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26

Tue.. 8:00 AM-10:00 AM

Room 114, First Floor

Mon. 1:15PM-3:15PM
Thurs. 1:15PM-3:15 PM

Room 114, First Floor
Room 111 AB, First Floor

Mon. 10:15 AM-12:15 PM
Mon. 1:15PM-3:15 PM
Mon-Fri 8:00AM-6:00 PM
Tue. 8:00 AM-10:00 AM
Tue. 10:15 AM-12:15 PM
Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Room 114, First Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 1, Second Floor
Exhibit Flail A, Second Floor
Room 108AB, First Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 2, Second Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Fri. 10:15 AM-12:15 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 1, Second Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Mon. 10:15 AM-12:15 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 1, Second Floor

Thu. 1:15PM-3:15PM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 3, Second Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Mon. 1:15PM-3.T5PM

Room 113AB, First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM
Fri. 8:00AM-10:00AM
Mon-Fri 8:O0AM-6:O0 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor
Room 113AB, First Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Tue. 10:15 AM-I2:15 PM

Room 114, First Floor

Tue. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 3, Second Floor

Fri. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 2, Second Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Thu. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Room 109AB, First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Mon. 10:15 A M - ! 2:15 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 2, Second Floor

Fri. 10:15 AM-12:15PM

Room 113AB, First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM
Mon. 1:I5PM-3:15 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor
Room 109AB, First Floor

Tue. 8:0OAM-10:OOAM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 3, Second Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00AM-6:00 PM
Tue. 1:15 PM-3:15 PM
Fri. 1:15 PM-3:15 PM
Mon-Fri 8:00AM-6:00 PM
Mon. 10:15 AM-12:15 PM
Thu. 8:00 AM-10:00 AM
Fri. 8:00 AM-10:00 AM

Exhibit Hall A. Second Floor
Room 108AB, First Floor
Exhibit Hall A. Theater 1, Second Floor
Kxhibit Hall A. Second Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 3, Second Floor
Room I08AB. First Floor
Exhibit Hall A. Theater 3. Second Floor

11
69

O.OA Innovation. Speculation and Disneyfication
in Soil Science Education —Oral
O.OB Global Priorities in Soil Science Research—Oral
O.OB Global Priorities in Soil Science Research—Theater
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1,0A New Frontiers in Soil Resource Assessment—Oral
1.0A New Frontiers in Soil Resource Assessment—Theater
1.0B Soil Change in Anthropocence—Poster
1.0B Soil Change in Anthropocence—Oral
1 .OB Soil Change in Anthropocence—Theater
l.OPA Multiscale Mapping of Soil Properties for Environmental
Studies. Agriculture, and Decision-Making—Poster
l.OPA Multiscale Mapping of Soil Properties for Environmental
Studies. Agriculture, and Decision-Making—Theater
1 .OPW Synthesis. Modeling, and Applications of Disciplinary
Soil Science Knowledge for Soil-Water-Plant-Environment
Systems—Poster
1.0PW Synthesis. Modeling, and Applications of Disciplinary
Soil Science Knowledge for Soil-Water-Plant-Environment
Systems—Theater I
1.0PW Synthesis. Modeling, and Applications of Disciplinary
Soil Science Knowledge for Soil-Water-Plant-Environment
Systems—Theater II
1 .OWA Soil Geochemical Patterns at Regional, National, and
International Scales—Poster
1 .OWA Soil Geochemical Patterns at Regional, National, and
International Scales—Oral
1
.OWB Wetlands: Science and Management—Poster
1
.OWB Wetlands: Science and Management—Oral
1
.1A Hydropedology: Fundamental Issues and Practical
Applications—Poster
1
.1A Flydropedology: Fundamental Issues and Practical
Applications—Oral
I
1
.1A Hydropedology: Fundamental Issues and Practical
Applications—Theater I
1
.1A Hydropedology: Fundamental Issues and Practical
1
Applications—Theater II
.IB Site Disturbance: The Role of Soil Morphology in its
1
Assessment—Poster
.IB Site Disturbance: The Role of Soil Morphology in its
1
Assessment—Oral
.1C Soil Micromorphology. Archaeometry, and
1
Archaeology—Poster
.IC
Soil
Micromorphology. Archaeometry, and
1
Archaeology—Theater
I .IC Soil Micromorphology. Archaeometry, and
Archaeology—Oral
1
.IP Soil Geomorphology: Concept Theory and Practices—Poster
.2A Spatial. Societal and Environmental Aspects of
Pedodiversity—Oral
1.2A Spatial. Societal and Environmental Aspects of
Pedodiversity—Theater
1.2B Soil System Behavior in Time—Poster
1.2B Soil System Behavior in Time—Oral
1.2B Soil System Behavior in Time—Theater
1.2P Interdependency of Soils and Soil Scapes—Poster
1.2P Interdependency of Soils and Soil Scapes—Theater
1.3A New Frontiers in Soil Genesis—Oral
1.3A New Frontiers in Soil Genesis—Theater

I
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71

Thu. 1:15PM-3:15PM

Room 108AB. First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Thu. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Exhibit Hall A. Theater 1, Second Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM
Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A. Second Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00AM-6:00 PM
Mon-Fri 8:00AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A. Second Floor
Exhibit I lall A, Second Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00AM-6:00 PM
Tue. 1:15 PM-3:15 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 1, Second Floor

Thu. 10:15 AM-12:15PM

Room 109AB, First Floor

Fri. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM
Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Room 109AB, First Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Mon. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Room 108AB, First Floor

Thu. 8:00AM-10:00AM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 2, Second Floor

Mon. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM
Fri. 1:15PM-3:15PM
Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM
Tue. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM
Fri. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM
Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A. Theater 3, Second Floor

Thu. 1:15 PM-3:15 PM

Room 109AB, First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A. Second Floor

Tue. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Room 113AB, First Floor

Thu. 10:15 AM-12:15PM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 3, Second Floor

Mon. 10:15 AM-12:15 PM
Tue. 10:15 AM-12:15PM
Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Room 113AB, First Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 3. Second Floor
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62
108
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18
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100
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49
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133
72

1.3B Essence Diagnostic and Time-Scales of Natural and
Human-Induced Pedogenic Processes—Oral
1.3B Essence Diagnostic and Time-Scales of Natural and
I luman-lnduced Pedogenic Processes—Poster
I.3B Essence Diagnostic and Time-Scales of Natural and
Human-Induced Pedogenic Processes—Theater
1.3PA Andisols and Related Soils—Poster
1.3PB Arid Soils: Genesis, Geomorphology. and
Geoarchaeology—Poster
I.3PC Pedogenesis and Weathering in Humid Tropics—Poster
1.3PD Soils on Limestones: Their Properties, Genesis, and Role
in Human Societies—Poster
1.4B Indigenous Soil Classification Systems—Poster
I.4A Impact of National Soil Classification on Soil Science
and Society—Theater
1.4A Impact of National Soil Classification on Soil Science
and Society—Oral
1.4B Indigenous Soil Classification Systems—Oral
1.5A Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy, Soil Sensing, Remote
Sensing and Image Analysis—Poster
1.5A Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy, Soil Sensing, Remote
Sensing and Image Analysis—Oral
1.5A Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy, Soil Sensing, Remote
Sensing and Image Analysis—Theater
1.5B Soil Sampling in Space and Time—Theater
1.5B Soil Sampling in Space and Time—Oral
1.6A Imprint of Environmental Change on Paleosols—Poster
1.6A Imprint of Environmental Change on Paleosols—Oral
1.6A Imprint of Environmental Change on Paleosols—Theater
1.6B Amazonian Dark Earth Soils (Terra Preta and Terra Preta
Nova): A Tribute to Wim Sombroek—Poster
1.6B Amazonian Dark Earth Soils (Terra Preta and Terra Preta
Nova): A Tribute to Wim Sombroek—Oral

Room 108AB, First Floor
Exhibit Hall A. Second Floor
Room 109AB, First Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Theater I, Second Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Division 2
134
50
63

35
135
86
93
136
64
137
101
138

ii

2.0A Synchrotron Spectromicroscopy of Particulate Matter
Affecting Air, Water & Soil Quality—Poster
2.0A Synchrotron Spectromicroscopy of Particulate Matter
Affecting Air, Water & Soil Quality—Oral
2.0A Synchrotron Spectromicroscopy of Particulate Matter
Affecting Air, Water & Soil Quality—Theater
2.0B Innovative Technologies in Rhizosphere Research—Oral
2.0B Innovative Technologies in Rhizosphere Research—Theater
2.0P Measurement, Occurrence, and Transport of Radionuclides
in Soils and Sediments, and their Transfer to Biota—Poster
2.0W Emerging Methods to Examine Metal Speciation and
Bioavailability in Soils—Oral
2.0W Emerging Methods to Examine Metal Speciation and
Bioavailability in Soils—Theater
2.1 A Soil Structuring as a Dynamic Process and
Particles Transfer—Poster
2.1 A Soil Structuring as a Dynamic Process and Particles
Transfer—Oral
2.1 B Soil Hydrology, Structure, and Micromorphic Properties
(Soil Porous System)—Poster
2.IB Soil Hydrology. Structure, and Micromorphic Properties
(Soil Porous System)—Oral
2.2A Soil Organic Matter: Stabilization and Carbon
Sequestration—Poster

Fri. 8:00 AM-10:00 AM
Fri. 10:15 AM-12:15 PM
Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM
Thu. 10:15 AM-12:15PM
Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM
Fri. 1:15 PM-3:15 PM
Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor
Room 109AB, First Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 3, Second Floor
Exhibit Hall A. Second Floor
Room 108AB, First Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor
Room 111 AB. First Floor
Exhibit Hall A. Second Floor
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15

Mon. 1:15 PM-3:15 PM

Exhibit Hall A. Theater 3, Second Floor

Tue. 10:15 AM-12:15 PM

Room 108AB. First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Thu. 1:15PM-3:15PM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 2, Second Floor

Thu. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Room 114, First Floor

Fri. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 3, Second Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Mon. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Exhibit Hall A. Theater 1, Second Floor

Tue. 1:15 PM-3:15 PM

Room 113AB, First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM
Fri. 10:15 AM-12M5PM
Fri. 1:15PM-3:15PM
Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor
Room 109AB, First Floor
Room 109AB, First Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Thu. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 3, Second Floor

Tue. 8:00 AM-10:00 AM

Room 109AB, First Floor

Tue. 1:15PM-3:15PM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 2, Second Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A. Second Floor

Thu. 1:15PM-3:15PM

Room 113AB, First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Mon. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Room 114, First Floor

Tue. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 1, Second Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A. Second Floor

lue. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Room 114, First Floor

Thu. 10:15 AM-12:15 PM

Exhibit Hall A. Theater 2, Second Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A. Second Floor

Mon. 10:15 AM-12:15 PM

Room 108AB. First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00AM-6:00 PM
Tue. 8:00 AM-10:00 AM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor
Room 113AB. First Floor

36
139
73
79
110
140
20
43
141
94
102
142

80

29
44
143
74
144

21

51

145

52

65

2.2A Soil Organic Matter: Stabilization and Carbon
Sequestration—Theater
2.2A Soil Organic Matter: Stabilization and Carbon
Sequestration—Oral
2.2B Adsorption Processes in Soils—Basis for Ecological
Soil Functions—Poster
2.2B Adsorption Processes in Soils—Basis for Ecological Soil
Functions—Theater I
2.2B Adsorption Processes in Soils—Basis for Ecological Soil
Functions—Oral
2.2B Adsorption Processes in Soils—Basis for Ecological Soil
Functions—Theater 11
2.3A Microbial Habitat: Evolution, Structure and Distribution
in Soils—Poster
2.3A Microbial Habitat: Evolution, Structure and Distribution
in Soils—Theater
2.3A Microbial Habitat: Evolution, Structure and Distribution
in Soils—Oral
2.3B Molecular Approaches to Microbial Ecology in Soils—Poster
2.3B Molecular Approaches to Microbial Exology in Soils—Oral
2.3B Molecular Approaches to Microbial Ecology in Soils—Theater
2.3PNew Strategies for Management of Plant Pathogenic Soil
Microorganisms—Natural Soil Suppression or Genetically
Modified Plants—Poster
2.3 P New Strategies for Management of Plant Pathogenic Soil
Microorganisms—Natural Soil Suppression or Genetically
Modified Plants—Theater
2.4A Poorly Ordered Nanoparticulate materials (PONM)
in Soils—Oral
2.4A Poorly Ordered Nanoparticulate materials (PONM)
in Soils—Theater
2.4B Soil Mineralogy and Geophysics: Environmental and
Soils Management and Mineral Exploration—Poster
2.4B Soil Mineralogy and Geophysics: Environmental and
Soils Management and Mineral Exploration—Oral
2.5A Soil Physicochemical-Biological lnterfacial Interactions:
Impacts on Transformations and Bioavailability of Metals
and Metalloids—Poster
2.5A Soil Physicochemical-Biological lnterfacial Interactions:
Impacts on Transformations and Bioavailability of Metals
and Metalloids—Oral
2.5A Soil Physicochemical-Biological lnterfacial Interactions:
Impacts on Transformations and Bioavailability of Metals
and Metalloids—Theater
2.5B Interactions between Clays and Organic Matter and Their
Impact on Sorption and Availability of Organic Compounds
in Soil Environments—Poster
2.5B Interactions between Clays and Organic Matter and Their
Impact on Sorption and Availability of Organic Compounds
in Soil Environments—Oral
2.5B Interactions between Clays and Organic Matter and Their
Impact on Sorption and Availability of Organic Compounds
in Soil Environments—Theater

Division 3
146
8
147
30

3.0A Long-term Agronomic Experiments: Their Importance
for Science and Society—Poster
3.0A Long-term Agronomic Experiments: Their Importance for
Science and Society—Oral
3.0B Emerging Topics in Soil Use and Management—Poster
3.OB Emerging Topics in Soil Use and Management—Oral
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45
148
87
149

Tue. 1:15PM-3:15PM
Mon-Fri 8:00AM-6:00 PM
Fri. 8:00 AM-10:00 AM
Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A. Theater 3, Second Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor
Room 114. First Floor
Exhibit Hall A. Second Floor

Thu. 10:15AM-12:15PM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 1, Second Floor

Fri. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Room 114. First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Fri. 10:15 AM-12:15 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 2, Second Floor

Fri. 1:15 PM-3:15 PM

Room 114. First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A. Second Floor

Mon. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Room 109AB, First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Tue. 10:15 AM-12:15 PM

Room 113AB, First Floor

Thu. 1:15PM-3:15PM

Exhibit Hall A. Theater 1, Second Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00AM-6:00 PM
Thu. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM
Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor
Room 108AB, First Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Thu. 10:15 AM-12:15 PM

Room 114, First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM
Tue.8:00 AM-10:00 AM
Thu. 1:15PM-3:15PM
Mon. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Exhibit Hall A. Second Floor
Exhibit Flail A, Theater 2, Second Floor
Room 114, First Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 2, Second Floor

Fri. 10:15 AM-12:15PM

Room 111 AB. First Floor

Fri. 1:15PM-3:15PM
Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 2, Second Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Mon. 1:15PM-3:15PM

Room 108AB, First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Tue. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Room 108AB, First Floor

Thu. 8:00 AM-10:00 AM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 1, Second Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A. Second Floor

Fri. 10:15 AM-12:15 PM

Room 108AB, First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A. Second Floor

66
111
150
95
103
151
22
152
37
75
153
81
154
67
155
31
76
23
96
101
156
16
157
53
57
158

97

159
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3.OB Emerging Topics in Soil Use and Management—Theater
3.0W Sustainable Soils and Life on Land—Poster
3.0W Sustainable Soils and Life on Land—Oral
3.1A Land Use Planning: Environmental, Economic and Social
Trade-offs—Poster
3.1 A Land Use Planning: Environmental, Economic and Social
Trade-offs—Theater
3.1 A Land Use Planning: Environmental, Economic and Social
Trade-offs—Oral
3.IB Translating Soil Science into Agricultural & Environmental
Policy—Poster
3.1 B Translating Soil Science into Agricultural & Environmental
Policy—Theater
3.1B Translating Soil Science into Agricultural & Environmental
Policy—Oral
3.2A Environmental Impacts of Soil Erosion—Measuring and
Modeling On- and Off-Site Damages of Soil Erosion—Poster
3.2A Environmental Impacts of Soil Erosion—Measuring and
Modeling On- and Off-Site Damages of Soil Erosion—Oral
3.2B Dryland Conservation Technologies: Innovations for
Enhancing Productivity and Sustainability—Poster
3.2B Dryland Conservation Technologies: Innovations for
Enhancing Productivity and Sustainability—Oral
3.2B Dryland Conservation Technologies: Innovations for
Enhancing Productivity and Sustainability—Theater
3.2C Water Use Challenges for the Euture—Poster
3.2C Water Use Challenges for the Future—Oral
3.3A Future Challenges in P Fertilization and the
Environment—Poster
3.3A Future Challenges in P Fertilization and the
Environment—Oral
3.3B Nutrient Use Efficiency and Global Agriculture—Poster
3.3B Nutrient Use Efficiency and Global Agriculture—Theater
3.3B Nutrient Use Efficiency and Global Agriculture—Oral
3.3C Improved Management of Alkaline Soils for Dryland
Agricu Iture—Theater
3.3C Improved Management of Alkaline Soils for Dryland
Agriculture—Oral
3 3P Plant Responses and Adaptation to Ionic Stresses—Theater
3 4A Combating Global Soil & Land Degradation 1.
Agroecosystems: Processes & Assessment—Poster
3 4A Combating Global Soil & Land Degradation I.
Agroecosystems: Processes & Assessment—Oral
3. 4B Combating Global Soil & Land Degradation II.
Agroecosystems: Reclamation Strategies—Poster
3
4B Combating Global Soil & Land Degradation II.
Agroecosystems: Reclamation Strategies—Oral
3
4B Combating Global Soil & Land Degradation II.
Agroecosystems: Reclamation Strategies—Theater
3
5C Combating Global Soil & Land Degradation III.
Agro- and Forest Ecosystems: Physical, Chemical and
Biological Processes—Poster
3.5C Combating Global Soil & Land Degradation III. Agro- and
Forest Ecosystems: Physical, Chemical and Biological
Processes—Oral
3.5D Combating Global Soil & Land Degradation IV. Salinization,
Sodification and Other Forms of Degradation in Agricultural
and Native Ecosystems—Poster
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112

160

3.5D Combating Global Soil & Land Degradation IV. Salinization.
Sodification and Other Forms of Degradation in Agricultural
and Native Ecosystems—Oral
3.5P New Methods for Large-Area Assessment of Soil
Degradation—Poster

Date and Tme

Convention Center Location

Fri. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Room 108AB, First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A. Second Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A. Second Floor

Mon. 10:15 AM-12:15PM

Room 111 AB. First Floor

Tue. 8:00 AM-10:00 AM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 1, Second Floor

Thu. 8:00 AM-10:00 AM
Fri. 8:OOAM-10:OOAM
Mon-Fri 8:00AM-6:00 PM

Room 109AB, First Floor
Room 108AB, First Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Thu. 8:00 AM-10:00 AM

Room 114, First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Room 104AB, First Floor

'lues. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 2, Second Floor

Thu. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Room U3AB, First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Fri. 8:OOAM-10:OOAM

Exhibit Hall A, Theater 1, Second Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00AM-6:00 PM
Thu. 8:00 AM-10:00 AM
Mon-Fri 8:00AM-6:00 PM
Tue. 1:15PM-3:15PM
Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 3, Second Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor
Room 114, First Floor
Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Fri. 1:15 PM-3:15 PM

Room II3AB, First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00AM-6:00 PM

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor

Mon. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Room 113AB. First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Room 105AB, First Floor

Mon. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Room 111 AB, First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Room I05AB, First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Room 105AB. First Floor

Fri. 3:30 PM-5:30 PM

Room 113AB, First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00AM-6:00 PM
Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM
Tue. 10:15 AM-12T5 PM

Room 105AB, First Floor
Room 105AB. First Floor
Room 111 AB. First Floor

Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-6:00 PM

Room 103ABC. First Floor

Mon. 10:15 AM-12:I5 PM

Room 109AB. First Floor

Division 4
161
9
32
58
88
162
59
163
54
82
164
89
165
60
166
46
167
105
168
24
169
25
170
171
113
172
173
38

4.0A Bridging Soil Science, Environmental Policy and
Communications—Poster
4.0A Bridging Soil Science, Environmental Policy and
Communications—Oral
4.0A Bridging Soil Science, Environmental Policy and
Communications—Theater
4.0B Soil Related Discords and Conflicts—Oral
4.0W Soils and Human Health—Oral
4.1AOrganic Farming-Advantages and Disadvantages
for Soils, Water Quality and Sustainability—Poster
4.1A Organic Farming - Advantages and Disadvantages
for Soils, Water Quality and Sustainability—Oral
4.IB Role of Organic Matter for Soil Properties and
Consequences for Environmental Functions—Poster
4. IB Role of Organic Matter for Soil Properties and
Consequences for Environmental Functions—Theater
4. IB Role of Organic Matter for Soil Properties and
Consequences for Environmental Functions—Oral
4.1 PA Soils and Natural Hazards (Knowledge, Assessment
and Mitigation)—Poster
4.1 PA Soils and Natural Hazards (Knowledge, Assessment
and Mitigation)—Theater
4.1 PB Soil, Wine and Other Quality Crops—Poster
4.1 PB Soil, Wine and Other Quality Crops—Theater
4.2A Soil Care and Quality Soil Management—Poster
4.2A Soil Care and Quality Soil Management—Oral
4.2B Biologically Intensive Agriculture: an Approach to
Combating Hunger for the Poor—Poster
4.2B Biologically Intensive Agriculture: an Approach to
Combating Hunger for the Poor—Oral
4.2C Soil Quality as it Affects Nutrients in Food Crops
and Human Health—Poster
4.2C Soil Quality as it Affects Nutrients in Food Crops
and Human Health—Oral
4.3A Land Use Modeling as a Tool to Combat Soil
Degradation—Poster
4.3A Land Use Modeling as a Tool to Combat Soil
Degradation—Oral
4.3P Intensification of Agricultural Production Systems
and the Environment—Poster
4.4A Case Histories of the Relationships Among Soils
and Societies—Poster
4.4A Case Histories of the Relationships Among Soils
and Societies—Oral
4.4P Soil Science and International Organizations—Poster
4.5A History of Soil Science in Developing Countries—Poster
4.5A History of Soil Science in Developing Countries—Oral

Working Groups
174
10

AS Acid Sulfate Soils: Technological Advances Enabling
Better Management—Poster
AS Acid Sulfate Soils: Technological Advances Enabling
Better Management—Oral
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J9
175

40

106
176
68
83
179

(.1

90
177
17
17
178
98

AS Acid Sulfate Soils: Technological Advances Enabling
Better Management—Theater
CR Soils of Northern, Southern Polar Region and Soils of High
Elevations and Their Relationship to Global Climate
Change—Poster
CR Soils of Northern, Southern Polar Region and Soils of High
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8:30 AM L.Nguyen
Use of Nuclear Techniques in Addressing Soil-Water-Nutrient Issues for
Sustainable Agricultural Production: Opening Address.
L. Nguyen, Joint FAO/IAEA Division of Nuclear Techniques in Food and
Agriculture; F. Zapata. Joint FAO/IAEA Division of Nuclear Techniques in Food
and Agriculture.
The Joint FAO/IAEA Division of Nuclear Techniques in Food and Agriculture,
has on many occasions in the past convened a symposium at the World Congress
of Soil Science and provided financial support to Congress participants from
developing countries. At this 18th World Congress of Soil Science, a workshop
rather than a symposium is organized by the Soil and Water Management & Crop
Nutrition (SWMCN) sub-programme of the Joint FAO/IAEA Division. The aim of
this workshop is to provide a forum for presentation and discussion of scientific
and technical advances in FAO/IAEA Member States using nuclear and related
techniques to develop optimum soil-water-plant-nutrient management practices to
increase crop productivity and foster environmental sustainability. In addition, it
provides an excellent opportunity for scientific exchange at a global level, since
isotopic techniques are continuously refined and new applications are implemented
in crop production and natural resource management. Nuclear and isotopic techniques can be used to track the sources and flows of nutrients and water in soilplant and soil-plant-animal agro-ecosystems. These techniques help to identify
management practices that optimize the efficiency with which natural resources
and external inputs are used for crop production In addition, they can be used to
quantify the movement of soil and sediments and associated agrochemicals in the
landscape and hence the effects of different management practices on the loss of
carbon, sediments, nutrients, and agrochemicals from agro-ecosystems to receiving
water bodies In line with the major theme of the 18th World Congress of Soil Science on Frontiers of Soil Science: Technology and Information Age, the selected
applications of nuclear techniques in soil-water-nutrient management as shown in
this workshop demonstrate that nuclear techniques provide invaluable tools which
can assist to define best management practices for enhancing sustainable crop production, soil and water conservation and environmental protection Specifically, 26
papers are presented on the use of isotopic techniques to address: (I) impacts of
different land uses on soil organic matter sequestration; (2) soil erosion and distribution at a catchment scale; (3) identification of hydrological pathways and impacts
of agricultural activities on the transports of soil organic matter, sediments, nutrients and agrochemicals in agricultural landscapes; (4) Water balance and water use
efficiency and; (5) efficiency of fertilizers and crop residues as sources of nutrients
for plant growth Keywords: IAEA, Joint FAO/IAEA Division, nuclear techniques,
isotopes, integrated soil management.

two 8"C methods Neither the tillage system nor the different rotations had any significant effect on the rate of decomposition of the original SOM. The incorporation
of C derived from the residues in the SOM was higher in rotation 2. Keywords: "C
natural abundance, carbon stock, crop rotation, soil organic matter. Tillage system.
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9:25 AM S. Zingore
Long-term Dynamics of Soil Organic Matter and Its 13C Signatures along
Cultivation Chronosequences on Contrasting Zimbabwean Soils.
X Zingore. Univ of Zimbabwe; K. E. Giller. Wageningen Univ.
Soil organic matter (SOM) is crucial to the sustainability of smallholder agriculture that relies heavily on nutrient mineralized from organic matter due to small
amounts of fertilizers used. Long-term changes in soil organic carbon and nitrogen
were measured on fields cultivated for different ages after woodland clearance for
smallholder farming on three different soils: Kalahari sand (5% clay + silt), granitic
sand (12% clay + silt) and a red clay soil (50% clay + silt). A commercial farming
site characterized by high external inputs was also studied on the red clay soil.
Soil organic carbon (SOC) contents under reference woodlands were largest (53.3
t C ha') in the red clay soil, followed by the granitic sand (22 8 t C ha') and least
(19.5 t C ha') in the Kalahari sand. More than 50% of the SOC was lost in the
initial 5 years of cultivation when woodland soil was cleared for maize cultivation
under smallholder management characterized by use of small amount of inputs
and removal of stover to feed livestock. New equilibrium was attained within 10
years on all soils. Greatest losses occurred in soils that initially contained most
carbon and nitrogen in the order: red clay (22.4 t C ha"') > granitic sand (13 2 t C
ha') > Kalahari sand (10 6 t C ha"1). On the clay soil, commercial tarming with
intensive use of mineral fertilizers and incorporation of maize stover led to more
gradual decline: at equilibrium, contents of SOC in the soil with inputs of mineral
fertilizers and crop residues were 15 t C ha ' greater than the contents in the soils
on smallholder farms, which were cultivated continuously without mineral fertilizers or crop residues In the Kalahari sand, the 5"C value of organic C remained
constant after woodland clearance, and maize contributed less than 10% of the total
C even after 55 years. The "C signature increased slightly with increasing duration
of cultivation by smallholders in the granitic sands and red clay soil where maize
contributed 29% and 35% of the C at equilibrium. Under more productive commercial farming, the carbon derived from maize accounted for 50% of the total after 10
years of cultivation and 67% at equilibrium. The persistence of woodland carbon in
the sandy soil is attributed to chemical stabilization resulting from large concentrations of lignin and polyphenols in the tree litter, or as charcoal Keywords: carbon
13, soil organic carbon, cultivation, crop residue, carbon dynamics
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9:50 AM M. Werth
Contribution of Roots, Rhizodeposits and Soil Organic Matter to C0 2 Efflux
from Maize Rhizosphere as Revealed by UC Natural Abundance.
M. Werth. Univ of Hohenheim. Institute of Soil Science and Land Evaluation; I.
Subbotina. State Univ of Rostov on Don. Dept of Soil Science and Agrochemistry;
Y. Kuzyakov. Univ of Hohenheim. Institute of Soil Science and Land Evaluation.

This contribution provides the verification of a simple procedure on quantitative
separate estimation of 1) root respiration, 2) rhizomicrobial respiration, and 3)
microbial respiration from soil organic matter (SOM) decomposition in non-sterile
soils. The method is based on growing C4 plants on C, soil or vice versa Hence, the
8"C values of SOM, maize roots, microbial biomass, and total CO, efflux from the
soil are used to determine the three fractions of CO,. These contributions of root
respiration, rhizomicrobial respiration and respiration derived from SOM decom1-2
9:00 AM C P. Jantalia
position to total soil CO, efflux can be calculated according to isotopic mass balInfluence of Crop Rotation and Tillage System on the Soil Organic Matter
ance of microbial biomass and CO,. Maize was grown on a C, soil in the laboratory
Status of an Oxisol in Southern Brazil.
for 40 days and trapping of total CO, was started nine days after germination. SamC. P. Jantalia. Embrapa Agrobiologia; S. Urquiaga, Embrapa Agrobiologia; C. ples of bulk soil, maize roots, microbial biomass (chloroform-fumigation-extracPetrere. Fundacäo Centra de Experimentacäo e Pesquisa; C. Aila. Univ Federal de tion method), and total CO, (trapped in NaOH) were taken five times during the
Santa Maria; S. Giacomini. Univ Federal de Santa Maria; B. J. R. Alves. Embrapa growth period and analyzed for 8"C values at an isotope ratio mass spectrometry
unit At the end of the experiment, 8"C values of maize roots and total CO, efflux
Agrobiologia; R. M. Boddey. Embrapa Agrobiologia.
were significantly different, but very close at -15.8 and -l6.9%o, respectively The
Soil organic matter (SOM) strongly influences soil parameters, such as fertility,
8"C value of SOM was -26.8%o and the one of microbial biomass was -23 7%o.
structural stability, water infiltration and retention, and biological activity, all of
Using these S"C values according to the suggested approach, root respiration conwhich contribute to the maintenance of crop productivity and environmental sustributed to 91%, rhizomicrobial respiration to 4%, and SOM decomposition to 5%
tainability The objective of this study was to determine in a long-term experiment
of the CO, efflux. Compared to recent studies, which used different approaches,
(17 years) the effect of two different crop rotations (1. wheat-soybean, (2. wheatrhizomicrobial respiration and SOM decomposition were underestimated by our
soybean-vetch+oat-maize) under two tillage systems (CT and ZT) on the organic
approach. This could be due to 1) a "C fractionation between microbial biomass
C balance in a clayey Oxisol soil to a depth of 100 cm in Cruz Alta, Rio Grande
and its CO, or 2) a small portion of active microbial biomass in the rhizosphere
do Sul. Estimates of the proportions of the soil C derived from the original SOM
contributing to the CO, efflux. Checking the first reason for underestimation by
and the crop residues were made using two techniques based on 5°C natural abunincubation of C, soil and trapping CO,, we found a fractionation of 3%o between
dance All these crops were fertilised according to soil analyses. After 17 years,
microbial biomass and respired CO,, leading to an accumulation of the heavier
soil samples were taken to 100 cm depth, for chemical analysis and bulk density
isotope in the CO,. Correcting the calculation by this fractionation, rhizomicrobial
Total N in plant and soil samples was determined using the Kjeldahl technique
respiration increased by 6% Checking the second reason for underestimation, we
Soil organic C and "C natural abundance were determined using an automated CN
calculated that only a hypothetical portion of 60% active microbial biomass led to a
analyser (LECO CHN 600) and a continuous-flow isotope-ratio mass spectrometer,
rhizomicrobial respiration of 43%, which is comparable to reported results of other
respectively. The results showed that: (i).The soil C and N stocks in 0-100cm were
studies However, this portion of active microbial biomass is non-realistic, since
significantly lower in rotation 1 (wheat/soybean) in relation to rotation 2 (wheat/
other studies showed that less than 10% of total microbial biomass is active and the
soybean - oat/soybean - vetch+oat/maize). (ii) In rotation I the soil C and N stocks
remainder is dormant
under ZT did not differ significantly from those under CT, and (iii) Similar estimates of treatment effects on the original soil organic C were obtained using the

<
The suggested method based on "C natural abundance for partitioning of total CO,
efflux from the soil into three sources fails due to the small part of active microbial
biomass in the bulk soil and rhizosphere This led to a discrepancy between 8"C of
microbial biomass and of microbial ly respired CO,.
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10:15AM
P. Boeckx
Cross N Mineralization-Immobilization Turnover Dynamics in Grassland
Soils of Different Age and Texture.
P. Boeckx. Ghent Univ; F. Accoe. EC-JRC; G. Hoffman. Ghent Univ. O. Van
Cleemput. Ghent Univ.
The flux of N through mineralization-immobilization turnover (MIT) in grassland
soils is a major determinant for plant N uptake and for N loss processes. In a first
study we investigated the relationship between soil organic matter (SOM) content
and gross N transformations in three grassland soilsofdifferentage(6, 14 and 50 yold) with sandy loam textures. In a second study, gross N transformation rates and
N retention were investigated upon mineral fertilizer addition in three permanent
grassland soils of varying texture (loamy sand, loam and clay loam). Gross N transformation rates were calculated with the ''N-tracing model FLUAZ. "N-labeled
NH4NO, was added to the soils in paired laboratory incubation experiments. Size
and '5N-enrichment of the NH ', NO,, and soil organic N pools were measured at
0, I, 3, 7, 14 and 30 days after NH4NO,-addition In general, the accuracy of the
simulations of the data using FLUAZ were robust, but tended to decrease (1) with
increasing incubation times, (2) with increasing duration of the time intervals considered and (3) with increasing experimental variability Gross N mineralization,
nitrification, and (long-term) gross N immobilization rates tended to increase with
increasing age of the grasslands, and showed strong, positive correlations with the
total C and N contents The calculated gross N mineralization rates (7-d incubations) and net N mineralization rates (70-d incubations) corresponded with a gross
N mineralization of 643, 982 and 1876 kg N ha' y ', and a net N mineralization
of 195, 208 and 274 kg N ha' y ' in the upper 20 cm of the 6, 14 and 50 y-old
grassland soils, respectively Linear regression analysis showed that 93% of the
variability of the gross N mineralization rates could be explained by variation in
total N contents, whereas total N contents together with the C-to-N ratios of the
<50 urn SOM fraction explained 84% of the variability of the net N mineralization
rates The relationship between long-term net N mineralization rates and gross N
mineralization rates could be fitted by means of a logarithmic equation (net m =
0 24Ln(gross m) + 0.23, R-=0 69, PO.05). The ratio of gross N immobilization-togross N mineralization tended to increase with increasing SOM contents Microbial
demand for N tended to increase with increasing SOM content in the grassland
soils, indicating that potential N retention in soils through microbial N immobilization tends to be limited by C availability The proportion of the initial N content
mineralized upon incubation was largest in the loamy sand soil (2.5%), followed
by the clay loam soil (1 2%) and the loam soil (0.8%) The gross nitrification and N
immobilization activity followed the same trend The loam soil showed the lowest
relative N retention (ratio N immobilization over (gross N mineralization + gross
nitrification)), which was attributed to its low C availability. The results of these
studies are published in: I. Accoe et al. (2004) Soil Biology & Biochemistry 36:
2075-2087; and 2 Accoe et al (2005) Soil Science Society of America Journal 69:
1967-1976 Keywords: 'SN, gross N mineralization, immobilization, grasslands,
soil organic matter, N transformation, l5N-labeled NHjNO,
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10:40 A M

C. Perdomo

Soil Delta I51N as an Index of the Degree of Perturbation of an Agricultural
Site.
C. Perdomo. Univ de la Repüblica: C. Mori. Univ de la Repüblica; E. Hoffman.
Univ de la Repüblica: Y. A. Del Pino. Univ de la Repüblica.
The decrease in soil organic matter (SOM) and soil total nitrogen (TN) in the agricultural regions of Uruguay over the last 100 years depends on the intensity of agricultural activities, soil N supplying capability and soil potential productivity The
objective of this study was to investigate the use of '5N natural abundance (d,sN),
as an index of perturbation of agricultural soils. Soil samples were collected from
20 sites located in the south west of the country, both from within agricultural areas
and from under permanent fences, an area which has supposedly been less disturbed than the rest of the field Samples were analyzed for SOM, TN, '5N natural
abundance (d"N), mineral nitrogen (NH4 and NO,'), and anaerobic mineralizable
N (Nmin). Also, field experiments were established in 8 of these sites to evaluate
barley response to N, with the N fertilizer applied at different timings of the crop
growth cycle The results showed that in samples collected from the agricultural
area a strong positive relationship (R2=0 83, /M) 01) existed between the soil TN
content and soil d"N value, but only after these samples were classified in groups
of similar soil types Also, soil dl5N showed a high correlation with other indexes
related with the degree of site perturbation, such as Nmin. mineral N, SOM, and
with the degree of barley response to N In soil samples collected from under the
fence, however, no relationship was observed between dl5N and TN, and neither
was a relationship between d'5N and any of the other indexes of site perturbation.
Also, lower 'IN and d"N values were observed in samples collected from the agricultural area These results could be explained by considering that the gross N mineralization and immobilization rate would tend to decrease when the degree of soil
perturbation increases Concurrently, the N lost from this cycle would be relatively

2

more impoverished in 'SN than the bulk of the soil. On the other hand, the N inputs,
coming mainly from N fertilization and N symbiotic fixation, would tend to have
even lower dl5N values Thereby, in the long term the permanency of this cycle
would determine an impoverishment in the ,5N content of the soil, which would be
more accentuated in the most perturbed areas Although our results are preliminary,
they seem to indicate that soil dl5N could be used as an index to quantify the degree
of perturbation of agricultural sites, and that this index could also help to define in a
more objective way the concept of soil quality Keywords: '5N natural abundance,
soil organic matter, soil perturbation, gross N mineralization and immobilization,
soil '5N content, mineralizable. N
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11:05AM
J Ritchie
Soil Organic Carbon in Small Watersheds Under Long-Term Agricultural
Management Systems.
J. Ritchie. ARS-BARC-HRSL; L. Owens. USDA-Agricultural Research Service;
G. McCarty. HRSL. ANRJ. ARS. USDA: E. Venteris. OH Division of Geological
Survey.
Patterns of soil organic carbon vary in agricultural landscapes where different management systems are used to minimize the redistribution of soils. This study measured the soil organic carbon content in 20 small (<3 ha) first order research watersheds at the USDA ARS North Appalachian Experimental Watershed (NAEW)
near Coshocton, Ohio USA These small watersheds have had single management
regimes since 1935. These long-term management regimes include conventional
tillage with and without manure added, no-tillage with manure added, pasture (high
and medium fertility), and meadows (good and poor condition) Soil organic carbon
differed significantly between management practices and was related to soil redistribution rates as measured using radioactive fallout Cesium-137. This study shows
the impacts of soil redistribution on soil organic carbon within small watersheds
between different management practices and aids in understanding soil organic carbon and soil redistribution patterns related management system.
1-8
11:30 AM
V R Belyaev
Combined Application of the 137cs Radioactive Tracer and Conventional
Techniques for Assessing Soil Redistribution Rates and Effectiveness of
Protective Measures.
V. R. Belyaev. Moscow State Univ; V. N. Golosov. Moscow State Univ; J. S.
Kuznetsova. Moscow State Univ; M. V. Markelov. Moscow State Univ.
This study aims to show a value of using radioactive soil redistribution tracer '"Cs
together with soil-morphological method and empirically-based modeling for
quantitative comparison of conventionally cultivated arable slopes with morphologically similar slopes where various soil-protective techniques have been applied
Three pairs of arable slopes were selected for comparison, all located within the
territory of the Novosil experimental station (the Orel Region, central European
Russia). The research area is characterized by grey forest soils formed on the Late
Pleistocene loessy loams Natural vegetation was represented by the forest-steppe
zone communities, but at present most of the area is cultivated The slopes studied
undergone creation of artificial terraces with forest shelter belts located parallel
to topography contour lines and spaced at approximately 100 m from each other.
Construction of terraces and tree planting was commenced in 1932. Considering
the multi-technical approach in which soil morphology, empirical-based modeling
and '"Cs tracer were used for assessing soil redistribution rates, it is important
to note the different timescales, for which the independent techniques used are
applicable. The soil-morphological method yields an integral assessment of soil
degradation over the entire cultivation period (100 to 250 years for different studied slopes) The '"Cs radionuclide tracer provides the short-term of average soil
redistribution by water and tillage since 1986, because the territory was subject to
intensive radioactive fallout after the Chernobyl accident (more than 90% of the
total isotope inventory) The empirical model utilizes a combination of the USLEbased approach for estimating rainfall-induced erosion and a model developed by
the Russian State Hydrological Institute for estimating erosion from snowmelt runoff. Its temporal resolution depends on the details of meteorological data available
and ranges from a single runoff event to the entire cultivation period We have
applied it for estimating average annual erosion rates for pre-Soviet period, collective farming period and post-Soviet period, which differ substantially in terms of
crop rotations and cultivation techniques used Preliminary results have shown that
slopes with soil-protective measures are characterized by up to 30% reduction of
average soil redistribution rates, as shown by soil-morphological and '"Cs methods. Good coincidence of spatial patterns of soil redistribution rates provided by
these two techniques suggests general reliability of results Discrepancy in values
obtained can be attributed to differences in temporal resolution of methods as well
as to possible influence of individual extreme events on results yielded by the '"Cs
method On the other hand, more significant decrease of average soil degradation
rates on slopes with soil conservation (up to 75%) was predicted by the model This
substantial difference between predicted and directly measured values is attributed
to a high degree of soil degradation prior to introduction of protective measures
(reflected by the soil-morphological method) and lack of funding for maintaining
the appropriate conditions of terraces and forest shelter belts after the collapse of
the former Soviet Union (reflected by the '"Cs technique). It can be generally concluded that the multi-technical approach acquired much more detailed informa-

a.
if

tion on temporal and spatial variability of soil redistribution rates than for single
method-based studies. Keywords: radioactive tracer, soil redistribution rates, soil
erosion, soil morphology, '"Cs.

the soil and then drip irrigation. At harvest, more N was accumulated at 0-30 and
30-60 cm depths with fertigation treatments Keywords: Solanum tuberrosum L ,
drip irrigation, fertigation, 15N technique, neutron probe, percent nitrogen derived
from fertilizer (% Ndff), percent nitrogen use efficiency (%NUE), fertilizer nitrogen residue in soil.
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2:00PM D.N. Dang
Sedimentation Rate as Measured by 2IOPb Fail-Out and the Discharge of
1-11
2:50 PM M. Panomtaranichagul
Persistent Organic Pollutants Associated with Sediments from Inland into a
Soil Water Storage and Water Use Efficiency under Rainfed Cultural Practices
Mangrove Forest in Central Vietnam.
as Measured by Neutron Moisture Meter.
D. N. Dang. Institute oj'Nuclear Sciences and Technology: Y. Tateda, Central Research
Institute of Electric Power Industry; H. Q. Nguyen. Institute ofNuclear Sciences and M. Panomtaranichagul. Chiang Mai Univ; M. Füllen. Univ of Wolverhampton; A.
Cass. CSIRO: C. Hignett. CSIRO.
Technology; Q. L Nguyen. Institute ofNuclear Sciences and Technology.
Water use efficiency during the dry period in dryland farming system is mainly regulated by soil water storage. Strategies to increase the amount of water within the
soil profile are to increase infiltration rate and reduce surface runoff during rainfall
period Tillage and contour cultural practices are most practical methods used to
improve surface soil structure, infiltrability and soil water availability on levelling
and sloping land. This paper reports a part of the results obtained from the two main
projects which were carried out in South Australia and Northern Thailand during
1992-1995 and 2000-2002 respectively. The aims of the studies are to evaluate (i)
the effects of Direct Drilling (DD) and Conventional Cultivation (CC) on soil water
storages and wheat water use efficiency and (ii) the effects of contour cultural practices on soil water conservation and crop water use efficiency on sloping highland.
The first project was carried out in South Australia during 1992 to 1995 Wheat
was sown by DD and CC treatments. Four replications were used in a randomised
split-plot experimental design. Soil properties (0-150 and 150-300 mm depth) and
soil water content profile (0-2 m depth) were measured using standard methods and
Neutron Moisture Meter (NMM) throughout the 3 growing seasons. Water used by
each crop was calculated as rainfall plus the change in stored soil water within 2
m depth. Runoff", deep drainage and interception losses were assumed negligible.
Crop production was assessed as total dry matter at different growing periods and
harvested grain yield. Water Use Efficiency (WUE) of wheat was calculated based
on total dry matter production and grain yields. Experimental results showed that
DD induced better surface soil structure by giving lower bulk density, higher aeration porosity and infiltration rate compared to CC Consequently, lower amount of
stored soil water and lower WUE by wheat were found under CC than under DD
due to degraded soil structure and poorer crop development The second project
compared the effects of selected contour cultural practices on soil water conservation and crop WUE under a rainfed highland agricultural system, in Northern Thailand. A completely randomized design, with four treatments and three replicates,
used a cropping sequence of maize, followed by lablab bean, was conducted during
2000 to 2002. The treatments were Conventional Contour planting (CC), Contour
Ridge cultivation (CR), CR + Polythene sheet mulching (CRP) and Alley cropping
(AL) with hedgerow of mango + graham stylo. Soil water contents (0-1.7 m depth),
soil properties, runoff" and soil loss were monitored by NMM and standard proce1-10
2:25 PM M. B. Halitligil
dures. Maize and lablab bean were harvested as total dry biomass, seed and grain
Drip Irrigation and Fertigation of Potato under Light-Textured Soils of
yields. The results from this second project showed that AL was the best while CRP
Cappadocia Region.
was the second best treatment for improving maize yields and WUE due to better
anti erosive effects and runoff control compared to the other treatments. However,
M. B. Halitligil. Turkish Atomic Energy Authority; H. Onaran. Ministry of
Agriculture. General Directorate of Research; N. Munsuz. Ankara Unix; H. Kislal. CRP was the most effective practice for conserving soil water, reducing soil water
Ministry ofAgriculture. General Directorate of Research; G. Cayci. Ankara Univ; evaporation, giving the highest WUE and yield of lablab bean during the dry period
when compared to CC, CR, or AL Using NMM to monitor the soil water content
C. Kutuk. Ankara Univ; A. Akin. Ministry of Agriculture. General Directorate of
profile was an effective and practical method for the long term studies of soil water
Research; A. Lunlenen. Ministry of Agriculture. General Directorate of Research.
storage and WUE Keywords: neutron moisture meter, water use efficiency, soil
water storage, alley cropping.
In order to evaluate potato response to drip irrigation and nitrogen (N) fertigation;
and also to improve N and water use efficiencies of potato and eventually reduce
nitrate contamination of surface and ground water, 10 field experiments were carried out at three different locations in Cappodocia Region of Turkey over a 4-year
1-12
3:15 PM G. Duenas
period (1997-2000). Nitrogen as ammonium sulphate (NH4)2S04 was supplied
Influence of the Irrigation System on the Nitrate Content in Potato Tubers.
through drip irrigation (fertigation) at rates of 0, 300, 600, and 900 kg N/ha. Also,
as another treatment, N as ammonium sulphate in a granule fertilizer form was
G. Duenas, Instituto de Suelos; H. Ihgoyen. Instiluto de Suelos; M. Biarl. Instituto
applied on to the soil surface and mixed in at the rate which was equivalent to the
de Suelos: M. Hernandez. Instituto de Suelos.
fertigation treatment of 600 kg N/ha (Nsoil treatment). These five treatments were
This work was conducted to evaluate the influence of the irrigation system on the
investigated in a completely randomized block design with four replications. Agria
accumulation of" nitrate in potato tubers Over a 5-year period (1987-1993), nitrate
potato variety was used in all experiments and potato was planted in mid May and
contents were monitored in reference fields in different Agricultural Enterprises of La
harvested at the end of October. 15N-Iabelled ammonium sulphate fertilizer were
Havana province, in which traditional irrigation systems were used (Fregat, DDA and
applied in isotope-sub plots within the macroplots for each treatment in order to
Volschanka) These are different types of machines for irrigation by aspersion, that
determine the amount of N taken up by the plant, N use efficiency and the distribuwere used in Cuba before the fertigation system was established. During this period
tion of residual N at different depths in the soil profile Each year during the growth
the rates of application of N per ha were higher than 450kg/ha (applied at sowing),
period, 12 irrigations were done and 50 mm of water was applied at each irrigation.
and the yields were less than 20t/ha. Similarly, a study work was conducted in 1999
At harvest, plant samples (tuber and leaf+vein) and soil samples were taken and
in potatofieldswith a localized fertigation system, which allows the joint application
% N, % 15N atom excess (% 15N a.e.) and % Ndff were determined. Soil water
of both N fertilizer and water The rates of application of nitrogen per ha were averagcontents at different soil depths were determined by soil moisture neutron probe
ing 237kg/ha. The water (4333m3/ha - 4710m3/ha each, 3-4 days) was distributed
at planting and at harvest so that water contents at different soil layers and water
directly in the furrows, to very low pressure, through tubes located to the height of
use efficiencies were calculated for each treatment The results obtained showed
20-45cm on the furrow; this technology, improved (until 10%) the efficiency of the
that 33500 kg/ha mean total marketable tuber yield was obtained with application
irrigation by aspersion The results obtained showed that the highest tuber yield of
of 600 mm irrigation water. Also, it was found that water did not move below 90
36.42t/ha and lowest nitrate in potato tubers (40ppm) was produced by fertigation
cm of soil layer in drip irrigation-fertigation system, suggesting that no N moveand the lowest tuber yield of 15t/ha and highest nitrate in potato tubers (724ppm) was
ment occurred beyond 90 cm soil depth. Although the % I!N a.e. values of the
produced by traditional irrigation systems Thefieldresults on N use efficiency were
soil solutions taken from the tensionics were highest in those placed at the 65 cm
further confirmed by those obtained from lysimeters (lisimetric tanks with an area of
soil depth (0.095-1 06 % l5N a.e), no '5N was detected at the 85 cm depth for all
0 2375nr and 60cm deep, with potato [Desiree Variety] as indicative crop), which
locations and for every treatment. Tuber yields and % NdfT increased when N was
were installed at the same field site and ,5N-labelled urea fertilizer (20% "N) The ferapplied with drip irrigation-fertigation system in comparison to the application to
The objectives of the research are: i) to estimate the sedimentation rate in the estuarine area (19"57N, 105"60E) with mangrove forests in Hau Loc district, Thanh Hoa
province (Central Viet Nam) using 2l"Pb fall-out; ii) to evaluate the discharge of
organochlorine pesticide residues (OCs) and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)
from inland into the area; iii) to evaluate the chronology of OCs and PCBs in the
study area. The OCs constituents of particular interest are aldrin, dieldrin, endrin,
HCB, a-HCH, b-HCH, g-HCH (lindane), heptachlor, the DDT group and other 10
PCBs congeners which were, possibly, used in agriculture, sanitary and industries,
respectively.
It was shown that mangroves improve the rate of sediment build-up in the area
Sedimentation rate inside the mangrove forest (706 to 341 T.ha'.y ') depending
upon the location of sampling, was higher than that outside the forest (143 Tha ' y
'). The variation in sedimentation rate in both mangrove forest and estuarine area
was found to depend upon the age of mangrove trees and on the hydrodynamic conditions in the area All the mentioned OCs constituents were found in the sediments
sampled from the area The concentration of OCs was approximately 9 0 ± 1.5 ng
per gram of dry weight (DW) sediment. Among OCs, the DDT group and lindane
were the major components of the pollution. Additionally, the ratio of p,p'-DDT to
the sum of the DDT pollutant (Sp,p'-DDE, p,p'-DDD, p,p'-DDT, o,p-DDE, o,p'DDD, o,p-DDT) was found to be (0.16 ± 0.08) indicating the recent use of the
chemicals inland. The use was thought mainly for sanitary purposes. The concentration of total PCBs 4.81 ± 1.02 ngg"1 DW was much lower than that in sediments
from other western Seas like the Mediterranean or Baltic Sea. For all the sampling
locations, OCs and PCBs distributed almost evenly along the sediment cores from
the surface to 30 cm depth. However, these pollutants were not found at lower
depth. This confirms the fact that sediment in the study area was strongly disturbed
by the sea products collecting of the local farmers The impact of OCs and PCBs
pollutants to the ecosystem along the marine coast of Vietnam needs to be further
studied. Keywords: Fall-out radionuclide, 2l"Pb, sedimentation, persistent organic
pollutants, DDT, PCBs, mangrove forest, estuary.
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Sunday
tilization rate used for the potato was 180kg of N per ha, two methods of application
of the fertilizer were compared: one at sowing and another as split applications (50%
at sowing and 50% at 30 days later). The results obtained by means of the isotopic
method proved that the efficiency of N fertilizer rises to 35% when was applied at
times when the crop is in the most need for nitrate (30 days after the germination of
the crop) In the case of fertigation the dose can be divided into several applications
and be applied in the moments of maximum demand In the management conditions
established up to 1993, the nitrate contents in tuber exceeded the permissible limit
of 250 mg/kg. Though the introduction of fertigation in potato fields matches with a
period of diminishing urea applications, it can be asserted that the low nitrate content
(less than 100 ppm) in potato obtained under this condition is due to the combination
of two characteristics of this irrigation system, more efficient use of the fertilizer and
high harvesting yields. Keywords: 15N-labelled fertilizer, stable isotope, N use
efficiency, irrigation, fertigation. potato, nitrate content, lysimeters, field trial

include retention (sorption-desorption), degradation (biological and chemical) and
transport into the soil, atmosphere and surface waters. Some of major issues with
the study of pesticide interactions in soils include the cost of pesticide analysis and
the lack of analytical facilities Isotopic labelled pesticide compounds are commonly used to examine the fate of pesticides in soils Following a brief overview
of the sources of pesticides in soil and aquatic environments, this paper provides
a synthesis of various published data on the transformation and transport of pesticides in soils Selected case studies involving laboratory, glasshouse and field
experiments have been used to examine the fate of l4C labeled pesticides in the
unsaturated zone of variable charge soils. These case studies include sorption and
desorption of pesticides by runoff sediments, sorption and desorption of pesticides
as affected by soil depth, and the impact of sorption on degradation and leaching of
pesticides. Keywords: isotopic techniques, I4C labeled pesticide, pesticide transformation, environment.
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4:30 PM T Muraoka
Labelling Plant with Isotopes for Studying Green Manure and Crop Residues
as Nutrient Sources.
T. Muraoka. Unix of Sao Paulo (USP): A. E. Boaretto. Unix of Sao Paulo (USP):
E. C. Da Silva. Univ of Sao Paulo (USP).
Besides being the most important factor for amelioration of soil physical and biological characteristics, green manure and crop residues, after degradation to soil
organic matter, play important role as nutrients supplier for subsequently grown
crop. But. how much do they contribute? Isotopes is the unique tool for quantitatively and precisely measuring the amount of nutrients a certain crop utilizes from
green manure or crop residue, labeling isotopicaly plants used as green manure or
plant of crop of which its residue is going to considered as certain nutrient source,
e.g., nitrogen, using I5N Several researches have been carried in Brazil, most of
them under IAEA contract, using this technique. Among the nutrients, nitrogen is
certainly the most studied element, due not only by its importance for most of crop,
due to its frequent deficiency in tropical soils, but also because there is a very adequate isotope, the I5N, by its very convenient characteristics: stable and excellent
isotopic ratio (15N/14N): 0.366% l5N,and 99.634% I4N. Different green manure
crops (crotalaria, mucuna, pueraria, millet and sesbania) and crop residues (rice,
corn, bean, soy bean) have been studied as nitrogen source, labeling them with
I5N Crotalaria and mucuna have the potential to furnish more than 150 and 360
kg/ha of N, respectively, although the contributions of these green manures to rice
crop grown subsequently as nitrogen supplier was between 25 to 38%. Combining
green manure with fertilizer increased considerably both green manure and fertilizer nitrogen utilization by rice crop. Millet, although it is largely recommended
in Cerrado (Savannah) as soil cover crop, studies carried during two consecutive
year with corn, showed no advantage over fallow system, unlike crotalaria, which
supplied more nitrogen to corn. Studies using 35S and 34S have shown that green
manure is also an important sulfur supplier for corn crop. Among the crop residues,
rice and bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L ) residues resulted in net mineralization, while
corn residues caused immobilization of native soil sulfate Keywords: isotopes,
plant nutrients, crop residues, green manure.

3:40 PM T S Moroke

Estimation of Soil Water Content and Evapotranspiration of Dryland Crops

Using Neutron Moisture Meter.
T. S. Moroke. Dept of Agricultural Research; ft. Schwartz, USDA-ARS. Consv. &
Prod. Res. Lab.: K. W. Brown. Texas A&M Univ. J. Makore. Dept of Agricultural
Research.
In semi-arid regions, soil water availability is often more correlated with crop yields
than any other soil or meteorological factor Thus, quantification of soil water depletion by crops is important in estimating seasonal water use and evaluating alternative
dryland cropping strategies, crop species, and varieties. The purpose of this study was
to estimate soil water evapotranspiration (ET) for several crops and tillage systems
under semiand conditions in Bushland, Texas (USA) and Sebele, Botswana Evapotranspiration was estimated using the water balance approach with a neutron moisture
meter to determine changes in soil water storage. Precipitation was measured at the
sites and runoff and drainage were assumed negligible. In Bushland, ET was estimated for cowpea [1'igna unguiculala (L.) Walp], grain sorghum [Sorghum bicolor
(L.) Moench], and sunflower (llelianthus annuus (L )] under no tillage (NT) and
stubble mulch tillage (SMT) systems in a clay loam (Torrertic Paleustoll) In Sebele,
ET was estimated for cowpea and grain sorghum in a sandy loam (Typic Haplustalf)
with disc (SD) cultivation, double disc (DD) cultivation, and mouldboard ploughing
(MP) Soil water contents were measured with a neutron moisture meter (NMM)
to a depth of 2 3 m in Bushland and 0.8 m in Sebele Both probes were calibrated
in-situ at each of the sites In Texas, soil water depletion by sorghum and sunflower
were similar and extended to soil depths greater than 2 0 m However, soil water
depiction for cowpea was limited to less than 15 m soil depth In Sebele, soil water
depletion by cowpea and sorghum were similar probably because of the greater rainfall received during the growing season (537 mm) as compared with Bushland (220
mm) Estimated ET for two growing seasons in Bushland averaged 178,254, and 248
mm for cowpea, sorghum, and sunflower, respectively. In Sebele, seasonal ET averaged 296 and 307 mm for cowpea and sorghum, respectively. At both sites, seasonal
ET was not significantly influenced by tillage systems In Bushland, grain yield of
cowpea and sorghum exhibited a positive linear relationship with ET Despite the
lack of tillage effects on ET, sorghum grain yield was significantly (ft<0 05) greater
for NT as compared with SMT in Bushland. This suggests greater crop transpiration
under NT which was offset by reduced soil water evaporation Cowpea grain yield
also increased in response to ET, but was unaffected by tillage. In Sebele, sorghum
grain yield ranged from 1700 to 2900 kg ha-1 and was not significantly influenced by
tillage treatments or ET Other factors such as slow infiltration rates, small soil water
holding capacity, limited rooting depth, or fertility status of this sandy loam soil was
be limiting yield Keywords: soil water content, evapotranspiration, neutron probe
meter, water availability, tillage
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4:05 PM N. Bolan
Application of Isotopic Techniques to Examine the Transformations of
Pesticides in Soils.
N. Bolan. Massey Univ.
Pesticide use has been credited as one of the major contributors to modern intensive
agricultural production The discovery of pesticides that could control insects, plant
diseases and weeds in agricultural and horticultural crops and pastures dramatically
changed plant production systems throughout the world The use of pesticides has
been emphasised by the growing world-wide demand for food and fibre. Economic
return to the farming community from the use of pesticides varies between $3 and 4
for every $1 spent Increased use of pesticides in agriculture/horticulture is causing
great concern with regards to surface water and groundwater contamination. Some
pesticides are now recognised as posing a threat to groundwater quality. Pesticide
residues have been detected in groundwater from a number of countries under conditions where agricultural use could be identified as the major source of contamination This has received considerable public and scientific interest, primarily due to
concern about the potential effects of these pesticides on human health and ecosystem functioning Based on this evidence a range of pesticide compounds have now
been banned Since most concern is associated with the presence of pesticides in
the soil environment, it is essential that the processes affecting the fate of pesticides
in the soil, especially in the unsaturated zone be understood The main transformation processes affecting the efficiency, and the ultimate fate of pesticides in the soil
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3401a
J A Liyanage
Persistence of Carbofuran in Sri Lankan Soils.
J. A. Liyanage. Dept of Chemistry; ft. C. Watawala. Dept of Chemistry; A. P.
Mallawalanlri. Dept of Chemistry.
The contamination of ground water by leaching of pesticides used in agriculture
is a major concern in many countries The potential of contamination is governed
by many soil, pesticide and environmental factors and the critical one is the rate at
which pesticides degrade in soil. To avoid the potential hazard of pesticides on the
environment, especially on the ground water contamination potential of pesticides
and also to study the efficacy of the pesticide to control target pests, it is of great
interest to study the fate, the microbial degradation of commonly used pesticides,
like carbofuran. in Sri Lankan soils Degradation rate of l4C ring labelled carbofuran in selected Sri Lankan soils were studied by adding 0 1 u Ci/10g soil of carbofuran to red yellow podzolic. alluvials and regosols soils and incubated in 75% of
maximum water holding capacity and 28" C of temperature for 13 hours light and
11 hours dark conditions Liberated IJCO, was collected after 0, I, 3, 5. 7, 14, 28.
36, 42. 58 and 100 days to an alkaline solution and the activity of the solution was

<
measured using a Liquid Scintillation Counter Carbofuran has a mineralization
rate of 12.5% in regosols, 7.5% in alluvials and lower rates in other soil after 20
days. After 40 days it increases over 20% in regosols and in other soils it was less
than 15% After 58 days the mineralization was over 60% in regosols soils but less
than 50% in other soils During the whole period the mineralization was less than
10% in red yellow podzolic soils The degradation rate of carbofuran is much lower
in red yellow podzolic soils, which has the highest organic carbon content than the
other soils It indicates that the microbial degradation is less than the chemical or
other degradation methods in soils of Sri Lanka.
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3401b
C Sudhalakshmi
Radiotracer Technique in Establishing Genotypic Divergence of Rice (Oryza
sativa L.) Cultivars in Zinc Utilization from Variable Sources.
C. Sudhalakshmi. Tamil Nadu Agricultural Unix; R. Krishnasamy. Tamil Nadu
Agricultural Unix: U. Surendran. Tamil Nadu Agricultural Unix; A. RajaRajan,
Regional Research Station.
Radiotracer is a scientific tool for the determination of the nutrient translocation in
plant system It is possible to delineate beyond doubt, the crop uptake from fertilizer
source and from native source employing 65Zn labeled fertilizers Knowledge on
zinc utilization from variable sources will throw light on the ability of genotypes to
thrive in soils of low external supply of zinc Hence 65Zn labeled compounds were
employed to bring out the genotypic variations in zinc utilization from soil and
fertilizer sources of two rice genotypes viz., zinc efficient Norungan and zinc inefficient PMK 3. Two rice genotypes were raised in waterproof ceramic pots containing 10 kg soil (DTPA Zn - 0 9 mg kg-I) of clay loam texture (Vertic Ustochrept).
The total requirement of zinc was 0 96 g and the tagging level was 1 mCi / g of Zn.
ZnS04 was tagged with 65Zn using the principle of isotope dilution technique and
five treatments were imposed viz., Tl - control; T2 - ZnS04 @ 12 5 kg ha-l; T3
- Z n S 0 4 @ 25 kg ha-l; T4 - ZnS04 @ 37 5 kg ha-1 and T5 - ZnS04 @ 50 0 kg
ha-l. The experiment was laid out in factorial completely randomized design with
each treatment replicated thrice At the physiological growth stages (active tillering, flowering and harvest), five grams of the plant material from each treatment
was ashed in silica crucible and transferred to the scintillation vial and the radioactivity of the sample was determined by integral counting The radioassay data were
employed in standard formulae and the per cent Zn derived from fertilizer (%Zndff)
and the per cent Zn derived from soil (%Zndfs) were determined The per cent Zn
derived from fertilizer showed an elevated trend for PMK 3 (Zn inefficient) with
an overall average of 4 78 % than that observed for Norungan (Zn efficient). This
apparently implies the inability of PMK 3 to mobilize the nutrient from the soil. The
%Zndfs was higher for Norungan but it assumed lesser magnitude in PMK 3. The
zinc uptake from the soil (both shoot and root) was higher for Norungan than that
observed for PMK 3 The higher zinc efficiency of Norungan could be attributed to
the greater Zn uptake capacity from the soil. The Zn inefficient PMK 3 could utilize
only the readily available sources of nutrients i.e., that from fertilizer. This establishes the relative ability of two rice genotypes to grow in Zn deficient soil. In the
shoot, the Zn uptake from fertilizer shot up with increasing dose of applied Zn (till
37 5 kgha-l) for PMK 3 whereas in Norungan, the maximum uptake was realized
at 25 kg ha-1 of ZnS04 In root with increasing dose of applied zinc, sequestration
increased, more prominently visualized in PMK 3. The soil zinc uptake increased
with increasing dose of applied zinc in PMK 3, which could probably be attributed
to the increased root activity with increased zinc fertilization In Norungan, the
uptake shot up till 25 kg ha-l and thereafter it tended to decline with increasing
dose of applied zinc Irrespective of the source of zinc, the root zinc accumulation
was higher in PMK 3. The binding sites with higher affinity for Ca or other cations
in the zinc deficient roots (Hart et al., 1998) or vacuolar sequestration of zinc in the
root cells (Rengel and Graham, 1995) would have contributed for the above cause
Keywords: 65Zn, %Zndff, %Zndfs, fertilizer, genotypes, soil, zinc.
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3402a
B J. R. Alves
Soybean Below-Ground N and its Contribution to the N Nutrition of a
Subsequent Sorghum Crop.
E. D. S. Araujo, UFRRJ/Embrapa Agrobiologia; R. M. Boddey, EMBRAPAAgrobiologia: S. Urquiaga. EMBRAPA-Agrobiologia: B. J. R. Alxes, EMBRAPAAgrobiologia.
Soybean is the most important grain crop in Brazil Despite its high N accumulation, mostly from biological nitrogen fixation, crop N balance studies suggest
that harvest residues do not contribute significantly to improve soil N Traditional
manual recovery of soybean roots reveal they represent no more than 5 to 10% of
total N accumulated by the plant. However, for other plant species like lupin and
chickpea, root exudates and dead root turnover measured with a 'SN leaf-labelling
technique seem to represent a large proportion of the total amount of below-ground
plant N. In the present investigation the leaf-labelling ISN technique was employed
to quantify, under field conditions, the below-ground N of soybean, and also the
effect of this N source on the yield and N accumulation of a subsequent sorghum
crop Soybean (cv. Celeste) was seeded at 0 5 m row space, with a density of 14
seeds per linear metre. Twelve PVC soil cores of 25 cm diameter and 60 cm length
were inserted into the soil in the rows of a soybean crop at random points In eight
soil cores, two soybean plants were planted per core and the other four remained
unplanted When the plants reached the V3 (mid-vegetative) stage, selected leaves

of each plant were dosed with 2 ml of a 0.5% solution of urea labelled at 71 atom %
IS
N. At grain maturity the whole plant shoot was harvested from the eight soil cores
planted to soybean, and from four of them all roots and soil were removed for the
quantification of recoverable roots and non recoverable root N the latter based on
the 'SN technique The remaining four cores containing the soybean below-ground
material were planted to sorghum (Sorghum bicolor cv. BR 304) along with the
four unplanted cores Non-recovered root N was estimated to be equivalent to 8 1 %
of the total amount of N derived from the root system and 16% of the total N accumulated by the plant Most of the below-ground N (83%) was concentrated in the
0 - 20 cm soil layer The presence of the soybean root system in the cores did not
increase the yield of sorghum, but approximately 10% of the N in sorghum plants
was derived from the root system of soybean Keywords: below-ground N, "N
technique, N nutrition, root N
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3403a
H. Fischer
Leaching Decreased Microbial Decomposition and Sorption of Easily Available
Organic Substances in Soil.
H. Fischer, Unix ofHohenheim;

Y. Kuzyakox. Unix

ofHohenheim.

Low molecular weight organic substances exuded from roots or from lysis of
microbial or plant residues into the soil exist only for a very short time free and
unchanged in soil solution They are subject to three competing processes: I) leaching, 2) microbial uptake and decomposition, and 3) sorption by clay minerals and
soil organic matter (uptake by plants can be neglected) Since the three processes are
competitive, the intensity of one affects the amount of substance subjected to two
others To our knowledge, interactions of these processes were never compared in
one study In a column experiment under controlled conditions we tested the effect
of increasing leaching intensity on the ratio of microbial decomposition, leaching
and sorption of two typical substances: glucose as representative for sugars and
glycine as representative for amino acids To distinguish the added substances from
similar ones already present in the soil we used uniformly ,4C labeled glucose or
glycine (5 kBq per container with 55 g soil) in rhizosphere relevant concentrations
(10 umol 1"'). After addition of the substances to the soil, the containers were closed
air tied and leached with water at rates ranging from 0 3 to 1.0 ml h ' gr'soil A
complete IJ C balance was calculated as all the three possible C pools (eluate, CO,
and residue in the soil) were measured for their radioactivity The importance of
the three processes alter depending on the substance investigated and the leaching
rates. By leaching intensity up to 0 5 ml h ' g ' only 24% of the recovered radioactivity for glucose and 65% for glycine were eluted. The remainder was decomposed
to CO, (11% for glucose, and 9% for glycine) or remained in the soil (65% for
glucose, and 26% for glycine). Under low leaching rates (0.3 - 0.5 ml h ' g ' ) far
more glycine than glucose was eluted. By increasing the leaching rate up to I ml
h ' g"1 the amount of glucose recovered in exudates rose much stronger than that of
glycine: The glycine recovery in eluate increased only from 6 5 % at 0.5 ml h ' g ' to
89% at I ml h ' g ' compared to the increase of glucose in eluate from 24% to 7 5 %
for the same leaching rates After 15 hours of glycine leaching no further distribution changes were observed, indicating a strong retention of the glycine remaining
in the soil Such strong retention was reached after about 20 hours for glucose and
derived metabolites. This time was halved, when half of the soil was replaced by
sand As the retention of glycine was strongly reduced in sandsoil mixture compared to soil only (17% vs. 26%), we assume that the retention is been mainly
controlled by sorption Addition of sand did not affect glucose retention Therefore,
we assume that glucose was mainly taken into the microbial cells We infer on these
results that up to the leaching intensity of 0 5 ml h ' g ' not sorption but microbial
incorporation is the most important process of glucose retention in the soil If the
precipitation intensity was higher than 0.5 ml h ' g ' then the most easily available
organic substances were leached from the soil within 20 hours so that microbial
uptake and decomposition were reduced We conclude that despite very high leaching rates that may occur only on flooded areas or on sites with additional lateral
inflow, considerable amount of sugars and amino acids is not leached but remains
in soil sorbed to the soil matrix or are utilized by microorganisms.
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3403b
M. Hafsi
Variation in Carbon Isotope Discrimination and Its Association with Grain
Yield in Durum Wheat in the Eastern High Plains of Algeria.
M. Hafsi. Unix Ferhal Abbas: A. Hadji. Unix Ferhat Abbas; P.
AgroM

Monnexeux,

The effect of environment on the relationship between grain carbon isotope discrimination (A) and grain yield was studied for eight durum wheat (Trilicum lurgidum L. var durum) under Mediterranean conditions Trials were carried out in
Sétif (low rainfall) and LI Kroub (moderate rainfall), in the Eastern high plains
of Algeria over 2 successive years (2002-2004). In Sétif, grain yield ranged from
2 08 to 3 35 t ha-l and grain carbon isotope discrimination (A) ranged from 16.05
to 17.91 %o. In El Khroub, yield ranged from 4 44 to 7 82 t ha-l and grain A from
16.38 to 18.03 %o Environmental conditions were responsible for 61 and 43 % of
the variability observed in grain yield and grain A The main environmental factor
affecting yield and grain A was total rainfall during the growth cycle A significant
correlation was noted between grain yield and grain A in each environment Keywords: Durum wheat, carbon isotope discrimination, drought
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3404a
S. M. Soliman
Using N-1S Technique for Assessing Organic - N Turnover in Sandy Soil.
5. M. Soliman. Atomic Energy Auth.. Nuclear Res. Center. Soils and Water Res.
Dept.
Sandy soil of Egypt is classified as poor unfertile soils Nowadays, an interest has
been paid for controlling the environmental pollution via using the organic wastes
and plant residues in farming that achieve the concept of clean and low input agriculture systems Turnover of organic - N was traced under greenhouse condition.
'5N-labelled wheat and/or soybean residues were used as organic additives applied
individually or in combinations These residues were applied at rates of 100, 75 and
25 ug N g ' soil Also, ammonium sulfate with 2% "N atom excess, was applied
either alone or in combination with the plant residues, at the rates of 100, 75 and 25
ug N g' soil as single dose after 10 days from planting Relative positive effect of
the nitrogen plant residues on N-uptake and yield components can be arranged as
follows: Soybean > wheat + > soybean > wheat residues Application of labeling
technique indicated that mixing of labeled residues with ammonium sulfate at rates
of (*50 + 50) and (*25 + 75), was effective on dry matter and N uptake Effect of
organic and inorganic nitrogen sources on portions (Ndfr & Ndff) derived to wheat
could be arranged as following: ammonium sulfate >soybean >mixture >wheat
Higher 'SN recovery percentage was noticed in grains as affected by addition of
soybean residues combined with ordinary ammonium sulfate at rates of (*25 + 75)
and *50 + 50), respectively Keywords: Plant residues, Sandy soil. Wheat, '5-N
technique.
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3404b
A A. Saif
Comparative Study of Water and N Fertilizer Application on Potato Crops
under Drip and Surface Irrigation System by Using 15n.
A. A. Saif. A. Al-Kirshi. A. J. Ailan. M. Albabili. A. Haidara. AREA.
Two experiments were conducted at Al-erra and Dhamar research farms belonging
to Northern Highland Research Station and Central High-land Research Station of
Agricultural Research & Extension Authority. The soil characteristics of the experimental sites where silty- clay loam and clay loam for both sites respectively, with
low content in organic matter and total nitrogen The two experiments were initiated in March, 2000 in a randomized block design with five replications. The experiments included the following treatments: Nl=50kg/ha;N2=l00kg/ha;N3=150 kg/
ha;N4=200kg/ha (fertigated treatments) and Ns=l50 kg/ha (surface nitrogen application).Labeled fertilizer was applied to subplot within fertigated plots in order to
determine the total N uptake by plant and fertilizer N use efficiency. The objective
of this study is to investigate the effect of the surface nitrogen appl ication with fertigation, on yield, water and nitrogen use efficiency of potato crop variety (Daimont).
Results indicated that, the surface application treatment (Ns) tend to give a better
yield compared to fertigated treatments (NI, N2, N3, and N4) without significance
differences in Al-erra location, but significantly differed in other location The total
and marketable yield didn't increase significantly with an increase in N rates Concerning the dry matter weight of tuber, the fertigated treatment (N3) gave a better
yield than all treatments including surface application treatment (Ns), followed the
treatment (N2) Parameters related to water and fertilizer use efficiency, consumed
water per unit dry matter and total fresh yield, all fertigated treatments gave significantly higher yield than surface application treatment (Ns). This study showed that,
the drip system and method of fertigation used can potentially save water usage by
50% without any reduction in yield compared with that obtained with the surface
application treatments In addition, the efficient use of N fertilizer was high for all
fertigation treatments compared to the surface application (Ns) Keywords: nitrogen fertilizer, irrigation system, fertigation, potato, water use efficiency, fertilizer N
use efficiency, 15N-labelled
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3501a

X.Zhang

\ Simplified Diffusion Process Model for 137Cs Redistribution in Undisturbed
Soil.
X. Zhang. Institute of Mountain Hazards and Environment: H. Xiubing. Institute
of Mountain Hazards and Environment: F. Jiexiong. Institute of Mountain Hazards
and Environment: Q. Yongqing, Institute of Mountain Hazards and Environment:
L. Yi. Institute of Mountain Hazards and Environment.
"7Cs is an artificial radionuclide with a half-life of 30.12 years which released
into the environment as a result of atmospheric testing of thermo-nuclear weapons
primarily during the period of 1950s-1970s with the maximum rate of "7Cs fallout
from atmosphere in 1963. "7Cs fallout is strongly and rapidly adsorbed by fine
particles in the surface horizons of the soil, when it falls down on the ground mostly
with precipitation Its subsequent redistribution is associated with movements of
the soil or sediment particles, The "7Cs nuclide tracing technique has been used
for assessment of soil losses for both undisturbed and cultivated soils For undisturbed soils, a simple profile-shape model was developed in 1990 to describe the
"7Cs depth distribution in profile, where the maximum "7Cs occurs in the surface
horizon and it exponentially decrease with depth. The model implied that the total
' Cs fallout amount deposited on the earth surface in 1963 and the " C's profile
shape has not changed with time The model has been widely used for assessment
of soil losses on undisturbed land However, temporal variations of "7Cs depth
distribution in undisturbed soils after its deposition on the ground due to diffusion
6

and migration processes are not considered in the previous simple profile-shape
model Thus, the soil losses are overestimated by the model A simplified diffusion
process model is developed to describe the post redistribution of "7Cs fallout in
an undisturbed soil profile under the same assumption that the total "7Cs fallout
amount deposited on the earth surface in 1963 as the previous simple profile-distribution model in this paper The change of ',7Cs depth distribution due to diffusion
processes in an undisturbed soil profile with time after its deposition on the ground
can be generally described as following: "7Cs concentration in the surface horizons
decreases with time while '"Cs distribution depth increases with time However,
the "7Cs concentration still always decreases exponentially with depth and the
maximum "7Cs concentration occurs in the surface horizon of the profile Although
the li7Cs inventory at an eroded site is less than the reference value, the soil profile
has same "7Cs depth distribution shape as the profile at the reference site if the two
profiles have same uniform soil textures The soil losses related to different "7Cs
loss proportions of the reference inventory at the Kaixian site of the Three Gorge
Region, China, are estimated by the two models As to 20%-60% of "7Cs loss proportions of the reference inventory, the annual soil loss depths estimated by the new
simplified diffusion process model are only 21 9%~28.4% of the values estimated
by the simple profile shape model Keywords: "7Cs redistribution; undisturbed
soil; simplified diffusion process model
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A Wahbi
Water Use and Plant Uptake of N and Pin Relation to the Growth of Durum
Wheat.
A. F. Asfary. Atomic Energy Commission of Syria: A. Wahbi. International Centre
for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas (ICARDA): M. A. Oudat. Atomic Energy
Commission of Syria.
In a field experiment conducted in two successive seasons at Tel Hadya (Northern
Syria) and in one season (2"d season) at Izraa (southern Syria) The seeds of local
durum wheat (cv. Hourani) were irradiated with gamma irradiation doses 0, 5, and
10 Gy, and sown later in a randomized complete block design. At Tel Hadya, the
fertilizer treatments included: two P rates (0 and 17.8 kg P ha') and 50 kg N ha ' in
the first year and 0 and 50 kg N ha ' in the second year. At Izraa; there were only
two treatments: 0 and 40 kg N ha ' t Dry matter production, N and P uptake, and
soil moisture contents at surface and deep soil layers using neutron probe were
measured, during the growing season in all experiments Root samples were taken
throughout the season at Tel Hadya only Phosphorus application significantly
increased DM at tillering only Nitrogen fertilizer increased significantly DM (13%)
and grain (10%) at Tel Hadya whereas at Izraa the differences were insignificant.
The highest growth rate was 174 kg ha"1 d ' for 41 days between stem elongation
and anthesis at Tel Hadya in the first reason. Water use efficiency increased by
seed irradiation with N fertilization at Tel Hadya by 20 and 18% for total DM and
grain respectively but was reduced at Izraa, whilst no effect was observed with P
The contribution of soil moisture content at early growth (3-4 leaf stage) to total
water use by crops were 78, 74, and 3% at Izraa and at Tel Hadya second and first
season respectively. The major depletion of soil moisture occurred during tillering
and anthesis (March- April). The contribution of soil moisture and depletion was
dependent on total precipitation, rainfall distribution and crop development
Phosphorus fertilizer also increased P & N uptake in the early stages of
growth,whereas N application increased P uptake at Tel Hadya during early growth
and significantly increased N uptake at Tel Hadya with insignificant increases at
Izraa The highest P uptake rate (0.016 g/nr/d) occurred between stem elongation
and anthesis at Tel Hadya and for the highest N uptake (0.124 g/nv/d) between
seedling and stem elongation at Izraa P fertilizer application significantly increased
root length at stem elongation and harvest in the first season, whilst no response
was observed in the second season On the other hand N significantly increased root
length for both seasons The root length (km m : ) at anthesis, for all treatments, was
in the range of 13.81- 13.85 in the wet season and 7 65 - 8.27 in the dry season
However 50% of root system was in the top 30 cm soil layer. Keywords: soil moisture, neutron probe, nutrient uptake, yield response, wheat, seed gamma radiation,
root length, fertilization, nitrogen, phosphorus, Mediterranean, Syria.
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M. I. Khalil
Fertilizer N Movement and Recovery by Spring Wheat with Urea Super
Granules Point-Placed at Different Soil Depths.
M. I. Khalil. Technical Univ of Munich: U. Schmidhalter. Technical Univ of
Munich: K. Inubushi. Chiba Univ.
Globally, urea is the cheapest nitrogenous fertilizer and covers around 50% of the
other inorganic N fertilizers used for agricultural production. Efforts are being continuing to increase N utilization efficiency and to minimize its loss from agroecosystems through either developing improved management practices or limiting its
release and transformations by chemical means Research findings revealed slow
release and urease/nitrification inhibition characteristics of large urea granules
Thus, we compared the influence of prilled urea (PU) mixed into soil with urea
super granules (USG, -0.70 g), which was point-placed either at 7 5 cm (experiment 1) or at 2 5. 5.0 and 7 5 cm soil depths (experiment 2) on the distribution of
fertilizer N, yield response and N recovery by spring wheat in a loess silt loam
using 15N isotope technique Both experiments were carried out under greenhouse
conditions using polyvinyl boxes (110 cm x 70 cm x 40 cm) Each box was filled

<
with 5 cm sand on the bottom followed by 20 cm subsurface and 15 cm surface
soil, which was packed to reach a bulk density of I 33 g cm-3 15N labelled urea
was applied at a rate of 88.2 (2.87 atom %) and 91 7 (5 11 atom %) kg N ha-1 for
experiment I and 2, respectively Both PU and USG were applied as a single dose
before sowing of spring wheat (Triticvm aestmmt L . cv Thassos) Composite soil
samples were collected next to (I 5 cm) and 5 0 cm away from the USG placement
zone for I5N analyses The soil sampling depths were 0-15, 15-30 and 30-40 cm
for experiment I, and 0-10. 10-20 and 20-40 cm for experiment 2 Plant samples
were collected 3-4 times during the growth periods to analyse 15N enrichment The
crop was harvested at maturity (116 days after sowing, DAS) for experiment I and
at 70 DAS for experiment 2. High concentration of total 15N at the zone of USG
placement decreased with time and its movement occurred up to 5 cm distance. The
share of total I5N in the surface layer was >50% compared to the lower depths.
Urea sizes had significant influences on total dry matter (TDM) yields at harvest,
unlike during early growth periods (until 67 DAS). TDM at 70 DAS responded
identically to various depths of the USG placement, which differed significantly
only with the unfertilized control. The USG delayed but did not limit fertilizer N
uptake by the crop The translocation of 15N from vegetative parts to grain portions during grain-filling stage (from 67 to 116 DAS) was 34 9% with the USG and
28 7% with the PU. resulting in higher grain yield (711 kg ha-1) with the former
than the latter The uptake of fertilizer N by the crop took place earlier in experiment 2, attributing to the relatively higher (ranges, 51-68% water-filled pore space,
WFPS) but constant soil water content than experiment 1 (43-67% WFPS) Irrespective of urea sizes, fertilizer N recovery in crop (FNRc) increased linearly until
day 67 or 70 for both experiments, being highest with the USG point-placed at 5.07 5 cm (75-78%) At maturity for experiment I, the FNRc was 70 5% for the USG
point-placed at 7 5 cm depth and 56 6% for the PU mixed into the soil As such,
the enrichment of soil I5N pool was greater with the PU (28 2%) than the USG
applied in either experiment (14.6-16.4%). Priming effect was evidenced in both
experiments, ranging from 10,8 to 44.8 kg N ha-1. The increased soil N uptake by
the crop over time implied the influence of rhizosphere priming effect during rapid
growth periods. Considering residual 15N in crown and roots, the unaccounted 15N
for PU mixed into the soil (6,0% of the added N) and USG point-placed at 2.5 cm
(15.7%) was higher than the USG point-placed at 5.0-7.5 cm (2.6-4.8%). Results
suggest that the USG technique could increase yields and fertilizer N use efficiency
of spring wheat and decrease gaseous N losses over the PU. Keywords: l5N-urea,
urea granule sizes, N use efficiency, spring wheat, priming effect
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S. P. Nissanka
Soil N Enrichment Using Biomass of Gliricidia Sepium Injected with Labelled
ISn Fertilizer and Subsequent Recovery by Zea Mays in an Alley-Cropping
System.
S. P. Nissanka, Unix ofPeradeniya: U. R. Sangakkara. Unix of Peradeniya.
Agroforestry has been identified as a sustainable land use system for degraded lands
in the humid tropics Therefore, nutrient dynamics and soil improvements potential
of agroforestry through alley cropping systems in situations where land degradation is the highest, need detail investigation This study was initiated to assess and
quantify nutrient dynamics in Gliricidia-maize alley-cropping systems through the
injection of labeled l5N fertilizer to Gliricidia trees and subsequent cropping with
maize The experiment was conducted at the University ofPeradeniya, Sri Lanka.
Three-year-old isolated gliricidia trees were injected with 98% 'sN-enriched ammonium sulphate (1.415 g/tree) fertilizer. Four weeks after injection, trees were killed
and above-ground biomass was harvested and the ,!N labeled residues of these trees
and non injected residues obtained from control trees were applied to three compartmentalized areas in 2 m radius of the injected tree base to form three treatments.
TI-' 5 N labeled roots not removed and ,5N labeled above-ground gliricidia residues
applied, T2-"N labeled roots not removed + non-labeled gliricidia residues applied
and T3; l5N labeled roots removed and non-labeled gliricidia residues applied Four
weeks after incorporation of residues, a maize crop was planted and managed as
recommended by the Department of Agriculture. ,5N cycling and corn productivity
were recorded
Distribution of '5 N among different plant parts of gliricidia resulted in a greater
recovery of injected " N. Approximately 71% and 15% were recovered from the
stems and leaves. The % " N excess in roots were 18% less than in the stems and
leaves. From the amount of %'5 N injected (294 49 mg per tree) %ls N overall
recovery was around 87% by the gliricidia trees. '5 N recoveries by the subsequent maize crop were around 13%. Of this quantum, approximately 10% of N
was recovered from leaves and stems of injected Gliricidia residues, while around
2% was recovered from Gliricidia roots. Soil organic matter (C) and N contents
increased with the addition of gliridicidia residues up to 4-6 weeks and gradually
declined with time The C and N contents were significantly lower in deeper soil
layers. Soil C derived from gliricidia residues range of 21-36%. The injection of
tracer N provides a relatively easy ways to determine the transfer of15 N into trees
and it promises to be an effective way to evaluate N transformation and cycling in
mixed cropping systems Keywords: Tree injection,l5 N fertilizer, Alley cropping.
Residues
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C. HAbreu
The pll Effect on Nickel Phytoavailability in Sewage Sludge-Amended Oxisol
Determined by L-Value.
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3503b
R A. El-Motaium
F C. Alvarez 1'illamieva, C. H. Abreu. A. E. Boaretlo. T. Muraoka, A. R. Trexizam,Evaluation of Phosphorus Availability in Egyptian Sludge Using "P Isotope
Center of Nuclear Energy in Agriculture/Unix of Säo Paulo.
Exchange Kinetic Technique.
R. A. El-Motaium. Plant Research Dept: M. A. El-Esawy, Plant Research Dept: E.
The Sewage Sludge (SS) is generated from the treatment of urban effluents and, as
Frossard, ETH: S. Sinaj. ETH.
it contains both plant nutrient, mainly N and P, and organic matter, has been applied
in croplands However, as sludge may also contain potential contaminant elements,
Sewage sludge has been used as a fertilizer, particularly in poor soils. Great
the main concerns on the agricultural use of sludge are the adverse effects on the
amount of sewage sludge are produced in Cairo-Egypt. In greater Cairo alone
environment and on the human health Thus it is important to investigate the availabout 150,000 ton/year of dry sludge is produced. Most of the domestic sludge
ability of inorganic toxic elements to crops (phytoavailability) The main methods
are recycled in agriculture as a fertilizer. Sludge is applied to sandy soil in order to
for assessing phytoavailability are based on the use of chemical extractants, such
provide organic matter and nitrogen & phosphorus The isotopic exchange kinetic
as acid or chelating agent solutions, but none of these methods adequately predicts
technique was applied to quantify the availability of phosphorus from the followNickel (Ni) availability to plant, since extractants only act as chemical agents and
ing Egyptian sludges to sandy soil with low P content (9 ppm) 1) raw, domestic 2)
do not simulate the physiological activity of roots and plant The radioisotopic Lanearobic digested, domestic 3) secondary treated, domestic + industrial. One half
value is the better method for evaluating phytoavailability of toxic elements, since
of the sludge received 6 KGy gamma radiation dose. The soil + sludge mixture was
plants are grown in isotopically equilibrated soils and also are used to measure
incubated for 7 weeks. Soil and sludge were sequentially extracted for P forms (rapelement concentration and radioactivity. The objective of this work was to evaluate
idly available form, plant available form, P associated with oxide and organic form
the phytoavailability of Ni as affected by the pH in sludge amended-soil, using the
and carbonate precipitated form) and determined for isotopic exchange kinetic
"Ni L-value method The soil used was an Oxisol collected from the upper 0-20 cm
parameters (rl/R, n, Cp). The calculation of isotopically exchangeable phosphorus
layer, Piracicaba, State of Säo Paulo. Brazil The pH of soil was adjusted approxi(Elmin, Elmin-3 month, E >3 month) was conducted The sludge total P content
mately to 4 0, 5 0 and 6 0 by incubation with a mixture of Ca and Mg carbonates
ranged from 6231 to 8330 mg Kg' whereas the sandy soil contains as low as 9.3
The soil was placed in pots, treated with domestic SS in doses equivalent to 0, 15,
mgKg'. The percentage of organic P ranged from 31 3 to 52 1 of the total P Gamma
30, 45 and 60 t/ha (dry basis), incubated for 30 days and labeled with 148 kBq (4
radiation treatment resulted in a reduction in the organic P The reduction reached
uCi) of "Ni solution The sludge, named "Jundfertil", was obtained from the Sani30% in the secondary treated domestic + industrial sludge, whereas it reached 8%
tation Company of Jundiai, Säo Paulo, Brazil The test crop was the maize (Zea
in the raw domestic sludge The sequential extraction of P showed that, in all kinds
mays L), single hybrid P30F80, which was grown for 40 days, and above ground
of tested sludges P content occur in the following order: oxide & organic form>
parts and soil samples were collected, prepared and analyzed for total Ni and 63Ni
carbonate precipitated form> plant available form> rapidly plant available form
radioactivity The obtained data showed an increase on: above ground dry matter
In general, the concentration of water extractable inorganic phosphate (Cp) of the
weight, Ni accumulated on corn, Ni-DTPA extracted from soil, and total acidity (H
three kinds of sludge increased as the incubation time increased However, there
+ AI); while a decrease on: L-value and soil pH, due to the doses of sludge. It was
was variation in the degree of the increase between the different sludges Although
also observed that the soil pH had a strong influence on the chemical and physiCp recorded the highest value for the control treatment (KH,P04), a sudden reducological availability of Ni The concentration of Ni extracted by DTPA increased
tion in its content was observed after one week of incubation, then the Cp values
with the decrease of soil pH, while the L-value decreased It was concluded that, in
become almost constant throughout the rest of the incubation period This phenomsludge amended-soil. the Ni availability increases chemically (DTPA) and decrease
enon could be explained by immobilization of inorganic phosphate. The radioacphysiologically (1.-value) with increasing soil acidity. Keywords: sewage sludge,
tivity remaining in solution (rl/R) after I minute of exchange showed an increase
nickel phytoavailability, isotopic L value. "Ni.
with the incubation time as the fixing capacity of the soil decreased The Elmin
values were highest in digested sludge but lowest in raw sludge and intermediate in
secondary treated sludge. The Elmin-3month, give an indication of the amount of
available P that is ready to be consumed by the root system through active uptake
of annual crops The Elmin-3month value was highest in the secondary treated,
domestic + industrial sludge (4186 mg P Kg') but lowest in the raw domestic
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sludge (304 mg P K g ' ) There is an increase in P content of (soil + sludge mixture)
during the 7 weeks of incubation, in the meantime there is a decrease in P content
of (soil + KH,P0 4 mixture) during the same period Thus it is concluded that the
addition of sludge to sandy soil increases the availability of P from sludges more
than the mineral fertilizer applied in soluble form Results of Psequential extraction
(H,0-extractable P) were correlated with Pisotopically exchangeable within I min.
A highly significant linear relationship was observed ( r =0.94) between those two
parameters Thus, water extractable P could be used to evaluate the availability of
Pin most sludge Keywords: 33P, Cp, n, rl/R, Elmin, Elmin-3month, E>3 month,
KH,P0 4 , incubation time, gamma radiation, sandy soil
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K. Schneckenberger
Priming Effects Induced by Increasing Amounts of Glucose and Different
Sources of C 0 2 Efflux from Soil Revealed by "C Labelling and ,3 C Natural
Abundance.
K. Schneckenberger, Univ of Hohenheim: D. Dentin. Puschino State Univ: Y.
Kicyakov. Univ of Hohenheim.
Addition of easily available organic substances (e.g. glucose) to soil can result in
a change in mineralization of native soil organic carbon (SOC), termed as priming
effect (PE) In C and N dynamics models and C studies, PE are not considered,
even though very low amounts of added substances can cause considerable PE.
The effects of the amounts of the added substances inducing PE are not investigated well Also little is known about the origin of the additionally mineralised
carbon (C), although it is proposed that this C is released from not stabilized SOC
pools. So, the aims of our study were to investigate the effect of strongly increasing
glucose amounts on I) its mineralization and 2) the induced PE on native SOC
Additionally, application of 1JC labelled substrate (glucose) to a soil with CJC
vegetation changes before 10 years and so using " C natural abundance should
allow to differentiate between PE on old SOC and new C incorporated into SOC
during the last 10 years. Samples of the Ah of a loamy soil I) from a field cultivated
with Miscanlhus x giganteus (a perennial C4 plant) for the last 10 years and 2)
from a neighboured plot covered with C3 grassland without vegetation changes
were used for the incubation experiment (T= 18 °C, 60% WHC, 22 days) Increasing glucose amounts (0 25, 2.5, 25, and 250 ug glucose-C g-1 soil) were added to
the soil as aqueous solution. Each replicate received 14C labelled glucose with an
activity of 243 Bq g-l soil and nutrient solution. Evolved C02 was trapped in 1 M
NaOH solution, where 1) the amount of total C02 was measured by titration, 2)
the amount of glucose derived C02 was measured as I4C activity by scintillation
counting and 3) the 513C values were measured as SrC03 on a mass spectrometer
So, combining 14C and 813C measurements allowed partitioning of evolved C02
into three sources: 1) glucose-derived C02, 2) C3-derived C02 from old SOC and
3) C4-derived C02 from new, plant-derived and less stabilized C. Amount and
I4C activity of microbial biomass were determined 5 times during the incubation.
With increasing glucose amounts, the proportion of glucose mineralised during the
22 days increased significantly from 29% of added IJC after addition of 0 25 ug
glucose-C g ' soil to 44% after addition of 250 ug glucose-C g ' soil. The addition
of glucose induced an extra mineralization of SOC from 87 ug C g ' soil (0 25
ug glucose-C g ' soil) up to 174 ug C g~' (250 fig glucose-C g ' soil) during the
22 days So, the addition of increasing glucose amounts induced higher PE They
increased from 2 1 % of control after addition of the smallest amount of glucose to
43% after addition of the highest amount of glucose. Before glucose addition, 68%
of evolved CO, was derived from the new C, which was sequestered in the soil
during the last 10 years After the glucose addition, less new C was evolved in treatments with glucose addition (21-28% of total evolved C) than in the control treatment (40% of total evolved C) So, the addition of higher glucose amounts caused
greater decreases in mineralization of new C accompanied by greater amounts of
additionally mineralised old C So, we conclude, that during priming effect induced
by addition of easily available C source, the additionally mineralised C originated
from old, better stabilized SOC Combining different methods using stable and radioactive C isotopes is a useful tool for studying the sources of extra mineralised C
after addition of easily available substances to soil This is important for implying
PE in C models and investigations of C turnover in soil Keywords: SOC, priming
effects, glucose, 14C, natural 13C abundance
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A Garcia
Use of Nuclear Techniques to Evaluate Management Practices for Improving
Soil Fertility and Sustainable Common Bean Production in Acid Soil.
A. Garcia. Soil Institute: G. Hernandez. Soil Institute; A. Nuviola. Soil Institute: G.
Duenas. Soil Institute: G. Herrero. Ecology and Systematic Institute: S. Curbelo.
Experimental Station: J. L. Reyes, Experimental Station: J. J. Drevon. Institute
National de Recherche Agronomique (INRA).
laboratory, glasshouse and field experiments were carried out to evaluate selected
management practices such as the use of phosphate rock based products and soil
liming, for improving soil fertility and sustainable common bean production in an
acid Acrisol soil of Cuba. In laboratory experiment the effectiveness of the indigenous Trinidad de Gucdes phosphate rock (PR) and partially acidulated PR (FPA
50) were evaluated as P sources for increasing phosphorus soil status using the
Isotopic Exchangeable Kinetic (IEK) method The ,: P labelled solution ( I ml of
'-PO,* carrier-free solution with an activity included between 0,1 a I MBq) was
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added to soil suspension at time zero and mixed thoroughly At times = 1 , 1 0 and
100 minutes, a volume of soil solution was removed with a polyethylene syringe
and the solution was separated immediately from the solid phase using a millipore
filtration system In glasshouse, using the isotopic dilution method (ID), and in field
experiments was evaluated the agronomic effectiveness of the above mentioned P
sources for common bean genotypes, BAT 477. DOR 364. DOR 390 and Censa.
In glasshouse experiment the ' : P activity applied per pot containing 1,4 kg of soil
was 2,96 MBq + 2 mg P kg"1. Another experiment was carried out in field to evaluate the effect of soil liming on gram yield and biological nitrogen fixation (BNF),
using the ID method, of BAT 58. BAT 304, BAT 477, DOR 364, DOR 390, Judia
Roja Camagüeyana (.IRC) and Censa common bean genotypes NN A285, a nonnodulating (non-fixing) common bean genotype was used as reference crop The
applied doses and enrichments of the 15N-tagged fertilizer were 50 kg N ha'1 as urea
2,5 at % ISN excess and 15 kg N ha' as urea 5 at. % 15N excess to the reference
(non-fixing) and fixing crops, respectively. In the laboratory experiment the results
obtained showed that all P treatments increased P concentration in soil solution and
the isotopically exchangeable P according the degree of solubilization of each P
source. In the glasshouse experiment the results obtained revealed that there were
genotypes differences in P uptake and in the use of P coming from the P sources,
establishing a significant genotype effect on the effectiveness of P sources On the
average for the genotypes studied between 1,0 and 2,9 kg of P as FPA 50 (PAPR)
was equivalent to I kg of Pas SS In the field experiments single super phosphate
and the partially acidulated phosphate rock, FPA 50 increased grain yields over PR
and control (without P) treatments The soil liming increased grain yields and BNF
of common bean genotypes over unlimed soil. On the average for the genotypes
studied the fraction of nitrogen derived from air (Ndda) increased from 26,7% in
unlimed soil to 37,8% in limed soil. They were identified common bean genotypes
with higher values of Ndda in unlimed soil (>30%) The results obtained are useful
for breeding programs aiming at obtaining common bean genotypes with high P use
efficiency for areas having P deficient soils where low-cost P sources of medium
solubility (FPA 50) can be applied Keywords: isotopic exchange kinetic, isotopic
dilution method, ,: P, l 5 N, genotype, phosphate rock, partially acidulated phosphate
rock, single super phosphate
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B A Needelman
Soil Versus a Soil: Natural Bodies in Our Age.
B. A. Needelman. Univ of Maryland.
The word soil may be used to describe either a substance (or material) composed
of minerals, organic matter, liquids, and gases or a three-dimensional natural body
that is composed of soil materials and changes over time due to pedogenesis. In
this paper, the historical and current context of these dual concepts of soil will
be discussed as applied to quantitative and tacit knowledge-based methods of soil
resource assessment and to communication across audiences The soil as a substance concept is expressed by using soil as a non-countable noun as in "What is
soil?". The non-countable usage is the most widely used, partially because many
non-soil scientists understand the concept of soil as a substance but not as a natural
body To express the soil as a natural body concept, we use the countable noun form
as in "What is a soil?" The plural form, soils, is identical for the non-countable
and countable noun forms, though the meaning is different: multiple soil materials
versus multiple soil bodies. As a collective noun, the soil is used to represent the
aggregate of all soil bodies on the earth's surface, a term analogous lopedosphere
However, the soil may also be used to reference a specific soil material or soil
body, and is therefore ambiguous unless made clear by the context of the usage
Some speakers also use the non-countable form soil to represent all soil materials
The concept of soils as natural bodies implies the existence of soil individuals.
Soils exist along a continuum with diffuse to abrupt vertical and lateral transitions
flumans can perceive similarities and differences between soil bodies, as we can
with all objects, using tacit knowledge gained through observation of soil morphology and function In the United States, tacit knowledge has been integrated into
soil survey through the use of soil series to name soils at the local scale. Adjectives
such as "good" and "bad" are used to specify how well a given pedon or soil body
matches the speaker's modal concept ofthat series. An extended apprenticeship is
required for a field soil scientist to gain a sufficient level of tacit knowledge to apply
soil series for soil mapping within the National Cooperative Soil Survey program
Natural resource assessment methods will be analyzed to determine whether they
estimate the quantities and properties of soil materials in a given landscape or delineate and describe soil bodies. Historical and contemporary texts will be analyzed
for the use and misuse of the noun forms for soil Implications of the concepts of
soil as a substance versus a soil as a natural body will be discussed for resource
assessment and communication across audiences I will argue that since the countable form encompasses the non-countable form (a soil is composed of soil), the
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countable form should be used when discussing soils generally or when discussing
soil bodies and the non-countable form should be restricted to specific discussion
of soil materials Problems associated with the collective noun form, the soil, will
be discussed as related to education and communication
3-2
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N J. McKenzie
The Australian Soil Resource Information System.
N. J. McKenzie. CSIRO Land and Water: D. W. Jacquier CS1RO Land and Water:
L. J. Gregory. CSIRO Land and Water.
In Australia, demand is increasing for soil information because of the emergence
of large-scale environmental problems and the need for rural industries to be more
efficient The survey coverage of Australia has improved during the last 15 years
but large regions still have only rudimentary soil information, and commissioning
of new surveys has declined. Effort is being directed to making best use of existing information through the Australian Soil Resource Information System (ASRISwwwasris csiro au) ASRIS provides online access to the best available information on soil and land resources in a consistent format across the country and the
level of detail depends on the survey coverage in each region ASRIS has a spatial
hierarchy of land units The upper three levels provide general descriptions of soils
and landscapes across the continent while the lower levels provide more detailed
information for regions where mapping is complete Landscape data include digital
terrain attributes, remotely sensed images and climate surfaces. A consistent set of
land qualities is described for land units, and descriptions from the lowest level are
used to generate summaries for the upper levels The land qualities relate to soil
depth, water storage, permeability, fertility, salinity and erodibihty. ASRIS includes
a soil profile database with fully characterized sites that are known to be representative of significant areas and environments. The system also provides a web map
service and it can be viewed using software such as Google Karth and NASA World
Wind ASRIS aims to provide soil information for simulation modeling at a range
of scales and for a variety of purposes This is exposing weaknesses in methods of
survey because modellers require estimates of functional properties of soils with
supporting statements on uncertainty Modelers also require online access to soil
data that are compatible with archives of remotely sensed data from satellites, digital elevation models and weather records We describe our methods for estimating
uncertainty and for supplying input data to models of hydrological processes and
farming systems. Finally, we outline how ASRIS provides a framework for monitoring soil change across Australia.
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J.Thompson
Multiscale Terrain Analysis to Improve Landscape Characterization and Soil
Mapping.
J. Thompson. West Virginia Univ: A. C. Moore, USDA-NRCS-National Geospatial
Development Center: R. E.Austin. North Carolina Stale Univ: E. Pena-Yewtukhiw.
West Virginia Univ.
Terrain analysis of Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data has become important for
assessing soil variability. Such soil-landscape modeling techniques are widely used
as a quantitative method to predict patterns of soil properties from DEM and other
environmental variable data However, the scale of analysis influences calculated
terrain attributes and resulting soil-landscape relationships This occurs because the
processes that control soil variability, and consequently the landscape factors that
regulate these processes, vary at different spatial scales. Selecting a single DEM
resolution to model soil variability is therefore highly dependent on the scale of
the process being modeled These choices are accentuated by the development of
new DEM data sources, particularly those at exceptionally high spatial resolutions
(e.g., LI DAR). Attempts to determine an ideal DEM resolution have found varied
optima, from <5 m to >30 m, depending on various soil and landscape factors
Resampling and generalizing a high-resolution DEM to achieve a lower resolution
product for calculating terrain attributes at coarser scales may better approximate
important soil-landscape relationships but also results in an unnecessary loss of
information An alternative may be to calculate terrain attributes from a high-resolution DEM, but at longer lag distances. We developed an object-oriented Microsoft Windows-based multi-scale terrain analysis application based on second-order
finite difference solution applied to a 3x3 grid of elevation values Unlike standard
algorithms used for terrain attribute calculation, this application allows for this
3x3 moving window to use non-adjacent grid cells that are separated by a userdetermined lag distance The application was developed with a modular design for
2-D visualization and export of gridded terrain attributes, including slope gradient, slope aspect, and various measures of slope curvature (total, profile, contour,
and tangential) We used this application with multiple sources of high-resolution
DEM to (i) examine scale effects on terrain attribute values, and (ii) examine scale
effects on soil-landscape relationships The increasing availability of LIDAR data
is providing opportunities for wide-area studies using high-resolution DEM data
We sought to quantify changes in terrain attribute characteristics when calculated
at different scales from the same high-resolution data set Results indicate that as
lag distance increases, calculated slope gradients decrease (become less steep)
and curvatures approach zero (become flatter), with statistically significant differences in terrain attribute distributions in all cases These results mirror those found
when comparing separate DEM of differing resolutions Spatially, as lag distances
increase, while there is a general smoothing of the topographic surface that leads

to the loss of microtopographic features there is also a decrease in short-range variability such that areas of similar terrain attribute values aggregate to expose distinct
landscape features, such as ridges and valleys. Precision surveying methods, such
as real-time kinematic GPS, have lead to rapid production of high-resolution DEM
data We sought to examine correlations between terrain attributes and selected
soil properties associated with changes in the scale of terrain attribute calculation
Correlation coefficients between terrain attributes and selected soil properties are
sensitive to the lag distance More specifically, correlations between selected soil
properties and terrain attributes are not always highest when calculated over the
shortest lag distance from a high resolution DEM Slope gradient is most correlated
with selected soil properties at shorter lag distances (5-10 rn) Slope curvature is
always most correlated with selected soil properties at lag distances greater than 10
m Correlation values between selected soil properties and slope curvature are more
sensitive to lag distance When developing multivariate statistical soil-landscape
models, our results indicate that including terrain attributes calculated at longer
lag distances improves the quality of regression models However, no single lag
distance was best for predicting soil property variability
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Applications of R Z W Q M in Agricultural Research for Soil and Water
Management.
L. Ma. USDA-ARS-NPA. Great Plains Systems Research Unit: L. Ahuja. USDAARS-NPA. Great Plains Systems Research Unit: S. A. Saseendran. USDA-ARS.
Great Plains Systems Research.
The Root Zone Water Quality Model (RZWQM) was developed in the early 1990's
and was applied in field research to address soil and water management worldwide
with 200 publications in the literature The model is available from USDA-ARS's
website and is supported by the Great Plains Systems Research Unit in Fort Collins,
Colorado. It has a Microsoft Windows User Interface and the science in RZWQM
is documented in a book published by Water Resources Publications in Colorado.
Recently, a hybrid model between RZWQM and DSSAT (CROPGRO and CERES
plant growth model) was developed and released The model also has an option to
use surface energy balance from the SHAW (simultaneous heat and water) model
Model applications of RZWQM include manure and N management, water management, crop rotation, tile flow, pesticide, and tillage A demo of the model will
be given as well
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Application of Crop Modeling and AegisAVin for Optimizing Agricultural
Inputs in Soils.
B. L. Harikrishna. Dept of Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry. Univ of
Agricultural Sciences: G. S. Dasog. Dept of Soil Science and Agricultural
Chemistry. Univ of Agricultural Sciences: P. L. Patil. Dept of Soil Science and
Agricultural Chemistry. Univ of Agricultural Sciences: K. M. Anegundi. Dept of
Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry. Univ of Agricultural Sciences.
Crop simulation models predict the effects of weather and various soil properties,
and agronomic practices on nutrient dynamics and crop growth processes leading
to improvements in the efficiency of fertilizer management. Crop simulation models coupled with a AEGISAVIN, maps model outputs is of interest to decision makers This paper outlines the need for crop model geographic information systems,
the possible uses of such systems. It describes, a study investigating extrapolation
of simulated results to a nine different soil series of Jokanatti distributary GLBC
command, Karnataka. India) using a CERES maize simulation model coupled
with a AEGISAVIN The spatial databases of the AEGISAVIN contain information on soils, weather and other inputs needed by the maize model and the system
allows regional analyses of model output to be performed and maps to be drawn. In
CERES, predicted number of days to anthesis, physiological maturity, grain weight
and grain yield of maize closer (% RMSE <I0) to observed values for both the
seasons, which indicated that the model predictions were genuine and acceptable
Whereas, leaf area index (LAI) and nitrogen uptake appeared to be overly sensitive
to varying soil depth, N-doses and its splits but with reference to dry matter yield,
model response was satisfactory Interestingly, higher production of maize was
noticed under post monsoon than monsoon season. The AEGIS/WIN simulated
comparatively more number of days to mature, higher straw and grain yield and
N-uptake by maize in respect of deep soils, due to its favourable physico-chemical
properties On the other hand, the simulated results for shallow soils recorded com-
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associated with such predictions. On the other hand, spatial estimation techniques
are now commonly used that are based on the spatial covariance structure of one or
several variables and their relation to each other Kriging and cokriging are examples of such spatial estimation techniques which provide spatial distribution maps
of the estimation error. Very few attempts have been made in which a process of a
4-3
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D.Timlin
variable or a vector is described simultaneously in both space and time Therefore,
Two-Dimensional Soil Water and Temperature Dynamics Under Row Crops:
little is known about the prediction variance behavior when the development of a
Modeling Approaches.
process is considered simultaneously in both spatial and temporal domains A large
prediction variance of a process in the temporal domain may result from a simpliD. Timlin. USDA-ARS Crop Systems and Global Change Lab: R. M. Shillilo. Unix
of Maryland; Y A. Pachepsky. USDA/ARS/BA/ANRJ/ESML; S. H. Kim. USDA-ARS; fied model equation, a limited representation of site specific properties affecting the
process, or a large uncertainty in the knowledge of physical functions that govern
D. Fleisher. USDA. ARS. Crop Systems and Global Change Lab.; B. Quebedeaux.
the process The spatial uncertainty depends on the local variance compared to the
Unix of Maryland.
global variance, and the spatial sampling distance Because Kriging and cokriging
Water movement and heat transport in soil under row crops varies both vertically
estimation variances are dominated by the variance-lag distance behavior, increasand laterally This is partially due to the presence and spatial distribution of the plant
ing the spatial density of observations frequently causes a reduction of the spatial
canopy and roots The spatial variation in water and heatfluxesaround the plant can
estimation uncertainty The objective of this study is, to incorporate spatial estimaaffect solute transport, and water and temperature dependent soil processes Physition variance in the temporal prediction of field profile soil water storage in order to
cally-based crop/soil models can be used to make management decisions that take
reduce the prediction variance. This is achieved using a Kalman filter set up in both
two dimensional processes into account. The objective of the research presented
the temporal and spatial domains, and in combination with a kriging estimation
here is to model root activity and soil infiltration in and around a com plant with
The measurement variance usually applied in the stochastic weighting matrix for
contrasting canopy development Rata were collected from two plots planted to
the update of the predicted state and its variance is replaced by the spatial estimamaize, one in a no nitrate treatment and one in a high nitrate treatment. In each plot,
tion variance. The above framework is applied to estimate field profile soil water
a total of 24 soil moisture probes were placed beneath and between corn plants and
storage based on precipitation and evapotranspiration at a particular location. For
at depths of 20, 40, and 60 cm Thermocouples were also placed at each location.
each location, soil water storage is estimated based on the neighboring observations
The maize simulation model, MAIZE-SIM, was used to simulate water movement
and their covariance structure. The impact of spatial uncertainty on the temporal
and heat transport This is a mechanistic model of maize growth and development
prediction uncertainty is quantified with implications for experimental design
model that uses, 2DS01L, a two dimensional finite element model to simulate
soil processes Temperature and water dynamics varied with spatial location and
canopy development. The model simulated surface water contents better than sub4-6
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T. Li
surface water contents. Canopy interception of rainfall and radiation need to be
LSCNP: A Process and Analytic Hybrid Model Simulating Long-term Soil
accounted for in order to modify boundary conditions for heat transfer and infiltraCarbon and Nitrogen Dynamics.
tion of water The spatial and temporal distribution of soil moisture as a function
^ Li. Dept of Renewable Resources, Univ of Alberta; Y. Feng. Dept of Renewable
of nitrogen plant stress is discussed. Along with data from an evapotranspiration
Resources; X. Li. Alberta Research Council.
sensor located in the field, water uptake in the com plants is evaluated
The large uncertainties and accumulative errors in long-term soil carbon and nitrogen dynamics is a challenge for simulation modelling The Long-term Soil Carbon,
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Nitrogen and Phosphorus (LSCNP) dynamics model is developed to reduce modelPrecision Farming for Smallholder Farmers.
ing uncertainty and the accumulative simulating error by integrating the process
and analytic algorithms into one model The process module is used to simulate
U. Singh. IFDC; F. Muhhuku. Agricultural Productivity Enhancement Project
daily
plant growth and to represent the short-term dynamics of energy, water, and
(A PEP); T. Atlanandana. Depl of Soil Science. Kasetsart Univ; P. Wilkens. IFDC;
soil carbon and nitrogen. The analytic module is used to compute the long-term
R. Yost. Dept of Tropical Plant and Soil Sciences. Univ of Hawaii..
dynamics of soil carbon and nitrogen ignoring the short-term details The shortThe best management practice recommendations for cropping systems and soils
term, process based simulation provides inputs for the long-term analytic module
in most developing countries are general and obsolete. In some countries the curResults show that the accumulative errors of long-term simulation have been minirent blanket fertilizer recommendations were developed more than 50 years ago
mized Results also show that the short-term fluctuation in plant growth does not
Such non-site-specific and static nutrient recommendations have many negative
significantly influence the long term results The increase of soil carbon and nitroconsequences: (i) low nutrient use efficiency, (ii) low profitability, (iii) soil and
gen storage in a few decades does not imply similar rate of increase in the hundredenvironmental degradation from both under-application and over-application, and
year time scale Therefore, the efforts in increasing soil carbon storage should take
(iv) lack of farmer confidence in the extension services and agri-input dealers. Prea long-term view and that the attempt to extrapolate results from short-term (°Ü 10
cision farming for developing country farmers need not be high technology, highly
years) experiments into long-term implications must proceed with care
mechanized, and limited to larger farms Information and decision support tools
(IDST) comprised of soil, climate, nutrient resources, and crop databases; soil test
kits; soil-crop simulation models; economic evaluators; risk assessment; and geoSESSION NUMBER 5
graphic information systems are available to assist the smallholder farmers with
site-specific management The recommendations generated by IDST were passed
Monday, 10 July 2006
on to the farmers by extension services, agri-input dealers, or fanner leaders Participatory learning, training programs, and on-farm demonstrations were used to
promote IDST-generated recommendations The site-specific recommendations
1.1C Soil Micromorphology, Archaeometry, and
covered various facets of smallholder farming including choice of crops, varietArchaeology—Theater
ies, optimum planting windows, crop rotation, and integrated nutrient management
with options to choose different nutrient sources (mineral fertilizers, organic material, and phosphate rock) The IDST helped identify the best management practice
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 2, Second Floor (Convention Center)
for the current season, provide a nutrient balance at the end of the season, and thus
provide revised recommendations based on the next crop, yield target, etc. For
example, a given fertilizer recommendation is based on input of representative soil
5-1
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T V Tursina
characteristics of the cropping zone or on data from soil samples taken where the
Micromorphological Diagnostics of Soil Polygenesis.
crop is grown and the yield targets that are set by the farmer based on input costs
T. V. Tursina. V.V. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute; I. A. Sokolov. V.V. Dokuchaev
and output price The decision support tools also include a Phosphate Rock DeciSoil Science Institute.
sion Support System (PRDSS) that allows users to identify if a given phosphate
rock is a suitable alternative to water soluble P fertilizer both in terms of agroIn the past, most of the soils were considered monogenetic bodies; their genesis
nomic effectiveness and economic feasibility Examples of model application from
was explained on the basis of the analysis of existing environmental conditions
Uganda, Tanzania, Togo, and Thailand are presented Keywords: information and
and soil processes. In the recent decades, it has been proved that soil polygenesis
decision support tools, fertilizer recommendation, site-specific nutrient manageis a rule rather than an exception. The phenomenon of soil polygenesis can be
ment, simulation models, phosphate rock decision support system
diagnosed and studied in the field For example, the presence of the second humus
horizon in the soil profile, relict humic material in pockets and cryogenic fissures,
and complex layered cutans on the walls of fissures are the indices of soil polygenesis In this context, micromorphological studies can contribute to the study of
4-5
329a
O Wendroth
soil polygenesis An impetus to these studies was given by the recognition of the
Space-Time Variance Propagation of Biophysical Processes.
phenomenon of lithological heterogeneity or discontinuity in many soils that were
O. Wendroth. Univ of Kentucky; D. R. Nielsen. Univ of California. Depl LA WR
earlier considered to be developed from homogenous substrates. ITie lithological
Hydrologie Science.
heterogeneity can be diagnosed with the help of soil micromorphology Moreover,
the following indices should be studied in detail (I) the size distribution of mineral
I in 11 ii- description of a large variety of biophysical processes, model equations
grains in the soil profile; (2) the mineral composition of the grains of particular size
have been derived to predict the processes as a function of time subject to initial and
fractions in the soil profile (the sand fraction is considered to be most informative);
boundary conditions. To date, little attempt has been made to estimate the variances
paratively lower with respect to all above said parameters due to its poor physicochemical properties, especially shallow depth The other soils of intermediate depth
recorded intermediate values.
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(3) the features attesting to the mode of deposition of the soil parent materials
(eolian, fluvial, glaciofluvial, etc.). As shown by Tursina and Gerasimova, micromorphological features of soils can be important indicators of soil polygenesis.
Thus, the microfabric of soil horizons in general and some details (microforms of
humus, phytoliths, type of porosity, structural arrangement of the soil mass, iron
and salt neoformations, clay separations, etc,) should be studied. Primarily, the
changes in the character of microfabric in the soil profile should be analyzed Thus,
If particular horizons in the illuvial part of the profile have similar textures and
chemical compositions, but differ in their microfabrics, the initial heterogeneity
of the substrate can be recognized/identified/deduced. In Vologda oblast, loesslike
well aggregated Bt horizons are underlain by blocky Bt horizons with fissures filled
with optically oriented clay. This sequence can be considered to be the result of different depositional cycles (eolian sediments underlain by glaciofluvial sediments).
Differences in microfabrics of soil horizons in irrigated soils of Turkmenia were
studied by Minashina. On this basis, she distinguished the layers of old/earlier-irrigated soils buried under eolian sediments.
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O. Fishkis
Phytolith Transport in Sandy Sediments: Experimental Data.
O. Fishkis, Univ ofHohenheim; J. Ingwersen. Llniv ofHohenheim; K. Pustovoytov,
Univ ofHohenheim; T. Streck, Univ ofHohenheim.
Phytoliths are minerals of amorphous silicon dioxide (Si02*nll20) forming in living plants. Morphological plant-specificity of phytoliths at least on a family level
and their durability in soils make phytoliths a beneficial tool in paleoenvironmental
studies. However, the mechanisms and velocities of phytolith transport through
the soil profile are poorly understood, causing difficulties in the interpretation of
phytolith data in paleoenvironmental research. This paper presents for thefirsttime
experimental data on velocities of phytolith transport in sandy sediments. Columns
23-cm length and 11 cm in diameter were filled with phytolith-free homogeneous
sandy sediment. Ash of reed (Phragmites australis), known as an abundant phytolith
producer, was added to the uppermost one-centimeter layer of each column. The
experiment was carried out under two water flux regimes to simulate annual moderate and extra-humid precipitation. After running the experiment for 5 months, the
columns were sliced into layers, and phytoliths of each layer were extracted. Particles extracted (4-63 um) were counted by a particle counter and then, phytolith percentage was determined in the same sample under a polarized microscope. Besides,
the absolute phytolith number, the size distribution of phytoliths was also defined
by microscopy. Finally, the average depth of phytolith migration and size-dependence of phytolith transport were determined. The average phytolith transfer was
0,27 cm/yr under moderate humid precipitation and 0,37 cm/yr under extra-humid
water flux. The Size distribution of phytoliths over depth showed faster transport
of smaller phytoliths (5-35 urn) and slower migration of the large ones (100-300
um). Thus, this study revealed that, the labeling of phytoliths with a fluorescent
dye that we are currently working on will enable us to study phytolith transport in
intact cores.
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Study of Macropore and Climate Change by X-Ray Stereo-Radiography in the
Later Stage Pleistocene Epoch Haehinohe Tanesashi Volcanic Ash Connected
Soil Layer.
K. Sato, Kilasato Univ; C. Sasaki, Hirosaki Univ; K. I. Tokunaga. Iwate Univ; T.
Sase, North Laboratory for Phytolith Research; R. Takamalu, Kilasato Univ.
Researchers study volcanic ash soils in Japan and loess in China to determine the
time-dependent durability of macropore forms, or pore systems formed by roots
(root-formed pores). The results of their study revealed continuous and dense
development of pore systems formed by roots from the surface layer to deeper layers. The calculated length of durability of the pore systems formed by the roots was
100,000 years for the deposited volcanic ash layers of Tokachi, Hokkaido, 160,000
years for the volcanic ash layers of Mt Tengutai, Haehinohe, 320,000 years for the
loess layers of Lantian, China, and 720,000 years for the volcanic ash layers of Mt
Iwate, Iwate-kawaguchi. The volcanic ash layers of Tokachi, Hokkaido, dating back
to the Late Pleistocene and the last ice age were found to be highly degraded Moreover, the partial disappearance of the pores was determined to have occurred in the
volcanic ash layers dating back from the early part of the Middle Pleistocene to the
early part of the Early Pleistocene. Yet, researchers have not completed their work
on the durability of pore systems formed by roots in the consecutive strata effected
by climatic changes. The investigation was conducted at an outcrop near the beach
of Tanesashi, Haehinohe, located in the northeastern part of Japan (40 degrees 30'
10" north latitude, 141 degrees 36' 30" east longitude). This was the loam layer of
the Haehinohe pumice (developed about 10,000 to 14,000 years ago), or about 1.5
m below it's surface, to a depth of about 8.5 m. This loamy layer contains 12 volcanic ash layers, among which the Toya volcanic ash formation at a depth of 6 4 m,
dating back to about 105,000 to 110,000 years ago, is the key for age identification.
The relationship between the identified age of the layer and the climatic changes
were determined from the change curve of the oxygen isotopic ratio with the Tengutai volcanic ash formation as the reference The geologic date of the layer belongs
to the last ice age cycle, ranging from the Late Pleistocene, before the post-glacial
age (13,000 years ago), to the early part of the Middle Pleistocene Soil samples
were taken consecutively from 27 layers at every 30 cm from the Haehinohe pum-

ice layer to a depth of 8.5 m in early October 2002. The durability and change of the
pore systems formed by roots in the volcanic ash soil at Tanesashi, Haehinohe, with
soil strata ranging from the Late Pleistocene (relatively recent in geological age) to
the early part of the Middle Pleistocene,were distributed, in each stage of growth,
leading us to identify the time-dependent durability of the pore systems formed by
roots. The results are summarized as follows with respect to the changes in the pore
systems formed by the roots(regarding generation, maintainability and functionality): X-ray stereoscopic images revealed the continuous presence of a clear-cut
caterpillar pore systems formed by roots at a high density throughout the 12 layers
from the Haehinohe pumice layer to a depth of 8 5 m. 1. The pore systems formed
by roots are in the preservation period following the generation period 2 The stage
of time-dependent durability of the pore systems formed by roots in each layer is
from the early to the middle stage of the durability period. 3. The continuity of the
pore systems formed by roots is shown to have a clear-cut continuity as it goes
deeper and bears small changes. 4. The functionality of the pore systems formed
by roots is that of water permeability by larger pores in the vertical direction and
that of water retention by micro pores in the lateral direction. 5. The fades index of
the pore systems formed by roots shows thick wood-like pores of the cold period
of the ice age and thin herbal pores of the warm period of the ice age, therefore
suggesting the vegetation of an ancient environment. The study revealed that the
pore systems formed by roots in the volcanic ash layer at Tanesashi, Haehinohe in
the eras from the Late Pleistocene to the early part of the Middle Pleistocene were
intact, with small changes in qualify and a very slow progress of deterioration, and
were in the early or middle part of the durability period with a clear-cut continuity
of pores. The Influences of the climatic changes in the Late Pleistocene on pore
systems formed by the roots are identified in pore sizes and modes of distribution.
1) SATO 2000-2001 Grant-in-aids for Scientific Research (C)Research Report,
1-67(2002). 2) SATO et al. Japanese Journal of Soil Science and Plant Nutrition
proceedings, 47(2001). 3) Tokunaga et al. Japanese Society of Pedology 42,8896(1998). 4) Tokunaga et al. Japanese Society of Irrigation.Drainage and Reclamation Engineering 187,59-68 (1997). 5) Sase et al. Japan Association for Quaternary
Research 31,131-146 (1992).
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Opportunities for the Use of Andisols in Paleoecological Studies.
F. H. Tonneijck. B. Jansen, K. G. Nierop, M. Moscol, J. M. Verstralen, Institute for
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Dynamics - Univ ofAmsterdam.
In the Northern Ecuadorian Andes, deforestation severely lowered the natural
Upper Forest Line (UFL). Thus, to ascertain the natural position of the UFL, e.g.
To support sustainable reforestation, the RUFLE1 program investigates the local
vegetation history. Andisols could provide great opportunities for this paleoecological study, since they are characterized by the accumulation of vast amounts of
Organic Matter (OM) and are dominant in the region. However, the use of these
soils requires an understanding of the chronostratigraphy and preservation of Soil
Organic Matter (SOM). To investigate SOM chronostratigraphy and preservation,
we selected soil profiles at altitudinal intervals of 100 m between 3300 and 4100
m.a.s.l. Within the Guandera Biological Reserve The Mean annual temperatures
range from 4-10°C but dailyfluctuationsare considerable (up to 20°C) with a mean
annual precipitation of 2000 mm. The current forest reaches approximately 3650
m a s I., above this UFL tropical alpine grasslands dominate (paramo) The Andisols
in Guandera contain high amounts of organic carbon (average 16 ± 4 % in topsoil),
are acidic (pHCaCI2 = 4 in topsoil) and contain some allophane in the subsurface
horizons (Alp/Alo: 0.3—1.20 from subsurface to surface) The chronostratigraphy
of OM in soils is less straightforward than in deposits traditionally used in paleoecological studies (e.g. Peat sequences and lake sediments) Volcanic activity determines the sedimentary stratification of Andisols and sets boundary conditions for
the distribution of SOM. However pedogenetic processes, such as bioturbation and
leaching, finally determine its vertical distribution in the soil. Preliminary interpretation of the major and trace elements indicate that the Andisols are formed in
at least 3 different parent materials, in the field recognizable as the current soil, a
paleosol and a truncated paleosol Further examination will reveal if differences
within these ashes are related to upward fining or point to the presence of even
more layers This knowledge then supports the interpretation of the radiocarbon
dates. In the current soil, the radiocarbon age increases with depth (preliminary
sample distance 30-40 cm). If the current soil is formed in multiple ash layers, the
sedimentation rate mainly determines the age-depth relation of SOM. On the other
hand, if the current soil is formed in one ash deposit, two scenarios may explain this
age to depth relation In the first scenario, without bioturbation, the young SOM
continuously buries the older SOM. In the second scenario, with bioturbation, an
age-depth correlation can only exist if the zone of active bioturbation shifts upward
during SOM accumulation In the forest soils, the presence of a thick (up to 50 cm)
fermentation horizon implies that OM incorporation is slow and deep bioturbation
is virtually absent In the paramo soils, ectorganic horizons were not observed, suggesting higher rates of OM incorporation into the soil i.e. Higher bioturbation rates.
However, litter accumulates within the grass tussocks instead of the soil surface,
preventing formation of a true ectorganic layer We applied micromorphological
analysis to investigate bioturbation and to substantiate these field observations. The
effect of leaching on the vertical distribution of OM is limited due to the high
OM-metal ratios Using pollen and plant-specific organic molecules (biomarkers)
in paleoecological studies requires preservation in soil for long periods of time
Pollen in Colombian Andisols appeared to be protected against degradation due
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to its incorporation in biological and/or physico-chemical aggregates. We applied
micromorphological techniques to find out if and how pollen was preserved in our
soils, in order to rule out species-specific degradation Lignin may be a potential
biomarker to distinguish grasses (paramo) from trees (forest), because its composition is related to plant taxonomy Unfortunately, in andic mineral horizons, lignin
is rapidly degraded and can thus not be used as a biomarker of past vegetation.
By contrast, extractable lipids, with differing compositions between plant species,
appear to be well preserved in the studied Andisols Our preliminary results showed
that they can be used as biomarkers of past vegetation. I RUFLE = Reconstruction
of the Upper Forest Line in Ecuador
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Distinguishing Among Soil Solid Phases Using Micro ( I' Scanning.
R. J. Heck, T. Elliot, Univ ofGuelph.
The utilization of computerized axial X-ray tomography (CT), to understand soil
space, has gained considerable attention over the past decade Because of the relatively large difference between the X-ray attenuation of voids (air or water-filled)
and soil solid phases in general, much of this work has focused on quantifying soil
porosity, then relating it to the retention and transport characteristics of soil moisture. The major shortcomings have been the coarse spatial resolution and low X-ray
energy levels (as clinical scanners were frequently employed), as well as limited
image processing capacity; these are being overcome as technologies evolve. The
discrimination of solid phases has, however, presented a greater challenge, due
primarily to the nature of the X-ray radiation and its interaction with materials
CT imaging is based on the attenuation of X-rays (according to Beer's Law) as
they pass through materials which exhibit specific intrinsic linear attenuation coefficients The reconstruction of a 3D model, from a sequence of radial projections,
involves determining the apparent linear attenuation coefficient for each volume
clement (voxel). Typically, these values are converted to Hounsfield Units, which
are based on a scale whereby the value of air is set at-1000 and the value of water
is set at 0; on this scale, solids usually exhibit positive values. Within the energy
level ranges attainable by current micro-CT scanners, the total X-ray attenuation
of a given material is considered to be a function of'coherent scatter', 'incoherent
scatter' as well as 'photoelectron adsorption'. The magnitude of these effects is a
function of the energy level of the X-ray radiation Unfortunately, X-ray tubes do
not generate 'monochromatic' radiation, but rather a spectrum that includes both
discrete components (characteristic of the target element) and a continuous component called 'breaking radiation' Thus,filteringmaybe imperfect when employed to
narrow the spectrum. Consequently, when combining the effects of multiple energy
levels and the finite resolution (>5 microns) of real detection arrays, regions of
different composition can generate very similar apparent attenuation coefficients
This can severely limit the ability to discriminate among solid phases in complex
systems such as soils The limitations related to the finite resolution of the imaging
array, is a question of current electrical engineering technology That being said,
however, improvements to the spatial resolution capability have just transferred
the phase discrimination problem to afinerscale Theoretical consideration suggest
that, while the total attenuation of different material may be practically indistinguishable at certain energy levels, the relative change in attenuation, in response
to changing X-ray energy levels (i.e the various components of attenuation) may
be noticeably different. Consequently, it is theoretically possible to use, not only
the absolute attenuation at a given energy level, but also the relative response of
attenuation to changing energy levels, to distinguish solid phases. This research is
focused on the practical application of this concept using a state-of-the-art microCT imaging system. A wide selection of solid materials commonly encountered
in soils, including silicates, secondary metal oxides, carbonates, sulfates, coal and
plant fiber, as well as selected anthropogenic material such as rubber, plastic and
glass, were subject to systematic imaging by an EVS-MS8 micro-CT scanner (6
micron voxel size) at X-ray energy levels ranging from 80 to 130 kV Imagery
was co-registered, to permit ratioing and subsequent cluster analysis (such as that
employed in multichannel image analysis software), rather than just standard level
thresholding of monochromatic image histograms. The primary objectives are to
identify solid phases that can be discriminated in this manner, and the optimal
instrumental parameters for this purpose Such capability will be fundamental to
the characterization of the 3D configuration of solid phases in intact soil
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Micromorphological and Microbiological Diagnostics of Element« ryPedogenic
Processes in Extremely Arid Desert Soils of Mongolia and the Problem of
Their Classification.
D. L. Golovanov, Geographical Faculty, Moscow Sate Univ: M. P. Lebedeva
(Verba), V. V. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute.
The main outcome of pedogenesis in the extremely arid desert soils of Mongolia is
the development of soluble salts in the upper soil horizons, the accumulative distribution pattern of the wind-blown and deposited clay fraction, and the development
of the surface desert crust and subcrust horizons underlain by the rubified illuvialmetamorphic horizon; the total thickness of these horizons is comparable with the
maximum depth of soil wetness in the long-term climatic cycle The pebbly desert
pavement with desert varnish on the surface protects the profile of extremely arid
desert soils of Mongolia from wind erosion The mechanism of its formation is
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related to the blowing out of the fine particles during strong winds and the specific
"floating" of pebble inclusions in the soil mass during rare rainstorm episodes.
Micromorphology, revealed, the presence of pores filled earlier by salt crystals,
which most probably have dissolved (pores-phantoms) in the crust and subcrust
horizons, the features of dissolution and migration of salts and gypsum, and the
presence of partially dehydrated gypsum with increased birefringence The temperature of gypsum dehydration is about 60 to 80°C. These features are combined
with the features of dissolution of primary grains of carbonates and the mobility of
iron compounds as bleaching of the soil mass around pores, ocherous mottles in the
soil plasma, and iron coatings of quartz grains in the illuvial-metamorphic rubified
horizon. The presence of algae in the crust horizon, and the presence of iron-reducing microorganisms in the subcrust and rubified horizons suggest that the redistribution of iron compounds in the soil mass is a recent process taking place upon the
short-term development of stagnic conditions in the former during the long-term
cycle of pedogenesis In the presence of high concentration of sulfates, reducing
conditions and the development of gleyization are accompanied by the reduction of
sulfates followed by the oxidation of iron sulfides to hydrolytical acid sulfates. The
hydrolytically acid sulfates favor the local dissolution of primary calcite grains A
similar process was described by Minashina and Feofarova in the gray cinnamonic
soils developing from the sulfate-containing rocks The results of our study suggest
that pedogenesis in the extremely arid deserts of Mongolia is strong rather than
weak Although the developing soil horizons are not thick, the horizonation itself
is very distinct with the soil profile consisting the following horizons (as specified
in the new Russian Soil Classification system): K (crust)-Lcs,z-BFMcs-C(cs) The
rubified BFM (illuvial-metamorphic) middle horizon is suggested as a criterion
to separate extremely arid desert soils of Mongolia from brown arid desert soils.
This distinction should be performed at the high taxonomie level (the level of soil
orders), as it is suggested in the distinction of the iron-differentiated alkaline soils
Besides the extremely arid desert soils of Mongolia, a separate type of crusty solonchakous solonetz can also be distinguished in this order This study has been supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, project no. 05-04-49098
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J. C. Hughes
An Archaeometric Study of Later Stone Age Paintings from Kwa/.ulu-Natal,
South Africa.
B. Escotl. J. C. Hughes. Univ of KwaZulu-Natal: D. Schulze. Dept of Agronomy.
Purdue Univ.
There are thousands of prehistoric rock art sites throughout southern Africa. Most
of the paintings are attributed to Stone Age hunter-gatherers, the ancestors of the
San ('Bushmen') For many years these images have been the subject of intense
scrutiny, with the focus on the nature of the subject matter, the meanings of the
art, and possible dating techniques. This study was conducted to investigate a previously unresearched aspect namely the chemistry and mineralogy of San paints
in order to determine their composition The obvious benefit resulting from this
research would be the development of improved methods of rock art conservation.
Additional benefits might include the establishment of a system that would aid in
relative dating, the identification of differing painting technologies related to both
time and space and, possibly, the identification of trading routes. Maqonqo Shelter,
located approximately thirty-five km south east of Dundee, KwaZulu-Natal, was
chosen as the primary study site because it contains a large number of paintings,
though many are poorly preserved Thirty paint and three blank (unpainted shelter
wall) samples were analysed. Three additional sites were also sampled for comparative purposes, namely Twagwa Shelter (south coast), Sheltered Vale (southern Drakensberg) and Fergies Cave (central Drakensberg). Where possible, three
blank, and three red and white samples were collected at each of these sites All the
samples were mounted on aluminium stubs, and analyzed in a Phillips XL30 environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM), fitted with an EDAX detector
The samples were also analyzed using synchrotron radiation at the National Synchrotron Light Source at Brookhaven Laboratory, Long Island, New York Both the
mineralogical and minor elemental compositions of the samples were determined
simultaneously using this technique, enabling over 400 analyses to be collected
A comparison of these datasets highlighted the differences in composition of the
colours both within and between the individual sites It has been shown that the
intensive analysis of micro-samples of even 'poor quality' paint samples, using
a number of complimentary techniques, allows for the sourcing of the samples
to individual areas The determination of the inorganic component of the various
paint colours has also indicated possible sources of the various pigments utilized
e.g., orange is probably sourced from bauxite, red from haematite (not heated goethite), and white from whewellite (not kaolinite). Variations in the minor elements
in the various colours (both within and between the different sites) have also indicated a wide variety of sources for these pigments, and not one source as has been
previously postulated The mineralogical nature of the paints gives an important
insight into the sensitivity of the individual colours to weathering, and indicates
that the conservation practices currently employed should be modified to be site,
and sometimes colour, specific It must be stressed that these findings are specific
to the four sites studied, and are not necessarily representative of all San rock art
This preliminary study has shown the applicability of the methodologies used, and
the findings will serve as a basis for future research in this field Such further work
could involve the analysis of paint samples in relation to the style of the paintings,
as well as the determination of any organic components present
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R E. Terry
Evidence for "Black Earths" in the Maya Lowlands.
R. E. Terry. Brigham Young Unix: R. Sweetwood. Brigham Young Unix: C. Bahotti.
Brigham Young Unix: T. Beach. Georgetown Unix.
Many of the soils on the vast karst plain of Central America's Yucatan Peninsula are
shallow, red-colored Ustalfs known locally as kancab. However, in ancient Maya
cities, satellite rural sites, and some other rural sites the soils are very dark, organic
rich Ustolls known as boxluum Indeed, contemporary Maya farmers still preferentially farm these areas. Other soils associated with many of the archaeological sites
such as Piedras Negras, Aguateca, Motul de San Jose, and Tikal in the Peten region
of northern Guatemala are dark colored Rendolls referred to as luum. Ancient agricultural activities have been associated with these dark soils Our objective is to
compare a robust sample of these Maya anthrosols with the criteria scientists have
used to define Amazonian Black Earths to understand their similarities and differences Specifically, we compare cultural, chemical, and chronological evidence of
soil formation to answer such questions as do these soils have more macro and
micronutrients (i.e., P, K, Ca, Mg), are they more enriched in black carbon, can we
date their use, and were these soils intentionally fertilized for intensive agriculture?
Unlike Amazonia, many soils of the Maya Lowlands are already black Mollisols.
Hence, have we overlooked a large expanse of Black Earth-like anthrosols because
they do not stand out like those of the Amazon9
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K. Stensvold
Gcomorphic Influence on Southern Driftless Area Soilscapes.
K. Stensxold. Dept of Soil Science. Unix of Wisconsin-Madison: C. Stiles. Unix of
Wisconsin.
A toposequence of 12 upland soil pedons within afirst-orderwatershed in the southern Driftless Area of Wisconsin was studied to determine the influence of aspect on
soil development The pedons were located on summit, shoulder, backslope, and
footslope positions on contrasting north and south aspects (I -20% slope). Physical,
chemical, and mineralogical analyses of each profile were conducted to give complete characterizations of each profile. The southern Driftless Area landscape and
soils have been subjected to both periglacial conditions during the Pleistocene and
temperate climates during the Holocence The soils of this soilscape are derived
from late Pleistocene loess and dolomite residuum The clay mineralogy at these
sites reflects the contributions to these soils from late Pleistocene loess Each pedon
is made up of silty Ap and Bt horizons overlying a clay rich 2Bt horizon Below the
2Bt is afinesandy loam saprolite that has developed from the underlying dolostone
bedrock Differences in soil properties on contrasting slope aspects over a range of
slope gradients are attributed to variations in energy inputs (radiant and gravitational) into the system over time Percent increase of clay content in the subsurface
horizon (2Bt), the zone of maximum accumulation, was significantly higher on
south slopes (416%) than on north slopes (36 1%) Maximum accumulation of
both iron and aluminum oxides occurred in conjunction with the zone of maximum clay accumulation and was greater on south slopes Translocation processes
were determined to be the dominant soil forming process in the soilscape and are
thus assumed to be sensitive to variations in solar insolation on slopes of different
aspects South-facing slopes in the southern Driftless Area receive 51 5% more
solar radiation than north-facing slopes at the winter solstice, the time of maximum
difference In addition to the amount of solar radiation received by each slope,
the duration of which each slope is susceptible to pedogenic processes is also an
important factor South-facing slopes thaw earlier in the season than north-facing
slopes and stay exposed later into the season These early and late season periods
of pedogenesis are especially crucial due to the lack of vegetation and increased
amounts of precipitation common in this climate regime. The difference in duration
of pedogenesis on each slope may only be minor factor annually but over pedogenic time has resulted in a noticeable difference in levels of development between
slopes Hillslope erosion processes were predictably sensitive to slope gradient We
used the thicknesses of individual horizons to tell us about the temporal differences
in erosion rates in these polygenetic soils. Surface soils, formed from modern day
pedogenic processes, show uniformity in thickness over the entire landscape while
subsurface secondary argillic (2Bt) horizons that began forming during the early
Pleistocene showed decreasing thickness with increasing slope gradient. This indicates that modern day erosional processes are not influenced by slope gradient on
slopes <20% but that Pleistocene erosional rates were more sensitive to difference
in slope gradient.
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T A Okusami
Catena/Toposequence/Soil Association: Unifying Concept in Soil Classification,
Soil Genesis and Land Use in the West Africa Sub-Region-Nigeria.
T. A. Okusami. Obafemi Awolowo Unix.
The West Africa sub region has a northern limit of 20N (Sahara desert southern
front) with southern limit at about 3.50N adjorning the Atlantic Ocean The longitudinal boundaries are at approximately 17.29W to 15E In terms of isohyets,
it occupies from 100 in the north to 3200 in the south. Nigeria exists within the
coordinates 4-I4N and 3-15E Generally, West Africa relief consists of a plain of
highlands and broad interior basins but simulating a syncline trough sandwiched
between two anticlines The geological history has been dominated by denundational processes right from post-Gondwana land break-up till Cainozoic Era The
pre-Cambrian (dominant age/rock) consists of crystalline granite and gnessic rocks
with landscapes that had been eroded into peneplains During the tertiary (2-44
Mys BP), the rigid pre-Cambrian rocks got fractured leading to the synclines,
an example of such being the Benue trench in Nigeria/Cameroon. The synclines
have all along been filled with sediments that are both marine (sea transgressionsandstones, limestones, marls along the coast and into the Benue/Niger trenches
in Nigeria) and continental deposits These scenarios have led to a peneplain (on a
small scale) but an undulating landscape (on a large/detail scale) The sequences/
series of these landscapes have led to a series of soil-slope relationships tagged
toposequences or catena characterized by differential parent materials and uniform parent materials respectively but with identical differentiating topo-drainage
characteristics. The toposequence and catena concepts have emanated as slopesoil evolutionary processes. The relative stability of the geology of Africa (Nigeria inclusive and representative of west Africa) has made it possible to develop a
consistent hill slope element concepts that could be perturbed only occasionally
by tectonic uplifts typical of the events along the Nigeria-Cameroon border in the
south-east/southwest flank This sequence, be it toposequence or catena has come
to be known in soil classification/mapping paradigms as soil association As a classification system, soil association in most countries of sub-Sahara Africa is not
taxonomie but nevertheless hierarchical. In Nigeria, soil association belongs to the
second highest level followed by the series and what is termed the variants. It is
currently the only national scheme of soil classification awaiting full correlation
studies and extrapolation of soil series or its modifications across agroecological
zones It has been a vehicle or even a prelude that has stimulated scientific curiosity into landform and soil development theories/paradigms Globally or at least
within the tropical/subtropical world the identification/classification of landscapes
as soil associations (land systems) has opened up a vista of challenges to unravel
the systematic occurrences of landscapes within climatic/agroclimatic belts These
efforts have been spearheaded by geomorphologists and pedologists working on
landforms and the underlying soils It has led credence or even stimulated the term
"pedogeomorphic synthesis" (Gerrard.1981). Milne (1935) formulated the catena
concept from African landscapes. Oilier (1959) was also at the forefront on the
continent of Africa probably followed by others such as Webster (1965), Sparrow
(1966), Moss (1968) The genesis and classification of plinthites and petroplinthes
(Ferricrete) have also engaged soil scientists as an outcome of the observation of
these units within soil associations The backbone of the understanding of toposequence/catena concept is a function of the different models of slope formation
theories. In this context, detailed soil profiles have been strongly related to slope
elements. Evidences abound that scientific information on soil-slope relationships
within soil association are still on-going, topical and contemporary ( e g , Okusami,
1991) Soil association has been a very veritable tool in agrotechnology transfer
within agroecological zones and between transition ecotones. It has effectively
acted as a bridge in synthesizing soil survey information in previous works of Vine
(1951), Smyth and Montgomery (1962), Obihara et al (1963), Jungerius (1964),
Land Resources Division of The British Ministry of Overseas Development (19661976) It has also provided the pragmatic groupings for the needed knowledge in
predictions for soils/land suitable for crops such as Cocoa (Theobroma Cacao)
(Smyth and Montgomery,1962),Rice (Obihara et al 1963) etc.
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T. Hamazaki
Topo- and Bio-Sequence of the Soils in the Fukiage Coastal Dune.
T. Hamazaki. T. Kusahara. Faculty ofAgriculture. Kagoshima Unix.
Soils of a coastal dune are immature and these soils are generally included in the
taxonomie unit Sand-dune Regosols in Japan Hence, research on these soils from
the perspective of soil genesis is seldom undertaken A sand dune deposit on the
other hand, is a coarse and permeable parent material Podzolization can easily
take place in such parent material regardless of the climatic zone if it is under
a coniferous forest where the development of organic horizons is favorable. The
characteristics, genesis, and classification of soils, which change with micro-topography and vegetation as observed between the old and new sand hills in the Fukiage
coastal dune of South Kyushu (with warm temperate climate) were investigated
The Fukiage coastal dune is one of the three major coastal dunes in Japan, and it is
a sand dune with a length from north to south of 47 km and a width of maximum
2 5 km. This coastal dune has two distinct sand hills, with the front sand hill located
towards seashore and the back sand hill located inland. A marsh and three steps of
sand benches are found between the two sand hills Eight pedons (FKI-FK8) along
a 16 km transect that cuts across the two sand hills with different micro-topography and vegetation were selected The selected sites are located in Kinpo area of
13
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Hioki City, Kagoshima Prefecture, which is in the center of the Fukiage coastal
dune Main results of the investigation are as follows: I) The micro-topography
from the seashore to the inland consists of a front sand hill and a marsh in its
back, continuous three steps of sand benches, and a back sand hill 2) Corresponding to micro-topography, the vegetation changes in order of non-vegetation (FK1),
Hibiscus hamabo community (FK2) and Pinus thunbergii forest accompanied by
Japanese pampas grass (FK3) in the front sand hill, Andropogun virginicus grassland (FK4) in the marsh, Pinus thunbergii forest (FK5-FK7) accompanied by Hypnum plumaeforme in the three steps of sand benches and evergreen broad-leaved
(Quercus glauca) forest (FK8) in the back sand hill 3) Many pieces of shells and
weakly developed A horizons were observed in FK1 and FK2, while FK3 has a
well developed A horizon The groundwater level in FK4 was less than lm in depth
and iron mottlings were observed in every horizon. In FK5-FK7, organic horizons
of L/moss/F, bleached horizons, and iron accumulation horizons were developed
In FK8, distinct A horizon was developed below a thin L/F horizon. 4) The solid
phase ratios of soils ranged from 20% to 55%, with values increasing in subsoils in
the inland The liquid phase ratios of FK4 were much higher than those of the other
soils. 5) The values of pH were higher in FKI and FK2 than in inland soils. Values
of pH decreased toward the surface except for FK.2 and FK3. The exchange acidity
was 0 in FK I and FK.2; but high values were observed in the inland soils with a
tendency to increase toward the surface. 6) The organic matter content was high in
FK6, FK7 and FK8, and slightly high also in FK3 7) Values of CEC had the same
tendency as the organic matter content, which indicates the influence of organic
matter content on CEC The soil horizons of FK1, FK2, and the bottom of other
soils were saturated with bases FK6 had the lowest pH and base saturation percentage but highest exchange acidity and organic matter content, and had the most
pronounced morphological iron accumulation 8) Based on these results, the soils
developed under the topo- and bio-sequence of the Fukiage coastal dune were classified into Proti-Calcaric Alenosol (FKI), Calcaric Alenosol (FK2), Hypereutric
Alenosol (FK3), Hypereutri-Endogleyic Alenosol (FK4), Endoeutri-Albic Alenosol (FK5) Epidystri-Albic Alenosol (FK6), Endoeutri-Albic Alenosol (FK7) and
Endoeutric Alenosol (FK8) according to World Reference Base for soil resources.
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C. T. Flannagan
>"il I -iiiill.ii in Relationships in Shallow Estuarine Ecosystems of Downeast
Maine.
C. T. Flannagan, Wetland Studies and Solutions. Inc.: L.J. Osher. Unix of Maine.
Estuaries occupy the boundaries between terrestrial and marine systems In recognition of their importance to the health of coastal habitats, US soil scientists have
begun to investigate the genesis and morphology of the soils in estuaries and near
shore coastal environments. Like upland soils, the soils of estuaries support plant
growth, are susceptible to erosion and degradation of soil quality, and provide the
physical and chemical resources needed for ecosystem growth and sustainability
Taunton Bay is a small, shallow estuary that is representative of nearly 50% of
Maine's 4800 km coastline. Like upland soils, we observed that soil properties
vary across the subaqueous landscape in predictable patterns Landforms in the
estuary were delineated by percent slope, slope shape, and water depth, as well
as position relative to proximity to the estuary edge, tributary streams and estuary
channels The dominant parent material for the alluvial deposited sediments in the
estuary are silts being eroded from coastal bluffs and silty clays being removed
from a glaciomarine silty clay deposit blanketing the landscape beneath the present
estuary. The major landforms in the Taunton Bay estuary are, in order of percent
cover: Bay Bottom, Channel Shoulder, Estuary Channel, Terrestrial/Estuary Edge,
Coastal Cove, Submerged & Filled Fluvial Channel, Mussel Shoal Soils in the
Bay Bottom have the finest textures and the most uniform properties. Soils on the
estuary's channel shoulders have the greatest slopes, and the higher bulk density
and range in soil characteristics than the soils of the Bay Bottom Channels in the
Taunton Bay estuary are approximately 23 m deep This is too deep to support
plant growth in this location, and as such, the sediments at the base and sides of the
channel were not characterized Coastal Cove soils tend to be coarser textured than
the soils of the Bay Bottom and have shallower slopes Mussel Shoal landforms
appear as individual colonies growing from the Bay Bottom The surface of the
Mussel Shoal soils is approximately one meter closer to the water surface than the
surface of the soils of the Bay Bottom landscape While the Mussel Shoals appear
to be living on the Bay Bottom, soil morphology to a depth of 300 cm illustrates
that these locations have been host to mussel communities for hundreds of years
The Terrestrial/Estuary Edge and Submerged & Filled Fluvial Channel landforms
are closest to non-submerged soils at the estuary edge The soils of these landforms
have bisequal morphology caused by sea level rise and subsequent inundation and
burial of upland soils As with all landscapes inhabited by people, there are smaller
landforms in the estuary with morphology indicative of human alteration, including sandy deltas formed from mine tailings and finer textured zones the received
dredged materials from an adjacent man-made channel
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B. Ketchum
Spatial Variability of Pedogenic Reaction Rates in a Podzolized Watershed.
B. Ketchum. Center for Environmental Kinetic Analysis: S. Brantley. Center for
Environmental Kinetic Analysis: A. Busacca. Dept of Crops and Soils.
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Soil genesis in forested watersheds can be characterized by great spatial variability. In podzolic soils, eluvial tongues present changes in depth of the E horizon of
as much as 20 centimeters in only a few centimeters of lateral distance, suggesting significant and highly localized variations in biogeochemical reaction rates. In
order to quantify dissolution and precipitation reaction rates throughout a highly
variable podzolized watershed, we conducted elemental mass balances on 15
pedons that were randomly distributed throughout a 0.64ha Oth-order watershed of
Spodosols formed in 9,900 year-old incised glacial outwash in the Upper Peninsula
of Michigan Dissolution and precipitation rates were parsed from the bulk elemental data for each soil horizon using XRD mineralogy and sequential extractions
to identify and quantify the residual materials and secondary precipitates in each
horizon. We examined the spatial distribution of reaction rates at a variety of spatial
scales: within each horizon, within the pedon, and throughout the watershed Our
results suggest close linkages between pedogenic reaction rates and soil hydrology:
precipitation reaction rates were generally greater in drier landscape positions and
dissolution reaction rates dominated in wetter landscape positions.
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T. A Arkhangelskaya
Modern Functioning of Surface Paleosols of the Russian Plain as Related to
Lateral Redistribution of Heat Fluxes in the Upper Soil Layers.
T. A. Arkhangelskaya. Moscow Stale Univ. Faculty of Soil Science.
Surface paleosols of the Russian Plain formed on loess mantles covering high
slightly undulating watersheds were studied on a gentle (1°) slope (125 to 127 m
as 1 ) 200 km east of Moscow The terrain is a part of late Pleistocene periglacial
area, so the soilscape is deeply influenced by paleocryogenic processes. The abundance of relic features allows regarding studied soils as surface paleosols Soils
with thick black second humus horizon (Pachic Argiborolls), that is a former surface horizon of a cryohydromorphic soil, have been formed within the thermokarst
depressions. While soils with high (80 to 120 cm) carbonate horizon and without
second humus horizons (Typic Eutroboralfs) have been formed on the interfluves
The relic soilscape is now passing through the agrogenic stage of its evolution that
resulted in almost complete smoothing of soil surface and transition of the ancient
relief into a buried form Therefore, surface paleosols are now functioning under
the conditions of quite a different surface topography as compared with the initial
one The modern surface provides similar insulation and precipitation for the areas
with different soils. Nevertheless, the heterogeneity of the soilscape remains the
same that requires a special consideration. The modem soil profiles include the ApAh-AE-BEg-EB-B-C horizons in former depressions, the Ap-B-Bca-Cca horizons
on former interfluves, and the Ap-EB-B-C-Cca horizons on transient slopes The
study of modem functioning of these soils permits to assume that existing heterogeneity of soilscape is partly ensured by differences in soil thermal properties
that are responsible for the spatial variability of soil thermal regimes The thermal
diffusivities of horizons which occur under the arable layer in profiles of different
soils are quite different. The extremely low density and a very high organic matter content of Ah horizon account for its lowest thermal diffusivity. The Ap, Ah,
AE, BEg and EB horizons belong to the clay-depleted part of soil profile, and the
low clay content in the EB horizon is the reason for its higher thermal diffusivity
as compared with that of the B horizon, though the B and EB horizons are quite
similar in density and organic matter content Thus the B horizon demonstrates the
medium thermal diffusivity, and the highest thermal diffusivity corresponds to the
EB horizon. Hence the areas with high and low thermal diffusivities of subsurface
horizons alternate in the soilscape, and this alternation results in development of
lateral heterogeneities in soil temperature. The low thermal diffusivity makes the
second humus horizon behave like thermo-insulating lenses distributed under the
arable layer in the soils of former depressions These soils are warmed and cooled
slower, their temperature manifests a higher inertia and a less amplitude of seasonal
fluctuations than those in the soils of the former inter-depression areas In summer,
the Ah horizon and the layers below it are cooler as compared with layers at the
same depths in soils with subsurface EB or B horizons The lowered temperature of
soils with the second humus horizon results in slowing down the processes of mineralization, thus contributing to the maintenance of spatial heterogeneity of humus
content in the upper soil layers. In winter, the soils with the second humus horizon
cool and freeze with a lower rate and to a less depth than soils developed on former
interfluves It seems quite probable that the less thickness of frozen layer at the
sites with the second humus horizon makes them the preferable ways for flowdown
of melted water, which contributes to the existing pattern of alternation of leached
soils with the second humus horizon and the soils with high carbonate layer The
dissimilarities in winter freezing of different soils also influence the intensities of
cryogenic weathering. The analysis of mineralogical spectrum of coarse fractions
showed that the Ah horizon is distinguished by the lowest intensity of winter weathering due to its frost-insulating properties and the cryoprotective role of soil organic
matter The Ah horizon is also biologically inert: the rate of decomposition of linen
applications within this horizon is lower as compared with that in the arable layer
and with that in the underlying BEg horizon. The high inertness of relic second
humus horizons contributes to their good preservation and to maintenance of the
inherited structure of soilscape The modern functioning of surface paleosols is still
determined by their relic differentiation in accordance with paleomicrotopography,
despite agrogenic smoothing of modern surface Indeed, the surface paleosols are
the mirror of a landscape, but a mirror with good memory
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J Bech
Pedogeochemical Mapping of the Barcelona Province (Catalonia, Spain):
Interdependence between Altitude, Soil Texture, pH, Organic Carbon, C»C03
and Potentially Toxic Elements.
J. Bech. Univ de Barcelona: M. Sokolovska. Forest Research Institute: P. Tume.
Facullad de Ingenieria. Univ Católica de la Samisima Concepción: P. Sanchez.
Depto de Estadistica. Facullad de Biologia, Univ de Barcelona: F. Reverter. Univ
de Barcelona: R. Delgado. Depto de Edafologia. Facullad de Farmacia. Univ de
Granada.: L. Longan. Soil Science Chair. Fac. of Biology. Univ de Barcelona: A.
iMnsac. A. Puente. T. Oliver. Univ de Barcelona.
Soils are essential components of the environment, the basis of terrestrial ecosystems and a crossroad of the biogeochemical cycles in the biosphere-litosphere interface Therefore soil quality must be preserved. The contents and spatial distribution
of Potentially Toxic Elements (PTE) depends on the parent materials, the soil types
and different soil uses The aim of this study is to estimate the possible interdependence between altitude, texture, pH, organic carbon. CaC03 and the concentration
and distribution of PTE in the soils of the Barcelona Province, with a surface of
7731km2. The litology is varied: granites and paleozoic shales predominate in SEE and mesozoic and cenozoic limestones, dolomites, marlstones and sandstones
in the rest of the province The main soils are Xerorthents, Haploxerepts, Haploxeralfs, Haploxerolls and Xerofluvents 323 top soils samples (0-20 cm) were collected at 5 Km intervals on a regular grid, dried and sieved (<2mm) General soil
properties were analysed by standard methods Aqua regia digests (DIN 38414-S7)
of Cr, Ni, Cu, Zn, Ba, and Pb were determinated by Polyscan 61E Spectrometer
(ICP-ES). Statistical treatment of data was carried out using the SPSS 12 0 and
Statgraphics Plus 5 1 To obtain a robust summary of the dataset we applied Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) techniques because they do not depend on assumptions
of data distribution, but are strongly based on order statistics (median, quartiles,
etc.) and the use of graphics (box-plot, histogram and one dimensional scattergram,
etc.) to detect unusual data behaviour The ESR1 ArcView 9 0 Desktop was used
for colour mapping. The classes chosen to represent the data were percentiles (5th,
25th, 50th, 75th, 90th, 98th), except for pH and the texture classes. The smoothed
maps were drawn using the inverse distance weighted-lDW 15 Km was chosen as
search radius and I was chosen as a power value An example is the total Barium
content (mg-Kg-1 dry top soil) IDW map.

ten times through 2005. A subset of the chambers were sampled on a more frequent basis for four sections having each one upper, middle, lower and riparian
zone landscape positions. The landscape position of all chambers was determined
by a landscape segmentation model having upper, middle, lower and depression
(riparian) positions The site was planted to CPS wheat (variety 5701) using zerotillage. The surface nitrous oxide flux from collars were measured by taking the
headspace sample of the vented chambers at 0,8,16 and 24 minutes into evacuated
gas vials, analyzing with a gas Chromatograph, and calculating the flux Also, the
net nitrous oxide production and denitrification rates from the four sections of the
transect were measured later in the growing season by using the acetylene-block
technique with laboratory incubation of intact soil cores taken from thefield.There
was a significant variability in the emission of nitrous oxide with the landscape
position, ranging from between 0.078 to 5l9g N20-N/ha/day. The highest field
flux of nitrous oxide for the period under investigation was observed few days after
the frozen soil started thawing early April 2005, with the highest emission from
the middle slope position for the most part of the entire spring Nitrous oxide field
flux sharply declined further into the spring, increasing only after the application
of fertilizer (74kg/ha of total N) to the wheat crop. The lowest nitrous oxide flux
was observed from the riparian zones, from where methane emission was consistently highest, indicating the presence of anaerobic conditions The emission of
carbondioxide was fairly well correlated with nitrous oxide emission. Measuring
denitrification rate and net nitrous oxide production from intact soil cores taken in
the middle of the growing season showed the middle slope gave the highest denitrification rate and net nitrous oxide production, with the lowest values from the riparian zone. For all the slope positions, net nitrous oxide production was much lower
than denitrification rates, implying that dinitrogen oxide was the major gaseous
product of denitrification during the latter part of the growing season The study
showed that landscape position contributes to the variability in nitrous oxide flux
from the field, both during spring-thaw, as well as into the growing season Also,
spring and early part of the growing season is of more importance in modeling for
annual nitrous oxide emission Current denitrification and/or Nitrous Oxide emission models should take into account this temporal and spatial variability in order
to improve the predictive values of such models.
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A. S. Dunmola
Landscape Position Affects the Emission of Greenhouse Gases in a Prairie PotHole Soil in Western Canada.
A. S. Dunmola. Dept of Soil Science. Univ of Manitoba: D. Lobb. Dept of Soil
Science. Univ of Manitoba: D. J. Pennock, Univ of Saskatchewan: Y. Priyanlha.
Dept of Soil Science. Univ of Manitoba: M. Tenuta. Dept of Soil Science. Univ of
Manitoba.
The first few weeks when frozen soils thaw out in spring has been reported to
contribute about 40-70 % of the total annual field emission of nitrous oxide in
temperate regions Agricultural soils in Canada are the major anthropogenic source
of nitrous oxide, a greenhouse gas that contributes about 10% of radiative forcing of gases The large spatial and temporal variability in field emission of nitrous
oxide makes modeling difficult This study was designed to investigate the control
landscape position exerts on the growing-season field flux of nitrous oxide with
particular emphasis on spring-thaw emission The field flux of nitrous oxide was
monitored from spring of 2005 into the growing season using the static ventedchamber technique The field site is located 5km North of Brandon. MB and has
a hummocky landscape A transect of 128 chambers at 3m intervals were sampled

7-1
10:15AM
A. Manceau
Probing the Speciation of Metals at the Soil-Plant Interface Using MicrometerScale X-Ray Fluorescence, Diffraction and Absorption Techniques.
A. Manceau. CNRS.
Understanding the mobility and speciation of toxic elements in the rhizosphere is
critical for Earth sustainability issues of the future, and in the short-term, for formulating effective spin-off phytoremediation technologies This goal cannot be met
without first having in hand a fundamental understanding of the spatial distribution
and chemical form of trace elements in the non-rhizospheric and rhizospheric soil
and in plants. Since natural systems are heterogeneous over distances of microns,
probes with millimeter spatial resolution will lose information On the other hand,
as powerful and promising are nanometer-scale X-ray probes, at present they essentially provide chemical, but not structural information, and on relatively concentrated elements Such probes therefore do not allow one to identity either the nature
of the host species or the incorporation mechanism of trace metals at the molecular
scale The novel combination of hard X-ray fluorescence, diffraction, and EXAFS
spectroscopy, when all performed to micrometer-scale resolution on the same spot,
provides the microanalytical tool needed to identify individual trace metal constituents and their structural forms and relationships with biota in heterogeneous
matrices, such as the soil-plant interface Micro-fluorescence (SRXF) is used first
to map trace element distribution and to identify elemental associations Then, the
nature of minerals hosting a particular trace element is deduced from micro-diffraction (XRD). Finally, the structural relationship between metal and mineral host is
examined with micro-EXAFS spectroscopy This new three-pronged approach to
the speciation of metal contaminants in heterogeneous bioinorganic systems will be
illustrated with home-built examples that are designed to explicate its potential for
advancing frontiers in soil and plant research, and to formulating effective metal
containment biogeo-technologies
7-2
10:50 AM
T S George
Engineering Plants to Influence Rhizosphere Biochemistry: Potential Benefits
to Plant Nutrition.
T. S. George. CSIRO Plant Industry.
A large proportion of endogenous soil phosphorus (P) occurs in organic forms, of
which derivatives of inositol phosphates constitute a major fraction The bioavail-
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ability of inositol phosphates depends on their mineralization by extracellular phytases. However, we currently have a poor understanding of the interactions between
phytascs and inositol phosphates in the rhizosphere Transgenic plants which exude
phytase to the rhizosphere allow us to directly manipulate rhizosphere biochemistry
and have potential to elucidate mechanisms of organic P turnover inconceivable
with other less strictly controlled experimental material With phytate as the sole P
source in agar, transgenic T subterraneum exhibited significantly improved growth
and P accumulation (2.9-fold increased shoot P content) compared to controls. This
was attributed to a 77-fold increase in phytase activity exuded to the rhizosphere
However, when grown in soil these unique characteristics were compromised In
that, transgenic T. subterraneum had only 1 2-fold greater P accumulation than controls In contrast, transgenic N tabacum accumulated up to 1.5-fold more P than
controls, but only in soils amended with inositol phosphate. In unamended soils
all plants depleted phytate (phytase-labile P), which was determined by its lability
to a non-specific phytase (Sigma-Aldrich). Over the growth period 60% of phytase-labile P was depleted from a low P-sorption rhizosphere soil, while only 15%
disappeared from moderate P-sorption rhizosphere soils Transgenic plants were
more effective, depleting 80% of phytase-labile P. but only in the low P-sorption
soils This suggests that the availability of inositol phosphates in the rhizosphere is
key to improved P nutrition of phytase exuding plants Another potential explanation for limited responses of transgenic plants in soils is that phytase activity is
compromised in the rhizosphere environment. Phytase collected from the roots of
plants expressing a phytase gene (phyA) from Aspergillus niger disappeared from
soil solution within 10 minutes of addition to an unamended soil. Between 58 and
88% of the activity lost from soil solution, upon addition to bulk soils, was immediately recoverable on the soil solid phase Moreover, up to 48% of added phytase
was still accountable after 28 days. However, when added to soils taken from the
rhizosphere of transgenic plants, phytase activity remained in solution. Despite the
apparent protection by adsorption, immobilisation to the solid phase will presumably limit phytase interactions with inositol phosphates Importantly solubility of
phytase appears to be controlled by pH, such that phytase added with increasingly
alkaline pH was increasingly recovered in solution. Partitioning of enzyme activity
to the solution phase with increased pH is attributed to enthalpic forces causing
greater electrostatic repulsion above the isoelectric point (pi) of the protein. Significantly, when adsorption characteristics of two phytases with different pi were compared in acidic soils, major distinctions were observed. Phytase with a relatively
low pi (pH 3.6 from Peniophora lycii) remained in solution in a range of soils (pH
4.5 to 5 0), whereas phytase with a higher pi (pH 4 8; from Aspergillus niger) was
totally adsorbed Moreover, we have found that the phytase with low pi is approximately twice as effective in hydrolyzing inositol phosphates in soil suspensions
and much more effective at hydrolyzing endogenous soil phytate However, this
soluble phytase was much more rapidly degraded, further emphasising the protection afforded to enzymes by adsorption to the solid phase in the rhizosphere The
biochemical characteristics of phytases produced by different organisms have obvious implications for their behaviour in soil environments and thus their efficacy for
mineralization of inositol phosphates Maintaining phytases in solution apparently
enhance their ability to interact with immobilized substrates Future work will concentrate on expressing genes in plants for the production of phytases with biochemical traits that effect their interaction with soil, such as low pi This will allow
better understanding of the factors that contribute to the biological availability of
inositol phosphates in soil and improve the ability of plants to acquire phosphorus
by overcoming limitations imposed by the rhizosphere environment.
7-3
11:25 AM
S. Gantner
Influence of Simulated Global Climate Change on Microbial Rhizosphere
Populations of Grassland Plants.
S. Gantner. J. Cole. Center for Microbial Ecology. Michigan State Univ; N.
Chiariello, Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve. Stanford Univ: C. Field. Dept of
Global Ecology. Carnegie Institut of Washington. Stanford Univ; J. M. Tiedje.
Center for Microbial Ecology.
The rhizosphere of plants harbors a microbial community which is more responsive
to ecosystem changes such as those induced by global changes Environmental
changes effect the growth and metabolism of plants and hence root exudations of
aromatic compounds which potentially influence the microbial rhizosphere population In this study we investigated the microbial diversity of aromatic compound
degraders in the rhizosphere of the grassland plants Avena and Geranium on a 6year old FACE (Free Air CO, Enrichment) experiment near Stanford, California,
in which global climate changes were simulated by treatments of added nitrogen
and carbon dioxide The SIP (Stable Isotope Probing) technique was applied to
detect active aromatic compound degrading bacteria since these products were
expected to be different We added "C labelled substrates of benzoic acid or biphenyl to the rhizosphere and after incubation, extracted the bacterial DNA and RNA
which incorporated the "C labelled carbon T-RFLP analysis of "C labelled DNA
revealed differences in the rhizosphere population of non-treated plants compared
to those treated with elevated CO, or NO, concentrations at the grassland field area
New primers were developed usfng HMMER, to detect functional genes involved
in aromatic compound degradation This implementation of the profile hidden
Markov model (profile HMM) for biological sequence analysis was used to search
databases for homologues in sequence families Our primers targeted the functional
gene sequence of the small subunit of biphenyl and benzoic acid dioxygenases
(bphA and henA) involved in the first step of oxidizing the aromatic ring structure
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DNA Microchip arrays are being used to characterize the functional gene diversify
of the rhizobacterial population of those grassland plants that have responded simulated global climate change conditions.
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8-1
10:15AM
A. E. J. J. Johnston
Long-term Experiments and Sustainable Agriculture: The Rothamsted
Experience.
A. E. J. J. Johnston. Rothamsted Research.
There are a number of agricultural field experiments producing food crops that are
older than 100 years. They demonstrate the sustainability of their cropping system on a particular soil type and within one climatic zone and importantly, under
one management. These long-term experiments can be considered successful But
does this success conform to currently acceptable physical, environmental and
socioeconomic criteria? What do these long-term experiments contribute to our
understanding of these factors and their possible interactions? Do they need to be
and can they be modified to make them economically viable? Do the inputs create
environmental issues and can these externalities be measured? What are the effects
of external pollutants added to soil and what is the risk of them getting into the food
chain? What are the risks of soil degradation? While the successful experiments
contribute information on these questions there is even more information to be got
from the experiments that have failed or had to be modified to make the system
productive and sustainable The large number of existing long-term experiments,
including information from those that failed, at Rothamsted allow many aspects of
the points raised here to be discussed in detail and this will be the purpose of this
presentation
8-2
10:50 AM
S. Kaffka
Sustainability in Mediterranean and Semi-Arid Systems.
S. Kaffka. J. Six. Dept of Plant Science: W. Horwath. Dept of Land. Air and Water
Resources.
The Long-Term Research on Agricultural Systems project (LTRAS; wwwltras
ucdavis.edu) at the University of California, Davis was designed to detect and estimate changes in crop productivity, soil quality and environmental trends due to
the effects of increasing irrigation, fertilization and cropping intensity/diversity.
LTRAS is a long-term research project that addresses the relationships between
sustainability and external inputs in Mediterranean and semi-arid regions where
irrigated agriculture is characterized by intensive, high yielding crop production
The experiment includes 10 cropping systems which differ in crops (wheat, tomato,
maize, and winter legume cover crops, WLCC), amounts of irrigation water, nutrients (particularly nitrogen and carbon) and the form of N/C application: as WLCC,
fertilizer, or composted poultry manure Crop yields and total biomass are measured
annually and analyzed for total N and C Sample archives include time zero soil
samples and others collected periodically and yearly plant samples from all cropping systems Weather data are collected Irrigation amounts applied are measured
using flow meters Systems rather than single inputs are compared, so each system
is optimized individually. One system follows organic farming guide lines and several are biologically-based, relying on nitrogen-fixing legume cover crops for N
fertility. The lowest input systems are traditional rain fed wheat/fallow systems
without fertilization, while the highest input system is an organic, manure fertility
based maize/tomato system irrigated as needed Sustainability is determined from
long-term trends in yield, efficiency in the use of limited resources (such as water or
energy), and environmental impact, such as leaching of nitrate and trends in key soil
properties such as organic matter Wheat yields from all three irrigation /fertilization systems have been stable over the last twelve years. Irrigated crops produced
more on average, but there was no interaction between irrigation and fertilization
Average grain yields on a dry weight basis for conventional maize were 11990 kg
ha-1 yr-1, while for organic they were 7250 kg ha-1 yr-1 Lower yields result in part
from different planting dates used between the conventional and organic system.
Results for tomato fruit yields were opposite those for grain yields Conventional
tomato yields (fresh weight of harvested fruit) were 56 Mgha-1 yr-l while organic
yields were 63 3 Mg ha-l yr-I. Yields are stable for conventional maize but are
declining in the WLCC and organic systems. Tomato yields are consistent for all
systems. The organic and WLCC maize/tomato system consistently have higher
available soil N (N03, NH4) in both maize and tomato entry points compared to the
conventional system However, well-timed supplemental N fertilizer application in
the WLCC produced comparable maize yields to the conventional one, suggesting
that N availability was not synchronized to maize needs in the WLCC Similarly in
the organic system, withholding manure input had no effect on yield confirming N
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availability limited maize yield. Maize/tomato systems achieve comparable yield
potential in tomato but not for maize As a result, N input losses in the 0 to 30 cm
soil were lowest in the conventional system where maize yield was highest After
10 years, soil organic matter levels differed significantly between the conventional
and organic systems. Over the first 10 years organic plots had 90 M g C ha-1 added
from crop residues, legume cover crops, and composted manure, while conventional systems received 52 Mg C ha-1, entirely from crop residues Soil organic
matter levels increased in the organic system, but remained stable in the conventional Across all 10 cropping systems, we found an average residue-C conversion
to soil organic C rate of 7.6%. An annual input of 3.1 Mg C ha-1 yr-1 was necessary
to maintain initial soil organic C levels. Based on the analysis of soil cores collected
in year 10 to 3 m depth, there was no measurable loss of inorganic N (N03, NH4)
in the intensively fertilized conventional or organic com/tomato systems after ten
years of farming. Criteria for sustainability are met variably by differing systems.
No cropping system is optimal in all respects.
8-3
11 25 A M
P Mäder
The Role of Long-term Experiments in Understanding the Sustainability of
Organic Farming.
P. Müder, A. Fliessbach. Research Institute of Organic Agriculture (FiBL); J.
Raupp. M. Oltmanns, Institute for Biodynamic Research; L. Gunst. D. Dubois.
Agroscope FAL Reckenholz.
The loss of soil fertility across large parts of the world in recent decades gave an
impulse to develop sustainable agricultural food production systems for the world's
growing population Organic agriculture is of particular interest in this respect, as
manifested by 6 3 million hectares managed pursuant to EU Regulation 2092/91
in Europe. However, there is still need for scientific evidence that organic farming
is really sustainable over the long term. Agricultural systems, in particular soils,
are well buffered Consequently, the adaptation of soil processes and soil-plant
relationships from high-input to low external input fanning may last decades. For
instance, total soil carbon stocks normally respond slowly to changed farming practices Similarly, the adaptation of soil fauna and flora to altered conditions usually
occurs only after a prolonged period of time following conversion from high-input
to low-input farming. Nutrient stocks in soils under conventional management are
frequently high, and thus developments under reduced nutrient input have to be
monitored In low-input systems, crop yield as a measure of primary production is
much more dependent upon fertile soils Therefore, long-term trials are essential
to assess the sustainability of farming systems and the underlying soil processes.
There are in principle two approaches: The comparison of whole cropping systems
or at least parts of them, or the comparison, as single factors, of farming practices
inherent to a system, such as organic versus inorganic fertilization We will present
two of the oldest long-term trials in Europe dedicated to the question of agricultural sustainability in organic farming: The DOK farming system comparison in
Switzerland, and the long-term fertilization trial in Darmstadt, Germany In the
DOK trial, the Swiss Federal Research Station for Agroecology (CH-Zurich) and
the Institute of Organic Agriculture (CH-Frick) have been comparing organic and
conventional farming systems in a crop rotation since 1978 The replicated field
plot experiment was installed on a haplic luvisol on deep deposits of alluvial Loess
In 1980 a fertilization trial on a sandy orthic luvisol was started at the Institute
for Biodynamic Research in Darmstadt, Germany Under cultivation conditions of
organic farming it comprises farmyard manure treatments with and without application of biodynamic preparations and inorganic fertilization. In both field trials
the first experimental phase was focused on yield development, product quality and
resource allocation In the second phase the understanding of key soil processes
and functions gained prominence. Several research groups are now working in the
fields of soil microbial diversity, soil carbon transformation, phosphorus and nitrogen transformation, micronutrient status, soil-plant interface, soil food webs and
food quality Moreover, interactions between fertilization treatments and climatic
parameters have been analysed. The experiments also serve as a unique basis for
method development and evaluation and considerably facilitate interdisciplinary
research work. The paper will highlight the importance of long-term experiments
for the assessment of sustainability in organic farming with respect to soil fertility,
resource use efficiency and yield
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9-I
I0I5AM
J.T.Sims
Evolution and Future of Nutrient Management Policy in the United States.
J. T. Sims. Unix of Delaware; J. Lemunyon. USDA/NRCS; R. Parry. U. S.
Environmental Protection Agency.

Nonpoint nutrient pollution of water and soils remains one of the most significant environmental problems facing the USA today, despite decades of effort by
scientists, state and federal agencies, and the agricultural and environmental communities. Concerns about nutrient impacts on environmental quality first began to
emerge in the 1960s and initially focused on agriculture's role in nitrate contamination of ground waters In response, scientists, working mainly through universities, began research and extension efforts to improve N management However, as
national efforts to reduce point source pollution, particularly from municipal sewage treatment plants, intensified in the 1970s, the widespread nature of agricultural
nutrient pollution became increasingly apparent. The importance of soil erosion
in nonpoint Phosphorus (P) water pollution became more widely recognized and
national efforts to prevent soil loss by conservation tillage and "Best Management
Practices" (BMPs) expanded During the 1960s and 1970s a fundamental change
also began to occur in animal-based agriculture, as Animal Feeding Operations
(AFOs) concentrated geographically, resulting in regional excesses of manure and
nutrients relative to available land bases This led to national programs to improve
the management of animal wastes Water quality monitoring expanded in the 1980s
and began to document the scale and geographic locations of water bodies where
pollution was linked to agricultural nutrients Concerns about nutrient effects on
air quality and human health, particularly ammonia-N and N oxides, emerged
Together, these problems led to increased federal funding for research focused
more on the environmental impacts of agriculture than on crop production. By the
early 1990s, major national initiatives were being implemented by the U.S. Department of Agriculture to enhance local efforts to prevent nutrient pollution of ground
and surface waters These efforts were supported by a growing body of research
from university and government scientists on the causative factors and BMPs
needed to minimize the impact of agricultural nutrients on environmental quality
Major improvements occurred in our ability to quantify soil erosion and identify
N-responsive soils through soil testing Research also showed that soil erosion was
not the only factor impacting nonpoint P pollution of surface waters The buildup
of P in soils from long-term over-fertilization or excess manure applications raised
questions about dissolved P transport to surface waters. This led to the national
development and widespread adoption of a risk assessment protocol for field-scale
P loss to water (the P Index) In response to major failures of manure storage facilities at AFOs in the mid-1990s, the U S Environmental Protection Agency developed regulations to control pollution from concentrated AFOs USDA developed
comprehensive guidance for nutrient management on crop and animal operations
At the same time, major environmental problems in several U S . states, such as
fish kills, decreased biodiversity and habitat, and toxic algal blooms resulted in the
rapid passage of state nutrient management laws restricting use of manure, fertilizer, and sewage sludge By the early part of the 21st Century, USDA state offices
had developed and implemented guidance on nutrient use. A few states passed more
restrictive nutrient management laws, even extending to non-agricultural sectors
(e.g., golfcourses, urban lawn care) Recently, at the federal level, the focus has
increasingly been on specifically demonstrating how voluntary and regulatory programs are improving environmental quality This presentation critically analyzes
the roles scientists played in the development of national and state-level nutrient
management policies We also look to the future and present recommendations on
how scientists can most effectively participate in improving nutrient management
policies that protect and restore environmental quality.

9-2
10:50AM
L Montanarella
European Soil Science in Support of the EU Thematic Strategy for Soil
Protection.
L. Montanarella. European Commission.
The development of effective soil protection strategies requires a strong scientific
knowledge of soil functioning and properties Understanding the full cycle of Driving forces, Pressures, Status, Impacts and Responses (DPSIR) within a highly complex environmental compartment like soil is a challenging task for soil science
Unfortunately, providing policy relevant soil information to policy makers and
other stakeholders has been traditionally a weak point of the soil science community The European soil scientists have attempted over the past ten years to bridge
the gap between soil science and policy makers by developing a large network of
soil research institutions in support of European soil policy development The network is known as the European Soil Bureau Network (ESBN) and is coordinated
by the Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission The main task
of the network has been the development of the European Soil Information System
(EUSIS) as the main source of policy relevant soil information in Europe The backbone of EUS1S is the European soil database at 1:1,000,000 scale and its derived
products, like the Pan-European Soil Erosion Risk Assessment (PESERA) or other
thematic maps, like distribution of topsoil organic carbon, susceptibility to subsoil
compaction, etc... One of the long-term goals of the EUSIS is the full integration of
the National and local soil data into a common coherent system of soil information
for Europe A first prototype of such a multi-scale soil information system has been
developed and can be accessed from the EU soil portal (http://eusoils.jrc.it/). The
implementation of the EU thematic strategy for soil protection will further increase
the demand for policy relevant soil information Especially the delineation of areas
at risk by the major threats to soils, as identified by the strategy (erosion, decline
of soil organic carbon, compaction, salinisation and landslides), will require further
development of the system The establishment of a new European Soil Data Centre
(ESDAC) should facilitate the implementation of the planned soil protection mea-
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sures as well as monitoring and reporting of the achieved results in soil protection
in Europe More detailed soil information at scales of 1:250,000 or larger will be
required, as well as new digital soil mapping techniques for the derivation of thematic products for the policy making community The European Union has also
important commitment at global scale requiring the elaboration of soil information
products suitable for the various Multilateral Environmental Agreements (MEA's)
we have ratified The most relevant are the UNFCCC and its Kyoto protocol, the
CBD and the UNCCD All three so-called Rio Conventions have important implications for soil protection at global scale At the core of the current debate there is the
role of soil organic matter within all three conventions: Within the Kyoto protocol
in relation to the relevant capacity of soils as a potential sink for atmospheric C02;
within the biodiversity convention in relation to the large pool of genetic resources
in soils, most of which still to be fully studied; within the desertification convention
in relation to the role of soil protection as one of the main options towards poverty
reduction The development of a global soil information system is therefore also
an important aspect of the development of the European Soil Data Centre A first
global archive of soil maps has been completed jointly with ISRIC and can be fully
accessed over the EU soil portal. Further developments will include the extension
of the EUSIS to cover Eurasia, South America and Africa, as well as a stronger
partnership with similar soil data holding institutions within the OECD countries
and with FAO and UNEP The final goal of achieving a fully functioning global
soil information system supporting the implementation of effective soil protection
policies, both at national as well as at the international level, seems still far away.
Nevertheless, a joint effort of the European Union together with the other major
players in the world may bring the achievement of such a tool closer to reality and
will certainly contribute to strengthen soil protection in the future.
9-3

11:25 AM

J.Kimble

Soil Carbon Management: Communicating Science to Policy Makers.

J. Kimble. USDA-NRCS-NCSS retired; C. E. P. Cerri, C. C. Cerri. Univ de Sao
Paulo, Centra de Energia Nuclear na Agricultura—CENA/USP; B. E. Clothier,
HorlResearch; H. H. Janzen. Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada: P. Sanchez.
Columbia Univ.
Since the late 1800 's fossil fuel use, expansion of cultivated agriculture, and forest
clearing have led to an increase in atmospheric C02 from 260 ppm to current levels
>370 ppm (IPCC, 2001). Most of the recent increase in C02 has been attributed
to combustion of fossil fuels for energy and transportation This increase in atmospheric C02 potentially impacts climate, as it is a greenhouse gas Recent models
of land use suggest terrestrial systems can mitigate the increase of atmospheric
C02 by sequestering C into vegetation and soils. The estimated amount of C stored
in world soils is about 1100 to 1600 Pg, more than twice the C in living vegetation
(560 Pg) or in the atmosphere (750 Pg). Hence, even relatively small changes in
soil C storage per unit area could have a significant impact on the global C balance
The amount of carbon soils can retain is dependent on several factors. Inherent
factors include climate variables (temperature and rainfall) and clay content. Economic analysis suggest that soil carbon sequestration is among the most beneficial
and cost effective options available for reducing greenhouse gases, particularly
over the next 30 years. Managing soils for C provides additional benefits. The benefits of increasing soil organic C include increased plant productivity and enhanced
soil, water, and air quality In addition, management practices that increase soil C
also tend to reduce soil erosion, reduce energy inputs into the soil, and improve
soil resources Because of these and other benefits associated with soil carbon,
the opportunity exists to translate soil science to policy makers However in communicating science the firststep is to identify the end users and stake holders of the
information The second step is to determine the kind of information that is needed
by the users Finally the information from scientific study needs to be tailored for
the end use needs Examples will be shared how soil carbon management has been
translated to policy makers
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10-1
10:15AM
M.Astrom
Toxic Metals in Runoff from Boreal Acid Sulphate Soils.
M Aslrom, Kalmar Univ.
Finnish acid sulphate soils, developed in an area covering approximately 3000 knr,
deliver large quantities of acidity to drains during snow melt in spring and heavy
rains in summer and autumn. This is a well known phenomenon, generally thought
to be the main reason for the annually occurring fish death in many affected streams
and estuaries. While there is no question that the acidity release is of environmental concern and deteriorate the surface-water quality, several recent studies have
indicated that potentially toxic metals, accompanying the acidity, may be an even
larger environmental threat. A recent nationwide hydrogeochemical investigation,
based on more than 1000 headwater streams distributed throughout the country,
showed that while there are several sources of low pH waters, including acid sulphate soils, metals such as Ni, Be, Co, Zn, Tl and Cd are strongly enriched only in
streams draining areas where acid sulphate soils are widely spread Other studies
have shown that ditches running through acid sulphate soils have moderately to
strongly elevated concentrations of a number of metals including Al (up to 300
mg/1), Mn (up to 16 mg/l), Ni (up to I mg/l) and Co (up to 0.6 mg/1), and that acid
sulphate soil runoff carries much larger quantities of these and several other metals
than is discharged in effluents from the entire Finnish industry. These new findings
have not yet been fully discovered by the environmental authorities, and consequently the field techniques developed and utilised to combat the problems have,
in addition to being overall inefficient, focused only on pH. Therefore, the acid
sulphate soil leakage persists and is currently causing extensive loadings of toxic
metals both on surface waters and downstream sediments. The forthcoming Finnish
acid sulphate soil research should thus focus on three main things. First, biogeochemical and hydrological processes in order to better understand the mechanisms
of metal release and dispersion. Second, development and implementation of field
techniques which should significantly reduce the acidity and metal leaching. Third,
efforts to make the acid sulphate soil problem known among the authorities and
known in national and European environmental legislation
10-2
10:45 AM
R.T.Bush
Elemental Sulfur Dynamics in Acid Sulfate Soil Landscapes.
R. T. Bush. E. Burton. L. Sullivan. S. Claff, Southern Cross Univ.
The precipitation and dissolution of iron and sulfur minerals has a primary influence on water quality of acid sulfate affected landscapes (Fanning et al. 2002;
Nordstrom 2000). The two key processes involved are the microbially mediated
reduction and oxidation of sulfate and iron (Peine et al. 2000), which drive the
geochemical store and flux of acidity. Iron sulfide minerals are the dominant store
of acidity in sediments subjected to relatively stable reducing conditions (Fanning
et al. 2002) However, we have found abundant elemental sulfur in the near-surface
sediments of acid sulfate affected drain sediments that are subject to seasonally
fluctuating water tables and redox conditions. In these drain sediments, elemental
sulfur occurs as sub-micron crystals in association with contemporary monosulfidic oozes. Elemental sulfur is generally most abundant in the upper-most sediment layer (i.e. 10-20mm beneath the surface) at the sediment-water boundary.
Its concentration diminishes dramatically with sediment depth, indicating that it is
not stable under reducing conditions and is forming at the slightly oxic sedimentwater interface. Elemental sulfur is known to have a potentially important role in
the digenic transformation of precursor iron monosulfides to pyrite (Bemer 1984).
It and related polysulfide intermediates are known to enable the rapid formation
of pyrite, including complex framboidal morphologies, and it is a key component
for pyrite formation in sub-oxic environments such as sub-tidal sediments (Berner
1984). Lesser known for elemental sulfur is its role in the contemporary sulfurcycle of acid sulfate soil landscapes involving iron monosulfide formation and
acidifying oxidation processes We present new data on the occurrence and dynamics of elemental sulfur from coastal acid sulfate soil landscapes and laboratory oxidative resuspensions and reductive incubations. Our results show the formation of
elemental sulfur is a primary and short-lived product of iron monosulfide oxidation
The kinetics of its formation and further oxidation to sulfate (accompanied by the
liberation of acidity) or reduction to sulfide are presented. These observations illustrate that elemental sulfur has a fundamental role in contemporary sulfur cycling in
acid sulfate soil landscapes The implications of elemental sulfur to water quality in
coastal landscapes are discussed

10-3
11:05 AM
Post-Active Acid Sulfate Soils.

D. S Fanning

D. S. Fanning. Unit' of Maryland; D. Wagner. Geo-Sci Consultants. Inc.; P.
Zurheide. Unix of Maryland: M. C. Rabenhorst. Unix of Maryland: J. P. Megonigal.
Smithsonian Environmental Research Center.
Post-active acid sulfate soils are geographically extensive on Tertiary and Cretaceous geologic sediments of the upper Coastal Plain of the U.S. Mid-Atlantic States
and in many other parts of the world as well—although such soils commonly are
not recognized as having acid sulfate origins Such a soil in Northern Germany was
called a Fossil Acid Sulfate Soil by Buurman and others in the 1973 Proceedings of
the 1st International Acid Sulfate Soils Symposium In another paper in the same
Proceedings, Brinkman and Pons called such soils Pseudo Acid Sulfate Soils. They
represent a post-active stage of sulfuricization, the gross "soil-forming" process of
active acid sulfate soils They are soils in which sulfide minerals, primarily pyrite,
are inferred to have once been present to or close to the soil surface, but lost by
pedogenic processes from the oxidized zone of the soil-geologic column, presently
often several meters thick Two post-active acid sulfate soils are described in this
paper They both formed on glauconitic marine sediments, one in MD (Maryland)
and the other in NJ (New Jersey). The sites where they occur will be visited on
WCSS field trips One, a Typic Hapludult, will be visited at SERC (Smithsonian
Environmental Research Center) in Anne Arundel Co., MD on July 7 on the precongress acid sulfate soils field trip (WCSS tour 7). The other, an Aerie Endoaquult
in Burlington Co , NJ, will be visited on July 12 on the mid-week field trip to the
New Jersey pine-barrens (tour 26). Both soils are acid, with pH's (measured in
water = 1:1 by weight) close to 4.0 throughout most of their profiles down to underlying sulfidic materials, which occur at a depth of 4 5 meters in the MD soil and at
6 meters in the NJ soil. Both soils have common to many jarosite concentrations
(mottles) throughout the bulk of the oxidized zone from near the base of an argillic horizon (at about 1 6m depth in NJ and about 0 6 m in MD) to the underlying
sulfidic materials at depth The soils also have (probably mainly goethitic) iron
(hydr)oxide concentrations, often closely associated with the jarosite, throughout
much of the oxidized zone The NJ soil has been more thoroughly characterized
than the MD soil It occurs on relatively flat terrain (2% slope), is very rich (>70%
by lab analysis) in highly glauconitic clay in most of its thick argillic horizon and
some slickensides in the lower part of this horizon This horizon has high levels
of extractable acidity (>20 cmol/kg) and KCl extractable Al (9 cmol/kg) and is
remarkably green in color (greener than 5G4/2). The MD soil occurs near the base
of a steep (about 25%) slope, has a thin (30cm) sandy clay loam argillic horizon,
but otherwise has fine sandy loam to loamy fine sand textures of which the sand
is almost entirely quartz and glauconite pellets We think that the jarosite in the
upper parts of these deep profiles formed many millennia ago. We are exploring
the possibility of dating it by argon isotope methods. We find zones in other associated post-active acid sulfate soils with silica and iron (hydr)oxide cementation
features ( e g iron stone) presumably formed by sulfuricization Post-active acid
sulfate soils are easy to recognize when jarosite is present in the oxidized zone of
the soils, however, many other upland soils without jarosite are presumably postactive acid sulfate soils as well We need other indicators beyond the presence of
jarosite It is important to recognize post-active acid sulfate soils from a practical
viewpoint. They are usually underlain at some depth (within 20 meters of the soil
surface) by sulfidic materials that must be considered to avoid acid sulfate problems in human earth-moving activities such as highway construction. The soils
are also important to consider in soil genesis modeling schemes. A "big bang" in
the pace of soil genesis typically takes place when sulfidic materials are abruptly
exposed to aerobic conditions It leaves its mark on many characteristics of a soil
far down the time-road We find that sulfuricization has a major soil loosening
effect as upland sulfidic materials oxidize. There commonly is perched free water
at the base of the oxidized zone on top of dense, typically dark gray, sulfidic materials. The chemistry of this water (eg. high soluble Fe) may be strongly affected by
continued oxidation of the underlying sulfidic materials. Pumping of the water may
accelerate the oxidation rate.

10-4
11:25 AM
R Fitzpatnck
Recent Advances in Formation Mechanisms of Minerals in Precipitates, Salt
Efflorescences and Sulfidic Materials in Acid Sulfate Weathering Environments.
R. Fitzpatrick. CRC-LEME/CS1RO Land and Water.
The objective of this paper is to discuss the occurrence and formation of several
new assemblages of sulfate-containing evaporite minerals, oxyhydroxysulfate minerals and sulfides in previously unreported natural soil environments. The significance of these minerals is that they are environmental indicators because they are
formed by the unique soil and ground water geochemistry of the region. This paper
provides an overview of our approach and procedures to construct appropriate 3D
and 4D mechanistic models of soil-regolith and water processes that explain and
predict processes giving rise to different assemblages of sulfate- and sulfide- containing minerals in geo-chemically variable Acid Sulfate Soils (ASS). Mechanistic
models use the toposequence approach, which integrates pedological, mineralogical, hydrological. biogeochemical, geological, climatic and land-use information.
The paper highlights case studies of evaporite, oxyhydroxysulfate and sulfide minerals in various types of ASS in Australia and Iraq. The combination of seawater
or saline groundwaters enriched in sulfate (with other elements sourced from mineralised zones) seeping through soils, anaerobic conditions and organic carbon in

saturated soils yield pyrite-enriched sulfidic material containing pyrite framboids
through anaerobic bacterial reduction of sulfate. These solutions are able to scavenge anomalous concentrations of elements such as Cu, Pb, Zn, from mineralized
zones in bedrock Sulfidic materials may contain two types of iron sulfide: pyrite
and Fe monosulfides (greigite or mackinawite). In the vicinity of mineralized zones
in bedrock, sulfidic materials may contain Cu, Pb and Zn sulfides, native gold,
barite and Mn oxides (containing minor Co, Zn and 1). These minerals tend to
be intimately associated with, and incorporated in, organic matter. In particular,
Zn and Pb sulfides tend to occur in very fine (<1 urn diameter) spherical grains
precipitated via biomineralization processes The composition of the Zn sulfide in
sulfidic material is relatively Fe-poor, in contrast to the relatively Fe-rich sphalerite
from the nearby primary mineralized zones When sulfidic materials are eroded and
exposed to air, pyrite is oxidised producing sulfuric acid with mineral dissolution
followed by precipitation of the following sulfate-containing minerals that form in
varied physico-geochemical environments: (i) sideronatrite, tamarugite, copiapite,
hexahydrite, pentahydrite, starkeyite, bischofite, bassanite, carnallite, rozenite, barite, halite and gypsum in sandy sulfuric horizons with pH <3.0; (ii) natrojarosite,
jarosite and plumbojarosite in clay-rich sulfuric horizons with pH 3.5-4, (iii) eugsterite, bloedite, thenardite, wattevilleite, glauberite, gypsum, konyaite, thenardite,
mirabilite, barite, schwertmannite, lepidocrocite, akaganéite and colloidal poorly
crystalline/pseudoboehmite-like (white) precipitates in sulfidic materials with pH
>5. These minerals may range in morphology from thin, powdery, and very transient efflorescences to thicker, more persistent, soil-cementing crusts. Formation
of these complex salts of sulfates of Fe, Al, Na, Pb, Ca, As, Zn, Mg, jarosites,
oxyhydroxysulfates and oxyhydroxides are indicative of rapidly changing local
environments and variations in redox, pH and rates of availability of S and other
elements As such, these evaporite minerals are indicators of soil-water processes
operating in specific landscapes. A detailed understanding of these minerals and
biogeochemistry in ASS has revealed important dual applications for land management and mineral exploration.

10-5
11:45 AM
C R. Ahem
Acid Sulfate Soils Management Guidelines—the Queensland, Australian
Perspective.
C. R. Ahern. K. M. Walling. Queensland Dept of Natural Resources and Mines;
S. Dobos. Dobos & Associates: N. Moore. Queensland Environmental Protection
Agency; S. E. Dear. Queensland Dept of Natural Resources and Mines.
In Queensland, Australia, there are an estimated 2 3 million hectares of acid sulfate
soils located along the coastline Land uses commonly affected by these soils include
urban development (e.g. canal estates, marinas, residential estates, feature lakes),
road construction, agriculture, aquaculture, sand and gravel extraction, basement car
parks, infrastructure services, golfcourses and drainage works. Given that more than
85% of the population live in Queensland's coastal zone, sampling, assessment and
management of acid sulfate soils has become an important issue for the development
industry and regulatory authorities Acid sulfate soil management strategies for a site
must satisfy the requirements of local and state regulatory authorities, conservation
groups, the general public, developers, consultants and industry Management strategies need to be robust, transparent and effective to achieve acceptable environmental
outcomes. All acid sulfate soil management strategies must be supported by appropriate site investigations and risk assessments, with the results from the investigation forming the basis for management decisions It is a requirement in Queensland
that all acid sulfate soil management plans be clearly written, well-documented, and
effectively implemented at the specific site, with conditions requiring ongoing site
monitoring after soil disturbance has occuired. A general management guideline for
acid sulfate soils was developed by Ahem el al. (1998) as part of the New South
Wales Acid Sulfate Soil Manual (Stone el al 1998) However, due to substantial
expansion of urban and canal developments in Queensland, a more detailed document incorporating the latest research and industry techniques was needed to give
clear guidance for industry and regulators in support of Queensland legislation The
Soil Management Guidelines were developed using extensive consultation with
researchers, industry, community, government and interstate representatives. This
has resulted in widespread adherence and acceptance of the Guidelines by environmental consultants, developers and earthmovers disturbing acid sultate soil In
order to ensure the Soil Management Guidelines were widely accepted and used by
industry, it was decided that a thorough consultative process would be employed
to develop the guidelines This process was very effective at producing a widely
recognised publication that documents both practical and best practice environmental management strategies for acid sulfate soils The Soil Management Guidelines
provide technical and procedural advice to avoid environmental harm and to assist
in achieving best practice environmental management when disturbing acid sulfate
soils The Guidelines are risk-based and describe a number of'preferred' and 'higher
risk' strategies that can be used to manage acid sulfate soils For each strategy, the
Guidelines document environmental risk, performance criteria, verification testing,
and management issues that need to be considered The most preferred management
strategy is avoidance. The management of acid sulfate soils is dealt with by eight
management principles: (1 ) The disturbance of acid sulfate soils should be avoided
wherever possible (2 ) Where disturbance is unavoidable, preferred management
strategies are minimisation of disturbance, neutralisation, hydraulic separation and
strategic reburial. (3 ) Works should be performed in accordance with best practice
environmental management. (4.) The material being disturbed, the in situ soils and
any contaminated waters must be considered and managed (5.) Receiving waters
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are not to be used as a primary means of treatment of acid sulfate soils or contaminated waters (6.) If the acid sulfate soils texture-based action criteria is reached
or exceeded, management of the soil will be required (7 ) Storage of acid sulfate
soils above the watertable with (or without) containment is not an acceptable longterm management strategy. (8.) The receiving environment, groundwater, surface
water, management and planning strategies and the heterogeneity, geochemical and
textural properties of the soils should be considered when formulating acid sulfate
soil management strategies. The development of the Soil Management Guidelines
is an excellent example of government cooperating with industry, and coming up
with scientifically defendable, practical approaches to managing an important issue.
There is now clear documentation of management techniques that have been shown
to be effective at various sites in Queensland, and there is clear guidance on processes to be followed if alternative or higher risk management strategies are being
proposed This Guideline along with other technical guidelines has helped facilitate
consistency in acid sulfate soils sampling, analysis, assessment and management
statewide that has been adopted by other Australian states The Soil Management
Guidelines are freely available on the web at http://www.nrm.qld.gov.au/land/ass/
products html
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1:15 PM D Sparks
US Priorities in Soil Science Research.
C. Rice. Kansas State Unix: D. Sparks. Univ of Delaware.
Soil science is at a critical threshold in identifying new areas for research Emerging topics - such as climate change, carbon sequestration, water quality, vadose
zone transport of nutrients and contaminants, and food security - need strategic
research on soil processes Two workshops in the United States were held in 2005
that relate to soil science The first sponsored by the National Science Foundation.
"Frontiers in Exploration of the Critical Zone" explored research needs and opportunities involving four major questions: 1) what processes in the Critical Zone
control fluxes of carbon, particulates, and atmospherically reactive trace gases
between the land surface and the atmosphere and how do these processes change
over different timescales? 2) how do important biogeochemical processes and
mechanisms at Critical Zone interfaces govern long-term sustainability of soil and
water resources'7 3) how do chemical and physical weathering processes impact
the establishment of the Critical Zone and how is this weathering engine perturbed
by global environmental change? and 4) how do processes in the Critical Zone
that nourish ecosystems change over geologic and human time scales? The second
workshop organized by the US National Academies was on "Frontiers in Soil Science Research " While basic research provides an understanding of fundamental
soil processes, increasing trends in land transformation, related environmental considerations, and policy issues require interdisciplinary approaches An important
challenge in soil science is the need for interdisciplinary research involving classical soil science sub-disciplines, namely soil chemistry, soil physics, soil biology,
soil mineralogy, and pedology To successfully address major research needs, soil
scientists must collaborate with each other and with scientists in related disciplines
New technologies and sensors now exist that can provide opportunities in soil science to enhance problem-solving abilities and integrate knowledge from associated
disciplines (i.e., microbiology, hydrology, ecology, environmental science, geochemistry, geology, atmospheric sciences) to further develop the understanding of
soils. The workshop identified: I) research priorities and potential breakthroughs
within soil science: 2) the interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary research areas
in which soil science is involved, particularly in the field of biogeoscience; and
3) technological and computational needs to advance soil science Outcomes and
research needs and recommendations from these two workshops will be presented
with particular emphasis on the integration of the biological, physical, geological,
and chemical sciences within soil science.

11-2
1:55 PM J Zhou
Soil Research Priorities in Asia.
J. Zhou. Division of Science and Technology Dept.
Asia is the continent with a largest population density and produces 46% of the
cereals with 32% of the cropland to feed 56% of the population in the world. Asia
has a big pressure to guarantee the food security because its cereal yield per capita
is much lower than the world's average As a result, the cropland in Asia must
be kept intensively used, and the inputs of agricultural chemicals to the cropland
are continuously increased Asia now is also the most active area for economic
development Its fast urbanization and industrialization lead to a great impact on
agriculture and environment Soil scientists in Asia are facing more challenge
to search for the balance between agricultural and economic development and
20

environmental protection In view of the existing situation of Asia, the following
aspects in soil science research may be considered as the priorities in the future: I)
The study on matter and energy exchange between pedosphere and hydrosphere,
atmosphere, and biosphere The research will focus on the influence of land use
on greenhouse gas enrichment or carbon fixing from the atmosphere to the land,
contribution of non-point pollutions to the eutrophication of water system, and the
effect of soil quality change on soil biodiversity and agricultural product quality
2) Protection of soil quality under intensive land use and fast economic development conditions The basic investigation of soil quality is necessary to evaluate the
degradation status and change trend Based on the soil quality evolution, the attentions should be continuously paid to the different degradation processes and corresponding remediation measures, including nutrient imbalance in soil and rational
fertilization, soil pollution and bioremediation, soil erosion and conservation, and
soil allelopathy and avoiding mechanisms 3) Development and application of soil
biological resources and their functions The study includes the characteristics of
soil biodiversity in different regions and management practices, the development of
biological genes and functions, treatment and application of organic resources from
agriculture production 4) Theoretic study of soil science in micro-scale. The study
on characteristics of variable charge soils and its effects on transformation and
transportation of different elements are very important since a large area in Asia is
located in the tropical and subtropical region The interactions of soil constituents
and their effects on soil fertility and environment need deepening understanding.
Whereas the research on transformation and movement of soil matters in the rhizosphere and the interfaces of fertilizer and soil will be of specific significance.
11-3
2:15 PM W E . H.Blum
European Priorities in Soil Science Research.
W. E. H. Blum. Institute for Soil Science. Univ of Natural Resources and Applied
Life Sciences.
Discussing basic soil science research in Europe is not an easy task, because funding is mostly local or national and therefore no clear insight into the very diverse
research topics is possible However, the actual trend indicates that through the
availability of new methods from basic physics, physico-chemistry and microbiology, new frontiers are developing in soil science, ranging from molecular modelling, in co-operation with theoretical physico-chemistry and computation sciences,
analysing the specific binding processes between organic and mineral structures,
soil as sink and source for C02, climate change and soil organic carbon, soil and
natural hazards, to the role of hydrophobic or hydrophilic surface structures on soil
processes, and others A new aspect is the increasing co-operation between different soil disciplines, e.g. soil physics, soil micromorphology, soil mineralogy, soil
chemistry, and soil microbiology, looking into the relationship between soil structure (microstructure) and processes between solid, liquid and gaseous soil phases
in the pore space. Much easier is an insight into soil science research funded by
the European Commission, which is mainly characterised by integration of soil
science into multidisciplinary approaches within natural sciences, eg. sedimentology, hydrology, and others One good example is "AquaTerra", a multidisciplinary
project with about 50 partners, ranging from hydrologists, mineralogists, chemists, microbiologists, soil scientists to toxicologists and others, investigating the
basic processes occurring between soil, sediment and water at river basin scale,
including contamination issues. A new project proposal aims at risk based management of the soil-sediment-water system at river basin scale, in which also social
and economic sciences are involved Generally there is a clear trend towards soil
ecological research, looking into soil characteristics and processes under aspects
of environmental protection. In the year 2002, Ministers of the Environment of
15 European countries signed a document entitled "Towards a thematic strategy
for soil protection" in Europe, defining 5 main soil functions and 8 threats to soil,
including erosion, loss of organic matter, contamination (diffuse and local), compaction, loss of biodiversity, salinisation, sealing, floods and landslides Under this
umbrella, more than 450 soil scientists and those from other areas, joined in 5
technical working groups during 2 years, aiming at defining new soil monitoring
systems, and analyzing the actual state of the 8 different threats and their impacts
to soil, including gaps in soil science research in Europe Under "soil research",
not only new research targets were defined, but also new concepts, based on the
DPSlR-approach, distinguishing different main research clusters, which are following the political cycle, integrating ecological, technical, economic, social, legistic and cultural sciences This means that the main target of soil research in Europe
at the moment is soil protection under environmental aspects, due to severe soil
losses by sealing and diverse soil degradation processes occurring in this densely
populated region of the world.

11-4
2:35 PM C. C Cerri
South America Priorities in Soil Science Research.
C. C. Cerri. C. E. P. Cerri. M. Bernoux. Univ de Säo Paulo. Cenlro de Energia
Nuclear na Agricultura- CENA/USP; P. Sanchez. Columbia Univ.
We propose two main simultaneous strategies to address the priorities in soil science
research in South America Strategy I The main goal is to valorize the enormous
efforts in acquiring South America scientific knowledge in soil science aiming to
transform the obtained information in technological aspects, to be addressed to
farmers and decision makers To achieve this goal we propose a South America soil
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science synthesis activity in which the available information in the literature would
be collated. Besides providing the ways to transform state-of-art scientific knowledge in applied technologies, it would also serves as a diagnostic tool, pointing out
gaps that need more research and further development. Promising subjects for the
synthesis could be i) soil drainage and irrigation, ii) soil pathogens and weeds that
affect plant production, iii) soil fertility and plant nutrition with the aim to increase
plant productivity taking into account sustainable development and environmental
aspects One possibility to achieve this goal is to organize scientific meetings in
the scope of intergovernmental panels only to synthesize available data in the literature rather than disseminating new findings. Strategy 2. The other action is to
intensify studies in important issues that directly reflect to the human quality of life.
This strategy, which can be performed simultaneously with the synthesis, is related
to the research intensification of emerging topics such as i) soil biodiversity with
emphasis on microbiology and its implications on conservation and use for human
health (cure of diseases, pharmacies etc), ii) remediation of polluted soils and rehabilitation of degraded areas, including pasture reformation; iii) soil and water management and its conservation to avoid desertification; iv) managing soil structure
and tilth to minimize the risks of erosion, compaction, crusting and hard-setting; v)
biogeochemical cycles linking plant productivity and environmental impacts; vi)
soil carbon sequestration as global warming mitigation; vii) soil vulnerability to
climate change This topic of research should focus on how soil physical, chemical and biological attributes reacts in a global warming environment Such issue
is of great importance for South America, since the agriculture sector is the main
contributor to the gross domestic product. Finally, soil science, when applicable,
should interact with socio-economic sciences in order to accomplish human dimension in a broader view Information from those researchers is necessary for stacke
holders and decision makers to implement adaptation technologies to minimize the
negative impacts on food production.

soil-science discipline will find it a simple matter to determine 'what' we need to
do. Our science, and our end-users, mutually benefit from interactive participation Our end-users' have the expectation that we as soil scientists know about the
unique functioning of our Earth's skin, and that we are actively pursuing innovation, and that we are making breakthroughs Through participatory and consultative
processes, SLURI scientists in New Zealand, and CSIRO researchers and State
scientists in Australia, are working with policy agents and end-users from central
and state governments, as well as regional authorities, and representatives from the
land-based industries and community groups We describe what our soil-science
priorities are. Also, we detail how these are linked to research and capability development in our Universities. Soil science 'Down Under', and around the World, has
an exciting future in prospect We need to focus on developing sustainable solutions
for our land-based enterprises. Certainly there are critical soil-based issues in need
of research. We need our science to provide management options for both productive lands and the natural estate These protocols will ensure that we do not diminish the value of the natural capital of our soils, and that we maintain, or enhance, the
ecosystem services provided by soil We have the tools, and we have the capacity to
develop new soils' knowledge to ensure beneficial outcomes—both economic and
environmental Through participation with our constituents, and involvement in
their policy initiatives, we can ensure continued purchase of our skills, which will
advance soil science. Innovation and breakthroughs will follow
11-6
3:15 PM L Thiombiano
Soil Research Priorities in Africa.
L. Thiombiano, FAO.
This paper will focus on the following major soil science research priorities in
Africa

11-5
2:55 PM B. Clothier
Sustaining Soil Science 'down-under'.
B. Clothier, HortResearch; R. Macewan, Dept of Primary Industries.
Soils are critical for the productive economies of New Zealand and Australia,
as well as for the protection of our landscapes New Zealand and Australia have
contrasting landscapes One is young, humid, tectonically active and geomorphologically dynamic The other is the oldest, flattest, and driest inhabited continent
The Land of the Long. White Cloud; and the Sunburnt Country Land-use changes
involving increased irrigation and fertiliser use, plus environmental exigencies created by salinisation, acidification and nutrient runoff are, however, putting pressure
on the sustainability of our agricultural systems There are meanwhile demands for
improved protective measures to sustain our natural estates and protect receiving
aquatic-environments New understanding of soil functioning, and better knowledge of the manifold processes operating in the soil, are required for development
of sustainable management strategies for our distinct landscapes 'Down Under'. We
describe the initiatives by Anzac soil scientists to address these issues In the case
of New Zealand, we focus on the dramatic changes that have recently unfolded In
microcosm, this excursion highlights the challenges, pitfalls and opportunities for
sustaining soil science In New Zealand, the bulk of soil-science research is carried
out by four of the nine Government-owned research companies (Crown Research
Institutes, CRIs). Soil science in New Zealand is now looking forward to new, longterm investment from central Government. This is a reversal of fortunes In 2003,
the Government's investment in soil science research was halved, putting at risk
nearly 38 FTEs of science capability in the CRIs Initiatives that were reliant on our
participation of end-users and stakeholders resulted in a reversal of the 2003 funding decisions. New investment was realised for an unincorporated joint venture
between the 4 CRIs; a programme we have aptly called SLUR! - the Sustainable
Land Use Research Initiative. The Australian funding situation is more complex:
Australia being a federation of eight states and territories. Soil-science research is
carried out by the federal agency CSIRO, as well as by the primary-industry departments of the various States Funding for natural-resource research is allocated on
a competitive basis and usually requires state and federal agreement to co-fund
projects Soils research is also supported by research and development corporations
through levies collected from growers The Australian Research Council provides
funding for University-led research and this has been used for soil research, particularly in applied projects co-funded by industry partners Cooperative Research
Centres (CRCs) have been supported by federal funds to create research alliances
between state and federal organisations, universities and the land-based industries
The three principal client groups for soil-science research in Australia and New
Zealand are: • Central Government, and in Australia, the State Governments, whose
needs relate to natural-resource protection, environmental reporting, and maintenance of the soil's natural capital to support growth in primary production and
sustain environmental quality • Regional authorities, whose soil-related requirements are for resource planning, assessments of risks, and the strategic management of landscapes • The land-based primary industries, whose needs are related
to production, product quality, sustainability. resilience and soil health We describe
the benefit from participation with these groups for 'whom' there is value in the
'why' of'what' we do in soil-science research Participation with end-users affects
the policy that guides science investment Policy establishes priorities for science
purchase by governments and authorities, as well as by the land-based industries
This investment then advances our research into the functioning of soils We conclude by suggesting that once we know the 'why' and for 'whom' we work, our

1) Disaster prevention and management through the integration of risk evaluation,
land use planning, and monitoring the severity of disasters and their impact on
lands;
2) Development of appropriate land use policies based on land resource potential
and land use planning maps at appropriate scales;
3) Tools and best practices for reversing land degradation and replenishing soil
fertility Soil scientists should develop (or contribute to) more coherent activities for sustainable land management ranging from the policy level to technical issues related to appropriate cost effectives practices such as soil fertility
improvement and land rehabilitation Additionally, ecosystem management
approaches should be developed that prevent and/or reverse land degradation
and monitor and evaluation of land degradation;
4) Evaluation and monitoring of carbon sequestration The identification of the
most promising practices to increase carbon storage in the soil is an important
research area in Africa. Additionally, appropriate curricula should be developed
for the training of local communities and technicians to enable them to monitor
the amount of carbon sequestered;
5) Biodiversity and Biotechnology There is a need for soil science researchers
to monitor the status and trend regarding the adoption of GMO technology in
African countries Soil scientists are important partners who should be involved
in the assessment of GMO impacts on biodiversity, particularly on soil biodiversity;
6) Global ingenuous heritage systems (GIAHS): Soil research is Africa should
include contribution to the identification, inventory, mapping, assessment and
monitoring, conservation and improvement of GIAHS More attention should be
placed on strengthening local knowledge, a sine quanum basis for participatory
land development Activities could be also undertaken in the area of: (i) production of curricula on how to use local knowledge for sustainable land management; (ii) and adoption of national policies for GIAHS recognition, conservation
and development;
7) Contribution to Good agricultural practices and Food Safety norms and tools
particularly in relation to the areas of organic agriculture and bio-products;
8) Monitoring and evaluation of urban and peri-urban agriculture dynamics, identification of best land management practices;
9) Development of databases and modeling for prospective information contributing to policy advice and decision making.
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A Khiel
Soil Resource Inventory of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park.
A. Khiel, D. Thomas. USDA-NRCS.
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The Great Smoky Mountains National Park (GSMNP) encompasses 211,000 hectares in the Southern Appalachians Mountains in eastern Tennessee and western
North Carolina This area is one of the most biologically diverse places in North
America, and is also the most visited National Park in the United States Elevations range from 300 to 2000 meters above sea level encompassing a wide range
of geologic formations These formations include Cambrian aged metasedimentary
sandstone, phyllite, siltstone, and slate. Crystalline geology of the Pre-Cambrian
Basement Complex includes the gneissic formations that are found in small areas
of the park Ordovician aged limestone is also exposed in a few small areas in the
GSMNP Mesic and frigid soil temperature regimes occur in the park A comprehensive soil resource inventory of the GSMNP has been underway for nearly 8
years. The National Park Service is a unique client with special needs from a soil
resource inventory. The amount of scientific research being conducted in a wide
range of areas in the GSMNP is immense The majority of this research can be
enhanced with more complete information about the soils that occur in the park
The task of the soil scientists working in the park is to understand the needs of not
only these scientific researchers, but also Park Service managers that are charged
with monitoring and protecting all the Park's resources. Through the interactions
with these scientists and managers, the soil scientists working on this project have
developed a soil/landscape modeling approach to the actual inventorying process
and have also developed an extensive on-site data set related to the soils found
in the GSMNP This modeling process and data collection was developed from a
fully field based approach to the science of inventorying soils The soil resource
inventory along with the soil/landscape models and the accompanying data related
to these soils will provide the scientists and managers working in the GSMNP the
information they need address their research and management questions for years
to come
12-2
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J. Hempel
Theatre Symposium for Soil Landscape Predictive Modeling.
J. Hempel. USDA-NRCS-NGDC: J. C. Bell, Univ of Minnesota.
Theatre Symposium relating to Soil Landscape Predictive Modeling Research
and Development sponsored by USDA-Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS)-National Geospatial Development Center in Morgantown, West Virginia.
Much background work has been completed from a research standpoint in the
area of Soil Landscape Predictive Modeling There are several very good models that are developed to predict and provide soil information at incredibly small
spatial extents. Many more models and concepts relating to this topic are in different stages of development The USDA-NRCS Soil Survey Division is extremely
interested in this research and its potential application into production soil survey
work This symposium will target presentations in this topic area relating to the
collection and processing of data to produce raster soil information, how accurate
this information is, how best to aggregate tabular information with the raster data
sets and most importantly how to then provide interpretive information that can be
used by a variety of users. The 2-hour symposium will be divided into two parts,
presentations and discussion The discussion will focus on methodologies that will
enable the potential mainstreaming of this process into the National Cooperative
Soil Survey Program along with the potentials for continuing targeted research that
will facilitate the understanding of how this information can best be used.
12-3
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D G Rossiter
Making the Old New: Rescue, Reuse, and Renewal of Legacy Soil Surveys.
D. G. Rossiler. International Institute for Geo-lnformation Science and Earth
Observation (ITC)..
The World is full of unused, even forgotten, soil geographic information in the
form of soil surveys sitting forlornly on a library shelf, stored on obsolete magnetic
tapes, turning to dust in a storage cabinet, or in the private collections of retired soil
scientists Disasters— natural, man-made, and political—can destroy these forever
This is especially unfortunate in Less-Developed Countries (LDC), as it is both
more likely that the data will be lost and more unlikely that a new survey can be
commissioned All environmental data is valuable and worthy of protection, but
soils data maybe more than most, because of its high cost, the specialised training required of a good soil surveyor, and the small number of actual observations
Many soil surveys in LDC were quite good Former colonies were surveyed by
the colonial power; more recently, development projects have often included soil
surveys. These surveys differed in their objectives, standards, and concepts, but
all provide valuable information that was obtained at considerable cost. However,
almost no soil geographic information on LDC is available in digital form; this
situation has not appreciably changed in the past five years except for some compilations produced by international organizations, notably 1SRIC and the FAO The
first step is simple data rescue: physically recover, protect and catalog the lost material A natural second step is digitalization by scanning maps and reports; ISR1C has
taken the lead here and much information from Asia and Africa has already been
rescued I lowever to get full value we need to move beyond rescue to data renewal;
bringing the legacy data up to modern standards by taking advantage of technological and conceptual advances in geoinformation technology.
The objectives of a data renewal exercise are;
• to recover the investment in soil survey and use the survey as intended for land use
planning, agricultural extension, etc.;
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• to prepare for supplementary or new surveys, e.g. design sampling plans on the
basis of known strata and existing samples;
• to provide a base line for longitudinal studies; and
• to provide a layer for integrated environmental or planning GIS.
A renewed soil geographic database should include:
• a GIS coverage (for maps): geo-referenced and geodetically-correct to some specified accuracy, commensurate with its scale;
• structured attribute databases for both point observations and interpreted polygons;
• a synoptic medium-resolution multi-spectral image (TM-type) as background;
• a medium-resolution elevation model (DEM) and derived terrain parameters
(slope gradient and aspect, curvatures, wetness index etc ) as background and to
adjust terrain-related boundaries;
• metadata explaining the semantics of all terms, either internally or by reference to
external standards such as soil classification systems and laboratory procedures;
• a users' guide for soil specialists and any interpretations for other uses from the
original survey;
• and be accessible via internet or optical disk
Each renewal exercise is unique and must begin with a thorough product specification, user needs analysis and documentation of the existing data. Some aspects are
fairly standard (digitizing, geodetic corrections, use of public synoptic data) but
may still provide challenges The most difficult aspect is usually semantic: extracting the meaning from a close reading of the soil survey report and supporting documents, and structuring this into a database design A data renewal exercise implies a
major cultural challenge for most institutions Especial difficulties are establishing
a work flow and quality assurance procedure, training new staff and upgrading current staff Once soils data becomes available, inter-institutional issues arise, most
notably data sharing, data and metadata standards, and responsibilities within a
geospatial data infrastructure This is new territory for most organizations responsible for soil information. Finally, each step of the renewal exercise presents research
challenges with links to active research themes in related fields: geodesy, remote
sensing, computer science, industrial engineering, and geoinformation science.
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D R . Cobos
Taking Soil Science to Outer Space: The Thermal and Electrical Conductivity
Probe (TECP) for the Phoenix 2007 Scout Mission to Mars.
D. R. Cobos. Decagon Devices. Inc.: G. S. Campbell. Decagon Devices. Inc.; C. S.
Campbell. Decagon Devices. Inc.
We (Decagon Devices) are developing an instrument to measure physical properties of the Martian soil and atmosphere in situ for the Mars Phoenix 2007 Scout
Mission This probe, the Thermal and Electrical Conductivity Probe (TECP), will
measure soil thermal properties (temperature, thermal conductivity, and volumetric
heat capacity), soil electrical properties (electrical conductivity and dielectric permittivity), and atmospheric properties (wind speed, water vapor pressure) TECP
will be mounted on the Phoenix robotic arm, and have the capability to take measurements at multiple depths in an trench made by the robot arm scoop Atmospheric measurements will provide insight into water transport in the vapor phase
Direct measurement of regolith thermal properties will improve existing estimates
of thermal inertia and better current understanding of how heat penetrates the Martian regolith in response to diurnal or seasonal cycles Measurements of regolith
electrical properties will identify the presence of any unfrozen water that might
result from incident sunlight on the freshly exposed icy soil in the trench.
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R Fitzpatrick
Australian Coastal Acid Sulfate Soils—a National Atlas.
R. Fitzpatrick. CRC-LEME/CSIRO Land and Waler: B. Powell. Dept of Natural
Resources: S. Marvanek. CS1RO Land and Water.
In Australia a project was established to develop a national acid sulfate soil (ASS)
atlas The National Committee for ASS maintains that a national map coverage
of ASS with consistent terminology will greatly enhance implementation of the
National ASS Strategy (wwwdeh gov.au/coasts/cass/index html). At commencement of the project.The states of New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia
had their coastalines mapped as well as areas of southern Queensland and southwest Western Australia. However only broad scale risk mapping was available in
the Northern Territory and Tasmania and large gaps also remained elsewhere To
initiate a program of national mapping, a stage 1 atlas of Australian ASS was compiled from various map GIS coverages available from the states and territories A
significant challenge included the major gaps in mapping, various scales of map
available, diverse forms and distributions of ASS, different qualities of supporting
soil data and differing map legends The methodology involved assembling and/
or linking published ASS. land systems, marine habitat, elevation (DEM), tidal,
estuarine, climate, vegetation and remotely sensed data through G1S The mapping scale of source data ranged from I: I0K aerial photography in South Australia
to 1:250K vegetation mapping in Western Australia and Northern Territory, with
most east coast mapping being at the 1:100K scale The national atlas has accommodated scale and map quality differences by incorporating a probability statement This dataset depicts a national map of available ASS mapping with common
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legend that includes: (i) High or Low Probability of Occurrence of Acid Sulfate
Soils (i.e. > 70% of mapping unit), (ii) Low Probability of Occurrence of Acid
Sulfate Soils (i.e. < 70% of mapping unit) (iii) No Known Occurrence of ASS (iv)
Not Assessed. Existing state coastal ASS mapping was received and processed to
varying degrees to conform to the national map legend. Spatially, all datasets were
reprojected from their original projections to geographic GDA94. Classification
of state mapping polygons to the national framework was as follows. In the case
of South Australia, New South Wales, Queensland and Western Australia it was a
matter of directly translating the original state ASS classifications to the national
classification. These translations were undertaken by the creators of the state data
and other experts within the respective states. Due to the more broad classifications
of the original Victorian, Northern Territory and and Tasmanian ASS mapping,
polygons for these three states were initially translated to a national classification
group (eg Tidal, Non-Tidal) by the data custodians then subsequently differentiated
further through intersecting with other layers. These included the 3 second SRTM
DEM and North Coast Mangrove mapping GIS datasets. The former being used
to differentiate within the Non-Tidal zones and the latter used to differentiate the
Tidal zones. Mapping of the Tidal-Zone classes was augmented for all states except
South Australia and New South Wales with LI00K coastal waterways geomorphic habitat mapping. These and other problems were overcome through a national
consultative process to develop a user-friendly legend, which provides a national
coverage of Australian coastal ASS. The project was released in October 2005 as a
web G1S based atlas on (www.asris.gov.au). Based on the national legend framework, individual polygons can be interrogated on the web for their attributes such
as probability of occurrence, presence/absence of tidal influence, elevation above
sea level, landform element and distinguishing soil/sediment properties (e.g. the
predicted depth to and basic nature of the upper ASS layers), vegetation, landforms, age or other characteristics The map legend accommodates all the coastal
ASS known to date, from those that occur as bottom sediments in estuaries to tidal
flats, coastal floodplains to sandplains and dunes (some in excess of 10m elevation
above sea level) as well as a category for disturbed terrain. The atlas estimates that
Australia contains at least 77,249Knr of land with a high probability of containing
ASS, or overall, 94,217Km- of land with some probability of containing ASS. Of
greatest concern is the 943Km: of high probability ASS that has been profoundly
disturbed and potentially acidified. The majority of Australian ASS are of Holocene
age, although extensive areas are found beneath sand plains and dunes > 10m elevation(5959 Km3 confirmed). The Atlas of Australian coastal acid sulfate soils is a
component of the Australian Soil Resource Information System or ASRIS, recently
established on the world wide web. At a national scale these products identify the
known current extent and severity of the coastal ASS problem using a standardised
approach for all jurisdictions and allow for risk assessment in terms of maintenance
of existing development and of future development proposals. The authors wish
to acknowledge the various state and territory institutions that provided access to
their ASS maps. Individuals who supplied data and provided input into developing
the structure of the national legend include Mitch Tulau, Glen Atkinson and Greg
Chapman (New South Wales), Brad Degens (Western Australia), Wojciech Grun
(Tasmania), Don Malcolm (Queensland), Dave Howe, (Northern Territory), Tim
Noyce (South Australia) and Richard McEwan, Austin Brown, Nathan Robinson,
(Victoria) The support of Neil McKenzie and David Jacquier of CSIRO Land and
Water were critical to the successful establishment of the Atlas as a web-based GIS
system on the ASRIS website.
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L E Loom is
Soilscape Investigations to Support Vector and Raster Soil Surveys in Far
West Texas.
L. E. Loomis. D. Simonson. USDA-Natural Resources Conservation Service.
Order 3 soil surveys are used by ranchers in Far West Texas to make stocking rate
and brush management decisions. Despite the low intensity of information needs,
the required soil data are expensive to acquire directly Soil surveyors partially
overcome high costs by utilizing proxy relationships, whereby relatively inexpensive data serve as surrogates for more costly information. Discovery of the specific
relationships between particular soils and environment factors necessarily precedes
their use to map soils in the field The reconnaissance process for vector-based soil
surveys is here termed "legend development", and "discovery" for raster soil surveys. Regardless of the name, the process uses purposive sampling and inductive
logic to develop general rules from a limited number of specific cases The objective of legend development is to establish a legend, i.e., a list of map units. Map
units are repetitive geographical soil bodies with reasonably uniform capability to
support plant growth and engineered structures Legend development uses gradsect (gradient directed transect) sampling of a small number of slope sequences,
exploiting knowledge of geology, landforms, and vegetation. The process detects,
evaluates, and ranks boundaries first, then subsequently describes and classifies
soils between boundaries. For Order 3 soil surveys, map unit boundaries and identity are typically predicted from airphoto signature and surface features such as
parent material, vegetation, and landform, then are periodically tested by direct
examination Vector soil survey is a divisive operation, partitioning an area into
progressively smaller and more homogeneous units. In Culberson County, Texas,
boundaries were identified that separate the Castile Formation from the Rustler
Formation above and the Bell Canyon Formation below The heterogeneous Castile terrain was then subdivided into conceptual segments each with less variable
interpretations Two multi-taxa map units (Pokorny-Dellahunt complex on sum-

mits and Joberanch-Dellahunt complex in drains) and two mono-taxa map units
(Pokomy on hillsides and Elcor on breaks) were tentatively defined The objectives
of discovery differ somewhat from those of legend development. Whereas legend
development establishes soil map units, discovery quantifies relationships between
individual soil classes and the environment for use in predicting soil occurrence
with SoLIM. In addition to understanding the landscape, discovery requires that the
soil scientist explicitly and quantitatively express relationships between soil class
and environmental factors. Potential data sources for soil inference include digital
representations of relief, geology, and imagery Discovery identifies tacit points
where a soil class exists with a high degree of confidence. Membership within the
target soil class for that grid cell is assumed to be unity Georeferenced training
data collected at the tacit point include slope gradient, plan curvature, and profile
curvature, as well as reflectance (expressed by imagery digital numbers). Discovery
deals with the landscape fabric, i.e. polygon boundaries and interiors, in reverse
order as legend development; it focuses first on defining soil class in core areas,
then secondarily on spatial transitions between classes. Relationships between soil
classes and environmental factors were archived in a knowledge-base document.
A unique combination of environmental parameters was established for each soil
class. Four soil classes on the Castile Formation were related to slope gradient and
profile curvature Elcor breaks occur on slopes greater than 8 %, whereas gradients
of Pokorny hillsides are between 2 and 8 % Low (<2%) slope gradients characterize both Dellahunt benches and Dellahunt drains. Dellahunt benches are linear
to slightly convex, whereas Dellahunt drains are concave. Alternatively, relative
elevation or digital imagery brightness can be used to separate the Dellahunt soils
on different landforms Mathematically expressed soilscape models allow rapid
creation of soil surveys by raster techniques. SoLIM is an inference engine that
estimates soil class membership of each grid cell in the landscape based on the
point-specific soil-environment relationships identified at tacit points. Through the
discovery and implementation of quantitative soil-environment relationships, raster
soil surveys have the potential to be more consistent and more accurate than polygon-based surveys created by traditional methods.
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A X. Zhu
A Prototype Theory-Based Approach to Predictive Soil Mapping Under Fuzzy
Logic.
F. Qi. Dept of Political Science and Geography: A. X. Zhu. State Key Laboratory
of Resources and Environmental Information System, Institute of Geographical
Sciences and Natural Resources; J. E. Burl. Univ of Wisconsin-Madison;
M. narrower. Dept of Geography; D. Simonson. USDA-Natural Resources
Conservation Service.
Soil mapping assigns soil at individual locations to predefined categories (classes).
By nature soils exist as a continuum both in the spatial and attribute domains and
often do not fit into predefined discrete categories without over-simplification.
One approach to mitigate this problem in predictive digital soil mapping is the
combination of fuzzy logic-based class assignment with raster GIS representation
model This allows the continuous spatial variation of soils to be expressed at much
greater details than what has been achieved in soil survey based on the area-class
model However, such an approach faces at least two challenges: defining the central concept of a soil category, and determing membership for soils at individual
locations in a given soil category Prototype theory offers a potential solution to
these two challenges Emerging from ideas of family resemblance, centrality and
membership gradation, and fuzzy boundaries relected in fuzzy set theory, prototype
theory stresses the fact that category membership is not homogenous and that some
members are better representatives of a category than others A prototype can be
viewed as a representation of the category, that 1) reflects the central tendency of
the instances' properties or patterns; 2) consequently is more similar to some category members than others; and 3) is itself realizable but not necessarily an instance.
Based on this notion, we developed a prototype-based approach to acquire and
represent knowledge on soil-landscape relationships and apply the knowledge in
digital soil mapping under fuzzy logic. The prototype-based approach was applied
in a case study to map soils in central Wisconsin, USA. The study shows that the
soil spatial information derived using our approach is more accurate in terms of
both soil series prediction and soil texture estimation than that derived either from
the traditional soil survey or from a case-based reasoning approach.
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T. Rodgers
Correlation and Analysis of Soil Maps Produced with the Remote Area Soil
Proxy (RASP) Model.
T. Rodgers. C. Briggs. USDA-NRCS.
Soil inventory information is sparse to non-existent in remote and rugged areas of
Washington State. Effective management of these remote areas requires a baseline
of information for the variety of natural resources present, including soil type and
pedologic conditions. In order to provide the first generation of soil survey information for remote areas, a GIS-based model of soil distribution was developed through
graduate research at Washington State University. Our Remote Area Soil Proxy
(RASP) model utilizes a supervised classification system to sequentially extract
soil-landscape associations from digital data layers Digital data serve as proxies for
soil forming factors important in understanding the pedologic history and classification of soil in remote areas. Evidence is gathered through extensive field observa-
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tions in order to understand the dominant pedologic processes and to establish the
digital data threshold values. Mapping with RASP allows a soil scientist to execute
and capture repeatable calculations and logic. Historically, this tacit knowledge was
commonly available as a mental model developed by individual soil scientists. In
many cases, the mental model was never adequately captured. To date, RASP has
successfully mapped over 284,000 hectares of remote land in Washington State.
Initially, RASP was used to map 254,000 hectares in the Pasayten and Sawtooth
Wilderness Mapping results have been correlated and incorporated into the soil
survey of the Okanogan National Forest Thunder Creek Watershed, 30,000 hectares
within North Cascades National Park, has also been mapped with RASP Ongoing
development and validation of RASP is being undertaken with additional soil survey
mapping in the three major National Parks in Washington State; North Cascades,
Rainier, and Olympic In order to better evaluate the effectiveness of RASP, statistical methods for determining reliability of delineations and agreement with field
observations are underway Initial analysis by direct comparison of field observations and RASP output revealed an 83% agreement, quite sufficient for fourth order
surveys of remote areas. In many cases, smoothing of noisy input data and better
GPS accuracy of observation sites improves the overall agreement. In addition to
this direct comparison, we have also run unsupervised and supervised clustering
algorithms to elucidate natural soil-landscape associations for comparison with
RASP output A regression analysis is also being run to bolster statistical validation
and accuracy of data layer influence and sequencing in model construction
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Calcium, Magnesium, and Phosphorus Regimes of West Virginia Forest Soil
Series.
A. Jenkins, S. Carpenter, M. Wilson. USDA—Natural Resources Conservation
Service.
We are conducting soil series characterization by geologic parent material in an
effort to quantify nutrient regimes of important West Virginia forest soils. Here
cxtractable and total Ca, Mg, and P stocks and distributions are examined from
major forested series derived from 4 formations of Pennsylvanian through Devonian-aged geologic parent materials on the Allegheny Plateau and Cumberland
Mountains Series from the more acid formations are low in total Ca stocks, and the
extractable and total distributions have strong correlations with soil carbon (positive) and depth (negative). In series from the less acid geologic formations, stocks
of Ca and Mg are generally much higher, and the correlations of those nutrients to
depth or C are generally lower than for series from the more acid parent materials
On all sites extractable and total Mg stocks appeared more in line with estimates
from other regions, and their respective correlations with depth and C are divergent
Trends in P stocks and distributions were variable among the parent materials and
series. For all 3 elements, within-profile distributions and relationships are examined. These data suggest significant differences in forest soil fertility occur among
these series whose corresponding sites have well-known differences in speciation
and growth, but previously little quantified soil characterization Series from the
more acid parent materials appear to have very limited quantities of geochemical
Ca and P stocks for long-term replenishment of available fertility These data will
be incorporated into the National Soil Information System, and are being used to
better differentiate soil types and map units for forest management.
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M L Borino
The Impact of Proximal Soil Sensing Prediction Errors on Soil-Landscape
Model Parameter Estimation.
M. L. Borino. D. J. Brown. J. D. Watts. Montana State Unir: R. A. MacMillan.
LandMapper Environmental Solutions Inc.
Heuristic, fuzzy landscape modeling has become a standard technique for digital
soil mapping (MacMillan et al., 2000; Zhu et al., 2001). However, most resultant
soil-landscape models have been constructed using field classification of soil profiles with scant soil characterization data Recent studies have demonstrated the
potential of proximal visible and near infrared (VNIR) diffuse reflectance spectroscopy for rapid, nondestructive, and inexpensive soil characterization (Dunn
et al., 2002; Shepherd and Walsh, 2002) Our goal in this study was to evaluate
the potential application of proximal VNIR spectroscopy to soil-landscape modcling by comparing soil-landscape models constructed using (i) conventional lab
data, and (ii) VNIR diffuse reflectance spectroscopy The Rock Creek Watershed
within the Beartooth Mountains, Montana is a 47500-ha area with steep slopes
and forested terrain underlain by granitic gneiss and glacial deposits in valley bottoms Landform segmentation was applied to a 10-m USGS digital elevation model
(DEM), resampled to 15 m, following the fuzzy, heuristic approach of MacMillan
et al (2000). The heuristic fuzzy rules of MacMillan et al (2000) were revised
and adapted to steep, mountainous terrain. Surface (I to 10 cm) and subsurface
(20 to 30 cm) soil samples were collected from 238 spatially distributed locations
Conventional laboratory techniques were used to analyze soil pH and texture for all
samples and total carbon by combustion for surface samples Clay mineralogy was
determined by x-ray diffraction for a subset of samples Visible and near infrared
spectral reflectance for all samples was measured using an ASD "Fieldspec" Pro
I R" VNIR spectroradiometer (Analytical Spectral Devices, Boulder, CO) with a
spectral range of 350 to 2500 nm. A 4000-sample global spectral library (Brown et
al., 2005) and boosted regression trees were used to develop spectral calibrations
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for all targeted soil properties Soil properties were estimated for landscape elements using mixed-effects ANOVA models Results are presented and compared
for landscape model parameter estimation using soil properties obtained from both
conventional laboratory techniques and VNIR spectroscopy
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J E . Burt
Spatial Data Mining for Soil Survey Updates.
J. E. Burl. R. Wang. Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; A. X. Zhu. Slate Key Laboratory
of Resources and Environmental Information System. Institute of Geographical
Sciences and Natural Resources; T. Meyer. USDA Natural Resources Conservation
Service: J. Hempel. USDA-NRCS-National Geospatial Development Center.
In the United States, most cooperative soil survey activities are directed toward
revision of existing surveys Such surveys, which are typically decades old, can
be thought of as spatial expressions of the surveyor's conception of soil-landscape
relations That is, based on field investigation, laboratory analysis, review of other
surveys, etc., the scientist develops soil concepts (soil classes) and associates those
concepts with geology, landscape position, slope, curvature, vegetation, and other
environmental indicators that can be exploited in mapping Obviously, those indicators which are directly tied to pedogenesis play a vital role in the soil-landscape
model Traditional survey practice was largely manual, with heavy reliance on stereo aerial photography for line placement (application of the model) There are two
primary motivations for survey updates. First, limitations inherent in the manual
process prevent totally consistent application of the model, regardless of how complete and well-conceived that model might be Second, over time soils knowledge
improves, and it is obviously desirable to incorporate that knowledge in a revised
survey. The existing surveys, though not perfect, contain a wealth of information
that can potentially serve as a starting point for a revised survey. Although the
scientist's soil-landscape model might not be explicitly documented anywhere, it
is implicit in the survey. Our project is motivated by belief that if the model can
be recovered from the existing survey, it can be used to jumpstart model development for the new survey. To that end, we have developed a set of data mining tools
for extracting soil-landscape relations from a published survey. Map polygons are
overlaid on raster data of various sorts, including a number of variables computed
from a Digital Elevation Matrix (DEM). The DEM-derived data include slope,
aspect, planform and profile curvatures, wetness index, and other terrain indices
Together with geology and other non-DEM data, they define a suite of environmental variables identified by a soil scientist as likely to be important in the study
area Our tools extract knowledge in the form of frequency distributions of pixels
within map polygons. That is, for any polygon there is distribution of elevation,
slope, etc indicating the range of environmental conditions over which that polygon has been mapped By comparing distributions of one map unit with another,
we obtain information about how the original surveyor chose to map those units;
that is, we find similarities and differences in the environments occupied by the
units. By comparing frequency distributions for polygons of the same map unit,
we obtain information about the consistency of mapping, and can identify polygons that occupy anomalous environmental settings. This paper describes the data
mining tools and their application to soil update for Iowa County in southwestern
Wisconsin, USA. We show how the mined data can be used to uncover soil-landscape models, and its utility in both revising soil concepts and suggesting the need
for new concepts. We also show that after editing, the mined data can be used in
SoLIM—a predictive modeling method—to produce an improved soil survey We
argue that by exploiting recent advances in expert knowledge systems and spatial
data processing, methodologies similar to those discussed here have potential for
producing faster and more accurate soil survey updates.
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R N.Thwaites
Regolith-Terrain Analysis and Mapping as a Soil Geomorphological
Investigative Methodology for Land Resource Assessment.
R. N. Thwaites. School of Natural Resource Sciences.
This paper defines the concept of and regolith terrain analysis and mapping (R-TAM)
within a regolith pedology context. Regolith pedology encourages a greater geoscience involvement in scientific investigations of soil materials and provides a merger
of geoscience and pedological conceptual viewpoints towards solving soil-related
natural resource and environmental management problems Terrain analysis and
modelling play key roles in soil-geomorphological landscape mapping. The advent
of new technologies and greater modelling applications means that distinctly soilgeomorphological concepts relating to the soil-geomorphological landscape (the
'geoscape'), and to earth surface processes, can be investigated and applied to land
resource management issues Regolith-terrain mapping is a collection of methods
used largely for mineral exploration purposes but has also been applied for land
resource evaluation and management purposes The conceptual approach proposed
here entails both the terrain analysis and modelling procedures with those of regolithterrain mapping as R-TAM The example presented here of R-TAM is a study to produce continuous data surfaces of the spatial variation of appropriate regolith attributes
for forest site-specific management. The approach characterises the soil landscape
both from field survey and through digital modelling by initially identifying functional, process-based landscape units termed Regolith-Catenary Units (RCUs). The
soil resource is portrayed as a 3-dimensional, soil-geomorphological landscape, and
is presented as quantitative regolith-terrain (soil-landscape) information in an explicit
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and repeatable process through spatial modelling Fuzzy classification of RCUs then
is a basis for the conceptual modelling of the landscape to produce a predicted spatial
variation in selected regolith-terrain attributes Regolith-Catenary Units are taken as
the composite regolith-terrain entity, which are described through soil-geomorphic
techniques applied to the whole regolith Observations of the regolith are limited,
so conceptual models of the regolith-terrain within the Regolith-Catenary Units are
necessary Spatial expression of land form attributes was achieved through the predictive capabilities of digital terrain analysis using first- and second- derivative functions
from a digital elevation model (DEM) Landform attributes are combined through
a set of fuzzy rules to form digital Primary Pedogeomorphic Units (PPUs), which
are then integrated with the interpreted RCUs These then serve as decision support
'maps' of the regolith-terrain attributes that relate directly to site-specific management of the forest resource. These maps are then the basis for site evaluation for
general or specific management requirements, e.g. harvesting, establishment, soil
conservation and drainage planning Regolith-Terrain Analysis and Mapping is still
an emerging methodology for land resource assessment, and it's application to this
purpose is still in need of development
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B.W.Bills

A Web Map-Based Tool for Exploring the Spatial Extent of U.S. Soil Taxonomy
- Series through Order.

B. W. Bills. The Pennsylvania State Univ; S. W. Waltman. USDA-NRCS-NGDC;
D. A. Miller, S. Crawford, J. L. Sloan. The Pennsylvania Slate Univ: A. Moore. J.
Hempel. USDA-NRCS-NGDC; C. Ditzler. J. Former. USDA-NRCS-NSSC.
The explosion of Geographic Information System (G1S) technology in the 1980's
and 1990's and the growing ubiquity of the World Wide Web in the past decade
have produced new tools and opportunities for delivering highly visual, interactive
applications for exploring the geographic distribution of natural phenomena such
as soils Utilizing web vector animation and internet map service technologies, we
are developing applications, accessed with a standard web browser, that deliver
interactive national maps illustrating the extents of individual soil series and other
soil taxa These national maps are based on the land area of soil series mapped in
the Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) database The SSURGO data represent
detailed mapping scales of 1:12,000 and 1:24,000 from the United States Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service Soil Data Mart. These
detailed data are linked via the series name to the Soil Classification File database,
where current Soil Taxonomy concepts are stored and maintained through time
Users may construct a wide-range of queries based on Soil Taxonomy—searching
by formative element roots or specific soil series names Typical queries might
include searches for "Typic Fragiudults" or simply any soil with "vitrandic" character Maps generated depict soil survey areas (roughly counties) in which SSURGO
soil map unit components matching the search criteria occur. Individual soil survey
areas are symbolized with color according to the acreages of the specified soil
Interactive map elements display summary information regarding mapped features
and provide access to printable reports. On-screen color map images are also easily printed by the user. The map-based interface provides geographic context to
information currently provided only in tabular and text format to soil scientists
preparing and maintaining soil surveys in the United States. Geographic expression
in national and regional contexts enhances the understanding of soil series concepts
and Soil Taxonomy in relation to natural phenomena discernable best at national
and regional scales. This application provides soil science professionals with rapid
access to soil information for the purpose of evaluating broad historic Soil Taxonomie concepts embedded in the national collection of detailed soil survey map
information compiled over the last half century
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A. McBratney
Random Catena Sampling for Establishing Soil-Landscape Rules for Digital
Soil Mapping.
A. McBratney. N. Odgers, B. Minasny. The Univ of Sydney.
A catena can be thought of as a sequence of soils along a transect from the top of a
hill to the middle of an adjacent stream or local depression Ideally it will run perpendicular to the contour lines The term catena was first posited by Milne (1936)
who studied tropical semi-arid soils found on the plateaux south of Lake Victoria in
eastern Africa He found that a sequence of seven soils occurred from the top of a
residual granite hillock to the end of the slope below it. and that whilst these soils
varied in their character, the formation of each soil was linked to those above it on
the hillslope by erosive processes The term catena itself comes from the Latin, and
means "chain". Therefore, not only can individual soils along a catena be thought
of as links in a chain, but just as each link has its own position in a length of chain,
so each soil has its own position in the catena The catena concept is a means of
describing the variability of soils in space (Sommer and Schlicting, 1997) Field soil
surveyors have suggested that sampling methods that more explicitly explored soillandscape relationships (such as along the catena) are the most appropriate sampling
schemes for establishing mapping rules for digital soil mapping However no formal
sampling method for catena has been established. We make a first attempt at such a
method here I f we consider soil-landscape relationships to be catenary relationships
we can formalise a procedure called random catena sampling The method is summarized as follows: (1) Using a digital elevation model, define a k-th order stream
catchment, with the catchment boundary and streams The choice of DEM resolu-

tion will be dependent on the size of the study area and the scale of the landform
features within the study area. (2) Define a point (pixel) at random in the area of
interest, trace all points uphill and downhill (to the stream of order k) from this point,
this set of points is a random catena The neighbouring pixel is chosen randomly for
uphill or downhill, alternatively using the steepest ascent/descent criteria (3) Repeat
the above processes for the given number of catenas All points belong to at least
one such catena, points higher in the landscape have a larger probability of belonging to two or more catenas A criterion maybe defined to ensure the catenas are well
spread over the area of interest A subset of all possible catenas can be chosen by
simple random sampling, stratified random sampling (strata being e.g., lithology or
aspect) or Latin hypercube sampling Positioning of observation locations along the
catena seems more open. It would necessarily seem appropriate to sample the highest and lowest position in the transect. Other points could be sampled using equal
intervals of horizontal, vertical or across-the ground distance (or some other metric)
An example of a random catena sampling design will be given.
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A Quantitative Energy Model for Predicting Pedogenic Environments.

C. Rasmussen. Univ ofArizona.
A quantitative energy model for predicting pedogenic environments and energy
flow through soil systems is presented. Energy inputs from precipitation and Net
Primary Production (NPP) were calculated based on the temperature of effective
precipitation (P ) and the temperature of the months with Peff, respectively. This
energy calculation presents an improvement of previous energy based approaches
to modeling soil genesis (e.g., Runge, 1973) in that it allows for quantification of
energy input (kj m : y r ' ) from both Pc|V ( E m ) and NPP (ENP1>). We suggest these
parameters may be used to segregate similar pedogenic regimes and may be used to
predict specific soil properties The model was developed using the PRISM climate
dataset (at a scale of 1:250,000 or 4 km by 4 km pixels) for the continental United
States Monthly temperature data was used to calculate potential evapotranspiration (ETp) using the Thomthwaite equation and Peff calculated as the difference
between monthly precipitation and ETp. Using the specific heat of water, P was
assumed to have been heated from 0°C to the average temperature ofthat month,
facilitating the conversion from cm of water to E
Likewise, it was assumed that
NPP occurred primarily in months of P _ and that NPP was then controlled by the
temperature of that month An empirical equation was used to estimate mass of
NPP produced, which was subsequently converted to ENp|, assuming a set amount
of energy per gram of NPP The sum of EN|,,, and E is termed E[N, and represents
the total input of energy to the soil system We uIso utilized global weather station compiled by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to examine the
relationship between mean annual precipitation (MAP), mean annual temperature
(MAT), and E|N. We were able to fit a 2-dimensional Gaussian model to the MAP,
MAT, and E N data and developed an equation for predicting EIN based on MAP and
MAT We used this equation to calculate E|N in the U.S. and compared the results
to E estimated from the PRISM dataset (r- = 0 89; PO0001) Results suggest
the global equation accurately estimates energy input into U.S. soil systems Using
watershed data of Si flux from granitoid watersheds in the continental U.S. (White
and Blum, 1995), we observed a significant relationship between E and Si flux
(r2 = 0 71; P O 0 0 I ) , indicating E^ may provide an estimate of current rates of
silicate weathering. We also compared E1N and the percent of E1N derived from ENpp
by soil order for the continental U.S. Soil orders in all states showed differences
in E]N and the percent of E|N from NPP(%E m ,Xc g-, Ultisols EIN =29,915, % EMDO
=49%; Mollisols E,„
% E.. =90%), suggesting that the model may be
used to isolate pedogenic environments at the regional scale. We further tested the
model using data from a series of climosequences in the western Sierra Nevada,
California. Climoscquence data indicates significant relationships between E|N and
chemical weathering indices. In addition, E provided a better prediction of weathering indices relative to MAP and MAT ( r =0.72 versus r = 0.18 and 0 49 for
MAP and MAT, respectively). Results from multiple scales suggest the potential for
using this energy based approach to predict pedogenic regimes, as well as estimate
regional and local rates of silicate weathering The model requires further testing to
establish its usefulness in landscape scale applications.
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1:15 PM C Reimann
The Baltic Soil Survey (BSS): Sub-Continental Scale Geochemical Mapping of
Agricultural Soils from Northern Europe.

C. Reimann. Geological Survey of Norway; U. Siewers. Federal Institut for
Geosciences and Natural Ressources; T. Tarvainen. Geological Survey of Finland;
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L. Bilyukova. Institute of Geology: J. Eriksson. Swedish
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Geological Sciences of ASB: N. N. Mali man. Laboratory
Petersburg Stale Univ: A. Pasiecrna. Geological Survey of

IJniv of Agricultural
Agency of Latvia: V.
Lukashev. Institute of
of Soil Geography, St.
Poland.

From 1996 to 2003 the Geological Survey of Norway (NGU) coordinated a project
to map the regional variation of 62 chemical elements in agricultural soils collected
froma 1.800 000 km2 area covering 10 countries in Northern Europe Large(l0-I5
kg) composite soil samples of the Ap-horizon (0-25 cm) and the B- or C-horizon
(50-75 cm) were collected at a density of I site per 2500 km2 The <2 mm fraction
of all samples was analyzed following three different extraction methods: ammonium acetate, aqua regia, a HF-HC10 4 -HNO,-H,0, mixture and by XRF Methods
and results are documented in a geochemical atlas (Reimann et al 2003) The maps
show large regional differences in background levels for all elements These need
to be established via continental scale geochemical mapping; they are not predictable via models. For all elements, a variety of different factors (e.g., precipitation, temperature, topography, geology, pollution) and often a combination of more
than just one process determine the observed regional distribution of the elements
At this sub-continental scale, the occurrence of metalloregions and biogeochemical domains are the most important factor influencing the regional distribution of
the 62 chemical elements mapped In the As-map an anomaly covering more than
250 000 km2 appears in Central Sweden in the general area of the Skjellefteä ore
district. The anomaly could thus be seen as the expression of a metallogenic province or metalloregion. However, this anomaly cuts several established geological
boundaries and is much larger than the ore field. A different origin must be considered Crustal degassing due to a heatflow anomaly is one possible interpretation Another interesting feature in the As-map are increasing values towards the
southern border of Poland on leaving the cover of glacial sediments and entering
the Carpathian region with different soil development At the same time much of
Poland's metal industry is located in the same area Slightly higher As-values in the
BOT-layer point towards the natural sources of As dominating the distribution Use
of fertilizers or differences in traffic density, often in connection with other factors
like climate and organic material, can influence the distribution of some elements
on a national-scale ( e g Cd, Cu, Se). Established geological boundaries are rarely
seen in the maps. The occurrence of some geochemically unusual lithologies, such
as black shale, is clearly shown in some maps ( e g Cu, Se)
13-2
1 50 PM D. B. Smith
Spatial Patterns in Soil Geochemistry of the United States: The Relationship
between Scale and Process.
D. B. Smith. S. M. Smith. M. B. Goidhaber. J. E. Kilburn. W. F. Cannon. L. G.
Woodruff. U.S. Geological Survey.
Geochemical maps portray the spatial distribution of elements in the medium
sampled and provide clues to understand the processes that produce the observed
patterns. Geochemical surveys of near-surface soils have been conducted in the
United States to delineate patterns in areas ranging from national to regional to
local scales The observed spatial distributions for the elements studied are controlled primarily by natural geochemical processes, such as formation of soils from
parent materials of varying composition, and by climate-driven processes that
establish soil moisture regimes and levels of organic matter in soil Anthropogenic
influences such as industrialization, urbanization, waste disposal, mining, and agriculture regularly are superimposed on these natural, or background, geochemical
distributions. The area of the Earth's surface influenced by these processes may
vary from millions of square kilometers to tens of square kilometers. Therefore,
the success of any geochemical map in depicting a process pattern is dependent
on the density of sampling in the study area National-scale geochemical maps
of the conterminous United States based on low-density sampling of near-surface
soils (I sample per 6,000 square kilometers) delineate elemental patterns that are
related to processes acting over relatively large areas of the country National-scale
distributions of elements such as calcium, magnesium, barium, potassium, sodium,
and strontium seem to illustrate the effect of climate-related processes on element
distribution The distributions of metals such as lead and arsenic at this national
scale show both the influence of natural geologic processes, such as hydrothermal fluid flow, and possible anthropogenic effects from, for example, proximity
to coal-fired power plants The stability of geochemical patterns from such lowdensity national-scale data is commonly questioned given the potential variation of
soil geochemistry over relatively small distances Comparison of the patterns from
low-density sampling with much higher resolution geochemical maps produced
from airborne gamma-ray surveys and from recently completed continental-scale
transects demonstrates that the patterns outlined by low-density sampling are generally replicated at higher resolutions. Geochemical surveys at regional scales, with
sampling densities of I sample per 200-500 square kilometers, to more local scales,
with 1 sample per 1-5 square kilometers, greatly increase the resolution of the patterns generated in the national-scale studies and lead to the identification of patterns
not revealed bv the lower-density surveys. These higher sampling densities permit
delineation of features related to processes acting over much smaller areas of the
country At these scales, human activities connected to different types of land use
are important controlling factors often superimposed on natural distributions.
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2:25 PM M B Goidhaber
Regional-Scale Soil Geochemistry in Northern California:
Anthropogenic Sources of Soil Constituents.

Natural
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M. B. Goidhaber. J. M. Morrison. G. S. Plumlee. R. B. Wanty. D. R. Helsel. R. E.
Wolf, D. B. Smith. P. L Hageman. S. A. Morman. J. M. Holloway. U.S. Geological
Survey.
The U.S. Geological Survey's (USGS) Geochemical Landscapes project, which has
as its long-term goal a soil geochemical survey of North America, is presently in
a pilot study phase One pilot study is being conducted along a latitudinal transect
in California from Marin County north of San Francisco to the Nevada border
In addition to assessing sampling and analytical methodologies for the largerscale North American survey, the goals of this pilot study are to evaluate geologic
and anthropogenic controls on soil geochemistry, determine the bioaccessibility
of elements in the soil through selective leach studies, and characterize the role
of soils in determining shallow groundwater chemistry In support of these goals,
we have chemically analyzed nearly 2,000 archived soil samples including 1,300
shallow (0-30 cm) soils collected in 1980 during the National Uranium Resource
Evaluation (NURE) Program from El Dorado, Placer, Sutter, Sacramento, Yolo,
and Solano Counties The NURE samples are supplemented by 100 soil profiles
from across the entire transect Comparison of the NURE soil geochemical results
with independently determined K, U, and Th data from an aeroradiometric survey
shows close agreement, providing confirmation that the NURE soil chemistry data
is representative of surface soil chemistry Several elements of environmental concern including Cr, Ni, As, and Pb, occur at elevated concentration in the NURE
samples. The geometric mean for Cr and Ni in soils of the conterminous U.S. is
37 and 13 ppm, respectively, whereas surface soil samples from the foothills of the
Sierra Nevada Mountains have elevated Cr (400-6,000 ppm) and Ni (500-5.000
ppm) contents These high concentrations are spatially correlated with outcrops of
ultramafic (UM) rocks In addition, Cr (100-300 ppm) and Ni (100-500 ppm) concentrations are also high in the Sacramento Valley, west of the Sacramento River,
suggesting the transport of these elements from a source to the west We hypothesize that Cr and Ni in soils immediately overlying UM rocks may be transformed
to a more bioaccessible form as alluvium is weathered and transported from the
UM source rocks to the valley. Data from simulated human gastric fluid extractions
suggest that Cr and Ni in weathered alluvial soils of the Sacramento Valley are
nearly two times more leachable than in soils found near the UM belts Likewise,
Cr and Ni from alluvial soil are proportionately more soluble in a serum-based cell
line extraction fluid (a complex organic mixture that may mimic element release
during long-term particle exposure to bodily fluids) than in samples from UM belts
Shallow groundwater data from the Sacramento Valley indicate higher Cr content
in groundwater on the western side of the valley compared to the eastern side and
the foothills ultramafic belt; a result that may also reflect the increase in bioaccessibility of Cr in alluvial soils. Chromium exists in two oxidation states; Cr(Vl), which
is soluble, highly toxic and a known carcinogen, and Cr(III), which is relatively
insoluble and less toxic. We are presently determining the speciation of Cr(III)
and Cr(Vl) in soils with high Cr content The abundance of the ultramafic suite of
elements is controlled by geologic and sedimentologic processes In contrast, data
show elevated Pb concentrations (up to 2,300 ppm) in the soils surrounding urban
areas, while non-urban areas are similar to the U.S. geometric mean (16 ppm). Simulated gastric fluid leach data show that Pb in urban areas is up to 80% leachable,
relative to about 4 0 % in the less-developed valley and mountainous regions, suggesting that elevated Pb in urban areas is highly bioaccessible. Elevated As content
in soil (up to 80 ppm) is spatially associated with the Mother Lode gold belt in the
foothills of the Sierra Nevada Mountains We hypothesize that this As enrichment
is partially due to natural weathering of As-rich pyrite (FeS2) associated with gold
ores and partially due to disturbance of these materials by mining activities.
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1:15 PM J.J. Ibanez
Perspectives and Challenges of Pedodiversity Analysis.
J. J. Ibanez. Centro de Investigaciones sobre desertificación

(CIDE).

Pedodiversity analysis is a rapidly growing area of scientific investigation The
concepts and tools were introduced to the field of the pedology in 1990 by Ibanez
et al in the Catena Journal After 1990, several soil scientists completed interesting studies with contributions that addressed theory, methodologies and applications (e.g. J J Ibanez and J. D Phillips among others). At the same time, essays at
different spatial scales and using distinct protocols began to offer a scientifically
sound framework of the potential for these techniques to analyse soil spatial pattern
analysis, and soil geography, as well as testing pedogenetic theories ( e g termed

a.
"divergent pedogenesis") More recent studies have applied pedodiversity tools in
order to successfully analyse the mathematical structure of pedological classifications Thus, pedodiversity is not simply analysis of the pedotaxa number in a given
area or region, where some regularities have been observed at different scales and
in the most disparate situations and environments In turn, new challenges begin to
be tackled such as the case of the scale invariance of pedological structures, spatial pedotaxa and soilscapes distributions Furthermore comparisons with diversity
patterns detected in related disciplines (earth sciences, biodiversity, etc.) show surprising similarities with the pedological ones, opening new possibilities to detect
regularities between different natural resources. Likewise, against the opinion of
some geostatisticians, there are not scientific or epistemological arguments to use
classical soil classification that separates the soil pattern continuum into discrete
classes, as also occurs in ecology and related disciplines It is possible that pedodiversity analysis could be applied to other pedological entities using either novel
or well known mathematical techniques, such as geostatistical ones The following
table summarizes a scheme outlining the current state of the art in pedodiversity
studies: I. Introduction: Soils as part of our biological and geological heritages 2.
Pedodiversity Analysis: Concepts and measurements 3- Comparing, pedodiversity,
biodiversity, and geodiversity patterns a General similarities and differences b Soil
types and habitat diversity c Matching taxonomie pedodiversity, geodiversity and
aboveground biodiversity d Matching taxonomie pedodiversity and belowground
biodiversity e Pedodiversity as surrogate indicators of aboveground biodiversity
and soil biodiversity 4 Preserving soils in the natural state 5 Preserving pedodiversity and its role in soil monitoring programs 6 Toward the design of national
and translational networks of soil reserves 7 Improving our tools in soil geography
studies 8 Studying the soil system from a complexity sciences perspective 9. Testing pedological theories (eg divergent pedogenesis) in the framework of non-linear systems 10 Analysing the formal architecture of pedological taxonomies, and
comparing these with biological ones 11. Studying the cognitive bias of the human
being when analysing natural resources and applying? taxonomies
Currently pedodiversity methods involve many mathematical tools, such as estimating pedorichness by extrapolation, entropie analysis, statistical distribution models
for determining the structure of pedological assemblages, pedodiversity-area (time)
relationships, nested subset analysis of pedological assemblages, pedotaxa-rangesize distributions, scale invariance patterns (fractals and multifractals), and others.
14-2
1:45 PM R Amundson
Soils in the Anthropocene.
R. Amundson. Univ of California.
Changes in the rates of biogechemical processes in soils occur in response to
changes in the variables that define the soil system One of the most fundamental
controls on soil processes is landscape age Given the combined effects of global
glaciation, and erosive and depositional processes of all types, much of the Earth's
surface (and soil) is of Holocene age, and soils older than the Quaternary are
exceedingly rare The effects of the age of the Earth's geomorphic surfaces on rates
of biogeochemical processes are beginning to be quantitatively understood through
efforts involving geochemists, pedologists, and ecologists These modern, multidisciplinary chronosequence studies illuminate much about how natural landscapes
function, and how these interact with atmospheric and hydrologie realms. However, the face of the planet is being rapidly changed through the combined effects
of agriculture and urbanization, and the Earth is now argued to have entered a new
geological epoch called the Anthropocene (Crutzen, 2002). The combined human
impact on land surfaces during the past few hundred years is as large as that which
occurred during the last global glaciation In the past 150 years, nearly 10 % of the
world's land has been converted to the combined uses of cultivation and pastures,
and 10 % of the world's land has been logged (Houghton, 1999) By 2050, the
global population is projected to grow by another 50%, and "the coming 50 years
are likely to be the final period of rapidly expanding, global human environmental
impacts Future agricultural practices will shape, perhaps irreversibly, the surface
of the Earth, including its species, biogeochemistry, and utility to society" (Tillman et al 2002) Agriculture imparts profound changes on soil processes, including
wholesale physical mixing, addition of water and reactive chemicals, erosion, and
changes in biota From both morphological and biogeochemical perspectives, these
human induced changes in state factors create new soils which begin to undergo
largely unknown and unstudied geochemical trajectories Assuming soil series are
equivalent to biological species, GIS-based analyses of soil diversity has shown
that many soil types in the United State are endangered, and a handful are extinct,
with the percentage of endangered soils in any state being closely tied to the state's
agricultural production value (Amundson et al, 2003) The agricultural soils of
the US, which have been termed "domesticated soils" in an analogy to biological
species, comprise vast newly-configured landscapes which will have pronounced
biogeochemical effects on the region and the planet for centuries to come The
primary societal challenge facing biogeochemists in this century is to redirect a
major part of their efforts to soil processes occurring in the "domesticated" landscapes of the globe, and to develop an integrated understanding of how the rates
of biogeochemical processes in these agricultural and urban landscapes operate
under differing starting substrates (i.e. soils), climates, and management regimes.
Additionally, it is exceedingly important that remaining undisturbed landscapes in
highly impacted regions be preserved for both ecological (biodiversity) and scientific (references site) purposes Specifically, it is important to set aside remaining
undisturbed landscapes across a broad spectrum of climate, geology, and landform

age - rather than restricting these efforts to a few biomes of interest Thus, combined efforts at (1) preserving biogeodiversity (as scientific reference points) and
(2) chronosequence or time series studies of domesticated landscapes, represent
the fundamental societal and scientific challenge for biogeochemists of the critical
zone in the 21 st century.
14-3
2:05 PM R M Lark
Scale Dependence and Complexity in the Spatial Distribution of Soil
Resources.
R. M. Lark. Environmelrics Group. Biomformaiics and Biomalhematics Div.
Rothamsted Research.
In a seminal paper on concepts in pedodiversity McBratney (1992) encouraged
soil scientists to rethink their approach to soil variability. Historically variation
of the soil has been regarded as a problem, the soil scientist wishes to estimate
soil properties at some site or region to aid the landmanager The variations of the
soil at multiple spatial scales make this a difficult task, which requires substantial
sampling effort and sophisticated statistical methods McBratney proposed that this
variation is actually a positive benefit, and hypothesized that "the maintenance of
soil variability is necessary for sustainable soil management" This is a hypothesis, not a dogma, and requires testing McBratney proposed that the geostatistical methods, by then well established as tools for mapping soil variation by Best
Linear Unbiased Prediction (BLUP) from sample data may offer a framework for
the quantitative assessment of soil variation, and so for the testing of hypotheses
about pedodiversity. The contention of this paper is that the geostatistical model
of spatial variation may be too restrictive when our primary interest is in understanding variation, rather than in estimating properties in the presence of variation
In particular geostatistics requires the assumption of statistical stationarity; that is
the variables under study are assumed to be a realization of a stochastic process
of uniform variance. This is not a realistic model of the spatial variation of soil
properties Their variation may change from one part of a landscape to another, and
characterizing this heterogeneity, and its scale dependence is essential for the study
of pedodiversity In this paper I discuss how the wavelet transform can be used to
model scale dependent and non-stationary variation in the soil This technique, and
the insights that it can give, have appeared in the soil science literature (e.g. Lark
& Webster, 1999; Redding et al, 2003; Lark et al., 2004), but are still to be fully
taken up and applied in the study of pedodiversity. 1 shall consider two types of
problem One is the study of functional pedodiversity (McBratney, 1992) where the
spatial variation of a soil process and the soil and landscape features that it reflects
is the focus of interest. Here the example is the emission of trace gases from the
soil in an agricultural landscape This is an important area since increased emissions of greenhouse gases (such as nitrous oxide and ammonia) may result from
efforts to sustain pedodiversity by increasing carbon sequestration in certain environments The second problem is the characterization of what McBratney (1992)
called taxonomie pedodiversity The spatial distribution of soil classes is complex
with components at different spatial scale In some case studies, I shall show how
wavelet analysis can be used to identify such complexity (so identifying where the
taxonomie pedodiversity changes at some scale of generalization) and to identify
the spatial scales and locations in a landscape at which the taxonomie pedodiversity
is reflected by the functional pedodiversity of the soil.

14-4
2:25 PM W. R. Erfland
Pedodiversity and Island Soil Geography: Testing the Driving Forces for
Pedological Assemblages in Archipelagos of Different Origins.
W. R. Effland. USDA/NRCS Soil Survey Division: A. Rodriguez-Rodriguez. Dpto.
Edafologia y Geoiogia. Fac. Biologia; J. J. Ibanez. CIDE.
Although island biodiversity and biological assemblages has been a topic of widespread interest in ecology and conservation biology, soil scientists have conducted
few studies of pedodiversity and pedological assemblages in archipelagos In this
contribution we analyze similarities and differences in the pedosphere for three
archipelagos with different origins: (i) oceanic-shield islands (Hawaiian Islands),
(ii) oceanic-intra-plate chains (Canary Islands), and (iii) non-marine land-bridge
islands with volcanism associated with plate boundary conditions (Aegean Islands)
In the Canary Islands, we also compiled selected biological data (some target biotaxa, number of ecosystems and bioclimatic belts), geological data (number and
extension covered by parent materials with different lithologies), and relief for
further analyses of pedodiversity, climatic diversity, geodiversity and biodiversity
Our pedogeographic analysis of the three archipelagos indicates archipelagos of
varying origins contain different soil assemblages We tested the hypothesis that
soil taxa distributions on island chains can be modeled as a power function similar to the famous Species-Area Relationship (SAR) discussed by McArthur and
Wilson (1962) The SAR functional relationship has been widely corroborated in
numerous biodiversity studies It also occurs in spatial pattern analysis for soil
landscapes or pedological assemblages with similar results obtained for the British Isles It is important to remember that this SAR relationship with the same
exponential value is a core theory, in both biogeography and conservation biology
The Aegean Archipelago consists of several hundred islands and islets Our results
using soil taxa support application of the SAR that corresponds to a power law
with an exponential value of 0 25 In the Canary Islands we obtained a SAR that
conforms to a power law and has a similar exponent value However, the statisti-
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calfitwas less significant than shown tor the former cases, probably because the
data set is small (few islands). In the Canary archipelago, a strong relationship
was obtained between pedodiversity, biodiversity, climate diversity, habitat heterogeneity and relief For the Hawaii archipelago, we did not obtain a statistically
significant relationship because we only studied six islands since soil inventories
are not published for the smallest islands and islets. Overall, the dynamics of the
underlying plate tectonic hot spots may be an important environmental variable
affecting the various diversity types. In the Hawaiian Islands with the 1:250,000
State Soil Geographic (STATSGO) database, a soil chronosequence among the
major islands was clearly observed Island area and pedodiversity are negatively
correlated, whereas island age and pedodiversity exhibit strong positive correlations Older islands are the most pedodiverse, with strongly contrasting soils. They
also have the older, most developed pedotaxa based on the USDA Soil Taxonomy
Soil Order. Suborder and Great Group categories Our analysis also corroborates at
small spatial scales the divergent pedogenesis hypothesis proposed by Phillips for
detailed scales. Conversely, a positive pedodiversity-area relationship was obtained
for the lower hierarchical levels of Soil Families and Soil Series For the intermediate level of Subgroups, relief appears as an important variable to help explain
pedodiversity values. These observations suggest, at a minimum, multiple rationale underlying the categorical concepts of USDA Soil Taxonomy, which has been
applied to the entire United States using STATSGO Pedodiversity values using the
taxonomie categories of Soil Orders, Suborders and Great Groups for the United
States and the Hawaiian Islands do not positively correlate with area. In contrast,
a strong positive correlation was observed for Soil Families and Soil Series with
area in both cases, with the Subgroups intermediate between the highest and lowest
hierarchical categories. We hypothesize that Soil Families and Soil Series categories may represent a classical-typological approach to spatial variability (for some
properties of agronomic interest) when compared to the more abstract and broader
pedotaxa (Soil Orders, Suborders, Great Groups and Subgroups) We further postulate that the conceptual rationale for Soil Families and Soil Series more closely
resembles biogeographical races or ecotypes, in contrast to the other higher hierarchical levels of the USDA Soil Taxonomy. Based on the published literature, this
study may be the first example in which pedologists outlined a theoretical proposal
of "Island pedogeography" consistent with studies in previous decades conducted
by ecologists and conservation biologists. This study illustrates several possibilities for further research in pedodiversity integrating methods from soil geography,
landscape ecology, and spatial pattern analysis.
51A ISGU Soil Older Area and Relative Island Age for the Hawaiian litandl
(Excluding Miscellaneous Areas)
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for different purposes.We derived land versatility by first fitting a fuzzy membership function to each of the suitability score for each land utilization types, e g
production of wheat, cotton, legumes and pasture production and the use of the
land as reserve or parkland:&mucr=e-l.l09Fs (I) where &mucr is the membership grade of the accumulative suitability scores Fs for crop cr. The accumulative
scores are obtained from the summation of all the suitability scores on land characteristics such as, topsoil and subsoil characteristics, drainage, flooding, texture,
stoniness, depth of water penetration, furrow slice CEC, topsoil and subsoil salinity, topsoil and subsoil sodicity (ESP), etc.). The suitability scores are classified
as follows: SI low limitation accumulative score of >27, S2 slight limitation with
accumulative score of 15-27, moderate limitation 5-14 and severe limitation with
an accumulative score of <5. However, we use the fuzzy membership grades are
meant to accommodate the indeterminate boundaries between these classes. Now
to determine the actual land versatility, which we define as the potential suitability
of a particular soil or tract of land to a variety of utilizations, we need to derive an
aggregated membership grade for all of the utilization types. This needs a powerful
aggregation operator Choquet integrals are powerful aggregation operators used
in multi-attribute decision-making models. It extends the usual weighted mean or
averaging that permits the user to express interactions among criteria being aggregated. This could be achieved by means of fuzzy measures or other measures such
us ordinal values But the emphasis in this explanation is based on fuzzy measures.
Let us suppose that X = {xl, ...,xnj is a finite subset, and P(X) be power set of X,
then a fuzzy measure on subset X is a function &mu: (X) —»[0, I] (2)such that the
following conditions are met:
i) &mu(D) ii) A &le B implies &mu(A)&le &mu(B) iii) &mu(A) = 1 (boundary
conditions)
Now suppose that we want to aggregate certain number of criteria on the subset X
such as fuzzified soil quality indicators on individual soil profiles and associated
fuzzy measure, then the Choquet integral of the function f: X —> with respect to R
(the fuzzy measure) is defined by:
Cl&mu (f)=&sum[ttXsub>S(i) - tIXsub>S(i-l))]&mu(AS(i))(3)
Equation (3) can also be denoted as:
&intAfd&mu (4)
Equation (4), the Choquet integral, is actually an expression of linear combination
of the values, with particular sets of weights &mu. It reduces down to weighted
mean when fuzzy set is additive (as in classical probability) such that &mu(AUB)
= &mu(A) + &mu(B)and if &mu(A&PiB) = 0; it also reduces to ordered weighted
averaging (OWA) operator if &mu(A) = &mu(B). The aggregated scores were
mapped into a continuous digital GIS layer for further operations. Now going back
to the core issue of pedodiversity, the functional pedodiversity is calculated as
within-block variance of the aggregated versatility membership grade In comparative terms the higher the variance, the larger the functional diversity of the soil
We further compare the functional pedodiversity with the widely used taxonomie
pedodiversity as measured by abundance and richness of the soil classes grouped
at the family level of the Australian Soil Classification of Isbell (1996) The computed functional pedodiversity provide a new way of looking at the soil in terms
of its agro-ecosystem function. This has the potential to be expanded to include
additional functional properties of the soil.
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2:45 PM 1 O. A. Odeh
Taxonomie and Functional Pedodiversity in Relation to Landscape Variability
and Land Utilization Types.
/. O. A. Odeh. The Unix of Sydney; J. Trianlafilis. The Unix of New South Wales.
The concept of pedodiversity is now widely accepted within the soil science community While the concept emphasizes taxonomie diversity of the soilscape, much
less attention has been paid to other aspects of pedodiversity, especially the methodology for measuring functional pedodiversity f his paper will focus on functional
pedodiversity, vis-ä-vis taxonomie pedodiversity. First the taxonomie pedodiversity of three partitions of the Edgeroi region of New South Wales of Australia were
derived The partitions consist of a) the clay plains to the west, b) the mid-slope
and c) the hilly country One partition, the relatively gentle sloping clay plains is
characterized by low pedodiversity while the hilly country is by far characterized
by high pedodiversity The mid-slope is characterized by medium pedodiversity.
We then determined the functional pedodiversity of each partition measured by
land versatility defined as the potential suitability of a particular soil or tract of land
to a variety of utilizations, such as production of different crops or its utilization
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Where Is All the Charcoal Gone? Structure and Stability of Charred Plant
Residues and Their Role in Refractory Soil Organic Matter Formation.
H. Knicker. Lehrstuhl fuer Bodenkunde. TU-Muenchen: F. J. Gonzalez-Vila. J.
A. Gonzalez-Perez. Inslituto de Recursos Naturales y Agrobiologia. CSIC; G.
Almendros. Centro de Ciencias Medioambienlales, CSIC.
Charcoal, produced during vegetation fires is thought to act as an important sink
within the global C- and N-cycles Estimates of the amounts of char, on the other
hand, showed that production and loss processes are not balanced. Aside from erosion or translocation within the soil profile, in situ degradation may be an underestimated responsible for the obvious char loss The importance of the latter, however, is still a matter of controversial discussions Thus, the intention of the present
contribution is to tacilitate an elucidation of the role of char in soil organic matter
(SOM) formation by supplying a brief synthesis of present knowledge related to
char chemistry and by providing supplementary new data of our own research.
A key factor determining the degradability of compounds is their chemical structure Atomic H/C ratios of various plant-derived, both artificially-produced and
naturally-formed chars demonstrated that under oxic conditions—even after severe
heating—every second to third C remained connected to a proton. This was con-
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firmed by NMR data, suggesting relatively small clusters of less than six aromatic
rings. Formation of large graphitic domains was shown to require more severe coking conditions above 700°C Atomic H/C ratios of <0 3 for coke and soot are in
agreement with such highly condensed structures. Considerable, but often underestimated fractions of plant chars represent f urans and pyrrole-type moieties, produced by dehydrogenation and cyclization of carbohydrates and peptides. Atomic
C/N ratios between 30 and 7 of non-woody chars indicate that N-heteroaromatics
can consume up to 17% and sometimes even 60% of the organic C This demonstrates that aside from "Black Carbon" (BC), "Black Nitrogen" (BN) certainly
needs more attention if a better understanding of SOM stabilization is wanted. The
mentioned structural properties of plant chars may have some major implication
for our understanding of the long-term stability of BC/BN. Compared to common
models claiming char to be composed of mainly graphite-like aromatic domains,
their surfaces is more likely to be microbiologically attacked and oxidized. Such
an attack could explain the quick formation of aromatic carboxyl groups in charred
organic residues observed both in natural settings and during degradation experiments. They may be involved in the stabilization of char by organo-mineral interactions but can also support its colloidal transport into deeper horizons In addition,
they represent attractive sites for further microbial degradation. Long-term recalcitrance of charred plant residues, therefore, may be coupled mostly to anoxic and
oxygen-depleted environments.
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Hydrolyzable Carbohydrate In Tropical Soils Under Adjacent Forest And
Savanna Vegetation In Lamto, Cóte d'lvoire.
H. B. Narco. Univ Polytechnique de Bobo-Dioulasso: M. C. Larre-Larrouy.
Laboraloire Malière Organique des Sols Tropicaux 1RD: C. Feller, Laboraloire
Malière Organique des Sols Tropicaux IRD: L. Ahbadie. Biogeochemislry and
Ecology of continental environment laboratory UMR 7618.
Carbohydrates represent 5 to 25% of the organic matter in soils. They constrain
microbial activities and mineral nutrient production in soil and also reflect the whole
micro-organism community dynamic. The objective of this study was to determine
the contents and composition of hydrolyzable carbohydrates in soils collected in a
forest-savanna mosaic landscape in the region of Lamto (Cote d'lvoire). Capillary
gas chromatography was used to identity and determine carbohydrates in soil profile under four tropical ecosystems: gallery and plateau forests, grass and shrub tree
savannas. Forest soils were higher in organic matter than savanna soils (0.50-2.96%
C v. 0.53-1.22% C). The carbohydrate-C content of soils, expressed as percent of
total soil organic C was low, a likely consequence of the tropical climate that promotes a rapid decomposition of surface plant debris. The carbohydrate-C content
was higher under savanna soils (5-7%) than under forest ones (3-4%). Glucose,
ribose, mannose, xylose and galactose were the 5 most abundant extractable monosaccharides in all soils. Between them, only xylose and ribose are controlled by the
vegetation type. The [(galactose + mannose):(arabinose + xylose)] and [mannose:
xylose] ratios suggested that most of soil sugars derive from microbial biomass.
The large abundance of microbial carbohydrates indicates intense microbial activities in the soil and then, rapid decomposition of soil organic matter favored by the
long wet season, with high temperatures and soil water availability at the site study.
Results suggest clearly that the climate likely controls the amount and composition
of carbohydrates in Lamto soils. Keywords: monosaccharide, soil microorganisms,
soil organic matter, microbial-derived compounds, carbon, nitrogen.
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Carbon Accumulations on Surfaces and Fluxes into Interior Regions of Soil
Aggregates Alter Water Repellency, Bacterial Populations and Aggregate
Stability.
A. Smucker. E. J. Park, Michigan State Univ. E. Jasinska. Institute of Plant
Nutrition and Soil Science: H. Holdaway. F. Dazzo. Michigan Stale Univ: R. Horn.
Institute of Plant Nutrition and Soil Science. CA U Kiel.
Accumulations of more labile Carbon (C) and Nitrogen (N) biopolymers in exterior
regions of macroaggregates promote microbial activities and increase hydrophobic properties at aggregate surfaces. Numerous soil aggregation processes including drying-wetting cycles constantly alter the spatial gradients of ions and soluble
compounds within macro-aggregates. Drying-wetting cycles accumulate greater
concentrations of C and N at the surfaces of macro-aggregates and promote the
inward flux of these compounds for prolonged storage. Consequently water repellency, predominately located at aggregate surfaces can be increased within aggregates, depending on the amounts and the chemical properties of Soluble Organic
C (SOC) generated by different types of crop residues C concentrations in macroaggregates of No illed (NT) were 220% greater than moldboard plowed Conventionally Tilled (CT) for glacially deposited silt loam soils and 160% greater for
silty clay loam soils. Greater C concentrations were observed in the exterior layers
of CT aggregates from these soils but not for NT aggregates with greater intraaggregate porosities. Increased numbers of bacteria were observed in the exterior
regions of macro-aggregates. Concentrations of microorganisms (fungi and bacteria) were also greater in exterior regions of aggregates from luvisols derived from
loess. Carbon contents of macro-aggregates are positively correlated with bacteria
populations, aggregate stability, and intra-aggregate porosities Our results indicate
that natural drying-wetting cycles enhance the internal migration of C into macro-

aggregates and increase the stabilization of intra-aggregate pore networks, promoting the flux of SOC deeper into interiors of macro-aggregates Stable micro-pore
networks increase the retention of carbon with feed-back mechanisms that promote
aggregate stability. Greater knowledge of these unexplored process-level mechanisms will lead to improved soil management practices that enhance the sequestration of C by soils.
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Theory and Evidence of Soil C Saturation using Long-term Agroecosystem
Experiments.
C. Stewart. K. Pauslian. R. Conanl. Natural Resource Ecology Laboratory: A.
Plante. Dept of Biology: J. Six. Dept of Plant Sciences. Univ of California-Davis.
Current estimates of soil C storage potential are based on models or factors that
assumefirst-orderdecomposition kinetics and hence linearity between C input rate
and C stocks at steady-state (See Figure). However, soil C stocks may be inherently limited by physicochemical soil characteristics such as texture and structure,
which define a whole-soil C saturation limit (See Figure). Direct corollaries of a
whole-soil C saturation concept are that the further a soil is from saturation, (i.e.,
the greater the saturation deficit (sd; See Figure)), the greater its capacity to sequester added C and as a soil approaches saturation, the rate of SOC accumulation
decreases due to a smaller saturation deficit. We used long-term agroecosystem
data to I) compare two C saturation models (i.e. a one pool model and a two pool
model) to the standard first-order linear model and 2) ascertain the effect of saturation deficit on soil C accumulation Within a given site there was little additional
support for C saturation models over the linear model due to small sample size
and strictness of our model selection methods. However, across all sites, the one
pool C saturation model had the best fit and therefore corroborates the C saturation
concept. We also suggest that disturbed (e.g. tilled) soils may approach an effective
stabilization capacity that is influenced by saturation dynamics, but disturbed soils
cannot obtain a true C saturation limit due to increased C losses through decomposition. The ratio of no-till to conventional-till SOC across increasing soil C contents
decreased log-normally, suggesting that C saturation deficit influences the rate of
soil C stabilization in no-till systems. This trend was evident in both temperate and
tropical soils, although the tropical sites had a steeper decline. The latter is probably due to the dominance of more weathered minerals with a lower C stabilization capacity. The true soil C saturation level of a soil may be of small practical
importance, as large organic C inputs must be maintained over long time periods
to sequester a significant amount of C. Of more practical interest is the behavior of
soils as they approach their effective stabilization capacity as well as the influence
of C saturation deficit on SOC accumulation in non-saturated soils. We conclude
that SOC sequestration rates may be overestimated by models with kinetics that
yield linearity between C inputs and C stocks at steady-state.
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Carbon Sequestration in Soils of the Mississippi Valley Loess Plains.
P. Gale. R. Joost. M Goddard. K. Smith. Univ ofTenneessee at Martin.
The deep loess soils of the Mississippi Valley Loess Plains provide a unique environment in which both climate and parent material are constants in soil development Under these conditions land use and management, topography and time
become the driving factors for carbon sequestration. Previous studies have shown
that carbon stored in the soil as organic matter is of greater global significance
than that stored as standing biomass. An understanding of the impact of land use
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on carbon sequestration can be used to develop management recommendations to
enhance carbon storage. This information can also be used to develop predictive
models that can form the foundation of valuation tools for application of a carbon
credit program in the region. The objectives of the current study were to investigate
the effect of land use on carbon storage, as Soil Organic Matter (SOM), and to
develop a carbon budget for this ecosystem. Surface soil samples were collected
from a variety of land uses throughout the region and analyzed for total soil organic
matter and labile or reactive soil organic matter pools Total soil organic matter was
determined using both total combustion (CNS analyzer) and partial combustion
(loss on ignition) techniques. Labile carbon pools were evaluated using both incubations and mild chemical oxidation techniques Preliminary evaluation of the data
indicated that upland landscape positions (46.7 ± 16.4 gSOM kg ' soil) had significantly higher soil organic matter levels than alluvial landscape positions (16.5 ± 4.5
g SOM kg' soil). However, it was further noted that the alluvial locations sampled
were also more intensely cultivated and it is suspected that further sampling and
data analysis will allow us to qualify this difference Our results have also indicated
that time of year was not a significant factor in amassing soil organic matter. An
expected flush of labile carbon through the landscape following crop senescence
was not observed This has left land-use and management as the most significant
aspects contributing to soil organic matter levels, with native vegetation providing
the highest levels of soil organic matter accumulation Data collected from a plant
succession study showed an increase in soil organic matter levels of 4.5 g kg' yr'
(r3=0.95) during the first 5 years following elimination of pasture maintenance
The carbon budget being developed considers standing biomass, labile and recalcitrant soil organic matter pools This carbon budget indicates that there is potential
for annual storage of 5 Mg C ha"' as organic matter in these soils With cropland
accounting for greater than fifty percent of farmland in this region, increasing carbon sequestration through land use modification can be significant.
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Long-term Soil Organic Matter Dynamics in Cultivated Soils in Zimbabwe.
S. Zingore, TSBF-CIAT Zimbabwe; K. E. Giller, Production Systems, Dept of'Plant
Sciences. Wageningen Univ.
Long-term changes in soil organic carbon and nitrogen were measured after woodland clearance for smallholder farming or for commercial farming. The contents of
organic carbon and nitrogen in soil under reference woodlands were largest (53.3
t C ha', 4.88 t N ha ') in a red clay soil (50% clay and silt), followed by a granitic
sand (I2%clay and silt; 22.8 t C ha', 1.471N ha ')and least (19.5 t C ha',0.88 t N
ha'1) in a Kalahari sand (5% clay and silt) Organic carbon declined rapidly under
cultivation to attain new equilibria within 10 years on all smallholdings Greatest
losses occurred in soils that initially contained most carbon and nitrogen in the
order: red clay (22.41C ha ' and 1.01N ha ') > granitic sand (13.21C ha' and 0.81
N ha-')> Kalahari sand (10.6 tC ha'1 and 0.5 tN ha"'). On the clay soil, commercial
farming with intensive use of mineral fertilizers and incorporation of maize stover
led to more gradual decline: at equilibrium, contents of carbon and nitrogen were
15 t C ha'1 and 1.7 t N ha'1 greater than on smallholdings with similar soil and climate. In the Kalahari sand the 8"C of organic C remained constant after woodland
clearance, and maize contributed less than 10% of the total C even after 55 years.
The delta;;"C signature increased slightly with increasing duration of cultivation
by smallholders in the granitic sands and red clay soil where maize contributed
29% and 35% of the C at equilibrium Under more productive commercial farming, the carbon derived from maize accounted for 50% of the total after 10 years
of cultivation and 67% at equilibrium. The persistence of woodland carbon in the
sandy soil is attributed to chemical stabilization resulting from large concentrations
of lignin and polyphenols in the tree litter, or as charcoal.
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A Non-Compartment Approach to the Modeling of Carbon Cycle in Soils.
Y. Feng. Univ ofAlberta; X. Li. Alberta Research Council.
Decomposition of SOC occurs over time scales that span 6 orders of magnitude,
ranging from days for the decomposition of readily available soluble substrates
to >I000 years for the humification and storage of the most stable forms of SOC
SOC is a complex mix of constituents with widely different chemical and physical
characteristics Most current models of SOC dynamics are "compartment models"
that divide the total SOC into various conceptually homogeneous pools with different decomposition rates. Stabilization of SÓC is described by flow of SOC among
different pools during decomposition There are several serious shortfalls of these
models Firstly, there is no firm connection among the conceptual homogeneous
pools in the models and the measurable fractions of the SOC Secondly, one can not
identify a set of experiments that will, at least conceptually, uniquely determine all
of the required parameters Thirdly, the construction of the pools and the associated
kinetic parameters are not unique: for any compartment model there can be infinitely other models with different kinetic parameters that produce identical predictions The difficulties with compartment models can be avoided if one is willing to
give up the first order decomposition equation and accept the fact that any identifiable fraction of SOC is kinetically complex We have developed a continuous, noncompartment model of SOC dynamics based on the examination of fundamental
processes of soil SOC cycle. The model and the parameters are based entirely on
the observable characteristics of the SOC processes A set of experiments is identified that, at least conceptually, uniquely determines all model parameters The
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model can be applied either to the SOC as a whole, or to any identifiable fraction of
the SOC. The performance of the model is illustrated by its ability to describe soil
organic carbon processes over a broad span of time scales and by comparison with
available experimental observations
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Multidimensional Characterization of Soil Carbon Pools Using Stable Isotope
and Quadrupole Mass Spectrometry Coupled to Thermal Analysis.
D. A. C. Manning. E. Lopez-Capel. M. White, School of Civil Engineering and
Geosciences, Univ ofNewcastle.
Our understanding of the turnover of soil carbon and how soil carbon pools interact
with the atmosphere (hence influence atmospheric CO,) is fundamental to soil management and its consequences for environmental change. Modeling of soil carbon
depends on reliable and meaningful characterization and quantification of both soil
organic matter and carbonate/oxalate minerals within soil. Thermal analysis is ideal
for this task, as different C hosts decompose thermally at different temperatures
in a heating cycle. Relatively labile aliphatic-dominant material (e.g. cellulose)
decomposes in "air" (80% He or N,, 20% O,) between 300 and 350°C, whereas
material containing an increasing proportion of aromatic C (e.g. lignin) decomposes between 400 and 650°C (Lopez-Capel et al 2005a). 'Black' carbon can be
investigated using this technique. Charcoals, produced strictly by combustion,
show no thermal activity (apart from loss of, for example, absorbed water) until the
heating experiment has reached the temperature at which they formed. Similarly,
coals and soots can be distinguished using their different thermal decomposition
characteristics. In addition, thermal analysis readily distinguishes carbonate minerals (calcite decomposes at 700-800°C) and oxalate minerals (multiple step decomposition; 150-600°C). Importantly, this technique involves no chemical separation,
and is unique in its ability to 'see' all of the carbon within a single sample. We have
extended the technique by coupling a thermal analysis system to (a) an isotope ratio
mass spectrometer and (b) a quadrupole mass spectrometer. This provides the capability of simultaneous determination for discrete bulk components of composite
soil organic matter samples of: (1) mass loss, (2) C isotope ratio and (3) evolved gas
molecular composition. We are now able to distinguish relative contributions made
to discrete SOM pools of carbon from, for example, C3 and C4 plant inputs (Lopez
Capel et al., 2005b). To illustrate this, in an experiment using dung from cattle fed
on separate C3 and C4 diets, increased contributions of dung-derived C (S13C „g
= -25.7%o for C3 dung and -15.4%o for C4 dung) to the refractory pool could be
quantified using the thermal analysis system. Evolved gas analysis also showed that
nitrogen is principally associated with more refractory components in this system,
implying a slower turnover than for C. Similarly, the fungal degradation of wheat
straw (Lopez-Capel et af, in press) shows initial isotopic heterogeneity consistent with its plant origins (8"Cv pD]) = -23.8 %o for cellulosic material, -26.1 %o for
ligninic material), and becomes homogenous with heavier 8"C values (-21.0 %o)
as lignin is preferentially degraded by fungal growth. In this case, the behaviour
of N is initially dominated by decomposition of aliphatic N within the cellulosic
component, but that with increasing fungal degradation it is the ligninic component
that contributes N to evolved gases, derived presumably from pyrrolic and related
N groups produced during soil degradation through condensation reactions. Thus
N shows contrasting behavior as fungal degradation proceeds. Overall, the use
of thermal analysis coupled to quadrupole and stable isotope mass spectrometry
appears to have considerable potential for the characterization of discrete carbon
pools that are amenable to the modeling of carbon turnover within soil systems.
It has the particular advantage that chemical procedures are not needed in sample
preparation, allowing internally consistent data to be collected for different organic
matter bulk types and intimately intergrown carbonate/oxalate minerals.
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Application of Off-Line TMAH-GC/MS for Characterizing Soil Organic
Matter and Organic Amendments.
C. R. Schefe. Rutherglen Centre. Dept of Primary Industries: A. F. Patti. Centre
for Green Chemistry and School ofApplied Sciences and Engineering; A. Piccolo.
Dpto di Scienze del Suolo. delta Pianta e dell'Ambiente. Univ di Napoli; R. S
paccini. Dpto di Scienze del Suolo, della Pianta e dell 'Ambiente. Univ di Napoli;
W. R. Jackson. Centre for Green Chemistry, Monash Univ.
The characterization of soil organic matter and organic amendments is a field
of study that is continually evolving with the development of new technologies
Among the suite of techniques currently in use, pyrolysis-Gas Chromatography
(GC)/Mass Spectroscopy (MS) is often used to provide structural information about
soil organic matter. Thermochemolysis in the presence of TMAH (tetramethylammonium hydroxide) is now commonly used to study soil organic matter and humic
substance sub-components ofthat organic matter 1,2. This methodology provides
additional information by converting polar products to less polar derivatives that
can be easily separated by GC (referred to as TMAH-GC/MS) A recent variation
using the TMAH approach, is to utilise an off-line tube furnace for the pyrolysis and
subsequently capture the compounds evolved by sweeping them with argon, into
traps containing a suitable organic solvent The solution can then be concentrated
and injected into a GC An advantage of this "off-line" TMAH-GC/MS method
over conventional pyrolysis techniques is that a larger quantity of material can be
used (up to 0 5 g), thus producing a greater concentration of volatile compounds

for chromatographic detection. This study investigated the effect of incubation
time on different organic materials when incubated in isolation or as amendments
added to an agricultural soil. The organic materials were of significantly different
composition. CPMAS 13C NMR results showed that a composted vegetable waste
material ("compost") was predominantly carbohydrate-based, whilst a humified
lignite ("lignite") was higher in aromatic and aliphatic material but contained no
carbohydrates. The compositional differences between the "compost" and "lignite"
were observed in the TMAH-GC/MS results, which identified a greater functional
diversity in the "compost" material than the "lignite". The variety of compounds
detected in the "compost" was predominantly due to the heterogeneity of the source
material However, the microbial contribution to the detectable compounds was
increasingly evident after the "compost" had undergone a period of aerobic incubation Although the "lignite" was considered to be relatively inert, TMAH-GC/
MS demonstrated that incubation in soil resulted in a depletion of some classes of
detectable compounds, both in relative abundance and diversify. This study showed
that for a soil of relatively low carbon content (1.3%), the off-line TMAH-GC/MS
method enabled the ready identification of a number of the structural units of soil
organic matter and organic amendments, including alkanes, alkenes, alcohols, fatty
acids aromatic acids and phenols. A comparison with conventional TMAH/pyrolysis treatment of the same samples gave fewer detectable compounds. This study has
demonstrated that the off-line TMAH/pyrolysis/GC/MS technique has application
over a range of materials, allowing the determination of structural features of low
carbon content agricultural soils and monitoring of changes in that carbon content

contents of alkyl C, carbohydrate C, amide N, and phenolic components originated
from lignin residue However, it is unknown how long it takes to increase the degree
of humification in soil. In the present study, humic acids obtained from two buried
volcanic ash soils, Ts-8 (I645±29 years before present (yBP); Niigata Prefecture,
Japan) and Yu-2 (701 ±34 yBP; Shizuoka Prefecture, Japan), were fractionated into
seven or eight sub-fractions with different degrees of humification, and their l4C
ages were determined. Step-wise precipitation method with acetone-0 01 M NaOH
solutions was used for fractionation. Humic acids precipitated at a lower acetone
concentration showed a higher degree of humification. The l4C age was also older
for the sub-fractions precipitated at lower acetone concentrations. Significant correlations between the l4C age and A jC or \og{A JA ) were observed in each
soil, indicating that the degree of humification increased with the passage of time
and that the humic acids with higher degrees of humification were more resistant in
soil. The ,4C age of the Ts-8 humic acid sub-fractions ranged between 1321-1745
yBP, and that of the Yu-2 humic acid sub-fractions ranged between 524-914 yBP
Since the degree of humification of those sub-fractions covered over the range of
the reported values for humic acids in various soils, it was estimated to take for 400
years to reach the most stable structure. Although l4C age differed largely between
the two soils, years required to increase the degree of humification were similar to
each other. These findings suggested the possibility of estimating the mean age and
stability of humic acids based on the degree of humification
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lsotopic Investigations into the Role of Aggregate Hierarchy in Stabilizing Soil

Dioxide in Soil.

Organic Carbon.

J. Jastrow, Argonne National Laboratory; J. Six. Dept of Plant Sciences, Unix of
California-Davis.
Soil aggregates play an important role in the stabilization of soil organic matter. The intimate associations of decomposing organic matter with soil minerals
in aggregates may enable more residues to enter into protected organomineral
associations with longer residence times. We used increasing disruptive energy to
physically fractionate particulate- and mineral-associated organic matter according to the hierarchical organization of soil aggregate structure (within microaggregates, within macroaggregates but outside microaggregates, and unaggregated). In
addition, silt- and clay-sized mineral-associated fractions from each location were
acid hydrolyzed to isolate chemically resistant carbon from more labile carbon
We evaluated the role that aggregate hierarchy plays in the storage and turnover of
carbon by using the natural abundance of stable carbon isotopes following a switch
from C4 to C3 grassland on a silt loam in Kansas, USA. Sixty-two years after the
switch, soil carbon stocks had changed only slightly, and most fractions showed
little or no difference in carbon content between the two sites, providing nearequilibrium conditions. About 55-60% of particulate organic matter was macroaggregate-protected but located outside microaggregates, and all particulate organic
matter was essentially C3-derived. However, both the amounts and residence times
of carbon in silt- and clay-sized fractions differed depending on location within the
soil's aggregate hierarchy. Microaggregates afforded greater protection for old C4derived mineral-associated carbon than other locations, and acid-resistant silt- and
clay-associated carbon in microaggregates exhibited the longest residence times.
However, new mineral-associated carbon also accumulated more within microaggregates, demonstrating that acid resistant silt- and clay-associated carbon pools
in microaggregates contain both very stable and relatively young organic matter
Thus, microaggregates appear to contribute to both the protection of old mineralassociated carbon and the creation of new organomineral associations, suggesting that the stabilization of mineral-associated carbon results from an interaction
between physical and chemical protection mechanisms
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O. M. Dilly
Humus Accumulation, Microbiological Indicators and Respired Carbon
O. M. Dilly, Lehrstuhl für Bodenschutz und Rekultivierung, Brandenburgische
Technische Universität.
The Sequestration of carbon in soil humus is given great attention during the last
years as this represents a mitigation strategy for removing radiative forcing carbon
dioxide from the atmosphere (Lal et al., 2004). For the analysis of C sequestration
in soil, the precise estimations of soil carbon stocks, of the resistant and readily
available pools, the carbon dioxide release and primary productivity need to be
combined which can vary due to heat and drought (Ciais et al., 2005). On the other
hand, microbiological methods including respirometry are used for assessing soil
quality in research, monitoring and routine analysis in European countries (Bloem
et al., 2005). These biological indicators contributed to the understanding of soil
carbon sequestration in young coastal soils in Germany where both C sequestration and soil respiratory activity were high (Dilly et al., 2005). Soil respiration can
be estimated on the use of carbon dioxide evolution and oxygen uptake which is
defined as respiratory quotient. The two measures may vary significantly dependent
the substrate being readily available (Dilly 2001; 2003). The analysis of respired
carbon dioxide indicated priming effects which occurred mainly after the addition
of readily available carbon (Zyakun and Dilly, 2005) The presentation will give
insights on the use of microbial indicators and mass spectrometry of carbon dioxide
when dealing with humus accumulation in agricultural and forest soils.
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Evaluating the Microbial Role in Soil Carbon Dynamics Using Markov Chain
Analysis.
C. Liang. G. Cheng. T. Baiser. Univ ofWisconsin-Madison.
Although the carbon in their biomass is only a small fraction of the soil total, microorganisms can drive carbon stabilization by their intense activity and relatively
short-term turnover Application of modern techniques indicates a far greater role
for incorporation of microbial biomass into soil stable carbon pools (via microbial
byproducts and senesced microbial biomass) than previously believed. However,
the microbial role in soil carbon dynamics is poorly understood PhosphoLipid
Fatty Acid (PLFA) and Amino Sugars (AS) are, separately, suitable as biomarkers
for soil microbial living biomass and microbial necromass (including minor living
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cells). In addition, we can find conversion factors from both cell membrane PLFA,
Estimation of Time Required for Progress of llumification in Soil Using AMS
and cell wall AS to actual microbial biomass In this research, we define carbon
Radiocarbon Dating Technique.
transformation as a function of three microbial states: living biomass, necromass,
A. Watanabe. M. Takada. M. Jokura. Graduate School of Bioagricultural Sciences, and removed from the microbial regime We propose using absorbing Markov
Nagoya Unix; A. Ikeda, T. Nakamura, Centerfor Chronological Research, Nagoya Chain for describing the dynamics of soil carbon transformation among the three
Univ.
states. Using the transition matrix in absorbing Markov Chain system, we could
predict the situation after fixed steps and calculate expected number of steps to
Soil Organic Matter (SOM) is one of major C pools in biosphere, which play a key
absorption.
This can tell us how initial carbon will be distributed among the three
role in geochemical C cycle related directly to global warming and in maintenance
states after the specific time, and also how long it will take for the entire initial carof soil fertility To understand the dynamics of SOM, the relationship between the
bon to move out of the microbial processing regime This Markov Chain portrayal
stability and chemical structure is essential information Although it is generally
is a unique approach that will substantially increase our understanding of microbial
thought that humic substances are non-labile, humic substances have various chemrole in carbon dynamics in soils
ical structures, consequently their degradation rates are also various Initial humic
substances may become refractory by losing their aliphatic moieties while polymerization-condensation and oxidation progress during a long period. Humic acids
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are a major fraction of humic substances that account for several to 40% of total
Effects of Mass Spectroscopic Parameters on Electrospray Ionization Mass
SOM The stability of humic acids has been considered to increase with increasing
Spectra of Size-Fractions from a Soil Humic Acid.
degree of humification, which is frequently evaluated from variables expressing the
degree of darkening, such as AHJC (absorbance at 600 nm per mg C mL"1 in 0.1 M
A. Piccolo. Dpto di Scienze delSuolo. delta Pianta. e dell'Ambiente; M. Spiteller.
NaOH) and log(Am/Aml) (logarithmic value of the ratio of absorbances at 400 and
INFU-lnstitut für Umweltforschung.
600 nm) It has been found that the higher degrees of humification corresponded to
Size-fractions from a soil humic acid were separated by preparative Size-Exclusion
the higher contents of aromatic C and N as well as carboxyl groups and the smaller
Chromatography (SEC), desalted and concentrated by ultrafiltration and vacuum
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centrifugation. The structural associations of these size-fractions were assumed
to be less altered than those subjected to freeze-drying processes and were used
by direct infusion to compare the molecular mass distribution by both APCI- and
ESI-MS in negative mode. The weight- (Mw) and number-averaged (Mn) molecular weight obtained by ESI-MS was invariably larger than by APCI-MS for all
size-fractions, thereby indicating that electrospray ionization is more efficient than
atmospheric pressure chemical ionization to evaluate the molecular mass distribution of humic samples. No substantial difference were observed when the concentration and pH of the unfreeze-dried humic size-fractions were varied The negative
mode was applied to assess the effect of cone voltage from -20 to -60 V on electrospray ionization of the humic size-fractions further separated through an on-line
SIX' column The resulting mass spectra and Mw and Mn values suggested that
the variation of cone voltage in ESI-MS affects more the ionisation potential of
the associated humic molecules in solution rather than their fragmentation. These
findings agree with previous observations which indicated a limitation of electrospray ionization in providing consistent mass detection for a complex mixture of
heterogeneous humic molecules, especially when they are aggregated by a freezedrying process
15-15
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E. Matzner
Evaluation of Carbon Stabilization in Soils: A Conceptual Model Approach.
M. v. Lillzow, I. Kögel-Knabner. Technische Unix München. Lehrstuhl für
Bodenkunde: E. Malzner. Lehrstuhl für Bodenökologie. Unix Bayreuth: K.
Ekschmitt. Justus Liebig Unix dessen: G. Guggenberger Unix Halle: H. Flessa.
Unix Göttingen: B. Marschner. Ruhr Unix: B. Ludwig. Unix Kassel.
Mechanisms for C stabilization in soils have received much interest recently due
to their relevance in the global C cycle. The mechanisms for C stabilization in
soils are still not well understood and the ultimate potential for C stabilization in
soils is unknown Current soil OM turnover models are not fully process-orientated and thus the simulation of ecosystem response to environmental changes like
management and the impact of changing climate still is difficult. We developed a
conceptual model that integrates recent findings and a range of concepts of stabilization mechanisms especially within the passive pool that are described in the
literature The evaluation of stabilization mechanisms is demonstrated by regarding data of pool sizes and turnover times (l4C) of operational soil OM fractions in
relation to total soil OM and by linking environmental conditions for processes in
pedogenesis to stabilization processes. In different soil horizons only a few key
stabilization mechanisms are operative and this knowledge is important to exclude
alternative interpretations for the evaluation of composite fractions Fractionation
concepts include: Light fraction (LF <1.6 g cm') that is controlled by recalcitrance
& aggregation; demineralisation with hydrofluoric acid (HF): I IF insoluble OM
that is also controlled by recalcitrance & spatial accessibility; Dense fraction (DF
>l 6 g cm"•') and HF soluble fraction as mineral associated fractions; OM resistant
to hydrogen peroxide oxidation (H,0,) to describe spatial inaccessible OM Results
are demonstrated for a Dystric Cambisol soil from Germany. The analyses show
that in the A-horizon stabilization of OM within the active and intermediate pool
is dominated by selective preservation and resynthesis and occlusion in aggregates
while the relevance of organo-mineral interaction is low In B- and C-horizons the
importance of organo-mineral interactions increases and is in the time frame of
the passive pool pH 4.3-1 0 in B- and C-horizons is optimal for ligand exchange
Highest amounts of pedogenic oxides are found in the Bw-horizon The pool size
of not mineral-associated fractions decreases in subsoils (HF insoluble fraction and
LF) while in the case of the HF-insoluble fraction this not mineral-associated fraction is even older than the mineral associated HF-soluble fraction The fraction of
OM resistant to H,0,-oxidation increases with increasing soil depth The results of
HF-demineralisatfon and H,0,-oxidation demonstrate the increasing importance of
spatial inaccessibility for the stabilization of OM within the passive pool in subsoils Changes of the relevance of different stabilizing mechanisms in dependence
of soil forming factors are discussed and must be considered in new soil specific
model structures.
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R. Drijber
Do Temperature-Driven Shifts in Microbial Community
Facilitate Decay of Recalcitrant Organic Matter?.
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Y. Kuzyakov
Three Carbon Sources in Soil Food Webs of Different Complexity Revealed by
I4< Labelling and I3C Natural Abundance.
Y. Kuzyakox. Unix of Hohenheim: A. Ruf Unix of Bremen: O. Lopatoxskaya. Stale
Pedagogical Unix of Irkutsk.
Soil food webs are mainly based on three primary Carbon (C) sources: root exudates, litter, and recalcitrant Soil Organic Matter (SOM). These C sources differ in
their availability and accessibility to soil organisms, which could lead to different
pathways in soil food webs The presence of three C isotopes (I2C, 13C and I4C)
offers a unique opportunity to trace all three C sources in one study In a microcosm
experiment we investigated the effect of food web complexity on the utilization of
these three carbon sources, which originated from i) rhizodeposition of living plant
- corn (C4 signature), ii) litter of Lolium perenne (C3 signature, but labeled with
14C) and iii) SOM originated from C3 vegetation Four levels of food web complexity were investigated. The simplest food web included autochthonous microorganisms only. The most complex food web consisted of autochthonous microorganisms, nematodes, collembolan, predatory mites, endogeic and anecic earthworms.
Corn growing on soil developed under C3 vegetation and the application of 14C
labeled ryegrass shoots as a litter layer allowed tracing of all three C sources in soil,
C02 efflux and different groups of organisms. The presence of living plants and
litter had a major influence on C pathways, much more than food web complexity
Growing plants or litter added to the soil surface increased total C02 efflux by
nearly 3 times Compared to the control with SOM as the sole C source, six and
three times higher microbial biomass (fumigation - extraction) was measured in
the living plant and litter treatments respectively Anecic earthworms, Lumbricus
terrestris, in the most complex food web enhanced C02 efflux and plant growth
Living plants promote the growth of microbial biomass near the soil surface. Both
the presence of litter and of anecic earthworms had positive effects on above
ground shoot dry weight. Neither nematodes, nor microarthropods, nor endogeic
earthworms had effects on C02 efflux, on microbial biomass, or on shoot biomass
Without plants, 71% of the added I4C labelled litter were mineralized to C02
after 30 days, whereas in the presence of living plants only 33% of the added litter
were mineralized to C02 Rhizodeposition promoted incorporation of 14C from
litter into microbial biomass by six times (5% and 30% of 14C input without and
with plants, respectively) and increased incorporation of litter C (14C) into SOM
The significant decrease of dl 3C value of microbial biomass, nematodes (for 1 8%o
after 30 days) and predatory mytes (for 1 6%o) in the presence of living corn plants
showed that rhizodeposits as a C source were passed through rhizosphere microorganisms to the predator level (at least to the third trophic level). The changes
of dl3C value decreased with each next trophic level, showing slower turnover
rates of predators compared to primary consumers The changes of dl3C value of
SOM and of Lumbricus terrestris after 30 days were not significant We conclude
that besides anecic earthworms, living plants were the main modifiers of the food
web and strongly affected the C flows 1) directly: by additional C source and 2)
indirectly: by modification of the existing C flows within the food web including
decomposition of the litter already present and C02 efflux from the soil The promising approach of coupling 13C natural abundance with 14C pulse labelling snowed
many advantages for simultaneous tracing of three C sources through the food web
from primary producers up to predator levels

Composition

R. Drijber. D. Carter. Unix of Nebraska. Dept of Agronomy and Horticulture: R.
Conant. Natural Resource Ecology Lab: A. Plante. Villanoxa Unix: E. Paul. Natural
Resource Ecology Lab: M. Steinweg. M. Haddix. Natural Resource Ecology Lab.
Recent research suggests that increased decomposition rates increase with increasing temperate by enabling decomposers to metabolize more recalcitrant organic
matter rather than by increasing the decomposition rate of labile material. More
complex, less energy-rich substrates may become more amenable to decomposition, but not all microbes are capable of breaking down low-energy compounds
Thus, an important corollary hypothesis is that the abundance of microbes able to
decompose more recalcitrant organic matter increases with increasing temperature
We tested this hypothesis using three methods First, we assessed microbial community composition using Fatty Acid Methyl Ester (FAME) profiling for soils collected across a series of grassland and cultivated sites with widely varying Mean
Annual Temperatures (MAT) Second, we incubated those soils at different temperatures (5, 15, 25, and 35°C) and characterized impacts on decomposition rates and
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microbial community composition after 30 and 60 days. Finally, we incubated soils
under a given temperature for 150 days and then bumped the temperature 10°C for
the subsequent 60 days, assessing microbial community composition before, during, and after the temperature bumps. Our preliminary data support prior research
that total microbial biomass declines as MAT increases, corresponding to lower
soil organic matter contents, reduced protection mechanisms for soil microorganisms, and increased decomposition rates Regardless of MAT, microbial biomass
was lower in disturbed versus native grassland sites Changes in soil microbial
community composition and isotopic signatures will be discussed in light of our
hypothesis Results from this research will provide insight into soil organic matter
stability under pressures from global warming. Furthermore, it will direct future
research on microbial adaptations to global temperature change.
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H Bahri

Mineralization, Solubilization and Biomass Incorporation of "(' -Labelled
I ignin Incubated with Soil under Laboratory Conditions.

H. Bahri. M. F. Dignac. C. Rumpel. D. P. Rasse. UMR Biogeochimie des Milieux
Continentaux: C. Lapierre. UMR Chi mie Biolog ique INRA-1NAPG: G. Bardoux.
UMR Biogeochimie des Milieux Continentaux: A. Mariotli. C Chenu. UMR
Biogeochimie des Milieux Continentaux.
Chemical recalcitrance of specific molecules is one of the factors governing
organic matter stabilization in soils Little is known about the relationship between
the chemical nature and the dynamics of soil organic matter at the long-term scale
Lignin molecules arc abundant in plant tissues and are generally considered as
slowly biodegradable in soils In a previous study, using compound specific isotopic tracer techniques applied to agricultural lands converted from C3 to C4 cropping, we showed that lignin turnover was faster than that of total organic carbon.
Lignin dynamics was well described by a two-pool model, distinguishing lignins in
fresh plant residues and those more closely associated to the soil matrix These two

Q-

pools may be transformed into non-Iignin products, which includes CO,, microbial biomass and chemical substances, which are no longer recognized as lignin
derivatives. The aim of the present work was to study the nature and dynamics of
these non lignin products formed during lignin degradation in a laboratory incubation of "C-labelled lignin with soil Maize plants were grown for I month under
" C enriched CO, The lignins of leaves and stems were isolated after treatment
with cellulolytic enzymes and solubilization in dioxane:water (1:9) The Milled
Maize Lignin (MML) obtained had a l ! C abundance of 1 4 % Solid-state " C NMR
spectroscopy of MML before analysis showed that the isolation method produces
a lignin-cellulose complex, as indicated by the presence of some polysaccharides
(the 60-115 ppm region represented about 40 % of total C of isolated lignins).
Lignins were incubated with soil (1 mg lignin/g soil) at 20°C in sealed glass jars
and analyzed after 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 and 48 weeks A control sample was incubated
without lignin We monitored the mineralization, solubilization and incorporation
in the microbial biomass of lignin C by measuring " C enrichments in respired CO,,
water-soluble fractions, and fumigated biomass, respectively. Lignins remaining in
incubated soils were quantified by CuO oxidation and the "C contents of vanillyl,
syringyl and cinnamyl units (VSC) were measured. After 4 months, 3% of the "C
of the labelled lignin was mineralized This mineralization rate was less than that
found by Martin and Haider (1979) for DHP lignins but more than the 5% per year
found in situ by Dignac et al (2005) Less than 0.5% of incubated lignin C was
water soluble and 0 5 % was incorporated into the soil microbial biomass The
main part (96%) of incubated M M L remained in soil. We used compound-specific
isotopic analysis of the CuO oxidation products and pyrolysis analysis to estimate
the proportion of intact lignins remaining in the soil.
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W Yu
The Relation between the Content of Organic Phosphorus and Latitude in
Northeast China Phaeozem.

W. Yu. S. Zhao, Institute ofApplied Ecology.
Top phaeozem samples were collected from Nenjing County (in Heilongjiang Province) to Changtu County (in Liaoning Province) in Northeast China every 6 km by
using global position system (GPS) and analyzed for their chemical and physical
The results show that the content of organic phosphorus was significantly correlated
with latitude (p<0 01). The total phosphorus and inorganic to organic phosphorus
(PO/Pi) ratio were also significantly correlated with latitude (/J<0.01). The correlation coefficient were 0 7682 (Organic P), 0.6785 (Total P) and 0 600 (inorganic P),
respectively The organic phosphorus was also correlated with organic carbon and
total nitrogen (/KOOI), with correlation coefficient of 0 8945 and 0.9275, respectively. Since inorganic phosphorus content was not correlated with latitude (r2=0.07)
and the content of organic phosphorus and total phosphorus was significantly correlated (p<0.01, r=0 8370), it is reasonable to hypothesize that organic phosphorus can
play an important role in the spatial differentiation of total phosphorus and the PO/Pi
ratio Probably, the causes of this spatial differentiation were the effects of climate
and reclamation variations along the North-south transect
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Decision support tools and technologies to assess and reverse land degradation
in tropical savanna and hillside agroecosystems of Latin America.

and policy efforts The Centra lnternacional de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT), and
its research for development partners in Latin America are fostering the combination of improved information, dialogue, technology and management into decision
support systems/tools to combat land degradation in tropical savanna and hillside
agroecosystems A set of land condition indicators of land degradation at multiple
scales (eg farm to national) for improved decision-making at associated levels
(e.g. farmers to ministries) have been developed as entry-points for communities to
diagnose the dynamics of land degradation In this paper we present the progress
made on the development of these tools Examples are presented on the potential
usefulness of local indicators of soil quality for farmers to assess the condition of
their own soil using parameters that are not only relevant for them but also meaningful for the scientific community. Advanced remote sensing techniques based on
multi-temporal satellite imagery and terrain model analysis generate broad-scale
accurate information of land, vegetation and soil conditions. A land-use planning
tool for the Colombian savannas known as "GEOSOIL" has been developed This
tool allows decision-makers to store, consult and process soil data at several scales
of resolution (plot, farm, community and country) and to make land use decisions
We have also developed a decision tree for taken better decisions on land use for
different agricultural systems, and developed the concept of building up an arable
layer on poor infertile Oxisols to enhance soil productivity and sustainability, however, improvement in the capacity building of stakeholders in land quality monitoring is needed for adoption of this new technologies that lead to improve soil conditions for plant growth and to rehabilitated already degraded soils
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1:45 PM H Eswaran

Land Degradation: An Assessment of the Human Impact on Global Land
Resources.

H. Eswaran. P. Reich. USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service: F. Beinroth.
Unix of Puerto Rico.
The conversion of natural ecosystems to agroecosystems causes changes that require
tradeoffs between environmental concerns and agricultural practices if the integrity
of the land resource base is to be preserved In the absence of protective policies
and practices land degradation ensues, threatening the sustained development of
humankind and even life on earth. This paper portrays different manifestations of
anthropic impacts on land and evaluates land degradation and desertification in
this context. Global maps of population density and land quality underpinned our
assessment About 33% of global land resources in the susceptible drylands are
vulnerable to desertification: there are about two billion persons (46% of the 1994
global population) who are partially responsible, who would be impacted, or both.
An analysis by continent shows that Africa has the largest extent (46%) of vulnerable land and also has a proportionately greater number of persons who are affected.
Human impact on land has been widespread and in some cases has impaired the
agricultural productivity of the land and the functions of ecosystems Although it
is difficult to establish the actual extent of impaired land, the present study shows
that large land areas (33.5%) are threatened by human activity and in some parts
of the world, this has resulted in the extinction of plant and animal species The
better quality lands are not greatly damaged although the lands that appear to have
been most impacted are Classes IV, V, and V I , which are dominant in the tropics. The countries where maximum human impact and land degradation occur are
largely low-income countries and countries with high population densities Poverty,
population increases, and land degradation are thus interlinked and land quality is
at the mercy of land use A better understanding of degradation processes and the
resilience characteristics of the resource base coupled to improved soil, water, and
nutrient management is necessary to meet the global challenges of sustained crop
production in harmony with good environmental management, thereby mitigating
the processes of land degradation
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2:05 PM V. Murugappan
Nutrient Budgeting in Tropical Agro ecosystem—A micro and meso level
modeling study for assessing sustainability in agro-ecosystem using N I I T M O N Toolbox.

M. Ayarza. Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility Institute of the International Center V. Murugappan. U. Surendran. R. Jagadeeswaran. A. Bhaskaran. Tamil Nadu
for Tropical Agriculture. CIAT: E. Amezquita. Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility Agricultural Univ.
Institute of the International Center for Tropical Agriculture. CIAT; E. Barrios.
Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility Institute of the International Center for Tropical Dwindling soil fertility has become an increasing and utmost urgent problem that
Agriculture. CIAT; M. Rondon. Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility Institute of the has to be looked in the right perspective in tropical agriculture For understandInternational Center for Tropical Agriculture. CIAT: I. Rao. Tropical Soil Biology ing the role of different processes of nutrient stocks and flows in a soil system, a
budgetary approach is a good tool for analyzing the turnover of nutrients in the
and Fertility Institute of the International Center for Tropical Agriculture. CIAT.
Land degradation is defined as any form of deterioration of the natural potential
of land, reducing its sustainable ecological productivity and its native biological
richness and maintenance of resilience. This problem affects approximately 74%
of agricultural land in Central America, 65% in Africa, 45% in South America,
and 35% in Asia. Three major factors have contributed to limited success from
public investments to reverse land degradation First, the heterogeneity of land
degradation, both in terms of the forms and causes Second, the limited supply of
sustainable land management technologies and practices that meet the particular
demands and requirements of land users Third, a lack of reliable indicators that
could assess the ecological and economical feasibility of sustainable land management alternatives. These factors contributed to fragmented research, development

soil. This approach offers a good scope to monitor the trends in nutrient mining/
enrichment in any agricultural production system and to provide early warning of
adverse trends to formulate policy interventions Keeping this fact in view, the present study was carried out to calculate nutrient balance at micro (plot) and meso
(farm) levels in irrigated farms of Coimbatore district of Tamil Nadu state of India,
by employing the decision support model "NUTMON-Toolbox" which is a computer software that allows quantification of nutrient balances in a system based
on the assessments made on nutrient inflows and outflows NUTrient MONitoring
(NUTMON) is a multiscale approach that assess the stocks and flows of N, P and
K in an well defined geographical unit based on the inputs viz., mineral fertilizers
(IN 1). manures (IN 2), atmospheric deposition (IN 3). biological nitrogen fixation
(IN 4) and sedimentation (IN 5) and outputs viz . harvested crop produces (OUT
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1), crop residues (OUT 2). leaching (OUT 3), denitrification (OUT 4) and erosion
losses (OUT 5) To determine nutrient flows, a stepwise approach was adopted in
which the different determinants of IN 1-5 and OUT 1-5 are calculated, estimated
or assumed The calculated nutrient balances at crop activity level indicated a negative balance for cereals and pulses while positive for vegetable crops. Similarly at
farm level the nutrient balance was negative for N and K and positive for P The
farm level nutrient balance studies in irrigated farms revealed a mixed trend despite
the size of the farm The farmers of marginal and medium sized farms managed the
N and P fertility efficiently, rather than the farmers of small and large sized farms,
where nutrient depletion was observed In all the farm size holdings, the K balance
was highly negative. The positive balance of P is attributed to the accumulation of
P over years due to P fertilizer application and minimized losses from the soils The
negative balance of N and K implies that a net depletion of these nutrients from
the soil reserves occured N is mobile in the soil system and is also lost from the
system by leaching, volatilization of NH3 in soils whose pH is above neutral and
denitrification in soils where submergence is a practice All these three channels
operate in the study area Yet the wider negative balance obtained may be due to
suboptimal use of inputs in the study area Continued nutrient mining process proceeds at the expense of nutrients from the mineral and organic matter reserves and
that limits the crop yield and renders the land chemically degraded This process
if left unchecked might lead to an irreversible loss of soil fertility and eventually
jeopardize the production in the years to come and leaving the soils unfertile for
the posterity To mitigate the undesirable trends in N, Pand K balances, DSSIFER
(Decision Support System for Integrated Fertilizer Recommendations) computer
software was used to derive site, crop and situation specific fertilizer recommendations The results of NUTMON-Toolbox generated nutrient balances showed that
in all the farms the N, Pand K balances were positive when the fertilizer prescriptions were DSSIFER based Thus, the NUTMON-Toolbox employed in the present investigation can effectively play a role in assessing the problems and help in
developing strategies and practices for enabling policy interventions Keywords:
NUTMON, Nutrient budgeting, DSSIFER
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2:25 PM A. J.Tugel

Characterizing Soil Change within the Human Time Scale for Resource
Assessment and Prediction.

A. J. Tugel, J. R. Brown. S. S. Andrews, USDA-Nalural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS). ENTSC; B. T. Bestelmeyer. USDA-ARS Jornada Experimental
Range; J. E. Herrick, USDA-ARS Jornada Experimental Range: K. W. Hippie.
USDA-NRCS. National Soil Survey Center.
Knowledge of soil conditions and the ability to predict soil response to changes in
climate and management are essential for strategic resource planning and assessment at local, regional and global scales. Soil and its dynamic interactions as an
ecosystem component, including anthropogenic impacts, must be characterized in
order to portray causes and effects necessary to make useful predictions of future
soil responses There is sufficient expertise to achieve this goal, although it is fragmented and exists in a variety of disciplines including, among others, geomorphology, terrestrial, community and landscape ecology, ecophysiology, climatology,
pedology, agronomy, range sciences, and forestry. Key processes involved in soil
change are the transfer of energy and matter among communities within a landscape; feedbacks between the biotic and abiotic components, spatial and temporal
patterning that reflects self-reorganization; and the threshold response within these
processes that drives change in the system. The goal of this paper is to present
necessary elements for integrated approaches to characterize soil change as one
step toward multi-use enhancements of soil survey databases. The elements include
the human time scale, attributes of soil change, disturbance impacts on ecological,
pedogenic, and geomorphic processes, function-based soil resistance and resilience
and non-equilibrium models.The human time scale should be defined on the basis
of past human impacts on the land within the current climatic regime and likely
periods of recovery, with respect to processes. Most generally stated, the human
time scale covers decades to centuries The current climate governs the geomorphic processes that are shaping or preserving the landscape today Consequently,
time zero of the human time scale should be no earlier than the beginning of the
most recent episode of climatically-controlled landscape development, roughly
300-3000 years ago, even though human impacts may have occurred prior to that
time Because of the emphasis on geomorphic processes, this period differs from
the Anthropocene Predictions of soil response to management over the human time
scale also require a time limit in the future Some have proposed a management
time period of decades based on common agricultural enterprise However, the time
frame of recovery must be included and it may be periods of centuries in arid and
semi-arid systems where recovery of nutrients is slow and landscape aggradation
and degradation processes are active. Data collection to characterize soil and its
dynamic interactions within agricultural and non-agricultural ecosystems should be
based on concepts that reflect change, metrics that can be measured or modeled, and
conceptual models that represent biotic-abiotic interactions Soil change is temporal
variation in soil properties at a given location Metapedogenesis provides a schematic
representation of human impacts on pedogenesis and is designed to help organize
research and long-term studies Processes and concepts essential for characterizing
soil change, which this author identifies as attributes of soil change, include state variables (dynamic soil properties), time changeability, reversibility, trends, rates, drivers,
thresholds, and pathways of change. These attributes need to be quantified and used
to calculate other function-based metrics, including resistance and resilience, which
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are vital parameters for sound resource management. The state and transition model
as applied to rangeland ecosystems is capable of capturing non-equilibrium and nonlinear dynamics of the effects of disturbances, such as management or climate change
on plant-soil interactions The state and transition model can provide a tool to organize soil-plant-disturbance information for both improved decision making at a wide
variety of scales and generating research It can also be used to illustrate and help
define metrics for soil change attributes and function-based soil interpretations.
16-5
2:45 PM H L. C. Coutinho
Soil quality dynamics in a family based shifting cultivation system on the
Atlantic Forest, Brazil.
M. C. R. Aboim. Embrapa Solos: J. C Barbosa. Embrapa Solos; A. S. Rosado.
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro; H. L. C. Coutinho. Embrapa Solos.
The design and implementation of novel soil management techniques in order to
enhance the environmental quality of the agricultural landscape, reducing degradation of soil and water resources and impairment of vital ecosystem functions, is
at the forefront of several agricultural research and academic institutions worldwide During this process, the research and field validation stages require effective monitoring frameworks, which demands sensible and efficient indicators. Soil
microbial diversity potentially harbors the most sensitive soil quality indicators, but
their use is hampered by difficulties in the analysis and interpretation of the data,
especially when obtained by molecular biology techniques This article presents a
novel analytical framework to assess soil quality, incorporating bacterial community structure data derived from PCR-DGGE analysis into a principal component
analysis, along with a total of 23 other physical, chemical, and biotic soil variables.
Additionally, a procedure to integrate PCR-DGGE data from replicate samples
into a single, composite cluster analysis is shown. The results demonstrated the
applicability of the soil quality analytical framework proposed, and revealed that
traditional shifting cultivation practices in the studied area are compatible with
conservation of soil quality, provided that the tällow periods are maintained for a
period longer than 5 years Currently, stricter environmental laws preventing farmers from cutting Atlantic Forest trees are leading them to reduce or eliminate the
fallow periods Our results showed that the consequences are significant reductions
in soil aggregation indices and organic carbon contents, greater impacts on the
bacterial community structure, with potential disruption of soil based ecosystem
functions, such as erosion control, carbon sequestration, and hydrological regulation of the watershed
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W. Schaaf
Management of Forest Soils on Disturbed Grounds.
W. Schaaf. R. F. Hütll. Brandenburg Univ of Technology.
The soil substrates of the Lusatian lignite mining district in eastern Germany
(80.000 ha) are composed of a mixture sediments forming the parent material for
newly developing soils These soils contain varying amounts of pyrite and lignitic fragments throughout the solum resulting in specific features. Forestry is the
dominating land use in the post-mining landscape. These forest ecosystems start
at xpoint zerox, especially with regard to soil processes, plant-soil interactions,
and biogeochemical cycles. Afforestation of these sites requires specific strategies
Severe acidification due to pyrite oxidation and poor water and nutrient holding
capacities of the young mine soils call for comprehensive amelioration efforts Up
to 190 t CaO ha-1 in form of lime or fly ash are incorporated into the topsoil layer
to allow root growth under reduced phytotoxic conditions. To study soil and stand
development at these sites a chronosequence of pine stands covering a period of
60 years was used The initial soil chemical status is influenced by pyrite oxidation, internal (and management induced) buttering, and formation of secondary
minerals such as gypsum. Soil solution chemistry and element fluxes are controlled
by these primary and secondary minerals In the ameliorated top layers pH values are clearly elevated, whereas the unameliorated subsoils remain very acid (pH
2.5 to 2 9) showing extremely high ion concentrations Geogenic organic matter
contents, i.e lignitic particles, increase the cation exchange capacity of the sandy
substrates considerably Despite unfavorable soil chemical conditions, the growth
and nutritional status of the pine stands at these mine sites is surprisingly good
The content of lignitic fragments and secondary minerals in the soils seems to play
an important role for the clement cycling and nutritional status of the established
forest ecosystems However, the disturbance impact by mining operations presents
a long-term effect
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K Morisada
Organic Carbon Restoration during the First Twenty Years on the Debris
Avalanche Deposit of the Ontake Volcano, Japan.
K. Morisada. M. Shibata. Forestry and Forest Products Research Institute.
We examined temporal changes in the organic carbon content of' the debris avalanche deposit that occurred on the Ontake Volcano, Japan, in 1984, in order to
determine the initial soil-formation process The collapse of a slope, triggered by
an earthquake, resulted in a debris avalanche involving ca. 3.4 x 107 m , which
destroyed the vegetation over 700 ha The deposit was composed mainly of
unsorted rock fragments of various sizes from the original mountain body, and its
elevation ranged from 2000 m (sub-alpine) to 1100 m (cool temperate). The original surface soil materials remained at the margin of the deposit Four monitoring
sites were set up at different elevations, according to the nature of the deposit and
aerial seeding: scour and marginal areas in the upper part of the deposit (1950 m),
a scour area at an intermediate site (1650 m) with aerial seeding, and a deposition
area along a river channel at a lower site (1100 m). Seeding was done in 1984,
two months after the avalanche The rate of revegetation was generally higher at
lower elevations. Alder species had established a forest on the middle and lower
sites by 2004, twenty years after the event. The initial organic carbon content was
low, around 5 g kg', at the surface of the scour area The organic carbon content in
the main area increased with time, and reached 10 and 15 g kg'' at the upper and
intermediate sites, respectively, by 2004 The range of the temporal change in the
organic carbon content at the lower site was small compared with that in the scour
areas of the other sites, although the aboveground biomass of the site had increased
greatly In the upper marginal area, there was considerable organic carbon stored
from the initial deposition, but the direction of change in the stock over the twenty
years was unclear The organic carbon stock at the intermediate site had increased
significantly over twenty years. Fast revegetation by aerial seeding was thought
to have accelerated carbon restoration in the intermediate site Our result suggests
that the organic carbon restoration in the soil was low at the early stage of primary
succession, and that revegetation activity had advanced the restoration of the devastated land.
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R J Harper
Using Soil and Climatic Data to Predict Carbon Sequestration in Reforestation
and Recharge Reduction at Different Scales.
R. J. Harper. Cooperative Research Centre for Greenhouse Accounting: K. R. J.
Smettem. Univ of Western Australia.
There is considerable interest in reforesting dryland farming systems (rainfall 300600 mm/year) across Australia to protect soil, water supplies and biodiversity from
the onset of salinity It is estimated that up to 17 Mha of land will be affected
by salinity by 2050, so rapid and extensive reforestation is required to tackle the
problem Profitable systems are required, so that these can be applied across large
swathes of farmland using private rather than public investment Carbon sequestration investment in farmland reforestation is seen as a very prospective method of
financing this reforestation, however it is necessary to determine how much will
occur and how this will vary with soil and site conditions Similarly, understanding
how recharge varies across farms and landscapes will allow the targeting of reforestation to areas where it is most needed The study was undertaken in the agricultural
region of the southwest of Western Australia Existing soil survey and climatic data
at the farm (1:10,000), watershed (1:250,0OO ha) and regional (1:2,500,00O) scales
were combined with pedotransfer functions of tree suitability, yield and recharge
reduction Areas of land compliant with Kyoto Protocol Article 3 3 were identified.
The analysis indicated broad areas where reforestation was suitable and those areas
where reforestation was either unlikely to succeed or not required on the basis of
small amounts of recharge to groundwater For those areas suitable for reforestation, the potential amount of carbon sequestration was estimated from climatic data,
with these data also used to indicate the risk from drought This approach allows
the use of existing data-sets and expert knowledge to make assessments at different
scales of the suitability of land for reforestation and carbon sequestration potential
We suggest that the approach can be extended to other regions, where similar data
are available, and for other species Results at the watershed and regional scales are
useful as a synoptic planning tool, rather than for making decisions about changes
in practice within a particular farm Often soil data are not available at the farm
scale and these will have to be collected, either with traditional techniques of soil
survey or with new techniques such as gamma radiometry
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X. Xu
Properties of I > pica I Forest Soils of China in Different Climatic Zones Affecting
Methane and Ethylene Consumption and Nitrous Oxide Production.
X. Xu. Institute of Atmospheric Physics. Chinese Academy ofSciences.
Soil properties along with atmospheric temperature can contribute to the site-specific variations of methane and ethylene consumption and nitrous oxide production
of forest soils Two- to three-year in situ measures was done to monitor methane
consumption and nitrous oxide emission in one typical tropical seasonal rainforest
(I01°I6'E,2I°56'N),sub-tropical mixed broadleaf forest (I I2°32'E, 23° 10'N)and
temperate broadleaf Korean pine forest (128°28'E. 42°24'N) with different natural atmospheric N depositions The results obtained show that all forest soils consume atmospheric methane and emit nitrous oxide to the atmosphere, and that their

yearly site-specific variations mostly result from the differences of soil properties
and yearly rainfall. The presence of extrinsic ethylene can affect the consumption
of atmospheric methane by surface forest soils. In selected temperate forests, it
was observed that maximal consumption of methane and ethylene occur in the 2.57 5cm soil layer, but their consumption is maximal in the 0-2 5cm soil layer from
both tropical seasonal rainforest and sub-tropical forests Step-wise regression and
factor analysis show that the differences of methane and ethylene consumption in
the soils at depths mostly result from depths of forest floors and soil properties such
as soil pH, nitrogen status, microbial biomass C and N, soluble organic C, microbial metabolic quotient and heavy metal oxides. The differences of soil properties
in different land uses (e.g. rainforest, secondary forest and tea garden) and due to
forest succession account for the variations of methane and ethylene consumption
by soils at depths According to the ethylene formation in the soil slurry (soil/water.
1/2.5) and ethylene consumption by soils at depths, the cycling of ethylene beneath
forest floors may affect the consumption of atmospheric methane by forest soils.
The availability of N in the uppermost mineral forest soils is one of main parameters influencing nitrous oxide. Maximal nitrous oxide formation was observed in
the 0-2.5cm soil layer from all selected forest stands across China, and was associated with soil properties. Combining both in situ measures and laboratory-based
studies indicates that autotrophic and heterotrophic nitrification mainly contributes
to total nitrous oxide emission from forest soils, especially to that from the 0-2.5cm
soil layer The contribution of heterotrophic nitrification to the total nitrous oxide
emission was variable with forest stands and with seasons. It was of important to
discuss the relation between partition of nitrous oxide formation and soil properties
under tropic different land uses and during forest succession Acknowledgements:
This research was funded by the National Natural Sciences Foundation of China
(agreement no 20477044) and by the Hundred Talents Project from the Chinese
Academy of Sciences. Special thanks are due to support from Prof Yuesi Wang,
Mrs Bin Yuan and Wenpeng Yu, and Ms Jin Wei from the Institute of Atmospheric
Physics, Chinese Academy of Sciences.
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Information Needed for for Sustainable Management of Hardwood Forests:
More than 50 years of Research on the Fernow Experimental Forest.
M. B. Adams. J. Kochenderfer. USDA Forest Service.
Long-term monitoring of forested watersheds on the Fernow Experimental Forest
in West Virginia, USA has been conducted to determine the effects of both humaninduced and natural disturbances on soil erosion, sediment production, nutrient
cycling, and stream chemistry, and to provide important information to scientists,
policymakers and land managers Long-term monitoring began in 1951 when 5 forested watersheds were gaged; additional watersheds and analyses have been added
over the years In this paper, we describe the information gleaned from long-term
watershed research, and its use and importance for forest management and forest soils
research We compare mean annual stream water concentrations of pH, nitrate (N03),
sulfate (S04), and calcium (Ca) from 6 gauged Fernow watersheds with different
disturbance regimes. Most disturbances are not sufficiently large in area or extent to
have a detectable effect on soil erosion or stream chemistry (diameter-limit or selection harvesting, clearcutting, windstorms) However, fertilization, acidic deposition
at ambient levels, maintaining watersheds devoid of vegetation, and conversion to
conifers significantly affected soil processes and stream water chemistry Implications for sustainable management of hardwood forests are discussed
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Lignocellulolytic Enzyme Activities and Litter-Layer Composition (NMR
Spectra) of a Pine Forest Soil, Five Years after Thinning.
S. Maassen. Leibniz-Centre for Agricultural Landscape Research (ZALF). Institute
of Landscape Matter Dynamics: M. P. Huynh-Le. G. D. Cody. Carnegie Institution
ofWashingwn. Geophysical Laboratory: S. J. Wirth. Leibniz-Centrefor Agricultural
Landscape Research (ZALF). Institute of Landscape Matter Dynamics.
Over recent years, notable efforts in forest management have been made in Central
Europe to restore pure coniferous to deciduous mixed forest stands Deciduous
forests have been the original forest types in the northeastern lowlands of Germany,
providing increased biodiversity and improved physical and chemical soil properties In the state of Brandenburg with a pine forest area of 800,000 ha, selected
sites were already thinned and subsequently planted with beech or oak seedlings
Thinning of forests can have crucial effects on soil organic matter turn-over and
nutrient budgets. As a result of canopy removal by partial thinning, microclimatic
properties are altered, as well as the quantity and quality of substrate inputs into the
soil As a consequence of these changes, the composition of the soil microbial community may be altered or microbial activities may increase It can be hypothesized,
that soil organic matter decomposition and humus dynamics might be accelerated,
resulting in a loss of stabilized organic matter or nutrient leaching (humus activation) Such effects are a matter of considerable concern in forest management and
therefore need detailed study A 62-year old pine stand located in northeastern Germany (Brandenburg, Ost-Prignitz; Oberforstamt Menz, Revier Beerenbusch) was
studied The soil is an acid brown earth (L, Of. Oh, Aeh, Bhv. Bv, C) with a coarse
sandy texture The unthinned treatment (I 0) and the treatment with the highest
degree of canopy opening (0.4) were sampled in May 2005 along a 50 m transect
with a lag distance of 5 m between sample points Samples of the humus layer (Of
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and Oh, subsequently termed O) and the top humified mineral horizon (Aeh, ca. 05 cm, subsequently termed A) were collected separately. The samples were sieved
(5 mm) and stored at 4°C until analysis. Ligno-cellulolytic enzymes, i.e., endol,4-ß-cellulase (EC 3.2.1.4), exo-l,4-ß-cellulase (EC 3.2.1.91), ß-glucosidase (EC
3.2.1.21), endo-l,4-ß-xylanase (EC 3.2.1.8), exo-l,4-ß-xylanase (EC 3.2.1.37),
phenol oxidase (EC 1.10.3.2), and peroxidase (EC 1.11.1.7) were assayed in soil
extracts at pH 5 Moreover, solid state 13C CPMAS NMR analyses were performed
on a Varian-Chemagnetics Infinity 300 spectrometer Molecular analyses were performed via Gas Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry after chemopyrolysis with
tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide. The stable isotope abundances of carbon and
nitrogen were determined on a Finnigan Delta-plus IRMS. Soil enzyme activities
have been suggested as criteria to evaluate soil quality, or to study the impact of
management practices The enzyme activities measured in our study were linked
to the decomposition of lignocellulose complexes in order to give an overview on
specific microbial activity in forest litter decay In accordance with soil chemical
properties such as soil organic carbon and total nitrogen contents, no significant
differences in enzyme activities were detectable between the treatments. Thus we
conclude, that no evidence supports the hypothesis that thinning would rapidly
stimulate lignocellulose decomposition within few years immediately after thinning, as assessed by potential enzyme activities in vitro These findings are confirmed by the NMR, GC-MS. and IRMS analyses that all revealed no evidence of
any significant differences in the molecular distributions in soil horizons comparing
the thinned and unthinned treatment.
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Mineral Soil Organic Matter in Forest Sites of Coastal British Columbia,
Canada.

C. M. Preston, T. Trofymow. Pacific Forestry Centre; C. Swanston, Center for
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry: C. Van Kessel. VC Davis.
Development of C budget models for forests requires primarily, data on C stocks
and fluxes in biomass, detritus, and soil organic matter. A secondary requirement is
validation of model pool sizes and turnover times, ideally by isolating and characterizing the particular soil fractions corresponding to these pools General development of process models is also enhanced by increasing our understanding of mechanisms that control the competing processes of decomposition and stabilization of
soil organic matter Forests of coastal Vancouver Island, British Columbia, have
high soil and detrital C stocks, and prior to the onset of logging early in the 20th
century were naturally disturbed, mainly by fire on the east side, and windthrow
on the wetter, slightly cooler west side. The Coastal Forest Chronosequence (CFC)
project comprises a broad range of studies on carbon stocks and fluxes, ecosystem
function, and biodiversity, with eight chronosequence sites established in 19911992, four on the east and four on the west side. Each chronosequence comprises
harvested stands of three age ranges (reference year 1990): regeneration (REG),
3-8 years, immature (1MM) 25-45 years, mature (MAT) 65-85 years, and an oldgrowth control (OG) >200 years). East-side sites are dominated by Douglas-fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii) with a small component of western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) and western red cedar (Thuja plicata). West-side sites are dominated by
western hemlock with some amabilis fir (Abies amabilis), western red cedar and
Douglas-fir We previously showed that a single harvesting disturbance had little
influence on the organic composition of coarse woody debris and five pools of
poorly-decomposed organic matter (Preston et al 1998; 2002). There was a stronger influence of location, however, with more influence of charcoal residues on the
east side vs. woody inputs on the west We characterized mineral soil C (<2 mm)
from 0-10, 10-30 and 30-50 cm depths of the REG and OG plots of one east- and
one west- side site A light fraction (<1 8 g cm-3) was removed by floatation in
Nal solution, and the remaining soil was wet-sieved into <53, 53-250, >250 mm
particle-size fractions Preliminary results indicate again, a stronger influence of
climate than a single harvesting disturbance For the east side, most of the C is in
the LF and <53 mm fractions, but the west side sites have less C in LF and more in
>250 and 53-250 mm fractions. The SC-13 values were lowest for LF, consistent
with little-modified plant inputs, while the highest (most enriched) values were
found for for the <53 mm fractions from east-side sites In general, fractions from
west-side sites were more depleted in C13 than those from the east sites Soil C was
analyzed by solid-state C-13 CPMAS NMR spectra obtained at 75.47 MHz on a
Bruker MSL 300 spectrometer for LF and some HF-treated size fractions, mainly
west-side samples with higher C concentration The LF fraction spectra appear as
poorly-decomposed plant material, with some possible char influence. The mineral
fractions generally show increasing alkyl/O-alkyl C ratios with depth and decreasing particle size, with little accumulation of aromatic C The large inputs of lignin
from decomposing wood are poorly preserved in mineral-associated Tractions, and
the highest proportion of OM is preserved as alky IC. Results from accelerator mass
spectrometer (AMS) analysis of C-14 will be incorporated to contribute to understanding C dynamics as affected by climate and a recent harvesting disturbance
Preston, C M , Trofymow, JA., Niu, J and Fyfe CA 1998. 13C CPMAS NMR
spectroscopy and chemical analysis of coarse woody debris in coastal forests of
Vancouver Island For. Ecol Manage. Ill: 51-68 Preston, C M , Trofymow, J A ,
Niu, J and Fyfe, CA 2002 Harvesting and climate effects on organic matter characteristics in British Columbia coastal forests J. Environ Qual 31: 402-413
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Fire-Derived Carbon in Boreal Forests—Current Knowledge and Uncertainties.
C M. Preston. Pacific Forestry Centre. Natural Resources Canada: M. W. I.
Schmidt. Dept of Geography. Physical Geography. Soil Biogeochemistry.
Fire strongly influence the Carbon (C) cycle in boreal regions. Fire converts biomass and detrital C mainly to gaseous forms (C02 and smaller proportions of CO
and CH4), and some 1-7% of mass to Pyrogenic C (PyC). PyC is mainly produced
as solid charred residues, including visually-defined charcoal, and a Black Carbon (BC) fraction chemically defined by its resistance to laboratory oxidation, plus
much lower proportions of volatile soot and Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
(PAHs). All PyC is characterized by fused aromatic rings, but varying in cluster
sizes, and presence of other elements (N, O) and functional groups There are several reasons for current interest in defining more precisely the role of PyC in the
C cycle of boreal regions. First, PyC is resistant to decomposition, and therefore
contributes to very stable C pools in soils and sediments. Second, it influences soil
processes, mainly through its sorption properties and cation exchange capacity, and
third, soot aerosols absorb solar radiation and may contribute to global warming.
However, there are large gaps in the basic information needed to address these topics. While charcoal is commonly defined by visual criteria, analytical methods for
BC are mainly based on various measures of oxidation resistance, or on yield of
benzenepolycarboxylic acids. These methods are still being developed, and capture
different fractions of the PyC "continuum" There are few quantitative reports of
PyC production and stocks in boreal forests (essentially none for boreal peatlands),
and results are difficult to compare due to varying experimental goals and methods,
as well as inconsistent terminology There are few direct field measurements of BC
aerosol production from boreal wildfires, and little direct information on rates and
mechanisms for PyC loss. Structural characterization of charred biomass and forest
floor from wildfires generally indicates a low level of thermal alteration, with the
bulk of the material having H/C ratios still >0.2, and small aromatic cluster sizes.
For the more chemically-recalcitrant BC fraction, a variety of circumstantial evidence suggests very slow decomposition, with turnover on a millennium timescale
(5,000-10,000 years), depending on environmental conditions and PyC properties,
but the main limitation to PyC storage in soil is likely consumption by subsequent
fires. Degraded, functionalized PyC is also incorporated into humified soil organic
matter, and is transported to sediments in dissolved and particulate form We estimate boreal production of PyC production as 8 Tg PyC, of which perhaps onethird could be defined as the more-resistant BC fraction. Primary research needs to
include basic field data on production and stocks of PyC in boreal forests and peatlands, development of standardized analytical methods and of approaches to assess
the chemical recalcitrance of typical chars from boreal wildfires; to accomplish
these effectively, however, there must also be much greater focus on development
of interdisciplinary approaches.
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Elucidating Mineral N Retention Pathways in an Old-Growth South Chilean
Temperate Forest Using a "N Tracing Model.
D. Huygens. P. Boeckx. O. Van Cleemput. Laboratory of Applied Physical
Chemistry—ISOFYS, Faculty of Bioscience Engineering. Ghent Vniv: R. Godoy.
Institute of Botany. Vniv Austral de Chile; C. Müller. Dept of Plant Ecology.
Justus-Liebig-Vniv Giessen.
Nitrogen cycling studies in unpolluted forests can provide valuable information
on kinetics and pathways of soil N transformations, and how N deposition might
affect the N cycle In a laboratory experiment, gross N consumption and production
rates were determined in the mineral soil layer of an old-growth evergreen unpolluted forest in southern Chile, by a combination of l5N enrichment experiments
and a dynamic l5N tracing model. Tracing models are powerful tools, allowing
quantification of the extent of simultaneous N transforming fluxes. They provide
significant surplus values compared to classical analytical solutions. The possibility to account for recycled N material and different kinetic parameter options
are main advantages. The '5N tracing model included six different N pools (labile
organic matter (Nmom), recalcitrant organic matter (NrSOM), NH4", NO,", and
two dissolved organic N pools (NH -DON and NO, DON)), and ten important
gross transformation fluxes. The model was able to simulate the obtained data set,
including three different labeling treatments of NH4 and NO, Results indicated
a fast turnover of the NH4 and DON pool, contrary to slow N dynamics related to
the NO," pool Neither biotic nor abiotic NO,' immobilization reactions towards
insoluble soil organic matter (SOM) were observed in this forest. However, low
gross nitrification fluxes act as a mechanism preventing accumulation of NO," in
the ecosystem, and retaining N within the soil profile Immobilization processes
having NH4 as substrate include fluxes towards Nmom, NrSOM and DON pools
The DON immobilization was found to be most important flux in this soil, indicating the potential of NH * as substrate for DON formation. DON can be adsorbed
at insoluble organic matter, but high DON leaching fluxes observed in this forest
indicate likewise the potential of DON losses, originating from the NH4 pool N
losses in gaseous form were negligible in this forest as NH4 was shown to be
the end product of NO, reduction via dissimilatory nitrate reduction (DNRA) It
was found that this forest ecosystem managed low inorganic N inputs with a high
efficiency in order to avoid N losses from the ecosystem However, the absence of
a real NO, immobilization mechanism indicates a potential risk for NO," leaching

Monday
losses, eventually under increased future N deposition scenarios, influencing forest
vitality and water quality of the surrounding watersheds.
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L.Zhang

Microbial Dversity of the Soil and Leaf Litters in an Exotic Pine Plantation of
Subtropical Australia.

L. Zhang. B. Patel, School of Biomolecular and Biomedical Sciences, Griffith
Univ; Z. Xu. School of Environmental Studies, Griffith Univ.
Slash pine is a species of choice for reforestation in infertile sandy soil in southeast
Queensland, Australia. These exotic pine plantations have gained recognition as a
complex environmental system and they are of great value for studying soil microbial community diversity. Examination of microbial diversity is not only important
for basic scientific research, but also necessary for improving the understanding of
the relationship between diversity and community structure and function. Although
extensive works have been done on soil chemistry and microbiology, the phylogenetic relationship between soil and leaf litters remain elusive represented. This
study presented one of few attempts to discover the phylogenetic structures of the
different fractions of soil and leaf litters in the exotic pine plantation. To assess the
phylogenetic community of an exotic pine plantation in subtropical Australia, the
molecular based approaches were performed. Three sub-samples at different depth
(designated El= L layer leaf litter, E2= F layer leaf litter and E3= soil 0-10 cm)
were selected and total genomic DNA was extracted. The highly purified DNA was
successfully amplified by bacteria universal primer Fdl and R6, producing products of 1500 bp. PCR-amplified 16S rDNA genes were subsequently cloned and a
total of 194 clones from leaf litters and soil were sequenced. 194 partial 16S rDNA
sequences were obtained and the sequences from each of the sample having a similarity > 98 % were regarded as phylogenetic identical and grouped as a phylogroup.
A representative from each group was selected and completely sequenced. Five bacterial divisions were identified from the forest soil clone library by the sequences.
The distribution of clones among different bacteria divisions was uneven. Three
divisions—the Acidobacterium, the Proteobacteria and the Verrucomicrobiales,
accounted for 81% of the clones examined. The Acidobacterium division was the
most abundant phylogenetic group in terms of the number of clones Members of
this division accounted for 42 % of the 194 clones The Verrucomicrobiales and
the Proteobacteria were the second and third most abundant divisions found in the
clone libraries, accounting for 11 % and 12 % of the clones, respectively. About
27 % of the clones were phylogenetically unidentified. When individual leaf litter
samples were compared, Firmicutes was the only division presented in the L layer
leaf litter clone library Similarly, Firmicutes dominated the F layer leaf litter (79%
of the library), which was followed by Proteobacteria (21 %). The most significant
results were the observation that, the bacteria diversity present in the leaf litters
was greatly different from the community of the soil. The information provided
by assessing the different depths of leaf litters and forest soil improved our understanding of the phylogenetic relationship between soil and above-leaf litters It is
suggested, in this study, to perform molecular based methods to characterize the
bacteria structure and diversity in forest litters and soil samples, particularly in
response to different forest management practices and global change This study
also provides the basis for the further functional studies of the forest soil and leaf
litters of exotic pine plantation in subtropical Australia
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Soluble Organic N Pools and Microbial Properties in Sandy Soils under Three
Adjacent Natural and Exotic Pine Plantation Forests of Southeast Queensland.
C. Chen, Z. Xu. Faculty of Environmental Sciences. Griffith Univ.
Soil Soluble Organic Nitrogen (SON) is considered a potential source of N for utilization by microorganisms and plants, and plays a key role in N cycling in forest
ecosystems. Land-use change can have significant impacts on soil SON and associated microbial processes In this study, three adjacent natural and plantation forest
sites (Toorbul. Toolara. and Blackswam) in southeast Queensland. Australia, were

selected to investigate the effects of vegetative conversions on soil SON and microbial properties. Soils studied were all sandy, with total carbon (C) in surface layer
(0-10 cm) ranging from 1.4% to 2.1%, total N from 0 045% to 0.088%, and pH
value from 4.1 to 5.5. Soils in these three sites belong to Acrisol, Alisol and Podzol
(FAO 1974), respectively Natural forests are dominated by Eucalypt microcorys,
E. pilularis, E. racemosa, E. siderophloia and E. intermedia, while adjacent plantation forest species include 20-25 year old Pinus elliottii var elliottii and P. caribaea
var hondurensis In general, soils under natural forests had higher soil total C and N
contents with lower C:N ratio compared with those under plantation forests, which
was related to lower C:N ratio in leaf litters under natural forests. The NH4+-N was
the predominant form of mineral N (67-96%) while concentrations of N03—N
were low in most soils under both natural and plantation forests. Concentrations of
NH4+-N in soils under natural forest were greater than under the adjacent plantation forests. Significant amounts (12.9-42.7 mg N kg-1 or 15-47 kg N ha-1 at the
0-10 cm depth) of SON (extracted by 2 M KCl) were present in soils under both
natural and plantation forests, comprising 34-53% of total soluble N and 2.9-5.6%
of total soil N Concentrations of SON in soils under natural forests were generally
higher than under plantation forests, while the trend in Soluble Organic C (SOC)
was the same. The similar trends were also found in concentrations of NH4+-N,
SON and SOC in hot water extracts of soils under both natural and plantation forests Microbial biomass C and N and microbial activity (C02 respiration) were
generally greater in soils under natural forest compared with those under plantation
forests. Results from the Biolog GN2 plate and EcoPlate reading also snowed the
vegetative conversion had altered soil microbial diversity. Pearson correlation analysis has showed strong relationships among soil total C and N, SON extracted by 2
M KCl and hot water, and microbial biomass C and N and respiration. Results from
this study have demonstrated that shifts in tree species could change the nature of
organic inputs into soil, leading to altered soil microbial community and associated
microbial processes and then liability of soil N in forest ecosystems.
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Assessment of Vegetation Change in Central Queensland Woodlands Using
Stable Carbon Isotopes of Soil Organic Matter.

B. Harms. Natural Resources and Mines; S. Bray. Dept of Primary Industries
and Fisheries: E. Krull. CSIRO Land and Fisheries: A. Zerihun, DPI Science and
Research.
The vast majority of Queensland's land area (82% or 142 million hectares) is
classed as grazing land, approximately half of which carries wooded vegetation
(foliage projection cover of >12%). These woodlands are dynamic ecosystems,
being sensitive to environmental pressures such as climate, fire and grazing management systems. Accordingly, the density of wooded vegetation may vary over
time, fluctuating between a more woody state and a more grassy state. In Australia,
it has been shown that the 'fire-stick farming' practices of the indigenous Australians favored ecosystems dominated by grasses with open canopies. The introduction of domestic grazing, road infrastructure and fire suppression activities has been
linked to an anecdotal increase in woody vegetation cover over the last 150 years.
The extent and magnitude of vegetation change in grazed woodlands has implications for carbon accounting in Australia. Considering the very large areas involved,
even small changes in carbon density are likely to have a significant impact on the
national inventory of anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions. Also, the impact of
vegetation change on groundwater recharge has generally not been factored into
catchment hydrology models The interpretation of aerial photographs, supplemented by ground-based monitoring has been used to document vegetation change
over the last 20-50 years However, several studies have shown that stable-carbon isotopic analyses (8"C) of Soil Organic Matter (SOM) can provide additional
information about vegetation change dynamics over both short (50-150 years) and
longer-term (hundreds to thousands of years) time scales. In this study, we demonstrate that 5"C analyses combined with a stratified random sampling strategy may
be used to assess vegetation change (woodland thickening or thinning) at a regional
scale. The Burdekin River Catchment (approximately 13 million hectares) in tropical Central Queensland, Austral ia, was chosen as the study area because of the
predominant occurrence of C4 grass species (avg. 8"C -14%o) and the presence of
large areas of remnant woodland (C3 tree species; avg. 8"C -27%o). Sampling sites
were selected from a set of random points distributed across the study area, which
was stratified into four vegetation zones and four zones based on a biomass index
The final set of sampled sites was tested for regional representativeness using a
range of environmental criteria At each one-hectare sampling site, the composition and structure of the vegetation was described and measured, and 25 soil cores
to a depth of up to 1 m were obtained Two indices of 8"C were used to assess
possible fluxes in vegetation density The first index is obtained by comparing the
8"C values of the bulk SOM with the 8"C values of the size separated particulate
organic carbon fractions (>200 and 53-200 urn) in the top 0 5 m of soil, and serves
as an indictor of vegetation changes that may have occurred recently (between 50
and 150 years ago). The second index uses the difference in 8"C between SOM
at the surface (0-2 cm) and SOM deeper in the profile (below 0 3 m) and serves
as an indicator of vegetation changes that may have occurred over much longer
time scales (hundreds to thousands of years) Sixty one percent of the sampled
sites were indicated as having woodland that has thickened in the short term, while
7% were indicated to have thinned. 32% of the sampled sites were indicated to
be stable in terms of woody vegetation cover Several modeling approaches are
being utilized to extrapolate these data across the study area to estimate the extent
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of woodland thickening across the whole region. Soil profile properties may be
a factor in determining whether woodland vegetation at a particular site has the
potential to thicken over time. For example, sites with low clay contents, and therefore a reduced capacity to store soil moisture, appear less likely to have thickened,
especially in the short term.
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Nitrate Sources in Discharge from the Hardwood Forests of the Northeastern
IJ.S.A - Implications for Forest Management.
K. B. Piatek. West Virginia Univ; M. J. Mitchell. SUNY-ESF: S. R. Silva. USGS
Geological Surrey; C. Kendall. USGS Geological Survey.
Atmospheric N deposition has been implicated in nitrate exports from forested ecosystems As a contaminant in drinking water, and an agent in water acidification and
eutrophication, nitrate poses an environmental concern To determine the source
of nitrate in surface water during early spring snowmelt discharge, we analyzed
stream 5I5N-N03- and 5I80-N03- values, and total AI, DOC and Si concentrations between February and June of 2001 and 2002. Isotopic values in stream were
compared to those of throughfall, bulk precipitation, snow, and groundwater; high
total AI and DOC and low Si were indicative of preferential water flow through
the forest floor and mineral soil horizons rather than ground water. The study was
conducted in an unmanaged 135-ha subcatchment of the Arbutus Watershed in the
Huntington Wildlife Forest in the Adirondack Region of New York State, U.S.A.
Values of 8I5N and 5180 of N03- in stream water were similar in both years
Stream water, atmospherically-derived solutions, and groundwater had overlapping 515N-N03- values. Delta I80-N03- values ranged from +5.9 to +12 9 o/oo
in stream and ground water, and from +58.3 to +78.7 o/oo in atmospheric solutions The substantial separation in 8180-N03- values suggested that the majority
of stream and ground water nitrate was not atmospheric in origin. Stream discharge
in 2001 increased from 0 6 before to 32.4 mm day-1 during snowmelt, and element
concentrations increased from 33 to 71 umol L-l for N03-, 3 to 9 umol L-l for
total AI, and 330 to 570 umol L-l for DOC, indicating water movement through
the forest floor/ soil complex Discharge in 2002 was variable, with a maximum of
30 mm day-1 during snowmelt. The highest N03-, AI, and DOC concentrations
were 52, 10, and 630 umol L-l, respectively, and dissolved Si decreased from 148
Umol L-l before to 96 umol L-l during snowmelt, again indicating water flow
through the forest floor/ soil complex Lack of atmospheric values of 8180-N03-,
and presence of high AI and DOC and low dissolved Si concentrations in water
moving through the forest floor and mineral soil during snowmelt suggested that
the forest floor and mineral soil are major contributors of nitrate during snowmelt.
The implication of nitrification as a major source of stream water nitrate discharge
from these forests is that forest management planning that includes control of N
exports as an objective needs to involve the understanding of factors regulating
the generation and retention of nitrate in soils, and of processes that contribute to
nitrate transfer to groundwater.
17-14
3512a
R. Baritz
llpscaling Forest Soil Monitoring Data - Scale and Representativity Effects.
D. Zirlewagen. INTERRA; R. Baritz. BGR; K. Von Wilpert. FVA.
The poster will present the results of a recent study which has investigated different
approaches to upscaling plot data from forest soil monitoring, geomatching and
regression combined with spatial data analysis (regression kriging). Geomatching builds on the representativity of inventory plots in mapping units (e.g. soils),
while regression kriging develops regionally adjusted and optimized (sub)models,
of which the regional uncertainties can be assessed from kriging residuals and
the remaining model error Different plot densities from several monitoring systems were compared and the uncertainties assessed (16x16 km, 8x8 km, 4x4 km).
Regression kriging has been introduced in order to allow refined analysis of uncertainties. Regression analysis is particularly suitable in forest landscapes, because
continuous (e.g. topography) and discrete effects (e.g. liming, bedrock, soil type,
forest stand effects) may be modelled together. After performing the multiple linear
regressions, the residuals were analyzed for spatial neighbourhood effects. The socalled autocorrelation had to be taken into account in most cases using geostatistics.
Because several data sets from different countries and regions were available, a
systematic testing of the method could be performed A method was introduced
which requires careful exploratory data analysis in order to develop meaningful
(regional) submodels which greatly improve model fit Regionalization (or upscaling) is a typical problem of multivariate statistics, because the researcher has to
deal not only with one relevant key process, but rather with a set of them which is
characterizing the regional peculiarity of a landscape. Compared to other regionalization studies, the new features of this method are the combination of predictor
variables in forested landscapes, the interaction with forest management options
and the development of scenarios for visualizing and evaluating forest management
impacts. Differences in model results could be related to bedrock and forest stand
composition, climatic factors, and mesoscale soil moisture regime. A high intensity
of the evaluation was focused on using landscape morphology as a predictor for the
soil chemical status. Besides topographic variables (eg elevation, transformations
of aspect, slope, curvature, topographic wetness index and many others), classification of the parent material, forest site survey indices and stand characteristics from
forest inventory data were the auxiliary variables that provided indirect information
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about the soil chemical status. To discuss and evaluate landscape related influencing factors and their interactions, constellations of hypothetical events (model scenarios) could be modelled on the basis of the regression equations
17-15
3512b
Q.Xu
Spectroscopic Evidence forWater-Soluble Organic Matterand HumicAcid of
Soil under Different Types of Forest Vegetations.
P. Jiang. Q. Xu. Zhejiang Forestry Univ; Z. Xu. Faculty of Environmental Sciences.
Griffith Univ.
Water-Soluble Organic Matter (WSOM) has been proved to be closely related soil
microbial activity and metal element transportation The objective of this paper was
to provide some spectroscopic evidences (I) for WSOMs and Humic Acids (HA)
extracted from soils under four forest vegetations: broad-leaved, masson pine, Chinese fir and bamboo and (2) for WSOMs extracted repeatedly and in succession for
3 times from exactly the same soil sample by using ultraviolet, infrared spectrum
and solid-state I3C Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Ultraviolet spectrum
shown that the Molecule Weight (MW) of WSOM increased with extraction times.
MW of WSOM was relatively larger under bamboo stand than those under the other
3 stands within the corresponding extraction time. The infrared spectrum indicated
that WSOMs extracted from all soil samples had similar chemical composition,
but differed in percentage. In comparison with the other 3 stands, WSOM of soil
under bamboo stand was relative richer in associated hydroxy! group and aromatic,
while poorer in long-chain aliphatic. The proportion of associated hydroxyl group,
long-chain aliphatic and carbohydrates in WSOM of soil enhanced with the extraction times. Similar infrared spectrum with a strong aliphatic absorption peak was
observed for HA from all soil except soil under bamboo stand HA shown lower
values for all feature absorption peak than those for WSOM except a stronger aliphatic absorption peak. The evidence from NMR shown that HA from soil under
bamboo was richer in aromatic C, alkoxy C and carbonyl C but poorer in longchain aliphatic C compared with those under broad-leaved
17-16
3513a
Z. Cao
Changes in Soil Organic Carbon Pools of Bamboo Plantations under Intensive
Management in Subtropical China.
Q. Xu. P. Jiang, Z. Cao. Zhejiang Forestry Univ; Z. Xu. Faculty of Environmental
Sciences. Griffith Univ.
Abstracts: Bamboo (Phyllostachy pubescens) forests are important forest plantations in southern China. Dynamics of Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) in bamboo
plantations has implications for soil quality and global Carbon (C) cycling The
objective of this study was to determine the changes in SOC pools of bamboo
plantations under Intensive Management (IM) practices in subtropical China. The
IM practices significantly reduced total organic C (TOC) by 11 7%, Water Soluble
Organic C (WSOC) by 37.3%, and Microbial Biomass C (MBC) by 47.2% respectively, but increased Mineralizable C (MC) by 19.3% in the 0-20 cm soil, which
also experienced the decline of MBC/TOC ratio and increase of MC/TOC ratio, as
compared with the bamboo groves under less or Low Management (LM) practices.
These findings revealed that the IM practices promoted mineralization of SOC.
Significantly higher E250 / E365 ratio and lower E240 / TOC ratio (E250, E365
and E240: values of optical density at 250 nm, 365 nm and 240 nm respectively)
in the soils with the IM practices were detected than those with the LM practices,
suggesting that the IM practices resulted in the decline in molecular weight of water
soluble organic material.
17-17
3513b
F.Andreux
Carbon Storage Dynamics and Conditions Following Clear-Cutting, in a
Montane Dystric Cambisol Planted with Douglas-Fir.
F Andrews, J. Leveque. F Roux, Microbiologie et Géochimie des Sols—INRA
Université de Bourgogne; J. Ranger. 1NRA-UR Biogéochimie des Ecosystèmes
Foresliers.
The impact of Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii Franco) on soil biogeochemical
functioning was recently studied in detail on three plantations aged 20 (B20), 40
(B40) and 60 (B60) years The site was located on a slight slope, in a low mountain area (altitude 700 m) of Beaujolais (east-central France). The bedrock was an
andesitic tuff and the soil was a Dystric Cambisol. At the end of 1998, the B60
stand was clear-cut, the trees and main branches were removed, and a new generation of Douglas-fir was planted in April 1999. Meanwhile, a pioneer heliophilic
vegetation invaded the site and covered the soil in less than one year. The organic
rests remaining from the plantation and those brought by the secondary vegetation were allowed to decompose on a 300-m2 area with 32 georeferenced sampling
points Changes in litter and soil Organic Matter (OM) contents were monitored
during 30 months, based on 8 sampling campaigns The litter material collected
around each sampling point was dried and weighed, then aliquots were taken and
powdered, prior to Carbon (C) and Nitrogen (N) determination. On the same sampling points, soil samples were taken from the 0-0.05, 0.05-0.10 and 0.10-0.15 m
layers, using a calibrated steel cylinder, for purpose of soil bulk density measurements and organic C and N analyses by dry combustion. The mean amount of C in
the litter material passed from 1.7 kg m : in Spring following the clear-cut, to 0.5
kg m : two years later Mathematical modeling showed that the litter material from
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Douglas-fir followed an exponential decay function, whereas the residues from the
secondary vegetation increased slowly, according to a nearly linear law. Both OM
sources supplied additional energy to soil heterotrophic microorganisms, but did
not compensate the total litter C loss, even after three years Carbon storage determined on three profiles showed a significant decrease from B40 to B60, especially
in the 0-0 05 m layer (1.8 and 1.4 kg m2, respectively). Between the Summer following clear-cutting and the end of the first year, the mean C storage in this layer
first increased to 3 5±0 2 kg m 2 with increasing bulk density, then decreased progressively to about 2.2±0.3 kg m 2 at the time of the final campaign. Conversely, at
clearing time, C storage in the two deeper layers was much lower than in the upper
layer (I 6±0.1 m 2 at 0.05-0.10 m and I 3±0.1 kg m - at 0.10-0.15 m). Thereafter, it
increased slightly, tofinalvalues of 2.0±0 3 kg m 2 and 1 4±0 2 kgm 2 , respectively
Altogether, clear-cutting the Douglas-fir plantation resulted in an immediate, but
probably reversible decrease in surface soil organic C storage, in spite of the slight
slope and adverse climatic conditions After 30 months, a marked decrease in C
storage was noticed only in the 0-0.05 m layer, but it was almost compensated by
a slight increase in the deeper layers. This was probably the consequence of the
incorporation of decaying OM brought from the upper layer, as well as from the
litter. The rapid initial decay of the Douglas-fir litter, assisted by the contribution of
the secondary ground vegetation, maintained almost constant the level of organic
C stored in the upper layers. Organic N followed a very similar pattern as for C,
resulting in relatively stable values of the C/N ratio (most frequently between 14
and 18), and suggesting that soil vital processes had been scarcely affected by clearcutting. Nevertheless, OM storage studies would require monitoring over several
years, due to the long-lasting break of soil nutrient cycles, as suggested by other
parameters, such as slight compaction and acidification
17-18
3514a
B. Y Amichev
Forest Soil Carbon Sequestration Measurement and Verification on Reclaimed
Mined Land in the Appalachian Coalfield.
B. Y. Amichev, Virginia Tech; J. A. Burger, Virgnia Tech.. Dept of Forestry.
Carbon accreditation of forest development projects is an essential approach to
sequestering atmospheric C under the provisions of the Kyoto Protocol The reforestation of mined land has the potential to sequester large amounts of atmospheric C
on sites where previously productive forestland was disturbed during carbon-based
fuel extraction operations Today, existing at various stages offloristicsuccession from abandoned grasslands to brush lands to forestlands, there are millions of hectares of land disturbed by surface mining across the United States The rate and the
extent to which reforested mined land captures and stores atmospheric C as Mine
Soil Organic Carbon (MSOC) is still largely unknown due to the challenges associated with analytical measurement of MSOC and verification of sequestered MSOC
at the landscape scale Pedogenic soil C exists in two forms, soil organic matter
and plant residues A unique property of mine soils is the presence of coal and
carboniferous rock particles, commonly referred to as geogenic carbon Depending
on their particle size and quality geogenic carbon particles could have the chemical and physical properties resembling those of soil organic matter. For most mine
soils MSOC is largely overestimated by standard analytical procedures due to the
effect of oxidizing agents on geogenic C particles in the soil, such as the dichromate
used in a standard Walkley-Black procedure. This work was conducted to design an
inexpensive method for MSOC analysis that will differentiate between pedogenic
and geogenic carbon forms at accuracy and precision levels required for C sequestration measurement and verification of mined land reforestation projects The new
method was then used to determine the distribution pattern of MSOC down the
soil profile and across the mined landscape and to determine the maximum cost
effective depth of MSOC analysis on mined lands currently supporting abandoned
grasslands. Estimates for MSOC were produced as the difference between total soil
C and C present in geogenic and inorganic forms Prior to C elemental analysis we
removed all inorganic carbon using acid fumigation and we fully eliminated all
pedogenic carbon present in mine soils via thermal oxidation pretreatment The
most significant contribution of our method to other thermal oxidation methods is
that it provides a means to correct for the carbon loss from the more volatile constituents of coal fragments We measured the soil carbon content on 9 minelands
reclaimed after the passage of the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act
(SMCRA) of 1977 Mine soil samples of the surface and the subsurface overburden material were collected to approximately 2m depth; chemical and physical soil
properties were determined on the less-than-2mm fine soil fraction The MSOC
concentration ranged between 0.0 and 0.767% by weight and the geogenic C concentration ranged between 0.0294 and 4.53% by weight among all samples. The
R2 of the MSOC predictions (g C m 2 ) was estimated at 60 6% and the shape of
the prediction model resembled that of an exponential mathematical function The
cumulative MSOC content for the entire profile (0-150cm) was 17 6 Mg ha' with
95% confidence limits of the mean ranging from 0 32 to 42.3 Mg ha"'. The results
indicated that one third of the total MSOC on mined lands was found in the surface
0-13cm soil layer and more than two thirds of it was located in the 0-53cm soil
profile MSOC below 50 cm is less valuable due to the higher cost of sample collection, especially in compacted and rocky mine soils In most mined sites in the hard
rock regions of the Appalachians 6 and 9 soil pits per hectare, respectively, need
be sampled and analyzed in order to measure the sequestered MSOC at precision
levels of 20% and 15% within the mean value at the 95% confidence level Based
on current C credit price listing of 22.8 Euros per ton of CO,, and the standard costs
associated with C sampling and analysis procedures, the cost-effective depth of

MSOC analysis was estimated to be 7cm at the 20% precision level, and no MSOC
analysis was justified at the 15% precision In this paper we further present the
direct relationship between C accreditation as an additional incentive to establish
reforestation projects on mined lands and the horizontal and vertical variation of
MSOC In particular we investigated the potential use of Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) and geostatistics as tools to more efficiently allocate soil pits across
the landscape that would eventually allow for MSOC sequestered at lower soil
depths to be measured and to be claimed as C credit, hence making reforestation a
much more attractive alternative for mined land reclamation
17-19
3514b
J Kulhavy
Comparison of Methods for the Evaluation of Humus Quality of Forest Soils.
J. Kulhavy, Mendel Univ of Agriculture and Forestry Brno; B. Lomsky. Forestry
and Game Management Research Institute; M. Remes. L. Mensik, T. Fabianek. I.
Drapelova. Mendel Univ of Agriculture and Forestry Brno.
Humus is one of the most important fractions of forest soils Humus quality ranks
among the basic soil characteristics. There are many various methods for assessing the quality of humus based on different principles. Determination of the total
organic carbon and nitrogen using methods of elementary analysis and determination of C/N ratio belong to standard procedures For assessing the quality of humus
the ratio is often used of the absorption of pyro-phosphate soil extract at 465 nm
and 665 nm (A400/A600) because there is a significant correla-tion between the
ratio of absorbances and the ratio of the content of humic and fulvic acids (HA/
FA) (Sparks, 1996) Another commonly used method is the fractionation of humus
compounds based on the various solubility of humic acids, fulvic acids and other
humus sub-stances at various pH (Guerra, Santos 1999) The method of Diffuse
Reflectance Infrared Spectroscopy (DRIFT) is a suitable method for the study of
the chemical structure of humus compounds. The advantage of this is an elimination of spectra scattering by bands of sorbed water in the ranges of 3300-3000 cm-1
and 1720-1500 cm-1 (Stevenson, 1994) Determination of Organic Carbon (DOC)
is an indirect method for assessing the quality of humus Its principle consists in a
fact that Total Carbon (TC) in a solution oxidizes to carbon dioxide either by thermal decomposition under the presence of a catalyst or by photooxidation after UV
radiation Originating carbon dioxide is most often detected by infrared spectrometry. Soil samples for testing were taken in forest stands of an upland region of the
Czech Republic -the Drahanska Vrchovina Upland with various species composition, viz (1) beech stands (Fagus sylvatica) with fir (Abies alba), (2) pure beech
stands (Fagus sylvatica) and (3) pure spruce stands (Picea abies, Karst) in the 1st
and 2nd generations. Research plots are situated at an altitude of 600-660 m Mean
annual air temperature is 6 5°C, mean annual precipitation 717 mm. Acid granodiorite is parent rock of the region. Typical Cambisol-acid variant is its soil type The
aim of the study was to compare particular analytical procedures and to evaluate
results with respect to different methods of forest management Keywords: humus
quality, management impacts, forest soils, Czech Republic.
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18-1
3:30 PM K. Shepherd
Infrared Spectroscopy—New Technology for Boosting Agricultural
Productivity and Monitoring Environment in Developing Countries.
K. Shepherd. M. Walsh. World Agroforestry Centre (1CRAF).
The use of infrared spectroscopy (IR) in agriculture and environmental services
represents a major advance in technology and field diagnostics The technique
uses only light for rapid, non-destructive analysis of soil and plant materials and is
similar in many respects todigital photography: reflectance from a sample of material is collected across a range of infrared wavelengths beyond those that can be
detected by the human eye Working from a digital scan, a "reflectance fingerprint"
is obtained from which technicians can easily predict the nature of multiple soil and
plant properties The technique is extremely economical and does not require the
purchase of costly chemicals or other consumables normally used in conventional
soil and plant analysis Tropical developing countries stand to gain most from the
rapid adoption of IR technology towards achievement of the Millennium Development Goals on poverty and the environment Examples are given on how IR technology is being used to implement an evidence-based approach (clinical agronomy)
to land degradation assessment and agricultural advisory services in developing
countries Remote sensing and GIS information is used to lay down spatially stratified sampling schemes for field sample collection IR is used to characterize soil,
sediment, plant tissue, organic resource, and livestock faecal samples from georeferenced locations IR-predicted information on soil, crop and livestock health
constraints is spatially interpolated and mapped by calibration to remote sensing
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imagery The IR-based assessment framework provides a basis for (I) rapid quantitative diagnosis of constraints to soil, plant and livestock health in a target area,
including quantification of environmental and socio-economic risk factors, (2)
development of site indices base on calibration off crop and tree growth measured
in field response to IR soil and plant tissue spectra; and (3) baselines and monitoring schemes for scientifically-rigorous impact assessment of development interventions on soil, plant and livestock health IR technology can help to bring soil and
plant testing services to resource-poor smallholder farmers in developing countries.
Rapid acquisition of information on soil organic carbon and soil functional capacity
using IR can enable monitoring and assessment of compliance in environmental
service payment schemes at low cost IR technology is providing a basis for whole
new soil interpretation systems that largely by-pass conventional soil and plant
testing. The same technology has many additional applications in quality analysis
of agricultural inputs and products, so that developing country laboratories can use
one instrument for multiple purposes. Issues concerning setting up IR laboratory
networks in developing countries are discussed, including instrument stability and
calibration transfer. Guidelines are given on instrument options, including dispersive versus Fourier-transform spectrometers and differences between near-infrared,
mid-infrared, and attenuated total reflectance spectroscopy.
18-2
4:00 PM B Minasny
Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy as » Major Input to the Soil Inference
System.
B. Minasny, A. McBralney. R. Viscarra-Rossel. The Unix ofSydney.
Inference is defined as a process of deriving logical conclusions from the basis
of empirical evidence and prior observations and conclusions rather than on the
basis of direct observation. McBratney et al (2002) proposed Soil Inference Systems (SINFERS) as a knowledge base to infer soil properties and populate the soil
digital databases SINFERS takes measurements with a given level of certainty
and infers data that is not known with minimal uncertainties by means of logically
linked predictive functions. These predictive functions in a non-spatial context are
referred as pedotransfer functions. The basic assumption underlying SINFERS is
if we know or are able to predict the basic fundamental properties of the soil, we
should be able to infer all other physical and chemical properties using pedotransfer
functions PedoTransfer Functions (PTFs) relate basic soil properties to other more
difficult or expensive to measure soil properties by means of regression and various data mining tools The keys to soil inference systems are reliable inputs and
the ability to link basic soil information The most basic and useful sets of properties is particle-size distribution. Clay content has been demonstrated to influence
many physical and chemical properties The inputs to the inference system can
be from various sources: Soil survey, i.e. from a soil morphological description:
field texture, pH, structure, colour. Laboratory measurement of soil physical and
chemical properties. Spectroscopically, where several key physical and chemical
properties can be predicted Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) is attracting
a lot of interest in the soil science community. It has a number of advantages over
conventional methods of soil analyses: DRS is rapid, timely, cheaper and hence
more efficient at obtaining the data when a large number of samples and analysis
are required Moreover, a single spectrum may be used to assess various physical,
chemical and biological soil properties (Viscarra Rössel et al., 2003) Until now,
research in soil spectroscopy has focused on spectral calibration and prediction
of soil properties using multivariate statistics In this instance we show how these
predictions may be used in an inference system to predict other important and functional soil properties using pedotransfer functions (PTFs) The aims of this paper
are: to use of soil spectral calibration and predictions as input and complement to a
soil inference system (SPEC-SINFERS), and to demonstrate the implementation of
SPEC-SINFERS First the basic soil properties are predicted from the spectra using
partial least-squares (PLS) (Geladi and Kowalski, 1986). The predicted properties
are: sand, silt and clay content, pH, organic C, and CEC Both model and input
uncertainties are quantified, the model uncertainty using bootstrap technique, while
input uncertainty using Latin hypercube sampling with Monte Carlo simulation
From the predicted basic soil properties, other more difficult-to-measure properties
can be derived. Examples are: The water retention curve, hydraulic conductivity
characteristics, soil pH buffering capacity. Model and input uncertainties are propagated through the calculations. Although the accuracy of the basic soil properties
obtained from spectroscopy is lower than laboratory analysis, the efficiency of the
measurements in terms of cost and time is much higher SPEC-SINFERS uses soil
spectra to estimate various basic soil properties which are then to infer other important and functional soil properties via pedotransfer functions The important feature
of SPEC-SINFERS is the propagation of both input and model uncertainties

This Pedogenic Understanding Raster Classification (PURC) methodology can be
applied to initial or update soil surveys, and allows the entire process to be completed in a digital environment Based on the conceptual model that unique soils
are the products of unique sets of soil-forming factors, spatially explicit digital data
are selected to represent different soil forming factors (environmental covariates)
Topographic data ( e g , slope, compound topographic index, topographic ruggedness index) are derived from Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) Digital data proxies for vegetation (e.g., normalized difference vegetation index, fractional vegetation cover) and parent material (e.g., band ratios diagnostic for gypsic, sodic, and
calcareous materials) are derived from Landsat spectral data These digital data
are analyzed using commercially available GIS and image processing software or
programming and visualization in the Interactive Data Language Unsupervised,
supervised, and simple knowledge-based classifications can be used in the preliminary stage to recognize soil-landscape patterns and to plan for field data collection
As more is learned about the survey area from data collection and expert knowledge, various classification techniques (e.g., supervised classification, classification
tree analysis with and without boosting and point buffering) can be employed The
resulting maps are evaluated qualitatively by local experts and, ideally, quantitatively using an accuracy assessment with independent field observation to show the
agreement between predicted and observed soil components or map units PURC
methodology pre-mapping, model development, validation, and final map generation were completed in a digital environment The PURC methodology can be
adapted for digital soil mapping for an initial soil survey (e.g., Powder River and
Green River Basins, Wyoming), or for targeted problem solving and soil survey
updates (e.g., refining distribution and temporality of wet and saline soils, identifying limestone rock outcrop and potential endemic species habitat, Utah) Continued
technological advancements and availability of spatial data and improved CIS and
modeling expertise of soil scientists should increase the accuracy and efficiency of
the soil survey process.

18-4
4:40 PM J. Lamp
Integrating the Extended Causal Chain of Pedology, On-The-Go Soil Sensors
and a Fuzzy Soil Continuum Model for Precision Farming (PF) Applications.
J. Lamp. CA. Univ. Plant Nutrition a. Soil Science. WG Soil Informatics.
(I.) Yield potential and tillage depth, two example VRT-applications of PF in Holstein. Computer algorithms of Variable Rate Technology (VRT) demand for sets of
management, crop and soil parameters Often the latter are - due to a heavy-going
access and high local variabilities of the soil resource - a minimum factor in PF. By
two VRT applications, the drilling rate and tillage depth, the algorithmic demands,
data acquisition and integrated evaluation of specific soil parameters will be summarized (fig application&parameter sets). Related to agronomic rules and standards, the Seeding Rate SR depends on the Target Yields TY of cereal sfieldmeans
and the Organic Matter of Ap horizons (SR=t^OMp,TY)) Another algorithm varies the Tiller Depth TD by the Clay content, OMp, and a soil-reliefform related
Hydromorphy Factor (TD=ft,Clay,Omp,HF)). The latter depends on climate, too.
Therefore, a mean temperature of 8 degree C and annual precipitation of 750mm
are boundary conditions for the 1400 ha cashcrop example farm on hilly, young
morainic soilscapes in Holstein, North Germany Mean field yields (Y) of the standard crop rotation winter wheat, barley, oil-seed rape W-B-R are YW=9 2, YB=7 5,
YR=4 2 Mg/ha (fig.farmloc +yield map). (2 ) Soil resource access I: Applying the
Extended Causal Chain of Pedology (ECCP). Jenny, and his pre- and post-pedologists, have evolved the ECCP: the soil factors climate, organisms, relief, parent
material and humans (cl-o-r-p-t+h) act by processes on morphologic soil attributes
which react by pedofunctions on the feedback components of the soil-ecosystem
(fig.SES+ECCP) The ECCP is the pedo-logical and paradigmatic basis for soil
inventories by experts, but it faces problems when confronted with the specific
human-shaped conditions of the study soilscapes (a) r-factor: the (relictic) hydromorphy is related to landforms, but changed by drainage ameliorations, (b) h-factor: land clearing, water and tillage erosion, and fertilizing have changed the landforms and soils (erosion, colluviation etc.); (c) p-factor: a non-relief-dependant,
difficult-to-detect petrovariance modifies texture substrates and fertilities of soils,
very locally (figs, multi-profile, catena&aerial images). (3 ) Soil resource access
2: Landscape Geo-lnformation (G1S) and on-the-go soil sensors Each VRT-application demands to fill-up (measure, predict) a set of data for each pedocell, the
smallest steerable soil unit of PF (~IO*10m; fig ) Results from variogram studies
in Germany (poster Herbst&Lamp) emphasize that soil inventories for PF can not
rely on augering only, but must collect and use dense, low-cost landscape and/or
on-the-tramline-go soil sensor data, efficiently For all fields of the farm, GIS map
layers of old soil ratings, elevation incl. derived relief parameters, drainage plans
and annual yield maps since 1999 (poster Reimer&Lamp) are stored in the Soil
Information System (SIS) of the farm Better than airborne images, a ground-based
hyperspectral sensor is able to map the OMp offields(poster Reimer&Lamp) Tex18-3
4:20 PM J. L Boettinger
ture substrates of profiles can be sensed by bulked soil Electrical Conductivities
Refining the Pedogenic Understanding Raster Classification Methodology.
(EC) of the inductive EM38-sonde. EC values correlate—higher than German soil
J. L. Boettinger. Utah State Unix: N. J. Cole. A. M. Saunders. S. J. Nield. S. Kienast- ratings—with the data of yield maps (poster Herbst&Lamp). As a new. multi-depth
Brown. J. M. Bodily. USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service; A. K. Slum. sensor of electrical soil conductivities (ECi, figs.), the spike-wheel-equipped "Pluripol" is presented which predicts clay contents in four soil layers as basis for sevUtah Stale Univ.
eral applications. (4.) A challenging future task 'ITirce-D Rule-based Continuous
Vast areas of the earth need new or updated soil survey data, but traditional methods
Soil modelling (TRCS). Beyond special uses in PF, the data stock of the farm-SIS
of soil survey can be inefficient, expensive, and inaccurate We developed, tested,
may flow into TRCS (Ameskamp, figs ) Based on fuzzificated landscape GIS data.
adapted, and refined a methodology that incorporates Geographic Information Systems (GIS), remote sensing, and modeling to predict and map soil distribution
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ECCP rules and "fuzzy profiles", the system allows soil experts to represent the soil
resource space, appropriately in 3D.
18-5
5:00 PM J B Reeves
Reflectance Spectroscopy for the Determination of Soil C: Where Are We? and
What Are the Problems Which Need to Be Solved?.
J. B. Reeves, EMBUL. ANR1. ARS. USDA; D. Martens. SWRC, ARS. USDA: G.
McCarty. HRSL. ANW. ARS. USDA.
Due to the Kyto accords and other efforts at reducing accumulation of C in the
atmosphere, there has been increasing interest in the potential of soils to sequester C. The central problem is that to accurately access changes in soil C content
will require the analysis of very large numbers of samples. Even to meet the Kyto
minimum requirement for accuracy could involve 10's of millions of samples to
be analyzed for C for a country such as Brazil In addition, the form of C present
in soils is an obvious factor influencing whether the C present will remain for any
length of time. Present methods of soil C analysis, such as combustion, are too time
consuming (-100 samples per day) and expensive ($2-3 US per sample) even for
determination of total-C alone, much less for the added determination of organic
versus inorganic C and for forms of C (labile, charcoal, etc.). Therefore new, rapid
and accurate methods will be needed to determine soil C content and forms if C
sequestration as soil C is to become practical from an economic sense. One method
which has increasingly been put forward as such a method is diffuse reflectance
spectroscopy using either near- (NIRS) or mid-infrared radiation (DRIFTS or Diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy). This technique consists
of irradiating a ground sample in the wavelength range of interest and collecting
the resulting diffusely reflected radiation. Compositional information is obtained
from the radiation which penetrates particles of the sample and is reflected back to
a detector assembly. Thus sample preparation as the method is presently practiced
is the same as for conventional methods such as combustion, but since only one
spectrum per sample is needed, multiple analyte determinations can be obtained
simultaneously In addition, the use of autosamplers with mid-infrared spectrometers allows for the analysis of at least 360 samples per day compared to perhaps
100 by combustion from which only one analyte value is obtained While other
techniques, such as Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) can perhaps
analyze samples as rapidly as NIRS or DRIFTS, LIBS can only provide measures
of total C content and questions about sample preparation versus number of laser
samplings needed still need to be answered. While the initial instrumental costs
for combustion and LIBS are presently about the same as for NIRS and DRIFTS,
the latter two methods have the potential for inexpensive instruments designed on
filter technology which neither LIBS nor combustion can match. As only NIRS and
DRIFTS can rapidly and simultaneously provide information on a wide range of
C based soil components, they offer the best chance for being able to rapidly and
inexpensively determine both soil C content and composition. While research has
demonstrated that NIRS and DRIFTS can determine a wide variety of soil organic
matter fractions (total-, inorganic- and total-C; various measures of biomass or bioactive C and N; organic-N, free amino acids and sugars among others) on a sample
in less than 2 minutes, several areas still need to be researched Areas presently
under study include: I Can one calibration be used to analyze all soil samples
for any given analyte, and if not, how will samples need to be divided? 2. What
method, NIRS or DRIFTS, offers is the best method for soil analysis? 3. Similarly,
which method, NIRs or DRIFTS, offers the best change at transferring calibrations
between the same and dissimilar instruments. 4. Can filter based instrumentation
be developed which will allow for the rapid, inexpensive and on-site determination
of soil C content and composition, and if so, what will the limits be With a modest increase in research aimed at answering the questions above, NIRS or DRIFTS
have the best potential for providing an economical method necessary for successful determination of C sequestration in soil.
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1.5B Soil Sampling in Space and Time—Theater

maps were loaded into Arc View G1S system for the followed geo-reference spatial
analysis In this research, based on US Soil Taxonomy (1998) and the manifested
information about morphological features together with the relevant soil properties, soils of the studied areas fit into two main orders: Entisols and Aridisols and
nine taxonomie units (at sub group level) were identified. Nevertheless, the relation between the different soils taxonomie and the physiographic mapping units for
each area is obviously occurred.
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F. Nazarizadeh
Spatial Variability in the Electro Conductivity of Soil and Groundwater in the
Balaroud Area Located in the Southwest of Iran.
F. Nazarizadeh. Khuzestan Water and Power Authority.
This paper focuses on the special variability in the Electro Conductivity (EC) of
soil and groundwater resources using the geostatistic method and determining the
effective variables, which are determinential in the area under study. Its groundwater inflow is from the northern part of the Khuzestan plain and its outflow is through
the southern part of the plain. The EC of the soil with a variance of 0.414 - 3 . 3 3 and
an average of 0.9938 mmu/cm and the groundwater with a variance of 270 - 4799
and an average 1082.64 mmu/cm was obtained in the final analysis. The review of
the variograms was carried out using the geostatistic method and it was found that
the variance for the soil and groundwater EC was respectively 93300 and 61700
meters. The soil EC map showed an area with high EC content approximately in
the western end of the region which is near the region were traditional farming
takes place The underlying reason for such a phenomena can be attributed to farm
management techniques. The groundwater EC map showed an area with a high
EC in the southern part of region near the city of Andimeshk. It was assumed that
this phenomenon is the result of the gradual development of the groundwater flow,
increase in groundwater abstraction in this region and the entering of urban and
industrial wastewater pollutants into groundwater resources Current agricultural
practices are also another cause. It has been suggested that in a region were there
is no or relatively little EC, there is a suitable amount of permeability and transfer, thus in order to optimize the regimen of groundwater source, artificial feeding
should be initiated.
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G A Roshani
Establishing Digital Spatial Pattern Map of Macronutrients in Soils under
Irrigated Wheat in Golestan Province.
G. A. Roshani, Golestan Agricultural
Agricultural Research Center.

Research Center: S. Sadeghi.

Golestan

The fertility maps are useful tools to know about land resources These maps are
essential to do a correct fertilizer recommendation, monitoring the changes of soil
fertility level and also to prediction of toxicity or deficiency of necessary plants
nutritional elements in soil. The present report included the works has been done
in Golestan province during the year 2004 on research project entitled " Establishing digital spatial pattern map of macronutrients in soils under irrigated wheat in
Golestan province" The studied areas were under irrigated wheat cultivation and
the total surface area was about 220,000 hectares. Using basal maps with scale of
1: 50,000, the area was divided into 2200 grids each of them having one kilometer
square area Using Global Positioning System (GPS) instrument a composite soil
sample was taken from the center of any grids and analyzed for major macronutrients namely; Nitrogen, Phosphorous and Potassium At the time of sampling some
additional information like; latitude, longitude, elevation, owner's name, date of
sampling, kind of water resources, possibility of water logging, present and previous crop, etc...were collected and recorded. Based on the national coordinator
suggestions samples were analyzed in the laboratory of the Department of Soil and
Water Research in Golestan province. After getting the laboratory results, for the
above stated data set, an electronic layer was created and after doing interpolation
the layers being polygonized Anisotropy of the data sets in different directions
was evaluated by the help of variogram surface operation Then spatial correlation
of each data set was calculated. Doing variogram analysis, spatial variation of the
data sets was studied and a suitable model was selected and finally through point
interpolation by the statistical method, kriging technique, the digital map of each
macronutrient was established. Keywords: kriging, spatial correlation, macronutrient, variogram analysis
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M A . Rasheed
Generating Geo-Pedological Maps Using GIS of Study Areas in Bahariya
Oasis.
M. A. Rasheed. National Research Centre: K. M. Darwish. National Research
Centre.
Today, spatial data is more readily available than ever before (Maitra, 2001).
Updated soil surveys are considered quite helpful for planning, developing monitoring and for the sustainable management of the limited agricultural soils available
in the study area One of the main aims of this study is to identify, characterize and
map the major soils in the study area(s) following a geopedologic approach Therefore, all mapping units were digitized in vector mode, and then those digitized
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I V Morozov
The Comparative Analysis of Methods for Physical Properties Investigation
of Soil Solid Part.
/. V. Morozov. Rostov State Univ: I. Morozova. Rostov State Univ.
Questions of soil nomenclature, diagnostics, taxonomy, systematic and classifications remain most important and, at the same time, most disputable at the present
stage of the soil science development. Standard principles of both methods of soil
systematic and classification have not been worked out till nowHowever, there is
also another problem not less important, which deals with the absence of uniform
international system of soil terms and definitions As a result, there are various
approaches for a choice of research subjects (i.e., soil property, regime, process,
index, parameter etc.) The existing situation could be described in the following
way: Russian and foreign soil scientists (i.e., from other national schools of soil
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science) call different subjects with the same terms (1); they use different terms to
define equal subjects (2) and have equal terms for calling equal subjects (3) The
same problem deals with the absence of unified and all-used international methods for investigation of soil properties due to the used methods describing absolutely different subjects (eg., cases I and 2) As the consequence, it is inevitably
reflected on the interpretation of received results The comparative analysis is based
on the linguistic approach, which has been worked out by authors According to
this approach it is necessary to collate consecutively term —» definition —> method
—» classification with each other. The purpose of this procedure is to determine the
subject of the investigation This analysis allows to identify the subject of analytical
method and after that to compare different classifications of soil properties, parameters, regimes and processes.Our investigation is based on the comparative analysis of general terms of soil physics such as texture, particle density, bulk density,
porosity etc The results of our research have shown inexactitudes and principal
mistakes in soil terminology Contradictions of soil terminology and nomenclature
are reflected in analytical procedures and classifications used in different national
schools of soil science. The results of our analysis allowed us to work out the additions for particle-size distribution analysis, for procedures of particle density and
bulk density and some other physical characteristics of soil. For example, we offer
the system of particle density analysis such as the procedure for general soil samples (i.e., without special pretreatment) and for soil samples after the following
pretreatment:
• extraction of water soluble salts;
• remove organic matter with 6-10 % hydrogen peroxide;
• remove carbonates with 0.1-0.2 n HCl;
• remove iron oxides with sodium dithionite-citrate;
• remove both organic matter and carbonates.
It is necessary to carry out these procedures using both distilled water and some
other apolar liquid The results which would be obtained in this case describe not
only a ratio between mineral and organic part of soil, but give a comprehensive
representation about the influence of organic matter, carbonates, iron oxides and
allumosilicates on average weight value of particle density, allow to estimate ratio
between hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts of soil particles etc

Agrónomos—Polytechnic University of Madrid; M. C. Diaz. Dpto. Edafologia—
E.T.S. Ing. Agrónomos Polytechnic University of Madrid.
Topographic measurements made on 1x2 nr experimental plots after four different
techniques of soil management (chissel, rotovator, rodillo and muela) enable the
Multifractal Analysis (MFA) of soil roughness. These plots are located in Comunidad de Madrid and their texture is described as sandy loam. The MFA was based
on the singularity spectrum of the soil topography The four spectrums obtained
for each treatment are compared with a singularity spectrum obtained from a normal topography measure with the same mean and standard deviation calculated in
each case. Different indexes from the spectrum and the comparison with a random
structure were calculated to establish a comparison of the soil roughness obtained
among the treatments. These comparisons gave an statistic significant differences
between some of the treatments
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Z. Libohova
Geographic Information System (GIS) Applications in Alabama Soil Survey.
/.. Libohova. S. Thomas. J. Langlinais. C. Love, G. Marlin. USDA-NRCS.
The NRCS Alabama Soil Survey Program is rapidly moving towards digital
products New digital technologies including Geographic Information System
(GIS), Global Positioning System (GPS), Remote Sensing, are being introduced
and extensively utilized. The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the use of
digital technology in (i) initial and updating soil survey and (ii) digital soil survey
publications in Alabama In the initial and update soil surveys, ArcMap, ArcView,
OrthoMapper, and 3D Mapper software are being used to combine information
from topographic maps (USGS 7.5 minute quadrangle), aerial photographs, infrared aerial photographs, geological maps, plat books, etc. Various thematic maps
used during field soil mapping are generated through digital transformations Maps
combining topographic lines, aerial photograph, and shaded relief from Digital
Elevation Models (DEMs) help soil scientists to initially identity slopes (gradients
and shapes), elevation, relief, and landscapes used for delineating and establishing
map units. Map unit delineations are further adjusted in the field based on aerial
photographs and GPS to reflect the actual landscape positions. The adjusted map
unit delineations are transferred from the topographic field map to a digital format
through two major steps In the first step, the soil lines are transferred from the
topographic image to a Mylar In the second step the soil lines are transferred from
Mylar to a digital form Map unit delineations or the existing soil survey maps are
scanned to create ".tiff" files to be orthorectified or georeferenced using ArcMap
and Orthomapper Using ArcGIS digitizing tools polygon coverage and shape files
with attributes for map unit names, acres, and other soil properties are created.
Estimated time for creating geodatabase, digitizing, and attributing per 7 5 USGS
quadrangle (I 24000) varies from 40 to more than 200 hours depending on the
detail of mapping and GIS knowledge of the user When conducted or supervised
by soil scientist these transfers assure quality control, because the soil lines are
viewed in detail and missing and incorrect symbols are spotted and fixed easily The
new digital soil maps are being used as a basis for producing digital Soil Surveys
in Alabama The Soil Surveys can be uploaded to the web and made available to
internal and external customers through CDs or downloaded directly to their PCs.
Currently 20 Soil Surveys are available on-line in a " p d f format at; http://soils.
usda gov/survey/onlinesurveys Of the 67 Alabama counties, 47 Soil Surveys are
SSURGO Certified, meeting all standards and specifications for a digital product
(Tabular and Spatial) The goal is to have all published Soil Surveys by 2007 in a
spatial and tabular digital format at: http://soildatamart nrcs usda gov These Soil
Surveys are also available on the newly launch Web Base Soil Survey web site at:
http://websoilsurvey nrcs usda gov/app.
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540b
M.C Diaz
Soil Surface Rugosity Measurements to Applied Multifractal Analysis.
M. R. Garcia. A. Saa. Dpio. Edafologia—E.T.S. Ing. Agrónomos—Polytechnic
University of Madrid: A. M. Tarquis. Dpto. Matemalica Aplicada—E. TS. Ing.
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H Bourennane
Spatial Modeling of Trace Elements in Soils Using Partial Least Squares
Regression and Pre-existing Information.
Ii. Bourennane. National Institut for Agronomic Research (INRA).
Mapping the pedogeochemical background requires numerous and expensive Trace
Element (TE) measurements. One approach consists in using relationships between
TE and other soil variables to improve spatial prediction of target variables. Soil
Variables (SV) such as granulomere fractions, organic carbon content, CEC,
major elements concentration (Fe, Mn, K, Ca...) are much more easy to determine
and cheaper to analyze. Moreover, these variables are a direct expression of the
pedological processes and thus, may represent the TE behavior. A complementary
approach consists on using pre-existing soil maps in order to take into account
pedological processes underlying spatial variability of TE. The aim of the study is
thus to assess the possibility of inferring trace element content of soils using major
physico-chemical soil variables and soil unit delineations. These two auxiliary data
include knowledge on underlying pedogenetic processes. As many soil properties,
TE and SV are severely corrupted by noise and/or colinearities among a high number of variables To go beyond these problems, it is convenient to apply latent variable models, particularly Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression modeling. PLS
maximizes the covariance between process variables and response variables. In
addition, PLS uses only the variation in the X matrix (process variables: SV in
our study) that is significant in predicting the variation in the Y matrix (response
variables: TE in our study) PLS regression searches for a set of components (called
latent vectors: LVs) that performs a simultaneous decomposition of X and Y with
the constraint that these components explain as much as possible of the covariance between X and Y. The study area is ("La Chätre" 1:50,000 sheet) located
in center of France (North of Massif Central) in a context of marine sedimentary
and metamorphic rocks In a first step, the behavior and the relationships among
variables were summarized through kriged maps of the first two LVs of the PLS,
which capture most of the systematic variation. The method was applied to punctual data sets giving a first attempt of the TE spatial variability. In a second step, a
spatial constraint, according to the soil mapping units (soil series), was introduced
in the kriging equations To reduce the number of soil mapping units, the latter
were merged in wider pedo-geological families (PGF) Thus, a second attempt of
the TE spatial variability was obtained taking into account both the pedogenetic
knowledge included in the choice of basic data (i e process variables), and the synthetic representation of the spatial soil variability (i.e. soil map). Due to a limited
number of TE measurements, validation of both models was firstly performed by
cross-validation Secondly, mapping results were compared to geochemical background maps achieved by stream sediment measurements at the outlet of catchments This comparison between average soil TE content per catchment, and corresponding stream TE content showed the consistency between the two independent
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data sources It allows finally discussion on catchment behaviors according to the
complexity of soil, and landscape parameters over the study area

Yield monitor data were interpolated using ordinary kriging Yield maps, aerial
imagery, and interpolated soil surfaces were brought to the same spatial resolution
using cubic convolution. These data layers were then used with K-means clustering
to produce three management zones Experimental strips were randomly allocated
19-8
541b
J- Mosali
and consisted of 24 rows that spanned the length of the entire field (i.e., > 700
Can Variable Rate Technology Using Active Sensors Work in Bermudagrass
m). Treatments were replicated once and were nested within management zones.
and Ryegrass Production?.
Nitrogen treatments were made at the six-leaf crop growth stage using undiluted
J. Mosali, J. B. Ball, The Noble Foundation: K. Girma. Oklahoma State University; urea ammonium nitrate 32% applied with an eight-row cultivator. Nitrogen treatments were based on the Colorado State N rate algorithm. Treatments were (i) the
S. L. Norton, The Noble Foundation; W. R. Raun. Oklahoma Stale University.
recommended N rate, (ii) half the recommended N rate, and (iii) a control of 0 kg
Nitrogen(N) fertilizer recommendations currently based on yield goal for forage
N ha-1. The management zone delineation techniques were evaluated using three
production in bermudagrass and ryegrass without considering the temporal and
approaches, (i) farmer's approach, (ii) quantitative approach, and (iii) a subjective
spatial variations in soil to supply N. Current study is taken up to develop a nitrogen
approach. The farmer's approach was the simplest, and was based on grain yield
fertilizer optimization algorithm using in-season spectral measurements collected
production between the two techniques The quantitative approach used K-means
in early growth phase. Reflectance measurements are taken to calculate Normalized
clustering algorithm to group the grain yield into three clusters of high, medium,
Difference Vegetative Index (NDV1)) were taken using a GreenSeeker Hand Held
and low grain yield. Grain yield clusters were then compared to the management
optical reflectance sensor (NTech industries, Ukiah, CA). In-Season Estimate of
zones using percent areal agreement and Kappa statistics and percent areal agreeYield (INSEY) which is NDV1 taken in-season divided by growing degree days is
ment. The subjective approach involved grouping the grain yield data into three
correlated with the N uptake at harvest and an algorithm was developed to predict
subjectively determined yield classes, classes were compared to the management
zones using percent areal agreement and Kappa statistics. Grain yields ranged from
the fertilizer that is needed by the crop for that particular harvest This work has
6.9 to 15.5 Mg ha-1 across all site years. Grain yields were significantly different
the potential to increase the N uptake and increase the NUE and decrease the envibetween SCMZ zones for all site years. Based on the farmer's approach, the high
ronmental concerns. This paper also talks about the concerns and problems with
and medium zones delineated using the SCMZ exhibited higher grain yields than
this technology.
the corresponding management zones delineated with the YBMZ technique indicating that the SCMZ technique is accurately characterizing the high and medium
19-9
640a
T Luxton
yielding areas of the field. Using the quantitative approach. Kappa statistics and
Soil Chemical Properties as a Tool in Archeological Investigations: Identifying
percent areal agreement were higher for the SCMZ technique across all site years,
Previous Anthropogenic Disturbances.
again suggesting that the SCMZ technique is relatively better than the YBMZ technique. The subjective approach indicated that the SCMZ technique compared betT. Luxton. M. Eick. S. M. Garman. Virginia Tech.
ter to yield classes than the YBMZ technique Overall, grain yield in the SCMZ
Soils that have been altered and disturbed by intensive human agricultural activhigh zones were up to 1 88 Mg ha-1 higher than YBMZ high zones Based on the
ity may exhibit changes in soil chemical properties or the relative concentration
approaches used in this study to classify grain yield patterns, the SCMZ technique
of specific elements. Frequent additions of manures, composts, marl, wood ash,
was found to be relatively better than the YBMZ technique
lime and other amendments will increase the relative concentration of Calcium
(Ca), Potassium (K), Phosphorus (P), Nitrogen (N), and Carbon (C) compared to
unamended soils. Additionally soil chemical properties such as pH, CEC and acid19-11
641b
O. S. Ermolaeva
ity may also have been altered by intensive management. In the present study we
Technique of Detailed—Level-bv-Level Definition of Soil Moisture with TDR
evaluate spatial variations in soil chemical properties, as a screening tool in archeoTRIME-FM3.
logical investigations, to aid in determining the location of previous intensive agricultural activity The study was conducted in a terrace garden at the Mount PleasO. S. Ermolaeva. A. Zeiliger. Moscow State Univ Of Environmental Engineering.
ant Plantation located on the James River in Surry County Virginia. Soil samples
Accurate
measurement of profile of soil water content is essential to many areas of
were collected from a former terrace garden established in 1730 and maintained
environmental and agricultural research Nowadays, Time Domain Reflectometry
through the Civil War. The concentration of P, Ca, Mg, K, C, N were determined by
(TDR) is a widely used technique for measuring soil moisture However, the design
various extraction techniques and soil pH, CEC, and acidity were determined using
of probes doesn't allow effective using of these devices for monitoring vertical
standard laboratory techniques. The results of the chemical assays were analyzed
distribution of moisture in thin soil layers Device TR1ME-FM3 created by IMKO
spatially by spatial interpolation and cluster analysis to see if discrete spatial patcompany is based on TDR-technology and allows to do the rapid, routine and nonterns existed. The results of the spatial analysis were then coupled with archeologidestructive measurements of water content profiles. The research which has been
cal data to determine if variations in soil chemical properties could be used as a
carried out by the producing company have shown, that the geometrical body of
screening tool for determining previous anthropogenic activities associated with
measurement of this probe represents the cylinder with height about 15-16 cm and
agricultural activities.
the basis in the form of an ellipse with the greatest radius about 40 sm. In this case,
direct using of this probe to monitor water content of layers thinker a bight of
cylinder of measurement is not possible To develop a method of detailed—level19-10
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R Khosla
by-level calculation of water content profiles scanning by TDR for boreholes such
Site-Specific Management Zones: Soil-Color Based and Yield-Based.
as TRIME-FM3. For achievement of the aim were solved the following tasks: 1)
R. Khosla. D. Inman. A. Hornung. D. Weslfall. R. Reich. Colorado Stale Univ.
To carry out verification model TDR-probe of measurement throw soil layers with
different moisture content; 2) To test a technique for detailed—level-by-level defiDevelopment of the variable rate application (VRA) map is an important step in
nition of results of soil moisture scanning Verification of the additive model was
conducting variable rate fertilizer application. Intensive grid soil sampling was
carried out on the experimental data received on prepared in special case(with horiamong the first methods used to map soil fertility levels and remains a comzontal dimensions of 70x70 cm and height of 90 cm) an artificial soil monolith with
monly practiced means of generating VRA maps Grid soil sampling has been
different moisture content layers All sides of this monolith have been coated by
widely reported as a method that is both expensive and time consuming Manfilm getting them impervious for evaporation. Each layer of the soil was separated
agement zones have been studied as an alternative method of developing VRA
from another by thefilmto exclude mixing of soil water content on the boundary of
maps. Numerous techniques of management zone delineation have been studied;
layers. The soil material of a monolith has been selected from the top of aggregated
however, few comparisons between techniques exist in the literature. The objechorizons of dark-chestnut soil of Saratov Region. For exception of formation inside
tives of this study were: (i) to determine how consistently two management zone
a monolith of significant air cavities and this soil material was exposed to predelineation techniques (a soil color-based management zone (SCMZ) technique
liminary processing (a choice of roots and crushing of large blocks), then the soil
and a yield-based management zone (YBMZ) technique) characterize regions of
has been placed in a monolith, thus was made level-by-level (I cm) compressing
high, medium, and low grain yield; and (ii) to compare the relative accuracies with
for obtaining homogeneous soil body and condensation up to the planned values
which the two management zone delineation techniques characterize the grain yield
(gravimetric moisture in a range from 0,08-0,30g/g, density from 1,1 up to 1,38
within low, medium, and high productivity potential management zones This study
g/sm3). The plastic tube (1 m height) was installed in the middle of the box to meawas conducted over three site years in Northeastern Colorado. Prior to planting,
sure the soil water content by TRIME tube probe. Series of scanning measurements
each season grid soil sampling was performed to measure soil properties used durof volumetric humidity have been done at various position of a probe on height of
ing the yield-based management zone (YBMZ) delineation technique Managea monolith with step on 1 sm With the purpose of reception of representative given
ment zones were also delineated prior to planting. The SCMZ technique used: (i)
measurements they were carried out several times during three days at four various
bare-soil imagery, (ii) topography and (iii) farmer's experience. These data layers
horizontal positions of a TDR-probe. After the measurements the soil monolith has
were then incorporated into a geographic information system database to generate
been disassembled, and from each created layer were selected samples for density
mathematical interpolation surfaces to develop three management zones (Khosla et
and moisture definition by gravimetric method The model and results: The model
al, 2002). Traits such as regions of dark color, areas of low-lying topography, and
simulate measurements of volumetric soil moisture, contained in volume of probe
areas of historic high yields as reported by the farmer were designated as a zone
approbation, is based on a hypothesis of additivity of the moisture content, of layers
of potentially high productivity or high zone The YBMZ relied on: (i) bare-soil
getting in this volume. On this model the program in language VBA was developed.
imagery, (ii) soil organic matter, (iii) cation exchange capacity, (iv) soil texture,
This model provides us a curve of scanning with a set of entrance data and a step of
and (v) the previous season's yield map Surfaces for selected soil properties (soil
scanning Experimental values of volumetric and the density of soil layers received
organic matter, cation exchange capacity, sand, silt, and clay determined from grid
as a result of disassembly of a soil monolith, and also size of an active and inactive
based (2 5 sample ha-1) soil sampling) were created using median-polish kriging.
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zone of a probe have been used as the entrance data for the developed program
of calculations Calculations have been carried out for various combinations of
size of an active and inactive zone of a probe at a step of scanning I sm. As a
result of comparison of modeling curves of scanning with experimental, it has been
shown, that the best reproduction of first second (factor of pair correlation 0,994)
corresponds) meets) to sizes of an active zone laying in a range 15-16 sm.
19-12
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T J. Sauer
Evaluation of a New, Perforated Soil Heat Flux Plate Design.
T. J. Sauer. USDA-ARS National Soil Tilth Laboratory; P. Thery. CAPTEC;
J. L. Heitman. Iowa State Univ; T. M. DeSutter, USDA-ARS National Soil Tilth
Laboratory; R. Horton, Iowa State Univ
Soil management practices can have profound effects on the spatial and temporal
variation of soil physical properties. Characterizing the soil thermal regime often
involves measurement of heat transfer through the surface soil layers. For the last
~30 yrs, flux plates have been the method of choice for measurement of soil heat
flux (G) Soil heat flux plates are small metal and/or plastic disks with an imbedded
thermopile to measure the temperature difference across the sensor body Using a
laboratory calibration, this temperature difference is used to calculate a heat flux
density. Soil heat flux plates have fixed thermal properties and are impermeable to
liquid water and vapor flow. However, the surrounding soil has thermal properties
that may change rapidly in response to changing water content. Recent investigations have demonstrated that the standard soil heat flux plate technique likely leads
to systematic errors in G measurement. The objective of this study was to evaluate
a new, perforated soil heat flux plate that was designed to reduce disturbance of
liquid water and water vapor flow in the adjacent soil. The new CAPTEC flux plate
is thin (0 3 mm-thick) with a large face area (103 x 105 mm Lx W)and 100 5 mmsquare openings representing 23 1% of the plate face area. Laboratory and field
tests compared the performance of three CAPTEC plates with a pair of standard
REBS soil heat flux plates (HFT-3 1), which were round (38.6 mm-diameter), 3.9
mm-thick, and had a thermal conductivity of 1.22 W m ' K.'. Laboratory measurements were completed with the plates embedded in dry and saturated sand inside an
insulated cavity under steady-state, one-dimensional heat flux densities of 21, 43,
85, and 172 W m2. Each flux density was maintained for 2-4 days with sensor signals logged every 1 min. Comparisons were made using 24 hrs of hourly-average
data for each flux plate. Field measurements were made over 10 wks in the summer/fall of 2005 in a Clarion loam soil (Typic Hapludoll) near Ames, Iowa USA.
The gradient method was used to obtain an independent measurement of G at the
flux plate depth (6 cm) during the field experiment. Three-needle heat dissipation
probes were used to measure the soil thermal conductivity and temperature gradient necessary to calculate G using Fourier's Law. In the dry sand, data from the
CAPTEC and REBS plates were both below the known G but only by an average of
3 and 5%, respectively, over all flux densities. In the wet sand, G values from both
plates were again lower than the known G but now by 30 and 9%. It is uncertain
why the CAPTEC plates produced such low G values in the saturated sand. This
experiment did, however, produce very small temperature gradients (0.15-0.6 °C
cm ') in a media with a high thermal conductivity (2.2 W m~' K') compared to the
dry sand (0.65-4.7 °C cnr' and 0.35 W m'1 K.'). The CAPTEC plates performed
very well under field conditions, providing G values within - 10 W m J of both the
REBS plates and the gradient method over a range of G from -100 to +150. There
was less variation among the CAPTEC plates than between the REBS plates, likely
due to the much greater sensing area of these plates. At the end of the experiment,
soil samples collected just above and below each plate indicated slightly greater
soil water content beneath the REBS plates. Further data analysis is in progress to
investigate plate performance during and immediately after precipitation events as
the wetting front passes the plate and after prolonged drying conditions. The new
CAPTEC soil heat plate has features including a perforated design and large sensing area that may prove very beneficial to the accurate measurement of G. Results
from preliminary laboratory and especially field experiments were very promising
as they indicated that the plate is accurate and durable However, further research
is needed to explain the poor performance in saturated sand and to characterize the
liquid water flow patterns through and around the plate.
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M D P Carvalho
Correlation between the Common Bean Grains Yield and Attributes of Relation
Mass/Volume in a Typical Haplic Acrustox of the Brazilian Savannah.
M. D. P. Carvalho, F. A. Malos. M. V. Martins, G. Rosa Filho. Säo Paulo Slate
Univ.
The ideal agricultural soil, being a dispersed three-phase system, must have a volume of total porosity of 0.500 m3/m3, respectively with 0.355 and 0.165 m'/m'
of microporosity and macroporosity; as well as 0.500 m'/m' at volume of solids.
The bean grain yield (GY), under no-tillage system and irrigated, and the following soil attributes (total porosity-TP macroporosity-MA, microporosity-Ml, and
the bulk density-BD), in a Dystroferric Red Latosol (Haplic Acrustox), located at
the Experimental Station of the Faculdade de Agronomia/UNESP, in Ilha Solteira
county, Sao Paulo State, Brazil (22°23' latitude S; 5I°27' longitute W), were analyzed in the crop year 2004/2005 The purpose was to improve directresses related
to the improvement of the crop productivity at issue A geostatistical grid to collect
soil and plant data was installed, with one hundred and nineteen sample points, in
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an area of 0.99 ha. All researched attributes showed low variability with the exception of the MA4, which it was medium. The linear correlation among the pairs of
attributes showed: a) the increase of BD caused expressive decreases in the MA
and TP, and b) the increases of MA and TP provide, although with low correlation,
the decrease in the GY. Similary, looking at each attribute in private, the statistical analysis showed a spatial dependence varying between strong and moderate,
with ranges between 22.9 and 77.9 m. However, when analyzed conjunctly, it was
observed a satisfactory and harmonious inverse relationship between the TP and
GY, occurring the same thing between the MA and GY Thus, in the areas with the
greatest values of the TP and MA occurred the smaller at the GY. So, the conclusion related to the linear and spatial correlations was that with the increasing of the
macroporosity as well the total porosity the bean grains yield has decreased.
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Mechanisms of Solute Transport Modify Small-Scale Abundance and Function
of Microorganisms in Soil.
E. Kandeler. C. Poll. E. Enowashu, S. Marhan, Institute of Soil Science, Soil
Biology Section, Univ of Hohenheim; J. Ingwersen. T. Streck, Institute of Soil
Science, Biogeophysics Section, Univ of Hohenheim.
Particulate organic matter at the interface between soil and litter (detritusphere)
offers new sites for microorganisms and releases soluble substrates into the adjacent soil The aim of our study was to trace the translocation of litter-C into SOM
and microbial biomass under different solute transport conditions. We hypothesise
that the mechanism of solute transport as well as the soil water content trigger
differing gradients of microbial activity and differing substrate utilization by the
microbial community in the detritusphere. In two consecutive experiments, transport was restricted either to diffusion or to diffusion and convection. Two levels
of soil water content were established in each experiment. When diffusion was
the exclusive transport mechanism, the addition of maize litter induced distinct
gradients in enzyme activities, soil organic C content and microbial biomass to a
depth of 1 5-2.8 mm. Convection enlarged these zones of enhanced microbiological activities to 3.3-9 3 mm The moisture regime modified the temporal pattern
of diffusive C transport, microbial growth and enzyme release by inducing faster
transport at high water contents. Convective transport seemed to be unaffected by
soil moisture. Using a convective-diffusive transport model with first-order decay,
it was possible to simulate the observed activity profiles. The results show that the
spatial dimension of the detritusphere is governed by the ratio between decay rate
of available substrates and transport rate. A higher decay rate tends to downsize
the detritusphere, whereas an increased transport rate tends to enlarge the detritusphere. Moreover, such a mechanism should stratify available substrates in soil
With increasing distance from the soil-litter interface, the ratio between easily and
heavily degradable substrates should continously decrease This, in turn, should
affect the vertical abundance and function of soil microorganisms. In addition,
provided that the effective diffusion/dispersion coefficient is known, the measured
steady-state enzyme activity profiles could be used to calculate the substrate decay
rate. Bacteria and fungi showed differing utilization strategies as revealed by coupling PLFA analysis with stable isotope techniques Fungi assimilated C directly
in the litter, whereas bacteria utilized the substrates from the soil and therefore
depended more on transport processes than fungi. The spatial variability of the
detritusphere depends on transport and soil water conditions. Our results also
underline the importance of spatial modelling for understanding C cycling in soils
Present studies test the impact of microbial community composition on C and N
transport in the detritusphere
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P. J. Gregory
Quantification of Root-Soil and Root-Insect Interactions Using X-Ray
Microtomography.
P. J. Gregory. SCRJ; S. N. Johnson. SCRI; D. B. Read. Dept of Soil Science; C.
E. Hargreaves. Dept of Soil Science: D. V. Grinev, SIMBIOS Centre; I. M. Young.
SIMBIOS Centre.
X-ray microtomography is rapidly developing as a technique to investigate both
the structure of soils and rhizosphere interactions (Gregory et al., 2003). Specialist
benchtop instruments have been developed that allow spatial resolution of about
0 1 mm for sample sizes of up to 50 mm diameter. In this paper we report studies
on the growth of wheat and rape roots in response to a band of phosphate and on
the movement of insects (Sitona lepidus and Agrioties spp) in the rhizosphere
Pre-germinated wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) seeds were grown in pots of 210 mm
diameter acrylic tubing, 250 mm long, lined with a polythene bag The pots were
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filled in three layers: the upper and lower layers consisted of acid washed sand
(air-dried, sieved to <2 mm), pre-wet to a gravimetric water content of 17 5% with
de-ionised water The middle layer consisted of Bullionfield soil (air-dried, sieved
to <2 mm), also pre-wet to a gravimetric water content of 17 5%, but with nutrient solution (0 5 g 1-1 KH2P04) The soil layer was 2 cm deep and the upper sand
layer 3cm deep The main root axes contacted the soil band within two days of
germination Lateral roots were visible 4 days later, and 8 days after germination,
an extensive array of lateral roots was visible on the radicle, within the soil band
(Fig. 1) The movement of Sitona lepidus larvae towards nodules of white clover
(Trifolium repens L.) roots growing in re-packed soil was studied non-invasively
(Johnson et al., 2004) The larvae travelled between 9 and 27 mm in 9h at a mean
speed of I 8 mm h-l Burrowing patterns were convoluted rather than linear with
changes in trajectory evident from this study that would be masked in more commonly used "slant boards" These studies demonstrated that the larvae responded
to a chemical signal from the nodule/root, possibly an isoflavonoid (Johnson et al.,
2005). More recently studies with Agriotes spp. (Fig 2) have demonstrated the
preferential movement to some genotypes of potato but not to others, again suggesting response to semiochemicals Fig 1. Growth of a wheat seedling through a
soil band enriched with P after 8 days. The horizontal lateral roots show the boundaries of the soil band Fig. 2 A mature wireworm (Agriotes spp ) about 20 mm long
moving through re-packed soil.

of reduction was greater in the root-associated aggregates. Incubation also caused
significant changes in the diversity of bacteria and fungi, in particular with diversity increasing in the root-associated aggregates. Changes in the CLPP of bacterial
communities due to incubation were evident in both types of macroaggregates, with
incubated aggregates utilizing less substrate overall Our investigation of the interaction between the aggregate environment and carbon availability in relation to
associated microbial activity showed that accessibility to C source is the key factor
regulating the level of microbial activity in macro-aggregates of increasing size
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K L. Steenwerth
Effects of Grapevine Roots, Soil Resources and Depth on Soil Microbial
Communities in a Pinot Noir Vineyard.
K. L. Steenwerth. S. R. Parker. D. A. Kluepfel. USDA/ARS Crops Pathology and
Genetics Research Unit: J. J. Lambert. Univ of California. Davis; D. R. Smart.
Dept of Viticulture and Enology.
The winegrowing industry is becoming more concerned about potential effects of
soil microbial community on grapevine health Much work has been conducted on
soil microbial communities in natural ecosystems and annual cropping systems, but
less information about soil microbial communities in vineyard systems exists Soil
microbial communities are influenced by many factors, including root presence,
soil disturbance, variation in soil type and texture, and gradients in resource availability. We investigated the relationship between these factors and the associated
soil microbial communities under Pinot Noir grapevines in the Carneros region
of Napa County, Ca. We hypothesized that soil microbial communities would I)
change with depth due to shifts in soil resources, or soil C content and moisture, and
2) differ between rhizosphere and bulk soils Also, we anticipated that soil microbial communities would differ with slope position due to the high level of soil heterogeneity across the vineyard. Soil pits were excavated adjacent to grapevines at
three slope positions: shoulder, mid-slope and toe-slope. Three transects containing
all slope positions were sampled, for a total of nine soil pits From the upper four
horizons in each pit (ca. 0 to 1-1.5 m depth), samples for soil microbial community composition were collected from rhizosphere and bulk soil The soil microbial
community was described by phospholipid fatty acids (PLFA). In order to compare
several methods for describing soil diversity, soil samples from one transect were
cultured on S1 media to select for Pseudomonas spp. and TBSA media to select for
a wider array of isolates. These isolates were identified by fatty acid methyl esters
(FAME) and 16SrDNA analyses. Soil characteristics were measured in the bulk
samples, including bulk density, total C and N, exchangeable cations and cation
exchange capacity, texture (i.e., sand, silt, and clay), and gravimetric water content.
According to Canonical Correspondence Analysis (CCA) of PLFA from all pits,
20-3
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G V S . R Vadakattu
soil microbial communities surprisingly did not differ between rhizosphere and
Macroaggregate Environment Influences the Composition and Activity of
bulk soil Depth was the significant factor in determining the segregation of soil
Associated Microbiota Communities.
microbial communities. In the surface layer, or Ap horizon, soil microbial commuG. V. S. R. Vadakattu, M. L. Kasper, CSIRO Entomology; T. Jankovic-Karasoulos.nities were most similar to each other and were distinctly different from the lower
depths. This suggests that conditions in the surface Ap horizon strongly influenced
CSIRO: E. T. Elliott. University of Nebraska.
the soil microbial community composition despite differences in slope position and
A stable soil aggregation is an important factor for a number of ecosystem processes
soil heterogeneity associated with each soil pit Using a second CCA with PLFA and
related to soil structure, organic matter turnover, soil chemical and biological fertilsoil characteristics from bulk soils only, we showed that decreases in soil C and N
ity. Soil aggregates have been used as basic units of soil habitat to understand the
and increases in soil bulk density were highly correlated with increasing depth and
dynamics of soil organic matter, nutrient cycling and biological functions. Since
tended to explain the differentiation of soil microbial communities with increasing
the proposal of aggregate hierarchy model by Tisdall and Oades (1982) considerdepth. Soil C and N content in the surface ranged from 10 0-13.7 g/kgand 1.0-1.5
able advancements have been made in our understanding of soil organic matterg/kg, respectively. In the lowest depth, soil C ranged from 0 30-4.2 g/kg while soil
aggregation relationships Roots and decomposing crop residues form centres for
N was less than 0.4 g/kg Relative concentrations of PLFA biomarkers for fungi
the formation of macroaggregates in soils The process of aggregation is dynamic,
decreased with increasing depth but markers for Gram- and Gram+ did not follow
in particular for macroaggregates, with short-term changes to their structure and
patterns observed in previous studies FAME and 16SrDN A analyses showed a less
chemical constituents. Microbiota communities (microflora and protozoa) associclear pattern with increasing with depth Diversity of Pseudomonas spp tended
ated with macroaggregates are distinct and known to be influenced by the source of
to be relatively less than previously reported findings in annual cropping systems
labile organic matter Any changes to the quality of this labile organic matter source
while Gram+ bacteria was relatively greater
have the potential to influence the composition and activity of associated microbial
communities In this study, we measured the effect of labile organic matter sources,
i.e. roots and residues, on the composition and activity of microbial communities
20-5
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S. Asakawa
associated with rhizosphere macroaggregates To determine the short-term dynamComparison of Bacterial Community Structures at Main Habitats in Paddy
ics of microbiota communities as influenced by macroaggregate environment, surField Ecosystem Based on DGGE Analysis.
face soil samples (0-10 cm) were collected from Pasture-Pasture-Wheat rotation
plots in the Waite long-term trial located in Adelaide. South Australia. MacroagS. Asakawa. M. Kimura. Graduate School of Bioagricultural Sciences. Nagoya
gregates from the rhizosphere zone were separated from field moist soils using a
University.
dry sieving technique Two types of macroaggretages were hand picked i.e. 1-2
Paddy field is a unique agro-ecosystem, where the field is flooded during the most
mm diameter aggregates directly associated with roots, and 0 5 to I 0 mm diamperiod of rice cultivation and left under drained conditions during the off-crop seaeter aggregates with no visible root/crop residue fraction Moisture levels were
son. The paddy field ecosystem, therefore, consists of diverse habitats for microequilibrated to -lOkPa and the aggregates were incubated at 25oC The composiorganisms such as floodwater and reduced soil layer caused by flooding as well
tion of bacteria, fungi and protozoa were measured in fresh aggregates and after
as rice root, rice straw, composted materials, percolating water, etc. Our group
two weeks of incubation using 16S / 18S rDNA-DGGE, microscopy techniques,
has analyzed bacterial communities in these various habitats in Japanese paddy
and C substrate utilization profiles. Aggregates were also analysed for microbial
fields by the Denaturing Gradient Gel Electrophoresis (DGGE) method and elucibiomass C and microbial activity levels. Prior to incubation, the two types of rhizodated the predominant members in bacterial communities and relative successions
sphere macroaggregates differed in their bacterial community level physiological
at the respective habitats. However, direct comparison has not been conducted
profiles (CLPP; C substrate utilization patterns) Similarly, the diversity of bacteria,
among bacterial communities at various habitats to understand the "whole comfungi and protozoa were strongly influenced by the proximity of aggregate to the
munity structures of bacteria in paddy field ecosystem", although it is requisite
root, with bacteria being less diverse and fungi more diverse in root aggregates
to understand the diversity of bacterial world in the paddy field ecosystem The
Dissolved organic C (DOC) levels were similar in both types of aggregates but
present study compared the bacterial community structures at different habitats.
microbial biomass C was higher in aggregates associated with roots Incubation
i.e., floodwater, percolating water, microcrustaceans inhabiting in floodwater,
of aggregates for a two week period caused significant reduction in the level of
plow layer soil, rice root, rice straw and rice straw compost incorporated into soil.
microbial biomass and DOC in both types of aggregates, although the magnitude
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Monday
rice straw placed on the soil surface, plant residue in paddy fields and rice straw
under composting process, by analyzing data of the DGGE banding patterns and
the sequenced DGGE bands. The study fields were located in the Aichi-ken Anjo
Research and Extension Center. Central Japan (latitude 34 8° N, longitude 137.5°
E) and the soil was an Anthraquic Yellow Soil (Oxyaquic Dystrudept) The samples
mentioned above except rice root, microcrustacean and composting rice straw were
collected from the paddy fields Rice straw samples under composting process were
taken from a storehouse in the same center. Rice root and microcrustacean samples
were collected from the pot and microcosm experiments, respectively, using soil
samples and/or 5 kinds of microcrustaceans taken from the paddy fields in the center DNA was extracted from these samples and subjected to PCR-DGGE pattern
and sequence analyses targeting bacterial I6S rDNA. The richness, diversity and
variability of bacterial communities at the respective habitats were estimated based
on the number and the relative intensity of the DGGE bands The total different
number of DGGE bands were largest for the samples of plant residue, rice straw
buried in soil and rice straw placed on soil surface (97, 78 and 61, respectively),
indicating that these habitats had high phylotype (band) richness The samples of
plow layer soil and rice straw compost buried in soil showed the highest ShannonWiener's(H') diversity index (2 59 and 2 16, respectively) and exhibited the lowest
variability for the band pattern, which suggests that the bacterial communities in
these habitats were very diverse and stable. In contrast, the samples of rice straw
placed on soil surface and microcrustacean had the lowest values of the diversity index (0 83 and 0 52. respectively) and the highest variability of the patterns.
The bacterial communities at these habitats seemed to be less diverse and variable
though the community in rice straw placed on soil surface had high phylotype richness. Sequences of totally 250 DGGE bands were assigned to phylogenetic groups
(phyla or classes for Proteobacteria) and their distribution in different phylogenetic
groups was determined among the DGGE clones of the respective habitats Aquatic
habitats (floodwater and percolating water) were predominated with the Betaproteobacteria, Bacteroidetes (CFB group) and Actinobacteria clones Betaproteobacteria and Bacteroidetes were also dominant groups in the DGGE clones of rice root
and microcrustacean, respectively Proteobacteria clones were more abundant in the
DGGE bands of rice straw and rice straw compost incorporated into soil, rice straw
placed on soil surface and plant residue than of other habitats. DGGE clones affiliated to Firmicutes and Actinobacteria dominated the DGGE bands of composting
rice straw, whereas abundant groups belonged to Chlorollexi and Actinobacteria in
the bands of plow layer soil "Comprehensive mapping" of these DGGE clones was
conducted according to Garrity et al (Bergey's Manual of Systematic Bacteriology
2nd ed vol. 2, 2005) by using principal component analysis of evolutionary distances for each of the sequences of bands to 202 reference sequences of type strains
of type families, where possible, in the domain Bacteria Bacterial communities at
the respective habitats were differently scattered on the principal component plots,
indicating that the communities were distinct to each other and specific.
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Diversity of Culturable Methane-Oxidizing Bacteria in a Japanese Rice Field
Ecosystem.
C. Ueno, Graduate School of Bioaghcullural Sciences. Nagoya Unix; D. Dianou.
National Center of Scientific Research: M. Kimura. S. Asakawa. Graduate School
of Bioaghcullural Sciences. Nagoya Univ.
Methane-oxidizing bacteria (MOB) have been long focused by microbial ecologists due to their key role in the global methane cycle, and for their ability in biodegradation of some compounds in polluted environments Methane is one of the
major greenhouse gases and its atmospheric concentration has been increasing
Rice paddy field is one of the grave sources of atmospheric methane Methane
emission from a rice field is the result of methane production (methanogenesis)
and oxidation (methanotrophy). Therefore MOB could play an increasingly important role in the decrease of the global methane budget In this study we aimed to
isolate MOB from different compartments of a Japanese rice paddy field and to
ascertain their phylogenetic positions by analyzing the 16S rDNA sequences. We
intended to get a better understanding on the ecology and the community structure
of MOB in rice field ecosystem Samples for isolation of MOB were collected from
seven compartments (floodwater, soil, surface soil, rhizosphere soil, root, stem and
stump) at a Japanese rice field during mid-season drainage and under flooded condition. MOB were isolated directly from the samples without enrichment and from
the enrichment cultures by four different methods using nitrate mineral salts (NMS)
medium at 30°C for 3-4 weeks Purity of MOB isolates was confirmed by observing morphology microscopically In addition, we examined their growth on NMS
agar with and without methane addition DNA was extracted from MOB isolates
and subjected to amplification of 16S rDNA by PCR then sequencing. We obtained
twenty-four MOB isolates I6S rDNA sequence analysis showed that five isolates
belonged to Methylomonas or Methylocaldum in Gammaproteobacteria (i.e. type
I MOB), thirteen to Methylocystis in Alphaproteobacteria (i.e. type II MOB), four
to Flexihacter in Bacteroidetes (CFB group) and two to Acidovorax in Betaproteobacteria Members of type II MOB were more abundant in MOB isolates from
the rice field ecosystem than type I MOB in this study Type I MOB have never
been isolated from rice field ecosystem so far. though the predominance of them
has been shown in the previous studies with molecular approaches We. however,
successfully isolated type I MOB strains from floodwater, rhizosphere soil, root
and stump The Methylomonas- or Methylocaldum-\\ke isolates were aerobic,
motile, rod-shaped bacteria with pigmentation (pink, yellow to orange, purple to
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pink or opaque) during growth on agar medium. Strains FW12E-Y isolated from
floodwater and RS 11 D-Pr obtained from rhizosphere soil were most closely related
to Methylomonas melhanica and Methylocaldum szegediense. respectively, with
93.9% and 92.4% similarities of 16S rDNA sequence to the type strains of the
species, Methylomonas methanica NCI MB 11130T and Methylocaldum szegediense OR2T This suggests that strains FW12E-Y and RSI I D-Pr are novel genera or
species within type I MOB The isolates belonging to type II MOB were aerobic,
motile, rod-shaped bacteria that produced pigments (pink, yellow to orange, purple
to pink, red or opaque). Strains FWIB-WF isolated from floodwater, SS37A-Re
from surface soil, RS6A-Re from rhizosphere soil and Stu20C-Re from stump
showed 98 2%-98.7% identities of 16S r DNA sequences with the type strain of
the species, Methylocystis parvus OBBPT Strains Rt4B-Y and S1A-W belonging to CFB group were most closely related to Flexihacter sancti 1FO 16033 The
similarity values of 16S rDNA sequences with the type strain, Flexihacter sancti
IFOI5057T were 96.8%-97 4%. Particulate methane monooxygenase gene (pmoA)
was amplified by PCR from the both isolates and partial sequencing of pmoA from
strain Rt4B-Y snowed 95.9% deduced amino acid identity to uncultured bacterium
pmoA Strain FW5B-W affiliated to the genus Acidovorax showed closest relations to Acidovorax sp BSB421 and 97 1% similarity of 16S rDNA sequence to
the type strain, Acidovorax delafieldii ATCC17505T. Strain FW5B-W had genes
of pmoA and methanol dehydrogenase (mxaF), which exhibited 98 2% and 96.2%
deduced amino acid identities to pmoA of Methylocystis parvus OBBPT and mxaF
of type II methanotroph strain CSC-1, respectively Although no methanotroph has
been known so far in CFB group and Betaproteobacteria, these isolates consumed
methane on NMS medium supplemented with 18%(v/v) methane in gas phase as a
sole carbon and energy source. These results indicate that CFB group and Betaproteobacteria contain novel methanotrophs Further investigation is needed to characterize these novel MOB isolates, especially on physiological features including
methanotrophy.
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The Role of Synchrotron-Based Research on Soil Physicochemical and
Biological Interfacial Interactions Pertaining to Metals and Metalloids in the
Environment.
K. M. Kemner. Argonne National Laboratory.
Understanding the fate of metals and metalloids in soils is of fundamental importance in the development and evaluation of effective remediation and sequestration
strategies. In addition to mineral surfaces, bacteria and the extracellular material
associated with them play a key role in determining a contaminant's speciation
and thus its mobility in the environment Additionally, the metabolism and surface
properties of bacteria can be quite different depending upon whether the bacteria
exhibit a planktonic (free-floating) or biofilm (surface adhered) habit The microenvironment at and adjacent to actively metabolizing cells also can be significantly
different from the bulk environment Thus, to understand the microscopic physical,
geological, chemical, and biological interfaces that determine a contaminant's macroscopic fate, the spatial distribution and chemical speciation of contaminants and
elements that are key to biogeochemical processes must be characterized at micron
and submicron length scales. Hard X-ray absorption spectroscopy and microimaging are powerful techniques for the element-specific investigation of chemical
reactions in complex environmental samples at the needed micron and submicron
resolution An important advantage of these techniques results from the large penetration depth of hard X-rays in water This advantage minimizes the requirements
for sample preparation and allows the detailed study of hydrated samples. The
objectives of the studies to be presented are (I) to determine the spatial distribution,
concentration, and chemical speciation of metals and metalloids at, in, and near
bacteria and bacteria-mineral interfaces, (2) to use this information to identify the
metabolic state of the microbes, and (3) to identify the interactions occurring near
these interfaces among the metals, mineral surfaces, and bacteria under a variety
of conditions. We have used X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (XAFS) spectroscopy to identify the chemical speciation of uranium in a number of biogeochemical
systems. We also have used X-ray fluorescence microscopy and microspectroscopy to investigate the spatial distribution of elements and their chemical speciation in a number of different biogeochemical environments Finally, we have used
X-ray microtomography to investigate porosity in virgin prairie and agricultural
soil aggregates. These results and a discussion of the use of these techniques for
identifying metabolic states of individual microbes within communities and the
chemical speciation of metal contaminants at the mineral-microbe interface will
be presented.

cell walls that can result in the formation of biogenic micro-fabrics within mineral
21-2
4:00 PM R V. Tappero
substrates Such interactions between fungi and minerals are of importance to bioSpectromicroscopic Investigation of Cobalt Speciation in a Ni/Co
geochemical cycles including those of C, N, S and P. We have shown that fungi may
Hyperaccumulator Plant used for Phytoremediation and Phytomining.
play an important role in the transformation of micro-fabrics in limestone (CaC03)
R. V. Tappero. U of Delaware, Environmental Soil Chemistry: R. L. Chaney. USDA- and dolomite (CaMg(C03)2) and have produced direct evidence of mineralized
ARS-ANRI; D. L. Sparks, U of Delaware, Environmental Soil Chemistry.
fungal filaments with secondary carbonates. Other experiments using laboratory
microcosms showed that fungi can precipitate calcite (CaC03) and whewellite
Metal contamination of surface and subsurface environments is a problem world(calcium oxalate monohydrate, CaC2Ó4 H20). Other processes that can determine
wide. Unique metallophyte plants (hyperaccumulators) accumulate high concenmetal bioavailability are important microbially-catalyzed reactions of the natural
trations of trace metals in their harvestable biomass, and thereby offer a sustainsulfur cycle. Chemolithotrophic leaching by sulfur/sulfide-oxidizing bacteria can
able method for treatment of metal-contaminated sites (phytoremediation) and an
result in mobilization from polluted soil matrices, while sulfide production by SRB
opportunity to mine metal-rich soils (phytomining). Several species of Alyssum
can result in precipitation of soluble metals as insoluble sulfides, with other redox
(Brassicacea family) have the ability to simultaneously hyperaccumulate Ni and
transformations also being mediated by these organisms, e.g. Cr( VI) to Cr(III). We
Co in a mixed-contaminant system. Information on the localization, speciation,
have found metals such as Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Mn, Ni and Zn can be efficiently leached
and associations of accumulated metals with other elements in hyperaccumulator
from contaminated soils, and removed from solution by SRB In addition, SRB can
plants can provide insight into the physiological and biochemical mechanisms of
reduce metalloid oxyanions such as selenite to elemental selenium. We have found
metal tolerance and accumulation. Synchrotron-based techniques such as microthat SRB, growing as a biofilm, can mediate formation of elemental sulfur in the
focused X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) and X-ray fluorescence (XRF)
presence of selenite The indirect, enzymatically-mediated coprecipitation of sulfur
spectroscopy and computed microtomography (CMT) enable the investigation of
and selenium is a generalised ability among SRB, arising from sulfide biogenesis,
metal reactions and processes in natural systems at the micron scale. SXRF and
and can take place under low redox conditions and in the dark. This presentation
CMT were utilized to observe in situ metal localization and compartmentalizawill detail the above examples of metal-mineral transformations by microorgantion in the Ni/Co hyperaccumulator A. murale SXRF images revealed preferential
isms, and discuss their biogeochemical and applied relevance For bioremediation,
localization of Co at leaf tips and margins and a relatively uniform Ni distribusolubilization of metal contaminants provides a means of removal from soils, sedition in A. murale leaves. CMT cross-sectional images indicated aqueous Co was
ments, and solid industrial wastes. Alternatively, immobilization processes may
primarily limited to the plant vascular system, while Ni was enriched in vascular
enable metals to be transformed in situ and are particularly applicable to removing
and epidermal tissue. Cobalt speciation in plant tissue was investigated in situ with
metals from aqueous solution.
bulk and u-XAFS. Primary Co species in the roots and leaves were aqueous metal
complexes with organic and amino acids (e.g. malate and histidine). Preliminary
U.-XAFS investigations indicated the Co deposited at leaf tips and margins formed
a Co(OH),-n H,0 precipitate with some degree of short range order. Results sug21-4
4:40 PM P. Hinsinger
gest different metal detoxification and sequestration mechanisms are utilized by
Rhizosphere - A Unique Interface for Understanding the Fate of Trace
A. murale to tolerate elevated concentrations of Co and Ni in plant tissue. Image:
Elements - the Example of Copper.
(upper row) Co and Ni u-SXRF images of a leaf from metal hyperaccumulator A.
R Hinsinger. V. Chaignon. UMR 1222 Rhizosphere & Symbiose INRA-ENSAM;
murale (Note the stellate leaf trichomes depicted in the Ca channel) plus Co and Ni
B. Cloutier-Hurteau. Dépt de Geographie. Univ de Montreal; J. Y. Cornu. UMR
CMT (tomograms) cross-sectional images; (bottom row) Tri-color u-SXRF image
1222 Rhizosphere & Symbiose INRA-ENSAM; P. Legrand. Dépt de Geographie.
(Co, Mn, and Ca) of A. murale leaf plus Co-XAFS k3-weighted chi (inset) and the
Université de Montreal; A. Michaud. UMR 1222 Rhizosphere & Symbiose INRAcorresponding Fourier transforms (FT) for leaf tip and mid-leaf regions (spots 1
and 2 on the tricolor u-SXRF map).
ENSAM; V. Séguin. Dépt de Geographie. Univ de Montreal; F. Courchesne. Dépt
de Geographie. Univ de Montreal.
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Transformation of Metals and Minerals by Microorganisms.
M. Fomina. G. M. Gadd, Unix of Dundee.
Microorganisms are intimately involved in metal biogeochemistry with a variety of processes determining mobility, and bioavailability. The balance between
mobilization and immobilization varies depending on the organisms involved, their
environment and physico-chemical conditions. Metal mobilization can arise from
leaching mechanisms, complexation by metabolites and siderophores, and methylation where this results in volatilization Immobilization can result from sorption,
transport and intracellular sequestration or precipitation as organic and inorganic
compounds, eg. oxalates (fungi) and sulfides In addition, reduction of highervalency species may effect mobilization, e g Mn(lV) to Mn(II), or immobilization,
eg. Cr(VI) to Cr(III) Our work seeks to understand the mechanisms of microbial
metal transformations and their environmental significance with particular reference to chemoorganotrophic transformations mediated by free-living and mycorrhizal fungi, and metal precipitation mediated by sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB)
under anaerobic conditions. In terrestrial environments, fungi serve as neglected but
important geochemical agents Fungi promote rock weathering and contribute to the
dissolution of mineral aggregates in soil through excretion of H+, organic acids and
other ligands, or through redox transformations of mineral constituents. We have
found that the main mechanism of metal mobilization from insoluble metal minerals is a combination of acidification and ligand-promoted dissolution: if oxalic acid
is produced the production of metal oxalates can occur. Fungi can therefore also
play an active or passive role in mineral formation through precipitation of secondary minerals, e.g. oxalates, and through the nucleation of crystalline material onto

The rhizosphere is defined as the volume of soil around roots that is influenced by
root activity. As such, it can be considered as a unique site for strong interfacial
interactions between soil, living roots and microorganisms The aim of the present paper is to give an overview of the range of interactions that are involved in
changes in copper (Cu) speciation in the rhizosphere and which ultimately govern
the bioavailability of Cu to plants. Changes of Cu concentration in the soil solution
sampled in the rhizosphere of various plants have been reported in several works
For example, a significant increase in water-extractable Cu was reported in the
rhizosphere of trees sampled in situ in forest soils that had been contaminated by
atmospheric deposition of Cu from nearby smelting activity in Canada, This could
be the result of the decrease of rhizosphere pH and/or increase in dissolved organic
carbon that was concomitantly observed, as a result of the exudation activity of tree
roots Conversely, in another study conducted in acidic, vineyard soils that had been
contaminated by Cu due to the heavy and repeated use of Cu-based fungicides, it
was shown that CaC12-extractable Cu and soil solution Cu (collected by Rhizon
samplers) decreased in the rhizosphere of pot-grown crop plants. In this case, it
was shown that this decrease in Cu solubility could be fully explained by the rootinduced increase in rhizosphere pH that was simultaneously measured. Changes of
Cu speciation in the rhizosphere has been little studied, although the above-mentioned biogeochemical interactions point to the likely occurrence of such additional
changes as a consequence of root and associated microbial activities. This can be
explained by the considerable technical difficulties associated to the measurement
of the speciation of trace metals at the spatial resolution that is relevant to rhizosphere interactions Nevertheless, recent works based on the determination of
free Cu-ion activities by ion-selective electrodes in water extracts of rhizosphere
versus bulk soil samples has proved an efficient tool to further our understanding
of root-induced changes of Cu speciation It was found in the previous example
of forest trees growing near a smelting area that the proportion of free Cu-ion in
water-extractable Cu was reduced in the rhizosphere compared to the bulk soil
This suggests that greater complexation of Cu occurred in the rhizosphere, most
probably due to organic ligands exuded by tree roots or produced by rhizosphere
microorganisms. Changes of Cu bioavailability as a consequence of changes of
either rhizosphere pH or exudation of organic ligands has been reported in several
of the above works. In the previous works that reported a root-induced increase
in pH in the rhizosphere of crop plants grown in an acidic soil, it was found that
this phenomenon resulted in a decreased bioavailability of Cu The most remarkable change in Cu bioavailability occurring in the rhizosphere is that reported to
occur as a consequence of Fe-deficiency in grass species and of the subsequent
secretion of efficient organic ligands called phytosiderophores It was indeed found
that Fe-deficient wheat plants grown in a calcareous, vineyard soils that had been
contaminated by Cu due to the heavy and repeated use of Cu-based fungicides, took
up 3-4 fold more Cu and secreted 3-4 fold more phytosiderophores than Fe-sufficient plants These phytosiderophores have proved very efficient at complexing a
range of trace metals,especially Cu. However, their direct involvement in changes
in Cu speciation and bioavailability still needs to be demonstrated In addition.
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Monday
such ligands are found only in grasses, while organic ligands exuded by other plant
species would hardly compare in terms ot'metal-complexing ability The potential
role of microbial-borne ligands which are much more diverse and include a range
of efficient chelating agents such as the large family of siderophores would deserve
being studied in the rhizosphere in future works.
21-5
5:00 PM i Berthelin
Major Role of Interactions between Organic Matter Biodegradability, Iron
Reducing Bacteria and Ferric Oxides in the Availability and Partitioning of
Metals in Soils.
J. Berthelin, N. Bousserhine. C. Quantin. S. Stemmler. LIMOS. UMR 7137. CNRS
UHPNancyl. Faculté des Sciences.
Depending on the soil type, the horizon, the microsites (e.g. rhizospheric, non rhizospheric) large communities (102 to 10s per g dry soil) of cultivable iron reducing bacteria, able to dissolve ferric oxides have been observed in different soils
Among them, fermentative bacteria presented large efficient communities. Field
analysis of soil solutions, of bacterial communities, of soil constituents on one
hand and laboratory experiments on the other hand have shown that aero-anaerobic
and anaerobic bacterial communities are strongly involved in the mobilization of
iron, the weathering of ferric oxides and oxyhydroxides not only in waterlogged
soils but also in temporarily hydromorphic soils. Significant correlation have been
determined between bacterial degradation (oxidation) of soil organic matter and
bacterial reduction and dissolution of soil ferric oxyhydroxides. Different yields
have been calculated between organic matter biodegradation-mineralization and
ferric reduction that underline the fundamental role of soil organic matter quality
and biodegradability. Bacterial dissolution of Fe and Mn oxides bearing metals and
involving iron reducing bacteria promotes solubilization of different metals in substitution in the mineral lattice (Co, Ni, C r . ) The metal substitution has different
effects, depending on the nature of the metal and the substitution index: e.g. aluminium substitution decreased but manganese or cobalt have no effect on goethite
dissolution kinetics Different parameters can be involved in the control of these
processes and are discussed. Such bacterial weathering of oxyhydroxides depend
strongly on the availability and biodegradability of organic matter . It has a significant impact on the partitioning and distribution of the major and trace elements
into the different geochemical compartments (water soluble, exchangeable, associated to organic matter, to Mn or Fe oxides ) of the soil solid phases After such
weathering the relative metal content (Fe, Mn, Co, Ni, Cr.) increases in the most
labile compartments (e.g. water soluble, exchangeable...). It also increased in the
amorphous and poorly crystallized Fe oxides phase and is modified in the organic
compartment This can be related to "amorphisation" of minerals during bacterial weathering associated to organic matter biodegradation Under aero-anaerobic
and anaerobic conditions, bacterial degradation of soil organic matter in interaction
with bacterial Fe and Mn reduction can drastically influence the mobility of metals
and their partitioning into the different compartments of the solid phases. Such processes are important to be known and quantified to determine metal behavior and
cycling, to improve the definition of their availability and risk assesment and also to
propose basis and models of geomicrobiological functioning and recommandation
for management and development of environmental technologies.

for modern conservation tillage systems. RUSLE2 is another major advancement
over RUSLEI. While RUSLE2 uses the USLE basic formulation and predictions
remain focused on average annual soil erosion rather than on individual events,
the mathematics of RUSLE2 are on a daily basis. Many improvements have been
introduced in RUSLE2. including carefully smoothed erosivity densities across
the US., improved relationships for soil erodibility, and numerous enhancements
to cropping management subfactor relationships. A new ridge subfactor has been
introduced, new relationships for handling residues were added, and the deposition
equations have been extended to consider sediment characteristics and how deposition changes these characteristics. A Windows-based graphical user interface was
developed that makes RUSLE2 very simple to use (Fig. I). Additional capabilities
such as calculation the Soil Conditioning Index, Tillage Erosion, and various Phosphorus Indices have been added to the RUSLE2 interface. The NRCS has embraced
RUSLE2 and, working with ARS and collaborators, has compiled an extensive
set of databases and developed over 22,000 management scenarios. NRCS uses
RUSLE2 in conservation planning and also for determining eligibility of applicants
for the Conservation Security Program (CSP) soil quality component and performs
approximately 20,000 RUSLE2 runs per day. RUSLE2 separately calculates "erosion for conservation planning," which is an estimate reflecting the degradation
of the soil resource, and "sediment yield," which is an estimate of the amount and
size distribution of sediment delivered to receiving waters. Future developments
and enhancements planned for RUSLE2 include: adding ephemeral gully erosion
computation, improving winter routines, and developing better technologies for
very steep and very flat landscapes. RUSLE2 will be the cropland field erosion
prediction tool of choice in the USA for the next several years.
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Figure 1. Screen shot of simple RUSLE2 interface template.
22-2
4:00 PM D. E. Stott
Loss of Dissolved Organic Carbon During Erosion Events.
D. E. Stott, E. A. Warnemuende. S. J. Livingston. C. Huang. USDA-ARS National
Soil Erosion Research Laboratory.

Transport of carbon from hillslopes to adjacent ditches, streams and watersheds can
represent a significant loss of C While carbon associated with eroding sediments
is often measured, the concentrations of dissolved organic carbon (DOC) is runotT
SESSION NUMBER 22
water is rarely measured. A rainfall simulator study was conducted to determine
differences in C-pools in eroded sediments as compared to bulk soil. In addition,
Monday, 10 July 2006
concentrations of DOC were measured and compared to DOC losses from the
seven watersheds to look at the issue of scaling from plot scale to small and large
watershed scales. As part of a larger project, DOC losses from seven experimental
3.2A Environmental Impacts of Soil Erosion—Measuring and
watersheds were measured. The watersheds are part of the St. Joseph River basin,
Modeling On- and Off-Site Damages of Soil Erosion—Oral
and were instrumented to collect runoff into agricultural drainage ditches before
water entered creeks and streams. Runoff samples from both the watersheds and
the rainfall simulator study were acidified, frozen and transported to the lab for
Room 109AB, First Floor (Convention Center)
analysis. Carbon concentrations in the runoff from the watersheds were measured
in base flows as well as from flows during rainfall events. In one example from the
2004 season, 5-25 g C s-1 were lost from the large experimental watersheds in base
22-1
3:30 PM S. M. Dabney
flow discharge into the ditch receiving drainage from a 4650 ha watershed Base
Using RUSLF.2 to Predict On-Site Soil Degradation and Off-Site Sediment
flow was almost continuous during early April to mid-November during 2004. This
Yield.
translates to 96,768 to 483,840 kg C loss as DOC during the season from the waterS. M. Dabney. USDA-ARS National Sedimentation Lab; M. J. M. Romkens. USDA- shed, or 2-10 g C m2. Data from three years (2003 to 2005) of DOC measurements
ARS National Sedimentation Lab: D. C. Yoder. University of Tennessee; M Hubbs. from seven watersheds will be presented.
USDA-NRCS.
The Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) has been the most widely used erosion22-3
4:20 PM K O. Bhaware
prediction technology in the world since its introduction in the 1960's, and predicts
Application of Remote Sensing and GIS to Soil Erosion Assessment and Spatial
average annual soil loss based on the product of 5 factors: rainfall erosivity (R), soil
Risk Modeling in Himalayan Watershed using Hierarchical Perspective: A
erodibility (K), slope length and steepness (LS), crop management (C), and supportCase Study in Sitla-rao Watershed.
ing practices (P) Because the USLE was entirely an empirically-based equation,
its application was limited to conditions where experimental data were available
K. O. Bhaware. District Soil Survey and Soil Testing Laboratory, (Commissionerale
for deriving factor values. An enhanced and computerized version of the tool, the
of Agriculture): . S. Kumar, Agriculture and Soil Division. Indian Institute of
Revised USLE (RUSLEI) was released in the early 1990s A major advancement
Remote Sensing.
in RUSLE1 was the use of subfactor relationships to compute C factor values from
basic features of cover-management systems This allowed RUSLEI to be applied
Natural resources in mountainous terrain are profoundly affected by land degradato far more conditions than the USLE While RUSLEI retained the basic struction due to anthropogenic pressure Being a mountainous landscape, soil erosion
ture of the USLE. process-based relationships were added where empirical data
by water is considered a critical problem in the Himalayan terrain Soil erosion is
and relationships were inadequate, such as computing the effect of strip cropping
being accelerated in this region due to intensive deforestation, terrace farming on
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steep slopes, large-scale road construction, mining, etc. Mapping and assessment of
erosion prone areas enhances soil conservation and watershed management. Field
size, land use, vegetation, soil, slope, and geomorphology contribute to the complexity and heterogeneity of natural landscapes To evaluate soil loss for each landscape level (field- plot, watershed, and landscape scale), a hierarchical approach
of spatial risk modeling was used in this study. To estimate the relevant soil loss,
spatial soil erosion risk modeling exercise that was based on the Morgan, Morgan
and Finney Model (MMF), with the aid of remote sensing and G1S, was carried out
for a small subwatershed of the larger Sitla-Rao sub-watershed in the Doon Valley,
Uttaranchal State, India, where about 60% of the total area is mountainous. Satellite
image #IRS-P6 LISS IV (5.8 m resolution) was visually interpreted for land use,
land cover, and physiographic soil mapping. A slope map was generated by using
DEM, derived from terrain topographical data (Survey of India). Rainfall data are
acquired from the local weather station Intensive field work was carried out in the
watershed using global positioning system (GPS) for collecting input data such as
crop cover management factor and soil hydrological characteristics. Thirty-three
different soil profiles representing various physiographic soil units along a selected
transect in the watershed were studied for morphological characterization and taxonomie classification. Soil orders are found to be Entisols and Inceptisols. Collected
samples were analyzed to obtain input data for MMF model. Spatial modeling was
carried out in a G1S environment Soil erosion predicted by the model was found
to be comparatively higher for areas with open scrub vegetation growing on steep
to very steep slopes in the hilly areas. Cropland areas contributed to moderate,
moderately severe, and severe erosion. The lowest soil loss was predicted to be
for areas in forest. Various approaches were used to validate the predicted results
at each level of landscape. For field-plot scales, field run-off plots were monitored
during the monsoon season for soil erosion. For watershed and landscape scales,
field surveys were conducted for two purposes: I) assessment of erosion hazards
by observing and measuring the occurrence of erosion features, and 2) Assessment
of Current Erosion Damage (ACED) Incidences of erosion features were recorded
at each scale and their mean values were analyzed statistically. "Erosion-toposequences" covering entire cross-sections of a slope, ideally from hilltop to valley
floor were created by using ACED. Comparison of the erosion predicted by the
model with the erosion observed in runoff plot was made. Results obtained from
plots highlighted that runoff varies with both crop cover-management factor and
slope factor. Forests have a positive impact on controlling excess runoff. The modeled soil losses were also compared with the soil erosion data obtained from field
surveys at the watershed and landscape scales and it was found that erosion varies
20-35%. Soil loss in the experimental watershed was determined to be moderate,
since soil loss up to 25 tonnes ha"1 yr' is considered tolerable in mountainous area
(Morgan, 1986) where the natural soil loss rate is high.

22-4
4:40 PM J. Dufkova
Wind Erosion in the Conditions of Climate Change.
J. Dufkova. Mendel Univ of Agriculture and Forestry Brno. Dept of Applied and
Landscape Ecology: F Toman, Mendel Univ of Agriculture and Forestry Brno,
Dept ofApplied and Landscape Ecology.
The influence of climate conditions on the intensity and spreading of wind erosion was considered in forthe area of Southern Moravia, Czech Republic For this
purpose, 16 climatological climatology stations were selected on the basis of the
accessibility to the of required data, their adequate representativeness and homogeneity of the data, homogeneity, and locationsituation of the stations. It was necessary to make tThe database of climatological climatology factors (such ase.g. wind
velocity, precipitation, and air temperature) for in the period between 1961 and
2003 was developed for the analyses of climatological data. The climatological
data was then evaluated for the periods of 1961-2003, 1961-1990, 1991-2000,
and 1971-2000 The Cclimatic erosion factor, which explains potential erodibility
of soil by wind, was determined through the analyses of factors influencing the
wind erosion The assessment of the influence of expected climate change on the
intensity and spreading of wind erosion includedconsists in the selection of suitable
climatological model and climate change scenarios on the basedis onf the ability to model the three climatological factors (wind velocity, precipitation, and air
temperature). Climate change scenarios were then applied onto the data fromof the
selected climatological stations, and the assessment of changes in data sets, and the
comparative analysis of the scenario outputs of the scenarios with measured data
from the normal period of 1961-1990 were done. The climatic erosion factor was
also determined from the altered scenario data of the scenarios

field. In this presentation we give an insight to the field experimental approach to
identify dynamics of biotic and abiotic processes at the soil surface during crust
formation and degradation Three sites in Schleswig-Holstein (northern Germany)
were selected for the investigation The sites are characterised by different intensity
of agricultural land use, i.e. conventional farming and organic farming Soil surface
conditions are monitored by digital image analysis The activity of the soil enzymes
acid phosphatase and beta-glucosidase as well as biomass carbon (Cmic) are investigated as indicators of the biological state of the top 3 cm of the soil. Information
on weather conditions and soil water content contributes to the knowledge about
the system and helps for interpreting the results. We present an overview on the
experimental setup and show results of the dynamic biotic and abiotic processes at
the soil surface A clear impact of the agricultural management system on the activity of both enzymes as well as a significant impact on infiltration could be observed
The biologically most active sites showed also the lowest decrease of infiltration
rate due to surface sealing processes.
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3.3C Improved Management of Alkaline Soils for Dryland
Agriculture—Theater
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 2, Second Floor (Convention Center)
23-1
1829b
M. R. Momayezt
Evaluting the Process of Desalinization of Sodic and Saline Soils by the
Theoretical Models of Southeast Khuzestan Province.
M. R. Momayezi. Islamic Azad Univ of Varamin.
Abstract: In this design, that part of leaching which has mixed with soil solution,
named as the leaching efficiency coefficient (Lf), is considered and comparing leaching curve with experimental data and calculations through the leaching theoretical
models, leaching efficiency proportional to the under studied zone was determined
and calibrated by the situations of the farm By comparing Series of Reservoirs
model(SRM), Theoretical Plate- Thickness model(TPTM), Convection-Dispersion
model(CDM) and Numerical model(NM) in each of the tests, the best model was
determined that has the most accurate adherence to the experimental data The Lf
was then determined by changing Lf and comparing it with experimental desalinity
curve. These evaluations showed that TPTM in the SI and S3 tests was the best
estimation from the final saltiness after leaching and Lf was determined to be equal
to 0.30 and 0.26, respectively. In the S2 test, NM simulated the results better than
other models and Lf was 0.56, which has an increase by increase of depth

23-2
1829a
J. G. Nuttall
Subsoil Physicochemical Constraints and Dryland Crop Growth on Alkaline
Soils in Southeastern Australia.
J. G. Nuttall, Department of Primary Industries, Victoria: R. Armstrong. Department of Primary Industries. Victoria.
Alkaline soils used for dryland cropping across the semi-arid regions of southeastern Australia typically have high levels of salinity (ECe), sodicity (ESP), soluble
boron (B) and chloride in the subsoil These constraints are likely to operate simultaneously to decrease root growth and activity of crops thus limiting available water
and subsequent crop yield. The current research is being undertaken to improve our
knowledge of the relationship between physicochemical characteristics of these
alkaline soils and the growth and water use of cereal, pulse and oilseed crops. A
survey of representative alkaline soils of the southern Mallee and Wimmera regions
of Victoria, comprising 130 profiles (solonized brown soils, solodized solonetz and
grey clays), revealed high correlation between ESP and both ECe (r = 0.88) and
B (r = 0 80) Boron and ECe (r = 0.68) and ESP and pHl:5 (r = 0 60) were also
highly correlated. This intercorrelation between the various potential constraints to
crop growth, makes ranking difficult Ridge regression will be used to link soil and
crop data, where this technique overcomes problems associated with collinearity
For solonized brown soils in the southern Mallee, the yield of wheat (cv. Frame) in
1999 was significantly reduced by subsoil sodicity (ESP) The probability of get22-5
5:00 PM N. Fohrer
ting a 3.0-3.5 Mg/ha grain yield that year was 60% when ESP was less than 19% in
Evaluation of Dynamic Biotic and Abiotic Processes at the Soil Surface
the subsoil, but only 12% when ESP was greater than 19%. This approach is being
Affected by Different Agricultural Management Systems.
expanded to develop links between physicochemical properties and a range of other
M. Zeiger. Dep. Hydrology c£ Water Resources Management. Ecology Centre CAU crop species and soil types. This knowledge is being used to develop management
Kiel: N. Fohrer. Dep. Hydrology & Water Resources Management. Ecology Centre guidelines for crop production in this region as well as assisting breeders to develop
better-adapted crops for alkaline soils.
CAU Kiel.
The development of soil surface seals due to the impact of raindrops has considerable negative effects for agriculture (e.g. erosion) and the environment (e.g.
increased flood risk due to higher surface runoff) The mechanism of the breakdown of aggregates and development of surface crusts is well studied However,
little attention has been given to the dynamic processes at the soil surface in the

23-3
1830a
A. R Sheldon
Toxicity of Na* and CI to Wheat and Chickpea.
A. R. Sheldon. The Unit of Queensland: R. C. Dalai. Dept of Natural Resources &
Mines: N. W. Menzies. The Univ of Queensland.
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Exposure to elevated levels of NaCl is known to have a detrimental effect on the
growth of most plants The effect of NaCl salinity, is a combination of toxicity of
Na and/or CI" ions, and an osmotic effect which reduces the plants ability to take
up water. Isolating the mechanisms of salinity, and how they combine to effect
growth of various plant species, is an important step in the management of agriculture in saline environments Solution culture experiments were conducted to
examine Na and CI" toxicity to wheat (Trilicum aeslivum L ) 'Kennedy' and chickpea (Cicer arietinum L.) 'Jimbour'. In order to separate the osmotic effect from
the toxic effects of Na and/or CI", a treatment of mixed ions was compared with a
treatment containing a high concentration of either Na or CI The mixed ion treatment contained Na', K , Ca2 , Mg2', Cl", NO,", and S043 To achieve the ion toxicity
treatments, either the cation or anion component of the mixed ion treatment was
replaced with Na or CI" Each treatment also contained a complete basal nutrient
solution to ensure that no nutrient deficiencies occurred Wheat was not susceptible to a specific toxicity of CI", as there was no significant difference (P > 0.05)
between the growth reductions that occurred in the mixed anion and CI treatments
However, a significant (P < 0.05) growth reduction was observed for chickpea in
the response to CI". Dry weight of both wheat and chickpea was significantly (P <
0 05) reduced in response to Na', compared to the mixed cations. The magnitude of
the growth reduction for chickpea indicated that CI had a more detrimental effect
on yield than Na Dry matter production by wheat showed a linear decrease as the
Na concentration increased. A small additional growth reduction occurred due to
the osmotic stress of other ions when the total solution concentration was high.
Chickpea was also sensitive to Na , though less sensitive than to CI", but the presence of other cations or anions in solution produced an ameliorative effect on these
toxicities, rather than an additional osmotic effect. In general, chickpea was more
sensitive to Na' and CI" than wheat, and accumulated higher concentrations of both
ions in the plant tissues The results of this experiment indicate that chickpea is
an unsuitable crop for saline sites, and that growth reductions may occur even at
slightly elevated levels of'CI". Wheat however, is more tolerant and may grow well
in moderately saline conditions, especially if a mixture of salts is present, though
sodic sites should be avoided
23-4
1830b
T Asadi
The Relationship between the Physico-Chemical Properties of Iranian Marl
Soils and Soil Erosion Rate and Form.
T. Asadi, Islamic Azad Univ. Bandar Abbas Branch; A. R. Zahirnia, Soil and
Watershed Managment Reaserch Institute, Tehran, Iran.
Marl soils are found in many part of Iran The eroded soils in this arid region originate from sediments and occur in several colors such as gray, red and green. The
erosion processes results in a lack of plant cover which decreases water permeability Erosion, especially badlands erosion is one of the distinctive forces in marl
regions and is one of' the complex factors affecting marl erosion. Also, erosion
depends on environmental factors like rain distribution and soil properties. The
importance of' marls is in type and amount of sediment that is produced and the
variety of erosion forms. The effective longevity of huge dames in Iran such as
Qom, Varamin, Semnan and Kerman have been decreasing The study of erosion
forms in marl soils demonstrated that there is a direct relationship between erosion
forms and some soil physico-chemical. Of the erosion types (sheet erosion, rill
erosion and badland) the most prominent on marl soils is rill and galley erosion
This is mainly due to high solution sodium and Sodium Absorption Ratio(SAR).
When comparing of mean physico-chemical factors of marls with different erosion
forms it was found that the amount of'Na, Mg, SAR, pH and organic carbon have
significant difference impacts on sheet, rill and badland erosion. The SAR value is
the most important driving factor in marl soils and controls erosion indices. The
occurrence of the causes of'slop instability in marl soils formation and the lack of
comprehensive research formed the main incentive to carry out the research presented in this paper Keywords: marl soils, badland, sheet and rill erosion, physicochemical properties.
23-5
1831a
A A. Ansari
Paddy Cultivation in Sodic Soil through Vermitech.
A. A. Ansari. Univ of Guyana: S. A. Ismail. Ecoscience Research Foundation.
Vermitech is bioprocessing of organic solid waste by using surface (epigeic) and
sub-surface (anecic) earthworms (Bouché, 1977) to produce organic fertiliser
called Vermicompost. Vermicompost has been found to have a favorable influence
on several crops. Hence, present investigations were conducted at the farms of
Uttar Pradesh Bhumi Sudhar Nigam at Shivri, Lucknow during the Kharif season
in 1998-99, to asses the impact of organic amendment vermicompost in comparison
to chemical fertilizers on paddy (variety-Sarju-52) in sodic soil and in relation to
soil fertility, yield parameters and economics. Results indicated an increase in soil
organic matter from 0 38 to 0.96 %, organic carbon from 0.22 to 0 56 %, available
nitrogen from 499.52 to 1245.44 kg/ha. carbonate ions from 0.20 to 0.23 meq/100
g of soil, calcium ions from 0 89 to 1.09 meq/100 g of soil and decrease in pH
from 8.74 to 8.25, EC from 0 86 to 0.69 dSm-l, sodium ions from 11.85 to 1.47
meq/100 g of soil and ESP from 67.51 to 57.42 These results suggest qualitative
improvement of soil in the plots amended with vermicompost Paddy yield of 4975
kg/ha was recorded from plots amended with vermicompost while 4900 kg/ha from
plots amended with chemical fertilizers, as control the cost benefit ratio was found
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to be 1:1.5 for cultivation of paddy using vermitech where as in case of chemical
fertilizers was 1:1.06, suggesting that by the application of vermicompost in paddy
the cost of production could be reduced without compromising grain yields. In
conclusively, organic amendments like vermicompost increase the organic matter
content necessary for the maintenance of soil properties, which is beneficial for the
long-term sustainability and crop production. Considering the above investigations
VERMITECH could be applied by the farmers to enhance sustainable agriculture
in sodic soil.
23-6
1831b
P N Dixit
Spatial Variation in Soil Salinity and Its Effect on Physiological Parameters,
Soil Water Content and Grain Yield of Wheat in Victorian Southern Mallee.
P. N. Dixit. The Univ of Melbourne: D. Chen, The Univ of Melbourne: G. O 'Leary,
Dept of Primary Industries; J. Angus, CSIRO.
In the Birchip region of Victorian southern Mallee, Australia (35.98°S and
142 92°E), subsoil constraints are considered to be the most important factors
determining crop growth and yield. Salinity, alkalinity, and boron toxicity occur
in many soils in this region and present crop simulation models have shown to
perform poorly in this region, particularly due to their inability to account for multiple subsoil constraints and their interactions with the seasonal conditions. The
objective of this work was to study the impact of subsoil constraints on crop physiological parameters, growth and yield of a wheat crop to help develop algorithms
that could be used to improve the performance of existing crop simulation models.
From a calibrated electromagnetic survey (EM 38) over an area 7m wide by 100m
long, we identified three points of low, medium and high salinity levels At these
points lab tested levels of soil salinity averaged for the depth 0-0.7m were 0.25,
1.14 and I 63 dS/m, respectively During the cropping season crop samples were
taken around each selected point, and accumulated canopy interception, radiation
use efficiency, dry weight and growth rate of different organs, were calculated and
leaf area, biomass and yield were measured. Soil water content at different stages
of crop growth was also recorded using a neutron probe moisture meter, and the
effect of salinity on plant water uptake was determined. Above ground dry weight,
canopy light interception, radiation use efficiency, plant water uptake and grain
yield, were all reduced by increasing salinity levels. Relative to the low salinity
site, medium and high salinity levels reduced the above ground dry weight of the
crop at harvest by 39.8% and 41%, accumulated intercepted radiation by 23% and
37% and radiation use efficiency by 25% and 52%, respectively. The final grain
yield was 4.53,2.69 and 2.36 t/ha, at the low, medium and high salinity sites. Crop
harvest index was reduced by 1.2% and 11.7% and grain yield by 41% and 48%
at medium and high salinity levels, respectively, in comparison with low salinity
level. These results indicate that to account for the impact of'salinity on crop yield
in crop simulation models, the impacts of salinity on water use by crop, the amount
of intercepted radiation, the conversion efficiency of intercepted radiation into biomass, and harvest index need to be taken into account. However, in the Birchip
region of'Victorian southern Mallee, where dryland farming is practiced and rain is
the only source of water available to the crop, yield is limited by water availability
and through this study, the simulation model will be modified to take the effect of
salinity on crop water use to explain variation in grain yield at paddock level.
23-7
1929a
C S. B. Chidanandappa
Characterization of Soils under Kabini Tract of Cauvery Command Area and
Rice Response to Amendments.
G. 5. B. Chidanandappa. UAS.GKVK.
Kabini is one of the chief and prominent sources of irrigation for the Mysore and
Chamarajanagara districts of Kamataka. Among the selected soils of Kabini tract
of Cauvery command area, the alkalinity problem is more in the soils of Chamarajanagara taluk (pH: 8.56-9.05, ECe: 0.86-1.24 dsm-I, ESP: 34.8-42.8 per cent and
SAR: 13.3-19.6) followed by the soils of'Kollegala (pH: 8 43-8.76, ECe: 0 86-1.24
dsm-1, ESP: 33.5-40.6 per cent and SAR: 13.3-18 1%) and Yalendur (pH: 8.428.69, ECe-0.82-1.13 dsm-I, ESP: 31.8-33 5 per cent and SAR: 13 2-16 8) the least
problem was noticed in the soils of T Narasipura taluk (pH: 7.10 to 8 63, ECe:
0.49-1.04 dsm-1, ESP: 10.1-27.3 percent and SAR: 4 17 to 14.6). Field experiment
was carried out to study the effect of different amendments and their combinations for reclamation of alkali soils by employing KRH-2 hybrid rice as a test crop,
during kharif 2004 at Hamoorhundi village, Kollegala taluk The experiment was
laid out in RCBD design with eight treatments and three replications. The results
indicated that treatment combinations of'RDF+100 per cent gypsum requirement +
FYM5tha-l + pressmud 51 ha-1 reduced the pH from 8 68 to 8 40, ECe from 1.16
to 0 82 dsm-1, ESP from 32.0 to 21.1 per cent and SAR from 18 65 to 12.26 and has
significantly increased the available N and P status of the soil, grain (5045 kg ha-1),
and straw yield (7324 kg ha-1) of KRH-2 hybrid rice. Higher uptake of NPK was
also recorded in the treatment combinations of RDF+100 per cent gypsum requirement + FYM 5 t ha-1 + pressmud 5 t ha-1. The highest uptake of Ca. Mg and S was
recorded in the treatment combinations of RDF+100 per cent gypsum requirement
+ pressmud 10 t ha-1.
23-8
1929b
A. Mansour Shahsavar
The Evaluation and Determination of Soil Water Infiltration Coefficient Using
Experimental Observations Resulting from Measuring Infiltration by the

a.
Doublering Method and Introducing the Most Suitable Model in the Saveh
Plain.
A. Mansour Shahsavar. Islamic Azad Unix of Science and Research; A. R. Zahirnia.
Soil and Watershed Managment Research Institute: E. Pazira. Islamic Azad Univ
of Science and Research.
In this research we studied soil water infiltration in twelve soil series (Saveh I,
Saveh 2, Garetapeh, Dolatabad, Garechai, labar I, labar 2, labar 3 Harisan I, Harisan 2, Angilavand, Akbarabad)in the Saveh Plain from Markazi Province of Iran
using a software program which can extract coefficients of models of water infiltration from observational data The results indicated that in short time intervals the
amounts of water infiltration in the Saveh I, Dolatabad, Labar 2, Labar 3 and Harisan 1, was best predicted by the Kastiakov model. The Saveh 2, Garetapeh, Garechai, labar 1, Harisan 2 and Angilavand soils were best predicted by the Modified
Kastiakov model and the Akbarabad series by the Philip model. In the intermediate
intervals the Saveh 1, Dolatabad and Akbarabad series were best predicted by the
Kastiakov model and the Saveh 2, Garehtapeh, Garechai, labarl, labar 2, Harisan 1,
Harisan2 and Angilavand series were best predicted by the Modified Kastiakov
model. The Philip model best predicted the Labar 3 series. In the longtime intervals
in the Garechai. labar 2, Harisan 1 series the Kastiakov model best predicted the
results while in the series of Saveh 1, Saveh 2, Garetapeh, Dolatabad, labar I, labar
3, Harisan 2, Angilavand and Akbarabad series was best predicted by the Modified
Kastiakov model. Infiltration rate estimate for all models had the highest fitness
ratios to observed quantities. Accumulative infiltration values in the Philip model
in the Saveh 2, Garetapeh, Dolatabad, labar 1, Harisan 2 and Angilavand series
converted to accurate shape with passing time and had a descending trend.
23-9
1930a
H.Li
Reducing Plant Water Stress from Attacks of Greenbugs, Corn Leaf Aphids
and Virus Disease in Dryland Sorghum.
H. Li. W. A. Payne. J. Michels. C. M. Rush. Texas A&M Univ.
Greenbugs, corn leafaphids (CLA) and maize draft mosaic virus (MDMV) disease
are recognized as the most damaging pest and virus disease to many forage crops
including grain sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L ) Moench). A study of dryland grain
sorghum was conducted in a Pullman clay loam on the High Plain of Texas during
2002-2005. The objective was to reduce plant insect, disease, and water stress using
the relationships of sorghum canopy temperature, grain yield, greenbugs, CLA,
MDMV, and soil water content (SWC) in space and time. Canopy temperature was
detected 24 hours per day at a 10-minute interval using infrared thermocouple sensors (IRt/c) at 18 sites along transect across the field. Monthly greenbugs, CLA,
MDMV and SWC were determined at each site across the field. The data showed
that greenbugs, CLA and MDMV occurred at the beginning of July and the populations peaked at the beginning of August. Sorghum grain yield decreased with
increase of greenbugs and CLA populations (P < 0.05). The canopy IRt/c temperature decreased with SWC but increased with greenbugs, CLA, and MDMV
disease incidence with a coefficient of determination of 56-64%. It was suggested
that attacks by insects and virus disease resulted in plant water stress and yield loss.
Because the insect and virus disease incidence was related to relative humidity and
air temperature, adjusting planting day would be an option to reduce sorghum plant
water stress and yield loss related to insect attacks and disease incidence.

23-10
1930b
M.Qadir
Management of High-Magnesium Soils and Waters in Central Asia through
the Application of Phosphogypsum.
F Vyspolsky. Water Conservation Laboratory. The Kazakh Research Institute of
Water Management; M. Qadir. International Center for Agricultural Research in
the Dry Areas (ICARDA): A. Karimov. International Water Management Institute
(IWMI), Central Asia and Caucasus Sub-regional Office: F'. Mukhamedjanov. Water
Conservation Laboratory. The Kazakh Research Institute of Water Management;
U. Bekbaev. Water Conservation Laboratory. The Kazakh Research Institute of
Water Management; R. Paroda. International Center for Agricultural Research in
the Dry Areas (ICARDA). Central Asia and Caucasus Regional Office; F. Karajeh.
California Department of Water Resources.
Excess levels of Magnesium (Mg) in irrigation waters and/or in soils in combination or alone with sodium (Na) may result in soil degradation through impacts on
soil physical properties. In some regions of Central Asia such as southern Kazakhstan, water used for irrigation contains Mg2+ levels higher than Calcium (Ca).
More than 30% of irrigated area in Kazakhstan is represented by Mg-dominated
soils, which exhibit low infiltration rates and hydraulic conductivities The consequence has been a gradual decline in yield of cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L ) ,
which is commonly grown in the region These soils need an adequate quantities of
Ca to replace excess Mg from the cation exchange sites with a subsequent decrease
in Exchangeable Magnesium Percentage (EMP) As a source of Ca, phosphogypsum is available in some parts of Central Asia as an industrial waste and needs
appropriate disposal In participation with the local farming communities, we carried out a 4-year field experiment in southern Kazakhstan to determine the effects
of different soil application rates of phosphogypsum (0,4 5, and 8 0 t/ha) on chemical changes in a Mg-dominated soil, cotton yield, and economics Water used from
the Arys Turkestan for irrigation had Mg to Ca ratio in the range of 1.30 to 1 66

The application of phosphogypsum increased Ca concentration in soil solution and
triggered the replacement of excess Mg from the cation exchange sites After harvest of the first cotton crop, there was 18% decrease in EMP of the surface 0.2 m
soil over the pre-experiment level in the plots where phosphogypsum was applied
at 4.5 t/ha. Other phosphogypsum application at 8 t/ha caused 3 1 % decrease in
EMP at the same soil depth. Another beneficial effect of phosphogypsum application was an increase in phosphorus content of the soil. The 4-year average cotton
yields were: phosphogypsum at 8 t/ha (cotton yield = 2.6 t/ha), phosphogypsum at
4 5 t ha-1 (cotton yield = 2.4 t/ha), and control (cotton yield • 1 4 t/ha) Since the
amendment was applied once at the beginning of the experiment, exchangeable Mg
levels tended to increase after 4 years of its application, particularly in the 4.5 t/ha
treatment. Thus there would be a need for another application of the amendment to
such soils after every 4 years to optimize ionic balance and to sustain higher levels
of cotton production
23-11
1931a
A. Reyhani Tabar
Comparison of Five Adsorption Isotherms for Prediction of Zinc Retention
in Calcareous Soils and the Relationship of their Coefficients with Soil
Characteristics.
A. Reyhani Tabar. N. Karimian. M. Ardalan. G. Savaghebi, Univ of Tehran.
Zinc (Zn) deficiency is believed to be a consequence of reactions taking place
between soluble Zn and the soil solid phase. This study was carried out to obtain
quantitative relationships between Zn in equilibrium solution and that retained by
the soil solids in calcareous soils. Twenty calcareous soils (saturated paste pH 6 97.9; calcium carbonate equivalent 4.64-22.80%) from Tehran province, Iran were
equilibrated with varying solution concentrations of Zn and the amounts removed
from the solution were used to check the fit to five adsorption isotherms, namely,
Freundlich, Langmuir, Temkin, Gunary, and two-surface Langmuir. Adsorption
data of all soils showed statistically significant fit to the first four adsorption isotherms but only seven of the 20 soils tested showed fit to the two-surface Langmuir
Coefficients of the adsorption isotherms showed statistically significant relationship with some soil characteristics. Clay%, calcium carbonate equivalent%, and
cation exchange capacity appeared to be the most influential soil characteristics
with regard to Zn adsorption, whereas soil organic matter seemed to be of no
importance under the conditions of this study. Keywords: Freundlich, Langmuir;
Two-surface Langmuir; Temkin; Gunary.
23-12
1931b
E. Hampp
Salt Dynamic in "Patched" Soil of Crops in Argentina.
E. Hampp. Universidad Nacional de Rio Cuarlo; E. Bonadeo. Universidad
Nacional de Rio Cuarlo; M Bongiovanni. Universidad Nacional de Rio Cuarto: I.
Moreno. Universidad Nacional de Rio Cuarto; R. Marzari. Universidad Nacional
de Rio Cuarto.
Patching (P) of crops is a phenomena characteristic of the "Pampa Plana" in the
Province of Cordoba, Argentina. This area is a geomorphologic unity with subnormal relief Patches are areas where plants show less growth than those considered Normal (N). Their dimensions are in a range of a few square meters and their
boundaries are abrupt. It has been found out that soils with patches contain soluble
salts at different depth There is a relationship between patching and soils where
salts are at 15-20 cm deep with an Electrical Conductivity (EC) that increases rapidly from 0 4-0 5 dSm-1 in the surf ace to about 7 5 dS.m-1 at about 50 cm depth. In
the "N" areas ECe range between 0.4-0.5 dS m-I from the surface to 50 cm depth,
reaching values of 3.0 dS.m-1 at 70-80 cm depth. The objective was to characterize
" P " and " N " and to interpret their current salt dynamics. In a representative area,
the studied soils are typic Haplustolls that show a quick change in salinity and alkalinity with depth while salt never reaches the surface. The "Pampa Plana" region
has a subhumid-dry climate with a monzonic regime. The studied area is located at
32°28'Sand62° 18'W Using a regular systematic sampling in an area of 8 ha, high
and low spots were chosen according to their salinity. EC( 1:1) was measured at the
depth of 50 cm in the samples. Soil profile morphological properties were described
in " N " and "P". Infiltration (I), bulk density (BD), cationic exchangeable capacity
(CEC), exchangeable Ca++; Mg++; K+ and Na+, pH and particle size distribution
were measured. Results shows that in the " P " areas BD is higher and I values are
lower, being both parameters related to slow HC. A rather opposite situation was
found in the "N" areas As water rain infiltrates soluble salts dilute and an intense
dispersion of the colloidal complex takes place due to the salt types (approximately
90% sodics), their high concentration and RAS values Higher ESP and pH values
confirm the results This dispersion process results in less permeability and leaching, creating a soil condition that stays unchanged in time. In "N" areas salts are
better leached and reach deeper levels owed to the more favorable conditions for
soil floculation Keywords: Hapludolls, Salinity, Alcalinity, Floculation, Dispersion, Permeability.

23-13
1932a
A Bhardwaj
Integrated Amelioration of Lime Induced Iron Chlorosis in Peanut (Arachis
hypogaea L.).
A. Bhardwaj. Rajasthan Agricultural Univ. Bikaner: I. Gulati.
Rajasthan
Agricultual Univ. Bikaner.
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Monday
This field experiment was conducted for two years during kharif season of 2002-03
and 2003-2004 at Agricultural Research Station Rajasthan Agricultural University,
Bikaner (Rajasthan) situated in Hyper Arid Partially Irrigated Western Plain zone of
Rajasthan-India. It is situated at 28.01,.a North latitude and 73 22„a East longitudes
at an elevation of 234 70 m above the mean sea level. Chlorosis had developed 35
days after sowing in peanut under simulated conditions through irrigating crops
in highly calcareous soils. In order to ascertain whether the chlorosis was due to
iron deficiency the treatments of foliar application of (1) 0.5% ferrous sulphate (2)
1.0% ferrous sulphate (3) 0.5% ferrous sulphate+0.1 % citric acid (4) 1.0% ferrous
sulphate+0.1% citric acid (5)0.5 % citric acid only were applied, besides the treatment of control (spray of distilled water) Results revealed that treatments of 1.0 %
ferrous sulphate + 0 . 1 % citric acid significantly increased pod and haulm yield by
about two fold through significantly increasing chlorophyll and active iron contents
in the leaves by about three to four folds over control. The treatment of 0 . 1 % citric
acid only was also equally effective in curing iron chlorosis over control. The chlorosis in peanut grown on calcareous soils was due to inactivation of iron in the plant
and can be cured by foliar sprays of soluble salts of iron. (Keywords: Chlorosis,
foliar spray, ferrous sulphate, acid, ferric citrate, and groundnut)
23-14
1932b
V.S.Mali
Effect of Different Levels and Sources of Potassium on Yield and Quality of
Sugarcane in Alkali Soil.
V. S. Mali. R. Joshi. N. Zende, Vasantdada Sugar Institute: S. K. Bansal.
Research Institute of India. Gurgaon.

Potash

Increasing salinity in the sugarcane growing soils of Maharashtra is one of the
major factors in reduction of sugarcane yield. This research project was designed
to study the effect of levels of potassium Viz. 175, 200 and 225 kg K20/ha and
sources like MOP (KCl) and SOP(K2S04) on sugarcane var. Co-86032 in alkaline
soil conditions Important findings coming out of this two year experimentation
showed that maximum cane and sugar yield was associated with the application of
225 Kg K20/ha through SOP fertilizer followed by 225 Kg K20/ha through MOP
fertilizer Germination, tiller ratio and other growth parameters except girth and
plant population of cane were not affected by the levels and sources of K fertilizers.
The K+ ion contents both in soil and plant snowed significant increased values. The
SOP treated samples showed significantly higher sulphite content in juice and leaf
sulphur uptake
23-15
1933b
A Jafari Ardakani
Kffects of Gypsum Application in Different Unstable Slopes on Surface Runoff
and Soil Erosion.
A. Jafari Ardakani. Soi! Conservation and Watershed Managment Institue; A. R.
Zahirnia. Soil and Watershed Managment Research Institute.
Some important characteristics of arid and semiarid soils are weak structure with
bad physico-chemical properties In these regions soil structure is affected by high
exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP>15%). This condition increases soil dispersion and swelling potential and increases the rate of soil erosion. The role of amendment materials such as gypsum ( C a S 0 4 , 2 H 2 0 ) in agriculture lands with high ESP
has been clear We evaluated the effect of quality and quantity of gypsum application on soil erosion and runoffin south Tehran's unstable sodic soils (marl soils). In
this project for experimental design we used was a completely randomized blocks
model analyzed with SPSS and MSTATC computer programs. The equivalent of
5 ton ha-1 of the following gypsum sources was added to soil: 1 Powder laboratory gypsum, 2 Powder industrial gypsum, 3. Suspension of gypsum, 4. Without
any gypsum (blank). Each treatment has three slopes (10, 20 and 30%) and three
replications (3x3x4=36 plots) and plot dimensions were 2 square meters (1 mx2m).
During this project 8 samples were collected after 8 rainfall events, then the amount
of runoff, sediment and other soil physical and chemical properties were measured.
Results indicated that: 1 Application of gypsum has significantly reduced runoff
(40%) and sediment yield (35%). 2. There was no significant defference between
gypsum applications 3 Application of gypsum had a significant effect on soil EC,
but did not significant effect on soil acidity (pH). Keywords: marl soils, gypsum,
unstable soil, runotT, and sediment yield.
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24-1
3:30 PM U . C . G u p t a
Heavy Metal Toxicities in Soils, Crops, and Humans: Some
Measures.

Control

U. C. Gupta, Agriculture d Agri-Food Canada: S. C Gupta. Division of Plastic
Surgery.
Soil plays a vital role in sustaining human welfare and assuring future agricultural
productivity and environmental stability. The environmental consequences of trace
and toxic metals in soils are related to their bioavailability Some soils are naturally
enriched with minerals containing toxic metals due to the nature of their parent
material Dissolution of these minerals contributes to the heavy/toxic metal loading
in the soil solution which may cause toxicities For example, the selenium (Se)rich soil in the San Joaquin valley in California and high arsenic (As) soils and
ground water in Bangladesh are examples of pedogenic contamination. Likewise,
mercury (Hg) emitted from natural or anthropogenic sources deposited on the soil
or water will enter terrestrial and aquatic systems. Numerous factors are responsible for toxic soils which may produce unhealthy food for humans. In nature, trace
element toxicities can occur in all living organisms. In some instances, the toxicities are a direct consequence of the organisms' position in the food chain and their
environment The major challenge is to develop accurate and sensitive methods to
determine the bioavailability of toxic metals in soils. High levels of As are present
in some agricultural soils because compounds containing As have been used extensively as pesticides in the past. Arsenic can be toxic to plants as well as to animals
and humans. Some of the most serious As poisoning has been found in Bangladesh
as a consequence of drinking water containing excessive amounts of As. In humans,
As poisoning can cause lesions of the hands, feet and head. Cadmium (Cd) is not
toxic to plants but it can accumulate in plants to levels which are toxic to humans
and livestock.'Ttai Itai," a chronic Cd-poisoning disease in humans was found in
the region located near the Kamioka mine in Japan caused by the high Cd content
in the water. This disease is associated with excruciating pain, brittleness of bones
and broken bones in more severe cases Other Cd toxicity symptoms in humans
include hypertension, cancer, and immune disorders. Coal-fired plants are probably
the biggest source of Hg contamination. The atmosphere serves as a major medium
of Hg transport and subsequent environmental loading Mercury could be added
to soils in toxic quantities through the application of sewage sludge, fertilizers,
manures, and through organic mercurials as seed coat dressing. Toxicity symptoms
in humans include altered sensation in the extremities, ataxia, and loss of vision
from neuronal damage. Lead (Pb) occurs naturally in the environment. The common sources of Pb include pesticides, soil, dust, batteries, automobile exhausts and
burning of coal. Toxicity symptoms in humans include arrested growth of bones
A wrist drop with neuropathy and growth arrests are also noted in humans. Soils
bearing vegetation containing higher than 5 mg Se kg -1 are designated as toxic
and are associated with livestock poisoning. Hair loss and nail deformities are the
most common indicators of Se toxicity in humans Plants are highly tolerant to zinc
(Zn). Zinc toxicity In humans is rare but it can occur from its ingestion in large
amounts, as from an acid drink or food in galvanized containers, or by inhalation of
Zn oxide fumes. Symptoms of toxicity include vomiting, diarrhea and neurological
damage. Measures to treat trace elements and metals' toxicity in humans include
gastric lavage, hemodynamic support and chelating antidotes. Cadmium, Pb and Zn
toxicity in soils and crops can be controlled to a certain extent by liming soils, but
has generally not been found to reduce As and Hg toxicity to crops. Cutting smogforming nitrogen oxides and sulfur oxides can substantially reduce Hg and other
toxin pollution from coal-fired plants. For As, Hg, and Se, plants genetically engineered to be hyper-accumulators of these elements can be used to some advantage
in reducing toxicity in soils. Concerted efforts should be taken by soil scientists,
agronomists and human and animal clinicians for joint efforts in studies to control
heavy metal toxicities.
24-2
4:00 PM I. Pepper
Soil as a Public Health Threat or Savior.
/. Pepper. Unix of Arizona: D. Newby. Idaho National Engineering and
Environmental Laboratory: C. Gerba. Univ of Arizona: C. Rice, Kansas Stale
Univ.
Traditionally, soil has been viewed as a vehicle that provides food for the populations of the world. However, soils are multi-faceted and can influence human health
and welfare in a variety of other ways than can be beneficial or potentially harmful
Soil serves as a very complex and rich environment for soil microorganisms. Here
we evaluate four different aspects of soil that illustrate how soil can be viewed as
a public health threat or savior. Infectious diseases are now the third leading cause
of death in the United States. Changes in the demographics of sensitive populations and the rapid evolution of new and existing pathogens are a major challenge
in controlling the environmental spread of infectious disease. Soil is the habitat of
some significant pathogens (geo-indigenous), a means of pathogen transport (geotransportable) and means of waste purification (geo-treatable). While there are only
a few geo-indigenous pathogens, they are often very deadly (high mortality) or
debilitating (e.g. Naegleria fowleri). Soil is important in the watershed and intercontinental transport of pathogens Climate change will increase the geo-transport
of pathogens in the future resulting in increased exposure of humans and animals
Concern over horizontal gene transfer has focused on the question "Can antibiotic
resistance genes be transferred from non-pathogenic bacteria to human pathogenic
strains, particularly via conjugation?" Such a transfer event would allow for the

o.
proliferation of antibiotic resistant bacteria capable of causing human infection that
could not be controlled by the target antibiotic. In addition to the potential for transfer of antibiotic resistance, gene transfer in soils is also of interest because of its
role in evolution and soil microbial community adaptation We illustrate the role of
selective pressure and selfish DNA in propagating horizontal gene transfer in soil,
and a theoretical framework for microbial adaptation. Beneath the soil layer is an
unsaturated zone referred to as the vadose zone, and below that the saturated zone,
where groundwater resides. Soils are frequently the site for disposal of municipal
and animal wastes through the process of land application and natural disasters
such as hurricanes. These wastes are complex in nature, potentially containing
microorganisms as well as organic and inorganic pollutants. The ultimate fate of
these pollutants and their impact on the environment are directly dependent on the
properties of the soil to which they are applied. It is commonly recognized that less
than 1% of soil microorganisms are readily cultured and identified. Even with this
under-representation, a wealth of products has been extracted from this microbial
world. The first notable discovery related to human health was the discovery of
antibiotics first achieved by Selman Waksman with the discovery of streptomycin
for which he won the 1944 Nobel Prize. Soil organisms can provide an enormous
range of applications to human health and welfare. For human health, an ever growing list of antibiotics has expanded into therapeutic and preventive agents for diseases, including cancer treatments. Soils are also a source for the production of
catalysts, reagents and enzymes to improve industrial processes.

crop management on Zn uptake will enable assessment of the effects of agronomic
recommendations on human nutrition, and will aid plant breeding programs in their
efforts to enrich food crops with micronutrients in varied environments.
24-5
5:00 PM B. Huang
Relationships between Distribution of Longevous Population's Rate and Trace
Elements in Soils of Rugao County, Jiangsu, China.
B. Huang. State Key Laboratory of Soil and Sustainable Agriculture. Institute of
Soil Science, the Chinese Academy of Sciences; R. Yang. State Key Laboratory of
Soil and Sustainable Agriculture. Institute of Soil Science, the Chinese Academy
of Sciences; W. Sun. State Key Laboratory of Soil and Sustainable Agriculture.
Institute of Soil Science, the Chinese Academy of Sciences: Z. Zou. Service Station
of Soil and Fertilizer Technology. Bureau of Agriculture of Rugao County; J. Su.
Service Station of Soil and Fertilizer Technology. Bureau of Agriculture of Rugao
County: F. Ding. Service Station of Soil and Fertilizer Technology. Bureau of
Agriculture of Rugao County.

The human being is intimately united with the environment and its subsistence,
health and development mostly depend on the environment. Soil becomes a key element of the environment because of its influence on the quality of water, plant and
atmosphere through material cycling and further effect on human health through
food chains The essential trace elements originated from soils pay an important
role in the biochemical reaction of human body as components of enzyme, hor24-3
4:20 PM T. Stomph
mone, vitamin and nucleic acid and greatly affect human health. The objective
Does a Food Chain Approach Help lo Target Zinc Bio-Fortification Efforts in
of this study is to evaluate the relationships between the rate of over 90-year-old
Cereal Crops?
in 100 thousand populations (90-rate) and soil types and their elements. A survey
T. Stomph, Wageningen Unix; M. A. Slingerland. Wageningen Univ; E. Hoffland, on soil environment in a longevous area, Rugao County, Jiangsu Province, China,
with a high 90-rate was conducted The concentrations of H20-extractable Se, B,
Wageningen Univ; R. Nout. Wageningen Univ.
and F, and DTPA-extractable Fe, Mn, Cu, Zn, Ni, and Co in soils as their available
Worldwide it has been estimated that 2 billion people sutler from iron and zinc
forms were determined. The correlations between 90-rate and available elements
deficiency-related health problems. For zinc the attained population is mainly situon the basis of village level (about 4,000 populations and 4 km2) and the princiated in developing countries. A food chain approach is proposed to improve the
pal component analysis were carried out to statistically determine the relationships
density of bio-available zinc in the cereal crops sorghum and rice, being staple
between them. The average 90-rate in whole area was high with 249. However,
foods in West Africa and China respectively. This coherent integrated approach
the rates were not uniform in different areas, which showed that the 90-rate in the
combines soil science, soil-plant interactions, crop physiology, post-harvest hannorth-northeast- east area of the county with the 90-rate of 385 was significantly
dling, food technology and human nutrition epidemiology. The ultimate challenge
higher than that in central-west-south area with 184. The distribution of 90-rates
of the program is to improve human uptake of zinc by the poor from their mainly
was extremely similar to that of soil series. The loamy and strongly-developed
plant-derived foods. In Africa agronomic measures are proposed to enhance zinc
Anthrosols and Cambosols such as Banjing and Dongcheng (loam, mixed, therand to keep phytic acid/zinc ratios moderate followed by processing to decrease
mic, anthrostagnic Dark-Aquic Cambosols), and Baipu (loam, mica, thermic, typic
phytic acid/zinc ratios further. Results from the program show that enhancement
Hapli-Stagnic Anthrosols) were distributed in the north-northeast-east area and the
of zinc through improved soil management is possible as this goes together with
sandy strongly-developed Cambosols such as Motou (sand, mica-mixed, thermic,
improved productivity. The current trend in soil management recommendations,
calcaric, Ochri-Aquic Cambosols) and Guoyuan (sand mica-mixed typic thermic,
though, would rather lead to a decreased nutritional quality through lower bioHaplic-Ustic Cambosols), and clayey and weakly-developed Cambosols such as
availability of zinc from cereals in the diet. The food chain approach has helped to
Changqingsha (clay, hydromica, thermic, calcaric, Ochri-Aquic Cambosols) were
highlight how a broader view is needed to avoid choices in soil management that
distributed in central-west-south area. Likewise, the concentrations of available
will show counterproductive in the longer term. The food technology work has
Se, Zn and B in Banjing, Dongcheng, and Baipu were markedly higher than that
highlighted how the enhanced phytic acid accumulation in cereal seeds as a conin Motou, Guoyuan, and Changqingsha, resulting in highly positive correlations
sequence of the need to fertilize with phosphorus can be coped with at later stages
between 90-rate and available Se, Zn and B (r=0.337**, 0.199*», and 0244**,
during the food chain. In China the possibilities to enhance zinc through agronomic
respectively, p<0 01) It was showed from the principal components analysis that
measures currently seem too limited. Without genetic improvements the levels of
the first remained principal component (2.883 of eigenvalue value and 28.658%
zinc that seem attainable are insufficient. When rice production systems change
of variance) termed longevous factor with high 90-rate loading (0.551) had the
from flooded to aerobic conditions the problem probably even becomes more acute
high loadings of available Se, Zn, and B in soils that were 0.820, 0.841, and 0.603,
Reducing phytic acid/zinc ratios in order to improve zinc bio-availability could be
respectively. These results suggested an element associate of Se, Zn, and B had a
attained both through improved agronomic measures. The need for this though is
positive effect on the 90-rate and could be an important environmental geochemical
low as there are ample possibilities to counter the negative effect of phytic acid durfactor affecting longevity of human being.
ing processing. The comparison of the two productions chains show how answers
are context specific. It also shows how the food chain approach.
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4:40 PM S. E. Johnson
Increased Rice Uptake of Zinc by Optimization of Water and Crop Residue
Management.

S. E. Johnson, International Rice Research Institute; J. D. C. Jacob. International
Rice Research Institute: R. J. Buresh. International Rice Research Institute: J. M.
Duxbury. Cornell Univ: J. G. Lauren. Cornell Univ.

4.3A Land Use Modeling as a Tool to Combat Soil
Degradation—Oral

Zinc deficiency is a human health concern in many parts of rice-producing Asia
Inadequate dietary intake of zinc can lead to decreased immune system function,
leaving vulnerable populations more susceptible to infectious illnesses such as
diarrhea and respiratory infections In areas where people get a majority of their
calories from rice consumption, increasing the amount of zinc in rice grains would
contribute to mitigation of zinc deficiency-related diseases. Zinc deficiency has
commonly been an agronomic problem in flooded rice production due to soil chemical changes with decreasing redox potential which limit availability of soil Zn for
plant uptake. Even when the agronomic zinc deficiency problems have been overcome through zinc fertilization, differences remain in plant uptake of zinc based
upon crop management practices such as irrigation and residue incorporation In a
field experiment, incorporation of maize or rice residue into a flooded rice paddy
resulted in a decrease in Zn uptake by rice plants in spite of soil application of 10
kg Zn ha' In a pot experiment, treatments which raised the soil redox potential
by altering water management increased Zn uptake into rice plants, even when all
treatments included soil application of 14 kg Zn ha' Understanding the effects of

Room 111 AB, First Floor (Convention Center)
25-1
3:30 PM C. E. P Cerri
Soil Organic Carbon and Land Use Change in the Brazilian Amazon: A
Modeling Approach.
C. E. P. Cerri. Cenlro de Energia Nuclear na Agricultura; M Easier. Natural
Resource Ecology Laboratory; K. Paustian. Natural Resource Ecology Laboratory
and Dept of Soil and Crop Sciences: K. Killian, Natural Resource Ecology
Laboratory: K. Coleman. Rolhamsled Research: M. Bernoux. IRD; P. Falloon.
The Met Office. Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research; D. Powlson.
Rotahmsted Research. Agriculture and Environment Division: E. Milne. The Univ
of Reading; C. C. Cerri. Cenlro de Energia Nuclear na Agricultura.
Land use and land cover changes in the Brazilian Amazon have major implications
for regional and even global carbon cycling. Cattle pasture represents the largest
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single use (about 70%) of this once-forested land in most of the region. The main
objective of this study was to use a modeling approach to examine the dynamics of soil carbon when forest is converted to pasture in the Brazilian Amazon
We used data from eleven site-specific 'forest to pasture' chronosequences with
the Century Ecosystem Model (Century 4 0) and the Rothamsted Carbon Model
(RothC 26 3) The Century and RothC models predicted that forest clearance and
conversion to well managed pasture would cause an initial decline in soil C stocks
(0-20 cm depth), followed by a slow rise to levels exceeding those under native
forest The only exception to this pattern was found for a chronosequence in SuiaMissu, which is under degraded pasture. Statistical tests were applied to determine
levels of agreement between simulated soil organic carbon stocks and observed
stocks for all the sites within the 11 chronosequences in the Brazilian Amazon
The models also provided reasonable estimates (coefficient of correlation = 0.8) of
the microbial biomass C in the 0-10 cm soil layer for two chronosequences when
compared with available measured data The Century model adequately predicted
the magnitude and the overall trend in delta 13C for the six chronosequences where
measured deltal 3C data were available. This study gave independent tests of model
performance, as no adjustments were made to the models to generate outputs. Our
results suggest that modeling techniques can be successfully used for monitoring
soil C stocks and changes, allowing both the identification of current patterns in
the soil and the prediction of future conditions Results were used and discussed
not only to evaluate soil carbon dynamics but also to indicate soil C sequestration opportunities for the Brazilian Amazon region. Moreover, modeling studies
in these 'forest to pasture' systems have important applications, for example, for
calculating C02 emissions from land-use change in national greenhouse gas inventories of countries such as Brazil.
25-2
4:00 PM R. J. Delve
Evaluation of Resource Management Options for Smallholder Farms Using an
Integrated Modeling Approach.
S. Zingore. TSBF-CIATZimbabwe; E. Gonzalez-Estrada, International Livestock
Research Institute (ILRI); R. J. Delve. TSBF-CIAT Zimbabwe; J. P. Dimes.
International Crops Research Institute for the Semi Arid Tropics (ICRISAT): M.
Herrero. International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI); H. Murwira, TSBFCIAT Zimbabwe: K. E. Giller. Production Systems. Dept of Plant Sciences,
Wageningen Univ.
Farm-level analysis of trade-offs between soil fertility management alternatives
is required to improve understanding of complex biophysical and socio-economic
factors influencing decision making in smallholder farming systems and to identify opportunities for improving resource use efficiency. A farm characterization
(IMPACT) tool linked to a generic (Household) optimization model was used to
evaluate resource use on farms in contrasting wealth categories. The Household
model optimized farm's gross margins taking into account productivity of crops
and livestock, off-farm activities and food sufficiency. Alternatives for management of nutrient resource were simulated using APSIM for the crop production and
RUMINANT for the livestock component. The output from the simulation models was fed into the Household model and evaluated within the biophysical and
socio-economic boundaries of the farms Analysis of the performance a poor farm
by IMPACT produced a yearly negative net cash balance of US$ -7, mainly due
to negative returns from the cropping system. The farmer relied on donated food
and fertilizers. The cash balance was negative, even though she also sold labor to
generate income The net income balance on the poor farm would be increased to
US$81 and N balance from 7 kg ha-1 to 10 kg ha-1 by expanding the area allocated
to groundnut from the current 5% to 31%. This would, however, generate a huge
demand in labour (46-man days more) and reduce the P balance from 0 to -1 kg
ha-1. Maize would be managed more efficiently on the poor farm by cultivating a
smaller, well-managed area A wealthy farm under a maize-dominated cropping
system had a net cash balance of US$210, mainly from sell of crop products Under
current resource management, the net cash balance would be increased to US$290
by optimization of diet. The net cash balance for the wealthy farm would be further
increased to US $448, and nutrient balances by 271 kg N ha-I and 30 kg P ha-1
by expanding the management strategy where maize was grown with a combination of cattle manure and ammonium nitrate. To do this, the farmer would need to
source more manure (or improve capture and the efficiency with which nutrients
are cycled through manure) and invest in 110 man-days extra labour. Expansion of
the area grown to groundnut without fertilizer inputs to a third of the farm reduced
net cash balance by US$11 compared to the current crop allocation due to poor
groundnut yield This also increased labor demand by 155 man-days Groundnut
intensification on the wealthy farm would be more economical and labor-effective
if a small area is grown with basal fertilizer. Despite reducing nutrient balances for
the arable plots, feeding groundnut residues to lactating cows increased net cash
balance for the current year through increased milk production

25-3
4:20 PM J Melkonian
Application of Dynamic Simulation Modeling for Nitrogen Management in
Maize.
J. Melkonian. H. M. Van Es. A. T. DeGaetano. Cornell Univ; J. M. Sogbedji. Univ
de Lomé. Ecole Supérieure d'Agronomie; L. Joseph. Cornell Univ.
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Denitrification and leaching losses of Nitrogen (N) in maize production result from
dynamic and complex interactions among weather, soil hydrology, crop water and N
uptake, and management practices. Current tools for N management do not directly
account for the dynamic behavior of soil N, limiting our ability to more efficiently
manage N. The use of dynamic simulation models as nutrient management tools
represents a major step forward in our ability to manage agricultural nutrient flows.
In our current work, we developed the Precision Nitrogen Management or PNM
model, composed of a dynamic simulation model of soil N transformations and
soil N/water transport (LEACHN; Hutson, 2003) linked to a well-tested maize N
uptake/growth model (Sinclair and Muchow, 1995). Our goal is to apply the PNM
model to improve N use efficiency and reduce N losses in maize production To
achieve this goal, we are developing and testing two N management tools with
the PNM model. First, a new Nitrate Leaching Index (NL1) for maize production
is being constructed for the Northeast US. The new NLI is based on multi-year
PNM model simulations using archived weather data and input files representing a
range of soil types and management practices We initially focused on timing/rate
of manure applications for maize silage production where the range of the manure
applications used in the simulations fell within current recommendations for New
York State. Simulated yearly total N losses were high and variable (100 - 260 kg
N ha'). This variability in total N losses was associated with management practice
(up to 70 kg N ha"' lower N losses for spring vs. fall manure applications) and
weather (year-to-year differences of up to 90 kg N ha'). Soil type affected the
partitioning of N losses between leaching and denitrification but had little impact
on total N loss in a given year. Simulated average annual N concentration in water
draining out of the root zone was approximately 20 mg nitrate (NO,)-N L ' and 15
mg N03-N L"' for fall and spring applications, respectively, consistent with measured data from maize silage production areas in New York State where current
manure application guidelines are being followed. We are developing a new NLI by
ranking the parameters in the input files according to their impact on annual average N concentration in water draining out of the root zone. This will allow for more
dynamic assessments of management options to reduce NO,-N leaching and total N
losses while maximizing crop yields. The second application of the PNM model is
the development of an N management tool for in-season N application guidelines
Recent data indicate that the economic optimum sidedress N rate varies by up to 60
- 80 kg N ha' annually, largely as a result of variable early season weather. Current
guidelines for in-season N applications don't account for this variability. Using the
PNM model, we generated adjustments to the recommended in-season N rates for
maize in the 2004 and 2005 growing seasons for different climate regions in New
York State. Adjustments ranged from an increase of 30 kg N ha"' over the recommended rate in 2004 to a decrease of 25 kg N ha"1 below the recommended rate
for some climate regions in 2005. We are developing a Web-based version of this
tool that will automatically access high resolution climate data (Northeast Regional
Climate Center at Cornell University) and allow farm- or field-specific in-season
N recommendations
25-4
4:40 PM T. Green
Modeling Spatial-Temporal Soil Water and Overland Flow in a Dryland
Wheat-Fallow Field using MARIA-GIS.
T. Green. USDA-ARS-NPA. Great Plains Systems Research Unit: J. Ascough.
USDA, Agricultural Research Service (ARS); R. Erskine, USDA. Agricultural
Research Sen'ice (ARS); B. Vandenberg. USDA-ARS-NPA. Great Plains Systems
Research Unit; L. Ahuja. USDA. Agricultural Research Service (ARS).
Crop production and environmental fluxes vary in space and time and over a range
of scales in agricultural systems. Process interactions between soil hydrology,
plant growth and development, nutrient cycling and chemical transport are tightly
coupled such that the soil water dynamics reflect the crop status, and vice versa.
Such complex interactions are explored using a vertically complex agricultural
systems model (MARIA - Management of Agricultural Resources through Integrated Assessment, based on the Root Zone Water Quality Model, and the DSSAT
3.5 crop growth model) with kinematic wave overland flow between delineated
land units A hierarchy of land units (LU's) allows simulation of runoff and run-on
along flow paths. The model is applied to a dryland wheat-fallow field in eastern
Colorado, USA that is strip cropped, such that a crop is growing every year on
approximately half of the whole 109-ha field. Data collection since 2001 includes
basic meteorological variables at one location, rainfall rate at five locations, soil
and canopy-level air temperature at multiple locations, spatial crop grain yield from
a calibrated yield monitor, nested spatial samples of plant emergence, development
and biomass, synoptic maps of surface (top 300 mm) soil water content on several
dates, 18 profiles of hourly soil water content primarily along two transects, edgeof-field surface water runoff events, and distributed soil texture. Land units of a
few ha each are delineated based on 5-m elevation data (cm vertical accuracy), and
spatial data within each LU are scaled up for comparison with simulation results
Issues of model calibration, parameter estimation, and uncertainty analysis will be
discussed in a spatial scaling context In addition, we examine integration of spatial
data collection, scaling, and simulation - issues that have important implications
for addressing soil degradation and sustainable agricultural management

Tuesday
25-5
5:00 PM V. A. Romanenkov
Distinction between the effects of management and climate factors in longterm experiments as a tool for comparing adaptation strategies under future
climate.
V.A. Romanenkov. T.V. Raskatova, L.K. Shevlsova. Ptyanishnikov AII-Russian
Institute of Agrochemistry; V.N. Pavlova. All-Russia Institute of Agricultural
Meteorology.
The great importance of long-term field experiments (LTEs) in detailed estimates
of C stocks under site-specific climate conditions and management systems made
them a valuable source of data to verify the models of soil organic matter (SOM)
dynamics. However, separate evaluation of the effects of management and climate
factors on yields, as well as on C stocks, is needed to predict the global climate
and land management impacts on soil sustainability in the future. We attempted to
minimize this problem via integrating information from LTEs with the ClimateSoil-Yield model (CSY) outputs. The CSY is a system of dynamic simulation models of agroecosystem productivity and a stochastic weather generator for an annual
series of daily meteoelements. The highest possible yields calculated with the CSY
in the specified climatic year under optimal soil N regime were compared with the
real ones achieved in the LTEs for different treatments. The objects were LTEs on
soddy-podzolic soils of different textures: loamy sand (Experimental Farm of the
All-Russia Institute of Organic Fertilizers and Peat, Vladimir Region, since 1968),
sandy loam (Smolensk Experimental Station, Smolensk Region, since 1978) and
clay loam (Dolgoprudny Experimental Farm-DAOS, Moscow Region, since 1931)
The ratio of the observed to predicted yields for grain crops has a smaller interannual variability comparing with the yield dynamics. In fact, this ratio shows the
effect of soil fertility on the temporal dynamics of crop yields; it has a tendency to
achieve near-equilibrium state at different levels for control, mineral, and organic
treatments. The changes in the observed trends for different fields with the same
treatments are related to the initial level of soil fertility and different phases of the
rotation presented in each field, i.e., to different crop-climatic year combinations.
For winter wheat after 25 years of experimentation on the sandy loam soil, the exponential decrease in the ratio is seen; the values obtained for the organic fertilization
treatment are higher than those the control. The proposed method shows the possibility for joining experimental information from different fields of LTEs, as well
as for choosing the most appropriate periods for model runs under equilibrium soil
fertility effect for a particular crop. This approach was used for yield predictions
in estimation of the local effects of different management practices on soil organic
C stock under future climate. The Rothamsted Carbon Model was used for simulations. Monthly temperature and precipitation from 2000 to 2050 for each LTE were
determined from trie nearby 0.5 degree resolution of future climate data from the
University of East Anglia, Climate Research Unit, with preliminary comparison
with the local meteorological data on 1961-1990. Monthly values were provided
using outputs from the Uadley Centre climate model (HadCM3) forced by four
IPCC C02 emissions scenarios. Potential evapotranspiration for each polygon was
calculated according to Ivanov. Crop model simulations suggest that the expected
climate changes will result in the increased input item of the soil carbon budget and
the decreased SOM decomposition rate owing to climate aridization. For sandy
soils, the potential for C sequestration under the impact of climate change could
be only It C/ha for control treatment, which demonstrates steady SOM loss. For
organic fertilization treatment, the potential for carbon sequestration is estimated
at 3 t C/ha with the most favorable climate conditions for C sink in 2030-2040.
The following management practices that can lead to C sequestration were tested:
alteration of crop rotation system, organic fertilization, and more extensive use of
perennial crops Calculations show that a 25% increase in the portion of perennial
grass in the rotation can lead to a 20% increase in the SOM stock in the next 40
years, while the use of cereal-row crop rotation without grasses will decrease the
SOM stock by 15% in the next 25 years. Our approach allows implementing LTE
data to develop local adaptation strategies and choose the set of best management
options for sustainable development at the least cost.
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Science Education—Oral
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26-1
8:00 AM A. Hartemink
Teaching Soil Science, Educating the Numbers.
A. Hartemink. ISRIC—World Soil Information; A. McBratney. Univ of Sydney.
Soil science is taught in all habitable areas of the globe. It is differently taught in
different areas and many of our soil science colleagues think that the number of
students have gradually declined over the past 15 years or so. In this paper, we
aim to give an overview of how soil science is taught at various universities: and
the nature of the teaching methods, the books used, audio-visuals, computers (how

and when), excursions, etc And in particular: how this has that changed over time
This analysis will be largely based on narratives - it will be anecdotal. Next, we
will analyse trends in undergraduate student numbers over the past 10 to 20 years
at universities across Europe, USA, and Australia This will be linked to some of
the changes in teaching methods and changes in the number of academic staff, but
more importantly we will discuss the relation between teaching and research. In
particular we are interested in the questions such as, is soil science education keeping pace with research developments? Are we teaching largely qualitative skills or
are we developing quantitative skills? Is the new generation of soil scientists sufficiently equipped to tackle the issue of climate change, environmental degradation
and restoration, and food production? At last, we will speculate about the future:
what can we infer from the trends and what should soil science education do to
make good soil scientists.
26-2
8:25 AM K. Barbarick
Student Engagement Strategies for Introductory Soil Science.
K. Barbarick. Colorado Stale Univ.
The most important goal for a successful Introductory Soil Science course, no matter where it is taught, is "student engagement". Several methods or activities can
accomplish this aspiration in lecture and laboratory settings. First and foremost,
learn your students' names by taking and then studying individual photographs.
In lecture, use structured outlines so students do not have to copy diagrams or
definitions but still must write out problem solutions and examples. Pose frequent
questions and call on individual students to answer them. Take "mini" breaks during lecture to help re-focus student attention Give frequent (up to almost weekly)
exams based on a thorough set of course objectives. Provide equations on exams
to suppress the urge to cheat. For every major topic, show several diagrams and
photographs of local to global interest. In labs, if possible, keep class size to 20 or
less and address only 2 or 3 key points each session. Have the students work on
all in-class exercises in groups of 3 or 4, thus increasing the opportunity for collaborative learning. Keep the students busy with lab measurements or calculations.
Utilize hand-held portable devices rather than large-scale equipment. Outside of
class, assign each student to develop a PowerPoint presentation or poster on some
aspect of soil science that is related to their major field of study or that is a special
interest of theirs. Keeping students active in lecture and lab will lead to a successful
learning experience.
26-3
8:50 AM T Koppi
Innovation, Speculation and Disneyfication in Soil Science Education.
T. Koppi, Univ of New South Wales.
The goal of education in soil science is to develop the skills and qualities in students
that will enable them to think and act as professionals in the field. The challenge
for teachers is to identify and apply the best processes to achieve this desired outcome. Teachers have to ask themselves how they themselves learned how to act as
professional soil scientists Invariably the answer includes having been involved
in authentic real-world problem solving situations where part of the solution is:
hands-on practice; experimentation; trial and error; looking at the problem from
different perspectives; and interacting with colleagues. Kicking the problem around
for ourselves is how we as professionals learn best. Cohorts of students in higher
education usually deal in abstract concepts that are remote from the authentic problem solving practices of the professional The question then becomes: how do we
as teachers bring the learning practices of students in these situations more in line
with those of real-world practitioners when their worlds are separated in space and
by the time it takes to gain practical experience? The use of educational technology
and technologies in general can help bridge this spatial and temporal gap and make
the student learning experience as authentic as possible "Disneyfication" is usually concerned with simulations, e.g.: representing an abstract concept in animated
form; and interactive manipulations of representations. The most advanced simulation not yet devised is that depicted in the 'Holodeck' of Star Trek The Holodeck
allows the participants to be fully immersed in a simulation of any real world to
enable seeing, touching, experimentation, discussion with experts - i.e., everything
that allows authentic learning. While we work towards this kind of simulation of
the real world, we can actually use today's technology to bring the worlds of the
student and practitioner together. The presentation will include speculation and
demonstration of various innovative technologies that can be applied to giving
students authentic learning experiences in the quality and skills of practitioners
The techniques and processes will require corresponding innovation and change in
teaching practices in soil science but they could develop a reputation that will be
very attractive to future students.
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Tuesday
27-1
8:00 AM J. M Galbraith
Human Effects on Soils in Urban Areas.
J. M. Galbraith. Virginia Tech.
Over the last three hundred years, there have been major changes in large industrial
city soils The land area has increased through filling in lowlands and marshes and
upland-extension into shallow water. Transported materials not covered by impervious surfaces were compacted during deposition or by recent traffic and vibration. Based on a new reconnaissance soil survey of New York City, the percentage of new land created and land that has been covered with impervious surfaces,
transported materials, and landfills can be estimated. The percentage of compacted
surface and subsurface areas can be estimated from the soil series descriptions and
map unit composition, and linked to management implications Inferences may be
drawn concerning the processes active in urban areas including quantification of
mass balance transfers, oxidation/reduction, and various gas transports. The range
of morphological evidence used to prove human-alteration can be shown, and the
change in classification of soils during the Anthracene can be evaluated The alteration of soils in New York City may represent other coastal cities of similar age
surrounding active shipping ports.

27-3
9:10 AM G Coli net
Influence of Human Activities on the Trace Elements Status of Soils.
G. Coline!. Gembloux Agricultural Univ. Geopedology Dpi.; J. P. Bizoux.
Gembloux Agricultural Univ. Ecology Dept.: L. Bock Gembloux Agricultural
Univ. Geopedology Dept.

The total contrations of trace elements in soils result from natural and anthropic
factors. Knowledge of natural distribution (e.g. bio-geochemical background)
helps assessing the impacts of human activities in terms of contaminations. But the
processes generated by the modifications of the soil environment may also affect
the form of a trace element, that is its distribution through various pools We investigated the chemical speciation of some metallic trace elements (Cu, Zn, Cr, Ni, Pb,
Co, Cd) in soils from various land-use environments : "natural" soils under forest, "typical" cultivated soils, kitchen-garden soils, soils developped on geogenic
anomalies and on contaminated areas. The analysis protocol aims at identifying different pools from their reaction to various extraction phases, ordered by increasing
intensity in a single sequence. The different fractions are so-called soluble, linked
to carbonates, to organic matter, to manganese oxides, to weakly cristallized Fe-Al
oxides, to well-cristallized oxides, and residual The "available" and total fractions
have also been measured The results stress the fact that the comparisons are difficult from one situation to another because each one represents a particular case of
27-2
8:35 AM D I Lyuri
human activity without a common logic. The relationships with the classical pedoSelf-Restoration of Post-Agrogenic Soils: Recent Process of Late Antropocene.
logical parameters are therefore difficult to generalize. However some relationships
D. 1. Lyuri, N. A. Karavaeva. T. G. Nefedova. B. D. Konyushkov. S. V. Goryachkin.between elements have been found inside the various types of land use, which
could be usefull in the risk assesment of transfers from soils to plants.
Institute of Geography. Russian Academy of Sciences.
Since 1950s in many countries an abandoning of arable lands takes place against
a background of'the total growth of agricultural lands area in the world This process is related to both traditional (wars, economic and ecological crises) and new
reasons induced by intensification of agriculture that makes the growth of arable
areas not advantageous. Totally, an area of arable lands abandoned since 1950s is
>1.2 mln. sq. km (USA-0.33 mln., Europe-ca 0.3 mln.) and caO.7 mln of them
are abandoned because of agriculture intensification Now this phenomenon exists
only in developed countries, however the anticipated intensification of agriculture
in the whole world may turn it to be a global trend of Antropocene. That is why it is
crucial to study soil processes taking place at post-agrogenic lands for their rational
landuse and management. The area of post-agrogenic lands in European part of
Russia is tremendous—0.43 mln. sq km and the process of natural soil restoration
(self-restoration) was studied in different ecoregions of it. The post-agrogenic selfrestoration of soils, its trends, stages and rates was investigated in boreal forests
(in areas of Albeluvisols - ABs and Podzols - PZs), forest-steppes (Phaeozems
- PHs and Chernozems - CHs) and arid grasslands (Calcisols - CLs and Solonetzes
- SNs). The age of studied fallows was in the range of 1-200 years. The profile
morphology, soil organic carbon (SOC) store in 0.5 m, contents of nutrients, pH,
CEC and exchangeable cations were determined in post-agrogenic soils of different
ages In boreal soils SOC stores decrease after beginning of self-restoration both
in ABs (9.6 -> 6.1 kg/sq.m) and PZs (6.8 -> 4.8) in first 30-50 years, however they
reach parameters of natural soils at the age of ca 200 years because of litter horizons
development Simultaneously, other properties, such pH, content of nutrients, acidity are also restored. The PHs of fallows also lose SOC during first 10-20 years (6.6
-> 4.7 kg/sq.m). After 50-80 years of self-restoration they approach natural undisturbed PHs by the depth of mollic horizons, acidity, content of nutrients The CHs
restore their parameters in the shortest period - 30-40 years - granular structure,
high porosity, low bulk density. Both PHs and CHs restore their profile quicker than
post-agrogenic biocenoses do. However, SOC stores of post-agrogenic CH do not
reach the stores of virgin ones (23.6 kg/sq.m) even after 60 years of self-restoration (18 5 kg/sq.m). So, the agricultural use of CHs results in loss of 20% of SOC
into atmosphere. In CLs the self-restoration is the slowest one. After 30-50 years
negative agrogenic features are remained in soil profiles - 20%-lower SOC stores
in comparison with virgin CLs (3.9 <- 4.8 kg/sq.m), cloddy structure, high bulk
density Secondary carbonates are within upper 50 cm and toxic salts occur beneath
50-cm depth. In post-irrigation CLs SOC stores are only ca 2 kg/sq.m, 3-8% of
Na in exchangeable cations and toxic soils are found in fallow soils. The 30-years
process of self-restoration of SNs results in lower SOC stores than virgin analogues
(3.0 <- 4.3), less Na content, deeper leaching of' calcite and remnants of cloddy
structure in upper horizon. Thus, post-agrogenic soils of different environment in
process of self-restoration approach their natural analogues. However, rates and
results of self-restoration are not similar in different climatic zones. The highest
rates are in CHs (almost full restoration in 30-50 years, except SOC store). The
PHs need 50-80 years for the basic restoration of their profiles. The accumulation
of mull-humus and the restoration of granular structure are the most important processes in these two soils. Much less rates of self-restoration are characteristic for
ABs and PZs - they need > 150-200 years. And the SOC stores regeneration takes
place because of litter accumulation. Probably, the lowest rates of self-restoration
are in CLs and SNs. It is not clear yet, if the full restoration is possible in these
soils. The common feature of post-agrogenic soils is inheritance of grayish color in
former ploughed horizon - the "memory" of agrogenic stage of these soils' history.
In the study of self-restoration of post-agrogenic soils the international cooperation
is very important as different countries have a lot of post-agrogenic soils restorated
after various in time and character types of landuse in diverse environmental conditions - only such broad experience let us to investigate and model this recent
process of the Late Antropocene.
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1.2A Spatial, Societal and Environmental Aspects of
Pedodiversity—Theater
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 3, Second Floor (Convention Center)
28-1
348a
J. D Phillips
The Effect of Classification on Soil Richness-Area Relationships.
J. D. Phillips, Tobacco Road Research Team.
The study of pedodiversity, and in particular soil richness, depends on the notion
of soils as discrete entities. Soil classification systems are often criticized in this
regard because they depend in part on arbitrary or subjective quantitative criteria
to subdivide and classify soils. In this study soils were categorized on the basis of
the presence or absence of six lithological and morphological characteristics, with
no subjective criteria or imposed thresholds or subdivisions. Richness vs. area relationships, and the general pattern of soil variability and diversity, were then compared to previously-published analyses of pedodiversity based on soil taxonomy
The study area consists of 16 0 13-ha plots on forested sideslopes of the Ouachita
Mountains, Arkansas, with a minimum of"20 classified soil pits per plot. Soils have
been classified and mapped in previous work according to U.S. Soil Taxonomy
In this study an ad hoc classification was developed, from the standpoint of soil
geomorphology and studies of the coevolution of soils and landscapes, and based
on the regional environmental framework. Soils were classified based on (1) the
underlying geology (shale, sandstone bedrock, or transported sandstone rock fragments), and on the presence or absence of (2) texture-contrast subsoils, (3) eluvial
horizons, (4) surface and/or subsurface stone lines or zones, (5) lithological contrasts between soil and underlying geology, and (6) redoximorphic features within
the solum. The soil geomorphic classification yielded 40 different soil types (out of
288 possible different combinations of the criteria), compared to 19 different series
or taxadjuncts indentified by standard soil classification. Individual plots contained
five to 11 different soils, with extensive local variability. A standard power-function
relationship between soil richness (S) and area or number of" samples (A) provided
the best fit for most plots (S = c AAb). The exponent b was slightly higher than for
the taxonomy-based analysis, but in general the analyses lead to similar conclusions with respect to the relationship between richness and area, and the relative
importance of local, within-plot versus regional, between-plot variability. Results
support the view that soils can be viewed and treated as discrete entities, and that
highly localized variability may be critical to pedodiversity.
28-2
348b
E. V. Abakumov
Unique and Rare Kinds of Soils on Samarskaya Luka (Middle Volga, Russian
Plain).
E. V. Abakumov. Saint-Petersburg State Univ; E. I. Gagarina. Saint-Petersburg
State Univ: N. A. Rudenko. Saint-Petersburg State Univ.
Russian steppe and forest steppe zones characterizes by a maximum degree of
agricultural impact, strongly expressed arable land degradation and very low portion of undisturbed natural soils Samarskaya Luka is the natural reservation with
relatively undisturbed soil and vegetation cover. This territory is one of the biggest

protected area (155 000 ha) in Middle Volga Region of Russian Plain Investigated
territory is unique macro landscape formation in the east part of Volga Upland
presented by a peninsula surrounded by Volga river and artificial water reservoirs.
There are two protected areas on investigated territory: Jiguli State Reserve and
National Park "Samarskaya Luka". Samarskaya Luka can be divided to three landscape parts: Northern mountain complex, Middle Uplands and Southern Plain with
flat relief. These landscapes are known as refuge of rare and unique soil types and
plant communities. The glaciations impact on relief formation was indirect, connected only with climatic changes. That is why soil cover and plant communities continuously develops during all Holocene period The complicated history of
landscapes development, weathering, tectonics movements, and transgressions of
Caspian Sea leads to very big diversity of Quarternary substrata and parent materials, diversity of relief types and, consequently, strongly expressed differentiation
of climatic conditions, especially in northern part. These factors causes a very big
diversity of soils on investigated territory, formation of untypical soil combinations
and complicated soil spatial distribution. Northern, mountain part is occupied by
Rhendzic Leptosols under Pine forests with steppe gross cover. Limestone hinders
the intensive changes in soil properties under the climatic fluctuation and therefore
assists to stable existence of plant communities. Steppe communities under the forest canopy on the weak developed lime-containing soils are the most ancient type
of landscapes on Samarskaya Luka. On the Northern foot slopes, the typical soils
is Cambisols Its formation caused by climatic specifics on the slopes exposed to
the Volga River. The thermoregulation effect of river and increased humidity assist
to intensive weathering of soil mineral part and formation of humus with big portion of fulvic acids. Cambisols of Samarskaya Luka is unique for the conditions of
continental climate eastern part of Russian Plain Another type of soils in mountain
region is Albi-Luvic Phaeozems, formed on the western and eastern slopes. These
relief expositions characterizes by more dry and contrast climatic conditions. Soils
shows evident features of clay illuviation, less degree of in-situ weathering, and
increased intensity of organic matter humification. The Middle Upland plain shows
the very untypical combinations of soils, caused by big diversity of bedrocks and
parent materials. Umbric Albeluvisols and Gley-Histic Albeluvisols alternates with
Albi-Luvic Phaeozems Albeluvisols forms under the birch forests, Phaeozems
are typical for linden forests. Albeluvisols spreaded on the acid clays and loams,
meanwhile Phaeozems are usual soils for lime-containing loams, which cover the
limestones and its debris. Luvic Chernozems are characteristic for meadow steppes
and alternates with Umbric Podzols under the birch forests. Such unusual combination of soils is caused by properties of parent materials. Thus, Chernozems forms
on loess-like loams developed from derivates of limestones. Podzols develops on
acids sands wedged by little plots in cover of lime-containing parent materials. Typical steppe communities with Haplic and Glossic Chernozems occupy the Southern
Plain of Samarskaya Luka Here, the Haplic Chernozems occupies the loess-like
loams, meanwhile Glossic type of Chernozems spread on the lime-containing sediments of Caspian transgression. Summarizing, we can conclude that on relatively
small territory of isolated landscapes on Samarskaya Luka there is a very high
diversity of soil types, caused by specific of geogenic factors. The relief influence
is maximally expressed in mountain part, upland and plain territories shows more
expressed influence of parent materials type on soil spatial distribution. Geogenic
factors leads to differentiation of soil cover and formation of very contrast soil
types, e.g. Podzols and Chernozems, Cambisols and Phaeozems, Albeluvisols and
Phaeozems In usual conditions of Russian Plain climosequence such combinations
of soil types is unusual, that is why we can conclude that the geogenic factors is
most important and leads to the correction of soil formation potential, i.e. all factors
of soil formation became modified by relief and parent materials Now investigated
territory is partially protected. Northern mountain part is protected strongly, but the
Southern territories are more antropogenically influenced and partially involved
in agriculture. All landscapes of Samarskaya Luka need to be strongly protected
not only in sense of flora and fauna, but also in direction of soils and soil cover,
which can be classified as refuge of rare soils and natural etalon of Phaeozems and
Chernozems for Middle Volga Region. The saving of investigated soil cover is very
urgent for sustainability of nature in Middle Volga Region Also there is a unique
natural soil museum on the border of forest-steppe and steppe zones, which are
characterizes by very intensive anthropogenic soil degradation.

28-3
349b
R N. Thwaites
Pedodiversity and its Application in Geoecological Systems.
R. N. Thwaites, S B. Slater, School of Natural Resources.
This paper defines pedodiversity within an environmental systems framework and
uses understanding and maintenance of ecosystem function as the primary purpose
for pedodiversity studies. We attempt a comprehensive definition of pedodiversity
as a dynamic concept within geoecological systems and recommend how it may
be effectively applied for functional as well as scientific purposes over a range
of environments. We suggest that the concept not be aligned too rigidly with the
more established ecological concept of biodiversity, though soil can be considered
as comparable to living organisms in the sense of systematics Instead, we suggest
it be analogous with the philosophy of geodiversity: emphasising the 'quality' of
the variation within the pedosphere . There is a difference between measuring and
evaluating the diversity of the entities of classification and the entities of ecosystem
function. There is more value to exploring the diversity in soil function within
geoecological systems, and agroecosystems Are there such things as endangered
soils? The perception of diversity is dependent upon scale, process and purpose. All

aspects of geoecological scale must be considered to be fundamental to pedodiversity investigations, as should pedogenetic processes. For the wider acceptance and
development of the concept we believe that 'functional pedodiversity' demands the
greater attention than 'taxonomie diversity' from pedologists, although the latter
is intrinsically part of the former We can then include environmental and productive land management concepts, such as pedodiversity conservation, into the role
pedodiversity assessment. Therefore there may be such things as endangered soil
ecosystems rather than endangered soil types. The focus here is on 'protection' of
soils (however defined) for their role in providing ecosystem services. There is a
need for 'benchmarking' soil diversity within a sequence of perturbation process
(from undisturbed to highly disturbed), as disturbed soils also have a geoecological role in ecosystem function Therefore the ethos here is to approach land use
management and planning from the perspective of maximizing and maintaining the
ecoservices potential of soils and soil attributes for both human and environmental well-being. A case study is presented using STATSGO data in Ohio There is
little geographic coherence in the standard ecological diversity metrics on this data,
so alternative strategies to define diversity were sought. "Protected' soil types in
conservation-managed areas were identified through CIS analysis The commonest
soil 'components' (types) in these managed areas were selected for benchmarking ('pedotypes'). The disturbance, or modification, status was then assessed, so
a sequence of increasing disturbance, known as 'pedovariants', is devised. Then a
diversity analysis is conducted on relevant geoecological attributes of these pedovariants of the pedotypes. This approach targets geoecological (soil ecosystem)
pedotypes at risk as well as targeting geoecological attributes at risk
28-4
448a
X. Zhang
Regional Pedodiversity Dynamic Change and Its Implication to the Evolvement
of Soil Spatial Patterns under the Intensive Urbanization Process.
X. Zhang. Y. Sun. M. Tan, J. Chen. Chinese Academy ofSciences.
Remote Sensing and Geographical Information System techniques are used to
explore the spatial-temporal dynamic change of pedodiversity pattern under the
impact of the quickly growing urbanization process in the past 20 years in the
Yangtze delta, China. The results document the rapid expansion of urbanization in
Nanjing used as a case study area, as well as the soil types occupied by the urbanization process. The urban area of Nanjing has increased 43544 ha. 2 times more
than in 1984. The urban area expanded at an annual rate of 6.9 %. Thirty of the total
32 soil types (soil families) within the city were more or less utilized by the urbanization process among which Loamy typic-Fe-leachic-stagnic anthrosol ranked the
highest (12007 ha). The loss of surface land to urban use in Nanjing area has ranged
from 4.8% in 1984 to 11.8% in 2003. Growing urbanization may threaten food
security, soil diversity and sustainability. Clay loamy fimic-ferri-udic argosol and
Loamy car-mottlic-fimic-orthic anthrosol may be in danger of disappearing under
urban/suburban structures because they have been decreased by 41.4% and 62.4
% respectively only in the past 20 years. The regional pedodiversity pattern and
dynamic change at three times (1984, 1995, and 2003) have been quantitatively
analyzed by the method of multi-source information integration and muti-phase
successive comparison. Combined with the soil map of the city, the pedodiversity
indices including diversity (HP), evenness (Jsw) and richness (R2) borrowed from
biological studies are calculated before the spatial-temporal dynamic change of
pedodiversity pattern in Nanjing area is presented. Finally, gray correlative analysis
model was used to explore the impact of urbanization on pedodiversity. Results
show that the expansion of different level administration units has various impact
on pedodiversity with village, the most significant impact, sharing 60%, town about
26%, city 7%, and county seat 7%, of the total study area. Statistical analysis in this
study indicates that urbanization as a significant driving force results in an obvious
impact on pedodiversity dynamic change in the studied area Keywords: Yangtze
delta, Nanjing, urbanization, impact, pedodiversity measures
28-5
448b
R Baritz
Soil Regions of the European Union and Adjacent Countries I : 5,000,000.
R. Hartwich, BGR; R. Baritz. Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural
Resources (BGR); W. Eckelmann. BGR; S. Thiele. BGR.
The basic soil inventory in most countries is to produce large scale soil maps
serving "official" administrative (e.g. cadastre, suitability for management, land
evaluation) and ecological purposes (e.g. ground water, sensitive areas) For political, research and planning purposes, overview maps covering larger geographical
areas are needed. Among different countries, the existing soil maps vary greatly in
methodology and applied classifications Recently, political measures to protect
soils, increasing awareness regarding soil degradation, and environmental reporting needs (e.g. C sequestration, desertification) require small-scale overview maps.
In many cases the relationship between field-based mapping units and those in
overview maps is rather uncertain so that the bottom-up (field) and the top-down
(derived based on auxiliary data) are disconnected Some of the disadvantages are
the lack of fit to continuously refined topographies, and the total lack to provide
uncertainties for thematic applications (abundance of soil associations in mapping
units) In this context, the European Soil Bureau Network (ESBN) has developed
a mapping guideline for overview maps 1:250,000 (Finke et al 1998; Manual of
Procedures of the Georeferenced Soil Database for Furope) Mapping campaigns
are already ongoing in many countries. In order to (a) help comparing soil data
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from different sources, (b) evaluate the cross-border distribution of soils in Europe,
and (c) provide a comparison of soils in different climate areas, the concept of soil
regions 1:5,000,000 has been introduced (version 1.0). The revision of that version, which is presented here, became necessary because of new developments in
international soil classification, the availability of improved auxiliary mapping data
such as topography, and progressed evaluations of national soil inventory data. The
version 2 0 is again a joint venture between the Federal Institute for Geosciences
and Natural Resources (BGR) and the European Soil Bureau Network (ESBN). The
proposed poster will present the structure of the map, the soil inventory data utilized, and the position and meaning within the hierarchical concept of soil associations, soil landscapes and soil regions. Finke, P.A., Hartwich, R., Dudal, R., Ibafiez,
J.J., Jamagne, M., King, D., Montanarella, L & N. Yassoglou (1998): Georeferenced Soil Database for Europe, Manual of Procedures, Version 1.0 - European
Soil Bureau Research report No 5, Office for Official Publications of the EC (EUR
18092 EN), Luxembourg.
28-6
449a
A. Salehi
Investigation of Relationships between Soil Chemical and Physical Properties
in Relation to Forest Types and Topographic Conditions in North of Iran.
A. Salehi. Guilan University:. G. Zahedi Amiri, Tehran Univ.
The area of the study site is about 750 hectares and it is located in the north of
Noshahr, Mazandaran province/the North of Iran. To determine of forest types,
square plots of 50 * 50 m (2500 m2) were established and on each plot, all trees
with more than 7.5 cm diameter at breast height (dbh: 13m above the ground level)
were measured The basal area for each tree species in each sample was calculated
and using these variables, classification of the samples was carried out by TWINSPAN (Two Ways Indicator Species Analysis). On the base of this method four tree
groups or forest types were determined. In order to select sites for soil sampling,
the forest was stratified into "landform units" based on differences in altitude, slope
and aspect. In this way, 82 sample plots were selected for soil profiles from the
original 325 tree plots All of the soil profiles were described and pH, soil texture,
bulk density, percentage of organic carbon, total of nitrogen, phosphorous and lime
were analyzed in the soil laboratory. In order to determine the most important soil
characteristics varied between soil profiles, Principle Component Analysis (PCA)
was used. The soils were classified based on U.S.DA. Soil Taxonomy (key of
1998). In order to study of relationships between soil properties and variations of
trees composition and topographic conditions One-way ANOVA, Deternded Correspondence Analysis (DCA) was used. The results identified there are four main
forest types in the study site Carpinus-Quercus, Carpinus-Quercus with Alnus
subcordata, Fagus-Carpinus and Fagus-Tilia are the most important forest types.
Among soil properties, percentage of organic carbon, C/N ratio and phosphorus in
Al horizon, soil texture, soil bulk density in AI horizon were the most significant
factors varied between forest types Percentage of organic carbon and C/N ratio has
the highest amount in Fagus-Carpinus and is the lowest in Carpinus-Ouercus forest
type The heavy soils can be finding in Quercus-Carpinus type, as the lightest soils
belong to Fagus-Carpinus forest type. The amount of Phosphorus was the highest
on Fagus-Tilia and there is a significant difference between forest types of FagusCarpinus and Fagus-Tilia on the base of it On the other hand the results showed
altitude was the most important topographic factor varied in relation to distribution
of Fagus orientalis and Carpinus betulus, and also in relation to the variations of
percentage of organic carbon as well as C/N ratio in the study site. The results also
showed there is a positive relationship between soil moisture and distribution of
Alnus subcordata. Keywords: North of Iran, Physical and chemical soil properties,
tree ecological groups (forest types), PCA, DCA, and ANOVA.

28-7
449b
M V. Gabchenko
A Compendium of Data on Salt-Affected Soils of Russia: New Monograph
and Maps.
¥. I. Pankova. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute: A. F. Novikova. Dokuchaev Soil
Science Institute: G. I. Chernousenko. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute: I. A.
Yamnova. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute: M. V. Gabchenko. Dokuchaev Soil
Science Institute.
In the monograph "Salt-Affected Soils of Russia," published in 2005, complete
information about the diagnostics, geography and peculiar features of salt-affected
soils in Russia is given. For the first time in the last 50 years the bulk of original
and literature sources, including the cartographic and analytical data, was summarized and generalized with the aim at characterizing the salt-affected soils in
different regions of Russia The book consists of 3 parts Part 1 describes the most
important methods and criteria to estimate the soil salinity. In Russia the analysis of
water extracts is predominantly employed to obtain the data about the total content
of water soluble salts in the soil, whereas in the other countries the measurement
is made on filtrates from a soil paste to determine the salt concentration in soil
solutions In the monograph, the soils are grouped according to their chemistry,
salinity degree, the salt horizon thickness and the form of the salt profile. The total
content of toxic salts, the ions ratio, soil-pH and the ratio between the total alkalinity and the sum of Ca and Mg are taken as indices and criteria for estimating the
soil salinity. According to their chemistry, the soils are distinguished as saline with
neutral (NaCI, Na,S04, etc.) and alkali salts (Na,COr NaHCO,). Under consideration is also the character of alkalinity Based upon the method elaborated by
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LA. Vorobieva (the method of direct and inverse Potentiometrie titration) it has
been experimentally established that calcareous ions (CO,2" and HCO,), anions of
organic acids and borate-ions are responsible for the formation of alkalinity in soils
of Russia Part 2 provides the information on geography, properties and genesis
of the salt-affected soils at regional level. The characteristics of soil salinity are
given for economic regions of Russia, where the salt-affected soils are widely or
locally spread. For every region, geographical position, natural conditions and the
distribution of salt-affected soils are described. Analytical data and maps illustrate
the characteristics of salt-affected soils in different regions. For every economic
region, 3 maps and data on chemical composition of salts and other analyses are
given; the three maps are as follows: (1) the soil map showing the percent of saltaffected soils in the soil cover; (2) the map of salt-affected soils with information
about the depth of upper boundary of saline horizon and the percent of soils containing the salts within the upper one-meter layer of the soil profile, (3) the map of
the chemical composition of salts in soils. The scale of the maps is 1:2 500 000
These maps are the fragments from the Map of Soil Salinity in Russia of 1: 2 500
000 scale, compiled by specialists of the department for genesis and amelioration
of salt-affected soils at the V.V Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute in 2003. This
map has been digitized and it is provided with databases The analysis of the data
given in the chapter 2 allows us to summarize: I. Salt-affected and solonetzic soils
are expanded in agricultural areas of 42 (among 89) states of Russia, mainly concentrating in southern regions of the country within the semi-desert, dry steppe,
and steppe zones and in the forest steppe zone to a lesser extent In the northern
regions they are locally distributed 2 Salt-affected soils dominate in the south of
European Russia and West Siberia. They occupy small areas in the soil cover of
East Siberia and Far East. 3. In Russia the soils differ depending on the chemistry
of salinization Dominant are soils with sulfate salinity. The soils with chloride and
sodium composition of salts occur to a lesser extent. 4. In Russia, the majority of
salt-affected soils reveal the features of solonetzicity, however, not all the solonetzes and solonetzic soils can be referred to the category of alkali soils according
to the salt composition Vast areas are covered by solonetzic soils with neutral salts
what is considered as a specific of these soils in Russia to be a distinctive feature
from alkali soils in the other regions of Eurasia (Szabolcs, 1989). Part 3 is devoted
to some general questions regarding the salt-affected soils in the country There is
a short review of existing small-scale and schematic maps. The literature data are
summarized to show the areas covered by salt-affected soils in the land fund of the
country. Under discussion are some problems relating to genesis and geography of
salt-affected soils. The areas occupied by salt-affected soils have been first calculated for several economic regions and the country on the whole, including those
subdivided into different genetic types and subtypes. We hope that this monograph
will be used as a basis for further studies of salt-affected soils in Russia and in the
world. The publication of the monograph was supported by the Russian Foundation
for Basic Research, project nos. 04-04-62015, 04-04-48197 and 01-04-48093
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8:00 AM S. Myneni
Chemistry of Fe and AI Nanoparticles in the Environment.
S. Myneni. Princeton Univ: M. Hay. Princeton Univ: L. Harrington. Princeton
Univ; J. Majzlan. Mineralogisch-Geochemisches Institut.
The biogeochemical behavior of Fe and AI play an important role in several different reactions occurring in aqueous systems, soils, sediments and in the atmosphere
The chemistry of different crystalline oxyhydroxides and oxides of these two
important elements, and their solution speciation is well studied in the past three
decades. Despite their ubiquitous presence, the chemistry of amorphous and poorly
crystalline oxyhydroxides of these two elements is poorly understood. These metastable phases persist in different environmental conditions for a longer time and
influence the solubility and transport of different contaminants and nutrients in the
environment In addition, the associated counter and coions modify the occurrence
and the reactivity of these phases. The recent synchrotron X-ray, infrared and NMR
spectroscopy studies on Fe-, and Al-oxyhdyroxide systems revealed new information on the solution speciation and on the chemistry of these metastable precipitates. This talk will present a synopsis of these new findings.
29-2
8:30 AM T. S. Gendler
Magnetism and Moessbauer Spectroscopy of Loessic Soils/Paleosols as a Key
to Pedogenic Transformation of Fe Minerals and Climate Change.
T. S. Gendler. United Institute of Physics of the Earth RAS: F. Heller. Institut fur
Geophysik ETH: A. Tsatskin. Zinman Institute ofArchaeology Univ of Haifa: A. A.
Novakova. Physics Faculty Moscow Slate Univ.

<
Rock magnetic methods, Mössbauer Spectroscopy (MS), micromorphological
observations and analysis of Organic Matter content (OM) have been combined to
study two Quaternary loess/soil sequences in the SW of the East European. Being
situated above the established Matuyama/Brunhes boundary, the sequences are
well correlated and contain gray and brown variants of mollisols (chernosems).
Magnetic key parameters such as low field susceptibility (Klf), high field induced
(Ji) and remanent (Jr) magnetization, coercivity and remanent coercivity (He,
Her), as well as thermomagnetic curves of clay extracts exhibit clear differences 1)
between loess and paleosols, and 2) between different paleosol varieties. All of the
paleosols, including even poorly expressed ones, show magnetic enhancement vs.
loesses. The increase in Klf, Ji, Jr values is in accord with soil morphology peaking in the A horizons of stronger developed paleosols, and is significantly higher
in clay fractions because of the neoformed partially oxidized magnetite. Likewise,
the MS spectra total areas, as well as OM, increase in the A horizons. At room temperature MS reveals a broadened poorly resolved doublet originating from different paramagnetic minerals and superparamagnetic (SP) Fe oxides and hydroxides.
Computer fitting of the spectra shows that the paleosols are basically enriched in
Fe(lII)-smectite, amorphous or poorly crystallized ferrihydrite, goethite and hematite (<20 nm size) which are intimately associated with clay minerals In contrast,
Fe-compounds in loess consist mainly of Fe(ll)-alumosilicates without any traces
of nano-sized SP Fe oxides Figure 1 shows that the Jr values, reflecting concentration and size of ferrimagnets alone, and the MS areas, which depend on the amount
of Fe in clays, amorphous and SP hydroxides and hematite, are in good agreement.
The same trend of proportional accumulation holds true between OM and Fe in
paramagnetic and SP phases as identified by MS (Fig. 2). The data suggest the existence of genetic relationships among different Fe minerals and indirectly between
Fe with OM (the latter poorly preserved in paleosols). Since enhanced SP magnetite
accumulation in mollisols is accounted for by microbiological and pedogenic processes, the related occurrence of SP nano-sized Fe oxihydroxides and Fe(III) in clay
minerals of mollic paleosols is explained in the same way We emphasize that the
various nano-sized Fe minerals in paleosols indicate former pedobiogenesis with
no conspicuous hydromorphism That association of pedogenic ferri- and paramagnetic and SP particles is clearly distinguished from those inherited or attached
through the ensuing dust influx. Although magnetic and Mössbauer methods are
not strictly quantitative, their integration provides comprehensive information on
the Fe-containing minerals and emphasizes the crucial role of nano-sized Fe minerals in the genesis/diagenesis of soils in a wide variety of paleoclimatic situations.
Keywords: soil magnetism, Mössbauer, paleosols, iron minerals, neoformation
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Soil formation usually increases magnetic susceptibility, most often by increasing the concentrations of ferrimagnetic minerals. In soils not affected by detrital magnetic inputs, waterlogging, and/or thermal transformations of other iron
(hydr)oxides, magnetic enhancement is ascribed to the neoformation of nanosized
magnetite and/or maghemite. Both inorganic and bacterially mediated pathways to
magnetite have been proposed that require the presence of reductive conditions and
the resulting accumulation of the ferrous ion in the soil solution. On the other hand,
laboratory experiments show that synthetic 2-line ferrihydrite can partly transform
into maghemite at 150°C in aerobic conditions This occurs upon aging of ferrihydrite precipitated in the presence of phosphate or other ligands (e.g., citrate)
capable of ligand exchange with Fe-OH surface groups The resulting water-rich
maghemite consists of particles in the superparamagnetic-single domain size range
(15-35 nm) and is a transient phase in the ferrihydrite-to-hematite transformation
Aging ferrihydrite (pure or doped with different ligands) at room temperature for
several months results in a significant increase in magnetic susceptibility, which
suggests incipient maghemite formation We contend that the proposed ferrihydrite
—» maghemite —• hematite pathway has been operative during the genesis of many
aerobic soils This contention is supported by two observations: (i) the concentrations of pedogenic hematite and maghemite are correlated in hematite-containing
soils in different climatic regions and on different parent materials, as exemplified by soil profiles on Russian and Argentinian loess (Fig. la) and on calcarenites
of southern Spain (Fig. lb), and (ii) in areas where both goethitic and hematitic
soils have formed, the magnetic susceptibility attributable to pedogenic Fe oxides
is much higher in the latter than in the former. The study of soils of different geographic areas also suggests that the maghemite/hematite ratio is influenced by the
environment and degree of development of the soil, so it is a potentially effective
tool for paleoenvironmental and planetary studies.
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M. Gräfe. B. Singh. N. Kaur. The Univ of Sydney.
Little or no information is present in the literature concerning the fate of trace metals during the lepidocrocite —> goethite transformation. This information is, however, needed in order to better predict the fate of toxic metals in acid mine drainage
environments and during the corrosion of steel products. The formation of FeOOH
polymorphs from ferrous sulphate (FeS04) solutions was investigated between pH
5 5 and 6.5 in the presence and absence of foreign metal cations (Cr, Cu, Zn, Cd or
Pb) No additional carbonate [(H)C032-] ions, C02 or air purging were introduced
other than allowing the initially purged (N2) solutions to equilibrate under vigorous
stirring with the atmosphere At pH 5 5 and 6 0, lepidocrocite formed preferentially
over goethite, whereas at pH 6.5, approximately equal amounts of goethite and
lepidocrocite formed within 48 h. A pH above 6 35 (pKal H2C03) is believed
to promote the diffusion of C02 into the suspensions, inhibiting the formation of
lepidocrocite and increasingly favouring the formation of goethite Metal cations
such as Zn, Cd and Pb have high affinities for C032- ions forming their own metal
carbonate phases The metals' effect on the formation and relative distribution of
lepidocrocite vs. goethite will be discussed based on relevant synchrotron-based
X-ray diffraction, X-ray absorption fine structure and Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopic data.
29-5

29-3

8:50 AM J. Torrent

Concomitant Formation of Maghemite and Hematite in Aerobic Soils.

V. Barrón. E. Cabello. J. Torrent, Univ de Córdoba.

9:10 AM M Gräfe

Incorporation of Trace Metals into Polymorphs Alpha- (Goethite) and
Gamma- (Lepidocrocite) FeOOH.

9:30 AM

B. Gilkes

The Nature, Occurence and Significance of Poorly Ordered Nanometric
Materials in the Soil Environment.
B. Gilkes. School of Earth and Geographical Sciences. The Univ of Western
Australia.
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Most soils are predominantly composed of crystalline minerals which are readily
identified by x-ray diffraction, microscopy and spectroscopic techniques. However,
reactions between ions in soil solution and soil minerals are commonly dominated
by constituents of large specific surface area and high surface chemical reactivity.
Such materials frequently occur as nanometric-sized particles in soils and often
exhibit a low degree of structural order Such materials are sometimes referred
to by the abbreviation Poorly Ordered Nanoparticulate Materials (PONM)and in
many soils the nature and abundance of PONM are poorly understood. In this
paper the occurrence of PONM in several Australian soils is described to provide
case studies of the nature and origins of the materials and in particular the necessity of using specialised analytical techniques to recognise and characterise such
materials Very poorly ordered alumino silicates with allophanic properties are
common minor constituents of humus podzols in many regions of Australia and
elsewhere but are rarely recognised in routine soil investigations. However, the
allophane often controls the phosphate retention capacity of these soils and this
has a major effect on soil fertility and the eutrophication of water bodies receiving
drainage from P-fertilised soils. Soils are being drained of acid, saline water in the
wheat belt of Western Australia. In this complex geochemical environment diverse
PONM form including iron monosulphide, various iron oxyhydroxides including ferrihydrate, akaganeite, goethite and schwertmanite, and aluminium hydroxide These extremely poorly ordered, nanometric-sized materials are able to sorb
diverse heavy metals and other ions, thereby controlling the chemical composition
of drainage water from these soils. A third example of PONM in soils relates to the
effect of burning (e.g. bush fires) on topsoils which experience full or partial dehydroxylation of alumino silicates and oxyhydroxides to create amorphous or very
poorly ordered minerals. Indeed burnt soils are a common feature of several arid to
semi-arid regions of the world and there is considerable uncertainty over the abundance and persistence of amorphous, dehydroxylated minerals in such soils. Once
again the high chemical reactivity of such materials enables them to exert a disproportional influence on soil chemical behavior. Through these three case studies
the application of advanced analytical techniques including selective dissolution
procedures, differential XRD and TEM-EDS to the study of PONM is illustrated
The role of synchrotron-XRD and other highly sensitive techniques in the study of
PONM will also be discussed by reference to published data

30-2
8:35AM G.L.Zhang
Eutrophication—An Emerging Topic in Soil Use and Management.

G. L. Zhang. Institute of Soil Science. Chinese Academy of Sciences; W. Burghardt.
Universitael Duisburg-Essen. Fb. Biologie und Geographic Abt. Angewandte
Bodenkunde.
The word "eutrophication" means the status of enrichment of excessive nutrient
elements, often in water bodies. However, soil system, especially that of cultivated
soils of many parts of the world is becoming gradually loaded with excessive nutrients too, which can be featured as eutrophicated Current soil use and management
in the many parts of the world is characterized by continuous and large amount
input of chemical and organic amendments, for a high production, especially in
the regions where agricultural land supply is relatively limiting. One of the typical surroundings where soils are often enriched with nutrients is urban and periurban area. Urban and peri-urban area represents a special kind of ecosystem that
gets continuous material input while only a portion of them gets lost, so there is a
long-lasting accumulation of nutrients in soil system. The source of element input
to urban (peri-urban) soil system comes from urban waste and meanwhile high
application of chemical fertilizers. Phosphorus has been observed widely accumulated in urban agricultural ecosystem. Due to its low mobility in soil, phosphorus
accumulation is extremely evident in urban soils This kind of accumulation started
as soon as the human concentration and can be dated back to thousands years ago
in many cities. The enrichment of phosphorus usually suggests also the co-existence of other elements such as heavy metals Cu, Zn and Pb because they have
a high mutual immobilization effect. Recent mass application of chemical fertilizers in intensively managed agroecosystem, such as greenhouse horticulture, also
leads to the fast increase of nitrate content and other soluble salts in soils. Severe
physical, chemical and biological degradation often occur when excessive nutrients
are accumulated in soils. The eutrophicated soils are an immediate threat to water
environment, besides its strong impact on soil biodiversity Studies showed that
substantial mobilization and release of P, N03- and other components take place
when the concentrations of these components exceed certain critical values This
threshold values are very important in indicating soil nutrient status, not only agriculturally but also to environment. Sustainable soil use and management in urban
and peri-urban environments should pay more attention to the emerging evidence
of soil eutrophication.
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9:10 AM B. E. Clothier
Soil: The First Filter of Our Water.
B. E. Clothier. HorlResearch.
3.0B Emerging Topics in Soil Use and Management—Oral
Soil is the fragile yet productive skin of our planet Soil occupies a critical position between the atmosphere and the subterranean realm, and lies astride the main
Room 113AB, First Floor (Convention Center)
thoroughfare along which water and solutes enter our ground and surface water
reservoirs. Our soil is thefirstfilterof the world's water Water and chemical fluxes
though the heterogeneous porous medium of the unsaturated soil, in the active
30-1
8:00 AM W Burghardt
presence of plant roots, are necessary for the healthy functioning of soil as the
Introduction to the Symposia 3.0B and Thematic Restrictions of Soil Resources
productive base for sustainable agriculture. As well, these fluxes are critical deterAvailability—an Emerging Topic in Soil Use and Management.
minants of the quantity and quality of our underground and surface reserves of
IV. Burghardt, Unix Duisburg—Essen. Faculty of Biology and Geography. Dept of water Our understanding of transport and fate processes in the soil of the rootzone
has been enhanced thanks to two developments. New measurement devices and
Soil Technology.
monitoring techniques are providing better observations, at the local scale, of the
Within the ecological cycle of materials and nutrient there is always a clear bound
state and fluxes of water and solute into, and through, soil Here I outline some of
to soils as factor Soils are location and sources for use, so of mental, natural and
the new observations that are improving the acuity of our vision of rootzone protechnical production, and of deposits of production and waste remains. But they are
cesses. In tandem, better theoretical understanding and new modeling techniques
also items of soil use and management related technologies, of ideas of religious,
are being developed to extend and extrapolate these still-meagre observations to
social and economic philosophies. The today human influence on ecological cycle
realise improved understanding at larger spatial and temporal scales In tandem,
of material and nutrients is extreme high But human activities are corrected and
measurement and modeling are providing scientists with new knowledge about the
find strong response by natural processes Both will find its documentation in soils.
functioning of soil as a filter. Policy agencies are then in possession of enhanced
Therefore soil use and management as new and rapidly changing environment for
understanding with which they can develop protocols, both monitoring and regulasoils must be understood by soil science They are of eminent importance because
tory, to manage strategically our landscapes so that primary production is sustained,
of their effects on soil properties and by this on local and total amount of available
and our receiving waters protected. Water is now known as 'blue gold'. 'Blue gold'
soil functions and ecological soil services, which are the basis of objective of policy
will be this century's most urgent environmental issue. We need to use our scientific
for s quality of human life. There was and is also a growth of world population
understanding of the functioning world's largest water filter - our soil - to protect
which means humans will make use of soils and will manage the available soil
the quantity and quality of our resources of 'blue gold'.
resources In the past this was solved by extending the area of soil use, improving
the technology of production of any good, developing soil amelioration techniques
and introduction of manuring and fertilizer use. For waste management particular
SESSION NUMBER 31
techniques were developed. From this some particular problem areas of soil use did
arise. Today most aware are soil degradation by erosion and compaction, change
in organic matter content, and soil contamination. But there will be at least two
Tuesday, 11 July 2006
more complexes: the restriction of soil resources availability and eutrophication
Both have strong links to another most important field of quality of human life:
3.3B Nutrient Use Efficiency and Global Agriculture—Theater
water. Restriction of soil availability means, that most of the soil resources of the
world are used already. Extension of production is not longer feasible by extending
used areas Areas are reduced by strong growing urban areas to mega cities and
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 2, Second Floor (Convention Center)
waste land. Soil properties change by human induced structural, physico-chemical
and chemical characteristics, by change of available soil volume for rooting, living
sphere for micro-organisms, and for storage and supply
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Importance of Micronutrients in Crop Production: A Review of the Changing

Scene.
R. Bell. Murdoch Unix: B. Dell. Murdoch Univ.
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Micronutrients are of growing importance in crop nutrition because of: increased
demand from higher yielding crops and intensive cropping; continued expansion
of cropping onto marginal land with low levels of micronutrients; increased use of
high analysis fertilizers containing low levels of micronutrients; decreased use of
manures, composts and crop residues in some parts of the world; mining of micronutrient reserves in soils; nutrient imbalances. In addition there is an emerging shift
in emphasis from the role of micronutrients in crop production, to their levels in
the main staple foods in diets of humans and animals. The importance of micronutrients in agriculture can be defined as the product of the magnitude of impacts
per unit area, and the area of impact. Impact is most commonly measured as crop
yield. However, a variety of other properties may be more important for marketing
the harvested plant products than yield, per se, including crop quality, and physical
defects of the harvested products. For legumes, the main impact of micronutrients
in a cropping system may be on amounts of N fixed. Another aspect of impact is
the effect of micronutrient concentrations in planting seed on the vigor of the next
season's crop. Finally, a major economic impact of micronutrients in a farming
operation is through the increased efficiency of macronutrient fertilizer use. Areas
affected by micronutrient deficiencies, the second component of importance, are
challenging to estimate Generally, approaches to defining the area of impact consider only the topsoil levels of micronutrients Most current reports on the area of
impact record micronutrient status in the topsoil at a point in time, but fail to recognise dynamic changes in micronutrient status or land use over time. For example,
areas of southern Australia that were once mapped as almost entirely deficient in
Zn, Cu and Mo are now mostly adequate in topsoils for crop growth Moreover, the
adequate micronutrient status in topsoils is no guarantee that sub-soil levels are sufficient for unrestricted crop growth Changes in genotypes over time may also mean
that an area once considered adequate in micronutrients is now deficient. Finally,
as yield output from farming systems rise, areas that were previously adequate are
now declining in micronutrient reserves in soils, and hence deficiency is reported
with increased frequency. The challenge for the fertilizer manufacturers, distributors and agronomists is tofindlow cost-effective means to continually update information on the locations and areas affected by micronutrient deficiency. As a case
study in addressing this need, we discuss a weight-of-evidence mapping approach
that produces updateable maps of B deficiency and explore evidence relating to low
sub-soil micronutrient levels.
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Fertilizer Price Impact on Frequency of Profitable Responses.
T. Bruulsema, Potash & Phosphate Institute.
When fertilizer and crop prices fluctuate, the economically optimum rate of application varies as well. The extent of adjustment that is advisable depends on the
availability of data describing the relationships between soil test levels, rates of
application, and crop responses in terms of yield and quality These relationships
may also be specific to other soil characteristics as well, such as soil texture and tillage management. This study examined responses of alfalfa, corn and soybeans to
phosphorus and potassium in soils of the province of Ontario in Canada The analysis snowed that the optimal rate for profitability in the long term differs from that
of the short term. Over the past 15 years, variations in potash: crop price ratios had
considerable impact on optimum rates calculated from single-year crop response
functions However, when rate decisions are based on response frequencies as a
function of soil test level, the impact of price ratio is dampened by the longer-term
necessity of replenishing crop removal. The answer to the question of how far to cut
back on application rates becomes dependent on the soil test level and the expectations regarding price ratios in the future. As in many soil test calibration databases,
soil test levels explained only a small proportion of the total variability in measured
crop responses and single-year optimum rates. The impact of this uncertainty on
potential financial losses encountered with various management approaches will be
further analyzed and compared
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G P. Gamzikov
Agrochemical Aspects of Long-term Systematic Fertilization in the
Agroeeosystems of Siberia.
G. P. Gamzikov. Novosibirsk State Agrarian Univ: O. Gamzikova. Novosibirsk
State Agrarian Univ.
Agricultural land use is known to change a range of their properties, the most
important being the decrease of soil organic matter and nutrients content. The
quantitative parameters of these changes are determined by both soil formation
condition and agrotechnical practices (Turin, 1966; Aleksandrova, 1980; Tate III,
1991 and others) Under specific climatic conditions of Siberia with very short both
vegetation and soil biological activity period, intensive agricultural land use leads
to more rapid and profound undesirable changes of soil properties These changes
can be prevented or slowed down only by employing agrotechnical practices aimed
specifically at preserving and maintaining soil fertility: strip agriculture, crop rotations, soil tillage practices, etc Of special importance, as showed the results of
long-term field experiments, are mineral and organic fertilization practices. We
monitored changes in the agrochemical properties of soddy podsolic, grey wooded,
chernozemic and chestnut soils in the long-term (15-25 years) field fertilization
experiments. Manure and mineral fertilizer application rates were 10 t and 30-40
kg per hectare of crop rotation area The results shown that systematic fertilization

under crop rotation helps not only to prevent the losses of organic matter from soils,
but also to maintain its content on the higher level (by 10-18% under mineral and
19-38% under manure fertilization), as compared to the unfertilized control The
observed increase in soil organic matter content could be attributed to the increase
in soil microbial biomass, root and crop phytomass residues after harvesting,
which form the organic C pool for humification and mineralization. The increase
is accompanied by changes in humus quality, i.e. the increased share of humine
and more labile fractions of humus acids The long-term fertilization also had a
stabilizing effect on the soil nitrogen pool by increasing total and labile nitrogen
content as well as the number of its mineral forms In all soil types fertilization had
a common effect: the relative content of phosphates increased in all mineral groups.
The biggest increase in residual phosphate content was observed in the first two
groups, thus increasing the labile form content and the fertilizers efficiency under
crop rotation Long-term systematic application of only nitrogen and phosphorus
fertilizers as a rule resulted in the decreased content of exchangeable potassium.
The decrease depended on the initial content of the element and the length of the
experiment, i.e. how long the element was taken out of the soil ecosystem with
crop yields Potassium fertilization optimizes plant mineral nutrition and maintaining soil potassium pool The long-term fertilization was shown to increase crop
yields by 2.4-3.6 t h a ' due to the marked increase in crop production (by 23-59%)
and mineral fertilizer cost efficiency (1 kg of effective nutrient is equivalent to 712 grain units). Thus, systematic long-term fertilization in the agroeeosystems of
Siberia serves as an important factor of potential and effective soil fertility and crop
production intensification. Moreover, no negative effect of fertilization on environment was observed.
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Simulation and Analysis of Soil Water and Nitrogen Behaviors under MaizeWheat Cropping System in 11 uang- lliiai-l lai Plain of China.
Y. Huang. China Agricultural Univ: R. Gao. Agricultural Univ of Hebei: B. Li.
China Agricultural Univ.
A Geographic Information System (G1S) based conjunctive simulation model
incorporating soil water, heat, nitrogen behaviors and crop growth was established
and validated. The regional distribution of Water Use Efficiency (WUE) and Nitrogen Use Efficiency (NUE), and nitrogen loss were analyzed under summer maizewinter wheat rotation system, by estimation of the GIS-based model under the soil,
meteorological and rural socio-economical condition in the Huang-Huai-Hai Plain
of China (HHHP) from 1999 to 2000 Due to the variations in biophysical conditions and farming practices, the inter-physiognomy variations on WUE, NUE, as
well as soil nitrogen leaching showed significant differences The total soil nitrogen
leaching of whole maize-wheat season in HHHP was 1.559x10* kg, equaled to
15.12% of the total nitrogen fertilizer applied (NFA). The WUE in winter wheat
season and summer maize season ranged from 0.65 to 1.56 kgm~' (median 1.03
kg-nv') and from 0.67 to 1.60 kgm"' (median 1.09 kgm') separately. The NUE in
winter wheat season and summer maize season ranged from 9.60 to 32.70 kgkg
1
(median 18.42 kgkg') and from 14.31 to 37.90 kgkg-1 (median 20.02 kgkg 1 )
separately. In summer maize season, the multivariate stepwise regression results
indicated that, nitrogen leaching was significantly positively correlated with NFA,
saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ks), active accumulated temperature (ACT), rainfall and irrigation amount (RIA); WUE was significantly positively correlated with
NFA and significantly negatively correlated with ACT; NUE was significantly positively correlated with RIA and significantly negatively correlated with NFA and soil
organic matter (SOM) In winter wheat season, nitrogen leaching was significantly
positively correlated with NFA, Ks and RIA; WUE was significantly positively
correlated with NFA and sunshine hours (SH) and significantly negatively correlated with RIA and Ks; NUE was significantly positively correlated with RIA and
SH and significantly negatively correlated with NFA and Ks Acknowledgement:
This research was supported by the national natural science foundation of China
(40201023), and the Program for Changjiang Scholars and Innovative Research
Team in University (1RT0412).
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Plant-Need Based Real Time Nitrogen Management in Rice Grown by Small
Farmers in Asia.
B. Singh. Dept of Soils. Punjab Agricultural Univ: Y Singh. Dept of Soils. Punjab
Agricultural Univ: M. Singh. Department of Soils. Punjab Agricultural Univ: G.
P. S. Sodhi. Dept of Soils. Punjab Agricultural Univ: J. K. Ladha. International
Rice Research Institute: V. Balasubramantan. International Rice Research Institute
(1RRJ).
Chasing for high yields of rice (Oryza saliva L ), many small farmers in Asia tend
to apply fertilizer nitrogen in excess of the requirements. They understand that
fertilizer applied at excessive rates costs money, yet they are inclined to manage
fertilizer nitrogen to minimize the risk of deficiency, which may lead to excessive
fertilizer applications Synchronization of fertilizer nitrogen application to rice with
crop N demand can result in high yields, reduced losses of N, efficient utilization
of applied N, avoiding excessive use of fertilizer Flexibility of farmers in adjusting
the timing and amount of fertilizer applied offers great potential to synchronize
nitrogen application with the demand of the rice crop. Real-time N management
revolves around quick and reliable tools to decide on the time when fertilizer N
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needs to be applied to the crop Real-time N management requires the identification
of an optimal leaf colour that must be maintained throughout the season to obtain
high yields The Leaf Color Chart (LCC) is a simple innovation enabling farmers
to apply nitrogen fertilizer as and when needed by a rice crop. A green colour shade
of 4 on the LCC represents greenness that has been found to be a threshold value
for rice varieties prevalent in the northwestern India Rice crops with leaf colour
below the threshold greenness shade (LCC 4) suffer from N deficiency and require
immediate N fertilizer application to prevent yield losses. In 24 on-farm trials on
LCC-based nitrogen management in rice carried out in northwestern India, rice
yields were similar to those obtained by applying recommended dose of 120 kg
N ha"' but 27, 35 and 29 kg N ha' less fertilizer was used by real-time nitrogen
management in 2000, 2001 and 2002, respectively). At some locations, LCC based
N management also helped to achieve higher yield with lower input of fertilizer N
than the recommended blanket application of fertilizer N. In 107 on-farm experiments on rice conducted in 2002, average yield recorded in LCC based real-time N
management and that obtained by following farmer's practice were identical. On
average about 40 kg N ha"1 less fertilizer was applied following need-based fertilizer management as compared to the farmer's practice In 48 on-farm experiments
conducted at different locations in northwestern India, LCC-based N management
was tested on rice varieties commonly grown by small farmers in northwestern
India. Savings of 16 to 43 kg N ha"' were observed for 7 different rice cultivars by
applying N using LCC rather than following the farmer's practice. There was no
difference in the yield of rice for any of the varieties. Keeping in view that plant
population in transplanted rice varies greatly in farmers' fields; LCC-based N management was tested vis-a-vis recommended and farmer's practice of applying N at
22 and 33 hills m": plant population Under both situations similar savings in nitrogen fertilizers were obtained as compared to recommended and farmer's practice
but with similar yields. These data suggest that LCC is a promising tool to optimize
N use. It is effective in avoiding over application of nitrogen fertilizers and can be
an eco-friendly tool in the hands of farmers
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Nutrient Efficient Plants in Improving Crop Yields in the Twenty First
Century.
N. K. Fageria. National Rice and Bean Research Center of Embrapa, Brazil and
USDA-ARS Beltsville. MD; V. C. Baligar, USDA-ARS.
In the 21st century nutrient efficient plants will play a greater role in increasing
crop yields. Limited land and water resources, higher cost of inorganic fertilizers
inputs, and declining crop yields in the future will create greater demand for cultivars with higher nutrient efficiency. Furthermore, at least 60% of the arable land in
the world has mineral deficiencies or elemental toxicity problems. About 50% of
the world population suffer from micronutrient deficiencies In addition, increasing
demand for food and fiber by an ever increasing world population further enhances
the importance of growing nutrient efficient plants. Nutrient efficient plants are
defined as those plants which produce higher yields per unit of nutrient applied or
uptake compared to other plants (standards) under similar agroecological conditions. During the last three decades, plenty of research has been conducted to identify nutrient efficient plant species or genotypes within species and to understand
mechanisms of nutrient efficiency in crop plants However, so far the success of
releasing nutrient efficient cultivars is limited The main reason for limited success
in this area is lack of understanding of plant genetics and its interactions with environmental variables on nutrient use efficiency in plants. There is need for multidisciplinary efforts of plant breeders, soil scientists, physiologists and agronomists to
breed nutrient efficient cultivars that are suitable to various agroecological regions
of the world. Hence, during 21st century agricultural scientists have tremendous
challenges as well as opportunities to develop nutrient efficient crop plants. During the 20th century, breeding for nutritional traits has been proposed as a strategy
to improve the efficiency of fertilizer use or to obtain higher yields in low input
agricultural systems This strategy should continue to receive top priority during
the 21 st century for developing nutrient efficient crop cultivars. This paper emphasizes the importance of nutrient efficient plants in modern agriculture, definitions,
available methods of calculating nutrient use efficiency, mechanisms for nutrient
uptake and use efficiency and breeding strategies to improve nutrient use efficiency
in crop plants.
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Managing Nitrogen for Cereals Growing on Soils with High Levels of Subsoil
Salinity, Sodicity and Boron.

J. Angus. CSIRO: R. Norton. The University of Melbourne. Joint Centre for Crop
Improvement: C Walker. Incilec-Pirot Ltd.
Large areas of dryland cereals in semi-arid regions of southern Australia grow on
alkaline soils that have subsoils containing high levels of salinity, sodicity and
boron Yield and grain protein levels of cereals growing on these soils are generally
low and are not increasing as rapidly as those in regions with no subsoil limitations.
The severity of the limitations varies across the landscape The levels of salinity,
boron and sodicity are positively correlated and tend to increase with depth in the
soil, typically reaching levels that confine the roots of cereal crops to the top 40-90
cm. Areas with the shallowest rooting zones have limited amounts of available soil
water, leading to low cereal yields. They give poor yield responses to N fertilizer.
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despite having generally low levels of N fertility in the region Two hypotheses are
discussed to maximize profit from N applied to cereals growing in this landscape
One strategy is to concentrate N fertiliser on the parts of the landscape with the least
subsoil limitations To test this hypothesis, we applied ~10m-wide strips of urea
along the length (~lkm) of eight cereal paddocks in the southern Mallee Region
of Victoria. The yield response to N were measured and related to apparent Electrical Conductivity (ECa), measured by ElectroMagnetic induction (EM) surveys.
In five of the paddocks the average yield response to N decreased with increasing
ECa, falling from 20 kg grain/kg N where ECa was zero, to no response where
ECa=l36 mS/m. Of the other paddocks, responses were masked by frost damage
and drought The results offer a method to increase cereal yield by concentrating N
on the most responsive parts of the landscape identified by EM surveys The other
strategy is to manage the placement and timing of N application. We conducted 9
experiments with wheat growing on farms during 1999 and 2000 in the southern
Mallee region of Victoria. We measured yield and protein responses to N applied,
as urea, in different ways and at different times, including banding, incorporation
by sowing, and topdressing. In these experiments the topdressing was relatively
late in crop development - between stem elongation and booting. We aimed to
apply the fertilizer just before rain, and in most cases succeeded. As shown with
the paddock-scale strips, the largest yield responses to N were observed on the sites
with the least subsoil limitations. Where the subsoil limitations were severe, the
most effective way to increase yield with N fertilizer was by multiple topdressings,
followed by mid-row banding, a system in which N fertilizer is injected between
every second seed-row in a one-pass operation. Both banding and topdressing led
to slow seedling growth. In the case of banding, the slow growth was because of
slow nitrification from highly concentrated urea in the bands The least efficient
method of applying N was Incorporation By Sowing (IBS), which is probably the
most common commercial method. Seedlings fertilized in this way rapidly took
up N, grew rapidly and apparently exhausted soil water before grain filling. This
process is known as 'haying-ofT, a yield decrease in response to applied N in conditions of terminal drought.
Topdressing and banding N led to larger yield responses than IBS where subsoil
limitations were most severe. However on soils with severe subsoil limitations, N
topdressing at the booting stage before rain increased grain protein with minimum
risk of haying off.
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Effect of Crop Rotation and Organic Amendment on Soil Nitrogen
Mineralization Potential.
M. Sharifi. B. J. Zebarlh. Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada; D. Burton. Dept of
Engineering; G. Porter, Dept of Applied Ecology and Environmental Science; C
Grant. Agriculture & AgriFood Canada. Brandon Research Centre.
In humid environments, soil N supply is controlled primarily by soil N mineralization. Currently, there are no practical methods for predicting the magnitude of soil N
mineralization. Consequently, it is difficult to consider differences in soil N mineralization which result from different crop rotations and organic amendments when
making crop fertilizer N recommendations Identification of an appropriate index
of soil N mineralization can therefore provide economic benefits to producers while
reducing the environmental impacts from excessive N fertilizer use. The Amino
Sugar-N Test (ASNT), which simply estimates exchangeable amino sugar-N and
ammonium-N, shows promise as a tool for this purpose. Samples were collected
from existing long-term rotation experiments in Maine, USA on medium-textured
podzolic soils to (1) evaluate the ability of the ASNT to detect differences in soil N
mineralization potential resulting from compost addition and different crop rotation
sequences and (2) test the possibility of using the Direct Distillation (DD) method
as an alternative for the ASNT Pre-plant soil samples were collected from 0-15
cm depth from the potato phase of a split plot experiment. Main plots were with or
without an organic amendment and subplots were 3 long term rotations (1-potatobarley; 2-potato-soybean-potato-barley; 3-potato-soybean-barley-alfalfa/timothy).
Preliminary results show that the ASNT and DD tests were significantly higher
in rotations 1 and 2 compared with rotation 3 and higher in amended compared
with non-amended treatments. The KCl extractable NO, and NH4 concentrations
were also significantly higher in rotations 1 and 2 compared with rotation 3 These
ASNT and DD methods were positively correlated (r = 0.85) and had high positive
correlations with KCI-NH4 (0 51 and 0.63, respectively).The DD method had a
lower coefficient of variation (CV) compared with ASNT (16% compared to 23%,
respectively) which may be due in part to higher sensitivity of the ASNT to incubation temperature Both methods are very simple and economic and do not require
use of concentrated acids which makes them desirable in terms of human and environmental health. Future efforts in field validation of methods and determining the
forms of soil N measured by these methods are required
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Isotopic and Spectroscopic Investigations toward Understanding Differential
Behavior of Fluid and Granular Micronutrient Fertilizers in Soils.
G. Hettiarachchi. Univ of Adelaide; E. Lombi. Land and Water. CSIRO: M.
McLaughlin. CSIRO Land and Water; D. Chittleborough. Soil and Land Systems.
School of Earth and Environmental Sciences.

Millions of hectares of arable land worldwide, particularly in arid and semi-arid
regions, are deficient in plant available micronutrients. Thus, various organic and
inorganic micronutrient fertilizers have been used to correct their deficiencies
Inclusion of micronutrient in commercial macronutrient fertilizers is a common
practice throughout the world and has been driven mainly by product physical characteristics than by considerations of fertilizer efficiency. The cost of conventional
micronutrient fertilizers as well as yield loss due to their inefficient utilization
is considerable and therefore it is essential to find new application methods that
increase the efficiency of micronutrient acquisition Despite their economic importance, investigations on the chemistry of micronutrient fertilizers in soil have rarely
been conducted. Research conducted by our group showed that in calcareous soils
a significant increase in yield (8 to 48%) can be achieved usingfluidfertilizers such
as ammonium polyphosphate compared to equivalent granular fertilizer. Further,
recent field studies have shown an increase response to fluid Zn (Zn concentration
in grain) compared to granular fertilizers in calcareous sandy loam soils. We also
showed increasing Zn response with increasing rates of fluid P/Zn while there was
no Zn response with increasing granular P/Zn. These results are very significant in
terms of increasing crop production in Australia and in other arid/semi-arid regions
of the world. This study aimed to improve our understanding of the chemical and
physical processes underlying the differential efficiency of added micronutrient Cu,
Mn, Mo, and Zn in different forms to different soils Results examining the diffusion of micronutrient from the point of fertilizer placement, the lability of micronutrients measured using isotopic dilution techniques, and fertilizer reaction products
identified using various spectroscopic techniques will be presented.

experiments, 1989-1998 at the Sustainable Agriculture Farming Systems (SAFS)
site, and 1993-2004 at the Long Term Research in Agricultural Systems (LTRAS)
site, both at the University of California, Davis, to evaluate long-term fate of nitrogen fertilizer inputs. At each site, an evaluation of long-term N balance, storage
and loss was conducted to assess the efficiency of each system At both sites, the
organic system had the greatest cumulative N input and N balance, while the conventional system had the highest N output Although the organic system had the
greatest cumulative N input, it showed the lowest N output of all the systems. Soil
N storage at both sites was highest in the organic system. At the SAFS site, the
organic system accumulated 901 kg N ha-1 over the period of the study, 3 and 11
times more than the low-input and conventional systems respectively. Similarly,
at the LTRAS site, the organic system accumulated 685 kg N ha-1, while both the
low-input and conventional systems lost over 300 kg N ha-1 soil N At the SAFS
site, there is a 4-year, five-crop rotation of tomato, safflower, corn, oats/vetch, and
beans in organic, low-input, and one conventional system, while the other conventional system has a 2-year, two-crop rotation of tomato and wheat. Yields for
both corn and tomato were comparable among all three farming systems At the
LTRAS site, each system has a intensive 2-year rotation of corn and tomato, with
3 replicates plots for each crop in a given year. Corn yields over the duration of the
experiment were consistently higher in the conventional system, increasing over
time. In the low-input and organic systems however, corn yields were consistently
lower, decreasing over time despite consistently high levels of available soil N.
Tomato yields in all systems followed similar trends with few significant differences among systems. Differences in com yields between the two sites may be
attributed to the variation in crop rotations, sequence of cover crops in the rotation,
timing of corn planting among systems, and/or lack of synchronization between N
mineralization and crop N demand. Our results indicate the challenge in optimizing
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crop N uptake in organic and cover crop based systems does not entirely rely on
Slow-Release N Fertilizer to Control Soil Nitrous Oxide Losses Due to Spatial
developing organic matter pools to increase N mineralization potential Rather it is
and Climatic Differences in Soil Water Content and Drainage.
more important to influence the rate and timing of N mineralization At the SAFS
S. Merchän Paniagua, P. P. Motavalli. K. A. Nelson. S. H. Anderson, J. E. Sadler. site, we found interactions among inputs (manure, cover crops and fertilizer) and
Univ of Missouri-Columbia.
soil organic matter influenced the rate of soil N mineralization Future cropping
systems should be designed to take advantage of these interactions to optimize N
Agricultural soils are a major source of nitrous oxide (N,0) which contributes to
availability and to address issues of N use efficiency, sustainable N cycling and
global warming and ozone depletion. The objectives of this research were to estabenvironmental impact
lish the relationship between soil N,0flux,temperature, soil NO, N, and soil water
content and to compare the performance and cost-effectiveness of polymer-coated
urea and conventional N fertilizers in relation to soil gaseous N,0 losses. A twoyearfieldtrial planted to corn was started in 2004 at the University of Missouri Ross
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Jones Farm in Northeast Missouri on a claypan soil. Treatments consisted of 46 m
Nitrogen, Phosphorus and Sulphur Fertility of Hybrid Canola Cultivars.
long plots with: i) no drainage or subirrigation, ii) drainage with tile drains spaced
R. Karamanos. Western Co-operative Fertilizers Limited; D. Fialen. T. B. Goh.
6 m apart and no subirrigation, iii) drainage with tile drains spaced 6 m apart and
Dept of Soil Science. Univ of Manitoba.
subirrigation, and iv) no drainage and overhead irrigation. The plots were split into
N fertilizer treatments of broadcast pre-plant-applied urea or polymer-coated urea
The introduction of high yielding canola hybrids in the last few years has been
at rates of 0, 140, and 280 kg N ha'. For each treatment combination there were 4
extremely rapid Consequently, very little work was initiated to assess the fertilreplications The results show that in the relatively high rainfall year of 2004, corn
ity requirements of these crops, since the normally accepted span of three years
grain yield increased from an average of 878 to 1254 kg ha"' in the polymer-coated
for fertility research in many cases exceeded the life of some of these cultivars. A
urea-treated plots with no drainage or irrigation compared to urea In 2005, corn
series of experiments have been carried out over a six-year period (1999 to 2004)
grain yields were 60% higher in plots with no drainage and overhead irrigation due
to primarily assess the nitrogen fertility of canola hybrid cultivars and at the same
to the low rainfall experienced in 2005 compared to the previous year. Yields in
time ascertain whether the associated phosphate and sulphur fertility is influenced
control plots were significantly lower for both years. Soil N,0 loss in both years
by nitrogen application. Although differences in individual canola hybrid cultivar
was affected by changes in soil temperature and water content due to rainfall and
behaviour can be significant in some cases, "hybrid" in this study does not pertain
the different drainage and irrigation treatments. In general, the measured soil N,0
to the behavior of one specific cultivar, but to the group of hybrids tested The
flux was highly variable, but polymer-coated urea tended to reduce N,0 over the
study consisted of 27 site-years of comparison between hybrid and conventional
2004 and 2005 growing seasons, especially in overhead-irrigated plots. In 2004,
cultivars and was carried out in the three Canadian Prairie Provinces in two stages:
soil N,0 efflux was significantly lower by 79% in polymer-coated urea plots with
Stage 1: An exploratory program over the first three years (1999-2001) culminated
overhead irrigation compared to urea In 2005, differences were observed among
in 17 site-years of comparison between hybrid and conventional canola cultivars.
the drainage/irrigation treatments. Thus, overhead-irrigated plots released sigAll experiments were carried out on soils with very "low to moderate" soil S levnificantly more N,0 than the other drainage/irrigation treatments in the control
els. Stage 2: An additional three-year program (2002-2004) included 10 site-years
(between 74 and 82% more than the other three drainage/irrigation treatments). In
of comparisons between hybrid (primarily Roundup-Ready) and conventional or
the non-irrigated, non-drained plots, polymer-coated urea-treated plots had higher
Roundup-Ready open pollinated cultivars grown on soils with "adequate" soil S
soil N,0 flux compared to gas flux measured in plots treated with urea, but in the
levels. The N and S status of each site was characterized by sampling a 5X10 grid
non-irrigated and drained plots, urea had 8% more soil N,0 flux compared to the
to establish spatial variability of these nutrients within each site. All experiments
polymer-coated urea plots Soil nitrate-N was generally higher in the urea-treated
included twelve rates of N (0,20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 180, 200 and 220
plots compared to the control and polymer-coated urea-treated plots at the beginkg N ha') set in a split-split plot design with the canola cultivars as main plots and
ning of the season but was lower later in the season. The results of this research
N rates as subplots Sub-sub plots in stage 1 of the study consisted of three rates of
suggest that polymer-coated urea may reduce soil N loss compared to conventional
either P (0, 8.7 and 17.4 kg P ha1) or three (0,20 and 40 kg S ha') and in stage 2 of
urea under relatively wet conditions, but additional evaluation must be conducted
rates of S applied based on the N rate so that, in addition to a control, N:S ratios of
to determine whether this N fertilizer source is cost-effective for agronomic crops.
12:1,6:1 and 1.5:1 for each N rate were obtained. All plots in each test were seeded
to hard red spring wheat the year following each experiment with addition of only
20 kg N ha' in order to establish whether differences in yields due to superior
genetics of hybrids resulted in higher uptake of nutrients under the same nutri31-12
1730b
W. Horwath
ent regime compared to conventional cultivars Under an identical nutrient regime,
Long-term Assessment of N Use and Loss in Irrigated Organic, Low-Input
on average, hybrid varieties produced 14% higher yield compared to conventional
and Conventional Cropping Systems.
cultivars, but did not reach maximum potential; this, on average, occurred at a
W. Horwath. Z. Kabir. K. Reed. S. Kajfla, G. Miyao. K. Britlan. J. Mitchell. Dept higher N fertility regime at which hybrid varieties produce 33% higher yields than
of Land. Air and Water Resources.
traditional or parent varieties Seed yield of both hybrid and conventional canola
cultivars was highly dependent on N fertility Nitrogen requirements to obtain optiIn order to achieve optimum N availability, organic and low-input farming sysmum yield of hybrid canola cultivars are higher than that of conventional canola
tems require greater carbon inputs than conventional systems The build up of
cultivars; on average, maximum potential yield was obtained with an additional
soil organic matter is required to increase the potential for N mineralization. The
30 kg of soil plus fertilizer N ha' A N:S interaction was obtained with convendiverse inputs of these systems impact nitrogen balance, storage in organic matter
tional cultivars only when soils were deficient in S Optimum yields of canola were
and loss. Organic (N from manure and winter legume cover crop), and low-input
derived so long as individual N and S requirements were fulfilled independently of
(N from reduced fertilizer and winter legume cover crop), farming systems are
the ratio at which these two nutrients were applied Once an N or S deficiency was
compared with conventional (N from fertilizer) systems at two long-term research
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corrected, there appeared to be no need for balancing N and S application rates at
any particular ratio, especially with canola hybrids. Most of S deficiencies were
corrected with approximately 20 kg S ha', although more severe S deficiencies
required levels of S application closer to 40 kg S ha' Spatial variability of S may
necessitate a blanket application of 10 kg S ha ' even on soils that test sufficient in
S. No interaction between N and P were observed in any of the twelve site-years
included in Stage I of this program Responses to P were obtained in seven of the
12 site-years and, overall in these experiments carried out on P deficient soils, maximum yield was obtained with 17 kg P ha ' independently of the rate of N Hence, to
maintain maximum yield, hybrids must be supplied with phosphate and sulphur at
regimes that are similar to those of conventional varieties. Canola hybrids are more
efficient "scavengers" of soil nutrients. A theory that is partly supported by reduced
wheat yields obtained the year following in plots sown to hybrids under the same
nutrient regime compared to conventional cultivars.

and nutrient uptake by groundnut and maize and it was on par with 100 kg FeSOj
per ha and significantly superior over rest of the treatments The iron fractions
(water soluble iron, acid soluble iron, exchangeable iron, Pb-displaceable iron)
were higher due to direct and residual effect of pyrite application @ 50 kg per ha
and it was on par with 100 kg FeS04 per ha and significantly superior over rest of
the treatments Path analysis indicated that, soil and plant iron fractions, which
were important for groundnut (acid soluble, ferrous iron at 60 and 80 DAS) and
those, which were important for maize (water soluble, Pb-displaceable and ferrous
iron at 30 DAS) are different to attain higher yield.

31-14
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E Dossa
N and P Cycling in Crop-Native Shrub Agroecoystems of the African Sahel.
E. Dossa, Oregon Stale Univ: R. Dick, Ohio Stale Univ; M. Khouma, 1SRA: M.
Sene, 1SRA: A. Badiane. USAID: I. Diedhiou, ISRA.

4.0A Bridging Soil Science, Environmental Policy and
Communications—Theater

The widely known Parkland agrotorestry system, where farmers allow trees in their
fields, can benefit soils and crops in Africa However, there is another prominent
Sahelian ecosystem component—native shrubs—that have largely been ignored in
terms of research and extension relative to row crop production In the Sahel, these
shrubs coexist in cropped fields and have the curious characteristic of regrowing
(-0.75 m height by I -3 m canopy dia ) over the dry winter period after the cropping
season. This is followed by coppicing of shrubs by farmers and undesirable burning of shrub residue in the spring to prepare fields for the rainy summer cropping
season Our recent work has shown that two dominant shrubs (Guiera senegalensis
and Piliosligma reticulatum) have much greater biomass (peak-season of 2.1-3.2
and 3.0-4.6 Mg ha', respectively) and potential to provide organic inputs to soils
than any other source (e.g. manure, composts or trees) if this material was not
burned. G. senegalensis (200-600 mm) and P. reticulatum (700->1200 mm) are
found throughout the Sahel and in farmers fields to varying degrees - depending on
population/agricultural intensity and landscape parameters. We hypothesized that
the presence of shrubs in farmers' fields and an annual non-thermal return of shrub
residues to soils would alter the N and P cycling (key nutrients in the Sahel) and
nutrient efficiency of row crops systems Therefore, the objective of this research
was to determine the N and P budgets, and temporal dynamics of plant available
NO« NHj and PO, in shrub-crop (peanut and pearl millet) systems. Field plots were
established in Senegal, West Africa, at two sites in 2003; one with P. reticulatum at
Keur Ndary Ndiaye in the higher rainfall south (700-900 mm) and one with G. senegalensis at Keur Mata in the lower rainfall (200-400 mm) northern region. Both
have a split-plot design with shrub (absence or presence) as a main plot and fertilizer (0, 0.5, 1 and 1.5 dose of recommended NPK) at subplot level. In 2004 it was
shown that the presence of these 2 shrub species increased peanut yields by about
50% over non-shrub plots. The fertilizer efficiency was increased with shrubs and
yields at all rates increased with presence of shrubs - even when no fertilizer was
applied. Preliminary analysis of millet data for 2005 shows we will have a similar
crop yield response in 2004. At the ISRA Bambey station in central Senegal, the
effect of shrub biomass is being studied in the absence of plants to isolate shrub
residue effects on soil N and P cycling, C fractions and row crop yield The treatments are shrub litter (at 1500 or 3000 kg har') and fertilizer rate (0, 0.5 or 1.0 X
the recommended dose) on soil chemical properties and crop yield In 2004 there
were no negative effects of shrub biomass on crop (peanut) establishment or yield.
This is a positive outcome as this provides evidence that shrub residue does not
need to be burned Results are showing that addition of biomass for both shrub species, significantly increases particulate organic matter to soils which is an important
fraction for improving soil quality in these sandy soils.
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H. Channal
Iron Management Practices for Groundnut-Maize Cropping Sequence in
Calcareous Vertisol.
F. He IIa I. Univ of Cairo: H. Channal, Univ of Agricultural Science; G. S. Dasog.
Dept of Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry. Univ ofAgricultural Sciences.
A field experiment was conducted at farmer's field, Durgadevigudi near Dharwad
city to study the direct and residual effect of iron management practices for groundnut-maize cropping sequence in calcareous Vertisol during Kharif season of 200203 and rabi season of 2003 and 2003-04. The characterization study revealed that,
the distribution of available iron was found to be associated with clay content,
organic carbon, soil pH and calcium carbonate and the percentage contribution of
soil iron fractions to total iron were in following order: Residual iron > amorphous
Fe-oxide occluded iron > organically bound iron > Mn-oxide occluded iron > Pbdisplaceable iron > exchangeable iron > acid soluble > water soluble iron The
incubation study indicated that, the effect of varying levels of FeSOj was significant with respect to water soluble iron, acid soluble iron, exchangeable iron and
Pb-displaceable iron in soil However, increase in CaCO, levels in soil significantly
decreased all iron fractions in soil at varying days after incubation period The field
experiment revealed that, direct and residual effects of pyrite application @ 50 kg
per ha was superior in terms of growth, yield, quality and biochemical parameters
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Development of a Soil Health Policy Framework for Victoria, Australia.
M. C. Crawford. Primary Industries Research Victoria (PIRVic). Dept of Primary
Industries.: M. A Haw ay. Agriculture Industiy Policy. Dept of Primary Industries.;
M. Ryan. Agriculture Industry Policy. Dept of Primary Industries..
In Austral ia, state governments have responsibil ity for overseeing land management
issues. In 2003, a Victorian Parliamentary Inquiry was initiated through the Environment and Natural Resources Committee into soil acidity (ENRC 2004, www.
parliament vie gov.au/enrc). While soil acidity is a natural phenomenon in parts of
Victoria, it is being exacerbated through soil acidification caused by inappropriate
land management and primary production practices. Many soil scientists in Victoria
gave 'evidence' at hearings of the inquiry. This was a new experience for many in
that the knowledge of the scientists was interrogated in a very different manner to
which scientists usually experience within their normal peer review process. One
outcome of the inquiry was the recognition that soil acidity and soil acidification
was just one of a number of soil health issues in Victoria, and along with soil fertility, structural decline, erosion, loss of organic matter and salinisation, it needed to
be addressed in an integrated manner The inquiry therefore has been a catalyst for
the development of a soil health policy framework to guide further government
investment in research, development, extension and regulation in relation to soils.
The purpose of this framework has been to contribute to a broader understanding
of soil health issues within the Victorian Department of Primary Industries, across
agencies and in the wider community, to enable actions to be taken to manage soil
health in an ongoing sustainable way. The framework has been developed through
consultation with policymakers, scientists and advisers, and with stakeholders
within the community, including farmers, conservationists, fertiliser industries and
regional natural resource management agencies he framework has been designed
to provide an enabling environment rather than a prescriptive one. In practice, this
means that government will aim to achieve soil health outcomes of wide benefit
through providing land managers with the knowledge, tools and choices to improve
soil health, rather than by legislation or directive. This approach has provided both
an opportunity and a challenge for the soil science community in Victoria. Having
a sound policy basis for government investment in soil health has strengthened the
argument for securing research and extension funding in this area. This is analogous to the New Zealand experience where investment in soils research has been
dependent upon having a well developed land management policy (Clothier 2004,
www.regional.org.au/au/asssi/supersoil2004/keynote/clothier.htm). The challenge
for soil scientists is to deliver knowledge and tools that are relevant and accessible
to land managers to enable them to achieve soil health outcomes of wide benefit.
The framework has provided a forum to highlight the importance of soils in the
delivery of ecosystems services to Victorians, and the need to manage and protect
soils so that they continue to deliver these services. In turn, the onus has been
on soil scientists to inform policymakers in an appropriate manner so that sound,
evidence-based policy can be developed. The Victorian experience of the last two
years has led to a greater partnership between soil scientists and policymakers
which has been mutually beneficial, and will hopefully lead to enhanced environmental, economic and social outcomes based on improved soil management.

32-2
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R Arnold
Soil Science: Subterranean Support for Sustainability.
R. Arnold. USDA-NRCS (retired).
Conservation of land becomes a societal issue when the management of soil
resources exceeds their natural limits of resilience, resistance, productivity, responsiveness, flexibility, residence time, or sustainability Such excessive use causes a
reduction of land use options and may, in some instances, impair the functions of
soils so severely that the land is removed from rational sustainable use Intensifying
and expanding crop production in the early 20th century caused serious water and
wind erosion of soils in the US. and the resulting Dust Bowl was the bellwether

Tuesday
for conservationists lead by Hugh Bennett, a soil scientist, to get Congressional
support for a Soil Conservation Service. Earlier soil surveys and experiments demonstrated the usefulness of identifying and locating kinds of soils as a means of
reducing trial and error as the main tool for land use decisions. Although agriculture
of private land was a main pathway for developing and using soil information, most
types of land use and owners of land benefited as more soil scientists contributed
to improved understanding of how soils function to provide desired personal and
societal objectives. Support for agricultural and forestry conservation is found not
only in the balance of nutrient management, but in the control of water and wind
erosion, location and use of irrigation, and in the designation and use of wetlands
and riparian areas Conservation is not just a land concern, it is also afinancialone
and support of the design and construction of highways, roads, and trails, the renovation and restoration of highly disturbed land, and the infrastructure development
of both rural and urban communities attest to the value of knowing better the available soil resources and their limitations. A striking example of the support of soil
science for sustainability occurred when US production of crops was so much that
world markets were unduly influenced. The 1995 Farm Bill proposed a strategy to
reduce production by protecting erodible land from excessive use. For thefirsttime
it was possible to prepare maps and data about highly erodible land for all cropland
in the US. Coupled with wetland protection and restoration programs, most of the
private lands were influenced, and similar measures extended to many of the public
lands - Forests, Range, Parks, Wilderness Areas and even Military Lands. A massive national soil information system, NASIS, has been developed by the National
Cooperative Soil Survey which is a collaborative effort of soil scientists in federal,
state, university and private consultant organizations. Digitized soil maps, lab data,
and research results are becoming on-line tools for those interested in soil and land
resource management. Everywhere there are examples of the excellent subterranean support for natural resource sustainability.
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Figure I: Bilateral plot of 206Pb/207Pb against 208Pb/206Pb for soils and reference materials from Shetland croft.
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G.Werner

Human Impact on Volcanic Soils in Mexico and Chile. Presentation of an
International and Interdisciplinary Project of the Commission of the European
Union on REhabiliiation of deteriorated VOLcanic SOils (REVOLSO
Project).

G. Werner. Center for International Development and Environmental Research
(CIDER). Univ of dessen: M. Bravo. Cenlro Nacional de Investigación para
Producción Sostenible (CENAPROS-INIFAP); J. E. Elchevers. Colegio de
Postgraduados. Instituto Recursos Naturales. Lab. Soil Fertility; J. F. Gallardo.
Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas (CS1C), Inst, de Recursos
Naturalesy Agrobiologia; M. Hauion. UniversidadAutónoma de Tlaxcala (UAT).
Centro de Investigaciones Biológicas; M. Mazzoncini. M. Petri. Universidad dt
Pisa. Centro interdipartimentale di Richerche Agroambienlali (CIRAA); C. Prat.
Institut de Recherche pour Ie Développement (IRD). Laboratoire d'étude des
Transferts en Hydrologie et Environnement (LTHE); J. Queilsch. Universidad
Autónoma de Chapingo. Dept. of Economy; A. Vera, Universidad Autónoma de
Tlaxcala (UAT), Centro de Investigaciones Biológicas; I. Vidal. Universidad de
Concepción (UDEC), Fac. de Agronomia. Depto de Suelos; E. Zapata. Colegio de
Postgraduados. Inst, de Socioeconomia. Desarrollo Rural.

The REVOLSO Project is constituted by nine different institutions, five from Latin
America and four from Europe The aim of this paper is to present REVOLSO's
first results from its project "Alternative Agriculture for a Sustainable REhabilitation of Deteriorated VOLcanic SOils in Mexico and Chile (REVOLSO)" due to
human impact on volcanic soils. On severely eroded and indurated but reclaimed
33-I
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C.A.Wilson
volcanic paleosoils in Mexico and Chile suitable cultivation practices are identified
An Evaluation of Lead Isotope Analysis to Identify Anthropogenic Sources of
to prevent erosion and to rehabilitate deteriorated volcanic soils In the TransmexiLead in Historical Farm Soils.
can Neovolcanic Belt these soils have been degraded by human impact, from the
C. A. Wilson. Univ of Stirling: J. R. Bacon, Macaulay Land Use Research Institute; beginning of agriculture activities (3000 years ago); but soil degradation was even
D. Davidson. Univ of Stirling; M. Cresser. Univ of York.
more accelerated since the arrival of Spaniards (1519). In this paper, the effects on
different cultivation techniques and agroforestry on the sustainability of the soil
Multi-element analysis of soils and sediments from archaeological sites have
fertility, soil structure, erosivity, and credibility after rehabilitation of volcanic soils
shown that former human activity can impact the soil resulting in elevated element
have been monitored. The socio-economic situation of the rural population, includconcentrations. In particular the results of a recent study by the authors have highing the role of women and young people, is evaluated. The evolution of the cultivalighted the correlation between enhanced levels of lead (Pb) and functional areas on
tion techniques by the small holders (campesinos) and the changes of their living
post-medieval farm sites abandoned within the last 65-150 years. These signatures
conditions are followed up with investigations on sustainability of the measures
are an important resource potentially providing information on past management
by the rural population. Research hypothesis and actual work The prosperity of
practices However, even where local reference materials have been geochemically
disadvantaged rural regions depends on the integrity, quality, and proper managefingerprinted it is difficult to identify Pb sources because of the diversity of inputs
ment practices of their natural resources (water, soils, forestry). In a number of rural
(e.g. alloys, paints, glass, fuel materials), modern atmospheric deposition, and mixregions in Mexico and Chile, marginal rural communities are living in mountain
ing of elemental signatures in the soil A preliminary study of the potential of lead
areas with volcanic soils deteriorated as a consequence of high population presisotope ratios to differentiate between Pb sources used TIMS analysis to determine
sure Subsistence agriculture, small scale production, scarcity of agricultural land,
ratios of 208Pb/204Pb, 207Pb/204Pb, 206Pb/204Pb, 206Pb/207Pb, 208Pb/207Pb
destruction of the environment by deforestation causing soil erosion and migration
and 208Pb/206Pb in soils from the house, hearth, byre, kailyard, and arable fields
to the cities are the causes of rural poverty. The rehabilitation of indurated volcanic
of an abandoned croft in Shetland, Scotland. Local fuel (turf and coal), plaster,
soils for agricultural use provokes a decrease of pH-values, an imbalance between
and soil parent materials (sand and till) were also analysed The results show clear
Mg2+ and K+, an accumulation of SOC and an increment of the C/N ratio, in
differences in Pb isotope ratios between the reference materials, and between the
addition to a severe N-loss due to the increase of runoff and sediment transport of
soils of the different contexts. One the basis of their Pb isotope ratios, the soils from
recent rehabilitated indurated surfaces An accumulation of available P has been
this site divide into two clear groupings (Figure 1), which can be modelled using
observed, as well as an increase of values of Ca2+ and Na+ in 2005. Sites fertilized
linear mixing models The first grouping consists of the hearth, house overburden
with organic matter products surprisingly did not show better yields in relation to
and house floor soil (y= -0 77x + 2 79) and has end members of coal and turf and
controls Recently rehabilitated ex-indurated surfaces showed a fourfold increment
an unidentified input. The second consists of the byre, garden and arable soils (y=
of runoff and soil losses compared with sites rehabilitated 14 years ago. Results
-0.49x + 219) and has end members of the hearth material and local wind blown
from the REVOLSO Project look for the improvement of the life standard of the
sands These two groupings reflect the known history of the site and expected matecampesinos through the rehabilitation and better management of degraded environrial streams through these contexts. These initial results are positive and suggest
ment of their rural areas. Soil rehabilitation is done through sustainable agriculture
that more research is justified to fully evaluate the technique as a means of sourcing
and agroforestry, keeping in mind the actual campesino's demands REVOLSO
imported anthopogenic Pb in historical and archaeological soils as a means of betinvolves to the campesinos in solving the scientific and technological problems,
ter understanding former soil management practices.
looking for the best practice for a sustainable agriculture-technology. The dissemination of the results among the rural communities and the follow up of implementation and the acceptance of the proposed new-technology package is essential to
achieve sustainable socio-economical development of those rural communities
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 2, Second Floor (Convention Center)
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Ukrainian Chornozem: past, Present, Future.

5. P. Poznyak. Lviv Nation Univ named by Ivan Franko.
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Ukraine occupies a leading place in the world among the countries on the areas of
which chornozems are spread. The total area of world chornozems equals about
300 mln ha, among them Ukraine occupies 26.5 mln ha Chornozems embrace
the main area of agricultural lands (67.7%), which is the basic fund for obtaining
agricultural produce. Chornozems of Ukraine are being studied for a long time.
Characteristic feature of chornozems is being in the zone of moderate continental
climate, where evaporation prevails over atmospheric moistening Chornozem is
a type of humus, calcium, montmorilonite soils of complicated and lasting history of the process of soil forming—from early hydromorphic to present automorphic stages of the development of aqua—accumulative valleys Positive balance
of biogenic substances and space energy was leading in the history of chornozem
forming, which led to the creation of the system of soil horizons, enriched by the
following basic fertility elements: humus, living overground and underground biomass, rich deposits of nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, microelements, optimum
aqua-air regime, active intrasoil biology and biochemistry. Huge supplies of potentially active chemical energy in humus amounting 3-4 e9 kilcal/ha is the basics of
great biologic productivity of chornozems, their stable capacity to resist different
impacts of ecologie situation and provide a high effectiveness of plants photosynthesis. These natural features of chornozems stipulate their exceptional meaning in
agriculture of the world and Ukraine in particular. Complete cultivation of chornozems and introduction of industrial technology in agriculture during the XIX-XX
centuries radically changed physics, biogeochemistry, aqua-air and other regimes
of chornozems. Tillage of chornozems for a long time practically without fertilizers
caused considerable changes of the structure, composition and properties. Tillage
of chornozems of Ukraine amounts 68 percent in foreststeppe zone, plastic clay
and clayey chornozems in particular—94 percent in particular; in steppe zone—65
percent, plastic clay and clayey chornozems in particular—up to 96 percent. Tillage, constant cultivation causes a considerable decrease (by 2-6 times) of living
organisms in chornozem and they gradually seem to be "sterilizing", which leads
to the loss of structuralness and selfcondensation of soil mass. Usage of heavy
agricultural equipment accelerates this process which leads to the condensation of
root contained horizons to the values 1.4-1.6 g/sm3 Drought and overmoistening
are more sharply distinguished on the condensed horizons causing the depression
of plants Harvest on overcondensed chornozems decreases by 15-30 percent, but
when the condensation amounts to 1.5-1.6 g/sm3, the yield decreases by 50-75
percent Researches of chornozems of Ukraine of many years showed that average
year losses of humus in typical chornozems are equal to 0.7-1.9 t/ha, in ordinary
chornozems—0.3-0 7 t/ha, in the southern chornozems—0.3-0.6 t/ha. Decrease of
humus in chornozems intensifies the development of eroded processes The analysis of researches showed that 24.9 percent of chornozems of Ukraine are eroded
Among them slightly eroded chornozems amount 17 8 percent, average eroded
chornozems amount 5 27 percent and heavily eroded amount 19 percent. Eroded
arable lands amount 30.4 percent, the area of eroded feeding lands amounts 45.2
percent and washed off lands amount 1.9 percent. Linear form of erosion is the
most distinct one. Many-scaled irrigation of chornozems caused new problems.
The main part of irrigated lands is situated in the southern steppe subzone—1.6
mln ha, where chornozems predominate. On irrigated plots of chornozems new
processes untypical to these soils take place, namely: the raising of ground waters
level, waterflooding, secondary salinity, salinization, alkalization, carrying-out of
nutrients, deterioration of physical and physical-mechanical properties Nowadays
the cases of contamination by toxic substances are taking place. Technogenic pollution has a local spreading in the regions with a high background content (Donbas, Pre-Dnieper area) For the last 40 years considerable changes took place in
chornozems due to intensification of agrotechnogenic impact. Due to extensive
system of agricultural production on the first stage the process of evolution of soil
fertility is characterized by a gradual degradation. In typical chornozems humus
content decreased by 21-38 percent, absorbed calcium—by 26-37 percent, waterproof aggregates (more than 0 25 mm)—by 33 percent, mineral nitrogen, soluble
phosphates and metabolic potassium—correspondingly by 34-40 percent, 39-40
percent, and 22-24 percent. Reducing to the minimum the quantity of alienation of
chornozems for other but not agricultural usage, introducing a range of measures
for preventing degradation, raising the culture of agriculture, especially in the process of chemisation and reclamation, renovation of chornozems are the important
factors of chornozems productivity increase.
33-4
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Technogenesis and Main Morphotypes for Technogenically Disturbed Soils of
Landscapes of SMW Landfills.
O. S. Bezuglova. D. G. Nevidomskaya, Rostov Stale Univ.
As the result of functioning of SMW (solid municipal wastes) landfills the soil
cover of adjucent landscapes undergoes considerable transformations and this is
manifested in reducing initial soil-forming processes typical for chernozems of the
given subtype and in dominating processes arising under the influence of technopedogenesis We studied impacts of SMW landfills on the soil cover of calcareous ordinary chernozems for the steppe zone of the South of Russia (Rostovskaya
oblast') The studies were carried out on functional and recultivated SMW landfills
The following priority impacts were revealed after studying the whole range of
characteristics of explored soils of landscapes of SMW landfills: technointermixing accompanied with horizontal and profile destructions of soil mass; technogenically-provokcd underflooding; soil alkalinization; pollution with anthropogenic
inclusions as the result of littering and deluvial adding from accumulative anthro-
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pogenic landscape in the form of dump "body"; influence of biogas from the dump
"body" on the material of recultivated ground. Revealing of typical soil-forming
processes intrinsic to calcareous ordinary chernozems becomes recessive but under
technopedogenesis the processes forming soil genesis for areas of SMW landfills
start dominating: the process of artificial overcompaction of soil and ground material, technogenic alkalinization, processes of migration of manganese and iron
compounds, metamorphisation of organic matter, magnesia alkalinity, revealing of
redoximorphic process progressing in the dump "body". It is established that in the
upper horizons of technogenically-changed soils of the recultivated landfill primary ruderal vegetation stimulates to renewal of sod-forming process that is shown
in predominating of humus plasma at the microlevel. At the macrolevel it causes
changing of colour and improving of structure and water and air properties. In the
situation of technopedogenesis contrast intrasoil conditions are created and they
change the character of initial new formations and inclusions and are conductive
to synthesis of autogenic mineral formations: different forms of calcite, iron contractions, iron and manganese concretions. Minerals with unregulated structures
- formations with mixed layers—prevail in the composition of mineral components
of technogenically disturbed soils and the content of illitic minerals, kaolinite, and
quartz increases, as well. Studies of the soil cover on areas of SMW landfills permits to mark out the following morphotypes for soil profiles the forming of which
is connected with the dominating kind of influence: I Technozem chernozem-like
intermixed; II. Technozem chernozem-like hydrometamorphised; 111 r Technozem
chernozem-like sod-washed intermixed; IV. Humus gleyic pelozem underlain with
municipal wastes. Keywords: landfills of solid municipal wastes, calcareous ordinary chernozem, technopedogenesis, technogenically changed soil.
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Building Effective Soils on Rehabilitated Bauxite Mines.
G. Kew. R. Gilkes. Univ of Western Australia; J. M. Koch. Alcoa World Alumina
Australia.
Lateritic bauxite profiles in the Darling Range of Western Australia have formed
from granitic and doleritic rocks. Mining by Alcoa World Alumina Australia
(Alcoa) removes bauxitic materials, leaving underlying regolith materials that may
be dense, hard, structureless and inhospitable to plant growth. The rehabilitation
of these materials aims to create a functioning soil profile including a deep friable
rootzone enabling optimum plant growth. A self-sustaining forest ecosystem with
no soil impediments and which is similar to the unmined forest can be established
through the use of advanced ripping strategies. Initial rehabilitation in the 1960's
involved topsoil return to the mine floor with no ripping and resulted in shallow rootzones, restricted growth and wind throw of trees. During the past 40 years increased
bulldozer size has allowed progressively greater ripping depths and the attachment
of wings to the ripping tine has improved fracturing of dense regolith materials.
As a result of this technology forest productivity measured as tree basal area in 13
year old rehabilitated forest is higher than in the unmined forest. The current ripping strategy involves pre-ripping parallel lines to a depth of 150cm and spacing
of 150cm to generate subsoil structure, next the soil surface is leveled and coated
with layers of retained overburden (effective A2 horizon) and topsoil (effective A1
horizon) materials to simulate original horizonation. A multi-tine implement is next
used to rip this assemblage of soil materials to a depth of 80cm following the contours of the landscaped mine pit (contour ripping) and is a recent replacement for
a winged contour ripping tine used at 150cm depth. Contour ripping by either tine
arrangement relieves compaction created by heavy vehicles during return of overburden and topsoil materials. This abstract outlines a classification system for soils
constructed after bauxite mining, quantifies the impact of ripping on soil properties
and relates growth of the re-established forest to regolith properties including plant
available waterholding capacity The morphological classification system describes
zones of regolith material using field based determinations of hand texture, structure, colour and coarse fragment content Regolith materials are placed into eight
classes, with three classes being the dominant materials. They are quartz rich (Zm)
loamy sands to sandy clays, clay rich (Zp) silty loams to silty clay and red-brown
iron oxide rich (Zh) materials. The impact of ripping on constructed soils depends
on regolith material properties, moisture content, ripping implement and working
depth. In the unripped state quartz rich (Zm) material is characterized by a dense
lenticular structure, with few, very fine (< 1mm) sized roots, while clay rich (Zp)
material is characterized by an angular blocky structure with common very fine (< 1
mm) to medium (2-5 mm) diameter roots growing along ped faces. Ripping should
target quartz rich (Zm) materials to promote root growth in constructed soils Preripping of mine floor material with a straight tine to a depth of 150cm in conjunction with winged contour ripping to 150cm of constructed soils results in 50% of
the profile to approximately 150cm depth or more being fractured, including 25%
of pre-ripped mine floor material The shallow working depth of <100cm using
a winged pre-ripping tine fractures most materials. Pre-ripping creates artificial
channels for water movement and root growth with minimal lateral fracturing of
material Field observations indicate that the consistency of depth for winged tine
contour ripping is maintained following a pre-ripping operation The average plant
available waterholding capacity (pF 2 to 4.2) for quartz rich (Zm), clay rich (Zp)
and iron oxide cemented materials is 0 12, 0.16 and 0.10 m3/m3 respectively so
that growth of re-established forest will be more successful when Zp material is
present and can be readily exploited by roots. Some regolith materials remaining
after bauxite mining are hard and poorly structured due to compaction during mining or to inherent properties of the lateritic residuum, such materials are recognized
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by the classification scheme and therefore can be managed appropriately. Building
effective soil profiles on rehabilitated bauxite mines that will enable sufficient root
colonization requires the identification of materials and application of appropriate
deep ripping operations.
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Transformation of Podzolic and Leached Chernozems of the Central Russian
Upland under Farm Use.
P. S. Shulga, Kursk Slate Agricultural Academy.
In Russia, chernozems cover about 9 % of the territory (60% of arable lands) and
produce 80% of the Russian grain. Therefore it is important to study an influence of
agricultural production on transformation of the major agrogenetical chernozems"
propeties. The podzolic and leached virgin chernozems of the Central Russian
Upland were compared with their analogues having different intensity of agricultural use (middle intensity with domination of grasses or grains in crop rotations
and strong intensity with domination of industrial cultures in crop rotation). It is
shown that long-term agricultural use of the soil has resulted in change of morphological, chemical, physico-chemical, physical and other soil properties. The arable
chernozems have deeper carbonate level and the reduced NaNÏ3 content. Structure
formation process has changed essentially. Aggregation of fine units in large ones
was replaced by condensation with the subsequent destruction. The structure factor
has decreased in upper subsoil (from 8,1 up to 1, 7 for the podzolic chernozem;
from 9,5 to 2,5 for the leached chernozem) with simultaneous reduction in stability of structural units (measured by ultrasound) in topsoil and subsoil horizons in
2 times. Micromorphological researches have discovered change of pore spaces
quality (increase by more than 50% of 0,1-0,3 mm pores with their forms simplification). Intensive agricultural use of soil has led to the greater loss of Na2 + from a
soil absorbing complex of the podzolic chernozem in comparison with the leached
chernozem, that had a considerable effect on soil colloids and soil agrophysical
properties. Introduction of industrial crops in crop rotation has been accompanied
by humus reduction and humus quality change. In the podzolic chernozem humic
/fulvic acid ratio has changed from humic (1, 5) to fulvic-humic (1,3). No change
of this characteristic has been found for the leached chernozem. For both types of
chernozems decrease in Ca-bound fraction of humus acids has been found. The
intensification of agricultural use of chernozems has affected the activity of soil
enzymes in soil profiles. For the podzolic chernozems oxyde reductase activity was
lower by 35% and hydrolytic activity - by 36% low as compared with the leached
chernozem. Oxyde reductase /hydrolytic activity ratio in humus horizon was 1:10
for the podzolic chernozem and 1:0,15 for the leached chernozem. This fact is
evidence of different processes of humus transformation of fresh plant material.
The cellulosolytic activity under the strengthening of agricultural use was higher
by 44% for the leached chernozem as compared with the podzolic chernozem. To
determine a degradation threshold of chernozems it is necessary to pay attention
to reduction in soil structure factor, change of pore's category and forms, decrease
in humus' content, transformation of humus structure. Results of the experiments
have showed, that use of phytomeliorational rotation of crops is necessary for elimination of negative properties of chernozems.
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J. M. Galbraith
The International Committee for Anthropogenic Soils (1COMANTH)
Publishes a Second CD-ROM.
C. Dialer, USDA-NRCS-NSSC: J. M. Galbraith. Virginia Tech.
The International Committee for Anthropogenic soils (ICOMANTH) was formed
in 1995. In 2002, ICOMANTH published a CD-ROM called "Anthropogenic Soils,
ICOMANTH Report No 1" There are numerous additional data and information
that concerns human-altered and transported soils. In 2006, ICOMANTH will publish a second CD-ROM called "Anthropogenic Soils, ICOMANTH Report No. 2,
Version 1 0 " This collection of materials will include electronic papers, laboratory
data, soil surveys, soil series descriptions, digital pictures, seminars and posters
that may be used in support of research and literature concerning human-altered
and transported soils.

mechanisms and their kinetics in Acrisols at the surroundings of a gas processing
facility called Cactus located in northern Chiapas Dry acid deposition was quantified and soil profiles were described and sampled along a transect and at different
distances from the facility. Also 3 profiles were sampled along a catena (crest, slope
and valley) at the site of largest deposition. With samples from Ah and Bt horizons
of the different profiles, batch experiments were conducted, in which the pH was
maintained constant using ion exchange resins and samples were shaken during
different lengths of time (0.5 hours and up to 6 months). Released cations and
anions at the different time intervals (Fig. I) were analyzed as well as dissolved
organic carbon It could be shown that short term buffering is controlled by cation
exchange and dissociation of organic matter Medium term buffering is controlled
by dissolution of colloidal aluminum and iron oxides which cover primary minerals, and long term buffering by dissolution of primary minerals like volcanic glass,
calcium feldspars and hornblende introduced to the soils by the latest eruption of
El Chichón volcano. All reactions release Al 3+ ions to the solution, which does
not represent a real buffer mechanism, since this element takes part in the total soil
acidity, and it also is toxic for plant roots and many soil organisms. The exchangeable AI3+ contents are positively related to the amount of clay in the soils, and since
the soils nearby to the Cactus facility are the most clayey ones, these soils have the
largest potential to release AI3+ Fig. 1: Ca2+ release as a function of time at the
soil profile close to the facility.
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Establishing the Suitable Fertility Capability Classification (FCC) System for
Intensive Rice Cultivation Areas in the Mekong Delta, Viet Nam.
V. Q. Minh. L. Q. Tri. V. T. Guong. Can Tho Univ.

In the Mekong delta, intensive rice system areas have been rapidly enlarged. Soil
fertility degradation in this system can be one of the important factors contributed
to the yield decline Therefore, information on soil fertility and recommendations
on improving soil constraints will provide basic data for proper soil management,
land evaluation and land use planning. The new Fertility Capability Classification
(FCC) system need to be built up for intensive rice evaluation in the Mekong delta,
based on the FCC system of Sanchez (2003) deal with soil morphology, soil physic,
and soil chemistry characteristics. Most of class limits are borrowed from Soil taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1994) or the FAO/Unesco soil classification system
(FAO, 1974) Three hundreds of soil profiles and 28 field experiments data were
collected from field survey and other sources for system development and validation. We found the new structure system that can use for classifying intensive rice
in the Mekong delta, consists of three new categories: -Category 1: Topsoil depth
(0-20cm: 1); substrata topsoil depth (20-50cm: 2), and subsoil depth (50-I00cm:
3). -Category 2: Soil texture: Clay (C); Loam (L) as for type in topsoil (0-20cm);
33-8
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L Mora Palomino
clay (C) and loam (L) as for substrata type (20-50cm), and clay (C), loam (L), and
Buffer Mechanisms and their Kinetics in Variable Charge Soils Affected by
sand (S) for subsoil type (50-100cm). -Category 3: Fourteen modifiers that effect to
Acid Deposition in Southeast Mexico.
rice growth were determined: a, a", c, c", e, f, f, g', i, n~, s, s", o, and p. Among these
L. Mora Palomino. Inslituto de Geologia. Universidad Nacional Aulonoma de
parameters, a, a, e, g , i, k, n, o, p, s" for topsoil type, a, a", c, f, g*, k, i, s, s ,n, for
México: C. Siebe Grabach. Inslituto de Geologia. Universidad Nacional Aulonoma substrata type, and c, f, s, s for subsoil type There were 6 modifiers added to the
de Mexico: A. Herre. Institutfür Ökologie, Technische Universität Berlin. Germany: system, such as: p, o, c, c", f, f. The structure of soil name in the system needs to
M. Kaupenjohann. Institut für Ökologie. Technische Universität Berlin. Germany: be changed as follow: Topsoil layer depth (1) plus Soil texture of topsoil layer (C,
K. Stahr. Institute of Soil Science and Land Evaluation. UnivofHohenheim.
L) plus modifiers of topsoil layer (a, a, e, g', i, k, n, o, p, s) plus Substrata topsoil
depth (2) plus Soil Texture of substrata topsoil (C, L) plus Modifiers of substrata
Acid deposition produced by industrial facilities that emit sulfur dioxide and nitrous
topsoil (a, a, c, f, g , k, i, s, s,n) plus Subsoil depth (3) plus soil texture of subsoil
oxides affects vegetation, soil and aquatic systems in their surroundings Its effects
(C, L, S) plus modifiers of subsoil layer (c, f, s, s). Our results showed that there is
have been widely studied in temperate regions of industrialized countries, but little
a relationship between modifiers of FCC system with the soil diagnostic horizons,
is known about its magnitude and behavior in tropical regions. In Mexico the petroproperties and materials of the soil World Reference Based (WRB) map This relaleum extracting and processing industry is a very important source of atmospheric
tion was determined such as: a, a with Sulfuric horizon, Alic, and Thionic propS02 and NOx Many petroleum facilities are located in the southeastern part of the
erties, modifier c with Sulfuric horizon, Thionic property, and Sulfidic material,
country. Dominant soils in this region are Acrisols, which are acid soils of variable
modifiers g, g with Gleyic. Stagnic properties, modifiers i, i with Plinthic horizon.
charge and are considered vulnerable to acid deposition We studied the acid buffer
67
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ated the hydrologie needs of four plant communities used for wetland restoration:
pond pine woodland, nonriverine swamp forest, bay forest, and pocosin Over a
40-yr period, the pond pine woodland required short ponding events (15 d long),
but the water table was within 15 cm of the surface for 7 months of the year The
bay forest, nonriverine swamp forest, and pocosin plant communities had similar
hydrologies where soils were ponded for up to 10 months per year. Nonriverine
swamp forest grew where soil P levels were significantly higher than the other two
communities. Pocosin communities were in areas of disturbance, while the bay
forest grew where soil P levels were low. These data can be used by engineers to
configure the wetland restoration site to achieve a hydrology that supports the target
plant community Relict redoximorphic features formed in soils that were saturated
and reduced at some time in the past, but occur today in soils whose hydrology was
altered to make the soils drier Long-term hydrologie simulation data can be used
to determine if redoximorphic features reflect current or former hydrologie conditions We have found that redox depletions persist in soils once they are formed,
and that some features may develop during saturation events that occur rarely, such
33-10
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C. Centeri
as once every 10 yr on average. Such features may not be relict, but simply ones
Possible Reasons of Giving up Arable Farming in the Western Hungarian
that result from large rainfall events that do not occur every year Redoximorphic
Region.
features form in soils that are saturated and anaerobic when iron reduction occurs.
K. Penksza. V. Gronas, A. Barczi. Szent lstvan Univ. Depl. of Landscape Ecology: Hydrologie models can be used to estimate the durations of anaerobic conditions,
but the time required for a saturated soil to become anaerobic or Fe-reduced must
C. Centeri, Szent lstvan Univ. Depl. of Nature Conservation; A. Balogh. Szent
first be known. In the southeastern U.S., soil temperature does not strongly control
lstvan Univ. Dept. of Landscape Ecology.
when soils become anaerobic because soil microbes respire year-round. We have
The aim of the research was to prepare a manual for the reuse of the arable lands
shown that when soil organic C levels are greater than 0.03 g/g a saturated soil will
that - for some reason - were abandoned During the preparation of this manual,
become anaerobic in about 3 d. Where organic C levels are less than 0.03 g/g, then
living- and non-living (e.g. soil) capabilities, the interest of environment- and
anaerobic conditions develop after 3 to 50 d of saturation, with longer times needed
nature protection were taken into account. We were also dealing with the possibilias the organic C level decreases These data show that longer periods of saturation
ties of land use change and with revealing the possibilities of applications for funds.
are needed to form redoximorphic features as organic C levels decrease. When
During our work we fulfilled the task of surveying and evaluating the possibilities
organic C concentrations are low, horizons may be saturated for periods up to 3
of reusing the abandoned arable lands, roadsides and forest trips as a part of the
weeks without any redoximorphic features being present. Thus, redoximorphic featasks in connection with the long term development plan of the Western Hungarian
tures don't show the depth of the seasonal high water table, rather they show where
region The tool for our task was the survey of the possible natural causes of arable
the soil has been saturated long enough anaerobic conditions to develop.
land abandonment (e.g. soil, water, relief etc capabilities and problems/faults) and
the possibility of refitting the arable land in the landscape We chose typical sample sites to describe the region's connecting problems, to draw a picture about the
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M. Kutilek
soil- and landscape of the region. It is a typical landscape where arable farming is
Hydropedology: Links to Neighboring Disciplines.
the main land use form. Based on this description of the landscape the evaluation of
M. Kutilek, Soil and Tillage Research; D. R. Nielsen. Unix of California. Depl
the present state we made suggestions for choosing future land use, taking possible
LAWR Hydrologie Science.
funds and subsidies into account.
Responding to the need of more knowledge and technology for sustaining an optimal global environment, a new interdisciplinary subject Hydropedology is in its iniSESSION NUMBER 34
tial stage of development. Its utility is to link the disciplines of pedology including
soil macro- and micro-morphology, vadose zone hydrology and other disciplines
dealing with interfaces between land, air and water. Examples of the application
Tuesday, 11 July 2006
of this emerging interdisciplinary subject in which the pedotaxon and soil forming
processes as defined phenomenologically are presented If a pedotaxon characterized by n* is represented by a set of soil properties {ni}, a change in its character1.1 A Hydropedology: Fundamental Issues and Practical
istics is the consequence of a change of all properties ni And recognizing that each
Applications—Oral
property ni depends upon the actions of soil-forming factors Fj, the change of all
of the i-th properties is dP* = HiHj (5ni/8Fj) Fn£j where index Fn#j denotes that
Room 114, First Floor (Convention Center)
all other factors except Fj are kept constant Hence, the pedotaxon is characterized
by soil forming processes and these processes are usually linked with their rates
differing by orders of magnitude. Moreover, as a consequence of considering soil
34-1
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M. Vepraskas
polygenesis, the equilibrium concept between the properties of soil taxons and soil
Interpreting Morphological Features in Wetland Soils with Hydrologie Models.
forming factors is not applicable. Indeed, soil taxon features are characterized by
processes including those on a broader scale of the history of landscape evolution.
M. Vepraskas. P. V. Caldwell. NC State Univ.
Consequently, the coupling of soil processes exists across various tensorial orders
Soil morphological characteristics such as redoximorphic features and hydric
For flow J, straight and coupled coefficient L and conjugate force X, we have Js =
soil field indicators form under saturated and anaerobic conditions, but the exact
LssXs + LsvXv where index s pertains to scalar and v to vector Similar equations
hydrology needed to form these features is generally unknown This review will
describe vector flow Jv or tensor flow Jt. Because such a general coupling can
illustrate how long-term soil hydrology can be determined with a simulation model,
exist only in an anisotropic system, it must be concluded that anisotropy is a genand will then show how the results can be used to define the hydrologie requireeral characteristic of all soils. The links between pedology and hydropedology are
ments needed to form selected soil morphological properties. Studies in NC have
demonstrated by the necessity of combining knowledge of soil micromorphology
calibrated the water-table simulation model DRAINMOD to soil conditions at a
with that of the physical formulation of transport parameters. This aim is attainable
number of sites with hydric soil field indicators. Long-term rainfall data were used
when the pore size distribution is reflected by soil hydraulic functions, i.e. by the
with the calibrated models to compute 40-yr of daily water table data to represent
soil water retention equation and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function
both wet and dry years. This calibration procedure was performed on five sites that
only being accurate when the bi-modality or n-modality of soil porous systems is
collectively contained soils ranging from Aquic Paleudults to Typic Haplosaprists
accounted for and respected. As a first attempt, relevant equations are presented to
Results showed that Histosols were ponded each year for average periods of 110 d,
evaluate both functions for soils with the distinct bi-modality. We anticipate that
with cumulative ponding events lasting 10 months per year. Soils with histic epipefuture research shall relate derived transport parameters to quantified soil microdons were continuously ponded for shorter (15 d) periods, but water tables were
morphic characteristics. A close cooperation of hydropedology with soil chemiswithin 30 cm of the surface for an average period of 7 months per year. Mineral
try and microbiology will produce an insight into the role of organic substances
soils with umbric surfaces (formed by organic C accumulation) were not ponded
upon the change of soil hydraulic parameters These substances appear either as
annually, but water tables were within 30 cm of the surface for 4 months per year
the consequence of soil pollution, or due to soil organic matter transformation An
Field indicators consisting of redoximorphic features (a depleted matrix), with no
example is presented on the change of saturated hydraulic conductivity due to the
appreciable accumulation of organic C, were saturated on average for 3 continuous
adsorption of organic cations Similar results are expected from the cooperation
months per year. These results can be used, within this region, to evaluate longof hydropedology with plant physiology when the role of plant exudates upon the
term soil hydrology simply by identifying the type of morphological field indicator
change of soil hydraulic functions is studied Keywords: pedology; soil genesis;
present Wetland restoration is a growing industry in the U.S. but little hydrologie
soil morphology; soil hydrology; soil hydraulic functions
information is available to guide botanists and engineers in their restoration projects Wetlands that were drained can be restored by recreating the hydrologie conditions necessary to grow a specific plant community. A plant community consists of
a mixture of trees and shrubs that grow together within a limited range of ponding
durations and water table depths. Using the techniques described earlier, we evalu-

and Rhodic properties, but modifier i has additional relation with Gleyic property.
Modifier n related to Hyposodic property, modifier s" with Hyposalic property and
modifier v with Vertic horizon. Specially, modifier k has relation with Sandy texture The major soil constraints in the intensive rice cultivation areas can be listed
as follow: low organic carbon content (o); high P fixation and high potential Fe
toxicity (i); Potential salinity (s); low available P (p); high acidity and AI toxicity (a); separated actual acid sulfate soils (c, c) and potential acid sulfate soils (f,
f) The new FCC structure system, and FCCMD software were made and can be
applied for soil fertility evaluation for paddy soil in the Mekong delta. However,
the same as the 3rd FCC (Sanchez et al, 2003), this evaluation is considered as an
"open ended", if a soil cannot be adequately classified, then it is possible to create
a new phase or modifier It needs to accommodate more modifications in the future
for better evaluation and management Keywords: Type, FCC Substrata, Subsoil,
Modifier, Soil constraints, Intensive rice cultivation
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Calcium amendments to reduce dissolved organic carbon from suhcatchmrnts.
D. J. Chittleborough, Univ of Adelaide: J. W Cox. CS1RO Land and Water; J.
Varcoe. Univ ofAdelaideJ. Van Leeuwen. Univ of South Australia.
Discharges of nitrogen, phosphorus (P) and carbon from point sources have been
subject of controls for many years but losses from non-point sources are now under
scrutiny (Nash et al 2002). In southern Australia, dissolved organic matter (DOC)
and P are significant contributors to low water quality in reservoirs. Some streams
draining the Mount Lofty Ranges watershed in South Australia, for example, have
four times the recommended US Environmental Protection Agency levels of P, and
levels of DOC above 20 mg.L-1. Whereas climate and soil type are significant factors in the movement of these components from soils to waterways there is little
doubt that diverse human activities in catchments have exacerbated this transport.
Soil and land management offer the prospect of significantly reducing the problem.
Calcium carbonate and gypsum have been used to enhance P retention but there are
few studies on their efficacy in reducing C movement Here we report the use of
calcium amendments for retention of natural organic matter (NOM) and P in soils
(agriculture and silviculture) and reduction in the movement of DOC and P from
their source (soils) to streams and reservoirs. In a recent paper (Cox et al 2005)
we reported a preliminary experiment of Nelson et al (1991) in which DOC was
reduced by 44% in extracts from Alfisols treated with gypsum. We investigated
the effect of gypsum on the movement of NOM and P in catchments by quantifying the amount and pathways of organic carbon (OC) and P movement in paired
catchments, on small hillslope plots and in lysimeters. We show that throughflow
(as opposed to surface erosion) is an important pathway in some landscapes. The
potential for reducing the flux of these components by the application of a surface amendment (gypsum) was studied. Over four seasons, soils in the catchment
treated with gypsum attained markedly higher stores of OC compared with the
control catchment and surface and soil interflows had much lower concentrations of
NOM. Calcium amendments in the form of gypsum can significantly attenuate the
transport of NOM from soils and potentially improve the quality of water draining
from a catchment. Widespread adoption of amendment technology will be dependent on not only an increase in water quality but also an increase in agricultural
productivity.
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E. Shein
Evolution of a spatially heterogeneous paleocryogenic soilscape and its impact
upon formation of coupled moisture and thermal regimes.
E. Shein. Moscow State Univ
Evolution of a spatially heterogeneous paleocryogenic soilscape and its impact
upon formation of coupled moisture and thermal regimes Shein E.V., T.A.
Arhangel'skaya, M A . Butylkina, V.G. Tymbaev Moscow State University, Faculty
of Soil Science, Moscow 119992. Russia. Many of the landscapes of Russian Plain
have passed through the periglacial stage of evolution During this stage the wide
cryogenic fissures were formed which subsequently were broken down, eroded and
filled with plant organic matter. The specific water and thermal regimes were developed in zones of these cryogenic fissures. These processes resulted in formation of
a very complex soil cover in which regular alternations of soils with the second
humus horizon to podzolic and to carbonated grey forest soils are observed. In this
case the 1st task of hydropedology is to investigate pedogenic evolution of soilscape which determines the spatial regularity of the soil cover. 2nd—basing on the
features of pedogenic evolution to define the pedotransfer functions and 3rd—to
specify spatial distribution of water and thermal regimes of this complex soil cover.
These tasks were accomplished for the case study of agricultural field situated in
Vladimir opol'e region about 200 km east from Moscow. The special features of
paleocryogenic soilscape evolution form the complex soil cover in which the limits
of lateral variation of soil density in arable layer are from 0.73 to 1.54 g/cm3 and
for the depth 35-40 cm - 1.0-1.68 g/cm3, and limits for organic carbon content
are from 1.36 to 2.98 and 0.23-4.65 g/l00g, respectively. This high variability is
related to the low density and the high organic carbon content of zones where soils
with 2nd humus horizon are located. The transport and retention physical properties
such as hydraulic conductivity, water retention, thermal conductivity for 2nd humus
horizon are also quite different from those of other soils in this paleocryogenic
soilscape. These distinctive properties of the 2nd humus horizon result in formation of the special hydrothermal regime in zones of 2nd humus horizon distribution
Water and thermal regime observations were carried out for 5 years for different
time and spatial scales. The series of temperature measurements proved that owing
to low thermal diffusivity the soils with 2nd humus horizons are slowly warmed
up in spring and summer and become cool later in winter. The water regimes of
soilscape components also differ: during wet periods with high quantity of precipitation the zones of soils with 2nd humus horizon accumulate and conserve the
soil water, but during the periods of drought these zones become dryer than the
surroundings These data illustrate spatial variability of hydrothermal field on this
territory and provide understanding of the role of zones with 2nd humus horizon
in the variability of water and thermal regimes For the quantitative estimation of
the regimes the pedotransfer functions were defined in the form of dependencies of
water retention curve, hydraulic conductivity, thermal diffusivity upon soil density
and soil organic carbon content The specific evolution of paleocryogenic soilscape
formed on the base of a spatially homogeneous parent material made possible not
to include the clay content and mineralogical characteristics into these pedotransfer
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equations as the arguments. This way of pedotransfer construction was supported
by statistical computations in which the set of arguments was varied. The model
assessments of space distributions of water and thermal regimes were quite fit with
experimental observations Thus, for the precise quantitative description of soil
water and thermal regimes of a complex soilscape it is necessary: ( I ) to investigate
the peculiarities of pedogenic evolution of the landscape. (2) to select the basic
physical properties to be the arguments of pedotransfer functions and to define the
pedotransfer functions in accordance with these pedogenic evolution peculiarities
and (3) to specify the zones with different water and thermal regimes by means of
forecasting models for wide range of upper boundary conditions.
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H. Wösten
Interrelationships between soil and water in tropical peatlands.
H. Wöslen. Allerra—Wageningen Univ and Research Centre; A. ldris.
Univ.

Jambi

Tropical peatlands are increasingly under pressure from agriculture, urbanisation
and industry. These human interventions all require drainage of peatlands which are
naturally waterlogged. Drainage of peatlands starts the process of soil subsidence.
Part of the total subsidence is caused by oxidation resulting in C02 emission to the
atmosphere and thus contributing to an accelerating increase in greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere The type of land use determines the optimal drainage depth to
grow a specific crop and thereby determines the subsidence rate under a given type
of land use Interrelationships between soil and water in tropical peatlands are thus
crucial in describing the functioning of a peatland ecosystem. This study reports on
the interrelationships between soil and water as investigated in the Air Hitam Laut
watershed in Jambi Province, Sumatra, Indonesia. A large part of this watershed
bisects Berbak National Park which under Indonesian law is a protected wetland
and an internationally recognised Ramsar site. The hydrology of the watershed was
modelled with an existing model that combines groundwater and surface water
flow. Considerable attention has been given to the collection of input data required
by the model including the elevation of the watershed, groundwater levels and rainfall data. Data collection is a time consuming activity due to the inaccessibility of
peatlands. Model outcome was calibrated and validated using measured groundwater levels at representative sites in the watershed, measured discharge in the Air
Hitam Laut river and flooding patterns as deducted from radar images The ecohydrological model was used to evaluate the consequences of three realistic future
scenarios: i) expansion of oil palm plantation in the upper catchment of the Air
Hitam laut river, ii) expansion of agriculture downstream and iii) continuing fire
damage. Oil palm development requires drainage and thus induces subsidence of
the peat surface. After 50 years of continuing subsidence, the areas under oil palm
cultivation upstream, will be located below the drainage basis of the Air Hitam
Laut river The water flow in the upper half of the Air Hitam Laut river basin will
be changed and will directly drain to the lower lying Kumpeh river. Consequently,
the upstream area gets decoupled from the rest of the watershed and will no longer
provide water required to keep the peatland further downstream waterlogged. River
water available for agriculture at the river mouth will be dramatically reduced leading to droughts. Agriculture expansion downstream causes subsidence resulting in
surfacing of the underlying, problematic acid sulphate soils. In addition damage
from salt intrusion will increase in the coastal area especially when the river flows
are reduced. I f areas prone to fire will actually burn, the total inundated areas will
expand with a factor five Deep and prolonged flooding will limit possible restoration efforts. This study shows the significant relations between land-use (clearance
of forest, agriculture and accompanying drainage) in the upper-catchment of the
Air Hitam Laut river basin and the peatland forest ecology downstream, including
enhanced drought conditions and increased vulnerability to fires. As such it demonstrates that in peat soils the hydrology is a key factor in determining the functioning
of the peatland ecosystem
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Y. Kuzyakov
Glucose Uptake by Maize Roots and Its Transformation in the Rhizosphere.
Y. Kuzyakov. Univ of Hohenheim: D. L. Jones. Univ of Bangor.
The flow of Low Molecular Weight Organic Substances (LMWOS) from roots into
the rhizosphere termed exudation represents a significant C loss from plants However, roots have the capacity to recapture LMWOS from soil This recapture is in
direct competition with soil microorganisms who are capable of decomposing or
utilizing most LMWOS within a few hours. Recapture has been shown for some
amino acids representing N containing exudates, and it was speculated that direct
uptake of organic N by plants from soil may be an adaptation important in cold and
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wet climates The recapture and utilization by plants of N free LMWOS such as
sugars from soil has not previously been investigated. The aim of this study was to
investigate i) the behavior of glucose in rhizosphere and non-rhizosphere soil, ii)
the plant's potential to recapture sugars from soil in competition with microorganisms, and iii) translocation and utilization of the recaptured glucose. Maize plants
were grown in special microcosms suitable for separating C02 efflux from rooted
soil and from maize shoots and allowing root growth in thin tubing representing
the rhizosphere. Uniformly labeled 14C-gIucose was injected into the rhizosphere
and its uptake into plants, upward and downward transport in the roots and soil,
evolution as 14C02 from root and shoot compartment, and incorporation into the
soil microbial biomass followed. During four days these fluxes were compared with
non-rhizosphere soil Glucose was rapidly mineralized in soil and the decomposition rate was significantly greater in the rhizosphere in comparison to non-rhizosphere soil. The amount of glucose captured by the maize plants was low (<10% of
the total 14C-glucose added) in comparison to that captured by the soil microbial
biomass. Preferential upward glucose transport in the roots showed that the glucose was transported with the main transpiration flow After upward and downward translocation within the roots, a part of the glucose was released back into
the rhizosphere. Only small amounts of the l4C-glucose were translocated to the
shoot (0.6% of the total) and the contribution to the shoot respiration was negligible
(<0.1 % of 14C input). The degree of glucose capture by maize roots whilst in competition with soil microorganisms was similar to similar experiments performed for
amino acids. While plant roots have been shown many times to actively take up
simple sugars from an external solution, this is the first study that demonstrates this
phenomenon in a rhizosphere soil context. However, our study shows that the rhizosphere microbial community is highly effective in competing for the easily available C resources. We conclude that while plant roots can recapture low molecular
weight C (N containing and N free) from the rhizosphere, intense competition with
soil microorganisms strongly reduce the efficiency of this process.
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Matrix Based Fertilizers with Arbuscular Mycorrhizae Reduce Nitrogen and
Phosphorus Leaching in Three Soils.
J. Entry, USDA Agricultural Research Service; R. E. Sojka. USDA Agricultural
Research Service.
We tested the efficacy of Matrix Based Fertilizers (MBF) formulated to reduce
NO,, NH4 and Total Phosphorus (TP) leaching with three different soil textures
in a greenhouse column study. These matrix based formulations cover a range of
inorganic N and P in compounds that are relatively loosely bound (MBF1) to more
moderately bound (MBF2) and more tightly bound compounds (MBF3) mixed with
AI(S04),and/or Fe,(S04), and with matrix based high ionic exchange compounds
When N and P are released from the chemicals containing these nutrients the new
matrix based fertilizers likely bind N and P to AI(S04),and/or Fe2(S04)2 and the
matrix. One mg (8000 spores) of Glomus intradices was added to all formulations
to enhance nutrient uptake. In all three soils, 28, 49 and 70 days after fertilizer
additions, Osmocoate* 14-14-14 a conventional, commercial slow release fertilizer
(SRF) leachate contained a higher concentration and amount of TP than leachate
from all other fertilizers. In all three soils, SRF leachate contained a higher concentration and amount of NH4 than leachate from all other fertilizers except MBF3
without Al(S04),and/or Fe,(S04), and MBF2 in the loam soil. In all three soils, 28,
49 and 70 days after fertilizer placement there were no consistent differences in
concentration and amount of NO among fertilizer leachates. MBF formulations
leachates did not differ from or were lower than control leachate (no fertilizer
applied). Plants growing in soils receiving SRF had greater shoot, root and total biomass than all MBF formulations regardless of AI(S04) and/or Fe,(S04),additions.
Arbuscular mycorrhazal infection in plant roots did not consistently differ among
plants growing in soil receiving SRF and MBF formulations regardless of AI(S04),
and/or Fe2(S04), additions and plants growing in soils receiving no fertilizer (control) Although these new MBF formulations resulted in lower plant growth in this
experiment they may be applied to soils growing plants in areas that are at high risk
for nutrient leaching to surface waters. Although field testing in necessary, results
of this greenhouse test are promising Initially these new matrix based fertilizers
may only be economically feasible to high value greenhouse or horticultural or for
homeowner lawns, turf grass operations such as golfcourses

limited number of facilities that permit multi-scale environmental research As part
of a statewide effort, Nevada was recently awarded a grant by the National Science
Foundation (project began August 2005), focusing on the scaling of subsurface
and landscape-interface environmental processes in arid settings This program is
entitled "Scaling Environmental Processes in Heterogeneous Arid Soils," or SEPHAS. The program calls for the installation of seven weighing lysimeters which
will house either intact or repacked blocks of soil, depending on need. Two dimensions are currently under design: 2m cubes and larger caissons up to 5m by 5m by
2m deep The lysimeters will rest on highly accurate balances, with expected resolution -0 0004% of total mass, equivalent to -0 04 mm water depth Each lysimeter will be instrumented depending on the needs of the research community and
experimental goals. Data collected using automated systems will be archived and
available to facility researchers through the Internet Facility design is underway
and groundbreaking is planned for late 2005 or early 2006. When completed, the
SEPHAS program will allow researchers to investigate mass and energy budgets,
carbon sequestration, nitrogen fixation, soils development, and soil/plant interactions, all specifically related to arid soils. The poster presentation will describe
the facility design, current status, and the hypotheses that Nevada researchers are
planning to address
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Dynamics of Soil Nutrients in the Rooting Zone with Reference to the
Mechanisms of Nutrient Supply in Soil.
J. Yanai. Kyoto Prefectural Univ; T. Kosaki. Kyoto Univ; H. Yamada. Kyoto
Prefectural Univ.
In order to elucidate the mechanisms of nutrient supply in soil, dynamics of soil
solution composition in the rooting zone was investigated 1) For nondestructive
and repeated soil solution sampling from the heterogeneous rooting zone, a looped
hollow fiber technique was first developed. The improved sampler, composed of a
hollow fiber in loop shape, a silicon tube and a disposable syringe, enabled investigation of the temporal and spatial dynamics of soil solution composition 2) The
effect of plant growth on the dynamics of soil solution was studied in the presence of maize by pot experiments. Soil solutions were sampled 5-6 times during
the 50 day growing period. EC and concentrations of N03-, Ca2+, Mg2+ and K+
decreased and pH increased with plant growth The activity ratio for K (ARK), a
index of the soil's cation ratio and availability of K, also increased, suggesting that
an ARK gradient was formed in the vicinity of roots by the greater uptake of K
compared with Ca and Mg. 3) During plant growth, electrical neutrality was maintained and N03- was the main controlling factor as the dominant anion Accordingly, decrease of N in the soil solution was almost equal to the amount of plant
uptake. On the contrary, decrease of Ca and Mg in the soil solution was several
times greater than the amount of plant uptake, whereas, decrease of K in the soil
solution amounted less than 10% of the amount of plant uptake, suggesting intensive replenishment of K from soil. 4) To investigate the mechanisms of nutrient
supply in soil, the amount of nutrient supply by mass flow was calculated as the
sum of the product of the amount of transpiration and average concentration of the
nutrient in the soil solution for several pot experiments with a variety of soils and
fertilizer applications. In general, the relative contribution of mass flow to the total
amount of plant uptake was far greater than 100% for Ca and Mg, 50-150% for N,
5-38% for K and 1 -6% for P, indicating that the supply of N, Ca and Mg was mainly
by mass flow and the supply of P and K was mainly by diffusion (not mass flow)
5) By the analysis of inorganic and organic fractions of N and P in the soil solution
separately, it was further indicated that organic fraction of N and P also contributed
considerably to their total supply, not only for Andisols but also for Fluvisols. In
conclusion, these findings directly lead to the understanding of the nutrient dynamics in the rhizosphere and also provide fundamental basis for rational soil/fertilizer
management for sustainable agriculture.
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C. L Hsieh

Influence of Yushania Niitakayamensis on the Chemical Composition of Soil.

M. H. Tseng. C. L. Hsieh. W. R. Lai. Taipei Municiple Univ ofEducation. Department
of Science Education; Y. H. Kuo. National Taiwan Univ.. Dept of Chemistry.
Yushania niitakayamensis (Hayata) Keng f. is a member of the bamboo subfamily
(Bambusoideae) of the grass family (Poaceae). The species is distributed in Southeast Asia. In Taiwan, it is distributed at altitudes around 1000-3600 m. The species
35-3
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M H Young
appears to spread mainly by rhizomes and flowers rarely. It is a dominant species in
Scaling Environmental Processes in Heterogeneous Arid Soils (SEPI1AS): A
alpine meadow and has a percent coverage above 90% in the grassland community
New Research Facility in Nevada USA.
The fforistic composition is different between inside and outside of Y. niitakayaM. H. Young. Desert Research Institute; Z. Yu. Univ of Nevada Las Vegas; S. Tyler. mensis stand. Pot experiment showed that the soil sampled from the stand showed
Univ of Nevada-Reno.
inhibitory effect on the growth of lettuce, Biden pilosa. Miscanthus transmorrisonesis. The elements of soil sample collected from outside and inside of Y niitaSouthern Nevada is located in the Mojave Desert, one of the driest areas in the
kayamensis stand were analyzed by Inductive Couple Plasma/Mass Spectrometry
United States. With the rapid urbanization and associated land disturbance, and the
The concentrations of Na, Mg, Si, K, Fe, Cu, Zn, Pb in the inside soil was higher
potential change in climate, understanding the environmental processes that govern
than the outside soil The concentration of Ca was significant higher in outside soil
near-surface ecosystems is very important Mass and energy movement across the
The Phytotoxin also was found in ethyl acetate extract of the inside soil. The result
soil-atmosphere interface influences a suite of environmentally important processes
indicates that Y. niitakayamensis as a dominant species could significantly change
including local and global element cycling (i.e., C02, nutrients, metals), water
the chemical composition of the soil.
cycling, and many important coupled biogeochemical processes. One limitation to
upscaling or downscaling environmental processes in the areas of hydrology, biogeosciences, mathematical modeling, and global environmental change lies in the
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Implication of Fe Deficiency and Phytosiderophores in Cu Mobilization in the
Rhizosphere of Durum Wheat Cultivated in Vineyard Soils.
A. Michaud. P. Hinsinger, UMR 1222 Rhizosphere & Symbiose

1NRA-ENSAM.

In vineyard soils, the repeated and massive use of Bordeaux mixture as fungicide
to control vine downy mildew has led to increased copper (Cu) concentrations in
soils, particularly in topsoils where Cu accumulation can reach 100 to 1000 mg Cu
k g ' of soil The vine itself does not seem to be sensitive, partly because its roots
colonize mostly the deeper soil layers that are least contaminated. Nevertheless,
bioavailability (and toxicity) of such accumulated Cu for other crops remains an
open question because in certain Mediterranean regions such as the south of France
many vineyards have been replaced by other cultures, particularly cereals such as
durum wheat These crop species are known for their efficiency to acquire iron (Fe)
from calcareous soils via the release of chelators, the so-called phytosiderophores,
by their roots. Phytosiderophores are known to be released by root tips of cereals
in response to Fe deficiency. It has been shown that these Fe chelators released by
roots of Fe deficient grasses could mobilize from calcareous soils not only Fe but
also other metals such as Zn, Cu or Cd. One may thus question if Fe deficiency
and enhanced phytosiderophores release by cereals can lead to increased mobilization and acquisition of Cu by plants. The aim of the work was to study whether
phytosiderophores secretion, in response to Fe deficiency, by roots of durum wheat
cropped in Cu-contaminated, calcareous soils is involved in the mobilization and
acquisition of Cu by the plant. Durum wheat (Triticum turgidum durum) has been
cultivated in a pot experiment using two calcareous soils differing in their total Cu
content (145 mg Cu k g ' and 398 mg Cu kg 1 ). The cropping device used in this
work is the one described by Chaignon and Hinsinger (2003). It enables an easy
access to rhizosphere soil and thus allows the study of chemical changes occurring
in the rhizosphere that could affect the bioavailability of Cu to plants The culture
experiment comprised two stages. In a first stage, plants were grown for four weeks
in hydroponic conditions. During the last week of this first stage plants were separated into two groups and submitted to two Fe levels, (-Fe) 2 pM and (+Fe) 100
pM, in order to have two groups of plants differing in their levels of phytosiderophores release. For the second stage of the culture, pots with four weeks old wheat
plants were transferred for 8 days onto small soil disks (3 g). Nor Cu neither Fe
were supplied during this stage of the experiment so that soil Cu and soil Fe were
the only sources for the plants The amount of phytosiderophores in the root exudates was determined indirectly by the amount of Cu mobilized from a Cu-loaded
resin. Concentrations of Cu in roots and shoots as well as Cu bound to root cell
walls were determined in order to evaluate the acquisition of Cu by durum wheat in
these two Cu-contaminated, calcareous soils. Cu fractionation in the rhizosphere of
the two groups of plants (-Fe) and (+Fe) was studied with chemical extractions.
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Assimilate Partitioning Affects "(
Carbon in Maize.

Fractionation of Recently Assimilated

M. Werth. Y. Kuzyakov, Unix of Hohenheim. Institute of Soil Science and Land
Evaluation.
Carbon dioxide (CO,) efflux from soils is one of the most important fluxes of the
global carbon (C) cycle. CO, efflux measurements from soil are commonly used
to investigate short-term soil organic matter turnover Carbon recently assimilated
by plants and released into the soil by exudation is very important in this shortterm turnover, since it is a readily available C source for microorganisms, which
becomes decomposed to CO, within a few hours to days. Root respiration represents a further important contribution to the total CO, efflux from soil, which
must be considered separately from soil organic matter turnover. Various techniques based on "C labelling, ' 4 C labelling, and "C natural abundance are used
to separate these CO, flows and to quantify plant mediated C input into the soil as
well as root-derived CO, fluxes The separation techniques based on "C natural
abundance assume absence of "C fractionation by root respiration and exudation,
but this assumption was not thoroughly proven. Coupling I3C natural abundance
and 14C pulse labelling enabled us to investigate dependence of 13C fractionation
on assimilate partitioning between maize shoots, roots, exudates, and root-respired
C 0 2 . The amount of recently assimilated C in these four pools was controlled by
three levels of nutrient supply: full nutrient supply (NS), ten times diluted nutrient
supply (DNS), and deionised water (DW). Every container with one maize plant
was sealed between root and shoot. Thus, root respiration could be examined in a
closed system: air was pumped through the nutrient solution, C 0 2 from root respiration was trapped in I M NaOH solution, and the resulting C02-free air was again
pumped through the nutrient solution. The experiment consisted of three cycles
started on days 14, 19, and 24. Each cycle included: 1) supply of the plants with full
NS for recovery from DNS or DW for one day before labelling ( C 0 2 and exudates
were collected during this period before second and third labelling), 2) labelling of
shoots in a 14C02 atmosphere for 1.5 hours, and 3) trapping of C 0 2 in NaOH and
of exudates released into NS, DNS, or DW for four days Total C. 14C activity, and
8"C were determined in NaOH, in exudates, and in roots and shoots. Increasing
amounts of recently assimilated C in the roots (from 8 to 10% of recovered "C in
NS and DNS treatments) led to a 0.3%o "C enrichment with decreasing nutrient
supply A further increase of C allocation in the roots (from 10 to 13% of recovered
14
C in DNS and DW treatments) resulted in an additional enrichment of the roots
by 0.3%» 813C of C 0 2 evolved by root respiration was similar to that of the roots

in DNS and DW treatments However, if the amount of recently assimilated C in
root respiration was reduced, the respired C 0 2 in the NS treatment became 0 7%o
depleted in 13C compared to roots. Increasing amounts of recently assimilated C
in the C 0 2 from NS via DNS to DW treatments resulted in a l.6%o8l3C increase
of root respired C 0 2 Thus, for both pools, i.e. roots and root respiration, increasing amounts of recently assimilated C in the pool with decreasing nutrient supply
led to a 813C increase. In DW and DNS plants there was no I3C fractionation
between roots and exudates. However, high-nutrient supply decreased the amount
of recently assimilated C in exudates compared to the other two treatments and led
to a 5 3%o 13C enrichment in exudates compared to roots
We conclude that "C discrimination between plant pools and within processes such
as exudation and root respiration cannot be accepted as fixed but strongly depends
on the amount of C in the respective pool and on partitioning of recently assimilated C between plant pools.
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Rhizosphere Effect under Oats and Maize Plants.
/. V. Yevdokimov. Institute of Physicochemical and Biological Problems in Soil
Science. RAS: R. Ruser. E Buegger. M. Marx. J. C. Munch. GSE—National
Research Center for Environment and Health. Institute of Soil Ecology.
The assimilation and translocation of "C after the 5 h pulse-chase labeling in the
" C O , enriched atmosphere were studied in the greenhouse experiments with plants
of oats (Avena sativa L.) and maize (Zea mays L ). The dynamics of "C in the
rhizosphere microbial C (C . ) and Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC) were opposite to that for " C O , fluxes immediately after the pulse- labelling (in the first 50
h): the minima in C . and DOC coincided with the maxima in CO, emissions,
and vice versa. "C values in the carbon pools oscillated periodically depending on
day/night changes. Thus, close inter-relations between "C dynamics in CO, emissions, microbial biomass, and DOC were revealed in diurnal scale both for oats
and maize plants. Along with pulse-chase labelling, a greenhouse experiment was
conducted by growing oats in a continuously " C O , labeled atmosphere. The allocation of "C labeled photosynthates in plants, microbial biomass in rhizosphere
and root-free soil, pools of soil organic C, and CO, emissions were examined To
isolate rhizosphere from root-free soil, plant seedlings were placed into bags made
of nylon monofilament screen tissue (16 pin meshes) filled with soil. Two peaks in
the dynamics of "C in rhizosphere pools of microbial biomass, DOC, and in CO,
emissions at the earing and ripeness stages were found during the experiment with
continuous labelling in the periods of rapid root growth and starting the root decomposition. Development of rhizosphere effect was monitored using ratio between
soil characteristics in rhizosphere and in bulk soil which was called rhizosphere
factor (R). Minimal mean value of Rf was found for water- extractable N (0.9)
while the maximal - for "N pool in DOC (4.3). We divided a number of soil characteristics into three g r o u p s - group I with average Rf values equal to 2 and higher,
group II with R ranged from 1 to 2, and group III with R values < 1 The group
I included the most labile C pools: labelled "C of photoassimilates in the pools
of C and DOC, active Cmic determined by substrate-induced growth response
(S1GR) method, water-soluble sugars The group II consisted of less sensitive soil
indices—total microbial C and N, specific growth rate of microorganisms, and total
DOC The only constituent of the group III was water-extractable N In the course
of the experiment with continuous "C labelling, maxima in rhizosphere factors
were first revealed for the indices of the group I (period of rapid root growth),
then for the group II (period of intensive root turnover and decomposition of dead
roots after harvesting) The pool of water-extractable N (group 111) had no prominent maxima in the course of the experiment. Thus, both short-term (day/night
oscillations) and long-term (in the course of whole vegetation period) dynamics
of microbial pools in rhizosphere were connected to the root activity. Dynamics of
rhizosphere factor for different soil characteristics demonstrated the development
of rhizosphere effect first for the labile C pools, and then - for more conservative C
and N pools and specific growth rate of microorganisms. Acknowledgements: this
research was supported by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation, the Russian
Foundation for Basic researches, the Russian Ministry of Science and Education,
and the Russian Academy of Sciences.
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Effect of Heterosis on Rhizodeposition in Zea Mays I .
T. Mimmo. Dept of Agroenvironmental Sciences and Technologies. Alma Mater
Studiorum - Univ of Bologna; L. Cavani, Dept of Agroenvironmental
Sciences
and Technologies. Alma Maler Studiorum - Univ of Bologna; M. A. Cané. Dept
of Agroenvironmental Sciences and Technologies, Alma Mater Studiorum - Univ
of Bologna.
The phenomenon of heterosis is the superiority of the heterozygote compared to
the parental homozygotes. In other words, the performance of the hybrid is higher
than that of both its parents. Even if the heterosis effect is more visible in the aerial
parts of the plants it seems very likely that heterosis influences also the rhizosphere
and thus the rhizodepositions The objective of the present work was to investigate
the quantity and quality of rhizodeposits of different pure lines and hybrids Zea
mays L. The field trial was carried out at the experimental farm of the University of
Bologna at Cadriano (near to Bologna, Northern-Italy) Two couples of pure lines
(L0IOI6 and Lo964, B73 and H99) and their related hybrids were sowed following
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a randomized block design Plants were harvested after 40 days Roots were first
shaken mechanically and rhizosphere soil was sampled consequently by brushing.
Chemical and physical characteristics of bulk and rhizosphere soil were determined (organic carbon, total nitrogen, acid phosphates, organic acids, bioavailable
phosphate). In addition, root-derived rhizodeposits were discriminated against
microbial-derived ones using a continuous flow isotopic ratio mass spectrometer
(CF-IRMS). The method is based on the different natural abundance of the stable
"C isotope in C4 plants. The different isotopic signature permits to follow the carbon flux of a C4 plant quantifying and discriminating between root or microbialderived carbon Results showed that as expected both hybrids, Lol016xl.o964 and
B73xII99, changed their root morphology increasing their root surface Organic
carbon and total nitrogen of rhizosphere soil showed no significant differences
between hybrids and pure lines. However, rhizodeposition was much higher in
the rhizosphere as the 8"C was less negative in rhizosphere samples than in bulk
soil samples The determination of biological activities such as acid phosphatases
pointed out some significant differences only between the two parental pure lines
L0IOI6 and Lo964 and their hybrid LolOI6xLo964: the enzymatic activity was
much higher in L0IOI6 than Lo964 and LolOI6xLo964. Alkaline phosphatases
did not show any significant differences. Phosphate availability was measured as
P-Olsen and indicated that the hybrid is significantly 'better' than both its parental pure lines or at least as good as the best parental pure line. In conclusion, the
hybrid seems to be more efficient at the rhizospheric level In other words, the
quantity of rhizodeposits of the hybrid does not seem to differ very much from
the related pure lines whereas the quality differs significantly. For instance, the
hybrids Lol016xLo964 and B73xH99 would induce a higher phosphorous availability increasing the nutrient uptake Acknowledgement: This project was funded
by the Department of Agroenvironmental Sciences and Technologies, Alma Mater
Studiorum, University of Bologna, Italy (project °¥DISTA per i giovani').
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Mlrliii lit-ui 11 il Activity of Root Exudates from Horticultural Plants
Hydroponically Grown and the Regulation Role of llumii Substances.
E. Loffredo, Dip. Biol. Chim. AgroForest. e Amb.; N. Senesi, Dip. Biol. Chim.
AgroForest. e Amb.
Allelopathy is a well known phenomenon occurring in the rhizosphere and involving plants and other organisms, which consists in a number of stimulatory or inhibitory effects that can play an important role in either natural plant communities or
agro-ecosystems This phenomenon is ascribed principally to secondary products
of plant metabolism of wide chemical nature, named "allelochemicals", which can
be identified in plant extracts and root exudates of wild and cultivated tree and
herbaceous species. The study of allelochemicals may provide useful information
not only for the correct choice of crop rotation, thus avoiding autotoxic problems,
but also for their potential use as selective biopesticides. Humic substances, which
are the most important components of non-living soil organic matter and are ubiquitous in any natural and cultivated soil, are expected to play a relevant role in plant
allelopathy. A recent work demonstrated that soil Humic Acid (HA) and Fulvic
Acid (FA) fractions can modulate significantly the allelopathic potential of known
phenolic acids for lettuce and tomato seedlings. In this study, various fractions of
carrot and tomato root exudates were tested on seed germination and seedling early
growth of the same species (autotoxic potential) and lettuce (allelochemical activity) One of these fractions in combination with soil HA or FA was also tested on
lettuce Carrot or tomato plants were grown in hydroponics under controlled climatic conditions in a Phytotron growth chamber for one month. At the end of this
period, the nutrient solution was removed and replaced with distilled water. The
plants were left in the same pots for two more days, and then the growth medium
was collected. Aliquots of 4 L of this solution were evaporated to 200 mL under
reduced pressure at 40°C, and then fractionated by using Liquid-Liquid Partitioning (LLP) or Solid Phase Extraction (SPE) techniques. Chloroform (CI), Buthanol
(Bu) and Ethyl Acetate (EA) extracts of root exudates were obtained by LLP, and
Acetonitrile (ACN) and Methanol (Me) extracts by SPE An aliquot of each extract
was dried, and the residue dissolved in the same volume of an aqueous acetone
solution (0.2%). These solutions (CI, Bu, EA, ACN and Me fractions) were tested
for seed germination and seedling early growth (6 day-growth for tomato and carrot and 4 day-growth for lettuce) The CI fraction from tomato root exudates at two
concentrations was also tested in combination with a soil HA or FA at a concentration of 200 mg/L. In general, all fractions from carrot and tomato root exudates
inhibited significantly the germination and primary root elongation of lettuce. The
greatest reductions of lettuce root lengths were observed in the treatments with the
Bu fraction from carrot (46% of the control) and the Me fraction from tomato (33%
of the control). Generally, the root exudate fractions from both species affected
lettuce shoots less than roots, and at an extent depending on the type of fraction
The greatest inhibitory effect was measured in the treatments with the CI fractions
from both species. A slight autotoxic activity was observed in the case of tomato,
which was produced especially by the Me fraction and mainly on root elongation,
whereas no autotoxic activity was observed for carrot Further, the CI fraction from
tomato root exudates applied at the higher concentration decreased lettuce root and
shoot length of about 20 and 46%, respectively, and showed a greater negative
effect when applied in combination with HA or, especially, FA In particular, the
presence of HA increased the inhibitory effects of the CI fraction only on shoot
elongation, whereas the presence of FA caused a greater decrease of both shoot and
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root lengths. These results indicate the significant role of humic substances in the
regulation of the allelophatic phenomenon
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Localized Sampling of Root Exudates and Rhizosphere Soil Solution by Use
of Sorption Media.
S. Haase. E. Kandelen Y. Kvzyakov. A. Kania. I. Edelkoll. V. Römheld. G. Neumann.
Hohenheim Univ; P. Marschner. The Vniv ofAdelaide.
Knowledge about the chemical composition of the soil solution in the rhizosphere
is a key factor for the understanding of root-induced modifications in solubility
of nutrients and toxic elements in soils and of plant-microbial interactions. Soil
solution chemistry in the rhizosphere strongly depends (1) on rhizodeposition and
root activity, affected by the plant nutritional status, plant species and genotypes
and external stress factors, (2) on sorption characteristics and mechanical impedance of the soil matrix and (3) on rhizosphere-microbial activity. Rhizodeposition
is frequently not uniformly distributed along plant roots. Considerable gradients
exist in radial and longitudinal direction and intense root exudation can be confined
to special root structures The variability of root exudation along the root needs to
be considered for attempts to understand chemical changes in the rhizosphere and
therefore, requires localized sampling techniques with a high spatial resolution.
This study presents an evaluation of sampling techniques for low-molecular weight
organic compounds and inorganic salts based on sorption media (chromatography
paper, membrane filters) placed onto the root surface of soil-grown plants, cultivated in rhizoboxes or in the field with root observation windows. Aspects of
sampling time, microbial degradation, sorption to the soil matrix and the impact
of these factors on recovery are discussed, as well as analytical approaches for the
detection of individual substances or classes of compounds Moreover, approaches
for the combination of the sampling techniques with isotope labelling, with visualization of rhizosphere processes and with investigations on root physiology and
the activity and diversity of rhizosphere microbial communities are presented in
case studies.
35-12

755a

F De León-Gonzalez

Rhizosheath in Cynodon dactylon Growing in a Volcanic Sandy Soil.

F. De León-Gonzalez. Universidad Autónoma Mteropolitana-Xochimilco; C.
Hidalgo-Moreno. Colegio de Postgraduados; E. Celada-Tornel. Universidad
A utónoma Mteropolitana-Xochimilco.
Rhizosheaths has been reported as soil-root structures frequently found in grass species growing under sandy soil conditions. The phenomenon has not been reported
for volcanic soils in Mexico. The objective of the present work was to elucidate the
morphological traits of rhizosheaths observed in Cynodon dactylon (bermudagrass), an invasive grass growing in the valley of Mexico Root-soil samples were
obtained at Tulyehualco (Xochimilco, Mexico, D.F.) in March 2005 The soil was
an Entisol (Typic Ustifluvent) with high sand content (79%). Annual rainfall (550
mm) is concentrated in summer months. The water content at the sampling date was
10 g 100 g-1. Root air-dried samples were observed under stereoscopic and optical
microscope coupled to a video camera and an Image Pro* system. All micrometric
measurements were made with the adequate calibration corresponding to selected
magnification. In order to distinguish between fungal hyphaes and root-hairs, a
set of rhizosheaths was immersed in neutral-red stain This technique helped to
observe vascular structures in root-hairs. In other specimens soil was mechanically
and carefully retired from the rhizosheaths in order to observe and measure roothairs dimensions (immersion in blue tripan). Root-hair density and details of sand
and silt root-particle contact were obtained analysing Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images Results Images from stereoscopic microscope evidenced
the rhizosheaths in C. dactylon. The mean diameter of soil particle layer covering
roots was 0 3 mm (30% of the rhizosheath+root diameter) We observed a dense
enmeshment of soil particles trapped by the rhizosheath, indicating a mechanism
of soil stabilization for the sandy soil. Micrometric measurements were made from
images of specimens without soil particles, stained with tripan blue, and observed
under optical microscope. The root-hair length ranged between 100-200 u, and
10-15 p. width. Images from fresh samples of rhizosheaths immersed in neutral red
stain confirmed the vascular structures of root-hairs observed when tripan blue was
used. Length and width dimensions, and vascular structures evidenced by the two
stains confirmed that the root-soil structure corresponded to a rhizosheath where
the root-hairs play a key role in attaching sand and silt particles to main roots
Images from SEM microscope helped to estimate the root-hair density (400 mm-2,
approx.) and to evidence the contact between root-hairs and sand particles. Thinner
filaments (in comparison to root-hairs) appeared in SEM images, they could correspond to hyphaefilaments.Conclusions a) Roots of Cynodon dactylon growing in
a volcanic sandy soil formed rhyzosheaths which can be an important mechanism
to stabilize the sandy soil and also it can be a protection of roots against pests, low
temperatures and low water content. According to our knowledge is the first report
of rhizosheath structures in volcanic soils of Central México b) Observations with
optical (under blue tripan and neutral red stains) and SEM microscope confirm the
contribution of root-hairs attaching sand particles to rhizosheath structure

Tuesday
35-13
755b
D.Wang
Effects of Intercropping and Organic Phosphate Application on Plant Growth,
P Uptake and Microbial Community in Rhizosphere of P-lnefficient Wheat.
D. Wang, School of Soil and Water Conservation. Beijing Forestry Unix: P.
Marschner. Z. Solaiman. School of Earth and Environment Sciences. The Univ of
Adelaide.
Many soils are poor in plant available P which may limit plant growth. P-efficient genotypes grow better at low P availability than P-inefficient genotypes. Our
previous studies showed that P efficiency was also related to changes in P availability and microbial community composition and activity in the rhizosphere We
tested the hypothesis that P-efficient plant genotypes (chickpea and wheat Goldmark) could improve P uptake and growth of the P-inefficient wheat genotype Janz
by intercropping. A pot experiment was conducted in a glasshouse. The soil with
low P availability from Mount Bold, SA was amended with 100 mg P kg-1 soil
as phytate (C6H18024P6) as an organic P source. The pots (20cm xl4cmxl2cm)
were separated into two compartments to allow 3 different types of root interaction:
no root barrier to allow complete interaction between the root systems, a 33-uM
nylon mesh barrier to prevent direct root contact but permit exchange of exudates,
nutrients and microorganisms, a solid root barrier to prevent rood interaction. The
P-inefficient Janz was grown in combination with either P-efficient Goldmark or
P-efficient chickpea. The plants were harvested after 9 weeks. The growth (whole
plant dry weight) and P uptake of Janz intercropped with chickpea with no root
barrier and mesh barrier were significantly greater than with the solid root barrier
Growth and P uptake of Janz intercropped with Goldmark were significantly greater
with no root barrier than with the mesh barrier and solid root barrier Growth and
P uptake of P-efficient chickpea and P-efficient Goldmark intercropped with Pineflficient Janz were significantly greater with no root barrier than with the mesh
barrier and solid root barrier. The results suggest that utilization of organic P by
Janz were improved by intercropping with chickpea and Goldmark. The improved
growth of the wheat Goldmark and chickpea without root barrier is probably due to
the greater soil volume that was available compared to the treatments with a barrier.
Microbial community composition assessed by Fatty Acid MethylEster (FAME)
differed between genotypes and treatments indicating that the microbial communities in the rhizosphere of plants in intercropping systems interact.
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10:15 AM
P. Genxing
C Sequestration in Cropland Soils of China: Trends, Potential, and Research
Needs.
P. Genxing. Institute of Resources. Ecosystem and Environment ofAgriculture.
There has been increasing concerns worldwide with the potential of C sequestration of croplands for greenhouse gas emission mitigation under the Kyoto Protocol.
China is facing the great pressure under the Kyoto Protocol in reducing the rapid
increasing emission of CÓ2 resulted from the rapid industrialization. China agriculture is meantime facing the double challenge of stabling the food production
under the shortage of arable lands with decreasing soil productivity and of enhancing the C sink for mitigating the increasing C02 emission. This paper deals with the
issues of the study on status and dynamics of organic carbon stock, C sequestration
potential of agricultural soils of China and the future research need. The general
poor storage of organic carbon and the apparent significance in crop productivity
in the cropland soils of China offers a great potential and, however, an urgent need
for C sequestration agriculture in China. Although there had been a general trend
of topsoil C storage reduction before 1980's, different pattern of C dynamics had
been reported in the major areas of cropland soils since then. Significant C sequestration trend have been observed in paddy soils, upland croplands in Central and
South China, while the organic carbon stock of croplands in Northeast China had
been continuously lost for the last 2 decades. While the total soil C sequestration of
China could be as high as 1 IPg as estimated by Lai (2002), that of cropland soils
may reach 5 Pg when the cultivation-induced lose of topsoil SOC stock is expected
to retrieve under well performed management practices Estimated C sequestration
rate ranges from 15 Tg/a to 30 Tg/a in the last two decades, the future potential
rate may reach 200Tg/a with a socio-economical potential of 40-80 Tg/a in the
coming 20-50years under C sequestration agriculture While the enhancement of
SOC in the cropland soils for the last 2 decades could be largely attributed to the
increase of organic input due by the crop yield increases, crop residue return, balanced fertilization, crop rotation, reduced tillage and de-intensification had exerted
considerable contributions. Enhancement of physical protected but bioactive or
labile carbon in soil aggregates may account for the C sequestration in cropland
soils Nowadays a C sequestration strategy as a win-win strategy is well accepted in

China agriculture for commitment to the Kyoto Protocol, and the issues for priority
researches had arisen as follows: (1) the overall C stock of China cropland soils and
the changing dynamics with the agricultural development at various scales; (2) features of C cycling in cropland soils with land fragmentation, and under intensified
agriculture and high chemical inputs; (3) coupling mechanisms of soil C sequestration and productivity enhancement for different farming systems for sustainable
agriculture in the future. Practical measures for cost-effective C sequestration and
the associated pedo-chemical mechanisms would be also the research targets for
soil science and agronomy Implementation of C sequestration agriculture will be a
key to China's sustainable agriculture in the early 21 th century to meet the commitment to the Kyoto Protocol and buys opportunity for China to compensate the fast
increasing C02 emission due to the rapid industrialization Keywords: Bioactive
carbon; C sequestration ; China; C02 mitigation ; cropland soils; food security;
global change; Kyoto Protocol; physical protection.
36-2
10:45 AM
I. Bertrand
Does Cell Wall Composition and Architecture Play a Key Role in Understanding
and Predicting Soil Residue Decomposition?.
/. Bertrand. 1NRA Agronomie: B. Chabbert. 1NRA UMR FARE; G. E. Machine!.
1NRA Agronomie; S. Recous. INRA Agronomic
Organic matter quality i.e. the intrinsic biochemical properties of crop residues,
strongly influence their decomposition in soil and the associated C and N fluxes.
The C-to-N ratio was well established by the 1920s as a potential indicator of residue degradability. Later, in the 1960s, proximate analyses (Van Soest extraction)
developed to estimate forage digestibility in the rumen have been adapted to characterize residue quality in addition to the C-to-N ratio. These analyses were used to
predict residue biodegradation in soil assuming that there was a parallel between an
increasing strength of chemical extraction and a decreasing rate of decomposition.
However most of the results published on the relationships between residue quality, define as Van Soest fraction's or C-to-N ratio, and residue decomposition, have
underlined the difficulty to predict C and Nfluxes.If it is relatively well established
that, on the first days following the addition of crop residues to soil, carbon (C)
mineralization is mainly correlated to the amount of C present in the soluble fraction of residues (Hermann et al, 1977), explanation and prediction ofC mineralization kinetics on longer period oftime remained hazardous (Jensen et al, 2005). For
instance, root carbon mineralization, which constitutes one of the major source of
C to soil organic matter, is not well understood and hardly simulated with C and N
models (Abiven et al., 2005). It is likely that the difficulties encountered to predict
long term evolution of C in soils, not only result from a lack of data to well estimate
the amounts of C involved in the decomposition process but also from the lack of
understanding of the importance of residue biochemistry on the decomposition process itself (Bertrand et al., 2005) In this context, our work aimed at I) better understand the role of residue composition i.e. cell wall network on the decomposition
process in soils 2) estimate the relative contribution of cell wall composition and
architecture on the decomposition process 3) find new quality criteria to describe
residue quality in C and N models. To answer some of these questions two plants
were used as model: wheat (c.v. Shango) and maize. In addition to C-to-N ratio and
Van Soest extraction, cell wall composition was determined on selected plant parts
The nature and amount of cell wall neutral sugars, of lignin (condensed and non
condensed forms) and monomers and of phenolic acids were determined before
and after their decomposition in soil Microscopic observations were performed to
increase our understanding of the role of tissue architecture on the decomposition
process. Plant parts (roots, leaves, internodes) were incubated in controlled conditions of temperature and moisture. The soil and residues were placed in plasma flask
with a C02 trap and mineral nitrogen was added to ensure that N would not limit
the decomposition (Recous et al., 1995) The kinetics of C and N mineralization
were determined and, at the end of the incubation, residues were separated from
the soil and biochemical analyses were performed on the decomposed residues
when possible. As expected, wheat leaves, which were poorly lignified, decomposed faster in soil than internodes and roots (Figure I). Leaves, also presented a
highly condensed lignin structure and the extent to which uncondensed leaf lignin
was affected by soil decomposition suggest that the contribution of leaf lignin to
C mineralization during incubation was very low. Roots which contained similar
amounts of lignin than internodes decomposed more slowly Roots were enriched
in phenolic acids and presented a more condensed lignin structure than internodes
(Figure 2). P-coumaric and ferulic acids, the two main forms of phenolic acids in
graminceous, have cross link function within the cell wall network that could be of
major interest in estimating soil residue degradability These acids which represent
less than 1% of plant dry matter constitute lignin carbohydrates complexes recalcitrant to enzymatic attack. In addition the knowledge of qualify of lignin (S/G ratio
and level of condensation) could contribute to explain the differences in C mineralization observed for residues containing similar amounts of lignin but decomposing
at different rates in soil (roots versus aerial part). The possible role of these cell wall
compounds as well as the importance of tissue organization on the decomposition
process will be discussed in detail
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36-4
11:25 AM
K. U. Totsche
Biogeochemical Factors Controlling the Release of Soil Organic Matter:
Lessons To Be Learned from Column Experiments.
K. U. Totsche, Univ Jena; I. Kögel-Knabner, Lehrstuhl für Bodenkunde
Muenchen; P. Jaesche, Lehrstuhl für Bodenkunde TU Muenchen.
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11 05 AM
R. Jeannotte
Use orPyrolysis Molecular Beam Mass Spectrometry (py-MBMS) to Fingerprint Lipids in Agricultural Soils.
R. Jeannotte. Kansas State Univ; K. A. Magrini. National Renewable
Laboratory; M. R. Roth, R. Welti, Kansas Stale Univ.

Energy

Lipids are markers of living as well as non-living organic matter in soils Lipids
may be of microbial, faunal, plant and even human origin. They constitute, in many
ways, the long, medium and short term memories of what happens in the soil. Discovering how to unravel these memories help us understand the changes in the
soil due to environmental (rain, temperature, plant type, etc ) and anthropogenic
impacts (tillage, pollution, etc.). A better understanding of the roles of lipids in
soil could provide information about carbon sequestration potential that may help
us understand the impacts of various soil management strategies with regard to
improving crop productivity and develop strategies for bioremediation of polluted
soils Separating and measuring lipid components with classical techniques is both
difficult and complex A rapid analysis technique, pyrolysis Molecular Beam Mass
Spectrometry (py-MBMS), was developed for analyzing the organic matter content
and chemical composition of whole soils and soil extracts. Py-MBMS has several
advantages, such as speed of analysis, sensitivity, high sample throughput, minimal
sample preparation, and low cost We have used pyrolysis molecular beam mass
spectrometry (py-MBMS) to specifically fingerprint the lipid composition (signature) of five agricultural soils. Since the lipids in soils originated from living and
dead biota and stabilized organic matter, py-MBMS is used to obtain a 'classification' of soils according to their biotic content and to detect specific lipid biomarkers.
The soils used in this study are all from the Crete soil series. Four cores (at 0-15 cm
depth) were sampled in different cultures (soybean, corn, alfalfa, replanted prairie
and native grass) in summer 2005. Soil samples were rapidly heated (100-500 mg)
in an inert, helium atmosphere at 550°C The 0.5 g sample size improved instrument sensitivity for samples containing <0.2-wt% carbon. The pyrolysis products
were sampled directly in real time and introduced into the ionization region of the
mass spectrometer. Mass spectrometry provides universal detection of all sampled
products and the molecular beam sampling ensures that representative products are
detected The py-MBMS method is rapid (1-5 minutes) and can analyze up to 150
samples per day Multivariate statistical analysis of the py-MBMS data can determine the proportion of the Soluble Organic Carbon (SOC) found in different pools,
such as, carbohydrate, lignin, fatty acids and humic acids. Recent work shows that
the method can distinguish both sample depth and management practice of agricultural soils. In this work, we applied these techniques to the soils described above to
determine if we could see lipid species. This sample set included triplicate analyses per sample with a soil reference material (3.0 wt% SOC) used for instrument
monitoring every tenth sample. The resultant pyrolysis mass spectra of the native
samples (10-500 amu) are chemically rich and very complex We use multivariate
data analysis (pattern recognition) to handle this large data set and identity trends to
discover the underlying chemical changes that may not be obvious by comparison
of such complex mass spectra Principal component analysis of the mass spectral
data from the whole soils shows that the native grass and replanted prairie soils are
distinguishable from cropped soils 90% of the variance is explained by principal
component I (soil carbon content). Native and replanted soils are more similar
chemically and have more carbon than the cropped soils Crop type seems to result
in slight chemical differences Ergosterol, a fungal lipid biomarker, appears in all
most of all samples but the signal is low. Py-MBMS analysis of the dried lipid
extracts are complex and chemically rich. The extract mass spectra are chemically
distinct for the varied soils used in this study We are currently working on identifying the lipid components in these samples Results on the lipid signatures in the soil
lipid extracts will also be presented in this communication. Our long term goal is
to develop effective mass spectrometry tools for detecting and quantifying (fingerprinting and profiling) simple and complex lipid molecules in soils.
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Release of Dissolved Organic Matter (DOM) from soils to the groundwater might
be a relevant element of the soil carbon budget. Yet, quantitative knowledge about
processes and environmental controls of DOM release is still limited. Soil column
experiments offer important advantages in the study of DOM release from soils
Preserving the soil pore system and soil aggregates, they provide close to natural
conditions of water flow and solution-to-soil ratios and contact, while simultaneously
minimizing mechanical abrasion. Thus, column experiments allow the exploration of
DOM release and reactive transport considering realistic hydrological and biogeochemical scenarios. For example, the release of DOM due to changing physicochemical parameters like ionic strength, pH or temperature can be studied easily. By adding
nutrients or growth inhibitors, the microbial activity and in turn the redox regime
can be varied. Careful manipulations of the solution residence time in the column by
variation of the flow velocity offer fundamental insights in the kinetics or limitations
of the physicochemical and biological processes involved in the release. We present examples of DOM release from forest and grassland topsoils and subsoils under
variable biogeochemical and hydrological conditions. Under steady flow conditions,
saturated as well as unsaturated, DOM release is typically characterized by an initial
high output („first flush") and a drop to constant base level export Saturated experiments with Ah materials, with and without additional C supply, favored microbial
growth and the elution of microbial biomass, as could be inferred by SEM-imaging
and increased turbidity of the solution A drastic drop of the redox potential, reductive dissolution of iron and manganese oxihydroxides and an increase of solution pH
were the consequences Following flow interruptions of several days, DOM as well
as iron and manganese export temporarily increased after flow resumption, as did the
effluent turbidity and specific UV-absorption. These observations point to a kinetic
control of the microbial DOM production in the soils. Microbial activity continued
during stagnant conditions and led to an accumulation of DOM in the solution. Poisoning the soil solution stopped microbial activity and reduced turbidity and pH of
the solution. The amount of exported DOM, however, remained nearly constant, but
its composition changed Increasing the flow velocity resulted in a decrease of DOM
release, a strong indication of rate limited release Solutions of low ionic strength
generally enhanced DOM release from topsoil and subsoil materials Retardation,
degradation and release of DOM were found to depend strongly on transport regime
and the residence time of the soil solution. Rapid water flow during storm or snowmelt events may result in an increased export of colloidal and particulate OM It may
result in reduced dissolved OM due to either reduced retardation and degradation
(reduced residence time) or by dilution of the soil solution with low OM infiltrating
precipitation. As DOM formation and mass-transfer are most frequently rate-limited,
seepage-water DOM concentrations will increase with increasing residence time.
However, as microbial processes might compensate, diminish or increase physicochemical release processes, an important issue of DOM research will be the development of experimental designs which allow the distinction between physicochemical
and biogeochemical processes Column experiments are a well suited means to study
this interesting and exciting aspect of carbon cycling in soils.
36-5
11:45 AM
E.Milne
The GEFSOC Modeling System, A Processed-Based Modeling Approach for
Spatially Explicit Estimates of Soil Organic Carbon Stock Change.
E. Milne. M. Easter. K. Paustian. The Dept of Crop and Soil Sciences. Colorado
State Univ; R. Al-Adamai. The Badia Research and Development Programme; T
Bhattacharyya. National Bureau of Soil Survey and Land Use Planning; C. E.
P. Cerri, Centro de Energia Nuclear na Agricuhura; P. Kamoni. Kenya National
Agricultural Research Laboratory; C. C. Cerri. Centro de Energia Nuclear na
Agricuhura; N. Batjes. ISRIC-World Soil Information: M. Bernoux. IRD; K.
Coleman. Rothamsted Research; P. Falloon, The Met Office, Hadley Centre for
Climate Prediction and Research; C. Feller, IRD: P. Gicheru. Kenya Soil Survey;
K. Killian, The Department of Crop and Soil Sciences. Colorado State Univ;
D. Pal. National Bureau of Soil Survey and Land Use Planning; D. Powlson.
Rotahmsted Research, Agriculture and Environment Division; Z. Rawajfih. Jordan
Univ of Science and Technology: M. Sessay UNEP.
The Kyoto Protocol and the United Nations conventions on climate change, desertification and biodiversity all recognize the importance of Soil Organic Carbon
(SOC) and point to the need for quantification of SOC stocks and changes SOC
levels are related to atmospheric C levels with soils having the potential for C
release or sequestration, depending on land use and management. In addition SOC
plays a vital role in ecosystem function, determining soil fertility, water holding
capacity and susceptibility to land degradation. Several studies have considered
SOC stocks at the plot scale, however these are site specific and of limited value in
making inferences about larger areas. An understanding of SOC stocks and changes
at the national and regional scale is necessary in order to further our understanding of the global carbon cycle, to assess the responses of terrestrial ecosystems to
climate change and to aid policy makers in making land use/management decisions. In order to gain such an understanding a system is needed that can deal
with complex combinations of environmental variables. Process based modelling
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approaches are designed to deal with such complexities They also allow estimates
to be made in a manner that accounts for the underlying processes leading to SOC
change Ecosystem models, designed for site scale applications can be linked to
spatial data bases giving spatially explicit results that allow geographic areas of
change in SOC stocks to be identified Some studies have used variations on this
approach to estimate SOC stock changes at the sub-national and national scale for
areas of the USA and Europe and at the watershed scale for areas of Mexico and
Cuba However, a need remained for a national and regional scale spatially-explicit
model-based system that is generically applicable, encompassing as wide a range
of soil types, climates and land uses as possible. The Global Environment Facility
Soil Organic Carbon (GEFSOC) Modeling System has been developed in response
to this need The system links two process based models (RothC and Century)
and an empirical method (The IPCC Method) to spatially explicit data through a
geographical information system. The system uses these methods to make spatially
explicit estimates of SOC stocks and stock changes under land management and
climate change scenarios for given geographic areas The development of the system is discussed and a comparison of results from 4 case study areas (The Brazilian
Amazon, Kenya, Jordan and The Indian Indo-Gangetic Plains) is given. Finally
potential future uses of The GEFSOC System are considered including the scope
to allow comparable estimates of SOC stocks and changes to be made for diverse
conditions and the opportunities to provide information for countries wishing to
take part in an emerging carbon market Keywords: Soil organic carbon, models,
spatial data, complex systems, GEFSOC modelling system
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B.A.Stewart
Dryland Agriculture Challenges and Opportunities.

B. A. Stewart, West Texas AdM Univ.
Dryland agriculture is a commonly used term although there is not a common definition. To many, dryland agriculture and rainfed agriculture are synonymous while
others draw clear distinctions between them Dryland agriculture in this presentation is considered with all phases of land use under semiarid conditions except
where irrigation is practiced Therefore, livestock systems, crop-livestock systems,
and crop systems are all important components of dryland agriculture There are
also different systems for defining semiarid areas but the aridity index where a
semiarid area is one where the ratio of annual precipitation to annual potential
evapotranspiration is > 0 20 but < 0.50 is used here. Dryland cropping is the growing of cultivated crops in dryland areas relying entirely on precipitation. However,
harvesting water from part of the land and concentrating it on another part of the
land is still considered dryland cropping The first and most important decision for
producers in dryland regions is to decide whether or not land should be used for
growing crops. Clearly, many lands in semiarid regions have been utilized for cropping that resulted in serious land degradation. Although these lands were usually
not highly productive in their native state, they were sustainable with proper management. In many cases, cropping of these lands could not be sustained because of
insufficient and highly variable precipitation that resulted in a rapid decline of soil
organic matter and increasing wind and water erosion In some cases, when cropping was terminated and these lands were returned to grazing lands, they were less
productive than prior to cultivation. Water management is the most important factor
for dryland cropping Every growing season is vastly different from the previous
one in terms of growing season precipitation and temperatures, but severe water
stress is common in all years Yields are highly variable and water supply usually
limits yields to <40% of full (water-unlimited) potential with grain yields commonly ranging from zero to three times the average The most important opportunity for improving water management in dryland cropping systems is increasing the
use of crop residues as surface mulch, but this is also the most serious constraint It
is a constraint not only because there is not sufficient residue produced in dry years,
but in many developing countries, crop residues are commonly removed from the
land and used for animal feed or household fuel. In many developing countries, the
rapid increase in population is closely linked to soil degradation and this is particularly true in dryland regions The increased soil degradation, most notably the loss
of soil organic matter, is also linked to an increased carbon dioxide concentration
in the atmosphere that is generally recognized as a factor of climate change and
global warming. The loss of soil organic matter makes the severe lack of water for
cropping even more limited because soil quality characteristics such as soil structure, infiltration rate, and plant available water capacity are all negatively impacted.
Maintaining or increasing the soil organic matter levels in dryland soils is critical
Some scientists, particularly modelers, suggest that soil carbon can be restored to
precultivation levels, and in certain circumstances to above them However, longterm studies in Oklahoma and Oregon showed that soil carbon in cultivated soils

were increased only by additions of manure A drastic reduction in tillage is an
essential part of any strategy for increasing soil organic matter in dryland regions
No-tillage systems require added inputs, particularly herbicides and insecticides,
and these are often too expensive to use in developing countries The possibility
exists that concerns over global warming will result in incentives for producers to
adopt practices that lead to increased amounts of carbon sequestration. Such incentives might not be applied to dryland regions because the expected benefits would
not be sufficiently large enough However, it may be advantageous for the world
community to invest in carbon sequestration in dryland regions Dryland regions
are home to large numbers of poor people and they are custodians of globally
important environmental resources. Degradation of these lands will have a negative impact on the environment and the agricultural and biodiversity of ecosystems
An increase in soil carbon storage could increase soil fertility, land productivity for
food production and security, and prevention of land degradation
37-2
10:45 A M
G A. Peterson
Managing Precipitation Use in Dryland Systems lo Enhance Productivity and
Sustainability.
G. A. Peterson. Colorado Slate Uni; D. Westfall. Colorado State Unix; L. Ahuja.
USDA-ARS. Great Plains Systems Research Unit.
In the Great Plains of North America potential evaporation exceeds precipitation
during most months of the year About 75% of the annual precipitation is received
from April through September, and is accompanied by high temperatures and low
relative humidity. Dryland agriculture in the Great Plains has depended on wheat
production in a wheat-fallow agroecosystem (one crop year followed by a fallow
year) Historically this system has used mechanical weed control practices during the fallow period, which leaves essentially no crop residue cover for protection against soil erosion and greatly accelerates soil organic carbon oxidation
This paper reviews the progress made in precipitation management in the North
American Great Plains, synthesizes data from an existing long-term experiment,
and demonstrates how the management principles involved can be applied in other
climatic environments The long-term experiment used to elucidate the principles
was established in 1985 with the objective to identify dryland crop and soil management systems that maximize precipitation use efficiency (maximization of
biomass production per unit of precipitation received), improve soil productivity,
and increase economic return to farmers Embedded within the primary objective
were sub-objectives that focus on reducing the amount of summer fallow time
and reversing the soil degradation that has occurred in the wheat-fallow cropping
system. The experiment consists of four variables: 1) Climate regime; 2) Soils;
3) Management systems, and 4) Time. Cropping system intensification increased
annualized grain and crop residue yields by 75 to 100% compared to wheat-fallow
Net return to farmers increased by 25 to 45% compared to wheat-fallow. A key
physical property, soil bulk density, was reduced by 0.0 Ig cm-3 for each 1000 kg
ha-1 of residue addition over the 12-year period, and each 1000 kg ha-1 of residue addition increased effective porosity by 0.3%. A key chemical property, soil
organic C content, was increased by more than 1000 kg ha-1 by increasing cropping
intensification compared to the wheat-fallow system All cropping system effects
were independent of climate and soil gradients, meaning that the potential for C
sequestration exists in all combinations of climates and soils. Soil C gains were
directly correlated to the amount of crop residue C returned to the soil Improved
macroaggregation was also associated with increases in the C content of the aggregates. No-till practices have made it possible to increase cropping intensification
beyond the traditional wheat-fallow system, and in turn precipitation-use efficiency
has increased by 30% in West Central Great Plains agroecosystems. The concept
of "fallow stages" was derived from our data synthesis In this paper we apply the
"fallow stage" concept to other geographic areas Cases from a summer precipitation climate (Great Plains), winter precipitation climate (Pacific Northwest) and a
Mediterranean climate (Morocco) are compared Scientists can use this approach to
analyze precipitation and temperature distributions in relation to various crop species and thus identify the best intervention points for improved management

37-3
11:05 A M
D. K. Samazaka
Drought Mitigation through Micro-Level Conservation
Smallholder Farmers in Zambia.

Practices

by

D. K. Samazaka. S. Simunji. Golden Valley Agricultural Research Trust.
Farming in Zambia's southern h a l f - formerly the country's 'breadbasket', is persistently being faced with crop failure due to a spate of agricultural droughts that
have become endemic to most parts of Southern Africa Micro-level practices that
enable efficient and effective capture and ultimate utilization of both rainwater and
nutrients are emerging as viable technology options with over 100,000 smallholders
and resource limited farmers practicing and adapting Service delivery and change
agents including governmental organizations have been at the core of the development and promotion of conservation tillage practices at two levels of the 'farming
ladder'- thus hand hoe planting basins and ox-drawn ripper furrow planting Notwithstanding the positive trends in the adaptation of the two conservation tillage
micro-site technologies displayed so far, a number of hurdles still linger The burden
of weeds due to reduced tillage around the micro-sites has not been fully resolved
Additionally, unsustainable land husbandry practices over the years have depicted
the soils greatly, hence, retarding the pace to success The unavailability and even
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inaccessibility of raw materials tor the manufacture of ripping equipment is another
impediment to technology upsacling. However, a number of opportunities are available for both commercialization and linking up of the technologies to markets.
37-4
11:25 A M
A. Mando
Dryland Conservation Technologies for the Restoration of the Productive
Capacity and the Conservation of Crust Prone Soils in the Sahel.

A. Mando. IFDC: R. B. Zougmoré. Institute for Environment and Agricultural
Research (1NERA).
Erratic rainfall, nutrient depletion, gradual loss of structure, hardpan formation
and crusting, all of which lead to severe water and soil losses through runoff, are
major Sahelian agricultural constraints. The main consequences are the occurrence
of frequent dry spells, the decline in vegetation cover that lead to the extension of
bear and crusted soils In order to improve crop production in this region, soil management techniques need to address both water and nutrient constraints. However,
due to the lack of financial resources to acquire fertilizers, and to the limited availability of organic resources, the introduction of techniques that minimize the use
of external inputs and that are cheap and easily accessible will certainly increase
their chance of adoption by most farmers This paper shows how traditional soil
management practices can combat land degradation and improve productivity. The
methods consist in rehabilitating crusted soils that were abandoned as wastelands,
by supplying only limited external inputs in small pits (zai) or large ones (halfmoons) dug to capture runoff water Mainly through biological processes, these
practices improve soil moisture, soil structure, soil fertility (decomposition and
nutrient release), and reduce soil resistance to root penetration, resulting into a great
impact on crop performance under semi-arid conditions. Several studies conducted
in the region are very much informative: In semi-arid Niger, it was found that the
annual mean runoff coefficient was about 6 to 10 times lower on zai plots compared
to control plots As a result of increased infiltration, there is an increase in water
availability for crop growth In Burkina Faso, research studies on the zai technique
reported that control plots and zai pits alone resulted in similar grain (0 2 t ha-1)
and biomass production (0.9 t kg ha-1), suggesting that under the semi-arid conditions, lack of water was not the sole limiting factor, but also nutrients. The addition
of neem leaves increased yield (0 4 t ha-1) and biomass (1 9 t ha-1) production, as
well as the application of compost (0.7 t ha-1 of grain and 2.8 t ha-1 of biomass).
Combined application of compost or manure with mineral fertilization (N±P) in the
zai pits improved significantly cereal production (1.7 t ha-1 of grain and 5 3 t ha-1
of biomass). These studies also reported a significant development of several vegetation species after two years of zai application, thus showing the potential of this
practice to regenerate vegetation. The half-moon collects great amounts of water
that considerably improves soil water storage, making this technique well-adapted
to Sahelian zones. In semi-arid Burkina Faso, half-moons pits with animal manure
or compost produced sorghum grain yields ranging from 0.9—1.6 t ha-1 The halfmoon pit without any external input produced only 0.04 t ha-1 of grain. Several
studies also indicated that half-moon technique with application of organic and
mineral sources of nutrients induces a 4- to 10-fold increase of crop yields. Zai and
half-moon techniques with appropriate nutrient management are effective methods for the rehabilitation of degraded soil productivity, therefore could contribute
reducing food insecurity and human pressure on the arable lands in the Sahel
37-5

11:45 AM

C. Grant

Enhancing Nitrogen Use Efficiency in Dryland Cropping Systems on the
Northern Great Plains.

C. Grant. Agriculture & AgriFood Canada: A. Schlegel. Southwest Research
Extension Center. Kansas State Univ.
Nitrogen fertilizer is one of the major inputs in dryland cropping systems An adequate nitrogen supply is required to optimise crop yield and quality factors such
as protein content. However, excess, poorly timed or inefficient nitrogen application can lead to economic losses and to negative environmental impacts, such as
greenhouse gas emissions and nitrate leaching. Improving nitrogen use efficiency
can improve both the economics of production and environmental sustainability.
Nitrogen fertilization for optimum crop yield provides the difference between
nitrogen supplied from the soil and nitrogen demand of the crop. Crop nitrogen
demand depends on the crop type, yield potential and protein goals. Nitrogen supply to the crop includes residual soil nitrogen and nitrogen mineralized during the
growing season. Nitrogen supply from the soil and nitrogen needed by the crop are
therefore both affected by environmental conditions, soil characteristics, crop type,
crop sequence and management practices such as tillage, residue return, manure
applications and past nitrogen management. For example, elimination of summer
fallow and adoption of no-tillage management may increase crop removal of nitrogen, reduce residual reservoirs of nitrate and increase mineralization of nitrogen
through the growing season These changes will affect crop nitrogen and the ability
to predict nitrogen supply from the soil Understanding how past management will
affect the nitrogen supply to the current crop will help match nitrogen fertilizer
applications to crop needs Applying the required amount of nitrogen in the most
efficient manner available will help to reduce nitrogen fertilizer costs, while maintaining crop yield potential and crop quality Traditional methods of improving
nitrogen fertilizer efficiency include selection of a fertilizer source well-suited to
the placement techniques used, selection of in-soil rather than surface placement,
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and application of fertilizer near the time of crop uptake. The relative performance
of different methods of nitrogen placement can change, depending on environment
and management practices For example, adoption of no-till practices has been
shown to increase the benefits obtained from in-soil banding of nitrogen fertilizer
Enhanced efficiency fertilizers, such as urease inhibitors, nitrification inhibitors
or polymer coated products use chemical additives or physical coating to modify
the release or chemical conversions of nitrogen. Controlling release or chemical
conversion can restrict nitrogen loss by denitrification, volatilization or leaching.
Controlled release products may be used to more closely match the availability of
nitrogen in the soil to the crop uptake. Potential benefit from enhanced efficiency
fertilizers will depend on the relative costs of modified and unmodified fertilizers as
well as on the potential losses that would be prevented by use of the product. Therefore, assessment of the potential pathways and magnitudes of nitrogen loss can help
identify the potential benefit from use of enhanced efficiency fertilizers.
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10:15AM
A Young
Soil Survey in Developing Countries, with Special Reference to British
Overseas Territories.
A. Young. UnivofEastAnglia.
Tropical soil science was founded on soil survey. Identification and mapping of the
main soil types of a country was the first step towards evaluation of their land use
potential, leading to agricultural development With the major exceptions of India
and Ceylon (Sri Lanka), most early soil survey was conducted by expatriate staff
from the colonial powers. The leading players were Dutch, French, Belgian and
British scientists. The Dutch in the East Indies (Indonesia) produced the first tropical soil map in 1901, for part of Sumatra French studies in West and Central Africa
were conducted by ORSTOM (founded, as ORSC, 1943), with Georges Aubert a
leadingfigure.Belgian contributions were the founding in 1953 of the Inter-African
Pedological Service of the CCTA in Yangambi, Belgian Congo (Congo), a project
of which was the first Soil Map of Africa (1964) by J. L. d'Hoore. There was a
US survey of Puerto Rico in 1942, and collaboration of American scientists with
South America and with China. Further links were between the former USSR and
developing countries of Central Asia. Soil survey in the former British colonies
falls into three eras: pioneers, the age of reconnaissance surveys, and post-independence studies by local staff. The pioneers, who began surveys between 1920
and 1932, were Frederick Hardy in the West Indies, Arthur Hornby in Nyasaland
(Malawi), Frederick Martin in Sierra Leone, Geoffrey Milne in East Africa, the
ecologist Colin Trapnell in Northern Rhodesia (Zambia), and Cecil Charter initially
in the West Indies but most notably in the Gold Coast (Ghana). These are giants
on whose shoulders their successors stand. The era of reconnaissance surveys was
1950-1970 Incentives were the post-war focus on development, the UK Colonial
Development and Welfare Act (1945) and Colonial Pool of Soil Surveyors (1954).
Rapid survey became possible through availability of air photographs, and application of a geographical or ecological approach Space restricts mention to only a few
countries The most complete national coverage was of Uganda, carried out largely
1958-60. Two of the three provinces of Nyasaland (Malawi) were surveyed (by the
writer) 1958-62. From 1951 onwards there were surveys of large parts of the Gold
Coast (Ghana) and Nigeria. Immense surveys, by grids of pits, were conducted
for irrigation schemes in Sudan. The UK Land Resources Development Centre
surveyed not only soils but also forest and pasture resources, extending resource
surveys to land evaluation and, in a few cases, economic analysis of development
options. Work in the West Indies was based on a single Regional Research Centre, which produced 26 'Green Book' surveys. National cross-fertilization came
through New Zealand cooperation (1964-67) with Malaya (Malaysia) and Pacific
island territories, and Dutch aid to the Soil Survey of Kenya from the 1970s By
1970 most countries had sufficient information to supply national soil maps, of
varying reliability, to FAO-Unesco Soil Map of the World (1970-80). Small-scale
maps were a starting point for national planning, and importantly, identification
of soil types for subsequent more detailed surveys. The third era follows political
independence and the replacement of expatriates by local professional staff. India
is an exception in that staffing has always been largely local, with S. P. Raychaudhuri a leading figure; an All-India Soil Survey Scheme, a truly ambitious project,
was started in 1956 Most countries retain a soil survey unit with staff of high
quality, although their activities are often constrained by a low operating budget.
Efforts are focused on local surveys for specific development purposes. Among
early staff of local origin were Henry Obeng and Victor Adu in Ghana, and Harry
Obihara in Nigeria For priority, however, none can compete with Mohammed el
A'al, appointed in Sudan in 1929, and A W R Joachim, Ceylon (Sri Lanka) 1930.
Presentation will focus on the era of reconnaissance surveys Discussion is invited
particularly on the aims and achievements of this period, and whether the results
are of lasting value at the present day
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10:45 AM
C. Feller
The Importance of Colonial Research in the Development of French Pedology.
C Feller. IRD Insthut de Recherche pour Ie Développement.
38-3
11:05 AM
D. K Pal
Soils of the Indo-Gangetic Plains, India : Their Historical Perspective and
Management.
D. K. Pal, T. Bhaltacharyya, Division of Soil Resource Studies. National Bureau of
Soil Survey and Land Use Planning; P. Srivaslava, Dept of Geology. Unix of Delhi;
P. Chandran. S. K. Ray. Division of Soil Resource Studies. National Bureau of Soil
Survey and Land Use Planning.
The Indo-Gangetic Alluvial Plains (1GP) are among the most extensive fluvial
plains of the world and cover several states in the northern, central and eastern
parts of India. The agriculturists of ancient India (2500 BC to 600 AD) were quite
conscious of the nature of soils and its relation to the production of specific crops.
However, the scientific interest of the Indian soils began when the Geological Survey of India started studying the soils in 1846 and then the soils of the 1GP were
recognized as one of four major soils of the country. In the past, the IGP are thought
to consist of older and younger alluvia of Pleistocene age. Recent soil geomorphic
studies suggest the presence of more than two soils/surfaces younger than 13,500
BP The IGP witnessed climatic fluctuations, especially after the last glaciation. A
cold, arid to semi-arid climate prevailed during the early Holocene to about 7,390
BP in the central and western parts of the IGP. Later, a warm and humid climate set
in, followed by drier conditions that continued until the present. Neotectonic movements in response to the northern push of the Indian Plate also played a significant
role in the evolution of geomophology and soils of the Gangetic Plains. By creating
microhigh and microlow sites, it has been ultimately responsible for the formation
of more and less sodic soils in the semi-arid part of the IGP During the early Holocene to 7,390 BP and also during the latter warmer and wetter periods, weathering
of minerals, illuviation of clay, decalcification and little addition of organic matter
have been the major pedogenic processes Clay illuviation in soils of the IGP has
not always resulted in clay skins or, where present, in pure void argillans. Impure
clay pedofeatures appear to be typical in these soils of the Plains. Clay mineral
assemblages of the soils indicate the pedogenic development of smectite-kaolin
mineral which can be considered as a potential indicator of paleoclimatic change
during the Holocene from arid to humid climates. Development of soils in the IGP
indicates that climatic fluctuations are more important and soils older than 2,500 BP
are relict paleosols but they are polygenetic because they were again altered during
the period of subsequent climate change Polygenesis of soils of the IGP appears
to be a common phenomenon and each pedogenic event needs more attention to
record the different climates under which they took place. The soils under arid and
semi-arid climates are impoverished in organic carbon and phosphorus but rich in
potassium The adverse arid climatic conditions induce the formation of pedogenic
C a C 0 3 and as a result, sodicity develops in the subsoils At present the formation
of C a C 0 3 is proceeding at a very fast rate. Even during the early to middle part of
the 19th Century, much of the land in the IGP was under cultivation with traditional
mixed cropping Over the last three to four decades the production of foodgrains,
chiefly of rice and wheat, increased tremendously by introducing high input technologies However, this has ended with the degradation of many natural resources
that has implications on the sustainability of soils for rice-wheat cropping systems.
Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) sequestration has been reported to be a boon whereas
Soil Inorganic Carbon (SIC) sequestration a bane for farming. High SIC in semiarid climates, however, does not pose a significant problem to soil productivity. In
fact, adoption of appropriate management techniques has increased the SOC stock
of the IGP soils cutting across dry and humid tracts This has been realized after
comparing soil survey data over two time periods representing relatively low and
high management programmes Recent C-modeling indicates that perhaps the IGP
soils have reached a quasi-equilibrium in terms of SOC over a period of 30-40 yrs
of Green Revolution. In view of the extensive area of the IGP, a new initiative in
registering pedogenic thresholds during polygenesis and their interaction in a landscape are essential to manage the agricultural productivity with time

38-4
11:25 AM
J. M Gonzalez
History and Development of Soil Science in Mexico.
J. M. Gonzalez. Appalachian Farming Systems Research Center. Agricultural
Research Services. US Dept. of Agriculture; E. Ventura. Faculta de lngenieria.
Univ Autónoma de Querelaro: J. Z. Castellanos. Campo Experimental Bajio.
Instituto Nacional de Investigaciones Forestales y Agropecuarias.
Soil knowledge in the pre-Colombian era was a noticeable attribute of indigenous
people in Mexico A Mayan soil classification for the Yucatan peninsula has been
used by local people The Aztecs and Toltecs in the Central Valleys classified soils
by land use and textures Some names still persist today. In spite of this, the "modern" era of soil science in Mexico started in 1926 when the Mexican National
Commission of Irrigation (NCI) brought American soil scientists to train the first
agronomists on soil surveys required for the implementation of irrigation of lands.
In 1929, the first Mexican scientific meeting, known as "The First Agrological
College", was held in Meoqui, Chihuahua. This meeting is considered as the first
formal activity in the field of soil science in Mexico The Rockefeller Foundation played an important rote in the development of soil science in Mexico In

1943, a collaborative agreement was signed between the Mexican Department of
Agriculture and the Rockefeller Foundation. As a result, the use of fertilizers for
crop production was implemented and soil fertility as an area of study developed
significantly in the country. One of the most significant impacts of the Rockefeller
Foundation on the development of soil science in Mexico was through an academic
exchange, in which Mexican technicians obtained graduate-level degrees in the
USA and later returned to Mexico to conduct research programs In 1946, the NCI
was restructured and transformed into a federal-level department named the Secretary of Water Resources (SRH). As a consequence, reduction of experienced soil
surveyors occurred during the period of 1947-1966 In 1968, the Commission for
Studies of the National Territory (CETENAL) was created under a collaborative
project with FAO, a soil map of Mexico was completed during the 70s. This information was included in the FAO soil world map. Soil maps created by CETENAL
and its successor, the National Institute of Statistics, Geography and Informatics
(INEGI), have used the FAO/UNESCO soil classification system A new version of
the FAO Soil Classification System was generated in 1988, which affected the soil
maps generated by INEGI However, the maps have not been and possibly will not
be updated, giving a chance to the negative idea that the maps are not really useful.
One of the major problems in the development of soil science in Mexico has been
the lack of communication between the farmers and scientists To alleviate this
problem, some researchers have suggested that the ethnopedological knowledge
should be incorporated into soil maps, since, in many cases, a map generated from
ethnopedological knowledge is more precise and accurate than similar technical
maps for management purposes
38-5
11:45 AM
M.Chen
Historic Interactions between the U.S. and Chinese Soil Scientists on Modern
Soil Science Development in China.
M. Chen. Everglades Research and Education Center. Univ of Florida; H. H.
Cheng. Soil. Water, and Climate Dept. Univ of Minnesota.
Although China has had thousands of years of experience in crop production and
has accumulated a wealth of indigenous knowledge on soil management and fertilization practices for restoring and maintaining soil productivity, the development
of modern soil science in China has always been international in nature From the
early twentieth century, students from China have studied soil science abroad and
many soil scientists from all over the world have worked on projects in China. Perhaps some of the most noteworthy interactions have involved the U. S and Chinese
scientists. This presentation will review several such interactions and the life history
and professional activities of a number of prominent soil scientists involved in these
interactions and their subsequent influence on the development of soil science in
China today. Mr. T Y. Tang was likely the first Chinese soil scientist trained in the U
S , when he studied with Professor Emil Truog of the Soil Science Department at the
University of Wisconsin, Madison from 1910 to 1914. Mr. N. F. Zhang also studied
with Prof. Truog years later in 1931 and then returned to Nanjing to initiate the first
nation-wide fertilization program in China Perhaps the most notable collaboration
between the U.S. and Chinese scientists was the national soil survey program conducted in China in the 1930s In 1930, Dr. Charles F Shaw, a soils professor from the
University of California-Berkley, published his remarkable book entitled "The Soils
of China" during his sabbatical leave at the Nanjing University in China During
1931-1932, the national soil survey team was organized under the Geological Survey Institute of the National Commission for Natural Resources Survey in Beijing
by Dr. W. H. Wong. Dr. R L. Pendleton, a graduate of the University of California
and then professor at the University of Philippines, was invited to China to supervise the national soil program In 1933, Dr. James Thorp of the USDA Bureau of
Chemistry and Soils was sent by Curtis F. Marbut to China to replace Pendleton in
supervising the national soil survey program. Although Marbut died in China during
his instructional visit in 1935, his soil classification approach laid the foundation
for soil classification in China by Chinese soil scientists for the next two decades
The collaborative effort of Dr. Thorp and his eight assistants, including K. C Hou,
T. Y. Cschau, L. C Li, Y. Hseung, E. F. Chen, L. T. Chu, C. K. Li, and Y. T. Ma
resulted in the massive publication by Thorp entitled: "The Geography of the Soils
of China" (1936). These Chinese soil scientists as well as a number of others who
were educated at U S universities in the 1930s and 1940s were prominent in providing leadership in establishing soil science research institutions and shaping the
modem development of soil science in China. Interactions with the U.S. were interrupted from 1950 to the end of the 1970's, but interactions between soil scientists
on mainland China and the former Soviet Union increased. The rapid growth in soil
science research and education from 1979 onward, however, has been influenced by
the increasing interactions of Chinese scientists not only with scientists in the U S ,
but also with those in Russia and other European countries Today, the tradition of
international collaboration in soil science between Chinese soil scientists and those
from all over the world continues to flourish.
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Characterisation of acidity in major wetlands of Kerala
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Ceochemical Dynamics of Sedimentary Iron in Waterways from Acid-Sulfate
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Soil Landscapes.
E. Burton, R. T. Bush. L. A. Sullivan, Southern Cross Univ.

Karapadom(Nedumudi)
-Aerie Tropaquept

4.31

3.31

32.59

35.90

The geochemical cycling of iron (Fe) is of great significance as a regulator of pH
and contaminant mobility in soil, sediment and water. Pyrite (FeS2(s) oxidation
is a particularly important aspect of Fe behaviour associated with ore/coal mining
and coastal lowlands The geochemical dynamics of Fe in the context of Acid Mine
Drainage (AMD) environments has been studied intensively In contrast, Fe geochemistry in waterways associated with coastal lowland Acid-Sulfate Soils (ASS)
has received comparatively little research Therefore, the objective of this study was
to determine the solubility, mineralogy and geochemical dynamics of sedimentary
Fe in acid-sulfate waterways associated with ASS. This was achieved by employing
selective extractions, geochemical modeling, X-ray diffractometry and analytical
scanning electron microscopy to describe sedimentary Fe behavior in ASS-associated waterways in eastern Australia. Schwertmannite was abundant in near-surface
sediment and appeared to control surface-water Fell! solubility and possibly pH
(which spanned pH 3.3 - 3.5 in surface water). Subsurface sediments contained
abundant pore-water HC03 and were reducing (Eh < -100 mV) with pH 6 0 - 6.5.
Pore-water Fell concentrations were high (> 2 mM) and were constrained by precipitation-dissolution of siderite. The development of anoxic conditions at depth
caused reductive dissolution of schwertmannite. This process, along with conversion of schwertmannite to goethite, provided an in-situ reservoir for pore-water
S04 This promoted S04-reduction, resulting in precipitation of abundant amounts
of disordered mackinawite. The presence of high pore-water Fell concentrations in
the sediments described here caused the rate of pyrite formation to be sufficiently
slow (due to very low S-II concentrations) to allow accumulation of anomalously
large concentrations of disordered mackinawite Overall, this study provides new
insights into redox-driven Fe geochemistry in acid-sulfate waterways.
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E. Burton

U P. Bhaskaran

Characterization of Acidity and its Management in Wetland Ecosystem of

Tropics.
U. P. Bhaskaran. T. Varghese. Kerala Agricultural Univ. College ofAgriculture.
Soil acidity acclaims paramount importance among the chemical and the electrochemical characteristics that influence soil fertility and crop production. Detailed investigations
were carried out tofindout the acidity characteristics of wetland rice soils of Kerala.the
southern most State of Indian Peninsula and to suggest suitable ameliorative measures to
alleviate the acidity Twelve soil profiles and 120 surface samples representing the major
rice growing tracts of Kerala were used for this study.

Pattambi-Aeric Kandiaqult
Kattampally-Tropic
Fluvaquent
Wynad-Typic
Tropaquent
Chittoor-Petrocalcic
Calciustert

All the soils studied were acidic except black soils of Chittoor Maximum exchange
acidity was noticed in Kari soils (16.4 cmols) followed by Pokkali soils (8.03 cmols)
and the minimum in Chittoor soils (0.12 cmols) Major part of potential acidity was
constituted by non exchange acidity (pH dependent acidity) because pH dependent
charges are more in Kerala soils having kaolinite as the predominant clay mineral
and high content of sesquioxides. Path coefficient analysis of important acidity contributing factors and the correlation and regression analysis of soil characteristics
indicated that exchangeable aluminum was the best parameter for measurement
of acidity. Exchangeable aluminum method for calculating lime requirement was
found tobe the best for all soils. Polder cultivation with low rates of lime (1000 kg
ha-1) in split doses and washing 2 or 3 times after maintaining 10cm water level can
be recommended for economic returns from Kari and Pokkali lands which are acid
sulphate soils. Subsurface tile drains are used to remove acidity as well as salinity.
Keeping the soil under submergence as for as possible was found to be the best
remedy for these soils High dose of lime application caused reacidification of soil
at a faster rate especially in soils having high potential acidity. Rice-fish farming
and Rice-livestock(Duck)farming were found to be remunerative in these areas.
Studies on submergence showed that all the wetlands except the acid sulphate soils
attained a pH value of 5.5 within two weeks of submergence. They did not require
lime to raise the pH for rice cultivation A rapid chemical and electro chemical
changes occurred within two weeks of submergence and there after the processes
tended to stabilize. The stable milieu favoured rice because the nutrient supply was
adequate and the level of toxins was low The present study underlines the cheap
and easy method of alleviating acidity of major wetlands by optimum submergence
and scientific water management. Further the study revealed the feasibility of liming in soils with severe acidity.
39-3
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D. M. Fyfe

Oxidation Pathways of Monosulfidic Black Ooze.

D. M. Fyfe. Centre for Acid Sulfate Soil Research; L. A. Sullivan. Centre for Acid
Sulfate Soil Research: R. T. Bush, Centre for Acid Sulfate Soil Research: N. J.
Ward. Centre for Acid Sulfate Soil Research.
Monosulfidic Black Ooze (MBO) describes an organic material, enriched with iron
monosulfides, commonly found in Acid Sulfate Soil (ASS) landscapes. Dominating
the surficial sediment layer, this highly mobile material is easily incorporated into
the water column when disturbed, resulting in severe deoxygenation and acidification MBO has recently been implicated in massive fish kills associated with flood
events in north eastern NSW, Australia The process of acidification and the formation of intermediate sulfur species have been examined in ASS; however, there is
little information on the chemical behaviour of MBO originating from drainage
channels in ASS landscapes Intermediate sulfur species are environmentally significant because their presence promotes the conversion of highly reactive monosulfides to more stable disulfides (e.g. pyrite). If present in substantial quantities,
sulfur intermediates may be an important indicator of MBO oxidation, particularly
when the oxidation is associated with extreme deoxygenation but not with acidi78

<
fication This research was designed to examine the oxidation pathways of MBO
and to characterise and quantify the reduced inorganic sulfur (RIS) species formed
during a simulated re-suspension and land application of MBO. The MBO had an
extremely high acid volatile sulfur (AVS) concentration of 703 umol S g' and a
pyrite concentration of 528 umol S g~'. The oxidation of monosulfides and pyrite
over the incubation period contributed to a steady increase in sulfate (S0 4 2 ); the
major water-soluble sulfoxyanion detected (600 mg L '). Thiosulfate (S,0, 2 ) and
sulfite (SO,2-) were below detection levels during the entire incubation period however, tetrathionate (S.O.2") was observed throughout the incubation period. A large
proportion of the water-soluble iron released by sulfide oxidation was precipitated
as ferric (oxy)hydroxides. A detailed understanding of the oxidation pathways of
MBO will ensure that the most appropriate and etlective drain management techniques to minimise the export of acidity and deoxygenating drain oozes will be
developed.

The chemical methods for identifying and assessing Acid Sulfate Soils (ASS) have
now been reasonably developed. However, there is a missing link between the
chemical criteria set in ASS guidelines and the ecotoxic effects of contaminants
that are likely to be exported to the aquatic environments from ASS. Acid sulfate water consists of a mixture of potential toxicants It is therefore unreliable to
assess the overall toxicity of an acid sulfate effluent solely based on the measurements of chemical parameters because the combined toxicity of various toxicants
may be substantially greater than the sum of individual toxicities. To better control the ASS-related environmental degradation, it becomes necessary to implement the chemical analysis and monitoring with some sort of ecotoxicological
assessment. We have developed methods for ecotoxicity testing of ASS using D.
carinata, a microinvertebrate that is naturally associated with ASS-related aquatic
environments. Like the universally adopted Daphnia magna, D carinata is able to
reproduce by cyclical parthenogenesis, be easily cultured in the laboratory, and
be highly sensitive to toxicants. However, D. carinata is superior to D. magna as
a test organism for ecotoxicological assessment of toxicants. The major advan39-4
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M J. Yli-Halla
tages of D carinata (Clone DC42) over D magna include: (a) a wider range of
Controlled Drainage and Lime Filter Drains as means To Combat Drainagetemperature tolerance (^t°C-38 oC, compared to 5°C-28 oC for D. magna); (2)
Induced Adverse Environmental Impacts of Acid Sulphate Soils in Finland.
rapid growth rate and shorter cycle of reproduction (5 days, compared to 15 days
for D. magna); (c) more sensitive to toxicants; (d) stronger phototaxis, and (e) a
/. Bärlund. S. Tattari. Finnish Environment Institute: M. Astrom. Department of
Biology and Environmental Science. Kalmar IJniv: M. J. Yli-Halla. Department of wider food range. These advantages make the D carinata (Clone DC42) an ideal
biotoxicity test organism. An integrated biomarker approach was used for ecotoxiApplied Chemistry and Microbiology. Univ of Helsinki: H. Harmanen. Seinäjoki
colgical evaluation of ASS. Bioassays suitable for routine ecotoxicity tests of ASS
Polytechnic. School of Agriculture and Forestry.
extracts or leachates were developed using mobilization inhibition, mortality and
The largest Acid Sulphate (AS) soil areas in Europe occur on the western coast
phototactic behaviour of D. carinata as test endpoints. A criterion known as median
of Finland. In terms of Soil Taxonomy, 15,000 ha of Typic Sulfaquepts, 50,000effective dilution factor (EDF50) was proposed for ecotoxic level classification of
115,000 ha of Sulfic Cryaquepts, some Sulfisaprists and about 200,000 ha of DysASS, which allows toxicity screening of ASS at the early stage of ecotoxicological
tric Cryaquepts (sulfuric horizon/ sulfidic materials below 150 cm) are in agriassessment of ASS-affected environments
cultural use, totalling in above 300,000 ha of agricultural land. According to the
FAO and WRB systems, some 43,000-78,000 ha of them are Thionic Gleysols, the
rest being mainly Dystric Gleysols/Cambisols. Usually associated with remnants of
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organic materials, the sulfidic materials are a mixture of iron monosulfide (FeS) and
Pyrite Formation in Amir-Kalaye Marsh in the North of Iran.
pyrite (FeS,) and they were accumulated during 7500 - 2500 BP. They have more
H. Torabi-Golsefidi. Faculty ofAgriculture. Shahed Univ. Tehran. Iran.
recent top horizons, mostly with loamy or clay loam textures, which were never
sulfidic The soils make good agricultural land for small grains, grassland and also
The majority of wetlands in Iran are inland Several types of wetlands have been
for sugar beet after artificial drainage and liming. Drainage has promoted oxidation
described in the north of Iran located in the West part of Southern Caspian Sea.
of sulfidic materials. Jarosite and iron hydroxide coatings give rise to a strong strucThere are two important marshes (Anzali and Amir-kalayeh) in Guilan Province
ture in the subsoil, resulting in high water conductivity. The unripe reduced subsoil
in the north of Iran The objective of this study was to determine the Eh value
is massive and practically impermeable to water. The sulphur concentration of the
in Amir-kalayeh marsh by permanent installation an platinum electrode in 2003
sufidic materials seldom exceeds 1%. Yet, in these non-calcareous soils oxidation
Mineralogy and micro-morphological studies were determined by x-ray diffraction
of sulfide results in severe acidification Drainage waters have a pH around 4 and
and preparation of thin section respectively. The maesuring of the redox parameter
(pe + pH) in subsurface horizon showed that pyrite (a-FeS,) was formed Redox
high concentrations of dissolved sulphate, aluminum (AI) and manganese. Also
heavy metals, such as zinc and cadmium, are effectively mobilized upon oxidaparameter in this soil was 3.2 in some times of year Results showed that in Amirtion-induced acidification. These solutes have adverse impacts on aquatic life. To
kalaye submerged soils sulphate (S0 4 2 ) concentration and CO, (g) pressure were
find means to combat the off-site problems of AS soils,fieldexperiments were car10 2w M and less than 10"'s atom respectively. Therefore, in this condition, pyrite
ried out in two AS soils in Western Finland. In llmajoki (Sulfic Cryaquept/ Dystric
can be formed thermodynamically. Pyrite was observed in micro-morphological
Cambisol, 47 m above sea level), the sulfidic materials (0.7-1% S) were below
study and incident light The pyrite was observed in x-ray diffractometer study.
200 cm of soil surface. At Mustasaari (Sulfic Cryaquept/ Thionic Gleysol, a polder
Results showed the soil of Amir-kalaye marsh would be considered as a potential
at sea level), sulfidic materials (0.9-1.2%) occurred below 110 cm. The experiacid sulfate soil. Keywords: Wetland, Pyrite formation, Guilan, Iran.
mental treatments included 1) conventional pipe drainage (control) with subsurface
pipes installed at the depth of 1-1.2 m, 2) lime filter drainage (LFD) where (15 kg
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nr') CaO was mixed with the backfill soil of the trench, 3) controlled drainage
(CD), where a high groundwater level was maintained with weirs to retard oxidaConstraints of Acid Sulfate Soils Converted from Rice to Shrimp Culture in
tion of sulfides, but no water was pumped into the drainage system from outside
Coastal Areas of Ca Mau Province, Vietnam.
sources, and 4) a combination of LFD+CD. 50-70 drainage water samples were
G. Vo Thi. Q. T. Le. T. G. Thai, Can Tho Univ.
collected from each plot in 1998-2002 at llmajoki and in 1999-2001 at Mustasaari
The high benefit gained from shrimp compared to rice has led to rapid conversion
and analyzed for pH, acidity, sulphate and total AI, at llmajoki also for dissolved
of rice to shrimp culture in saline acid sulfate soils in coastal areas in the Mekong
(filtered 0 45 um) AI The level of groundwater was also monitored. In Mustasaari,
Delta. Adverse conditions of soil and water in acid sulfate soils were considered as
the drainage waters of the control plots were very acid (mean pH 3 7, acidity II
one of factors leading to failure of shrimp cultivation and increasing poverty. This
mmol I•') and high in suIphate-S (2300 mg 1') and total AI (88 mg I'). Due to the
study compared water and soil quality of shrimp and shrimp- rice systems on alluproximity of the sulfidic materials to the soil surface, evapotranspiration during
vial, potentially acid sulfate and acid sulfate soils in Ca Mau province. The soil pH
summer was so high that even CD could not keep the sulfides submerged, resulting
of potentially acid sulfate and acid sulfate soils in saline areas ranged from 7 0-7.4,
in large amounts of acidic solutes Thus, the experimental treatments did not markbut dropped rapidly to 4.5 when the soil dried during land preparation. By contrast,
edly improve the quality of drainage waters In llmajoki, the drainage waters of the
the pH of alluvial soil in saline areas was about 7 5 There was no significant drop
control plots were less acidic (average pH 4 3, acidity 3.9 mmol 1'), and lower in
1
in pH below this value when the soil dried. Soil organic matter content increased
sulphate-S (440 mg I') and total Al (20 mg I , all of which was dissolved). Both
gradually only in potentially acid sulfate soils Exchange sodium percentage and
LFD and CD, and particularly their combination (LFD+CD) substantially increased
Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) values were determined below 15 in shrimp- rice
pH and decreased the concentration of dissolved AI CD was quite successful subsystems of acid sulfate soils. For the shrimp system in potentially acid sulfate soil
merging the sulfides, which were deep in the soil profile, and LFD had an additional
and alluvial soil, the SAR ranging from 17-25 was obtained, indicated of soil sodifieffect neutralizing the water. Where sulfidic materials are close to the soil surface,
cation Water alkalinity was ranged from 58-70 mgCaCO, 1'. This value was below
the tested treatments were not successful in improving drainage water quality. Stopthe optimum level for shrimp growth during the first half shrimp culture period.
ping drainage and re-establish the native high water table may be the only economiHydrogen sulfide reach a range of 0.03-0.71 ppm which was harmful for shrimp
cally feasible way to reduce the environmental loading from these soils Instead, in
growth Highest level of H,S was found in acid sulfate soil. Water salinity varied
soils where sulfides are deeper, the LFD, CD and especially LFD+CD are potential
in large extent (from 6ppt- 37 ppt). Dissolved nitrogen in water ranged from 0.2means to combat the adverse off-site effects. Fortunately, these kind of AS soils
0 4 ppm Phosphorus available in water was low ranging from 0 01- 0.04 ppm
constitute the majority in Finland
This low nutrient status was a factor related to low chlorophyll-a content and low
natural food in water column Other factors as biological oxygen demand, chemical
oxygen demand, dissolved oxygen content were in an optimum level for shrimp
39-5
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Keywords: acid sulfate soils, potentially acid sulfate soils, shrimp-rice and shrimp
system.
Ecotoxicological Assessment of Acid Sulfate Soils Using Daphnia Carinata.
C. Lin. South China Agricultural Univ.
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Investigation of Sulfidic Sediments in a Coastal Lake Impacted by Urban
Development.
B. Powell. Dept of Natural Resources; L. Sullivan, R. T. Bush, E. Burton, Southern
Cross Univ.
Lake Coombabah is a 2 km2, shallow, turbid estuarine system, surrounded by
urbanized development situated within the Gold Coast Broadwater tidal system
on the east coast of Australia; it is one of the fastest growing urban areas in the
developed world 5 The region is an example of a system that demands urgent
attention to the relationship between the environment and sustained development
The western shores of the Lake are heavily urbanised as is the upper catchment
Point and non-point source pollutants enter the system from urban sources (such as
runoff from residential and commercial areas), acid sulfate soil disturbance, waste
disposal, and municipal and industrial discharges. Residential developments in the
area may affect the lake's sediment and water quality through their construction and
post construction phases including; increased sediment loads from erosion during
construction and accelerated urban run-off In addition the low lying estuarine
deposits surrounding the lake are known to contain acid sulfate soil layers and have
experienced varying levels of lower intensity disturbance such as the construction
of infrastructure (roads, pipes, a sewage treatment plant) and golf courses. The
sediments of Lake Coombabah were investigated to determine if urbanisation and
soil disturbance had affected the rate of sediment accumulation, the nature of their
sulfidic component and any associated environmental implications for the health
of the lake, a protected fisheries habitat. Lake sediments were sampled and tested
for heavy metal levels, the level and nature of sulfides present and geochemical
interactions associated with organic matter, pH and redox status. Results are provided on radiocarbon dated shells, implied sedimentation rates, Immediate Sediment Oxygen Demand (ISOD) determinations and levels of heavy metals, organic
carbon, chromium reducible sulfur, acid volatile sulfides and sulfur. Stability field
diagrams for the Fe-S system in different parts of the lake are presented Interpretations are made in terms of their implications for the water quality of the lake
and the impacts of urbanisation. The authors wish to acknowledge the Cooperative
Research Centre for Coastal Zone, Estuary and Waterway Management for their
financial support and encouragement.

Filter cake, a muddy residual from sugarcane manufacture, has been produced about
tens of thousands of tons per year from each sugar factory in the Mekong Delta
This by-product has been deposited in enormous heap where it released organic
liquid causing foul smell and death of fishes and plants in surrounding areas. Filter cake was composted in mixing with sugarcane bagasses to produce organic
fertilizer in order to solve the problem of environmental pollution and to apply
back to sugarcane for growth promotion. Sugarcane has been an important crop on
acid sulphate soils in the Mekong Delta because of its tolerance to acidity and AI
toxicity. This study evaluated the possibility of using filter cake compost to reduce
soil Al-toxicity and chemical fertilizers for sustainable sugarcane production on
acid sulphate soils. Pot trial with application of filter cake compost to sugacane
on acid sulphate soils showed that active aluminium species as water extractable
and exchangeable Al reduced significantly with the increasing amounts of compost
applied. Part of active AI after application of compost might enter into complexed
forms of organic matters or insoluble forms with phosphates, which were not able
extracted even by Cu2+. Considerable reduction of active soil AI in pot trial after
application of compost increased root length density of sugarcane. Application of
this compost to sugarcane on acid sulphate soil in twofieldcrops showed no effects
on reduction of Al toxicity and increase of yield. The most reason likely related to
frequent supply of water containing soluble Al through soil capillaries from sulfuric layer that neutralized the effects of compost. Keywords: sugarcane filter cake,
compost, Al toxicity, water extractable Al, exchangeable Al, acid sulphate soil, root
length density.
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A proposed Sequential Extraction Method for Metals Optimized for Acid
Sulfate Soil Materials.
S. Claff. E. Burton. L. Sullivan. R. T. Bush. Southern Cross Univ.
Acid sulfate soils are an issue of international concern. Globally they are estimated
to affect 24 million ha. Little work has been done on metal behavior in acid sulfate
soils especially in Australia. Metals potentially raise a number of issues in the use
and remediation of acid sulfate soils, however current risk assessment and management of these soils deals with acidity production only. To adequately manage the
metal contamination risk some understanding of metal mobility and availability
is required. Total metal analyses give little indication of the potential mobility of
the metals, and little understanding of how mobility can change under different
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remediation or management practices Mobility is strongly linked to solid-phase
Modeling, Measurement of Acidity Transport from Drained Acid Sulfate
associations and so sequential extractions are a useful tool to understand geochemiSoils.
cal processes. By using a sequence of reagents, operationally defined fractions can
F. J. Cook. D. W. Rassam. CSIRO Land and Water; T. A. Gardner, Queensland Dept
be determined, that reflect the potential mobility and bioavailability of the metals
of Natural Resources and Mines; G. D. Car/in, CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems.
stored in the soil We examine 7-step sequential extraction for metal association and
mobility in acid sulfate soil materials. The notable feature of this proposed sequenAcid Sulfate Soils (ASS) occur mainly in low lying coastal areas These areas
tial extraction procedure is that it has been optimised for acid sulfate soil materials.
although often swampy are flat and have a climate which is attractive to agricultural
In particular the method will quantify metals bound in the 'sulfidic' fraction: in
and other uses by humans Their swampy nature means that they are often drained
many sequential extraction methods for soils and sediments, the sulfidic-associwhich leads to the oxidation of pyrite within them and the generation of acidity
ated metal fraction is not able to be determined separately. The method needs to be
(Cook et al., 2004) This acid can react with alumina-silicate clays in the soil and
applicable to a wide range of acid sulfate soil materials (varying from marine gels
other compounds within the soil to produce reserve or stored acidity. The mechato peats) as well as soil materials with differing metal loads. The method described
nisms for transport of acidity from ASS are via two major pathways; surface runoff
here will be used to help determine environmental risk assessment and subsequent
and groundwater flow The proportion of acid discharge via either mechanism will
management of acid sulfate soil materials The results and implications for managedepend on the soil, antecedent conditions, topographical and climatic properties of
ment are discussed.
the site. Acid salts can accumulate at or near the soil surface during a drying period
due to evaporation of water from the soil surface. These salts will become dissolved
during the next rainfall event and if the intensity of this exceeds the soils infiltration
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capacity this will lead to runoff which contains these acid salts. Such behavior is
Fractionation and Extractability of Sulfur, Iron and Trace Elements in Sulfidic
likely to occur in tropical climates where the storm intensity and frequency is great.
When the rainfall rate is less than the infiltration capacity, the acid is likely to be
Wetland Soils.
transported back into the soil The other major mechanism for acid discharge via
E. Burton, R. T. Bush, L. A. Sullivan. Southern Cross Univ.
surface runoff is on sloping or undulating landscapes Here the acidic groundwater
Pyrite and other reactive iron-sulfide minerals are important to trace element
flow can intercept the soil surface at points in the landscape and this water can
behavior in many wetlands These minerals provide sinks for potentially toxic trace
discharge via surface runoff into drains. This occurs when the storage capacity of
elements that are introduced from anthropogenic and natural sources. The bioavailthe soil is full at this point in the landscape. Groundwater discharge to drains will
ability and potential mobility of trace elements in wetland soils is therefore largely
occur when rainfall or irrigation cause the watertable to rise above the water level
determined by the geochemical cycling of key Fe and S fractions We examined Fe
in the drains. This groundwater will carry with it acid salts that are dissolved in the
and S fractionation, and the related extractability of selected trace elements (As,
water The major components of this acidity can often be due to the metallic salts
Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn) in wetland soils adjacent to a former municipal land(Cook et al., 2000) Rassam et al (2002) and Rassam and Cook (2002) using the
fill in eastern Australia. The soil profiles were strongly reducing (Eh < -120 mV)
HYDRUS-2D model showed that acid discharge results from acidity close to the
and contained moderately high concentrations of pore-water sulfide (200 - 600
drain, with replenishment of this acidity from further a field later in the drainage
umol/L) and acid-volatile sulfide (AVS; 9 9 - 129 umol/g). Pyrite-S concentraprocess. Johnston et al. (2004) showed that preferential pathways were a major
tions
increased with depth, attaining concentrations as high as 251- 669 umol/g.
pathway for drainage from some soils Wilson et al (1999) showed that the major
The
Degree of Sulfidisation was generally high (> 80%), indicating that Fe may
acidity from the soil only occurred when the water level in the drains dropped to
be limiting pyrite accumulation. The ratios of AVS to pyrite-S increased with sedibelow the soil surface and groundwater flow occurred Here we will use a combinament depth, as expected for the pyritisation of solid-phase AVS. This conversion
tion of modeling and measurements to describe the various mechanisms for acid
of AVS to pyrite-S is expected to profoundly influence the fate of AVS-bound trace
discharge from ASS We will use these to derive some tools that may be useful in
elements Cadmium, Pb and Zn extractability in 1 M HCl indicated that these eledetermining the proportion of each pathway.
ments are not significantly sequestered during pyritization, whereas sequestration
may be important for As, Cu and possibly Ni. Extractability trends for Cr suggest
that diagenesis in sulfidic soils may enhance Cr reactivity Overall, replacement of
39-10
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AVS by pyrite during diagenesis may enhance the reactivity of Cd, Cr, Pb and Zn,
Application of Compost from Sugarcane Filter Cake to Alleviate AI Toxicity
whereas As, Cu and possibly Ni may be rendered less reactive.
and to Improve Sugarcane Production on Acid Sulfate Soils.
V. M. Duong. Cantho Univ; T. G. Vo. Cantho Univ; M. D. Nguyen, Cantho Univ:
T. K.P. Nguyen. Cantho Univ.
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Micromorphology and ( hemicaK omposition of Naturally Occurring Jarosite
in Coastal Floodplain Acid Sulfate Soils from Eastern Australia.
N. R. Toppler, R. T. Bush. L. A. Sullivan, Centre for Acid Sulfate Soil Research.
Southern Cross University.
Recent research has suggested that secondary mineral deposits, such as jarosite.
may be useful indicators of the weathering environment of soil landscapes.
Although the presence of jarosite is often reported in Acid Sulfate Soils (ASS), little research has been done on its behavior within ASS It is recognized that jarosite
is a 'store' of acidity, slowing down acid release into the soil and hence reducing acid export However, the significance of jarosite as a 'source' of acidity as it
breaks down within an ASS has yet to be determined The purpose of this research
is to characterize naturally occurring jarosites in ASS, to provide background data
for ongoing research into its properties and impact Natural jarosite accumulations
were extracted by hand from ASS material Synthetic jarosite was prepared for
comparison with natural samples Samples were analyzed by XRD for identification, chemical content by aqua regia digestion and ICP-OES, crystallinity and
micromorphology using analytical scanning electron microscopy. Electrical conductivity, soluble and exchangeable pit. basic cations and metals were measured
using a 1:5 jarosite solution ratio and ICP-OES analysis Readily available acidity
was obtained as titratable actual acidity. The data indicates variability in micromorphology and chemical properties, particularly Na+ and K+ contents and mean
crystal diameter The implications of these results to jarosite formation and stability
behavior are discussed.

peds Recent research has demonstrated that schwertmannite is a labile source of
iron, sulfate and acidity, and may be the major mineral phase controlling water
quality in these landscapes We report experimental evidence that schwertmannite may also have an important role in the contemporary sulfur cycle, particularly
sulfur reduction and accumulation of Monosulfidic-Black-Ooze (MBO). In-vitro
anaerobic incubations were undertaken over 203 days to examine the influence of
naturally occurring schwertmannite precipitates on the reduction and precipitation
of sulfur Four treatments, incorporating combinations of drain water, vegetation
and naturally occurring schwertmannite were used Sampling and analysis occurred
on day 0, 13, 100 and 203 Measurements included pH, Eh, EC, Iron; ferrous,
dissolved and total, sulfur; hydrogen sulfide. Acid Volatile Sulfur (AVS), Chromium Reducible Sulfur (CRS), and elemental sulfur, dissolved and total metals
and cations. Schwertmannite was characterized by Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) & Energy Dispersive X-ray micro-analysis (EDX), powder X-ray Diffraction (XRD), LECO, Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy
(ICP-OES) and Fourier Transform InfraRed (FT1R). Schwertmannite effectively
moderated pH and Eh Both pH and Eh are known to control the kinetics of sulfur mineralization Schwertmannite appears to enhance the formation of Reducible Inorganic Sulfur (R1S) (AVS, pyrite and elemental sulfur) This was evident
in both the quantity and kinetics of sulfide accumulation in this experiment The
data suggests that schwertmannite moderates sulfur mineralization and promotes
an increased formation of MBO in Actual Acid Sulfate Soils (AASS) landscapes.
The presence of schwertmannite and its effect on the sulfur cycle have implications
for land management and water quality
39-16
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Sulfur Isotope Ratios Applied to Acid Sulfate Soil Materials.
C. A. Maher. L. A. Sullivan. R. T. Bush. Centre for Acid Sulfate Soil Research.
This study represents the first comprehensive investigation into the use of stable
sulfur isotope ratios in Acid Sulfate Soils (ASS). Samples representing both contemporary and ancient sulfide formations were collected from a variety of ASS
including coastal and inland sediments and monosulfidic black ooze The isotopic
composition of the acid volatile sulfur, chromium reducible sulfur and soluble sulfate fractions were determined Each of the fractions recorded a wide variation in
5,4S values. The AVS fraction displayed 5"S values that ranged between -19.0%o
and +16.8V while the CRS fraction ranged from -28.6%o to +14.4%«. 5,4S of the
soluble sulfate fraction varied between -16.4%o and +29.1%o. In many of the ASS
examined, similarities between the 5'4S of the sulfide and sulfate fractions indicated
the primary source of sulfate was derived from the oxidation of sulfides At one
coastal site, this process was contributing to the isotopic composition of the sulfate
in the fresh water overlying the site This resulted in the sulfate having an isotopic
signature well outside the range previously given for freshwater sulfate. In future
studies this research may be used to determine the contribution the oxidation of ASS
is making to the sulfate concentration in surface and groundwaters or to identify
sites of sulfide oxidation In geological and sedimentary studies, fractionation of
the sulfide is calculated from a known seawater sulfate value (~20.6%o). At many of
the sites examined in this study however, the degree of seawater influence was limited, non-existent or unknown and sulfate was supplied from other sources For this
reason, fractionation was also calculated from the soluble sulfate, as this is likely to
be more indicative of the precursor sulfate source. The results indicated that applying a known seawater sulfate value led to the degree of fractionation being overestimation on many of the coastal sites and underestimated on some of the inland
sites. At sites where the influence of seawater was identified, the S^S of the soluble
sulfate was still found to be below the known seawater sulfate value due to the
effect of bioturbation and tidal activity For these reasons, it was concluded that the
isotopic composition of the soluble sulfate should, where possible, be determined
and that this value be used to calculate the degree of fractionation in preference to
applying a known seawater sulfate value The classification of a system as open or
closed with respect to sulfate supply adopted for many geological and sedimentary
studies is based mainly on seawater being the precursor sulfate source Given contemporary ASS varied in their source of precursor sulfate, this classification system
was found to be unsuitable and a new system proposed The proposed classification
system is based on the fractionation between the soluble sulfate (considered to
be more indicative of the precursor sulfate source) and the sulfide and recognizes
the dynamic nature of many ASS environments. An important feature of the new
classification system is that it allows the classification of non-seawater influenced
landscapes Given the procedure to extract sulfides and sulfates for isotope analysis
is relatively simplistic, the cost of the analysis is comparable to other standard
laboratory tests and the quality of the information received, it was concluded that
sulfur isotope ratios are a valuable tool to help understand environmental processes
occurring in ASS landscapes.
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The Influence of Naturally Occurring Schwertmannite on Sulfur Biomineralization in Coastal Acid Sulfate Soils Landscapes.
S. P. Henderson. L. A. Sullivan. R. T. Bush. E. D. Burton. Centre for Acid Sulfate
Soils Research (CASSR).
In acid sulfate soil affected landscapes the iron oxide mineral schwertmannite (Fe
(OH) 5,(SO) ) is often abundant, forming coatings on ground surfaces and soil
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Conversion of Naturally Occurring Schwertmannite to Hematite by Controlled
Heating: Implications for Soluble Acidity and Titratable Actual Acidity.
S. P. Henderson. L. A. Sullivan. R. T. Bush. E. D. Burton. Centre for Acid Sulfate
Soils Research (CASSR).
Naturally occurring schwertmannite (Fe^OHj^SO,),^), a result of acid sulfate
soils (ASS) oxidation and severe acidification, has been Identified as a labile source
of iron, sulfate and acidity. Schwertmannite forms surface accumulations on coastal
flood plains of eastern Australia These flood plains are subject to wild fire events
and fire-stick farming practices. Four samples of naturally occurring schwertmannite, from New South Wales coastal catchments, were converted to hematite by
controlled heating Complete conversion of schwertmannite to hematite (a-Fe203)
occurred after exposure to temperatures of >500"C. The unheated schwertmannite
and corresponding hematite samples were analysed for soluble acidity and Titratable Actual Acidity (TAA). In addition to acidity, the samples were measured for
pH, EC and dissolved and total metals and cations The schwertmannite and hematite samples were characterised by Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) & Energy
Dispersive X-ray micro-analysis (EDX), powder X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), LECO,
inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) and Fourier
Transform InfRared (FTIR) The hematite presented as a pseudomorph after schwertmannite The schwertmannite contain appreciable amounts of soluble acidity and
titratable actual acidity The hematite contained no acidity measurable as soluble
acidity and or titratable actual acidity. Theoretical acid loads have been calculated
and the environmental implications of fire in areas containing schwertmannite
accumulations are discussed This study provides the first evidence of schwertmannite transformation to hematite as a result of wild fire events and therefore presents
an original and significant insight into the iron cycle in ASS landscapes.
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Developing Australian Standards for Analysis of Acid Sulfate Soil—A Step
Towards International Standards.
A. E. McElnea. C. R. Ahem. G. Barry. Queensland Department of Natural
Resources and Mines: S. Dobos. Dobos & Associates: L. A. Sullivan. Centre for
Acid Sulfate Soil Research. Soulhern Cross Univ
Acid Sulfate Soil (ASS) and sediments have a worldwide distribution, occurring
extensively in low-lying areas adjoining coastal and brackish waters. Increasingly,
such areas are being subject to agricultural, aquacultural and urban development
pressures, with drainage and other disturbances causing oxidation of iron sulfides,
leading to severe acidification of soil and water, and concomitant environmental
problems Effective management of these soils is predicated on accurate estimation
of their net acid producing potential, which is reliant on appropriate and repeatable
laboratory analysis of these often complex and highly variable materials While the
reduced inorganic sulfur content of unoxidised sediments can be assessed by a single determination, such as that provided by the chromium reducible sulfur method,
a suite of analytical techniques is needed to analyze, characterize and eventually
manage ASS that have started to acidity and produce a variety of oxidation products
Prior to the development of laboratory methods guidelines for ASS, commercial
and government laboratories and researchers used a wide variety of methods and
approaches to analyze ASS. leading to variable results, confusion for industry and
regulators, and poor environmental management outcomes In order to overcome
this uncertainty, a set of guidelines detailing routine methods for use by commercial
and government laboratories in Australia have been developed and agreed upon
These methods marry the best aspects of historical approaches to analysis with
the latest scientific research During the development of these laboratory methods,
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drafts were circulated to over 180 interested scientists and laboratories in Australia and overseas with many of the responses being incorporated in the guidelines
The methods are contained in the current version of the Acid Sulfate Soils Laboratory Methods Guidelines on the Queensland Department of Natural Resources
and Mines website (http://www.nrm.qld.gov.au/land/ass) and are free to download.
The Guidelines document two decision-tree-based approaches for assessing the net
acid producing potential of acid sulfate soils—the Suspension Peroxide Oxidation
Combined Acidity and Sulfur (SPOCAS) suite and the Chromium Reducible Sulfur
suite Both these approaches are applicable to the analysis of the spectrum of acid
sulfate soils, including highly acidic, oxidized jarositic samples, reduced samples
and self-neutralizing sulfidic soils containing shell or other carbonates That is, the
suites allow for the determination of potential acidity, actual acidity, retained acidity and acid neutralizing capacity components in acid sulfate soil samples. From
the laboratory results obtained, values for these components are substituted into the
appropriate formula, permitting an acid base account (ABA) to be prepared This
allows prediction of net acidity, calculation of appropriate ameliorant application
rates and most importantly assessment of risk, leading to better planning and management. The Guidelines are currently being redrafted in a format compatible with
Australian Standards This process is being conducted under the auspices of the
Standards Australia Committee EV-009-02-01 whose contribution to the process is
gratefully acknowledged As part of the process of method standardization, six soil
samples have been prepared and distributed to laboratories for analysis as part of a
sample exchange program. If the methods are approved as Australian Standards, it
is intended to pursue their development as ISO or other international standards
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L.A.Sullivan
Schwertmannitic Coatings on Subsoil Macropores of Coastal Acid Sulfate
Soil Landscapes in Eastern Australia and Implications for Groundwater
Geochemistry.
L. A. Sullivan, Y. Cabot, R. Bush, E. Burton, Southern Cross Univ
Schwertmannite (Fe8(OH)5.5(S04)1.25) has recently been found to be the dominant mineral of iron precipitate accumulations from surface environments surrounding waterways (e.g. the sides of drains, and soil surface horizons) in acid sulfate soil landscapes in eastern Australia (Sullivan and Bush, 2004). In this study the
yellowish-brown, orange-brown, and reddish-brown coatings on macropores (such
as channels and planar pores) in 21 subsoil layers all located within acid sulfate soil
'hotspots' in eastern Australia, were isolated and examined by both XRD and SEMEDS to determine if schwertmannite was present. This examination determined
that schwertmannite was detected in these coatings in 14 of these 21 subsoil layers.
The finding that schwertmannite is common in the acid sulfate subsoils within acid
sulfate soil hotspots has implications for the behavior of these soil materials and
in particular the properties of groundwater in these soil layers. Surficial accumulations of schwertmannite in similar acid sulfate soil landscapes have been shown to
exert a strong influence on the geochemistry of surface waters (Sullivan and Bush
2004). Research presented here indicates that the presence of macropore coatings
of schwertmannite in the acid sulfate subsoil layers within these landscapes can
similarly exert a strong influence on the geochemistry of groundwaters. Interestingly, the World Reference Base (1998) has included the presence of "yellowishbrown schwertmannite mottles" as a defining feature of sulfuric subsoil horizons
However, the results here indicate that schwertmannite can exhibit a wide range
of colors from yellowish-browns through to reddish-browns when located as coatings in the subsoils of such acid sulfate soil landscapes. Schwertmannite exhibited
a similar a wide range of colors in the surficial schwertmannite accumulations in
these landscapes (Sullivan and Bush 2004) These results further emphasize the
conclusions of Scheinost and Schwertmann (1999) that color is not suitable property to identify schwertmannite due to I) schwertmanite's high color variability and
2) schwertmanite's similar average colors to those other iron precipitate minerals
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T K. Tinh
The Reduction Rates of Fe and S042" in Some Acid Sulphate Soils in Southern
Vietnam.

T. K. Tinh. Dept of Soil Science, Agronomy Faculty, Can Tho Univ; S. I. Nilsson,
Dept of Soil Sciences, Swedish Univ of Agricultural Sciences; I. Öborn, Dept. of
Soil Sciences.
The understanding of reduction/oxidation processes in acid sulphate soils (ASS) is
of major importance for the design of proper land management, especially in relation to potential soil toxicity due to high concentrations of Fe (II), Al or H,S. To
identify the key factors influencing (I) the reduction rate of iron, and (2) the" interaction between Fe and sulphate reduction, a laboratory experiment was conducted.
Samples from A (A samples) and B (B samples) horizons of four Sulfaquepts from
the Mekong Delta of Vietnam were incubated for a total duration of 135 days at
28" C with either (I) limited oxygen supply (a 8 ppm 0>, at start) or (2) 'no oxygen' supply. The soil solution was analysed for pH, redox potential (Eh), dissolved
organic carbon (DOC), dissolved Fe and SO2^. In addition, exchangeable Fe, as
well as Fe, which had precipitated after reoxidation at the soil solution-air interface,
was analysed. The initial formation rate of dissolved Fe(II) was used as an estimate of the reduction rate. Under 'no oxygen' conditions the Fe reduction rate of
A samples was faster than under limited oxygen supply. Sulphate reduction started
after 20 days (incubation under 'no oxygen' supply), while no sulphate reduction
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was detected with limited oxygen supply after 75 days. B samples showed slow
reduction rates compared to A samples and no sulphate reduction was detected.
DOC was found to be the most important factor for the Fe reduction rate in the
soil DOC declined while soluble and exchangeable Fe increased, indicating that
soluble organic matter was used as a substrate for Fe reducing microorganisms. The
amount of Fe reduced during the incubation (water soluble + exchangeable + reprecipitated) was estimated for the B samples in the limited oxygen supply treatment.
In one case more than 100 % of oxalate-extractable Fe was reduced, indicating that
some crystalline Fe oxides (extractable with dithionite) were reduced as well. Fe
diffusion to the water surface followed by Fe oxidation and H production delayed
sulphate reduction Our results indicate that thorough soil preparation such as harrowing and puddling may produce unfavourable conditions for rice cultivation in
acid sulphate soils due to dense soil packing, resulting in a slow Fe diffusion rate
Management practices which increase the aeration of the soils are recommended
including soil tillage as well as selection of rice varieties with a high radial oxygen
loss in the rhizosphere. Keywords: Mekong Delta, Vietnam, acid sulphate soil,
reduction rate, sulphate, iron, dissolved organic carbon (DOC).
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M. H. Nguyen
Pollution of Some Toxic Metals (AI, As, Cd, Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni, Pb, Zn)) in canal
water leached out from Acid Sulphate Soils in the Mekong Delta-Vietnam in
Relation To Available Concentration of These Metals in Soils.
M. H. Nguyen. T. C. Huynh. K. T. Tran. Cantho Univ.
It has been known that water leached out from actual Acid Sulphate Soil (ASS)
acidified water in canals in ASS areas However, the leaching of toxic metals from
ASS in the Mekong Delta-Vietnam is poorly known and the amounts of these toxic
metals in soils have not been studied. This study aims at (1) assessing pH and
amounts of 9 toxic metals (AI, As, Cd, Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni, Pb, Zn) in first, second, and
third-order canals and in ground water in seven canal systems in severe (SASS),
moderate (MASS) and potential ASS (PASS) in the beginning of the rainy season in
ASS Long Xuyen Quadrangle in the Mekong Delta, in comparison to those in three
non-ASS areas, and (2) quantifying amount of Cu, Fe, Mn, and Zn extracted by
0.05M NH4-EDTA in B and C horizons and its relations to concentration in water.
Results showed that pH of canal water was low in the order of SASS < MASS
< PASS < non-ASS, and was very low (2.6-3.2) in the third-order (the smallest
canal), low (3.5-5.2) in second-order (the intermediate canal) and high (5.8-6.4) in
the first-order canals (the largest canal). Average concentration of AI (40.2 mg/l),
Cu (30.8 ug/1), Fe (54.2 mg/I), Mn (2.9 mg/l), Ni (109.9 (ug/l), Zn (0.5 mg/l) in
third-order canal water were highest in the SASS and MASS in comparison to
PASS and non-ASS soils. The concentration of Al, Cd, Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni, and Zn in
the first, second and the third-order canal in severe ASS was 17 - 296, 5 -37, 2-12,
11-176, 17-50, 12 - 233, and 4 - 5 4 times higher than those in non-ASS, respectively. Concentration of Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni and Zn in ground water, however, was
varied. Concentration of As, and Pb was found not related to the occurrence of ASS
because its concentration in ground water table in non-ASS was even higher than
in ASS. In the soils where the third-order canal located, average surface soil pH
was low in SASS (3.9) and in MASS (4.1) and higher in PASS (4.2) and non-ASS
(5 4). Average soil pH of the oxidized B horizons was also very low in SASS (2.9),
in MASS (3.5) and low in PASS (4) and non-ASS (4.4) Average fresh soil pH of
the reduced C horizon was low in SASS (3.4) and MASS. The parent material of
C horizons is all pyritic materials because its pH after oxidizing by H,0 3 dropped
below 2. Average Cu (NH4-EDTA) concentration of air-dried soil in B horizon and
of fresh soil in C horizon in ASS and non-ASS group was comparable, varied from
6.0 to 9.4 mg/kg and from 3.2 to 5.2, respectively; except for high Cu(NH4-EDTA)
in PASS (12 4 mg/kg). Concentrations of Cu in the third-order canal water were
found correlated with air-dried soil pH of A and B horizons and of fresh soil pH
of C horizon, but not with Cu (NH4-EDTA) concentrations in soil High Cu (NH4EDTA) concentration in PASS, however explains high Cu concentration in ground
water in this soil group. Average Fe(NH4-EDTA) concentration of air-dried soil in
B was higher in SASS and MASS (791 and 887 mg/kg) than in PASS (393 mg/
kg) and non-ASS (123 mg/kg). Similarly, Fe(NH4-EDTA) concentrations of dried
soil in C horizon were high in SASS (2323 mg/kg), MASS (2689 mg/kg), lower
in PASS (1615 mg/kg), and lowest in non-ASS (633 mg/kg), and were all higher
than Fe(NH4-EDTA) in fresh soil C horizons. The oxidation of soil samples during
air-drying decreases soil pH and increases NH4-EDTA extractable Fe, which may
explain high Fe concentration in third order canal of ASS in comparison to nonASS. In contrast to Fe, average Mn(NH4-EDTA) concentration of air-dried soil in B
horizons was lower in SASS and MASS (13.6 and 19.3 mg/kg) than in PASS (52.3
mg/kg) and non-ASS (45.6 mg/kg). Similarly, Mn (NH4-EDTA) concentrations of
dried soil in C horizon horizons were low in SASS (38 2 mg/kg), MASS (40 9 mg/
kg), higher in PASS (89 7 mg/kg), and highest in non-ASS (186 mg/kg), and were
all higher than Fe(NH4-EDTA) in fresh soil C horizons. High Mn(NH4-EDTA) in
PASS and non-ASS can explain high concentration of Mn in ground water in these
soil groups than in SASS and MASS Average Zn(NH4-EDTA) concentration of
air-dried soil in B horizons was high in SASS and MASS (10.9 and 7 3 mg/kg)
than in PASS (5.8 mg/kg) and non-ASS (4.1 mg/kg), and similarly for fresh soil
in C horizons in SASS (28.3 mg/kg), MASS (17 mg/kg), PASS (14.2 mg/kg), and
non-ASS (16 6 mg/kg) High Zn concentration in third-order canal water in SASS
than in other soils therefore can be explained by high NH4-EDTA extractable Zn in
B and C horizons.
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Results of the study clearly showed that ASS is a source of contamination of AI, Cd,
Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni, Zn to water environment, and amounts of Cu, Fe. Mn, Zn extracted
by 0.05M NHj-EDTA in B and C horizons were related to either the concentration
of these metals in third-order canal water or in ground water. Further drainage, reclamation of severe ASS for crop cultivation should now be seriously considered.
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C A . Mäher
A Comparison Between a Laboratory Chromium Reducible Sulfur Technique
and a Reduced Inorganic Sulfur Analyzer for the Determination of Reduced
Inorganic Sulfur in Acid Sulfate Soils.
C. A. Maher, L. A. Sullivan. K. Geoff, Centre for Acid Sulfate Soil Research.
Effective management of Acid Sulfate Soils (ASS) relies on an accurate quantitative assessment of the Reduced Inorganic Sulfur (RIS) content of the soil. The
RIS content is used to identify ASS, to determine the potential acidity risk and
to calculate the liming requirement. RIS analysis must be capable of delivering a
suitably high degree of accuracy and precision. The method currently approved by
the Acid Sulfate Soil Management Advisory Committee for the determination of
RIS is the Chromium Reducible Sulfur (CRS) method This method relies on the
reduction of inorganic sulfur in a hot acidic chromous chloride solution Evolved
H,S is then carried in nitrogen gas and trapped in a zinc acetate trapping solution
as zinc sulfide. This solution is then titrated with iodine Recently another method
for determining R1S has been developed The Reduced Inorganic Sulfur Analyzer
(RISA) operates on a similar principal to the CRS method in that inorganic sulfur
is reduced in an acidic chromous chloride solution. The method differs, however,
in that evolved H,S is measured by a gas detector rather than being fixed in trapping solution. The RISA has several advantages over conventional CRS techniques
including field portability, real time analysis, digital graphic display, lower reagent
requirements and an internal quality control procedure. The aim of this study was
to compare the accuracy and precision of the RISA to the currently accepted CRS
method under controlled laboratory conditions. Sodium thiosulfate, crushed pyrite
in talcum powder and an ASS material were compared as reference materials. In
addition, the accuracy of the internal quality control procedure was examined. This
involved trapping the evolved H,S gas in zinc acetate trapping solution after it had
passed though the gas detector. The trapping solution was then titrated according to
the CRS method. Samples were collected from 6 ASS environments on the North
Coast of NSW using a Russian D-Section corer. Replicate cores were placed in
thick plastic bags and combined into a composite. Samples were then dried and
ground in a ring mill grinder for 1 minute. Each sample was analyzed 5 times by the
CRS method and 5 times by the RISA method. The results indicate that the RISA
is both accurate and precise if an appropriate reference standard is used. Use of
sodium thiosulfate, resulted in the RISA only achieving an average of 66% of the
RIS recovered by the CRS technique. This meant a correction factor of 1.509 was
necessary to improve the accuracy of the RISA results. When the crushed pyrite in
talcum powder was used as the reference material the RISA recovered an average
of 91.1% of the RIS detected by CRS. This reduced the correction factor to 1.1.
The use of an ASS material as a standard, however allowed the RISA to achieve
a recovery equal to the CRS without the need for a correction factor The titration
of the RISA trapping solution as an internal quality control method also produced
consistent results with an average recovery of 94.8%. This study concluded the
RISA is capable of delivering the degree of accuracy and precision required in RIS
determination, providing an appropriate reference material is used It also found
that titrating the trapping solution provided an accurate internal quality assurance
check, a feature unique to the RISA.
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E Tnegel
Weathering of Acid-Sulfate Clays ("Cat Clays") and Its Impacts in Landfill
Situations.
E. Triegel. Triegel & Associates. Inc.
Marine deposits of clays which originate in sulfide-rich brackish environments are
known to develop acidic conditions under oxidizing conditions in the presence of
certain species of bacteria. The two study sites in this investigation were being used
for municipal landfill operations and were found to have clays as either part of the
deposits encountered or as imported material for liners or covers. The clays were
considered highly desirable for landfill use due to their fine-grained texture and
high plasticity The study was initiated to address problems with the generation of
acidic runoff from the stockpiled clay materials Other concerns were also found to
exist in the longevity of the monitoring wells, particularly in terms of the stability
of the grout scaling materials in the wellbores. Based on the depositional environment of the clay and the geochemical nature of the runoff, it was hypothesized that
the source of the acidity was the presence of reduced sulfur which susequently
oxidized after the clays were exposed to oxygen. Such exposure occurred during
excavation and stockpiling of the clays for liner and cover material, and in the introduction of oxygen during the well drilling, purging and sampling activities. A fourprong approach was taken to confirm that this hypothesis adequately explained the
existing conditions. A culturing of well water samples and colorimetric testing of
the culture was conducted to determine the presence of pyrite-oxidizing bacteria.
The chemistry of the ground water (particularly sulfates, pH and dissolved salts)
was compared to the nature of the strata encountered during drilling and intersecting the screened intervals in the well Observations were made of the surface.

oxidized clays for the appearance of secondary surfate mineral crusts and the presence of sulfur odors. Samples of these clays were were also collected and tested
for pH and lime requirements by the TEA and peroxide methods Results of the
study confirmed that the acid-sulfate clays were the source of the deterioration of
the monitoring wells and the generation of acidic runoff from the clays exposed to
oxygen. A screening protocol was developed to identify potential future problems.
This paper describes the testing methods, results of the testing and the nature of the
screening protocol.
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J E. Thomas
The Importance of Understanding Possible Chemical Interactions in the
Routine Testing Used to Assess the Acid Producing Potential and the Acid
Neutralization Potential of Soils.
J. E. Thomas. Jefferson Lab; R. S. C. Smart. University of South Australia; A.
Gerson. University of South Australia: P. Weber. Solid Energy NZ Ltd.; R.
Schumann. Levay <£ Co. Environmental Services: G. Levay. Levay & Co.
Environmental Services: S. Miller. Environmental Geochemistry International Pty.
Ltd.; W. Stewart. Environmental Geochemistry International Pty. Ltd.
Routine testing of the capacity of soils to produce or neutralize acid can produce
anomalous results. Failure to recognize such results can lead to costly over engineering or even more costly remediation. Two Australian Research Council / Australian Mining Industry Research Association projects (P387A, P387B) focused on
developing an understanding of chemical factors operating in the testing of acid
production from pyrite in mine waste and in accessing the neutralizing capacity of
naturally occurring materials. The result was improvement in test methodologies
and a greater understanding of factors which indicate that further more complex
testing may be needed. The presence of organic matter and / or non iron sulfides
were found to have significant influence on acid produced by testing using peroxide
oxidation. It was also found that pyrite morphology could have significant influence. In testing for readily available neutralization capacity, as from carbonate, the
nature of the carbonate can have a major influence on the result, Also, the presence
of framboidal pyrite can have a negative influence when determining the quantity of neutralizing material present. Modification to the design of the long used
Sobek test, can overcome these problems. Routinely used testing for carbonate
does accommodate rapid neutralization from silicate minerals but does not identify
slower sources of neutralization, as from silicate minerals. Such sources may have
significant effect in situations of low acid release and slow percolation of moisture
through the material
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D. T. Malcolm
Challenging the Conceptual Model used for Acid Sulfate Soil Mapping on the
East Coast of Australia.
D. T. Malcolm. Queensland Dept of Natural Resources and Mines; S. M Pointon.
Queensland Dept of Natural Resources and Mines; C. Ahem. Queensland Dept of
Natural Resources.
Low lying areas of the Australian coastline and many other parts of the world have
seen large areas of coastal sediment deposition during interglacial periods when sea
levels were higher than those of the present day. Favorable climatic and environmental conditions over time have led to the formation of iron sulfides within these
sediments resulting in the development of Acid Sulfate Soils (ASS). Acid sulfate
soils have been estimated to underlie approximately 2.3 million hectares of coastal
Queensland alone (Powell and Ahern 1999). Programs to identify and map acid
sulfate soils at varying scales have occurred in specific areas of coastal Queensland
since the late 1990s Work by Chappell and Shackleton (1986) has shown that sea
levels in the Australian region have been higher than present on two occasions over
the last 150 000 years. The first was during the Pleistocene Epoch approximately
130 000 years ago and the second and most recent during the Holocene Epoch
4000 to 6000 years ago. Chappell and Shackleton (1986) also showed that sea level
dropped as low as 150 metres below present during intervening glacial periods
Whilst remaining totally waterlogged, sulfidic sediments are termed Potential Acid
Sulfate Soils (PASS) When drying occurs through drainage or disturbance, iron
sulfides react with water and oxygen to produce sulfuric acid thus forming Actual
Acid Sulfate Soils (AASS). Dent (1986) describes this as being part of the "ripening" process. Acid sulfate soil ripening embraces all the physical, chemical and
biological processes whereby a freshly-deposited mud is transformed to a dry land
soil. Physical ripening essentially involves an irreversible loss of water (drying
out) In the past it was assumed for the east coast of Australia that any acid sulfate
soils which may have formed in sediments of Pleistocene age should have been
ripened to a point where they had lost much of their potential and existing acidity
(Atkinson el al 1996) Therefore during mapping programs, if substantial layers of
hard indurated sand of Pleistocene age (locally known as coffee rock) were encountered, it was assumed unnecessary to drill any deeper and the area was mapped as
non acid sulfate soil As the ASS mapping program in Queensland progressed, the
acquisition of specialized drilling equipment in the early 2000s allowed penetration of these hard coffee rock layers In the Maroochy Caloundra area of southeast Queensland's Sunshine Coast, unripe sulfidic mud was found in a number of
boreholes below indurated sand layers mapped on geological sheets as Pleistocene
age These unripe muds were certainly not spent with respect to potential acidity,
as oxidizable sulfur values as high as 18 %S were measured A possible explana-
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tion was that the coffee rock layer was of Holocene age rather than Pleistocene.
However, subsequent dating on one sample from the indurated sand layer using the
Optically Stimulated Luminescence technique (OSL) (Murray and Wintle 2000)
returned a date of 190 000 years ± 40 000 years making them clearly Pleistocene
deposits Given this discovery, the previous assumptions were discarded and areas
underlain by indurated sands (previously mapped as non acid sulfate soils) were
reinvestigated and in some cases remapped as acid sulfate soils This is particularly
important on the Sunshine Coast as canal estates and marina developments commonly disturbed to depths well below indurated sand layers. The authors wish to
thank Dr Trevor Graham and Jon Olley for their efforts on the OSL dating
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S. Claff
Chemical Characteristics of Monosulfidic Black Ooze in Northern NSW
Australia.
S. Claff, D. M. Fyfe. L. A. Sullivan. Centre for Acid Sulfate Soil Research.
Monosulfidic Black Ooze (MBO) is highly reactive and has a wide distribution in
many Acid Sulfate Soil (ASS) drainage networks in northern New South Wales,
Australia. There is little information on the chemical characteristics of these reactive sediments however; the mobility and subsequent oxidation of MBOs may pose
a significant threat to water quality In addition to their potential for deoxygenation
and acidification of waterways, the acidic conditions found in drainage channels
may result in the release of potentially toxic metals from both monosulfides (measured as Acid Volatile Sulfur (AVS) and disulfides (e.g. pyrite). Monosulfides are a
reported indicator of metal toxicity in sediments with high AVS concentrations usually correlated with a high metal content. Characterized by their distinctive black
color, MBO can be found as a reducing band, from only a few millimetres thick,
to ooze layers over 1 m in depth Their formation is thought to be controlled by the
availability of iron (Fe), sulfate (S04) and Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC) in the
pore waters This study was undertaken to determine limiting factors to monosulfide formation in ASS drainage systems. Porewater analysis indicated that none of
the usual limiting factors (e.g. sulfate, organic matter, reactive iron) were limiting
the formation of iron sulfide minerals in the MBO. The accumulation pattern of
iron sulfides was representative of a young formation and deposition environment.
Given the rapid accumulation of drain oozes, and the abundance of all the factors
required for iron sulfide formation, the kinetics of the reactions must be the limiting
factors. Whilst extremely high AVS concentrations were found (up to 6.16% S ),
the metal concentrations found were generally within current guidelines The correlation between high AVS concentration and high metal content found in previous
studies, was not evident here.
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J C Tedrow
Latitudinal Zonation of Polar Soils.

J. C. Tedrow. Rutgers Univ
Northern polar lands, once described simply as being mantled with poorly drained
soils underlain by permafrost are now known to have a multiplicity of soil conditions present. This report recognizes both tundra and polar desert soil zones in the
north, largely as depicted by Gorodkov (1939), but also adds a transitional zone
between the two, designated as subpolar desert Within each soil zone, however,
there are many local soil conditions present depending upon geologic materials,
drainage, age of the landscape, depth to the frozen soil layers, frost action, plant
cover and other related factors. Formal soil studies in southern polar lands largely
post date the World War II era Markov (1956) introduced the term cold desert
(a.k a. frigic) to characterize soils in Antarctica and the nearby islands. The cold
desert zone is recognized as a low temperature attenuation of the polar desert zone
Soils in the vicinity of the northern Antarctic Peninsula and Enderbyland, however,
have some Polar desert affinities. Islands of the southern ocean north of the ice floes
are considered to be within the maritime tundra soil zone The reason for recognizing this special soil zone is that there are virtually no typical Tundra soils present
in this sector. Numerous climatologists, plant geographers, and pedologists have
already designated this island area as maritime tundra Within the maritime tundra soil zone there are also prominent Bog soils and infrequent, poorly developed
Arctic brown soils present. 1 Gorodkov, B.N. (1939) lzv. Gosud. Geogr. Obsch
71:1516-1532. 2 Markov, KK. (1956). Vest Moskovskogo Univ., 11, Geogr. (1)
pp. 1939-1948.
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C. L. Ping

The sSate Factors of Soil Formation in Arctic Tundra.
C. L. Ping, Univ of Alaska Fairbanks Palmer Research Center; G. Michaelson.
Univ of Alaska Fairbanks Palmer Research Center; F. S. Chapin. Institute of
Biology. Univ of Alaska Fairbanks; J. Kimble. USDA-NRCS-NCSS retired: W.
Oechel. San Diego State Univ; Y. Shur. Univ of Alaska Fairbanks: C. Tarnocai.
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada: D. A. Walker. Univ ofAlaska Fairbanks.
Although the state factors of soil formation according to Jenny, including parent
material, climate, organisms, topography, and time, apply to all geographic regions,
the relative weight of each factor varies according to the specific environment
Parent materials in the Arctic vary widely from residual, colluvial, glacial, alluvial,
marine, and eolian deposits. The nature of these deposits controls soil physical
and chemical properties However, due to the low rate of weathering in the arctic
region, the primary minerals in the parent materials are least altered The climate of
the arctic region is characterized by cold ambient temperatures, short growing seasons, and the presence of permafrost. A unique characteristic of arctic soils is that
they contain large amounts of water in the form of ice. The dynamic nature of ice
formation accompanied by frost heaving and thermal contraction of frozen soils,
and melting of ice with settlement of thawing soils drive cryoturbation, resulting
in cryogenic structures at the pedon level and the formation of patterned ground
including sorted and nonsorted circles at the landscape level. The climate factor in
the Arctic limits biomass production, organic matter decomposition, and other biogeochemical processes in the soil. Biomass production decreases with increasing
latitude due to colder temperatures and decreased precipitation, resulting in comparable decreases in soil organic matter accumulation The presence of permafrost
serves as a barrier to root and water penetration. Frost heave and freeze-thaw cycle
result in cryoturbated soil and redistribution of soil organic carbon and other nutrients in the soil. In dry coarse textured soils, such as on sand dunes and well drained
ridge tops the permafrost contains insufficient ice to cause cryoturbation. In finergrained soils and on lower slope positions, saturated and reducing conditions often
occur above the permafrost due to perched water table during the growing season
Organisms contribute to the accumulation of organic matter due to the cold, wet
thus reducing conditions. Vegetation and the surface organic horizons play a critical
role in alter the thermal condition of the tundra surface thus modifying the frost boil
process. Global warming gases such as C02 and CH4 not only generated during
the growing season but also during winter when soil temperature drops far below
freezing point due to presence of unfrozen water that sustains biological activity
in the soil. Another unique characteristic of arctic soil is that elements are reduced
in the frozen state such as in the permafrost layer Topography redistributes solar
energy and moisture thus affects vegetation community in arctic tundra. Topography controls hydrology that regulates saturation and reducing conditions which in
turn affect the rate of organic matter decomposition/accumulation. In Arctic Alaska
time left its mark on soil formation in the glaciated areas where soil acidification
proceeds with the age of the age of surface In the non-glaciated Arctic Canada soil
acidity does not follow landscape age rather reflects the parent material due to the
low weathering rate under the extreme environment. The uniqueness of the state
factors of soil formation in the Artie is cryogenesis caused by ice formation in the
profile and by the underlying permafrost, and biogeochemical processes at subzero
temperatures
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F. E. Nelson
The Circumpolar Active Layer Monitoring (CALM) Network.
F E. Nelson. N. I. Shiklomanov, Univ of Delaware: K. M. Hinkel. Univ of
Cincinnati; J. Brown, lntl Permafrost Association; G. Mazhitova. Komi Science
Center. Russian Academy of Sciences.
The Circumpolar Active Layer Monitoring (CALM) program is one of several
global-change programs affiliated with the International Permafrost Association
(1PA) CALM was initiated in the early 1990s to track possible changes and trends
in the seasonally frozen ("active") layer in the permafrost regions Widespread,
large-magnitude increases in the thickness of the active layer induced by climatic
warming could liberate carbon sequestered in near-surface permafrost, create irregular topography ("thermokarst terrain") in areas of ice-rich permafrost, damage
human infrastructure on the surface, and induce pronounced ecological changes.
CALM is a hypothesis-driven program that monitors active-layer thickness and
shallow ground temperature, coordinates field experiments, and provides data for
use by investigators involved in a wide-range of cold-environment research and
modeling activities. The CALM network is currently comprised of about 125 sites
distributed throughout the Arctic, parts of Antarctica, and several mountain ranges
of the midlatitudes Efforts to expand the number and capabilities of sites in the
Southern Hemisphere (CALM-S) are underway. Instrumentation and data-acquisition methods include monitoring the soil thermal and moisture regimes with automatic data loggers, mechanical probing of the seasonally thawed layer at specified
spatial and temporal intervals, frost/thaw tubes, and a variety of instruments for
measuring frost heave and thaw subsidence. Several groups of sites have been used
to create maps of active-layer thickness, and estimates of the volume of thawed soil
at regional scales. The CALM network has also provided a large amount of data
pertaining to cryostratigraphy, cryoturbation, and soil carbon. Data obtained from
the network have been used in validation procedures for hydrological, ecological,
and climatic models, at a variety of geographic scales Data are archived at the
Frozen Ground Data Center (http://nsidc.org/fgdc/) in Boulder, Colorado CALM

Q_

is sponsored by the U.S. National Science Foundation's Office of Polar Programs.
CALM is linked with many other global-change programs through the network of
observatories known collectively as the Global Terrestrial Network for Permafrost
(GTN-P), a network under the WMO Global Climate Observing Network (GCOS)
With its sister programs Thermal State of Permafrost (TSP), Carbon Pools in Permafrost Regions (CAPP), and Arctic Coastal Dynamics (ACD), CALM forms a
comprehensive effort on the part of the International Permafrost Association to
monitor, understand, and predict the effects of environmental change in the world's
permafrost regions CALM is a major component of the IPA's coordinated program
for the International Polar Year. Detailed information about the CALM program
can be found at http://www.udel.edu/Geography/calm/.
40-4
11:25 AM
M. Drewnik
Soils of the Spitsbergen (Svalbard).
M. Drewnik, S. Skiba, Jagiellonian Univ.
The soil cover of Spitsbergen as it is in the case of other polar regions shows strong
links with the relief and lithologica! features of the bedrock as well as with texture,
humidity conditions and the intensity of weathering and cryogenic processes. The
participation of vegetation in the soil forming processes of the Spitsbergen area is
usually shown/ marked by the humus accumulation horizon which is fractured/disturbed by the cryoturbations. Only in the peatbog soils the organic horizon (histic)
is well formed although the cryoturbations are also visible there. The horizon of
most mineral soils starts with frozen rock pavement and the rest does not show
colourful diagnostic horizons It is a characteristic feature of all the Cryosols in
which the frost processes mix the soil mass and which results in the lack of the
colourful diagnostic horizons. In humid soils clay horizons are well formed and
their gray-green colour indicates strong reduction processes During the Summer
months permafrost occurs usually 30-50 deep in the clay formations (soils) and in
the sandy-loam formations deeper than 1 m. Among Spitsbergen soils the following
soils can be described: Leptosols formed on the carbonateless rocks (Geli-Lithic
Leptosols) and rendzinas formed on small carbonate rock outcrops (Geli-Rendzic
Leptosols). Such soils can be found in the non-glaciated areas of the bigger rock
massifs but also on nunataks Hyperskeleti-Gelic Leptosols cover vast areas of
both the mountain slopes and the rock pebble material of the terminal and lateral
moraines and the terraces of the coastal plains On the slopes (often of the glacis
character) cryogenic soils prevail with visible evidence of frost action and the presence of gley (Gleyi-Turbic Cryosols). Those soils have been formed usually on the
petrographically differentiated material with features indicating the dynamics of
the relief forming processes. Those are mainly redistributed solifluctional covers
with considerable depth containing material coming from detachment. The coastal
plains which are usually raised marine terraces can be characterised with different petrographical composition. The mosaic character of the alternately distributed
sediments of the former shore ridges and hollows between them is visible in the
structure of the soil cover. On the long elevations of the former storm water drains
Skeleti-Gelic Regosols prevail and in the hollows filled with small earth fraction
material frost deformed Gleyi-Turbic Cryosols occur The presence of Histic Cryosols depends on the local water conditions Bigger patches of these soils occur in
the denudations near the glacial streams and lakes. Those soils also show frost
deformations (Histic Cryosols, Turbi-Histic Cryosols, Glaci-Histic Cryosols) and
they are accompanied by cryogenic organic-mineral formations e.g. Gleyi-Histic
Cryosols On the vast areas of the marine coastal plains In the glacial river valleys
Skeleti-Gelic Fluvisols occur. The soil cover shows considerable differentiation yet
all of the soil units belong to either Gelisols category or to the Cryosol unit in the
World Reference Base for Soil Resources.

40-5
11:45 AM
N. S. Mergelov
Origin of Organic Carbon Pools in Kolyma Cryosols: Phenomenon of Organic
Carbon Impregnation in Mineral Horizons.
N. S. Mergelov. Institute of Geography. RAS.
The genesis of organic carbon profiles of loamy Cryosols formed in tundra and
open forests of Northeast Eurasia is still not clear. However as it was many times
stated these soils contain significant amount of Organic Carbon (OC). The 130 km2
area of larch open forests in the Kolyma River Lowland has become a key site to
study such carbon-rich soils at a local scale The OC pools have been estimated in
various loamy cryohydromorphic soils (Turbic, Turbi-Saprihistic, Gleyi-Turbic &
Endogleyi-Turbi-Histic Cryosols) formed at loess-icy complex sediments (edoma).
The OC densities were calculated at the depth of active layer. The estimates were
conducted separately for mineral and organic parts of profile The average carbon density in active layer of loamy cryohydromorphic soils is 15,1 kg C/m2 The
highest carbon densities have been revealed for Gleyi-Turbic & Gleyi-Turbi-Saprihistic Cryosols (30,1 kg C/m2) formed in accumulative landscape positions and
having the most thick organic horizons and also for Gleyi-Turbic Cryosols of the
fioodplain ridges (34,7 kg C/m2) The important aspect of high-latitude carbonrich soils is the proportion between OC in mineral and organic horizons. Most of
the prior data show that tundra and forest tundra of Northeast Eurasia is an area
where processes of organic matter accumulation prevail in the uppermost organic
horizons and organic matter is primarily stored at the surface in the form of peat
or raw humus. Our data show that in most cases OC density in the mineral part of
soil profiles is higher. In average more than 60% of the active layer carbon pool
is concentrated in mineral horizons The highest values of OC in mineral horizons

(OCMH) were obtained for watershed soils, e.g. Turbic, Gleyi-Turbic & OxyaquiTurbic Cryosols with 78% of OCMH There is no definite answer what are the
mechanisms of mineral profile enrichment with OC. It could possibly be the result
of the following processes: a) cryoturbations (CT); b) humus accumulation due to
root fall decomposition in situ (HAR); c) cryogenic "retinization"—migration and
accumulation of humus near the permafrost border (CR); d) inheriting the high content of OC from the soil-forming material (ISM). The analyses of OC distribution
conducted for soils of the Kolyma Lowland and some of the literature data showed
that in 45% of cases the OC distribution is nearly accumulative with maximum
at the top of mineral profile. More than a half of profiles showed the second OC
maximum: 43,3%—immediately above frozen horizon; 11,7%—in a central part of
profile The situation is generally the same for profile distribution of water-soluble
organic matter (WOM). The results obtained by UV-spectrophotometry of aqueous
extracts from fresh soil samples showed in 36,3% of profiles WOM maximum in
over-permafrost layer. The same percent of profiles revealed OC maximum in the
central part. The ratio of labile to stable OC fractions is always much higher in
contemporary soil (active layer) than in frozen soil-forming material. This fact indicates significant input of labile OC (which could be considered as WOM) into the
profile of modern soil. Thus, the cryogenic "retinization" occur. The distribution of
root biomass and carbon densities does not show noticeable correlation. The biomass has always accumulative distribution, while OC densities have various distributions. Noticeable correlation between OC distribution and types of soil, types
of organic horizons, climatic parameters is absent. The random appearance of each
OC distribution types testifies against hypothesis of pure pedogenic (CR, HAR)
origin of over-permafrost OC maximum The most apparent process responsible for
the high variety of OC profiles is cryoturbation, which is extremely heterogeneous
in space. It is evident that each organic profile is formed by combination of several
processes HAR is responsible only for OC maximum at the upper part of profile.
OC maximums in the centre of profile and over permafrost table could possible be
explained by combination of CT and CR. The input of OC from soil-forming rock
into organic profile does occur, but is not significant. The contemporary processes
of OC transformation and distribution are much more rapid The large carbon pools
in mineral profiles of high-latitude soils should become a big issue to be considered
in global change studies.

SESSION NUMBER 41

1.2B Soil System Behavior in Time—Oral
Room 108AB, First Floor (Convention Center)
41-1
1:15 PM D D . Richter
Improving the Science of Soil Change: A Proposal for the Earth Science
Community.
D. D. Richter. Duke Univ.
Long-formulated, highly significant questions remain unanswered about how
humanity is transforming the Earth's soil and critical zone. These questions are
complex as soil-forcing functions operate across multiple time and spatial scales:
we require a concept of pedogenesis that telescopes over time scales of years,
decades, centuries, and multi-millennia, and that fully recognizes the increasing
prominence of humanity as a pedogenic factor The general neglect of the human
factor in pedogenesis combined with the notable absence of an active network of
Long-Term Soil Experiments (LTSEs) directly limit understanding of decade-scale
pedology, specifically how contemporary land management, climate, and pollution are transforming the Earth's soils over time scales of a few human generations Models of soil dynamics are useful, but since soils are emergent systems that
result from high-order interactions of physics, chemistry, and biota, models are
no substitute for direct observations of soil change Moreover, due to humanity's
accruing history of impact on soil, on-going soil change is increasingly conditioned
by historic human use Pedogenic processes also operate on millennial to multi-millennial time scales, and soil change is determined by mineralogy, landform, longrunning climates, and many generations of biota For practical purposes, three time
scales are proposed for understanding soil change: 1) multi-millennial, in which
pedologic processes are determined by interactions of mineralogy, geomorphology,
long-running climates, and countless generations of biota; 2) historic, in which the
accumulation of human impacts may persist in effects from years to a few millennia, and 3) contemporary, in which soil changes are being driven by the active
functioning of the current ecosystem Observations of soil changes in acidification, phosphorus cycling, and Fe-redox cycling in a long-running soil experiment in
southeastern North America illustrate the growing dominance of the human factor,
the great need for an active network of long-term soil experiments, and the utility
of viewing soil pedogenesis with three temporal perspectives: i.e., contemporary,
historic, and multi-millennial.
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Tuesday
41-2
1:45 PM R.Lai
History of Plowing Over Ten Thousand Years.
R. Lai. Carbon Management and Sequestration Center, OARDC/FAES, School of
Natural Resources. Ohio State Unix; J. D. Hanson. USDA-ARS, Northern Great
Plains Research Lab; D. C. Reicosky. USDA-ARS North Central Soil Cons. Res.
Lab.
Historical lessons from plow-related erosion and soil degradation may contribute
to present day social stability and sustainable agriculture. Agriculture originated
10 to 13 millennia ago in the Fertile Crescent of the Near East, mostly along the
Tigris, Euphrates, Nile, Indus and Yangtze River valleys and was introduced into
Greece and southeast Europe > 8000 years ago Sumerian and other civilizations
developed a wide variety of simple tools (digging sticks) to place and cover seed
in the soil that led to more complex paddle-shaped spades pulled by human or
animals A wooden plow, called "ard", was developed in Mesopotamia about 4000
to 6000 BC that led to the Triptolemos ard named after the Greek God and hero.
Historical documents and archaeological evidence illustrate the "mystique" of tillage implements that were thought to "nourish the earth" and to "break the drought"
as is evidenced in several ancient texts The ard evolved into the "Roman plow",
with an iron plowshare, described by Vergil around 1 AD and was used in Europe
until the 5th century. It further evolved into a soil inverting plow during 8th to 10th
century. In the U.S., a moldboard plow used was designed by Thomas Jefferson in
1784, patented by Charles Newfold in 1796, and marketed in 1830's as a cast iron
plow by a blacksmith named John Deere Use of the plow expanded rapidly with
the introduction of the "steam horse" in 1910 instigated to severe soil erosion and
environmental degradation culminating in the Dust Bowl of 1930's. The transition
from the plow to conservation- or no-tillage began with the development of 2,4-D
after World War II and is presently practiced on about 90 million hectares globally
The no-till technologies are very effective in minimizing soil and crop residue disturbance and in controlling erosion losses for sustainable production and enhanced
environmental quality.
41-3
2:05 PM M J. Yli-Halla
Coupled Pedogenic and Anthropogenic Influences on a Clayey Luvisol/Alfisol
in Southwestern Finland.
M. J. Yli-Halla. Dept ofApplied Chemistry and Microbiology. Univ of Helsinki; D.
Mohna. Dept of Crop and Soil Sciences, Michigan State Univ; L. P. Wilding, L. R.
Drees, Dept of Soil and Crop Sciences, Texas Ad M Univ.
Clayey soils are extensive and important for agriculture and development in
southern Finland. These soils have a cryic soil temperature regime and an aquic
soil moisture regime. Their pedogenesis is likely to be slow in the native state
but human activities, particularly agricultural drainage, may have had a significant effect on their pedogenesis. These impacts were studied in a clayey soil (40%
in Ap and 60-80% in underlying horizons) in Jokioinen in southwestern Finland
using macromorphology, micromorphology, and physical and chemical analyses.
Desiccation of the sediments began as the isostatic rebound after the Weichsel ian
glaciation brought the area above water (about 8,000 YBP) and was increased with
native forests and agronomic cereal crops upon artificial drainage. The area has
been in agricultural use since the 17th century. Artificial drainage was first conducted with shallow ditches. Tile drains were installed about 70 years ago at a depth
of 1 to 1.2 m. Anthropogenic ditch drainage coupled with manure inputs increased
plant growth and transpiration Later, tile drainage, improved crop varieties and use
of chemical fertilizers further enhanced soil desiccation. Rock structure has been
mostly destroyed by natural shrink-swell and anthropogenic turbation in Ap, Bt and
Btg horizons (0-72cm). Rock structure was observed in increasing amounts in the
BCtg horizons to the Cg horizon in which it occupies more than 50% of the volume. Subangular blocky structure dominated Ap and Bt horizons, while the major
structure in Btg and BCtg horizons was prismatic parting to angular blocky Many
prisms were wedge-shaped in the lower BCtg horizon reflecting that desiccation
joint planes likely formed subsequent to anthropogenic drainage. This is further
supported by platy desiccation cracks observed in the Cg horizon (140-150 cm). As
a result of increased aeration, reduced Fe and Mn began to oxidize forming nodules
and pipestem concretions in a gray matrix. Nodules in Ap, Bt, and Btg horizons had
stress clay coatings around them indicating they are not active. But in lower horizons the diffuse boundaries around these Fe-Mn features indicate they are currently
active. Illuvial clay was observed in thin sections of each horizon below the Ap,
with a maximum in the BCtg2 horizon (112-140 cm), which has strong (0.5 mm)
continuous bands of translocated clay particularly along prism faces and previous
root channels. It is unlikely that this magnitude of clay illuviated into this horizon
when it was saturated, i.e. before tile-drainage. The clay that eluviated from upper
horizons likely originated from increased pedality caused by tillage and desiccation
cracks The abundance of clay permitted clay eluviation to begin shortly after the
dried clayey materials were rewetted and suspended in percolating waters This
process was favored by high shrink-swell potentials (COLE values ranging from
0 03 to 0.07), and abundance of vermiculite and biotite clays. The major pedogenic
processes currently active in this soil are: I) shrink-swell pedoturbation, especially
in Ap and B horizons, and formation of prismatic structure in lower horizons; 2)
formation of Fe-Mn nodules and pipestem concretions by zonation of free-iron
oxizes; 3) clay translocation; and 4) weathering of minerals, such as biotite Rate
of disappearance of rock structure in this moist clayey soil appears to be slower
lhan the rate of translocation of clay. Micromorphically. the pedon has more than
86

1 percent illuvial clay in subsoil horizons that still have substantial amounts of
rock structure. Such clay illuviation suggests that 70 years of improved agricultural
drainage and farming systems practices is sufficient time to form an argic/argillic
horizon Accordingly in the WRB system and Soil Taxonomy, respectively, this
soil was classified as a Gleyic or Haplic Luvisol and a Typic Cryaqualf, previously
not recognized in Finland. Even if the anthropogenic drainage were ceased, the
illuviated clay forming the argic/argillic horizon in this soil would be an irreversible feature.
41-4

2:25 PM T Hartshorn

Soil nutrient Depletion by Prehistoric Agriculture in Hawaii.

T. Hartshorn. Univ of California Santa Barbara; O. Chadwick. Univ of California
Santa Barbara; P. M. Vitousek. Stanford Univ; P. V. Kirch. Univ of California
More than 500 years ago, Polynesians began cultivating dryland taro (Colocasia
esculenta) and sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas) on the leeward, dry side of Haleakala Volcano on the island of Maui, Hawaii Their use of digging sticks mixed
fine-grained ash with a cinder layer -50 cm below the surface. By comparing nutrients and carbon in these mixed, cultivated zones with those from adjacent, undisturbed profiles, we quantified nutrient drawdowns and carbon increases associated
with ~3 centuries of agriculture. Cultivation was responsible for harvest losses of
nutrients but also catalyzed rapid chemical weathering and accelerated leaching
losses of nutrients The depletions of total alkali and alkaline earth elements as well
as phosphorus by cultivation were both large and rapid: nearly the same quantity
of the potassium lost from soils ranging in age from 20 to 226 ky occurred during
the Polynesians' 300-y agricultural tenure Cultivation also resulted in a three-fold
increase in soil organic carbon. Leaching losses of mobile soil nutrients exceeded
depletions associated with potato harvest. Assuming leaching of soil P is negligible,
differences between cultivated and uncultivated profiles suggest prehistoric sweet
potato yields averaged ~4 Mg ha ' y'.
41-5
2:45 PM M. Yemefack
Modeling the Effect of Shifting Agriculture on Soil Dynamics in Southern
Cameroon.

M. Yemefack, Institute of Agricultural Research for Development (IRAD); D.
G. Rossiter. International Institute for Geo-Information Science and Earth
Observation (ITC),; V. G. Jetten. Department of Physical Geography. Faculty of
Geosciences. Univ of Utrecht.
Shifting cultivation is by definition a temporally dynamic system in which fields
are shifted to exploit the energy and nutrient capital of the natural vegetation-soil
complex of the new plot. The current needs for improved soil productivity under
this system call for a development of methods and strategies for maintaining soil
fertility, based on a good understanding of soil behaviour in time under each phase
of this land use practice, with quantified rates of changes in soil properties. This
research was designed (i) to determine and quantify critical soil factors that are
the most affected by these practices, and from these select a Minimum Data Set
(MDS); and (ii) to develop empirical models of soil dynamics within this agricultural system as a function of land use time series based on the MDS. An analysis
of this farming system led to the development of a conceptual model of the spatiotemporal dynamics of shifting agriculture Soil samples were collected using mixed
synchronic and diachronic approaches along a chronosequence (from zero to more
than 30 years) of shifting agricultural land use systems A robust quantitative multicriteria procedure was developed for selecting soil variables, which are the most
sensitive to this land use system Application of the method to our dataset selected
five soil properties (pH in water, calcium, available phosphorous, bulk density and
organic carbon) as a Minimum Data Set (MDS) that can be used individually or in
combination to assess the effect of this practice on soil conditions These variables
were easily interpretable in terms of their relation to land management practices
and land use changes. Empirical models of linear/quadratic fractional rational functions were fitted to the time series data of the MDS using non-linear least squares.
The fitted functions on four variables explained 50 to 80% of soil dynamics with
time in the 0-20 cm layer, but only 25% for organic carbon The functions showed a
very quick reaction to forest conversion for calcium, available P and organic carbon
which maxima are reached at the end of the first year. Soil reaction and bulk density showed significant changes a bit later (2.5 to 3.5 years) The relaxation times
of soil chemical properties were much shorter than those of bulk density These
curves are useful to derive quantitative measures on temporal changes in soil with
land use as input data to develop improved agricultural strategies and new research
orientation.
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Tuesday
42-2
529a
J. J. lbanez
The Fractal Mind of Pedologists (Soil Taxonomist and Soil Surveyors).
J. J. lbanez. CIDE; R. Perez. ETSI Topografia. Geodesiay Cartografia (Universidad
Politécnica de Madrid): R. Ahrens. National Soil Survey Center; NRCS-USDA.
There has been little work in science dealing with the organizational, political and
scientific layering of database structures as well as classifications and surveys of
natural resources. Currently, information infrastructures are of paramount importance in the new wave of how the science must work in order to solve societal
demands. There is disagreement among the most reputed scientific thinkers that
the taxonomies are invented (human-made constructs) not discovered ("natural"
structures), with independence of the discipline involved. Thus, as scientists we
must begin to study the nature of the taxonomies from different points of view. We
should answer the following questions: are there common features in the whole
of the taxonomie systems?; are these neutral?; how are classifications and data
collection (surveys) linked? It is also accepted that the social and political work
that the classification systems were doing institutionally (nationally biased) and
in terms of practical land management demands. As pedologists we must answer
these questions about our taxonomies and soil survey products The most recent
studies show that the USDA Soil Taxonomy has the same mathematical structure
as the biological ones, which conform to the physical laws that dictate and optimize
the information flow in a user friendly retrieval system. Furthermore, cognitive
studies show that, in general, the taxonomie architectures do not exceed our cognitive channel capacity in terms of information. Most pedologists recognise that this
taxonomy, as other soil classification has a strong cartographic bias (among others).
In this paper we show that the multifractal nature of the USDA Soil Taxonomy is
strongly linked with conventional soil survey practices. In fact good survey practice
cannons are packed with power law distributions in different ways, such as; (i)
map scale-area surveyed; (ii) standard line density-scale dependency; (iii) sampling
density-mapped area; (iv) hierarchic taxonomie level used according to the scale
map; (v) minimum polygon size fits the functions to the map scale; (vi) soil survey
effort depending of the scale map: (iv) boundary density-scale map relationship,
and so on, as Beckett and Bie, as among others showed previously (CS1RO Aust.
Div. Soils, Technical Pap. N.° 33, 1988). Therefore a plethora of power law appears
one after another in soil survey activities, and also in soil taxonomies. Because both
activities are strongly linked it seems the minds of soil surveyors and soil taxonomist make fractal structures. Fractals objects and power laws are scale invariant
mathematical constructs, and the products delivered by the experts are also fractal
in many aspects. For example, this process could be the reason that all maps devoid
of legends and other information have a high resemblance and information content,
and with independence of scales, a clear fractal signature. If it was not the case, the
soil survey activities, as well as the users interpretation will be much more difficult
(different scale maps carry out from different criteria, demand much more training
and mental work). Summarising, the system used by soil surveyors and soil taxonomist as a whole has (or works) a fractal structure. The latter is a subconscious
activity of the human brain as some of us show in other contributions to this International Congress ("The magical Numbers of the Soil Taxonomy"). Thus, against
the opinion of many experts the fractals are not outrageous products of nature, but
are common both to the nature and our way to process and represent the information. For example layman's interprets better an isopleth map than an isarithm one.
Because the standards of many natural resource maps are similar to the soil ones,
we conjecture that this scale-invariance information processing is intuitive to the
human being. A rigorous formalization of the survey-taxonomy architecture system
must help practitioners to understand deeply their activities and constructs, and
improve these.

class—that is approximately 24% of the organic sites. Seven of the 12 dysic sites
were predicted correctly—that is approximately 58% of the organic sites. Of the 50
organic sites, 38 were classified to the euic reaction class—that is approximately
76% of the organic sites. Twenty of the 38 euic sites were predicted correctly—that
is approximately 53% of the organic sites. A precise model could not be formed
to interpret these soils, but a general list of factors that could affect the organic
reaction class could be made. Some of these factors being elevation, amount and
duration of direct human activity in the watershed, type of vegetation in the watershed, and whether the water is stagnant or moving. Improving upon this model will
help identify what type of organic soils are present; ideally where soil scientists
are either denied access or are limited by survey time. Overall, the project was
successful in determining that a substantial amount of Carlisle muck soils can be
reclassified to the Freetown series, which has a dysic reaction class. It also revealed
that many of our Carlisle soils fall right at the border between the dysic and euic
reaction classes. Thus, further field investigations should be completed to accurately describe, classify, and map organic soils. Also, measurements of the pH value
of organic soils must be made with an electronic pH meter and the appropriate
calcium chloride method. Likely, soil scientists who still rely on the field pH kits
to predict lab results for organic soils must take into consideration the average pH
value difference between these methods In conclusion, the question still remains
as to why Soil Taxonomy classifies the organic reaction class based on the single
calcium chloride pH value of 4.5 in any horizon within the control section This
value, as researched, has no substantial background as to why it was selected
42-3
530a
P. Reich
Global Soil Regions.
P. Reich. USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service; H. Eswaran. USDA
Natural Resources Conservation Service; F. Beinroth. Univ of Puerto Rico.
A global soil regions map at a scale of 1:5 million is presented. The map identifies
the dominant suborders and was originally published in 1999 in the 2nd Edition
of Soil Taxonomy The map has subsequently been published in several textbooks
and encyclopedias. The latest version includes changes that reflect updates to Soil
Taxonomy The introduction of the Gel- suborders in the 9th Edition of Keys to
Soil Taxonomy (2003) required significant changes that resulted in a substantial
redistribution in the area of the suborders, particularly in Inceptisols. Other modifications were made based on new information from larger scale soil maps from
select countries.
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630a
D A Surabian
Use of a GIS Model to Predict Dysic or Euic Reaction Class,
D. A. Surabian. USDA-NRCS.
The Carlisle series is a deep organic soil that consists of organic peat and muck
greater than 130 cm thick. It is taxonomically classified as a euic, mesic Typic
Haplosapnsts However, preliminary site data has shown that some organic soils in
Connecticut may be more acidic and thus have a dysic reaction class. Thus, can a
GIS model be formed to predict reaction class? If so, can a percentage of Carlisle
soils in this study area be reclassified to the dysic reaction class using standard
laboratory methods? Based on Soil Taxonomy, organic soils are classified as having either a euic or dysic reaction class. Organic soils classified as euic have a pH
value, on undried samples, of 4.5 or more (in 0.01 M calcium chloride) in one or
more layers of organic soil materials within the control section All other organic
soils are classified as dysic For the soils in this study area, the control section is
0 to 130 cm in depth Soil scientists rely on the field identification of physical and
chemical properties when classifying soils. Representative profiles are sampled for
laboratory characterizations, but routine soil classification remains largely a field
operation. The utility offieldmethods in predicting laboratory results are few for
organic soils. Therefore, to accurately predict the reaction class of organic soils,
soil scientists must determine the pH by calcium chloride procedure 8Cld in the
lab The G1S model found there was no significant correlation between types of
vegetation, map unit size, elevation, watershed size, surrounding land use type, and
adjacent soil type versus the reaction class However, examination of the calcium
chloride pH values in the control sections of each organic site (that is 0 to 130 cm)
determined that of the 50 organic sites, 12 could be reclassified to the dysic reaction
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530b
E. Padmanabhan
Classifying Soils at the Ultimate Stage of Weathering.
E. Padmanabhan, ECYRES Technology; A. Mermut, Dept of Soil Science, Univ of
Saskatchewan; H. Eswaran, USDA/NRCS Soil Survey Division.
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Oxisols cover approximately 23% of the land surface in the tropics and support
zero- to high-input agricultural systems in many tropical countries Together with
the closely related Ultisols, recent estimates indicate that these soils occupy from
38% to 46% of the tropics Some of these soils still appear to have classification
problems This subsequently, appears to perturb successful implementation of
sustainable agriculture. Since the introduction of Soil Taxonomy in 1975, several changes have been made to the definition of Oxisols. The kandi concept, for
instance, was introduced to improve the classification of transitional soils. However,
the definition for Oxisols in Soil Taxonomy (1999) indicates that additional input
is still required to refine the definition in order to resolve some of the outstanding classification problems. In his forward message, H Smith, the director of soil
survey division has mentioned in a positive note, that despite many improvements
in the second edition of Soil Taxonomy, there are still areas that will require a concerted effort to improve soil classification Therefore, the objective of this study is
to examine the properties and behavior of some Oxisols and closely related soils in
order to evaluate their classification. Soils from Brazil, several countries in Africa
and Malaysia were used in this study. Field observations on these soils provided
the first indication that some of the presently classified kandi-Alfisols and kandiUltisols were closer to Oxisols in terms of their properties Water retention differences and apparent CEC of the subsurface horizons also supported this idea. The
types of extractable Fe-oxides and external specific surface areas of the clay fractions showed that many kandic horizons have surface properties that are similar to
the oxic horizons Micromorphology indicated that the genetic transition from the
argillic to the oxic involves a diminishing expression of the argillic. The properties
of kandic horizon is therefore, inferred as transitional between the argillic and the
oxic horizon. In Malaysia, the Oxisols and some kandi-Ultisols have comparable
FFB yields and response to fertilizer treatments These soils are grouped under one
soil management category As Soil Taxonomy is a basic system of soil classification
for making and interpreting soil surveys, the problem with the current definition
for Oxisols is evident Agro-management and yield data appear also to support the
need to revise the definition for Oxisols Oxisols, by concept, are soils that represent extreme manifestation of the soil-forming processes Therefore, the processes
that create this extreme manifestation should be used to define such soils at the soil
order level. It is proposed that the Oxisols be keyed out based only on the presence
of an oxic horizon The definition for the oxic horizon has been revised and the
clay increase requirement of item 5 of the former definition has been deleted. The
impact of this proposal on Oxisols is that, soils with kandic horizons that meet the
properties of the proposed oxic subsurface horizon, will still be grouped under this
soil order However, the presence of a kandic subsurface horizon would be reflected
at a great group level. A textural differentiation with depth does not necessarily
imply clay illuviation. Therefore, it would appear incorrect to emphasize the clay
increase and as such, the presence of a kandic horizon, at the order level. There
will still be some kandi-Ultisols or kandi-Alfisols; however, these are soils that
have much higher apparent CEC. Testing of the proposed classification on some
Malaysian soils for the last 10 years showed that the new definition for Oxisols
provides a better basis for the classification of local soils and the development of
meaningful soil management group maps for plantations to implement sustainable
agro-management practices in the 21 st century. This redefinition for Oxisols brings
the classification of highly weathered soils closer to the 4th, 7th and 8th attributes
of Soil Taxonomy (1999).
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531a
M S Pazos
Humid Pampa—Argentina: Consequences of the Lack of a National Soil
Classification System.

M. S. Pazos. N. Roca. Facuitad de Agronomia—UNCPBA.
Argentina never had a national soil classification system; consequently Soil Taxonomy (ST), at that time the 7'h Approximation, was adopted in 1970 for soil surveys in the country. Previously, the systems of Baldwin, Kellogg & Thorp (1938)
and Thorp & Smith (1949) had been utilized in soil studies. The systematic soil
survey of the Pampean Region started in the x60, mostly performed by geologists
and a strongly based on geomorphology. The wide area known as Humid Pampa
is an extended plain of 300 000 km2 covered with loess; in a seemingly uniform
landscape abundant examples of soil polygenesis are found. Soon it appeared that
the peculiarities of the area were not sufficiently recognized by the system Among
many others, two features mark the main difficulties in the utilization of ST in
the Pampean Region On one hand, the losca, 40.000 km2 of a subsurface layer
of CaCO, accumulation underlying lime free soils Not foreseen in ST until 1992
when the Petrocalcic Paleudolls were included, its presence was locally solved
utilizing different shortcuts: phase qualifiers for taxonomie units, coining local
subgroups Incoherence persists today in ST with respect to depth to the petrocalcic horizon required in two subgroups that can be found closely associated in the
landscape Petrocalcic Paleudolls require a petrocalcic horizon within 150 cm from
the mineral soil surface while Petrocalcic Natrudolls consider the upper limit of
the petrocalcic horizon within 100 cm from the mineral soil surface. On the other
hand, the strong geomorphological influence in the soil survey led to attribute an
excessive importance to lithological discontinuities, actual or apparent, associated
with abrupt textural changes above argillic or natric horizons. Without the support
of studies on soil forming processes which are very intense in the region, once
more, local names were coined for naming the soils In apparent consonance with
the rationale on buried soils in ST, the coined subgroups Thapto Argic Hapludoll
and Thapto Natric Hapludoll were profusely utilized in the soil maps Afterwards,
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following research on soil forming processes and proposals submitted n accordance
with the philosophy of ST, amendments were accepted in the system and Abruptic
Argiudolls were incorporated in ST 1996 and Natrudolls in ST 1998 Other hot
spots are those related with the recognition of aquic soil moisture regime, and the
need of some other subgroups in the Mollisols to cover the variability of the Humid
Pampa and clearly display soil lateral transitions. A mutually beneficial reciprocating exchange still has to be done between soil knowledge in the Humid Pampa
as a source for proposals for amendments in ST. As a result, at present there are
numerous misunderstandings when teaching soil classification, exchanging scientific information, and dealing with soil information both with technical advisers
and farmers. It is expected that these misunderstandings will be solved upon the
updating of soil maps of the area, a very expensive and time consuming activity
The success of this enterprise is fully dependent on the methodology to be applied.
If the updating is based on a simple process of taxo-transference, the result will be
just the multiplication of errors Pedon by pedon should be reclassified, obtaining
new original information in place when the available soil profile descriptions do not
fit the present standards.
42-6
531b
M. C. Seo
The Classification and Interpretation of Korean Soils Using Multivariate
Analysis.
Y. K. Sonn, National Inst of Agricultural Science and Technology; Y. T. Jung,
GyeongNam Agricultural Research and Extension Services; M. C. Seo. H. K.
Kwak, J. G. Kim. Div. Env. Sei & Ecol. Eng. Korea Unix; K. C. Eom. Natl Institute
ofAgricultural Science and Technology; S. K. Lim. Korea Uni.
Korean detailed soil surveys have been already finished until 1995, and highly
detailed soil surveys for upland have been done from 1995 through 1999. Nowadays, the digitalized soil survey results are open to the public on the Internet. Subsequently, soil survey results that were obtained about 30 years ago were replaced
with the new ones since 2000. Owing to our efforts, we are at the position of a
leading country in the world in the aspect of soil survey and classification, but in
spite, we are not yet satisfactory in the aspects of classification and a new interpretation for practical use. Therefore, Korean soil survey data were analysed in
order to give new interpretation using multivariate analysis. As these data have
no dependent variables and non-quantitative characteristics, so multivariate analysis methods like Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) as possible tool was selected
in the analysis. Firstly, collected data on soil survey were standardized then were
analysed in order to understand and interpret their properties And, Korean soils
were classified into 19 catenas based on the characteristics of parent rocks and
were re-analyzed, and the results were used for the new interpretation on the entire
Korean soils As this multivariate analysis of soil survey data were attempted for
the first time, 5 key factors, which are topography, soil texture(family), drainage
class, available soil depth, and gravel content, were selected as classification factors judging from our survey experiences Based on the results obtained from the
analysis of 314 soil series for these 5 factors, Korean soils could be re-classified
into 24 groups. The results were designated on 4 quadrants split using the eigenvector for the analysis of similarities of soil properties. Also another interpretation was
added by using a method of drawing a circle based on the eigenvalue. Conclusively,
re-classification in more simplified ways with a new interpretation by the modification of the past soil survey data was done successfully and it would be helpful for
practical use although a few of exceptional soils were distributed in the different
soil groups. Homogeneity with the same groups are to be improved by controlling weighting values, or by adding or subtracting some factors in the multivariate
analysis. In addition, re-establishment of criteria for soil classification through the
more detailed examination are needed.

42-7
532a
J. Eriksson
Proposed Modification of the Definition of Mull» Epipedon Based on
Experience from Soils Developed in Cold-Temperate Climates.
J. Eriksson, H. Kirchmann. Swedish Univ of Agricultural Sciences. Dept of Soil
Sciences.
Swedish soils formed in calcareous parent material are often classified as Mollisols/Phaeozems according to the present criteria in Soil TaxonomyAVRB. In most
cases the depth requirement for the mollic epipedon is satisfied only because the
soils have been plowed to 25-30 cm. This is un^atis-factory since these soils
in many cases do not systematically differ from Inceptisols/Cambisols normally
formed in medium to fine textured materials Weaknesses of present criteria for
mollic epipedons: Since the classifications systems are not genetic, soils outside
steppe areas can and should be classified as Mollisols/Phaeozems as long as they
fulfill the criteria in the classification keys. A mollic epipedon produced by plowing is accepted since normal farm practice should not change the classi-fica-lion.
However, as we understand it the concept Mollisols/Phaeozems refers to soils
with favorable physical and chemical properties and thus being more fertile than
average Many of the Swedish "Mollisols" have been proved to be relatively poor
farmland. A mollic epipedon containing less than 15% the calcium carbonate need
only to contain 0.6% organic C or more Due to cold and humid climate, which
favor slow decomposition, there are few if any agricultural soils in Sweden with
intact plough-layer that have an organic C content as low as 0 6 % Thus the present limit value for organic C content is not a useful criterion to distinguish soils
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characterized by a humus rich A-horizon in cold temperate areas. Another property
that should be typical for soils classified as Mollisols (mollis=soft) is a very good
structure due to high faunal activity and accumulation of well humified organic
matter. The Swedish "Mollisols" do not consequently have a better structure than
comparable Inceptisols. We suggest, based on documented descriptions of Swedish
soils, that the criteria for Mollisols/Phaeozems should be improved In Soil Taxonomy the limit for carbon content in the mollic epipedon should be 2.5 % (as in
calcium carbonate rich soils) for soils with udic or aquic moisture regime and cryic
or frigid temperature regime. This limit is close to the median organic C content
of the A-horizon in Swedish agricultural soils A higher limit for organic C would
also in most cases imply a better than average structure of the soils that would still
classify as Mollisols. In WRB the carbon content criterion is bit more difficult to
handle since moisture and temperature regimes are not used In soils with a solum
less than 75 cm, a weak soil development that may be due to cold climate and/or
short time for soil development, the thickness requirements for a mollic horizon is
waived Introducing the proposed elevated limit for organic carbon in the mollic
horizon in thin soils could probably work in WRB
42-8
532b
S. Anusontpomperm
Modification at Subgroup Level of Paleustults: A Case of Some Thai Soils.
S. Anusontpomperm, Dept ofSoil Science. Faculty of Agriculture, Kaselsart Unix;
S. Nortcliff, Dep. of Soil Science. The Unix of Reading; I. Kheoruenronme. Dept of
Soil Science. Faculty ofAgriculture, Kaselsart Univ
This study on the proposed modification at subgroup level of Paleustults was conducted on nine Typic Paleustults found in the Northeastern region of Thailand.
The aim was to provide some possibly modified taxonomie units within the great
group so as to make them more suitable for agronomic interpretation. This is necessitated by the structure of the classification in the latest version of Soil Taxonomy
(1999), where all Paleustults are put only into one subgroup, Typic Paleustults.
This has given rise to considerable problems when seeking to derive agronomic
interpretations based on soil classification. All soils chosen were deep soils, derived
from sandstone and siltstone, with similar genetic horizon sequence, Ap-Bt. Whilst
similarly classified the soils exhibited considerable differences in their properties,
morphologically, physically and chemically. Based on morphological and analytical data, these soils can be experimentally classified into a number of possible subgroups. One soil located on the lower part of middle terrace periodically has water
saturation in some layers within a depth of 75 cm from the mineral soil surface, particularly in the rainy season of wet year and by the presence of mottles and matrix
of low chroma; therefore Aquic subgroup is suggested. Two soils can be placed
into Psammentic subgroup because the upper 75 cm of their argillic horizon has
sandy particle-size throughout with sand contents in these layers ranging from 833
to 900 g kg-1. A soil found in an area of higher and better distributed precipitation
with an average annual rainfall of 1600 mm will have a greater amount of moisture
and longer periods of moisture storage. This soil, in normal year, tends to be dry in
some or all parts for fewer than 120 cumulative days per year, as a result, the Udic
subgroup is better for the soil. Three soils are mainly composed of low CEC clay
in their argillic horizons thus the Kanhaplic subgroup is suitable for these soils. By
definition, soils in this subgroup must have the CEC (by IN NH40Ac pH7) of less
than 24 cmol(+) kg-1 clay in 50% or more of the entire argillic horizon Another
two soils are Typic Paleustults due to not having any other features that can be
used for identification of different subgroups. After modification at this level, new
taxonomie classes have provided more meaningfully interpretations and they quite
clearly demonstrate soil characteristics almost entirely in response to the position
on the landscape where the soils occur, soil parent material and climatic conditions.
In the context of Typic Paleustults, crops can be grown without few limitations
related to water logging in the rooting zone as many have found in the proposed
Aquic subgroup. They have a slightly better nutrient and water holding capacities
than those placed in Psammentic subgroup and vertical movement of water is also
slower as a result of finer texture of the soils. In addition, inherited plant nutrients
are potentially higher as well. Limited available soil moisture during drought periods can commonly be experienced in the Psammentic subgroup especially in dry
years in contrast to the soil classified into the Udic subgroup where the moisture
storage period in this soil is longer. Clay in these Typic Paleustults has higher CEC
than in the soils of Kanhaplic subgroup, thus, they are positively able to retain plant
nutrients to some degree. This is clearly shown by their active cation-exchange
capacity class To make it more practical, interpretation with respect to soil classification unit can also be made at lower categories, for example, soil family or phase
of soil series. However, more soils in the region should be studied further to verify
the modification and to eventually be added into the new version of Soil Taxonomy
should it be revised.
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A V. Pastukhov
Position in the Soil Classification and Genesis of Automorphic Soils in Silty
Loams in Forest-Tundra of Eastern Europe.
A. V. Pastukhov. Institute of Biology Komi Science Centre UrD RAS; V. D.
Tonkonogov, Dokutchaev Soil Institute. Russian Agricultural Academy: I.
Zaboyera. Institute of Biology Komi Science Centre UrD RAS.
In the Eastern-European Plain area in the extremely northern taiga and forest tundra
Gley-Podzolic soils are classified as automorphic loamy soils. The authors have

characterized the automorphic loamy soils of the region. The soils are represented
by the system of the related podzolic (with gleyzation features) and iron-illuvial
horizons, combined with the specific cryometamorphic horizon The podzolic horizon is poor in total and oxalate-extractable iron, can less in aluminum and silt as
compared with iron-illuvial horizon. The most important feature of cryometamorphic horizon is a specific angular-grumous or friable granular, curdled at moist
condition, cryogenic structure. Soil profile is weakly differentiated by silt and sesquioxides. The soil formation is the result of the processes of Gley-Al-Fe-Humus
mobilization, migration, accumulation and cryogenic structural metamorphism. By
morphological structure (the presence of podzolic, iron-illuvial and cryometamorphic horizons), intra-profile distribution of size particles, total iron and aluminum
oxides, and oxalate-extractable iron, the studied automorphic soils of the European
extreme northern taiga and forest tundra are most similar to the soils described
under the different names (eluvial-gley, podzolic eluvial-gley, differentiated gleyzems, svetlozems) in the Western-Siberian Plain in the northern and middle taiga.
In the area, they are widely distributed in the well-drained landscape positions in
silty, mainly coarse, loamy deposits over 1 m thick. In accordance to the new Soil
Classification of Russia the described soils correspond to the Type of Iron-illuvial
Svetlozems in the Order of Cryometamorphic soils. Along with the above, GleyPodzolic Soils occur in the investigated area They have a textural horizon and correspond to the Order of Texturally-Differentiated soils. Thus, automorphic loamy
soils in the extreme northern taiga and forest tundra of Eastern Europe are traditionally classified as Gley-Podzolic soils. According to the new substantive-genetic
classification principles, they are divided into two groups of high taxonomie level
They are Gley-Podzolic soils corresponding to the Order of Texture-Differentiated soils and Iron-llluvial Clay-llluvial Svetlozems corresponding to the Order of
Cryometamorphic soils. In this connection even slight distinctions of particle size
distribution of the deposits (coarse and fine loams) play an important role because
they form middle horizons, responsible for the Orders of the soils. Moreover, the
investigated soils are genetically closely related. They differ by the middle horizon
features which are very important for the soil taxonomy. Their similarity lies in the
structure and genesis of the upper part of profile, most sensitive reacting to environment changes. In addition, European Svetlozems are an internuncial link in the
genetic soil taxonomy: Texture-Differentiated Gley-Podzolic soils - Clay-llluvial
Svetlozems- Svetlozems (Western-Siberian).

42-10
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M. G Pereira
Characterization of Histosol—Proposal to the Brazilian Soil Classification
System.
M. G. Pereira. UFRPJ; G. S. Valladares. Embrapa Monitoramento por Satélite;
L. H. C. Anjos. UFRRJ Soils Depto; A. G. Ebeling. UFRRJ; V. D. M. Bemles.
EMBRAPA Solos.
Among the soil classes in Brazilian territory Organosols (Histosols) occur in a
small territorial extension, although they have a high agricultural usage, mainly
for horticulture, and great environmental importance as well. This study was based
on data from soil profiles sampled and described in soil surveys, scientific and
technical papers, mainly from Embrapa and researches in Brazilian Universities,
including various regions of the country In addition, 19 soil profiles were sampled
and collected for this project The general objective of this study is to better characterize Histosols in Brazil, and to indicate taxonomie criteria. The following morphological, physical and chemical properties were evaluated: Munsel soil color,
consistency, structure, density, rubbed fibers, organic matter decomposition degree,
amount of organic C, organic matter, N, P, sum of bases, CEC, base saturation,
acidity, humic fractions, among others The Embrapa methods were used to analyze
soil samples, and the profiles were collected and described according to SBCS
Within the attributes applied to characterize organic soils, the minimum residue
was shown efficient to evaluate the soil subsidence potential Correlation among
the different properties, mainly with the content of C, was established. It was noteworthy the correlation of organic C with soil bulk density, N content, and acidity
Also, lack of correlation with clay content and assimilable P. Different methods
of C content determination were tested, for comparison to each other and with
organic matter determined by combustion in the oven. The fractionating of humic
substances in fulvic acid fraction (FAF), humic acid (HAF), and humin (HUM),
and the ratios HAF/FAF and alkaline extract/HUM, indicated differences among
soil profiles. The contents of C in the different fractions were correlated with soil
properties. Unlike HAF and HUM, there was a low correlation of FAF with C content. HAF presented high correlation with soil CEC, and FAF was best correlated
with soil fertility properties, such as sum of bases and N content; however, there
was no correlation with pH in water value Since the HUM fraction is composed
of true humin and light organic matter, both insolubles in alkaline solution, it was
observed correlation of HUM with rubbed fiber content. Content of humic fraction
was shown to be efficient, with other soil properties, in grouping of profiles when
applied principal component analysis, as well as for classification of Histosol in
inferior categorical levels. The profiles sampled for this project were characterized
and discussed individually or together, by presenting their main attributes, classifying according to Brazilian System of Soil Classification, Soil Taxonomy, and FAO
Suggestions for soil classification in different categorical levels are also presented.
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D Kaverin
Classification of Taiga Soils Developed in Lithologically Discontinuous
Deposits.
D. Kaverin. Institute of Biology.
Lithologically-discontinued deposits (sands and loamy sands underlain by moraine
loams) are one of the most widespread types of quaternary sediments in the North
of Europe. Soils developed in lithologically discontinued sediments, are formed
at divide ridges under spruce woods. Traditionally, these soils are included in the
group of podzolic soils. This classification decision fits the logic of the ecologicgenetic classification of soils of USSR, according to which the zonal position of
a soil is the major criterion. The profile-genetic method in study of soil properties allows revealing a diagnostic sign, on basis of which we can classify soils on
lithologically-discontinued deposits at high taxonomie level This feature is presence a texture horizon BT within the soil profile. The automorphic soils having
this horizon following to principles of soil classification of Russia are identified
as the type of podzolic soils of department of texture-differentiated soils. As the
texture of the upper layer of contrasting deposits becomes coarser, the features of
clay illuviation (the development of BT horizon) and eluviation of the upper part of
the heavy-textured layer become weaker. The automorphic soils having no texture
horizon, related to the type of podzols of the department of AI-Fe-humus soils.
At the same time, formation of podzols on contrast deposits with heavy-textured
lower layer, approaches them morphologically to podzolic soils. Thus, pedogenetic
transformation of the upper layer of heavy-textured deposit is accompanied by the
appearance of bleached skeletans along fissures and clayey cutans on ped faces.
Pedogenetic structuring of soil material similar to that in typical podzolic soils but
less expressed. The greatest genetic similarity between podzolic soils and podzols
on lithologically discontinued deposits is observed in development AI-Fe-humus
ditferentation The complete podzol profile and its microprofile forming in podzolic
soils are the results of the same processes and differ in thickness only. Thickness
and the degree of development of podzolic and AI-Fe-humus horizons increase
as upper layer is coarser and thicker. Accordingly to International Abstract Base
Soil classification the soils having both podzolic and clay-illuvial (texture) horizons are referred to Albeluvisols Podzols having no texture horizon are related to
Podsols Soil formation on loose silicate rocks in upland positions within the taiga
of European Russia is represented by two different pedogenetic processes: a) AlFehumus differentiation (chemogenic differentiation of sesquioxides and organic
matter according to the eluvial—itluvial pattern) and b) textural differentiation of
the soil profile owing to the selective destruction of clay in the eluvial horizon and
the removal of clay from the eluvial horizon (lessivage). Characteristic features of
these two major processes are well seen in the profiles of AI-Fe-humus podzols
developing from homogeneous sands and texturally differentiated podzolic soils
developing from homogeneous mantle loams Soils developing in lithologically
discontinuous deposits can be considered as a transitional group between texturally
differentiated podzolic soils and AI-Fe-humus podzols. Using the profile-genetic
method within the limits of new Russian soil classification while studying lithologically heterogeneous soils allows to show influence of lithologically discontinued
soil forming deposits on soil structure and properties And to reveal gradualness
and continuity of transition from podzolic soils to AI-Fe-humus podzols
42-12
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W H Hudnall
International Committee on Soil Moisture and Temperature Regimes
(Icommotr): a Review.
W. H. Hudnall. Department of Plant and Soil Science.
Two soil orders are defined based upon their soil moisture (Aridisols) and soil
temperature (Gelisols) Gelisols require permafrost within two meters of the soil
surface, which implies that water, even though frozen is incorporated into the definition Of the remaining orders, all suborders are based upon soil moisture and soil
moisture is used to define some subgroup intergrades Soil temperature is used as
family criteria Both soil moisture and temperature are combined as criteria for
some taxa Soil temperature is easier to measure than soil moisture partly because
of its intrinsic properties. Soil moisture is difficult to measure because there are
two conceptual measurements: I. Gravimetric and 2. Potential metric. The problem
lies in that we use gravimetric terms (saturated, wet, moist and dry), but use potential metric criteria The problem is further complicated because Soil Taxonomy
and NASIS are not consistent in terms used to describe the conditions and the
soil depth or volume used to measure the condition The present definitions use
matric potential, not soil water content, as the soil parameter for determining the
soil moisture regime. Currently a soil is classified based upon the number of days,
cumulative or consecutive, that an ill-defined zone in the soil (called the soil moisture control section or SMCS) is entirely, or partially, wetter or dryer than -1500
kPa matric potential. The chief difference between the suggested method and the
current method is that the current method requires that the water state of all or part
of the SMCS be wetter or dryer than some arbitrary matric potential, 1500kPa,
for an arbitrary number of days when the soil temperature at a different depth (50
cm) is greater than one of two arbitrary values (5 and 8 degrees C), whereas the
suggested method would require that the mean or normal annual and seasonal soil
matric potentials measured at an arbitrary depth be within some arbitrary range
It is easier to determine mean annual and mean seasonal soil water consecutively,
when the soil temperature at 50 cm is greater than 5 or 8 degrees C, that a nebulous
zone in the soil is wetter or dryer than 1500 kPa The proposed definitions are based
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on practically no hard data. They need to be tested The concepts seem sound i.e.
soil under an aridic regime should have an average annual soil water state drier
than soil under an ustic regime. The matric potential at 15 cm may be needed to
make separations of the drier regimes if there is not enough difference in the matric
potential at 75 cm between the regimes. This should become evident as the proposal
is tested. Soil matric potential is determined at depths of 75 and 15 cm from the soil
surface (the air-soil interface). The length of record required is 30 years. The value
used in the determination of soil moisture regime normal value for the soil matric
potential during the time interval of interest; i.e., the 0.5 probability of the statistical cumulative frequency distribution of the measured values (if the soil matric
potential follows a normal frequency distribution then the normal value is numerically equal to the arithmetic average). The normal value is the one most likely to
occur. The objectives of the committee are: 1 Develop a statement describing why
soil climate is an appropriate soil property to be included in Soil Taxonomy This
conceptual statement will serve as the guide to evaluate ICOMMOTR proposals 2.
Propose standard procedures for measuring soil moisture and temperature as well
as a standard site condition. Provide guidance on correlation of other conditions to
the standard. Also, consider methods for measuring moisture in Vertisols. 3. Test
the use of measurements at fixed points at standard depths to replace the concept of
the moisture control section. 4 Define moisture and temperature regimes separately
from one another, including seasonal concepts (moist/dry and warm/cool seasons).
Utilize combinations of the regimes to define appropriate taxa. Explore the use of
near-surface measures of moisture and temperature for further defining some taxa,
such as the very cold soils and very dry soils and shallow soils.
42-13
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M. Rodriguez Paz
Study of the Soil Temperature in Mountainous Areas of Latitudes near the
Tropic of Cancer (Canary Islands, Spain).

C. Jimenez. M. Tejedor. M. Rodriguez Paz. J. Neris, Univ de La Laguna.
Tenerife (Canary Islands, Spain) is 2,034 km2 in size and has a highest point of
3,718 m (Mt Teide volcano). It is the largest of the islands of the Canarian archipelago, which is situated off the coast of Africa and very close to the Tropic of Cancer.
The island's climate varies greatly depending on height and also on the side of the
island, due largely to the influence of the trade winds, altitude and the orientation of
the mountain ranges. The northern side is considerably more humid than the south.
Teide National Park is situated above 2,000 m and extends over an area of 18,990
ha The main climate features, as measured at a weather station located at 2371 m,
are as follows: mean annual air temperature of 9.6°C, with major day-night fluctuations (temperatures can exceed 40°C by day and fall by night to several degrees
below zero); annual rainfall is between 400-800 1m2, with five dry months; low
relative air humidity and constant winds, which can reach 200 kmh ' on occasions.
The present paper aims to ascertain the temperature regime of the soil (Orthents)
of the upper parts of Mt Teide and determine the influence exerted by orientation.
To this end, two HOBO H8-type sensors were placed at 50 cm depth in two sites
situated at 3,345 and 3,480 m on the north and south sides respectively. Readings
were taken continuously over a period of one year, from September 2003 to August
2004 The results are spectacular. Despite the proximity to the Tropic of Cancer, the
height of the Teide volcano is sufficient to ensure that the mean annual soil temperature is below 8°C on both faces On the north face, the mean annual temperature
is 5.1°C, while on the south face it is 6 6°C. The summer mean (June, July, August)
is below I5°C (12 9°C and 9.5°C). The difference between the two faces lies not so
much in the mean annual temperature as in the year-round contrasts. Whereas the
isotivity (difference between the summer and winter means) on the north face is
13.2°C, it is just 4.8°C in the south During the winter of 2003-2004 temperatures
of below 0°C were recorded on the north during four months -from mid-December
2003 until mid-April 2004. On the south side, the temperatures remained above
0°C at all times, the lowest recorded being 2.5 °C. The variability of the recorded
temperatures is greater in the north than in the south, as reflected by the standard
deviation of the data series (5.7°C compared to 2.7°C). The soil's biological activity slows down when the soil temperature falls below 5° C, a situation which arises
on both faces of Mt Teide. Temperatures below 5° C are recorded constantly on the
north face between 22 October 2003 and 9 May 2004 and on the south side from
11 February until 9 May 2004 From the data obtained, it is concluded that the soil
temperature regime is cryic, given the absence of an O horizon This is thefirsttime
the regime has been defined in these latitudes and in the Canary Islands
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M. A. Segura-Castruita
Soil Characteristics Determining the Soil Water Retention of Soil from
Pumiceous Origin From Puebla-Tlaxcala Valley, Mexico.
M. A. Segura-Castruita. Instituto tecnológico Agropecuario de Torreón: M. D.
C. Gutiérrez-Caslorena. Colegio de Postgraduados: C. A. Orliz-Solorio. Colegio
de Postgraduados: J. E. Frias-Ramirez. Instituto tecnológico Agropecuario de
Torreón: P. Sanchez G.. Colegio de Postgraduados. Monlecillo. Texcoco. Edo.
Mexico. México.
Soil of Puebla-Tlaxcala valley, known for regional farmers as residual moisture
soils (RMS), present mainly pumiceous material scarcely altered. These soils have
generally coarse texture and greater water retention capacity than sandy soils. RMS
are formed from volcanic ash and pumiceous rocks, and usually classified as Fluvisols, Regosols and Cambisols However, their water retention capacity has not

1
been well known The objective of this research work was to identify the physical, chemical and mineralogical characteristics of RMS which determine the water
retention capacity- The work was developed at the hillside of the Mexican volcanoes Popocatepetl and Iztaccihuatl (southern Mexico state and west Puebla state)
Seven experimental sites with RMS from an altitude range from 2240 to 2350
meters were selected to determine the morphological and pedological variations.
Every sampling site was characterized and a soil profile description was realized
for each location Soil samples (2 kg) were collected from each soil horizon and
location. Soil chemical, physical and mineralogical characteristics were obtained to
perform a soil classification. Soil clay particles were analyzed by x ray technique.
Free and active oxides of iron, silica and aluminium were extracted from the soil
fine fraction. Image analysis was developed to observe the presence of water inside
pumice particles Moisture parameters were obtained to establish the water retention capacity as a function of particle diameter (0 25-11 5 mm) The results showed
that RMS have pumice material up to 42%, mainly particles of 2-6 mm (lapilli
size), some particles 11.5 mm (bomb size), as well as rounded basalt, andesite and
riolite. These soils belong to the order of Entisols and Inceptisols, however their
taxonomie classification as subgroup do not explain their water retention capacity,
and are classified into general classes as typical Typic Udipsamments, or classes
related to humid and temperate weather (Udic ustifluvents) and only in one case of
volcanic origin (Vitrandic Udifluvents) without specification of parental material.
The RMS present poor chemical weathering where clay formation is low The soil
fine fraction is mainly made of non crystalline minerals as allophone and ferrihydrite (0.15 to 3.3 %). Considering that RMS are exposed to dry periods so the non
crystalline minerals are dry out and lose their water retention capacity. Presence
o hematite mineral is evidence of this phenomenon The above may explain why
mineralogical and chemical factors do not determine the water retention capacity of
RMS. Inside pumice material is where water movement and moisture storage occur
up to saturation content. The higher water retention capacity (57%) was obtained
with particle diameters from 2.38 to 3.35 mm, holding this amount of water at tension lower than 0.0024 KPa. Pumice material is responsible for the water retention
capacity of moisture residual soils, since it has interconnected capillary porous acting as natural cavities, which allow water storage and avoid moisture evaporation.

The International Committee for Anthropogenic soils (ICOMANTH) was formed
in 1995. In 2005, ICOMANTH published circular letter 6 which defined new terms
for describing and sampling human-altered and -transported soils Following circular letter 6, ICOMANTH is seeking input concerning the addition or definition
of new terms for anthropogenic surface features and anthropogenic subsurface
features. In addition, ICOMANTH plans to propose new US Soil Taxonomy family-level categories that deal with human safety, particle-size class, and mineralogy, especially for soils containing significant amounts of non-toxic manufactured
materials. Finally, a collection of soil series that identify human-altered or transported soil materials will be gathered and separated into classes for possible inclusion in US Soil Taxonomy.
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J M Galbraith
New Terms for Describing Human-altered and Transported Soils.
J. M. Galbraith. Virginia Tech: C. Ditzler. USDA-NRCS-NSSC.
Soils that have been profoundly altered by humans are pervasive in urban, suburban, industrial, and intensely farmed agricultural areas Human-altered soils have
been described using a variety of terms borrowed from other disciplines or from
classification systems used to describe agricultural soils. New terms are needed to
consistently describe and sample profoundly-modified or transported soils and the
manufactured features and objects they contain. New terms have been proposed
in ICOMANTH circular letter 6 for human transported materials, manufactured
layers, anthropogenic features, and artifacts Artifacts are broken down into subcategories that include: human-safety (innocuous versus noxious), size, and general
types; and degree of cementation, potential subsidence, and excavation difficulty
(where needed). In order to allow full description of uncontaminated (innocuous)
soils, new terms are proposed for the USDA-NRCS National Soil Survey Handbook for describing artifacts and paraartifacts as fragments; artifactual material
and manufactured layer are new terms used in lieu of texture; and artifactual, very
artifactual, and extremely artifactual are used as new texture modifiers. For naming
soil horizons, the "star" symbol (*) will be used as a prefix to identify horizons and
layers of human-transported material; the new master horizon M will be used to
describe manufactured layers; and the lowercase letter "u" is used to identify horizons or layers that contain an observable amount of artifacts or anthropogenic features. Contaminated (noxious) soils can also be remotely described using the new
terms but should not be sampled or analyzed except by highly-trained experts.
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G Gasco
Drainage Index (Dl) as a Climate Factor that Controls the Distribution of
Zonal Soils. The Case of Spain.
G. Gasco. A. Saa. Dept Edafologia—E.T.S. Ing. Agrónomos—Polytechnic Univ
730a
K. W. Hippie
of Madrid: A. M. Tarquis, Dept. Matemótica Aplicada—E.T.S. Ing. Agrónomos— 42-18
Soil Interpretations—Sustaining Soil Survey's Past, Present and Future
Polytechnic Univ of Madrid: M. C. Diaz. Dpto. Edafologia—E.T.S. Ing.
Agrónomos—Polytechnic Univ of Madrid.
Relevance.
K. W. Hippie. USDA-NRCS. National Soil Survey Center.
Zonal soils are typical soils of great morphogenetic regions having distinctive climates. The influence of living organisms, while very profound, is usually depenHumankind has been aware of and used soil to various extents for approximately
dent on the other factors of soil formation, i.e. parent material and topography or
five millennia. Members of ancient societies knew some basic soil information
local relief exerting a modifying influence, and time required for other four facbecause either directly or indirectly, soil produced their food. Soil, in some cases,
tors to act. In general, under similar environments, defined by the five factors of
provided raw materials for home building and was the foundation for much of their
soil formation, soils are similar, and this regularity permits to predict the location
existence. They also used wood for weapons and hunting tools and they ate aniof different types of soil In particular, the kinds of zonal soils in large areas are
mals that relied on plants for their growth and sustenance. Throughout history, soils
related to distinctive weathering and leaching patterns depending on regional pathave permitted humankind, societies, and civilizations to succeed or fail and/or to
terns of climate These patterns of climate can be used to predict the kinds of soil
struggle or flourish. The record of humankind's soil stewardship is available today
in geomorphic-climatic regions Climate defines the sum total of the weather of a
in both historical and archeological records. Some of the record is stored within
region as expressed by temperature, moisture and wind The higher the temperature
the soil itself Globally, soils have been surveyed, mapped, and interpreted for
and the wind, the greater is the evapotranspiration and the less is the precipitation
many decades. In the United States, the National Cooperative Soil Survey (NCSS)
water available for leaching of the soil. Great morphogenetic regions have disprogram celebrated its centennial in 1999. Throughout its history, the NCSS has
tinctive sets of geomorphic processes associated with distinctive climates (glacial,
described, mapped and classified soils and provided maps and a few basic interperiglacial, arid, semiarid-subhumid, humid-temperate and humid-tropical climatic
pretations for distribution to its customer base That paradigm was widely accepted
regions) Other major regions characterized by seasonal climatic variation are also
and supported as the NCSS legacy for many decades. However, the dynamic new
recognized (Mediterranean and Monzonic regions) Pedoclimate is defined by soil
NCSS has recently redefined its soil survey paradigm to maintain and expand its
temperature regime (pergelic, cryic, frigid, mesic, thermic, hyperthermic) and soil
relevancy into the future Development and delivery of soil data and services in
moisture regime (aquic, aridic or torric, udic, ustic, xeric). Hypothetic soil moisture
creative user-defined forms now defines the new NCSS soil survey paradigm and
and temperature regimes can be estimated from climate records in order to classupports its legislated mandates It is soil survey's lifeline into the future. Soil sursify soils. But these estimations are difficult to achieve, and some weathering and
veys, evolved and derived from the earliest understanding of soils, have played a
leaching indexes has been defined in relation to soil genesis and classification, for
major societal role throughout global history. The Natural Resources Conservation
example: a) the soil temperature regime, defined by the annual mean temperature
Service (NRCS), since its early days as the Soil Erosion Service and later as the
at 50 cm depth, and b) the Henin-Aubert drainage index (HAD1) which can be calSoil Conservation Service, has provided the United States government a product
culated from mean annual precipitation and mean annual soil temperature, besides
and mechanism to guide national land use and management policies. The legislated
soil texture In this study, we have used soil temperature regime (ST) and a drainage
mandates of the soil survey program have: a) provided the foundation to guide the
index (Dl = P2/ETP) to predict the kinds of soil in large areas. This drainage index
nation's response to excessive erosion of the "dust bowl" days, b) altered land man(DI) showed a strong relation to HAD1 and can be used to predict actual soil genesis
agement and guided land use in response to crop surpluses and other factors, and c)
in large areas of Aridisols, Inceptisols, Alfisols, Ultisols, Spodosols, Histosols and,
provided incentives for land managers applying sound conservation practices The
out of Spain Oxisols Other soil features related to paleoclimate, parent material
contemporary U.S. soil survey is receiving renewed emphasis to respond to national
and local relief, which can exert a modifying influence for soil forming processes,
emergencies and to develop landscape-specific, regional, and global models to prewere not considered
dict multilevel impacts Nontraditional soil survey customers are demanding new
products. These demands are expanding the breadth of the traditional soil survey
product line. Customers want robust mechanisms for the nontraditional delivery of
products that demands stronger reliance on new, accurate, and more complete soil
42-16
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J M Galbraith
survey data The older NCSS crisp interpretation classes have been replaced with
Future Activities of the International Committee for Anthropogenic Soils
fuzzy set interpretations allowing soil components to be members of classes along
(ICOMANTH).
a continuum. Geographical Information Systems (GIS) now present soil interpretaJ. M. Galbraith, Virginia Tech: C. Ditzler. USDA-NRCS-NSSC.
tions spatially as maps instead of in traditional tabular displays Raster-based interpretations are under study and development by a NRCS task force. Another group
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will follow to study interpretations based on soil map units rather than map unit
components Positive dynamic change is occurring within the NCSS This change
will ensure continued NCSS relevance and will lead it into future
42-19
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M Jashimuddin
Soil and Land Information Systems (SLIS): A Case Study in Bangladesh.
M. Jashimuddin, M. Mezbahuddin. Chiltagong Univ.
Man, land, and the natural resources supported by land always had an intrinsic and
dynamic relationship Population is increasing day by day and at the same time their
demand being more diversified in order to cope with rapid technological and economic development of the present world The rapid pace of development within the
country is bringing heavy burdens on land utilization, which in turns result in severe
land use conflicts To ensure the high growth rates to be sustained with minimal land
use conflicts, an effective Soil and Land Information Systems (SLIS) is imperative
for planned and wise utilization of soil and land resources for development, while at
the same time to protect the environment. SLIS is a software which can be used in
research activities, land evaluation, land use planning, formulating recommendations
for soil/land improvement/reclamation, pollution control, assessing technological
cropping methods, etc This paper aims to present the procedure how the software is
developed and also the way it could be used for the purpose of better land use in the
study area. Soil and land information has been collected for South Pinedog Mouza
of Fatickchari upazilla under Chittagong district of Bangladesh and a computerized
Soil and Land Information Systems (SLIS) has been developed to store, retrieve,
manipulate and visualize the data SLIS contains a number of key data sets: soil and
land use map of the study area, soil inventory, morphological and analytical data on
important soil types, an agro-climatic databank and other information, such as land
utilization pattern, future land use planning, mouza maps and land ownership details.
The development of this system has passed through different stages and took into
consideration other earlier works concerning data processing on soil profiles and land
units. Different computer software has been used to develop SLIS such as, Microsoft
Visual Basic, MS Access and MS Excel.
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L O A . Odeh
Application of Logistic-Regression and Classification Trees to Prediction of
Soil Classes at a Regional Scale.
/. O. A. Odeh. N. Odgers. The Unix of Sydney.
Soil classes, created by the so-called natural classification systems, are as a result of
five factors of soil formation, namely climate, lithology, organisms, parent materials and time, jointly termed CLORPT. The CLORPT are generally well described
by surrogate or ancillary variables which can be remotely observed. As the soil
classes are factor variables generally coded in a nominal alphanumeric format,
it is illogical to apply classical regression methods to predicting them from the
ancillary variables In order to take advantage of the increasingly available ancillary variables, new quantitative methods for rapidly predicting soil classes would
enhance the quality of soil survey maps. Logistic regression and classification trees
are such methods which are based on logical sequence of decisions. While logistic
regression is designed specifically for situations in which dtchotomous dependant
variables are used as the predictants, classification trees are used to predict classes
at unknown locations through a series of rules formulated from ancillary data at
known locations. The aim of this study is to use a variety of ancillary information in association with the two methods logistic regression and classification trees,
to predict the soil classes (created with the Australian Soil Classification (lsbell,
1996) at a regional scale in the Namoi catchment of New South Wales, Australia
The study region, located in northern NSW, Australia, has a diverse geomorphology and geology. Consequently, a wide range of soil classes exists Different combinations of ancillary variables, generated either from remote sensing, DEM and
existing lithologic and old soil maps, were used to spatially predict soil classes at
the sub-order level of Australian Soil Classification. The performance of the two
prediction methods were also compared in terms of proportions of misclassification and probabilistic uncertainty at each pixel. The results display soil class maps
which show spatial continuity of the soil class (mapping) units that are well contiguous with each other Both methods performed well when compared using the
misclassification scores and probabilistic uncertainty, although logistic regression
is slightly better than the classification tree model. The methods could be used to
rapidly predict soil types for making soil classification maps in areas with similar
patterns of landscape
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R A. Mahjoory
The Sand Land Soil System and Society.
R. A. Mahjoory. Michigan Stale Univ.
Worldwide, arid soils such as Latteritcs from African Savannas to the Xeralfs
and Xererts of the Mediterranian Basin, Orients and Orthids of Asian Deserts are
uniquely different in their strategic roles for utilizing the land in places where a
delicate balance between annual climatic cycles and general trends toward desertification predominate Arid lands cover 1/3 of global land surface and contain irreplaceable natural resources with potential productivity of meeting the demands
for higher standards of living for more than two billion people while also seving
the sources and sinks of atmospheric C02. The soils in these arid areas are being
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degraded due to adverse natural and anthropogenic activities and also are underutilized and kept in a stage of obliviousness due to inadequate public literacy and
most importantly, in-sufficient scientific evaluations of the soil system. Implementation of sustainable development programs and food security projects on randomly
selected sites and assessment of land degradation by powerful computers and satellite imagery techniques without coupling with field work are data producing and
grant attracting but, counter- productive because of non- recognition of representative soils, based on pedology standards and incomplete soil taxonomy information.
We live in a world in which there is an order out there and things are precisely
measured and categorized for efficient utilization Why not the soils, mainly in arid
areas ? How we could generalize the world of soils under our feet by concept of
soils are the same? Expansion of educational programs, quantification of multiple
ecosystems within the arid regions through detailed and correlated studies of soils
on an applicable scale can provide opportunities for land users to diversify agro-eco
systems and for designers of food security and environmental programs to establish
project sites on well defined Representative Soil Units in each region. This, would
enable soil scientists to extrapolate the results of their studies and promote national
productivity and regional economy. Otherwise, all nations would inevitably pursue
a self-destructive cause of fueling their economies by consuming their capital, by
degrading natural ecosystems and accelerating the depletion of their most valuable
natural resources. Answering to these questions and coping with tsunami of others
on the occasion of this 18th World Congress of Soil Science should rely on our
good conscience and exercise of professional responsibilities in a way that hunger
shall last no longer.
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Characterization of Typic Natrudolls and Petrocalcic Soils in the CenterSouthwest of Buenos Aires province, Argentina.
J. M. Sanchez. G. Carboni. G. A. Cruzate. R. C. Diaz. INTA-CIRN-lnslituto de
Suelos.
Until 1998, Molisolls were identified in center-southwest of Buenos Aires province
as udic humidity regime and natric horizon The 1992 USDA Soil Taxonomy (ST)
did not include Udolls with natric horizon These wide plains, have high percentage of sodium interchangeable, Bt horizon, and calcium carbonate accumulation in
depth. Later, the soils with natric horizon were classified as Natraquolls, Hapludolls
and Natralbolls. Godagnone (1991), and Pazos, Stoops (1987) suggested a review
of the USDA ST. Classification to include Natrudolls The Great Group Natrudolls,
and eight Subgroups were incorporated in 1999. The area is a wide plain with non
consolidated sediments of the quaternary, deposited by wind, and redistributed by
water. Two mountain systems (Tandilia, Ventania), occupy the center and southwest
presenting rocks from the Precambric and Paleozoic Tandilia and Ventania, recent
sediments, are over Paleozoic rocks covering crystalline basament. The mountain
area has a cover of calcium carbonate cemented silt "tosca", also silt sediment from
wind action or "pampean loess" that represent the soil parent material for the province. These were divided into seven geomorphological units according to the characteristics and evolution of the soil parent materials, actual topography, drainage
network, and incidence of those factors in the distribution of soil types. Annual average temperature and precipitations are around 14°C, and 800-900 mm (1971 -2000),
respectively. They are located in the geomorphological subregions: sector occidental
of depressed Pampa, intermountainous Pampa, Tandilia mountains, and valleys. The
objective of this study was to characterize and confirm their correct taxonomy. New
criteria were used to classify twenty soil profiles corresponding to four identified soil
series comprising around 1,600,000 ha The methodology included: 1) Topographic
Argentine maps (1GM), INTA photo mosaic 3760-13, 19, 25, 31, 3763-18, 24, 30,
36, and 3960-1,7 Scale I 50 000; 2) Geomorphological units of the province maps;
3) Soil identification criteria; 4) Productivity index and parametric methods of soil
evaluation; 5) Land capability classification; 6) Keys to soil taxonomy (ST., 2003);
and 7) Soil survey laboratory methods manuals (1992). According to new ST. (2003)
criteria. Twenty soil profiles allowed to differentiate Udolls and Aquolls Suborders
The 44% had the required criteria to be included as Typic Natrudolls (IHAH) with
humidic udic regimen. These soils are in high and wide plains, low hills with good
to poor drainage La Tigra Series included the horizons A-E-Bt-BCn-Cn-Cck-2Ckm.
General Lamadrid Series was classified as Typic Natrudolls (Ap-Btn-BCc-Cl-C22Ckm) without transition horizon in extended low hills, and 37% were Petrocalcic
Natrudolls (IHAA) with udic humidity regimen, mollic natric epipedon horizon, calcium carbonate, and loess as original material or petrocalcic horizons These soils
are in extended plains up to 2,000 meters of the intermountain Pampa and bottom
of the Tandilia range of Las Hermanas Series (An-Btn-BCn-Cn-2Ckm) with 79 cm
depth Low plains with undulations in Cruzada Series (Ap-A 1 -Bt-2Ckm) up to 46 cm
depth where the calcium carbonate appear They have moderately good to poor drainage. The natric horizon has 70% of exchange sodium from the surface and 15% of
sulphates at 15 cm depth (VIws-VIIws) with 5-10 productivity index indicating livestock use The 19% of the soils were included as Typic Natraquolls (IBCC) because
humid aquic regimen. They were in low parts with a fluctuating water table. Total
surface reached 1,600,000 ha with 327,500 ha of Natrudolls. The Typic Natrudolls
cartographic units (La Tigra, General Lamadrid Series) included 277,484 ha (84.7%)
and were associated to a less representative soils (Typic Natraquolls). The remaining, 50,047 ha, were the dominant Cruzada and Las Hermanas Series classified as
Petrocalcic Natrudolls (15 3%) An adequate taxonomical location of the soils and
land use of the center-southwest of the province was possible after the incorporation of the Natrudolls in the Key to ST (1999) Therefore. Typic and Petrocalcic
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Natrudolls were included to the province soil type list. Previously, Natraquolls and
Natralbolls were used to designate low areas while Typic Argiudolls and Petrocalcic
Paleudolls were used for higher sectors. Typic Natrudolls have agriculture-livestock
land capability (IVws), but Petrocalcic Natrudolls are only for livestock use (VIws)
Keywords: Typic Natrudolls, Petrocalcic Natrudolls, Soil Taxonomy, pampean
region soils.

ity, NanoSIMS being one such method Sophisticated modeling tools are required
to integrate the knowledge gained on individual habitats These may be stochastic
which takies into account the observed spatial variability of microorganisms and
activities Or it can be deterministic that is based on a conceptual representation
of soil a mosaic of microhabitats and on the knowledge of their characteristics in
terms of microbial populations, activities and driving factors
43-2
I 45 PM A P Hitchcock
Environmental Science with Scanning Transmission X-Ray Microscopy.
A. P. Hitchcock. McMaster Univ.
Synchrotron based soft X-ray scanning transmission microscopy (STXM) is a
powerful tool for spatially resolved chemical analysis It provides speciation and
quantitative chemical mapping of biochemistry and non-biological components
(metallic species, minerals, etc) at high spatial resolution (-30 nm) on samples
that can be fully hydrated, and thus close to their natural state [1], The principles
and capabilities of STXM will be described and illustrated with literature results
in soil science (Myneni et al; Brown et al), and recent studies from my work. The
latter includes: • correlative mapping of biofilms by combined STXM, confocal
laser scanning microscopy (CLSM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
[2] • speciation and quantitative mapping of Ni, Mn and Fe in natural riverine biofilms (3] • Studies of cation exchange on clays [4] • Investigation of mechanisms
of organic antimicrobials in pure bacterial cultures (P. Fluorescens) and in mixed
microbial (diatom, bacteria) river biofilms [5]
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1:15 PM C. Chenu
The Spatial Distribution of Microorganisms and their Activities in Soil
Structure.
C. Chenu, 1NAPG—UMR Biogeochimie et Ecologie des Milieux Contineniaux
(Bioemco): L. Vieublé-Gonod, INAPG. UMR EGC: N. Nunan. CNRS--UMR
Biogeochimie el Ecologie des Milieux Contineniaux (Bioemco).
Soils are complex and heterogeneous environments, which result in a variety of
microhabitats, in terms of pore size, water regime, availability of substrates, nature
of pore wall. These habitats may be colonized by different microorganisms and the
local conditions at the microscale may be different from the average conditions
estimated on bulk soil. As a result it is still difficult to establish accurate predictive
relationships between bulk soil characteristics and microbial functions Describing
the spatial distribution of microorganisms at the microhabitat scale and relating it to
their activity may be a necessary step for understanding and quantifying the factors
that control microbial functions. Although much work has been devoted to developing techniques to analyze the diversity of soil microorganisms, comparatively little
effort has been spent to connect these measures with habitat and function. The objective of this presentation is to review current knowledge on the spatial distribution of
microorganisms at different scales within the soil matrix. The spatial distribution of
microorganism of microorganisms has been studied either after the fractionation of
soil structure into different sub-units, i.e. aggregates of different sizes and stabilities or by quantifying microorganisms and their activities in spatially referenced
samples at different scales. In all cases, the spatial distribution of microorganisms is
extremely heterogeneous, in terms of total microbial numbers as well as for specific
groups or their activities. Using geostatistics, the distribution of microorganisms
was found to be spatially structured rather than random at the microscale (< I cm)
Microbial hot spots have been related to organic matter patches, such as incorporated plant residues. The spatial distribution of microorganisms at the microscale
has tremendous functional importance as it controls the accessibility to organic
matter for heterotrophs and biochemical processes such as aerobic mineralization,
denitrification and methanogenesis It also regulates the exposure of microorganisms to pollutants. However, only a few studies have attempted to characterize
microscale microbial hot-spots and evaluate their contributions to overall function
at the scale of soil peds Very little is known on the dynamics of the observed
spatial distributions, e.g. on the duration of microbial hotspots. Developments in
this area are crucial to integrating the biology and physics of the soil ecosystems.
'ITiese will depend on the development of methods that can couple the location of
microorganisms in undisturbed soil samples with their identification and or activ-

While these studies have a variety of specific goals, in total, they well illustrate the
power and potential of STXM to contribute to improving mankind's understanding of microbial - soil interactions. Research funded by AFMnet Centre of Excellence, NSERC (Canada), CFI, the Canada Research Chair program, and NWRI
(Canada). Tolek Tyliszczak and David Kilcoyne are thanked for their expert work
on the development and maintenance of STXM. The Advanced Light Source is
supported by Office of Basic Energy Sciences of the US Department of Energy.
1. Hitchcock A.P. et al. (2005) J. Electron Spectroscopy 144: 259-269 2 Lawrence
JR. et al. (2003) Applied Environmental Microbiology, 69: 5543-5554 3 Dynes
J.J. et al, (2005) Environmental Science & Technology, in press 4. Gates, W P et
al, (2006) Clays and Clay Minerals in preparation 5. Dynes J.J. et al, (2005) Nature
in preparation
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2:05 PM J. Six
Interactions between Soil Microstructures and Biota Control on Ecosystem
Functioning.
J. Six. A. Kong. Dept of Plant Sciences. Univ of California-Davis.
Soils are a mosaic of dynamic microenvironments that differ in physical, biological, and chemical properties Hence, the microbial communities that govern ecosystem C and N cycling are spatially and temporally variable Here, we synthesize
our current understanding of how the formation of microenvironments within the
soil matrix influences biological activity, defines the spatial and temporal dynamics
of soil biota, and, subsequently, determines ecosystem functioning Recently, it has
been observed that both fungi and earthworms, which have been known to enhance
the formation of soil aggregates, directly control the formation of microaggregates (within macroaggregates). In addition, several studies have indicated that the
microaggregate structure creates an operationally definable microenvironment for
microorganisms, i.e. the differences in microbial community are greater between
macroaggregates and microaggregates within a soil type than among different soil
types. This microenvironment is characterized by low predation pressure, relatively
stable water potential, low oxygen availability, and low accessibility for exogenous
toxic elements. As a result, the spatial compartmentalization associated with these
microenvironments protects microbes versus contaminants, fosters a unique microbial community structure, but also reduces the activity level of the microflora. The
latter function of microaggregates directly induces the stabilization and storage of
soil C and N It has been shown that C and especially C derived from fungal and
bacterial cell wall components are preferentially sequestered within microaggregates occluded within macroaggregates Rhizosphere dynamics also contribute to
the structural organization of the soil, either directly by binding soil particles into
stable aggregates or indirectly by providing the source of energy that drives microbial activity and the production of aggregate stabilizing materials. It has been shown
that rhizosphere-associated processes create unique microenvironments for soil
microorganisms Moreover, ongoing root exudation and sloughing has been shown
to maintain a more diverse microbial community, with a more diverse substrate
use profile than the microbial communities found in the bulk soil The interactions
between soil structural components and microbial activities have demonstrated seasonal fluctuations, which can impact microbial-mediated processes (e.g., C and N
stabilization versus loss) While advances have been made to better understand the
relationship between the biological and physical components of the soil system,
connecting this interaction to ecosystem functioning ( e g , C and N cycling) is still
elusive 1 suggest that progress can be made in this research area by investigating
1) the structural dynamics of microenvironments, as defined by the rhizosphere and
microaggregate structure, 2) the microbial communities associated with the C and
N cycling within these microenvironments, and 3) the effects of temporal variation
on the relationship between soil biota, soil structure, and nutrient dynamics.
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2:25 PM A. Herrmann
NanoSIMS—A New Analytical Tool for Integrating the Physical, Chemical
and Biological Interface in Soil.
A. Herrmann, School of Biology & Psychology; P. Clode, Centre for Microscopy
& Microanalysis; N. Nunan. Laboratoire de Biogéochimie et Ecologie des Milieux
Continenlaux; D. V. Murphy, School of Earth and Geographical Sciences; E. A.
Stockdale. School of Agriculture, Food and Rural Development; P. F. Grierson,
School of Plant Biology; A.G.O 'Donnell, School of Biology & Psychology.
In soil, microbial communities survive, reproduce and die in a complex 3-D physical framework This 3-D framework has variable geometry, composition and stability across scales spanning several orders of magnitude, from the molecular to
the landscape. Consequently, external environmental conditions do not have a
uniform effect throughout the soil enabling a large diversity of microhabitats to
develop This allows microbial processes with contrasting requirements for substrate and environmental conditions, such as e.g. nitrification and denitrification, to
occur simultaneously. For the most part, studies have been done at experimentally
convenient scales far larger than the scales at which microbial communities exist
and function. Recent research has indicated that the distribution of micro-organisms at the micro-scale and their interactions with the physical micro-habitat are
non-random and has suggested that the micro-scale distribution of bacteria has a
direct effect on activity. Although there is an increasing acceptance of the need to
study spatio-temporal patterns at micro- and nano-scales in soils in order to fully
understand macro-scale behaviour (at field and catchment scales), few studies
have attempted to address the spatial 3-D complexity of the soil with respect to
soil biotic interactions and process rates. A major obstacle to progress is the lack
of techniques of adequate sensitivity for data collection at the appropriate scales
needed to integrate an understanding of structural heterogeneity of the soil physical
and chemical environment with the ecological function of microbial communities.
Nano-Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (NanoSIMS) is a cutting edge technology
that links high resolution microscopy with isotopic analysis. NanoSIMS involves
bombardment of a sample with an energetic primary beam (usually '"Cs or "O
) This results in sputtering of the sample surface and the liberation of secondary
ions that are dispersed in a mass spectrometer according to their energies and their
mass to charge ratios An image ('map') can be formed for any selected mass and a
number of ionic species can be recorded simultaneously. The power of NanoSIMS
lies in the ability of the instrument to distinguish stable isotopes of elements with
a high sensitivity, i.e. concentrations in parts per million can be detected. The level
of spatial resolution achievable is better than 50 nm ("'Cs primary beam) with
NanoSIMS, a significant improvement on other SIMS instruments and on X-ray
micro-analytical techniques. The high resolution of NanoSIMS allows the tracing
of isotopes into individual bacteria and the simultaneous exploration of factors that
determine micro-site heterogeneity in soil. NanoSIMS has therefore the potential to
improve our understanding of links between the 3-D architecture of the soil matrix,
the location of key microbial communities and the regulation of the fate and cycling
of nutrients within soils. Our objective is to explore the potential of NanoSIMS for
the study of the physical-chemical-biological interface in soils. Currently, we are
focusing upon soil sample preparatory techniques and soil application development We will report the use of NanoSIMS to measure, in parallel, the 2*Si, ,2C",
"C", l2C,4N", and l2Cl5N' ion currents in soils inoculated with Pseudomonas fluoresces cultures that had been cultured in mineral medium containing glucose and
either natural abundance (NH^SOj or as 54 atom% ("NH^SO^. Practical considerations for NanoSIMS analysis and soil sample preparation will be presented;
and implications for integrating the physical-chemical-biological interface in soils
using NanoSIMS as a new analytical tool will be discussed.
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2:45 PM T. Eickhorst
The Combination of DNA Analytical Methods and Micropedology to
Investigate Microorganisms in Undisturbed Soil Samples.
T. Eickhorst, Univ of Bremen. Institute of Soil Science; R. Tippkölter Univ of
Bremen, Institute of Soil Science.
Terrestrial ecosystems participate in different ways in the global metabolic cycle,
in which most of the decomposition of substances is done by soil microorganisms. Due to the typical spatial mobility and distinctive life cycles of soil-inhabiting microorganisms, the detection and identification of those being important to
the microbiological processes must be as precise as possible. The soil structure is
formed by a complex composition of minerals and organic matter which leads to
a wide range of living conditions. Therefore the soil matrix contains a lot of different microhabitats for soil microbiota. The present state of knowledge regarding
the biodiversity of soil bacteria and the spatial distribution of bacterial cells in
the soil matrix is as negligible as the understanding of the interaction between the
soil structure and microorganisms. Present DNA analytical methods such as Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization (FISH) have therefore been introduced to improve
the characterization of microbial biocoenoses without the need for conventional
cultivation methods. Therefore a method for in situ detection of microorganisms in
a soil matrix in two- and three dimensional arrangement combining molecular and
micropedological techniques was developed The combination of FISH and embedding soil structure with resin is a new method in soil molecular biology which
allows the localisation and identification of the dynamics of microorganisms in the
undisturbed soil matrix. After a series of pre-experiments on different soil suspensions FISH is used for structured soil samples in small sample rings. Using fluorescent labelled 16S rRNA targeted oligonucleotide probes soil microorganisms are
stained specifically and visualized in the soil matrix using fluorescence microscopy.
Different oligonucleotide probes targeted to certain phylogenetic levels are applied
to detected dominant populations Therefore the "Top to BottonV'-approach will
be followed by detecting microbes from domain to genus level. Cross-checking
was done by dyeing with DAP1 as well as the use of different excitation filters
during fluorescence microscopy. Embedding structured soil samples in polyester
resin enables the production of polished blocks, which allow a spatial assignment
of bacteria marked by FISH Two possibilities to use FISH in this approach are
compared: hybridization of soil structure (a) before and (b) after impregnation
with resin. Furthermore micropedological methods allow a detailed record of the
microstructure of the soil samples investigated by this novel approach. Therefore
thin sections and polished blocks are observed with techniques of light- and epifluorescence microscopy as well as digital image analysis. Within this contribution
the application of the novel approach is shown exemplified for the investigation
of microbial dynamics in paddy soils related to soil structure dynamics caused by
seasonal flooding and desiccation cycles. Undisturbed paddy soil samples of three
different textures from southeast China are used to investigate the distribution of
bacteria and archaea in the soil matrix at different stages during rice growth. These
analyses point out clear interactions of microstructure and microbial populations
particularly with regard to the plough pan compared with the puddled top soil. For
the first time FISH was used for spatial detection of microorganisms in undisturbed
soil which enabled the visualization of new aspects of soil This method can be used
for specific localization and characterization of microorganisms and their dynamics
in the soil matrix. Applying FISH especially in combination with micropedological
analysis may lead to a better understanding of structure and function of microbial
communities By using various oligonucleotide probes this technique can be used
for quantitative as well as qualitative analysis of the diversity of bacteria and archea
in the soil matrix Regarding to the influence of soil structure on soil microbes more
information about their activity, their function and spatial distribution of functional
groups in the soil matrix are expected, which is important for the analysis of interrelations between the various processes in soils.
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T A Zubkova
Matrix Organization of Soils and Mechanisms of its Stability.
T. A. Zubkova, i. O. Karpachevskiy. Moscow State Univ, Facultty of Soil Science.
Mechanisms of the soil profile and aggregate stability are related to molecular level
of the structure organization and the matrix properties The soil matrix or surface
of soil particles is an arena on which all interactions in soil take place. Soil matrix
organizes the adsorptive layer from ions complex, adsorptive water, the organic
matter and the microorganisms and immobilizated enzymes around itself Soil
matrix consists of three parts: mineral matrix (E, B horizons), organic (litter, peat)
and organomineral (A horizons). The selection of the matrix into a separate part of
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soil particles is affected by several reasons Soil is polydisperstive and polymineral
system and its particles are not the same participation in the soil processes. The
most active are clays (montmorillonite. kaolinite, hydromica) and the less active
quartz and field spar among minerals. The properties of the surface layer of soil
particles differ from the properties of its internal part. Matrix size is evaluated as
common surface of soil (external and internal) or colloid and silt complex. This
surface is heterogeneous in chemical, electrical and power properties. The active
centers and clusters (group of centers with similar functions) are the most active
elements on matrix which take up 1-25% of the whole matrix. Organic matrix
may be in 2 forms with differences properties, which consists of organic molecules or colloid of humus. Interaction between mineral and organic matrix results
to organomineral matrix and defines the processes of compartmentation in soils.
The diversity of active centers and clasters on the soil surface forms the differences compartments. The active centers can be of the acid nature (hydroxy! groups,
exchange cations, coordinately non-saturated cations) and basic nature (oxygen,
hydroxyl groups, exchange cations), which reflect of the soil conditions and of
rock composition. Also its can be of Hydrophilic and Hydrophobic and of the point
(place, area) of crystal growth and new soil formation. Its form links with other
matrix. The mineral matrix of all soils in Russia have acid properties: in chernozems the number of acid centers is in 3-4 greater than basic ones, in soddy-podzolic
soils, the mineral matrix is represented practically only by acid centers. The feature
of soil matrix is to organize matter around itself in defined order. Matrix creates
adsorption layer from water, microorganisms, immobilization enzymes, ions and
organic compounds. Area of the directly matrix effect is near 100 nm. The main
feature of organic matrix is in the capacity to replication itself. The fresh segments
of organic molecules can be built in already existing ones - process known as
fragmentary exchange. The humus fragmentary exchange on the mineral matrix
takes place simultaneously with the humus mineralization. As a result of its processes is the stability of the common humus content and group composition in
soils with similar mineral matrix. Mineral matrix exerts the most pronounced effect
on the humus formation. The 60-70% of humus is mobilized by mineral colloids.
The properties of matrix humus as specific surface, density, porosity and common
content are determined by the properties of mineral matrix. The matrix of clay
minerals catalyzes the formation of similar to humus components. These catalytic
processes do not take place without clay minerals. The initial soil mineral matrix
inherited from soil formation rock creates the borders in which soil develops. So,
quantity and quality of active centers on matrix define the content, features of contacts between soil particles (coagulate and phase) and degree of its interaction.
Matrix interactions result to aggregate formation. The mechanical strength of soil
aggregates is directly proportional to size of the soil matrix. Aggregate structure
forms all physical properties of horizon and profile. Thus, the concept of matrix
organization of soil allows us to observe the effect of properties of atoms, ions
and molecules on formation of more organized elements of the soil structure. The
developing of mineral matrix to organomineral and the increase of its sizes are in
soil formation. The initial mineral matrix forms the organomineral, the contacting
interactions with other matrix and compounds and organizes matter around itself in
some order. Mineral matrix determines the borders in which soil develops. It keeps
the processes of soil formation after its degradation as fires and humus mineralization. The aggregate stability and stability of the soil profile are determined by the
matrix organization. Matrix organization is the main mechanism in the stability of
soils as biosphere systems It is dynamic (change, interaction with solution) and
creates the conditions for dynamic of soil properties
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L. O. Karpachevskiy
Molecular Soil Science.
L. O. Karpachevskiy, T. A. Zubkova, Moscow State Univ. Facullty of Soil Science.
Molecular soil science is a separate section of soil science The concept of molecular soil science is referred to those soil researches, which study molecular processes (mechanisms) and their development on meso- and macro level of soil
properties (morphological and physical), and also in ecological functions. Objects
of molecular soil science are molecular mechanisms, soil matrix and processes of
compartmentation. Molecular mechanisms are the chemical reactions with particular parameters: composition of ions, molecules, factors of selectivity, solubility
constants, reaction velocity, paramagnetic centers, catalytic reactions, isomorphous
substitutions, exchange reactions, complexing of mineral and humus substances
To molecular processes it is possible to relate all particular reactions taking place
in soils and also formation of electrical fields in soil, magnetic susceptibility in
upper soil horizons, processes of diffusion and processes of the synthesis of minerals under the effect of organisms All molecular reactions can be divided in two
groups: Chemical reactions taking place in soil and changing some properties
(usual chemical reactions) and reactions which result to forming the soil macro
properties as morphological, physical, structural and aggregates. In practice soil
scientists study result of soil processes. However connection between results and
molecular processes is not cleared For example, chlorite in soils is the result from
reactions of synthesis or from rock weathering Carbonates in soils are the finish
product of humus mineralization or result of salinizatton. Fe-Mn concretions are
the product of microbiological activity or physic-chemical processes. Genesis of
metallic spherules with magnetite is also discussed It is affected by microorganisms or chemical processes or pollution or space area Most of these reactions and
interactions are connected to the soil matrix Soil matrix is characterized by active
centers (acid and basic nature) with the differing forces (from strong to weak)

The diversity of active centers and clasters on the soil surface forms the differences compartments in which molecules, ions and microorganisms concentrate,
specific adsorption of substances take place. These processes result to the division
of soil matter and to the formation of soil profile. Kompartmentation in soil are
the processes of ordinary separation of matter, particles, atoms and molecules in
soil space and time It creates and increases the diversity of soil matter and is very
important in plant and microorganisms nutrition The main goal of molecular soil
science is to revile the links between molecular processes (mechanisms) and the
meso- and macro level of soil properties (aggregates, horizons and profile). Thus,
the first problem of molecular soil science is to study molecular processes, soil
matrix and kompartmentation in soil The second problem is to study the transmission mechanisms of soil properties between structural levels. In biological systems
and organisms the reflection of molecular properties in whole organism includes so
processes as matrix synthesis, replication, and transcription. In abiotic environment
(crystals) there are specific mechanisms of transmission the information from atom
to whole crystal: symmetric, transmission, epitaction and etc. In soils the structural
parameters (porosity, specific surface and number of contacts) are very important
for transmission mechanisms the soil properties between structural levels. Microscopic units carrying the information on the soil matrix can be active elements at
its surface - centers and clusters. It is proved that next processes and mechanisms
exist in soil formations: 1) Soil formation is characterized by the unidirectional
process of organomineral matrix formation on mineral substratum. 2) Specifically
of soil science structure is in aggregate formation. 3) Matrix humus formation is a
function of mineral matrix The matrix structural effect is appeared in the ability
of the mineral matrix to influence physical characteristics of organomineral matrix.
4) Complementarity appears in donor-acceptor or acid-base interactions and fragmentary change in humus molecules. 5) The mechanisms of stability are buffer
capacity, strength, adsorptive and etc 6) In soil, the alternative to enzymes are
the abiotic catalysts (clay minerals, oxides, hydroxides, salts, organic compounds)
and immobilized by soil particles ferments. Thus, molecular soil science study
soil reactions and their development on meso- and macro level of soil properties
(morphological and physical) and also in ecological functions Soil formation is
the formation of organomineral matrix which determined all level of soil structure
organization. Active centers of soil matrix can be of different functionally groups.
The localization of soil matter, differentiation and heterogeneities of soil profile are
controlled by processes of compartmentation.
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B. Gradusov
Global Laws of Genesis and Geography Nanoscopic the near Order Minerals
in Soilforming Rocks and Soil.
B. Gradusov. Soilsince Institut ofV.V. Dokuchaev
The representation about a low degree of ordering of structure of clay minerals
of soil for a long time exists in soil science and mineralogy of clays The properties and genesis of minerals of a clay type with near order are considered by the
author earlier Among many attributes of minerals of the near order main is till
now x-ray. In work on the laws of genesis and geography of these minerals are
considered on the basis of a complex of methods: macroscopic (granulometric,
microaggregate and total chemical), and also micro-nanoscopic - x-ray. Characteristic for the very low intensity x-ray bazal reflections even at removal of organic
substances and oxides of iron is caused by defects of structure, its mixed-layer
distribution by the disorder type, and also imperfection of imposing of layers on
bazal plane owing to aggregation of particles 2 Nanoscopic poorly-ordered clay
minerals (PONmin) in soils are submitted: smectite, mixed-layer mica-smectite and
chlorite-smectite, including di- and di-triokhtahedral, halloysite, allophane. They
are accompanied by the poorly disorder forms hydrooxids-oxides of aluminium and
iron. 3. The basic source PONmin are soilforming rocks. The minerals are dated
for three types of rocks : 1) and mica-smectite on volcanic glasses volcanic-depozit
of complexes rocks. 2) smectite and chlorite-smectite, frequently triochtahedral
regional metasomatic basic rocks. 3) highrothermolics of the volcanic countries
with smectite and kaolinite-smectite 4. These minerals are characterized by a high
degree dispersity. At humidity appropriate to natural displays of the elementary
particle are submitted by individual layers silicate type. In conditions subaeral type
and in soils at repeated changes of humidity and temperature, including at passage
through 0-meanings PONmin is quickly irreversible change in the party of increase
of the sizes of particles by processes histeresis of a type. PONmin, involved in a
soil profile undergo a number of change, (a) In humus horizons of soils such as
chernozem, sod-podzolic, gray forest etc they cooperate with organic, including
humic matter with formation more or less strong complexes making mikro-nanoscopic structure of aggregate conditional of horizons (b) In intensive permazidic
eluvial horizons PONmin intensively collapse and are partial taken out in illuvial
part of a profiles, and also behind its limits. Thanking, high dispersity they have
high ability to penetrate in cracks and pores of space of soils. A global type of
horizons of destruction PONmin are eluvial horizons of podzolic, yellow-podzolic
and red-podzolic soils actually humidic boreal, subtropical and tropical areas In
boreal conditions its display are concentrated in soils of plane-platformas regions,
in subtropical-tropical to modern and ancient mobile belts of the continental block
In subaridic and aridic areas boreal zone, in less measure in conditions aridic subtropics and tropics the process of a soil type transformation of particles of clay
minerals and mixed-layer formations with smectite package in superdispersional
condition formation is carried out Such forms new-created PONmin are dated for
areas of soda soils They are formed in conditions diluted high alcoline solutions
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at escalating powerful environments of molecules of water around of natrium ions.
The condition separated silicate layers promotes penetration into an interlayer of
organic compounds, including fulvic type of humus. The map-scheme of geography of types PONmin in soilforming rocks and soils are developed Poorly-ordered
minerals are characteristic for ploughed soils. The downturn of intensify of reflexes
of clay minerals with swelling structure in intensively used soils with application
of organic and mineral fertilizers is caused not by destruction smectite phase, but
low degree its ordering structure in c and a-b planes. It is caused by changes of
acid-alkaline conditions, and also con-centration in soil solutions of potassium- and
ammonium- ions, phosphate- and sulphate- ions, and also aggregation of particles
at interaction with low-mobile elements—aluminium, iron and silicon and organic
matter of diffrent types.
44-4
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N Kaur

Structural Incorporation of Trace Metals in Goethite (oi-FeOOH) in Di-Metal

Systems.
N. Kaur, B. Singh. M. Gräfe. B. J. Kennedy. The Univ of Sydney.
Knowledge of the mechanisms by which trace metals associate with goethite in
multi-element systems is essential to assess their bioavailability and to manipulate the role of goethite in controlling these processes under natural conditions. To
mimic the formation of goethite and its association with trace elements in nature, an
attempt was made to synthesize goethite in the presence of two foreign metal cations. Thus, the ability of goethite to incorporate simultaneously two foreign metal
cations in its structure was investigated. Goethites were synthesized using the Fe
(III) hydrolysis pathway via the formation of ferrihydrite. The di-metals systems
investigated were Cd-Zn; Cd-Cr; Cd-Pb; Pb-Cr, and Pb-Cu. For comparison, a pure
(non-substituted) goethite was also prepared. All goethites were prepared following a modified method of Cornell and Schwertmann (1991). The nominal foreign
metal concentration was 10 mol% (5 mol% for each metal) in all goethites, except
the Cd-Zn substituted sample, which was 13 mol% (6 5 mol% for each metal)
The transformation periods were 90 days for Cd-Zn, 35 days for Cd-Cr, and 25
days for Cd-Pb; Pb-Cr and Pb-Cu systems as compared to 60 h for the pure system
i.e. goethite with no metal substitution. Zinc retarded the rate of transformation of
ferrihydrite to goethite the most and Pb the least. Following their transformation,
the samples were washed with DDl-water, dried at 55°C, and gently crushed. Any
amorphous materials were removed by extracting the solids five times with 0 3
M ammonium oxalate + 0.3 M oxalic acid buffer (pH = 3) in solid-solution ratios
of 1:100 (g/ml) for 2 h in the dark. An additional extraction with 0.01 M HCl
was given to remove surface adsorbed oxalate and to dissolve any metal-oxalate
precipitated phases. Finally an extraction with DDl-water and acetone was applied
before drying the purified samples in an oven at 55°C. Goethites containing Pb
were purified using 0.2 M HC104 to avoid the formation of insoluble Pb-oxalate (s)
or PbCI, (s) phases. Analyses of extracts showed that two to three extractions were
sufficient to remove amorphous materials. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) indicated that only goethite had formed in all cases except for some additional hematite
in the Pb-Cu substituted sample. A small amount of Cd(OH), (s) was observed
in unextracted and extracted samples of Zn-Cd substituted goethite, which was
removed by further extractions with 0.2M HCI04. A purified subsample (1:1000,
g/ml) was dissolved in 6M HCl to assess the metal incorporation into the structure.
The chemical analyses indicated substitutions of both metals upto 10.3, 9.0, 6.5
and 6 I mol% for Cd-Cr; Pb-Cr; Cd-Pb; and, Cd-Zn substituted samples, respectively. Chromium appeared to enhance the incorporation of Cd and Pb into goethite
structure, whereas Zn appeared to suppress Cd incorporation. In the Cd-Cr system,
the substitutions of Cd and Cr for Fe were 5.1 and 5.2 mol%, respectively, while
in the Zn-Cd system, the substitutions of Cd and Zn for Fe were 0.7 and 5.5 mol%,
respectively. In the Pb-Cr system, the substitution Pb and Cr for Fe were 2 8 and
6.1 mol%, respectively, while in the Pb-Cd system, the substitution of Pb and Cd
for Fe were 1.1 and 5.4 mo!%, respectively. Both, Pb and Cr appeared to enhance
the substitution of Fe by Cd. At similar levels of nominal metal concentrations,
the extent of substitution for the studied metals was Cr> Zn> Cd> Pb. This order
could be related to the similarity in ionic radii and valence of these cations in comparison with Fe' (0.0645 nm) and their effect on the rate of transformation. It is
hypothesized that the substitution of Cr' (0.0615 nm) did not cause significant
structural strain and thus permitted the substitution of other metals, viz., Pb4 and
Cd2 In contrast, Zn2 (0 074 nm) caused structural strains and a charge imbalance
and thus restricted the incorporation of the even larger Cd2' (0 095 nm) ions. Lead
(Pb 4 ) ions, (0 0775 nm) appeared to enhance the incorporation of Cd2", which may
be related to a charge balancing factor in the structure rather than a cation radius
factor. To ascertain the actual mechanisms of substitution in di-metal systems, further studies employing synchrotron-based X-ray diffraction and extended X-ray
absorption fine structure spectroscopy will be conducted to determine the unit cell
parameters and the local coordination environments of the metals in the goethite
lattice structure, respectively. The effect of metal cation substitution on the crystal
morphology and thermal stability will also be evaluated using transmission electron
microscopy and thermogravimetric analyses, respectively.
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K. A. Bazilevskaya
An ATR-FTIR and EXAFS Study of Mixed Fe-AI (oxy) Hydroxides.
K. A. Bazilevskaya, Dept of Crop and Soil Sciences. The Pennsylvania Stale Univ:
D. Archibald. Dept of Crop and Soil Sciences. The Pennsylvania Stale Univ: C. E.
Martinez. Dept of Crop and Soil Sciences. The Pennsylvania State Univ.
In well-developed soils, iron and aluminum are abundant and can co-precipitate
forming metastable colloids which eventually crystallize into more ordered Fe and
AI oxides. Knowledge of the structure of these intermediate phases is important
with respect to their role as adsorbents of trace elements. In this study we combine
two spectroscopic approaches, attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) and extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy, and follow changes in the structure and phase composition of mixed Fe-AI
(oxy(hydroxides with time. Mixed Fe-AI colloids were prepared by raising the pH
(to 5) of solutions containing iron ([FeIII]=0-01 M) and aluminum at specific concentrations in order to obtain the desired FeAl molar ratios. Once the pH reached
5, the colloidal suspensions were dialyzed using 1000 MWCO (~1 nm pore size)
membranes. Nanocolloids (particle size 100-300 nm) were found to be stable for
up to 6 months. Crystalline Fe and Al minerals (goethite, Al-substituted goethite
and gibbsite) were synthesized and characterized for use as reference materials.
ATR-FTIR measurements were performed using a Bruke Tenon 27 FTIR instrument with a diamond-Zn-Se ATR sensor. Two uL of the oxide suspension were
placed on the detector and dried to form a thin oxide coating before data collection.
For EXAFS analyses, suspensions were placed in 3-um thick 3516 MYLAR film
bags and the spectra collected in fluorescence mode at the Fe K-edge using a 13element Ge-detector. EXAFS analyses were performed on Beamline X18-B at the
National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven National Laboratory. Our results
show that, in the absence of Al, poorly crystalline ferrihydrite was formed after 6
months, while the formation of gibbsite took place in suspensions containing an
Fe: Al molar ratio of I. A more detailed structural analysis of the Fe-AI mixtures is
in progress. Preliminary results show that the spectra of the coatings on the ATR
element (for poorly crystalline Fe-AI (oxy)hydroxides, for example) have much
higher peak resolution than the spectra obtained for the centrifuged powders using
Diffuse Reflectance (DR-FTIR)
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S. N. Lessovaia
Composition and Sustainability of Smectites' Nanoparticles in Boreal Acid
Soils.
5. N. Lessovaia. E. A. Goilo. St-Petersburg State Univ J. Kasbohm. Greifswald
Univ.
Smectite minerals are characterized by the most disordered structure and by smallest sizes of particles among phyllosilicates, so they could be considered as soil
nanoparticles. Specificities of smectites composition and structure as isomorphic
substitution and extremely low level of structure order It is well known that smectites are first minerals among phyllosilicates which are dissolved and removed
from upper horizons of acid soils in the boreal zone In spite of this fact, smectites
are more or less regular distributed in the acid, weakly differentiated soils on parent materials in which smectites dominate among clay minerals These soils are
stretched on the east of European Russia The aim of this research was to find out
characteristic of crystal-chemical features of soil smectites studying by the X-ray
diffractions and Transmission Electronic Microscope method (TEM) with microprobe analyzer. Chemical composition of smectites were established on the base
of TEM-data (Kasbohm and et al., 2000) with using Koster model (1977) The
iron parameters in the clay-size fractions of the soils were studied by Moessbauer
spectroscopy. The objects are smectites of Chromic Luvisols fine fractions that are
enriched by smectites because of sola development on Permian red colored clays
The crystal-chemical parameters of studied smectites as a result of TEM data with
micro-probe analyzer are represented by montmorillonite (smectite with charge
location in the octahedral sheet) and beidellite (smectite with charge location in the
tetrahedral sheet) Their specificity is high iron content in the structure, especially
in a number of particles of beidellite that are classified as Fe-beidellite According
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to X-ray data, the layer charge of smectites increases in the upper horizons in comparison with the bottom ones. We believe that there is mechanism of layer charge
increase This mechanism takes place in case of iron enrichment of clay minerals.
The parameters of iron in the smectite group minerals based on the Moessbauer
spectroscopy data were done previously. These results were based on the Tsiporsky
and Drits model (1984). According to this model, the inner doublet in the moessbauer specters belongs to the trans -OH sites, the outer one to the cis-OH sites In
the smectites with charge location in the octahedral sheet (montmorillonite) trans
-OH sites are previously occupied, except of in the smectites with charge location
in the tetrahedral sheet (beidellite and nontronite) these positions are vacancy and
cis-OH sites are occupied. Our own data showed that the redistribution of iron
in the octahedral (trans- and cis-sites) and tetrahedral sheets in the studied sola
takes place. In the bottom horizon, almost all iron Fe' (85%) is in the trans octahedral position (quadrupole splitting (Qs) 0.60 - 0.63mm/s; isomer shift (Is) 0.50
- 0.66mm/s). In the middle part of soil, iron is partially in tetrahedral sheets (15%)
(Qs 0.46 mm/s; Is 0.36 minis) In the top horizon the percentage of iron in tetrahedral sheets increases (27%); this shift takes place concurrently with the growth of
iron portion in the cis octahedral position (25%) (Qs 1.40mm/s; IS 0.80 mm/s). The
iron redistribution leads to the charge rearrangement and location in the tetrahedral
sheets. Thus, the increase of iron percentage in the tetrahedral sheets takes place
simultaneously with the layer charge increase that leads to the raise of the sustainability of soil smectites.
44-7
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J. M. Bigham
Synthesis and Properties of Ammoniojarosite and Nanocrystalline
Schwertmannite Prepared with Iron-Oxidizing Acidophiles at 22 to 65 C.
H. Wang, School of Environmental Studies. China Univ of Geosciences; F. S.
Jones. J. M. Bigham. School of Environment and Natural Resources. The Ohio
State Univ; O. H. Tuovinen. Dept of Microbiology, The Ohio State Univ.
Acidic waters from pyrite weathering and atmospheric deposition represent a
global environmental problem that often involves a major alteration of soil chemistry. Sulfate is usually the dominant anion in these waters and its interaction with
polymeric forms of Fe(III) can lead to the formation of a variety of nanocrystalline oxides and hydroxysulfates within the soil environment. The mineral phases
produced play a central role in determining the solubility, mobility, and toxicity
of trace elements released by acid weathering. The purpose of this work was to
study the phase boundary between schwertmannite [ideally Fe^OjfOFl^fSOj)] and
jarosite-type minerals using ammoniojarosite [(NH4, H,0)Fe,(OH) (S0 4 )J as a
model basic ferric sulfate. Mineral formation was achieved by oxidation of ferrous sulfate solutions at pH 2.0 - 3.0 over a range of NH4 concentrations (5 to 805
mM) and temperatures (22 to 65 C) in the presence of iron-oxidizing acidophiles.
Ammoniojarosites were also produced by chemical (abiotic) procedures in parallel
thermal experiments. At temperatures ranging from 22 to 36 C, schwertmannite
was the only solid phase produced at concentrations of NH4 < 10 mM. Between
10 and 85 mM NH4, a mixed product of ammoniojarosite and schwertmannite was
formed. In excess of 165 mM NH4, only ammoniojarosite was precipitated. An
increase in the incubation temperature using thermoacidophiles at 45 and 65 C
accelerated the formation of ammoniojarosite in culture solutions containing 165
mM NH4. The biogenic schwertmannites had characteristic x-ray diffraction profiles consisting of eight broad, overlapping peaks, but colors were redder (6.5 YR
vs 10 YR) than previously observed for either synthetic or natural specimens Both
the biogenic and chemical ammoniojarosites were yellow (2Y to 4Y in Munsell
hue), low surface area (< 1 m2/g) materials with average (n = 12) cn and ao unit cell
parameters of 17.467 ± 0.048 Ä and 7.330 ± 0.006 Ä, respectively. The average cell
lengths compared well with results from standard reference materials. There was
a strong, positive correlation between concentration of NH4 in the growth media
and N content of the ammoniojarosites All samples were N deficient compared to
stoichiometric ammoniojarosite indicating the formation of limited solid solutions
with hydronium jarosite. Strong positive correlations were also observed between
synthesis temperature and the unit cell axial ratios (c/a ) and volumes. Crystal
morphologies of the biogenic jarosites ranged from pseudo-cubic to disc shaped,
whereas the chemical specimens prepared at 36 to 95 C had irregular habits.

One recently introduced approach has been the use of IRIS (Indicator of Reduction
In Soil) tubes which are made from 21 mm OD PVC tubing that has been coated
with an iron oxide paint When the tubes are inserted into the soil and reducing conditions develop in the soil, this leads to reduction and dissolution of the iron oxide
coating along those portions of the tubes Two issues or questions have emerged
that are related particularly to the nature of the iron oxides used in the paint It
was initially proposed by Jenkinson (2002) that ferrihydrite be used to coat the
PVC tubing because this poorly crystalline phase was thought to be most similar
to the newly formed iron oxides that occur in soils that endure repeated cycles
of reduction and oxidation Paint derived from pure (or dominantly) ferrihydrite
(synthesized similar to method of Schwertmann and Cornell (2000) by titrating
0.2M FeCL with 1M KOH to pH 7.5), however, demonstrates poor adhesion to the
PVC tubing. It rubs oft"easily and is not suitable for use with IRIS tubes. When ferrihydrite was synthesized by titrating to pH II or 12 rather than 7.5, the higher pH
enhanced the transformation of the ferrihydrite to goethite. Within a week 10-40%
of the ferrihydrite had been altered to goethite (the higher the pH, the more rapid
the alteration) and the transformation to goethite continued over time. Our studies
demonstrated that once approximately 30 to 40% of the ferrihydrite was transformed to goethite, the suspension could be effectively used as a durable coating on
the IRIS tubes, because paint containing at least 30 to 40% goethite adhered well to
the PVC and did not rub off. The mechanism for this improved adhesion, however,
is not fully understood and was explored further by electron microscopy The second issue is the phenomenon of partial removal of the synthetic iron oxide coating
from the PVC tubing When IRIS tubes are extracted from the soil, they commonly
exhibit white zones where the iron oxide coating appears to be completely removed
(presumably by reduction and dissolution through the activity of soil microorganisms). At other times (or on other parts of the tubes) there are distinctive patterns
or splotches where the iron oxide coating appears to be only partially removed
Because of thermodynamic constraints, ferrihydrite is considered to be less stable
and more easily reduced than goethite. Therefore it has been hypothesized that the
apparent partial removal of the iron oxide coating from some IRIS tubes represents the preferential reduction and dissolution of ferrihydrite over goethite under
marginally reducing conditions. This hypothesis was evaluated using Mössbauer
spectroscopy and XRD techniques.
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R. Meissner
Innovation in Kysimeter Techniques.
R. Meissner. H. Rupp. J. Seeger. UFZ Centre for Environmental Research LeipzigHalle. Dept of Soil Science. Lysimeter Station; M. Seyfarth. UGT Environmental
Measuring Techniques Ltd.
Exact information about the soil water balance is needed to quantify water and
solute transfer within the vadose zone. Different methods exist for measuring water
and solute flux in and below the root zone In principal it is grouped into indirect
(water balance estimates, physically-based methods, environmental tracer methods) and direct (drainage-type lysimeter, water fluxmeter) methods. In the last
years, particulary in Europe, direct lysimetry methods are being used more and
more for studying water and solute migration in soil In general, a lysimeter consists of a container filled with soil and a mechanism to collect and quantify the
amount of solutes contained in it. Only lysimeters permit a direct determination of
the amount of water percolating through a soil profile and of the type and amount of
solutes contained in it. If the lysimeter is weighable, the actual evapotranspiration
can be obtained from the weight change Due to these charcteristics lysimeters are
an excellent tool to derive or calibrate water and solute transport models. A large
weighable lysimeter is the best method for obtaining reliable data about seepage
44-8
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M. C. Rabenhorst
water quantity and quality but it is connected with relatively high investment and
Synthesized Iron Oxides Used as a Tool for Documenting Reducing Conditions
additional expenses for maintanance. To solve these problems new lysimeter techin Soils.
niques have been developed The poster will inform about the progress in lysimeter
M. C. Rabenhorst. Univ of Maryland: D. W. Ming. R. V. Morris. NASA-Johnson technology. It focused on new technologies to obtain large undisturbed soil monoliths and newly developed types of monolithic weighable lysimeters Furthermore,
Space Center
a container lysimeter unit will presented which is much more cheaper as a conIron oxides are generally abundant in soils relative to other reducible phases (such
ventional steel or concrete cellar to locate the lysimeters. A substantial progress
as nitrate or manganese oxides) In seasonally wet soils, iron oxides often become
concerning the extraction of cylindrical lysimeter monoliths is obtained by develsegregated as concentration or depletion features due to redox processes, which can
opment of a vertical extraction technology, which cuts out the outline of the soil
lead to recognizable morphological indicators of wetness. In many soils, the iron
monolith by a rotating milling tool. This technology has been used successfully for
oxides may cause the redox conditions to become poised in relation to these phases.
different soil types (from sand to gravel to clay) respectively sites (agricultural and
Interpretation of the soil hydromorphology is somewhat imprecise and concentraforest land, flood plains, contaminated sites, dump soils) and for different lysimeter
tions and depletions of iron oxides have been shown to persist as relict features
sizes (surface area of 0.5 to 2 square meter and depths from I to 3 m). Furthermore,
long after environmental conditions have changed Because the development of
a special device for the horizontal cutting of undistrubed soil monoliths (surface
anaerobic and reducing conditions in soils can impact a variety of biological and
area 4 square meter, width 1.0 m and depth 1 5 m) will presented. This technology
biogeochemical processes, there has been interest in documenting this phenomhas been used successfully to obtain undisturbed soil cores under wet site conenon Common approaches have been the use of Pt electrodes or the use of dyes.
ditions (for example moore lands) The newly developed gravitation lysimeter is
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equipped with an improved weighing device. Besides recording precipitation and
seepage, its weighing precision makes it possible to register mass input by dew,
tog or rime It also permits a very accurate calculation of actual evapotranspiration. Because the precise measuring of pedohydrological parameters in floodplains
itself (that serve for obtaining drinking water from bank filtrate) is very difficult a
weighable groundwater lysimeter was developed It is the basis for recording the
water balance quantities precipitation, evapotranspiration, groundwater recharge,
capillary rise, and interaction with the water course The function of the lysimeter
and the measuring procedure will explained in detail. In the last years enhanced
activities were carried out for the preservation and revitalization of the still existing
fen sites (Histosols) by re-wetting. But re-wetting may be connected with eutrophication of adjacent surface waters. At this time there is inadequate knowledge about
lateral transport processes in fens available. With a newly developed weighable fen
lysimeter it is possible to measure water and solute fluxes in fen soils with high
temporal and spatial resolution as well as to simulate this processes. The schematic
of this lysimeter type and first results will presented. Lysimeters are usually located
at special lysimeter stations with an access for functional inspection as well as
for the accomodation of measurement, control and weighing devices. To reduce
cost and secure mobility, a polyethylene-(PE-HD)-Iysimeter station as a container
was developed, where 4 lysimeter vessels are located in a clover-leaf arrangement
around the access Variations regarding the amount and arrangement of lysimeter
vessels are possible (at present from I to 4 lysimeters at one station). The poster
contains an evaluation of the newly developed lysimeter techniques and conclusions for further research.
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Accuracy of Soil Water Balance Parameters Measured by Large Weighing
Lysimeters.
H. Rupp, R. Meissner, J. Seeger. UFZ Centre for Environmental Research
Leipzig-Halle, Department of Soil Science. Lysimeter Station: M. Seyfarlh, UGT
Environmental Measuring Techniques Ltd.
A prerequisite to develop sustainable strategies for land use and protection of water
resources in quantity and quality is the exact measurement of water and solute
fluxes below the root zoone. The direct measuring of water flux densities with
lysimeters has a long tradition. In the last years a new generation of lysimeter types
with improved measuring techniques have been developed. The aim of the poster is
to demonstrate the accuracy of the measuring technique (especially the electronic
balancing system) and to present results from case studies regarding the high precision of water balance parameters. The measuring process of lysimeter weighing is
individually adjustable on the used lysimeter type and allows a highly sophisticated
spatial and temporal resolution. The installed computer software allows the presentation of all measured parameters in detail (eg average, minimum and maximum
values of the measured data) An example for the high precision of the weighing
technique will be demonstrated on a new constructed gravitation lysimeter (surface
area 1 m2, depths 2 m). Here it is possible to ascertain experimentally, besides
precipitation and seepage, the mass input of dew and fog The accuracy of the used
weighing system is high enough to measure hourly a weight increase of minimal
0.03 mm which can be for instance attributed to dew formation. Dew formation
takes place, if the temperature of the surface it forms on falls below the dew point
temperature. To check if the weight gain was indeed a result of dew formation, the
minimum temperature observed and the dew point temperature obtained from data
for air temperature and relative humidity are compared. The investigations have
proven that the lysimeter weight increases of about 0 4 mm can indeed be attributed
to dew By another example it was demonstrated that a weight gain, which reached
an equivalent of 0 24 mm precipitation was caused by fog. Therefore, this type of
lysimeter allows a highly sophisticated spatial and temporal resolution of the soil
hydrologie process and can be used as a basis to test and validate corresponding
models. The described data are based on a 6 minute recording interval. A mean
value was computed for the 10 observations per hour. Furthermore, first results
of a newly developed weighable groundwater lysimeter are presented. In order to
balance groundwater inflow and outflow, weight changes need to be recorded with
a little delay as possible. Weight is recorded every minute. The measurements are
condensed to 15-minute averages (rolling average) to reduce external effects, for
example caused by wind (oscillation of the lysimeter weight) or short term weight
increases (due to passing animals etc.). Estimates of the individual quantities of the
soil water balance of the flood plain sites studied are presented. In fen soils (Histosols) lateral fluxes are very important. A special lysimeter was developed to measure these fluxes with high accuracy. This weighable special lysimeter (length 4m,
width I m, and 1.5 m depths) enables us to measure parameters of water and solute
fluxes in a fen soil monolith. The load of the soil monolith is about 8,000 kg. First
results of the fen lysimeter weighing are presented The balancing system achieves
a higher accuracy compared with a conventional rain gauge. Under consideration of
the lysimeter surface area of 4 m2 the measured precipitation (by rain gauge) was
reflected completely in the data of the lysimeter weighing. Therefore precipitation
and evapotranspiration can be reliably measured with an accuracy of 0.1 mm.
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G Von Unold

Water Balancing Precision Weighable Lysimeters.
G. Von Unold. UMS: H. Fank. Joanneum Research.
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Presentation of modular Monolithic Weighable Lysimeter designs as tools for water
balance and solute transport determination and their different designs. Their typical applications are in soil science, agronomy, hydrology and climatology. Different needs by applications require application-oriented construction, measurement
equipment, handling and data usage. Four types of lysimeters are presented. In
general the surface depends on area heterogenity, the depth depends on the soil
water shed or needs a water supply unit, the weighing resolution is 0.01 mm of
water equivalent and the measure interval! is several seconds for determination of
ET and ETo Right above the bottom plate the monolith is equipped with a matrix
potential area where the soil tension measured in the corresponding field depth is
projected to. A typical lysimeter design is shown in figure No. I.

Figure 1: Sketch of a Hydrologie Field Lysimeter
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Comparison of Gravitation Lysimeter and Passive-Wick Fluxmeter on Two
Sites in Germany.
W. Berger. Bavarian Agency for Environment; R. Meissner. H. Rupp. J. Seeger.
UFZ Centre for Environmental Research Leipzig-Halle. Dept of Soil Science.
Lysimeter Station; I. Scheuering. Bavarian Agency for Environment.
Different set-ups of lysimeters are used for detailed water and solute flux investigations during the last 45 years. Our investigation program focussed on the comparison of a high sophisticated and expensive gravitation lysimeter constructed according to Meissner et al. (2000) with a low cost passive-wick fluxmeter designed by
Gee et al. (2002). The weighable gravitation lysimeter enables us to measure the
soil water balance of soil monoliths (with a surface area of 1 0 m2 and a depth of 2 0
m) with high precision. It is possible to ascertain experimentally beside precipitation and seepage water, the mass input of dew and to calculate the actual evapotranspiration. The passive-wick fluxmeter is a deep drainage fluxmeter installed
below the root zone. The fluxmeter has a surface area of 0.03 m2 and a monolith
funnel with a depth of 0.6 m The lower end of the funnel contains fibreglass wicks
which extends to a depth of 0.7 m. The primary goal of our study was to compare
the two different lysimeter systems regarding the amount of seepage water measuring Both constructions are tested on two different German landscapes: A) an
agricultural used grassland in the lowland area (Elbe river catchment) of northern
Germany with an average annual precipitation of 560 mm, soil type: sand and B)
an agricultural used grassland in the floodplain of the Ammer river at the foothills
of the Alps mountain in southern Germany with an average annual precipitation of
1100 mm, soil type: loamy sand. At each site the results from 1 gravitation lysimeter have been compared with 2 fluxmeters. At site A we measured during a 496
days period, between 04/01/2004 until 08/10/2005. During this period the total
amount of precipitation was 788.2 mm (with minimal intensity of 0 mm d-1 and a
maximum intensity of 27.7 mm d-1). We counted a seepage amount of 113.3 mm
by the gravitation lysimeter (GL I). The seepage of the two sites equipped with
passive-wick fluxmeters ranged between 104.0mm(DDM l)and 109.1 mm(DDM
2). At site B we made the comparison for a period of 393 days, between 07/26/04
until 08/22/05. During this time a precipitation amount of 869.8 mm was registered.
The daily precipitation amplitude ranged between 0 mm d-1 up to 61 2 mm d-1
The amount of seepage water measured with the gravitation lysimeter was 276.5
mm (GL 2). Between the tested fluxmeters the amount of seepage water reached
from 207.7 mm (DDM 3)to 700.4 mm (DDM 4). The results show that there is
a reasonable correspondence regarding the amount of seepage water between the
tested lysimeter types at both landscapes Further research is necessary to compare
the different lysimeter types in detail (it means response to different precipitation
events and soil types) and to explain the enormous differences between the tested
fluxmeters
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Long-term Investigations of Water Regime Parameters of an Agriculturally
Used Field by Lysimeters.
R. M. Günther. Thuringian State Institute ofAgriculture.
Basis for the presented results is the lysimeter plant Buttelstedt of the Thuringian
State Institute of Agriculture . It consists of two lysimeter cellars, each with two
large monolythic, weighing type lysimeters, with a surface of 2m2 and a depth of

2,5m. The lysimeter location, at latitude 51° 03' N, longitude 11° 19' E, elevation
228 m, is characterized by a profound Tschernosem, a mean annual temperature of
8,2°C, a mean yearly precipitation of 552 mm and an annual irradiation of 3400
MJ/m2. In order to avoid the so-called "oasis effects" (Hagreaves 1977; Klaghofer
1991; Pycha 1977), for the plants growing in the lysimeters the same micro-climatic conditions were provided as for the cultivated plants on the field One of the
two lysimeter cellars represents the well irrigated (I), the other one the nonirrigated
and/or reduced irrigated part (II) of the field. The results to the water regime and
water consumption investigations in the period of 1983 to 2001 can be summarized
as follows: The average amount of precipitation determined with the lysimeters is
approximately 10% higher than the rain quantity measured in the standard raingauge 1,0 m above the topographic surface . More than 90% of the precipitation
and irrigated water vanished by evapotranspiration (ET). This is a substantially
higher value than indicated in the literature. In years with low precipitation like
1985 or 1988 to 1991 the evapotranspiration clearly exceeds the precipitation. The
reason is the high water store ability of the profound loess Particularly all crops
rooting depht can temporarily cover their water requirement even in years or growth
periods of low precipitation from the soil water content, which is formed in periods
with high precipitation. In many years however the winter precipitation is not sufficient for a complete soil water recharge High evapotranspiration rates and high
soil moisture losses with contemporary low precipitation, causes low seepage water
quantities. On the average the infiltration on the lysimeters better supplied with
water was 8.4% and on the less supplied it was only 6.3 % of the total applied water
(precipitation + irrigated water). From 1983 to 1993 the seepage water quantities
on the nonirrigated lysimeters amounted to only 1 to 2% of the annual precipitation,
on average. With beginning of the vegetable cultivation period in 1995 the seeping
losses increased clearly by the more intensive irrigation and by the smaller yearly
water consumption of the vegetable crops. For well irrigated conditions (lysimeter
1) the measured losses was 15%, with reduced irrigated conditions (lysimeter II)
14%. The seeping water rates are primarily affected by the water consumption of
the individual crops, in addition, by the distribution of the annual precipitation. The
total water consumption of the examined agricultural and vegetable crops under
potential evapotranspiration conditions extended from 219 mm with shrub beans
(phaseolus vulgaris) up to 692 mm with Welsches Weidelgras (italian reygras)
whereby there existed a close relationship with the length of the growth period.
The differences in the mean daily water consumption in the main growth period
are relatively small with a variation from 3,7mm to 4.2 mm between the individual
kinds of fruit. On the average 4mm can be assumed. An irrigation according to the
demand supplied a better water use efficiency(WUE) in all cases.
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Lysimeter Experiments to Estimate Parameters for Recultivation of former
Lignite Mining Areas with Sewage Sludge Composts.
S. Bernsdorf, S. J. Tauchnitz, Martin-Luther-Univ Halle-Wittenberg, Institute of
Agricultural Engineering and Land Use Management; R. Meissner, H. Rupp. UFZ
Centre for Environmental Research Leipzig-Halle, Dept of Soil Science, Lysimeter
Station.
Since 1920, lignite mining in central Germany lignite district has been carried out
in large open-cut brown coal mines. Large areas have been directly affected by
these mining activities Areas which are still active and those being prepared for
relict lakes (containing flooded residual basins) alternate with recultivated areas.
Some of which began to be used for agriculture decades ago The primary aim in
these recultivation areas is to obtain a vegetation cover by application of fertile
substrates. Sewage sludge compost with its high content of organic matter can be
used for recultivation But until now, in Germany there is no legal basis for the use
of sewage sludge compost in the landscape reclamation Lysimeter experiments in
different scales are started to tackle this problem. The main objective of this study
is to estimate the optimal thickness of the sewage sludge compost recultivation
layer to avoid seepage water formation. In a total of 24 heaps (basic area 5 m x 6
m) were designed to investigate the effects of different cultivation layer thicknesses
of 0.5 m, 10 m, 1.5 m and 2 0 m on seepage water quantity and quality. Each of
these heaps was equipped with two cylindrical lysimeters with a diameter of 0.4
m. The seepage water from the lysimeters (if occurred) is sampled outside of the
heap The sewage sludge compost was mixed with different amounts of sand and
clay Twelve heaps are covered with grass and the other 12 are bare. Furthermore,
24 laboratory lysimeters with a diameter of 0 2 m and depths comparable to the
heaps were arranged. This experimental design allows a direct comparison between
field and laboratory lysimeters. The poster will inform about the optimal design of
the compost cultivation layer. The results show that sewage sludge compost can
be used for the recultivation of former lignite mining areas Reduction of seepage
water can be achieved by increasing the thickness of the recultivation layer, by
covering with grass and by blending the compost with soil material to increase
the soil water storage capacity. The seepage quantities are comparable in fled and
laboratory lysimeters

The rehabilitation of WISMUT's former uranium mining sites involves backfilling
of the Lichtenberg open pit with waste rock, which has to be covered to control
water infiltration and gas diffusion. The preferred rehabilitation option for tailings
impoundments includes the construction of soil covers on top of the dewatered and
recontoured tailings surface to ensure the long term limitation of infiltration and
gas diffusion into the tailings. An intensive testing program concerning the vadose
zone of soil covers has therefore been started in 2000. To test soil cover design,
WISMUT built test plots with different cover constructions. Soil water content and
soil suction are monitored within and below the cover Interflow above sealing
layers and waste rock is measured with drains. For measuring deep percolation
into the waste rock and tailings, we used lysimetric methods (zero tension lysimeters). Additionally, suction controlled pressure-plate lysimeters measure flow in
the recultivation layer of cover soils. We will present an overview of the test design,
including lysimeter methodology, and the results of the vadose zone measurements.
Concluding remarks about the cover design of the waste rock site and the tailings
impoundments will be given.
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Low-Flux Measurements in Desert Settings Using Water FTuxmeters.
GW Gee. JM Keller. ZF Zhang. AL Ward. Pacific Northwest National Laboratory.
Richland, WA; and BJ Andraski. U. S. Geological Survey. Carson City. NV.
Water fluxes must be known to assess contaminant fluxes in the vadose zone. In
desert settings, water fluxes are generally very low and often sporadic, responding to extreme events such as rapid snowmelt or heavy but infrequent rainstorms
during winter periods, when evaporation is low. A series of water fluxmeters with
divergent controls were placed in simulated barren waste-burial grounds located at
the U. S. Department of Energy's Hanford Site near Richland, Washington and at
a U. S. Geological Survey test site south of Beatty, Nevada, to measure drainage
and estimate recharge. Thefluxmeterswere monitored for over 3 years at each site.
Results indicated that at the cold desert Hanford site, as much as 60 mm (-1/3 of
the annual precipitation) occurs as drainage through coarse sediments that are kept
vegetation free. The waterfluxmeterdata are consistent with observed water potential profiles and also with measured flux rates obtained from on-site deep-drainage
lysimeters. For Beatty, a warm desert site, there is annually less precipitation and
significantly less drainage than at the Hanford Site. During the first three years of
operation there was less than I mm of drainage, as measured with the water fluxmeters. While one of the two fluxmeters subsequently failed to operate, the other
unit began draining after nearly 4 years of operation. This occurred in response
to excess winter rains and also to additional water added to the lysimeter surface
The finer soil at the Beatty site in most winters is likely responsible for wicking
winter rain to the surface where it evaporates. However, with bare surfaces, the
water potential in the simulated waste site at Beatty remains high and the potential
for drainage remains correspondingly high. Additional years of flux measurements
will be required to fully document recharge at Beatty. This study was supported by
the Hanford Site Remediation and Closure Project sponsored by the US Department of Energy under contract DE-AC06-76RL01830 and at the Amargosa Desert
Research Site by the U. S Geological Survey's Toxic Program.
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Multi-Functional Heat Pulse Probe Measurements of Water, Heat, and Solute
Transport in the Vadose Zone.
J. Hopmans. University ofCalifornia; Y. Mori. Shiman University; A. P. Mortensen.
Geological Institute; G. Kluitenberg, Kansas State University; A. Tuli. University
of California; A. Valente. CETAV-UTAD University.
A Multi-Functional Heat Pulse Probe (MFHPP) for vadose zone measurements was
developed and tested in the laboratory. The probe combines a heat pulse technique
for estimating soil heat properties, water flux, and water content with a Wenner
array measurement of Electrical Conductivity (EC). The probe thus provides a
simultaneous estimate of water, heat, and solute transport parameters at the same
location and spatial scale. Using an integrated circuit within the probe body, preand postprocessing of the data occurs real time To test the MFHPP, highly controlled steady-state flow column experiments in sand were conducted over a wide
range of saturations, flow velocities, and EC concentrations The data were analyzed using the modified HYDRUS model, which includes an option for inverse
modeling of simultaneous water, vapor, heat, and solute transport The inverse estimated parameters included volumetric heat capacity, thermal conductivity, heat dispersion, water flux, moisture content, and solute dispersion The performance of the
MFHPP was compared and evaluated with independently measured data. Thermal
properties, including thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity, compared well
with previously measured data for the sand. The MFHPP probe constitutes a new
promising technique for combined water, solute and heat transport measurements
in the vadose zone.
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Rehabilitation of Uranium Mining Sites of WISMUT: Lysimeter Measurement.
M. Seyfarth. UGT Environmental Measuring Techniques Ltd.: U. Hoepfner, G.
Neubert, WISMUT GmbH. Ronneburg Operation Office. Abt. T 1.2 Engineering.
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A. C. M. Vasconcelos
Temperature, Moisture, and Bulk Density under Two Sugarcane Harvesting
Systems.
A. C. M. Vasconcelos, Centra de Carta IAC; A. A. Casagrande, Faculdade de
Ciências Agrarias e Veterinärias/UNESP: M. G. D. A. Landell. Centra de Cana
IAC: H. D. Prado. Cenlro de Cana IAC.
The mechanized sugarcane harvesting system without burning the trash changes
several production environment characteristics, either because of intense machinery
traffic or because the trash layer is maintained on the soil surface. The goal of this
work was to evaluate harvesting system impacts on some soil physical attributes.
The field research was conducted on a soil classified as a Typic Hapludox. Green
cane mechanized harvest was compared against manual harvest after burning the
trash. The experimental design was organized as swath treatments (harvesting systems), with 5 sampling points (replicates within harvesting systems). Each swath
was 21 meters wide by 180 meters long, and spacing between sugarcane rows was
1 4 m The surveys were carried out after three harvest cycles. Soil moisture and
temperature were evaluated every 14 days, in the period between October/1999
and February/2000 The gravimetric method was used to determine moisture, on a
weight basis. Samples were taken at depths of 0-20, 20-40, 40-60, and 60-80 centimeters and results were separated into data for dry periods and wet periods We
considered as dry period samplings those performed after 15 days, on average, from
the last occurrence of precipitations higher than 5 mm, while wet period samplings
were those performed until 2 days, on average, after precipitations higher than 40
mm (5 sampling dates). Temperature was measured using a 24X data logger, with
thermocouple wires at depths of 3, 6, 12, and 24 centimeters. Density evaluation
was achieved by collecting undeformed samples at 3 positions (under the sugarcane
row, at 35 centimeters from the row, and at the interrows) and at 4 depths (0-20,
20-40, 40-60, and 60-80 centimeters). During the dry periods, the soil conserved
more moisture in the area submitted to mechanized green cane harvest in relation
to the area harvested by burning the cane trash. On average, moisture was 1.5%
higher in the mechanized area, equivalent to 18 I m-3 more water (Figure 1) The
wet periods maintained soil moisture higher than 13% (0 to 20 centimeters), in the
average of the five sampling dates. On those dates, there was no significant difference in water contents between both harvesting systems, because water availability
was high, near field capacity Therefore, it is during critical drought periods that the
residual trash layer from green cane harvest contributes to maintain soil moisture,
thus attenuating the effects of dry and hot weather spells on plant metabolism The
mean daily soil temperatures under mechanical green cane harvest were smaller
than under burned cane. The greatest differences were verified at the 6-centimeter depth in the months of November and December (up to 3 5 oC), and tended
to decrease and become stabilized from the end of January/00 due to an increase
in leaf cover (Figure 2). Smaller daily temperature amplitudes also occurred in
the swath where cane was not burned, which is favorable for plant development
Because mechanized harvest operations generate more intense traffic than manual
harvest, they resulted in higher bulk density until the 40 cm depth (Figure 3). The
soil under mechanized green cane harvest showed higher density, even under the
sugarcane-growing row. This effect, accumulated since the treatments were first
implemented, is caused by the transmission of forces along soil particles. Other
studies showed the effects of traffic on annual crops and verified compaction to the
sides of wheeling tracks, in the soil portion under planting rows. The higher densities among the three positions were found at 35 centimeters from the cane-growing
row, higher than at the interrow position, where subsoiling is performed during
fertilization. The trash layer that is left after mechanized green cane harvest provides higher moisture, lower soil temperature, and narrower temperature amplitude
when compared with the burned-cane harvesting system. On the other hand, high

machinery traffic results in increased bulk density until the 40-centimeter depth.
Project funded by FAPESP and developed at UNESP/Jaboticabal, Brazil.
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A. Anandacoomaraswamy
Estimation of Deep Drainage below the Root zone of a Fertigated Tea Plant
under High Rainfall Conditions.
A. Anandacoomaraswamy. Tea Research Institute of Sri Lanka: G. W. Gee.
Battelle.
Tea plant is a perennial crop from which the beverage tea is obtained. It is grown
in well drained soil in an undulating terrain and under very high rainfall conditions (>2200mm annual rainfall) There are about 12500 plants in one hectare The
roots are mianly confined to the top 45cm Though the annual rainfall is more than
adequate for successful cultivation of tea, there are months with very low rainfall
Therefore, fertigation is practiced to improve the yield and reduce the fertilizer use
Two studies were conducted to estimate the deep drainage and amount of nutrients lost with the drainage First study was at Somerset Estate, Nanuoya (1450m
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°AMSL) and the second one was at. St Coombs Estate, Talawakele (1380 m AMSL).
In the first study, deep drainage and nutrients leached were measured from 2002 to
2005. Water Balance for the study area was done at monthly interval taking into
rainfall, irrigation, evapotranspiration and deep drainage. The nutrients mainly N,
K. and Mg leached were estimated from water samples collected from the water flux
meter In the second study, a more detail measurements were made for soil evaporation (lysimeter), transpiration (heat pulse method), rainfäll and irrigation and deep
drainage (Water Fluxmeter) and change in soil moisture storage. The results have
shown that more than 50% of the rainfall is lost as deep drainage on annual basis.
However, during dry weather, there was no deep drainage. Results also revealed
that there is substantial loss of nitrogen as N03-N and very little potassium.
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1331b
A Shober
Phosphorus Speciation in Organic P Sources: Implications for Water Quality.
A. Shober. Univ of Delaware: J. T. Sims, Univ of Delaware; D. L. Heslerberg.
North Carolina State Uni.
Nonpoint source P pollution is a major concern in the Mid-Atlantic region due to
the land application of animal manures and biosolids, which usually provides P in
excess of crop needs. Biosolids and manures have been shown to vary widely in
their P solubility and will have different relative risks for P loss to surface waters
when applied to the soil. In-situ x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES)
spectroscopy and sequential chemical fractionation were used to determine the primary species of P in ten manure and biosolids samples. Speciation results indicated
that the predominant forms of P include P sorbed on ferrihydrite and beta tricalcium
phosphate in Fe-treated biosolids; hydroxyapatite, P sorbed to Al oxyhydroxides,
phytic acid, and soluble P in lime stabilized biosolids, dairy manures, and poultry
litters; and hydroxyapatite, P sorbed on ferrihydrite, and phytic acid in lime and
Fe-treated biosolids Chemical speciation results were then used to better explain
the changes in P solubility when the same organic P sources were incorporated into
Mid-Atlantic soils and incubated under oxidized and reduced conditions. Sorbed
phases of P remained relatively stable following incorporation into acid soil, resulting in minimal changes in soil water soluble P (WSP). In addition, incorporation
of organic sources containing high concentrations of Ca-phosphates was expected
to result in a slow-release of P. However, concentrations of soil WSP were shown
to decrease for all organic P amended soils within 180 d. This was likely a result of
sorption of released Ca-P by soil oxides. Under reducing conditions, dissolution of
P species was not affected by the speciation of organic P sources In all cases, soil
and organic P source derived Fe and Al oxide materials were effective at sorbing
any solubilized P before it could enter the water column Results of these studies
suggest that addition of metal salts to biosolids and manures has the potential to
prevent dissolved P loss from amended soils for long periods of time.
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1332a
A. L. Sprinkle
Nitrogen and Phosphorus Concentrations in Surface Waters of Three Delaware
GolfCourses.
A. L. Sprinkle. G. D. Binford. D. J. Hansen. Univ of Delaware; T. E. McKenna.
Delaware Geological Survey.
Concerns over losses of nutrients from land to nearby water supplies are an issue
throughout the world. This issue is especially important in Delaware due to elevated nutrient concentrations in nearby estuaries such as the Chesapeake Bay and
the Delaware Inland Bays In Delaware, all individuals that apply nutrients to more
than four hectares must be nutrient management certified and must develop and follow nutrient management plans. During the certification process, it became apparent that the public perceives golfcourses as a significant source of nutrient loading
to surface waters Because of this perception, several golfcourse superintendents
desired an evaluation of the impact of their current nutrient management practices
on water quality. Therefore, in 2003, we began monitoring the nitrate, ammonium,
and phosphorus (P) concentrations in surface waters at several locations on three
golf courses in Delaware Water samples were collected biweekly from March
through September and monthly from November through February. Sampling for
this study began in March of 2003 and ended in October of 2004 Water samples
were collected in 125 ml high-density polyethylene bottles that were rinsed in the
sample water three times before sampling at mid-stream, or mid-depth approximately 10 cm below the water surface. Samples were immediately placed in a
cooler with ice for transport to the laboratory where they were immediately filtered
and submitted to the University of Delaware Soil Testing Laboratory to be analyzed
for ammonium, nitrate, and dissolved P. Nitrate and ammonium were measured
using a Technicon Auto Analyzer Dissolved P was determined using inductively
coupled plasma (ICP) atomic emission spectroscopy. Nutrient concentrations varied spatially and temporally at the three golfcourses, although ammonium concentrations were always negligible At golfcourse 1, the concentration of nitrate
in the surface water as it entered the course was often significantly greater than the
concentration of nitrate in the surface water as it exited the course. At golfcourses
2 and 3, there was little difference in nitrate concentrations between the water entering and exiting the courses Golfcourse 2 had one sampling site on the course that
was always quite high in nitrate concentrations but these high concentrations did
not seem to be a result of current management practices. Phosphorus concentrations
were always quite low at golfcourses 2 and 3, while golfcourse I had one site out
often (a pond) that tended to have elevated concentrations of P. Overall, the results

of this water monitoring project suggest that all three golfcourses are using effective best management practices with their current nutrient management programs
and that these practices are not contributing significant quantities of either nitrogen
or phosphorus to surface waters.
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W.E.Grube
Impacts of Soil Use for Wastewater Renovation.
W. E. Grube. Pennsylvania Dept of Environmental Protection.
The continuing growth of suburban housing units, both singly and on sites which
include hundreds of individual homes, demands systems which accept domestic
sewage for treatment and ultimate disposal of the wastewater Environmental concerns include a restriction on open release of treated sewage effluent waters into
local waterways, many of which are classified as high-value or excellent-quality, with the regulatory requirement to avoid any potential negative impacts from
pollutant sources. Spray irrigation of sewage treatment plant effluent onto land,
with chemical and biological renovation as it seeps through soil, was proven to
be an efficient and effective process by intensive studies at Penn State University in the early 1960's. Effluent renovation includes the treatment and removal of
constituents such as BOD, suspended solids, nitrogen, phosphorus, trace metals,
microorganisms, and trace organic compounds from the wastewater after it has
received tertiary treatment by a modern sewage treatment plant. This paper does
not address the parallel environmental concerns associated with land disposal of
sludges resulting from sewage treatment. Soils and their suitability for wastewater
irrigation in the eastern U.S. vary widely. The Piedmont Region contains many
deep and well-drained soils, although in many areas these are interspersed with
soils shallow to bedrock, possessing a shallow water table, or showing redoximorphic features which indicate a seasonal high water table. Southeastern Pennsylvania, as well as many other unique sections of the United States, contains natural and
native soils which are adequately deep and possess the hydraulic properties favorable to irrigation-application of sewage treatment plant effluent waters. Within a
three-county area near Philadelphia we have scores offieldsreceiving these waters
through either above-ground spray irrigation or subsurface drip dispersal systems.
These effluent renovation areas now total over 500 hectares. The USEPA's Onsite
Wastewater Treatment Systems Manual (latest edition, 2002) serves as the basis for
many states' recommendations and regulations, and dedicates 8 pages to detailing
soil investigations needed to assure adequate system performance. State regulations
require that a qualified soil scientist examine each site proposed for effluent irrigation to determine the presence of any zone which limits the capacity of the soil to
permit the passage of water, and to measure the rate of water movement through a
selected soil profile Regulations further prescribe minimum specifications for soil
test pits which must be excavated to permit soil profile evaluations and documentation. Thus, intensive study and mapping of each proposed wastewater irrigation
site is necessary to delineate only suitable areas. The authors present details of the
site and soil characterization which we apply in evaluation of sewage system plans
Research has not yet determined the pedologic impact of intensified leaching which
effluent irrigation will impose Future generations of soil scientists will need to
determine the extent to which these soil profiles are being modified.
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M. Van der Velde
Measuring and Modeling Water, Nitrate and Ammonium Transport through a
Volcanic Soil on a Coral Atoll with Passive-Capillary Fluxmeters.
M. Van der Velde. Univ ofLouvain (Louvain-la-Neuve); S. R. Green. HortResearch;
G. W. Gee. Baltelle; M. Vanclooster. Univ ofLouvain; B. E. Clothier. HortResearch
Recently Gee et al (2003) proposed a fluxmeter for the measurement of water and
solute flux Here we present the measurement offlux-concentrationsof nitrate and
ammonium that leach out of the rootzone of a weathered volcanic ash with these
fluxmeters. The location of our experimental site was the raised coral atoll of Tongatapu, Kingdom of Tonga located in the South Pacific Ocean. Mono-cropping for
economical export has been intensifying over the last 15 years and has resulted in
a 10-fold increase in fertiliser imports. Concerns of the contamination of groundwater resources and internal lagoon of the atoll were expressed. We used modelling
of flux concentrations to explain our measurements The simple model is based on
the equation of Steenhuis et al. (1994) and takes the preferential flow phenomena
observed in these soils into account and includes a temperature dependent effect on
nitrogen mineralisation. There was a good agreement between the measured and
modelled nitrate concentration flux at 1 m. A large fraction of the intense tropical
rains drained through the soil Average leaching concentration ranged between 30
to 70 ppm N-N03 and 1 to 6 ppm N-NH4. Flux concentrations were approximately
twice as high as measured resident concentrations These results indicate the importance of'preferential flow in these micro-aggregated soils and should aid in estimating the nitrogen load on Tongatapu's ecosystem.
45-16
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K U Berger
HELP-D: Enhancement and Validation of Hydrologie Evaluation of Landfill
Performance Model.
K. U. Berger. Univ of Hamburg. Institute of Soil Science.
The HELP model presumably is the world wide most widely used model to estimate
the water balance of cover and bottom liner systems for landfills and contaminated
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sites Primary purpose is to assist design engineers and permit writing authorities in
the comparison of design alternatives as judged by the water balance The original
HELP model was developed since 1982 funded by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Eor the current version HELP 3.06/3.07 [6] a validation study was
funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research It comprises
a methodological, a theoretical and a practical part [1,2,3] In the practical part,
besides sensitivity analyses for topsoil layers and drainage layers an operational
validation (output comparison) was performed using data of the water balance test
fields on the landfill Hamburg-Georgswerder [5] Each test field is 50 m long and
10 m wide, three are 4 % inclined and three 20 % All fields have a 75 cm thick
topsoil with grass vegetation, below follows a 25 cm thick drainage layer There are
three types of liners: a) compacted soil liner, 60 cm thick; b) composite liners with
a HDPE geomembrane on a compacted soil liner ace to a); c) extended capillary
barrier The main validation results are given below Based on the results of the
validation study and further investigations enhanced versions of HELP were developed correcting errors and enhancing or replacing submodels [3]; current version is
HELP 3 80 D [4J. Precipitation: The best matches between measured and simulated
data were obtained with precipitation data with systematic measurement errors in
the level typical for the measurement procedure of the German Weather Service for
fairly sheltered stations (about 10 %). Frozen soil (FS): The FS submodel is very
simple and leads especially to too long phases with frozen soil, resulting in errors
in surface runoff (much too high due to rain and snow melt on frozen soil) and
lateral drainage (extreme peaks) The FS submodel was pragmatically enhanced
in HELP-D Surface runoff (SR): Measured runoff was very small (in the order of
I mm/yr) SR is in general hard to estimate by a model like HELP working with
daily precipitation data because SR largely depends on the rainfall intensity. SCS
curve numbers (CN) calibrated on yearly measured runoff were 6 to 34 larger than
the CN computed by HELP Actual evapotranspiration (ETa): Level and seasonal
distribution were well estimated by HELP However, HELP 3 07 tends to underestimate the influence of the stand of vegetation and of soil properties on ETa;
the range of yearly sums of ETa is too small. The ETa and the vegetative growth
and decay submodels were corrected and enhanced in HELP-D Lateral drainage
(LD): LD largely depends on the inflow into the drainage layer that means esp. on
ETa Its level and seasonal distribution were well reproduced by HELP Percolation
through compacted soil liner (CSL): Deterioration of CSLs eg. due to desiccation
and shrinkage and preferential flow through macropores [5] are not considered in
HELP. Thus, HELP may largely underestimate the percolation through CSLs. Furthermore, HELP 3.80 D allows the user to change soil and vegetation properties in
a simulation run
45-17
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D.D.Tyler
Development and Adoption of No-Tillage Soybean and Cotton Systems from
Long-term Experiments.
D. D. Tyler, Univ of Tennessee.
No-tillage cropping systems for soybeans, corn, and cotton are now commonly
used by producers in state of Tennessee. More than half of the total hectares of each
of these crops is now planted using no-tillage Many research efforts contributed to
this wide acceptance of this system Two of these efforts, one involving soybeans
and the other cotton are discussed in this paper The soybean tillage experiment was
begun in 1979 Initially, it compared no-tilled soybeans tofiveshallow and deep tillage treatments After the first four years two of the tillage treatments were changed
to no-tillage treatments This was a consequence of no significant differences in the
tilled treatments, all of which were equal to or less in yield than the no-tillage, and
a severe increase in soybean cyst nematodes, a major pest problem in the Southeast,
USA. This increase occurred in the fourth year, and only in the tilled treatments
with the no-tillage treatment showing much lower nematode levels and no yield
reduction as compared to the tilled treatments Two tillage treatments were changed
to no-till systems to attempt to determine the cause of this effect Since then, the
tilled and no-tilled treatments in this experiment have been unchanged Various
disease interactions have been documented and studied in this experiment Changes
in soil physical properties have been measured including bulk density, penetrometer resistance, aggregate stability, and trafficability. Measurements indicate less
compaction in the no-tillage treatments but a higher ability of these treatments to
support heavy equipment, trafficability, when the soil is wet In the 2002 season, all
treatments were split with one-half of each replication being changed from no-tilled
to tilled and vice versa Each of these new treatments is being monitored for carbon,
nematode, and bacterial community changes With adequate plant population and
weed control, no-tillage soybean production has been shown to be as good as or
better than the previous tilled systems A tilled and no-tilled cotton system experiment was begun in 1981. It consists of main plots of four nitrogen rates, sub-plots
of winter annual covers of wheat, crimson clover, hairy vetch, previous crop residue, and sub-sub plot of tilled and no-tilled The initial objectives were to develop
systems for no-tillage cotton production and determine the nitrogen contribution
from nitrogen fixing winter annual legumes. No-tillage cotton was not being used
when this and other cotton research began Initial problems included poor plant
populations, cool soil temperatures, and at times poor weed control These were
generally solved in thefirstfiveyears of study and the University of Tennessee formally recommended the no-tillage cotton system in 1985 Adoption was relatively
slow but began to increase in the late 1980s. An economic analysis after the first
ten years, indicated that winter annual legume cover crops could supply all nitrogen
for the following cotton crop with profitability depending on seed establishment
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costs and nitrogen fertilizer costs The combinations of annually applied nitrogen
fertilizer, combined with nitrogen fixing legumes produced very large consistent
differences in soil acidity levels. This created an ideal experiment to reevaluate the
University of Tennessee lime application recommendations From this research,
recommendations are now being modified. With the advent of glyphosate- resistant
cotton varieties, control of certain problem weeds such as pigweed became possible in long-term continuous no-tilled cotton We now have more than 50% of
cotton planted with no-tillage These no-tillage cropping system increases have had
a dramatic effect on soil erosion losses from water erosion. In western TN, the loess
derived soils were historically known to suffer some of the highest soil erosion
rates in the USA With no-tillage cropping, and residue management these losses
are in some situations 100 fold lower than when soils were tilled
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C R Sudharmaidevi
Interactive Effect of Applied K and Na on Plant Nutrient Concentration,
Uptake Efficiency and Yield of Some Tropical Crops.
C. R. Sudharmaidevi. S. Sunu. S. Neenu. Kerala Agricultural Univ.
In India where there is a wide heterogeneity in soils, the use efficiency of added
fertilizer nutrients is very low This limits crop productivity, results in loss of costly
inputs and adds to environmental pollution Hence utmost priority should be given
to enhance the use efficiency of these costly fertilizers. In an effort to find out a
cheap, indigenous and effective alternative to the imported K fertilizer, muriate of
potash, a series of investigations were carried out in the Kerala Agricultural University from 1993 to 2004 with several low cost materials in which Na of common
salt emerged as a partial substitute for K of muriate of potash In these experiments,
it was observed that addition of common salt resulted in changes in tissue concentrations of major and secondary nutrients with resultant changes in yield The
present paper discusses the interactive effect of applied K and Na on the nutrient
concentration, uptake efficiency.agronomic efficiency and yield of some common
tropical crops. Separate field experiments for each crop were conducted in statistically laid out plots. The treatments in all these experiments were combinations of
K and Na at different levels of substitution or addition. The recommended dose
of K as per the package of practices recommendations of the Kerala Agricultural
University for the respective crop was taken as the control in each experiment The
soil of the experimental area belonged to the family of Loamy skeletal Kaolinitic
Isohyperthermic Rhodic Haplustult with an acidic reaction and low status of K
The area enjoyed a humid tropical climate with a mean annual rainfall of 2000mm.
The crops tested were cassava, banana, coleus, green and red amaranthus, cow pea
and tomato Plant weight and yield were recorded in each experiment Nutrient
concentration in plants were determined following standard analytical procedures
and uptake calculated Agronomic efficiency and recovery efficiency were worked
out. The results revealed significant changes in nutrient concentration and uptake
in all the crops tested A combination of K and Na at 50:50 proportions(substitution
of half K with half Na) was found to be the most beneficial treatment in terms of
agronomic and recovery efficiency of added nutrients.The plants in this treatment
recorded higher concentrations of all the major and secondary nutrients in tissues
in comparison with those receiving full dose of K The increase in concentrations
ranged from 3-19 percent for N, 1-11 percent for P, 7- 48 percent for K, 38-127
percent for Ca and 48-148 percent for Mg in the crops tested In the case of plant
uptake, up to 36 percent increase was obtained for N, 66 percent for P, 96 for K,
290 for Ca and 203 for Mg in the 50 K50 Na treatment in comparison to the full
K treatment resulting in a higher agronomic and recovery efficiency K substitution at 50 percent was also found to be the most beneficial in terms of yield in
cassava,rice,banana,coleus and tomato In cow pea and green and red amaranthus,
increase in yield was also recorded for higher doses of Na when supplied along
with 50 percent K . The yield increase obtained in 50 K : 50 Na treatment in comparison with the 100 % (full recommended dose) K treatment ranged from 12 to
31 percent in various crops The results thus point out that in acid soils when half
dose of K is substituted with Na of common salt, the use efficiency of plant nutrients can be increased which results in higher dry matter accumulation and yield
Increased agronomic and recovery efficiency reduces the loss of added nutrients
which lessens the risk of environmental pollution Hence 50 percent substitution of
K of muriate of potash by Na of common salt not only saves fertiliser cost, but also
enhances income of farmer by an increase in yield, reduces nutrient loss and lessens
environmental pollution
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T. Horikawa
Influence of Sulfur on Rice (Oryza sativa I..) Growth in Paddy Soils with
Different Contents of Iron.

T. Horikawa. T Ito. M Saigusa. Field Science Center. Graduate School of
Agricultural Science. Tohoku Univ.
Sulfur is reduced to a sulfide form under anoxic conditions in submerged paddy
soils Free hydrogen sulfide is generated and inhibits the rice root growth in paddy
soils with low content of free iron oxide and high sulfate content On the other
hand, application of sulfate has been expected to decrease methane (global-warming gas) emissions from paddy soils (eg Van der Gon and Neue, 1994) because
of sulfate's function as an electron acceptor In addition, increased sulfide reduces
concentrations of heavy metals such as Cd in pore water of anoxic soils through
precipitation as insoluble sulfide (Carbonell-Barrachina et al 2002) This precipi-
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tation might reduce uptake ot' heavy metals by rice plants. These effects can be
beneficial for prevention of global warming and safe food production. For those
reasons, it is very important to estimate sulfur levels without negative effects to rice
root growth in paddy soils for environmentally conscious rice production with high
yield levels. Some studies have reported no clear decrease in rice yields through
application of sulfur (e.g., Van der Gon and Neue, 1994). Ferrous iron reacts with
sulfide and alleviates toxicity of free hydrogen sulfide. Therefore, sulfur levels in
paddy soils, which inhibit rice growth, should differ depending on the iron content
of soils. In this study, we investigated the influences of sulfur levels on rice grown
in paddy soils with different contents of iron.Materials and methodsWe used three
alluvial soils (Entisols) and three volcanic ash soils (Andisols) with wide variation
in reducible iron content (extraction with pH 2 8 CH,COONa buffer of reduced
soil) in this study Soils named in this study are the following. Alluvial soils used
were Tsuruoka, Ogata and Kiyosato soils with respective reducible iron contents
(g Fe kg"1) of 1.3, 6.6 and 15. Volcanic ash soils used were Naruko, Shikama and
Moka with respective reducible iron contents (g Fe kg') of 3.1, 5.9 and 6.5. These
soils were filled into square frames (0.076 m2; 0 15 m deep) placed at an experimental paddy field of Tohoku University, Japan, Soil sulfur contents were varied by
gypsum addition at rates ofO, 500 and 1000 g nr2 (corresponding to 0, 93 and 186 g
S nr2) on 12 May 2004. Basal fertilizers (5 g N nr2,3.1 g P nr2,5.8 g K nr2) and rice
straw (500 g m 2 ) were applied, and topdressing (2 g N nr2) was conducted at the
ear formation stage. Rice seedlings (Oryza saliva L. cv. Hitomebore) were transplanted to each frame on 14 May and harvested on 18 September in 2004. In 2005,
the same soils were used without further addition of gypsum. Six soils with three
sulfur levels were arranged by randomized block design with three replications
Sulfide (as total reduced sulfur) and free hydrogen sulfide in the soils were evolved
with N2 and trapped in a Zn-acetate solution with or without previous addition of
sulfuric acid, respectively. Concentration of sulfide in the solution was determined
by iodimetric procedure.Results and discussionln 2004, sulfur treatment stimulated
increase in tiller number, but decreased brown rice yield by 0-12% compared to no
sulfur treatment in six soils. In April 2005, amounts of sulfate remaining in soils, as
estimated by extraction with 0.03 M Ca(HP04), solution were different among the
six soils. Tsuruoka and Kiyosato soils respectively retained 15% and 27% of sulfur
applied in 2004 for high sulfur treatment of 186 g S m"2. Soil with higher contents of
reducible iron retained greater amounts of sulfur, probably because of more intensive formation of insoluble FeS. Moreover, greater amounts of sulfur remained in
volcanic ash soils than in alluvial soils after one year. In 2005, sulfur treatment did
not increase the tiller number and decreased the brown rice yield by 7-18% compared to no sulfur treatment in Tsuruoka, Naruko and Shikama soils. With high sulfur treatment, free hydrogen sulfide measured at the ripening stage of rice increased
significantly in these soils A significant positive correlation was found between the
amounts of free hydrogen sulfide and the molar ratios of sulfide to reduced iron of
soils Suppression of rice growth in high sulfur soil was more severe in 2005 than
in 2004, although soil sulfur contents were lower in 2005 than 2004. The reason
for more severe suppression of growth in 2005 would be that gypsum treatments
increased the concentration of NH4 in soil solution through exchange of Ca2 from
gypsum for NH4* absorbed in soil and resulted in increasing tiller number in 2004.
With sulfur treatment, grain yields decreased and the amount of free hydrogen sulfide increased to more than 0 5 mg S kg"1 in Tsuruoka, Naruko and Shikama soils
in 2005. This correspondence suggests that the hydrogen sulfide toxicity decreased
the rice yields in these soils Molar ratios of sulfide to reduced iron were more than
0.05 in these soils. It was concluded that the paddy soils with the ratio of more than
0,05 generated free hydrogen sulfide and decreased the rice yield.
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1431b
G W.Ageeb
Assessment of Some Potassium Rich Sediments as Natural Slow Amendment
to Soil.
G. W. Ageeb, National Research Center.
It has been demonstrated that the potassium rich rock and/ or minerals contain
potassium ions in the form of K2Ö able to be assimilated Therefore the main
objective of this research is to study the chemical and mineral constitutes of three
sediments from: Rod Ishab, Umm Kheiam and WGhadir at Eastern Desert. The
obtained results indicate that the soluble and exchangeable forms of potassium
are quite sufficient for plant growth. The detailed petrographic examination of the
thin sections under the polarizing microscope indicated the dominance of feldspar
groups (microcline, orthoclase and plagioclase) with some quartz and mica. These
minerals show cleavage and cracks due to alteration and weathering in different
degrees. The total K content originated mainly from orthoclase and microcline
KA1SJ308 that dominate in the studied deposits is found in considerable proportions (6.96 - 8.60 % K20 %). The mobilization of potassium from these potassium
rich rocks can occur through grinding and mixing with organic materials The recommended application can substitute partly or completely the chemical fertilizers
(ie K2S04) which is rather expensive and easily soluble and can be lost through
drainage. Keyword: potassium rich rocks, chemical, petrography, Egypt.
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S. D Hong
Comparison of Ground-Based Remote Sensors for Evaluation of Red Pepper
Biomass Affected by Nitrogen Stress.
S. D. Hong. K. Seong-Soo. J. Hyun-Cheol. K. Jai-Joung, Chungbuk National Univ;
B. G. Kang. Vmseong Controlled Agricultural Experiment Station.

The non-destructive determination of plant biomass is not possible, however
crop canopy sensors that determine the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDV1) have the potential to estimate living biomass. Pot experiments using sand
culture were conducted in 2004 and 2005 under greenhouse conditions to evaluate the effect of Nitrogen (N) deficiency on red pepper biomass and reflectance.
Nitrogen stress was imposed by implementing 6 levels (20% interval) from 40% to
140% of N in lloagland's nutrient solution in 2004 and 2005 Canopy reflectance
measurements were made with hand held spectral sensors including an active red
GreenSeekerTM (Ntech Industries) and passive sensors including Crop CircleTM
(Holland Scientific), and Field ScoutTM Chlorophyll meter (CM1000, Spectrum Technologies, Inc ), and spectroradiometers (LI-1800, LICOR Inc.) as well
as Minolta SPAD-502 chlorophyll meter for 2004 experiment. And active green
GreenSeekerTM (Ntech Industries), active red and amber Crop CircleTM ACS210
(Holland Scientific), and spectroradiometers (Ocean Optics models SD2000) sensors were additionally measured in 2005 experiment. Canopy reflectance and dry
weight of red pepper were measured at the different growth stages from the 30th
day after planting (DAP) to 120th DAP for 2004 experiment and the 35th DAP to
123rd DAP for 2005 experiments, respectively. Dry weight of red pepper affected
by nitrogen stress showed large differences between maximum and minimum values at the maturity stage, ranging from 48 2 to 196 6 g plant-1 for 2004 (120th
DAP) and from 33.2 to 123.7 g plant-1 for 2005 (123rd DAP). Several reflectance
indexes obtained from GreenSeeker, Crop Circle, and spectroradiometers including chlorophyll readings were compared for evaluation of red pepper biomass. The
rNDVI and aNDVI, where the amber band is substituted for the red band in the
rNDVI equation, by passive sensor of Crop CircleTM for 2004 experiment and
by active red and amber Crop CircleTM ACS210 for 2005 experiment were the
best tool for assessing differences in dry weight of red pepper at every growth
stage evaluated Especially, the rDVI and aNDVI at the critical growth stage, 78th
DAP and 74th DAP for 2004 and 2005 experiment, respectively were closely correlated with dry weight, yield of green pepper, and amount of N uptake by leaves
at maturity stage. This result suggested that these reflectance indexes could be used
for in-season N management decisions when using real-time red pepper sensors.
Ground-based remote sensing provided a non-destructive real-time assessment of
plant N status and should be a useful tool for in-season red pepper N management
providing both spatial and temporal information. Keywords: Reflectance index,
ground-based remote sensor, red pepper, dry weight.
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G U Okereke
Effect of Cowpea Organic Residues and Fertilizer N on Soil Fertility, Growth
and Yield of Upland Rice.

G. V. Okereke. Nnandi Azikiwe Univ; S. E. Egwu. Ebonyi State Univ; P. Nnabude.
NAU.
Increased pressures on land resulting from rapid population growth in many developing countries of the tropics and sub-tropics have resulted in soil deficient in
organic matter and nitrogen. Since farmers in these developing countries, cannot
afford costly agricultural inputs such as fertilizer, the use of cowpea residues in
cowpea/rice cropping system could be an affordable soil management technology
for sustainable upland rice production in such countries. In the first experiment, 30
cultivars of cowpea were screened to select culivars with high grain and dry matter
yield. The second experiment was designed to determine the best level of fertilizer
N that will cause maximum yield of upland rice, on plots previously incorporated
with the selected cowpea cutivars. In the screening study, 30 cowpea cultivars were
planted on 30 plots with 4 replications plot-1. Nodule number was counted at the
flowering stage while shoot dry matter, total N and grain yield were recorded at harvest. The range in nodule number, dry matter yield, total N and grain yield of the 30
cowpea cultivars were 16-26 plant-1,2.7- 5.81 ha-1, 51-126 kgha-1 and 0.47-1 28
t ha-1 respectively. Cowpea cultivars IT 86D - 440, IT 86D - 1056, IT-86D-10I0
IT 85D - 3550 - 1, IT 86D - 2850- 2 and Ife Brown which had the highest nodule
number, shoot dry matter, total N and grain yield were selected for subsequent
cowpea rice rotation experiment In the follow up field experiment, three levels of
nitrogen (0,40, and 80 kg N ha-1) were applied on rice plots where residues of the
6 selected cowpea residues were incorporated Soil analysis after incorporation of
cowpea residues and prior to rice planting showed that the incorporated cowpea
residues significantly improved the N of the soil compared to the fallow plots probably due to organic matter decomposition and subsequent release of NH+4-N to
the soil. The growth performance of rice grown on cowpea residue incorporated
plots show that tiller number, shoot dry weight, N uptake and grain yield of rice
were significantly improved relative to the fallow treatment. The higher soil N and
improved growth performance of rice due to incorporation of cowpea residues,
suggests that the yield of rice in marginal soils, can be improved by using cowpea
green manuring in cowpea rice cropping system. At 40 kg N ha-1 fertilizer application, grain yield under fallow plots was 2 3 t ha-1 representing an increase of 1.6
t ha-1 which is a substantial increase in grain yield for the fertilizer supplement
These result show that inspite of higher yield resulting from cowpea residue incorporation, maximum yield can only be achieved by the application of 40 kg N ha-1
inorganic fertilizer, as further increase in fertilizer level to 80 kg N ha-1 did not
cause a significant increase in grain yield.
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S. L. Cahflï
Nitrogen Use Efficiency and Yield Effects of lire» Formaldehyde Polymer
(UFP) Fertilizer in Winter Wheat and Maize.
S. L. Cahill NCSU; D. Osmond, NCSU; C. Crazier. NCSU: R. Weisz. NCSU.
The potential for improved fertilizer Nitrogen Use Efficiency (NUE) and yield was
tested during a two-year field experiment in North Carolina from 2004 to 2006
in winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) and maize (Zea mays L.) as influenced
by a common N fertilizer (30% N solution as Urea-Ammonium Nitrate) (UAN)
and a new, controlled-release urea (Urea Formaldehyde Polymer) (UFP) The crops
were grown on Candor (Sandy, siliceous, thermic Grossarenic Kandiudult), Portsmouth (Fine-loamy over sandy or sandy-skeletal, mixed, semiactive, thermic Typic
Umbraquults) and Cape Fear (Fine, mixed, semiactive, thermic Typic Umbraquult)
soil The sandy soil was irrigated as needed to avoid drought stress. The experiments were arranged as randomized complete blocks with four replicates Treatments were N source (UAN and UFP) and N rate (0, 42, 84, 126, 168, 210,252 kg
N/ha for maize and 0, 54, 84,114,144, 174,204 kg N/ha for wheat). UAN and UFP
were applied as a split application for wheat, while maize received UFP at planting
and split UAN. Timing of the materials was determined by either label (UFP) or
prior experimental experience (UAN). There was no significant difference of NUE
between the UAN and UFP during the first year. Soil samples were collected from
control plots and highest N rate for each fertilizer type and each crop Profile soil
N03 (0-20cm and 20-40cm) did not significantly differ between the two N fertilizers. Since the cost of UFP is substantially greater than UAN fertilizer and form
does not affect yield, UFP is not economically viable.
45-24

1530a

T Yamamoto

Effects of Methyl Bromide and Chloropicrin Fumigation and Steam
Sterilization on Soil Nitrogen Dynamics and Microbial Community.

T. Yamamoto, The United Graduate School of Agricultural Sciences, Ehime Unix;
S. Tanaka. Graduate School ofKuroshio Science. Kochi Unix: K. Sakurai, Faculty
of Agriculture. Kochi Unix; K. Iwasaki. Faculty ofAgriculture. Kochi Unix.
In Japan, because the production and usage of Methyl Bromide (MeBr) as a soil
fumigant has been prohibited since 2005 following the Montreal Protocol, the
expansion of the application of ChloroPicrin (CP) fumigation and Steam Sterilization (SS) is considered to be one of the countermeasures. In this study, the effects
of these soil disinfection methods on nitrogen dynamics and microbial community
were evaluated. The soil packed in a PVC pipe (I I cm dia ,25cm height) was treated
with a usual dosage of MeBr, CPand SS as well as a control without disinfection,
followed by melon planting (Cucumis melo L cv. Earth Miyabi) after 9 days of
the treatment. The soil samples at the depth of 5-15 and 15-25 cm were collected
before the treatment, at transplanting and 10 days, 1 month and 2 months after
transplanting The samples were analyzed for the amounts of microbial biomass N
(MBN) and mineral N, microbial activities by the Biolog method and community
structure by the analysis of PhosphoLipid Fatty Acids (PLFAs) The amount of
MBN decreased and NH4-N increased in the CP and SS treatments The amount
of decreased MBN was almost equivalent to that of increased NH4-N. In the MeBr
treatment, the decrease in the amount of MBN was small although the amount of
NH4-N decreased as in the CP and SS treatment. Average well color development
value obtained by the Biolog analysis decreased in the order of SS>MeBr>CP, and
recovered at 10 days after transplanting to the initial level. Total amounts of PLFAs
also decreased with the treatments In the MeBr treatment, remarkable decreases in
poly-unsaturated fatty acids, especially 18:2co6, were observed, suggesting that soil
fungi was strongly affected by the treatment The CPand SS treatments reduced the
amounts of all of the PLFAs, but non-specifically compared with the MeBr treatment. At 10 days after transplanting, although the amounts of PLFAs in the MeBr
treatment recovered to the level of the control, those in the CP and SS treatments
remained low. These results indicated that the CP and SS treatments affected the
soil microbial community considerably and the effects persisted for longer duration
compared with the MeBr treatment- In the CPand SS treatments, increased NH4-N
could be mostly derived from dead microbial cells. On the other hand, in the MeBr
treatment, although the microbial community was affected strongly, the influence
was short-lived The community could be recovered for relatively shorter duration,
which might be one of the reasons for small decrease in the amount of MBN compared with the increase in NH4-N

diversity (species turnover) comprised the major part of total species diversity, with
the highest relative beta diversity being in coffee agroforestry systems, although
this land use type had the lowest total species richness. We showed that soil heterogeneity (expressed as coefficient of variation of properties within plots) is a better
predictor of plant diversity than values of soil properties per se. In all land use
systems, plant diversify was positively correlated with heterogeneity of various soil
properties. With general linear regression models, we showed that for all land use
types combined, over 40% of beta and gamma diversity could be explained with the
fixed factors land use type and landscape position, in combination with soil heterogeneity (specifically the heterogeneity of magnesium). When looking at individual
land use types, up to 80% of beta and gamma diversify in coffee agroforestry could
be explained by landscape position and heterogeneity of magnesium. Although for
pasture and rice lower percentages of plant diversity could be explained, soil heterogeneity was still a significant predictor Landscape position was expressed by
higher plant diversity in upland soils than in lowland soils, probably as a result of
drainage problems in lower lying areas. Our results show that soil and landscape
heterogeneity contribute to plant diversity and are therefore important aspects to
consider when planning conservation measures. Running heads: Soil heterogeneity
and plant diversify.
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Q. R ARAUJO
Mycorrhizal Associated in Brazilian Coastal Tableland Agroecosystems.

Q. R. Araraujo, Cocoa Research Center and State Unix of Santa Cruz; A. Alagely.
Unix of Florida / SWSD; A. Ogram. Unix of Florida; N. B. Comerford. Unix of
Florida. IFAS; R. M. VELUC1, Unix of Florida/SWSD; V. Baligar. USDA-ARSSPCL-BARC-West.
Soil compactness (hardsetting layers) caused by anthropogenic or natural action
represents a great challenge, because the related agro-environmental limitations. As
a few investigations in the southeastern region of the Brazilian state Bahia, arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) research can represent a great contribution around Coastal
tableland soils Soil samples were collected from two depths (A horizon: 0-15 cm
and B-horizon: 35-50 cm) of four land uses (natural forest, rubber tree plantation,
pasture, and annual crops) at the cocoa-tree region (state of Bahia, Brazil, between
16ol0' to 16o30' S and 39o05' to 49o40' WG) Mycorrhizal Inoculum Potential
(MIP) bioassay and AM fungal spore counts were estimated in soil microbial laboratory at the University of Florida. Natural forest soil (phosphorus concentration
0.00 mg kg-1) came out with lowest number of AM fungal spores while pasture soil
(phosphorus concentration 3.75 mg kg-1) showed a greatest number of AM fungal
spores. Improve nutritional status of this distrophic soil may increase mycorrhizal
association. Increase of AM fungal activity and population diversity in the Tableland soils, especially the coeso layers, is important to diminish the edaphologic
limitations associated with this those layers. Keywords: Mycorrhiza, Coeso soil,
Brazilian Coastal Tableland
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M. Palaniappa Pillai

Balanced Fertilization for Maximization of Cigar Tobacco Yield and Quality
in South India.

M. Palaniappa Pillai. T. Mani. S. B. Santhu Mohamed. Professor. Dept. ofSS&AC.
Tamil Nadu Agricultural Unix; T. N. Rao. Potash and Phosphate Institute of
Canada-India Programme.
Tobacco (Nicotiana tobaccum L.) is one of the most important cash crops in Indian
Agriculture. Currently India accounts for / i 10 percent of world's area and f\9 percent of tobacco production and is the second largest producer in the world. Tamil
Nadu is known for quality cigar production and is raised on an area of about 250
hectares in the districts of Dindigul, Trichy and Salem. A number of varieties are
used in the manufacture of cigar in Tamil Nadu and the popular among them are
Vellaivazhai and Karuvazhai. The major nutrients essentials for growth and development of tobacco plant are nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium
and sulphur. A field experiment was conducted at farmers field at Thoppampatti
village, Palani Taluk of Dindigul District, Tamil Nadu during December 2001 to
May 2002 to study the response of phosphorus, potassium and magnesium on yield
and quality of cigar tobacco variety Karuvazhai (KV 1). The soil of the experiment
site was sandy loam belonging to Irugur series. The experiment involved fourteen
treatments, namely, two levels of P, viz., 125 and 150 kg P205 ha-1, three levels of
K,viz., 150,200 and 250 kg K20 ha-1 and two level of Mg, viz., 50 and lOOkgMg
ha-1 with a common dose of N (60kg ha-1) and S (150 kg ha-1), besides the state
45-25
1530b
M. R López-Ulloa
recommended levels of N, Pand K and also an absolute control without any fertilSoil Heterogeneity and Topography Influence Plant Diversity in a Tropical
izer application. The treatments were replicated four times in a randomized block
Mosaic Landscape.
design The results revealed that the cured leaf and whole plant yields increased
M. R. López-Ulloa. F. de Koning. E. Veldkamp. J. Tylianakis. T. Lozada. Goettingenwith the increased application of N, P. K and Mg fertilizers (N60 : P125 : K.250 :
Unix
Mg 100) with 43.2 per cent increase in yield over the state recommended level (N40
: P100 : K100 : MgO). Omission of either P or K or Mg or S resulted in 7.7, 10.6,
Although it is clear that soil characteristics and natural plant diversity are intimately
10.9 and 9.0 per cent decline in yield respectively over addition of P, K, Mg and
related, many of the relationships between heterogeneity of specific soil properties
S fertilizers (N60 : PI25 : KI50 : Mg50). Quality of cigar tobacco, viz., nicotine
and indicators of plant diversity in different human-dominated ecosystems remain
(0.60 to 1 18 and 0 78 to I 47 respectively for stem and leaf) and leaf bum (22 to
little studied and often contradictory In this study we investigate the influence of
34 seconds of leaf combustibility) were improved by enhanced level of K and Mg
a range of soil properties on alpha, beta and gamma diversity in three land use
where as the chloride content was maintained below the critical limit (2%) even up
systems and over two landscape positions in a tropical fragmented landscape in
to 250 kg K20 ha-1. Application of K and Mg through MOP and MgCI2 increased
western Ecuador. The land use systems studied were, with increasing human interthe chloride content to a toxic level (> 2%) than the other sources of fertilizers.
ference, coffee agroforestry systems, pastures and rice In all land use systems, beta
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1:15 PM M. Hamell
The Development of EU Soil Protection Policy.
M. Hamell, European Commission.
During much of the past decade, there has been an increasingly active debate within
Europe on the need to ensure the protection and sustainable use of soil. In 2002, the
European Commission published a communication "Towards a thematic strategy
for soil protection", which described 8 threats to soil namely erosion, organic matter decline, biodiversity decline, compaction, salinisation, landslides and flooding,
contamination and sealing (or land take) and their effects on soil functions. This
communication received favourable comment from the other EU institutions which
generally encouraged a comprehensive approach to be taken in establishing a soil
protection policy. Since 2002, there has been further fact finding on the state of
soils and on the best manner in which to protect them with considerable support
for a framework approach allowing European Union Member States to address the
major threats in a comprehensive manner. At time of abstract preparation, the Commission is finalising its reflections before making any proposals.
46-2
1:45 PM D. Wall
Soils, Biodiversity and the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment.
D. Wall, Colorado Stale Univ.
The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) developed by the UN aim by 2015 to
improve human well-being (HWB) by reducing poverty, hunger, child and maternal
mortality, ensuring education for all, controlling and managing diseases, tackling
gender disparity, ensuring sustainable development and pursuing global partnerships. The 2005 publication of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) was
an international effort to assemble the best scientific expertise on environmental
issues The MA underscores the importance of the environment for income generation, gender equality, health, nutrition, and many other dimensions of human
well-being and thus has complimentary and direct linkages to achieving the MDGs.
The MA used an analytical framework, focusing on ecosystem services, that link
soils and the environment to human well-being. Ecosystem services are categorized
by supporting, provisioning, regulating and cultural services. Soils are a critical
basis for much of the MAfindings.The biodiversity of soil provides many services
that are important to human well-being. The MA helps us understand how changes
to the environment, including soils and their soil biodiversity, affect ecosystem
services that in turn influence human well-being. The MA puts a definitive end to
the perception that development objectives are inherently at odds with environmental objectives The MA suggests that the 2015 MDG targets are more likely to
be achieved if the MDGs are addressed simultaneously and identifies which goals
are directly or indirectly dependent on supporting, provisioning, regulating, and
cultural services The MA shows that ecosystem services can only be sustained in
the long term if the integrity and completeness of ecosystems are maintained or
restored. This information and the tools for improved management of ecosystems
if integrated more systematically into development strategies, such as poverty and
hunger reduction strategies at local, regional and global levels, can help achieve
the goals of the MDG The case for action to improve the management of the environment has never been stronger, nor has the link between development and the
environment ever been clearer.
46-3
2:05 PM I P . Handayani
Fallow Species to Restore Degraded Land in Indonesia.
/. P. Handayani. Univ of Bengkulu: P. Prcmilo, Univ of Bengkulu; Z. Muktamar.
Unix of Bengkulu.
The studies were performed to evaluate the potential and the role of natural fallow species as related to soil quality improvement in degraded ecosystems and to
identify promising natural fallow species that can act as soil restorers in stressed
environment Ten fallow species, Stachytarpheta jamaicencis. S.indica.Mikania
micrantha, Mimosa invisa. Austroeupotarium inulaefolium. Chromolaena odorata. Melasloma malabalhricum. Saccharum sponlaneum, Imperata cylindrica and
Wedelia Irilobata were evaluated for their potential contribution to soil fertility
restoration after 3 years of fallow Results indicated that Chromolaena odorala and
Wedelia trilobata fallow had promising effects on pool soil carbon, pool soil nitrogen
and soil structure in the low altitude sites, while Austroeupotarium, Mimosa invisa
and Mikania micrantha improved soil quality in the high altitude sites. The order of
magnitude of tolerance of stress among the three species was : M malabalhricum
> C.odorata > W.trilobata In most cases, W trilobata and C odorata were to be the
most promising natural fallow species to enhance soil quality improvement during
three years of fallow

46-4
2:25 PM A. Mando
Effect of Long-term Addition of Organic Input of Contrasting Quality on Soil
Carbon and Crop Performance under Sudano-Sahelian Conditions.
A. Mando, 1FDC; M. Bonzi. 1NERA.
A long-term trial sited in Saria, Burkina Faso, under Sudano-Sahelian conditions was used to assess the effect of organic and inorganic fertilization on Soil
Organic Matter (SOM) fractions and sorghum performance Sorghum straw and
kraal manure were applied yearly at 10 t ha-1, with and without 60 kg of urea
N ha-1 The other treatments included a control (no fertilization), only inorganic
fertilization (60 kg of urea N ha-1) and fallowing The long-term application of
organic resources of varying C/N ratio and urea resulted into different SOM concentrations. Twenty years of continuous cultivation without external inputs (the
control treatment) depleted SOM levels to below 50% of those under fallow Sole
urea application further depleted SOM status, presumably because of alleviation
of nitrogen limitations to decomposition SOM depletion as compared to the fallow treatment seemed less pronounced in case of application of organic material
with a relatively low C/N ratio such as manure. The adverse effect on soil organic
matter and nitrogen status mostly affected the fraction of SOM > 0.053mm (Particulate Organic Matter, POM). The POM concentrations in the control, straw and
urea-only plots were about one-half of the POM concentrations in the fallow plots
POM concentrations increased in the following order: urea < control < straw with
or without urea < manure with or without urea < fallow The fraction of SOM <
0 053mm (fine organic matter, FOM) was greater than POM in all plots except in
fallow and manure + urea plots. Total nitrogen concentration followed the same
trend as soil organic matter, but cultivation led to a decline in both POM-N and
FOM-N. Crop yield was greatest in the manure plots and lowest in the straw, control and urea only plots. Results indicate that under Sudano-Sahelian conditions,
SOM, POM and FOM fractions, fertilizer recovery fraction and crop performance
were better maintained using organic resources with a low C/N ratio (manure) than
through organic materiel with a relatively high C/N ratio (straw). Urea improved
the effect of the organic material with high C/N ratio (straw) on crop yield and
SOM concentration.
46-5
2:45 PM R. Mrabet
Soil Quality under Contrasting Tillage Management Systems in Semi-Arid
Morocco and Spain.
R. Mrabet. Centre Regional de la Recherche Agronomique de Mekn'es (INRA);
F. Moreno, IRNAS (CS1C); E. Madejon, 1RNAS (CSIC); J. M. Murillo. IRNAS
(CSIC).
In semi-arid Morocco and Spain, increasing concerns about soil and environment
quality degradation have raised the need to review existing tillage management systems and develop new systems for seed-bed preparation. Water shortage is accentuated with soil quality depletion and conditions of stress are exaggerated under
present land uses Research on tillage management systems started early 1980s
in semiarid Morocco and early 1990s in Spain in order to propose to farmers the
best options for managing soils and crops The No-Tillage (NT) system was found
to boost production vis-a-vis the erratic climate of semiarid Morocco. In semiarid Spain, crop development and yield was increased under Reduced Tillage (RT),
especially in years with low rainfall. The soil's attributes have drastically changed
due to elimination of soil manipulation with tillage tools. The results obtained
showed that NT has a positive effect on the indicators of soil quality. Indeed, NT
increased the levels of Soil Organic Carbon (SOC), of available P and exchangeable K, and decreased pH. These improvements were significant in top surface
(0-25 mm) for the fourth year and did not exceed 0-50mm after six years of experimentation. In semiarid Spain, increases in SOC and nutrient contents were also
observed under RT After a 7-year period, SOC at 0-500 mm was 1 07 % under RT
and 0 86 % under CT (with mouldboard ploughing at 300 mm depth and burning
the straw of the preceding crop). In Morocco, it was showed increases in SOC of
13.6% with NT, and 3.3% with Conventional Tillage (CT) over an 11-year period,
with differences being greater in the top 25 mm layer. Generally, there is a trend
towards a stratification of SOC at the surface under NT, without any effect on lower
horizons At 0-25 mm, SOC increased from 5.6 to 7.2 Mg ha-1 under NT, after 4
and 11 years. At the same horizon, SOC level did not change under CT after the
same periods It is also reported that NT soil has sequestered 3 5 and 3 4 Mg ha-1
of SOC more than CT in the 0-200 mm horizon, after 4 and 11 years, respectively
In semiarid Spain, RT soil has sequestered 2 Mg ha-1 of SOC more than CT in the
0-500 mm horizon, after 10 years. Values of stratification ratio of SOC (calculated
from SOC in the 0-50 and 50-100 mm soil layers divided by that in the 250-400
mm) under RT were higher than 2, showing the lower level of degradation of this
soil with respect to soil under CT NT affected also organic matter content of aggregates in all classes of a Calcixeroll soil in Morocco With depth, there is no reduction in these indicators comparing NT to CT The management of residues showed
that in general, the improvement of these indicators was proportional to residue
level under NT These indicators were ameliorated by addition of crop residues and
decreased when the soil was left bare. The improvement of C and N is mainly due
to the improvement of their particulate fractions, which were found more sensitive
to the management of soil and crops In addition to organic matter, another important related soil quality benefit of continuous NT is the improved aggregation. It is
also important to note the significant increases of the Microbial Biomass Carbon
(MBC) and some enzymatic activities recorded in soils under RT in semiarid Spain.
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after a 13-year period. These increases were especially noticeable at the 0-50 mm
layer, and could be related to the increase observed for the soluble SOC (326 mg
kg-1 under RT and 241 mg kg-l under CT); correlations between soluble SOC
and MBC, and soluble SOC and enzymatic activities were hiehly significant: r =
0.794, p < 0.01 for MBC; r = 0.918, p < 0.01 for dehydrogenase; r = 0.638, p <
0.01 for alkaline phosphatase; r = 0.864, p < 0 01 for ß-glucosidase and r = 0.908,
p < 0.01 for protease Improvement of these variables indicates that conservation
tillage (RT) improves soil quality under rainfed agriculture in semiarid Spain. It is
clear from the experiences in semi-arid Morocco and Spain that reduction of tillage
or its elimination contributed to quality regeneration of soil attributes
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1:15 PM C M . Preston
Some Chemical and Spectroscopic Approaches to Evaluating Management
Impacts on Forest Soil Organic Matter.

C. M. Preston. Pacific Forestry Centre.
Evaluating the impact of management on forest soils presents special challenges,
which tend to increase depending on how far removed the situation is from management for annual agricultural crops. Forest soils tend to be spatially very heterogeneous, especially those on steep slopes, and in colder or poorly-drained areas
where a thick forest floor develops over mineral soil. Soil development may be
affected by tree uprooting, persistence of coarse woody debris and landslides, as
well as wildfires that consume organic horizons and produce charcoal. Harvesting produces coarse residues that decompose slowly, and may be accompanied by
soil disturbance, such as compaction, rutting and loss of organic matter, or by prescribed burning. Silvicultural treatments may include fertilization, thinning, and
manipulation of understory vegetation Sampling is therefore a formidable challenge, especially as sample numbers have to be severely limited for more complex
types of analyses. Despite dramatic visual effects or reduction of site C, the effects
of forest management on Soil Organic Matter (SOM) composition may be quite
subtle and difficult to detect. Not surprisingly, there have been few studies in this
area. Solution or solid-state C-13 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy has long been used characterize OM, including forest floor, woody debris,
foliar litter and mineral soil C. For the latter, it is usually necessary to treat samples
with HF to remove paramagnetic Fe and enrich C concentration Also, more insight
may be obtained by separating physical or chemical fractions, as the total SOM C
may not show detectable changes. The instrument type (e.g., field strength, probe
size, spinning speed, RAMP options) also affects quality and utility of spectra.
Organic forms of P are predominant in many forest sites, and can be characterized
by solution P-31 NMR of extracts such as NaOH. Application of solid-state N15 NMR is more problematic, especially at natural abundance levels. Despite the
limitations imposed by sampling issues and the low sensitivity of NMR, effects of
forest management on OM quality have been detected Analysis of baseline OM
properties can also be helpful in predicting site sensitivity to certain management
practices, or in formulating guidelines for emulating natural disturbance or preserving biodiversity. In coastal forests of Vancouver Island, British Columbia, for
example, the soil humin fraction was less decomposed in plots with N fertilization.
In the same region, studies of chronosequences (recent regeneration to old-growth
in age) showed little effect of a single harvest on SOM quality, as assessed by solidstate C-13 NMR. This was mainly due to the legacy of centuries of only natural
disturbance prior to recent onset of logging. There was a greater influence of climate, mainly higher precipitation on west-coast vs. east-coast sites, which was also
reflected in large differences in the availability and organic composition of soil R,
and its potential sensitivity to increased harvesting Harvesting is increasing in the
boreal forest where many sites have thick forest floor, poor drainage, and historically have been disturbed by stand-replacing fires Again, insights into the natural
ecology and SOM characteristics can contribute to developing appropriate management regimes For example, careful preservation of forest floor may not always
be appropriate for long-term site productivity Increasing interest in the C sink
potential of managed forests requires improved understanding of the mechanisms
that regulate C storage in a wide range of soils, including those with little mineral
component Radiocarbon analysis reveals C dynamics, and makes the connection
to turnover times of modelled C pools, while molecular-level analysis of specific
compounds provides the details associated with C transformation and stabilization.
Natural abundance of C-13 and N-15 are also linked to ecosystem function and
decomposition pathways NMR provides a starting fingerprint of OM composition,
but to have real usefulness for these large issues of forest management and C storage, it needs to be applied in an interdisciplinary team approach, and in conjunction
with other chemical, isotopic and spectroscopic techniques.
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1:45 PM

T. Fox

Precision Forestry in the 21st Century: Linking Climate, Geology, Topography,
Soils, and Ecophysiology to Develop Site Specific Estimates of Forest
Productivity for Pine and Eucalyptus in North and South America.

T. Fox. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State Univ; R. Rubilar. Univ de
Concepción; H. L. Allen. North Carolina State Univ: C. Monies. Bioforest S.A.; J.
Urrego. Smurfit Carton de Colombia: F Flares. International Paper Company.
Precisions forestry systems are being developed for pine and eucalyptus plantations in the Southern United States and in Latin America by the Forest Nutrition
Cooperative to improve the sustainability, productivity and profitability of forest
management This presentation will detail the work that has been done over the
last five years to develop the fundamental links between soils, geology, climate and
species needed to make precision silviculture a reality. In this approach, climatic
conditions (solar radiation, temperature, rainfall) are used along with species specific ecophysiological parameters (photosynthesis, respiration, carbon allocation)
to produce spatially explicit, site specific estimates of forest productivity based on
detailed land classification systems that integrate geology, topography and soils
data. Leaf area estimates obtained from Landsat satellite imagery are input into
3PG, an ecophysiological based process model of forest growth, to predict potential
productivity, identify the climatic and soil factors that limit growth and determine
the potential response to silvicultural treatments designed to ameliorate these limiting factors The information is integrated and interpreted using GIS. This approach
was developed and tested with Pinus radiata in Chile and Pinus taeda in the southern United States The attached figure illustrates the estimates of potential productivity of Pinus radiata in Regions V l l to and IX of central Chile using the approach
described above. There is ongoing work with the following species: Eucalyptus
grandis in Colombia, Eucalyptus nitens and Eucalyptus globulus in Chile, Pinus
patula and Pinus tecunumonii in Colombia, and Pinus taeda in Argentina.
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Methodological Standards to Detect Forest Soil Carbon Stocks and Stock
Changes at Landscape Scales.

R. Baritz. Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources; D. Zirlewagen.
1NTERRA; E. Van Ranst. Ghent University; M. Olsson. SLU; R. Jandl. BFW; P.
Rovira. University of Barcelona: J. Romanya. Univ of Barcelona; C. Wirth. MPI
BGC: M. Erlandsson. Genth Univ: Z. Somogyi. JRC: C. Green. University College
Dublin; M. Starr, METLA: P. Tamminen. METLA.
For the first time, the main results of a European research project on soil carbon
inventories (Carbolnvent, work package 3, http://wwwjoanneum.at/Carbolnvent/)
which is currently being finalized will be presented The objective was to assess
the capacity of existing national and regional soil inventory schemes to provide
baseline soil C assessments and to detect soil C changes. In order to fulfil these
objectives plot level errors and errors related to the upscaling of plot data were
carefully investigated. A thorough analysis of representativity, and the variability
received for different grid densities have been assessed. A sampling campaign has
been conducted to fill remaining representativity gaps All steps have been accompanied by tracking all uncertainty related aspects Suggestions were made, and
guidance will be provided to assess not only the commonly applied random statistical error (spatial variability and plot density), but also systematic errors (inventory "quality"). The upscaling methods tested include geomatching combined with
class matching, and regression supplemented by spatial analysis (kriging) Both
approaches were compared The data base for the geo-/class matching consists of
16x16 km inventory data from the ICP Forests Forest Soil Condition Monitoring
(Europe (N=5,269 plots; and for selected test countries, Ireland = 22 Finland = 442,
Spain = 452, Germany = 414 Austria = 131, Sweden = 1.249 plots) For the regres-

O.

sion kriging, test countries were selected with condensed data sets (mostly ca. 8x8
km: Germany = 1,800, Austria = 513, in the case of Sweden: N = 8,581 plots), and
one test region (Thuringia = 250; roughly 4x4 km). The quality of upscaling can be
greatly improved using geomorphographic landscape analyses of digital elevation
models (50m in the test area, 250 m for the test countries) combined with various
site information such as land cover, climate, and soils. The method allows tracking
the performance of the most influential predictors responsible for the accumulation of soil carbon, which is regionally different. The evaluations were conducted
separately for the forest floor and the mineral soil at varying total depths depending on data availability in the inventories. Different approaches to stratification
have greatly improved the predictive value of the regional models. The results are
highly relevant for (a) improving the assessment of C sequestration at landscape
scale (e.g. by focussing on hot spots), (b) determine the capacity of the existing
inventory schemes to detect change, (c) identity data gaps related to carbon change
assessments and model input, and (d) identify research needs in the area of data
availability for modelling and to better related to forest ecosystem level investigations (carbon cycle; forest management). Since forest vegetation pattern and liming
maps (test area) have been considered in the evaluations, the relevance of the developed approaches allow the projection of management effects on soil carbon.

agement practises (eg burning, logging) is critical for sustainable forest management. Despite wide recognition that the soil microbial community is fundamentally
important in mediating key ecological processes such as organic matter turnover
and nutrient cycling, few studies have examined the recovery of these processes
following disturbances in forest systems. Although diversity of higher organisms
is considered important for the maintenance and stability of ecosystem processes,
the question remains as to whether this is true for soil microbial communities. Even
with the latest molecular genetic techniques, analysis of the vast genetic and taxonomie diversity of soil microorganisms is problematic As the functional ability of
the soil microbial community is central to understanding key ecological processes,
a popular alternative has been to assess the diversity of heterotrophic functions.
However, a rapid screening method is required to enable the microbial heterotrophic
functional ability to be utilized as an indicator of recovery of soil function. There
are currently two methodologies used to assess the diversity of heterotrophic ability
or Community Level Physiological Profiles (CLPP) from whole soil. Both methods
measure the metabolism of a range of organic substrates which vary in structural
complexity. The method developed by Degens and Harris (1997) has been useful
in assessing CLPP of soils under changing land-uses, from soils under successional
series or from soils which have undergone recent disturbances However, this technique is time-consuming and laborious when analyzing large numbers of samples,
undermining its utility as a rapid assessment tool Campbell et al. (2003) have
recently developed an innovative microtiter plate based method (MicroRespTM)
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that allows the rapid assessment of metabolic response using a colormetric detecC Differentiation between Dissolved and Solid Organic Carbon in Soils as
tion system and an automated plate reader. No comparison has previously been
Induced by Substitution of a Native Deciduous Forest by a Coniferous Forest.
made between the Degens and Harris method and the MicroRespTM method To
P. Amiotte Suchet. J. Leveque. C Henault. A. Gauthier. F Andreux. Microbiologie test the ability of the two methods to distinguish between soils under different foret Géochimie des Sols—1NRA Université de Bourgogne.
est management, we used soil collected from rehabilitated bauxite mined forest and
adjacent non-mined Jarrah (Eucalyptus marginata Donn ex Sm) forest soil from
In the temperate forest ecosystems, one of the main human perturbations during the
Western Australia Multivariate statistical analysis demonstrated that the CLPP data
last century is the substitution of native deciduous forests by well managed conifgenerated using the MicroRespTM method resulted in greater pooling of replicates
erous forests. The question of the influence of this land use change on the water
and was substantially better able to discriminate between the soils tested than that
quality has been addressed for a long time especially in the framework of acid rain.
of the Degens and Harris method. In addition to greater discriminating ability, the
However, studies concerning the impact of forest management on the processes
MicroRespTM method has clear advantages over the Degens and Harris method,
producing dissolved organic matter (DOM) are not so many. Since DOM plays an
with the ability to test up to 96 substrates simultaneously on one plate. As a result
important role in aquatic ecosystems (UV filtration, pollutant transfers, nutrients
the MicroRespTM method allows rapid optimization of substrates to suit the ecoand energy supply), the influence of forest cover on the quality and quantity of
system of interest. Changing forest management practises can alter organic matter
DOM released trough soil processes is a key question. Indeed, considering that
quality and quantity, which can in turn impact microbial turnover of organic matter
forest cover affects the dynamic of degradation of the soil organic matter, DOM,
and subsequent nutrient transformations. By including ecologically relevant carbon
which results from these processes, should also be affected. This work focuses on
substrates such as plant root exudates or substrates known to be produced followthe use of the stable isotope composition of Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC) in
ing a specific management practice (e.g. products of fire), the CLPP data generated
natural abundance to examine the changes in DOM quality produced in acid brown
can be more relevant to the forest ecosystem being investigated. At present we are
soils (distric cambisol) of the mountainous area of Morvan (France) under deciduoptimizing
the range of substrates required to determine whether prescription burnous and coniferous forests Our results show that the quality of the DOC seems to
ing practises are influencing CLPP within rehabilitated bauxite mined forest and
be affected by vegetation changes, as shown by the isotopic composition of disnon-mined jarrah forest ecosystems. As the automated and cost efficient nature of
solved and solid organic matter in the various compartments of the system. First
the MicroRespTM method makes it a suitable rapid assessment tool, we believe it
of all, 8"C of fresh aerial material do not significantly differ from one vegetation
can be used to compliment other approaches such as bio-molecular methods and
cover to another and its variability (between -28 and -31%o) seems to be greater
NMR, when assessing the impact of forest management on soil processes. A further
inside one plant of the same species than between plants of different species. In the
explanation of the differences in discriminating ability of the two methods and the
same way, the 5"C of organic matter from litter is not influenced by the vegetation
ecological significance to rehabilitated jarrah forest ecosystems will be discussed
cover (from -26 to -28%o). However, the evolution of the soil organic matter 8"C
in detail
with increasing depth varies from one vegetation to another: soil organic matter
(SOM) is enriched in "C by about l%o between -5 and -55 cm under deciduous
vegetation, whereas, no significant variations of dl3C values are observed in SOM
of profile under resinous vegetation The isotopic composition (S'X? ) of the disSESSION NUMBER 48
solved organic matter (DOM) is very consistent with these patterns Indeed, under
deciduous cover, 8"CIXX. in litter and upper soil layer solutions are depleted in
"C by 1 to 2%o with regard to the solid material. Thus, an apparent fractionation
appears between the organic solute fraction and the solid one. Under resinous cover,
no such fractionations are observed. So, the degradation of organic matter in litter
1.1 A Hydropcdology: Fundamental Issues and Practical
and soil layers produces more "C depleted DOC under deciduous vegetation than
under resinous one This difference can be interpreted as changes in the chemical
Applications—Theater I
composition of the DOM in relation with changes in the dynamic of SOM degradation and its associated microbial activity. Thus, the isotopic signature of DOC is
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 3, Second Floor (Convention Center)
rather controlled by the way the organic matter is degraded in the system than by
the differences in the isotopic composition of organic matter. Preliminary results
from soil incubation experiments seem to show that the 13C depletion observed in
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soil solution under deciduous vegetation could be positively related to the rate of
Comparison and Evaluation of Field Methods (Direct and Indirect) to Estimate
SOM degradation.
Soil Water Fluxes.
D. Timlin, USDA-ARS Crop Systems and Global Change Lab: Y. A. Pachepsky.
USDA/ARS/BA/ANRJ/ESML: J. Starr. USDA-ARS.
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Knowledge of soil water fluxes is critical for evaluating efficiency and environMicrobial Functional Diversity—Assessing Impacts of Forest Management
mental effects of soil and crop management. Indirect methods commonly used to
Practices.
estimate soil water fluxes estimates are currently based on (a) soil water balance,
B. M. Lalor, School of Earth and Geographical Sciences. Faculty of Natural and
(b) soil water potential measurements with the Darcy-Buckingham law application,
Agricultural Science. The Univ of Western Australia: N. C. Banning. School of
(c) simulations of soil water transport with the Richards equation, and (d) capillary
Earth and Geographical Sciences. Faculty of Natural and Agricultural Science.
lysimeters The methods differ in their practicality and certainty of results. The
The Univ of Western Australia: W. R. Cookson. School of Earth and Geographical Gee Fluxmeter is a direct method that has been developed but not widely tested.
Sciences. Faculty of Natural and Agricultural Science. The Unix of Western
The objective of this study was to compare water flux estimates obtained from
Australia: C. D. Grant. Environmental Department. Alcoa World Alumina: D.
these methods and to evaluate the Gee Fluxmeter against these results The study
V. Murphy. School of Earth and Geographical Sciences. Faculty of Natural and was conducted within a highly controlled lysimeter (21.3 m x 13 7 m x 3.0) with a
Agricultural Science. The Univ of Western Australia.
sloping surface soil and instrumented to provide for real-time and near continuous
measures of the water table, soil water content, soil water potential, meteorological
Identifying tools which provide an understanding of how key ecological processes
parameters, and solute flux Important variables that could not be directly measured
in forest ecosystems respond to anthropogenic disturbances or changes in man-
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were runoff and evapotranspiration. Each method was associated with its own
sources of error and instrumentation malfunctions resulted in some missing data
that had to be estimated from other sources The water balance method (a) depends
on flux estimates from method (b) so that the calculated fluxes from these two
methods are not independent (when hydraulic conductivity is not known). Shortterm estimates (rainfall event based) of fluxes from the indirect estimates were
ditïerent from each other The Gee Fluxmeter worked well but the capacity was
exceeded for rainfall events with large amounts of recharge. The correspondence
between the direct and indirect methods improved as the time scale increased
48-2
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Comparisons of Transient Methods For Determining Hydraulic Conductivity
Using Disc Permeameters.
F. Cook, CS1RO Land and Water: L. Dawes. CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems.
The disc permeameter is now a commonly used method for measuring the hydraulic properties of field soils Most of the methods available for analysis the data from
disc permeameters requires the steady-state flow to be known Cook and Broeren
(1994). This can mean that measurements would have to be made for a very long
time (Cook, 1994). Recently Vandervaeve et al. (2000a, b) presented a method for
analysing the transient data during the earlier stages of infiltration into the soil from
a disc permeameter. Their method requires the differentiation of the data. This can
introduce extra noise and uncertainty into the calculation procedure Their infiltration equation is: 1 = St"2 + Ct (1) where I is the cumulative infiltration [L], S is
the sorptivity [L T-l/2], t is time [T] and C = (2-ß)K/3 + yS2/(r(9r(9 )) (2) where
r is the radius of the supply surface [L], ß is a constant in the interval (0,1), y is a
constant equal to 0.75, 9o and 9n are the final and initial volumetric water contents
[L3 L-3] respectively Equation (1) has the same form as the two-term Philip infiltration equation. This allows use of an analysis method developed by Smiles and
Knight (1976). We show that this method gives results which have similar features
to those using Vandervaeve et al.'s methods and allow better choose of when water
has passed through the contact sand pad. One of the faults in the Smiles and Knight
method is associated with determination of intercept to obtain S. We give guidance
on how to remove this problem. This problem also exists in the Vandervaeve et al,
method but was not recognised by them The data set of Cook and Broeren (1994)
was used to test these methods. These results showed that some of the results previously published from this data set may have been erroneous.
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Hood Infilti 'ometer—A New Type of Tension I nlilti ometer.
J. Punzel, UGT Environmental Measuring Techniques Ltd.; K. Schwärzet, Insliule
of Soil Science and Site Ecology, Faculty of Forest-, Geo- and Hydro Science.
Dresden Unix of Technology.
Tension Infiltrometer (Tl) are widely used for determination of saturated and near
saturated soil hydraulic properties The complete contact between disc and soil is
essential for reliable data Any vegetation wihtin the sample should be trimmed
to ground level In vast majority soils are uneven Hence, contact material should
be placed over the undisturbed soil surface and this new surface is to level and
to smooth (Perroux & White 1988). The characteristic of the contact material
should have a hydraulic conductivity higher than that of the soil at the pressure
head applied to the infiltrometer In general, using of contact materials effects the
infiltration Furthermore, applying pressure heads near saturation might cause that
mobile fine-textured particles of the contact material clog the macropores Resulting is a decrease of the original near saturated conductivity Finally, preparing the
soil surface for Tl measurement could lead to alterations of the primal properties
of the soil surface. A new type of Tl a so called Hood Infiltrometer (HI) is presented which could overcome the critical aspects mentioned. In contrast to the Tl
no preparation of soil surface is required. A hood connected to a Mariotte bottle is
placed on the undisturbed infiltration surface. Inside of the hood water is ponded
An additionally negative pressure compensates the depth of water ponding and
hence water can be supplied at different pressure heads. Our experimental setup
allows the measurement of hydraulic properties from saturation up to the bubble
point of the soil. The effective pressure head on the soil surface can be measured by
an additionally U-tube manometer with a precision of+/- 1mm. Tension infiltrometer and Hood Infiltrometer measurements were carried out to evaluate the effects
of contact material and soil surface preparation on the saturated and near saturated
conductivity. Additionally soil cores were taken to analyze the hydraulic properties
using lab methods

soil water content to use for coarse scale characterization and simulation, e.g., comparing remote sensing data and ground truth, or establishing field- or catchmentwide antecedent moisture conditions for runoff simulations. The phenomenon has
been called the time stability, the temporal stability, or the temporal persistence in
spatial patterns of soil water contents. The objectives of this work were: (a) to demonstrate the temporal persistence in soil water contents measured at field scale; (b)
to upscale water contents from point measurements to the field scale; (c) to identify
a representative location for monitoring total soil water content; (d) to estimate the
length of time for soil moisture monitoring sufficient to characterize temporal persistence in water content.Twenty four soil moisture multi-sensor capacitance probes
were installed to monitor water content across a 6 ha area at the USDA-ARS OPE3
site in Beltsville, MD. These probes were located at depths of 10, 30, 50, 80, 120,
150, and 180 cm and were monitored every 10 min for 610 days. To quantify the
temporal persistence, hourly average water contents were computed for all probe
readings at one depth. Then the relative water contents were computed as ratios of
the individual-probe water content measurement to the average water contents at
that same depth (eg. 10 cm depth). Based on these calculations, it appeared that the
temporal persistence of soil-water contents was well pronounced at certain probe
locations, and distributions of relative water content covered narrow ranges. Mean
relative water contents were used to estimate missing data or correct erroneous
sensor readings, thus substantially reducing uncertainty in average water content
across the study area Relative water contents also enabled identifying a representative location and reducing the number of sensors needed to obtain a specified accuracy of the average water content estimates. One month of soil moisture monitoring
was found sufficient to evaluate distributions of the relative water contents and thus
to characterize temporal persistence. Utilizing temporal persistence was a useful
means to upscale water content from point measurements to the field scale and
reduce uncertainty in soil water content monitoring. Keywords: soil water content
monitoring, temporal persistence, water content upscaling, field scale
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Hydrological Pathways of Nutrient Losses: a Multiscale Study of the
Interaction of Different Land Uses in a Catchment.
B. Zhang, J. L. Tang. Chinese Academy of Sciences; C. Gao. Nanjing University;
H. Zepp. Ruhr- University Bochum.
An irrigated small catchment with intensive agriculture in subtropical China was
monitored to estimate loads of N and P off erosion plot, paddy field, subcatchment
and whole catchment and to identify main hydrological pathways of nutrient losses
and source area. Nutrient concentration in the stream waters and overland flows
from the uplands and the paddy fields were elevated although nutrient concentrations was low and stable in irrigation water and rain water. Total N (TN) concentrations in the subsurface waters (9.96 mg L"1 in the well and 1.71 mg L"1 in the
spring) were up to 10.2 times than in the stream waters (0.98 mg L '-1.47 mg L ').
Inorganic N and P dominated in the streams. Sediment associated N and P losses
accounted for over 30% of TN and over 50% of TP from the uplands, while the N
and P losses from paddy fields were composed only by dissolved fractions. The
highest nutrient concentration occurred during the period from early April to September when fertilization and tillage for sowing and harvesting were performed.
Multi-scale monitoring results indicated that N loss was higher in the catchment
outflow than in the overland flows from the upland erosion plots, paddy fields and
subcatchment, while P loss was equivalent for all the monitoring scales. Regular
weekly sampling and intensive sampling during rainstorms revealed that nutrient
losses off the catchment were 45.75 kg N ha"' a"1 and 1.10 kg Pha' a', accounting
for 22.4 % and 2.0 % of chemical N and P fertilizers applied to the catchment. The
nutrient losses during rainstorms accounted for 55 % total N loss and for 74 % of
total P loss. The nutrient losses from the agricultural catchment were both agronomically and environmentally significant. Nutrient losses from the paddy fields
were higher than from the uplands, indicating that the paddy fields were not sinks
of nutrients exported from the uplands These results suggest that control of nutrient losses with overland flow and subsurface is necessary when timing of fertilization is best designed The measures to soil erosion control and irrigation control
would be effective to reduce nutrient export Keywords: Non-point source pollution. Agricultural catchment; Nutrient losses; Nitrogen; Phosphorus; Overland
flow; Subsurface flow; Paddy fields
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A Hydropedologic Study of Subsurface Water Flow in a Forested Catchment.
X. Zhou. H. Lin. C. Walker. The Pennsylvania State Univ; Q. Zhu. Dept of Crop and
Soil Science. The Pennsylvania State Univ.
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Soil moisture is a key component for understanding hydrological processes. The
Using Temporal Persistence for llpscaling Soil Water Content and Reducing
subsurface water flow (lateral and vertical) plays a critical role on areal soil moisUncertainty in Soil Moisture Monitoring.
ture redistribution. Systematic and dynamic soil moisture observations are needed
A. Guber. Unix of California; T. Gish. USDA-ARS Hydrology and Remote Sensing to monitor soil moisture status and model water flow pathways in spatial and temLaboratory; Y. Pachepsky. USDA/ARS/BA/ANRI/ESML; C. S. T. Daughtry. USDA/ poral scales The objective of this study is to characterize the soil moisture distribution and subsurface water flow at the Shale Hills Catchment in central PennsylARS; T. J. Nicholson. US NRC; R. E Cady. US NRC.
vania Hydropedologic approaches integrating soil information with hydrological
When a field plot or a small watershed is repeatedly surveyed for soil water conprocesses were used to guide experimental design, monitoring device installation,
tents, locations can often be identified where soil is consistently wetter or dryer
and soil moisture modeling. Soil moisture content and water movement at differthan the average across the surveyed area Existence of such sites is important for
ent landforms and soil profiles at this forested catchment were investigated over
soil management It is also important for selection of sites to infer the area-average
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two years using Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) probes and Tensiometers. The
dynamic soil moisture status at two selected sites were also monitored using automatic system using an array of soil matnc potential probes (229-L and Decagon
matric potential probes), soil water content probes (ECH2O-10), and temperature
probes. Probes were inserted at different soil profiles as well as their interfaces to
study subsurface water flow. A "bottleneck" phenomenon was observed at certain
soil layers, of which the hydraulic conductivity is very low, and as a result determines the water movement and distribution within entire soil profiles. The soil
moisture responses to different rainfall intensity patterns at different soil layers
were also investigated. The characteristic curves of soil moisture change during dry
down period were established for soil layers. Soil texture and other ancillary data
(bulk density, hydraulic conductivity) were used to understand the soil moisture
spatial distribution and water subsurface movement.

to the atmosphere. -In order to have a realistic estimate of the large-scale N20
emissions we installed a large removable tent of dimensions 100 m x 5 m x 0 .5 m.
Monthly over a period of approximately 36 hours we measured N20 emissions
from the soil surface with spectrometric methods We measured the background
concentrations and the concentrations that result from the injection of N20 near the
surface of the groundwater.
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Scaling-llp Soil Trace Gas Fluxes Remotely with llydrogeomoi phic Features
for Agricultural Wetlands.

R. Phillips. USDA-ARS: O. Beeri. Univ of North Dakota.
Model results by Johnson et al. (2005) report the estimated five million wetlands
located in the Prairie Pothole Region (PPR) are highly sensitive to climate change,
yet data for tracking potential climatic and/or anthropogenic forcing mechanisms
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for wetland landscapes are lacking Assessment of functional and structural feaTransport of Colloids by Transient Wetting Fronts.
tures for these high-density wetland landscapes is constrained by the large surface
./ Zhuang. Univ of Tennessee: J. McCarthy. Univ of Tennessee: L. McKay. Univ of area of small water bodies populating the landscape and by a paucity of ecosystem
Tennessee: C. Tu. Univ of Tennessee: E. Perfect. Univ of Tennessee.
flux data for these shallow wetlands. The characteristic water body fluctuations
and plant community shifts in the PPR are largely a function of climate forcing
Colloids are defined as particles ranging in size from submicron to a few micron;
mechanisms, yet anthropogenic activities also impact wetland vegetation and
their transport in the subsurface is of concern to drinking water quality due to introhydroperiod. Determination of anthropogenic factors driving wetland structure and
duction of viruses, pathogenenic bacteria and protozoans, as well as the potential
function, given inherent system variability, is essential to wetland management.
for co-transport of toxic chemicals sorbed to mobile mineral colloids. More than
However, understanding spatial and temporal variability for these expansive land2000 published papers have addressed the topic of colloid transport, but the vast
scapes requires synoptic data and geographic analyses We aimed to synthesize
majority of these studies focused on water-saturated (groundwater) environments,
results of structural and functional surveys to form a satellite-based model capable
even though most pathogens and toxicants enter groundwater via transport through
of assessing how changes in land-use, vegetation, and climate might impact soil
the shallower soil which is only partially water-saturated. Further, almost all of
trace gas fluxes The effects of structural features, such as vegetation community
studies of unsaturated systems are limited to steady stateflow,while in nature, flow
and land-use, on soil trace gas fluxes in the PPR is largely unknown but expected to
in partially saturated porous media is dominated by transient wetting events (e.g.,
co-vary with hydrology. We first aimed to identify if trace gas flux was associated
storms, or flushing toilets). Early work attributed colloid retention under partial
with wetland vegetation structure We hypothesized that the net flux of carbon is
saturation to attachment to the air-water interface or "staining" in thin water films.
influenced by hydro-geomorphology, as expressed by hydric vegetation commuMore recent work, including collaborative studies between the University of Tennity, and that remote detection of natural and anthropogenic wetland zones would
nessee and Cornell University has called this prevailing paradigm into question.
be essential for carbon assessment We tested this hypothesis in a preliminary study
The work presented here uses a novel experimental approach to evaluate colloid
using 3 replicate wetland ecosystems. We stratified each wetland by zone and detertransport under transient wetting fronts, and evaluates the relative importance of
mined soil carbon, aboveground net production (standing crop) and soil greenhouse
water content, colloid size and surface charge, and the role of electrostatic and
gas fluxes (carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide) in August 2003. We tested
capillary forces in colloid immobilization We also compare transport in natural
for differences among zones (marsh, meadow, rangeland, and cropland) and estiporous material (sand) and uniform model silica-sphere medium; the silica-sphere
mated ecosystem fluxes. Data suggest PPR wetland trace gas fluxes depend upon
medium has a known pore structure, which will facilitate efforts to develop mechathe hydro-geomorphic gradient, as indicated by plant communities, and by upland
nistic transport models. Results are expected to improve predictions of pathogen
land-use surrounding water bodies Since trace flux is modulated by water-filled
transport in different geological settings and natural flow conditions, and may sugpore space, our next step was to develop a remote-sensing based model for tracking
gest novel strategies to mitigate human and environmental health risks in public
seasonal fluctuations in surface water bodies. We performed water body classificawater supplies.
tion using multi-temporal Landsat satellite imagery, and wetland hydric communities were delineated using SPOT (10-m resolution) satellite imagery following
analysis of 150 spectroradiometer records collected for water and vegetation using
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a hand held radiospectrometer (350-2500 nm). Results suggest that satellite assessTransport and Transformation Processes of the Greenhouse Gas N20 in the
ment in the PPR is viable for hydric vegetation communities, upland land-use (see
System Groundwater/Vadose Zone of a Catchment in Germany.
figure), and for tracking water body vacillations. Deep marsh, shallow marsh and
M. Deurer. HorlResearch: C. von der Heide. Institute for Soil Science. Univ of
wet meadow comprised 6% of the landscape analyzed (5580 ha). Measured, trace
Hannover: J. Böttcher. Institutefor Soil Science. Univ ofHannover: W. Duijnisveld, gas flux, in units of grams of carbon equivalents per square meter per day, was 2.5.
If this is representative, net daily flux for a 5580 ha landscape would equal 2.25
Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources: K. Schäfer. Institute for
megagrams carbon. This study suggests that scaling up science with remote sensing
Meteorology and Climate Research.
may be an important step toward evaluating anthropogenic and climactic impacts
The contribution of N20 to global warming has increased in recent decades. Nitroon wetland structure and function for this expansive region.
gen from agriculture is one of the main sources for both direct and indirect N20
emissions. So far, most research focused on the direct emissions from agricultural
fields as a consequence of the nitrification and denitrification in soils. Little is
known about the processes and magnitude of the indirect emissions of N20 from
groundwater. In agricultural areas with shallow aquifers considerable amounts of
nitrate might enter the groundwater and be denitrified The intermediate product
of this reaction, N20, can diffuse through the vadose zone to the atmosphere. In
the "Fuhrberger Feld" catchment in northern Germany we analyzed the dynamics
of the indirect emissions of N20 from groundwater Previous studies showed the
occurrence of an intensive denitrification within this sandy unconfined aquifer. Our
objective was to identify the physicochemical conditions that favour production
of N20 during denitrification in the upper part of the aquifer Also we sought to
quantify the transport/emission of N20 through the vadose zone to the atmosphere
We will give an overview of the entire project, and we discuss our initial results: 'In
March 2005 we sampled near the surface of the groundwater at 79 sites with 3 replications per site across the catchment The sites were representative for the different
soil and landuse types. We found highly variable N20 concentrations even within
a site. Other parameters such as N03, S04, DOC or pH were much less variable.
They showed very weak or no correlation with N20. 'We installed 10 wells along
a groundwater flowline. The wells were sampled monthly every 0.2 m in the upper
2 m, and then every third month at depth intervals of 1 m for the next 10 m We
found that the N20 depth profiles of individual wells in the upper 2 m significantly
depended on just a few other parameters (eg. N03, S04). However, the relationship between N20 and other variables was well and time specific. 'At one of the
wells we installed a suite of probes, including tdr's, tensiometers, suction cups and
mini-gas lysimeters. These were at different depths in the vadose zone to monitor
the water, gas and solute dynamics at a small scale From these results we describe
the process of N20 diffusion and the factors influencing transfer from groundwater
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Remote Sensing of Surface Carbon and Water Contents using Bare Soil
Imagery.
J. Iqbal. P. OM>ens, Purdue Univ.; J. L. Writers, USDA-ARS.
Knowledge of spatial soil diversity and landscape dynamics is fundamental to
understanding of the biogeochemical cycle of soil carbon and water content. Remote
sensing data are useful for quantifying land-based measurements like soil texture,
carbon and water content Mapped surface soil properties acquired through remote
sensing can be used as inputs for global biogeochemical models. The objective of
this study was to explore the relationship between bare soil reflectance and surface
soil texture (sand, silt, and clay), organic matter, and soil moisture High spatial (2 m)
and spectral resolution (414-920 nm) hyperspectral /multispectral aerial imageries
were collected over the Mississippi Delta and Mississippi blackland prairie regions
Major soil types included Commerce (fine-silty, mixed, superactive, nonacid, thermic Fluvaquentic Endoaquepts), Robinsonville (coarse-loamy, mixed, superactive,
nonacid, thermic Typic Udifluvents), and Convent (coarse-silty, mixed, superactive, nonacid, thermic Fluvaquentic Endoaquepts) and Brooksville (Fine, smectitic,
thermic Aquic Hapluderts). Over three hundred surface soil samples were collected
within these study areas Arc View" GIS was used to generate sampling locations
for random, transect, and target soil sampling methods. Each soil sample represented a composite of six sub-samples collected within a two meter square area.
These samples sites were selected to represent the range of aspect, slope, elevation,
and parent materials within each study area. To reduce the dimensionality of the
hyperspectral data set, PCA analysis was applied. The selected bands were used
in generating statistical relationships between spectral reflectance and surface soil
properties data. Stepwise (backward & forward) and partial least square statistical
methods were used to generate surface maps of soil texture, organic matter, and surface soil moisture. Multivariate analysis revealed that the near infrared band (950
nm) is the best predictor of percent clay (R2 = 0.683) and silt (R2 = 0 634), while
a combination of red (650 nm) and green (550 nm) bands was the best predictor of
organic matter Surface soil moisture dynamic was highly spatially correlated with
soil texture maps Once these relationships were established, the ERDAS* Imagine
Spatial Module was used to generate surface maps for percent clay, percent silt and
percent organic matter. These final products not only could be used for management
purposes but also to quantify the spatial patterns and temporal dynamics of natural
resources as impacted by climate change.
48-11
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J. Simunek
Using 1IYDRUS computer software packages to simulate multicomponent
biogeochemical transport in soils.
J. Simunek, Univ of California Riverside: D. Jacques, SCK-CEN; G. Langergraber.
Institute for Sanitary Engineering and Water Pollution Control; M. C. Goncalves.
Department of Soil Science. Estacäo Agronómica Nacional; M. T. Van Genuchten,
George E. Brown, Jr. Salinity Laboratory. USDA-ARS; D. Mallants. SCK-CEN.
Contaminant transport in the subsurface is generally affected by a large number of
nonlinear and often interactive physical, chemical and biological processes. Simulating these processes requires a coupled reactive transport code that integrates the
physical processes of water flow and advective-dispersive transport with a range of
biogeochemical processes. Multicomponent solute transport models can be divided
into two broad groups: general models and models with specific chemistry Models with specific chemistry are generally restricted to certain prescribed chemical
systems and thus are generally constrained to very specific applications However,
they are often much easier to use and computationally much more efficient than
general models. Models simulating the transport of major ions and various reclamation models are typical examples of models with specified chemistry. These models
typically consider the transport of major ions and their mutual reactions such as
complexation, cation exchange, and precipitation/dissolution Models with specific
chemistry often also includes those simulating carbon and nitrogen cycles, which
are increasingly becoming a standard feature of many environmental models. On
the other hand, models with generalized chemistry provide users with much more
freedom in designing particular chemical systems, and thus also permit a much
broader range of applications Users then either can select species and reactions
from large geochemical databases, or are able to define their own species with
particular chemical properties and reactions. In this presentation we summarize
three recently developed coupled biogeochemical models (HP1, HYDRUS-1D,
and CW2D) that are all based on the HYDRUS software packages for variably
saturated flow and transport Of these HP1 is a typical example of a model with
generalized chemistry, while the HYDRUS-ID model with the major ion chemistry module and CW2D represent examples of models with specific chemistry.
Description of each model and typical examples will be presented. The first model,
I1P1, resulted from coupling HYDRUS with the PHREEQC biogeochemical code
This programs accounts for a wide range of instantaneous or kinetic chemical and
biological reactions, including complexation, cation exchange, surface complexation. precipitation-dissolution and/or redox reactions Possible applications of
HP1 involve a) the transport of heavy metals (Zn 2 , Pb 2 , and Cd 2 ) subject to multiple cation exchange reactions, b) transport with mineral dissolution of amorphous
SiO, and gibbsite (Al(OH) ,), c) heavy metal transport in a medium with a pHdependent cation exchange complex, d) infiltration of a hyperalkaline solution in a
clay sample (this example considers kinetic precipitation-dissolution of kaolinite,
illite, quartz, calcite, dolomite, gypsum, hydrotalcite, and sepiolite), e) long-term
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transient flow and transport of major cations (Na , K , Ca2*, and Mg 2 ) and heavy
metals (Cd2 , Zn 2 , and Pb2 ) in a soil profile, f) cadmium leaching in acid sandy
soils, g) radionuclide transport, h) long term uranium migration in agricultural field
soils following mineral P-fertilization, and i) the fate and subsurface transport of
explosives (TNT). The second model resulted from coupling HYDRUS with the
UNSATCHEM geochemical module. While restricted to major ion chemistry, this
program enables quantitative predictions of such problems as analyzing the effects
of salinity on plant growth, and the amount of water and amendment required to
reclaim salt-affected soil profiles. We will present an application of HYDRUS-1D
to analyze water flow and solute transport (SAR, ESP, EC, and concentration of
individual cations) in three soil lysimeters that were used to evaluate salinisation
and alkalisation hazards in a soil irrigated with waters of different quality The third
model resulted from coupling a multi-component reactive transport module CW2D
(Constructed Wetlands 2D) with HYDRUS-2D CW2D was developed to model
the biochemical transformation and degradation processes in subsurface-flow constructed wetlands and it considers the biochemical degradation and transformation
processes for organic matter, nitrogen and phosphorus. Monod-type expressions
are used to describe the process rates The biochemical components defined in
CW2D include dissolved oxygen, three fractions of organic matter (readily- and
slowly-biodegradable, and inert), four nitrogen compounds (ammonium, nitrite,
nitrate, and dinitrogen), inorganic phosphorus, and heterotrophic and autotrophic
micro-organisms. Heterotrophic bacteria are assumed to be responsible for hydrolysis, mineralization of organic matter (aerobic growth) and denitrification (anoxic
growth) Autotrophic bacteria are assumed to be responsible for nitrification
48-12
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Y A. Pachepsky
Information Content and Complexity of Simulated Soil Water Fluxes.
Y. A. Pachepsky. USDA/ARS/BA/ANRI/ESML;
A. Guber, Univ of California;
D. Jacques, SCK-CEN; J. Simunek, Univ of California Riverside: M. T. Van
Genuchten, George E. Brown. Jr. Salinity Laboratory. USDA-ARS; T. J. Nicholson.
USNRC; R. E. Cady, USNRC.
The accuracy-based performance measures may not suffice to discriminate among
soil water flow models. The objective of this work was to attempt using information theory measures to discriminate between different models for the same site.
The Richards equation-based model HYDRUS-ID and a water budget-type model
MWBUS were used to simulate one-year long observations of soil water contents
and infiltration fluxes at various depths along the trench in a 1-meter deep loamy
Eutric Regosol in Bekkevoort, Belgium We used the (a) the metric entropy and (b)
the mean information gain as information content measures, and (c) the effective
measure complexity and (d) the fluctuation complexity as complexity measures. To
compute the information content and complexity measures, time series of fluxes
were encoded with the binary alphabet, fluxes greater (less) than the median value
were encoded with one (zero). Fifty Monte Carlo simulation runs were performed
with both models using hydraulic properties measured along a trench for soil profile consisting of five layers differing in their hydraulic properties The two models
had the similar accuracy of water flux simulations. Precipitation time series demonstrated a low complexity and a relatively high information content. Both models
simulated behavior of soil as an information filter with respect to water fluxes.
Simulated soil water flux time series had smaller information content as compared
with precipitation time series. The complexity of simulated water flux time series
was higher than the complexity of precipitation time series, so that the water flux
time series appeared to be more structured as compared with precipitation time
series. Model outputs showed distinct differences in their relationships between
complexity and information content. Overall, more complex simulated soil flux
time series were obtained with the HYDRUS-ID model that used a continuum
mechanics representation of soil water flow and was perceived to be conceptually more complex than the WMBUS model The MWBUS model generated flux
time series that had the range of complexity measure values much narrower than
the HYDRUS -ID model. An increase in the complexity of water flux time series
occurred in parallel with the decrease in the information content. An increase in
complexity of the conceptual soil water flow models is often being associated with
considering a layered flow domain instead of a single homogeneous layer. For one,
this definitely causes an increase in the number of parameters, as each layer has its
own set of soil hydraulic properties We ran fifty Monte Carlo simulations of soil
water fluxes for the single soil homogeneous layer The information content and
complexity of simulated soil water fluxes appeared to be affected by the type of
water flow transport mechanism descriptions rather than by the variation of parameters within the flow domain. The good model discrimination was achieved when
both information content and complexity measures were used to characterize the
simulated time series Using the effective measure complexity in combination with
the mean information gain was the most efficient way to discriminate models in
this work. Keywords: soil water flow simulations, information, complexity, water
flux, model comparison
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T P. Leao
A Cantor Bar Model for the Effective Hydraulic Conductivity of PartiallySaturated Layered Soil.
T. P. Leao. E. Perfect. Univ of Tennessee.

a.
Fractal mathematics has been used to characterize and simulate porous media, as
well as to model flow and transport phenomena. The objective of this research was
to investigate the effective hydraulic conductivity (X\j of layered porous media
with the thickness and number of horizontal layers being determined by a deterministic Cantor Bar (CB). Simulations of water flow under partially-saturated conditions were performed using the Hydrus 2D software. A layered system of clay
loam and silt loam soils was created in Hydrus 2D following the first 4 iterations
of a CB with fractal dimension: D = log(2)/log(3)» 0.631 and b = 3. The two soils
were packed in I cm diameter x 10 cm high virtual two-dimensional columns following the iterations of the CB. At the zeroth iteration, the vertical water flux was
simulated in the column packed with pure clay loam. With increasing iterations,
the content of the silt loam increased until it was greater than the material originally constituting the column. A simulation with clay loam layers embedded within
an initially pure silt loam column was also investigated The steady-state code of
Hydrus 2D was used in all the simulations. Each column was subjected to a 100hour vertical flow experiment with six different water potential gradients (0 to -1;
-1 to -10; -90 to -100; -900 to -1000; -9000 to -10000 and -90000 to -100000 cm),
with the gradient always decreasing from the top to the bottom of the column. The
relationship between estimated values of X^. versus the average volumetric water
content was investigated for each column. The A" always decreased with decreasing water content as expected. The results show that after just a few iterations (layers) the AT.function in the vertical direction tracks the hydraulic conductivity of
the finer clay loam material at high water contents, and that of the coarser silt loam
material at low water contents The advantage using the CB model in this context
is that the K function can be defined in terms of the fractal parameters (in this
case b=3 and D=0.631) used to generate the layering, thereby yielding the possibility of an analytical expression for K Estimates of the fractal parameters can
be obtained from independent measurements of the geometry of layered systems.
Therefore, this type of modeling approach can be useful for developing predictive
expressions for the effective hydraulic properties of real world systems such as
the layered sediments underlying U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) facilities at
Hanford, Washington
48-14
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L. Luo
Simulation of Soil Structure Using Improved Pore-Solid Fractal Model and
Multi-Point Geostatistics.
L. Luo, Penn. State Univ; H. Lin. Perm State Unix; K. Singha. Perm. Stale Univ.
It is well known that soil structure, especially its pore networks, affects many fundamental soil properties. However, it is still challenging to quantify and model
soil structure, particularly with regard to its impact on dynamic processes such as
water flow and chemical transport. Improved Pore-Solid Fractal (PSF) model and
multi-point geostatistics are used in this study to characterize the soil structure of
an agriculturally important soil in Pennsylvania (Hagerstown silt loam) based on
the spatially exhaustive data collected with Micro Computing tomography (MicroCT). Micro-CT provides a nondestructive means of imaging intact soil structure at
high resolution (around I OOumx 1 OOumx 100p.m) and allows simultaneous real-time
flow and transport measurements. We investigate large undisturbed soil columns
(0.1 m in diameter and 0.3 m in length) of the well-structured Hagerstown soil
Improved Pore-Solid Fractal (PSF) model has the capability to take into account
the pore size distribution, pore-solid interface, pore connectivity, and spatial correlation of pore network. Traditionally, two-point correlation function is used to
describe the correlation of the porous media but it can not represent the geometries
of the objects. Multi-point geostatistics overcomes this shortcoming and is able to
consider both spatial correlation and the shape of soil structure by parameterizing
the pore geometry within training image Therefore, multi-point geostatistics has a
promising potential to simulate the spatial distribution of soil structure, especially
the macropore network. The comparison of the PSF model and multi-point geostatistics is expected to shed light on soil structure's impacts on complex physical,
chemical and biological processes occurred in the soil.
48-15
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D. Gimenez
Fractal Models of Soil Water Retention: How Good are They?.
D. Gimenez. Rutgers Univ. ft. ft. Filgueira. Facultad de Ciencias Agrarias y
Forestales-Univ Nacional de La Plata: S. W. Yoon. Rutgers Univ: H. C. Chun,
Rutgers Univ.
Fractal models of soil structure have been used to derive models of soil hydraulic
properties, which can potentially explain links among soil morphology and soil
function An alternative to these models is to fit widely tested functions to data and
optimize their parameters The disadvantage of the latter approach is that it does
not contribute to our understanding of the soil system Fractal models of soil water
retention were proposed more than fifteen years ago and tested by fitting models to
data and verifying that the value of the fitting parameter (i.e., a fractal dimension)
was within theoretical bounds. Although important as a first step, this approach is
not sufficient to fully test the theory. The various proposed fractal models of water
retention assume fractal properties of pore-, and/or particle-size distribution, and
mass distribution within soil aggregates The objectives of this work were to: I)
measure water retention properties, particle size distribution, and pore structure
from two dimensional images, 2) test models of soil structure by comparing fractal
dimensions of soil structure (as measured under objective 1) with equivalent fractal

dimensions obtained byfittingthe models to measured water retention We sampled
aggregates from the A horizon of three soils, each under two contrasting management situations (wooded and cultivated). Water retained by soil aggregates when
equilibrated at pressure potentials of -0.1, -0.3, -I, -3, -10, -30, -100, -300, and
-1000 kPa were measured on ten replicates, i.e., water retentions were constructed
from a minimum of 90 independent measurements. About 70 aggregates covering
a range from 0.05 to 6 cm' were used to define a mass-volume relationship Volume was measured on individual air-dry aggregates using a volume displacement
technique in two non-mixing liquids. Particle size distribution was measured with
the pipette method and by X-ray diffraction Six impregnated aggregates in each
of three aggregate size classes (with approximate volumes of 0 05, 2, and 6 cm')
were used to generate binary images of pore structure. There was limited agreement
between the fractal dimensions of mass obtained directly from the mass-diameter
relationships and those obtained from the water retention curves with three related
fractal models, and between fractal dimensions from pore- (water retention data)
and particle-size distributions Our results suggest that a single fractal dimension
may not be enough to capture the complexity of soil structure. This is particularly
true in agricultural soils. New approaches to modeling soil structure and related
hydraulic properties will be discussed, with an emphasis on simplicity and applicability
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3:30 PM E. Solleiro-Rebolledo
Features and Characteristics Revealing Environmental Changes on Paleosols
in the Volcanic Paleosols (Example of the Trans Mexican Volcanic Belt).
E. Solleiro-Rebolledo. UNAM.
One of the first tasks to reconstruct environmental changes in paleosol sequences is
to recognize features and characteristics related to soil memory. In loess-paleosol
sequences, it is well established the elements of such memory are well established
and, perfectly separated from loess sediments, that themselves represent climatic
signals. Soils derived from volcanic materials are known to differ considerably
when formed under different environmental conditions and thus have potential for
their utilization in paleoenvironmental reconstructions Consequently, However the
use of volcanic paleosols as paleoclimate proxy has brought forward some methodological questions, concerning: first, the pedogenetic speciality predetermined
by specific parent material; second, the necessity to distinguish between the effects
of the environmental change and those of the soil evolution related to the duration
of pedogenesis (soil-forming factor time); and finally, to volcanism, that tends to
mask climatic signal. Despite the fact the widespread of volcanic areas in the world,
with high activity during Quaternary time, tephra-paleosol sequences have been
only used for the reconstruction of Late Pleistocene-Holocene paleoclimates in
several few cases, as Japan, New Zealand, central Italy and Colombia Recently
in Mexico, an extensive research has been conducted in volcanic paleosols in
order to contribute to the understanding of paleoenvironmental conditions prevailing during Late Quaternary. Particulary, Pleistocene tephra-paleosol sequences of
the central Trans-Mexican Volcanic Belt (TMVB) have constituted an alternative
record, which could be useful to fill existing lacunas in the knowledge of Quaternary paleoenvironments However, our reconstructions present some contradictions with other records, especially with lacustrine ones that should be taken into
account Nevertheless, study sequences in TMBV represent a very detail register of
environmental change having major spatial resolution and extending over a higher
larger time scale. These sequences seem to provide the paleoclimate proxies for the
period before 50,000 yrs B.P not covered by the lacustrine records; for younger
periods paleosol research constitutes a register, complimentary to lake sediments.
We have analyzed a set of characteristics in volcanic paleosols, we considered to
constitute soil memory, that are more stable and can be related to climate change,
differentiating from those assumed to be consequences of time as soil forming factor. Such properties are: morphology, texture, mineralogy (coarse and clay fractions), stable isotopes, phytohts, extractable solutions of Fe, Al, and Si, among
others In the Nevado de Toluca sequence, a complete scheme of Andosol to Luvisol transformation has been proposed as the result of interaction of both factors:
climate and time.

49-2
4:00 PM A Bronger
Soils and Paleosols in South India as Heritages of the Past.
A. Bronger. Unive of Kiel.
To call soils as heritages of the past, they need an age estimation. A mid-Pleistocene welded F6- paleosol at Stari Slankamen. Serbia, developed in a time span of
140 ka. although pedogenesis was interrupted several times by loess formation,
show much greater pedochemical weathering and clay mineral formation than in
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Holocene loess soils: more than 40% of the feldspars and almost 80% of the micas
are decomposed; mainly smectites in the dominating fine clay fraction followed
by illites were formed, but no kaolinites In the Atlantic coastal region of Morocco
with a thermic soil temperature regime and a xeric soil moisture regime in the first
about 100 ka only weathering of calcarenites to Rendzinas (Typic Calcixerolls) has
taken place with small formation of 2:1 clay minerals In a time span of several
100 ka, however, the direction of weathering goes towards strong kaolinite formation. The efficiency of weathering in the seasonal semiarid to subhumid tropics has
often been greatly overestimated. Six selected „Red Soils" (Typic Dystrudepts to
a Typic Hapludalf) in two intramontane basins of hyperthermic SW- Nepal near
the border on India, with 1500- 1750 mm annual rainfall (5 humid month), and a
„Black Soil"(Vertic Haplustoll) near Baroda, Gujarat, India with 930mm annual
rainfall (3-4 humid month) were studied Two of the „Red Soils" have TL-ages
between 10 and 30ka, the „Black Soil" has one of about lOka. Surprisingly, little
pedogenic clay mineral formation could be identified. The illites and kaolinites
are mostly of detrital (inherited) origin In the dated Vertic Haplustoll only a small
increase mainly of smectites but no kaolinites could be found, although the content
of weatherable minerals is high. In South India nine soils in a climatic sequence
from ten to one humid months per year and derived from saprolite of weathered
granitic gneiss were examined for recent and relict features. Above a threshold of
about 2000mm (6 humid month) in an Udic Rhodustalf deep weathering is a recent
process leading to the formation of kaolinites; above 2500mm (10 humid month) in
a Typic Rhodudult it leads also to the formation of gibbsite. In Aridic Rhodustalfs
(3 to 1 humid months) besides the formation of 2:1 clay minerals still strong formation of kaolinites has taken place. But this process has now almost ceased; instead
secondary carbonate is accumulating in the saprolite (Cr) and lower part of the Bt
horizons Earlier we concluded that Alfisols with kaolinites as the dominant pedogenic clay minerals in now semiarid India are relict soils or non- buried paleosols
formed in an earlier period of much moister climate. But according to our recent
results from Morocco and Nepal besides a climatic change the soil forming factor
time is very important: strong pedogenic formation of kaolinites also in the seasonal tropics needs a longer time probably some 100 ka - Historically, the whole
of India was under forest cover except its driest parts According to official Indian
sources 20- 23% is forest, however, the area of true forest is now scarcely 10% of
the total area. The extensive deforestation together with the widely used dryland
farming system, in which the land is fallowed for 5-7 months, favours soil erosion,
especially under monsoon rainfall patterns. As a result the depth of the soil cover in
large parts of India south of the Ganga plain is only 50- 100 cm. In an even larger
area between Madhya Pradesh, Orissa and Andhra Pradesh, the depth of the soil
cover is only 20- 50 cm. This is a serious situation in view of the high age of the
Rhodustalfs.
49-3
4:20 PM M Wieder
Paleosols of the Southern Coastal Plain of Israel.
M. Wieder, G. Gvirtzman. M. Dassa, Bar-Ilan Univ.
Paleosols of the southern coastal plain were studied on a characteristic sequence
situated in the Ruhama badland area. At the upper part of the sequence a Loessial
Arid Brown Soil (Haploargids) appeared to be characteristic to the mildly arid area
climate of the area The soil has two calcic horizons and covers four clayey soil layers alternating with four calcareous layers beneath them. Each of this layers were
considered by other researchers as distinct paleosol units. Physical, chemical, magnetic susceptibility data and micromorphological indications support the concept
that each clayey layer together with the calcareous layer beneath it form a single
pedogenic unit. These units are similar to modem Grumusolic soils (Xeric Paleargids or Xerertic Calciargids) that occur in the semiarid belt of the southern coastal
plain and developed on eolian dust parent material The calcareous layers are in
fact calcic horizons derived from the leaching of the carbonates from the clayey
layers and accumulated in the form of "in situ" carbonate nodules. The leaching of
the carbonates from the clayey layers is not complete There are still 15-20 percent
carbonates as microcalcites distributed homogenously in the clay and fine silt size
fractions This feature together with a typical brown color is characteristic of the
modem soils that occur in the semiarid water regime of the area. The four superimposed paleosols are four cycles It is suggested that they formed in two phases during the last glacial period During a dry environment a short phase of rapid eolian
dust accumulation prevailed followed by a long stable phase of soil development in
somewhat wetter climate The authors recorded a rapid accumulation of eolian dust
during a short dry period, caused by the Younger Dryas event in the central coastal
plain In the present paleosol sequence it is assumed that the Younger Dryas period
is expressed by the second distinct calcic horizon that occur in the upper Loessial
Arid Brown soil. In all the soil materials formed on eolian dust parent material in
the area the upper size limit of the grains is 0.1mm that represents the upper size
capacity of the winds to carry eolian dust from the desert source at high elevations. Under the four cycles there occur two total leached paleosols that developed
on sandy parent material Both have a reversal magnetic polarity being older than
780Ka BP The upper one has a brown color and the lower a strong red color. They
developed during a humid climate showing intensive clay illuviation features. In
the same time they are polygenetic soils including carbonates leached from the
above calcareous material The two paleosols formed in a different environment
than the modem soils developed on sandy parent material that derives from sand
dunes prvided by the delta of the Nile by the Mediterranean offshore currents The
distribution of the sand grains derived from the coastal sand dunes show that the
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largest grains are of medium size of 0.20-0.35mm Quartz size that are larger than
0.5mm seldom can be found. In the reversal magnetic sandy paleosols many angular quartz sand grains larger than 0.5- 1.0mm occur, that suggest a more terrestrial
origin of the sandy material
49-4
4:40 PM G. S. Humphreys
What is Inherited? Evidence from an Inceptisol/Regosol with OSL Dated 0150 ka Quartz Sand.
G. S. Humphreys, Dept of Physical Geography; M T. Wilkinson, Macquarie Unix;
J. Chappell, Australian National Univ: D. Fink, ANSTO: K. Fifield, Australian
National Univ.
As part of an evaluation of soil production functions (Wilkinson & Humphreys
2005, Wilkinson et al. 2005) we examined in detail a shallow (c. 80 cm), undisturbed forest soil on a sandstone plateau in south-eastern Australia. Soil production
rates inferred from insitu cosmogenic nuclides (TCN) are of c. 10-20 m/Ma using
lOBe, which are consistent with regional rates of <23 m/Ma of plateau lowering
based on paleosurface reconstruction using Miocene basalts In general terms this
means that the soil profile could develop in c. 30-60 ka allowing for changes in bulk
density. Large aliquot OSL dating of quartz sand showed a steady increase in age
from 3.5 ka at 10 cm to 7.7 ka at 30 cm above a dispersed pebbly stone layer. Within
the stone layer the age increased to 32 ka at 40 cm and 154 ka at 60 cm This soil has
therefore experienced a least one full glacial cycle i.e. from the glacial maximum
of Stage 6 through to the Holocene. Whether a soil with this age range is regarded
as a paleosol or not is a moot point. However, it is useful to consider whether or
not other features in the soil, other than the age of quartz sand, attest to conditions
spaning interglacial to maximum glacial conditions. The study soil is a regosol or
dystrustept which is common to the sandstone plateau terrain of the Sydney Basin.
Not knowing the age spread most pedologists would regard it as decidedly uninteresting: it is shallow, light olive brown to brownish yellow with sand to sandy loam
textures and an earthy fabric giving an Oi, A(0-5 cm), E (5-8 cm), Bw (8-28 cm),
Cox (28-55 cm), Cr (55-86 cm) profile with the pebbles concentrated in Cox, i.e.
it has the hallmarks of a residual soil with the Cr appearing as saprolite Detailed
fabric and particle composition analysis focussed on assessing the distribution of
major constituents that might provide clues to genesis Open and infilled tubules
(pedotubules) occur throughout but decrease exponentially from the E layer. Ants
and earthworms are the main bioturbators but termites and cicadas are present too.
The remnants of bioturbation, maculae, dominates the s-matrix in the A-Bw horizons. This matches a trend in charcoal in which only traces extend beyond the
Bw These trends, in conjunction with Holocene average ages, indicate effective
bioturbation in the upper 30 cm of the soil. The reduced amount of pebbles in this
zone may therefore reflect this active bioturbation because the pebbles are too large
to be moved by the common bioturbators Alternatively, the stony layer (Cox) may
represent a lag deposit. Support for the latter does not come from the soil itself but
from a consideration of steady state conditions in interpreting the TCN data where
it is argued that the soil mantle was c. 30 cm shallower prior to 15 ka to account
for soil production trends. The lessons from this exercise are as follows: (i) reasonably simple appearing soils may have a complex history - in this case spanning a
complete glacial cycle, (ii) there may be no obvious morphological signature of this
history; and (iii) a combination of OSL dating and TCN offers a way of examining
residual sites that so far have been largely ignored in a paleopedology context.
49-5
5:00 PM P. Jacobs
Aggradational Pedogenesis: A New Model to Describe Soil Profile Development
in the Central Great Plains of North America.

P. Jacobs. Univ of Wisconsin. Whitewater; J. A. Mason, Univ of Wisconsin.
Madison.
Research on soil genesis often assumes a "top-down" model, in which the soil
profile develops downward from a stable land surface This model is inapplicable
to upland landscapes affected by frequent dust deposition, where soils grow upward
as they develop. Qn the central Great Plains, source-proximal late Quaternary loess
sections contain the Brady Soil, a prominent marker separating late Pleistocene
Peoria Loess from Holocene Bignell Loess. Farther from dust sources, the Brady
Soil and Bignell Loess are not recognizable in the field. On loess tablelands in
these distal regions, surface soils typically contain a prominent, clay-rich B horizon
below a thick silty A horizon. Assuming top-down pedogenesis, these distal profiles
could be interpreted as a monogenetic profile formed in Peoria Loess, with the
B horizon produced by weathering and clay illuviation. We propose a strikingly
different interpretation, in which the upper B horizon at distal sites is the Brady
Soil A, transformed by burial, organic matter loss, and overprinting with prismatic
structure. The overlying modem A horizon represents Bignell Loess This model is
supported by stratigraphic, chemical, and mineralogical evidence Properties of the
Brady Soil at proximal sites, including a distinctive burrowed zone in the AB horizon, relatively high clay content, high Ti/Zr ratio, and low volcanic glass content
can be traced to the B horizon in distal soils. Furthermore, the depth to these indicators varies systematically across the study area, consistent with downwind thinning
of an overlying loess deposit. Within the Brady Soil and distal soil B horizons, clay
content, glass content, and Ti/Zr ratios also vary systematically from the Brady Soil
to B horizons, suggesting a sedimentary origin A decrease in smectite abundance
above the Brady Soil at proximal sites is identifiable at the top of the clay-rich B
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horizon in distal soils Bignell Loess at proximal sites is several meters thick and
contains multiple buried soils that at distances within 10 km become compressed
into a pedocomplex of multiple A (and sometimes AB or Bw) horizons above the
Brady Soil, and then at distances >10 km the soil profiles appear monogenetic with
thick dark A (and AB) horizons over a clay-rich "Bt" horizon. Many authors have
noted little to no illuvial clay in the clay-rich Bt horizons. Illuvial clay does occur
in these soils, but excepting the easternmost sites, all illuvial clay occurs beneath
secondary pedogenic carbonate and is stratigraphically associated with the lower
Brady Soil (lower clayey Bt horizons), indicating that clay illuviation is not an
active pedogenic process over much of this region. Secondary calcium carbonate was emplaced during the Holocene in the Brady Soil and overlying horizons
formed in Bignell Loess, and its depth is statistically predictable with modern climate data. We propose that the upward transition from largely unaltered C horizon
loess to a clay-rich B horizon, overlain by a thick A horizon with lower clay content, is primarily a reflection of changes in the accumulation rate and grain size of
atmospheric dust over the late Pleistocene and Holocene Post- and syndepositional
pedogenesis does have a significant effect on soil morphology in this setting, but the
overall soil horizon sequence is more a stratigraphic record of climatically driven
dust influx, than a product of pedogenesis as traditionally defined. We conclude
that upland soils in the central Great Plains are composite soils with properties that
are the result of a pedosedimentary history linked to regional climate change since
the late Pleistocene We propose the term aggradational pedogenesis to emphasize the active roles played by both sedimentation and pedogenic processes in the
upward growth of soil profiles in aggrading landscapes. Soils formed by aggradational pedogenesis form part of a continuum, from sedimentation too rapid for any
significant pedogenesis, to topdown pedogenesis beneath a completely stable land
surface.
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3:30 PM S. Fendorf
Resolving Biogeochemical Processes Controlling Metal Ion Fate and Transport
within Soils.
S. Fendorf, M. Ginder-Vogel, M. Polizzotto, B. Kocar. K. Tufano, Dept. of
Geological and Environmental Sciences, Stanford Univ.
Soils are inherently complex systems, exhibiting extremely heterogeneity in their
physical, chemical, and biological states. As a consequence, resolving processes
controlling the fate and transport ofions/chemical is a challenging task. In order
to meet this challenge and gain a comprehension of processes governing elemental
cycling, we need to conduct multidisciplinary studies that capture chemical states
derived from biogeochemical conditions resulting within specific physical environments of soils Advances in spectroscopic and microscopic techniques now afford
an unparalleled opportunity to obtain information not only on specific elements
but on the microbial communities at a sub-micron scale Thus, we are now able to
obtain information at the scales of heterogeneity residing within soils. Of course,
this opportunity is not easily realized and comes with the challenge of gaining
information that is statistically relevant to field-scale processes. Here we illustrate
the utility of (micro)spectroscopic and microscopic techniques in deciphering conditions and phases controlling, or stimulating, the migration of three elements that,
independently, represent severe threats to environmental quality: arsenic, chromium, and uranium The present case in Asia exemplifies the devastating impact
these toxins can have on human health. At present, in Bangladesh alone more than
57 million people are being subjected to arsenic concentrations exceeding drinking
water standards of 10 /Yg/L set by the World Health Organization with catastrophic
results. Nearly 2 million people have developed severe arsenicosis, 125,000 skin
cancer, and up to 7,000 cases of internal cancer are attributable to arsenic exposure
from drinking water. Thus, it is critical that we have a detailed understanding of the
biogeochemical processes impacting their dissolved concentrations, and availability for biological uptake in general, along with their propensity to migrate within
surface and subsurface waters X-ray micospectroscopy has provided essential data
on the solid-phases controlling dissolved arsenic levels, and, in fact, provided key
information on redox fluctuations that serve to provide a continual source of arsenic
to the aqueous phase. Similar to arsenic, the migration of chromium and uranium
within soils is largely governed by redox reactions. In contrast to arsenic, however,
chromium and uranium are typically more mobile under aerobic than anaerobic
conditions Within structured media such as soils, redox conditions are not uniform
and rather vary depending on the proximity to advective flow paths. Thus, chromium and uranium oxidation state can vary appreciably at the sub-aggregate scale
We provide evidence from microspectroscopic examination that uranium reduction
resides at the junction of advective and diffusive domains while chromium reduction transpires throughout the soil matrix.

50-2
4:05 PM R. Kretzschmar
Changes in Zinc Speciation During Soil Formation from Jurassic Limestone:
A Synchrotron fi-XRF and U.-XAFS Study.
R. Kretzschmar, Dept of Environmental Sciences. ETH Zurich; O. Jacquat. Dept
of Environmental Sciences. ETH Zurich; A. Voegelin. Dept of Environmental
Sciences. ETH Zurich.
Zinc is an essential micronutrient for plants and animals, but can also become a
potentially toxic metal contaminant in soils at high concentrations. The bioavailability of Zn to soil organisms and plants cannot be predicted based on total concentrations, because it strongly depends on the chemical speciation of Zn in the
soil Recent studies have demonstrated that Zn sorbed to clay minerals at neutral or
slightly alkaline pH is slowly incorporated into newly formed mineral structures,
such as layered double hydroxides (Zn-LDH) or phyllosilicates containing Zn in
octahedral coordination. However, little information is presently available about
long-term speciation changes of Zn in soils under field conditions. In this study, we
investigated the speciation of Zn in three oolitic Jurassic limestones of the Swiss
Jura mountain range and in the soils developed from these rocks in order to obtain
new information about the long-term fate of Zn in soils. The rock and soil samples
were analyzed by X-ray fluorescence analysis (XRF) for total elemental composition The speciation of Zn was characterized using a combination of synchrotron
micro-X-ray fluorescence (u-XRF) and micro-X-ray absorption fine structure (pXAFS) spectroscopy (Beamline 10.3.2, Advanced Light Source, Berkeley). XAFS
spectra were analyzed by linear combination fitting based on an extensive set of
reference spectra of known Zn species In addition, total Zn in the soil samples
was fractionated using a classical six-step sequential extraction method. The rocks
contained between 43 and 207 mg/kg total Zn. In the soils, total Zn concentrations
ranged from 237 to 864 mg/kg, clearly exceeding the Swiss guideline value of
150 mg/kg. These Zn concentrations are considered to be lithogenic rather than
a result of environmental pollution. During soil formation from limestone, trace
metals including Zn are enriched due to preferential dissolution and leaching of
calcium carbonate and residual enrichment of less mobile elements. XAFS spectroscopic results indicated that Zn in two of the three limestones (Gurnigel and
Schleifenberg) is present mainly as Zn-substituted goethite. A small fraction of total
Zn in both rocks was present as sphalerite (ZnS). These results were supported by
extraction of powdered rock samples with 1M NH4-acetate solution (pH 6), which
suggested that most of the Zn was bound in non-carbonaceous components not
extractable with NH4-acetate. In contrast, XAFS results and extraction with NH4acetate showed that nearly all Zn in the third limestone (Dornach) was present
as Zn substituting for Ca in the calcite structure. The Gurnigel and Schleifenberg
soils contained considerable amounts of Zn-bearing goethite, probably stemming
from the parent rock, and smaller amounts of newly-formed Zn species, most likely
Zn-containing phyllosilicates with Zn bound in octahedral sheets. These results
suggest that Zn in goethite was very stable during pedogenesis. Sphalerite was
detected in the soils only in minute quantities. For both soils, the results of sequential extractions confirmed that Zn was associated mainly with iron oxides and a
residual mineral fraction, which included sphalerite and phyllosilicates. In contrast,
XAFS analysis of the Dornach soil suggested that Zn is primarily bound in octahedral sheets of phyllosilicates. This was supported by the sequential extraction
results, exhibiting the largest fraction of Zn in the residual fraction. In conclusion,
our results demonstrate that Zn-substituted goethite occurring in limestones is very
stable during pedogenesis, while Zn bound in carbonates is released and subsequently incorporated into newly formed minerals. Sphalerite also dissolves during
pedogenesis, but was still detected in very small quantities in the soils. The longterm speciation of Zn in soils developed from limestones therefore depends on the
Zn speciation in the parent rocks.

50-3
4:40 PM D. Strawn
X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy Investigation of Copper Adsorption
Mechanisms on Clay Minerals.
D. Strawn, Univ of Idaho.
Clay minerals are ubiquitous in the environment and play critical roles in the fate
and transport of metals. Cation exchange is a dominant reaction mechanism for
metals on clay However, in recent years evidence for surface precipitation and
adsorption on variable charge edge sites has been confirmed by molecular spectroscopy, suggesting that sorption phenomena on clay minerals is varied and complex. The goal of the research presented here is to investigate reaction mechanisms
occurring on clay mineral surfaces as a function of mineral and solution properties. Reaction mechanisms were investigated by conducting macroscopic sorption
experiments and probing the reaction products using molecular-scale techniques,
such as near-edge (XANES) and extended-fine structure (EXAFS) X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). Because clay minerals preferentially align themselves
with respect to their crystallographic axis, and synchrotron X-rays are polarized,
the potential to preferentially probe the surface complexes using polarized XAS
(P-XAS) exists P-XAS allows for added insight into metal speciation on the clay
mineral surfaces In this research XAS and P-XAS was used to investigate copper
sorption on vermiculite and montmorillonite as a function of pH, ionic strength,
and loading level. At high ionic strength and pH 6 sorption occurred primarily on
clay mineral edges. Polarized EXAFS and XANES indicated that Cu sorbed on
Llano vermiculite was aligned with its equatorial ligands in the ab plane of the
clay particle The polarized XANES results were interpreted using molecular orbital
113
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theory, which confirmed the molecular environment and orientation of the sorbed
Cu. In contrast to the Llano vermiculite, sorption of Cu on Wyoming montmorillonite indicated that binuclear-Cu clusters were sorbed on the clay surface. In none
of the Cu-equilibrated clay minerals were vast multinuclear complexes observed,
such as have been observed for sorption of Ni, Zn, and Co in systems in which the
metals are unsaturated with respect to oxide and hydroxide phases. It is well known
that the atomic characteristics of Cu are distinct from the other first row transition
metals in that its molecular coordination favors an axially distorted environment,
known as Jahn-Teller distortion. Interpretation of the XAS data confirm this atomic
property, and offers an explanation for the unique behavior of Cu compared to
Ni, Zn, and Co. Thus by using advanced spectroscopic methods we have gained
atomic and molecular level insight into Cu speciation on clay mineral surfaces. By
understanding reaction mechanisms occurring on the clay surfaces better models
can be developed that will lead to improved understanding of metal fate in the
environment.
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M. E. Essington
The Aqueous Complexation of Metals in the Rhizosphere: Do We Know What
We Think We Know?.

M. E. Essington, Unix of Tennessee.
The fate and behavior of metals in the soil environment is innately coupled with the
process of aqueous complexation. This fact is particularly true in the rhizosphere;
the volume of soil that is directly impacted by plant roots and the myriad of microorganisms that therein reside. Plant roots and microbes are known to exude a variety of organic compounds, most commonly the low-molecular-mass organic acid
anions. Many of these substances display a capacity to complex, and in some cases
chelate metal cations It has been established that nutrient deficiencies, such as for
P and Fe, and elevated soil phytotoxin concentrations, such as for Al, can stimulate
the root and microbial production of a select group of organic acid anions. Presumably, the deficiency or toxicity effect triggers a biochemical response within the
organism which results in increased exudation In turn, the cocktail of organic acid
anions in the rhizosphere solution facilitates the dissolution and enhanced solubility of both metals and ligands. In the case of Fe, the direct chelation of Fe(III), and
solubilization of sparingly soluble Fe(lII) precipitates, results in the mobilization of
Fe(III) to the root surface, where it is reduced to Fe(II) by ferric reductase, released
from the chelate, and absorbed. Similarly, the chelation of Al monomers by root
exudates generates soluble Al-organic complexes; however, these complexes are
not absorbed, mitigating the phytotoxic effects of Al. The organic anion-enhanced
bioavailability of P is realized via a less direct mechanism Phosphorus, which in
its bioavailable form occurs as the orthophosphate oxyanion, commonly exists in
soils in metal (e.g., AI, Fe(lll), and Ca) phosphates and in the chemisorbed phase on
metal (e.g., Al and Fe(lll)) oxyhydroxides. Orthophosphate is released to the soil
solution by the organic ligand-enhanced dissolution of metal phosphates (chelation effect), or by displacement from surface functional groups (ligand exchange
with organic anions) The description and prediction of the various organic ligandatfected processes in the soil environment is facilitated by employing any one of
several computer codes that perform ion association model computations (geochemical models) Implicit to the model predictions are the robustness and accuracy of the accompanying thermodynamic database Unfortunately, many of the
more popular geochemical models are deficient relative to database robustness,
particularly in their consideration of metal-organic ligand interactions. However,
this need not be the case, as metal-organic ligand complexation chemistry is general well-described. More problematic, however, are the metal-organic ligand species and their associated formation constants that may be selected for incorporation
into data files and compilations. The normal mechanism for quantifying the aqueous speciation of metal-organic ligand systems ( e g , Potentiometrie titrations) does
not provide a mechanistic characterization of species formation. Instead, these data
are employed to establish a chemical model: a series of chemical reactions and
associated formation constants. For example, the reported chemical models for A l citrate and Fe(III)-citrate speciation range in complexity from those consisting of a
small number of monomeric species, to elaborate models containing combinations
of mono- and polymeric species. The fact that titration data interpretations and the
developed chemical models differ is not in itself problematic While mechanistically the predicted effect of an organic ligand on metal speciation will be modelspecific, the net effect (the mass distribution of a metal between free and eomplexed
forms) may be accurate, irrespective of the chemical model employed. However,
compilers of geochemical model databases and reference literature do not always
recognize the uniqueness of a particular chemical model, opting instead to select
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species from several chemical models for inclusion into a single database. Such a
practice results in thermodynamic compilations that, when used, are incapable of
effecting an accurate prediction of metal complexation chemistry To guard against
such erroneous predictions, thermodynamic compilations must be critically evaluated; a process that must also involve the examination of the original data source.

51-2

870b

W.Chen

Bioaccumulation of Copper and Cadmium Ions by Cyanobacterium Spirulina

Platensis.
W Chen, State Key Laboratory of Agricultural Microbiology. Huazhong
Agricultural Univ; Q. Huang. Key Laboratory of Subtropical Agriculture and
Environment, Ministry of Agriculture. Huazhong Agricultural Univ; H. Huang,
Huazhong Agricultural Univ.
Utilization of biological materials for the remediation of heavy metal-contaminated
soils offers a potential alternative approaches to the conventional techniques. In
order to search for available biomaterials with higher accumulation capacity of
heavy metals, biosorption of Cu2 and Cd2 by 10 bacterial strains in 4 genera was
investigated. Cyanobacterium Spirulina platensis FACHB439 showed the strongest ability to bind Cu3' and Cd2 ions with the adsorption capacity of 1993 and
2347 mmol/kg dry biomass for Cu2 and Cd 2 ', respectively This adsorption quantity is significantly greater than those reported for other microorganisms. The strain
has a specific surface area of 214.4 m2/g dry weight and a zero point of charge
at 5.0. Within the pH range from 18 to 10.3, the surface charge density of the
strain was 9.19—2.05 (imol/m2. In the presence of 20-180 mg/L of biomass, Cu
(0.1 mM) removed by the bacteria from solution was from 8.4% to 64.6%, while
the Cd (0.1 mM) immobilized was from 18 6% to 613%. The equilibrium sorption of both metals by the test strain followed the Langmuir model Adsorption
of copper reached equilibrium in 2 h, and that of cadmium in 4 h. The adsorption
kinetics of Cu and Cd conformed to the Elovich equation Adsorbability of the two
metal ions by dead cells is considerably lower than that by viable cells The release
of biosorbed metals was 11.1-20.9% and 50.9-58 2% by H,0 and I M NH 4 NO„
respectively. The presence of companying heavy metal ions compete effectively
with the adsorption of Cu and Cd by the test strain. The influence of competition on
Cu was in the order of Zn >Pb >Cd > Cr, while that on Cd adsorption followed the
sequence Cu > Cr > Pb > Zn In the single-metal system, the percent adsorption was
66.8% and 69.4 % for Cu and Cd, respectively, at a metal concentration of 0.1 mM.
In the multiple-metal systems, the adsorption of Cu was 17.3% and that of Cd
was 21.3%. The data obtained suggest that cyanobacterium Spirulina platensis has
promising potential in the bioremediation of copper and cadmium-polluted soils
and wastewaters. Studies on the binding mechanisms of heavy metals and genetic
investigations on the organism merit further attention
51-3
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D Vetterlein
Competitive Adsorption of As and P to Goethite, Ferrihydrite and Allophane
and their Remobilization by Rhizosphere Processes.

D. Vetterlein. Centre for Environmental Research UFZ: K. Szegedi, Centre for
Environmental Research UFZ: J. Mattusch, Centre for Environmental Research
UFZ; H. U. Neue, Centre for Environmental Research UFZ; R. Jahn. Institute
of Soil Science and Plant Nutrition. Martin Luther University; J. Ackermann,
Marlin-Luther-Univ Halle Wittenberg; A. Kaufhold. Martin-Luther-Univ HalleWittenberg; H. Tanneberg. Martin-Luther-Univ Halle-Wittenberg.
The minerals ferrihydrite, goethite and allophane are known to adsorb high amounts
of phosphate and of arsenate which is chemically similar to phosphate, showing
nearly the same dissociation constants. The minerals differ in their specific surface area and in their affinity for phosphate and arsenate In addition their sorption
capacity is altered to a different extent by changing soil pH. Arsenate and phosphate
are taken up by the plants via the same transporter systems, which likewise show
different affinities for arsenate and phosphate Hence, the ratio of phosphate to
arsenate in soil solution is important for arsenate uptake into the plant and thus
transfers of arsenic into the food chain In addition, plants have evolved a number
of mechanisms to increase P availability in soils like exudation of organic acids for
ligand exchange and acidification of the rhizosphere by proton release Experiments
were conducted to evaluate whether plants increase As mobility and uptake in the
attempt to mobilise P from soil mineral phases differing in their sorption capacity
and affinity to phosphate and arsenate. Experimental findings from a compartment
system, which enabled us to follow changes in soil solution composition over time
and with increasing distance from the root surface, are compared to calculations
of soil solution equilibrium with the geochemical code PHREEQC Phosphate and
arsenate were supplied in a molar ratio of 37.5 to 1 (equivalent to 80 mg P kg-1 and
5 mg As kg-1). The minerals Goethite, Ferrihydrite and Allophane were added to
an artificial quartz substrate at rates o f I and 4 g per kg. The adsorption of arsenate
by the minerals decreased in the order ferrihydrite>goethite>allophane with the
initial soil pH varying from 5 5 to 6.0. For phosphate the adsorption was similar
for ferrihydrite and allophane but lower for goethite. As a result o f the different
affinities of the minerals for phosphate and arsenate, the ratio of P to As in soil
solution increased with increasing amounts of ferrihydrite or goethite application
but decreased with increasing amounts of allophane application. Plants were able
to mobilize substantial amounts of P from goethite, indicated by the increase of P
concentrations with time in the soil solution sampled from the root compartment

Q.

Mobilization could hardly be detected from ferrihydrite of allophane. For Arsenate
no mobilisation was observed from goethite or ferrihydrite which is in line with
the higher affinity of this minerals for As compared to P indicated by the changes
in P/As ratio in the soil solution. For allophane As mobilisation was not expected
as there was very little adsorption to begin with. The changes in soil solution concentrations of phosphate and arsenate induced by the addition of the minerals were
reflected in plant As and P uptake. Small amounts of goethite and ferrihydrite (lg
kg-1) alleviated the growth depression induced by arsenate; higher application rates
did not further improve (goethite) or even decreased (ferrihydrite) growth due to
the induction of P deficiency which could not be overcome by mobilizing some of
the phosphate.
51-4
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J.E.Yang
Ecotoxicological Assessment of Heavy-Metal Contaminated Soils by Soil
Enzymes and Luminescent Bacteria.
J. E. Yang, S. P. Lee. Y S. Ok. K. Y. Yoo. Kangwon National Unix: K. C. Eom.
National Institute of Agricultural Science and Technology.
Objective of this research was to evaluate a relevance of soil enzymes (dehydrogenase and urease) and luminescent bacteria (Photobacterium phosphoreum) for an
ecotoxicological assessment of the metal contaminated soils. Enzymatic and microbial activities of the soils contaminated with each metal decreased consistently and
proportionally as increasing metal concentration in the soils. The EC5(1 of dehydrogenase activity for the soils increased in the order of Hg < Pb < Cr < As < Cu.
Whereas the EC„ of urease activity for the soils increased in the order of Hg < Cd
< Cr < Cu < Pb. Mercury showed the most toxic effect on the soil enzymes among
the six metals evaluated. Microtox test showed that microbial activities decreased
as 12-15% by Hg, 3-13% by Pb, 8-15% by Cu, 5-15% by As, 8-13% by Cd and
3-12% by Cu, as compared to the control. There existed a discrepancy in rates of
responses to metal toxicity between soil enzymes and luminescent bacteria showing the soil enzymes were more sensitive. The results showed that ecotoxicological
tests using soil enzyme and luminescent bacteria were specific to each metal and
need a further work to be used as a protocol, even though could be applicable as an
index for the assessment of the toxic metal contaminated soils.
51-5
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K J Tufano
Unearthing the Connection between Arsenic Mobility and Reductive Iron
Transformations.
K. J. Tufano, S. Fendorf Stanford Univ.
Iron oxides are strong sorbents of arsenic, thereby regulating its fate and transport.
As a consequence, reductive iron transformations can have pronounced influences
on arsenic partitioning. In fact, the primary process by which arsenic is displaced
from solids appears to be a shift from aerobic to anaerobic conditions. Nevertheless, it is presently unclear whether arsenic mobilization under anaerobic conditions results from a transformation from As(V) to As(III) or from mineralogical
changes as a consequence of iron and manganese reduction Furthermore, the specific conditions that may lead to arsenic release within anaerobic environments
have yet to be fully resolved Here we examine desorption behavior of arsenic
from ferrihydrite-, goethite- and hematite-coated sand within aerobic and anaerobic systems under hydrodynamic conditions. It is widely believed that reductive
transformation, inclusive of dissolution and recrystallization, releases arsenic from
the solid phase, thereby leading to its displacement into solution and subsequent
mobilization. However, we observe that ferrihydrite transformation limits (rather
than promotes) desorption of As(III) under conditions of intense Fe(IlI) reduction,
potentially through precipitation of a secondary arsenic-bearing ferrous-iron phase
Formation of reduced iron oxide phases through the generation of high Fe(II) concentrations (>0.8 mM), whether abiotically or biologically introduced, severely
retards As(lll) desorption Conversely ferrihydrite transformation resulting at
lower Fe(ll) concentration (<0.8 mM) does not appear to retard arsenite desorption
from iron oxides—although they do not promote it either. Interestingly', we observe
the greatest arsenite mobilization in the absence of Fe(ll) and resulting mineralogical transformations of ferrihydrite. In contrast to ferrihydrite, desorption of As(lll)
from both goethite- and hematite-coated sands is not appreciably impacted by
either bacterially-produced or abiotically-introduced aqueous Fe(II). Thus, longterm respiration on Fe(III) within goethite or hematite dominated systems would
result in arsenic release to the dissolved state through a degradation of the principal
sorbent While As(lII) desorption from hematite and goethite appear to fit the current paradigm of arsenic release under anaerobic conditions, (bio)mineralization of
ferrihydrite may in fact stabilize As(III), limiting its mobility under hydrodynamic
conditions.

The Tisza River is the longest tributary of the Danube River, comprising 20% of the
Danube's catchment, with about 30% ofthat area in Hungary The Tisza has great
ecological and economic importance in the region Itsfloodplainis among the most
biologically diverse areas in Europe, and the river provides drinking water, irrigation, and supports an economy based on agriculture,fishingand tourism. In January
2000, a dam burst at a mining facility near Baia Mare, Romania, releasing about
100,000 m3 of mining wastewater with up to 120 tonnes of cyanide and metals
(Cu and Zn primarily) into the Lapos, Szamos, Tisza and Danube rivers In March
2000, another mine tailings dam burst in the same region at Baia Borsa, releasing
about 20,000 tonnes of tailing sludge with heavy metals (Cu, Pb and Zn primarily)
into a Tisza River tributary In April 2000, major floods mobilized and dispersed
the mine effluents downstream and onto the floodplain In March 2001, The Tisza
River flooded again, leading to a declared state of emergency in Hungary. Flood
dispersal after the second spill of heavy metal-laden mud led to severe environmental impacts in plankton and macroinvertebrate communities. Data from 3-m long
soil cores, taken in July 2000 at four floodplain locations, indicated substantial Pb,
Zn and Cu deposits to apparently 170-cm depth, with Cd showing a more mobile
and deeper trend. Plant uptake data showed accumulation by shallow-rooted plants
coincided with metal load in the topsoil. Longer term impacts of the spills are still
uncertain Two workshops, funded by the NSF's International Program and the
Hungarian's OTKA/MTA, were convened in 2002 where scientists and engineers
from the U. S. and Hungary discussed the ecological consequences of metal deposition from flooding on Hungarian floodplain ecosystems Subsequent funding of a
proof-of-concept "Biocomplexity in the Environment" proposal enabled the U. S.Hungarian team to collect field data, establish research plan and firm up hypotheses
on metal dynamics and bioavailability in a floodplain setting Data from samples
collected in the fall 2003 in floodplains along the Tisza River indicate substantial
enrichment of metals in the examined soil pedons. Of the trace metals analyzed
(Cd, Co, Cr, Pb, Cu, Mn, Ni and Zn), Cd and Zn are particularly concerning as their
bioavailable (NH40Ac-EDTA extractable) fractions, in most sites, exceeded the
allowable threshold values (0.50 mg/kg for Cd and 40 mg/kg for Zn) established
by Hungary and WHO/FAO These threshold values signal potential phytotoxicity
for agronomic species, and the need for a remediation and management scheme
according to land use. Significant correlations between bioavailable Cd and bioavailable Zn, and between their bioavailable fractions and total concentrations infer
commonality in their source term Another concerning observation from these data
are the unusually high levels of sulfate infloodplainsites. As with the metals, high
correlations between total S and 0.01 M CaC12 soluble sulfate indicate a common
source, most likely from pyrite-enriched mine effluents dispersed in the floodplain
by major floods in 2000. These data, along with earlier samplings taken by the
Hungarians, show that metal accumulations occurred primarily in surface soils, the
bioavailable fraction constituted a substantial portion of the total, and that S was
dominated by its soluble sulfate form. For ecologically important metals, such as
Cd and Zn, the abundant bioavailable fractions and sulfate indicate that, although
the soils presently have relatively high free CaC03 content, the co-existence of S
may eventually override the soil buffering capacity, thus producing a potentially
serious "time bomb" phenomenon. Such a scenario is not unrealistic given the history of accidental releases of acidic mining/industrial effluents into the Tisza
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G. A. Spiers
Distribution of Ni in Soils of the Sudbury Smelting Region, Ontario, Canada.
M. Ojalammi. G. A. Spiers. MIRARCO. Laurentian Univ.
Mining and processing plant activities are well known as point sources of contamination with fine particulate aerosolic metals emitted from these facilities impacting
significantly on the surrounding environment Increasing interest in the distribution
of trace metals in soils is based on environmental concerns associated with the
effects of high concentrations on human, animal and plant health. Numerous trace
element geochemical studies of Sudbury soils have reported very high trace metal
accumulation in soils surrounding the city's smelting facilities. Previous work on
Sudbury soil contamination has focused on assessing contamination in terms of
the total content of trace metals in the soil Over the last several decades scientists
have become increasingly aware that determining total concentrations of elements
in soils provides very limited information about their mobility within the profile,
bioavailability, and potential toxicity to ecological systems In natural soil systems, trace metals are distributed into various chemical forms (adsorbed onto soil
surfaces, precipitated with primary or secondary minerals, complexed by organic
ligands, etc.) which are strongly influenced by site-specific physico-chemical conditions Therefore, in order to gain a more detailed understanding of the origin,
mode of occurrence, bioavailability, potential toxicity, and mobility of trace metals
in soil systems, it is necessary to identify and quantify the particular chemical forms
or phase associations of metals in the soil. Historically, sequential chemical extraction techniques have been used to characterize various forms of metals in soils and
sediments, and many different extraction schemes have been developed. However,
51-6
970b
D C . Adriano
there are problems with this approach, including non-specificity of the reagents and
Metal Contamination of Floodplain Soils in the Tisza River (Hungary) Basin.
re-adsorption or precipitation following extraction Extraction procedures also provide no information on the physical characteristics of metal-bearing components,
D. C. Adriano. Savannah River Ecology Laboratory. Univ of Georgia: Z. Gyori.
University of Debrecen: J. Prokisch. Debrecen Univ: T. Nénteth. Research Institute such as the size and shape of the metal occurrence and its carrier particle, and the
association of the metal component with other constituents if it occurs within a
for Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry ofthe Hungarian Academy ofSciences:
S. Harper. Savannah River Ecology Laboratory. Univ of Georgia: L. T. West. Univ complex particle. Direct methods of characterization such as Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM), Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) or X-ray Diffraction
of Georgia.
(XRD) must be used in addition to sequential extraction to yield more detailed
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information about the mineral composition, size, morphology, and spatial distribution of metal bearing particles To assess the distribution and physico-chemical
characteristics of solid. Ni-bearing particles in Sudbury soils, with respect to soil
depth and distance from the smelters, bulk soil horizon samples and undisturbed
soil columns were collected along a transect spanning the Greater Sudbury region
The mineralogy of the anthropogenic minerals in the humus layers from each site
was determined from bulk samples using an automated powder diffractometer. The
inorganic component of the humus layer from each site was also examined SEMEDS Polished thin sections of resin-impregnated undisturbed soil columns were
investigated sub-microscopically using SEM-EDS to provide elemental distribution maps for Ni and associated elements. The information obtained from this study
indicates that the majority of the airfall contaminant Ni in the Sudbury region is
retained relict mineral phases in the humus layers.

are related to Finally, micro X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (u-XANES)
spectroscopy point analyses have been performed to determine the oxidation state
of pollutants such as Cr and V and to define HM associations with soil minerals
by comparison with selected mineral standards The information revealed by these
investigations allows for HM speciation at the microscopic level. The main limit of
such analytical approach is represented by the difficulty to reliably extrapolate the
obtained results to a higher length scale To analyse larger amounts of soil samples,
a sequential extraction procedure has been adopted. Most of the results obtained at
the microscopic level have been confirmed by the sequential extraction procedure.
However, sequential extractions failed to correctly identify some HM chemical
species. Therefore, for the analysed soil samples, an extrapolation of the results
obtained by using microspectroscopic techniques to the macroscopic level seems
to be applicable and the above-mentioned limitations of the sequential extractions
approach are confirmed. All the obtained results show that, despite a very high
HM total concentration in the investigated soils, these HM appear to be present as
51-8
971b
J. W. V. Mello
scarcely mobil isable geochemical forms, indicating that the environmental danger
Arsenic Biogeochemistry in Soils from Gold Mining Areas, in Brazil, under
connected to their presence in these soils is much lower than expected. Such a
Anaerobic Incubation.
conclusion is also supported by different leaching tests (TCLP, EDTA extractions,
J. W. V. Mello, Unix Federal de Vicosa: J. L. Talbolt, Univ of Illinois at Urbana- deionised water extractions) carried out on the same soil samples. Finally, the I IM
Champaign: J. Scott, Univ ofIllinois at Urbana-Champaign: W. Roy. Univoflllinois speciation determined has been compared with the geochemical characteristics of
the site under investigation and the possible sources of anthropogenic impact have
at Urbana-Champaign: J. W. Stucki. Univ of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
been determined.
Arsenic speciation in environmental samples is important because toxic effects and
mobility are determined by the chemical forms of the element present The quantification of different As species is essential for studying toxicity and bio-transforma51-10
1070b
S.Goldberg
tion of As in aquatic and terrestrial environments Although the inorganic species
Prediction of Arsenate and Selenite Adsorption by Soils Using the Constant
As(III) and As(V) have been considered dominant in soils and sediments, organCapacitance Model.
isms are able to metabolize inorganic forms of arsenic into organo-arsenic comS. Goldberg, USDA-ARS. George E. Brown. Jr.. Salinity Laboratory: S. M. Lesch.
pounds This is most common in marine environments, where algae convert arseUniv of California. Riverside: D. L. Suarez. USDA-ARS. George E. Brown Jr..
nate into arsenic-containing carbohydrates (arsenosugars). Also, algae are believed
Salinity Laboratory.
to use methylation as a detoxification mechanism Arsenosugars and methylated
compounds can be also found in terrestrial organisms, but they generally occur as
Arsenic and selenium are trace elements that can become elevated in soils and
minor constituents only We investigated the dynamics of arsenic species under
cause toxicity problems to plants and animals. Prediction of arsenate, As(V), and
anaerobic conditions in soils and sediments surrounding gold mining areas from
selenite, Se(IV) adsorption and transport in soils requires detailed studies of As(V)
Minas Gerais State—Brazil, to elucidate the arsenic biogeochemical cycle and
and Se(IV) adsorption and subsequent determination of model parameters Arsenate
water contamination mechanisms. Soil suspensions were incubated under anaeroadsorption on 49 soil samples and Se(IV) adsorption on 45 soil samples belonging
bic conditions and periodically analyzed for soluble As species by 1C-ICPMS and
to six different soil orders was investigated as a function of solution pH (3-10) The
HPLC-1CPMS Results showed that easily exchangeable As is mainly arsenite,
set of soils consisted of two subgroups: one from the Midwestern U.S. and one priexcept when reducible manganese is present, while arsenate is mainly responsible
marily from the southwestern U.S. For most soils, As(V) adsorption increased with
for the increase in soluble arsenic due to the reductive dissolution of either iron or
increasing solution pH, reached a maximum around pH 6-7, and decreased with
manganese The occurrence of organo-arsenic species was also found to be sigfurther increases in solution pH Selenite adsorption on most soils was maximum
nificant to the dynamics of soluble arsenic, mainly in soils from the Banded Iron
at pH 2-3 and decreased with increasing solution pH The constant capacitance
Formation (BIF), under our experimental conditions. This unexpected occurrence
model, a chemical surface complexation model, was well able to describe As(V)
is attributed to enrollment of ternary organic complexes or methylation by living
adsorption on the soil samples as a function of solution pH by simultaneously
organisms such as algae In fact, we have successfully isolated some photosyntheoptimizing three As(V) surface complexation constants The model was able to
sizing microorganisms, such as Cyanophyta and Chlorophyta, from original soil
describe Se(IV) adsorption as a function of solution pH by simultaneously optimizsamples after the experimental period.
ing one Se(I V) surface complexation constant and the surface protonation constant
The ability of the model to describe As(V) and Se(IV) adsorption as a function
of pH represents an advancement over the Langmuir and Freundlich adsorption
isotherm approaches. A general regression model was developed for predicting
51-9
1070a
P. Ruggiero
soil As(V) and Se(lV) surface complexation constants from easily measured soil
Geochemical Forms of Heavy Metals in an Industrial Polluted Soil: A Critical
chemical characteristics using the As(V) adsorption data for 44 of the soils and
Evaluation by Combined Synchrotron Spectromicroscopy Techniques and
the Se(lV) adsorption data for 36 of the soils These chemical properties for As( V)
Bulk Extraction Methods.
adsorption were: cation exchange capacity (CEC), surface area (SA), inorganic
R. Terzano. Dipartimento di Biologia e Chimica Agro-forestale ed Ambientale—
carbon content (IOC), organic carbon content (OC), and iron oxide content (Fe)
Univ of Bari: M. Spagnuolo. Dipartimento di Biologia e Chimica Agro-forestale
The chemical properties for Se(IV) adsorption were: OC and Fe A preliminary
ed Ambientale—Univ of Bari: K. Janssens. Dept of Chemistry—University of
analysis determined that the mean surface complexation constant values for the
Antwerp: B. Vekemans. Dept of Chemistry—Univ ofAntwerp: W. De Nolf. Dept of two soil subgroups were statistically different For this reason, while the regression
Chemistry—Univ ofAntwerp: G. Falkenberg. HASYLAB at DESY—Beamline L: S.
model equations for As(V) adsorption for each soil subgroup contained common
Fiore. I.M.A.A.—C.N.R.: P. Ruggiero. Dipartimento di Biologia e Chimica Agrointercepts and ln(CEC) terms, the In(IOC), In(OC), In(Fe), and In(SA) terms were
forestale ed Ambientale—Univ of Bari.
different The constant capacitance model was able to predict As(V) and Se(IV)
adsorption on most of the soils using the As(V) and Se(IV) surface complexation
It is well known that heavy metals (HM) bioavailability and toxicity in soil are
constants predicted from the regression equations. The prediction equations were
tightly connected to their solubility and therefore to their geochemical forms. The
used to obtain values for As(V) and Se(lV) surface complexation constants for the
correct identification of HM chemical forms in soil is of extreme relevance for a
remaining soils that had not been used to obtain the general regression model This
proper risk assessment and to formulate effective remediation strategies Sequenprovided a completely independent evaluation of the ability of the constant capacitial extraction procedures (method generally adopted for HM speciation in soil)
tance model to describe adsorption The model was able to accurately predict As( V)
can only provide information about some operative pools HM can be divided into,
adsorption on three soils, qualitatively predict As(V) adsorption on one soil, and
thus without providing subtle details on HM speciation. In addition, these methunable to predict As(V) adsorption on one soil. Incorporation of these regression
ods can sometimes fail in correctly determining HM chemical forms, in particular
prediction equations into chemical speciation-transport models will allow simulawhen mixed and complex HM pollution sources are involved Such determination
tion of soil solution As(V) and Se(IV) concentrations under diverse environmental
problems are typical of industrial polluted soils. In recent years, the development
and agricultural management conditions without requiring soil specific adsorption
of new analytical methods exploiting high energy and high intensity synchrotron
data and subsequent parameter optimization
generated X-rays has provided soil scientists with new powerful tools for shedding light on HM speciation in soil In particular, X-ray microbeam techniques can
reduce soil heterogeneity and complexity, thus allowing for a direct HM speciation
at the micrometer scale In this investigation two soil samples from the industrial
51-11
1071a
D Mcnear
site of "Val Basento" (Basihcata, Italy) have been studied by using a combination
The Influence of Soil Ni Speciation on the Phytoremediation Potential of Soils
of synchrotron spectromicroscopy techniques. The polluted soils are characterised
Surrounding an Historic Ni Refinery in Port Colborne, Ontario Canada.
by concentrations of HM such as Hg, Pb, Cr, Zn, Cu, V, and Ni strongly exceeding
D. Mcnear. Univ of Delaware: R. L. Chaney. USDA-ARS-ANR1: D. L. Sparks. Univ
the Italian legislation limits Micro X-ray Fluorescence (u-XRF) has been used to
of Delaware.
localize and quantify trace elements in soil thin sections (20-60 urn thick) and to
find correlations among different elements Simultaneously, micro X-ray diffraction
We investigated the speciation of Ni in organic and mineral smelter contaminated
(u-XRD) patterns have been collected to get information about the minerals HM
soils that had been previously treated with lime and evaluated the effect soil type
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and treatment on Ni speciation and plant availability. Using a combination of macroscopic and microscopic techniques including SEM, and micro-x-ray absorption
fine structure (XAFS) and x-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectroscopies, we found that
NiO dominated the Ni speciation in both soils; with Ni layered double hydroxide
(LDH) precipitates, and organically complexed Ni making up the latter fractions in
the loam and muck soils respectively Metal hyperaccumulating plants have been
proposed as a remediation method for the large area of enriched soils around the
refinery. Therefore, using the Ni hyperaccumulator Alyssum murale, we examined
how soil Ni speciation influenced Ni availability and the subsequent mechanism of
metal acquisition, translocation and storage. Using micro-XRF, micro-XAFS and
micro-tomography we found that Ni is present throughout the leaf and stem tissues
and co-localized with manganese at the base of the leaf trichomes. Fluorescence
tomography verified this co-localization and revealed the enrichment of the dermal and vascular tissues. Absorption edge tomography of freshly removed leaves
showed that the pattern of Ni compartmentalization was consistent throughout the
entire leaf with an apparent concentration of Ni at the leaf tip. Micro-XAFS spectra from freshly harvested leaves and stems show that complexation with organic
acids in the plant sap and leaf cell tissues are responsible for transport and storage
of Ni. These results show that A. murale is capable of removing and concentrating Ni from these soils, however, the persistence of the relatively insoluble NiO
particles may limit the effectiveness of this technique to fully remediate the site.
Understanding how soil metal speciation affects plant metal availability and the
mechanisms of metal accumulation and compartmentalization will help when making decisions as to how to remediate sites enriched with heavy metals.
51-12
1071b
R H. Loeppert
Mineralogy and Arsenic Bonding in Arsenic Contaminated Rice-paddy Soils
of Bangladesh.
G N. White. Texas A&M Univ; R. H. Loeppert. Texas A&M Univ; L. R. Drees.
Dept ofSoil and Crop Sciences. Texas A&M Univ: B. Biswas. Texas A& M Univ; G
M. Panaullah. CIMMYT Office in Bangladesh.
The natural arsenic contamination of the Ganges-Meghna-Brahmanputra groundwater aquifer in Bangladesh and the extensive use of this water for irrigation of dry
season rice are resulting in increased concentrations of arsenic in paddy soils. The
arsenic in these soils was found to be associated with sand and silt particle-size
fractions even though most of the arsenic was extractable by ammonium oxalate
in the dark, a characteristic more often associated with small, poorly crystalline
materials in clay fractions. The apparent incongruent nature of these observations
led a detailed examination of the mineralogy and arsenic localization of several
paddy soils. The alluvial paddy soils of Bangladesh contain high concentrations
of Fe-rich di- and trioctahedral micas and trioctahedral chlorites in all size fractions. The trioctahedral micas and chlorites are highly susceptible to weathering
in the alternating oxidizing and reducing environment present in rice paddies. It
was shown that most of the arsenic is associated with a poorly crystalline Fe-oxide
component formed from the Fe released during the weathering of trioctahedral
micas and chlorites. Examination of particle-size fractions using X-ray diffraction
and scanning electron microscopy/energy dispersive X-ray analysis (SEM/EDS)
showed that most of the trioctahedral micas and chlorites were partially weathered
to vermiculite and smectite Examination of the sand fraction using synchrotron Xray microprobe analysis indicated that most Fe-oxide grains and mica aggregates
contained adsorbed arsenate. Appreciable arsenic was not observed at the edges of
most individual mica or vermiculite flakes. Especially high arsenate concentrations
were associated with small micaceous rock fragments and Fe-oxide coatings on
root surfaces. It is hypothesized that Fe oxides at the internal surfaces of weathering mica schist aggregates provide sites favorable for oxidation of dissolved Fe2+
and continued accumulation of Fe oxide, even under reduced soil conditions These
reactions have important implications to retention, solubility, movement, and bioavailability of arsenic in the seasonally reduced paddy soils of Bangladesh
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3:30 PM B. K. G Theng
Clay-Humic Complexes and Interactions in Soil: Impact on Sorption and
Availability of Introduced Organic Compounds.
B. K. G. Theng. Landcare Research.
The non-living component of soil organic matter (after separation of the macroorganic matter or 'light fraction') consists of non-humic and humic substances. The
former constituents comprise well-defined classes of organic compounds, such as

carbohydrates, lipids, and proteins. The bulk of the organic matter in soil is made
up of Humic Substances (HS) which, in turn, are conventionally and operationally
divided into 3 principal fractions according to their aqueous solubility as a function of pH: (i) fulvic acid, soluble in both acid and alkali; (ii) humic acid, soluble
in alkali; and (iii) humin, insoluble in either medium A large proportion (> 50%)
of HS in soil (and sediment) is closely associated with the clay fraction to form a
clay-organic complex. Thus, humin is a chemically stable clay-organic complex
since it is the material that remains after treatment of the soil/sediment with acid
and alkali Because of their importance to controlling soil pollution, the interactions of organic compounds with HS and clay-humic complexes have received a
great deal of attention. However, unlike the situation with organically modified clay
minerals ('organoclays'), the underlying mechanisms are still imperfectly understood This is partly because HS are chemically complex, structurally heterogeneous, and polydisperse. There is also some uncertainty about the size and shape
of HS; that is, whether these substances are polymeric assuming a random-coil
conformation in solution, or whether they represent aggregates of relatively small
molecules held together by weak dispersive forces forming micelles in solution
Either way, HS by themselves, or in association with clay minerals, are highly
reactive toward introduced non-ionic organic compounds. The sorption of hydrophobic organic molecules by Soil Organic Matter (SOM) and its complexes with
clay minerals ( e g , humin) has been well documented. Nevertheless, the driving
principle behind this process remains controversial Partitioning of the organic solute between the solution and solid (SOM) phases is widely accepted. This mode of
sorption is characterized by linear isotherms, non-competition between solutes, and
sorption-desorption reversibility. The uptake of many non-ionic organic molecules,
however, is non-linear and competitive, while their desorption shows hysteresis
over a wide range of concentrations. These observations have been rationalized in
terms of the simultaneous presence in SOM of an expanded and flexible ('rubbery')
region, and one that is condensed and rigid ('glassy'). Partitioning can apparently
take place in both domains, while adsorption (i.e., chemical interactions) together
with micropore filling only occur in the condensed domain. Non-linear sorption has
alternatively been ascribed to the presence and reactivity of a carbonaceous material with a high surface area, arising from the burning of vegetation and plant residues. More often than not the sorption of organic solutes by SOM (and clay-humic
complexes) is not fully reversible because of solute-surface interaction, physical
entrapment of solute into SOM, and chemical/microbial transformation. As a result,
the mobility and bioavailability of sorbed organic compounds in soil are effectively retarded. Here we assess and summarize the literature that has accumulated
over the past two decades on soil organic matter, with particular reference to its
interactions with clay minerals, and reactivity toward introduced (anthropogenic)
organic compounds. Where appropriate we will indicate how sorption by SOM and
clay-humic complexes affects the fate of sorbed organic contaminants, and mention
possible areas for future research.

52-2
4:00 PM P. M. Huang
Mineral-Organic Substance Interactions: Impacts on Mineral Formation,
11 uiiiilkration, and Organic Carbon Storage.
P. M. Huang. Dept of Soil Science. Univof Saskatchewan.
Most of the organic C in a wide range of soils is associated with mineral colloids.
There are distinct interactive mechanisms between soil minerals and organic matter. Metal oxides are ubiquitous in soils and play a very significant role in influencing soil behavior and the impact on the ecosystem. Biomolecules exert a very
significant influence on the formation and transformation of Al and Fe oxides and
the resultant alteration of their surface properties pertaining to the speciation, fate
and bioavailability of nutrients, and toxic inorganic and organic substances Different biomolecules substantially differ in their ability to perturb the crystallization of
these oxides, enhance their specific surface area, and decrease their point of zero
charge (pzc), which are evidently related to the chemical affinity of biomolecules
to Al and Fe More recent studies show that the presence of organics such as tannate during the formation of Al hydroxides triggers the formation of microporosity,
decreases the average pore size, and enhances the micropore specific surface area
through structural perturbation Humic substances are formed through biotic and
abiotic processes. A variety of biomolecules, such as carbohydrates, phenolic compounds, and amino acids, can participate as raw materials. Soil mineral surfaces
play a vital role in the catalysis of abiotic formation of humic substances. Both
the Maillard reaction and the polyphenol polymerization model are considered as
separate significant pathways for the formation of humic polycondensates. More
recent research findings point to a linking of the polyphenol and Maillard reactions
under mineral catalysis in humification pathways, which is a significant advancement in the understanding of humification processes in the environment. Most of
the chemically stabilized organic C in soils is degraded slowly on timescales from
centuries to millennia The interaction of Al and Fe with organic substances is of
primary importance in the determination of the content of organic matter in tropical and temperate soils. The amount of C stabilized per unit weight of mineral is
much greater for noncrystalline than for crystalline minerals. A positive relationship between noncrystalline minerals and organic C exists in soils through the climate gradient Noncrystalline minerals can retard the organic matter from being
biodegraded. which in turn, inhibits the transformation of noncrystalline mineral
phases into more stable crystalline minerals Therefore, soil mineral-organic matter interactions are important in determining the quantity of organic matter stored
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in soil, its turnover time, and atmosphere-ecosystem carbon flux during long-term
soil development,
52-3
4:20 PM L M. Mayer
Coverage of Soil Mineral Surfaces by Organic Matter as Detected by Gas
Sorption.
R. Wagai. Kyoto Univ: L. M. Mayer. Univ of Maine.
We review the application of gas sorption measurements to determination of organic
matter coverage of mineral surfaces in soils, noting opportunities and limitations of
this analytical approach as well as its corroboration by other techniques. We present
new models and data to extend previous results using two gas sorption approaches
First, association with organic matter with mineral surfaces often reduces N2 sorption extent on untreated soils due to occlusion of mesoporous minerals with organic
matter that adsorbs relatively little N2. Second, the average enthalpy of N2 sorption
on native surfaces indicates the proportions of untreated surfaces that are organic
vs. mineral. Adsorption experiments with model systems show examples of adsorption with and without occlusion of pores, showing varying impacts on measured
surface area values upon saturation of adsorption sites. A variety of soils varying in their organic loading were also analyzed via these two approaches. Spodic
horizons showed a tendency to coat mineral surfaces with thin coatings, consistent with highly sorptive metal oxide surfaces. Most other soils, on the other hand,
showed occlusion of the majority of surface area with low-surface area organic
matter, while leaving sufficient mineral surfaces uncovered to dominate the overall
surface area Full occlusion of mineral surface area typically occurs when organic
matter volumes become equivalent to ca. 20-30% of mineral volumes. This occlusion mode is consistent with selective coverage of a fraction of mineral grains via
aggregation or secretion processes, rather than a non-selective adsorption over all
mineral surfaces These patterns may relate to the different densities of highly reactive sorption sites on metal oxyhydroxide vs. clay particles. Surface area of clays
is dominated by relatively non-reactive siloxane faces, which are likely present as
internal surfaces in domain structures. For soils whose surface area is dominated by
phyllosilicates, surface area values measured by N2 gas serve more as a marker for
clay domain abundance than as an indicator of highly sorptive surfaces.
52-4

4:40 PM

J.A.Rice

Sorpion of Organic Contaminants by Humin.

J. A. Rice. South Dakota Slate Univ: G. Chilom. South Dakota State Univ
Humin is the fraction of the humic materials that is insoluble in an aqueous solution at any pH value Its nature is complex and consists of humic, lipid, and mineral
components. It is perhaps best represented as an organo-mineral composite. It displays a significant aliphatic character that is probably attributable to the lipids that
comprise a significant portion of its organic components The humic component
of humin consists of aromatic and carbohydrate carbon with an aliphatic carbon
content that is less significant The organization of these components in the composite is unknown, but characterization of humin using small-angle x-ray scattering has shown it to be a mass fractal material in which the organic components
are responsible for the particle surface roughness Monte Carlo simulations of the
organization of the components of humin are consistent with a variety of sorption
and spectroscopic experiments that suggest that different organic matter "domains"
exist in humin as they are postulated to exist in whole soil or sediment organic
matter. Studies using carbon-14 labeled anthropogenic organic compounds (AOCs)
such as pesticides, herbicides, PAHs and PCBs have shown that most of the radioactivity applied to a soil is bound to humin. When humin is fractionated with the
M1BK partitioning method, the largest portion of the bound radioactivity for more
highly functionalized AOC is associated with the humic acid-like component of
humin; more hydrophobic organic compounds tend to be associated with the lipid
fractions. Insights into the nature of humin gained from its interactions with AOC
have lead to evolving understanding of the "architecture" of this composite
52-5

5:00 PM

M. J. Simpson

Molecular-Level Studies of Organo-Clay Complexes and their Role in the
Sorption of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons.

M. J. Simpson. Dept. of Physical and Environmental Sciences. Univ of Toronto.
Scarborough College: X. Feng. Dept. of Physical and Environmental Sciences.
Univ of Toronto. Scarborough College: A. Simpson. Dept. of Physical and
Environmental Sciences. Univ of Toronto. Scarborough College: S. Kang. Dept of
Plant. Soil and Insect Sciences. Univ of Massachusetts at Amherst: B. Xing. Dept
of Plant. Soil and Insect Sciences. Univ of Massachusettes at Amherst.
Sorption of organic chemicals is central to the fate, toxicity, bioavailability, and
transport of these compounds in soil environments Early research with hydrophobic, nonionic organic chemicals, such as Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
(PAHs), recognized the dependence of sorption distribution coefficients (Kd values) to the quantity of organic carbon in the soil. Consequently, Organic Matter
(OM) chemistry has been focused upon heavily during attempts to elucidate sorption mechanisms and in most cases. OM fractions, such as Humic Acids (HA),
were used. In addition, the application of molecular-level methods, namely NMR,
necessitated the removal of the mineral phase prior to the analysis of soil OM structure. Therefore, the role of clay minerals in regulating sorptive processes at the
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soil-water interface has not been addressed to the same extent Our research has
demonstrated that kaolinite and montmorillonite indirectly govern sorptive processes by governing the accessibility of OM structures at the surfaces of organoclay complexes. In addition, these studies have been carried out with those of whole
soils and soil fractions (HA and humin). Our results suggest that the clay minerals
indirectly govern sorption through regulating the accessibility of organic matter
structures at the soil-water interface. NMR studies with constructed organo-clay
complexes demonstrate that HA structures are selectively fractionated by clay mineral surfaces. For instance, aliphatic components of HA were preferentially sorbed
to kaolinite and montmorillonite (1) Using a novel NMR method, High Resolution
Magic Angle Spinning (HR-MAS) to probe the surfaces of constructed organo-clay
complexes, we observed that mainly CH, groups were associated with the kaolinite surface whereas montmorillonite preferentially sorbed both aromatic (peptide)
and CH, carbon (2) Studies with organo-clays constructed under different solution (pH and ionic strength) conditions resulted in varying phenanthrene organiccarbon normalized distribution coefficients (K values) also suggesting that clay
minerals are important for regulating the quality and quantity of sorption sites at
the soil-water interface. Furthermore, the data suggest that not all organic matter
structures are "available" for sorption and some structures may be hidden or buried
on the clay mineral surface This hypothesis is also supported by studies with whole
soils and soil fractions, and studies with clay-associated biopolymers. For instance,
phenanthrene Kcic values decreased when arachidic acid, cellulose, collagen, and
lignin were bound to montmorillonite. Analysis by 'H HR-MAS also suggests that
the physical orientation of these biopolymers is constrained when sorbed on clay
surfaces. Comparison of 1-naphthol and phenanthrene sorption values to whole
soils with that of soil humin suggest that chemical fractionation reveals more or
more favorable sorption sites (ie: the Koc increases) Solid-state "C NMR studies of soil humin reveal that the prevalence of polymethylene carbon (3,4), likely
derived from the preservation of plant cuticular material), which has demonstrated
to sorb appreciable amounts of PAHs (5,6). Our experimental approach includes
both macroscopic and molecular-level data which both suggest that organic matter
physical conformation is an important consideration in sorption processes These
studies collectively suggest that clay minerals play an integral role in the sorption
of organic contaminants and organo-mineral complexes should be included in more
sorption studies.
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53-1

3:30 PM A. Smucker

Amelioration Strategies for Combating Global Soil and Land Degradation by
Agroecosystems.

A. Smucker, Michigan State Univ: R. Horn. Institute of Plant Nutrition and Soil
Science, CAUKiel.
Increasing numbers of rural economies tied to world markets are causing more
marginal lands to be intensively managed for production agriculture In the search
for greater land area, more forests and grasslands are subjected to logging, burning
and/or tillage Potential consequences of these deforestation trends include greater
surface erosion of marginal soils along sloping landscapes devoid of protective
vegetation. Reductions in soil health, structure stability, and increased greenhouse
gas emissions coupled with surface soil losses cause irreversible damage to the
landscape and the atmosphere This symposium will focus on the theoretical and
practical approaches for new and novel reclamation strategies that reverse soil degradation processes. Specific tools, practices and methodologies that promote the
maintenance and regeneration of soil resources located on multi-use landscapes
while increasing agriculture-based income without damaging the environment will
be presented. Feed back and feed forward mechanisms associated with aggregate
stability, water infiltration, surface vegetation, and soil health will be discussed
Intensive tillage practices reduce Soil Organic Matter (SOM) contents leading to
soil degradation and erosion Soil aggregate complexes are among the most active
biogeochemical structures known. The majority of soil profile volumes are tightly
packed with these highly interactive structural sanctuaries which establish independent gradients of pores, water, oxygen, carbon dioxide, essential plant nutrients, organo-mineral complexes, and myriads of microbial communities. Recent
evidence indicates that soil aggregates are clearly one of the least explored natural
sites for stabilizing surface soils and sequestering additional quantities of Carbon
(C) from the atmosphere. New synchrotron technologies provide non-destructive
and repeated observations for identifying revised demographics of intraaggregate
pores that facilitate feedback and self-organizational mechanisms for strengthening
soil macroaggregates These new biogeochemical mechanisms offer new opportunities to double or triple the quantities of soil C stored for longer periods of time by
macroaggregates Soil aggregates require frequent additions of significant quanti-
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ties of C products from surface plant residues, plant roots, and decomposing particulate organic matter Recent studies indicate that carbon deposition rates of 1300
to 1900 kg per ha are required to maintain the stability of soil aggregates, 6.3 to
9.5 mm across, when subjected to repeated drying and wetting cycles. This high C
requirement suggests sustainable management systems must be designed to generate high quantities of C which stabilize surface soils.
53-2
4:00 PM S. Vieira
Analyzing of Variability for Soil Moisture Content in the Space and Time.

C. R. Grego, Institute) Agronömico: S. Vieira, Instituto Agronömico.
Experiments in agriculture usually consider topsoil properties uniform and, for this
reason, often make bad use of the results. The soil water content has spatial variability due to other proprieties. Then it is necessary to know how this variation
occurs in the spatial and time. The objective of this study was to assess the spatial
variability as well as the temporal stability of spatial distribution for soil moisture
content. The experiment was carried at Central Experimental Farm, of Instituto
Agronömico (IAC), SP, Brazil, in an area of 3.42 ha, from August 2003 to January
2004. The soil was classified as Rhodic Ferralsol (typic Haplorthox). This area
was divided in a 10 m grid with 302 points, from which a rectangular grid with
10m spacing for direction X and 20m for Y was laid out, resulting in 102 sampling
points. Access tubes were inserted Im deep at each sampling point to receive a
neutron moisture gauge for measurements at 30, 60 and 90 cm depth. Measurements were taken on 7 occasions between the end of the winter and beginning of the
spring of 2003 and 4 occasions in January 2004. The data for soil moisture content
(cm3cm-3) were analyzed using geostatistical techniques. The spatial van-ability
was analyzed examining the scaled semivariograms, the statistical parame-ters
(mean, variance, coefficient variation, minimum value, maximum value, skewness,
kurtosis) and the parameters of the models fit to the individual semivariograms as
a function of time. In general, semivariograms show that all data sampled have
strong spatial dependence to about 90 and 110m and this de-pendence exists only
at the 60 cm depth. It was concluded that the spatial variability of the soil moisture
content increased from winter to summer, when the soil has a higher water content,
with a smaller coefficient of variation of the data.

53-3

4:20 PM

K. L Brown

Rehabilitating Hardsetting Subsoils in a Reconstructed Mined Landscape.

K. L. Brown. School of Earth and Geographical Sciences The Univ of Western
Australia: C. Hinz, School of Earth and Geographical Sciences The Univ of
Western Australia; R. Gilkes. School of Earth and Geographical Sciences The Univ
of Western A ustralia.
On the coastal plain of south-west Western Australia mineral sands are mined
from ancient Strandlines buried several metres below the current ground level Soil
material above the ore is stripped and stockpiled for replacement once mining has
ceased. Hardsetting of subsoils constructed from the stockpiles is a consequence
of the bulk handling of the soil and is thought to be caused by the rearrangement
of soil particles during disturbance. A field experiment to investigate the reduced
porosity, increased density and increased soil strength of constructed soils showed
that reduced root penetration and water availability are limiting factors for pasture productivity. Our research was driven by two objectives: (i) examining the
relationship between strength, particle size and moisture content of the hardsetting
and non-hardsetting subsoils and (ii) determining the effects of sand and organic
amendments on subsoil strength. The physical properties of mine soil materials
including tailings sand, native and constructed subsoil materials, clay overburden
and slimes were investigated. Representative, sieved samples of each soil material were packed into small cores as controls. The method was repeated after mixing either 2 or 4% organic matter or 10 or 25% tailings sand with each sample
The cores were saturated prior to equilibration at matric potentials o f - 1 0 , -33,
-300 and -1500 kPa. The bulk density and soil water characteristic of each packed
sample was determined in the laboratory The penetration resistance was tested as
a measure of soil strength for each sample using a 6 mm flat tip probe. For penetration resistance values of I to 2 MPa and above root growth is expected to be
limited and in soils with values greater than 3 MPa root growth may be restricted
altogether. The particle size distribution of a representative sample of each soil
material was also determined and was of particular interest as size is considered
the most important particle property contributing to soil particle rearrangement. In
all samples the penetration resistance increased as matric potential decreased. All
soil materials except tailings sand and the native subsoil had penetration resistances
above a lower limit of 1 MPa at matric potentials of-33, -300 and -1500 kPa The
penetration resistance of the constructed subsoil and clay dominated materials rose
to extreme values of between 6 and 11 MPa at wilting point (-1500 kPa). Regardless of the soil material a 2% increase in organic matter resulted in an increase in
penetration resistance and in the samples with 4% organic matter the penetration
resistance, although slightly lower, remained above that of the controls The results
indicate the severity of hardsetting is moisture and particle size dependent and that
testing the penetration resistance of packed soil materials prior to soil construction
may be a useful indicator of soil strength Further research on the processes affecting particle rearrangement and the ability of soil structure to recover from degradation due to disturbance is required.
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4:40 PM M. H. Young
Impacts of Applying an Organic Emulsion on Soil Hydrology and Dust

Emissions from an Arid Soil.
M. H. Young. T. Caldwell, D. Meadows, V. Etyemezian. G. Nikolic, D. Shafer, E.
McDonald, J. Miller, J. Goreham. Desert Research Institute.
The stabilization of environmental contaminants near the soil surface may produce
undesired impacts on local ecosystems if the stabilizing agent alters the natural
behavior of the soil In this study, we investigated the potential hydrologie impacts
of an organic-based emulsion, which was designed to stabilize disturbed and undisturbed desert soils, as well as its impact on dust emission potential The "Encapco"
emulsion used in this study is a blend of organic esters, surfactants, water, and a
proprietary chelating agent. A primary benefit is its ability to chelate and stabilize metals found on soil surfaces, but a secondary benefit is the reduction of dust
emission potential. The emulsion was tested on desert alluvial soils at the Yuma
Proving Ground (YPG), Yuma, AZ, USA, and on controlled soil materials near
Las Vegas, NV, USA. At YPG, triplicate tension infiltrometer measurements and
rainfall simulation experiments were conducted to examine the temporal dynamics
(-0 mo, 3 mo, 6 mo, 12 mo), dilution ratio (control, 4:1, 6:1), geomorphic effects
(young vs. old soils), and surface disturbance (raked vs. natural) impact to the
soil's bydrologic properties. Results at YPG showed that the emulsion significantly
reduced (~1 order of magnitude) the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the soil and
decreased the time to ponding immediately following application. However, six
months after treatment, few plots differed statistically from the pretreatment values, indicating a relatively short-lived hydrologie effect. The concentration of the
applied emulsion did not affect the results, at least for the two test dilutions used
The emulsion also appeared to have a larger impact on the younger soil, perhaps
because the older surface is naturally less permeable due to a fine-grained surface
horizon To better isolate the effect of soil texture on emulsion effectiveness, air
quality experiments examined the dust emission potential for soils of four different
particle size distributions. Experiments were conducted using the Portable In-situ
Wind Erosion Laboratory (PI-SWERL) to quantify fugitive dust emissions and a
tension infiltrometer to measure hydraulic properties. Experiments were performed
on four plots treated with a single dilution and four untreated plots for each soil type
(40 plots total). Preliminary results show that the emulsion significantly reduced
the dust emission for all soils. At both field sites, the effects of emulsion on hydrology and dust emission tend to diminish with time Controlled laboratory tests were
conducted in tandem to evaluate breakdown mechanisms; those results indicate that
the breakdown of the emulsion is dependent upon ultraviolet exposure. Thus, in
warm desert climates with high incoming solar radiation, intermittent reapplication
may be necessary. These experiments provide insight on secondary environmental
effects of the emulsion, which could potentially impact local ecosystems and air
quality In addition, the results will help guide future field applications and develop
more efficient application and re-application strategies.
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5:00 PM J E. Herrick

A Soil-Based Framework for Integrating and Applying Knowledge of Land
Degradation Processes to Assessment, Monitoring and Management.

J. E. Herrick. USD A-ARS-Jornada Experimental Range: B. T Bestelmeyer. USDAARS-Jornada Experimental Range: J. R. Brown. USDA-NRCS;A.J. Tugel. USDANRCS.
We describe a soil-based framework for organizing, synthesizing, and applying
our growing understanding of land degradation processes to assessment, monitoring, and management The framework is dual-purpose: (1) coordinate the use
of existing tools, resources, and knowledge, and (2) facilitate the integration and
application of new knowledge as it is developed. The framework includes five elements: (1) an ecological site-based approach to grouping soils based on functional
characteristics, (2) a repository for ecological site-specific data and knowledge,
(3) conceptual models that organize information on management and restoration
options, and protocols for (4) assessing and (5) monitoring key ecosystem attributes The first two elements already exist for U S . soils dominated by grassland,
shrubland and savanna ecosystems. This paper focuses on the use of conceptual
state-and-transition models (element 3) to identify indicators of key properties and
processes associated with land degradation and recovery (elements 4 and 5), and to
define and communicate appropriate land management and restoration strategies
Development and application of these models provides an opportunity for soil scientists and ecologists to integrate and communicate our knowledge of soil and land
degradation processes throughout the world. We will present examples showing
how these models are currently being applied to the development of assessment and
monitoring programs, and to the prioritization of research
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E Hien

Dynamic of carbon in farming practices long-term experiments on a ferric
Acrisol in Burkina Faso (West Africa).

E. Hien, CNRST: F. Gamy. C1RAD: R. Oliver. C/RAD: C. Feller. IRD. UR
SeqBio.
The evaluation of the potentialities of carbon storage in the cultivated agro-systems
is on the agenda In this respect, the aim of our research is to evaluate the stocks
of C in the soil and show the mechanisms concerned, under the action of farming
practices in a ferric Acrisol of Burkina Faso
This study is based on long-term agronomic experiments which take into account
the time aspect for understanding, quantifying and modelling the evolution of C
stocks as a result of ordinary farming practices that can be optimised, such as mineral fertilisation, organic matter input (straw, compost, manure) and soil cultivation
(scraping and ploughing) Measurements and analyses are carried out in the field
and in the laboratory: (1) in the field with the soil (morphological characterization,
bulk density) and with the crops (outputs), (2) in the laboratory with the organic
matter input (biochemical composition) and with soil sample (dosage of C and N,
diffraction and particle-size fractionation).
The results corroborate a decrease of the C stocks due to farming, in comparison
with the initial herbaceous fallow, after 10, 20, and 40 years of continuous farming
including ploughing of 42, 44 and 68% The C storage potential level on this type
of soil measured on the non-deteriorated herbaceous fallow is 20.6 Mg ha"1 in the
0-20 cm horizon The most powerful practices tested make it possible to reach 45
to 90% of this potential stock, according to the duration of the experimentation.
The yearly net minera!iz.ation coefficients are high, ranking from 0.035 to 0.038.
The isohumic coefficients are 18 and 22 respectively for doses of 40 and 5 Mg DM
ha' 2ans"' of manure. The modelisation of C stock with the RothC model (0-20 cm
horizon) brings us to admit the existence of an unsuspected cause of loss or transfer
from manure o f about 67% which does not act on the improvement of C stock of
the soil of the concerned horizon This has seemingly something to do with the role
of the soil's macrofauna. The importance of the 0-20 urn fraction and soluble is
shown in the particle-size fractionation The latter is the highest (30% of the total
C) without any organic matter input Thefinefractions are relatively stable whereas
important variations are reported for the coarse fractions in case there is no input
of organic matter When there is a manure input together with nitrogen fertilizer,
this situation is favourable for preferential storage of C in the fine fractions, thus
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showing the advantage of this practice in the stabilization of the SOM. The definition of a critical value of C in the soil, between 6 and 7 mg C g"1 is confirmed by
the convergent results of two approaches: the analysis of sorghum outputs with the
"envelope curve" method and the definition of a C sill value for the sustainability of
the system (Feller 1995) which show 6 and 6.8 respectively. The outputs decrease
below 6 mg C g ' and stabilize above this value. Increasing the storage of C in the
soil is possible with the current farming practices but their optimisation must be
achieved. This study opens onto possible actions and concludes on the necessity
to take into account the macrofaunic and microbial activities of the given soil in
interaction with the organic matter brought for a better control of the organic flows
and evaluation. Keywords: carbon stock, long-term experiments, ferric Acrisol,
Burkina, farming practices, organic matter, manure, compost, particle-size fractionation, modelling
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M. T Dell'Abate

Organic Matter Pools and Microbial Functional Diversity in Soil Quality

Assessment of Differently Managed Agricultural Systems.
M. T. Dell'Abate. CRA hlituto Sperimemale Nutrizione Piante; L. Pompili. CRA
Istilulo Sperimemale Nutrizione Pianle: A. Benedetti, CRA Islitulo Sperimentale
Nutrizione Piante.
Amount and characteristics of organic matter pools in key reservoirs within the soil
result from microbial activity as impacted by management practices. Their relative
abundance with relation to the microbial component of soil can provide indication
of change in the soil quality. In the present study a set of soil quality indicators,
linked to soil organic matter dynamics, was used in order to evaluate the effects on
soil of different management agricultural systems applied to maize crop: conventional, minimum tillage, cultivation in reduced stripe ('in banda') and protective
system. The agronomic trials has started in 1990 and soil samples were collected in
2003 at (0-20) and (20-40) cm depth. Chemical parameters included the determination of total organic carbon, extractable and humified carbon, and related humification parameters. Thermogravimetry (TG) and differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC) were also used to characterize labile and recalcitrant fractions of organic
matter according to their thermal stability behaviour. Soil microbial resources were
investigated through determination of microbial size and activity, i.e. biomass carbon, soil respiration and related parameters (metabolic quotient, potentially mineralizable carbon and kinetic mineralisation rate). Functional diversity of soil microbial community was carried out by CLPP analysis. Investigation results showed
that minimum tillage and 'in banda' systems could be considered as low impacting
for soil quality, as increased values of organic carbon were stored in the top soils
after more than ten years. Humified fractions, both humic and fulvic acids and
humin, were preferentially stored Thermal characterisation of humic plus fulvic
fractions showed that three main pools with different and increasing thermal stability are involved in the thermal breakdown process: similarities between samples of
humic plus fulvic acids extracted from conventional and "in banda" plots and from
minimum tillage and protective systems, respectively, were observed. In particular,
in the first ones the kinetic of thermal oxidation showed the relative prevailing of
the more stabilised fractions. Size of pools reacting at lower temperature, resemble
cellulosic compounds, were higher in humic and fulvic acids from top soils of protective and minimum tillage system plots, suggesting higher organic matter input
and/or less depletion of more mineralisable organic fractions, although differences
between sizes of these different thermally reacting pools were not statistically significant. This behaviour agrees with observed lower values of microbial activity
kinetic constants, which in turn suggest a faster carbon mineralization in conventional and 'in banda' plots. Higher amount of microbial biomass was stored in top
soils of minimum tillage and 'in banda' plots, corresponding to higher values of
potentially mineralisable carbon at both depths and to higher specific respiration
values in the deeper layer, not involved by the tillage system. Different management systems did not significantly impact on metabolic profiles of microbial communities: the main differences were observed between the conventional managing
and the others
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Y. K Plowden

Soil Biological and Physical Properties in Silage Corn Systems With and
Without Tillage and Fall Seeded Cover Crops.
C. D. Franks, USDA-NRCS; Y. K. Plowden. Natural Resources Conservation
Service: P. R. Salon. USDA-NRCS; C J. Dell. VSDA Agricultural Research
Service.
This study was undertaken as part of the National Soil Survey Center's Soil Biology Program. This project is a cooperative effort of the USDA Natural Resource
Conservation Service Soil Survey Program, the Pennsylvania NRCS Soil Survey
Staff, the Big Flats Plant Materials Center, and the USDA Agricultural Research
Service. A primary objective of the program is to evaluate and measure soil biological characteristics related to the amount and turnover rate of organic matter
of the three organic matter pools found in soils: fast pool, intermediate pool, and
slow pool. The objective of this particular study is to evaluate the difference in soil
organic matter, carbon, microbial biomass and soil physical properties resulting
from the use of fall-seeded cover crops and conventional verses no-tillage silage
corn systems Six different farm management systems were examined: 1) conventional tillage, no cover crop (Conv/no-cc): 2) no tillage, no cover crop (No-till/no-

cc); 3)conventional tillage with cover crop (Conv/cc); 4) no-tillage, with cover crop
(No-till/cc), 5) alfalfa/grass hay rotation, conventional tillage (Conv/Alf-hay); and
6) alfalfa/grass hay rotation, no-tillage (No-till/Alf-hay). The soils were Ffagerstown silt loams and the similar Hublersburg silt loams, both are fine-textured,
mesic, Hapludalfs and Hapludults respectively. Treatment sites were sampled over
two consecutive years. Soils from each treatment were sampled at 0-5 cm, 5-10
cm, and the top 5 cm of the B horizon Soil analyses included: organic carbon; soil
carbon to nitrogen ratios related to the composition of plant and microbial communities; microbial biomass and activity, two labile carbon fractions, and potential mineralizable nitrogen from microbial activity for the fast pool; root biomass
and particulate organic matter (POM >53 microns) for the intermediate pool; and
clay associated amorphous organic matter (C-Min <53 microns) for the slow pool.
Preliminary analyses of the first year's data suggest that the No-till/cc treatments
had the greatest amount of microbial biomass (kg/ha) and the greatest amount of
nitrogen (kg/Ha) in both the POM fraction and the C-Min fraction implying that the
No-till/cc treatments resulted in the greatest amount of fast pool carbon. Among the
two alfalfa-hay treatments, the no-till soil had more fast pool carbon as measured
by greater microbial biomass, and greater nitrogen (kg/ha) in the POM; but it had
less nitrogen in the C-Min fraction. Data from the No-till/no-cc site was problematic as the field turned out to have supported a winter cover crop within the last 5
years and had an abandoned corn crop which left an unusually high amount of plant
residue Data from the Conv/cc site has not yet been analyzed. No-till/cc treatments
had the greatest POM carbon (kg/ha) and more root biomass than the Conv/nocc system suggesting that No-till/cc treatments resulted in more intermediate pool
carbon then conventional systems with no cover crops. Results of the alfalfa-hay
systems were less conclusive as the conventional treatment had greater amounts
of percent POM but less percent C in the POM then the no-till treatment. Slow
pool C as measured by the amount of C-Min carbon in kg/ha was overall greater
for the No-till/cc treatments than for the Conv/no-cc treatment, and greater for the
no-till alfalfa-hay system then for the conventional alfalfa-hay system. No-till/cc
treatments had the greatest amount of microbial biomass (kg/ha), nitrogen (kg/Ha)
and carbon (kg/Ha) in both the POM and C-Min fractions. This suggests there is an
increase in the size of both the fast and intermediate organic matter pools.
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S. Ponnuswamy
Soil organic matter dynamics in a tropical garden land system.
S. Ponnuswamy, TamilNadu Agricultural Univ.; S. Duraisamy. TamilNadu
Agricultural Univ.
A sustainable agro-ecosystem requires the conservation or enhancement of the soil
resource, and it is imperative that the organic matter content of the soils be sustained. A decrease in organic matter content is an indication of lower soil quality in
most soils. Analysis made by Rozanov (1990) showed that 16 per cent of original
soil carbon stock might have disappeared since agriculture began 10,000 years ago.
Also an overall loss of humus, estimated at the rate of 25.3 million tons/year in the
past 300 years. The Indian soils, generally low in organic matter, under intensive
cropping with imbalanced fertiliser use, declined in soil organic matter (SOM),
as evidenced from the long term fertility experiments (Swarup et al.,1998). This
paper analyses the dynamics of soil organic carbon (SOC), under three different
experimental systems and cropping patterns over a period of time conducted at
Tamil Nadu Agricultural University, Coimbatore, India. These three experiments
are being conducted with an aim of monitoring soil fertility due to continuous
intensive cultivation under different farming systems The Old Permanent Manurial
Experiment (OPME) was started in 1909, originally as an irrigated experiment and
that was later (1937) converted into a rainfed experiment and at this time the cropping system was converted from two crops per year into a single crop per year The
New Permanent Experiment (NPME) was started in 1925, and is conducted in an
irrigated system with one set of treatments receiving 2t ha-l of cattle manure, since
its inception These two experiments are conducted with different nutrient input
management systems of single inorganic nutrients and their combinations. Along
with these, the changes in the OC status of another irrigated long term fertilisation
trial is being conducted since 1972, under intensive cultivation (3 crops per year)
is also discussed. All the three experiments concludes that there is a build up in the
organic carbon status of the soil for a balanced application of N, P, and K along with
an application of organic manure. Among the inorganic fertiliser treatments, combined application of all the three major nutrients resulted in a higher organic carbon
status, than to the application of single nutrients, owing to a better growth and
higher amount of root residues added after the harvest of each crop, over the years
But, both in OPME and NPME, there was a decline in the OC content after seven
years and a reversal in the last nine years has happened, proving an establishment
of an equilibrium. Under intensive cropping system of cultivation, the soil organic
carbon build up resulted in all the treatments, including unmanured control, which
is maximum for the combined application of inorganics and organics (100% NPK
+ FYM) When compared with the initial soil carbon status in 1972 at the inception
of the experiment (0.30%), the intensive cropping since then had resulted in the
enhanced OC content, regardless of the nutrient input system including control.
Continuous adoption of all the treatments to the high intensive cropping system
tended to build up soil organic matter (Brar ct al„ 1998). The build up is maximum
in 100% NPK+FYM applied plots (133% increase) followed by 150% NPK (123%
increase) with reference to initial level of 0.3%. The increase was recorded in control (40% increase) and N alone (67% increase). The increase in OC is attributed
to added root biomass over a period of 30 years. Appreciable improvement in soil

OC with respect to the initial level was observed at optimal to super optimal (100150%) NPK doses on almost all the soils (Nambiar, 1994) Decline in SOM with
continuous use of nitrogenous fertilizers has been reported especially on laterite
and black cotton soils by Goswami and Rattan (2000). Such ill effects can be set
right when balanced application of FYM was practiced Long term sustenance of
soil fertility and higher productivity has been accomplished, provided optimum
NPK are supplemented with FYM, as it is due to the manifold beneficial effects,
where FYM acts as a store house of nutrients, improver of soil health, synergiser
of the microbial activity, soil biomass accumulator and preserver of bio- diversity.
Hence it is concluded, continuous cultivation (even intensive) with optimum fertilization and organic manuring, would buildup soil organic carbon status.
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Short term effects of organic amendments on soil properties and growth of
irrigated cotton grown in a self-mulching Vertisol.
S. Ghosh, Agronomy and Soil Science; P. V. Lockwood, Agronomy and Soil Science;
N. Hulugalle. Australian Cotton Research Institute; H. Daniel, Agronomy and Soil
Science.
Australia produces around 3% of the world's cotton fibre, and is the third largest exporter after Uzbekistan and USA. The area sown to cotton in Australia is
about 550,000 ha. The major soil types used for growing cotton are clayey Vertisols
(clay content >50%) which are relatively fertile, have low organic matter contents
and can be sodic at depth. Soil organic matter plays a key role in maintaining soil
structure and fertility. At the same time, intensive farming causes a rapid decline
in soil organic matter content Research conducted in sandy soils has suggested
that this can be reversed by applying organic waste products as soil amendments.
Information on the effects of organic waste products on Vertisol quality is, however, sparse, particularly for irrigated cotton production systems The objective of
this study, therefore, was to evaluate the effects of three easily available organic
amendments on soil quality of a Vertisol sown with irrigated cotton. A field study
was conducted at the Australian Cotton Research Institute (ACRI), near Narrabri,
New South Wales during the growing season of 2004-05. The experiment was laid
in a 4 RCB design using three different organic amendments viz., cattle manure,
composted cotton gin trash and "Tryton" vermicast liquid. The soil was sampled on
three occasions from the 0 to 0.1 m depth and analyzed for selected physical, chemical and microbiological properties including aggregate stability, pH, EC, nutrient
dynamics both cations and anions, particulate organic matter, non-exchangeable
potassium, microbial biomass and soil respiration. Physiological data such as plant
height, numbers of nodes, flowers, bolls etc of the cotton plant were also recorded
during its active growth stage. Addition of liquefied vermicast increased lint yield
by 6.8%, but there was no increase in yield due to application of other amendments
Microbiological analysis of the samples collected after cotton picking suggested
that manure increased the soil microbial biomass and respiration, whereas vermicast increased only microbial biomass There was no difference in plant height and
other physiological characteristics among the treatments during the active growth
stage. There were no significant short-term effects, beneficial or adverse, on soil
physical and chemical properties. Further work will examine potential longer term
effects, other organic amendments, and the influence of application rate.
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G.J.Clark
Soluble and mineralizable carbon of organic amendments influence aggregation
in a high clay sodic soil.
G. J. Clark, La Trobe Univ; N. Dodgshun, La Trobe Univ: C. Tang, La Trobe Uni
P. Sale, La Trobe Univ.
Soil organic matter (SOM) is intimately linked with the structure of soils Subsoils
are inherently low in organic carbon. There is wide interest in improving the structure of heavy clay subsoils with the use of organic matter In addition, gypsum is
widely used to amend dispersive (sodic) soils. An incubation study was undertaken
to examine the dynamics of SOM in relation to aggregation of a sodic subsoil (ESP
= 30) containing 30% sand, 9% silt and 60% clay. Organic amendments (OA),
differing in C;N ratios, as well as gypsum, were added to subsoil at the rate of
1% (w/w). The soil was incubated for 56 days at 25"C Water stable aggregates,
respired CO,, soluble organic carbon and mineral N were measured during the
incubation. Wheat shoots (early grain filling stage) were the most effective amendment for formation of macroaggregates (>2 mm) during 56 days of incubation.
None of the OA affected the formation of aggregates from 0 25 to 0 5 mm. whereas
gypsum significantly increased the proportion of microaggregates from 0.25-0 5
mm (Figure I).Fig. I. Proportion of aggregates greater than 2 mm and from 0.250.5 mm remaining after wet-sieving amended soil at 3, 14, 28 and 56 days of incubation. Error bars represent standard error of the mean Effective macroaggregation (>2 mm) was linked with readily soluble carbon and low mineralizable N.
Wheat shoots by comparison with lucerne shoots contained more soluble carbon;
its addition increased the formation of macroaggregates within 3 days In addition,
macroaggregates of the wheat-amended soil had not significantly declined after 56
days The treatment with lucerne shoots, with less soluble carbon, took longer to
form macroaggregates, which significantly declined during 56 days of incubation
This decline was linked to the higher mineralizable N present in the lucerne While
lucerne- and wheat-amended soils had similar amounts of nitrate from day 14; the
former had significantly more ammonium than the latter from day 14 to 56. The
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Thursday
water soluble C portion of the OA would appear to be quickly consumed within 7
days The ratio of total respired C to initial water soluble C was 2.1 for wheat, 2 9
for lucerne and 18.6 for peat. The results suggest that the fraction of recalcitrant C
in the OA is more important than the soluble carbon fraction for the formation of
stable macroaggregates.
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D A . Angers
Carbon storage and greenhouse gas emissions as influenced by tillage and N
fertilizer.

D. A. Angers. Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada; P. Rochelle, Agriculture &
Agri-Food Canada; V. Poirier, Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada; F. Larouche.
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada; M. H. Chantigny, Agriculture and Agri-Food
Canada; N. Ziadi. Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada.
The use of no-till (NT) and improved fertilizer management are proposed ways to
sequester atmospheric C02 in agricultural soils. Several studies have shown that
the potential to sequester C under NT can be limited in poorly drained fine-textured
soils. For a complete analysis of the potential of soils to act as a C sink, emissions
of other greenhouse gases (GHG) must be evaluated. Previous work has shown
that the effects of NT on N20 emissions are variable, often showing greater N20
emissions under NT in humid temperate climate and the reverse under semi-arid
conditions. The objective of this study was to perform an assessment of the net
GHG emissions from a clay soil subjected to NT and variable N fertilizer rates.
Soil C content and GHG emissions were measured in a 13-year old research site
comparing the effects of NT and rates of N fertilizer in a corn/soybean system on a
Gleysolic clay loam at L'Acadie, Quebec, Canada Fertilizer N was applied at rates
of 0, 80, 160 kg N ha-1 only during the corn year only. Soil samples were taken
in 72 plots at 7 depth increments down to 60 cm during 2 consecutive cropping
seasons (2003 under soybeans, 2004 under corn). In addition, N20 and CH4 soilsurface fluxes were measured weekly during the two growing seasons The effects
of N fertilizer rates on soil C content were not significant at any soil depth despite
significant effects of N fertilizer on crop yields and consequently on C inputs. In
the 0-5 cm soil layer only, C content was significantly greater in the NT than in the
mouldboard plow (MP) treatment Conversely, in the 20-30 cm layer, C content
was significantly greater in the MP than in the NT soil. Overall, when assessed for
the whole soil profile, there were no statistically significant effect of tillage on soil
C storage; the greater C content in the top soil under NT being off-set by greater
C content at depth under MP. The effects of tillage and N fertilizer on N20 and
CH4 emissions varied in both years During the corn year (2004), emissions were
low except for a period of about three weeks following application of N fertilizers.
Cumulative annual N20 emissions during the com year were proportional to N
fertilizer rate. N20 emissions during the soybean year were low and similar to soil
background values, thereby suggesting that the biological N fixation per se was not
a measurable source of N20. Compared to conventional tillage, no-till decreased
N20 emissions by 20% during the corn year but increased them by 50% during
the soybean year. Soil under both crops was a weak sink for atmospheric CH4, and
CH4 uptake was not significantly affected by tillage practices.
These results confirm that the impact of tillage practices on C storage in soils of
eastern Canada can be limited and emphasize the importance of taking the whole
soil profile into account when analyzing soil C storage. Despite significant effects
on corn yields, increasing N rates did not result in measurable impact on soil C in
this corn/soybean system but did increase N20 emissions during the corn year. For
both growing seasons, a complete accounting of net GHG emissions from soils
suggests that NT had no significant impact on net GHG emissions in this soil but
that increased N fertilization resulted in higher emissions This study illustrates
the importance of considering both C storage and N20 emissions in estimating the
potential for management practices to mitigate GHG emissions.
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Soil Carbon Build-llp in Semi-Arid West Africa : An Art of Balancing.

E. Ouédraogo, Albert Schweitzer Centre for Ecology (CEAS); A. Mando. 1FDC;
L. Brussaard. Wageningen Univ and Research Centre, Dept. Soil Quality; L.
Stroosnijder Wageningen Univ.
Soil organic carbon plays a key role in soil as an important regulator of environmental constraints to crop productivity. In semi-arid West Africa, soils are characterised by low carbon content (< 1 %) and nitrogen and phosphorus deficiencies.
Hence these soils are unable to provide sufficient environmental services. A study
to assess the impact of management practices on soil carbon build-up has been
conducted in Burkina Faso from 2000 to 2001 The effects of tillage, soil fauna
and nitrogen fertiliser on soil carbon build-up have been investigated under a split
plot design on a Ferric Lixisol and a Eutric Cambisol Soil carbon build-up requires
judicious combination oflow quality organic resources and nitrogen input in tilled
systems. In no-till systems high quality organic amendments favoured soil carbon
buildup but soil and water conservation measures are needed to reduced organic
matter and nitrogen losses. Soil fauna play a key role in the decomposition oflow
quality organic materials and its incorporation into the soil However, in nitrogen
deficient soil, nitrogen input is needed to maintain soil organic cabon level Soil
carbon build-up in semi-arid West Africa is an art of balancing, taking into account
nitrogen status of the soil, nitrogen inputs, the quality of organic amendments and
soil tillage.
54-9
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R K. Hubbard
Cover Crop System Effects on Carbon/Nitrogen Sequestration and the
Physical Properties of Coastal Plain Soils under Conservation Tillage.
R. K. Hubbard, SE Watershed Research Laboratory, USDA-ARS; T. Strickland, SE
Watershed Research Laboratory, USDA-ARS; S. Phalak. Univ of Georgia; J. M.
Scholberg, Univ of Florida.
Crop growth and water/solute movement are affected by soil properties. Crop
growth is affected by soil moisture retention, which relates to soil structure (particle
and pore size distribution), which is greatly affected by soil C levels. Soil hydraulic
conductivity depends on particle size distribution, porosity, bulk density, and preferential flow paths, which also relates to soil C levels and their effect on soil structure. Uncertainty exists concerning the impact of cover crops with conservation
tillage on the total agricultural environment. A study conducted from 2002 - 2005
by the University of Georgia, University of Florida, and USDA-ARS, assessed the
effects of cover crops on C/N sequestration and soil physical properties in coastal
plain soils. The cropping systems were (1) sunnhemp (Crotalaria juncea L), crimson clover (Trifolium incarnatum L), sweet corn (Zea mays L); (2) sunnhemp,
fallow, sweet com; (3) fallow, crimson clover, sweet corn; (4) fallow, fallow, sweet
corn; or (5) fallow, fallow, fallow. Three N rates (0, 75, or 150 kg/ha) were tested
on the corn for cropping systems 1, 2, and 3, while N rates of 0, 75, 150, 225, and
300 kg/ha were used for cropping system 4. No N was applied to cropping system
5. There were four replicates of each cropping system/N fertilizer rate treatment.
Carbon/nitrogen sequestration was determined from samples of the top 2.5 cm of
soil collected quarterly. Soil physical property measurements were made on minimally disturbed cores (7.6 cm height X 7.6 cm diameter) collected from the top
7 6 cm of soil of each plot three times annually using an impact type sampler. Soil
physical property measurements on the cores included bulk density (BD), saturated
hydraulic conductivity (HC), and soil moisture retention (MR). Results from the
study showed cover crop differences in C/N sequestration and soil physical properties. Rotations with sunnhemp had greater total C and N than the other cropping
systems. For soil physical properties there were significant differences in BD, HC
and MR between soil in the rows and that in the row middles for all treatments
Bulk densities were lower, HC's were greater, and MR's were greater in the rows
than in the middles. No differences in soil physical properties were found among N
fertilizer rates Also, cover crops and N fertilizer rate did not affect MR However,
significant differences in BD and HC were found between rotations with sunnhemp
as crop 1 and the other rotations. The rotations with sunnhemp as crop 1 had lower
BD and greater HC than the other cropping systems, particularly in the soil samples
collected within the row Inclusion of sunnhemp, which produces large quantities
of biomass, as a cover crop in rotations on coastal plain soils benefited the soil by
increasing C/N sequestration and hydraulic conductivity (greater water infiltration
at the surface and less runoff), and decreasing bulk density. The study showed the
significant effects that cover crop type in agricultural systems has on organic matter accumulation including positive effects on soil physical properties important to
crop production.
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8:00 AM K. Yoo
Quantifying the Rates of Soil Genesis by Geochemical Mass Balance.
K. Yoo. Dept of Plant and Soil Sciences. Univ of Delaware.
Existing soil chronosequence studies demonstrate that soils are dynamic and historical objects- Most importantly, the soil thickness and vertical profile of soil chemistry significantly change as the soil ages. Much progress has been made in identifying
physical and chemical processes responsible for these temporal changes. However,
we are still poorly prepared to quantify the rates of the individual processes, the
functional relationships among the processes, and the feedbacks between the processes and the soil properties as soils form. This is a critical intellectual gap which
needs to be bridged to legitimately place soil genesis in the context of ecosystem
change in human to geological time scales. What is urgently needed, to address this
challenge, is a process-based mathematical model which can guide us not only to
determine what to measure and what relationships to seek but also to integrate the
empirical data. To address this issue, we combined existing models of geochemical
mass balance and geomorphic sediment transport. While the geochemical mass balance tracks the mass loss or gain by chemical dissolution and precipitation within
and from a soil profile, the sediment budget describes physical soil mixing and soil
production from underlying parent material in relation to soil thickness. Based on
the new combined model, we propose the following data as key information for
mechanically understanding soil formation; total chemistry, thickness, bulk density
of entire soil profile, and the rates of soil production and mixing. This empirical
data set, via our model, can be converted to the rates of net mass loss/gain by
chemical dissolution and precipitation within and from a soil profile. The model
quantitatively links the chemical weathering rates to physical processes of soil mixing and breakdown of parent material to finer soil materials. Lastly, by comparing
those rates to the observed soil thickness and profile chemistry along a studied
soil chronosequence, one can quantitatively study the feedback between earth surface processes and soil properties. There are increasing demands for integrating
the knowledge of soil formation with process geomorphology, and we provide this
model as a springboard for this potentially fruitful interdisciplinary research.
55-2
8:30 AM L J Osher
Carbon Storage in Estuarine Soils of Downeast Maine.
L. J. Osher. Univ of Maine; J. Jespersen. Forest Bell Environmental.
Estuaries occupy the boundaries between terrestrial and marine systems. Like
upland soils, the soils of estuaries support plant growth, are susceptible to erosion
and degradation of soil quality, and provide the physical and chemical resources
needed for ecosystem growth and sustainability. In recognition of their importance
to the health of coastal habitats, US soil scientists have begun to investigate the
genesis and morphology of the soils in estuaries and near shore coastal environments. Several of the recent studies investigating estuary soils have been completed
at the University of Maine. The research has included investigations of subaqueous soil-landform relationships, quantification of soil organic matter storage, and
identification of organic carbon sources using stable isotope biogeochemistry. As
with terrestrial soils, estuarine subaqueous soils store larger amounts of carbon than
is present in the biomass of the ecosystems they support. In the top meter of soils
in Maine's shallow estuaries, organic carbon storage is equivalent to total carbon
storage in New England's moderately well-drained upland forested soils. In contrast to upland soils where carbon contents decrease exponentially with increasing
soil depths, organic carbon contents in these estuarine soils are relatively constant
to depths up to and greater than five meters. A more comprehensive quantification
of organic carbon storage in these coastal systems may even reduce the quantity of
carbon 'missing' from global carbon storage estimates Stable carbon isotope data
identify that the majority of the organic carbon stored in these estuary soils was
fixed by estuary biota. The terrestrial organic matter present is mostly in the soils
at the edges which have experienced inundation and burial as a result of rising sea
level With increasing distance toward the estuary channel, the relative content of
terrestrial organic matter decreases These results challenge the widely held belief
that the organic carbon stored in estuarine systems is primarily transported from the
surrounding watershed via surface water.
55-3
8:50 AM M. Sommer
Matter Fluxes in and From Soil Landscapes—Structure and Sensitive Areas.
M Sommer. Leibniz-Centre for Agricultural Landscape Research (ZALF) e. V.
Müncheberg: Institute of Soil Landscape Research.
A better understanding of spatial soil variability, its development over time (pedogenesis) and its functional relationships to recent processes in soil landscapes is one
of the biggest challenge in soil science. This paper presents three case studies on
the influence of soil pattern—developed in geological time scales—on actual matter transport: (i) solid phase transport in agricultural landscapes, (ii) solute transport from forested catchments, and (iii) gas fluxes from agricultural landscapes. In
case study I the exclusion of sedimentation zones as well as a segmentation of soil
landscapes by digital terrain analysis leads to a more realistic picture of measured
erosion rates compared to area-wide modeling Soil landscape analysis in forested
catchments (case study II) results in riparian soils to be most sensitive areas for
DOC- and Fe-fluxes between terrestrial and fluvial biogeosystems. Regardless of
the absolute or relative acreages the formation of riparian soils as pedochemical
barriers or zones of high element mobility determine catchment outputs In case

study III the influence of soil pattern development on the emergence of biogeochemical hot spots in grassland systems is demonstrated. Past solid phase transport
(soil erosion) into wet parts of agricultural landscapes led to small fringes of very
high CH4 fluxes. The latter are comparable to paddy soils in respect to unit area
emissions. They are of relevance for regional methane inventories at least. From
the results a generalized concept for soil landscape research is developed In the
so-called "multiscale soil landscape analysis" special emphazis is given to the role
of "sensitive areas" in soil landscapes for matter fluxes.
55-4
9:10 AM M.Thomas
Predicting Regional Complex Saline-Sodic Soil Patterns Using Geophysical,
Hydropedological and Mineralogical Approaches That Translate Across
Scales.
M. Thomas. CRC-LEME/CS1RO Land and Water/Univ of Adelaide; R. Filzpatrick.
CRC-LEME/CS1RO Land and Water; G. S. Heinson. CRC-LEME/Univ of
Adelaide.
In this study, we use combined geophysical, mineralogical, terrain, and hydropedological approaches from representative toposequences to assess the scaling
behaviour of variability in two saline-sodic soil-landscapes in upland South Australia The complex patterns of spatial and temporal soil variation observed in these
landscapes are the cumulative result of several geomorphological, hydrological and
geochemical processes acting together. The soil-landscape process at one scale has
a feedback to action at another scale. Consequently, spatial and temporal variations
occur over several levels of scale and resolution, principally: (i) molecular (nanoscale), (ii) profile (point scale), (iii) plot (100 m2), (iv) toposequence (50 to 20,000
m), (v) catchment (100 to 500 ha) and (vi) regional scales (100 to 500 km2). In this
paper two study areas were selected in a high rainfall zone (680 mm) and a low
rainfall zone (475 mm) to study regional digital predictions of land degradation in
high value rain fed farming areas via "upscaling" approaches. This approach was
used to: (i) refine existing large scale soil maps (e.g. ~ 1: 5,000 scale) and reveal
in more detail the distribution of the complex soil-landscape patterns, and (ii)
identify near-surface hydropedological patterns featuring preferential water flow
pathways within the complex soil-landscape patterns.The multiscale soil investigation approaches applied included: (i) near-surface geophysical surveys of potassium concentration (K %) and thorium (Th ppm) from gamma radiometrics, ground
apparent electrical conductivity (ECa), and volume magnetic susceptibility (ê), (ii)
soil survey (e.g. structural morphology) and physicochemical data (eg. mineralogy, chemistry), and (iii) terrain analysis. The newly acquired hydropedological
understanding for each of the study area landscapes underpinned: (i) construction of graphic 3D whole-of-landscape conceptual toposequence models that both
highlighted and communicated more widely hillslope processes (e.g. soil types,
soil morphological and salt distributions), and (ii) the development of rules-based
frameworks to digitally predict (upscale) the distribution of saline-sodic patterns in
nearby, regionally repeating toposequences. The application of the newly acquired
hydropedological knowledge for each study area landscape played a key role by
providing the conceptual link between the various scales of soil investigation that
were conducted, allowing, for example, the fine scale soil system patterns to be
aggregated to support interpretation of soil processes identified in more coarsely
scaled soil system patterns The application of hydropedological principles were
successful in this respect because water movement is the common thread that influences (and links) the majority of processes within the hillslope soil systems investigated.

55-5
9:30 AM J.M.Gray
The Use of Major Soil Databases to Reveal Relationships Between Soil Forming
Factors and Global Soil Distribution.
J. M. Gray. NSW Dept of Natural Resources: G. S. Humphreys. Dept of Physical
Geography: J. Deckers. Catholic Univ of Leuven.
Relationships between various soil forming environmental factors and global soil
distribution were examined using three large world soil databases, namely the
ISRJC WISE Global database, the US National Soil Characterisation database
and the NSW (Australia) SALIS database. Data on key soil properties and soil
types under varying conditions of climate, parent material and topography were
derived from the databases There appears to be little or no previous attempts to use
major soil databases in this way to reveal global soil distribution patterns Distinct
trends in the behaviour of soil properties with varying environmental conditions
are observed The relationships are, however, not statistically strong, with generally
high standard errors and low correlation (R2) values The observed relationships
are mostly in accord with general theories of soil science and soil formation, but
there are some anomalies and subtle complexities that are not readily explained
and deserve further consideration The nature of the relationships vary, with some
such as pH v climate (under constant parent material and topography) suggesting
a linear relationship while similar plots with base content reveal an exponential
relationship. The gradients of regression lines and intersections with y-axes vary in
systematic ways under different conditions Not surprisingly, most soil properties
and resulting soil types are influenced by the combined effect of the three environmental factors considered, with individual factors rarely controlling the behaviour
of any of the selected soil properties Many properties are, however, more strongly
influenced by some factors than others. These results provide a potentially use-
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ful basis for the prediction and modelling of precise soil properties and soil types
under different combinations of climate, parent material and topography around
the globe This approach may be particularly useful for areas where no reliable soil
maps exist. The predictive potential of this approach is demonstrated with reference to soil conditions expected under a sub-tropical, near level site with a highly
siliceous parent material. Further analysis of soil distribution relationships and the
development of the predictive model using world soil databases are proposed.
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Figure 1: pH by Rainfall and Parent Material for Near Level Sites (B horizon) (ISR1C database)
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637a
M. Yadav
Electronic Soil Analyzer.
M. Yadav, Ansal Institute of Technology.
Worldwide researchers are working hard to maximize the yield potential of the
crops by introducing new hybrid varieties and also trying to keep the nutritional
quality and fertility of the soil maintained to its maximum level through natural
ways, and by avoiding the chemical uses. The other great complexity problem and
the wide greater concern in soils is the problem of "salinity". While keeping these
problems in view and the concerns of the scientists and farmers world wide, with
the help of Information Technology and artificial intelligence through the genetic
algorithm it would now be possible to analyze the soil content / phk, its nutritional availability, ability, demands, control over drought etc. Though the research
planned is still in its prototype functionality, but with the already much advanced
research in this field in Israel and in computer science in USA, it would be very
soon possible to have an Electronic Soil analyzer. It can be used through various
models of usage and according to the field size and area to be installed With the
help of soil analyzer, it would be possible to understand the changing soil patterns
in accordance with the climate, along with that it would be also possible to understand the various levels in the ground, knowledge about the soil borne diseases by
the help of understanding the bacterial movement and density in the soil type or the
moisture content problem, the other could be in controlling the drought etc. the soil
analyzer could be developed in the form of a gadget form or in an electro mechanical formation, by which we would move it along in the farm and specific data could
be arranged for particular patches in the soils. Both the models would provide to
help and understand the soil problem and constraints world over and would eventually help to overcome the problems faced by the Crop management and agriculture
sector in particular Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Genetic Algorithm, salinity,
phk, drought level, soil borne diseases

as a function of groundwater regime, climatic conditions, and land use practice;
and (2) to evaluate the Caterpillar method, a variant of singular-spectrum analysis
(SSA), as a tool to analyse time series of historic soil monitoring data which may be
marked by short length, missing records, and irregular temporal sampling interval.
The study site is located 45 km northwest of Winnipeg, Manitoba. Canada. The
site consists of two subsites, north and south, both measuring 420 by 100 m, with
a maximum relief of l m. The dominant soils are imperfectly drained Gleyed Rego
Black Chernozems and Rego Humic Gleysols. Salinity has originated from the slow
discharge of saline groundwater from the carbonate rock aquifer. Visible salt crusts
and precipitates are common on the soil surface and in the soil profile. The north
subsite has remained uncultivated since 1984 when it was seeded to grass. The
south subsite has been deep tilled annually and cropped of wheat, barley, and rape
Each subsite consists of a surveying grid of 473 nodes with a 10 m interval, and a
central transect including 7 observation wells. A climate monitoring station and a
well with an automatic water level recorder are located at the north subsite. Regular
monitoring was conducted between 1991 and 1999. An electromagnetic induction
sensor Geonics EM-38 was used to measure an apparent soil electrical conductivity in horizontal and vertical dipole position at each grid point three times per year
(in spring, summer, and fall). Calibrated data, ECeh and ECev, represented spatial
distribution of soil salinity at 0-60 cm and 0-120 cm depth increments, respectively.
An interpolation was applied to obtain bi-monthly steps for ECeh and ECev (47 data
sets). Depth to groundwater level (Dgw) and electrical conductivity of groundwater
(ECgw) were measured at 14 wells on monthly basis (84 data sets). Global solar
radiation (GSR), air temperature (AT), soil temperature at depths of 10 and 50 cm
(ST1(1 and STW), total rainfall (TR), and Dgw at the well with an automatic water
level recorder (Dgw-a) were measured on daily basis (2922 records). We applied
the Caterpillar method to the time series of GSR, AT, ST|0, ST5(), TR, Dgw-a, Dgw,
ECgw, as well as ECeh, and ECev near selected wells. Software CaterpillarSSA 3.10
was used. The data processing includes four main steps: (1) a one-dimensional time
series is converted into a trajectory matrix; (2) singular value decomposition of the
matrix is carried out; (3) the eigentriple grouping is performed; and (4) the original series is reconstructed using eigentriple groups selected by a researcher. This
leads to the decomposition of the time series into components that can be identified
as trends, short- and long-term periodicities, and noise.Among expected ordinary
seasonal periodicities of GSR, AT, ST ST51], TR, and Dgw (12- and 6-months
harmonics), we identified seasonality of ECgw (12-months harmonic). It is in phase
with the Dgw seasonal cycle: maximal Dgw and minimal ECgw are in spring, while
minimal Dgw and maximal ECgw—in fall. Also, 3-year cycle of Dgw was found
(36-, 18, and 4.5-months harmonics). Both cycles of Dgw are connected with the
same cycles of precipitation observable in this region. We identified two cycles of
ECeh, and ECev: a weak seasonal periodicity (12-months harmonic) manifested
mainly at the south subsite (minimal ECe are in spring, while maximal ECe—in
fall), and a strong 3-year cycle (36- and 18-months harmonics). Both ECe cycles
are connected with corresponding groundwater periodicities. Although seasonal
changes of ECe is in phase with Dgw and ECgw seasonalities, ECe responses to
3-yr cycle of Dgw with 1-year delay. We did notfindeither clear trends in dynamics
of soil salinity or its dependence on land use practice.
The first application of SSA to soil and groundwater time series demonstrated that
the Caterpillar method can be successfully used to study temporal domain of soil
processes using historic soil monitoring data.

56-3
638a
M. V Gabchenko
Assessment of Soil Salinity Using Remote Sensing Data and Image Analysis.
M. V. Gabchenko. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute.
Objective of this study is to evaluate soil salinity using image analysis of remote
sensing data and field data in order to develop, later on, the automatic interpretation
of remote sensing data in the salt-affected areas.
The study area is located in the northwestern part of the Caspian Lowland, in the
semidesert zone. The investigated area includes the territory of the Dzhanybek
research station and its surroundings and amounts to about 7000 ha. Salt-affected
soils are widespread throughout this area. This territory is characterized by the arid
continental climate with a significant excess of evaporation over precipitation, the
annual precipitation varies from 150 to 450 mm.The investigated area is located
on an exceptionally flat plain, with a well-pronounced meso- and microtopography
with an amplitude from 10—30 cm (shallow depressions, or microlows) to 0.5—1
m (deep depressions, or mesolows) The soil parent material is represented by the
homogeneous slightly salinized loesslike loam. The groundwater table is found at
a depth of 3-5 m In this study, virgin lands are under consideration.The soil cover
in the investigated region is composed of the soils of mesolows and the soils of
56-2
637b
l V. Florinsky
solonetzic complexes between these mesolows. Mesolows have a length of up to
Application of Singular-Spectrum Analysis to Study Dynamics of Soil
several hundred meters and an area from 0.1 to 36 ha. They are occupied by darkcolored chernozem-like nonsaline soils, which are easily interpreted on the images.
Salinisation in the Canadian Prairies.
/. V. Florinsky. Institute of Mathematical Problems of Biology. Russian Academy of Soil complex (soil association) is composed of three components: (1) meadowchestnut (nonsaline and slightly saline) soils are located in the microlows; (2) lightSciences: R. G. Eilers. Land Resource Unit. Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada;
chestnut both nonsolonetzic and solonetzic (from nonsaline to strongly saline) soils
M. M. Fitzgerald. Ministry of Agriculture, British Columbia: D. Swidinsky. Land
occupy different positions in the microtopography; and (3) solonchakous (strongly
Resource Unit. Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada.
saline) solonetzes are located on the microhighs (flat elevated areas between the
microlows). According to the World Reference Base for Soil Resources (1998),
Soil salinisation is a typical process for the Canadian prairies Regularities in temmeadow-chestnut and light-chestnut soils are referred to as Haplic and Gypsic Kasporal variability of soil salinity remain unclear and conflicting. There were two
tanozems; and solonchakous solonetzes - as Salic (Gypsic, Calcic) Solonetzes The
objectives of this study: (I) to estimate regularities, such as trends, seasonal and
soils are mainly characterized by the sodium sulfate or chloride-sulfate composimedium-term cycles, in the temporal variability of soil salinity at a field scale
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tion of salts. Image analysis was conducted using 1LWIS software, the supervised
classification procedure. More than 100 pits and boreholes to a depth of I to 5
meters were made, from which about 1000 samples were taken and analyzed. Soil
reaction and chemical composition of water extracts (1:5) were measured. Then,
the total content of toxic salts was calculated as the sum of all ions in water extracts
excluding those forming calcium sulfate and bicarbonate.In the process of image
analysis, all solonetzic complexes occupying the inter-padina areas were grouped
with respect to the portion occupied by meadow-chestnut soils, as follows: (1) Soil
complexes characterized by sparse distribution of meadow-chestnut soils (<5%);
(2) Soil complexes, in which meadow-chestnut soils occupy 10-30% of the soil
complex; (3) Soil complexes, in which more than 50% (50-70%) of the soil complex is occupied by meadow-chestnut soils. The portion of other soils (except for
meadow-chestnut soils) and degree of soil salinity change regularly from one group
to another. Approximate estimates show that salt reserves in the upper meter of the
distinguished soil complexes differ significantly. The largest reserves of salts are in
the complexes of the second group (70-120 t/ha), which are characterized by the
maximum portion of solonetzes and medium portion of meadow-chestnut soils.
The minimum salt reserves are in the complexes of the third group (10 t/ha), where
the largest area is occupied by meadow-chestnut soils, and solonetzes are absent.
The salt reserves in the complexes of the first group predominantly occupied by
light-chestnut soils are 40 t/ha. We concluded that:(l) Assessment of salt-affected
soils in the Northern Caspian region, which is characterized by the small-area complex soil cover, is possible on the basis of interpretation of 5-m resolution satellite
images. With the use of image processing, the types and salinity status of soils can
be distinguished due to the specific reflectance of each component of the soil complex. (2) Within the studied area, three groups of soil complexes are distinguished
with respect to the portion of meadow-chestnut soils.(3) Salt reserves in the upper
meter differ considerably in the distinguished groups of complexes. The largest
reserves are found in the areas occupied by complexes of the second group, which
is characterized by the maximum portion of solonetzes and solonetzic soils.
This study was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, project
nos. 04-04-48197 and 05-04-49098.
56-4
638b
D Corwin
Mapping Soil Properties Using ECa-Directed Sampling.
D. Corwin. USDA-ARS, George E. Brown Jr. Salinity Laboratory: S. M. Lesch.
Univ of California. Riverside.
Characterizing spatial variability is an important consideration of any landscapescale soil-related problem, such as solute transport, precision agriculture, and soil
quality assessment, to mention just a few. Apparent soil electrical conductivity
(ECa) is a quick, reliable measurement that is frequently used for the spatial characterization of edaphic properties. It is the objective of this paper (i) to present protocols for conducting an ECa survey and (ii) to apply these protocols to map the spatial variability of soil properties involved in a soil quality assessment at a drainage
water reuse site. The protocols are comprised of eight general steps. The soil quality assessment was conducted on a 32.4-ha field in California's San Joaquin Valley (SJV) where a mobile electromagnetic induction (EMI) survey was performed
following the outlined protocols. The EMI survey consisted of ECa measurements
taken at 22,177 locations in April 2002. A response-surface sampling design identified 40 sites where soil-core samples were taken at 0.3-m increments to a depth of
1.2 m. Soil samples were analyzed for a variety of physical and chemical properties
associated with soil quality for an arid-zone soil used for the growth of forage (i.e.,
Bermuda grass) for livestock. Analysis characterized the soil as montmoriilonitic,
saline, and sodic with ECe (electrical conductivity of the saturation extract) varying
from 4.83 to 45.3 dS/m, SAR (sodium adsorption ratio) from 5.62 to 103.12, and
clay content from 2.5% to 48.3%. Spatial trends showed high areas of salinity and
SAR in the center of the southern half of the study area. Maps of spatial variation
of properties associated with soil quality for an arid-zone soil (i.e., ECe. SAR, B,
and Mo) are presented. The developed ECa-directed sampling protocols provide
the guidelines to assure reliability, consistency, and compatibility of ECa survey
measurements and their interpretation when used to map soil properties.
56-5
639a
J. Doolittle
A Comparison of High-Intensity Soil and EMI Surveys in Northern Illinois,
USA.
J. Doolittle. USDA-NRCS-NSSC: R. D. Windhom. USDA-NRCS: D. L. Withers.
USDA-NRCS: R. L. Mcleese. USDA-NRCS.
Electromagnetic induction (EMI) was used to improve the quality of several highintensity soil surveys in northern Illinois. At each site, apparent conductivity (ECa)
data provided an additional layer of information, which improved knowledge of
soils and directed further soil sampling The information provided by ECa maps
and supplementary soil sampling lead soil scientists to recognize additional soils
or modify mapping concepts. Within the study sites, ECa maps facilitated the identification and delineation of some soil polygons and improved confidence levels.
However. ECa maps lacked sufficient contrast to resolve similar soils and some soil
polygons within these sites. While patterns of ECa influenced the judgments of soil
scientists, ECa maps were not accepted as substitutes for high-intensity soil maps.

56-6
639b
Y. H Kim
Using Optical Remote Sensors to Estimate Grain Protein Content in Rice
Canopy.

Y. H. Kim. S. Y. Hong. S K. Rim. J. M. Lee. H. K. Kwak. National Institute of
Agricultural Science and Technology. RDA.
It is well known that the protein content of rice grain is an indicator of taste of
cooked rice in the countries who eat rice for staple. We examined that remote sensors
can tell the difference of rice grain quality, investigating the relationships among
leaf nitrogen content of the rice canopy, grain protein content, and normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) values NDVI is a widely used vegetation index
which is dimensionless, radiometric measures of vegetation and an indicator of
relative abundance and activity of green vegetation We measured NDVI ([RNIRRRED]/[RNIR+RRED]) and green NDVI ([RNIR-RGREEN]/[RNIR+RGREEN])
using two different active sensors (Greenseeker, NTech Inc USA), leaf nitrogen
content and grain protein content during the rice growing season at the experimental plots of NIAST in 2005. Greenseeker is a hand-held optical sensor unit which
captures the light reflectance of plants using artificial light sources of near infrared
and red or green wavelengths beamed from the very sensor Four levels of nitrogen
fertilizers (0, 7, 10, 13kg/10a) with the same amount of phosphorous and potassium
content of the fertilizers were applied to the rice paddy fields with randomized
complete black design. Leaf nitrogen content per unit ground area and grain protein
content were analyzed with micro-Kjeldahl method Correlation analysis between
the green NDVI and leaf nitrogen content of the rice canopy were highly correlated
with after heading stage (r=0.89**) rather than before heading stage (r=0 81 **).
Relationships of measured nitrogen content to estimated on was significantly correlated (r=0.92**). Leaf nitrogen content of rice canopy was significantly, positively
correlated to grain protein content after heading stage (r=0.96**). The correlation
coefficients between green NDVI and NDVI and grain protein content were 0.94
and 0.85, respectively, and green NDVI showed higher coefficient of determination than that of NDVI during the harvest stage (283 DOY) After heading stage,
relationships between green NDVI and grain protein content showed the highest
positive correlation in the harvest stage The measured and estimated grain protein content showed good agreement (r=0.94**). Results from this study show that
green NDVI values represented a significant positive correlation with grain protein
content and can be used to estimate the grain protein during the harvest Optical
remote sensors (green NDV1/NDVI) appeared very effective to estimate leaf nitrogen content and grain protein content of the rice canopy.
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T. K. Ghabour
Wetlands Mapping and Classification based upon Remotely Sensed Data.
T. K. Ghabour. Soils & Water Use Dept.. National Research Centre.
The wetlands are important ecosystems. They are among the world's most productive environments and provide a wide array of benefits. They have ecological,
economical, and/or social values. These values are society's perception of the functioning of wetlands, and generally are desirable or useful to humans. Unfortunately,
in spite of their significant importance, wetlands continue to be among the world's
most threatened ecosystems, mainly because they are exposed to pollution or the
over-exploitation of their resources However, the most effective damage of all lays
in their conversion to other land-uses which historically has been a problem and has
continued to be till the present day The current study aims to map and classify the
wetlands in the northern middle portion of the Nile Delta of Egypt based upon the
remotely sensed data The Cowardin classification has been used in an inventory of
wetlands and deepwater habitats The structure of this classification is hierarchical
processing from systems and sub-systems at the most general levels to classes and
dominance types. The term system refers to a complex of wetlands and deepwater
habitats that share the influence of similar hydrologie geomorphologic chemical
or biological factors. The systems are further subdivided into more specific categories called sub-systems. The five major systems are marine, estuarine, riverine,
lacustrine and palustrine The studied wetlands are mainly estuarine and lacustrine
fringes. These wetlands are exposed to high levels of pollution from industrial,
domestic, and agricultural sources. Furthermore large parts of these wetlands are
converted into other land uses The estuarine system consists of deepwater tidal
habitats and adjacent tidal wetlands that are usually semi-enclosed by land but have
open, partly obstructed, or sporadic access to the open ocean or sea and in which
sea water is at least occasionally diluted by fresh water runoff from the land. It
includes both estuaries and lagoons. The lacustrine system includes permanently
flooded lakes and reservoirs, intermittent lakes and tidal lakes with sea derived
salinities below 0.5%. Water saturation largely determines how the soil develops
and the types of plant and animal communities living in and on the soil. Wetlands
may support both aquatic and terrestrial plant species The prolonged presence of
water creates conditions that favor the growth of specially adapted plants and promote the development of characteristic wetlands soils The primary objective of
this classification is to impose boundaries on natural ecosystems for the purpose of
inventory, evaluation and management processes Thus the outputs of this study are
ready to be used for further wetland investigations
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M H Heilmann
Classification of the Owens Dry Lake Playa Surface Using Satellite Imagery
and Unique Surface Characterization Methods.
M. H. Heilmann, B. L. Inman. J. E. Kimmelshue, B. Schmid. J. B. Dickey. R. Coles.
CH2MH/LL. INC: R. Harasick, LADWP.
The historic Owens Lake, located in the Great Basin Desert east of the Sierra
Nevada Mountains in California, receded after the Owens River was diverted
upstream, first to irrigate farmland, and later into the Los Angeles Aqueduct Over
time, the exposed Owens Lake playa (Playa) has become the leading source of
PM10 (particulate matter < 10 microns in diameter) in the United States. In cooperation with Great Basin Unified Air Pollution Control District (GBUAPCD), the Los
Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) has constructed the majority of
a 7,770-hectare dust control area, to be completed by the end of 2006. As LADWP
approaches completion of the project, focus is turning to evaluating emissions from
remaining, uncontrolled Playa surfaces. The majority of exposed Playa soils have a
crusted surface horizon consisting primarily of evaporite salts This crust is vulnerable to erosive forces of wind and saltating sand. Crust characteristics vary widely
across the Playa and also vary seasonally with weather cycles and relative humidity Understanding how the crust varies across the Playa, and how it responds to
environmental conditions, is critical to determine emission patterns. As a result,
a surface survey was conducted on 7,690 hectares of the remaining, uncontrolled
Playa to specifically classify crust conditions that affect surface vulnerability to
wind erosion. This survey also developed a baseline condition, from which monitoring of seasonal changes in crust conditions will be conducted. Remotely sensed
images were a principal resource for this effort. This survey was an ideal application for remote sensing because (1) a conventional survey of the vast project area
was not feasible due to accessibility constraints in some areas; (2) conditions of the
exposed surface were the focus of the survey; (3) topography was nearly flat and
few objects existed on the Playa that would obstruct view of the surface or provide
benchmarks during field observations; (4) a library of historical, high-resolution
satellite imagery was available; and (5) several characteristics, including overflow
areas, abrupt changes of crust condition or reflectance, are often visible on satellite images and are significant (in terms of erodibility) and repeatable (across
images and through time) surface mapping indicators. Preliminary survey polygons
were delineated based on visible range spectra in QuickBird and Landsat satellite imagery Delineations were based on twenty-two images, dating from 1994 to
2005. QuickBird imagery was the primary resource for surface polygon delineation because of its higher image resolution (sub-meter pixel) Landsat images (30meter pixel) were used to assess changes in large-scale features over time (such as
major overflow areas as a result of stormflow onto the Playa). Delineations were
verified and refined by extensive ground observation and characterization. Once
polygons were established, surfaces within them were characterized and classified
in the field A unique methodology was specifically developed for description of
Playa surface conditions Descriptive parameters were selected to support surface
erodibility evaluation. Surfaces were classified into surface mapping units based on
the prevalence of each suite of conditions on the Playa, anticipated wind erodibility
and logical relationships among characteristics. In general, satellite delineations
were consistent with transitions visible on the ground. Despite known temporal
variations in crust conditions, results suggest that mapping units generally remain
distinct from one another over the long term. The resulting surface condition map is
now being employed in the assessment of'Playa emission rates.
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M S. Grewal
Mapping and Monitoring of Salt Affected Area of District Gurgaon Uisng
Remote Sensing and Gis Techniques.
S. Jain. CCS HAU. Hisar Haryana (India): M. S. Grewal. CCS HAU. Hisar
Haryana (India): M. S. Kuhad. CCS HAU. Hisar Haryana (India).
The salt affected area in different years with the use of multispectral and multitemporal satellite data like Landsat TM, IRS LISS II and IRS LISS III on different
scale decreased during 1986 to 1998. This was due to the effect of reclamation measures, transfer of technology and supply of gypsum to farmers at subsidized rate
adopted by different implementing agencies. The resolutions of different satellites
have clearly shown that higher the resolution better are the mapping capabilities.
Likewise small scale maps on 1:250000 scale were helpful in the identification of
the units but aerial extents of these units were calculated more accurately with the
help of large scale map on 1 50,000. Evaluation of capabilities offered by different
satellite data revealed that IRS ID LISS III provided the best results followed by
LISS II and Landsat TM data GIS and Digital image processing through various
transformations were proved to be an important tool for preparing various layers in
GIS environment Thus this can be concluded from the study that remote sensing
coupled with G1S and digital image processing techniques were helpful in recognizing, mapping and monitoring salt affected areas. Moreover, it is very easy for the
implementing agencies to monitor the extent of these salt affected areas and to see
the effects of various reclamation measures being adopted.
56-10
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W Skierucha
Ground Monitoring Network of Soil Agrophysical Properties.
W. Skierucha. Institute of Agrophysics: R. Walczak. Institute of Agrophysics: A.
Wilczek. Institute ofAgrophysics.
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Monitoring tools for application in agrophysics increase in number, accuracy and
accessibility following the general technical progress. The development of miniature and low power consumption smart sensors and smart sensor networks,
which can be accessed globally by wireless way, reflects the current progress in
research and application areas. The objective of the presentation is to show new
instrumentation for monitoring soil environment that has been recently developed in the Institute of Agrophysics Polish Academy of Sciences. It includes an
upgraded version of time domain reflectometry handheld as well as multiplexed
meters for soil moisture, electrical conductivity and temperature measurement.
The devices can be also enhanced with Global Positioning System facilities for
application in precision agriculture. The presented data logger for collecting soil
physico-chemical parameters represents modern trends in the development of measurement systems. It is characterized by low power consumption, high capacity of
storage memory and availability of numerous interfaces for connection of various
sensors and accessory equipment. Traditional sensors and measurement devices,
such as soil thermometers, reflectometric soil moisture meters, soil tensiometers
for water potential measurement, rain-gauges and others may be easily equipped
with not expensive, intelligent communication interfaces enabling identification,
addressing as well as hardware and software compatibility with the data logger.
The system communicates with the installed sensors by wired Internet connection
and also wireless GPRS modems or radio link working in ISM frequency bands in
cases when the access to the monitored objects is limited The modular design of
the system enables future modifications in accordance with the advances in metrology of non-electrical quantities and the general technological development. The
presentation discusses the application examples of the developed instrumentation:
in field conditions for collection of' site specific soil parameters, as the reference
points for verification and validation of"satellite images, especially connected with
SMOS (Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity) mission, in the laboratory for collecting soil
dynamic characteristics as the input for models. The presented developments have
been tested in field conditions in harsh environment as multi-node systems covering a large area and controlled from a remote PC compatible computer communicating with the addressed sensors both by Internet and radio link. The test results
and the performance of the system are evaluated in the study.
56-11
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C D. Christy
On-the-go Near Infrared Spectroscopic Assessment of Georgia Soils.
C. D. Christy. Veris Technologies: D. E. Kissel. Agricultural and Environmental
Services Laboratories—Univ of Georgia.
This presentation describes the usage of a prototype spectrophotometer for performing diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) in the near infrared region from
approximately 1200 to 2200 nm. The spectrophotometer makes in-situ measurements by transferring incident and reflected light through a sapphire window on the
bottom of a shank. The prototype was used on a set of five fields in south-central
Georgia averaging 20 hectares in size The fields were mapped by sensing soil
at a depth of approximately 7.5 cm on transects approximately 20 meters apart
Samples were acquired from each field for laboratory analysis of pH (1:1 in 0 01
molar calcium chloride) and soil pH buffer capacity, (described here as lime buffer
capacity (LBC) with units of mg CaC03/kg soil/pH) using a calcium hydroxide
titration method In addition, the dried samples (N=l 16) were scanned in the laboratory using a scanning monochrometer (Foss/NIR Systems model 6500) covering
wavelengths from 400 to 2500 nanometers.
Partial least squares (PLS) regression was used to create calibrations for pH and
LBC using either the field or laboratory spectra. The prediction capability for pH
using the field spectra was much poorer than prediction using the laboratory spectra. However, prediction of LBC using the field spectra produced as good or better
results as those using the laboratory spectra Consequently, it was feasible to apply
the PLS model to all spectra collected in the field to characterize the spatial variation of LBC This resulted in a lime buffer capacity map for each of thefivefields
which characterizes the spatial variation in LBC.
To further investigate the usage of the prototype spectrophotometer for pH prediction, it was used to scan the dried samples in a laboratory setting. A new PLS
calibration was made for pH using these spectra, resulting in a 25% reduction in
validation error over usage of the field spectra. However, the validation error was
still significantly greater than the error obtained using the laboratory grade spectrophotometer. In summary, thefield-mobilizedspectrophotometer worked well for
the prediction of LBC but was not able to deliver spectra of high enough quality
for accurate pH predictions This was true of the field measurements and to a lesser
extent true of the lab measurements of dry soil On the other hand, the potential for
success with this measurement has been demonstrated using the laboratory instrument. Field measurement of pH may eventually be feasible by improving the spectral resolution and/or the signal-to-noise ratio of the field system Such improvements are currently being made
56-12
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D. E. Kissel
Measurement of pH, pH Buffering Capacity, and Other Soil Properties with
NIR Reflectance Spectroscopy.
D. E. Kissel, Agricultural and Environmental Services Laboratories—Univ
of Georgia: C. D. Christy. Veris Technologies: S. Shaaban. Agricultural and

Environmental Sen'ices Labs: P. F. Vendrell, Unix ofGeorgia. Ag and Environmental
Services Labs: M. L. Cabrera. Univ of Georgia.
Spatial variability of'soil properties such as pH and pH buffering capacity cannot be
accurately measured by traditional soil sampling and laboratory analysis, because
these properties are highly variable in thefield,requiring large numbers of samples.
Therefore, spatial characterization of these soil properties for routine use is cost
prohibitive. Measurement with an appropriate sensor would therefore be useful
if it can be done with relatively high accuracy and low cost. Our objectives were
to determine if Near Infrared Reflectance Spectroscopy (NIR) could be used to
estimate these soil properties with a laboratory grade instrument and to determine
if accurate sensing in the field might be possible with a reduced wavelength range
instrument Fifteen to 25 soil samples were taken at a depth of 7.5 cm from each of
fivefieldsin South Georgia. Sampling locations were selected visually to cover the
range of soil organic C and clay concentrations in the fields. Samples were dried
at 30 C and ground to pass a 2 mm sieve. The soils were analyzed by measuring
soil pH in 0.01 M CaCI2 (1:1 soil to solution), and measuring soil pH buffering
capacity with a titration procedure. The soils were scanned from 400 to 2500 nm (Si
and PbS detector) using ISI quarter cups and transport module in a computer controlled NIRS system, model 6500 scanning monochrometer (Foss-NIR Systems,
Silver Spring, MD), with data collected every 2 nm and using the Win ISI II, version 1.5 software. NIR reflectance measurements, R, were transformed to log 1/R
and subsequently first derivatives were calculated. The spectra were also analyzed
using only a portion of each spectrum, from 950 to 1650 nm. Modified partial least
square (MPLS) regression techniques were used to develop the calibration equations. First, all data was used for calibration followed by prediction of the measured
values using the calibration data set. Then, the calibration data set used two thirds
of the data with every third data point left out for validation. When all data was
used for the calibration of pH and pH buffering capacity, the resulting predicted
pH and pH buffering capacities were highly related to the values measured in the
laboratory (R2 = 0.97 for pH and 0.77 for pH buffering capacity). When two thirds
of the data were used for calibration to predict the remaining one third, the regression of predicted vs lab measured values yielded R2 values that ranged from 0.91
to 0.95 for pH and from 0.53 to 0.69 for pH buffering capacity. When the spectra
was truncated to 950 to 1650 nm and all data was used for calibration, the resulting predicted pH and pH buffering capacities were still well related to the values
measured in the laboratory (R2 = 0.81 for pH and 0.69 for pH buffering capacity).
When two thirds of the data were used for calibration to predict the remaining one
third, the regression of predicted vs lab measured values yielded R2 values that
ranged from 0.52 to 0.74 for pH and from 0.38 to 0.64 for pH buffering capacity.
When the predicted soil pH and pH buffering capacity were used to calculate lime
recommendations, predicted and measured values agreed well. Using the truncated
spectra and calibrating with two thirds of the data, R2 values ranged from 0.35 to
0.67 and Root Mean Square Errors ranged from 300 to 600 kg lime per ha on data
with a range of lime recommendations from 60 to 3500 kg lime per hectare. These
results are promising for use of NIR technology in the field.

organic matter, exchangeable cations (Ca, Mg, K), CEC, and ECa were negatively
correlated with reflectance. Bare soil images obtained under dry soil conditions
(2000 and 2002) were more useful than moist soil data for estimating soil chemical properties and ECa. Moist soil reflectance (2001) was more strongly related to
soil texture than was dry soil data. Third, spectral reflectance data obtained during
a two-day period with three different image sensors - two airborne hyperspectral
sensors (RDACSH3 and AISA) and a satellite sensor (Quickbird) - were related
to soil properties to compare image quality and performance. Random noise present in the RDACSH3 image was higher than that of AISA or Quickbird images in
terms of the ratio of mean to standard deviation infivesubfield areas of each image.
Regardless of sensor type, blue wavelengths were most informative for all ground
measured soil properties.
56-14
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D Wang
Estimating Soil Evaporation with Reflectance and Radiometric Temperature
Measurements.
D. Wang Univ. of Minnesota-Twin Cities; J. Wu. Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities.
Evaporation from soil surfaces is a major component of the surface water and
energy budgets. The potential ability of estimating soil evaporation with remote
sensing measurements has great significance in modeling land surface processes
and assessing potential environmental stresses in natural ecosystems. The objective
of this study was to explore possible algorithms of applying hyper-spectral and
multi-temporal reflectance measurements for evaporation estimation A 16-band
hyper-spectral radiometer was used for the reflectance measurements. The radiometer covered a band range of 400 to 1720 nm with band widths ranged from 7 to
13 nm. An infrared thermometer was also used for temperature measurement. To
create simultaneous measurements of soil reflectance and the rate of evaporation, a
large steel frame or balance was fabricated which contained a 0.5-m wide by 0.5-m
long by 007-m deep soil tray placed directly on top of an electronic balance. The
radiometer was mounted at a height of 0.5 to 1.0 -m above the tray during each
measurement. The balance frame was needed to counter the excess or stationary
weight from the tray and dry soils in the tray, yet sensitive enough to detect 0.01-g
change of the tray. Micro-meteorological variables, including air temperature at
different heights from the tray, solar radiation and net radiation, wind speed, and
relative humidity, were also measured at the same time in order for an independent
evaporation estimation. During each measurement, the tray wasfilled with one type
of soil, saturated with water, then started the reflectance and weight-change measurements while evaporation was occurring. The experiments were carried out in
clear, calm, sunny days, and repeated for different soil types. Each experimental
run was maintained until at least 1-hr after the transition from atmosphere-limited
to soil-limited evaporation (or the two-stage soil evaporation). To determine the
most useful band combination, a spectral dependent soil line, instead of the traditional soil lines, was created based on the band index and maximum changes of soil
surface spectral properties associated with water content decrease during evaporation. A spectral simple ratio was formulated, and in combination with the surface
temperature measurement, to calculate the actual evaporation rate. The preliminary
results served as a proof of concept, and it appeared to be promising. The simple
statistical fit could be useful for other situations as well However, more testing or
validation is needed before using the technique in actual field applications with
aircraft or satellite images.
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S. Y Hong
Radiometric Estimation of Soil Properties Using Multiple Image Sensors in
Rice Paddy and Dryland Fields.
S. Y. Hong. S. K. Rim. National Inslilule of Agricullural Science and Technology.
RDA: K. A. Sudduth. USDA-ARS: N. Kitchen. USDA-ARS: Y. H. Kim. National
Institute ofAgricullural Science and Technology. RDA: J. M. Lee. National Institute 56-15
740a
J.A.Taylor
of Agricullural Science and Technology. RDA: H. K. Kwak. National Institute of
Development of a Multi-Sensor Platform for Proximal Soil Sensing.
Agricullural Science and Technology. RDA.
J. A. Taylor. A. McBratney. R. Viscarra Rössel. B. Minansy. H. Taylor. B. Whelan.
An efficient way to detect spatial differences in crop and soil conditions at field
M. Short. Australian Centre for Precision Agriculture.
scale is through image-based remote sensing. We report on three studies investiThe
ability to map soil and soil properties using information collected from on-thegating the estimation of soil properties using bare-soil images. First, the ability of
go proximal-mounted sensors has begun to be widely exploited in the past decade
image data to estimate soil chemical property levels in a central Korean rice plain
particularly infine-scaledigital aoil mapping and precision agriculture Many difarea was investigated Quickbird and Orbview satellite images were obtained in
ferent types of proximal sensors are available that utilize a range of techniques
October 2004, April 2005, and May 2005 during the non-growing season for a
to measure soil and/or vegetative response. These techniques include, but are not
rice plain in the Dangjin-gun area where Low Humic-GIey soils (fine silty, mixed,
inclusive of. electro-magnetic induction, magnetics, ä-radiometrics, near infrared
nonacid, mesic family of Fluvaquentic Endoaquepts) predominate. Soil samples
spectrometry, ion-selective field effect transistors, ground-penetrating radar and
were collected at 145 irregular grid points from about 500 ha of rice plain and were
multi- or hyper-spectral imagery. The sensors may be invasive, semi-invasive, or
analyzed in the lab Digital numbers (DN) obtanied in each band (blue, green, red,
non-invasive but all are coupled to global navigation satellite systems (GNSS),
and near infrared) were related to soil chemical properties, including soil organic
such as the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS), to provide spatial coordimatter, cation exchange capacity (CEC), exchangeable cations (Ca, Mg, K), pH,
nates for measurements High-resolution GNSS receivers are capable of providing
and available phosphate Organic matter was negatively correlated to DN in all
high accuracy digital terrain models and secondary and tertiary landform attributes.
bands of the image taken in April 2005, when the rice paddy fields were tilled
In general these proximal sensors have been run either individually (with a GNSS
and irrigated for transplanting. Other than organic matter and CEC, soil chemical
receiver) or in pairs. The different physical principals underlying the different senproperties were not significantly correlated to the spectral signatures Second, a
sors often produce complementary information however research into an integrated
hyperspectral aerial image sensor was evaluated for estimating soil chemical propapproach to using multiple sensors is lacking. Simultaneous analysis of data from
erties, soil texture, and bulk soil electrical conductivity (ECa). Airborne bare soil
coupled sensors should improve the accuracy of site-specific predications of soil
images were acquired using a prism grating pushbroom scanner (RDACSH3) in
properties and permit a greater range of soil properties, both chemical and physical,
April 2000, May 2001, and June 2002 for a central Missouri experimental field
to be predicted While this approach will still require some soil sampling for sen(fine, smectitic, mesic aerie Vertic Aqualfs) in a minimum-tillage corn-soybean
sor calibration, M-SPs should reduce (or at least maintain) the current cost of soil
rotation Data were converted to reflectance using chemically-treated reference
analysis while greatly improving the density of information gather This potential
tarps with known reflectance levels. Geometric distortion of the pushbroom sensor
has prompted some recent commercial development in this area, for example, the
images was corrected with a rubber sheeting transformation. A 5-m image pixel
Mobile Sensor Platform from Veris Technologies and Soil Information System from
size was used, based on analysis of short-range variations in five sub-field areas
EarthlT. Researchers within the Australian Centre for Precision Agriculture and the
Blue wavelengths showed the strongest correlations with soil properties Clay,
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Thursday
soil science group at The University of Sydney are developing a multi-sensor platform (M-SP) to perform field and sub-catchment scale soil surveys. Currently the
M-SP consists of two electro-magnetic induction instruments (Geonics Em38 and
EM3I), Veris 3100 electrical conductivity cart, the GPR 320 Gamma Radiometer
and anOmnistar HPdual frequency GPS. Data is collected from the sensors at IHz
frequency. The platform is driven at -10-15 kmh-1 on 20-25m swaths All the sensor data is logged into a ruggedised laptop.This paper will present experiences and
results to date on the development of the M-SP and how soil property predictions
from the M-SP compare to those using data from individual sensors It will also
discuss further aspects of M-SP development including incorporating a real-time
pH/lime sensor from Computronics Holdings Ltd, the potential for incorporating a
penetrometer and soil moisture senor and investigating improve methods for data
fusion and soil property prediction.
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C.Colombo
Application of Visible-Near-Infrared Diffuse (DRS) and Bi-directional
Reflectance Spectroscopy (BRS) to Characterize Volcanic Soil Properties.
V. M. Seltitto, Dip. SAVA Molise Univ; V. Barrón. Universidad de Córdoba: G.
Pal umbo. Dip. SAVA Molise Univ; C. Colombo. Dip. SAVA Molise Univ.
Volcanic soils, recently recognized as pedological units, are characterized by physics, chemical and mineralogical properties very interesting which rarely we find
in soils derived from others parental material. These distinctive properties are
attributable mainly to the formation of amorphous materials, e.g. non-crystalline
materials such as allophane, imogolite, femhydrite and Al-humus complexes. Diffuse (DRS) and bidirectional reflectance spectroscopy (BRS) has been successfully
used for characterizing iron crystalline minerals. Although the spectra of soils with
unknown mineralogy may be qualitatively evaluated for comparison with spectra of reference minerals, a quantitative approach requires the adoption of suitable
procedures of spectra parameterization, such as the second derivative of the remission function or colour calculations. Iron oxide mineralogy is well characterized
by spectral reflectance curves or by the Kubelka-Munk remission function as an
alternative technique to more expensive laboratory analyses, such as differential
X-ray diffraction or Mossbauer spectroscopy. This alternative technique analysis and in particular, second derivative spectroscopy, was used in this research to
characterize the spectral properties of volcanic soils. We measured the reflectance
(diffuse and bidirectional) in the visible-near infrared region (350-2500 nm) of 17
volcanic soil profiles from different European sites (Italy, Portugal, Iceland, Spain,
France and Hungary). Volcanic soils were analysed by selective chemical dissolution, and in particular Fe, Al, and Mn were extracted by sodium dithionite-citrate
(Fed, Aid, Mnd), ammonium oxalate (Feo, Alo, Mno) and pyrophosphate sodium
(Fep, Alp and Mnp) Diffuse reflectance (DRS) was measured in the visible region
(350-770 nm) using a Jasco V-560 UV/VIS spectrophotometer with the help of an
integrating sphere and calibrated white standard. We also measured bidirectional
reflectance (BRF) in the visible and infrared region (350-2500 nm) using V1S-NIR
spectroradiometers, both with a resolution of 1 nm The laboratory measurements
were conducted on air-dried soils, previously sieved at < 2 mm and vigorously
ground in an agate mortar for at least 10 minutes in order to exclude the influence of
micro-aggregation Then the samples were gently pressed against unglazed white
paper in order to avoid undesired particle orientation. Diffuse and bi-directional
spectral data were transformed into their remission functions and then the second
derivative curves of these functions were calculated The amplitude of (YI) and
(Y2) absorption bands were then computed as follows: •(Yl)= difference between
the second derivative minima at ca. 421 nm and maxima at ca. 450 nm, • (Y2)
= difference between the second derivative minima at ca 926 nm and maxima
at ca. 946 nm. Using correlation analysis, significant relationships were observed
between amplitude of (Yl) and Fed (r = 0.6) and between amplitude of band (Y2)
and organic matter content (r = 0.7). In addition, the data showed that soil organic
matter content, Aid and Fep were moderately correlated with visible and infrared region (350-2500 nm) reflectance values centred at 546, 579 and 2048 nm
Selective chemical dissolution data clearly indicate that visible and infrared region
(350-2500 nm) reflectance can be useful in a volcanic soil mineralogy. Significant
correlation between the amplitude of (Y1) and (Y2) and the position of the absorption bands could be used to estimate crystalline Fe oxides in order to understand the
rate of alteration processes. Knowledge of the spatial distribution Fe mineralogy
can be used to obtain important information on soil properties in order to improve
soil management and conservation in volcanic systems.
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A Bahrami
The Effects of Land Use Converting on Soil Physicochemichal Properties.
A. Bahrami. Guilan Univ; M. Shabanpour. Iran-Rasht- Guilan Univ- Agricultural
Faculty- Soil Sei. Group; F Bagheri. Tea Researches Institute of Iran.
Converting of forest lands to tea gardens in mountain steep regions such as north
of Iran commonly caused adverse effects on some soil properties. Guilan province
forests are stable ecosystems but when these forests are cleared and brought under
intensive cultivation, it results in soil disturbance leading to change in some soil
physicochemical properties In order to investigate the effects of land use converting on some soil physicochemical properties, including: pH, organic carbon (OC),
cation exchangeable capacity (CEC), electrical conductivity (EC), total N, available K and P, Ca and Mg exchangeable contents, bulk density, total porosity, void
ratio, specific volume, texture, and saturation potential, this study was conducted
on four different sites in Guilan province. These regions have an udic soil moisture regime and thermic soil temperature regime. Soil samples were collected from
adjacent natural forests and tea gardens. These samples were taken at upper 20 cm.
Then data were analyzed using SAS software. Results showed after 10-40 years
of shifting forest to tea garden caused that the soils in the tea gardens had significantly lower pH, CEC, EC, organic carbon, total N, available K and P, Mg and Ca
exchangeable contents, total porosity, void ratio, specific volume and saturation
potential (P>0.0l), compared to soils under natural forests Tea soils also had a
statistically significant higher bulk density than the forest soils (P>0.0l). In contrast
the distribution of soil clay, silt and sand fractions and also soil texture classes did
not differ among the tea and forest soils. According to our result, this shifting land
use caused that soil classification changed until in order category, in some case,
and unchanged until grate group in other case. Keywords: Land use. Bulk Density,
Porosity, pH, EC, CEC, Organic Carbon, Void Ratio
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A. F. Novikova
Degradation Processes in Irrigated Soils of Russia.
A. F. Novikova. V V. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute.
In Russia, the irrigation was advanced especially in 1987-1988 and the total area
of irrigated soils reached 5 75 million ha (2.7% of the country's agricultural land).
The major objects of irrigation are situated in the region along the Volga River
and in the North Caucasus; they are distributed between the steppe (35%) and the
dry steppe and semidesert (31.4%) zones. In the south of Russia, the areas occupied by initially saline soils in complex with solonetzes were included into those
to be irrigated. In 1988, 76% of the agricultural area proved under irrigation by
sprinkling. Drainage was provided only in a small area (15.7%), thus provoking
the rise of the groundwater level, secondary hydromorphism, soil salinization and
sodification. About 10% of lands were irrigated by saline waters (>1 g/1). The low
quality of irrigation waters is typical for the regions, in which small rivers, ponds
and reservoirs with local runoff serve as the source for irrigation. In some cases,
industrial waste and agricultural chemicals polluted the irrigation waters In 1988,
the irrigated soils underwent the following degradation processes: irrigation erosion (8.9% of the total area under irrigation), soil compaction and dehumification
(13.4%), salinization (16.5%), to say nothing of the secondary salinity, because this
process was inherited from initially saline and alkaline soils occupied 8% of the
total area under irrigation In the North Caucasus, the irrigated soils also suffered
from the waterlogging. In view of the changing economic situation in Russia, the
total area of irrigated soils has decreased by the early XXI century by 16%, including 8.1% in the North Caucasus and 4% in the Volga region. The area of saline soils
and solonetzes under irrigation also declined (by 7.8 and 15%, respectively) The
portion of the irrigated lands with the groundwater level <3 m and their salinity >1
g/1 has decreased due to their exclusion from the agricultural lands. However, the
recent state of irrigated soils in Russia shows no improvement. The above degradation processes remain in the soils for a long period. Thus, in the Volga region,
the salt-affected soils even without irrigation contain soluble salts for decades in
spite of a considerable decrease in the groundwater level. At present, the control
over the ecological status of irrigated lands has considerably changed to the worse
The current land monitoring system does not provide adequate information, which
makes it impossible to give an objective assessment of soil degradation processes
in irrigated lands and in the adjacent landscapes affected by irrigation
This study was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, project
no 04-04-48197.
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T. E. Lychuk
Sealing and Crusting as Soil Degradation Processes in North-Western Region
of Ukraine; Reasons for Formation and Methods of Prevention.
T. E. Lychuk. National Univ of Water Management and Nature Conservation.
Soil sealing and crusting is a serious soil degradation problem in Ukraine's NorthWestern Region. It causes significant declines in crop yield (up to 60 per cent) if
appropriate measures to mitigate this negative impact of crust formation are not
taken in proper time. The methods, widely used in Ukraine to alleviate this problem, are mainly mechanical harrowing and hoeing In order to effectively reduce
the negative influences of soil crust, Ukrainian farmers spend additional resources
and money for labor, fuel, machinery and special equipment This problem of soil
sealing and crusting has attracted a lot of attention by soil scientists in the former
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Soviet Union, Europe and the USA Their research mainly discusses data about soil
sealing and crusting as a consequence of poor soil structure and its dependence on
soil texture peculiarities In Ukraine, especially in its North-Western region, little
attention has been paid to this problem. In our research, conducted in this region
during 1999-2005, we studied the generally accepted reasons for soil sealing and
crust formation as well as a number of a less studied aspects of this problem. Among
them are (I) the influence of increased soil organic matter content on soil sealing
and crusting processes, (2) the role of the soil absorbtion complex and exchangeable cations (Ca, Mg, Fe, AI, K, Na) and their influence on these processes; (3)
implementation of conservation tillage (4) the application of lime and gypsum on
the soil plots studied and (5) the contents of mobile aluminum and iron in the soil
particles and their influence on sealing and crusting Results of our research lead
us to the conclusion that those soils of North-Western region of Ukraine which are
less susceptible to sealing have high percentage of soil particles within the size
range 5-2 mm in diameter Particles of this size comprise about 60 per cent of the
entire soil aggregate structure Those soils susceptible to sealing and crusting have
at least 20 per cent content offineparticles and loamy particles (< 0.01 mm) in their
aggregate structure The better the soil structure, the higher the water resistance
coefficient of the soil structure, the less the probability of the soil sealing and forming a crust Our experimental field work with increased doses of organic fertilizer
applications has shown that organic matter helps to improve soil structure and after
drying, soil is less susceptible to sealing and crusting Soil surface mulching with
straw and sand resulted in no observation of soil crust on investigated soil plots
Conservation tillage, followed by lime and gypsum application, has shown a lesser
degree of soil crusting, an increase in soil infiltration and an increase in seedling
emergence. As a result, crop yields have risen by 15-25 percent. Some researchers
indicate that the amount of mobile aluminum and iron in the soil affects the soil
crusting process We applied AI2 (S04)3 and Fe2 (S04)3 to investigated soils
We paid special attention to 1-0.25 mm soil particles and particles less than 0 002
mm in diameter. According to our research, the ratio of these particles in the soil
is most responsible for soil sealing and crusting processes. Only 5-15 per cent of
mobile iron and 5-27 per cent of aluminum are combined with colloidal particles,
and 70-85 per cent of these elements are held by soil particles of 1-0.25 mm. We
are making an assumption, based on obtained results that mobile iron and aluminum tend to concentrate in soil particles 1-0.25 mm. However, other researchers'
findings suggest that both elements concentrate evenly throughout all ranges of
soil particles. One of our other assumptions suggests that mobile Fe and AI tend to
coagulate smaller particles and form them into larger ones, thus helping to improve
soil structure and form soil aggregates 1-2 mm in size, which are resist crusting
Based on our research, in order to prevent soil sealing and crusting of the soils of
the North-Western region of Ukraine we recommend: (1) implementing methods of
conservation tillage; (2) applying lime and gypsum to degraded soils; (3) applying
increased doses of organic fertilizers to improve soil structure; (4) mulching soil
and (5) applying AI2 (S04)3 and Fe2 (S04)3 to degraded soils.
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1839b
R. Dilkova
Aggregation and Initial Humus Formation of Biologically Meliorated Soils
Damaged by Coal Mining.
R. Dilkova. Bulgarian Soil Science Society: S. Marinova. Nikola Poushkaror
Institute of Soil Science; L. Petrova. Nikola Poushkarov Institute of Soil Science.
The open-cast method of coal mining causes the disturbance of the land surface of
the coal-bed and its adjacent territories. The damaged lands and hence destroyed
soil cover in the region of Maritsa-lztok coal basin, South Bulgaria, are about
18000 ha and trend to grow at the final stage of the coal-bed exploitation. The
damaged lands are represented by geological material poor in nutrient elements
and without humus content They are easy compacted due to the low water stability of the aggregates This is shown by high bulk density of the geological spoil
at moistening, low total (37-38%) and aeration (6-10%) porosity of the 0-30 cm
layer. The presence of 50% silt and clay explains the relatively good water holding
capacity and available waterholding capacity of the layer of the geological spoil
Their usage by plants is probably restricted by compact structure. The conclusion is
that they have unfavorable physical properties for plant growth For the melioration
of these geological materials different ecological useful methods are experimented
utilizing industrial (coal ashes from thermo-electrical power station) and agricultural (sludge from swine-breeding farm) waste products The variant without
waste product is marked as "control" The five years crop rotation (barley/forage
peas/winter wheat/millet/colza) have been realized in all variants As a meliorative material the coal-ashes penetrate in the cracks of the geological materials and
thus diminish susceptibility to compaction of the substrates The results of single
application of coal-ashes (15% per weight) in 0-30 cm layer of geological spoil is
effective less than the combined application with organic sludge (15% per weight)
The coal-ashes single application lead to diminishing of the particle density from
2 65 to 2.60, and the bulk density of the substrate by 0 2 g/cm3 versus 0.5 g/cm3 at
combined application and increasing the porosity with 6% v/v versus 16% v/v. The
combined application of coal-ashes and sludge also significantly diminishes the tendency of the new substrate to form the agronomically unfavorable cloddy structure
In regard to the organic matter content of the arable layer of the meliorated materials it could be said that it was achieved more significant effect - increasing up to
1.3% at the end of the five year investigation. If it is supposed that the new formed
humus is a result of humification of the whole organic matter of the crop residues
and of the applied sewage sludge, the soil aggregates should become water-stable

Such effect is not found (Figure 1). This is proved by the low values (0 25-0 35) of
the ratio (MWDR) of the mean weighed diameters of aggregates after and before
wet sieving at the fifth year of the meliorative experiment The statement in some
publications (Vershinin, 1958, Grorbunov, 1957, Giovannini and Sequi, 1976 etc )
that not the whole humus content but mainly the fraction of the humic acids contribute to bounding the soil particles in water-stable aggregates provokes the idea
to investigate the fractions of the newly formed humus in the studied variants. The
data show that only 20% of the total humus content are humic acids It could be
concluded that the main reason of absence of positive effect of the humus increase
on the water stability of the aggregates is the low humification of the organic matter
of geological material It should be reminded that the humification is a slow process
of complex transformation of organic residues in compounds with new composition and properties. This suggests that the biological recurvation with application
of the waste products - coal ashes and swine sludge is effective, practically accessible, but a slow method for recovery of the water stability of soil structure of lands
destroyed by coal mining.
Figure 1 Effect of humic acids content on water stability of soil aggregates
expressed by MWDR in studied meliorative variants
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P. R Prasad
Soil Resource Investigation for Drainage Installation in Mutluru Channel
Command of Krishna Western Delta, Andhra Pradesh, India.
P. R. Prasad. Acharya N.G.Ranga Agricultural University: D. Srinivas,
Acharya N.G.Ranga Agricultural University.A P Water management Project:
T. V. Satyanarayana. Acharya N.G.Ranga Agricultural University.A P WAter
Management Project.
The state of Andhra Pradesh, situated on the southern coast of India, extends from
12 " 37 to 19 " 54 North latitude and 76 " 46 to 84 "46 East longitude and comprises of three geographical regions i.e. Coastal Andhra, Rayalaseema and Telangana It has a total geographical area of 2,74,000 sq. km with a population of hundred millions. It is the fifth largest state, accounting for 8 4 percent of the country's
area Seventy seven per cent of the population is dependent on agriculture that contributes over 60 per cent of the state income. About 42 per cent of the geographical
area is under cultivated crops The state has the longest coastal line of 972 km along
its eastern border with three perennial rivers i.e. Krishna, Godavari, Penna and five
minor rivers draining into the Bay of Bengal. Based on the contours the state has
been divided into three physical regions called coastal plains, peninsular plateau
and Eastern ghats The irrigation induced water logging and salinity has estimated
in an area of 2 72 and 1.15 lakh ha respectively, are the two major factors leading
to crop yield decline in most of the irrigation commands Further, the impact of
continuous irrigation over the years has caused the rise of ground water table into
root zones also leads to reduction in crop yields. A Reconnaissance Survey was
conducted in an area of 2 42 lakh ha to identify the salt affected and waterlogged
soils for installation of drainage system to reclaim the salt affected soils in the
irrigated command of Krishna Western Delta (KWD) Sixty-two soil samples were
collected in the pilot area of 22 3 ha in Mutluru Channel Command with 60 m x
60 m grid at 0-15 cm, 15-30 cm, 30-60 and 60-100 cm depth and analyzed for pH,
ECe, water soluble cations & anions. ESP, available macro and micronutrients
The soils of pilot area are deep and clayey in texture with ECe varying from 16
to 61.3 dSm-', pH 7.5 to 8.2 and SAR 2.86 to 36 34 (mmole/l) ' 2 in surface soils.
Sodium is the dominant water-soluble cation followed by magnesium and calcium.
Chlorides are the dominant water-soluble anions followed by sulphates and bicarbonates The Exchangeable Sodium Percentage (ESP) of the soils varied from
10.12 to 1410 and the ECe of the soils increased with depth, which indicates that
the soils are saline and non-sodic in nature. The soils are low to medium (234-365
kg ha"') in available nitrogen, medium to high in phosphorus (26-82 kg ha') and in
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potassium (355 - 495 kg ha'). The soils were found to be deficient in Zinc whereas
the Fe, Mn and Cu are above critical limits. Eight observation wells were installed
up to 3.4 meters depth in Mutluru Channel Command of KWD and were being
monitored for water quality and fluctuations in ground water table The water table
depths measured at weekly intervals indicated that the groundwater table was near
the ground surface from September-December 2004. It was 0.5 m during January
2005 and there was gradual decrease in the level of water table from February 2005
onwards and reached to the lowest level of 3.0 m by July 2005. The water samples
were drawn at weekly intervals from September 2004 to July 2005 and were analyzed for pH, EC, SAR and the values varied from 6.9 to 7.9, 18 to 44 dSnv' and
18 5 to 53.3 (m mole/1) '-, respectively depending upon the decrease in the level
of water table. This has indicated that the ground water is highly saline and is not
suitable for agriculture. The installation of subsurface drainage system helps in
lowering of water table and leaching of soluble salts beyond the root zone proved
beneficial for successful crop production in the irrigation commands. Keywords:
Soil Salinity, ESP, Water logging. Irrigation Commands
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1938b
J. E. Yang
Stabilization of Pyrophyllite Mine Wastes by Lime Cake By-Products in
Korea.
J. E. Yang. Kangwon National University; K. C. Eom. National Institute of
Agricultural Science and Technology; J. J. Kim. Chungbuk National University; K.
Y. Yoo, Kangwon National University; Y. S. Ok. Kangwon National University.
The static column experiment was conducted to evaluate feasibility of lime cake
by-product produced from the soda ash production (Solvay process) to neutralize
the pyrophyllite mine wastes, which have discharged acid drainage to surrounding
soil and stream in watershed. The pH of the mine wastes was strongly acidic at pH
3.67 containing over 16% of A l , 0 , and 11% of Fe,O v Whereas the lime cake byproduct was strongly basic at pH"9.97 due to high contents of CaO, MgO and CaCl,
as major components. The column packed with the wastes (control) was treated
with the lime cake by-product, calcium carbonate, dressing soil or combination
The distilled water was eluted statically through each column and leachate was collected for the chemical analyses. Treatments of the mine wastes with the lime cake
by-product (or calcium carbonate) as mixtures increased pH of the leachate from
3.5 ~ 4.0 to 7 - 8. Concentrations of Fe and Al in the leachate were also decreased
below 1.0 mg/L. A similar result was observed in the combined treatments of the
mine waste, the lime cake by-product (or calcium carbonate) and the dressing soil.
Results indicated that lime cake by-product could be used as the remedial agents for
the active treatment of mine wastes.
57-7
1939a
E. Reintam
Use of Natural and Cultural Deep-Rooted Plant Species to Loose Compacted
Sandy Loam Stagnic Luvisol.
E. Reintam. Estonian Univ of Life Sciences; J. Kuht, Estonian Univ of Life
Sciences; K. Triikmann. Estonian Univ of Life Sciences; V. Rääts, Estonian Univ
of Life Sciences.
Soil compaction is potentially a major threat to agricultural productivity and the
main form of soil degradation in Europe. The mechanical methods to eliminate
compacted soil layers are expensive and energy consuming. One good alternative
might be to use plants with vigorous roots to modify the compacted subsoil The
experiments with Cirsium arvense L , Artemisia vulgaris L., Lupinusangustifoilius
L , Lupinus luteus L., Brassica napus ssp. oleifera Hertzg., Trifolium pratense L.,
Medicago sativa L , and Hordeum vulgare L. were made on Estonian University of
Life Sciences research field in 2003, 2004 and 2005. The sandy loam Stagnic Luvisol was compacted by tractor MTZ-82 (total weight 4.9 Mg) by multiple tyre-totyre passing 1, 3 and 6 times To evaluate the changes in soil physical properties the
bulk density and cone resistance of soil were measured From annual cultures the
best results showed L luteus on six times compacted treatment in subsoil, where
the penetration resistance was I MPa lower than area planted with H. vulgare, L
angustifolius or B. napus in years 2003 and 2004. In 2005 showed the best results
L angustifolius Annual cultures, as yellow lupine and oil rape, also decreased soil
bulk density on 3- and 6-times compacted treatments 0.1 and 0.05 Mg m?3, respectively. At the same time growing of lupine and oil rape increased soil penetration
resistance and bulk density in uncompacted and one time compacted soil, compared
to barley. Perennial cultures, as red clover and Lucerne, increased soil bulk density
and penetration resistance mostly in topsoil in all investigated compaction treatments Next year treatments showed higher barley yields and lower penetration
resistance after lupine growing than after oil rape or barley As the effect of deeprooted plants growing on soil properties will appear in next year by growing next
culture, when the roots are decayed, the further experiments are needed to find out
convenient culture to eliminate subsoil compaction.

57-8
1939b
I Simkovic
Effect of Clay Minerals and Calcite on Water Repelleney of Sandy Soils.
/. Simkovic. P. Dlapa. L. Korenkova. M. Duris. Dept of Soil Science. Faculty of
Natural Sciences, Comenius Univ.
The effects of adding 1% and 15% (weight) calcite, as well as 1% and 3 % of clay
minerals on the wettability of water-repellent sandy soils sampled in aeolian sand
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region of the western Slovakia were studied both with and without the wetting and
drying cycle before the heating phase. The clay minerals were standards from the
Source Clay Minerals Repository (University of Missouri, Columbia, USA). The
persistence of water repelleney was estimated with the water drop penetration time
(WDPT) test. After wetting, water repelleney disappeared in all the samples. During the drying phase, water repelleney re-appeared in all samples (untreated and
calcite-treated) as the water content decreased below 1%. Repelleney did, however, not reach pre-wetting levels The effect of calcite addition on water repelleney
depended on the amount of calcite addition. An addition of 1% and 15% calcite
resulted in decrease in WDPT in the treatment without the wetting and drying cycle
before the heating at 50°C. The effect of clay contents on water repelleney differed strongly among the four clay minerals. Kaolinite and Na-montmorillonite
reduced WDPT significantly, while Ca-montmorillonite and illite were less effective or caused even increase in WDPT. The heating at 50°C was used to simulate
the effects of hot dry spells on water repelleney.
57-9
1940a
L. Thiombiano
Identification of Fertile Islets and Perspectives for Desertification Control in
the Sahel.
L. Thiombiano. FAO. Regional Office for Africa.
The Sahelian agroecological zone (from 200 to 600 mm rainfall) is characterized
by severe degradation of natural resources and the fight undertaken since several
decades against this phenomenon of desertification has not yielded the expected
results. A study was conducted in the framework of a transect approach and a multiscale characterization from watershed to plot levels, on the identification and
characterization of the vegetation dynamics and the fertile islets in the Sahelian
zone of Burkina Faso.The results revealed that Accacia raddiana Savi represents 83
per cent of the total vegetation population and that 73 per cent of the fertile islets
are under this specy. The fertile islets, identified obviously for the first time in the
Sahel through our study, have a morphological double structure with predominant
material of 75u, a highest organic matter and available phosphorus contents, comparatively to soils in situ But their low pH and a low CEC are similar to those of
the surrounding sandy soils. The weight of dry roots in the fertile islets is twice to
five times superior to the one the standard crusted and sandy surface soils. These
micro hills are mostly favorised by the presence of branches at a height less than
1 m from the soil They have shown to have clear impact on vegetation and pedofauna development in the drylands. Facilitating their development in the Sahelian
landscapes could contribute significantly to desertification control
57-10
1940b
M.Anda
Restoring Properties of a Poor Upland Soil Using Natural Basalt and
Composted Rice Husk to Promote Crop Growth.
M. Anda. S. Jusop. Dept of Land Management. Faculty of Agriculture. Univ Putra
Malaysia: C. I. Fauziah. S. O. Syed Rastan. Dept of Land Management. Faculty of
Agriculture. Univ Putra Malaysia.
Basalt is naturally available and well known as parent material of fertile and highly
productive soils. This implies that the conditions of good soil properties and high
productivity could be restored by applying basalt. For rice husk, the annual world
output is about 116 million tones and is mainly distributed in the rice mills as
the main by-product and agro-waste that cause serious environmental problems
However, rice husk may be used as an environment-friendly source of soil amendment and at the same time solves environmental problems. The objective of this
study was to restore properties of the poor upland soil (Oxisol) and to promote crop
growth using natural basalt and composted rice husk. Three series of experiments
were carried out: 24 months soil incubated with various rates of finely ground basalt
or composted rice husk in the laboratory, 15 months pot experiment used basalt or
rice husk treatment and grown with cocoa in the glasshouse, and 24 month field
experiment used combination of basalt and rice husk treatments and grown with
cocoa. The long term effect of treatments were assessed by periodically sampled
the soil and measured the changes in soil pH, variable charge property (point of
zero charge or pHO), total organic C (TOC), carbon functional groups as revealed
by I3C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and various ion compositions of in
situ soil solution. No in situ soil solution study was carried out for field experiment due to lack of soil moisture. The agronomic observations were plant height,
stem diameter and dry matter weight (DMW). The statistical analyses used SAS
(1999) soft ware package. The application of finely ground basalt showed all rates
(5 to 80 t/ha) significantly increased soil pH values varying from 3 8 to 6 5 for
laboratory, from 4 0 to 5 1 for glasshouse and from 4.3 to 4.8 for field experiment,
depending on application rates and duration of application. In all cases, the pH
values were still significantly higher at the end of experiments compared the control treatment, indicating the basalt has long residual effects on soil pH. Similarly,
rice husk compost (RHC) application increased soil pH but only at 20 to 80 t/ha
rates and the magnitude was lower than the basalt. The residual effects could take
place 12 months for laboratory and glasshouse and 9 months for field experiments
The application of basalt and rice husk, either singly or in combination decreased
pHO, indicating that basalt and rice husk have the ability to generate soil negative
charge, which in turn increased soil capability to retain cations This is extremely
expected to prevent intensive cation leaching in Oxisols (poor soils). Composition
of in situ soil solution showed the basalt or CRH application significantly increased
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the concentration of Ca, Mg, K, Na, and Si ions compared to the control treatment
(0 t/ha) and their trends increased with increasing duration of application periods
(2 to 6 factors for basalt and 1.5 to 4 factors for rice husk) In contrast, the Al and
Mn concentrations in soil solution were significantly suppressed to nontoxic levels
In all cases during the experiment, the organic C content significantly increased
with increasing RHC application rates but consistently decreased with increasing
duration of application periods Using the regression equations obtained from relationship between soil organic C and application periods, it could be predicted that
every 3 months the organic C decrease 0.02-0.04, 0.12-0.18 and 0.21-0.52 units
(depends on application rates) under laboratory, glasshouse and field conditions,
respectively, indicating RHC decomposition in soils is very slow. The solid state
cross polarization magic angle spinning (CP/MAS) 13C NMR spectra of rice husktreated soils showed dominant very sharp and well resolved resonance peaks of
O-alkyl and di-O-alkyl C and minor proportion of alkyl C, indicating RHC mainly
consisted of cellulose. The cellulose and alkyl C of RHC are resistant to microbial degradation and it may account for the slow decomposition rate. This finding
indicates the organic C derived from rice husk has a long resident time in the soil,
which is beneficial for many regions where organic C decomposed rapidly. Basalt
or CRH treatments clearly improved cocoa growth as revealed by the significant
increase in plant height, diameter and dried matter weight (DMW) compared to
the control treatment. The implication of these studies is properties of poor soils
(highly weathered soils) can be restored using basalt or/and CRH as a natural soil
amendment and more environmentally accepted to promote crop growth.
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8:00 AM C. Feller

Carbon Sequestration and Sustainable Farming in West African Savannas:
Synergy or Antagonism?.

G. Freschet, 1RD URI79 SeqBio; R. Manlay, Institute of Forestry. Agricultural
and Environmental Engineering (ENGREF); L. Abbadie, Biogeochemistry and
Ecology of Continental Environment Laboratory UMR 7618; B. Barbier. French
Agricultural Research Centre for International Development (CIRAD): C. Feller,
1RD. UR SeqBio; M. Leroy. Institute of Forestry. Agricultural and Environmental
Engineering (ENGREF); G. Serpanlié, Institute for Research and Development
(IRD, ex-ORSTOM); J. L. Chatte, Institute for Research and Development (IRD,
ex-ORSTOM), URI79 SeqBio.
To reduce the impact of global warming the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) has established objectives that will be operationalized through the Kyoto Protocol (KP) The Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM), a KPflexibilitytool, allows Annex-B parties to fund projects contributing
to the sustainable development of and to the mitigation of greenhouse gases (GHG)
emissions in developing countries. Carbon sequestration into soil and biomass and
mitigation of greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions through agro-ecological practices
can help reduce global warming. The role of West African savannas (WAS) to mitigate climatic change through Agriculture, Forestry, and Other Land Use (AFOLU)
projects seems promising thanks to the crucial role endogenous carbon resources
play in sustaining smallholder farming, the high potential of improvement of African agricultural systems, the large surfaces involved and some low implementation
costs However, the scientific community has to investigate more thoroughly the
assumptions underlying such a win-win promising development opportunity. First
the work investigates the potential of agro-ecological practices such as mixed fertilization, minimum tillage, mulching, agroforestry, plantation, fire management
and animal diet management suitable for sustaining farming systems and reducing
the GHG atmospheric content Agricultural intensification allowed by these techniques, besides enhancing food security, should also serve GHG emissions mitigation through carbon accretion in soil and biomass and decreased need for cropland
lessening human pressure on ecosystems, notably tropical forests Then the authors
examine several factors which will likely limit the achievable potential of WAS for
GHG sequestration These factors are human, biophysical and institutional They
include (I) population growing and conflicting need for cropland, farmers' lack of
resources, inadequate legislations and policies, and unfair international competition, (2) lack of knowledge about the carbon and nitrogen cycles in agroecosystems
of the WAS and driving forces of their GHG balance, and (3) restriction of CDM
eligibility of AFOLU projects to afforestation/reforestation activities. Finally the
essay draws the contours of a renewed, equity-based framework of thinking which
may help reducing uncertainties as to whether synergistic or antagonist local agroecological concerns in the WAS and the global environmental climatic challenge
should be considered
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8:35 AM P. A. Hazelton

Education, Public Awareness and Conflict of Interests.

P. A. Hazelton, Univ of Technology.Sydney.
Soil science education and public awareness of its applicability is essential. Lack
of understanding of the soil properties and their management can result in severe
impacts on the environment especially when farmland, is developed into residential
estates. An example is the South Harbour area of Port Macquarie, one of the fastest
growing towns in NSW, Australia. Until the 1970s, this town which relied on agriculture andfishingbut since that time has become a major tourist, holiday resort and
retirement destination. To accommodate the population increase, farmland has been
subdivided into residential lots For South Harbour a plan for the development was
devised, taking into consideration the soil constraints. However, once development
commenced the soil management procedures were gradually changed. The area
became saline and had acid problems that would have impacted on the environment
and on engineering structures. All work had to cease because the land was no longer
suitable for residential development Legal action followed and a soil scientist was
employed to develop a strategy which eventually succeeded in remediation of the
site.A conflict of interest had arisen because economically farming was unsustainable and residential development was a suitable option because population increase
would result in more prosperity for the town. The project manager had not understood that the strategies for the management of soil were essential to protect not
only the environment, but also the buildings and infrastructure at the site.
58-3
9:10 AM M. Dosso
How Soil Misuse Ends with Farming System Disintegration. A Bolivian
Altiplano Example.

M. Dosso. Centre National d Etudes Agronomiques des Regions Chaudes: A. Bres.
Centre National d Etudes Agronomiques des Regions Chaudes; S. Moreau. Centre
National d Etudes Agronomiques des Regions Chaudes.
Located in the Southern-western part of Bolivia, between 19° and 20° south in
latitude, the Intersalar area is a volcanic region over 3500m of elevation, between
two main salty formations: Uyuni salar and Coipasa salar. The climate there is
cold semi-arid and arid type. In the Intersalar area the density of inhabitants is
very low (0,8 hab/km2). They are mainly Aymara Indians. Aymara farming system
was anciently based on quinoa and potatoes grown on volcanoe slopes, whereas
lama farming used to depend on foothills and flat "pampa" areas. During the sixties
there was a great demand for white quinoa, specially from Bolivia To meet this
demand, it appeared that tractors and ploughs could be a solution: it was tempting
to cultivate pampas, which they did. But this technical solution did not take into
account the soil nature in those areas. And its consequences are now severe Different studies, conducted at Intersalar area scale and at three different communities'
scale have shown negative consequences of three different orders: first environmental (the sandy soil which had never been cultivated before, and which is no
more enriched with lamas' feces is eroding rapidly; both chemical fertilizers and
pesticides appeared); then technical (gas oil for tractors needs to be easily found,
quinoa new varieties are not adapted to the very specific conditions there; etc ...);
and last social (numerous conflicts develop between cattle keepers and new farmers
getting hold of land for quinoa mechanized production, this land previously being
a collective property dedicated to the lama grazing) All these consequences mean
the disorganisation of the traditional Aymara society
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8:00AM K Goulding
Plant Nutrients in Organic Farming.

K. Goulding. Rothamsted Research; E. A. Slockdale. School of Agriculture, Food
and Rural Development; C A. Watson. Scottish Agricultural College.
Effective nutrient management is essential in organic farm systems. Soluble fertilisers such as ammonium nitrate and superphosphate, which feed the plant directly
and are thought to bypass the natural processes of the soil, are not acceptable
Nutrient supplies to crop plants are sustained through recycling, the management
of biologically-related processes such as nitrogen fixation by clover and other
legumes, and the limited use of off-firm materials The aim is to achieve as far as
possible a closed nutrient cycle on the farm and to minimise adverse environmental impact Effective waste management is obviously a key to nutrient cycling on
organic farms However complete recycling is limited by the prohibition of the use
of sewage sludge because of current concerns over the introduction of potentially
toxic elements, organic pollutants and disease transmission In addition, the current
global market, in which food is transported large distances from the farm, results
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in a significant export of nutrients These nutrients must be replaced This paper
examines the sustainability of nutrient cycling on organic farms, considering the
principles of nutrient cycling in organic agriculture, using data on soil phosphorus
and potassium indices and farm nutrient budgets to assess the integrity of nutrient
cycling, including some consideration of losses to the environment, and assessing
the wider sustainability of organic farming in the context of the limited amount
of recycling possible The data presented suggest some cause for concern over the
sustainability of organic systems because of their dependence on feedstutfs and
bedding for inputs of phosphorus and potassium, and on the very variable fixation
by legumes or imports of manure or compost for nitrogen Air pollution and net
mineralization from soil reserves appear to comprise a large part of the nitrogen
supply on some organic farms Losses of nitrogen from organic systems can also
be as large as those from conventional systems. Being dependent on cultivation
and the weather, they are even more difficult to limit than those from fertilisers
applied to conventional farms There is some evidence of phosphorus deficiency
in soils under organic production However, with careful management of manure
and the effective use of legumes and by using permitted inputs for phosphorus
and potassium, nutrients on organic farmscan be managed sustainably Organic and
conventional systems both need research to manage the soil-plant system for a
more efficient coupling of carbon with other nutrient cycles. This can be viewed
in simple terms as the need to build, maintain and better manage soil organic matter, especially the living part ofthat, the soil microbial biomass. This is plain good
practice for many aspects of soil quality as well as nutrient supply, including soil
structure and minimising energy use in tillage, and possibly pest and disease control In particular, research is needed to better understand and manage microbiallymediated processes.
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8:30 AM L. F. Bergström
Nutrient Use Efficiencies and Leaching in Organic and Conventional Cropping
Systems in Sweden.
L. F. Bergström. Dept of Soil Science. Swedish Univ of Agricultural Sciences; H.
Kirchmann. Dept of Soil Science. Swedish Univ ofAgricultural Sciences.
In the past few years, organic farming has been proposed as a possible way of
reducing N leaching from agricultural soils and improving the use efficiency of
plant nutrients This is, to a large extent, considered to be attributed to the fact that
synthetic fertilizers are not allowed in such systems and the N inputs mainly originate in various types of organic manures. In this overview, results from a number of
Swedish field studies are presented in which nutrient use efficiencies and leaching
in organic and conventional systems are evaluated Some studies were conducted
in lysimeters and others in large tile-drained field plots. In two of the lysimeter
experiments, leaching and crop uptake of N derived from either poultry or green
manures were compared with fertilizer N, all labeled with 15-N. In another lysimeter experiment, the influence of increasing pig slurry applications on leaching and
crop uptake of N and P by cereals was evaluated. In various plot experiments,
comparisons between conventional and organic crop rotations were done. In the
lysimeters on which poultry manure was applied, an average of 24% of N applied
leached during three years, whereas only about 3% leached in ammonium nitrate
fertilized lysimeters. The corresponding figure in lysimeters that received red clover manure was 6% of N applied Crop uptake of N derived from the different
N sources varied between 57 (ammonium nitrate) and 24% (red clover manure)
When pig slurry was applied, the N leaching load increased with increasing slurry
rates, to 139 kg total N ha-1 during the 3-yr period when 400 kg N ha-1 had been
applied. In contrast, P leaching tended to decrease with increasing input of slurry,
and it was lower in all treatments that received P with slurry or fertilizer than in
unfertilized lysimeters. The use-efficiency of added N and P by crops was clearly
best if inorganic N and Pwere used rather than slurry (i.e. 60 vs35 % forN, and 38
vs <10 % for P) In organic farming plots on a sandy soil, N leaching represented 59
% of total N removal (leaching plus harvested N with crops) during a 6-yr period.
In the conventional farming system in which only inorganic N fertilizers were used,
N leaching was 33 % of total N removal. Adding cover crops in the conventional
system to further reduce N leaching resulted in N leaching making up only 22 %
of what was removed. What the results presented above clearly suggest is that the
N-use-efficiency is less if organic manures are used rather than inorganic N fertilizers The yields were always lower in the organic systems with no benefit for
water quality
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8:50 AM E. Frossard
Are Nutrient Dynamics and Use Efficiency in Organic Cropping Systems
Particular.

E. Frossard. Group of Plant Nutrition ETH; A. Oberson. Group of Plant Nutrition
ETH: C. Bosshard. Group of Plant Nutrition ETH; S. Nanzer. Group of Plant
Nutrition ETH; H. V. Tagmann. Group of Plant Nutrition ETH: D. Dubois.
Agroscope Reckenholz: P. Müder. FiBL: D. Tessier. INRA.
Organic farming is being proposed as an option to reduce nutrient losses and to
make more careful soil and nutrient use than conventional agriculture We studied
the effect of organic versus conventional cropping on the dynamics and use efficiency of nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and potassium (K.) using a long term field
experiment where the following cropping systems are being compared since 1978:
Two organic (bio-dynamic (DYN), bio-organic (ORG)), two conventional systems
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(CON with mixed organic and mineral fertilization, MIN with exclusively mineral fertilizers) and an unfertilized control (NON). Different forms and amounts of
fertilizer applied in conjunction with different plant protection strategies affected
the yields As a result, systems differ in nutrient budgets calculated as difference
between nutrient input through fertilizers and removal by harvested products Over
the complete experimental duration average annual N and K budgets were negative for all systems. Phosphorus budgets were negative for NON, DYN, ORG and
MIN and positive for CON. This affected soil properties related to the dynamics of
N, P and K. Total organic C and N contents follow the order NON< DYN, with no
significant differences. Organically managed soils have greater microbial nutrient
pools and microbial activity than conventionally managed soils and NON Higher
soil microbial activity resulted in greater supply of soil N to plants under N limiting
conditions. However, no differences in use efficiency by plants for freshly applied
15N labeled organic and mineral fertilizers were found, but more freshly applied
organic N was retained in organically than conventionally managed soils. For some
systems, a decrease in total N content in the topsoil was observed since the start of
the field trial However, it could not balance the negative N budgets. Therefore, N
sources other than fertilizers must have balanced the N output. Symbiotic N2 fixation has been estimated for soybean While the proportion of N2 fixed was greater
in organically than conventionally cropped soybean, the amounts of fixed N did
not differ and could in none of the systems balance the amount of N exported by
grains. Thus, N mineralization in subsoil layers probably supplied N to plants and
should be studied, together with the contribution of symbiotic N2 fixation in meadows included in the crop rotation. Plant available P decreased in the topsoil of all
systems except CON where it was maintained The cropping systems also affected
the P transfer between top- and subsoil. The lower the availability in the topsoil
became with time, the more P was taken up from deeper soil layers In agreement
with greater microbial biomass and activity, basal organic P mineralization and
microbial P turnover are higher in organically than conventionally managed soils,
but cannot compensate for their lower available inorganic P contents. The greater
microbial activity did not translate into a more efficient use of freshly applied and
residual P fertilizers. During 27 years of field trial, the smectite proportion augmented by 5% in NON soils where plant available K decreased most. The organic
soils show more limited changes in mineralogy linked with a smaller decrease of
plant available K. Our results show that the main determinants of nutrient dynamics and use efficiency are the nutrient budgets and the form in which nutrients are
added to the soil-plant system. We will discuss advantages and disadvantages of the
studied systems with respect to a sustainable use of soils and nutrients.
59-4
9:10 AM R. M. Rees
The Contribution of Organic Agriculture to Sustainable Land Management in
a Temperate Climate.

R. M. Rees. Scottish Agricultural College (SAC); C. A. Watson. Scottish Agricultural
College (SAC); B. C. Ball. Scottish Agricultural College (SAC); J. A. Baddeley.
SAC; R. L. Walker, Scottish Agricultural College (SAC); K. F E. Topp. Scottish
Agricultural College (SAC); C. D. Mayer. BIOSS.
It is argued that organic agriculture can deliver environmental and ecological benefits, through more efficient use of resources, increased energy efficiency, enhancement of soil quality and improvements in biodiversity and habitat stability. These
claims are important in informing the current debate in Europe about the future of
land management and future financial support for farming activities There is however a scarcity of reliable data available on which to base rational decisions. This
paper reports the results of a long-term study of two organic rotations in Scotland
in which the use of nutrients and other resources has been quantified over a 12-year
period. Both rotations operated on a six-year cycle and contained a grass clover ley
phase and an arable cropping phase They differed in that in rotation one the grass
clover ley occupied half of the rotational cycle, and in rotation two it occupied two
thirds of the cycle. The aim of this comparison between rotations was to evaluate
different aspects of environmental ecological and economic performance of contrasting management systems. The yield from the first cereal crop (Avena sitiva
L.) is dependent on the soil fertility, which is built up during the grass/clover ley.
The grain yield of this crop was between 3.2 and 6.7 t DM/ha. Nutrient cycling in
organic fanning systems depends critically on the accumulation and turnover of
the soil's organic matter, and some studies have suggested that organic management can increase organic matter pool sizes. In our study the total organic matter
content of the soil changed very little during the period of measurement, although
there was evidence to suggest that organic matter quality varied within rotations.
Dissolved organic carbon significantly increased following cultivation of the grass
ley. In rotation two there were also changes in particulate organic matter during
phases of the rotation with the concentration of particulate organic matter during
the cropping phase (19 mg C/kg) being more than double that in the grass ley. Corresponding changes in the stability of soil structure were also observed Nitrogen
inputs to the system were largely through biological nitrogen fixation in the grass
ley. Above ground N-fixation varied between 26 and 75 kg/ha over the course of
the growing season. Estimated total N-fixation ranged from 70-214 kg/ha/yr. There
was a very strong correlation between the dry matter yield of clover and the rate of
N fixation, and rates of N-fixation were strongly seasonal and were influenced by
both by the month and the age of the grass/clover ley The availability of nitrogen
in the soil was strongly influenced by the rotational management with rotation one
containing significantly higher concentrations of nitrate N throughout the study
period. We measured nitrous oxide losses from the arable and grassland phases of
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the rotation between 1996-1999. These showed that losses were consistently less
than 1 kg/ha/yr, which is lower than that which would be associated with comparable conventional management systems. Losses of nitrogen by leaching were not
measured in the field, but modeled predictions suggest that losses averaged over
the 12 years and both rotations were approximately 60 kg/ha/yr. The results of this
study demonstrate that an organic farming system can deliver stable crop yields
despite relatively low inputs of external resource. Organic matter concentrations
were maintained at a relatively high level throughout the study, but the tight cycling
of nutrients within the system resulted in relatively low losses. Energy budgeting
provides a useful measure of overall resource use in different farming systems. A
comparison of energy input/output balances has shown that the amount of energy
required to produce a given output in conventional systems is more than double
that in this organic rotation This study highlights the benefit of adopting a systems
level long-term appraisal of farming systems and will help in the process of policy
development and evaluation in Europe and beyond.
59-5
9:30 AM V. S. Green
Soil and Nutrient Erosion Risk in Organic and Conventional Cropping
Systems.
V. S. Green. USDA-ARS-SASL; M. A. Cavigelli. USDA-ARS-SASL; T. H. Dao.
USDA-ARS; D. C. Flanagan, USDA-ARS-NSERL.
Organic farming, which is growing in popularity, has been proposed as a sustainable alternative to conventional farming practices. However, it is not known how
organic farming systems affect soil erosion risk and sediment-bound nutrient transport. Our objectives were to compare soil erosion risk and sediment bound nutrient
transport potential for grain based conventional and organic cropping systems by
determining selected soil physical properties and distributions of carbon (C), nitrogen (N), and phosphorus (P) in soil aggregates of the 0-5 cm depth of a ChristianaMatapeake-Keyport soil association (silt loam Hapludults) located at the Beltsville
Farming Systems Project in western Maryland, USA. We measured soil bulk density, aggregate stability, aggregate size distributions, and total C, N, and P of the
bulk soil as well as total C, N, and P associated with five soil aggregate size classes
in conventional no-till (NT) and chisel till (CT) systems and in an organic tilled
system (ORG) The plots had been in a corn, soybean, wheat rotation for 8 years
at the time of sampling. No-till soils had lesser bulk density and greater aggregate
stability than did CT and ORG soils. Carbon, N, and P concentrations were greater
in large (>2.00 mm) and small macroaggregates (0.21 to 2.00 mm) than in microaggregates (<0.21 mm) regardless of cropping system. When nutrient concentrations
were combined with aggregate distribution data, the quantity of aggregate associated nutrients was greatest in microaggregates in ORG and CT soils but greatest in
macroaggregates in NT soils. These results indicate an increased risk of sediment
associated nutrient transport from ORG and CT soils compared with NT soils, since
microaggregates in these soils are preferentially lost through sediment transport
Using the Water Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP) model, however, risk of sediment associated nutrient transport was in the order NT<ORG<CT. Although the
physical properties of CT and ORG were very similar, the ORG system utilizes
cover crops during a greater portion of the rotation than the CT system and provides
much needed soil protection resulting in predicted sediment losses of 66% ofthat
of CT. The NT cropping system promoted macroaggregate formation and stability
and reduced the risk of particulate nutrient transport in this warm, humid region
soil. Some organic cropping systems, including the one tested in this study, need
implementation of additional soil conservation management practices in order to be
more environmentally sustainable.
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slope cutting across a thick series of Pliocene estuarine river alluvium with contrasted granulometry Soil types include Haploxeralfs, Xerorthents and Haploxererts, depending on underlying parent material, position on the slope, and recent cultivation practices A preliminary survey included 44 auger holes regularly spaced
on the slope, divided into 6 toposequences Subsequently, 12 soil pits, forming
3 toposequences, were opened, described and sampled. The large number of soil
sampling points was selected in a pattern determined by the vines from which data
are being taken, and approximating a grid. A primary goal was to determine the
smallest number of sampling sites necessary to obtain a realistic large-scale map
of soil variability The soil samples were analyzed for soil texture, CEC, organic
matter content and exchangeable cations This information was then combined in
a geodatabase with field observations such as coarse fragment content, soil color
and horizon thickness and analyzed using geostatistical methods. Lateral continuity
of horizons and the presence of abrupt thresholds of change were examined The
optimal sampling density to conserve the greatest amount of information on soil
characteristics was estimated by varying the number of observations included in the
study. Results and Conclusions: Soil physical and chemical properties indicated
a very heterogeneous vineyard. The study site showed great parent material variability, which typically requires a larger than expected number of sampling points
to allow precise mapping. Cultivation of the vineyard has masked natural variability in the surface horizon Furthermore, initial grading was performed on the
slope prior to planting 12 years ago and modified soil classification by truncating or
burying natural profiles, leading to irregular C decrease with depth. A high degree
of variation between adjacent areas within the vineyard block complicates attempts
at site-specific management. Based on the K/CEC ratio, soils in the vineyard had
good base saturation but insufficient available K, except in the surface horizon, as
a result of fertilization. Vine vigor was lower in areas of coarser soil surface and
subsurface texture and associated low water availability In other areas, factors such
as slope, drainage, and amount of backfill prior to planting must be considered
in order to explain differences in vigor The use of GPS to record plant and soil
information in a GIS database, along with the use of geostatistical tools, has given
a new impetus to vineyard classification and terroir studies by providing a means
of visualizing complex soil properties and modeling the soil-vine relationship The
knowledge gained from detailed soil studies offers an opportunity to implement
different vineyard management strategies.
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S. Burns
Terroir of Vineyards in the Northern Willamette Valley, Oregon.
S. Burns, Portland State Univ: D. Starr Peace. Portland Stale Univ.
Terroir, the relationship of geology, soil and climate to the quality of wines is so
important to winemakers who want to have the best soil possible to produce the
best wines, especially pinot noir. In a completely updated study of over 210 vineyards (5249 acres) in the northern Willamette Valley, the heart of the winemaking
area of Oregon, two soil series are the dominant varieties of the vineyards, but three
other soils have also shown great promise The two dominant soils are the Jory
(1504 acres), an Ultisol developed on 15 million year old basalt bedrock, and the
Willakenzie (1245 acres), an Alfisol developed on marine sedimentary rocks of the
foothills of the Coast Range. Both are very old soils (over 50,000 years old), welldrained, on south-facing slopes, xeric moisture regime, red, and located between
300' and 800' elevations. Alfisols have a few more nutrients in them than Ultisols.
Three other soils with similar features are also being planted on with good results.
Laurelwood soil (825 acres) is an Alfisol developed on mainly basalt with some
old loess mixed in. Nekia (195 acres) is very similar to Jory (an Ultisol on basalt),
but it is shallow (from 50-100 cm depth) compared to the Jory. The Yamhill series
(333 acres) is developed on basalt, but it is not as old and is mainly a Mollisol with
a thick A horizon. Soils developed on Missoula Flood deposits on the valley floors
are not as well drained, and they have too many nutrients for the production of
quality grapes Our study shows that for the best terroir the best soils for producing
great wines in Oregon are old, well-drained, xeric moisture regime and red
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M. T. Castellanos
Optimization
of
Nitrogen
Fertirigation of Melon Crop in a Petrocalcic soil.
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 3, Second Floor (Convention Center)
M. T. Castellanos. Centro Mejora Agraria El Chaparrillo—Delegación Provincial
de Agricultura: F. Ribas. Centro Mejora Agraria El Chaparrillo—Delegación
Provincial de Agricultura: M. J. Cabello. Centro Mejora Agraria El Chaparrillo—
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J. J Lambert
Delegación Provincial de Agricultura: N. Figueiró. Centra Mejora Agraria El
Soil Spatial Heterogeneity in a Pinot Noir Vineyard, Napa Valley, California.
Chaparrillo—Delegación Provincial de Agricultura: M. C. Cartagena. Dpto.
J. J. Lambert. Dept of Viticulture and Enology: R. Plant. Dept of Agronomy and
Quimica y Analisis Agricola—E.T.S. I.A.- Polytechnic Univof Madrid: A. Arce.
Range Science: C. Stockert. Dept of Viticulture and Enology: D. Pierce. Dept of
Viticulture and Enology: E. Carlisle. Depat of Viticulture and Enology: D. Smart. Dpto. Quimica y Anälisis Agricola—E.T.S. I.A.-Polytechnic Univ.of Madrid: A. M.
Tarquis. Dpto. Matemalica Aplicada—E.T.S. Ing. Agrónomos—Polytechnic Univ.
Dept of Viticulture and Enology.
of Madrid.
Background: Soil spatial variability in vineyards can result in differences in yield
The aim of this work was to optimize the application of nitrogen fertilizer in a
and quality that cannot be attributed to differences in climatic conditions between
melon crop (Cucumis meto cv. "Sancho") in order to reduce the nitrate lixiviation.
growing seasons. Understanding soil variation in vineyards is therefore an essenThis experiment was carried out from May to September 2005 in the field station
tial component of precision viticulture Materials and Methods: We assessed
La Entresierra, Ciudad Real, Spain The characteristic soil texture of this area is
soil variability in a 4.5 hectare Napa Valley Pinot Noir vineyard The pedological
sandy and clay-sandy, which presents very low variability in the first 60 cm of
observations were made in relation with nearby vines that are being monitored
depth Deeper than this a fragmented petrocalcic layer is localized The experifor vegetative vigor, yield and fruit quality over a period of several years. Vine
ment had a random block design, it was watered with 100% of ETc and the treatvigor was assessed by measuring vine trunk diameters and pruning weights, and by
ments consisted in four nitrogen doses: 0 (A0), 60 (A 1), 90 (A2) and 120kg N ha '
examining NDVI images. The study site was set on a complex convexo-concave
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(A3) The levels of nitrates in the soil profile were obtained by means of suction
cups located between two plants to 32.5 cm of watering line and 60 cm of depth.
Between the two following plants, three access tubes to the probe Diviner were
installed at 12.5, 37.5 and 62.5 cm distance from the watering line to determinate
the soil humidity The results showed a clear correlation between the increments of
nitrogen leached and fertilizer doses bigger than A1 treatment, as well as with the
distance to the watering line The nitrogen uptake by melon plants and the melon
quality parameters are full discussed related to these observations.
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D Roberts
Viticutlural Practices For very Acidic Soils.
D. Roberts, integrated

winegrowing.

In very acidic soils (pH<5.0), aluminum solubility increases and is taken up rapidly by vine roots Aluminum in the roots interferes in phosphorous, calcium and
magnesium uptake and utilization. Application of lime raises pH and decreases
aluminum solubility but lime is insoluble (O.OOI4g/l) and does not move deep into
the sopil profile even with deep tillage. Gypsum is more soluble than lime (2.41
g/1) and can move deeper into the soil neutralizing aluminum. Even with gypsum
applications, phosphorous avaialability does not increase and becaomes a limiting
factor for vine growth in these soils. Planting vines at narrow sapcing producing
small vines with limited yield (I kilo/vine) will reduce phosphorous requirement
and make these soils manageable for viticulture.
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S. Dousset
Facilitated Transport of Diuron and Glyphosate in High Copper Vineyard
Soils.
S. Dousset, Université de Bourgogne—CST—Géosol; J. B. Dessogne, Université de
Reims: A. Jacobson. Cornell Univ; P. Baveye. Cornell Univ. F. Andreux. Université
de
Bourgogne—CST—Géosol.
Pesticide leaching through soils may occur in a 'free' form, or in a 'bound' form
Bound pesticides may result from interactions with endogenic soil components
such as organic matter, or exogenic components such as copper from 'Bordeaux'
mixture. Few studies deal with the facilitated transport of 'bound'pesticides, in particular, pesticides complexed with copper. The objective of this work was to study
the influence of soil copper levels on the leaching of diuron and glyphosate through
vineyard soils A calcareous soil from Vosne-Romanée (Bourgogne, France, 21)
and an acidic soil from Odenas (Beaujolais, 69) were sampled from 0-10 cm, dried
and sieved to 2 mm. The background copper concentrations were 17 mg.kg-1 and
34 mg kg-1 in the calcareous soil and the acidic soil, respectively. Each soil was
enriched with copper sulfate to obtain the following total soil copper concentrations: 125, 250, 500 and 1000 mg.kg-1. For each treatment, the leaching of diuron
and glyphosate was studied in sieved soil columns (6 x 6 8 cm) under laboratory
conditions. For both soils, glyphosate leaching was influenced by the soil copper
level, whereas diuron leaching was not In the calcareous soil, glyphosate leaching
decreased as the copper level increased from 17mg.kg-l to 500 mg.kg-1. This result
may be explained by a formation of soil-copper-glyphosate ternary complexes. On
the other hand, in the acidic soil, glyphosate leaching increased as the copper level
increased from 34 mg.kg-1 to 500 mg.kg-1. In both soils, the shapes of the copper elution curves in presence of glyphosate were similar to those of glyphosate
(except for the acidic soil with the copper level of 500 mg.kg-1). This suggests the
formation of Cu-glyphosate complexes leaching through the calcareous and acidic
soils In conclusion, the application of'Bordeaux' mixture does not influence diuron leaching in calcareous or acidic soils. However, increasing copper concentrations in soils reduces glyphosate leaching through calcareous soils, and adversely,
increases glyphosate leaching through acidic soils. Therefore, in acidic soils with
high copper contents, glyphosate should be applied lightly and judiciously
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S.T.N ShivanandaTN
Nitrogen Fixing Ability of 13 Enotypes of Mucuna Pruriens.
S. T. N. Shivananda T N, Indian Institute of Horticultural

Research.

Mucuna pruriens is a high value medicinal crop grown for its seed to extract Ldopa used against Parkinson disease. The roots bear nodules and fix atmospheric
nitrogen enriching the soil fertility. Pot culture and field studies were conducted
using 13 genotypes to evaluate nitrogen fixing ability and L-dopa content in seeds
during 2002-03 at Indian Institute of Horticultural Research, Bangalore (13° 58'
N 78° E) The crop was grown on red clay loam soils having pH 5.50 and low in
soil organic matter Nitrogen fixing ability was assessed using acetylene reduction
assay (ARA). Results suggested that 1IHR-MP-02 fixed the highest (208.9 ARA)
amounts of nitrogen and the least in 1IHR-MP-17 (67 8 ARA). Flowering stage
recorded higher values compared at harvest Nodule number and nodule biomass
was the highest in I1HR-MP-02. Further L-dopa content in seeds was the highest
(661%) in IIHR-MP-02 and the least in 1IHR-MP-17. These results suggest that
there is a positive relationship between nitrogen fixation, nodule number, nodule
biomass and even active principle (L-dopa) content in seeds Keywords: L-dopa,
Mucuna pruriens. N fixation
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M Palaniappa Pillai
Maximization of Potato Yield in Nilgiri Hills of Western Ghats of India.
M. Palaniappa Pillai. Dept. ofSS&AC, Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ: S. B. Santhu
Mohamed.Dept. ofSS&AC, Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ: T N. Rao. Potash and
Phosphate Institute of Canada-India Programme.
Two field experiments were conducted during 2002 (March-June) and 2003 (AprilAugust), at Nanjanad Farm, Ooty. The soils of the experimental field comes under
Ooty series (Ultic Hapludalf). There were 19 treatments, which were replicated
3 times in randomized block design. Lime @ 4.3 t/ha and FYM @ 15 t/ha was
applied as a common dose for all the plots. As per the treatment requirements,
entire quantity of phosphorous fertilizers were applied as basal along with 50 per
cent nitrogen, potassium, magnesium and sulphur. The remaining quantities were
applied at 50 days after planting (DAP) In the farmers practice (state recommended
level) treatment, the entire quantity of Mg and P was applied as basal along with
50 per cent N, K and S. The remaining 50 per cent of fertilizers were applied at 50
DAP. Planting was taken up with the potato cv. Kufri Giriraj of 120 days duration
was used as a test crop. Fifteen days prior to harvest haulm drying was done using
paraquat (@2.5 lit ha-l) and the tubers were harvested at 120 DAP and the yield
was recorded. Based on the results from the field experiments, on farm trials on
potato were conducted in farmers field with eight treatments at four different villages in Nilgiris. District during 2003. The variety Kufri Giriraj was used as a test
variety in 3 locations and variety Kufri Jothi was used as a test variety in one location. The maximum potato tuber yield of 62.11 t ha-l was recorded with 240 N, 240
P205, 240 K 2 0 , 48 Mg and 80 kg S ha-l for which there was 43 per cent increase
in yield over state recommended level (43.58 t ha-l). Enhanced level of N (240 kg
ha-l) and K (360 kg ha-l) increased the tuber yield but with higher level of M g @
72 kg ha-l there was a decline in tuber yield The tuber yield reduction due to nonapplication of N, P, K, Mg and S was 27, 8, 12.2, 13.9 and 14.0 per cent when 240
N, 240 P 2 0 5 , 240 K 2 0 and 48 Mg and 80 kg S ha-l was applied. Increasing the
levels of N and K by 100 and 200 per cent from the currently recommended doses
of 120 kg ha-1 increased the yield at all levels of Mg tried in the study. The results
of on farm trials on potato revealed that there was an increased in yield from 36 78
to 65.98 t ha-l for Kufri Giriraj and 12.51 to 24.31 t ha-I for Kufri Jothi. The balanced fertilizer schedule (optimum treatment) of 240 kg N, 240 kg P 2 0 5 , 240 kg
K 2 0 , 48 kg Mg and S application at 80 kg ha-l recorded maximum tuber yield of
65.98 t ha-1 with 79.4 per cent increase in yield over the state recommended level
(36 78 t ha-l) The per cent increase in yield due to balanced fertilizer schedule of
240 kg N, 240 kg P205, 240 kg K 2 0 , 48 kg Mg and 80 kg S ha-l was 59.44 as
compared to farmer's practice (41.38 t ha-l). Reduction in yield due to omission
of S (-S), Mg (-Mg), Mg and S (-Mg, S) and K, Mg and S (-K, Mg, S) was 17.14,
23.45,31.57 and 39.92 percent when balanced fertilizer schedule of 240 kg N, 240
kg P 2 0 5 , 240 kg K 2 0 , 48 kg Mg and 80 kg S ha-l was followed. The results from
both the field experiments conducted during 2002 and 2003 and the on farm trials
conducted during 2003 at farmer's fields at four different locations on potato have
clearly indicated that the presently followed state recommended level of 120 kg N:
240 kg P205: 120 kg K 2 0 with 60 kg MgS04 ha-1 is sub optimal. Hence, there is a
need for upward revision of the existing blanket recommendation to 240 kg N, 240
kg P 2 0 5 , 240 kg K 2 0 , 4 8 kg Mg and 80 kg S ha-1 enhanced the potato tuber yield,
uptake of nutrients, starch content and crude protein content besides maintaining
soil fertility. This fertilizer schedule would ensure higher profit to potato farmers
in the Hilly zone soils of Tamil Nadu This study also indicated that omission of
any single nutrient result in declining yield that emphasize the need for balanced
fertilizer application The balanced fertilizer amounts calculated on the basis of this
experiment have to be promoted as the new recommendation to enhance the profit
of the farmers.
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Effect of Foliar Application of Different Sources of Zn Application on the
Changes in Zn Content, Uptake and Yield of Rice (Oryia sativa I..).
T. Karak. Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyalaya: D. Das. Bidhan Chandra Krishi
Viswavidyalaya.
Field experiments on rice (Oryza saliva L.) during two rabi seasons were conducted
in an Aerie Haplaquept (pH, 6.7; organic carbon, 0 54%; CEC, 14 28cmol (p+)kg1; DTPA-extractable Zn, 0.32 mg kg-1). The amount of Zn content in rice plant
was determined with the help of an Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer (Perkin
elmer, model- A Analyst 100) after acid digestion of the samples. The results show
that the amount of Zn content in and uptake by grain (17 6 mg kg-1 and 85.6 g
ha-1) and straw (17 0 mg kg-1 and 123.4 g ha-1) have been found to be increased
significantly in the treatment F3 where twice foliar applications of Zn as Zn-EDTA
@ 0.05% was made with the simultaneous highest increase in grain (4.91 ha-l) and
straw (7 2 t ha-l) respectively, as compared to foliar applications of same levels of
Zn as ZnS04being 16.0 and 38.8 percent increase in the yield of grain and straw
respectively over that of the control, no application of Zn. The results also clearly
indicated that the yield of both grain and straw due to foliar application of Zn either
in the form of Zn-EDTA or ZnS04 were significantly positively correlated with the
Zn uptake by grain and straw, being more significant with Zn-EDTA application.
The grain yield vs. Zn content in grain showed a significant positive correlation
(r=0.82**) suggesting an important role of Zn towards contributing the yield of
rice Keywords: Lowland soil conditions, yield of rice, sources of Zn
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1866b
A Aizpurua
Spatial Vineyard Variability on Soil, Grape Yield, and Juice Quality in a Field
in the D.O.Ca. Rioja (Spain).
A. Aizpurua. O. Unamimzaga. A. Castellón, NE1KER Institute) Vasco de
/nvestigación y DesarroUo Agraria.
Great spatial variability related to vineyard production is one ofthe main concerns
for grapegrowers. Spatial variability can be observed both in grape yield and quality and it is caused by several factors related to climate, soil, vine (rootstock and
cultivar) and viticultural techniques. The aim of this work was to study the variability associated to soil, grape yield and juice quality parameters. The work reported
here was carried out during 2005 in a 8 ha field located in Oyón (Spain) where
Tempranillo (red cultivar) is grown. Yield was measured and soil samples were
taken at three depth increments (0-30, 30-60 and 60-90 cm) in 200 sampling points
regularly distributed in the field. Soil depth, texture, pH, organic matter, total N, P,
Na, K, Mg and carbonate contents were analized in all the samples. Aditionally, in
100 out ofthe 200 initially selected points the following juice quality parameters
were measured: probable alcohol degree, total acidity, pH, malate, tartrate, K and
anthocyanin concentrations. Grape yield showed the largest within-field variability,
with coefficients of variation around 50% Soil phosphorous content accounted for
the highest variability in soil, while anthocyanin and malate concentrations were
the most variable factors regarding quality of juice.
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8:00 AM O. Spaargaren
WRB: Wittingly Reaching Babel?
O. Spaargaren. ISRIC—World Soil Information.
The World Reference Base for Soil Resources began as the International Reference
Base for Soil Classification (IRB), an initiative of FAO, UNESCO, UNEP and the
1SSS in the early 80s, following the publication ofthe Soil Mapofthe World(fAOUNESCO, 1971-1981). The aim of IRB was to device a framework through which
existing soil classification systems could be correlated and ongoing soil classification work could be harmonized. Over some 12 years IRB developed in parallel
and similarly to the Revised Legend of the Soil Map of the Wor/rf (FAO-UNESCOISRIC, 1988) It was therefore decided to bring the two efforts under one umbrella;
the World Reference Base for Soil Resources (WRB) was born The main objectives
were to provide scientific background to the Revised Legend, and to develop an
internationally acceptable framework for delineating soil resources through which
national classifications can be correlated - the Reference Base character. With this
Reference Base character in mind, subsequently a draft WRB (1SSS-ISRIC-FAO,
1994) and first official WRB (ISSS-ISRIC-FAO, 1998) together with explanatory
texts (Working Group RB, 1998a, 1998b) were issued. At the I6lh World Congress
of Soil Science in Montpellier it was decided to have a six-year period for testing and soliciting comments During this period it became apparent that there was
keen interest in WRB, as demonstrated by translations in 15 languages, and the
wide use of the Lecture Notes on the Major Soils of the World, based on WRB.
During the six-year period it also became obvious that WRB was growing beyond
being a reference base; several countries took WRB as base for their soil classification and used it for soil mapping There was a call for standardization amongst
the soil terminology and definitions used in various soil classifications. Moreover,
more refinement was sought to better characterize the soil through its name. Proliferation took place in the number of qualifiers used at the second level of WRB,
sometimes without obeying the rules specified. All this raises the question: are we
Wittingly Reaching Babel with WRB? The current revision of WRB has focused on
the shortcomings ofthe first edition, the comments received over the years, redefining and renaming some of its Major Reference Groups (Alisols, Stagnosols to
include Planosols), sequencing ofthe Key to the MRGs, incorporation of some of
the latest knowledge on soils, in particular that on recent man-made soils in urban
and mining areas (as Technosols), and more logical structuring ofthe lower-level
classification into prefix and suffix qualifiers. The concept of soils to classify has
been broadened to include sub-aqueous and subterranean soils

Problems of land degradation in arid, semi-arid and dry sub-humid areas had intensified in Sub Sahara Africa over the last decade despite several efforts including the
United Nations Rio Conference in 1992, the adoption of Plan of Action to Combat
Desertification (PACD) by United Nations Conference on Desertification (UNCOD)
in 1994 and the UN Millennium Summit in 2000. Parallel to this, land productivity
in the region has remained the least worldwide This could partly be attributed to
the lack of adequate knowledge on soils' behaviour-land productivity relationships
Knowledge on soils' response to catastrophic events such as landslides, accelerated soil erosion, inundation or long-term changes on the land including climate
change is patchy and inadequate. Soil characterization is both limited and largely
incomplete to meet demands at farm level Due to lack of national soil classification
systems transfer of soil-based information is inadequately coordinated and shared
among policy makers and land investors. World Reference Base for Soil Resources
(WRB) has an important role to play in terms of land use planning and management
in the region. However, WRB was recently introduced in Sub Sahara Africa, hence
needs to be adequately evaluated and tested for adoption. A workshop was organized by FAO in East Africa in June 2005 to train professionals dealing with the
soil classification, land use planners and land resource managers from the Eastern,
Central and Southern countries Africa on the use of WRB. Thirteen soil profiles
representative of major soils in East Africa were selected for classification using
WRB. The selection included soils formed under a wide range of climatic, topographic and geological conditions as well as land use/cover The classification was
based on both field data acquired by use ofthe soil profile description manual FAO
(1990) and laboratory analytical data A critical review on the classification ofthe
following soil reference groups was done: Luvisols, Lixisols, Vertisols, Acrisols,
Gypsisols, Fluvisols, Nitisols, Regosol, Cambisol, Nitisols, Phaeozems and Pianosols. WRB was found to be simple to classify soils The importance of field data
on the classification ofthe soil reference groups was highly appreciated However,
some limitations were encountered while classifying the following soil reference
groups: Vertisols, Gypsisols, Calcisols, Luvisols, Cambisols and Phaeozems. It is
proposed to introduce a manganic horizon and the following qualifiers for the soil
reference groups in bracket: hypersalic (Vertisols), manganic, ultic (Phaeozems),
endostagnic, hyposodic (Cambisols), gypsic (Calcisols) endogleyic and epistagnic (Luvisols). Further studies are proposed with regard to the above observations
It is also proposed to change the order of qualifiers for Vertisols; standardize the
laboratory analytical methods for soil classification using WRB and review ofthe
definitions ofthe cambic horizon in order to avoid inclusion of soils with considerable degree of alteration in the Cambisol reference group Keywords: Tropical soil
classification, improvements on WRB

61-3
8:50 AM R.J.Engel
Harmonizing the Diagnostic Horizons, Properties, and Materials used in the
World Reference Base and Soil Taxonomy.
R. J. Engel. USDA NSSC: E. Micheli. Szent Istvan Univ. Soil Science and
Agrochemistry Dept: P. McDaniel. Univ of Idaho; C. A. Ditzler. USDA NSSC.
The two most commonly used soil classification systems in the world are the World
Reference Base (WRB) developed in a joint effort by the Food and Agriculture
Organization ofthe United Nations, the International Union of Soil Sciences, and
the ISRIC International Soil and Reference Information Centre and Soil Taxonomy
(ST) developed by the United States Department of Agriculture. These systems
have many similarly (but not identically) named and defined diagnostic horizons
and features. This paper presents the diagnostic horizons, properties, and materials
used in the WRB and the counterpart horizons and characteristics diagnostic for
the higher categories from ST. We rated the diagnostic criteria as identical, very
similar, similar or different between the two systems as of 1999. Despite the fact
that both systems are attempting to equate to the same soil-forming processes only
one diagnostic (organic soil materials) was named and defined identically in both
systems There were 8 diagnostics used in the WRB system that had very similar
criteria and an additional 17 that had similar criteria to ST. These 25 diagnostics
could be made identical with minimal changes. Fourteen ofthe diagnostic horizons
of WRB had criteria that are different than those used in ST Additionally, 10 of the
diagnostic horizons of WRB had no counterpart in ST and 4 diagnostic horizons of
ST had no counterpart in WRB We then compare the 2006 versions of both WRB
and ST and conclude with a summary of extent to which the diagnostics ofthe two
systems have been harmonized in the 2006 editions

61-4
9:10AM A Lehmann
Technosols as a Proposed Soil Group for the WRB (World Reference of Soil
Resources).
A. Lehmann. Hohenheim Univ (310).
This contribution is the result of discussion within the AKS (Working Group on
Urban soils within the German Soil Science Society) and of numerous hints from
P. Schad, H -P Blume, D Rossiter, G -L Zhang and K Stahr Technosols: A new
61-2
8:30AM M. Kilasara
soil group of "Technosols" should be/ is introduced into the WRB (World Reference of Soil Resources) This because ofthe high meaning of soils with a signifiUse of WRB to Classify Soils in the Tropics: Lessons Form East Africa.
M. Kilasara. Sokoine Unix of Agriculture: P. Gicheru. Kenya Agricultural Research cant amount of technic material Such bodies has to be classified as soils as they
Institute: E. Ngatunga. Ministry ofAdriculture & Food Security: C. K. K. Gachene. are places of soil genesis - at least as these soils are settled by pioneer organisms
as fungus and bacteria. The high meaning of such soils is given by the large and
Univ of Nairobi: J. Melio. ARL Mlingano.
increasing extent ofthe areas where they occur Such areas are urban, industrial,
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infrastructural, mining and military areas. Additionally, the meaning of Technosols
is given by the increasing use of such soils for eg urban agriculture "Technic
material" has to be introduced for systematic reasons. Explanations to the definition of technic material and Technosols: Every material should be summarised with
Technic material which shows properties that are significant different from natural
soil materials, especially as these technic materials are suspicious to toxicity (eg.
combustion residues) and show often very high hydraulic conductivity. The concept
behind the term Technosols is the specification of soils with properties conditioned
by non-natural substrate and frequently by a cover from natural soil material These
(underlaying) substrates are suspicious for toxic properties and very high hydraulic
conductivity. Also, Technosols should be introduced to respect the special problems
and benefits of soils from artefacts in points of land use. Moreover, the development of such anthropogenic soils can lead to the formation and discharge of material of unconventional and sometime toxic properties. Sealing material is excluded
from technic material, because natural soils or soils from mechanically transported
soil material covered by some sealing material should not key out as Technosols.
Also soils from soil material which is removed to mine underlying material should
not key out as Technosols The need of not more than 10 cm technic material within
100 cm for a Technosol is proposed especially in respect to the common praxis
to cover technic material with natural soil material to allow plant growth and to
minimise discharge from the technic material Also other anthropogenic soils identified with specific qualifiers show often very high hydraulic conductivity.As long
as typical sealed or unsealed urban soils (which consist mainly from mechanically
transported natural soil material and are showing therefore compaction or loosening, often containing artifacts and much organic residues) can show diagnostic
properties of Cambisols, Arenosols, Plinthosols, Durisols, Chernosems, Kastanozems, Phaeozems, Umbrisols and Andosols as well as such soils can show diagnostic properties of Alisols, Acrisols, Luvisols, Lixisols, Nitisols and Solonetz. This, as
long as the mechanically transported soil material from the according soils keys out
for the relevant diagnostic criteria Also, disturbed soils can key out to the above
given soil groups, if they are not disturbed to the depth that is given as diagnostic
criteria. But also in soil groups which have specific processes of soil development
as diagnostic criteria, such as Vertisols, Solonchaks, Gleysols and Cryosols, could
develop in mechanically transported natural soil - e.g. in some 10 years. Also, large
amount of artifacts could be found in Fluvisols if the catchment area includes e.g.
cities. It is obvious that Anthrosols and Regosols could consist from mechanically
transported natural soil material. Therefore the qualifiers which are proposed as
follows should be added to the suggestions for ranking common qualifiers for the
22 mentioned soil groups.
61-5
9:30 AM V. A. Rojkov
Algebra of the WRB (Formalization of the Concept).
V. A. Rojkov. V.V. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute.
The World Reference Base for Soil Resources (WRB) is the verbal basis to correlate
national soil classification systems (NSCS); it also tends to be the specific language
of soil science It is unfeasible and hardly possible to build this scientific language
by analogy with the usual literary language of people's communication. The first
one requires strict formalization and imposes definite limitations on its semantic
content Vague intuitive classification concepts of similarity, identity, or indistinctiveness must be precisely and qualitatively identified in terms of the degree of
equivalency or in more general terms of the degree of tolerance. In turn, the latter notions can be described in terms of reflection, symmetry, and transitiveness.
Mathematics is the general language of science to give "different things one name,"
and the formal logics is the language of statements and judgments.Soil classification describes the structure of soil taxa in the space of soil attributes (properties)
forming the information basis of soil classification Soil taxa of particular NSCS
are being subjectively transposed into the WRB; taken together, these national soil
taxa compose the whole set of soil units to be classified (Fig. 1). The tolerance
level of particular NSCS can be unambiguously determined if all the NSCS have a
common information base. Classification can be called a system if it displays some
emergent features, i.e., if it presents more than a sum of its elements. In the case of
soil classification, this might be its hierarchical structure visualized in the form of
a dendrogram A comprehensive structure of soil information base with 64 major
attributes was suggested. Using this information base, the analysis of soil types
distinguished in the Russian soil classification, soil orders in Soil Taxonomy, and
major soil groups of the FAO system has been done to find the degree of similarity
between them (Fig. 2). The particular values of soil attributes were assessed in a
binary system ("present" or "not present") This method makes it possible to estimate quantitatively the degree of similarity between the national soil classification
taxa in percent The hierarchical structure of the resulting dendrogram integrating
three different NSCS is open to argument, but it can be clearly and unambiguously
displayed. The analysis of the list of major soil attributes suggests that their number
can be reduced from 64 to 44.The choice of soil attributes to be put in the common
information base requires expert judgment First of all, those attributes (diagnostic
features, etc ) should be included that are proposed by all the experts Then, those
that are proposed by most of the experts, and so on The weights of particular attributes and qualitative gradations inside them are also to be indicated by experts
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62-1
10:15 A M
J. J. lbanez
The Magical Numbers of the I SI) V Soil Taxonomy:Towsrds an Outline of a
Theory of Natural Resource Taxonomies.

J. J. lbanez. C1DE; R. Arnold. USDA-NRCS (retired): J. Sanchez-Diaz. CIDE.
Recently, a mathematical analysis of the USDA Soil Taxonomy structure showed
that biological and pedological classifications have the same topological structure
in terms of entropie, statistical distribution, fractal, and multifractal models. The
structure also conforms to the Mayr criterion, Willis curve, and the MaxEnt (Maximum Entropy) Principle. These results indicate that both biological and pedological
taxonomies are organized in a manner that optimizes (maximum efficiency) the flow
of information as retrieval information systems taking into account their respective initial and boundary conditions. Both systems tend to have fractal structures,
whereas, geographical, purpose oriented classifications (agronomic), and cognitive
bias divert them toward multifractal structures. These analyses, however, only take
into account their mathematical architecture and the so-called "Roch prototype
effect": a cognitive bias type that takes into account the human being capacities to
process the information In 1956 Miller, a reputed cognitive psychologist hypothesized that there is an upper limit on our mental potential to process information
on simultaneously interacting elements with reliable accuracy and correctness. The
limit proposed by Miller, after compiling the results of a multitude of psychological
studies, was seven plus or minus two elements. The "Miller Conjecture" has been
corroborated in the fields of cognitive computing and chaos (complexity) sciences
There is empirical evidence from cognitive studies of indigenous populations carrying out folk taxonomies and other types of categorization processes that are in
agreement with the above mentioned "magic number" Folk and scientific classifications often initially break natural continuums into less than 7 plus or minus two
hierarchical levels. In both the USDA Soil Taxonomy and the FAO 1988 Revised
Legend most of the number of subtaxa (classes) per taxa of a given category fall
in this range 7 =fc 2, although some contain less subtaxa per taxon In this respect
the FAO 1988 Revised Legend corroborates better the Miller conjecture than the
USDA Soil Taxonomy. The Miller conjecture explains that separating a continuum
under consideration into more that 9 classes causes mental confusion and generates
mistakes in the populations tested. In other words, it is not suitable that a taxon
have a lot of subtaxa. This cognitive or memory constraint (cognitive span), also
termed channel capacity by Miller indicates that the human mind has a sense for
numbers that is primitive and predates conscious counting, and likely dictates our

<
ability to tell the difference among groups of different number of objects. Obviously this magical number may be a constraint in teaching classical taxonomies.
Insofar as this is true, it would be of interest in future modifications or development of soil taxonomies not to exceed, as far as possible, our innate capacities to
simultaneously handle information. Folkbiology studies shows also that while the
best trained native people (in strong contact with the nature around them) detect
"generic species" (the equivalent to the scientific species and genera) as the core
of their taxonomies. Those with less direct interaction with nature recognize and
classify better using life forms than "species". The latter ones could be considered
as pedological analogies of the older soil classifications that were based on soil
forming factors. With this background in mind it is possible to try to construct a
framework of an ideal soil taxonomie scheme: (i) taxonomy with 7 ± 2 hierarchical
structures; (ii) a iterative fragmentation of higher hierarchical categories into 7 ± 2
subcategories; (iii) a generated branching system that is as symmetric as possible;
(iv) a final fractal structure; (vi) the content of the taxonomie information (entropy)
must not exceed 5 bits, and so on. Such a scheme would not have initial and boundary constraints. Thus, it would be expected to divert from a hypothetical optimal
one in some features as a consequence. As far as practical and scientifically sound,
it is recommended that any given taxon not contain many taxa, and that the number
of taxa with a single subtaxa be kept to a minimum.

62-4
11:25 AM
N. E. Smeck
A Proposal to Differentiate Steady State and Dynamic Soil Properties in Soil
Taxonomy.

N. E. Smeck. The Ohio State Univ; K. R. Olson. Univ of Illinois. Dept of Natural
Resources and Environmental Sciences.
Pedologists generally agree that mature soils are a product of soil forming processes driven by energy inputs provided by soil forming factors (parent material,
biota, climate, and topography) over a pedogenic time span of centuries to millennia. Many of the major taxa in Soil Taxonomy were created to group various mature
soils which can also be considered "steady state" or "static" entities because they
have attained a quasi-equilibrium with their unique environments In fact, reciprocal relationships between climatic, vegetative, and soil entities produce and define
the major regional and global ecosystems recognized on earth and contribute to
concurrence between distributions of soil orders and global ecosystems Some
soil properties can, however, be impacted by land management and use wherein
changes in soil properties are incurred on a human time scale of decades or centuries. Such properties are referred to as dynamic properties in contrast to static
properties generated in pedogenic timeframes. Dynamic changes in soil properties:
i) disrupt pedogenic steady states, ii) impact soil quality, and iii) affect the capacity
of soils to function. Management practices that often significantly alter dynamic
soil properties are those induced by tillage, drainage, irrigation, intensive grazing,
and the addition of soil amendments leading to erosion, oxidation, compaction,
62-2
10:45 AM
F. O. Nachtergaele
mixing of horizons, and changes in nutrient, base status, and pH levels From a
On the Evolution of Definitions of Diagnostic Soil Horizons and Soil Unit
taxonomie perspective, undesirable consequences occur when dynamic soil properNames.
ties are used as diagnostic criteria. Often the classification of pedons affected by
F O. Nachtergaele. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
management will differ from that of steady state pedons at categorical levels as
(FAO).
high as the order even though basic ecosystem parameters are invariant. Although
one of the basic tenets of Soil Taxonomy (2nd Ed. p 16) is that "differentiae keep an
The publication of the World Reference Base (WRB) and its acceptance as the
undisturbed soil and its cultivated or otherwise human-modified equivalents in the
preferred soil correlation system of the 1USS, has led to querries about the use
same taxon insofar as possible", many current differentiae will not meet that expecof specific soil and soil horizon names and their definitions. A certain amount of
tation. Possible solutions are: i) select differentiae that are not dynamic properties
confusion is created when the same name is used for a different concept or differor ii) require that only pedons representing the pedogenic steady state condition be
ent names used for similar reference groups or soil horizons. One may also argue
selected for classification of polypedons into series Such a protocol has previously
that each name has an inherent copyright attached and cannot be used by different
been suggested by Smith (The Guy Smith Interviews: Rationale for Concepts in
classification systems unless the concept is defined exactly as done by the original
Soil Taxonomy p. 18) in regard to eroded Mollisols. Because current diagnostic
"copyright holder". In the following a brief historical overview is given of the FAO
criteria effectively group pedogenic steady state soils, the most logical approach
legend and revised legend and WRB. The parallel developments that took place in
may be to focus attention on a procedure to group both pedogenic steady state
Soil Taxonomy is commented upon in order to sort out the origin of the potential
pedons and associated human-modified pedons into the same series even though
problem and its significance for the further development of international soil corthe altered pedons may classify into different taxa at categorical levels above the
relation. To illustrate the historical roots of this problem the evolution of the basic
series
It is suggested that a category similar to the current phase be created, but
concept of Podzols is discussed first.
without the requirement that these newly defined phases classify the same as the
series. The official series description would provide a description and classification of the pedogenic steady state, identify phases created for pedons altered by
62-3
11:05 AM
X.Shi
management practices, provide a range in characteristics for the various phases,
Cross-Reference System for Interpreting Genetic Soil Classification of China
and provide taxonomie classification of each phase at the family level Whereas
to Soil Taxonomy.
series classifications would be appropriate for regional or global soil maps, phases
X. Shi. Institute ofSoil Science. Chinese Academy ofSciences. X.Z. Shil*. D. S.Yul.
would be appropriate for large scale soil survey maps and interpretative applicaED. Warner2*. W.X. Sunt. G.W. Petersen2. Z. T. Gongl I Stale Key Laboratory tions Users of soil survey information using the proposed protocol would be able
of Soil and Sustainable Agriculture. Institute of Soil Science. Chinese Academy
to relate the distribution of series classifications to the distribution of regional and
of Sciences. Nanjing. China 20ffice for Remote Sensing of Earth Resources. The
global ecosystems; whereas, users interested in human impact on our soil resource
Pennsylvania State Univ. University Park. Pennsylvania. USA
could compare the classification and properties of series to those of the various
phases of series Such a revision of Soil Taxonomy will facilitate assessments of
Soil classification systems are not consistent between countries or organizainherent differences in soil quality between natural steady state soil entities as well
tions thereby hindering the communication and organizational functions they are
as evaluations of dynamic changes in soil quality due to human impact. In our
intended to promote. The development of translations between systems will be
opinion, Soil Taxonomy must address and differentiate both i) pedogenic steady
critical for overcoming the gap in understanding that has resulted from the lack of
state soil properties and inherent soil quality from ii) dynamic properties and the
a single, internationally accepted classification system. This paper describes a case
influence of land management on soil quality.
study of categories for soil order and great group, which resulted in the translation
of the Genetic Soil Classification of China (GSCC) to Soil Taxonomy (ST). A brief
history of soil classification in China is also provided to familiarize readers with
GSCC and its origins Three soil datasets used in the study are introduced, which
62-5
11:45 AM
P. Schad
include information on 2,540 soil species of "Soil Species of China (six volumes)"
( om pul«-1 '-Based Translation Tool Between WRB and the German Soil
and provincial soil species from locations throughout China, and the newly created
Classification System.
digital version of the 1:1,000,000 scale soil map of China. The translation from
GSCC to ST was based on profile descriptions, physical and chemical analysis data
P. Schad. Lehrstuhl für Bodenkunde (Soil Science). Department of Ecology.
of 2,540 soil species During the translation, the 2,540 soil species were classified
Technische Universität München; G. Broil. University of Vechta; R. Jahn. Institute
to their equivalent soil order, suborder, great group and subgroup according to ST
of Soil Science and Plant Nutrition. Martin Luther University: R. Barilz. Federal
and GSCC subgroup descriptors. GSCC order and great group names and ST order
Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources; G. Adler. Federal Institute for
names were then linked to corresponding map units in the 1:1,000,000 digital soil
Geosciences and Natural Resources; D. Kuhn. Institut AgendaRegio.
map of China using a geographic information system GIS tabulation made possible
the summary and display of the distribution of Chinese soils according to GSCC
A computer-based tool is worked out currently for translation in both directions
and ST classification units. Cross-reference benchmarks between GSCC and ST
between World Reference Base for Soil Resources / WRB (IUSS Working Group
soil orders were established. The reference compatibility between the GSCC great
Reference Base: 1st version 1998, 2nd version 2006) and the German soil clasgroups and the ST soil orders was developed. According to maximun referencibilsification system (Bodenkundliche Kartieranleitung: 4th edition 1994, 5th edition
ity, it is believed that GSCC 22 great groups with ST soil orders are of high refer2005). During the IUSS Congress in Philadelphia it will be in the final testing
encibility with maximum referencibility > 90%; 24 great groups have intermediate
phase A simple translation between taxonomie units, i.e. between reference soil
referencibility with maximum referencibility in the range of 60-90%, which can
group (WRB) and soil type (German system) is difficult. The translation has better
be cited as reference benchmarks; The remaining 14 GSCC great groups are less
to rely on the diagnostically relevant characteristics of the soil. If all relevant field
compatible, with maximum referencibility <60% and need further study, or require
and laboratory data are available, an automatic key guides the user to the taxonomie
referencing at lower classification levels or at a regional level to help to improve
unit If these data are not (or not completely) available, it cannot be avoided that
the accuracy of the reference.
several options for the translation must be offered The user will be indicated from
which features it depends to which unit his soil will be assigned According to
additional data which the user is asked for (parent material, landscape, climate,
vegetation, land use etc ) the most problable taxonomie unit can be detected. The
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automatic key is not only useful for translation but also for direct classification
according to one of these systems. In the German system, the tool offers classification down to the soil type, in WRB to the reference soil group and the qualifiers
for the lower level units WRB reference soil groups which have no equivalent in
the German system (which does not define soils not occurring in Germany) are not
translated. In the presentation, tour examples of translation will be given, two in
each direction, one each based on all diagnostic data, the other just on the name of
the taxonomie unit without any additional data. It is expected that the tool tremendously helps soil scientists to classify their soils correctly.
SESSION NUMBER 63
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2.0A Synchrotron Spectromicroscopy of Particulate Matter
Affecting Air, Water & Soil Quality—Theater
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 3, Second Floor (Convention Center)
63-1
653b
M. Nachtegaal
Following the Speciation of Lead During Heat-Treatment of Incinerated
Municipal Solid Waste.
M. Nachtegaal. SuperXAS Beamline, Swiss Light Source (SLS); R. Struis, General
Energy Dept (ENE). Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI): H. Lutz. AshDec; C. Ludwig.
General Energy Department (ENE). Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI).
Ashes from incinerated municipal solid waste (fly ash) contain high levels of heavy
metals such as Pb, Cd and Cu. Deposition of these toxic fly ashes is therefore not
without risks An alternative to deposition is to heat-treat the fly ashes to produce
secondary raw materials suited for reprocessing (heavy metal concentrates and
detoxified ashes). The potential of the thermal treatment was studied by monitoring the evaporation rate of lead from a certified fly ash (BCRI76) during heating
between 300 and 950oC under oxidizing as well as reducing conditions Samples at
different phases of the heat treatment process were quenched for subsequent investigation with micro-focused X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) to determine the
solid state speciation of lead Micro- spectromicroscopic data of the quenched heat
treated samples were collected at the new MicroXAS beamline at the Swiss Light
Source (Villigen, Switzerland). Evaporation data (under oxidizing and reducing
conditions) coupled with unique spectromicroscopic observations from the stateof-the-art MicroXAS facility will be discussed. The micro-spectroscopic observations helped to explain the evaporation curves and showed that thermal treatment
of municipal waste is a valuable alternative to the deposition of municipal solid
waste.
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Formation of Fe(Ill) Clusters in Natural Organic Matter.
D. Hesterberg. North Carolina State Univ; K. J. Hutchison. North Carolina State
Univ
Iron oxides are considered one of the more important sorbents for oxyanions such
as phosphate and arsenate in soils However, published research indicates that oxyanions also bind as ternary complexes to Fe(III) ions associated with natural organic
matter (NOM). In some cases, maximum sorption capacities of Fe-laden NOM
approaches a l l molar ratio of bound phosphate to NOM-bound Fe(III). Formation
of such ternary complexes could be an important mechanism of oxyanion sorption,
particularly in organic soils and organic-rich mineral soil horizons We hypothesize
that the oxyanion sorption capacity of Fe(IlI)-laden NOM would depend in part on
whether the Fe(Ill) is bound as individual ions dispersed throughout the organic
matrix, or as hydroxy-Fe(IH) clusters or a precipitate associated with the organic
matrix. Our research objective was to determine how Fe(III) concentration and pH
affect clustering or precipitation of Fe(III) associated with NOM.
Aqueous Fe(Ill) was reacted under acidic conditions (pH <2.5) with Pahokee peat
from the International Humic Substances Society. The peat had been hydrated
and acid washed to diminish residual Fe(III) and AI(III) Concentrations of added
Fe(III) ranged from 0 to 10800 mmol Fe/kg peat (Fe/C molar ratios of 0 to -0.25) in
a 0.1 M KCl background electrolyte The pH of the samples was slowly increased
to pH 5.5, 6 0, or 7.0 with 0.1 M K.OH solution After equilibrating for 42 h at the
target pH and at 25 °C, the solid-phase peat was separated by centrifugation. The
moist peat samples were analyzed using transmission-mode Fe K-EXAFS spectroscopy at Beamline X-18B at the National Synchrotron Light Source, Brookhaven
National Laboratory in Upton, New York. EXAFS data showed two trends that
were evident in the radial structure functions (RSFs): (1) With increasing added
I'e(lll) concentration, the amplitude of an EXAFS peak near 16 Ä (not corrected
for phase shift) corresponding to first-shell Fe-O coordination decreased toward
the amplitude found for ferrihydrite (and hematite) (2) Two overlapping peaks
developed between 2 5 and 3.5 Ä (not corrected for phase shift) in RSFs for samples containing 900 mmol Fe(Ill)/kg; the amplitude of these peaks increased with
increasing Fe(lll) concentration until they essentially matched corresponding peaks
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for ferrihydrite at >l 800 mmol Fe(IH)/kg peat. EXAFS data for control samples of
aqueous Fe(III) brought to pH 5.5 or 7.0 in the absence ot'NOM exhibited similar
peaks between 2.5 and 3.5 Ä. These peaks result from the presence of Fe atoms
in the higher coordination environment of x-ray absorber Fe atoms, and indicate
hydroxy-Fe clustering or precipitation of a poorly-ordered ferrihydrite-like phase
in the Fe/NOM mixtures. The Fe(III) concentration at which the transition to a cluster (or poorly-ordered precipitate) occurred was largely independent of pH between
5 5 and 7.0 In essence, the EXAFS results indicated a transition between separated
Fe(IIl) ions bound to NOM and either hydroxy-Fe(HI) clusters or a poorly-ordered
solid forming in the presence of the NOM. One would anticipate that the oxyanion
sorption capacity of Fe-laden NOM would vary, depending on the form of Fe(III)
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Microscale Synchrotron-FTIR Mapping of Carbon "Hot Spots" on Mineral
Surfaces in Soil.
J. Kinyangi. Cornell Univ: J. Lehmann. Cornell University; B. Liang. Cornell
Univ: D. Solomon. Cornell Univ.
Microscale interactions between mineral and chemically stable organic matter are
not well resolved owing to the disruptive nature of existing soil analyses techniques. The use of bright light (> lOOx) over thermal infrared sources, coupled
to microscopy, now provide analytical capabilities for the in situ examination of
microstructures in soil aggregates. We have used synchrotron FT-1R (Fourier Transform-Infrared) spectromicroscopy to study microscale spatial variability in the C
and clay mineral complex of soil microaggregates from a tropical soil. Our objective was to elucidate C stabilization on mineral surfaces in the microstructure of
the organomineral assemblage. Mapping the chemical profile of organic matter and
clay mineral on -I um thin sections, was achieved by illuminating the microaggregate surface regions with a 49 urn- aperture 1R beam using Swarchzchild objectives, mounted on a Spectra Tech Continum IR microscope that was connected
to a Nicolet Magna 860 Spectrometer (NSLS, Brookhaven, NY, USA, Beamline
U10B). Spectra were collected in transmission mode using Atlps software. Surface
area C and mineral composition maps were extracted from the integrated spectral
intensity signal, at a spatial diffraction limit of ~5 urn. Bond assignments to C and
OH functional group chemistry were inferred from known vibrational fingerprints
in the mid infrared region (650-4000 cm1). Stretching vibrations of bound and nonbound OH showed that kaolinite (3696 cm"1, 3648 cm', 3620 cm"') and gibbsite
(3520 cm1, 3440 cm-1) were the predominant secondary minerals forming interactions with microaggregate organic matter. Ratio intensity maps and spectra of mineral location and C functional group chemistry show evidence of a clay mineral to
hydroxy! (OH) dependent mechanism for binding oxidized C to hydroxylated surfaces. Oxidized polysaccharide C forms (950-1120 cm') were unevenly distributed
throughout the microaggregate structure. Chemigram profiles pointed to a patchy,
non-ordered location of aliphatic and aromatic C forms exhibiting strong absorbance in ~2900 cm' and 1650 cm"' (amide l)to 1540 cm ' (amide II) band regions.
These C forms had spectral signatures characteristic of microbial but not particulate
light fraction organic matter and they appear not bound to mineral surfaces probably due to the absence of hydroxyl (OH) termini. Our data show that clay mineral
binding of organic matter is primarily restricted by interactions between hydroxyl
termini of oxidized C and hydroxylated/dehydroxylated mineral surfaces.
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Identifying the Iron Phases in Biosolids-Amended Soils Via Mössbauer
Spectroscopy that Control Cadmium Sorption.
M. A. Chappell. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency; A. G. B. Williams. U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency: K. G. Schecke! U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency: J. A. Ryan. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
Continuous debate regarding inorganic and organic phases in biosolids as prominent sorbents of metals has yielded limited definitive data. We have demonstrated
with X-ray absorption and X-ray fluorescence spectroscopies that metals in biosolids have a significant association with Fe phases within biosolids and biosolidsamended soils; however, identification of these Fe phases has not been fully characterized and has been limited to a few samples. Additionally, the detection of Fe
crystals in biosolids by X-ray diffraction is nearly impossible. The purpose of this
presentation is to demonstrate the utility of Mössbauer spectroscopy in identifying
the dominant inorganic/organic Fe phases in biosolids-amended soils. In this work,
we present investigations into the role of inorganic (Fe) and organic phases in biosolids-amended soils on cadmium sorption We employed a purely physical density
separation to remove organic carbon, and thus diminish its role in cadmium sorption Preliminary results from batch sorption work showed that cadmium sorption
was reduced with decreasing organic carbon content of biosolids-amended soils,
yet cadmium sorption was also controlled by total Fe content. Preliminary Mössbauer results show that Fe in biosolids-amended soils is predominantly found as
yet-to-be identified ferric (Fe3+) oxides, with only a minor fraction of biosolids Fe
associated with humic/organic domains The results suggest that cadmium sorption
and stability in soil is predominantly based on the interaction of the heavy metal
with the inorganic ferric-oxide phases, which probably accumulate as precipitates
when the soil dries The lack of organic-Fe complexes suggests a reduced potential
for mobilizing biosolids cadmium through humic/organic chelation.
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Speciation and Geochemical Cycling of Pb, As, Cr, and Cd in a Contaminated
Histosol: Synchrotron Micro X-ray Diffraction and X-ray Fluorescence
Spectroscopy.
D. G. Schulze. Purdue Univ; X. Gao. Purdue Univ.
Metal contamination of soils is a widespread problem at many current and former industrial and military sites. Lead, As, Cr, and Cd are of particular concern
because of their toxicity and potentially harmful effects on the environment. In situ
immobilization is a desirable strategy for reducing metal bioavailability through
precipitation or adsorption by adding chemical amendments to contaminated soils.
Speciation is the key factor in controlling mobility and bioavailability of metals in
soils, and knowledge of the mineralogy and geochemistry of contaminant metals
is critical for the development of effective remediation strategies. We sampled a
Histosol in a peat bog that receives runoff and seepage water from the site of a
former lead smelter. The water table is at or slightly above the soil surface for
most of the year and the site is covered with common reed (Phragmiles australis)
and cattail (Typha sp). There is an intense redox gradient with depth that probably
varies as the water table fluctuates. Distinct layers were observed from the surface
to a depth of 65 cm. We collected soil samples from different depths during both
wet and dry seasons. Along with major elements such as Fe and S. the soil contains
1,700 mg kg-1 Pb, 2,200 mg kg-1 As, 930 mg kg-1 Cr, 210 mg kg-1 Cd. We used a
binocular microscope to select aggregates ~ 100 to 200 mm in diameter from different depths that had distinctive morphologies and appeared to be inorganic. We used
the synchrotron x-ray microprobe on beamline X26A at the National Synchrotron
Light Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory to obtain micro x-ray diffraction
patterns and micro x-ray fluorescence patterns of each aggregate. Results show
a clear pattern of metal speciation changes with depth. The oxidized yellow surface layer was dominant by goethite (ct-FeOOH) and a poorly crystalline phase
that is probably schwertmannite. Pb and As were highly associated with these Fe
oxyhydroxides probably by formation of inner-sphere surface complexes. Gypsum
(CaS04-2H20) is abundant in this layer as well, particularly for samples collected
during dry periods. Fe(II)-containing minerals, such magnetite (Fe304), siderite
(FeC03), and possibly wustite (FeO) were identified in subsurface layers. These
phases may have a strong influence on the fate and transport of Chromate due to
their highly reactive surfaces and reduction potential. A number of sulfide minerals
have been identified in the most reduced horizons at depths >30 cm. They include
realgar (AsS; figure below), greigite (Fe2+Fe3+2S4), galena (PbS), sphalerite (Zn,
Fe2+)S, alacranite (As4S4), pyrrhotite (Fel-xS), and others. Most of these minerals occur as almost pure phases in the submillimeter aggregates and appear to be
secondary phases that have precipitated from solution. Mineralogical and chemical
heterogeneity and the presence of phases stable under different redox conditions
make this a challenging soil for in silu remediation.

tion remediation strategies The objectives of the research are to link the speciation
of metals to biological availability and demonstrate effective remediation.
In-situ amendments of phosphate and biosolids have demonstrated a change in Pb
and Zn speciation leading to significant decreases in phytotoxicity and bioavailability At the Indian Head Naval Surface Warfare Center (IHNSWC) (MD), Zncontaminated sediments are observed adjacent to a historical Zn recovery furnace
leading to phytotoxicity and biologically available Zn in the sediment pore water.
Surface erosion transport of Zn slag to the sediment results in Zn oxide and Zn
hydroxide-like species at very high concentrations In-situ amendments of apatite
and biosolids have eliminated Zn phytotoxicity and significantly increased survivability of lower food chain organisms Down gradient of a pre-WWI shooting
range, Pb-contaminated sediments at the Quantico Marine Base (VA) have been
treated with apatite in an attempt to form pyromorphite. While the range site has
been removed, the persistence of Pb in the sediments remains. Galena is the primary form of Pb under saturated conditions; however, seasonal water levels may
cause oxidation of galena to less stable forms such as cerussite. Conversion of
sediment-Pb to pyromorphite would yield a stable species for both saturated and
oxic environments.
Monitored natural attention of sediment bound As from groundwater discharged
landfill leachate in contact with As-bearing bedrock shows an amazing capacity of
ferrous iron to form Fe-oxides capable of sequestering labile As at the Ft Devens
Superfund Site (MA). A monitoring well network is in place to examine the groundwater flow situation and explain the distribution of As. Sediment cores have been
collected and analyzed to determine As speciation and retention capacity.
Synchrotron studies, coupled with Mössbauer spectroscopy and other laboratory
methods, provide overwhelming details to aid in remediation approaches at metalcontaminated sites.
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The Influence of Surface Precipitation on Nickel Solubility, Bioavailability and
Fate in Contaminated Soils.
E. Peltier. Unit of Kansas; D. L. Sparks. Univ of Delaware. Environmental Soil
Chemistry.
Sorption reactions at mineral/surface interfaces play a dominant role in determining
trace metal mobility, toxicity, and bioavailability in soils. The formation of surface
precipitate phases may result in permanent sequestration of trace metals into relatively bio-unavailable phases, thereby significantly reducing their impact on the
surrounding environment. Understanding the true impact of metal soil contamination on the surrounding environment requires a better knowledge of the processes
controlling surface precipitate formation and dissolution than is currently available,
and the development of models for metal behavior that incorporate this knowledge.
Recent advances in techniques, such as x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), that
allow us to obtain molecular scale information on metal speciation in soil samples
with minimal disturbance of the surrounding matrix, coupled with observations
of precipitate formation kinetics and thermodynamic stability, allow us to gain a
more accurate picture of the factors influencing metal precipitation under natural
conditions In this work, we have used a suite of macroscopic and molecular scale
techniques to investigate the speciation of Ni in several soils under a range of soil
conditions and time scales. The results have been coupled with desorption and bioavailability studies to determine the effect of precipitate formation on the fate of Ni
in contaminated soils. Kinetic studies of Ni sorption onto three soils with different
particle sizes, clay mineralogy and soil organic matter content were conducted at
several pH values between 6 and 7 5 for times ranging from days up to one year
Measurements of Ni loss from solution were coupled with quick x-ray absorption
spectroscopy studies to resolve the onset of precipitate formation during the first
24-72 hours affer Ni addition. Ni speciation in trie soils at 24 hours, 30 days, 6
months and 12 months was determined using both bulk and u-XAS to determine
the extent of precipitate formation compared to Ni sorption and the identity of the
precipitate formed in each case Desorption studies were conducted after 1, 6 and
12 months to assess the impact of soil aging on the stability of the initially formed
precipitates and the overall solubility of the surface bound Ni These experimental
results were then compared to models developed from previously determined thermodynamic solubility constants for a variety of model Ni precipitate phases. Nickel
speciation results from this series of experiments show that precipitate formation is
dependent on a number of factors Generally speaking, no precipitates were found
in any of the soils below pH 6 5, a result consistent with predictions from equilibrium modeling. In kinetic experiments at pH > 7, formation of mixed nickel-aluminum hydroxide surface precipitates occurred within 12-24 hours of Ni addition
to the soil, but the final Ni speciation was highly dependent on the clay mineralogy
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K.. Scheckel
of the specific soils The availability of substrate cations, particularly aluminum,
Metal Speciation, Bioavailability and Remediation at Superfund Sediment
strongly influenced the type of Ni precipitate formed, with Ni-AI hydroxides domiSites.
nating in the two kaolinite-containing soils and Ni phyllosilicate phases forming
K. Scheckel, US EPA; A. Williams. US EPA; R. Ford. US EPA; D. Neptune. Neptune in the third, montmorillonite-dominated soil The mixed Ni-AI hydroxide phases
& Company. Inc.; J. Ryan. US EPA; S. Acree. US EPA: D. Gralson. Neptune &
were preferred over more thermodynamically favorable phyllosilicate phases due
Company. Inc.; G. McDermott. Neptune & Company. Inc.; T. Tolaymat. US EPA; to rapid formation kinetics that act to bind up available Ni soon after Ni addition to
the system. Increased presence of soil organic matter had a strong influence on Ni
R. T. Wilkin. US EPA.
speciation within the first 72 hours, resulting in less surface precipitate formation,
Remediation strategies at Superfund sites are dependent upon the prevailing speciabut the effect decreased at longer times
tion of metals and their impact on the environment. These sites typically have limited human contact, but the impact of metal contamination can influence biological
The formation of surface precipitates had a significant effect on Ni desorption and
function within the ecosystem This presentation will outline our efforts at three
bioavailability The bioavailable Ni fraction, as measured by a Ni sensitive bactecontaminated sediments sites which include in-situ and monitored natural attenua-
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rial biosensor strain of R metallidurans, decreased from 70-90% of total Ni in the
sorption dominated systems (pH 6) to approximately 25% in soils containing either
Ni-AI hydroxide or Ni phyllosilicate phases Nickel desorption in 0.1 mM HN03
(pH 4) also decreased substantially when surface precipitates were present. Aging
the soils for up to one year in contact with the Ni solution had no effect on Ni
desorption percentages, suggesting that the initial precipitates formed are relatively
stable over the long term. Overall, these results show that the formation of surface
precipitate phases will have a substantial effect on Ni mobility and bioavailability
in contaminated soils, and should be incorporated into models and predictions of
both short and long term metal behavior in natural systems
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Characterization of Sulphur Species in Oxic and Anoxic Forest Soils with
Synchrotron-based X-Ray Spectromicroscopy.

N. A. Tyufekchieva. Technische Universität München; J. Prietzel. Technische
Universität München; J. Thieme. Institut für Röntgenphysik; L Kögel-Knabner.
Technische Universität München.
Current routine methods of chemical analysis for sulphur (S) speciation in soil are
highly unsatisfactory, in face of the enormous ecological relevance of S in soils. Wet
chemical methods can only distinguish total soil S into operationally-defined fractions rather than destined S species X-ray spectromicroscopy at the K-absorption
edge reflects the chemical bonding state and particularly the electronic oxidation of
elements and can be used to study individual species of S. Synchrotron-based Xray absorption near edge fine structure spectroscopy (XANES) at the K-absorption
edge (2465 eV to 2495 eV) of sulfur (S) was used for the speciation of different S
forms in oxic and anoxic topsoil horizons. We analyzed forest soils with total S contents ranging from 840 to 6520 mg S kg-1. The analyses were conducted directly on
freeze-dried and ground soil samples. To investigate the effect of aeration during
the soil sampling and sample preterit on the S speciation sub sample of each soil
were proceed either with or without strict maintenance of anoxic conditions The
measurements were carried out at the Advanced Photon Source (Argonne National
Laboratory, USA) with an intermediate energy scanning X-ray microscope (SXM).
The incident X-ray energy was decremented in steps of 0.25 eV, using a 10 s dwell
time per energy step, resulting in an acquisition time for a complete spectrum of
20 minutes. Each spectrum was recorded from two different locations within the
sample to improve the statistical significance of the data. Our study was conducted
on four different soil types, Cambisol, Planoslol, Histosol C and Histosol D, in the
L.ehstenbach catchment in the Fichtelgebirge (Germany). The soils differ in the
degree of groundwater influence With increasing soils depth and concomitantly
increasing groundwater influence, the allotment of reduced S-species (inorganic
and organic sulphides) to the total sulphur of the respective horizon increase from
53% to 68%; simultaneously the portion of oxidesed S-species (sulphite, sulphone,
sulphonate and sulphate) decries from 41 % to 23% Without maintenance of anoxic
conditions during soil sampling, sample storage, and sample pretreatment considerable changes of the portions of reduced, intermediate and oxic S-species in the
sample can be observed These changes are more pronounced in soils with high
groundwater influence than in soil with moderate groundwater influence.Synchrotron-based X-ray spectromicroscopy (S K edge XANES) allows a quick, direct
quantification of different sulphur species in oxic and anoxic soils In the studied
soils, an increasing groundwater influence is correlated with an increased contribution of reduced S species to the total soil sulphur pool. For an accurate S speciation
in anoxic soils, anoxic conditions have to be maintained during the entire procedure of soil sampling, sample storage, and sample pretreatment to avoid artificial
changes of S speciation, particularly in anoxic soils. Acknowledgements This work
was funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG)PR 534/4 We would
like to thank the Advanced Photon Source in the Argonne National Laboratory,
USA. Keywords: X-ray spectromicroscopy, sulphur, forest soils, groundwater
influence
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Spectroscopic Evidence for Uranium Bearing Partculates in Vadose Zone
Sediments at Hanford Doe Site, 300-Area, Washington.
Y. Arai. U.S. Geological Survey; M. Marcus. Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory; N. Tatmira, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. Advanced Light
Source; A. Lanzirotti. Consortium for Advanced Radiation Sources; J. Davis. US
Geological Survey; J. Zachara. Baltelle-Pacific Northwest Natl Lab.
As a result of past nuclear fuel fabrication processes, uranium (U) has been recognized as one of the most widespread radionuclide contaminants in sediments
and groundwater at US Department of Energy sites, such as Hanford, Washington
(WA), U S A The Hanford 300 Area, located north of Richland, WA, is one of several sites where acidic to caustic radioactive wastes (e.g., U (301), nitric acid (900
t). and sodium hydroxide (800 t)) were disposed until the mid 70's Highly contaminated top sediments have been removed, however, the environmental impact
of residual U (as high as 300 mg/kg) in vadose zone sediments remains a serious
concern for ground and surface water quality. Precise knowledge of the compositions of U solid-state species is needed to develop ideal geochemical models for
accurate prediction of U transport processes beneath the process pond In this study,
U solid-state speciation was investigated in the contaminated 300 area vadose zone
sediments using novel microfocused (p.) X-ray absorption spectroscopy, p-syn-
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chrotron based X-ray fluorescence (SXRF), p-X-ray diffraction (XRD), and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The preliminary investigations were conducted
on vadose zone sediments collected at 12m depth below the surface The pXRF
analyses showed two different populations of U occurred throughout the sample:
1) scattered U hot spots and 2) diffuse U areas. Uranium hot spots were generally
associated with Cu, and to a much lesser extent to Ca and Fe. SEM analyses showed
that these U spots were also rich in phosphorus, and are elongated submicron size
grains (5-10 um). pXAS and pXRD analyses suggest that the chemical composition at some hot spots is similar to metatorbernite (Cu[UO , ] , [PO J • 8H ,0)
The distribution of diffuse U area is present on grain surfaces and/or on grain coatings. Multi-XANES spectra at these areas indicated the presence of U in the +6
oxidation states Principal component analyses suggest that the first component
extracted from these spectra accounted for 96.2 % of the total variance within the
data, and the presence of a significant component can be also clearly validated by
the indicator (IND) function of the component showing the lowest value (0 024)
In some U diffuse areas, muscovite was identified via pXRD analyses, suggesting
a possible U adsorption surface species on micaceous minerals In this paper, additional results of U solid-state speciation in sediments at shallower depth (0.2-0.6
m) will be discussed along with macroscopic data (e.g., chemical extractions) that
assist in understanding the U geochemical processes that might be occurring in the
vadose zone.
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Speciation and Geochemical Cycling of Pb, As, Cr, and Cd in a Contaminated
Histosol: X-ray Absorption Near-edge Structure (XANES) Spectroscopy.
X. Gao. Purdue Univ; D. G. Schulze. Purdue Univ.
Metal contamination of soils is a widespread problem at many current and former
industrial and military sites. Lead, As, Cr, and Cd are of particular concern because
of their toxicity and potentially harmful effects on the environment. In situ immobilization is a desirable strategy for reducing metal bioavailability through precipitation or adsorption by adding chemical amendments to contaminated soils Most
current investigations of soil heavy metal contamination emphasize the importance
of speciation of metals rather than just the total amounts present Speciation is the
key factor in controlling mobility and bioavailability of metals in soils, and information on the mineralogy and geochemistry of contaminant metals can provide
important information for risk assessment and remediation strategies. Nondestructive techniques, such as x-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy, synchrotron micro x-ray fluorescence (SXRF) spectroscopy, and micro x-ray
diffraction (u-XRD) are useful to investigate metal speciation. We sampled a Histosol in a peat bog that receives runoff and seepage water from the site of a former
lead smelter The water table is at or slightly above the soil surface for most of the
year and the site is covered with common reed (Phragmites australis) and cattail
(Typha sp ). There is an intense redox gradient with depth that probably varies as
the water table fluctuates during the year. Distinctly different layers were observed
from the surface to a depth of 65 cm We collected soil samples from different
depths during both wet and dry seasons Along with major elements such as Fe and
S, the soil contains 1,700 mg kg-l Pb, 2,200 mg kg-1 As, 930 mg kg-1 Cr, 210 mg
kg-1 Cd. We used a binocular microscope to select aggregates -100 to 200 mm in
diameter that had distinctive morphologies and appeared to be inorganic We used
the synchrotron x-ray microprobe on beamline X26A at the National Synchrotron
Light Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory to obtain micro x-ray diffraction patterns and micro x-ray fluorescence patterns of each aggregate. Arsenic
K-XANES spectra were then obtained for aggregates with high levels of arsenic
Arsenic occurs mainly as inorganic +3 and +5 oxidation states in soils, with As(III)
generally being more mobile and more toxic than As(V). XANES spectra show distinct differences in As oxidation state with depth (see figure below). Soil particles
from the surface layer contained predominately goethite and schwertmannite and
contained only As(V), probably as stable inner-sphere surface complexes between
the arsenate anion and the Fe oxyhydroxide surface The particles from subsurface
layers that contained mainly magnetite contained predominately As(V) with some
As(lll) Particles that contained mainly siderite contained predominately As(lll)
with some As(V). Particles from the most reduced layer contained As(Il), which
is consistent with the presence of realgar as shown by u-XRD. From the XANES
results we postulate that arsenic mobility is low in the oxidized surface layer and in
the deepest, most reduced subsurface layer. Arsenic is controlled by the adsorption
to iron oxyhydroxides in the oxidized zone at the soil surface, and by metal sulfides
in the most reduced zone Substantial mobilization of arsenic may occur, however,
under shifting redox conditions such as in the layers that contain magnetite and
siderite and high contents of As(IH). 1
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We also evaluate the iron-migration hypothesis that predicts a significant redistribution of octahedral iron during nontronite reduction Our polarized EXAFS data
and analysis fails to support this hypothesis and proposes a different structural
model for ferrous nontronite.Previous studies show iron L-cdge XANES is very
sensitive to spin state, crystal field strength and symmetry. Our results demonstrate
iron reduction changes the intensity but not the position of two peaks dominating
x-ray absorption at the L3-edge The intensity ratio of these two peaks is linearly
correlated with the iron oxidation state in the clay, permitting us quantity the Fe(ll)/
Fe(lll) ratio using Fe L3-edge XANES spectroscopy.
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A. Dathe

Direct Observation and Quantification of Colloid Retention in Unsaturated

Porous Media.
A. Dathe, Cornell Univ; Y. Zevi, Cornell Unix; B. Gao, Cornell Univ. A. G. Hay.
Cornell Unix: T. S. Steenhuis. Cornell Univ.
Colloid transport through the vadose zone is of growing concern in recent years
Non-water-soluble contaminants can enter an aquifer very quickly (colloidal facilitated transport) or colloids can be pathogens itself (for example Cryptosporidium
parvum), thus yielding the risk of polluting drinking water. Little is known about
the complex mechanisms of transport and retention of colloids at the pore scale
in soils. Measurements of colloid and microbial transport have been limited to
the evaluation of breakthrough curves from column experiments in which only
an integrated signal of all retention processes in the column is obtained or to the
visualization in micromodels with limited applicability to realistic conditions. The
objective in this presentation is to observe and model colloid transport and retention on the pore scale. Flow experiments were run in a horizontal flow chamber
using clean quartz sand as porous medium and synthetic fluorescent microspheres
or bacteria (Escherichia coli, containing a green florescent protein) as colloids. The
water phase was stained with Rhodamine B. In order to establish unsaturated conditions, porous plates were mounted at the inlet and outlet of the chamber. The
chamber was mounted under a Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope (Leica TCS
SP2) which allows the acquisition of time series and 3D reconstruction of porescale images. Three spectral channels were used: a 488 nm (argon) line excites the
colloid fluorescence, a 543 nm green (HeNe) line excites Rhodamine B fluorescence, and a transmitted light channel detects the reflectance of laser light at the
grain surfaces. Thus, three 8 bit images were detected simultaneously for every
time step. The system is also capable of obtaining image stacks in the z-direction,
which allows the determination of the position of attached colloids relative to the
interface between air, water menisci, and solid grains. The 3D z-stacks reveal that
the colloids are attaching at the air/water meniscus/solid (AWmS) interface, where
the water menisci diminish into a thin film covering the grains. Methods of digital
image analysis are presented for quantification of the number and area of moving and retained colloids After thresholding, binary images are obtained Colloids
that appear at the exact same position in two consecutive images are counted as
attached. The results show that once thefirstcolloid is attached at the AWmS interface, the attachment rate increases until the number of locations where the colloids
can be attached near other colloids becomes limiting The attachment continues
until there is no space for the colloids to attach anymore. A theoretical model is
presented that is capable of predicting the observed colloid attachment processes
Forces acting on the colloids are discussed.
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R Horn
Stress Strain Effects on Coupled Mechanical and Hydraulic Processes.
R. Horn. Institute of Soil Science and Plant Nutrition; S. Pelh. Institute of
Soil Science and Plant Nutrition; X. Peng. Institute of Soil Science and Plant
Nutrition.
The stress strain processes in structured unsaturated arable and forest soils depend
very much on the internal soil strength and on the existing hydraulic and mechanical boundary conditions These variables affect soil deformation by compaction
and shearing to a great extent. As soon as the internal soil strength, defined as
the precompression stress value, is exceeded by external forces, an intense virgin
compression process occurs in combination with shearing forces at high pore water
pressure values. These processes result in a complete homogenisation of the soil
profile down to a certain depth. Consequently both the hydraulic and the gas fluxes
are affected which results in an intense alteration of ecological and mechanical
properties of the site due to enhanced swelling and shrinkage The consequences
of such compaction and shearing on soil hydraulic functions and on the rigidity of
pore systems must be analysed and considered also with respect to model water
fluxes. Keywords: mechanical strength, shear stress, precompression stress, swelling and shrinkage, structured soils, pore size distribution, hydraulic conductivity,
modelling
64-2
10:45 AM
A. Bruand
Modelling Bulk Density According to Structure Development: Toward an
Indicator of Microstructure Development in Ferralsols.
A. Bruand. Université d'Orléans; L. C. Balbino. EMBRAPA Arroz e Feijao;
N. Volland-Tuduri. Université d'Orléans; I. Cousin. INRA: A. Realto-Braga.
EMBRAPA Cerrados: M. I. Lopes de Oliviera. EMBRAPA Cerrados; E. De Souza
Martins. EMBRAPA Cerrados; M. Brossard. IRD; J. R. D1SNAR. CNRS.

Ferralsols have a ferralic horizon at some depth between 30 and 200 cm that results
from long and intense weathering. Their clay fraction is usually mainly low-activity
clay consisting of kaolinite with hematite, goethite and gibbsite in different proportions Ferralsols show little or no horizonation, and their macrostructure is absent
to moderate On the other hand, they have typically a strong microstructure consisting of microaggregates < 1 mm in size Because of the lack or small development
of macrostructure, porosity of Ferralsols is closely related to the development of
microstructure and the assemblage of elementary particles within the microaggregates with a small contribution of large pores resulting from root development and
macrofaunal activity. Their physical properties are then closely related to the development of this microstructure. However, there is still no model in the literature that
predicts changes of microstructure of these soils using easily accessible soil properties when land-use is modified The objective of this work was to relate microstructure development to the bulk density (Dh) in Ferralsols and then to make possible
63-12
652b
W. Bleam
the use of Db as an indicator of microstructure development. Ferralsols under native
vegetation and cultivated pasture were sampled in the Brazilian Cerrado region.
Iron L-edge and K-edge X-ray Absorption Studies of Nontronite Reduction.
O. Li. Univ of Wisconsin: K. Lee. Univ of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; J. Kostka. Bulk density, sand, silt, and clay content and aggregate size distribution were meaFlorida Slate Univ: J. W. Slucki. Univ ofIllinois at Urbana-Champaign: W. Bleam. sured from the surface to 1 6 m depth with increments of 0.1 m Thin sections were
prepared from undisturbed samples collected at dift'erent depths and backscattered
Univ. of Wisconsin.
electron scanning images (BES1) were generated Results showed that clay content
The reduction and re-oxidation of the iron-rich smectite mineral nontronite causes
ranged from 18.6 to 79.8 % and bulk density between 0.80 and 1.25 g c m ' among
changes in short-range structure discernible by polarized extended x-ray absorpthe 108 samples studied Visual assessment of BESI showed that soil material cortion fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy. Reduction causes shifts that indicate
responded to either microaggregates (0.1 to 0.5 mm in size) in loose arrangement or
intemuclear distance changes and a broadening in the overall EXAFS spectrum
to microaggregates in close arrangement forming much larger aggregates (> 5 mm).
caused by increased structural disorder Re-oxidation in air restores the nontronite
From calculations with Dh we demonstrated that the pore volume of the microagEXAFS spectrum but not to its original state Non-reversible structural changes
gregates (V in cm' g') can be described by a single linear relationship with the
occur mainly during the first reduction cycle; peak width and intensity after a secclay content whatever the type of microaggregate arrangement and land use (V
ond redox cycle resemble values observed after the first reduction cycle. No dif= 0.003 %clay + 0.0029, R2 = 0.99). Accurate analysis of the microaggregate size
ferences appear in the polarized EXAFS spectra of nontronite samples reduced by
showed that 96.2 and 95.7% of microaggregates were<0 8 mm with 73.2 and 95.7
Shewanella oneidensis when compared to samples reduced by sodium dithionite
% between 0 I and 0.5 mm under native vegetation and pasture, respectively The
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mass proportion of microaggregates in loose arrangement was estimated for a subset of clayey Ferralsols using the < 0.8 mm soil material that was obtained by dry
sieving (O , ). Linear regression coefficients were calculated for the relationship
between O c||| and the reciprocal of bulk density (1 /D b )(0 , |g = 1.97(1 / D b ) - 1.52,
R: = 0.82), assuming no interaction between microaggregates in loose arrangement
and those in close arrangement forming the aggregates > 5 mm in size The porosity
of these two arrangements was estimated as 0.71 and 0.51, respectively Thus, Db
can then be used as single indicator of microstructure development in clayey Ferralsols with 70 < clay content < 80 % For Ferralsols with a smaller clay content,
Db corrected by the clay content can also be used as an indicator of microstructure development. Thus, whatever the clay content, Db might be discussed in term
of consequences of agriculture practices on microstructure development, making
easier to infer consequences for other physical properties such as resistance to penetration, water retention and hydraulic conductivity.
64-3
11:05 AM
A. Eynard
Soil Wettability Relationships with Soil Organic Carbon and Aggregate
Stability.
A. Eynard. T. E. Schumacher, R. A. Kohl. D. D. Malo. South Dakota State Univ.
Soil wettability is a dynamic soil property, which results from complex interactions between many other physical and chemical properties. As opposed to water
repellency, soil wettability defines the ability of the soil to intake water. The term
hydrophilicity (antonym of hydrophobicity) strictly refers to the molecular origin
of soil surface-water interactions determined by the physiochemical nature of the
structure of soil surfaces. Wettability can be measured as a wetting rate, which is
atTected by the organic and mineral composition of the soil surfaces (hydrophilic
and/or hydrophobic) and by the structural arrangement of soil components (solids,
water solution, and air) at larger scale. At a molecular scale the composition of
solid surface-exposed chemical groups (hydrophilic and/or hydrophobic) and their
packing density determine wettability. At a scale ranging from soil aggregates to
pedons to fields and larger soil units the spatial distribution and composition of
soil particles and pores determine wettability. The pattern of wettability at different
depths in the profile and at different landscape positions on the land surface determines the differences in wettability of fields, landscapes and regions Soil porosity
and soil pore characteristics determine wettability both by contributing to the water
potential gradient and by determining the hydraulic conductivity Water tension
determines the hydraulic gradient, which controls the forces acting on the pore
walls during wetting and may drastically change the porosity and dismantle the
aggregate structure. Soil management practices affect soil pores directly through
traffic and tillage, and indirectly through addition and removal of soil organic C. A
clear relationship between organic C and wettability becomes evident when organic
C is the dominant difference between soils while other properties such as clay content are similar. Soil organic C is one of the most effective tools for managing
wettability. Soil organic C amount, quality and location within the soil structure
are key factors of aggregate stability and aggregate wettability. Wettability is a
desirable property for agricultural soils when it is related to stable porosity, as may
be found in high organic matter soils (e.g., grasslands). Wettability is excessive
when fast aggregate wetting results in aggregate destruction as observed in low
organic matter cultivated soils. Wettability is too low when organic matter coatings on soil minerals make soil surfaces hydrophobic precluding soil water entry
Deposition of volatilized compounds after fire, patches of oil spills, thick layers
of partially decomposed litter deposits and areas where dominant fungal growth
produces high concentration of hydrophobic organic compounds are cases where
increasing organic C decreases soil wettability However in most agricultural soils,
increased amounts of organic C tends to increase soil wettability, except when the
location of the organic soil constituents prevents structural failure and soil dispersion during rapid wetting at low water tension. Different wettabilities result from
differences in structural stability (pore stability) during wetting, while structural
stability changes with wettability (rate of wetting) Therefore measurements of
structural stability such as wet aggregate stability tests are a partial characterization
of soil wetting behavior Wet aggregate stability determined by directly wet-sieving
air dry soil without any prewetting treatment subjects aggregates to sudden wetting at 0 water tension. Additional stress on aggregates are created by the scouring
action of turbulent water and by the abrasion of aggregates during shaking. Other
methods for measuring may add stress on the aggregate by the beating action of
simulated raindrops but a major part of the measurement is a wettability measurement A complex of soil properties contributes to wettability so that there is a lack
of a unique simple relationship Therefore, wettability measurements by simple
tests (such as the water drop penetration time (WDPT) or the wetting rate under
tension by the Büchner funnel apparatus) can integrate information on soil quality
and support land management choices.

64-4
11 25 AM
D J Cosentino
Predicting Short-term Aggregate Stability Dynamics After the Addition of
Maize Straw. The Role of Hydrophobicity.
D. J. Cosentino. INRA; C. Chenu. UMR Biogeochimie des Milieux Conlinemaux;
P. Hallett. Scottish Crop Research Institute; D. Tessier, INRA; J. C. Michel. INRA.
Northern Hurope has wide distribution of silty agricultural soils with a fragile and
unstable aggregated structure. Water is the main agent of aggregate breakdown
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through the mechanisms of slaking, differential swelling and mechanical rupture
Of the factors influencing aggregate stability, organic matter has a predominant
role, particularly by the stimulation of microbial activity Microbial exudates are
know to stabilize soil by bonding soil particles, but another mechanism that has
received less attention is an increase to hydrophobicity Stabilization by organic
matter additions is highly temporal and difficult to predict. This is primarily due
to the complexity of the processes and large number of variables involved (quantity and quality of OM, internal soil characteristics, climate and management).
Straw incorporation, for instance, will help stabilize fragile soils, but the long-term
impacts are not understood The objective of this work was to establish, in controlled conditions, quantitative relationships between rate of straw additions to soil
and the temporal evolution of aggregate stability and the main microbial agents.
Here, we focused on the evolution of hydrophobicity. Different doses of maize
straw (from 0 to 20 gC kg' soil) were added to 3-5 mm silty soil aggregates. Soil
was incubated in jars at 20°C during 8 months at -10 kPa At different incubation
times we measured total respiration, microbial biomass carbon, ergosterol content
(as a biomarker of fungi), soil water repellency, and aggregate stability We used
the slaking test from the aggregate stability method of Le Bissonnais (1996) We
determined the water repellency of aggregates using two methods: water drop penetration time (WDPT) (Chenu et al., 2000) and microinfiltration with two liquids,
water and ethanol (Repellency Index - R) (Hallett and Young, 1999) Over the
very wide range of doses of C input used in this study, aggregate stability towards
slaking, microbiological variables and water repellency responded positively and
proportionally to the C added after one week of incubation. After adding 20 gC
kg-1 soil the aggregates developed a truly hydrophobic character with WDPT of
-70s and R of-13, whereas the reference sample (no straw addition) exhibited
wettable behavior with WDPT< 2s and R of -2. The repellency index correlated
well with ergosterol content, which suggests that fungi play a major role in hydrophobicity. After one month, aggregate stability and ergosterol content were still
proportional to the doses of C added, but hydrophobicity decreased suggesting that
its contribution to aggregate stability at this stage is less important. Both repellency
methods were very well correlated (R2 = 0.953). We conclude that the decomposition of plant residue in soil induced aggregate stabilization at least partly due to
fungal induced repellency. Furthermore, fungal mediated hydrophobicity and fungal mediated physical entanglement of aggregates do not have the same temporal
dynamics after organic matter additions.
64-5
11:45 AM
A. Papadopoulos
Quantifying Physical Aspects of Soil Quality Associated with Organic
Agricultural Practices.
A. Papadopoulos. The Univ of Nottingham; N. R. A. Bird. Rolhamsted Research;
W. Andy. Rothamsted Research; S. J. Mooney. The Univ ofNottingham.
Soil structure determines the operating environment for all physical, chemical
and biological processes within the soil. In particular, it determines the accessibility of air, water and nutrients for plant roots, as well as seedling emergence and
root penetration. The aim of this research was to investigate the effects of organic
farming practices on developing and maintaining soil structure and compare them
with conventional practices. The study involved implementing quantified image
analysis of soil structure at a number of scales of observations (macro to micro) in
both two and three dimensions. Soil images were acquired from X-ray Computed
Tomography (CT), undisturbed polished soil blocks and soil thin sections (Fig. 1).
Key soil physical and chemical properties such as soil organic matter, aggregate
stability, hydraulic conductivity, bulk density, soil penetration resistance and water
release characteristics were also measured Soil porosity, pore size distribution and
pore perimeter data were collected and fractal geometry was used to characterise
pore roughness. Soil samples were obtained from experimental organic sites across
the UK, from contrasting soil textures. In conventionally cultivated soils, the pore
size distribution was dominated by small number of large pores (>800 urn), while
organically cultivated soils exhibited a broader range of pore sizes. Organically
managed soils had higher aggregate stability than conventionally managed soils
(PO.05) Where clover (Trifolium pratense) was involved in the organic crop rotation, a significant increase in soil macroporosity occurred consisting of increased
roughness of macropores (fractal dimension = 1.45) in the top 5 cm of soil An
understanding of how soil structure is atTected by the different farming practices
and the impact of structural developments on soil function is vital for sustainable
land management.
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Figure 1: Representation of soil
structure images at different scales
using a) X-ray CT, macro (>300 yrn),
b) polished soil blocks, rneso (>30
ynn) and c) soil thin sections, micro
(>3 Ljm), including the binary (black
and white) image after manually
ÜTr^sholdjjnc|/segmenting (pore-solid
separation) using image analysis
software.

65-2
1176b
B. Pagels
Release of Organic Matter and Organic Contaminants from Kloodplain
Soils Under Variable Redox Conditions: Influenced by Organo-Mineral
Complexes?.
B. Pagels, Lehrstuhl für Bodenkunde (Soil Science). TU München.
While the effect of mobile particles on contaminant transport is quite well understood from the physicochemical point of view, little is known on the role of variable redox conditions on the fate of mobile sorbents and facilitated transport under
natural conditions The aim of this project is to explore the effect of extended flood
events on the release and export of contaminants and colloidal material as well
as organic substances. Lasting flood events result in water-saturated conditions
and a reduced additional supply of oxygen. We hypothesize that these conditions
favor the release of organic and inorganic contaminants. Microbial activities intensify the initialized anaerobic conditions, which result in a reductive dissolution
of oxides and organic matter and such to the release of the contaminants in interaction with organo-mineral complexes. To elucidate the processes which control
formation, release, transport and immobilisation under variable redox conditions,
we ran column experiments under water saturated conditions and simulate ongoing
flood events while have flow interruption of certain periods of time. The effluent
was collected and analyzed. Analysis comprises total and dissolved organic carbon (TOC and DOC), turbidity, major anions and cations, redox potential, C02
concentration, pH, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (Sum of PAHs: Acenaphtene,
Phenanthrene, Anthracene, Pyrene, Fluoranthene, B(a,k)fluoranthene, B(a)pyrene
and B(g,h,i)perylene) and selected heavy metals. Under prolonged water saturated
conditions and decreased redox conditions we found increasing concentrations of
mobile sorbents and increased contaminant effluxes. With the loss of aqueous terminal electron acceptors like dissolved oxygen, nitrate or sulphate, we observed
the onset of the reduction of Fe (As) and Mn oxides and the export of dissolved
iron, arsenic and manganese from the columns. Together with these substances the
export of turbidity, DOC, mobile sorbents and inorganic and organic contaminants
increased. We identify possible sorbents like DOC, TOC, iron and arsenic oxides.
Although the results show that there are a high affinity between the release of DOM
and the PAHs, we assume that the PAHs transport is not only initialized by the
release of organic matter. We have to take the colloidal transport of iron an manganese and more over the transport via organo-mineral complexes into account.
Seasonal flood events of river bank and floodplain soils will cause lower redox
potentials. Among others, such temporal redox gradients are one necessary precondition for the formation and mobilization of colloidal and suspended materials und
pose a potential risk for river and groundwater quality.
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65-3
1177a
P Leinweber
N K-Edge XANES and Pyrolysis-Field Ionization Mass Spectrometry - Clues
to Disclose the Chemistry of "known" Organic Nitrogen in Organic-Mineral
2.5B Interactions between Clays and Organic Matter and
Soil Clay Particles.
Their Impact on Sorption and Availability of Organic
P. Leinweber, Univ of Rostock: F. L. Walley, Dept. of Soil Science. Univ of
Compounds in Soil Environments—Theater
Saskatchewan: A. Jokic. Department of Soil Science. Univ Saskatchewan: T.
Regier, Canadian Light Source Inc.
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 2, Second Floor (Convention Center)
About one third of soil organic nitrogen (N) is still unknown or poorly understood in
terms of molecular structure and ecological functions Throughout the past decade,
there has been considerable controversy in the literature regarding whether or not
65-1
1176a
S.A.Boyd
heterocycles constitute an important compound class of the „unknown" N. Since
Availability of Clay Surfaces in Soil for Adsorption of Organic Contaminants
organic N is systematically enriched for clay particles with large specific surface
and Pesticides.
(Schulten & Leinweber, 2000), we studied the fine (< 0.2 urn) and the coarse clay
S. A. Boyd. Michigan State Univ; S. Charles. Michigan Slate Univ: H. Li. Michigan size fraction (0 2-2 urn) of a Chernozem using synchrotron-based soft x-ray specState Univ: B. Teppen, Michigan State Univ.
troscopy and pyrolysis-field ionization mass spectrometry. N K-edge XANES spectra were recorded using the Spherical Grating Monochromator (SGM) Beamline
Clay surface coverage by soil organic matter may limit the efficacy of the soil clay
at the Canadian Light Source, Saskatoon. The photon energy scale was calibrated
mineral fraction for the adsorption of organic contaminants and pesticides Two
using the lslï* transition for N2 gas (Schwartzkopf et al, 1999) Measurements of
methods were used to evaluate the availability of clay surfaces in a (smectitic)
both thefluorescenceand electron yield for samples with a nitrogen content as low
Webster soil for sorption of para-nitrocyanobenzene (a solute known to be strongly
as 1 g kg-1 were made. Reference compounds included pyridines, pyrimidines,
sorbed by smectite clays) and diuron. One method described previously (but not
pyrroles, imidazoles and amides, each having characteristic peaks of normalized
tested) involves the summation of the independent contributions of soil organic
fluorescence yields (FY) The N XANES spectra of the clay samples showed a
matter and swelling clays to the sorption of organic solutes by soil However, to
broad first feature with peak at 399.5 eV, and second less pronounced features in
experimentally determine the fraction of the clay mineral surface available for
the range of 400.6 to 402 6 eV. The prominent peak at 399 5 eV exactly matched
sorption within soil several assumptions must be made and procedural difficulties
the peak position of pyrimidinic N in adenine, however, the shape of the feature
overcome in the determination of certain terms in the equation used to calculate
also suggested the abundance of pyridinic and other heterocyclic N. The region
fractional availability We developed an alternative approach for determining fracin the XANES spectra that could be assigned to amide-N was slightly more protional availability that alleviates these methodological limitations. We found good
nounced in fine than in coarse clay, but generally was subordinate as compared to
agreement between fractional availability values obtained from both methods of
heterocyclic
N compounds. These results were confirmed by temperature-resolved
analysis for nitrocyanobenzene but not for diuron. Generally, for nitrocyanobenpyrolysis-field ionization mass spectra, which revealed a great variety of substitutes
zene sorption the fractional availability values ranged between 0.6 and 0.7. For
at the N heterocyclic rings Moreover, thermograms recorded for single N-containdiuron sorption, using our alternative approach, fractional availability values varied
ing ions and classes of N compounds indicated strong bonds to clay surfaces which
between 0 28 and 0 47; the other approach yielded negative values These results
may explain the resistance of these compounds to microbial decomposition. In conindicate that soil organic matter does supress sorption of nitrocyanobenzene and
clusion, the complementary non-destructive N XANES and (soft)field-ionization
diuron by Webster soil clays by 30 to 40% and 53 to 72%, respectively.
mass spectrometry provided unequivocal evidence for the stabilization of substantial amounts of heterocyclic N in organic-mineral soil clay fractions. The ongoing
research is directed to disclose if these N compounds also contribute substantially
to the organic N in other soil clay fractions of contrasting mineral composition
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I. P. Breus
The Influence of Soil Organic Matter Coating on the Vapor-Phase Sorption at
Low Water Contents as Affected by Organic Sorbate Nature *.
/. P. Breus, Kazan State Univ. A. A. Mishchenko, Kazan State Univ; A.A. Shinkarev.
Kazan State Unix; V. A. Breus. Kazan Stale Univ
The interactions between soil constituents can significantly alter the soil sorption
activity Consequently, relationships between sorption values and soil composition
are often not additive and cannot be easily quantified. The first step in the elucidation of such a relationship is the estimation of relative sorption activities of soil clay
and organic components at different moisture At RH < 20%, based on the example
of vapor-phase sorption of haloidalkanes on synthetic clay-humic complexes, Cabbar (1999) showed that humic acids (HA) are less active than clay. Moreover, he
revealed the blocking effect of HA on sorption sites of the mineral soil surface.
However, these results were obtained on commercial HA (the structure of such HA
strongly differed from native structure of soil HA). More accurate data were presented by Poe et al. (1988), where the authors investigated vapor-phase sorption of
organic compounds of different nature on soils. Unfortunately, their conclusions on
the correlation between sorption activities of mineral and organic soil constituents
are not entirely convincing. This is due to these conclusions being made based on
the data for only two soils, which possess similar granulometric composition but
small differences in soil organic matter (SOM) contents (C = 2.82 vs. 0.97%).
In this regard we examined native soil samples with the purpose to find moisture
conditions that alter the ratio oftheir activities, and to establish the relation between
the chemical nature of a sorbate and the presence of SOM blocking effect on sorption as a consequence of clay-SOM interactions. Vapor-phase sorption isotherms
of n-nonane, p-xylene (hydrocarbons—HC) and methanol (an aliphatic alcohol) on
soils in the moisture range of 0-9% were obtained with the help of static headspace
gas-chromatographic analysis method. Soil samples from seven separate horizons
ofdark-grey forest soil (Tatarstan republic, Russia) were analyzed, which had similar granulometric composition (34-38% of clay) but were significantly different
in C (0-7.5%). The sorption values V of both HC (p-xylene and n-nonane) on
oven-clried soil samples strongly decreased with the increase of C . This showed
pronouncedly that HC interact with SOM more weekly than with clay compounds,
and that furthermore, SOM blocks active sorption centers of soil clay surface. The
decrease of V values of both HC (p-xylene and n-nonane) with the increase of C
(from lower to upper soil layers) was also observed for soil samples moistened up
to 2-4%. However, this tendency became weaker when moisture content increased.
When the latter reached 5%, sorption values were practically independent from
SOM contents Moreover, at 6%, we even observed a small inversion of this dependence, i.e. the growth of V values with the increase of C contents. In comparison with HC sorption, our results for methanol were different Here, V values for
methanol sorbed by oven-dried soil layers did not change significantly with the
increase of C . This indicates the similarity between sorption activities of nonhydrated mineral and organic soil constituents in relation to methanol. This result
is surprising since it is known that alcohols are capable to interact specifically with
soil clay minerals as opposed to HC, which realize only non-specific interactions.
In this connection we have proposed that the main reason of such fact is different
mechanisms of interaction of alcohols and HC with SOM. To verify this possibility,
we studied the sorption of HC (benzene) and aliphatic alcohol (ethanol) by dried
samples of humic acids extracted from dark-grey forest soil. As a result we have
seen that V values for benzene on HA were insignificant (close to zero) in all isotherm range, whereas V values for ethanol were also insignificant up to activities
of P/P„ = 0.25 but strongly increased (single-order) at activities above P/P = 0.25.
Such strong positive "cooperative effect" was due to the change of spatial phase
structure of HA caused by the initially sorbed alcohol molecules and resulting in the
formation of additional binding centers. Thus, we have demonstrated that relative
sorption activities of soil clay and organic constituents depend not only on moisture
but also on the chemical sorbate nature. The effect of sorption "blocking" caused
by the coating of oven-dried mineral surface with SOM, has no universal character
and is dependent on the nature of organic sorbates.
* The work was supported by ISTC, Project #2419; RFBR, Project 06-04-49097a;
and Grant of President ot'Russia MK-2439.2005.5.
65-5
1178b
J. Xu
Impact of Dissolved Organic Matter (DOM) on Atrazine Sorption by
Montmorillonite.
J. Xu. Institute of Soil and Water Resources and Environmental Science. Zhejiang
Univ: L. Wanting. Institute of Soil and Water Resources and Environmental Science.
Zhejiang Univ: Y. Gao. College of Resource and Environmental Sciences. Nanjing
Agricultural Univ.
Because of the contrasting composition of DOM, and the different characteristics of
both soil and nonionic organic chemicals (NOC), reports on the effect of dissolved
organic matter (DOM) on sorption of NOC by soil are still contradictory till now.
Insight into the influence of DOM on atrazine sorption by homoionic montmorillonite (Mont) was gained using batch sorption techniques Two DOMs with different hydrophobic/hydrophilic ratio from agricultural waste were used One was in
composition of 39% hydrophobic and 61% hydrophilic fraction and designed as
AI The other designed as A2 had a 60% hydrophobic and 40% hydrophilic fraction And the high-molecular-weight fractions (>10000 dalton) of A2 were much
larger than those of A1 Homoionic K-, AI-, and Fe-Mont were obtained by dispers-
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ing Mont repeatedly with saturated KCl, AIC13, and FeCI3 solution, respectively
Sorption of DOMs, atrazine, and atrazine in the present of DOMs with different
adding levels, on each homoionic Mont were measured, and the results showed: (1)
The sorption of A2 on all Monts tested was generally greater than that of Al, and
both DOMs showed a higher sorption capacity on Al- and Fe-Mont than K-Mont.
It was found that more hydrophobic fraction of DOM was adsorbed to Mont than
hydrophilic fraction 2) The sorption of atrazine on each Mont could be described
well using the linear isotherm. And the experimented linear distribution constants
(Kd) for non-homoionic, K-, Al-, and Fe-Mont were 2.87, 2.66, 3.31, and 3.18,
respectively. (3) The sorption of atrazine was influenced obviously by A2, which
increased with the increasing adding level of A2 irrespective of different homoionic
Monts. And the enhancement (AKd) of Kd* in the presence of A2 (the apparent distribution constant in the presence of DOM) versus Kd was more significant for Aland Fe-Mont. Also, the distribution coefficients (Kat/soc) of atrazine between water
and the sorbed DOM on each Mont were calculated Kat/soc were much larger than
Kd and Kat/doc (the association coefficient of atrazine with DOM in water), indicating that the sorption sites provided by A2 might have a high capacity for atrazine
sorption. This might be the dominant mechanism ascribing for the enhanced sorption of atrazine by Monts in the presence of A2. (4) The presence of Al, however,
decreased atrazine sorption on Monts. In general, this depression effect tended to
enhance with the increasing level of AI from 0 to 80 mg/L. The Kd* values for
atrazine sorption by non-homoionic, K-, Al-, and Fe-Mont in the presence of A1 at
80 mg/L adding level were 20.2%~39.0% smaller than their corresponding Kd values. The higher percentage of hydrophilic fraction of AI compared to A2 enhanced
the hydrophility of mineral surfaces as a result of Al adsorption by Monts. The
competition between AI and atrazine for sorption sites on minerals might account
for the inhibited sorption of atrazine in the presence of Al.
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PL. Patil
Land Evaluation Using Remote Sensing and GIS Techniques for Sustainable
Land use Planning in Irrigated Ecosyatem of Karnataka,India.
P. L. Patil, Univ of Agricultural Sciences: R. M.A, Univ of Agricultural Sciences; G.
S. Dasog, Univ of Agricultural Sciences; S. G. Patil. Univ ofAgricultural Sciences;
B. M. Radder, Univ of Agricultural Sciences.
For the sustainable use of the natural resources, a detailed charter of land resources
giving its potential and constraints becomes pre-requisite for planning. A study was
undertaken to characterize, classify and to map the soils under the Distributary No
48-A of Malaprabha Right Bank command area of Karnataka, India using IRS ID
LISS -111 image. Twelve pedons were studied for morphology, physical and chemical properties. The classification of these soils according to revisions of US Soil
Taxonomy revealed that, at family level, the pedons under study were classified as
very fine, clayey, smectitic, calcareous, Isohyperthermic, superactive, Typic Haplusterts. Two soil series were identified and mapped into six mapping units. Soil
suitability evaluation showed that soils were marginally suitable (S3) for surface
irrigation. Soil site suitability evaluation for different crops revealed that soils were
moderately (S2) and marginal suitable(S3) for crops like wheat, cotton, soybean,
sorghum, maize, pearl millet and crops like groundnut and pigeonpea were marginally (S3) and currently not suitable (Nl) with limitations of pH and ESP. The soil
samples collected at 0-30 cm from selected farmers field in the study area were
analysed for pH, EC, available nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium, sulphur and micronutrients. Nutrient status was mapped by GIS technique
using GPS points of sampling locations The soils were alkaline in nature with low
salt content Available nitrogen was generally low to medium, phosphorus, sulphur
were low to high and available potassium was high in these soils Regarding available micronutrients, Zn and iron were deficient in these soils but, Cu and Mn were
deficient to sufficient range. The study on crop cutting experiment revealed that the
yield levels of crops was low compared to average expected yield as the soils were
deficient in N, P, S, Zn and Fe.
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A Canarache
Soil Degradation Evaluation and Land Use Planning in Romania.
A. Canarache. Research Institute for Soil Science and Agrochemistry.
Recent developments in Romania referring to evidence, processing and use of soil
and landscape data for estimation of not available soil characteristics, limitation
factors, land rating, existing and possible risk for degradation processes, and specific soil management practices are presented Existing information on soils in this
country consists in published and digitized small and medium scale maps for the
whole country, including mainly data on soil taxa and topsoil texture Large scale
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maps (1:10,000) are available tor most of the agricultural area, accompanied by a
large set of soil and landscape characteristics, but these maps are not published and
not digitized. A data base of representative soil profiles is available, including some
6,000 profiles with a large a set of physical and chemical properties. For practical
use of this information at country level, in afirststage now completed, the soil map
at the 1:500,000 scale was used. Some 5,000 contours are separated on this map,
and the data base of attributes described in this paper refers to these land units
An extension to the soil map at the 1 200,000 scale is now in progress. The steps
which were followed were: (I) The soils map was overlayed on existing maps of
climate, relief, administrative divisions of the territory, a o., this way being possible
to obtain a set of complementary data of direct interest for the scope of this work.
(2) A series of data which could be directly estimated from soil taxa and topsoil texture and from overlaying of the soil and other maps mentioned above were obtained
using an expert-type procedure E.g., soil salinity, waterlogging, erosion degree,
etc (3) Pedotransfer rules were developed, using as input data the information
obtained in the preceding steps and data available from the soil profile data base,
these pedotransfer rules allowing estimation at class level of data on texture of the
control section, compactness, water retention curve, moisture characteristics, reaction, humus content, soil erodibility, rain erosivity, and other data needed for further
identification of attributes of direct practical use. (4) Evaluation of land capability
for different agricultural uses, land suitability for different crops, as well as land
rating according to the existing methodology in use in this country which takes into
account 17 soil and landscape characteristics and calculates rating marks specific
for various land uses and crops, was the next step (5) pedotransfer rules were also
developed for estimation of atributes directly related to management practices, as
trafficability, workability, soil tillage and soil fertilization systems, irrigation water
application, recommended for different areas (6) another set of pedotransfer rules
were developed for estimation of limitation factors and existing degradation processes as erosion, waterlogging, aridity, drought, salinisation, compactness, etc., as
well as for evaluation of possible risks of future extension of these degradation processes under various land management systems (7) requirements and capability for
land improvement and land conservation, as drainage, irrigation, erosion control,
liming, gypsing, salt leaching, deep loosening, a o, were estimated using another
set of pedotransfer rules Completion, and further development of this methodology
at a larger scale, is trying to emphasize on use in practice of current information on
soils in the present-day stage of comoputer data processing. Some of the procedures
used here, especially some of the pedotransfer rules, could, hopefully, be of interest
for other countries too.
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S Danfeng
Soil Quality Evaluation for Green-Food Production Suitability in Beijing
Plain Area.
S. Danfeng. College of Resources and Environmental Sciences, China Agricultural
Univ; L. Hong. Institute ofAgricultural Integrated Development. Beijing Academy
ofAgriculture & Forestry Science.
The demand for improved human health drives the green-food production, in which
the soil quality has an important role The soil quality evaluation for green-food
production should be an integrated assessment of the climate, soil, irrigated water
quality and landscape. Taken Beijing plain area as a case, this study established soil
quality assessment model for green-food production The model adopted quality
index evaluation method to divide 3 classes from the first class (superior quality for green-food), the second class (medium quality for green-food) to the third
class (inferior quality for green-food), and 0 class to indicates the no meaning areas
(for example the city areas) The evaluation includes the calculations of climate
quality index, soil quality index and water quality index individually and the three
indices integration using equal weight sum to measure the quality of soil resource.
And then the evaluated class was adjusted to further consider the influences of
surrounding landscape The adjusted was based on the distance from the resident
areas and/or industry sites to measure the influences of human activities negative
impacts. Considering the data accessibility, the accuracy and extent in Beijing plain
areas, the climate quality index mainly calculated the growth length of water-heat,
the injurant gases/dust, and soil quality index was integrated on the soil productivity indicator (surface texture, soil profile, soil organic and CEC) and soil environmental indicator (surface pH, Pb, Cd, Cu, Cr, As, Hg, the residual pesticides). The
water quality index followed the China national groundwater quality standard (GB/
T14848-93) to select 18 attributes to calculate The index threshold value adopted
the China national standard of green-food production base environmental technology conditions (NY/T391-2000) The model was primarily tested in Beijing plain
area (6 counties) and has the high operational ability Thefirstclass has only 9 49%
Beijing plain area, the second class 26 71% and 63 8% areas which were not suitable for green-food production
66-4
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M. D A M Weill
Erosion Impact Evaluation on Mogi-Guacu River Basin (SP, Brazil) Using the
Lifetime Index Methodology as a Soil Loss Tolerance Criterion.
M. D. A. M. Weill. State Univ of Campinas. College of Agricultural Engineering.
Soils Lab.: R. A. C. Lamparelli. State Univ of Campinas. Research Center of
Meteorology and Climatology Applied to Agriculture: J. V. Rocha. State Univ of
Campinas. College of Agricultural Engineering. GIS and Remote Sensing Lab.

This paper presents the results of a study conducted in the Mogi-Guacu River basin
(SP, Brazil) totaling an area nearly 11,600.00 km2 excluded urban areas, rivers and
lakes The main purpose was to generate information to support a program for erosion prevention and control for conservation planning in the area The soil loss rates
were estimated by USLE model and the lifetime index methodology was applied
as a criterion to evaluate the soil loss tolerance and to interpret the soil erosion
impacts on agricultural land. Originally, the lifetime index methodology identifies
three different planning situations: 1) Conservation with adequate use, defined by
the areas where the inferred soil renewal rate (0 2 mm year-1) is larger than the current soil loss rates, 2) Lifetime zero in the present time, defined by the areas where
the current solum (A+B) depth is smaller than a fixed value considered as the critical acceptable minimum depth, and 3) Control zone, defined by the areas where the
estimated soil loss rates are greater than the inferred soil renewal rate (degradation
situation) and the current solum depth exceeds the critical minimum pre-defined
depth In the control zone, the lifetime index allows to predict the time period (in
years) when the pre-defined critical condition (extreme impact) will be reached
In the Mogi-Guacu River basin, the lifetime index methodology was applied in a
slightly different way In this case, the aim was to estimate the time (in years) to
lose the first 25 cm of the superficial soil (A horizon), usually the plus rich portion
of the soil profile in organic matter and nutrients. The specific objectives were to
evaluate the sustainability of the present agricultural land use and to identify the
categories of land use that are greatly impacting land quality in the basin The study
was conducted with the software IDR1SI 32 (Eastman, 1999), a raster Geographical Information System (GIS) The land use map was made using images from
LANDSAT 5 TM The images were pre-processed and georcferenced using the
software ER- MAPPER v. 5 5. The generated 453 RGB false color composite was
submitted to supervised classification and visual interpretation, using field reference patterns The obtained results demonstrate that the planning situation Conservation with adequate use occurs in approximately 15% of the river basin area
(1,796 69 km2), where the estimated soil loss rates are lower than the inferred soil
renewal rate or lower than 0.2 mm.year-I The categories natural vegetation (forest,
savannas, riparian areas) and forestry (Pines and Eucalyptus) represent 38% of the
use in the conservation area. The other land use categories occurring in this planning situation are annual crop/ pasture (32%), sugarcane crop (26%) and citrus and
coffee plantation (4%) In the major part of the Mogi-Guafu River basin, totaling
9,803 38 km2 or 85% of the evaluated area, the soil loss rates are greater than the
interred soil renewal rate and the soils are being degraded by accelerated erosion
(control zone) The average soil loss rate is high, of about 51 26 Mg.ha-1 year-1, or
20 times greater than the inferred soil renewal rate The lifetime index methodology
was applied in the control zone and the results illustrate that keeping the present
condition of land use and management, the first 25cm of'the plus rich surface soil
will be lost within 25 years in 50% of the evaluated area (4,901 69km2). In fact,
the results support that for 32.71% of the area (3,206 95 km2) the lifetime index is
merely 10 years or, in other words, the soil loss is nearly 2.5cm.year-l. Assuming
that in the best estimate it is necessary 30 years to renew one inch of the superficial
soil, then it is characterized an unsustainable situation ofland use and management
in these areas. The main categories ofland use in this severe degradation situation
in Mogi-Guacu River basin are annual crops/ pasture and coffee and citrus plantation associated with Ultisols, lnceptisols and Entisols, occurring in steeper slope
areas The lifetime index methodology was useful to interpret the erosion process,
to evaluate the sustainability of the present agricultural land use and to identify the
categories ofland use that are greatly impacting land quality in the river basin.
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A. Calegari
The Effects of Winter Cover Crops and No-Tillage.
A. Calegari. lapar: R. Ralisch. UEL: M. D. F. Guimaräes. UEL.
The great challenge in tropical and subtropical conditions is to stop and/or enhance
soil organic matter levels and attain the equilibrium between organic inputs application and follow the synchrony of nutrient release with plant growth demands The
cover crops practice, and crop rotation not only protect the soil surface by water
and wind erosion but also contribute with nutrients recycling and/or nitrogen fixing
favoring following crops Many years with no-tillage system associated with cover
crops minimize soil degradation process, promote changes in the chemical and
physical properties of the soil and also diminish the chemical external input needed
and enhance crops yield. The understanding of how crop residues influence nutrient
cycling and soil chemical properties combining the integration of residue management strategies into different cropping systems is a key to develop good soil fertility management and a good way to attain sustainable production The crop residues
and also tillage regime caused significant alteration and redistribution of nutrients
within the soil profile. There are also likely effects in nutrient cycling and certainly
soil physical and biological properties In spite of' the fact that no-tillage system
caused a nutrient concentration on the upper soil layer, this was important and not
a disadvantage for maize development Thus the no-tillage system promoted better
soil conditions for C and P that consequently made phosphorus and nitrogen more
available and uptake for maize crop.The no-tillage legume treatments (lupin and
vetch) showed that in maize crop it is possible to obtain the equivalence of more
than 90 kilograms of N per hectare when compared with conventional tillage. The
adoption of conservation farm system may be a very rational way to reduce the
soil degradation, to recover the soil fertility, decrease production costs and yield
enhancing. Therefore, in our Brazilian conditions is estimated more than 22 million
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hectares with no-tillage system, which has contributed to improve farmers (small,
medium and large scale) livelihood.
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W. Reiher
Developing Sustainable Land Use Options in Matters of Heavy Metal Inputs
into Agricultural Soils.
W. Reiher, institute of Landscape Ecology and Resources Management, Univ of
dessen: R. A. During, Institute ofLandscape Ecology and Resources Management,
Univ of dessen: S. Gath. Institute of Landscape Ecology and Resources
Management, Univ of dessen.
Due to intensification in animal husbandry combined with trace metal supplements
in fodder agricultural heavy metal inputs by manure into top soils may result in an
exceedance of soil susta inability criteria within a conceivable period of time Beside
site conditions like heavy metal background concentration, soil sorption behavior
or leaching rates the heavy metal status in topsoils is influenced by management
practices as well, e.g. amount and quality of fertiliser or kind of land use system.
We developed a site specific methodology to identify agricultural land where violation of sustainability criteria in terms of heavy metals may be affected by the economically most profitable kind of land use, which is simulated by an agroeconomic
land use model This method was firstly developed at regional scale and tested in
the Dill-catchment (ca 692 km2, Hesse, Germany) On the one hand we can price
opportunity costs to meet soil quality concepts and develop sustainable land use
options backcoupling the heavy metal accumulation model ATOMIS (Assessment
Tool for Metals in Soils) to the ProLand model (Prognosis of Land use) Up to now
the sustainability in terms of heavy metal accumulation in soils could be proven
under the given model assumptions for the extensively used Dill-catchment for two
tested land use scenarios (former and future common agricultural policy in Europe).
On the other hand we can identify the uncertainty of the model prediction for each
grid cell using Monte Carlo technique combined with Latin hypercube sampling.
A sensitivity analysis for areas which may be bothered by violation of sustainability criteria reveals a detailed view to the importance of parameters which control
heavy metal accumulation. Results show that the uncertainty of the heavy metal
background value contributes mostly to the uncertainty of total heavy metal content
in the near future. With increasing time the sensitivity of background concentration is decreasing and the sensitivity of other parameters is increasing Although
the absolute values of sensitivity measures like standardized regression coefficient
or Pearson's correlation coefficient may vary widely for particular parameters on
different sites, it could be shown that the uncertainty of parameters of used pedotransfer functions contribute considerably to model output uncertainty whereas the
uncertainty of fertilizers' heavy metal contents could be more or less neglected in
extensively used agricultural systems with generally low fertilizer inputs. ATOMIS
provides a simple way of comparing different sustainability criteria as well as different pedotransfer functions regarding heavy metal contents in agroecosystems
After coupling it to ProLand the ecologie and economic assessment of agri-environmental programs in terms of heavy metal inputs into top soils is possible and the
development of sustainable land use options is supported.
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J. K. Syers

Efficiency of Soil and Fertilizer Phosphorus: Reconciling Changing Concepts
of Soil Phosphorus Chemistry with Agronomic Information.

J. K. Syers. Mae Fah Luang Univ: A. E. Johnston. Rolhamsled Research.
Our understanding of the chemistry of soil and fertilizer phosphorus (P) and its relationship to chemical extractability and plant availability, has changed substantially
over the last 50 or so years. Prior to the 1950s, the forms of inorganic P in soils were
usually described imprecisely but it was generally believed that phosphate ions
were adsorbed at soil surfaces Work at TVA in the 1950s and 1960s, often involving the addition of concentrated phosphate solutions to soil minerals, gave rise to
the thinking that discrete-phase iron, aluminum, and calcium phosphates controlled
the solubility and availability to plants of soil inorganic P This led to the development of inorganic fractionation schemes for characterizing the forms of inorganic
P in soils. It was commonly held that P was irreversibly 'fixed' in soils because of
precipitation reactions and as a consequence, the efficiency of phosphate fertilizer
was low—of the order of 20 per cent Such thinking persisted for many years and
was commonly used to justify continuing research on soil and fertilizer P, in addition to supporting the promotion and sales of fertilizer PSubsequent developments
in our understanding of the reactions of inorganic phosphate ions at the surfaces
of soil components, often involving the use of radio-isotopes, new instrumental
techniques such as NMR, and also modeling, gradually led to the thinking that
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inorganic P was not precipitated or irreversibly adsorbed and that over time, the
recovery of added P could be quite high There was limited evidence to support this
thinking, largely because the link between soil chemistry and agronomy was not
being made Our recent and ongoing analysis of experimental data from those longterm field experiments, which permit an adequate evaluation of the efficiency of
soil and fertilizer P, support the thinking that the recovery of added P over time can
be high, even very high in some cases, thus supporting the concept of reversibility,
given adequate time This new paradigm has major implications for fertilizer use in
the context of both agronomy and the environment Armed with this new approach,
the challenge is to establish the research protocols and methodologies required to
elaborate the new thinking and evaluate its implications For example, it could be
argued that our inability to adequately describe the reactions of phosphate ions at
soil surfaces limits our understanding of soil phosphate equilibria, i.e., the relationship between solid-phase phosphate and phosphate ions in solution—the major
control on the plant availability of P in terrestrial and aquatic systems. This points
to the need for a major research effort in soil phosphate chemistry.Soil phosphorus
research is not 'bunk' but it is time to wipe the slate clean and engage in some lateral and innovative thinking Is soil science research ready and able to respond to
this challenge? We hope so but time will tell!
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M J. Hedley
Can Plants Deliver Food, Fibre and Solutions for Anthropogenic Soil
Phosphate Problems ?.
M. J. Hedley. Institute of Natural Resources: S. Trolove. Crop and Food
Research.
Sustaining food and fibre production to meet the demands of a growing global
population remains a major justification for agronomic research into the phosphate
(P) acquisition mechanisms of plants and their phosphate use efficiency. Soil P
deficiency remains one of the major constraints preventing upland soils being used
to produce more food for the economically-challenged but growing populations of
developing countries. Overcoming this constraint has focussed researchers on the
rhizosphere because the key plant growth limiting process is the diffusion of soil
and fertilizer P to the active root surface. Plants capable of rapidly regenerating fine
active root in previously unexploited soil volumes and plants that can modify their
rhizosphere chemistry to accelerate the mobilization of soil P are of particular interest to researchers. Studies of root systems in situ are technically challenging and
new techniques are required for quantifying whether root architecture and function
appropriate for efficient P acquisition are being sucessfully achieved. Successful
selection of externally and internally P efficient plants, however, is not the complete
solution for sustainable food production on P deficient soils Phosphorus efficient
plants can not mine soil organic or inorganic P reserves indefinitely. Phosphorus
efficient plants and their rhizosphere processes must be matched to economically
appropriate maintainence P inputs, be they low cost fertilizer or recycled wastes.
In the developed regions of the world, which have afforded long-term P fertilizer
and manure use, the few agricultural soils that continue to have a P limitation are
not the prime concern of research funders. Research focus has turned to providing solutions to accelerated eutrophication problems that are caused by P enriched
surface runoff and drainage from excessively P fertilized (manured) soils. In efforts
to curtail P fertilizer use, demonstration trials illustrating lack of crop response to
P are being conducted to convince farmers and advisers that P fertilizer application
rates can be reduced or temporarily withdrawn. Phosphorus accumulator plants are
being selected and evaluated for riparian borders to allow runoff P to be trapped,
harvested and removed from the P enriched catchment area. Land application of
P rich, housed-animal manure is a major cause of soil P enrichment Animal food
stuffs with high inositol phosphate (phytate) concentrations, derived from grain
and other plant seeds, are the direct cause of P enrichment of animal extra. A partial
solution to this problem is the selection of crop plants that produce grains with
high carbohydrate but low phytate concentrations Thus the future challenges for
plant scientists are not only to select plants that can grow in P deficient soils and
produce marketable food, or fibre, but also select different plants, or cultivars, that
can be used in mitigation strategies for minimizing the P enrichment of manures
and soils.
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A. O'Donnell
Microbial Cycling of Phosphorus in Grassland Soils under Long-Term
Fertiliser Management.
A. O 'Donnell. Institute for Research on Environment and Sustainability: S. R.
Co/van, Institute for Research on Environment and Sustainability: J. K. Syers,
Mae Fah Luang Univ: R. Husband. Institute for Research on Environment and
Sustainability.
Recent years have seen an unprecedented number of farm conversions to organic
agriculture not in only in the UK, where consumer demand for organic produce is
growing faster than supply, but also in Europe. The current commercial value of
organic agriculture in the UK is estimated at US$ 1.1 million and the signs are that
this is a growing market. For example, in Germany, where some 3% of the land is
in organic agriculture, the market is estimated at US$2.9 billion Although a strong
consumer demand is driving the conversion to organic agriculture, there is little
sound scientific evidence to support the claims that organic methods, as opposed to
inorganic fertilisers, actually 'encourage and enhance biological cycles'. This paper
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will explore the link between the chemical cycling of Pand the role of the microbial
biomass in grassland soils under long-term fertiliser management. The Palace Leas
Hay Meadow plots at Cockle Park Farm, Northumberland, UK have been under
the same fertiliser regime for over 100 years and have been used over many years
to investigate the effects of fertilisers on the biogeochemical cycling of C and S.
Here we will report on management induced differences (organic versus mineral
fertilisers) in terms of the chemical form of P, phosphatase enzyme activities and,
using molecular ecological approaches, on differences in mycorrhizal community
structure between plots. The results of these experiments show that management
has clearly had a significant effect on the dynamics and cycling of P. Data on the
amounts and forms of P showed that plots could be separated into those receiving
annual additions of FYM, those receiving periodic inputs of FYM, those receiving
mineral P and those that had received no P for over 100 years. Labile P fractions
were significantly higher in the FYM plots whilst residual P values were generally
constant across all plots. These management induced chemical differences were
also seen in the acid and alkaline Phosphomonoesterase and phosphodiesterase
activities and in the mycorrhizal populations studied using terminal restriction fragment length polymorphism (TRFLP) of the small subunit ribosomal RNA (18S).
Whilst measures of biomass P and enzyme activity provide useful and important
insights into the functioning of the P cycle in soils, they do not enable the role of
individual organisms or particular components of the community, such as fungi or
bacteria to be determined. Unlike carbon, where "C-stable isotope labelling has
been combined with molecular (rDNA-SIP, rRNA-SIP) and biochemical (incorporation into lipid biomarkers) probing to open the microbial black-box, molecular
and biochemical techniques have had a limited impact on studies of the P cycle. As
part of our work on the impacts of mineral and organic fertilisers on biogeochemical cycles we have been exploring the prospects of using isotopic P to label specific
components of the microbial community in situ. This and the prospects for combined chemical, biochemical and molecular approaches in opening the microbial P
black box will also be discussed.
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L. Hammond
Phosphate Fertilizers: Addressing the Challenges for Production, Use and
Management in Developed and Developing Country Agriculture.
L. Hammond, IFDC; N. Chien, IFDC; V. Singh, IFDC.
Phosphorus remains an essential input for crop production in both developed and
developing country agriculture It may be supplied both in organic and inorganic
forms of fertilizer but mineral phosphate fertilizers derived from phosphate rock
(PR) is the predominant source of supplying phosphorus to crops and will remain
so in the foreseeable future. Overall production is down 16.5 Mt from 1988 to 1999
(about 10%). The top four producing countries (U.S., China, FSU and Morocco)
still produce over 70% of the world's PR and the top 12 producing countries still
produce over 90% of the world's PR. Grade is typically the primary criterion used
to differentiate rocks and is often expressed in terms of tricalcium phosphate [Ca3
(P04)2] or "bone phosphate of lime" or (BPL). Commercial PR varies in grade
from about 80 to about 60 BPL The challenge for the future is to insure a globally economic supply of phosphate fertilizer as higher grade PRs are depleted and
concerns over heavy metals increase A limited amount of PR is produced for direct
application to cropland. There is wide variation among PRs, however, with respect
to agronomic effectiveness due to chemical and mineralogical composition associated with the source of the PR World consumption of direct applied PR appears to
be stabilized at between 1.0 and 1.5% of world phosphate consumption (nutrient
basis), or about 1.5 Mt of product (30% P205) In many areas of the world, particularly in developed countries with intensive agriculture, yields are well maintained through good farming practices and judicious management of both organic
and mineral fertilizers. In other areas, usually in developing countries in tropical
climates, where the natural soil nutrients have often been mined from soils, the
maintenance and increase of agricultural production without corresponding fertilizer inputs has often resulted in nutrient imbalances and nutrient depletion of the
soil. The resulting depletion of nutrients combined with weather conditions has
caused crop production and productivity to stagnate or decline in many of these
countries. In some cases, notably in Africa, the rates of depletion are becoming so
high that even drastic measures, such as doubling the actual application of fertilizer
or manure or halving erosion loses, would not be enough to offset nutrient deficits.
Improving the economics of fertilizer supply, marketing and management in these
areas is critical The agricultural research and development community in the less
developed countries is characterized by two primary concerns Firstly, the need for
increasing agricultural productivity in a sustainable basis and secondly the concern
over limited information flows which typically exist between researchers, extension workers, policy makers, farmers, and agribusiness personnel. Information is
typically available and most developing countries have adequate research systems
generating relevant information and stakeholders have increasingly easy access to
information systems through the Internet The difficulties are often caused by the
massive amount of available information and the lack of tools for its analysis and
prioritization More effort in required to address this challenge through the use of
Information and Decision Support Systems (IDSSs) The main idea behind these
IDSSs is to take advantage of modem information tools, process large and complex
databases, and produce information which can be easily understandable by stakeholders acting in the agricultural sector.
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A. Sharpley
Agricultural Phosphorus and the Environment: Challenges to Science,
Practice and Policy.

A. Sharpley, P. Kleinman, USD A Agricultural Research Service.
While phosphorus (P) is essential input for profitable crop and livestock agriculture, its loss in runoff accelerates eutrophication of receiving surface waters Best
Management Practices (BMPs) to mitigate P transfers to surface water must address
specific agronomic, environmental and socio-economic conditions These practices
can be categorized as those that related to the management of feed, manure, land,
and grazing. "Feed BMPs" are designed to reduce the amount of P imported onto
farms, such as by decreasing mineral P supplements, adding enzymes that enhance
nutrient utilization and absorption by livestock, and feeding hybrid varieties that
contain low levels of relatively indigestible phytate-P "Manure BMPs" involve
decreasing the solubility of P in manure with chemical amendments or physical
treatment, moving manure from surplus to deficit areas, and development of alternative uses for manure other than land application "Land BMPs" are designed
to limit runoff, erosion and leaching as important pathways of P loss by use of
risk assessment indices to guide the rate, method and timing of P applications,
and by targeting critical sources areas of P loss for BMP implementation. These
include such practices as conservation tillage, terracing, and stream buffers. "Grazing BMPs" aim to decrease the impact of grazing animals on in-stream export of
P and include stream-bank fencing, as well as more intensive pasture and grazing
management (e.g., stocking rate and duration).The long-term sustainable management of agricultural P begins with reduced inputs of P at both farm and watershed
scales. Specifically, P inputs onto a farm should be matched as closely as possible
with P export, such as in animal or crop produce. If a farm's P budget is rich in
imports, regardless of any other nutrient management decisions, there will be an
ongoing accumulation of P on the farm, which in the long-term will ultimately
increase the potential for P loss in surface or subsurface runoff when animal manure
is land applied. Nevertheless, the short-term impacts of land applying manure on P
loss can be successfully mitigated with implementation and maintenance of BMPs.
Even so, it is clear that P management at both farm and watershed scales involves
a complex suite of various options, which must be customized to meet site-specific needs.Even though there has been a concerted effort to implement remedial
measures through voluntary and regulatory means, the long-term challenges of P
surpluses at farm, watershed, and regional scales, has been and remains difficult
to overcome Research that better quantifies the sinks and sources of P as it is
transported through a watershed will help develop realistic expectations for BMPs
However, more research is neither the single nor the final solution Many farmers
simply do not have the financial resources to implement and maintain costly remedial measures. Despite there being many cost-share programs to help defray remedial costs, institutional red-tape and conflicting requirements, often limit program
enrollment and hinder their widespread adoption. Finally, continuing educational
efforts with farmers and the public regarding the importance and impact of BMPs
of environmental quality parameters will be essential to reach environmental goals.
In some instances, local or regional governmental or agency controls may be necessary to enhance quicker adoption of practices that will have a positive influence on
environmental outcomes.
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Soil Degradation and Food Security: Incentives Matter.

K. Wiebe, USDA Economic Research Service: R. Lai, Carbon Management and
Sequestration Centre, School of Environment and Natural Resources, FAES/
OARDC. The Ohio State Univ; C. Barrow, Swansea Univ; P. Crosson. Resources
For the Future.
Global food production has grown faster than population in recent decades, due
largely to improved seeds and increased use of fertilizer and irrigation. But crop
yield growth is projected to slow, from more than 2 percent annually over the past
four decades to about 1 percent annually over the next three—raising concerns that
Malthus may yet prove right. Soil degradation's role in this decline has been widely
studied but remains obscured by differences in methods, data, and scale of analysis.
We reconcile these differences and find that erosion (the main form of soil degradation) reduces yields by 0.1—0.3 percent annually, on average, depending on farmers'
incentives. Many soil science studies use plot-level experiments that (by design)
lack data on the changing practices farmers employ in their fields. Many economic
studies use data on production practices to examine productivity at broader scales
but lack data on soil degradation. As a result, estimates of degradation's impact on
yields vary widely—as low as 0.1 percent per year on a global scale and as high as
8 percent per year in the United States. This makes it difficult to assess impacts on
food security or the environment, and thus the appropriate policy response Recent
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research helps reveal degradation's impact by recognizing the roles of both nature
and nurture—not in terms of tectonics and climate, as recently described, but biophysical processes and economic choices more generally. This helps us compare
estimates from different approaches A review of over 300 plot-level experiments
around the world found that potential yield losses due to soil erosion vary widely
by crop, soil, and region, but average 0.3 percent per year—assuming other factors
do not change. But other factors do change, not least because farmers often have
incentives to reduce erosion and its yield impacts—for example by reducing tillage
or building terraces Farmers' incentives depend on their access to information to
evaluate alternative measures; savings or credit to finance profitable investments;
and secure property rights to ensure long-run benefits will be realized. When these
conditions are met (i.e. markets function well), optimal choices result in yield
losses that are smaller than potential losses Optimal losses under maize production
in the United States are estimated at less than 0.1 percent per year. (Measures to
reduce yield losses to zero are not optimal because they cost farmers more than they
save.) When markets function poorly, farmers' incentives to adopt conservation
practices are diminished Second-best choices result in yield losses between potential and optimal levels (but we don't know exactly where, because they are masked
by changes in seed quality and other factors). Assuming that actual yield trends
reflect second-best losses to degradation averaging 0 2 percent per year, an estimated 37 million (5 percent) fewer people would be hungry in developing countries
in 2010 if yield losses were reduced to optimal levels.Research incorporating farmers' incentives shows that soil degradation does not threaten productivity growth
and food security at the global level, but problems remain in areas where resources
are fragile and markets function poorly, particularly in developing countries. The
challenge for policymakers is not to reduce erosion-induced losses from potential
levels (which are unlikely) to zero (which is suboptimal), but rather from actual
(second-best) levels to optimal Priorities include enhancing farmers' incentives to
reduce degradation by improving information, access to credit, and property rights.
Addressing soil degradation's adverse effects beyond farmers' fields (e.g. climate
change and national wealth) poses additional challenges
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Study of Soil Erosion in the Small Loess Agricultural Catchment In the Light
of 137Cs Measurements.
G. J. Poreba. Dept of Radioisotope. Institute of Physics. Silesian Unit of
Technology: A. Bluszcz. Dept of Radioisotope. Institute of Physics. Silesian Univ
of Technolog)'.
Because of their fertility and ease of cultivation loessial soils have been in agricultural use for ages These soils are, however, very susceptible to water erosion processes. Even small inclinations of few degrees may result in medium to large sheet
erosion of loessial soil Additionally, an inappropriate soil tillage intensifies the soil
erosion There is an urgent need to obtain reliable quantitative data of soil erosion
for agricultural areas to choose an effective method of soil conservation. The 137Cs
technique seems to be a valuable to study soil erosion and deposition. This isotope
has been present in the environment since the beginning of nuclear weapon testing
and nowadays 137Cs is a part of many ecosystems. The l37Cs method overcomes
many limitations of the traditional methods to measure soil erosion. In this paper
we present the use of measurements of 137Cs activity in soil as a tool to investigate
the soil erosion process in the loess agricultural field. The study area is a small loess
catchment located on the Proboszczowicki tableland (near Ujazd village) Results
presented in this paper were obtained on five valley profiles collected in the study
area. The soil samples were measured, after drying, by the high-resolution gamma
spectrometry to determine their radioactivity The study area was contaminated by
137Cs from Chernobyl accident. This study is to evaluate the soil erosion as well as
accumulation for small agricultural loess catchment. Moreover the aspect related to
the model for calculation of soil erosion from the 137Cs activity data are discused
This method allows to evaluate soil erosion for medium-term Finally, the influence
of 137Cs from Chernobyl on the calculation of soil erosion is discussed.
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S. Khresat
Major Causes of Land Degradation and Desertification in Jordan.
S. Khresat. Jordan Univ of Science and Technology.
The existing ecosystems in Jordan are fragile and prone to deterioration. This
resulted in lower vegetative cover and eventually the loss of the fertile topsoil. This
made the soil incapable of supporting plant growth and made it more susceptible
to degradation. Desertifcation is intense in the steppe zone, which serves as the
desert forefront Investigations showed that climate in this zone had changed several times during the Quaternary The last of these changes was the present aridic
climate The last episode of climatic changes is responsible for the development of
unfavorable soil properties that accelerated the degradation of many plant species.
Coupled with the effect of continuing drought incident, the removal of plant cover
was greatly enhanced The purpose of this study was to discuss the major causes of
land degradation and desertification in Jordan. Sites that receive different amounts
of annual precipitation and different vegetation types were selected to represent
the major agricultural areas in Jordan The climate of the study area is of Mediterranean type with an average annual precipitation ranging between 200 and 500
mm The major soil properties that can be linked to land degradation were studied
The leading causes of land degradation in Jordan are improper farming practices
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(such as failure to use contour plowing, or overcultivating the land), overgrazing,
the conversion of rangelands to croplands in the marginal areas, where rainfall is
not enough to support cropping in the long term, and uncontrolled expansion of
urban and rural settlement at the cost of cultivable land Implementation of soil
conservation and erosion control measures such as contour plowing, terracing, and
stonewalls construction on farmer's fields helped in curbing accelerated erosion
and in protecting the potential agricultural lands Keywords: Land degradation,
Desertification, soil erosion, arid climate, Jordan
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T. Kosaki
Is "Summer Fallowing" Beneficial to Sustainable Grain Production in Central
Asia?.
T. Kosaki. Graduate School of Global Environmental Studies. Kyoto Univ; S.
Funakawa. Graduate School of Agriculture. Kyoto Univ; E. Saljnikov. Institute of
Soil Science; K. K. Akshalov. Barayeb Kazakh Research and Production Center of
Grain Farming: Y. Takala. Graduate School ofAgriculture. Kyoto Univ.
Summer fallowing has been commonly practiced in wheat-based rotation systems
in dryland of Central Asia, in order to store water, to control weed hazard, and
to accumulate mineral N through mineralization of soil organic matter. However,
since summer fallowing prevents any vegetative growth by shallow tillage, it has
often been reported that this practice on Chernozem soils or Ustolls had accelerated organic matter decomposition causing the risk in lowering the sustainability
of agricultural production. We studied whether summer fallowing is beneficial to
sustainable grain production in dryland of Central Asia from the viewpoints of soil
moisture and organic matter dynamics and soil qualify change.The experiment was
conducted in 1998-2004 at Barayeb Kazakh Research and Production Center of
Grain Farming in northern Kazakhstan, where soils are Southern Chernozem or
Haplustolls with mean annual temperature of 1.6 °C and total annual precipitation of 324 mm, with the treatments of a variety of the frequencies in summer
fallowing and other water-harvesting management techniques, i.e. snow collection
and subsoil cutting. Soil moisture and temperature were monitored with TDR and
heat probes together with data loggers, CO, emission due to the decomposition of
soil organic matter was measured in situ with alkali absorption method in a closed
chamber, and plant biomass was recorded for wheat and weeds. As for the evaluation of soil quality change, potentially mineralizable C (PMC) and N (PMN) during 70 days incubation, soil mineral N (min-N) and light (SG<1.8 g cm') fraction
organic matter (LF-C and LF-N) were analyzed besides routine physicochemical
characterization of soils Soil moisture and temperature monitoring revealed that
both summer fallowing and snow collection practices accumulated additional ca.
100 mm moisture (0-90 cm soil) when practiced individually.When together, benefit of 100 mm additional moisture from snow collection was, however, cancelled
out by summer fallowing, which induced subsoil freezing in spring and caused
poor percolation and subsequent loss of thawed snow through surface runoff and
evaporation. Snow collection with subsoil cutting is more important than summer
fallowing for capturing additional moisture. Soil organic matter (SOM) dynamics
in a cropping season exhibited that the output as CO, emission modeled with Arrhenius relationship between the daily soil respiration rate and its determining factors,
i.e. the soil temperature, the soil moisture, and the activation energy, was 2.5-3.0
Mg C ha"' and the input as plant residues ranged from 0 (fallowing) to 2.5 (cropping
wheat) Thus, the budget of SOM was -2.9 and -0.2 Mg C ha' under fallowing and
cropping, respectively SOM content is more or less stable under wheat cropping,
but decreases under summer fallowing, resulting in the gradual decrease during a
conventional rotation for 5 years by 2.9 Mg C ha', which may be equivalent to 4%
of the total SOM stock in the plow layer (30 cm).As for the soil quality change, frequent summer fallowing induced the decrease in soil organic C, total N, PMC, and
LF-C, and the decrease was more obvious in PMC and LF-C than in soil organic C
and total N. PMN, min-N, and LF-N were less affected by the frequency of summer
fallowing, but more by fallowing phase, that is, pre-fallowing phase gave significantly higher PMN and LF-N and lower min-N than post-fallowing phase. SOM
degradation due to summer fallowing can be detected with the soil characteristics
related to soil C status, particularly those affecting microbial activity, i.e. PMC and
LF-C. During the summer fallowing, soil N fertility increases through transformation of PMN into min-N, which is, however, subject to surface runoff and/or leaching at the snow thawing period in spring before taken up by crops We conclude
that an extensive and uniform application of summer fallowing is not beneficial to
sustainable grain production in Central Asia due to the above reasons, and thus, an
alternative soil and land management technology must be developed with taking
account of snow-collection-based water harvest management and its site-specific
application in accordance with soils and topographical conditions.
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P. Zdruli
Lessons Learned from a Thematic Network Dealing with Land Degradation
Assessment and Soil Conservation Management in the Mediterranean
Region.
P. Zdruli. CIHEAM-Mediterranean Agronomic Institute of Bari: G. Trisorio
Liuzzi. University of Bari. Faculty of Agriculture: C. Lacirignola. CIHEAMMediterranean Agronomic Institute of Bari.
The Mediterranean is home of more than 430 million people and the holiday target of some 300 million tourists per year The majority of the population is con-
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centrated in the coastal zones The region is regarded as the cradle of European
civilisation and possesses an enormous cultural heritage. The history of land management however shows both excellent examples of sustainable land use as well
man-made catastrophic events. Land degradation yet remains a threat to natural
resources with direct consequences on food security, environmental and political
stability Many North African and Middle Eastern countries drain considerable
amounts of their financial resources to fulfil their food needs Controversially the
population trend in Southern Mediterranean is still high with population expected
to reach as much as 300 million people by 2030 while land and water is limited.
Consequently addressing problems of land degradation become a strategic priority.
The European Commission (EC) has been active in the region for decades through
the implementation of many projects. However, their impacts have not always been
as expected as they were hampered by lack of coordination and information gaps
between policy and decision makers, researchers and rural communities. To bridge
these gaps the EC funded the MEDCOASTLAND Thematic Network (1CA3-CT2002-10002) that includes in itself partners from 13 Euro-Mediterranean countries
totalling 36 members that represent three levels of decision-making. The project's
operational period is 2002-2006. Results show that the fight against land degradation and desertification could be successful if the right balance between bottom-up
and top-down management approach enhances income-generating activities. All of
these have to be supported by policy instruments and appropriate national/regional
guidelines MEDCOASTLAND has made visible many good examples of sustainable land management through the publication of 5 volumes and additional information downloaded in the Knowledge Database of the project available on the web:
http://medcoastland. iamb, it

funded soil science research by USDA, principally focusing on trends and priorities over the last decade and a half, and future directions for soil science research
Within the NRI, there was no soil science program until the Soils and Soil Biology
program was initiated in 1994. Prior to that, considerable soils research was funded
within the Water Quality and the Forest/Rangeland/Crop Ecosystems programs for
research focusing on issues of adsorption, degradation, and transport of nutrients,
metals and contaminants (Water Quality), or on soil organic matter, soil fertility,
and soil-root interactions (Ecosystems). Thus in 1994, the competitive research
program in soils became more complete in that it covered a broader spectrum of
disciplines within soils, and soil biology (especially soil microbiology) became
a major focus. At the same time, the Water Quality program became the Water
Resources Assessment and Protection program with less emphasis on soil-related
issues. In 2005, the program title was changed to Soil Processes and the emphasis
on soil biology was reduced along with a greater emphasis on soil processes and
interdisciplinary research Since 1994, the distribution of funds for applied versus basic research has diminished over time, although many projects involve some
aspects of both The impression from reading titles of funded projects is that there
has been a trend away from traditional production agriculture related work versus
more environmentally focused and forest system related studies. This impression is
somewhat misleading, however, because environmental issues are important to the
economic viability and sustainability of production agriculture Some areas have
waxed and waned over the years driven by public concern and political pressures,
such as soils research related to the greenhouse gases and global/climate change,
soil erosion, water quality (N and P), and heavy metals Other topics have come
into the forefront driven by scientific and technological breakthroughs or paradigm
shifts, such as colloid mediated transport, surface chemistry, and microbial diversity and genomics. Funding for the NRI soils program increased slowly but steadily
from 1994 (about $2.5 million) to 2001 (about $4.5 million) but has been stagnant
SESSION NUMBER 69
since then and is projected to decrease to $3.5 million this year. During this period,
there has been pressure to reduce the scope of the program and the number of priority areas has steadily decreased. Beginning about the same time as the peak in
Thursday, 13 July 2006
NRI funding for soils, soils research began to get more attention as evidenced by
a special issue of Science Magazine about soils ("Soils—the Final Frontier", June
O.OB Global Priorities in Soil Science Research—Theater
11, 2004), and increasing funding going to soils-related research at NSF and other
federal agencies. New technologies for studying soils in place and at the nano-scale
Room 111 AB, First Floor (Convention Center)
were developed and are becoming more accessible, largely due to scientist initiated efforts. Developments in the use of high energy radiation sources, modeling
and computing, visualization, and molecular genetics and proteomics have lead
69-1
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P. Sanchez
to exciting new ways to look at soil processes from the nano- to the meter-scale.
At the same time, remotely sensed and ground collected spatial data are more and
Achieving the Millennium Development Goals In Africa.
P. Sanchez, C. Palm, J. Sachs, D. Glenn. Tropical Agriculture Program, The Earth more available along with new software programs to analyze, visualize and model
this data, creating the opportunity to understand at a more fundamental level the
Institute at Columbia Univ.
role soils play in large-scale environmental processes. These new developments
Sub-Saharan Africa is the only region where chronic malnutrition is worsening
are bringing scientists from many different disciplines to soil science, creating the
every day—a silent tsunami that is killing 200,000 people every month. The UN
potential for new, exciting and high impact developments in the science
Millennium Project Hunger Task Force recommended to implement MDG-based
poverty reduction strategies that promote science-based policies combined with
community participation and decision making. The UN Millennium Project estiSESSION NUMBER 70
mates that targeted investment of 110 US$ per capita per year for the next 10 years
will be needed to achieve all the MDGs in rural tropical Africa. Out of this amount,
around 10 US$ is the household share, while 30 US$ and 70 US$ are the governThursday, 13 July 2006
ment and donor's share. The amount needed from donors is around 0 7 percent of
GNP by 2015. A complementary "bottom up" approach, the Millennium Villages
has been established as proof of concept. How can typical impoverished African
1.0PW Synthesis, Modeling, and Applications of Disciplinary
villages of about 5000 people each be empowered to achieve all the MDGs using
Soil Science Knowledge for Soil-Water-Plant-Environment
the recommended investment level?. The 12 villages are located in Kenya, EthioSystems—Theater II
pia, Uganda, Rwanda, Tanzania, Malawi, Mali, Senegal, Ghana and Nigeria, covering all the major farming systems and agroecologies of tropical Africa. Since
restoring soil health is usually one of the top priority needs perceived by farmExhibit Hall A, Theater 3, Second Floor (Convention Center)
ers, the role of soil science is critical, including combining mineral fertilizers with
agroforestry and small scale water management Multiple interventions are being
conducted simultaneously on agriculture, public health, energy, education, water
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and sanitation, gender, and environmental restoration Progressafter 1 year in the
Using the WISE Database to Parameterize Soil Inputs for Crop Simulation
first village, Sauri in Western Kenya has been nothing but fantastic Villagers feel
Models.
theempowered with the first maize harvest that has tripled grain production, thus
G. Hoogenboom. Univ of Georgia: A. J. Gijsman. Centra Inlernacional de
eliminating hunger, having built a clinic where they are treated with antiretrovirals
Agricultura Tropical (ClAT); P. K. Thornton. International Livestock Research
drugs for HIV-AIDS, all villagesr sleeping under long lasting insecticide-treated
Institute (ILRI).
bednets, and having planted about 5.5 million nitrogen fixing trees and shrubs
During the 1990s, a soils database was developed by the International Soil Reference and Information Centre in The Netherlands for the project "World Inventory
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N Cavallaro
of Soil Emission Potentials" (WISE). Using this database, we converted 1125 soil
profiles from all around the world into a format that can be used as input data to
Competitive Funding of Soil Science Research from USDA-CSREES:
some commonly used biophysical computer models, such as the crop simulation
Priorities, Trends, and Future Directions.
models that encompass the Decision Support System for Agrotechnology Transfer
N. Cavallaro. USDA-CSREES.
(DSSAT). Soil data are often unavailable, particularly for many locations in the
USDA competitive funding for research has evolved over the last few decades
tropics and subtropics If little or nothing is known about the soil for a particular
from a restrictive and applied USDA Competitive Grants Program to the National
location, this WISE database can be used to identify a profile for a particular soil
Research Initiative (NRI), established in 1991, which supports a broad spectrum of
type. This soil profile can then be used as an input for a crop model to simulate
research that spans from very fundamental to applied research Because soil scigrowth, development and yield for one or more crops for this location With so
ence within the United States tends to be strongly associated with agriculture, other
many available profiles for each soil type, one can get an impression about the
agencies, particularly the National Science foundation, tended to stay away from
range of values for each soil parameter and then conduct a sensitivity analysis with
funding soils research Thus USDA's NRI was a major development and expanrespect to the model's response to this range. All soil profiles have been geo-refersion of competitive funding for soil science as separate from forest and agricultural
enced, and can thus be linked to the digital version of the FAO-UNESCO Soil Map
productivity. This paper will briefly outline the context and history of competitively
of the World We describe the methods used to convert the soil profile database.
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discuss the variability of key soil variables by soil type, illustrate how the database
can be used, and conclude with a recommendation for further work to improve the
database for biophysical modeling applications.
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Calibrating the ROOTMAP Model for Calearosol and Vertosol soils of southeastern Australia.
S. J. Officer. Primary Industries Research Victoria: V. M. Dunbabin. Univ of
Tasmania: R. D. Armstrong. Primary Industries Research Victoria: R. M. Norton.
Univ of Melbourne.
Optimizing banded N and P fertilizer placement in dryland agricultural soils is a
complex problem. Plant available moisture patterns have a large temporal variability. Soil conditions have a large spatial variability but tend to be increasingly
hostile to root growth as depth increases Modelling of the root growth patterns
around the fertilizer bands and through the soil horizons is expected to be useful to
compare the plant sensitivity to various scenarios. However, root systems and their
interactions with the below-ground environment are difficult to study. As a result,
root research has typically lagged behind that carried out on above-ground parts of
crop plants. Modern advances in computing technology are allowing 3D root architectural models to play a role in below-ground investigations The "ROOTMAP"
model is designed to provide a realistic three-dimensional topological description
of the growth of plant root systems In this study, the ROOTMAP model was calibrated for wheat growth in a Calearosol and a Vertosol, both from south-eastern
Australia. The modelled root growth patterns were compared with actual root
growth for plants grown in intact soil cores The soil cores were 0.15-m diameter
and 0.6-m depth, growing three plants with sufficient moisture to the "boot" growth
stage (prior to anthesis). Root growth patterns were compared in early and later
growth stages and under conditions of sufficient and insufficient nitrogen supply.
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Water and Energy Balance of Drip Irrigated Cotton: Measurements and
Simulations.
R. J. Lascano. Texas AAM Univ. Res. and Ext. Center: B. McMichael, USDA-ARS:
D. Gitz. USDA-ARS: J. Booker. Texas A&M Univ. Res. and Ext. Center.
In recent years cotton (Gossypium hirsutum, L ) production with sub-surface drip
irrigation (SDI) has gained popularity in the Texas High Plains The SDI system
consists of drip tape on alternate 1-m rows with the emitters 0 2 - 0.4 m from the
bottom of the furrows This region is characterized by a semiarid climate and declining irrigation well-capacities reducing water availability from the Ogallala aquifer.
The introduction of more efficient irrigation systems such as SDI may extend the
sustainability of irrigation in the Texas High Plains, but the combination of frequent
droughts and reduced well capacities cannot supply the daily water requirements
of crops and deficit-irrigation and water stress is common. The average annual rain
is 460 mm/yr and many of the rain events are of high intensity and of short duration, with the majority of the rain falling during the growing season (Apr. - Sept.).
During the growing season and periods of no rain, we speculate that cotton roots
will preferentially concentrate in the wet furrow near the drip emitter compared
to the dry furrow. Furthermore, lower SD1 application rates are conducive to have
plants with a root system that more etTectively uses rainwater, when compared to
higher rates of application. Therefore, we hypothesize that after a dry period the
portion of water from a rainfall event lost to soil water evaporation (E), due to lack
of roots to uptake and transpire (T) this water, will increase as the application rate
of SDI increases To test our hypothesis in 2005 we conducted a field experiment
at the facilities of the USDA-ARS Plant Stress and Water Conservation Laboratory
in Lubbock, TX. The soil at the site is classified in the Amarillo series (fine-loamy,
mixed, thermic, aridic Paleustalf). Cotton, variety Fibermax-958, was planted 18
May at a density of 100,000 plants/ha. Three irrigation treatments plus dryland
were selected based on the range of well capacities in the Texas High Plains, 2.5
mm/d (low), 5 0 mm/d (medium), and 7.5 mm/d (high). The crop was irrigated via
a 3-yr old SDI system with drip lines buried on average 0.37 m below the bottom
of the furrow Row spacing was 1 0 m with drip tape placed in alternate furrows
(2.0 m between tapes). Irrigations were scheduled using the Biotic system, which is
based on canopy temperature changes measured with infrared thermometers. The
time threshold used to trigger irrigation was 5.5 h. The experimental field design
was a split-plot, with plots 4 m wide by 30 m long and each plot was replicated
3 times. However, for our purpose we only considered the low and high irrigation treatments The experimental objective was to independently measure E and
T for 30 days starting on 23 July. Also, we calculated the energy and water balance components with the mechanistic ENWATBAL simulation model. Plant T was
measured using stem flow gauges, a steady state heat balance method that applies
heat to the stem and measures water flow through the plant Soil E was measured
gravimetrically using micro-lysimeters placed in both the wet and dry furrow Both
measurements of E and T were replicated at least 4 times. Additional measurements
were leaf area using destructive and non-destructive methods, and root distribution
in the soil profile using mini-rhizotron tubes installed at a 45-degree parallel to the
plant row to 1-m depth Root images were acquired using a camera system and
processed using commercial software The percentage of image-frames containing
roots along the mini-rhizotron tube described root proliferation within the soil profile Inputs to ENWATBAL included soil hydraulic properties and hourly weather
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variables (air and dew-point temperature, wind-speed, short-wave irradiance, rain
and irrigation) all measured at a screen height of 2 0 m above the soil surface at
a weather station near the experimental field. Plant input state variables were the
measured leaf area and root density. Measured values of E and T showed that for
a 30-d span and two rain events of 20 and 22 mm, the low irrigation treatment
effectively used more rainwater than the high treatment confirming our hypothesis.
The low irrigation treatment had a root system, near the soil surface, better suited
to uptake and thus T a larger portion of water received from rain compared to the
high irrigation treatment. Furthermore, thisfindingwas confirmed by the calculated
values of E and T obtained with ENWATBAL. These results suggest that for the
conditions of the Texas High Plains and depending on well capacity, SDI might not
be the best choice as an irrigation system to effectively use water received from
rain In contrast, above-ground sprinkler systems, common in this area, in principle,
contribute to a better root distribution near the soil surface and thus make better use
of rain during the growing season.
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Nitrogen Management Under Maize in Humid Regions: The Case for the
Dynamic Approach.

H. M. Van Es. Cornell University: B. Kay. J. Sogbedji. J. Melkonian, R. S.
Dharmakeerthi. H. Dadfar. I. Tan, Univ ofGuelph.
Nitrogen is an essential crop nutrient that has been a focus of soils research for
almost two hundred years. In humid regions, N transformations are strongly influenced by dynamic processes that may result in rapid losses, mostly through leaching and denitrification These losses of N result from complex interactions among
weather, soil hydrology, crop water and N uptake, and management practices.
Most current recommendations for N management do not directly account for the
dynamic behavior of soil N, limiting our ability to more precisely and efficiently
manage N. Increasing N fertilizer cost, elevated concerns about water contamination, and increased evidence of greenhouse gas impacts are prompting a new look
at N management This presentation will summarize results of experiments that
demonstrate the need for a dynamic approach to N management under maize, and
the importance of precise rates and timing. It recognizes that real-time weather
significantly influences crop N availability on the short term. We will examine five
maize N response studies conducted in New York, USA and Ontario, Canada for
multiple years at multiple locations. All studies involve a spatial and a temporal
component in that different soil types and landscape positions were involved and
the studies were conducted for multiple years. Results show that crop N availability varies greatly from year to year based on weather conditions. High precipitation during the critical late spring period, when maize ET is still low and soil
nitrate levels and temperatures have increased, is a strong determinant for N losses
through leaching and denitrification, and thereby greatly affects crop N availability
This process may in some cases interact with soil type and landscape position,
where finer-textured, poorly-drained soils, or lower-landscape-position soils may
experience greater losses This is the result of higher denitrification losses despite
generally higher N supply capacity. Accurately predicting fertilizer-N requirements
therefore requires a dynamic approach that incorporates this complexity. Soil N
tests are expensive, primarily due to high labor costs, and high spatial and temporal
variability makes their prediction accuracy often unsatisfactory Computer simulation-based approaches are showing considerable promise for accurately predicting
this seasonal variation in N dynamics and may be used to improve the environmental and economic aspects of N fertilization. Due to the critical nature of weather,
soil and crop variables, such models need to accurately represent the important
processes and be dynamically linked to real-time weather information. Similarly,
in-field spectral sensing may provide such opportunities, although, like late-spring
nitrate tests, it has the drawback of single-time assessment. In summary, increased
N use efficiency and lower leaching and denitrification (incl. N20) losses cannot
be materialized in humid regions with static and spatially-uniform recommendations, and effective methodologies need to be developed for a more sophisticated
and dynamic approach.
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Opposite Approaches to Manage Water Balance of Farming Systems for
Improved Sustainability in Southeast Australia and North China Plain?.
E. Wang. CSIRO Land and Water: Q. Yu. Institute of Geographical Sciences and
Natural Resources Research: C. J. Smith, CSIRO Land and Water.
The Murray Darling Basin (MDB, -27 -38"S, 138- I52"E) and the North China Plain
(NCP, 31 -40"N, 112-122"E) are important agricultural production areas in Australia
and China respectively Although MDB and NCP are located in the southern and
northern hemisphere respectively, they lie at similar latitudes (with slightly different longitudes), and both have temperate climate with similar annual rainfall
range in most parts The farming systems also have many similarities. However,
they have different climate patterns and seasonality, which lead to distinct production and environmental problems. While the similarities facilitate easier research
and technology transfer, the uniqueness of production and environmental problems
in MDB and NCP offer new opportunities for enhanced collaborative research to
improve systems sustainability Both MDB and NCP are facing severe sustainability problems as a result of changed water balance by the agricultural production
systems. In the southern MDB replacement of deep rooted perennial native veg-
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etation with shallow rooted annual crops/pastures have significantly reduced plant
water use and root zone soil water storage, which in turn has increased drainage
beyond the plant root zone and ground water recharge, leading to rising groundwater table and dryland/river salinity. In contrast, in northern NCP, where intensified
double cropping systems rely heavily on irrigation from groundwater. Irrigation,
together with increased industrial and domestic water use, has led to over use of
fresh groundwater, causing a severe decrease in groundwater resources. Management of water balance of farming systems in MDB need to target on high water
use systems, whereas in NCP agricultural systems that have lower water use need
to be introduced to mitigate or reverse the decline in the ground water resource
This paper presents a comparative study on water balance of farming systems at
two selected sites: Wagga Wagga (-35.05"S. I47.35"E) in MDB and Luancheng
(39"N, I13"E) in NCP. A farming systems model and long-term historical climate data were used to simulate crop production and water balance of the current
dominant cropping systems Production and resource degradation problems that
are in common and unique to both sites were analysed Possible new crop types
with improved physiological traits, alternative cropping systems and management
options were explored to study their impact on economic return and water balance
A detailed discussion was focused on the essential biophysical processes and properties of current farming systems, which need to be modified in order to improve
the environmental outcomes, while to maintain a certain level of productivity of
agricultural systems at both sites Due to the flat nature of the landscape in regions
around both study sites, the potential impact of water balance change through cropping systems and management modifications on areal groundwater recharge can be
assessed Such assessments are combined with available regional water resource
data (groundwater and surface water) to study what are sustainable levels of water
use by crop production systems in both regions and their implications on water balance To meet such water balance targets, the changes that need to be made to the
current cropping systems (mainly wheat-maize/wheat-cotton double cropping in
NCP and crop-pasture rotation system in MDB) are discussed. Current agricultural
production targets set by different research/government agencies are reviewed
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Predicting Changes in Soil Organic Carbon in Different Land Uses for
England and Wales Under Current and Future Climatic Conditions Using
CENTURY 5.
R. Sakrabani. National Soil Resources Institute. Cranfield Unix; J. Hollis. National
Soil Resources Institute. Cranfield Unix
Soil forms an important carbon stock in nature but the stocks are dynamic and
changes in land-use, land use management and climate can all have significant
impacts The dynamics of the SOC (soil organic carbon) are complex and imperfectly understood and although scientists have developed models for predicting
future changes, most have only been validated using individual site data. The
National Soil Inventory for England and Wales includes a unique national dataset quantifying changes in topsoil organic carbon under arable, grassland, seminatural vegetation and woodland (deciduous and coniferous) between the periods
1978-1983 and 1994-2003 Data is available from approximately 2,000 data points
located at grid intersects across England and Wales We used CENTURY 5 (Colorado State University, USA) model to predict changes in SOC between 1978 and
2000 using input weather data for 1978 - 2000 from the UK Meteorological Office
and soil property input data derived from the National Soil Inventory (1978-1983)
Predicted changes in soil organic carbon from the model simulation was then compared with measured values from the re-sampled Inventory data from 1994-2000
This provided valuable information on the utility of these models with respect to
predicting national-scale changes in soil organic carbon stocks, as opposed to predictions for individual sites Once this utility was established, CENTURY 5 was
used to predict national-level climate change-induced changes in soil organic carbon based on the UKCIP02 scenarios for the 2020's (2011 - 2040), 2050's (2041
- 2070) and 2080's (2071 - 2100), each of which comprise four emissions scenarios (high, low, medium-high and medium-low), associated with different socioeconomic scenarios. The paper will present the results of model validations based
on the National Soil Inventory data, focussing on 10 soil series representing soil
types with different water regimes, base status, depth and texture from the 1:250
000 scale National Soil Map database representing a combination of the four different land use categories (arable, permanent grassland, semi-natural grassland and
woodlands) CENTURY5 will be used to simulate SOC changes in all four land
use classes Within CENTURY 5, soil organic carbon is fractioned into 4 carbon
pools - surface active, fast, intermediate and slow The soil organic carbon fractionation is different for the various landuse and will be apportioned according to
citations in the literature. The bulk organic carbon data from the national datasets
has been subdivided into these fractions Results of the estimated climate changeinduced changes in soil horizon organic carbon based on the UKCIP02 scenarios
for the 2020's, 2050's and 2080's will also be presented for the same soil series
and land use combinations CENTURY 5 was able to model the changes in SOC
in arable, permanent grassland and semi-natural grassland However when in some
instances, CENTURY 5 was unable to perform well for these three landuses, alternative approaches were used to model by altering some parameters (eg drainage
and anaerobicity factors). The future SOC trends tend to be rather similar to current
climatic conditions. Thus for future conditions, in arable and permanent grassland,
there seems to be a possible slight increase and constant decline respectively The
SOC trends in semi natural grassland showed a constant increase for future cli-

matic conditions CENTURY 5 did not perform well for woodlands The management practices in woodlands are rather localised and site specific which may have
resulted in CENTURY 5 unable to model satisfactorily the changes in SOC Model
efficiency was calculated to indicate the reliability of the modelled value compared
to the measured data. Root mean square errors and correlation coefficients were
also calculated to determine the statistical validity of the modelled results.
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1:15 PM O Chadwick
Soil Development in the Hawaiian Islands.
O. Chadwick. Unix of California.
Hawaii provides an exquisite natural laboratory for studying soil development.
The islands are formed over a stationary mantle plume and then are carried to the
northwest on the Pacific Plate. Thus the islands get older with distance from the
hotspot; Kauai has remnant shield surfaces whose lavas date to about 4,000 ky It
is possible to sample soils that are developing on different age flows ranging from
a few hundred years to a few million years. Additionally, individual volcanoes are
impacted by differing amounts of rainfall depending on location with respect to
the northeasterly trade winds. Whereas rainfall over the open ocean near Hawaii
is about 700 mm, rainfall over the Islands ranges from 150 to 11,000 mm Hawaii
is minimally impacted by mineral aerosol additions compared to continental areas
and this has a significant impact on soil development More than 100 pedons have
been sampled along the Hawaii time-climate matrix with some surprising results
For example, in arid soils developing in Hawaii, soils might be expected to develop
a preponderance of 2:1 clays, but they do not They are rich in halloysite and allophane. Importantly, these same soils show a trend from high-Mg calcite to dolomite
as carbonates accumulate within the profiles - this is one of the first documented
occurrences of pedogenic dolomite that is not associated with high levels of salts It
appears that lack of smectite formation lowers the incorporation of Mg into silicate
clays and increases its incorporation into carbonates This is an unusual pedogenic
process that seems to be enhanced by the lack of substantial amounts of mica in the
basalt derived soils The only mica is in surface horizons that receive dust derived
from distant continents Without mica there is no template to allow 2:1 clay formation under the rapid wetting and drying regimes encountered in the arid soils
At the same time that halloysite is forming, iron and aluminum oxides tend to
move rapidly from poorly crystalline to crystalline forms, which in turn leads to
formation of Oxisols under an arid climate regimes - Torrox formation without
substantial climate change By contrast, soils forming in humid environments along
the same time trajectory take much longer to go through the same transformations
(allophane => halloysite; poorly crystalline goethite => well crystallized goethite;
poorly crystalline gibbsite => well crystallized gibbsite) The reasons for the longer
period of gestation appear to be continually wet rather than wet-dry cycles and
interference by organic carbon in the transformation process Thus whereas it takes
about 400,000 years to form a Torrox, it takes more than three times that long to
form a humid zone Oxisol. The continuous view soil formation afforded by the
Hawaii time-climate matrix suggests several important thresholds in soil properties
associated with external and internal process: I) the shift from udic to perudic soil
moisture regime is accompanied by reduction related changes in soil properties
particularly accumulation of organic matter and loss of iron-bound phosphorus; 2)
shift from ustic to udic moisture leads to rapid loss of nutrients with far reaching
implications for soil exchange properties and prehistoric land use, 3) the shift from
from aridic to ustic soil conditions leads to lower losses of plant nutrients (bases,
P, Si) due to less wind erosion Many of these features are found in continental
environments but in Hawaii they are easier to tease apart and less confounded by
the pervasive dust input that affects continental soils

71-2
1:45 PM I V. Kovda
Morphological, Microscopic and Isotopic Studies of Carbonate Pedofeatures:
Current Problems of Interpretation and Application In Biogeosciences.
/. V. Koxda. Institute of Geography: L. P. Wilding. Dept of Soil and Crop Sciences.
Texas A&M Unix: C. I. Mora. Dept. Of Earth And Planetary Sciences.
Carbonate accumulation and formation of carbonate pedofeatures are common
processes in many soils under various pedoenvironments. Carbonate types and
distribution patterns, chemistry, macro-, micro- and submicromorphology, and
isotopic composition of carbonate pedofeatures provide critical information that
is used widely in soil genesis, paleo-reconstructions, modeling, and prediction of
C02 fluxes. Such foundational knowledge is essential, not only in soil science, but
in archaeology, geology, biology and other environmental/biogeosciences Current
literature and new databases have revealed a number of problems in the interpreta-
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tion of carbonate physico-chemical features to infer origin and genesis. Specifically, what is the confidence level of a given methodology compared to information
gained from coupling of multiple analytical approaches Carbonate pedofeatures
could be systemized based on their genesis, morphology, microstructure, mineralogy, landscape position, and age, but these typologies are often interdependent
Specific attributes of carbonate pedofeatures including composition and architecture can be obtained by a variety of methods Morphological investigations include
macro-, micro-, and sub-micromorphology that provide information on complex
microfabrics and distribution patterns inferring polygenetic genesis, age, and origin. The compatibility between carbonate micro-morphology and pedoenvironmcnts is well developed. Total chemical composition has been used previously,
but this methodology is too general and insensitive to differentiate different environments. Mineralogical methods (thermogravimetric, XRD, 1 R-spectroscopy, and
optical microscopy) provide data on mineralogical composition and crystal morphology which are useful signatures of in situ pedogenesis and origin (pedogenic
versus geogenic). Radiocarbon assay and stable isotopic compositions are used for
the estimation of age and rate of carbonate formation, to distinguish pedofeature
origin, and for reconstruction of paleo-enviroments. The methods listed above provide important information but each are subject to limitations without close scrutiny A comprehensive investigation utilizing all of the above field and analytical
tools may provide the most reliable basis to determine the interdependcncy and
sometimes confounding nature of their signatures. We have investigated soil carbonate pedofeatures of various morphology and pedo-environments by coupling
macromorphology, micromorphology, SEM and microprobe analysis, radiocarbon
and stable isotopic composition of C and O This study revealed several issues
worthy of further discussion and deliberation: • Evolution and transformation of
carbonates with various morphology including genesis of hard nodules (i.e. can
soft carbonate masses transform to hard nodules?); • Carbonate pedofeatures with
diverse macromorphology versus observed microfabrics in thin sections; • Relationship between macro-, micro- and submicromorphic assemblages of carbonates;
• Development of criteria to differentiate contemporaneous and relic carbonate
pedofeatures; • Rate dynamics of carbonate formation and transformation specific
to given pedoenvironments; • Rate of rejuvenation of radiocarbon age specific to
various pedoenvironment; • Recrystallization of carbonates: original and secondary
morphology, rates of recrystallization, and changes in stable isotopic composition;
• Terminological systematics. The detailed and well-directed study of these topics
may greatly improve the interpretation of carbonate pedofeatures and the reliability
of carbonate morphology and isotopic record for the reconstruction of paleoenvironments and pedogenesis A systematic study of soil carbonates collected from
various pedoenvironments using a combination of morphological and isotopic
methods is strongly required
71-3
2:05 PM K Stahr
Development of Clay Minerals in Terrestrial Soils for the Mediterranean
Portugal Related to Type of Rock and Age of Soil Formation.
K. Stahr, M. Zarei, Institute of Soil Science and Land Evaluation.
UnivofHohenheim;
R. Jahn. Institute of Soil Science and Plant Nutrition. Martin Luther Unix; D.
Sauer. Institute of Soil Science and Land Evaluation. Univ of Hohenheim.
This paper aims at original elevation of clay mineral occurrences with focus on
their utilization The area of the research is the South of Portugal with 1) Algarve
coastal plain from tertiary and quaternary sediments grading into Mesozoic limestones and marls; 2) the Algarve mountain range with magmatic plutonic rocks
overlain by Mesozoic consolidated sediments; to the North 3) the Baixo Alentejo
follows a sedimentary basin filled with tertiary sediments covering a Palaeozoic
bottom; the last area 4) Alto Alentejo is again dominated by plutonic and metamorphic rocks which have been peniplainated during the tertiary period. In all areas we
find terrestrial soils placed on terraces of the younger river systems. Temperature
regime is mesic, the moisture regime is ustic with a temperate moist winter period
and a hot dry summer time. In general, rock minerals are transformed into soil
minerals under the influence of climate, relief and organisms With terrestrial soil
the latter factors are constant. Therefore, the hypothesis is that the soil minerals are
the function of time and rock. All clay mineral determinations of our archive taken
through the last 25 years have been screened taking these two factors into account.
It was soon realized that under specific conditions we do find well developed clay
minerals without or with low impurities lllite is completely inherited from Palaeozoic micaschists in the Haplic Luvisol. Smectite seems to be a very typical clay
mineral, which is mainly related to the climatic conditions of the Mediterranean
and can be found on different rocks. On the other hand, Kaolinite can be also found
extremely well developed, but only in rather old generally Pliocene high plateaus,
but then also from different rocks (marble, sand stone). Formation of Kaolinite
needs export of silica. During the research in the Algarve and Alentejo area three
rather rare minerals have been detected The first was Talc, the second Palygorscite
and the third Opal The Talc seems to be specific development through weathering
of calcium-silicate rocks (Skarn), a lot of magnesium with free silicate are deliberated The formation will be long lasting, but could be also under modern conditions.
This is different with Palygorscite. The Palygorscite is cementing in mid-tertiary
fluvial sediments, which have been weathering under alkaline conditions. Under
similar conditions, mainly in the influence of ground water, mobile silica is precipitated as cement between coarse grains The Opal is found in general in slightly acid
soil conditions From Tab 1 one may derive some conclusions or clear tendencies
of clay mineral developmentKaolinite and Opal are found from acidic rocks and
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land surfaces older than Pliocene. Smectite and Palygorscite are occurring on basic
rocks which are older than Pliocene or Miocene Kaolinite and Talc are found on
rather old karst land surfaces, lllite (mica clay) is bound to acidic micaschists in
modern soils. Again Smectite can be formed under alkaline conditions during the
Holocene class. Finally, Smectite may be formed in soils with impeded drainage
during Holocene or Pleistocene From the minerals analyzed Palygorscite seems
to be worthwhile to be mined Talc and Opal would need a lot of pre-treatment,
while Kaolinite and Smectite can be found in places with sufficient amounts to be
excavated.

Parent material
Angaben in %
Cover Sediment
Ranas
Tertiary Sand
Tertiary Marl
Other Marls
Limestone
Marble
Micaschiests
Smectitic Schists
Skarn
Granodiorite I
Granodiorite 2
Gneiss

Kaolinite lllite Expandite Chlorite Palygorscite Talc Opal
14
76
14
4
23
36
67
38
17
55
42
16
6

14
12
4
9
38
37
18
32
15
13
20
17
8

72
9
78
80
38
26
13
21
68
18
27
56
86

0
3
0
<l
0
2
1
0
0
0
7
11
0

0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
14
0
0
0

0
0
84*
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table I: Content (average) of clay mineral groups in soils from different rocks and
land surfaces in Southern Portugal
71-4
2:25 PM R.C.Graham
Post-fire Pedogenic Response: Wildfire Effects on the Soil Environment in a
60-Year-Old Biosequence.
R. C. Graham. Univ of California; L. M. Egerton-Warburton. Chicago Botanic
Garden; P. E Hendrix. Institute of Ecology; P. J. Shouse. George E. Brown. Jr.
Salinity Laboratory. USDA-ARS: J. L. Johnson-Maynard. Univ. of Idaho; S. A.
Quideau. Univ. of Alberta: P. D. Sternberg. University of California; J. A. Jobes,
George E. Brown. Jr. Salinity Laboratory. USDA-ARS; J. M Breiner. University
of California.
A soil biosequence was established in 1946 at the large lysimeter installation on
the San Dimas Experimental Forest (SDEF) in southern California. Since 1987 we
have studied pedogenesis and various aspects of the soil environment as a function
of the near-monoculture vegetation types, which consist of chamise and scrub oak
(chaparral species) and Coulter pine. The individual biosequence plots have 5.3 by
5.3 m horizontal dimensions. Annual precipitation ranges from 292 to 1224 mm
annually, with a mean of 678 mm. Most of the precipitation falls as rain between
December and March The mean annual air temperature is 14.4°C, with summer
temperatures frequently exceeding 38°C and winter temperatures rarely below -4°.
In September 2002 the biosequence, along with the rest of the SDEF, was burned
in a severe wildfire We have taken advantage of this situation to study changes
in the soil environments both immediately after the fire and as the different plant
species of the biosequence recover. The wildfire killed all aboveground parts of the
vegetation, leaving charred stems and trunks. Litter layers were combusted to white
ash and charred material that covered the soil surface. Despite nearly complete loss
of cover, runoff and erosion were minimal after the fire, probably because biotically produced soil structure and macropores persisted and maintained high infiltration rates. The loss of plant cover, and attendant transpirational activity, resulted
in a warmer, moister soil environment throughout the year, though this effect has
diminished as the vegetation has reestablished. Within the first week after the fire,
chemical conditions in the charred litter layers and the top few centimeters of soil
were markedly altered compared to pre-fire conditions. The pH and concentrations
of C, N, and water soluble and exchangeable base cations all increased. During the
winter after the fire, concentrations of base cations in soil solutions also increased
several fold Combustion of organic matter mineralized the constituent cations and
greatly increased their solubility, producing a flush of soluble base cations during
the first winter rainy season Nevertheless, six months after the fire (and after the
rainy season) the chemical composition of the mineral soil was not significantly
different from pre-fire conditions with respect to pH, water soluble and exchangeable base cations, C, and N. The biological environment was considerably altered
by the fire, beginning with the initial destruction of the aboveground components.
Plant life responded quickly to winter rains and within six months after the fire
scrub oak and chamise resprouted and pine seedlings had germinated. Surface
active macrofauna increased in the post-fire environment, though seasonal patterns
of abundance remained the same as pre-fire, with highest densities in the summer
Taxonomie richness of ant populations was unchanged, though some shifts in composition did occur. The predominant ant genera were found in higher concentrations on the chamise plot compared to oak or pine The fire had profound effects on
the fungal communities as well Dark septate endophytes increased in abundance
across the biosequence after the fire, and arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) hyphae significantly increased under oak and pine, where they are usually minor or absent.
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Large declines in ectomycorrhizal fungi under oak and pine, and AM fungi under
chamise, were observed. The similarity of post-fire mycorrhizal hyphal abundances
throughout the upper 35 cm of the soils of the biosequence reflects a thermal impact
on the microbiota throughout that depth. Post-fire fungal communities of the different components of the biosequence (pine, oak, chamise plots) were distinctly
different than the pre-fire communities and were more similar to each other than
were pre-fire communities. Data from six months after the fire show that the fungal
communities are evolving as the soil-plant environments change. Overall, many of
the impacts of wildfire on these chaparral and pine plots appear to be of short duration. Biological recovery is rapid and, within six months, many soil processes and
properties are either not significantly different from the pre-fire conditions or are
rapidly returning toward them.
71-5
2:45 PM S. Follain
Effect of 1200 Years of Agricultural History on Top-Soil Horizon Formation
and Related Soil Organic Carbon Storage in Hedgerows Network Landscape.
S, Follain. ISA-LILLE: C. Walter, UMR SAS INRA Agrocampus Rennes; D.
Marguehe, UMR 6566 CNRS-Univ. Rennes 1; P. Bonté, UMR 1572 CEACNRS; B. Lemercier. UMR SAS Agrocampus-Rennes/INRA: G. Dutin. UMR SAS
Agrocampus-Rennes/INRA; I. Lefevre. UMR 1572 CEA-CNRS.
Anthopocene (Crutzen, 2002) is characterized by growing global concentration of
carbon dioxide and methane With this concept, mankind is recognized for its influence on environment evolution through greenhouse gases emission. In this, soils
are of a great interest: i) soils represent the main continental carbon stock with 1
500 PgC (Eswaran et al., 1993; Batjes, 1996) and can be a sink or a source of C02
(Lugo et Brown, 1993), ii) soil organic carbon dynamics varies under the influence
of natural and anthropogenic factors e.g. soil use and management. Among human
impacts, soil redistribution by erosion locally modifies soil thickness, soil properties and favour C02 transfer to the atmosphere (Lai, 1995). Aims of this study were
to characterize and to quantify soil organisation and associated SOC stocks affected
by hedgerows network in an agricultural landscape of Western Europe, in temperate climate.These landscapes are characterized by a complex soil organisation,
and a great potential to SOC sequestration (Walter et af, 2003). The most systematic effect of hedges on soils, is a thickness increase of the A horizon uphill from
hedges, which is attributed to an anti-erosive effect (Pappendick et Milier, 1977;
Carnet et af, 1979; Walter et al. 2003; Salvador-Blanes et al., 2005). The study field
(8 ha) has a high density of hedges in different topographic conditions. A precise
archaeological study (Cattedu, 2001) reconstructed human occupation history and
the evolution of the hedgerow network from Middle Ages (800AD) until present.
First we conducted a field survey to establish a 3D cartography of the pedological
cover, in order to identify and to quantify spatial variations of soil horizon geometry and carbon stocks within the landscape in relation to anthropogenic landscape
structures. Second, we used isotopic methods (Cs 137; C 14) to perform soil dating
and to analyse the dynamics of the processes underlying the soil evolution. Results
showed a clear difference in spatial distribution depending on horizon type : i) variations of A horizons were well correlated to hedge position with a gradual increase
of horizon thickness from top-slope to hedges uphill position, ii) the distribution of
E, B and C horizons appeared unrelated to hedges and linked to Quaternary Aeolian
loam deposits. This modification of top-soil geometry significantly increases soil
carbon stocks at landscape scale: in a 20 m neighbourhood of the hedges, C-stock
estimates (165,5 tC.ha-1) were significantly higher than outside (141,4 tC.ha-1).
Effects on horizon geometry and soil properties could be explained by 3 processes
: i) a local effect of hedges which increases local carbon inputs, ii) an anti-erosive
effect and iii) a mixing effect of the soil profile due to increased biological activity.
Cs-137 dating results indicated that modern erosion effectively occurred, but its
magnitude is enable to explain the whole soil accumulations. C-14 dating allowed
to estimate the age of soil horizons on the basis of an age stratification according
to horizon type: estimated median age for top-soil organo-mineral horizons was
posterior to 1600 year AD, posterior to 1000 year AD for transition A/B horizons
and anterior to AD for E, B and C horizons.ln agricultural landscapes of Western
Europe, human activity has deeply modified the geometry and properties of topsoil horizons through soil redistribution processes Those effects were initiated at
landscape scale in the first time of human occupation (Old Middle-Age) and appear
still active
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1:15 PM J.Lehmann
Bio-char Black Carbon) Stability and Stabilization in Soil.
J. Lehmann. Cornell Univ: S. Sohi. Rolhamsted Research.

Bio-char (biomass-derived black carbon) is not only a ubiquitous form of organic
carbon in soils, but also emerges as an opportunity for carbon sequestration in terrestrial ecosystems stimulated by research on Amazonian Dark Earths. It has long
been known that bio-char persists in soil for centuries to millennia as it is commonly used for dating artifacts and anthropogenic deposits. More recent studies
identified bio-char as the oldest fraction of organic matter in soil, confirming its
recalcitrance to decomposition and mineralization. However, field and incubation
studies testing the stability of freshly produced bio-char from vegetation burning did not fully corroborate the notion that bio-char is very stable in soils. Some
fraction of newly produced bio-char appeared to be more labile, such as aliphatic
carbon in comparison to the aromatic carbon that makes up the bulk of bio-char.
Moreover, bio-char produced from different types of biomass differed greatly in its
carbon forms. The conditions under which biomass is converted into bio-char had a
profound impact on the carbon chemistry of the bio-char, as well. The temperature
of carbon conversion is critical for the stability, with recent results indicating that
temperatures of 200°C and above significantly increases stability against microbial
decomposition, whereas bio-char produced at a temperature of 1000°C showed less
recalcitrance to oxidation by ozone than that produced at 400°C Apart from the
chemical stability of the original material, stabilization in soil confers significant
recalcitrance to bio-char. Similar to proposed mechanisms for plant litter, aggregation and formation of organo-mineral complexes indicated protection of bio-char
Whether aggregation is enhanced by bio-char is a hypothesis that requires further
studies On the other hand, priming through co-metabolism of added glucose has
been observed to increase mineralization of bio-char. Although the controlling factors are still poorly quantified, bio-char is very stable in soils, which has important
implications for the natural carbon cycles as well as for purposeful soil management using bio-char applications.
72-2
1:45 PM E. H. Novotny
Compositions of the Iliimir Acids in Amazonian Anthropogenic Dark Earth
Soils.
E. H. Novotny. Univ ofLimerick: M. H. Hayes, Univ of Limerick: E. R. De Azevedo.
IFSC—USP: B. E. Madari. Embrapa Arroz e Feijäo: T. J. F. Cunha. Embrapa
Semi-Arido: T. J. Bonagamba. IFSC^USP.
The compositions of the humic acid (HAs) components from the surface (0-20
cm) of Amazonian Dark earth (ADE) soils under forest (ASF) were compared with
those of cultivated (CAS) soils, and with HAs of adjacent non-ADE soils under
forest (NAS) using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), elemental analyses, and
solid state "C NMR spectroscopy (using a VARIAN 1NOVA spectrometer at "C
and 'H frequencies of 100 5 and 400.0 MHz, respectively). Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) was carried out utilising NMR data. TGA allows determinations
of thermogravimetric index (TGI) data, or the ratios of the areas under the 378-623
exothermic peak (from thermal decomposition of polysaccharides and other labile
structures, and under the 623-923 peak (from the combustion of aromatic structures
and cleavages of C-C bonds). The TGI of HAs extracted from anthropogenic soils
(ASF and CAS) was larger than those for the control soils indicating that the HAs
from anthropogenic samples were more aromatic than those in the controls, and
suggesting the occurrence of polycyclic aromatic nuclei which have greater thermal resistance The HAs from the CAS were more enriched in C and depleted in
H, indicating that the cultivation of these soils had led to the selective degradation
of aliphatic structures and a possible relative enrichment in hydrogen-deficient,
condensed aromatic structures from the older black carbon (BC) HA precursors
The HAs from the anthropogenic soils had lower N contents and higher atomic C/N
ratios; however, these ratios were in the range for biologically stabilized materials.
Additionally, these HAs had a lower atomic H/C ratio indicating high aromaticity
and/or aromatic ring condensation. The O/C atomic ratio values were variable, and
there was not a clear tendency for these for the different sample groups. The HA
samples from anthropogenic soils presented higher aryl C contents, both total and
substituted-C On the other hand, the O-aryl C and carboxyl C contents were similar among the samples. The contribution of methoxyl C from lignin for the NAS
HA samples was greater, indicating that the aromatic region (aryl and O-aryl C) of
NAS samples have larger contributions from lignin residues. Therefore, a larger
proportion of O-aryl C of NAS samples is not from phenolic groups, and consequently, is not contributing to the total acidity. The same conclusion can be drawn
in relation to the carboxyl signal; that is, the NAS HAs have greater contribution
from amide groups, indicated by the smaller C/N atomic ratio and the greater Nalkyl composition The ionizable oxygenated functional groups signals that could
contribute to CEC (carboxyl minus amide and O-aryl minus methoxyl C) were
larger for the anthropogenic samples The high carboxyl C content in BC derived
HAs is well-known. However, artifact formation from the fractionation method
cannot be discarded The contribution of carbohydrates (O-alkyl and di-O-alkyl C)
was larger for NAS The high correlation between aryl C and TGI (R = 0 82) and
aryl C and atomic H/C ratio (R = -0 89) indicate that NMR data are, at least, semiquantitative. In addition, TGI presented negative correlations with labile groups,
such as: alkyl (-0.73); N-alkyl/methoxyl (-0.82) and carbohydrates (-0.86), indicating that this index is a good tool to estimate the degree of humification.
The first principal component (PCI - 61% of total variance) from PCA data, was
characterized by positive loadings for the BC aryl signal (broad featureless signal at 130 ppm) and negative loadings for the signals of carbohydrates, methoxyl,
N-alkyl, alkyl (0-100 ppm) and O-aryl (151 ppm) The positive loadings at 169
ppm can be attributed to carboxyl groups attached to BC aromatic rings, and the
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negative loadings at 174 ppm to amide from proteins/peptides. This PC separated
the ADE samples with greater scores, emphasizing the major contributions of BC
structures to HAs compositions from ADE soils, and these structures are characterized by recalcitrant (aryl) and reactive groups (carboxyl). The PCI scores had
positive correlations with TGI (0.82), O/H (0.82), and C/N (0.88) atomic ratios,
and a negative correlation with the H/C (-0.90) atomic ratio. These data confirm, by
independent methods, that HAs from anthropogenic soils can be characterized with
regard to high stability in terms of both structural (NMR and elemental composition) and thermal properties.
The second principal component (PC2 - 21% of total variance) was characterized
mainly by a broad signal at 126 ppm and other at 170 ppm These resonances are
typical for acetylated analogues of lignin units. The scores of this PC were smaller
for NAS and varied within the anthropogenic soils groups

fertilization of perennial crops. In this study charcoal increased pH, total nitrogen,
availability of sodium, zinc, manganese, copper, and humidity, and decreased AI
and acidity only in the mineral fertilized plantation. This caused a significantly
increase in basal respiration (BR) and microbial efficiency in terms of C02-C
release per microbial carbon in the soil. The microbial biomass, efficiency and population growth after substrate addition was significantly heightened with increasing
levels of organic fertilizer amendments, because the organic amendments increased
the soil nutrient content and availability. In the mineral fertilized treatment a significant negative correlation was found between the soil's C content and microbial
biomass per soil C content (Cmic/Corg). Such a correlation was not possible in
the case of organic fertilization. The factor chicken manure increased the Cmic/
Corg ratio significantly (p = 0.017). We suppose that this difference is due do the
recalcitrance and little available nutrient contents of charcoal in contrast to easily
degradable and nutrient rich chicken manure The BR, microbial biomass, population growth and the microbe?s efficiency, expressed by the metabolic quotient as
72-3
2:05 PM W. G Teixeira
C02 production per microbial biomass unit, increased linearly and significantly
The Rescue of an Old Indigenous Practice in the Tropics—Using Charcoal to
with increasing charcoal concentrations (50, 100 and 150 g/kg soil) in a laboratory
experiment with only short incubation time of charcoal After long time exposure
Improve Soil Quality.
W. G Teixeira. Embrapa Amazonia Ocidental; G. C. Martins. Embrapa Amazonia of charcoal in a field trial the BR was not increased after the second and fourth
cropping cycle due to charcoal application, but the charcoal containing and mineral
Ocidental; M. R. Arruda, Embrapa Amazonia Ocidenlal; C. Steiner. I Institute of
fertilized soil had significantly higher microbial reproduction rates than fertilized
Soil Science. Univ of Bayreuth.
soil alone after glucose additions. This indicates a low biodegradable SOM content
Studies have shown that anthropogenic soil horizons modified by Amerindian
but sufficient soil nutrient contents to support microbial population growth if an
populations, known as Terra Preta de Indio (TPI) also known as Amazonian Dark
easily degradable substrate (such as glucose) becomes available This difference
Earths are found in patches throughout the Brazilian Amazon Terra Preta de Indio
between low soil respiration and high microbial population growth potential is one
normally show plaggic, terric or hortic horizons These horizons are identified by
of the characteristics of Terra Preta.
dark matrix colors of the top horizons, and the presence of ceramics and charcoal pieces The top horizons on TPI sites show some differences on soil chemical,
physical and hydraulic properties compared to the adjacent soils. The top horizons
72-5
2:45 PM D. C. Kern
typically show high amounts of phosphorus, calcium and magnesium relative to the
New Dark Earth Experiment in the Tailändia City—Parä-Brazil: the Dream
surrounding soils The high levels of soil organic matter and black carbon strongly
of Wim Som broek.
darken the color, change the structure, and the hydraulic properties of the soils. The
D. C. Kern. Museu Paraense Emilio Goeldi; J. L. Comelti, Museu Paraense Emilio
texture is lighter and the workability of TPI is easier, especially when TPI is wet.
Goeldi; M. D. L. P. Ruivo. MPEG; F. J. Frazäo. Museu Paraense Emilio Goeldi;
Because of their easy workability and longer lasting fertility in relation to surroundT. E. Rodrigues, Embrapa Amazonia Oriental; M. L. Costa. Universidade Federal
ing soils, local populations intensively cultivate these sites. TPI seem to be a very
do Para; J. L. Piccinin. Museu Paraense Emilio Goeldi; J. B. Rocha. Secretaria de
resilient soil type that keeps their good soil physical qualities even when submitted
Educacäo e Cullura do Estado do Para.
to intensive soil management. Frequent findings of charcoal and highly aromatic
humic substances suggest that residues of incomplete combustion of organic mateThere are occurrences of soils formed since prehistorie humans occupied the Amarial are important In weathered tropical soils, the persistence of organic matter
zon. These soils, highly fertile and stable, are called Indian Dark Earth (IDE) due to
plays a key role in maintaining soil quality (good fertility and favorable physical
its own micro-ecosystem that is not easily exhausted, even under tropical conditions,
conditions to crop production) In Manaus, Brazil we are studying the effect of
where they remain a long time. The places where we find IDE nowadays, archaecharcoal amendments to the dystrofic and acric soils in an attempt to recreate some
ological sites, had been locales of human settlements in the pre-Columbian past
soil qualities showed by the TPI We are also examining the possibility of using a
of Amazonia. These places had served as deposits of material of vegetable origin
new agricultural praxis, called—slash and char—as alternative to the traditional
(leaves and splints of several palm trees, peels of manioc, seeds, etc.) and of animal
slash and burn. In this presentation we show some results from investigations conorigin (bones, blood, fat, excrements, shells, etc.). To form IDE, it seems that the
cerning a better characterization and expansion of the knowledge of TPI sites in
abundance of discarded organic substance was essential The organic composition
the Brazilian Amazon. Moreover the approach to reproduce some qualities of TPI
resulted in highly fertile soils with high contents of P (more than lOOOmg/lOOg);
using charcoal residues are also reviewed and discussed.
Ca, Mg, Zn, Mn and C (Kern 1996). The IDE organic substance is about six times
more stable than the soils of the forest (Pabst 1992, Glaser 2000) This factor must
be one of the responsible for the stability and the high fertility of IDE. Since 1966,
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Wim Sombroek dreamed about the possibility of recreating these soils. In 2001
and 2002 in seminars in Brazil, Sombroek and his collaborators presented a plan
Microbial Activity as Soil Quality Indicator in Annual and Perennial
of replicating IDE. The subject was argued widely by the community, mainly in
Plantations Treated with Charcoal, Mineral- or Organic Fertilizer in a Highly
the workshop on ADE during 2002, in Manaus. Hence, in Para State, a group of
Weathered Amazonian Upland Soil.
researchers looked to make possible Wim's dream possible and recreate these soils
C. Steiner. I Institute of Soil Science. Univ of Bayreuth; W. Zech. I Institute of Soil
denominated New Dark Earth It was decided to use as vegetable material sawmill
Science. Univ f Bayreuth; W. G. Teixeira. Embrapa Amazonia Ocidental.
residues (triturated blade, RLT, and saw powder, RPS); charcoal-making residues
(C) and as an animal raw substance, slaughter house residues (RA) The experiment
The sustainability of shifting cultivation and slash and burn continues to be a topic
on New Dark Earths was conducted in the area of Tucurui/Albräs line, coordinates
of discussion Shifting cultivation can be an environmentally friendly analog to the
02 57 ' 021 "S and 048 57 ' 21 "WGr, in the Municipality of Tailandia, Para,
natural processes of disturbance and regenerative succession in tropical forests. The
and supported by the Tailäminas Plac Company that donated an area of 4ha, for a
Amerindian population achieved long lasting improvements to notoriously infertile
foreseen period of 25 years, for use in the experiment. Our intent is to form a type
tropical soils by long-term mulching, frequent burning and the application of charof soil starting with the natural soil, so be able to control the physical, microbiolcoal and ash which increased soil pH and thereby suppressed aluminium (Al) activogy, chemical and mineralogy variable by decades, as an example of the formation
ity favourable for specific microorganisms responsible for the darkening of these
of ADE In the experiment initially, 17 treatments (combination of charcoal-maksoils (Terra Preta de Indio) Its fertility is most likely linked to an anthropogenic
ing, sawmill and slaughter house residues), with four repetitions each one. For the
accumulation of P, calcium (Ca) as bones and black carbon (C) as charcoal Chardistribution of the portions the experimental boundaries were used in case blocks.
coal persists in the environment over centuries and is responsible for the stability
In 2003 the sampling and description of soil profiles, following the methodology
of the Terra Preta's soil organic mater (SOM) Our objectives were: (i) To assess
proposed by Lemos & Santos (1996) was completed The data represent the physithe role of charcoal in the sustained soil fertility of Terra Preta (ii) To find practical
cal, mineralogy and chemichal conditions, of the soil in the "zero time" of the
ways for Amazonian colonists to improve soil fertility and reduce C02 emissions
experiment. The sampling of the parcels took place in the months of March and
by producing charcoal for soil amelioration purposes out of woody biomass instead
September of the elapsed years, a sample of soil from the first 20cm depth of each
of burning it Therefore we studied the effects of charcoal on soil chemistry, and
parcel was collected. Until now 4fieldcampaigns were carried out and 272 samples
on the microbial population in field and greenhouse experiments. We measured
of soils were collected Nutrient levels are being determined in these samples, pH
substrate induced respiration (SIR) in order to assess the microbial biomass, activin water and in KCl; calcium, magnesium and aluminum (KCl IN); hydrogen and
ity and population growth potential in charcoal amended soil as well as in Terra
aluminum (calcium acetate IN, pH 7,0) organic carbon (Walkley-Black, modified);
Preta, thus providing reliable information about the soil?s fertility and SOM stabilphosphor, sodium and potassium (Mehlich) and whole nitrogen (Kjeldahl), accordity All experiments together showed significantly (p < 0 05) decreased levels of
ing to EMBRAPA (1997). The results regarding 6, 12 and 18 months of running the
available AI and acidity. A strong correlation between microbial population growth
experiment show a great variation in the contents of the chemical elements coming
potential, plant biomass production and nutrient availability was found in short and
from the process of decomposition of the material This variation is more intense
long cropping cycles (annual and perennial crops), proving the suitability of SIR
in the experiments where there is diversity in the mixture of materials The pH has
to provide reliable information about soil fertility Charcoal decreased the ratio of
kept relatively constant (pH = 5,5 to 6,5) along the sampled periods, with excepmicrobial C to soil C (Cmic/Corg) due to its refractory nature, whereas chicken
tion of the treatment with monthly addition of bovine blood, which presented more
manure increased this ratio (p = 0 017) in a study comparing organic and inorganic
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acid values (pH = 4,63 with 12 months). Calcium presented the highest values (90
to 93 mg kg-1 in 12 months) in the C and C+RPS treatments, respectively, while
in the original soil (blank soil sample) it presented 31 ppm in this same period.
Mg got a similar behavior to the Ca, with maximum values at 10 to I4mg kg-1 to
the 12 months in the treatments RLT+RA and C+RPS+RLT+RA+S, and 3ppm in
the original soil. Sodium displays maximum values in the treatments with bigger
diversity of mixture C+RPS+RLT+RA+S (I04mg kg-1 in 6 months). In the original soil (blank soil) Na practically kept constant (33 mg kg-1). P reached maximum
of 897 mg kg-1 along the 12 months of experiment, in portions where butcher shop
residues were present. Despite the great contribution of organic substance added to
the soil, the increase of C was not significant, in some treatments with RA addition
only and RLT, the values of C (I,5g kg-1 6 months) had been below of the values
of the original soil (5,2g kg-1), even so with RPS addition have gotten 18, lg kg-1
in this period. Although these results are still in the initial phase of the experiment,
a narrow relationship between the behavior and readiness of the nutrients in the
analyzed treatments has been noticed, and an increase of its concentration in the
parcels where the residues had been incorporated in relation to the parcels of original soil is being verified
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Surface Complexes Modeled With AB Initio Calculations.
J. D. Kubicki, The Pennsylvania Slate Univ.
Adsorption of oxyanions is a common and important process in soils Whether
affecting the availability of nutrients or the transport of contaminants, the interactions of species such as carbonate, arsenate, phosphate, and sulfate with metal
oxide and clay surfaces need to be understood in order to predict the kinetics of
transport. Oxyanion surface complexes have been studied using a variety of techniques, such as FTIR and EXAFS. This presentation will examine the principles
behind modeling the oxyanion surface complexes and give examples of how
these principles can be applied Carbonate is a common constituent of soil and
groundwaters; hence, its adsorption to mineral surfaces can affect the behavior of
other oxyanions and metals Combined ATR FTIR and molecular modeling studies demonstrate the existence of a bridging bidentate surface complex in addition
to a H-bonded outer-sphere complex on goethite. The role of solvation in modeling the IR spectra suggests that a strongly physisorbed layer of water exists on
the Fe-oxide surface when carbonate is adsorbed in significant quantities.Quantum
chemical calculations were applied to resolve controversies about phosphate surface complexes on iron hydroxides. Six possible surface complexes were modeled: deprotonated, monoprotonated, and diprotonated versions of bidentate and
monodentate complexes. The calculated frequencies were compared to experimental IR frequency data In addition, reaction energies were calculated for adsorption
from aqueous solution. Four possible species are a diprotonated bidentate complex,
either a deprotonated bidentate or a monoprotonated monodentate complex, and a
deprotonated monodentate complex Adsorption of arsenic to AI- and Fe-oxides
surfaces can be important in the transport of As in the environment and in water
treatment Recent studies have observed strong adsorption of As(V) onto Al- and
Fe-oxides, but As(Ill) has been observed to adsorb less to Al-oxides than Fe-oxides
This work focuses on molecular orbital calculations of previously proposed surface
complexes for As(HI) and As(V) onto AI- and Fe-oxides. Comparison of the calculated and observed vibrational frequencies for the aqueous As species suggests that
the molecular orbital approach can describe As bonding Vibrational frequencies
of the model surface complexes will be compared to the observed spectra of As
adsorbed onto these oxides. Models of the bridging bidentate surface complexes
of As(III) and As(V) with AI- and Fe-oxides are consistent with the hypothesis of
stronger As(III) bonding to the Fe-oxide Sulfate is an important nutrient in soils
that can become highly concentrated due to the weathering of sulfides or to the
application of alum as a phosphate sequestering agent. ATR-FTIR complemented
by molecular orbital calculations was used to investigate the structure of sulfate on
gibbsite Correlations of the observed and calculated vibrational frequencies are
excellent Details of the binding mechanism can be derived by finding the model
surface complex that provides the best correlation to observed frequencies In this
manner, issues such as the number of Al-O-S linkages and protonation state of the
sulfate can be determined as a function of pH
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EXAFS Study on the Binding of Iron in Organic Soil Materials- Evidence for
Dimeric Iron(lll) Complexes.
J. W. J. Van Schaik. Swedish Univ of Agricultural Sciences (SLU): I. Persson.
Swedish Univ ofAgricultural Sciences (SLU): D. Berggren Kleja. Swedish Univ of
Agricultural Sciences (SLU): J. P. Gustafsson. KTH (Royal Inst, of Technology).
Complex formation and coordination of Fe in a solid soil sample, as well as in
several iron containing solid phases, was qualitatively determined, using Fe K-edge
extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopic measurements.
Samples investigated were an untreated Oa horizon from a Haplic Podzol in Asa
southern Sweden, lab-prepared goethite and two limonite samples from different
locations In addition, EXAFS data for two iron(III) spiked Oe samples will be
presented The measurements were performed at the wiggler beam line 4-1 at Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL), USA or at wiggler beam line 1811
at MAX-Lab, Lund University, Sweden Evaluation of the Asa Oe sample shows
three significant contributions, with the most dominant being inner core Fe-O/N
bond distances at 2.00(2) Ä (using the EXAFS technique it is not possible to distinguish between O and N), indicating that iron is present as iron(III) and basically
has a octahedral configuration; corresponding bond distances for iron(II) are ca.
0.10 A longer. A second contribution is a second shell Fe-O-C scattering at 2.90(4)
Ä, indicating organic groups, such as phenols or carboxylates, to be bound to the
iron(IIl) The third contribution found is a Fe—Fe distance at 3.39(3) Ä, which
unambiguously shows that the dominating iron species in the soil sample is a dimer
or complex with higher degree of polynuclearity. Furthermore, this shows that
iron(III) humic acid complexes in a soil with neutral pH and under aerobic conditions are hydrolyzed Further refinements were derived from a common form of
iron(III) complexes with ligands, (0 5 Fe),0, where a central oxide ion binds to three
iron(III) ions. In this complex, the Fe-O bond is shorter than the remaining five
The thus-suggested model increased the fit of the data and is in very close agreement with crystal structures containing the complex [(H,0)5Fe-0-Fe(OH,)J4 , and
other various complexes with a (0/N)5-Fe-0-Fe-(0/N) core In addition, modeling
results for a metal binding studies described in another paper improved significantly when allowing the suggested dimeric binding. Preliminary evaluation of the
solid samples clearly shows the presence of a dominant inner core Fe-O/N interactions around I 97-2 00 Ä in all samples, as was found for the soil sample For
the two limonite samples, second scattering shell Fe—Fe interactions were found
around 3.0 - 3.1 A, as well as around 3.4 - 3.5 Ä. The first distance suggests the
presence of complexes with a double hydroxo bridge, whereas the latter indicates
the presence of a single p-oxo bridge, as found in the soil sample In the goethite
sample an additional Fe—Fe distance was found around 2.7 Ä, as well as a Fe—O
distance around 3.8 A; goethite can therefore be excluded as a major iron species
in the studied samples. A more detailed data treatment will be presented during the
conference.
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Colloid Mobilization and Arsenic(III) Transport in Soils: Effect of Ionic
Strength.
H. Zhang. Department of Agronomy & Environmental Management. LSU Agcenter:
H. M. Selim. Department of Agronomy and Environmental Management. LSU
Agcenter.
High concentrations of arsenic (As) in soils and aquifers have been observed worldwide Moreover, elevated As concentration is a public health issue with potential to
impact wetland, aquatic environment, and soils. It is often found that a significant
portion of the mobile arsenic is present in the colloidal form, i.e., arsenic minerals
or adsorbed on mineral surfaces. Studies have demonstrated that arsenic associated
with colloidal iron oxides traveled much faster than dissolved arsenic Mobilization
and transport of colloidal particles were found to be highly dependent on several
factors especially ionic strength The objective of this study is to test the hypothesis
that changing ionic strength will mobilize colloid particles (e.g., iron and aluminum
oxides and hydroxides) which has high absorption capacity for arsenic, leading to
colloid facilitated transport of highly toxic arsenic Two surface soils, Olivier loam
and Windsor sand, were used in miscible displacement saturated column experiments. After slowly saturated with 0.0 IM NaCI background solution, packed columns were supplied with 10 mg L"' As(III) prepared in 0.01M NaCI solution, followed by leaching with deionized water Flow interruptions were carried out during
the As(III) pulse and deionized water leaching phase to evaluate non-equilibrium or
kinetic controlled arsenic transport and colloid mobilization. Electrical conductivity (EC), turbidity, and pH of column effluent samples were monitored. Mineral
composition of the mobilized colloids was analyzed with X-ray diffraction (XRD).
Total concentrations of As, Fe, and AI in the effluent samples were measured by
digesting the effluent samples with 16M HNO,, while the dissolved concentrations
(<0.20 um) were determined by filtration with 0 20 um membrane filter The colloidal As, Fe, and AI concentrations were calculated as the difference between total
and dissolved concentrations Our results indicate that a significant amount of colloidal particles was mobilized when the background solution (0 01 M NaCI) was
displaced with deionized water. This was based on the high level of turbidity (> 100
NTU) in the effuluent solution XRD analysis of the effuluent suggests that the
colloid generated from soils were largely amorphous material. The peak of colloid
generation coincided with Fe and AI peak concentrations. This suggests the mobilization of colloidal Fe and Al oxides Moreover, the transport of As(III) was greatly
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enhanced by the introduction of deionized water and the subsequent decrease in
ionic strength Colloidal arsenic was only observed after introducing of deionized
water and accounted for a significant portion of the enhanced arsenic concentration in the effluent. Flow interruption during the leaching phase resulted in further
mobilization of colloidal particles and increase in total Fe and AI concentrations. A
major implication of this study is that changes in chemical composition of solutions
in aquifers and vadose zones might result in colloid facilitated transport of contaminants such as arsenic. For instance, landfill leachate often contains high concentrations of heavy metals with high ionic strength. Displacement of landfill leachate by
rainfall or irrigation water which typically has lower ionic strength could result in
mobilization of arsenic associated with colloidal particles and potential contamination of surface or ground water
73-4
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Factors Affecting the Desorption of Arsenate by Phosphate From Soil
Components and Soils.
A. Violante. Universitä di Napoli- ITALY; G. Krishnamurli. Universitä di NapoliITALY; M. Pucci. Universitä di Napoli- ITALY; M. Pigna. Universitä di Napoli1TALY.
Arsenic is a toxic element for humans, animals, and plants and can be present in
all natural environments. Sorption of arsenate by soil constituents (mainly metal
oxides, and other variable charge minerals) controls the mobility and bioavailability of arsenate in soil-water-plant systems. In contrast to adsorption studies, little
information are available on the desorption of arsenate from soil components and
soils. Phosphate has been reported to displace adsorbed arsenate from minerals and
soils. Application of phosphate fertilizers is a common crop management practice
that can have a direct effect on the sorption/desorption behaviour of arsenate and
its phytoavailability and ground-water contamination. The aim of this work was to
study the desorption of arsenate previously adsorbed on metal oxides (gibbsite, non
crystalline Al-hydroxide, goethite and ferrihydrite) and soils (Andisols) by phosphate as a function of: i) pH, ii) residence time (from 3 h to 2 months), and iii)
surface coverage (50 or 100%). The adsorption of arsenate onto the metal oxides
was affected by the nature of the sorbents and the amounts of arsenate added. The
complete adsorption of arsenate onto the samples at 50% of surface coverage was
particularly fast and occurred within 2-3 hours for all the sorbents. By adding phosphate (P/As molar ratio of 3) immediately after the complete adsorption of arsenate
onto the surfaces of the oxides a high proportion of the metalloid was desorbed
after 24 hours from gibbsite (52%) and AI(OH)x (43%), whereas low amounts were
desorbed from goethite (18%) and ferrihydrite (23%), indicating that arsenate is
held more strongly on to the Fe oxides in comparison to AI oxides. The amount of
arsenate desorbed by phosphate after 24 hours decreased with increasing residence
time, due to the reorganization of arsenate from desorbable to not desorbable forms
on sites of different bonding strength and reactivity. The kinetics of reorganization
of arsenate on the metal oxides as a function of residence time could be explained
best by the Elovich kinetic model. The kinetics of desorption (from 3 hours to 2
months) of arsenate by phosphate from Andisols as a function of pH (5.0-7.0), by
keeping the surface coverage and residence time constant, showed that arsenate
desorption increased by increasing the pH of the systems

and sulfate. Aqueous concentrations of arsenic vary with redox conditions and processes and when elevated, result in migration through the soil profile to the deeper
subsurface. Using ceramic-cup lysimeters and passive samplers (peepers), we measured a suite of reduced aqueous constituents, including arsenic, within soil profiles
in the lower Mekong delta, Cambodia. Within a zone of seasonal wetting/drying,
we observed increased aqueous concentrations of arsenic in surface soils during
periods offlooding.Arsenic release is coincident with the production of Fe(ll) and,
to a lesser degree, S(-II) in the porewater. These results indicate that arsenic mobilization occurs in near-surface soil environments upon soil wetting, and that iron
reduction and sulfidogenesis are likely dominant processes responsible for arsenic
release.
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Adsorption-Desorption Characteristics of Copper, Lead, and Cadmium at
Contaminated Levels in Variable Charge Soils.
Z. He. Univ of Florida. Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences, Indian River
Research and Education Center: S. Yu. Rutgers Univ; J. Yang, Univ of Florida; X.
Yang. Zhejiang University; H. Xu, Zhejiang Univ; P. J. Sloffe IIa. Univ of Florida,
Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences, Indian River Research and Education
Center.

Heavy metal contamination of soils has increased in the past few decades due to
industrial activities, use of industry byproducts in agriculture, land disposal of
wastes, and application of fertilizers and chemicals. Variable charge soils are generally more vulnerable to heavy metal contamination because of their low organic
matter content and a small cation exchange capacity as well as being acidic The
movement and bioavailability of heavy metals in most agricultural soils of tropical
and subtropical regions is mainly controlled by adsorption-desorption processes.
However, the adsorption-desorption behavior of heavy metals at contaminated levels is not fully understood. Heavy metals can be adsorbed onto surfaces of soil colloids through non-specific adsorption (by static electric force) and specific adsorption (formation of chemical bonds between the ion and the surface). Adsorption of
copper (Cu 2 ), lead (Pb2 ), and cadmium (Cd 2 ) in highly weathered variable charge
soils involves both mechanisms. A series of studies were conducted to understand
the adsorption-desorption behavior of Cu2', Pb2', and Cd2 at contaminated levels in
two representative variable charge soils in China, i.e. a REQ soil (clayey, kaolinitic
thermic plinthite Aquult) and a RAR soil (clayey, mixed siliceous thermic typic
Dystrochrept).The results indicate that adsorption of Cu2*, Pb2', or Cd2 resulted
in a significant decrease in soil pH due to replacement of H and/or AI' from soil
surfaces. The pH drop varied among the different metals in the order of Pb2 (I 061.13 units) > Cd2* (0.95-1.13 units)>Cu2* (0.60-0.80 units) at the loading of 31.5 m
mol kg ' soil The REQ soil had a slightly greater pH decrease than the RAR soil at
the same metal loadings. The moles of H released per mole of metal adsorbed in
the RAR and REQ soil were 0.61-1 44 for Pb2*, 0.36-0.55 for Cd2*, and 1.12-2.57
for Cu2'. Adsorption of Pb2', Cd2', orCu2' in the variable charge soils consists of a
fast reaction that lasted from 15 min to 2 h, followed by a slower but longer stage
(up to 24 h). The isotherms of Cu2', Pb2', or Cd2* adsorption fit well with some
physical-chemical models, such as the Freundlich and the simple Langmuir equation. A maximum adsorption of each individual metal could be obtained from the
Langmuir equation for comparing heavy metal holding capacity in different soils.
The adsorption of Pb2*, Cd2*, or Cu2' is generally pH-dependent, increasing with
increasing pH. Temperature influenced Pb2 , Cd 2 , or Cu2' adsorption, but in a com73-5
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manner Presence of competitive cations reduced adsorption of any indiIron (Hydr)oxide Transformation and Release of Arsenic From Ferrihydrite
vidual metals The effects of inorganic anions on adsorption of Cu2', Pb2 , or Cd2
and Tropical Soils During Sulfate Reduction.
were dependent on anion types and apparently related to the altered surface properB. Kocar. Y. Masue. K. Tufano. S. Ying. M. Polizzotto. T Borch, S. Fendorf Dept. ties caused by anion adsorption and/or the formation of anion-metal complexes.
of Geological and Environmental Sciences. Stanford University.
Addition of organic acids such as citric acid or oxalic acid at low concentrations
slightly increased adsorption of Cu2*, Pb2', and Cd2 in variable charge soils but
Sulfidogenesis and dissimilatory iron reduction are ubiquitous processes that occur
significantly
decreased their adsorption at relatively high concentrations (>0 00l
in a variety of anaerobic environments and which profoundly impact the cycling of
mol L"1), likely because of chelating effects. Desorption of the adsorbed metals in
arsenic Of the iron (hydr)oxides, ferrihydrite possesses one of the highest capacithe 0 01 mol L"' NaNO, was small for Pb2 , but moderate for Cd2 . The recovery of
ties to retain arsenic and is globally distributed within soils and sediments. Reduced
adsorbed
Pb2 by five successive desorption with 0 01 mol L ' NaNO, solution was
aqueous constituents produced during sulfate reduction, such as S(-II) and sub0-19%,
depending
on adsorption saturation, and the corresponding value for Cd2
sequently Fe(II), are partly responsible for the transformation and dissolution of
was
0-53%,
indicating
that Pb2 is more tightly bound in the variable charge soils
ferrihydrite, as well as the desorption of surface species such as arsenic. Here, we
2
than
Cd
'.
Approximately
61 to 95% of the adsorbed Cu2 was desorbed by five
examine the effect of arsenic loading on the solid phase transformation of ferrihysuccessive
extraction
using
1 mol L' NH4Ac (pH 5.0), indicating that most of the
drite and arsenic desorption during sulfidogenesis. Columns initially packed with
adsorbed Cu2* is bioavailable within a short time of adsorption.
arsenic loaded ferrihydrite-coated sand were inoculated with either a sulfur or iron
reducing bacterial culture. Arsenic is mobilized during biologically mediated sulfidogenesis when initially loaded with low arsenic concentrations; the dominant
solid phases are amorphous iron sulfide, magnetite, and ferrihydrite. However, at
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high initial loadings of arsenic, mobilization is not enhanced. Rather, sulfidogenMolybdenum Binding Mechanisms in Acid Soils.
esis appears to occur at a much slower rate relative to low arsenic loadings, and
J. P. Gustafsson. KTH (Royal Inst, of Technology); I. Persson, Swedish Univ of
remaining reaction products predominately consist of ferrihydrite and green rust.
Thus, sulfidogenesis may induce arsenic desorption but mobilization is a function
Agricultural Sciences (SLU).
of arsenic loading. Additionally, mineralogical transformation pathways are drastiMolybdenum
is an essential trace element for both plants and animals. Its environcally influenced by the type of bacterial respiration (sulfate versus iron reduction)
mental geochemistry is not well known, however We have studied the pH-depenand the extent of arsenic surface coverage. Soils and surface sediments are enriched
dent binding of molybdenum(VI) to ferrihydrite and to acid organic soils using
with arsenic bearing iron (hydr)oxides throughout sedimentary basins of southeast
conventional batch experiments, chemical equilibrium modelling and EXAFS
Asia- arsenic concentrations typically range from 10 to 40 mg kg' (DW) Seasonal
(Extended X-ray absorption fine structure) spectroscopy. The results show that both
monsoons result in drastically fluctuating water levels, which drive wide swings in
surface complexation to oxide surfaces and organic complexation need to be taken
redox processes within soils and near-surface sediments. Extensive flooding results
into account for a correct assessment of the mobility of molybdenum(VI) in acid
in anaerobic soil/sediment conditions, with ensuing reduction of iron (hydr)oxides
soils. Adsorption to ferrihydrite is very strong at low pH; the binding patterns and
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the competition with phosphate can be simulated using the CD-MUSIC surface
complexation model. However, the complexation to organic matter is substantial
at low pH, causing strong sorption of molybdenum(VI) also in organic soils that
do not contain a significant amount of Fe or AI oxide Batch experiments with
one Spodosol mor layer and one Histosol at pH 4 revealed that the binding of
molybdenum(Vl) was unaffected by competition from phosphate. Furthermore,
the EXAFS studies on these organic soils showed that the added molybdenum(VI)
formed a complex with the organic matrix with mean Mo-O/N distances of around
1.9 Ä. The only known type of complexes with such Mo-O/N distances is hexavalent molybdenum with a coordination number of 6 or 7, normally with organic
ligands binding through oxygen or peroxo ligands. At pH > 4 5 however, the
adsorption of moIybdenum(Vl) decreased rapidly with increasing pH. In conclusion, the bioavailability and leaching of molybdenum(VI) in the surface horizons
of soils is affected by the pH value, as well as by the presence of adsorbing components such as oxides and organic matter
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Competition Between Glyphosate and Phosphate for Adsorption Sites on Soil
Minerals.
A. L. Gimsing, Royal Veterinary & Agricultural Unir
Glyphosate (N-phosphonomethylglycine) is among the most widely used
herbicides worldwide. It is the active ingredient in a number of well-known
products such as Round-Up. Glyphosate, which contains a phosphonic acid moiety,
has been suggested to adsorb to soils and minerals by ligand exchange through
the phosphonic acid moiety in a way similar to the adsorption of phosphate
Accordingly, it has been suggested that phosphate and glyphosate compete for
adsorption sites, that the phosphate concentration is the most important factor in
determining the amount of glyphosate adsorbed, and that phosphate in some cases
is able to completely desorb glyphosate. Phosphate may thus play an important role
in determining the bioavailability and leaching potential of glyphosate. Competitive
adsorption of glyphosate and phosphate on the oxides goethite, ferrihydrite,
hematite and gibbsite and on the clay minerals illite, montmorillonite and two
kaolinites differing in surface area was evaluated. The results show that glyphosate
and phosphate are competing for the adsorption sites, but the degree of competition
depends on the adsorbent. On the three iron oxides the competition is in favour of
phosphate, especially on goethite where phosphate completely desorbs glyphosate.
On gibbsite the competition is more equal, but still phosphate is favoured, while
on illite, montmorillonite and kaolinite the competition is almost equal. The
amounts of glyphosate and phosphate, which can be adsorbed also depends on
the adsorbent: the oxides adsorb more than the clay silicates, and the ferrihydrite
which has the largest surface area adsorbs most The amount adsorbed on kaolinite
was dependent on the specific surface area. Changes in the surface area did not
affect the competition between glyphosate and phosphate for adsorption sites. The
results indicate that differences among soils of different mineralogical composition
regarding the adsorption of glyphosate and phosphate can be expected.

73-9
1145b
C. P. Schulthess
Development of Equilibrium-Based Adsorption Modeling: Merging of Data
with Theory.
C. P. Schulthess, Univ of Connecticut.
The objective of this presentation is to critically review the advantages and limitations of the current data collected for use in modern adsorption modeling of inorganic compounds on soil constituents. The applicability and rigor of our adsorption modeling theories strongly depend on the quality of the data collected Our
understanding of adsorption processes is a result of the merging of data collection
with theory development There are four basic experimental approaches used for
monitoring adsorption phenomena, namely spectroscopy, kinetics, electrokinetics,
and equilibrium adsorption studies. The data collected from these experimental
approaches often result in the development of new theories, particularly following the development of new research tools Concurrently, mechanistic adsorption
modeling theories also help us focus on which kinds of data (or even on a new kind
of data) to be collected. Each of the experimental components contribute to our
overall understanding of adsorption processes, and each also has its limitations.
Spectroscopy tells us the physical location, orientation, and coordination of the
elements adsorbed onto the solid-liquid interface regions, but it lacks information
of the processes involved in getting those elements there if it is not coordinated
with kinetic experiments. It is easy to misinterpret spectroscopic data unless you
also have a working model of the process involved. Development of a working
model of the adsorption process involved will also rely strongly on all the other
experimental tools (kinetics, electrokinetics, and adsorption studies), which are all
blind or "black-box" tools. The development of a working model of the adsorption
process is, in turn, also handicapped by the limited data The stoichiometry of the
elements involved in the adsorption reaction is often very poorly understood. The
application of mass balance and charge balance over a diffuse double layer is so
challenging that an arTay of different approaches are in use today Occasionally,
the use of equilibrium constants versus equilibrium coefficients is still unresolved
The actual physicochemical characteristics or purity of the interface involved in
our adsorption studies are sometimes poorly validated. The propagation-of-error

in any one of these aspects of the modeling process can result in very misleading
conclusions.
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1:15 PM J Doolittle
Soil Suitability Maps for Ground-Penetrating Radar.
J. Doolittle. USDA-NRCS-NSSC; F. Minzenmayer. USDA-NRCS-NSSC: S.
Waltman. USDA-NRCS-NGDC; E. Benham. USDA-NRCS-NSSC; W Tuttle.
USDA-NRCS-NSSC; S Peaslee. USDA-NRCS-NSSC.
The performance of ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is dependent upon the electrical conductivity of soils. Soils having high electrical conductivity rapidly attenuate radar energy, restrict penetration depths, and severely limit the effectiveness of
GPR Most GPR service providers have limited knowledge of soils and are unable
to foretell the general suitability of the soils within project areas to GPR. Knowledge of the general suitability of soils would help service providers assess the
appropriateness of using GPR and the likelihood of achieving acceptable results.
Soil attribute data contained in the United States Department of AgricultureNatural Resources Conservation Service (USDA-NRCS) State Soil Geographic
(STATSGO) and the Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) databases have been used
to prepare GPR soil suitability maps of the United States and individual states at
different scales and levels of resolution Attribute data used to determine the suitability of soils include taxonomie criteria, mineralogy, clay content, electrical conductivity, sodium absorption ratio, and calcium carbonate and calcium sulfate contents. Ground-penetrating radar soil suitability maps show the relative suitability of
GPR for soil investigations within different areas of the United States These maps
can help GPR service providers assess the effectiveness of GPR in project areas.
74-2
1:45 PM .1 R Wilford
Using Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy in Mineralogical and Geochemical SoilRegolith Investigations: Australian Case Studies from Depositional and
Erosional Landscapes.
J. R. Wilford. CRC-LEME/Geosciences Australia; M. Thomas. CRC-LEME/CSIRO
Land and Waler/Univ of Adelaide: R. Fitzpalrick. CRC-LEME/CSIRO Land and
Water.
Gamma-ray spectrometry is a passive remote sensing technique that measures the
natural emission of gamma-ray radiation in the upper 0 3 m of the earth's surface.
The technique estimates the abundances of potassium (K), thorium (Th) and uranium (U) via the gamma-ray emitting isotopes of the 40K., 232Th and 238U decay
series, respectively. Conventionally, gamma-ray surveys are conducted using either
low flying aircraft (e.g. regional surveys), or on foot/vehicle mounted (e.g. field
and catchment surveys) Earth surface gamma-ray emissions relate strongly to the
mineralogy and geochemistry of the bedrock and weathered materials (e.g. soils,
saprolite, alluvial and colluvial sediments) The imagery generated can thus be
regarded as surface geochemical maps of the distribution of rock, regolith and soil
radionuclides. Where the bedrock contains K-bearing minerals, the loss of K in the
soil can often be used as a surrogate for mapping the degree of surface weathering
and leaching. Potassium is also associated with potassic clays such as illite, and in
smaller amounts incorporated in the structure of clays (eg. montmorillonite and
kaolinite). In contrast, U and Th are often associated with more stable weathered
constitutes in the soil profile. Uranium and Th released during weathering are readily adsorbed to clay minerals, oxides (Fe and Al) and soil organic matter. Elevated
U and Th can also be associated with resistate minerals. For the reasons discussed,
Th and U concentrations often increase as K decreases during bedrock weathering and soil formation In erosional landscapes the gamma-ray response strongly
relates to the bedrock mineralogy and geochemistry, weathering history, and contemporary and ancient landscape processes Soil gamma-ray responses in depositional landscapes reflect the geochemistry and mineralogy of the source rock (or
regolith) from which the sediments are derived, and the post-depositional sorting
and weathering processes In both erosional and depositional landscapes, when the
radioelement characteristic of the sources are well understood, gamma-ray data can
be used to predict specific soil characteristics and provide information about erosional, depositional and weathering processes.This paper presents Australian case
studies that feature the use of regional and field scale gamma-ray surveys as part
of investigations to support prudent land use in upland saline landscapes. These
case studies highlight the importance of integrating with the gamma-ray imagery
auxiliary datasets (e.g. digital elevation models, soil and regolith electromagnetic
conductivity, soil and geological mapping) to enhance the quality of soil-regolith
information generated as part of the investigations Soil-regolith information gen-
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crated through these methods include new knowledge of weathering histories, soil
types and landscape evolution, and the location of deep profile salt stores.
74-3
2:05 PM D I. Rukhovich
Experience in Using the Remote Sensing Materials to Monitor the LongTerm Dynamics of Salinization in Irrigated Soils of the Golodnaya Steppe,
Uzbekistan.
D. I. Rukhovich, V.V. Dokuchaev Soil Science institute; E. V. Vilchevskaya, V.V.
Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute.
Salinization is one of the harmful soil processes known since the time of ancient
civilizations In the past, soil salinization often led to the ruin of civilizations; at
present, it causes significant ecological problems and impairs the economy. Salinization control measures are costly and require adequate information support. The
lack of prompt and adequate information on the salt status of soils is a serious
problem The efficient salinization control policy should be based on adequate
information making the known methods of salinization control more efficient and
economically feasible The Golodnaya and Dzhizak steppes in Uzbekistan are the
areas with widespread distribution of salt-affected soils. Our studies were aimed at
determination of the kinds of remote sensing data suitable to assess the dynamics of
soil salinization within this territory. At present, there are materials of field surveys
and remote sensing data making it possible to trace the long-term dynamics of soil
salinization in the Golodnaya and Dzhizak steppes. The methodology of remote
sensing data interpretation for the monitoring of soil salinity was developed by
Pankova and Mazikov (1985), It was tested by the example of the Usman Yusupov
farm in the Golodnaya steppe For this area, panchromatic aerial photos (PAPs) are
available for a period from 1982 to 1990. However, because of economic reasons,
these valuable materials were never obtained afterwards. Thus, it was necessary
to find other kinds of remote sensing data, develop the methods of their interpretation for the monitoring of soil salinity, and correlate the results obtained with
the materials based on PAPs. In recent years, high-resolution satellite imagery has
appeared on the market. The imagery similar in its parameters to the materials
of the PAPs can be relatively easily adapted to the use of the existing interpretation methodology. In particular, panchromatic IKONOS and QuickBird images
obtained in August and September are suitable for the monitoring of soil salinity
However, their use for the monitoring of soil salinity is hampered by their high
cost and some other reasons At present, IRS sensors ensuring resolution of 5 m in
the panchromatic regime seem to be promising However, in this study, we used
more available materials LANDSAT-7. The period of soil salinity monitoring on
the basis of PAPs and LANDSAT-7 imagery comprised 20 years. It should be noted
that the use of satellite imagery for this purpose involves certain problems. First of
all, it is difficult to synchronize the dates of satellite imagery with the periods of soil
oveimoistening on the irrigated fields. As shown by Pankova and Mazikov (1985),
soil overmoistening masks the features of soil salinity upon their interpretation on
the basis of panchromatic images Thus, the panchromatic channel of LANDSAT7 proved to be not very efficient. Moreover, as the field surveys in the region are
not conducted any more, it is difficult to obtain information on the real dates of
irrigation. However, the use of the methodology of interpretation of multispectral
imagery developed in the 1980s, made it possible to obtain synthesized images suitable (as proved by their analysis together with PAPs data) to assess the character of
soil salinization These images are synthesized from the images made in channels
7, 4, and 2 On the basis of these materials, seven maps of soil salinity dynamics
during the 20-year-long period were developed These maps were integrated in the
geographic information system (including the topographic map, original remote
sensing data, and maps of soil salinity), which makes it possible to estimate the distribution of salt-affected soil in the region, trace their dynamics in the past, predict
future changes, and suggest optimum salinization control strategy.
74-4
2:25 PM S. Siddiqui
Trace Element Distribution in the Soils of Peshawar-Pakistan Using GIS.
S. Siddiqui. Univ of Peshawar-Pakistan.
The Peshawar Basin is situated at the southern foothills of Himalayas between the
longitude 71o 15 and 72o 45E and latitude 33o 45' and 34o 30' N in the Northwest Frontier Province (NWFP) of Pakistan It is bounded by Swat Range in the
north, Khyber Mountain Range in the west and northwest, Attock-Cherat Range
in the south, whereas the valley opens up towards Indus River in the south-east.
The Basin is filled with Quaternary sediments ranging in age from Pleistocene to
Recent Kabul river flows east-west along Peshawar valley, north of Peshawar city,
and joins Indus at the south-eastern exit These sediments overlie rocks of Paleozoic
age. The Quaternary sediments of the Peshawar Basin are physiographically classified as Peshawar piedmont-sediments, Peshawar lacustrine sedimens and Peshawar
flood plain sediments The sediments present in the foothills of the mountains in the
western (Khyber range) and southern (Attock-Cherat Range) are coarse deposit of
sand and gravel. Whereas the central part of the basin contain lacustrine sediments.
The Peshawar piedmont soil is further divided into Khyber piedmont soil, Peshawar floodplain soil, Peshawar lacustrine soil and Attock-Cherat piedmont soil The
present study was performed to identify the source and distribution of minerals
within the soils throughout Peshawar Basin The chemical composition and heavy
metals have been compared among various soils and in relation to the permissible
limits of USA-EPA. The elements (Si02, AI203, Fe203) determined were in the
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range in relation to the permissible limit of USA-EPA. Whereas MgO, CaO, Na20,
K20 and P205 of the soils were from low to high compared to the US-Department of Agriculture. The concentration of Cu (35-695 ig/g), Zn (10-300 ig/g), Ni
(15-360 ig/g), Cr (20-620 ig/g) and Pb (5-485 ig/g) were present in the 4 soils from
low to high in relation to the permissible limit of USA-EPA. The high concentration of CaO, Na20 and K20 could be the salinity or water logging problem of the
Basin. Where as the greater concentration of MgO, Cu, Ni and Cr may reflect the
nearby Skhako Qila ultramafic rock. The high concentration of P205 attributed
to the P205 bearing rocks just north of the basin at Selai-Patai. This suggests that
the occurrences and distribution pattern of elevated concentration of P205 reflect
the complex sources and a combination of natural and anthropogenic processes
Nevertheless, no attempt has been made during this study to investigate the impact
of elevated concentration of heavy metals on the soil biology of the Peshawar
Basin. Therefore, there is an urgent need for sound understanding of the natural and
anthropogenic sources, which occurs concurrently along with the biological aspects
of the Basin for the fate of elevated concentration of heavy metals and establishment of concrete Peshawar Basin management strategies through GIS and RS
74-5
2:45 PM J. Triantafilis
Mapping Cation Exchange Capacity and Understanding Mineralogical
Differences at the Field Scale in the Lower Namoi Valley of Australia.
J. Triantafilis. The Univ of New South Wales; K. Lau. The Univ of New South
Wales; S. Buchanan. The Univ of New South Wales.
The cation exchange capacity (CEC) is an important property with respect to soil
fertility and because of the way it influences physical and chemical behavior The
need for spatial information on CEC at the field level is increasing, particularly
for its applications in precision agriculture and environmental management. Traditional methods of soil survey would only provide cursory data, with resultant
maps likely to contain errors and thus make interpretation and soil management
difficult. Geostatistical techniques have been used with some success to improve
the accuracy of spatial prediction of CEC, especially those which utilize easy-toobtain soil variables or ancillary data In the latter case geophysical methods such
as electromagnetic (EM) induction instruments may prove useful. In this paper
we developed regression relationships between CEC and various EM signal data
(i.e. EM38 and EM31)and compared the results of various methods of spatial prediction models (e.g. generalized additive models, ordinary-, regression-kriging) to
determine an optimal method of interpolation We do this with respect to accuracy,
precision and bias of prediction in an irrigated field in the lower Namoi valley of
New South Wales, Australia. We also compare and contrast the accuracy of prediction with increasing EM survey spacing with the optimal method of interpolation.
The spatial distribution of CEC is closely correlated with soil mineralogy, which
has implications with regard to soil salinisation and management This is confirmed
with x-ray diffraction analysis and mineralogical modeling
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1357a
V O. Aduramigba-Modupe
Tillage and Fertilizer Effects in Sole Maize Cropping in a Degraded Nigerian
Alfisol.
V. O. Aduramigba-Modupe. Institute Of Agriculutral Research And Training.
Obafemi Awolowo Univ; O. J. ldowu. Department of Crop & Soil Sciences.
The knowledge of appropriate tillage is crucial for a reliable estimation of soil
management purpose. A 2-year field study in a degraded alfisol in Ibadan (south
west Nigeria), was conducted to determine the effects of four Tillage Systems (TS):
(plow + harrow, plow, chisel + harrow and chisel) and three fertilizer NPK rates (0,
40 and 80 kg ha-1) on maize yields. The most variable data were root length, grain
yield and hundred seed weight. Plow and harrow TS had the longest root (23 1cm),
which was 38% and 28% significantly longer than chiseling and chiseling + harrowing. Root length decreased which fertilizer rates in all systems (except chisel
+ harrow) Grain yield showed significant increase only with fertilizer rates; over
1.4 Mg ha-1 was obtained when 0 NPK kg ha-1 was combined with plow + harrow
TS; plow alone had grain yields of 1 9 and 2.0 Mg ha-1 with 40 and 80 kg NPK
kg ha-1 rates. Only hundred seed weight significantly responded to TS by fertilizer
interactions. From the results, plowing TS combined with 40 NPK kg ha-1 seems
sufficient for maize production.

75-2
1357b
M. A. Hajabbasi
Evaluation of kostiakov. Horton and Philip's Infiltration Equations as Affected
by Tillage and Rotation Systems in a Clay-Loam Soil of Northwest Iran.
M. A. Hajabbasi, Isfahan Univ of Technology.
Infiltration rate is a function of water absorption rate by soil particles and pore
size distribution Thus, factors like soil texture, topography, and organic matter
can affect the amount and rate of infiltration Lack of proper infiltration rate could
cause runoff, loss of water and thus soil erosion The aim of this study was to
evaluate three rotations (wheat-wheat, cowpea-wheat, and fallow-wheat) and tillage (conventional, reduced and no-till) systems on the amount and rate of infiltration in a rainfed soil (fine mixed mesic Typic xerochrepts) in Maragheh Research
Station (northwest Iran). The empirical infiltration models of Kostiakov and Horton
and the analytical model of Philip were evaluated Soil physical properties including bulk density, organic matter content, aggregate stability, soil moisture content,
and penetration resistance were also measured. The application of no-till system
resulted in an increase in soil organic matter but had no effect on aggregate mean
weight diameter, thus no effects on infiltration Applying no-till and reduced tillage
systems caused an increase in soil moisture content, which is the reason of higher
infiltration rate in these systems The Horton 's equation is the most recommended
model for the region, to estimate and evaluate the infiltration rate Keywords: infiltration, tillage, crop rotation, rainfed agriculture, drylands, Maragheh Iran.
75-3
1455b
A. V. Smagin
Soil Constructions and Technologies for Stable Effective Farming Under Arid
Conditions.
A. V. Smagin. Lomonosov Moscow State Univ. Soil Sei. Dept; N. B. Sadovnikova.
Lotnonosov Moscow State Univ. Soil Sei. Dept.
During the last decade the representatives of advanced Russian business supported
by leading scientific institutions of the Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS), Russian Academy of Agricultural Sciences (RAAS) and National Academy of Sciences
of Belarus (NASB) actively developing and introducing alternative technologies
of land tenure and farming on the basis of natural and organic substances in conformity with arid conditions A motivation for such developments, first of all, is
the possibility of finding a way to a large-scale market of such technologies in the
Arabian Gulf countries in which the programs directed against desertification and
those aimed at development of agriculture and planting of greenery are of high
priority and strategic ones. On the other side Russian unlimited resources of natural
raw materials for manufacturing organic land amendments, original technologies
for their production and high effectiveness of their utilization for growing plants
in arid conditions give a hope that to-day the Russian business is able to occupy a
leading position in this field. Simultaneously with manufacturing of soil modifiers
and land improvers by joint efforts of the progressive Russian science and business
a new trend - soil-landscape design oriented at utilization of natural (peat, composts, humus substances, sapropels ...) and synthetic (strong swelling hydrogels)
organic products to optimize negative behavior and properties of soils developing.
In 1995 the Department of Soil Sciences of the Moscow State University upon
an instruction of several independent commercial institutions started development
of soil construction and beautification technologies in conformity with the arid
climate conditions of UAE on the basis of organic soil amendments and special
substances. The main idea put forward in those studies was to build a stratified soil
according to the accurate calculations of depth of burial and power of the layer
required to decrease filtration loses of irrigation water and its accumulation in the
top soil together with protection against capillary bringing of salts to the surface
This engineering design is based on modern theory of the soil physical state [Smagin, 2003]. The technology was successfully tested at Dubai Municipality, Dept. of
Horticulture and Public Parks and provided 30-50% economy of irrigating, twofold
increase of production of green lawns and protection of the soil against secondary
salinization Under organizational and financial support of the «Natural & Organic
Products» (NOP) company in 2005 the leading specialists of the Department of
Soil Sciences of the MSU visited the projects in Bahrain and Qatar where soil
modifiers NOP were used for beautification and agricultural production and made
a complex examination and technical experiments connected with construction of
soils The list of the projects includes Sakhir Palace, Rowdah Palace, the Supreme
Ladies Council in the Kingdom of Bahrain, experimental station of the Ministry
of Municipalities Affairs and Agriculture of Bahrain, research farm of the same
Ministry of Qatar and a number of private projects-villas With all this going on,
the technologies are oriented at planting and growing of all main kinds of vegetation starting from lawn grasses and vegetable cultures to forests. The technologies
put under oriented and calculated control all positive reserves of existing ground
to achieve in the soil system a natural balance of nutritive and trace elements,
moisture and air, improve physical and chemical characteristics, ensure favorable
acid-base balance and conditions for growth of positive microflora. The presented
system (Arid Grow-ldeal Soil) improves soil structure and enriches soil contents,
maximizes efficiency of irrigation (50-60% economy of irrigation water), cures
the soil and water salinity, ensures high economic profit for landscapers, farmers,
gardeners.* Supported by RFBR (project 05-04-48456) and RSSF

75-4
1456a
L. O H. Malligawad
Studies on the Effect of Insitu Soil Moisture Conservation Practices on
the Productivity of Spanish Bunch Groundnut under Rainfed Farming
Situations.
L. O. H. Malligawad. Univ ofAgricultural Sciences.
Two field experiments to study the productivity of Spanish bunch groundnut as
influenced by in situ soil moisture/rainwater conservation practices (planting methods, planting geometry and mulching) were conducted on medium Vertisols during
rainy seasons of 2001-2003 under rain fed farming situations at the Main Agricultural Research Station, University of Agricultural Sciences, Dharwad (Karnataka), India. The initial soil tests values were 0.45 % organic carbon, 40 kg available P205/ha and 295 kg available K20/ha with 7.35 pH. The amount of rainfall
received during the crop growth period of 2001-2003 was 134.7 mm (in 14 rainy
days), 71.5 mm (in 8 rainy days) and, 59.6 mm (in 6 rainy days), respectively.
First experiment (rainy season 2001/2002) consisted of five planting methods with
common recommended plant population stand of 3,33,333 plants/ha {PT-Flat bed
method of planting with row to row 30 cm and plant to plant 10 cm, P -4:1 skip
row with row to row 30 cm and plant to plant 7.75 cm, P3-2:1 skip row with row to
row 30 cm and plant to plant 6.65 cm, P4-broad bed and furrow method of planting with 2 rows in each bed (60 cm bed with row to row 30 cm and plant to plant
6.65 cm) and P?-broad bed and furrow method of planting with 3 rows in each bed
(60 cm bed with row to row 20 cm and plant to plant 10 cm)} and three mulching
treatments (M,-No mulching, M2-mulching of inter-row space with groundnut shell
applied @ 5 t/ha and M3-mulching of'inter row space with thin polythene sheet
of 7. Second experiment (rainy season of 2003) consisted of two plant densities
(D,-3,33,333 and D2-2,96,296 plants/ha) and three planting methods (MP,-Flat bed
method of planting with row to row spacing of either 30 or 22.5 cm and plant to
plant spacing of either 10 cm to 15 cm, MP2-2:1 skip row and MP3-2:1 skip row
+ opening of furrow in skipped row with wooden plough at 20 days after sowing.
Treatments in both the experiments were replicated four times and recommended
production/cultivation practices were followed. The results of the first experiment
indicated that the productivity of groundnut under rain fed situations did not differ even though there was difference in the amount of rainfall received during the
crop growth period in the respective years of experimentation. The mean of two
years data indicated that the higher productivity of groundnut was observed in flat
bed with 2:1 skip row method of planting. Flat bed with 2:1 skip row (with a plant
density of 3,33,333 plants/ha) produced 15.78 and 17.85 % higher dry pod and
kernel yield, respectively over flat bed with regular row method of planting (with a
plant density of 3,33,333/ha (2725 and 1993 kg dry pod and kernel y ield/ha, respectively) and other methods of groundnut planting The yield components such as
total number of pods/plant and dry pod weight/plant were favourably influenced in
flat bed with 2:1 skip row (with a plant density of 3,33,333 plants/ha) due to better
moisture conservation and border effect. The mean of the two years data indicated
that mulching of inter-row space with polythene sheet produced higher dry pod and
kernel yield (3056 and 2224 kg/ha, respectively) compared to mulching of' interrow space with groundnut shell applied @ 5 t /ha (2773 and 2282 kg/ha, respectively) and groundnut crop without any mulching (2609 and 1888 kg/ha, respectively). The yield components were favourably influenced due mulching either with
polythene sheet or with groundnut shell. The highest dry pod (3604 kg/ha) and
kernel (2720 kg/ha) yields were obtained in flat bed with 2:1 skip row method of
planting in addition to mulching of inter-row space with polythene sheet. The productivity of groundnut was not affected by low amount rainfall during 2003. This
was mainly because of frequent rains occurred in trace amounts for 64 days in addition to total rain of 59 6 mm received during the crop growth period of groundnut
Among the different methods of planting in the second experiment, fiat bed method
of'groundnut planting produced higher dry pod and kernel yield (2551 and 1859
kg/ha, respectively) over 2:1 skip row (1789 and 1300 kg/ha, respectively) and 2:1
skip row + opening of furrow in skipped row at 20 days after planting (1387 and
969 kg/ha, respectively). Yield components were better with flat bed method of
planting compared to 2:1 skip row and 2:1 skip row + opening of furrow in skipped
row method of plantings In situ soil moisture conservation practices through land
configuration either with 2:1 skip row or with 2:1 skip row + opening of furrow in
skipped row method of planting failed to produce higher yield of groundnut over
flat bed method of planting due to insufficient rainfall during crop growth season of
2003. The groundnut crop in 2:1 skip row or 2:1 skip row + opening of'furrow in
skipped row planting showed greater moisture stress symptoms during 40, 55 and
85 days after sowing (DAS) than in flat bed method of planting Failure of groundnut to produce higher yields in 2:1 skip row and 2:1 skip row + opening furrow
was ascribed to 1. Insufficient rainfall (59.6 mm) without runoff/saturating rains
2. Greater evaporation through the exposure of land surface in skipped rows and
further aggravated with opening of furrow in skipped rows On the contrary, crop
in flat bed method of planting did not show greater moisture stress during 40, 55
and 85 DAS due to coverage of land surface by crop canopy. Full coverage of land
surface by crop canopy in flat bed method of planting resulted in reduced moisture
evaporation The studies indicated that 2:1 skip row and 2:1 skip row + opening of
furrow in skipped row for in situ moisture conservation assumes greater importance
with respect to groundnut productivity only when crop receives one or two soil
saturating/runoff'rams during its growth period.
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1456b
G. Buttafuoco
Geostatistical Approach to Assess How Conservative Agriculture Affects Soil

Water harvesting is an agricultural practice with a high potential to improve water
use productivity in drylands. It covers various techniques to collect rainwater from
natural terrains or modified areas and concentrating it for use on smaller sites or
Water Content.
A. Castrignand, CRA—Agronomic Research Institute; G. Buttafuoco. cnr—Institute cultivated fields to assure economic crop yields. The feasibility of different water
harvesting techniques depends on local run-off characteristics, which themselves
for Agricultural and Forest Systems in the Mediterranean; M. Pisante. University
are determined by rainfall pattern, slope and soil properties. Whereas the practice
ofTeramo;A. V. Vonella, CRA-Agronomic Research Institute.
has demonstrated its potential in terms of yield improvement, sustainable land management and income generation on research sites, a major knowledge gap concerns
In conventional agriculture common practices may often lead to serious problems
the identification of those parts of the drylands in which the chances for impact and
for soil which becomes too compacted so that water is hampered to penetrate the soil.
adoption can be optimal and to which further studies could be targeted In order to
Conservative agriculture should improve crop yields and resilience against drought
address this issue of the recommendations domain for water harvesting, a global
and other hazard, while in the same time protecting and stimulating the biological
study was undertaken to develop a rapid GIS-based analytical technique to assess
functioning of the soil. Spatial heterogeneity is an important source of external
suitability for various water harvesting systems. The study was conducted at two
variation which can influence the results of comparison between conventional and
levels, at national level using a case study in Syria to develop a methodology, folconservative agriculture Geostatistics is an alternative approach to traditional stalowed by an assessment at the level of the global drylands At the level of Syria
tistics because it allows to account for spatial correlation. The aim of this study was
the assessment was undertaken by matching in a Geographic Information System
to present a methodology to evaluate the effect of conservative agriculture on soil
(GIS) environment simple biophysical information, systematically available at
water content taking into account spatial autocorrelation. The research was carried
country level, to the broad requirements of the specified water harvesting systems.
out on the experimental farm of the CRA-Agronomic Research Institute, located in
The systems evaluated include 13 micro-catchment systems, based on combinaFoggia (41 ° N. 15° 40' E, 90 m above sea level), southern Italy. The soil is a deep,
tions of 6 techniques and 3 crop groups, and one generalized macro-catchment
silty-clay Vertisol of alluvial origin, classified as fine, mesic, Typic, Chromoxerert
system. The environmental criteria for suitability were based on expert guidelines
(Soil Survey Staff, 1999). The climate is characterized by hot and dry summers
for selecting water-harvesting techniques in the drier environments. They included
and rains concentrated mostly in the winter months. A field trial on rainfed durum
precipitation, slope, soil depth, texture, and salinity, as well as land use/land cover
wheat was carried out on a 0.5-ha area according to a completely randomized block
and geological substratum. The dataset included interpolated surfaces of mean
design with two treatments (conventional and conservative agriculture) and with
annual precipitation, the SRTM digital elevation model, a soil map of Syria, a land
three replications (block) Volumetric soil water measurements were made at 135
use/land cover map of Syria, and a geological map of Syria The evaluation had two
points with 15-cm long rods of a two-probe Trase System TDR (Time Domain
stages: scoring of the land attributes according to the individual criteria, followed
Refiectometry) at the nodes of a regular grid of size 5 m x 5 m. The measurements
by the combination of the individual scores in a multi-criteria evaluation. Fuzzy
were repeated at the same locations on seven times from 2003 to 2005. In order to
membership functions were used to evaluate suitability for continuous variables,
assess the spatial relationship between soil water content and treatment we used an
such as precipitation and slope. For these the boundary between 'suitable' and
indicator approach (Journel, 1983) based on a prior coding of each observation as
'unsuitable' forms by nature a continuum The functions are fully defined by their
an indicator datum (0 or 1) according to a cut-off equal to the field average of soil
shape and inflection point positions Other relevant factors, such as soils, land use
water content at each measurement time. An additional indicator variable was the
or geological materials, could at the national level only be described as qualitative
treatment type (categorial attribute) First, a Linear Model of Coregionalization
constraints. In addition, for these datasets it is quite normal that the pixels contain
was fitted to the matrix of direct and cross-variograms of the indicator variables
mixtures with different properties. When several constraints occur, it becomes very
An ordinary indicator-cokriging was then applied to estimate the probability of
difficult to estimate the total proportion of the pixel that is affected by one conexceeding the field average of soil water content at each measurement time The
straint or another Monte-Carlo simulation of sub-pixel constraint overlap indicated
spatial relationship (cross-variogram) between the two indicator variables was
that a reasonable approximation of total proportion of a pixel affected by one connegative during the wet periods but positive during drought, which means that the
straint or another could be obtained by taking the sum of the estimated proportions
probability to have water content greater than field average was higher in the plots
of the individual constraints. The individual factors were then scored on a common
submitted to conservative agriculture than in the traditionally managed ones durscale and combined through a Maximum Limitation approach as a special case
ing the dry periods This results was also confirmed by the probability maps which
of Boolean overlay. To identify areas suitable for macro-catchment systems, two
showed the dual behavior of soil water content as a function of rainfall pattern. The
separate assessments were undertaken, the first one to evaluate suitability to serve
proposed geostatistical approach has then proved the positive effect of conservative
as a catchment, and the second one to evaluate suitability as a target area, with the
agricultural practices on soil water conservation during drought.
additional constraint that both areas should be within a certain distance of each
other. The evaluation for catchment suitability included fuzzy membership func75-6
1457a
I. Pia
tion for precipitation and slope, in which the scores were adjusted by taking into
Water Conservation and Use Efficiency in Dryland Vineyards of NE Spain:
consideration the soil hydrological properties In order to assess potential for water
Impacts of New Land Management Practices.
harvesting at the level of the global drylands, global climatic, land cover, soil and
/. Pia. Lleida University; S. Nacci. Lleida University; F. Fonseca, Lleida University; terrain databases were used and the method developed in Syria could be retained
in essence, although some adaptations were necessary The most important adaptaX. Abreu. Lleida University.
tions at the global level were to reduce the detail of the study to a lower resolution
Dryland vineyards for wine and cava production, in Catalonia (NE Spain), have
(lkm), to adjust the precipitation thresholds for fuzzy scoring in function of the
undergone great changes in land and crop management the last 20 years. Those
location-specific precipitation- potential evapotranspiration relationships, and to
changes, associated to increasing mechanization of most of the cropping practices,
apply the evaluation to a generalized micro-catchment water harvesting system.
include new planting systems with preceding reductions in relief irregularities and
The results of the study are available in the form of a global map with I km resoluslopes through land levell ing and bench terracing. The main effects are found in the
tion and country tables with area summaries.
hydrology of the cropped lands, and especially in the soil moisture regime, which
is the main factor affecting the quantity and quality of grape and wine production.
These effects are more critical under the Mediterranean semiarid climate of NE
75-8
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D Westfall
Spain, with very variable, erratic and concentrated rainfall events, mainly coincidCrop Residue Levels Over a 12-yr Period of No-Tilll Cropping Systems in a
ing with the vine resting period in autumn-winter. In two of the more representative
Semi-Arid Environment.
regions with vineyards for wine production in NE Spain (Alt Penedés and Priorat)
D. Westfall. Colorado Stale Univ: C. Cantero-Martinez. Deparlamenlo de
there were evaluated and monitored the soil hydrological properties and processes
Produccion Vegetal y Ciencia Forestal: G. A. Peterson. Colorado Slate Univ; L.
under field conditions This was used as a basis for the application and validation
Sherrod, Great Plains Systems Unit.
of a simulation approach and model (SOMORE) of the soil moisture regime, under
very different and changing conditions of rainfall, soil and land management and
Dryland cropping systems in the semi-arid environment of the West Central Great
conservation practices. It is concluded that the recent and different land managePlains of the US are subject to soil erosion by wind and water, and have suffered
ment and conservation practices may have important effects on the conservation "in
a degrading soil carbon base due to excessive tillage. No-till management and the
situ" and effective use of the rainfall water, depending on the other soil and climate
resultant retention of crop residue on the soil surface has been shown to address some
factors. This evaluation and simulation modelling may be used for the development
of the adverse effects of cropping in this environment by increasing above-ground
and selection of better soil and water conservation practices, in order to decrease
biomass production, which in turn reduces runoff, and protects the soil from wind.
risks and to favour a more efficient use of rainfall water for improved quantity and
Long-term studies were conducted to determine the interaction of no-till cropping
quality of grape and wine production.
systems intensification, soils, and climatic gradient on the production, retention and
disappearance of crop residue over a 12-yr period. The soil variable was driven by
landscape position; summit, side slope and toe slope. Four cropping systems were
75-7
1457b
E F. De Pauw
evaluated ranged in cropping intensity from the traditional winter wheat (Triticum
Assessing Biophysical Potential for Water Harvesting at National and Global
aestivum) -summer fallow (WF) (one crop every two yr) to a continuous cropping
Scale.
(CC) system. The residue base achieved a stead state level in 4-5 yr and generally
changed little after this time with the exception of the WF system where there was
E. F. De Pauw. ICARDA: T. Oweis. ICARDA; J. Youssef. ICARDA; N. Bashar
a trend for the residue levels to decrease after the initial base level was achieved.
ICARDA.
Cropping intensity increased residue retention; total crop residue retained on the
soil surface increased as the proportion of fallow time decreased Greater residue
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reproduction and retention occurred on the toeslope soil position because these soils
are deeper, have greater water holding capacity, and receive run-on water from
upslope positions and thus produce more above-ground biomass- Length of the fallow period affected residue disappearance; more residue was retained before corn
planting compared to before wheat planting, because of the shorter fallow period
The fallow period before wheat also included a hot summer fallow period, which
favors decomposition Interestingly, residue loss was greater during the cropping
period than during the fallow periods when no crops were grown Residue levels
were generally adequate to control erosion by wind. However, at the high PET site,
that also produced the least above-ground biomass, the residue levels were not
always adequate for wind erosion control, particularly in the WF system Residue
retention by adoption of no-till management and increased cropping intensity is
vital to ensure the sustainability of dryland cropping systems and soil conservation
in this semi-arid environment.
75-9
1555b
B. Govaerts
Long-Term Impact or Bed Planting and Straw Management on Physical and
Chemical Soil Attributes.
B. Govaerts. CIMMYT—K.U.Leuven: K. D. Sayre. CIMMYT—K.U.Leuven; A.
Martinez. CIMMYT—K.U.Leuven; J. Deckers. Catholic Univ of Leuven.
(Sub)tropical highlands of the world have been densely populated and intensively
cropped Agricultural sustainability problems resulting from soil erosion and fertility decline have arisen all over this agro-ecological zone This article considers
practices that would sustain higher and stable yields for wheat and maize in such
a region. Conservation tillage in its version of permanent bed planting under zero
tillage with crop residue retention has been proposed as an alternative production
system A long-term field experiment comparing permanent and tilled beds with
different residue management under rainfed conditions was started at El Batan.
Mexico (2240 masl; 19.31° N, 98.50° W; Cumulic Phaeozem) in 1999 Little is
known about how permanent beds might affect soil quality compared to conventionally tilled beds The objective therefore has been to determine the soil quality
status of the different management practices Infiltration, aggregate stability and
soil nutrient status were measured after more than 4 years of practice The research
indicates that permanent bed planting can be a sustainable production alternative
for the (sub)tropical highlands. The extensive tillage with its associated high costs
and long turn-around-time can be reduced by the use of permanently raised beds
with tied ridges. The results also indicate that at least partial surface residue retention is needed to insure long-term production sustainability. Permanent beds with at
least partial residue retention show high soil quality, tilled beds intermediate. Permanent beds without residue retention, however, means an unsustainable practice
leading to low crop performance and soil and environmental degradation.
75-10
1556a
R. B Zougmoré
Benefits of Integrated Soil Fertility and Water Management in semi-arid
region.
R. B. Zougmoré. Institute for Environment and Agricultural Research (1NERA); A.
Mando. IFDC; L. Stroosnijder. Wageningen Univ.
Unreliable rainfall, inherent low soil fertility, and crust prone soils affect crop
growth in the semi-arid zone in Burkina Faso, resulting in low crop yields and
recurrent food shortage Increasing population pressure requires enhanced soil,
water, and nutrient productivity More efficient use of rainwater and soil nutrients is
essential in this region The synergistic effect of soil and water conservation (SWC)
measures and nutrient inputs emerged as the best way to reduce runoff and soil loss
and to improve nutrient use efficiency and crop yield. This can be best illustrated
through work conducted in partnership with INERA-Burkina Faso on the combined
use of runoff barriers (stone lining or grass strips) and organic or mineral nutrient
sources. Compared with control plots, the average reduction in runoff was 59%
in plots with barriers alone, but reached 67% in plots with barriers + mineral N
and 84% in plots with barriers + organic N Plots with no SWC measure lost huge
amounts of soil (about 3 t ha-1) and therefore nutrients The results of 2 years of
measurement showed that annual losses from eroded sediments and runoff reached
84 kg ha-1 for OC, 16.5 kg ha-1 for N, 2 kg ha-1 for P, and I 5 kg ha-1 for K in the
control plots with no SWC measures The total soil loss from plots with stone rows
and grass strips were respectively as important as only 30% and 42% of the losses
from control plots The application of compost leads to the reduction of total soil
loss by 52% in plots without barriers and by 79% when applied in plots with stone
rows as compared to the losses in control plots The application of urea in plots with
and without soil conservation barriers also resulted in significant decreases in soil
loss (Figure 6.1). Stone rows or grass strips without N input did not induce a significant increase in sorghum yield Supplying compost or manure in combination
with stone rows or grass strips increased sorghum grain yield by about 142% (0.8 t
ha-l versus 2 5 t ha-l), compared to a 65% increase due to mineral fertilizers (0.81
ha-1 versus 1.7 t ha-l). The technology results in financial gains of about 145,000
to 180,000 FCFA ha-l y-1 when adding N through compost to both stone rows and
grass strips and about 70,000 FCFA ha I yr I when adding urea during a year with
good rainfall. In drought years very little additional benefit is obtained from urea
Under the particular conditions of the experiment with moisture as a constraint,
compost was more efficient because it provided not only nutrients but also contributed a lot to moisture conservation through improved soil structure Results show

the importance of combining SWC and nutrient management. Without nutrient
inputs, SWC measures hardly affected sorghum yields, and without SWC, fertilizer
inputs also had little effect However, combining SWC and nutrient management
caused a jump in sorghum yield
75-11
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K.I.Kim
A Better Understanding on How Soils and Water Interact to Influence N
Responses.
K. I. Kim. D. Clay. G. Carlson. S. Clay. South Dakota Slate Univ.
Recent research suggests that N recommendations developed using the linear plateau model have a poor relationship between yield and the economic optimum N
rates These results have been attributed to inaccurate assessment of N mineralization. The objective of this study was to determine the influence of soil moisture
regime on yield, N responses, and soil N mineralization due to water availability
where environmental conditions vary from year to year and from location to location Field experiments were conducted in Aurora, South Dakota, 2002, 2003 and
2004 Treatments were natural rainfall, natural rainfall + irrigation, and four N rates
(0, 56, 112, 168 kg N/ha). Plant samples were analyzed for "C discrimination (A),
"N, and total N An interaction between soil moisture regimes and N rates was not
observed Increasing N rates increased corn grain yield and applying supplemental
irrigation increased corn grain yields and soil N mineralization The optimum N
rate was similar in both soil moisture regimes. This work suggests that the linear
plateau model is not accurate because it does not account for increased N mineralization effect of soil moisture regimes.
75-12
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E Pena-Yewtukhiw
Spatial Structure of NDVI Permits Large Reduction in Canopy Sensor Cost.
E. Pena-Yewtukhiw, West Virginia Univ; G. J. Schwab. Univ of Kentucky; L. W.
Murdock. Univ of Kentucky; O. Wendroth. Plant and Soil Science Dept.
Real-time canopy sensor technology can provide detailed information about crop
development and/or stress Measurement detail (measurements per unit area) can
be varied by sensor physical density (number of sensors along the applicator boom)
and by sensor data acquisition rates. Increased detail by increased sensor physical
density also increases the cost of the equipment Efficient use of real-time canopy
sensors to effect variable rate application of nitrogen (N) requires knowledge of the
scale (resolution) of the variation in crop stress as measured by the sensor The ideal
resolution has been called the "optimum field element size", defined as the area
providing the most precise measure of a parameter with a spatially variable magnitude. This "element" has been calculated taking into account the area at which a
"cause and effect" relationship could be measured However, these relationships,
and the associated optimal areas, may not be identical among fields and across
production seasons In this study, the "optimum field element size" was estimated
using the spatial structure of the measured characteristic that was being used to
calculate N input requirements Knowing the amount of optical data needed for
efficient N fertilizer application requires an estimate of the most efficient combination of physical sensor density (number of sensors along the applicator boom) and
sensor output density (sensor readings per unit distance/area) Reducing the density
of sensors and their output will reduce the capital cost of such N applicators The
objective of this study was to test sensor number and sensor sampling rate (sample
grid size) to adequately describe field variation in wheat (Trilicum aeslivum L.)
canopy NDVI (normalized difference vegetative index) values NDVI data were
collected on wheat at the Feekes 3 (Zadoks Stage 26) growth stage in two fields
in central and western Kentucky, in both 2004 and 2005, with a GreenSeeker 1M
(N Tech Industries Ine, Ukiah, CA) variable N rate sensor/applicator (U.S. Patent
No 5389781) Spatial structure of each site-year's NDVI data was described by
a variogram Experimental variograms (local NDVI variograms) were computed
from a neighbourhood of 100 observations within a mean radius that depended on
field size The exponential model wasfittedto all semivariograms to facilitate comparison of semivariogram parameters. Tested grid sizes ranged from 0 56 to 5 06
rrv Variograms for high density data sets were compared with those obtained with
fewer sampling points (greater grid size). In evaluating the consistency in spatial
structure for a given site-year, differences in variogram parameters due to grid size/
sampling density that were 10% or less were considered negligible NDVI values
from each individual sensor were analyzed. It was assumed that characteristics of
the NDVI data population measured by each sensor were similar for each site-year
because the sensors were in close proximity Average NVDI readings and NDVI
spatial structure (variogram parameters) varied with site-year However, in all cases
it was possible to increase grid size from 0 56 m: to 5 06 nv without significantly
affecting a field's NDVI spatial structure Nugget, range and sill values were maintained across evaluated grid sizes. We conclude that it is possible to increase the
effective grid size to 5 06 m-, both by decreasing the number of sensors along the
toolbar and by increasing the sensor measurement time interval Wheat growers
using this technology could achieve optimal characterization of variation in NDVI
with significant reduction in fixed machinery cost (fewer sensors) This enables
wheat growers to apply N fertilizer with larger, less expensive (per unit of application width) machines Given observed differences in sensor performance, sensor
uniformity remains an issue The effect(s) of differences among sensors might, if
large enough, override the effect(s) of increasing or decreasing NDVI sampling
density
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X.Yin
Potassium Management Alternatives for Conservation-Till Soybean.
A'. Yin, Oregon Stale Unix: T. J. Vyn, Purdue Univ.
Surface broadcasting is still the predominant mode of potassium (K) fertilizer application for soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr] in conservation tillage systems even
though K is relatively immobile and vertical soil K stratification is often evident in
conservation-till fields in North America Soybean yield in conservation tillage systems may be improved by banding K. fertilizer below seeding depth Certain soybean
seed quality parameters may also be affected by K fertilizer management systems
since K is essential in various plant enzymes. The objectives of this research were
to investigate K. nutrition, yield, and quality responses of soybean resulting from
alternate K. fertilizer placements (band placement versus surface broadcasting, and
applied directly before soybean versus residual effects associated with application
to previous corn) in various tillage (such as zone-tillage, fall disk, and no-tillage)
and row-width (from 18 to 76 cm) systems imposed after long-term no-tillage. All
17 experimental site-years had a minimum 5-year no-till history prior to treatment
initiation. Soybean responses to K placement were generally unaffected by tillage
and row width on medium- to high-testing K soils Trifoliate leaf K concentrations
were increased by K. application even on medium to high K soils. Yield responded
positively to direct K. fertilization most frequently on low K soils. Despite vertical soil K stratification, deep-banded K. increased yield, relative to broadcast K,
only on low K soils and only when most soybean rows were in close proximity to
fertilizer bands On long-term no-till fields with medium soil-testing K levels, leaf
K concentrations and yield of no-till soybean were affected more by residual K
fertilizer rate than by K placement and tillage systems applied to previous corn On
low-testing soils, soil exchangeable K concentrations (0-20 cm depth) in previous
com rows were significantly higher than those between corn rows regardless of K
fertilizer management applied to previous corn Trifoliate leaf K concentrations of
no-till soybean in preceding corn rows were 2.0-5.3 g kg"1 higher than those from
corresponding plants between corn rows. Yield of no-till soybean in previous corn
rows increased 10-44% compared to those between previous corn rows Previous
corn row effects on K nutrition and yield of no-till soybean occurred even when
K fertilizer was not applied in the previous corn season. Corn row effects were
generally not affected by tillage system or corn hybrid employed in the previous
corn crop Therefore, the most efficient K management strategies for no-till narrow-row soybean should take this horizontal stratification of soil K caused by the
preceding corn rows into account. Adjustments to the current soil sampling protocols for soil K may be warranted when no-till narrow-row soybean follow corn
on soils with low to medium K levels. Potassium application frequently increased
daidzein, genistein, and total isoflavone concentrations in soybean seed; however,
glycitein concentrations rarely responded to K. fertilization Placement method of
K fertilizer significantly affected isoflavone response to K. application on low-testing K soils. Daidzein, genistein, glycitein, and total isoflavone concentrations were
positively correlated with yield, and seed K. and oil concentrations on low K. soils.
Our research suggests that K. fertilization to increase seed yield when soil-testing
K was limiting significantly improved seed quality from an isoflavone-based, functional-food perspective. For maximum grain yield, the critical leaf K concentration
at the initial flowering stage (R,) of development was 24.3 g kg'; this concentration is substantially higher than the current critical values that are used in many US
Corn Belt states. Critical leaf K values for the maximum concentrations of oil and
total isoflavone in seed were 24 I and 23.5 g kg', respectively Our results suggest
that critical leaf K concentrations for maximum yield and seed quality components
were higher in the soils with greater vertical soil K stratification than those with
lower K. stratification. The extent of vertical soil K stratification seems to be one
of the factors contributing to apparently higher critical leaf K. concentration for
conservation-till soybean.
75-14
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A. A. Soaud
Effect of Applied Elemental Sulfur And Sulfur-Oxidizing Bacteria (Parococcus
versulus) Into Calcareous Sandy Soils On The Availability Of Native And
Applied Phosphorus And Some Micronutrients.
A. A. Soaud, Soil Department, Faculty ofAgriculture, Cairo Univ.
Accumulation of elemental sulfur (ES), as by-product from gas and oil production plants, is serious environmental problem in oil producing countries, due to
relatively high production and low price in the world market Availability of both
native and applied nutrients is one of the major constrains for plants growth in
calcareous soils Elemental sulfur is often applied to acidify calcareous soils and
relatively cheaper field applications The acidity produced during ES oxidation
increases the availability of nutrients such as P. Mg, Ca, and S0 4 and some micronutrients in soils Wetting and draying incubation experiments were carried out in
the laboratory to investigate the effects of ES powder (>150 urn) application with
or without sulfur-oxidizing bacteria (Parococcus versulus) on the availability of
native and applied phosphorous and EDTA-Fe (6 0 % Fe), EDTA-Mn (13.0 % Mn)
and EDTA-Zn (15.0 % Zn) in three different sandy calcareous soils (AlSemaih.
Melaiha and AIDhahrah, United Arab Emirates) Soils were incubated at 40±2"C
for 32, 64, 96 and 128 days ES application alone significantly decreased the pH
and increased SOj : concentration in the three soils. Also, It increased the EC of
AlSemaih and Melaiha soils while reduced it at AIDhahrah soil at 128 days after
incubation The availability of applied phosphorus, EDTA-Mn and EDTA-Zn was
higher and prolonged in the three soils with application of ES alone. No significant
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influence of applied ES on the availability of both native Pand Fe in all soils except
AIDhahrah soil. In comparison with ES alone, inoculation of soils with Parococcus versulus had no significant effect on nutrient availability. This study suggests
that the application of ES powder into studied calcareous sandy soils is essential to
increase and prolong the availability of phosphorus and micronutrients for proper
vegetation.
75-15
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A Bahraminezhad
Study of the Effects of Atrazin"s Antitranspiration on Yield Four Varieties
Potatoes in Adequate and Limited Moisture Conditions.
A. Bahraminezhad. Azad Islamic Univ Branch Zarand.
In order to evaluate, the effects of atrazin"s antitranspiration on yield four varieties
of potatoes (Ramos, Diamond,Santana, Agria) in adequate and limited moisture
conditions, an experiment was conducted in Azad University's filed kerman branch
in 2003. A split plot layout within a randomized complete blook design with three
replications was used. The irrigation period (7,10 days) was used to treat the main
plot and sub plot with atrazin concentration of (0,100,150 ppm) was tested. The
parameters of length stem,total number of tuber, total weight of tubers under study
had significant and meaningless results for the three varieties (Ramos, Diamond,
Santana) for irrigation period of 10-days, and density of 150 ppm, in comparision
with control of 7-days irrigation period to zero density. But on Agria variety,the
test with variety of atrazin"s densities use on the stem"s length was meaningful
and significant. Keywords: potato, Atrazin, stem's length, total number of tubers,
total weight of tubers.
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Z. Popova
Assessment and Simulation of Water and Nitrogen Transfer Under Furrow
Irrigation.
Z. Popova. N.Poushkarov Institute of Soul Science.
This communication deals with the problem of risks relative to nitrate leaching
under furrow irrigation depending on the technique of water and fertiliser application. The objective is to: I) calibrate the water and nitrogen transfer components
of Hydrus-2D model (Simunek et al 1999) for every furrow irrigation (EFI) and
alternative furrow irrigation (AFI) on Chromic Luvisol in Sofia region; 2) to use
the calibrated model to assess the impact of application depth distribution along the
furrow length on deep percolation and nitrate leaching for EFI and AFI practices.
Six-step operative procedure is elaborated for model calibration on Chromic Luvisol (Sofia region, Bulgaria) Detailed data, as water and nitrogen content profiles
under the ridge and the furrow bed, variables at the boundaries of the system (as
precipitation, drainage and nitrogen leaching, plant uptake) observed in cropped
lysimeters are used to verify mathematical accuracy. In a first calibration step, the
hydrological components of the soil are derived by regression of laboratory and
field water retention data Obtained parameters of Van Genuchten water retention
curve are adjusted by comparing simulated soil water, pressure head and drainage
with field observations. Every furrow irrigation is approximated by a one-dimensional (ID) water flow in step (ii) while step (iii) is made when a two-dimensional
(2D) flow is adopted. Step iv is made of data from the trials in AFI lysimeter. The
next two calibration steps (v) and (vi) are made of observed data relative to the fate
of nitrogen (N) in EFI and AFI lysimeters. Calibrated model predictions of soil
nitrogen concentrations and nitrate leaching are in agreement with the observed
values. The calibrated model is used to predict the impact of application depth
distribution along the furrow length on deep percolation and N-leaching in case of
EFI and AFI practices on Chromic Luvisol.
75-17
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C. Martius
Soil Fauna Ecology in Drylands of the Aral Sea Basin.
C. Martius. Center for Development Research (ZEF): I. Abdullaev. State Univ of
Urgench; L. F. Massucati, Centerfor Development Research (ZEF).
The Aral Sea has lost >60% of its surface compared to 1960, due to increased
water diversion in irrigation systems The production of cotton in huge irrigation
systems has brought about water misuse and land degradation, and due to the tough
economic transformation process faced by the central Asian countries, the region is
characterized by increasing poverty. Therefore, international development efforts
today concentrate on improving ecological sustainability and economic efficiency
of natural resource use in the region, as a contribution to combating poverty and
desertification in the Basin, rather than on saving the Aral Sea as such. The Center
for Development Research (ZEF) at the University of Bonn, together with its partners, has set up a research program aimed at providing options for a restructuring
of land and water use that are based on sound, long-term, interdisciplinary integration of different disciplines of science, and that are aiming at strengthening local
institutional and individual capacity building The various elements of this program
and first results are presented, and the steps undertaken towards integration of the
results of the different research areas are outlined This contribution relates the soil
ecological studies carried out in the project from 2002-2005. It looks specifically
at the effects of soil organisms under different environmental conditions, in natural
forests, irrigated former drylands under different crops, and hedgerows between the
fields, in order to determine the possible contribution soil organisms may have in
the soils of the region
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K. G. Cassman, Univ. of Nebraska Dept of Agronomy and Horticulture.
Econometric models that predict the global food supply-demand balance have a
large influence on policy makers and research investment in the crop and soil sciences The most influential models predict a scenario of adequate food production
capacity and lower real food prices based on continuing gains in crop yield and a
substantial expansion of cultivated area. But what if the underpinning assumptions
that give rise to this optimistic scenario are wrong? Cereal crops are the foundation
of our human food supply, and area cultivated to cereal crops has been declining by
2.1 million ha per year since 1981. Current linear rates of increase in cereal yields
are not sufficient to meet projected grain demand on the diminishing area cropped
to cereals Likewise, the econometric models focus on use of grain for human food
and 1 ivestock feed but do not consider additional demand for production of biofuels and bio-based industrial feedstocks. Given the rapid rise in fossil fuel costs,
significant quantities of grain will likely be diverted to produce these non-food and
non-feed commodities. Hence, there is a critical need for a large acceleration in the
rate of yield gain on existing cultivated land to protect remnant natural ecosystems
and marginal soils from expansion of intensive agriculture. In many of the world's
major cereal cropping systems, average farm yields will have to reach 90% of the
genetic yield potential ceiling. But crop response to applied nutrients typically
follows a diminishing return function as yields approach the yield potential limit,
which means that nutrient use efficiency decreases and the potential for nutrient
losses increase. To avoid wide scale environmental degradation associated with the
need to raise yields more rapidly, a well-funded international research effort will
be required with an explicit focus on achieving substantial increases in both yield
and nutrient use efficiency—especially for N and P. Improving soil quality and the
indigenous soil nutrient supply is a key component of the ecological intensification
that will be needed. Current levels of funding and the global research portfolio
it supports are woefully inadequate to meet this scientific challenge Global food
shortages, high food prices, increased poverty, and severe environmental degradation are possible if we fail to develop technologies for high-yield, high-efficiency
cereal production systems appropriate for both large-scale agriculture in developed
countries and small-scale agriculture in developing countries.
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1 45 PM D. Walters
Innovations for Improving Productivity and Nutrient Use Efficiency—Maize

Systems of North America.
D. Walters. Dept of Agronomy and Horticulture. Unix of Nebraska-Lincoln: A.
Dobermann. Dept of Agronomy and Horticulture. Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; T.
Vyn, Purdue Univ; S. Brouder. Purdue Univ.
The predominant rainfed and irrigated maize (Zea mays L.) cropping systems in
North America are ones in which maize is grown in rotation soybean (Glycine max
L ) or as a continuous monocrop Maize production in North America is a resourceintensive enterprise and relies heavily on the annual input of fertilizers and is
responsible for nearly 40% of global maize supply Average maize grain yields in
this region have increased linearly at a rate of 110 kg/ha/yr over the past 35 years
with a yield average of approximately 8 8 Mg/ha. This gain in productivity has been
realized through the continued adaptation of improved crop management technologies and genetic improvement in maize hybrids that compliment these technologies. The application rate of fertilizer nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and potassium
(K) fertilizers to maize rose quite quickly during the 1960's and 1970s but since
1980 N rates have leveled off and P and K. use has declined steadily This dynamic
has led to a dramatic increase in partial factor productivity (kg grain per kg nutrient
applied) of these essential macronutrients. Technologies that have resulted in these
improved nutrient use efficiencies include increased stress tolerance of improved
maize hybrids, improved production practices such as conservation tillage, planted
population control and weed control options as well as improved nutrient management with regard to form, placement and timing of fertilizer materials The trends
in nutrient use efficiency gain, yield and demand for grain (especially with the
recent onset of maize-grain ethanol production) lead one to question the long-term
sustainability in maize yield gam to meet an ever increasing global food and energy
demand without a renewed increase in fertilizer consumption An analysis of maize
yield contest winners in the United States and simulation model results indicate
that farm yields are presently only 40 - 60% of the attainable yield potential and
so an appreciable exploitable yield gap remains in the production potential of the
region. To maintain and even increase the efficiency of nutrient use. more precise and diverse nutrient management strategies are needed. In order to exploit the
existing yield gap. close attention will be needed to maintaining adequate nutrient

supply as the margin of error between nutrient excess and deficiency decreases
rapidly as yield potential is approached. At present, fertilizer rate recommendations
are primarily based upon soil testing which result in somewhat stagnant management strategies as fertilization decisions are made on the basis of rather empirical
relationships that are insufficient to meet the need for greater input use efficiency
at higher yield levels. Also, with the widespread adaptation of conservation tillage,
nutrient stratification in soil has resulted in a need to reassess soil testing and fertilizer application strategies. The intensification of nutrient management to exploit
existing yield potential will require technologies that are based on a quantitative
understanding of the relationship between yield and nutrient uptake as well as the
critical timing of nutrient supply in relation to crop demand It is imperative that
nutrient use efficiencies are maintained and/or improved to avoid adverse impact
on the global environment and the economy of agricultural production systems. At
the same time, intensification strategies must be designed that improve soil quality
as this contributes to nutrient and energy use efficiency and thus reduces the impact
of nutrient use on emissions of greenhouse gases and any adverse effects on water
quality. This will require a more interdisciplinary research approach in order to
address the entire spectrum of agricultural, ecological and environmental functions
of our agricultural systems.
76-3
2:05 PM C. Witt
Innovations for Improving Productivity and Nutrient Use Efficiency in Cereal
Systems of Asia.

C. Witt. SE Asia Program. PPI/PPIC and 1PI; R. Buresh. International Rice
Research Institute (IRRI): A. Dobermann. Dept of Agronomy and Horticulture.
Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln; J. Y. Jin. Potash & Phosphate Institute/Potash &
Phosphate Institute of Canada, Beijing Office; J. K. Ladha. International Rice
Research Institute.
The productivity of Asia's cereal systems is of fundamental importance for its 3 8
billion people Rice, maize, and wheat cover about 88% of the area under cereals
and 95% of the cereal production. The total harvested area under these three crops
is 259 Mio ha with an annual production of 936 Mio t and average yields of 3.72
t/ha (FAOSTAT 2005). Production share is 57% for rice, 24% for wheat, and 19%
for maize. Wheat area and production have been declining since the mid 1990s
while yield steadily increased to 2.9 t/ha at current. Rice and maize yields average
4.1 t/ha. Rice area is stagnating and yield growth slowed considerably since the
1990s so that production has been constant in recent years. Maize production has
increased steadily in the last 20 years largely because of consistent yield growth.
Annual yield growth was 4.2% for wheat, 3.3% for maize, and 2.0% for rice in
1961 to 2004. Yield increases can be attributed to improvements in germplasm,
infrastructure, and management, and yield potential simulations indicate still significant yield gaps that can and will have to be exploited to provide the necessary
future yield increases for a growing population. However, farmers will probably
have to apply more site-specific knowledge to optimize yield, input use, and profit
on their typically small landholdings in Asia. The necessary ecological intensification aims at satisfying the anticipated increase in food demand while meeting
acceptable standards of environmental quality (Cassman 1999) There have been
substantial improvements in the development and dissemination of balanced, more
site-specific soil and nutrient management strategies for small scale taming in Asia
in recent years In this paper, we summarize key research on innovative strategies
for improving productivity and nutrient use efficiency in rice, wheat, and maize A
common key objective is the application of technologies and principles to manage
spatial and temporal variability associated with all aspects of agricultural production for the purpose of improving crop performance and environmental quality.
Major focus is given to the evolution of individual technologies and their integration into consistent frameworks for decision support. Key elements of such frameworks include the use of yield potential models for yield gap analysis, target yields
for the estimation of crop nutrient requirements, soil and plant based approaches
for the estimation of indigenous nutrient supplies, target nutrient efficiencies for the
estimation of nutrient needs, nutrient balances for the maintenance of soil nutrient
supplies, real-time strategies for the effective management of nutrients prone to
losses, relevant agronomic, economic, and environmental indicators for a comprehensive evaluation of practices and interventions (see Fig. I), and participatory
approaches for the on-site and evidence-based development, evaluation, and dissemination of improved management practices. Case studies from the region are
used to portray adaptations to local needs, but emphasis is given to commonalities
in approaches across crops and countries. Keywords: rice, wheat, maize, decision
support, site-specific nutrient management
Figure 1 Framework for the evaluation of Site-Specific Nutrient Management
(SSNM) in irrigated rice including performance indicators to assess the short- and
long-term benefits of proper soil and nutrient management
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ment for extensive no-tillage (NT) crop production systems in South America Soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merril), corn (Zea mays L ) and wheat (Trititcum aestivum
L.) crops are extensively grown under dryland systems showing a steady improvement in their yields for most of the countries The introduction of high yielding
technologies (selected genotypes, modern pesticides and integrated management
v Yield potential ,
•s Gross return over
practices for disease and pest control, soil conservation practices, and fertilizers)
fertilizer cost
• Yield target
/
partially explains the change in crop productivity during the last 20 years. The
average use of fertilizers increased in all the region since the 70xs to the present In
* Yield achievement .'
Brazil and in Paraguay, nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P) and potassium (K) fertilizers
\
are almost evenly used, while in the rest of the region a relative low amount of K
Productivity
Sustainability
fertilizers is applied because of the high soil availability. The use of nutrients for
extensive annual crop production in South America follows the increasing require/ Agronomic efficiency \ '
/
• Yield stability
ments because of the agricultural expansion towards new lands (i.e. Cerrado region
•/ Physiological efficiency
•f Soil changes
in Brazil), the replacement of pasture rotated lands (i.e. Pampas region in Argentina
and Uruguay), or the improvement in crop yields in almost all the region Because
* Recovery efficiency \
s Nutrient balances
most of the recommendation practices are based on crop sufficiency criteria, fer•* Nutrient losses
•s Internal efficiency
tilization practices are unsatisfactory for soil nutrient balances in the region and
the reduction in soil extractable nutrients is a common issue in all the production
systems. Adoption of NT has sharply increased since the 90xs and, currently, it
Environment
is the dominant crop and soil management practice in almost all the region This
production system contributes to the reduction in soil erosion process, soil organic
matter conservation, and the improvement in soil water storage and availability,
and it induces changes in soil-plant nutrient dynamics. In general, crop yields under
76-4
2:25 PM M. C. S. Wopereis
NT practices are more stable than under tilled systems with greater efficiency in the
Innovations For Increasing Productivity Through Improved Nutrient Use in
use of nutrients. However, the challenge is a better understanding of the complexity
Africa.
of nutrient dynamics under NT for improving the productivity and sustainability of
M. C. S. Wopereis. Cirad; K. E. Giller, Production Systems, Dept of Plant Sciences. these systems in environmental and crop production conditions of South America.
Wageningen Unix: A. Maatman, IFDC; B. Vanlauwe, Tropical Soil Biology and
Fertility Institute of C/AT; A. Mando. IFDC: A. Bationo. Tropical Soil Biology and
Fertility Institute of CI AT.
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Poor soil fertility is regarded as the underlying factor limiting productivity in
African agriculture. Substantial knowledge has been accumulated on different
Thursday, 13 July 2006
approaches to manage soil fertility in smallholder farms in Africa. Nevertheless the
lack of adoption of various technologies, or the absence of widespread testing and
1 -IB Site Disturbance: The Role of Soil Morphology in its
experimentation by farmers, are often disappointing. We argue that this is related to
the lack of integration of available knowledge and the lack of holistic and participaAssessment—Oral
tory approaches that foster technical and institutional change Systems approaches,
employing relatively simple summary type models across disciplines, can help disRoom 109AB, First Floor (Convention Center)
entangle the complexity of farmer decision making at farm scale. Such decisionmaking is often a compromise between the potential for short-term maximization
of crop and livestock production and investment for sustainable production in the
77-1
3:30 PM G.S.Humphreys
long term. An example is the NUANCES (Nutrient Use in Animal and Cropping
Fully Recovered: Can past Site Disturbance Be Determined from Soil
systems - Efficiency and Scales) framework that assists with the analyses of difFeatures?.
ferent soil improving technologies in the context of farmers' strategies It allows
G. S. Humphreys. Dept of Physical Geography
for spatial and temporal variability of resource use and access to land, labour, technologies and markets. Spatial patterns of soil fertility are often very pronounced in
Changes to the soil occur as land-use practices are modified. These changes may
Africa, with farmers preferentially allocating manure, mineral fertilizers and labour
include improvements but more commonly result in degradation, which may be
to fields close to the homestead, resulting in strong soil fertility gradients at farm
obvious or subtle. The latter type is addressed here. In this case the degradation
and village level. We show that clear scope forfield-specificfertilizer management
represents limited changes to the soil such that once recovered there is little apparrecommendations exists, provided they are based on local soil knowledge and diagent evidence that recalls this disturbance history. How this history is deciphered
nosis Tools such as NUANCES are useful as they allow for ex-ante analyses and
represents a compelling challenge to soil science that necessarily incorporates
allow targeting technologies to specific types of farmers, and for identification of
obvious signs of soil degradation, stratigraphic principles, archaeological princimore appropriate technologies. They can for example help in determining optimum
ples and pedo-forensics at scales ranging from micro to macro. The challenge is
allocation strategies of mineral fertilizers across farms to enhance their efficiency
to determine which features can be used in a diagnostic sense. Undoubtedly, these
To promote innovations for increasing productivity through improved nutrient use
will differ between different environments, land-use practices and recovery time.
in Africa will require holistic and dynamic approaches that foster both technical
Morphological indicators of different land use regimes may be revealed in soil
and institutional change, based on solid understanding of the farmer context. This
colour, structure and texture and this leads naturally to confirmation using microinvolves the participatory development of soil management technologies with
scopic techniques that includes microstructure as well as the presence of exotic
coordinated efforts to experiment and extend alternative institutional arrangements
components Often a stratigraphic approach is required to provide a geomorphic
that link farmers with input-dealers, rural bankers and traders and strengthens the
context such as when former upslope soil material now constitutes the downslope
innovative capacities of the various stakeholders involved A major challenge is
topsoil. Chemical changes often occur too. Several examples are used to illustrate
to find pathways for action that recognize the heterogeneity of institutions and the
this Forest clearance offers the most compelling case especially where the litter
diversity and conflicting agendas of the actors involved. Systemic inquiry by multilayer and the bioturbated surface layer are replaced by very different features such
disciplinary 'teams', involving facilitators from different institutions, is needed
as surface crusting and the presence of mineral soil at the surface. This is often
Such teams need to place more emphasis on farmer experimentation and adaptation
associated with an increase in bulk density, reduced organic matter, and a reduction
according to the prevailing agro-ecological and socio-economic conditions rather
in larger biovoids Changes within grassland systems may be less obvious if little
than on technology prescriptions.
disturbed Further changes are apparent when compaction occurs, which must lead
to a decrease in pore size, even of simple packing voids More telling is the appearance of horizontal planar voids, which imparts a platy structure in the near surface
that reflects the applied stresses imposed from above. Biovoids may display a radial
76-5
2:45 PM M Diaz-Zorita
fracture pattern in this situation Changes in drainage that affects the redoximorphic
Innovations for Improving Productivity and Nutrient Use Efficiency: No-Till
status of the soil may lead to the superimposition of a set of features commensurate
Grain Cropping Systems of South America.
with this. However, many of these features are gradually lost as recovery occurs and
M. Diaz-Zorita, CONICET-FA ÜBA and Nitragin Argentina; T. Amado, Soil Dept; this results in a greater reliance on general stratigraphy and the presence of exotics
A. Moron. Instituto Nacional de Investigación Agropecuaria; F. Garcia. PPI-PPIC and perhaps local historical knowledge of land use change. Such information was
Southern Cone.
used by soil surveyors in Eastern USA in the early 1900's in delineating phases. In
South-Eastern Australia, post-settlement alluvium (i.e. deposited since European
South America is a vast region with large differences in extensive agricultural prosettlement and mostly <200 years old) blankets many valley floors. For many years
duction systems depending on diverse climate and soil conditions that vary among
it remained unknown in soil science circles since the material is often cultivated
its ecological regions Most of the agricultural land is located towards the East
and even built upon (often an effective disguise) and treated as a natural part of the
of the continent lying on tropical, subtropical and temperate regions For most of
soil-landscape. Nevertheless, it often displays a paler colour, lower organic matter,
the countries within this area (Argentina, Bolivia. Brasil, Paraguay and Uruguay),
preservation of bedding and a platy structure which readily distinguishes it from
the cultivated land and the total crop productivity have increased since the last 2
decades The purpose of this article is to summarize and to discuss nutrient manage-

Profitability
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pre-settlement material European artefacts, including partly to completely buried
fence posts, fragments of porcelain etc., and/or OSL dating confirm the interpretation. Its identity was revealed during geomorphic investigations of valley fills. The
source of these deposits has often been attributed to reworking of older valley fills
but in at least one study the main source area is the adjacent valley sides with the
evidence seemingly hidden within the topsoils of varying thickness.
77-2
4:00 PM K A. Golding
The Effect of Past Waste Disposal on Urban Soils in Long Established Scottish
Towns.
K. A. Golding, Univ of Stirling; D. Davidson. Unix ofStirling.
Although it is increasingly recognised that certain soils, collectively referred to
as Anthrosols, have been subject to considerable modification by humans, fundamental issues such as their characterisation and classification remain unresolved.
This is especially true of urban soils and as a result knowledge regarding their
nature, diversity and extent is currently lacking. Most urban soil studies focus on
soil contamination associated with recent pollutant sources; however one of the
most unique and under-researched qualities of urban soils is their historical legacy.
Waste disposal practices throughout antiquity have had a profound impact on the
nature, properties and formation of urban soils. This is particularly resonant for
long established Scottish towns where the extent and complexity of refuse management practises is only just emerging. The aim of this study is to characterize
and understand the historical modes of urban soil formation with specific reference
to processes of waste management and disposal in antiquity. Three small Scottish towns were chosen for investigation: Lauder (Borders), Pittenweem (Fife) and
Wigtown (Dumfries and Galloway), on account of their geographic and functional
diversity and because they have seen minimal modern urban infill and expansion
since the post-medieval period (15O0-I750AD). In the first instance, an auger
survey was conducted at each town whereby soil samples were obtained at over
100 points using a Dutch Auger to a maximum depth of 80cm across a 200x800m
transect. Each transect was strategically located across the old town core and surrounding land to enable investigation of soil within and near to the post-medieval
urban centre. In addition, 23 exploratory test pits were dug across the field sites to
investigate the nature and range of A horizon characteristics. Kubiena tins and associated loose bag samples were extracted accordingly. One of the unique qualities of
this project is that spatial patterns of a range of physical and chemical parameters
(LOl, pH, elemental concentrations) will be mapped and interpreted with specific
reference to the post-medieval period
Preliminary results from the investigation of topsoil depth spatial patterns, Munsell
colour analysis and archaeological investigations suggest that significant deepening
of topsoil depth within and near to the post-medieval urban limits can be explained
through sustained application of urban rubbish.
77-3
4:20 PM S. Shoba
Urban Soils of Floodplains in the City of Moscow.
iS Shoba. Moscow State Univ.. Soil Science Dept.: T. Prokofieva. Moscow State
Univ. Soil Science Dept.; O. Kruglova. Moscow State Univ. Soil Science Dept.
Urban settlements are often situated in river valleys. This applies to Moscow which
is one of the World's most urbanized areas. It has a well developed river network
including a main waterway - the Moscow River and its major tributaries such as
Yauza, Skhodnya, Neglinnaya etc., and approximately 130 minor tributaries. The
valleys occupy about 40% of the total city area andfloodplainstake up about 10%
of this. Thesefloodplainsare partly submerged even though runoff is regulated, and
riverbeds are enclosed behind barriers. Human impact has been considerable on
these floodplain landscapes over many centuries and this has involved ploughing,
compaction, construction of embankments as well as serving as a repository for
waste Soil features have changed with human impact. Subacid pH shifted to neutral or alkaline (8 or more) and the contents of major plant nutrients increased. In
particular, available phosphorus is up to 20 mg/100g (citric acid extractable P205)
and organic carbon is 2-6%. This has resulted from using fertilizers, peat compost,
domestic animal excrement and other organic waste. In addition there is a noticeable amount of technogenic inclusions (urban & industrial products) in these floodplain soils and some of them produce carbonates, which are unusual for natural
alluvial soils in this region In particular, formerly waterlogged alluvial soils have
changed considerably. The main evolutionary trends in floodplain soil modification, under intensified human impact as determined from our study, are outlined in
Fig. 1. Macro- and micromorphological data indicate that the main modification in
the chemical and mineralogical properties of these soils are as follows: (i) constant
introduction of mineral material (alluvial and technogenic) into upper horizons
which results in a predominance of skeleton grains over plasma in which fragments
of artifacts such as brick, glass, pottery, mortar etc occur among skeleton material; (ii) the plasma is mainly isotropic clayey-humus material that reflects contemporary processes of humus formation and humus accumulation; (iii) the semihydromorphic to hydromorphic conditions with varying redox potential favors iron
mobilization and segregation of iron compounds (e.g. pyrite and goethite); (iv) the
redistribution and segregation of carbonates take place in technogenic and urbic
horizons, and minerals of the vivianite-kerchenite series (calcium and iron phosphates) form in middle horizons These latter minerals and resulting pedofeatures
are typical for acid peat bogs of the south taiga but not in undisturbed floodplain

soils around Moscow. Thus, with urbanization the modified floodplain soils begin
to assume feature of other soils especially those soils that are less well drained
This occurs via the input of new materials very different from natural materials as
well as changes in soil thickness by aggradation and excavation As a result, local
conditions are conducive to the formation of specific mineral pedofeatures which
can serve as a marker for new genetic horizons reflecting urbo-pedogenesis.
Fig. I. Evolutionary trends and profile morphotypes of urban floodplain soils U
- urbic horizons- diagnostic one for specific urban soils; TG - technogenic banked
horizons; A, B, C - horizons of natural soils.
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4:40 PM J. M. Van Mourik
Luminescence and Carbon Dating of Fimic Horizons and Drift-sand Deposits
in Cultivated Sandy Landscapes (SE Netherlands).
J. M. Van Mourik, Univ ofAmsterdam.
Aeolian sands, deposited during the Late Glacial of the Weichselian, cover an
extensive part of the Netherlands The geomorphology of this cover-sand landscape
is dominated by ridges, plains and brooks During the Holocene this landscape
stabilized under vegetation and soils developed with cambic podzols under oak
forest on the ridges, gleyic podzols under alder forest on the plains, and histosols
in depressions and valleys of brooks During the Late Holocene humans influenced
this landscape. Shifting cultivation in the Bronze Age led to forest degradation,
and during the Iron Age degradation increased as oak was used in the production
of charcoal and parts of the deciduous forest were replaced by heath The soils
degraded from cambic to carbic podzols After the introduction of plaggen agriculture farmers used heath sods to fertilize plots of arable land. Sods contain a small
fraction of mineral grains and the application of sod-manure during a millennium
or more resulted in fimic horizons (anthropogenic mineral A-horizons with thickness over 50 cm). On several sites on the heath, due to intensive sod digging, the
protecting vegetation was destroyed and aeolian processes reactivated to become
a drift-sand landscape. Hence, the development of fimic horizons and drift-sand
erosion and deposition are closely related. Reliable dating of the introduction of
plaggen agriculture is complicated and the calculation of sedimentation rates of
fimic, and drift-sand deposits is difficult without reliable absolute dates Traditional
dating of fimic horizons and drift-sand deposits was based on pollen analyses and
radiocarbon dating of soil organic matter. However, the types and distribution of
organic matter differs between materials. In thin section, the organic matter in the
fimic horizons and the A-horizons of paleosols is distributed in aggregates in voids
between mineral grains with the internal fabric reflecting an excremental origin.
This soil organic matter is a mixture of decomposed manure (cattle) and sods from
different sites with different inherited ages. In contrast the organic matter in the
B-horizons of paleosols is distributed in cutans on mineral grains and their internal
fabric shows a mixture of plasmic organic matter and fine dark particles Humic
acids as well as humines can be extracted for radiocarbon dating and both are available in the fimic and buried A horizons but in the buried B horizon only the humic
acids are suitable for dating The study showed that the radiocarbon 'ages' of the
humic acids are generally younger than the humines—the humines accumulate during active soil development in comparison with the faster decomposable humic
acids. However, the difference in radiocarbon ages between these fractions may be
related to the period of active soil processes and this information could be useful
In contrast, the OSL dating should provide correct ages to reconstruct the start and
the sedimentation rate of the fimic horizon since it dates when burial of the quartz
grains in the sod began as long as the grains were fully bleached when exposed at
the surface such as during ploughing. In comparison to OSL ages the radiocarbon
dates of samples of fimic horizons systematically overestimate the age of fimic
material Furthermore, radiocarbon dating cannot separate periods of sedimentation and soil development within a cycle though the time of initial burial can be
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estimated There is also a problem of contamination of samples by younger carbon
that is not always easy to detect At this stage, OSL dates of quartz grains provide
an improved stratigraphical frame work for the periods of drift-sand accumulation
and thereby also provide a better estimate of the rate of pedogenesis.
77-5
5:00 PM D. Markewitz
Chemical Signatures of Land Use History.

D. MarkewHz. The Univ of Georgia: D. D. Richter, Duke Univ.
Signatures of long-continued land-use can be highly significant both chemically
and morphologically. These changes include homogenized surface soils due to
long-term cultivation, accelerated erosion, and altered soil fertility These signatures of land-use history can be long lasting As such, assessing the historical roots
of chemical and morphological signatures and how these imprints might impact
on our current interpretations of soil change is an important challenge for future
soil studies Here we use the long-studied Calhoun Experimental Forest in South
Carolina, USA to identity specific chemical signatures that we interpret as resulting
from previous land-use and demonstrate how these imprints affect present conclusions regarding soil change The soils of the Calhoun Experimental Forest are
acidic Ultisols Surficial A and E horizons of these soils are relatively coarse ( e g ,
sandy loams) and if not severely eroded, can be relatively deep (>40 cm). Below the
quartz-dominated coarse horizons, deep, clayey B horizons are acidic, composed
mainly of kaolinitic clay minerals, quartz, and iron- and aluminum-oxy-hydroxides. On upland sites, vegetation prior to about 1800 was predominantly deciduous
forest. The SE Piedmont of the USA was subdivided by royal and state grants in
the mid-18th century, but in the first decades of the 19th century, the upland forests
were extensively cleared, burned, and converted to agricultural fields. From about
1800 to the U.S. Civil War in the 1860s, agricultural fields were managed for cotton (Gossypium spp), corn (Zea mays), tobacco (Nicotiniana tabacum), and other
crops, generally with minimal amounts of fertilization. Following several years of
cropping, farmers often abandoned their fields moving on to "fresh soil". After the
Civil War, agricultural fields in the Piedmont were more continuously cropped. As
systems of sharecropping and tenant farming developed, fertilization and liming
became more standard farm practices. Cotton production increased throughout the
South until the 1920s when farms throughout the region began to be abandoned in
large number. Pine forests expanded in area and in their volume of wood throughout much of the 20th century, due to regeneration in abandoned old fields and maturation In the early 21st century, most old-cotton-fields in the Southern Piedmont
are currently pine or mixed hardwood-pine forests, hayfields, and pastures. One of
the more prominent signatures of land use history in the Southern Piedmont is soil
erosion. Loss of topsoil throughout the region was dramatic. The interfluve landscape position of the Calhoun Forest, however, limited topsoil loss, although variation in coarse textured surface soil depth across the site is apparent and consistent
with landscape position. The persistence of surface soil at this site had an important
impact on soil accumulation o f - 2 Mg-C ha-1 in the upper 0-15 cm over 35 yr after
agricultural abandonment. This relatively slow rate of accumulation was attributed
to the coarse textured surface soils that ensure ample aeration and decomposition
with little protection of C through adsorption. As opposed to the observed increase
in C, soil N was strongly depleted by -800 kg ha-1 in the upper 0-60 cm of mineral
soil. This translocation of N from soil to biomass, however, likely only resulted
due to the large increase in N bioavailability wrought by agricultural fertilization
In the absence of N fertilization the rate of regrowth of the pine forest would likely
have followed a different trajectory. The signatures of historical P and Ca fertilizer
were also apparent in soil comparisons among pine forest, pasture, and hardwood
land uses. Extractable P of 6-8 ig g-l in upper surface soil (0-30 cm) of pine and
pasture are 3 to 4-fold greater compared to hardwood forest (~2 ig g-l). Similarly,
exchangeable Ca in 0-30 cm (~ 8 mmolc kg-1) under pine and pasture exceeded
those in hardwood forest (-2 mmolc kg-1). In the case of Ca these concentration
differences persist to depths >1 m. These historic signatures have influenced interpretations of soil change over the last four decades. Soil P dynamics in surface
soils during this time indicate little change in Mehlich III extractable P, a readily
bioavailable form, despite increases o f - 8 0 kg ha-1 in forest biomass. Conversely,
I M and concentrated HCl extractable pools of P have declined during this same
period. Ironically, it is exactly these pools of acid extractable P that are generally
absent in previously unfertilized soils in the region. In the absence of previous fertilization the P dynamics over these decades might well tell a different tale Finally,
exchangeable Ca at this site has declined in the 0-15 cm layer by an order of magnitude from ~4to<0 5 mmolc kg-1 The acidification of soils at the Calhoun has been
demonstrated to partly result from inputs of acidic deposition. These results might
lead to claims of soil degradation under increasing atmospheric deposition if not
for the recognition that the dynamics of Ca have been wholly altered by the historic
use of the site. The impact of acidic deposition on soil of a native condition (i.e.,
low exchangeable Ca) is difficult to infer from the current observations. Clearly, in
all these cases, how decade scale changes are to be interpreted is dependent on a
clear understanding of the previous uses of the site and its remaining chemical and
morphological signatures.
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I. V Mikheeva

Changes of Variability, Probability Distributions and Statistical Entropy of
Soil Properties under Anthropogenic Formation.

/. V. Mikheeva, Institute of Soil Science and Agrochemislry of Siberian Branch of
Russian Academy of Sciences.
Continuous quantitative variability of soil properties is one of the basic features
of soils so far as they are complex systems and it has fundamental significance,
because it is the ground of the diversity of conditions of existence of soil organisms
and plants Reliable quantitative evaluation of anthropogenic processes in soils can
be carried out only taking into account their variability. Variability of parameters
may be considered as quantitative uncertainty, which measure may be evaluated by
entropy index Entropy index in modern science often is used as criterion for evaluation of evolution and self-organization of complex systems, so it is grounded to
use this index as criterion for evaluation of soil forming and evolution of soil cover.
Meaning of entropy h for random value x may be calculated on the basis of function
of its probability distribution t(x), consequently the entropy may be considered as
one of statistical characteristics of soil variability. We defined probability distributions of properties of chestnut soils in Kulunda steppe in the south of West Siberia.
Data, received by four soil surveys, repeated on the same territory in the last third
of twentieths century, have been grouped using soil-genetic principles before doing
statistical analysis Parameters of the maximal likelihood were estimated for several tens of well known mathematical functions of distributions by using of factual
data Optimal grouping of the data within individual samples before calculation of
histograms provided robustness of estimations of parameters. Hypotheses about
the consent of suspected and theoretical distribution were checked by six parametric and nonparametric criteria's (Pearson's, relations of likelihood, Kolmogorov's,
Smirnov's, and two criteria's of Mizes). Probability distributions, which approximate the histograms most closely, were defined on combination of values of these
criteria's This approach was applied to description of variability of properties
of chestnut soils within their series (Mikheeva, 2001 in Russian). After this we
calculated the entropy Results of our statistical analysis showed, that dynamics,
evolution and continuous geographical trend of soils often occur without changes
of interval of variation of soil properties, but under transformation of soilforming
factors and processes, including anthropogenic processes, original "wave" of probability distributions of attributes is watched. It is connected with changes of frequencies of values of properties, and it is reflected by gradual modification of shift,
dispersion and form of their probability distributions. For example, with growth of
clay content in lithocatena, and with intensifying of hydromorphism in catena and
with growth of humidity in geographical zones in the north direction not only shift
of probability distribution of humus content is watched, but increasing of dispersion and change of form of statistical distribution too. It similar to overflowing of
frequencies of values, but in the same time, intervals of variations of properties in
close soils essentially intersect The entropy of humus content in investigated soils
at dry steppe and steppe oscillate from 0.15 to 1 15, and values of this index in these
geographical zones are close and most of all it depends on texture of rocks, at which
the soils were formed The value of entropy of humus content in soils at forestry
steppe is more significant. Highest values of entropy in chestnut soils are inherent
to boundaries of genetic horizons, especially of illuvial horizons, also dust and sand
fractions contents It is consequence of alluvial genesis of territory and numerous
periods of wind erosion. Wind erosion, ploughing and irrigation reduce the entropy
of humus content, but soil-protective strip agriculture raises it. Irrigation by lowmineralized water raises the entropy of chemical properties and reduces the entropy
of clay content in high horizon.
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E C . Brevik

Short-term Soil Formation in an Abandoned Sand Borrow Pit, Georgia,

USA.
E. C. Brevik. Valdosta State Univ.
This study investigates soil properties in an abandoned borrow pit and compares
those developing soils to natural soils surrounding the pit The study site is located
about 16 km south of Valdosta, GA at 30.722" N latitude, 83.256" W longitude The
pit was excavated in 1961 and then abandoned with no efforts at reclamation, giving an excellent opportunity to investigate short-term soil formation processes over
the last -40 years. The pit contains two tiers, a deep lower part and an upper terrace
There are distinct vegetative zones within the pit; three are included in this study
The lowest part of the pit (referred to as the pit bottom) has mixed slash pine (Pinus
ellioltii Englelm ) and deciduous trees including sweetgum (Liquidambar styraciflua L.) and swamp tupelo [Nyssa sylvattca var. biflora (Walter) Sarg] with little

underbrush and abundant leaf litter. Water ponds at the surface during wet periods and trees are characterized by buttressed trunks. The edge of the upper terrace
(referred to as the sparsely vegetated area) has sparse vegetation limited to a few
stunted slash and \ong\eaf (Pinuspalustris Mill.) pines and a sparse lichen cover,
including "deer moss" [Cladina evansii (Abbayes) Hale & W.L. Culbertson] and no
leaf litter cover. The edge of the pit along the upper terrace (referred to as the grassy
area) has a healthy stand of mixed pine and deciduous trees similar to the lowest
part of the pit, but includes a thick cover of grass (Andropogon sp). Water ponds
at the surface during wet periods here as well. Native deciduous trees including
live oak (Qtiercus virginiana Mill), water oaks (Quercus nigra L.), and magnolia
[Magnolia spp.) characterize the area outside the pit. Soils in the pit were sampled
using shovels and bucket augers in 2002 and 2003. Soil descriptions were made
using standard U.S. Soil Survey methods and samples for further analysis were
taken by horizon. Soil samples were stored in sealed plastic bags and refrigerated
until laboratory analyses could be conducted. Four piezometers were installed in
each of the four areas (pit bottom, sparsely vegetated area, grassy area, and native
soils) studied and monitored about once every 2 weeks from February 2002-May
2004. Bulk density was determined using rings of known volume for the upper 0.2
m in the developing soils and 1.0 m of the natural soils. Total C was determined
using a Perkin-Elmer 2400 CHNS and a detailed topographic survey of the pit
was made using a Sokkia laser-based total station. Historical aerial photographs
were scanned, georeferenced, and imported into ArcView 3.2 to establish the revegetation history of the study site. Although soil formation over only 40 years is
slight, there are distinct differences between the vegetative zones being studied.
Soil formation is consistently deeper in the grassy area (~0.25 m on average) and
pit bottom (-0.13 m on average) than in the sparsely vegetated area (-0.06 m on
average). Carbon accumulation rates follow the same trend, being highest in the
grassy area (0.09 kg C m 2 yr1), intermediate in the pit bottom (0.05 kg C nv2 yr1),
and lowest in the sparsely vegetated area (0.01 kg C m 2 yr'). When investigating
potential controls on the rates of soil formation in these three areas, it was noted
that water was available at relatively shallow depths in both the grassy area and pit
bottom for significant portions of the year, but was often found at depths greater
than 2 m in the sparsely vegetated area. Bulk density was also significantly higher
in the sparsely vegetated area (1.74 g cm') than in the grassy area (1.20 g cm') and
pit bottom (1.45 g cm') Comparisons with natural soils outside the pit showed that
all soils developing within the pit have much more pedogensis to undergo before
reaching equilibrium with the natural environment. Soil differences in different
parts of the studied pit are attributed primarily to differences in vegetation at different locations in the pit. Vegetative differences are in turn attributed to differences
in soil bulk density and to topographically controlled access to water. Study of
surrounding developed soils coupled with rates of pedogensis within the pit to date
reveals that soils within the pit will probably continue to undergo pedogensis for
several hundred years.
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Anthropogenic calcified paddy soils in subtropical China.
Z T. Gong, G. L. Zhang. Institute of Soil Science. Chinese Academy of Sciences.
Anthropogenic calcified paddy soils in subtropical China GONG Zi-Tong and
ZHANG Gan-Lin State Key Laboratory of Soil and Sustainable Agriculture, Institute of Soil Science, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Nanjing 210008, China Tel:
+86-25-8688 1277; Fax: +86-25-8688 1000; E-mail: ztgong@issas.ac.cn
ABSTRACT Under humid subtropical zone, especially in irrigation condition,
usually zonal soils suffer strong leaching and being acid in reaction. But some
paddy soils in subtropical China, different from zonal soils and local paddy soils
have high content of CaC03. This calcified paddy soils were attracted by a series
pedologists with great interesting since 1940 in China The calcified paddy soils
(CPS) are distributed in the humid subtropics, such as Zhujiang delta and Guilin
Prefecture of south China, where the annual precipitation is above 1500mm and the
mean annual soil temperature is 15°C-20°C That is to say the soils have udic soil
moisture regime and thermic soil temperature regime The relief of the soil is not
only in alluvial plain, but also in hilly region with original soils as either zonal soils
or alluvial soils It seems no close relation between environment and formation of
calcified paddy soils. The calcified paddy soils contain abundant CaC03 as high as
100-200 g kg-1 with CaC03/ MgC03 ratio 10-30, which is mainly accumulated
in the upper part and decreased with depth Micromophological evidence indicates
that carbonates are present mainly in the forms of carbonate concretions and cryptocrystalline interflorescences, and calcareous nodules in various sizes are commonly
present and sometimes carbonate hardpan is formed The CPS have poor productivity due to low available P, K, B, Zn, Mo and Mn and low permeabilaty as well.
There are several possible sources of carbonates. Natural rainfall brings in about
135 kg ha-1 CaC03 a years Irrigation water, either from rivers or karst caves, carries about 600 to 1500 kg ha-1 CaC03 per hectare yearly while artificial input by
liming may amount to 1500 to 2250 kg ha-1 in the same period Specific forming
conditions for carbonate accumulation are favoring, besides the carbonate sources
The CPS have pH value of 7 5-8 0 that is suitable for deposition of CaC03. The pH
value of surface layer of CPS can reach 9-10 when burned lime implication by the
farmers Partial pressure C02 measurement also shows that it is helpful to change
CaC03 into Ca (HC03)2 that can be dissolved and leached out with soil solution
C02 in CPS is less 2-7 times than that of control soils. The measured I4C age of
the typical CPS is 1675+115 a.B.P., corrected by dendrology of trees nearby, which
is close to the West Jin rjynasfy of China As generally thought, soil is formed

based upon its parent material under influences from climate, relief, organism and
time But sometimes human activities can effect soil formation so greatly that these
might be new soil type in contrast to its natural neighbor soils
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Anthropogenic Soil Changes of Different Time Scales : A Pedological
Approach.

G. L. Zhang. Z. T. Gong. Institute of Soil Science. Chinese Academy of Sciences.
Soils are subject to change naturally. Traditionally, pedogenesis represents the
long-term soil changes taken place in natural environment, which involve mainly
the changes of stable soil components rather than easily changeable characteristics.
Therefore, pedogenesis is the central basis of virtually almost all current soil classification systems. However, human activity has brought in ever-increasing impacts
on soil system, since the appearance of agricultural civilization about 7000-5000
years ago Various human activities, including agriculturally important plough and
deep working, artificial build-up, irrigation, manuring and fertilization etc. caused
many human-induced changes, such as formation of deep soil horizon, increase of
nutrient level, change of soil moisture regimes, formation of new morphological
features, even the accelerated alteration of clay minerals The rates of soil change
caused by human activities vary among soil characteristics, as some of them change
quicker while some much slower so the changes have different time scales. On the
other hand, modern urban and industries cast more recent effects of human activities on soils, for instance, by direct and indirect pollution. Typical anthropogenic
soils, like Cumuluc Anthrosols, Irragric Anthrosols and Hydragric Anthrosols,
added by soils affected by modem industrial and urban activities, provide a good
base for the study of anthropogenic soil changes of various time scales As soils
are recorder of environmental changes, anthropogenic soils thus are recorder of
human activities. Classical pedological methods are based on horizon recognition
and characterization New modification such as more intensive soil sampling can
yield much more detailed information of soil changes during use history. Studies
about the horizontal changes of ancient Cumulic Anthrosols, Irragric Anthrosols
and Hydragric Anthrosols revealed many soil changes in a time span of millennia,
by comparison of surface and bottom layers with similar parent materials, such as
mineralogical alteration, change of soil organic carbon isotope ratios, accumulation
of secondary carbonates Chornosequence study of Hydragric Anthrosols of different origins illustrated soil changes in centuries, which include human-induced
soil particle change, loss and transformation of iron and manganese (oxides) s well
as organic matter accumulation. Soil changes caused by modern human activities
are widespread in the world, both in the area near to urban and that in the remote
regions far from the vicinity of pollution source. Acidification and surface contamination are typical changes of soils occurred in some decades. Modern pedological
investigation is an efficient tool in understanding soil changes caused by human
activities in decades to millennia time span.
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Holocene Soil and Landscape Dynamics Reconstructed by Sediment Analysis
in the French Alps.
B. Mourier. Univ ofSavoie (CARRTEL Laboratory): J. Poulenard. Univ ofSavoie
(CARRTEL Laboratory); A. Genries. Centre de Bio-Archéologie et d'Ecologie; C.
Carcaillel. Centre de Bio-Archéologie el d'Ecologie; P. Faivre. Univ ofSavoie
(CARRTEL Laboratory): D. Williamson. Centre Europeen de Recherche et
d'Enseignement des Géosciences de I Environnement.
The time required to initiate and complete pedogenetic processes remains largely
to be researched. It is one key issue for paleo-environmentalists. The rate and
intensities of pedogenesis vary as a result of substrate and environmental properties. Moreover, disturbances, eg. fires, might strongly affect vegetation cover and
as a consequence landscape evolution processes. A multi-proxies analysis based
on charcoal and geo-chemical datasets was performed on lacustrine sediments to
reconstruct fire history, erosion, vegetation changes and soil dynamics. Sediments
were extracted from a pond situated in the subalpine belt at 2020 m asl in the Maurienne valley (Alps, Savoie, France). High-resolution analyses of the 4-m length core
were carried out to detect erosion based on Loss-On-lgnition (LOl) and magnetic
susceptibility. The chronology was secured by AMS 14C and 21 OPb measurements
Soil development and dynamics were reconstructed using different geochemical
measurements both on present-day soils as references and on selected sediment
depth Common soil extractions on Fe, AI and Si (pyrophosphate, citrate-bicarbonate-dithionite and ammonium oxalate), total analyses (major and trace-elements)
and phosphorus geochemistry were chosen to be applied to both lake sediments
and present-day soils The base of the chronology is dated from 8995 cal yr BP The
sedimentation rate varies between 0 5 and 1 6 mm yr-1 LOl and magnetic susceptibility highlight a significant change of sedimentation at 6595 cal yr BP Detritical materials resulting from soil erosion dominate the oldest sediments, whereas
peat-origin organic materials characterize the youngest sediments. The duration of
the transition from a lake system to a peated-lake system is estimated to ca 350
years This transition is associated with 5 fire events during 300 years Evidences
of soil genesis are recorded in the sediment as attested by elementary accumulation
rates and concentrations We divide the core into zones owing to proxies trends.
High influxes of inorganic silicate minerals (Si, Al, K, Mgm and Cr) are proxies
of physical weathering of silicate minerals from nutrient-poor soils Large amount
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of Fe, Mn, Sr or Ba that are independent of the other inorganic elements, trace soil
evolution High mineral phosphorus concentrations reflect the setting of the modern soils after the glacial epoch The increasing proportion of occluded and organic
phosphorus is indicative of stable landscape (vegetation, soil) Fire history shows a
change in frequency synchronous with the change in sedimentation rate and pattern
(i.e. at approx 6995 cal yr BP). The chemical analyses of sediments, compared
with those from modern soil, indicate a change in dominant soil genesis process
with a drastic decrease of podzolisation rate. One of the triggering mechanisms
responsible of this ecosystem evolution is the modification of the fire frequency.
We suspect that vegetation, affected by changes in fire frequency resulting from
anthropic land-use changes, is the ultimate cause of soil dynamics.
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Modeling of Sea-Level Rise and Deforestation in Submerging Coastal
Ultisols.

A. Hussein. Private Soil/Wetland Consultant.
Sea-level rise associated with global warming and adverse environmental implications in coastal areas have prompted interest in modeling the history of sea-level
rise and its impact on deforestation during the pedogenic transformation of Ultisols (forest soils)to Histosols (coastal marshes). The modeling was based on data
collected from sampling units along a marsh transect in Dorchester County, MD
In low-relief submerging environments, coastal marshes accrete vertically and
migrate laterally over adjacent Ultisols to keep pace with sea-level rise. The marsh
substrate is organic in nature overlying what once were upland forest soils. The
history of sea-level rise was a two-step linear function, illustrating acceleration in
the last two centuries. During the last 150 yr, the 21 OPb-based rate of sea-level rise
averaged 2.2 ± 0.4 mm yr-1 Before the last few hundred years, the long-term 14Cbased rate of sea-level rise was 1.12 ± 0.2 mm yr - 1 . The rate of lateral migration
of coastal marshes, which is also the rate of deforestation, showed similar acceleration following the history of sea-level rise. During the last 150 yr, the rate of
deforestation averaged 3 29 ± 2.1 m yr-1. Before the last 150 yr, the long-term rate
of deforestation averaged 0.19 ±0.08 m yr-1 Modeled predictions of deforestation
have shown that within a marsh ecosystem, where other controlling factors are at
a steady state condition, slope of the adjacent upland controls the rate of deforestation. In the next century, the predicted rate of deforestation ranged from 2 5 to 10
m yr-1 averaging 6.3 ± 3 8 m yr-1. Assuming that the present rate of sea-level rise
remains constant, the time needed to complete the pedogenic transformation of
Ultisols to Histosols is 180 ± 35 yr. The most conservative future scenario of sealevel rise has reduced this time by 55%.
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Climate-Induced Pedogenic Variations Affecting Soil Fertility and Erodibility
in an Andean Agro-Ecosystem.
F. Zehetner. Institute of Soil Research. Univ ofNatural Resources and Applied Life
Sciences (BOKU): W. P. Miller. Univ of Georgia.
Soil development along mountainous slopes is often affected by pronounced altitudinal variations of climatic parameters. This study was conducted to assess the
quality of agricultural soils in an agro-ecosystem that stretches from 2400 to 3300
m above sea level in the Andes of northern Ecuador. We specifically studied the
effects of the soils' climate-dependent pedological development on their inherent
fertility and their runoff-erosion behavior, and speculate about possible impacts of
future climate change in this context Example profiles of the major soil types were
pedologically characterized, a number of soil fertility parameters were analyzed for
100 agricultural fields, and runoff-erosion behavior was tested in rainfall simulation experiments on 15 agricultural topsoils. Altitudinal differences in temperature
and leaching regime have led to differential pedological development on the volcanic slopes of the study area. At higher elevations, cool and humid conditions have
favored the accumulation of organic matter and the precipitation of active amorphous materials, leading to the formation of Andisols. At lower elevations, organic
matter contents are low, the colloidal fraction is dominated by halloysite, and the
soils classify as Entisols and Inceptisols. These differences profoundly affect the
soils' inherent fertility and runoff-erosion behavior. As a consequence, a number
of soil fertility characteristics, such as organic matter content, pH, cation exchange
capacity, phosphate sorption and phosphorus availability, show significant altitudinal variations, and the soils' resistance to erosion increases dramatically with
elevation. Some of the inherently unfavorable soil conditions can be offset with
adequate management practices, while others are more difficult to mitigate. The
low water and nutrient storage capacity of the sandy low-elevation soils represents
a particular challenge for rainfed agriculture; and projected future climate warming
could yet aggravate this situation by further decreasing the already low organic
matter contents of these soils. In the long term, changing moisture and leaching
conditions could change the soils' colloidal composition and thus considerably alter
their inherent quality

The Soil System (SS) is perceived as the open multiphase system functioning and
self-organizing within the belowground tier of the land biosphere The SS functioning starts immediately at 0-time, when the "flux-factors" (climate and biota)
meet with the "site-factors" (parent material and relief) From this "moment" the
innumerable multiphase reactions are initiated between the SS and the environment
(external functioning) and among internal atmo-hydro-bio- and litho-components
of the SS (internal functioning). Many of the SS functioning reactions have a cyclic
mode; however, these cycles are neither completely closed, nor completely reversible. Therefore these cycles produce a set of residual products of functioning: gaseous, liquid and solid Gas and liquid products are renewed rapidly and cannot be
retained within the SS. Only the stable solid phase products of the SS functioning
can be retained and accumulated in situ within the system. The working hypothesis
is that pedogenesis sensu stricto comprises formation, selection, accumulation and
differentiation of the residual solid phase products of functioning within the SS. It
is perceived that the pedogenesis is the synergetic process of SS self-organization
tending to reach steady state, i.e. attractor of the system. From this point of view
the SS functioning is the infinite phenomenon, if not interrupted by denudation
or burial, but the pedogenesis, by contrast, is the finite self-terminating process
during the SS existence. The pedogenesis is usually subdivided into a set of specific pedogenic processes (SPP), which could be assessed by their finity-infinity,
reversibility-irreversibility and their characteristic times. Such SPP, as weathering
of primary silicates, formation of stable phyllosilicates, total leaching of substances
from soil, translocations of clays, and Si, AI, Fe oxides within the solum are usually
finite and irreversible processes. Other SPP, as organic matter transformation, redox metabolism of iron, salts and carbonates migrations, structuring, bioturbation
are dynamically equilibrated with the environment and reversible during pedogenesis. The whole set of SPP was assessed in terms of their individual characteristic times (ICT) and grouped into three clusters: fast SPP with ICT of n x 101-2
years, medium-rate SPP with ICT of n x 103 years and slow SPP with ICT of n
x 104 -6 years. The real pedogenesis includes nomplex and manifold interactions
of SPP with various rates and ICT; these interactions form the direct linkages and
feedbacks between taster and slower processes throughout the whole soil formation. Basing on these conclusions we perceive the WRB diagnostic horizons and
properties as a partial attractors of soil self-organization and subdivide them into
three groups according to their characteristic times: horizons and properties with
short, medium and long ICT. To assess the ecological significance of different SPP,
hence, of different diagnostic horizons and properties we divide the whole set of
the WRB horizons and properties (39 ones) into two groups: "good attractors" and
"bad attractors". "Good attractors" are those states of the SS (horizons and properties), upon reaching which it becomes more favorable for biota than in its previous
states in terms of biological productivity and/or biodiversity. They include 12 out
of 39 diagnostic horizons (about 31 %): mollic, chernic, umbric, melanic, fulvic
horizons of humus accumulation, andic, cambic, nitic, argic, vitric horizons and
fluvic material of mineral matter transformation, migration and addition. They are
mainly shaped by biotic-ruled fluxes and cycles, which are comparable to or exceed
the effect of abiotic ones, or by ecologically favorable changes in soil mineral matter In this case, biota transforms and improves the belowground habitat rather than
adapts to it. "Bad attractors" are those states of the soil system, upon reaching
which it becomes less favorable for biota than in its previous states. They include
27 out of 38 horizons and properties (about 71%) produced mainly by weathering,
leaching and translocation processes. These attractors are shaped by the mutual
action of biotic and abiotic fl uxes and cycles with the predominance of abiotic ones
In this case, biota adapts to the belowground environment rather than transforms
it. These conclusions compel us to assess the different results of the pedogenesis in
more realistic way: dividing its real favorable and adverse results and avoiding the
widespread biospheric euphoria
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Pedological Investigation of the Lyukas Kurgan, Hungary.
A. Barczi. Szent Istvan Univ Dept. of Landscape Ecology; K. Joo. Szent Istvan
Univ. Dept. of Landscape Ecology: C. Centeri. Szent Istvan Univ. Dept. of Nature
Conservation.
Kurgans are one of the oldest memories of history in civilization of Hungary. Their
historical importance provide a lot of and most interesting information for not only
the science of archeology, but also for botanical, palaeoecological and pedological
sciences Our team of researchers is doing malacological and pedological studies.
Our aim is to describe the stratigraphy of the Lyukas mound and to provide data
to the palaeoecological knowledge about the wider surroundings of the kurgan.
According to our data this kurgan was built in the Neolithic period Its surface is
covered with Chernozem soil, and the soil that is buried under the mound is Chernozem type, too. Hence instead of a closed forest vegetation rather loess-steppe or
semi-shaded steppe can be reconstructed as the former environment of the mound,
which was mosaicly surrounded by water and salt affected areas. Factors forming
brown forest soil (Luvisol) have not been found.
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V O Targulian
Lateral
Differentiation
of Albeluvisols under the Impact of Subsurface
Time-Scales and Ecological Significance of Pedogenic Processes.
Drainage.
I'. O. Targulian. Institute of Geography. RAS; P. V. Krasilnikov. Institute of Biology
D. Montagne. INRA d'Orleans—Unite de recherche en Science du sol: S. Cornu.
KarRC RAS.
IN RA d'Orleans—Unite de recherche en Science du sol; O. Josière. INRA
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d'Orléans—Unite de recherche en Science du sol: I. Cousin. ISRA d OrleansUnite de recherche en Science du sol: L. Le Forestier, ISTO (UMR 6113).
Albeluvisols are temporarily waterlogged due to the argillic horizon that limits
downward movement of rainfall water. These soils are hence frequently drained for
cropping Drainage modifies water movement in both direction and velocity, inducing a gradient in waterlogging conditions perpendicularly to the drain Over time, it
may induce a lateral differentiation of the soil solid phase with the distance from the
drain. This study aims at characterising and quantifying this differentiation Albeluvisols are characterised by the following horizon succession: A, Eg&BT, BTgd
The two last horizons exhibit a complex juxtaposition of white-grey, ochre and
pale-brown volumes, and numerous black concretions or impregnations In order
to study the impact of drainage on the evolution of such soils, we have to characterise the soil differentiation perpendicularly to the drain by quantifying changes
in the quality and the abundance of the different pedological volumes The studied
Albeluvisol was drained by subsoiling 16 years before the present study A 4 meters
long trench was dug perpendicularly to a drain Four decimetric soil monoliths
were sampled in both the F.g&BT- and in the upper part of the BTgd-horizon at 60,
110, 210 and 400 cm from the drain. These monoliths were cut into 8 horizontal
slices For each slice, the surface was photographed and the pedological volumes
were manually sorted The relative abundance of the different pedological volumes
was quantified on the 8 slices by image analysis on the base of their colour The
sorted soil samples have been analyzed for particle size distribution and for Fe, Mn,
Si and Ti contents by ICP-OES after HF digestion for Fe and Mn and after alkaline
digestion for Ti and Si. A sequential extraction scheme focused on the different
kinds of oxides was also performed on the different types of volumes. Extracts
were analyzed for Fe and Mn contents by flame atomic absorption spectroscopy.
Mineralogical composition of the different soil volumes and their associated < 2
pm fraction (lutum) was determined by X-ray diffraction and DTA/DSC analysis
In the Eg&BT horizon, the relative abundance of the white-grey, the pale-brown
and the black volumes increased as the distance to the drain decreased while that
of the ochre volumes decreased For each of these volumes, Fe, Mn and lutum
contents decreased as the distance to the drain decreased while that of Si slightly
increased and that of Ti was unchanged. Mass balance calculation showed that, Fe,
and lutum contents of the Eg&BT have decreased of about 30 % within 16 years
from 60 to 400 cm from the drain In the ochre volumes, more ferrihydrite and less
goethite were identified near the drain than further from it In the upper part of
the BTgd horizon, similar changes have been observed although less pronounced.
The soil drainage affects both the quantity and the quality of the different pedological volumes This impact seems to result from the physical translocation of soil
particles combined with specific redox processes as suggested by respectively the
decrease of lutum contents as the distance to the drain decreases and the changes
in abundances of the different Fe oxides With an average decrease of lutum and
Fe contents of 2% per year in the Eg&Bt horizon, the drainage impact on the soil
evolution is quantitatively significant and rapid by comparison to the age of soil
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Fifty Years of Prescribed Fires Slow Podzolization and Increase Phosphorus
Availability in a Spodosol (Podzol) in Florida, USA.
R. J. DiCosty. USDA Forest Service: M A. Callaham. USDA Forest Service: J. A.
Stanturf. USDA Forest Service.
In the southeastern United States, prescribed fire is used to maintain fire-dependent
ecosystems and reduce the risk of severe wildfires. We evaluated the role of fire in
soil genesis by sampling Spodosols (podzols) under pine forest in Florida, where
different prescribed fire regimes (unburned, annually burned, and burned every
four years) have been in place for 50 years. Acid ammonium oxalate was used to
extract noncrystalline aluminum (Al) and iron (Fe) as well as available phosphorus (P). Fire increased noncrystalline AI and Fe in the A horizon and decreased
noncrystalline Fe in the B horizon, suggesting that fire is slowing podzolization
The mechanism of these changes is discussed, but remains uncertain Available P
increased with fire in both the A and B horizons, evidently due to mineralization
(during fire) and subsequent leaching of P in the forest floor.
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Quantitative Assessment of Soil Forming Processes Rate in Soil Succession
Chronosequences.
/. /. Vasenev. Russian Stale Agricultural Univ—MTAA. Ecology Dept.
Soil successions are one of principal forms of soil century evolution in concrete
landscapes at middle-term intervals. It would be useful to suggest formal definition
"soil successions" as soil local middle-term (n*( 10-100)years) sequences with evident trend of development and consecutive change of soil taxons. In side of shortterm dynamic (n* 10 ys) soil successions border with easy-reversible fluc-tuations
and frequently incorporate their residual consequences In scale of centu-ries-old
evolution (n*( 100-10000) ys) soil successions are separate parts of general evolutionary trajectory of pedogenesis Soil successions characterized by mutual temporary disturbances of soils' relative balance with there local soil forming conditions
As a result soil forming processes' (SFP) current potentials and rates considerably
rise Soil succession combinations in time frequently determine principal features
of concrete soil development Their combinations in space—often define soil cover
patterns formation in conditions of particular natural or anthropogenic-changed

landscape The quantitative analysis of soil successions requires logic allocation
the «pure» (homogeneous) succession chronosequences. It is usually achieved by
ad-dress decreasing of soils initial variation in their succession chronosequences
due to inclusion in the analysis only soils with similar versions of contrasty quantified impacts and syngenetic influences, and due to reliable temporal dating of
chronosequences As a result soil casual spatial heterogeneity essentially reduces
in researched succession stages and quantitative analysis of soil forming processes
dominated in them is facilitated In windthrow soil successions transformational
and migration SFP are sharply made active: humus acid formation—up to 200 g/nr
per year, iron segregation—up to 1,8 kg/m2 per year, n illite-smectit transformation—up to 400 g/nr per year, al-fe-humus migration and lessivage—up to 1,3
and 3 kg cm/m: per year. Eluvial horizons can go deep on 6-18 cm per 50-150
ys—depending on depth of initial impacts and on morphogenetic profile of background soil In case of soil agrogenic successions SFPs' rates and potentials are
deter-mined by provincial-genetic and lithological features of soils, their position
in agrolandscape, kind and history of land-use, and used agrotechnologies. Mean
annual rate of erosion varies within I -30 mm/year, humus decreasing - 0,2-1,0 g/kg
per year, des-aggregation -1-25 g/kg per year, over-compacting - 0,01 -0,06 g/cm'
per year, alkalinization - 5-18 Na+ mg/kg per year The average rate of progradation SFPs is in 2-4 times lower than degradation ones The carried out researches
of technogenic soil successions have shown strong activization of metamorphic
and migration SFPs in them Over-compacting achieves 0,3 g/cm3 per year. Mean
annual rate of humus decreasing and increasing varies from 0,2 up to 2,0 g/kg per
year, acidification and alkalization - from 0,02 up to 0,5 dpH per year, salinity and
alkalinization - from 10-50 up to 500 mg/kg per year, rind accumulation of iron
- up to 1-3 kg/m2 per year The received data essentially expand known ranges of
SFPs rate «in situ». Succession analysis of modern evolution of anthropogenicchanged soils raises accuracy of quantitative assessments of dominant SFPs' rate
and potential
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Diagnostic Role of Microrelief in Studying the Agrogenic Transformation and
Sustainability of the Soil Cover.
iV. P. Sorokina. V.V. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute: I. V. Kuznetsova. V.V.
Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute.
Knowledge of the agrogenic transformation of the soil cover and its differentiation
in a landscape is of great importance for predicting the sustainability of agricultural landscapes The microrelief is a determining factor and an indicator of the
agrogenic transformation of soils The diagnostic role of microrelief in studying
the agrogenic changes in the soil cover has been proved for the areas of loamy
soddy-podzolic soils in the center of European Russia The large-scale and detailed
soil mapping and the repeated detailed surveys of soils and microrelief on croplands and under natural forest vegetation, as well as detailed studies of soil catenas,
have been performed The study was based on the concept of the soil cover pattern
(V.M Fridland, 1977) and on the theory of structural and functional organization
of the soil cover as proposed by F.I. Kozlovskiy (1992). On the slightly convex
and smooth surfaces of gently sloping watersheds, where microrelief is virtually
absent, the soil cover pattern under the cropland was relatively stable, being identical to that in the forest. It consisted of zonal soil combinations without gleyed and
eroded components The bulk density values in the plow layer were close to the
optimum, in the subsoil they were within the range typical of the virgin soddypodzolic soils (1.43-1 52 g/cm'). On the slightly concave surfaces with the clearly
expressed microrelief, the soil cover under the croplands was more heterogeneous:
the initial zonal soil combination were transformed into semihydromorphic erosional combinations with participation of differently gleyed and eroded soils A
detailed study of the morphological and physical properties of soils along a 32-mlong transect enabled us to determine the mechanism responsible for the soil cover
heterogeneity: the increase in the contrast between soils in microhollows and on the
main surface is due to consecutive changes in the soils of microhollows: additional
moistening—compaction—moistening—gleyzation The redistribution of surface
runoff under the impact of soil plowing enhances the contrasts in the degree of
soil moistening Heavy machines induce additional soil compaction in the plow
horizon and the subsoil The increase in the degree of soil compaction also has an
uneven pattern When the bulk density of the subsoil exceeds 1.6 g/cm', a local
aquifuge occurs, thus increasing the soil erosion on slopes and gleying in the bottom of microhollows The difference in the bulk density between the plow layer and
the subsoil is important The stability of the network of microhollows and rills is
crucial for the further heterogenization of the soil cover The repeated topographic
survey after 6 years (1:500, 10-cm contour interval) proved that there are both
stable and unstable elements of the microrelief. Three types of evolutionary dynamics of soil areas can be distinguished: (I) stable combinations of mesomorphic and
gleyed soddy-podzolic soils within the network of stable microhollows, (2) quasistable stable combinations of differently eroded soils in the areas with unstable
microtopography, and (3) local hotspots of soil degradation (erosion + gleying) on
the slopes and in the bottoms of stable microhollows The transformation of the
microrelief consists of the deepening of stable microhollows and some leveling of
the surface with unstable microrelief' Stable microhollows with a depth of 15-20
cm and deeper affect the pattern of surface runoff The soil cover transformation on
the slopes and in the bottoms of stable microhollows has been registered: eroded
soils appear on the slopes and microareas of strongly gleyed soils and inwashed
(aggraded) soils appear in the bottoms Thus, the soil cover complexity increases
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considerably Under the forest, these changes are not seen. A different pattern of the
agrogenic transformation of the soil cover is seen on the slopes with combinations
of differently eroded and aggraded soils Their distribution depends on the slope
steepness and on the features of mesotopography. The microtopography is indicative of recent soil changes. Linear and, especially, dendritic microrelief patterns are
indicative of active heterogenization of the soil cover. The presence of lengthwise
waves in the microrelief (alteration of loci with inclinations) attests to the quasistability of the soil cover with some redistribution of humus and clay particles
within the given soil combinations Some tendency toward increasing erosion or
accumulation of sediments can be traced against this general background. Thus, the
presence, clear expression and dynamics of the microrelief are informative indicators of the agrogenic transformation of the soil cover in different landscapes; the
study of the microrelief is important to judge the tolerance of the soil cover toward
agrogenic impacts.
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3:30 PM P G Hatcher
Understanding the chemistry of crystalline polymethylenic carbon in soils as
sinks for hydrophobic contaminants.
P. G. Hatcher. The Ohio Slate Univ; A. Deshmukh, The Ohio State Univ.
While the traditional view is that sorption of hydrophobic organic contaminants
(HOCs) in soils and sediments is associated with the aromatic components, recent
evidence suggests that aliphatic components of soil can sorb significant amounts of
these contaminants Amorphous polymethylenic structures in soil organic matter
(SOM) are believed to be sinks for HOCs. Alternatively, we demonstrate that crystalline components of soil organic matter can not only sorb HOCs but can retain
them more readily Diagenetically persistent plant biopolymers cutin, cutan and
suberin that are rich in paraffinic structures, have been used as proxies for SOM in
our studies to understand the nature of the sorption to aliphatic soil components
Data from 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) indicate that while tomato cutin is a rubbery polymer
composed of amorphous polymethylenic structures, Agave americana cutan and
potato suberin are glassy semi-crystalline polymers. Additional studies using two
dimensional High Resolution Magic Angle Spinning NMR experiments allow us to
investigate the molecular architecture of these biopolymers at a level of molecular
resolution not previously possible. Sorption experiments demonstrate that, while
HOC molecules undergo linear sorption with large log KOC values (> 5) in the
rubbery biopolymers (cutin), they undergo non-linear sorption in the glassy biopolymers (cutan & suberin), which also have the ability to retain the pollutant better Chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) NMR measurements show that HOCs have a
high degree of mobility when sorbed to a rubbery biopolymer like tomato cutin in
which the polymethylenic chains have higher molecular mobility, while there are
constraints on their molecular motion when sorbed to less mobile glassy biopolymers, such as Agave cutan and potato suberin. 'y>Xe NMR shows that Xe atoms
can occupy momentary voids in the amorphous regions of biopolymers, which are
expected to have longer lifetimes in glassy biopolymers, leading to similar constraints on the motion of HOCs sorbed in such voids. This work elucidates the
importance of the molecular mobility of SOM in the sorption process, and the significant role that glassy polymethylenic components of SOM play in the long-term
sequestration of HOCs such as PAHs in the environment

phenols or nitroaromatic compounds are included in the dataset The humic acid/air
partition coefficients range over seven orders of magnitude. Polar compounds generally sorbed stronger than non-polar compounds due to specific H-bond (electrondonor/acceptor) interactions with the humic acid. The relative humidity had a rather
small influence (less than a factor of three) on the experimental results. No glass
transition was observed in Leonardite humic acid in the temperature range from 5
to 75°C. A comparison of our experimental data with classical predicting tools for
sorption in soil organic matter based on octanol/air partitioning or molecular connectivity (EPI SuiteTM) showed that these models cannot describe our measured
data satisfactorily In contrast, our experimental data can successfully be described
by a polyparameter Linear-Solvation-Energy Relationship (pp-LSER) that identifies the contributions from van-der-Waals and electron donor/acceptor interactions.
The pp-LSER approach also enabled us to estimate the temperature dependency
of the sorption process However, this polyparameter approach has still two shortcomings: a) for every sorbate of interest the mentioned van-der-Waals and electron
donor/acceptor descriptors have to be determined in separate experiments if they
are not tabulated in the literature; b) the required sorbent descriptors can only be
determined from a set of experimental sorption coefficients measured for at least
40 different reference compounds. Therefore, a tool that is able to predict sorption coefficients independent of any experimental calibration data would be highly
desirable Principally, such a tool is provided by the quantum-chemical software
COSMOtherm that considers the electrostatic interactions of the solvent with the
solute based on interacting molecular surface charges. For calculations of sorption
coefficients COSMOtherm demands 3D-input structures for the sorbent as well
as the sorbate molecules. Here, we report for the first time an evaluation of the
performance of COSMOtherm in predicting sorption coefficients for soil organic
matter For this purpose we derived a model molecular structure of a Leonardite
humic acid monomer based on published spectrometric and elemental analysis data
(1H-NMRJ3C-NMR, IR, UV/VIS, acidic function analysis). A suitable model
monomer should represent all the major physical-chemical properties of Leonardite
HA (eg., electron donor/acceptor properties) The monomer size had to be kept in
the range of 35 carbon atoms due to the exponential increase in computation with
increasing molecular size. A comparison of the calculated sorption coefficients with
our experimental data show that despite of slight systematic deviations COSMOtherm can predict the experimental data within a factor of 4-5. In addition, the relative
precision of the calculated partition coefficients is excellent.
79-3
4:20 PM H. Quiquampoix
Fate Of Prions In Soil: Insight To The Interaction Of Prion Proteins With Soil
Surfaces And Consequences For Their Dissemination In The Environment.
H. Quiquampoix. INRA-ENSAM: S. Noinville. CNRS-llniversité Paris 6; P. Rigou,
1NRA; E. N. Vasina. CNRS-ENSCM-Université Montpellier 2; M. Revault. CNRSUniversilé Paris 6: J. Abadie. INRA-ENSAM: C. Le Guernew. INRA-ENSAM:
Y. Quenet. INRA: H. Rezaei. INRA: P. Déjardin. CNRS-ENSCM-Université
Montpellier 2; S. Staunton. INRA-ENSAM: J. Grosclaude. INRA.

Prion proteins (PrP) are proteins implicated in transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (TSE). Their fate in soil is a matter of concern for both animal and human
health Assessment of dissemination risk requires an understanding of the mechanisms of interaction between prions and soil solid surfaces. Ovine PrPrec (alpha
or beta structured) was used as a model of the prion entity. Montmorillonite, mica
and amorphous silica were chosen as models of soil surfaces The structure of the
adsorbed protein was examined by FTIR spectroscopy [1]. The organisation of the
protein layer was determined by NMR spectroscopy. The PrPrec adsorbed amount
was quantified by NMR, FTIR, radiolabeling (125-1) and depletion approaches
(Western blot, ELISA). Desorption was explored in stationary or laminar flow
conditions [2]. An important observation was the correlation between the PrPrec
structural changes and the irreversibility of adsorption. Two types of interaction
were identified: (i) With montmorillonite, alpha to beta conversion occurred Very
stringent conditions (extreme pH, detergents, high ionic strength) did not achieve
desorption and competition with other proteins (animal serum) did not alter the
level of PrPrec adsorption, either on montmorillonite or mica Comparison between
full length and N-truncated protein behaviour, suggested combined hydrophobic
and electrostatic effects associated with the N-terminal part (ii) On amorphous
79-2
4:00 PM C. Niederer
silica, no structural conversion occurred and the adsorption was completely reversSorption Equilibrium of 190 Organic Vapors in Soil Organic Matter as a
ible. An electroelution process was devised allowing efficient removal of PrPrec
Function of Temperature and Humidity: Experiments and Modelling.
from montmorillonite and applicable to crude soil samples [3] It might open the
C. Niederer. Swiss Federal Institute of Technology ETH; K. U. Goss. Swiss Federal way to quantitative and sensitive detection of prions in soil. Considering the high
Institute of Technology ETH: R. P. Schwarzenbach. Swiss Federal Institute of
efficiency of PrPrec retention by montmorillonite (2g protein/g montmorillonite at
pH 7), trapping of infectivity is currently under investigation. As a whole, this study
Technology ETH.
leads to novel information on PrPrec structure in contact with surfaces, opens pracSorption into soil organic matter is an important process for the fate of non-ionic,
tical tracks for decontamination and gives indication on possible mode of dissemiorganic pollutants in the environment. The extent of the sorption is determined
nation of prions in soils and waters [I] Revault M , Quiquampoix H , Baron M.H.
by van-der-Waals and H-bond (electron-donor/acceptor) interactions between the
and Noinville S. (2005) Fate ofprions in soil: Trapped conformation of full-length
pollutants and the soil organic matter In this study (Leonardite Humic Acid)/(air)
ovine prion protein induced by adsorption on clays Biochimica et Biophysica Acta
partition coefficients of more than 190 organic compounds with a wide range of
- General Subjects, 1724, 367-374. [2] Vasina E N , Dejardin P.. Rezaei H , Grofunctional groups were determined using an inverse gas chromatography (1GC)
sclaude J and Quiquampoix H (2005) Fate ofprions in soil : Adsorption kinetics
method at temperatures between 5°C and 75°C. By varying the relative humidity
of recombinant unglycosylated ovine prion protein onto mica in laminar flow and
in the IGC system, the influence of the hydration state of the humic acid on its
subsequent desorption. Biomacromolecules, 6, 3425-3432 [3] Rigou P, Rezaei H ,
sorption properties was investigated To the best of our knowledge this is by far the
Grosclaude J and Quiquampoix H. Fate ofprions in soil : Entrapment capacity of
largest and most diverse sorption data set for soil organic matter that has ever been
model clay for prion protein enlightens remanence mechanisms in natural soils.
measured with one consistent method. Many substances of direct environmental
Submitted
concern such as phthalates, pesticides, polychlorinated benzenes, polychlorinated
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This work is part of the European Contract QLK4-CT-2002-02493 : Biotic and
Abiotic Mechanisms of TSE Infectivity Retention and Dissemination in Soil (1 SISOIL-FATE)
79_4
440 PM B. J Teppen
Revising The Paradigm For Cation Exchange Selectivity Of Smectites.
B. J. Teppen. Michigan State Univ; V. Aggarwal. Michigan Slate Univ; D. M.
Miller. Univ ofArkansas
We attempt to reframe concepts for the fundamental mechanism controlling cation
exchange selectivity Historically, the conceptual framework for interpreting data
has been that "the clay prefers one cation over another" We briefly review the
development of mechanistic concepts of cation exchange selectivity, which were
the subject of many investigations but have been neglected in the recent literature
We argue that, at least for isovalent cation exchange, changes in system free energy
are dominated by changes in the solution rather than changes inside the clay. That
is, we recast the conceptual framework for understanding cation exchange selectivity to "the aqueous phase prefers one cation over another." This paradigm shift is
supported by molecular dynamic calculations for exchange reactions involving a
relatively high charge montmorillonite with one layer of interlayer water undergoing K-Rb-Cs cation exchange. We show agreement between these molecular simulation results and new thermodynamic cycle representations for cation
exchange, both showing that the clay phase thermodynamics strongly prefer K, the
unselected cation Thus the clay does not "select" for Cs' over K in any positive
sense and it is more useful to consider cation exchange as a partitioning reaction:
Given two cations of equal valence, the more weakly hydrated will tend to partition into the "subaqueous" smectite interlayer phase This concept seems not only
parsimonious, but also more accurate than other hypotheses for cation exchange
selectivity that impute more favorable interactions between smectite surfaces and
the selected cations; such theories err by ignoring energy changes in the solution
phase. This simple partitioning concept rationally explains the alkali and alkaline
earth selectivity sequences as well as the selectivities of smectites for organic cations over inorganic, for larger organic cations over smaller, and for organometallic
complexes over the uncomplexed metal
79-5
5:00 PM P. Srivastava
Desorption of Heavy Metals from Kaolinite.
P. Srivaslara. Faculty of Agriculture. Food and Natural Resources. The Univ of
Sydney. Australia; B. Singh. M. Gräfe. The Univ of Sydney.
Desorption experiments were conducted of four commonly occurring heavy metals
with different hydrolysis behaviour, viz , Cd, Cu, Pb and Zn on kaolinite in singleand multi-element systems The initial metal loadings were 66 67 and 333 33 iM
in single-element systems and 16 67 and 83 33 iM in multi-element systems The
metal-adsorbed kaolinite was aged in moist condition under N,-environment for
0, 30 and 60 days at 20 and 40°C After ageing for appropriate periods, the metaladsorbed aged kaolinite slurry was dried at 40°C for 48 hours and ground to fine
powder The dried metal-adsorbed aged kaolinite powder was used for desorption
of heavy metal(s) with 0 01 M NaNO, (pH 6 0) as eluent. Desorption of all four
metals from kaolinite was characterized by an initial rapid step followed by a slower
desorption The desorption kinetics of all the studied metals were best described
by first- and second-order equations Desorption of heavy metals from kaolinite
decreased with ageing and increase in temperature in both the single- and multielement systems The decrease in the desorption of heavy metals due to ageing
and increase in temperature could be attributed to the processes like movement of
weakly bound metal ions to a more strongly bound phase (e.g., changes in the type
of surface complex), diffusion into micropores or intraparticle spaces. The desorbability of heavy metals from kaolinite followed the sequence of Cd > Zn > Cu > Pb
in both single- and multi-element systems The results of EXAFS spectroscopy of
the aged Cd- and Pb-adsorbed kaolinite samples suggested that average coordination number (CN) of Cd for the first oxygen shell was -6.7 for most samples and
the average distance between Cd and the first shell oxygen backscatterer was ~2 28
A. Whereas the average CN of Pb for the first ligand shell (O) was found to be ~1.8
and the average distance between Pb and O atoms was -2 3 A With ageing and
temperature, the CN of Cd for the first shell oxygen atoms increased while the CdO distance remained the same which suggests more water molecules being attached
to Cd, whereas CN of Pb for the first shell O atoms decreased and the CN for the
second shell O atoms increased The bond distance between the central absorber
Pb atom and neighbouring O atoms decreased with ageing and temperature The
coordination environments of Cd and Pb suggested that Cd forms an outer sphere
complex and Pb forms inner sphere complex
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R. P Larkin
Biological Amendments and Crop Rotations for Managing Soil Microbial
Communities and Soilborne Diseases of Potato.
R. P. Larkin. USDA-ARS. New England Plant. Soil, and Water Lab.
Active management of soil microbial communities is a promising approach to suppress soilborne diseases and improve crop productivity. The goal of this approach
is to manipulate, alter, or augment the microbial characteristics of the soil through
various management practices to provide disease suppression by increasing microbial activity, diversity, and antagonism toward pathogens. However, relatively
little is known regarding the specific populations, effects, interactions, and relationships among soil microorganisms that confer stable disease suppressiveness.
Because plants are primary drivers of soil microbial dynamics, rotation crops
and residue amendments (cover crops, green manures, etc ) dramatically affect
soil microbial communities and may be important components in establishing
and maintaining soil suppressiveness Biological amendments of various types,
including recognized biological control agents, diversified microbial inoculants
(mixtures of beneficial microorganisms, mycorrhizae, compost teas, etc.), and biostimulants (growth-enhancing plant extracts, enzymes, organic acids, and natural
compounds), may effectively introduce, augment, or stimulate soil populations
of plant-beneficial microorganisms Previous research established that different
crop rotations result in distinct differences in soil microbial community characteristics (SMCC) (1,2) that were associated with suppression of soilborne potato
diseases (2). and that some biocontrol agents could effectively reduce soilborne
diseases (3,4) In the current research, various biological amendments were evaluated, alone and in conjunction with different cropping systems, for their efficacy
in introducing beneficial microorganisms, affecting SMCC. and reducing soilborne
diseases of potato in greenhouse and field tests SMCC were assessed by microbial
populations, soil Substrate Utilization (SU), and Fatty Acid Methyl Ester (FAME)
profiles Most amendments successfully delivered microorganisms into the soil
in the short term, significantly altering SMCC to various degrees after 2 weeks
to 2 months, and some amendments maintained significant effects throughout the
field season Effects on soilborne diseases and tuber yield were variable, with some
microbial inoculants and a biostimulant producing no significant effects, whereas
arbuscular mycorrhizae, other microbial inoculants, and soil-applied compost tea
reduced certain soilborne diseases (black scurf and common scab) and increased
yield in some trials When used in different crop rotations, biological amendments
reduced disease and improved yield in some rotations, but not others. Amendments
were effective within specific barley rotations, but not in continuous potato Both
crop rotation and amendment treatments significantly affected SMCC, but rotation
effects were more extensive These results indicate that certain rotations were better
able to support the added beneficial organisms from amendments and enable more
effective biological control, and also that favorable crop rotations may be more
effective than amendments in manipulating or altering SMCC. Establishment and
persistence of amendment effects may depend on many factors, but an effective and
supportive crop rotation is apparently important.
K Inubushi
Frontiers of Plant Pathogenic Soil Microbiology in Japan—Toward Biological
Control of Soilborne Diseases -.
M. Hyakumachi. Faculty of Applied Biological Sciences. Gifu Univ; M. Kubota.
Faculty ofApplied Biological Sciences. Gifu Unrv: K. Inubushi. Chiba Univ.
In Japan, under the high growth of economy started in the end of 1950s, remarkable changes of the agricultural structure occurred and economically valuable
crops, especially vegetables, flowers and fruits were started to grow under especially intensive managements As a result, monoculture injuries mainly caused by
soilborne diseases became revealed The control of soilborne diseases of crops is
an urgent problem and many researchers are now seeking methods alleviating the
damage by the implementation of biological control As for the biological control
methods using antagonistic microorganisms, two ways have been proposed. One is
to multiply and activate functionally the microbial community existing in soil and
another is to inoculate a specific beneficial microorganism directly into soil for the
purpose of suppressing the disease occurrence. The whole entity of the microbial
community acts as a functional consortium Recently, attentions are being paid for
understanding the variable functions of soil microbial community and for managing the community towards the specified direction suppressing soil-borne diseases
This is mainly due to the gene technology developed in the recent years in which
soil microbial community could be studied using directly extracted DNA from soil
The technology is independent of the conventional culture-based method and could
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elucidate the relationship between the microbial community and the inhibitory factors for plant production such as monoculture injuries and soil-borne diseases However, to find out the realistic methods for enhancing the microbial antagonism and
utilizing their functions for disease control is still kept in the researcher's dream
So far many efficient biological control agents have been found from the research
of utilizing specific antagonistic microorganisms Some were even successful to
be commercialized as microbial fungicides. Plant-associated microbes give physiological and environmental advantages to their host plants. Nowadays, in Japan,
biological control using endophytic fungi, actinomycetes and bacteria, and their
mechanisms are extensively studied. When we move ahead with the 'integrated
Farm System", the significance of biological control is further compounded The
research utilizing specific antagonistic microorganisms follows the exploitation
of the microbial fungicides, which could be used at actual agricultural production
sites. Such microbial fungicides, however, are restricted to the use inside a closed
system It is necessary to compile many successful examples of biological control
not only in greenhouses but also in fields in order to receive much recognition as a
general technology of disease suppression by the agricultural producers.
80-3
860a
G. V. S. R Vadakattu
Rhizoctonia Control Through Management of Disease Suppressive Activity in
Soils.
D. K. Rogel, CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems; G. V. S. R. Vadakattu, CSIRO
Entomology.
Rhizoctonia solani Kuhn Ag 8 causes the bare patch disease in a number of agricultural crops including wheat in southern Australia. The phenomenon of disease suppressiveness to soil borne plant pathogens has been reported to occur worldwide
The level of disease suppressive activity in soils against fungal diseases such as
rhizoctonia bare patch is a function of the population, activity and composition of
the microbiota community. All soils have an inherent level of suppressive activity,
but this level can be significantly modified by management practices used within
a farming system. In a long-term farming system trial at Avon in South Australia,
disease suppression increased from a low to high level over a period of 5-10 years
following a change in management practices to intensive cropping, full stubble
retention, limited grazing and higher nutrient inputs to meet crop demand (Roget
1995) The increase in suppression provided complete control of the soil borne
diseases rhizoctonia bare patch and take-all. Soils with high levels of disease suppression have also been identified in commercial farms across SA and Victoria. The
management factors consistently related to soils with improved disease suppression
included intensive cropping, stubble retention, limited grazing, limited or no cultivation and above average yields (high water use efficiency). These management
practices increase biologically available carbon inputs and result in changes to the
composition and activity of the soil microbial community over time (Gupta and
Neate, 1999) These changes result in greater competition for soil resources that,
along with predation and inhibition of pathogens, lead to increased disease suppression. The aim of this paper is to report on (i) the dynamics of rhizoctonia disease
incidence in the long-term farming system experimental site and (ii) the levels of
disease suppressive activity as influenced by the management practices that include
herbicide sprays, crop removal and increased inorganic N levels in the surface soil
The long-term farming system trial started 1978 and is located at Avon, South Australia on a calcic Xerosol (pH 8 4) and receives an annual rainfall of 330mm In the
late 1990's herbicide resistant grass weeds had become such an issue that the plots
were sprayed out at anthesis, during 2000 to 2002 crop seasons, to limit seed set
Crops were harvested as normal during 2003 and 2004 seasons. Each year soils
samples were collected during the off-season and analysed for disease suppressive
activity using a lab-based bioassay (Roget et al 1999) and for mineral N levels in
the soil profile prior to sowing next crop. Disease incidence levels in the cereal
crop following anthesis spraying were monitored Pot based bioassay using surface (0-10cm) soil from the field experiment were also conducted to determine the
effect of mineral N levels on disease suppressive activity. Following the first year
of anthesis spraying a very low level of rhizoctonia (<1 disease rating on a I to 5
scale) was observed on the crop roots and was the first measurable level of disease
in the trial over 10 years. Following the second year of crop spraying, small patches
of rhizoctonia damage was observed. After the third year of spraying, the following
crop (2003) was severely affected by both rhizoctonia (disease rating 3) and takeall Results from pot bioassays using samples collected pre-sowing indicated the
loss of suppressive activity. In 2003 the level of mineral N in the topsoil at sowing
had reached 70 kg/ha but declined to a normal levels (10-15 kg / ha) after crops
were harvested in 2003 and 2004. A significant reduction in disease incidence was
observed in the 2004 and 2005 crops following the resumption of N export through
the crop harvest. Through out this period the DNA level of R solani (AG 8) in the
soil remained -60 pg/g These observations are supported by the results from pot
bioassays where addition of inorganic N along with simple carbon source (sucrose)
reduced the effectiveness of disease reduction when compared to C substrate alone
These results suggest that full suppressive activity was restored following re-establishment of C and N turnover processes that will prevent the accumulation of high
levels of mineral N during the non crop periods (i.e. summer and early autumn
periods) through crop harvesting, export of N and retention of cereal crop residues.
It appears that the underlying suppressive activity is not lost, but is not expressed
effectively in the presence of high mineral N levels.
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J. Borneman
Identifying Microorganisms Involved in Suppressing the Plant-Parasitic
Nematode lleterodera schachtii: Finding the Needles in the Haystack.
J. Borneman. O. Becker. R. Olatinwo, B. Yin, Unix of California.
A three-phased approach was used to identify fungi that suppress the plant-parasitic
nematode, Heterodera schachtii, in a southern Californian soil The first phase led
to the identification of fungal rRNA genes correlating with the suppressiveness.
Soils with various levels of suppressiveness were planted with mustard greens and
infested with H. schachtii juveniles. After two nematode generations, the abundance of Dactylella oviparasitica rRNA genes positively correlated with high levels of suppressiveness while the abundance of Fusarium oxysporum rRNA genes
positively correlated with minimal to moderate levels of suppressiveness. In phase
2, quantitative PCR analyses corroborated the population trends identified in phase
1 In phase 3, both fungi were added to fumigation-induced non-suppressive soil,
planted with Swiss chard and infested with H. schachtii juveniles. After two nematode generations, D. oviparasitica applications reduced the population densities of
H. schachtii eggs and juveniles to those in the suppressive soil and H. schachtii
cysts to levels lower than in the suppressive soil. While F. oxysporum applications
consistently reduced H. schachtii population densities compared to the non-suppressive soil, these levels were not significantly different. These results suggest that
D. oviparasitica plays a major role in the H. schachtii suppressiveness exhibited by
this soil. Subsequent experimentation demonstrated that D. oviparasitica applications could suppress H. schachtii populations in five different soil types D. oviparasitica applications were also able to produce H. schachtii suppressiveness in
field micropiot experiments. Overall, these data suggest that this general approach
could be useful for investigations of other suppressive soils as well as for studies
aimed at identifying microorganisms involved in other in situ functions
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3:30 PM G. M. Abdelgawad

Utilization of Brackish Saline Water in North Africa.

G. M. Abdelgawad, ACSAD.
Utilization of Brackish and Saline water in North Africa
Gilani M.Abdelgawadl, Mohamed. Hachicha2, Jamal Soiuci3 and Hassen Elgassier4 1 Arab Center for Studies of Arid Zones and Dry Lands (ACSAD) (league of
Arab states) -Syrian Arab republic.abdelgaw@scs-net.org 2 Institute of research
for rural engineering for forest, water and environment- Tunisia 3 Institute for desert agriculture development ministry of agriculture- Algeria 4 Libyan Agriculture
research center Tripoli - Libya. The Applied research program for Utilization of
Brackish and Saline water in North Africa was implemented during the years of
2001-2005 In Algeria, Tunisia and Libya The achievement of this program is as
follows: In Algeria, The water quality used for irrigation ranges in its ECiw between
5 5 and 15 dS/m and mainly it is sulfate type water. The studies carried out in three
provinces Biskra, Eloud, and Ouragla The irrigated crops are spices (Fenugreek,
Peppergrass, Coriander, Black Cumin, Green Cumin, Anise and Caraway) Barley,
Alfalfa, Sesbania aculeata, Apple, Grape, Fodder Oil Beet and Artichoke etc These
crops are cultivated in the farmer fields and in ITDAS experimental stations. Spices
cultivated in twenty farmer fields distributed in the major Agriculture areas in the
three mentioned above provinces In conclusion the spices, which gave good yield
even irrigated four years in the same plots with ECiw of 9.5 dS/m, are peppergrass,
coriander, fenugreek and anise These crops are recommended to the farmers Black
cumin, green cumin and caraway give good yield up to 5 5 dS/m ECiw The water
requirements of these spices crops are (11500-to 12500 m3/ha). The Barley irrigated
with 6.5 and 1 IdS/m water and fertilized with 30 tons/ha of sheep manures. Poultry
manures and Farm residuals. This thirty tons /ha are maintained at the cultivation
date of barley for each year. Poultry manure gave the highest yield of 40 tons/ha
as green fodder compared with 29 and 32 tons /ha, for sheep and farm residuals
respectively The Addition of sheep Organic manures played an excellent rule of
decreasing the effect of salinity on plant growth as example Effect of sheep manure
on Alfalfa yield. Alfalfa variety oasis are cultivated in three farmer fields in Eloud
provinces fertilized with 40 tons/ha sheep manures for three years irrigated with
water having ECiw of 6.5 dS/m The average yield is 284 tons/ha by the program
practices compared to 200 tons/ha with the farmer practices The farmer made a
profit of 3500 Dollars/ha / year compared with his practices only 2246 dollars /ha
/year. The crop Sesbania aculeata is legume crop very tolerant to salinity introduced
as soil amendments as well as a source of fodder in the farmer fields This crop
irrigated with water having 12 dS/m. The best date of seeding is early June and the
best seeding rate is 60 kg/ha The average yield is 30.1 tons/ha as green fodder. In
Tunisia The program implemented in Mahdia and Kairuan provinces. The crops
cultivated are Potato, Pepper and barley supplementary irrigated with saline water
The EC of irrigation water ranges between 6.5 and 9.3 dS/m and as high as 10 3
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dS/m The irrigation systems are flood and drip irrigation. The water requirements
of barley is 5000 m3/ha with rainfall contribution 30% The grain yield achieved
was 3 1 tons/ha The profit made by the farmers according to the project practice
is 540 $/ha yearly but with the farmer practices it is 300 $ Pepper crop: Two pepper varieties are cultivated in the farmers' fields these varieties are Baklouti and
Kacham a loussif both of them are local varieties The ECiw of the irrigation water
ranges from 6 5 to 10 3 dS/m The water requirement in Mahdia farmers' fields
by drip irrigation is 5290 m3 /ha but with furrow irrigation it is 9000 m3/ha The
water requirement of pepper crop in the farmers' fields of Kairouan provinces by
using Furrow is as high as 16000 m3/ha The pepper yield according to agriculture
practices of the project in the farmers' fields in Mahdia is 28.4 tons/ha. However,
by the farmer practices, the yield is 17.5 tons/ha For Kairouan farmers the yield
is 7 1 tons/ha according to the farmers' practices and 12.3 tons/ha according to
project practices The profit of pepper cultivation by farmers is ranging between
2110-3700 $/ha Potato crop: Two varieties of potato crop are cultivated in both in
Mahdia and (Kairouan province). The varieties are Spunta and Nicola, supplementary irrigated with water having EC of 5 8 to l0.3dS/m The total water requirement
ranges between 3465- 3974 m3/ha the yield ranges between 13 4 to 29 I tons/ha for
Spunta variety in Mahdia For Nicola variety, the yield ranges 12.1- 35.1 tons/ha
depends on the farmer A note worth to mention that the rainfall contributes to the
water requirement is 40%. In Libya, The irrigation with saline water is mainly
used as supplementary irrigation for barley in the farmers' fields and for irrigation
alternatively of Alfalfa crop between low saline water and high saline water The
EC of low saline water ranges between 2 5 and 3.5 dS/m and the high saline water
ranges (6.5 to 13 6 dS/m). The use of saline water as supplement irrigation disseminated to 24 farmers in Misrata province. The average water requirements for
three years for ACSAD barley variety 176 is 2880 to 5393 m3/ha The amount of
saline water added is ranging between 67.8 to 21.5 %, for the low saline water the
amount added is ranging from zero to 39% and the contribution of rainfall for the
total water requirements ranges between 65 to 21%. The average profit made by
each farmer is 1200 $ / year /ha
This programme is partially financed by International Fund for Agricultural Development (I FAD)

and residual sodium carbonate 0-8.6 meq/litre Results of a case study in Kurukshetra district of Haryana showed that use of domestic sewage for irrigation in
various proportions improved the organic matter to 1.24 — 1 78% and fertility status
of soils especially up to a distance of 1 km along the disposal channel Build up of
total N was up to 2908 kg/ha, available P (58 kg/ha), total P (2115 ka/ha). available
K (305 kg/ha) and total K(4712 kg/ha) in surface 0-15 cm soil layer Vertical distribution of these parameters was also varied, with most accumulations occurring in
surface 0-30 cm. Traces of NO,-N (up to 2 8 mg/l), Pb (up to 0 35 mg/l)and Mn (up
to 0.23 mg/l) could also be observed in well waters near the disposal point, which
indicated initiation of ground water contamination Heavy metal contents in crops
sampled from the area were below the permissible limits Another case study was
conducted at Panipat, an industrial town which disposes its treated effluents from
sewage treatment plants of 10 mid capacity in a drain that also carries effluents
from a number of dye houses situated along the drain The analysis of effluents
being discharged by dye houses showed their COD and TDS to average 310 and
3920 mg/l, respectively The treated sewage had COD and TDS of 428 and 1470
mg/l that on mixing with effluent from dye houses acquired the values of 245 and
1780 mg/l respectively. Most of the heavy metals were within the permissible lim its
for irrigation purposes except for Pb (0 24 ug/l) The effluent is ultimately let in to
the village pond, the water of which showed the COD and TDS values to be 428
and 1470 mg/l Contamination of water samples collected from the existing hand
pumps and tube wells along the village pond and ground water, became obvious
from their analysis COD and TDS of water samples from hand pumps were 264
and 1190 mg/l where as in tube well water, these values were 151 and 900 mg/l.
Though the ground water contamination seemed to decrease with distance from the
pond but COD, TDS and BOD values continued to be quite high in water samples
drawn from hand pumps (~60m deep) down to a distance of 500m from disposal
pond. N03-N concentration in tube well waters also declined from 6.3 ppm at 10m
to 1.75 ppm at 200m away from pond. However, the major cause of concern in
these waters was Pb that varied between Oil to 0 45ppm From the above studies, it was concluded that although the sewage sludge and sewage water samples
had very high amount of major nutrients (N,P,K) and micro nutrients but presence
of heavy metals such as Pb, Ni and Cd in plants and ground waters is a matter of
concern and indicated the need for continuous monitoring.

81-2
4:00 PM S. K. Dubey
Agricultural Uses of Sewage Sludge and Water and their Impact on Soil Water
and Environmental Health in llaryana, India.
•S. K. Dubey. Water Technology Centre: R. K. Yadav. National Bureau ofSoil Survey
and Land Use Planning; P. K. Joshi, Central Soil Salinity Research Institute; R. K.
Chaturvedi. Central Soil Salinity Research Institute: B. Goyel. Central Soil Salinity
Research Institute; R. Yadav. Central Soil Salinity Research Institute: P. S. Minhas.
Central Soil Salinity Research Institute.

81-3
4:20 PM G. M Panaullah
Arsenic in Soil and Its Effect on the Growth of Rice at a High-Arsenic Site in
Bangladesh.
G. M. Panaullah. CIMMYT Office in Bangladesh: T. Alant. CIMMYT Office in
Bangladesh: J. M. Duxhury. Cornell Univ: R. II. Loeppert. Texas A & M Univ; C.
A. Meisner. IFDC; J. G. Lauren. Cornell Univ; S. R. Waddington. CIMMYT Office
in Bangladesh

Large scale urbanization, a consiquence of economic development is leading to
production of huge quantities of effluents in India and posing serious environmental problems for their disposal Sewage sludge (bio solids) generation in India is
also increasing at a faster rate as more and more waste water treatment facilities
with enhanced efficiencies are being developed It is bound to increase further as a
result of continuous by expanding collection systems and their treatment in already
existing treatment plants Sewage sludge and effluents are frequently disposed off
on agricultural lands for irrigation/manures purposes that create both opportunities
and problems Opportunities exist as sewage sludge and effluents from municipal
origin are rich in organic matter and also contain appreciable amounts of major
and micronutrients Therefore continuous use of sewage sludge and sewage irrigation reduces the nutrient requirement of the soil considerably Problems exist
because sewage sludge and effluents may contain high amount of heavy metals,
which may limit their long term use in agriculture because of phyto-toxicity and
environmental deterioration A state level survey was conducted to evaluate the
impact of sewage sludge and water on soil water and environmental health in Haryana Sewage sludge and water samples were collected from all treatment plants
and disposal sites available in the various districts Sludge samples were analysed
for pHs, ECe, available nutrients (NPK), total nutrients (NPK) and heavy metal
contents such as Pb, Ni, Cr, Cd, Hg and As following standard procedures. The
effluent samples were analysed for EC, pH, DO, BOD, COD, TDS, cations (Ca2 ,
Mg- , Na , K ), anions (Cl, HCO,, CO, 2 , NO,"), NH4-N and P, micronutrients (Zn,
Fe and Cu), heavy metals (Cd, Cr, B, Ni and Pb,pathogens (Eschericha coli. Fecal
coli. Straplococcus. Salmonella and Shigella), bacteria and fungi using standard
media and procedures Two case studies were also conducted to compare the spatial
distribution of N, P, K and other micro nutrients and toxic elements in the top 0.6
m of alluvial soils along with their associated effects on composition of crops and
ground waters. Results of sewage sludge analysis showed that the major nutrients
were present in very high concentrations and ranges e.g., available N (0 46-0 63%),
P (0.0044-0.0060%), K (0.029-0.041%) and total N (I 54-1.92%), P(0.61-0.92%),
K (0.35-043%). Similarly, heavy metals Pb (26-154 ppm), Ni (12-596 ppm), Cr
(66-1098 ppm), Cd (2-9 ppm), Hg (7-32 ppm) and As (8-23 ppm) were also present
The total volume of sewage water disposed (485 million litres/day) had a potential
for supplemental irrigation to a land area of more then 16000 ha/annum in periurbun areas It created a nutrient potential of 8100, 1200 and 11000 tonnes in terms
of NPK ft also contained micronutrients like Zn, Fe and Cu in sufficient amounts
Most of the sewage waters were rated suitable for irrigation as they were having
electrical conductivity 0.9-3 2 dS/m, sodium adsorption ratio 1.4-6.2 (mmol/litre)'"

Arsenic contamination of the irrigation water-soil system is emerging as a big problem in Bangladesh threatening agricultural production, food quality and ultimately
the health and well being of many millions of people Elevated levels of As in soils
and crops, especially rice, the staple food crop have been reported from different
parts of the country This has been, due, partly, to the use of high-As groundwater
pumped out by shallow tube wells (STW). High As in rice grain can become a
public health hazard There is another potential risk, that of As affecting rice growth
and yield, undesirable for Bangladesh with a high demand for rice However, to
date, little information on the growth retardation or yield loss of rice in farmers'
fields in the As-affected areas of Bangladesh is available We looked for indications of this in a high-As STW command area through a simple experiment in
the wet season rice growing period, June to November, 2005 A 3-ha STW (32 m
deep) command area in Paranpur of the As-affected district of Faridpur in central
Bangladesh was the experimental location Experimental plots, 4mx4m in size, in
10 fields across the command area with total soil As ranging from 15 to 57 mg/kg
were set up Transplanting with 25-30 days old rice seedlings)variety BR 11) was
done during 25-28 June Soil samples at four different depths up to 60 cm at 15-cm
intervals from the top were collected at the start of the experiment and analyzed for
total, oxalate and dithionite extractable As, Fe and Mn Arsenic was determined by
the HG-AAS procedure and Fe and Mn in AAS The collection of other data was
scheduled to match the critical growth stages of the rice crop, i.e., mid-August
(active tillering stage, AT), mid- September (panicle primordia initiation stage, PI),
and mid-November (maturity). Soil pore-water was collected in mid-August when
the soil was saturated with rainwater, and analyzed for As, Fe, Mn and P Porewater sampling could not be done later on as the soil started drying with the fast
decreasing rainfall At the AT and PI stages, agronomic data, such as, plant height,
tiller no per plant, root and shoot dry matter yields were taken The crop was harvested on November 17, within a 5 sq m area per plot Plant samples were taken for
determining As in the roots, shoots, straw and grains. At the early stages of growth,
the rice plants were very visibly poor in the high As plots The pore-water As content ranged from 54 to 973 ug/L, which correlated well with the total soil As Porewater As appeared to be a good indicator of plant growth at the early stages, affecting all the plant growth parameters measured and also As uptake by the rice plants
However, as the soil started drying, we noticed the crop recovering, faster in fields
on the higher positions of the command area landscape We noticed a large, consistent decrease in the total soil As content with soil depth, indicating that As was
not very downwardly mobile. The water regime, and by implication, soil reduction
and associated mobility of As and its availability to the plants could be important
factors regulating As uptake and its impact on plant growth Soil As seemed to have
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no consistent effect on rice yield. However, although the crop recovered outwardly,
maturity was greatly delayed in the high-As plots. About 40-50% of the grains in
the high-As plots remained green, at the milk stage. Generally, grain yield was
very poor, only 2.0-2.5 t/ha (rough rice), which was much less than about 4.0-5.0
t/ha that BRII yields in a normal soil-water setting. This low yield was suspected
to be due to the relatively high As in the soil across the command area. We hope to
get a clearer answer to the question of whether As reduces rice yield through our
planned study at the same site in the coming irrigated winter rice, when the soil will
remain flooded with irrigation water throughout the growing season and the effect
of uneven soil drying will be eliminated.

81-5
5:00 PM B Lowery
Improving Water and Nitrogen Use Efficiency in Potato Production in Sandy
Soil Using Surfactant.
B. Lowery, P. E. Speth. K. A. Kelling. Dept of Soil Science. Univ of WisconsinMadison.

Late growing season development of hydrophobic properties of sandy soils has
resulted in preferential flow of water and excessive nitrate leaching with potato
production on sand plains of Wisconsin, USA. Groundwater in these sand plains is
within several meters of the soil surface. The problem of nitrate leaching is serious
with respect to the environment as nitrate has been linked to the dead zone in the
Gulf of Mexico. Under potato production in Wisconsin, nitrogen is band-applied
81-4
4:40 PM S. Grattan
to the shoulder of the row in an effort to reduce nitrate leaching as this is a location
Can Broccoli Tolerate Higher Concentrations of Boron under Saline
where it is believed that less water infiltrates. However, we discovered that in sandy
Conditions?.
soils with potato production the center of the row, where most of the potato plant
roots are located, becomes hydrophobic midway through the growing season causS. Grattan, Univ of California, Davis: C. Grieve, US Salinity Laboratory: T. E.
Smith. Univ of California, Davis: A. Lauchli. Univ of California. Davis: J. A. Poss, ing preferential flow of water through the shoulders of the row resulting in excessive nitrate leaching. Following this discovery a wetting agent was applied to the
US Salinity Laboratory: D. Suarez, US Salinity Laboratory.
center of the potato row resulting in an increase in soil water content in the center of
Reuse of saline drainage water is a management option that is necessary for reducthe row by as much as 50% following irrigation or rainfall events. This increase in
ing the volume of drainage water produced on the west side of California's San
water content continued throughout the growing season although the surfactant was
Joaquin Valley (SJV) A potential limitation in implementing a drainage water
only applied at planting or at the time of plant emergence. By improving water use
reuse system is determining the extent by which boron, a naturally occurring eleefficiency there was as much as 35% reduction in the peak soil nitrate nitrogen conment in the drainage water, affects the selection, growth and yield of crops in the
centration at 1-m depth. In general there were greater yields and greater reductions
reuse system. Boron is a concern for several reasons First, boron is an element
of nitrate leaching when the surfactant was applied at plant emergence compared
that is essential for crops but has a small concentration window between that what
to applications at planting. Surfactant treated plots had greater yield in 2003 and
is considered deficient and that which is potentially toxic. Second, it has a higher
similar yield in 2004 and 2005 as the control.
affinity to the soil than common salts requiring much more water to reclaim soil
B to pre-existing levels than it does to reduce the salinity to pre-salinization levels Furthermore, the B concentration in San Joaquin Valley drainage water varSESSION NUMBER 82
ies widely but in nearly all cases, it far exceeds levels that would result in toxic
conditions based on B-tolerance guidelines Greenhouse studies using an elaborate
sand tank system at the USDA-ARS, George E. Brown, Jr. Salinity Laboratory
Thursday, 13 July 2006
are underway to evaluate B tolerance particularly in relation to salinity and pH of
the soil environment. The experiments were designed to determine the interactive
4.1 B Role of Organic Matter for Soil Properties and
effects of salinity, pH, and boron on broccoli performance including growth, yield,
injury, and ion relations. Broccoli (Brassica oleracea L., botrytis group, cv Seminis
Consequences for Environmental Functions—Oral
PX5I1018) was selected because it is a crop common to the Westside of the SJV
and is known to be moderately sensitive to salinity and moderately sensitive to B
Room 113AB, First Floor (Convention Center)
in non-saline systems. In one study, the irrigation treatments consisted of three
salinity levels representing non-saline (1.5 dS/m), moderately saline (HdS/m) and
saline (18 dS/m) conditions At each salinity, the composition was either chloride
82-1
3:30 PM M. Wander
dominated or sulfate dominated The pH of the solutions was maintained between
Selecting and Using SOM Fractions to Assess Soil Function.
(5 7 and 6 7) using additions of sulfuric acid. Results from this study indicate that
M. Wander. Univ of Illinois.
both Cl-based salts and those characteristic of shallow saline drainage water (i.e. a
mixture of salts dominated by sodium sulfate) showed a significant salinity-boron
Human, Humility, and Humor are all derived from the same common Indo-Eurointeraction At high salinity, increased B concentration was less detrimental, both
pean root, ghöm, which means humus in English. This connection between Soil
visually and quantitatively (i.e. biomass), than it was at low salinity. That is, plants
Organic Matter (SOM) and human well being has long been appreciated. A biblicould tolerate a higher solution B-concentration at higher salinity. However there
cal scholar has suggested that God used fertile soil, which is adamah in Hebrew,
was no significant difference between salt types. Regardless of the composition of
to form the human creature and named him adam in order to make him humble.
the salinizing solution, increased salinity increased shoot B concentration when B
Despite our long appreciation for the importance of SOM in arable soils we have
concentrations in the solution were relatively low (i.e. 0.5 mg/L). At the highest
not yet developed a shared strategy for it's characterization and optimal managesolution B concentration (28 mg/L), increased salinity reduced shoot B concenment. This is in part a reflection of the fact that SOM, which is highly complex
tration Solution B in itself had very little influence on shoot ion accumulation
and heterogeneous in nature, performs multiple functions in soil Current studies
but both salinity (i.e. EC) and salinity composition had very strong influences on
focus less on classical humic fractions, which are recovered by base extraction,
shoot tissue ion composition. Cumulative water use of broccoli was evaluated in
because they have not proven to be particularly useful guides to adaptive managerelation to the various treatments Cumulative ET was, for the most part, directly
ment or contributed notably to our understanding of either SOM dynamics or soil
related to cumulative biomass; the higher the cumulative biomass the higher the
quality Fractionation strategies no longer put a premium on efficiently of recovery
cumulative ET (data not shown) Stable isotopic ratios of oxygen in the solution
and instead seek to recover components of known function. Successful efforts will
were used to separate evaporation and transpiration. With these estimates, we were
identify consistently defined and derived SOM fractions that are know to affect
able to provide insight into whether B uptake is truly passive with the transpirasoil's productive capacity, its ability to transform and store matter and energy, and
tion stream as many have suggested in the literature or whether the plant is able
its capacity to regulate water and air movement. The application of SOM meato regulate the amount of B it absorbs and transports to the shoot. In no treatment
sures to improve soil management and function will be aided by efforts to standid shoot B accumulate to a level predicted based on transpiration volume times
dardize the methods used to recover components and articulate the criteria used to
solution B-concentration. Plants treated with low B contained the largest percent of
interpret results. The characteristics of individual SOM fractions can vary with the
B uptake (10-60%), expressed relative to predicted passive uptake. Salinity treattechniques used to isolate them and/or the experimental context. Experimentalists
ments, regardless of composition, represented the higher percentage range. On the
frequently exploit this sensitivity to method or soil type to optimize recovery of
other hand, plants treated with high B (14 or 28 mg/L) only accumulated 1-2%
selected components or to support particular applications. This is not a problem
ofthat predicted if uptake and accumulation were truly passive. Therefore, under
when the rationale behind such choices is shared. In an effort to facilitate use of
conditions of high external B, the amount of B that is absorbed and/or transported
commonly studied SOM fractions, I have grouped them according to their typical
to shoots of broccoli (and perhaps other species) is controlled by some unknown
kinetics and classified them with respect to their physical, chemical or biological
mechanism, afindingthat deserves further investigation Another study is currently
function in soils. Organic matter of recent origin is most closely associated with
underway to investigate the influence of pH (6.0 and 8.0) on salinity—B interacbiological activity in soils while materials of recent and intermediate age contribtions. pH was included as a treatment because of its influence on B uptake by plants
ute notably to soil's physical status. Materials with longer-residence times typiand that SJV soils generally are slightly basic in nature. Preliminary observations
cally comprise the largest reservoirs in soils and exert the greatest infl uence on the
indicate that broccoli performs better in slightly acidic conditions rather than under
physico-chemical reactivity of soils. Many organic matter fractions, for example,
slightly basic conditions. Similar to what was observed in the previous study, plants
amino acids, amino sugars and particulate organic matter (POM) fractions have
at low salinity and high boron are currently showing symptoms where older leaves
mixed origin; this, as well as their physical status in soils, can result in these fraccup upward in succession. Leaf and stem tissue with be analyzed for key elements
tions performing more than one function All three of the fractions noted above can
at the end of the study
provide insight into biologically-active, physically-active and passive SOM pools
Selected examples of SOM fraction isolation, assessment and application will be
given to highlight advances in the field and encourage more widespread use of
SOM measures to inform soil management.
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4:00 PM A. Franzluebbers
Depth Distribution of Soil Organic Matter and its Consequences on Soil
Properties and Crop Productivity.
A. Franzluebbers, USDA-ARS.
Soil organic matter is a key component of soil quality that sustains many key soil
functions by providing the energy, substrates, and biological diversity to support
biological activity, which affects aggregation (important for habitat space, oxygen
supply, and preventing soil erosion), infiltration (important for leaching, runoff, and
crop water uptake), and decomposition (important for nutrient cycling). The lack of
residue cover and exposure of soil to high-intensity rainfall results in poor aggregation, reduced plant water availability, erosion, and off-site impacts of sedimentation and loss of soil nutrients to receiving water bodies It is hypothesized that the
degree of stratification of soil organic C and N pools with soil depth, expressed
as a ratio, could indicate soil quality or soil ecosystem functioning (important to
crop productivity) Stratification ratios would allow a wide diversity of soils to be
compared on the same assessment scale because of an internal normalization procedure that accounts for inherent soil differences Soil organic C and N fractions
(i.e., total, particulate, aggregate-associated, microbial biomass, and mineralizable)
were determined in a Typic Kanhapludult under two cropping systems using inversion- and no-tillage management Relationships of soil C and N fractions to other
soil properties and to crop yield will be discussed.

/.. Brussaard. Wageningen Univ and Research Centre. Dept. Soil Quality; M.
Pulleman. CIMMYT; A. Mando, IFDC; E. Ouédraogo. Albert Schweitzer Centre
for Ecology (CEAS); J. W. Six, Dept of Plant Sciences.
Over the last four decades soil ecologists have made tremendous progress in
describing, understanding and quantifying the overwhelming complexity of biological, biophysical and biochemical interactions in soil These interactions shape
the soil as a habitat for the soil food web and the vegetation and, thereby, as a
regulator of the two main life-supporting processes on Planet Earth: production
and decomposition Changes in decomposition and production processes are governed by (human-induced) changes in the amounts and quality of organic residues
and fertilizers entering the soil, changes in the physical environment and, indeed,
changes in the soil biota Hence, decomposition and production processes cannot
be manipulated without explicitly addressing the composition and activity of the
soil food web.
Using a conceptual model, we argue that quantitative understanding of biophysical interactions, in particular those between soil macrofauna and soil structure, are
paramount to understanding biological and biochemical interactions in soil and the
transmission of water and nutrients to plants The need to increase the efficiency of
crop production worldwide, and to reverse soil degradation, will set the agenda for
soil ecologists in the near future Keywords: soil structure, soil fauna, food web,
ecosystem engineer, carbon, water use efficiency, nutrient use efficiency

82-3
4:20 PM A. Nemes
Influence of Organic Matter on the Estimation of Saturated Hydraulic
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Conductivity.

A. Nemes. Univ of California Riverside: W. J. Rawls. USDA-ARS Hydrology and
Remote Sensing Laboratory; Y. A. Pachepsky. USDA/ARS/BA/ANRI/ESML.
Estimation of soil hydraulic properties by pedotransfer functions (PTFs) can be
used in many applications. Some of existing PTFs estimate saturated hydraulic
conductivity (Ks) of the soil, using organic matter (OM) content as one of the input
variables. Several authors have shown an increase in Ks with increasing OM content, a soil property that presumably improves soil structure. We used three popular
PTFs to examine the relationship between OM content and Ks We also used data
originating from the US, Hungary and the European HYPRES database, to develop
additional PTFs with the Group Method of Data Handling. It appears that existing
PTFs negatively correlate Ks with OM content for some soils We found indications
of negative relationship between OM content and Ks with the newly developed
PTFs both for directly estimated Ks, and for Ks estimated via the effective porosity
of the soil, using a generalized Kozeny-Carman approach. It is not straightforward
to define the exact range of soils with the inverse relationship between OM and Ks
The range appeared to be data set dependent, but it was extensive within the valid
input range of each PTF.
82-4
4:40 PM L M. Condron
I and-use change and soil fertility: a New Zealand perspective.
L. M. Condron, Lincoln Univ.
This presentation provides an overview and commentary on specific issues relating
to the effects and implications of recent and ongoing large-scale changes in landuse in New Zealand on soil fertility and soil quality This will contrast changes in
soil fertility and quality that occurred as a consequence of afforestation of large
areas of hill and high country grassland during the 1980s and 1990s with more
recent conversion of land from plantation forestry to grassland Results from
a number of paired-site comparison studies have revealed that establishment of
short-rotation plantation forests on land developed under improved grassland consistently resulted in significant decreases in topsoil organic matter and associated
nutrients (nitrogen, sulphur, phosphorus) with concomitant increases in levels of
plant-available nutrients This occurred despite increased soil acidity under trees
compared with grassland, and indicated an overall improvement in soil fertility
which was mainly attributed to mineralization of organic nutrients accumulated in
soil under fertilised grazed pasture. This in turn reflected dramatic changes in the
amounts, forms and spatial and temporal distribution of organic matter and nutrient
returns under forestry compared with grazed pasture, and associated shifts in the
composition and activities of soil fauna, including mycorrhizas. In recent years, the
improved viability of pastoral farming and continued decreases in returns from forestry have resulted in a marked decline in new forest plantings and the conversion
of land-use from forestry to grazed pasture Conversion from established forest to
sustainable productive grassland presents a number of challenges with respect to
soil fertility and quality. These include dealing with the consequences of ongoing
decomposition of large quantities of woody debris in the soil on nutrient availability (principally nitrogen), together with assessment and management of lime and
fertiliser inputs
82-5
5:00 PM L. Brussaard
Managing soil macrofauna for better soil structure and enhanced water and
nutrient use efficiencies in agro-ecosystems.
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LD Soil Degradation: Processes, Control, and Politics—
Theater
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 2, Second Floor (Convention Center)
83-1
3103a
L Verchout
Spectral Classification of Soil Degradation in Tropical Watersheds: Case
Study in Kenya and Rwanda.
A. Mukuralinda. ISAR: T. Omuto. Univ of Nairobi; L. Verchout. World Agroforestry
Center; K. Shepherd. World Agrofrestry Center.
In the tropical watersheds, soil degradation is a major constraint limiting agricultural productivity and eventual contribution to food insecurity Particularly in
Eastern and Central Africa, the increasing soil degradation is evident in the rising
decline in agricultural productivity even to areas that were originally perceived
as high potential The current conventional approach of assessing soil productive
decline is however limited in both cost and technological capacity to characterize
large areas in a way that can permit comparison over time. This study tested the
application of infrared spectroscopy in rapid analysis and classification of numerous soil samples according to their degradation status The soils, which were drawn
from multiple points in two watersheds in eastern Kenya and southern Rwanda,
were tested for their physical constraints (using hydrologie properties) and chemical constraints (using fertility indicators) Point-measurement of the soil properties
were calibrated with soil spectral reflectance for rapid analysis and prediction of
other samples in the watersheds A soil quality index was developed as a distance
measure in spectral data space of soil spectra compared to sediment spectra This
index displayed distinctly different soil chemical and physical properties and was
used to develop a classification model for the prediction of future samples into their
degradation classes. The soil quality index developed can provide a basis for rapid
and cost -effective identification of land degradation hot-spots and as early warning indicators to assist land managers in targeting management interventions
83-2
3103b
F. O Gallardo
The Application of Pulp Industry Sludge to Two Degraded Soils of the IX
Region and Its Impact to Some Physical Properties of the Soil.
F. O. Gallardo. Univ de La Frontera.
The pulp fabrication process generates large quantities of solid residues (sludge),
that accumulate inside the industry, which provokes economic and environmental
concern There has been an interest of discovering reutilization options and therefore to diminish the volume of these residues A great part of the Organic Matter
(OM) from chemical and microbiological sources concentrates in the residues The
content and characteristics of the residue are responsible of the major part of the
physical processes of the soil. Poor agronomic management and natural processes
such as erosion can cause degradation of volcanic soils, that has decreased the content and the quality of the soil organic matter The research was conducted with an
experimental design of completely random treatments (II) involving four levels of
residue in Gorbea and Collipulli soils and three controls (Temuco. Gorbea and Collipulli soils) with three repetitions It also included five steps of evaluation (0, 15,
30. 45, 60 days) for each soil. The degraded soils derived from volcanic ash were
applied with the residue and subsequently the effects of the application to the physical properties of the soil were evaluated characterizing first the physical aspects of
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the residue (humidity) and secondly of the degraded soils (Gorbea, Collipulli and
Temuco): humidity, soil water holding capacity, density bulk, density real, porosity,
stability of aggregates and texture These evaluated parameters increased with the
applied dose of residue (0,15, 20, 30 and 50 Mg ha'1) in the Gorbea soil. The first
sample was drawn after 15 days of stabilization of the soil-residue-mixture. In the
first sample, the stability of aggregates, without application of the residue, was 58.4
% and with the 50 Mg ha ' dose was 82.5 % presenting a significant variation. The
evaluation periods did not show any significant variation, the stability of aggregates
increased to 84 9 % using the same dose at day 30 In addition, the parameters of
the Collipulli soil were not found to have significant effect due to the poor quality
of its structure Despite that the majority of the analyzed parameters of the evaluated soils, Gorbea, Collipulli and Temuco, were not found to be significant, they
still increased with the applied residue This indicates that the residues benefit these
soils by increasing the organic matter. In addition, it can be concluded that the
residue of the cellulose is an alternative remediation method for degraded soils,
improving the physical properties over time and permitting a better cultivation of
plants. However, it is important to control the methods, the application time and the
properties of the residue and soil
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Influence of Nutrient Rich Organic Wastes Application to Degraded Land on
Soil Properties and Establishment of Forest Tree Species.
R. G V. Prabhakara, Dept. of Soil Science: S. CA.. Dept. of Soil Science; N. M.S..
Dept. of Soil Science; V. B.C. Dept. of Soil Science.
With the result of over exploitation, productive lands have rendered them in to unproductive degraded lands characterized with high gravelliness, dominated with
courser fragments and depleted with plant nutrients These lands require external
supply of nutrients on a continuous basis for successful establishment vegetation.
On the other hand, the uncontrolled urbanization and industrial expansion are leading to serious environmental problems through generating large quantity of organic
wastes (sludges) characterized with high organic matter and plant nutrients. High
nutrient contents in organic wastes provide an opportunity to utilize them as nutrient sources in wasteland reclamation By keeping this in view, an attempt has been
made to utilize nutrient rich industrial and domestic organic wastes for effective
reclamation of degraded land through afforestaion in Eastern dry zone of Karnataka, India Organic wastes from sugar mill, paper mill, distillery industry and
municipal sludge were chosen along with Farm Yard Manure (FYM) as a control.
Organic wastes were analyzed for their nutrient and heavy metal contents before
application The organic wastes were applied at 1 and 2 % on soil weight basis,
'free species such as Pterocarpus marsupium, Melia dubia, Azadirachta indica,
Pongamia pinnata and Holoptelea integrifolia were planted The growth parameters such as plant height, collar diameter were monitored at 3 months interval for
2 years The soil samples were collected and analyzed at different interval The
organic wastes nutrient content varied with their types and also with their treatment
processes. Organic carbon content ranged from 20-46 % and nutrient contents were
N - 0.37 to 1.69 %, P - 0.17 to 1.64 % and K - 0 10 to 0.73 %. Nitrogen and phosphorus content was substantially high in sugar industry waste while, phosphorus,
potassium, sulphur and calcium contents were higher in distillery sludge. Heavy
metal contamination was recorded only in municipal and paper industry wastes.
Plants growth significantly varied with organic wastes and their levels. The growth
was influenced by the wastes in the order of Distillery sludge > Municipal sludge >
Sugar mill sludge > FYM> Paper mill siudge> Control In general, wastes applications at 2 % recorded higher growth compared to that of lower level. Soil nutrient
status was very much influenced by the organic wastes type and their levels and no
significant differences were found across species. There was substantial increase
in soil organic-C, N, P205, K20, Ca, S etc in municipal sludge, distillery sludge
and sugar mill sludge treated plots Slight increase in physical parameters was also
observed over the sludge addition and there was a slight variation over seasons.
Heavy metals were observed in municipal and paper mill sludge at higher levels
and they were below the permissible limits. These results clearly suggest that the
sewage sludge and agro-industries wastes can be effectively and efficiently used
for wasteland reclamation.
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J G.Davis
Manure: Healer of the Land.
J. C Davis. Colorado State Univ.
Soil degradation is a worldwide problem of considerable importance A recent
report from the International Food Policy Research Institute stated that 40% of the
world's farmland is seriously degraded Sources of this degradation include soil
erosion, loss of organic matter, soil hardening, chemical contamination, nutrient
depletion, and excess salinity Most of these soil degradation problems can be lessened with manure application In addition to being a source of nutrients for crops,
manure application can increase soil organic matter levels; improve soil structure,
water retention, drainage, and aeration; enhance the biological activity and diversity in soil; and increase crop yields. Potential manure uses in land reclamation
include restoration of eroded land and sodic soils, and reclamation of contaminated
soils or burnt soils This paper will present a literature review including case studies from around the world In each type of remediation, manure utilization will be
evaluated using two criteria, impact on soil quality and on crop yield
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Manure application to eroded soils has been shown to improve soil physical properties such as aggregate stability, bulk density, organic matter content, infiltration,
water retention, and water holding capacity. Other studies have shown increased
crop yield following manuring of eroded land (Hays, Obi, and Ebo used manure
to remediate a severely degraded, in Nigeria. They documented improvements in
soil physical properties and in maize yields and showed significant correlations
between soil organic matter and porosity, water retention, water holding capacity, and yield Drainage and irrigation alone have been shown to be ineffective in
reclaiming sodic soils . Manure applications to sodic soils (especially in combination with S) have been shown to reduce soil pH, increase Ca availability, decrease
Sodium Adsorption Ratio, and improve soil structure Case studies from India will
be used to evaluate the impact of manure application to sodic soils on the yields of
rice, wheat, and sugarcane. There are many types of soil contamination. Manure
has been shown to be beneficial in speeding degradation of organic compounds in
soils For example, petroleum hydrocarbons and pentachlorophenol used in wood
preservation degrade more quickly in manure-amended soils. Use of manure in
reclamation of metal-contaminated soils such as mine wastes and radionuclidepolluted soils will also be discussed. There has been limited research on the use of
manure to reclaim burnt soils after a wildfire. Castro and others demonstrated the
potential for manure to restore burnt soils in a greenhouse study. Meyerand others
showed that biosolids increased plant cover, reduced the percentage of bare ground,
and reduced erosion from a forest fire recovery area Similar benefits would be
expected from manure application to burnt soils Conclusions will be drawn regarding under what conditions manure application is likely to be a beneficial land reclamation strategy. Finally, the economics of manure utilization in restoration of
degraded land will also be explored.
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Propagation of Steppes and Desertification as Recorded in Soils of the ForestSteppe Zone of Mongolia.
/. A. Yamnova. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute; P. D. Gunin, A.N. Severtsov
Institute of Ecology and Evolution.
The problem of natural desertification as related to the global climate warming is a
pressing problem in many parts of the world The anthropogenic factor (e.g., forest
cutting) instigates the natural process The aim of this work is to analyze desertification processes in the forest-steppe zone of Mongolia and identify the features of
these processes in soils of the studied region. Soils under forest and steppe associations in the forest-steppe zone of Mongolia were studied in the southwestern part
of the Khentei Upland, southern part of the Selenga Upland, and western part of
Khangai Upland. The soil properties were investigated under forests, at the contact
between forests and steppes (in the areas of forest cutting), and under virgin steppe
communities. The former forest soils in the areas of tree felling and propagation
of steppe vegetation have an increased humus content (up to 11.8%) and a greater
thickness of the humus horizon (by 10-15 cm); the line of effervescence in them
is 10-15 cm closer to the surface, and their pH shifts toward more alkaline values. Thus, the propagation of steppe vegetation into the formerly forested areas
is marked in the soils by the increased thickness of the humus horizon and higher
humus content At the same time, the distribution of humus in these soils has evident "forest" features, i.e., a sharp decline in the humus content is registered in the
deeper horizons. The fractional composition of humus attests to the similarity of
humification processes under forest and steppe communities: in all the soils, humic
acids predominate over fulvic acids (Cha/Cfa = 1.3-1.5), which points to the fact
that, in the past, the entire area was under steppe communities. The development of
forest vegetation leads to changes in the soil hydrothermic regime and slows down
humification processes. Under the forests, the upper soil horizons are enriched in
poorly decomposed organic remains. These results confirm the conclusion about
the paragenetic relationship between forest and steppe communities in the forest-steppe zone of Mongolia, which was made by I.A. Bannikova on the basis of
geobotanic studies. One of the indices of soil desertification (the development of
erosion, dehumification, salinization, and sanding in the surface horizons) is the
accumulation of windblown sand in the surface horizons Our data suggest that this
process is active throughout the forest-steppe zone of Mongolia and manifests itself
in the soils under both forest and steppe vegetation Western winds carrying sand
particles predominate in the area The study of soils from the west to the east shows
that the texture of their upper horizons becomes finer in the same direction Thus, in
soils of the western and central parts of the Khangai Upland, the fine sand fraction
predominates, and the content of silt and clay fractions is low In the eastern part of
the studied area (on western slopes of the Khentei Upland), particles <0.05 mm predominate, with the coarse silt fraction content of 30-50%. To study this process in
detail, a series of soil profiles in valleys of the Ider and Tes rivers were investigated.
In all of them, the eolian sediment with a thickness from 1-2 to 20-30 cm was registered. The more mobile fine sand fraction accumulates in the soils at the boundary
between forest and steppe communities, whereas a coarser and less mobile sand
fraction accumulates in the soils under forests that serve as natural barriers for the
aerial transport of sand particles Thus, our data show that the propagation of steppe
vegetation and soil desertification take place in the forest-steppe zone of Mongolia.
The former process leads to the increase in the humus content and the thickness
of the humus horizon The accumulation of eolian sand transported with western
winds into the forest-steppe zone is seen in the upper soil horizons both under forest
and steppe communities The features of these processes are clearly recorded in the
soils At the same time, the soils preserve the features formed under the previous
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vegetation communities This study was supported by the Russian Foundation for
Basic Research, project nos. 05-04-49098 and 04-04-48197.
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M. M Torab

Modern Shoreline Changes along the Nile Delta Coast as an Impact of
Construction of the Aswan High Dam.

M. M. Torab. Alexandria Univ.: M. Azab. Univ ofZagazig.
The construction of the Aswan High Dam was started in 1960, and fully finished ten
years later The construction of the Dam has changed the hydraulic regime of the
river downstream The erosion of the Nile Delta coast was first observed in 1898,
but accelerated after the construction of the Dam One of the major environmental
problems of the Dam was the potential drop in river channel downstream of the
Dam become silt-free water, and coastal erosion in the Nile Delta coast. The study
area is located on the northern coast of the Nile Delta It has a length of about 170
km It consists of 6 geomorphological units: the first unit is the mouths of Nile
Delta braches in Rosetta and Domietta, the second unit is the lagoons unit in Edku,
El Burolus and El manzala, the third unit is the coastal plain, the forth unit is the
barriers, the fifth unit is the coastal dunes and the sixth unit is the coastal sabkhas.
The major objective of this study was to understand the regional evolution of the
Nile Delta coast during the last 35 years as an impact of construction of the Aswan
High Dam. Some of the modern changing shoreline positions along the Nile Delta
coast were determined by comparing satellite images, aerial photographs and historical maps In addition field observation of the study units was made and samples
were be collected for sediments characteristics analysis, which includes sediments
size, sediments color, organic matter, carbonate contents and grain size analysis
Finally the collected data were analysed by GIS techniques.
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Ecology, Culture, and Nature's Distressed Equilibrium—Desertification in the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) States of the Arabian Peninsula.
A. Spiess. Unix of Hamburg.
Recently land degradation in more arid regions of the world such as the Arabian
Peninsula has especially in the view of progressive population growth become
a serious concern. The threatening phenomenon manifest as desertification may
be defined as a condition of human-induced land degradation, which is primarily
caused by anthropogenic activities, such as excessive cultivation due to inappropriate agricultural projects, proliferation of invasive aliens, overgrazing, deforestation
and other forms of land resource exploitation in particular oil and gas surveys
Inadequate irrigation practices, persecution and socio-economic changes, the latter
apparent especially in the decline of traditional farming and land-use practices, such
as the dissolution of nomadic rotational grazing patterns, exacerbate this process
severely. From this perspective the native plant biodiversity of the Arabian Peninsula, which comprises roughly over 3500 species, is suffering from rapid depletion.
According to a study conducted by 1CARDA Arabian Peninsula Regional Program, working in collaboration with the National Agricultural Research Systems
(NARS), and other institutions over 90% of the total area now suffers from some
sort of overgrazing, and 44% is severely or very severely degraded. Nomadic grazing systems in arid and semi-arid regions on the other hand have evolved over
many centuries into a complex set of practices and knowledge that has permitted the long-term maintenance of a sophisticated "triangle of sustainability" that
includes plants, animals, and people as a rational response to erratic climates with
limited annual precipitation. Yet in recent years the accelerating economic development in most of the GCC countries has resulted in a more sedentary nomadic
lifestyle. While the traditional pastoral nomadism as a production system no longer
exists, the dependency on range forage as a basic fodder resource has declined
from 100 to less than 20% Nomadic movements have been mechanized and operations commercialized In addition a great shift from traditional camel-rearing to
sheep-raising took place Socio-economic changes involving livestock subsidies
and the introduction of water tankers increased herd sizes manifold to suit the new
economic conditions This expansion in the sizes of production operations, besides
other social changes, resulted in a growing demand for expatriate labor In order
to accommodate the shortfall from the rangeland, farmers have relied on growing exotic forages with high water requirements as supplementary fodder These
species however have high water requirements and hence have affected the fossil groundwater reserves dramatically. Excessive use of underground water has
resulted in lowering of water table, increased salinity and in severe cases the abandonment of croplands. Desertification should however, be reviewed in the context
of sustainable development, since the phenomena is directly connected to human
challenges such as poverty, social and economic well-being, as well as environmental protection Since land degradation caused by desertification processes affect
the ability of the soil to sustain agricultural production, they concomitantly contribute to poverty As population increases and demographic concentrations shift
towards uncontrolled urbanization, the extent of land subject to stresses by those
seeking to wrest subsistence from it has inexorably risen Broader environmental
issues, such as climate change, biological diversity, and freshwater supplies, are
indirectly related, so any effort to resolve this environmental challenge must entail
coordinated research efforts and joint action However, even though the social consequences of desertification, such as a decline of productivity and an increase in
poverty, have been recognized, desertification studies generally lack an analysis of

underlying socio-cultural forces The failure to act now will greatly compound the
cost and complexity of later remedial efforts, and because environmental degradation is beginning to pose a major threat to human well-being, especially among the
poor in the region. The aim of this paper is to review and reassess the land degradation and desertification problem in the GCC countries especially in respect to
overgrazing. In so doing, we will attempt to outline the fundamental environmental
constraints and opportunities in livestock production that characterizes the region
While trying to identify the principal causes of this type of degradation considering
the institutional framework, special emphasis will also be given to the perspectives
of culture, ecology, and the dynamic relationship between the two. Interdisciplinary
environmental research in this field is of utmost importance since it will provide
the information and understanding needed to enhance development pathways that
provide alternatives to economically costly and socially detrimental environmental
degradation. Furthermore it will increase our capacity to anticipate and cope with
environmental change at all scales—local to global—with reduced social and economic disruption as well as anticipate and reduce resource-driven conflict
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Soil Desertification in the lly River Delta.
V. M. Slarodub/sev, National Agricultural Univ.
Construction of dams and reservoirs, diverting of large volume of river water for
irrigation, industrial and municipal water supply drastically change hydrological and hydrochemical regimes of the rivers. In river valleys the soil and vegetation deprived of the regular floods become subjected to degradations. However,
the most dramatic changes in the natural environment occur in the deltas of river
with regulated flow in arid and semi-arid regions. Here, because of reduction of
water inflow into delta and alleviation of flooding, the landscapes suffer a severe
drying and desertification Delta lakes dry-up, ground water table becomes lower,
soil and ground water salinity increases. Toxic salts accumulated on the surface
of desertifying soils are carried off by the wind to the neighboring areas. All these
processes we investigated in the lly River delta in South-Eastern Kazakhstan The
construction ofKapchagay reservoir (28 1 km3) in 1970 appeared an epoch-making event in the management ofland and water resources of the lly's basin By the
1980, the irrigation lands here reached 300 thousand hectares With the filling up
of the Kapchagay reservoir and irrigation development the annual water runoff
into the river delta was reduced by 3 km3, suspended solids runoff was reduced
by 15 million tons, water mineralization was increased by 20-30%. These changes
worsened the delta's water feeding on the area about 8000 km2 and caused serious
environmental degradations Hydromorphic soil evolution caused by delta plain
aridization begins from the evolution of soil regimes, especially water and salinityrelated ones Pedogenic processes forming soil properties are more conservative
and change slowly, which is the reason why the rapid processes of delta aridization
are inexorably encountered with a certain lack of agreement between soil properties
and their morphological features Our research showed that rapid diminishing of
the delta's water feeding favors mainly the development of water regime specific to
drying-up soils. The length of time during which such regime exist is, as an average, within 5-7 years. The further exhaustion of the delta's water feeding leads to
the desertification of hydromorphic soils. These soils were formed from dried-up
ones in the course of 5-6 years. Such a spell of time was approximately the same
for the entire series of dried-up hydromorphic soils - from the alluvial-meadow to
the swampy ones The desertified soils are subjected to further evolution into zonal
desert soils. Mainly takyr-like soils, solonchaks, and desert sands are formed on the
bed-framing ridges. On the slopes of the lowland areas between the river beds, the
forming soils are mainly takyr-like and solonchaks. The shortest period of zonal
desert soils formation registered within 10-12 years, which is a significant regional
feature connected with the light texture of local soils. The changes in agrochemical
and physico-chemical properties caused by drying and desertification come about
more slowly Soil organic matter content with drying-up of meadow-series soils
decreases, as an average, by 0 5% In drying soils of the swampy series OM content
at first increase by 0.5-1 5% Further desertification of all hydromorphic soils leads
to the reduction in humus content by 1 -3%. The drying and desertificating of hydromorphic soils is accompanied by significant reduction of the C:N ratio in SOM (as
an average from 15 to 8-10) Total nitrogen stocks in the soil do not diminish with
drying and desertificating as quickly as SOM content The essential patterns of
changes detected by us in the soil-reclamation conditions of the lly's delta as well
as direction and intensity of changes in the water-salinity regime and properties of
soils and ecologo-genetic evolution series of hydromorphic soils may serve as a
scientific basis for ecological and soil reclamation related prognostification
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Changes in Soil Surface Properties Under Acidification and Alkalization.

G. Jozefaciuk. Institute ofAgrophysics.
Soil acidification (humid climate) as well as alkalization (arid zones) lead to severe
soil degradation, environment toxification and agricultural land devastation. Acidic
and alkaline conditions alters soil properties due to composite effects of removal
and alteration of organic and mineral soil components and changes in solution and
exchangeable ions composition Surface parameters become increasingly used for
description and modeling of soil physical, chemical and biological processes as
well as for quantitative analysis of soil typological and genetic properties They
have been used as highly sensitive indicators of soil degradation processes: acidi-
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fication and alkalization, soil organic matter leaching and oxidation, soil pollution etc. This presentation concerns the alteration of selected surface parameters
of soils as: variable surface charge, surface acidity, surface area, water vapor
adsorption energy and surface fractal dimension under acid and alkaline conditions These parameters, related mainly to a presence and kind of the finest soil
particles (clay and fine silt), are important factors of acid-base soil buffering, ions
exchange, microstructure (microaggregation), wettability, water retention at low
moisture, sorption of organics and others. At the beginning the measuring methods
and the way of calculation of surface parameters will be briefly outlined: water
vapor adsorption isotherms (estimation of surface area, adsorption energy and fractal dimension) and back titration (estimation of variable charge and surface acidity). Some place will be given for interpretation of surface parameters Next the
effect of acid and alkaline treatments on the surface parameters will be shown on
the background of changes in soil solid phase composition (organic matter, clay
fraction and mineralogy). In acidification processes a decrease in variable charge of
clay poor soils occurs and its increase in clay rich soils (counteracting the decrease
in permanent charge) while the alkalization leads in general to the variable charge
decrease. A decrease in surface area occurs most frequently in acidified and alkalized clay poor soils and increase in clay rich soils (as in pure minerals). Surface
acidity decreases in acidified soils and in alkalized clay poor or organic soils Alkalization of clay rich soils leads to increase in surface acidity In acidified and alkalized soils the average adsorption energy usually decreases that indicates that water
binding forces become lower. Alkalization of clay rich soils leads frequently to an
increase of adsorption energy Decrease in fractal dimension in acidified soils indicates smoothing of surfaces of soil fine fractions, whereas much less pronounced
changes in surface build-up are observed under alkaline conditions. Hypotheses on
the mechanisms of alteration of surface parameters will be placed and related to the
removal of highly dispersed Fe and AI oxides (of large charge, area and roughness,
medium surface acidity) in both acid and alkaline environments, destruction of
mineral lattices and formation of amorphous silica (of large surface, small charge,
low surface acidity and smooth surface) in acidic media, dissolution of organic
matter (of high charge and area) and removal of outer silica layers (weakly acidic)
from clay mineral surfaces and exposition of Al-layers (more acidic) in alkaline
media. Some data comparing acid and base laboratory treatments and natural acidified and alkalized soils will be presented at the end.
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Does Land Use or Climate Dominate Landscape Transformation? A ReExamination of Historic Landscape Development in the Decapolis Region
(Northern Jordan).
B. Lucke. Brandenburg Unix of Technology Cottbus; M. Schmidt. Brandenburg
Vniv of Technology Cottbus: R. Baeumler Friedrich-Alexander Univ ErlangenNuernberg; Z Al-Saad. Yarmouk Univ.
It is widely accepted that significant soil erosion took place in cultural landscapes
of the Near East, caused by historic land use, and leading to a strong decline of
settlements. Based on this idea, extensive development projects were launched,
aiming to implement soil conservation measures in order to combat desertification.
A detailed study of soil development by physical and chemical examinations in the
Decapolis region (Northern Jordan) revealed distinct patterns of soil development,
which make intense erosion due to historic land use unlikely. It seems that land use
played a significant role for soil development, but did not simply lead to deterioration Land use intensities and periods might be reconstructed according to soil
properties and material culture, as distinct soil development stages are present on
one and the same geological and relief units, while historic sources, aerial photos
and archaeological material suggest a connection of soil development and land use.
Additionally, the small-scale distribution of soil properties seems to be related to a
long-term effect of ploughing, which led to a levelling of a once undulating landscape in the Decapolis region While it is not yet clear whether bedrock or aeolian
deposits are the main parent material of Mediterranean soils in Jordan, it seems
evident that the present landscape mirrors the transformation due to historic land
use and bedrock properties. Accelerated erosion is present only locally, and both
soil forming and eroding processes seem to be governed by climate Here, moist
periods are most probably not connected with erosion, but led to plant growth and
enhanced soil weathering with or without aeolian input Buried red Mediterranean
soils and wadi sediments point to droughts being most important for erosion, as
these periods seemingly witnessed an increased number of extreme precipitation
events combined with reduced vegetation Future management plans should focus
on integrated land management practise rather than sole soil conservation measures, which proved to have little effect.
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Permanent Vegetation Establishment on a Former Slag Disposal Pile in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, USA.
D. Cremeens. GAI Consultants. Inc.; J. A. Parobek. GAI Consultants, Inc.; C.
Miller. Urban Redevelopment Authority of Pittsburgh: S. Flinn. Summerset Land
Development Assoc.
Summerset at Frick Park in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, a joint project between the
Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA) of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and Summerset Land Developers, is the development of a residential community on a former
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disposal area for slag from steel making As part of this development, permanent
vegetation is being established on a 2.06 km long, steep slope off of the slag plateau.
The slope has a range of 30-100% with an elevation difference of 30-45 m between
the plateau and the valley floor. Following grading of the slag, the slopes were covered with a compacted soil blend of soil materials, granulated slag and wood chips
designed to optimize plant available water holding capacity (PAWC). In Phase I
the soil blend was created from a 4:4:1 ratio of soil materials, slag, and chips. Soil
materials were from on-site waste soil deposits, wood chips were imported and
from on-site trees. On the Phase 2 slopes the 7:2:1 soil blend included imported soil
materials and wood chips, and the inclusion of slope stabilization coir logs. Soil
materials brought onto the site had to meet Pennsylvania State Department of Environmental Protection Act 2 guidelines for clean fill. Fertilizer (N-P-K-S) and seeding specifications were designed for the establishment of warm-season grasses and
legumes as a dense groundcover, followed by planting deciduous and coniferous
trees and shrubs. Fertilizers were added in bulk form to the soil blend, and applied
in liquid form as part of the hydroseed mixture Mycorrhizal fungi and legume
inoculants were also added to the hydroseed mixture, and mycorrhizal fungi were
applied to bare root seedlings as a dip Warm-season grasses were chosen for their
tolerance of the adverse site conditions and legumes for their ability to fix and supply nitrogen. Trees and shrubs were chosen for their tolerance of high pH and compaction, in addition to being native to the region. Challenges at the site include the
high pH of the soil blend resulting from the use of slag, compaction resulting from
construction, and exposure to solar radiation and wind resulting from the topography of the site. The establishment of a dense ground cover with its self-mulching
effects has been foremost to the success of the project. The self-mulching layer
provides shade, insulation, and increases infiltration of rainwater into the surface
Organic matter additions from the decaying plant residues are increasing the development of granular soil structure at the surface, reducing compaction at the surface,
and initiating a surface soil ecosystem. The pH of the Phase I soil blend decreased
by as much as 2.5 units, aided by applications of ammonium sulfate at 220 kg/ha
in 1999 to 2001 As the pH decreases phosphorus and many micronutrients will
become more plant available. The warm-season grasses and legumes have been
observed self-seeding, while seedlings and saplings have been observed sprouting
new growth. Some bare-root seedlings in dense stands of ground cover have shown
new growth. This project has provided us with experience in reclaiming a difficult
brownfield site for residential and municipal applications The soil created for the
slopes can be classified as Udorthents in the USDA system with a loamy-skeletal
over cindery particle-size family and a carbonatic or calcareous mineralogy family,
or as Technosols or Technic Anthrosols in the FAO/1USS system. The slopes will
probably not achieve a mature forest stand for a few centuries and compaction in
the root zone will undoubtedly slow or even limit the growth of trees However, the
slopes will be a green landscape interfacing with the forested stream valley leading
from one of Pittsburgh's large public parks to the last open stretch of shoreline on
the Monongahela River.
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Effect of Paper Mill Effluent's Irrigation on Soil and Plants Health - a Case
Study.
R. P. Narwal. A. Singh. S. S. Dahiya, Dept of Soil Science.
Environmental pollution has increased in developing countries with increasing industrialization/urbanization. Most of industrial units discharge their effluents either in nearby fields or water bodies. One of such industry, a Paper Mill at
Fatehpur—Kurali, (Ropar), Punjab is discharging large volumes of effluent daily in
nearby water bodies or agricultural lands. In this study, tube well water and effluents samples were collected and analysed for their suitability for irrigation. Soil
and plant samples from the nearby fields, where this effluent is disposed were also
collected to study their effect on physico-chemical characteristics of soils and plant
growth Water samples were analyzed for pH, EC, C 0 3 , H C 0 3 , Ca, Mg, Na, K,
and trace elements. The results indicate that the effluents were highly polluted and
not fit for any use. The untreated effluent was not suitable for irrigation purposes as
it is characterized by high values of pH (9.9), EC (2.91 dSm-1), SAR (737 mmol1/2), BOD (190 mg I-I), COD (5080 mg 1-1) and Na (1234 mg 1-1). Continuous
irrigation with untreated effluent having high EC and SAR values will result in the
development of sodicity and soluble salts in the soil to such an extent which may
prove toxic to plants. High content of Na in the effluent will reduce the infiltration
rate of soil and create the problem of soil sickness. The treated effluent was also
found unfit for irrigation purpose because of higher values of EC (I 98 dSm-1),
SAR (105 mmol-1/2) and COD (1952 mg 1-1). The analysis of soil samples further
reveal that continuous use of the effluent has increased the pH, EC and Na content
of soil. This resulted in reduced plant growth and hence low productivity The soil
pH ranged from 6.5 to 9 0, EC - 0.09 to 0.91 dSm-1, Na - 36.6 to 427 5 mg kg-1 and
Fe - 1.74 to 29.16 mg kg-1. Analysis of plant samples revealed that the long term
use of this effluent increased Na and K contents and disturbed the anionic-cationic
balance in plants which reduced the yield and quality of crops. Slight increase in
trace element contents of plants were also observed. Thus, it may be concluded that
the continuous use of effluent from paper mills without monitoring will deteriorate
the soil health.
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Environmental and Soil Degradation in Farsala Catchment Area.

T. Lelentjis, NAGREF—Institute for Soil Classification and Mapping; C.
Gianakopoulosl. National Observatory ofAthens—1ERSD.
The International Standards Organization defines land degradation as "the process
in which the land due to natural processes or human activity is no longer able to
sustain properly an economic function and/or the original natural ecological function" (ISO, 1996). Soil degradation is expressed by the decline in soil qualities
commonly caused through improper use by humans (ISSS, 1996). Land degradation of Farsala catchment area, in an area of about 85000 ha, includes soil erosion
by water (sheet erosion, rill erosion, gully erosion in moderate or strong slopes 6-18
%), deterioration of the (physical, chemical and biological or economic) properties of soil and the long-term loss of natural vegetation. In order of magnitude and
intensity, the land degradation factors are reported as follows: soil erosion, desertification, and scarcity of water resources, reduction of soil fertility and of organic
matter content. In the area, the precipitation is less than 600 mm (436 mm) annually, so calsic horizons are formed. The soil of Farsala area was formed in alluvial
deposits of quaternary and tertiary period. The last decades, the severe environmental conditions like drought, desertification, and soil erosion has highlighted the need
to develop effective monitoring tools and to pursue research on the immediate and
long-term impact of these events. Much of the land is mismanaged. Sloping lands
are under the increasing threat of erosion and overgrazing. Flat lands are being
explored continuously without little inputs added to the soil, however, the biggest
threat is the alarming urbanization by home construction, building highways and
business, which are "swallowing" enormous areas of very fertile land. The dominant land degradation factor is soil erosion (irreversible aspect), which is accelerated by the removal of natural vegetation from the slope lands and the conversion
of these areas for cultivation of crops. This is particularly the case of the hilly
tertiary deposits in Enipeus river basin, which are characterized by long slopes, soft
geologic material (marl) and severe climatic conditions. The implications of environmental degradation and constraints on agricultural productivity can be listed
as follows: Soil erosion is a menace of the cultivated slope lands, principally on
the widely extensive sloping lands with shallow soils of the area. Land resource
consumption by factory buildings and infrastructure, is more evident the last years.
Overgrazing, cultivation and stubble burning cause the destruction of soil organic
matter (slowly reversible aspect). The future global climate change scenarios suggest that these events will cause more serious environmental and socio-economic
implications. All above, are worse than the "clash of civilizations", a theory devoid
of substance compared to the environmental degradation.
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Effect of Dust from Magnesite Calcination on Soil Physical and Chemical
Properties.
W. Qiubing. W. Jingkuan, Z. Xinyu, L. Jun. C. Xinzhi. Z. Yulong. Land and
Environment College, Shenyang Agricultural Univ.
China is an important base of producing and processing magnesite in the world.
However, a lot of dust came from the mining and calcination of magnesite settle
into the soils around the mining areas and seriously polluted farmland, orchard and
woodland, which resulted in soil deterioration. Up to now, no detail reports have
been found on the mechanism of soil pollution by the dust. The objectives of this
research were to explore the effect of dust from magnesite calcination on soil properties. Soil samples were collected from 9 different site around the magnesite mining area at Pailou town, Haicheng of Liaoning province The soils before pollution
were Udalfs and Fluvents The properties of soils were determined The methods
were referred to Yu Renpei (1984) The results obtained showed that soil properties changed greatly after the dust settled into the soil, especially the soil pH went
from 6 83 in unpolluted soils to 9.52 in heavily polluted soils The increase of pH
values led to the lower availability of phosphorus and microelements such iron and
zinc. Meanwhile, the ratios among different nutrients were imbalanced in polluted
soils, e.g. Ca2+/Mg2+ was 3.43 in normal soils, but 0.04 in heavily polluted soils,
which led to little absorption of Ca2+ and K+ by plants due to their competitiveness In addition, a hard crusty top layer with different thickness appeared in polluted soil profiles, which destroyed soil structure It was found that percentage of
0.01 -0.25mm microaggregates decreased from 32 63 in unpolluted soils to 10.67
in heavily polluted soils, but percentage of the microaggregates less than 0.001mm
increased from 23.10-32.13. This resulted in the increase in soil compaction and
bulk density and the decrease in porosity and permeability. It was found that the
beginning percolating speed was 2.00mm/min in unpolluted soils, but 0.60mm/min
in heavily polluted soils. The stable percolating speed in unpolluted and polluted
soils was 0.48 and 0.06mm/min, respectively.
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Effects of Road Construction on Soil Degradation in Mountainous Area, West
of China.
X. Pei. Institute of Mountain Hazards and Environment. Chinese Academy of
Sciences. Chengdu.
One of the important tasks to implement large-scale development in Western China
is to speed up the construction of infrastructure The total investment in the construction of traffic systems in 2000 reached as high as RMB 170 billion yuan in
Sichuan province with an attempt to solve the problem of "Traffic Inaccessibility
in Sichuan" While the road network has brought about huge benefits to human

society, the adverse impacts of road development on environment such as disturbance and destruction of ecosystems have become more and more obvious Unfortunately, such adverse impacts have long been neglected. Great attention should be
paid to this problem, and urgent work should be undertaken on the control of soil
degradation along road The Sichuan-Xizang(Tibet) highway is a representative of
important road projects in the mountainous areas of western China, which crosses
different geological and morphological units, and ecological areas and segments
with different structures and functions. The Mingshan-Ya'an-Tianquan segment of
the Sichuan-Xizang highway was selected as the key area of this study. This study
area is located in the transitional zone between the first-grade Qinzang Plateau and
the second-grade Yangtze River Mid-Lower Reaches Plain, where rainfall is plenty,
geological fragmentation is serious. In addition, purple argillaceous shales, which
are easily weatherable, extensively expose in the region So it encourages soil erosion and degradation. By employing the space landscape and soil morphological
series comparative method, and selecting the same type of soil that has developed
in the area with identical or similar landscape to that of the study area, but unaffected by anthropogenic activities as a control, we evaluated the diagnostic soil
horizons, diagnostic features and soil system classification in the area , In addition
we measured the physico-chemical and biochemical variations of soils in unaffected areas, and the same soil variations in the areas damaged during and after road
project construction We also investigated the characteristics and mechanism of
soil degradation in a typical area under the influence of road engineering construction. Five research sections with obvious effects of road construction and contrasts
research sections along Tibet highway were selected. The results from this study
are summarized below: 1) The degradation of soils in the destroyed and damaged
areas due to road engineering construction is of mutability In accordance with the
systematic classification of soils on a quantitative basis, it can be seen clearly that
the soil diagnostic horizons and diagnostic features have changed from complex
and top-grade to simple and low-grade, with a reduction in diversity of soil type.
2) Obvious changes have taken place in the properties of soils in the destroyed and
damaged segments, as mirrored by the degradation of physical properties, trophicity and biological features of soils. More noticeably, soils displayed comparability, coarse aggregation or high viscosity-density and other physical degradation
phenomena with low contents of organic matter, nitrogen in soil other soil nutrients
The degradation of physico-chemical properties of soil was accompanied by biodegradation and the reduction of soil microorganisms and enzyme activity The
microbial biomass carbon and nitrogen that were significantly and positively correlated with organic matter and total nitrogen in soil were decreased to varying
extent. 3) The project of Sichuan-Xizang highway was implemented in a ecosystem
background vulnerable to damage and destruction. It is process in which human
activities have most strongly influenced the eco-environment Vulnerability of the
eco-environment is an important external factor, leading to soil degradation In
road engineering construction, the structures and characteristic features of soil layers have been artificially interfered and destroyed, thus giving an impetus to water
loss and soil erosion, and causing induced effects of mountain hazards, as well as
the reduction of forest coverage percentage and the destruction of bio-diversity. All
these are the leading factors responsible for the degradation of soils along the line
of road engineering construction.
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Interactions of Soils and Hydrology in Wetland Management.
R. Lowrance. USDA-ARS: G. Vellidis. Univ of Georgia: R. Williams. USDA-ARS.
Historically, wetlands were managed to remove excess water as quickly as possible. The goal was to convert wetlands and wetland soils to non-wetland uses or
to convert them to farmed wetlands such as flooded rice Wetland management
has changed because of a scientific consensus that loss of wetlands adversely
affected water quality, flood storage, and wildlife habitat. Today, although some
wetland conversion and filling continues, wetlands are more likely to be managed to improve water quality, increase flood storage, and enhance wildlife habitat. Best Management Practices (BMPs) for wetlands include wetland restoration,
wetland enhancement, wetland creation, and wetland construction. Thus wetland
management as a conservation practice can range from building completely new
wetlands for wastewater treatment to increasing the ecological functions of existing wetlands These management approaches are all recognized as separate but
often interacting practices and can be used to achieve a suite of conservation and
environmental quality objectives We will review the existing literature on these
management approaches drawing examples from agricultural and urban settings,
with an emphasis on the roles of soils Although urban and agricultural wetlands
share certain characteristics, urban wetland soils are often more degraded and have
been subject to more extremes of hydrologie changes. Extreme fluctuations from
very dry to flooded high energy water can limit the wetland functions and lead
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Friday
to physical and biological changes in wetland soils We will discuss the effects
of historical conditions, especially long term sedimentation and sediment borne
nutrients and other chemicals on wetland functions Many wetlands have received
high loads of sediment and sediment borne chemicals and the nature of these wetlands has changed due to the historic and ongoing sedimentation In some landscapes, the extent of riverine wetlands has increased while in others, sedimentation
has reduced the frequency of inundation and created new soil conditions We will
contrast the use of wetland management to achieve watershed scale water quality
objectives versus wetland management to achieve site specific objectives. In many
cases in highly altered landscapes, managed wetlands may be most effective at
outlets of watersheds rather than scattered around throughout the basin The effects
of wetlands as BMPs in agriculture will be discussed particularly the interactions
among hydrologie loading, pollutant loading, and soil properties as they influence
the water quality functions of managed wetlands. Hydrologie loading is of special importance because the relationship between hydrologie fluxes and storage
in wetlands determines the residence time of water. Residence time is critical in
nutrient removal by wetlands and riparian zones. Even in ideal conditions for using
wetlands as denitrification reactors where high nitrate water is put into a wetland
environment, there can low efficiency of nitrate removal due to low residence time
of water The Riparian Ecosystem Management Model (REMM), a model of riparian wetland function, will be used to address the effects of varying N loadings on
denitrification in wetland soils. In wetland soils with high denitrification potentials,
REMM shows that very high loadings will be denitrified and not reach receiving waters In soils with lower denitrification potentials, a higher proportion of
the nitrogen load is passed through the wetland. Possible trade-offs between water
quality improvement and green house gas production in managed wetlands will be
discussed The use of wetlands for large scale N removal will be discussed relative to what is known about N removal and N gas emissions in wetlands We will
conclude the discussion of wetland management with examples of specific management applications and wetland management programs that are applied and available for landscape management Examples will include water conservation areas,
pocket wetlands for nitrate removal, and riparian zone restoration
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A.-. X. Zhu
Digital Soil Mapping: Successes, Challenges, and Future Perspectives: The
SoLIM Experience.
A. -. X. Zhu. Slate Key Laboratory of Resources and Environmental Information
Systems.Institute of Geographical Sciences and Natural Resources: J. E. Burt.
Univ of Wisconsin-Madison: J. Hempel. USDA-NRCS-National Geospalial
Development Center: K. Lubich. NRCS.

The increased sophistication of spatial analytical techniques and the availability of
digital data about the physical landscape have made it possible to develop techniques
for digitally and predictively mapping soil spatial variation to improve not only the
speed but also the quality and level of detail of soil survey Among the mum techniques currently under development or under testing, SoLIM (Soil Land Inference
Model), a result of a joint research effort by Department of Geography, University
of Wisconsin-Madison and Natural Resources Conservation Service, United States
Department of Agriculture, is a representative example This paper examines the
current successes, challenges, and future perspectives of digital soil mapping from
the experience acquired in developing the SoLIM technology. We hope that this
examination will shed some light on critical aspects of digital soil mapping and
thereby assist in the ongoing evolution and development of similar technologies.
SoLIM was developed to overcome the limitations of current soil survey methods
and to increase the efficiency and accuracy of soil resource surveys. The SoLIM
approach uses a raster data model coupled with a fuzzy logic-based representation scheme to represent the detail spatial variation of soils. It maps the detailed
84-2
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spatial variation by combining the knowledge, extracted from local soil experts or
Understanding Soil Processes: The Next Frontier of Wetland Restoration.
other sources using artificial intelligence and other machine learning techniques,
with data about the soil environment, characterized using GIS and remote sensing
C. Richardson. Duke Univ Nicholas School of the Environment: A. Sutton-Grier.
techniques Cases studies in Wisconsin and other test areas in U.S. have shown that
Duke Univ Nicholas School of the Environment: G. Bruland. Univ of Florida Soil
the SoLIM approach is much faster than the current approach and the products are
Science Depl.
about 20-30% more accurate than those produced using the existing methods. In
Wetland restoration strategies typically focus on restoring wetland hydrology and
addition, SoLIM can generate a range of products not available using the traditional
plant communities without considering the important role soils play as the founapproach and its products can be easily and continuously updated. There are three
dation of ecosystem processes Soil physical and chemical properties are critical
major challenges faced by digital soil mapping techniques like SoLIM The first
to ecosystem function and hence to ecosystem restoration. Poor restorations often
challenge is how to use the detail information produced by techniques like this.
occur due to a misunderstanding of the importance of soil functions and therefore
The basic output of SoLIM is a set of fuzzy membership maps of soil classes The
restoration success is less likely to occur when vital soil properties and processes
question is how users will use this information in their decision-making process
are not restored Case studies from freshwater, and salt marsh wetlands in North
(such as soil interpretation and watershed based modeling). The deployment of
Carolina, Virginia and Iraq's Mesopotamian marshes will be used to examine key
these techniques in large part will depend on how readily the products can be used
soil properties and processes that should be considered in wetland restoration projThe second challenge, although much progress has been made in this area, is that
ects These properties include the importance of soil moisture availability, the role
how we acquire soil-landscape relationship models and insure the quality of these
of soil organic matter and the significance of nitrogen and phosphorus availability
models, which are needed for predictive mapping, particularly for areas with limto increased plant survival and productivity The role of soil toxicity from the buildited physical accessibility Third, it has been reported in many studies that predicup of salts (NaCl), metals (Se, As, Hg) and acidity will also be examined because
tive soil mapping does not work well in areas with very little relief, mainly because
toxicity can be a critical constraint of restoration. These case studies will demonthe difference in soils over these area cannot be related to terrain attributes which
strate the important role soils play in restoration and provide suggestions for how
are the major drivers in predicting mapping The challenge is then how to develop
soils can be managed to facilitate restoration of wetland ecosystem functions
metrics which will reflect the difference in soils over these gentle/flat areas There
are possible solutions to these challenges For example, purposive sampling aided
by GIS might help us to efficiently develop soil-landscape models over remote
84-3
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areas, fuzzy interpretation might provide a better way for soil interpretation Data
Coupled Biogeochemicai Cycles in Wetlands.
fusion or assimilation techniques may allow us to develop new soil-landscape metK. R. Reddy. Univ. of Florida. Soil and Water Science Depl.: P. W. Inglell. Univ. of rics However, we believe that the future of these techniques is not solely tied to
a set of computer techniques. Rather, the knowledge and the participation of local
Florida. Soil and Water Science Depl.
soil scientists will be critical to the success of these techniques.
Wetlands host complex biotic communities, and it is expected that the size and
diversity of these communities are directly related to the quality and quantity of
available resources Wetlands are essential for maintaining an ecological balance
through elemental cycling, and are sensitive to anthropogenic impacts In this paper
85-2
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we review the inter-relationships between and within carbon, nitrogen, phosphoModelling Soil Profile Fvolution Considering Physical and Chemical
rus, sulfur cycles as influenced by both external and internal forcing functions
Weathering, and Incorporating Bioturhation Processes.
Both biotic and abiotic processes regulating these cycles will be discussed. Case
B. Minasny. The Univ of Sydney: S. Salvador-Blanes. Laboratoire GeEAC: A.
examples of a freshwater wetland and a saltwater marsh will be used The review
McBratney. The Univ ofSydney.
will identify critical research needs for better understanding of elemental cycles
in wetlands as related to water quality, carbon sequestration, and global climate
Modelling soil genesis is of great importance in assessing the effects of global
change
change on ecosystems While many mechanistic models have been developed to
simulate soil processes (eg transport of water, solute, gas, and heat in soil), few
attempts have been made to simulate the processes that lead to the development
of a soil profile Most models of pedogenetic processes account for chemical reactions and fluxes at the horizon scale and are difficult to extrapolate to the landscape
scale Soil formation at the catena and landscape scale, represented by the evolution
of soil depth through time has been modelled (Minasny and McBratney, 200I)
Improvements to this model require further development of the evolution of the
soil materials weathered from the bedrock The aim of this study is to develop a
model at the profile scale by taking into account soil-forming processes, such as
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the physical and chemical weathering of primary minerals, as well as bioturbation. The model is formulated as follow: a given thickness of soil material (called
layer) is released through physical disintegration of bedrock For each time step,
a layer of regolith is created. The regolith layer is then subjected to physical and
chemical weathering, as well as bioturbation. We follow the evolution of each layer
which enabled the calculation of the particle size distribution and chemical composition with time The processes in the model are: I Bedrock lowering, release
of soil material The physical breakdown of bedrock resulting in production of
soil materials is modelled as an exponential function with the rate of soil production declining with thickening of soil 2 The evolution of the coarse fraction The
evolution of soil's coarse fraction (>2 mm) through time is considered only as a
physical weathering process This coarse fraction is assumed to be composed of an
assemblage of rock fragments. 3. The evolution of the line fraction. The soil's fine
fraction (<2 mm) is considered to weather both physically and chemically in various proportions according to the nature of the primary mineral For this purpose,
we consider that the fraction <2mm of each horizon is represented to occupy 1000
boxes corresponding to particle radii ranging from 1000 to I urn for each primary
mineral particle, that is considered to be spherical in shape This is similar to the
model of Legros and Pedro (1985). The chemical weathering consists in calculating
for each layer and each time step the quantity of a given primary mineral that is
weathered and whenever it is the case the number of moles of secondary minerals
formed according to known chemical weathering pathways The primary mineral
weathering rate in our model is calculated as a function of the reaction rate constant
and the surface area of the mineral considered (White et al., 1996) 4. Bioturbation.
As a consequence of macrofauna activities, such as earthworm, ant, and termite,
bioturbation of soil materials is considered. This can result in translocation of fine
fraction (<2 mm) from subsoil to topsoil The quantity of fine fraction translocated
from a subsoil layer is modelled to be dependent on: biological productivity (related
to soil thickness), and activity follows a negative exponential depth distribution An
example of the simulation on a soil profile will be demonstrated This simple insitu, soil-profile model with 3 major pedogenic processes: physical and chemical
weathering, and bioturbation, is able to simulate the formation of soil horizons, and
stone line. The evolution of soil properties at each layer, particle size, bulk density,
mineralogy, elemental composition, strain, can be tracked through time.
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A Samouëlian
Modeling of Past and Now a Say Pedogenesis: Distinction between Long and
Short Time Scale.
A. Samouëlian. Unite de Recherche en Science du Sol, INRA Orleans; S. Cornu,
Unite de Recherche en Science du Sol, INRA Orleans: G. Richard. Unite de
Recherche en Science du Sol. INRA Orleans.
Soil results from the continuous evolution of parent material under natural constraints climate, biology and relief (Jenny, 1961) This pedogenesis is responsible
for soil spatial distribution Thus a better understanding of soil distribution requires
an integration of past pedological processes through modeling In addition, human
activities and climate change are acting as pedogenetic factors on recent soil evolution: then consequences arc however poorly known and quantified To he able to
predict soil evolution in the future depending on different climate scenario or land
use management, modeling approaches are necessary. We proposed here a review
of existing models enable to predict pedogenesis The literature proposed different ways of modeling: geostatistic, deterministic or mechanistic In this review,
we are discussing the effect of different time scale in pedogenesis to choose the
more adapted model We propose thus to distinguish a long (103-104 yr) and a
short (101-102 yr e g human impact) time scale when considering pedogenesis
For the long time scale, model focus on the understanding of major processes of
soil formation resulting in the actual soil three-dimensional spatial distribution
through mass balance approaches. In this case, only main soil processes are considered BrimhalFs approach requires a good characterization of the parent material
and hardly take into account erosion process This approach was mainly used for
tropical weathering profiles like for example laterisation. Minasny approach mainly
considers erosion effect at the landscape scale For short time scale, existing models
mainly used for environmental concern could be used to predict recent pedogenesis. These approaches consist in water flow model coupled with particle and solute
transport The use of a geochemical model, like PhreeQc, allows considering the
kinetic approach of the soil processes indeed in most temperate soils equilibrium is
rarely meet These different approaches were rarely compared on tangible cases

distribution of soil P pools as a function of depth and horizonation and 2) lateral
distribution of surficial ditch soil P The study site was at the University of Maryland Eastern Shore Research Farm, Princess Anne, Maryland, USA. Twenty-one
profiles were sampled and analyzed for total P, water-extractable P, Mehl ich 3-P,
acid ammonium oxalate-extractable P, Fe, and AI (P , Fere, Alm), pH, organic C,
and sulfides (which are present in surface and subsurface ditch soils at this site).
Surface soils (0-5 cm) were sampled at 10-m intervals and analyzed for P , Fe>v,
Mm andpH The most significant effects on the vertical distribution of P fraction
concentrations and sorption capacity were due to pedological differences between
horizons resulting from variations in pedogenic processes including gleization and
humification Total P(n= 126) in all horizons sampled ranged from 27 to 4882 mg
kg'1. Organic soil horizons were highest in P Fe,, and AI . A horizons formed
in alluvium were greater in P , F e , and AI than subsurface horizons formed in
sandy Coastal Plain sediments Organic-enriched alluvial A horizons had greater
concentrations than did gleyed A horizons Surficial ditch soil Pand sorption capacity were found to be laterally autocorrelated Oxalate-extractable P(mean= 700 mg
kg"') exhibited a high standard deviation across the study area (overall 580mgkg')
and within individual ditches (maximum 1383 mg kg'). Distinct areas of either low
or high Pm were observed within three ditches Phosphorus was well correlated with
Alm or Fe within specific ditches, but was not well correlated across all ditches. 2)
The above investigation is being followed by a detailed inspection of the P pools of
two ditches. Soils, vegetation, and microflora/faunaare analyzed for P contents on
a seasonal basis while parallel measurements of P exports and water quality variables (pH, temp, dissolved oxygen concentration, and ditch soil redox potential)
are conducted. The objectives of this study are to a) quantify the magnitude of and
seasonal dynamics of P in surface and subsurface soil horizons, active and senesced
vegetation, and microbial and algal pools, b) tie these dynamics to P export trends;
and c) characterize the role that ditch organic matter and surficial sulfidic materials
have on P transport. This study is ongoing; preliminary results will be presented.
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DTM as a Tool for Correction of Alluvial Soils Delineation on Middle- and
Small- Scale Maps.

V. Penizek. Czech Univ of Agriculture in Prague; L. Boruvka. Czech Univ of
Agriculture in Prague; J. Kozak. Czech Univ of Agriculture in Prague.
Alluvial soils are represented by soil groups of Fluvisols (FL) and Gleysols (GL)
Fluvisols represent azonal soils that occur along bigger water courses. Another
group are intrazonal Gleysols that occur mainly as narrow strips along smaller
water courses or at their beginning Delineation of these soils at detail scale do not
cause serious problems. The problems arise during generalization of the maps to
middle and small scales. The principal aim of maps generalization is to maintain
important map objects, patterns, and relationships, while suppressing unimportant
ones In this case generalization of detail soil maps into middle and small scales
causes that the extent of Fluvisols and Gleysols around small water courses is exaggerated (in our study, the proportion of FL and GL increased from 11 8% at 1:5k
map, to 16.7% at 1:50k map, and to 25.7% at I: 250k map) The exaggeration
can cause different problems in exploitation of such maps in environmental modeling. This contribution presents techniques based on soil-landscape relationship
modeling using Digital Terrain Model (DTM). Exploitation of terrain attributes
as specific catchment area, topographic (wetness) index, relative elevation above
watercourse and its combination eliminates exaggeration caused by generalization
Results show that the exploitation of used technique provides reasonable correction
of delineation of alluvial soils (FL, GL) around small watercourses at middle and
small scale maps Such treatment of traditional soil maps, which are still an important source of soil information, can increase the quality of spatial soil information
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K Castenson
Secondary Mineral Formation in Cool, Dry Andisols of the Eastern Snake
River Plain, USA.
K. Castenson. Univ of Idaho: P. McDaniel. Univ of Idaho; D. Hoover. Natural
Resources Conservation Service.
Soils developed from volcanic ejecta have been extensively studied throughout
the world in most climates, with little attention given to formation in cool, aridic
climates This study was conducted to determine the secondary mineral synthesis
in soils formed from volcanic materials in the cool, dry climate (mean annual temperature and precipitation: 6.1"C and 380 mm) at Craters of the Moon National
Monument and Preserve, Idaho, USA. This area is the largest dominantly Holocene
85-4
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basaltic lava field in the contiguous United States Eruptive periods occurred from
Drainage Ditch Phosphorus: Vertical, Lateral, and Temporal Dynamics.
15,000 to 2,100 yrs BP with as many as 3,000 yrs between eruptions Particle size,
R. Vaughan. Unix of Maryland; D. Ruppert. Unix of Maryland. College Park; B.
mineral identification, and selective dissolution analyses were performed on bulk
Needelman. Univ of Maryland; P. Kleinman. USDA Agricultural Research Service: soil samples Coarse fragments range from 18-94% cinders, with the remaining
M. Rabenhorst. Univ of Maryland; A. L. Allen. Univ of Maryland Eastern Shore.
fraction consisting of finer particles of volcanic ejecta that have important edaphic
implications for plant growth parameters in the high desert Electron microprobe
Agricultural drainage ditches act as key phosphorus (P) transport pathways to local
analyses of unweathered volcanic glass indicate a basaltic andesite (53.5-58%
water bodies Ditch soils may act as either a sink or source of P to overlying waters
SiO,) to basaltic (45-53.5% SiO,) composition. The local, iron-rich volcanic glass
We describe a two-part investigation of P and P dynamics within select drainage
is colored and therefore more susceptible to weathering than noncolored glass
ditches in the Atlantic Coastal Plain in Maryland. USA 1) Knowledge of the vertiderived from rhyolite, dacite. and andesite rock types typical of the Pacific Northcal and lateral distribution of P within ditch soils is important in order to understand
west USA, which range from 58-80% SiO, The ratio of oxalate-extractable AISi
P transport and retention mechanisms and to develop best management practices
ranges from 1.07 to 2 28 with a mean value of 1 35 Average oxalate extractable
to minimize P losses The objectives of this study were to assess the I) vertical
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iron (Fe) (I 07%) is considerably higher than Fen measured on most andic soils in
the Pacific Northwest (0 72%) The dominant andic soils in the Pacific Northwest
are siliceous and have greater Alo (1.31%) and Si (051%) than soils at Craters of
the Moon (0 49% Aln and 0.36% Si,) Due to these' differences, Craters of the Moon
tephra are expected to have a different suite of secondary mineral products than
other Andisols throughout the region
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S. Tawornpruek
Properties of Red Oxisols on Basalt in Thailand.
S. Tawornpruek. Dept of Soil Science. Faculty of Agriculture. Kaselsarl Univ. I.
Kheoruenromne. Dept of Soil Science. Faculty of Agriculture. Kaselsarl Univ: A.
Suddhiprakarn. Agriculture Faculty. Soil Science Dept. Kaselsarl Unix: R. J. dikes.
School of Earth and Geographical Sciences. The Unix of Western Australia.
A pedogenic analysis of properties of red Oxisols on basalt under different climatic regimes in Thailand was carried out to ascertain their similarities and differences These soils are Kandiustox in Northeast Plateau and Kandiudox in Southeast Coast Thailand having characteristics typical of highly weathered soils. They
are very deep (> 2 m depth), generally acidic (pH 4.3-5 5), clayey, having low
cation exchange capacity and negative ApH values. Their profile development is
rather similar being Ap-Bto-Bo for both Kandiustox and Kandiudox These soils
generally have low bulk densities (0.79-1 25 Mg m'•') and low available water for
plants (3.0-12 7 weight%) The fabric of the soils indicates that there are more wellrounded micropeds in Kandiustox than in Kandiudox and the sizes of microaggregates in these soils are somewhat different ranging from 20-1200 urn in Kandiustox
and 40-2000 urn in Kandiudox The iron oxide concentration in microaggregates is
more variable in the Kandiudox possibly indicating a more complex pedogenesis
in these soils as compared to that in the Kandiustox Kaolin, quartz and hematite
are the dominant minerals in all of these red Oxisols. Goethite is the minor mineral
found only in the Kandiudox Differences in mineralogy also indicate the influence
of different climatic conditions. Soil properties that relate to soil fertility status particularly organic matter content (1 9-45.2 g kg'), available phosphorus (0 5-98.6
mg kg ') and available potassium (3-49 mg kg') are moderately low to high in the
topsoil and low to very low in the sub-horizons caused by land use managements
and those are similar for both the Kandiustox and Kandiudox profiles. Both groups
of Oxisols have low values of cation exchange capacity which is inconsistent with
the dominance of low activity clays (kaolin, sesquioxides) and the Kandiustox profiles have lower mean CEC (5.8-9.7cmol kg') than the Kandiudox (6.4-18.1 cmol
kg') profiles However, it is clear that the exchange properties of these soils largely
depend on their variable charges. This is indicated by ApH of which the Kandiustox
having greater negative charges than those of the Kandiudox, reflecting more intensive weathering of the latter soils.
85-8
356b
Z S. Chen
Characteristics, Pedogenesis and Classification of Podzolic Soils in Tai-Ping
Mountain of Taiwan.

S. P. Wu. Depl of Agricultural Chemistry. National Taiwan Univ: Z. S. Chen. Dept
ofAgricultural Chemistry. National Taiwan Univ
Ten podzolic soil pedons were selected to study the soil morphology, characteristics, material composition, pedogenesis, elements distribution, and classification in
Tai-Ping mountain region of Taiwan The podzolic soils in the study area can be
divided into three classes including Inceptisols, soils with placic horizon, and Ultisols The selected pedons had an elevation ranging from 1900 to 2100 m and were
derived from slate The vegetation types are dominated by red cypress (Chamaecyparis formosensis Matsum) and Taiwan Chinese fir (Taiwania cryptomerioides
Hay). The annual rainfall is about 3000 mm and mostly falls from April to October
The soil moisture regime is udic and the soil temperature regime is mesic. The
soil physical properties showed that the illuviation process of clay particle was the
dominant pedogenic process which occurred in the study area before the formation
of the placic horizon The chemical properties showed that the Ultisols appeared
to be dominated by the organic-Fe types but the placic horizons appeared to be
dominated by free iron oxides. On the other hand, the placic horizons are composed
of poor crystalline goethite, lepidocrocite, ferrihydrite, and some hematite. All soil
pedons are dominated by vermiculite, interstratified vermiculite-illite minerals, and
illite The weathering sequence of clay minerals in the study area is proposed as:
illite and chlorite —• vermiculite and interstratified vermiculite-illite minerals —•
HIV and kaolinite —» gibbsite. Lateral eluviation-illuviation occurred between the
soils with placic horizon and the Ultisols This result showed that the relief is the
important controling factor of the genesis variation between soils with placic horizon and Ultisols The genesis of placic horizon in the study area is proposed to have
four stages First stage, the perched water was formed on the surface after heavy
rainfall owing to the abrupt textural change due to strong illuviation Second stage,
the lateral flow which was induced from the slightly sloping area caused the perch
water table to fluctuate rapidly thereby enhancing the fast re-oxidation alteration
environment Third stage, the soluble iron was re-oxidized, precipitated, and coated
on coarse particles to form the placic horizon at the boundary between the eluvial
and illuvial horizons after the perched water was drained. Fourth stage, the organic
matter was adsorbed by iron oxide as shown in the characteristic morphology of
the upper part of the placic horizon which is black and red in its lower part The
high pH value (>5) of the study area may be one important factor that favored the
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placic horizon genesis but retarded podzolization. The soil sequence in the study
area is as follows: Entisols—•Inceptisols—»Ultisols or Ultisols with placic horizons
The results of soil classification can not show the properties of placic horizons
in the study area We propose that Placudepts should be included in the Great
Group of Udepts. Moreover, Spodic Hapludults and Placoaquic Hapludults should
be included in the subgroup of Hapludults in Soil Taxonomy On the other hand,
Placic Lixisols and Placic Cambisols should also be included in the subdivisions
of Lixisols and Cambisols in the World Reference Base for soil resources system
(WRB system) Keywords: placic horizon, argillic horizon, Ultisols, Inceptisols,
clay minerals, weathering sequence, lateral translocation, Podzolization
85-9
454a
Z Y Hseu
Pedogenesis of the Serpentinitic Soils along a Toposequence in Eastern
Taiwan.
Z. Y. Hseu. Dept of Environmental Science and Engineering. National Pinglung
Univ of Science and Technology.
Soils derived from serpentinitic rocks may show strong chemical fertility limitations due to low Ca/Mg ratios, lithiogenic Cr and Ni enrichments, and serpentine
mineral transformation In this study, five soil pedons were selected on the summit,
shoulder, upper backslope, lower backslope and footslope positions (TA-1 to TA-5)
along a serpentinitic toposequence in eastern Taiwan and characterized soil chemical properties, mineral weathering sequences and genetic processes. It is surprising
that the toposequence is only about 200 m long, but five Soil Orders of the Soil
Taxonomy were represented, including Entisols (TA-I), Vertisols (TA-2), Alfisols
(TA-3), Ultisols (TA-4) and Inceptisols (TA-5). As expected in pedons TA-3 and
TA-4 with relatively flat landscape, the soils in general have undergone intensive
weathering, extensive leaching, resulting in metal and clay translocation. However,
high clay contents (>40%) are found in all the pedons. The soils derivered from
ultramafic rocks are reflected in relatively high cation exchange capacity in this
study, which ranged approximately in 26-74 cmol/kg. Exchangeable Ca/Mg ratios
in all the soils are lower than 1 0 except for a few surface horizons During the
weathering serpentinitic minerals are unstable in soil environments, so that serpentine is only found in the soils of pedons TA-1 and TA-2 where kaolinite and
gibbsite could not be identified Trace kaolinite, gibbsite and quartz are found in
TA-3 and TA-4 pedons Serpentine is easily transformed as smectite, especially
in TA-1 and TA-2 pedons associated with clear surface cracks and slickensides.
However, vermicullite is progressively transformed from smectite or mixed layer
mineral of chlorite-vermiculite with respect to Mg leaching under well drainage
conditions. The weathering sequence of mineral in the study area is serpentine >
chlorite > smectite > vermiculite > kaolinite > quartz, respectively. This weathering
sequence coincided well with the Cr and Ni levels in the soils along the serpentinitic toposequence.
85-10
454b
I.Vinci
Soil Chronosequences in the Vcneto Plain.
/. Vinci. ARPAV. Environmental Protection Regional Agency: A. Garlato. ARPAV
Environmental Protection Regional Agency: P. Mozzi. Univ of Padua: F. Ragazzt.
ARPAV. Environmental Protection Regional Agency.
The northern Veneto plain is made of alluvial fans and megafans settled in different
ages, from the Upper Pleistocene to the Holocene These sedimentary systems have
been studied from a geomorphological and stratigraphic point of view. They have
also been investigated with soil surveys at different scales, such as those of the Soil
map of the drainage basin of the Lagoon of Venice at the scale 1:50,000, and of the
Veneto Region soil map at the scale 1 250,000 The apical portions of the megafans
consist mainly of gravels, while in the middle and distal reaches sandy channel bodies are embedded within silty clay overbank deposits. In some cases, I4C datings
allow for the determination of the age of the last depositional events that formed the
plain surface. This provides an indication of the time when soil forming processes
became dominant on the relict alluvial plain To give an estimate of soil evolution
and relative age, chemical indexes from literature (AIR and Arduino index) were
used, based on analytical determination of different iron forms (oxalate-extractable, Feo, dithionite-extractable, Fed, and total iron, Fet). The most representative
profiles of the more widespread soils have been chosen in each geomorphological
unit, for a total of 22 profiles and 101 soil samples Also parameters from field
descriptions and routine physical-chemical analyses, such as color and carbonate content, have proved useful. The presence/absence of clay skins have been
checked through micromorphological analysis. The investigation of soils formed
on surfaces of known ages, has allowed to confirm that their degree of evolution is
time-dependent Soils developed on Pleistocene surfaces (Montebelluna megafan
formed by Piave river, Bassano megafan by Brenta river, Garda sandur and Adige
river terraces sequences) show a significant profile differentiation, with calcium
carbonate leaching and clay illuviation to deep horizons, characterized by reddish
colors (5YR-7 5YR) and presence of clay skins (Inceptic Hapludalfs clayey-skeletal: Typic Hapludalfs loamy-skeletal; Udic Argiustolls fine-loamy) Arduino index
((Fed-Feo)/Fet), that in our case proved to be the more effective for comparing soils
of different ages, and also soils formed on different parent materials, show values
that range from 55 to 41. for the Montebelluna fan. regarded as having formed
before the Late Glacial Maximum (LGM). but still in the upper Pleistocene Garda
sandur and Adige river terraces show indexes between 40 and 51; this suggests a
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pre-LGM age, as Arduino index values of 27-35 were found in soils of the Bassano
megafan, that, according to C datings, should have formed during the LGM. Soils
on young surfaces (Holocene) are less developed (Typic Udifluvents/Udorthents
sandy-skeletal), sometimes weakly decarbonated in the upper horizon and have
less reddened horizons (10YR) Soils on recent terraces, nearby the Brenta and
Adige river show index values between 10 and 16, whereas soils on Piave terraces
show higher values (24-27), and also evidence of decarbonation in the upper horizon, suggesting a less recent deposition. On some surfaces of the Nervesa fan, that
was formed by Piave river afterwards Montebelluna fan, more developed soils are
present, decarbonated, but with no evidence of clay illuviation (Typic Eutrudepts
loamy-skeletal). These could be compared to soils on Bassano fan, related to the
LGM, as index value found is 31; clay illuviation in this case could have not taken
place for the higher carbonate content of the parent material (30-35% of Brenta
alluvial material versus 40-50% of the Piave). On the basis of these investigations,
it has been possible to recognize some soil chronosequences which may serve as
a pedostratigraphic reference framework for the Late Quaternary evolution of the
Veneto plain and, in the general, of the eastern Po Plain.
85-11
455a
J.K.Turk
Soil Organic Carbon Dynamics in a Forested Debris-Flow Chronosequence in
Southern California.
J. K. Turk. Unix of California.
Riverside.

Riverside:

R. Graham.

Univ of

California.

The anthropogenic increase in atmospheric carbon is partially mitigated through
afforestation. However, the role of soils in the forest sink is poorly understood. This
study was conducted to determine the rates of soil carbon accumulation and transformation during early stages of pedogenesis under semi-arid coniferous forest.
The chronosequence used for this study consists of a series of debris flows in the
San Bernardino Mountains. Conifer stands, of mostly ponderosa pine and incense
cedar, are established in the first or second year after a debris flow and were used
to date the flow deposits using dendrochronology. Surfaces younger than 100-years
age were studied at an approximately 20-year resolution and three older surfaces,
up to 400-years old, were also included. Pedon description and sampling according to morphologic horizons was conducted at each stage of the chronosequence.
Pedogenesis in this chronosequence is driven mainly by organic carbon from the
growing forest biota. Accumulation of organic matter at the mineral surface was
reflected in melanization and rubification of the soil color. Many profiles contained
buried O and A horizons, which may serve as a sink for atmospheric carbon Carbon content of the soil decreased for the first 3-4 decades following debris flow
deposition and increased from 40 to 100 years, but at a slower rate [0.03 kg/(sq.
m*y)] than previously reported for ponderosa pine forest at a site 900 km NNW
of our study site. Changes in C/N ratio are consistent with reports from previous
chronosequence studies. This high-resolution chronosequence provides a detailed
record of the initial stages of soil development.

85-12
455b
T J. Saunders
Quantifying the Biogeochemical Function of the Subaqueous Soils in the
Environment.
T. J. Saunders. Univ of Florida: M. Collins. Univ of Florida.
The presence of subaqueous soils in shallow aquatic habitats has been established
in a number of diverse locations within the United States and further research is
ongoing. The contribution of this work is the quantification of the biogeochemical
function of subaqueous soils and the determination of how the structure and composition of distinct subaqueous soils influences their environmental role We focus
mainly on the biogeochemistry of N and P as these nutrients often limit primary
productivity in both terrestrial and aquatic environments and are known to cause
radical changes in ecosystem dynamics if not maintained by natural processes. The
research takes place along the Chassahowitzka River, a coastal spring-fed river
and estuarine system in NW Florida that acts as a hydrologie interface between
the freshwater Floridian aquifer and the larger coastal environment and Gulf of
Mexico This geographic area is of particular concern as anthropogenic perturbations have increased nutrient loading at the springhead over time. Soils within the
system are mapped, described, and evaluated using common soil metrics. Random sampling locations within map units are equipped with benthic flux chambers
and monitored over time to determine nutrient flux rates within distinct map units.
Finally, nutrient flux rates are evaluated with relation to soil composition allowing
an inferred linkage to be made between soil composition and the biogeochemical
role of a soil within the environment Nutrient flux rates are extrapolated to the
mapped extent of the soil map unit in order to provide an estimation of the overall
significance of distinct soil map units in local biogeochemical cycling. Seasonal
changes in nutrient flux rates will be reported in future work

85-13
456a
M.Kaiser
Soil Organic Matter Sequestration as a Function of Land Use and Soil
Genesis.
M. Kaiser. Leibniz-Centre for Agricultural Landscape Research (ZALF) e. \'.
Müncheberg: Institute of Soil Landscape Research: M. Sommer. Leibniz-Centre
for Agricultural landscape Research (ZALF) e. V. Müncheberg: Institute of Soil

Landscape Research: R. Ellerbrock. Leibniz-Centre for Agricultural
Research (ZALF)

Landscape

Land use change from agriculture to forest is supposed as one possibility to increase
the amount of Soil Organic (SOM) matter in soils and to decrease the atmospheric
content of the greenhouse gas C 0 2 . This kind of SOM sequestration will only be
sustainable by increasing the amounts of stabilized SOM Pedogenetic parameters
like soil acidify and soil mineralogical properties are emphasized to be strongly
related to SOM stabilization. Therefore it can be assumed that the extent of SOM
sequestration due to afforestation is affected by the status of pedogenesis, but the
quantification of these relationships is still insufficient The aim of the study is
to investigate in which extent pH, contents of amorphous metal oxides and clay
minerals determine the differences in amount, content and composition of stable
SOM parts of topsoils of different pedogenesis and land use. For this we investigate
ten sites (land use pairs) throughout Germany, which differ in soil forming factors
and genetic conditions, respectively, and which are characterized by the following
conditions: i) direct neighbourhood of the studied plots under arable land and forest
(land use pairs), ii) land use continuity at single plots for more than 50 years, iii)
comparable pedogenetic conditions in the land use pairs. Stable SOM parts from
top soils will be isolated using a sequential extraction procedure, dated by I4C,
chemically characterized by using FTIR- spectroscopy and calculated as amounts
per m2. If a relationship between SOM stabilization and pedogenetic parameters
(pH, amorphous metal oxides, clay minerals) exists, the sustainability of afforestation to mitigate the greenhouse effect can be better assessed due to soil type stratification.
85-14
456b
J Zhang
Spatial Variation of Chemical Properties as Affected by Soil Erosion on
Hillslopes and Terraces of Hilly Areas of Sichuan, China.
S. Ni. Chengdu Univ of Technology: J. Zhang. Institute of Mountain Hazards
& Environment. Chinese Academy of Sciences: X. Zhong. Institute of Mountain
Hazards and Environment. Chinese Academy of Sciences: S. Liu. Institute of
Mountain Hazards and Environment. Chinese Academy of Sciences.
The variation in soil nutrients that is crucial to the productivity of soils undergoing erosion and overall results in a decline in soil quality and crop production in
the whole landscape. Two toposequences (the long slope and terraced field series)
were selected from hilly areas of the Sichuan Basin, China to determine effects of
soil redistribution rates and topographic changes on nutrient and chemical element
dynamics, and examine the contribution of water erosion and tillage erosion to the
variation and distribution pattern in soil nutrients and chemical properties within
different landscapes. For the long slope, soil loss occurred at upper slope positions
and a relative soil accumulation was present at lower slope positions. However,
terrace bank create the line of zero downslope transport of soil, leading to abrupt
changes in 137Cs inventories over very small spatial range between the upper (or
lower) part of the terrace and the lower (or upper) part of the immediate terrace
Significant correlations between total P, K. and 137Cs concentrations suggest that
the distribution of total P and K is related closely to soil redistribution Extractable K concentrations (g m-2) are also highly related to 137Cs on both the long
slope and terraced fields. However, it is notable that no close relationship between
extractable P concentrations (both mg kg-1 and g m-2) and 137Cs was found on the
terraced fields, while there was a significant correlation between the two variables
on the long slope. The variation in extractable Pby soil redistribution was enhanced
on the long slope, but was concealed on the terraced fields due to CaC03. It is
suggested that the variation in extractable P not only depends on soil redistribution
in relation to fine soil particles, but also is influenced by other factors such as the
P-fixation due to CaC03 derived from parent materials which itself is linked to
soil erosion and redistribution, and therefore extractable P dynamics in reference
to soil erosion is relatively complex on carbonate-rich soil and parent materials in
such areas as the Sichuan Basin. Tillage erosion, the dominant soil redistribution
process on terraced fields was found to be a major contributor to the spatial variation in soil chemical properties in the terraced field landscape, while water erosion
plays an important role in the variation in soil chemical properties in the long slope
landscape. In the case of carbonate-rich soils or parent materials, however, tillage
erosion would not create accumulations of extractable P in depressions, whereas
water erosion results in extractable P losses at upper slope positions and accumulations at lower slope positions.

85-15
457a
A. Swathi
Fluorine and Some Associated Elements in Termite Mounds from the Endemic
Fluorosis Region ofTalupula, Ananatapur District, Andhra Pradesh, India.
A. Nagaraju. S V Univ: A. Swathi. Sree Vidyanikelan Engg. College

(JNTUniv).

Talupula area lies in Anantapur District in the southwestern region of Andhra
Pradesh state The important geological formations in this area are granites,
gneisses and schistose rocks of Archaeans The entire source of fluoride in the natural water can be traced to the occurrence of fluorine-rich granitic rocks and soils
derived from these rocks Termite mounds are among the most conspicuous figures
of many tropical ecosystems Termites process considerable quantities of material
in their mound building activities, strongly influencing the soil properties as compared to surrounding soils In the study area, the termites build conspicuous earthen
mounds that are found in various topographical conditions, viz., plains, valleys.
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slopes, and tops of high altitude and on the bunds of agricultural lands They are
conical, elongate, bald, rounded and irregular The termites penetrate through the
fissures and fractures of the sub surface geological formations, carry mineral particles and ground water for the construction of their mounds and to maintain high
relative humidity About ten pairs of termite soil and adjacent surface soil samples
were collected analysed for F, Zn, Cu, Pb, Cr, and Ni. From this analytical data,
it may be seen that the accumulation of these elements have been concentrated in
more amounts in termite soils than the adjacent surface soils Fluorine concentration is ranged from 6 4 ppm to 115 ppm in termite affected soils Further, it may
be noted that mound-building termites and their associated microorganisms control
the translocation of different elements, there by playing a significant role in the
biogeochemical cycling of elements in the tropics
85-16
457b
B. B. MISHRA
Photopedogenesis- New Chapter in Soil Science.
B. B. Mishra, Soil Survey & land Use Planning Centre: H. Gebrekidan. Alemaya
Univ. Ethiopia: S. Beyene. Debub Univ.
Light has been appreciated in soil science merely as a means of heat indicated by
temperature change However, presence of phototrophic bacteria including blue
green algae, diurnal change in soil electrical conductivity, longer plant height at
the centre of the densely seeded crop field, higher root proliferation during rainy
season, vegetative cover change as affected by aspect (slope direction), more nitrogen efficiency in moist soils receiving intense light and possibly less infestation
of insect, disease and weed during sunny period are some of exciting, but simple
examples to recognize the direct role of light to the dynamics of soils in crop production In a qualitative expression of the "Theory of Photopedology", it was demonstrated that light can move to the soil layer in presence of moisture and may
contribute to the ionization process of soil solution (I) In addition, low wavelength
radiation like gamma and X-rays may increase the level of total and NH4-N and
available phosphorus in soil at the cost of soil organic carbon content (Table I)
Forwarding a hypothesis, '2C(i and "'OH already present in soil environment undergo
nuclear transfer reaction (2) as induced by energy from X-rays and yield two atoms
of 'JN7 atom In other experiment, increasing levels of water increased the soil
available phosphorus significantly (Fig I) Such radiation effects are related to the
pedogenic state of soils and thus they are selective in nature.
Table 1. Effect of X-rays on some soil fertility parameters
Basalt derived soil
Limestone derived soil
X-ray Gain (+)
X-ray Grain (+)
Untreated treated or loss Untreated treated or loss (-)

Soil fertility
parameter
Organic
carbon, %
Total
nitrogen, %
Available P,
mgkg'
NH^-N, mg kg"1

(-)

-0.13

4.12

397

-0.15

0 134

+0 028

0.322

0.340

+0 0IÏ

2169

23 19

+1.500

1438

1681

+2.43

381

672

+2.910

649

6.72

+0.23

1.82

I 69

0.106

1.1
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Fig. I. Available phosphorus of soil as affected by soil moisture levels
Conclusively, soil needs to be critically investigated in relation to photopedogenesis, wherein both short as well as long range of electromagetic radiations contribute
significantly in relation to plant growth and development Photopedogenesis thus
seems to be the integral part of soil so long as soil is said to be a resource to plants
as well as plant products It is comparable in importance to photosynthesis for plant
metabolism, but characteristic to soil alone in scientific merits
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86-1
8:00 AM H Allen
Predicting Toxicity of Metals in Soil - The Terrestrial Biotic Ligand Model
(TBLM).
H. Allen. Dept of Civil and Environmental Engineering: S. Thakali. Dept of
Civil and Environmental Engineering: A. Ponizovsky. Univ of Delaware: D. Di
Tow. Univ of Delaware: C. Rooney. Rothamsled Research: F. Zhao. Rothamsted
Research: S. McGrath. Rothamsled Research.
Although it is widely recognized that the total metal content of soils is not a good
predictor of ecotoxicological effect, environmental assessments continue to use
total metal content as their basis. In this talk we review a new approach, based on
the study of copper or nickel added to soils collected in the European Union, to
provide prediction of soil-specific ecotoxicological response. The overall approach
which we have termed a Terrestrial Biotic Ligand Model (TBLM) is composed of
two submodels The first submodel considers the partitioning of metal from soil to
soil solution We review the factors that control this partitioning and approaches to
relate the concentration of copper or nickel and their free metal ions in soil solution to soil properties. Both empirical relationships and chemical speciation models
have been used to predict metal concentration in soil solution For soils in which
metal partitioning is dominated by soil organic matter (most non-calcareous soils),
we have computed the speciation of the metals in soil solution using the Windermere Humic Aqueous Model (WHAM VI) using easily determined soil chemistry
parameters as input. The second submodel of the TBLM considers interaction of
metal ion in soil solution with receptor sites on biota to produce a toxicological
response. This approach explicitly permits consideration of competition of other
ions such as H+ or Ca2+ at the biotic ligand and separation of this effect from
that of these ions on the partitioning of the Cu from the soil Application of the
approach is demonstrated with results for barley root elongation measurements for
soils that have been spiked with metal The TBLM provided better correlation to
the observed root elongation to the measured values than did either a model based
on the total metal concentration in soil or the Free Ion Activity Model (FIAM)
Using the TBLM we were able to predict EC50 values for almost all soils considered to within a factor of 2 compared to measured values
86-2
8:35 AM L. Diels
Heavy Metal Bioavailability Detection in Soils and Sediments by the BIOMETBiosensor.
L. Diels. Flemish Institute for Technological Research: K. Vanbroekhoven. Flemish
Institute for Technological Research.
Historical mining activities (e.g. acid mine drainage), non-ferrous metals processing
(e.g. landfill leakage or metal emissions), surface treatment and electronic industries (eg spills of heavy metal contaminated water) lead to the contamination of
soils with heavy metals and metalloids. This contamination can cause severe risks
to human health due to direct metal uptake into vegetables and due to spreading via
wind (e.g. of dust) or via infiltration in the groundwater or via flooding. Metals and
metalloids are always in a kind of equilibrium between the soil and soil pore water
Several factors influence this equilibrium and consequently influence the release
of these metals from the soil (source) to the humans (receptor) via specific ways
(plant uptake, breathing of air, drinking of ground water etc.). Soil has an intrinsic
capacity to bind metals via different processes as ion-exchange (on clay), adsorption to functional groups (on organic matter), precipitation (due to pH changes)
and co-precipitation (on iron oxy-hydroxides), as well as integration in the mineral
lattice Besides these completely physico-chemical processes, micro-organisms
play a role in the fate of metals resulting in different bio-geochemical processes as
biosorption on biomass, bioprecipitation due to oxidation or reduction reactions,
precipitation with sulfides, obtained through sulfate reduction etc All these processes play a role in the retardation of the metal on its pathway from soil surface to
other receptors as groundwater. This retardation can be seen as a natural attenuation
process influencing the reduction in availability of the metal to plants, animals and
human beings. Several methods were developed to measure the (bio)availability of
these metals and metalloids These methods are based on chemical (e.g. sequential extraction, AVS/SEM ratio etc.), physical (eg. capacity sensors) or biological
methods (eg. bio-assays and biosensors) An advantage of the BlOMET'-sensor
(based on light production by metal interacting bacteria) is the fact that they give
a general interpretation of the availability of the metals (as a mixture) and of their
risks compared to software models that try to calculate the speciation of the metals
not taking into account unknown parameters or elements. The (bio)availability of
metals can change in function of time due to changing conditions as pH, redox,
presence of complexing agents etc In conclusion, it's clear that there is a general

need to come to an easy and cheap monitoring method of(bio)availability of metals and metalloids in soil in relation to their spreading to groundwater and surface
water and the need to use these data in a general approach of evaluation of soil
quality changes and influence on river basins. This talk will present some new
ideas and approaches. The presentation will be illustrated with examples using the
BlOMET'-sensor for instance on New Orleans sediment samples.
86-3
9:10 AM M. A. Schoonen
Developing New Strategies and Methods to Investigate the Relationship
between Soils and Human Health.
M. A. Schoonen, Stony Brook Univ: S. Simon, Stony Brook Univ; C. Cohn, Stony
Brook Univ E. Roemer, Stony Brook Univ., Stony Brook. NY
The interactions between soils and human health are complex. In particular the
interaction with soil minerals upon inhalation or ingestion is poorly understood.
There is a considerable body of biomedical literature on exposures to quartz, asbestos or coal that provides a basis for understanding the interaction of soils with the
human body. A common theme is that minerals may lead to cellular disregulation
through the formation of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS), such as super oxide,
hydrogen peroxide and OH radical. The cellular disregulation may lead to oxidative stress. Iron is thought to play a pivotal role in the ability of minerals to
form radicals. Ferrous iron can react with dissolved oxygen through a sequence of
reactions referred to as the Haber-Weiss cycle to form ROS. Our multidisciplinary
team, consisting of geoscientists and biochemists, has developed a strategy and
protocols to determine the ability of minerals to form ROS (in particular hydrogen
peroxide and radicals) in aqueous slurries as well as within cells. In addition, we
have developed protocols to determine the rate of RNA and adenine decomposition
in mineral slurries. Finally, we have adopted standard biochemical assays to determine cell survival and the release of cytokines in cultures of human epithelium cells
exposed to earth materials. Taken together these protocols provide a strategy to rapidly assess the potential for soil minerals to form ROS. The challenge is, however,
to extend these protocols so that soils and not just soil minerals can be evaluated.
The complexity of soils —the presence of microorganisms and the presence of
organic matter— presents significant challenges. The presence of soil microorganisms limits the use of RNA as a model target molecule. In this assay, yeast RNA
is added to a slurry and the concentration of RNA is determined as a function of
time using a molecular probe. The probe, Ribogreen™ (Molecular Probes), binds
to intact RNA and fluoresces. Exposure to radicals causes strand scissions and the
RNA strands become too short to induce the fluorescence. Hence, in essence, the
Ribogreen™ provides a measure of "intact" RNA. Microbes will readily degrade
RNA, which masks the loss due to radical degradation. We are currently exploring
the use of microwave radiation to sterilize the soil before using the RNA assay.
Another possibility is to use Adenine, a base. Adenine is not readily metabolized
by microorganisms, but it is readily decomposed by OH radicals. The presence of
soil organic matter complicates the interpretation of results. Some types of organics
are expected to act as radical scavengers, while other components may become a
source of organo-radicals. We are currently investigating this complexity by studying mineral-organic mixtures. The use of any of the cellular assays requires that
we sterilize the soil before it is used. Although there is still much work to be done
on the development of tools, we have begun to apply these tools to soil-related
problems. In collaboration with the US Geological Survey, we are studying the
formation of ROS by archived soil samples form Northern California Soils in this
area are naturally rich in nickel and chromium. There is a possible link between
the metal content in these soils and the prevalence of certain types of cancer in the
area. A second project involves flood sediment deposited by Hurricane Katrina in
New Orleans and surrounding Parishes Some of these sediments contain pyrite,
which has been shown to produce ROS and readily degrade RNA and DNA[1, 2].
Acknowledgements— Studies related to the Katrina sediments has been funded by
NSF-EAR. Drs. Geoff Plumlee and Marty Goldhaber at the USGS are thanked for
providing samples and the necessary geological framework for both soil-related
studies.
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8:00 AM J. W. Harden
A Paradigm for Soil Resilience.
J. W. Harden, U.S. Geological Survey
Soil degradation is a disturbance risk facing all nations today, with climate change,
land management, urbanization, and pollution exerting disturbances from which
recovery and resilience are uncertain and, in most cases, not quantified. Underlying mechanisms for ecosystem resilience to soil disturbance rely fundamentally on
soils, soil properties, and dynamics between soils and contiguous systems Organic

matter provides substrate for biotic reactions, regulates biotic diversity, nutrient
turnover and nutrient retention, permeability of gas and water, and wind and water
erosion. It therefore follows that soil carbon storage and turnover could provide an
index for soils' resilience and vulnerability to disturbance. Several paradigms from
Quaternary geology, soil classification, and ecology can be combined into one overarching index of soil resilience to disturbance centered on the soil chronosequence.
Young landforms underlain by deposits 1 to 10- yrs in age, are postulated to be
potentially rich in nutrients but limited by soil water-holding capacity and nitrogen
colonizers. "Juvenile landforms" underlain by deposits I0 : to W yrs in age are
likely most resilient as a result of abundant primary minerals, secondary oxides
and clays that hold but do not restrict water flow, abundant organic matter storage,
and abundant plant-available nutrients. "Old Landforms" underlain by deposits 104
to 10'' yrs are least resilient to disturbance as a result of depleted primary minerals, occlusion of nutrients by secondary minerals, and restricted hydrologie flow
that inhibits ideal use of available water Resilience to soil disturbance induced by
climatic change, land use, and pollution therefore depends fundamentally on landform age in context of climatic and vegetation history which vary regionally and in
context of erosion and re-deposition (such as eolian inputs and exports) which vary
locally and regionally To test this paradigm, soil radiocarbon is used as a proxy for
soil carbon turnover and soils' resilience to change.
87-2
8:35 AM J. Belnap
Sustaining Soils for the Future: The Impacts of Humans and Climate on Soil
Erodibility and What to Do about It.
J. Belnap. USGS.
Sustaining soils and their fertility requires that the amount of soil lost to erosion be
minimized. This is especially important in regions where soil formation rates are
low or where soils have an inherently high vulnerability to erosion. Soil erosion
rates in many regions of the world are far higher than they have been in the past.
Dust storms of global proportions are now common and massive amounts of soil
have been lost via water erosion. Natural soil protectors include plants, plant litter, rocks, physical and biological soil crusts and healthy soil structure. Increases
in human populations often result in agricultural activities in marginal lands that
result in the loss of these soil protectors. When fields are abandoned due to poor
soils or drought, they are highly vulnerable to erosion as most of these protective
mechanisms have been lost. Grazing in drylands can reduce the cover of plants,
plant litter, physical and biological crusts, and soil structure Recreational and military activities crush plants, soil structure, and physical crusts and biological crusts,
as well as push protective rocks beneath the soil surface. Climate change (changes
in the timing, amounts, or intensity of precipitation; increased temperature, and/or
increased CO,) will also alter how well all these factors act to protect soils from
erosion (except rock cover), as all these factors will influence plant cover, plant
biomass, and the formation or recovery rates of physical and biological crusts and
soil structure. However, the effect of these changes will vary depending on the
characteristics of soils and climate in a given region. There are also steps that can
be taken to prevent degradation of soil surface protectors and to enhance recovery
of factors in impacted areas.
87-3
9:10 AM W Chesworth
Geology, Agriculture and Sustainability.
W. Chesworth. Dept of Land Resource Science.
Our food supply is massively contingent on natural geological goods and services
Farmers cultivate a geological substrate, the soil, and depend upon geological delivery systems such as the water and weathering cycles, to keep crops growing. They
are constrained by natural processes of erosion and by the geochemical processes
that redistribute and cycle the nutrient elements Modern agribusiness has enabled
us to overshoot the human carrying capacity of the planet by heavily mortgaging
our future to the use of high inputs of non-renewable geological resources, particularly oil. gas and fertilizer raw materials. As a consequence, agriculture as practiced
in the developed world is unsustainable over anything other than the short term
Since the Neolithic Revolution, some 10 to 13,000 years ago, we have become a
potent geological agent in our own right, modifying landscapes and geological processes, and accentuating chemical, physical and biological changes in soils, waters
and sediments. All of our activities result in the drawdown of the natural capital of
the earth, with current rates from 1 to 2 orders of magnitude faster than the rates
at which natural processes achieve comparable effects. In the USA the agricultural
scar or footprint on the land now covers about 60% of the available soils as crop
or range land. Worldwide we have essentially taken over the temperate grassland
biome, as well as substantial areas of temperate forest and wetland. In effect, agriculture is strategically situated to consume the biosphere from within In modifying
the land by cultivation we compromise the ability of the soil to perform its natural
ecological functions of providing habitat and collecting and redistributing energy
and matter within the biosphere. Agricultural research has developed techniques
for minimizing our impact, particularly where soil degradation and adverse effects
on water resources are concerned, but a population that continues to grow and to
increase per-capita consumption, makes increased impact inevitable. Sustainable
agriculture on a scale large enough to provide food andfiberto support a world population expected to reach 9 billion people or more by 2050 remains an improbable
dream The fundamental problem is behavioral (though some might say cultural)
rather than technical. As a species we have managed a temporary escape from the
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negative feedback of natural selection that keeps other species in check. We have
accomplished this principally by two unrepeatable strokes of good fortune - the
'discovery' just over 500 years ago, of a New World full of low entropy resources,
and the exploitation of a rapidly diminishing stock of oil and gas Consequently we
have produced a human economy that recognizes none of the scientifically sanctioned default positions that define limits to material development. The 'no limits'
paradigm that dominates economic thought in the affluent nations at present, is and
always has been a recipe for disaster Our propensity to exhaust the resources we
use may be learned or it may be hard-wired - a consequence of the basic Darwinian drive to eat, survive and reproduce Regardless, we have developed a culture of
extravagant consumption where one of equity and moderation is needed. A change
in behavior is our only hope if human civilization is to last for much longer Specifically, we need to learn to live within limits. The haves need to cut back on their
resource consumption so that the have-nots may achieve a reasonable level of material comfort Furthermore, we must base our economy on the renewable energy of
contemporary, rather than fossil sunlight, and we must redesign our system of food
production accordingly. However, even if we could accomplish all of these objectives, we would still need to decrease the human population on the planet (maybe
to between 2 to 4 billion) in order to develop a sustainable society. All of this is a
big ask, and may only come to pass if forced upon us
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8:00 AM D Jaron
Science for Health and Well Being.
D. Jaron, Drexel Univ.
A large number of member Unions of the International Council of Science (1CSU),
including the Union of Soil Sciences, have launched an initiative on 'Science for
Health and Well-Being' (SHWB). The initiative has the long-range goal to facilitate
and support interdisciplinary science aimed at finding solutions to medical and to
societal problems as they relate to health and well-being The objectives of the
initiative are to: -Demonstrate the extent to which interdisciplinary and integrative sciences and technologies can enhance health and well-being; -Identify unmet
needs and promote science and technology programs to meet those needs; -Create
a new level of interdisciplinary knowledge between the basic and health sciences
and establish strong links between the science and medical communities, -Educate
and empower health professionals, the public, and policy makers about the importance of interdisciplinary sciences and technologies in finding solutions to health
and well-being The specific aims include: -Developing the initiative so it becomes
an established ICSU program; -Securing the support of various major organizations such as the UN and WHO and including them as partners in the program;
•Initiating a network of experts from different disciplines and holding workshops
addressing specific health and well-being issues involving novel inter-union collaboration; -Identifying and supporting specific multidisciplinary and inter-Union
projects under the SWHB program and assisting them in obtaining funding. I will
discuss the evolution of the program, lCSU's support for its implememntation, and
specific examples for inter-Union projects that are being in the planning stage.
88-2
8:35 AM V. H. Garrison
From Aspergillus to Timbuktu: African Dust, Coral Reefs and Human
Health.
V. H. Garrison. U.S. Geological Survey.
Hundreds of millions of tons of African dust are transported annually from the
Sahara and Sahel to the Caribbean and Americas in the west, and to Europe and
Asia in the north and east A similar dust system originating in Asia carries dust
from the Gobi and Takli Makan deserts across China, Korea, Japan, and the northern Pacific to the Hawaiian Islands, and periodically continues eastward to Europe
These global atmospheric systems have been moving fine soil particles across
oceans for hundreds of thousands of years The quantity of dust transported varies
interannually as a result of global climate, local meteorology, geomorphology of
source areas, and more recently, human activities, with a documented increase in the
amount of dust transported to the Caribbean over the past 40 years. We suggest that
the composition of dust air masses has changed as a result of human activities in the
source regions and the areas over which the dust travels: burning of biomass and
waste; widespread use of pesticides, plastics, other synthetic organics, and pharmaceuticals; and increased industrialization. A series of pilot projects was initiated to
test our hypothesis that African dust air masses carry viable microorganisms, trace
metals, and persistent organic pollutants (POPs) thousands of kilometers to the
Americas and the Caribbean, and that these contaminants and eroded mineral soils
may adversely affect downwind ecosystems and human health. POPs, trace metals, and hundreds of types of viable microorganisms, including known pathogens.
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have been identified in air samples from the Sahel (Republic of Mali) and from
dust events in the Caribbean (U.S. Virgin Islands and Trinidad) Air samples from
source regions (Mali) have been shown to contain orders of magnitude more viable
microorganisms per volume than air samples from dust events in the Caribbean; air
samples from dust events in the Caribbean contain 3-4 times the concentration of
cultureable microbes than from non-dust conditions. Trace-metal concentrations
were found to be similar to average crustal composition, with slight enrichment of
lead in Mali. Preliminary findings indicate a greater number of POPs, most of them
in higher concentrations in Mali than in Caribbean air samples during dust events
Many of the identified POPs are known to act as toxins, carcinogens, immunesystem suppressors, and/or endocrine disruptors in humans and other organisms
Preliminary ecotoxicology tests indicate African dust collected in the Caribbean
is highly toxic to the sensitive life stages of some marine organisms. Identification
of toxic components is underway, as are toxicity tests on additional coral reef species. Possible causal links between African dust and pediatric asthma emergencyroom admissions in Trinidad are currently being investigated. Concentrations of
aerosols smaller than 10 urn (PMH)) and 2.5 urn (PM,5), particle-surface composition (particularly PAHs and metals), POPs, microorganisms, and pollens are of
interest. Findings from these exploratory studies will guide subsequent research
on the effects of the African dust-associated contaminants on coral reef organisms
and human health in the Caribbean. We welcome collaborations with soil scientists
and scientists from other disciplines to expand our understanding of erosion processes in the source region, surface physical properties and chemical composition
of transported soil particles, and the changes that occur on and to particles during
long-distance transport.
88-3
9:10 AM E. Steinnes
Soils and Geomedicine.
E. Steinnes. Department of Chemistry. Norwegian Univ of Science and
Technology.
Geomedicine is the science dealing with the influence of natural factors on the
geographical distribution of problems in human and veterinary medicine. Discussions on potential harmful impacts on human and animal health related to soils are
frequently focused on soil pollution. However, problems related to natural excess
or deficiency of chemical substances have been known for a long time and may be
even more important in a global perspective Most attention in this respect has been
related to essential or toxic trace elements. Particularly problems related to trace
element deficiencies in soils have been frequently reported over the years in cultivation of agricultural crops as well as in breeding of domestic animals Deficiencies
in plants are often observed for boron, manganese, copper, zinc, and molybdenum
In domestic animals deficiency problems related to cobalt, copper, iodine, manganese, and selenium are well known. Toxicity problems in animals exposed to excess
intake have been reported eg. for copper, fluorine, and selenium Sometimes interactions between elements may create specific problems, such as copper deficiency
in cattle occurring with excess supply of molybdenum In modern agriculture trace
element deficiencies are balanced by including these micronutrients in fertilizers
or animal feed Moreover adjustment of soil pH may beneficially regulate their
uptake in crops. Problems in veterinary medicine related to essential trace elements
have therefore largely been solved in developed countries A possible exception is
organic farming where trace element deficiency problems in farm animals seem to
be on their way back. Human beings are similar to mammals in their relations to
trace elements and thus likely to develop corresponding problems as observed in
domestic animals if their supply of food is local and dependent on soils providing
trace element imbalances in food crops. In developed countries the human population derive their foods from a variety of different geographical areas and are thus
not likely to be much influenced by geographical differences in soil chemistry In
large parts of Africa, Asia, and Latin America however people depend on locally
grown food, and contemporary geomedical problems in man are therefore mainly
restricted to these parts of the world. Well-known examples are the Keshan disease
in China associated with selenium deficiency and the large-scale arsenic poisoning
in Bangladesh and adjacent parts of India. However, the list of such problems is considerably longer, and it seems reasonable to assume that many problems in developing countries related to geomedical factors are still undetected Not all essential
elements in soils are derived only from the soil minerals. Some trace elements
such as boron, iodine, and selenium are supplied in significant amounts to soils by
atmospheric transport from the marine environment, and disorders associated with
these elements are therefore historically less common in coastal areas than further
inland The current occurrence of iodine deficiency disorders in humans is mainly
restricted to land areas situated far from the ocean, and it may be noted that the
areas in China with problems related to the Keshan disease are also predominantly
located far from the sea.
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G. V Wilson

Ephemeral Cully Development and Head-Cut Migration Induced by
Subsurface Flow.
Friday, 14 July 2006
G. V. Wilson. R. F. Cullum, M. J. M. Romkens. A. Simon. USDA-ARS National
Sedimentation Laboratory.
4.1 PA Soils and Natural Hazards (Knowledge, Assessment
Ephemeral gullies are major sources of sediment yet the dynamics of their develand Mitigation)—Theater
opment are not well understood and are poorly quantified. Subsurface lateral flow
over water-restricting horizons can initiate ephemeral gully development as a result
Exhibit Hall A, Theater 1, Second Floor (Convention Center)
of' seepage erosion and preferential flow through soil-pipes Quantification of the
hydrologie properties under which subsurface flow contributes to gully initiation
and head-cut migration are needed in order to improve our prediction and control
89-1
1764a
E. Zanini
capabilities The objective of this research was to determine the effect of subsurface
Scaling the Aggregate Breakdown Dynamics under Water-Saturated
flow on ephemeral gully formation during rainfäll events and specifically to quantify the effects of slope and pressure head on ephemeral gully erosion. Simulated
Conditions to Evaluate Landslide Hazard in NW Alps Pedo-Environments.
E. Zanini, DIVAPRA Chimica Agraria, Unix of Turin; A. Caimi, D1VAPRA Chimica rainfall was applied at 65 mm/h for 1 hour to a 1 5 m long by I m wide soil bed
Agraria, Unix of Turin; E. Oberlo. DIVAPRA Chimica Agraria, Univ of Turin; M. under different slopes. The soil profile consisted of a 30 cm depth of Providence
silt loam packed to a bulk density of 1.35 g cm-3 over a 5 cm thick water restricting
Freppaz, DIVAPRA Chimica Agraria, Univ of Turin.
layer packed to 1.57 g cm-3. Preferential flow through an artificial soil-pipe was
simulated using a 2 cm diameter porous pipe that extended 50 cm into the soil bed
The susceptibility of a topsoil to erode under the impact of rain during a "flash
from the upper end. Pipe flow was controlled under a constant head of 0 (no pipe
flood" phenomenon is associated to its aggregate stability and in alpine environflow), 15, and 30 cm. The lower end of the soil bed was an open-face such that gully
ment landslides are enhanced whenever soil aggregates disintegrate and disperse.
development was not hindered by an endplate. Tensiometers with pressure transThe aggregate stability dynamic of soils has been successfully evaluated and
ducers were inserted into the soil bed at 12 positions to monitor soil water pressures
valdatedlZanini et AI. 1998; Freppaz et. Al. 2002) under water-saturated conditions
during flow events. Experiments were performed with and without rainfall, and
by the exponential equation y(t)=a [l-exp(-t/c)]+b. Parameter a is the maximum
with and without pipe flow Rainfall and pipe flow individually did not result in
estimated abrasion loss of aggregates; b the incipient failure of the aggregates when
mass wasting, however, their combination did produce pop-out failures. The total
saturated in water and c a parameter that links the rate of aggregate breakdown to
soil losses by sheet erosion were 2-3 times higher with rainfall and pipe flow comwet-sieving time The proposed equation conceptually refers to a system where dry
bined than by rainfäll alone The total soil loss by ephemeral gully erosion was 5
aggregates at the soil surface are wetted, flooded and subjected to the disruptive
times higher than sheet erosion as a result of pipe flow combined with rainfall.
action of both the flowing water and the eroding particles being suspended and
carried in the water runoff. The net amount of disintegration is then limited by the
actual content of coarse primary particles, and it is determined by the progressive
breakdown caused both by dissolution of bonding substances and mechanical abra89-4
1765b
S K. Patra
sion of particles. The equation was applied to experimental data from 132 samples
Heavy Metals Toxicity in Soils and Crops in Low-Lying Land of Hooghly
using a wide range of Italian topsoils from N W Alps. The parameters satisfactorily
River Basin in India.
accounted for variations among the soils based upon soil type, parent material and
S. K. Patra, Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyalaya; S. S. Das. Bidhan Chandra
land use. Our objective was to maintain the uniqueness of each breakdown curve
Krishi Viswavidyalaya.
and yet reduce the kinetic variability between soils to only one scale factor. Scale
factors could potentially be related to the pedo-environmental conditions most
The bioavailable concentrations of heavy metals in surface soils and the crops
likely influencing aggregate stability and connected soil hazards. Here we used a
grown thereon in the low-lying agricultural land of Hooghly river basin were
scaling method termed functional normalization (Miller, 1980) that is a regression
assessed to quantify the magnitude of metal contamination in the prevalent agroprocedure by which scale factors for soil processes are determined from sets of
ecosystem. The soil and plant samples were collected from the same contaminated
experimental observations. The scaling factors defined a scale mean curve for the
sites receiving long-term irrigation through sewage effluent from industries, disaggregate breakdown of all the soils. The magnitude of the scaling factor gives a
posal of waste water sludge, municipal refusals, animal wastes and heavy trafficunique quantitative estimate of aggregate stability (the larger its value, the greater
road washing The amounts of DTPA-extractable Fe, Mn, Zn and Cu in soils varis the aggregate stability) for each soil while the particular values of parameters
ied widely ranging from 7.83-15.41, 6.64-18.10, 0.35-3.14 and 0.64-6.67 mg/kg,
a, b and c describe the kinetics of aggregate breakdown. The scale factors signifirespectively, whereas the corresponding figures for Cd, Cr, Ni, Co and Pb ranged
cantly depends upon the forest cover, the soil lithology as well as the topography.
from 002-0.12,0.14-1.51, 1.95-6.93, 0.04-0.36 and 1.97-6.71 mg/kg, respectively.
The scale factors can be used to quantity and sort the kinetics of soil structure
The variable metal loadings from numerous anthropogenic activities (primary facstability amongst a large number of soils while maintaining the particular values
tor) coupled with some transmissivity factors such as heavy rainfall-runoff situaof parameters a, b and c for each soil equation describing the kinetics of aggregate
tion, adverse land topography and cropping condition (secondary factor) were pribreakdown and the incipient failure of the pre-wetted aggregates. A new breakdown
marily responsible for the toxic build-up of heavy metals in these soils and theirs
kinetic from a new topsoil inserted in the data base can modify the scaling factor
spatial variations due to horizontal movement. Based on simple correlations, linear
data set fixing the exact relative position of this soil versus the new scale mean
regressions and step-down multiple regression studies, it is revealed that amongst
curve that is consitent with the "mean hazard" of the area. Freppaz M., Lunardi
soil properties, organic carbon and pH were estimated to be the key parameters
S , Bonifacio E., Scalenghe R e Zanini E. (2002) Advances in GeoEcology 35,
in influencing the availability of metals in soils However, the cation exchange
Catena Verlag, Reiskirchen, Germany, pp. 125-132. Miller, E E 1980. In D. Hillel
capacity, electrical conductivity and CaCO, content also contributed a significant
and D.E. Elrick (eds), Scaling in Soil Physics: Principles and Applications. Soil Sei.
role in augmenting the metal availability. Similarly, the plant uptake of metal speSoc. Am, SSSA Spec. Publ. No.25, Madison, Wl, pp. 300-318 Zanini E., Bonifacies, regardless of crops and cultivars, for Fe, Mn, Zn and Cu also showed wide
cio E., Albertson J D., Nielsen D.R. (1998) Soil Sei, 163, 288-298.
variations ranging from 170-782, 27-121, 16-61 and 10-32 mg/kg in dry matter,
respectively, whilst the corresponding uptake for Cd, Cr, Ni, Co and Pb were 0.11 0.96, 0.82-4.30, 1.28-6.33, 0.55-5.80 and 5.30-14.90 mg/kg in dry matter, respectively. The heavy metal contents in plant tissues were mani-folds higher than that in
89-2
1764b
R. Shahalipour
the soil samples However, vegetables exhibited the higher accumulation of metals
The Effects of Tree's Root Density on Shear Strength of Soil by using Large
than cereal and fodder crop and spinach amongst vegetables was more pronounced
Scale Shear Tests.
than others. According to the metal accumulation in plant tissues, the crops under
R. Shahalipour, ZPA.
study were categorized in the following order: spinach > brinjal > chilli > okra >
paddy = paragrass These crops especially the vegetables were not fit for consumpGenerally speaking, additional strength created by roots in soil is defined as growtion as the heavy metals contents in these plants were above the permissible limits.
ing cohesion (CR). The roots of trees increase shear strength of soil by transmitModerate to strong positive correlation between plant and soil in respect of Fe,
ting developed shear stress to tension strength in soil texture. In other words, soil
Cd, Co and Pb, while a strong negative correlation between plant-Zn and soil-Zn
rapture leads to extension of roots. Friction between roots and soil from one hand,
were observed The correlations for other metals were rather weak These amply
and limiting stresses from other hand locks roots and soil together The result is
demonstrated the toxic build up of heavy metals in plant bodies via soil routes The
an increase in soil strength. Additional vertical stresses and larger roots area of
study leads to the conclusion that growing crops especially of vegetables should
soil cause more limiting stresses and cohesion between root and soil, which finally
be restricted in this polluted basin area in order to avoid metal toxification to the
leads to an increase of shear strength of soil In this research, an attempt has been
consumers through food chain
made to study effects of willow root. For this purpose, large-scale in-situ direct
shear strength tests (with 50x50cm dimensions) have been performed on both
rootless and rooted soils. After each test, in addition to measurement of soil shear
strength, the numbers and diameters of roots have been counted and evaluated The
89-5
1864a
J. Glinski
result shows that soil shear strength for fixed vertical loads increases with higher
Calcaric Regosols Ability of Nitrous Oxide Release and Sink-Model
root density percentage Keywords: Ratio of root area (root density), Shear zone,
Experiment.
Root of tree and shear strength.
J Glinski, Institute of Agrophysics PAS; T. Wlodarczyk. Institute of Agrophysics
PAS; M. Brzezihska, Institute of Agrophysics PAS; P Szarlip. Institute of Agro187
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physics PAS Nitrous oxide (N,0) is one of the most important greenhouse gases
emitted mainly from biotic sources. Soil can remove atmospheric N 2 0 under conditions favorable for N,0 reduction The main purpose of this study was to estimate
the potential ability of soils to produce N 2 0 under flooded conditions where NO,
content was a non-1 imiting factor (100 mg NO, N per kg corresponding to 300 kg
NO, N per ha in 20 cm top soil layer) and a potential ability of soils to consume
N.O. N,0 evolution and consumption in Calcaric Regosols developed from sandy
and silty loam (No 543 and 922) depending on nitrogen addition and kind of soil
were studied. Soil samples from Ap horizons (5 g dry soil with 4 5 ml distilled
water and 0 5 ml of solution of nitrogen like a KNO,, NaNO, and (NH4)2S04 in
concentration 100 mg/kg) were incubated with addition of N,0 (1% v/v) in tightly
closed 60 cm'-glass flasks at 20'C for 26 days Soils without N,0 amendment were
control variants Gas concentrations (N,0, CO,, O, by gas Chromatograph) were
measured during incubation in three repfications.
Table I. Maximum and daily N20 release and consumption

Treatment

Consum

Release

Ption
max daily max %

max

daily

>tion

%

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Soil + NO,

32.2 5.37

3.44

10.7

932

10 36

93.2

100

143
0

0.95
0

3.3
0

0 167.3"

100

Soil + H,0

0

Release

Ï J1

N,0-N mg kg-1
Sandy loam (No 543)
Silty loam

Soil + NO,

43.0

165

0

0

28.7

Soil + NH4

1.99

0.33

0

0

0

Soil + N,0

0

0 70.6" 45.3

0

Soil + N,0 + NO,-

19 1 6.37

13.1

7.2

70.4

7.82

231.6

993

Soil + N,0 + NO,"

24.3 3.46

5.10

2.7

18.7

4.67

26.9

15.2

1.46
0.24 162.0
100
SoiI + N,0 + NH4 2.45 0.61 77.1 47.5
' - 70.58 mg kg' /26 days = 2.72 mg kg"1 d"'
** - 167.32 mg kg VI3 days =12.9 mg kg"1 d'
In conclusion we can state that: (a) soil texture and kind of nitrogen addition affected
significantly the N,0 evolution and consumption, (b) two investigated soils showed
an ability of nitrous oxide consumption by soils without nitrate amendment - 2.72
for sandy loam and 12 9 mg N,0-N kg 'day' for silty loam, (c) the ability of nitrous
oxide consumption by the two investigated soils was higher than their capability
of N,0 evolution.

nificant difference (at the 1% level of significance. Test T student) for all areas. In
relation to AV only Cd presented a positive significant difference for all areas; Cr
presented a difference only in A1 and A2 areas while Ni only in A2 areas.
89-7
1865a
O. S. Bello
Effects of Imidazolinone Herbicides on Microbial Activities in the Humid
Tropical Soils.
O. S. Bello. Dept of Soil Science. Univ of Calabar; E. A. Akinrinde. Dept of
Agronomy. Univ oflbadan; M. G. Solomon, Dept of Soil Science. Univ of Calabar.
Herbicides are important management tools in agriculture because they can be used
instead of tillage for weed control, thereby conserving soil and moisture Laboratory experiments were conducted at the department of Agronomy University of
Ibadan to determine the effect of different concentrations of the Imidazolinone single herbicides (Imazaquin, Imazethapyr and Imazapyr) on the microbial activities
in selected tropical soils The selected soil samples (i.e. soil from a teak and cultivated soil) were treated separately to give concentrations of 0,0.15, 1.5, 15 and 150
ppm; 0, 0.05, 0.5, 5 and 50 ppm; and 0, 0.25, 2.5, 25 and 250 ppm of Imazaquin,
Imazethapyr and Imazapyr respectively. Changes in total mineral nitrogen production, microbial number and carbon - dioxide (C02) production during a 28 day
incubation period were determined. Changes in mineral nitrogen were determined
at weekly intervals for four weeks. The herbicides were stimulatory or inhibitory
to microbial activities depending on the concentration applied to soils. Their rates
of degradation and microbial proliferation were also affected by the concentrations applied. Imazaquin (Scepter) was found to inhibit ammonification in both
soils Nitrification was equally inhibited in teak soil, while lower concentrations
stimulated nitrification, with higher treatment levels inhibitory to nitrification in the
cultivated soil. Imazethapyr had a similar effect on ammonification and nitrification
at higher levels of concentration. Arsenal (Imazapyr) was however stimulatory in
cultivated soil while inhibitory in teak soil. Mineral nitrogen was observed to be
generally higher in teak soil than cultivated soil for all the herbicides treatments
The application of the chemicals generally depressed the total microbial load of the
soils. The depression was greater during the early period of incubation (14days).
Bacteria populations were affected to a higher degree than fungi. Inhibition of
microbial proliferation was noticed with the herbicides application Keywords:
Cultivated Soils, Teak Soil, Mineral -nitrogen changes. Nitrification, Ammonification, Inhibitory, Stimulatory.
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M. Maeda
Nitrate Leaching and Deep-Soil Distribution in Japanese Andisols following
10-Year Applications of Pig Compost or Synthetic Fertilizer.
M. Maeda, National Agricultural Research Center: T. Ola. National Agricultural
Research Center.
89-6
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M. Borges Junior
A thorough understanding of nitrate (N03-) leaching is needed to optimize fertilHeavy Metal Contamination after Solid Waste Disposal on a Tropical
izer management for reducing groundwater contamination by N03- while mainReclaimed Soil in Engenheiro Caldas (MG), Brazil.
taining crop yields. The objective of this study was to determine the effects of
M. Borges Junior. UNEC: V. H. B. Lima. M. A. Albuquerque. Centro Universitärio the long-term application of different N sources on N03- distribution in deep soil
Caratinga; G. K. Donagemma. EMBRAPA.
profiles up to 4.5 m in Japanese Andisols with a high anion exchange capacity
(AEC) Crops of sweet corn (Zea mays L.) and Chinese cabbage (Brassica rapa
One of the main sources of contamination of the environment is the accumulation
L. var. amplexicaulis) were grown each year during the period from 1994 to 2004
of solid wastes, that can be defined as the result of any natural, human or animal
in fields subjected to four different types of treatment with N: pig compost (PC),
activity, generally considered undesirable for the environment Waste disposal,
ammonium N (AN), coated urea (CU), or no fertilizer (NF). Nitrate concentrations
without any form of handling or treatment, can contaminate soil through physical,
in soil water at 1-m depth increased markedly in Year 2 and fluctuated between 30
chemical and biological changes. Contamination by heavy metals is considered
and 60 mg N L-l in AN and CU plots through the experimental period. In the PC
one of the most harmful ways of enviroment pollution of the environment, since
plot, N03- concentration started increasing in Year 4 and reached to the same level
these elements do not degrade and tend to accumulate in living organisms, causing
in Year 6 as in AN and CU plots. Soil N03- contents were often more than 100 mg
intoxication The concentration of heavy metals in the soil varies according to the
N kg-1 between 1- and 2.5-m depths in the N added plots, and were the highest in
geology and also due to man-made impacts. The mobility of metals in soil is highly
the AN treatment, where N03- leaching was the greatest during the experiment
influenced by pH and cation exchange capacity. In the town of Engenheiro Caldas,
In the N added plots, the highest soil N03- contents were seen at 2 5-m depth due
Minas Gerais state, Brazil, a former lake now drained, became an unplanned site of
to lower soil sulfate (S042-) content and lower pH than those within the 0.5-2 m
solid waste disposal. This work aimed to determine the concentration of Cd, Cr, Cu,
layers. Less soil S042- increased N03- adsorption in soil at 2.5 m, because S042Ni, and Zn in the soil samples from that site, comparing with another area nearby,
adsorption is more competitive than N03-. Lower soil pH should exert a higher
where no contamination, ocurred, as values determined were compared with QualAEC at 2.5 m. Our results suggest that in Japanese Andisols, N03- is leached out
ity Reference Values (QRV) and Alert Values (AV)based on Companhia de Tecnoof root zones within several years, but much N03- will be retained by absorption in
logia e Saneamento Ambiental-CETESB. The contaminated area was subdivided
deep layers, regardless of whether the added N is organic or inorganic
into three areas (A I - within the direct waste disposal area; A2 - near the water
course and A3 - an area 400 m apast from the A1 site, as well as the reference site
(A4). The concentrations of metals were obtained through a triacid attack(HN03,
HCl e HF). The A2 and A3 areas presented higher concentration of clay (64 e 49%,
89-9
1964a
P.J.Kim
respectively), pH (5,6 e 6,0, respectively) and cation exchange capacity (24,3 and
Reducing Cadmium Phytoextractability by Coal Bottom Ash.
31,5 cmolc/dm3 respectively) compared with A1 and A4 areas, which may promote
C. O. Hong. Division of Applied Life Science. Gyeongsang Univ; P. J. Kim.
a greater adsorption of metals in soil in these areas The A3 area presented higher
Division of Applied Life Science. Gyeongsang Univ.. Division of Applied Life
concentration of Cd (8,45 mg Kg-1, respectively) indicating higher mobility of this
Science. Gyeongsang Univ.
metal in relation to the other metals. Cr and Ni amounts (100,5 and 38,17 mg KgI, respectively) presented similar behavior, with higher accumulation, in the area
Coal bottom ash is generally considered to be a ferro-aluminosilicate mineral and
close to the water course (A2) Cu and Zn presented higher concentrations (51,8
has a higher pH In acidic and Cd contaminated soil, the coal bottom ash can be a
and 306,7 mg Kg-1, respectively) in the area directly affcted by waste disposal, this
good amendment for increasing Cd immobilization and for decreasing Cd uptake
showing less mobility than the others Statistical contrast analysis showed signifiofcrop plants. In addition compost having very high indigenous negativity can concant differences (at 1% level) between the concentrations of all studied metals in
tribute on increasing Cd holding capacity of soil and then on decreasing Cd uptake
Al, A2 and A3 compared with the concentration of the local reference (A4 area)
of plant The objectives of this study are to evaluate the effect of coal bottom ash
Concerning VRQ, all metal elements, except Cu and Zn, presented a positive sigon cadmium(Cd) phytoextractbility in a gold mine tailing affected soil Bottom ash
was applied at 4 levels of 0,20,40, 80 Mg ha-1 and compost at 2 levels of 0 and 30
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Mg ha-1 A radish cultivar (Raphanus sativa L.) was sown by hand in the experimental field on August 27, 2005 and harvested on October 29, 2005 Radish yield
was increased slightly with increasing application of bottom ash It was maximized
at level of BA 40 Mg ha-1. Radish yield was more effectively increased by compost
addition Cd uptake by radish was significantly reduced with increasing application
of bottom ash Addition of bottom ash and compost more significantly decreased
exchangeable Cd concentration than addition of bottom ash. The water soluble +
exchangeable Cd fraction was significantly decreased with increasing application
of bottom ash, but residual fraction was increased. Soil pH and negativity were
highly increased by addition of bottom ash Reducing Cd phytoavailability can be
attributed primarily to immobilization of Cd by enhanced pH-induced increases in
negative charge Conclusively, bottom ash could be good amendment to reduce Cd
phytoavailability and extractability in Cd contaminated arable soil
89-10
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B Bechet
Risk ui /mi and Lead Transfer in a Roadside Soil.
B. Bechet, Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chaussees—Centre de Nantes: K.
Hanna. Laboratoire de Chimie Physique et Microbiologie pour I 'Environnement.
In road environments, traffic and structures are responsible for the chronic emission
of trace metals that are recovered in highway runoff waters and in roadside soils.
These soils can often be classified as polluted soils regarding their content of lead,
zinc and copper The understanding of the processes responsible for the binding
of metal contaminants in soils is important in order to correctly assess the risk for
groundwater contamination and leaching due to stormwater infiltration But the use
of mechanistically based models to simulate the solution concentrations of heavy
metals in soils is complicated by the presence of different sorbents that may bind
metals One methodology to determine the main interaction mechanisms between
trace metals and solid surfaces is to propose a set of chemical reactions based on the
mineralogical composition, to gain access to parameters by completion of experiments on simple system and to validate the mechanism by comparison between
experiment and simulation The overall objective of this study was to examine
whether the use of the surface complexation model (SCM) could correctly describe
the migration of zinc and lead in roadside soil under various physico-chemical
conditions (Vs pH or with EDTA) The effect of such parameters on the release and
transport of Zn and Pb was studied in a previous work by means of batch reactors
and saturated chromatography columns The soil was sampled from the asphalt edge
on a national road 50 km far from Paris. The fine fraction (below 200 urn) used in
the experiment is mainly composed of quartz (67 % wt) and organic matter (14%
wt) with alumino-silicates and oxides (5% wt) as secondary sorbent phases The
cationic exchange capacity is equal to 0 16 meq/g The modelling work has focused
on the development of a SCM involving the soil dominant components (quartz and
OM). The model was incorporated in the PHREEQC code that allows concomitant
resolution of chemical speciation and one-dimensional (ID) geochemical transport
Thefirstpart of the model describes the interaction on the quartz surfaces by a SCM
using Minteq database incorporated in PHREEQC-2. The surface complexation
and the protonation/deprotonation constants values were taken from Davies and
Leckie (1978) Modeling these data was based on a non-electrostatic approach
Two adsorbing species for each metal were considered (e.g. Pb2+ and PbOH+ for
lead) with two intrinsic surface complexation constants (K[Pb2+) and K[PbOH+]).
The possible surface complexes and their stability products were also given. In
addition, the SCM assuming the adsorption to soil organic matter (SOM) takes
part in the metals retention, was applied. Complexation with SOM is simulated
using a diffuse-double-layer-surface-complexation (DDLSC) model The presence
of two types of binding sites in humic acid, carboxylic and phenolic functional
groups, were assumed at both low and high pH conditions. The model was tested
and validated on batch extraction experiments by increasing ionic strength, addition of EDTA or variation of pH The effect of the two former extractants on the
migration of Zn and Pb was also simulated in column In this study, it was found
that the SCM was able to describe the binding of metals to both mineral (Quartz)
and organic (SOM) phases without fitting parameters.
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C.R.Bond
Multi-Field Assessment of Riparian Buffer Effectiveness in Mitigating Soil
Phosphorus Losses.
C. R. Bond. R. Maguire. J. Havlin. D. A. Crouse. North Carolina State Univ.
In some North Carolina (NC) fields, historically excessive applications of animal wastes have resulted in net accumulations of soil Phosphorus (P) concentrations exceeding crop requirements. Phosphorus losses from such high P soils may
threaten surface water quality in the form of eutrophication The NC Phosphorus
Loss Assessment Tool (PLAT) recognizes the use of riparian buffers as a best management practice to mitigate potential soil P losses through various pathways Our
objectives were (I) to validate that the list of NC Coastal Plain soils identified in
PLAT as subject to leaching is accurate, (2) to assess the influence of riparian buffer soil type on attenuating P entrained from adjacent fields, and (3) to quantify the
mitigation effects of riparian buffer practices on subsurface P loss transport under
a range of diverse landscape, soil, hydrology, and other site-specific factors Our
findings will allow us to (I) update or revise the list of soils that PLAT identifies
as likely to leach under high surface P conditions, (2) provide supportive data on
the specific processes and factors controlling P losses via subsurface P transport

from the field to a surface water, and (3) reduce farmer workload by identifying site
specific conditions that will likely mitigate the transport of subsurface P from the
field to a surface water source
89-12
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H. S Cai
Land Use and Degradation in Po-yang Lake Region, China.
H. S. Cai. D. H. Zhu. College of Information and Electrical Engineering. China
Agricultural Univ.
Land degradation, in particular, soil erosion is either directly or indirectly caused
by the different factors of nature, human beings and social economy Po-yang
Lake is one of the largest freshwater lakes in China. Since 1950s, due to population increase, food and fibre requirements and land policy, the land degradation
has become more and more serious within Po-yang Lake basin. At present, the
degraded land is about 20% of whole 533180hm2 Po-yang Lake basin. The results
of RS and G1S researches have shown that landform, soil type, vegetation, precipitation, water quality, land reclamation, cultivation, town development, population
increase, life style, and land management policy all have close relations with land
degradation Of these factors, annual precipitation about 1610mm, dense population (each person having only 0.05hm2), expansion of cities and towns and poverty
(family annual income only 1200-2400 US$) are mostly contributed to land degradation One of the main approaches to prevent the land from degradation may thus
be to establish a new relationship among human beings, land and water Considering land readjustment, ecology rehabilitation, rural ecology construction, and land
policy, we put forward a mode for preventing land degradation in this region The
mode is as follows: (1) pay attention to the relations among human beings, land
and water, (2) strengthen land readjustment and reduce soil erosion, (3) develop
ecology rehabilitation and perfect the construction of nature protection region,(4)
build ecological villages and change land use opinion Keywords: Po-yang Lake;
land use, land degradation; land readjustment Biography: Hai-sheng Cai, Ph D
candidate, mainly engaged in agriculture information technology. Corresponding
author at email: zhudehai@263.net.cn
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C W Van Huyssteen
Critical Evaluation of Diagnostic Criteria for Gleyic Properties in the World
Reference Base.
C. W. Van Huyssteen. Univ of the Free Slate.
Gley soils typically occur in wetlands where they are ecologically important due
to the water regulating and filtering action that it fulfils in these ecosystems Accurate classification of these soils is therefore important to aid in land use planning
and conservation. This paper evaluates the criteria for gleyic properties, defined in
the World Reference Base for soil resources. Twenty eight soils in the Weatherley
catchment, in the northern Eastern Cape Province of South Africa were studied
to determine their chemical, physical and hydrological properties. Geology was
mainly sandstone and mudstone. Average annual rainfall was 1 064 mm and reference evapotranspiration (ET ) 1 328 mm Soil water, when present, was extracted
weekly for three years from piezometer pipes installed in each horizon, and analysed Average annual duration of water saturation above 70 % of porosity (ADs ()7)
was calculated from daily soil water content data calculated (using the soil water
balance equation) from weekly neutron water meter measurements taken over six
years (1997 to 2002) Thirty eight horizons with reductomorphic or oximorphic
properties were selected for this study These horizons had high bulk densities (1.72
Mg kg1), relatively high clay content (25 8 %) and sum of exchangeable basic
cations (5.63 cmol kg'). ADs . . in these horizons varied between 83 and 365 d a '
Average redox potential in the extracted soil water decreased from 178 mV to 77
mV as the AD . increased from 83 d a' to 365 d a'. Above 350 d a' the redox
potential was variable, ranging between 77 mV and 220 mV This variability was
also evident for the other determined soil properties pH increased from 6 30 to
7.23 as AD increased from 83d a' to312da'. Similar to the redox potential, the
pH was highly variable above AD . of 323 d a', ranging between 6 08 and 7 69
Fe2 (0 37 to 2 42 mg kg'). Mn2 '(0.04 to 0 17 mg kg1), Ca-' (3.77 to 10.71 mg
kg ') and Mg2 (0 50 to 2 40 mg kg') content in the extracted soil water increased
as AD^ 117 increased from 83 d a ' to 323 d a '. Similar to the pattern observed for
redox potential and pH. the Fe2 , Mn2 , Ca2 and Mg2 content were variable above
an AD , of 323 d a '. Above an AD ll7 of 323 d a' the Fe content ranged between
0 14 and 20.27 mg kg'; Mn2 between 0 06 and I 02 mg kg"1; Ca2 between 3.39
and 52.42 mg kg'; and Mg2 between 0.58 and 15.91 mg kg1. K (0.86 to 7 78
mg kg"') and Na (I 90 to 17 23 mg kg ') had a more pronounced increase with an
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increase in AD
from 83 d a ' to 312 d a ' K (0.44 to 9 29 mg k g ' ) and Na (2 20
to 25 82 mg kg"1) were also variable above an AD (l7 of 323 d a '. Calculated average rH values did not correlate with AD
due to the decreasing redox potential
and increasing pll with an increasing AD^ ll7 rH was therefore not a good indicator
of AD s ll7 . as 34 of the 38 horizons had average rH values of 19 or less Reductomorphic and/or oximorphic properties were found to be better indicators of long
periods of AD ll7. It was concluded that low rH values were not good indicators
of duration of saturated conditions Saturated conditions were better correlated to
reductomorphic and/or oximorphic properties These included the presence of grey
(7.5YR7/2, dry) silans. and black (I0YR2/1, dry), red (2.5YR5/8, dry), and yellow
(I0YR6/6, dry) manganese and iron oxide mottles. Specification of the timing and
duration of rll measurements might improve the use of this criterion as an indicator
of duration of water saturation
90-2
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J E GamaCastro
Rendzinas: » Soil Croup with Primitive Original Attributes?.
J. E. Gama Castro. Inslitulo de Geologic/. Univ Nacional Autonome/ de México.
Over the last decade, WRB(FAO-ISRIC-SICS, 1994; 1998), has developed an internationally accepted system to describe soils. However, we consider that there are
still some weaknesses in this system such as the artificial inclusion of Rendzinas in
the Leptosol group, for example This design affects the WRB's main objective that
purports to give a solid scientific basis to the 1988 revised FAO Legend At present
time, the concept that defines rendzic Leptosois, excludes the variety of Rendzinas
located in different areas of Mexico, forming soil units which are cartographically
recognized even at a scale of 1 50 000 In addition, our work recently made at
the field in the Yucatan Peninsula, Mexico, strongly suggests that it is possible
to consider the existence of a variety of Rendzinas that are out of the concept of
rendzic Leptosol. The study showed that weathering, soil formation and constant
evolution take place at depths of a few centimeters The objective of this paper
is to emphasize the properties and soil processes characteristic of Rendzinas and
their intergrades in the Mexican humid tropics Thus, the proposal that Rendzinas
must constitute a different group from that of Leptosois, it is supported by the fact
that their genesis and evolution are influenced by several pedological processes,
as humification and in some cases hydromorphism, observed in their profiles, and
by the development of some properties as : (1) very low content or absence of primary and secondary carbonates, which is congruent with a neutral or slightly acid
reaction; (2) high level of weathering; (3) high content of clay, and (4) a very well
developed structure; these properties are evidences of a higher degree of evolution
in comparison to Leptosois Finally, we consider that the decision adopted by the
WRB (1994-1998), with regard to the possibility of including the soils classified
as Rendzinas and Rendzinas-like soils within the odd and very artificial group of
Leptosois, requires a new review Authors would like to thank Vallejo-Gómez, E.
and Kumiko Shimada for technical assistance.

refers to a profoundly modified soil by human activity caused by factors other than
those related to cultivation and Ari refers to remnants of diagnostic horizons caused
by repeated deep-ploughing, the terms do not consider the main characteristics and
are not appropriate 7 With the singular deep-ploughing technique a new anthropogenic soil is formed with special hydrological, physical and chemical properties,
which is probably more widespread than Plaggic Anthrosols Within the German
Systematics these soils are called Treposols on the soils type level, when belonging
to the group of terrestrial anthropogenic soils deeply modified by men by factors
related to cultivation (Cultisols). Consequently, we propose to admit an adequate
qualifier to the WRB system To key out singular deep-ploughing soils we recommend adding Trepic as a qualifier in respect of Anthrosols.
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J M. Gray
Global Distribution of World Reference Base Soils in Relation to Key Soil
Forming Factors.
J. M. Gray. NSW Dept of Natural Resources: G. S. Humphreys. Dept of Physical
Geography: J. Deckers. Catholic Unix of Leuven.
The relationships between World Reference Base (WRB) soil distribution and the
key soil forming factors of parent material, climate and topography are examined at
the global level using the ISRIC WISE Global soil dataset The WISE Global soil
dataset, established by ISRIC, contains 4382 geo-referenced soil profiles from 123
countries The dataset was queried to derive the FAO 1988 soil types and qualifiers
in each of 70 different environmental regimes, being combinations of different parent material, climate and topography The outputs were then re-expressed into WRB
equivalents. Only 1670 profiles matched the query requirements, meaning several
environmental regimes were represented only poorly or not at all The results were
presented in a matrix of pie charts showing the relative proportions of WRB soil
types and qualifiers in each environmental regime Finally, the results were synthesized into two diagrams, presenting overall patterns of WRB soil distribution
in relation to the key variables (see draft Figures 1 and 2) The examination of the
dataset has revealed clear trends in the global distribution of WRB soil types The
results provide a basis for the prediction and modelling of WRB soil types expected
under different environmental regimes around the globe For example, it is demonstrated that sites with arid/humid climates - near level terrain - mafic/intermediate
parent materials are dominated by Vertisols and Luvisols, and that most wet sites
are dominated by Acrisols and Ferralsols Further statistical examination of various
specific soil properties (pH, CEC, clay content, etc) under different environmental
conditions using this and other major soil datasets has also been undertaken by the
authors and presented in a companion paper at this Conference.
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Formation, Properties and Distribution of Singular Deep-Ploughed Soils of
Central Kurope and Recommendations for WRB.
L. Giani. Institute of Biology and Environ Science; II. P. Blume. Univ of Kiel.
In areas with early dense population, like northwest Europe, techniques have been
developed to increase the natural soil fertility. As a consequence, many anthropogenic soils can be found, which are formed or profoundly modified through human
activities According to the WRB these soils key out as Anthrosols, having a Hortic,
Irragric, Plaggic. Terric or an Anthroquic and Hydragric horizon The names refer
to the kind of land use management or cultivation technique Although Plaggic
Anthrosols are widespread and most known for northwest Europe, another set of
anthropogenic soils, which are formed by singular deep-ploughing, are probably
even more widespread but less considered The singular deep-ploughing cultivation
technique was introduced nearly hundred years ago It works as a one-time ploughing to soil depths of 80 to 250 cm Its application was preconditioned by the invention of the steam plough by John Fowler in 1856 In the beginning, mostly Podzols
and then Luvisols were treated by singular deep-ploughing Since 1936 this method
was also introduced to thin peats, mostly to bogs but also to fens, which have been
ploughed together with the underlying almost sandy material Just arter World War
II, singular deep-ploughing was extended to convert waste sites into productive
arable land, simultaneously supplying many refugees. Deep-ploughing is applied
until today, but meanwhile seldom The morphological characteristics of singular
deep-ploughed soils are vertical tilted layers of the former top and the former sub
soil, which alter continuously They disappear at the top by regular ploughing but
stay in the deeper part as distinctive attributes By singular deep-ploughing the soil
properties were enhanced profoundly, although up to now only few data are available In respect of hydrology water-retaining horizons are broken off humus-rich
sub soils layers increase the water-holding capacity, sandy ones enhance drainage Looking at physical properties, it is obvious that rooting hindered horizons
became absent, thus enhancing root penetration, and the interconnected pores of
various sizes meliorate water and air dynamics. Additionally, the loading capacity
is improved Chemically, an increased CEC is likely because of high contents of
organic matter More investigations in respect of soil properties of different singular deep-ploughed soils and their distribution have to be carried out and will be presented at the 18th WCSS Apparently the terms Aric Anthrosol and An-Anthropic
Regosol appear in the literature for singular deep-ploughing soils As Anthropic
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P. Charzynski
Classification of Podzols in 1998 and 2006 Editions of World Reference Base
Soil Classification Systems from the Polish Point of View.
R. Bednarek. Nicolaus Copernicus Univ. Institute of Geography; P. Charzynski.
Nicolaus Copernicus Univ. Institute of Geography: A. Kwialkowska.
Nicolaus
Copernicus Univ. Institute of Geography.
Classification World Reference Base for Soil Resources (WRB) (1SSS/1SRIC/FAO,
1998) from the moment of publication draw attention of many Scientists throughout the World WRB system was for example adopted for mapping purposes in
Norge and Italy There is a lot of controversy connected with Diagnostics Criteria and definitions of soil units In many countries also researches are carried to
test WRB according to local conditions (Krogh & Greve, 1999; Charzynski. 2000;
Mokma, Yli-Halla, Lindquist 2004). In Poland, the most controversial is definition
of Spodic horizon and Podzols soil unit Podzols and Podzolic soils, as defined in
Systematics of Polish Soils, cover around 37000 sq km (12% of country territory)
As it is one of the major soil types in Poland, it draw attention of many Scientists
Paper present 11 soil profiles situated in Brodnickie Lakeland and Torufi Basin
(Central Poland) and on Baltic bay bars (North Poland) Soils are developed on out-

wash plains, parent material is windblown fluvioglacial sand; terrace plain, parent
material is ice marginal stream terrace sand, on dune on the terrace, parent material
is dune sand and on dunes whose origin has been referred to the Post-Lithorina
Transgression period Classification of Polish Podzols using WRB cause many
problems. Most of them didn't qualify as Podzols according to WRB because of too
low contents of carbon and iron/aluminium, altought morphologically they are very
well developed (Charzynski, 2000) Rough Correlation of Podzolized soils in WRB
1998 and in Systematics of Polish Soils is as follow: most of Podzols and Podzolic
Soils according to Systematics of Polish Soils are Dystri-Albic Arenosols, some of
them could be classified as Podzols. Podzols and Podzolic Soils with gleyic properties according to Systematics of Polish Soils could be classified according to WRB
1998 as Podzols and Arenosols and some of them as Gleysols and Umbrisols. Aim
of this paper is (i) to show morphologically well developed Podzols according to
Systematics of Polish Soils, in which illuvial horizon can't be classified as Spodic
according to WRB 1998 and so on such soils can't be classified as Podzols according to WRB 1998 (ii) to discuss problem of establishing Soil Classification systems
for whole World, which will be worldwide accepted and to propose changes in
definition of spodic horizon in WRB Classification (iii) show development which
was made in 2006 edition of World Reference Base in definition of Spodic horizon
and Podzols soil group and how it is influencing classification of Polish Podzols.

taxonomie classification systems hardly consider the topsoil in spite of its importance for soil quality Consequently, the Topsoil Characterization for Sustainable
Land Management (draft) (FAO 1998) was developed to be used additionally for
describing topsoils and to joint it with the World Reference Base for Soil Resources
(WRB)(FAO-lSRIC-ISSS 1998) Objective of the project was to prepare a revision
and expansion of the Draft WRB Topsoil Characterization: to incorporate a humus
typology scheme, to identify qualifiers, to incorporate soil biodiversity concerns, to
test the methodology on a number of selected reference sites and theoretical examples covering a variety of ecosystems and to initiate a network of experts Conclusions from the project were: In principle, a great coincidence between characterizations of humus types and topsoils was found which appears to be an appropriate
basis for further correlation and,finally,incorporation in the World Reference Base
for Soil Resources In case of forest sites the WRB Topsoil Characterization can
be improved by incorporation of humus typology using qualifiers for the organic
layers. In case of grassland or arable land usually lacking organic layers topsoil
characterization can be improved by using qualifiers for soil biological activity in
the A horizon The biological qualifiers provide a good basis for soil quality assessment besides chemical and physical qualifiers The World Reference Base of Soil
Resources (WRB), the FAO topsoil characterization and an European humusform
classification, which is currently under development, can be linked in the future
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A. Karklins
WRB and Large Scale Soil Inventory - Possibilities and Limitations.
A. Karklins, Latvia Univ ofAgriculture.
Internationalization of soil information seeks for standardization of methods for
soil diagnosis and its classification Research publications, realization of monitoring programs and environmental assessment are at least among spheres where
national soil classifications alone are not able to provide adequate information flow
Despite of the wide-spread experience and common opinion that WRB is only
applicable for small-scale soil inventory it is also almost non-alternative way how
to provide information about soils in above mentioned situations Therefore comparative study of use of Latvia national classification and WRB was performed to
characterize number of pedons of agricultural and forest soils described according
to the FAO (1990) guidelines. The aim of study was to detect and characterize soil
differences for profiles which were classified as similar units according to the WRB
(1998) and evaluate importance of these differences for interpretation purposes. On
the other hand similarity of soils which were keyed out in different WRB Reference
groups was also under the study interest. As an example three different profiles of
Dystric Arenosols located rather close (20 - 50 km) each from other (24°20' E and
57°00' N) is discussed According to the Latvia Soil classification they were Typic
Podzol, Typic Gley Podzol and Lamellar Alluvial Soil For the first profile developed on glaciolluvial sand features of podzolization were evident but not so strong
to meet requirements for spodic horizon according to the WRB Soil was lacking A
horizon and only with thin (3 cm) O horizon. Base saturation was below 50% until
232 cm from the soil surface Natural vegetation - sparse pine forest (Vacciniosa).
For the second profile developed on Baltic Ice Lake deposits besides podzolization
oximorphic features also were distinguished (both according to the Latvia classification) but not so strong to qualify as gleyic properties according WRB Soil
was lacking A horizon but with moderately well developed (6 cm) O horizon Base
saturation was below 50% until 310 cm from the soil surface. Natural vegetation
- pine forest (Myrtillosa) with more abundant vegetation in the advance growth
(oak, juniper, birch, alder buckthorn, maple). For the third profile developed on
old fluvial deposits pronounced clay lamellae started below 120 cm from the soil
surface (too deep to qualify for lamellic). Soil was with thin O (2 cm) but rather
developed AE (7 cm) horizon Base saturation below 50% was until 52 cm from the
soil surface This soil was far away from WRB Fluvisols but developed on fluvial
deposits (old river bed) and having distinct stratification of deep placed clay lamellae endowed rather different properties for horizons above it Roots abundantly
were entering the lamellae zone and penetrated up to the depth of 160 cm Natural
vegetation was semi-deciduous forest - Mercurialiosa met. - (pine, spruce, oak,
maple, birch, hazel-tree) with remarkably rich biodiversity and higher productivity compared with those two mentioned before More favorable water regime and
nutrient status were among the factors playing role for forest growth as well as for
soil development For better distinguishing differences within one WRB Reference
Soil group number of qualifiers should be extended quoting soil properties inherited from parent material as well as pedogenetic features even in case if it's not
sufficient for distinguishing as certain diagnostic horizons or properties. Extending
the depth of diagnosis below wide-used 100 cm in some cases could be reasonable
to assign additional qualifiers to Arenosol Reference Soil group. Keywords: soil
classification, Arenosol, WRB.
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Classification of Anthropogenic Soils in WRB.
A. Kosse. Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Use of the term anthropogenic soils to refer generally to human agency is to be
deplored since the term has a precise technical meaning in soil science, but it does
not seem possible to resist a concerted effort by all parties to retain the term in
its present more general usage Possibly this simply reflects the nascent nature of
the discipline or the inadequacy of the English language to express concepts of
this kind Soil scientists have generally been slow to appreciate a fundamental distinction between anthropedogenesis and anthropogeomorpholgy in understanding
anthropogenic soil changes. The original FAO Legend preserved this ambiguity
to the detriment of progress in defining anthropogenic soils Progress in defining
Antrosols in the WRB has been steady once the concept of anthropedogenesis was
fully grasped, but still many of the definitions need to be tested in the field, and
sufficient "room" needs to be allowed for inclusion of intergrades in the system
Review of the current draft proposals suggests much work needs to be done along
these lines if the system is to maintain its usefulness. It may be useful to present
a more consistent methodological statement to make the concepts clear. A recent
attempt to clarify concepts made use of the fundamental soil-forming equation
(Kosse 2005), and there seems little reason to apologize for falling back on Jenny's
classical work. The logic of the system would repay considerably any attempt to
bring clarity to the study of anthropogenic soil changes. I consider Jenny's earliest
work (1941) to probably re present the best framework for undertaking studies of
this kind Conceptual models of this kind are necessary to fully grasp the important distinction between anthropedogenesis and anthropogeomophology Recognition of separate anthropogenic domains for pedogenesis and geomorphology seem
long overdue and would allow greater consistency in classification. Current draft
proposals for a separate reference group of Technosols in WRB for soils where
anthropogeomporphic processes predominate has not received universal acclaim.
While I would favor recognition ofjust such a new reference group, use of the term
Technosols has been used previously in a more restrictive sense Review of the current draft proposal for Technosols does not provide sufficient clarity in separating
these soils from Anthrosols. Additionally, the minutiae of the classification system
seem inimical to the basic philosophy of WRB, which is to provide a reference
base for general use Such ponderous details seriously unbalance the whole system,
regardless of how important urban soils will be in the future. While perhaps special
pleading, proposals for setting up a separate reference group of Noosols (Kosse
2001) would seem to resolve many of the problems and allow for the recognition
of distinct noogenic soil materials (Kosse 2004). This could even be successfully
arranged in a key, which would greatly simplify recognition in the field. Jenny, H.
1941. Factors of soil formation McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc., New York Kosse,
A 2001. Classification of minesoils: some radical proposals p. 418-424 In Proceedings 18th Annual National Meeting of the American Society of Mining and
Reclamation (Albuquerque, NM, June 3-7, 2001). Kosse, A. 2004 Recognition of
noogenic soil materials in classifying mine soils p. 1147-1156. in Proceedings of
a Joint Conference of American Society of Mining and Reclamation 21st Annual
National Conference and 25th West Virginia Surface Mine Drainage Task Force
Symposium (Morgantown, WV, April 18-22, 2004). Kosse, A 2005. The time factor in understanding anthropogenic soil changes p.38-39. International Conference
Global Soil Change. Program and Abstracts (Mexico City, March 10-18, 2005).
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M V. Fey
Topsoil Characterization and Classifications: New Developments and Chances
Grouping and Naming Soils in the South African Classification.
for Links to WRB.
M. V. Fey. Dept of Soil Science. Univ of Stelienbosch.
G. Broil, l/niv ofVechta: H. J. Brauckmann. Univ ofVechta; M. Overesch. Univ
of Vechta: C. Erber. SEPA Scottish Environmental Protection Agency: G. Milben.International soil classification systems such as Soil Taxonomy and the World RefGeological Survey ofNorthrhine-Westphalia: D. Baize. 1NRA: F. Nachtergaele. FAO.erence Base (WRB) employ a key which permits unambiguous identification of the
soil order or reference soil group by a process of elimination A similar scheme is
The characterization of topsoils has recently received enhanced attention, parpresented here for organizing the 73 soil forms of South Africa into a dozen groups
ticulary for environmental monitoring Traditional national and international soil
(Organic, Humic, Vertic. Melanie, Silicic. Calcic, Duplex, Podzolic, Oxidic. Phn-
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thic. Hydromorphic and Inceptic, with the last group being further divided into
cumulic, lithic and anthropic sub-groups) using nomenclature that follows pedological tradition while being based on key diagnostic horizons as defined in the
South African system. The nomenclature has been extended to cover soil forms
and families by making use of qualifier terms similar in concept to those in the
WRB and Soil Taxonomy This conceptual nomenclature should (i) provide more
intelligible legends for soil maps (ii) conceivably facilitate future revision of the
classification system by encouraging the use of WRB-style qualifiers and (iii) universalize local classification, making it more relevant to pedologists elsewhere in
Africa, for example, while preserving its essential structure and consequently the
usefulness of local soil maps The twelve soil groups have provided the basis for a
systematic account of SA soils (their properties, geography, genesis and use), which
is currently in preparation.
90-10
3212a
R Napoli
The Application of Wrb Classification and Correlation System to Regional
Soil Mapping: Flexibility and Constraints in the 1:250,000 Italian Soil Map
Experience.
R. Napoli. CRA Experimental Institute for Soil Study and Conservation: E. A. C.
Costantini, CRA Experimental Institule for Soil Study and Conservation.
In the course of the last years the World Reference Base system (WRB), thought as
a world reference base system for classification and correlation of single pedons,
has been widely used to make soil cartography and produce soil maps This kind of
use of a soil classification system highlights some conceptual problems, in defining
the lower levels for identify soil tipologies in the regional national soil mapping
programs If we analyze the solutions adopted in the mentioned national experiences we can see that, although the correlation mechanism for single soil profile is
tested, it seems very difficult to correlate soil maps, because of the lack of a common system of rules guiding the gathering and grouping of soil properties into a
soil map unit. In Italy, the program of soil mapping at 1:250,000 scale, leaded by
regional soil services, which tune the methodology according to local experiences
and needs, is based on a work procedure that defines soil typologies both with WRB
and ST-USDA systems, and with adjunctive specific soil functional characters and
qualities, which are more detailed than those comprised in the WRB Reference
Group and Qualifier levels This work reports, for some representative pilot areas
of the main Italian Soilscapes, the flexibility of WRB system compared to ST, the
main constraint encountered in defining soil types, and the solutions adopted in
applying WRB to benchmark soils and mapping units of Italy The case study could
represent the basis for further develops of WRB system integrative guidelines
improving its performance in soil mapping activity.
90-11
3212b
A. Nyborg
The Introduction of the Stagnosol Group in WRB: Classification of Soils with
Stagnic Properties in Vestfold County, Norway.
A. Nyborg. E. Solbakken. R. Sperstad. K. Fadnes. Norwegian Inst.-Land
Inventory.
Since the mid 80'ties a national program for detailed soil mapping at a scale of
1 5000 on cultivated land has been going on in Norway. When the WRB-system
was introduced in 1998, a lot of effort was made to adapt and adjust the mapping
system in such a way that WRB could serve as a field classification system. For
most Norwegian soils the WRB is functioning well, but for some soils the 1998 edition does not recognize their most important properties on group level. The result
is some WRB groups containing very dissimilar soils A large portion of Norwegian cultivated soils consists of materials with a high content of silt and clay. This
texture in combination with relatively high annual precipitation and freezing and
thawing, results in stagnic properties For the farmer this means drainage problems,
problems with soil compaction and risk for winter damage on grassland. It also
means higher risk of erosion and surface runoff. This poster points out some of
the advantages of introducing Stagnosols in the WRB, and takes the soil map of
the agricultural land in Vestfold County, Norway, as an example. Vestfold County
which is located southwest of Oslo, is one of the most important agricultural areas
in Norway covering 4400 ha. The main crops are cereals, oilseeds and vegetables.
Annual precipitation varies from 820 to 1150 mm and mean annual temperature
varies from 4 8 to 7 4 degrees C The county can be divided into three distinct
regions based on differences in geology, geomorphology and soils The Lägen Valley in the west consists of alluvial terraces where Cambisols dominate. Silt and
clayrich marine sediments dominate the central part where Albeluvisols, Stagnosols and Gleysols are common Land levelling has been a common practice in this
area. Along the coast and on top of an end moraine that runs close to and parallel
with the coastline, we find coarser marine sediments where Arenosols and Cambisols are common This end moraine marks the last advancing stage of the last ice
age glacier. Close to 60% of agricultural land in Vestfold County consist of soils
that are imperfectly or poorly drained 90% of these soils have stagnic properties
within 50cm depth from the soil surface. Half of them are placed in stagnic units
of the Albeluvisol group. The rest used to belong to stagnic units of the Cambisol,
Luvisol, Regosol. Utnbrisol and Phaeozem groups Today these soils are grouped
together in the proposed Stagnosol group In Vestfold, the Stagic Albeluvisols are
found in older marine landscapes, 6000 to 12000 years old, with undulating topography characterized by deep stream gullies and clay slide pits. The Stagnosols are
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mainly developed in relatively young marine sediments with a silt loam or silty
clay loam texture. They are commonly found in gently sloping to flat areas. Most
of these soils have weakly developed argic or cambic horizons overlying a compact
C-horizon It is in the best interest of the fanner that the soils that qualify as Stagnosols are grouped together. The internal drainage is very slow and the soil stays
wet for a long time after snowmelt in the spring. Heavy rains may cause ponding
in some places and water runoff with resulting soil loss in other places The need
for artificial drainage is high in these soils, but it seems like artificial drainage is
more effective in Stagnic Albeluvisols than in Stagnosols due to the higher amount
of macropores. In these cases the fact that the soil has stagnic properties is more
important than the presence of an argic horizon or a cambic horizon. Introducing Stagnosols in the soil map of Vestfold County has made it easier to visualize
areas where drainage problems are the main soil management restraint At the same
time moving the Stagnic Cambisols to the Stagnosol group has resulted in a more
homogeneous Cambisol group consisting of moderately well drained soils with
loamy texture.
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C. Reimann
Chemical and Physical Degradation of Natural Soils in Northwestern Europe:
Results of Large-Scale Regional Studies.
G. Kashulina, Polar Alpine Botanical Garden Institute KSC RAS: C. Reimann.
Geological Survey of Norway: R. Salminen. Geological Survey of Finland: V.
Chekushin. Stale Company Mineral: I. Bogatyrev. Stale Company Mineral.
Spread over a 1,500,000 km2 area in Northern Europe more than 1300 locations
were studied during 2000-2001 in the course of a complex environmental geochemical mapping project (www.gsf.fi/Barents). The project area encompasses the
whole territory of Finland and the northwestern part of Russia. Already during 1995
the western part of the Kola Peninsula and neighboring areas of Finland and Norway were studied using a similar methodology during the Kola Ecogeochemistry
project (www.ngu.no/Kola) at a higher sampling density (650 sites spread over
188,000 km2). The latitudinal extent of the area is about 2,000 km (from 59oN to
71 oN). Thus natural conditions vary significantly: from southern boreal coniferous
forest in the southern part to arctic tundra in the northern part on the coastal area of
the Barents Sea A large proportion of the project area is remote and sparsely populated Some large industrial centres occur within the project area, e g , the nickel
smelters on the Kola Peninsula, which are among the world's largest S02 and heavy
metal emission sources and a large coal mining area in Vorkuta in the northeastern
part of the study area near the Ural Mountains, and the Timan-Pechora gas and oil
production area west of Vorkuta. The south-western parts of the project area are
much more populated and contain such large cities as Helsinki and St Petersburg
with their urbanized surroundings. Parallel to multimedia environmental sampling
and analysis, a qualitative visual estimate of the state of the ecosystem and its major
components including soil erosion was performed for each studied site (altogether
1365 sites) Although this area is the most pristine in Europe, only 20% of the studied sites had no visual signs of human impact. Most forested locations (55% of all
studied sites) showed different stages of post forest fire or tree cutting restoration or
succession. The most serious damage, including intensive soil erosion, in the area is
connected to reindeer overgrazing followed by airborn pollution from industry. In
general, 45 % of all sites had visual signs of ecosystem damage. The most serious
situation with soil physical degradation is a characteristic for the tundra areas due to
reindeer overgrazing. Soil erosion was observed at 65 % of the tundra ecosystems
(or 12 % of all studied sites) The most pronounced chemical degradation of soil
was found in the northwesternmost part of the project area, subjected to airborne
contamination from industries located on the Kola Peninsula. Industrial activities
here include two of the world's largest S02 and heavy metal emission sources, the
nickel industry at Monchegorsk and Nickel/Zapolamiy and apatite ore mining and
processing at Apatity These industries are responsible for soil pollution by a large
spectrum of elements Elevated concentrations of the major contaminants from the
Ni-industry (Ni, Cu and Co) in the soils were found over an area of 100,000 km2
on the Kola Peninsula and neighboring areas of Finland and Norway. Ni, Cu and
Co concentrations in the soils near major emission sources exceeded background
values by a factor of 1000. Smaller anomalies and a lesser degree of pollution
(max. tenfold increase above background) is specific for Ag, AI, As, Be, Bi, Cd,
Cr, La, Hg, Fe, Mn, Mo, Pb, Sc, Sb, Sr, Th, TI and V. Soil contamination around
other emission sources in the region (the large coal mining area near Vorkuta and all
large cities (St.-Petersburg, Helsinki, Archangelsk and Petrozavodsk) is limited to
a few tenths of km around em ission sources and does not exceed a tenfold increase
above background The prevalent contaminants are Fe, V, Cr and Cd. In spite of
the limited contaminated area, the environmental impact of these emission sources
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is important, because it concerns a substantial population Thus, the situation with
physical and chemical degradation of soils in Northwestern Europe is quite profound and this area deserves more attention from scientists and politicians.
91-2
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Y. Rubiano
Georeferenced System of Soil Quality Indicators for the Eastern Plains of
Colombia.

Y. Rubiano, Cenlro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical CI AT.
The Georeferenced System of Soil Quality Indicators (GEOSOIL) for the savannas
of Colombia was conceived of as a tool for supporting decision-making in land use
planning It makes it possible to store, consult and interpret data on both the soil and
its biophysical surroundings on different scales: plot, farm, community, municipality, province, region and country. It operates from a relational database (ACCES
2000), composed of a series of structured main tables with information at different
hierarchical levels that makes it possible to characterize the properties of the soil.
The morphological and analytical elements of the soil are combined to form quality
indicators by means of a scoring system that visualizes the extent and the number
of limitations that a soil can have if it is to be used in agriculture The manner of
scoring the limitations for their interpretation goes from 1 =no limitations, 2=slight,
3=moderate, 4=severe to 5=very severe limitations. Soil quality is associated with
the extent and number of limitations that diminish its productive capacity. In addition the system has modules in which the user can: (a) add or consult spatial characteristics and properties of the soil; (b) visualize the interpretation of the quality
indicators, grouped according to the limitation rankings, (c) determine the general
appropriateness of the soil for a specific crop by comparing supply (soil) versus
demand (crop requirements); (d) calculate fertilization requirements; (e) generate
in-dcpth reports of the variability of some characteristics for one or more soils; (f)
map the results through a link with GIS MapMaker; and (g) visualize maps of spatial and/or temporal variability (isolines) of the variable used as the indicator
91-3
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N. CQuang
Geostatistical Modeling of Soil Environmental parametries.
N. C. Quang. National Economic Univ.
Monitoring soil parametries in industry areas frequently involves mapping techniques that assist the researcher and/or the decision-maker to describe and quantify
the soil pollution at locations where no measurements are available. The preparation of these soil pollution maps is a complex task, which is only feasible if a spatial
correlation of the variable of interest is identified. Furthermore, the spatial correlation may not only change in time and space, but also according to the soil pollution
levels. To illustrate this point, this paper investigates the fractal dimension of the
spatial correlation of different levels of soil pollutions concentrations [As, Pb, Cu.
Zn] in the industry area of Thai Nguyen in Viet Nam. As a result, maps defining
areas with high and low probability of exceeding a specific concentration threshold
will have an uncertainty that is related to the different soil pollutions levels.
91-4
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D W Howell
The Dusty Trail to Digital Soil Survey in California.
D. W. Howell. USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service: D. W. Smith,
Natural Resources Conservation Service.
Soil survey is undergoing dramatic changes which will stand out when we look
back at the continuous progress of methods and technology used by soil scientists.
One challenge is to implement new technologies into a well-established workflow
without dramatically impacting production of stated public goals. In the United
States the National Cooperative Soil Survey is implementing new technologies in
a variety of ways Public agencies, universities, and other organizations are using
methods similar to those we have adopted in California. In some cases we have
adopted methods and tools developed in other parts of the country. Our purpose
is to describe the trail that we followed through the new technologies. Our use of
these new digital tools is becoming clear, but the trail has not always been obvious. It has been a dusty trail. Beginning in 2002 the USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service in California began planning for the implementation of
complete, start-to-finish, digital soil mapping at the field soil survey office level.
This would include digital soil survey delineation, digital conversion of existing
unpublished paper soil maps, and statistical landscape modeling of selected soil
properties Digital soil survey delineation required new hardware, software, data,
work processes, training, and support. In short the workflow of soil survey offices
would change dramatically. Digital GIS tools would be substituted for long-standing analog methods. These substitutions needed to be implemented in a phased
approach because of budget constraints. The new methods were introduced at a
variety of stages in ongoing projects in order to reduce the impact on production
Training was coordinated with national training development and timed to coincide
with individual soil scientist and soil survey project needs. Onsite training and support is now augmented with remote network-based support. Digital conversion of
unpublished paper soil survey maps provided cost-saving methods to augment the
digital data available during ongoing projects as the soil scientists began to create
new digital soils data in adjacent areas. This is a transitional, temporary service
which will conclude when unpublished paper maps have been converted This digital conversion consists of scanning aerial photographs with the soil lines on them

The non-rectified photos are orthorectified using image processing software. The
soil lines are then extracted and vectorized to be incorporated into an overall digital
soil survey. In addition, previously published soil survey data have been converted
to digital form. Statistical soil-landscape modeling is being developed to produce
estimates of the geographic distribution of selected soil properties These digital
raster models will be used initially to provide pre-mapping estimates to help soil
scientists plan their field work. The models are intended to increase sampling efficiency and to increase explicit understanding of soil-landscape relationships. We
hope that eventually these model outputs will provide a new product verified by soil
survey field work. These new products will be raster-based estimates of soil properties that vary continuously over landscapes, rather than represent soil properties as
polygons We feel that these raster maps will augment polygon data initially, but
may eventually replace the polygon form of soils maps Raster soil property modeling is being developed rapidly around the world As the input data representing the
soil-forming factors improve, so will the model estimates. Qualify standards for
model properties and for interpreting the results for practical application will be
active development topics over the next few years.
91-5
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R Kerry

Standardized Variograms from Aerial Photographs for Kriging Soil Data.

R. Kerry. Dept of Geography. Brigham Young Univ; M. A. Oliver. Dept of Soil
Science. Reading Univ.
Site-specific management in agriculture and of contaminated sites requires accurate maps of the soil properties of interest Viscarra-Rossel and McBratney (1998)
indicated that contour maps of such properties are best produced by grid sampling
followed by geostatistical analysis. The latter, usually involves computing and
modelling the variogram followed by kriging with the data and the appropriate
model parameters The most usual method of estimating the variogram is by the
method of moments. Webster and Oliver (1992) recommended 100 to 150 sampling
sites to estimate the MoM variogram accurately. A sample of this size per field or
site is often beyond the budget for surveys of many farms and contaminated sites
A common approach to agricultural sampling is one sample per hectare, which even
for a large field of 50 ha would not provide an adequate sample size to compute
the MoM variogram. Furthermore, this approach takes no account of the spatial
scale of variation present Kerry and Oliver (2003) showed that variograms from
ancillary data could be used to guide sampling. If the variation shows strong continuity, the variogram range might be large in relation to the size of the field and the
resulting sample size would be too small to compute a reliable MoM variogram
A sample size of 100 - 150 sites, however, would result in a considerable waste of
sampling effort For many reasons, therefore, there is a need for alternative methods to compute variograms reliably with fewer soil data A possible solution is to
use standardized variograms computed from aerial photographs and ECa data to
krige standardized soil data that have been sampled at an appropriate interval but
are still sparse. Intensive data for soil clay content from four field sites of different
size, physiography and parent material in southern England were sub-sampled to
produce various sampling schemes. The data were then used for cross-validation
using the model parameters from variograms of the soil properties, standardized
variograms from ancillary data and variograms from ancillary data with the nugget
and sill variances set using close and widely spaced data points from a targeted
sampling scheme based on bare soil reflectances. The mean squared deviation
USDAratios (MSDRs) and median squared deviation ratios (MeSDRs) from cross-validation with each sampling scheme and type of variogram will be presented. Maps
produced by the various variograms using sparse, yet appropriately spaced soil
data will also be compared with those produced by calculating and kriging with the
variogram from intensive soil data.
91-6
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J A Rodriguez martin
Copper Distribution in Agricultural Topsoils in the Northeast of Spain.
Multivariate Geoestatistical Methods to Identify Spatial Variations.
J. A. Rodriguez Martin. CIFOR1NIA; J. M. Grau Carbi. CIFOR1N1A: M. Lopez
Arias, INIA.
The spatial variability of heavy metal topsoils may be affected by soil parent materials and anthropogenic sources The problems associated with the characterization
of heavy metals in the majority of sites are often due to multiple sources of pollution. This study characterized and mapped the spatial variability patterns of copper
and other soil parameters (the pH, organic matter, carbonates and granulometric
fraction) in the Northeast of Spain 624 soil samples were taken according to a
regular 8 by 8 km square mesh in agricultural and grassland topsoil at depth of
0-25 cm. This study shows the spatial correlations and variations in this heavy
metal measured within the area of interest The average concentrationsobtained
were 17.33± 14.97 (mg/kg). Geostatistical methods were used to ascribe the bedrock influence and define the anthropogenically polluted areas. The spatial heavy
metal map reveals that the highest source variations of copper are strongly correlated to parent rock, and the local anomalies (found in same samples) are attributed
to anthropogenic influence
91-7
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X.Shi
An AHP Approach to Determining the Weights of Environmental Factors in
Knowledge-Based Automatic Soil Mapping.
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X. Shi. Geography Dept, Dartmouth College.
I propose to use the AHP (Analytic Hierarchy Process) method to determine the
weights of environmental (actors in a soil-landscape model used in knowledgebased automatic soil mapping AHP provides a structured scheme to reduce the
arbitrariness and improve the consistency in the weighting operation of a multivariate decision making process In an AHP for soil mapping, the soil scientist first conducts a pair wise comparison between the considered environmental factors, using
a nine-scale describing system ranging from "equally important as" to "extremely
more important than" Then, the computer performs a matrix computation to derive
the weight for each environmental factor, using the input from the soil scientist.
When a friendly user interface is provided, the soil scientist may feel that the AHP
weighting process is simple and intuitive An experiment in LaPointe Brook watershed, VT reveals that it is very easy for soil scientists to learn to use this method,
and the soil scientist's knowledge of soil-landscape relationship can be more thoroughly and accurately represented using this method than using the limiting-factor
(minimum) operation in the current SoLIM (Soil Land Inference Model) system
91-8
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M. B. Ceddia
A Neural Network Model to Map Spatial Variability of Field Capacity.
M. B. Ceddia. UFRRJ: C. A. A. Varella. UFRRJ: S. Vieira. Instituto Agronómico:
F. D. A. D. C. Pinto. UFV.
In precision agriculture the generation of maps accounting the variability of soil
attributes is crucial. Geostatistic has been used successfully to this purpose, since
kriging, its interpolation algorithm, is a best linear unbiased estimator However,
not always the data concerning the target variable are available in a way that the
stationary assumptions are met. Without stationarity the advantage of kriging fail,
and other interpolations methods must be found. Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
has recently been used to generate soil pedotransfer functions and mapping. The
purpose of this paper is to analyze the efficiency of artificial neural network, based
on coordinates of the area, to generate maps of spatial variability of field capacity.
The study area belongs to an agro ecological farm located at Seropédica-RJ/BR
The data set was composed of 125 undisturbed soil samples collected in a depth of
0,10 m. In each sample, water retention at 10 kPa, was determined by Richards's
extractor, and in order to analyze the spatial dependence, in each sample point,
coordinates were determined. The methods of interpolation were compared through
the parameters from cross validation and jack-knife. Analyzing table and figure I,
its possible to observe that the parameters of the spherical and linear models are
very similar, however, considering the lower values of reduced mean, linear model
was considered the best to interpolate field capacity. ANN presented the worst performance, probably because the coordinates information alone is not sufficient to
do estimation of water retention. Besides, ANN presented higher estimated mean
than ordinary kriging with spherical and linear model, and tended to super estimate
field capacity Despite the lower performance, ANN could be used to interpolate
field capacity Table-1 Parameters from jack-knife and cross validation
IntiM pnlatOl m e t h o d
Standard vector
Ordinary Kriging (spherical model)
Ordinary Kriging (Linear model)
Artificial neural network

Parameters f r o m Jack-knife and cross v a l i d a t i o n
Slope
Correlation
Mean
Intercept
13.98
0
1
1
0 81
13 72
0.71
3.61
3B2
13 79
0 71
0 81
0 58
0 77
0 13
14 30

dynamic properties were also characterized by cultural and soil profiles description,
bulk density and hydraulic conductivity measurements. Results show that electrical resistivity method allowed good delineation of soil horizons, but non-accurate
delineation of the different tilled-horizon structures observed on the cultural profil. After irrigation, resistivity decreased as soil water content increased. Electrical
resistivity changes showed water infiltration according to hydric potentiel gradients
and defined three preferential water flow pathways These ones were developed
between no-compacted and compacted tilled-horizon structures. One preferential
water flow pathway detected by the geophysical method corresponds to a significant higher hydraulic conductivity near saturation (h= -0,05kPa). Overall electrical
resistivity tomography can trace the preferential flow paths continuously along the
plane of measurements according to the spatial variability of soil structure and soil
hydraulic conductivity. The results of the individual applied methods complement
and confirm each other. Keywords: electrical resistivity tomography; preferential
flow; water; soil structure.
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A.A. G. A. A Gad
Assessment of Soil and Water Resources in the South Nile Valley, Egypt, Using
Multi Sensors and Multi-Date Space Imageries.
A. A. G. A. A. Gad. National Authority for Remote Sensing and Space Sciences
(NARSS); R. R. Ali. Soils and Water Use Dept.National Research Centre. Cairo,
Egypt.
The main problem facing Egypt is the over population growth in the limited portion of its territory. The mega national project of Tushka is thought necessary to
create new Delta in the south-western desert of Egypt. The project aims to establish
another civilization parallel to that of the Nile Valley. It includes digging new canal
with the purpose of transferring Nile waters to feed hundreds of thousands of feddans in the west of the Nile Valley, and consequently creating new communities
to absorb some five million Egyptians The project's first step was taken through
digging Sheikh Zayed Canal, which will result in cultivating near half a million
feddans with Nile waters Obviously, the target of such hoped-for project went
further beyond tradition; as it envisioned new urban, industrial, agricultural and
tourist communities, easing pressure on the narrow valley. History of remote sensing applications, in combination with ground truth collections verified their success
in monitoring different environmental elements. The new waves of remote sensing
products are hopefully to save efforts and time in providing multi scale information, especially in following up progress inland resources The purpose of this study
is to test available remotely sensed products in providing multi-temporal data on
natural resources of the century project area, Toshka. Two LANDSAT images (TM
of 1987 and ETM of 2001), in addition to ERS image of 2003 were used to analyze
land use / land cover classes and to detect environmental changes. ASTER DEM
data (v2003) were used to asses the indicative environmental parameters and to find
out their relation with landscape aspects Also some previous studies were included
for evaluating the natural land resources in the study area It was found that new
water bodies have been elucidated recently after the go ahead of the project in 1997.
New urban, infra structure and agricultural communities were detected in respect
with imaging time. The sustainable evolution of Tushka basin flood escape is
expected to increase the water seepage into the Nubian sandstone aquifer especially
in a westward direction. Multi nature and temporal satellite images of the period
1987 to 2001 showed that an are of 1893 km2 has changed to fresh water body,
while 1052 km2 recoded changes in land cover. Images in the period 2001 to 2003
revealed an extension of water bodies for 297 km2, while changes in land cover
were recorded in an area of 426 km2. ASTER DEM images revealed that most of
changes are located in the flat to slightly undulating promising areas. These areas
are characterized by suitable cultivable soils, surface and shallow water resources.
It was also concluded that satellite images of different nature are very useful for
collecting investable comprehensive natural resources.
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D. Michot
Spatial and Temporal Monitoring of Water Flow Using 2d Electrical Resistivity
Tomography in a Cultivated Soil: A Decimeter Scale Study.
D. Michot. UMR. Sol. Agronomic Spatialisation. Agrocampus—INRA.
Tools actually available to study water flow in soil are limited by their point-topoint measurement They are also sometimes intrusive or destructive Since geophysical methods are non invasive, they can be of great help in soil studies because
they disturb neither the structure nor the water dynamics of the soil The aim of
this work was to monitor over time by geophysical methods soil water fluxes, and
to relate the results to the spatial variability of structure, bulk density, porosity and
hydraulic conductivity induced by agricultural practices The electrical resistivity
tomography method was tested on a cultivated sandy-loamy soil during a period of
irrigation to monitor soil water flow over time and in two dimensional at a decimeter scale Simultaneous monitoring of soil moisture and soil electrical resistivity in
the soil profile was performed over a 6 days period. Before, during and after water
sprinkling, soil water flow was monitored over time by 2D electrical resistivity
tomography using a pole-dipole array and conventional soil moisture recording
methods (i.e. buried tensiometers). Simultaneously, soil water electrical conductivity, soil temperature, precipitation and irrigation were measured. Physic and hydro-
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M. A. Courty
The Micromorphological Record of Daily Life and Exceptional Situations
in Archaeological Sequences: Tell Dj'adé (Syria), Song Terus Cave (Java,
Indonesia) and Moche (Peru).
M. A. Courty. CNRS.
Understanding effects of climate changes and environmental crisis on past societal dynamics is a major concern for geosciences. Their abrupt initiation and their
short duration have incited to investigate their record in high resolution marine,
lacustrine or loessic sequences Discontinuity of archaeological sequences, their
weak chronologies and thetr local particularities explain that tentative correlation

between exceptional situations and cultural changes is often controversial We have
proposed to investigate exceptional situations in archaeological sites with the help
of micromorphological study to establishing direct linkages with minimised chronological bias Finely stratified archaeological sequences that recorded the daily life
of past humans offer the best potential for high resolution palaeoenvironmental
studies We have elaborated a three-step analytical procedure based on the integration of the field and micromorphological perception: (I) exhaustive inventory of
pedo-sedimentary conditions based on sampling across the cultural deposits; (2)
identification of distinctive pedo-sedimentary facies that express anomalous conditions; (3) spatial control of their extent for recognising an exceptional situation
and for determining its linkage to societal dynamics Three examples illustrate this
innovative approach: (I) Dja'dé, a Pre-Ceramic Neolithic village at (11000-8000 yr
BP) on the Euphrates (Syria); (2) Song Terus cave (llolocene to mid Pleistocene)
in the calcareous Punung region (Java Island, Indonesia); (3) the monumental town
of Moche (1950-1300 yr BP) settled on late Pleistocene sand dunes bordering the
Moche river (Peru) At Dja'de, the PPNB sequence displays a regular cyclicity of
finely micro-stratified pedo-sedimentary facies that expresses seasonality of occupation within broadly stable environmental conditions Incorporation within the
finely stratified living floors of recystallized gypsum desegregated by trampling, dry
desegregation of the earth bricks by insect burrowing, and fine mixing of calcitic
aeolian dust attest for maintenance of dry conditions The final phase of occupation
at ca -8000 yr BP shows a major change of the construction styles and activities
that mark the abrupt termination of the PPNB period The cultural change coincides
with a sudden increase of bioturbation, a rainfall increase responsible for earthbrick deterioration, dissolution of the gypsic features and weak depletion of the calcium carbonate This indicates the rapid establishment of wet and cool conditions
that would represent the regional expression of the 8 2 kyr BP abrupt event known
as a global cooling At Song Terus the Keplek sequence formed during the early
to mid-1 lolocene is characterized by weak layering with patchy volcanic lenses, a
massive to open excremental assemblage, a well developed channel microstructure
and carbonate depletion. This indicates slow sedimentation resulting from gravity
fall of materials regularly eroded from subsurface horizons synchronous to intense
bioturbation. In contrast, the underlying layers (late Pleistocene) are characterized
by a regular fine cyclicity: (1) clay loam with an open excremental fabric, and
discontinuous calcitic bands; (2) fine-textured tephra; (3) massive clay loam with
strongly cemented calcitic bands. This is interpreted as three successive phases: (I)
Low energy runofT reworking subsurface horizons; (2) high energy runoff reworking freshly deposited tephra; (3) high energy mud flow due to sudden erosion of the
soil cover contemporaneous to intense dripping within the cave of carbonate-saturated water Episodes of volcanic activity (phase 2) are suggested to have induced
destruction of the vegetation and sudden soil erosion of the soils (phase 3), later
followed by regeneration of the soil cover (Phase 1) Scarcity of human traces during this recurrent instability might express maintenance of inhospitable conditions.
At the site of Moche, the lower Moche II phase (ca~2000-1800 yr BP) displays a
regular microstratification of well maintained living floors Evidence for seasonal
recrystallization of gypsum, carbonate depletion, and microbial activity attest for
high humidity and stable environmental conditions From Moche 111 phase a sudden invasion by sand dunes indicates a severe destabilisation of the surrounding
soil landscapes by violent winds that could correspond to a mega El Nino event
These drastic conditions were followed by a series of exceptional episodes marked
by a similar pedo-sedimentary micro-facies It consists of a few cm-thick massive
unit showing the interstratification of densely packed aggregates derived from the
earth-bricks with coarse textural features, and aeolian sands These micromorphological characteristics help to recognize a sudden deterioration of the monumental
construction by torrential mudflow followed by high energy winds. These conditions correspond to a series of exceptional El Nino events Continuity of occupation
from Moche HI to V shows that the Moche population had the technological knowhow for adapting to the recurrent mega El Nino events.

92-2
10:45 AM
J. M Arocena
Microorganization in Soils: It's Relevance to Soil Science and Other Disciplines.
J. M. Arocena. Univ. N. British Columbia: S. Kapur. Unix. ofCukurova.
Soil is not "dirt" because of the inherent arrangement of organic matter, mineral,
air and solution in a soil system The organization of components in a soil generate
a system conducive to plant growth, suitable to the construction of buildings and
highways, amenable to waste disposal, active for water filtration and other functions that are beneficial to humans and the environment. We will highlight some of
our past and on-going research activities involving microorganization in soils and
micromorphological techniques to emphasize the importance of organization of
soil components in microenvironments to understand soil formation, agriculture,
forestry, remediation of contaminated soils, archaeology, and other disciplines. For
example, we combine molecular technique (rDNA sequence) and mineralogy to
ascertain the formation of calcium oxalate (whewellite), accumulation of quartz,
oxides and 2:1 phyllosilicate on the thallus of various lichen colonies growing on
basalt surfaces In another study, we observed that secondary accumulations of 2:1
clays minerals are found in Aspicilia caesiocinera (Nyl.ex Malbr) Arnold while
oxides of manganese are associated with Xanthoria elegans (Link) Th.Fr. indicating
that formation of specific minerals maybe restricted to certain species of lichens
We used x-ray computed tomography to track the changes in pore distribution in
forest soils due to soil compaction by heavy harvesting machinery A good understanding soil environments coupled with the use of X-ray absorption near-edge

spectroscopy allows us to understand that Brassica juncea, a hyperaccumulator
used in phytoremediation of chromium-contaminated soils, is able to tolerate high
levels of metals because of its ability to store chromium in epidermal and cortical cells in the roots and epidermal and spongy mesophyll cells in the leaves.
Water stable soil aggregates obtained from long term field experiments manifested
a higher increase in soil physical quality (aggregate intra-porosity and shape-mammilated) in rainfed conditions at fallow parcels than medic cultivation. Further,
thin section when combined with image analysis is an effective tool to compare
the effect of different irrigation practices on the physical quality of soil. To address
the dynamic nature of soil systems, we used micro-suction cups installed in a minirhizotron to determine the spatial variability in soil solution chemical composition
due to ectomycorrhizal association. We have conducted archaeometric studies on
the structural microorganisation of soil/artifact materials with dense distribution of
small ruminant bones in dwelling layers/floors in serving archaeology for determining household customs in and around excavation sites. Moreover, when micromorphological techniques are combined with archaeometry, we are able to propose that
the 'stress coatings' and crystallinity of pseudowollastonite on shards of ceramics
from the Neolithic Catalhöyük archaeological dig to the Iznik of the Byzantine/
Seljuk/Ottoman, as well as the exfoliated amphiboles and pyroxenes of the basaltic
ceramics of the Hittites, may be evidences of the temperature fluctuations taking
place during firing, whereas the illuviation coatings on the Catalhöyük shard of
rim may serve as clue for the short-term climatic fluctuations in Central Anatolia
during the Holocene In a related study of Bushman art from South Africa,the presence of 2:1 clays in pigments may indicate the use of clays as binders for paint pigments. In civil engineering, the formation of needle-shaped calcite and etringite in
microcracks improved the strength of cements from blended fly-ash silica fume or
slag-silica fume. Micromorphological study of ancient seeds of indigenous cereals
and stones of ancestors of world olives is highly promising in revealing biological processes taking place within their decomposed/reshaped microstructure From
our results, we urge micromorpholgists not to limit themselves to techniques and
should focus on understanding the implications of arrangement of organic, mineral
and pore spaces to understand the basic processes (i.e., precipitation and dissolution, removal and addition, oxidation and reduction, complexation and acid-base
reactions) in soil systems.
92-3
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J. L. Morion
Cs-137 and Salt Mineralogy in the Black Butte Soil Series, Virgin River
Floodplain, NV, USA.
J. L. Morton. B. Buck Unix ofNevada. Las Vegas: D. Merkler. USDA NCRS.
The effect of soluble salt concentrations on the sorption/desorption of Cesium-137
in the soils of the lower Virgin River floodplain of southeastern Nevada, USA was
investigated using gamma spectrometry. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
with energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDS), and X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) In
arid environments, significant amounts of soluble salts, such as sulfate minerals and
halite, can accumulate in soils Salt concentration affects soil aggregation processes
by disrupting the ionic bonding ability of clays resulting in the dispersion of clay
colloids and deterioration of aggregate stability (Essington, 2004) Ion exchange
mechanisms are decreased in salt-affected soils causing the release of Cs ions from
sorption sites into soil solution. Cs-137 is a high-yield fission product present in
soils as a result of radioactive fallout from atmospheric testing. Cesium migration is
controlled by ion exchange reactions with the clay and colloid fractions of soils and
sediments. Cs sorption/desorption is influenced by soil mineralogy, CEC, and competing cations, such as Na+ and K+ (Lui et al., 2000, Steefel et al., 2003, and others) The study area is located within the lower Virgin River Valley, NV, USA 152
km east of the Nevada Test Site Geological formations in this area contain gypsum,
contributing to the high sulfate salt concentrations found in Virgin River surface
waters and floodplain soils (Langenheim et al., 2000). Black Butte soils occur on
floodplains within abandoned meander loops or backswamps. The taxonomie class
for these soils isfine-siltyover sandy or sandy-skeletal, mixed superactive, thermic
Typic Haplosalids in accordance with the ninth edition of USDA's Soil Taxonomy
They are very deep, moderately well-drained, and strongly alkaline with surface
and subsurface zones of salt accumulation Vegetation is dominated by halophytes,
primarily pickleweed (Salicomea spp.), seepweed (Sueda moquinii), and arrow
weed (Pluchea sericea) A soil profile on the Virgin River floodplain was described
and sampled in 2004. SEM/EDS analyses of the salts found halite (NaCI), gypsum
(CaSC4 - 2H20), bloedite (Na2(S04)2 - 4H20). thenardite/mirabilite (Na2S04;
Na2S04 - I0H2O), and eugstente (Na4(S04)3 - 2H20). This is the fourth occurrence of pedogenic eugsterite in the USA Salts occur in the profile as stage I snowballs (eg Buck and Van Hoesen, 2002). Cs-137 occurs to a depth of 32 cm where
a texture-caused capillary barrier is present The average activity concentration of
the surface crust horizon (Azl, 0-5 cm) was 1.5 ± 0 04 Bq/kg, the second horizon
(Az2,5-21 cm) had an average activity concentration of I 3 4 ± 0 14 Bq/kg, and the
third horizon from the surface (Byz, 21-32 cm) had an average activity concentration of 4.9 ± 0 08 Bq/kg These horizons also have the highest CEC (5.3, 11 4, and
109 meq/IOOg), EC (1274, 92 5, and 72.0 mS/cm). and SAR (146.0. 87.0, and
68 0 dS/m) values within this profile, thus creating favorable conditions for cesium
migration within the subsurface This site was sampled again after a 100-year Hood
event occurred in early 2005. Average activity concentration of Cs-137 in the silt
deposited by this flood was 3 1 ±0 08 Bq/kg Cs-137 activity concentrations in the
Black Butte Series soils are accumulating due to repeated flood events depositing
sediment Once deposited, Cs+ sorption onto smectite and mica clays present in
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these soils is reduced because of high salt concentrations Factors contributing to
increased Cs mobility and accumulation in the subsurface at this site are high levels
of Na+ competing with Cs+ for exchange sites, alkaline soil pH, and periodic deposition of additional cesium to the site
92-4
11:25AM
A R Mermut
Micromorphology Used in Search of Understanding Production Technologies
of Historical Turkish Ceramics.
A. R. Mermut. Univ of Saskatchewan.
Earlier studies carried out on the historical Turkish ceramics show that they were
produced with great skill and high standard technical knowledge. The main ingredient of the wares was white clay filtered through specially woven cloth to remove
impurities. The other additives were ground flint, frit (recycled highly vitrified glass
fragments) and clay in the proportions of 10:1:1. Each of the Turkish ceramics of
different periods was stated to be a culture on their own due to their ingredients or
firing technologies. However the well established technology, with the buried furnaces, of the 16th Century Iznik pottery was much superior to earlier productions
(12th Century), because of firing temperatures that may be attributed to the potters
of Kütahya and Iznik. The Iznik ceramics of the Seljuk and Ottoman Periods, we
studied, have been unique in the sense of their resistance to degrading forces of
nature as well as their incomparable over slip/glaze decorations with utmost matching properties to the underlying slip and body. The long-lasting decorations in the
glaze were most probably bound to the ideal mixtures of raw material, which were
composed of the quartz-rich skeleton (the coarse fraction) with dominantly kaolinitic and illitic clays (the fine fraction)—determined by x-ray diffraction- of the body
developing to uniform microstructural patterns and intergrading to an interlayer
(between the slip and the body) with the preferred orientation of elongated/oval
pores, together with vitrified clay platelets coalescing in the matrix, determined
by scanning electron microscope (SEM) The high temperature minerals of pseudowollastonite and forsterite were also observed in rounded pores in the glaze and
in irregular pores of the interlayer and the body as anastomosing or radial clusters.
Repeated clay/stress coatings/domains were observed around spheroidal secondary
iron-rich mineral nodules, determined by the SEM and EDAX, as well as around
irregular or rounded pores due to the stress created by the gas pressure against the
clayey matrix during the solid to gas transition phase as the temperature rises. Ultimately, the buried furnaces of the period with uniform rates of heating and cooling
are responsible for the development of the phenomena mentioned above as well as
in our earlier studies related to furnace designs. The highly vitrified surfaces within
the matrix may be attributed to the high potassium and silica contents, inherited
from the raw material mixtures Simulation studies are underway to translate the
unique past indigenous technologies into the contemporary ceramic industry
92-5
11:45 AM
A Tsatskin
Implications of Soils in Archaeological Contexts along the Mediterranean
Coast, Israel for Paleoenvironments and Basic Pedology.
A. Tsatskin. Zinman Institute ofArchaeology Univ of Haifa.
The initial pedological studies in the Israeli coastal plain (Dan et al., 1968/1969)
established that 1) red loamy hamra soils (Rhodoxeralfs) are associated with clayey
swell/shrink grumusols (Vertisols) within catenas, and 2) the structure and evolution of catena are defined by a geomorphic pattern and the age of bedrocks Rhodoxeralf/Vertisol catenas normally form on older surfaces, including Pleistocene
lithified coastal dune ridges (kurkar), and sporadically contain Palaeolithic artifacts (Ronen 1977). In sandy dune fields Holocene regosols with Neolithic artifacts
through Early Islamic sherds are found Recent studies focus on instrumental dating, primarily 1RTL and OSTL on feldspars and quartz sand, that places near-surface hamra/kurkar sequences in the time interval of ca 100 ky and more. Refined
absolute geochronology techniques are indispensable in local chrono-stratigraphic
models, however the amount of controversies is still significant to enable unequivocal comparison with a global Pleistocene pattern. It is argued that integrated and
updated soil studies in the archaeologically related sites are of primary significance
for both paleoenvironmental reconstructions and pedologic theory New studies
have shown that the diversity of Rhodoxeralf/Vertisol catenas in terms of polygenesis and chronology is stronger than previously thought. For example, observations
around the Epipalaeolithic sites (ca 17-20 ky ago) at the outlet of Hadera stream
showed that paleosols are basically cumulative/compound and include several soils
probably formed on different substrates. However, the differentiation of separate
pedological phases is basically obscured These complex soils contain artifacts from
Mousterian through Neolithic. Within and around archaeological sites soils also
vary according to different degrees of paleohuman impact. The orientation of artifacts is not necessarily horizontal indicating their later displacement in the course
of both bioturbation processes and more complex pedogeomorphic processes of
restructuring, characteristic for Vertisols Micromorphology, SEM/EDS and magnetic studies (low- and high-frequency low-field magnetic susceptibility, high field
susceptibility, remanent magnetization etc) allow us to detail the morphological
observations Generally. Rhodoxeralfs are magnetically enhanced if rich in clay
fraction, while Vertisols albeit more clayey, show lower values of magnetic properties In many cases Vertisols overlie Rhodoxeralfs rendering a characteristic curve
of magnetic properties The identification of nano-sized magnetite, maghemite,
hematite and goethite, proves their pedogenic accumulation irrespective to the
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mode of dust additions at the time of soil functioning, and probably genetic association with Fe-smectites. Complex micromorphological fabrics (Stoops, 1994) suggest juxtaposition of individual diagnostic features. Although clay coatings, Fe/Mn
and calcific pedofeatures are basically recognizable, albeit showing the evidence of
aging and change, the very fact of their occasional juxtaposition calls for a careful
interpretation It is suggested that detailed studies of soils/paleosols in archaeological contexts not only shed light on on-site history in regard with environmental
change and human activity, but contribute also to our understanding of modern soil
transformations under accelerated man-induced impact In this sense, the concept
of metapedogenesis (Yaalon and Yaron 1966) seems applicable also to archaeologically related soils and paleosols and includes the following implications: More
realistic evaluation of response times of relevant for modern practices soil attributes on the basis of the datasets from archaeologically related site. Assessment
of technogenic impacts on the basis of enhanced magnetic susceptibility needs to
take into account its high pristine values in terra-rossa and hamra. Refinement of
regional archaeo-paleopedology via process-oriented approach and site classification in regard with paleosurface accretion and/or denudation. Execution of reciprocal soil/archaeological control over geochronological dating. Keywords: archaeology, soil micromorphology, Mediterranean, metapedogenesis
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T Mimmo
Accumulation of Metals at the Soil-Root Interface: A Thermal Study.
T. Mimmo. Dept of Agroenvironmental Sciences and Technologies, Alma Mater
Studiorum. Univ of Bologna: C. Marzadori. Dept ofAgroenvironmental Sciences
and Technologies. Alma Maler Studiorum. Univ of Bologna; D. Montecchio. Dept
of Agroenvironmental Sciences and Technologies. Alma Mater Studiorum. Unive of
Bologna; C. Gessa. Dept of Agroenvironmental Sciences and Technologies. Alma
Mater Studiorum. Univ of Bologna.
Pectates are acid polysaccharides largely found at the soil-root interface based on
a L-],4-rx-galacturonan core with rhamnose residues interspersed and neutral side
chains attached. They are secreted as highly esterified pectates from the symplast
into the apoplast where demethylation takes place by pectin methylesterase. These
demethylation reactions in the apoplast lead to pectates with free carboxylic groups
playing thereby an important role in affecting the cation binding capacity, diffusion
and indirectly thus the plant nutrition In addition, the pectates forming a porous
network of fibrils could act as direct channels for the movement of soil cations to
the surface of root cells Previous studies already showed how the pectate immobilization of toxic metals as aluminum altered the functionality of the soil-root interface reducing the phosphate diffusion and indicating that the root apoplast could
play an important role in the expression of a possible mechanism of Al toxicity.
The aim was to evaluate if the different degrees of esterifi cation (DE) of pectates
could influence the immobilization of toxic metals at the soil-root interface. Calcium-pectates (Ca-PG) with different degrees of esterification (0, 26 and 65 %)
were formed in custom-made cells and used as a model of the soil-root interface.
They were consequently treated with solutions of aluminum, cadmium and chromium at pH 4.50 at a concentration of 100 mM forming Ca-Cd-PG, Ca-AI-PG
and Ca-Cr-PG networks The metal sorptions were conducted for 24 hours under
constant stirring at 25°C. AI, Cd, Cr and Ca concentrations were determined by
1CP-OES. Thermogravimetric (TG) and differential thermal analysis (DTA) were
carried out simultaneously in dynamic air using a TG-DTA92 instrument (SETARAM, France) analyzing about 5 mg of freeze-dried sample The metal sorption
showed no significant differences between the three DE's However, the sorption
of trivalent cations was higher than the one of divalent cations: AI > Cr > Cd. This
might indicate that the metals interact with different coordination sites as the free
carboxylic groups present on the pectate chains decrease with increasing DE. Basically, all the thermal profiles show three major exothermic peaks. The first around
340°C and the second one around 450°C could be considered the result of a partial
decarboxylation reaction of protonated carboxylates, oxidation reactions of small
fragments of the pectate ring and/or the opening of the pyranoid ring, respectively.
The third exothermic peak around 580°C is probably caused by the decomposition ofthat part of the pectate chain coordinated to the metal. The thermal profiles
varied with increasing DE which indicates structural modifications. The increasing
presence of hydrophobic -CH3 groups could act as a shield and induce a tightening of the PG chains On the whole, toxic metal sorption caused a decrease of the
decomposition temperatures. For example, Ca-Cd-PG both at DE 0 and 65 %, was
completely thermally decomposed at 470°C while Ca-PG had an exothermic peak
still at 580°C. These results point out that metal coordination causes a weakening
of the structure (Cd > Cr > AI) compared to the networks with calcium ions as the
only reticulating ion The DE would thus play a fundamental role in the mobiliza-
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tion/immobilization of toxic metals at the soil-root interface Acknowledgement:
This project was funded by MIUR (Ministero dell'lstruzione dell'Universita e della
Ricerca) PR1N 2004 (project code: 2004070459003)
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P. Helmke
Measurement of Indigenous Levels of Cation Activities in Soil Solutions by
Donnan Membrane Equilibrium and Atomic Absorption Analysis.
P. Helmke, J. Lampen. Univ of Wisconsin: A. K. Salam, Univ of Lampung: Y. Li,
Univ of Wisconsin.
Analytical methods that determine the concentrations of the frce-hydrated trace
cations at indigenous levels in soil solutions and soil extracts are needed to advance
our understanding of element behavior in soil-water-plant systems The behavior of
trace elements in environmental systems is thought to be controlled by the interactions of the free hydratcd cation with other dissolved species and by the interaction
of the resulting complexes and the free hydrated cations with the solid phases The
direct analysis of complex solutions such as environmental soil extracts and natural
waters by species selective procedures provides valuable information that is lost by
traditional methods of analysis that measure total concentrations of dissolved elements We have developed and tested an analytical method that measures the indigenous activity of the free-hydrated cations of trace elements at concentrations that
are typical of those found for environmental systems The method does not affect
the existing equilibrium of species within the sample It is free of interferences
that are present in natural systems for most elements of interest. The technique
requires a Teflon exchange cell and pump at a cost of about $2,500 US, a graphitefurnace atomic absorption spectrophotometer (GFAAS), and a gamma-ray radiation counter The principles of Donnan equilibrium predict equal concentrations of
cations in solutions separated by a cation exchange membrane if the solutions have
equal ionic strength This principle is used to quantitatively isolate the cationic
forms of the metals of interest from their neutral and anionic complexes in the
sample solution by the selective diffusion of the cations across a cation exchange
membrane The concentrations of the cations are then determined by GFAAS. The
analyte solution (donor solution) (30 to 50 ml) is continuously circulated through
one-half of a Teflon exchange cell A solution of pure strontium nitrate (acceptor
solution) (0 2 mL) having an ionic strength equal to that of the donor solution is
separated from the donor solution by a strong-acid cation-exchange membrane.
Equilibration of cations occurs within two hours Diffusion of negatively and neutrally charged complexes is not detected within two hours Aliquots of the acceptor
solution are analyzed by GFAAS. The detection limits are within the nanomolar
range needed for analysis of indigenous levels of many trace cations in soil solutions and extracts The key to attaining high precision results is careful monitoring
of the ionic strength of the donor and acceptor solutions. The donor solution is
spiked with a small volume of solution containing several thousand Bq of carrierfree Na-22 prior to Donnan equilibration After Donnan equilibrium, aliquots of
the acceptor and donor solutions are radioassayed using the 1274 keV gamma ray
of Na-22 The ratio of the specific radioactivity of Na-22 in the solutions is used to
correct for the effects caused by slight differences in the ionic strength of the donor
and acceptor solutions The experimental results from well-defined laboratory solutions across a wide range ofconcentrations and compositions agree with the results
calculated by computer implemented speciation models Results from analysis of
water saturation extracts of soils amended with sewage sludge showed that about 2
percent of the soluble Cu and 50 percent of the Zn and Cd exist as the free cations
in the extract solutions Results for extracts of the soils with increasing concentrations of Ca plus Mg ions showed nearly linear ion exchange isotherms between
the cation concentrations of Cu, Zn, and Cd with those of Ca plus Mg. The cation
concentrations of Cu, Zn, and Cd increased linearly with decreasing values of pH
The cation concentrations of Cu, Zn, and Cd decreased with time over a period of
more than 20 years.
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T. Mimmo
Fourier Transform Infrared and Raman Spectroscopy of Ca-Pectates.
T. Mimmo. Depl of Agroenvironmenlal Sciences and Technologies. Alma Maler
Studiorum, Univ ofBologna.S. Sanchez-Cones. Inslituto de Eslruclura de la Materia.
CSIC: C. Marzadori. Dept ofAgroenvironmenlal Sciences and Technologies. Alma
Maler Studiorum. Univ of Bologna: C. Gessa. Dept ofAgroenvironmenlal Sciences
and Technologies. Alma Mater Studiorum - Univ of Bologna.
Ca-pectates are largely found at the soil-root interface being one of the major high
molecular weight compounds exudated by roots They constitute the so-called
mucilage which is the major constituent of the soil-root interface and plays a fundamental role in the mobility of elements in the rhizosphere To better understand the
role of the mucigel in the mechanisms of metal toxicity to plants, a Calcium-polygalacturonate (Ca-PG) network was used as a soil-root interface model The aim of
this study was in fact to investigate, using FT-IR and FT-Raman spectroscopy, the
structural changes of Ca-PG in the interaction with divalent and trivalent toxic cations like cadmium and chromium Custom made cells were used to form the Ca-PG
networks Consequently, the cells were filled with solutions of cadmium and chromium at different concentrations (50, 400 and 1000 uM) at pH 4 50 forming CaCd-PG and Ca-Cr-PG networks. The metal sorptions were conducted for 24 hours
under constant stirring at 25°C Cd, Cr and Ca concentrations were determined by
ICP-OES FT-IR spectra were recorded on a Nicolet Impact 400 FT-IR Spectropho-

tometer (Madison, WI, USA),fittedwith an apparatus for diffuse reflectance (Spectra-Tech) FT-Raman spectra were obtained by using a RFS 100/S Brucker spectrophotometer The 1064 nm line, provided by a Nd: YAG laser, was used as excitation
line Resolution was set to 4 cm ' as for the FT-IR spectra and a 180° geometry was
employed. FT-IR spectra showed that at low Cd concentrations (50-400 uM) there
was a broadening of the asymmetric stretching frequency (p.is(COO-)) of the carboxylate at around 1600 cm' whereas at high Cd concentrations (1000 uM) there
was a strong decrease of its relative intensity with a significant loss of resolution In
accordance with the FT-Raman spectra this might indicate that at high concentrations Cd forms a monodentate complex with the carboxylate groups rather than a
bidentate one as at low concentrations In addition, there was a decrease of intensity
of the bands in the 1200-900 cm"' (C-C vibration modes of the saccharidic ring)
region respect to the uJCOO-) and (iJCOO-) bands. As for Cd, at high concentrations, Cr tends to accumulate in the polygalacturonate networks. The FT-IR spectra
showed a broadenig of the |i (COO-) with a decreasing intensity versus \i (COO-)
passing form Ca-PG to Ca-Cr-PG There was also a shift of the band at around 1015
cm ' (C-O and C-C vibrations of the pyranoid ring) with a decrease of intensity
These results indicate that Cr interacts with both, the carboxylic groups as well as
with the functional groups of the saccharidic ring. In conclusion our results suggest that calcium as well as cadmium and chromium ions interact not only with the
carboxylic groups but also with the functional groups of the pyranoid ring (the ring
oxygen (0-5), the oxygen (0-4 = O-l') in the glycosidic bridge and a hydroxy!
group (0-2') from the next galacturonic residue. The obtained spectra showed that
Cd did modify the conformation of the of the polygalacturonic chains only at high
concentrations whereas the trivalent cation seems to strongly influence their structure already at low concentrations. In addition, while FT-IR spectroscopy is more
sensitive to functional groups (carboxylic and hydroxy! groups on the PG chains),
FT-Raman spectroscopy is better suited to analyse complex skeletal vibrations (the
pyranoid ring and glycosidic bonds) Indeed, both for Cd and Cr, FT-Raman spectra showed changes of the out-of-plane vibrations around 850 cm"' and of skeletal
vibrations around 400 cm'. This might indicate that both metals strongly influence
the lattice conformation leading to more rigid networks.
Acknowledgement This project was funded by MIUR (Ministero dell'lstruzione
dell'Universita e della Ricerca) PR1N 2004 (project code: 2004070459003).
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Sulfate Adsorption at the Fe-(hydr)oxide-II20 Interface: Comparing Results
from Hybrid MO/DFT Cluster and Periodic ab initio DFT Calculations.
K. W. Paul. Univ of Delaware: J. D. Kubicki. The Pennsylvania Stale Univ: D.
Sparks. Univ of Delaware.
Sorption of oxyanions to soil minerals significantly impacts their transport behavior
and fate in soil systems The precise nature of how an oxyanion sorbs to a hydrated
mineral surface is of fundamental importance and aids improvement of predictive
surface complexation models Recently, computational chemistry has been used to
investigate soil oxyanion sorption mechanisms, particularly to the interpretation
of extended X-ray absorption fine structure and Fourier transform infrared (FT1R)
spectroscopic data Computational studies have been limited to hybrid molecular orbital/density functional theory (MO/DFT) or pure DFT methods applied to
small cluster models. Using MO/DFT calculations to aid interpretation of attenuated total reflectance FTIR spectroscopic data, Paul et al (2005) investigated the
effect of dehydration on sulfate adsorption at the Fe-(hydr)oxide-water interface
MO/DFT IR frequency calculations on cluster models revealed that sulfate adsorption on hydrated Fe-(hydr)oxide surfaces results in monodentate and/or bidentate
bridging complexes under most experimental conditions. However, as the surface
dehydrates a significant fraction of adsorbed sulfate protonates to form bisulfate
MO/DFT calculations indicated that the speciation change is likely reversible. The
implications of this work to soil systems are important because soils are constantly
subjected to wetting and drying How wetting and drying cycles influence soil oxyanion sorption/desorption mechanisms is poorly understood The purpose of this
study was to investigate sulfate adsorption to Fe-(hydr)oxide surfaces using two
independent computational approaches Results from MO/DFT cluster models will
be compared to periodic ab initio DFT calculations performed on specific surfaces
of Fe-oxides The periodic ab initio DFT calculations are performed on more realistic surfaces and have several advantages over MO/DFT cluster models. This study
will compare and contrast the predicted geometries of adsorbed sulfate complexes
on Fe-(hydr)oxide surfaces from the perspective of MO/DFT cluster and periodic
ab initio DFT methodologies.
93-5
564b
M. A. Aziz
Bioassimilation of Nickel and Zinc in Wheat as Affected by Organic Matter.
M. A. Aziz. A. Ghafoor. H. R. Ahmad. S. I. Hussain. Institute of Soil and
Environmental Sciences.
Waste water irrigation is becoming tremendously important around big cities where
crops especially vegetables are grown City effluent being a mix of house and factory waste contains organic matter, salts and metals including toxic ones like Ni,
Pb, Cr, etc which could be made a part of food chain through phyto-assimilation
Hence, a pot culture study was conducted to observe the effect of artificially applied
Zn and Ni with or without the presence of OM on their uptake by wheat crop in a
sandy loam soil Biomass production was depressed by the application of nickel
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alone while, Ni and Zn applied in combination produced maximum biomass. Concentrations of both metals were higher in grains than in straw and organic matter
application further increased their concentrations in plant parts except for Ni in
control In post-experiment soil, there was less AB-DTPA extractable Ni in organic
matter receiving treatments while the Zn showed mixed response with respect to
its extractability.
93-6
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A FazCano
Traditional Gold Mining in Apolobamba (Bolivia): Soil Pollution and Risk
Assessment.
M.A. Mufioz Garcia. Univ Politécnica de Cartagena: A. FazCano. Univ Polilécnica
de Cartagena: J. A. Acosta. Univ Polilécnica de Cartagena: S. Martinez Martinez.
Univ Politécnica de Cartagena: R. Millón. R. Vera. Centra de Investigaciones
Energélicas Medioambientales y Tecnológicas.
In the National Management Integrated Natural Area Apolobamba (Department
of La Paz-Bolivia) it has been developed gold extraction mining activities around
gold extraction, with a very poor engineering technology and the use of mercury.
The Universidad Politécnica de Cartagena-Spain has carried out a research, in collaboration with the Agencia Espanola de Cooperación Internacional through the
"Programa Araucaria" in Bolivia, in the most degraded zones in Apolobamba.
The objective of this work is the quantification and qualification of the affectation
degree in soils of the studied area, and both the environment and human health risk
assessment Four mining districts in Apolobamba have been selected: Sunchulli,
Viscachani, Katantika and Sural, based of the extracted material volume and the
lack of technology in the mining process. These districts are located in Apolobamba
Mountain-range where altitudes above 5 000 m.s.n.m are reached, and they are
constituted ot'little cooperatives, with the exception of Sunchulli. The cooperatives
are working the gold extraction, using a poor engineering and, as a consequence,
producing high contamination levels Samples of water, soil and sediments have
been taken in the most representative soils of the studied area. In these samples
mercury, lead, copper, zinc and cadmium have been analysed. The mercury content
was determinated thorough AMA-254 method (limit = 0,5 ppb) with certificated
standards BCR 62-BCR 281. Heavy metals (Pb, Cu, Zn and Cd) were determinate
using nitric-percloric digestion; bio-available metals with Norwell (1984) method;
and soluble metals using the extraction water technology. The results shows that
the largest part of the studied soils, do not present high levels of heavy metals;
however, some are contaminated by mercury, lead or zinc The most polluted soils
are near Sunchulli mining site, with high levels of mercury, where the operators and
the mining population are in contact with these soils without any type of protection, which is a human health risk. In the other hand, many heavy metals in these
soils are dumped to the rivers as happens in the case of Sunchulli, Katantika and
Pelechuco rivers. They could also be incorporated to the trophic cycle through the
flora and the fauna in their bio-available and soluble forms. Moreover, the water of
the rivers is consumed by the human and used for irrigation of some vegetable gardens, inside and outside of the protected area The high environmental and human
health risk from the mining extractions in Apolobamba, could be reduced thorough
the information and formation of the workers and, in general, the population of
the mining communities. It could be recommendable to use safe treatments for the
mining wastes and sediments and redirect the dumping to the less sensitive zones
that not allow the metal sedimentation These recommendations will reduce the
metal pollution

93-7
663a
B P. Jackson
Fractionation of Ni and U in Sediment Porewaters.
B. P. Jackson. Dartmouth College: J. F. Ranville, Colorado School of Mines: P.
Berlsch. Univ of Georgia.
It is also acknowledged that colloids < 0.2 urn suspended in the aqueous phase
can be important for determining contaminant availability and mobility. Similarly,
dissolved metals can be strongly bound to dissolved organic matter and therefore
essentially not bioavailable. We have used flow field-flow fractionation (Fl FFF)
and size exclusion chromatography (SEC) coupled to UV-absorbance (UVA) and
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) to study the dissolved
organic matter (DOM) and colloidal binding of U and Ni in water extracts of
sediments collected from a contaminated area of the Savannah River Site, a U.S.
Department of Energy's former nuclear materials production and processing facility, near Aiken, SC, USA High performance SEC-UVA-ICP-MS was well-suited
to the separation of DOM over the molecular weight (MW) range o f - 2 0 0 - 7000
DA The ICP-MS element specific data indicated that a significant fraction of U
was associated with DOM Uranium exhibited a bimodal distribution and the other
fraction was greater than the exclusion limit for the column and co-eluted with AI.
Flow FFF was used to size this fraction as colloidal with an approximate effective
spherical diameter of 0.09-0 12 urn. Element specific ICP-MS data confirmed that
U and AI were associated with the colloidal phase. High field Fl FFF was also
applicable to sizing DOM but resolution was poorer than SEC. The results of this
study suggest that 'dissolved' U at this site is predominantly either complexed by
DOM or bound to a colloidal fraction while Ni is predominately present as labile
complexes or the free cation and, therefore, potentially bioavailable
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R T. Brosky-Dorsey
The Use of Non-Invasive Time-Domain Induced Polarization for Diagnosis of
Soil Metal Contamination.
R. T. Brosky-Dorsey. Monash Univ J. Cull. Monash Univ: A. Patti. Monash Univ.
Conductivity and chargeability data, obtained in the field by Time-Domain Induced
Polarization (TDIP), were employed as a non-invasive means of determining elevated soil zinc concentrations A comparison of chargeability data with zinc concentration data, obtained by total soil digestion in the laboratory, showed soils with
high chargeability were soils which also had elevated zinc concentrations (300 to
4,750 mg/kg soil). Three pairs of electrical transmission towers, situated in suburban Melbourne Australia, were chosen as field sites. The towers are excellent
point sources of contamination, as the zinc protective layer leaches slowly over
time and is deposited into the local surface soil (Jones 1984). Highest total soil
zinc concentrations were found in soils within one metre of the tower legs, and
decreased significantly with distance from the tower legs. Similarly there was a
decrease in chargeability and conductivity with distance. Within the pH range of
the soils investigated, 5.0-7.1, the major form of zinc present is Zn2+, as a free
ion or ionic molecule (Lindsay 1972). Soil resistivity is primarily determined by
soil porosity and permeability as well as electrolyte conductivity. Therefore, metals
present in ionic form, as well as salts, will increase specific conductivity within
the soil (Mirsal 2004). Chargeability is increased by disseminated metals (electrode polarisation) and clay content (membrane polarisation). Soil conductivity and
chargeability, therefore, are expected to increase significantly with increasing soil
metals. In the laboratory, experiments were performed to determine the threshold
soil metal concentration necessary for IP signal change. Soil clay content and salt
content were measured and found to be constant among the replicate samples. Soil
moisture was also kept constant by weight (watered to field capacity). The single
variable was soil metal concentration. IP laboratory results confirmed initial field
results, in that trends in conductivity and chargeability increases mirrored absolute
soil metal concentration increases. These results were further confirmed by forward
modelling using RES2DINV.
93-9
762a
M. E. Garcia
Study of the Speciation and Distribution of Arsenic in a Particularly Polluted
Soil in Villa de la Paz, San Luis Potosi, Mexico.
M. E. Garcia. Univ Autónoma de San Luis Potosi: N. Gascon O.. Univ Autónoma
de San Luis Potosi: L. M Flores-Velez. Univ Aulonoma de San Luis Potosi: S.
Soriano. Univ Autónoma de San Luis Potosi.
The mining industry in Mexico continues to be an important industry in Mexican
economy. Due to its high production significant problems of pollution are found
in soils adjacent to the mines. High concentrations of total As have been found in
superficial soils of the mining area of Villa de la Paz (S.L.P., Mexico), probably
generated by acid mine drainage of tailings deposed over soils near the concentration plant. This work deals with the speciation and distribution of As(III) and As( V)
in a particularly polluted site in the mining area of Villa de la Paz, San Luis Potosi,
Mexico Soil sampling was carried out in 4 points, 3 in the polluted site area and a
reference soil (not polluted) 2 km far from this area. Arsenic mobility and transport
in the environment are strongly influenced by its associations with solid phases in
soils and sediments. Four methods were carried out to study this site: single step
and sequential chemical extractions, cathodic stripping voltammetry with square
wave and leaching tests in columns Chemical extractions were adapted to extract
As coming from pyrite tailings. Five steps are proposed in the arsenic distribution:
water soluble (Norm ASTM 3987), strongly adsorbed (NaR,P0 4 ), coprecipitated
with amorphous iron oxyhydroxides (NH 4 C,0 4 /H 2 C,0 4 ), coprecipitated with crystalline iron oxyhydroxides (Na 1 C 6 H 5 0 7 /Na,S,0 4 ) and arsenic oxides and coprecipitated with silicates (HNO,, HCIU4, HF). Total Arsenic was measured by atomic
absorption spectroscopy. Arsenic was determined as As(III) and As(V) by cathodic
stripping voltammetry on hanging mercury drop electrode in conjunction with the
use of square wave in arsenic soluble extracts. A leaching method was also developed by column test to simulate the leaching of inorganic components from powdered and granular materials in an aerobic environment.

93-10
762b
A. Aguirre-Gómez
A Novel Method for the Determination of Cation Exchange Capacity in
Neutral and Acid Soils.
A. Aguirre-Gómez. F. M. León-Rodriguez.
Fragoso. Facultadde Estudios Superiores

A. Aguilar-Märquez.
Cuautitlan-UNAM.

R. G. Garcia-

A novel method for the rapid and reliable determination of Cation Exchange Capacity (CIC) of acid and neutral soils is presented. The exchange process is based
on the proton, H ability to exchange cations effectively The method consists in
shaking a 1:10 soil solution suspension ratio for 10 minutes with HCl (0. IM), then
base-titrating the filtrate remaining acidity, from which the CIC-values are computed. Optimization studies were carried out varying I) soilvolume ratios (1:2.5
to 1:20), using I to 10g of soil material; 2) Acid concentration (0.05-0.5M); and 3)
shaking time (5-30 min) Seventeen soil materials were analyzed, 13 from WEPAL
(Wageningen Evaluating Programmes for Analytical Laboratories) belonging
to different countries, and 4 Mexican soils from the national ISP-exchange programme (Programa de Calidad e Intercoparacion de Analisis de Suelos y Plantas)
Soils varied in pH-water from 5.11 to 7.00, and 1M-NH 4 -Acetate- and BaCI,-CIC-
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values from 3-38 cmol(+) kg '-soil. Best results were found for the lower shaking
times, due to the increase chance of dissolution processes obtained under extended
acid contact, especially for shaking times greater than 20 minutes. Although no
significant effect was noticed for the different soifvolume ratios studied the amount
of soil material used was critical in the manipulation of the filtrates which tilted
the optimization of method toward the use of more than 2.5g soil and soifvolume
ratios of 1: 10 or greater. Regarding the acidity studies, whereas HCl concentrations
lower than 0.1M were not sufficient to extract efficiently all exchangeable cations,
greater H'-levels overestimated the computed CIC-values due to the enhanced dissolution power of HCl concentrations greater than 0.3M. However the more soil
material was used the precision of results increased. Best results were obtained
when the procedure is based on shaking times between 10 to 20 minutes, HCl-concentration from 0.1M to 0.25M, soifvolume ratios from 1:5 to 1:20, weighting out
2.5gto I Og depending on the amount of soil available. More studies will be carried
out to quantify and specify composition and magnitude of exchangeable bases and
acids and to adequate the method for calcareous soil materials. Table below shows
the relevant data discussed above.
Sample
WEPAL-971
WEPAL-959
WEPAL-933
WEPAL-912
WEPAL-945
WEPAL-937
WEPAL.-932
WEPAL-977
WEPAL-911
WEPAL-938
WEPAL-941
WEPAL-954
WEPAL-981
ISP-12
ISP-13
ISP-15
ISP-17

CIC cmol kg-1
30.4
2.2
17.7
29.8
13.5
4.3
24.7
8.4
20.6
34.8
4.8
23.4
10.9
26.2
25.6
12.1
24.3

ClC-NH4AcO
22.8
3.2
10.4
35.9
13.5
4.2
25.8
8.68
12.3
37.9
5.4
31.6
11.0
24.1
23.7
10.9
24.8

CIC-BaCl2
31.0
4.2
11.6
37.0
13.2
5.1
23.7
12.3
15.7
33.5
5.4
28.1
13.9
27.2
22.6
13.1
28.3

PH
6.84
6.20
6.90
5.62
6.37
6.10
7.00
6.41
6.90
6.50
5.11
5.33
6.58
6.40
5.17
6.87
6.90

different soil phases may have different isotope ratios inherited from progenitor
minerals with different U/Pb and Th/Pb ratios. Accordingly, three Canadian soil
standards TILL1, T1LL3, and S02, were studied and the antiquity of their source
rocks confirmed by model Sm-Nd ages of the soils which were 1.5 Ga for SO-2,
and T1LL-I, and 2.5 Ga for TILL-3 (IGa = 10'years) The standard SRM 2709
from a Californian agricultural soil was also studied. Thermal ionization was used
and Pb isotope ratios and concentrations were simultaneously measured with a
2ll5
Pb spike on a Finnigan MAT 261 mass spectrometer. In Tessier et al 's method the
exchangeable fraction is extracted with MgCI,, the carbonate with NaAc, the MnFe oxides with hot hydroxylamine and the organic with H,Ov The Pb contents of
all reagents was <50 pg/mL, All extractions were done in triplicate and good agreement in both concentration and isotope ratio obtained In all four soils, the amount
of Pb increased in the order: exchangeable (0.004-0.11 ppm), carbonate (0.49-2.4
ppm), organic (1.0-2.7 ppm), and Mn-Fe oxides (2.5-9.1 ppm). The residual was
10.6-14.2 ppm and amounted to between 40 and 75% of the Pb processed. The
agricultural soil SRM 2079 was isotopically homogeneous as might be expected
for a soil derived from young rocks, but large variations were found in the Canadian soils. In ' " P b / T b vs. 206Pb/W7Pb plots, residual silicates, whole soil, Mn-Fe
oxides and organic material were collinear with the organic material having the
most radiogenic Pb Exchangeable and carbonate Pb lay off the line, but in no consistent manner Redistribution implies homogenization and since each phase had its
own Pb ratio, Tessier et al's method appears robust The most interesting result is
that if the ratios 2"'PbP'"Pb vs. 2"7Pb/2WPb are plotted for the residual, the whole soil,
the Mn-Fe Oxides and the organic phases, good isochrons are obtained for SO-2
and TILL-3 with apparent ages of I 73 and 2.91 Ga which reflect the model SmNd ages. It is difficult to understand how recently formed secondary minerals can
reflect the age of the progenitor materials. Possibly the organic phase is ubiquitous
and binds the radiogenic Pb, perhaps from grain boundaries, that is the first to be
released by weathering. The Mn-Fe phase forms later and takes Pb from the crystal
lattices as weathering progresses. In the 2"8Pb/2"7Pb vs. 2wPb/J0"Pb plots the carbonate and exchangeable Pb appears to the most recent and derived from a high U/Th
source possibly limestone in the case of SO-2 and from a low U/Pb source, possibly
feldspars in the case of T1LL-1 It remains to be seen whether these interpretations
hold up under other sequential extraction schemes.
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E. Blumenstein
2.3B Molecular Approaches to Microbial Ecology in Soils—
Evaluating the Effects of Water Chemistry Variation on an Enzyme Bioassay,
Oral
MetPlate, Used to Screen for Metals Contamination in Mining Impacted Soils
and Waters.
Room 109AB, First Floor (Convention Center)
E. Blumenstein. J. F. Ranville. P. Ross, T. Wildeman, Colorado School of Mines; L.
Choale. U.S. Geological Survey;.
94-1
10:15 AM
J Zhou
Mine tailings piles and abandoned mine soils are often contaminated by a suite of
Development and Application of Functional Gene Arrays for Understanding
toxic metals which were wasted in the mining process. Traditional toxicity testing
of such areas has been conducted using Toxicity Characteristic Leachate Procedure
Spatial Variation in Soil Microbial Communities.
(TCLP) or traditional toxicity tests using organisms such as the earthworm Eisenia
J. Zhou, Institute For Environmental Genomics and Dept of Botany and
foetida The TCLP is essentially a total acid digestion, which measures total metals
Microbiology, Univ of Oklahoma.
present rather than metals that are bioavailable, and E foetida tests take between
48 hours to two weeks, rely on a limited number of organisms per test concentraMicroarray technology provides the opportunity to identify thousands of microbial
tion, and require culturing. Enzymatic bioassays provide an easier, less costly, and
genes or populations simultaneously, but adapting such technologies for charactermore time-effective toxicity screening procedure for Mining Impacted Soils (MIS)
izing microbial communities in natural settings is of great changes. To address the
such as mine tailings and abandoned mine soil leachates. This study evaluated the
needs for environmental applications, a very comprehensive functional gene array
commercially available enzymatic toxicity assay. MetPLATE™. The MetPl.ATE™
(FGA) containing -23,000 probes from the genes important for biogeochemical
assay uses a modified strain of the Escherichia coli bacteria as the test organism
cycling of C, N, S, P, metal resistance and contaminant degradation were designed
When the E. coli bacteria are not stressed, they produce the enzyme ?-galactosiand constructed. To address the great challenge related to detection sensitivity, a
dase, which cleaves a chromogenic substrate. Conversely, when the E coli bacteria
novel microarray-based method in combination with whole community genome
are stressed, they cleave lesser amounts of substrate or no substrate at all The
amplification (WCGA) was developed to achieve representative, sensitive, and
quantitative detection of microbial populations/communities that could not be
inhibition of the enzyme can be measured colorometrically with a 96-well spectrophotometer Variations in water chemistry parameters affect the bioavailability of
studied using conventional microarray approaches. This new technology was used
to analyze the spatial variation of microbial communities in a temperate, mixedmetals present in MIS and MIS leachates, an thus their inhibition on MetPLATE™
E coli, by altering the concentration, competition, and complexation. Increased
hardwood forest Composite surface (15 cm deep) soil samples were collected at a
concentration caused an increase in toxicity. An increase in competitive cations,
central point and at sampling points placed 1, 5, 10, 50, 250, and 500 m distances
such as those of hardness (Ca2+, Mg2+, and Na+), caused a decrease in inhibition.
from the center point along transects in a north, south, east, and west direction.
Elevated inorganic complexes, such as alkalinity (HC03-, C032-), and organic
Altogether 25 samples were collected. Various soil properties ( e g , soil texture, C
complexes, such as natural organic matter, also provided protective effects to the
and N concentrations, C-to-N ratios) and processes [i.e., asymbiotic N2-fixation,
E. coli in the MetPLATE™ assay. Additionally, the MetPLATE™ assay requires
urease activity, potential soil C mineralization) were measured for each sample,
a very short testing period (~2 hours), contains 100,000+ organisms per sample
and the microbial community structure was determined using FGA. Further data
concentration, and eliminates the need for a culture.
analysis is on-going
93-12
763b
E . TTangumonkem
Distribution of Pb Isotopes in Different Soil Phases Using Tessier et al.'s
Sequential Extraction Scheme.
E. T. Tangumonkem. IV. Manton. Geosciences Dept Univ of Texas at Dallas.
A long standing question regarding soil sequential extraction techniques is whether
they redistribute the elements being investigated If soils derived from geologically
old rocks are analysed Pb may provide a means of detecting redistribution, because

94-2
10:45 AM
C. Nakatsu
Elucidation of Soil Microbial Community Ecology Using Molecular
Approaches.
C. Nakatsu. Purdue Univ.
The diversity of organisms inhabiting soils has made it a challenging ecosystem to
characterize and understand On the other hand this diversity represents one of the
greatest untapped resources on this planet. The role of soil biota in nutrient cycling
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has been long recognized in agricultural and environmental sciences but now their
biotechnological, medical, and industrial uses are being discovered. Much of this
has been aided by the appl ication of molecular biological approaches to investigate soil ecosystems. These approaches eliminate the need to cultivate organisms,
which has stymied studies in the past. One aspect of these investigations has been
to understand the ecology of soil communities, which can be composed of organisms belonging to all three domains, the Bacteria, Archaea, and Eukarya Investigators are now able to address a variety of questions about communities such as: the
identity of dominant biota, phylogenetic diversity and abundance of specific biota,
spatial distributions, temporal changes, and differential impact of perturbations.
The method and more commonly multiple methods employed are dictated by the
desired depth of understanding of these questions. Some of the more commonly
used nucleic acids based methods for community analysis are: DNA:DNA reassociation kinetics, nucleic acid hybridization (including FISH and microarrays),
metagenome sequence analysis, denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE),
terminal fragment length polymorphism (T-RFLP), ribosomal intergenic spacer
analysis (RJSA), and sequence analysis of 16 rRNA gene clone libraries. Many
of these molecular based methods are rapid high throughput technologies that
require little starting material, which has permitted scientists to address fundamental ecological questions. Additionally, the abundance of data that can be obtained
has enabled comparisons of numerous samples providing soil scientists a means to
begin addressing complex ecological interactions.
94-3
11:05 AM
D. H. Buckley
Stable Isotope Probing with 15N2 as a Tool to Uncover the Functional
Significance of Non-Cultivated Diazotrophs in Soil.
D. H. Buckley, V. Haungyulitham, S. F. Hsu, T. Nelson, Cornell Univ.
The ecological mechanisms that link microbial diversity and community function
in soils can be revealed by focusing on individual functional groups, such as freeliving diazotrophs, that mediate well defined ecological processes. A remarkable
diversity of non-cultivated diazotrophs exists in soils suggesting that current models of N-fixation, based on cultivated strains, may not adequately explain the activity of these organisms in natural communities Stable Isotope Probing (SIP) with
I5N2 represents a powerful new tool that can be used to identify the functional
capacities of non-cultivated diazotrophs in microbial communities. SIP promises to
open new avenues of exploration for organisms that resist cultivation in the laboratory because it allows for direct linkage of molecular markers to specific microbial
processes as they occur under in situ conditions or in controlled microcosm experiments. The basic principle of SIP is that an isotopically-labeled compound is added
to the soil and used by microorganisms which then incorporate the label into their
nucleic acids. The labeled heavy-DNA can then be isolated from the unlabeled
light-DNA by isopycnic centrifugation in order to identify the organisms that incorporated the labeled compound under in situ conditions. The major concern when
using 15N as an isotopic label instead of 13C is that the density difference between
13C-labeled DNA and unlabeled DNA is < 0.036 g cm-3, while that between 15Nlabeled DNA and 14N DNA is only < 0.016 g cm-3. We have determined that it is
possible to reproducibly characterize the density of DNA to ± 0 002 g cm-3 after
ultracentrifugation in CsCI gradients and thus SIP can be used to identify DNA
molecules that have greater than 30% incorporation of a 15N-label. However, the
native density of DNA can vary by more than 0.039 g cm-3 as a result of differences in its G + C content. Thus, it is important to control for natural variation in
genome G + C content any time SIP is used by performing experiments in parallel
in the presence of either 14N2 or 15N2, fractionating gradients, and then using Terminal-Restriction Length Fragment Polymorphism analysis of 16S rRNA genes to
examine gradient fractions and to identify those specific fractions that contain 15Nlabeled DNA. The labeled-DNA in these fractions is then purified from unlabeled
DNA by a secondary centrifugation in CsCI gradients containing bisbenzimide.
This method has been used to examine the diazotropbic community composition
of soils incubated in the presence of 15N2 under different experimental conditions.
Significant fixation of 15N2 was observed in soil incubated in the presence of atmospheric levels of oxygen and was observed to increase significantly in response to
additions of CH4 and H2. Fixation of 15N2 into soil was less when soil was wetted
or when oxygen was excluded. This 15N-SIP method was used successfully on
soils that had a total dl5N enrichment of 2l.2%o over controls corresponding to
approximately 59 ng of 15N-labeled DNA g-1 soil demonstrating that 15N-SIP can
be achieved even with samples that have low rates of N-fixation. Analyses of nifH
and I6S rRNA genes from gradient fractions demonstrate the effect of microcosm
conditions on diazotroph community composition and reveal the activity of noncultivated diazotrophs in soil.

tion of seed germination and root growth One of the mechanisms that a number of
plant growth promoting bacteria use to facilitate plant growth and development is
the lowering of a plant's ethylene concentration through the action of the enzyme
1-aminocyclopropane-l-carboxylate (ACC) deaminase, that is quite effective in
lowering the concentration of ACC and hence ethylene in plant tissues. The presence of ACC deaminase has been studied in various plant growth promoting bacteria (PGPB) like Enterobacter cloacae, Rhizobium, and Pseudomonas, Variovorax,
Alcaligenes, Bacillus etc. The ACC deaminase containing bacteria may be found
on leaves and flowers as well as on seeds and roots, and the model based on the
interaction of bacteria with seeds and roots is likely applicable to the entire plant.
Bacteria of the genus Methylobacterium (PPFMs - Pink- pigmented facultative
methylotrophic bacteria) are strict aerobic, Gram-negative rods, able to grow on C,
compounds. Several aspects of plant growth promotion by Methylobacterium have
also been investigated, such as the production of urease enzyme, stimulation of
seed germination, promotion of root growth and morphology and induced systemic
resistance. In this study, we surveyed Methylobacterium strains for ACC deaminase
activity and the various steps involved in lowering the ethylene levels as proposed
in the model for plant growth promotion by ACC deaminase containing PGPB
Here, we report the presence of ACC deaminase in Methylobacterium fujisawaense
and it's lowering of ethylene levels and promotion of root elongation in canola seedlings under gnotobiotic conditions. Three of the five Methylobacterium strains used
in our study were found to possess ACC deaminase activity and they were selected
for growth pouch assays and for testing plant growth promoting traits in canola. To
test a part of the previous model proposed for ACC deaminase producing bacteria with Methylobacterium, ACC levels and various enzyme activities were monitored in canola. Lower amounts of ACC were present in the tissues of seeds treated
with M. fujisawaense strains than in control seeds treated with MgSOr Though
the increased activities of ACC synthase in the tissue extracts of the treated seedlings might be due to bacterial indole-3-acetic acid (IAA), the amount of ACC was
reduced due to bacterial ACC deaminase activity. The activities of ACC oxidase,
the enzyme catalyzing conversion of ACC to ethylene remained lower in M. fujisawaense treated seedlings. This consequently lowered the ethylene in plants and
prevented ethylene inhibition of root elongation. The results obtained here suggests
that plant growth promotion by the ACC utilizing Methylobacterium is due to the
reduction of plant ethylene through the utilization of ammonia cleaved from ACC
by its ACC deaminase and this is the first report on the existence and prevalence
of ACC deaminase in Methylobacterium spp. providing evidence for promotion
of root elongation From our results, we proposed a model for how Methylobacterium promote plant growth Inoculation of canola with Methylobacterium strains
increases the IAA and cytokinin concentration of the plants resulting in increased
ACC synthase (ACS) activity. If the PGPR strain contains no ACC deaminase,
ACC levels in the seedlings is unaltered and ethylene is still produced which inhibits root elongation. If the PGPR strain contains ACC deaminase, ACC levels in the
plant drop reducing ethylene levels and releasing root growth from the inhibitory
effects of this hormone. Also the ubiquitous nature and the ability to effectively
utilize methanol, the metabolic waste product of plants provides additional benefits
the use of Methylobacterium as a plant growth promoting bacteria.
94-5
11 45 AM
D. Coleman
Comparative Microbial Diversity in Agroecosystems and Forested Ecosystems
of the Southeastern USA.
D. Coleman. IV. Whitman, R. Upchurch. G. Dyszynski, K. Everett, Univ of GeorgiaInstitute of Ecology; C. Y Chiu, Research Center for Biodiversity.
The effects of disturbance and management and ecosystem type on 16S rRNA
libraries were studied in tilled and no-tillage cropland and land with 30 y. regrowth
(New Forest, NF), and 65 y. regrowth (Old Forest, OF) forested sites at Horseshoe
Bend in the southern Piedmont of Georgia (USA), and compared with those of
forested lands in the Southern Appalachians of western North Carolina (Coweeta
LTER site). Alpha-proteobacteria and Actinobacteria were the most abundant
groups within the clones The observed bacterial species richness varied between
50 and 70 across all sites, and the Chaol estimator varied between 90 and 450. The
agricultural libraries were very different from the OF library. The new forest plot
represented a transitional phase in the soil regimes and properties Even after > 30
y., the effects of agriculture on NF bacterial communities were still discernible. The
OF library was more similar to two sites of lower-elevation forest occurring on similar soil types (Ultisols) 160 km distant from HSB than to communities only 150
m apart in the tilled plots. We infer that system-level differences (soils and vegetation) have a greater influence on microbial communities than site differences.
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Characterization
of 1-Aminocyclopropane-l-Carboxylate
Deaminase
Containing Methylobacterium spp. Isolated from Rhizosphere Soils of FieldGrown Rice and Regulation of Ethylene Levels in Canola.
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Environmental Policy—Theater
The plant hormone ethylene is of great importance in plant growth and developExhibit Hall A, Theater 2, Second Floor (Convention Center)
ment An increased concentration of endogenous ethylene in plants or an enhanced
sensitivity of certain plant species, mainly dicots, to ethylene can result in inhibi200
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Soil Science in Tropical and Temperate
Similarities.
A. Harte mink. ISRIC—World Soil Information.

Regions—Differences

and

The range of conditions under which soils are formed is as diverse in the tropical as
in the temperate regions, but soil science has a different history and focus in the two
regions. In Western Europe soil fertility research started for there was little spare
land, whereas in the Russian Empire and the USA land was ample available and
soil survey developed. Since the Second World War, soil science has benefited from
new instrumentation and developments in other sciences. Many subdisciplines and
specializations have been formed and soil science has broadened its scope in the
temperate regions. Currently, much research is externally funded and has a problem-solving character Soil research in tropical regions started later and its scope
has not changed much. The feeding of the ever increasing population, land degradation and the maintenance of soil fertility are still important research themes. The
amount of research in environmental protection, soil contamination and ecosystem
health is small. More is known about the soil resources in the temperate regions
than in the tropical regions despite the fact that one-third of the soils of the world
are in the tropics and these support more than three-quarters of the world population. Common interests are the development of sustainable land management systems and land quality indicators, quantification of soil properties and processes,
fine tuning of models, the sequestration of C in agricultural soils, and the optimum
use of agricultural inputs to minimize environmental degradation and maximize
profit. Mineral surpluses are a concern in temperate soils under agriculture whereas
the increase of soil fertility is an important research topic in many tropical regions.
From a soil nutrient perspective it appears that soil fertility research in tropical
regions is all about alleviating poverty whereas in the temperate regions it is mainly
about alleviating abundance and wealth.
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Modeling Relative Soil Productivity Using Soil Survey Data.
R. R. Dobos. H. R. Sinclair. USDA-Natural Resources Conservation

Service.

In the United States, Farm Bill programs require ranking soils according to their
potential productivity. The soil survey database provides data for a wide array of
soil, climate, and landscape conditions. These data were used to create a model that
arrays soils by their inherent potential productivity for commodity crop growth.
A consistent, natural, defensible, and timely method of arraying soils according
to their potential productivity is needed for land evaluation and risk assessment.
The interpretations module of the soil survey database system uses fuzzy logic to
allow soils to be considered in terms of their degree of membership in the set of
soils that are suitable for a particular land use. A statement can be made such as "A
soil that has a given set of characteristics is a non-member, partial member, or a full
member of the set of soils having high inherent productivity". The actual linkage
between a soil characteristic and the degree of membership in the set of productive
soils is based on a graphed function that describes the fuzzy set. The shape of the
relationship can be specified to reflect the effect of an independent variable on a
dependent variable, whether it is linear, sigmoidal, bell-shaped, or any other shape
based on empirical evidence. A small subset of soil survey areas located in the
geographic extent of non-irrigated corn (Zea mays) growth in the US was selected
to establish the basic relationships of soil, landscape, and climate properties to soil
productivity. Soil properties are divided into physical and chemical characteristics.
Physical properties include available water holding capacity, organic matter content, saturated hydraulic conductivity, bulk density, linear extensibility, rock fragment content, and rooting zone depth. Chemical properties include cation exchange
capacity, pH, sodium absorption ratio, gypsum content, electrical conductivity,
and calcium carbonate equivalency. Landscape factors include the slope gradient,
depth to saturation, erosion, surface fragments, flooding, and ponding. Climatic
properties include frost-free days, mean annual air temperature, and mean annual
precipitation. The database was queried for soil, landscape, and climate characteristics and their values related to the yields of commodity crops In this example,
field corn yield is used as the indicator of soil productivity. Spline functions were
used to explore shape of the relationships between these variables and the yield
to assign minimum, optimum, and maximum levels of each variable, as required
These curves are then inserted into the fuzzy logic module of the database system
Characteristics statistically shown to be more highly correlated with productivity
are given more weight in the model Available water holding capacity, mean annual
precipitation, saturated hydraulic conductivity, cation exchange capacity, and pH
were shown to strongly influence productivity The model itself reflects the interaction of the variables influencing productivity. A low score on any parameter forces
a lower productivity index.
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Soil Quality Assessment of Rice Production Systems in South of Brazil.
A. C. Rodrigues de Lima. W. B. Hoogmoed. Wageningen University: L. Brussaard.
Wageningen University and Research Centre. Dept. Soil Quality.
Soil quality as a measure of the capacity of soil to function can be quantified by
indicators based on physical, chemical and biological properties Measuring key
soil quality indicators over a period of time allows evaluating changes in soil quality resulting from various management systems So. the assessment of soil qual-

ity is a primary indicator of sustainable management Several Minimum Data Set
(MDS) of soil attributes have been proposed for use as soil quality indicators at
the plot and field scale, at a regional scale and national scale Currently, there is no
consensus on a definitive data set for soil-quality monitoring, or how the indicators
should be interpreted This can partly be explained by the fact that monitoring is
site specific; depending on purpose of the land use and different soil conditions
are desirable In the state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brasil, rice production is one of
the most important agricultural activities in the region This production is located
mainly in the southern lowlands yielding approximately 5,5 million tons of rice
per year, equivalent to 52% of total Brazilian rice production In this region, soil
degradation is observed, but maintaining soil quality at a desirable level is a very
complex issue due to the nature of the current production systems involving intensive tillage. The study presented here was conducted with the following objectives: (i) to identify the most significant soil quality factors from a set of measured
soil indicators following a comparative approach (in which the performance of the
management system is determined in relations to alternatives at a given time only),
(ii) to test whether this dataset can discriminate between management systems or
soil classes in order to establish regional minimum data set (MDS). It was hypothesized that, because of the inherent differences in clay content in the soils in the
region, the intensive anthropic activities (management systems) cannot be the only
explanation of differences in soil quality indicators. For this study, soil biological (microbial biomass, soil respiration, potentially mineralizable N, ß-glicosidase,
acid phosphatase, alkaline phosphatase, microbial biomass), chemical (organic
matter, total N, pH, AI, H+AI, AI saturation, Ca, Mg, K, P, Iron, Zn, Cu, Mn and
Cation exchange capacity) and physical (Bulk density, texture, water stable aggregate, microporosity and water content) indicators were evaluated. Some additional
indicators were derived from the data set such as available water, macroporosity,
mean weight diameter, microbial quotient. A total number of 29 indicators were
analized. Data were collected from 21 rice fields located in the Camaquä region
of Rio Grande do Sul that were under the three main soil management systems :
Conventional, Pre-Germinated and Semi-direct In total 105 representative points
were sampled. Multivariate analysis was used for establishing the MDS. Different
MDS were found when either the management systems or the soil classes were considered in the analysis. This study is a first step toward identifying how the MDS
can be meaningfully applied to monitor soil quality of rice fields in South of Brazil.
Keywords: Soil quality; indicators; minimum data set; rice; Brazil.
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Assessing Biological Soil Quality for a Few Long-term Experiments in Subtropical India.
B. Mandal. S. K. Ghoshal, G. C. Hazra. D. Majumdar. Bidhan Chandra Krishi
Viswavidyalaya: J. Chowdhury. H. Ghosh. Central Research Institute for Jute and
Allied Fibres; R. N. Samantaray. A. K. Mishra. Central Rice Research Institute.
Biological attributes of soil are sensitive to its management practices. Conjointly
they represent biological soil quality that is useful for comparing the performance
of different soil management practices in aggrading and/or degrading soil quality.
In a collaborative study involving three institutions, we tried to identify important
indicators for assessing biological soil quality and evaluate the impact of different
management practices on its aggradation/degradation using 4 long-term fertility
experiments with organic and inorganic sources of nutrients and different cropping
systems in sub-tropical region of India The relative impact of five treatments viz.,
control, only N, only NP, NPK and NPK + organics vis-a-vis a fallow on biological
soil quality was assessed. Altogether 24 biological attributes were analysed. Yield,
sustainable yield index and crop quality were chosen as the goal variables. Minimum data-set were formulated screening through a number of statistical tools viz ,
randomised block design, Kruskal-Wallis |Ö2 test, principal component analysis
etc. and the results were subsequently validated using hierarchical cluster analysis
and multiple regression analysis. Biological soil quality index was then computed
using standard techniques Results showed that application of nitrogen alone caused
a net deterioration even more than the control treatment, while balanced application
of NPK caused a slight aggradation but inclusion of organics with NPK caused a
significant aggradation (as % over fallow) in biological soil quality. However, the
indicators identified for assessing such quality and their relative contributions to
such quality index varied under different cropping systems and with soil types
Inclusion of organics with NPK always showed a high value of quality index for
all the cropping systems and soil types. Results provided a comprehensive tool for
delineating healthy vis- o-vis unhealthy soils and also helped to assess the relative
efficacy of different management practices in aggrading/degrading biological soil
quality.
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Impact of Land Ilse on an Organic Soil of the Everglades Agricultural Area.
M. Chen. Everglades Res. & Educ. Center Univ of Florida; S. Daroub. Soil and
Water Science Dept and Everglades Research and Education Center. Univ of
Florida; J. L. Pantoja, Zamorano Univ. Agricultural Sei. and Production Dept.;
O. Dia:. Everglades Res. <£ Educ. Center. Univ of Florida; T. A. Lang. Everglades
Res. & Educ. Center. Univ of Florida; V. Nadal. Everglades Res. & Educ. Center.
Univ of Florida.
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Cropping practices are important factors affecting soil variability in the organic
soils of the Everglades Agricultural Area, which is an area of-280,000 ha of highly
productive organic soils south of Lake Okeechobee in Florida, USA The objectives
of this study were to (1) compare changes in soil properties of a Histosol that has
been under different land uses; and (2) determine impacts of fertilization and cropping practices on selected chemical and physical properties of sugarcane, vegetable
and virgin (uncultivated and unfertilized) fields located at the Everglades Research
and Education Center of the University of Florida in Belle Glade, FL Soil samples
from the surface 15-cm of each field were taken using a triangular grid sampling
plan All samples were analyzed for bulk density, moisture, organic matter (OM)
content, pH, total P, water extractable P (Pw), acid extractable P (Pa), Ca, Mg, K.
and Si. Correlation, ANOVA, factorial analyses and contour mapping were used to
analyze the data. Soil pH increased significantly from 5 1 to 7 0 for the vegetable
and sugarcane fields compared to the uncultivated virgin field. This is probably
due to fertilizer including calcium silicate application to the crops and the mixing
of organic matter with bedrock mineral materials high in CaC03. Total P, Pw, Pa,
and acid extractable Ca, Mg and Si were also significantly increased in the cropped
fields. The shallowest soil depth (0.40 m), however, was found in the virgin and
vegetable fields. The vegetable field showed the highest nutrient concentrations
and lowest OM contents, followed by the sugarcane field. This is probably a result
of soil oxidation, mixture of minerals, and fertilization. The shallow depth of the
virgin field is probably due to the low water table maintained in that field and
lack of irrigation. Soil parameters are highly correlated and can be categorized into
three principal factors related to common agricultural practices in the EAA. We
hypothesize that the change in properties in the cropped fields are due to an array of
factors mainly mixing of mineral material from bedrock and roads, OM oxidation,
water management including irrigation and depth of water table, and fertilization
practices Contour maps showed that the virgin field had the lowest variability for
the majority of the properties measured.
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Optimal Organic Matter Management for the Multi-Stakeholders in the Sahel
of West Africa.
H. Shinjo, Graduate School of Agriculture, Kyoto Univ; K. Hayashi, Japan
International Research Center for Agricultural Sciences: K. lkazaki, S. Sugihara,
Graduate School of Agriculture, Kyoto Univ; U. Tanaka. T. Kosaki, Graduate
School of Global Environmental Studies, Kyoto Univ
The semi-arid zone of West Africa is characterized by an agro-pastoral land management, where different ethnic groups are engaged in agricultural and pastoral
activities and interact with each other. To achieve harmonious co-existence of different ethnic groups and sustainable ecosystem management, we should link "field
realities" with their scientific explanation. Particularly in the Sahel, where sandy
soils prevail and commercial mineral fertilizer is not always expected to be applied,
organic matter management would play an significant role in soil conservation and
crop production In this study, we characterize inter-relations among different ethnic groups in the Fakara region, southwestern Niger in the context of organic matter
management, set up the experiments to explain the organic matter dynamics under
the prevailing management through monitoring CO, emission, soil moisture and
temperature, and finally propose the optimal organic management for the multistakeholders. We found that most households of pastoralists (Fulani people) corralled their livestock at their rented fields, and not at thefieldsof cultivators (Zarma
people), suggesting that the cultivators' fields could unlikely expect to maintain
their fertility by the livestock manure under the current corralling practice The
close relationship between the cultivators and the pastoralists through corralling
we had assumed might be transformed by the field renting practice. Field experiments confirmed that the corralling with the cow dung of 6 Mg DM ha', or the
actual application rate in the study area, could significantly increase gram, ear, and
total biomass of pearl millet From the monitoring data at the experimental plots,
sharp decrease of soil temperature immediately after rainfall events was observed
through the rainy season especially at the corralling plot and the fallow plot where
the much soil coverage with plants prevented soil surface from direct exposure
to sunlight. The most striking difference in soil moisture was found between the
cultivated plots and the fallow plot. The fallow plot could hold the water at most
50 mm down to the depth of 85 cm, much less than the cultivated plots, due to
the much water uptake in the preceding dry season at the fallow plot. Plants at the
fallow plot would absorb water until soil water diminished, whereas plants were
harvested at the cultivated plots before soil water depleted. Such cooler and drier
conditions under fallow could contribute to build-up soil organic matter by restricting the microbial decomposition. The corralling treatment increased soil moisture
down to the depth of 30 cm, confirming that input of organic materials such as cow
dung and crop residues attracted termites that could facilitate water infiltration
This role of organic materials is highly crucial for efficient water use in the study
area where the amount of rainfall is limited andfluctuating.CO, emission measured
at the corralling and the fallow plots was significantly correlated with soil surface
moisture but not with soil temperature Apparently unusual finding of insignificant
correlation of CO, emission with soil temperature reflected the decrease of soil
temperature upon rainfall. When soil temperature was high, low soil water content
might inhibit microbial activity. On the other hand, CO, emission at the control plot
showed no significant correlation with soil moisture or temperature Thus, the soils
without application of livestock manure or input of plant materials like the fallow
practice would not increase CO, emission even under the moist condition, and thus
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could release little nutrients. The relationship between CO, emission and soil moisture enabled to estimate the seasonal variation in CO, emission with the monitored
soil moisture and the total amount of carbon mineralized in any given period This
estimate implied that about half of applied cow dung was decomposed in the first
rainy season. In conclusion, the corralling could improve crop production through
rapid decomposition of manure and better infiltration mainly at the fields rented by
the pastoralists Thus, the possible way of fertility maintenance for the cultivators
would be the more efficient use of fallow where build-up of soil organic matter
could be expected. In addition, when we considered the risk for pastoralists that
field renting can be cancelled by the landlord cultivators at any time, the establishment of new social relationship between the two stakeholders that the cultivators
request pastoralists to corral at the fields of cultivators at the expense of security of
field renting would deserve further examination.
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Soil Quality in Organic and Conventional Citrus Orchards: Results of a
Survey Carried out in Eastern Sicily (Italy).
S. Canali, Consiglio per la Ricerca e Sperimentazione in Agricollura (CRA).
lstituto Sperimentaleper la Nutrizione delle Piante (ISNP); A. Trinchera, Consiglio
per la Ricerca e Sperimentazione in Agricollura (CRA). lstituto Sperimentale per
la Nutrizione delle Piante (ISNP); E. Di Bartolomeo, Consiglio per la Ricerca
e Sperimentazione in Agricollura (CRA), lstituto Sperimentale per la Nutrizione
delle Piante (ISNP); L. Nisini, Consiglio per la Ricerca e Sperimentazione in
Agricollura (CRA, lstituto Sperimentale per la Nutrizione delle Piante (ISNP): F.
Inlrigliolo. Consiglio per la Ricerca e Sperimentazione in Agricollura (CRA)—
lstituto Sperimentale per I 'Agrumicoltura (ISAG); G. Roccuzzo, Consiglio
per la Ricerca e Sperimentazione in Agricollura (CRA). lstituto Sperimentale
per 1'Agrumicoltura (ISAG); M. L. Calabretta, Consiglio per la Ricerca e
Sperimentazione in Agricollura (CRA)—lstituto Sperimentale per I'Agrumicoltura
(ISAG); B. F Torrisi. Consiglio per la Ricerca e Sperimentazione in Agricollura
(CRA). lstituto Sperimentale per I 'Agrumicoltura (ISAG).
Soil quality can be defined as the capacity of a soil to function, whilst maintaining
the environmental quality and promoting plant and animal health; it also refers to
the capability of soil to function at present and in the future for an indefinite period
of time. Soil quality is a basic concept in the sustainable management of any agricultural system aimed at producing, avoiding or reducing negative effects on the
environment, preserving resources and saving energy on a medium or long-term
basis Its assessment might be considered a mean for the evaluation of environmental sustainability of agricultural systems. The paper presents results obtained in a 4
years study, conducted with the aim to evaluate the contribution of organic farming
system introduction to the environmental sustainability of agriculture in Southern
Italy. Soil quality in conventionally and organically managed citrus orchard was
determined assessing inherent and dynamic soil properties by following a large
scale field survey approach. In 1999, 54 soil orchards under both organic and conventional management were studied, under the same environmental conditions.
Farms were selected to obtain similar pairs (27), homogeneous for cultivations and
rootstock, in order to reduce effects not linked to soil management At the beginning of the study, the requested three years conversion period foreseen by the law
in force (EEC Regulation 91/2092) was completed for all organic citrus orchards
included in the survey. Four years later (2003), sampling was repeated only in 26
orchards (13 pairs), since many organic citrus farms involved in the previous survey shifted back to the conventional management. For each soil, in addition to
the inherent physical characteristics, chemical and biochemical parameters able to
describe C and N soil dynamic generally used to assess soil quality were determined. They were: total organic carbon (TOC), total extractable carbon in alkaline
environment (TEC), humic + fulvic acids carbon (CHA + FA), microbial biomassC (Cbiom) The humification of soil organic matter was investigated by isoelectric
focusing (1EF) technique on purified soil humic fraction; the sum of areas (in percentage) of 1EF peaks focused at pFI>4,5 was calculated and named As. The mineralization kinetics of soil organic matter was studied under laboratory conditions
for each soil, determining mineralized C at 1st (CI) and at 21st (C21) day and the
cumulated mineralized C after 21 days of trial (C2Icum). At steady state, potentially mineralised carbon (CO) and the kinetic constant of mineralization (k) were
estimated. In addition, potentially mineralised N (NPM) in anaerobic conditions
was determined. Information obtained after the first sampling (1999) showed a tendency to the improvement of soil quality in organically managed fields. Furthermore, results obtained in relation to 2003 sampling demonstrated that soil quality
parameters were significantly higher in organically managed citrus orchards with
respect to the conventional ones. We concluded that, on long term, the introduction
of organic farming management system contributes to increase the environmental
sustainability of agriculture in Mediterranean areas.
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Farmers'Assessment of Soil Quality in Rice Production Systems in South of
Brazil.
A. C. Rodrigues de Lima. W. B. Hoogmoed. Wageningen Univ: L. Brussaard.
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The success of maintaining or enhancing soil quality depends on our understanding
of how the soil responds to agricultural use and practices over time Concern for

soil quality is not limited to agricultural scientists, natural resource managers, and
policymakers, but farmers also have a vested interest in soil quality. The increased
number of ethnopedological studies on local soil knowledge, over the last two
decades, is based on the greater recognition that farmer's knowledge can offer
many insights into soil quality A worldwide consensus of standardized soil quality
indicators is impossible to achieve because local knowledge is location-specific.
With regard to the production of rice in the south of Brazil the importance of local
soil knowledge is still unknown. Rice production is one of the most important
regional activities, and, there is clear evidence that the threat to soil quality in
terms of physical, chemical and biological degradation is high, mainly because the
farmers are using intensive rice production which consequently cause lower yields
year by year. Apart from an understanding of the local farmers' knowledge the
potential use of this knowledge in the development of sustainable land management
or maintenance of soil quality has to be assessed. The source of information of the
study reported in this paper is the rice farmers community located in the Camaquä
region of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil. The objective of this study is to find answers
to questions with regard to the perception of rice farmers of soil quality These
questions are: (I) What soil quality perceptions do rice farmers have? (2) Which
soil quality indicators are the most important for them? (3) Do rice farmers use their
local knowledge about soil quality indicators as a tool for guiding soil management
decisions? Is there any difference among the management systems they apply?
A key premise of this study is that rice farmers have important knowledge about
soil quality; nonetheless the impact of this knowledge on farmer's day-to-day
decisions is unclear. Semi-structured Interviews alternated with Discussion Groups
were used as research methods. The goal in combining these methods is to be
able to accurately assess farmer's knowledge at individual and group level and, in
the end, to ensure that differences across the three different management systems
can be identified.This region was selected because there was possible to find the
farmers who use the main rice management systems: semi-direct, pre-germinated
and conventional; there are large numbers of farmers with different field sizes; it is
one of the most important rice production area of the state which produces yearly
around 300.000 tons of rice; and it is the region where the first Brazilian land
reform was held in the sixties. Thirty-two farmers were chosen to be interviewed.
Rice farmers from Camaquä region possess a detailed knowledge of the soil
they are cultivating. They know that the quality of their soil is closely related
to environmental and economic factors In general, the rice farmers frequently
addressed properties of the topsoil rather than subsoil features to validate or reject
their assumptions that the soil is recovering under previous cropping From the
rice farmer's perspective, perceptions of a soil's quality can be seen in 11 soil
quality indicators: Earthworm, Soil Colour, Yield, Spontaneous Vegetation, Soil
Organic Matter, Root, Friability, Rice plant development, Rice plant colour, Rice
tiller. Healthy and good looking cattle. Soil Colour, Spontaneous Vegetation, Soil
Organic Matter and Friability were defined as the most important soil quality
indicators according to general consensus. Three useful indicators were found
out to be important to make decisions It depends on the management systems
and it plays an important role for buying and renting a land as well Spontaneous
vegetation for farmers who use semi-direct and conventional management systems
Rice plant development for farmers who use pre-germinated management systems.
Soil colour and Spontaneous vegetation when farmers want to buy or rent a land
The period that they usually pay attention to this is in the winter time (Jun-Aug),
and before the soil preparation. They use visual observations The spontaneous
vegetation has to have a dark green colour while the development of the plants and
their height is also observed. From semi-structured individual interviews and group
discussions, it proves that rice farmers of Camaquä region possess profound local
soil knowledge and the importance of this knowledge to their daily decisions was
revealed as well. During this study it was also showed that they are aware of soil
degradation in the region. They realised that much of soil degradation in the region
is human-induced and resulted from inappropriate soil management practices.
Keywords: Soil quality indicators; Local soil knowledge: rice; farmers: Brazil.
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The urban sprawl represents one of the major soil-related threats in the world. Cities have limited physical space with the increasing number of inhabitants. Information on soil chemical and physical properties, soil quality, and consequently
the functions the urban soils perform should play a more significant role in urban
management and planning processes. The aim of the EU lnterreg III "Technique
of Urban Soil Evaluation in urban areas- Implementation in Planning procedure"
(TUSEC-IP) project was to design and test the procedures that can promote a more
rational and sustainable use of soil resources in the cities, and help to maintain the
soil quality on the acceptable level. The developed procedure of the soil evaluation
concept is being tested in the Grugliasco (Torino-Italy) area and in Slovenia The
procedure of the urban soil quality assessment is based on the conclusion that the
functions of soils performed in urban areas are altered compared to the agricultural
environment—several primary soil functions can be truncated or modified The soil
quality in the procedure is evaluated regarding a) the particular land use, and b) the
general environmental soil quality. Main urban land-uses are grouped according
to the specific functions and services the soils perform and according to the pos-

sible emissions from soils that may affect environmental quality For each of the
land-uses the vital soil functions are determined They are further used to select
an appropriate set of chemical and physical soil parameters that have to be measured and used for further evaluation of the soil quality indicators. In the next step
additional data on urban environment and soil quality indicators are inserted in the
evaluation procedure to assess the a) soil suitability / soil quality for selected urban
land-use; and b) to evaluate the decline/improvement in performance of the soil
functions when land-use is changed. The results of the evaluation procedure are a) a
numerical index expressing the soil quality for each land-use, b) the comparison of
the suitability of the area on the basis of the soil properties for the considered land
uses, in order to suggest the most appropriate use of soils and c) the identification of
the soil properties / soil quality indicators which do not meet the legislation thresholds or the functional criteria These indicators can serve the managing authorities
as a suggestion for remediation measures. Since the evaluation procedure itself
represents a demanding task for non-soil experts (urban planners) it is supported by
an evaluation tool (a user-friendly computer application) and a set of accompanying documents: field urban soil description forms, step-by-step description of the
procedure, list of required soil data and soil quality evaluation manual. Keywords:
soil, urban soil quality, soil evaluation, land use.
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Comprehensive Farm-Level Nutrient Management Planning Software.
R. Hill. R Steinhilber. E. Mironenko. Univ of Maryland.
Nutrient Management for Maryland, Professional Edition (NuMan Pro) is Windows" based nutrient management planning (NMP) software that was released in
April 2005. The software serves as an updated and integrated version of the Nutrient Management for Maryland (NuMan MD) software program and the Maryland
Phosphorus Site Index (PSI) software program. NuMan Pro facilitates the use of
organic wastes and fertilizers to meet crop needs in an efficient and easy-to-use
manner. The software presents an integrated software solution including components for nutrient management planning, animal waste generation, waste utilization and balance components, phosphorus loss risk assessment, and calculation of
estimated soil erosion losses. Software development has emphasized a user interface that is simple and easy-to-use. All nutrient management planning information
previously only available in numerous books and tables can be easily addressed
and incorporated into the planning process from drop-down menu choices. All
nutrient management planning calculations can, therefore, be quickly performed
with the click of a few buttons. Color-coded backgrounds were used to differentiate entry box use within the program. Although a single field is addressed in the
active window, the user may address and save information for up to 999 fields
in a single file. The software code has been "soft-coded" in that variable names
instead of numerical values have been used which will allow for easy updating
of the program. The electronic files saved by the software simplify and facilitate
record keeping requirements. The software calculates fertilizer and nutrient recommendations for over 250 crop/management scenarios (forage, vegetable, row
crops, fruit crops, etc.), has over 240 crop/management informational notes, and
mineralization rates for 28 types of organic wastes Options are available to calculate crop-based phosphorus removal and/or to have fertility recommendations in
lbs/acre or lbs/1000 sq. foot units. The software will produce nitrogen, phosphorus,
and/or potassium-based plans and accounts for 10 years of annual legume and/or
organic nitrogen carry-overs, pre-side dress nitrogen testing for corn, and computerfile-basedsoil test inputs The user may also specify pre-set waste application
rates and the software supplies the supplement fertilizer application rates to meet
crop nutrient requirements. Split applications of the same and/or different organic
wastes may be applied The software allows for multiple management scenarios to
be included for the same field. A warning is indicated when it may be necessary
to calculate a phosphorus loss risk assessment via the Maryland Phosphorus Site
Index (PSI). In support of the PSI calculations, a simplified version of the Revised
Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) software has been included. Soil information used in calculations has been queried on a county basis for all mapping units in
Maryland from the USDA-NRCS National Soils Information System database The
software has a waste balance component that calculates waste storage requirements
considering both the timing that waste materials will be used within the nutrient
management plan and the rate of waste production. A waste generation component
will estimate manure production for almost any animal production system including specialized cake and clean-out modules for the poultry industry and confined/
unconfined animal feeding operations such as in the beef/dairy industry The combination of components within NuMan Pro provides the user with the capabilities
to meet the nutrient management requirements for confined animal feeding operations (CAFO). NuMan Pro is a comprehensive software package that addresses all
phases of nutrient management planning. The software has simplified the nutrient
management planning process so that farmers are now certified to complete their
own nutrient management plans with a small amount of training
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Air and Soil Pollution Reduction through Conservation Agriculture in Indo
Gangetic Plains.
S. S. Singh. RWC-CIMMYT India; A. R. Khan. 1CAR Research Complex For
Eastern Region; R. K. Gupta. RWC-CIMMYT. India; A. K. Sikka. 1CAR Research
Complex for Eastern Region.
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Indo Gangetic plains (IGP) occupy one-sixth of south Asia's geographical area,
hold nearly 42 per cent of its population and produce more than 45 per cent of its
food Rice-wheat is grown on more than 12 million ha and provides livelihood for
millions An increase of temperature by 10 C in the IGP would be equivalent to a
150 km Northward shift of isotherms (lines joining places with similar temperature) or about 150 m lower altitude. There is a 5 per cent decrease in rice yield of
every 0C rise above 320 C According to recent estimates by IPCC, by 2100 A.D.,
the average global surface temperature is projected to increase by 1.4 to 30 C above
1990 levels (which was highest) for low emission scenario of GHG and between 2 5
to 5 80 C for higher emissions. To assess how environmentally efficient the various
production systems are with respect to GHG emission, a Carbon to Productivity
Ratio (CPR) is an ideal measure Yield data of a long-term experiment at Pantnagar
(India) with NPK fertilizers at 50, 100 and 150 per cent of the recommended dose
when analyzed after constructing annual GHG budgets individually for C02, CH4
and N20 indicated that CPR values of 0.45 to 0.48 were possible with zero tillage
(ZT) and retention of crop residues at all three levels of N fertilizer use as against
0 54 for control, (without fertilizer). In conventional tillage practices and burning
of crop residue the CPR values were 0.57 to 0 73 showing a higher level of ineffectiveness in the production system. The lower the CPR, the more efficient the system
is at producing food with respect to the health of the global environment. Conservation agriculture, which includes Reduced/ ZT practices and crop residue retention,
can reduce GHG emission and curb global warming Positive changes in agronomic
practices like tillage, manuring and irrigation can help reduce greatly the release of
greenhouse gases. Adoption of ZT and controlled irrigation can drastically reduce
the evolution of C02 and N20. Reduction in burning of crop residues reduces
the generation of C02, N20 and CH4 to a significant extent. Saving on diesel by
reduced tillage and judicious use of water pumps have major role. Each liter diesel
burning generates 2.6 kg C02. About 3.2 Mt C02/annum (about 0.8 MMTCE) can
be reduced by ZTinthe 12 million ha under rice-wheat systems in the IGPs alone.
Intermittent irrigation and drainage will further reduce CH4 emission from rice
fields by 28% to 30%. Use of calcium nitrate or urea instead of ammonium sulphate
and deep placement of N through ZT machines can increase its efficiency and plant
uptake thereby reducing N20 emission. ZT systems on one hectare of land would
save up to 100 liters of diesel and approximately I million liters of irrigation water.
Using a conversion factor of 2.6 kg of C02 per liter of diesel burned, this represents
a quarter ton less emission per hectare of C02, a principal contributor to global
warming ZT even on 5 million hectares of rice-wheat system area would save 5
billion cubic meters of water each year. About 0.5 billion liters of saving in diesel
every year will help reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 1.3 million tons every
year Judicious management of water is imperative in ZT to improve productivity
of land and water Adoption of resource conservation technologies (RCTs)/ZT has
assumed greater acceleration in the IGPs In ZT direct seeded rice 12- 15 cm water
(30 liter diesel) is reduced for puddling Due to no cracking of ZT field (which is
common in puddled field), there is saving of 7-8 irrigations (210 liter diesel) per
hactare in rice cultivation Total saving of 240-liter diesel reduces C02 emission
by 624 kg/ha Further, reduction in ground water exploitation reduces the high concentrations of toxic arsenic in drinking water especially in West Bengal and Bihar
states of India In first irrigation under ZT wheat, there is saving of 5-6 hrs/ha (2021 hrs in conventional and 14-15 hrs in ZT) under 5HP diesel motor pumping. This
saves 14 3 kg C02 emission In permanent bed planting of rice - wheat system the
total requirement of water is reduced by 30 per cent (from 155 cm in conventional
to 108 cm) which means saving of 47 cm depth of water (220 liter diesel = 572 kg
C02). Better placement of N through ZT helps to increased N use efficiency and
reduced N03 leaching to soil RCTs improve water use efficiency/ water productivity and overall input use efficiency. Reduction of water use in land preparation (ZT
Direct Seeded Rice and wheat, ZT transplanted rice) and adoption of second generation RCTs are worth considering in this regard. These RCTs are cost effective to
improve total factor productivity as well as to reduce air and soil pollution.

the TME-tests show that both test chemicals (depending on their concentration)
had toxic effects on the tested organisms and organic matter breakdown, but not on
the feeding rates. In the field organic matter breakdown was affected for some time
too, but effects on single species were, with one exception (the native earthworm
Andiorrhinus amazonicus) not observed; a result probably influenced by the small
size of the test plots. Observed differences in OM breakdown between control and
treated TMEs were often significant, while due to the higher variability even with
differences > 10% between means this was not the case in the field According to the
results of the Environmental Risk Assessment presented here, the use of the three
model chemicals in the tropics (e.g. in Brazil) can cause damage to the soil Therefore, a more detailed investigation of these PPPs is recommended, in particular a
better evaluation of the exposure (residue analysis) In general, the work performed
in Amazonia can be summarised as follows: (1) Depending on the properties of the
PPP, the effects of pesticides in tropical and temperate regions can differ widely. (2)
If a PPP is going to be used in the tropics, tests should be performed that have been
modified to match the tropical environmental conditions, and their results should be
incorporated in an Environmental Risk Assessment (ERA) for tropical regions
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J P Lynch
Roots of the Second Green Revolution.
J. P. Lynch, Pennsylvania State Univ.

The "green revolution" created dwarf varieties of wheat and rice capable of responding to high fertilizer inputs without lodging. However, this technology relies on
fertilizers and has failed to reach resource-poor farmers Intensive fertilization is
not an entirely satisfactory solution in any case, since it causes environmental pollution, and in the case of P, because of limited availability of economically recoverable reserves. With 840 million undernourished people and an increasing global
population, a "second green revolution" is required that will increase food production even at low soil fertility, without the need for intensive fertilization. Low soil
fertility is a principal constraint to crop production over most of the earth's surface,
including nutrient deficiencies as well as toxic levels of AI, Mn, and salt In the
humid tropics and subtropics, where most of the world's poor live, low soil P availability is particularly important due to the cumulative effects of soil weathering and
soil reactions that limit P bioavailability. Therefore, the development of P-efficient
crop varieties that grow and yield better with low P availability is key to the second
green revolution. Substantial genetic variation for P efficiency exists in plants, and
breeding programs have been successful in several species. However, these efforts
relied on selection for yield in the field, which is slow and is subject to confounding
environmental interactions. A better strategy would be to identify and select specific traits that are directly related to P efficiency. Once identified, these traits could
be used for phenotypic screening in controlled environments, or tagged with molecular markers for marker-assisted selection. Various root traits could contribute to
superior P acquisition. Root exudates including protons, phosphatases, carboxylate
anions, and other metal ligands may mobilize P from bound P pools that predominate in many tropical soils. Root morphological traits, particularly root hairs, may
be also important for P acquisition Root anatomical traits that reduce the metabolic
cost of soil exploration may also be useful An important yet poorly understood root
trait for P acquisition is root architecture, or the spatial configuration of the root
95-12
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C. Martius
system. Root architecture determines root deployment to distinct soil domains, and
Towards Terrestrial Ecotoxicological Test Methods for the Tropics.
therefore determines the accessibility of nutrients to the root system For example,
C. Marlius, Center for Development Research (ZEF): M. V. B. Garcia, EMB RA PA a shallower root system may be advantageous for P acquisition since P availability
Amazonia Ocidental: J. Roembke, ECT Oekotoxikologie GmbH.
is usually higher in the upper layers of the soil and decreases with depth. In common bean, soybean, and maize, plants may produce shallower roots either by develSoil organisms play a crucial role in terrestrial ecosystems Plant Protection Prodoping shallow basal or seminal roots, or by developing strong adventitious root
ucts (PPPs) are known to affect these organisms and might have negative impacts
systems Increased 'topsoil foraging' through these means may improve P acquision soil functions influenced by these organisms. Little research has been done to
tion efficiency by reducing inter-root competition within the same plant and by conday on the impact of PPPs on tropical ecosystems Therefore, in a pilot investigation
centrating root activity in soil domains with the greatest P availability. Other root
we studied whether the effects of pesticides differ between tropical and temperate
architectural traits, such as increased proportion of finer root types, may reduce the
regions and whether data generated under temperate conditions can be used for the
metabolic cost of soil exploration and therefore increase P efficiency Genotypes of
Environmental Risk Assessment (ERA) in tropical regions In the pilot tests, one
common bean and soybean with superior root traits have substantially improved
fungicide (Carbendazim) and one insecticide (lambda-Cyhalothrin) were used as
growth in low P soils and are now being deployed in breeding programs in Africa,
model organisms. Their effects on soil invertebrates (earthworms and arthropods)
Asia, and Latin America. Although the feasibility of breeding crops with enhanced
and functional parameters (organic matter (OM) breakdown, feeding rate) were
P acquisition has been demonstrated, the long-term impacts of these genotypes on
evaluated in semi-field tests using Terrestrial Model Ecosystems (TMEs) and in
the productivity of low fertility agroecosystems remains to be determined. Nutrifield tests using litter-bags The soil for the TMEs was extracted from the same site
ent-extractive genotypes may have altered competition with intercrops, altered
near Manaus (Amazonas, Brazil) where the field test was conducted. The soil was
nutrient cycling, and altered effects on rotational crops. Root traits that increase P
acid clay, typical for tropical regions In the TMEs the standard test species as well
acquisition may have negative consequences for water acquisition. A major benefit
as native tropical species were introduced. Several application scenarios, selected
from such crops in upland soils should be reduced erosion resulting from greater
according to their relevance for practical conditions, were realized in TME-tests
biomass cover These issues need to be addressed in future research.
and field (duration: 150 and 365 days, respectively) Finally, an Environmental
Risk Assessment (ERA) for the two chemicals was performed. The results from
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Soil Salinity and Associated Nutrient Constraints in Indian Subcontinent.
A. Rashid. National Agricultural Research Center.
Accumulation of excessive soluble salts and/or exchangeable sodium (Na+) is a
characteristic of arid and semi-arid lands, like many regions in countries of the
Indian subcontinent (i.e., India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal, Bhutan, and Sri
Lanka) In the subcontinent, most extensive salt-affected soils occur in two countries, i.e., atleast 9.38 Mha in India and 5.73 Mha in Pakistan. However, the reported
extents vary drastically In India, for example, 7 0—26.1 Mha have been reported
to be saline and sodic. Salt affected soils are spread widely covering the IndoGangetic plains, arid regions and coastal areas. With the expansion of irrigation,
vast acreage of non-saline soils in the canal command areas have been affected by
secondary salinity The malady continues to increase due to the mismanagement of
canal irrigation as well as due to brackish groundwater irrigation Salt-affected soils
differ from the normal soils in many respects and vary from one place to another
depending upon topography, climate, hydrology, drainage and land use Whatever
the situation, excessive accumulation of salts in the root zone soil is a serious threat
to agricultural productivity. In addition to other soil physiological stresses which
decrease crop yields, salinity and sodicity also adversely affect soil fertility. Saltaffected soils generally exist in the hyperthermic temperature regime, conducive
for rapid decomposition of organic matter; thus, contain very low organic matter and are poor in fertility. Most salt-affected soils are deficient in nitrogen (N),
phosphorus (P), and are medium to high in potassium (K). Zinc (Zn) deficiency is
widespread and sulfur (S) and boron (B) deficiencies are becoming important in
several areas Also, in salt-affected soils, B, lithium (Li),fluorine(F), selenium (Se)
and molybdenum (Mo) could be toxic Boron, Li, and F are phyto-toxic, whereas
Se and Mo may not adversely affect plant growth but the crops grown on them, particularly forages, may contain excessive concentration of these elements causing
health hazard to grazing animals High alkalinity and/or salinity decreases microbial activity and hence the rate of N mineralization and, thus, necessitate higher
rates of N fertilizers Also, due to the adverse effects of salinity and sodicity on
transformations of soil and applied fertilizer N, crops respond to much higher levels
of N in these soils compared with normal soils Green manuring can improve fertilizer N use efficiency by crops The transformations and availability of applied and
soil P and crop responses to P application greatly differ in sodic and saline soils
Available P in the soil increases with increase in EC and pH During reclamation of
sodic soils with gypsum, extractable Pdeclines due to its conversion to less soluble
Ca-P compounds In saline soils, P availability decreases due to higher retention of
soluble phosphate, antagonistic effect of CI- and S042- on plant absorption of P
and restricted root growth In sodic soils, high Na and low calcium (Ca) result in
decreased K uptake by plants Though saline soils are often medium to high in K,
during reclamation, losses of K due to leaching may take place leading to its low
availability. Excess salts may also interfere with plant nutrition by affecting nutrient availability, uptake, or their physiological role within the plant. Due to considerable variations in the chemical composition, precipitation-dissolution reactions,
adsorption-desorption kinetics and transformation of nutrients, crop responses to
applied nutrients vary greatly in saline and sodic soils In sodic soils, presence of
CaC03 and poor air-relations affect the availability of nutrients The solubility of
nutrient cations decreases due to the dominance of carbonate equilibria In saline
soils, the solubilities of these cations do not decrease and they remain in available forms. The degree of salinity also influences crop response to fertilizer; if the
degree of salinity is initially high, crop response to fertilizer is limited. Through
integrated plant nutrient supplies (IPNS), diverse nutrient sources can be deployed
to sustain crop yields, and reclaim the soil, provided crop residues are available at
the farm level In short, special plant nutrient management strategies are needed for
salt-affected soils Also, salt-tolerant crops/cultivars and cultivation techniques are
required for saline agriculture
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M Qadir
Crop-Based Management Opportunities for Sodium- and Boron-Affected
Soils.
M. Qadir. International Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas
(ICARDA): A. Noble. International Water Management Institute (IWMI); S. K. Yau.
American Univ. of Beirut. FAFS; G. Murtaza. Institute of Soil and Environmental
Sciences. Univ ofAgriculture.
With worldwide occurrence, sodium-affected soils (sodic soils) are characterized
by the occurrence of sodium (Na) to levels that result in poor physical properties
and fertility problems thereby adversely affecting the growth and yield of most
crops. These soils can be ameliorated by providing a soluble source of calcium
(Ca) to replace excess Na on the cation exchange complex Many sodic soils contain inherent or precipitated sources of Ca. i.e. calcite at varying depths within the
profile Unlike other Ca sources used in the amelioration of sodic soils, calcite is
not sufficiently soluble to effect the displacement of Na from the exchange complex
and hence amelioration In recent years, phytoremediation—removal of Na by the
cultivation of certain plant species tolerant to ambient soil salinity and sodicity
levels—has shown promise as a 'pay-as-you-go' option in the amelioration of calcareous sodic soils In contrast to phytoremediation of soils contaminated by heavy
metals, phytoremediation of sodic soils is achieved by the ability of plant roots to
increase the rate of calcite dissolution, thereby resulting in enhanced levels of Ca
in soil solution The process of Na+ removal from calcareous sodic soils through

phytoremediation has been found to be driven by the partial pressure of carbon
dioxide within the root zone, and the generation of protons by roots of certain plant
species at the soil-root interface. Both assist in increasing the dissolution rate of
calcite with the added benefit of improved physical properties within the root zone,
enhancing the hydraulic conductivity of these soils and allowing the leaching of Na
below the effective rooting depth Although shoot uptake of Na provides a direct
source of Na removal from the soil, it is a minor component of sodic soil amelioration. Several plant species of agricultural significance have been found to be
effective in the amelioration of calcareous sodic soils Being common in soils and
irrigation waters in dry areas, boron (B) at high levels causes toxicity in plants with
subsequent impacts on crop yields. Boron can be leached out of the root zone only
in higher rainfall areas or under excessive irrigations In dry areas or in soils with
impermeable sub-soil layers, B concentrations in the root zone can be high, making
amelioration extremely difficult. In recent decades, screening of large numbers of
accessions or cultivars of different crop species revealed wide variation in B-toxicity tolerance In few studies, geographical diversity in B-toxicity tolerance among
accessions could be attributed to selection over years by the soils of the different
regions/countries. Breeding for B-toxicity tolerance has been attempted, and cultivars which give higher yields when grown in boron-affected soils were bred. In
dry areas with high soil B, breeding for crop tolerance to B toxicity, in addition to
drought tolerance, could make a contribution to improved productivity
96-4
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L T. P. Jassogne
How Do Roots Cope with Sodic Hostile Subsoils?.
L. T. P. Jassogne. Univ of Western Australia; R. Davidson. Univ of Adelaide: A.
McNeill. Univ ofAdelaide: D. Chillleborough. Univ ofAdelaide.
Sodic soils (principally Natrixeralfs) are common in the rainfall cereal cropping
zone ot' southern Australia The strong texture contrast between the E and Btn
horizons, and the high bulk density and low plant available water capacity of the
upper B horizon are inimical to penetration by many crop plants the root systems
of which are primarily confined to the A and upper E horizons. Many native perennial plants appear to thrive on these 'hostile' soils. Field inspection of some native
species revealed that their roots are commonly located in the B horizon as well
We hypothesize that the roots of crop and pasture plants that do penetrate the Btn
manage this by following macro and meso channels formed originally by native
plants and arc now composed of decaying organic matter. These macropores form
pathways of least resistance through the dense E-Btn interface and, furthermore,
provide nutrients for living roots The work presented here is part of a study into the
physico-chemical nature of" B horizons and their amelioration to allow greater root
exploration. The aim of our study was to characterise the porosity of sodic duplex
soils in three dimensions (3D), identify differences in root behaviour between a
native species (saltbush), a perennial pasture plant (lucerne) and an annual oil seed
crop (canola) and investigate the relationship between pre-existing pores and root
exploration of the Btn horizons Intact cores of length 50 cm and diameter 15 cm
were taken in the field Computer tomography (CT) was used to characterise the
macroporosity in those intact cores non-invasively and non-destructively The size
of the pixels was 0 3 mm in the x and y dimension The distance between two subsequent slices was 0 4 mm The CT images were segmented applying an adaptive
threshold technique based on indicator Kriging The porosity, pore size distribution,
pore length, pore inclination and tortuosity were calculated (3D). After scanning of
the intact cores, one plant was allowed to grow in each of for 10 weeks. A core of
each plant was scanned every 3 weeks to visualise root exploration. Root length,
root volume and root distribution were calculated and the root structures were visualised in 3D Finally, the scans of the intact cores were compared with the scans
of the same cores with a plant grown in them. Results show the importance of the
association of roots with pre-existing soil structure, especially old root channels
96-5
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S. J Rastegari

Reclamation of Sail Affected Soils by Growing Sal« Tolerant Plants and Using
Nuclear Techniques Management.

S. J. Rastegari. M. Farhangisabet. Nuclear Reaserch Center for Agriculture and
Medicine.
Salt-affected soils are wide spread in arid and semi arid regions of the world Iran
is located between 25 and 40 degrees north latitude and is predominantely an arid
and semi-arid country It covers 165 Mha, out of this area 25 Mha is highly affected
by saline soils According to data published by UNESCO, IRAN ranks 3rd in Asia
only after Russia and China and ranks 5th in the world in total salt affected land
areas Reclamation of salt affected land is being practiced using different combinations of leaching and drainage Besides the high costs, this solution has some other
difficulties such as removal of drained water One more effective way of using
saline land and saline water is to use plants Plants have vast genetic variability and
during their evolution they have adapted to many kinds of habitats A Large number
of crop plants, vital to human life as food, feed and fiber sources, trace their origins
to the part of the old world known as the Middle East, and a good number have
their center of origin and center of diversity in or around Iran Although some of
these crops are of major importance to the economy of the country, their adaptation
to salinity, drought, and heat is not well documented To demonstrate the feasibility
of utilizing wastelands using saline water to grow salt tolerant plants, and screen
for salt tolerant species, ten- hectare plots of salt affected wasteland were selected
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in Yazd, in centeral Iran. Yazd's climate is harsh dry and desert-like Annual raintall is low (60-80mm) and the evaporation is very high (4000mm) due to rather
low humidity and hot weather with great day and night temperature fluctuations.
Thereby the province has the worst peculiarities of the world's deserts The annual
temperature ranges from -16 to 45 degrees About 90% of the land surface are
heavily affected by salinity. Data on initial soil and ground water characteristics
of the site have been collected. Initial soil EC of the site was 148 ds/m and EC of
water was 8 ds/m. The total of 20 salt-tolerant species plus 6 varieties of wheat, 3
varieties of barley and 6 varieties of rye were selected to test in the site of Yazd
for their salt tolerance. Neutron moisture probe were used to manage irrigation
water with the EC 8dS/m. Ground water was collected at regular intervals from
the site and from several locations with a radius of 1-2 km around the site, chemical and isotopic (deuterium, oxygen-18, tritium) analyses have been performed to
monitor its dynamics The soil miosture was also monitored regularly Out of six
Salt tolerant wheat cultivars planted, wheat mutant cultivar T-58-8 showed the best
performance, followed by mutant T-67-60 and Lu 29 from Pakistan. The barley
variety Afzal had the best performance Out of all tree and shrub species planted
six Atriplex spp, two tamrix, and pistachio had more than 80 percent survival rate
in the field. Elaegnus anguslifolia L , Pomegrante and Eucalptus had more the 50%
survial rate. The result also indicated that although it is not always possible or practical to eliminate all salts from the soil, but managing the soil to minimize salt damage is a necessary part of using saline soils In sodic soils some of the exchangeable
sodium must be removed; with slightly saline soils, the control of water, the proper
techniques of planting, and the choice of tolerant crops are essential for successful
crop production Soil salinity was measured twice before planting and 5 years after
planting. Results of soil EC changes showed dramatic a drop in EC from 148 dS/m
at initial stage to 10 to 15 dS/m after 5 years of plantation Keywords: Biosaline
Agriculture, halophytes, nuclear techniques, saline soils, saline water
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Mitigating Environmental Impacts and Improving the Sustainability of
Grazed Pasture Systems by the Use of a Nitrification Inhibitor.
H. J. Di. Agriculture and Life Sciences Div; K. C. Cameron. Agriculture and Life
Sciences Div.
Nitrate (N03-) leaching from agricultural land and the contamination of surface
and ground waters is a major environmental concern around the globe In New
Zealand, the dominant land use is grazed pastures where animals graze outdoor
pastures all year round In intensively grazed pasture systems (e.g. dairy pasture),
most of the nitrate leached is from nitrogen deposited in animal urine patch areas.
Here we report the use of a nitrification inhibitor 'eco-n' (active ingredient: dicyandiamide, DCD) to treat grazed pasture soils to reduce nitrate leaching. The effectiveness of eco-n in reducing nitrate leaching was determined using large (50-80
cm diameter; 70-120 cm deep) undisturbed monolith lysimeters. The soils used
were Lismore stony silt loam (Udic Haplustept loamy skeletal) and Templeton
fine sandy loam (Udic Haplustepts). Nitrous oxide (N20, a potent greenhouse gas)
emissions were also measured on these lysimeters using closed chamber methods.
Pasture was cut at typical grazing intervals and dry matter yield recorded. By treating grazed pasture soils with the eco-n nitrification inhibitor, N03- leaching can
be significantly reduced. For example, treatment of urine patches with eco-n on
the Templeton soil reduced N03—N leaching losses from 85 to 20-22 kg N haI yr-1 (equivalent to 74-76% reductions). N20 emissions from the urine patches
from the Lismore soils were reduced by as much as 75% (Di and Cameron, 2003)
Pasture yield was increased significantly by about 33% from the urine patch areas
on the lysimeters Therefore, treating grazed pasture soil with the eco-n nitrification inhibitor not only provides environmental benefits by reducing N03- leaching
and nitrous oxide emissions, but also provides agronomic benefits. Acknowledgments: We thank Ravensdown Fertiliser Co-operative Ltd and NZ Foundation for
Research, Science and Technology for funding, and Trevor Hendry, Steve Moore,
Neil Smith, Nigel Beale and Hamish Masters for technical support.
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N Bolan
Manipulating Bioavailability to Manage Remediation of Metal Contaminated
Soils.
N. Bolan. Soil and Earth Sciences.
Unlike organic contaminants, most metals do not undergo microbial or chemical
degradation and the total concentration of these metals in soils persists for a long
206

time after their introduction. For diffuse distribution of metals, remediation options
generally include amelioration of soils to minimise the metal bioavailability Bioavailability can be minimised through chemical and biological immobilisation of
metals using a range of inorganic and organic compounds. The more localised metal
contamination found in urban environments is remediated by metal mobilization
processes that include bioremediation (including phytoremediation) and chemical
washing. In this paper, the role of various inorganic and organic soil amendments
in the (im)mobilization of metals in soils in relation to managing their remediation
will be presented Bioavailability of a chemical in the soil environment has been
defined as the fraction of the total contaminant in the interstitial porewater (i.e.,
soil solution) and soil particles that is available to the receptor organism. Bioavailability of metals in soils can be examined using chemical extraction and bioassay
tests. Chemical extraction tests include single extraction and sequential fractionation Bioassay involves plants, animals and microorganisms. A range of chemical
extractants including mineral acids, salt solutions, buffer solutions and chelating
agents have been used to predict the bioavailability of metals in soils. Sequential
fractionation schemes are often used to examine the redistribution or partitioning of
metals in various chemical forms. The bioavailability of metals in soils has recently
been examined using the in-vitro Physiologically Based Extraction Test and the InVitro Gastrointestinal method. Measurements of metal bioavailability and toxicity
in soils using soil microorganisms are receiving increasing attention, as microorganisms are more sensitive to heavy-metal stress than plants or soil macrofauna.
The rapid development of molecular techniques and their continued successful
application to the study of soil microbial ecology and function provides significant
future potential for the monitoring of soil pollution impacts. A number of amendments are used either to mobilise or immobilize heavy metals in soils. The basic
principle involved in the mobilization technique is the release the metals into soil
solution, which are subsequently removed using plants Whereas in the case of
the immobilization technique the metal concerned is removed from soil solution
through adsorption, complexation and precipitation reactions, thereby rendering the
metals unavailable for plant uptake and leaching to groundwater Chelating agents
which have high affinity for metal ions can be used to enhance the solubilization of
metals in soils through the formation of soluble metal chelates These compounds
have been found to be very effective in the solubilization of metals such as Cu and
Pb, thereby enhancing their subsequent uptake by plants. However, these chelating
may induce the solubilization of other than the target metals which may be phytotoxic Furthermore the solubilization of metals can result in their increased leaching
to groundwater, especially in the absence of active plant growth. A large number
of studies have provided conclusive evidence for the mitigative value of phosphate
compounds to immobilize metals in soils, thereby reducing their bioavailability
for plant uptake and mobility for transport. Phosphate compounds enhance the
immobilization of metals in soils through various processes including: direct metal
adsorption, phosphate anion-induced metal adsorption, and precipitation of metals
with solution P as metal phosphates. Precipitation as metal phosphates has been
proved to be one of the main mechanisms for the immobilization of metals, such as
Pb and Zn in soils. These fairly stable metal-phosphate compounds have extremely
low solubility over a wide pH range, which makes P application an attractive technology for managing metal-contaminated soils. Although liming is primarily aimed
at ameliorating soil acidity, it is increasingly being accepted as an important management tool in reducing the toxicity of heavy metals in soils Liming, as part of
the normal cultural practices, has often been shown to reduce the concentration of
Cd, Pb and other metals in edible parts of crops. The effect of liming materials in
decreasing metal uptake by plants has been attributed to both decreased mobility in
soils and to the competition between Ca2+ and metals ions on the root surface The
major sources of organic composts include biosolid and animal manures. Immobilization of metals by these amendments is achieved through adsorption, complexation and redox reactions. Metals form both soluble and insoluble complexes with
organic constituents in soils, thereby regulating their bioavailability Since one of
the primary objectives of remediating contaminated sites is to manipulate the bioavailability of metals, in-situ (im)mobilization using some of the soil amendments
that are low in heavy metal content may offer a promising option. However, a major
inherent problem associated with the mobilization technique is that in the absence
of active plant growth the solubilized metal may be subject to leaching. Similarly in
the case of the immobilisation technique the immobilised metal may become plant
available with time through natural weathering process or through breakdown of
high molecular weight organic-metal complexes.
97-3
11:05 AM
D.Y.Kim
Comparisons of Efficiency of Bioremediation Methods in Diesel Contaminated
Soil.
S. H. Kim. Division of Environmental Science and Ecological Engineering. Korea
Univ. S. Lee. Korea Agricultural & Rural Infrastructure Corp. Environmental
Response team. Office of Environmental Geology; D. Y Kim. J. G. Kim. Div of
Environmental Science and Ecological Engineering. Korea Univ.
This research was carried out to compare efficiency of bioremediation treatments
which included natural attenuation, biostimulation. bioaugmentation, and compost
treatment Examined parameters were the total petroleum hydrocarbon(TPH),
microbiological activity, and soil water potential The phytotoxicity of contaminated soils was assessed by plant germination tests. After 35 days of incubation, the
initial TEM contamination of 6537 85 mg/kg soil was reduced to 3259 61 mg/kg,
3757.63 mg/kg, 4049.63 mg/kg. 5460.08 mg/kg at compost 1, bioaugmentation.

biostimulation, control The highest degradation activity was observed in compost
treated soil Initially the number of HUB were in the range of 3.04^1.54 log MPN/
g Throughout the experiment, the number of HUB decreased with time exception
of compost treatment Dehydrogenase activity increased with time, especially in
compost treatments. The maximum value of dehydrogenase activity was observed
in the compost I treatments 28 days after, with 4 56 ug TPF/g. Phytotoxicity and
soil water potential played as a meaningful tools in monitoring bioremediation
processes Initially plant germination and growth are strongly inhibited afterward
residual fraction did not show any phytotoxicity. We can presume that bioremediation processes reduce low molecular-weight hydrocarbons by degradation. After
bioremediation, soil water potential increased from -0 0177MPa to -0 0072MPa,
-0.0059MPa, -0.0054Mpa at 60% of water holding capacity in natural attenuation,
biostimulation, and bioaugmentation, respectively. It was attributed to the irregular
and ungraded soil moisture distributions for the contaminated soil Keywords: bioremediation, phytotoxicity. Soil water potential.
97-4
11 25 AM
C R. Ahem
Using Lime-Assisted Tidal Exchange to Remediate 700 ha of Extremely
Acidified Acid Sulfate Soil in Tropical Australia.
C. R. Ahem. D. Smith, A. E. McElnea, S. van Heel, M. A. Martens. Queensland
Dept of Natural Resources and Mines.
In the early 1970s, a 700 ha area of estuarine wetlands on the eastern side of Trinity
Inlet opposite Cairns in north Queensland Australia was drained and developed for
sugarcane farming This was achieved by constructing a bundwall incorporating
tidal floodgates to prevent tidal entry, and installation of massive pumps to assist
drainage In doing so, the agricultural developer and consultants were unaware that
the East Trinity site contained substantial quantities of framboidal pyrite (up to
6.5% oxidizable sulfur). The development lowered the natural watertable, exposing the acid sulfate soils (ASS) to oxygen. This created a highly acidified landscape, releasing acid and toxic levels of iron, aluminium and other metals from
the soil—firstly into the extensive on-site drainage network and then off-site into
Trinity Inlet. Substantial fish kills were documented and the community expressed
concern over potential impacts on the adjacent Great Barrier Reef. In 2000, following the unsuccessful sugarcane development, and various failed urban and marina
development applications, the Queensland Government purchased the property
Rehabilitation of the East Trinity land by conventional lime treatment of soil would
have been both costly and impractical. Using limited data from CSIRO, it was
estimated that lime-treatment of the soil would cost $62M (not including the cost
of labor, capital equipment, earthworks and extensive vegetation clearing)—an
unacceptable cost In discussions with the government, the Department of Natural
Resources and Mines' (NR&M) Queensland Acid Sulfate Soils Investigation Team
(QASS1T) was called upon to come up with an innovative, 'low cost', environmentally conscious remediation program. The main strategy developed involved
controlled tidal exchange assisted by addition of hydrated lime Ca(OH), across the
site. Detailed soil survey and investigation of the geomorphic stratigraphy from
more than 100 boreholes across the site revealed that in the upper metre of the
profile, drainage and oxidation had led to most of the potential acidity (from pyrite)
being converted to existing acidity (up to 690 mol H t') Jarosite and other relatively insoluble, acidic, hydroxy sulfate minerals were prevalent in these oxidised
upper horizons In the underlying reduced horizons, potential acidity from pyrite
commonly equated to 1-2% oxidizable sulfur, but was as high as 6.5 %S in some
areas of the site Areas of the site associated with the original samphire flat vegetation communities were found to contain compensating neutralizing material in the
form of calcitic Foraminifera tests in sufficient quantities to neutral ize the potential
acidity and hence be self-neutralizing Remediation of the site involves progressively and cautiously replacing the existing acidified freshwater environment with
a managed tidal wetland system—ironically, by modifying and managing the tidal
gate infrastructure that contributed to the problem some 30 years ago Mechanical
application of a Ca(OH), slurry to buffer incoming tidal water (and if necessary
outgoing tidal water), is an essential control mechanism to prevent off-site acid and
metal discharge The strategy was expected to: (a) neutralize acidified drain and
creek waters and near surface soils, (b) hydraulically displace much of the acidic
cations and salts deeper into the profile; (c) create reducing conditions by keeping
soils saturated via daily tidal exchange to achieve some reversal of the acidification process; and (d) limit further oxidation of the massive store of pyrite and its
potential to generate more acid and release metals The extensive water monitoring
network installed has shown that the hydrated lime water treatment has kept offsite discharges to a pH >6, despite very acidic water (pH as low as 3) continuing to
drain from upper parts of the site Soil sampling and analysis show increases in soil
pH of 1-2 units in upper profiles of the regularly inundated soils Decrease in soil
titratable actual acidity (TAA) and redox measurements also point to a change from
oxidizing, acid producing conditions to more reducing conditions throughout the
profile The preliminary conclusions from this and other extensive datasets is that
the acidity is being brought under control and the site should reach an equilibrium
over the next few years where active lime treatment will no longer be necessary
An essential component of the future management strategy is the design and installation of'smart' tidal gates to ensure a consistent daily tidal exchange height inside
the site despite the highly variable tide heights outside the site that varies considerably within a month and throughout the year.The authors acknowledge scientists
from other organizations for their assistance and input into this project

97-5
11:45 AM
M S Brar
Impact of Eflluent Contaminated Sewage on Underground Water, Soil, Crop
Plants and Amelioration of Contaminated Soils.
M. S. Brar, Punjab Agricultural Univ; G. Singh. Punjab Agricultural Univ.
Heavy metal concentration in underground and surface water, soil, and crop plants
receiving irrigation with effluent contaminated sewage were investigated The concentration of Pb, Cr, Cd, and Ni in effluent contaminated sewage water was 20,
118, 13 and 186 times higher than in shallow handpump water, and 21, 133, 280
and 300 times higher than in deep tube-well water, respectively The concentration
of Cd and Ni in shallow handpump underground water was significantly higher
than in deep tube-well underground water The concentration of Pb, Cr, Cd, and Ni
in deep tube-well water was 0 017, 0.003, 0 0002 and 0 0002 mg L', respectively.
Soils irrigated with sewage contaminated water had higher electrical conductivity,
cation exchange capacity, organic C, and clay content, but had lower pH and calcium carbonate content compared to soils irrigated with deep underground water
The concentration of D'I PA-extractable Pb, Cr, Cd, and Ni in soils irrigated with
effluents contaminated water was 1.9, 35.5, 3 6 and 14.3 times higher than that in
soils irrigated with deep underground water, respectively. The concentration of Pb,
Cr, Cd, and Ni in crop plants growing on soils irrigated with effluent contaminated
water was 4.88, 3 95. 0 25, and 3 68 mgkg', which was 1.2,2.1,6.2, and 2 2 times
higher than in plants irrigated with deep tube-well water, respectively The amounts
of potentially toxic metals were significantly and positively correlated with cation
exchange capacity and organic C content, and negatively correlated with pH of
soil Long term accumulation of toxic metals in soils and their uptake by plants has
a high potential for phytotoxicity as well as for entering into the food chain The
results also indicated a trend in contamination of underground shallow drinking
water through leaching of some mobile metal ions. Addition of farmyard manure
(FYM) to contaminated soils decrease both DTPA extractable Cr in soils as well
as its absorption by the plants The effect was more pronounced in low clay soils
(sandy) as compare to high clay soils (silty loam)
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10:15 AM
D G Rossiter
Classification of Urban and Industrial Soils in the World Reference Base for
Soil Resources (WRB).
D. G. Rossiter. International Institute for Geo-Information Science and Earth
Observation (ITC).
The World Reference Base for Soil Resources (WRB) is the soil classification system endorsed by the International Union of Soil Science (IUSS). It was designed
to faciliate correlation of soil individuals and thus studies of soil properties and
function across national boundaries The WRB is ideally suited to discussing soil
properties, function, use potential and genesis at world or regional scale It was not
intended to provide names for map units, especially for the large-scale mapping
necessary in urban areas.
The WRB is a two-level classification: (1) Thirty-one (31) Reference Groups which
have major differences in terms of pedogenesis, geography, and use potential; (2)
a list of prefix and suffix qualifiers for each Reference Group which can be added
to the group name to indicate detailed soil properties Historically, built areas were
ignored in soil mapping and in studies of soil formation and behaviour It is now
recognized that these areas are of prime importance to human populations Another
trend is the large increase in reclaimed lands and new uses for old industrial areas
In many countries there are active projects to map such areas, either with locallydeveloped classification systems or ad-hoc names It should be possible to use the
WRB to correlate local efforts in urban & industrial soil studies However, the
original WRB (1998) and its predecessor FAO map legends (1974, 1990) were
developed with concepts from national classifications and pedogenetic studies that
were skewed in favour of rural soils, so that some of the names that were assigned
to urban soils were not very connotative Similar issues with anthropogenic soils of
intensively-farmed rural areas led the appointment of two WRB working groups,
one for urban soils and one for anthropogenic soils, commonly called the "Technosol" and "Anthrosol" working groups, respectively The aim was to propose
changes to the WRB to better classify urban and industrial soils, keeping in mind
the intended role and current structure of the WRB A wide consultation led to a
majority proposal, with some minority opinions, presented to the WRB Commission in December 2005; these were taken into account in the WRB 2006 presented
at this Congress The most far-reaching change is the introduction of a 31st Reference Group: the Technosols, whose central concept is dominance of soil properties and function by technical human activity as evidenced by one of: (1) substantial presence of artefacts, defined as material created or substantially modified by
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humans as part of an industrial or artisanal manufacturing process and with more or
less their original properties; or (2) a nearly continuous impermeable, constructed
geomembrane ("liner"); or (3) technic hard rock ("pavement"). Artefacts also
include material excavated from a depth where they were not influenced by surface
processes, with properties substantially different from the environment where they
are placed Thus fresh mine spoil is a Technosol but freshly-dumped overburden is
a Regosol A difficulty with identifying Technosols in the field is the requirement
that the technic nature dominate any subsequent pedogenesis. At one extreme is
fresh pavement, at the other a Roman road which over the years has developed
a strong mollic horizon and whose continuous dressed-stone pavement has been
disrupted by frost, animals, or tree roots; the first is a Technosol, the latter not The
phrase "substantially the same properties as when first manufactured, modified or
excavated" must be documented by the classifier. Urban areas contain many soils
from "rural" Reference Groups, especially in parks and unbuilt areas, but most of
these show significant effects from their urban environment. Second-level qualifiers have been introduced to indicate some of these, eg densic for strong compaction. However, if WRB names are to be used for mapping urban soils, much more
detail is needed; this can be provided by naming and characterising the substrate,
detailed profile morphology, and phases to specify anthrogeomorpholgy (land form
as influenced by humans) and soil constituents, especially pollutants.

measured hydraulic properties of debris The water retention as well as the water
conductivity were measured in a laboratory, focusing on bricks. Results indicate
that those materials show a high degree of porosity, which allows a high storage
capacity of water. Many of these materials also have high unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity The corresponding hydraulic functions are described by the MualemVan Genuchten function The examined materials are grouped into characteristic
types of hydraulic functions by cluster analysis In order to examine the influence
of detrital soil structure on the mobility and the dynamic of water, numerical studies were examined For this aim we used the 2 dimensional simulation program
DELPIN4, a tool wich is originaly used in the building climatology to simulate the
coupled heat, moisture and salt transport in poruos building materials The modeled profiles differ in the fraction of coarseness of their structure as well as their
properties. The climatic boundary conditions led to phases of drying up and wetting The results of the simulation show how patterns of water content and water
flow develop, depending on the heterogeneity of hydraulic properies. Furthermore
conclusions are drawn about the mobility and the supply of water in technogonem
skelett Finally, applied examination methods and simulation models are reviewed
to be useful and convenient, in order to describe the regime of waterflowand water
exchange in such heterogenous soil.

98-2
1045 AM
G Séré
Early Pedogenic Evolution of a Constructed Soil.
G. Séré. C. Schwort:. S. Ouvrard, 1NPL(ENSA1A)/INRA. Laboraloire Sols et
Environnemenl: J. C. Renal. TVD-Groupe PE: J. L. Morel. 1NPL(ENSAIA)/INRA.
Ixiboratoire Sols el Environment.
The work presented here look into the early stages of pedogenesis of constructed
soil Indeed human activities (eg agriculture, industry or urbanism) induce soil
degradation but also creation of new soil with pedological, geological or man-made
materials Moreover, the coverage of the "newly called" Technosols (Rossiter,
2004; Lehmann & Spaargaren, 2005) continuously increases. However, the genesis
of those soils, developed on non traditional substrates and largely due to intensive
human activity, is poorly studied. In the context of the development of an innovative process of reclamation of degraded sites, three constructed soils are studied
They are made of histi-technic materials (compost and paper sludge) and of one
spoli-technic material (thermally treated industrial soil) These materials are associated in a pilot-scale set-up of in situ lysimetric plots (10 x 10 m) Thus, our objectives are to monitor the early pedogenic evolution by: i) evaluating and measuring
the reactivity of the constructed soils under natural environmental conditions; ii)
describing the evolution of the structure in these soils from the scale of aggregates
to the whole soil profile The methodology is based on a field approach and an
adaptation of the classical pedological tools of description. A balance of the plantwater-soil system is realised on the plots by measuring, collecting and analysing the
rainwater, the leachates, the plants and the soils for their major and trace element
contents Moreover, pedological pits are periodically dug to realise an exhaustive
description of the parameters of the soil profiles. Due to the properties of the components of the constructed soils (especially paper sludge) the first pedogenic process observed is a limited but continuous decarbonatation. Results also illustrate the
development of sub-horizons inside the soil profiles and a global compaction of all
the soils Finally, a precise description of the evolution of the aggregation mechanisms is realised thanks to particle size and density analysis Major evidences that
constructed soils go through early pedogenic evolution processes are highlighted
with this work Furthermore, an anaiogy can be done between Technosols and natural soils Indeed, this study indicates for example, that similar mechanisms and processes occur in Rendzic Leptosol and constructed soils Acknowledgements: This
project is supported by the GISFI program and was founded by the Etat Francais
(ANRT), Region Lorraine (CPER), ADEME, EPFL and Bail Industrie Rossiter
D G , 2004, Proposal: Classification of urban and industrial soils in the World Reference base for Soil Resources (WRB) 2006, DRAFT for comments Lehmann A ,
Spaargaren O , 2005, Technosols as a proposed soil group for the WRB, SUITMA
2005 Proceedings

98-4
11:25 AM
M A Gladysheva
Kappametrical Research of Urban Soils of Moscow.
M. A. Gladysheva. A. Ivanov. M. Stroganova. Moscow State Lomonosov Univ..Soil
Science Dept.
For the first time kappamethrical methods with measuring soil susceptibility (MS
- z) were applied for city Moscow for studying of soil cover ecological conditions
with various technogenic loading. This method has been used in soil science for
urban soils During last years (Magiera T, et al., 2002: Kapièka A., Petrovsky E et
al., 2002: Caggiano R, D'Emilio M., 2003: H. Lecoanet, F.Leveque et al., 2003)
Spherical form of magnetic particles testifies to their high temperature origin and
anthropogenous genesis (Ivanov et al., 1997) Following methods were applied:
routing, method of keys and transect method, they have there own specificity. All
obtained data (about 10 000 meanings) were statistically processed. The routing
method has allowed to allocate areas of the raised values of a magnetic susceptibility for territories of Moscow with average values more than 1-10-3 SI They
correspond to territories of metal-melting manufacture, heavy transport mechanical
engineering, various thermal power stations and large railway junctions. Average
values of a magnetic susceptibility of territories of parks, forest parks, zones of
recreations and areas of a sleeping housing estate are close to background values
of a magnetic susceptibility for the given zone The influence of soil formation
factors on magnetic properties in rather small territories of city was studied by
method of keys. Investigation of key plots showed that significant difference of
MS meanings are caused by position in a microrelief, character of grassy and wood
covers (lowered values MS of sites under trees and bushes in comparison with sites
covered by a grassy cover, lawns, beds or sites without vegetation), horizontal and
vertical moving. The method of transects allows to reveal character and a degree
of impurity on different removal from a source. Distributions about highways are
characterized by a maximum on distance of 5-10 meters concerning a roadbed with
the subsequent reduction of values in 3-5 times Statistical handling of the received
data z shows, that it is described by lognormal function of distribution. So, the
behavior of stronglymagnetic mineral substance in investigated soils is similar to
behaviour of the diffused elements while iron—the basic element responsible for
their magnetic properties, concerns to geochemically widespread We consider
that it is necessary to consider not only medium values zmed, but also informative
maximal and minimal values zmax and zmin Presence of abnormal high values
zmax and low values zmed testifies to presence of local (dot) technogenic artefacts
Sites with abnormal high values of zmax and high values zmed are most intensively
influenced by polluting factors Moderate values of zmed with a small dispersion
testifies to presence of mainly aerosol pollution, and the size of a dispersion or distinction between values zmax and zmin allows to judge a degree of heterogeneity.
Thus, research shows, that the increase of meanings of MS of surface of urban soils
is the sign of technogenic influence and that magnetic measurements can also be
used as an express method of allocation of the polluted areas of urban soils

98-3
11:05 AM
H. Stoffregen
The Influence of Artificial Detrital Structure on Hydraulic Properties of
Urban Soils.
S. Trinks. H. Stoffregen. Technical Univ. Berlin: R. Plagge. Institutfür Bauklimatik;
G. IVessolek. Technical Univ. Berlin.
Soils in urban areas differ from natural locations regarding its composition and its
property One feature, for example, is a high fraction of rubble with artificial origin.
In German cities, detrital structured soils are often to be found as an inheritance of
the destruction during World War 2 This mixture of rubble and ruins was deposited as a layer which varies in its thickness between some decimeters and some
meters Nowadays these soils determine many urban sites, eg parks, court yards
and fallows Rubble is a mixture of various building materials and mainly contains
brick, mortar, plaster and concrete Compared to a skeleton of natural origin, this
detrital ground structure has a distinct system of pores and therefore, has a huge
influence on the waterballance of soil For example, the pore structures of bricks
differ from surrounding soil A detrital layer is characterized by a heterogenous
pore structure and by different hydraulic functions The bases for the study are the

98-5
11:45 AM
C Rosenzweig
Soils and Vegetation in Cities: Approaches to Mitigating the Urban Heat
Island.
C. Rosenzweig. D. Hillel. Goddard Institute. Columbia Univ.
Cities typically exhibit higher temperatures than do rural areas, due to the absorption of solar energy by asphalted streets and concrete buildings, as well as the
diminished release of latent energy by evapotranspiration. Among ways of mitigating the so-called 'urban heat island' is the enhancement of vegetation along streets
and in parks, and the use of soil-simulating substrates on flat roofs to grow appropriate vegetation The latter method, often called 'green roofs,' offers the potential
for reducing the requirements for storm-water drainage as well as for thermally
insulating such buildings A review and critique of these approaches will be presented, along with modeling studies and actual examples
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A. Landi
Stable Isotope Geochemistry Used in Recent Pedological Studies: Carbon
Cycle in Soils of Boreal Regions.
A. iMndi. llniv of Saskatchewan.
Information about the amount and rate of organic and inorganic carbon accumulation
in soils is important for the estimation of global carbon pools and fluxes in terrestrial
environments and establishment of past climatic conditions Because of the complexity of processes involved in atmosphere-vegetation-soil-landscape relationships.
Several attempts have been made to calculate the rate of Pedogenic Carbonate (PC)
and Organic Carbon (OC) accumulation in soils Stable isotope ratios of elements
in both organic and inorganic components often record and integrate information
related to the kind of processes and the environmental conditions that were involved
in the formation of the components The objective of this study was to determine
the amount and accumulation rate of organic and inorganic carbonate in soils of
the boreal grassland and forest regions of Saskatchewan, Canada. A southwest to
northeast transect of about 500 km length across five different soil-climatic zones
(Dry Brown, Brown, Dark Brown, Black, and Gray) in Saskatchewan, between 49o
13 N and 53o 63N latitude and I04o 92 W and I07o 66 W longitude, was included
in this study. Three replicates from each soil zone, and three profiles from the Rego
Black Chernozem soils (Mollisols), totally 18 profiles, were described in detail and
sampled The soils were sampled to 120-cm depth to ensure that calculations are
based on a constant depth. This is also a depth at which PC accumulation is near
zero. Bulk density was measured on replicate samples from each horizon. A Global
Positioning System (GPS) was used to record the elevation, longitude, and latitude
of the soils The amount of organic C to a 1.2 m depth generally increases from an
average of 9.1, 11.7, 14 9 and 21 0 kg C m-2 for Brown, Dark Brown, Black, and
Rego Black Chernozem soils Annual organic carbon accumulation rates in the soils
studied are 0.57, 0.90, 1.18, 0 84, and 1 83 g C m-2 yr-I. Avarage rate was found
to be 1.25 g C m-2 yr-1. The storage of pedogenic carbonate increases from 134
kg m-2 in semi-arid grassland (Brown soils) in the southwest to 165 kg m-2 in the
northeast, under forest (Gray soils), with in the time decreasing from 17,000 yr in
the southwest to 11,500 yr in the northeast. The rate of pedogenic carbonate accumulation likewise increases from 8 3 to 14 3 g m-2 yr-1 in the same direction The
results show that the soils of the prairies and forests have sequestered 1 4 times more
C in the form of pedogenic carbonates than as organic matter The rate of pedogenic
carbonate and organic matter accumulation increases with increasing annual precipitation. Keywords: carbon stable isotope, pedogenic carbonate, boreal region, rate of
C accumulation, carbon stocks, soils of Saskatcewan.

99-2
351b
K Pustovoytov
Quantifying the Rate of Re-Crystallization of Carbonate in a Loess Soil by
Artificial I4C Labelling.
K. Pustovoytov. E. Shevtzova. )'. Kuzyakov. Univ of Hohenheim/lnstitule of Soil
Science and Land Evaluation.
Pedogenic carbonate can serve a useful tool in paleoenvironmental reconstructions
and dating soils in arid regions However, its applicability as a paleoecological
and chronological proxy is complicated by poor understanding of the processes of
diagenetic alteration of carbonate in soils and paleosols Although it is generally
accepted that carbonate re-crystallization is most intensive in upper soil horizons
and decreases with depth, its rates are difficult to quantify To estimate the rate of
carbonate re-crystallization, we used the isotopic exchange between primary carbonates of loess and I4C respired from the rhizosphere of wheat that was artificially labeled in a 14C02 atmosphere under controlled conditions Although similar
approaches were frequently used in various rhizosphere and C02 flux studies, to our
knowledge this is the first time that such an approach has been used for carbonates
Young plants of spring wheat were grown in closed pots (7 cm in height) containing loess with 27% CaC03 The hole around the plant was hermetically sealed by a
silicon paste All plants were labeled simultaneously in a labeling chamber having
an air fan for intensive internal air circulation A label consisting of 210 kBq of
14C as Na214C03 solution was put in a vial connected with tubings to the labeling chamber 5 M H2S04 was added to the Na2l4C03 solution to release I4C02
into the chamber Assimilation took place within 2 hours after the 14C02 pulse had
been applied Thereafter, the plants were grown under normal atmosphere conditions One to four labellings were applied During 5 days after each labeling, the
C02 evolved from root-loess compartment (representing root-derived C02) was
trapped in 50 ml of a 1 0 M NaOH solution One week after each labeling, the
plant roots were removed from loess, and organic substances were washed out I4C
incorporation in CaC03 was estimated by addition of H3P04 to loess, trapping of
evolved C02 in NaOH and measuring its 14C activity The CaC03 re-crystallization
rates were calculated according to I4C specific activity of root-derived C02 trapped

from the pot and 14C activity recovered in CaC03 of loess. An ascending number
of 14C02 pulses (1 ... 4) showed a linear increase of rhizosphere 14C recovered
in the CaC03 of loess Based on this connection, the initial re-crystallization rates
of loess carbonate were calculated by linear regression: for used loess containing
27% CaC03, the initial rate of carbonate re-crystallization was 0 000029 d-1. Subsequently, using linear and exponential approaches with different lengths of growing season, we extrapolated the observed CaC03 re-crystallization on longer time
periods. The calculations show that at least 100 years, but probably between 400 and
2000 years, are necessary for full (99%) re-crystallization of the CaC03 of loess We
suggest a general equation for calculating the remaining not re-crystallized CaC03
depending on Growing-Season-Length /• 0 00078 • exp(-t time (t): %CaC03(t) =
100 365 / initial-CaC03-percentage). It should be emphasized that this relationship
is valid for the uppermost 7 cm of a loess soil at an initial stage of pedogenesis. To
test the model, we compared it with radiocarbon dates for carbonate in the uppermost 8 cm of soil profiles from regions with different lengths of the growing season.
The comparison indicated a good agreement between these 14C dates and our calculations The findings in this work suggest that there is a mean residence time for
carbonate materials in soil which may represent a limiting factor for chronological
resolution of proxy records from pedogenic carbonate.
99-3
352a
H. Gollany
Occluded C in Phytoliths: a Potential Mechanism for Carbon Sequestration in
a Pacific Northwest Mollisol.
H. Gollany, Columbia Plateau Conservation Research Center: R. Allmaras. Retired
ARS Scientist; S. Albrecht, USDA-ARS.
Long-term experiments are ideal for evaluating the influence of agricultural management practices on occluded organic carbon in phytoliths and its interaction with
soil constituents. Limited research has examined influence of organic amendments
on soil organic carbon (SOC) and silica (Si) interaction Silica in the soil solution is
taken up by plant roots in the form of monosilicic acid (H4Si04) and subsequently
deposited throughout the intra- and extra-cellular structures of their leaf, stem and
root systems (Parr and Sullivan, 2005) Deposits of Si in plants have become known
as opal phytoliths. The C occluded in opal phytoliths is highly resistant to oxidation
(Wilding et al., 1967), and have been dated to 13,300 ± 450 years ago (Wilding,
1967). Gramineae species have a Si content in the range of 1-3 %, expressed as
SiO, per dry weight in the shoot (Parr and Sullivan, 2005) Norgren (1973) reported
rates of phytolith production of 300 kg ha' y ' in Oregon This high formation rate
was attributed to the large amount of readily weatherable volcanic silica parent
material from which these soils developed (Al-lsmaily, 1997) Al-lsmaily (1997)
estimated approximate phytolith production of 280 kg ha"' yr1 during the wheat
cropping cycle in a Walla Walla silt loam (coarse-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic
Typic Haploxeroll) At this rate, the estimated cumulative production of amorphous
phytolith Si is 7,300 kg Si ha' for the 59-years cropping period assuming wheat
straw contains 45 g SiO, kg' dry wt. The rate of phytolith accumulation is affected
by monosilicic acid concentration in the soil solution, climate, geomorphology and
soil management. Amorphousformsof Si can be dissolved rapidly under acidic soil
environment (Beckwith and Reeve, 1964; Milnes and Twidale, 1983). Agricultural
practices such as use of N fertilization may accelerate dissolution of phytoliths by
release of H' ions during nitrification of the applied NH4 . We will present data
from two long-term experiments to illustrate the influence of agricultural management practices on SOC and its interaction with Si The objectives were to: i) determine the effect of tillage and N fertilizer on SOC accretion and on Si dissolution;
and ii) evaluate the influence of organic amendments on fine organic matter (FOM)
distribution and interaction with soluble Si A long-term fallow-wheat (Triticum
aestivum L ) experiment with several residue management practices (NB, no burn;
SB, spring burn; and FB, fall burn), three N rates (0, 45, and 90 kg N ha'), and
organic amendments (NBM, 11.2 t ha' yr' manure; and NBpv, 1.12 t ha' yr' pea
vines) was established on a Walla Walla silt loam in 1931 The experiment is an
ordered block with 2 replications A second long-term fallow-wheat experiment
with two tillages (moldboard plow, MP; and sweep, SW) and two N rates (45 and
180kgN ha"') was established in 1940, in a randomized block with split-plot design
and three replications. Soil cores (2-cm depth increments) were used to measure
coarse OM (COM), FOM, water-soluble C ( C ) and Si (Siw.). The SOC storage for
the NB was 25% higher than FB(1 in the 0-50 cm depth The N fertilizer application (45 or 90 kg N ha ') decreased Si by 17% while manure or pea vines application increased Siwi by 9% The FOM fraction for the SW was 14% higher than the
MP for the 180 kg N ha ' in the 0- to 60-cm depth High SOC, particularly FOM,
reduced Si dissolution, illuviation and deposition at the base of the Ap horizon
Although the form of this Siw and SOC association was not determined, it is likely
the occluded SOC in phytoliths reduced the siliceous surface available for dissolution. The role of organic C occluded within phytoliths in soil carbon sequestration should be examined because this passive C pool component of SOC is highly
resistant to oxidation compared to other OC components in the soil. Extending our
knowledge of phytolith behavior in soils widens our understanding of the biogeochemical cycling of Si and organic C.
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N B Khitrov
Evolution of Virgin Solonetzic Soil Complexes in the Past 50 Years.
N. B. Khitrov. V.V. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute: N. M. Novikova. Water
Problems Institute: N. A. Volkova. Water Problems Institute.
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Estimation of modern tendencies of natural processes taking place in the solonetzic
soil complexes of virgin dry steppe ecosystems in the northern Caspian region is
based on the comparison of detailed maps of microrelief, vegetation, and soils
compiled by the authors in 2002-2005 with the analogous maps compiled by Mozeson D.L., Kamenetskaya I.V., Polsky M.N in 1950-1955 on the same plot located
on the territory of the Dzhanybek research station The following conclusions are
made: (I) The microrelief of the plot with solonetzic complex has not changed
much during 50 years It is easy to align with high accuracy two topographic maps
Bottoms of all the depressions with the size of more than 20-30 sq. m fit precisely
The microhighs are also generally preserved (2) At the same time, differently
directed changes in the microrelief can be seen: some parts of the territory have
risen, whereas other have lowered Positive (rising) changes are seen in the following: (a) the extension of higher elements up to 1,5-4 m to the sides and the increase
of absolute heights within these elements by 15-25 cm; these changes are caused
by the digging activity of susliks with the transfer of soil mass lower horizons to
the surface; (b) some rise (by 5-7 cm) of different elements of the microtopography
without any signs of the additional input of soil material onto the soil surface Negative (lowering) changes are more diverse: (a) lowering of flat microslopes of large
depressions by 5-7 cm and some enlargement of the depressions (1,5-5 m wider);
(b) disappearance or narrowing of saddles in the bottoms of some depressions; (c)
lowering of saddles between the adjacent depressions; (d) lowering of ledges and
deepening of the bottoms of ex-shallow closed microdepressions on the slopes of
larger depressions and the complete transformation of some of these microdepressions into open hollows; (e) appearance of new depressions as a result of lowering
of the higher parts (by 15-20 cm) at the expense of surface undermining; and (t)
lowering (by 10-15 cm) of the highest parts of the territory with the radial-arched
type of the microrelief due to the rise in the groundwater level, wetting of salt-bearing horizons within the capillary fringe zone, and dissolution of salt crystals. (3)
Every type of soil (solonetzes proper, solonetzic light chestnut soils, nonsolonetzic
light chestnut soils, and meadow-chestnut soils) can be met on different elements
of the microrelief and under a wide range of plant communities Thus, there is
no strict correspondence between the soil types and the particular elements of the
microtopography and the character of vegetation, though such correspondence was
noted by many researchers (Kamenetskaya I V , Polsky M.N., Rode A.A.) studying soils of the Dzhanybek Research Station in the 1950s-1970s. (4) The observed
solonetzic complexes (ecosystems) and natural processes taking place on the virgin
lands of the Dzhanybek station are not in the steady state. The most probable reason
for this is the ground water level rise to the level of 4,5-5 meters that have taken
place since 1980s The appearance of the ground water at a relatively shallow depth
leads to plastic deformation of water-saturated subsoil layers. In turn, this leads
to settling of some areas and elevation of other areas. As a result, stable interdependencies between different components of local ecosystems (relief, soils, and
vegetation) become disturbed This study was supported by the Russian Foundation
for Basic Research, project no 03-04-48299.
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M l Makhdum
Effects of Long-term Application of Potassium Chloride Fertilizer on the
Accumulation of Chloride in the Soil Profile, Water Relations, Fibre Quality
and Yield of Cotton in an Arid Environment.
M. I. Makhdum. Central Cotton Research Institute Multan. Pakistan; M. Ashraf.
Department of Botony, Univ of Agriculture; H. Pervez. Dept of Chemistry.
Bahauddin Zakartya Univ: M. 1. Gill. Central Cotton Research Institute Multan.
Pakistan.
A long-term field experiment was conducted to quantify the effects of potassium
chloride [muriate of potash (MOP)] fertilizer on the accumulation of chloride in
the soil profile, plant water relations, fibre quality and yield of cotton (Gossypium
hirsutum L ) in an arid environment The trial lasted for eight years from 1994 to
2001 on the same experimental site at Central Cotton Research Institute, MultanPakistan The site is located at latitude 30° 12' N, longitude 71° 12' E and altitude.
123 m The soil is silt loam and belongs to Miani soil series and classified as Calcaric Cambisols and fine silty, mixed Hyperthermic Fluventic Haplocambids The
treatments consisted of four potassium (K) fertilizer doses (0,62 5, 125 0, 250 0 kg
K ha-1) and (ii) two K sources (potassium chloride and potassium sulphate) Cotton
cultivar CIM-448 was used as a test crop. The results showed that application of
K fertilizer in the form of MOP caused more than three-fold increase in raising the
level of CI- in the soil Addition of 250 kg K ha-1 in the form of MOP raised the
level of CI- content to 11 79 me L-l compared to 4 01 me L-l under zero K rate
treatment Chloride ion leached down to lower horizons The greater concentration
of CI- (11.79 me L-1) was found at lower depth (30-60 cm) compared to the lowest
(6 10 me L-l) at the upper 0-30 cm depth under 250 kg K ha-l (MOP) treatment.
The application of MOP caused reduction in net photosynthetic rate (PN), transpiration rate (E), water-use efficiency (WUE), osmotic potential and turgor potential
compared to K addition in the form of SOP The application of SOP showed an edge
over MOP in terms of production and retention of harvestable bolls, lengthening
of fruiting branches and retention of a greater number of fruit on nodal positions
along sympodia The addition of K fertilizer in the form of MOP caused a decrease
in fibre length (1%). fibre fineness (2.6%), and fibre elongation (2.2%) compared
to application in the form of SOP Potassium added as MOP caused a significant
depression in seed cotton yield than that of SOP Averaged across K doses, addition of K in the form of MOP caused 5 percent reduction in seed cotton yield
compared to K applied as SOP Keywords: Potassium nutrition; chloride accumu-
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lation, gas exchange characteristics, seed cotton yield, Fruit retention I Central
Cotton Research Institute, Multan-Pakistan 2 Department of Botany, University of
Agriculture, Faisalabad-Pakistan 3 Department of Chemistry, Bahauddin Zakariya
University, Multan-Pakistan
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T Tóth
Country-Scale Changes in Salinity/Sodicity/Alkalinity of Hungarian Soils as
Shown by the National Soil Monitoring Network.
T. Tóth. Research Institute for Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences: D. Kovacs. Research Institute for Soil Science
and Agricultural Chemistry of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences; P. Marlh.
Central Service for Plant Protection and Soil Conservation.
Soil salinization is one of the major degradation forms Occurring in natural conditions and also on intensively cropped areas as well, it is a remarkable process that
affects some 5-10% of the total surface area of the continents To follow-up the
tendencies of soil degradation processes, monitoring systems have been established
in many countries Soil salinization is a process that might be best characterized
by soil monitoring networks, since salt concentration of soils can change rather
fast. In this study we used the Hungarian soil monitoring system in order to decide
what is the overall tendency of salinization in Hungary in recent years: is there
an increase or decrease of soil salt concentration'' The first period of monitoring
in the system was carried out between 1992 and 2000 by successive sampling of
the genetic horizons of the soils. Out of the 1236 sampled soil profiles of the "Soil
Protection Information and Monitoring system", only the salt-affected soils were
selected for this study, making up between 55 and 70 profiles depending on the
year. For this study, the 19 national "county-level" administrative units were used
to provide the yearly background meteorological (sum of precipitation, average,
minimum and maximum temperature, irradiation) and groundwater depth data
to accompany the monitored soil salinity data The study period was characterized by a small average rise of groundwater level all over the country. At a yearly
time scale the following significant correlations were found between the soil salt
concentration and the background variables of yearly precipitation, temperature,
irradiation, groundwater depth: The salt concentration of the first, third and fourth
soil horizons showed negative correlation at the 0 05 level with the groundwater
depth of the previous year. The salt concentration of the first soil horizon showed
positive correlation with the irradiation of the current year at the 0 05 level The
second soil horizon showed positive correlation with the irradiation of previous
year at the 0 05 level. Strongest response regarding soil salinity was shown by the
second genetic horizon, which is either the second horizon of „1 SOLONCHAK",
or the "B" horizon of „2.SOLONCHAK.-SOLONETZ", „3 MEADOW SOLONETZ", „4.MEADOW SOLONETZ TURNING INTO STEPPE FORMATION"
„5 SOLOD" and „6 SOLONETZIC MEADOW" soils, where the maximum intensity of salt accumulation is found. Based on the salinity, three groups were distinguished, the group of „SOLONCHAK"-type soils, including the first and second
soil types, the group of „MEADOW SOLONETZ" soils, including the third type
and the group of „SOLONETZIC" soils including types 4-6 There were differences in the tendency of salinity between the groups, calculated by correlation analysis. Soils belonging to „SOLONCHAK" group showed a decrease of soil salinity
by time in their second genetic soil horizon In the group of „MEADOW SOLONETZ" there was no significant tendency shown by any soil depth. In the group
of „SOLONETZIC" soils there was an increase in the soil salinity of the whole
profile These results indicate the strong atmospheric control over soil salinity (the
groundwater depth is correlated to the precipitation of the previous year) There are
no immediate effects, but rather retarded ones when the salinization is being related
to yearly average and cumulative meteorological and groundwater data. Salinization is an active process, the most extreme salt-affected soils are becoming less
saline, but the least salt-affected soils showed increasing salt concentration parallel
to an increase in groundwater level.
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E L S Hinckley
High Sulfur Inputs in Northern California Vineyards: Short-term Fates and
Long-term Implications.
E. L. S. Hinckley. S. Fendorf. P. A. Malson. Stanford Univ.
The widespread application of elemental sulfur (S") to vineyards, a predominant
agricultural system in Northern California, creates the opportunity to study the
transformations, fates, and effects of this reactive nutrient at multiple scales We
used a variety of measurement techniques to assess S dynamics in a two-part study
to (I) evaluate the short-term response of the soil environment to regular S additions, and (2) measure changes in S transformations and transfers under two hydrologic regimes: the growing (dry) season (April-October), when vintners use drip
irrigation to sustain vines, and dormant (wet) season (November-March), when
rains saturate the soils. We consider these patterns and the underlying mechanisms
that drive them using a spatially-explicit approach to identity the potential longterm implications of sustained elevated S inputs to this region. In the first part
of the study, we evaluated the short-term fate of applied S" using X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy, a direct method that determines S
speciation using the relationship with energy required for core electron transitions
and correlation with additional spectral features. Surficial soil samples (0-2 cm)
were collected immediately prior to and following two applications of S" (II kg S

Q-

ha'), with weekly collections in the two weeks between applications and following the last application XANES spectra revealed that S" oxidizes rapidly to sulfur
dioxide or remains in the soil as sulfate (SO/), the single form of S abundant at
the soil surface Measurements of the SO/ pool, !4S/':S isotopic ratios, and pH of
these soils also indicate that rapid oxidation of S" occurs, and when compared with
results from oak woodland and grassland soils (the pre-vineyard state), indicate
that vineyard soils are ~11-fold greater in S content We found that S pools and US/
' : S isotopic ratios were highly variable at the soil surface, indicating that factors
such as moisture content and S mineralization rates likely control SO/ availability
In the second part of our study, we investigated hydrologie losses of S species to
determine whether secondary effects, such as elevated base cation losses, occur in
response to S additions, and to assess the spatial variability of S transformations
and transfers under different hydrologie conditions. We instrumented a 3.75 acre
vineyard block with zero-tension and tension lysimeters to measure dissolved SO/
and other major anions (chloride, nitrate, and phosphate) and cations (potassium,
sodium, aluminum, iron, magnesium, and calcium) We collected samples during
irrigation events when soil remains unsaturated but a fraction of the irrigation inputs
are transported to deeper depths via preferential or crack flow, and during extended
irrigation and rain events when the soil is saturated Solution losses were highest
in crack flow during irrigation events in the growing (dry) season, and declined
over the course of the dormant (wet) season, indicating a "raining out" effect in the
system Sulfate constituted the majority of anion losses below the rooting zone of
the vines, and losses of major cations scaled with the magnitude of SO/ lost Our
study illuminated the significance of crack flow in clay-rich systems, not only did
we measure as high as 25% of irrigation inputs lost via this pathway, but elevated
concentrations of major anions and cations in these solutions indicated that rapid
delivery of reactive nutrients to subsurface clay layers during the dry season may
lead to hotspots of biogeochemical activity at the onset of the wet season These
data suggest that oxidation of S" inputs and subsequent mobilization of SO 2 may
be a major control on losses of other key nutrients, and rapid delivery of SO/" via
preferential flow paths to subsurface clay layers may greatly influence redox chemistry. Such effects of elevated S inputs may impact the long-term soil and water
quality in California's premier winegrowing regions, which is a concern to both
winegrowers interested in sustaining yield quantity and quality, and environmental
decision-makers seeking to manage limited resources
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M D. F Guimaräes
Chemical Properties of an Oxisol under Long-term No Till and Conventional
Till Systems.
M. D. F. Guimaräes. UEL: C. M. R. Portella. Stale Univ ofLondrina; O. R. Brito.
UEL: C. Feller. 1RD: C. S. V.J. Neves. UEL: J. Ritchie. ARS-BARC-HRSL.
The use of soil for agricultural purposes changes the chemical balance and generally increases nutrient and Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) loss. This study assessed
the effects of 20 years of no-till and conventional till management systems on the
chemical properties of a Typic Haplorthox, using a forest soil as a reference. Soil
samples were collected from depths 0-5, 5-10, 10-20 and 20-40 cm, with six replications. The pH. cation exchange capacity, base saturation, available phosphorus,
exchangeable calcium, magnesium and potassium, total SOC and total nitrogen
were measured The highest concentrations for these variables were found in forest
soils Total mass of SOC calculated in the 0-20 cm layer was also greatest under
forest The no-till soils had higher concentrations of the measured variables than
the conventional till soils Soil management systems that minimize soil disturbance
and take into consideration the use of crop residues are the useful alternatives,
especially for farms with low investment capacity
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Long-term Organic Farming Impacts on Soil Fertility.
J. G. Davis. J. Daniel. Colorado Slate Univ: L. Grant. Grant Family Farms.
In the western USA , high soil pH values often lead to Zn and Fe deficiencies
and low P availability Rock phosphate is a commonly used organic P fertilizer;
however, it does not dissolve in alkaline soils. Therefore, increasing soil P availability is an important challenge for organic farmers in this region In addition,
soils typically have low organic matter contents (0 5-15%), and irrigated land has
a risk of salt buildup that interferes with plant growth Data was gathered from
annual soil tests taken at Grant Family Farms (GFF), the largest organic mixed
crop farm in Colorado, located in the semi-arid Great Plains (330 mm precipitation per yr). The land that now makes up GFF was purchased in the early 1970s,
and sustainable agricultural practices were used until the mid-1980s when organic
farming practices were implemented. Crop rotations among over twenty different
vegetables and herbs are standard practice under center pivot irrigation. GFF uses
dairy manure and green manures as their only fertility inputs The dairy manure is
applied in the fall once every 3 yrs Green manures are used two out of every three
years. The spring/summer green manures are usually oats or field peas, and the
fall green manures normally include a vetch/rye mix or an Austrian pea/rye mix.
Our objective was to assess the soil fertility impact of the transition of GFF from a
conventional to an organic farm Soil samples were taken every fall from the 0-30
cm depth Soil test data from twelve fields, 17 to 63 acres in size, were compiled
and analyzed for changes over time in soil chemical properties for ten soil fertility
components: pi I. electrical conductivity (EC), soil organic matter (SOM), nitrate

(N03-N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K), zinc (Zn), iron (Fe), manganese (Mn),
and copper (Cu) The number of years of data per field ranges from 5 to 16 years
over the period of 1985 to 2000 Macronutrient impacts were variable. Soil N03-N
did not change significantly over time in organic production in any of the observed
fields However, available P levels increased significantly over time in II of the
fields (92%) to high (12-15 ppm AB-DTPA) and very high levels (>15 ppm ABDTPA) for crop production Unfortunately, we were unable to separate the impacts
of the dairy and green manures on soil P or any fertility components. Levels of
available K also increased significantly in eightfields(67%). Clay soils in Colorado
are not prone to K deficiencies, and additions of dairy manure and green manure
to the soil replace K that is depleted by crop use Many micronutrients can become
deficient in plants grown in basic soils. Four (33%) of the GFF fields showed a significant decrease in pll Baseline pH levels, before organic practices began, ranged
from 7.9-8.1, these numbers changed to 7 6-7.9 in the last year analyzed. The four
fields that showed significant decreases (p<0 05) in pH also increased significantly
in available P, K, and Fe. The micronutrient content of the manure and the drop in
pH are likely explanations for the significant available Zn and Fe increases in five
of the fields (42%). Available soil Mn increased in only two of the fields (16%),
and available Cu did not show any significant change in any of the fields Soil OM
increases very slowly and can take several years to detect However, in four of the
fields (33%), soil testing revealed a slight increase in SOM (<0 10 % per year) in
organic production. EC increased in two fields (16%) but still remained within
satisfactory levels for most field crops However, EC reached detrimental levels in
some years for sensitive vegetable crops like lettuce, onions, carrots, and beans, all
of which GFF cultivates. This may be due, in part, to the salt content of the applied
dairy manure In summary, annual soil tests revealed a significant increase (p<0.05)
in P, K, SOM, Zn, and Fe and a significant decrease in pH levels in ^ 33% of the
fields. Overall, there was an observed improvement in soil fertility components
over time in organic production Therefore, organic soil fertility practices are a
promising way of meeting the challenges of agriculture in the western U.S.A. Soil
pH was reduced; soil OM was increased; available P, Zn, and Fe were increased;
and there was little impact on soil EC.
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A.K.Singh
Effect of Tillage, Water and Nutrient Management on Soil Quality Parameters
under Rice-Wheat and Maize-Wheat Cropping Systems.
A. K. Singh. Water Technology Centre.
Agricultural production being an integrated interactive effect of soil-water-fertilizer-climate continuum, a judicious and scientific management of this complex
system is crucial for enhancing crop productivity on a sustained basis Among the
various inputs, water and fertilizer (nutrients) are considered as the two key inputs
making maximum contribution to crop productivity. Soil management through tillage can further optimize their use efficiencies A long term experiment was initiated
in 2001 to quantify the integrated plant nutrient-water-tillage interactions in RiceWheat and Maize-Wheat cropping systems The treatments consisted of two tillage, three water regimes and twelve nutrient levels The nutrient treatments were:
Control (No nitrogen), 75% NPK (75 represents 75 per cent of the recommended
dose for nitrogen), 100% NPK, 150% NPK, 75% NPKF (25% N substituted by
FYM), 100% NPKF (25% N substituted by FYM), 150% NPKF (25% N substituted by FYM), 100% NPK + Green manure (Sesbania), 100% NPKB (25% N substituted by Bio-fertilizers), 100% NPKS (25% N substituted by Sewage Sludge),
100% NPK + crop residues incorporated (of the previous crop), and Fully Organic
(50%FYM, 25% Bio-fertilizer, 25% Sewage Sludge) In rice, the tillage treatments
were puddled (transplanted) and dry seeded (non-puddled) while in maize it was
bed planting and conventional flat-bed planting. In wheat, it was conventional tillage and no-tillage treatments. The water regimes were unlimited water availability (continuous submergence in rice, three irrigations in maize and five irrigations
in wheat), adequate water availability (one day drainage in rice, two irrigations
in maize and three irrigations in wheat) and limited water availability (three day
drainage in rice, one irrigation in maize and three irrigations in wheat) The experiment was initiated by growing Rice in Rice-Wheat cropping systems and Maize in
Maize-Wheat cropping systems during the monsoon (kharif) season followed by
wheat in the winter (rabi) season Detailed observations on various aspects such as
soil physical and chemical parameters, major and micronutrients and microbiological aspects of the experiment were being monitored periodically The results have
indicated that there are significant interactions between tillage, water regimes and
nutrient levels in both the cropping systems The effect of puddled and non-puddled
conditions in rice also influenced the water and nutrient uptake Organic carbon
and microbial biomass carbon exhibited increase in the plots receiving application
of organic manures (particularly FYM), green manure and biofertilizers in conjunction with inorganic fertilizers Compared to non-puddled conditions, puddling
was associated with increase in organic carbon content whereas microbial biomass
carbon was higher in the non-puddled paddy plots Under continuous submerged
conditions, organic carbon appreciated whereas reduction was conspicuous in the
microbial biomass carbon conditions In rice, the yield of transplanted crop was
better than the dry seeded treatment while the water regimes treatment of irrigating one day after disappearance of water had a positive impact on soil quality. In
Maize-Wheat cropping system, it was conclusively established that tillage-waternutrient interactions have significantly affected the soil physical quality Nutrient
management significantly increased the organic carbon content in soil, macro- and
micro- aggregates under both the cropping systems Under both the cropping sys-
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terns, effect was more pronounced in the plots receiving 100% organics, followed
by green manure and FYM-treated plots. Build-up of organic carbon was relatively
higher in macro-aggregates compared to soil and micro-aggregates No-tillage
applied to wheat positively influenced the organic carbon content in soil, macro- and
micro-aggregates The treatments receiving whole amount of N through inorganic
source recorded maximum NH4-N at all the depths, while partial or full substitution of fertilizer with organics substantially reduced the downward translocation
of NH4-N In case of the water regimes, the wettest water regime (unlimited water
availability) treatment maintained highest NH4-N levels throughout the profile,
followed by the adequate water availability treatment and limited water avaialability under both the cropping systems Under both the cropping systems, in the
surface soil and aggregates, N03-N was more under the plots treated with 100% N
+ green manure (GM) followed by 100% N + crop residues. The highest N03-N
content in the soil, macro- and micro-aggregates in the surface layer was found
under minimum water regimes under both the cropping systems, while N03-N
content was highest in the unpuddled soil in the rice-wheat and in bed planted soil
of maize-wheat system Application of N through organics or integrated sources
showed relatively higher amount of available P under both the cropping systems.
Puddling in rice maintained a higher amount of available P as compared to unpuddled soils, whereas conventionally-tilled soil contained higher amount of available
P compared to that under bed-planted soil under maize-wheat Higher available P
content was associated with maximum water regimes followed by optimal and suboptimal water regimes under both the systems In general. Organic Carbon (OC)
and labile fraction-C values were relatively more in rice-wheat than maize-wheat
system A model called CropSyst was calibrated and validated for the maize-wheat
cropping system.
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Sampling in Space and Time for Natural Resource Monitoring.
D. J. Brus. Wageningen Unix and Research Centre; J. J. de Gruiljer. Wageningen
Univ and Research Centre; M. Knotters. Wageningen Unix and Research Center
Monitoring is defined as collecting information on an object through repeated or
continued observation in order to determine possible changes in the object The
monitoring object may have or may not have a spatial extent. If it has, then observations can be collected via sampling in space-time, the subject of this presentation. An example of an object without spatial extent is a point in a river where the
water quality or level is measured repeatedly: an example of sampling in time The
implementation of international agreements such as the Kyoto Protocol and, at the
European level, the Soil Thematic Strategy, the Water Framework Directive and
the Habitats Directive ask for efficient sampling methods for monitoring natural
resources such as soil, groundwater, surface waters and biotic populations It is
useful to distinguish three categories of monitoring according to its aim: I. status
monitoring for quantitative description of the universe as it changes with time; 2.
trend monitoring to decide whether temporal trends are present in the universe; 3.
regulatory or compliance monitoring to decide whether the universe satisfies regulatory conditions An important choice in sampling is between design-based and
model-based sampling In design-based sampling the sampling units are selected at
random, more specific by probability sampling In model-based sampling the units
are selected purposively, for instance by minimizing a quality measure defined in
terms of the distances between the sampling units or in terms of the predictionerror variances The appropriateness of these two approaches is partly determined
by the aim of monitoring In regulatory monitoring the validity of the result (conclusion of hypothesis testing) is of great importance, and therefore design-based
methods are more appropriate In status and trend monitoring the appropriateness
is partly determined by the target quantity. For mapping the current values (values at latest sampling time) or the temporal trend at points, model-based methods
are the best option, whereas for estimating the current spatial mean or the spatial
mean temporal trend a design-based approach is preferable The efficiency (precision and costs) of a sampling pattern for monitoring is partly determined by the
distribution of the sampling units in the space-time universe. An important aspect
of the sampling pattern for monitoring is whether at all sampling times the same
locations are observed, or whether this restriction is relaxed and all or part of the
sampling locations is replaced by new locations Based on this aspect four basic
types of sampling pattern are distinguished: static, synchronous, static-synchronous
and rotational patterns In Static Sampling all sampling takes place at a fixed set
of locations Sampling at the various locations may or may not follow the same
pattern in time In Synchronous Sampling, also referred to as repeated or dynamic
sampling, a different set of sampling locations is selected for each sampling time,
i.e., the sampling locations are not revisited The spatial patterns used at different
times may or may not be the same If they are the same, then they do not coincide
spatially, because otherwise the pattern would be static-synchronous When Static
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Sampling and Synchronous Sampling are combined with each other, we speak of
Static-Synchronous Sampling, also referred to as a pure panel Rotational Sampling is a compromise between Static Sampling and Synchronous Sampling, in the
sense that the locations of the previous sampling time are partially replaced by new
ones The choice of a pattern type for monitoring should be guided by statistical
as well as operational considerations, which will be dealt with in this presentation
For a more complete design of a sampling pattern for monitoring, one must also
specify the spatial and temporal patterns describing the distribution of the sampling
units in space and in time, respectively This leads for instance to the following
descriptions: l) Synchronous Sampling with Random Grid Sampling in space and
Stratified Simple Random Sampling in time; 2) Static-Synchronous Sampling with
Centred Grid Sampling in space and Systematic Sampling in time The process of
designing efficient sampling patterns will be illustrated with real-world case studies
on soil and groundwater monitoring
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1:45 PM A McBratney
Latin Hypercube Sampling for Assessing the Quality of Legacy Soil Data and
Optimizing Soil Sampling.
A. McBratney. The Univ ofSydney; F. Carre. European Commission Joint Research
Centre Institute for Environment and Sustainability: B. Minasny. The Univ of
Sydney.
Legacy soil data form an important part of digital soil mapping and are essential
for calibration of models predicting soil properties from environmental variables
Legacy soil data arise from traditional soil survey. Methods of soil survey are generally empirical and based on the mental development of the surveyor, correlating
soil with underlying geology, landforms, vegetation and air-photo interpretation
There are no statistical criteria for traditional soil sampling, this usually lead to
bias in the areas being sampled. The challenge is to use legacy data for large scale
mapping (e.g. national or continental) as funds are limited to resample large areas.
The problem is then to assess the reliability and quality of the soil database that
are mainly populated by traditional soil survey The next task is if given additional
funding for sampling, where to sample. This sampling can be used to improve and
validate the prediction model Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) has been proposed
as a sampling tool for digital soil mapping (Minasny and McBratney, 2005) LHS is
a stratified-random procedure that provides an efficient way of sampling variables
from their multivariate distributions. LHS involves sampling n values from the prescribed distribution of each of the variables The cumulative distribution for each
variable is divided into n equiprobable intervals, and a value is selected randomly
from each interval. The n values obtained for each variable are then paired with the
other variables This method ensures a full coverage of the range of each variable
by maximally stratifying the marginal distribution We use the principle of LHS
to assess the quality of existing soil data and guide us to the area that need to be
sampled. First an area is defined and the empirical environmental data layers are
identified in a regular grid. The existing soil data is matched with the environmental
variables A procedure is performed to check the occupancy of the survey data in
the hypercube of the environmental data space This is to determine whether legacy
soil survey data occupy the hypercube uniformly or there is bias It also allows us
to estimate the probability of an area being surveyed. From this information we
can decide which area in the feature space that are not covered, and need to be
sampled
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2:05 PM S. R. Evett
Soil Water Content Sampling in Space and Time: A Comparison of Methods.
5. R. Even. USDA-ARS: B. Ruthardt. USDA-ARS: N. Mazahrih. National Center
for Agricultural Research and Technology Transfer: N. Katbehbader. National
Center for Agricultural Research and Technology Transfer: T Howell. USDAARS; J. Tolk. USDA-ARS; J. Ayars. USDA-ARS. Water Management Research
Laboratory.
Water content sensors used in access tubes for sensing profi le water content were
compared for two seasons in Texas and one season in California on clayey soils
Sensors included the neutron moisture meter (NMM) and four electromagnetic
(EM) devices: three different capacitance sensors, and a device based on a shortrise-time pulse traveling along a transmission line Measurements were compared
with direct soil sampling Transects often, twenty, and twelve access tubes or sampling sites were used in the three seasons, 2003,2004, and 2005, respectively Variability varied greatly among the devices, with standard deviations of profile water
contents <0.7 cm/m for the NMM and direct sampling methods, and ranging from
0 8 to 12 cm/m for EM methods Variability was different in different soil horizons,
and it increased as the soils dried, though less so for the NMM and direct sampling
methods. Larger variabilities for the four EM devices were due to their relatively
small measurement volumes, which were typically smaller than a representative
elemental volume (REV) for soil water content, and the relatively large variability
of soil water content on scales less than the REV Results indicate that unreasonably large numbers of access tubes are required for the EM devices to be used to
determine differences in profile water content to reasonable precision at probility
levels commonly desired in research; calling into question their suitability both for
plot research and for studies of spatial variation of soil water content
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100-4
2:25 PM S.R.Vieira
Spatial and Temporal Variability of Soil Moisture Content.
S. R. Vieira. Inslitulo Agronómico: C R. Grego, Inslitulo Agronómico: G. C. Topp,
E. Cereal & Oilseed Res. Centre: W. Zebchuk. E. Cereal <$• Oilseed Res. Centre.
The objective of this study was to assess the spatial variability as well as the temporal stability of spatial distribution for soil moisture content The measurements
were taken with a TDR at 15cm depth, in a nearly flat 12 ha field at the Central
Experimental Farm of the Agriculture Canada, Ottawa The soil is classified as a
Rideau soil series, is primarily clay to silty clay texture and has an extensive macrostructure etïectively stable in time The field in approximately triangular measuring
110 by 220 meters. A square grid with 10m spacing was laid out, resulting in 164
sampling points at which two 28cm long TDR rods were installed at 45 degree
angle to measure the moisture up to 20cm depth. Measurements were taken on 6
dates at the end of the summer of 1987, in 21 dates from May through Oc-tober
1988, and 6 dates between April and May 1989 During all the samplings the field
was vegetated with natural grasses and legume pastures. The spatial variability
was analyzed examining the scaled semivariograms, the statistical parameters and
the parameters of the models fit to the individual semivariograms as a function of
time It was concluded that the field starts showing a parabolic trend when the soil
gets dry probably due to hydraulic conductivity changes over the field and that
the places were the mean value occur seem to be more stable in time when spatial
dependence does not exist Keywords: TDR, temporal stability, semivariogram,
geostatistics, precision agriculture.
100-5
2:45 PM C.Walter
Sampling Design Assessment for Agrosystem Monitoring Based on Virtual
Landscape Modeling.
L. Sorel. C. Walter. T. Chauvet. INRA Agrocampus Rennes. UMR SAS; A.
McBratney, The Univ of Sydney.
The monitoring of cultivated soils appears difficult to carry out due to high spatial variability, combination of short and long term temporal variations and large
areal extent of the support. Besides, increasing regulation constraints require the
implementation of survey programs to assess environmental policies efficiency To
assist the effective design of future monitoring networks, we developed a method
based on realistic virtual landscapes to test the accuracy of several sampling strategies differing by their sampling designs and intensities Considering soil and water
quality issues, we studied soil phosphorus content A realistic distribution of soil
phosphorus was generated on a 15km by 15km area, using known spatial structures
and crop field patterns The evolution of this virtual landscape was modeled over 50
years with a shift of practices in manure spreading fertilizations after the 20th year
This spatio-temporal evolution of soil phosphorus content was the virtual landscape
on which we tested the accuracy and the ability to detect evolution trends of the
following sampling designs: regular grid, stratified sampling based either on initial
or on current land use, and transect sampling. Five sampling densities (0 1, 0.6,
1.1, 2.6, and 4.6 site per km2) were systematically tested and two time intervals
were used to assess trend detection (2 and 8 years) Increasing sampling density
systematically improved the accuracy and trend detection of all the strategies, particularly between 0.1 and 1 1 sites per km2. Concerning the four sampling designs
tested here, regular grid designs proved to be the most accurate whereas designs
stratified on the initial land use introduced the largest bias and error Designs stratified on current land use succeeded poorly in detecting trend compared to designs
with fixed monitoring sites Indeed, the change of sites at each date and the global
evolutions of land use proportions produced a scattering of statistical parameters
over time. This was explained by differences between sampled and real land use
proportions Both methodological results and design comparisons are transferable
to environmental stakeholders willing to efficiently design survey programs
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hydraulic behaviour to the architecture of the soil porous system For example, the
water retention curve, experimentally obtained, can be explained by several models of the porous system Among others, the simple bundle of parallel capillaries,
the 2D lattice-type network, the 3D spherical/throats interconnected pores or the
new bi-modal pore space coupled with three steady-state and laminar flow regimes.
Moreover, the most applied methods of the analytical and numerical formula of
the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity lye on the knowledge of the pore size distribution, mainly derived by the soil water retention curve In such framework, the
measurement and estimation of the tortuosity factor still remain a critical point On
the other hand, the study of soil structure by means of image analysis techniques is
a well-established field of research since the seventies Image analysis of soil thin
sections and soil blocks have been mainly applied to the quantitative description
of the soil aggregate and pore geometry and evaluation of soil physical qualities
such as the effect of the tillage practices in many different soils. If the combined
hydrological and micromorphological approach have to be efficiently used a major
care on methodologies is very much needed. Issues such as spatial resolution of
the techniques, algorithms for pores detection (object based vs raster based), functional vs descriptive analysis of the pore system must be addressed. Such methodological issues are presented through the analysis of the following selected case
studies: pore size distribution obtained from 2D image analysis measurements vs
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curve k(h) obtained by tension infiltrometer
in a Vertisol; 3D mechanical tomography (serial sectioning) and X-ray Micro CT
vs soil water retention curve and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity obtained by
Wind's evaporation method in a sandy Luvisol; 2D pore size distribution analysis
vs sorptivity in soil crusts formed after irrigation on a Vertisol; These examples
have shown the power of using a 2D and 3D micromorphological characterization
for an insight improving of the standard methodologies of both water retention and
hydraulic conductivity measurements.
101-2
1:45 PM S Peth
Pore Space Analysis of Soil Aggregates Investigated by Microtomography
Using Synchrotron Radiation.
S. Peth. R. Horn. Institute of Plant Nutrition and Soil Science. CA U Kiel; A. J. M.
Smucker. Dept of Crop and Soil Sciences, Michigan Slate Univ. Cher. Hannover
Medical School.
Soil structure and particularly the formation of (micro)aggregates are important for
long term sequestration of Soil Organic Carbon (SOC). However, research during
the last 50 years produced only a few quantitative studies that consider the interactive effects between soil biota and soil physical processes which are especially
relevant on the micro-scale. These interactions in turn are primarily dependent on
the spatial arrangement of solids and voids since the geometry and continuity of the
pore-network within soil aggregates determine the flux of air, water and nutrients
and hence control the environment for micro organisms. Advances in synchrotron
X-ray tomography and the development of algorithms to quantitatively describe
porous media from reconstructed 3D images will greatly facilitate soil structure
analysis on the micro-scale This in turn contributes to understanding the mechanism involved in carbon sequestration within soil intra-aggregate pore space To
provide a statistical analysis of pore geometrical properties pore throat size, channel length and connectivity as well as pore size distributions within aggregates may
be useful. Lindquist and Venkatarangan (2000) have developed a suite of algorithms assembled into a software package referred to as 3DMA to extract such
geometric property distributions from 3D data sets The authors investigated the
accuracy of their algorithms using a simulated image of packed hexagonal spheres
Relative errors between theoretical and numerically computed values were in general smaller than 5% Also the analysis of microtomographic images of Fontainebleau sandstone produced good results (Lindquist and Venkatarangan 2000) To
test the applicability of above mentioned algorithms for soil aggregates we have
analysed a set of soil aggregates approximately 5 mm across at the synchrotron
radiation source in Hamburg/Germany (DESY). From the reconstructed 3D images
we extracted brick shaped subvolumes which we analysed for pore statistical properties Potential applications and drawbacks of the applied algorithms will be discussed

2.1 B Soil Hydrology, Structure, and Micromorphic
Propoerties (Soil Porous System)—Oral

101-3
2:05 PM T. R Elliot
Finite Element Analysis of Fluid Transfer in Soil Using CT.
T. R. Elliot. R. J. Heck. Univ of Guelph: D. Reynolds. Agriculture & Agri-Food
Canada: B. Gharabaghi. Univ of Guelph.
Room 111 AB, First Floor (Convention Center)
This study combines methods employed in soil science research and computational
fluid dynamic engineering through the use of Computed Tomography (CT). By
101-1
I I 5 P M A Basile
utilizing CT for identifying soil features, specifically macro and mesopores for
Methodological Issues in Combining Pores Micromorphometry and Hydraulic
this study, the digital imagery can be manipulated for the purpose of numerical,
Functions in Soils.
or Finite Element (IE), modeling FE models, when applied in conjunction with
A. Basile. CNR ISAFOM; G. Mele. CNR ISAFOM: R. De Mascellis. CNR ISAFOM; fluid dynamics, can numerically simulate the potential fluid flow through a porous
media While a majority of hydrologie transfer models are designed for ID or 2D
F. Ternbile. Disspa Univ di Napoli Federico II.
flow simulation, there is a growing number of FE computer programs, such as
Soil hydrology and soil micromorphology analyse pores in soils from very difFLUENT, I-deas or ADINA, capable of 3D flow calculation. The functional data
ferent viewpoints addressing different related properties, such as water retention,
input for finite element models include the physical characteristics (porosity, heat
saturated and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, sorptivity, etc. in the first case
conductance, resistance to applied force, etc ) and arrangement of the porous media
and counting, shape, size distribution, connectivity etc in the second one It is an
in space The primary objective is a method of soil feature segregation and numeriold challenge of the scientific community the attempt to explain and relate soil
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cal model generation based on micro-CT imagery Secondary objectives include the
calibration parameters of the numerical model for the specific soil type as well as
identifiable primary flow channels within the numerical simulation of fluid transfer.
Sample acquisition requires a custom core sampler utilizing a 65mm Lexan cylinder, as the standard aluminum sample containers induce artifacts in CT imagery.
Core sampling of a gleysol under long term crop rotation at the AAFC Harrow
Research station, Ontario Canada, reveals strong structure and visible macropores
in the intact soil column. No post-acquisition processes were applied to the samples
before CT imaging Using a second generation cabinet CT scanner the sampled
intact soil column, measuring 100 mm vertical extent and 65 mm diameter, is
imaged at 15 micrometer resolution. The imagery is based on the attenuation of
X-rays by soil constituents, measured on an atomic density scale called Hounsfield
Units (HU). 3D image processing segregates the pore structure within CT imagery
by isolating voxels comprised of a single constituent (i.e. a pure voxel) A primary
threshold is then identified based on the peak distribution of pure voxel HU values
in a histogram A secondary threshold integrates 3D context by utilizing the number
of pure voxels in the neighbourhood of any given voxel as the determinant factor
for feature segregation. The l-deas FE analysis software is used to import point
cloud data of the segregated pore structure. Using the object surface creation and
shell mesh functions of l-deas a FE, specifically boundary element, model of pore
structure is generated. Assuming an ideal fluid, absolute boundary conditions will
be employed to ignore the conductance of water through the pore walls for computational efficiency and ease of calculation. Material properties will be assigned
assuming no friction occurs between thefluidand the pore space as well as standard
viscosity and compression characteristics of water. Governing differential equations are applied to the FE model for fluid transfer experiments using an approximation of the Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible Newtonian fluid, with
Reynolds averaging When considering choked flow, this model will dismiss the
Venturi effect for ease of calculation A number of FE fluid transfer models are generated, with each model being a product of how boundary condition and governing
differential equations are employed based on certain assumptions of fluid transfer.
The various models calibrated will be examined for their relative accuracy across
all core samples. Deliverables from this study will include an intact soil core FE
modeling method using CT, as well as the parameters and accuracy of the FE model
developed for the sampled soil The impact of this study will be that fluid transfer
in soil can be examined in a numerical simulation for consulting, remediation and
optimization practices.
101-4
2:25 PM M. Pagliai
The Characterization of Soil Pore System for Water Movement Prediction.
N. Vignozzi, CRA-1SSDS; S. Pellegrini. CRA-1SSDS; M. Pagliai, CRA-1SSDS.
The most important modifications of soil structure mainly involve changes in soil
porosity and, consequently, water movement. Therefore, measurements of this
physical property can help to quantify the impact of management practices on soil
This is now possible because of the increasing use and availability of the technique of image analysis which makes possible the automated measurement of soil
porosity on thin sections or impregnated soil blocks prepared from undisturbed
soil samples Soil porosity is, therefore, a very important indicator of soil structure quality. Quantification of the pore space in terms of shape, size, continuity,
orientation and arrangement of pores in soil allows us to define the complexity of
soil structure and to understand its modifications induced by management practices. In this way, we can identify those practices that are more compatible with
environmental protection. Characterisation of the pore system provides a realistic
basis for understanding the retention and movement of water in soil. Soil water
retention curve, saturated and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity are basic hydraulic functions indispensable for the solution of all hydrologie problems related to
tasks of sustainable soil management and environmental protection. Soil hydraulic
functions are strongly dependent upon the soil porous system Soil hydraulic functions are briefly discussed and the opportunity of physical interpretation of those
functions by soil micromorphological parameters is shown, if the real pore size
distribution is reflected by the soil water retention curve and by the unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity. These assumptions are supported by results on a significant correlation between elongated continuous transmission pores and the saturated
hydraulic conductivity, that can be useful in the development and improvement of
models for predicting water movement. The micromorphological research shows
as well that the shape of the walls of pores plays an important role upon the stability of pores. The formation and existence of vesicular pores is the main factor
of substantial decrease in hydraulic conductivity Further research should include
all the existing information on pore micromorphology into physically based soil
hydraulic functions For a physically based formulation of soil hydraulic functions,
the soil porous system characterisation is an indispensable basis The development
of models is characterized by the gradual transition from the simplest concepts up
to the sophisticated approaches which should correspond to the reality studied by
soil micromorphology The problem is strongly related to pore scale, but the upscaling to representative elementary volume accompanies the studies as a necessity for
applications of the results to the solution of practical problems. Keywords: Soil
structure; Soil porosity, Image analysis; Soil micromorphology; Hydraulic conductivity; Modeling.
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101-5
2:45 PM R Kodesovä
Impact of Soil Micromorphology on Stability of Soil Structure and Soil
Hydraulic Properties.
R. Kodesovä. Czech Univ of Agriculture in Prague: A. Zigova. Academy ofSciences
of the Czech Republic: M. Rohoskova. Czech Univ of Agriculture in Prague: V.
Kodes. Czech Hydromeleorological Institute: M. Kulilek. /.
Micromorphological properties, stability of soil structure, physical, chemical and
hydraulic properties were studied for following soil types on different type of
parent materials: Chernozem (loess), Luvisols (loess and loess loam), Cambisols
(orthogneiss and paragneiss) and Phaeozem (loess). Undisturbed large soil aggregates, undisturbed 100 m1 soil samples and disturbed soil samples were taken from
each horizon that were specified for each soil type. Micromorphological properties characterizing soil porous structure were studied on soil thin sections prepared
from the large soil aggregates, consisting of primary, secondary and higher orders
peds. Additional soil thin sections were made from the 100 cm"' soil samples after
the analysis of physical and hydraulic properties. Depending on type of pedogenesis, the soil porous systems exhibit different shape factors (regular, irregular and
elongated pores), different size classes, and different pore-size distributions, that
appeared to be mono-, bi- or multi-modal. In general structured soils are characterized by a multimodal pore-size distribution with a hierarchical distribution of poresizes. Structureless soils are characterized by a tendency to mono-modal pore-size
distribution and pores are randomly distributed in the space. Soil structure, as result
of soil genesis, depends on a soil particle size distribution, presence of organic matter, transport processes within the soil profile, influence of roots and living organism and so on. Irregularity of prior soil pores, pore sizes and modality of pore-size
distributions decreases with the depth in studied soil profiles. The sizes and shapes
of pores affecting soil hydraulic functions are affected by coatings and infillings.
Pores in the top ploughed horizons of all soil types apart from Phaeozem are not
affected by coatings. Pores in subsurface horizons are affected by clay coatings in
both Luvisols and Phaeozem and also by coatings of amorphous forms of CaCO,,
calcite needles and calcite rhombohedras in deeper horizons of Luvisols (loess),
and Phaeozem. Coatings and infillings of amorphous forms of CaCO,, calcite needles and calcite rhombohedras affect pores in subsurface horizons in Chernozem
Pores in both Cambisols are not affected by any coatings The stability of the soil
structure was studied using two different tests that are usually used to study aggregate stability under the different destruction mechanisms. Stability of soil structure
initially increases and then decreases with the depth in Chernozem, Luvisol (loess)
and Phaeozem The increase of soil structure stability in horizon below the top
one was caused by combination of relatively high organic matter content (that was
lower then that in the top horizon), presence of clay coatings and no effect of tillage. Stability of soil structure decreases with depth in the other soil types The soil
structure stability for Cambisols appeared to be greater then that for other soils in
spite of purely developed soil aggregates in the Cambisols probably due to presence
of iron oxides. Soil hydraulic properties were studied in the laboratory. Soil water
retention curves were determined using the sand tank and pressure plate apparatus.
The saturated hydraulic conductivities were measured using the constant head test
The multi-step outflow method was applied to estimate soil water retention curves
and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity curves via numerical inversion assuming
the single-porosity, dual-porosity and dual-permeability model The ratios of different pore domains were estimated based on micromorphological studies The points
of the soil water retention curves were also obtained from water volume balance in
the soil sample The soil water properties reflect the pore-size distribution studied
using the images analysis as well as the stability of the soil structure.
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2.3B Molecular Approaches to Microbial Ecology in Soils—
Theater
Room 109AB, First Floor (Convention Center)
102-1
1152a
R.Dick
A Novel PLFA-13C Method for Tracking C into Microbial Communities
during In Situ Decomposition of Forest Litter.
J. Moore Kucera. USDA-ARS; R. Dick. Ohio State Univ.
Microorganisms play a central role in litter decomposition and partitioning C
between C02 evolution and sequestration of C into semi-permanent pools in soils.
At the ecosystem level, forest stand age influences rates of litter accumulation and
quality and micro-climatology, which could affect the microbial community structure and C sequestration processes. To investigate this we combined stable-isotopic tracking with PhosphoLipids Fatty Acid (PLFA) analysis to study time-course
13C incorporation into microbial community members under field conditions at the
southern Cascade Range of Washington State in the Wind River Experimental Forest. This was done during plant decomposition in situ in forest soil of old-growth
Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziessi) stands (>500 yrs) compared to stands clear-
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cut in either 1994 or 1977 PLFAs are biomarkers for major functional microbial
groups such as fungi, actinomycetes, gram positive and negative bacteria, and protozoa with typically 30 to 45 lipid biomarkers per soil sample We used in situ
microcosms that contained either l3C-labelled litter or root material and analyzed
the soil for the relative amount of I3C incorporated (13C %) into PLFAs (using
a gas Chromatograph linked to a mass spectrometer) Microcosms were collected
seven times over a 22-month incubation period. When a significant effect of stand
age was found, the I3C % incorporation was always greater in clear-cut samples
compared to old-growth samples (Fig 1) When 'source' was significant, PLFAs
from samples containing the l3C-labeled litter had greater amounts of I3C incorporated than PLFAs from samples containing 13C-labeled roots In general, 18:1 to9
and I8:2(O6,9 (common fungal biomarkers) had the greatest amount of 13C incorporation throughout the study period in both clear-cut and old-growth sites (e.g.
Fig. 1) This relatively high amount of 13C incorporated in the fungal biomarkers.
especially in the samples containing I3C-labeled litter, suggests that fungi have
grown up into the htterbag and translocated C into the soil layers Our results confirm that 13C-labeled materials may be applied in the field and tracked into the
microbial community using 13C-PLFA analysis. This novel approach enabled us to
connect organisms with specific decomposition activities, which has been a longstanding, disconnect between linking microbial organisms with biogeochemical
processes.
Fiß. 1. Incorporation of I3C into PLFAs after 6 months In Iti incubation of I3C labeled litter
(where B= bacterial and F=funga! marker).
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102-2
955a
W. Dick
Microbial Diversity in a Constructed Wetland Treating Acid Coal Mine
Drainage.
W. Dick. The Ohio State Univ-OARDC; O. Tuovinen. The Ohio Stale Univ; D.
Nicomrat. National Science and Technology Development Agency.
Constructed wetlands are used to treat acid drainage from surface or underground
coal mines. However, little is known about the microbial communities in wetlands
that receive Acid Mine Drainage (AMD). The purpose of this study was to characterize microbial communities in a constructed AMD wetland using molecular
methods of microbial ecology. Samples of Fe(lll)-precipitates were collected from
the oxic sediment zone of a constructed wetland cell in southeastern Ohio that was
treating acid drainage from an underground coal mine seep. The pH of the samples
ranged between 2 I and 3 9 Samples were pretreated with ammonium oxalate to
remove interfering iron, and the DNA was extracted and purified by agarose gel
electrophoresis prior to amplification of portions of the I6S rRNA gene Amplified products were characterized by (I) Denaturing Gradient Gel Electrophoresis
(DGGE) and (2) Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (RFLP), and the
results of the microbial community composition were confirmed by Fluorescence
ln-Situ Hybridization (FISH) analysis Viable counts of acidophilic iron and sulfur oxidizers and heterotrophs were also determined by a Most-Probable-Number
(MPN) method DNA from seven distinct DGGE bands was excised from the gel
and sequenced The sequences were matched to sequences in the GenBank bacterial I6S rDNA database The DNA in two of the bands yielded matches with
Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans and the DNA in each of the remaining five bands
was consistent with one of the following bacteria: Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans,
strain TRA3-20 (a eubacterium), strain BEN-4 (an arsenite-oxidizing bacterium),
an Alcaligenes sp, and a Bordetella sp Fifteen bacterial species were identified by
RFLP followed by I6S rRNA gene sequencing of which two were novel (<95%
match) The closest matches to known bacterial species were autotrophic ironand sulfur-oxidizing bacteria (A. ferrooxidans and A. thiooxidans). heterotrophic
iron-oxidizing bacteria (TRA2-I0, TRA3-20, and TRA5-3) and heterotrophic Stenotrophomos maltophilia. Bordetella spp., Alcaligenes sp., Alcaligenes faecalis.
and Alcaligenes xylososidans A. ferrooxidans (40% of total 16S rRNA gene clone
library) and A. thiooxidans (35%) were identified as the dominant bacterial species

in wetland precipitates The FISH analysis revealed that the most numerous bacterial species in this wetland system was A. ferrooxidans, comprising up to 37% of
the bacterial population A. thiooxidans was also abundant Heterotrophs in the
Acidiphilium genus totaled 20% of the bacterial population. Leplospirillum ferrooxidans was not detected in the bacterial community The low bacterial diversity
in these samples reflects the highly inorganic nature of the oxic sediment layer
where high numbers of iron- and sulfur-oxidizing bacteria would be expected. A
continuous, abundant supply of reduced iron and sulfur compounds, but with limited organics originating from the coal seam or washed off from the vegetation
and soil surrounding the inlet channel to the wetland, control the microbial community. Both molecular and culture methods revealed the dominant bacteria in this
acid receiving, oxic wetland were A. thiooxidans and A. ferrooxidans However,
MPN counts using culture methods were only a fraction of the corresponding FISH
counts, suggesting many A. thiooxidans and A. ferrooxidans species, while closely
related genetically, remain unculturable.
102-4
H53a
Y.J.Lee
Microbial Community Dynamics under Organic Farming System in Korea
Using Phospholipid Fatty Acid Analysis.
Y. J. Lee. National Institute of Agricultural Science and Technology: J. H. Roo.
National Institute of Agricultural Science and Technology; S. B. Lee, National
Institute of Agricultural Science and Technology: H. Y. Weon. National Institute of
Agricultural Science and Technology: H. J. Lim. Hankyong National Univ.
Soil microbial communities may be strongly influenced by agricultural practices,
which change the soil environment One such practice is the use of organic amendments, which increase carbon availability to microorganisms. PLFA profiles provide a robust measure that can be used tofingerprintthe structure of soil microbial
communities, and measure their biomass. Therefore, the PLFA analysis was used
to investigate the microbial ecology of organic management soils in Korea and to
determine how the duration of organic land use relates to microbial community
structure. Microbial biomass-C and total PLFAs were closely correlated to organic
carbon and total nitrogen, indicating that these soil microbial measures are potentially good indices of soil fertility Principal component analysis clearly separated
organic and conventional soils Multivariate analysis of PLFAs demonstrated that
the duration of organic land use had a little significant impact on microbial community structure This study suggested that PLFA analysis might be a better tool for
assessing community differences and attempting to correlate changes of microbial
community with soil fertility.
102-3
1146a
D Wall
Soil Fauna and Decomposition: A Global Litter Experiment.
D. Wall. Colorado State Univ.
Decomposition as a regulating ecosystem service is critical for human well-being
and provides a fertile framework to analyze the relationship between faunal diversity and nutrient cycling and energy flux across terrestrial landscapes. Theoretical
models and manipulative experiments in laboratory and field have addressed the
question of whether species diversity (richness) and abundance has an effect on
decomposition, and conversely how the variation in organic matter and biogeochemical dynamics affects faunal soil communities Most of these studies have
suggested a high degree of species redundancy and no subsequent effect on decomposition, although in some cases diversity effects have been demonstrated. Recent
experiments conducted at local to global scales are producing an array of information relating faunal diversity to regulation of ecosystem functioning in natural
systems. Differences in characteristics of these natural systems indicate the relationships between soil faunal diversity and ecosystem processes vary with climatic
type; and the inherent high faunal diversity in some systems present difficulties for
validating theory and model results A recent Global Litter Invertebrate Decomposition Experiment of 30 sites tested whether decomposition rates were affected
when fauna were excluded Results have implications for local and regional decomposition models. Identifying general patterns and testing theory on the relationship
between faunal biodiversity and ecosystem processes must consider real-world
diversity levels found in soils.
102-5
1153b
T.Wu
LH-PCR and I KIT I' Analysis of Soil Bacterial Community Responses to
Alternative Land Management Practices for Tomato Production.
T. Wu. USHRL. USDA-ARS & CREC. Univ of Florida: D. O. Chellemi. USHRL.
USDA-ARS; K. J. Martin. Dept of Biology; J. H. Graham. CREC. Univ of Florida;
E. N. Rosskopf. USHRL. USDA-ARS.
A five-year experiment was initiated in 2000 to measure the impact of alternative land management practices on soil health in fresh market tomato production
Land management practices consisted of: (I) conventional tomato production using
soil fumigation with 1.3-dichloropropene plus chloropicrin, (2) organic production
using cover crops of Sunn Hemp (Crotalaria juncea) and Japanese Millet (Echinochloa crusgalli var frumentacea) combined with annual applications of poultry
manure and urban plant debris, (3) weed fallow, (4) disk fallow, and (5) establishment of bahiagrass (Paspalum notatum) pasture. This study reports changes in soil
bacterial communities after multiple years of alternative practices and following
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the initiation of tomato production Length Heterogeneity PCR (LH-PCR) and Terminal Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms (T-RFLP) were used to analyze
soil bacterial 16S rDNA, and uni- and multivariate analyses of amplicon profiles
were employed to discriminate the soil bacterial communities under different land
management practices. LH-PCR using primer pairs 27-355 discriminated soil bacterial communities subjected to the different land management practices. T-RFLP
was more sensitive to the selection of primers and restriction enzymes. For example, T-RFLP using the primer 357 and restriction enzyme Alul distinguished the
bacterial communities in organic from other management programs, but was not as
effective as LH-PCR in distinguishing the bacterial communities under the other
four treatments; while T-RFLP using primer 1387 and restriction enzyme Alul was
unable to discriminate bacterial communities Based on univariate analysis. Shannon's diversity indices of LH-PCR amplicon profiles were the highest in organic
and lowest in the perennial pasture grass rotation Based on multivariate analysis
of LH-PCR amplicon profiles using hierarchical cluster analysis and non-metric
MultiDimensional Scaling (MDS), soil bacterial communities subjected to continuous tomato production or continuous disk-fallow cultivation were closely related
after three years of the different land management practices. Communities in soil
left undisturbed under a weed fallow were similar to communities in the perennial
pasture grass. Communities in the organically managed system were unique. Following the initiation of tomato production, the similarity decreased between continuous tomato production and continuous disk-fallow cultivation, as well as between
the weed tällow and perennial pasture grass rotation. However, communities from
weed fallow and disk fallow became more similar By the end of the tomato production season, communities in the organic system remained unique; whereas communities in the weed fallow and perennial pasture grass rotation became more similar
again and closely related to communities under continuous tomato production and
continuous disk-fallow cultivation.
102-6

1154a

M. Waldrop

Fungal and Methanogen Functional Groups in Boreal Forests and Wetlands
in Interior Alaska: Abundance, Diversity, and Process in the Face of
Environmental Change.

M. Waldrop, U.S. Geological Survey; J. W. Harden. U.S. Geological Survey; M. R.
Turelsky. Michigan Slate Univ; N. Millar. Michigan State Univ.
Biotic controls on soil carbon dynamics in boreal forest ecosystems of Alaska
must be fully understood as these soils store 17% of terrestrial soil carbon and
are undergoing rapid climate change. An important biotic mechanism controlling
carbon cycling is the abundance of microbial functional groups in soil that regulate
important processes such as decomposition and methanogenesis within the ecosystem Soil fungi are key regulators of the decomposition of soil carbon in upland
ecosystems, and methanogens and methanotrophs are important regulators of the
carbon cycle in boreal wetlands. We hypothesized that the abundance of these
microbial functional groups directly affects carbon cycling process rates in soil
Using quantitative PCR techniques, we quantified the abundance of soil fungi in
upland forests in burn/no burn and permafrost/no permafrost comparisons. Burning
significantly reduced the abundance of soil fungi, while the presence of permafrost
(which impedes soil drainage and increases soil moisture), had little effect The
abundance of soil fungi was directly related to the production of ligninase enzymes
and the decomposition rates of "C-labelled lignin. In a boreal wetland moisture
gradient, we used quantitative PCR to measure the abundances of methanogens and
methanotrophs at two depths in soil. Concurrently we measured net methane and
CO, production from soils. We will discuss our results in the context of the value
of utilizing quantitative versus diversity estimates of soil microbial communities
when making linkages to soil function.
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J.Z.He

Soil Macromolecular Chemistry and Molecular Microbial Ecology.

J. Z. He. Research Centre for Eco-Environmental Sciences. CAS; Y. G. Zhu.
Research Centre for Eco-Environmental Sciences. CAS: F. Liu, Huazhong
Agricultural Univ.
An exciting new division of soil science is emerging in line with the development of
biotechnology and environmental microbiology. We may name it Soil Macromolecular Chemistry The emergence of this subject is in line with the development of modcm molecular microbial ecology and the multidisciplinary interaction. We suggested
a concept of the chemistry of soil macromolecules. Clay minerals, clay oxides, humic
substances, proteins (enzymes) and DNA are soil inorganic and organic macromolecules The composition, structure, characteristics and reactions are the main research
contents of the soil macromolecular chemistry, and the interaction mechanisms
among these macromolecules are the core of the subject The theory and the developed technology are important bases of molecular microbial ecology. The emphasis
of current soil microbial ecology has shifted from conventional culture to molecular
microbial ecology based on modern molecular biotechnology Molecular ecology
has entered the stage of the genomics or even post-genomics, i.e., proteomics More
than 100 microbial genomes have been established and soil microbial metagenome
or ecogenome are becoming hot points of soil microbial ecology, and soil proteomics
is in its infant stage. The bottle-neck limiting the soil microbial genomics and proteomics is how to obtain representative, large size DNA and proteins, and how to
separate extracellular and intracellular protein and gene expression products Thus
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understanding the interaction mechanisms among soil macromolecules, developing
separation technology of DNA and protein from soil matrix, are important pre-requisite for molecular microbial ecology. Soil microbial biological approaches have
received more and more application in environmental bioremediation, biological
resource utilization, developing new medicine or have great potential We predict
that the hotspot of molecular biology will shift to environmental genomics and proteomics after human genome plan, rice genome plan, microorganism genomes and
functional genomics etc. On that time, a new term may appear as soil macromoleculomics which studies soil macromolecules—DNA and proteins.
102-8
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L. Vieublé-Gonod
Relations between Biodegradation, Microbial Genetic Potential and Global
Structure of Bacterial Communities in a Silty Cultivated Soil: Case of 2,4-D.

L. Vieublé-Gonod. UMR INRA—INA PG—Environnemenl & Grandes Cultures;
F Martin laurent, UMR Microbiologie et Géochimie des Sols, INRA-Université de
Bourgogne: C. Chenu, UMR Biogeochimie des Milieux Cominentaux.
Major soil processes such as pesticides fate can not only be explained with abiotic
factors. Knowing the key role of telluric microorganisms in the degradation of these
compounds, an understanding of soil functioning requires the description of the
structure, the composition, the density and the biodiversity of soil microbial communities. The possible relations between the biodiversity of soil microbial communities and their functions still remain poorly documented, mainly because of a lack of
adequate methods For the last years, the development of molecular techniques offer
new insights in soil functioning. Only a few studies reported the quantification of
indigenous microbial populations such as atrazine degraders and denitrifiers. Consequently, kinetics of the genetic potential of microbial functions such as pesticide
degradation is poorly described If microorganisms influence the fate of pesticides,
pesticide application may reciprocally affect soil microbial communities according to
two principal ways: (i) through the toxic effect of the molecule or (ii) by favoring the
growth of specific degraders able to use this molecule as a carbon source and thereby
modifying the equilibrium between microbial populations in soil. In order to search
for possible links between the functioning of specific soil microbial communities,
their genetic potential and their genetic structure, we studied 2,4-D biodegradation.
2,4-D has been one of the most heavily used herbicides in the world for agricultural
and turf grass applications. The 2,4-D degradation pathway, leading to 2-chloromaleylacetate production, involves six enzymes coded by the tfdA, B, C, D, E and F genes
2-chloromaleylacetate is then entirely mineralized. In this context, the objectives of
our work were to estimate (i) the impact of 2,4-D application on the genetic structure
of bacterial communities, (ii) 2,4-D mineralization and (iii) 2,4-D-degrading genetic
potential, by quantifying tfdA sequences, coding an enzyme specifically involved in
the first step of 2,4-D mineralization leading to 2,4-dichlorophenol accumulation To
respond to these objectives and particularly to establish links between the presence
of specific microorganisms and the processes they catalyse, we combined isotope
measurements with molecular analyses. The genetic structure of soil bacterial communities, the 14C-2,4-D mineralization and the 2,4-D degrading genetic potential
estimated by real time PCR targeted on tfdA sequences were depicted in soil microcosms treated or not with 2,4-D The impact of 2,4-D on the structure of bacterial
populations was followed with a a Ribosomal Intergenic Spacer Analysis (R]SA) at
different dates of incubation. 2,4-D was preferentially used by soil microorganisms
to produce energy rather than to synthesize new cells. The 2,4-D degrading genetic
potential increased rapidly following 2,4-D application This increase was correlated
with the one of 14C microbial biomass. These results suggested that in this soil 2,4-D
degrading microbial communities may preferentially use the tfd pathway to degrade
2,4-D. Furthermore, the maximum of tfdA sequences corresponded to the maximum
rate of 2,4-D mineralization RISA revealed that the genetic structure of bacterial
communities was significantly modified in response to 2,4-D application This impact
was only observed during the intense phase of 2,4-D biodegradation. Seven days after
2,4-D application the genetic structure of bacterial recovered its initial state
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Translating Soil Science into Agricultural and Environmental Policy.

J. Bouma. Wageningen Univ and Research Center.
The European Union is about to introduce a Soil Framework Directive after earlier
introducing frameworks for water and air Eight threats are distinguished: erosion,
decline in organic matter, contamination,biodiversity loss, compaction, sealing
and floods and landslides Objectives are to establish common principles, prevent
threats, preserve soil functions and ensure sustainable use. A soil-landscape systems approach is advocated to emphasize relations between the various threats
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General objectives are to be defined at EU level to be specified at national and
regional level, thus allowing specific rules and regulations that can be supported
by local land users Adopting a Pressure-State-Response approach to each of the
threats allows a systematic consideration of societal and political aspects which is
essential to obtain a viable and effective framework A particular effort is needed
to communicate the importance of soils for society as most attention currently is
focused on climate change and water quality and quantity Operational methods to
define and determine soil quality parameters is most urgent

affected their environment in ways that tend to destabilize natural ecosystems such
as burning, clearing, domestication and cultivation Once established, agriculture
became the chief agent of environmental transformation Its deleterious effect on
land depends on the intensity (mode and duration) of tillage and other forms of
mechanical disturbance (including traffic and compaction, irrigation, etc ), as well
as the pattern and intensity of cropping, and the consequent net export of nutrients
from the field Cultivation and the subsequent removal of the crop tend to deplete
the organic-matter and the nutrient reserves of the soil by speeding up the rate
of decomposition; reducing replenishment through plant and animal residues, and
causing topsoil erosion Resulting rates of nutrient depletion in Africa range from a
103-2
1:45 PM W.K.Jung
moderate (30 to 60 kg of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium per hectare, per year
Evaluating Soil Quality for an Environment-Friendly Agriculture in Korea.
in the humid forests and wetlands in southern and Central Africa) to high (more
W. K. Jung. National Institute of Agricultural Science and Technology: J. II. Yoon. than 60 kg in the East-African Highlands and West African Savannas). Moreover,
the moment a farmer arbitrarily separates a tract of land from the adjoining area, for
National Institute of Agricultural Science and Technology: S. K. Kim. National
Institute ofAgricultural Science and Technology: H. K. Kwak. National Institute of the purpose of cultivation, he is in effect declaring war on the native species The
local flora and fauna are then treated as weeds, or pests to be eradicated by all posAgricultural Science and Technology.
sible means As long as agriculture was confined to small localized areas, while the
Intensive soil management for high productivity has long been managed in Korean
greater continental area remained practically undisturbed, the African environment
agriculture Productivity has only been considered for values of agriculture for past
as a whole was not threatened. Degraded land could be abandoned and thus allowed
several decades in Korea For this reason, we have achieved outstanding developto recover gradually, while new tracts were cleared, in succession However, with
ment of agricultural technologies for self-sufficient of main cereal in a last half
the population growth, brought about by modern medicine and by the very succentury. But, also many negative impacts have found in agricultural field such as
cess of agriculture in improving food security, the cultivated enclaves also grew,
soil degradation, soil salinization, soil compaction, nutrient accumulation, eutrountil entire extensive regions were subject to continuous grazing or cultivation To
phication and water pollution Without appropriate soil management, these probcompensate for the loss of natural fertility and to achieve ever-higher yields, farmlems will be more severe for Korean agriculture in the future The objective of
ers have utilized increasing quantities of chemical fertilizers and pesticides In arid
this research was to evaluate soil quality for Korean agricultural soils We have
regions, irrigation has been introduced to overcome drought Erosion, water logobtained dynamic soil properties, which were considered as major soil properties
ging, salinization, pollution, and the eradication of numerous species - such events
for crop production for nationwide, for every 4 years since 1999 in flooded paddy,
were the unforeseen, but are now global consequences of humanity's expansive
and often injudicious management of soil and water resources Land degradation
dry field and plastic covered green house field Soil acidity (pH), soil organic matter
(SOM), phosphorus (P), potassium (K), and silicate (Si) were selected to evaluhas been taking place since the dawn of agriculture What is new is the intensity
ate paddy soil quality and pH, SOM, electrical conductivity (EC), P, and K were
of degradation in recent times The soils of the world are claimed to have lost, on
selected to evaluate dry field and plastic house soil quality from principal comaverage, 25.3 million tons (M tons) of humus per year since agriculture began some
ponent analysis of soil properties data set. Soil quality index was calculated with
10,000 years ago. However over the last 300 years the average loss was 300 million
selected soil properties for paddy field and dry field differently Soil quality index
tons per year, and in the past 50 years this average has reached 760 million tons In
was derived from individual soil properties with estimation of contribution rate to
essence, the last 50 years have been a saga of economic growth and ecological loss
It is argued that the 6 million hectare in annual loss to degradation is practically
crop yield and environmental impact on soils. The results showed that paddy soil
quality index was increased after four years from 1999 One of the major reasons of
irreversible and an estimated 1860 M ha, or little more than half of the desertified
this result was estimated that we have applied reduced chemical application known
area worldwide, requires rehabilitation. The cost of rehabilitation over a 20-year
as environment-friendly agriculture since late 1990's Generally soil quality index
period was calculated to be about US$ 213 billions If not rehabilitated, the income
for plastic covered green house and dryfieldwasn't changed significantly after four
foregone (over a 20-year period) could equal a staggering US $ 564 billions The
years from 2000 and 2001 respectively, but exception was phosphorus. In conclucost of replacing nutrients lost from arable land in countries of sub-Saharan Africa
is estimated to range from <]% to as high as 25% of the national Agricultural
sion, soil quality index may be contributed to evaluate impacts of environmentfriendly agricultural practices in Korea.
Gross Domestic Product. Even if corrected downward the magnitude of the problem remains evident Land degradation is a creeping event The cost of preventing
land degradation is not high if action is taken early enough. Once it reaches a point
where reclamation becomes economically prohibitive, the land must be abandoned.
Late diagnosis adds to the cost of reclamation and can render land practically irrecoverable, causing sustained environmental damage A much better monitoring and
regular reporting on the state of our lands, as is done for our climate by the 1PCC,
would be a prudent investment.
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2:25 PM M. Diack
Developing Management Strategies to Sustain Soil Fertility in West Africa.
M. Diack, Unix Gaston Berger.
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2:05 PM

P L G Vlek

The Creeping Disaster of Land Degradation in Africa.

P. L. G. Vlek. Center for Development Research: L T Desta. Center for
Development Research.
Land is defined as the ensemble of soil, its constituent biotic components in and on
it, and its landscape and climatic attributes Land degradation is mainly due to the
interaction of the land with its users and should thus be considered a social problem
that can be avoided If recognized too late the process may lead to disasters and
human insecurity In the humid tropics, for example, conditions differ quite markedly from those in the arid subtropics; just as conditions in the rainfed uplands
differ from those in the irrigated river valleys Hence each case of land degradation must be considered and treated individually with consideration of the sitespecific factors and processes at play. Our ancestors seem to have continuously

Food security is one of the most serious challenges facing the countries of West African sub-region. The rapid population growth which, in the past decade, exceeded
growth in agricultural production, has resulted in pressure on land and cultivation
on marginal lands to maintain food production at minimum level Coupled with
this situation, is the increased population of livestock on the rangelands which are
hardly managed and, in most cases, over-stocked, causing serious soil erosion and
land degradation. Deforestation, land mismanagement, bush fires and inappropriate soil management and farming practices among others have accentuated land as
well as environment degradation. Nutrient depletion is the most important element
in the land degradation equation Unlike the more rather abrupt catastrophes such
as drought and earthquakes, the reduction of the fertility on the soil is a gradual
but steady process For nations whose livelihood is solely dependent on agricultural production, unchecked soil fertility declines poses a major threat to economic
development In the fight against land degradation, emphasis needs to be shifted
away from the erection of physical structures to a better understanding of the role
of vegetation as a provider of organic matter for soil improvement and canopy to
intercept rainfall Many areas in West Africa have predominant inherently low fertility soils; degraded soils-soils cropped over long periods and removing nutrients
through crops and residues both domestic and export crops-without replenishing
the nutrient lost and, marginal areas unsuitable for agricultural activities In addition, non-adoption of improved management practices by the majority of farmers
has resulted in accelerated erosion, one of the major causes of land degradation
Removal of vegetative cover and plants residues for alternative uses has contributed little to erosion control in these environments One of the serious threats to the
environment is the annual bush fires that occur at the end of the rainy season and
which is deliberate in many cases but also in few accidental. The bushfiresdestroy
the organic matter in the top soil in particular in the semi-arid zones where the accu-
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mulated organic matter is crucial to soil fertility maintenance A few studies have
shown that management practices using the quality of agroforestry tree or shrub
litter could affect the diversity of microbial biomass These findings showed that
manipulating residues to promote microbial biomass might be a way to improve
soil sealing index for which microorganisms are known to play a role in forming aggregates. Plant residue mixes, added together or in temporal sequence, offer
potentials to meet crop nutrient needs while improving soil quality and manipulating the microbial community to promote crop yields. However, to reach these goals,
a much greater coordinated research effort is needed in all regions of West Africa
to: 1) characterize soil microbial communities and microbial mediated processes;
2) evaluate the benefits to society from policy changes regarding soil quality and
soil productivity and 3) set agricultural and environmental policies for decision
makers Keywords: management practices, soil fertility, soil quality, agricultural
and environmental policy
103-5
2:45 PM D. L Karlen
Soil Quality Assessment: A Potential Policy Tool to Move beyond T.
D. L. Karlen. USDA-Agricullural Research Service (ARS): S. S. Andrews. USDANalural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS). ENTSC: T. M. Zobeck. USDAARS: B. J. Wienhold. USDA-Agricullural Research Service (ARS).
The potential to use soil quality assessment as a conservation policy tool in the
U.S. was first suggested by the US National Academy of Science in their 1993
publication entitled Soil and Water Quality: An Agenda for Agriculture. During
the past decade numerous research and education activities have been carried out
to determine how to best define, measure, and interpret soil quality These efforts
have included the development of a soil quality test kit, fact sheets by the Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), evaluations of several potential biological, chemical and physical soil quality indicators, and as a result numerous technical publications Several scientific debates, book chapters, and review articles
have also been devoted to the soil quality concept, because some within the U.S.
soil science research community were concerned that such assessments could be
misused despite good intentions among those favoring concept development However, during this same period, US conservation programs including the Conservation Security Program (CSP) and the Environmental Quality Incentives Program
(EQ1P) have begun to use potential soil quality impact to help prioritize applications for funding conservation practices. Currently, soil quality assessment in these
programs is based on the Soil Conditioning Index (SCI), a tool used in conservation
planning to estimate whether applied conservation practices will result in decreasing, stable, or increasing levels of soil organic matter (SOM) Use of the SCI is
now required to be incompliance and receivefinancialassistance for practices such
as the conservation crop rotation and residue management. This first step toward
using soil quality assessment as a conservation policy tool is good, but focusing
solely on a single indicator (soil carbon, organic matter or SOM) has raised concern
among some producer and research groups including those using certifiable organic
management practices, those farming soils with inherently low SOM levels, and
researchers who have stressed the need to examine a suite of biological, chemical,
and physical indicators to accurately assess soil quality. To address these concerns,
the ARS is conducting cross-location research on a soil management assessment
framework (SMAF) that uses scoring functions, adjusted for inherent soil and climatic conditions, to interpret and combine the various indicator measurements
The SMAF is being evaluated at Conservation Effects Assessment Project (CEAP)
sites, at sites where long-term tillage and cropping systems studies have been run
throughout the Great Plains, and at sites where the impact of harvesting crop residues as a source of biofucl or other bio-products are being quantified The SMAF
is also being tested for its ability to help interpret results of simulation models such
as the Economic and Productivity Impact Calculator (EPIC) For the field studies, efforts are being made at each location to compare the SCI and SMAF results
to determine how the tools compare and to help develop an effective soil quality
assessment program for U.S. conservation policy. This presentation will focus on
the evolution of the soil quality concept in the U.S. and its evaluation as a potential
tool for assessing the conservation effects of agricultural practices.

The coastal agro eco system of Karnataka receives an average rainfall of 3500 mm
per annum in about five month's period The high rainfall cause extensive leaching
of soil constituents There is no choice for the farmers except plantation crops on
raised lands and paddy at low lands Paddy yields are low due to leaching of nutrients and majorities of the farmers are not applying fertilizer except organic manure
In view of this, an investigation was carried out to find out the soil fertility constraints in paddy production A pilot site (Mirjan village) in coastal agro eco system
of Karnataka was the study area. The soil samples at two depths (0-15 cm and
15-30 cm) were collected from the pilot site and sampling locations were recorded
by GPS. The soil samples were analysed for available nutrients by standard techniques. The nutrient status was categorised as low medium and high based on the
standard limits and mapped by GIS technique The nutrient maps of the study area
indicated that available N,P,K and Zn were the constraints in the study area. Hence
a field experiment was conducted to study the response of paddy to the identified
soil fertility constraints along with bio-fertilizers (Azospirillum and Bacillus polymixa). The results on the experiment revealed that, plant height, number of leaves,
dry matter accumulation and leaf area index at different growth stages increased
significantly with the application of N,P,K and Zn as well as bio-fertilizers Grain
and straw yield of paddy followed the similar trend. A highest grain and straw yield
was recorded at 150% RDF + 25kg ZnS04 + bio-fertilizers . At this treatment, the
increase in yield was more than two times compared to control The experiment
stresses the importance of soil test based site specific fertilizer recommendation
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I Rao
Development and Validation of a llydroponic Screening Method to Identify
Acid Soil Adapted Genotypes of the Tropical Forage Grass Brachiaria.
P. Wenzl. C1AT: A. Chaves. CIAT: M. Butlrago. C1AT; G. Palino. CIAT: J. Miles.
CIAT; I. Rao. CIAT.
The highly weathered acid soils of the South American savannas are characterized
by a combination of nutrient deficiencies (phosphorus, calcium [Ca], magnesium,
molybdenum; sometimes nitrogen, potassium) and mineral toxicities (aluminum
[Al]; occasionally manganese). Perennial brachiariagrasses (Brachiaria spp ) are
the most widely sown forage grasses in these areas, occupying up to 70 million
hectares The Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT) and the Empresa
Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuäria (EMBRAPA) are developing apomictically
reproducing interspecific hybrids to combine traits of three parental species: acidsoil adaptation of B. decumbens and spittlebug resistance of B brizantha (both
tetraploid apomicts), and sexual reproduction of a tetraploidized, sexual biotype
of B. ruziziensis, which lacks both agronomic traits. Efficient screening methodologies are required to recover the desired traits through stepwise accumulation of
favorable alleles in subsequent cycles of recombination and selection There is a
need to develop a greenhouse-based method to assess edaphic adaptation of large
segregating populations Edaphic adaptation is difficult to assess because it is only
manifest in the persistence of pastures over several growing seasons Our main
objective was to establish and validate a high-throughput hydroponic screening
method to evaluate the edaphic adaptation of breeding materials using vegetative
propagules (stem cuttings) grown in solution culture The screening procedure was
designed to quantify two key component traits: root vigor and Al resistance. The
three main parents of the Brachiaria breeding program (B decumbens cv. Basilisk, B. brizantha cv Marandü, tetraploid B ruziziensis clone 44-02) and a group
of 38 B. ruziziensisx B. decumbens hybrids were used to validate the procedure
Root vigor, which determines a plant's nutrient-foraging ability, was assessed by
measuring growth of adventitious roots during 21 days in 200 uM CaCI2 (pH 4 2)
(solution 1) Aluminum resistance was evaluated by comparing root growth in solution 1 with root growth in an identical solution that also contained 200 (iM AICI3
(solution 2). Scanned root images were analyzed with WinRHIZO software to measure total root length (RL) and the average root diameter (RD) for each individual
root system The pooled RL and RD data were log-transformed and adjusted, by
linear regression, for harvest mean and the dry weight of stem cuttings Aluminum
resistance was quantified after regressing the adjusted logarithms of the RL (or
RD) values from the Al treatment (solution 2) on those from the basal treatment
(solution 1) to remove the variance component reflecting differences in root vigor
among the hybrids. Roots of B decumbens and B brizantha continued to elongate in solution 1 for the entire period of evaluation (three weeks) Those of B
SESSION NUMBER 104
ruziziensis, by contrast, ceased to elongate after approximately one week and were
considerably shorter Presence of Al in solution 2 strongly inhibited root elongation
of B brizantha, but had only little effect on roots of B decumbens Root growth
Friday, 14 July 2006
of B ruziziensis in this solution was negligible For both traits (RL, RD), the acid
soil-adapted parent (B decumbens) was significantly superior to the less-adapted
3.3P Plant Responses and Adaptation to Ionic Stresses—
parent (B. ruziziensis) Both traits segregated in the group of 38 B ruziziensis x
B decumbens hybrids, with root vigor but not Al resistance showing transgresTheater
sive segregation. Although seedling-based assays have been successfully applied
to brachiariagrasses, poor germination of' Brachiaria seeds at the surface of nutriExhibit Hall A, Theater 2, Second Floor (Convention Center)
ent solutions and the poor viability of hydroponically-grown seedlings upon transplantation to soil limit their applicability in a breeding program The Al-resistance
screen based on stem cuttings circumvents the transplantation problem and enables
104-1
1633a
P. 1. Patil
the concurrent assessment of root vigor of mature plants as a second component
Response of Paddy to Identified Soil Fertility Constraints in Coastal Agro Eco
trait contributing to edaphic adaptation Vegetative propagation also permits simulSystem of karnataka, India.
taneous assessment of' a single genotype (clone) for other traits such as insect or
G. S. Dasog. P. L. Patil. D. Mathews. Univ H. B.L. K. M. Anegundi. T. N.B. Univ disease resistance, nutritional quality and seed production Implementation of a
simplified version of this hydroponic screening method, which allows simultaneous
ofAgricultural Sciences.
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assessment of both traits based on visual inspection, has facilitated progress toward
edaphic adaptation in the Brachiaria breeding program at CIAT.
104-3
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Identification of Aluminum Resistant Common Bean Genotypes Using a
Hydroponic Screening Method.
G. Manrique. I. Rao. S. Bee be, CIAT.
Aluminum (Al) phytotoxicity is the primary limitation for crop production in
acid soils Long-term sustainable agricultural production requires both the use of
Al-resistant cultivars and of adapted agronomic measures Common bean is the
world's most important food legume, with an annual production value of over
US$10 billion. It is produced mainly on small-scale farms (80% of dry bean production) in developing countries in Latin America and Africa About 40% of the
bean-growing area is affected by AI toxicity, resulting in decrease of grain yield
from 30% to 60% It needs significant improvement in AI resistance to reduce the
dependence of small farmers on lime and fertilizer inputs. Genetic variation exists
for acid soil adaptation among common bean genotypes. Field screening of 5000
germplasm accessions and bred lines in Al-toxic soils with and without lime (70%
Al saturation) and participatory evaluation with farmers have resulted in identification of several promising genotypes Field screening for Al resistance would
seem to be the most desirable approach, because it best approximates the intended
cropping environment In practice, however, reliable ranking of genotypes in the
field can be difficult This is mainly because exchangeable Al levels may not be
uniform and also environmental factors could interact with soil Al to mask the
expression of Al resistance. Thus it is necessary to combine field screening with
greenhouse screening techniques based on physiological traits of Al resistance. The
most frequently measured effect of excess Alis inhibition of root elongation Nutrient solution studies are better suited for determining more precisely the Al activity
that is influencing root elongation, exclusive to other associated acid-soil-stress
constraints. In order to identify genotypes resistant to Al, additional ions in solution
that may be toxic, such as 11+ concentration, and ions that may help alleviate Al
toxicity, such as Ca2+, must be controlled. Nutrient solution culture allows evaluation of a large number of genotypes quickly and could be very useful for identification of (i) parental genotypes with contrasting root architecture for bean breeding,
(ii) contrasting genotypes for physiological analysis, (hi) QTLs related to Al resistance, and (iv) candidate genes associated with Al resistance in common bean. We
developed a hydroponic screening methodology using low ionic strength nutrient
solutions to evaluate root traits of seedlings grown under greenhouse conditions
Seeds were germinated using a filter paper for 2 to 3 days and seedlings with uniform root length (5-7 cm) were selected for evaluation with nutrient solution, composed of (in uM) 286 CaS04 2H20, 300 KN03, 150 NH4N03, 2.5 NaH2P04
H20, 150 MgC126H20, 14 CaC12 H20, 5 FeC13 6H20, 5 Na2EDTA 2H20, 1
MnCI2 4H20, 1 ZnC12, 0.2 CuCI2 2H20, 6 H3B03, 5 Na2Si03.9H20, 0.001
NaMo04 2H20 and 57.5 NaCI We used 2 treatments (pH 4 5 without Al and
pH 4 5 with Al of 50 uM). Changes in root elongation as influenced by Al treatment were monitored by measuring length of the primary root at 0 and 3 days after
Al treatment. Seedlings were harvested and root systems were scanned using a
software program, WINRH1ZO and a flatbed scanner Root attributes including
total root length, average root diameter, number of root tips and root volume were
recorded. Shoot and root biomass were also recorded after drying the tissue in an
oven at 65 °C for 2 days Using this hydroponic screening method, we evaluated
the rate of elongation of the primary root and the root morphology of 53 bean genotypes (landraces and breeding lines) and 66 RILs (Recombinant Inbred Lines) of G
5273 x MAM 38 to identify Al resistant genotypes We identified 3 Andean genotypes (Gl 9833, BRB 191 and G 5273), 8 Mesoamerican genotypes (G 1261, MAR
1, DOR 714, FEB 190, G 11015, G 3513, A 774 and G 855) and 4 RILs of G 5273 x
MAM 38 (HF14137-I9, HF14137-26, HF14137-98 and HF14I37-88) with greater
level of Al resistance We also found that four root traits, percent inhibition of root
elongation, percent increase of average root diameter, total root length per plant
and total number of root tips per plant could serve as screening tools to identify Al
resistant common bean genotypes Screening of 30 germplasm accessions from a
sister species, Phaseolus coccineus, resulted in identification of 3 accessions with
high level of Al resistance These accessions could serve as parents to incorporate
high level of Al resistance in common bean through genetic enhancement. Work
is in progress to further characterize physiological mechanisms of Al resistance, a
prerequisite for development of simplified screening procedures and identification
of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) for Al resistance in common bean We are following a scheme that combines physiological analysis, QTL mapping for specific traits,
and field phenotypic expression of acid soil tolerance, to associate traits with tolerance and to determine the relative importance of different traits.
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Analysis ofAITolerant Inducible Protein in Signalgrass (Brachiaria decumbens)
Root Using Two-Dimensional Gel Electrophoresis and LC/MS/MS System.
Y. Masaoka. S. Kumada. K. Hayakawa. Graduate School of Biosphere Science.
Hiroshima Univ; T. Araki. Kyushu Tokai Univ; A. Saito. National Agricultural
Research Center for Kyushu Okinawa Region.
We compared between the plant root elongation and the damages observed in root
tip surface using Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) image analyzer, and also

compared the absorption abilities between Ca and Mg in the root under 500uM Al
stress with some Al tolerant plant species Al, La or Ga stress inducible peptides
in the root tips, which are assumed to be related with toxicity, were investigated
by proteome analysis to clarify the Al tolerant mechanism of signalgrass (Brachiaria decumbens) 1 The prevention of the signalgrass root elongation was not so
remarkable and decreased only 57.7% even under 200uM stress treatment 2 The
lateral shape and epidermis of Al-stressed signalgrass root tips was found to be
stable as compared with that of oat These results suggest that Al-resistance for epidermal cell wall may function the root elongation 3 Ca and Mg contents increased
in root tips of Al-resistant signalgrass. 4. The 11 peptide spots induced remarkably
under Al stress, which were observed under La or Ga stressed root tip similarly
Single peptide spot was found under Al stress which was not appeared under La or
Ga stress We are analyzing amino acids of these peptides In conclusion, the tolerance to Al toxicity of signalgrass is due to the absorption of more Ca and Mg and
less Al in root tip cells under Al stress environment Al specific inducible peptide,
however, may function at least in part on Al tolerance under the Al specific stress
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Ameriorative Effect of Excreted Organic Acids from Plant Roots on Aluminum
Toxicity in Acid Soils.
H. Matsumoto. Research Institute for Bioresources. Okayama Univ; H. Shen,
College ofNatural Resources and Environment. South China Agricultural Univ; Z.
M. Yang. Agricultural Division Council ofJilian Univ: H. Osawa. Graduate School
of Agricultural and Life Science. Univ of Tokyo; T. Sasaki. Research Institute for
Bioresources. Okayama Univ; Y. Yamamolo. Research Institute for Bioresources.
Okayama Univ.
It is estimated that approximately 70% of the soils are problem soils in the world
Acid soils are the largest problem soil Acid soils occupy approximately 30% or
3950 billion ha of the world's ice free land area Thus attention has been paid to
improving the agricultural production in acid soils The main factor in producing
acid soils is protons(H ions)in rain water which removing the more soluble nutrients and gradually dissolving most primary and secondary minerals. Al, the most
abundant metal in the earth's crust, has been implicated as early as 1918 as a cause
of root growth retardation in barley and rye plants grown on acid soils. The primary
target of Al is the root apex and inhibition of root elongation is induced primarily by Al toxicity Several strategies have been presented to manage acid soils
The primary method has been the application of large amount of lime to raise soil
pH. However, liming does not remedy soil acidity below the plow layer Therefore
effort in solution of Al toxicity has been directed to development of Al-tolerant
crop cultivars. Many recent studies provided the strong evidence that Al-tolerant
genotypes exclude Al from root tips by exudation of organic acids from root which
chelate toxic Al rendering less toxic in the rhizosphere (Exclusion mechanism)
Al tolerance caused by secretion of citrate in soybean Al tolerant (cv Suzunari)
and sensitive soybean(cv Shishio) were screened Marked relationship between
Al tolerance and secretion of citrate was observed Citrate secretion required the
direct contact of root with Al Higher activity of plasma membrane H -ATPase
coincided with more citrate secretion in Suzunari than Shishio RT-PCR(real-time
reverse transcription) and immunodetection indicated that the increase of plasma
membrane H -ATPase activity by Al is caused by transcriptional and translational
regulation Furthermore plasma membrane H -ATPase activity and expression
were higher in Suzunari than in Shishio Al activates the threonine-oricnted phosphorylation of plasma membrane H -ATPase in a dose- and time-dependent manner. Malaie secretion of Al tolerant wheat Near isogenic Al tolerant (ET8) and
sensitive wheat line(ES8) were used The dramatic and instant secretion of malate
from root tip of ET8 but not ES8 was observed under Al stress The constitutively
and strongly expressed cDNA in root tip of ET8 and weakly in ES8 was detected
The function of this gene product was Al activated malate transporter and named
as ALMTI. The transgenic barley introduced ALMTI could secrete malate under Al
stress and grow well in cultural solution containing Al and in acid soil. But nontransgenic wild barley was failed. These results suggest that ALMTI is capable of
conferring Al tolerance to plant cells
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Detection of Sail Tolerance Using Chlorophyll Fluorescence Photometer.
S. J. Park. Hankyong National Univ: J. Y. Lee. National Institute of Agricultural
Science and Technology. RDA: S. E. Lee. S. Y. Yoo, M. Y. Shim. S. G. Yun. T. W.
Hankyong National Univ.
Sugar beet seeds were directly sawn and grown in salt treated soils. Soil electronic
conductivity (EC) was controlled to 2, 4, 7, 9 and 12 dSm-l with NaCI Photosynthetic activity was measured in 30 day old plants using chlorophyll fluorescence
photometer. After a 30-min dark period in ambient conditions in the laboratory,
chlorophyll a fluorescence in soybean leaf was measured using a pulse-amplitude
modulated fluorometer (Fluorcam, CZ) Measurements of minimal (F0) and maximal (Fm)fluorescenceyields allowed determination of the optimal quantum yield
(Fv/Fm), the ratio (Fm - F0)/Fm being used to calculate the maximal potential
efficiency of PS II of dark adapted leaves. Fv/Fm was reduced over 9 dSm-l EC
Non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) was highest in leaf grown over 9 dSm-I EC
soil PS11 efficiency factor(F'q/F'v) was also considerably lowered in leaf grown
over 7 dSm-l EC soil Keywords: chlorophyll fluorescence, non-photochemical
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quenching, screening, salt stress Acknowledgment: This study wasfinanciallysupported from Bio-Green 21 project, RDA and in part from GRRC project (No 3-1),
Hankyong National University

cover 2 18 million km2, accounting for 22 7% of total land of China (Zhao et al.,
1998). These regions are characterized by a markedly monsoon climate, with a mean
annual temperature of I4-22"C and a mean annual precipitation of 1000-1600 mm
(Sun et al ,1999). These superior natural conditions supply 1-2 times higher potential of crop productivity compared with that in Northeast China and North China.
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Ultisol in China is usually highly weathered and with low base saturation One of
Zinc- Boron Interaction KfTects on Yield, Yield Components and Chemical
the most important chemical properties of these soils is the existence of abundant
Composition of Wheat.
iron oxides and aluminum oxides These soils belong to variable charge soils with
amphoteric surface charge, that is, positive and negative charges exist simultaneS. M. Hosseini. Eghlid Agricultural Research Station, Fars Province.
ously on clay surfaces Moreover, their surface charges change with soil pH and
A greenhouse experiment was conducted to study the zinc (Zn)- boron(B)interaction
other conditions Therefore, in these soils the characteristics of ion adsorption and
effect on yield, yield components and chemical composition of whcat(Triticum aessurface acidity are amphoteric, which endow the soils the properties that can simultivum L.) in a calcareous soil Treatments consisted of seven B levels (0, 2.5, 5,
taneously adsorb cations and anions and can simultaneously contain exchangeable
10, 20, 40, and 80 mg kg-1 as boric acid), three rates of Zn (0, 5, and 10 mg kg-1
acidity and exchangeable alkalinity. Though there are many disadvantages related
soil) and two sources (ZnS04 and ZnO) arranged in factorial manner in completely
to soil acidity, the major factor limiting crop growth and yield is that aluminum
randomized design with three replicates. Although, Zn treatment had no significant
(AI) is solubilized to the phytotoxic species Al', Al(OH)2 , AI(OH), in acid soils
effects on wheat growth, it alleviated the supressing influences of excess B Boron
Nevertheless, there are a number of plant species and genotypes within species
application, greater of to 5 mg and higher than 2.5 mg kg-1 soil decreased grain
exhibit an inheritable tolerance to AI. A recent limited-scale investigation in Jiangxi
and straw yields The results show that straw was more sensitive to excess B than
and Zhejiang provinces in South China showed that many plants including some
the grain Zinc supply increased panicles especially in presence of 20 mg B kg-1
native plants and cultivated crops (totally 26 species) could grow well in these
soil, while 80 mg B kg-1 soil reduced grain number and 1000 grain weight Boron
areas. Some crops can also grow well with local farmers' routine agricultural pracaddition up to 5 mg B kg-1 soil had no effect on biological yield, whereas higher
tices to tackle with soil acidity Among these plants, some are Al-accumulator, e.g.
levels reduced it. When no Zn was supplied, 40 and 80 mg B kg-1 soil reduced
tea and buckwheat; while some are not, e g rice etc. Earlier analyses on leaves of
harvest index Zinc increased panicle number especially in presence of B In the
Rubiaceae verified the systematic and phylogenetic importance of AI accumulation
present study.Zn increased grain Zn concentration and uptake at all B rates More(Jansen et al., 2000): AI accumulators generally are woody, relatively primitive
over, Zn reduced grain B concentration while B increased it Critical B toxicity was
taxa which occur in tropical forests with relatively high rainfall. Herbaceousness is
7 3 mg kg-1 grain The results reported herein show that in soils with high excess
possibly associated with the absence of Al accumulation However, among all the
B, Zn application may reduce the adverse effects of B toxicity and consequently
investigated plants, whether plants accumulate AI or not showed no relation with
increased the plant performance
the genus which they belong to and AI contents followed the order of old leaves
> new leaves > seeds (if available) for each plant It was reported that pH of fresh
plant tissues was the most important factor controlling AI uptake, translocation and
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accumulation in plants (Xie et al., 2002). AI accumulators had low pH values in
Metal Binding Properties of Root Exudates from Maize and Wheat.
plant tissues and decreased rhizosphere pH and rendered Al more available for
D. Pal. Indian Agricultural Research Institute; V. S. P. Ganjala. Indian Agricultural uptake. AI excluders increased pH values in the rhizosphere soil to avoid higher
Research Institute; B. Aggarwal. Indian Agricultural Research Institute.
Al uptake by roots. That is, different plants had different strategies to adapt the
acid soil In addition, a great deal of reports had suggested that acidity in Ultisol of
The root-soil interface is the site in the soil matrix where chemical and biological
South China are intensified due to heavy fertilization or acid rain caused by induscharacteristics differ from those of bulk soil. The risk of accumulation of heavy
trial pollution and accompanied with the depletion of nutrients such as P, N, Ca, K
metals like cadmium, lead, nickel and zinc in plant may contaminate the food chain
etc. Unfortunately, this process is becoming more and more serious, which leads to
affecting health and ecosystem, though nickel and zinc are essential elements for
crop nutrition A study was conducted with the objective to investigate the important
an increasing threat to agricultural and natural ecosystems in these regions Thus
role played by rhizodeposits of maize and wheat, the two important staple crops,
apart from taking measures to minimize the impact of human activities on the acididue to their metal binding properties Rhizodeposits were collected by growing
fication, it is important for us to understand the processes that cause soil acidificamaize and wheat in sand culture Composition of root exudates were determined
tion and to adopt techniques by applying lime to neutralize the acidity. On the other
by chemical methods and total carbon, total nitrogen, polysaccharides, proteins
hand, it is also essential to develop plants that are more tolerant of acid (AP) stress
and uronic acids were determined as percentage based on dry matter These groups
(more adaptive to acid soils) for maintaining and even increasing productivity on
of constituents/ compounds were found to be 41 1, 1.2, 96.4, 12 I and 20 6 for
acid soils This can be achieved by traditional breeding strategies for some species,
maize root exudates and 36 7, 18, 93.2, 9.8 and 17 8 for wheat exudates, respecbut for others that show little natural variation in Al tolerance, genetic manipulation
tively To study biding of root exudates with metal ions, an equilibrium dialysis
is a new alternative approach
procedure given by Zunino and Martin (1977) was followed Rhizodeposits were
taken in dialysis bags (20 ml of exudates at the concentration of 250 mg I') The
bags were introduced in metallic solution (20 ml) ranging from 5 to 50 mM Aller
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equilibrium, the concentrations of the respective metallic ions in the outer solution
Functional Analysis of Adaptation of Plants to Strongly Acidic Soil.
were estimated using atomic absorption spectrophotometer which gives free metal
H. Kashima, H. Mase, College of Bioresource Sciences, Nihon Univ; F. Shinmachi,
concentration (Mf). The difference between the total concentrations (Mt) and free
Dept. of Agriculture. Junior College. Nihon Univ; A. Noguchi, S. Sasaki. I.
metal concentrations gives the bound metal concentrations (Mb) The maximum
Hasegawa. College of Bioresource Sciences. Nihon Univ.
binding ability (MBA) was calculated and found to be 150, 205, 213 and 223 meq
100 g ' for Pb, Ni, Cd and Zn, respectively, for root exudates of maize; whereas the
Acid soil is one of the problem soils Plant growth is usually significantly inhibcorresponding values were 110, 168, 178 and 201 meq 100 g ' for root exudates of
ited by strong acidity, which may result in a high concentration of Al, excessive
wheat Overall stability constant (K) was calculated and logK values were found to
content of heavy metals such as solubilized Fe and Mn, poor nutrition such as that
be 4 402, 4 334,4 416 and 4 367 in respect of root exudates of maize for the corredue to P deficiency, the elution of bases such as Ca, etc In order to apply environsponding metals The corresponding values were 4 548. 4 423,4 403 and 4 319 for
mental remediation or crop production to acidic soil where such combined stress
rhizodeposits of wheat. Because of binding reactions the mobility of high affinity
is present, we searched for acid-tolerant plants and made physiologic analysis of
metals for root exudates like zinc in maize would decrease in the rhizosphere, while
their response to acidity and the adaptive function of the plants In order to select
for Cd for root exudates in wheat implicating plant nutrition and environmental
for acid-tolerant plants, 22 kinds of plants were grown in a sandy soil (pH3 9) to
concern Zunino, H and Martin, J P (1997) Soil Science 123: 188-202 Keywords:
which sulfuric acid had been added; and the amount of growth of these plants was
Root exudates, lead, nickel, cadmium, zinc, dialysis, maize, wheat.
measured. As a result, kenaf (Hibiscus cannabinus) and buckwheat (Fagopyrum
esculentum) comparatively showed excellent growth in the acidic soil. On the other
hand, red clover (Trifoliumprealense) and alfalfa (Medicago saliva) did not grow at
all in it Next, we examined the change in the pH of the rhizosphere of plants grown
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under the acidic condition. As a result, kenaf and buckwheat, which were able to
General Status of Soil Acidity in South China and Plant Adaptation to Acid
grow in acid soil, showed an elevated pH of their rhizosphere On the other hand,
Soil.
the intolerant red clover showed no increase in the pH of its rhizosphere Using the
R. F. Shen, Stale Key Laboratory of Soil and Sustainable Agriculture. Institute of
kenaf, we collected substances from the roots of plants that had been grown in soluSoil Science. Chinese Academy of Sciences; R. F Chen. Slate Key Laboratory of
tion culture under the strongly acidic condition, and tried to identify the substances
Soil and Sustainable Agriculture. Institute of Soil Science. Chinese Academy of
involved in the neutralization of the rhizosphere As a result, we found that ammoSciences.
nia was secreted from the kenaf roots under the acidic condition Also, the pH of the
solution culture rose as the amount of the ammonia secretion increased Thus we
The acidity or alkalinity regimes of soils in China follow the rule of "acid in the
showed ammonia to be one of the neutralizing substances When the relationship
south, alkaline in the north" Generally speaking, soils in the south of Yangtse River
between the pH of the solution culture and the amount of ammonia secretion from
(33" north latitude) are acidic (pH 5 5-6 5) or strongly acidic (pH<5 5), e g pH
the roots was examined, ammonia was not secreted under the neutral to weak acidic
of Ultisol and Alfisol distributed widely in South China and Southwest China is
condition But because the amount of the ammonia secretion rapidly increased in
mainly 4 5-5 5, while pH of Ultisol in Central China and East China is 5 5-6 5; the
the vicinity of pH3, we presume that ammonia secretion was supposedly induced
soils in the north of Yangtse River are mainly neutral (pH 6 5-7 5) or alkaline (pH
by the low pH From these results, we confirmed that the acid-tolerant plant can
>7 5) Acid soil areas are mainly located in tropical and sub-tropical regions, which
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neutralize the low pH of the rhizosphere by secreting ammonia from its roots under
the acidic condition, thus indicating ammonia secretion to be one of the resistance
mechanisms resulting in acid tolerance in plants Acknowledgement: This study
was supported by the 21st Century Center of Excellence (COE) Program of the
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science, and Technology, Japan.
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Functional Analysis of Thiol Compounds Involved in Sulfur Metabolism
During Cadmium-Ion Stress in Arabidopsis thaliann.

A. Hiruta. M. Waianabe. M. Niikura. S. Kurasako. II. Kashima. College of
Bioresource Sciences. Nihon University: F Shinmachi. Dept. ofAgriculture. Junior
College. Nihon University: A. Noguchi. College of Bioresource Sciences. Nihon
University.
Much research has been done on the detoxification system involved when a plant
absorbs a heavy metal, especially cadmium. For example, as to relevant ligands
that combine with the cadmium absorbed by a plant in order to detoxify it, organic
acids, such as citric acid, malic acid, etc , and amino acids, such as cysteine, histidine, glycine, etc., are well known Furthermore, glutathione, phytochelatins, and
metallothioneins, which contain cysteine in a high concentration, are known to
contribute to detoxification of cadmium in plants. Up to now we have introduced a
metallothionein-synthesizing gene {CUP\) and the gene of cysteine synthase into
plants to determine what gives plants the ability to tolerate heavy metals However,
it is unknown which gene should be introduced to achieve the highest tolerance.
This is because it is unknown which of the relevant ligands mentioned above contributes to the detoxification most greatly when a plant absorbs a heavy metal, for
example, cadmium In other words, even if it turns out that each ligand contributes
to detoxification of cadmium, how each relevant ligand acts and to what extent in
the detoxification of cadmium remains to be determined So we examined which
ligands contribute to the detoxification of cadmium-treated plants Arabidopsis
thaliana (cv. Columbia) was used for the experiments as a model plant. Ten days
after sowing their seeds, A. thaliana were transplanted to a culture solution and cultivated for 14 days Thereafter they were transplanted to a culture solution containing 0, 10 or 50uM CdCI2 and cultivated for 6 days. Consequently, the growth of A.
thaliana treated with lOuM Cd was almost the same as that of the untreated plants
However, when 50uM Cd was present, the chlrorosis phenomenon appeared in the
leaves, and the growth decreased remarkably. The content of cysteine in the shoot
of this A. thaliana was increased by lOuM Cd Moreover, serine and methionine
contents were increased remarkably by 50uM Cd. Cd did not appear to influence
the glutathione content in the shoot, whereas 50pM Cd increased it remarkably
in the roots. On the other hand, such ligands of Cd are compounds which contain
cysteine in high concentration Then, the influence of Cd on the expression of genes
involved in sulfur metabolism in plants was considered.Consequently, in the presence of lOuMCd, the expression of the phytochelatin synthase gene in the shoot
increased remarkably; whereas that of genes for other sulfur-metabolizing enzymes
did not change When plants were treated with 50u.M Cd, the expression of glutathione synthase gene and phytochelatin synthase genein both roots and shoots
increased remarkably. However, the expression of the genes for other enzymes was
not influenced. From these results, the grade of the contribution of thiol compounds
to cadmium tolerance of plants was considered.
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Effect of Liming and N and P Fertilization on the Growth of Soybean in an
Acid Soil in Zimbabwe.

J. Nyamangara (Dr). M. Matokwe. C. Musharo. Univ of Zimbabwe. Dept of Soil
Science & Agricultural Engineering.
Soybean (Glycine max L. Merr.) accounts for 40% of the national edible oil and
seed cake output in Zimbabwe The inclusion of soybean in cropping systems significantly improves the availability of N, a nutrient inherently deficient in soils in
the smallholder farming sector of Zimbabwe. A 2-yr field study was conducted to
assess the effect of liming, N and P fertilization on the performance (nodulation and
grain yield) of soybean variety (Solitaire) grown on an acid soil (pH 0.01 CaC12 ™
4.6), limed or unlimed. f.iming significantly (p<0 05) improved nodulation in both
the first (21% nodule number; 8 1 % nodule weight) and second (56% nodule number; 8 1 % nodule weight) seasons, while the application of 30 k g N ha-1 ammonium
nitrate depressed (p<0.05) nodulation in both the first (34% nodule number; 60%
nodule weight) and second seasons (96% nodule number; 96% nodule weight) P
fertilization only improved nodulation in unlimed treatments in the second season
There was no liming effect on grain yield (average 3.6 and 3.71 ha-1, respectively).
N fertilization had no significant (p<0.05) effect on grain yield, and 30 kg N ha-1
depressed yield by 13% in unlimed treatments, but increased stover yield by 1019% P fertilization only increased grain yield in the second season in unlimed
treatments at 7.5 kg P ha-1, and no further increases were observed at higher P rates
(up to 22 5 kg P ha-1) It was concluded that although the study variety was relatively tolerant to the prevailing acidity (no lime effect), the acidity was high enough
to affect biological nitrogen fixation (nodulation) and this can significantly aft'ect
grain yield in poorer soils Increased P uptake due to liming implied that P uptake
efficiency was improved at higher more favourable pH values.
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Evaluation of Differences in Tolerance to Aluminium Toxicity among some
Tropical Cowpea (Vigna Unguiculata) Genotypes.
E. A. Akinrinde. K. N. Ezeh. Agronomy Dept. Univ oflbadan. Ibadan. Nigeria.
Aluminium (AI) toxicity is widespread in tropical and temperate acid soils Eight
cowpea (Vigna unguiculata) genotypes, G (Ife brown, IT87D-941-1, IT99K-I060,
1T84S-2246-4,1T96D-610, IT93K.-452-1, lT86D-7l9and IT98D-8I0) were grown
for 5 and 17 weeks (1st and 2nd experiments) and evaluated for their differential
tolerance to 0, 20 and 50 uM A1CI3 levels applied prior sowing in an Alfisol (Typic
Paleudalf). Plant height at weekly intervals (from 2 weeks after planting, WAP),
yield and post-cropping soil chemical parameters (pH, extractable-Al, extractableMn and available P) were estimated Except at 2WAP, AI effect was insignificant
(P<0 05) on plant height, though extractable-Al differed greatly (PO.01) among
soils sampled after cropping, suggesting need to test higher rates and/or continuous application through irrigation water. On the contrary, G and G x AI interaction
significantly affected plant height, yield, soil pH, P-availability and Al tolerance
potential. Plants of IT93K-452-1 variety were taller (71 6 cm + 3.38) than individual plants of the other varieties at all AI application levels. Aluminium extracted
from treated and untreated soils correlated linearly with AI addition levels, but not
with the plant performance or other soil chemical parameters. Complexity in the
soil environment increased with AI addition to the extent that crop performance
became unpredictable and increasingly variable among the genotypes as tolerance
to AI became more crucial. Biomass production (followed by pod weight) was the
most sensitive parameter to AI addition while extractable AI changed maximally
among the soil chemical parameters The genotypes were categorized into efficient
or non-efficient and tolerant or non-tolerant7susceptible types.
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Soil Acidity (AI) Impact on Nutrient Use Efficiency and Yield Sustainability
of Crops.

V. Baligar. USDA-ARS-SPCL-BARC-West: N. K. Fageria. EMBRAPA National
Rice and Bean Center.
Soil acidity is the main constraints for crop production in various parts of the world
It is estimated that about 4 billion ha of land area of the world is affected by acidity In addition, a large part of the world population makes their living on these
marginal soils Hence, improving crop productivity on these soils is vital for socialeconomical reasons The main reasons for low crop productivity on acid soils are
nutrient deficiency and elemental toxicity Application of adequate rate of fertilizers and liming are important strategies for improving crop yields on acid soils.
Nutrient recovery efficiency by plants is less than 50% for N, and K and less than
10% for P and micronutrients. The low nutrient recovery efficiency is associated
with loss of nutrient by volatilization, leaching, denitrification, soil erosion, and
plant canopy Furthermore, in acid soils low nutrient recovery efficiency is also
associated with Al/H ion toxicity, immobilization of some nutrients such as P and
low microbial activity. These low nutrient recovery efficiencies not only increase
cost of crop production but also create environmental pollution problem Hence,
improving Nutrient Use Efficiency (NUE) on acid soils is desirable to improve crop
yields, reducing cost of production, and maintaining environmental quality. The
NUE in acid soils can be improved by using adequate rate of liming, and other fertilizer management practices. However, resource poor farmers in developing countries can not apply adequate rate of lime as well as fertilizers Hence, under these
situations, use of limited amount of lime and fertilizers along with nutrient efficient
and elemental toxicity resistant plant species or genotypes within species is a complimentary solution for improving crop productivity on acid soils. Plantation crops
such as cacao, rubber, oilpalm, coffee, papya and banana in conjugation with row
crops make an important ecosystem on acid soils in the developing countries of
the tropics Genetic differences in plant species or genotypes within species have
been widely reported. Inter-and intra- specific variation for plant growth and NUE
are known to be under genetic and physiological control and are modified by plant
interactions with environmental variables Genetic and physiological components
of plants have profound effects on the ability of plants to acquire, transport, and
utilize absorbed nutrients under various environmental and ecological conditions
To enhance the crop yield potentials of plants grown on acid soils, increase in NUE
(acquisition, influx, transport, utilization, remobilization) and growth parameters
(plant demand, root morphology) and plants ability to interact effectively with
environmental variables (drought, solar radiation, temperature extremes, soil acidity) are needed The emerging era of adapting the plant to the natural environment is paramount to stabilizing crop yields and world food security for the future
The key to this effort will be breeding cultivars with high NUE and tolerant to
abiotic stresses Recent findings have shown the existence of inter-mtra specific
differences in acidity tolerance and NUE in many crops cultivars and genotypes.
Genotypes that have high NUE under soil acidity stress may be useful in breeding
cultivar with high yield potentials for acid soils Best Management Practices (BMP)
such as crop rotations, improvement of organic matter content in soil, and control
of soil erosion, insects, diseases, and weeds can improve crop yields and optimize
nutrient use efficiency on degraded infertile acid soils. The development of new
cultivars with higher NUE coupled with BMP's will contribute to economically
viable and environmentally sustainable crop production systems for the vast acid
soil ecosystems of the world.
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A Kole of Salicylic Acid in Aluminum Toxicity Mechanism in Plan! Cells.
Y. Yamamoto. Research Institute for Bioresources. Okayama Univ. S. Rikiishi.
Research Institute for Bioresources. Okayama Unix: T. Demiral. Dept of Biology.
Faculty of Science. Ege Univ. T. Sasaki. Research Institute for Bioresources.
Okayama Univ. H. Matsumolo. Research Institute for Bioresources. Okayama
Univ
Aluminum (Al) ion in acidic soils is known to be a major constraint in plant growth
AI binds to root apices and causes cell elongation inhibition immediately, and necrosis after longer exposure To elucidate the mechanism of Al-induced cell elongation
inhibition and cell death, suspension cultured cells of tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum
L , cell line SL) and rice (Oryza sativa 1.) have been used as a model system of the
cells at apical root meristem In tobacco cells, cell death process under AI exposure is strongly related to mitochondrial dysfuntion and reactive oxygen species
(ROS) production, which was also observed in pea roots (Yamamoto et af. Plant
Physiol. 128: 63-72 (2002): Yamamoto et al., Plant and Soil 255: 239-243 (2003);
Kobayashi et al. Soil Sei. Plant Nutr. 50: 197-204 (2004)). In this study, we found
that salicylic acid (SA) content was increased 5 to 10 times under AI exposure
in tobacco cells Increases in SA and ROS as well as a loss of growth capability
concomitantly started at several hours after a start of AI exposure. SA is induced
under several biotic and abiotic stresses. During pathogen-and-plant interactions,
SA is reported to be an ROS inducer and to be involved hyper sensitive cell death
process. Taken together, we concluded that SA seems to be a mediator of Al stress
signal to cause ROS production and cell death Compared to tobacco cells, rice
cells were much more tolerant to AI, and the Al-induced ROS production was also
lower in rice cells Interestingly, compared to tobacco cells, SA content was higher
under normal growth condition, but was reduced significantly under AI exposure in
rice cells. These results suggest that the prevention of SA production seems to be
involved in AI tolerant mechanism in rice cells.
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Screening of Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) Genotypes.
R. Krishnasamy. D. Jegadeeswari. U. Surendran. C. Sudhalakshmi. Tamil Nadu
Agricultural Unix.
The role of plant factors on micronutrient uptake and utilization has been a highly
neglected field. Iron is an essential micronutrient for almost all living organisms
because of its critical role in processes such as DNA synthesis, respiration and
photosynthesis and iron itself is a prosthetic group constituent of many enzymes.
Discrepancies between the solubility of iron in the soil and the demand for iron
by the plant are the primary causes of iron chlorosis Iron deficiency chlorosis is
a common disorder for plants grown on many soils in India Iron fertilization is
not helpful as soil applied iron is fixed in soil due to various chemical reactions
Irrigation water is another contributing factor for carbonates, bicarbonates and
sometimes for calcium to the rhizosphere, which immobilize iron in soil Since it is
very difficult to bring about drastic alterations in pH values and calcium levels of
soils, one has to look into other factors, which can be considered to alleviate iron
deficiency in plants The root-soil interface (rhizosphere) plays an important role
in iron acquisition Plants adapted to iron stress condition have evolved various
iron deficiency induced adaptation mechanisms that are genetically controlled The
inherent ability of crop varieties to produce such compounds differs widely. Some
crop varieties respond remarkably to iron application while the response is poor
in others The present investigation was framed with the objective of screening
sorghum genotypes for their tolerance to iron stress. A suitable methodology was
developed for the initial screening with modified Hoagland's solution Varieties
like K I, K 8, K10, Kl 1, Co 26 and CSV15 exhibited no or less severe symptoms
of iron chlorosis and are highly tolerant to iron deficiency hence classified as resistant. Genotypes / cultures like VMS 98001. Co 21, Co 25 and DMS 652 exhibited
chlorosis within few days in all the treatments till the end of the study and rated as
susceptible Varieties like APK I, TNS 340, TNS 587, Co 18, and TNS 334 exhibited chlorosis in control and lower iron levels and they reclaimed green when Fe
was applied and hence they were classified under moderately tolerant group Secondary screening of the same genotypes was done through sand culture experiment
with pure quartz Varieties identified as susceptible, moderately tolerant and tolerant to Fe stress under solution culture showed similar results under sand culture
studies also. The physiological parameters like chlorophyll a, chlorophyll b, total
chlorophyll and enzymes like peroxidase and catalase were found to be less in the
Fe susceptible cultivars than in the resistant cultivars The Fe efficiency of tolerant
genotypes portrays the functioning of an unidentified mechanism in them allowing
them to more effectively utilize low levels of cytoplasmic Fe for biochemical processes and physiological mechanisms These Fe resistant genotypes can be grown
in Fe deficient soils without incurring any additional cost on Fe containing fertilizers Keywords: Genotypes, iron stress, resistant, susceptible
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1833b
S Mahamane
Screening of Cowpea for Phosphorus Use Efficiency from Rock Phosphate.
S. Mahamane. IV. A. Payne. R. H. Loeppert. Soil and Crop Sciences: J. C. Miller.
D. W. Reed. Dept of Horticulture.
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A major factor limiting crop production in Sub-saharan Africa is soil phosphate
deficiency In West Africa, cowpea (Vigna ungiculata) is grown on acid, sandy
soils that are very low in most nutrients, mainly phosphorus Previous investigations addressing the issue have shown that mineral phosphate fertilizer addition
improves cowpea yields; however, commercial phosphate fertilizers are seldom
used by resource-poor farmers because of their expense and poor availability. Rock
phosphate represents an alternative phosphate source. In the present study conducted in a greenhouse, a core collection of six hundred ninety four cowpea accessions was evaluated for phosphate-deficiency stress tolerance and for efficiency
of utilization of P from rock phosphate Plants were grown for 8 weeks in Nacogdoches pine forest soil This soil is sandy (91% sand), strongly acid (pH 4.7), and
low in P (3 ppm Melich III P). Two treatments of P as Tahoua rock phosphate (0
and 300 mg P/kg of soil; 100 to 30 mesh in-1) from Niger were applied. Optimal
rates of the other nutrients were provided as Hoagland's solution (minus P) alternately with water At harvest, plant height, shoot and root dry weights, and shoot
P-content were determined, and shoot-to-root ratios were computed Differences
in the genotypic ability to adapt to P-deficiency stress and to acquire P from rock
phosphate will be discussed In the 0 P treatment, adaptive genotypes would be
those which make use of the naturally low concentration of Fe-oxide bound P to
maintain biomass production Responsive genotypes would be those which are able
to utilize P from rock phosphate Some cowpea accessions are neither responsive
nor adaptive, while others are responsive and adaptive This data will be potentially
useful in the selection of cowpea germplasm for (1) adaptation to West African
soils of low to moderate P fertility, and (2) ability to utilize P from poorly soluble
rock phosphate.
104-18
1933a
M V Singh
Emerging Boron Deficiency in Soils and Crops in India and Its Management.
M. V. Singh. Indian Institute of Soil Science.
Boron deficiency has emerged as an important micronutrient problem in Indian
soils and crops next to zinc. Attempts were therefore, made to evaluate the extent of
boron deficiency in different agroecological zones of India and assess the relative
efficiency of different sources for its correction in different crops. Survey studies
revealed that deficiency of boron ranges from 1-84% with a mean of 33% being
maximum in Teesta alluvial soils Its deficiency has been widely found in highly
calcareous of Bihar, Tamil Nadu, eastern Uttar Pradesh and Saurashtra, sandy soils
of Haryana and Rajasthan, hill and sub mountaneous soils of north Himalayan
and north eastern states and in red and latentie soils of Orissa, Karnataka, Andhra
Pradesh and Kokan region Extent of boron deficiencies varied widely with soil
types, cropping systems and agro ecological situations. Intensive cropping of high
yielding crop varieties have aggravated the emergence of boron deficiency in several soils which were earlier not testing low in available boron Map showing boron
deficiency has been prepared and relationship with various soil properties has been
established. Efficiency of different amelioration techniques and response of crops
to boron fertilization involving various boron sources, micronutrient mixtures and
organic manures, their application mode, rate and frequency, residual effect on succeeding crops, screening of tolerant crops or genotypes have been evaluated in
more than 100 field experiments under different agro-ecological situations to suggest cost efficient technological options suited to specific location, soil type, crop
and management situations. Field studies conducted under Borax Penta hydrate
Granular (Granubor II) All India Research Network revealed that boron deficiency
could be corrected more efficiently in cauliflower, onion, tomato, groundnut, mustard, sunflower, chickpea, lentil, soybean, maize, wheat and cotton crops by soil or
foliar application of boron. Basal application of boron through broadcast on surface soil was found significantly superior than top dressing in boron deficient soils.
However, foliar sprays of 0.2 per cent borax solution were found more efficient in
several horticultural crops like mango, citrus, litchi, cauliflower, tomato compared
to field crops When basal application of boron was missed, top dressing of boron
before first or second irrigation also effectively corrected its deficiency Among
sources, efficiency of borax decahydrate and borax pentahydrate granular (Granobor II) was found equal and both the sources did not differ significantly in increasing maize, cauliflower, soybean and, sunflower yields Basal soil application of
0.5-1.5 kgBha-1 to alternate crop was found optimum and better than foliar sprays
on cereals, oilseeds and pulse based cropping systems Application of I 5-2.0 kg B
ha-1 left significant residual effect on two to four succeeding crops But application
of more than 2 kg B ha-1 showed detrimental effect on yield of soybean, gram,
maize, chickpea, and groundnut and cauliflower crops Paddy crop did not respond
to either of soil or foliar application irrespective of boron sources due to much
of boron supply from irrigation water. Foliar sprays of multi micronutrient mixture containing boron were found beneficial in correcting its deficiency in grapes,
mango, litchi and citrus crops in boron deficient soils Balanced and integrated
supply of 0.25-0.50 kg Bha-1 with organic manures 8-101 ha-1 FYM annually was
found more efficient than borax alone in increasing crop yields Critical levels of
boron in soils and its characteristic deficiency symptoms have been established in
different field crops for better diagnosis. Also ready recknor for combined application of granubor and phosphatic fertilizers have been developed for suggesting suitable strategies for amelioration of born deficiency in divergent soils and crops
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1:15 PM J W Doran
Biologically Intensive Agriculture: Moving towards a Sustainable Future for
All.
J. W. Doran. Univ of Nebraska and VSDA-ARS cooperator: C. Palm, Tropical
Agriculture Program. The Earth Institute at Columbia Unix: F. Kirschenmann.
Leopold Centerfor Sustainable Agriculture; K. Cassman. Univ of'Nebraska.
Our scientific and technological advances during the last fifty some years have
allowed us to keep up with a doubling of the world population, produce two to three
times more food per unit area of land and save one billion people from starvation
However, the current industrialized infrastructure of our agriculture and society
as a whole has also been associated with unprecedented global and environmental
degradation and a continued widening income gap between rich and poor. Today,
over 800 million people in the world are malnourished and hungry and one billion
earn less than one dollar US per day We are challenged to find resource-friendly
ways to meet needs for food and fiber while maintaining environmental stability
and conserving resources for future generations. As agricultural scientists, we must
translate technology and science into practices that people of the land can embrace
to sustain not only themselves but the environments and resources on which we all
depend Alternative forms of agriculture such as Biologically Intensive Agriculture
(BIA) can meet the local needs of the poor and disenfranchised in areas with access
to sufficient organic inputs They have the potential to produce green revolutiontype yields in small areas (<0 lha), with only locally-available resources through
use of specialized tillage, green manure cover crops, intensive companion crop
planting, and application of compost Compared to conventional agriculture these
systems can use 70 to 90% less water, 50 to 100% fewer purchased inputs, 99%
less fossil-fuel energy, and greatly rebuild eroded and depleted soils. Over the past
three decades, BIA has been effective in over 130 countries, resulting in meeting
the basic nutritional and caloric needs of BIA producers while conserving or building soil, environmental, and natural resources Our major objective is to evaluate
the potential for BIA to meet the food and environmental needs of urban and rural
poor and to provide a conceptual framework for future agricultural systems to meet
the needs of both the people and the land The claims of BIA will be discussed and
compared with best management science-based conventional management for their
ability to feed the poor while sustaining essential soil, water, air, food and economic
resources The appropriate methods for making such comparisons will also be discussed Several case studies will be shared that demonstrate the successful use of
BIA in meeting the food, nutritional, and economic needs of the poor
105-2
1:45 PM J M Duxbury
Opportunities and Constraints for Addressing Human Mineral Micronutrient
Malnutrition through Soil Management.
J. M. Duxbury. Cornell Univ; M. Bodruzzaman. Wheat Research Centre; S. E.
Johnson, International Rice Research Institute; J. G. Lauren. Cornell Univ; C. A.
Meisner. 1FDC; R. M. Welch. US Plant. Soil & Nutrition Lab.
Mineral micronutrient deficiencies are widespread in both soils and people of South
Asia. The Green Revolution focus on increasing staple crop productivity without
considering impacts on human diets and nutrient intake has exacerbated human
nutrient deficiencies of Fe, Zn and I, while intensive cropping has decreased the
capacity of soils to supply Zn, B, Mo, Mn and Cu to crops Soil fertilization has
been the standard approach for addressing micronutrient deficiencies in crop production, while the medical approaches of supplementation and fortification are most
widely used to address human nutrient deficiencies. Opportunities exist to "biofortify" the seed of grain crops through fertilization with micronutrients and thus
link agricultural production to human nutrition This type of intervention has the
advantage that it reaches the large fraction of populations in developing countries
that do not purchase processed foods. However, it does require the infrastructure to
provide quality micronutrient fertilizers and widespread adoption of micronutrient
fertilization practices Not all micronutrients can be enriched in all grain crops
Previous research has shown that grain can be enriched with Zn and I but this is not
expected for Fe due to the strong homeostatic control exerted on grain Fe content
In the present research carried out in Bangladesh and Nepal, foliar fertilization
with a suite of micronutrients increased the zinc content of several wheat and rice
varieties by a factor of 2 to 2 6. to almost 50 mg kg-1 This Zn level is similar to
that in grain legumes grown in the region Manganese and copper concentrations
were increased only slightly in wheat (12-13 times) but to a greater extent in rice
(15 and 3 2 times, respectively) The Mo concentration in control seed was almost
10 times lower in wheat than in rice, and both were substantially increased by foliar
fertilization Grain Fe concentration was unaffected by foliar fertilization with Fe

Soil fertilization with Zn, Mn, Cu and Mo led to significant enrichment of wheat
grain with both Zn and Mo but only Mo was enriched in rice grain Concentrations
of Mn and Cu were not altered in either wheat or rice The inability of soil fertilization to increase Zn concentration in rice grain was caused by a reversible decrease
in Zn availability following flooding of soil. EXAFS spectral analysis suggested
that Zn precipitates as a non-crystalline mixed Zn/Fe sulfide under reduced soil
conditions In contrast to results with wheat, soil fertilization with Zn had only a
small effect on the Zn concentration in chickpea and lentil However, fertilization
of soil with B increased grain B concentration from 2-6 to 8-18 mg kg-1 Micronutrient enriched seed successfully addressed Zn and Mo deficiencies observed in
production of rice and wheat and increased yields beyond those achieved by soil
fertilization with micronutrients The additional yield benefits were associated with
positive effects on root health that increased seedling emergence, vigor and subsequent crop growth. Zinc was found to be the nutrient responsible for improved
root health Mean yield increases of 25% were observed in on-farm trials with
micronutrient enriched seed for both rice and wheat The dietary intake of Zn by
Bangladeshi children, which is primarily from rice, does not meet the World Health
Organization's recommended daily intake The additional content of Zn in micronutrient enriched rice is sufficient to rectify this situation and could potentially
have a major impact on diarrhea and respiratory infections in children if this food
systems approach to human micronutrient malnutrition was adopted The ability
to increase Cu,B and Mo in grain crops also has positive implications for human
nutrition

105-3
2:05 PM E C. Omondi
Potential of Biologically Intensive Agriculture for Feeding People in Kenya: A
Case Study of Manor House Agricultural Centre Activities.
E. C. Omondi. Manor House Agricultural Center: G. W. Mbugwa. Univ ofWyoming;
J. Jeavons. Ecology Action; B. Murambakania. Manor House Agricultural Center:
R. Nyambori. Manor House Agricultural Center; M. Wamalwa. Manor House
Agricultural Center; E. Mulegwa. Manor House Agricultural Center; S. Mardigian.
Kilili Self Help Project; J. Okomba. Manor House Agricultural Center.
Kenya's economy is heavily dependent on agriculture 75% of Kenyans make their
living from farming, producing both for local consumption and for export. Over
85% of Kenyan farmers are small scale Unfortunately, Kenya's agricultural policies have historically focused on growth objectives at the expense of equity issues
and have largely neglected the small farmer in prioritizing agricultural research
areas and setting research & development agenda Despite the fact that the average Kenyan farmer works on a holding of I 1 hectares and that small-scale farming accounts for 85% of all employment in the agricultural sector, policies have
focused on the development of cash crops destined for export While such policies
created a net gain in exports, the benefits have failed to sufficiently "trickle down"
to the small-scale farmer Manor House Agricultural Centre (MHAC) promotes
GROW BIOINTENSIVE (GB), a low cost agricultural technology suited to small
scale farmers GB focuses on composting to improve soil fertility, deep soil preparation to enhance growth, mulching to conserve moisture, close spacing to increase
productivity and biological pest control to manage plant diseases. The curriculum
at MHAC addresses the goals of the United Nations and the World Food Council,
which are calling for forms of agriculture that reduce chemical use, conserve and
rehabilitate soil, conserve plant genetic and local resources, research and develop
organic farming techniques, and produce large amounts of calories from small
areas. MHAC was established in 1984 in response to a three year drought that
caused severe hunger in many areas of rural Kenya and precipitated the need for
new approaches to farming These concerns were raised in 1981 during a United
Nations sponsored conference in Nairobi on "New and Renewable Sources of
Energy" as a result of which MHAC was established and registered as a non-profit
Trust Since its inception, MHAC has led the movement in Kenya to increase food
security by introducing small-scale farmers to farming practices that make efficient use of their limited resources, require few external inputs, and protect natural
resources for future generations. Our training program includes a two-year residential certificate course for Form Four school leavers or equivalent, one-week
workshops for farmers and six weeks to three months short courses for community development practitioners To date, more than 350 students have graduated
from the MHAC two-year certificate program In addition, MHAC has trained over
100,000 rural farmers and developed 25 mini-training centers (MTCs) in village
settings to extend these techniques to women's groups and farmers Organized as
community based organizations, the MTC is an approach that empowers farmers to
be trainers of other farmers in their localities Kenyan farmers who have benefited
from training in GB are able to improve productivity, generate income, and at the
same time improve soil fertility Examples are given of how GROW BIOINTENSIVE training at MHAC has been disseminated by graduates throughout Kenya to
improve food production, nutrition, and income for farmers In one example, GB
training for two people was multiplied through the Integrated Rural Community
Empowerment Program (IRCEP) in Kenya to provide basic GB training to over
540 people during a 4-year period At the beginning of the training, most of these
540 farmers and their families could not grow enough food for three meals a day
because of fertilizer and other artificial input costs. In economic terms their family income amounted to less than zero However, results of an on-farm follow-up
survey conducted in the 5th year were dramatic Farmers using GB techniques were
able to provide three nutritious meals per day for their families and generate, on
average. $30 per month in income from excess crops sold at market A travel grant
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from REAP (www reapfund org) has been secured to support transportation to and
from the 18 WCSS to participate in symposium 4.2 b "Biologically Intensive Agriculture: An approach to combating hunger for the world's poor".
105-4
2:25 PM A. J McDonald
Productivity, Promotion, and the System of Rice Intensification (SRI): A Case
for Caution in the Process of Agricultural Innovation.
A. J. McDonald, Cornell Univ: P. Hobbs. Cornell University: S. Riha. Cornell
Univ.
From its origins in Madagascar in the mid-1980s, the System of Rice Intensification (SRI) has generated considerable attention and investment in more than 30
countries The primary logic supporting SRI promotion has been the contention
that rice has untapped production potential that is not realized through conventional
management practices like persistent flooding and use of inorganic fertilizers SRI
advocates maintain that synergies among its suite of simple management innovations unlocks the biological potential of rice and soil, and that this method also
improves sustainability while being accessible to poor farmers, primarily because
of a low reliance on external inputs To date, much of the debate over the putative benefits of SRI has been theoretical or speculative In aggregate, sufficient
empirical data now exists to place SRI performance in a meaningful context by
evaluating the productivity of SRI with respect to conventional best management
practices (BMP). For this retrospective analysis, 43 site-years of SRI versus BMP
comparisons were assembled into a common database. In addition to data from
Madagascar, findings were compiled from Nepal, China, Thailand, Laos, India, Sri
Lanka, Indonesia, Bangladesh, Philippines, and the Ivory Coast. Aside from one
set of experiments in Madagascar where SRI more than doubled rice productivity
with respect to BMP, we found no evidence of a systematic or even occasional
yield advantage of this magnitude elsewhere. None of the 38 other experimental records demonstrated yield increases that exceeded BMP by more than 22%.
Excluding the Madagascar examples, the typical SRI outcome was negative, with
27 of 38 site-years demonstrating inferior yields to best management and a mean
deviation of -11 %. With recognition that SRI yields in Madagascar are substantially
below theoretical productivity levels, we find no evidence in the empirical record
that SRI fundamentally changes the physiological yield potential of rice On the
other hand, there are reports from several countries that SRI substantially improves
rice yields above those achieved with typical farmer practices. Is farmer practice
rather than best management the only meaningful standard for comparison'' If there
are few unique biophysical synergies associated with SRI, we argue that efforts to
enhance livelihoods in rice-based systems should take an undogmatic view of all
management options with recognition that there are many plausible routes towards
improved productivity Indeed, there are facets of SRI that may make it ill-suited or
impractical for many circumstances including: lack of sufficient organic composts
to achieve reasonable yields over large areas, prevalence of hydric landunits were
precision water control and drainage is impossible, and onerous labor requirements
that retard sustained adoption Moving forward, the rice research and agricultural
development communities can take advantage of the renewed attention that SRI
has brought to basic rice cultural practices to advance site-specific management
approaches that are productive, efficient, and appropriate for farmers in marginal
environments Aspects of SRI may contribute to this effort, but after several years
of attention and investment in over 30 countries, there is no evidence that justifies
the promotion of SRI as a global model for rice production
105-5
2:45 PM J F. Pia
"CIESA Project, a Biointensive Model for Food Security in Argentina".
J. F. Pia, CIESA (Research and Teaching Centre of Sustainable Agriculture): M.
Jordan. CIESA: C. Tognetti. CEDHA & ARS
Argentina has 286,000,000 ha of land area In the richest region (Humid Pampa)
where cereal crops such as wheat, soybean, and maize are grown, 100 tons of arable
top soil are lost each year from each ha of arable through wind and water erosion
and chemical contamination This has resulted in degradation of 46 million ha of
arable land or 16% of the total land area The BIOINTENSIVE method has been
demonstrated to provide a balanced diet for one person on a land surface of only
400 m2 in a sustainable way, increasing soil fertility in a closed system and building
soils rather than degrading them In contrast, from 1,000 to 6,000 m2 are needed to
raise the food for one person in Argentina under the current agricultural practices
and diets. CIESA, Center for Researching and Teaching in Sustainable Agriculture, was formed in 1993. Our principal aim was to develop a small training center
and demonstration farm from which to teach regional food self-sufficiency, small
scale organic farming and appropriate technology After only 12 years CIESA is
now teaching workshops (>45 to date) and training apprentices (one and two year
apprenticeship programs) in Sustainable Biointensive Mini-Farming based on the
Ecology Action model of the California-based organization led by John Jeavons
We also have a commercialization program consisting of direct delivery of assorted
vegetables to family homes, sales at our farm, and a stand at the local feria three
times a week during the growing season We have taught directly or indirectly more
than 2,000 people, and there arc more than 550 Biointensive gardens and mini
Farms in Argentina, Bolivia, Peru, Paraguay and Chile We chose the BIOINTENSIVE approach because it is a complete food growing system as well as organic,
low tech (all hand tools), and efficient in use of space and water Typically it pro224

duces from 2 to 4 times the average yields for our region It has low external inputs
as we grow much of our own compost and fertilizer crops and provides seed for
replanting It continually builds soil quality, and is easily managed by individuals
or small groups. When we started BIOINTENSIVE double digging in 1994 our
garden had 7% organic matter in the first 30 centimeters of soil and 3% of organic
matter in the second 30 cm Six years later we have 8 3 % of organic matter in the
first 30 cm and 7 % in the second 30 cm We added 0.23 m3 of cured high carbon
compost to each 10 m2 bed, once a year, during the first three years and 0.12 m3
the next three The compost is produced in our garden in a closed system. We have
shown that a single person working only 6 hours per day (during 9 months) can
provide 40-60% of a vegetarian diet for a family of four and an annual income of
between USAS500 and $ 1000 on only 500-800 m2 land (0 05-0 08 ha). The annual
average rural worker income in Argentina is USA$ 200 CIESA has a special program for the arid Patagonia of Argentina, where in the last 10 years 40% of the
indigenous farmers ran away from misery to the poor neighborhoods of the cities
In the city of Bariloche (100.000 people), Conrado Tognetti has been working with
CEDHA (Center for Human and Environmental Rights) and ARB (Association of
Recyclers of Banloche) on a project utilizing biointensive agricultural techniques
(using greenhouses and low level inputs) to safely feed poor families and generate
income for child laborers at the Bariloche waste disposal site. CIESA also joins its
efforts with the Rio Negro Province to develop 6 demonstration gardens in the arid
patagonia We hope that in the next 10 years we can stop indigenous rural emigration In this manner we are working to achieve Sustainable Food Security. A travel
grant from REAP (www reapfund.org) has been secured to support transportation
to and from the 18 WCSS to participate in symposium 4 2 b "Biologically Intensive
Agriculture: An approach to combating hunger for the world's poor".
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C Tarnocai

Soil Organic Carbon in the Northern Circumpolar Permafrost Regions.

C. Tarnocai. Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada.
The development of the Northern Circumpolar Soil Carbon Database (NCSCD)
was initiated by the Carbon Pools in Permafrost Regions project (CAPP) under the
auspices of the International Permafrost Association (IPA) because of the need to
assess the carbon pools in these permafrost regions. The purpose of this database
is to facilitate the estimation of these organic carbon pools in the northern hemisphere Some of the data for the NCSCD database will be derived from the existing
Northern and Mid Latitudes Database, but two new tables, which include the soil
and carbon information necessary to calculate soil organic carbon content (SOCC)
and masses (SOCM), will be added These values will be calculated for each soil in
each polygon for depths of 0-30 cm, 0-100 cm and 0-200 cm, including all perennially frozen and unfrozen soils in the various permafrost regions This SOCC dataset also can beused to estimate the amount of important trace gases, such as carbon
dioxide or methane, released and for validation of regional and global carbon models Soil data in the NCSCD will be derived from soil data available for the various
countries. This data will require careful correlation because the data generated by
the various countries is often obtained using different standards and methods Special attention will be paid to peatlands (organic soils), which are widespread in the
area and contain large amounts of organic carbon that is sensitive to climate change
and anthropogenic impacts Preliminary estimates indicate that the soil area of the
northern circumpolar permafrost region is 18 3 million square kilometers and that
Gelisols cover approximately 42% of this soil area The soil organic carbon mass
contained in the 0-100 cm depth of this area is approximately 455 Gt (about 20%
of the total global soil carbon), with Gelisols containing about 60% of the carbon
mass in these northern regions Global circulation models predict that the highest
temperature increases will occur in these northern regions, with expected increases
in soil organic matter decomposition and carbon dioxide levels The magnitude of
these effects is currently unknown In order to obtain more accurate estimates of the
global carbon budget, new data must be acquired
106-2
2914a
E M Pfeiffer
Cryosols of the Lena Delta: An Example for the Necessity of International
Correlation between the Existing Classifications.
E. M. Pfeiffer. Univ of Hamburg. Institute of Soil Science: L. Kutzbach, Univ of
Greifswald.
Permafrost-affected soils, which cover nearly one fourth of the terrestrial surfaces
in the northern hemisphere, play a major role in the global carbon cycle About
14% of the global soil carbon is stored in permafrost soils and sediments Spatial

D.

distribution and genesis of soil types in arctic tundra landscapes provide a necessary basis tor process studies on climate-relevant trace gas fluxes and up-scaling
approaches on the balance of the global carbon budget. In summer 2001. the permafrost-affected alluvial soils of Samoylov Island, a typical island of the Lena
Delta, were described, analysed, mapped and classified according to different international soil classification systems Investigation Site Lena Delta: Largest delta in
the Arctic (32,000 km2), 72°23' N, I26°29' E. arctic continental climate, mean
temperature -10.2°C, mean precipitation 140 mm, continuous permafrost, river
terraces and recent Hoodplains and subarctic tundra vegetation Landscape and
Soil Units of Samoylov Island: The island has a size of 7 5 km2 and is composed
of two geomorphological units The western part (3 4 km2) represents a modern
tloodplain, which is flooded annually in early summer by the Lena River The
floodplain is characterised by very diverse soil types: Typic Psammorthels were
found on elevated sand ridges while Typic Aquorthels. Ruptic-Histic Aquorthels
or Fluvaquentic Fibristels were developed in former river channels and depressed
areas. The vegetation cover on wet sites is dominated by Arctophila fulva, Eriophorum angusti-folium and Carex aquatilis and on dry sites of sandy ridges close
to the beach by Deschampsia caespitosa, Poa alpigena, Alopecurus alpinus and
Tanacetum bipinnatum The eastern part (4.1 km2) is build up by sediments of a
Late-Holocene river terrace and is only flooded in parts during extreme flooding
events It is characterised by polygonal-patterned ground with ice-wedge growth
A prominent microrelief is developed with depressed wet centre (Carex aquatilis,
Carex rariflora, Limprichtia revolvens. Meesia longiseta) and elevated moist rim
(C. aquatilis, Dryas octopetala, Salix glauca, Hylocomium splendens). The surface is composed of a mosaic of lakes and a soil complex of Glacic Aquiturbels
(polygon rim: water level: 45 cm below soil surface, thaw depth: 47 cm, distinctly
oxic in the top soil, reduced conditions below, ice wedge at 70 cm, cryoturbated)
and Typic Historthels (polygon centre: high water level:5 cm below surface, thaw
depth: 31 cm, waterlogged, predominantly reducing conditions, peat accumulation,
dense root mat) The permafrost soils of the Lena Delta are well characterized by
the Soil Taxonomy (Gelisols, USDA 2003) and the World Reference Base for Soil
Resources (Cryosols, FAO 1998) According to the new Russian Soil Classification
System (Shishov et al. 2001, Stolbovoi V and I Savin. 2002, Gerasimova M et al
2005) the soils have to be classified as Alluvial soils (= Entisols, US Soil Taxonomy) which is not satisfactory for the special soil-ecological permafrost-landscape of the Lena Delta. The older Russian classification (Elovskaya 1987) takes
into account the strong influence of cryogenic processes on the permafrost-affected
soils of the delta In general, an international accepted harmonisation between the
different systems and the main diagnostic horizons should be developed Such a
classification system, based on a profile genesis with better defined qualitative and
quantitative characteristics, could also be used for applied questions such as global
carbon balance of the Artie region
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C. E G. R. Schaefer

Weathering, Landform and Cryogenic Features of Volcanic-Rock Landscape
of Keller Peninsula, Admiralty Bay, Antartica.

C. E. G. R. Schaefer. M. R. Francelino. F. N. B. Simas. M. R. Albuquerque. L. M.
Costa. Departamento do Solos-Universidade Federal de Vicosa.
Keller peninsula is an ice-free area situated in the Admiralty Bay, in King George
Island, formed by volcanic rocks (basalts, andesites, dacites, tuffs and agglomerates) of ages ranging from Jurassic to Late Tertiary, as part of the Andean orogenic belt The manifestation of physical weathering in Keller, like elsewhere in
the Maritime Antartica is extreme due to a combination of factors: relatively high
moisture availability, very low temperatures, fractured volcanic-rock substrates and
mountainous topography The absence of any glacial outlet coming from inland
areas of Keller Peninsula hinterland means that most till and related deposits are
derived from short-ranged glacial erosion from the upper parts of the peninsula.
In this work, we examine the main cryogenic features, soils and landforms of this
area In the volcanic-rock regolith of Keller Peninsula, a number of cryogenic processes leads to physical breakdown, sorting and fineparticles increase. The most
important factors are freezing-thawing cycle, ablation, frost and gelifluction Frost
action causes the formation of a thin silty, crusting layer at the suface, especially
on andesitic to basaltic materials, but also on acid tuffs and palagonite. These features are particularly frequent in the area just below the Birknmajer Peak Glacial
Cirque, where basalts are dominant. During the summer, the permafrost within the
soil regolith can be observed at varying depths. In areas along channels of melting
water, hollows and depressions, where accumulations of fine materials are greater,
the intensity of freezing-thawing cycles is marked. This causes tonguing ofsucessive short-distance, lobate moraines as well as active surface geliturbation by melting water down the regolith In sloping areas, soil creep and regolith gelifluction
occurs, being readily distinguished by the redistribution of Usnea- covered gravels
and rock fragments at distances of hundred of meters far from the source areas,
where Usneaceae cover rock-stable crests The summer How of water-saturated
regolith is greater in palagonite and andesitic tuffs, due to finer particle sizes, but
occurr even in basaltic materials with larger rock fragments Soil and regolith creep
appears to be a slow movement process, as many areas of basalt dykes cutting
tuffs ant other andesitc lithologies show only short-range redistribution of rock
fragments downslope as thin moraines Thus, it appears that most rock fragments
present at mid to high levels of Keller Peninsula are, in fact, the results of in situ
physical breakdown of rock substrates Gelifluction was found to be an important
process for sheet redistribution of soil/regolith materials downslope, particularly
where subsurface melting water is abundant. This process of soil movement seems
to be greater in acid tuffs and andesitic lithologies, where regolith are usually
deeper, and surface rock-fragmentation is of limited importance. On the other hand,
Gelifluction is less in basalt and other mafic lithologies, due to a greater stonyness of the surface. Gelifluction accounts for the devolopment of lobate crescentic
sheets of stony pavement, at mid and downslope positions We have also observed
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that soil creep (and solifluction) is controlled by some structural features of the
Below-Ground Carbon Pools and Permafrost Instability in the East-European
bedrock, such a fault-lines, presence of unconformites, dykes and, especially near
Russian Arctic.
the coast, by uplifted (isosthatic) marine terraces and "structural tabular terraces".
G. Mazhitova. Komi Science Center. Russian Academy of Sciences; P. Kuhry, Univ The cryogenic landscape, therefore, is considerably "stable" and little long-range
redistribution of debris is actually on going
of Stockholm; N. G Oberman. MIREKO Company: V. Romanovsky Geophysical
Institute, Univ of Alaska. Fairbanks.
East-European Russian Arctic (the Pechora lowland and the Polar Urals) is charac106-5
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terized by extensive permafrost distribution In a large degree it is discontinuous or
sparse permafrost with temperatures from -2 to 0°C Large amount of permafrost
Carbon and Nitrogen Dynamics and Microbial Community Structure During
data obtained in recent three decades, including records of long-term permafrost
Climate Change Scenarios in Arctic Soils.
and active layer monitoring, show high instability of the regional permafrost under
M. Oelbermann. Univ of Waterloo; M. English. Wilfrid Laurier Univ; S. L. Schiff.
changing climate and human influences. For the same region medium-scale belowUniv of Waterloo.
ground organic carbon estimates have been obtained recently for the northern
taiga, forest-tundra and tundra in lowlands, and also for the alpine areas of the Ural
The Arctic is currently a major research focal point, because temperatures in this
Mountains. The estimates include carbon of soils, peatlands and lake sediments
region have been projected to increase up to 7.5°C under global warming scenarios
Reference depths are the upper 30 cm, I m and total depth of soils or peatlands
Such temperature increases lead to greater soil microbial activity, soil organic matThe estimates obtained are in general higher than those presented for the region
ter decomposition and ultimately atmospheric CO, emissions. This study quantified
in coarse-scale global and national assessments Average carbon content for the
soil C, nitrogen (N) and microbial community dynamics under climate change sceUsa river basin is 25.5 Kg C m 2 for the upper I meter of soil versus 11 to 20 Kg
narios [ambient (14°C), experimental (21°C)], using an organo-mineral soil [Wolf
C m 2 in the coarse-scale assessments Besides, difference in carbon densities and
Basin (WB)] and an organic soil [Peat Canyon (PC)] at the Daring Lake Research
pools between the northern taiga, forest-tundra and tundra is smaller than usually
Station. Soil organic C and N pools (kg/ha) and content (%) were significantly
different (p<0 05) between soil horizons at WB, but no such difference was found
reported The highest carbon contents were found in Histic Gelisols/Cryic Histosols
and various mineral Gelisols/Cryosols, in average 66 and 24 Kg C m~2 in 1-meter
at PC The soil profile at WB showed a significant (p<0 05) enrichment in "C and
l5
layer, respectively. The former soils store 54% of the basin's carbon within 1-meter
N with depth, although no such difference occurred at PC. The CO, rate flux
was significantly greater (p>0.05) at 21°C in WB (27 mg/g/d) and PC (39 mg/g/d)
layer while occupy only 20% of the basin area The two soil groups which are carbon-richest, are at the same time most vulnerable under climate warming; Histic
compared to that at 14°C (14 mg/g/d WB, 22 mg/g/d PC). The CO, rate flux was
significantly different (p<0.05) between soil horizons at both sites and temperaGelisols/Cryic Histosols are prone to thermokarst due to high ice content in frozen peat deposits, and mineral Gelisols/Cryosols are expected to lose the anchored
tures. The greatest rate flux occurred in the organic and organo-mineral horizons,
permafrost completely within several decades which would expose organic matter
whereas the C horizon was a net CO, sink. All soil horizons, except for the mineral
contained in frozen layers for decay. Results of one-dimensional transient modelsoil showed a significant (p<0.05) enrichment in LiC-CO, with time. At time 0. the
ing demonstrate the range of permafrost responses and allow to assess the rate
mean microbial community metabolic diversity (CMD) showed the slowest change
of increases in non-frozen carbon pools. Monitoring records show significant soil
in the Bm horizon at WB However, after 85 days, the Bm horizon showed the most
surface subsidence which accompanies permafrost thawing Both monitoring and
rapid change in CMD at 21°C, whereas this change was much slower at I4°C At
modeling data prove that permafrost response and subsidence values will be highly
WB. the SOC pool was significantly greater in the Bm horizon compared to the O
differential across the area which calls for considering landscape changes while
horizon, this in combination with a relatively low C:N ratio (24), may have led to
assessing warm ing-induced increases in carbon pools.
a greater rate flux of CO, and a more rapid change in the CMD at 2 PC compared
to the remaining horizons at this site Therefore, under climate change scenarios. C
stored in lower horizons can become a major source of CO,
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Global Warming Impact on Carbon Cycle of the Permafrost-Affected
Ecosystems in Russia.
V. Stolbovoy, European Commission Joint Research Centre Institutefor Environment
and Sustainability.
Global warming expects shitting natural zones northward and stimulating a degradation of the permafrost (IPCC, 2001). As a consequence, the acceleration of
the soil organic matter decay in soils and the increase of biomass production in
vegetation are proposed ITie net balance of these two processes is thought to be
transforming the high latitudes ecosystems into a source of C02, which in turn
contributes to the increase of the gas concentration in the atmosphere This theory
is built on general assumptions on few of the episodic and spatially seldom field
samplings, and has to be empirically approved. The objectives of the study are:
(1) to understand mechanisms and drivers of carbon cycle in different bio-climatic
zones and permafrost-affected regions; (2) to analyze the changes in carbon cycle
due to possible replacement of the zones and shrinking of permafrost The study is
built on recent inventory of carbon pools and fluxes associated with digitized maps
of the major ecosystems components (soil, vegetation, riverin discharge) integrated
by means of GIS (Stolbovoi and McCallum, 2002) Russia comprises a range of
frost-affected regions from which 560* 106 ha (35% of the country) are seasonally
frozen, 223*106 ha (14% of the country) have a sporadic permafrost, 227*106
ha (14% of the country) covered by discontinuous permafrost and, 581*106 ha
(36% of the country) have continuous permafrost (Stolbovoi, 2005). The biomass
density is considerably less in the regions with continuous permafrost in all natural
zones Net primary production does not show much difference between regions in
the tundra zone and it declines in the permafrost-affected regions in middle taiga
zone Carbon density in soils is generally higher in topsoil and total soil in forest,
grassland and shrubs for permafrost-affected regions Aggregated indicators of C
cycle show rather mosaic picture, eg., net ecosystem production (NEP) is higher
for forests in permafrost-affected regions than in the seasonally frozen. The pattern of net biome production (NBP) follows the NEP but is slightly smoothed my
forest disturbances (wild fires) that are common for remote permafrost regions
NEP and NBP for grasses and shrubs shows reverse picture and are less in permafrost-affected regions. Ecosystem carbon balance (ECB) is negative for forests
that are seasonally frozen and is positive in permafrost-affected regions For all
regions, the ECB is negative for deep peat and is positive for shallow peat. The
study illustrates that various frost-affected regions are highly varied by soils. The
forecasted alteration of the C pools, as a "black-box" reaction on the climate warming is oversimplified and confusing In reality, this alteration may be seen through
the analysis of soil development The trajectories of the latter are soil specific and
driven by complicated evolution of different soil forming factors. The study reveals
that permafrost-affected regions are the sink and seasonally frozen regions are the
source for CÜ2 in Russia at present This pattern remains to be the same under predicted rise in temperature unless the change in precipitation, hydrological regime
and aridization will not be significant.
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Community Size, Structure and Temperature Adaption of Methane Oxidizing
Bacteria in Tundra Soils.
U Zimmermann. Univ of Hamburg. Institute of Soil Science; C Knoblauch, Univ
of Hamburg. Institute of Soil Science: M. Blumenberg. Univ of Hamburg. Institute
of Biogeochemistry and Marine Chemistry: E. M Pfeiffer. Univ of Hamburg.
Institute of Soil Science.
Arctic wetland soils are substantial natural sources of the climate relevant trace
gas methane Microbial methane oxidation is an important control of methane
emissions from these environments We investigated the abundance and activity
of Methane Oxidizing Bacteria (MOB) in two waterlogged soils (a Fibristel and a
llistorthel) from different tundra sites in Northern Siberia The size of MOB populations was quantified by group-specific phospholipid fatty acids for type I and
type II methane oxidizers To determine the active part of the MOB population, we
labelled soil samples with 13CH4 and analysed the I3C content of phospholipid
fatty acids The temperature dependence of methane oxidation was measured in
batch incubations Fatty acids specific for type 1 MOB dominated strongly over
those for type II organisms throughout the profiles of both tundra soils. Up to 8
% of all fatty acids were specific for MOB, indicating a considerable contribution of methane oxidizers to the total bacterial biomass The stable isotope experiments showed that type 1 organisms were not only the most abundant but also
the most active MOB in both tundra soils. More than 85 % of 13C incorporated
into phospholipid fatty acids could be found in fatty acids typical for the type 1
group of MOB The concentration of MOB fatty acids decreased with depth in both
waterlogged soils, correlating well with depth distribution of potential activities.
However, in subsoil horizons without measurable activities, MOB-fatty acids were
still present, indicating the occurrence of inactive cells or spores that may be reactivated under changing environmental conditions The Fibristel had a higher organic
carbon content of 37 % and contained 20 times more fatty acids specific for MOB
(16 3 nmole cm-3) than the Historthel with 18 % organic carbon and 0 8 nmole
cm-3 MOB specific fatty acids. MOB communities in both soils showed maximum
activities around 28°C, much higher than in situ temperatures in the Arctic soils
However, the population in the Fibristel was better adapted to low temperatures.
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since at 0°C, it reached 30 % of its maximum activity, in contrast to MOB in the
Historthel with only 5 to 9 %
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Soil Formation in Frost-hoil Environments.
Y. Shur. C. L. Ping, Univ of Alaska Fairbanks: M. T. Jorgenson. Alaska Biological
Research Inc.
Frost boils are features that have a round bare surface, are slightly elevated above
the surrounding ground, are bowl shaped at the bottom, and have a continuous or
broken layer of Organic Matter (OM) at the periphery of the active layer Frost
boils and the vegetation that develops in the surrounding inter-boil areas form a
well-organized and long-term functioning system that includes the upper permafrost. Formation of this system starts with the development of shallow thermal
contraction cracks within the active layer, followed by colonization of vegetation
in the moister. snow protected microsites of the cracks. These small polygons that
develop mainly in the active layer are common features of barren ground and have
been described on numerous occasions Subsequent vegetation growth, decomposition, and OM accumulation in the limited areas next to cracks change the thermal
properties of the active layer below the vegetated parts of surface. Consequently, the
active layer steadily decreases, leading to formation of aggradational ice and perennial frost heave beneath vegetated inter-boils. Due to the three-dimensional nature
of the freezing front in winter, frost heave in inter-boil areas is not perpendicular to
the soil surface, but is inclined in the direction of the boils, thus forming the bowl
shape of boils Ross Mackay showed that the bowl shape controls the movement
of the thawed material from the periphery to the beneath the central part of the boil
through gravitational processes. Of particular interest, is the accumulation of OM
along the permafrost table surrounding the bottom of the frost boil Previous studies
have variously suggested that this accumulation is due to: (1) residual accumulation
of dissolve organics moving through the mineral soil to the permafrost table during the previous stage when surface of the contemporary boils was vegetated, (2)
convective circulation within the boil, or (3) sedimentation and burial of organics.
Instead, we propose four-stage process. First, ice-rich cryogenic structures develop
along the bottom of the frost boil during annual freeze back and as a longer-term
transient layer at the top of the cold permafrost table Second, pressure from the
expansion of the freezing boil squeezes the surrounding organic matter, which is
confined by the frozen surface layer, and displaces it downward Third, the thin
ice-rich soil at the bottom of the boil occasionally thaws in the spring leaving a
void around the boil. Finally, the moderately to highly decomposed OM, which
forms and accumulates in inter-boils areas, creeps or flows with water down into
the void. In a closely related process, dissolved OM associated with this subsurface
accumulation moves toward the boil surface with water that migrates to the surface
freezing front in winter and to the drying surface in summer This process results
in formation of a three-dimension soil profile with O horizons surrounding the boil
and an A horizon within the lower mineral layers of the boil. Inside the frost boil,
this accumulated humic material moves in the direction from the bottom toward the
center and the upper part of the boil With time, the organic layer often completely
covers the periphery of boils Vegetation succession and accumulation of OM at the
surface decrease active-layer thickness. This, in tum, causes increased accumulation of aggradational ice, incorporation of the previously intruded OM underneath
the frost boil into the upper layer of permafrost, and increased perennial heave of
the surface In the continuing evolution of frost boils, vegetation development on
the boil surface and readjustment of the upper permafrost lead to the development
of hummocks Removal of vegetation from the earth hummocks leads to thawing
of aggradational ice and thaw settlement
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Clay Fraction Mineralogy of Cryosols from Maritime Antarctica.
E N. B. Simas. Dept do Solos- Universidade Federal de Vicosa: C. E.G. R. Schaefer.
Dept do Solos-Universidade Federal de Vicosa; V F. D. Meto, Univ Federtal do
Parana; M. B. Guerra, Univ Federal de Vicosa; M. Saunders. Univ of Western
Australia: R. Gilkes. Univ of Western Australia.
Cryosols from Maritime Antarctica have been less studied than soils from continental areas of Antarctica In 2003, an extensive soil survey was initiated at King
George Island within the scope of the Brazilian Antarctic Program In the present
work XRD, DXRD, DTA/TG, TEM/EDS and selective chemical dissolution were
used to characterize the clay fraction of basaltic, acid sulphate and omithogenic
cryosols from ice-free areas of Admiralty Bay, King George Island Randomly
interstratified smectite:hydroxy-AI interlayered smectite is the main clay mineral
of basaltic soils For these soils, the presence of clay-sized pyroxene and feldspars
indicate the low degree of chemical alteration of the parent material. Nevertheless,
hydroxyl-AI interlayering of inherited smectite is likely to be pedogenic. Also, the
detection of about 14 % of a Si-rich allophane-like phase in the clay fraction suggests that dissolution of primary alumino-silicates is a major process, with limited
leaching of dissolved Al-Si Kaolinite, chlorite and regularly interstratified illitesmectite predominate in acid sulphate soils, in which jarosite is also an important
component of the clay fraction. Although feldspar is abundant in the sand fraction,
clay-sized feldspar was not present suggesting that acid chemical weathering is an
important process at these sites and may account for the formation of kaolinite
Crystalline AI and Fe phosphates occur only at sites directly affected by penguin
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activity and constitute up to 30 % of the clay fraction Highly reactive non-crystalline AI, Si, Fe and P phases control the chemical characteristics of ornithogenic
sites, accounting for over 50 % of the clay fraction for some sites. Contrary to Antarctic continental cryosols, where physical weathering dominates, chemical weathering is an active process in cryosols from Maritime Antarctica and is enhanced hy
the oxidation of sulphides present in the parent material and at some locations is
affected by faunal activity
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Correlation of Redoximorphic Features to Hydrology.
D. L. Lindbo, Soil Science Depl. North Carolina Slate Unix: E. D. Severson, USDANRCS; G. Lanier, M. Vepraskas. Soil Science Dept. North Carolina Stale Univ.
Redoximorphic features and their location in the soil are indicative of seasonal
saturation Such features are extensively considered in many land use decisions
(wetland soils, waste disposal, construction, etc.) The general objective of this
study is to define relationships between soil morphology and long term hydrology
Since it is generally impractical to monitor a site for more than a few years, long
term hydrology (30+ years) is modeled for each soil in the study. This model data
is then used to correlate specific redoximorphic features to duration of saturation
Monitored sites are located on the Lower Coastal Plain and Outer Banks regions
of North Carolina These sites were chosen to represent a range of soil types typical of the region. Automated recording water table level wells monitored a total of
60 plots in transects of clayey, fine loamy, and coarse loamy Aquic Hapludults to
Aerie Paleaquults; and sandy Typic Udipsamments to Aquic Udipsamments; for I
to S years These water table and on-site rainfall data were used as input information for the hydrologie model DRAINMOD to independently predict 30-yr historic
water table levels for each soil. Using long-term weather data, soil wetness conditions for each method were determined for each plot In the clayey to coarse loamy
soils 2 chroma redox depletions correlate to 14 - 24% annual saturation, 3 chroma
redox depletions correlate to 12-23% annual saturation, and redox concentrations
correlate to 5 - 15% annual saturation. In the sand soils redox concentrations also
correlate to approximately 15% annual saturation but 2 chroma depletions correlate
to approximately 80% annual saturation The use of redox features in land use decisions needs to be adjusted to reflect the observation that they correlate to different
durations of saturation depending on soil type.
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Hydropedology Applied to Imperfectly Drained Landscapes in Closed Basins.
J. Richardson. D. Hammer. NRCS-USDA.
The basic premises of hydropedology are: I) soil morphology is largely a function
of hydro-periodicity and water movement in saturated and unsaturated flow conditions in the soil across the entire landscape, 2) oxidation and reduction combine
with dissolution, transport and precipitation of soil constituents to cause volumes of
concentrations and depletions in soils and landscape positions, and 3) soil morphology can be used to interpret pathways of water movement in landscapes. The objective of this paper is to illustrate an analytical methodology for areas with closed,
young, non-integrated drainage networks with abundant very poorly-drained soils
We provide two contrasting examples of the hydropedologic approach that can
readily be used to interpret the subsurface flow of water through soil. The analytical methods start with an examination of the soil survey mapping units in the
area of concern The mapping units are the keys to the morphology over the entire
landscape, and allow spatial reconstruction of soil attributes in watersheds. The
construction of a cross-section in a fence diagram that shows spatial changes in
soil morphology within and among landforms is a critical step in analysis. From
the fence diagram aquifer and aquitard zones can be identified, hydrologie gradient and saturated hydraulic conductivity can be estimated based on material and
landscape properties. From these data, a flow net can be constructed showing flow
directions and relative amounts of water The flow net recharge, flowthrough and
discharge areas are noted in cross-section. These features can then be marked on a
catchment map The soils are then organized into recharge, discharge and intermediate (flowthrough below surface) zones Field verification can be conducted at any
stage in the construction of the hydropedology map In one example, the wide pocosin wetlands of North Carolina illustrate a stagnant, slow- moving large wetland
system on the lower Atlantic coastal plain The muck centers grade outward to the
better drained edges The well drained soils are recharge areas and the central area
drains so slowly that the flow net suggests nearly no flow. We introduce the term
"stagnant recharge" for this central zone with well-leached, acid organic soils The
discharge areas are at the base of the escarpments at the edges of the lower organic

soils that are associated with the streams dissecting the pocosin upland Frequently
occurring small closed basins in glacial areas offer contrasting flow systems within
very close proximity (less than a meter) Flow nets developed by Tofn (1963) illustrate a depression-focused recharge zone at the leached center of the wetland and
a calcareous edge occupying the higher ground Similar wetland combinations of
varying sizes cover large areas in prairie glacial areas of the US and Canada The
flow net reveals a mounded water table under the depression with a large amount
of water loss by evapotranspiration at the edges The soils at the edges have calcareous Bk horizons (resulting from accumulations of water-transported calcium)
versus the leached Btg horizon in the center (from which the calcium has been
leached. Hydropedologic analysis allows identification of soil landforms that occur
in recharge, flowthrough, and discharge zones in the landscape, which are useful
interpretations for soil survey users, and from which one can predict the impacts
of long-term changes in soil water regime, such as those due to urbanization, land
drainage or irrigation We successfully have used these techniques in numerous
landscapes throughout low and moderate relief areas in the United States. The techniques of the hydropedologic method yield knowledge of water flow in soils that
is hidden from view and often would take many years to model using tensiometers
or piezometers The examples given in the text illustrate hummocky and smooth
landscapes with nearly no surface flow (closed basins).
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Soil-Hydrology Interpretations Developed from Soil Surveys Based on Soil
Morphology.
D. Wysocki. J. Richardson. D. Hammer. S. Peasley. NRCS-USDA.
Water creates a distinctive soil morphology specific to water activity as it travels
through landscapes. The morphology differs as a function of the frequency, duration, and intensity of water passage through structurally, texturally and biologically
created soil pores We can predict hydro-periodicity and water dynamics in open
erosional landscapes using soil morphology combined with landscape position To
demonstrate the basic principles of water-created soil-landscape relationships we
selected three landscapes based on their abilities to retain, focus, or shed water.
Redoximorphic features and kinds of soil horizons yield evidence on length of
wetness (hydro-periodicity), anisotropy, and flow dynamics. In Iowa, a wide nearly
level summit restricts runoff and promotes infiltration The only water source on
this landform is precipitation because this is the highest place in the landscape. Soil
wetting and drying creates strongly developed Btg horizons on the summits When
precipitation exceeds evaporation a temporary (perched) water table develops over
the Btg horizon because water infiltrates the silty surfaces faster than it can percolate through the clay-enriched argillic horizons. The perched water then seeps
slowly, laterally toward and through a narrow hillslope shoulder. A paleosol at the
base of the shoulder and upper backslope acts as an aquitard The aquitard (paleosol) creates a hillslope seep The volume of upland water storage is potentially
large because of the thickness of the loess cap and the width of the summits. The
strongly anisotropic conditions causes lateral water flow by creating differential
head in the soil landscape A similar stratigraphic setting (loess/paleosol/till) exists
in the Nebraska landscape The landscape differs from Iowa in that the summits are
narrow remnants and the shoulders are much larger portions of the hillslopes with
more areal extent in the landscape The Bt-horizon is less wet and has less clay than
the argillic horizons in the Iowa soils The redoximorphic features are below depths
of 0.5 m The backslopes are small with little or no footslope components, and
descend sharply to ephemeral drainage Summit water storage is limited because
of the narrow, convex summits, and terracing is used both to increase soil water
storage and to reduce surface soil erosion Water returns to the surface through the
shoulder and discharges in small seeps from the glacial till that acts as an aquitard
The third landscape, in ND, lacks a hillslope summit A few, small isolated hill
crests (rounded shoulders) descend to broad, coalesced footslopes. The soil at the
crest lacks a B-horizon and classifies as an Entisol. In this landscape, the remarkably well-developed footslope landforms dominate areally and store water in thick
A-horizons At the footslope terminus, a soil with a Btn horizon results from wetting, drying, and evaporative discharge that concentrates salts. The salts are leached
periodically during pluvial cycles or major precipitation events The result is clay
and organic matter dispersion (slick spots) Soil morphology linked to a landscape
(geomorphology) setting reliably predicts both directions and magnitudes of transient flow in all three soilscapes we examined
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Concepts of Pedology, Geomorphology and Hydrology for Flat Landscapes.
P. J. Schoeneberger. J. Richardson. NRCS-USDA: D. Wysocki. Natural Resource
Conservation Service: W. L. Miller. USDA-NRCS.
Flat landscapes (e.g., coastal plains, till plains, lakebeds) form extensive and hydrologically unique areas of the earth's surface Such areas are characterized by low
kinetic energy with nominal sediment erosion and transport. F.nergy transfer in flat
landscapes occurs dominantly via geochemical alterations and colloidal transfers
driven by internal water dynamics Conventional, hillslope-based geomorphic
descriptions and hydropedologic models fail to capture or convey the relationships
between soil patterns and geomorphic (energy transfer) process on flat landscapes
We use soil surveys and other publications from flat landscapes to model water
dynamics that create soils and to develop terms and concepts to create unifying soil
227

genesis and geomorphic principles We selected four representative flat landscapes
(a glacial lake plain, two coastal plains and a till plain) with published soil surveys and some pedological investigations. From these we create water flow models
based onflownets for wet and dry conditions. We then use locally derived terms (or
present new terms) to develop and describe conceptual conditions illustrative of the
landscape and of associated water flow processes. Small differences in topographic
relief can manifest into large changes in soil development. Water table/water flow
models were developed based on published hydropedologic models that explain
the field conditions and soil geography. We explain field conditions and resulting pedologic development by applying the geo-hydrology concepts of recharge,
flowthrough, and discharge as terms of flow process. For instance, recharge moves
from higher to lower areas (rise or talf to dep) in humid areas or during moist
years (high areas exhibit mounded water tables). The rise (slightly elevated area)
or talf (level area between rises and depressions) act to recharge the depression (or
"dep"). In contrast, in dry times the depression has water (an elevated water table)
but the talf and rise do not, resulting in depression-focused recharge A common
and profound variation involves vegetative communities around the depression rim
that create an "edge-focused" evaporative discharge driven by evapotranspiration
By using basic regional climatic information, three terms of landscape (rise, talf,
and dep), and three terms of water movement (recharge, flowthrough, and discharge), we can explain and predict the formation and geography of soils in flat
landscapes
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Hydropedological Map of the Republic of Croatia.

Z Vidacek, M. Bogunovic, S. Husnjak, M. Sraka. A. Bensa. Soil Science Dept of
Agricultural Faculty llniv of Zagreb.
Hydropedological map of the Republic of Croatia was made at a scale of I 300,000
as part of the interdisciplinary scientific-technical project aimed at sustainable management of water resources and soil, notably agricultural land. Using pedological and hydropedological data at large and/or semi-detailed scale, data on drainage canal networks, rockiness and land use, hydropedological units were defined
according to soil moistening by surface and/or ground water and soil moisture
regime to two metres referent depth, as well as priority amelioration units for drainage, dry farming, irrigation, forests and grasslands Of the overall 30,337.6 km2
of agricultural land and karst wasteland, there are 1,330 8 km2 of priority amelioration units for low-intensity basic drainage, 7,405.1 km2 for basic and detailed
pipe drainage, 15,453 1 km2 up to 500 m above sea-level for dry farming or/and
irrigation, 2,605 7 km2 from 500 to 1,000 m a si. for dry farming without irrigation, 284 8 km2 above 1,000 m a si. for forests and grasslands, and 3,258.1 km2 of
priority units for karst wasteland afforestation Hydropedological and amelioration
units are documented by their pedological and hydropedological characteristics,
including infiltration, horizontal water permeability, soil water capacity, groundwater regime, effective precipitation, soil water deficiency, water runoff' from the
rhizosphere and maximal daily coefficient of precipitation water runoff All the
above data are listed and organized in GIS Keywords: hydropedology, hydroameliorations, surface and ground water, map, GIS
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Capturing Heritage Soil Survey Data for Pedometric Analysis and Modelling:
the S-map Approach.

A. E. Hewitt. L. Lilburne. 1. H. Lynn. T. H. Webb. Landcare Research.
New Zealand has a large set of soil resource data gathered from more than 80 years
of soil survey activity, which include survey reports, soil maps, and a laboratory
analysis database. There is also a cadre of pedologists with expert knowledge of
soil-landscape relationships However, current heritage soil survey data in digital
and analogue form can not be easily utilised in pedometric analyses because it is
either hidden in the grey literature of soil survey reports, inconsistent due to poor
correlation or varying standards, or because of concerns about sampling bias or the
accuracy and relevance of attributes. The rich information content of these data
needs to be captured in a form suitable for integration with other digital datasets
Since 2003 New Zealand has undertaken a revitalised effort in soil survey and soil
database development called S-map (Lilburne et al., 2004) S-map is designed to
capture knowledge from existing soil surveys as well as to fill gaps with new data
using appropriate modelling techniques The S-map project will provide a consistent national coverage of soil class and attribute data, with confidence estimates
being recorded for each attribute entry. Attributes chosen for an S-map minimum
dataset were those known to be useful for prediction of target outputs, and which
could be readily extracted using expert interpretation from heritage data Emphasis
was given to soil physical attributes, particularly those that control water storage,
and water dynamics It was expected that most soil chemical and biological attributes can be modelled from these physical attributes, with inclusion of appropriate
non-soil attributes, such as effective rainfall, geology and vegetation Attributes
for taxonomie classes were entered and correlated to a developing national taxonomie legend of soil families and soil siblings (Lilburne et al 2004, http://www.
landcarcrcsearch co nz) within the framework of the New Zealand Soil Classification (Hewitt 1998) Soil profile variation was summarised by definition of 43
functional horizons Functional horizons are defined by classes of stone content,
texture group, ped size, and soil strength. These are intended as building blocks for
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modelling soil physical attributes for all New Zealand soils Inferences from functional horizons are strongest for saturated hydraulic conductivity, macro-porosity
and bulk density (Webb 2003, 3004) Variation within the soil taxonomie units
was recorded as probability distribution functions within functional horizons, from
available data and expert knowledge The database allowed preservation of unique
ranges for local areas within soil families that are found throughout New Zealand.
We describe S-map with reference to its application in the Otago Region of New
Zealand. In this region the original data comprised 13 soil surveys carried out over
a 50-year period Survey reports are of varying standards, many with poor representative pedon descriptions, and poor correlation of soil taxonomie classes There
is only a small set of soils with detailed profile descriptions and comprehensive
laboratory analysis The outputs of the Otago region S-map include data layers for
modelling input, and soil fact sheets Fact sheets for each soil class were derived
dynamically from the S-map database, and accessed by a public web site (http://
www ore govt nz). Fact sheet attributes were derived by pedotransfer models based
on the S-map minimum dataset
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Soil Classification Based on Water and Chemical Transport.

V. L. Quisenberry. Clemson Univ. S. Koszinski. ZALF.
The heterogeneity of field soils has encouraged many soil scientists to abandon
mechanistic approaches for stochastic methods to describe material transport Statistical approaches, however, largely ignore inherent properties that regulate flow
mechanics, and often provide little advancement to our fundamental understanding. Ten years ago we developed an initial version of a soil classification system
for describing water and chemical transport in field soils. Our system was based
primarily on surface and subsurface texture, clay mineralogy, and soil structure
Using soils in the southeastern United States, we developed eight classes These
classes were defined, and several soil series within each class were identified Certainly there is variability within a class, as there is within a series, but we believe
the type and mechanism of flow within a class is clearly distinguishable from other
classes Macropore flow is a significant component of water and solute transport in
many field soils. Seven of our eight classes assume macropore flow of water and
solutes based on textural and structural characteristics Only one of our classes
(Class 3) had assumed that, to a large degree, piston type flow would be the primary mechanism. For soils in this class, we believed trie Richard's equation and
the convection-dispersion equation would adequately describe transport processes
Class 3 includes soils with uniformly sized sands throughout the profile or sandy
soils overlying argillic horizons of non-expandable clays that are massive or have
weak blocky structure and no tertiary peds The surface texture of soils within this
class can be sand, loamy sand, and sandy clay with less than 8% clay Our data have
shown that macropore flow is significant in soils with greater than 8% clay in the
Ap horizon Experiments have now been conducted on six soils within the Coastal
Plain of South Carolina Each of these soils was included in our Class 3 The soils
include the Lakeland (coated Typic Quartzipsamments), the non-arenic Norfolk
(Fine-loamy, kaolinitic, thermic Typic Kandiudults), the arenic Wagram (Loamy,
kaolinitic, thermic Arenic Kandiudults), and the grossarenic Troup (Loamy, kaolinitic, thermic Grossarenic Kandiudults) For each soil, we selected locations where
we could find the particular soil in a long-termed meadow or grassed area and in
a nearby cultivated area. For each soil we established three treatments: an undisturbed grass-covered plot, a plot where the grass was removed and the soil tilled
to 150 mm, and a plot where the soil had been tilled frequently during the last few
years. After we established the plots areas, each was thoroughly wetted and allowed
to drain The areas were covered with plastic to prevent evaporation until an experiment could be run, usually about 48 hours later. Water tagged with chloride was
applied to each plot at a rate of approximately 15 mm h-l with an applicator made
with 25-mm plastic tubing and 108 hypodermic needles A square frame measuring
1.2 m by 1.2 m was supported about I m above the ground by six plastic legs Water
flowed by gravity from an elevated tank into the applicator frame. A hydraulic
head of about 2 m caused the water to rise about 300 mm from the needles before
falling to the ground The uniformity of application was excellent Within 12 hours
of application, the soil was sampled for water content and chloride concentration
Samples were taken at five depths ranging from 50 to 500 mm. At each depth, 100
samples were taken on a 10 by 10 grid with a distance of 30 mm between the grid
points, thus 500 samples were taken for each plot. Each treatment was replicated.
The data were analyzed for spatial variability, both horizontally and vertically We
had hypothesized that within Class 3 soils there would be no treatment differences
based on the presence or absence of grass or tillage The data showed otherwise
There was significant macropore flow in all the undisturbed, grass covered soils
Even when we removed the grass and tilled, macropore flow was observed We
attribute the presence of macropore flow in these very sandy Ap horizons to their
hydrophobicity With sand contents greater than 90% in the Ap, a small amount of
organic matter can impart hydrophobic characteristics to the soil The macropore
flow that commenced at the soils surface continued through the 500-mm soil depth
For the six sites that had been extensively tilled for several years, we measured
little, or no, macropore flow. Our experiments support the formulation of our Class
3 for those soils that are under cultivation. If longer-termed grass covers are present, then significant macropore flow can be expected. Our evolving classification
system has been modified to incorporate the potential for hydrophobic-induced
macropore flow in very sandy soils. We believe that our classification approach can
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help bring a degree of fundamental order to the complexity of material transport in
field soils anywhere.
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Deriving Soils Information from Foundation Data and Knowledge.
D. M. Brough. Natural Resources & Mines Queensland: M. J. Grundy, Natural
Resources & Mines Queensland; N. J. McKenzie, CSIRO Land and Water: D. W.
Jacquier. CSIRO Land and Water.
Queensland is similar to many regions of the world in having a diverse history
of describing, mapping and classifying soils. Much of the 50-year catalogue of
information on soil and land resources is stored in the Soil and Land Information
(SALI) relational database system. This has enabled us to contribute effectively to
the Australian Soil Resource Information System (ASR1S - www.asris.csiro.au).
In the process, we needed to define a system that produced information relevant to
diverse natural resource management issues from the primary data source SALI
has three basic types of information on soil and land resources: • Sites - observations of soil profiles and landscape attributes at geo-referenced points • Soil Profile
Class (SPC) - allocations of soil profiles to local soil classes • Polygons - spatial
and descriptive information for polygons with a large range of associated data
Data ranges from allocation to local soil class to each polygon is treated as a unique
individual area and attributed as such. SALI contains approximately 84,000 sites,
3,200 Soil Profile Classes and 150,000 polygons. Approximately 80% of our land
resource information is captured in the digital relational database These data were
used to estimate individual soil attributes for the idealised 5-layer soil that forms
the primary data structure in ASRIS Our system estimates 30 attributes for each of
the 5 layers McKenzie et al. (2005) provide definitions for the layers and attributes
The system we implemented was developed in an Oracle database using a series of
modular procedures to populate the range of ASRIS data tables This was achieved
by writing some 12,000 lines of database code that will derive all the ASRIS attributes for sites, SPCs and polygons Attribution of sites is from the raw data collected at each geo-referenced point using a series of rules to convert a complex site
to an idealised 5-layer profile Attribution of SPCs is achieved using the same code
with the extra steps of estimating missing attributes from the representative sites
recorded for that SPC The attribution of polygons, in order of preference, is from
representative sites, the SPC recorded, any site within the polygon and finally using
a soil classification lookup table. The attribution o f ' a l l ' polygons in Queensland
has allowed the creation of spatial coverages to access the best available data at
any point across the state and the appropriate level of detail. The main aim of this
complicated attribution process is to retain local knowledge from land resource
surveys rather than relying on a few high level pedotransfer functions for the state
or a lookup table based on a continental soils map to provide the state-wide coverage The use of modular database code to complete this process allows our data to
be updated at anytime for inclusion in ASRIS with online access. Shortly after new
data is collected, or refinements are made to polygons, the ASRIS website will display the alteration With this system in place, the attribute surfaces are enhanced by
the collection of primary data and data collection is informed by the system itself
With millions of pieces of data across some 300,000 features it is impossible to
update, or even revise, any part of the system manually within an acceptable timeframe The ability of the system to rapidly derive improved information products
from foundation data and knowledge stored within soil and land resource information is the single biggest benefit of the approach taken The continual improvements
to information products critical to natural resource management projects will benefit all users of this data, especially modellers.
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I mpact of Soil Structure on Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity in the Piedmont
of Georgia, USA.

L. T. West. M. E. Abreu. D. E. Radcliffe. M. L. Cabrera, Univ of Georgia.
Saturated hydraulic conductivity (K ) is one of the more often used properties for
evaluating soil suitability for many uses including water relationships for plant
growth, potential for pesticide leaching, and wastewater assimilation Because of
the time and expense associated with direct measurement, Ks is often estimated
from other properties including texture, clay mineralogy, bulk density, and cementation. Of these properties, texture is most easily estimated in the field and thus,
is often given the greatest weight in Ks estimates. Upland soils in the Southern
Piedmont of the U S . have maximum clay contents in upper Bt horizons, and clay
content decreases with depth Because of this clay distribution, upper Bt horizons
are commonly estimated to have the minimum K in the profile with less clayey
lower Bt, BC, and C horizons estimated to have higher Ks Limited data for soils in
the Piedmont, however, suggest that clayey upper Bt horizons have higher K than
subjacent horizons because of strongly expressed pedogenic structure in upper Bt
horizons forming a network of macropores. I f the K relationships derived from
these limited studies hold true for a wide range of soils and landscapes in the region,
current estimates of K in soil survey databases do not accurately reflect the relative
rates of water movement through the horizons Thus, the objectives of this research
were to evaluate saturated hydraulic conductivity for major horizons of soils in the
Piedmont of Georgia and to develop relationships between K^ and morphological
and/or other properties of these horizons. Five hillslopes in the Georgia Piedmont
were selected for study Slopes ranged from 5 to 20%, and all of the sites were in

pasture Soils at all hillslope positions were dominantly fine, kaolinitic, thermic
Typic Kanhapludults or Hapludults At 21 locations on each hillslope, the soil was
described from a bucket auger boring, and K was measured at three depths with
a constant head borehole permeameter. The 21 locations on each hillslope were
arranged in three transects that extended from summit to footslope positions. The
three depths of measurement represented upper Bt horizons, Bt or BC horizons,
and lower BC or C horizons Based on field measured K . three pedons on each
hillslope were selected for detailed description and sampling. Laboratory analyses
included particle-size distribution, cation exchange capacity, moist and dry bulk
density, and citrate-dithionite extractable Fe in addition, pore size distribution was
evaluated from water characteristic curves and image analysis of polished blocks
Saturated hydraulic conductivity for all horizons evaluated was significantly different among the sites Soils developed from saprolite with mineralogical composition
that was intermediate between felsic and mafic had lower K than those developed
from felsic saprolite Morphological properties were similar for soils at all hillslope
positions, and no significant difference was observed for K among the hillslope
positions Saturated hydraulic conductivity for upper Bt horizons ranged from 9 to
1,600 cm d '. Lower Bt and BC horizons (middle measurement depth) had K that
ranged from 2 to 12 cm d ', and BC or C horizons at the lowest measurement depth
had Ks that ranged from 3 to 310 cm d ' . At all sites, the upper Bt horizon had the
highest K^ in the profile These horizons also had the highest clay content in the
profile and had the most strongly expressed structure (moderate to strong subangular blocky) The lower Bt and BC horizons had less clay and weaker structure than
the upper Bt horizons, and Kk of these horizons was considerably lower than that
in the upper Bt horizons Saturated hydraulic conductivity of BC and C horizons
at the lowest measurement depth exhibited two trends For soils with relatively
deep sola, BC horizons at this depth had K that was similar to Bt horizons at the
middle measurement depth For soils with thinner sola, C horizons at the deepest
measurement depth had K that was higher than overlying BC horizons Clay, bulk
density, coefficient of linear extensibility, and the CECclay ratio were all weakly
correlated with K The relationships among K clay content, and other properties
indicate that structure has the greatest influence on K of the properties evaluated
for these soils. Macropores associated with the well expressed structure in upper
Bt horizons result in rapid water movement through the horizon even thought clay
content is high Deeper Bt and BC horizons have less clay but also have weaker
structure which limits water movement rates C horizons have insufficient clay to
fill packing pores between sand grains and thus, have sufficient large open pores to
move water at a relatively rapid rate.
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Hydropedology in Action: Soil Changes After 40 Years of Wastewater
Irrigation.
C. Walker. H. Lin. The Pennsylvania State Univ.
For over 40 years. The Pennsylvania State University (PSU) has irrigated its wastewater onto both cropped and forested lands This method of wastewater disposal
has been gaining popularity in water deficit regions. However, it is not widely used
in areas that have a surplus of water PSU sprays two inches of water a week,
regardless of local weather conditions The irrigation and natural precipitation
combined amount to approximately 140 inches of water per year, equivalent to
tropical rainfall Our study investigates soil changes in its morphology and functionality that have occurred during this long period of increased inputs of water.
The research area has a karst geology and is dominated by rolling hills that have
many small depressions that act as sinks for runoff' Soil cores were taken at 50
sites within a 16-acre field The sites were chosen based on landscape position
The field was cropped with a corn and winter wheat rotation, which used a no-till
farming practice According to the 2nd-order soil map, the predominant soils in the
field are the Hagerstown (Typic Hapludalf) and Hublersburg (Typic Hapludult) soil
series These soils are generally very-deep and well-drained that have formed from
limestone/dolomite residuum Previous studies of the area provide an estimate of
original soil properties Combinations of original and new methods were performed
in this study to determine how the soils have changed over time. Soil morphological parameters including structure, horizonation and redoximorphic features were
evaluated from the soil cores and in situ soil pits Soil functional parameters including saturated hydraulic conductivity, bulk density, texture, organic matter content,
aggregate stability, and infiltration rate were also evaluated to determine the longevity of the system Preliminary results suggest that the soils have experienced
a period of accelerated erosion This was characterized by an over-thickened A
horizon in the depressions and a very thin A horizon on the ridges The soil structure has also appeared to change from granular to platy in the A horizon Some of
the depressions are showing signs of redoximorphic features at depths of less than
a meter and most of the areas have increased numbers of manganese concretions
The soil functionality has also changed Visual observations of increasing amounts
of runoff" are supported by the laboratory findings of increased bulk density and
reduced saturated hydraulic conductivity in regions of the study area Further studies are ongoing to comprehensively evaluate various soil changes over several
decades of heavy human impacts
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Modeling Soil Hydraulic Properties as a Function of Morphological Features
and Land use.
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X. Zhou, H. Lin. Pennsylvania Slate Univ: E. While. J. Chibirka. USDA-NRCS: Y.
K. Plowden. Natural Resources Conservation Senice.
Soil hydraulic properties provide critical information in runoff/erosion control,
ground water quantity and quality protection, watershed management, land use
planning, precision agriculture, and ecosystem functions A dynamic soil properties database including use-dependent soil properties will benefit diverse agricultural, environmental, and ecological applications The objective of this study
is to develop a set of models to estimate soil hydraulic properties based on soil
morphology, land use, and other available soil survey data Such models would
facilitate the interpretation and utilization of the National Cooperative Soil Survey
(NCSS) databases for characterizing flow and transport in various soils, contribute
to soil survey updates, and help the incorporation of use-dependent or dynamic soil
properties into the NCSS databases Four soil series with contrasting textures and
parent materials were selected for this study. Two series (Glenelg and Joanna, Typic
Hapludults) were located in Chester County, PA, representing Northern Piedmont
Major Land Resources Area (MLRA) 148, and the other two series (Hagerstown, a
Typic Hapludalf, and Morrison, a Ultic Hapludalf) were located in Centre County,
PA, representing Northern Appalachian Ridges and Valleys MLRA 147 This study
focuses on how soil infiltration rates are affected by soil properties under different
land uses For each soil series studied, four distinct land uses (woodland, pasture,
cropland, urban) were chosen to investigate the impacts of land use on soil hydraulic properties Apparent steady-state surface and subsurface infiltration rates were
measured in situ using a set of tension infi Urometers under a series of water supply
tensions (12, 6, 3, 2, I, and 0 cm tensions). The saturated hydraulic conductivities
were determined in the laboratory Other soil properties of each site, including bulk
density, soil structure, macroporosity, and root density, were also investigated for
use in model development. The results showed the influence of various macropore
sizes in different soils on soil hydraulic conductivity. Under low tensions (less than
3 cm), the sandstone-derived Joanna and Morrison series had considerable higher
water conductivities than the schist-derived Glenelg. Glenelg soil has a platy structure that inhibits infiltration as compared to the Morrison sub-angular blocky structure causing more infiltration Hagerstown series has the highest infiltration rate,
and Glenelg series has the lowest with Joanna and Morrison in between. Hydraulic
conductivities have the following general trend among the four land uses: woodland being the highest, pasture and urban being similar, and cropland being the
lowest. The granular structure and lower bulk density of the woodland explain its
rapid infiltration. The tillage practice may cause the decrease of macropores and
infiltration rate in cropland. Pedotransfer functions were developed to estimate soil
hydraulic in terms of soil morphology and land use as well as other soil survey
data.
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Reduction of Iron Oxides in Wetland Soils.
M. C. Rabenhorst. R. R. Blank. B. R. James. Univ of Maryland.
Wetland soils are distinguished by their being saturated, flooded or ponded such
that they develop reducing conditions Reducing soil conditions typically lead to
distinctive biological communities adapted to life in an anaerobic environment, and
also foster the development of particular biogeochemical processes that may provide environmental benefits In order for reducing soil conditions to develop, the
soil must, in addition to being saturated, contain oxidizable organic carbon which
functions as an energy source for heterotrophic microorganisms When such soils
are warm enough for the microorganisms to be active, organic matter is oxidized
and in the process electrons are transferred, initially to oxygen until it is depleted,
and then to other electron acceptors such as NO,, Mn J, and Fe ' causing reduction
of these species to N O , , Mn -, and Fe 2 Reducing conditions in soils have traditionally been documented by measuring the voltage generated from a Pt electrode
in conjunction with a reference electrode and comparing this to the standard hydrogen electrode (Eh). These data can be used together with measurements of pH and
(assumptions regarding) ion activity to predict whether reduced or oxidized phases
should be stable, thus documenting the oxidizing or reducing potential of the soil
The redox status of the soil can also be estimated by using dyes specifically suited
for identifying certain reduced species. For example, alpha,alpha-dipyridyl reacts
with Fe : to produce a distinctive pink color Recently, IRIS (Indicator of Reduction
In Soils) tubes have been introduced as a simple alternative approach for documenting reducing conditions in soils (Jenkinson, 2002). The basic concept is that a
synthetic iron oxide is applied as a paint to PVC tubes (approximately 21 mm dia )
which are then inserted into the soil. Under wetland conditions, actively respiring
microorganisms transfer electrons to the thin coating of iron oxides on the tube,
causing the iron to become reduced and soluble, leaving portions of the white tube
uncoated The degree to which the tubes become stripped of the iron oxide paint is
an indication of the degree to which microorganisms were using the iron oxides as
an alternate electron acceptor>
During initial development of IRIS tubes, Jenkinson (2002) postulated that ferrihydrite should be utilized, because the poorly crystalline nature of the mineral
more closely approximated newly formed iron oxides in the wetland soils that periodically went through reducing and oxidizing conditions. While this may be true,
experimentation demonstrated that pure ferrihydrite would not adhere well to the
PVC tubing, but rather the ferrihydrite coating would rub off easily. If however,
the iron oxide is synthesized at a higher pH the ferrihydrite will transform progressively to goethite over time By testing iron oxide paints comprised of varying
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proportions of ferrihydrite and goethite, it was demonstrated that when the paint
contains at least 30-40% goethite, it adheres well to the PVC tubing. I f there is
less than 30% goethite (more than 70% ferrihydrite) the iron oxide paint will not
adhere adequately to the PVC tubing and the IRIS tubes are not functional Based
upon thermodynamics, ferrihydrite is predicted to be a less stable mineral than goethite meaning that it would be expected to be more easily reduced at higher redox
potentials than would goethite. Therefore, one might hypothesize that IRIS tubes
made using paint comprised of different proportions of ferrihydrite and goethite
might perform differently when placed within certain soils. Therefore, an additional experiment was run to evaluate the performance of IRIS tubes that had been
created using iron oxide paints with different proportions of ferrihydrite and goethite. Replicate tubes created using various proportions of ferrihydrite and goethite
(ranging from 70:30 to 20:80) were placed in two different wetland soils for a two
week period The degree to which the iron oxide paint was removed was carefully
quantified The results of these field trials will be presented in this paper.
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A Morphological Approach to Understanding Preferential Flow Using X-ray
Computed Tomography and Image Analysis.
S. J. Mooney. C. Morris. Univ of Nottingham.
A key problem in soil physics at present is that some of the standard theories do
not fully reflect the processes at the pore scale, and thus, cannot be adequately used
for prediction. As such, examination of soil structure is vital for soil scientists.
Solute transport studies are increasingly being used to characterise flow mechanisms in both the field and laboratory. Realisation that solutes move preferentially
through soil (even considered to be the rule rather than the exception by some
researchers) into groundwater's has meant that research in this area has increased in
importance. This paper describes a multi-scale approach to quantitatively analyse
transport mechanisms, using visualisation techniques which overcome some of the
previous limitations associated with extrapolating data from soils stained with dye
tracers Chloride and Brilliant Blue tracers were applied to undisturbed soil cores
(8000 cm3) fitted with time domain reflectometery probes (TDR) to examine the
physical and morphological properties associated with preferential flow in a wide
range of soil types Following the collection of serial digital images, it was possible
to examine and quantify the nature of the active water flow mechanisms in terms
of dye-stained pathway and spatial distribution of dye concentration both in two
and three dimensions using image analysis (see Figure I) In addition, thin sections
were used to provide a detailed description of structural architecture using quantified image analysis measurements that could be used to identify 'triggers' of preferential flow, which ranged from root channels, earthworm chambers and textural
/ structural discontinuities These relationships were further explored using X-ray
Computed Tomography (at the macro and microscale) to obtain 3-D visualisations
of soil pore architecture (Figure 2). Such information as to how a soil dynamically
rewets is important both in terms of cultivation practice and pollution modelling.
This is especially significant when considering a wetting mechanism, such as preferential flow, that cannot be adequately described by conventional soil physics
By combining techniques such as tracer concentration mapping and 3-D structural
visualisation, the successful prediction of the multi-scale, heterogeneous processes
of soil water flow may soon be realised.
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of soil morphology, regolith and groundwater characteristics, laboratory studies,
soil chemistry and hydro-chemistry to support our work. We stress the importance
of this approach integrating the sciences of hydrology, pedology, chemistry and
geology in coming to appropriate conclusions about land degradation processes,
especially if we are to advise on land management investment and policy to tackle
degradation.
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Indigenous Soil Classification in Mexico.
C. A. Ortiz-Solorio. Colegio de Poslgraduados; M. D. C. Gutiérrez-Castorena.
Colegio de Poslgraduados.
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Uydropedology, Ceomorphology and Groundwater Processes Hold the Keys
to Land Degradation—Case Studies in S\V Victoria, Australia.
R. MacEwan. Dept of Primary Industries; P. G. Dahinaus. Unix of Ballarat; J.
Fawcett. Dept of Primary Industries.
Soil is the component in the landscape along with land use management and vegetation that determines all the partitioning of water balance components that affect
surface hydrology (runoff to waterways and wetlands) and recharge to groundwater. Most soil and land degradation processes are hydrologically driven or depend
on hydrological conditions Conceptual models and quantification of erosion processes (wind erosion is a result of lack of moisture), land salinisation, acidification,
nutrient loss and impacts of nutrient movement, all require an understanding of
the role of hydrology specific to the landscape under consideration In Australia,
salinity is a major problem for agriculture in irrigated and rainfed ('dryland agriculture) land and has significant economic impacts in urban areas too. A general water
balance approach has been used to conceptualise the processes and the problem
Large scale clearing of treed landscapes in favour of annual crops and pastures
has been seen as the major change in the water balance of Australian landscapes
since settlement. This change in vegetation and water use is frequently cited as the
most significant factor in causing land salinisation, which is attributed to increase
in groundwater recharge, mobilisation of salts, groundwater rise and discharge We
provide three case studies for landscapes that require quite different conceptual
models and all of which are in some degree counter to the developed conventional
wisdom regarding increased salinity. These case studies illustrate the importance
of developing an appropriate conceptual model of hydrological processes in the
'critical zone', in particular for implementation of policy and practice in land management Case 1 South Lastern Dundas Tablelands, Victoria In this landscape the
apparent degradation of land by salinity is the result of changed hydrological conditions but has not resulted from increased groundwater discharge or increased salt
accumulation We have evidence that groundwater recharge and discharge have
not increased since clearing of the landscape during European settlement Laboratory hydrological studies in large diameter cores from soil and regolith, interpretation of redoximorphic features and functional horizons in the field and analysis
of historical records of streamflow support this hypothesis. We also show that the
degradation of salt affected areas is due to fluctuating waterlogging and drying
of the soil causing cyclic redox conditions and changes in soil chemistry Case 2
Dissected Coastal Plain, Victoria. In this landscape, slowly permeable marine clay
overlain by coastal sand deposits provides a classic 'layer cake' picture of differentially permeable material The unconsolidated nature of the clays and the relatively
deep dissection that exists presents a landslide prone landscape and one that also
shows the effects of salting in low areas In this region we show that upward pressure from a deep (200 m) confined freshwater aquifer maintains saturation in the
marine clay and that waterlogging, landslides and salinity result from hydrological
dynamics of the upper few metres of regolith and soil. Evidence has been collected
from field survey, groundwater studies, geotechnical measurements and regolith
mineralogy Case 3. Granite Uplands. Victoria In this landscape we have interpreted redoximorphic features of functional horizons and measurement of shallow
groundwater salinities in a toposequence. Our conceptual model is of a regional
saline groundwater system discharging in springs relatively high in the landscape
We show the role of shallow throughflow of water in the soil in spreading salt from
these point sources, simultaneously diluting the effect of salinity in local drainage
lines but increasing the area of salt affected land upslope from the drainage lines
In each case study area we have been compelled to develop an understanding that
fits the landscape realities We have used empirical observations and interpretation

The Ethnopedology, understood as the study of indigenous, native, popular or
farmer knowledge of soil (4), has been researched in Mexico for more than 25
years. However, this kind of research has not been easy, because traditional knowledge has been, historically and currently, in conflict with scientific knowledge at
least for soil studies. The absence of communication between tradition and science
was resolved understanding correctly the farmer's concepts. The procedure was
through farmer's interviews on the field, which was free, spontaneous, and not paid
With this methodology, it was possible to get a direct contact with them (1) The
farmers do not use the term soil as scientists do; they use the equivalent term of land
class. The land class can be defined as terrestrial area that includes all attributes
of biosphere observed them directly (on topsoil and in subsoil) or indirectly (on
plants and animals behaviors), in time and space, affecting its use or management
Despite the land nomenclature is apparently with only one descriptive phrase, as
black land or sandy land in reality, it is a multidimensional concept and not simplistic and superficial knowledge, as it has been interpreted by many researchers
Characterization of land classes by farmers is taking into account a group of attributes that in technical language would be equivalent to color, texture, consistence,
moisture retention, workability, salinity among many others This knowledge has
been generated through direct contact with the soil, using observation and comparison between and within the different land classes for some years or even more
for centuries. Land classification has been carried out since prehispanic times. Two
codices: Vergara and Santa Maria Asuncion, showed that Acolhua-Aztec group had
information about land classes, its areas, dimensions and the owners and members
of the families represented by glyphs. However, during the process of culturization, the majority of prehispanic evidence was eliminated. Now, it is practically
impossible to know the principles on which the ethnic groups of the past based the
classification of their lands For this reason, it was necessary to accept evaluate the
current native soil knowledge with the rules of other disciplines Ortiz and Gutierrez (2001) applied the principles for the biological phenomena to folk taxonomy
in several ethnic communities. First, they concluded that local land classification
could be considered as formal taxonomy, because it meet the requisites established
as different hierarchic levels, its own nomenclature and that they are related. However, after 4 years of work, Ortiz et al. (2005) recognized that this procedure was
an imposition or a grouping of classes according to adopted methodology Generic
level is considered the most detailed of local classification, because it is related to
adaptable crops, management (methods and working tools), amount of fertilizers,
weeds (food, forages, medicinal, and ornamental plants), reclaiming land methods
(for saline-sodic and eroded soils) and non-agricultural uses. Local land classes can
be related with scientific classification until soil series level with ST or to be more
detailed than WRB to subunit level Also, land classes have a geographical location whose cartographic representation meet the requirements of quality (precision,
76% and accuracy, 94%) established by Soil Survey Manual For their attributes of
simplicity, speed and low cost is a procedure recommended for the countries with
an agricultural tradition and scarce resources
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4:00 PM J Tabor
Use of Ethnopedology in Soil Surveys.
J. Tabor. Unix of Arizona.
Experiences and examples will be presented that demonstrate the difficulties and
value of applying ethnopedology in soil surveys. Local knowledge about soil and
landscape types is limited by the relative importance of individual soils in a community A further limitation is that classifications assign to the soils by communities
may only be locally valid Collecting and interpreting local knowledge from communities can be problematic because of the variable quality of knowledge between
members of a community and the skill of interviewers Thus the assurance of accuracy, precision, and consistency for capturing indigenous knowledge becomes a
cost-benefit issue. One of the biggest benefits of including ethnopedology in conventional soil survey methods is that it provides a common means for talking about
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soils between locals and outsiders Using this approach can speed the establishment
of a more useful soil mapping and classification legend that simplifies the complexity and continuum of the landscape on criteria that are relevant to the soils that local
population are managing. By applying an ethnopedological approach soil scientists
can better translate and correlate different perceptions of the soil and its management This helps the soil scientist identify management opportunities for neglected
soils with higher production potential and also assures locally important soils are
considered. This latter point is important when revising scientific classification systems for regions of the world with limited scientific based soil knowledge. Keywords: Reduced costs, increased accuracy, and increased effectiveness of natural
resource inventories, monitoring, and interventions can be achieved by including
an ethnopedological approach to soil surveys.
108-3
4:20 PM F. Bautista
Mayan Soil Classification in the Yucatan State, Mexico.
F. Baulista. FMVZ. Univ Autónoma de Yucatan: A. Zinck. International Institute
for Geo-lnformation Science and Earth Observation: H. Estrada Medina. FMVZ.
Llmv Autónoma de Yucatan.
Leptosols (LP) constitute the soils group with the largest extent worldwide (12%),
in Mexico (24%) and in Yucatan (80%). However, LP have been so far scarcely
documented and studied In Yucatan, Maya people have developed a soil classification adapted to small karstic areas on the basis of their century-long experience of
cultivating such areas (Dunning, 1992, Bautista et al., 2000; 200h 2003ab; 2004;
2005ab; Duch, 2005). Local people have also a deep knowledge of native plants
(Flores, 1994; Flores y Bautista, 2005) The Mayan soil knowledge can be used
to improve technical soil classifications in karstic areas, especially concerning the
Leptosol group The purpose of this paper is to compare the Mayan soil classification (MSC) with the WRB classification. The study area is located in the lowlands of
the State of Yucatan in Mexico In interviews, local peasants were asked to identify
and name the soil types they knew, describe their properties and show how they
recognize them. Soils were described, sampled and classified in the field using the
WRB system (WRB, 2002) In the period 2000-2003, three soil-geoform surveys
were conducted with the help of bilingual (Maya-Spanish) peasants (Uicab, 2002;
Bautista et al., 2004; 2005b). A soil data base was constructed with 300 profiles
representing Leptosols (LP), Cambisols (CM), Calcisols (CL), Luvisols (LV), Lixisols (LX), Vertisols (VR), Regosols (RG) and Arenosols (AR). The Mayan peasants
identified soil classes based on relief, soil color, texture, drainage, stoniness, rockiness, gravel content and depth Soil classes in the MSC were: (a) K'ankab, red soils,
10-100 cm deep or deeper (CM, LV); (b) Hay lu'um, soils with the same characteristics as K'ankab but less than 10 cm deep and containing more fine earth than the
Chaltün soil class (LPli); (c) Chaltün, soils that can be red, reddish brown or black,
with large amounts of coarse fragments and frequently interrupted by rock outcrops
of laminar limestone (LPli); (d) Aak'alche, grey soils, clayey, poorly drained, 100
cm deep or deeper (VR); (e) Ekluüm, black or brown soils on higher relief portions, good for agriculture (LV); (f) Chak lu'um, 10-60 cm deep soils, redder than
K'ankab (CMIen, CMIcp); (g) Yaax horn, yellow soils, 100 cm deep or deeper, without stones, hard when dry, with good water retention (LX); (h) Box lu'um, black
soils, typical of higher relief portions, with stones of 5-10 cm diameter (LPli, LPhsk,
CL); (i) Ch'och'ol, also black soils but with lessfineearth than the Box lu'um soils,
with frequent rock outcrops and abundant coarse fragments of 5 cm diameter or
more (LPhsk); (j) Tsek'el, black soils, with very little fine earth though more than
in the Chaltün class and with bedrock outcrops in the form of promontories (LPli);
(k) Chich lu'um, soils with abundant gravel content (LP, CL); and (I) Pus lu'um,
shallow soils with sott black earth and good drainage (LPrz). The MSC classification established a clear difference between Hay lu'um and Chaltün soils within
the Lithic Leptosols The WRB, in contrast, differentiated between Leptosols (<25
cm) and Cambisols (>25 cm), a distinction that is not taken into account in the
MSC Although 25 cm depth may be an arbitrary threshold, it is a useful indicator of the soil volume available for root development. Similarly, the K'ankab soil
class was divided into two subclasses based on depth, resulting in a shallow (10-25
cm) K'ankab and a deep (>25 cm) K'ankab Stoniness used in the MSC has agricultural and pedogenetic implications in karstic enviroment The soil development
sequence on lower slopes includes the following WRB members: LPIi-CMIepCMskn-CMIen-LVro On upper slopes, the soil development sequence includes the
following WRB members: LPIi-LPrzsk-CLlepsk-CLptp; also the sequence LPIiLPrzsk-LPhskca is likely to occur Soil catenas as related to geomorphic units are
LP-LP on subhorizontal plains, LP-l.CM or CL-CM on undulating plains, and LP
or CL-LV on plains with hills Random soil variability is controlled by the rock type
in each geomorphic unit The MSC and WRB classifications are complementary. It
is recommended to use both systems for a maximum level of detail, as together they
otter a good vision of the soil resource in the study area

108-4
4:40 PM B. A. Raji
Integrating Indegenous Knowledge and Conventional Soil Science Approacges
to Detailed Soil Survey in Kaduna State, Nigeria.
B. A. Raji. Dept of Soil science. Ahmadu Bello Univ: W. B. Malgwi. Ahmadu Bello
Unix: l'. O. Chude. F Berding. FAO Nigerian Office.
Farmers' knowledge about their soils and their management constitutes a complex
wisdom system which if integrated with modern soil science could provide the
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necessary synergy for sustainable agricultural development In a detailed soil survey carried out in Kaduna State. Nigeria, local farmers were incorporated into the
survey teams along with scientists Farmers were asked at each auger point to first
describe and classify the soils after which conventional soil survey procedures were
followed The result indicates that farmers have a fair knowledge of their soils
They also use fewer categories in their non-taxonomic classification. Two levels of
classification could be identified with topography or position in the landscape and
inherent fertility as the first classifiers while soil colour and texture is the second
Based on their classification three soil units were each identified at the two sites
while the scientists had three and four units at the two sites. Overall, the indigenous
classification used morphological and physical properties of the surface horizon as
their main diagnostic attributes. In the Jagindi site, farmers' were able to classify
the soil units into Tudu Jar-Kasa and Tudu Yunbu for the soil units JDI and JD2
respectively while the seasonally flooded unit; JD3 was classified as Fadama, an
indigenous soil name that have found acceptance in scientific literature Correlation
would be easier with the WRB system which also place emphasis on morphological
properties observable in the field as shown by the chromic subgroup in WRB and
Jar (red) in the indigenous classification of soil unit JDI. The indigenous classification scheme in the study areas, though simple but was adequate in most cases to
group soils into classes that could be managed using similar management practices
re-emphasizing the use-oriented nature of indigenous classification. It is also obvious that the indigenous classification could not differentiate the soils on the bases
of subtle differences especially in the subsoil which could affect internal drainage
unless such are translated onto the soil surface For sustainable development in the
study areas and to improve communication between the scientist and the farmers, it
is suggested that local soil name be integrated into the soil map legend.
108-5
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C. E. G. R. Schaefer

Historical and Ethnological Outline of Brazilian Pedology: a Contribution.

C. E. G. R. Schaefer. Departamento do Solos-Universidade Federal de Vicosa.
This work presents an outline of the historical background of the Brazilian Pedology, from its infancy, soon after the Portuguese occupation, to the early days of
the 20th century, when it emerges the the separate branch of agriculture and earth
sciences in Brazil. In order to achieve the broader vista on the Brazilian pedology,
a considerable amount of papers, books, reports and bulletins have been consulted
and dealt with, allowing a provisional review to be presented and discussed. The
slow evolution of analytical observations of soils in the field is an overall feature
of this science in Brazil, until the beginning of the 20th century Some little known
naturalists/scientists, like the Brazilians Alexandre Rodrigues Ferreira and Father
Antonil, deserve to be considered prominent, yet informal, beginners of Brazilian pre-Pedology, whilst well-known, renowned naturalists, like L. Agassiz and
C.F. Hartt have added very few contributions to the understanding of pedology On
the other hand, scientists, like A Saint-Hilaire, Martius and Richard Burton, have
made interesting and detailed descriptions of some soils in Brazil, but both lack
the necessary basic knowledge to explain many aspects of these soils, in terms of
chemical, physical and mineralogical atributes. The ethnopedological contribution,
by means of indigenous knowledge, was also considered, and several examples
illutrate the vast empirical view of soils that were virtually lost by their extinction, and can never be traced back Despite the great development of the last four
decades, and the establishment and consolidation of the Brazilian System of Soil
Classification, we consider that the Brazilian pedology needs a closer interplay
between earth and agriculture scientists, in order to achieve a higher stand and
answer the many demands it now faces
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X F Hu
Reticulate Red Clay with Aeolian Origin in Southern China and Its Paleoenvironmental Implications.
X. F Hu. Dept of Environmental Science and Engineering. Shanghai Univ.
The red clay and red crust are widespread in southern China. With acid or strongly
acid reaction, low base saturation (BS) and strongly weathered desili-allitic properties, they are widely believed to be the outcome of long-term humid and warm
climate in the Quaternary period Owing to the appearance of net-like structures
with red stripes alternating with white ones in the middle and lower parts of red
clay profiles, this red clay is also called reticulate red clay The reticulate red clay
in Xuancheng, Anhui Provine and Jiujiang, Jiangxi Province, southern China, was
studied Grain-size distribution of the original and quartz samples of the reticulate
red clay and the REE distribution patterns imply their aeolian origin The further
study indicated the reticulate red clay distributed in the region between 28°~31°
N altitude in the lower and middle reaches of the Yangtze River originates from
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aeolian deposit; while that to the south of the region often contains much coarse
grains, apparently showing alluvial or diluvial characteristics The appearance of
the reticulate red clay with aeolian origin indicates the large-scale dust fall had once
occurred in the current red soil areas of the Yangtze River Valley in the Quaternary
glacial periods, when winter monsoons were strengthened and dust invaded southern China. Further study on the regional distribution of the reticulate red clay with
aeolian origin will be conducive to revealing the southern border of the large-scale
dust fall in China during the Quaternary glacial periods The reticulate red clay with
aeolian origin has double climatic implications: Its aeolian origin reflects a dry and
cold glacial climate; but its acid and desili-allitic properties reveal it had experienced a hot and humid interglacial climate. The author supposes the original material of this red clay had been an aeolian deposit at least before the last interglacial
period, and then it suffered strong weathering and formed acid and allitic properties
in subsequent interglacial climate. Owing to the multi-cycli changes of climate in
Quaternary period, one pedogenic process mighty be influenced by several different climates, resulting in the different climatic impressions in the same soil or
sediment. The existence of the strongly weathered red clay with aeolian origin in
southern China is a good example for multi-pedogenic processes.
109-2
644b
E. A C. Costantini
Soil Non- Monetary Values.
E. A. C. Costantini.
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Soils have monetary value. Non-residential traits of land are generally sold and
bought according to their agricultural or silvicultural value, estimated on the basis
of the potential crop yield. The soil loss by sealing, erosion, and contamination can
also be estimated according to the decrease in agricultural production, or the damages caused by the sediments In places, soils can be quarried for raw materials,
like peat, sand and ores. In addition, increased production of sewage and waste has
directed attention to soils which are suitable for recycling, giving them the value of
"natural depuration plant" and providing compensation for the landowner in return
for this service More recently, the ever more frequent phenomenon of flooding,
and to an even greater degree, the amount of damage caused by it, has prompted
land planners and policy makers to turn their attention to the function of soil as a
regulator of water fluxes in the watersheds. The monetary value of soil is thus evaluated as an equivalent in cubic meters of a flood retarding basin But soils also have
non monetary values The EU acknowledges the value of soil as biological habitat
and gene reserve, as geogenic and cultural heritage, forming an essential part of
the landscape, concealing and protecting paleontological and archeological treasures The non monetary value of Paleosols, in particular, is usually greater than its
monetary value Although they often limit agriculture, they are always of scientific
interest, because they are witnesses to past environmental conditions and processes.
They may also possess scenic attraction, rarity, ecological importance, and didactic
value. The areas where they are present should be protected, because they constitute an "open air" natural history museum, which must be handed down to future
generations In this work, some experiences dealing with the cultural value of soils
in Italy are presented The first one is the implementation of soil information related
to paleosols in land planning. The study area was the Po river plain and moraine
hills of the Lombardy region of Italy A wider scale application concerns the first
approximation of a map of the "pedological heritage" of Italy. A distinction is made
between the "soil profile" and the soils as "parts of the landscape" Soil profiles
as cultural heritage are: i) paleosols, ii) soils of the archaeological and palaeonthological sites, ii) soil profiles displaying natural or anthropic processes belong
to sequences and also "type" soils of classifications Sometimes these aspects of
soil profiles may coincide in a single pedosite Soil-landscapes as cultural heritage
are: i) soil-landscapes where soil features, production potential and agricultural
landscape are interrelated factors, ii) soils forming a part of the panorama, iii) soils
occurring in a delicate environmental balance, iv) soils that can be related to specific biotopes Finally, the work illustrates how paleosols can arouse emotions in
ordinary people, and how these emotions can be recognized and stimulated in open
air tourism and recreation, with the aim of enhancing respect for the soil itself and
of increasing awareness in the population of the value of the land where they live
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744b
M. Dergacheva
Using Data on llumic Acids of Paleosols Under Studying of the Ancient
Cultural Landscapes.
M. Dergacheva, Institute of Soil Science and Agrochemislry SB RAS.
Humic acids are memory of soils and ecosystems They reflect and code the
information about ecological conditions of their formation and functioning in the
structure and properties. That is why they can be used as the reliable indicator
for paleoenvironment reconstruction As humic acids are sensory to environment,
changes of environment are reflected in humic acids structure In the case when
changed conditions act for a long time, the humic acid compositions and structure
can testify to environmental changes If influence was not long term and did not
exceed a threshold of stability of humic substances system, evidence of changes
can't be preserved. The purpose of the report to show possibilities, difficulties and
limits of paleosol humic acids using as the ancient cultural landscapes indicator
Basic possibility of humic substances system as a whole and also humic acids - one
of its components (subsystems) to reflect environment in its states and to support
the structural state in varying conditions is considered on an example of humus
properties change under chestnut soils irrigation of Kulunda steppe (Western Sibe-

ria) This example represents chronosequence of chestnut soils on the time of irrigation: a virgin soil and the irrigation soils of 0.5,10,13 and 20 years. Possibility and
limits in use humic acids for revealing indicators of ancient irrigated agriculture in
paleosols - on an example of the ancient presumably irrigated site 3800-3200 y. a
on the territory of archeological site "Arkaim" (Southern Ural)called "Vegetable
garden of Arkaim". Within this archaeological site there was dug a strip excavating
soils of virgin and "irrigated" plots and also the deeper flute. From the soils of the
virgin and "irrigated" plots there were extracted humic acids They were investigated with the same method complex as humic acids of modern soils. Interpretation of research materials was occurred on the basis of the pedohumus method of
paleoenvironment diagnostics (Dergacheva, 1997) Characteristics of modern soil
humic acids served as the recent base for paleoreconstruction. The investigations
have shown: Humic acids self-restoration in gradually varying conditions for the
period of 20 years is real. Their characteristics changed by plowing up soils were
restoring during an irrigation little by little In 20 years the humic acids of irrigation soils on the majority of characteristics are close to virgin soils though are not
yet identical. Soil humic acids of the virgin plot are characterized by a less content
of C, H and N, by narrower H/C ratio than those of "irrigated" plot; this indirectly
testifies to more arid conditions of virgin soil formation and functioning Luminescence spectrum shift to longer waves of "irrigated" soil humic acids indicates
a greater quota of integrated connections Wider H/C ratios of old-irrigated soil
humic acids comparing with those of paleosols excavated under the barrows and
inside the settlement deposits can testify to the fact that irrigated agriculture took
place (all compared objects are of the same age) Comparison of humic acids of
virgin and "irrigated" plots allow to reveal differences in their composition, properties and structure peculiarities and to suggest old irrigation take place However,
these data aren't still sufficient to make an unequivocal conclusion about irrigated
agriculture existence in the South Ural in the Arkaim epoch All the soils excavated
by sections on sites of irrigation and outside of them have different changes with
depth of some humic acid features. They fix strengthening of aridity with depth on
a virgin soil, and strengthening humidity on irrigated site That is why it is possible
to assume that the irrigation took place.*This investigation is supported by RFFI
(project 04-04-49852).
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D Sauer
Podzol Development with Time on Sandy Beach Deposits in Southern
Norway.
D. Sauer. I. Schiilli-Maurer. Inst of Soil Science and Land Evaluation. Univ
of Hohenheim: R. Sperstad. Norwegian Inst-Land Inventory: R. Sorensen.
Agricultural Univ of Norway: K. Stahr. Inst of Soil Science and Land Evaluation.
Univ of Hohenheim.
The coastal areas of Scandinavia provide extremely suitable conditions for studying soil development with time These are due to glacio-isostatic uplift, which takes
place since the termination of the last ice age, when the land was relieved from the
weight of the ice masses, which completely covered Scandinavia during the last
ice age. Our study area is located in Vestfold, at the western side of the Osloljord
(southern Norway) Due to the influence of the GulfStream the climate in this area
is rather mild although it is located 59° 11' of latitude. The mean annual temperature is 5.9 °C (Torp) During the year the temperature ranges between 16 3°C in the
warmest month (July) and -3 4°C in the coldest month (February) Precipitation is
975 mm year-1 Due to the steadiness of the uplift, no separate terraces were formed
in the study area Hence, soils continuously get older from the coast to the inland,
so that any time steps of soil development can be chosen for chronosequence studies Due to the mild climate, Podzols only develop in sandy materials, while in
loamy marine sediments soil formation leads to Albeluvisols (Schülli et al., 2006)
To study the development of Podzols with time under these climatic conditions we
established a soil chronosequence on sandy beach deposits comprising five soils of
2,300 to 10,000 years in age. The ages were estimated by use of several sea level
curves established for Vestfold based on calibrated radiocarbon datings (Sorensen,
unpublished) The youngest soil is a Cambisol, showing no evidence of podzolization In the second soil of the sequence, which is 3,850 years old, slight brightening
of the A horizon indicates initial podzolization In the 4,600 years old soil also iron
and humus accumulation in the B horizon are visible, but only the 7,800 and 10,000
years old soils show fully developed Bs horizons The laboratory data show a slight
pH decrease with soil age (R2 • 0.62) The Fed/Fet ratios increase with time due to
progressive release of iron from weathering minerals and formation of iron oxides
(R2 • 0 47) Also the amounts of oxalate-soluble Fe, AI, and Si increase (R2 = 0 85,
0 9 4 , 0 96) Increasing Feo/Fed ratios (R2 = 0.93) indicate proceeding formation of
organic complexes hindering crystallization of iron oxides The amount of organic
matter in the B horizons increases from 2.99 kg m-2 in the 2,400 years old soil to
13.32 kg m-2 in the 10,000 years old soil (R2 = 0.78).
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D Terry
The I H e n of Basin Subsidence and Climate Change on Acid Sulfate Paleosols
Within the Cretaceous (Berriasian 137-144 Ma) Purbeck Group, Dorset,
England.
D. Terry. E. Anderson. Temple Univ.
Paleosols are preserved in ancient marginal marine to freshwater facies of the
Lower Cretaceous (Berriasian: 137-144 Ma) Purbeck Group in Dorset. England
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The paleosols developed on clays and shales within a mixed carbonate/siliciclastic
system and display both lateral and vertical variability as a function of basin subsidence and climate change A progressive change up-section from well drained to
poorly drained paleosols suggests increasingly humid conditions during the Berriasian We have documented 36 paleosol profiles across the basin at high, intermediate, and low subsidence localities These profiles represent approximately 30% of
the potential paleosol profiles in the Dorset coastal sections of the Purbeck Group
In outcrop, the top horizons of individual profiles are commonly dark gray to black
clay, but in some instances are dark blackish green or mottled with a combination
of blue, green, black, and dark gray colors In some cases these upper horizons
contain a slightly angular to subangular blocky structure resembling peds. Horizons
lower in the profiles are commonly either a dark reddish black or black. Relict
bedding increases downwards in all profiles, commonly ending in shale In some
profiles relict bedding is manifested as a distinct layer of shell debris, where in others the amount of shell debris increases toward the base of the profile. The tops of
individual profiles contain abundant yellow (jarosite) to yellowish orange (jarosite
and iron oxide) sub-horizontal to sub-vertical root traces These traces gradually
decrease downward This same yellow-orange staining is seen along fractures
within the profile, and also decreases with depth. Nodular siderite, unidentified
fossil bone fragments and teeth, and coalified remains of woody material are common in these profiles. Many of the same features seen in outcrop are also visible in
thin section Roots are preserved in the upper part of the profiles as jarosite stained
traces with iron oxide and euhedral gypsum, and as pyrite-filled traces in the lower
parts of the profile Soil structure is occasionally manifested as weak angular to
subangular blocky peds in the upper part of profiles, but decreases with depth in
favor of relict bedding Organics are preserved as both in situ and detrital remains
In situ remains are commonly coalified, but also exist as occasional reddish brown
fibrous masses with original cellular structure Detrital fragments consist of fibrous,
coalified. and charcoal fragments Some shell material was replaced by pyrite.
Although soil microfabric is commonly described in paleosol studies, these profiles have been subjected to structural deformation with slip accommodated along
clay-rich horizons. Deformation has thus produced a chaotic microfabric in which
tectonic fabrics have overprinted original soil fabrics, making interpretations based
on microfabrics suspect. The jarosite staining along root traces and fractures, grayish black, blue, and green coloration, abundant plant material, absence of leaching,
and abundant relict bedding all suggest that these paleosols formed as the result of
water-table fluctuations, likely within ancient marginal marine brackish to freshwater wetlands and estuanne environments. During periods of higher relative water
tables, organic matter accumulated in acidic marshy/swampy settings. Organic
decay was anaerobic, as evidence by the preservation of some root traces as pyrite
framboids With the fall of the water table, the soils became exposed, increasing
their drainage, and oxidizing the upper parts of the profiles Roots preserved as
pyrite were converted to yellowish jarosite as an oxidation byproduct This same
yellowish staining developed along fractures in the soil The downward limit of
jarosite staining in the paleosols likely reflects the depth to which the water table
dropped before subsequent flooding during the next depositional event Root traces
in thin section below the oxidized jarosite zones still show the original pyrite infills
of root traces At least five unique paleosols can be recognized within these profiles
Each represents a distinct paleoenvironment of soil formation along these ancient
coastal landscapes In some instances, the pedogenesis is compound, with two
separate paleosols recognized on the basis of individual jarosite-stained root zones
separated by an interval of relict bedding Within modern classification schemes
these soils would fall into the Ilistosol, Inceptisol, and Entisol soil orders of USDA
Soil Taxonomy.Given the presence of jarosite, aquic features and abundant plant
remains, these paleosols would be classified as sulfahemists, sulfaquepts, and sulfaquents A progressive change up-section from well drained to poorly drained
paleosols suggests increasingly humid conditions during the Berriasian
109-6
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A O Makeev
The Ilnlocene Tephra-paleosol Sequences of Kamchatka Peninsula.
S. A. Shoba. Moscow Stale Univ. Soil Science Dept; A. O. Makeev, I. O. Alyabina,
Moscow State Univ. Soil Inst; M. S. Marechek, A. A. Sakharov. Moscow State Univ.
Soil Science Faculty; L. V. Zaharihina, Science-Research Geotechnological Center
of the Far-East Branch of Russian Academy of Sciences.
Kamchatka peninsula is characterized by long-distance marker layers of tephra as
a result of the largest explosive eruptions during the Holocene Due to a combination of cold climate and comparatively young age tephra layers are not deeply
transformed by weathering This, together with low bioturbation intensity, results
in a sequence of clearly visible horizontal layers, retaining their morphological,
chemical and mineralogical identity These marker layers are interstratified with
buried soil profiles, making it possible to study transformation of tephra material
within the soil profile under various climatic conditions though the whole Holocene Soils of Kamchatka, formed on volcanic ashes were studied with consideration of extensive set on radiocarbon dating and constitution of tephra-paleosol
sequences Studied soils have been formed under various bioclimatic conditions,
including the main types of vegetation of Central and Western Kamchatka (tundra,
taiga, mountain meadows, etc ) The age of present day surfaces in the study area
differs from tens of years to 1760 years before present The vegetation type mostly
determines modern features of volcanic soils. These allow using surface organic
horizons as diagnostic Constitution of soil profile is strictly determined by constitution of tephra-paleosol sequence A set of buried soil horizons within the time
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span of 8000 years before present was studied. The degree of both physical and
chemical weathering increases with tephra age Tephra marker horizons have been
compared within buried soil profiles and adjacent bogs, showing less advanced
weathering under the thick layer of peat. The study of constitution and spatial distribution of tephra-paleosol sequences allows determining tephrostratotype as a
steady sequence of tephra marker horizons GIS approach allows to present cartographic images of tephrostratotypes for any given point within the study area, based
on combination of marker horizons of 29 largest explosive Holocene eruptions.
109-7
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T Emile
Trace Element Differentiation in Soil Patterns Under Tropical Rainforest, the
Role of Climatic Change.
T. Emile. Soil Science, Faculty of Agriculture and Agricultural Science. Univ
of Dschang; B. Dieudonné. Earth Science Dept. Faculty of Science. Univ of
Yaoundél.
Regions under tropical rainforest cover, such as central Africa and Brazil are characterised by degradation and dismantling of old ferricrete structures In southern
Cameroon, these processes are relayed by present-day ferruginous accumulation
soil facies, situated on the middle and the lower part of hill slopes. These facies
become progressively harder towards the surface, containing from bottom to top,
mainly kaolinite, kaolinite-goethite and Al-rich goethite-hematite, and are discontinuous to the relictic hematite-dominated ferricrete that exist in the upper part of
the hill slope. These features were investigated in terms of geochemical differentiation of trace elements It appears that, in contrast to the old ferricrete facies, the
current ferruginous accumulations are enriched in transitional trace elements (V,
Cr, Co, Y, Sc) and Pb, while alkali-earth elements are less differentiated This recent
chemical accumulation is controlled both by intense weathering of the granodiorite bedrock and by mobilisation of elements previously accumulated in the old
ferricrete. The observed processes are clearly linked to the present-day humid climate with rising groundwater tables. They slowly replace the old ferricretes formed
during Cretaceous time under more seasonal climatic conditions, representing an
instructive case of continuos global change
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S.Wagner
Soil Development on a Flight of Marine Terraces in Metaponto, Southern Italy.
S. Wagner, D. Sauer. C. Stein. Institute of Soil Science and Land Evaluation. Univ
ofHohenheim; H. Brückner. Faculty of Geography. Philipps-University Marburg;
K. Stahr. Institute of Soil Science and Land Evaluation. Univ of Hohenheim.
A flight of twelve marine terraces is borgering the Gulf of Taranto The terraces
were mapped and morphologically and sedimentologically investigated by Bruckner (1980). He distinguished one Holocene terrace (TO) and eleven Pleistocene
terraces (Tl - T l I), and assumed a subsequent formation of the terraces, starting
before the Brunhes/Matuyama boundary and lasting up to the Holocene Recently,
the subsequent formation of the terraces has been questioned by Bentivenga et
al. (2004). The authors interpreted the sequence as one single terrace body which
had formed during the Mid Pleistocene and was later tectonically dissected so that
the terrace fragments are nowadays located at different elevations above sea level.
This interpretation does, however, not consider the existing chronological framework for the Metaponto terraces. Th/U datings of molluscs (Brückner, 1980) and
luminescence datings of terrace sediments (Zander et al., 2003, 2006) show that
the lowest Pleistocene terrace was formed during MIS 5.1. The second Pleistocene
terrace (T2) could be dated to MIS 5 5 by its fossil content (Strombus bubonius).
Between T5 and T6. Brückner (1980) detected an abrupt rise in weathering intensity of the terrace bodies. Terrace T8 was tephrochronologically dated to 500-600
ka BP While terraces TO up toTIO show the normal magnetization of the Brunhes
epoch, terrace T l I was formed before the Brunhes/Matuyama boundary (i.e. before
780 ka). There is therefore strong evidence for a definite age increase from TO up to
T i l . The investigation of soil development can provide additional information It
may answer the question if the terraces between the so far dated ones represent different time intervals of pedogenesis, or if some of them were later dissected Therefore, we described and sampled seven soils on terraces TO, T l , T2, T3, T6, T7,
and T9 In a first step, Fed/Fet, Feo/Fed and silt/clay ratios of the most developed
horizon of each soil (Bw or Bt) were compared The Fed/Fet ratio shows a linear
increase with terrace age as estimated by Brückner (1980), indicating increasing
weathering intensity, iron release from primary minerals and formation of pedogenic iron oxides The Feo/Fed ratio shows a slight linear decrease with terrace age,
indicating proceeding crystallization of iron oxides. The silt/clay ratio decreases
with time, especially during the first 100 ka of soil development. These first results
of the pedological studies support the interpretation of the terrace sequence as a
chronosequence. Within the next few months, the results of the B horizons will be
complemented by data for the whole soil profiles which shall also be presented at
the conference
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Dating Date (a B.P)149 8±20 3ka Last layer more than 965cm, IRSL Dating Date
(a B P)154.1±13 6ka Paleovegetation is temperate zone evergreen broad-leaved
and decidous- broad leaved mixed forest. Soil classification is Brown soil, Ferric
udic Luvisols(CSTS1995), Chromic Luvisols (FA01998),Ferrudlalfs(STI999).
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H C. Monger
Scale, Paleoclimate, and "C in Pedogenic Carbonate: From the Rhizosphere
to the Biome.

H. C. Monger. New Mexico State Univ. Dept of Agronomy and Horticulture: D. R.
Cole. Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
Soil and paleosol profiles record data about global processes that take place over
different time and spatial scales. For example, the ratio of "C/,2C in pedogenic
CaCO, is controlled by vegetation that, in turn, is controlled by climate Consequently, this isotopic ratio has become an important tool for understanding climates
of the past However, the connection between "C/I2C in pedogenic CaCO, and
paleoclimate involves crossing four scales where complexities arise that may lead
to inaccurate interpretations At the first scale, the rhizosphere scale, carbonates
crystallize on a time scale of 10" to 102 years over distances of 10* to I0 2 meters.
In this micro-environment, some plant species produce crystals on their roots that
exibit "C/'2C fractionations greater than the 14 to 16 %o typically observed between
soil CO, and pedogenic carbonate At the second scale, the soil profile scale (10" to
10"1 yr and I0"1 to 102 m), newly precipitated CaCO, overprints previously precipitated CaCO,. At the third scale, the landscape scale (10' to 106 yr and 10' to 105
m), the lateral variability in soil type, topography, and hydrology produce heterogeneous C3 and C4 vegetation patterns within a small area. At the fourth scale, the
biome scale (102 to 107 yr and I04 to 10" m), two boundaries exist between C3 and
C4 vegetation: one at the C3 desert shrubland/C4 grassland boundary and one at the
C4 grassland/C3 woodland boundary. Addressing these complexities at each of the
four scales leads to more accurate paleoclimatic interpretations and an increased
understanding of the climate-vegetation-soil system
109-10
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K. N. WU
Polygenetic Soils and Environmental Changes in the Northern Subtropical
Region of China.
K. N. WU. Dept of Land Science and Technology. China Univ ofGeoscience.
Polygenetic soil profile is located at about 15 km to the south of Fangcheng county,
llenan province, near the northern margin of the Nanyang basin in the subtropical
region of China The soil profile being made up of four different soils, total thickness is 1000cm The upper part is Holocene lake sediment black clay.consisting
of three layers 0-28cm plow horizon is grayish brown(7.5YR6/2)dry, The second
layer 28-89cm is black brown (10YR2/3)dry, showing evidence of shrink-swell
activity, including slicken sides, angular blocky or wedge-shaped structural aggregates and cracks and appearing to have vertic activity or pedoturbation This horizon contains a high content of iron manganese concretions The clay is mainly
montmorillonites The third layer 89-191cm is a petrocalcic horizon with calcium
carbonate concretious (shajiang in chinese) IRSL Dating Date (a.B.P.)l 1.8±l.5 ka
Paleovegetation is warm temperate zone marsh and meadow Soil classification is
Shajiang black soil, Calcic udic Vertisols(CSTSI995), Calcic Vertisols(FA01998),
Hapluderts (ST 1999) The second part is Xiashu Loess of late Pleistocene, It consist
of four layers, 191-305cm,305-365cm,365-435cm and 435-625cm The soil color
is mainly yellow orange(10YR8/8) and bright yellowish brown(IOYR7/6)dry, The
horizons have prismatic structure, clay films on ped surfaces and iron-manganese
concretions Oriented clay in the form void and channel argillans can be observed
in the thin section The formation of the argillic horizon involved both residual
and illuvial processes. Clay mineralogy is mainly hydromica, kaolinite and vermiculitelRSL Dating Date (a.B P)I09 8±13 7ka Paleovegetation is Subtropical
zone coniferous-broad leaved mixed forest steppe. Soil classification is yellow
brown soil, Ferric udic Luvisols(CSTS1995). Ferric Luvisols (FAOI998),Ferrud
lalfs(ST1999)The third part is river alluvium, consisting two layers, 625-795cm
yellow (2 5Y8/6)dry, The thickness is about 170cm, has distinct stratification and
no clay films. 795-805cm horizon is yellow orange(7 5YR7/8)dry, with a high
content of l-3mm gravels IRSL Dating Date (a B.P)133 7±I79ka. Soil classification is Alluvial soil, Eutric Fluvisols(CSTSI995), Eutric Fluvisols (FAOI998)
,Udifiuvents(ST1999)The fourth part is paleosoilo Lishi Loess, from the middle
Pleistocene. It consisting three layers,805-855cm and 855-965cm horizons are
orange(7 5YR7/6)dry, have prismatic structure.with many ferran-humic clay films
on ped surfaces.and oriented argillans in voids and channels, deceasing with depth.
Clay mineralogy is mainly hydromica, vermiculite and montmorillonites IRSL
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L.Trombino

L. Trombino. (I) Univ of Milano. Earth Sciences Department (2) CNR—IDPA: I.
Rellini. Univ ofGenova. DipTeRis.
In the framework of a larger study aimed at characterising the Quaternary evolution
of several selected areas of the Ligurian Alps, two representative geomorphological
units and their associated paleosols have been identified and characterised The first
unit is the High Plain of Manie, which shows a complex geological setting The
described paleosol is strictly associated with quartzites and shows morphological
characteristics comparable to present-day tropical-area soils, being characterised
by the presence of a deep and thick plinthitic horizon The micromorphological
evidence, supported by the bulk analyses, suggests a polygenetic origin for this
paleosol Furthermore, this paleosol is related to the top paleosurface, which shapes
the plateau and which dates back to the Pliocene-Pleistocene boundary; this hot and
wet period is also responsible for the cockpit shape of the biggest karst sags and for
the presence of "Terra Rossa" paleosols. The second unit is represented by relict
terraced landforms of marine origin with very weathered marine and continental
deposits on their preserved surfaces The truncated top paleosol is characterised
by a thick petroplinthitic horizon In this case the geomorphological context also
suggests a Late Pliocene-Lower Pleistocene age for the terrace and that the paleosol
developed in a warm and humid tropical-like climate Also in this case the micromorphological evidence, supported by the analyses, suggests a complex history for
the paleosol.
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Soil Minerals - Computer Simulations of Sorption Properties.

D. Tunega. Dept for Environmental Research: G. Haberhauer. Dept of
Environmental Research: II. Lischka. Inst for Theoretical Chemistry. Univ of
Vienna: M. H. Gerzabek. Inst for Soil Research. Univ of Natural Resources and
Applied Life Sciences.
Soil minerals represent chemically important and active inorganic components of
soils playing a considerable role in many physical chemical processes in soils. Soil
processes are very complex and, although intensively investigated experimentally,
are not always fully understood Intermolecular interactions are often dominant
forces in these processes and have a substantial effect on the fate of chemical species in soil matrices Thus, it is extremely useful to describe these interactions at
a detailed molecular level, which can be a key to understand underlying mechanisms of processes going on in soil interfaces During the last decade applications
of computer simulation methods in material chemistry rapidly increased. It seems
that these methods based on molecular modeling approaches can also be an important tool for experimentalists in soil science. Nowadays a broad range of simulation methods exists—from conventional molecular mechanics based on empirical
potentials to exact ab initio approaches The former ones are cheap and fast and at
the present state of computational facilities able to treat thousands of molecules
in a time scale of ii-seconds However, their reliability is often limited due to the
accuracy of empirical interatomic potentials On the other hand, ab initio methods
are more accurate and reliable but also more time consuming than the previous ones
what means that they are mainly limited in size and time scales Simulations (relaxation and/or molecular dynamics) of surfaces of soil minerals (namely kaolinite,
montmorillonite and goethite) and interactions between these minerals and several
molecules (water, acetic acid, phenoxyacetic-acid derivatives and benzene). These
interactions are studied using models with isolated molecules on surfaces and in
some cases using models in which solvent effects are considered by including
water molecules explicitly in the simulation The role of cations present in the soil
solution on the formation of the surface complexes is investigated too Structural,
energetic and dynamic properties are evaluated from the simulations and possible
sorption mechanisms are discussed.
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A A Mishchenko
Applicability of Pfeifer-Avnir fractal Method to Study Vapor Sorption of
Organic Compounds on Soils.
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A. A. Mishchenko. I'. A. Breus. S. A. Neckludov. I. P. Breus. Kazan Stale Univ.
The fractal dimension of soil surface (Ds) is used to characterize soil geometric
heterogeneity and therefore, it may characterize soil sorption activity. The range of
its values is 2 < Ds < 3. The higher (nearer to 3) the Ds value, the more convoluted
the surface is, and the Ds value close to 2 characterizes practically flat soil surface.
Here, we attempted to evaluate the fractal dimensions of soils typical for Middle
Volga region, Russia based on sorption data, and to establish quantitative relationships between Ds values and soil composition Several methods of Ds determination in adsorption experiments have been proposed. One group of these methods
requires the interpretation of only one isotherm in multilayer sorption and capillary
condensation regions Using such approach. SlaM'inski et at. (2002) did not find
any reliable correlation between Ds values and soil organic matter (SOM) content
of peat soils Additionally, the same authors (Sokolovska and Sokolowski. 1999)
observed no correlation between Ds values of kaolin samples modified with humic
acids and their amounts Furthermore, several significant limitations for the adequacy of this approach are known (Neimark. 1990) In particular, Farin and Avmr
(1989) demonstrated that for some sorption systems the values of Ds < 2 and Ds >
3 are possible In the present work, we used the Pfeifer-Avnir fractal method—the
most flawless in terms of fractal theory (Neimark. 1990). This method is based on
the comparison of adsorption isotherms of compounds (with molecules of different
size) in the monolayer region The most exact results are obtained if homologous
sorbates (e.g. aliphatic alcohols) are used (Avnir el ai. 1984) For the series of sorbates with similar nature, Ds value is given by n~ a"'2, where n is the monolayer
coverage (moles of sorbate per gram of sorbent) and a is the molecule area From
this relation we can obtain \nV = a\r\V + const, where V is sorbate monolayer
volume, Va is the molar sorbate volume and a is the slope tangent Next we immediately obtain Ds =3 (I - a) Because the interaction between vaporous sorbates and
SOM can be realized as diffusion (at least partially) it can be assumed that a portion
of sorbate molecules penetrates into the SOM phase Hence, for some soils the
expected Ds values would be higher then 3 Such overstating of Ds values has been
previously noted by Gorbatchvk et al. (1997) for solid proteins via sorption data
of organic compounds With the help of the static gas-chromatographic headspace
analysis method we estimatedfractalit ies of oven-dried soils (leached chernozem,
gray forest and soddy podzolic soils) from sorption isotherms of aliphatic alcohols (methanol, ethanol, propanol-2 and 2-methyl-propanol-2) For soddy podzolic
soil the Ds value was less than 3 indicating the predominant sorption mechanism
as adsorption onto soil surface. On the contrary, for leached chernozem Ds value
was much higher than 3, due to two additional mechanisms—SOM partitioning
or mineral micropore filling To distinguish between these two mechanisms, we
determined Ds values (Ds = 8.39, 5.82, 5 69 and 4.06) for dark-gray forest soil
samples from different layers (4-10, 10-20, 20-30 and 35-45 cm) with similar clay
but significantly different SOM contents (7.5,4.4, 3.1 and 2.2%) As a result, for all
examined different soil samples, we have found close direct correlation between Ds
values and SOM contents Here all Ds values (with the exception of Ds for soddy
podzolic soil) exceeded 3 This result strongly indicated the organic sorbate interaction with SOM under oven-dry conditions as sorbate diffusion into the soil organic
phase If Ds value overstating was caused by the microporous structure of soil, then
the Ds - C correlation would be inverse due to the blocking of active mineral
centers (i.e. micropores) by SOM Thus, we conclude that Pfeifer-Avnir method
does not allow estimating "true" values of soil fractality based on the sorption data
of aliphatic alcohols The obtained Ds values do not adequately describe the soil
surface character However, they allow to estimate the mechanism of interaction
between SOM and probe molecules and its contribution into the sorption binding

of organic sorbates by soils The work was supported by ISiC, Project
#2419; RFBR, Project 06-04-49097a; and Grant of President of
Russia MK-2439.2005.5.
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The Forces, in Nanoscale, Involved in Adhesion of Soil Particles.
F. D. L. Leite. Institute of Physics ofSäo Carlos. University ofSäo Paulo (USP): P.
S. D. P. Herrmann. Embrapa Agricultural Instrumentation: E. C. Ziemath. Physics
Department. 1GCE.
The Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was used to investigate adhesion force interactions at the nanoscale level between solid surfaces through force curve measurement in air and water The basic principle of operation is presented in the sequence
The microscope scans over the sample surface with a sharp tip, situated at the apex
of a flexible cantilever that is often diving board-shaped or V-shaped and normally
made of silicon The AFM utilizes a piezoelectric scanner that moves the sample
with a subnanometer displacement when a voltage is applied. AFM measurements
were carried out using a Topometrix, Discoverer TMX 2010, in standard contact
mode. V-shaped cantilevers (200 microm long) were used with nominal spring constants of about 0 13 +-0.01 N/m, Si3N4 pyramidal tips, tip curvature radius 23 +-5
nm and the images was obtained in a scan rate of I 50Hz. Adhesion forces were
carry out in Milli-Q; water, with a special cell developed by Topometrix. The characterization of adhesion forces in solids was obtained throughout 20 measurements
at the same point, made in 5 distinct points of the same region, and in 3 different
regions of the samples With that it was possible to explore the variability of the
adhesion forces on the surface, showing that a nano-adhesion varies with both the
topography and the local physical conditions of the substrates Curve force measurements acquired in air quantified the adhesion forces due to the capillary effect
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coming from the adsorbed liquid layer on the sample surface The average values
of adhesion force, in air, to quartz, silicon and mica were 20nN, 23nN and 32 nN,
respectively. The measurement detected only the adhesion force due to van der
Waals forces, presenting the following values: 6.0 nN (quartz), 6.0 nN (silicon) and
1 0 nN (mica) Thefigure1 is showing a comparison between capillary and van der
Walls forces, in silicon, quartz and mica. Adhesion maps were used to characterize
the heterogeneity of atomically planar surfaces (mica) and rough surfaces (quatz).
This investigation revealed that at the nanoscale the ambient condition, and not the
material properties, have a important role in the adhesive interaction between solid
surfaces in the materials investigated
Figure 1 - Comparison between capillary and van der Walls forces in nN (The axis
X of the figure is the adhesion force), in different substrates.
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Microstructural Porosity, Capillary Forces, and Long Term Retention in Soil
Particles.
Y. O. Aochi, W. Farmer. Univ. of CA Riverside.
An abundance of experimental data has repeatedly shown correlations between
sorption of pollutant chemicals and sorptive characteristics such as aqueous solubility and molecular weight and properties of the sorbent such as total organic
matter and hard carbon content. It has become increasingly evident, however, that
none of these factors are good predictors of desorption More importantly, they
fail to explain why contaminated field soils retain pollutant chemicals for many
years despite properties that suggest rapid transport and dissipation. Resolution of
this apparent contradiction may lie in understanding the microstructural character
of soil particles and its impact on retention In the experiments described here, in
situ diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRIFT) is used to investigate sorption and
desorption processes for water vapor on both specimen clay minerals and soils.
The clay mineral group includes three of the most common types found in soils:
kaolinite, montmorillonite, and illite. The soils have developed in widely scattered
regions of the country and are investigated both with and without treatment to
remove organic matter (OM) DRIFT investigations were conducted on all of these
sorbents in a controlled environment chamber using aflowof nitrogen with water at
50% RH: desorption was initiated by removing water from the flow stream Bands
indicative of sorbed water in both liquid and vapor states were present in spectra
of all samples prior to the introduction of water vapor and throughout the sorption and desorption periods With the clay minerals, the appearance of the vapor
phase band was clearly correlated with surface charge characteristics. For all of the
soils, treatment to remove OM resulted in lower starting values for sorbed water in
both physical states but larger intensity increases for the liquid phase band over the
sorption period Spectral patterns of behavior of both bands during the combined
sorption/desorption period show both similarities and differences to the behavior
observed earlier in experiments conducted using 1,2-dichloroethane (DCA) as the
sorptive molecule The similarities derive from the fact that both water and DCA
exist in liquid and vapor states under ambient conditions Because its molecules
are highly polar and exert strong intermolecular forces, however, water is a much
more sensitive molecular probe of the sorption environment Combined with our
earlier porosimetry data, results of these studies support the concept that sorption
and desorption are to a large extent a function of the microstructural array created
by inorganic constituents. They furthermore suggest that natural OM within soil
particles impacts both processes through a reduction in the available pore space
and by moderating the effective charge of the surfaces that comprise the pores. The
current experiments include a second sorption/desorption cycle to test an additional
hypothesis presented in the earlier studies. An important aspect of these arrays,
whether OM is present or not, is that much of the pore space involved is nanometer in scale and is thus highly subject to capillary forces. The condensation of
vapor phase chemical to a liquid occurs spontaneously within pores of nanoporous
dimension because of free energy differences between the bulk and sorbed states
As the liquid advances into the porous network, sorbed chemical in the vapor state
must also be present at the liquid meniscus Intermolecular forces that facilitate
capillary flow of liquids both into and out of pores are not effective for molecules
in the vapor state, which are thus retained for extended periods of time within the

Q.

pore system Subsequent condensation events, whether of pollutant chemical or
water, provide additional forces that can drive those vapor state molecules further
into pore regions where molecular displacement is even more difficult The results
support this hypothesis.

ics simulations showed that negatively charged ring-N and -CI atoms of atrazine
interacted with multiple interlayer ions in both inner- and outer-sphere complexes,
while most of the atrazine molecule occupied siloxane surfaces between charge
sites in the smectite layers
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B. Chefetz
Sorption-Desorption Behavior of Atrazine in Soils Irrigated with Reclaimed
Wastewater.
B. Chefetz, Y. Droh, Hebrew Univ of Jerusalem.
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T E Ochsner
Sorption of a Hydrophilic Pesticide: Effects of Soil Water Content and Matric
Potential.
T. E. Ochsner, USDA-ARS; B. M. Stephens. Dept. of Soil. Water, and Climate, Univ.
of Minnesota: W. C. Koskinen, USDA-ARS; R. Kookana. CSIRO Land and Water.

A time-dependent sorption-desorption study of atrazine was performed to reveal
its behavior in wastewater- and freshwater-irrigated soils. Atrazine sorption affinity to the freshwater-irrigated soils was significantly higher than to their wastewater-irrigated counterparts The calculated carbon-normalized partition coefficient
(KOC) values for the freshwater-irrigated soils were 70.7 and 34 2 L/kg OC and
the values for the wastewater-irrigated soils were 52.6 and 29.9, respectively, for
the two tested soils These differences did not result from atrazine interactions
with dissolved organic matter in the wastewater-irrigated soils. All desorption isotherms exhibited hysteresis. Lower desorption was exhibited for the 14-day sorption-desorption experiments, even though the sorption-affinity parameters were
similar for the 2- and 14-day sorption periods. Higher desorption hysteresis was
observed for the longer sorbate-sorbent contact time for both soils, with desorption
decreasing for decreased atrazine loading. The similar atrazine-sorption parameters
obtained for the two sorption periods and the increasingly difficult desorption with
increasing contact time suggest that the sorption process occurs in two stages. First,
sorption occurs to readily available sites; at a later stage, the sorbed molecules
interact with the soil organic matter (SOM) or the SOM-mineral complexes such
that their desorption ability is significantly hindered. The higher sorption potential
and the lower desorption ability of the freshwater-irrigated soils suggest that the
SOM which develops in the wastewater-irrigated soils delays or hinders atrazine
interaction with sites that are naturally present in these soils.

Transport of pesticide to groundwater is governed in part by sorption of the pesticide to soil particles Sorption may be dependent on soil moisture conditions, but
limited data are available from which to elucidate the effect. The objective of this
research is to determine the effects of soil water content and matric potential on the
sorption coefficient of a hydrophilic pesticide using an unsaturated flow method
Sorption of dicamba was determined in three soils, each at two water contents At
low water contents (-0.05 kg kg"'), sorption coefficients were low and similar for
all three soils, ranging from 0.02 L k g ' for the sandy loam to 0.06 I. k g ' for the
silty clay loam. At higher water contents (0 20 to 0 25 kg k g ' ) , the sorption coefficient for the sandy loam was unchanged, for the silt loam was doubled, and for
the silty clay loam was increased by almost tenfold Matric potential per se did not
affect the sorption coefficients, as they were similar for all three soils at the low
water content while matric potential varied by five orders of magnitude. These data
are consistent with the hypothesis that access to sorption sites decreases as water
content decreases Furthermore, the data suggest that sorption is more influenced
by water content in soils with a greater number of sorption sites The effects of
water content on pesticide sorption require further research and may ultimately
have implications for the methods used to determine sorption and for managing
pesticide application.
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Sorption of Triazines and Trichloroethene to llomoionic Smectites.
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Effects of Kerogen Carbons on Extraction, Sorption Equilibrium and Kinetics
of I'M Is in Soils and Sediments.

V. Aggarwal, H. Li, Michigan Stale Univ; D. A. Laird. USDA-ARS; S. A. Boyd,
Michigan Slate Univ; C. T. Johnston, Purdue Univ; B. J. Teppen. Michigan Stale
Univ.

Y. Ran. K. Sun, Guangzhou Inst of Geochemistry; B. Xing. Dept of Plant. Soil,
and Insecl Sciences. Univ of Massachusetts; P. Gralhwohl. Center of Applied
Geosciences. Univ of Tubingen.

Nonionic Organic Compounds (NOCs) sorb to swelling clay minerals by multiple
mechanisms that produce almost a continuum of sorption maxima when NOCs
with different functionalities are compared NOCs with multiple functional groups
that are each capable of complexing aqueous interlayer cations sorb very strongly
(up to 10% by weight for di- or tri-nitrobenzenes) to K- and Cs-saturated smectites.
Substitution of progressively less polar substituents for one of the nitro-groups
results in a gradual decrease of the maximum sorption to K-smectites. Presence
of a single polar substituent, such as a carbonyl group, similarly results in moderate sorption In all these cases, the polar moieties on the NOC are seen by FTIR
spectroscopy to interact with interlayer cations This study quantifies and begins
to infer mechanisms for sorption of less polar compounds by K- and Cs-smectites.
Reference saponite and beidellite smectites were saturated with Ca2+, Na+, K+, or
Cs+. Batch isotherms were measured for sorption of three triazine herbicides (atrazine, simazine, and metribuzin) and trichloroethene (TCE) to the homoionic clays.
The saponite clay sorbed a larger fraction of each triazine pesticide from aqueous
solution than did beidellite clay The smaller layer charge in saponite (vs beidellite) presumably resulted in a less crowded interlayer with more siloxane surface
available for adsorption. Interlayer cations strongly affected atrazine adsorption:
Cs-saturated clays sorbed more triazines than clays saturated by K+, Na+, or Ca2+.
Similarly, Cs-saturated saponite sorbed the most TCE, while Ca-saturated smectite
sorbed the least We hypothesize that the stronger sorption of triazines and TCE by
the Cs-smectite can be attributed to the lower hydration energy and hence smaller
hydrated radius of Cs+, which expands the lateral clay surface domains available
for sorption. The maximum sorption of atrazine to Cs-smectites was greater than
1% by weight for the Cs-saponite On most K-smectites, we observed atrazine
sorption of between 0.5 to 1.0 g/kg clay, although maxima were not reached We
showed that sorption of atrazine to K-beidellite was directly related to interlayer
spacing: The K-beidellite that was air-dried and rehydrated sorbed ten times as
much atrazine as a K-beidellite that was never dried, and the only detectable difference between the two clays was that the air-dried system exhibited d001-spacings of 12 5 and 15 5 A while the never-dried system showed dOOl-spacings of
15.5 and 18 5 A Thus, the 12.5-Ä spacing apparently contributes most of the atrazine sorption in the K-smectite system This interpretation is consistent with our
hypothesis that Cs-smectites are stronger sorbents for NOCs like atrazine because
they are most likely to have 12 5 A dOOl-spacings. This hypothesis implies that
there is a significant hydrophobic component for sorption of weakly polar NOCs
to smectites, and this hydrophobic mechanism is most effective when the NOC
is most completely removed from water The 12 5 A dOOI-spacing accomplishes
maximal dehydration of aromatic NOCs because both molecular planes of the NOC
must interact only with smectite siloxane surfaces and not with water. In accord
with this hydrophobic mechanism, atrazine (with one more methylene C) consistently sorbed slightly more to the smectites than did simazine There may also be a
complexation component to the adsorption mechanism, because molecular dynam-

The Kerogen cCrbons (KC) are important or even dominating components in Borden aquifer, three contaminated soils from the urban area of Guangzhou, and 22
bulk and size-fractionated sediments from the Pearl River Delta and Estuary, China.
A selected group of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) was extracted
by Soxhlet extraction, sequential three-solvent, and standard accelerated solvent
extraction (ASE Sum and ASE STD), respectively, and was also extracted repeatedly by water ASE with different temperatures from 25 to 150 "C The PAH content
obtained with ASE Sum was 1 38 times that with ASE STD and more than twice
that with Soxhlet extraction The correlations of these PAH contents with the KC
contents were highly significant, and were better than those with the black carbon
(BC) and amorphous organic carbon contents The in-situ KC and OC normalized
solid-water distribution coefficients (log KKC and log K1)C) of naphthalene, acenaphthene, phenanthrene, anthracene, fluoranthene, and pyrene were 1 3-16 and 1 0 - 1 3
log unit, respectively, higher than previously reported K(K values in the literature
The temperature effects on the aqueous PAH concentrations were described well
with the van't Hoff equation and the desorption enthalpies were estimated The
present study for the first time illustrated the importance of kerogen carbon, in addition to BC, to the extraction and distribution of native PAHs in soils and sediments
The equilibrium sorption and long-term sorption kinetics of typical hydrophobic
organic contaminants on the bulk Borden aquifer and the isolated kerogen were
investigated. The result suggests that the dual-mode modeling, and the combined
linear and PD modeling may overestimate the partitioning component The partition component is not so important as assumed before in sorption of HOCs for the
studied sorbent The small molecules 1,2-dichlorobenzene (DCB) and naphthalene
(Naph) have higher adsorption volumes. The lower adsorption volumes for 1,3,5trichlorobenzene (TCB) and phenanthrene (Phen) suggest that accessibility to the
holes of kerogen by large HOC molecules is reduced The sorption kinetics for
phenanthrene on the bulk sand and the kerogen isolate can well be described by the
fractional power kinetics equation (qe, Ce, or K(1C = k^) The similar rate parameter
b for qe(t) vs. t on the bulk sand and the kerogen isolate respectively ranges from
0.077 to 0.099 and from 0 068 to 0.081, suggesting the similar sorption kinetics rate
The estimated time to reach 95% of equilibrium respectively is 12.3-31.6 years and
11.1-40.8 years at three relative levels of relative solubility for Phen on the isolated
kerogen and the bulk sand, demonstrating the similar diffusion length of Phen on
the two sorbents. The observed slow sorption kinetics is related to micropore diffusion within kerogen The investigation supplies new clue for explaining the often
observed much longer persistence of organic contaminants in soils and sediments
than the prediction based on the short-term laboratory experiment

110-9
946b
H.Li
Ionic Strength-Induced Formation
Nitroaromatic Compound Sorption.

of Smectite Quasicrystals

Enhances
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H. Li. B. Teppen. Michigan Stale Unix; D. Laird. USDA-ARS: C. Johnston. Purdue different African countries, and some interesting results have been achieved. This
paper draws on experience accumulated in many different parts of Africa where
Univ; S. A. Boyd. Michigan State Univ.
agro-climatic and social conditions vary widely. It tries to address some of the key
Smectite clays have demonstrated high affinity for many organic contaminants and
questions that have been raised as to the potential applicability of conservation
pesticides in aqueous solution, which is influenced by the intrinsic properties of
agriculture in the region, drawing upon experience generated through the activismectite clays (eg., surface charge density and location), exchangeable cations,
ties of FAO, GTZ, Austrian Cooperation, RELMA in ICRAF and the World Bank,
and clay interlayer hydration status The amount and the type of salts present in the
amongst many others Whilst reviewing these experiences, an effort is also made
aqueous phase determine clay quasicrystal structures, interlayer swelling property
to highlight issues where knowledge remains scant or where much work remains
and hydration status, which we hypothesize as a major factor influencing sorption
to be done As such, it attempts to identify some of the key issues that need to be
To test this hypothesis, we measured sorption isotherms of 1,3-dinitrobenzene by Kaddressed quickly if the advantages of conservation agriculture are to be felt and if
smectite (SWy-2) in KCl solution and Ca-SWy-2 in CaC12 solution at several ionic
there is to be any chance of meeting the Millennium Development Goals (MDG's)
strengths The results indicated that sorption by K-SWy-2 significantly increased
numbers 1, 7, and 8 in time .
with increasing aqueous KCl concentration. In contrast, sorption by Ca-SWy-2 at
different ionic strengths of CaCI2 remained constant The "salting-out" effect on
the aqueous solubility of nitroaromatic compounds failed to account for the signifi111-3
4:20 PM C. M. Alves
cantly increased sorption by K-SWy-2 with increasing KCl concentration. X-ray
llsing GIS Tools to Identify Valuable Soils, Viable Farms and Vulnerable
diffraction patterns indicated the formation of quasicrystal structures with a basal
Areas.
spacing at 15.5 angstrom in K-SWy-2 suspensions as KCl concentration > 0 1 M
C. M. Alves. USDA/NRCS.
We conclude that formation of better-ordered clay quasicrystals owing to increased
KCl ionic strength facilitates the intercalation of nitroaromatic compounds leading
to greater sorption by the clay, while the "salting-out" effect plays a minor role (if
any) in observed enhanced sorption.
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3.1 A Land Use Planning: Environmental, Economic and
Social Trade-offs—Oral
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II1-1
3:30 PM M. Sonneveld
Supporting Decision Making at the Regional Scale; An Approach to Put Soil
Information in a Stakeholder Context.
M. Sonneveld. J. Stoorvogel. A. Mora-lallejo. L. Ciaessens. Wageningen Univ and
Research Center.
Decision making at the regional level requires information that includes tradeoffs
between different economic and environmental objectives Soil evaluation at the
regional scale has nowadays moved beyond the stage of static representations m
terms of suitabilities to the stage of scenario development. Agronomic simulation
models used for these scenarios can potentially be linked to other economic and
environmental models For an effective communication of these scenarios to stakeholders, indicators need to be identified that condense the information in quantifiable measures Examples are the concentration of agro-chemicals in the groundwater, economic returns or the degree of soil erosion Stoorvogel et al. (2004)
presented a methodology for an integrated analysis of tradeoffs between economic
and environmental indicators This Tradeoff Analysis Methodology, in which agronomic, environmental and economic models were linked, has now been applied in
different regions all over the world Outcomes of the analyses have been presented
in tradeoff curves, risk diagrams or maps and have been discussed with stakeholders. Evidently, the Tradeoff Methodology itself is also subject to tradeoffs with
respect to the use of financial resources and the quality of the outcome. Financial
and data constraints ask for decisions that need to be made such as selecting the
appropriate models and the need for additional surveying These decisions need
to be evaluated with respect to the questions that are asked by policy makers and
regional representatives The TOA methodology uses data on soils, climate and
socio-economic parameters. For soil data. Minimum Data (MD) approaches have
been developed that closely approximate approaches in which elaborate techniques
are used We have implemented an MD approach for the different regional studies and have found these to be well applicable in some cases We will present a
transparent step-wise approach to assist in deciding whether an MD approach is
potentially suitable
111-2
4:00 PM J.Ashburner
Further Experiences with Conservation Agriculture in Africa.
A. Ca/egari. IAPAR; J. Ashburner. FAO Regional Office for Africa.
Soil degradation in Africa continues to be a major challenge and potential solutions
lie far beyond the boundaries of soil science The common farming practice offallow has now a significantly diminished efficiency as the fallowing period has been
shortened due to an increased pressure on land usage Conflicts between crop and
livestock production, land tenure systems, labour availability, markets and other
issues have made it essential for African countries to look for more sustainable agricultural production systems To these ends, increasing efforts have been made over
the recent years to adopt a more holistic approach to address not only food security
issues but also the well being of rural families and better protection of the natural
resource base Therefore, the Conservation Agriculture has been developed in many
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The loss of the highest quality agricultural land to urban sprawl is occurring at an
accelerating pace throughout the United States In New England, a rapidly appreciating real estate market, coupled with a housing shortage has put intense pressure on developing the remaining open land Digital soils data is now available
in a variety of formats to those in the land-use planning community Yet, to what
degree are planners incorporating soil considerations in locating where development occurs? The availability of digital data often outstrips the ability of planning
officials to integrate this information with decisions occurring on the ground. There
is a critical need to find innovative ways to assess how much agricultural land is
being lost, in a timely and locally relevant framework GIS technology can help
planners to visualize alternative patterns of development that will minimize further
fragmentation of farmland The volatility in energy prices accentuates the need
to maintain open land for a more locally based agricultural production system in
the near term and for future generations The focus of the study is Lewis Creek
watershed in north-western Vermont. It covers an area a 52,000 acres in extent The
area is predominantly rural yet threatened by urban encroachment It is a working landscape with farms, woodlands and residences intermixed. Vermont has an
unusually high population/sprawl ratio, meaning land is being developed at a faster
rate than the population is growing. There is an urgent need to examine the general
trends of the spread of rural residential development at a resolution that reveals the
true extent of land use transitions. Areas like Lewis Creek watershed have a dispersed population and land use decisions are primarily made at the town level, on a
permit by permit basis. It is often difficult to foresee the full impact of incremental
development over time. Town officials need to be conversant with the practical
implications of technical soils data and then be able to put this information into a
wider context. Until recently, the main emphasis of the Cooperative Soil Survey
Program has been on data creation and automation with less attention on helping
users understand the data The main objective of this paper is to demonstrate a
combination of visual and quantitative GIS-based techniques to assist planners in
preserving the best agricultural soils A map of the watershed showing Important
Farmlands derived solely from soils data does not give a realistic assessment of the
remaining agricultural land resource. Instead, it is necessary to include current land
use data in the analysis to determine which areas of high quality soils are still in
active agricultural use. Utilizing e9l 1 point data for house locations offers a yearly
snapshot of where development is spreading most rapidly. Moreover, house location data is used in a predictive model to quantify potential factors that influence
development in the Lewis Creek watershed This helps to pinpoint which areas
are most vulnerable to development Additionally, to target farmland preservation
efforts to the most viable farms, patch metrics are employed to characterise the
largest areas of contiguous farmland Local planners need concrete examples of
how to integrate and analyze the multitude of data sources to better understand
growth patterns as they are occurring This will enable them to evaluate the consumption of agricultural land by piecemeal development and find new strategies to
retain productive farmland

111-4
4:40 PM V I. Kiryushin
Land Agroecological Evaluation for Designing the Agronomy Systems.
V. I. Kiryushin. Russian State Agricultural Univ— MTAA. Soil Science Dept.
Precisian agronomy system development places more stringent requirements upon
the land agroecological evaluation and map materials for designing the agronomy
systems and high agrotechnologies There have been developed the new land agroecological typology, system of land agronomical evaluation and methodology of
soil-landscape map-making for this purpose An elementary area of agrolandscape
(EAA) is considered as a prime unit for land evaluation. By EAA is meant a part
of the mesorelief unit bounded by the elementary area of soil (uniform soil) or by
the elementary soil cover pattern. The last one can be represented by soil complex
(contrasting microcombi nat ion due to microrelief), or soil punctation (non-contrasting microcombination), or soil mosaic (contrasting microcombination due to
lithologic heterogeneity), or soil tashet (non-contrasting microcombination due to
lithologic heterogeneity) Principal results of field investigation in scale 1:10000
are the electronic map-layers with information on mesorelief forms, slope steepness and exposition, microrelief, soil parent materials, hydrogeological conditions,
soil cover patterns, and soil properties Superposition of these map-layers allows

recreating the map of land species (EAA) with databases, containing information on
land agroecological characteristics and soil-landscape linkages for every contour
Land types are formed in terms of EAA in course of designing the landscape-adaptive agronomy systems They integrate EAA with similar conditions for crops and
analogous requirements for crop rotations and agrotechnologies that are developed for them Land agroecological types are combined into land agroecological
groups (plane, eroded, swamped, salted, solonets, frozen, etc.), for those there are
developed landscape- adaptive agronomy systems, including the systems of crop,
hayfield and pasture rotations, distributed according to soil-landscape linkages,
energy and mass transfer Agroecological land formal manipulation is developing
for different provinces, natural agricultural zones (steppe, steppe-forest, forest,
etc ). Crop rotations and fields are designed in terms of agroecological maps of
land suitability for certain crops. These maps are formed on the basis of electronic
maps of land agroecological kinds through the coordination between crop (sort)
agroecological requirements and agroecological features of every elementary area
of agrolandscape (that are represented in database for every EAA). According to its
agroecological characteristics, every EAA receives the crop suitability level from
I-st to 6-th. Through overlaying of agroecological maps, there are revealed areas
with similar suitability for different crops within which crop rotation fields or cultivated plots are formed According to limiting agroecological factor states, there
are designed three levels of agrotechnologies: normal, intensive and high intensive
(precision). The experience of agronomy system designing in terms of new methodology in different regions of Russia is briefly reviewed
111-5
5:00 PM J S Samra
Socio-Economic and Environmental Impact Assessment of Participatory
Watershed Management in Drylands of India.
J. S. Samra. Indian Council ofAgricultural Research.
Dryland based livelihood and environmental opportunities in India represent 16%
of global population living on 2.5% of land, 2 forests and 4.7% of world's water
resources is a larger concern of an equitable development process. Although significant progress has been witnessed in the knowledge based component of the
economy, poverty among unskilled workers is prevalent especially among the 70%
rural population. Sustainable management of rainwater and investment of social
capital at the scale of a geo-hydrologically defined natural unit of a watershed was
expected to improve income and employment Participatory process of creating
alternative institutions and empowerment of communities aimed at self propelled
decentralized development by ridge to valley system of treatments of the entire
area Seven watersheds representing diverse agro-ecological and socio-economic
conditions were evaluated by analyzing five years multi-criteria data. The average
size of a watershed was 580 ha with an average occupation of 72% in agriculture
and 23% as landless labourers. In situ soil and rainwater conservation and harvesting, bio-physical measures, improved farming practices and micro-enterprising supplemented the indigenous technical knowledge for enhancing productivity
Empowered watershed associations (WA), self help groups (SHG) and users group
(UG) ensured decentralized or bottom up approach of harmonizing with the social
capital for upscaling. Creation of an average 396 ha-cm surface water storage and
23% improvement in well recharge rate enhanced irrigation by 253%, productivity
by 28% and farm income by 124%. Indices of crop diversification increased from
067 to 0 93, cultivated land utilization from 0 31 to 0 39 and crop productivity
from 0 47 to 0 66 Resource conservation measures reduced risk factor and fertilization index (investment indicator) improved from 0 43 to 0.68 Benefit: cost ratio
ranged from 1.17 to 1.9 with an overall average of I 62 Area weighted average of
land leveling index improved from 0 37 to 0 65 (one being ideal) and about 12%
of wasteland was re-vegetated Biological measures, conservation structures and
capital investments reduced rainwater run off from 31.2 to 13.6% and soil loss
from 15.9 to 4.3 t ha-1 yr-l About 50% membership of women, 41% of socially
disadvantaged persons, 26% of landless and only 24% of land owners of 62 SHGs
indicated social justice and equity of the distributive development Overall people's
participation ranged from 49 to 77 with an average of 62% Stakeholders contribution of 27% of the total investments for creating corpus fund for maintenance of
the activities during post external intervention phase was more than expected This
model was internalized into the government policies and guidelines notified for
almost all land based development programs of India.

D. Hillel. Goddard Institute, Columbia Univ.
The earliest evidence of land management and mismanagement is found in the
Near East, where humans first made the transition from nomadic hunting-gethering
to sedentary farming and herding of livestock Cultivation of sloping lands caused
water erosion and sedimentation, while irrigation of poorly drained river valleys
caused water-logging and salinization Examples are given of conditions and practices that made long-term land management either sustainable or unsustainable:
why some early civilizations succeeded while others failed. The same age-old problems still beset soil managment in modern times as shown by examples from Asia,
Australia, Africa, and the Americas.

112-2
4:00 PM B.Vincent
Water and Soil Salinity Management and Sslt Redistribution in Irrigation
Systems.
B. Vincent. Cemagref; S. Marlet. CIRAD; A. Vidal, Cemagref: S. Bouarfa. Cemagr
J. Wu. J. Yang. Wuhan Unix; M. K. N'Diaye. IER; M. Kuper. CIRAD: D. Zimmer.
World Water Council.
Soil salinity is present in most of the large irrigation schemes over the world under
the conjunctive effect of low quality irrigation water, aridity and lack of natural
drainage ofsoils and aquifers. The trends in water management and soil salinity are
assessed through studies in China, Mali, Pakistan and Uzbekistan. In China, the
upper valley of the yellow river (Huinong irrigation district) is characterized by
aridity, good water availability and over-irrigation. Despite large amount of drainage water returned to the river, excess in water supplied a shallow water table,
accumulated in depression and resulted in soil salinity Remote sensing showed
that downstream areas are more affected by salinity and displayed lower cropping
intensity The lower valley (Bojili Irrigation District) is faced with shortage of irrigation water Drainage water of low qualify is re-used to assist leaching and get
round salinity hazard In Mali (Office du Niger), the soils are affected by an alkalinization process due to irrigation water quality. A previous reclamation of irrigation
and drainage systems has modified agricultural practices and water management,
and altered the trend of soil alkalinity The improvement of surface drainage of
flooded rice cropping season has decreased soil pH in clayey basins. Concomitantly
the improvement of irrigation has allowed cropping during the dry season Nowadays water stands in irrigation canal all year long and supplies a shallow water
table The recharge is high on permeable material and soil pH increases on sandy
levees. In Pakistan (Chistian sub-division) shortage of irrigation surface water has
lead to a significant increase in conjunctive use of groundwater of low quality Consequently the water table and soil salinity decreased while soil sodicity increased
even if leaching is improved. Whereas farmers got used to control salinity, the
sodification hazard is more difficult to grasp and manage. To assess the extension
of soil degradation, remote sensing can only provide accurate information through
assimilation of additional information In Uzbekistan (Fargana valley), a deep
drainage system has been set up in order to reduce waterlogging and control soil
salinity The discharge of salt by drainage is more than twice the salt amount provided by irrigation due to the mobilization primary aquifer salinity This operation
is technically successful but environmentally dreadful Too many water is diverted
from Syr-Daria and Amou-Daria rivers and Aral Sea declined dramatically The
salinity of downstream plains increased Salinization is the consequence of various
complex processes of salt redistribution which depends on natural conditions, system features, agricultural practices and irrigation and drainage management These
evolutions result from alteration induced by agricultural water management within
contexts of limited drainage, increasing conjunctive use of low quality drainage or
groundwater, or the release of drainage water downstream. Salinity management
requires an appropriate methodology in order to understand the involved process
and to assess decisions for management and planning according to the current and
expected impact on the system. Spatial distribution of salt can be characterized
at specific dates through remote sensing at small scales and soil survey at higher
scales. It requires additional information for pertinent analysis of the origin of this
distribution In a first stage, trends can be assessed by the estimation of water and
salt balance at various scales within the irrigated area. Later stage consists in the
implementation of a perennial complementary device including groundwater and
soil monitoring, and also the analysis of agricultural water management for the
assessment of both performances and sustainability of irrigation It allows further
development of decision-making tools and accompanying methods for the control
of salinity.

SESSION NUMBER 112

3.5D Combating Global Soil & Land Degradation IV.
Salinization, Sodification and Other Forms of Degradation in
Agricultural and Native Ecosystems—Oral
Room 108AB, First Floor (Convention Center)
II2-1
3:30 PM D. Hillel
Uses and Abuses of Soil and Water Resources: An Historical Review.

112-3
4:20 PM P. E. Tolmie
Effect of Farming Systems on Deep Drainage in High Salinity Hazard Area.
P. E. Tolmie. A. J. Biggs. Dept of Natural Resources and Mines; J. Whish. CSIRO/
APSRU; D. M. Silburn. Dept of Natural Resources and Mines/APSRU: V. French.
Dept of Primary Industries and Fisheries/APSRU.
The salinity hazard map for the Queensland Murray-Darling Basin was released
in July 2002 It showed that a large part of the Tara Shire in southern Queensland
had the potential to develop salinity problems in the future The map prompted
two pro-active farmer groups to seek more information about salinity hazard in
their area The factor that might change a high inherent salinity hazard into a high
salinity risk is the change in deep drainage (potential groundwater recharge), with
change in land use from native vegetation to cropping or grazing. The project aimed
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to determine how much deep drainage is occurring under the different farming and
grazing systems used, how farm management decisions impact on drainage and
salinity, and identify profitable and flexible cropping systems that can help manage
the salinity risk Five sites were selected and soil samples taken to approximately
four metres in the Moonie and Condamine districts. Each site consisted of native
forest, long-term pasture and long-term cropping in close proximity Differences
in chloride concentration (Transient Salt Mass-Balance; Rose et al 1979) between
the soil profiles were used to indicate the rates of deep drainage since the land was
first cleared for fanning or grazing. A complicating feature of the landscapes was
the presence of gilgai microrelief This required careful soil sampling in depressions and mounds Detailed paddock histories of the farmers' cropping sequences,
rainfall and land management methods were collected to help interpret the drainage calculations These histories were also used as the basis for detailed simulation modelling to further understand the drainage process. Simulation modelling
was used to help identify suitable management strategies to profitably farm with
reduced drainage Key features of the research so far are: a) large quantities of salt
are stored in the soil profile, b) drainage since the time of clearing was greater under
cropping than under pasture, and drainage under pasture was greater than under
native vegetation, c) drainage occurs during a few wet years or months, particularly
where rainfall coincides with a full soil profile (e.g. end of fallow). Rainfall during the active growth of a crop was less likely to cause drainage compared with
rainfall in a fallow period, and d) detailed scenario analysis of cropping sequences
can assist with the development of management strategies to reduce drainage while
maintaining farm profits
112-4
4:40 PM D. L Suarez
Impact of Irrigation Waler Quality on Infiltration in » Combined IrrigationRain System.
D. L. Suarez, USDA-ARS, U.S. Salinity Laboratory: S. M. Lesch. Univ o/California.
Riverside: J. Wood. USDA-ARS U S. Salinity Laboratory.
Irrigation water suitability related to infiltration has been established primarily from short term column experiments of saturated hydraulic conductivity with
waters of decreasing electrical conductivity and constant SAR There are also a
limited number of studies examining the effect of existing soil chemical conditions on infiltration of rain, but these are primarily single rain events Conditions
of combined rain and irrigation are distinctly different from that of most earlier
studies and standards The objective of the study is to establish the impact of irrigation with waters of varying SAR on water infiltration into a loam and a clay soil in
a combined irrigation rain system over a one year cycle. We tested two Montana
soils, Kobase Silty Clay from the Tongue River area and Glendive Sandy Loam
from the Powder River area, both irrigated with 10 simulated river waters with two
EC and five SAR levels and subjected to alternating rainfall for over one year. Soils
were tested under bare soil conditions in outdoor containers Soil cores were taken
from the containers for saturated hydraulic conductivity tests after each season
Columns were also prepared with disturbed soil and irrigated with the 10 simulated
river waters of varying SAR. Plastic containers (29 cm height and 25 cm diameter)
were fitted with ceramic extractors buried in the bottom of the containers into 7 cm
of fine quartz sand A vacuum of 50 kPa (0.5 bars) was applied to the extractors
before, during and after each water application but was shut off when flow ceased
four empty containers were also positioned in 4 rows all in an open outdoor area
under the rainfall simulator. The plots were subjected to alternating simulated rain
and irrigation events The simulated rain water consisted of partially deionized Riverside tap water with an EC of 0 016 dS/m. An overhead traveling rainfall simulator
was designed to sprinkle rain water uniformly over the buckets, with simulated rain
drop sizes of 1.6 mm in diameter with terminal velocity representative of rain. The
system, delivered 0.25 cm of rain per pass. A complete rain event consisted of 2 00
L (5 cm) Passes were made in sequence to form temporary ponded conditions in
order to measure infiltration times for the applied water The simulated irrigation
waters consisted of two different salinities (EC= 1.0 and 2 0 dS/m) at SAR 2, 4,
6, 8, and 10, and one control (Riverside tap water at EC= 0 5 dS/m, SAR <1) The
irrigation waters were applied on the surface (flood) at single applications of 2 00
L (5 cm) There was little difference in the infiltration results from the 2 salinities
but significant differences in the SAR treatments for both soils For the final rain
infiltration event, there was no significant difference between the control and SAR
2 treatments but decreasing infiltration with increasing SAR for all SAR values
above SAR 2 The decrease in infiltration ranged from a factor of 3.5 for the clay
soil and 5 for the loam soil Saturated hydraulic conductivity of undisturbed soil
cores taken at the end of the experiment was measured in the laboratory using
the same water compositions as used in the field. We also conducted a study with
packed laboratory columns under saturated conditions The results of these shortterm laboratory hydraulic conductivity experiments are generally consistent with
the results from the long-term field infiltration studies and the hydraulic conductivity measurements taken from the undisturbed soil cores run in the laboratory In
both instances the hydraulic conductivity with rain water was much lower than with
irrigation water. We observed decreasing hydraulic conductivity with increasing
SAR starting at SAR 2 for both the clay and loam soils In these experiments the EC
2 treatments had a greater hydraulic conductivity than the EC I treatments, but only
at higher SAR The changes in hydraulic conductivity with increasing SAR were
greater in the soil columns than the changes in infiltration in the field study. The
procedure used in this packed column experiment is comparable to the procedures
used in the earlier laboratory experiments These results indicate that the changes
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in hydraulic conductivity as related to irrigation water composition from laboratory
column experiments can adequately represent infiltration changes in the field. Both
studies indicate that there were adverse effects on soil physical properties starting
in the range of SAR 2-4.
112-5
5:00 PM B. Clothier
Measurement of Fluxes in the Rootzone: Tools and their Uses.
B. Clothier HortResearch: S. Green. HortResearch: M. Van der Velde. Univ of
Louvain(Louvain-la-Neuve): G. W. Gee. Battelle: C. vandenDijssel. HortResearch:
S. Sivakumaran, HortResearch: M. Deurer, HortResearch.
The soil of the rootzone is the first filter for most of the water we use The quality
and quantity of our water resources are determined to a large extent by the way we
use our soil and manage our lands The ecosystem services and productive potential
provided by our soils, mean that soil is invaluable in terms of natural capital. Yet
we have limited understanding of the impact of soil use and land management on
the transport and exchange processes that underpin these ecosystem services. This
nescience is due. in large part, to our inability to monitor directly water and solute
transport in the rootzone New tools are. however, providing us with sharper vision
of the state and fluxes of mass and energy in the rootzone New devices, capable of
direct, remote and continuous monitoring of soil water content, solute concentrations and fluxes, are giving us a better understanding of rootzone dynamics. Furthermore, new tools are being developed to provide independent measurements of
the key parameters required for modelling the transport processes in the rootzone.
Better monitoring and better measurements for model parameterisation will, in tandem, provide us with new understanding and improved prediction of fluxes in the
rootzone We present results from the use of our arrays of multiplexed TDR probes,
which provide measures of the changing pattern of soil-water content, extensive in
both time and space, under a variety of land-uses and weather patterns This monitoring of the changing state of the soil's water content is complemented by use of
buried fluxmeters, which provide a direct measurement of the unsaturated drainage
of the soil solution, along with the capacity to measure the concentration of solutes
in the leachate We include measurements made under a field of squash pumpkins
on a small coral atoll in the tropics of the Pacific, as well as monitoring under
pasture, potatoes and kiwifruit in regions of New Zealand. We show how complementary use of disc permeameters to measure the soil's hydraulic properties, plus
heat-pulse devices to measure sap-flow and the transpiration of plants, can combine
to provide comprehensive measurements of the rootzone water and solute balances
Furthermore, we outline the use of these measurements and parameterisations in a
modelling scheme to realise longer-term risk assessments, at regional scales, of the
sustainability of land-management practices.
SESSION NUMBER 113
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113-1
3:30 PM F C Ugolini
Soil and Paintings: A Way to Achieve Public Awareness.
F. C. Ugolini. Dept Soil Science and Plant Nutrition.
I would like to pose this question. How come many elements of nature have captured the imagination of modern and ancient painters, when a soil profile, that is
also a natural object, has seldom inspired an artist? Yet, soil has always followed
the evolution of the human specie, since the Homo erectus has walked on it. Soil
pigments have been used by the Cromagnon man for burial ceremonies and for
cave paintings About 8,000 years ago when humans changed from hunters and
gathers to become farmers, the soil has been the major source for food and fibers
And yet, there has not been a corresponding interest in the esthetic and artistic values of soil The reasons for this neglect are numerous First of all, although soils are
ubiquitous at the surface of the Earth they are not readily obvious unless exposed in
fresh vertical cuts. Soils were worked by farmers that in the Medieval occupied one
of the lower levels of the society. Soils were associated with death, because of the
corps were buried in them In the Christian concept of the Middle Age, as described
in the Divine Comedy of Dante, the world was divided into Heaven and Earth The
Heaven, often painted in gold, was the place for God, the Angels, the Saints, and
the Blessed The Earth was the place for the Devil and the Sinners Always, in the
Christian vision, the life on Earth was nothing but a brief interlude for a longer
post mortem eternal life This attitude tended to diminish the importance of nature
Furthermore, since nature is perceived through senses, nature is sinful, profane
and full of temptations The paintings from the 12th to the 14th century reflect
this vision Holy figures are at the center of the paintings while the surroundings
are only sketchy emblematic forms With the advent of the Renaissances, God.
that until now had resided in Haven, descended on the Earth among the humans
and became identified with the beauty of nature The painting of Giovanni Bellini

Q-

(1430-1516) is fundamentally a landscape composition inspired by Saint Francis
love for nature The scenery is not allegoric but real It reproduces the calcareous
dirt's of the La Verna: it shows the dissolution of the limestone and the accumulation of the insoluble residue on which plants become established. The field on the
left shows clearly a soil profile This is the first appearance of a soil profile in paintings; we have to wait about 500 years before Grant Wood reproduces an other one
In fact, it is only in 1932 that an accurate rendition of a soil, a Mollisol, appears
However, it is only in the abstract art that soil acquires a primary interest Dubuffet,
from 1950 to I960 produced numerous paintings representing different aspects of
soils: Au pied du mur. Vie exemplaire du sol. Fruits de terre, Texturologie. Dahmen
(1917-1964) worked with sand, acrylic and colours to produce compositions that
look like soil profiles Lambertz (1910-1982) represented a scenario of organisms
in soil Soil, seems to have entered into the arts, more as an abstract entity than as
a natural object. Shepard made the observation that abstract forms develop during time of social stress, while in times of pace and harmony, art approaches the
endemic and the common place Does the relatively recent entering of soil in the
figurative arts signal the crisis of our society?
113-2
3:55 PM S A Tahoun
Ancient and Recent Challenges in the Utilization of Soil and Water Resources
in Egypt.

S. A. Tahoun, Soil Science Depl, Unix of El-Zagazig.
Pre-history Egyptians were nomadic pastoralists living in sub-humid rangeland
across the eastern and western plateaus away form the wild River Nile of the
time. At the end of the Holocene, the ecosystem was disrupted by intense climatic
changes which initiated everlasting hyper-aridity testified by the present Eastern
and Western Deserts as parts of Sahara Starvation forced people to escape ca
8000 years BP to the wild Nile Valley Some clever settlers noticed that the Nile
floods come with certain periodicity over time, and thus invented the first human
calendar Shortly afterwards, settlers improvised basin irrigation where fences of
earthy materials were piled at distances from the river to elevate the water front
and bring land under a water head of about 2 meters for about 2 months. Fences
were removed as flood began to recede to flush water towards the shrinking river In
normal-sized floods, sufficient water was stored in soils to meet the requirement of
subsequently cultivated crops. As food surpluses were produced, individuals were
differentiated for societal division of labor, a pre-requisite condition for civilization
to emerge About 6000 years ago, a genius Egyptian "agricultural engineer" hitched
an ox to a hoe and invented the plow, thus initiating power farming for the first time
in history Basin irrigation endured for millennia because of its simplicity, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness. Actually, the Nile River performed simultaneously
three functions It provided needed irrigation water, disposed of virtual drainage
water, and rejuvenated soil fertility with nutrient-bearing minerals adventitiously
added during inundation Communities of the Greco-Roman time some 2300 years
BP learned to erect earthy dikes across distant segments of the Nile during the
low-water season. Elevated river front allowed water delivery to highly situated
land. Several "irrigation machineries" most important of which is the water wheel
were also developed, and therefore, more land was brought under cultivation The
mid-nineteenth century witnessed significant evolution of irrigation engineering
in Egypt. A series of barrages were constructed and many canals were dug However, the system worked well only with medium floods Many catastrophic years
were encountered with meager floods smaller than 40 cubic kilometers of water or
overwhelming floods larger than 120 cubic kilometers To cope with these extreme
events, the Aswan High Dam was constructed in the sixties of the twentieth century
to establish a decadal reservoir saving water from lavish to lean years in the huge
Lake Nasser, extending 500 km upstream. Water from the lake is carried northward to irrigate 5 8 million ha of intensively cultivated land through an intricate
network of canals that extend for 36,000 km. Basin irrigation is now an antiquity
replaced by calibrated methods that raise the irrigation efficiency in places to 75 %.
Paired with international statistics, the soils of Egypt stand very productive in terms
of yield tonnages per unit land area Looking in retrospect, ancient Egyptians are
commemorated for their many contributions, including the primitive earthy fences
intended to elevate water front that developed after millennia into the Aswan High
Dam. The common bottom line is enhancing agricultural production and minimizing the energy requirement of the irrigation system. Notwithstanding these achievements, recent socio-economic and demographic variables in Egypt are confronting
the agricultural sector with intrinsic and sectoral challenges First, intensive soil
utilization is raising concerns of potential soil degradation and environmental pollution. Second, the growing industrial, service, and civic sectors are crying for an
equitable water share, and their demand is augmented by calculations based on the
water productivity concept These challenges could be met by a program of fourfold objectives: adopt an appropriate land use policy, convey and deliver irrigation
water more efficiently, produce sustainable higher yields per unit water, and maintain environmental integrity

Unlike organic fertilizers such as manure, which intervene into the solar energy
budget of soils, marl, lime, rock phosphate and other rock powders intervene into
the orogenic energy cycles of soils, thus on a more profound level. The materials
all exhibit slow or retarded effects, making it difficult to set exact dosages and
determine cause-eftect-relations Nevertheless their potential at rejuvenating soils
has made them interesting agents of intervention over the course of human history
We will look into their history to situate them in the larger context of the changes in
social metabolism their use is connected to and as a contribution to understand the
history of knowledge about soils and the management of their fertility, in which the
fertilizing effect of inorganic substances has constituted one of the great puzzles.
The role of marl as fertilizer has not received due attention in soil science and its
history In the historical overview in Russell's Soil conditions and plant growth,
no reference to marl is made, and other works treat marl only in passing. Yet, rock
materials have been used to increase soil fertility at least since the 1st century CE.
Pliny the Elder wrote in his natural history (Book 17,44), that marl had been introduced to Roman agriculture by Germanic people, from whom the material also got
its name. Pliny was aware of the long-term effect of marling, a procedure which
was recommended on a decadal scale only In this contribution, we will pick up
the history of marl and other rock materials in the 18th century. We will look at
the descriptions of marling (and liming) in agricultural and horticultural manuals,
at the first attempts to analyze marls and at the few references we have on peasants
actualK using marl, who even rediscovered the practice Ibi themselves In this
reconstruction of the history of knowledge we aim to show how at first sight unrelated discourses such as Alchemical theory (e.g. Johann Glauber), practical expertise by agricultural pioneers (e.g. Phillip Miller, 1776; Christoph Bernhard, 1764;
Balthasar Ehrhart, 1753 and other relatively unknown writers), the first chemical
analyses (Johann Gerhard Andreae, 1769) and the mounting pressure to increase
harvests in the 18th century all contributed in various ways to the development of
integrated theories of soil fertility, which took account of the fertilizing power of
marl and lime. The proven effect of'marl challenged those who held that fertility
was an all-organic phenomenon, and thus made way for the agricultural knowledge
revolution of the 19th century It reverberates in the work of Albrecht Thaer, who
devoted ample room to discuss their role and function Rock materials also allow
to show how agricultural fertility management is connected to the technical possibilities of a society on a larger scale: The practical limit to the use of marl in
pre-industrial times was transportation. Rock powder became available as a byproduct of the fossil-fuel driven mineral sector of modern economies, technical and
energetical limits to fertilization become apparent in this example. Rock materials
continue to be used for fertility management. Their complex interactions with the
biology of soils still pose several questions Also, the parent material of the soil and
the acidity at time of application are to be taken into account when applying rock
powder, a fact that is seldom mentioned in their marketing. Using Austria as an
example, the paper will question the marketing of rock powder and show, how misleading information is still used in material directed to farmers. Marl was known in
the 18th century as a agent to make fathers rich and grandsons poor Interventions
into the long-term orogenic energy budget of soils, despite being a part of sustainable, integrated management of fertility, need to be undertaken with care. The long
history of knowledge allows access to a reservoir of information which could and
should be tapped for the development of sustainable soil management
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L O Karpachevskiy

Some Theoretical Questions of a History of a Soil Cover and Civilization.

L. O. Karpachevskiy. T. A. Zubkova. Y. N. Ashinov. Moscow Stale Univ. Faculty of
Soil Science.

Active anthropogenous influence on a soil cover began 30-40 thousand years ago,
but it was limited by recreation, fires and excavation. 10 thousand years ago there
was agriculture and it has arisen as ritual action. About dwellings people planted
different plants Their selection promoted accumulation of seeds of useful plants.
Economic crops of these plants have begun The most ancient center of economic
agriculture counts a fertile "half moon": the grounds from a mouth of Euphrates
through a valley Jordan up to a mouth of Nile Here fertile soils and a soft climate promoted occurrence of commodity agriculture However grounds of a "half
moon" are not the most fertile: they concern to flood plain soils, brown desertsteppe soils and gray-brown The hot climate of region promotes high speed in
diffusion of nutrient in soils and their easier availability to plants. But these lack
ground water For this reason the irrigation on them has been applied. The irrigation promoted formation irrigational soils, increasing up and to preservation of
fertility within millennia Gradually agriculture was displaced to the north, having grasped Greece, Italy, and Asia Minor But enormous spaces of steppe have
been occupied with nomads, cattlemen Agriculture in a moderate zone first of all
has occupied grey and brown forest soils They are fertile enough and have the
washing water regime, allowing using of' these soils without an irrigation. After
development of these soils agriculture moved ahead on the north and due to monasteries has reached even Far North, up to Solovkii Thus monks created alluvial
fertile soils and used early ripening varieties of plants Transformation of nomads
into settled peoples has led to development of agricultural soils in steppes that has
113-3
4:15 PM V Winiwarter
caused outflow of farmers from a soddy-podzolic zone in steppe In Russia the first
From Marl to Rock Powder: On the History of Soil Fertility Management by
mass development of steppe soils began in XIX century In the beginning of XX
Rock Materials.
century—development of steppes of the Asian part of Russia, and the ground for
V. Winiwarter, W. E. H. Blum. Institute for Soil Science. Univ oj 'Natural Resources peasants was selected by soil scientists (chief of expeditions was K D . Glinka). It
and Applied Life Sciences.
is necessary to pay attention to that fact, that gradually the center of a civilization
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also from a fertile "half moon" moved to the north: first to Greece and Rome, and
then to France, England, Germany These countries are of a temperate climate on
soils with average and even low fertility. Similar movement of the centers of a
civilization can be noted and for the American continent Civilizations of Inky,
Aztecs and Maya were gradually replaced to a North American civilization. Thus
southern states appeared more backward, than northern In England and Germany
the drainage and then fertilizer that has radically changed conducting an agriculture
and productivity of soils began to be applied widely In Russia chernozems were
the most fertile soils. On these soils production of a corn was the most profitable
But agriculture results in change of a soil cover. A part of these changes are reduced
to degradation of soils, a part—to their improvement. So, development of soddypodzolic and podzolic soils in frameworks cut-trees-fire systems has led to erosion
of the top layer (horizon A2=A), and to an output on a surface of illuvial horizon B
Actually, anthropogenous soddy-podzolic and podzolic soils have turned in brown.
Deeply-humus monastic soils and vegetable garden soils also, as irrigational, represent anthropogenous improved grounds All these soils are a positive result of
long-term cultivation by man But there are other examples connected to degradation of soils It is erosion, reduction of humus layer, formation secondary salinized
soils both solonchac on gray soils and chernozems at watering and solid chernozems. Supervision allows making a number of very important conclusions. At first,
agriculture is productive there where it is created or there is by nature washing
water regime Second, different soils are differently stability against influence A
number of soils (podzolic or soddy-podzolic) at the careful attitude only improve
properties But any excessive intervention during a life of soils (superfluous having
watered, much fertilizers, and pesticides) results in degradation of soils Soils with
washing type of a water regime are more favorable at the tendency to soil pollution by heavy metals, xenobiotics In them processes of autopurification are more
advanced In soils with not washing water regime purification of soils is determined
by processes of destruction of the toxic substances, immobilization their by soil
minerals It is possible, for this reason the civilization finally suited "headquarters"
on soils with a washing water regime where soil degradation is less dangerous. It is
necessary to note the general tendency. Even before invasion khan Baty the center
of Russia has moved on the North, in Vladimir region Baty invasion has ruined the
Vladimir princedom and promoted an eminence of Moscow, but not Kiev or other
southern princedoms. Soils of the Moscow princedom were appreciably worse
than the northern Ukraine But they, due to optimum humidifying, yielded a stable
harvest, including winter crops So, development of civilizations goes not on the
best soils, and on soils demanding land improvement or fertilizer But it is important, that the water regime was on these soils favorable and if the irrigation it should
not be accompanied secondary salinization is used
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4:55 PM M. D G D. V. X Ferreira
Soil Science Knowledge and General Public: How to Bridge the Gap?
M. D. G. D. V. X. Ferreira, Univ Católica de Pernambuco; C. S. M. Masulli.
Fundacäo Univ Federal do Vale do Säo Francisco.
Despite environmental awareness has increased around the globe, general society
has not shown adequate attitude towards soil. Such trend is also true for water,
air and mineral resources, and, in a lesser extent, for fauna and flora, even being
biota taken as synonym of environment. Unfortunately, it seems that the worst case
scenario is related to soil and mineral resources. Global warming is currently the
environmental issue concerning the most as it threatens life Why is soil left behind
given that soil and water regulate life on the planet? Is not water quality, particularly groundwater, largely dependent on soil physicochemical properties'? It is time
to ask why this is the case and find out ways to address and effectively change this
misleading concept What are we (soil scientists, soil professionals, teachers and
professors) doing, or not doing, that has brought us to this point? Several aspects
can be pointed out to lead our analysis. Is soil science still primarily concerned
with agriculture? Have soil scientists dialogued among themselves? Have soil scientists dialogued with scientists from other knowledge fields? Are soil scientists
concerned with what has been taught about soil at school (different levels)? Are
soil teachers and professors trying to innovate in their lectures? Are soil scientists
trying to reach the general public beyond school9 It is important to keep in mind
that the process of educating someone means a change in behavior. Teaching is
far more challenging and complex than passing along the knowledge gathered by
many years of cutting-edge research In spite of all research that has been done,
of everything that has been said or written up to now, no one knows surely how
to promote this change in behavior However, the fact that few professors, if any,
are concerned with student attitude towards life is worse than not knowing how to
encourage this change. It is clear that what really matters is how much information
one has on the subject to be taught That may explain why environmental issues are
still neglected by the majority of the population that has attended school. There is
another important aspect to be addressed The vast majority of the population will
not go, or will not go back, to school, including professionals who are making decisions on environmental issues, for example on soils That means it is urgent to think
strategics to carry out environmental education outside school four aspects summarize what was said above First of all. soil has not been taught in a proper way.
Also, there is a tendency to see soil from several points of view and do not integrate
them For instance, a course in soil mineralogy, in general, will not discuss the
influence of mineral composition in soil fertility, groundwater quality, soil erosion
etc It will deals solely with mineral composition, qualitatively and quantitatively,
and its structure Secondly, extensive research has to be done, especially in certain
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soil science areas, such as soil genesis, in order to make the soil characteristics
data available to many users as possible Thirdly, soil scientists have to reach soil
scientists working on different soil science fields and scientists from related sciences, such as environmental engineers, biologists etc, and police makers as well.
Andfinally,but not less important, it is necessary to find efficient ways to make the
information gathered on soil readily available to the general public Also, we need
to find mechanisms to convert this information into knowledge in order to ensure
that society changes behavior towards soil.
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R Turekeldieva
Estimation of Lead and Cadmium Mobility in the Winter Wheat System.
R. Turekeldieva. Tara: Stale Univ named by H. Dulali.
The estimation of change of the orientation of lead and cadmium biogenic migration in the investigated conditions was the aim of researches. We worked in the
loamy meadow-sierozem soil on which the winter wheat of breed Karligash in the
irrigation conditions in the south of Kazakhstan was cultivated In the beginning of
research we carried out the comparative studying of quantitative characteristics of
sorbtion and durabilities of cadmium and lead fixings by humus acid of meadow
sierozem soil and soils connected with number of mountain and premountain-semidesertic zones (mountain chernozem, mountain light-chestnut, ordinary sierozem
and meadow sierozem). The received results have shown, that in the investigated
types of soils a constant of stability of humin acids with cadmium complexes and
lead has a tendency to increase in the line: mountain chernozem, mountain lightchestnut, meadow sierozem, ordinary sierozem, gray-brown soil In the same line
the reduction of exchange forms of heavy metals is marked. At the use of different norms of mineral fertilizers within three years in the meadow sierozem soil
under winter wheat the authentic change of stable connection with humin acids and
exchange forms of heavy metals has not been marked The results of our researches
have shown the appreciable variation of lead mobility in the meadow sierozem
soil during the vegetative period On the fertilized variants the contents of mobile
lead in the top layer of soil by the end of vegetation was increased However the
distinctions between the variants were not always essential In the arable layer of
soil, on the variant with application of mineral fertilizers the contents of mobile
lead was a little bit more than on the control variant. On the average for three years,
the tendency to reduction of the lead contents in the arable layer of soil on the
fertilized variants is observed. The application of high norms of fertilizers under
winter wheat promoted increase of lead mobility in the arable layer, and also created the conditions for its migration in the lower horizons of meadow sierozem soil.
The contents of mobile cadmium in meadow sierozem soil turned out one order
lower than lead Comparing the quantity of cadmium in the soil on the average for
three years on the control and against a background of fertilizers application, the
decrease of cadmium contents in the arable layer of the fertilized variants can be
marked At the end of winter wheat vegetation the stable reduction of cadmium at
all variants in comparison with the initial contents is observed However, the comparison of mobile cadmium contents in the soil on the variant without fertilizers
and on the fertilized background shows, that accumulation of cadmium in the soil at
application of fertilizers is distinctly more than on the control The relative increase
of cadmium mobility is observed in the sub-arable layer of the soil as well
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F. E. Kozybaeva

Anthropogenically Transformed Grounds in the Conditions of Industrial
Dumps Recurvation.

F E. Kozybaeva. Insl of Soil Science.
Technogenically disturbed ecosystems have been formed due to lead-zinc ore
extraction in the West Kazakhstan The industrial dumps, consisting of psephitic
rocks at the bottom and in some cases mixed with fine-earth rocks, have appeared
at the place of natural landscapes with zonal leached chernozems The hydrodumps
of red tertiary clay (nonsaline), tailing dumps and quarries of 250 meters depth
have been formed The technogenic complexes with negative elements of relief
(gaps, falls, and slides) have appeared on the objects, subjected to mining. Technical and biological recultivation of 50-meter industrial dumps was carried out in
1979 Loamy clay and tertiary clay were spread on the levelled surface of the dump
Experiment treatments: loamy clay (25 cm) + dump; loamy clay (20 cm) + technogenic sand (35 cm) + dump: loamy clay (30 cm) + broken sand (30 cm) + dump,
tertiary clay (20 cm) + dump Leguminous-cereal herbs and wood-shrub species
were used as phytoameliorants: Acer negundo L , Betula pendula Roth Pinus silvestris L., Populus launfolia Ldb , Caragana arborescens Lam, Cotoneaster licida
Schlecht. Juniperus sabina L , Ribes aureum Pursh, Rosa spinosisalma. Spiraea
billiardii Dipp Agropyrum sibiricum, Psathyrostachys juncea (Fisch ) Nevski,

Orobrychis arenaria (Kit.) De x transcaucasica Grossh , Medicago sativa L After
the experation of 25 years the researches showed that the initial soil formation is
in process in the ground, spread on the dump. The movement of dust-clay fraction
into the lower layers of grounds (lessivage) and "minihorizons" of different colors
and composition are observed The upper horizon is darker and less compact The
surface layers of grounds (0-2.5 cm); (2 5-6 cm) are touched by the initial processes of soil formation. The root system of phytocoenoses penetrates to 30 cm and
even deeper The rocks are not subjected to the process of effervescence (the rocks
are initially carbonate), i.e. the process of leaching is observed The researches
showed that the soil microbo-zoocoenoses, typical for zonal soils, appeare in
grounds Numerous groups of Oribatei and Collembola —pioneers of soil formation were found in the studied soil-grounds The following genera Zygoribatula,
Scheloribates, Nothrus, and Gypogastrura dominated among Oribatei The following representatives of mezofauna were found: Formica rufa L., Apis mellifera L.,
Apion apricans, Haphylinidae, Zabrus tenebrioides, Coccinella septempunctata L ,
Cetonia aurata, Eurydema maracandica and also larvae of bugs, caterpillars of butterflies, shells of Gastropoda The bioproductivity of phytocoenoses and analytical
data show that the organic matter and biogenic elements get into soil-grounds due
to plant debris and their root system So, organic matter (humus) made up 2 3 %
in loamy rock, 1 2 5 % of humus was in initial condition. Initially humus made up
0 2 % in tertiary clay Humus made up I 4 1 % in conditions of biological r e c u r vation over the last 25 years. As V O Targulyan and A L Aleksandrovsky specify,
plants and microorganizms in its development conduct the soil and as a result an
effect of backlog occurs Thus phytocoenoses and pedobionts play a leading role
in transformation of grounds in the conditions of biological recurvation Only the
upper layers of grounds are subjected to the initial processes of soil formation over
25 years of ^cultivation
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Stability of Ecological and Biological Properties of Soils to Chemical
Pollution.
A. A. Popovich, A. V. Evreinova, D. K. Aznaurjan. S. I. Kolesnikov. Rostov Stale
Univ.
A series of modeling experiences has been carried out As objects of research have
been used; chernozems, kaschtanozemz, brown wood soil, sandy soils, rendzina.
These soils occupy the basic territory of the South of Russia. They essentially differ
among themselves on the properties determining stability of soils to chemical pollution, such as the contents of humus, gl, the contents of carbonates, granulometric
structure, absorbing ability, biological activity, etc The soils for modeling experiments were selected from arable horizons. Studies of soil pollution by chemical
substances concerning different groups of polluting substances were considerably
distinguished on properties As the representative of heavy metals used copper,
nonmetals pollutants—fluorine, organic pollutants—oil. All these substances are
priority pollutants in the South of Russia. Studied action of different concentration
of polluting substances: copper and fluorine—1, 10, 100 maximum concentration
limits, oil—I, 5, 10 % from weight of soil. Maximum concentration limit in soil
Cu and F is 100 and 500 mg/kg of soil Copper existed in ground in the form oxid
and fluorinewas found in the form of fluoride of calcium. Natural and anthropogenous pollution of soils by fluorine occurs, as a rule, in the form of fluorides, and
heavy metals—in the form oxides Laboratory-analytical measurements were carried out 30 days after pollution Laboratory-analytical tests have been executed
with use standard methods of soil science and biology The quantity of bacteria,
micromycetes, Azotobacter, catalase, invertase, urease and activity, speed of Carbamid decomposition, fitotoxicity, the contents of organic matter äoiona, gl and others were determined. As a result of research the following is established Copper
rendered more negative influence than fluorine On a degree of sensitivity (a degree
of reduction in values) the investigated biological parameters settle down as follows: number of Azotobacter > number of micromycetes > number of bacteria >
catalase activity > invertase activity. On a degree èiöïgiaóèaiïnóè (narrowness of
correlation with concentration of polluting substance in soil) biological parameters
settle down as follows: cellulytic activity > catalase activity > invertase activity
> number of bacteria > number of Azotobacter > number of micromycetes Thus,
microbiological parameters appeared more sensitive, and biochemical parameters
were more informative It testifies to expediency of their sharing Chernozems, kaschtanozemz, rendzains are steadier to pollution, and brown wood soils and sandy
soils—more sensitive
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( hange of Ecological and Biological Properties of Chernozem Ordinary at
Pollution by Technogenic Products of INonmetallic Nature.
S. /. Kolesnikov. A. A. Popovich. Rostov State Univ.
A number of modelling experiments has been incorporated As object of research,
the chernozem ordinary (the Rostov area, Russia) has been used The soil for modelling experiments has been taken from an arable horizon Pollution of soil by
nonmetallic technogenic products (As. Se, F, B) has been investigated. Studied
action of different concentration of polluting substances—I, 10, and 100 maximum
concentration limits Maximum concentration limit in soil is 50 mg/kg of air-dried
soil, Se - 10, F - 500, B - 100. Soil was incubated at optimum temperature and
humidity Laboratory-analytical definition of properties of soil carried out in 10, 30,

and 90 days after pollution Determined number and activity of microorganisms,
enzyme activity, phototoxicity of soils, humus content, the contents of feed elements, acid-alkaline conditions, etc As a result of research the following is established Pollution by technogenic products the nonmetallic nature (F, B, Se, As), in
the overwhelming majority of cases, leads to deterioration of ecological biological
properties of chernozem ordinary. In the overwhelming majority of cases, values
of all investigated parameters are reduced. Only the increase in number of ammonifying bacteria and micromycetes and activity of enzymes is on occassion fixed
It was observed, as a rule, at pollution of soil I maximum concentration limits or
less often than 10 maximum concentration limits of polluting substance. A little
bit more often stimulation was observed at definition of phytotoxicity properties,
speed of decomposition of urea The greatest stimulating effect from the investigated elements was fluorine Reactions ammonifying bacteria and micromycetes
on pollution of chernozem ordinary F, B, Se, As have opposite effect: in relation to
bacteria, the negative effect is shown in the beginning, and in due course is reduced,
in relation to micromycetes—it amplifies in due course Ammonifying bacteria
have proved steadier to the given kind of pollution than micromycetes Similar
results have been received earlier at pollution of soil by heavy metals From the
investigated elements, the greatest negative influence on properties of chernozem
ordinary (in the investigated concentration) renders a pine forest less strong—selenium and arsenic, the least—fluorine On a degree of deterioration of properties
of chernozem ordinary the investigated elements form the following line: B> Se>
As> F Essential influence is rendered with a doze of polluting substance. In most
cases, the above concentration of nonmetal—pollution in soil, the is more strongly
reduced its biological activity. The great value from parameters of pollution has
term from the moment of pollution At pollution by a pine forest and arsenic toxic
action in relation to the majority of ecological biological properties of chernozem
ordinary eventually is a little reduced, and at pollution by fluorine and selenium, on
the contrary, amplifies. On a degree of stability to pollution by phytotoxicity tehnogenic products the nonmetallic nature biological properties of soils settle down as
follows: phytotoxicity > speed of decomposition of urea> dehy-drogenase activity
= invartase activity = urease activity > catalase activity > number of ammonifying
bacteria> number of micromycetes > Azotobacter> cellulosolitic ability> "breath"
of soil
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The Modification of Humus Content in Moldova Chernozems Under the
Process of Explotation in Agriculture.
S. V. Andriesh. Inst for Soil Science.
Humus is one of the primary indexes of soil fertility. This fundamental component
of soil represents a reservoir of nutritive elements for plants, and largely determines
its physical, physico-chemical, chemical and biological particularities The organic
substance consists of approximately 96 to 98% of the total amount of soil nitrogen,
60 to 80% of sulphur, 30 to 60% of phosphorus and other macro and microelements.The amount of organic material in soil depends on the processes of synthesis (accumulation) and humification (loss) of humus. For recent millenniums, in
natural plant formations, the whole synthesized organic substance was returning
into soil It was estimated, that in steppe conditions, in which the chernozems were
formed, annually, 12 to 15 t/ha of dry organic matter are returning into soil The
processes of synthesis were dominant upon the processes of mineralization, and as a
result, the humus was accumulated in soil According to the researches made by the
founder of genetic pedology, V Docuceaev, who about 120 years ago had studied
the soils of our lands, the content of humus in chernozems was constituting 5-6% or
200 t/ha. Including the lands into the agricultural circuits, everything what the soil
was producing was exported as the primary and secondary product. The biological
circuit became unclosed and the dehumification processes were dominant upon the
processes of synthesis. As a result, the quantity of organic substance in soil started
to decrease Till 1965, the content of humus decreased to 3,5-4,0%, or 130 t/ha At
the end of the 90s of the last century, the reserves of humus had constituted about
3,1%, or 110 t/ha The rapidity of mineralization and organic substance loss in various periods of chernozem exploitation in agriculture was different Generalizing
the experimental results obtained by different researchers on various subtypes of
chernozem, the following things can be mentionedFor the first 5-10 years after the
utilization of virgin soils, the rate of mineralizing the organic substance is high and
constitutes 0,03-0,035% or about 1,1-1,3 t/ha per year In 10-30 years of chernozem
utilization on arable, annually 0,025-0,030% or 0,9-1,1 t/ha of organic substance is
mineralizing. The loss of humus under the processes of dehumification constitutes
10-20% from the primary reserves. For the next 30-50 years after virgin chernozem
utilization and its utilization on arable, the speed of mineralizing the organic substance is of only 0,020-0,025% or 0,7-0.9 t/ha annually During 50-100 years, only
0.018-0,020% or 0,5-0.7 t/ha of organic substance is being mineralized Humus
losses, in a period of 100 years, constitutes about 30-40% from the primary quantity
(till the uncultivated land) In a period of time longer than 100 years (from 100 till
300), humus losses constitutes 40-47% from the primary amount Annually, about
0,015-0.018% or 0.4-0.5 t/ha of organic substance are mineralizing Concomitantly,
with the decrease of mineralization speed of humus from 1,1-1,3 t/ha, the amount
of nutritive elements is also decreasing, especially nitrogen and phosphorus, which
are accessible for culture plants The decrease of humus content in soil on the
account of biological and erosion processes leads to the worsening of agrophysical.
physico-chemical, microbiological particularities, and as a result, the production
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capacity of soils decreases, and law and bad quality harvests are obtained Keywords: accumulation, chernozem, humus, mineralisation, soil, synthesis.
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S. DLogsdon
Plant Available Water Modified by Landscape.
S. D. Logsdon. NSTL.
Plant available water is often calculated as the difference between the lower limit
(usually assumed to the water content at 1.5 MPa), and upper limit (often defined
as field capacity, or the water left after drainage ceases) Field capacity often does
not relate to water available to plants Drainage continues in fine-textured soils for
extended times, and plants continue to take up while during drainage Also water
moves laterally to lower positions in the landscape, which could increase the plant
available water unless the water table is so shallow that rooting is limited The objective of this study is to incorporate these landscape factors into a concept of plant
available water Soil water content and water table depths were measured at fourteen
landscape positions over four years. Mean water content was determined to the water
table depth The lower limit, determined from soil texture, was subtracted to get available water The profile available water was determined by rooting depth, which was
set equal to 1 3 m (based on observation) or the mean water table depth, whichever
was more shallow. These parameters were extended to yield transect positions based
on correlations with elevation, slope, and depressional depth at the fourteen sites. In
wet years soybean and corn yields were negatively correlated with available water
but positively correlated with profile available water. In drier years the yields were
positively correlated with both available water and profile available water. Further
study is needed to relate lateral water accumulations with landscape features

growth parameters, yield attributes and yield of paddy. The nine treatments were
Tl, Control, T2, 100% NPK + Nitrapyrine, T3, 100 % NPK + Nitrapyrine + Green
Manure (GM), T4, 100 % NPK + Encapsulated Calcium Carbide (ECC), T5, 100 %
NPK + ECC + GM,T6. 100% NPK + Thiourea (TU). T7, 100%NPK+TU+GM,
T8, 100 % NPK + Dicynadiamide (DCD) and T9, 100 % NPK + DCD + GM which
emitted an average N20 flux rate of 0 21, 0.44, 0 39, 0 01, 0.43, 0.57, 0.38, 0 28
and 0 25 mg m-2 hr-1. The effect of these treatments on N20 flux was also studied
at different growth stage of rice and it was found that at tillering stage the fluxes
were in the order of T3 > T6> T9 > T7> T5 > Tl > T8 > T2 > T4 emitting 0 74,0 70,
0.49,0 44,0 27,0.05, -0.15, -0.27 and -0.51 mg m-2 hrl At panicle initiation stage
average N20 fluxes from different treatments were found to be taking place in the
order of T2 > T7> T5 > T8> T9 > T3 > T6 > Tl emitting 2.24, 0.72, 0 70, 0 66,
0.62,0.51, 0.49, and 0.33 mgm-2 hrl. No particular trend of N20 was observed at
reproduction stage corresponding to average fluxes generated at panicle initiation
stage At ripening stage, N20 emission from different treatments took place in the
orderofT7>T4>T5>T6>T8>TI >T2>T3>T9emitting 1.03,0.38,035,0.11,
0 06,0.01,-0.003, -0.22 and -0 36 mg m-2 hrl At maturity stage, N20 fluxes were
found in the order of T6 > T8> T3 > T9> T5 > T4 > Tl > T2 > T7 emitting 0 85,
0 57,0.47,0.27,0.23,0.10,0.08, -0.08 and -0.21 mg m-2 hrl Maximum inhibition
of N20 emission was observed by 100% NPK + ECC treatment, but this treatment
had adverse effect on plant growth as well as yield The treatment, 100 % NPK +
Thiourea + GM had an extremely positive effect on plant growth as well as yield
but its inhibitory effect on N20 emission was not found to be substantial in comparison to other treatments. However, the treatment 100 % NPK + Dicynadiamide
(DCD) + Green Manure (GM) was found to fit both the roles perfectly It was able
to effectively control N20 emission rate from the soil while also maintaining the
yield at a considerably higher level than other treatments
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R.L.Livingston
Predicting Depth to Subsurface Soil Features Using Differential GPS and GIS
Techniques.
R. L. Livingston, W. D. Daniels. D. C. McMillen, USDA-Natural Resources Conservation Service.
Depth to subsurface features and diagnostic subsoil horizons is important when
classifying and interpreting soils Current techniques used to estimate these properties for map unit composition include linear transects. This two dimensional tech115-2
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M A Rasheed
nique may be improved with a three dimensional approach by creating a subsurface
Potential of Soil and Water Resources for Agricultural Development in
model of the diagnostic horizon or feature. Accurate assessment and predictions
Bahariya Oasis. III. Potentiality of water resources.
of subsurface soil features will aid in resolving correlation discrepancies in multicounty maintenance and ultimately, soil surveys of major land resource areas This
M. A. Rasheed, K. M. Darwish, National Research Centre—Soils and Water Use Dept.
study was conducted to evaluate the usefulness of real-time Differential Global
Water resources in the Bahariya depression mainly depend on the available groundPositioning System (DGPS), and Geographic Information System (GIS) software
water sources Springs and wells are the two main sources that provide the cultiin determining and predicting depth to soil diagnostic subsurface features A 200m
vated areas This study is dealing with the hydro-chemical characteristics of the
by 200m area was selected in Hamilton County, Tennessee to study depth to lithic
groundwater in Bahariya. The study depends on the chemical analysis of the availcontact. Depth to hard sandstone bedrock governs most soil interpretations in the
able water points. The distribution of the chemical constituents (major, minor and
Cumberland Mountains and Plateau major land resource area (MLRA 125) Point
trace elements) is discussed vertically through the different localities In general
data were gathered by walking across the study area in a grid-like fashion. Depth to
terms, under the common use of furrow surface irrigation systems in the study
bedrock was documented for each point using hand tools and locations were docuarea, the use of Bahariya groundwater sources for irrigation is considered to be safe
mented using real-time DGPS Depth to hard bedrock models were constructed
and acceptable with negligible injury to soils and vegetations However, in case of
using four different interpolation methods available in ArcGIS* Spatial Analyst
using drip or sprinkling irrigation systems, the suitability might be different, due
Models were evaluated using a separate set of random observation points to deterto the expected chemical and physical blocking processes that might occur through
mine which method provided the highest accuracy Of the methods evaluated, the
the irrigation nets by the heavy precipitated materials.
Natural Neighbor method was found to have the lowest Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) and 95 percent accuracy range This method was also preferred because
it maintained the observed minimum and maximum values of this dataset Further
115-3
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V Bharadwaj
evaluation of the Kriging method is planned.
Effect of Microbial Inhibitors on Nitrous Oxide Flux from Paddy Field.
A. Srivastava. G.B. Pant Univ of Agriculture and Technology: V. Bharadwaj, Dept
of Agrometeorology. College of Agriculture, G.B. Pant Univ of Agriculture and
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S Grunwald
Technology.
SCORPAN-Based Soil-Landscape Modeling in North-East Florida.
The problems of increasing concentration of green house gases in the atmosphere
5. Grunwald, S. Lamsal. Soil & Water Sei. Dept., Univ of Florida: G. W. Hurt,
are being experienced Global warming of the earth is taking place at an unprecUniv of Florida: G. L. Bruland, Univ of Florida. 1FAS: N. B. Comerford. Univ of
edented rate and climates all over the world are changing rapidly This unusually
Florida. IFAS.
high rate of change has been attributed to human intervention into the processes
Soil patterns are formed by the type, intensity, and spatial arrangement of land uses
of nature Nitrous Oxide (N20) concentration in the atmosphere at present stands
as well as underlying environmental landscape properties. The SCORPAN concepat 311 ppbv and is increasing at the rate of 0.25% per year The effect of Nitrous
tual model provides a framework for quantitative mapping of soils at the landscape
Oxide on global warming has been reported to be almost 5 % of the total green
scale. In this model soils are predicted as a function of mapped soil properties (S),
house gases Both unfertilized and fertilized soils have been found to be emitting
climate (C), organisms/vegetation (O), relief (R), parent material (P) that are also
N20, which is produced during denitrification and nitrification reactions taking
dependent on age/time (A) and geographic space (N). Our objectives were to apply
place by the soil microbes The present study was carried out at Crop Research
the SCORPAN model to soil-landscape conditions in north-east Florida and impleCenter of G.B. Pant University of Agriculture and Technology, Pantnagar during
ment a quantitative soil-landscape model Our study area was the Santa Fe River
the rainy season of 2004 on a silty clay loam soil the objectives of this study were
Watershed in north-east Florida (3,585 km2) with soils that are predominantly
the estimation of N20 flux from paddy fields under the treatment of microbial
sandy in texture and formed on karst terrain The underlying geologic units include
inhibitors and to find out effective microbial inhibitor in mitigating N20 emission
Eocene limestone, capped by Miocene sediments which tend to be rather clayey
as well as to obtain a profitable yield of the paddy The rice crop was grown with
and phosphatic, and Pliocene and Pleistocene-Holocene sediments which tend to be
recommended package of practices with the continuous submergence from transsandy at the surface but having loamy subsoils or substrate at varying depths Land
planting to ripening stage The nitrous oxide gas was collected by closed chamber
cover is mixed with high- and low-intensity uses ranging from agriculture to upland
technique and its amounts were measured by a gas Chromatograph with electron
forest and pine plantations Topography is level to gently sloping and undulating
capture detector (ECD) and Porapak N stainless steel column The temperature
Our goal was to gain insight into complex landscape responses originating from
for column, injector and detector were 45, 120 and 3000C. respectively Effects
anthropogenic stresses superimposed on a landscape formed on diverse parent mateof these treatments were observed upon N20 emission as well as upon the plant
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rial and dissected by a scarp with distinct lowland and upland areas. We used sitespecific soil observations, soil information databases (Soil Data Mart, SSURGO,
and Florida Soil Characterization Data) and auxiliary environmental datasets to
characterize the SCORPAN factors within a spatially-explicit framework for a time
period from 1990 to current during which major land use shifts occurred within
the watershed. Classification and regression trees were used to integrate field and
digital datasets Numerous tree models were developed that predicted soil patterns
throughout the watershed using the environmental factor datasets. Our goal was
to identify a parsimonious model that predicted soil patterns with high quality and
precision using numerous error metrics Tree-based soil patterns were compared
to field mapped soil types indicating that specific factor combinations of land use,
parent material, topography, and other landscape metrics were able to distinguish
specific soil types (i.e., orders, suborders, etc ). Our model shows promise for mapping soil-landscapes in north-east Florida in an objective, quantitative soil mapping
framework In the future, this approach may be transferred to other soil-landscapes
which should reduce costs of field mapping activities, providing high resolution
soil data that complement existing soil survey maps
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A. N Kravchenko
Stochastic Simulations of Spatial Variability in Soil Properties Based on Multifractal Characteristics.
A. N. Kravchenko. Michigan Stale Univ.
Stochastic simulation of soil properties serves multiple purposes, including filling
in missing values with most probable alternatives, or extrapolating both in space
and across scales. Using multifractal characteristics in the stochastic simulation
of soil properties has a potential for producing simulations that better represent
features of interest, including distribution properties of the high/low values, than
the simulations based on geostatistical characteristics The objective of this study is
to compare performance of stochastic simulations that reproduce certain multifractal characteristics with simulations that reproduce variogram model parameters.
Data on soil phosphorus concentrations and soil organic matter contents collected
at approximately 1,700 sampling locations were used in the simulations. Phosphorus data represented an example of a variable exhibiting a multifractal scaling and
organic matter an example of a variable exhibiting a monofractal scaling In both
data sets the data were separated into "model" and "test" data sets. The "model"
data set included samples located on a 12x14 regular grid with 100 m distance
between the grid points and additional 20 samples randomly selected such that
the distance from them to the grid points was equal to 50 m The remaining 836
samples constituted the "test" data set. The simulations were conducted using a
simulated annealing procedure with conditioning the simulations on the "model"
data sets The initial random values of the simulated annealing are drawn from the
population distribution of the soil property, which in our example was constructed
based on the "model" data Then, the structure functions of the initial simulated
data set are calculated for q values ranging from I to 5 in 1.0 increments. The
structure function exponents that describe the scaling properties are then obtained
for each q value by linear regressions performed on the log-transformed values
The obtained set of exponents is compared with the exponent values desired as
characteristics for the final simulated field As the desired characteristics I used the
exponent values obtained based on the whole data set, assuming them to be true
structure function exponents of the studied field The simulation process consists
of perturbing the data set followed by calculations of structure function exponent
values and assessing the improvement as compared with the desired characteristics The process continues until the structure function exponent values of the perturbed data set closely match those of the desired spatial structure. To perform the
simulations, the program SASIM from the GSLIB package (Deutsch and Journel,
1998) was modified by adding the structure function exponents to the procedure's
objective functions.Two simulation scenarios were compared. The first scenario
consisted of using the histogram and the structure function for q equal to 2, which
is equivalent to simulating a data set with a certain variogram The second scenario
used the histogram and the structure function with exponent values for q ranging
from 1 to 5 The first scenario is equivalent to assuming that the studied variable is
a monofractal, while the second scenario assumes the variable to be a multifractal
Based on 50 simulations the performances of the two scenarios in representation
of the highest/lowest values of the "test" data set were compared Out of a total
of 836 test data points, the comparisons of the performances were done, first, by
observing how many of the highest and lowest 46 observations (10th quantile and
95th quantile) were accurately predicted in the simulated field, and, second, by how
many of the 80 highest (90th quantile) and 130 lowest (20th quantile) observations
were accurately predicted. There was no significant difference in performance of
monofractal and multifractal simulations for soil organic matter. Such a result was
expected since organic matter data of this study were not exhibiting multifractal
scaling. However, performance of monofractal and multifractal simulations were
different for soil phosphorus. Multifractal simulations performed better than monofractal in correct predictions of the locations with low values Multifractal approach
produced significantly more accurate predictions of the lowest 46 observations and
the lowest 130 values (p<0.1), but significantly less accurate predictions of the 80
highest observations There was no difference between performance of the monofractal and multifractal simulations in prediction accuracy for the highest 46 phosphorus values The results indicate that when accurate representations of extreme
values of the studied soil variables are of practical importance and the studied soil
variables are expected to exhibit multifractal scaling, the stochastic simulations

based on the multifractal characteristics should be preferred to those based on variogram parameters
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D.A.Turner
Nitrous Oxide Emission from an Irrigated Pasture—Spatial Variability and
Method Comparison.
D. A. Turner. The Univ of Melbourne.
What contribution can the measurement of a spatial snapshot of nitrous oxide emissions make to the general understanding of nitrous oxide emissions from soils to
the atmosphere'' Understanding spatial variability of emissions is essential to the
design of statistically valid, larger scale emission measurement programs and to
determining larger scale emission rates Measurements of nitrous oxide emissions
were made using mini-chambers placed at 100 locations over an 8,100 m: area
of irrigated dairy pasture to characterize the spatial variability in emissions and
to improve understanding of its causes Soil moisture content, temperature, pH,
mineral nitrogen concentration and total carbon concentration were measured at
each location Experiments were conducted in the summer and autumn of 2004,
after grazing events that were followed by urea application and irrigation. Average
nitrous oxide emissions from the mini-chambers were 160 and 123 ngN-N,0 m2
s-1 for the two experiments and nitrous oxide emissions showed spatial dependence
up to 77 m and 74 m for the two experiments Emissions were strongly correlated
with soil nitrate concentration (data only for the autumn experiment) Measured
soil variables were used as inputs to a spatially referenced water and N management model (WNMM) that uses water, nitrate and temperature as key inputs to predict nitrous oxide emissions The variations in the observed nitrous oxide emissions
agreed well with predictions of the WNMM sub-model The average mini-chamber
emissions were compared with parallel nitrous oxide emissions measurements made
on the pasture using automated chambers and micrometeorological techniques. The
area average nitrous oxide emissions from the mini-chambers compared well with
those of the large, automated chambers The nitrous oxide emissions of the minichambers compared well with those of the micrometeorological technique in one
experiment, however in the second experiment the mini-chamber area averaged
and micrometeorological nitrous oxide emissions were not in agreement At the
time of writing, another campaign has been scheduled for February 2006
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Pedological Sampling Adds Value to a Study to Evaluate the Status of Nitrogen,
Phosphorus, And Potassium in the Agricultural Soils of the Lower Fräser
Valley of British Columbia, Canada.
E. A. Kenney. G. Kowalenko. Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada; O. W. Schmidt. G.
Hughes-Games. British Columbia Ministry of Agriculture and Lands.
The Fräser Valley is a region that generates $ I 4 billion in annual farm gate receipts.
The climate and soils in the region support a wide range of intensive agricultural
operations In this region dairy and poultry dominant the livestock industry, while
the principle field crops grown include forage grasses, silage corn, raspberries,
blueberries, potatoes, field vegetables, and ornamental nursery crops A 2003 census-based study of agricultural nutrient management trends in the Lower Fräser
Valley suggests that more phosphorus is being applied to land as manure, fertilizer
and other sources than is being removed from the fields through marketed crop and
animal products The long term agronomic and environmental implications of continuous applications of N, P and K in excess for crop requirements are unknown
A multi-agency project was established in early 2005 with the key objective to
determine whether standard soil tests and other chemical analyses can evaluate
whether historic nutrient amendments are saturating soils and to obtain baseline
data on soil N, P, and K. status in the Fräser Valley that can be used in the future to
evaluate the effectiveness of the Canada-BC Environmental Farm Plan Program
There are over 200 individual soils in the Lower Fräser Valley of which over 150
are mapped as dominant soils in the soil polygons These soils can be grouped into
soil management groups A soil management group contains soils which have similar limitations and management requirements for crop production Farmers volunteered 54 fields that were selected to represent 9 major census zones. Within each
zone the principal soil management groups were chosen Within each zone 3 fields
that have a history of intensive nutrient applications and 3 fields having a history
of minimal nutrient applications were chosen On each field, 3 soil pits were dug
and the research team looked at making correlations between soil physical characteristics (e.g., sand, silt, and clay content at different depths) and soil chemical
characteristics (eg nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium content) At each pit the
soil properties will be characterized so as to assign a soil name to the site This will
aid in extrapolating the data At 29 of the pits a full soil pedon description was done
and the soil horizons sampled, including bulk density determination, soil structure
descriptions and texture It is thought that the addition of pedological data will help
in explaining the nutrient status of the soil and potential environmental risks associated with elevated nutrient levels
115-9
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S Elahi
Soil Patterns in Bangladesh.
S. Elahi. M. S. Hussain. Dhaka Unix: H. Eswaran. USDA/NRCS Soil Survey
Division: M. M. Hoque. Soil Resources Development Institute.
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The reconnaissance soil survey in Bangladesh identified 476 soil series and a general soil map of the country showing the distribution of soil associations is available. A first task in the current exercise was the conversion of this map to Soil
Taxonomy The criteria used in the definition of soil series in Bangladesh are different than that used by USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service and this introduced several problems in the conversion. An initial field assessment suggested the
possibility that even the same soil series located in different parts of the country
could belong to several classes. Despite these limitations, the final map shows the
geographic patterns This preliminary map will be used for several derivative data.
Distinct physiographic provinces comprise the country and statistical information
is provided showing the distribution of soils in each of the province. With the attribute information available for each polygon and employing Geographic Information Science, an assessment of land quality and impact of land management is also
attempted Parts of the country are subject to extreme drought and others to prolonged flooding With a goal of determining the effects of such climatic extremes
to soil conditions and land use, a first step is to define the kinds of soils that exist in
these areas The map will be refined over the next few years to become the basis for
national assessments of factors affecting sustainability of agriculture
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F. Sarmadian
Soil Mapping 1'nit Discrimination by Using Remote Sensing in Varamin Area
of Iran.

F Sarmadian. K. Moravej. Soil Science Dept Faculty of Soil and Water. Unir of
Tehran.
In this research, we used digital image processing techniques produced from T.M
sensor in order to make soil map units. This region is part of Varamin plain and
watershed catchments of Jajroud River. Based on the information obtained from
the nearest weather station, the average yearly rainfall for the region is between
145 - 150 mm and the average of temperature is 18 oc, too. Soils of region are
classified in two Aridisols and Entisols orders (USDA, 2003) and based on the
F.A.O method are often Fluvisols and Cambisols and for some units are Calcisols,
Gypsisols and Solonchaks Soil map produced using the maximum likelihood classification method Agreement ratio between soil map derived from this manner and
ground truth map derived from traditional methods and its Kappa index were 82%
and 75% respectively. Analyzing the matrix error of this research shows that unit
2and 9 have not well delineation from unit 6 and 7 respectivelyfdelimation of Haplocalcids and Calcaric Fluvisol from Haplocambids and Calcaric Cambisols) In
other hand, the presence of plentiful silt in topsails that has high spectral reflectance
causes that there are often problem in digital image processing, especially image
classification (because spectral reflectance of plentiful silt is similar to saline soils)
This research suggest in soil science studies beside selection suitable spectral band,
data were used that have not vegetation Also, we can use images that have plant
cover, simultaneously It is better digital images were generated by other sensors
for example SPOT or I R S and also other classification methods for instance classification based on coordination of condition were studied more further than classification based on difference of spectral reflectance Keywords: digital processing,
TM sensor, soil map units, agreement ratio, matrix error, Kappa index, maximum
likelihood classification, spectral reflectance.
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A W. A. R.Al-kayssi
Predicting Soil Moisture in the Field from Amplitude Temperature.
A. W.A.R. Al-kayssi, Ministry ofAgriculture; A. N. Al-Ani. Ministry ofAgriculture;
A. A. AlKaraghouli. Solar Energy Research Center.
Measurements of amplitude temperature and soil moisture content of sandy loam
and silty clay loam soils were conducted in Al-M adain Research Station, south
of Baghdad during the period from 1st of February to the 30th of April, 2004
Exponential regression relations between amplitude temperature and volumetric
moisture content were developed for soil depths of 0 5, 3 0, 7.5 and 15cm below
surface The degree of fit was generally good (R2 > 0.96). A good linear regression
between measured and predicted soil moisture contents was deduced for each depth
(r > 0 97) Soil moisture content was successfully predicted from the regression line
when amplitude temperature was known
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A l l Charkhabi
Total Heavy Metal Spatial Patterns in Calcareous and Saline Soils of Khuzestan
Alluvial Plain, Southwest of Iran.
A. H. Charkhabi. Soil Conservation and Watershed Management Research Institute
of Iran.
Assessing the of variability of important chemical parameters such as those of heavy
metals in soils is crucial in environmental assessment studies Using geostatistical
interpolation techniques appeared to be well suited for most pollution assessment
studies Therefore, these techniques were used in this study for Khuzestan alluvial
plain with about 3,000.000 ha in the northwest of Persian Gulf region and southwest of Iran This province has petroleum and steel related industries and activities
and hence the area is exposed to various hazardous materials. More importantly,
in the recent three decades due to the regional conflicts and wars a great deal of
complexity has been added to the previous state of heavy metals and other hazardous materials into the soils as the main sink of these hazardous matnals Therefore,
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spatial patterns of heavy metal distribution using GIS and geostatistical models
wwere important and used this in study for environmental assesments of soil pollutions. Composite soil samples were taken from three depths of 0-5, 10-15, and
40-50 cm at more than 150 sites and analyzed with ICP for total metals contents for
some selected heavy metals such as Fe, Mn, Pb, Cu, Ni, Hg, Co and Vatppm level
The results showed kriging was a suitable interpolation method and it was well-fitted for the preparation of DTM maps and spatial pattern for most of these metals
Moreover, digital terrain models of other selected parameters that are important in
the interpretation of heavy metal behavior in the soils such pH, ECe, organic carbon
content and sums of cations and anions were also prepared in Arc-GIS environment. The spatial patterns of the heavy metals showed complex patterns, however,
generally from east to west the concentrations of the metals increased The concentrations of these metals at the top soils were generally higher than those of subsoils
and dereased with depth The results could help us to find the hot spots with heavy
metal accumulation and environmental decision makings at large scale for these
mainly alluvial calcareous and saline soils Keywords: Geostatistics, Persian Gulf,
digital terrain models, heavy metals, soil parameters, GIS
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K M Darwish
Geographic Mapping and Analysis Using GIS of Study Areas in Bahariya
Oasis, Egypt.
M. A. Rasheed, K. M. Darwish. Soils & Water Use Dept. National Research Centre
(NRC).; R. Zölitz-Moeöller. Institut For Geographie und Geologie.
Geographie database techniques offer powerful capabilities to manage and integrate
vast amounts of environmental data (Zölitz-Möller et al., 1993) In this research,
Arc View GIS system is used to perform the geographic and physiographic maps
Egypt has directed major efforts to explore the natural resources in the Western
Desert Oases. In this accord, the main aim of this study is to produce geomorphologic geometric maps that are expressing the landscape conditions and different
landforms available in the selected study areas in Bahariya Oasis. These maps can
be used as the basic geo-referenced documentations for the land evaluation decision support system Concerning the thematic maps, database and climatic data
were available. Based on the digitized aerial photo interpretation and field check of
the plot study areas, the workable physiographic legend was formulated. In this legend, the geomorphologic approach according to Zinck (1989) was applied up to the
level of landform features available in the area Four different landscapes have been
recognized in the study area including Hilland, Plateau, Peneplain and Plain that
were divided into 6 repeated relief types, each of'which were further subdivided
based on lithology/origin. and finally 27 landforms were distinguished in the area
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F.Casey
Field-scale Spatial Relations Between Surface Topography, Electrical
Conductivity, and Superficial Aquifer Ion Concentrations.
F Casey. N. E. Derby. North Dakota Slate Univ.
A 65 ha, pivot irrigated field, located near Oakes, ND was instrumented with 80
surface aquifer wells spaced on a 100 m grid. The well water was monitored for
electrical conductivity (EC), pH, nitrate, nitrite, ammonium, phosphate, sulfate,
chloride, alkalinity, calcium, magnesium, sodium, and potassium from December
1992 to April 1993. Apparent soil EC was measured using a Veris apparatus and
fine resolution topography was measured using RTK. Correlations were determined
between Veris soil EC, topography, and various water quality parameters. Veris EC
was found to be highly correlated (inversely) to RTK ground surface elevation,
probably from the close proximity of the groundwater to the soil surface resulting
in evaporative accumulation of salts This is substantiated by the slightly higher
negative correlations of chloride, sulfate, sodium, and potassium to RTK elevation,
i.e. higher concentrations of these in the groundwater under low spots. Sulfate is
highly correlated to chloride High sulfate, sodium, chloride, alkalinity, and EC
concentrations correspond to low elevations in the field and to specific soil types in
the field Also, very localized high phosphate concentrations correspond to depressional recharge areas in the field
115-15
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J A Pifiuela
Wavelet Transform Applied to Dye Stained Images from percolation field
process.
J. A. Pihuela. Univ Europea de Madrid; D. Andina. E. TS. Ing. Telecomunicaciones—
Polytechnic Univ of Madrid (UP M); K. Mclnnes. Texas A&MUniv.; A. M. Tarquis.
Depl. Matematica Aplicada—E. TS. Ing. Agronomos—Polytechnic Univ of
Madrid.
In the area of multiscale analysis of signals, including images, the wavelet transform
is one of the most attractive and powerful tool due to its ability to focus on signals
structures at different scales. In this work we show how to use the modulus maxima
of the wavelet transform at different scales for multiscale singularity detection as
well as for computation of multifractals properties. The proposed algorithm for Dq
computation is applied to dye stained images of a crop field of 2x2 meters. A comparison is stablished with previous works where multifractal analysis is applied to
quantify the self-similarity properties of images of dye-stained flow paths through
the generalized dimension (Dq) of different images using a box counting technique

The image being analyzed is divided into boxes of variable size "r" which acts like
an scale parameter for multiscale image analysis
115-16
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subgroup because 3 of the 5 sites had SOM depths shallower than 13 meters. These
findings suggest that leather leaf dominated histosols can be mapped from aerial
interpretation while forested histosols need onsite investigation.

M. Maruthan

Mechanism of Nickel Accumulation by Ricinus communis Plant Species.
M. Maruthan, K. Ramasamy. Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ.
Continuous phytoextraction relies on the ability of plants to accumulate metals in
their shoots over extended periods To achieve this, plants must possess efficient
mechanisms for the detoxification of the accumulating metal Undestanding the
mechanism of metal bioaccumulation, sequestration and assimilation by plant species may give a clue to the efficiency of phytoremediation technique (Salt et al.,
1945) To know Ihe mechanism behind the Ni accumulation by Ricinus communis
(wild type and cultivar TMV 5, were identified as Ni hyper accumulators), one green
house experiment has been carried out under different levels of Ni (0, 100, 250 &
500 mg / kg) contamination in Vertisols and Alfisols The amino acid separation and
quantification in the leaf sample was carried out using paper chromatography. The
amino acid present in the sample are then identified by comparing the Rf values
with that of the authentic amino acids, co - chromatographed. The results showed
that among the 20 amino acids tested a total of 9 free amino acids were detected in
the leaves of Ricinus communis added with Ni. They included histidine, arginine,
phenylalanine, tryptophane, lysine, glutamic acid, methionine, serine and leucine.
Ricinus communis grown with zero level of Ni revealed 7 free amino acids. Among
the amino acids, histidine and arginine were present more under Ni contaminated
condition. The quantification results showed that the histidine and arginine were
prodeced in larger quantities (7 and 6 ug/g respectively in wild species) with 500
mg of Ni /kg of soil. The enhanced production of histidine and arginine may be
responsible for the enhanced Ni accumulation by Ricinus communis. In Ni hyper
accumulators, in the genus Alyssum, free histidine has been proposed as the metal
chelator involved in Ni tolerance and translocation (Kramer et al., 1996) Smith et
al (1999) reported that at pH values above six, histidine forms Ni complexes of
greater stability than those of any other organic or amino acids
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A Comparison of Model-Predicted Evapotranspiration by the SWAT Model
With Real and Modeled Meterology.
J. Earls. Univ of South Florida—St. Petersburg. Geospalial Analytics Lab: B.
Dixon. Univ of South Florida—St. Petersburg. Dept. of Environmental Science <$•
Policy & Geography.
This research uses the Soil and Water Assessment 'fool (SWAT) model to determine
if the model predicted output of Evapotranspiration (ET) varies when using different meteorological input data. The SWAT model integrated with ArcView will be
used to test the varying methods of calculating ET and see if the output varies significantly between then local meteorological stations compared to the more general
model-generated weather data The overall goal of this research was to determine
how sensitive the SWAT model was to the resolution of input meteorological data
using the Alafia River drainage basin in West Central Florida The initial input
layers to SWAT were: Digital Elevation Models (DEMs), soils and landuse; then
weather data from local stations were tested against model meteorology as well as
the three calculation methods for ET(Penman-Monteith, Hargreaves and PriestleyTaylor). The output variable tested was ET out. Further, ET measurements that
occur at a Florida Automated Weather Network (FAWN) site nearby were used as
comparison to test the output of the model as well
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Regional-Scale Spatial Patterns of Soil C, N, and Water Properties from
Detailed Soil Surveys Combined with Soil Characterization Data for Sites in
Western Oregon, USA.
J. S. Kern. Dynamac Corpfor US EPA: M. Johnson. U.S. EPA-Natl.Health & Envl.
Effects: R. B. McKane. U.S. EPA-Natl.Health & EnvI.EJfects: J. E. Compton. U.S.
EPA-Natl.Health & Envl.Effects.
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Satellite and Airborne Remote Sensing for Rapid Assessment of Surface Soil
We are building on our experience integrating soil surveys and soil laboratory data
Properties.
for sampled sites in the Western Oregon Cascades and the Oregon Coast Range to
estimate the spatial variation of soil C, N, water retention, and hydraulic conducD. Sullivan. USDA-ARS Southeast Watershed Research: J. N. Shaw. Auburn Univ;
P. Mask, Auburn Univ: D. Rickman. Global Hydrology and Climate Center. NASA: tivity for larger portions of the Columbia River Basin This information is being
utilized in the ecosystem process model GEM-TOPMODEL, to estimate the moveJ. C. Luvall. Global Hydrology and Climate Center. NASA: J. Wersinger. Auburn
ment of nutrients and pollutants through soils, which influence both terrestrial and
Univ.
aquatic biota Our approach uses detailed digital soil mapping (SSURGO) and
Effective erosion control, precision management, and soil survey necessitate methstate-level mapping (STATSGO) to spatially extrapolate soil properties derived
ods to rapidly assess variability in surface soil properties Soil attributes such as soil
from the National Soil Characterization Database (NSCD) using soil classification
organic carbon (SOC), particle size distribution and mineralogy have been correas the link. Many SSURGO and STATSGO soil properties are given a range of
lated with reflectance spectra. A major goal of this study was to evaluate high-resovalues and the mean is not necessarily representative of the actual properties, so
lution satellite and airborne data as tools for field and landscape scale assessment
including data from the NSCD provides a means of quantifying soil property variaof soil property variability in conventionally tilled, agricultural fields. Two separate
tion. Soil classification for the NSCD, SSURGO, and STATSGO was frequently
analyses were conducted: 1) evaluation of the relationship between soil properties
modified to make it consistent with the current version of Soil Taxonomy since
and spectral response across three physiographic regions in Alabama using the high
it plays a central role in linking point and mapping data. The current classificaspectral and spatial resolution Airborne Terrestrial Applications Sensor (ATLAS),
tion for named series was assigned using the national soil series classification (SC)
and 2) estimation of SOC and clay content using satellite-derived (IK.ONOS) data
database and obsolete soil taxa lacking series names were changed to current taxa
for specific sites in the Tennessee Valley and Coastal Plain regions. Soils consisted
using relationships based on changes from the 1982 Natural Resources Inventory
mostly of fine-loamy, kaolinitic, thermic Arenic and Plinthic Kandiudults in the
compared with the SC database from 2005 Bulk density (BD) was often missCoastal Plain tofine,kaolinitic, thermic Rhodic Paleudults in the Tennessee Valley
ing from the NSCD, and because BD is crucial for making spatial extrapolations
Surface soil samples were collected for soil water content, surface crusting, SOC,
we developed and validated pedotransfer functions (PTFs) to replace the missing
particle size distribution, and iron oxide content determination. Using the ATLAS
values The BD for STATSGO and SSURGO were assigned using PTFs for consissensor, SOC was difficult to quantify in these highly weathered systems, where soil
tency Total soil water holding capacity, water retention at various matric potentials,
organic carbon was generally < I % ATLAS estimates of sand and clay content
and hydraulic conductivity were estimated using existing PTFs that we validated
were best in the Tennessee Valley region, explaining 42 -59 % of the variability
Sharp differences across detailed survey boundaries were minimized by merging
In the Coastal Plain, sandy surfaces prone to crusting limited estimates of sand and
map unit component property databases into regional datasets Regional soil propclay content variability Estimates of iron oxide content were best accomplished
erties are estimated by using STATSGO mapunits overlayed on data derived from
using specific spectral band ratios, with regression explaining 36-65 % of the variSSURGO and the NSCD Error analyses of STATSGO/NSCD-derived properties
ability in the Tennessee Valley and Coastal Plain sites, respectively. Co-kriging
are being made using SSURGO/NSCD-based estimates. The spatial patterns of soil
with IKONOS imagery improved field scale estimates of SOC and clay content
C, N, soil water properties along with an evaluation of the large influences of soil
compared to ordinary kriging and multiple linear regression estimates Root mean
bulk density, texture, rock fragment content, and soil depth will be presented Porsquare errors of co-kriged estimates of SOC and clay content were as low as 0 14%
tions of the coastal fog belt and coastal mountains had the greatest C, N, and water
and 2,2 %, respectively.
retention followed by the Willamette Valley because of deep soils frequently low
in rock content The Oregon Cascade Mountains had deeper soils than previously
predicted, but rock fragment content decreased the otherwise high C, N, and water
retention
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D. R. Keirstead
Predicting Organic Matter Thickness and Decomposition Status in New
Hampshire Peatlands Using Geomorphic and Vegetative Patterns.
310a
R.J. Delve
D. R. Keirstead. U. S. Dept ofAgriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service. 115-21
Modeling P Dynamics and Crop Responses in Contrasting Soils of the
Histosols have been mapped from aerial interpretation based on vegetative patTropics.
terns At 13 sites in New Hampshire, Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) was used
R. J. Delve. TSBF-C/ATZimbabwe: M. Probert. CSIRO Sustainable Ecosystems.
to measure the depth of soil organic matter (SOM) The 13 sites were grouped into
two different categories: 5 sites of mixed Red Maple (Acer rubrum) and Speckled
The development and application of crop simulation models has focused on water
Alder (Alnus incana) vs 8 sites of Leather Leaf(Chamaedaphnecalyculata) At the
and nitrogen as the main constraints to crop growth (Probert and Keating 2000)
leather leaf sites, 7 of the 8 sites had an average SOM thickness greater than 13
Such models have been useful for evaluating alternative management strategies
meters placing them into the Typic subgroup of Histosols. Conversely, the GPR
and the effects of climatic conditions. However, this assumes that nutrients, other
data of the Red Maple and Speckled Alder sites suggested the Teric taxonomic
than N, are not limiting In the low-input systems of tropical farming systems this
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assumption is incorrect as phosphorus is a major limiting nutrient that frequently
affects crop growth, thereby reducing the usefulness of such models. This paper
describes progress in developing and validating a unique capability in modelling soil phosphorus (P) dynamics and crop response to different sources of P in
the Agricultural Production Systems Simulation (APSIM) modelling framework
(Keating et al., 2003; web site www apsim.info) APSIM now has functionality that
can capture the release of N and P from various organic inputs, including manures
(as described by Probert and Dimes 2004), on differing soil types and predict the
growth of crops in situations where N and/or P is limiting. The APSIM SoilP module and the necessary modifications to the Maize module to provide a capability
to simulate P-constrained maize crops have been described previously (Probert,
2004). More recently this 'P-aware' capability has been added to the APSIM Plant
module, which is the basis for simulation of most crops in APSIM The validation
of this P-aware APSIM model was conducted on three datasets—an Oxisol in western Kenya, an Alfisol and Vertisol in India, and an Andisol in central Colombia
These datasets were on contrasting soil types, with different degrees of P-fixation,
P responsiveness and cropping systems to the soil in semi-arid Kenya on which the
model was first developed Data will be shown that demonstrates that across the
different datasets there is close agreement between observed and predicted data
and that more importantly, there is very little that needs to be changed within the
model to parameterize it for simulating P responses, beyond the expected changes
in soil water and crop parameters. The model testing and validation shows that it
is possible to capture soil and crop responses to additions of different amounts,
qualities and sources of P and N, across soil types, seasons and cropping systems
and provides strong evidence of the robustness of the APSIM model in simulating
P responses
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R. M Lark

Scale- and Location-Dependent Correlations of Soil Strength and Wheat
Biomass.
M. J. Pringle, R. M. Lark, Environmetrics
Biomalhematics Division. Rothamsted Research.

Group. Bioinformatics

and

It is well known that soil properties, and related variables, vary in space. It is also
well known that the variation of these variables depends on the spatial scale at
which they are observed; scales may range from microscopic to continental, though
we generally deal with only a subset of the possible scales Because variation is due
to components at different spatial scales, the simple correlation coefficient between
two variables may be misleading. The components of variation of two variables
may show different correlations at different spatial scales As a result, the correlation coefficient may obscure strong relationships between two variables at one
scale because of random variation at other scales. A further complication is that
the spatial covariance of two variables at any scale is not necessarily stationary;
the correlation might change from one part of the landscape to another. In this
case, the overall correlation may again obscure important aspects of the variables'
joint spatial variation Wavelet transforms offer a way of analyzing scale- and location-dependent covariation in space This is done by partitioning the variation of
two variables into scale-specific and local wavelet coefficients We used wavelet
analysis to examine the scale-and location-dependent correlations of soil strength
and the above-ground biomass of wheat We anticipated that soil strength would
be negatively correlated with biomass since the exploitation of the soil by roots is
limited when the soil is strong We studied a transect of 267 adjacent square plots,
each 0.72 metres wide, across a field in eastern England, in two successive seasons
of winter wheat Harvest dates were in 2004 and 2005, respectively. On one day in
the spring of each season, we recorded the average strength of the topsoil (0-0 2 m;
units of MPa) in each plot, using a hand-held penetrometer The plants in each plot
were hand-harvested when the crop was mature, and determined for above-ground
biomass (oven-dry; units of Mg ha '). The overall correlation of soil strength and
biomass was -0 20 in 2004, and -0 15 in 2005 These correlations are weak, although
their sign matches our expectation Wavelet analysis revealed scale-dependent correlations between soil strength, and biomass Data were decomposed into six spatial scales, equivalent to distances on the ground between I m and 50 m In general,
the wavelet correlations of soil strength and biomass in each season were strongest
(most negative) at the finest scales, and increased (to positive values) at coarse
scales The negative correlations are expected, and the strong effects at fine scales
probably reflect the compaction of soil in tractor wheelings At the coarsest scale
the correlation was positive (but not significantly different from zero since there
were few degrees-of-freedom at this scale) This is thought to reflect variation in
the underlying parent material of the study site This variation affects not only soil
strength, but would also influence crop performances (e.g., though heavy-textured
soil is generally stronger than light-textured soil, it will have more available-water)
In 2005, we found significant location-dependence of the correlations at a finescale In two segments of contrasting soil texture—the lightest soils on the transect
(over sandy colluvium), and the heaviest (on alluvial clay)—we found significant
negative correlations between soil strength and biomass which were uncorrelated
elsewhere at this scale The correlation was moderate on the sandy loam, but was
very strong on the clay This may reflect the greater susceptibility to compaction
of wet heavy soils, and weakly structured light soils Issues of scale- and location-dependence amongst variables are important in soil science. Wavelet analysis
allowed us to calculate the correlations of soil strength and biomass according to
spatial scale and location We found negative (significant) correlations between soil
strength and biomass at all except the coarsest spatial scales, and we also found
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evidence of location-dependence at a fine spatial scale At the finest spatial scales
we felt that the presence of tractor wheelings in some plots affected the correlation
between soil strength and biomass, and that these interacted with local soil texture. At the coarsest spatial scales we felt that the positive correlation between soil
strength and biomass was due to a broad variation in the underlying parent material
of the study site, possibly affecting the available-water capacity of the soil.
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Application of Statistical Multivariate Procedures to Study Patterns of
Similarity Between Different Soils.
A. De Souza. Univ Polilécnica de Madrid: G. Gasco. A. Saa. M. C. Diaz, Dept.
Edafohgia—E.T.S. Ing. Agrónomos—Polytechnic Univ of Madrid.
Irrigation is essential for reliable crop in arid and semiarid regions However,
current irrigation practices may severely damage the cropland causing negatives
effects on yield production and on soil and water quality Better understanding
of the processes taking place under irrigated cropping systems can be useful to
reduce the problems described above. For this reason, the statistical multivariate
procedures were used to define the patterns of similarity of physical and chemical
soil properties and to analyze their effects on crop yield in different semiarid soils
Soil profiles were collected at different time periods to perform statistical analysis.
Results showed that the use of numerical soil taxonomy based on similarity parameters is useful to identify and elaborate maps of environmental soil zoning and to
develop sustainability indicators in agricultural production. Indeed, this procedure
can give support to studies of environmental impact being an useful tool for planning policies.
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A New Perspective to Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy: A Wavelet Approach.
Y. Ge. Texas ASM Univ. Dept of Biological and Agricultural Engineering; C.
Morgan, Texas Ad M Univ. Dept of Soil & Crop Sciences; J. A. Thomasson. Texas
A&M Univ. Dept of Biological and Agricultural Engineering.
In soil science, Visible and Near Infrared (VNIR) Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy is being used in an effort to develop proximal sensors to quantify soil inorganic carbon, clay content, clay mineralogy, and many other soil constituents. The
common analysis techniques used in soil spectroscopy have included multiple
regression, principal component analysis, partial least squares regression (PLS),
and boosted regression trees. The technique of PLS has been most prominent in
the literature; however, all these techniques are limited in their ability to promote
interpretations of the wavebands and particular absorptions that are most important to the prediction models. A new algorithm to incorporate wavelet analysis
into VNIR spectroscopy as a preprocessing tool is proposed in this study The new
algorithm was tested on two datasets. Both datasets were VNIR diffuse reflectance
measurements made on air-dried ground soils The resultant wavelet regression
models were compared to conventional PLS models with respect to their prediction
accuracy, number of regression parameters, and possibility of physical interpretations The results showed that in the first dataset, the r2 and RMSH of the wavelet
model for the soil total clay content were 0.83 and 57 g/kg, respectively, both of
which were similar to those of the PLS model (using band-averaging and the partial
least square regression) Additionally, because of the multi-resolution capability of
the wavelet analysis, the wavelet model had the ability to separate fine and coarse
spectral absorptions by distinguishing them into the wavelet regressors at different
scales. This allowed the further physical interpretation of the wavelet model to
relate wavelet regressors to the true spectral absorptions of soil constituents
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Soil Information for Germany: The 2006 Position.
W. Eckelmann. Federal Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources (BGR).
Since the beginning of the nineties, BGR has started to establish the soil information system of Germany, called "FISBo BGR" Since then, the system has been
continuously developed, especially in methods, thematic application and the use
of modem web map server techniques The method development has been greatly
influenced by the German Soil Protection Act and the ongoing activities to launch
a soil protection directive in Europe, which has been started in 2002 These political frame conditions have abruptly increased the demand for improved pedological information, such as representative soil mapping data at higher resolution, and
increasing quantitatively defined soil properties Similar to the federal nature of the
EU, German national soil information is also confronted with a diversity of different mapping approaches taken by the federal lands In order to harmonize diverse
data sources in common overview scales, BGR has developed its soil information
system in close co-operation with the individual state geological surveys as well
as with the EUROPEAN SOIL BUREAU Network and its secretariat at the EU
Joint Research Centre at Ispra, Italy The soil information system using a spatial
data base, closely connected with a soil profile and laboratory data base turned
out to be effective and sensible to handle all data as well as answering most of
the questions coming from a wide range of users. The spatial data base consists of
two main pillars: the finalized 1:1,000,000 (BUK 1000) and the ongoing 1:200,000
mapping (BÜK200) The 1:1.000,000 is top-down derived from two basic systems,
a western and an eastern German soil typology, harmonized based on the current

version of the national soil mapping guide (AG Boden 1994) It also contains
FAO 1988 Recently, the BUK 1000 has been improved based on an extended land
use-specific soil profile data base (forest, grassland and cropland) The ongoing
BÜK200 is based on a specific mapping guideline for bottom-up soil unit aggregation and delineation, which guarantees complete harmonization among the federal
lands excluding border effects. BGR has also developed a Geomorphiographic Map
in 250 m resolution which serves as the basic mapping platform The BUK 200
soil associations have been supplemented by the new substrate type classification,
which closely connects the data base to parent material, thus includes Quarternary
pedogenesis. While the BUK 1000 has been incorporated into the European Spatial
Soil Database 1:1,000,000, BGR has also produced the European I 5,000,000 soil
regions map (together with the European Soil Bureau Network) Supplementing the
spatial data, an independent soil profile and laboratory data base now has available
more than 50,000 analysed soil profiles which are used on various thematic applications, for example to derive heavy metal background values as a basis for soil protection legislation, or to define pedo-regional representative soil profiles for more
accurate spatial soil information, as described above. To improve the FISBo BGR
method base, algorithms for pedo-transfer functions for estimating soil hydraulic properties have been optimised and tables for estimating field capacity, available water capacity, and air capacity have been improved using enlarged data sets
The spatial data including the refined soil profile information were just recently
connected with the method data base in a web-based information system, a Web
Soil Service The web mapping service is utilized and supplemented by XML data
import routines and programmed methods which together as a standardized digital
framework allow maximum transparency and reproducibility of method application The first methods have been successfully tested for both maps, the land-use
stratified BÜK1000 and for the BÜK200.
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Distribution of Soils in the Landscape of the Distrito Federal, Brazil.
M. P. C. Lacerda. 1. O. Barbosa, Univ of Brasilia.
Distrito Federal (DF), in Brazil, is presenting fast development with modifications
in the use of their lands and, consequently, generating environmental problems
It becomes, then, necessary a actual evaluation of their natural resources, mainly
soils. Correlation studies among soils, relief and origin material (geomorphogeopedology) they can be used in the generation of models of distribution of soils
in the landscapes These models can be used in the elaboration of preliminary maps
of soils of an area, contributing in the traditional activities of pedologic mapping
This work assessed to establish a model of distribution of soils of a representative
portion of DF, through studies of the correlations geomorpho-geopedologic The
area of the study is located in the portion N-N W of DF, delimited by the coordinates
47o52'39"e 47o52'30" W and I5o45'00" and 15o30'00" S, totaling an area of
742,76 Km2. Initially, the available secondary informations of Distrito Federal on
the natural resources were otained. Later, were carried outfieldactivities to accomplish the establishment of the correlations geomorpho-geopedologic. The work was
based in the interpretation of the Geomorphological Surfaces of Distrito Federal
and Geological Domains in the study area and their relationships with the classes
of soils, described to proceed: Surfaces Geomorphological, according to Novaes
Pinto (1997, 1994): Surface 1—Flat regions, with altitudes varying between 1.300
and 1.150 m, Surface 2—Regions of intermediate dissection, with altitudes varying from 1 000 to 1 150 m and Surface 3—Regions of hidrographic dissection,
with forms of undulated relief, with altitudes among 1 000 to 750m; Geological
Domains, described by Silva and Campos (1998): Domain I - MPp - Sequence
sedimentary Paranoa (Mesoproterozoic-Neoproterozoic): MPpac: Shale carbonated Facies, MPpr4: Loamy Metarhythmite Facies, MPpq3: Quartzite Facies,
MPpr3: Sandy Metarhythmite Facies, MPpa: Slate Facies, MPps: Metassiltite
Facies and MPpq2: Quartzite microconglomeratic Facies; and Domain 2 - MPc
- Sequence sedimentary Canastra (Mesoproterozoic): MPcf: Phyllites and sericites
and chlorite-schists, MPccx: Calc-schists Facies and MPcmx: Mica-schists Facies
The model geomorpho-geopedolic established is summarized to proceed: - Geomorphological Surfaces I, 2 and 3, slope of 0-10%, Geological Domains MPp:
Oxic Rhodustox + Oxic Plinthustox; - Geomorphological Surfaces I and 2, slope of
0-10%, Geological Domains MP(MPq3): Typic Troppsamment; Geomorphological Surface 3, slope of 0-10%, Geological Domains MPc, MPp: Oxic Rhodustox
+ Oxic Cambustox; - Geomorphological Surface 3, slope of 0-10%, Geological
Domains MPc: Oxic Rhodustox; - Geomorphological Surfaces 1, 2 and 3, slope
from 10 to 45%: Typic Haplustept; - Geomorphological Surfaces I and 2, slope >
45%: Typic Haplustept + Typic Haplustent + Typic Tropsaprent + Rocks; - Geomorphological Surface 3, slope of 10-24%, Geological Domains MPp (MPpac),
MPc (MPcf, MPccx and limestone lenses): Tropic Rhodustult + Tropic Haplustult
+ Ferric Haplustult + Mollic Eutrferralf + Tropic Mollrendent + Typic Haplustept;
Geomorphological Surface 3, slope of 24-45%, Geological Domains MPp (MPpac),
MPc (MPcf, MPccx and limestone lenses): Typic Haplustept + Tropic Mollrendent;
Geomorphological Surface 3, slope > 45%. Geological Domains MPp (MPpac),
MPc (MPcf, MPccx and limestone lenses): Typic Haplustept + Tropic Mollrendent + Typic Haplustent + Typic Tropsaprent + Rocks The generated model was
checked infieldactivities and corroborated in evaluations of representative profiles
of the main classes of soils, which they were described, analyzed and classified It
was shown representative of the distribution of the soils in the landscape of Distrito
Federal, supplying data for pedologic mapping in scale of detail of the area
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Increasing Accuracy of the Hungarian National 1:25,000 Scale Spatial Soil
Information System.
L. Päsztor. J. Szabó. Research Institute for Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
Soil surveys, soil maps, spatial soil information systems, soil geographic databases,
are all designed for fulfilling the requirements and demands of society, which
increased dramatically in the last decades Traditional soil survey is time consuming and expensive, new conventional surveys in the near future are very unlike,
consequently methods exploiting existing information are becoming increasingly
important In the recent digital era spatial soil information systems (SSISs) are
playing a more and more important role in this context A key issue of applicability
of SSISs is their accuracy. Essentially, the main practical aim of soil surveys and
soil maps is prediction It simply means that certain soil feature is estimated for
a whole region based on available soil data collected at localized sample points
The traditional tool of this information extension is the classical soil map using
soil mapping units Crisp soil maps subdivide the region into disjunctive units in
a way that within heterogeneity of soil properties is less than for the whole territory. Numerous novel methods have been developed for producing more accurate soil maps, traditional crisp soil maps however are still extensively applied,
since they offer the most easily interpretable results for the majority of users On
the other hand accuracy of crisp soil maps can be increased in several ways: with
the refinement of soil contours; with the subdivision of mapping units taking into
consideration smaller within patch inhomogeneities; and with the refinement of
attribute information (more recent data, more precise measurement, up-to-date
methodology, more appropriate classification etc ). A great amount of soil information is available in Hungary due to former agrogeological surveys The collected
data are available in different scales: national, regional, micro-regional, farm and
field level and generally they are related to maps However, similarly to the great
majority of the world, large scale, comprehensive new surveys cannot be expected
in the immediate future In the 1990s a great deal, dominantly the small-scale of
these soil related data were converted into digital format and organized into SSISs.
Recently the more challenging large-scale systems are coming to the front. As
primary importance, GIS adaptation and digital reambulation of the results of the
practical 1:25,000 scale soil-mapping programme hallmarked by Kreybig is under
construction. There is much more utilizable information originating from this survey, than it was processed traditionally and published on the map series and in
reports, and what is provided by simply archiving them digitally A true SSIS can
and should reach higher levels of digital processing. Integration of Kreybig Digital
Soil Information System within appropriate spatial data infrastructure (SD1) and its
updating with efficient field correlation make an inherent refinement and upgrading
of the system possible as well as the estimation, measurement of the reliability of
the system As a result, the raw information processed using appropriate methods
together with complementary spatial, digital, environmental data, a higher level,
more accurate and consequently more reliable system could be developed During
its development different stages of KDSIS provides soil information on different
level of accuracy. This kind of multilevel feature can be also preserved and even
utilized. KDSIS provides two different opportunities for increasing its spatial and
thematic accuracy on soil properties: (i) spatial refinement of spatial units integrating Kreybig profile methodology and SDI; (ii) updating soil information with
recent fieldwork In our paper we present G1S based methods developed for the
spatial and thematic refinement, improvement of Kreybig Digital Soil Information
System Upgraded KDSIS makes the compilation of up-to-date (crisp) soil maps
possible. Mapping units of the old and new maps may differ due to several reasons.
There are reshaped contours, new soil patches, and units with changed attributes.
Implication of new sampling data collected at revisited sites makes the comparison
of archived (and so far stored) and newly surveyed data possible Thus changes
in soil properties can be identified This in one hand should be recorded in the
database thus updating it On the other hand trends can be identified in soil characteristics and functions, degradation processes can be realized and/or forecasted
It can serve as reference to the study of anthropogenic effects Joint management
and application of multi-temporal spatial soil information within an appropriate
relational database management system (RDBMS) and GIS environment makes
KDSIS also a spatio-temporal soil information system.
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Use of Hypcrspectral VNIR Spectroscopy and (C'o)Kriging for Spatial
Assessment of Soil Properties.
A. V. Bilgili. Cornell Univ: H. M. Van Es. Cornell Univ: F. Akbas. Gaziosmanpasa
Univ: R. Akis. Univ of Wyoming. College of Agriculture. Renewable Resources.
Soil Science Dept: W. D. Hively. USDA-ARS Environmental Quality Laboratory:
S. D. DeGloria, Cornell Univ.
Visible-near infrared reflectance spectroscopy (VNIR) is a promising method for
rapid spatial assessment of a range of soil properties Raw hyperspectral VNIR data
may be combined with first and second-derivatives to estimate information about
soil constituents In this study, we evaluated whether VNIR or geostatistical methods, or their combined use, could provide more efficient approaches to spatial soil
assessment We tested the prediction accuracy of VNIR reflectance spectroscopy
and kriging methods using soil samples from a grid (800x400m) sampling design
of 32 ha. established in Northern Turkey Soil variables considered were CaC03,
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organic matter, clay, sand, silt (%), pH, electrical conductivity (EC, dsm-1) and
cation exchange capacity (CEC), Ca, Mg. Na and K (cmolkg-l) content. In order
to compare the two methods, systematically selected 13, 25, 50 and 100 % of the
grid data (n=5l2) were used for calibration and the remaining 87. 75 and 50 %,
respectively, were used for validation Partial Least Square regression was used
for calibrating soil properties to both raw and first derivative reflectance spectra,
while ordinary and co-kriging methods were used for spatial interpolation. In order
to evaluate accuracy of the predicted results, R2 values were first obtained by plotting predicted versus observed values, and then R2 and RMSE of predictions were
compared for each method Results show that the raw spectra and first derivatives
provided similar results The VNIR method provided better prediction results than
ordinary kriging for soil organic matter and slightly better for clay and sand from
the use of cither raw spectra or first derivative data, producing higher R2 (range of
0.55-0.73,0.71-0.81.0.57-0.78, respectively)and lower RMSE (rangeof 0.27-0.47,
3 74-5 30, 4 69-6 92, respectively) EC, pH, Na, K and silt content were poorly
predicted using both methods, either due to the low range or the random nature of
spatial variability Overall, the VNIR prediction accuracy was not much impacted
by sample size as much as the one for ordinary kriging, whose results improved
with increased sample size of the calibration model We also performed co-krigingbased prediction after principal component (PC) analyses of the VNIR data using
25 % of the data to predict the remaining samples for soil variables of clay, sand,
CEC, soil organic matter, and Ca, which have significant correlations with PC2,
PC3 and PC4 (r > 0.60) According to cokriging analysis cross validation results,
clay was best predicted, (r2 = 0 74 RMSE = 4 92) and others moderately; sand
(R2= 0 62, RMSE=6.82), CEC (R2 = 0 65, RMSE= 2 12), Ca (R2=0.66, RMSE=
1.73), SOM (R2= 0 43, RMSE=0 54) and less accurately Mg (R2=0.30, RMSE=
0 55) and silt (R2= 0 16, RMSE= 5 40) The combined use of VNIR spectroscopy
and geostatistics provides considerable opportunities for spatial assessment of soil
properties at reduced cost compared to methods that are solely based on conventional sample analysis In this approach, a small fraction of soil samples is analyzed
in the lab, and the combination of VNIR and geostatistics is applied to estimate soil
properties at other sample locations.
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Spatial Variability of Arsenic in Water, Soil and Rice in a Contaminated Area
of Bangladesh.
Z. U. Ahmed. Cornell Univ. J. M. Duxbury. Cornell Unix; S. DeGloria. Cornell
Univ: G. M. Panaullah. CIMMYT Bangladesh.
In Bangladesh, arsenic in irrigation water is thought to be a major pollutant of the
soil-plant system, and an additional public health hazard along with high-arsenic
drinking water. Geostatistical methods for describing spatial distributions of arsenic in the water-soil-plant system are an integral component for risk assessment of
this contaminant The purpose of this study was to characterize the spatial pattern
of arsenic in ground water, paddy soil and rice grain in Tala Upazilla, an arsenic
contaminated administrative unit with an area of 34,000 ha We collected ground
water from 161 selected shallow tubewells (STW) used for irrigation of rice Paddy
soil (0-15 cm depth) and rice samples were collected from a I m2 area at each STW
site The water, soil and grain samples were analyzed for total arsenic. Ordinary
kriging was used to predict arsenic content in water, soil and rice grain with a 168 x
158 grid dimension from 107 sampling points. Map quality was evaluated by using
the remaining 54 sampling points as a validated data set and by cross validation
with replacement. We used gstat geostatistical package in the R environment for all
geostatistical analysis and visualization The distributions of water, soil and grain
arsenic contents were slightly skewed (skewness <1), but medians were close to the
means Grain arsenic showed higher skewness relative to water and soil arsenic values There was no effect of agro ecological zones (AEZ) on average arsenic content
in groundwater or rice grain However, soil arsenic was higher in the lower lying
Ganges Tidal Flood Plain AEZ than in the High Ganges River Flood Plain AEZ.
An exponential model was fitted successfully to variograms for all variables. The
variogram of water and grain arsenic indicated large scale spatial correlation with
a low nugget variance In contrast, the variogram of soil arsenic content showed
small scale spatial correlation. Predictions of water arsenic were better than those
for soil and grain arsenic Bias values for water aresenic prediction were almost
zero and the root mean square error (RSME) values were very low for both validation methods The mean squared deviation ratio (MSDR) of the prediction was
almost I, meaning that the predictions of water arsenic were very good Predictions
of soil and grain arsenic were poor Soil and grain arsenic may be influenced by
local management choices, such as water mangement and rice variety.
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J.J. Kapkiyai

Household Level Influence on Spatial Variability of Soil Properties in Western
Kenya.
J. J. Kapkiyai. Cornell Univ. Crop and Soil Sciences Dept: S. D. Degloria. Cornell
Univ. Crop and Soil Sciences Depl: J. M. Duxbury. Cornell Univ. Crop and
Soil Sciences Depl: A. N. Pell. Cornell Univ. Crop and Soil Sciences Dept: B.
i'anlauwe. Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility Institute of CIAT: D. M. Mbugua.
World Agroforeslry Centre.
Spatial variability in soils occurs naturally from pedogemc factors, but it can
also occur as a result of land use and management Often the net effect of dif-
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ferent soil management options and combinations and social variation, over the
long run, is the gradual build up of nutrient rich micro-niches rather than a gradual
decline in fertility over a wider area Soil management practices that have often
been generalized to the farm level may not be transferable between crops or locally
perceived land use types and tend to portray that change within farms, communities or fanning landscapes are homogeneous in their outcomes while obscuring
important social and spatial heterogeneity. The objective of this study was to assess
farm spatial variability in soil fertility under intensive cropping and determine the
relationships between the variability and household socio-economic status Socioeconomic data were collected through a survey of 125 randomly selected households using structured questionnaires in a densely populated area of the western
Kenya highlands. The area is part of the mixed crop/livestock farming system in
Vihiga district where Ultisols and Oxisols, constitute 75% of the soils Jaetzold
and Schmidt (1982). Soil data were obtained by both chemical and Near Infra-red
(N1R) spectral analysis of topsoil (0-20 cm) samples that were taken from each
identified land use/cropping type in each of the surveyed households. Spatial variability was assessed through the analysis of scaled semi-variograms of the selected
individual variables and examination of kriged maps that were obtained in GS+
Statistical and spatial analyses were performed in S plus, and ArcGIS respectively
Principle components analysis was done on the spectral data and the first principle
component (PCI) was selected for further analyses Despite significant correlations
between the soil properties, they displayed different spatial variations. PCI fitted
the same model (Gaussian) as clay and was correlated to all the soil properties The
soil properties showed moderate spatial dependence The semi-variance of C displayed the largest range indicating that C values influenced neighbouring values of
C over greater distance PCI displayed the largest proportion of structural variance
indicating a better spatial dependence than the rest of the properties This spectral
component was most closely associated with C, N and P and was therefore used as
a spectral fertility indicator. All the proportions of structural variance were greater
than 50% indicating that the variances were moderately well described by the lag
distance. Kriging maps of the soil variables and PCI showed different patterns of
distributions. Spatial analysis showed that 73% of the households live on the most
impoverished soils. Likewise, a large proportion of the households (84%) are of
low to medium socio-economic status. More than half of the households are of
low to medium status and live on low to very low fertility soils Further analysis
showed that the distribution of the households across the landscape was more likely
a phenomenon of chance (kappa = -0 015ns) However, regressions on soil properties, showed significant effects of crop output (p=0 01) and distance from the house
(p<=.05), which imply household management effects We conclude that household socio-economic status did not show any influence on the soil properties, but
household management effects may be an important component in those villages
irrespective of the household status.
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Runoff Potential Risk Map Based on CN Method in Korea.
5. Y. Hong. K. H. Jung. Y. H. Kim. National Institute of Agricultural Science and
Technology. RDA: Y. S. Jung, Kangyton National Univ: H. K. Kwak. National
Institute ofAgricultural Science and Technology. RDA.
Curve number indicates the runoff potential of the area. The Soil Conservaion
Service Curve Number (SCS-CN) method is a simple, widely used and efficient
method for determining the approxient amount of runoff from a rainfall event in a
particular area and also is adopted to estimate effective rainfäll for disaster assessment in Korea. The curve number is based on the area's hydrologie soil group,
land use, treatment, and hydrologie condition The two former characters are of
greatest importance Spatial variability from land use/cover and soil hydrological
properties including infiltration rate during the crop growing season at a field level
in agricultural land should be taken into account to estimate runoff. The watershed
of the study is located in Goesan-gun including Sosu-myeon (approx. 7,630 ha),
Chungchungbuk-do Using a digital elevation model(DEM), the watershed and the
catchments were delineated. The research classified Korean soils into 4-5 hydrologic soil groups based on infiltration rate measured and an estimation model for
the representative soils of the restudy area Digital soil maps( 1:5,000 scale) were
used for classifying hydrologie soil groups based on soil series unit On-screen
digitization using high resolution aerial images, each field boundary was delineated
as farm land unit After land use and cover survey was carried out for every field,
farm land unit data were used for curve number calculation in the watershed. CN
was calculated for estimating runoff in the watershed using the land use/cover map
and the hydrologie soil map CN values of the catchments in the watershed ranged
from 35 to 57. CN values of each farm land cells ranged from 20 to 98, in the order
of forest, paddy fields, upland, and village or man-built area which showed the
highest imperviousness Runoff potential risk map with consideration of slope will
be made for the whole country based on digital landuse/cover map delineated from
satellite images and digital soil map at scale 1:25,000
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Clay Mineralogical Composition Map of Paddy Soils in Miyagi Prefecture,
Northeastern Japan.
O. Sano. T Ito. T. Ando. M. Nanzyo. G. Saito. Field Science Center. Graduate
School of Agricultural Science. Tohoku Univ: K. Saito. Miyagi Pre f Furukawa

Agricultural Experiment Station: M. Saigusa. Field Science Center, Graduate
School of Agricultural Science. Tohoku Univ.
Clay mineralogical compositions in paddy soils affect the soil properties that are
related to rice productivity and environmental pollution. Clay mineralogical compositions in alluvial paddy soils are closely related to surface geology in mountains
located on upper reaches In paddy soils, the transformation of clay minerals is
marginal Sedimentation of clay minerals is closely related to topography Fine and
easily dispersed clay minerals are more dominant in back marshes than in natural
levees due to the clay sorting effect In terrace and hilly lands, volcanic ash soils
and residual soils are prevalent and their clay mineralogy is strongly affected by
volcanic materials, wind-blown loess or surrounding rocks. A clay mineralogical
composition map of cultivated soils in Nagasaki Prefecture, the Kyushu Islands,
Japan has been made (Nakashima, 1998) However, information on topography
was not fully integrated into the map In this research, we developed a method to
make a clay mineralogical composition map of paddy soils by integrating clay mineralogy point data, information on surface geology of mountains in upper reaches,
topography types and soil types Following this, we made a clay mineralogical
composition map of paddy soils in Miyagi Prefecture, Northeastern Japan We collected paddy soil samples from the Soil Survey for Improved Utilization and Conservation of Soil Resources in Miyagi Prefecture (74 soil samples) and 4 supplemental samples The crystalline clay mineralogical composition of the clay fraction
was determined by X-ray diffraction used in combination with various treatments
The amounts of amorphous clay minerals were evaluated with acid-oxalate (pH
3 0) extractable silica. The soils were then classified into 6 clay mineralogical composition types including 1) smectic type, 2) mixed type (including smectite and
2:1-2:1:1 intergraded minerals etc. evenly), 3) mixed type rich in chlorite, 4) mixed
type rich in kaolin minerals, 5) mixed type rich in 2:1-2:1:1 intergraded minerals
and 6) amorphous type. The clay mineralogical composition map was made by
integrating the information from land use maps, topographical classification maps,
surface geological maps, soil maps and watershed mesh maps with the point data
The operation was conducted using geological information system software " Arc
GIS 9 ". In alluvial areas, where 94 % of paddy soils exist, point data on clay mineralogical composition type were expanded to incorporate plane information, based
on the assumption that clay mineralogical composition is uniform in a "cell", which
is a topographical plane subdivided by watershed. Distribution of paddy fields was
determined using the land use map. Paddy fields were then divided into 6 topographical types by superimposing the topographical classification maps Of the six
topographical types classified, four were alluvial including 1) valley basin and fan,
2) natural levee, 3) back marsh and 4) polder Two types were non-alluvial, including 5) terrace and 6) hilly land and mountain Furthermore, one topographical plane
was subdivided into some watersheds by overlapping the watershed mesh map We
defined one topographical plane subdivided by watershed as a "cell". It is imperative concept to this study that the clay mineralogical composition of paddy fields
in a cell is the same as that of the point data in the cell Moreover, we assumed that
a cell with no recorded clay mineralogical data, positioned between several cells
with same clay mineralogy had the same clay mineralogy. We expanded the point
data on clay mineralogy of a paddy soil to the plane data in this way Most alluvial
paddy soils in Miyagi Prefecture were classified as being of mixed type and smectic
type It is considered that the paddy soils abundant in smectite are strongly influenced by the tertiary tuff, containing smectite present in the mountains where many
rivers originate. Paddy soils with clay mineralogical compositions of mixed type
rich in chlorite existed in valley basins of the northeastern area and soils abundant
in kaolin minerals were distributed into watersheds affected by granite rock Paddy
soils abundant in 2:1-2:1:1 intergraded minerals were distributed on terrains and
hills of the western area where non-allophanic Andosols and residual soils existed
Paddy soils with clay fractions dominated by amorphous clay were distributed on
the Eastward side of the Zao volcano, which is located in the western part of Miyagi
Prefecture.
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Classification and Diversion of Soils in Central Greece.
A. B. Papaioannou. P. Plageras. K. Kakavas. E. Dovriki. A. Paliatsos. Dept of
Environment. School of Medical Laboratories. Highest Technological Educational
Institution. Larissa. Greece.
In the present study investigated the soil types in central Greece, thus we analyzed
1827 soil samples from central Greece, for the period of time 1994 to 2003 Using
soil from eighteen deferent spots (1827 samples, from Larisa, Karditsa, Magnisia and
Fthiotida prefecture), we found the physical and chemical properties of these samples We made the statistical elaboration, in order to make a map of central Greece
with all the types of soils presented We analyzed the above parameters: clay%,
pH, CaC03%, organic matter, P(Olsen. K(ex), Mg(ex), B, Zn, Mn and Fe. As we
assume, soil samples are poor in organic matter (very poor at Kalabaka-Trikala and
rich at Fthiotida Mechanical composition shows that soils at Mouzaki -Karditsa &
Agia-Larisa are sandy and «heavy» at Almiros-Volos & Fthiotida The most alkaline
and rich in CaC03 soils are in Fthiotida & Loutro-Larisa Boron toxicity is dangerous at Mataraga-Karditsa instead of Boron deficiency at Elassona-Larisa. Exchangeable Magnesiun is rich at Leontan-Karditsa and poor at Loutro-Larisa.
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Digital Landscape Metrics for the Soil Survey Update of Potter County,
Pennsylvania.
T. M. Prescott. USDA-NRCS. MIRA 13 Region; Y. K. Plowden. M. P. McDevitt.
USDA/NRCS—Central PA Soil Survey Office; W. J. Waltman. A. R. Topalanchik.
USDA-NRCS. MIRA IS Region; E. J. Ciolkosz. Dept of Crop and Soil Science. The
Pennsylvania Stale Univ.
The National Cooperative Soil Survey has completed initial mapping in Pennsylvania, and is entering an update cycle Soil survey update projects increasingly rely on
geospatial technologies to investigate and define complex soil-landscape relationships. We propose a holistic integration of geospatial tools, landscape metrics, and
elevation, geology and climate datasets to build rule structures for field mapping in
the soil survey update of Potter County, Pennsylvania. The county is characterized
by the Late-Wisconsinan glacial border, the deeply dissected valleys of the Allegheny Plateau, and a peri glacial transition zone between the two regions. Our research
goals are to: 1) capture existing knowledge and landscape relationships from the
original Potter County Soil Survey (Goodman et al, 1958); 2) develop landscape
metrics to define geomorphologic and hydrologie characteristics of the respective
physiographic regions; 3) model soil climate regimes across highly orographic and
dissected landscapes, and 4) apply these metrics to the development of rule structures to predict map unit occurrences for the Nolo, Cattaraugus and Germania soil
series. Germania soils were not extensively mapped, but they are associated with
distinctive landforms and have significance to agriculture and cultural resources
Cattaraugus soils were mapped extensively, both within and beyond the glacial
boundary, and therefore need a new landscape model to predict their occurrence or
re-correlation with appropriate soil series. Nolo soils have limited spatial extent,
but these soils are associated with distinct high elevation depressional landforms
and unique (relict) plant communities Soil temperature and moisture regime surfaces were generated with ArcGIS using output data from the Newhall Simulation
Model (NSM, Van Wambeke, 1992). Thirty-year precipitation and temperature normals were derived from 84 National Weather Service (NWS) cooperative stations
in a 100 km region around Potter County. Based on the population of NWS stations,
mean annual soil temperature (MAST) can be predicted in a terrain regression as:
MAST = 137- (I 97 * LONG) + (0 038 * LAT)- (000248 * ELEV)
where latitude and longitude are in decimal degrees (geographic coordinate system,
NAD83) and elevation is expressed in feet. Our modeling indicates that frigid and
possibly cryic temperature regimes are more extensive than previously mapped
Similarly, soils of the higher elevations in the unglaciated part of Potter County
have climate regimes which are influenced by orographic effects and near-perudic
conditions Landscape metrics such as curvature, slope gradient, and slope aspect
were derived from 10m DEMs in ArcGIS Additional products were generated from
these layers, including slope shape (Ruhe, 1975; Wysocki, 2000), flow direction,
flow accumulation, and topographic wetness index (TWI; Beven and Kirby, 1979)
will be used to develop rule structures for legend construction and the prediction of
soil map unit occurrences. The digital terrain models function as a preliminary soil
survey update process and will test approaches to support field mapping activities
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Potential and Present Soil Erosion by water in the Mesopotamia Litoral
Region of Argentina.
R. P. Marano, G. Pusineri. Facullad de Ingenieria y Ciencias Hidricas. Univ
Nacional del Liloral; S. Imhoff. M. A. Pilalti. Facullad de Ciencias Agrarias. Univ
Nacional del Liloral.
The Mesopotamia-Litoral region understand six Argentinean counties (Misiones,
Entre Rios, Corrientes, Formosa, Chaco and Santa Fe), with a total surface of 50
million hectares This macro-region is part of the basin of the Plata River that
includes the bordering countries; i.e. Uruguay, Brazil, Paraguay and Bolivia The
main rivers are the Parana (medium and inferior), Paraguay and Uruguay, all of
international character, besides numerous interior watercourses This region has
18% of lands with cultivation capability (class 1 to III), 39% with grazing capability
(class IV to VI), and a similar surface with extensive grazing capability (class VIVII) Of the total, only 5% possesses highly cultivation capability (class 1) Those
lands are for the most part in the center-southern of the Santa Fe State The occasionally arable lands (class V) and the non-arable lands cover 58% of the total area
These classes of land are in the north of Santa Fe (Salado river basin) and other
counties (basin of the Superior Parana, Medium Parana and Paraguay) Chaco, Formosa and part of Entre Rios have mainly lands with grazing capability, but they are
arable For this reason, these lands can sustain an important cattle production In
Argentina, a surface of 25 million hectares presents diverse degrees of soil erosion
by water The substitution of natural vegetation for crops, and the intensification
of agricultural practices in landscapes with slopes greater than 1% and that receive
annually more than 800 mm of rain were the main sources of the lands degradation
At the moment it is estimated that more than half of that surface (15 millions) are
in the study Region It is expected that the climatic change will produce changes
in the intensity and magnitude of the precipitations, which in turn will increase the
area with vulnerable lands to soil degradation Since the available information for
the studied region is heterogeneous and not up-to-date, the objective of this work
was to elaborate maps of soil erosion by water—present and potential—starting
from reliable information The universal equation of soil loss (USLE) integrated
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to a geographical information system (GIS) was used To estimate with securities
the soil losses using these systems, one has to represent the USLE factors through
mathematical functions or with measured values in a raster image. Based on the
magnitude of the region, the working scale was 1: 250.000 The DEM was built
starting from level curve maps that were digitized by the Military Geographical
Institute (1GM) The potential soil erosion by water was established supposing bare
soil (factors R, K and LS), while the present soil erosion was determined starting
from the map of land use elaborated by the ClOMTA (2004) The land use distribution was: 23% agricultural use. 10% grazing, 59% natural vegetation (including
areas with very low capability use), less than 2% of forest, and the remaining 7%
is constituted by watercourses, lakes, and water reservoirs The results indicate that
lands of grazing-cultivation capability are over-used, especially in the counties of
Missions and Entre Rios In these provinces, besides presenting higher slopes values, it is expected (in the next 80 years) an important increase in the intensities of
rain, which severely increases the erosion hazards This work allowed identifying
areas of extreme vulnerability to soil degradation that in a short time should be
switched to another kind of land use to protect them from accelerated soil erosion
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A Soil Landscape Modeling Framework for Soil Survey Updates: A Case
Study in Southeastern Ohio.
B. Shier. S. K. Subburayalu. School of Natural Resources.
After more than 100 years of effort, modern soil surveys have been completed for
all 88 counties in Ohio Digitizing of spatial and attribute data for Ohio will be
completed in 2006. While complete coverage of the State will be available on a
county-by-county basis, seamless soil survey maps at Order 2 scale covering multiple counties are not Major challenges include map unit contrasts across county
lines, and disparate intensity, vintage, and quality of survey information between
counties Application of soil resource data by a variety of users, particularly land
use planners, will be adversely impacted unless progress in soil survey activities
continues. Future updating activities by the cooperating agencies are being organized on a Major Land Resource Area (MLRA) basis In the future, individual
survey areas will more closely match natural landscape divisions, rather than
administrative boundaries. Beyond cross-county edge-matching, major tasks for
future survey projects will include rationalizing consistent geographic and taxonomie units, and dealing with significant differences in survey intensity resulting
from varying goals and approaches of survey teams of disparate vintage Generally, the second century of soil survey in the USA is not yet well served with a
modern coherent framework of operational techniques and approaches. Geospatial
and pedometric techniques are likely to contribute significantly to future survey
activities, but these approaches have not yet been used for routinely updating areas
as large as an MLRA Geospatial and pedometric techniques hold great promise
for improving the efficiency of survey, and in producing a more reliable product.
However, pedometric techniques have been generally been applied only for small
areas, or at small map scales, and institutionalization of these techniques is progressing slowly in the soil survey agencies, where they are often seen as experimental A soil-landscape modeling approach is being used to facilitate updating
of soil surveys on a MLRA basis in Southeastern Ohio, MLRA 126 A case study
involves Belmont and Noble counties, two adjacent areas with similar "soil forming factors", but contrasting survey vintages and map unit intensity. Soil landscape
models have been constructed for each survey area individually and in aggregate
Models were constructed using the SCORPAN approach Base data layers included
the existent soil surveys, specific terrain-based climate attribute surfaces (eg. solar
radiation), historic vegetation, land use and land cover information, terrain attributes from digital elevation models, and surficial geology derived from interpolation of large amounts of stratigraphic data. Models have been constructed using
classification trees Methods for assessing uncertainty in the use of classification
trees have been explored The models have been applied to identity areas of major
discrepancy between the adjacent survey areas, to redefine rational mapping units
and mapping intensity, to locate areas with significant mapping uncertainty, and
to guide further field investigations It is suggested that a soil landscape modeling
approach can be applied more widely for soil survey updates, and an operational
framework is proposed
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Assessing Field Soil Organic Matter Content Using Electromagnetic Induction
Techniques.
G. Martinez. K. Vanderlinden. R. Ordonez. I.FA.RA.—C./.C.E (Junta de
Andalucia).
Field carbon sequestration assessment involves soil organic content mapping which
relies heavily on destructive soil sampling and expensive laboratory analysis methods These inconveniences may be alleviated by the use of electromagnetic sensing
techniques that measure apparent soil electrical conductivity (ECa) instantaneously
without any need for physical contact with the soil The availability of exhaustive ECa data may reduce drastically sampling and analysis efforts for characterizing the spatial variability of physical or chemical soil properties. In this study an
electromagnetic dual dipole device (EM38DD, Geonics, Inc.), mounted on a PVC
sled and pulled by an ATV vehicle, has been used to measure ECa on a long-term
conservation tillage split-block experiment in Southern Spain, where crop residue
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decomposition is being monitored Traditionally twelve soil samples were taken
on a regular grid within each block Using geostatistical techniques and ECa maps
optimal soil sampling schemes were designed for mapping soil organic matter content at the plot scale Results show that the initial soil sampling effort required for
representing accurately the spatial variability of the soil organic matter content in
the plots can be reduced using ECa data These methods can also be used to assess
the spatial variability of other soil chemical and physical properties Keywords:
apparent soil electrical conductivity, soil sampling, organic matter content
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Soil Climate Atlas of the Northeast U.S.
D. A. Miller. W. J. Wallman, Earth and Environmental Systems Institute. The
Pennsylvania State Univ: E. J. Ciolkosz. Dept. of Crop and Soil Science. The
Pennsylvania State Univ. K. Eggleston, Northeast Regional Climate Center; B. W.
Bills. R. A. White. S. Crawford. J. L. Sloan. J. Voortman. Earth and Environmental
Systems Institute. The Pennsylvania State Univ. T M. Prescott. USDA-NRCS.
MLRA IS Region: S. Waltman. USDA-NRCS-Nalional Geospatial Development
Center.
The soil landscapes of Northeast U.S. are a diverse assemblage of physiography,
bedrock and surficial geology, plant communities, and microclimates, which also
contribute to the diverse array of soil climate regimes and agroecosystems. Topography, elevation, latitude, and proximity to large water bodies are major factors
in the occurrence of soil climate regimes and their variability. Strong orographic
processes along the Allegheny Plateau, Tughill Plateau, Catskills, Adirondacks,
Green Mountains, and Presidential Range produce soil landscapes of high precipitation 1250 mm (>50 in) and distinct rain shadows in leeward areas Maritime
influences from the Atlantic Ocean and degraded tropical storms from the Gulf of
Mexico often stall and produce large rainfall events over the Appalachians that
trigger floods and landslides, reshaping soil landscapes. Although the Northeast
soil landscapes are dominantly Udic soil moisture regimes, Aquic regimes are
associated with tidal wetlands, depressions in glacial till and outwash plains, and
high elevation bogs and swamps of the Appalachians. Newhall Simulation Model
runs of high elevation weather stations in the Northeast indicates the occurrence
of Perudic soil moisture regimes coupled with Mesic, Frigid, Cryic, and Pergelic
soil temperature regimes In earlier work by Cunningham and Ciolkosz (1983)
and Smith (1984), the occurrence of these soil temperature regimes coupled with
Perudic environments at the higher elevations in the Northeast was not considered
Similarly, our research also addresses the occurrence of Ustic and Xeric soil moisture regimes during drought events and their higher frequencies associated with
rain shadow positions Our research connects these soil climate regime histories
to multiple scales of soil resource information—the Soil Survey Geographic Database (SSURGO), State Soil Geographic Database (STATSGO), Common Resource
Areas, and Major Land Resource Areas map units A terrain regression modeling approach in ArcGIS was coupled with the Newhall Simulation Model (NSM;
Van Wambeke et al 1992) to generate surfaces of soil temperature and moisture
regimes, soil biological windows, and agroclimatic parameters (growing degreedays, frost-free period, and temperature minima). Initially, maps were based upon
1971 to 2000 normals. Later, long-term (>60 y) weather stations (NOAA's Historical Climatology Network) in the Northeast U.S. and adjoining states were modeled
on individual years to build frequencies of soil climate regimes and droughts, as
well as identify shifts in time and space Agricultural and forest research locations
in the Northeast were compiled for this study to build agroecozones and to compare growing season environments As part of this project, the Newhall Simulation Model was updated for web-delivery and re-calibrated using the USDA/NRCS
Soil Climate Analysis Network sites in the Northeast The subcalculations from the
Newhall Simulation Model, which are criteria in the Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey
Staff, 2003) definitions of soil temperature and moisture regimes, were derived
for new agronomic applications. Similarly, these subcalculations for mean annual
water balance, summer water balance, and soil biological windows can be applied
to soil genesis studies This web-based Soil Climate Regime Atlas of the Northeast
U.S. has been implemented using an advanced interactive Web-map based interface
that allows users to spatially explore the full range of soil temperature and moisture regimes and ancillary climatic parameters. The Atlas is available online at the
Center for Environmental Informatics, Earth and Environmental Systems Institute
located at The Pennsylvania State University (www.cei psu edu).
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Electromagnetic Mapping of Salinity and Boron for Site-specific Seeding
Management in Cotton Fields.
F. Cassel S.. California Slate Univ at Fresno.
Elevated soil salinity and boron levels are critical problems in the San Joaquin
Valley of California, affecting crop emergence and yields With the development
of variable rate technology, precision farming offers an alternative for site-specific management of these problems The objective of this study was to assess soil
salinity and boron in cotton fields using the electromagnetic induction (EM) technique and develop management zones for variable seeding application rates We
also compared cotton emergence and yields between variable and uniform seeding
rate applications The variable rate (VR) treatments were applied according to the
salinity and boron levels in the fields The results indicated that the EC levels in

the 0-0.3 m soil profile ranged from 0 5 to 14 dS/m Boron concentrations (1.5 to
8 mg/kg) were typically above the 2 mg/kg threshold for optimum emergence in
most areas of the fields The results also showed that better cotton emergence was
observed with the VR treatments The VR yields were significantly higher from
the yields obtained with uniform rate treatments This study demonstrated that the
EM technique provided an accurate estimate of the salinity and the boron levels in
soils. The EM results were useful in defining the seeding management zones and
subsequently improving the cotton emergence while reducing its variability.
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Integrating Soil Survey, Research, and Outreach in California's National
Parks.
D. Beaudette. Land, Air & Water Resources. Univ of California: A. O'Geen. Land.
Air <£ Water Resources. Univ of California: K. Osier. V. Bullard. USDA-NRCS;
S. Southard. USDA-NRCS: D. W. Smith. USDA Natural Resources
Consenation
Service: P. Biggam. NPS.
The National Cooperative Soil Survey has provided communities with detailed soil
resource inventories for a large percentage of the US Some regions have not been
surveyed, particularly in the west, which include rugged mountain ranges, nonarable land, or public land such as national parks or monuments. These gaps in the
current extent of the US soil inventory parallel previously held sentiments toward
the purpose of a soil survey; to guide the use of land for agricultural, commercial,
or residential development It is not surprising that the thought of surveying public lands, in particular national parks and monuments, may evoke two immediate
questions: I) Should we bother, and. 2) How will the survey be used? We offer two
cooperative soil survey efforts on public lands (Pinnacles National Monument and
Point Reyes National Seashore) as examples of how the University of California,
National Park Service (NPS), and the USDA-NRCS National Cooperative Soil Survey (NCSS) are working to survey lands, conduct research, and deliver information
about soils in national parks University of California students worked closely with
field soil scientists in order to gain mapping experience, but also to introduce and
integrate GIS and terrain analysis expertise into the mapping process Considerable
interplay between students and NRCS staff was maintained to facilitate efficient
field work For example, a statistical k-means algorithm was implemented as a
way to identify terrain-specific slope classes rather than arbitrary or tradition slope
delineations Further work with terrain generalization algorithms is being pursued
in order to assess their utility in the automatic generation of soil polygons. Exciting
research opportunities have evolved as a product of this collaboration. Solar radiation and hydrologie models are being fused with external sources of data that the
NPS have created (e.g. detailed vegetation and geology maps) in order to develop
quantitative predictions of soil development A comparison of annual insolation
values across contrasting terrain indicate that soil properties such as organic carbon
content and its distribution with depth can be predicted using landscape models.
Testing of predictive soil models based on terrain analysis was facilitated by a large
pedon dataset collected during the soil survey Plans arc in place to include the
results from selected research projects in the final soil survey product. With the
help of NPS botanists and ecologists, new forms of educational materials highlighting important soil-ecosystem relationships were produced to be displayed in Park
Visitor Centers. A web-based interface with digital soil survey data was created to
facilitate interactive exploration of soil resources, properties, and landscape relationships. New data visualization techniques are being tested to better illustrate the
importance of soil as an integrated component of the ecosystem.
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High-resolution Soil Survey Using SoLIM Based on 1-foot DEM.
J. E. Burl. Q. Zhu. Univ of Wisconsin-Madison: D. Simonson.
USDA-Natural
Resources Conservation Service: T. Hunt. Univ of Wisconsin-Platteville Pioneer
Farm: A. -. X. Zhu. State Key Laboratory of Resources and Environmental
Information System. Institute of Geographical Sciences and Natural Resources.
The increasing availability of LIDAR and other high-resolution digital elevation
models (DEMs) offers the potential for digital soil mapping with unprecedented
spatial resolution. To date the promise of improved surveys is only t h a t — a potential Given the much higher acquisition and data processing costs associated with
high-resolution DEMs, there is an immediate need to know if increased DEM resolution will in fact yield better surveys This study is the first to use the SoLIM expert
system predictive mapping model with a very high-resolution DEM, and so far as
we know, it represents the first application of this genre of model based on very
high-resolution terrain data. A SoLIM model was developed and applied to 400
acres of the UW-Platteville Pioneer Farm located in Lafayette, Wisconsin, U.S.A.,
based on a one-foot DEM. The study area consisted of very subdued topography
with only modest slopes and almost nonexistent profile curvature Three different
soils were recognized and inferenced using the SoLIM methodology. These consisted of moderately well to well drained soils The parent materials were mainly
loess over clayey pedisedimet over loamy-skeletal residuum from the underlying
Galena dolostone formation A narrow drainage way with silty alluvium soils was
not inferenced but was delineated using GPS in the field Two soils were recognized in this drainage way, a somewhat poorly drained and a poorly drained soil
A Giddings probe was used to examine the soils in 22 locations for verification
purposes Soils data was recorded along with the surface topography including the

slope gradient, aspect, profile curvature, and planform curvature Also, II backhoe pits were dug in several different landform positions and detailed profile soil
descriptions were prepared. Primary characterization data for pedons S04WI-065001 and SO4WI-065-002 have been completed from the Soil Survey Laboratory in
Lincoln, Nebraska Results show that the SoLIM map captured very subtle relationships between the soils and the landform positions that they occupy For example,
all of the more convex positions (noses) on the shoulders have been delineated
consistently regardless of size and location Saddle areas far too small to be seen in
standard DEM products (eg. 10m) were well-captured by the high resolution DEM
and were expressed in the resulting maps. Use of a wetness index computed over
a suitably chosen neighborhood size proved effective in separating two soils that
would otherwise have been difficult if not impossible to map correctly. Our results
show that despite the very subdued relief of this area, the 1-foot DEM was able to
represent topography very well, and that resulting terrain derivatives could be used
in SoLIM to produce accurate maps which revealed abundant fine-scale structure
in soil patterns This supports the potential of high-resolution DEMs for precision
agriculture and similar applications demanding detailed spatial soils information.
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Utilization of a Soil Database for the Needs of Rural Area Management.
P. Sklowodowski. A. Szafranek. A. Bielska. A. Polcik. Warsaw Univ of Technology.
Dept of Soil Science and Soil Conservation.
Rational management of the environment, including the agricultural production
land, requires particular knowledge of soil conditions. The soil is the product of the
natural environment and it creates this environment itself Comprehensive recognition of soil conditions, understanding of processes which occur in soils, acquisition
and processing of soil information, performed for the needs of various users are the
basic challenges which happens nowadays. Investigations of soils have been performed within the southern part of the High-Mazovia Upland. The basic objective
of work was to present a role which is played by the soil in the agricultural landscape, and to prove that the proper management of soils is the basis for the sustainable development of rural areas. The numerical agropedological maps as well as the
soil database were developed for the southern part of the High-Mazovia Upland;
that soil database contains information on soil contours and their properties, as well
as on the planned destination of soils That database has been amended with additional results of tests and inventory of changes In order to optimize the process of
delineating areas, the following soil data were considered, which had been acquired
from the agropedological map: complexes of agricultural usefulness, soil types and
subtypes, granulometric composition of surface and subsurface layers, diversification of granulometric composition in a soil profile, area of soil contours, land use
categories, soil classes Considering the effectiveness of agricultural production,
as well as environmental requirements, the data set has been enlarged with data
concerning chemical analysis of soils Basing on results obtained, demands for fertilizers, as well as buffer properties of soils have been investigated, and then, ways
of using soils in particular complexes have been determined and areas have been
designed: * Areas of integrated agricultural production Within investigated municipalities, the areas of sustainable agricultural production have been delineated with
consideration of soil conditions analysis, the structure of arable lands, the ratio
between arable lands and green areas and the size structure of farms as well socioeconomical conditions . The delineated areas include first of all soils of the 2nd
good wheat complex and the 4th very good rye complex. Those areas could also
include soils of the 5th—good rye complex—the medium class soils, soils of the
6th—weak rye complex, as well as soils of the 8th—cereal-fodder strong complex
and the 9th—cereal fodder weak complex Areas of production reserves, planned
for ecological food production The preferred method of maintaining the production
reserves concerns fallowing of lands Lands periodically used for agriculture have
been delineated after consideration of physical and chemical properties of soils,
the land use structure, social and economic aspects, forms of landscape and others.
The fertility and quality of soils of the 5th -good rye complex, the 6th—weak rye
complex and the 9th—cereal fodder weak complex prove that those soils could be
used for ecological agriculture purposes in conditions of sufficient organic fertilizing, or that they could be periodically fallowed. Areas planned for afforestation.
Following the guidelines concerning delineation of agricultural-and-forest borders,
those soils should be included in VI or V classes, arable lands classified into the
7th agricultural usefulness complex, as well as arable lands, which do not allow
for maintaining effective agricultural production, included in the 6th complex of
agricultural production The procedure of designing arable lands for afforestation
should consider the series of economical, social and natural aspects, which are
mutually related. First of all, the social aspect should be considered, as it would be
impossible to afforest an entire village or a big area, where farmers live and work,
considering agriculture as the only way to acquire funds for living. In such cases
alternative solutions should be searched for, as, for example, introduction of elements of ecological agriculture
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The Use of Soil Mapping with the Aim of Improving Farming Practices in a
Region of Crete, Greece.
E. Vavoulidou. E. Avramidis. P. Papadopoulos. Soil Science Institute of Athens.
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In the period 2000 - 2003, a soil survey and mapping program, financed by the
municipality of Malia in Crete, was carried out over a 5000 ha agricultural area
Sampling points were determined on the basis of land ownership, with representative producer's plots being sampled in order to cover the requirements of the study.
The land area is used for high-income agriculture and is cultivated mainly with
olives and potatoes and its climate type is moist meso-Mediterranean According to
USDA classification, the soils at higher altitudes were classified as Entisols xerorthcnts or xerofluvents and those at lower altitudes as Alfisols xeralfs Most soils have
a heavy texture (SCL), but the surface horizon of the Alfisols have a sandy loam
texture. The Alfisols are calcareous free soils with an acid reaction between 3.8 and
6.5. In contrast, the Entisols have a higher pH (7 5) because of C a C 0 3 content,
which has a mean value 4 cmol /kg The total amount of organic matter is very
low, ranging between 0 and 50 g/kg. The spatial data from the soil survey were
organized in several data layers with similar information and were processed using
a geographical information system (G1S) in order to facilitate its storage, management and analysis These layers had various formats and topologies depending on
the type of information they contained, e.g. the slope data layer, the digital elevation model and the satellite imagery had raster format while the boundaries of the
soil units, the roads and the settlements of the sampling Points had vector format
The first step was the collection, digitization and processing of all the available data
for the study area These were topography maps, geological maps, satellite imagery
and aerial photographs. Based on this information, many other derivative data layers such as slope and aspect were calculated Following this, sampling took place
and the exact position of each sampling and observation point was recorded with
the help of GPS devices This information, together with all results pertaining to
the sample, was entered into the graphical database, which was specially designed
to store all the relevant data for each point Maps showing the spatial distribution of
key parameters such as soil texture, pH, CaCÓ3 and nutrient status were produced
on the basis of data from the sampling points and interpolation using geostatistical
methods that took into account parameters such as slope and relief Through the
use of G1S, it was possible to greatly facilitate soil classification and the definition
of the soil unit boundaries. The visualization of all the data collected in the form of
various thematic maps along with the evaluation of the maps of key soil parameters
in the studied area demonstrate the ability of GIS not only to act as an important
administrative tool but also to provide valuable support for farmers in improving
farming practice.
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Characterization of the Soils and Evaluation of Sustainability Use of the Lands
in Distrito Federal, Brazil.
M. P. C. Lacerda. I. O. Barbosa. M. R. Bilich, C. S. Ferreira. A. A. A. Chaves. F. A.
Carvalho. A. D. Meira. llniv of Brasilia.
The interpretation of the sustainability use of the natural resources needs complex studies, because it demands evaluations of their interrelations particularly that
directly related with soils, with occupation and diversified uses. In this work was
emphasizing the use for agricultural activities In studies of this nature, the mapping
of soils and lands capability are important activities. The Distrito Federal (DF), in
Brazil, presents serious environmental problems in function of the uses and indiscriminate occupations of their lands This actual scenery needs, then, a revaluation
This work has the objective of elaboration of the environmental characterization of
Distrito Federal for the evaluation of the sustainability use of their lands On the
basis of interpretations of the existent maps of soils and lands capability (Embrapa,
1978) and a model of distribution of soils in the landscape of the Distrito Federal,
generated in this work, based on correlation studies about geology, relief and soil
classes, that allowed the elaboration of the pedologic map of detail (scale 1 25 000)
of this region Maps of actual use of the lands of DF were generated from image
of the satellite SPOT, with space resolution of 10 m, through classifications automated in the software ENVI 4 1 The map of actual use of the lands originated was
correlated with the pedologic and lands capability maps, allowing to evaluate the
adequacy of the installed agricultural activities. The evaluation of the sustainability of the lands in an area as big as for of Distrito Federal is a difficult task that it
demands a long time, however, the studies accomplished until the moment, made
possible the obtaining of some significant results The map of soils generated in
scale I 25 000 was fundamental in the elaboration of the environmental characterization, in function of the larger detail of the distribution of soils, especially those
of agricultural potential Oxic Rhodustox dystrophic occupy a great territorial area
of Distrito Federal, in the flat surfaces, in the older Surface Geomorphologie of the
area In these soils, usually, annual cultures of grains are installed, mainly soybean,
particularly with high technological level, respecting the agricultural adaptation
of these soils Oxic Plinthustox dystrophic take place in larger proportion in plain
reliefs, especially in the borders of flat surfaces, also, in the older Surface Geomorphologie of the area Usually, they present occurrences of ferric concretions
that can cause drainage problems interns, what worsens his agricultural potential
The most common use in these areas is constituted by pastures, in accordance with
the lands capability In the Second Surface Geomorphologie, also in plain slopes,
dominates the occurrence of Oxic Rhodustox dystrophic with contribution of lands
for erosion In these areas, prevail the urban development, per times disordered,
causing visible environmental degradation. In the hillsides of the transition of the
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older Surface Geomorphologie with the Second Surface, develop Typic Haplustept
+ Typic Haplustent. In these areas, where the suitable use would owe being of
environmental protection, it is verified, also, urban communities development with
well-known environmental degradation The younger Surface Geomorphologie
or Third Surface presents mountainous relief, with features of recent dissection
They develop Tropic Rhodustult + Tropic Haplustult + Ferric Haplustult + Mollic Udferralf + Tropic Mollrendent + Typic Haplustept, when the substratum is
constituted by carbonated rocks In spite of the high potential of natural fertility
of these soils, the aptitude of the same ones is harmed by the relief conditions. In
these areas, verifies environmental preservation, with limited agricultural use. Use
is observed basically for native pastures, not providing problems in the capacity of
use of these soils The largest problems of environmental degradation were verified
in the settlement of small farmers with cropping of horticulture and annual cultures,
usually without use planning and appropriate handling of the soil. These areas are
distributed by the whole Distrito Federal, located preferentially close to the urban
areas. These areas are small, however abundant, affecting the sustainability of the
lands in these areas
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Reconsidering Soil Survey Information Delivery in the 21st Century.
D. A. Miller. B. W. Bills. The Pennsylvania State Univ; S. W. Waltman. USDANRCS-NGDC; W. J. Waltman. E. J. Ciolkosz. The Pennsylvania State Univ.
Soils are complex natural bodies that undergo temporal and spatial change Likewise, the information resources developed from traditional soil surveys, laboratory
characterization, and attribute databases are also complex and generally difficult to
interpret by those outside of the discipline of soil science. While members of the
soil science community and knowledgeable users can generally navigate through
this mosaic of soil information resources, non-soil scientists and first-time users
often become overwhelmed by the complexity of locating and determining the specific soil information to meet their needs. The challenge has been, and remains, to
provide diverse customers with access to this vast body of soil information in forms
that are easily interpreted and applied.
Soil information resources are at the top of the list of most natural resource information needs for a wide range of activities conducted by land managers, educators,
scientists, planners, conservationists, and the general public While good progress
has been made, including the recent transition toward digital soils data, the soil
survey community faces significant challenges in a number of areas that prevent
consumers of soil data and information from achieving maximum benefit These
challenges include: exclusivity in defining the traditional customers for soil information, making the leap from raw digital soil data to refined soil information, and
developing creative ways to provide access to soil information resources that are
in forms and formats that more closely meet the multiple needs of the end-user
Soil survey can move beyond simply delivering data to providing information that
effectively meets user needs by facilitating the development of soil information
products and services that are easier to access, easier to understand, and easily
customized to the consumer's needs. For example, how can standard soil taxonomie information captured as a part of soil survey be effectively translated into
more meaningful agronomic interpretations? When soil survey uses ancillary information resources like climate station observations, how can we combine these
resources into higher-level products that improve decision making? This paper will
attempt to stimulate a new, broader vision for soil information resource delivery
by identifying the specific challenges and potential pathways that the soil survey
community can begin to take to meet the growing demanding for soil information
resources in the 21st century Examples drawn from previous and current projects
that apply advanced Web technology to the delivery of soil information resources
will be used to support this vision
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Gradient Distribution of Four Invader Plants in Relation to Soil and Other
Factors in CataluNa (Ne Spain).
E. Sobrino. Departamento de Producción Vegetal: Botanica y Protección Vegetal.
Univ. Politécnica de Madrid; M. Sanz Elorza. Ministerio de Hacienda; E. D.
Dana Sanchez. Universidad de Almeria; J. M. Soriano Päez. Departamento de
Producción vegetal: Botanica y Protección Vegetal. Univ. Politécnica de Madrid:
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Actually the plants invasion is considered as the second cause of plant decrease
biodiversity in our planet The situation in Mediterranean Basin is the same plant
decrease biodiversity picture Especial influence should be done in areas devastated
by man Spain shows the same scenario as part of a whole in the Mediterranean
Basin Recently in 2004 we have established 12 % of Spanish flora belongs to
alien origin and we have related the presence of 123 plant invaders in Spain In
this work we study the plant gradient distribution of four alien invaders species in
Catalonia that present at different distributing plant types: Araujia sericifera Brot
(Asclepidacea) from South-America; Carpobrotus edulis, (L.) N.E.Br. (Aizoaceae)
from South Africa; Buddlejia davidi, Franchet (Buddlejaeae) from China: Conyza
sumatrensis (Retz ) E Walter (Compositae) from South America. We study the
plant gradient distribution considering the following variables: soil type (including the antropic edaphic changes: contamination, existing urban zones, run way
nets, etc), the type of basal rock; rainfall; altitude; soil water availability and index
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of continentally Catalonia is a relatively small country between the parallels: 40°
30x N and 42° 50x N and the meridians 0° 30x E and 3° 30x E; even Catalonia
shows a big variability on the above mention studied variables In general it shows
basic soils Nevertheless in the North East area (Gerona) and in a part of the Pyrenees Mountains the acid soils are present Existing high mountains in the North
region, the Pyrenees (Aneto peak 3404 m); steppes in the Ebro river depression,
with humidity zones, some salty; and a long rock cost and sandy coast Special
attention has the urban zones like Barcelona, were the antropic pressure is heavy,
occupying, modifying and destroying the soil as it is in other Catalonian towns.
High way Catalonian net is a dense one, especially on touristic cost zones, which
show a high human population density mainly during summer time About this
above mention species, we have already created a Distribution Base List performed
by botanic itinerary, bibliographical revision and recording herbarium dry plants
All the localities studied were identified through UTM coordinates and mapped
The distributions of the selected species are in correspondence with the following
parameters: Araujia sericifera: is present in all over the cost zone of Catalonia as
in some shallow inside coastal localities Carpobrotus edulis is a naturalized plant,
in sandy and scarp costal localities, invading through the all Catalonian coast, this
plant comes in slightly in the valley rivers near to the Mediterranean sea Buddleja
davidii is an invader plant in the North of Catalonia, mainly in humid zones of
slopes, ways border, stony river margin Conyza sumatrensis: invades through a big
part of Catalonia country, this plant is not so present in mountain regions, we see
them colonizing high way borders, urban and unplugged soils.
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Seronet- a Robust Algorithm to Kit Neural Network Models for Pedotransfer
Functions.
C. A. A. Varella. M. B. Ceddia. UFRRJ.
Artificial Neural Networks were used to develop an algorithm to fit pedotransfer
functions (PTFs) for estimation water retention at 10 kPa from soil texture and field
position. Pedotransfer functions can be defined as predictive functions of certain
soil properties from other easily, routinely, or cheaply-measured properties. An
advantage of using the neural network approach is that no statistical assumptions
need to be assumed allowing fitting models based only in training sets. The Neural
Networks were trained with "backpropagation" and each weight and bias djusted
according to Levenberg-Marquardt. The algorithm was tested on a data set of 125
points collected in an agro ecological farm located at Seropédica-RJ/BR. Therefore, the main objetive of this work was to develop an algorithm that can be used
to estimate soil field capacity for precision agriculture The algorithm perform the
following steps: compares observed with predicted data, plot graphics, and presents
a methodology for validation the selected model The model fitted presents no tendency, witch can be observed by the parameters from cross-validation (FigureI)
Figure I Results from validation test.
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manures recorded improved soil properties where as application of compost @
25 t ha-1 + RDF(Recommended Dose of Fertilizer @ 62.5:100:75 kg ha-l)found
to be superior compare to FYM and vermicompost Addition of compost @ 25 t
ha-1 + RDF with or without Rhizobium registered significant values of available
nitrogen (212.7 kg ha-1), phosphorus (32 6 kg ha-1) and potassium (182 8 kg ha-1)
where as maximum values of exchangeable calcium and magnesium was (18.90
and 7 09 c mol (p+) kg) found in vermicompost and available sulphur (36 ppm)
in compost @ 25 t ha-1 + RDF + Rhizobium treatment Uptake of nitrogen and
phosphorus were significant and highest in compost @ 25 t ha-1 + RDF treatment
and potassium in FYM @ 25 t ha-1 + RDF treatment. Maximum values of calcium
and magnesium were recorded in treatment received compost @ 25 t ha-1 alone,
where as the sulphur uptake was found to be maximum in treatment received only
RDF alone.
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Development of the Geographic Information System on Soils of European
Russia for Modeling Carbon Dynamics in Agricultural Lands.
P. V. Koroleva. D. I. Rukhovich. V. V. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute.
It is known that carbon distribution in the earth crust and soil mantle is uneven;
in contrast to the atmosphere and hydrosphere, the redistribution of carbon in the
soil mantle does not lead to leveling of carbon concentrations. The current rise in
the atmospheric carbon concentration poses the problem of quantitative determination of carbon sinks and sources. The reserves of organic carbon concentrated in
soils by far exceed carbon pools in other components of the biosphere (except for
World Ocean); soils may serve as the most significant terrestrial sinks and sources
of carbon The agricultural development of soils may lead to considerable changes
in the organic carbon concentration The losses of soil organic matter upon the
long-term soil cultivation may be caused by different processes, including direct
mineralization-induced carbon emission into the atmosphere. To calculate and predict these losses, models of the carbon status of soils are being developed One of
the crucial factors for successful modeling is the adequate input information The
analysis of different models suggests that soil and climatic parameters and land
use data are needed for most of them. Spatially distributed three-dimensional data
(including the vertical or depth coordinate) are required. Different models have
different demands for the number of input parameters. It is feasible to develop
the general methodology of geographic information systems for the purposes of
modeling the carbon dynamics. The GIS developed in the Dokuchaev Soil Science
Institute for the territory of Russia is based on the digitized Soil Map of the Russian
Federation, 1:2 5 M scale. As it is necessary to compare different layers of spatially
distributed data with the initially different scales, all of them were georeferenced to
the topographic map of 1:1 M scale To display the character of land use, the Map of
Land Uses on a scale of 1 4 M was used. The soil map contains 205 mapping units,
which is still insufficient to characterize the diversity of soil conditions An additional layer displaying information on the soil texture was added In order to reduce
variability in soil properties within a given mapping unit, the map of Natural-Agricultural regionalization (1:8 M scale) was added The units for further modeling
of carbon dynamics are obtained via superposition of these four maps. Thus, they
are characterized by similarity in the genetic type (subtype) of soil, natural zone,
soil texture, and the type of land use. Each of such combinations is characterized
by a typical soil profile; soil physical, physicochemical, and chemical properties
are given in the attribute tables for separate soil horizons. The database on soil
horizons includes the following characteristics: (1) Horizon depth (thickness), (2)
bulk density, (3) content of fraction <0 01 mm, (4) content of fraction <0 001 mm,
(5) content of fraction <0.002 mm, (6) content of fraction O.0063 mm, (7) humus
content, (8) type of humus, and (9) soil acidity The climatic database is developed
on the basis of the world grid 0 5°, for every cell, the following data are included
with the time step of 10 days: (1) air temperature, (2) precipitation, (3) water vapor
pressure, (4) solar radiation, (5) evaporability, (6) mean daily amplitude of temperatures, and (7) Cloudiness The database on land use was developed with due
account for typical crop rotation systems For every crop in the rotation, the following parameters were included: (I) rates of organic fertilizers, (2) crop yield, and (3)
amount of postharvest residues left in the field After the creation of the geographic
information system, special work on data aggregation was performed in order to
reduce the computation time of modeling the carbon dynamics for vast areas For
the European part of Russia, the resulting map consists of 200 more or less homogenous areas suitable for further model calculations.The G1S created was used to
calculate the reserves of organic carbon in natural and agricultural soils for 1990
The carbon dynamics were simulated using the CANDY and ROTHC models It
is supposed that additional information from interpretation of remote sensing data
and from the soil map of 1:1 M scale will make it possible to calculate soil carbon
dynamics from 1990 to 2005 taking into account the transfer of a part of cultivated
lands into long-term fallow lands
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Effect of Organic and Inorganic Sources of Nutrients on Availabality
and Uptake of Major and Secondary Nutrients in Eastern Dry Zone of
Karnataka,India.
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Estimating Carbon Stocks at the Field-Management Scale.
VAS. GKVK. Bangalore. India.
M. L. Thompson. T. Chua-Ona. Iowa State Unix: J. Hutchison. Cameron University
A field experiment was conducted at Taridalu village, Gowribidanur taluk during
Y. F. Wu. Unix of Connecticut.
Rabi season of 2005, on sandy clay loam soil to study the effect of organic sources
of nutrients viz FYM, compost and vermicompost along with inorganic fertilizers
To identify the optimal spatial scales for which carbon storage agreements can be
with and without Rhizobium on avilabality and uptake of major and secondary
designed, the uncertainty in estimating stocks of soil organic carbon at field mannutrients by French bean in eastern dry zone of karnataka Application of organic
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agement scales must be assessed. The objective of this study was to compare alternative approaches for estimating the stocks of soil organic carbon of agriculturally
managed fields. We studied two fields (-15 and -17 ha) in Iowa where soils were
developed in Wisconsinan till and loess, respectively. Soils occurred on characteristic landscape positions in quintessential drainage sequences, ranging from well
to poorly drained. The fields were sampled in grid patterns at 125 or 143 sampling locations to a depth of 30 cm. Organic carbon content and bulk density were
determined for each of three depth increments. The stocks of organic carbon were
estimated in three ways: (1) by using a county-specific, expert database to predict
soil characteristics, (2) by using classical statistical analyses, in which (a) the data
from all sampling points were lumped or (b) in which the data from each mapping
unit were stratified and then compared with those from other mapping units, and (3)
by using geostatistical analysis, in which data for the entire field were analyzed by
semivariograms and kriged maps of the organic carbon distribution. Each approach
resulted in a different estimate of the total organic carbon stock of the field. Each
approach also yielded a different estimate of the uncertainty in the carbon stock
value For both fields, the expert database approach gave the largest estimate of
carbon stocks, while block kriging gave the lowest estimate. The uncertainty associated with each estimate ranged from 10 to 20% of the estimated stock.

and other interpolations methods must be found. Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
has recently been used to generate soil pedotransfer functions and mapping. The
purpose of this paper is to analyze the efficiency of artificial neural network, based
on coordinates of the area, to generate maps of spatial variability of field capacity.
The study area belongs to an agro ecological farm located at Seropédica-RJ/BR.
The data set was composed of 125 undisturbed soil samples collected in a depth of
0,10 m. In each sample, water retention at 10 kPa, was determined by Richards's
extractor, and in order to analyze the spatial dependence, in each sample point,
coordinates were determined The methods of interpolation were compared through
the parameters from cross validation and jack-knife. Analyzing table and figure 1,
its possible to observe that the parameters of the spherical and linear models are
very similar, however, considering the lower values of reduced mean, linear model
was considered the best to interpolate field capacity. ANN presented the worst performance, probably because the coordinates information alone is not sufficient to
do estimation of water retention. Besides, ANN presented higher estimated mean
than ordinary kriging with spherical and linear model, and tended to super estimate
field capacity. Despite the lower performance, ANN could be used to interpolate
field capacity. Figure I - Model's of semivariograms fitted to the experimental data
Table-1 Parameters from jack-knife and cross validation
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Soil and Ground Water Based Approach for Sustainable Agricultural
Development: Grass Roots Applications of Remote Sensing and G1S in Indian
Context.

V. K. Verma, P. K. Sharma, P. K. Liloria, D. C. Loshali. Punjab Remote Sensing
Centre. Ludhiana. India.
India is blessed with wealth of natural resources, but with these blessings, comes
the responsibility to ensure their conservation and rational use All round economic
development is leading to the irrational and unsustainable use of finite natural
resources. Remote sensing and GIS offers technologically the appropriate techniques for characterizing the georeferenced coherent agricultural zones depicting
site specific ground conditions related to soil and water. In view of this, an integrated study was conducted to analyze and map site-specific constraints related to
soil and water and to generate land resources development plan for Faridkot district
of Punjab (India). The study area experiences problems related to coarse textured
soils in large area, poor quality of ground water for irrigation, soil salinity associated with water logging leading to low productivity. Multidate Indian Remote
Sensing Satellite (IRS) 1C/1D LISS III data (print form) for the year 2001 and
2002 was used to generate land use map of the area on 1:50,000 scale depicting
five major land use classes at level I and fourteen at level II. Out of the total geographical area (TGA), 90.83 per cent is double cropped, whereas 0.44 and 0.78 per
cent respectively is cropped only during summer and winter season. Wastelands
comprising salt affected, waterlogged lands and sand dunes constitute 0.54 per cent
of TGA. Visual interpretation of satellite data was followed by reconnaissance soil
survey to generate soil map of the area The soils were classified as per Soil Taxonomy The soils of the area exhibit a great deal of heterogeneity with respect to
texture depending upon the topographic position. The pH of soils varied from 8 5
to 9 0 due to calcareous parent material. The EC of normal and salt affected soils
varied from 0 08 to 1.00 dS/m and 4.04 to 11.23 dS/m, respectively. The organic
carbon content of the soils varied from 0.03 to 0 35 per cent. Ground water, being
the major source of irrigation, 380 water samples from farmer's tube wells were
collected and analysed to map four categories of ground water viz., good, saline,
sodic, and saline-sodic. The ground waters of the area are alkaline in reaction (pH
>7.0). They have varying levels of salinity (0.3 to 7.5 dS m-l), sodium adsorption
ratio (1.4 to 70.1 [me L-l]!/2) and RSC (nil to 16.0 me L-l). The land use, soils,
and ground water quality maps were digitized and integrated using Arc GIS 8.3
to generate Composite Land development Units (CLDU) depicting site-specific
constraints Based on CLDU, locale-specific Land Resources Development Plan
(LRDP) map was derived, suggesting land and water management practices as well
as crop diversification plan for the area. Conclusions: The present study, carried
out under geoinformatics framework provides initial assessment and analysis of
natural resources. In order to implement this land resources development plan at
grass-roots level, there is need to further validate this analysis by conducting participatory rural appraisal to prioritize the problems and the possible interventions.
It is expected that intervention packages in each cluster unit (CLDU) will facilitate
sustainable agriculture at grass-roots level and pave the way for precision farming.
In this context a process of 'Impedance matching' between remotely sensed data
analysis and down to earth practice in the field by government functionaries would
be required for making full utilization of the massive data.

115-53
416b
M. BCeddia
Artificial Neural Network to Map Spatial Variability of Field Capacity.
M. B. Ceddia. C. A. A. Varella. UFRRJ: S. Vieira. Institute Agronómico: F. D. A.
D. C. Pinto. UFV
In precision agriculture, the generation of maps accounting the variability of soil
attributes is crucial Geostatistic has been used successfully to this purpose, since
kriging, its interpolation algorithm, is a best linear unbiased estimator. However,
not always the data concerning the target variable are available in a way that the
stationary assumptions are met Without stationarity the advantage of kriging fail.
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417a
T. Karyotis
Spatial Distribution of Nutrients and Status of Fertility in Arable Greek
Soils.
T. Karyotis. T. Mitsimponas. M. Tziouvalekas, A. Drosos. National Agricultural
Research Foundation. Institute for Soil Mapping and Classification.
This study was carried out in soils originated from the wider area of the lake Ascuris
which was drained for agricultural use in 1910. Soil fertility has been declined last
decades and yields decreased considerably. This investigation is aiming to assess
the status of nutrients and the spatial distribution of soil properties. Clay content
varied greatly and Cation Exchange Capacity was low at certain locations The
available phosphorus was ranged between 6.0 and 63.0 mg kg—1, and the organic
P was much higher. Low available P in some cases exhibits deficiency levels due
to empirical application of fertilizers. The soil pH ranged from 5.6 to 7 7 and 23
out of 27 soil samples were acidic Soil nitrogen was much lower than the mean
content observed in lowland Greek soils rich in organic matter Soil organic carbon
varied greatly and increased contents were found in those sites, where soil moisture
is usually higher. From the exchangeable cations, the content of Ca++ is the highest
and K+ seems to be at deficient level at certain locations. Among micronutrients,
the concentration of iron extracted with DTPA was the highest and the rest elements
were in the order Mn>Zn>Cu>B. Micronutrients extracted by 4 M HN03 varied
considerably amongst the samples and based on average concentration a different decreasing order was defined: Fe>Mn>Cu>Zn. Close relationships were found
between soil carbon, and total soil nitrogen and between soil carbon and CEC. The
irregularities in the surface layers may be affected by the kind of deposited material
during the process of soil formation, micro relief, cultivation history, hydromorphic conditions and by any factor which affects soil development. Geostatistics
have been used for a quantitative depiction in maps of selected properties These
thematic maps can be used by policy makers and institutions for planning and rural
development.
115-55
417b
M.R.Hart
Spatial Variation ofAvailable Soil Phosphorus in Micropiot Rainfall Simulation
Studies.
M. R. Hart. P. S. Cornish. Univ of Western Sydney.
The use of small rainfall simulators for studies of nutrient and sediment runoff
has become increasingly popular in recent years. As with most experimental techniques, they have both advantages and disadvantages One of the latter is the fact
that for experiments that aim to relate soil nutrient content to runoff"nutrient levels,
the plots are disturbed by removal of soil cores for analysis Thus, sequential studies examining losses of nutrients over time are compromised, since the physical
structure of the runoff plots is not kept constant. Is it possible to utilise soil cores
from just outside the runoff plot boundaries for this purpose, allowing the plot
surface to remain undisturbed? In this study, subsequent to simulated rainfall runoff events generating approximately 11 litres of runoff'water, individual soil cores
from 0-2cm depth were taken at intervals of 40cm along transects 25cm apart, from
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paired runoff microplots of dimensions 2 x 0 75m, beginning and ending 20cm outside the plot boundaries, with a further transect 25cm from the outer edge of each
plot, giving a total of 42 individual soil samples per paired plot. Triplicate paired
plots were so sampled at three pastoral sites, under low, moderate and high farm
management intensity, and the soil samples analysed for available (Colwell) P. The
spatial variation of soil P within and just outside the microplots will be examined
to determine whether sampling outside runoff plots is a viable strategy for ongoing
runoff plot experiments Another weakness of micropiot studies is that scaling up
runoff losses of nutrients and sediment is tenuous at best This is partly because
other factors which influence runoff losses at larger scales, such as re-infiltration of
overland flow, deposition of sediment and adsorption-desorption of nutrients, are
not taken into account by the technique, and also because the practical difficulties
of carry ing out rainfall-runoff simulation means that generally only a few replicates
covering a few square meters are conducted, which are then taken to represent a
much larger area, even if only an individual field However, it is known that soil
nutrients such as phosphorus can vary significantly over sub-meter to hundreds of
meters scale Thus results from micropiot runoff studies might vary significantly
depending on where in a given location they happen to be sited. As part of this
study, the fields in which the runoff plots described above were situated were soil
sampled at 0-2cm depth (5 cores taken within a 2m radius and composited) in grid
patterns of 30 - 35m and analysed for Colwell P This will determine the spatial
variation of available soil P a t the paddock scale in relation to the runoff micropiot
scale.
115-56
418a
F.Chen
Similarity Analysis of Crop Fields for Mapping Soil Organic Carbon.
F. Chen. D. E. Kissel. L. T. West. W. Adkins. Dept of Crop and Soil Sciences. Unix of
Georgia: D. Rickman. Global Hydrology and Climate Center. NASA: J. C. Luvall,
Global Hydrology and Climate Center. NASA.
High-resolution, remotely sensed imagery with bare soil surface has been successfully used to quantitatively map the spatial variation of the organic carbon concentrations (SOC) of surface soil (Chen et al. 2000, Chen et al 2005) This method
requires each field to be sampled and mapped separately Comparing with the traditional method in precision agriculture such as gird sampling, the method greatly
reduced the cost of soil sampling and the following data analysis. However, the
cost would be still high if multiple fields need to be mapped Upon examination of
remotely sensed images that consist of several fields, some fields look similar with
regard to image properties such as the color histogram. By examining the similarity of these fields, it may be possible to group the similar fields, analyzing and
mapping them together in a single procedure, thereby reducing costs further The
objective of this study was to examine image similarity of agricultural fields, relate
image similarity to soil properties, and map SOC for a group of fields with a single
procedure Three types of features (feature vectors), including color histograms,
color slope magnitudes, and Haar wavelet transforms, were extracted to analyze
field similarity with computer programming developed. Two similarity matching
methods, statistical clustering with Euclidean distance and the Ward neural network
system were used for examining the similarity between extracted features extracted
from fields Dissimilarity distance (for the statistical clustering method) and coefficient of determination (for the Ward neural network system) were used as criteria of
similarity ranking of images (fields) Based on the conclusion of similarity analysis,
different fields were selected from an NASA ATLAS image. Similarity of fields
was examined and soil organic carbon maps for grouped fields were developed with
a single processing for each group of fields
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418b
E. Margherita
Humic Acids and Aggregate Stability in Organically Amended Semiarid
Soils.
E. Margherita. G. Brvnetti. DIBCA. Unix of Bari: C. G. hquierdo. Centra de
Edafologia y Biologia Aplicada del Segura.CEBAS-CSIC:
N. Vignozzi. CRAISSDS: S. Pellegrini. CRA-ISSDS: M. Pagliai. CRA-1SSDS: N. Senesi. DIBCA.Unix
of Bari.
Mediterranean semiand regions, such as Southern Italy and Spain, soil erosion is
a severe problem A suitable method for recovering degraded soils is the amendment with adequately-treated organic wastes such as municipal solid residues and
sewage sludges Soil organic matter (SOM), and in particular its humic fraction,
is an important factor that controls aggregate stability by promoting the binding
of primary soil particles into stable aggregates The objective of this work was to
evaluate the effect of various soil organic amendment in restoring the quality of a
degraded soil after seven years from biomass application. Changes of soil humic
acid (HA) structure, and aggregate stability were measured as a function of the
type of organic amendment used and the position in respect to soil slope The field
experiment was conducted in an abandoned agricultural area located in the Murcia
region. Southeastern Spain A total of 25 Kgxm-2 of each of three organic amendment, raw sewage sludge (FS), composted sewage sludges (CS), a mixture of FS
and a commercial humic substance (FS+HS), and a mixture of FS and barley straw
(FS+P), was added in a single application to 15 x 2 m2 plots with a slope of 15%
from the top to the bottom An unamended plot was used as a control (C) Seven
years after amendment soil samples were collected from the surface layer (0 to 20
cm) of the tophill (/) and the bottomhill (b) portion of each plot, and were labelled:

FS/ and FSo, CS/ and CS6. FS+HS; and FS+HS6, FS+P/ and FS+Po, C/ and Co
Soil samples were air-dried, crushed, passed through a 2-mm sieve, and HAs were
isolated according to the procedure suggested by the International Humic Substances Society (IHSS) The HAs were analysed for their elemental composition,
atomic ratios and ash content, and by visible, Fourier trasform infrared and fluorescence spectroscopies Aggregates (2<t>\) were separated from the bulk soil by
passing through a 2-mm and a I -mm sieve, and their stability was analysed according to the method of Cavazza (1981) The HA yields of all amended soil samples
are higher than those of the corresponding control soil HAs, which indicates that
organic amendment increases the humified organic fraction content in soil The
HA yield of soil Co is lower than that of soil C/, whereas the opposite generally
occurs for Co an O HAs of amended soils. These results suggest that the control
soil plot, which is subjected to more intense loss and runoff processes, contain a
higher amount of HAs in the tophill portion, possibly due to the presence of more
stable aggregates The chemical and spectroscopic characteristics of HAs are generally similar for all samples In particular, the 3-D fluorescence spectra of HAs are
characterized by a unique main fluorophore at a Xex/ tem = 450-455/535-540 The
significantly higher fluorescence intensity (I) of C-HAs, and expecially of the Co
-HA, than that of the other HAs suggests a decreased humification level of HAs in
amended soils, with respect to HAs of the control soil The lower humification level
of C/-HA with respect to C6 -HA is possibly a consequence of runoff processes
that affect the tophill soil of the control plot Table I shows the aggregate stability
as water-stable aggregates (SA%) of all soil samples. The SA% of amended soils
is higher than that of the control soil The sample C6 shows the lowest value of
SA, thus confirming the hypothesis that the control soil plot, which is subjected to
more intense loss and runoff processes, contains a higher amount of HA and more
stable aggregates in the tophill portion The samples CS, FS+HS and FS+P have
the highest SA values, and no significant difference is apparent between the tophill
and the bottomhill soils of these plots SOM contents and HA yields are positively
related to SA values Thus, plots amended with more stable organic matter (CS and
FS+HS) and with a greater plant cover feature a greater aggregate stability and a
reduced loss and runoff even if their HAs have a lower humification level with
respect to the control soil plot.
Table 1. Water stable aggregates of amended soil samples in comparison with control soil
Values with a different superscript letter are significantly different at a p value =
0.05.
Sample
Ct
Cb
ISt
I Sb

est
CSb
FS+HSt
FS+HSb
FS+Pt
FS+Pb

Stable aggregates %
58"
2()h
U,'
44'
78'
SO
76'
78
80
78
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A Puste
Wetland Ecosystem: Soil and Water Characterization in Relation to Crop
Productivity and Economic Stability for Resource-Poor Farm Families.
A. Puste. Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyalaya (Agril. Unix); D. K. Das. Bidhan
Chandra Krishi Visvtaxidyaiaya (Agril. Unix): K. Jana. Bidhan Chandra Krishi
Viswaxidyalaya (Agril. Unix).
Soil and water are the integral part of global natural resources, determined greatly
wetlands and its diversity, habitats of thousands aquatic flora and fauna Categorically, wetlands are lands transitional between terrestrial and permanent wet body,
where soil is frequently waterlogged during rainy months Survival of human civilization is inextricably linked with wetlands which sustained economic stability
of hundreds million of people And this swampy environment of the carboniferous period produced and preserved many of the fossil fuels on which we greatly
depend now In addition, wetlands are certainly important for many of the functions (regulations, production, carrier, information functions etc.). Physico-chemical (biogeochemistry) characteristics of soil and water in wetlands greatly differs
relating to permanent (2.5 ± 1.0 m of water depth round the year), semi-permanent
(flooding during rainy of 2 0 ± I 0 - 1.5 m of water depth & drying during summer) and temporary (flooding during rainy of < 2.0 ± 1.0 - 1.5 m of water depth &
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drying during summer including part of winter) in nature A typical greyish-black
to black-coloured soil dominated by clayey (mucky in nature) is the pre-dominant
features in 'low-lying flood plains' of these zones. Wetland characteristics and its
management are thus imperative for sustainable development for mankinds. Proper
utilization of wetlands, case studies were undertaken during wet and post-wet
months on starch and protein-rich two important and popular aquatic food crops
(rooted emergent hydrophytes) under different nutritional and agro-techniques
(water chestnut-Trapa bispinosa Roxb and makhana-Euryale ferox Salisb) for
the improvement of soil and water, which may greatly relates with the economic
viability of the resource-poor farm families in the coast and north-eastern plains
of the Indian subtropics Remarkable improvement on fruit & kernel yield, MYK
and economic output (GMR, NP and B-C ratio) were exhibited with the system
imposed. The soil physico-chemical characteristics like pH (7 16, 7.25), organic
C (069, 071%), organic matter (1.22, 1.31%), ammoniacal N (0.065, 0 078%),
nitrate N (0.047,0.052%), available N (0.072,0.078%), P(92 0, 131.3 kg ha-1) and
K. (372 6, 402 4 kg ha-1) are most important for growing such aquatic food crops,
respectively Analysis of such wet bodies represents the water characteristics values
like pH (7 07, 7 32), EC (0.72,0 68 dsml-l), BOD(I 46, I 98 mg l-l), COD (2 16,
2 57mgl-l), C03-(l.39, 1.42 meq.1-1), HC03- (1.56, 1.88 meq 1-1), N03-N
(29.86, 31 22 pg 1-1), S04-S (387 69,412.86 mg 1-1) and CI-(168 54, 174.23 mg
1-1) is most responsive for both the crops, may be quite adaptable and favourable
for effective utilization of this vast waste wetlands for the mankind's safely All the
characters of both soil and water were also significantly influenced by the depth and
duration of submergence under this investigation The enriched soil-biomass may
be effective as recycling for arable crop production in the sequence
116-2
120b
B Singh
Assess»bility of Nitrate Pollution in Groundwater Using Integrated G1SModel Approach.
B. Singh. Punjab Agricultural Univ. Ludhiana.
An excessive dose of nitrogenous fertilizers more than its recommended doses
and its improper application time lead to it's leaching to groundwater. Agricultural
Nitrogen Model (ANIMO), a complex mechanistic model was tested on field scale
to determine nitrate leaching in soil-aquifer system. This tested model along with
water hydrology model SWAP were then integrated with ARC - GIS version 8 3
to determine nitrate pollution in groundwater on regional scale. Based on this integrated approach, future forecasting maps of nitrate pollution in groundwater of the
study area were made for dominant wheat - rice cropping system.
116-3
121a
M A Elrashidi
Using Soil Survey to Evaluate the Impact of Agricultural Land on Natural
Water Resources.
M. A. Elrashidi. USDA/NRCS, National Soil Survey Center; D. Mays. VSDA/
NRCS. National Soil Survey Center.
Agricultural chemicals such as phosphorus (P) and nitrogen (N) can be transported
from surface soils by runoff and leaching to freshwater bodies. Therefore, agricultural watersheds, particularly in high rainfall areas may pose risk to the water
quality in streams, rivers, and lakes. The NRCS technique utilizes existing climatic,
hydrologie, and soil survey databases to estimate the loss of water and agricultural
chemicals (P and N) by runoff and leaching from agricultural watersheds. It can
be applied on a small watershed (20 to 40 ha) or a large area of agricultural land
which may include thousands of hectares. The G1S software which utilizes available spatial soil and land cover layers as well as the predicted data for water and
both P and N losses, can be applied to develop digital maps These maps improve
data presentation and communications with the clientele as well as identity P and
N hot spots within a watershed The technique was applied on Wagon Train (WT)
watershed in southeast Nebraska, US The objectives were to predict: I) loss of
water from the watershed by surface runoff and subsurface leaching, 2) loss of P
and nitrate-N from soils by runoff, 3) loss of nitrate-N from soils by leaching, and
4) P and N loading for WT reservoir The estimated annual loss of water by runoff
was 4 32 million m3 and approximately one million m3 by leaching below the root
zone The predicted runoff water was in good agreement with the observed annual
inflow for WT reservoir (4 25 million m3). The predicted annual P loss by runoff
was 844 kg while the annual nitrate-N loss was 7 0 Mg. The predicted annual loss
of nitrate-N by leaching was slightly higher (7.7 Mg) than that for runoff Assuming
that most of runoff water from the watershed flows into the reservoir, the amount
of both P and N in runoff water could be considered as the annual loading for WT
reservoir. No attempt was made to investigate the fate of water or nitrate lost by
leaching below the root zone. The predicted P concentration in the runoff water at
field sites was 196 ug/L Phosphorous concentration observed in major streams at
the beginning of rainy season (March) ranged from 99 to 240 pg/L with an average
of 162 ug/L, and the average P concentration in water samples taken from different locations in the reservoir was 140 pg/L. Phosphorous uptake by algae, weeds,
and aquatic plants, as well as high pH (8 45) in the reservoir and streams might
explain the slight drop of P concentration in waters. Nitrate-N concentration in
stream water samples collected at the beginning of the rainy season from 12 locations in the watershed ranged between 0.37 and 1 56 mg/L with an average of 0.90
mg/L. Further, the nitrate-N concentration in monthly samples collected for the
entire rainy season (March through October) along the main stream before entering
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the reservoir ranged from 0 36 to I 45 mg/L with an average of 0.81 mg/L. The
observed concentration was generally lower than the predicted nitrate-N concentration of I 63 mg/L for the entire watershed Similar to P, this low nitrate-N concentration observed in streams could be attributed to the presence of heavy growth of
algae, weeds, and aquatic plants as well as denitrification We need to emphasize
that the predicted P and nitrate-N values were calculated for runoff water generated
at field sites and not in stream water When we consider factors affecting P and N
concentration in runoff" after leaving field sites, the technique could provide a reasonable estimation of Pand nitrate-N concentration in stream water We concluded
that the NRCS technique could be used as an exploratory technique to conduct
quick evaluations and identify hot spots for large areas of agricultural land Thus,
lengthy and site-specific studies could be focused on certain areas of high risk.
116-4
121b
G.Liu
The Analytical Solutions of Three Dimensional Heat Equation for Thermal
Pulse Method.
G. Liu. China Agricultural Univ.
The heat pulse method enables estimation of the thermal diffusivity, volumetric
heat capacity (p c), and thermal conductivity of soils. It has been much employed
for moisture estimation because of the strong dependence of (pc on soil water content. The present study investigates the influence of boundary conditions and soil
column's geometry on temperature measured by thermocouple Analytical solutions are found for three kinds of boundary conditions One is the zero temperature
boundary conditions which mean that all boundaries are in thermal equilibrium
with the environment The other is the adiabatic boundary conditions, for which
no heat exchange occurs with the environment The third is the more general case,
the radiation boundary We solve three dimensional heat conduction equations in
homogeneous and isotropic medium The heater of finite length and the soil sample
offinitesize were considered. For both adiabatic,zero surface temperature and radiation boundary conditions, we obtained the analytical solutions of heat equation for
thermal pulse method with short-duration of heat released Different conformations
of the heater due to the distortion of the heater and sensor probes were also taken
into account The analytical solutions agree rather well with the experiment result
Based on these theoretical models, we evaluated the error of volumetric heat capacity caused by adopting the commonly used infinite linear heat resource in infinite
solid. We find that the error of adiabatic boundary condition is larger than that of
zero surface boundary condition For soil sample with fixed height, the shorter
heater will introduce bigger error comparing with the opponent of it, which is the
result of more inhomogeneous temperature distribution in soil sample For typical
probe spacing and probe length, soil column geometry, the error is <5%, thus, the
infinite line source model is a good approximation
116-5
122a
M. H Hadizadeh Yazdi
Monte Carlo Calculation of a Properly Paraffin Cube for Moisture
Measurement Near the Soil Surface by Neutron Probe.
A. A. Mowlavi. Physics Dept. School of Sciences. Tarbiat Moailem Univ of
Sabzevar: M. H. Hadizadeh Yazdi. Ohio Univ.
Soil moisture measurement by the neutron probes is affected near the soil surface where neutrons are lost into the air. So, the usefulness of the neutron meter
is limited if it is necessary to measure moisture near the soil surface. Also, most
researchers need to know the shallowest depth at which moisture observations are
unaffected by the surface Monte Carlo simulation technique is a powerful too) to
model the measuring moisture by neutron probe and calculate the surface effect In
this present work, moisture measurement by a neutron probe with Am-Be neutron
source has been simulated with MCNP4C code. The dimension of a properly paraffin cube has been calculated to correct the surface effect and use neutron probe near
the soil surface measuring
116-6
123a
F Mikailsoy
Study of Migration of Polluting Substances in Soil on the Basis of Mathematical
Modeling.
F. Mikailsoy. Univ of Selcuk: A. I. Mamedov. USDA-ARS. National Soil Erosion
Research Laboratory.
Analytical solution of the problem of migration of polluting substances in the limited soil layer should be interesting, particularly in the case when the moisture and
mass transport occur at shallow level of subsoil or ground water. In this case the
data, sufficient for application of the analytical solution of the problem of mass
transport, can be received from measurement over concentration of polluting substances in ground water and irrigation water together with an estimation of soil
water balance. The purpose of this study was a development of the analytical solution of the mass transport model in the soil, taking into account the simultaneous
influence of the chemical substances of the ground and irrigation waters on soil
pollution As a result of the solution of the designed system the analytical solution
was received to predict (i) the influence of surface and subsoil (ground) waters on
the change of concentration of soil chemicals at a given soil depth; (ii) the pollutant
concentration at the uniform and non-uniformly distribution of the chemical substances in the soil profile (with limited depth); and (iii) the pollutant concentration
in the soil profile under different leaching conditions Accuracy of the results will

be limited by the preconditions used at the statement of the problem and assumption of the equations
116-7
124a
A. P. Gerayzade
Problems of Heal and Mass Transfer in Different Genesis' Soils.
A. P. Gerayzade. Institute Soil Science and Agrochemistry.
In order to save soil regular researches of the influence of various natural and
anthropogenic factors on soil properties are necessary The gradients of temperature and humidity caused by the atmospheric phenomena, directly connected with
the solar energy acting on a surface of soil always take place in soil. All processes,
occurring in soil, depend on established in the soil thermal, water and air regimes
For a theoretical substantiation of processes occurring on the Earth, it is necessary to have the data of a set of various characteristics of soil and lower layer
of an atmosphere. For definition of the size of heat and moisture participating in
processes of turbulent exchange between soil and an atmosphere, it is necessary
to measure gradients of temperature and humidity in ground, and lower layer of
atmosphere and one must know the direction of a thermal flow in soil too There
are various methods of definition of thermal and moisture characteristics of soil
including accounting, laboratory and field methods Though a lot of works were
devoted to the separate researches of heat and moisture transfer in soils, however
the researches devoted to simultaneous decision of this problem are not enough In
the given work the results of laboratory and field researches of heat and mass transfer in soil are presented As an example, the results of researches of heat and water
transfer in gray, brown and yellow soils, on granulometric composition belonging
to easy clay and average clay soils are presented. The redistribution of temperature
and humidity is shown depending on created gradients of temperature and humidity in soils The speed of heat and moisture transfer are established depending on
duration of influence of a gradient of temperature in soil, simultaneously the size of
a back flow of a moisture was investigated too. The thermal and moisture properties
of soils are investigated depending on such characteristics of ground as structure,
contents of humus, capacity of absorption, granulometric composition, density, initial humidity, gradient of temperature, etc. The various laws in behavior of heat
and mass transfer in soils are established depending on basic factors of soil By
extrapolation of data, received in laboratory and field conditions, the satisfactory
consent between them is established. The occurrence, even insignificant gradient of
temperature or humidity in soil will become the cause of heat and moisture transfer
The size of arising trasportation is quantitatively determined at existence gradients
of temperature and humidity in soil For each type of soils the optimum conditions
of transfer both moisture and heat are established. The received material is recommended to apply in drawing up various models of substance and energy transfer in
soils, in determining the quantity of moving and direction of nutritious elements,
in drawing up of water, thermal and salt balances at washings of salted soils Keywords: soil, thermal and moisture transfer, rating of transfer, reversing transfer
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B. Usowicz
Statistical-Physical Models for Estimation a Heat and Mass Transfer Properties
in Soil from Easy Measured Soil Components.
B. Usowicz. Institute ofAgrophysics. Polish Academy of Sciences.
Knowledge of fundamental soil physical properties is required for modelling of
energy and mass transports processes Studies of these properties enable better
understanding of the physical processes that take place in the soil and their results
can be useful for elaboration of optimal methods for control of thermal-water-air
relationship in plant environmental and for prevention of land degradation A new
statistical-physical model of the mass and energy transfer has been formulated in
this paper on the bases of the most fundamental conceptions and ideas of mechanics, thermodynamics and electrodynamics Each constituent soil element through
which mass and energy flows, can be characterised by certain specific properties.
Hence, each soil element can represent by the so-called resistor or capacitor which
are the soil equivalents of soil elements It can be assumed that soil particles touch
one another and form both a serial and a parallel connection An infinite number
of such connections can be distinguished in the soil They are manifested as various shapes called "meshes". It can be assumed that a porous medium can be represented by a pattern (net) of more or less cylindrically interconnected channels.
The capillary radius can represent an elementary capillary formed in between soil
particles in one case, and in another case it can represent a mean hydrodynamic
radius When we view a porous medium as a net of interconnected capillaries, we
can apply a statistical approach for the description of the liquid or gas flow A soil
phase is included in the porous medium and its configuration is decisive for pore
distribution in this medium and hence, it conditions the course of the water retention curve of this medium A statistical-physical model was constructed in such a
way that the unit of soil volume in which the particles of solid, liquid and gaseous
phase are to be found, are presented as a system constructed from elemental geometrical figures forming overlapping layers It was assumed that the liquid between
the particles and its flow through the configuration is presented by the capillary
net Capillary connections in the layer are represented by parallel connections of
hydraulic resistors and between the layers the capillary connections are represented
by serial resistor connections The flow of electric current, heat and electric permittivity through the soil's constituents was represented in a similar way The model
enabled the following porous medium properties to be considered: hydraulic, pneumatic and diffusive properties of porous medium resulting in determination of its

gas and water conductivity as well as in determination of its diffusivity from the
water retention curves and some calibration data, thermal properties of the porous
medium leading to determination of its thermal conductivity from the basic properties of solid, liquid and gas phases forming this medium, electrical properties of the
porous medium from the viewpoint of determination of its salinity on the basis of
the measured bulk electrical conductivity and determination of its moisture content from the measurement of the porous medium dielectric constant The calculations based on this new statistical-physical model and comparison of the calculated
results with the data measured as well as statistical analysis can be a basis to the
statement, that this model predicts the heat and mass transfer properties with the
satisfactory accuracy Because characterising the heat and mass transfer properties
is costly and time consuming, development of models that predict these properties
from more easily measured soil components is desirable.
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A Theory for Simultaneous Measurement of the Thermal Properties of a Soil
with Water Flows in the Soil and the Velocity Vector of the Water Flowing in
the Soil.
M. Hara, /wale Univ. A. Endo, lwale Univ.
We have developed a new theory to measure thermal properties of a soil and velocity vector of water flow in the soil simultaneously The thermal properties of a soil
are thermal diffusivity, k [nr/s], volumetric heat capacity, C [J/(K m')], and thermal
conductivity, K. [J/(K m s)]. where the third is the product of the former two The
velocity vector of the water flow in the soil consists of the velocity and the direction of the water flow in the soil. The present paper uses a heat pulse generated in
the soil The heater generates heat constantly during a period of tM [s] and the total
amount of heat generated from the heater is Q [J/m for a linear heater, and J for
a point heater]. In the conventional heat pulse techniques, measurements of the
thermal properties of soil should be done only with no water flows in the soil This
restriction has limited the use of heat pulse techniques in the site The present theory
provides methods for the measurement of the thermal properties of soil with water
flows in the soil For the measurement of one- or two-dimensional velocity field, a
linear heater should be used to produce the heat pulse Temperatures at two or four
orthogonally symmetric positions around the heater should be measured continuously for the measurement of one or two dimensional velocity field, respectively.
For the measurement of three-dimensional velocity field, two linear heaters or a
point heater should be used Anyway, temperatures at six orthogonally symmetric
positions around the heater should be measured continuously for the measurement
of the three-dimensional velocity field In order to obtain k and C we measure the
peak time, tm [s], and peak value. Tn [K], of temperature rise produced with the heat
pulse The present paper shows a formula that leads a non-dimensional parameter.
H=r u/(2 k), from the ratio of difference to sum of the temperatures at a set of symmetric points, where r = distance between the heater and temperature sensor [m],
and u = component of velocity vector that is parallel to the temperature sensors
[m/s]. For the measurement of a two-dimensional velocity field, for instance, we
will get two H's like H% and H% corresponding to x and y components of the velocity vector, UN and u, respectively. We call (H 2+H :)''- as H The present paper
provides a new analytical solution that leads thermal diffusivity, k, from a ratio
of half pulse width to the peak time of the temperature rise, m=(t(/2)/t , and H
Now the values of u and u are calculated from thus obtained values of H , H and
k assuming that the value of r is known with calibration Finally, the value of C is
obtained from T and an integral of the well known function for temperature rise
produced with a heat pulse For possible errors in distances, r, between the heater
and temperature sensors, the present paper shows methods to cancel the positioning
errors Since temperature of the heater becomes infinity if the shape of the heater is
rigorously line or point, cylindrical or spherical heaters should be used in stead, for
which we have no analytical solutions Still, the analytical solutions stated above
could be utilized with some amount of errors according to the finite radius of the
heaters, which is to be lead to numerical calculations
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Y Imoto
Numerical Approach Using Binary Transport Theory in Soil Water
Evaporation.
Y Imoto. Graduate School of Science and Technology. Chiba Unix; Y. Amemiya.
Japanese Institute of Landscape Architecture; S. Lee. Graduate School of Science
and Technology. Chiba Unix; I. Machida. National Institute ofAdvance Industrial
Science and Technology.
A convection-dispersion flow of vapor water should be treated as a component of
the whole gas mixture in soil, since all components are transported not only by
molecular diffusion but by mechanical dispersion as a result of counter movement
Binary system can, therefore, explain the interactions between component-flow
equations. One of the significant results shows the gas mixture flux is not influenced by dispersion, but directly corresponds to a convective term in hetcronomous expression The Darcian-type gas transport equation, or transport equation in
autonomous expression is verified to have its content necessarily Thus we express
the gas transport equation in heteronomous form as,
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where M H s mole flux of gas mixture (mol/m2/s), H . volume fraction of gas, H i
, mole density of mixture gas (mol/m3), WM,flowrate (m/s). And the equation in
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autonomous form is also expressed as.
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where mm mole conductivity of gas (mol s/kg), IJ^HHH pressure gradient (Pa/
2

m), H E intrinsic gas permeability (m ), H . viscosity (kg/m/s). Comparison of
Eq.( I) with (2) gives the flow rate of gas mixture.
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Schematic view of the QPHP sensor.
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Thus we can formulate the binary transport equations in terms of Eq (3)
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where H i isHJ counter-dispersion coefficient, HM, the r
(mol/m3/s). H i , mole concentration of vapor (moI/m3), HB. mole concentration
of other components(mol/m3) Since Eq. (6) is only the sum of Eqs. (4) and (5),
either Eq. (4) or (5) is sufficient to be solved simultaneously together with Eq (6)
The whole gas flux is driven by the gradient of the square of pressure while the
convective terms in components cannot say to be driven by it.
The theory is now applied to the soil evaporation problem, and solved simultaneously with Darcian liquid flow equation,
59
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where H is volume fraction of soil liquid,

mass density of soil liquid (kg/

Mi

m3), H I hydraulic conductivity (kg s/m3), H i . matric potential (J/kg), 9 1 . gravitational acceleration (m/s2), I B , molar mass of liquid water (kg/mol). Assumed
that the mole phase transition rate is proportional to the difference between liquid
and vapor activities, numerical results show fairly well agreement with experimental data
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A ENDO
Simultaneous Measurement of Water Flux Density Vector and Thermal
Properties of a Soil.
A. ENDO. National Institute of Industrial Safety, Construction Safety Research
Division; M. Mara, /wate Univ. Faculty ofAgriculture.
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Fig.2 Relationship between the
Vu, with QPHP sensor and the
wetting front velocity Vf.

Since soil and ground water pollution with agricultural chemicals have become
very serious problems all over the world, detection of water flow implicating the
contaminant flow-vector in the soil has been desired ever before. Endo and Hara
(2003) conducted simultaneous measurement of thermal front advection velocity
(TFAV) vector, thermal properties (thermal ditfusivity k [ m2 s-1 ] and volumetric heat capacity re [ J m-3 K-l ]) with Quintuple-Probe Heat-Pulse (QPHP) sensor for a water-saturated sand column under steady state conditions. The QPHP
sensor consists of a heater rod at the center and four thermocouple rods around
the heater rod as shown in Fig.1. We measured temporal changes of differences
(DT1-3 (t) and DT2-4 (t)) and sums (DT1+3 (t) and DT2+4 (t)) of temperature
changes imposing different magnitudes and durations of a heat pulse under steady
state water flow conditions. A normalized flow vector, thermal properties and TFAV
were estimated from the measured DT (t) data. The TFAV was transformed to the
water flux density Jw [ m3 m-2 s-1 ] using measured re and introduced volumetric
heat capacity of the fluid (rc)w (Melville et al, 1985), the water flux density Jw
was then transformed to pore water velocity Vw(=Jw/q) using introduced volumetric water content q(=(rc - (rc)0) /(rc)w). Flere, (rc)0 is volumetric heat capacity
at q=0. As a result of this experiment, measured Jw and thermal properties were
in good agreement with the control values. In order to verify the utility of QPHP
measurement for unsaturated conditions, temporal change of the Jw and thermal
properties were also observed in inclined-multiply layered-sand under infiltration
conditions. Fine and coarse textured sands were packed in a transparent infiltration
box (W150cmxH80cmxT5cm) in order to achieve 0.03[m3 m-3] of q and 1.5[Mg
m-3] of bulk density. Subsequently, QPHP sensors were inserted through a wall of
the infiltration box. Wetting front observations were conducted in 5 to 15 minutes
intervals supplying water to a narrow band of the sand surface. Infiltrated water
tended to move downward and along the boundary between finer and coarser layers
as a funneled type preferential flow. Measurements using the QPHP sensors under
infiltration were conducted and then Jwx, Jwy, k, re and q were identified. The Vw
measured with QPHP sensor was in good agreement with the advancing velocity
of the wetting front, Vf. The values of re and the corresponding q at sensor positions tended to increase when the wetting front reached. The Vw identified with
QPHP sensors was slightly lower than the Vf (Fig.2). As a result, the simultaneous
measurements of fluid flow vectors and the thermal properties under unsaturated
condition in infiltration have been achieved In addition, measured values with the
QPHP sensors also agreed well with the wetting front observations and gravimetric
measurements of water content.
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J.C Reginato
Water Uptake: a Moving Boundary Model.
J. L. Blengino, Univ Nacional de Rio Cuarto; J. C Reginalo. Univ National de Rio
Cuarto: D. A. Tarzia. Univ Austral.
At the present time the available models of water uptake by roots of crops do not
take into account the root growth. These models solve the set of equations that
govern the system on fixed domains (Molz, 1981). A Recent model that takes into
account the simultaneous connection between nutrients uptake and root growth
(Reginato et al., 2000) by means of the formulation of a moving boundary problem
that solves the system of equations for a moving domain (the growing root system)
In similar form, for the process of water uptake taking into account the plant as an
organism in constant growth a moving boundary model for water uptake is formulated. In this communication we will report some theoretical results with respect to
the water uptake model for plants growing mainly in clay soils The plants grows in
fixed volume of soil (as in flowerpots). The model is solved by means of the application of the method of dominion immobilization and later application of finite
elements method Under these conditions diagrams of sensitivity for soil and plant
parameters are obtained.
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1.1. Sudnitsyn I.
The Effect of Exchange Cations On Decreasing of Soil Moisture Energy.
/. /. Sudnitsyn /., Lomonosov Univ.
The achievements of soil hydrophysics are significant, however many aspects are
still not clear Among them—the mechanisms of sorption of water by soils and role
of exchange cations in this process, in particular. Parts of a moisture, sorbed by
exchange cations and neutral surface of soil particles, were not precisely known
till now While adsorbing water, as a result of mutual attraction of molecules of
water and solid phase of soil (both soluble, and insoluble components), there is a
change of power characteristics of the system: decreasing of specific free energy
resulting in decreasing of total soil-moisture pressure (P, atm), its temperature of
freezing, equilibrium relative humidity of air, heating of soils at wetting (HW). It
is possible to estimate the role of exchange cations in sorption of water, determining, how the energy of a soil moisture changes at saturation of soils with various
cations, as its heats of hydration (HH) are different It was possible to show, that
for loamy and clay soils in a range -5>P>-200 atm there is a close relationship
between the soil-moisture content (W) and lg |P|: lg |P|= A - B W. An analysis
of the data for clay (published by H Kuron) has expanded this range up to -5400
atm, and later—up to -20000 atm Besides, at P=-5400 atm W of clay is directly
proportional to HH of cations All this can be due to the dominant role of exchange
cations of the diffusion layer in sorption of moisture by soils. One more argument
for the benefit of this hypothesis is the direct proportionality and high correlation (r
= 0.96 ± 0.03) between W and cation exchange capacity (CEC) of soil colloides At
CEC=50 mmol-eq /100 g, W can reach 50-150% It is interesting, that at CEC=0,
HW=6 cal/g of colloides Hence, even if there is low content of exchange cations
in soil colloides (for example, quartz sand containing low content of humus), they
can sorbe some moisture on the neutral surface of a solid phase. The analysis of
experimental data has shown, that at CEC<0.5 mmol-eq./g sorption of water occurs
mainly on the neutral surface of colloid particles; at CEC>0 5 mmol-eq./g the role
of exchange cations prevails; at CEC=0 5 mmol-eq /g their contributions are equal
The relation HW/CEC is inversly proportional to CEC This relation varies from
53 5 in sandy soils up to 8 8 in clay soils. As CEC of soil colloides depends on mineralogical composition of soils, HW also depend on it. For understanding of nature
of these processes it is important to understand, why various exchange cations,
even having equal charges, sorbe water with different energy (for value HH they
form a sequence: H - 247; Mg - 230, Ca - 175; Na - 94; K - 75 cal/mmol-eq ). For
the value of potential of ionization (I, electron-volt), they form the same sequence:
H- 13.5; Mg- 11.3;Ca-9;Na-5 1; K-4 3 e-v If in calculation for Mg and Ca one
uses I average for two electrons which are different there is a direct proportionality
between HH and I of metals: HH =(23 I - 25) cal/mmol-eq. High correlation (r =
0 97 ± 0.02) of this dependence allows to assume, that it is I that causes cation's
ability to sorbe moisture. 1, in turn, is a result of electronic envelope structure of
atoms and, hence, a result of position of atoms in the Periodic System of Elements
by Mendeleev. In it's each period I increases as nuclear weight increases However,
within any group, on the contrary, the increase of nuclear weight results in reduction
off It is caused by different energy of electron attraction to a nucleus, taking place
on various outside levels and sublevels of atoms electronic Normal (standard) electrode potential (E, volt) is equal for K - 2.92; Ca - 2 84; Na - 2.713; Mg - 2 38; H
- 0. For the first time it was possible to find out close (r=-0 98 ± 0 02) relationship:
E = 6 - 0,64 I In result there is an close relationship between HH and E (r = -0 97 ±
0.02): HH = 75 (4 - E) It's physical sense: if for a hypothetical ion E = 4 v, it's HH
= 0 (this ion can not be hydrated); if E = 0, HH = 300 cal/mmol-eq. If one use for
Mg and Ca average I for two electrons, there is a direct proportionality between HH
and (I - E) of metals (r = 0.98 ± 0 02): HH = 20 5 (I - E) + 45. Its physical sense: if
for a hypothetical ion I = E, it's (1 - E) = 0 and HH = 45 cal/mmol-eq
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Q Zuo
An Inverse Method to Estimate the Source-Sink Term of ConvectionDispersion Equation.
J. Shi. Q. Zuo. China Agricultural Univ; R. Zhang. Univ of Wyoming.

The Source-Sink Term (SST) in nitrate (NO-3-N) Convection-Dispersion Equation
(CDE), which integrates NO-3-N transport and transformation processes in soils, is
affected by considerably complicated micro-environmental conditions and difficult
to be measured directly, especially in the field In this study, the NO-3-N CDE with
an unknown SSI' was solved iteratively with an inverse method to estimate the
average SST distribution The required input information can be easily obtained,
including soil hydraulic properties, two successively measured NO-3-N concentration profiles, the boundary and initial conditions etc Several numerical experiments were designed to examine the accuracy and stability of the inverse approach,
considering spatial intervals of the measurement points along the soil profile, time
intervals between the successive measurements of soil NO-3-N content, boundary
conditions, soil heterogeneity, soil hydraulic properties, and hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient Compared with the theoretical values, the results showed that
the inverse method was reliable for estimating the SST in CDE An example was
employed to demonstrate the application of the inverse method Based on the estimated distribution of SST, the root-nitrate-uptake (RNU) rate profile was calculated
when other parameters in SST model had been determined, and the RNU factor in
the RNU model was optimized successfully, when the root-water-uptake (RWU)
model was set up or on the occasion the RWU parameters and the root length density information were unknown but two successively measured soil water content
profiles were provided.
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L. R Ahuja
Application of System Simulation Modeling in Pest Management.
S. Chander. Unit of Simulation & Informatics. Indian Agricultural Research
Institute. New Delhi. India; L. R. Ahuja. USDA-ARS-GPSR.
Pest management is an intensive decision making system requiring efficient decision tools. Mainly two types of decisions are relevant in pest management: tactical
and strategic. These decisions need information on crop losses due to pests for
control intervention and research prioritization, respectively Traditionally the crop
losses have been determined through empirical yield-infestation relations, which
by nature are site specific and can not be extrapolated without risk of error These
are thus needed to be established for each location independently which is a difficult proposition Chander and Singh (2001) established empirical yield infestation relations for leaf folder, Cnaphalocrosis medinalis incidence on Pusa 169 rice
as y = 91.82- 1.04 x (R2 = 0.58) in one year and as y = 100.19-0 504 x (R2 =
0 88) in another year The relations were thus quite different and Economic Injury
Level (EIL) determined with these was found to be 4 and 8 % during two years,
respectively. Mechanistic approach i.e. continuous dynamic crop growth simulation models can help to overcome this lacuna of the empirical models These models are based on crop physiological and ecological processes and can account for
diversity in soil, genotype, management, weather and pest situations, which are
inherent in the environment and can thus be used for deriving site specific decision support tools promptly. Use of simulation models in plant protection began
in 1960s but in beginning only pest dynamics was simulated without its linkage
with crop growth Subsequently crop growth simulation models were coupled with
pest damage mechanisms and pest losses were simulated but this was termed as
one way approach of simulating crop-pest interactions as effect of pest population
on crop growth and yield could be simulated but reverse could not be achieved
However coupling of pest population models with crop growth models realized
two way simulation of crop-pest interaction where pest and crops influenced each
other in a dynamic mode. Crop-pest models have been used for various applications in the field of pest management such as formulation of decision support tools
like EILs and iso loss curves for rationalizing pesticide use, pest risk analysis, pest
zonation, pest forecasting, determining potential yield, yield gap analysis, GxE
interactions, estimating efficacy and longevity of host plant resistance, assessing
impact of global climate change on agricultural productivity, and evaluating impact
of transgenics on environment. Chander et al (2005) and Satish (2004) simulated
EILs for Russian wheat aphid and rice leaf folder respectively The simulated EILs
compared well with empirically driven EILs, thereby demonstrating utility of simulation models for devising site specific decision tools Daryaei (2003) formulated
iso loss curves for stem borer and BLB in rice and leaf rust and stem borer in wheat
which could be used for pest monitoring and judicious application of pesticide
application Mostly simulation models have been used for point application but
with availability of regional databases on crop management, pest density and other
variables, these can be used for regional applications. With increasing cultivation
of transgenic crops and with greater concern regarding impact of global climate
change on pests and crop productivity, the crop growth simulation models would
play bigger role in future
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A M B. Passerat de Silans
Sensibility of Soil Moisture to Soil Thermal Diffusivity in a Typical Semi-Arid
Narrow Soil.
A. M. B. Passerat de Silans. Univ Federal da Paraiba. Brazil; L M. Werlang. Univ
Federal da Paraiba. Brazil: M. C. Goldfarb. Univ federal da Paraiba. Brazil.
An experimental study, taking place in the semi-arid region of Cariri in Northeast
of Brazil, is intended to measure the irradiative budget, the soil moisture budget and
the energy budget in a vegetated cover soil at the plot scale to perform an heat and
water transfers model in the soil vegetation atmosphere continuum The experiment
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has been carried on from July 2001 to December 2003 The soil is narrow, a Bruno
näo cälcico type, i.e. a brown sandy loam soil. The vegetation is sparse, made of
shrubs of 2,5m to 3m heigh, called "Caatinga". It is compound of cactäcea, broméliaceae and others vegetations with very little sheets Vegetation islands alternate
with bare soil The experimental results show that main results: The sensible heat
fluxes and the latent heat fluxes are controlled by a free convection process between
soil and canopy, which results from both high surface temperature due to a very low
thermal diffusivity and high in-vegetation temperature due to vegetation transpiration control (Silans et al, 2003) Só evaporation rate is relatively low along a drying
period and soil moisture shows a very particular pattern Soil moisture has been
measured by a TDR probe at 5cm depth To explain these results an heat and mass
transfer model in the soil - vegetation - atmosphere - continuum has been developed and a sensibility study to the thermal diffusivity is shown The model uses,
in the soil, the coupled equations of energy and water (liquid and vapor) transfers
in porous media proposed by Milly (1982) and modified by Silans et al. (1989). At
the soil interface with the air between soil surface and vegetation canopy,fluxesare
modelized by the free convection equations proposed by Jacob e Verhoef (1997)
and the Bowen ratio. Because of difficulties to disaggregate liquid radiation in vegetated soil and bare soil liquid radiationxs components, the measured in-vegetation
temperature and air specific humidity are input as upper boundary condition The
lower in-soil boundary condition is of the first kind for the energy transfer equation,
this is a daily constant temperature and of the second kind for water transfer, this is
a null flux as stones at 50 cm depth limit the soil depth The model uses the finite
volume techniques with an explicit scheme for time integration, with an irregular
one dimension vertical grid Results of simulations show a low evaporative rate as
was measured and a soil moisture pattern at 5 cm depth quite similar to the measured one, but surface temperature and daily soil moisture amplitude are sensible
to the thermal diffusivity Then the role of the thermal control by soil layer on soil
moisture and evaporation rate is demonstrated. However soil thermal diffusivity is
difficult to obtain by in-situ measurement and may show a great spatial variability
which needs to be investigated
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N. Ghahreman
Crop Growth Models.
N. Ghahreman, Unir of Tehran.
Crop growth models are increasingly important for evaluation of agricultural management practices The SUBSTOR model (Decision Support System for Agrotechnology Transfer-DSSAT ver 4 0) was used for dynamic simulation of growth and
yield of potato (Solanum Tuberosum L.) crop under different environments. Two
potato varieties namely, Kufri Chandramukhi and Kufri Jyoti were grown during
autumn and spring seasons using three different sowing dates and three irrigation regimes in a subtropical semi-arid climate at Ludhiana, Punjab, India The
minimum data set required for running the model including weather, soil and crop
data were obtained during both crop seasons. The model was calibrated by adjusting genetic coefficients for each variety Simulated biomass, tuber yield and leaf
area index (LAI) were found to be in close agreement with observed data, but the
model underestimated the soil water contents in the profile Thus further scrutiny or
modifications are suggested to be made in the soil water balance subroutine of the
model Keywords: Crop modeling DSSAT Ver 4 0; Dynamic Simulation; Potato;
SUBSTOR,
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Combining Simultaneous Heat and Water (SHAW) with Photosynthesis Model
to Simulate Water and C02 Fluxes Over Wheat Canopy.
Q. Yu. Institute of Geographical Sciences and Natural Resources Research: G.
Flerchinger, USDA-ARS Northwest Watershed Research Center.
Energy, water and C02 flux at the soil-atmosphere interface is a key interest
among ecosystem researchers The Simultaneous Heat and Water (SHAW) Model
describes radiation energy balance, heat transfer and water movement within the
Soil-Plant-Atmosphere Continuum, but has no provisions for C02 flux. This study
coupled the components of solar radiation and water transfer within a plant canopy
in SHAW with a biochemical photosynthesis model The SHAW model provides
leaf water potential to the photosynthesis model to calculate intercellular C02 (Ci)
through stomatal control in each layer within the canopy, and then provides solar
radiation, air temperature and humidity used to calculate photosynthetic rate (Pn)
within each canopy layer Stomatal conductance (gs) was calculated by a revised
Ball-Berry model, describing the relationship between gs and Pn, which was a
feedback from the photosynthesis model to SHAW to calculate energy and water
transfer, and in turn the leaf water potential. The photosynthesis model was run
iteratively with the SHAW leaf energy balance within each canopy layer to reach
convergence in leaf temperature Because leaf water potential comprehensively
reflects the effect of solar radiation, temperature, and humidity, which is the most
fundamental element influencing stomatal opening, SHAW takes leaf potential as
the sole factor controlling stomatal conductance After including the relationship
between stomatal conductance and photosynthetic rate, computed stomatal conductance was able to decrease in response to C02 increase The photosynthesis model
was validated, and photosynthesis, transpiration, stomatal conductance, and Ci at a
leaf show appropriate response to changes in light and C02 The extended SHAW
(SHAW-Pn) model was capable of simulating C02 flux over plant canopies It
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performs excellently in simulating net radiation, sensible and latent heat, and C02
fluxes over winter wheat field in the North China Plain (36„a57„SN, 116„a36„SE,
28 m above sea level). The root mean square difference (RMSE) of simulation for
net radiation, latent and sensible heat fluxes is 38.4, 46 0, and 26 3 W m-2, respectively. The RMSE of C02 flux simulation is 0 16 mg m l s-1.
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K. A Roh
Impact of Paddy Rice Cultivation on Water Environment in View of Nitrogen
How in Watersheds in Korea.
K. A. Roh, M. K. Kim, N. J. Lee. M. H. Koh. J. T. Lee. Division of Agricultural
Environment and Ecology, National Institute of Agricultural Science and
Technology.
It is important to understand and evaluate the impacts of rice cultivation on water
environment for sustainable agriculture because rice cultivation have both functions of water pollution and purification with environmental and cultivation conditions This paper presents the impact of rice cultivation on water environment in
view of nitrogen flows in water systems in Korea A simple protocol was proposed
to assess the potential amount of nitrogen outflow from paddy field. And potential
amount of nitrogen input and output by water flow at paddy field were estimated
with the protocol at the conditions of the nitrogen contents of irrigation water,
amount of fertilizer application, and irrigation methods Where irrigation water was
clean, below 1.0 mg L-1 of nitrogen concentration, rice cultivation polluted nearby
watershed. At the conditions of 2.0 mg L-l of nitrogen concentration in irrigation
water, 110 kgha-1 of nitrogen fertilizer application, and flooding irrigation, rice
cultivation had water pollution function, but it had water purification function with
intermittent irrigation At the conditions of 3.0 mg L-1 of nitrogen concentration
and flooding irrigation, rice cultivation had water purification function with 110 kg
ha-l of nitrogen fertilizer application, but it had water pollution function with 120
kg ha-l of nitrogen application Where irrigation water was polluted over 4 5 mg
L-l of nitrogen, it was evaluated that rice cultivation had water-purifying effect,
even though the amount of nitrogen application was 120 kg ha-1 Keywords; Rice
paddy, Nitrogen, Irrigation, Water pollution. Nutrients
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A. M B. Passerat de Silans
The Determination of In-Situ Soil Thermal Diffusivity: The Case of a Narrow
Semi-Arid Soil.
A. M. B. Passerat de Silans. L. M. Werlang. M. C. Goldfarb. Univ Federal da
Paraiba. Brazil.
An experimental study has been carried on in the semi-arid region of Cariri in
Northeast of Brazil. The experiment intended to measure the irradiative budget, the
soil moisture budget and the energy budget in a vegetated cover soil at the plot scale
to perform an heat and water transfers model in the soil vegetation atmosphere
continuum. The experiment has been carried on from July 2001 to December 2003
The soil is narrow, a Bruno näo calcico type, i.e. a brown sandy loam soil The
vegetation is sparse, made of shrubs of 2,5m to 3m heigh, called "Caatinga". It is
compound of cactacea, broméliaceae and others vegetations with very little sheets.
Vegetation islands alternate with bare soil. The experimental results show that main
results: The sensible heat fluxes and the latent heat fluxes are controlled by a free
convection process between soil and canopy, which results from both high surface
temperature due to a very low thermal diffusivity and high in-vegetation temperature due to vegetation transpiration control (Silans et ah, 2003). Só evaporation rate
is relatively low along a drying period and soil moisture shows a very particular
pattern. Soil moisture has been measured by a TDR probe at 5cm depth A numerical heat and mass transfer model in the soil - vegetation - atmosphere continuum
shows the important role of the soil thermal diffusivity on the redistribution moisture process in the soil and on the soil evaporation rate To estimate the soil thermal
diffusivity x soil moisture relationship for this soil, three published methods have
been used and their application to this soil case is discussed in this communication
The three methods are namely the Harmonic (HM) method (Horton et al., 1982),
the Nashar (NS) method (Horton & Nashar, 1989) and the CLTM method (Silans
et al., 1996) The HM method is based on the daily periodic assumption. A Fourier
series with eight harmonics describes the measured soil temperature at the soil
surface, then an analytical solution for the heat conduction equation is derived The
solution depends only on the thermal diffusivity value if constant thermal properties, namely thermal conduction and specific heat capacity are assumed to be constant in time and space So the thermal diffusivity is obtained by the minimization
of a mean quadratic error between the measured and calculated temperature at a
determined depth The NS method uses only a one harmonic Fourier series for
surface temperature but allows estimating a non constant vertical soil thermal diffusivity using the temperature profile measurements CLTM method is based on a
corrected Laplace Transform analytical method and does not need the periodicity
assumption, so the constancy of thermal properties in the vertical profile can be
used in only few hours which can be easily verify in practice This method shows
the more consistent results and is very performing in semi-arid conditions In this
experiment a very low thermal diffusivity has been found It varies between 2,4E-8
to 5.6E-8 m2/s
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"FIT" Method for Calculation of Soil Particle Size Distribution from Stored
Density-Time Data Base.
B. Kovacs. Univ of Szeged, Dept of Mineralogy, Geochemistry and Petrology:
1. Czinkota. L. Tolner. Szent lstvän Unix. Dept of Soil Science and Agricultural
Chemistry: G. Czinkota. ALTA1R LTD.
The determination of Particle Size Distribution (PSD) is one of' the most important fundamental physical properties of soils, which determines both the physical,
chemical, mechanical, geotechnical, moreover environmental behavior Although
the measurement of PSD is continuously performed in soil labs using different
techniques there are two important problems not solved: automation and continuous PSD curve generation. To overcome the mentioned troubles there are various
sensors based on different physical principles and new data storing methods to
measure the density-time function of settling soil suspensions In this paper we
introduce one possible device for measurement and storing of the density changes
versus time The equipment has a form of a real areometer widely used in many
fields of the life (determination of sugar content of must or alcohol content of distilled spirits, etc.) The device equipped with patent pended capacitive sensors on
the neck of the areometer, which can measure the changes of water levels nearby
the neck of the areometer in 1 urn precision with less than 10 urn errors. The typical water level change nearby the sensor during the measurements is 3-5 cm, which
makes possible a very accurate determination of density changes. The measured
signals are stored in the memory of equipment and after the termination of the measurement the database is downloaded to the to a PC via a modified USB-serial port
Data evaluation using a new evaluation method can be carried out online or using
a saved file later at any time. The big number of measured data points led to the
introduction of a new evaluation method, the Method of Finite Tangents or shortly:
the "FIT method" Because the whole system can be managed as the superposition
of many mono-disperse systems, it is possible to divide the measured density-time
function into grain-size fractions with tangent lines drawn to finite but optional
points. For calculating the settling speed of given fraction, this tangent lines are
useable, because the gradient of density changes is equal to the product of settling
speed and mass of given fraction The settling speed of all fractions is calculable
using the Stokes law, so thus the mass of all floating fraction is calculable. Because
the soil-suspension is a poly-disperse system, the measured density increments can
be considered as an integration of finite mono-disperse systems, which mean that
it can be interpreted as the sum of linear density vs. time functions. If the mass of
all grain-size fractions are known, the particle size distribution can be calculated
easily For the FIT-method is relatively easy to write the computer code, where the
intervals of grain-size fractions are freely adjustable, so using this program, almost
all particle size distribution systems can be determined, not only the uniform distribution Using an appropriate controller and calculating program, the particle size
distribution can be calculated immediately after downloading the measured data or
anywhen later It is also possible to make calculations from one dataset using different PSD systems. The use of this technique needs the same sample preparation
as the past methods. The automated reading requires less manpower to perform
the measurement—which also reduces human error sources—and makes easy to
perform parallel measurements, but also provides very detailed PSD data that has
advantages like revealing multi-modality in the particle-size distribution—among
others.

saturation, soil organic carbon, total nitrogen, soil microbial biomass C, particulate organic matter, C mineralization, and dehydrogenese activity. Differences in
management dependent properties resulted from land use within soil map units,
with more intensive soil cultivation resulting in reduced dynamic soil quality at
both sites. Soils under conventional systems were 13 to 40% lower in water stable
aggregates, 80 to 274% lower in infiltration rate, and 10 to 80% higher in water
dispersible clay compared with the other land use systems Similarly, soils under
conventional tillage had lower values of soil organic carbon, soil microbial biomass
carbon, and particulate organic matter than the hayland, woodland, and conservation systems. Principal component analyses of combined soil physical, biological
and chemical data indicated that soil organic carbon and it's related pools were
the most sensitive metric (relative to other soil properties) related to agronomic
land use Multivariate clustering indicated that land use had more of an effect on
management-dependent soil properties than inherent soil properties more directly
related to genetic soil differences. Pedotransfer functions were developed that reasonably estimated management dependent soil hydraulic properties within soil map
units using more easily measured dynamic properties. Such an approach will allow
population of management dependent soil survey databases
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Modeling Crop Yield with Combined Multi-Scale Soil Data and Remote
Sensing Observations.
X. Niu. E. W. Warner. G. W. Petersen. Pennsylvania Slate Univ.
Most process-based crop simulation models require input of detailed soil information The large-scale State Soil Geographic (STATSGO) Database is available
for the continental U.S., but lacks details in some soil parameters, such as water
retention, that are critical for crop model performance On the other hand, a finerscale soil database, the Soil Survey Geographic Database (SSURGO), provides
most details on soil characteristics, but is not yet available for the entire country
The purposes of this study were to assess the effects of soil database spatial scales
on crop yield simulations, and to evaluate potential improvements when additional
remotely sensed vegetation parameters were incorporated into the model A prominent crop model, EPIC, was modified and applied to corn yield simulations Two
key biophysical products of the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS), the Fraction of Photosynthetically Active Radiation (FPAR) and crop
Leaf Area Index (LAI), were used as model inputs. EPIC was run with cross combinations of different scales of soil data and with/without remotely sensed crop
parameters. Ground truth corn LAI and yields were measured during the 2005
growing season within multiple corn fields in Sangamon County, IL. Results will be
presented on comparisons between field observations and modeled yields as well as
between model simulations using different combinations of input data.
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Regional Estimation of Nitrate Leaching and Ground Water Pollution with
the Land Resources Information System SLISYS-Neckar.
T. Gaiser. H. Weippert. Univ of Hohenheim.
Denitrification rates in the saturated zone are of large importance for the maintainance of acceptable nitrate concentrations in ground water aquifers and its use as
potable water. This paper presents an approach to estimate nitrate leaching for a
medium-scale river basin in South-West Germany based on the spatially distributed
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simulation of nitrate leaching with the soil and land information system SLISYSSoil Change in Southeastern USA Ultisols.
Neckar. The data domain of SLISYS-Neckar is constituted of information layers
and
databases on climate, soils, geology and land cover/land use In addition it conJ. N. Shaw. Auburn Univ: I. Fesha. Ministry of Ag Res & Human Res: D. W Reeves.
USDA-ARS: C W. Wood, Dept of Agronomy and Soils: Y. Feng. Auburn Univ: M tains a spatially distributed model for the estimation of nitrate leaching with high
spatial (< lkm2) and temporal (I day) resolution based on the EPIC model (USDA
L. Norfteet. USDA NRCS RIAD.
1990) The calculated leachate concentrations were related to the mean measured
Soils exhibit both spatial and temporal variability. The temporal variability is due
nitrate concentrations of the ground water monitoring points in each water body
to both anthropogenic and non-anthropogenic processes, and studies documenting
Mean nitrate concentrations in the leachate correlate closely with the proportion
near surface dynamic properties related to land use are needed to develop sound
of arable land within the water bodies. With the exception of five water bodies,
soil management strategies and establish protocol for sequestering soil carbon
the comparision between estimated mean nitrate concentrations in the leachate and
Documentation of soil change is also needed to improve soil survey map unit
measured nitrate concentrations in the ground water shows a significant correlation
interpretations and for population of resource databases In order to illustrate the
Apparent dinitrification factors (ADF) were calculated and ranged between 1 and
potential magnitude of these effects, we evaluated management dependent physi2 5 with its maximum frequency between I and 15 This is in agreement with findcal, chemical, and biological soil property differences due to agronomic land use
ings from ground water aquifers in river sediments in Great Britain where between
in the southeastern USA. Ultisols dominate the region, and due to their relatively
32 and 48% of oxidized nitrogen input were concerted into dinitrogen (Dong et
high occurrence on global arable lands, further understanding of land use impacts
al 2000). However, the level of the apparent denitrifcation factors varied with the
on Ultisols is warranted The southeastern US is a vital region for documenting
dominant geological strata in the water bodies. Water bodies which are dominantly
soil change due to intensive cultivation and utilization of soil resources, dynamic
or totally covered by upper triassic formations (Keuper) showed significantly lower
land management related to farm policy, and a fragile soil resource with limited
ADF as the water bodies located on rocks of the lower and middle Jurassic (Lias
inherent resiliency Research sites were located in the Appalachian Plateau (AP)
and Dogger) Through a regional modelling approach it has been demonstrated that
and the Coastal Plain (CP) physiographic regions of Alabama, USA Soils prethe nitrate concentration in the percolating water is a function of land use intensity
dominately classify as fine-loamy, siliceous, subactive, thermic Typic Hapludults
The comparison of simulated leachate concentrations with measured ground water
at the AP site, with sandy loam textured surface horizons and 2-6% slopes At the
concentrations yielded spatially distributed denitrification factors, indicating sigCPsite, soils predominantly classify as coarse-loamy, siliceous, subactive, thermic
nificant ditVerences between geological formations in the Nechar catchment
Typic Paleudults, with loamy sand textured surface horizons with 0-2% slopes
Data were collected in relatively long-term (> 10 yr) conventional row crop (CT),
conservation row crop (NT), hayland (HL). and woodland (WL) systems Mea116-25
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sured near-surface properties included bulk density, saturated hydraulic conducPoslagrogenic Transformation and Changes in the Water Balance of Loamy
tivity, infiltration rate, soil strength, water stable aggregates, soil water retention,
Soils under Spruce Plantation and Fallow in the Southern Taiga Zone.
water dispersible clay, extractable bases. P and AI, cation exchange capacity, base
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S. F. Khokhlov. V. V. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute.
Soil water balance and the transformation of the former plow layer (Ap) under a
50-year-old mown hayfield and a 22-year-old artificially planted spruce stand on
the lower part of a gentle slope in the southern taiga subzone (Moscow region)
are analyzed The plots are allocated to the post-agrogenic soddy-podzolic loamy
soil; the groundwater depth is 3-4 m The soil profiles under the meadow and forest vegetation have clear morphological differences. Under the hayfield, humus
accumulation in the former Ap horizon is active in the upper 13 cm. Within this
layer, a soil microprofile consisting of the litter (3 cm), proper humus (4 cm), and
transitional horizons of the light gray color and fine crumb structure has developed
The remaining part of the former Ap horizon preserves its pale brown color and
cloddy structure In some micro-zones, coprolites are accumulated, which attests
to the increasing activity of soil mesofauna. Under the spruce stand, a pale brown
soil microprofile has developed in the upper part of the former Ap horizon. A thin
(0.8 cm) needle litter is underlain by the bleached mineral horizon The thickness
of the newly formed humus horizon is the same as that under the meadow, but it
has a more distinct crumb structure The transitional horizon (10 cm) has a grayish color and is relatively compact. A tendency for the platy structure is seen. The
features of eluviation processes manifest themselves in the entire thickness of the
former Ap horizon. Data on the water balance show that the soil functioning under
the meadow and forest vege-tation has its own temporal dynamics. Three different
stages can be distinguished with respect to the character of water supply, water
consumption, and lateral water flows. During the first eight years (1981 -1989), the
total reserves of soil water under both cenoses were approximately similar with a
tendency for their increase under the tree stand The maximum difference in the
soil water storage under the tree stand and the meadow reached 60 mm. Under the
meadow, the lateral discharge of soil water was by 7% higher than that under the
forest stand, whereas the soil water loss through infiltration and evaporation was by
10% lower. From 1990 to 1994, the reserves of water in the snow under the trees
became lower, and the depth of soil freezing increased The lateral discharge of
soil water under the meadow was by 25-30% higher than that under the trees, and
the soil water loss through infiltration increased under the trees and became 20%
higher than that under the meadow. From 1995 to 2003, the soil water reserves
under the meadow became 40-50 mm higher than those under the spruce stand.
The depth of soil freezing under the trees increased and reached 1 m in some winters. The lateral soil water flow was still 30 to 40% higher under the meadow. The
surface runoff, as well as the lateral soil water flow, was higher under the meadow
during the whole period; the difference varied from 5 to 35%. The maximum values
were registered in the years with cold low-snow winters and in the extremely wet
years. The surface runoff in such years reached 70% of the total water supply. The
snow depth under the trees decreased by the end of the observation period, and the
depth of soil freezing increased in comparison with the meadow In the soil under
the spruce plantation, the development of the tree canopy sharply decreases the heat
supply and the snow accumulation on the soil surface, which leads to a decrease in
the soil temperature The absence of thick litter under the young spruce plantation
ensures the high thermal diffusivity at the soil surface, which also contributes to a
greater depth of freezing. The cold winter conditions facilitate the development of
the cryogenic platy structure in the lower part of the former Ap horizon In the soil
under the meadow, the effect of cold winter temperatures on the soil structure is less
pronounced Only the upper part of the former Ap is transformed under the impact
of plant roots and humus accumulation The lower part preserves its cloddy structure. Thus, under the meadow, the rate of surface runoff is higher due to the active
snow melting and the absence of infiltration into the frozen soil in the spring. The
cloddy structure of the sub-surface horizon also hampers water infiltration. Under
the spruce plantation, the soil is colder, the snow reserves and the rate of snow melting in the spring are lower, so that the water infiltration is more pronounced, which
leads to the development of eluviation features in the topsoil.

D. Nofziger. Oklahoma State Univ.
The Pesticide Economic and Environmental Tradeoffs (PEET) decision-support
system was designed to help farmers and managers select weed management
practices while considering the impact of their choice upon economic return and
groundwater quality PEET estimates the economic return on different labeled herbicide treatments for the crop, soil, and weeds in the field of interest This information may indicate that no weed control treatment will be economical so no pesticide
needs to be applied. It also simulates the leaching and degradation of each herbicide
in that soil and calculates a groundwater hazard index as the ratio of the estimated
concentration of the active ingredient in the groundwater to a critical concentration for that chemical. The groundwater hazard is calculated using Monte Carlo
techniques to deal with unknown future weather at the site of interest By presenting both the economic return and the groundwater hazard, PEET enables a user to
select a treatment after considering both the risk each product poses to groundwater
and the economic benefit of each application. PEET was developed for use in any
crop and geographic area. A database manager is available to enable specialists
to enter and maintain data for crops and soils in new geographical areas. PEET is
accessible on the internet. Clearly the calculated economic return and groundwater
hazard depend upon the parameters entered by the PEET user and those stored in
the supporting databases. The economic return for each potential herbicide treatment is uncertain due to uncertainty in yield, price of the product at market time,
weed species present and their densities and sizes, and efficacies of each treatment
for each weed species. The groundwater hazard index is uncertain due to spatial
variability of soil properties, unknown future weather at a site, uncertain sorption and degradation rates, uncertain critical concentration values and uncertain
aquifer characteristics. Users of the software deserve to know the uncertainties in
the economic return and groundwater hazard for each chemical and ultimately the
uncertainty in any decision based upon these values. Ideally, the absolute economic
return and groundwater hazard values would be calculated accurately and reliably
in spite of uncertain inputs. Recognizing that this may not be the case, it is also
of interest to see if the choice of treatment is highly sensitive to the uncertainties.
This research was carried out to quantify these uncertainties and to present them in
forms appropriate to PEET users. The results of this analysis also provide insight
into critical knowledge gaps requiring additional research. The sensitivity of the
groundwater hazard is highly dependent upon the chemical. For cotton, 29% of the
herbicide treatments labeled in Oklahoma would not exceed the critical concentration if 100% of the herbicide applied reaches the aquifer and mixes in a 1 m depth.
For peanuts, 9% of the treatments would not exceed the critical concentration The
risk posed by these chemicals will be very insensitive to most uncertainties considered. Analysis of the model indicates that the relative uncertainty in groundwater
hazard is equal to the negative relative uncertainty in critical concentration, mixing
depth, or aquifer porosity. For treatments that pose a significant risk to groundwater
quality, soil organic carbon and the soil depth below which degradation is assumed
to be negligible are very critical values. When considering the groundwater hazard of treatments relative to other treatments, aquifer mixing depth and aquifer
porosity do not impact the relative ranking of the treatments. Uncertainties in other
parameters continue to provide uncertainty in the rank of some but not all treatments. Additional output options in the PEET software are under development to
effectively communicate these uncertainties to the end user.
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Back to the Tortuosity and Corelation Function of Mualem (1976).
Y. Mualem, A. Berezkin, Hebrew Univ of Jerusalem. Faculty of Agriculture. Food
and Environmental Sciences.
By its mathematical formulation, the hydraulic conductivity model of Mualem
(1976) is an integral operator which describes the mterfunctional relationship
between the soil water retention function and the hydraulic conductivity as a function of soil water content. It applies two functions, tortuosity factor T and correlation coefficient G, representing the theoretical kernel of the operator. Since the
two functions could not be independently determined, their combined effect on the
reduction of the calculated hydraulic conductivity, at any given water content, had
been accounted for by a power function of the respective effective saturation In
this study the model is modified by recovering the multiple of the two functions TG
under the integral sign over the pore domains Using experimental data of representative spectrum of soils, the equivalent function to TG is derived as a kernel of the
operator Preliminary results of verification test indicate that the predictive power
of the model is enhanced and the prospect for further improvement is high

The Residual Soil Nitrogen (RSN) Indicator and the Indicator of Risk of Water
Contamination by Nitrate (IROWC-N) are two of the twenty five Indicators which
are being developed under the National Agri-Environmental Health Analysis and
Reporting Program. RSN is the amount of nitrogen that remains in the soil at the
end of the growing season after crops have been harvested whereas the IROWC-N
is an indicator which links the RSN to climatic- and soil conditions to assess the
likelihood of N moving through the soil and out of the agricultural system The
IROWC-N results are assessed in terms of N lost via leached water, and its concentration in the leached water and the IROWC-N risk classes are based on both
of these criteria. The Canadian average RSN values were fairly constant (12.7 to
13.1 kg N/ha)from 1981 to 1996 but increased by 53% to 20.1 kg N/ha in 2001
This dramatic increase was due to several factors including an increase in N inputs
and lower crop yields and N uptake as a result of droughts which were prevalent in
2001 The average amount of N lost in Canada ranged from 4.6 to 6.0 kg N/ ha from
1981 to 2001 N concentration values remained fairly constant during the 1981 to
1996 (3 5 to 4.3 mg N/L), but increased by 28% to 5.5 mg N/L in 2001.
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Sensitivity of Decisions Based on the Pesticide Economic and Environmental
Tradeoffs (PEET) Decision-Support System to Uncertain Input Parameters.
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The Canadian Agri-Environmental Indicators for Nitrogen: Residual Soil
Nitrogen and the Risk of Water Contamination by Nitrate-N.
C. F. Drury. Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada: J. Yang. Agriculture & Agri-Food
Canada; R. DeJong. Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada; X. Yang, Agriculture &
Agri-Food Canada; T. Huffman. Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada; D. K. Reid.
OMAF.
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Electro-tropism in "Soil-Plant" System.
A. Pozdnyakov. Moscow State Univ; L. Pozdnyakova. RiceTec. Inc.: G. Fedolov.
Moscow Stale Univ of Forest.

Earth is an "electrical" planet in nature All the processes in biosphere occur in everchanging electrical fields, which arise due to changes in solar activity, magnetic
field of earth, and electrical processes in atmosphere. These global and local fluctuations in electrical fields create electro-tropism at all levels of biosphere, including the Soil-Plant system Electro-tropism in Soil-Plant system is a combination
of the natural electrical potential differences on the interfaces inside soil (between
soil horizons or peds), on the interfaces inside growing plant (between different
plant tissues), as well as between soil and plant. The largest electrical potential
differences were observed inside soils. The natural electrical potentials (stationary
and fluctuating) in soils were studied by our group for last 10 years and the results
were summarized and presented on 17th World Congress of Soil Science in 2002
Recently, we advanced to the measurements and research of the natural electrical
potentials between soil and growing plants Natural electrical potentials between
soils of major genetic types and more than 100 species of native and cultural plants
of Ukraine, Russia, and Philippines in different growing conditions have been studied in 2003-2005 We used LandMapper ERM-03 and our patented non-polarizing
electrodes made from standard AgCI-electrodes cupped with solidified agar solution of 1% KCl. The reference electrode was always placed in the topsoil near a
growing plant and the measuring electrode was firmly contacted to the surface of
the tissues of the plant (flowers, stems, or leaves). The electrical potential difference
between soil and a plant was always negative. This difference is relatively stable
for particular plant specie and varies from -20 mV to -120 mV for different plant
species For the plants in temperate climate, electrical potential between plant and
soil is highest during spring and for young plants in summer, and decreases in fall
when plants in Ukraine and Russia are ready for dormancy Tropical plants showed
higher potential differences than plants of temperate climate The potentials for
all plants decreased in a row flower-leaf-stem Electrical potential of herbaceous
plants is directly related with the leaf area, the highest potentials were observed for
burdock, cow-parsnip, and young banana palms. Plant's electro-tropism in relation
to soil is, probably, sort of "information" channel for a plant in search for soil water
and nutrients. Favorable electro-tropism was created in artificial growing media by
burying different metal stakes (Zn/Cu) at different depth of the media to facilitate
plant growth The research is underway for evaluating relationship between natural
electrical potentials in plants and plant's water stress.
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Monitoring Tillage Effects on Soil Water Dynamics Using Automated TimeDomain Reflectometry.
R. C. Schwan:. R. L. Baumhardl. S. R. Even, USDA-ARS.
Tillage modifies the soil physical properties near the surface which in turn can
influence evaporation rates and how water is redistributed within the profile during
and after precipitation. Methods for monitoring changes in soil water content with
high resolution in time are needed to help quantify changes in soil hydraulic properties and water contents after tillage. The objective of this study was to evaluate
the effects of sweep tillage on near surface soil water dynamics at a high temporal resolution. Plots were established in a fallow field under stubble-mulch tillage
management on a Pullman clay loam (Fine, mixed, superactive, thermic Torrertic
Paleustolls). Half of the plots were periodically tilled to a depth of 08 m using a
sweep plow. The remaining plots were not tilled throughout the duration of the
study Plots were kept weed free and devoid of residue throughout the study period
Soil water contents were monitored at half-hourly intervals using time-domain
reflectometry at 0.05,0.1,0 15,0.2, and 0.3 m. Soil temperature was monitored at 5
minute intervals at 0 05,0.1,0 15,0.2,0.3,0 5, and 10 m. Soil water contents were
also monitored weekly using a neutron moisture meter to a depth of 2.3 m Changes
in soil bulk density of the surface 0 1 m were determined for soil cores extracted
after significant precipitation events During a 123 day period from April to August,
tillage decreased net water storage by 10 mm (P < 0.05) at 0 to 0.3 m as compared
with no-tillage. Higher water contents at 0 05 and 0 1 m under no tillage persisted
throughout the summer despite greater rainfall infiltration amounts under sweep
tillage (21 mm) and the absence of residues in both treatments Water contents
at soil depths below 0 15 m were not influenced by tillage Most water depletion
near the surface under sweep tillage occurred immediately after tillage and after
rainfall events within -30 d of tillage Maximum daily net radiation of the tilled
surface after DOY 203 ranged from 4 to 19% greater than the no tillage surface and
these differences diminished with time after tillage Increased soil water depletion
under tillage was likely due to a change in soil hydraulic properties accompanied
by enhanced vapor flow near the surface and greater absorption of radiation by a
tilled surface with reduced albedo
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Application of Cropgro-Peanut Model to Evaluate Groundnut Growth and
Yield in Some Farming Zones of Ghana.
E. Dugan. Soil Science Dept. Univ of Ghana. Legon: S. G. K. Adiku. Dept of Soil
Science. Univ of Ghana. Legon.
The study reports on a validation test of the CROPGRO-Peanut model (Boote et al..
1998) and its subsequent application to assess the yield variability of groundnut in
three farming zones of Ghana The study benefited from previous model calibration
and field trial data obtained by Olesen et al in 2001 and 2002 The data obtained
by Olesen et al in 2002 as well as those obtained from this study were used for

validation and further testing of the groundnut model. The model was evaluated for
its performance in simulating the response of two groundnut varieties (Kpedevi,
short duration and Goronga, long duration), to planting dates {29th April 2002 and
9th September 2002) and planting densities (D) {9 and 17 plants m-21 The model
predicted the days to 50% emergence, 50% flowering, 50% pegging and 50% pod
formation within ±5 days of the observed values. Changes in leaf area index (LAI),
and total dry matter significantly correlated with observed values ((R2 = 0 81, and
0.97, respectively, for Kpedevi) and (R2 = 0.86 and R2 = 0 98, respectively, for
Goronga)] The model also accurately simulated the differences in crop growth,
yields at final harvest for the different varieties, densities and seasons The results
indicate that under biotic stress-free situations, the model can be used to predict
groundnut growth and yields of both varieties as influenced by plant population
and planting date In an application study, the model was run to simulate groundnut
yields over 30 years at 3 farming zones, namely, Legon, Kpeve and Akatsi. The
generated yield data were ranked from the lowest to highest and were transformed
into cumulative relative frequencies (also called Cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs)} The CDFs were obtained for 3 planting dates (early = SI, intermediate =
S2, and late planting = S3) as well as 3 planting densities (high = Dl, intermediate
= D2, and low = D3). Pair-wise comparison of the CDFs indicated that (1): Early
planting of both cultivars (Julian date 109 or 19th April), resulted in a lower spread
of yield distribution, higher yield and hence least chance of crop failure at Kpeve and
Legon In Akatsi, however, S2 was the preferred planting date for Goronga, although
variability of yield data was also very high (CV > 32%). The overall comparison of
the yield performance of groundnut at these planting dates followed the trend SI >
S2> S3. (2):. The general yield ranking of the strategies in which density was varied
were Dl > D2 > D3 (i.e. 17 plants m-2, > 13 plants m-2 > 9 plants m-2) The only
exception occurred with Goronga cultivar at Akatsi where the preferred density was
D2 when sowing was done at S1 (i.e. Julian date 109). (3): Except at Legon, Kpedevi
yielded higher at Kpeve and Akatsi than Goronga, irrespective of the planting date
and density. Kpedevi cultivar is therefore recommended for these farming zones At
Legon, however, the preferred cultivar was Goronga. In this case seed yield never
fell below 1141 kg ha-1 (4): Of the three sites, when assessment criteria excluded
other economic analysis, and only yield performance was used to assess preference
for a particular strategy, Kpeve was found to be the most suitable site for cultivating
Kpedevi, whereas Legon was the preferred site for Goronga CROPGRO-Peanut
model, therefore, presents us with a decision-making tool, which can help design
practices that would improve groundnut production in Ghana.
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Spatial and Temporal Variance of Biomass Development.
O. Wendroth, D. Egli. Univ of Kentucky: K. C. Kersebaum. Institute for Ecosystem
Modelling: D. R. Nielsen. Univ of California. Dept LAWR Hydrologie Science.
The description of biomass development in space and time remains an enigma
because deterministic model input parameters can only be collected during limited
times at a limited number of locations. Moreover, not all relevant processes during
the development of an annual crop are captured in crop growth models Furthermore, spatial patterns of crop yield are scarcely related to classical soil variables
such as soil texture. Nevertheless, crop yield usually does not spatially fluctuate
randomly around the average crop yield within a field but exhibits a distinct spatially structured pattern. Haifa century ago, Kalman developed a filter algorithm
that helped to separate noise from signal This filtering technique first applied to
time series data was later adapted to the stochastic description of hydrologie time
series In principle, the application of thisfilterprovides the opportunity to quantify
the variance around a predicted value. Additional measurement information provides the opportunity to reduce the prediction variance in an updating step in which
observations are weighted against predictions. The more the measurement information integrates the processes affecting the main variable of interest, the better the
prediction result for the remaining time series. In this study, we postulate a scenario
where thisfilteringtechnique is applied in two different ways in order to reduce the
prediction variance by combining observations and estimations in the spatial and
temporal domain Observations of biomass status during the vegetation season are
taken in order to support a very simple scheme of biomass development in relation
to air temperature and average degree of water saturation in the soil profile The
equation for the biomass development (based on a simple empirical sigmoidal curve
suggested by Childs, 1975) allows for crop response to two environmental factors
On the one hand, crop growth is favored by optimum temperature and water supply,
while on the other hand, it is delayed or reduced if air temperature or soil water prevail at suboptimal or excessive magnitudes The equation is presented in its differentiated form with respect to time while coefficients in the equation represent simple
responses to both air temperature and soil water These coefficients are assumed to
be known in initial scenarios, but can be estimated with increasing availability of
data. Sensor observations of leaf area index and vegetation status are calibrated with
respect to crop growth Based on these observations, the biomass development is
predicted and updated The magnitude of the temporal prediction variance is further
reduced by using the spatial estimation variance as the measurement variance in the
updating step of the biomass propagation and its variance in time in the Kalman
filter The spatial estimation variance is obtained from kriging or cokriging based
on variograms and covariograms or from an autoregressive state-space model The
effect of the combined filter scheme in space and time upon the estimation variance
and yield prediction is presented and applied to various sampling scenarios
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Web-Based
Meteorological/Soil
Profile
Data
Dissemination
and
Visualization:.
T. Tsegaye. M. Wagaw. M. Schamschula. W. Tadesse, R. Metzl, T. Coleman.
Alabama A&M Univ. G. L. Schaefer. USDA-MiCS.
The Center for Hydrology Soil Climatology and Remote Sensing at Alabama
A&M University operates the Alabama Mesonet (ALMNet) This unique network
of AI.MNet is made up of eleven combination meteorological/soil profile stations
and twelve soil profile stations The combination stations are also part of the USDA
NRCS SCAN network The original ALMNet stations (seven SCAN sites) were
installed February 2002. Since June 2003 the Alabama Mesonet should really be
called the Alabama/Tennessee Mesonet, since the USDA NRCS added three stations in adjacent counties north of the state line In August 2003, one soil profile
station (Bragg Farm) was converted to a SCAN site Our web site http://wx.aamu.
edu/ALMNet php is currently serving as an Internet based resource for northern
Alabama and Southern Tennessee weather and climate data A reliable, dense observation network such as ALMNet is necessary to reduce vulnerability and maximize
security of flood prone areas and improve operational efficiency of emergency
management teams for all weather conditions of the southeastern USA A long term
data set of environmental and meteorological data is also crucial to forecast drought
and Hood at the local/regional/continental scale. In situations like the most recent
weather conditions in the southeastern US, it is crucial for decision makers to have
an access to a near real-time meteorological/soil profile database for examining and
quickly respond to any unexpected environmental and social needs. The ALMNet
enables resource managers and environmental decision-makers to identify potential
hazardous areas and manage our ecological system more effectively.
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J E . Hoffman
Adapting Agricultural Practices in the Western Interior of South Africa to
Optimize Water Harvesting for Crop Production.
J. E. Hoffman. Stellenbosch Univ.
South Africa is classified by the FAO as an arid region The western interior's
annual rainfall is about 400 mm The region has an aridity index of 0.17 according to the UNESCO conference of 1977. Farmers rely largely on rainfall for crop
production The region is blessed with deep sandy soils, however, which can store
water above an impermeable clay layer at a depth of about 3 m The purpose of this
paper is to highlight the practices that have been adopted to harvest rainfall and use
it effectively for sustaining long-term crop production. An experiment was carried
out over four years to study different components of the water balance during the
fallow period, between consecutive crops, as well as during the growing season.
Two sites were selected, both with sandy soils, with clay plus silt content between
5 and 8% in the top 0.3 m and increasing to about 20% at 3m depth. One site at
Hoopstad has an impermeable layer at 3 m while the other at Petrusburg has no
impermeable layer within a 6 m depth Crops are planted only when the water table
rises to a depth of 0.6 m Wheat was grown in monoculture with three different
cultivation practices: a conventional treatment with a mouldboard ploughing and
mechanical weed control and two conservation tillage treatments - one stubble
mulch and the other no tillage The conservation treatments were aimed at leaving
as much crop residue on the soil surface as possible to prevent wind erosion, inhibit
evaporation and increase rainwater infiltration Owing to the soil texture, the soil
tends to compact easily; leading to severe problems associated with shallow root
development and reduced effectiveness of stored water exploitation A deep cultivation action was consequently included in the conventional and stubble mulch
treatments to alleviate this problem Weed control through the fallow period was
done mechanically with different implements in control and stubble mulch treatments while chemical control was used for the no till treatment Grain and total dry
matter yields were determined over all four years of the experiment. From these
data and water balance data, water use efficiency (WUE) and rainfall use efficiency
(RUE) were calculated for each season The rainfall storage efficiency (RSE) was
determined for the different fallow periods The results showed that the RSE is
mainly determined by the amount and distribution of rainfall. The rainfall both
during each growing season and during intervening fallow periods at both sites was
below the long-term average although wheat yields exceeded the long-term average for the area This was mainly due to the water harvesting practices that were
introduced Wheat yields at the site with a perched water table were three times
higher than those at the site without a water table The contribution of stored water
from the water table was estimated to be about 70% on average. The RUE on the
soil without a water table was calculated to be 5 2 kg ha-1 mm-1 while that of the
soil with a perched water table was 12 9 kg ha-l mm-1. The conventional cultivation practice at the soil with a perched water table has a RUE of 15.1 kg ha-1 mm-1
which was significantly higher than that of the stubble mulch and no till treatments
which were 12 2 and 11 4 respectively No significant differences occurred between
treatments at the site without a water table
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The Relationships Between the Organically-Bound Iron in the River Water
and the Environmental Factors of Watershed.
M. Saigusa. D. Kunii. G. Salio. T. Ito. Tohoku Univ.
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In the watershed of the Ohkawa River in Miyagi Prefecture in the North East of
Japan, a substantial amount of afforestation is being carried out. That is because
people think the ruin of the forest vegetation causes the decrease of nutrients in the
river water and consequently the decrease of coastal productivity Furthermore, it
has been suggested that organically-bound iron supplied by the river water will contribute to maintain the growth of phytoplankton in the coastal region (Matsunaga et
al., 1998) The organic material is supposed to be fulvic acid and to originate in forest soil and organically bound iron is called fulvic acid-iron (FA-Fe). Furthermore,
fulvic-like organic matter in the river is supplied by waste water of urban life (Takahashi et al., 2003) Therefore, we studied the FA-Fe origin of two rivers different
watershed environments We developed a GIS database to determine the land use of
the watershed The study areas are located along the Ohkawa River and the Nanakita
River in Miyagi Prefecture in the North East of Japan The Ohkawa River originate
in Mt Toishi Yama and pours into Kesennuma Bay On the other hand, the Nanakita
River originate in Mt Izumi Gatake and pours into Sendai Bay. It runs through
Sendai City (population one million), where it is affected by waste water from urban
area River water samples were collected in the upper and the lower streams sites
on each river from June to November, 2005 Waste water from urban area was collected. To study water quality, we determined pH, EC, and amount of fulvic acid-Fe
(FA-Fe), dissolved iron (D-Fe) and total iron (T-Fe) The GIS database developed
was used to determine the area of watershed and the land use of both the Ohkawa
and Nanakita River regions The total watershed area of the Ohkawa River was
estimated to be 16,744 ha. including forest, agricultural, and urban areas of 12,179,
2,839, and 550 ha, respectively. The total watershed area of the Nanakita River was
22,303 ha including forest, agricultural, and urban areas of 8,090, 3,498, and 8,647
ha, respectively The watershed area of the sampling site on the upper stream of the
Ohkawa River was 29 ha, and was covered by forest vegetation. The watershed area
of the lower stream site was 12,529 ha, (9,185,2,235, and 179 ha, respectively). The
upper stream one of the Nanakita River was 1,140 ha, (797, 117, and 10 ha, respectively) The lower stream one was 16,800 ha, (7,923, 2,661, 4,756 ha, respectively).
The average concentrations of FA-Fe in the upper and lower stream water of the
Ohkawa River and the Nanakita River were 0.001, O.OI8mgL', and 0.005, 0.056
mgL', respectively. The D-Fe concentrations were 0.01, 0027 mgL', and 0.013,
0068 mgL', respectively and those of the T-Fe were 0.31, 0.12 mgL', and 0.05,
0 30 mgL', respectively The EC of the upper and lower stream in the Ohkawa River
were 73 and 114 iScm ', and in the Nanakita River were 81 and 249 iScm '. Both the
pH and the EC of the lower stream water were higher than those of the upper stream
In the lower stream site of the Nanakita River, the EC was significantly higher than
the rest and suggests that the site was affected by waste water from Sendai City.
Except for the T-Fe of the Ohkawa River water, the concentrations of each form
of iron in both of the lower streams were higher than in the upper streams This
tendency was much clearer in the Nanakita River water To compare the proportion
of land use area in the lower stream watershed, the forest area percentage of the
Ohkawa River region (73%) was significantly higher than the Nanakita River one
(47%) and urban area proportion of the Ohkawa River one (1 4%) was much lower
than that in the Nanakita River one (28%). Also, FA-Fe has been considered to be
originate in forest soil, but our results suggest that FA-Fe was supplied by the waste
water of urban life The actual concentration of FA-Fe, D-Fe, and T-Fe in the waste
water of urban areas were 0.034-0.078, 0.063-0.108, 0.27-0.84 mgL', respectively
All of the values were remarkably higher than that from upper stream water, and
some also had higher concentrations than those of the lower stream water From
these results, we may conclude that organically bound iron in river water such as
FA-Fe originates not only in forest soil but also in waste water from urban life
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Evaluating Regulated Deficit Irrigation (RDI) Practices for Citrus Production
in South Africa.
J. E. Hoffman. Slellenbosch Univ.
Different Regulated Deficit Irrigation (RDI) scheduling practices were investigated
on an Oxisol (Rhodic Ferrasol) with an effective rooting depth of 900mm located
in Nelspruit, Mpumulanga in the summer rainfall area of South Africa. The experimental site receives an annual rainfall of 750mm in the form of thunderstorms.
The average daily maximum temperature is 30°C in January (mid summer) and
23°C in July (mid winter) The average minimum daily temperature varies between
18°C in January and 8°C in July The area is frost free The Citrus cultivar, cv.
Olinda Valencia, on cv Cairn ruft lemon rootstock with a tree spacing of 7 x 7m
was used in the trail The twenty-six year old trees are still in good condition without greening symptoms and have an average yield of 200 kg/tree Irrigation water
with an excellent quality, classified as a class CI SI (USDA), was used to irrigate
the trees with two micro jets (each covering 270°) placed 30cm from the stem on
both sides in the row The growing season was divided into three phases during
which different regulated deficit irrigation treatments were applied Phase I, the
cell division phase, started after full bloom (1st August) and continued to 56 days
after full bloom (15 November) Phase two followed phase until 200 days after full
bloom (15th March) The fruit development levelled oft'during phase three which
ended when the fruit matured and were harvested RDI practices were adapted to
investigate the effect of maximum stress during one or more of the different growth
phases The soil profile was filled tofieldwater capacity at the beginning of a stress
treatment and no irrigation water was applied until the end of the growth phase
Different combinations of stress treatments during the different growth phases were
applied and the effect on growth, fruit yield, size and quality were determined. The

water content of the non-stress treatments in the different growth phases was kept
between field capacity and 50% of readily available water content. In the control
treatment no stress was applied in any of the three growth phases. The total seasonal crop water requirement for Citrus in this investigation was 26 m3/tree or
10 100 m3/ha. The average rainfall efficiency was estimated as 33% and rainfäll
contributed to 30% of the annual crop water use The stress period during the rapid
fruit development stage (phase II) had the greatest detrimental effect on fruit size
and yield Water stress during growth phase I caused a delay in flowering and trees
had a tendency to flower following a period of severe stress. It was evident from
the results that flowering can be manipulated with severe stress treatments. If trees
were only stressed during growth phase three, yield was not drastically reduced as
was expected. If water is scarce this will therefore be the safest phase during which
to apply stress The most critical phases in which Citrus trees are most susceptible
to stress are during flowering and the rapid fruit growth phase Both yield and fruit
size were reduced due to water stress during these phases
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Temporal Effects of N Source und Timing of N Fertilization on o"N of Chinese
Cabbages and Soil.
5. /. Yun, H. M. Ro. E. Y. Yun. Dept of Applied Biology and Chemistry. School of
Agricultural Biotechnology. Seoul National Unix; W. J. Choi. Dept of Biosystems
and Agricultural Engineering. Institute of Agricultural Science and Technology.
Chonnam National Univ.
Natural '!N abundance in plant and soil can be used as a powerful tool to interpret
the history of nitrogen fertilization. To investigate temporal variations in N isotopic
composition of plant and soil as affected by 8ISN and timing of N fertilization,
Chinese cabbages were grown with a single or split N inputs using isotopically different N sources (organic and inorganic) in pot under greenhouse conditions, and
analyzed for the 8"N of plant and soil. Composted manure (8I5N = +16 4%o) and
urea (8I5N = -0.7%o) were used as organic and inorganic inputs, respectively. Seven
N treatments were studied: 1) a single basal fertilization with compost or 2) urea; 3)
a basal urea application followed by an additional (at 40 days after transplant, same
below) compost or 4) urea application; 5) a basal compost application followed by
an additional compost or 6) urea application; and 7) no N fertilization Irrespective of N application timing, l5N-enriched organic input resulted in higher 8I5N of
cabbage than "N-depleted inorganic input. The 8I!N values of cabbages receiving
compost were higher than +9.0, while those of cabbages receiving urea were lower
than +1.0%» In case of split N fertilization, the addition of isotopically different
N sources in the middle of growth significantly affected the 8,5N of whole plant,
while that of isotopically similar N sources did not. Comparing plant 81SN of cabbage parts, the 8'5N signals of basal and additional N inputs were evident in outer
and inner plant parts, respectively We conclude that measurements of temporal
variations in 8'5N of plant parts formed in different growth stages could reveal the
history of N fertilization
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Nitrogen Rates Affected Kiomass Production and N Uptake of Chinese
Cabbages under Elevated Atmospheric C0 2 and Temperature.
S. 1. Yun. H. M. Ro. Dept ofApplied Biology and Chemistry. School ofAgricultural
Biotechnology. Seoul National Univ: W. J. Choi. Dept ofBiosystems andAgricultural
Engineering. Institute of Agricultural Science and Technology. Chonnam National
Univ: J. S. Choi. Y. J. Nam. Dept of Applied Biology and Chemistry. School of
Agricultural Biotechnology. Seoul National Univ.
To investigate the effects of elevated CO, and temperature on plant biomass production and N uptake, Chinese cabbages were grown at two rates of N (350 and 700 mg
kg') under contrasting atmospheric CO, (360 and 650 umol mol') in combination
with current ambient or elevated (ambient +5°C) temperature for 70 days Temperature, CO,, and N rate significantly affected dry matter yield of Chinese cabbage
Elevated CO, suppressed dry-mass accumulation of the plants receiving N at 350
mg kg"1 irrespective of temperature, but the degree of suppression was significantly
reduced for the plants receiving N at 700 mg kg ' only when coupled with elevated
temperature Temperature and CO, significantly affected N content of Chinese cabbages, while N rate did not Irrespective of temperature and CO, levels, N uptake
efficiency was reduced with increasing N rates However, N uptake efficiency of the
plants receiving high N rates grown at elevated-temperature regimes increased at
elevated CO, levels whereas that of their counterparts grown at ambient-temperature
regimes decreased, suggesting that the N rate of 700 mg kg' would be insufficient to
ensure optimum growth of Chinese cabbages under elevated temperature and CO,
Our results suggest that an alternative N fertilization for Chinese cabbages should be
tested if a doubling of atmospheric CO, level leads to elevated temperatures.
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Assessing the Impact of Spatial Variability of Soil and Vegetation on Catchment
Water Balance - A Case Study in Simmons Creek Catchment.
E. Wang. H. Cresswell. M. Glover. CS1RO Land and Water.
The spatial variation of soil and vegetation types in a catchment adds complexity to
the assessment of catchment water balance At inter- and intra-annual time scales,
partitioning of precipitation into evapotranspiration, runoff, soil water storage and

drainage is controlled by interactions between climate, soil and plant types Spatial
variation of soil properties with topography offers opportunity for different land use
options and leads to temporal and spatial heterogeneity of plant or vegetation types,
which, in turn, impact on overall catchment hydrology and system sustainability.
This simulation study explores a bottom-up modelling approach to investigate the
impact of spatial/temporal variability of soil and vegetation types on water balance
at Simmons Creek catchment, NSW, Australia The catchment covers an area of
178 km2 and was divided into sub-catchments; each of the sub-catchment was
further divided into three land units from the top hill to valley floor corresponding to the Multi-Resolution Valley Bottom Flatness (MRVBF) topographic index
Each land unit may contain multiple soil types The hydraulic properties of each
soil type were derived by combining soil mapping and detailed profile measurement data A farming system simulator was coupled with a catchment hydrological framework to enable analysis of different soil-plant combinations and climate
variability as they impact on the catchment water balance These land use options
were arranged in different configurations down the topographic sequence of the
three hydrologically interconnected slope units in each of the sub-catchments
The dynamics of evapotranspiration (transpiration by plant and evaporation from
soil), surface runoff, subsurface lateral flow, soil storage in the plant root zone,
and drainage passing the root zone were analysed for the designed configurations
Simulation results indicate that differences in soil profile depth and topography,
together with climate variability, restrict the potential of using alternative vegetation to modify catchment water balance Inter- and intra- annual catchment water
balance is influenced by spatial/temporal variation of soils and vegetation types in
addition to climate variability and the fractions of different vegetation covers. The
impact of spatial variation of shallow and deep rooted vegetations on surface and
subsurface lateral flow is relatively small The biggest impact is on potential soil
water storage, plant water use and drainage from the land units where the vegetations were planted This offers opportunities for designing spatially explicit mosaic
land use towards more sustainable production systems In the studied catchment,
the management of runoff and re-infiltration is very significant in terms of reducing
deep drainage at sub-catchment scale, surface runoff processes offer opportunity
for 'harvesting' water on down-slope land units to maximise evapotranspiration
and minimise drainage The most effective locations to plant perennial vegetation
for the purposes of recharge reduction are not necessarily on up-slope land units soil and slope characteristics should be carefully considered and down-slope water
harvesting opportunities evaluated. Conversely to the water harvesting objective,
if the aim is to maintain runoff and stream flow (water yield) then (assuming flow
can be captured in channels) planting high water use vegetation on low land units
is likely to be counterproductive. The coupling of the farming systems model with
a catchment hydrological framework made it possible to capture the management
details at farm level and the hydrological responses at catchment level. This has
enabled analysis of realistic farm management options as they impact on the catchment water balance Previously catchment hydrological tools have generally not
explicitly represented farming systems and farming system simulators have not
realistically represented lateral fluxes of water
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Temporal Effects of Soil Moisture Tension and Salinity on Carbon Isotope
Composition During Carbon Assimilation in Lettuce and Young Radish.
H. M. Ro. Dept of Applied Biology and Chemistry. School of Agricultural
Biotechnology, Seoul National Univ: Y. D. Choi. Yeongnam Agricultural Research
Institute. NICS. RDA: S. I. Yun. J. S. Choi. J. M. Kim. Dept ofApplied Biology and
Chemistry. School ofAgricultural Biotechnology. Seoul National Univ.
Stable carbon isotope composition was used as an indicator of the long-term integrated water use efficiency of plants Because physiological symptoms caused by
soil salinity stress develop similarly to those by soil water deficit, it is often considered that the effect of soil salinity on carbon isotope discrimination would be
similar However, several studies found that soil salinity affects carbon isotopic discrimination differently from that of water stress To investigate temporal changes in
8"C with Na/K ratio and soil moisture tension under different soil salinity conditions, lettuce and young radish were grown for 40days under greenhouse condition
Soil EC (soilwater = 1:5) was adjusted by adding a stock solution of KCl, NaCI,
CaCI,, and MgCI,: 02, 0 5, 1.0, and 15 dS m ' At each measurement EC, two
ratios of Na to K ("1 and 30) were chosen During growth, soil moisture tension was
adjusted daily to -50±5 kPa at low Na/K and to -35±5 kPa and -50±5 kPa at high
Na/K Dry matter yield of lettuce and young radish was negatively correlated with
soil salinity and plant-8"C In addition, the 8"C values became less negative and
stomatal resistance increased, indicating decreased carbon isotope discrimination
due to decreased CO, diffusion as soil salinity increased An increase in stomatal
resistance per unit increase in soil salinity was greater in lettuce than in young radish. In particular, this pattern was further modified by the Na/K ratio Soil moisture
tension was negatively correlated with dry matter yield and 8"C for young radish,
but this relation was not observed for lettuce Our results suggest that soil salinity
stress decreases carbon isotope composition due to increased stomatal resistance,
and that a proportional increase in specific ion such as Na causes further carbon
isotope discrimination.
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A. S Eallonardo
An Empirical Test of Nitrogen Saturation in the Understory of the Catskill
Mountains of New York.
A. S. Eallonardo, D. J. Leopold. Stale Univ of New York College of Environmental
Science and Forestry: G. Lawrence. U.S. Geological Survey: L. A. Heath. Stale
Univ of New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry.
Nitrogen (N) limitation was tested against other possible limiting factors (eg calcium, magnesium and or phosphorus limitation, aluminum toxicity) at a base-poor
site receiving high rates of N deposition (approximately 12 kg ha' yr'). Our objective
was to quantify changes in understory productivity following additions of dolomite
(9 Mg ha '), ammonium nitrate (25 kg N ha' yr') and phosphate (100 kg Pha'), and
to compare the specific response of Acer saccharum, Dryopleris intermedia, Erylhronium americanum, and Oxalis acelosella to the dolomite and ammonium nitrate treatments. We hypothesized that the greatest increases in understory productivity would
occur with the dolomite + N treatment, but that the four study species would respond
differently to the treatments. Specifically, Erythronium americanum would increase
the most with the N treatment, while A. saccharum and O. acelosella would increase
most with the dolomite + N treatments. The dolomite addition occurred in November
of 2003 and N and P additions occurred in May of 2004. Over the following two
summers we observed these trends: no significant differences between the treatments
in total understory biomass, however summer-green herb density increased approximately three-fold with the dolomite + N treatment and was the only trend associated with the summer-greens that was different from zero. On average, tree seedlings
increased by 33.000 stems ha ' with the dolomite + N treatment while on the control
and N treatments, densities decreased by 4,000 and 44,000 stems ha', respectively
Of the four study species, A. saccharum increased the most in relative growth rate on
the dolomite + N treatment Increases in A. saccharum growth rate were significantly
and positively correlated with calcium, magnesium and pH in the Oe horizon, while
increases in E. americanum growth rate were significantly and positively correlated
with exchangeable aluminum and organic matter in the B horizon. On the dolomite
+ N treatment, A. saccharum increased in whole-plant MgAI by a factor of seven
relative to the control, and E. americanum increased in aluminum by a factor of two
to three relative to the control across all other treatments In sum these data show
that generalizations regarding nitrogen saturation of this understory plant community
are uncertain as species are responding differently to environmental gradients, and
that once Ca or Mg needs are met, additional N inputs appear to facilitate increased
production
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Natural Abundances of Crop and Soil N Can Evaluate the Contribution of N
Source to Crop N.
H. M. Ro. Depl of Applied Biology and Chemistry. School of Agricultural
Biotechnology. Seoul National Univ: S. I. Yun. Dept of Applied Biology and
Chemistry. School of Agricultural Biotechnology. Seoul National Univ.
Excessive application of compost can cause such problems as plant toxicity
symptoms due to high salt concentration and the accumulation of trace metals,
and ground and surface water pollution Therefore, an appropriate application of
compost to agricultural fields is predetermined to ensure healthy food production
and to prevent soil and water pollution. To evaluate the effect of compost application rates on N uptake efficiency and N leaching potential from agricultural field
soils, Chinese cabbages were grown in pot with three different application rates of
compost for 40 days. Compost was applied at rates of 0 (CO), 500 (CI), 1000 (C2),
and 1500 (C3) mg N kg' soil. With increasing compost application, N uptake of
cabbage increased, while dry matter yield did not The slope from linear regression analysis of N uptake versus compost application rate showed that N uptake
efficiency of crops from compost-N was 76 g N kg"' compost-N At the same time,
concentration of soil inorganic N increased with increasing compost application
rate Net mincralized-N from compost increased linearly with increasing compost
application, and the slope of linear regression analysis showed that compost-N was
mineralized at the rate of 122 g N kg ' compost-N for 40 days. As soil and compost
N have their specific isotopic compositions, the 8I5N can be a possible tracer to
interpret their relative contribution to plant N and soil inorganic N. The 5'5N was
higher in cabbages receiving compost than in control However, differences in 5'5N
values between C2 and C3 plants were virtually the same, indicating that most N
in C2 and C3 plants was derived from compost. In accordance with the variations
in 8'5N of cabbage-N, the 5I5N of soil inorganic N increased with increasing application rate of compost, indicating the relative contribution of compost-N to soil
inorganic N Our results suggest a possibility that the use of crop- and soil-8"N
together with their corresponding N concentrations can evaluate luxury consumption of N derived from compost-N, lest we should contaminate surface and ground
water from agricultural field.
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Active Learning: International Agriculture Using the Internet as a Teaching
fool in Brazil.

R. GUEDES. Philadelphia Univ.
Active learning was an essential part of a Conservation course taught to 9th semester of Agronomy students at Universidade Federal Rural de Peranmbuco Twenty-
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five countries were used as a teaching tool to discuss sustainable agriculture The
countries were chosen by the students. Basically, they used the internet to do the
search, as well as obtaining information in the existing country consulates or representatives of the country living in the city of Recife, PE, Brazil The majority of
the countries were in Latin America Argentina and US were presented 6 semesters,
Australia, China, Chile and Spain, were presented 5 consecutive semesters, Uruguay and France 3 semesters, Guinea Bissau, Costa Rica and Japan 2 semesters,
and Italy, Bolivia, Algeria, El Salvador, New Zealand. Thailand, Nicaragua, and
India were presented only once African students studying at UFRPE presented
reports from the African countries
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Linking Dynamic and Chemical Representations of Soil Carbon:
Carbohydrates as a Case Study.
D. Derrien. Laboratoire Sol et Environnemenl. INPL-ENSAIA: C. Marol, J.
Balesdent. Laboratoire d Ecologie Microbienne de la Rhizosphere. UMR 6191.
Carbon sequestration in soils basically depends on both thefluxesof organic carbon
from the primary production into the soils and the residence times inside the soil
Up to now, the quantitative dynamic representation of soil carbon, e.g., through
simulation models, has been poorly related to the chemical representation of soil
carbon. There is a clear need to conciliate both representations for at least two
reasons On one hand, the residence times of carbon in soils are suspected to be
intimately related to the chemistry of soil organic matter (SOM), through intrinsic
recalcitrance of molecules or organo-mineral interactions On the other hand, the
chemical nature of bulk SOM is intrinsically dynamic and determined by dynamic
parameters such as flows of biosyntheses and compound specific reaction rates,
including humification and biodegradation etc. Stable isotopes have proven their
efficiency tools to investigate dynamics of soil C At present, compound-specific
stable isotope analysis, e. g., using Gas-chromatography/lsotope ratio monotoring
mass spectrometry (GC-I RMS) offers the potential to trace the fate of'carbon in various classes of molecules Using these techniques, we built a model of the dynamics
of carbohydrate carbon as a part of total soil carbon We measured the dynamics of
carbon in neutral carbohydrates using the natural 13C labelling in an experimental
wheat/maize sequence extending from 1 through 23 years. The isotopic composition of individual neutral monosaccharides was determined in hydrolysed particlesize fractions by GC-1RMS of trimethylsilyl derivatives. In each size class, the age
distribution of neutral sugar carbon was very similar to that of total soil carbon:
few years in particulate organic matter and about one century in <50um particle
size fraction. Considering the typical lability of carbohydrates, the relatively high
age of carbohydrate carbon may be explained by physical or chemical protection
from degradation, as well as by recycling of soil organic matter carbon by soil
microbes The rate of biosynthesis of microbial sugars was determined experimentally using various 13C-labelled substrates and medium term incubation. Based on
these experiments we proposed a model of carbohydrate dynamics as a sub-part
of a general carbon model This model respects the frame of a validated model of
soil organic carbon dynamics, the RothC model. It introduces specific parameters
concerning individual plant carbohydrates degradability, microbial carbohydrates
biosyntheses and carbohydrates preservation in soils. Glucose and xylose are more
labile than other plant carbohydrates, microbial biosyntheses are independent on
the substrate quality, carbohydrate accounting for 30% of the metabolites and the
preservation of carbohydrate was about 5 times less important that the one of bulk
SOM The model reproduces nicely the great features of carbohydrate fate in soil
i.e. the decrease of their contribution to soil organic matter and the increase of
microbial sugars signature during the decomposition process. The proportion of
microbially-mediated carbohydrate carbon represents 25% of total soil carbohydrate Such modeling offers new perspectives in the mechanistic approach of the
carbon sequestration in soils
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Soil Climate Regimes of West Virginia.
T. M. Prescott. USDA-NRCS. MLRA 13 Region: J. Thompson. West Virginia Univ:
J. Sencindiver. West Virginia Univ: W. J. Waltman. USDA/NRCS—MLRA Region
13: S. G. Carpenter. USDA-NRCS. MLRA 13 Region: S. W. Waltman. USDANRCS-NGDC.
West Virginia exhibits a complex mosaic of soil climate regimes Its unique geographic position at the intersection of continental and maritime weather fronts, and
the orographic effects of its complex dissected mountainous terrain yield a range
of soil moisture and temperature conditions In the next generation of soil survey
updates for West Virginia, the availability of digital elevation models (at 30m resolution) provides the base to apply terrain regressions that describe the functional
relationships of latitude, longitude, elevation, slope gradient, and slope aspect to
soil climate characteristics The terrain regressions quantify the variation in lapse
rates across soil landscapes, describe the strength of orographic processes, and
identify the boundaries of rain shadows. A terrain regression modeling approach
in ArcGIS was coupled with the Newhall Simulation Model (NSM; Van Wambeke et al., 1992) to generate surfaces of soil temperature and moisture regimes,
soil biological windows, and agroclimatic parameters (growing degree-days, frostfree period, and temperature minima) Initially, maps were developed based upon
1971 to 2000 normals Later, long-term (>60 y) weather stations in West Virginia

and surrounding slates were modeled on individual years to build frequencies of
soil climate regimes and droughts, as well as identify shifts in time and space
Agricultural and forest research locations in West Virginia and NOAA's Historical
Climatology Network stations were used to identify shifts in soil temperature and
moisture regimes through time Based on the Newhall Simulation Model using
1971 to 2000 normals, the weather station at Snowshoe (elevation of 1454 m; 4770
ft) is the highest station location in West Virginia and classifies as having a cryic
temperature regime and perudic moisture regime In West Virginia, there are II
weather stations that are perudic. The Pickens 1 (844 m; 2770 ft) and Snowshoe
stations represent the two strongest (1061 mm and 974 mm, respectively, of annual
water balance) perudic moisture regimes throughout the Central Appalachians In
contrast, Moorefield I SSE. located in the Valley and Ridge Province in the rain
shadow of the Appalachians, receives only 835 mm (32 88 in), and has a mean
annual water balance of 130 mm (~5 in). Soil biological window values ( B I 0 5 and
BI08) derived from Newhall ranged from 185 days at Snowshoe to 268 days at
Williamson, WV Previous work by Soil Survey Staff (1994) showed some limited
areas of frigid soil temperature regimes at the highest elevation in West Virginia.
Our terrain regressions, based upon 1971 to 2000 normals, indicates more extensive areas of frigid temperatures and predicts cryic temperatures above elevations
of 1378m (4200 ft). Nine cooperative weather stations classified as having thermic
regimes; however, these stations were constrained to river valley positions near
the Kentucky-Ohio-West Virginia border, and may represent urban thermal islands.
Based upon our population of NWS cooperative weatherstations, mean annual soil
temperature (MAST) can be predicted by:
MAST = 90.3 -1.36 (Latitude) - 0.246 (Longitude) - 0.00271 (Elevation)
where latitude and longitude are expressed in decimal degrees, geographic coordinate system (N AD83), and elevation is expressed in feet. This research has implications for soil classification, and for agronomy and forestry interpretations. Our geospatial analyses will help guide correlation in soil survey update and maintenance.
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P Drohan
Gypsophile or I \tremophile? A Case Study Examining the Relationship
between Gypsum Soils and the Rare Species that Occur on Them.
P. Drohan, B. Buck. Univ of Nevada. Las Vegas: D. Merkler. USDA NRCS.
Gypsiferous soils are frequently known for supporting populations of gypsophile
plant species In some cases, such soils may be the only habitat known for such
species; such is the case with two southern Nevada, USA species Arctomecon
californica and Eriogonum corymbosum In an effort to better understand habitat
requirements for these two rare species in the USA, we examined the surface soil
physical, mincralogical and chemical properties of soils across three habitat areas
(2 populated solely with the above species and one unpopulated with either) with
the objective of determining what site characteristics may influence the tendency
for one species to inhabit one area while another does not In addition, we examined
what soil differences may be important for germination and the question of what
a gypsophile is Soils in the area of the study are located in the Mojave Desert
in north Las Vegas, NV Soils are derived from a Pleistocene marsh environment
and occur in an aridic moisture regime and thermic to hyperthermic temperature
regime However, prior to sampling, a record rainfall occurred in the region contributing approximately four times the normal rainfall Ten sites were sampled with
5 holes per site area Each site constituted several hectares of habitat. Results suggest that gypsum is not a controlling factor for absence or presence of either species and the label of "gypsophile" may be inappropriate. X-ray diffraction analysis
confirms no gypsum is presence in the surface soils in any of the habitats, however gypsum is found at depth in most habitats Sulfur contents in leaves from
both species are similar to alfalfa (0 31%); soil sulfate is thirteen times lower in A.
californica habitat as compared to E corymbosum habitat Both populated habitats
have 2-3 times lower available phosphorus as compared to unpopulated areas. A
californica occurs in soils with higher percent surface clast cover and low Na, Ca
and Mg availability while E corymbosum occurs in soils with higher Ca and Mg
(9-6 times higher than A californica respectively) and with a stronger surface crust.
A californica has significantly higher foliar barium, silica and sodium as compared
to E. corymbosum and lower aluminum lead, copper, selenium, arsenic, cadmium,
chromium and zinc. Based on these observations, we conclude that both species
occupy unique niches in the ecosystem studied and may be better described as
extremophiles than as gypsophiles The term gypsophile is likely not appropriate
in describing the species
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J. Zhu
Effective Soil Hydraulic Properties at the Landscape Scale and beyond.
J. Zhu. Desert Research Institute: B. Mohanty. N. Das. Texas Ad M Univ.
Soil hydraulic properties at a spatial resolution typically larger than one square km
are a key input for land-atmosphere feedback schemes in Soil-Vegetation-Atmosphere Transfer (SVAT) models. Previous studies investigated the significance of
first- and second-order moments (mean and variance) of soil hydraulic parameters on defining "effective" parameter for heterogeneous soils at the landscape or
remote-sensing footprint/pixel scale In this study, we examined the impact of the
skewness (third-order moment) of hydraulic parameter distributions on "effective"
soil hydraulic parameter averaging schemes for heterogeneous soils in a flat landscape The effective soil hydraulic parameter of the heterogeneous soil formation is

obtained by conceptualizing the soil as an equivalent homogeneous medium The
averaging scheme requires that the effective homogeneous soil will discharge the
same ensemble moisture flux across the land-atmosphere boundary Numerical/field
experimental results show that distribution skewness is also important in determining the upscaled effective parameters in addition to the mean and variance
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S E. Samson-Liebig
An Inexpensive and Simple Method to Demonstrate Water Infiltration and
Water-Holding Capacity in the Field and Classroom.
S. E. Samson-Liebig.

USDA-NRCS: K. A. Nichols. M. A. Liebig.

VSDA-ARS.

In semiarid regions, such as the Northern Great Plains, water is usually the limiting
resource in plant production, but demonstrating the link between soil quality, water
infiltration, and water-holding capacity is challenging The Soil Quality Test Kit provides for measurement of seven soil quality indicators: bulk density, infiltration rate,
water-holding capacity, electrical conductivity, soil pH, soil nitrate, and soil respiration. This kit is sold commercially for approximately 500 U.S. dollars Soil samples
at surface depths (0-5, 0-10, and 0-15 cm) were collected from four studies in North
and South Dakota: I) a cropping systems study at the Northern Great Plains Research
Laboratory (NGPRL) near Mandan, ND, 2) a rangeland restoration study at NGPRL;
3) a combination cropping and rangeland management study near Huron, SD; and 4)
a rangeland management study near Streeter, ND All samples were air-dried, except
for the NGPRL cropping systems study which had both field-moist and air-dried
samples Soil was placed in a 5 oz (148 ml) paper cup with a perforated bottom (50
holes made with an 18 gauge needle) to a height of 4 cm. This cup was inserted into
the upper rim of a 3 oz (89 ml) paper cup. Ultrapure water equivalent to 2.54 cm (1 in)
was added and the infiltration rate was measured. For the air-dried samples, another
2.54 cm of water was added. Water collected in the bottom cup was measured using a
graduated cylinder and analyzed for anions and cations using colorimetric test strips
and ion chromatography Soil in the bottom cup was incubated in the laboratory to
measure the rate at which the soil returned to an air dry state Preliminary results
show infiltration rates in the rangeland soils were faster than in the cropland soils
for both the first and second 2 54 cm In the-field moist samples from the cropland
study at NGPRL, the no till treatment had an infiltration rate of 13 cm hr-1 while the
minimum till treatment had a rate of 4 cm hr-1 There was no difference in the amount
of water collected in the bottom paper cup among all treatments However, laboratory
incubation studies have demonstrated a difference in the time required for the soils
to return to an air-dried state, and on-going trials in the field have shown a difference
in the amount of water collected in paired cropland and rangeland studies with the
rangeland treatments retaining more water in the soil. This method provides an inexpensive and simple procedure to demonstrate water infiltration and soil water-holding
capacity in the field or classroom setting
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J. P. Lynch
Integration of the Explicit Root Growth Model SIMROOT with a Canopy
Crop Growth Model.
R. Jaramillo. J. P. Lynch. Pennsylvania Slate Univ.
The root system is a major sink of assimilates. Plants with better root carbon use
efficiency can explore larger soil volumes and acquire more soil resources than
plants with higher root respiration and construction costs. Concurrently, roots with
better architecture are more efficient by reducing intra-root competition and locating roots in resource-rich soil layers Very few simulation models can address both
the physiological costs of root production and maintenance, and root architecture
We took the explicit root growth model SIMROOT and adapted it to be able to
communicate with the widely used, photosynthesis-driven crop growth model
CROPGRO Our work could be seen as an exercise that exemplifies the limitations and difficulties when combining models with very different concepts of root
growth Additionally, the final product could be seen as one of the few simulation
instruments able to appraise the tradeoffs between roots physiological costs, root
architecture, resource uptake and productivity Our first simulation deals with the
effect of root economy and aerenchyma formation in maize and dry bean roots as a
response of nutrient deficiency
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A.L.Allen
Phosphorus Losses in » Ditch-Drained Farming System in the Delmarva
Peninsula.
A. L. Allen. Univ of Maryland Eastern Shore: P. Kletnman. A. Sharpley P. Vadas.
USDA Agricultural Research Service: B. Needelman. Univ of Maryland.
The loss of phosphorus (P) from manure-amended agricultural fields can be exacerbated by drainage ditches This study involved the monitoring of surface and subsurface pathways of P transport on a coastal-plain farm with a 25 to 30 year history
of intensive poultry litter application and elevated soil nutrient levels Preliminary
results indicate that the export of P from drainage ditches was high (up to 40 kg/
ha/yr), primarily in storm flow, which accounted for 70-99 of annual flow and 7597% of annual P export Surface runoff accounted for only 5-22% of annual ditch
flow, pointing to subsurface flow and ditch soils as primary sources of exported P
In addition to improved manure management, opportunities exist to substantially
reduce P losses through the precision application of innovative soil and ditch management practices
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J. K Gilbert
Using the Riparian Ecosystem Management Model to Determine when
Vegetated Filter Strips Are Sources or Sinks for Phosphorus.
./. K. Gilbert. J. T. Sims, Univ of Delaware: R. R. Lowrance, USDA-ARS S.E.
Watershed Res. Lab.
The purpose of vegetated filter strips (VFS) is to serve as a pollutant filter between
aquatic environments and their watersheds Soil erosion will decrease once VFS are
installed and sedimentation and infiltration of runoff within VFS will reduce pollutant loads to the adjacent water body However, VFS are not effective at controlling
all pollutants, particularly those dissolved in runoff waters In agricultural landscapes, if VFS soils are high in phosphorus (P), they can act as a pollutant source,
and not a sink Therefore, it is important to understand how soil properties impact
the pollution prevention value of VFS. Consequently, the Riparian Ecosystem
Management Model (REMM) was used to predict landscape conditions that preclude the use of VFS for controlling nonpoint source P pollution in settings when
dissolved P is a major component of total P loss Using agricultural soil and runoff
parameters representative of the conditions found in the Mid Atlantic Coastal Plain
region of the United States, movement of P was modeled through II m VFS. In this
region, over-fertilization and manuring has saturated many soils with P, and most
of the P buildup has occurred in topsoil horizons (<20 cm) Previous research has
shown that soil P sorption capacity can be increased five to ten fold by deep tillage
of VFS soils to 45 cm; therefore losses of dissolved P can be decreased by a simple,
one-time best management practice Soil P concentrations and P sorption capacity were varied in REMM, based on data from our laboratory and field studies, to
represent the impact of deep tillage on P movement through VFS. Output data were
compared to results from field monitoring of dissolved P in VFS soils and used to
make predictions of landscape conditions in which VFS will act as a source or a
sink for dissolved P
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T Green
An Improved Agricultural System Model for Space-Time Simulation of
Agricultural Landscape Variability.
J. C. Ascough. L. Ma. T. Green. USDA-ARS-NPA. Great Plains Systems Research
Unit: G. Flerchinger. USDA-ARS Northwest Watershed Research Center: G. S.
McMaster. L. Ahuja. B. Vandenberg, USDA-ARS-NPA. Great Plains Systems
Research Unit.
The ARS Root Zone Water Quality Model (RZWQM) simulates the physical,
chemical, and biological responses of the soil system within the root zone under
various agricultural management practices. The model has been tested extensively
under various soil-weather-management conditions and is being used widely for
assessment of agricultural management effects on crop production (plant growth
and development) and water quality related issues (vertical soil water dynamics,
nutrient cycling and chemical transport) RZWQM strengths include the ability to
characterize macropore/preferential flow, pesticide/nitrate transport in water (runoff/percolation/tile drains), and detailed carbon/nitrogen dynamics with consideration of microbial populations However, RZWQM, like most field-scale agricultural system models, was designed for homogeneous land units (eg., one soil type,
cropping system etc.) with little or no consideration of hydrological interaction
between land units In the past two years, RZWQM has undergone a transformation from a point-based architecture towards a spatial framework for integrating a
complex, agricultural system water quality model with interaction between simulated land areas via overland runoff and runon. The framework also provides the
increased interface sophistication necessary for distributed hydrologie modeling.
Modifications and improvements include the following:
I) Integrated ESR1 ArcGIS 9 1 -modeling framework; 2) Space-time output visualization tool; 3) Linkage to the DSSAT 3.5 crop growth models; 4) Kinematic/diffusive wave overland flow routing; 5) Process simulation beyond the root zone; 6)
Canopy interception/surface depressional storage; and 7) SHAW model full energy
balance.
This new distributed agroecosystem water quality tool for predicting space-time
planning scenarios across spatially variable agricultural landscapes is now called
MARIA (Management of Agricultural Resources through Integrated Assessment).
Component development is ongoing with new modules for soil erosion (including
chemical transport), plant growth [DSSAT 4 Cropping System Model (CSM) and a
new generic Unified Plant Growth Model (UPGM)], and saturated/unsaturated lateral subsurface flow scheduled for integration into the MARIA system framework.
This poster presents evaluation of the MARIA model with: a) experimental com
datasets with various nitrogen and irrigation treatments distributed with DSSAT
(Decision Support System for Agrotechnology Transfer) Version 3.5, and b) experimental soybean datasets taken from the literature representing various drought conditions Simulation results were compared to a previous version of RZWQM incorporating only a linkage to the DSSAT 3 5 CERES-Maize and CROPGRO models
without the additional modifications as listed above. Special emphasis in the comparison is placed on evaluation of the effect of the SHAW model based energy balance (e.g., soil temperature) routines on improved crop yield predictions.
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A. Garcia y Garcia
Using Dynamic Crop Simulation Models and Statistical County Yield Estimates
to Determine the Spatial and Temporal Variability of Peanut Yield.
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A. Garcia y Garcia. L. C. Guerra. J. Paz. G. Hoogenboom. The Univ of Georgia.
Crop yields vary over space and lime At large scales, both spatial and temporal
variability are due to the interaction of soil heterogeneities, inter-annual weather
variability and changes in technology. The objective of this study was to determine
the stability of spatial and temporal patterns of peanut yield based on dynamic crop
simulation models and statistical county yield estimates The Cropping System
Model (CSM)-CROPGRO-Peanut model, which is part of the Decision Support
System for Agrotechnology Transfer (DSSAT), was used to simulate peanut yield
for 53 of the 65 peanut-producing counties in Georgia during the period from 1992
to 2004. County yield estimates for the same period and locations were obtained
from the USDA-NASS Crop model inputs included the genetic characteristics
for the Georgia Green peanut variety, soil profile data from the USDA-National
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), and weather data from the National
Weather Service (NWS) Cooperative Observer Program (COOP) network The
crop model was validated using data from state variety trials conducted at two
locations from 1992 to 2004. Variograms for normalized yields were constructed to
examine spatial variability and yield patterns were determined to characterize their
temporal variation. Simulated yields were compared with NASS yield estimates
Both the spatial and temporal variability of simulated yields were well characterized and different spatial and temporal yield patterns throughout the Georgia peanut
belt were found The results from this analysis can provide insight on the degree of
spatial and temporal yield variability of peanuts and can be useful information for
decision makers and stakeholders.
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CM.TojoSoler
Simulating the Soil Organic Carbon Dynamic for Different Crop Rotations in
Southwest Burkina Faso.
C. M. Tojo Soler. The Univ of Georgia: V. Bado. lnera: M. Bostick. Univ ofFlorida:
G Hoogenboom. Univ of Georgia: J. Jones. University of Florida.
Agricultural systems are normally studied through classical field experiments
However this methodology is resource intensive. Dynamic crop simulation models can be used as a complementary tool to help analyze these types of cropping
systems, especially if it involves long-term crop rotations. The goal of this study
was to simulate the Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) dynamic for different crop rotations in Burkina Faso, West Africa using the Cropping System Model (CSM) of
DSSAT Version 4 0 A crop rotation experiment conducted in Farakö-Ba, Burkina
Faso from 1993 to 2004 was used to evaluate the performance of the model Eight
crop rotations, including cotton, sorghum, peanut, maize and fallow, and three different management scenarios, with nitrogen (N), without N (control), and with
manure applications were studied It was found that the SOC content for all rotations decreased during the experiment, except for the continuous fallow (native
grassland) in which the SOC remained stable The model simulated the SOC for the
continuous fallow system with a high accuracy and for the other crop rotations the
differences between the observed and simulated values of SOC were, in general,
less than 15% The crop rotations that included supplemental N-fertilizer applications and manure caused an increase in the average aboveground biomass for
the different crops If incorporated after harvest, it reduced the loss of SOC when
compared to the control treatment This study showed that DSSAT and CSM model
are promising decision support tools for the identification of cropping systems that
have potential for carbon sequestration
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S Imhoff
Global Interactive Index for Soil Production and Degradation Assessment.
M. A. Pilatti. D. Grenon. J. Orellana. S. Imhoff. Facullad de Ciencias Agrarias.
Univ Nacional del Liloral.
Global interactive index for soil production and degradation assessment
Nowadays there is a common concern, how to evaluate the productive capacity and
productive risk of different soils and how to estimate the productive loss due to soil
degradation In this work a new index and the use of crop models of simulation is
proposed With the goal of reaching systems of sustainable agriculture, the use of
adequate indicators are indicated to detect if certain management practices in agriculture favor soil degradation or contribute to revert that process Many researchers use to monitor relevant soil attributes, which depends on the soil and management system These attributes constitute a minimum dates set (MDS) that allows
detecting several degradation levels However, even when MDS are available,
they only have information of isolated dynamics of some soil properties Although
that method is good to control the soil degradation evolution, it doesn't provide
quantitative information about the productivity of the soil taking into account the
interactions soil-climate-crop-technology This kind o information can be generated inserting the attributes in simulation models of crop growth This work intends
to use the models to establish global and interactive indexes: global because they
include all variables of interest: soil properties, environmental variables, crop characteristics, and management indicators that influence the production; interactive
because when an input variable is modified in the model, the rest automatically is
also altered. Two indexes that express the yield and risk of production are proposed
to better evaluate the soils: the poprodin and the degradin
Poprodin (potential production index): it indicates how much a soil can produce
regarding to the potential given by the climate and crop

Posters
Degradin (degradation index): it evaluates how much a soil has been deteriorated
(or not) regarding to the same soil in its natural condition
These index can be calculated as shown:
Poprodin = Production of the natural soil / Potential Production
Degradin = 100 * (Production of the natural s o i l - Production of the cultivated soil)
/ Production of the natural soil
To calculate these indexes are used results of simulation models of crop growth,
standing out the possibility of quantifying the potential yield and the evaluation of
the productive risk, two estimates difficult to achieve for other means The FitoSim
model was used in this work This model is based on general laws of crop growth
under ideal conditions as well as under conditions of water and mineral stress It
calculates the maximum growth and production that it is possible to wait according
to each particular interaction genotype-environment; it also simulates the radical
activity in stratified soils and that have varied limitations This way, the model
allows considering the effect of different management systems. The growth of three
crops was simulated (wheat, corn and soy-bean) in four soils of diverse productive capacity Fifty years of meteorological data, representative of the climate of
the center of Santa Fe (Argentina) were also used to run the model Sow date for
summer crops: November 15; sow date for winter crop: July 15 The soils were:
Typic Argiudol, Esperanza Series (capability use l„ index of productivity (IP): 81);
Aquic Argiudol, Recreo Series (Ilw, IP: 56); Typic Natralbo, Cululü Series (IVws,
IP: 28), and Typic Natracualf, Rio Salad Series (Vlws, IP: 13). All soils were evaluated under natural conditions (N), and after being used for continuous conventional
agriculture for more than 30 years Diverse erosion levels were also simulated
The potential yield, for each interaction climate-crop without soil limitations, was
estimated The results are shown in the Table.

the WNMM simulates all key N transformations in agricultural fields, including
mineralisation of fresh plant residue N and soil organic N, formation of soil organic
N, dynamics of microbial biomass, nitrification, ammonia volatilisation, denitrification, urea hydrolysis, nitrate leaching and nitrous oxide emissions from soils
Based on WNMM, a user-friendly GIS-based agricultural decision support tool has
been developed for optimal irrigation and N fertiliser management for wheat and
maize systems in the North China Plain The tool significantly assisted the adoption
of recommended best management practices by farmers and resulted in the annual
reductions in fertilizer use around 20-23% while maintaining the crop yield, with
the substantial economical benefit.
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A. Koski
Defining and Measuring Soil Quality and Health in Intensively Managed
Turfgrass Systems.
A. Koski. Y. Qian. Colorado Stale Univ.
Soil-related problems are common on intensively managed turfgrass, especially
those amenity turf areas subjected to constant and heavy traffic (golfcourses, sports
fields, parks and other high-use amenity turf) Compaction, salt accumulation, and
development of anaerobic conditions are among the most common soil-related
problems. The concepts of soil health, soil quality and sustainable soil management are only beginning to be explored by the turfgrass research community. This
paper will identify those factors important for defining soil health and quality for
soils in amenity turf, as well as those management practices that contribute to sustainability of turf soil systems Past and current research attempting to define and
quantify soil health and quality will be reviewed Needed future research will also
be discussed

Soils
Recreo

Esperanza
Crop
Wheat
Corn
Soya

Cululii

Rio
~ . ,

Poprodin Degradin Poprodin Degradin Poprodin Degradin Poprodin
0.45
43
0.43
44
0.34
47
0.14
0.54
40
0.47
40
0.35
49
0.18
0.87
24
0.87
15
0.75
30
0.24

Poprodin decrease with the decrease of the soil productivity index, indicating the
suitability of the poprodin to quantify the differences in the productive capacity
of the studied soils. The considered crops show different production capacities in
different soils Degradin points out the soil deterioration degree induced by a non
conservationist use Several soil erosion levels induce a decrease in the soil productive capability, which is indicated by the differences in the degrading, as shown in
the following table.
Loss soil by erosion
0 cm

- 1 cm

- 2 cm

- 4 cm

- 8 cm

- 16 cm

Natural
soil

Condition

0.0

6

II

22

35

59

Tilled soil

40

49

51

54

57

69

The better condition (natural soil without erosion) is identified with a degradin
value=0. On the other hand, the worse soil condition (degradin=69) explains the
loss of productivity caused by the improper soil management The proposed indexes
can improve others that only are based on the static evaluation of some attributes
because they combine all involved factors and their interactions. The index can be
transformed in monetary values, which make possible to evaluate soils of different
quality. Moreover, the costs of the soil degradation and recovering practices can be
assessed, which allow people to tax them in business.
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D Chen
A Spatially Referenced Agricultural Decision Support Tool (ADST) for
Irrigated Wheat and Maize.
D. Chen, The Univ of Melbourne; Y. Li. The Unix of Melbourne; R. White. The
Unix of Melbourne; R. Edis. The Univ of Melbourne.
A spatially-referenced and process-based biophysical model, the Water and Nitrogen Management Model (WNMM), was developed to simulate soil water movement and soil-plant C and N cycling under given agricultural management practices, for the purpose of identifying optimal strategies for managing water and
fertiliser N under intensive wheat-maize cropping systems in the North China
Plain A uniform data structure, ARC GRID ASCII format, is used both in GIS
and WNMM for achieving a close Model-GIS coupling The WNMM simulates
the key processes of water, C and N dynamics in the atmosphere-plant-soil system,
including evapotranspiration, canopy interception, water movement, groundwater
fluctuations, heat transfer, solute transport, crop growth, and agricultural management practices (rotation, irrigation, fertiliser application, harvest and tillage). It
runs at a daily time step at different scales, driven by lumped variables (climatic
data and crop biological data) in text data format and spatial variables (soil and
agricultural management practices) in ARC GRID ASCII format data. In particular.
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J Yang
Landscape Modelling of Residual Soil Nitrogen and Non-Growing Season
Nitrogen Leaching Using a Canadian Agricultural Nitrogen Budget Model
(CANB v2.0).
J. Yang. R. De Jong. C. F. Drury. T Huffman. V. Kirkwood. X. Yang. Agriculture
and Agri-Food Canada.
A standardized Canadian Agricultural Nitrogen Budget (CANB v2.0) model was
developed to calculate the agro-environmental indicators Residual Soil Nitrogen
(RSN) and Indicator of Risk of Water Contamination by Nitrogen (IROWC-N).
This paper describes how the two indicators were simulated at the Soil Landscape
of Canada (SLC) polygon scale (1:1 million) The CANB v2.0 model, which contains three main modules, was developed using Digital Visual Fortran The RSN
module calculates Residual Soil Nitrogen for the census years 1981, 1986, 1991,
1996 and 2001 The main improvement over a previous version is the harmonization of the methods used to handle RSN in Eastern and Western Canada. RSN is
calculated as the difference between all N inputs (fertilizer, manure, biological fixation, and atmospheric deposition) and all N outputs (N removed during the crop's
harvest and N lost from ammonia volatilization and from denitrification, but assuming no N leaching during the growing season) The IROWC-N module takes the
calculated RSN output and calculates the amount and concentration of N lost from
the soil. This module uses a semi-dynamic water balance with daily weather data to
calculate accumulated daily precipitation minus potential evaporation (P-PE) during the non-growing season (Sept 1-March 31) for each year from 1979 to 2003.
These over-winter (P - PE) values are then used to calculate the concentration and
amount of N lost for 4 years centered around each census year. The scaling module
aggregates and classifies the results from the SLC level up to regional, provincial
and national scales Statistics Canada, through it's Census of Agriculture, provides
the main data inputs: the acreages for all the major agricultural crops and their associated yield, as well as the type and number of livestock Various coefficients and
assumptions, based on experimental values and expert opinion, are incorporated in
the calculations Validation of the model's output was carried out using independent
data from nitrogen industry sales. There was good agreement between the calculated fertilizer N application rate from the CANB model and the fertilizer N sold in
each province, especially in 1996 and 2001 The model was also used to test various
agricultural policy scenarios and to evaluate the sensitivity of RSN to the N 2 0 N 2
ratio resulting from denitrification Keywords: landscape nitrogen model, AgriEnvironmental Indicator, Soil Landscapes of Canada, Census of Agriculture
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K Abe
Effect of Application of Composted Cattle Manure on Cd Leaching from
Unpolluted Paddy Fields.
K. Abe. S. K. Yada. National Institute for Agro-Environmental Sciences; T Ota.
National Agricultural Research Center: T Ishikawa. National
Agricultural
Research Center: M. Ishida. National Agricultural Research Center.
Cadmium (Cd) is one of the heavy metals whose behavior in ecosystems should
be watched because of their toxicity to human health The Codex Alimentarius
Commission decided on maximum levels for Cd in foods (wheat, potato, vegetables etc ) in 2005 To improve resource recycling in Japan we need to promote the
application of composted animal manure to arable land However, animal manure
contains very small amounts of heavy metals Orihara et al (Jpn J Soil Sei Plant
Nutr. 2002; 73:403-409) reported that the average Cd content of composted cattle
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manure in Japan was 0.38 mg/kg. Excessive animal manure application is likely
to cause heavy metal accumulation in the soil. We used paddy lysimeters to evaluate the effect of composted cattle manure application on Cd leaching and the Cd
content of rice plants Four lysimeters (0.5 x 1.0 x 0.5 m (H)) were filled with
paddy soil from Yawara, lbaraki, Japan. We applied composted cattle manure at
0, 2, or 6 kg/m2 to each of three of the lysimeters on 14 April 2003 and 18 March
2004 We applied 18 kg/m2 compost to the last lysimcter on the above date in
2003 but not in 2004 Chemical fertilizer was not applied The lysimeters were
flooded by tap water irrigation from mid-May to early September Ten forage rice
seedlings were transplanted into each lysimeter (20 seedlings/m2) in mid-May and
the rice was harvested in late September in both year. Leachates were collected
every week during the irrigation period and after rain during the unirrigated period
Leachate volume and quality were measured Heavy rain just after the application
of composted manure increased the Cd concentration in the leachate, suggesting
that Cd had flowed out of the compost Under flooded conditions the leachate Cd
concentration decreased dramatically, although it increased again after irrigation
stopped. The Cd concentration in the leachate changed synchronously with sulfate
ion (S042-) concentration These observations support the theory that Cd combines
with S and is immobilized in the reduced layer of the soil Analysis of the Cd balance for 2004 revealed that, in the absence of compost application. Cd leached out
from the paddy soil in the lysimeter at a rate of 0.2 mg/m2/year. When composted
cattle manure was applied, the amount of Cd leaching increased: about 0.3 mg/m2/
year leached out from the lysimeters that had received compost at 2 and 6 kg/m2
In contrast, the Cd content of rice plants and the amount of Cd uptake by plant
decreased as the rate of application of composted manure increased The amount of
leaching of Cd from the lysimeter that had received Cd at 18 kg/m2 in 2003 but did
not receive compost in 2004 was almost the same as that from the lysimeter with
no compost in 2004. Application of composted manure increased the amount of
Cd leaching but decreased Cd uptake by rice plants. We considered that Cd in the
composted manure was washed out by heavy rain just after compost application,
but the chelating action of the organic matter in the compost prevented the amount
of Cd uptake by the plants Application of composted manure could be a promising
tool for regulating Cd concentrations in rice.
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l.Czinkota
Determination of the Behavior and the Transport Parameters of Chromium
in Soil-Water Systems.
/. Czinkola. Szenl lstvan Univ. Dept of Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry: I.
Issa. Szenl lstvan Univ: G. Rèthati. Szent lstvan Unit; B. Kovacs. Univ of Szeged.
Dept of Mineralogy. Geochemistry and Petrology.
A complex investigation was performed at a polluted area using both experimental
and computer modeling methods. Among the experimental methods the adsorption
and desorption isotherms were measured to estimate the concentration depending equilibrium in the soil - groundwater system A new calculation method was
worked out for determining the transport parameters from results of laboratory
tests. Heavy metal solution was leached trough a soil column continuously The
effluent lluidum was collected, and the heavy metal concentration of the collected
fractions was measured by atomic absorption spectrophotometer As result of the
analytic process breakthrough curve in the laboratory scale was measured. Due to
the applied initial and boundary conditions the transport equation can be solved
analytically Using the OGATA-BANKS (1961) solution of the transport equation
a new curve fitting method was introduced After several transformations of the
equation a theoretical function was fitted to the measured concentration vs. time
and to the concentration vs. effluent volume data. The parameters of the fitted curve
could be used as the dispersion and retardation parameters of a transport model
The water chemistry of the system controls the rate of adsorption and desorption of
metals to and from sediment Adsorption removes the metal from the water column
and stores the metal in the substrate Desorption returns the metal to the water column, where recirculation and bioassimilation may occur. Metals may be desorbed
from the soil if the salt concentration of the water increases and in cases of some
metals decreases with redox potential and with pH Parallel to the determination
the basic transport parameters of the system using the column study, the maximal
equilibrium concentration of chromium-containing compounds with different oxidation states were calculated with MINTEQ model with two variable functions (pH
and redox potential) As a result of the calculations a non-liner relation was determined since at specific points the maximal equilibrium concentration of chromium
increases with high gradient This means that there are combinations of pH and
redox potential values where there is a high solubility of chromium. It is advisable
to avoid this points in the pH el I field in case we want to stabilize the pollutant But
this state is to be reached when our goal is to mobilize the pollutant to make the
soil cleaning process possible With the introduced calculation method, there are
areas on the pH-redox potential field (at high pH and eH values) found where the
concentration of pollutants may reach a critical value The introduced calculation
method quick and gives enough accurate results for a pilot-test
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A. Verdoodt
A Functional Crop Growth Model to Reveal Soil-Water-Plant-Environment
Interactions under Different Climatic, Edaphic and Management Conditions
in Tropical Cropping Systems.
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A. Verdoodt. Ghent Univ. Laboratory of Soil Science: E. Van Ranst. Ghent Univ.
Laboratory of Soil Science.
Originally, crop growth models were focused on rendering and summarizing insight
in the complex interaction of different physiological processes with the environment With the increasing emphasis on sustainable soil policies, crop growth models have also become a tool for monitoring agricultural systems, for evaluating
soil quality and for making rational land use decisions In the past three decades,
comprehensive models had very limited operational value in many developing
countries because of the massive data needs With the recent establishment of geographic information institutes in several developing countries and the organization
of the available climatic and edaphic resources into centralized databases, the minimum data requirements for crop growth modeling will be met much more easily in
the future. A major challenge is therefore to design a crop growth model capable
of revealing farmer-oriented land use constraints and sustainable management policies, making optimal use of the increased availability of multi-temporal climatic
records and spatially variable edaphic characteristics This research resulted in the
development of DAICROS, a transparent, functional, and daily crop growth model,
incorporting the soil-water-plant-environment interactions affecting soil water
availability and crop growth. The interaction between meteorological, edaphic
and crop specific factors is analysed through a daily multi-layered water balance,
describing the cyclic movement of water in the cropped field. The process-based
model describes evaporation, transpiration, surface storage and run-off, infiltration
and percolation Water uptake by a one-dimensional root system is differentiated
with the rooting depth, and the transpiration rate is affected by both water and oxygen availability The actual transpiration rate is feeded into a crop growth model
estimating the corresponding biomass production, under the reported radiation and
temperature regime This biomass production model simulates the photosynthesis
rate, respiration rate and expansion of the crop canopy. In the absence of experimental plot data, validation of the modeling results does not comprehend a straightforward comparison of modeled and actual water dynamics and crop yields Sensitivity analysis of the model parameters and comparison of the model behaviour
with the yields reported in agricultural statistics of the country, proved to be equally
valuable. The behavioral analysis of the key variables illustrates the reliability of
DAICROS under different sets of environmental conditions. Successful validation
was based on natural resources databases ranging from semi-arid to humid tropical
and subtropical climates, restricting the actual domain of relevance to these specific
environments Performance of DAICROS is evaluated by simulating the soil water
dynamics and crop production in several agricultural land use systems of Rwanda.
Different land use scenarios illustrate the impact of temperature, rainfall distribution, slope gradient, soil depth, soil water holding capacity and management practices—the crop and sowing date selection—on the productivity of cereals, tubers,
legumes, and oil crops when grown in the very different agro-ecological zones of
Rwanda. Due to the large interannual variability in rainfall patterns, farmers face
a dilemma when determining the optimal sowing date for the crops of the main
agricultural seasons The crop growth model illustrates the delicate equilibrium
between sowing date, crop cycle length, and the length of the rainy seasons, limiting options for intensification It proves successful in identifying the different driving forces affecting land use choices made by the Rwandan farmers
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O. Mathieu
Evaluating the Proportion of Nitrified N Emitted as N 2 0, under Unsaturated
and Saturated Conditions, Using "N Tracers.
O. Mathieu. UMR 1229 Microbiologie et Gèochimie des Sols: J. Lévêque. UMR
1229 Microbiologie et Gèochimie des Sols: C. Hénault. UMR 1229 Microbiologie
et Gèochimie des Sols: M. J. Milloux. UMR 1229 Microbiologie et Gèochimie des
Sols: F. Andreux. UMR 1229 Microbiologie et Gèochimie des Sols: E. Baujard.
UMR 1229 Microbiologie el Gèochimie des Sols.
Nitrous oxide (N,0) is a greenhouse gas involved in global warming and stratospheric ozone depletion Soils, and particularly agricultural soils, are a dominant
source of N,0 In soils, the production of N,0 results mainly from the aerobic
and anaerobic processes of nitrification and denitrification respectively Identifying the mechanisms responsible for N,0 emission should help to define methods
for its mitigation The relative contribution of nitrification and denitrification to
the formation of N,0 varies considerably, and depends on environmental conditions. Likewise, thé relationship between nitrification rates, N,0 production and
soil conditions is not yet well known. Hence, process-oriented models of N,0 emissions by soils generally assume N,0 produced through nitrification to be a constant
part of the nitrification rate The "aim of this work was to investigate the relative
contribution of nitrification and denitrification to N,0 emission, and then evaluate
the portion of N,0 emitted during the nitrification process using l5N isotope tracers. Relative contributions of both processes to N,0 emissions were estimated, on
an agricultural soil (Gleyic luvisol), using "N isotope tracers (l5NH4 or "NO,'),
for a ten-day batch experiment Under unsaturated and saturated conditions, both
processes were significantly involved in N,0 production. Under unsaturated conditions, 60% of N-N,0 came from nitrification, while denitrification contributed
around 85-90% under saturated conditions Estimated nitrification rates were not
significantly different whatever the soil moisture content, whereas the proportion of
nitrified N emitted as N,0 increased strongly from 0.13% to 2 32%. In coherence
with previous studies, we interpreted this high value as resulting from the decrease
in O, availability through the increase in soil moisture content It thus appears that.

under limiting aeration conditions, some values for N , 0 emissions through nitrification could be underestimated These different results suggest the introduction, in
process-oriented models of N , 0 emissions, of a varying factor of N - N , 0 induced
by nitrification This factor should be linked to soil environmental conditions
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D A Davidson
Geochemical Signatures From Within and Around Old Farms.
D. A. Davidson. Univ of Stirling: C. Wilson, Univ of Stirling: M. Cresset: Univ of
York.
This project aims through sampling of well documented old farms to test the
hypothesis that geochemical signatures can be associated with different areas of
former human activity Six farms from across the UK and abandoned between the
late I9"1 Century and 1940 were sampled Each farm had a known history of use
based on living memories and documentary records, and each provided equivalent
functional areas representing a range of human activities; hearth, house (kitchen),
byre, midden, garden, arable fields, pasture and off-site reference soils—generally
communal grazing land Samples were taken from top-soils (0-20 cm) across a I
m grid within each functional area and test pits allowed additional sampling from
the floor layers of the buildings The results show that of the 48 elements analysed,
levels of all but Cd were enhanced in the soils of at least one farm. The pattern of
enhancement was both element and site specific For some farms there was a significant, but generalised, enhancement within and immediately around the buildings
For these farms there were no significant differences in soil element concentrations
between the on-site functional areas. For other farms differential enhancement was
apparent, i.e. not only were soil concentrations significantly higher than the offsite reference soils, but there were also significant differences in concentrations
between the soils of the on-site functional areas Concentrations of Ba, Ca, P, Pb,
Sr, and Zn consistently seem to follow the latter pattern, whilst most additional
elements, including Co, Cr, Cu, Eu, Fe, La, Mn, Y, and Rb provide this level of
information at one or more farm sites, and particularly at Olligarth and Grumby
Both of these farms have an igneous geology and occupy well-drained sites Only
Ti, Cs, Na, V, Zr and some REEs failed to show significant between functional area
enhancement at any of the six sites. The basic pattern of enhancement is that Ca and
Sr are concentrated in hearths, P in byres and middens, and Pb in the hearths, middens and houses Levels of enrichment relative to the unmanured outfields and offsite reference soils vary from x 3.7 for Ba in the middens, x 4 7 for P in the byres,
x 12 for Zn in the houses, and x 48 6 for Ca in the hearths Absolute concentrations
also vary markedly between sites, however, there are similarities in the basic pattern of enhancement between the farms with the highest levels of P in byres and the
highest levels of Ca, Sr and Pb in the hearths and houses. One suite of elements (Ba,
Ca, P, Pb, Sr, and Zn) show patterns of enhancement that can consistently be linked
to former activity areas to confirm the original hypothesis.
Table 1: Differentiation o f functional areas based on selected element concentrations
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Significant differences indicated as x general enhancement in element concentration in soils associated with buildings (houses, byres, middens and gardens) relative
to the surrounding fields, xx as above, but additionally differences in element soil
concentrations between individual on-site functional areas (houses, byres, hearths,
middens, gardens and fields).
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M.A.Wilson
Geochemistry in Soil Survey and Soil-Landscape Analysis.
M. A. Wilson. R. Burl. S. J. Indorante. A. B. Jenkins. J. V. Chiaretli.

USDA-NRCS.

The process of mapping and classifying soils can provide a foundation for the systematic evaluation of soil geochemistry on a local and regional basis. The development and use of soil-landscape models complemented by laboratory and morphological data during the mapping of soils allows us to locate sites or pedons that
represent the dominant soil component on each landscape unit and, in turn, define
soil series in terms of their catena These representative pedons have been the basis
of soil survey sampling and laboratory characterization for many years and are an
ideal choice for analysis of soil geochemistry The NRCS Soil Survey Laboratory
has been producing geochemical data on selected soils for a number of years with
analyses produced on all or selected horizons This analytical approach associates
geochemistry data, generated to depths up to 2 m or lithic contact, with soil morphology, location, and landscape information, plus a full range of other laboratory
analyses On-going research is also addressing elemental variability within named
mapping units and the extent of elemental segregation by pedogenic processes in
landscapes. These geochemistry data have multifaceted applications within soil
survey. Data may be useful for defining soils or mapping units, such as defining
ranges of properties, taxonomie placement, or the naming of soil series. Geochemistry has also been used in characterizing pedon and landscape processes (e.g.,
direction or extent of weathering) and determining parent material origins Geochemistry adds strong interpretative value to soil surveys by providing substance to
soil quality, land-use planning, geologic baseline data, ecological evaluation, crop
and forage suitability, plus more importantly health issues relating to humans and
livestock Environmental protection is a growing concern, with requirements to
monitor waste management practices, and evaluate the possibility, degree, source,
or risk of contamination With an appropriate dataset, scientists in the National
Cooperative Soil Survey Program can provide the public with an understanding of
trace element ranges for different soils, parent materials, or regions; and assist in
interpreting these data based on pedogenic processes Soil scientists can help users
of our soil information understand landscape distribution of soils, processes in soils
that lead to elemental distribution, and degree of variability in soil properties that
occur in a landscape Geochemistry data on soil landscapes support our soil survey
interpretations and foster knowledgeable decisions on landuse issues
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D.B.Smith
Geochemical Landscapes of Alaska.
B. Wang. L. P. Gough. D. B. Smith. U.S. Geological
Geological Sun>ey of Finland.

Survey: N.

Gustavsson.

Geochemical patterns are presented for 23 elements, ash yield, and pH in soils and
other unconsolidated surficial materials from 265 collection locations throughout
Alaska Originally published in 1988 these ultra-low density data (approximately
one sample per 6,000 km2) are now interpreted based on landscape geochemical principles (such as the role of regional soils groups, climate, and vegetation)
that influence observed areal patterns A 5-division ecoregion classification system is used to evaluate feldspar chemical weathering processes and to examine
relations among climate (mean annual temperature and precipitation) and soil
properties (chemistry, pH, and organic matter) Principal components analysis of
these climatic and soil properties resulted in 5 factors that explain 77 percent of
the total variance in the data The factors were identified as ( I ) clay or reactive
oxides, (2) physiographic or latitude. (3) soil organic matter, (4) carbonate and soil
ion exchange, and (5) soil potassium feldspar These data should prove useful in
assessing geochemical baselines and interpreting geochemical landscapes to identify broad regional patterns
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A Proposed Soil Geochemical and Microbiological Survey of North America:
Continental-Scale Pilot Study in Canada and the United States.
D. B. Smith. L. G. Woodruff. W. F Cannon. J. E. Kilburn, U.S. Geological Survey: R.
G. Garrett. R. Klassen. Geological Survey of Canada: R. G. Eilers. Land Resource
Unit. Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada: M. B. Goldhaber. J. D. Horton. J. M.
Morrison, U.S. Geological Survey.
The U S Geological Survey, Geological Survey of Canada, and Agriculture and
Agri-Food Canada have completed a pilot study to test and refine sampling and
analytical protocols for the proposed soil geochemical survey of North America In
2004, soil samples were collected from 265 sites along two continental transects:
one from northern Manitoba, Canada to El Paso, Texas, and a second along the 38th
parallel from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean. The transects crossed multiple geologic, climatic, physiographic, land use, soil order, and ecological boundaries This imposed rigorous field testing of sampling protocols across a broad range
of conditions. Each transect was divided into approximately 40 km segments. A
l-km-wide strip was randomly selected for each segment; within each strip, the
most representative landscape and soil type was chosen as a potential sample site
Duplicate samples were collected 10 meters apart to estimate local spatial variability at one in four sites Samples from each site include: I) soils collected by
horizon (O-, A-, and C-honzons. where present) for multi-element analysis following a near-total four-acid digestion and for bioaccessibility determinations by a
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deionized water leach and a simulated human gastric fluid extraction; 2) A-horizon
samples collected for soil moisture and microbiological characterization; and 3)
topsoil collected from 0-5 cm for multi-element chemistry and determination of
selected pesticides and other organic compounds. The in situ volumes of O- and
A-horizon samples were measured so that element loadings can be calculated Geochemical results from soil analyses will be integrated in a site-specific descriptive
database to identify relations between trace soil constituents and geochemical processes across North America.
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Element Survey of Wisconsin, USA, Soils.
Z Zhang. P. Helmke. C. Stiles. Univ of Wisconsin.
A geochemical survey of the concentrations of about 50 elements in surface soils
from Wisconsin, USA is currently being conducted as a state-funded ancillary effort
of the USGS Geochemical Landscapes project This data will be used to produce
databases and GIS-based maps of elemental distributions for eventual public use
Analytical methods employed in the Wisconsin survey are NAA (neutron activation
analysis), XRF (X-ray fluorescence), ICP-MS (Inductively Coupled Plasma-Mass
Spectrometry) and ICP-OES (Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectroscopy) When undertaking a survey of this magnitude, questions arise as to the
choice of sampling sites being truly representative of a larger landscape and how
sampling designs can assist to alleviate this uncertainty Most of Wisconsin has
been glaciated repeatedly and is covered with tills that can be assigned to particular
glacial intervals and movements. Till geochemistry may be more easily determined
due to the homogenization of the materials during the glacier movements. However, the southwestern quadrant of the state [known as the Driftless Area (DA)]
has escaped glaciation and has bedrock dominated topography underlying varying
thicknesses of loess. A preliminary evaluation of statewide soils shows that while
the concentrations of elements in the total soils show significant spatial variation,
the concentrations of elements in the clay-size fraction (<2 micrometers) are relatively uniform, especially in soils from the glaciated areas The variation in element
concentrations in the total soils appears to be directly related to variations in quartz
contents in the soils The soils in the DA are much older than soils from recent (12
kyr old) glacially-derived till, outwash and lacustrine sediments, having formed
from both loess deposits (which have been deposited and eroded most pervasively
over the past 120 kyr, correspondent to glacial advances) and mixed dolostone/
sandstone bedrock. The DA soils in Wisconsin occupy a two-story landscape with
productive ridge and valley soils separated by steep and wooded shallow soil sideslopes and rockland. To investigate the variability caused by landscape variables,
surface soils in a small watershed (about 15 km2) in the DA were intensively sampled and analyzed to determine the relationships between element concentrations
in soils with soil series and position in the landscape. The common bedrock for this
watershed is dominantly dolostone and sandstone, often disaggregated by periglacial effects of the last glacial maximum. Relationships between geochemical-element concentrations and geographical-soil characterization data, such as altitude
and terrain curvature (profile and planform), were established The associations
between the soil properties used to generate soil mapping units and the element
composition of soil were tested to determine the confidence of the geochemical
uniformity within a soil series. Differences were evident in some parts of'the watershed where loess-derived soils are thin over the residual (and much older) sub-soils.
which have a much higher content of redox-sensitive and phyllosilicate-bound elements These results can potentially aid the classification of soils as well as helping
to fine-tune precision management plans for landscapes for agriculture or urban
development. Reliable patterns of element compositions can serve as a useful tool
to study soil formation processes and potential problems that might arise through
disturbances For example, hydrochemical transport processes increase the content
of clay-size particles in the B horizon and tend to enhance the loss of cations by
leaching. The total variance of major and trace element concentrations can clearly
be viewed as related to spatial components within the watershed. The spatial variance patterns with respect to each element were achieved by statistical methods,
such as ANOVA (analysis of variance) and PCA (principle component analysis).
First, a discrete version of this cumulative variance as a function of increasing distance can be obtained by balanced ANOVA based on a hierarchical nested sampling
design with different distances as subclasses or levels Samples are grouped into
several levels according to the distance between sample groups in the watershed In
addition, samples in other counties of Wisconsin are considered as the highest level
to check the regional (or glaciation) effect on variance Secondly, element concentrations were classified into several groups according to their variance pattern. For
example, elements subject to variations in concentration due to waste disposal or
localized mineral deposits have a large variance on a small scale and behave differently from major elements, which can be described mineralogically Both ANOVA
and PCA can be used for grouping purpose. With the support of geostatistics, these
results can be expanded to the soils originating from the same geological processes,
which are the southwest comer of Wisconsin and conterminous non-glaciated area
in Minnesota
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E S Yun
Contamination Pattern of Soils and Surface Water on Vicinity of Abandoned
Metalliferous Mine in Southeastern Part of Korea.
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E. S. Yun. Yeongnam Agricultural Research Institute: S. H. Park. Chengdo Myeon
Agricultural Cooperative: K. Y. Jung. J. S. Lee. J. Y. Ko. Yeongnam Agricultural
Research Institute: Y. K. Park. Miryang National Univ.
For more than 10 years, most tailings in Korea were left without proper management in their mines so that these tailings have become a serious pollutant within
the vicinity of the abandoned mines. To get the basic information on environment
restoration for the analysis of residual mine tailings and investigation of pollution
pattern of agricultural land and water system in the vicinity of an abandoned metalliferous mine, this study was conducted The study mine (local name is Guundong)
is located in Mahul-ri, Muanmyeon, Milyang City, Gyeongsangnam-do, the southeastern part of Korea The geological feature of district is Shinra series andesite
and mineral deposits of mine contain brimstone. Its main digging minerals include
gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc This mine was restored 10 years ago by a soil
pollution prevention project on county level The mine area, however, became polluted due to breaking down of the earth's protective cover and mine tailings Samples of residual mine tailings were collected based on whether or not the restored
earth's land cover has been degraded The sample of soils and water were collected
by distance from the mine head The heavy metals in solid material were extracted
by using 0.IN HCl and aqua regia (HN03<«3HC1 1:3, v/v) and were analyzed
into 1CP (model Perkin Elmer 3300) The content of heavy metals in mine tailing
extracted by 0.1N HCl solution was 188,2.12,544,0.03, and 0.19mg/kg in Cu, Cd,
Pb, Cr, and Ni, respectively. That content was merely 1.3 CI8.7% of aqua regia
extracted one and the ratio was high in a tailings heap, which weathered due to degradation of restored earth's cover The heavy metals content of sediment in stream
extracted by using aqua regia were 269, 6.6, and 657mg/kg in Cu, Cd, and Pb,
respectively. The content was not affected by distance from mine head The vertical
distribution pattern of heavy metals in paddy soils varied among the elements: Cu,
Cr, Pb, and Fe in soil were high on the surface but Zn, Ni, Mn, and Cd were high in
the subsurface. The content of heavy metals in water was higher in the site directly
affected by the mine than in indirectly affected stream, which was natural surface
water Soil pollution degree of this area was classified into levels 3 C4 for agricultural soil and levels I "C2 for industrial area to identify which area should undergo
intensive remediation activity for agriculture and environment conservation. Keywords: metalliferous mine, heavy metals, soil and water pollution, sediment
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Geochemical Baseline Mapping of European Soils:.
R. Salminen, Geological Survey of Finland: M.J. Batista. Geological Survey of
Portugal: M. Bidovec. Geological Survey of Slovenia: A. Demelriades. Institute
of Geology and Mineral Exploration. Greece: B. De Vivo. University of Napoli
"Federico II". Italy: W. De Vos. Geological Survey of Belgium: M. Duris.
Czech Geological Survey: A. Gilucis. Stale Geological Survey of Latvia: V.
Gregorauskiene. Geological Survey of Lithuania: J. Halamic. Croatian Geological
Survey: P. Heitzmann. Swiss National Hydrological and Geological Survey: A.
Lima. University of Napoli "Federico 11". Italy: G.Jordan. Hungarian Geological
Institute: G. Klaver. TNO-NITG. The Netherlands: P. Klein. Geological Survey
of Austria: J. Lis. Polish Geological Institute: J. Loculura. Instituto Geologico
y Minero de Espana: K. Marsina. Geological Survey of Slovak Republic: A.
Mazreku. Centre of Civil Geology. Albania: J. Mrnkova. Geological Survey of
Slovak Republic: P.J. O'Connor. Geological Survey of Ireland: S.A. Olsson.
Geological Survey of Sweden: R. T. Otlesen. Geological Survey of Norway: V.
Petersell. Geological Survey of Estonia: S Pircl. J. A. Plant. S. Reeder. British
Geological Survey: C Reimann. Geological Survey of Norway: I. Salpeteur.
Geological Survey of France: H. Sandström. Geological Survey of Finland: U.
Siewers. Bundesanstalt fur Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe. Germany: D. Smith.
United States Geological Survey: A. Steenfell. Geological Survey of Denmark and
Greenland: T. Tarvainen. Geological Survey of Finland.
The Chernobyl accident in 1986 made geochemists aware that no reliable geochemical baseline data were readily available across Europe to evaluate the ongoing contamination of the surface environment by radioactive and toxic elements
For the next ten years preparations were made to realise a widely-spaced multisampling media geochemical survey over western European countries in a standardised manner, at first through a pilot project of the WEGS (Western European
Geological Surveys), later by its successor FOREGS (Forum of European Geological Surveys) In the same period 1GCP project 259 on "International Geochemical Mapping" was carried out under the auspices of UNESCO, its objective being
to elaborate the specifications of the geochemical baseline mapping of the global
land surface, in recognition of the global dimensions of environmental degradation Twenty-six FOREGS countries decided in 1996 to go ahead with the regional
geochemical mapping of Europe, according to the specifications of the 1GCP 259
project. A sampling and sample preparation methodology was worked out, for
soils, humus, stream water, stream sediment and floodplain sediment The resulting
"FOREGS Geochemical Mapping Field Manual". published in 1998, is available
at http://www.gsffi/foregs/geochem/indexhtm Sampling itself began in 1997 and
was completed in 2001, except for some later additions Part I of the FOREGS
"Geochemical Atlas of Europe", comprising 354 geochemical maps, background
information and methodology, was published in June 2005 The electronic version
is available from: http://www gsf.fi/publ/foregsatlas/. The atlas contains geochemical baseline data across Europe for more than 50 chemical elements, including

all hiocsseiitial and must toxic elements Part 2 of the atlas is expected to be published by June 2006, and will include the interpretation, additional maps, diagrams
and tables The widely spaced FOREGS soil sampling does not represent all the
soil types of Europe In accordance with the field manual, soil samples were taken
from residual and sedentary soils, which generally reflect the underlying bedrock
They were collected from small, second order drainage basins. Two different
depth related residual soil samples were collected, a topsoil sample from 0-25 cm
(excluding material from the organic layer), and a subsoil sample from a 25 cm
thick section within a depth range of 50 to 200 cm (the C-soil horizon). In addition,
a surface floodplain sediment or alluvial soil sample (0-25 cm) was collected from
a larger catchment basin. The main purpose of'the FOREGS geochemical survey
is not to document different soil types, but to display large patterns of geochemical signatures on the scale of the continent, and to investigate the different factors
influencing these patterns, notably bedrock geology, climate and human influences
Detailed pedogenetic processes fall outside the scope of this investigation The
results show an overwhelming influence of bedrock geology on the geochemistry
of soils, but comparison of topsoil with subsoil points to substantial man-induced
contamination for certain elements The FOREGS geochemical baseline survey is
considered to be the pilot project of the 1UGS/IAGC "Global Geochemical Baselines" programme, because many operational problems were solved with the participation of 26 different national teams. The experience gained will be used for the
efficient planning of the global project, and also to promote the methodology for
developing low cost environmental baseline data in third world countries.
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Cost-effective Sampling of Regional Soil Chemistry.
D. R. Helsel, B. C. Ruddy, M. Goldhaber. U.S. Geological

Suspended sediment is a water quality problem in the Chesapeake Bay The objective of this project was to identify sediment sources in an urban watershed, the
Northeast Branch of the Anacostia River (in Washington, D C and Maryland:
drainage area = 188 5 km2), which delivers sediment directly to the Chesapeake
Bay This watershed spans two physiographic regions—the Piedmont and Coastal
Plain. Bank sediment and suspended sediment deposits were characterized using
the following techniques: radionuclide (Cs-137) by gamma ray spectrometry, traceelement analysis by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry, clay mineralogy by x-ray diffraction, and particle-size analysis with a laser particle-size analyzer. Sampling of bank and suspended sediments was designed to: a) characterize
tributary inputs from both Piedmont and Coastal Plain sources, and b) differentiate
tributary inputs from bank erosion along the main stem of the Northeast Branch
Thirteen sample sites were chosen that represent tributary source areas of each
physiographic region and the main stem where mixing occurs Surface samples
of the banks were compared to overbank deposits from a ten-year storm and suspended sediment collected during major storm events over a one-year period Fingerprint components were selected from the source sample data and the overbank
deposit data. The fingerprint components were selected as those present in large
quantities or with a coefficient of variation greater than 50 Composite fingerprints
were created and statistically verified. Two methods were compared for creating the
composite fingerprints—principal component analysis and multivariate discriminate function analysis. A mixing model differentiated the relative contributions of
potential suspended sediment sources for each storm event Corrections for differences between particle sizes were made. Erosion and storage of sediment patterns
are discernible using preliminary Cs-137 data Preliminary trace-element data indicates that stream banks may be differentiated from overbank deposits. This method
may be applicable to other urban watersheds.

Survey.

What pattern of sampling sites provides the best regional picture of trace elements in soils, for a given cost? Data from the NU RE (National Uranium Resource
Evaluation) Survey are sufficiently dense in the Sacramento Valley to Lake Tahoe,
CA area to test several approaches. Subsets of the existing data were selected to
simulate three sampling approaches First, an areally unbiased set of 30 samples
was selected, with each sample randomly selected from within equal-sized polygons. Second, five samples were randomly selected within each of the six major
rock types of the area Third, 30 samples were randomly selected from within the
major soil orders of the area, an equal number from each soil order Comparisons
of each approach were performed by computing the overall mean and its 95% confidence interval for each of the three approaches For approaches two and three,
these statistics were weighted according to the geographic area of each rock type
or soil order represented Accuracy of the approaches was determined based on
how closely the computed mean of 30 samples came to the mean of the entire data
set for the area Precision was evaluated by how wide were the confidence intervals of each approach The most cost-effective approach, given that each approach
used 30 samples, is the one with the smallest confidence interval It provides the
greatest precision of the estimated mean for the given cost This evaluation was
performed for several soil trace elements, including those whose primary sources
are geologic or anthropogenic Preliminary results for chromium, whose source is
predominantly geologic, show that sampling based on rock type categories was
most cost-effective.
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Geochemistry and Morphology of Soils in the Southern Basin and Range
Province, Trans-Pecos, Texas.
S. Casby-Horton, USDA-NRCS: M. A. Barnes. Geosciences
Univ: B. L. Allen. Texas Tech Univ.

Dept.

The geochemistry of soils within a study area in Hudspeth County is primarily
related to the spatial distribution of igneous and sedimentary bedrock and derived
sediments. Soluble, NHjOAc-extractable, and total elemental compositions were
determined on eight soil pedons representing a variety of soil parent materials,
including limestone bedrock and fan alluvium derived from limestone bedrock,
igneous bedrock, and mixed sources Soils that formed in igneous fan alluvium
typically have argillic and calcic horizons with buried soils and lithologic discontinuities. In contrast, soils that formed in limestone bedrock or limestone fan alluvium have calcic or petrocalcic horizons and may have buried soils Windblown
dust particles can introduce elements (and minerals) not present in initial parent
materials In this area, soil geochemistry is also related to pedogenesis and soil
morphology, particularly as they relate to lithologic discontinuities and calcic or
petrocalcic horizons Levels of trace elements are relatively higher in fan alluvium
from igneous or mixed sources Elevated levels of Sr and Ba generally occur in
horizons of significant CaCO, accumulation Spatial and vertical distributions of
major and trace elements in this area demonstrate the need for site-specific geology
and soil geochemistry baseline data in order to be valid for risk assessment and
environmental regulatory applications
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Distribution of Soil Organic Carbon and Total Nitrogen in Mollisol in the
Northeast of China.
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X. Hongtu, Institute of Applied Ecology, Chinese Academy of Sciences: Z. Xudong.
Institute of Applied Ecology. Chinese Academy of Sciences.
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The spatial distribution of soil organic carbon(SOC) and total nitrogen(TN) and
their properties were studied in this paper. 1100 samples were collected at Mollisol
region in the northeast of China in Oct 2002. Spatial distribution patterns of SOC
and TN and the relationships between SOC, TN, latitude and texture were analyzed.
The status and distribution of SOC and TN are systematically studied after China's
second national soil survey It is conceded that the distribution of SOC and TN
were determined by temperature changing with the latitude and precipitation with
the longitude as the outside factors, and by texture as the inside factor The contour
plots of SOC and TN were drawn. The detail results were shown as follow: 1 The
horizontal distribution of SOC and TN were controlled by temperature changing
with the latitude in the whole Mollisol region and precipitation with the longitude in a given region The relations of SOC with latitude and clay were positive
with correlation coefficients(r2) of 0 51 and 0 43 respectively at P<0.01 levels The
relation between SOC and sand was negative with correlation coefficient 0.44 at
P<0 01 levels 2 The vertical distributions of SOC and TN in Mollisol were mainly
determined by temperature in the definite depth. The effects of precipitation and
clay were relatively less. The concentration of SOC and TN decreases with depth
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Sediment Source Identification in an Urban Watershed.
O. H. Devereux. Univ of Maryland: B. Needelman, Univ of Maryland: K. L.
Prestegaard. Univ of Maryland: A. Gellis. USGS: J. Ritchie. ARS-BARC-HRSL.
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Space-time Trajectories of Soil Total Phosphorus in a Large Subtropical
Wetland.
G. L. Bruland. Univ of Florida. 1FAS: T. Z. Osborne. Univ of Florida. IFAS: K. R.
Reddy. Univ of Florida. Soil and Water Science Dept: S. Grumvald. Soil & Water
Science Dept. Univ of Florida: S. Newman. South Florida Water Management
District: W. F. DeBusk. Escambia County Engineering Dept.
The assessment of spatial and temporal changes in the distribution of soil nutrients can be used as a method to quantify long-term impacts to an ecosystem In
this study, we assessed space-time trajectories of soil total phosphorus (TP) in a
large subtropical wetland. Water Conservation Area 3 (WCA-3) of the Everglades
Soil cores were collected in 1992 and 2003 from two depths (0-10 cm and 10-20
cm) at 176 sites. To reflect hydrologie boundaries within the system, WCA-3 was
divided into three zones (3AN, 3AS, and 3B). Total P was mapped on both a mass
(TPm) and a volumetric basis (TPv) to determine if spatial distributions varied
depending on the choice of units Interpolated maps for both years showed that the
highest levels of TPm were located in 3AN and in boundary areas of all zones that
received surface water inputs from canals Increases in TPm were greatest in central 3AN in an area adjacent to the Miami Canal that received inputs from a water
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control structure Interpolated maps for TPv, illustrated that a TPv hotspot present
in 1992 had disappeared by 2003 The highest levels of TPv in 2003 were located
in northwestern 3AN, a region of WCA-3 that has been chronically overdrained
and burned in 1999 From 1992 to 2003, increases in TPm were observed for 53 %
of the area of WCA-3, while only 16 % of WCA-3 exhibited increases in TPv In
1992, approximately 21 % of WCA-3 had TPm concentrations in the 0-10 cm layer
> 500 mg kg-1, indicating P enrichment beyond historic levels. Eleven years later,
30 % of the area of WCA-3 had TPm > 500 mg kg-1. This indicated that during this
period, the area of WCA-3 with enriched TPm concentrations increased about one
% year-1 The combination of geostatistical and GIS techniques used in this study
may provide a model for future research designed to quantify space-time trajectories of soil properties across various ecosystems.
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Quantitative Assessment of Pedo-Biological Patterns in the Greater
Everglades.
S. Grunwald. Soil & Water Science Dept. Univ of Florida; T. Z. Osborne. Unix of
Florida. IFAS; K. R. Reddy. Univ Of Florida-Soil & Water Science Dept.
The Greater Everglades wetland ecosystem has been impacted by numerous
anthropogenic activities and natural forcing functions including hydrologie modifications, landscape fragmentation (canals, roads), nutrient inputs,fire,and tropical
storms This has caused shifts in both the pedo- and the biodiversity Thus, relationships among soil and environmental factors are complex, non-linear, and often
combinations of factors cause pedo-biological response patterns to emerge Our
goal was to gain a better understanding of complex relationships among soil and
vegetative properties in the Greater Everglades. Our specific objectives were: (i)
to identify properties that explain the variability of soil physico-chemical characteristics, and (ii) quantify relationships between soil and vegetative properties We
used soil observations collected at 1,341 sites at the 0-10 cm depth by the Wetland
Biogeochemistry Laboratory, Soil and Water Science Department, University of
Florida (RR. Reddy) and South Florida Water Management District (S Newman)
and a 2003 Landsat Enhanced Thematic Mapper remote sensing image The spectral reflectance values and indices from this image served as proxies to represent
vegetation patterns and the mixed periphyton-soil-water interface. Ordination techniques and tree-based modeling were performed to disaggregate and explain the
variability within the ecosystem and to describe interrelationships among soil and
vegetative properties. Ecological variation in the Everglades could be explained
by: (i) anthropogenic-induced nutrient gradients and subsequent transformations
(carbon, phosphorus, nitrogen-cycles); (ii) underlying limestone bedrock material; (iii) vegetation patterns consisting of Cladium jamaicense Crantz (sawgrass),
Typha domingensis Pers (cattail) and others; and (iv) differential patterns caused by
the slough/ridge topography and associated hydrologie patterns. Complex linkages
among properties were identified and provide insights into a heterogeneous and
sensitive ecosystem Understanding these pedo-biological relationships and patterns is essential to guide future restoration activities in the Greater Everglades

soils, (ii) that P storage and retention is governed by organic matter accumulations
in surface soils, (iii) the inorganic Pthat is stored in surface soils is governed by
metallic cations associated with organic matter, and (iv) that P storage in underlying soils is controlled by AI and Fe. Findings of both studies will provide important
information to water quality managers, state agencies, land owners and other stakeholders, in an effort to reduce the effect of agricultural production on the receiving
environment within agroecosystems of Okeechobee Basin
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Feasibility of Using Ornamental Plants to Remove Nutrients From Treated
Municipal Wastewater in Constructed Wetlands.
Z Zhang. Z. Rengel. Soil Science and Plant Nutrition. The Univ of Western
Australia; K. Meney, Syrinx Environmental Pty Ltd.
A glasshouse experiment was conducted to test the feasibility of using ornamental
wetland species in constructed wetlands to remove nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus) from secondary treated municipal wastewater and the potential of different
species in mixculture. Ten emergent wetland plants, including six ornamental species: Canna indica, Lylhrum sp., Alocasia macrorrhiza, Zanledeschia aethiopicia,
Iris louisiana, Zanledeschia sp, and four native rush species: Carex lerelicaulis,
Baumea juncea, Baumea articulata and Schoenoplectus validus were planted in
microcosm and fed a synthetic wastewater solution in concentrations similar to the
secondary treated municipal wastewater. Allocation of organic matter to above- and
below-ground growth and nutrient uptake were compared for all of the tested species. After 98 days growth, significant differences (P < 0.05) in both above- and
below-ground biomass were observed, with mean total biomass ranged between
208 and 806 g m 2 The highest above-ground biomass was reached by Alocasia
macrorrhiza Maximum below-ground biomass was recorded for Lylhrum sp. Significant differences among species in accumulations of N (P < 0.05) and P (P <
0.05) were detected in both above- and below-ground tissues The highest accumulations of N and P in above-ground were Alocasia macrorrhiza, due to its relatively
large biomass. In addition, significant differences of pH (P< 0.05) and dissolved
oxygen (DO) (P < 0 05) were found in the effluents. The highest pH was recorded
in the effluent from microcosm containing Schoenoplectus validus and the lowest
in the effluent from microcosm with Canna indica. The highest DO was also found
in the effluent from microcosm containing Canna indica Nonetheless, It was suggested that Schoenoplectus validus and Canna indica might be two suitable candidate species to test in mixed culture in the constructed wetland for more efficient
use and removal of both N and P from the wastewater
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Y. Cirino

A n Overview of Land Use and Change Proximate to Wetlands and

Its

Management Implications around the Great Lakes.
Y. Cirino. USEPA Great Lakes National Program Office: K. Rodriguez. USEPA
Great Lakes National Program Office (Gl 7J).
A wetland is an ecosystem that depends on constant or recurrent, shallow inundation or saturation at or near the surface of the substrate. The minimum essential
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characteristics of a wetland are recurrent, sustained inundation or saturation at or
A Soils Perspective: Phosphorus Storage and Retention Within Degraded
near the surface and the presence of physical, chemical, and biological features
Isolated Wetlands of A g r i c u l t u r a l Lands.
reflective of recurrent, sustained inundation or saturation. Wetlands provide habiE. Dunne. M. W. Clark, K. R. Reddy. Soil and Water Science Dept. Univ ofFlorida/ tats for many kinds of plants and animals. Wetlands play an essential role in susIFAS.
taining a productive fishery, with many species of Great Lakes fish depending on
coastal wetlands for successful reproduction EPA has a number of programs for
Water quality degradation caused by eutrophication is still a problem within many
wetland conservation, restoration, and monitoring Under Section 404 of the Clean
agroecosystems such as those present within Lake Okeechobee's Basin, Florida,
Water Act, the Corps issues permits that meet environmental standards (after allowUSA Presently, to combat this degradation, restoring the hydrology of historically
ing the public to comment).Wetlands and the wildlife that rely on them for habitat
isolated wetlands within grazing pasture ecosystems, to store and retain phosphorus
feel the brunt of unwise land-use practices More than two-thirds of the natural
(P), is being evaluated to help reduce the impact of agriculture on the receiving
Great Lakes wetlands have already been filled in or drained for agriculture, urban
environment. The objectives of our study were to (i) investigate the ability of hisuses, shoreline development, recreation and resource extraction (such as peat mintorically isolated wetlands to store and retain P in response to wetland hydrological
ing). The loss of these lands poses special problems for hydrological processes and
restoration (increased wetland flooding) and (ii) at the sub-basin-scale, determine
water quality because of the natural storage and cleansing functions of wetlands
the soil chemical processes responsible for P storage and retention within isolated
Water-level fluctuations in the Great Lakes are of concern for a number of reasons;
wetland ecosystems The first study investigated four wetlands (two paired sites
including the potential effects they may have on coastal developments, shipping,
on two different cow-calf pastures) and the objective was to characterize ecosysrecreation, hydropower, and natural resources Most previous attempts to address
tem P storages prior restoration and then, monitor changes in ecosystem P storages
the effects of fluctuations on wetland resources used aerial photograph interpretathrough time (specifically soil), to determine if restoration reduces the impact of
tion as the major assessment tool Human activities cause wetland degradation and
agriculture on the environment Our initial results (site characterization) suggest
loss by changing water quality, quantity, and flow rates; increasing pollutant inputs;
that in terms of ecosystem P storage, soils (0-10 cm) stored greatest amounts of P(>
and changing species composition as a result of disturbance and the introduction
80%) compared to other ecosystem components such as above ground vegetation,
of nonnative species Keywords: wetland, Clean Water Act, coastal development,
litter (dead biomass) and below ground biomass (< 20%) Also, wetland soils stored
Great Lakes.
greater amounts of P(mean ± SD; 14.7 ± 3 g P m2) than surrounding grazed pasture
soils (11 5 ± 2 g P m 2), which may suggest that wetland soils are accumulating P
from these surrounding areas Most of the P stored in wetland soils was associated
with organic matter, while in grazed pasture soils most of the P was associated with
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soil mineral components The second study is an intensive assessment of isolated
Effect of Forest Fïre on C02 and CH4 Fluxes from Soil.
wetland soils at the sub-basin-scale Little is known about long-term P storage proN. N. Kazuya. Nagoya Univ; C Takenaka. Nagoya Univ; I. S. Shigehiro. Forestry
cesses within isolated wetland soils other than, most P is stored in organic forms;
and Forest Product Research Institute.
our previous studies suggest this is about 70-80% in surface soils (0-IOcm). We
sampled 20 historically isolated wetlands within dairy, improved and unimproved
CO, and CH4 are known as important greenhouse effect gases and CO, is considered
agricultural lands. Soils were sampled to a depth of 30 cm We hypothesize that (i)
to be the most important contributor to global warming and CH4 is the second Soil
newly accreted surface soils will have different P characteristics than underlying
is one of the source of atmospheric CO, and sink of atmospheric methane Therefore land-use change should affect gas fluxes of soils (IPCC, 2000) Forest fire is
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major massive destruction of forest ecosystems. Since forest fire changes physical
and chemical characteristics of soils, and microbial biomass, activity and composition of microbe in soils (eg. Fritze et al., 1992; Kennard and Gholtz, 2001), forest
fire may affect soil-atmospheric exchange of CO, and CH4 gases But there has
been a little attention especially on CH4 flux (Chen-rui et al., 2003). So more information is needed forest fire effect on these gas fluxes of soil processes. This study
aimed to investigate the effects of forest fire on CO, and CH4 flux in a temperate
deciduous forest in Japan In this area, a forest fire happened on 5-6th April 2002
CO, and CH4 fluxes were measured by closed chamber method at both unburned
and burned sites in the forest. CO, flux was monthly measured from September
2003 to October 2004, and CH4flux"wasmeasured from July 2002 to October 2004
Soil core incubation analysis was conducted in order to evaluate the degree of depth
forest fire affected. Soil cores were obtained from 0-5 cm, 5-10 cm, and 10-15 cm
layers except Ao layer. The following soil properties were analyzed: water content,
WFPS, pH, CN ratio (Total C, Total N), NH, , microbial biomass C, FDA hydrolysis activity. Through all seasons, there was a significant difference in CO, flux
between unburned site (5.3 ± 1.1 g CO,/m:/day; mean ± S.E.) and burned site (9.5
± 1.9 g COVm:/day) (p=0.002 by two-sided Wilcoxon's signed rank test) Also,
there was a significant difference in CH4 flux between unburned site (-3.57 ± 0 60
g CH4/m7day) and burned site (-0 85 ± 0.20 g CH/mVday) (p=0 007 by two-sided
Wilcoxon's signed rank test). The CO,fluxesat both sites had exponential correlation with soil temperature. The Qm values are 2.46 at unburned and 2 25 at burned
site Not significant but weak negative relationship between CO, flux and water
content at both sites was observed (unburned site, R—0.497, p=0.100; burned site,
R=-0 441, p=0.151). On the other hands, CH4 fluxes at unbumed and burned sites
had no significant correlation with soil temperature nor water content. In incubation
experiments (Fig.la), CO, evolution rate at 0-5 cm layer was higher than those of
the other layers in both unburned and burned sites. Comparison between unbumed
and burned site's samples at same layer showed a significant difference at 0-5 cm
layers (p=0.047), but not at 5-10 cm (p=0.46) and 10-15 cm layers (p=0.12). On
methane uptake rate (Fig lb), 5-10 cm layer in unburned site snowed the highest
among three layers. On the other hand, in burned site, 10-15 cm layer was the
highest and no uptake was found at 0-5 cm layer. Comparison between unburned
and burned site's samples at same layer, there was a significant difference in 0-5 cm
(p=0.009) and 5-10 cm layers (p=O.OI6) The CO, flux at burned site was about a
half of that of unburned site Since all trees were burned out and dead in the burned
site, the CO, emission flux at burned site mainly was derived from heterotrophic
respiration Therefore decrease of CO, flux is mainly explained by reduction of
autotrophic respiration. In core incubation the result suggests heterotrophic respiration partially distribute decline of CO, flux The CH4 uptake flux at burned site was
reduced to about 25% of the value at unbumed site In core incubation experiment,
we found that forest fire affected on 0-10 cm layer of soil, and not on 10-15 cm
layer However, methane uptake flux at field was largely decreased. It suggests that
surface methane oxidation is very important
Forest fire reduces CO, flux and CH4 uptake flux in temperate deciduous forest in
Japan.
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Effect of Time, Number and Tools of Second Tillage on (Juncus Sp.) Weed
Population in Rice Paddy Field North of Iran.
M. Tamimi. Islamic Azad Univ-Karaj Branch: M. R. Ardakani, Nuclear Research
Center for Agriculture and Medicine-Atomic Energy Organization of Iran: A.
Mohadesi. Rice Research Institute/Iran: M. Adraki. Islamic Azad Univ-Karaj
Branch: M. M. Sharifi. Rice Research Institute/Iran.
In order to study the effect of time, number and tools of second tillage on one of
the most harmful weeds in the rice (Juncus Sp.) fields of northern Iran. An experiment was conducted with a factorial statistical design in the form of complete randomized block design with three factors, eight treatments and three replications
at Tonekabon area in the north of Iran The three factors included, time of second
tillage (20 days and 10 days before transplanting), number of second tillage (one
time and two times), tools of second tillage (Rast kawl related tiller and equipped
with iron wheels and rotivator) Results of variance analysis showed that times of
second tillage had significant effects on dry matter of Juncus Sp in the 30 days
after transplanting. The variance analysis of data showed that tools of second tillage had significant effect on the percentage of rate Juncus Sp in the 30 days after
transplanting According to the results of variance analysis, number of second tillage had effect on the percentage of dry matter Juncus Sp before harvesting So
interaction of time and number of second tillage had effect on the percentage of

dry matter Juncus Sp before harvesting Keywords: Rice (Oryza saliva L.), time,
number, tools, second tillage (Puddling), Juncus Sp. weed population
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Transformation of Humus Substances of Locally Hydromorphic Chernozems
of the South of Russia.
S. A. Tischenko. O. S. Bezuglova. Rostov State Univ.
The modern development of agricultural production results in basic changes of
the soil cover During the last decades, soils in a steppe zone are characterized by
development of some degradation processes. A special place among the processes
are expansion of areas of soils that are periodically saturated with water Increasing areas of locally hydromorphic soils are investigated as changes of regimes and
properties of chernozems which are exposed to intensive humidifying This process
has affected a lot of territories in the south of Russia, Moldova, and Ukraine. Steppe
zones are characterized by insufficient humidity Expansion of locally hydromorphic soils replaces the initial automorphic soils with hydromorphic soils which has
a low level of fertility. Agricultural plants on such soils do not thrive and often die
The local water saturation of the soil profile influences the formation of gleic or
solonetzic soils (such soils were named mochars or mocharic soils). Transformation occurs quickly and results in change of the soil cover structure It is necessary
to note that water saturation is distributed in soils, outside of irrigating systems It
is obvious, that humidity results in developing adverse physical and chemical soil
properties Among other changes, humus conditions such soils has also observed
Development of reductive processes, and existance of alternate vegetation is the
result of seasonal waterlogging This provides an increase of the content of the
common carbon in humus profile Many soils pass from a powerful to a super powerful category,thanks to the fact that humic substances can migrate down in the soil
profile As a whole, changes of humuc substances are characterized by certain tendencies The total content of humic acids has decreased. The sum of the fulvic acids
has increased. The share of nonhydrolized part of humus (humin) has decreased As
consequence of these actions, humus type has changed The structure of fractions
of humus acids and fulvic acids have changed too The share of mobile fractions
increases The tendency to accumulate the fractions which are strongly connected
to clay minerals is observed But in each case primary humus state of chernozems
will determine a degree of change of soil humus substances during of the humidifying because of properties hydromorphic soils inherit from chernozems The big
role will play other factors, for example chemical content of subsoil waters and
duration of the waterlogged period. The received data once again confirm that fact,
that similar soils demand the individual complex approach in studying the reasons
of their occurrence, and their physical and chemical properties. As a whole, it can
be said that development of the local humidity results in change of the humus state
of chernozems on a way of its degradation
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Sustainability to Waterflooding of Biological Properties of Different
('hernozemes of Western Ciscaucasia.
V. I. Strelkova. K. S. Kazeev. Rostov State Univ.
Research of processes of secondary hydromorphism of soils presents considerable
difficulty Up to date the isolated diagnostic criteria of classificatory compliance
of soils of secondary over-wetting widely spread in the Northern Caucasus and
especially in the piedmont Western Ciscauca-sia haven't been set. In 2003-2004
research was conducted with the aim of identification of changes features of biological properties of different black humus soils of Northern Caucasus upon waterflooding. The registered changes can help in assessment of bioindicators of different degree of hydromorphism as the natural overwetting of soils can be manifested
to a different de-gree depending upon climatic conditions and very often it doesn't
leave traces in the morphology and chemical quality of soils In the research, traditional methods of assessment of biological properties were used The most common
soils of the region under study were employed The soils for model experiments
were collected from the topsoil (0-30 cm) of common black carbon-bearing humus
of the Krasnodar region (village of Plastunovskaya), Rostov region ("Donskoye"
work-study unit) as well as leached black humus soil (city of Krasnodar) The basic
diagnostic criterion for these soils is car-bonic content in the upper part of section
In glass jars in three replications the natural flooding with tap-water was modeled
The expo-sure term was 30 days Biological properties of black humus soils differ
considerably for check variants of carbon-bearing humus and leached black humus
For example, in the leached variant of black humus the check value of catalase
activity that characterizes oxidizing conditions, is twice as little than in the common carbon-bearing variant Upon waterflooding the differences in the behavior
of catalase activity are aggravating In both carbon-bearing soils, irrespective of
the place of sampling, upon flooding the considerable proved inhibition of catalase
activity is evidenced (by 16-27%) At the same time upon flooding of the leached
black humus its increase by 32% is registered The activity of invertase upon flooding of the leached black humus is decreased slightly, and that confirms our statements about low application of this parameter in the diagnostics of hydromorphism
processes The waterflooding definitely subdues the development of microbial flora
of black humus soils in all the variants The most decrease was registered in the
numerosity of microscopic fungi (reduction by 59-84%), the numerosity of bacteria
was decreased to a lesser degree (by 19-69%). Sustainability of' microorganisms
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of the leached black humus is significantly lower than that of the carbon-bearing humus Upon flooding the biological activity indexes are also decreased Pulp
decomposition declines considerably (almost by halt) This is a well-known fact
with which a significant accumulation of uncut moquette in the form of peat in
swamps is connected Decomposition of urea also declines and that indicates the
intensity reduction in nitrogen cycle processes The result is that the possibility
of usage of biological indexes in diagnostics of soil waterflooding processes was
discovered. Based on the change of biological parameters, different sus-tainability
to the given type of degradation of automorphous black humus soils was registered
Carbon-bearing humus soils are more sustainable to overwetting Leached black
humus soils are more susceptive to the given effect.
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Clay Mineralogy and Morphology of some Wetland Soils from the Ganges
Delta in Bangladesh.
M. S. Hussain. Univ of Dhaka, Depl of Soil. Water and Environment: M. J. Uddin.
Univ of Dhaka. Depl of Soil. Water and Environment: S. Ferdous. KMP, Khulna.
These are the soils of aquic condition with seasonal inundation for a few months
during the monsoon season Four representative pedons from the Lower Ganges
delta area were studied for their morphological and clay mineralogical characteristics The parent materials of the soils were calcareous Gangetic alluvium which
have been decalcified over time Being located in the lower part of the delta the
soils are heavy-textured with the weighted average clay content ranging from 52 to
70% up to a depth of one meter. The soils have developed enormous redoximorphic
features including redox concentration in the middle zone and a reduced matrix
in the lower zone of the profiles The soils were characterized at the family level
of US soil taxonomy that will be useful in their intensive management Smectite
was the dominant mineral with weathered mica, and chlorite, along with small
quantities of kaolinite and mixed layer minerals Smectite mineral was thought to
be inherited from the parent material and does not appear to be stable under the
existing pedochemical environment wherefrom lime has been washed away The
smectite mineral was found to be an iron-rich beidellite type with an estimated
chemical formula of (Si6.4 AI 1.20) (A12.41 Fe 1.02 MgO.57) O 20 (OH)4 0 XI 20 )
The occurrence of considerable quantity of smectite has impact on the physical
behavior as well as management of these soils. There is every possibility of fixation of applied potassium by the smectite mineral However, there is considerable
quantity of weathered mica in the soils from which potassium will be released.
Layer silicate clay is the dominant fraction in the bulk mineralogy of soils. Since
these seasonally flooded hydromorphic soils of Bangladesh are intensively used
for growing paddy rice their mineralogy, morphology, classification and nutrient
dynamics should be meticulously recorded for maintaining sustainablity in soil
health as well as crop production.
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Parameterized Soil Chemical Properties for Evaluating Methane Production
from Rice Paddies.
W Cheng. Florida International Univ: H. Akiyama. S. Nishimura. S. Sudo. K.
Yagi. Natl Inst, for Agro-Env. Sei.: A. Hartley. Florida International Univ: J. P.
Megonigal. Smithsonian Environmental Research Center.
For understanding which parameters are more important in soil chemical properties for deciding the CH4 production from rice paddies, nine kinds of rice soils
were collected around Japan and anaerobically incubated at 30°C for 16 weeks in
laboratory condition. After I, 2, 4, 8 and 16 weeks of incubation, C02, CH4 and
Fe2+ were measured for understanding soil organic matter decomposed and iron
reduction Available N also was measured at end of incubation The results showed
that decomposable C and reducible Fe are two key parameters to decide the CH4
production (PCH4). There was a significant relationship between decomposable
C and available N (Nava) (r2=0.975**). Except a sand-gley soil samples, also,
a significant relationship between total-Fe (Fetotal) and reducible Fe was found
(r2=0.837**). From this experiment, a simple CH4 production model was pulled
draw as: PCH4 = 1 593Nava-2 460Fetotal/1000(each unit was ugg-1 soil). After
simulated CH4 production by two soil chemical properties as above, there was
shown a significant consistency between by model simulation and by actual measurement (r2=0.831**) Keywords: available N. CH4 production, decomposable
C. reducible Fe, total-Fe
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Interactions of Mycorrhizal Fungal Assemblages with Plants from a Florida
Wetland.
D. Sylvia. Pennsylvania State Univ: I. Ipsalantis. Univ of Florida.
Arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi are known to exist in wetlands, but little is
known about their function in these environments We conducted greenhouse
experiments to study the effects of AM fungal assemblages collected from different
vegetation types of a Florida wetland, under flooded and free drained conditions
and at three P levels, on growth and nutrition of Typha latifolia and Panicum hemitomon We also studied the effects offloodingon the spread of extraradical hyphae
with P hemitomon For both plants no AM fungal assemblage had a consistent
effect on plant growth and nutrition For T latifolia. flooding eliminated AM fungal
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colonization and, in the free-drained treatments, P amendment suppressed colonization. Furthermore, some mycorrhizal assemblages affected shoot- and root-P
concentrations, but there were no significant plant growth responses. For P hemitomon, the mycorrhizal association was suppressed, but not eliminated, by flooding
and P amendment Mycorrhizal colonization improved plant growth and P nutrition
at lower P levels, but conferred no benefit or was detrimental at higher P levels
Extraradical hyphae were restricted by flooding, though variations among AM
fungal assemblages were observed. We conclude that the impact of the mycorrhizal association on these wetland plants was a function of the complex interactions
among the AM fungal assemblages, plant species, water condition, and P level.
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T Watanabe
Composition and Dynamics of Methanogenic Archaeal Community in
Japanese Paddy Field Soils.
T. Watanabe. Graduate School of Bioagrtcultural Sciences. Nagoya Univ: M.
Kimura. Graduate School of Bioagricultural Sciences. Nagoya Univ: S. Asakawa.
Graduale School of Bioagricultural Sciences. Nagoya Univ.
Methane is one of greenhouse gases and of final degradation products of organic
materials in anoxic environments Methanogenic archaea monopolize biological
methane production in those environments Paddy field is one of major sources for
methane emission and released methane contributes to global warming Therefore,
it is important to understand the ecology of methanogenic archaea in paddy fields
In this study, the composition and the dynamics of methanogenic archaea in paddy
field soils under double cropping (rice [Oryza saliva L ] and wheat [Triticum aestivum L ]) were studied by denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) method
and real-time RT-PCR, targeting 16S rDNAand I6S rRNA. Soil samples were collected from two paddyfields(Anjo [Anthraquic Yellow Soil; Oxyaquic Dystrudept]
and Chikugo [Gray Lowland Soil; Endoquepts] in central and south Japan, respectively) underfloodedand upland conditions throughout a year in 2003 Total DNAs
and RNAs were extracted by bead-beating method separately, and two primer sets
(0357F-GC/0691R and II06F-GC/1378R) were used for DGGE analysis real-time
RT-PCR was carried out with the primers 1106F/I378R DGGE band patterns of
the methanogenic archaeal community obtained from 16S rDNA and 16S rRNA
were stable throughout the year, which included cultivation periods of rice under
flooded conditions and of wheat under upland conditions, in the both sampling
sites. Almost all the bands detected on DGGE gels of 16S rDNA were also observed
on the gels of 16S rRNA. Cluster analysis of DGGE band patterns showed that
the soil type (sampling site; Anjo and Chikugo) mainly influenced the community
structures of methanogenic archaea in paddy field soil Totally 51 sequences were
retrieved from the DGGE gels of I6S rDNA with the two primer sets. Most of
the sequences were closely related to Methanomicrobiales, Melhanosarcinaceae,
Methanosaelaceae and uncultured Rice cluster I, suggesting that these species of
methanogenic archaea were predominated in the paddy fields. The copy number of
methanogenic archaeal 16S rRNAs estimated by real-time RT-PCR did not fluctuate between flooded and upland conditions. In addition, methanogenic archaeal
16S rRNAs were detected in air-dry soils collected from the paddy fields in 1990
(Chikugo) and 2005 (Anjo). Thesefindingssuggested that strictly anaerobic methanogenic archaea survive in oxic soils and/or the activity of methanogenic archaea is
maintained under upland conditions.
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N N Matinian
Soil Formation on Clay Limnoglaciai Plains of North West Russia.
N. N. Matinian. Saint Petersburg Univ.
The main aim-to make clear of genesis of surface moistening soils on varve clays,
to investigate peculiarities of profile distribution of chemical substances on the
base micro morphological, chemical, mineralogical analyses Inner zone of Valday
(Wurm) glacieration can be characterized by widespread development of accumulative limnoglaciai plains. These plains are composed by sedimentations of heavy
granulometric composition primary by varve clays—clays having horizontal stratification (alternating layers of silt and clay). Plain relief and the varve clays peculiarities (low water, permeability and high soil particles interaction) result in soil
surface excessive moistening Areas with low moisture variations existing in soil
profile(down from 20-50 cm) signify that there is no frontal soil moisture filtration. Transformation of organic and mineral substances and its migration occur
against the background subsurface and surface flow. Vertical translocation of substances is usually associated with big cracks. Profile differentiation on substances
distribution depends on the power of eluvial-gley processes Genetic horizons often
are differed by the degree of eluviations of substances (without accumulation in
B horizon). Chemical and fermentative ferrum reduction in excessive moistening
conditions stimulate its mobilization and carrying out from upper layers or soil
thickness Amorphous compounds accumulation in upper layers, development of
numerous concretions and possible incorporation of ferrum ions in clay minerals
crystal lattice are related to ferrum mobilization. Chemical-mineralogical changes
of mineral soil base, inherited from soil rocks,show themselves in hydromica consequent transformation and formation of vermiculite and mixed laver minerals with
a marked portion of smectite packets as well as partial chloritization of layered
silicates Soil acidity, associated with predominance in organic substances of surface gleyed soils low-molecular acids and humus mobile fractions, promote these
changes One of the most sensitive and stabilized indicators of surface hydromor-

phic soils are specific content chlorofill, magnetic susceptibility of soils and its
electron paramagnetic resonance Soils have a big nourishing substances reserve
but at the same time they possesses of unfavourable agricultural physical properties They are in need of water regime regulation by implementation.
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L. A. Spokas

Performance and Microbial Assessment of an Artificial Wetland.

L. A. Spokas. P. L. M. Veneman. S. C. Simkins. Univ of Massachusetts.
This research attempts to garner a better understanding of the "nature and dynamics of the microbial habitats" within an artificial wetland treating domestic sewage
The wetland studied is a top loading vertical flow submerged bed system (Figure
I) located in Highland, NY, USA The treatment wetland consists of four, 237-nf
beds, which may be operated in parallel (two trains of two beds in series) or as four
beds in series. Two beds are planted with Reed Canary Grass (Phalaris arundinacae) and two with common reed (Phragmiles sp.) Current operation is four beds
in series with a mean flow rate of 7.5 m' d'. The treatment system is subject to a
NYS NPDES permit Permit levels are: BOD5, 5 mg L '; TSS, 10 mg L '; NH 4 \
2.2 mg L '; and P0 4 ', <1 mg L'; respectively. Redox potentials are measured with
platinum tipped probes installed at 15, 30, and either 45 or 60-cm-depth within
each bed Temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen and precipitation data are also measured on site System influent and effluent samples from each of the four treatment
units are collected, iced and returned to the laboratory for analysis. Sand samples
are collected at five locations within each treatment unit, for microbial measurements, which include: measurement of heterotrophic potential (l-l4C-D-Glucose
addition); denitrifier enzyme activity (acetylene blockage); nitrification potential
(chlorate blockage); and microbial biomass (simultaneous chloroform exposure
and extraction) Plants were harvested (fall 2005) from three locations within each
treatment unit, dried and analyzed for total biomass and biomass carbon and nitrogen Mean influent wastewater values over a 2-year period have been 293 7 mg
L', 72.1 mg L-', 116.2 mg L' and 16.5 mg L ' for BOD,, TSS, NH4 and P 0 4 \
respectively Mean effluent values for BOD5 and TSS have been <4 mg L"1 and
<1 mg L', respectively; these levels are achieved in the first bed. Heterotrophic
potential, however, is significantly lower in the first bed 4.8 ug g"' h ', with a steady
increase through the next three beds, 11.5, 13.3, and 16.2 ug g' h ', respectively.
Eh values at the 45-cm-depth are lower in the fourth bed (second Phragmiles bed)
than in the second bed (second Phalaris bed), with mean Eh values of 65.8 ± 58.4
mV and 295 I ± 67.4 mV, respectively. It appears that sufficient oxygen is present,
in a number of microcosms, to reduce the ammonium from an influent mean concentration of 116.2 mg L'1 to non-detectable concentrations leaving the third and
fourth beds. Periodic increases in effluent nitrate concentration (10 mg L ' to 20+
mg L'), however, are followed in time (approximately 7 days) by similar increases
in effluent nitrite concentration (20 ug L"' to 200 ug L ') in the first and third beds
of the system Additional experiments are currently being undertaken to determine
the possible causes for the apparent disturbances of the Nitrobacter sp. populations.
Figure 1. Schematic cross section of a top loading vertical flow submerged bed
treatment wetland.
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routine method for extracting Al in most Brazilian soil laboratories (EMBRAPA,
1997) is based on the exchange of Al from the surface of soil colloids by a nonbuffered solution of KCl I mol/L, 1:10 proportion of soilsolution After one night,
the Al is quantified by titration with NaOH 0.025 mol/L. For this study the Al in the
extract was also measured using an ICPOES. In the Xilenol Orange method, I ml
of the KCl extract was transferred to plastic flasks of 100 ml, and 25 ml of the AX
solution was added to theflasks,homogenized and left to rest for 2 hours. After that
the sample was analyzed in a spectrophotometer UV - Vis, at 555 nm wavelength
(Coccione, 2001) The regression coefficients obtained in the study, showed no
difference between the Al extracted with KCl and measured with the ICP method
(AI KC1JCP) and the Al measured by the XO (Al KCl_XO) The correspondence
between the values for Al was high, the r2 = 0 98 and a low dispersion of data
Levels of Al extracted with KCl and quantified by the different methods where:
spectrophotometer with XO, varied from I 69 to 108 50 mmolc/dm3; ICP method,
1.81 to 102 78 mmolc/dm3; and titration with NaOH, with values from 0 0 to 140
mmolc/dm3 The discrepancy between titrated Al and the other methods may be
explained by the interference of organic matter in the complete neutralization of
acidity produced by hydrolysis of Al, and the complexation of Al by organic fractions This is corroborated by the significant correlation (r2 = 0.50) found for OMmuffle and soluble and weakly adsorbed Al forms Also, the difference among the
AI levels from titration and ICP and XO methods were related to the organic matter
fractions, fulvic acid and humic acids, suggesting that according to the quality of
the organic matter in the Histosols, fibric, hemic or sapric, the soil acidity that is
due to Al may vary, as should vary the recommendation of liming.
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Effect of dPAO and PAO on Treatment of Biological Nitrogen and Phosphorus
of Sewage in Constructed Wetland.
D. C. Seo. I. J. Cho. L. Yuan. Div of Applied Life Science. Gyeongsang National
Unix; J. S. Cho. Dept of Biological Environment. Sunchon National Univ; H. J.
Lee. Dept of Environmental Engineering. Jinju National Univ; J. S. Heo. Division
ofApplied Life Science. Gyeongsang National Univ.
To develop a treatment process for treatment of biological nitrogen and phosphorus in constructed wetland using a natural purification system, the applicability
of dPAO(Denitrifying Phosphorus Accumulation Organism) for a natural purification system was investigated in the batch experiment. The differences between
the PAO(Phosphorus Accumulation Organism) and the dPAO were examined and
compared to investigate the applicability of a simultaneous treatment process for
biological nitrogen and phosphorus to a sewage treatment plant with a natural
purification system using the dPAO in the batch experiment. The COD gradually
decreased according to the processing time elapse under the aerobic condition, but
there were no differences in the content of N03-N In the case of the dPAO, there
was no difference in the COD under the anoxic condition, but the content of N03-N
gradually decreased. The content of P04-P increased according to the increase in
the processing time elapse under the anaerobic condition in the case of the PAO and
dPAO, and the content decreased according to the increase in the processing time
elapse under the aerobic condition in the case of the PAO In addition, the content
decreased according to the increase in the processing time elapse under the anoxic
condition in the case of the dPAO as a similar manner as the PAO Thus, the PAO
and dPAO extracted phosphorus under the anaerobic condition Moreover, it can be
seen that the phosphorus absorbed under the aerobic and anoxic conditions. In the
case of the dPAO applied in the anoxic condition, the amount of N03-N treatment
was about 1 2mgN03-N/gVSS after 6 hours of treatment, the P04-P adsorption
was 0 8mgN03-N/gVSS after 6 hours. In addition, the fraction of the dPAO among
the PAO by applying the adsorption amount of P04-P was about 60% In addition,
it is evident that there are many poly-P with bright yellow fluorescent colors after 6
hours under the anoxic and aerobic conditions from the measurement of the degree
of phosphorus accumulation in a microorganism using a fluorescence microscope
after dyeing it with DAPI in order to investigate the phosphorus accumulation
characteristics of the PAO and dPAO From the results, it can be verified that the
luxury uptake of phosphorus was possible using N03-N as an electron receptor in
an anoxic condition in the case of the dPAO. Thus, it seemed that a simultaneous
process of nitrogen and phosphorus will be possible if the dPAO is to be used Keywords : Biological Nitrogen and Phosphorus, PAO, dPAO, DAPI, Poly-P.

L H C Anjos

A Spectrophotometric Method for Aluminum in Histosols.
L. H. C. Anjos. UFRRJ Soils Depto: A. G. Ebeling. UFRRJ; D. V. Perez.
Centro Nacional de Pesquisa de Solos/EMBRAPA; G. S. Valladares. Embrapa
Monitoramento por Satélite; M. G. Pereira. UFRRJ.
The quality of organic matter (OM), more than the mineral constituents of soil is
important for the chemistry of Histosols. These soils occur in small geographic
extension in Brazil, but they are economically and socially important for local
farming One of the problems reported for Histosols is their high acidity, attributed
to high levels of AI However, the analytical procedures used to measure soil acidity and Al content are usually the same applied for mineral soils, where the Al toxic
forms are associated to the clay fraction, and the contribution to soil acidity from
organic acids is very low As a result large amounts of liming are recommended
when farming Histosols, ever-increasing their degradation The objective of this
study was to test the efficiency of the Xilenol Orange (XO) method, compared to
the routine method in soil surveys, in Histosols from different regions of Brazil The
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J S Heo

Optimum Conditions of dPAO in Constructed Wetland by Natural Purification
System for Treatment of Biological Nitrogen and Phosphorus.

D. C. Seo, 1. J. Cho. L. Yuan. Division of Applied Life Science. Gyeongsang
National Univ: J. S. Cho. Dept of Biological Environment. Sunchon National Univ;
H. J. Lee. Dept of Environmental Engineering. Jinju National Univ; J. S. Heo.
Division of Applied Life Science. Gyeongsang National Univ.
To develop a treatment process for biological nitrogen and phosphorus in constructed wetland by natural purification system, the optimum condition of the
dPAO(Denitrifying Phosphorus Accumulation Organism) was investigated in the
batch experiment, and an optimum sewage treatment ratio for aerobic to anaerobic
bed under the optimum condition of the batch experiment was investigated in the
pilot experiment First, the optimum condition of the dPAO was investigated to
simultaneously process the biological nitrogen and phosphorus by investigating the
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pil value of the dPAO, the temperature, the N03-N content, and the type of hydrogen donors based on the applicability. In addition, the optimum sewage treatment
ratio of aerobic to anaerobic bed was investigated in the pilot experiment in order to
apply it to an actual sewage treatment apparatus using a natural purification system
under the optimum condition of the batch experiment From the investigation of
the optimum condition of the dPAO to apply a simultaneous treatment process for
biological nitrogen and phosphorus using the dPAO in a sewage treatment plant
with a natural purification system in the batch experiment, the optimum pH was
7, the optimum temperature was more than 20°C, the optimum content of N03-N
was more than 60mg/L, and the optimum hydrogen donor was sewage From the
investigation of the optimum sewage treatment ratio of aerobic to anaerobic bed
to apply it an actual sewage treatment apparatus with a sewage treatment plant
under the optimum condition in the pilot experiment, the optimum sewage treatment ratio of aerobic to anaerobic bed to simultaneously treat of biological nitrogen
and phosphorus in a natural purification system was 50:50 Keywords: dPAO, pH,
Temperature, N03-N, Hydrogen donor. Natural Purification System, Biological
Nitrogen and Phosphorus.
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P. Vavrova
Kffecls of Short- and Long-Term Water Level Drawdown on Litter Quality
in Peatlands.
P. Vavrovä, Pealland Ecology Group. Dept of Forest Ecology, Univ of Helsinki; M.
Karsisto. Finnish Forest Research Institute. Vantaa Research Centre; V. Kitunen.
Finnish Forest Research Institute, Vantaa Research Centre: R. Laiho, Pealland
Ecology Group. Dept of Forest Ecology, Univ of Helsinki.
C accumulation in boreal peatlands has been a result of a relatively small disproportion of production and decay High water levels and consequent anoxia are considered the major causes for the disproportion As such, the C sink of a peatland is
labile, and sensitive to variations in environmental conditions Changes in peatland
ecosystem functions may be mediated through land-use change, and/or climatic
warming In both cases, drawdown of the water level is a key factor. An extended
lowering of the water level induces several changes in a peatland ecosystem. When
the vegetation adapts to the new moisture conditions, litter quality may change
drastically. With the changing substrate (litter) quality and environmental conditions, the soil microbial community is also like to change All these factors will
have their effects on decay rates of organic matter In this poster will present results
of variation of the initial chemical composition of different litters in pristine and
drained peatlands The aim is to detect, how plant communities in boreal peatlands
respond to changing hydrological conditions This information is needed for modelling of climate change/land-use change impacts on processes determining the C
balance of these ecosystems.
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D. M. Balduff
Subaqueous Landforms and Soils of Chincoteague Bay, Maryland, USA.
D, M. Balduff, M. C Rabenhorsl. Univ of Maryland.
Demas and Rabenhorst (1999) demonstrated that pedogenic processes occur in shallow water mineral substrates resulting in the formation of soil horizons. Previously
these substrates were only mapped as geological sediments, but they are now considered subaqueous soils and are accommodated under the pedological paradigm
Jenny's factors of subaerial soil formation (climate, organisms, relief, parent material, and time), and Folger 's factors for estuarine sediment genesis (source geology,
bathymetry, and hydrologie condition), were synthesized and enhanced to develop
the state factor model for the formation of subaqueous soils: Ss = f(C, O, B, F, P, T, W,
E) (Demas and Rabenhorst, 2001), where Ss is Subaqueous soil, C is climatic temperature regime, O is organisms, B is bathymetry, F isflowregime, P is parent material,
T is time, W is water column attributes, and E is catastrophic events In this study the
subaqueous landforms of Chincoteague Bay. Maryland, USA were identified and the
associated soils were described, mapped, characterized and classified Chincoteague
Bay (depth ranges mostly from 1.0 to 2 2 meters) is the largest (18,855 ha) of Maryland's inland coastal bays (coastal lagoons) bounded by the barrier Assateague Island
to the east and by the Maryland mainland to the west It is connected to the Atlantic
Ocean by the Ocean City inlet to the north and the Chincoteague inlet to the south
Chincoteague Bay contains submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV) beds, which are
indicative of relatively clean estuaries, having sufficient water clarity for benthic
photosynthesis Subaqueous soils have a controlling influence on the physical and
chemical characteristics of estuarine ecosystems, especially their benthic communities Thus, mapping the soils of Chincoteague Bay provides a valuable resource
inventory for use in ecological research and management Bathymetric data collected
by the Maryland Geological Survey in 2003 was used to generate a digital elevation
model of Chincoteague Bay. The digital elevation model was used, in conjunction
with false color infrared photography, as a base map to aid in the identification of subaqueous landforms Due to the visual obstruction by water, the subaqueous landscape
units were also identified by landscape shape, depositional environment, proximity
to fresh water, and geographical setting Eight subaqueous landforms were identified in Chincoteague Bay: barrier cove, lagoon bottom, mainland cove, paleo-flood
tidal delta, shoal, storm-surge washover fan flat, stonn-surge washover fan slope, and
submerged headland (examples will be demonstrated). Previously established soillandscape models were evaluated for their applicability in Chincoteague Bay. The
appropriate models were then utilized to create a draft soil map of Chincoteague Bay
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The association of soils with particular landforms further supports the applicability of
the soil-landscape paradigm in subaqueous environments Soils were initially classified using Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 2003). The major soils found in Chincoteague Bay include Typic Sulfaquents, Haplic Sulfaquents, Typic Psammaquents,
Typic Hydraquents, and Thapto-Histic Sulfaquents A new suborder of Entisols (wassents) has been proposed for use in Soil Taxonomy to better recognize subaqueous
soils. The differentiating criterion for these Entisols is a positive water potential at
the soil surface for 90% of each day. Using this proposed modification, the subaqueous soils of Chincoteague Bay would be classified as Typic Sulfiwassents, Haplic
Sulfiwassents, Thapto-Histic Sulfiwassents, Typic Hydrowassents, and Typic Psammowassents Using the World Reference Base for Soil Resources (WRB) subaqueous
soils would be classified as Gleysols (saturated by groundwater long enough to allow
reducing conditions to occur) Classification of these soils as Gleysols, however, does
not identify the permanent saturation of these soils Therefore, the WRB should be
modified to better recognize the unique properties and processes associated with subaqueous soils Interpretations to assist management decisions can also be developed
for subaqueous soils based on physical and chemical properties, and two examples
will be presented Interpretive maps highlighting potential hazards associated with
dredging activities and dredge material disposal will be developed. In addition, subaqueous soil data collected in Chincoteague Bay will be used to assess the suitability
of soils for SAV restoration (replanting) projects.
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Redox Effects on Phosphorus Release Following Soil Deposition in a Riparian
Wetland.
W. D. Hively. USDA-ARS Hydrology and Remote Sensing Loboratory; R. Blank.
Univ of Maryland; G. McCarty. USDA-ARS Hydrology and Remote Sensing
Loboratory: M. Rabenhorsl. Univ of Maryland; R. Rowland. USDA-ARS Hydrology
and Remote Sensing Loboratory; O. Ogunwumiju. USDA-ARS Hydrology and
Remote Sensing Loboratory.
Afieldexperiment was conducted at the USDA-ARS Agricultural Research Center
at Beltsville, Maryland USA in the fall of 2005, with the objective of determining
the fate of phosphorus bound to sediment eroded from the upland landscape and
deposited in a riparian wetland. Five sampling locations were established: one in a
moderately well drained mineral soil at the upland edge of the riparian zone (control site), and four in hydric, organic-rich alluvial soils within the riparian wetland
At each location the soil redox potential (Eh) was continuously monitored using
replicate platinum electrodes installed at three depths (10, 25, and 40 cm). Additionally, an integrated measure of redox effect was provided by 50-cm iron oxide
coated PVC pipes (IRIS tubes) that were evaluated for percent removal of the ferric iron coating following two weeks in the soil. Packets of homogenized upland
agricultural soil were buried (10 cm) at each site for two-week intervals, with anion
exchange membranes (AEM) placed in contact with the buried soils to monitor the
release of orthophosphate Additional sampling included soil temperature and pH,
leaf fall, water table, and groundwater phosphorus We hypothesize that autumn
leaf fall will lead to a temporary increase in available soil carbon that will promote soil reducing conditions in the saturated areas, thereby increasing phosphorus
release from the buried upland soils.
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Subaqueous Soils, Water Quality, and Estuary Health.
M. K. Payne. Univ of Rhode Island; M. H. Stolt. Univ of Rhode Island.
Recent soil survey efforts along the Atlantic Coast (US states of Delaware, Florida, Maine, Maryland, Rhode Island) have begun to include the mapping of subtidal environments in shallow estuaries. The mapping of these "subaqueous soils"
is being driven by a recognized need for an inventory of the shallow subtidal
resources. Many of these estuarine resources are being severely degraded by pollution as a result of urbanization of coastal areas Recent demographic studies suggest that in the next 50 years 70% of the US population will live within 50 miles
of the coast. Thus, continued development of coastal areas will result in increased
runoff and nutrient inputs into estuaries resulting in environmental problems such
as eutrophication, algal blooms, hypoxia, and fin and shellfish kills. Because soil
properties and characteristics develop in response to the environment, subaqueous
soils have been suggested as a possible indicator of the degree that these ecosystems have become degraded The objective of" this study is to begin to develop a
soil-based approach to evaluate the quality and health of a shallow estuary. Such an
indicator would allow estuary management teams to target particular estuaries for
conservation, protection, and restoration of resources based on soil survey information. Three estuaries are being examined in this study: Greenwich Bay, Little
Narragansett Bay, and Wickford Harbor (1200, 990, and 160 ha, respectively).
Bathymetric maps were created for the study areas using a fathometer and pressure
sensor tide gauges to correct depths to NAVD88 On average, 13 depth soundings
per hectare were recorded Between 40 and 45 individual soil-landscape units were
identified and delineated in each estuary based on slope, depth, surficial geology,
and geographic location Predominant landscape units within the bays include bay
bottom, depositional shoreline platform, mainland cove, fluviomarine bottom, and
submerged beach units. Anthropogenic marina units, dredged channels, and dredge
deposit shoals were also recognized. Soil cores were collected in 7 landscape units
typically found in each estuary using a Macaulay peat sampler or vibracore for

descriptive purposes and to characterize the soils in regard to total nitrogen, organic
carbon, potential acidity, salinity, bulk density, and particle size distribution. Each
month throughout the field season, redox potential is measured at 2 cm intervals
within the top 15 cm of the soil at two stations within each unit. In addition, dissolved oxygen, chlorophyll a. and total suspended solids are measured monthly
at each station to assist in determining the influence of water quality on the subaqueous soils This research will aid in understanding the relationships between
subaqueous soils and the landforms and water quality of the environment in which
they exist. These relationships are critical to developing pedologic models that can
be used to predict soil types and map subaqueous soils in shallow coastal waters

significant denitrification potential associated with wetland soils, we will make recommendations for integration of wetlands along the water courses.
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Mid-Atlantic llydric Soils Committee: Bridging the Soil Science and Wetland
Science Communities.
L. Vasilas. USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service: R. Spagnolo. U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency; B. Vasilas. Univ of Delaware; M. C. Rabenhorsl.
Univ of Maryland: J. M. Galbraith. Virginia Tech.
In an effort to standardize the study and identification of hydric soils in the MidAtlantic US, the Mid-Atlantic Hydric Soil Committee was created in March
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L A Robertson
of 1996 The committee is made up of representatives from the USDA Natural
The Physiochemical Controls on Selenium Release in Seasonally Flooded
Resources Conservation Service; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; U.S. EnvironSoils.
mental Protection Agency; U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; Maryland Department
L. A. Robertson. MIRARCO. Laurenlian Univ; G. A. Spiers. MIRARCO. Ixiurentian of the Environment; University of Maryland, University of Delaware; Virginia
Univ: J. Abedin. MIRARCO. Laurenlian Univ.
Polytechnic Institute; North Carolina State University, Department of Forestry; the
National Technical Committee for Hydric Soils; and private consultants throughThe concentration range between selenium essentiality and potential toxicity is narout the region. Members include soil scientists and wetland scientists who work
row, ranging from 0.04 mg/kg to 4 mg/kg (Wang and Chen 2003). The essential or
together in an effort to pursue and identify important research needs and to estabtoxic nature of selenium depends not only on the amount of selenium found in soils
lish a collection of information from which to better identify hydric soils in the
but the species of occurrence. Four species of selenium, selenide (Se2), elemental
field. "Field Indicators of Hydric Soils in the Mid-Atlantic United States" and "A
Se (Se"), selenite (SeOs2). and selenate (SeO/) exist in soil and geological materiGuide to Hydric Soils in the Mid-Atlantic United States'" are publications produced
als The actual species present directly affects absorption and bioavailability. The
by the committee to help young soil scientists and wetland scientists gain a better
concentration of selenium depends on soil characteristics such as: pH, chemical
understanding of hydric soils and their identification.
and mineralogical composition, adsorbing surface, and oxidation-reduction status
(Wang and Chen 2003) Equilibrium thermodynamics predict that in moderately
reducing conditions the dominant species found in the system would be selenite.
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A M. Keppler
Under reducing conditions selenium would become less mobile, with the soluble
Spatial and Temporal Variability of Soil Characteristics and their Impacts on
phase abundance being controlled by an iron selenide phase (Masscheleyn el al
1990). The nature of selenium in the industrially impacted soils in the Nickel Belt
Macrophyte Diversity in Restored Wetlands in the Everglades National Park.
of Northern Ontario is the focus of this study These soils have an acidic pH and
A. M. Keppler, Univ of Florida; K. R. Reddy, Wetland Biogeochemislry Laboratory.
contain high concentrations of both natural and smelter emitted iron oxides in the
Soil and Water Science Dept. Univ of Florida/IFAS.
surface horizons Industrial activities have also led to the enrichment of airfall
dusts containing significant amounts of trace elements such as Ni, Cu, As, Mn, Co,
The HoIe-in-the-Donut (HID) region of the Everglades National Park (ENP) offers
Pb, and Z Although the regional soils are naturally selenium deficient, they have,
a unique opportunity to investigate the successional development of vegetation and
within a radius of 150 km, become enriched with selenium from mining and smeltthe impact of macrophyte diversity on ecosystem functions, including biomass proing activities. An incubation experiment was conducted to determine the potential
duction, nutrient availability and storages Historically, the HID was dominated
release of selenium and other associated metals to the matrix solution during the
by short hydroperiod prairies and pinelands. After 1916, farming practices were
spring thaw period Samples from seven contaminated sites were incubated for
employed that altered approximately 4000 ha of natural vegetation. In 1975, farm50 days with redox potential and pH measurements taken at 20 intervals in this
ing ended and the HID was aggressively colonized by a non-native pest plant Schinus terebinlhifolius (Brazilian pepper) Attempts to control Schinus through use
time period. Samples were then centrifuged and the supernatant was analyzed by
1CP-MS for a series of environmentally and nutritionally important elements The
of prescribed fire and chemical treatment proved unsuccessful. The dense canopy
redox potential decreased for samples from across all sites as the incubation time
and lack of understory litter material made prescribed fire difficult and the high
increased. Although the pH change was not significant over this incubation period
germination rate, high survival rate of seedlings, and rapid growth made chemical
the release of selenium into soil solution also increased Available thermodynamic
control difficult and costly,. These failures led to the use of mitigation funds from
data indicate that the dominant selenium species in the organic horizons would
Miami-Dade County to employ a "scraping" method to restore wetlands in the
be selenite or selenide However, in this study, the correlation (r value of 0.90
HID This method involves the mechanical removal of existing Schinus and underor above) between the release of selenium and iron into solution in the organic
lying rock-plowed rubble and substrate leaving behind bedrock with pockets of
horizons of these soils indicates that a major mechanism controlling the release of
captured substrate material These pockets provide enough substrate for vegetation
selenium into the soil solution is the association of the selenium oxyanions with
to develop on the scraped sites. A pilot project of 18 ha in 1989 proved successful
iron oxyhydroxides. Ongoing research is focused on determining the species of
in the natural recolonization of indigenous wetland vegetation (Dalrymple et al
selenium present, and on deciphering the mineral phase association.
2003) This success led to the long-term wetland restoration project to restore the
entire HID by use of the "scraping" method. Yearly restoration sites began in 1997
and will continue to completion in 2010. The desired dominant species within the
HID is Cladium jamaicense (sawgrass). Sawgrass is the dominant species within
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A E Frisbee
natural, undisturbed portions of the ENP It is present within restored sites of the
Nitrate-Nitrogen Dynamics in Tributaries and Riparian Wetlands of North
HID but it is not a dominant species. It is more abundant in the earliest restored site
Central Florida.
(1989) than it is in sites that are only a few years old In the first few years after
A. E. Frisbee. Univ of Florida. Dept of Soil and Water Science: C. Mark. Univ of
restoration, sites are dominated by weedy generalists who can tolerate harsh conditions. In the most recent survey of the restored sites, the dominate vegetation are
Florida. Dept of Soil and Water Science.
Typha domingenis, Andropogon glomerulus and Sagiltaria lancifolia and very I ittle
Nitrate runoff from agricultural systems is an increasing concern because of its
Cladium jamaicense is found (Everglades Research Group 2003) Two important
potential effect on the health of both humans and ecosystems Riparian systems
questions in the successional development of the HID are 'what are colonization
have been shown to reduce nitrate concentrations in soil and water as a result
patterns for and why is it not dominating the restored sites and how is species
of denitrtfication processes that occur under anaerobic conditions. The Santa Fe
diversity impacted by changes in environmental characteristics throughout time?'
River Basin in north central Florida contains many tributaries that drain adjacent
In an attempt to answer these questions the project goal was to relate the diversity
agricultural systems to the Santa Fc or New Rivers. Increasing evidence suggests
indices of macrophytes as well as the abundance of the dominant macrophytes
that nitrate concentrations in surface and groundwater are increasing, and in some
and Cladium jamaicense to environmental characteristics by use of multivariate
instances have exceeded EPA safe drinking water standards In an effort to better
statistical analysis and to determine biomass production for above- and belowunderstand the nitrate dynamics and denitrification potential of channel bed and
ground macrophytes and storages of carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus of both the
riparian wetlands along tributaries of the Santa Fe River, a two year research invesvegetation and the soil Initial, dry season results of selected sites indicate biomass
tigation was established at Boston Farm-UF/IFAS Santa Fe River Beef Research
changes from 64,33 g m 2 in 2004 to 284.46 g m 2 in 1997 and to 428 29 g m 2 in
Unit (SFRBRU). To better understand nitrate dynamics on the site and denitrifica1989 as compared to the reference site of 476.11 g nv2. Extractable NH4 values are
tion potential in this landscape, monitoring of two tributaries that occur on the
observed at 13.33 (2004), 24 03 (1997), 28 13 (1989). and 20 33 (reference) mg g '
SFRBRU was conducted One stream is surrounded by low intensity pasture and
and extractable NO, values are 7 35 (2004). 47.99 (1997), 25.55 (1989) and 2026
hardwood forest, and tends to have nitrate concentrations less than 10 mg/l The
(reference) pg g'. Multivariate statistical analysis will be performed on all data to
other tributary has nitrate concentrations that range from 7mg/L at the headwaters
determine whether these environmental characteristics are influencing macrophyte
to 3mg/L where the tributary discharges to the Santa Fe River floodplain The headdiversity and the dominant vegetation found at each restored site.
water of this tributary appears to be within an intensive plant nursery and then flows
through low intensity improved pasture on the SFRBRU Preliminary results indicate that along the high nitrate concentration tributary, concentrations were reduced
between 67% and 28% from headwaters to discharge If monitoring data suggests
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E. Mersiovsky
Measuring WaterTable Depth in Loamy Soils with Relic Features.
E. Mersiovsky. USDA-NRCS: R. Cripps, USDA-NRCS: D. Wysocki. NRCS-USDA:
C. Seybold. VSDA/NRCS, National Soil Survey Center.
The USDA-NRCS conducted a study to monitor seasonal water tables in soils
within MLRA 131 A, Southern Mississippi River Alluvium Previous studies have
suggested that the redoximorphic features in soils within loamy family particle size
classes may be relic. Initially, soils along the Mississippi River Meander Belts as
mapped by Roger Saucier will be studied. Soils with family particle sizes of fineloamy, fine-silty, or coarse will be considered The objective of this study is to
collect soil water data for soils and landform positions throughout the Lower Mississippi Valley in a comprehensive and uniform manner Collected data will be used
to assist in populating the NASIS database and to refine interpretations affected by
soil water data The Dundee Series (Fine-silty, mixed, active, thermic Typic Endoaqualfs) will be studied first Data within NASIS shows that the water table can be
within 0.5 foot of the surface The Official Series Description shows that in drained
areas the water table is below 4 feet Fourteen (14) sites throughout MLRA 131A
along the meander belt of the Mississippi River arc being monitored At each site,
three (3) piezometers are installed Automatic Waterlogger-15 units from Global
Water are installed in 2-inch PVC pipe. Data is downloaded via computer from
each peizometer. The shallowest is installed at the contact with the argillic horizon
This is to see how much of an influence the argillic horizon has with water movement. The second piezometer is placed within the argillic horizon to see if this
layer becomes saturated. The third is placed at least 2 millimeters (mm) below the
surface This peizometer will assist in determining how high the water table rises
within the soil Preliminary data along the study area seems to be consistent with
previous studies Data from northern Louisiana indicates that there is water that
stays above the argillic horizon for a short period of time after rain events The data
shows that the argillic horizon does not become saturated The data from the deepest peizometer indicates that the water table may rise to within 3 feet Preliminary
data from other sites also indicate these trends. As more data is collected, this depth
will be refined to indicate the water table status in the soil.
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D.E. Turcotte
Seasonal Water Table and Temperature Relationships in Glaciomarine Soils
of Eastern Maine.
D. E. Turcotte. USDA—Natural Resources Conservation Svc; D. E. Wilkinson.
USDA, Natural Resources Conservation Svc.
Water table depths, soil temperature, and dissolved 02 content (DOC) in "free
water" were monitored for three to seven growing seasons in four frigid, fine, very
deep, glaciomarine pedons in Machias, Maine. Three of the pedons are somewhat
poorly drained Aquepts, while the other is an eroded, moderately well-drained
Udept Hydrologie data from each pedon during the growing season supported
the aquic moisture regime and somewhat poor drainage class, even in the eroded
Udept. Very brief durations of saturation were observed at the depth to redoximorphic features in each pedon, features attributed to the capillary fringe in these finetextured soils A reasonable correlation (R2 = 0 59) was observed between length
of frost-free season and soil temperatures above biological zero, while annual and
seasonal precipitation did not correspond well with water table depths Frost-free
season was considerably shorter, and ended five to six weeks sooner in autumn
relative to soil temperature. Autumn water table depths were shallower than spring,
but aquic conditions prevailed in the spring due to warmer soil temperatures and
much lower DOC Soil temperature at 20 inch was similar between sites, and could
be predicted by calendar date with a relatively high degree of confidence (R2 =
0 885) Soil temperature at six inches was more variable relative to the 20-inch
depth and was higher in spring, lower in fall, and approximately equal in mid- to
late September Dissolved 02 content was much lower for water tables in the silty
clay substratums, rather than the silty clay loam or silt loam sola

Performance of the algorithm has subsequently been tested against estimations
made by a neural network (NNet) model, developed using the same data and input
soil attributes. We used a hierarchical set of inputs using soil texture, bulk density
and organic matter content to avoid possible bias towards one set of inputs, and
varied the size of the data set used to develop the NNet models and to run the k-NN
estimation algorithms Different 'design-parameter' settings, analogous to model
parameters have been optimized The k-NN technique showed little sensitivity to
potential sub-optimal settings in terms of how many nearest soils were selected
and how those were weighed while formulating the output of the algorithm, as
long as extremes were avoided. The optimal settings were, however, dependent
on the size of the development/reference data set The non-parametric k-NN technique performed mostly equally well with the NNet models, in terms of root-meansquared residuals and mean residuals Gradual reduction of the data set size from
1600 to 100 resulted in only a slight loss of accuracy for both the k-NN and NNet
approaches We also characterized the sensitivity of this technique to (I) estimations made to soils with differing distribution of properties; (2) the choice between
different weighing methods; (3) the presence of outliers in the reference data set;
(4) the un-equal weighing of input attributes. (5) the addition of new - locally
specific - data to the reference data set; and (6) the influence of local data density
The k-NN technique is a competitive alternative to other techniques to develop
pedotransfer functions (PTFs), especially since re-development of PTFs is not necessarily needed as new data become available.
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A Guber
Using Ensembles of Pedotransfer Functions for Soil Water Retention in FieldScale Water Flow Simulations.
A. Guber. Univ of California: Y. Pachepsky. USDA/ARS/BAJANR1/ESML; D.
Jacques. SCK-CEN: M. T. Van Genuchten. George E. Brown. Jr. Salinity Lab
USDA-ARS: W. J. Rawls. USDA-ARS Hydrology and Remote Sensing Lab: A.
Nemes. Univ of California Riverside: J. Simunek, Univ of California Riverside: T.
J. Nicholson. USNRC: R. E. Cady. USNRC.
Using pedotransfer functions (PTF) to estimate soil hydraulic properties may be
necessary in soil water flow simulations for large-scale projects or in pilot studies
The accuracy of a PTF outside of its development dataset is generally unknown
The existence of multiple models that are developed and tested in one region, but
may perform relatively poorly in other regions, is also common in meteorology
where multi-model ensemble prediction techniques have been developed (i.e those
using an averaged prediction from several models) to address this problem. The
objective of this work was to estimate the applicability of an ensemble of PTFs for
water regime simulations Measured soil water contents and pressure heads of 60
points at 5 depths in a 6-m transect of a layered loamy soil were collected during
an extremely wet year in Belgium. Soil water fluxes were measured with passive
capillary lysimeters at two depths. Soil water retention was measured in laboratory
in samples taken at sixty locations at three depths The ensemble of PTF comprised 22 published PTFs developed from large datasets in different regions of the
World Contents of soil textural fractions, organic matter content and bulk density
were averaged across the transect and used as PTF inputs. The uncertainty of the
ensemble-estimated water retention (quantified as the width of 95% tolerance interval of water content at a specific pressure head) was comparable with the uncertainty in laboratory water retention The ensemble estimation gave a substantially
better approximation of field water retention compared with laboratory data. The
HYDRUS-1D software was used to simulate water content time series with (a) each
of the PTFs from the ensemble and (b) the laboratory-measured water retention
data of each of the 60 locations The PTF ensemble provided more robust simulations, the tolerance interval of water contents simulated with the PTF ensemble prediction was substantially smaller than with laboratory water retention Simulations
with ensemble-estimated water retention had, on average, two times smaller errors
compared with laboratory-measured water retention The accuracy of simulating
cumulative soil water fluxes did not differ between simulations with laboratory
and ensemble-estimated water retention. Ranking PTFs by the root-mean-square
error values showed that the best results were obtained with PTFs derived from
the all-USA database and the all-European database that encompassed the widest variety of soils Varying the saturated hydraulic conductivity in the realistic
range had a substantial effect on simulation results, and this implied the need to
emphasize measurements of hydraulic conductivity infieldcampaigns to characterize soil hydraulic properties Using the PTF ensemble is, in essence, the utilization
of generic information available prior to the site study The ensemble prediction of
soil hydraulic properties is a promising method to estimate soil hydraulic properties
for simulations of field-scale water flow Keywords: soil water flow simulations,
soil water retention, pedotransfer function, ensemble prediction
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A. Nemes
Use of the Non-Parametric Nearest Neighbor Approach to Estimate Soil
Hydraulic Properties.

A. Nemes. Univ of California Riverside: W. J. Ravels, USDA-ARS Hydrology and
Remote Sensing Lab: Y A. Pachepsky. USDA/ARS/BA/ANR//ESML; M. T. Van
Genuchten. George E. Brown. Jr. Salinity Lab. USDA-ARS.
Non-parametric approaches are being used in variousfieldsto address classification
type problems, as well as to estimate continuous variables One type of the nonparametric lazy learning algorithms, a k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) algorithm has
been applied to estimate water retention at -33 and -1500 kPa matric potentials
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A S Kishné
Measuring Soil Bulk Density Using Vibration-induced Conductance
Fluctuation (VICOF).
A. S. Kishné. C. L. S. Morgan. Texas ASM Univ. Dept ofSoil and Crop Sciences: L.
B. Kish. Texas ASM Univ. Dept of Electrical and Computer Engineering.
Soil bulk density is a spatially variable soil property characterizing soil structure
and compaction that influences water movements, availability of nutrients and
chemical applications In the field it is difficult to determine with excavation of a

soil sample or with neutron-gamma surface gauge A new non-destructive method
is suggested for field and laboratory use and experimentally demonstrated for measuring soil bulk density by conductance modulation (fluctuation) measurements
of soils while exposed to periodic vibration The relative fluctuation of the conductivity is expected to depend very weakly on the actual electrical conductivity
of soil water. In the laboratory, soil samples including a smectitic clay and sand
were prepared to two moisture conditions and three density levels in replicates The
AC electrical conductance response of soils was measured with a lock-in amplifier
while applying periodic vibration The density modulation induced by the vibration
produces periodic conductivity fluctuation This conductance fluctuation was analyzed by measuring the two side-peaks in the spectra representing some of the combination frequencies of the AC voltage and the mechanical vibration. The theory
and results of the experiment will be presented and discussed.

In a recent Tertiary (Neogene) coastal plain in south-west Victoria (Australia), landscape evolution and pedogenesis can be explained in relation to processes dominated by ferruginisation, subsequent redox weathering, gleying, clay illuviation and
podsolisation Soil distribution is related to landscape position and proximity to
the coast Soil distribution on the relict plain is easier to predict than in the valleys
where dissection of the landscape has been dominated by landslides, which have
served to redistribute materials on slopes and valley floors in a complex manner
This paper describes the landscape and proposes processes that have produced the
contemporary soil profiles A conceptual model for understanding the distribution of
different soils in this landscape and their implications for management is presented
The landscape originates from a large graben that was progressively filled, over the
last 90 million years, first with terrestrial sediments and subsequently marine sediments (clays and marls) and ultimately coastal outwash and alluvial material (sands
and gravels) Today, a remnant plain of coastal material (Hanson Plain Sand and
Moorabool Viaduct) overlies the marine marl (Gellibrand Marl), which has been
exposed on valley sides by dissection of the plateau The coastal plain material was
119-6
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J. Maynard
strongly ferruginised two to six million years ago and subsequent weathering of the
Effects of Sedimentation on Phosphorus Retention in Seasonally Submerged
ferricrete has resulted in accumulation of large quantities of ironstone gravel in the
Wetland Soils.
E or A2 horizons of soils in much of the landscape A conspicuous feature in the
J. Maynard. A. O'Geen, J. Deng. N. Braver. D. Tu. R. Dahlgren. Unix ofCalifornia. ferricrete weathering profile is strongly contrasting alternate bands approximately
Davis.
parallel to the weathering front and to the ground surface with colour often as red
as 10R4/6 and as grey as2.5Y6/l Individual pale bands are 10 to 20 mm thick and
Irrigation induced erosion is one of the leading sources of pollution affecting water
have
thin bands of clay within them, red bands are generally thicker and may be
quality nationwide In California's Central Valley, constructed wetlands (CWs) are
fringed with yellowish brown (IOYR5/8) adjacent to the pale bands The horizon
used as best management practices for the treatment of agricultural return flows
displaying this banded weathering is usually at least 0 5 m thick. This feature has
that contain high levels of sediment and nutrients These wetlands are designed
been referred to as 'tiger mottling'. The upper two to three metres of the regolith
to treat agricultural drainage water before it is re-circulated into the San Joaquin
profile can be viewed essentially as a weathering chronosequence with residual
River Retention of suspended solids is one of the primary treatment mechanisms
partially weathered ferricrete at depth, overlain by mottled material (often tiger
of constructed wetlands Sedimentation and burial is also an important mechanism
mottles) at about 1.5 metres depth. The depth of maximum weathering occurs at
of phosphorus (P) removal from the water column because suspended particles sorb
around a metre depth and exhibits features dominated by redox processes and clay
P Sorption capacity of wetlands can be diminished in instances where suspended
illuviation. Depending on the redox regime hard ferro-manganiferous gravels may
sediment is low and P loads are high, as sorption sites become saturated and are not
be present or absent The upper part of the soil profiles are dominated by clay loss
replenished by new material.The retention of dissolved-P is highly correlated to the
and waterlogging and characteristically have bleached E or A2 horizons (with or
concentration of extractable amorphous iron Wetland soils with high scsquioxide
without Fe-Mn gravels) Gravels have been mobilised in the E horizons in wet concontents have higher P retention capacities. This suggests that dissolved-P retenditions and are sometimes found as re-cemented pisolitic masses. Near the coast,
tion is dependant on soil mineralogy and pedogenic processes that form sesquioxsiliceous sands have been reworked on the residual plain covering the land surface
ides Sedimentation also promotes the burial of both sorbed and organicly bound
with acidic, nutrient poor, material and Spodosols have developed with strongly
phosphorus The objectives of this study are to examine the relationships between
cemented thick spodic horizons, described locally as 'coffee rock' Spodosol prosedimentation patterns, the development of poorly crystalline Fe, and the fate of
files are sometimes superimposed on the older Alfisol profiles, and, in such cases,
P in CWs We examined the spatial relationships between wetland soil properties
the E or A2 horizons show a dull mottling that is the result of gradual loss of iron
and their effects on the bio-availability of phosphorus, A 13 year-old constructed
and disintegration of the Fe-Mn gravels Perched watertables are common in winter
wetland receiving agricultural tailwaters was monitored during the 2004 and 2005
in the Alfisols and the Spodosols The valley sides are characterised by old and
irrigation seasons (May-Sept.). Weekly water samples were taken at the input and
recent landslides and the soils are dominantly heavy clays. Convex slopes with
output and analyzed for total suspended solids and total phosphorus Soil samples
better drainage have soils with calcareous B2 horizons, whereas others are strongly
were collected at the start of year I and sedimentation samples were collected at the
gleyed and have no remaining calcium carbonate within the soil profile Landslides
end of years I and 2 Samples were collected throughout the wetland (n=50) and
have been responsible for the redistribution of the coastal sand material as colluanalyzed for organic carbon, total nitrogen, total phosphorus, Olson-P, particle size,
vium and alluvium in lower slope and valley floor sites. Older, fragmented buried
soil organic matter (SOM), crystalline and poorly crystalline iron- and manganesesurfaces occur in colluvial positions as a result of' sequential land slips Alluvial
oxides, and phosphorus sorption index (PSI). A digital terrain model of the wetland
soils range in texture from sandy loams derived from the coastal plain to heavy
floor was created to examine the spatial relationships between soil topography,
clays derived from the marine marl The sandier alluvial soils have developed prohydraulic flowpath, sedimentation, and phosphorus retention. Water quality monifiles similar to the plateau Spodosols with Ah, E, occasional thin Bhs, and well
toring results indicated that CWs removed 97% of the suspended sediment from tail
developed Bg horizons. Management of this landscape for agriculture requires an
water The average P removal efficiency was 71% Sediment accumulation was as
understanding of the soil distribution, their hydrological characteristics, susceptihigh as 68 kg m-2 y-1 in areas proximal to the input location Deposition was much
bility to waterlogging, vulnerability to damage when wet and their suitability for
lower in areas distal to the input, where sediment accumulation rates were as low
subsurface drainage
as 0.5 kg m-2 y-1 Selective dissolution was used to measure crystalline and poorly
crystalline iron-oxides Total Fe (Fed) ranged from 6 g kg-1 in the low depositional
zones to 18 g kg-l in high depositional zones Poorly crystalline Fe (Feo) ranged
from 3 0 g kg-l in the high depositional zones to 7 3 g kg-l in low depositional
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zones. Feo /Fed ratios were highest in the low depositional zones (0 73) and lowest in the high depositional zones (0 22) suggesting that poorly crystalline Fe is
Earth's Critical Zone and Ilydropedology.
formed in specific pedogenic environments within the CW Geostatistical interpolaH. Lin. PennSlate Univ. L. P. Wilding. Dept ofSoil and Crop Sciences. Texas AdM
tion maps were created to analyze the spatial relationships between soil properties
Univ: O. Chadwick, Univ of California Santa Barbara; G. Ashley. Rutgers Univ..
Randomization tests (Partial Mantel Tests) were used to determine the spatial variS. Burges. Univ. of Washington.
ability of each soil property and to determine which properties best explained the
The U.S. National Research Council has defined Earth's Critical Zone as terrestrial
variability of both PSI and bio-available P (BAP) after accounting for the effects
surface ecosystems including soil and the underlying vadose zone It is a region
of spatial autocorrelation PSI had the highest partial correlation with clay sized
characterized by complex interdependence of climate, hydrology, biology, litholparticles(r=0.403 p=0 000) and poorly crystalline Fe (r=0 369 p=0.000) BAP had
ogy, topography, pedology, chronology, and anthropogenic forcing. The Critical
a high negative partial correlation with Feo (r=-0 960 p=0 022) and high partial
Zone concept provides an appealing framework for funding agencies to support
correlation with clay (r=0.460 p=.000). BAP is low where poorly crystalline Fe is
integrated studies of Earth surface processes An integrated network for concephigh, due to its high sorption capacity BAP is high were clay content is high due
tualizing and modeling. Earth's Critical Zone as a whole is in the early stages of
to the weak associations of P with clay edges Moreover, autocorrelation in spatial
development, but it is clear that it will require input from many basic and applied
patterns demonstrated that concentrations of Feo are lowest at the inlet, increasdisciplines Ilydropedology, the science of the behavior of water in contact with
ing with distance along the flowpath Flowpath plays a major role in the spatial
mineral and biological material in the Critical Zone, will be an important condistribution of sedimentation, and thus the bio-availability of phosphorus The fortributor to the Critical Zone research The U.S. National Science Foundation's
mation of poorly crystalline iron oxides appears to be controlled by sedimentation
recommendation to focus on water as a unifying theme for research on complex
rates Furthermore, systematic patterns in pedogenesis and associated formation of
environmental systems is, separate from, but consistent with the Critical Zone
poorly crystalline iron compounds, plays an important role in the degree of Pretenconcept Here we explicitly link the two ideas We suggest that the four dimention in these seasonally submerged soils
sions of water issues (quantity, quality, distribution including extreme events, and
social-economy) can be addressed using the framework of Earth's Critical Zone.
Ilydropedology provides a powerful tool to explore the Critical Zone by integrating
hydrologie, pedologic, and geomorphic processes Water movement links pedons
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to landscapes to watersheds, even as it facilitates fluxes of water, energy, chemical
Landscape and Soil Profile Development in a Dissected Coastal Plain.
elements, and supports terrestrial primary production and respiration In fact, terR. MacEwan. Depl of Primary Industries.
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restrial hydrological and biogeochemical cycles are inseparable - water provides
most of the transport power. In this paper, we illustrate the benefit of integrating
hydrologie, pcdologic, and geomorphic expertise in understanding the Critical
Zone. These examples are: (I) soils' role in hillslope and watershed hydrology; (2)
hydrology's role in pedogenesis and hydromorphism; (3) hydrogeomorphology and
natural hazards; (4) paleopedology, paleohydrology, and paleogeomorphology; and
(5) climate change and terrestrial carbon cycle In all of these examples, complex
landscape-soil-water dynamic interactions are an essential component, which is the
foundation for the concepts of the Critical Zone and hydropedology
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Studies on the I'se of Soil Water Retention Capacity Estimations to Prepare
Soil Water Management Maps.
B. Tóth. Univ of Ves:prém. Georgikon Faculty of Agriculture; A. Makó. Univ of
Veszprém, Georgikon Faculty of Agriculture; K. Rajkai. Research Inst for Soil
Science and Agricultural Chemistry of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences; P.
Marlh. Central Plant and Soil Protection Service.
Information on soil attributes displayed on general soil maps and cartograms can
be helpful to characterize the water regime of soils, for wide ranges of applications The soil water retention capacity characterises the water movement in the
soil very well. Our studies aimed to analyse the possibilities and reliability of soil
water retention capacity estimations based on information stored in 1:10 000 scale
soil maps and cartograms in Hungary To achieve these aims, the database on soil
properties of the Hungarian Soil Information System (data on 1023 soil profiles,
containing measured water holding data for 3115 layers) have been first analysed
In the statistical analysis we included the soil parameter categories according to soil
types; soil texture; organic matter codes, calcium carbonate codes and the measured
soil water retention values (pF 0; pF 2,5; pF 4,2; pF 6;2) We studied the possibility
of the pF curve estimation (pF point estimation and pF function estimation according to Brutsaert and van Genuchten) on the basis of the grouped means calculated
from the categorized soil characteristics of soil maps.
119-10
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L Villagarcia

Effects on the Local Water Balance of Daily Soil Water Content Fluctuations

in Semi-arid SE Spain.
L. Villagarcia. Univ Pablo de Olavide; A. Were. Consejo Superior de
Investigaciones Cientificas: Y. Canton. Univ de Almeria: F. Fernandez. Consejo
Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas: M. J. Moro. Univ de Alicante; A. SoleBenet. Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas: F. Domingo. Consejo
Superior de Investigaciones Cientificas.
The recent development of non-destructive soil moisture probes capable of continuous recording has facilitated the detection of processes that were previously not well
understood in assessing the temporal and spatial distribution of soil surface water
content. The analysis of the temporal evolution of soil moisture (0) has allowed the
observation of daily fluctuations of soil water content, mainly in arid and semiarid
conditions Although descriptions of these fluctuations in 9 are not new, the processes driving them are not well known To explain 8 oscillations, four main hypothesis have been considered in the literature: a) sensor measurements are influenced by
temperature, b) water vapour adsorption from the atmosphere; c) thermally induced
changes in soil pressure, e.g. dilatancy, and d) upward movement of water during
evaporation from the soil surface Recent research advances seem to demonstrate
that b) is the main cause to explain the soil water fluctuations. This work aims to
analyse 8 fluctuations in semiarid areas with sparse vegetation under different soil
cover and depths and to ascertain the processes driving these daily 8 fluctuations
and its importance in the local water balance In one study area, located in Rambia
I londa, a dry valley on the southern slope of Los Filabres range (Almeria, SE Spain),
soil water content (8) was continuously monitored every 30 minutes in different
positions I) under annual plants, 2) under bare soil, 3) under Retama sphaerocarpa
and 4) under a transitional area, bare soil—Retama Fluctuations were observed
mainly within the 6 interval between 5% and 15%. The different positions exhibited
different amplitudes in their fluctuations, decreasing in the following order: under
bare soil, under annual plants, under a transitional area (bare soil - Retama bush),
under Retama bush, coinciding with the order of the amplitude of daily fluctuations
in soil temperature and explained by the smoothing role of plant cover on microclimatic changes and consequently on 8 changes The daily 8 fluctuation amplitudes
were also affected by the soil water content, being higher in the 8 interval 5—10 %
The amplitudes of daily fluctuations in 8 decreased with depth, as did soil temperature A lag in the 8 sinusoidal curves with depth was also observed. The effects of
microclimatic variables on 8 daily fluctuations were analysed. The found patterns
of soil water content Huctuations were compared with those recorded in a nearby
badland area under different soil surface conditions (different types of soil crust
and plant cover) There the amplitudes of the daily oscillations in 8 were more pronounced, especially under lichen crusts and bare crusted soil (structural crust) and
the fluctuation peaks changed with time Experiments on the effects of different
types of soil crust on 8 dailyfluctuationswere performed Finally, in both locations,
the contribution of the 8 daily fluctuations to available soil water was analysed: it
represented a 60% average of the evapotranspiration for the studied period
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Repeated Identical Top-soil Treatment and its Influence on Soil Hydrophysical
and Microbiological Characteristic Changes.
S. Matula. Czech Univ of Agriculture in Prague. Dept. ofSoil Science and Geology:
P. Ruzek. Research Insli of Crop Production: G. Muhlhachova. Research Inst of
Crop Production.
Tillage treatment is a well-known and applied treatment of the top soil profile layer
The physical conditions of the top layer determine water infiltration into a soil profile, runoff losses, and biological characteristics of the soil profile This study is
focused on the influence of repeated tillage treatments (included no-till) in the same
locality on saturated hydraulic conductivity and on biological characteristics in a
relatively homogeneous soil profile The experimental soil profile was classified as
1 lapludalfs (US Classification) / Orthic luvisol (FAO) The field experimental work
was conducted in 1997. repeated in 2000 after three years of repeated treatments
and again after six years (in 2003) of the same repeated treatments. In 1994 the
whole experimental site was divided into four tillage treatment areas (TTA) that
where maintained using repeatedly different tillage treatments in each TTA (Matula.
2003). Three types of tillage treatments were applied repeatedly—conventional
(CT), reduced till (RT) and no-till (NT) at the same TTA From the hydro-physical
point of view the tillage treatment plays the key role in changes of the saturated
hydraulic conductivity (K) of the treated layer. A pressure ring infiltrometer (Matula
and Kozakova. 1997) was used to run infiltration tests The infiltration during the
steady state flow was measured, evaluated and K values were calculated Matula
(2002) summarized the theoretical background for the pressure ring infiltrometer
(Reynolds and Elrick. 1990) and described the final equations for evaluation of the
infiltration test results for particular infiltometer The conventional tillage did not
give any significant changes in K values after three and six years except fluctuation of values K Some differences that can be seen seem to be related to very large
heterogeneity of the top layer after conventional tillage Repeated application of
the reduced till treatment did show a small fluctuation in K and tendency is stable.
No-till treatment shows again a significant decrease in the infiltration rate v (t) after
three years. After three years the K value in this case decreased approximately three
times for reduced till and six times for no-till treatment After six years the K values
of the reduced till treatment shows not significant changes, K in locations two and
five are slightly higher, almost back to the situation in 1997, the rest of locations
show decrease again No-till treatment shows a significant decrease in K values
again, approximately eight times compare to the situation in 2000. The increased
pore continuity, mentioned by Beaumer (1992) did not increase in this particularly
soil under reduced till (TTA4ATTA01) and no-till (TTA3/TTA03). An influence of
increased soil worm's population in reduced till treatment and no-till treatment areas
creating the worm holes (Hillel, 1998) affecting positively theflowof water was also
not registered at all. Decrease in K of the top layer on this type of soil may cause
several negative results from the aspect of surface soil hydrology and agriculture;
surface runoff increase, soil water storage decrease, yield decrease, increase in soil
compaction of surface layer, and soil erodibility (Hillel, 1998) increase The biological characteristics under conventional tillage reduced till and no-till treatments
were studied in 2000 and 2003 The distribution of biological activities in the layers
0 - 0.1m, 0.1-0 2m and 0 2-0 3m was compared for all three treatments Generally, a moderate increase of organic carbon content (Corg), microbial biomass and
dehydrogenase activity was observed in all treatments in the year 2003 compared
to 2000 Particularly, the accumulation of the organic carbon in the surface layer
was found under reduced till and no-till The contents of organic carbon were more
balanced throughout the layers under conventional tillage than under reduced till or
no-till Last two treatments showed larger organic carbon content in the surface layer
where following values in 2003 (after nine years of different tillage practices) were
found in layers 0 0 - 0.1 m, 0.1 - 0 2 m and 0.2 - 0 3 m: CT = 1.39%, 1.33% and
1.28% Corg; RT = 1.63%, 1.41% and 1.24% Corg; NT = 1.62%, 1.39% and 1.24%
Corg. Even greater differences than found for Corg were found for soil microbial
biomass and dehydrogenase activity between the surface layer and the depths 0.1
- 0.2 m and 0 2 - 0 3 m under RT and NT The microbial biomass and dehydrogenase
activities were more balanced under CT throughout the studied soil horizon The
data obtained showed the greater increase of soil organic matter under RT and no-till
practices than under conventional tillage and the accumulation of the organic matter
and microbial activities in the surface layer of soil horizon after nine years of the
experiment under reduced till and no-till Keywords: saturated hydraulic conductivity (K), conventional tillage, reduced till, no-till, pressure infiltrometer, infiltration
test, transect, organic carbon content, microbial biomass, dehydrogenase activity
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Y.Cantón
Soil Water Content Patterns in the High Plateau of Sierra De Gador (Almeria,
Se Spain). Implications for the Local Water Balance.
Y. Canton. Univ de Almeria; L. Villagarcia. Univ Pablo de Olavide: A. Sole-Benet.
F Domingo. J. Puigdefäbregas. S. Contreras. E.E.Z.A./C.S.l.C
In many Mediterranean coastal zones, especially in southeast Spain, water demand
has increased due to expansion of tourism and agriculture with the consequent
accentuation of the dependence on underground water resources A paradigm is
the Sierra de Gador-Campo de Dalias system, in SE Spain, where an intensive
exploitation of the aquifer is occurring as a consequence of the intensive irrigation of 20,000 ha and the growing water demand from tourism Knowledge of soil
moisture dynamics is especially crucial in these areas, because of its important

impact on groundwater resources, given the scarcity of rainfall and the high evapotranspiration rates. The variables involved in the local water balance at the high
plateau, at 1,500 m a.s.l. in Sierra the Gador were monitored and analysed during an
hydrological year, in order to determine the water drainage that might contribute to
the aquifer recharge. The analysis of the spatial and temporal patterns of soil water
content and their relations to other soil properties along a hillslope transect show
a pronounced variability in short distances linked to the differences in soil and
ground cover characteristics. Seasonal and daily scales reveal that the soil moisture
regime get moister going downslope at soil depths of 0.06 m and 0.25 m as a consequence not only of the runon water contribution from the upper sector, but also
because of the higher clay content of the soil at the lower sector. Soil water content
remains higher at 0.25 m than at 0.06 m for the whole evaluated period not only
by the high evaporation losses of the surface horizon but also by the higher clay
content and higher organic matter content at depth. At event scale, in a few occasions, after rainfall events smaller than 1 mm an increase up to 3% in soil water
content at 0.06 m was observed and explained by the role of cracks causing very
local high infiltration rates. Nevertheless, 84% of rainfalls lower than 1 mm caused
an increase in soil water content lower than 0.5% or no increase, and 47% of all
rainfall events did not affect soil water content. Although there is a significant logarithmic relationship between rainfall depth and soil water content increase, it only
absorbs 60% of the variance as a consequence of the influence of other variables
(antecedent soil water content, rainfall intensity or crack pattern). At a soil depth
of 25 cm, a higher rainfall is necessary to produce a slighter increase in soil water
content. For the hydrological year 2003-04, the total deep drainage or percolation
calculated as D = P- AET- Roff + Ron -AS (being P = precipitation, Ron = runon,
Roff = runoff by overland flow or sub-surface flow, AET = actual evapotranspiration, AS = change in soil water storage) we obtained a D of 215 mm year' (42.4%
of the total rainfall). The estimation of deep drainage considering only the water
content (assuming no drainage when soil water content is lower than field capacity)
provided very similar results but it was very sensible to the coarse fragment content
of the soil which in the study area is very heterogeneous and represents more than
20% of total soil volume.
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S Matula
Estimation of the Soil Moisture Retention Curve (SMRC) using Pedolransfer
Functions (PTF).
S. Matula, K. Spongrova. Czech University ofAgriculture in Prague, Dept. ofSoil
Science and Geology.
Soil hydraulic properties are needed as input data to describe and simulate transport of water and solutes in the soil profile. The most important characteristics are
the soil moisture (h) and hydraulic conductivity. SMRC represents9retention curve
(SMRC) the amount of water remaining in the soil under equilibrium conditions
and is unique for each soil. The measurement of the SMRC is labours and time
consuming and sometimes there are not enough data available. The SMRC estimation models have been used extensively. More available soil properties, such as
particle size distribution, organic matter content, soil structure and bulk density,
have been taken into the calculations Bouma, 1989 called these models pedotransfer functions. This preliminary study is based on the following European works:
Wösten et af, 1998, Wösten et al., 1999 and others. Pedotransfer functions derived
by Wösten et al., 1998 were used in thefirstpart of the study. In the second part own
pedotransfer functions were derived for localities with available data. The methodology of data processing was the same as used in Wösten et al., 1998 for continuous pedotransfer functions. Continuous pedotransfer functions were tested^ on the
data sets from the following localities in the Czech Republic: Cerhovice, Cemici,
Brozany, Ovesna Lhota, Tupadly, Dzbanov, Podlesi, Zichlinek. Unfortunately, the
data sets were not as large as the data sets in Wösten's work. Such large data sets
are not available to the authors in the CR. Therefore only these data were used as an
input for this preliminary study. Some examples of a rather good estimate of SMRC
(expressed as pF curves) were found for example for the locality Cerhovice and
Cernici, less successful are the estimates for Brozany and in the localities Ovesna
Lhota, Tupadly and Dzbänov, Podlesi, Zichlinek. the estimates were not successful
due to the lack of input data The applications of continuous pedotransfer functions
derived by Wösten, 1998 on the soils tested were not successful. Keywords: soil
moisture retention curve, multiple linear regressions, pedotransfer functions.
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D Lindbo
Relating Field Indicators of Hydric Soils to Saturation and Reduction in
Sandy Soils.
G. Lanier, D. Lindbo. M. Vepraskas, Soil Science Dept, North Carolina Stale
Univ.
Soil morphological features have been used to develop a list of field indicators that
are used to identify hydric soils; these indicators were developed for both sandy
soils as well as clayey and loamy soils. Formation of the sandy soil indicators in not
completely understood because the durations of saturation and reduction needed to
create these indicators is unknown. The objective of this study are to monitor water
tablefluctuationand oxidation-reduction (redox) potentials in sandy soils and relate
these data to soil morphology, to compare the occurrence of saturation and reduction with soil color chromas and to determine which hydric soil indicator(s) best
relate to wetland hydrology in sandy soils. An experimental study site was chosen

on the Outer Banks on NC to monitor hydrology, redox potential, and soil morphological properties in fifteen soil plots along a hillslope containing members of the
Fripp, Ousley, and Osier soil series. Results show that soils met the drainage class
requirements for their soil series when colors with chromas of 3 or less were used
to evaluate drainage class, also durations of saturation and reduction were sufficient
to allow the development of the sandy redox (S5), thin dark surface (S9), and layer
of muck (A9) field indicators at the base of the slope.
119-15
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M. Litaor
Hydrological Control of Phosphorus Mobility in Altered Wetland Soils.
M. Litaor, Tel-Hai College.
Groundwater transport of phosphorus (P) from the altered wetland soils of the Hula
Valley may influence the water quality of Lake Kinneret, which provides up to 30%
of the potable water for the state of Israel. This study was conducted to evaluate
P mobility from the Hula's wetland soils to waterways under various hydrological
conditions using afield-scaleexperiment (0.8 km2) with well-monitored boundary
conditions. The spatio-temporal changes in hydraulic head across the study area
were measured using automated monitoring stations installed in eight observation
wells. The hydraulic conductivity (K) of the near-surface peat/marl layers (179 m
d-1) was significantly larger than the K values (0.001 to 0.03 m d-1) measured in
the marl layers at 5 to 15 m below surface. The large K values of the near-surface
layers result from the drainage of this wetland in the late 1950s followed by the oxidation of the peat layers and dissection of the lower peat and upper silt-clayey marl
layers Using a simple water-budget approach, the large field experiment yielded a
discharge of 0.27 Mm3 and a loading of 306 kg P transported from the altered peat
soils to the waterways, in just 7 weeks. Most of the P loading was in the form of
particulate P (> 0.45 um) rather than dissolved P.
119-16
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H.Han
Predicting Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity from Water Retention Data.
//. Han. Rutgers Univ; D. Gimenez. Rutgers Univ.
Saturated hydraul ic conductivity, Ks, is an essential parameter for predicting transport
processes through soils. Although relatively easy to measure, Ks is a property that is
not routinely measured during soil surveys. Therefore, it is desirable to have predictive models based on available soil properties (texture, bulk density, particle size
distribution and porosity) to facilitate modeling efforts at a regional or global scale
Pedotransfer functions of Ks are notoriously inaccurate. An alternative approach is
to develop a physically sound model containing easy to predict parameters. The task
of developing such model has been simplified by the recent compilation in the USA
and Europe of large databases containing basic soil properties and Ks values. Among
the most successful Ks models are those that use a characteristic particle diameter or
effective porosity raised to a constant or variable power and modified by a linear constant. One such model is the one proposed by Rawls era/. (Trans. ASA E 4\. 983-988;
1998) that uses effective porosity (defined as air-filled porosity at a matric potential
of-33 kPa) modified by a power representing a pore distribution index (defined as
the change in porosity between -33 kPa and -1,500 kPa) and by an empirical linear
constant. Our hypothesis is that the prediction of Ks can be improved by using information of water retention at relatively low matric potentials (indicative of macroporosity). A recently proposed theory that relates soil physical quality to the inflection
point of water retention curves can be used to generate information at low matric
potentials, which is generally absent in large databases. Consequently, our objective
was to modify Rawls el al. (1998) model by redefining effective porosity, the power
(pore distribution) index, and the linear constant with a combination of parameters
derived from water retention information at low matric potentials. Twenty-three sandy
materials from New Jersey were sampled and measured for particle-size distribution,
water retention curves, and Ks The same properties of 213 New Jersey horizons,
77 horizons from UNSODA database, 13 rootzone mixes, and 48 Alabama horizons
were added to the original database. Water retention curves were fitted with the van
Genuchten [Soil Sei. Soc. Am. 44: 892-898, 1980) model and the parameters of the
model used to analytically determine the water retention inflection points. Modifications introduced to the Rawls et al. (1998) model included: 1) defining a new effective porosity (as air-filled porosity at the inflection point) and power index (change
is porosity between saturation and the inflection point), and 2) expressing the linear
constant as a function of the pore diameter at inflection point and of the power index
All samples were grouped into 17 textural classes The coefficient of correlations
between the measured values of Ks and those predicted with the proposed model was
R2 = 0.95 when comparing the 17 textural averages, and R2 = 0 72 when comparing
all 374 values Further testing of the model with 1,729 data points (grouped in 11
textural classes) from the European HYPRES database produced similar results (R2
= 0 98) The residuals of thefittingwere randomly distributed indicating no apparent
bias in the prediction. The proposed model is physically sound, contains no fitting
parameters, and uses information that can be obtained from pedotransfer functions
With site specific data the model has the potential to be used in investigations at the
field scale
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P Dlapa
Effect of Wild Fire on Water Repellency of Sandy Forest Soils.
P. Dlapa. 1. Simkovic, L. Somsak, Deptof Soil Science. Faculty ofNatural Sciences.
Comenius Univ.
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The work is aimed to the effects of forest fires on soils hydrophobicity development
in sandy soils of western Slovakia Water repellent properties of soils have been
described in many countries in the World Lack of information exists on the occurrence of soil water repellency in central Europe and only a little attention had been
dedicated to this phenomenon in Slovakia. The soil water repellency was evaluated
with respect to site conditions and properties of various soil types. The persistence
of water repellency was estimated with the water drop penetration time (WDPT)
test The soil hydrophobicity depended on the wetting history of individual soils.
Field study of the effect of wild fire as well as laboratory simulations under controlled conditions were performed The forest fire caused decrease in WDPT, which
was observed in the surface soil horizon due to decomposition of soil organic matter But infiltration experiments indicated a decrease in the rate of infiltration due
to development subsurface water repellent layer. The heating at 50, 100, 150, 200,
250, and 300 °C was used to simulate the heating effect that accompanies the passage of a grass, shrub, and forest fire on soil water repellency Distinct increase in
the severity of water repellency was observed when the samples were heated for 20
m inutes at 150 to 250 °C. Water repellency disappeared after heating at 300 °C
119-18
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D Merkler
Flooding on the Virgin River, USA: Impacts and Historic Perspective.
D. Merkler, USDA NCRS: P. Drohan, Unix of Nevada. Las Vegas.
The lower Virgin River Basin is a complex structural basin formed by Neogene
extension in Nevada, Arizona, and Utah, USA There is a large volume of ground
water in transient storage moving through the basin. Ongoing investigations to
characterize the basin have determined that it is one of the deepest in the Basin
and Range Province The estimated depth to basement underlying the carbonate
rock may be as great as five miles. Subsequent filling of the basin with the Muddy
Creek Formation has created a deposit as thick as 6,000 feet At about 5 5 mya,
the Colorado River, and most probably the Virgin River, were flowing into the
Mesquite basin and formed Muddy Lake, an extensive body of water that extended
from the base of the Clover Mountains southward into the Las Vegas basin Subsequently, the Mesquite basin was breached and began draining into the Colorado
River basin and eventually the Pacific Ocean The subsequent lowering of base
level after breaching caused a dramatic shift in deposition and erosion into and out
of the Mesquite basin Alluvial deposits record at least four cycles of incision and
aggradation by the river and also record regrading of the surfaces between the river
and the Virgin Mountains as their relative altitudes changed This rapid erosion
of soft sediments in the basin provides modern day landforms, some of which are
among the oldest geomorphic surfaces in North America The Virgin River is the
main surface-water feature in the lower Virgin River Valley; there is only one other
perennial stream, Beaver Dam Wash Throughout its course, however, it is intermittent with several sections becoming dry after spring runoff. Ephemeral drainages
are evidence of surface-water runoff" from the surrounding mountain blocks into the
basin Depending on storm patterns, flow often originates directly on the alluvial
fans Flash floods produce large debris loads, particularly from the Virgin Mountains south of the river. Several communities within the basin obtain municipal
water supplies from the Muddy Creek Formation Mesquite, Nevada, is the largest
of these and one of the fastest growing communities in the United States On the
10th of January 2005 warm rain began to fall on snow packs approching 300 percent of normal in Zion National Park, Pine Valley Mountains, Spring Mountains,
and the Clover Mountains. Data collected by the USGS indicated record flows had
occurred along the Beaver Dam Wash near Enterprise, Utah and near the Beaver
Dam in northwest Arizona Preliminary results of data collected for the Virgin River
indicated the second highest flow on record had occurred near Littlefield, Arizona
Damage reports received at NOAA's NWS office in Las Vegas indicated 75 homes
had to be evacuated in Mesquite subdivisions near the Virgin River The Red Cross
stated that as many as 350 homes were affected by flooding in Overton; in Beaver
Dam, Arizona, 22 homes were damaged or destroyed along with a portion of a main
bridge This flooding impacted several watersheds of the lower Colorado River
drainage. This major flood on the Virgin River prompted a careful examination of
the current growth and zoning along the Virgin River corridor and reflection of the
historical flooding along one of the few perennial rivers in the Mojave desert. Early
settlement and economic development of the Virgin River basin were affected to a
large extent by the floods of the late 1800s and early 1900s Flood-related loss of
farmland and damage to irrigation structures, dams, and dwellings were continuing problems for early settlers of the region The cost of replacing and maintaining
dams, irrigation ditches, and property was an economic burden on every community The agricultural history of the region was largely determined by floods and
the resulting changes in stream channels The causes of historic downcutting in
the Southwest have been a topic of debate for more than 90 years Overgrazing,
climate change, and internal adjustments of the channel system unrelated to either
climate or land use are the main explanations. Dendrohydrologic evidence was
used to reconstruct and measure streamflows which were then used to interpret
dated episodes of erosion and deposition from temporally recorded streamflows
from the early 1900's This data suggested that in prehistoric times, in the absence
of man's influence, patterns of erosion of the Virgin River were contemporaneous
with a high streamflow between AD. 1200 and 1400 that was preceeded by drought
conditions in the late AD 1100's. Low streamflow following A.D. 1400 until about
1880 coincides with deposition with in the channel. These variations are related
to climate; human activity in historic times possibly increased runoff, but erosion
would probably have occurred without human interference Current regulation of
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streamflow by upstream reservoirs and structures will alter the geomorphic development of the Virgin River Valley and must be incorperated into regional plans for
development along the river's corridor
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A.Gray
Effects of Organic Matter on New Redoximorphic Feature Formation Under
Induced Hydric Soil Conditions.
A. Gray. M. C. Rabenhorst. Univ of Maryland.
In soils with impeded internal drainage, organic matter provides a critical energy
source for soil microorganisms that is necessary for the reduction of iron during the
development of redoximorphic (hydromorphic) features Organic matter properties
such as lignin content and C:N ratio influence the microbial degradation processes,
and as a result, can affect the nature of redox features formed in wet soils In this
study, the effects of fresh organic matter additions on soil redox feature formation
was evaluated in undisturbed well-drained soil cores (mesocosms) using a time
series experiment Five different types of organic materials, (oak leaves—Querem rubra, maple leaves—Acer rubrum, timothy hay—Phleum pratense, wheat
straw—Trilicum, and sawdust—mixed hardwoods) were evaluated by uniformly
mixing each of the five organic matter types within the upper 10 cm of soil using
a rate of 1.7kg C/nv (approximately 60 grams per 15 cm diameter mesocosm) In
addition, two of the organic materials (oak leaves and wheat straw) were added
to separate mesocosms to further evaluate the effect of the mixing method. These
two materials were added to separate mesocosms either by placing the material on
the soil surface or by concentrating the organic material into deeper zones within
the soils Mesocosms were subjected to simulated wetland hydrology consisting
of five wet-dry cycles. Each cycle consisted of an eight week period of saturation
when the water table was at or near the soil surface followed by an eight week
drained period when the soil was permitted to dry out At the completion of each
16-week cycle, a block of mesocosms was dissected and all newly formed redox
features were carefully described (quantity, size, color). Soil redox potentials (Eh),
pH, and soil temperature were monitored throughout the experiment. The five
organic materials had C:N ratios of 44:1 (timothy hay), 49:1 (maple leaves), 68:1
(oak leaves), 82:1 (wheat straw), and 189:1 (sawdust). Mesocosms had pH values
that mainly ranged between 5 8 and 6 5 Plotted values of Eh and pH showed that
periods of reduction and oxidation corresponded well with wet and dry periods
Using the technical standard of the National Technical Committee on Hydric Soils
to define oxidizing and reducing conditions (similar to rll of the World Resource
Base for Soil Resources) redox potentials rise into the oxidizing zone during the
dry period and fall into the reducing zone during the saturated period Mesocosms
have developed noteworthy hydromorphic features. The most prominent features
are iron concentrations that have formed in macropores that were created either by
redox electrodes or pff sampling Most other features are very fine and faint Trends
show that the iron oxide features are increasing with time Redoximorphic features
were least evident in cores that had been mixed and were most evident in cores
that had organic materials concentrated in deeper zones Use of different types of
organic materials did not appear to significantly affect size, color or abundance of
redoximorphic features observed. A comprehensive data set and statistical analysis
will be presented
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C. Collin Bellier
Identification of Parent Material of Soils along a Lithotoposequence in a
Sedimentary Area using Particle-size Distribution and Mixing Equation.
C. Collin Bellier. D. Arrouays. D. Baize. V. Champdavoine. D. King. I.N.R.A.; J.
P. Rossignol. I.N.H.
Under temperate climate, one of the main pedogenic factor is the parent material.
In many cases, the parent material is difficult to identify because it is too deep to
be seen easily or it may be totally turned into soil Moreover, soil may be issued
from several parent materials by mixing processes due to slope redistribution, wind
transfer or human activities The objective of this study is, using particle-size distribution, I) to identify the signature of parent materials origins and 2) to calculate
the percentage of each parent material in the case of mixing The study took place
in France, in a sedimentary area, thin layers with different facies, in the Paris Basin.
The data were obtained from field study, along a lithotoposequence, that is, a serial
arrangement in which geologic layers and soils are ordered logically along the main
slope Nine pits were dug enough to reach the bedrock Each horizon and bedrock,
which is a potentially parent material, was described and sampled We used eight
fractions of particle-size distribution measurements to characterize these samples
along this lithotoposequence Two quantitative indicators, based on the skeleton
fractions (2 silts and 5 sand fractions) are used to compare 1) each horizon to the
different parent materials and 2) each horizon to the neighboring bellowed horizon
in all soil profiles The results determine, for each profile, the range of I) allochthony or autochthony, and 2) soil heterogeneity or homogeneity In some cases,
horizons were not in correlation with the bedrocks characterized but were a mix of
those materials To quantify this mix, we solved mixing equations In conclusion,
thanks to particle-size distribution measurements, we were able to characterize and
quantify the origin of soil parent materials and to understand pedogenesis In our
case, the deposits create mixing rather than superposition. From these results, we
propose a soil spatial organization model which summarizes I) the regional soils
distribution, and 2) the possible pedogenic scenario through time
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D.H.Franklin
Aeration in Grasslands, It Only Works Some-of-the-Times.
D. H. Franklin. USDA ARS, J. Phil Campbell Sr. Natural Resource Conservation
Center; M. L. Cabrera, Univ of Georgia; D. Buller. Univ of Georgia. Crop and
Soil Sciences.
In an effort to efficiently utilize natural resources and leave them in best possible
condition, it is necessary to build the soil and reduce unnecessary losses of nutrients
beyond the site or point of intended use Improving infiltration of rainfall or reducing losses to overland flow can help extend grass or forage productivity during
droughty periods or it can retard flooding during periods of heavy rainfall. Application of broiler litter to grasslands may lead to elevated concentrations of phosphorus
(P) in surface runoff, with its potential effect on eutrophication of surface waters
Thus, management practices are currently needed to reduce the amount of P loss in
runoff from grasslands fertilized with broiler litter Reductions in runoff P loss can
be achieved by reducing the volume of runoff and/or reducing the concentration of
P in runoff A practice that may accomplish these results is aeration Studies have
been conducted to explore the viability of aeration to provide environmental and
agronomic benefits Most studies were related to increase productivity or yields
and others were to determine its effectiveness to reduce nutrient losses. Both agronomic and environmental results varied Agronomically, mechanical aeration did
not increase yield when manures were applied, whereas in other cases forage yields
were increased. Environmentally, even when soil textures were equivalent (silt
loams), grasslands fertilized with liquid dairy manure were unaffected by aeration
while in others aeration decreased nutrient losses in runoff when broiler litter was
applied to grasslands Of the studies primarily interested in environmental impacts,
most were done using simulated rainfall but a few were done with natural rainfall
All were done at a small plot scale. All environmental studies are laden with variability For example, in one study done on difTering landscape position (plot scale)
there was a two-fold difference in runoff volume between landscape positions on
the same soil classification. Environmental factors related to soil can be quite variable across one soil classification unit and there are orten multiple soil units at the
field scale. Plot scale studies are useful in that they allow for more replications It
is important though to also look at management practices at scales that are more
similar to real management units. In this presentation we will present the results
from two small plot aeration studies and one field scale paired watershed study
Over all objective of all three studies was to determine the impact of aeration on
runoff volume and P losses in runoff from a tall fescue-bermudagrass grasslands
fertilized with inorganic fertilizer and different manures (diary slurry, layer manure
and broiler litter). The small scale plots were done on two different soils using
three different types of aeration implements. The field scale study was conducted
in six 0.7-ha, tall fescue (Festuca arundinacea Schreb.)/bermudagrass (Cynodon
dactylon L ) bermed fields or field-scale watersheds, located at the College of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences Central Research and Education Center, near
Eatonton, Georgia Bermed fields were paired based on their propensity to generate
surface runoff We used PROC REG in SAS 8 0 (SAS Institute Ine , Cary, NC) to
regress loss of runoff volume, DRP and TKP from the aerated plots against loss of
runoff volume, DRP, and TKP from the non-aerated plot before and after application of the aeration treatment Then, PROC GLM in SAS 8 0 was used to determine
if the slopes of the regression lines were different before and after applying aeration Results varied depending on soils regardless of soil texture Small plots study
showed that core aeration decreased Total P and dissolved P from plots fertilized
with broiler litter by 46 and 62%. Results from between paired watersheds varied
while results of runoff" and DRP loss were usually similar on each set of watersheds.
In the fields with well drained soils, aeration reduced DRP losses by 35% This
overall reduction appeared to have been caused by a combination of reductions in
runoff volume and DRP concentration
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S Thanachit
Effect of Relief on Soil Development: A Case Study of Two Toposequences in
Northeast Thailand.
S. Thanachit, A. Suddhiprakarn, I. Kheoruenromne. Dept of Soil Science. Faculty
of Agriculture, Kaselsart Univ: R. J. Gilkes. School of Earth and Geographical
Sciences, The Univ of Western Australia.
Two soil toposequences in Northeast Thailand under tropical savanna climate were
studied with emphasis on the spatial variation of soil development on landscape
as affected by pedogenesis processes Soil profiles were sampled at six positions;
summit, shoulder, upper midslope, lower midslope, footslope and toeslope for the
Nam Phong toposequence developed on sandstone in the upper part and shale in the
lower part. Four profiles developed on residuum and colluvium derived from basalt
on crest, backslope, footslope and valley floor were sampled on the Khon Buri
toposequence. Field morphological, physical, chemical and mineralogical analyses
according to standard method were employed The result of the study revealed that
there is an Ultisol-Alfisol-Entisol and an Oxisol-Ultisol-Vertisol sequence for Nam
Phong and Khon Buri toposequence, respectively All soils are deep but the C-horizon appears in deep horizons of the soils on midslopes of both landscapes which is
probably due to specific erosion at each position Their colors range from reddish
on the uplands to grayish with some redoximorphic features at the lowest position
of the landscape, which indicates differences in drainage condition The spatial
distributions of clay minerals are systematic as kaolin is the major clay mineral of
the upslope soils while 2:1 clay minerals dominate clay fraction of the soils on the

lowest position A presence of hematite and goethite in the upslope soils reflects
intense weathering and their occurrence is controlled mainly by redox conditions
and pedoclimate Only little amount of goethite is present in soils at low position
where poorly drainage prevail, reflecting a seasonally reduced and iron oxide-poor
environment Soils on the Nam Phong toposequence have texture ranging from
loamy sand to silty clay whereas soils on the Khon Buri toposequence are clayey as
influenced by their parent materials. However, there is an increase of fine materials
downslope Except for their texture, the physico-chemical properties of upslope
soils within each toposequence are not distinctly different. Dominant characteristics
of upslope soils are acidic condition with low exchangeable bases corresponding
to low cation exchange capacity However, these upslope soils and those on lowest
positions of toposequences are significantly different for most of their properties.
Soils on the lowest positions are alkaline, having high exchangeable bases and high
cation exchange capacity Leaching and eluviation-illuviation are considered the
main pedogenic processes in the soils on the higher positions whereas cumulization
is the major pedogenic process in the lowest position of the catenary sequence.
This study clearly shows the effects of relief on soil development in both of soil
toposequences. The relief provides variation of environmental conditions occurring
on landscape which related to soil properties change The soils on higher positions
with well-drainage show highest development as controlled mainly by leaching
and eluviation-illuviation processes The soils on the lower positions where poorly
drainage prevails, are less developed as influenced by water activity. The soils on
the midslope of the landscape with steeper slopes have intermediate characteristics
as controlled mainly by erosion In addition, there is an oxidation-reduction environment related to soils drainage condition influencing type of iron oxide mineral
and soil color However, considering the soils on Nam Phong toposequence which
derived from different parent materials, it is clear that the parent material has more
effect on soil development and their properties particularly on the type and amount
of their clay content Keywords: topography, pedogenesis, tropical soils
119-23
238b
C.Zhao
Simulation of Coupled Relationship Between Land Use and Groundwater
Flow in the Western Arid Land of China.
C. Zhao. Xinjiang Inst of Ecology and Geography. Chinese Academy of Science: X.
Chen. Xinjiang Institute of Geography and Ecology.CAS; M. Deng. Dept of Water
Resources of Xinjiang.
Summary: With the principle of water balance, quantitative models on the main
line of impacts of land use and vegetation variation to groundwater is set up, and
the forecast on land and water resources variation is given under the present model
of land use and water resources that are developing The simulated models of twodimensional groundwater flow in the watersheds have been developed based on the
water budget in a watershed and by regarding the effects of vegetation change/ land
use on groundwater as the source/sink factors With definite conceptions, the model
has simple form and applies easily-acquired data. Taking the Sangonghe River
Basin of Xinjiang as a example, the mode of land and water resources exploiting with the core aim of controlling vertical water consumption within oasis arid
groundwater exploitation rationally and giving both considerations to eco-environmental benefit and socio-economical benefit is presented based on taking the
influence of vegetation variation as source and concentrating item to process and
the analyzed results of the impact of vegetation variation to temporal and spatial
variation of groundwater The spatial data of the groundwater level are simulated
by combining GIS with FEFLOW software which is professionally used for calculating groundwater flow The results show that the groundwater level still maintains
a draw down in the upper part of the marginal zone of fans but in a continuous
increase trend in the alluvial-diluvial plains, which result in a degeneration of the
vegetation on the upper part of the marginal zone of fans and a further soil salinization in the alluvial-diluvial plains. Keywords: land use; vegetation change;
groundwater; numerical simulation

119-24
239a
Q Zhu
Soil Moisture Temporal Patterns in a Forested Catchment.
Q. Zhu. Dept of Crop and Soil Science. The Pennsylvania State Univ: H. Lin. Penn
State Univ: X. Zhou. Pennsylvania Stale Univ.
Soil moisture is a key parameters governing interactions between the atmosphere,
the land surface, and the ground water. It is highly variable in both space and time
and the knowledge of such variability is important for understanding and predicting
many environmental processes This study investigates different patterns of in situ
observed soil moisture changes in a forested catchment with the alteration of the
overall catchment wetness, and explores the relationships of such patterns to spatial
variables including terrain attributes, soil types, and vegetation Based on the analysis of 77 monitoring sites distributed throughout the catchment, we found that the
majority of the monitoring sites located in the Ernest, Blairton and Rushtown soil
series had an exponential relationship between the observed soil moisture contents
at multiple depths and the whole catchment mean wetness, while most of the monitoring sites located in the Berks and Weikert soil series showed a linear relationship There were only few monitoring sites located in the Berks and Weikert soil
series that had a logarithmic relationship between the observed soil moisture contents and the whole catchment mean wetness The reason for such varying temporal
responses is explained by the varying soil moisture holding capacities and different
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landscape positions these soil series occupied in the catchment We grouped the
monitoring sites having the linear relationship into three categories: the first shows
a faster rate of'increase in soil moisture contents than the overall mean of the whole
catchment; the second shows a slower rate of increase compared to the catchment
overall mean; and the third group has approximately equal rate of change as the
catchment overall mean Such varying groups of monitoring sites are related to the
differences in the terrain attributes, soil types and their properties, and the vegetation type in the catchment Nearly all of the monitoring sites located at the ridge of
the catchment belong to the third category The monitoring sites located in or near
the valley floor, with thick Ernest and Blairton soil series and evergreen vegetation,
belong to the first category We are further examining the other factors (such as
various terrain attributes including the topographic wetness index) in relation to the
observed temporal patterns of in situ soil moisture changes in this catchment.
119-25
239b
S. Wu
Preliminary Study on Vertisols and Vertic Soils in Heilongjiang Province, NE
China.

to locate old stump holes left from either decaying or previously harvested trees,
(ii) calculate approximate contribution of these areas in terms of the proportion of
total bulk soil, and (iii) quantify changes in nutrient availability with distance away
from stump holes The study plots are part of the Silviculture and Biodiversity in
Southern Appalachian Forests project. Six replications of no-treatment "control"
plots were used, four of which were located in the George Washington and Jefferson National Forests in Virginia and two in the MeadWestvaco's Corporation's
Wildlife and Ecosystem Research Forest in West Virginia. Nutrient availability was
quantified by measuring available NH4+and N 0 3 - , exchangeable cations of'Mg2+,
Ca2+, and K+, pH, soil organic matter, and soil moisture at specified depths (0-I5
cm, 15-30 cm, and 30-50 cm) Results from this study seek to confirm the utility of
GPR as a non-destructive sampling tool for forest managers to map zones of high
nutrient availability and secondary root biomass Long term goals of this study are
to examine how growth of various understory and overstory species are effected
by zones of high nutrient availability and how growth changes with distance away
from these nutrient pools.

S. Wu. Nanjing Agricultural Univ/Univ ofCalifornia; X. Long. Heilongjiang Water
Conservancy and Hydropower Inst: S. Xu. Nanjing Agricultural Univ: Q. Xu.
Cotra Costa College.
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140b
S.W. Donohue
Effects of Anthropogenic Disturbance on Riparian Hydric Soils in Urbanizing
Coastal Landscapes.

While evidence from previous literature indicated that there are favorable condi-

S. W. Donohue. M. H. Stolt. A. J. Gold. Univ of Rhode Island: P. Groffman. Inst Of
Ecosystem Studies.

tions foi the occurrence of Vertisols in NF. China, little attention has been paid to thai
region Clayey parent materials.lacustrine sediment, clayey loessial (Pleistocene)
and fluvial (Holocene), and the sediment of Tertiary and Quaternary basalts are
wild distributed on depressions and plains The montmorillonite and illite are two
dominant secondary clay minerals Also, the monsoon and north temperate climate
is characteristic with distinct alternating dry and wet seasons In this preseentation
we intend to show the new findings on distribution and diagnostic characteristics
The classification is based on Keys to Soil Taxonomy (USDA, 2003)The cryic
soil temperature regime is above about 46.5 degree of N Latitude and the frigid is
in the south of the province The mean annual precipitation is between 400 to 660
mm and about 70% of the rainfall is concentrated in the summer The soil starts
to freeze between October or November, and does not melt until until late June or
August Preliminary results showed that some Cryerts are derived from loess-like
deposits and lacustrine sediment in low positions of the landscape. The maximum
depth of frozen soil is about 2 5 to 2 8 m, or more. The clay content (<0 002mm)
for the entire soil horizon of representative pedons of Typic Haplocryerts from
Yian, Nahe, Minshui is, on average, 34.68%, and 41 97 % for Typic Humocryerts in
Fujin county Angular/wedged-shaped structures can be found at 35-58 cm in depth
and thicknesses between 55-80 cm. Soil shrinking in late spring creates cracks 1-3
cm in width and the depth may reach between 1 and 18 m, or more. Some Sodic
Haplocryerts can be found in Fuyu-Lindian area within the SW alluvium-lacustrine basin. In the south, the most extensive suborder is Aquert, which is derived
from various clayey deposits. There are Salaquerts, Natraquerts, and Calciaquerts
formed from the lacustrine deposits in Anda-Zhoudong area where the maximum
thickness of frozen soil is about 2 0 to 215 m Some Epiaquerts and Endaquerts can
be found in the SanJiang plain, where some soils have an expanding potential 2 to
3 times higher than that of the Mollisols Hydromorphic process and degleyfication
play important roles in the formation and land use of Aquarts. Some Calciusterts
are formed in the SW of the province On the whole, the common characteristics
and morphologies of the Vertisols in the study areas are clay texture, with its content consisting of more than 30% angular block/wedge-shaped structure in subsoil
with high bulk density, and cracks from soil surface by soil shrinking and frost both
common in Vertisols and Vertic soils In addition, the Fe-Mn spots/concretions in
subsoil horizons are common. The main programs are soil dryness in late springearly summer, extra soil water during melting and after raining season, high plasticity, and the secondary soda-sahnization The long period frost-melting cycling has
great impact on soil morphology and needs to be studied further Also, soil micromorphology needs to be studied more
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E.Sucre
Use ol Ground Penetrating Radar to Assess Soil Heterogeneity.
E. Sucre. T. Fox. Virginia Tech Univ.
Forest Soils are heterogeneous by nature, complicates understanding nutrient
cycling and nutrient availability of forest soils at a landscape level One contributor of this is old stump holes, which are known to be zones high in organic matter,
soil moisture, and nutrient availability Roots, which are extremely plastic, have a
tendency to migrate and concentrate around these nutrient pools. However, when
sampling forest soils, these areas are thought to be anomalies and are often disregarded The objectives of this study were to: (i) use ground-penetrating radar (GPR)
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Hydric riparian soils in coastal landscapes are capable of reducing groundwater
nitrate pollution to coastal waters. Thus, coastal watersheds rely upon hydric soils
of' the coastal riparian zone to serve as "nitrate sinks" The nitrate sink function
is driven by microbial denitrification, which requires the presence of labile carbon, saturation, and a reducing soil environment Anthropogenic activities have
significantly altered many coastal riparian zones. The effects of such disturbance
and the addition of human transported materials (HTM) on soil morphology, water
table fluctuation, and reducing conditions remains poorly understood. The objective of this study was to investigate the effects of anthropogenic activities on riparian coastal soils and landscapes relative to the conditions necessary for the soil to
function in the denitrification capacity. Eleven disturbed coastal riparian sites and
four reference sites were investigated in Rhode Island, USA. Based on analysis of
historic aerial photography, initial additions of HTM at seven of the disturbed sites
occurred between 1939 and 1976. Deposition at four of the sites predated 1939.
Auger transects were completed to characterize soil morphology across disturbed
and reference coastal riparian landscapes. At representative locations pits were
opened and the soils were described and sampled Soil organic carbon (SOC), carbon lability, and bulk density were determined Water table levels were monitored
twice a month. Reducing conditions were evaluated using Indicators of Reduction
in Soils (IRIS) Tubes HTM deposits ranged from 53 to 270 cm in thickness These
materials were derived from dredged subaqueous soils and off-site soil materials
with and without artifacts Textures were predominantly sandy Adjacent to open
water, HTM were eroded and the reworked materials deposited as slopewash or
local alluvium in adjacent areas. Soil development in HTM was limited to the formation of redoximorphic features and darkening of HTM by humification of grass
roots in developing A horizons Forms of SOC in disturbed riparian sites included
roots at the soil surface and organic-rich lenses and masses of silty dredged subaqueous soils. Roots, FOM, and horizon carbon were common forms of SOC at
reference sites In sites with considerable HTM deposits, water table levels rose as
much as 2 meters above the original buried soil surface. Water table levels remained
above the buried soil sui face throughout all or most of the growing season at certain
sites; in some cases developing hydric soil conditions. IRIS tube morphology and
the formation of redoximorphic features within the HTM indicated that reducing
conditions can exist above buried soil surfaces. The water table, IRIS tube, and soil
morphology results suggest that riparian zones affected by anthropogenic activities
may continue to provide soil functions such as denitrification.

120-3
141a
M. I. Skripnikova
Applied Aspects of Studying the Holocene Evolution of Soil-Vegetation
Complexes in the Middle Amur Region, the Far East of Russia.
M. I. Skripnikova. O. N. Uspenskaya. V. V. Dokuchaev Soil Science Inst.
A unified concept of evolutionary changes in soils and vegetation within the ZeyaBureya Plain has yet to be developed by pedologists and geobotanists It is not
clear whether forest of meadow-steppe vegetation predominated on the plain in the
prehistorical period, and whether the development of steppe species in meadows
and the deforestation of the plain are due to the heavy anthropogenic loads during
the last 150 years. There is no unified classification of the soils of plains in the Far
East of Russia Processes that formed silica accumulations in the middle part of the
soil profiles cannot be unambiguously identified; were these podzolic or solodic
processes? At present, natural vegetation that participated in the development of'
the soil profiles is either disturbed by the agricultural use of the territory or completely destroyed by fires. In spite of the intense anthropogenic loads, this territory
in the middle reaches of the Amur River remains the nesting place for the black,
Dahurican, and Japanese cranes; it is also an important place on migration routes
of other bird species The birds are expelled by humans from their usual habitats to
fallow lands on the high floodplain and first terrace of the Amur River. Currently,
these lands are not used in agriculture. They are overgrown with monodominant

vegetation represented by tall Artemisia species that are easily restored after annual
fires These tallow lands are improper for crane nesting, because there are no edible plants and because of the high susceptibility to fires Frequent fires destabilize
the water regime of the soils and contribute to aridization of the territory. Fallow
lands occupy more than 50% of the birds' habitats. The Murav'evskii Park is the
first nongovernmental area of sustainable nature management. It was organized in
order to protect nesting places of the birds and restore degraded natural landscapes
The problem is to replace wormwood vegetation on the fallow lands with more
productive and biologically diverse communities that should be tolerant toward
frequent catastrophic changes in the moisture supply of the region The initial virgin forest-steppe vegetation (the Amur prairie) consisted of a unique mixture of
meadow-swamp, steppe, and forest species. To determine the optimal combination
of species to be seeded on the fallow lands, a paleobotanical approach was used:
the palynological method was applied in combination with the original method of
Uspenskaya (1982) to determine the Holocene paleoclimate on the basis of the
quantitative assessment of organisms of different trophic groups stored in the peatsapropel deposits. The lists of species to be introduced were suggested on the basis
of pollen spectra in those layers, the climatic conditions for which corresponded to
the recent period of climatic aridization The soils of different geneses were investigated in different geomorphic positions The lists of species were compiled with
due account for the particular soil type and its water regime. The analysis of pcatsapropel deposits in the Murav'evskii Park proved the existence of a long period
of climatic aridization in the past and several short-term periods with increased
aridity In those periods, the portion of mesoxerophytic and xerophytic plant species increased up to 30-50% Pollen of xerophytic grasses (Koeleria, Arundinella,
Agrostis, Stipa) predominated over pollen of xerophytic forbs and trees (Quercus
mongolica) Pollen of mesophytic species with a predominance of grasses (Calamagrostis, Elymus) and sedges such as&#1057 and arex canescens constituted
about 40 to 50% of the total pollen spectrum In the pluvial periods, the portion of
mesophytic species (grasses + sedges + forbs) reached 90% In general, the species composition remained relatively stable The self-regulation of the viability and
productivity of the vegetation community was ensured by changes in the portions
of mesophytic and xerophytic species. Overall, ten variants of the list of recommended species to be seeded on the fallow lands in particular geomorphic and soil
conditions have been suggested on the basis of the paleogeographic analysis Mesophytic herb and tree species are recommended for soils with the eluvial-illuvial
differentiation of the profile and for cambic soils with the nondifferentiated brown
profile Mesoxerophytic species are recommended for soddy sandy soils

120-4
142a
G Kew
Morphology of Built Soils on Rehabilitated Bauxite Mines.
G. Kew. R. Gilkes. Univ of Western Australia.
Bauxite mining in the Darling Range of Western Australia removes the upper horizons of lateritic regolith that has formed from granitic and doleritic rocks The
morphology of the postmining soil profile is considerably different from that of the
premining profile. During mining the iron oxide cemented lateritic duricrust and
portions of the mottled zone are removed, reducing the height of the landsurface
by approximately 3 to 6m and exposing quartz and clay rich pedolith and saprolith
materials. These materials form the substrate for re-establishment of vegetation
after bauxite mining and the considerable variations in water retention and strength
affect plant growth. This presentation describes the premining morphology of the
lateritic bauxite profile and the morphological changes resulting from mining and
the rehabilitation practices used to establish vegetation. Near vertical fissures existing within the lateritic duricrust of the premining profile concentrate water and plant
roots creating permanent preferred pathways in the underlying regolith Extensive
lateral plant root growth occurs in the surficial gravelly sand horizon above the
lateritic duricrust but is mostly restricted to the pathways within the duricrust. Clay
eluviation and quartz sand concentration are enhanced in pathways creating a channel occupied by a bleached (10YR7/2 to I0YR8/1 Munsell moist colour) coarse
sand to light sandy clay loam. Rehabilitation practices aim to mimic the premining
profile so as to provide a suitable substrate for rehabilitation with native forest species. Artificial channels 10 to 30cm wide are created by ripping exposed regolith
to a depth of 150cm with a straight tine with a wing attached at the base Material
within the channel is apedal or weakly structured and consists of quartz rich, clay
rich, iron oxide cemented materials and or coarse fragments After ripping the mine
pit is landscaped, which loosens and mixes exposed regolith and then 40 to 50cm
of loamy sand (I0YR3/4 Munsell moist colour) topsoil containing more than 50%
lateritic gravel is returned A second ripping operation that was carried out after
landscaping and topsoil return using a large winged tine to a depth of 150cm has
now been superceded by the use of a multitine to 80cm depth. The combination of
pre-ripping and large winged tine ripping fractures 50% of the reconstructed profile
to a depth of approximately 150cm or more, with 25% of mine floor materials
ripped Fractured regolith is relatively weak having lower values of penetrometer
resistance and higher depths of knife penetration Increased water infiltration due
to ripping, creates a zone of lower matric potential (pF 2 or 10 kPa) compared to
unripped regolith (pF 4 or 1000 kPa) and this encourages plant root development
Lateral plant root growth occurs in fractured regolith ripped by the second operation and artifical rip channels become colonized by plant roots within a year of
rehabilitation Water infiltration and transmission are no longer concentrated into
a very limited number of near vertical pathways as in the premining profile, with
contents of soil water and roots being higher in materials within much more abun-

dant rip-line channels. The structure of unripped regolith outside the rip channels
is the same as in the premining profile with moderate lenticular pedahty in quartz
rich regolith, while clay rich regolith has a moderate to strongly angular blocky
pedal ity The extent to which natural pedogenic processes are enhanced and soil
properties modified by fracturing of regolith during ripping has been considered.
Dissagregation of weathered polycrystalline quartz grains, redistribution of kaolin,
formation of structural bridges and iron oxide cementation of grains are among
the processes that are responsible for the extreme hardness of some regolith The
increased porosity produced by ripping the regolith appears to enhance some pedogenic processes. Translocated kaolin within voids produces a new fabric lining the
void which contains translocated materials with aligned mineral grains including
residual muscovite The kaolin may also bridge between sand sized mineral grains
and may infill micropores between mineral grains adjacent to voids The kaolin
within the void may be enriched with iron oxide, which acts as a cementing agent
These fabric alteration processes result in a total porosity within the plant available
water range (pF2 to pF4 2) in unripped quartz and clay rich materials of 27% to
34% compared with values of 24% and 21% for granitic and doleritic saprolite.
Detrimental alteration of regolith fabric can occur during ripping Thin sections
have shown that realignment of mineral grains resulting from ripping produces a
structureless, dense smeared surface several centimetres thick on the wall of ripping
lines which restricts plant root growth into unripped regolith Based on data for limited replicates the dry unconfined compression strength (UCS) of sandy clay loam
quartz rich material increased after ripping had induced smearing and the porosity
(near saturation to a matric potential of pF 3 7) increased at all matric potentials.
The reverse situation occurred in a silty clay rich material where compression of
peds may have created more planes of weakness which reduced dry strength In
summary, the postmining soil profile in rehabilitated lateritic bauxite mines is morphologically distinct from premining profiles and allows more rapid infiltration of
water into fractured regolith which accelerates natural pedogenic processes.

120-6
240a
R V Kuznetsov
Paleosoils of Burial Hills and their Modern Natural Analogues.
R. V. Kuznetsov. V. S. Kryschenko, E. N. Karavaera. T. M. Magomedova, Rostov
State Univ.
There are differences between paleosols of burial hills and their modern natural
analogues according to the following morphological features: the high content of
carbonates both as spots and as veins, and color Modern soils are dark-gray to
dark-brown but burial soils are yellowish to yellow-brown. There are also differences in soil chemical properties The pH values were 8 0 in burial soils instead of
7 6 in zonal soils Additionally, these paleosols exhibit higher content of carbonates
and lower levels of water soluble salts such as Na2S04, CaS04 as well as some
that are toxic to plants such as NaHC03, MgS04 and MgCI2 The amount of toxic
salts in these soils varies from 54 5 % to 91.9 % of the total salt content in comparison to 66 % in modern zonal soils In addition, the paleosols have lower humus
content (0.12 to 0.84 %) whereas in modern zonal soils the humus content is much
higher (2 38 % in top layer) Our research indicates that these differences are not
only a result of the effect of a more pronounced arid climate during the genesis of
the paleosols investigated but also because the burial hills were repeatedly opened
to expose the soil to the prevailing climate.
120-7
240b
C J. Frey
Application of Geomorphological and Pedological Characteristics to a Plains
Indian Archaeological Site.
C. J. Frey. R. Miles. W. R. Wood. Univ of Missouri.
The Double Ditch State Historic Site is situated in a loess landscape east of the
Missouri River near Bismarck, North Dakota. The 7 7 ha site was occupied from ca
1450 to 1785 by Mandan Indians, Plains Villagers who exhibited a systematic and
deliberate pattern of behavior unique to the region A crucial factor in developing a
timeline of cultural activity during occupation is to understand earthmoving activities relative to pattern and time. A soil coring program was conducted with: transects within the village, and in an adjacent area of similar, relatively undisturbed
soil to serve as a control; and satellite locations within the village in unique cultural
features An underlying, contiguous paleosol (Early Holocene) is used as the stratigraphic reference in concert with physical, chemical and spatial characteristics of
both the paleosol and overlying loess soil to determine the degree of earthmoving
activity Through the use of laboratory data some conclusions may be drawn from
field activities and description of soil cores The control transect, through measured
depth to paleosol, indicates the Early Holocene topography to be gently rolling,
while the modern surface rises gently with distance from the Missouri River In
the Holocene-aged loess, texture is predominantly silt loam with lesser amounts
of fine sand in the upper I m, and slightly coarser from I to 3 m Subrounded sand
grains occuring below the paleosol indicate the landform was a strath terrace prior
to about 12.000 ybp. In soil cores taken within the village, it is strikingly evident
that depth to the paleosol has been reduced through human activity by as much
as I 5 m when compared to the control at a comparable distance from the source
This non-uniform removal of soil is attributed to deliberate cultural activity of the
inhabitants of Double Ditch Village
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C.Walter
Soil Structure Resulting Trom Earthworm Bioturbations and Soil Evolution
in Landscape.
D. PIRON. University of Rennes I: C. Walter. INRA: D. Cluzeau. G. Pérès.
University of Rennest: S. Follain. INRA.
Earthworms act on the spatial organisation and thus influence soil functioning by
the production of biogenic structure: burrows and cast Aims of our study are to
describe, quantity soil bioturbation, and study spatial distribution of earthworm
features in situ
Field experiments were conduced in a pasture located in woodlands of Brittany
(France). In this pasture, the topographic position of the hedge has permitted the
formation of gradient of thickening of the solum. It is advisable to know how
evolve the earthworm bioturbation within this gradient so as to assess the share of
the earthworm activities in of historical processes of the woodland soils
To quantify earthworm bioturbations, we set up an original methodology of cartography of bioturbation facies in soil profile. This methods take account the whole of
the observable characters of the bioturbation that is register in typology. In parallel,
we studied the spatial distribution of the earthworm communities in order to establish relation between community and activity of earthworms.
In the pasture, the facies of bioturbation represent large shape of the soil profile to
22% at 42% (between 0 and -60 cm). Bioturbation intensity is dependent of the topographic position of the hedge and increase near the hedge. However, we observed
a great variability in a same topographical position The settlements of earthworms
reveals that the soils thickening supports the species Nicodrilus nocturna (Anecic
strict), but not Lumbricus terrestris (Epianecics), the both species represented more
that 90% of the earthworm population The increase in the total bioturbation would
be ascribable with anecic strict, knowing that the species of the Nicodrilus kind
are more bioturbator that L. terrestris (Jégou and al, 2001; Bastardie et al, 2003)
The thickening of the solum upstream of the hedge offers living conditions more
favourable to anecic strict to the detriment of epi-anecic.
At profile scale, the cartography shows that the distribution of the facies is influenced by the succession of the various pedological horizons like by cows trampling The features of earthworms activities are observable until -120cm, depth
maximum of our cartography
Our study suggests the major role of the earthworm bioturbation in soils pedogenesis processes The spatial variability of bioturbation could be ascribable with the
modifications of the functional structure of the settlements constraint Our methodology suggested the necessity to evaluate the functional impact of the earthworm
bioturbation Future investigation aims to characterize the various facies in physical term (micromorphology), chemical (Organic matter status) and microbiological
(Microbial diversity and activity).
120-9
24lb
B Zhang
Catenary Variations of Soil Morphology in Relation to Conversion of
Subtroplical Soils to Agriculture.
Z. Qiguo. B. Zhang. M. Z. Wang. Y. S. Jing. Chinese Academy of Sciences: A.
Thimm, Ruhr- Univ Bochum: II. Zepp. Ruhr- Univ Bochum.
I.and use conversion may modify soil morphological properties along the slope
due to soil and water erosion. We examined one indigenous forest soil catena covered with Mason pine (Pinus Masoniana) and three agricultural soil catenas with
known history of land use conversion from the forest to peanut (Arachis hypogaea)
cropping in subtropical China The objectives of the study were to characterize
soil morphological properties along the slope and to elucidate landscape processes
involved in relation to the land use conversion. Compared to the soil profiles along
the forest catena, the soil profiles in the agricultural catenas revealed soil erosion
occurred with an estimated depositional rate from 12 to 16 cm year-1 at the footslopes The soil erosion process was confirmed with the spatial distributions of soil
organic carbon (SOC) content and particle size fraction (PSF). The SOC content in
the A horizon was greater on the backslope or upper footslope (0.60 to 0.76 g kg-]
cm-1) than on the shoulder or lower footslope (0 26 to 0.46 g kg-1 cm-1) in the noneroded catena The SOC contents in the Ap horizon of the agricultural catenas were
lower on the backslopes (0.16-0 22 g kg-1 cm-1) than on the footslopes (0 31-0 34
g kg-1 cm-1), indicating lateral translocation of soil particles The SOC content
in the depositional AI horizons at the lower footslope were higher than in the Ap
horizon in the clayey soil catena of agriculture, indicating soil particle deposition
Clay enrichment ratio was defined by the increase in clay content in the subsurface
soil compared to than in the surface soil horizon The PSF within the soil pedons
was similar in the non-eroded catena, with low clay enrichment ratio on the flatter
slope positions (7 to 8% on the shoulder and lower footslope) and slightly higher
clay enrichment ratio on the slope positions (22-32% on the backslope and upper
footslope) The clay enrichment ratio was, much greater in the agricultural catenas
It was 25 to 183% on the shoulder and lower footslope and 3-53% on the backslope
and upper footslope in the non-terraced agricultural catenas. The clay enrichment
ratio ranged from 218% to 274% at all slope positions in the terraced agricultural
catena These results suggested that the stratification of soil texture probably may
result from clay movement with infiltration which was more dominant on the flat
position than on the sloping position In addition, the silt content was greatest at the
upper footslope and the clay content tended to increase down the slopes especially
on the sandy agricultural catenas The yearly around monitoring data on soil water
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potential in 2001, consistent with soil color, indicated that interflow occurred over
the clay enrichment horizons These results allowed us to propose a conceptual
model which suggests soil erosion on the soil surface and clay movement through
the soil may response for the soil textural stratification along the slope, which probably intensify nutrient and pollutant transports with the interflow over the stratified
horizons.
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X. He
Response of Soil Micro-structure to Land Use Shifting in the Loess Plateau
of China.

X. He. Inst of Mountain Hazards and Environment: G. Liu. Inst of Soil and Water
Conservation.
Soil structure is a base for its ecological functions and sensitive to environmental
disturbance, especially in the areas where soil material is chemically homogeneous
Soil bulk samples and undisturbed samples were taken in farming land, differentyear-old (3 years, 8 years and 20 years) grasslands restored from farmlands and
permanent grassland in the loess hilly-gully region of the Loess Plateau, China
Analysis on soil texture, bulk density, organic matter, aggregate and thin section
investigation had been carried out to understand the effects of land use shifting
on soil micro-structure The soil organic matter in the topsoil of farming land is
0.842% and 5.921% in permanent grassland; soil bulk density is 1.04 g.cm-3in
farming land and 0.65 g.cm-3 in permanent grassland; and aggregate stabilities
are 2821% and 73 84%, respectively. Micromorphological features were dominated by small granular and subangular structures, voids of earthworms or roots,
a number of micro-aggregates and abundant pore space in the samples from the
permanent grassland The thin sections from the farming land are characterized
by very fine granular structure with groundmass of silasepic and abundant secondary calcium carbonate. Those imply that land use shifting had greatly influenced
on the structure of the loessial soil and consequently its ecological function And
soil micro-structural indicators could be a sensitive proxy indicator for soil quality
assessment in that region.
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E B Skvortsova
Mapping of Micromorphometric Types of Pore Space in Loamy Soils.
E. B. Skvortsova. P. V. Koroleva. V. V. Dokuchaev Soil Science Inst.
Modem micromorphological studies are not limited to the solution of traditional
problems of the genesis and diagnostics of soils Owing to the development of computer-based technologies, the quantitative micromorphology (micromorphometry)
becomes an important component of geographic information and cartographic systems An original system of digitized maps of the micromorphometric structure of
soil pore space (SPS) has been developed at the Dokuchaev Soil Science Inst The
system is based on a digitized soil map (I: I M scale) covering the areas in Kaluga,
Moscow, Orel, and Tula oblasts of central Russia The soil cover of the region
consists of Soddy-Podzolic and Gray Forest Soils and Podzolized and Leached
Chernozems (according to the classification system of 1977) Schematic maps of
SPS structure were compiled for loamy and clayey soils developed from mantle
loams and moraine deposits Soils of the sandy and loamy sandy texture, as well as
alluvial soils, were not used for the micromorphometric mapping because of their
specific microfabric (mainly inherited from the parent material) and the relatively
low areas within the studied region. The maps were compiled on the basis of the
micromorphometric database on SPS structure as studied in vertically oriented thin
sections from the depths of 0, 30, 60, 90, 130, and 150 cm. The samples for thin
section preparation were taken from key soil pits within the investigated region
and beyond it, in similar soil and lithologic conditions The method ofpedogenetic
extrapolation was used to develop the attribute database for the entire region The
thin sections were studied using image analyzers Majiscan-2 (Joyce Loebl Co) and
DiaMorph (DiaMorph Co) Pore size, shape, and orientation were measured and
quantitatively characterized The discriminant analysis was used for automated
diagnostics of the SPS structure within the framework of the earlier suggested 8
types of SPS typical of the loamy soils on the Russian Plain (figure) The schematic
maps of SPS show that it has its own "geography" (distribution in different soil
types) at particular depths. It does not coincide with the geography of soils shown
on the basic soil map At none of the depths, the areas of particular types of SPS
coincide with the initial soil areas The number of mapping areas distinguished on
the maps of SPS for all the depths does not exceed 70% of the number of initial
soil areas. The reason for this lies in the polygenetic nature of particular micromorphometric types of SPS; these types are not strictly confined to the particular pedogenetic units shown on the soil map The maximum degree of similarity
between the two maps is seen for the depth of 30 cm, where different pedogenic
types of SPS are most fully represented. The analysis of the system of SPS maps
shows that natural pedogenesis results in the increasing diversity of SPS types in
the soil profiles as compared with the parent materials This is proved by the values
of Shannon's index of diversity calculated for the deep and upper soil layers. At
the depth of 150 cm, SPS is relatively homogenous in different soil types and the
index has minimum values It increases in the upper soil horizons However, in the
uppermost surface horizons it decreases again, which attests to some convergence
in the character of SPS formation (and, hence, soil structuring) in the topsoil within
the studied territory
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Characterization and Micromorphological Observations of Fe/Mn and Silicate
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E. Eckmeier
Organogeochemical Investigations of Black Soils in Northwestern Germany
Reveal Prehistoric Agricultural Burning.
E. Eckmeier. Unix ofZurich. Dept. ofGeography; R. Gerlach. Rheinisches Ami fuer
Bodendenkmalpflege; G. L. B. Wiesenberg. Univ of Cologne, Depl. for Geology
and Mineralogy; J. O. Skjemstad. CSIRO Land and Waler; U. Tegtmeier. Univ
of Cologne. Inslof Prehistoric Archaeology; K. Van der Borg. Van de Graaff Lab.
Utrecht Univ; M. W. 1. Schmidt. Univ of Zurich. Dept. ofGeography.
We investigated black soils in the Lower Rhine Basin (NW-Germany) following
a 33 km long pipeline trench and at 16 archaeological large-scale (0 5 to 5 ha)
excavations The black soils showed properties of Luvic Phaeozems, but occurred
independent of environmental and edaphic factors (e.g. parent material). They were
distributed like patches in the surrounding Luvisols and were always connected
with man-made pits filled with dark soil material Visible artefacts have not been
found, but most of the examined 48 pit fillings contained macroscopic charcoal
Our main research questions were: (i) could the investigated black soils in the
Lower Rhine Basin have been formed by an input of charred organic matter and (ii)
can we demonstrate any human impact on the soil material via organogeochemical analyses? The proportion of charred material in total soil organic matter was
examined by isolation and identification of black carbon in the soil material via UV
photo-oxidation and 13C NMR Isolated black carbon material and hand-picked
macroscopic charcoal was dated by 14C AMS Phosphorus (organic and inorganic)
concentrations and the distribution of lipids (n-alkanes) were compared for the dark
material and the surrounding soil material. The charcoal pieces were distributed
homogeneously in the soil material They derived from typical Neolithic deciduous wood species, like Quercus (oak) or Ulmus(e\m). Large proportions of the
soil organic matter taken from the black soil material consisted of charred organic
matter, detected as black carbon (19 to 46 % of total organic carbon) The AMS
radiocarbon ages of charcoal and black carbon indicated the presence of fires from
7530 - 7200 calBC to 675 - 780 cal AD, or during the Mesolithic, Early Neolithic,
Late/End-Neolithic, Bronze Age and the Middle Ages In most cases the amount
of phosphorous was higher in the black soil material than in the surrounding soil.
The proportion of total lipids compared to total organic carbon was lower in the
black soils than in the surrounding Luvisols. Some samples showed a particular
high abundance of short-chain and even carbon-numbered n-alkanes Temperate
deciduous forests, which covered the studied area, could not be easily ignited by
natural causes Thus, mainly human induced fires are very likely the sources of the
charred organic matter found in the dark soil material. This conclusion is consistent with the measured radiocarbon ages that clustered in archaeological periods
where burning presumably was a part of agricultural activities both in Southern and
Northern Germany An increased input of organic matter, e.g. from manure or food
waste was inferred by higher phosphorous concentrations in most pit fillings. The
unexpected distribution of n-alkanes could result from a still unknown process of
decomposition of plant material, which cannot be attributed to common microbial
degradation processes in soils Probably, these patterns are due to degradation during biomass burning. We conclude that the investigated black soils are relicts of
prehistoric agricultural burning activities in Northwestern Germany However, the
process of incorporation of black carbon in soils remains unknown, and conversion
rates of biomass carbon to black carbon for temperate deciduous forests are still not
available By investigating experimental prescribed burning in an archaeological
field trial we are currently examining the production of charred organic carbon and
its fate in soils after fire

The study was conducted to characterize the Fe/Mn and layer silicate minerals in
the concretions of Okinawan and Brazilian soils and investigate their micromorphological features Concretions and soils of Okinawa (Luvisol) and Miyako (Cambisol) Islands were developed from the Ryukyus limestone while Brazilian samples
of Cambisol and Ferralsol have originated from sandstones. The Fe/Mn minerals in
both experimental sites were determined using the successive selective dissolution
procedure followed by the treatments of sodium hydroxide, hydroxylamine hydrochloride (HAHC) at 25°C and 60°C and dithionite-citrate-bicarbonate (DCB) in
combination with the X-ray diffraction technique (XRD) The elemental compositions and micromorphological features of the Fe/Mn minerals and their associated
layer silicate minerals were investigated using the inductive coupled plasma atomic
emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) and scanning electron microscopic (SEM) techniques respectively XRD and SEM were successful in determining the major minerals in the samples The major minerals observed in Okinawan and Brazilian samples were kaolinite, gibbsite, illite. quartz, and goethite, while the rear minerals of
birnessite and smectite were investigated from samples of Cambisol in Miyako and
Luvisol in Okinawa respectively Elemental analysis also confirmed that Brazilian
samples did not contain any Mn- oxide minerals Detailed micromorphology of the
minerals revealed, that the poorly crystalline blade or plate-like birnessite, which
forms globular aggregates inside veins and cavities with widely spread smectite
in Okinawa samples showed a honeycomb- polygonal pattern Well-developed
hexagonal kaolinite crystals of book-like structure and gibbsite crystals were also
observed in Okinawan soils, and with beveled edges in Brazilian samples embedded inside concretions Goethite crystals in the Brazilian soils were acicular developing to star-like domains, while cloudy hematite crystals were aggregated with
kaolinite and embedded inside silicate minerals to form iron concretions.
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F. De León-Gonzalez
Root-Adhering Soil and Microstructure as Affected by Crop Species in a
Volcanic Sandy Soil.
F. De León-Gonzalez. Univ Autónoma Mteropolitana-Xochimilco; M. D. C.
Gutiérrez-Castorena. Colegio de Postgraduados: M. D. C. Gonzalez-Chavez.
Colegio de Postgraduados.
Sandy soils (Typic Ustifluvent) in the Valley of Mexico are prone to erosion due
to their structural instability The objective of the work was to compare the capacity of roots of three crop species (amaranth, maize and sunflower) to maintain a
sandy soil adhered to roots. Soil was sampled two and six months after crop harvest (February and June 2004) using a standard technique of soil extraction (20 x
20 x 30 cm) The root mass (RM) and root-adhering soil (RAS) were determined
for each sample Dry and water aggregate-stability tests were performed. Microstructure in the root-zone was also evaluated in February 2004, by image analysis
on thin sections prepared from referenced root-soil samples Two positions (centre of root-stalk axis, and a lateral position separated 11 cm from stalk), and four
soil depths (0-7, 7-14, 14-21 and 21-28 cm) were sampled. Thin sections were
obtained according to Bullock et al. (1985) Number of roots cm-2 (diameter > 2
mm), macro-aggregates cm-2 (diameter > 2 mm) and porosity were evaluated on
thin sections using a video camera coupled to an Image Pro* system Data were
analyzed using the SAS program We found that the three crops had similar values
of root-adhering soil (5.5 kg m-2) in the first sampling date; however, the RAS/RB
ratio was higher in maize (239) as compared to amaranth and sunflower (P<0 05)
A general decay of root-adhering soil was observed between the first and second
sampling date, but the decay was higher for amaranth (0.4 kg m-2 in the second
date against 5 8 kg m-2 in the first one). The lower C:N ratio previously observed
in amaranth might explains this result Aggregate water-stability was also higher
for maize soil samples Number of roots cm-2 was affected by species, and by species x position interaction Sunflower had the highest mean value in both sampling
positions (0 32 cm-2 for root-centered and 0 19 cm-2 for lateral position). Means
of root size were 4.1, 3 5 and 3 2 mm for sunflower, maize and amaranth (P<0 05)
Position and depth factors did not affect these variables A higher number of macroaggregates cm-2 was found in surface (0-7 cm; P<0 05), as compared to sub-surface depths; non statistical difference by species was found At 0-7 cm depth was
found 1.35, against 0.66, 0 60 y 0 56 macro-aggregates cm-2 in the sub-surfaces
strata. Crop species did not affect soil porosity measured on thin sections Porosity in samples from the three species diminished with soil depth in both root-centered and lateral samples Results of this work suggest that the structure of sandy
soil can beneficiates from buried roots which decomposition (mainly in maize and
sunflower) is very slow, due to low microorganism activity, coincident with low
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temperatures and low soil water content during the post-harvest period (JanuaryMay) The main conclusions are: a) roots of crop species presented differences in
their capacity to adhere soil: roots of maize appeared with the highest RAS/RB
value, and consequently as the more efficient adhering-soil roots; b) root adhering
soil decayed with time sampling; maize and sunflower had more recalcitrant roots
as compared to amaranth, and c) increased values of macro-aggregate density and
soil porosity were found in surface soil (0-7 cm) as compared to sub-surface strata;
both variables were not affected In crop species
121-3
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E Moghiseh
Micromorphology, SEM and Genesis of Saline and Gypseous Soils of Bam
Area, Southeastern Iran.
E. Moghiseh, Tehran Unix:

Gypseous soils are mostly widespread soils of arid and scmiarid regions of the
World However, there is still limited information on the mechanism of genesis,
morphology and micromorphology of gypsum in those soils. Our investigation has
been carried out to characterize the existed forms of gypsum crystals and more
soluble salt minerals in some soils from southeastern Iran Eight profiles were
described according to the Soil Survey Manual (1993). A saline gypsic horizon
(2Byz) with 60% gypsum and 130 dS/m EC was observed at a depth of 5-15 cm and
a saline petrogypsic horizon (3Byzm) with 20% gypsum and a higher EC (180dS/
m) was found below the 2Byz horizon Beneath the 3Byzm horizon in all studied pedons, lies the 4Byz horizon with lower contents of gypsum and reduced EC
values. The soils were classified as Petrogypsic Haplosalids according to the Soil
Survey Staff Manual (2003) Physico-chemical and micromorphological characteristics were determined using standard methods, whereas SEM coupled with EDS
were used for detailed determination of morphology and mineral compositions We
observed common pedogenic acicular and elongated fibrous crystals of gypsum in
the 2Byz horizon, lenticular gypsum in the 3Byzm and elongated gypsum pendants
with layered structure in thin sections of the 4Byz horizons Cubic Halite crystals as
infillings of voids and engulfed by gypsum crystals were observed in thin sections
in the 3Byzm horizon as also determined in the studies of Hanna and Stoops (1976)
and Amit and Yaalon (1996) However, its high concentration and the cngulfment
by the surrounding gypsum crystals may have facilitated the preservation and so
the detection in the thin sections Taking into account the variability of neoformed
gypsum in different soil horizons and their occasional co-existence along with
more soluble salt minerals, we may suggest that, (I) gypsum pendants, interlocked
fibrous gypsum crystals at the 4Byz horizon formed under the past more humid
climate, (2) while the 2Byz and 3Byzm horizons form under the present climate
The solubility of gypsum in the 3Byzm horizon is controlled by low annual precipitation and high temperature, as well as by gypsum and halite enriched parent
materials and the ionic effect of NaCI. A capillary rise of dissolved gypsum along
with halite and their following redistribution due to evaporation causes the 2Byz
horizon to form near the soil surface SEM/ EDS analysis supports the hypothesis of an upward movement of gypsum and soluble salts from the upper parts of
the 3Byzm horizon Alternately, rapid leaching of more soluble salts into 3Byzm
horizon causes a higher concentration of gypsum at the overlying 2Byz horizon
Keywords: Saline gypseous soils, Micromorphology, SEM, EDS, Halite, Gypsum,
Petrogypsic
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F. Sarmadian
Discrimination of Induration Features in Some Iranian Soils Using Highresolution C'T Scanner Imagery.
F. Sarmadian, Soil Science Depl. Faculty of Soil and Water. Univ of Tehran: R.
Heck, Univ ofGuelph.
'ITiin-sections have been the conventional means of studying of soil micromorphology for more than 50 years Though recent advancements in computerized analysis
systems permit the quantification and spatial analysis of soil features in two-dimensional (2D) digital imagery, the approach still presents significant limitations The
extrapolation of features, such as aggregates of primary particles and the resulting
void systems, from 2D imagery to three-dimensional (3D) models still requires
the implicit assumption of isotropy. Furthermore, the need to cast the soil samples
in resin precludes certain physical or chemical characterization, complicating the
determination of relationships between soil micromorphology and other properties
The adaptation of high-resolution computerized x-ray tomography (CT scanning)
to the study of intact soil enables the non-destructive collection of 3D imagery Current instrumentation can yield 25 mm voxel sizes for soil cores of 64 mm diameter.
The present research uses CT scanning to examine the internal configuration of
major constituents in soils selected from various regions of Iran Of particular interest is the distribution of cementing agents including silica, secondary carbonates,
gypsum, and chloride salts, and their relationship to the soil's pore system. Interpretation of the CT imagery is aided by observations of conventional thin sections
and spatial mineralogical analysis Keywords: soil, micromorphology, CT scanner,
image analysis. Iran de salts, and their relationship to the soil's pore system
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G W Ageeb
Soils Derived From Shale Deposits In Egypt. I. Soil Genesis and
Classification.
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G. W. Ageeb, National Research Center.
The investigation deals with shale deposits, cover a considerable area in Egypt, in
order to clarify their genesis and classification. The area of the surface outcrops
of these shales are about /Ï41484 km2 (/i4 % of total area of Egypt). Twentyfour soil profiles representing nine types of the most dominant shale deposits in
Egypt, named: Qasr El Sagha, Wadi Rayan, Maadi, Mokattam groups (Maghagha,
Qarara, Beni Suef Formations), Dakhla, Quseir, Esna, Wadi Abbad and Lower Esna
Formations(pale grey and dark grey shale members) The profiles are chemically,
physically, micromorphologically and mineralogically studied. The data showed
that these soils are deep to very deep, clayey textured (mostly fine clay), salt-free
to extremely affected by salts, natural to midly alkaline and have high content of
both calcium carbonate and gypsum Ten subgreat groups were identified They
are Typic Haplotorrerts, Typic Salitorrerts, Typic Haplosalids, Typic Haplocalcids
and Typic Calcigypsids, Entic Haplotorrerts and Entic Salitorrerts, Calcic Haplosalids, Gypsic Haplosalids and Petrocalcic Haplosalids (Soil Survey Staff, 1998)
Applying the grain size parameters suggests that the shale derived soils are mostly
transported and deposited by water or weathered in situ under an aqueous environments Micromorphological studies showed a state of stratification due to existence
of more than one parent material or to multidepositional regimes. Considering the
genesis and formation of these shale derived soils, they are mostly geogenesis and
it is geological formation The effect of geological age overshadows the other soil
factors The clay mineral compositions of these shale derived soils are widely varying according to mode of origin, shale type and geological age.
121-6
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S. H Jien

Characterization and Formation of Iron-Manganese Nodules of Ultisol with
Plinthite in Taiwan.

5. //. Jien. Z. S. Chen. Depl ofAgricultural Chemistry. National Taiwan Univ.
Iron-manganese nodules are dominant redoximorphic features in anthraquic and
seasonallyfluctuationhigh ground water table rice-growing Ultisols in Taiwan The
quantities and characteristics of these nodules were mainly affected by changing
of the conditions in the water regime The objective of this study was to determine
the chemical and physical properties of the Fe-Mn nodules with different sizes
and to propose the formation mechanism under different soil water regimes Three
Fe-Mn rich nodules from Ultisols with plinthite along a hydrosequence in northern
Taiwan(the Chungli terraces)were selected These were the Hukou soil (Plinthic
Paleaquult), Chuwei soil (Typic Plinthaquult) and Euchu soil (Typic Plinthaquult)
with elevations of 20 to 30m, respectively The measurements of the ground water
table, soil saturation and soil redox potential (Eh) are combined with measurements
of physical and chemical characteristics and Fe-Mn nodules with different sizes
to understand the formation of these redoximorphic features in the soils. For the
depth of 50cm from the soil surface, we determined that the pedon with the highest
reduction (70%/year), Hukou soil, had the lowest amounts of Fe-Mn nodules (9
kg/150 cm/m2) The Chuwei soil was the moderately reduced pedon (40%/year)
that had the largest number of Fe-Mn nodules (740 kg/160 cm/m2).Accordingly,
the period of moderate reduction (about 40%) was assumed to be the most suitable condition for the formation of Fe-Mn nodules in the study area. Amorphous
materials (Feo, Mno, and Alo), crystalline materials (Fed, Mnd, and Aid), and total
contents (Fet and Mnt) of Fe, Mn and Al were studied in different sizes of 2-5, 510, 10-20, and >20mm to determine the formation of nodules under different water
regime conditions. The results revealed that Fed and Fet decreased with increasing
nodule sizes A trend was not determined in any of the fractions of Mn in all three
pedons The crystallinity index ((Fed-Feo)/Fet) of different size nodules ranged
from 0 5 to 1 There was a significant negative relation between the crystallinity
index and the reduced duration of a year (r=0 4 7 " , pO.01). This indicated that
the degree of crystallinity of the nodules decreased with the increasing reduction
duration of the horizons All nodules with different sizes have a similar Fe activity
index (Feo/Fed). There is a trend for the Feo/Fed ratio slightly increasing with the
nodule size, and the largest nodule (> 20 mm) having a significantly lower bulk
density compared to nodules of other sizes These evidences implied to the poor
crystallinity of iron and the continuing accretion of smaller nodules to the larger
ones. The micromorphological features of Fe-Mn nodules with different sizes
and water regime conditions were also studied. These features indicated that the
majority of the nodules were formed in situ with diffuse boundaries Moreover, the
amount of the Mn nodules of different sizes was almost highest in the horizon with
the strongest reduction conditions, such as the Ap horizon of Luchu soil, and the
Ap and AB horizons of the Chuwei soils. In these horizons, the reduced Mn was
transported and precipitated on the surface of the coarser minerals such as quartz
On the other hand, the reduced Fe or Mn, probably, repeatedly precipitated on the
surfaces of the minerals or was filling their cavities, and growing larger. These
features also indicated that the concentric nodules only present in the Luchu soil
were smaller than 0.5 mm due to the clay loam soil texture. There are fewer, smaller
and poorly developed nodules in the Hukou pedon, due to the long-term reduced
conditions and higher organic matter contents According to the results, we propose
a consecutive three stage formation process for the Fe-Mn nodules in these Ultisols
with plinthites as in the following: a) the transportation of the mobile reduced Mn
to mineral surfaces, b) the re-oxidization to poor crystalline Mn oxide in the initial
stage of nodule formation and the continuing I c or Mn precipitation on or filling
the Mn nodules as more crystalline Fe forms and finally c) the continued growth of
these smaller nodules adding more poorly crystalline Fe to form a bigger volume of

Fe-Mn nodules in the plinthite of the three studied soils Keywords: Iron-manganese nodules, redoximorphic features, Ultisols, plinthite, crystalline index, reduced
condition, rice-growing soil

the clay fraction (undisturbed clay domains) as well as intra-soil weathering caused
by soil solutions (preservation of regeneration coats and presence of haematite concentrations).
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S M . F.Rabbi
Morphology, Micromorphology and Genesis of an Endoaquept in
Bangladesh.
S. M. F. Rabbi. Khulna Univ: S. Elahi. Dhaka Univ.
Bangladesh is characterized by tropical monsoon climate Detailed description
of soil genesis and micromorphological features of soils of Bangladesh is rather
scanty. Soil samples of Fluvaquentic Endoaquept were collected from Ganges
meander floodplain. The cambic horizon B was present at 15-38 cm depth and the
soil structure was weak to moderate coarse prismatic, which indicated the immaturity of soil Moderately thick dark grey cutans was present along the horizontal and
vertical ped surfaces The texture was silt loam, soil was calcareous and non saline
throughout the profile. Micromorphological studies indicated that no definite type
of structure was developed. Mineral particles were mainly anisotropic The identifiable primary particles were quartz, plagioclase feldspar, hornblende, muscovite
and biotite. The ratio of fine silt to total silt was inconsistent and indicated the possibility of neo-genesis of clay The primary minerals such as muscovite, microcline,
albite and calcite were stable in the soil but anorthite was unstable.
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K Pustovoytov
Record of Holocene Environmental Changes in the Northern Fertile Crescent
Inferred From Pedogenic Carbonate Laminations on Stones at Göbekli lepe
(SE Turkey).
K. Pustovoytov. Univ of Hohenheim. Inst of Soil Science and Land Evaluation:
K. Schmidt. German Archaeological Inst: H. Taubald. Univ of Tubingen/lnst of
Geosciences.
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Z. Zagórski
Type of micromorphological structure in Rendzic Leptosols from the
Malopolska Upland (Poland).
Z Zagórski. Division of Soil Science. Department of Soil Environmental Sciences.
Warsaw Agricultural University—SGGW.
Results of micromorphological analyses of soils from selected parts of the
Malopolska Upland (southern Poland) representing Rendzic Leptosols developed from Devonian, Jurassic, Cretaceous and Tertiary limestones are presented.
Based on microscopic analyses, five main types of micromorphological structure
of rendzic soils are presented in relation to the lithological-petrographic properties
of the soil substrate i. residual - characteristic of soils developed from massive
sparitic limestones; ii. carbonate I - characteristic of soils developed from pelitic
plate limestones; iii. carbonate II - characteristic of soils developed from soft marls
and chalk; iv illuvial - characteristic of soils developed from partly decalcified
marly opokas; v. mixed - characteristic of soils developed from different types of
limestones. Clay plasma is the indicator of the residual type. Its red or brownish
colour and the large content of kaolinite suggest that the soil substrate represents
residuum after karst processes. Carbonate plasma plays a crucial role in the carbonate types. Due to the distinct differences in the microstructure, two carbonate types
have been distinguished - one for pelitic limestones and the second for marls and
chalk. The specific structure of the illuvial type results from the presence of clay
plasma derived from in situ weathering of carbonate rocks The characteristic fabric
indicates contemporaneous illuviation processes. The mixed type has been distinguished mainly for soils developed from limestones with the prevailing admixture
of detritic silica material - mainly quartz grains The main indicator of this type is
the presence of fragments of carbonate rocks in the microskeleton.
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Z. Zagórski
Origin of Gravel-Clay Horizons in Soils Developed from Lower Triassic Red
Beds in the Holy Cross Mountains (S Poland).
Z Zagórski. Div of Soil Science. Dept of Soil Environmental Sciences. Warsaw
Agricultural Univ-SGGW; S. Grela. Divi of Soil Science. Dept of Soil Environmental
Sciences. Warsaw Agricultural Univ—SGGW.
The study was focused on soils developed from red beds of the Lower Triassic
Bundsandstein occurring in the south-western part of the Holy Cross Mountains (SPoland) The main problem in these soils is the assignment of the gravel-clay horizons located at the depth of 50-90 cm to pedogenic illuvial horizons or lithogenic
horizons of the soil substrate The aim of the analyses was a detailed recognition
of the micromorphology and submicromorphology, leading thus to explaining the
origin of these horizons Microscopic analysis of thin sections allowed explaining
the intense red colour of the soil substrate It results from the presence of haematite,
which may occur on quartz grains The presence of haematite has been additionally proved by XRD analysis The fine fraction f (< 0,01 mm) is represented by
clay minerals with the domination of kaolinite (XRD) They fill the voids between
the microskeleton grains or form uniform zonal infillings Microscopic analysis in
transmitted and reflected light showed a low degree of the clay domain separation
Based on SEM analyses, undisturbed packets of kaolinite in the voids between
grains and in individual concentration have been observed The presence of such
concentrations is characteristic of sedimentary rock diagenesis The diagnostic features of the substrate have been confirmed by SEM analysis of selected grains of
the skeleton. Recrystallisation concentrations of quartz microcrystals have been
observed there They form regeneration coats on grains, typical of the Lower Triassic deposits (Barczuk 1979) The obtained results allow a univocal determination
of the lithological origin for the gravel-clay horizon in the analysed soils Both the
micromorphological and particularly the submicromorphological features indicate
the absence of pedogenetic processes and lack of such phenomena as migration of

Paleoclimatic reconstructions in arid regions are complicated by scarcity of materials routinely used to gain ecological proxy records (such as peats, lacustrine sediments etc.). Pedogenic carbonate (PC) can serve in many cases as a reasonable
alternative solution, however it mostly provides a lower-resolution natural archive
if compared, for example, with palinological sequences. This study represents the
first attempt to enhance the resolution of PC record by examining continuous successions of micro-layers in secondary carbonate coatings on stones. We investigated PC laminations on stones at the Pre-Pottery Neolithic(PPNXl 1.5-9 ka BP)
(here and in the following calendar years) site Göbekli Tepe in Upper Mesopotamia
(SE Turkey) as an indicator of local early-mid Holocene environmental changes.
PC accumulated on the undersides of stones and other clasts of the cultural layer at
the site to form coatings up to 5 mm thick I4C age and stable isotopic composition
of carbon and oxygen of thin (0.2-0.3 mm in thickness) lamina were examined
In two coating samples, 180 values in sequences of 16 and 25 micro-layers and
I4C813C and 8 ages of the inner (oldest), middle and the outer (youngest) microlayers were determined. In addition, the 14C ages of the oldest micro-layers in
other 6 coating samples were measured. The I4C ages of l3C8the oldest, 0.2-0 3
mm thick coating micro-layers as well as the values of coatings indicate that the
formation of secondary carbonate essentially occurred in isotopic equilibrium with
soil C02 in terms of carbon isotopes The radiocarbon ages of the oldest microlamina ranges between ca 9 and 8.5 kaBP(uncalibrated) in six samples of coatings
from PPNA (11.5-10.6 ka BP) structures and are distinctly younger than the - ca.
8 ka and 7.3 ka BP in a PPNB (10 6-8 8 ka BP) and a post-PPNB contexts respectively. This relationship provides chronological control to radiocarbon dates on PC
microlaminae Dates on the middle and outer (youngest) micro-layers in the two
coatings suggest that the accumulation of PC terminated at ca 4 ka BPmost probably due to climate dessication. The rate of coating growth was on average substantially higher in the mid-Holocene (1.4-1.9 mm/ka) than in the early Holocene
(0.6-0.7 mm/ka) which is attributable to more humid climatic conditions ("optimum") during the mid-Holocene which gave way 180 values of PC showSl 3C and
8to the late-Holocene arid phase. The general increase from the early-Holocene to
the mid-Holocene I80813C and Smicro-lamina. There are two distinct phases in
the curves The early-Holocene one, roughly from 10 to 6 ka BP, is 18Ó During
this813C and Scharacterised mainly by opposite trends in period, a progressive
depletion in 13C took place over the first 1-2 ka 13C values, whereas theSand was
followed by relatively stable minimum 180 values were constantly increasing in
general and reducing the8 amplitude of fluctuations In the mid-Holocene phase,
approximately 180 values were essentially813C and 8between 6 and 4 ka cal BP,
both I3C curve8higher compared to the early Holocene and the trends in the 180
curve. At the same time, there was aSare mostly parallel with the 180 excursion
in one of the coatingsSdramatic short-term negative shortly before ca 4 ka BP A
combination of the radiocarbon and stable isotope data suggest an amelioration
trend at Göbekli Tepe during the early Holocene (ca 10-6 ka BP) with continuously
increasing temperatures and a relatively stable maximum of soil respiration rates
or/and maximum C3-photosynthetic fractionation in the second half of the early
Holocene The signals of changes in humidity over the early Flolocene are more difficult to detect but the moisture balance as a whole in the landscape is expected to
have become more favourable for vegetation in later periods of the early Holocene
The mid-Holocene (ca 6-4 ka BP) ecology of the site was supposedly characterised
by the Holocene maximum of humidity and generally higher temperatures than in
the early Holocene. Nevertheless, some occasional, short-term cooling events also
cannot be excluded for the mid-Holocene At around 4 ka BP, the climate conditions became relatively dry and never turned back to their early-mid Holocene state
in terms of humidity The proposed model of environmental development in the
surroundings of Göbekli Tepe is consistent in its main features with a wide range of
environmental proxy records from the eastern Mediterranean.
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S. Mitsuishi
Effects of Hydrophilic Polymers for Historical Site Conservation on Water
Movement in Soil.
5. Mitsuishi. Dept of Biological and Environmental Engineering.Graduale School
of Agricultural and Life Sciences. The Unir of Tokyo: T. Miyazaki. Graduate School
of Agricultural and Life Sciences. The Univ of Tokyo: M. Mizoguchi. Graduate
School of Agricultural and Life Sciences. The Univ of Tokyo.
Soil historical sites are damaged due to dryness, precipitation of salts and luxuriance molds as well as lichens on the surface To minimize the damage, hydrophilic polymers have been used to control the evaporation of water from soil at
exposed soil structural remains. However, few researches have studied the effects
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of the hydrophilic polymers on evaporation from soils The objectives of this study
were 1) to investigate experimentally the effects of hydrophilic polymers, such as
polysiloxiane-polyoxyalkyleneoligomer (SAO) and polyethylene glycol (PEG) on
water movement in Tachikawa loam, and 2) to validate a surface-resistance-type
model of evaporation from bare soil to predict evaporation after applying SAO
and PEG Each hydrophilic polymer was applied on the soil surface causing the
development of changes in water retention and the decrease of the vapor pressure
The soil tested in an acryl cylindrical column was the Tachikawa loam (clay loam)
and the testing polymers were, Polysiloxian- polyoxyalkyleneoligomer (SAO;
molecular weight was 700) and polyethylene glycol (PEG; molecular weight was
400), with a set dry bulk density of 0.48 Mg m-3 Following the application of the
polymers, the soil column was put in a chamber for evaporation The inner chamber
kept the temperature constant to 25C and relative humidity to 70%. To obtain the
depth of polymer infiltration, we measured the water potential distribution in the
soil column by using WP4-T (Decagon Device lnc ). The water potential distribution did not change until the 6th day despite the application of the polymers The
water potential distribution, of the SAO applied sample, changed at a depth of 0.75
cm from the surface, whereas the PEG applied sample changed at 1 25 cm The
unsaturated conductivities of the polymer infiltration layer were also calculated
determining an unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of 1*10-13 cm s-1 at the SAO
infiltration layer, and 1 x 10-12 cm s-l in the PEG infiltration layer Both, the volumetric water contents and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivities of the polymer
samples decreased. We also carried out evaporation experiments under constant
temperature and relative humidity and measured the water potential distribution in
the polymer applied soil From the distribution of the water potential in the soil, the
depth of infiltration for SAO and PEG were determined to be I 0 cm and 1.5 cm
respectively From the water potential distribution, the unsaturated conductivities
of the polymer infi Itration layer were 1 * 10-13 cm s-1 and I* 10-12 cm s-1 for the
SAO and PEG respectively Further work is also needed to evaluate the formation
of polymers in soil pores
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Topographic Controls on Soil Thickness in the Ouachita Mountains.
J. D. Phillips, Tobacco Road Research Team: D. A. Marion. Soulhern Research
Station, USDA Forest Service; K. Luckow, USDA Forest Service.
rheoretical models of landscape, hillslope, and soil/regolith evolution are often
based on a notion of steady-state equilibrium soil thickness, whereby soil thickness
is closely related to slope curvature, and rates of soil production are approximately
balanced by rates of surface removal While systematic broad, landscape-scale
correlations exist between topography or geomorphic setting and soil thickness in
the Ouachita Mountains, Arkansas, at the local scale soils on hillslopes show very
little relationship between depth or thickness and topography. At 16 0.13-ha study
plots, soil thickness and morphology in more than 400 pits and auger holes was
compared to topographic variables, based on meter-scale field mapping Thickness
was poorly related to slope gradient, slope curvature, elevation, and to qualitative
characterizations of topographic position Biomechanical effects of trees on soil
thickness, and local structural and lithological variations in the underlying rock
appear to account for a majority of the variability in soil thickness, obscuring any
topographic effects The concept of equilibrium soil or regolith thickness cannot be
uncritically assumed or applied, particularly in forested environments The equilibrium model, based on a balance between weathering at the base of the regolith and
surficial removals, should be viewed as a special case of a more general model of
soil thickness that includes upbuilding and deepening by a variety of geomorphological, pedological, and biological processes
122-2
146b
E. J.Jaimes
Trrmodinamic of the Pedogeomorphological System: A Theoretical Proposal.
E. J. Jaimes. N. Pineda. J. Mendoza. Soil and Water Research Group. Los Andes
Univ; G. F.lizalde. Soil Science Polsgraduale Inst Agronomy Faculty. Central
Unix of Venezuela: J. Oballos. Geography Inst. Environment and Forestry Science
Faculty. Los Andes Univ: G. Ochoa. Geography Inst. Environment and Forestry
Science Faculty. Los Andes Univ.
We wish to propose, to the scientific community of soil science, the definition of
the term OWN ENTROPY (Sp) as a measure of the degree of internal homogeneity
that has any open system The application of thermodynamic classic laws make it
possible to determine the available free energy for a system derived from a function of their evolutionary cycle, understood from their origin until it reaches the
condition of stable state In this work we understand by Open System the Pedogeomorphological System (PCS) defined as that component of the Ecological System
conformed by soil, regolite. sediment, rock, and hydrological subsystems, in inter-
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relation with their environment formed by the atmosphere, the biosphere and other
PGS. The interface solid-liquid-gas-biota that characterizes the PGS. through which
takes place the matter exchange, energy and information inside of and among the
ecosystems, can be as small as the surface of a pedon or polipedon or as big as
the surface of the whole planet The theoretical basis that supports this proposal is
based on the three classic principles of thermodynamics, that is the Energy Conservation, the Entropy and the Free Energy necessary for the evolution of the PGS
Indeed, it is considered that the PGS is an entity that has an own internal organization, reason why it should have an internal energy of formation, as well as an OWN
ENTROPY that adds to the energy and entropy of formation to the individual components of the PGS A theoretical analysis was carried out around the stated variables that are implicit in the second and third thermodynamic laws. With its base
in a wide revision and discussion of the state of the art that served as referential
mark for the synthesis of this work, we point out that: I) the Multiple Homogeneity
Index (MHI) it is a equivalent parameter of the OWN ENTROPY of the PGS, MHI
= Sp; 2) the MHI was defined as the accumulated product of the own values biggest
or similar to one ((&lambdaj &ge 1,0000), where &lambdaj are the characteristic
roots or own values (Eigenvalues) determined through the Principal Components
Analysis (PCA); 3) Such an index allows to establish comparisons with the purpose
of studying the structure, dynamics, evolution, stability and space variability of
suchs attributes inside the system and from this with relationship to other systems,
including the entirety surrounding environment. To calculate the MHI its multiplies
the first own value by the second, the obtained product its multiplies by the third
and so forth until using all the own values bigger or similar to one. Algebraically
it is represented by means of the following equality: m MHI = &Pi&lambdaj j=l
where &Pi =mean accumulated product of ";&lambdaj is the characteristic value
of the j principal component whose magnitude is &ge 1,0000 and 4) The MHI has
been validated in diverse studies like: Homogeneity analysis of cartographic units
of soils and landscape; b Definition of soils types; c. Pedogeomorphological analysis in sequences of soils and landscapes; d Studies of mesoclimate homogeneity
of Venezuela life zones With base on the state of art previously summarized we
concludes that under similar formation conditions, determined by the same number and type of pedogeomorphological characteristic and under similar exchange
flow of matter, energy and information with the surrounding environment, two PGS
could exhibit a degree of internal homogeneity different between them which can
be determined starting from the MHI In consequence, the PGS that possesses the
largest value in the MHI will be most likely to reach a stable condition characterized by a maximum OWN ENTROPY and a minimum variation of its Free Energy
in comparison with that one whose MHI is of a smaller value Keywords: Entropy,
Free Energy, Multiple Homogeneity Index, Ecosystem, Soil and Landscape.
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D B. Rees
A Geomorphological Framework for Land and Soil Data—a Victorian
Example.
D. B. Rees. Dept. Primary Industries: A'. J. Robinson. Dept. Primary Industries: E.
B. Joyce. Dept. of Earth Sciences. Univ of Melbourne.
A review of a geomorphological framework for land type polygon (Land
Systems)information is being carried out in the State of Victoria, Australia There
is a history of describing land in Victoria as a hierachical system which is scale
dependent. The existing system prior to the review has used geomorphology as a
framework for polygonal land units that incorporates a range of data such as soils,
landforms and vegetation at finer scales The review which has been underway
since the late 1990's still has the objective of a framework for existing and new soil
and land mapping but needs to incorporate new data as well as capturing existing
expertise while available An expert panel was assembled consisting of academics,
public service specialists and consultants; many retired or semi retired A key premise was their ability to give the best possible overview of how the framework could
be reviewed This is predominantly an iterative process with many of the panel giving freely of their time, though other priorities have reduced the time given to this
process A scheme of three levels (or Tiers) has been agreed to which replaces the
two levels in the existing scheme There are seven Divisions at Tier 1 the broadest
level (with an addition of coastal features). There are approximately 25 divisions
at Tier 2 level and approximately 75 divisions at Tier 3. The Land System units are
the building blocks that fit into this Framework, which themselves are divided into
other units or components where soil data resides A number of discussions continue
on the homgeneity of similar groups such as Uplands and Lowlands For example,
so far there are contrasting criteria for Upland groupings where topographical and
litholgical aspects vary in their importance to land behaviour description A report
template as well as mapping for the whole State is underway to various degrees
with much of the progress available via Victorian Resources Online (VRO)- a Dept
of Primary Industries (DPI)website.
122-4
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D L Johnson
Reading the Walls of the Unfinished Cathedral: Insights to the Dynamic
Denudation of Bermudan Eolianites and Paleosols.
D. L. Johnson. Univ of Illinois: D. A'. Johnson. Geosciences Consultants.
Bermuda is a submerged mid-Tertiary volcanic seamount topped with cemented
Quaternary calcareous eolian sand—eolianites, and shelly marine deposits Five
eolianites are recognized that are separated by Terra rossa-like, reddish-brown

paleosols. enriched in eolian dust, that represent long time-periods Weakly
expressed, light-colored paleosols—called protosols, also occur and represent short
time-spans (Our definitions of soil and paleosol are: soil is lithic and/or organic
material at or near the surface of planets altered by biological, chemical, and/or
physical processes; paleosols are buried soils ) This study is based principally
on morphological criteria displayed in numerous roadcuts. quarries, construction
materials (brick-like stones cut from eolianite). and natural exposures (sea cliffs)
Our interpretations are guided by the explanatory power of process vector analysis
and biomantle theory, both central to dynamic denudation theory—an alternative
to conventional approaches for explaining landscapes Process vector analysis is a
useful graphic, conceptual, semiquantitative-quantitative device that weights the
relative effects and/or rates of two or more coacting processes. It is applicable to
any science, but is particularly useful in providing explanatory insights to complex processes in soils Its usefulness is maximized when joined with biomantle
principles A biomantle is the differentiated zone in the upper part of soils produced largely by bioturbation. aided by subsidiary processes (i.e., those usually
emphasized in conventional genetic models—shrink-swell. leaching-precipitation.
eluviation-illuviation, biochemical transformations-translocations, etc ) A great
many organisms bioturbate, at all scales, and they do so via four process styles:
upward biotransfers, biomixing. cratering, and volume increases All four styles
operate in Bermuda, though comparatively few organisms are involved Those
bioturbationally dominant are multiple species of land crabs, land snails, ants and
worms (endemics uncertain), a former tortoise, and various plants. Their collective
impacts are documented in Bermudan eolianites and paleosols The process promotes either one-layered biomantles—those morphologically isotropic with regard
to particle size, where bioturbated particles form a single layer, or two-layered
biomantles—those morphologically anisotropic with regard to particle size, where
bioturbated particles form two layers, the lower being a stonelayer of gravels (i.e.,
stone-line, nappes de gravats, etc.). For most soils the biomantle comprises their
bioturbated upper part, the topsoils of grassland soils, the A and E horizons of forest soils, and if present their stonelayers. For certain soils the biomantle comprises
the whole soil (entire soil is bioturbated). Bermuda paleosols and its surface soil
qualify. The main genetic vectors are bioturbation and biochemical dissolutions
and re-precipitations of calcium carbonate via leaching. Leaching is powered by
organic acids that move downward, sometimes as "wetting fingers" that produce
soil-filled vertical pendants, some with bioturbation signatures preserved within
them Visitors to Bermuda are confronted everywhere by stratified eolianites, and
some contain paleosols, some with pendants Where the stratified deposits lie in
proximity to paleosols they often display bioturbationally-destratified zones, above
and/or below the soils The destratified zones may range in thickness from decimeters to a meter or more And insofar as most buildings are made of bricks cut from
eolianite, the bricks themselves show progressions from perfect geologic stratification to those totally bioturbated, with all intermediate stages (percentages are
easily quantifiable). Excellent examples are displayed in the walls of the historic
Unfinished Cathedral in St George Parish, whose eolianite bricks exemplify the
interpretive utility of the process vector method As a philosophical footnote to our
assessment, the way one interprets soils and sediments is very largely influenced by
the theories and concepts employed Theories guide and filter our observations, and
they influence and prioritize the questions we ask They also influence how we set
up and strategize our research programs, and invariably they impart, consciously
and unconsciously, a great influence on our conclusions - as our readings of the
walls at St. George's confirm
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Experimental Measurements of Heat Storage Coefficient of Different Types
of Soil.
A. K. Shrotriya. Selh Motilal (Post Graduale) College; S. K. Jain. Engineering
College.
The thermal properties of soil are of considerable importance to scientists and engineers in several disciplines. Geologists have long been concerned with heat flow
from the interior of the earth and with the thermal effects of natural geological
processes Meat transfer engineers have used crushed or expanded minerals as insulations for both high and low temperature service and have required knowledge of
the thermal properties of these materials Knowledge of the thermal properties of
soils is important in many other fields also Calculations of heat dissipation from
underground nuclear expansions and of the rate of heat loss from the earth due to
the geothermal gradient depend directly upon the thermal coefficients values of
the material involved Determinations of the current carrying capacity of buried
cables and of the heat losses from underground stem and hot water pipes require
values for the thermal parameters of soils The design of packed columns, thermal
insulating refractory materials depends upon the heat transfer characteristics of
soils The properties of interest are the thermal conductivity A., the thermal diffusivity a and specific heat c Since these three quantities are inter-related, (a = X. /pc,
where p is density) Knowledge of any two determines the third Besides the three
thermo physical coefficients needed to describe the thermal status of a substance,
the heat storage coefficient (HSC)ß is an additional useful parameter to describe
its thermal behaviour Although its value is related to the three constants B=V Xpc
in many cases it behaves as an independent characteristic of the sample. The various factors which generally affect the HSC of materials are: chemical composition
physical texture temperature pressure heat flow In addition to providing reliable
HSC data, it is desirable to find a correlation, empirical or otherwise between the

HSC and other easily measured parameters such as porosity, formation factor, etc.
In this paper, the HSC of different type of soil materials like dry dune sand, marble
stone powder, surkhi sand, dry cement, loamy soil, lime stone powder and ash
have been studied experimentally with the variation of particle size, temperature,
pressure and moisture content The plane heat source method was used for the
measurement of HSC of the materials The design and fabrication of experimental
set up for the measurement of HSC of the materials has also been discussed The
main considerations that motivated to undertake this study are the following: These
materials are naturally abundant and are commonly used in building construction
The knowledge of thermo-physical properties of sand and ash has importance in
agriculture The HSC parameter has not been much investigated so far. If the HSC
of these materials at low interstitial air pressure is comparable to the HSC of silica
and glass wool, these cheaper materials may possibly replace the costly and hazardous insulation in huge installation. Field solar ponds are surrounded with soil and
concrete The heat storage efficiency of power generation of these ponds depends
upon the heat losses from the pond through these materials. It is also important
from energy storage point of view, to know the HSC of these materials, as well as
moisture content and temperature.
122-6
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D L Johnson

Mima Mounds as Upper Soil or Whole Soil Biomantles: What Happens
Morphologically When the Bioturbators Depart?.

D. L. Johnson. Unix of Illinois; D. N. Johnson. Geosciences Consultants; J.
Horwalh. Depl of Earth and Space Sciences.
A biomantle is the zone in the upper part of soils produced dominantly via bioturbation, impacted by subsidiary processes (shrink-swell, leaching-precipitation,
eluviation-illuviation, biochemical processes, etc.) Many organisms on Earth bioturbate at all scales and intensities. They include most members of the five kingdoms of life (bacteria, protoctists, fungi, plants, animals) Most obvious to human
observers are animals (faunalturbation), plants (floralturbation), and fungi (fungiturbation) that account for millions of bioturbators Members of the three kingdoms
likely account for most of the significant bioturbation signatures expressed in soils
They produce a set of complex processes that have been largely ignored in soil
studies. We focus on animals (faunalturbation) and their effects on the mounded
biomantles discussed. All life-forms bioturbate in one or more of four non-mutually exclusive process styles, that include upward biotransfers, biomixing, cratering, and volume increases These styles produce one-layered biomantles that are
morphologically isotropic with regard to particle size (bioturbated soil particles
form a single surface horizon), or two-layered biomantles that are morphologically
anisotropic with regard to particle size (bioturbated particles form two layers, the
lower being a stonelayer whose base marks the bottom of the biomantle). "Gravels"
can be natural materials (stones, metallic and non-metallic nodules-concretions,
caliche rubble, shells, gastroliths), or human cultural materials (brick- or concreterubble, arrow-points, hand-axes, coins, pottery, bullets) These items bioturbationally function as gravels, and if gravels are present the following three categories of
biomantles result that depend on the dominant bioturbator and the size of particles
it can move: 1). If the dominant bioturbator is a large vertebrate (badger, armadillo,
wombat, etc.) a one-layered biomantle forms, where fine fractions and gravels are
mixed throughout 2) If the bioturbator is a small invertebrate (nematodes, ants,
termites, worms, etc ) a two-layered biomantle forms, where fine fraction forms
the upper layer, and coarse fraction forms as a lag in the lower layer 3) If the
bioturbator is a large invertebrate (land crab, crayfish) or small vertebrate (moles,
mole-rats, pocket gophers, tuco tucos), a two-layered biomantle forms, where fine
fraction and small gravels are scattered throughout both layers, and coarser gravels
accumulate as a lag in the lower For many midlatitude soils the biomantle includes
their bioturbated upper part (A horizon of grassland soils, A-E horizons of forest
soils) and stonelayer if present The stonelayer would normally lie above any subsoil illuvial horizon that might be present On relatively young surfaces, soil depth
may be shallow (e.g., several meters or less) and its biomantle comparatively thin
(± 1 meter). But on old surfaces, like some in the humid subtropics and tropics,
soils may be many meters deep, and biomantles several meters thick Aside from
catenary processes, biomantle thickness is controlled by the upward biotransfers of
fine fraction by generations of termites, ants, etc balanced against erosion Such
tropical biomantles are invariably two-layered, and sometimes so thick that only
exceptional exposures reveal their basal stonelayer, which itself may be a meter
or more thick On young geomorphic surfaces with shallow soils, the biomantle
may comprise the whole soil (entire soil is bioturbated) Mounds at Mima Prairie,
Washington, are examples Conversely, mounds at Diamond Grove Prairie, Missouri, are formed on old surfaces with deep soils, and are examples of upper soil
biomantles Strong evidence indicates that mounds in both areas were dominantly
produced by pocket gophers (Geomyidae) The mounds in both tracts are gravelly,
best described as point-centered, locally thickened, two-layered biomantles. and
both exemplify the third category of biomantles (see 3 above) What happens to
mounded soils, like those at Mima and Diamond Grove prairies, when the dominant bioturbator abandons them? Do subsidiary processes, like eluviation-illuviation processes—long masked by active bioturbation but nevertheless evidently still
operating—then become morphologically expressed9 Our data indicate that for
long abandoned Diamond Grove Prairie mounds the answer is. "Yes", but for the
very recently abandoned Mima Prairie mounds the answer is. "Not yet"
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An Aeolian Explanation for the Asymmetrical Distribution of Deep Sandy
Soils on Ridges.
R. J. Harper, Cooperative Research Centre for Greenhouse Accounting: R. dikes,
l/mr of Western Australia.
Patterns of soil distribution and surface mineralization are often explained by conceptual soil landscape models based on water borne transport of soil parent materials In some previously arid environments parent materials have been distributed
by aeolian processes, such as in south-western Australia Here many of the soils
have distinct texture contrast profiles, surface sand horizons are often deeper, and
more extensive, on slopes with south-eastern and eastern aspects, compared to
those with north-western aspects The deep sandy soils occur in terrain of quite
different provenance (Quaternary clayey sediments, deeply weathered granites),
and on landscape features ranging from 3 to 40 m in elevation. This patterning is
considered due to the interference of topography on wind flow and thus transport
of the soil parent materials There is unequivocal of prior aeolian activity in this
landscape, in the form of sand dunes, clayey lunettes, and elliptically-shaped playas, formed by predominantly north-westerly winds Microclimatic and vegetation
influences on soil development on slopes of different aspects are discounted as the
deep sands do not occur on all ridges, similarly differential erosion of the windward slopes and crests is discounted as there is no evidence of extensive downwind
deposits Understanding how wind, topography and sand transport interact may
provide a framework and the development of models for predicting soil properties and underlying mineralization in similar semi-arid environments. Similarly, the
deposits may provide a marker indicating the aeolian transport across the landscape
under previous periods of climate change.
122-8
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D L Johnson
Is Pedology, the Historically Maligned and Misunderstood Sibling of Soil
Science, Alive and Well?.
D. L. Johnson. Unix of Illinois: J. Tandarich. Dominican Unit; L. Follmer. Illinois
Stale Geological Survey.
In 1997, Basher bravely published a paper in Australian Journal of Soil Research
with the title "Is pedology dead and buried?" It followed a 1953 paper by Leeper
in Soils and Fertilizers titled "What use is pedology?" Earlier, in 1940, a less brave
(anonymous) editorial (same journal) wrote an "Obituary Notice" forecasting the
demise of pedology as a discipline. This maligning history began two years earlier with another anonymous editorial in the same journal (1938), again with the
question "What is the use of pedology?" Hmmm, four statements published in two
respected refereed journals, two by journal editors, questioning the purpose and/or
justification and/or future of pedology and/or its lack of support, with dire warnings
of its impending demise! These questions and statements over the past 68 years
were up front, in titles! Actually, similar questions about pedology were insinuated
even earlier, and others more recently via Internet communiqués, though more gracious and less provocatively stated. So what is it with the discipline of pedology9
In this paper we try to answer this question. We do this by listing some key historical developments and issues that we think helped foster the environment for such
remarks We end by answering the question posed in the title, then answer the same
question directed to pedology's next of kin, paleopedology So, what's going on
in pedology? The answer involves a range of multifaceted and complex historicdisciplinary issues Some are blurry, some clear, but all relate to the very substance
of pedology, to its history in different countries, cultures, and societies; to how it
has been defined, and to its theoretical base and functional role The issues relate to
how pedology has been viewed as a science, and its being claimed in whole or part
by different fields under different names at different times (e.g., agricultural chemistry, agricultural geology, geology, geography, agronomy and soil science, and
more recently ecology) Geopolitics and interdisciplinary philosophical differences
apparently have played a role Also likely involved were disappointments that followed overly ambitious intellectual-practical expectations for pedology during its
checkered formative period (1880s thru 1930s) Lack of resources, personnel, and
government support was the main motivation behind Basher's latter-day statement,
but motivations for the others turned on various issues, including perceived uselessness of the field for practical applications. A long-term issue has been lack of a firm
and visible niche for pedology within the pantheon of earth and agricultural sciences In this regard, pedology has had long linkages with geology, physical geography, and agriculture Linkage with agriculture was especially strong in its soil
survey-classification programs, with attendant utilitarian-economic ramifications
Owing to this link, pedology as a discipline understandably coevolved with soil survey and classification programs In the process it absorbed a 1870s-80s all-purpose
genetic-theoretical formulation for mapping, classifying, and "explaining" soils—
the "five factors" (clorpt) approach that underpins genetic soil science While ideal
for mapping and classifying soils, and for generally assessing soil landscapes, and
augmenting agro-economic programs, the "clorpt" approach was not designed to
treat the complex and dynamic processes that we know today produce soil For this
reason, the five factors model prescribes a limited explanatory-interpretive domain
for pedology And partly because of this shared theoretical-genetic commonality,
many soil practitioners equate pedology with soil science, though others do not
Interestingly, Fallou in his landmark 1862 book, Pedologie oder allgemeine und
besondere Bodenkunde, early touched on this very issue.This brief synopsis provides a backdrop for our position, that pedology—and paleopedology—contrary to
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such naysaying, both have exciting and bright futures—at least in Earth sciences
Both are "alive", well, and gaining new respect and practitioners New theory is
being developed that encourages new views of soil genesis, views that significantly
aid in unraveling complex and dynamic soil processes. Recent analytical and dating techniques allow previously unrealized genetic assessments of surface soils,
and better age dating of buried soils So, OUR answer to the question posed is an
exuberantly firm Yes! And paleopedology'' It also gets a firm Yes!
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V. Pereira
Red and Yellow Cambic B Horizons: Their Relationship with the Geomorphic
Evolution of the Vouga Catchment (Portugal).
V. Pereira. Dep. Geociencias. Univ de Aveiro.
The Vouga catchment, located in North Central Portugal, has an approximate area
of 2500 km2. The climate is humid mesothermal; mean annual precipitation, temperature and evaporation are around 1000mm, I4"C and 1000 mm, respectively,
on the littoral plain and 1900 mm, 12"C and 800 mm inland in the mountains Two
major physiographic units are recognized: the littoral platform, to the west, and the
old massif, to the east The littoral platform is a marine erosion platform where the
oldest marine levels, probably Calabrian, are 160 to 200 m above the sea level. It
is dominated by Ceno-Mesozoic deposits which include at the extreme west Quaternary dunes and aeolian sands, followed by Plio-Pleistocene terrace deposits.
The inland mountains are dominated by a flysh-type complex of' pré-ordovician
scists and graywakes and by Hercynian granites Cambisols developed on schists
are widespread in the study area. They show two distinctive kinds of cambic horizons The most extensive is characterized by a yellowish color (I0YR 6/6 to 6/8)
and silty loam texture while the second type, not so common, has bright red (5YR
4/6 to 5/6) colors. The present study was undertaken to investigate the genesis of
these cambisols Four pedons were selected in the study area, two of them, PI and
P2, having a yellow Bw and the other two, P3 and P4, with a red Bw. Their characterization included field morphology, physico-chemical routine analyses, clay
mineralogy, heavy mineralogy and micromorphology.The data obtained indicate
that the soils studied are formed from layered materials, a situation which is not
always obvious from routine field observations. The complex nature of these soils
required an interpretation based on the geomorphological history of the study area.
The transition from the A to the cambic B horizon in soils I and 2 looks like a sharp
erosional discordance In many places the A horizon extends across the landscape
without the B horizon because the latter is discontinuous; this field relationship,
together with a sharp break in the light/heavy mineral ratio and the identification of
past biological activity in the cambic B, substantiate the interpretation that the two
horizons are genetically independent The latter, easily recognized in the field by its
characteristic yellowish colour and silty loam texture, is part of a fairly extensive
soil probably formed under a previous hot and wet climate and severely truncated
by the marine erosion dated Calabrian This stratigraphic relationship suggests a
Pliocene or older age for the paleosol The A horizon is dated Quaternary by the
erosion surface upon which it lies, i. e , the littoral platform, but it is not possible
to be more precise. Soils 3 and 4, formed from schist colluvium, lie on the littoral
platform. This stratigraphic relationship indicates a Quaternary age for the soil As
to the timing of rubifaction, some interglacial stages, particularly the Thyrrenian
and the Wurmian, are considered to have favoured this process.
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D. Wysocki
Geomorphic Principles, Soil Patterns, and Glacial History in the Eastern
Upper Peninsula of Michigan.
D. Wysocki. Natural Resource Conservation Service: G. Whitney. NRCS; J. Calus.
NRCS: L. Carey. NRCS.
Michigan's eastern Upper Peninsula (UP) is a complex array of glacial landforms
and sediments formed directly by glacial ice, or by glacial fluvial and glacial lacustrine processes Present landforms, surficial deposits, and soil patterns result from
the two youngest of several Wisconsin age glacial advances and retreats These are
the Two Rivers (11.8 ka) and Marquette (9.9 ka) advances The Two Rivers advance
extended south into the central Lake Michigan basin During retreat, the Two Rivers ice margin fronted a large proglacial lake—Glacial Lake Algonquin. Initially
Glacial Lake Algonquin drained southward via the Chicago outlet Ice retreat from
the Mackinaw Straits opened lower elevation outlets to the east The declining lake
stabilized at several levels leaving beach scarps and superposed shore features ( e g ,
spits, beach ridges) on prior landforms Major glacial landforms created during the
Two Rivers advance and retreat are till-capped bedrock highs along the Niagara
escarpment, relict lakebeds, outwash fans and plains, käme moraines, isolated relict
islands, and moraines The Marquette advance, in contrast, reached only the northern edge of the UP, and did not front a glacial lake Lake Chippewa, a successor to
Lake Algonquin, represents a low lake-level phase coincident with the Marquette
advance Major landforms produced during the Marquette advance and retreat are
an extensive braided outwash plain through the western part of the Seney Lowland,
outwash fans, and a series of ice contact slopes that mark successive ice margins
Both the Two Rivers and Marquette advance overwhelmingly produced glacial fluvial sediments and landforms; true moraines and till are of limited extent. Relict
Algonquin shorelines are a key feature for interpreting landforms, sediment origin,
and resultant soil patterns Relict shorelines mark a boundary between subaerial
and subaqueous deposition and processes Furthermore, shorelines cross cut land-

forms and sediment bodies providing a stratigraphic/geomorphic tool for relative
age determination
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A Farshad
Computer-assisted Geopedology, a Way to Predictive Soil Mapping.
A. Farshad. ITC:S. Udomsri. Dept of Agriculture: E. Hansakdi. Dept of Agriculture;
D. P. Shrestha. ITC.
The use of soil maps is often questioned by non- soil specialists, those who are not
sufficiently aware of the nature and complexity of soil, and the survey procedures,
that is, to map soils in an economic and affordable way. As reaction to this and also
thanks to the advances in the fields of remote sensing and GIS, a new paradigm,
called digital soil mapping, is emerging, where the emphasis is focused on soil
attributes, assuming that these are continuously varying in space With a glance
to some of the basic definitions and concepts, concerning 'what is a soil?" and
"what is the content of a soil map 9 ", we believe in the concept that soils are 3-D
natural bodies, and that the soils of the unmapped areas can be mapped using the
scattered available soil data of the neighbouring areas. The objective of this study
is to highlight the complexity of the soil and its mapping while applying some of
the geopedologic-oriented ideas of digital terrain modelling to soil mapping. The
attempt takes place in the Upper Pasak river basin in Petchabun, and in a smaller
area (Doi Ang Khang Royal Agricultural Research Station) in the Fang district in
Chiang Mai province, Thailand Under the influence of past climate fluctuations,
tectonic movements and lithologic-structural controls the Pasak valley has been
formed banked by a few terraces and a series of hills, and glacis surfaces, of which
the middle level appears scattered. Doi Ang Khang area with a different geologic/
geomorphologic setting (dominantly mountainous) was chosen as another case
study Various subgroups of Entisols. Mollisols, Inceptisols, Alfisols. and Ultisols
(Fluventic, Arenic, Aquic, Aerie, Ultic, Ustic, Vertic,...)occur in different surfaces,
following the physiographic set up of the landscapes.
Predictive mapping in a conventional way (the ITC approach, based on image—
mainly air photo— interpretation and on mental landscape-soils' models) was tried
in the PaSak area, and validated by quantitative soil pattern analysis (eg., heterogeneity, size and shape indices). On the other hand, the automated geopedologic
approach, based on parameterization of the soil forming factors (clorpt) and their
integration through applying decision trees was tried out in the Doi Ang Khang
area, followed up by a statistical validation Some of the shortcomings of both the
conventional ITC approach and the automated geopedologic approach are dealt
with. The conclusion, in short, is that predictive mapping is recommendable, but it
can only be carried out by experienced soil surveyors, as a thorough knowledge of
soil geomorphology—understanding of soil spatial composition and the relations
with landforms—is a must Keywords: Digital soil mapping, automated Geopedology, soil geomorphology, Upper PaSak, Doi Ang Khang, Thailand
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N.Pineda
InfluenceofSoil Parent MaterialandBioclimateOverthe Pedogeomorphological
Homogeneity in Monaicito River Microbasin, Trujillo, Venezuela.
JV. Pineda. E. Jaintes. R. Arellano. L. Becerra. J. Mendoza. Soil and Water Research
Group. Los Andes Univ.
To learn the effect of three natives materials and two bioclimatics condition over
the pedogeomorfological homogeneity of different landscape units distributed in
the half and high part of Monaicito river microbasin. belonging to Motatän-Carache river sub-watershed in Trujillo state, Venezuela, a study was carried out. Seventy-two profiles of soils, most of them belonging to Inceptisoles were described
and sampled Six of the 72 profiles were selected in each geologic formation (Rio
Negro, La Quinta and Mucuchachi) and 13 profiles by each bioclimatic condition
(tropical dry forest and premontano dry forest) The considered characteristics
were: a. Physiographies (land forms, maximum slope, pedogeomorfological position, erosion and external rock fragments); b Morpho-physicals (Horizon thickness, sand proportion, clay proportion, textural class, color of the dry matrix and
color of the humid matix, internal rock fragments and available water); c Chemical
([H30+] ions, electric conductivity, organic matter, nitrogen, phosphorous, potassium, calcium and magnesium) The recovered information of the profiles was
ordered by epipedon and for endopedon A matrix of data was built to carry out
the homogeneity analysis applying the Multiple Homogeneity Index (MHI) and
the Automated System of Lands Homogeneity (ASLH). According to the obtained
results it could be proven that the pedogeomorphological homogeneity in the study
area is determined by the parental material Indeed, the biggest pedogeomorphological homogeneity considering all the profiles is associated with the Mucuchachi
formation followed by the Rio Negro formation, constituting La Quinta formation
the area of smaller homogeneity That tendency is consistent with the pedogeomorphological homogeneity determined by the epipedones and endopedones In all
the parenterals material evaluated the morfophysics characteristic was those that
exhibited the more homogeneous behavior followed by the chemical ones, standing
out the physiographies variable like those of smaller pedogeomorphological homogeneity It is important to remarks that the morpho-physicals variables of the epipedon shows the following sequence of homogeneity according to the three parenteral
material considered : MHI Rio Negro formation< Mill La Quinta formation < MHI
Mucuchachi formation For the case of the endopedones the Ml II of La Quinta formation is the minor Regarding the relationship between the pedogeomorphological

characteristic and the bioclimatics conditions is clear the vinculation because the
pedogeomorphological homogeneity tend to increase when the life zone is more
humid, which is more evident in the epipedon because it is the most external layer
of the soil subjected to the homogenizing action due to the combined action of all
the former factors of the soil It could be proven that the morpho-physicals variables that characterize the complete profiles (epipedon and endopedon) tend to be
more homogeneous with the increment of the environmental homogeneity while
the chemical ones have an inverse behavior probably due to the action of other factors (material parental, biota, topography, among other) With base to the obtained
results its concludes that a very close relationship exists between the pedogeomorphological homogeneity and the petrological and petrografics characteristic of the
parentales material and of the bioclimatics conditions, factors that have contributed
in the soil formation in the Monaicito river microbasin Keywords: Homogeneity
pedogeomorphological. Multiple Homogeneity Index (MHI), lithosequence, bioclimosequence. epipedon, endopedon, life zone
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The Effect of Parent Material and Topography on the Scale of Variation in
Soil Properties.
R. Kerry. Department of Geography. Brigham Young University: M. A. Oliver.
Department of Soil Science. Reading University.
Information on soil spatial variation is required for several soil science applications,
such as land management, engineering and modelling the transport of nutrients and
pollutants through the soil Geostatistical methods ttt knovui to provide accurate
maps of soil properties, provided that the sampling is appropriate However, to
implement these methods properly can be prohibitively expensive for many users.
Traditional soil surveys used expert knowledge about how the soil was likely to
vary based on parent material, and topography to map it as discontinuous classes.
Can such knowledge be quantified and used to map the soil in a continuous way as
embodied in the geostatistical approach?
McBratney & Pringle (1999) suggested the use of average variograms to guide
sampling and avoid the need for a reconnaissance survey Kerry & Oliver (2004)
showed that this was possible if average variograms were related to parent material
and topography Furthermore, Kerry & Oliver (2002) showed that when no other
variograms were available, average variograms could be used to krige sparse soil
data at sites with similar parent material, topography or both Kerry (2003) suggests
that average variograms could be used more generally for kriging when topography
and parent material specific databases of variograms for a variety of soil properties
have been established The validity of this concept depends on there being a plausible explanation, based on soil science theory, as to why the variogram of a soil
property is likely to vary with parent material and topography. Analysis of soil and
ancillary data for four sites on different parent materials with varied topography
showed that variograms had longer ranges where the soil was more clayey and
the landscape was fairly level The variogram range describes the average size of
patches of similar soil. Here we present an explanation and supporting evidence
for differences in the variogram range with parent material and topography. The
hydraulic conductivity and cohesiveness of soil materials could result in differences in variogram range or the patchiness in the distribution of top-soil properties
associated with parent material The amount of potential energy that influences the
movement of water in given landscape positions could cause differences in variogram range with topographic unit.
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D Bitire
Soil Geomorphology:Concept, Theory and Practices.
D. Bitire. Univ of Agriculture Abeokula

Nigeria.

The concept of soil geomorphology relies heavily on the summary and a s s e s s m e n t s
weathering progresses.soil become reduced, in the sense that there is a reduction in
it's average particle size the potiential mobility of the soil increases as the particle
size decreases and all reduced material above a local base level is metastable i.e
vulnerable to removal The maximum rate of natural denudation is the rate at which
surface material which is almost but not quite mobile.becomes mobile.furthermore
on any particular gradient there is a degree of reduction beyond which soil is too
mobile to remail in situ so the development of the landscape will be a function
of this metastability of the soil.which is a function of the ease with which soil is
detached and transported Also the landscape development depends on the metastablility of the particular site which is a function of slope gradient and proximity
to the next major break or change of slope on the slope profile An encroaching
pediment will therefore affect the soil on the upper surface long before that soil is
affected physically by erosion However analysis has shown that the relationship
between gradient and degree of reduction applies only to those part of a slope on
which there is no accumulation of transported material.The theory of soil geomorphology deals with the arrangement of landforms and the processes that have been
or are shaping them geomorphological process may create disstinctive landforms
such as erosion surfaces,which have a great influnce on soil type and superficial
material in harness which is of greatest significance Investigation of how landforms
develop and of rates and result of processes has relied on the study of surfaces and
sediments But soils that have developed on geomorphic surfaces during and after
surface stabilization have the potiential to record more accurately the history of
landscape development Soil is the collection of natural bodies on the earth surface.
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in places modified or even made by man of earthy materials, containing living matter and supporting plant out-of-doors it upper limit is air or shallow water. In soil
geomorphological classification both the charateristic of the parent material and
climate, affect the type of soil formed within any climatic regiom differences in soil
properties are greatly affected by differences in parent material in view of the fact
that climatic differences occur within the tropics and topographical features mark
or enhance the micro climatic enviroment and in view of age differences in land
surfaces.soils are usually more conviniently studied and classified terms of profile.
A profile represents the soil at any one spot and the morphology of each soil such as
colour.texture,structure etc as expressed in it's profile reflect the combined effects
of the particular set of genetic factor responsible for it's developmen The difficulty
with soil classification is that soil often have no definite individual boundaries.soil
stratigraphy in general sense, the record of event leading to the development of
an organic deposits and it's associated soils is preserved within the deposits and
soil themselves, changing conditions during the evolution of a deposits commonly
produce a series of layers of horizons which may be distinguish from one another
on the basis of biological composition of identifiable plant remains, decomposition rate of organic material presence or absence of wood or charcoal, amount and
distribution of mineral material.and presence or absence of shells and other faunal
remains such as bones or tusk further information can be gained by more sophisticated analysis in which the chemical and physical characteristic of the organic and
mineral horizons are often determined The distribution of trace element and heavy
metals the kind of pollen grains and microfossils content are important. The history
of and organic deposits may be inferred from cross sections which are developed
from information obtained by numerous boring.Cylindrical cores of the deposited
material are removed and each layer in the deposit are describe in details. The spacing of the boring is determined principally by the amount of the variation in the
composition thickness or sequence of horizons(stratigraphy)from core to core.
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C . C. Tsai
Toposequence and Pedogenesis in Mt. Tatung, the Northern Taiwan.
C. C. Tsai, Dept of Natural Resources. National l-Lan Univ: Z. S. Chen, Dept of
Agricultural Chemistry, National Taiwan Univ.
Fifteen soil pedons were selected and sampled along the southeastern-northwestern
transect in Mt Tatung, the northern Taiwan The objectives of this study were (I)
to examine the soil changes in the toposequence by the transect sampling, and (2)
to investigate the effect of parent material, landscape, and climate changes on the
toposequence soil genesis Ten Inceptisols, three Andisols and two Ultisols were
classified The toposequence were described as follow: Andisols was formed on the
summit position of Mt Tatung with elevation above 900-1100 m; Andic Inceptisols
was formed on the southern and northern side with elevation about 400 m; Typic
Inceptisols was formed on the landscape position with elevation about 100-400 m;
Typic Ultisols was formed on the elevation below 100 m. The results indicated that
the volcanic parent material has great effect on the soils formed on the southern
side of Mt Tatung, and most of the soils have volcanic soil characteristics. The
landscape change, especially the soil slope, notably affects the former Andisols and
change into Inceptisols by landscape disturbance The soil formation of the northern or western side of Mt. Tatung are affected by the mantle of volcanic materials,
that is, Inceptisols with Andic soil properties are formed near the Mt. Tatung, but
Typic Inceptisols are formed away. Further, Typic Ultisols are formed close to the
sea because of the volcanic effects are gradually smaller and the soil weathering,
oxidation, and illuviation are gradually stronger under high temperature and strong
precipitation environment
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C.G.Olson

Visualization Techniques in Soil Geomorphology.
C. G. Olson. W. Effland. USDA-NRCS.
Soil geomorphic studies require three investigative steps These include a) knowledge of the surficial stratigraphy and parent materials, b) geomorphic surfaces
defined in time and space and c) correlation of soil and sediment properties to the
landscape features During the twentieth century, illustration of these three aspects
was largely confined to two-dimensional products such as graphs, stratigraphic sections, fence diagrams, and flat maps of geomorphic surfaces and landscape relief.
These products provide significant information and for those well-trained in spatial
relations, contain sufficient information to develop a conceptual model representative of the landscape and its subsurface Today, we have access to a wide array of
three-dimensional visualization products that provide interpretative information in
a GIS-structured environment Three-dimensional displays may provide additional
critical information not immediately apparent or possible to examine in two-dimensional renderings of data Geomorphometric analysis using digital elevation models (DEMs) and associated derivative products offers possibilities for quantitative
description and characterization of soil geomorphic relationships We will examine
several locations in the central USA for which soil-geomorphic data are available
within an area of a few 10's of kms Using 30-meter DEMs. the most commonly
available elevation data in the USA. we will establish more quantitative relationships between geomorphic surfaces, soils, and sediments In instances where multiple scale DEMs are available, we will develop criteria to determine the most representative scales for different geomorphic investigations
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Redoximorphic Soil Distribution in Valleys According to Stream Order.

ß. Mourier, Univ ofSavoie (CARRTEL Lab): C Walter, 1NRA Agrocampus Rennes,
UMR SAS: P. Méroi. IN RA Agrocampus Rennes. UMR SAS.
While a lot of work has been done on the prediction of waterlogged soils in small
catchments, we need to improve knowledge of the extension of these soils in large
catchments The spatial extent of water saturated soils is a key variable for the
hydrological response of a catchment and more generally for hydrological processes (flooding, solute transport, erosion). Soil water saturation generates anoxic
conditions recognized in soil morphology by redoxic or reductie features (WRB,
1998). Soil colour mottling, presence of iron and manganese (hydr)oxides, accumulation of organic soil material are morphological indicators which allow to infer
the soil water regime. The delineation within landscapes of the area affected by
topsoil redoximorphic features, called here Hydromorphic Zone (HZ), is therefore
a major issue for soil survey studies (Soil Survey Staff, 1995) Due to close relation
between topography and soil waterlogging, spatial modelling approaches based on
topographic attributes have been largely developed (McBratney et al., 2003) to predict HZ distribution over space. At catchment scale, energy and material flow vary
from sources to the outlet zone The origin of deposits (alluvial or colluvial material) may change while progressing in the catchment The aim of this study was to
analyze the extent of redoximorphic soils in the stream neighbourhood in relation
to the stream order. The study took place in a 10 000 km2 catchment (the Vilaine
river, Armorican massif, western France) where valley bottomland soils associated
to hydromorphic characteristics are common and cover up to 20 % of the basin
area. To describe the catchment organisation, we used the stream order according
to the Strahler classification (1952) to test the behaviour of the topographic index
(Beven and Kirkby, 1979) in a large range of morphological situations Two methods were carried out to define the HZ extension in each valley bottomland according to stream order: (i) Afieldstudy based on the delimitation of the HZ according
to redoximorphic features appearance along 60 transects; (ii) a modelling approach
linking a DEM derived topographic index and the digitized stream network of the
Vilaine. Considering topographic factors, the progressive valley expansion may
represent an enhancing factor of HZ extension. Thus, simple topographic index
modelling predicted increasing waterlogging in high order channel situations (order
6-7). By contrast,fielddelineation suggested that HZ extension remains stable with
increasing order and decreases significantly for high order situations. Topographic
index modelling appeared therefore effective in upper catchment situations (of first,
2nd and 3rd order). On opposite, the modelling efficiency was limited in high order
situations where the indices proved inappropriate: in such context, interactions
between adjacent hillslope and HZ are of second order importance whereas finescale valley bottomland morphology controls soil waterlogging duration. While
progressing in the catchment, soil material nearby the streams shifts from colluvial
origin in small orders to alluvial origin in high orders The origin of soil materials
affects soil water transmissivity and possibly plays also a major role in HZ extension Finally, the integration of the stream order should considerably improve the
efficiency of soil spatial distribution modelling over large areas.
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M R Ribeiro
Soil Landscape Relations in the Brazilian Fernando de Noronha Oceanic
Island, Southern Atlantic Ocean.

M. R. Ribeiro, F. A. Marques. S. M. B. Bittar. J. E IV. F. Lima. Univ Federal Rural
De Pernambuco.
The Brazilian Fernando de Noronha Archipelago, located 345 km oft'the Brazilian cost, at latitude 3° 5 I'S and longitude 32° 26' W, consists of a main island and
several islets, with a total area of about 18 4 km2. It is the top of a great volcanic
pile with a basal diameter on the ocean floor of 60 km at a depth of 4,000 meters
The main island, which gives the name to the Archipelago, has 17 6 km2 and is
the unique Brazilian oceanic island inhabited during 500 years. The Archipelago
has been studied in relation to several aspects, particularly, geology geomorphology and biology However, despite the recent advances in the scientific field, the
National Park do not have a satisfactory knowledge in terms of soils, their behavior
and landscape distribution The objective of this work was to study the properties
and distribution of the soils of the main island aiming to support actions and decisions towards the sustainable management of this ecological-touristic complex. In
a general geological description Fernando de Noronha is formed by a basal group
of' pyroclastic rocks (tuffs, breccias and agglomerates) invaded by diques of phonolites and trachytes and capped by a post-erosional flow of ankaratrites. A central
plateau, 50 to 70 m high, forms the main island, together with hills, and is limited by
steep slopes and scarps, sometimes directly submitted to marine abrasion In some
parts a coastal plain, formed by a narrow sandy strip of beaches, marine terraces
and sand dunes can be observed. The climate is tropical semi-arid with well-defined
dry and humid seasons (Aw'). The mean annual precipitation is 1,274 mm, with a
rainy season between February and July, and potential evapotranspiration of 1,942
mm per year The vegetation is a tree-shrub deciduous forest similar to the caatinga
vegetation of the semi-arid Northeast Brazil The dry tropical climate with oceanic
influence and the recent volcanic or sedimentary parent material are responsible for
the small weathering of the island soils The relief determines the local variations
According to the World Reference Base for Soil Resources (WRB) the soils belong
to the major groups of Leptosols, Vertisols, Cambisols and Arenosols The main
WRB soil units identified areCalcaric Arenosols. Mollic Leptosols,Eutric Lepto-

sols, Salic Vertisols, Sodic Vertisols, Chromic Vertisols, Dystric Cambisols, Vertic
Cambisols and Chromic Cambisols The Calcaric Arenosols are deep and sandy
soils developed on marine recent sedimentary deposits of the coastal plain areas.
The mineralogy ot'the sand grains is. essentially, composed by calcareous materials
from reefs, algae and see animals The topography of this soil unit is predominantly
level with small undulations. I.eptosols are related to the steep slopes ot'the central
plateau borders and hills, with a strongly rolling to hilly topography, stoniness and
rockiness. Vertisols are related with lower and slightly depressed areas, imperfectly
to poorly drained and susceptible to occasional brieffloodsduring the rainy season
Sodic and Chromic Vertisols are related to depressed areas in the top of the central
plateau, developed on parent materials from tuffs and ankaratrites. and the Salic
Vertisols can be found in the low plain of Atalaia beach, derived from alluvial
quaternary sediments influenced by sea water The Dystric Cambisols are related to
parent material from alkaline under-saturated rocks and occur in the lower slopes of
the phonolitic hills, with high levels of stoniness and rockiness. The Chromic Cambisols have ferric properties and are related to the most preserved parts ot'the central plateau, developed from the weathering of alkaline basic rocks (ankaratrites)
The good conditions of relief and depth, and the high fertility status, give to these
soils a great potential for agricultural activities. The Vertic Cambisols are related to
the gently slopes in the transition between Chromic Cambisols and Vertisols The
Vertic Cambisols have a double parent material derived from tuffs capped by the
material from the ankaratritic flow.
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R. N. Thwaites
Development of Soil Geomorphology as a Sub-discipline of Soil Science.
R. N. Thwaites. School of Natural Resource Sciences.
The development of soil geomorphology (or pedogeomorphology) has synthesised the knowledge and techniques ot'the two allied disciplines of pedology and
geomorphology Soil geomorphology relates the study of the genetic relationships
between soil materials and landforms with commensurate relationship between soil
processes and land-forming processes. William Morris Davis, one of the architects
of elevating geomorphology to a science, originally defined it as ' a function of
structure, process and stage [time].' An early champion of pedology, Hans Jenny,
expressed soils as being \ . . a function of climate, organisms, parent material, relief
and time' It largely remained that way until the quantitative revolution of the 1960s
along with the import accorded to the states of equilibria and the significant interest
in systems theory The redirection of geomorphology and pedology as applied sciences necessitated their redefinition and the opportunity for their integration. The
early soil-formation models of Glinka (Russia), Marbut (USA), Shaw (USA) and
Jenny (USA) all accentuated the modern influences of climate and the biosphere
as fundamental to soils rather than the longer term effects from the lithosphere and
geomorphic domains By the end 1940s, Robinson stated, 'the domain of pedology
may come to engross a considerable amount of dynamic geology' By then, Milne
had already published his concept of the catena, which was a clear integration of
geomorphology ('dynamic geology') and pedology within the domain soil science.
Palaeosols had been recognised since the 1930s but their importance for pedological and geomorphic studies was not recognised until the 1940s when they were
deemed to 'hold promise as a key to environmental conditions of past geologic
ages ' It was not until the 1950s that the soil scientists embraced geomorphological
principles and concepts into their thinking to any significant degree For example,
the pioneering field studies by Butler and others during the 1950s to 1970s from the
CSIRO in Australia, and some British work in Africa in the 1950s and 1960s Only
more recently has there been a move to formally embrace pedology as a component
within geomorphology, especially through the use of soil stratigraphic concepts.
Much of the work in this context developed in the midwest USA from the 1950s
onwards through several workers including pioneers such as Ruhe, as well as by
Birkeland from the 1960s onwards in the southwest USA, although much groundwork was done by the USGS, Corps of Engineers, and the USDA-SCS. The 'soil
landscape' as a soil-geomorphological concept has proved to be both popular and
rewarding for landscape analysis and interpretation and is the basis for soil mapping in the USA and much of the rest of the world The more recent (1970s) soil
landscape system concept can be construed as a dynamic 3-dimensional pedogeomorphic model in keeping with an ecological interpretation of soil science. Soil
landscape mapping in some instances now includes more formalised soil geomorphological approaches, such as the soil materials mapping method in New South
Wales, as does regolith-terrain mapping for understanding regolith pedogenesis,
stratigraphic analysis of surficial materials, and interpreting deeply weathered or
residual soils The future for soil-geomorphological research lies in the application
of catenary soil-landscape systems analysis as soil-landscape modelling for the prediction of unobserved soil/regolith properties from observed land-surface features
and knowledge of land-surface processes. The major assumption is that soil and
geomorphic patterns co-vary through soil-geomorphic processes Such explicit,
quantitative models are crucial to further our understanding of earth surface and
sub-surface features and processes This rigorous modelling of the soil-landscape
draws strongly on the State Factorial approach to pedogenesis but the holistic systems approach revises this basis completely.
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K.Y.Jung
Spatial Variability of the Soil Properties of Mapping Unit on Mountain Foot
Slope in Granite Gneiss Area.

K. Y. Jung. E. S. Yun. I. S. Son. Yeongnam Agricultural Research Institute. NICS.
RDA. Korea.
In Korea, upland soils are distributed mainly in mountain (Mt ) foot slope and hilly
areas where the slope is more than 7%m having harsh production environments
The soils on Mt foot slopes have a quite low productivity, because of insufficient
land consolidation and inappropriate soil management In addition, the soil fertility
of mapping units on Mt foot slope showed a heterogeneity that was caused by high
spatial variation of mass and soil water flow To get some information for precision
agriculture on sloping land management, this study was conducted in Goje myeon,
Keochang count. Gyeongnam province, an area which is well developed mountain
foot slope in granite gneiss at 2003. The experimental site was divided into a grid
(1 Ox 10m unit) of equal distance square, in order to make the outline. The extraction
of soil sampling site measured by GPS and the descriptive statistics was calculated
within the grid. Finally, the spatial variation was analyzed using Kriging method
and GIS spatial analysis tool to create the outline of this particular region Variation
of soil physico-chemical properties according to minuteness terrain indicated that
the plow depth, the content of organic matter and av P205 in soil were increasing
from convex apical to nonapical as shown in fig. 1 The spatial variation of the inorganic content like pH, available P205, and Ca, was large. For the range in prices,
it was in order of av. P205 > pH > Ca > Mg However, the soil pH did not show
any concrete difference for the unit grid. The fresh weight of chinese cabbage in
nonapicalareas was greater than in convex apical The difference of fresh weight of
chinese cabbage fact may be derived from difference of the soil chemical property
and soil moisture holding capacity due to soil depth.
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R D Taskey
Pedologic Points and Geomorphic Space: Rethinking the Soil Map Unit
Paradigm.
R. D. Taskey. Cal Pofy/USDA NRCS.
In soil survey, mappers must recognize, record, interpret, and convey meaningful soil-geographic patterns They accomplish this by amassing soil point data and
classifying each pedon into its appropriate preestablished taxonomie unit, a process
which largely is empirical, analytical, and deductive They also create map units
intended to depict soil patterns across the landscape They do this by inferring and
delineating perceived spatial changes in one or more of the soil-forming factors, a
process which principally is rationalistic, predictive, and inductive. Concurrently,
they contrive soil-landscape models to correlate and extrapolate point data into
the spatial units Mappers regard the process as a mix of science and art Although
they have been formally educated and trained in the sciences of soil morphology
and classification, they rarely have been adequately schooled in the "art" of creating reliable spatial patterns from an assortment of pedons and taxonomie units
They proceed by trial and error, perhaps with capable mentoring, but with little
written guidance. Three factors confound the situation and contribute to confusion. First, each ot'the five soil-forming factors has multiple attributes, resulting in
dozens of choices with no firm criteria for setting and applying priorities Second,
the soil-landscape models remain mostly in the mappers' heads—at least until the
survey is published Although recent advancements address this shortcoming, a significant gap remains between concept and practice Third, taxonomie names (eg ,
soil series), which are determined deductively from elaborate, exacting, uniform
criteria arranged in a strict written hierarchy (Soil Taxonomy), are applied to map
units, which are created inductively from entirely different, unwritten and incoherent models This paper proposes that the fundamental process of designing map
units be transformed from its current rationalistic-predictive-inductive approach
to one that parallels the empirical-analytical-deductive methods employed in taxonomie decisions Map units should derive from their own clearly defined spatial
criteria, rather than by assumptions of soil-forming factors and extrapolations
from point data This paper further proposes that rationalistic-predictive-inductive
models be employed not to design map units, but solely (insofar as is practicable)
to correlate taxonomie units (along with pedologic and edaphic data) with map
units Two related frameworks are put forward to advance the proposals The first
is a simple landscape hierarchy intended to parallel the taxonomie hierarchy It
is a rule-restricted four (or in some cases five) tiered ranking of spatially related
natural and constructed features It provides a qualitative foundation for map unit
design and for sophisticated quantitative and technological applications Second,
a dichotomous key is offered to qualitatively structure soil-landscape models and
link taxonomie units to map units Finally, an alternative naming convention is
suggested to reflect the criteria by which map units are designed. This system has
been applied successfully in the soil survey of Yosemite National Park. California
Perhaps more importantly, students have shown no confusion in understanding or
accepting the approach.
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M D. L Rodriguez Gamino
Relationships Between Soil Properties and Knvironmental Biophysical Units
in Milpa Alta, Central Mexico.
J. Lópe: Blanco. Inslituto de Geografia UN AM: V.C. Gilberlo. Depto. El Hombre y
su Ambiente UAM-.X: M. D. L. Rodriguez Gamino. Inslituto de Geografia UNAM.
Spatial variation of soil properties is significantly influenced by factors as climate, relief, parental material, vegetation, and anthropogenic disturbances caused
by human activities Several studies have demonstrated that soils properties are
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related mainly to relief characteristics in different ecosystems Furthermore, the
horizontal and vertical distribution of soils results from the influence from edaphic
factors The relationships that exist between the geomorphologic dynamic and of
soil dynamic are fundamental to establish landuse potentialities within the environmental planning process The objective of this work is to know the relationships
between the physical and chemical soil properties regarding to the environmental
biophysical units (EBU) applying a geomorphological approach in the delegation
Milpa Alta. Central Mexico We used 1994 aerial photographs at l:75,000to scale
to delineate the morphogenetic units that after that they were cartographic database
to obtain the EBU They were used as a base to establish the soil-sampling sites
The morphogenetic units were delineated considering the four fundamental factors
of relief General and specific origin, relief type, age-lithology and geometric class
of relief A 30-cm depth was considered to obtain the 34 soil samples distributed
in the study area Samples were dried and sieved. The physical properties considered were: moisture, porosity, bulk density, soil-color and texture. The chemicals
properties were: pH, organic matter, N+, K.+, Mg++, Ca++ and Cationic Exchange
Capacity (CEC) The main types of relief delineated were: volcanic endogenous
accumulative of mountain hillslopes of basaltic-andesitic-dacitic lava flows of
Pleistocene-Holocene; volcanic endogenous accumulative of andesitic-basaltic-dacitic mountain hillslopes (cinder cones) of Pleistocene-Holocene; volcanic
endogenous accumulative of high and medium hills (cinder cones) of andesiticbasaltic of Pleistocene; volcanic endogenous accumulative (andesitic-basaltic)
and exogenous alluvial of local piedmont of pleistocene; exogenous accumulative
Alluvial Local Piedmont of Andesitic-Basaltic Hills of Pleistocene and Exogenous
Accumulative of Alluvial Plain (Crater Bottom of Cinder Cone) and Alluvial Intermountain Plain of Holocene Results show that physical and chemicals soil properties are statistically strong related to relief characteristics The higher moisture
contain values were affected by slope inclination and its and its relief position. The
topography was the main factor that explains soil variation regarding its relief situation Slope affected the organic matter contain percentages values on sites of high
both moisture contain and vegetation cover values taking as spatial reference the
EBU Most of EBUxs presented forest land cover therefore they are an important
nutrients source including N, P, S, K, N, C, Mg and some micronutrients In some
cases, soil properties affect growing and distribution of vegetation types in different slope values that they are controlled by the availability of nutrients of soil
However, the differences between the EBUxs are due to the climatic conditions, the
types of vegetation and mainly to the landuse of the environmental units. EBUxs
soils present a high amount of organic matter and have a good aggregation This
aggregation allow a good infiltration and aeration which make to soils resistant to
erosion processes and help to provide a favorable biological habitat. In the EBUxs
there is a process of conversion from forest cover to agricultural land use or grassland, this reduced the organic matter amount and therefore, reduce the productivity
of soil The pi I is neutral where the vegetation cover is high, mainly on mixed forest of Pinus sp, Abies sp and Alnus sp The pH is moderately acid where the organic
matter content is low and where the vegetation cover is medium with mainly Pinus
sp forest and scrub The alluvial plain presents a pH strongly acid with a high
organic matter content, due to the use of fertilizers in the agricultural activities The
soil-geomorphology relationships obtained in this work have served as a base in the
decision-making process during the proposal of land management programs of the
natural resources of the study area
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I Nikolskii Gavrilov

Prediction of Climate Change Impact on Soil Properties (Example of
Mexico).

/. Nikolskii Gavrilov. M. Castillo Alvares. O. Bakhlaeva. Colegio de Postgraduados.
The method based on the established quantitative relationship between Budykos
radiative index of dryness and modal values of some regional virgin soils properties
was applied to predict the integral soil fertility index alteration at altitudes from 0 to
2500 m above sea level because of expected global climate change during XXI century The existing data of predicted air temperature, global radiation and precipitation were used in the analysis Finally, the areas with different levels of agricultural
and virgin soils fertility alteration due to the climate change were determined

The Quaternary terraced landform is one of the most prominent geomorphic features in respond to the active tectonics in Taiwan. In general, the river terraces with
relative height greater than 80 meters above current channel are covered by red
soils on the surfaces, and are designated as "lateritic terraces". Therefore, they are
ideal to serve not only as a marker to gauge the surface deformation, but also as a
chronosequence to examine the development of red (or lateritic) soils. This study
includes the lateritic terraces in the Pakua, Touliu and Chushan areas in central
Taiwan The soils on the surfaces graded from strong brown to yellowish red in
color, which in trend roughly agree with the ascending altitude of terraces in each
area A total of 10 representative soil pedons are described and sampled from the
terraces. These soils exhibit various degree of laterization, and are classified as
Udepts, Udults and Udoxs in Soil Taxonomy. However, the parent materials of the
soils depend on sediments from different fluvial systems. The profile development
index, PDI, is also calculated by quantifying 6 field properties (rubification, total
texture, moist structure, consistence, dry consistence, and clay coatings) of soils.
The result agrees with the post-incisive type of soil chronosequence However, the
PDI values is not adequate for the correlation of river terraces which soils were
developed from different sources, without help from other data such as Fe oxide
content and composition.
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A. Gal

Indicators of Soil Degradation Processes on a Chernozem Field in Hungary.

A. Gal. Szent Istvan Univ. Soil Science and Agrochemistry Dept; T. Szegi. Szent
Istvan Univ. Soil Science and Agrochemistry Dept; B. Simon. Szent Istvan Univ.
Soil Science and Agrochemistry Dept: B. Szeder. Szent Istvan Univ. Soil Science and
Agrochemistry Dept; E. Micheli. Szent Istvan Univ. Soil Science and Agrochemistry
Depl: E. Tombacz. Univ of Szeged. Dept of Colloid Chemistry: A. Zsolnay. GSF
Institut für Bodenökologie; J. Akagi. GSF Institut für Bodenökologie.
Soil degradation is a severe problem all over the world. Finding indicators and giving predictions of soil degradation is an important task to prevent loss of our most
important natural, non-renewable resource The study area is located in Hungary, in
the Carpathian basin Most of the agricultural soils in Hungary developed on calcareous loess, which is a favorable parent material for fertile soil formation Chernozems have been considered very good soils in their natural conditions, but most of
these loess derived soils have been cultivated for several centuries. Unfortunately,
almost the entire area of Chernozems in the country has experienced erosion and/or
structural degradation mainly due to inappropriate land use practice Monitoring
soil quality is an important, but recent, activity. The objective of the research was
tofindearly biological and physical indicators for soil degradation on a Chernozem
soil The study area is located on the Szent Istvan University Experimental Farm,
in Northern Hungary. Four soil profiles were examined in details on a topographic
catena, representing different levels of erosion (no, low, high erosion and accumulation profile) and other types of soil degradation (structural and biological) The
following laboratory analyses were carried out: "general laboratory analyses (total
organic carbon - TOC %, soil organic matter - OM %, dissolved organic carbon
- DOC, cation exchange capacity - CEC, pH, size distribution, CaC03 content,
base saturation - BS% and bulk density - BD determination), «detailed characterization of organic matter (humic acid and fulvic acid extraction, fractionation and
determination of the E4/E6 ratio) 'microaggregate stability measurement by rheology (Vane method), -analyses for biological parameters (ratio of different functional groups of microorganisms (bacteria, fungi) and density of earthworms and
springtails) and 'enzimatic characterization (dehydrogenase, urease, phosphatase
and ß-glucosidase activity). Based on the general laboratory analyses we concluded
that the organic matter content and quality declined with increasing degree of erosion At the lowest profile position (accumulation profile) structural degradation of
the translocated organic matter was shown Consequences of these drastic changes
in the organic matter status of the soil could be well defined by measuring changes
in the structural stability and biological parameters Rheology gives good indication of microaggregate stability through examining the strength and stability of
the physical network and the composition of the particles These soil properties
have strong, well-defined connection with tolerating cultivation and capability for
withstand erosion According to our rheological measurement the bonding strength
between soil particles in microaggregates declined, thus structural degradation and
susceptibility for erosion could be well defined The physical parameters compared
to the biological parameters are more resistant and change slower in soils, thus
the use of biological parameters for early indication of degradation could be more
appropriate. Along the sampling sites we have found that with increasing level of
physical degradation and decline in organic matter content the investigated biological and enzymatic parameters followed a tendency toward deterioration.
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G. A Demidenko

Evolution Of Ecosystems Of The Central Siberia in the 1'pper Pleistocene
(paleopedological data).
G. A. Demidenko. Krasnoyarsk State Agricultural Univ.
H. Tsai. Depl of Geography. National Changhua Univ of Education: W. S. Huang. The northern part of Central Siberia is strongly impacted by permafrost and the soil
forming processes in the Pleistocene occurred under its effect That time external
Dept of Geography. National Changhua Univ of Education; Z. Y. Hseu. Dept of
condition of natural environment led to formation of peculiar natural substances—
Environmental Science and Engineering. National Pingtung Univ of Science and
paleosoils The climate changing during all geological periods and ages was the
Technology: Z S. Chen. Depl ofAgricultural Chemistry. National Taiwan Univ.
main factor of the process Paleosoils have been studied on archaeological sites
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H.Tsai
The Profile Development Index (PDI) of the Lateritic rRver Terraces in
Central Taiwan.
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within the Middle Yenisei basin in southern taiga (Priangara plateau) The multilayer archaeological site Ust- Kova lies on the left bank of R.Angara, immediately
over the R Kova mouth The R Angara second terrace joins the R Kova second-plain
terrace with in the digging site area The soil-forming zone of the Ust-Kova pedocomplex comprises two soilsiboth w ith the preserved A horizon In the lower buried
soil, the A horizon (150-180 cm from the day surface) is represented by a darkbrown humified loam The parts of plant roots are ferruginated, showing abundant
coaly inclusions and features of solifluction From morphological description, the A
horizon has a typically chernozem-lake humus The A horizon of the upper buried
soil (120-127 cm from the day surface) is a dark-grey or brown humified loam
having suffered loam having suffered solifluction The horizon is ferruginated, carbonised, gleyed; it contains carbonaceous inclusions Micromorphologically,the A
horizon of the upper buried soil is a typical chernozem-like humus. The A horizon
in the lower and upper buried soils are quite similar both morphologically and geochemically It may thus be assumed that the lower and upper buried soils of the UstKova pedocomplex have formed in the steppe conditions after the chernozem-like
soil pattern The two-member structure of soil-forming zones is no longer revealed
in the Ust-Kova pedocomplex which shows strong secondary carbonation, and is
slightly fenferrous. In single sample of the pedocomplex's buried soils, spore-pollen spectra have been found which indicate vegetation of cold steppe areas.
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V. F. Val'Kov
Common Features of the Soils of Forest Biogeocenoses.
V.F.Val 'Kov. Rostov State Univ.
Under modern conditions of biosphere functioning, forests represent such indispensable global phenomena as cumulation of living substance and of essential
chemical elements, as well as preservation of the carbon-oxygen balance established through centuries The forest and herbaceous flora in the diversity of its
life forms are the basic types of the Earth biogeocenoses The zonal nature of forest associations varies from boreal taiga forests to tropical rain forests. Given the
vast diversity of bio-ecologic extensional authenticity, all forests are the same in
their soil-genetic essence At vegetation period temperatures not lower than 50F
(10 Celsius), the humid climate of the forest causes constant soils irrigation Thus,
substances which are water soluble should be washed out of soil. However nutritive materials are hardly ever carried away. Forest phitocenoses have formed out as
eluvial-proof vegetation type The essence of this adaptation lies in the mechanism
of the forest cumulating and retaining the necessary stock of organogenic elements
not in the soil itself, but in the biomass, which is much safer The biological circulation of elements in a forest association is close to direct exchange of elements
between living organisms and their litter. Elements in a forest association migrate
by means of solutions of various substances ascending to the leafage and fixing in
the biomass of the trees The biological circulation of elements in a forest association features the following: the litter forming the forest floor is the main source of
plants nutrition, the biomass is the major stock of biophilic elements. The concentration of the elements for mineral nutrition in the biogenic substance is the most
important characteristic of forest biogeocenoses The major ecologie function of
soil in the forest biogeocenoses is to provide optimal conditions for unhindered
growth of tree roofages with their high absorbing capacity The term "fertility"
applied to natural conditions loses its agronomic sense as the ability to satisfy the
needs of vegetation is characteristic not only of the soil but of the biological association itself. At the same time forest soils being the habitat of tree rootages may
be estimated from the ecological point of view as high fertility soils despite their
agricultural inutility This proves the fertility paradox: there is no soil absolutely
fertile, there are only soils fertile for this or that biocenosis Almost all forest soils,
especially Podzols and Ferrasols, strongly lack bioorganic elements, their layers
are almost non-humus, but despite being well-irrigated, at the same time they are
the substratum for extraproductive biogeocenoses The forest soil sideview is constituted by two functional layers The surface layer of the forest floor represents
maximum concentration of different processes varying in their biological essence
This layer is constantly renewed and provides the stability of the biological circulation The underlying mass possessing a certain geographic specificity of genetic
layers is not capable of retaining the chemical elements, but these layers are optimal environment for developing vast rootages able to capture from this forest floor
everything that is biologically vital
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K. H Ludovici
Soil Carbon Inputs from a 60-year Chronosequence of Decaying Pine Roots.
K. H. Ludovici. USDA-Foresl Sen-ice. Southern Research Station: D. D. Richter.
Duke Univ: K. A. Magrini. National Renewable Energy Lab.
Samples of root biomass and co-located soil, from mature loblolly pine stands
which were clear-cut from 0 to 60 years ago, were characterized with pyrolysis
molecular beam mass spectrometry (py-MBMS) Determinations of constituents
of soil organic matter (SOM) were made for 30 soil cores and 30 decomposing
lateral roots Mass spectra were run in triplicate and principle component analysis
used to determine the correlated groups of products that track their transformation
into stable constituents of SOM The component groups of resins, cellulose, lignin and carbohydrate degradation products varied considerably within the sample
set Scores of individual mass spectrums indicate root samples are tightly grouped
by chemistry, and suggest that root material from more recently harvested sites
had higher loadings of lignin and carbohydrates, while roots from trees harvested

60 years ago had higher extractive and resin loadings The overlaying spectrum
explained 66% of the variance in the data set A PLS regression model that predicts
the length of time of root decomposition based on the extractives content had an
r2 value of 0.90 Previous work on loblolly pine root decomposition documented a
lengthy process which can be modeled with good precision as a function of ground
line stump diameter and years since harvest (Ludovici et al 2002). Results from
this additional work indicate that py-MBMS can be used to differentiate carbon
chemistry and to predict the length of root decomposition The mass spectrum of a
subset of co-located root and soil samples have been overlay and clearly show the
similarity of the 2 samples in that soil carbon looks like the root carbon
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Thirty-five Year Changes in Soil Mn, Zn, B, Cu, and Fe in Response to Forest
Growth.

J. Li. D. Richter. A. Mendoza. P. Heine. School of Environment and Earth
Sciences. Duke Univ.
Changes in soil micronutrients (Mn, Zn, B, Cu and Fe) over periods of years to centuries are not widely explored At the Calhoun Experimental Forest in the Piedmont of
South Carolina, repeated soil sampling of 16 0.2-ha permanent plots are used to estimate changes in micronutrient concentrations in a forest that grew from seedlings to
mature trees over 35 years Soils from 1962 and 1997 were extracted with both 0.05M
HCl and acid-ammonium oxalate (AAO) to examine changes in two chemical fractions of the micronutrients Air-drying and storage effect were also tested Overall,
the medians of AAO-extractable Mn, Zn, and Cu were 2.3-6.5 times the medians of
HCI-extractable Mn, Zn, and Cu throughout the upper 60cm The Pearson's product
moment correlation coefficients of HCl and AAO extractable Mn, Zn and Cu were
0.86, 0.71 and 0.60 respectively, suggesting that both methods extracted similar soil
fractions, although AAO was much more aggressive at complexing and solubilizing metals. In the 35-year period, Mn, Zn, and B were depleted throughout the profile (0-60cm), with HCI-extractable B declining significantly in each of the four soil
depths (p-value<0 00l) In contrast, Cu remained relatively unchanged throughout
0-35cm, and even increased significantly at 35-60cm (p-value<0.05). Converse to
Cu, Fe remained unchanged at 35-60cm but increased significantly over 0-35cm (pvalue<0.0l). Results indicate the soil has little ability to resupply B, while Cu and Fe
have remained readily available over several decades. Soil acidification, as much as
0.5-1 2 pH units decrease in the soil profile from 1962 to present, has likely been one
factor in the observed patterns This study suggests strikingly contrasting processes
control the bioavailability of soil Cu, Zn, Mn, Fe, and B.
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M. M Taboada-Castro
Aggregates Stability in a Removed Soil Undergoing a Recovering Process.
M. M. Taboada-Castro. Univ de A Coruha; V. Do Nascimento. Univ Estadual
Paulista; M. C. Alves. Univ Estadual Paulista: T. Taboada. Univ de A Coruha.
Between five and eight metres of a soil profile (Oxisol) were removed during the
building of a power station in llha Solteira-SP (Brazil) This subsoil was tested for
four years with different revegetation treatments, in some cases emendations were
applied Treatments: Tl (control, exposed soil), T2: uncultivated soil, T3: Mucuna
(Mucuna aterrima), T4: guandu (Cajanus cajan)/beans, T5: limed+mucuna, T6:
limed+guandu, T7: limed+gypsum+mucuna, T8: limed+ gypsum + guandu Afterwards Braquiaria decubems was sowed Six years later, three depths were sampled
(0-10, 10-20y 20-40 cm) in each testing part (four repetitions) The aggregates stability was evaluated (wet sieving) and the aggregate mean weight diameter (MWD)
was determined Between 0-10 cm of depth, the MWD of the aggregates stable to
water was higher than in the other depths (10-20 y 20-40 cm), partly influenced
by the effect of the brachiaria's radicled system, concentrated mainly in this layer.
The following sequence was observed in relation to the treatments: T8 > T6 > T7
>T3 > T2 >T4 >T5 > Tl. The control plot (Tl, exposed soil without vegetation),
showed the lowest MWD value (1 76 mm) proving more inestability than the other
plots in recuperation process. However, the treatment T8 appeared to be the most
effective to recover the aggregates stability, that show the MWD value (2 64 mm)
Likewise, T6 and T7 treatments showed themselves MWD similar values, 2 46
y 2.40 mm respectively The behaviour of aggregates in plot T2, the one that was
tilled but not cultivated, was similar to T3 (mucuna before braquiaria) This could
have to do with the copious spontaneous vegetation developed throughout several
years that would provide organic matter, and together with the effect of this type of
roots would help in the aggregation process Despite that the treatments to recover
this degradated area allowed to recover most of the aggregates stability, it is less
than the normal levels found in nearly cultivated areas
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Crop Rotation Systems to Sustainable Vegetable Production in the South of
Uruguay.

R. Docampo. C. Garcia. S. Casanova. A. Rabuffelli. National Research Inst of
Agriculture of Uruguay.
Since 1995. there are in INIA-Uruguay different crop rotation systems to evaluate
physical and economically the evolution of onion production and the soil properties
(physical, chemical and biological) to maintain environment and natural resources.
The objective of the present work is to know the evolution of the organic carbon
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(Org C) content in soil after ten years of vegetable crop rotation The continuous
vegetable system is: onion—hen manure in the summer; onion—sweet corn (fallow
buried); onion - green manure (moha); onion - bean production In all sequences
nitrogen response is evaluated (0, 80, and 120 kg ofN ha-1) on onion crop. Sample
soil at 0 20 m depth was taken after onion harvest during 10 years, once a year, to
measure the organic carbon content. Experimental design is split plot with three
replications Results of two years (1995 and 2004) are analyzed to study the stability of organic carbon in soil in all crop onion rotation Sequence of onion crop with
hen manure without urea (0 kg of N ha-1) lost significantly less organic carbon
in soil (42 kg) when compared with the other sequences and levels of nitrogen
incorporated (900 kg in average of Org C lost) Among the others sequence did
not have significant difference In addition to this, onion—hen manure sequence
yielded significantly more than the other sequences in the 10 years of experiment
This results show that organic carbon content in soil allowed compare the different
sequences and to know which is the best in order to maintain good conditions to
produce maintaining natural resources through the time
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C Drury

Long-term Effects of Fertilization and Crop Rotation on Soil, Water and Air
Quality.

C. Drury. Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada; D. Reynolds. Agriculture & AgriFood Canada; C. Tan. Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada; D. W. McKenney. Unir
of Windsor; E. G. Gregorich. Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada.
Corn yields, soil organic carbon (SOC), and C02 and N20 emissions were recently
measured over a four-year period on long-term cropping treatments established in
1959 on a Brookston clay loam soil in southwestern Ontario. Treatments included
fertilized and not-fertilized continuous corn, and fertilized and not-fertilized rotation corn (corn-oats-alfalfa-alfalfa) with each phase present each year Crop rotation increased corn yields and SOC contents relative to continuous corn Emissions of C02 and N20 were measured in the corn phase and were found to vary
among treatments, with time of year, and across years Averaged over 4 years, C02
emissions were 50% greater from the fertilized rotation corn treatment than from
the fertilized continuous corn treatment The C02 emissions from the fertilized
continuous corn treatment were almost twice as high as those from the unfertilized com unions corn treatment whereas the fertilized rotation com had 20% greatet
C02 emissions than not-fertilized rotation corn. The 4-yr average N20 emissions
were 88% greater from the fertilized rotation corn treatment (4.94 kg N/ha) than
from the fertilized continuous corn treatment (2.63 kg N/ha) Twice as much N20
was emitted with fertilized continuous corn than with not-fertilized continuous corn
(1.32 kg N/ha) Hence, both fertilization and crop rotation increased C02 and N20
emissions in the corn phase.
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New Technology and the NRCS Soil Survey Maintenance/Update Process in
Abilene, Texas.
J. Gordon. A. Stahnke. USDA-NRCS.
Recent advances in field data collection and geospatial analysis technologies have
the potential to increase the efficiency, consistency, and reliability of soil surveys.
Geospatial analysis tools such as a Geographic Information System (G1S) will have
an integral role in future resource inventory applications. The National Cooperative Soil Survey, through the National Soil Survey Handbook (NSSH), Part 610
has acknowledged the utility of GIS technology in mapping operations and in the
development of ancillary products which aid in describing and mapping patterns
of landscape features correlated to the spatial distribution of soil properties The
Abilene Soil Survey Office has been charged with maintaining/updating soil surveys using only digital techniques and methods The field soil mappers/scientists in
the office are taking full advantage of existing and emerging technologies in order
to capture, inventory, and analyze resource information The maintenance/update
process will focus on documenting and evaluating soil map units and line placement using new and existing GIS tools, as well as field observations Preliminary
soil survey maintenance/update investigations have traditionally been conducted
using a combination of field observations and analysis of existing hard-copy geology, topographic, vegetation, soils, and other maps These investigations provide
the basis for the evaluation of current soil-landscape models and line placement
in maintenance/update soil surveys. While the use of GIS technologies to store,
display, distribute, and manipulate soil survey information has already been institutionalized, a standardized approach for the implementation of G1S technologies for
maintenance/update has not been developed GIS technology can be used to analyze important environmental characteristics of the soil survey area. Digital maps
and/or data layers that quantify differences in aspect, elevation, geology, slope gradient, slope curvature, vegetation and other environmental features can be readily
generated, provided adequate data sources are available In maintenance/update
soil surveys, these data layers combined with other analyses can be used to evaluate
current map unit design, line placement, and the distribution of soils series and map
units within a survey area and/or Major Land Resource Area. It is our goal to use
a series of G1S tools, data layers and procedures that will increase the efficiency,
consistency, and reliability of soil surveys.

S Sivakumaran

Effect of Temperature and Moisture on the Rate of Nitrogen Mineralization,
Microbial Activity and C:N Ratio in Soils.

.S'. Sivakumaran. I. Mclvor. S. Green, 1. Vogeler. M. Deurer. T. Mills. B. Clothier.
HortResearch.
The growth of all organisms depends on the availability of mineral nutrients, and
none is more important than nitrogen, which is required in large amounts as an
essential component of proteins, nucleic acids and other cellular constituents. A
laboratory controlled experiment was designed to investigate the effect of temperature and moisture on soil N mineralization, Microbial activity and CN ratios
for soils with differing % of soil organic carbon from Te Puke Hortl6A kiwifruit
orchard. New Zealand, Palmerston North, New Zealand soil pile, and Motueka
apple orchard. New Zealand The soils were incubated at three temperatures 5°C,
I5°C, and 25°C and at three soil moistures 50, 75, and 100 % field capacity and
sampling was carried out on 0, 7, 14, 28, 56, 112, and 224 days In addition, the
approach HortResearch, New Zealand is using to understand soil function will be
discussed.
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R.L.Day
Evaluation of Fuzzy-logic Based Soil Inference Modeling for Soil Survey
Updates in Pennsylvania.
R. L. Day. Pennsylvania State Univ; E. White. USDA-NRCS; G. W. Petersen.
Pennslyvania State Univ; J. Chibirka. USDA-NRCS.
Soil inference modeling, based on fuzzy-logic theory, was applied to Soil Survey
mapping updates in watersheds of two Pennsylvania Counties. SoLIM software,
developed by the University of Wisconsin, was used to conduct the modeling Geographic information system (G1S) data were analyzed to characterize landscape
topographic and environmental parameters and were combined with expert knowledge to predict spatial distributions of soils and associated probabilities of occurrence Expert knowledge data acquisition included interviews with field soil scientists and "data mining" of prior field mapping from published Soil Survey Reports
Effectiveness of "data mining" to accelerate the modeling process was evaluated
Field validation was conducted to evaluate model success.

Seedlings.
,/ Nadimikeri. S.V.Univ.
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J Garrigó
3D Soils Cover Models and Their Use for Pedological and Environmental
Studies.
J. Garrigó. Dept de Quimica y Edafologia. Univ de Navarra: D. Elustondo. Dept
de Quimica y Edafologia. Univ de Navarra: J. Bech. Univ de Barcelona.

The sand and gravelly sand media in rigid cylinders with different proportions and
sizes of gravels and sands at various water tensions was prepared For comparison,
cores of forest topsoil was used The growth of pre germinated maize seedlings of
72 hours after transplanting them in to these media was measured Compared with
growth in forest topsoil, root lengths averaged over sand and gravelly sand media
were 27% less, depth of penetration was 65% less, and primary seminal root diameter was 36% greater Further, primary seminal roots were significantly shorter and
shallower and penetrometer resistance was greater with the higher proportions of
gravel, the smaller sizes of gravel and sand and the lower soil water tension Penetration resistance increased nearly six fold as the volumetric percentage of gravel
increased from 0-45 with a corresponding reduction in depths of root penetration
below the seed of 30 % The resistance of close packed sands to root penetration
and the further hardening effect of gravel highlight the importance of promoting
root-size pores to bypass mechanical resistance.

A study about spatial variability of soils and their features is shown This study is
the initial stage of a work designed to appraise the use of organic residues to restore
eroded areas and their use in order to improve soil structure and vegetation cover
The irregularity of mountain areas implies a very high variability of their environmental features It provides necessary study of the spatial variation of soil parameters to delimit possible experimental areas and to find their background values
Because soil studies are destructive, we chose to do a soil sampling, on irregular
mesh, from the locations we divided into plots to interpolate the soil parameters
inside them The study area is located in an eroded area sited on a mountain environment It is on a simple slope between the summit and the footslope Lithology
in this area is shaped for an intercalation of marls and hard limestones of Eocene
period Temperature average is I l°C and precipitation is 850mm/year but very
irregular The soil moisture regime is xeric; it is favored for the limited thickness
of the soils In spite of the limited studied surface, the soil typology is very varied
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J. Nadimikeri
Impact of Sands and Gravels on Root Growth : Implications for Maize
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Variations in the parent material and landscape position are the main causes of
this diversity Usually the soils are thickness (less than 40cm) If the parent material is marl they are eroded soils, A-Cr type, eroded (Lithic Haploxeroll or Lithic
xerorthents); and if the parent material is a hard limestone they are reddish very
developed soils, A-B-R type (Lithic llaploxerept or Lithic Haploxeralt) In accumulation areas appear soils more thick and slightly evolved, A-B-C type (Typic
Haploxerepts) Vegetation is very influenced by the human activity At times in
agriculture, at times in ovine cattle or in the forestry use of the little woods which
have resisted the human pressure in the less productive areas, over hard limestones.
The sampling area was set in a rectangular surface of 200x300m It was sampled
at two levels: four profiles of representative soils and 30 aleatory points. Each one
of these points has been sampled to 0 to 8cm and 8 to 20cm, and the points over
deep soils a third sample has been sampled to 20 to 60cm. The parameters and soil
analyses studied were: location (UTM) and soil thickness, bulk density, aggregate
stability, water retention 33kPa and l500Kpa, Munsell soil color, gravels, soil particle size, pH, EC, % organic C, %N, %CaC03 equivalent Other features evaluated
indirectly were: C/N, erodibility factor (K), AWC (Available Water Capacity) and
total organic C and N (kg/m2). The GIS program Idrisi Kilimanjaro vl4.0 was
used to calculate the digital elevation model (DEM) and to do kriging and other
surface analyses 3D-Maps of soil cover show a good correlation with the environmental parameters and allow establishing models of distribution patterns of the
diverse characteristics analyzed with geology and the topography The zones with
less organic C are located in the eroded zones and with a greater slope, the CaC03
is minimum in the soils more evolved and located in the high zone of the landscape
and maximum in the eroded zones contain more superficial parental material. A
very detailed soil map was made, and correlates well with observed reality. Another
interesting product is to quantify the absolute values of some important soil parameters for the environment like the total content of organic C and the capacity of
water storage of the zone This derived the study of erodibility or special correlation
between some soil parameters and the structural stability can be a useful tool to
understand dynamics of the system This shows some questions about soil spatial
variability and its implication in some of the models The random sampling avoids
overvaluing some soils that are not abundant A deep knowledge of the genesis and
the typology of soils—directed sampling—is necessary for a correct interpretation
of the results of the random samplings.especially when these introduce an important statistical manipulation. The combination of the GIS, and its tools, with the soil
random samplings, together with the study of its apparent density, allows the making of a simple detailed soil cartography and quantification of the parameters of it:
This increases its practical interest remarkably and it approximates it to the reality.
The accomplishment of these models can be the base of the study of the dynamics
of soils, its different phases and from its interaction with the environment. At the
same time, it implies a revision of the valuation that is made by means of models
based on directed samplings and to small scales.
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Human Activities, Soil Properties and Landscape Relations in Two Mountain
Regions in Bulgaria.
E. Velizarova. Forest Pedology Dept. Forest Research Inst. Bulgarian Academy of
Sciences; J. Bech, Unix de Barcelona; M. Sokolovska. Forest Pedology Dept. Fores
Research Inst. Bulgarian Academy of Sciences: A. Lansac. Univ de Barcelona.
The status of forest soils is of great importance for productivity and sustainable
management of forest ecosystems The soil physical properties and chemical composition, water movement, climate and micro-relief all influence the processes
occurring in soil Human activity, including atmospheric pollution by heavy metals,
significantly alters the natural processes in forest soils. This impact first becomes
visible in coniferous and later on deciduous trees The present investigation was
aimed at emphasizing the role of landscape in characterizing the behavior of Cu,
Zn and Pb in natural and human-influenced forest ecosystems The sampling plots
were established on the south slopes of the Rila mountain and on the south and east
slopes of the Stara Planina mountain in the surroundings of the industrial region of
Elisejna. The regions selected for the field survey are similar in altitude (between
850 and 1250 m above sea level), parent material (granites, gneisses, shiest), tree
species (Scots pine, Pinus sylvestris Arn ) and soil types (Dystric, Eutric Cambisols). The landscapes of studied regions differ in exposure and human impact. The
soil taken from the Rila mountain region is unpolluted, whereas the soil samples
from the Stara Planina mountain are located at three heavy metal pollution distances (750, 1500 and 9000 meters) from a copper smelter. Soil acidity variation
and heavy metal accumulation were measured in the soil samples along the whole
profile and in the sub layers of forest litter. The results indicate no substantial differences in the distribution of heavy metals throughout the depth of the unpolluted
soils and sub layers of forest litter in the region of the Rila mountain In the soil
samples from the Stara planina region, which is influenced by a human activity, the
highest accumulation of heavy metals was registered in the top 10 cm of soil and
in the H sub-horizon of the forest litter. The composition of litter sub-layers, soil
properties and exposure were found to contribute significantly to the distribution
of heavy metal pollutants Cu, Zn, and Pb in forest soils. The results obtained may
be used for managing activities in the regions studied as well for the comparison
and evaluation of the status of other forest ecosystems with similar characteristics.
Keywords: landscape, natural forest ecosystem, forest soil, forest-litter, heavymetals, scots pine
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Characteristics, Genesis, and Fertility Status of a Deeply Weathered Soil from
Cretaceous Lltrabasic Rock in Samar, Philippines.
V B. Asio. Depl of Agronomy and Soil Science. Leyte State Univ; I. A. Navarrele.
Laboratory of Environmental Soil Science. Obihiro Univ of Agriculture and
Veterinary Medicine; J. P. Suela. Dept of Agronomy and Soil Science. Leyte Stale
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G Colinet
Univ; J. P. Susaya. Inst of Tropical Ecology. Leyte Stale Univ.; R. Jahn. Inst of Soil
Relevance of Soil Mapping Criteria to Predict Geochemical Background of
Science and Plant Nutrition. Martin Luther Univ.
Trace Elements in Soils from Local to Regional Scales.
Very
little information is available on the nature and genesis of soils from CretaG. Colinet. Gembloux Agricultural Univ. Geopedology Dept.; P. Bogaert. Catholic
ceous ultrabasic rocks especially under tropical island environmental conditions.
Unir of Louvain-la-Neure. Unit of Environmetrics and Geomatics; L. Bock.
No other study has also been done on the subject in the Philippines until now. We
Gembloux Agricultural Univ. Geopedology Dept.
conducted this study to evaluate the characteristics, genesis and fertility status of
Among natural factors driving the soil content in metallic trace elements (MTE),
a deeply weathered soil derived from Cretaceous ultrabasic rock (largely peridothe geochemical background is often deemed as a sound base for the detection of
tite) in the island of Samar, the third largest member of the Philippine archipelago
contaminations Numerous studies have shown the difficulties to take into account
Geologic records for the area indicate that the above-mentioned rock formation
the multi-dimensionnality of the spatial variability of most soil properties. As far as
was probably uplifted from the sea during the Tertiary Representative soil profiles
a detailed soil map is available for Belgium, the relevance of its information was
were described and sampled for physical, chemical and mineralogical analyses In
investigated at various spatial scales in the Walloon Region (Southern Belgium),
addition, composite surface soil samples were collected from the major land uses in
from the plot to the entire region, to evaluate the feasibility of a multi-scale mapping
the study site Results revealed that the red soil is strongly acidic having very high
of geochemical background. A database of soil profiles (gathering both agricultural
clay content (more than 60%) but low organic carbon, CEC, exchangeable bases,
and forest soils) was used to analyse the relationships between the MTE total content
and available nutrient status It showed high dithionite extractable Fe and very low
(measured after HF-HCI04-HCI dissolution) and other general characteristics such
oxalate/dithionite ratios The soil mineralogy is dominated by halloysite. kaolinite,
as pH, Total Organic Carbon content (TOC), Particle Size Distribution (PSD), and
goethite, hematite and quartz The deeply weathered nature of the soil (classified
cationic exchange capacity (CEC). The factors of MTE spatial distribution inside
as Acric Ferralsol in the WRB or Rhodic Hapludox according to Soil Taxonomy)
and between solums were investigated through multivariate statistical analysis The
appears to be largely the influence of the geochemistry of the parent rock, age of
spatial dependence of these factors was then studied over plot, field, farm, county
the geomorphic surface, and the perhumid tropical climate The high exchangeable
and region scales, and compared to the spatial structures of the soil map parameters
sodium of the soil could be attributed to salt spray since the site is close to the sea
At the solum level, strong relationships between most of the studied MTE were
Moreover, the soil has very high levels of total nickel and chromium which were
found, as well as between stone charge and fine earth contents. The PSD is the main
probably inherited from the ultrabasic parent material The low nutrient status and
driving factor of MTE content in non-carbonated soils, whatever the land use. When
the highly plastic and sticky consistence of the soil when wet, appear to be the
considering soil associations, such as catenas, the slope redistribution processes
major constraints to crop production in the area. Application of chicken manure is
must be taken into account I lowever, the PSD remains the main driving factors and,
widespread among farmers and is effective in increasing the yield of cassava and
as the soil map contains information about that property (mainly the textural class
a few other crops
and the profile development), a cartography of the geochemical background based
on the use of the soil map and pedotransfer functions or regression models appears
relevant. At the regional scale, some long-range spatial structures could be identi124-7
253a
O. A Samonova
fied These result mainly from the geological structure of the Walloon region, where
Transformation of Parent Material (Mantle Loam and Moraine) Composition,
the lithological zonation is rather clearly marked The soil map (texture and nature
Related to Soil Formation in the Upper Volga Region, Russia.
of stone charge) appears relevant at that scale too but does need a generalization
O. A. Samonova. E. A'. Aseyeva. Faculty of Geography. Moscow State Univ.
process and fails however to differenciate the intra-type soil spatial variability Some
basic processes of integration of point measurements and qualitative information
The compositional transformation of unconsolidated sedimentary rocks during
have been explored They should be further investigated in the future.
pedogenesis has been the subject of much attention in pedology and landscape
geochemistry, providing insights into the nature of spatial variability of soil char-
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acteristics This study was undertaken to analyze the transformation of two different types of parent material (mantle loam and moraine) within the central part of
the Russian plain related to soil formation The research focused on a quantitative
comparison of compositional characteristics of Al horizons and corresponding
properties of underlying geological strata In total 27 soil samples and 34 samples
of parent material were analyzed for major elements (Si02, AI203, Ti02, Fe203,
CaO, MgO, Na20, K20, P205, MnO. including NÏ2) and selected trace elements
(Zr, Cu, Ni, Co, Cr, Pb, Zn) Granulometric analyses were performed for all samples to determine the relative abundances of 6 grain-size fractions (1.0-0.25 mm,
0.25-0.05 mm, 005-0.01 mm, 0.01-0005 mm, 0.005-O00lmm,<0 001 mm)
Two selected granulometric fractions of the AI and C horizons (0.25 - 0 01 mm
and <0 001 mm) were analyzed for major and trace element contents. Data analysis
shows that I) highly significant difference between the granulometric compositions
of the moraine and the mantle loam C horizons is poorly preserved in the studied
AI samples The moraine granulometric distribution has been modified to a greater
extent than that of the mantle loam On average in AI horizons we observe an
increase of the 0 25 - 0.05 mm fraction and a decrease of the <0 001 mm fraction
2) all studied Al horizons are rich in biogenic components such as K20, P205.
MnO, C02 and low in mobile elements (Fe203 and AI203), compared to parent
strata However, the chemical difference between A1 horizons and a parent material
is greater for soils on the mantle loam 3) there is no significant difference between
the 0 25 - 0 01 mm fractions of the Al horizons on different parent rock material
considering major element abundances, whereas such difference is observed in the
same fraction of the C horizons. 4) the Al horizons show higher concentrations of
Zr, Pb, Zn, Ti compared to the parent strata The maximum concentrations of these
microelements are found in the AI horizons on the moraine The moraine appears
to have been modified to a greater extent than the mantle loam when considering
the transformation of microelement contents. 5) Considering studied trace elements
and such metals as Fe, Mn, Ti in the 0.25 - 0 01 mm fraction, the compositional difference between two types of parent material is significant. After soil formation the
difference is preserved, which suggests little effect oflocal soil forming processes
on the chemical composition of the studied fraction. On average higher abundances
of Ti, Zn, Cu are observed in the 0 25 - 0 01 mm fraction of AI horizons as compared to the same fraction of corresponding parent materials Zr, Rb are more abundant in AI horizons on the moraine. While Fe, Mn and Co are enhanced in concentration in the studied fraction of the parent materials 6) in the fraction < 0 001 mm
the initial compositional difference between two types of parent materials becomes
less evident after soil formation The studied fraction of the A1 horizons has higher
average concentrations of Mn, Cu, Co, Cr, Pb, Zn as compared to the same fraction of parent rocks. Fe, Ti and Cr are more abundant in parent materials. 7) soil
formation modifies relationships between element concentrations and abundances
of grain-size fractions. In A1 horizons Zr and Zn are associated with finer fractions
whereas in C horizons they correlate nicely with abundances of coarser fractions
On the contrary, Ti relates best to coarser fractions in A1 horizons whereas in the C
horizons it is associated with finer fractions. Summarizing, soil formation increases
compositional similarity of AI horizons derived from mantle loam and moraine
parent materials in the Upper Volga region. The extent of transformation depends
on the nature of parameters studied

northern U.S. This study better defines the hydric soil criterion and assists farmers
and natural resource managers in their management and policy decisions
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Relationships among Phosphorus Concentrations and Soil Properties and
Land Ilse in an Agricultural Watershed.
R. M. Stout Erans. USDA-Natural Resources Conservation Service: W. Kingery.
Mississippi Stale University: M. Lilly. S. Depew. USDA-Natural Resources
Conservation Service; M. Cox. P. Gerard. G. Jackson. Mississippi Slate
University.
The US Environmental Protection Agency's watershed approach to address
impacts of nonpoint source pollution on water quality uses the Total Maximum
Daily Load (TMD1.) concept. An important component of TMDL development is
watershed characterization, which encompasses loadings, transport processes, and
in-stream levels The objective of this study was to assess phosphorus (P) loadings for various sources using soil P soil properties and land use in an agricultural watershed. The Pontotoc Ridge/Flatwoods Branch Experiment Station, which
encompasses portions of Town Creek, Tibbee River, and Yalobusha watersheds,
was chosen as the study site because of the availability of historical information
on land use, management practices, and data relevant to the calculation of P loading The study site lies on two Major Land Resource Areas (MLRAs): the Upper
Coastal Plain MLRA, comprised of sands, clays, and shale, and dominated by alfisols and ultisols, lies on the eastern side of the station; and the Interior Flatwoods
MLRA, which is underlain by gray acidic shale of poorly drained alfisols and entisols It had a diverse land use distribution of agronomic crops (corn, cotton, soybeans, forage, and sweet potatoes), horticulture, and timber and swine production
Grid samples were collected to evaluate the landscape distribution of P in relation
to land use, slope, drainage, and other classification groupings, and to calculate P
loadings. Soil samples were collected from 0- to 15-cm depth at the center-point of
0 6 sq ha for a total of 400 samples. These were analyzed for Mehlich 111, Olsen,
and total P Mehlich 1II—F* values ranged from 0.6 to 109 mg P kg soil-1, Olsen-P
from 46 to 216 mg P kg soil-1, and total-Pranged from 90 to 668 mg P kg soil-1
Land use and geology were the major influences on P distribution Swine production waste management was a dominant influence on P levels, regardless of soil test
method. The Interior Flatwoods MLRA P loadings for were greater than those for
the Coastal Plain. Forest land use had notably high levels of total P. The <8% and 8
to 12% slope classes had significantly higher mean Mehlich III- and Olsen-P than
other slope classes Soils with 9-18 percent clay had significantly higher Mehlich
III-P concentrations than soils with 18-27 and 27-40 percent clay High levels of
soil-P are not necessarily equivalent to a high level of environmentally mobile P.
Phosphorus distributions in agricultural watersheds should be related to runoff and
in-stream P concentrations in order to appropriately manage the contribution of
these sources.
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The Soils Cover of the Volcanic Area from the Eastern Carpathians
(Romania).
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Redox Development in Soil Materials as Influenced by Time, Temperature,
and Carbon Level.
R. A. Blue. D. D. Malo. T. E. Schumacher, South Dakota Stale Univ; J. J. Doolittle.
South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station; J. J. Lund, South Dakota Stale
Univ.
The management of land and land use restrictions are defined and impacted by
our understanding of hydric soils, therefore it is important that we understand the
factors that affect the formation of hydric soils and redoximorphic conditions Currently, the criterion for a hydric soil is defined as a soil that must be frequently
flooded or ponded for seven days or longer with soil temperatures of greater than
or equal to 5°C All soils are subjected to the same criterion, however, a number of
other factors impact the formation of these conditions The objective of this study
is to observe and quantity the development of redoximorphic features in saturated
soils as a function of (i) time, (ii) temperature, and (iii) carbon level The soil collected for the experiment is representative of till parent material from eastern South
Dakota The treatment combinations were seven time periods (ranging from 7 to
336 days), four temperatures (5°, 10°, 20°, and 40°C) and three carbon levels (low,
moderate, and high) The samples were analyzed at each time interval to observe
the treatment effects on the reduction of elements (Fe and Mn), color development,
soil pll and redox potential (Eh), and the time needed for the formation of redoximorphic features Both temperature and carbon level significantly impacted soil Eh
and color development over time. As temperature and carbon level increased, soil
Eh decreased, and grayer soil colors were reached at a significantly more rapid rate
At 5°C (the critical temperature), high carbon levels significantly reduced soil Eh
by day 4 and for moderate carbon levels reduced Eh values were reached by day 7
However, the Eh of the low carbon treatment did not have the same trend and did
not exhibit reducing conditions Redox feature development first appeared at 28
days in the 40°C and low carbon level treatment, while none were noted in any of
the 5"C treatments after 126 days Results of this study demonstrate that the current
hydric soil definition needs to be refined for the environmental conditions in the
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C. Rusu. I. Stanga. L. Niacsu. I. Breaban. B. Rosea. Univ Al I Cuza.
This morpho-structural unit occupies the western part of the Eastern Carpathians
(Romania), which extends to north across the border in Ukraine and to south till
the Persani Mts. The genesis of the longest inactive volcanic chain from Europe
(almost 200 km length) has been synchronous with the folding of the Neogene
Carpathian flysch, in three tectono-magmatic cycles, in Badenian, Upper Sarmatian-Lower Pliocene and Upper Pliocene-Lower Pleistocene The specific of these
manifestations, their age and the differentiated aerial modelling, hand in hand with
the bio-climatic characteristics has allowed the delineation of the Oas-Väratec,
Tibles-Bärgäu and Cälimani-Harghita sectors The Oas-Gutäi-Väratec Mts, located
in the north-western extremity and formed in the conditions of a late subsequent
magmatism, were individualized during the first two tectonic cycles, through
aerial and underwater eruptions Their reduced altitudes (under 1450 m) and the
accentuated relief fragmentation impose an extreme complexity of the soil forming processes The Tibles-Bärgäu group belongs to a volcano-sedimentary area, in
which the lava flows alternate with sub-volcanic corps (Tibles-Hudin) and with
large sedimentary areas The medium altitudes and the litologic diversity determine
the complexity of the soil cover The Cälimani-Gurghiu-Harghita Mts are the most
recent sector, the highest (2101 m in the Cälimani Mts) and with the most typical
volcanic features. The soil forming processes are characteristic to a mountainous
temperate and boreal climate, and to diverse vegetation associations. The litologic
background has been analysed with the help of the geological maps (I 50000) and
of own field research In the north-western (Oas-Gutäi) and central (Tibles-Bärgäu)
areas, the effusive and intrusive magmatic rocks do not overrun 50% of the surface,
while in the southern compartment (Cälimani-Harghita) the volcanic rocks clearly
dominate (varieties of andesites, dacites, riolites. basaltic andesites and basalts)
Besides these are encountered different pyroclastic and derived deposits The litologic complexity and the landscape variety determine a specific grouping of the
soil forming processes, on the background of a thermal differentiated (0-8°C) and
relatively humid (600-l200mm/year) climate. The relief is interesting through the
partial maintenance of volcanic apparatuses, of lava levels, the considerable extension of the volcanic plateaus, the existence of varied dimensioned calderas, as well

as through the lacustrine evolution of some areas Soil diagnosis was based on the
field data (over 150 profiles), according to the Romanian Soil Taxonomy System
(Bucharest, 2003) The realization of the soil maps was done using modern cartography techniques (TNTmips 6 9 software). The soil study shows the existence of
a diversified soil cover. The latitudinal zonation is not obvious, yet the soil cover
presents a clear tendency of altitudinal zonation. Another reference element is the
anthropic intervention. In these conditions, the soil cover comprises typological
entities grouped in 9 soil classes (from the 12 separated on the Romanian territory)
The zonal soils belong to the Cambisols (Eutric and Dystric Cambisols), Podzols
(Entic, Haplic and Umbric-entic Podzols) and Umbrisols (Humic Umbrisols). with
altitudinal limits varying according to the rock chemistry The presence of eruptive
materials determines the occurrence of Andisols, while in the peripheral areas characteristic are the Luvisols (Haplic Luvisols, luvic phases, Luvisols). Between the
soils related to lithology we mention the Vertisols and vcrtic subtypes, with isolated
occurrences at the region's periphery In the conditions of pluvial hydromorphism
Gleyosols and stagnic subtypes are developed, which in special conditions may
evolve till the stage of Histosols On small surfaces occur Leptosols, Regosols, Fluvisols, diversified at typological level The anthropic modified soils belong to the
Anthrosols and eroded phases of different soil types The most representative are
the soils with andic character (Andosols and andic subtypes), while the Cambisols
become dominant on the lower part of the landscape (under 1000m). The Spodisols
occupy the range over 1400 m (20% of the territory), while the Umbrisols have
local occurrences The soil cover of the Eastern Carpathian volcanic area shades a
few types of landscape, most representative being the forested ones (broad-leaved
forests under 1200m, beech-coniferous mixing and coniferous between 1200 to
1800m). To these arc added the secondary mountainous (with acid soils, poorly
productive) and subalpine (over 1800m) meadows, and some surfaces strongly
affected by man.
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Effects of Converting Forest to Tea Garden on Soil Classification and Genesis:
A Case Study in Guilan Province.
A. Bahrami. Guilan Univ; M. Shabanpour. Iran-Rashi- Guilan Univ- Agricultural
Faculty- Soil Sei. Group; M. Akef. Guilan Univ.
The forest soils of Guilan province have high organic matter contents and favorable structure These are generally considered very desireable soils. But, because
of changes in land management and use, tillage practices have had highly negative effects on soil physicochemical and biological properties In this research, the
effects of land use conversion on soil classification were investigated. The study
was conducted in 2004 on four different sites in Guilan province, to show the
adverse effects of land use conversion on soil genesis and classification Soil samples were collected from adjacent natural forest and tea garden profiles to determine
impacts on soil classification factors Results showed after I0 to 40 years of shifting
forest practices to tea garden cultures that soil classification changed at the order or
great group levels Sustainable use of these natural resources will require best management conservation practices that promote soil health and quality Neglecting
conservational practices, especially using inappropriate farm management systems,
will result in serious degradation and long-term damages
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Biological Weathering of Apatite and Mica in Calcareous Goethitic
Sandstone.
C. J. Everett. Medical Univ of South Carolina; D. F Amos. Virginia Tech: L.
Daniels. Virginia Tech.
Strip mine spoils derived from overburden rocks of the Pennsylvanian Wise Formation in Buchanan County, Virginia, commonly contain 40% less than 2 mm
sized soil material The physical and chemical properties of these soil materials are
related to their rock origin. The soil materials are alkaline due to the presence of
carbonates. The principal source of P in the soil material is apatite, and the principal
source of K. is mica A greenhouse experiment was conducted in order to identify
the effects of biological weathering on soil material properties Black locust (Robinia pseudoacacia L ) and sericea lespedeza (Lespedeza cuneata Dumont) were
grown on unfertilized calcareous goethitic sandstone rock and soil material for
one year Soil material pH was uniformly reduced by plant action regardless of
proximity to roots The P present in the soil material, however, was not uniformly
depleted Over half of the P removed from the soil material by black locust and sericea lespedeza was P which cannot be extracted using dilute HC1-H2S04. but can be
extracted using concentrated HCl Considerable nonexchangeable K was removed
from the soil material by both plant species X-ray diffraction was used to evaluate
the effect of K removal on mica weathering The 14 A/ 10 A peak area ratio was

determined for both 2-0 2 urn clay and <0 2 urn clay, and black locust was found to
have weathered 2-0 2 u.m mica to vermiculite The results of this experiment indicate that black locust, sericea lespedeza, and associated microorganisms, can cause
biological weathering Acidification of the soil material increases the availability of
P present in apatite particles Uptake of K insures that the soil solution is constantly
replenished with K from mica and that mica is transformed into vermiculite
125-3
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T N Elizarova
Significance of the External Conditions in Salinized Soil Genesis.
T. N. Elizarova. Inst of Soil Science and Agrochemistry.
On the flats of the Western Siberian South-East there is clearly seen connection of
salt accumulation and landscape development history that appears at the background
against general drying up of the territory The new information has been obtained on
polygenesis of salt profiles It is based on dynamical and cyclic development of soilformers These findings also reflect bioclimatic, landscape-lithological and hydrological features of outer conditions of different periods of time. In the conditions of
forest-steppe and steppe landscapes early stages of drying up of Barabinskaya and
Kulundinskaya flats were accompanied by development of hydromorphic weakly
salinized soils of chcrnozcm-like aspect. The most spread well drain soil-forming
rocks aren't practically salinized Only modern lake and lake-swamp deposits have
got high salinization. The main salt input coming from the arid regions of Kazakhstan
and Middle Asia is an aerial one Post-glacial (modern) epoch should be considered
as the period of atmosphere salt accumulation here. During Pleistocene at the eastern
and northeastern parts of the territory (Eastern Barabinskaya flat) tectonic elevation
occurred and they were the areas of leaching At the same time southern and southwestern parts (Western Barabinskaya and Kulundinskaya flats) were slowly sinking
and accumulating transferable salts Climate fluctuations changed these processes
intensity During the dry periods (Middle Holocene) water discharge decreased and
the lower sites were salinized more actively; during the damp ones (Early and Late
Holocene) erosion increased, depression were watered, their periodical washing was
established and salt break went out the borders of investigated territory. Hydrogenic
genesis of modern soils is confirmed by great deal of investigations. It was revealed
that chernozems, chernozem-meadow and meadow soils have got common indicators: clear profile differentiation in mechanic and chemical composition; high lie
of illuvial horizon and its nutty with organic colloid clay on aggregate structure;
pendant forms of humus tongues; wide ratio of alkaline-soluble forms sesquioxides;
high contents of hard-hydrolyzed residue in humus composition and narrow ratio
Cha/Cfa; narrower ratio CaMg in exchanged cation composition and Na presence
among them; oxidation-protoxid new formations that indicate common Holocene
evolution, It was firstly proposed to consider the holocene evolution of soils as a
main reason of soda accumulation in meadow and steppe landscape of the Western
Siberian Such an evolution is directed from meadow-swamp solonchak to meadows
soils and meadow-chemozem solodized ones and then to chernozems and gray forest solodized soils It is experimentally established, that eluvial-automorphic soil
formation is characterized by two stages of salts leaching, reorganization of cation
structure of a soil exchanged cation composition and soil alkalanization In soils of
various degree of hydromorphism and partly in automorphic soils, due to alkaline
reaction and cyclic direction of water-salt migration of a geochemical stream, soil
mass peptisation and displacement of silt and clay fractions from eluvial into illuvial horizon occur. Formation of clay soil-grownd thickness differentiation results
in formation of several local water-emphasises and superficiale water above them,
reduction of vertical and increasing of horizontal soils and grownds permeability
The level of ground water becomes more labile In a zone of active water-salt change
of soils on depth of 50-70 sm burial eluvial and illuvial horizons are found The main
factor of solonchak formation is evaporation of capillary solutions coming from
mineralized ground waters. Solonchaks and meadow-swamp solonetzs is characterized by general circulation of soil solutions and ground waters Ground waters don't
influence on the profiles of automorphic or meadow-steppe solonetzs while meadow
hydromorphic solonetzs periodically feel this influence Change of ground water
level to upper position causes recovering of salinization process and transformation
of solonetzs into solonchaks The investigation have shown, that halogenesis on the
flats of the Western Siberian South is determined, from one side, by direction of
Holocene evolution of soil-ground thikness accompanied by changes of salinization,
dissalinization. solodization and alkalinization processes, and by intercontinent and
inside landscape geochemical salt exchange (including aeolian and water salt transfer), from the other This investigation is supported by RFF1 (project 03-04-49674)
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T. Watanabe
Clay Mineralogy and its Relationship to Water Extract Composition for Soils
from Different I environment in Humid Asia: Japan, Thailand, and Indonesia.
T. Watanabe. Graduate School of Agriculture. Kyoto Univ: S. Funakawa. Graduate
School ofAgriculture. Kyoto Univ: T. Kosaki. Kyoto Univ.
We studied the relationship between clay mineralogy and soil water extract composition to explain clay mineral distribution in humid Asia, namely Japan (JP),
Thailand (TH), Java-Sumatra, Indonesia (JS-1D), and East Kalimantan. Indonesia
(EK-ID) with relevance to soil forming factors, e.g. climate and parent material
Clay mineralogy was determined by XRD and DTA Thermodynamic stability of
clay minerals was evaluated with soil water extract composition Presence of mica
in parent material was necessary to vermiculite formation The amount of 14 nm
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minerals was larger in JP and ID (Fig. a) where mica was unstable under lower
pll condition (Fig b) Mica was more stable under higher pM condition of TH
Gibbsite was generally found in JP and TH, of which the water extract composition was supersaturated with gibbsite (Fig. c). Its content was higher in JP where
kaolin/gibbsite ratio correlated with HjSiöy' activity (Fig. d) Hydroxy-AI interlayering between 2:1 layers was consistent with gibbsite occurrence In conclusion,
under higher pH conditions due to ustic moisture regime, mica was relatively stable
and difficult to weather, while other primary minerals dissolved to form kaolinite Under lower pH conditions due to udic moisture regime, mica weathered to
form I 4 nm minerals. In this case, JP soils are younger and had more amount
of AI hydrolysis species in soil solution, resulting in formation of Al hydroxide
between 2:1 layers and gibbsite In JPgibbsite remained despite high H4Si04" activity, because of slow precipitation rate of the most stable mineral or kaolinite under
lower temperature condition

-4.0
-3.5
log (H<,sio,°)
Fig. a) Relative peak aiea in X-ray diffractogram; b) extract composition plotted in stability
diagram, c) extract compositions and gibbsite solubility line, d) relationship between hUSiCV in
the extract and kaolin/gibbsite ratio, soils with no gibbsite were shown as log (kaolin/gibbsite) of 5;
JP:A,TH:0,JS-IDD.EK-ID:B.
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K. Fujii
Quantitative Analysis on Soil Acidification and Organic Wlatter Dynamics in
Humid Asia.
K. Fujii. S. Funakawa, T. Kosaki. Kyoto Univ.
Soil acidification is caused by both external and internal acid load in ecosystems
As a natural pedogenetic process, it is important to evaluate ecosystem internal acid
load such as excess uptake of cation over anion by plants, nitrification, formation of
organic acid and dissociation of carbonic acid As these processes are closely related
to organic matter cycles, the soil acidification rate should be understood quantitatively with organic matter dynamics Soil acidification rate was calculated from the
budget of ions constituting ANC (Acid Neutralizing Capacity) at three forest plots
in Japan, one forest and one cropland plots in both Thailand and Indonesia The ion
budget was calculated from the difference between input supplied by throughfall
and output as plant uptake (sum of wood increment and litterfall) and leaching of
soil solution collected by tension free lysimeter. In the forested ecosystems, acidity
originated mainly from nitrification and formation of organic acids in O horizon.
Biologically produced anions, which work as a driving force of cation movement,
were bicarbonate ion in the moderately acidic forest soil in Thailand and organic
acids in the highly acidic forest soil in Japan and Indonesia Acid load contributed
to cation movement in the surface soil, and accelerate nutrient availability to plant
After all, soil was acidified mainly by plant uptake, which included excess cation
accumulation in both litter and wood increment Since acid load by excess cation
accumulation in litter was neutralized by litterfall returned to forest floor, net soil
acidification rate was high at the plots where excess cation accumulation in wood
increment was high. In cropland, nitrate ion was produced by nitrification in both
the moderately acidic soil in Thailand and highly acidic soil in Indonesia. Base
cations were leached out with nitrate ion, resulting in irreversible soil acidification.
It is shown that soil acidification will occur at the rate of 0.01 -0.02 mol/ha/yr along
with net primary production by ImolC/ha/yr This fact supports the presence of
strongly weathered soils in tropical regions from the viewpoint of biological activity, reflecting higher primary production and decomposition rate of organic matter
than in the temperate regions Reciprocal dynamics between organic matter and
biological acid load should be taken into account to evaluate soil acidification rate
along with the change of organic matter dynamics in time and space, not assuming
that ecosystems are in steady state.
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N. P. Chizhikova
Experimental Simulation of Changes in Fine-Dispersed Minerals of the Mantle
Loam under the Influence of Different Phytocenoses.
N. P. Chizhikova. I. A. Verkhovets. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute: A. S.
Vladychenskii. Moscow State Univ.
The transformation of fine minerals (<I, 1-5, and 5-10 um) separated from the
mantle loam and the soils that developed from it during 33 years under forest, grass,
and crop communities in a lysimeter experiment is analyzed. The experiment is
being performed on 20 trial lysimetric plots, each of them is 9 m: in size and 175cm deep Picea abies, Quercus robur, and Acerplatanoides seedlings were planted
to simulate coniferous, broad-leaved, and mixed forest communities Phleum
pratense together with Bromus inermis and Trifolium pratense represented grassy
communities. The crop rotation included summer wheat, potatoes, and barley that
are commonly grown in the southern taiga zone In 30 years, the weakly developed
soils have been formed in the lysimeters filled with thoroughly mixed mantle loam
These soils display clear differences in their macro- and microfabnes depending on
the character of plant communities. The mineralogical composition of the fraction
<1 urn is represented by the smectite phase (58 6±2%), hydromica (32 7±2%), and
kaolinite and chlorite (totally, 8.4±0 7%). The smectite phase consists of mixedlayered minerals with a predominance of mica-smectite with a high content of
smectite layers. There are also mica-smectites with a low content of smectite layers,
chlorite-smectite, and individual smectite. The fraction of 1-5 urn contains quartz
(28.5±2.4%), feldspars (27.l±2%), hydromica (3I.7±4.1%) kaolinite and chlorite
(totally, 9.1±0.3%), and mica-smectite (3 8± 1.2%) The fraction of 5-10 urn includes
quartz (39.6*2.9%), feldspar (38.4± 2 7%), mica (20 I±1.9%), and kaolinite and
chlorite (totally, 1 9±0 2%) The coniferous and broad-leaved woody plantations
provided the acid reaction in the soil solution and produced the organic matter with
a predominance of fulvic acids Under these conditions, the content of smectitic
phase decreased due to the destruction of individual smectite and mica-smectites
with a higher content of smectite layers; the relative accumulation of fine-dispersed
quartz and the enrichment of the fraction <l urn with hydromica at the expense of
their mechanical disintegration in the coarser fractions have been registered In the
silty fractions of the topsoil, the amount of feldspars proved to be higher due to the
mechanical disintegration of the coarser grains In the fraction of 5-10 (im, the content of chlorites increased in the upper part of the profile. It is possible that the further evolution of these soil profiles might be directed toward podzolization In the
course of soil formation under the broad-leaved plantations and perennial grasses
the smectite phase in the fraction <1 um was subjected to transformation into the
super-dispersed state Due to this fact, its destruction was intensified in the upper
soil horizons; the super-dispersed smectite could also be removed from them in the
course of lessivage. The amount of hydromica was higher in the upper horizons
due to the active disintegration of mica in the coarser fractions; in the latter, the
hydromica content became lower The upper horizons contained increased amounts
of feldspars in the fractions of 1-5 and 5-10 urn, which could be due to the disintegration of coarser grains The cryogenic factor plays the leading role in the mechanism responsible for such mechanical disintegration The behavior of soil minerals
under the communities of broad-leaved woods and perennial grasses suggests that
the development of lessivage is possible in the future Under the impact of crops,
soil tillage, and fertilization, the mineralogical composition of the fine-dispersed
fractions in the plow horizon was transformed considerably: the content of smectite
phase got sharply decreased, whereas the amount of hydromica increased at the
expense of the mechanical disintegration in the coarser fractions and the agrogenic
transformation (degradation) of soil mineral upon the nonexchangeable sorption of
potassium and ammonium ions introduced with fertilizers. The modeling of soilforming processes under different plant communities gives us information on the
character of soil evolution as dependent on the type of biocenoses
125-7
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M. Schulz
Evidence for Biologic Lifting of Iron in a Soil Chronosequence.
M. Schulz. A. While. J. Filzpatrick. US Geological Survey.
We investigated the evolution of Fe distribution with soil age in a marine terrace
chronosequence northwest of Santa Cruz, California; where five terraces aged from
65 to 226 Ka have been instrumented The abundance of pedogenic Fe increases
with terrace age Pedogenic Fe has 2 types of occurrence At depths < Im on all
terraces Fe forms hard nodules cementing and replacing sediment grains At depths
> Im in the youngest terrace (Tl) disseminated Fe forms as coatings on sediment
grains In terraces 2 thru 5 (depths > Im) the disseminated iron is concentrated in
mottles within an argillic horizon. Iron nodules (0.5mm to 20mm in diameter) are
most abundant above 60 cm in terraces 3 thru 5 (corresponding to the maximum
level of seasonally perched water) The nodules do not occur in the underlying
regolith. Nodules are typically goethite with a subset of maghemite nodules (magnetic). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) reveals fungal hyphae throughout the
nodules and Fe-oxide structures indicating Fe encrustation of fungal networks
Mass change calculations, using bulk soil chemistry, reveal surface iron concentrations that cannot be accounted for by dissolution and compaction of the profile or
by the Fe content of eolian additions to the soils F.xcept during ephemeral saturation events, the terrace regoliths are aerobic and lateral movement of large amounts
of reduced Fe is unlikely How then is Fe vertically mobilized and surficially concentrated? The unweathered sediments contain an Fe-rich smectite which weathers
with time to kaolinite; a source of pedogenic Fe Iron is a plant nutrient, however

unlike other mineral nutrients Fe is relatively insoluble in the aerobic soil solution
We propose that plant roots and symbiotic fungi (mycorrhizae) are responsible for
movement (biolifting) of Fe from deeper in the regolith. This Fe when released thru
plant decay forms immobile Fe oxides at shallow depth Iron content of the present
day grassland vegetation, if cycled over terrace age easily accounts for the amount
of Fc build up in these soils
125-8
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V B. Asio
Characteristics, Genesis and Degradation of Soils from Volcanic Rocks in
Inir. Philippines.
V. B. Asio, Dept of Agronomy and Soil Science. Leyte Stale Unit: R. Jahn. Insl of
Soil Science and Plant Nutrition. Martin Luther Unix; K. Slahr. Insl ofSoil Science
and Land Evaluation. Univ ofHohenheim.
Very few studies have been conducted on the characteristics, genesis and degradation
of soils from volcanic rocks in geologically young tropical islands of the Philippines
Such soils may be distinct from those in other tropical areas because of the unique
environmental conditions that influenced their genesis Likewise, there is a need for
detailed data on volcanic soils in the Philippines since they are widespread and thus
are important for agriculture In addition, large degraded areas in the archipelago,
which are now the subject of forest rehabilitation, have volcanic soils We conducted
this study at two sites in the island of Leyte, Philippines located at I24OI7' and
125ol8' east longitude and between 9o55' and 10o48' north latitude The first site.
Ormoc, is located at an elevation of about 700m above sea level (asl) having andesitic
volcanic rocks of Quaternary origin (probably Holocene to Upper Pleistocene) while
the second site is on the lower mountain slopes at about 100m asl and derived from a
relatively older volcanic rock material of Lower Pleistocene to Pliocene origin The
climate is humid tropical and the natural vegetation is rainforest of the Dipterocarp
type. In each site, four soil profiles representing major land use systems were examined and sampled to determine the occurrence of soil degradation brought about by
land use change. The least disturbed (under forest vegetation) of the four soil profiles
from each site was then subjected to detailed physical, chemical and mineralogical
examination to evaluate the genesis of the soils. The soil in the Ormoc site is poorly
developed as reflected by its Ah-AB-BC-CB horizon sequence It is silt loam to sandy
loam in texture, has low bulk density, very high friability, high organic C content,
acidic reaction with tendency for positive charge in the subsoil, very low etiectivc
CEC, low base saturation, and a very high P retention capacity Its clay fraction is
composed primarily of imogolite, allophane, gibbsite, goethite, ferrihydrite and some
layered clay minerals such as chlorite and vermiculite Gibbsite occurs as feldspar
pseudomorphs apparently in microsites with high leaching rates. The soil is classified
as Typic Hapludand (USDA Soil Taxonomy) or Umbric Andosol (FAO) The soil in
the Baybay site is much more developed and is characterized by an Ah-AB-Bt-BCCB-Cw horizon sequence which is more than 4 m deep It has heavy clay texture, is
friable but plastic and sticky when wet The soil is acidic and has low effective CEC
and high P retention capacity Its clay fraction is dominated by kaolinite, halloysite,
goethite and hematite The kaolinite is probably the product of the aging of halloysite
Halloysite could have formed from preweathered material and not from imogolite.
The soil is classified as Typic Hapludult or Haplic Alisol The soils have generally
comparable degree of desilification although the loss of basic elements is slightly
lower in the Andisol than in the Ultisol The presence of some comparable properties
in the two soils suggests that the Baybay soil (an Ultisol) probably developed from
an Andisol The chemical composition and age of the parent rock, local topography
and climate appear to be the dominant factors that have influenced the genesis of
the soils studied Our results also revealed that land use change and cultivation have
caused physical and chemical soil degradation in the secondary land use uses evaluated and the degree of degradation seems to depend on the kind and degree of human
disturbance However, it is apparent that soil degradation was greatly the immediate
effect of forest removal and cultivation in the past and not necessarily the effect of the
prevailing secondary land uses.
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S.Grand
Imogolite-type Material in Podzols and Response to Forest Harvesting.
S. Grand. Unix of British Columbia.
This study showed that forest harvesting causes a decrease in imogolite-type material
(ITM) content in podzols This has considerable implications in terms of soil properties and for the understanding of watershed response to environmental disturbance
Imogolite-type material refers to poorly ordered aluminosilicates with an AISi ratio
of 2:1. It is comprised of (1) imogolite, a mineral of stoichiometr(0,AI20,SiOH,
and (2) proto-imogolite allophane, a less ordered material with similar composition.
Imogolite forms nanotubes of approximately 2 nm in diameter while proto-imogolite
allophane has been shown to form nanospheres with diameters ranging from 3 to 3.5
nm Imogolite-type material is a naturally occurring pedogenic mineral It was first
identified in volcanic soils and is also a common phase in illuvial horizons of podzols
Because of its poorly crystalline nature, ITM is among the most reactive components
of soil and can be readily impacted by environmental disturbance. The objectives
of this research are to: (I) document the nature and amount of poorly ordered aluminosilicates. including ITM, at the study sites, (2) determine the impact of forest
harvesting on ITM and discover which geochemical processes are responsible for
the observed changes, and (3) describe the effects of ITM content variations on soil
properties and assess ITM role in watershed response to forest harvesting The study

area is located in the Roberts Creek Study Forest (Sunshine Coast, Southwest British
Columbia, Canada) The area is characterised by low elevation (ranging from 350 to
500m above sea level), gentle slopes (average gradient of 15%). and a south-westerly
aspect It lies within the Pacific Range Drier Maritime variant of the Coastal Western
Mountain Hemlock Zone Douglasfiris the dominant vegetation species The climate
is characterised by warm, relatively dry summers and moist, mild winters with little
snowfall.Soils are Humo Ferric Podzols in the Canadian system of soil classification.
A general description of the soil profile consists in: (1) forest floor LFH (3 to 15 cm
in thickness), (2) eluvial horizon Ae (2 to 10 cm thickness), (3) illuvial horizon Bf
(25 to 35 cm thickness), (4) BC horizon (20 to 40 cm thickness) showing mottling,
and (5) C horizon consisting of basal till. We collected soil samples from undisturbed
forested plots (control), and compared them to samples from plots that were clear-cut
harvested 1 to 8 years ago. All soil horizons from H to C were sampled Samples were
analysed for poorly ordered aluminosilicates using selective dissolution analysis and
transmission electron microscopy. Other analyses conducted for site characterisation
included soil pH, soil organic matter and organic C content, dissolved organic matter
concentration, exchangeable cations and anions, plant-available and total phosphorus
and nitrogen, soil solution composition, and texture Selective dissolution of poorly
ordered aluminosilicates revealed that the atomic Al:Si ratio equals 2, indicating the
presence of ITM Transmission electron micrographs showed no sign of imogolite
morphology (tubes or threads) but instead showed aggregates of spherical nanoparticles consistent with the presence of proto-imogolite allophane Proto-imogolite
allophane is believed to be the main form of poorly ordered aluminosilicates in the
Roberts Creek podzols Control sites are very high in ITM. containing up to 40g/kg
of ITM in the Bf, BC. and upper C horizons This value is among the highest reported
in the literature for podzols Imogolite-type material content decreases significantly
aflcr logging to a low of 5g/kg occurring in the 8 years old harvested plot. There is no
sign of recovery of the ITM pool after 8 years following logging. Additional sampling
was conducted in August 2005 to include plots that were logged up to 15 years ago.
Results show that soil pH in the B and C horizons averages 5.4 and is constant in
logged and control plots pH variation is not believed to be the cause of ITM dissolution Thesefindingsshow that ITM content in the pedon declines following clear-cut
logging. This attests to a decrease in intensity of the podzolization processes and may
be an early sign of human-induced regressive pedogenesis Imogolite-type material
dissolution also has a strong impact on soil properties This mineral exhibits a large
specific surface area and bears a weak permanent positive surface charge It is an
important mineral for the anion retention capacity of many volcanic soils and podzols, and its depletion is likely to promote nutrient leaching Imogolite-type material
also releases significant amounts of AI ions upon dissolution and may be involved in
the occurrence of AI toxicity in drainage waters often reported after logging on acidic
forest soils. Finally, ITM is a powerful organic matter stabiliser and its depletion leads
to increased decomposition and reduces carbon sequestration potential of soil This
presentation briefly discusses these environmental implications and outlines new
research possibilities
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P McDaniel
Decade-scale Conversion to Non-allophanic Andisols with Secondary
Succession.
P. McDaniel. J. Jimenez. J. Johnson-Maynard. Unix of Idaho: D. Ferguson. US
Forest Service - Rocky Mountain Research Station: A. Falen. Unix of Idaho.
Successional communities dominated by bracken fern (Pteridium aqutlinum) establish on Andisols (Andosols) after removal of forest canopy in northern Idaho, USA.
Many of these communities, known as bracken glades, have been created as a result
of clear cutting over the past 50 yrs; others, based on radiocarbon dates, have apparently existed for millennia. We sampled Andisols supporting bracken glades ranging in age from 10 yrs to 7,700 yrs BP Chemical and mineralogical characteristics
of these soils were measured and compared to those of adjacent grand fir forest
communities. Data show changes in several soil properties following establishment
of bracken glades Quantity and quality of belowground C increase as a result of
bracken fem inputs in the form of rhizomes and fine roots (Fig. la). As much as 4.9
kg m- of belowground biomass was measured in a 40-yr-old bracken glade, more
than twice the amount in the adjacent forest. In addition, pH decreases and active
forms of AI' increase (Fig lb). These changes are consistent with a conversion
from allophanic to non-allophanic mineralogy More surprisingly, our data indicate
that this conversion is initially very rapid, occurring on a decadal scale Properties
observed within several decades of bracken fern establishment are similar to those
of Andisols that have supported bracken glades for millennia.
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Figure 1 - Accumulation of (a) organic C and (b) KQ-extractable A l v in Andisols supporting
different aged bracken fern communities. Values are also shown for adjacent grand Ar
forest for comparison.
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M. J Richardson
Balancing Watershed Level Soil Carbon Budgets Using Process-Level
Measures.
M. J. Richardson. Univ of Rhode Island; M. H. Stolt. Unir of Rhode Island.
In New England, 70 to 90% of the lands once cleared for agriculture are now
mature forests These aggrading temperate forests sequester significant soil organic
carbon (SOC) during regeneration as they return to pre-disturbance equilibriums
Numerous studies have estimated rates of SOC sequestration by calculating the
difference between the aggrading forest and an assumed SOC pool for the previous
agricultural land and dividing the value by the age of the forest. Few studies, however, have used process level measures of carbon losses and additions to support
these sequestration rates In this study, we focused on the flux of SOC in southern
New England forests recovering from agricultural abandonment and the processes
governing net sequestration at a small watershed scale. Processes governing SOC
sequestration were examined in three forested watersheds, ranging in size from 32
to I42 ha Additions of SOC were attributed to leaf litter, deadfall, and roots. In
each watershed: leaf litter was collected in 1430 cm2 trays distributed at 14 locations; deadfall additions were collected from 10 plots each having an area of 2500
cm2; and fine roots were collected from 18 buried simulated peds. The peds were
constructed of root-free soil encased in nylon bags to a size of 60 cm'. Each simulated ped was buried before the growing season to a depth of 5 - 20 cm and collected after the growing season ended. Coarse root additions were estimated to be
equivalent to the amount of fine roots we measured in the simulated peds Losses to
the SOC pool were measured as soil CO2 respiration and dissolved organic carbon
(DOC) transport Soil CO2 respiration was measured at 12 locations in each watershed on a monthly-basis using a infrared gas analyzer Stream samples were taken
at the point where the streams exited the watershed and analyzed for DOC content
Stream discharge rates were determined using fluorometric dye tracing techniques
for various stream heights to develop a stage-discharge relationship Stream DOC
concentrations were multiplied by corresponding stream discharges to determine
stream DOC loss throughout the year. Leaf litter, deadfall, and root biomass contributed on average 7 24 Mg C ha ' within one of the watersheds. Losses of SOC
totaled 6.95 Mg C ha"1, with almost all of the losses in the form of soil CO2 respiration (6 91 MgCha"'). Most of these losses (81%) occurred from May until October
Mass balance calculations indicate a net SOC sequestration of 0 29 Mg C ha' yr'
over the data collection period As a comparison to the process level sequestration
rate, we examined a chronosequence of nine forests recovering from agricultural
abandonment ranging from 27 to 86 years. To account for previous land-use practices, soils of the same type were sampled from paired sites containing previously
cultivated forests and adjacent agriculture fields still under cultivation. Sites were
separated into two land-use change categories: agriculture to deciduous forest and
agriculture to coniferous forest and differences in SOC between the forest and field
were calculated Soil carbon sequestration rates for all sites ranged from 0 19 to
2 08 Mg C ha ' yr'. The mean sequestration rate for all sites was 0 83 Mg C ha '
yr' Mean carbon sequestration rates for coniferous sites were significantly higher
(p = 0 05) than mean rates for deciduous sites (1 09 and 0 52 Mg C ha ' yr', respectively) The highest rate observed for deciduous sites (0.71 Mg C ha' yr') was the
lowest rate recorded for coniferous sites Although the process based, watershed
level SOC sequestration rates are comparable to rates calculated using the chronosequence approach (0 29 vs 0 83 Mg C ha"1 yr1), the lower average value of the
former suggests a possible imbalance in SOC sequestration rates. One explanation
for the difference may be in our inability to directly measure coarse root additions,
which we estimated as equivalent to fine root additions.
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VPena
Site Quality Changes in a Volcanic Chronosequence at the Trans-Mexican
Volcanic Belt.

I'. Peha, Instilulo de Geologia. UNAM; C. Siebe. Instituto de Geologia. UNAM.
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Volcanic ash soils in Mexico cover an approximate surface of 500,000 km2, this
represents about 25% of the country. Site quality varies in volcanic soils according
to the age of the deposits: in young pyrociastic deposits site quality is poor: soil
texture is coarse, causing excessive drainage and low water holding capacity, nitrogen reserve is limited because the organic horizon is thin. During soil development
most of these properties improve, however the phosphorus availability becomes a
limiting factor for plant growth. Weathering of volcanic ashes produces noncrystalline mineral clays like allophane, and amorphous iron and aluminum oxides.
Volcanic ash soils frequently have slightly acidic pH and these clays are positively
charged and fix phosphorus. Therefore, volcanic ash soil management is difficult
and requires specific considerations The objective of this study was to analyze site
quality changes in different evolutionary stages of volcanic ash soils in Central
Mexico. We characterized and classified eight soil profiles across a volcanic chronosequence in order to understand mineralogical chemical changes through time
and to evaluate site quality variables This study contributes to establish characteristic times of evolutionary stages of volcanic ash soils This information can be
applied to implement strategies for ecological restoration as well as to improve forest management and productivity in volcanic ash soils. The study sites are mainly
located at the Sierra del Chichinautzin Volcanic Field (SCVF). Here a great number of monogenetic volcanoes of different ages exist. We studied soils formed on
the ash covered lava flows of the following volcanic cones: Chichinautzin (1870
years B.P.), Cuespalapa (2800-4700 years B. P.), Tlaloc (6200 years B. P.), Cuautzin (8200 years B P.), Pelado (10000 years B.P) and Malalcatepetl (30000 years
B P.). Additionally we included 2 sites from the Sierra de Monte Alto and Monte
Bajo (Tertiary) and one site from the Sierra Nevada (1000 years BP) At each one
of these sites we described a soil profile We determined also the growth rates of
Pinus montezumae and Abies religiosa by tree ring analysis in conjunction with
tree diameter measurements Preliminary results form field and laboratory analyses
are shown to evaluate site quality changes across the chronosequence
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Proposal of New Subgroups for Arents with Andic Characteristics.
M. Tejedor, C. Jimenez. S. Armas-Espinel. J. M. Hernandez-Moreno. Univ de La
Laguna.
In the mountainous islands of the Canarian archipelago (Spain), the large climatic
variability along with the different lithological chronology explains the existence of
a wide range of soil types: Andisols, Oxisols, Vertisols, Mollisols, Alfisols, Inceptisols, and Entisols The more evolved soils, with the best characteristics for cultivation, are located in the humid, fresh northern sides while in the lowlands, soils have
been generally eroded or degraded (salinity-sodicity, petrocalcic horizons, etc).
This explains the common practice to transport soil materials from the high-mid
altitudes to the lowlands for cultivation, mainly export crops (bananas, tomatoes),
taking advantage of the more suitable climatic conditions. The new artificial soils
are locally named "sorribas." The soil types transported are generally Andisols
and soils with more or less andic properties (Inceptisols, Alfisols, and Ultisols).
No horizon selection is made; thus, topsoils are mixed with B horizons and weathered tephra In the new environment, the "sorriba" soils undergo salinisation and
sodification processes, induced by irrigation and heavy fertilization, among other
potential threats to soil degradation Previous studies by the authors on a limited
set of data of sorriba-soils from the island of Tenerife showed that relevant soil
properties associated to andic characteristics remained little affected after I0 years
of cultivation. The aim of this work was to extend the sorriba-soils database to
other islands and cultivation periods up to 30 years. Soils with a range of andic
properties and management practices were selected. The results showed that physical properties such as hydraulic conductivity and water retention remained at high
values and bulk density was around l Phosphate retention capacity did not decline
under 60% From the point of view of the sorriba-soils classification they can be
generally included in the Torriarents, but there is no subgroup to accommodate their
andic character Therefore, the inclusion of the subgroups Andic and Vitrandic in
the Arents suborder is proposed
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Properties and Classification of Volcanic Soils derived from the 10th Century
Eruptive Deposits in Changbai Volcano Area, Northeast China.
11. Kanno. Graduate School of Agricultural Science. Tohoku Univ: T. Miyamoto.
Center for Northeast Asian Studies. Tohoku Univ: M. Nanzyo. Graduate School of
Agricultural Science. Tohoku Univ.
Changbaishan (Baitoushan), locating on the border between China and North
Korea, is one of the famous volcanos in China The 10th century eruption of Changbai volcano was one of the largest volcanisms in the last 2000 years (Machida et al..
1990) Theejecta(B-Tm: Baitoushan-Tomakomai ash) was found also in northeast
Japan, more than 1,000 km from the source (Machida and Arai, 1992). In this paper.

•

we examine the properties and classification of volcanic soils in Changbai volcano
area Study area is mainly located on the northeastern slopes of Changbaishan in
the eastern part of Jilin province According to the stratigraphy of the 10th century
eruption and unevenly distribution of the ejecta, we distinguished five groups of
volcanic soils by the major parent material as follows: soils from the trachytic plinian fall over the light-colored alkali-rhyolitic plinian fall (group I), the light-colored
alkali-rhyolitic pyroclastic flow (group II), the trachytic plinian fall (group III),
the dark-colored trachytic pyroclastic flow (group IV) and lahar (mudflow) deposit
(group V) Figure shows selected five pedons based on the group of volcanic soils
described above These pedons are located at almost the same elevation (11 to 1.2
km above sea level) and climate condition such as precipitation (840 to 890 mm
per year) and annual mean temperature (0.9 to 0.4 degrees Celsius) except in the
pedon V. All pedons were characterized by sandy or gravelly texture, A/C type of
soil horizon sequence and low acid oxalate-extractable Al+Fe content. Based on the
world reference base for soil resources (FAO, 1SRIC, and ISSS, 1998), many horizons met some criteria of vitric horizon (Alo+l/2Feo > 0.4% or P retention > 25%).
while considerable horizons fell within the range of tephric soil material (Alo+I/
2Feo < 0 4%) Clay contents of most soil horizons or layers were less than 10%
Pedon I and 111 derived from thick plinian fall deposits classified Tephric-Endoskeletic Regosol and Vitric-Endoskeletic Andosol, respectively. Thick pyroclastic flow
deposits formed Tephric Regosol (pedon II) and Vitric-F.ndoleptic Andosol (pedon
IV) Lahar deposits of pedon V also formed Tephric Regosol (pedon V) under relatively high temperature and a little precipitation. These results of soil classification
indicate that many soils in Changbaishan, whose soil age would be more than 1000
years old, still remain at the initial stage of pedogenesis The cool climate condition
of this area might be a major factor of the slow soil development. Furthermore, the
parent material consisting of the coarse textured tephra provided by the sequential
plinian falls and pyroclastic flows, not fine textured volcanic ash, would affect the
slow rate of tephra weathering.
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different parent materials aged between 3.5 Myr and less that 20 kyr, and under a
sparse mountain scrub vegetation have been studied in the area, so as to determine
their properties and to establish soil forming processes under the Canarian mountain
scrub The following soil types have been identifiedOver basaltic and trachybasaltic lava flows On slopes lower than 20%:l.ithic Xeropsamments (<20 kyr);Andic
Dystroxerepts (20-180 kyr).EIsewhere: Lithic Cryopsamments (<20 kyr),Lithic
Xerorthents (180-3500 kyr) Over recent parent materials, soils are scarcely weathered (CEC = 1.4-5.0 cmolckg-1), clay-poor (10-40 gkg-l), organic matter-poor
(0.4-11 gkg-l), and acidic (pHH20 5 8-6 9) Entisols in which Ca+2 predominates
in the exchange complex and that show certain andic character (Alo =0.1-1%; P
retention=50%). On ancient materials and gentler slopes, a cambic horizon may
develop with a CEC =28-32 cmolckg-l, a higher clay content (about 260 g k g - l )
and also a higher amount of organic C in the surface (11 -15 g k g - l ) . Soil pH is still
acidic (5 5), but the andic character is more marked (Alo = 0.6-0.9 %, P-retention =
70-75%) On steeper slopes, the characteristics are similar, but water erosion avoids
the formation of cambic horizons Over salic (trachytic and phonolythic) lava flows:
On slopes lower than 20%: Lithic Xerorthents (<20 kyrXTrachytes);Litjhic Haploxerepts (180-3500 kyr) (Phonolytes). Elsewhere: Lithic Cryorthents (<20 kyr)
(Trachytes) Weathering of salic parent materials is hindered in such bioclimatic
conditions, and soils are less developed (Lithic Entisols over recent materials)
Only over the ancient phonolites at Las Canadas Wail (I80kyr - 3.5 Myr) an early
cambic horizon can be observed (CEC =13.2 cmolckg-l, clay = 200 gkg-1, organic
carbon = 24 gkg-l). However, a slight andic character appears in all cases (Alo
= 0.3-1.0%, P-retention = 26-54%, Bulk density = 0.6-1.0 MgM-3) Over basaltic
and trachybasaltic pyroclastsOn slopes lower than 20%:Humic Vitrixerands (<20
kyr);Lithic Vitrixerands (20-180 kyr):Typic Vitrixerands (20-180 kyr) Elsewhere:
Typic Vitrixerands (<20 kyr) Basic pyroclastics rocks are more weathereable, even
in such extreme conditions, whereby they give rise to Vitrandic Andisols, regardless their age and topographic position These soils show a variable clay content
(30-274 gkg-l), which tends to increase with the age of the parent material, an
available water retention capacity higher than 15%, and a bulk density ranging
between 0.3-0.8 MgM-3. Soil pH is neutral (7 1 -7.4) and the CEC also varies (7-46
cmolckg-I), also increasing with the age and the weathering degree of the parent material (Alo = 0.2-1.0% y P-retention = 39-68%) Over trachytic pyroclasts
and pumiceous tuffs:mOn slopes lower than 20%:Lithic Vitrixerands (<20 kyr)
(Pumice);Typic Vitrixerands (20-180 kyr) (Pumice Elsewhere: Vitrandic Xerorthents (<20 kyr) (Trachyte);Lithic Vitrixerands (20-180 kyr) (Pumice). The features
of the soils formed on these materials (Vitrandic Andisols) are similar to those
described above The degree of weathering is lesser than in basaltic pyroclasts,
as shown by the lower clay content and a higher gravel proportion (pumice and
trachyte grains), lower CEC values (3-25 cmolckg-l) and Alo percentages (0.1 to
0.3%). Only trachytic pyroclasts on steep slopes give rise to coarse textured and
shallow Vitrandic Entisols, as a consequence of water erosion and the nature of the
parent material, less weathereable
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M G Tenorio Arvide
Variable Charge Soils Identified in a Cloud Forest.

M. G Tenorio Arvide, Benemerila Univ Aulonoma de Puebla: J. B. Dixon, Texas
ASM Univ: O. A. Acevedo Sandoval, Univ Aulonoma del Estado de Hidalgo; M. A.
Valera Perez. G. Linares Fleiles. Benemerila Univ Aulonoma de Puebla.
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C. D. Arbelo
Soils Developed on Volcanic Materials in a Mountainous Environment (Mt.
Teide, Canary Islands, Spain).

C. D. Arbelo, J. A. Guerra, A. Rodriguez-Rodriguez. B. Santana, J. S. Nolario. J.
L. Mora. Univ of IM Laguna.
The mount Teide is placed on the Las Canadas National Park in Tenerife (Canary
Islands), which lies over 190 km- and rises between 2000 and 3718 m a.s.1. It is
made up of a great volcanic caldera over which rises the Teide-Pico Viejo stratovolcano complex The caldera started to form about 3 5 million years ago and kept
on its activity until 180 000 years ago Then the making of the Teide-Pico Viejo
complex started, which is still active The volcanic materials released have been
rather diverse in type and in nature, comprising basaltic, trachybasaltic, trachytic
and phonolythic lava flows and basaltic, trachytic and phonolythic pyroclasts The
temperatures in the zone are rather contrasted, with a daily range of 15°C, minimum
values o f - l 5 ° C in winter, and maxima of 30°C in summer. Average rainfall is 500
mm yr-1, 17% of which occur as snow Twenty three soil profiles developed from

Variable charge soils occupy vast areas in the world, and cover a wide range of
landscapes even i f they have different morphological, mineralogical, chemical,
biologic and genetic properties. They have a common property, the surface charge
is variable in magnitude and sign This variation is due to differences in pH, ionic
strength and soil solution composition This research was conducted in Sierra Norte
de Puebla, Mexico, with the vegetation in a cloud forest and soils derived from
volcanic ash The environmental conditions of these soils are severely affected by
the high humidity from the Gulf of Mexico that condenses into the annual precipitation of 2000 to 4000 mm (regime perudic, thermic soils). The composition of the
volcanic ash is variable, being of intermediate and basic types emitted by a group
of complex volcanic cinder cones including the enormous calderas of Teziutlan
formed during the Pleistocene Representative soil profiles were described, georeferenced, and sampled by horizon The physical and chemical properties of the
samples were characterized and then classified according to World Reference Bank
(WRB, 2000) On the other hand the pH was determined according to Uehara and
Gillman (1981) this parameter is an accepted criterion for variable charge soils
Also, it was necessary to quantity the mineralogical fraction that contributed to
the variable charge properties such as aluminum, iron, and silicon in the form of
organic-mineral complexes and short-range-order minerals. Thus, it was done by
selective dissolution of different samples with acid-oxalate and pyrophosphate
solutions Following dissolution, the extracted AI. Fe. and Si were determined
by inductively coupled plasma (ICP). Organic mater was determinate by Walkley-Black method The ERN06 profile had primary minerals, physical-chemical
properties, and environmental conditions of a Pachic Andosol according to WRB
Special characteristics of this profile are its high amount in organic matter (30%
for the epipedon), the advanced weathering, and volcanic ash parental material that
caused the high amount of soluble AI. Fe and Si extracted with pyrophosphate
solution (2 20%; 0 78%. and 0 34%. respectively) This was considered a variable
charge soil and the delta-pH > -0 5 In contrast, the ERN09 profile (an Eutric Cambisol) contained abundant organic matter (15% in the epipedon) too. the parent
material contains calcium carbonate gives a high concentration in exchange bases
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and soluble bases, fundamentally ionic calcium (250% base saturation) occasionally low concentration of AI, Fe, and Si (0 05%; 0 04%; and 0 8% respectively)
This soil has predominantly permanent charge delta-pH < -0 5 In summary, of the
results from the characterization of representative profiles, soils classified by WRB
as I lumic Acrisol, Pachic Andosol and Haplic Luvisol are variable charge soils and
the profiles classified Eutric Cambisol contain a permanent charge, according to
the proposal by Uehara and Gillman (1981) who reported a relationship between
inorganic constituents and soil order Also, we conclude that the soils contain pyroclastic materials that stabilize the organic colloids that impede the mineralization
of the organic matter by aluminum. For the Luvisol, Ca ions substitute for Al in the
organic colloid, so the synergisms between these elements impedes the presence
of the other element, in this case AI. The amount of Fe is low in general for all the
profiles studied The percentage extractable Al and Si with oxalate and the relation
AI/(AI+Si) indicated that allophane is present (Dahlgren, 1994).
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Research of Charcoal Particles in Andosols around Lake Biwa, Central
Japan.
./. Inoue. Osaka City Univ.
Andosols are distributed widely in Japan Previous studies showed black plant particles are included in Andosols that are considered as charcoal particles. However
some researcher consider that these black plant particles are related to origin of the
Andosols in Japan directly or indirectly, black plant particles has not been examined
sufficiently This study confirmed that black plant particles in Andosols distributed
around fake Biwa are charcoal particles by observation of reflectance microscopy,
reflectance measurements and H/C ratio analysis. These black plant particles have
white shining under reflectance microscope, higher reflectance (0.2-2 6%) and
lower H/C ratio (0.471) similar to modern charcoal. These results provide that these
black plant fragments are probably charcoal particles Therefore, charcoal particles
.ire included inAndo-soilsat least in this area. By comparing to previous laboratory
i xperimantal study, the values of reflectance and H/C ratio suggest that charcoal
particles were probably generated at a temperature of ca 300 to 500 degree C and
were probably generated from forest fire or grass fire. The sizes of some charcoal
particles included in Andosols are over 0.5mm. Ohlson and Treyterud (2000) suggests that occurrence of macroscopic charcoal (over 0 5 mm) in forest soils provides a solid evidence for local fire influence Terefore, fires occurred Andosols distributed around Lake Biwa in a past The vertical charcoal particles concentration
increases from upper than AT Volcanic (dispersed at ca 29,000 cal yr BP) glass-rich
stratum to K-Ah Volcanic (dispersed at ca 7,300 cal yr BP) glass-rich stratum This
tendency is almost consistent with that of charcoal concentrations in Lake Biwa
sediments Therefore, some charcoal particles in Lake Biwa sediments are probably
derived from fires in Andosols distributed areas around Lake Biwa.
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Heavy Metal Sorption by Andic and Non-Andic Soil Horizons Derived from
Volcanic Parent Materials.

pH range 4 to 7. At ambient pH and at pH 4, Cd desorbed more completely with
increasing allophane content. The high sorption capacity of the studied soils, thus,
appears to be caused mainly by organic matter.
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J M. Hernandez-Moreno
Water Dispersible Clay and Aeta Potential as Affected by Sodicity and
Management Practices in Andic Soils.
S. Armas-Espinel. Univ de La Laguna; C. M. Regalado. ICIA: J. M. HernandezMoreno. Univ de La Laguna.
Variable charge soils show a high structural stability 'ITie authors have previously
shown that in Andic soils containing both non crystalline materials and layer silicates the aggregation effect of the former did not counterbalance soil structure deterioration under certain combinations of exchangeable cations distributions, salinity
and clay mineralogy The aims of this work are to study the influence of management practices on clay dispersivity and zeta potential and to relate the dispersion to
some soil properties To this end, a clay dispersion test was conducted on natural and
cultivated andic soils from the Canary Islands with a range of amorphous materials
content (quantified by AI and Fe extracted with ammonium oxalate, Alo+l/2Feo).
Samples of 2 g of soil were shaken with 40 mL of distilled water for 30 min After
the appropriate settling time, 10 mL of suspension were pipetted and oven dried,
and the amount of clay determined gravimetrically. In order to study the influence
of sodium and electrical conductivity (EC) in clay dispersion, the soils were treated
with different SAR/EC combinations. Suspension stability was estimated by measuring the zeta potential of the clay suspension (Zetasizer Nano, Malvern) Particle
size, EC and pH of the suspension were also determined Soils with similar or lower
amounts of (Alo+l/2Feo) under cultivation yielded more dispersible clay (2-6%)
than their natural analogues (0 I -1 %). Increasing SAR resulted in an increase in the
dispersed clay in the more diluted solutions The cultivated andic soils dispersed
from 5 mmol/L (at SAR 25 and 50), while the less andic soil (non cultivated) dispersed only from I mmol/L (at SAR 50 and 100) The higher stability of this soil,
compared with its homologous cultivated soils, may be attributed to the negative
effects of specific anion sorption (phosphate fertilizers) on the structural stability
No dispersion was observed in the natural Andisols for the SAR value studied (SAR
50) Zeta potential (absolute values) decreased with increasing (Alo+l/2Feo) from
-40 to -15 mV The latter value corresponded to Andisols in which clay fractions
obtained by sonication gave Z-potential values near zero or even positive at the
same suspension pH. The Z-potential values increased with increasing SAR values
and with decreasing salinity concentration C An inverse relationship was obtained
between Z-potential (absolute values) and the particle average diameter Particle
average diameter decreased significantly with SAR values and with decreasing C
values, especially in the less cultivated andic soils. Chemical and optical analysis
suggested that particle diameters at least greater than 0 8 um corresponded to soil
aggregates.
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Classification of Heugag Soils in Jeju Island.

//. Tanneberg. R. Jahn. Martin-Luther-Univ Halle-Wittenberg.

K. C. Song. National Institute of Agricultural Sciences and Technology.

Although vitally important for environmental protection in many regions of the
world, information on reaction of metals in soils derived from volcanic parent
materials (Andosols) is scarce. For these soils, typically having large contents of
organic matter, a large sorption capacity for heavy metals can be assumed In addition to organic complexes, many trace metals can also form complexes at the surfaces of Si and Al oxides Similar reactions can be assumed for allophane and imogolite, but few studies have addressed that issue Due to large contents of organic
matter as well as of allophanes, allophane-like phases, and oxides, variable charge
sites are predominant in Andosols Sorption of trace metals, thus, likely is highly
pll-depended In order to predict the fate of heavy metals in Andosols, we carried
out batch experiments In particular, we aimed at estimating the binding and release
of metals at different pH values (pH 4, ambient pH, pH 7). Horizons of profiles
without vitric or andic properties (Eutric Humi-Tephric Regosol/Italy) and with
andic properties (Dystric Fulvi-Silandic Andosol/ltaly, Umbric and Acoxic HydriSilandic AndosolAHie Azores) were selected according to differences in contents
of organic matter and short-range ordered minerals For comparison, the Ap horizon of a Siltic Chernozem (Germany) without short range-ordered minerals was
included We followed the experimental design as outlined in the OECD Guideline
106 Volcanic soils exhibit a high to very high sorption capacity for heavy metals
at different pll-values Generally, we observed large sorption capacities and no
clear sorption maximum. The sorption by study samples at ambient pH, ranging
from 4.6 to 5 7, was always smaller and less rapid than that of the reference sample
(Chernozem Ap, pH 7.5. In particular, the study samples exhibited strong sorption
of Pb and Cr at all tested pH values The rapid sorption kinetics suggests that ion
association and ion exchange to govern the binding of heavy metals to all study
samples On average, sorption within the first 10 minutes accounted for 59% Cd,
79% Pb, 87% Ni and 68% Cu of the total amount sorbed over 117 hours. Only for
Cr the sorption was distinctly slower for all samples (27%), which is probably due
to the formation of inner-sphere surface complexes Sorption of Cd and Ni was
found to be strongly pH-dependent A clear relation of adsorption and desorption
to the content of allophane was not found but with increasing allophane contents,
Pb sorption decreased weakly and Cd and Ni sorption decreased strongly in the

Jeju Island is volanic island, and is located about 96km south of Korean Peninsula
Volcanic ash is widespread as a soil parent material throughout island Soils on the
island have the characteristics typical volcanic ash soils. This study was conducted
to classify Heugag soils, widely distributed on high elevated mountainous region
in Jeju Island according to Soil Taxonomy For this study, morphological properties
of typifying pedon of Heugag soils were investigated, and physio-chemical properties were analyzed according to Soil Survey Lavoratory Methods Manual Heugag
soils have thin very dark grayish brown (I0YR 3/2) stony to bouldry silt loam
A horizons(0-IOcm) and dark grayish brown(10YR 4/2) stony silt loam AB horizons(IO-40cm). B horizons(40-IOOcm) are brown to dark brown(10YR 3/4) stony
loam They occur on high elevated mountainous region derived from volcanic ash
materials A, BA, and B horizons of Heugag soils contain 5 2-9 8% oxalate extractable (Al + I/2Fe), over 85% phosphate retention, and lower bulk density than 0.90
Mg/m3 A, BA, and B horizons of Heugag soils have andic soil properties Heugag soils can be classified as Andisols Heugag soils have an udic soil moisture
regime and have a l,500kPa water retention of 15% or more on air-dried samples
throughout all horizons, and can be classified as Udands A, BA, and B horizons
of Heugag soils meet the depth, thickness, and organic carbon requirements for a
melanic epipedon, but do not meet color requirement for a melanic epipedon Therefore, Heugag soils key out as Fulvudands Heugag soils have extractable bases(by
NH40Ac) plus IN-KC1 extractable Al totaling less than 2 cmol(+)/kg in the fineearth fraction in B horizons with a total thickness of 30cm or more. 1,500kPa water
retention on air-dried samples is less than 70% throughout all horizons. Thus, Heugag soils key out as Acrudoxic Fulvudands Heugag soils have a fine-earth fraction
that has a water content at 1,500kPa tension of 12% or more on air-dried samples;
and have less than 35%(by volume) rock fragments. Thus, their substitute for particle-size class are medial Heugag soils can be classified as medial, mesic famly of
Acrudoxic Fulvudands Keywords : andic soil properties. Allophane. Ferrihydrite,
Acrudoxic Fulvudands
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Characterization Of a Soil Catena on the Western Slope of The Piton Des
Neiges Volcano (La Reunion).
F. Feder. R. Olivier. K. Alary. G. Bourgeon. CIRAD (French Agricultural Research
Centre for International Development).
In La Reunion island, where only 17% (43 692 ha) of the total area is cultivated, a
huge irrigation project aims at increasing the agricultural production on the western
slope of the Piton des Neiges volcano This needs a precise knowledge of the soil
resource in order to optimise land use and to avoid environmental risks like erosion
or groundwater pollution. We started the updating of the existing soil map, prepared
in 1988, by the detailed study of a soil catena at altitudes ranging between 350
and I 950 m above mean sea level and annual rainfall (mean annual temperature)
ranging from 800 mm (23°C) at the bottom to nearly 1700 mm (14°C) at the top
The Colimacons experimental farm of CIRAD is located at 800 m on this catena
The soils of the upper part of the catena (I 950 - 900 m) exhibit well developed
andic properties In the uppermost section of the sequence (I 950 - 1 400 m), under
forests or heath, spodic horizons were identified and the soils were classified as
Podzols. In old maps, these Podzols were often called "soils with Macareignite"
because their albic horizon contains a large amount of biogenic opale But, in fact,
the second horizon has the required characteristics of a spodic horizon (particularly
regarding the optical density of the oxalate extract). Lower on the slope, between 1
400 and 900 m, dystric Andosols are found Below 900 m elevation, andic properties gradually disappear and sugar cane becomes the main crop. From 900 to 350
m, the following succession of soils was identified: andic Cambisols (900 - 800m).
Umbrisols (800 - 680 m), mollic Cambisols (680 - 600 m) followed by Phaeozems
(600 - 450 m) and finally Nitisols (450 - 350 m) In La Reunion, on the western
slope of Le Piton des Neiges, nearly 70% of the arable land area have andic properties and the organic wastes (eg. pig manure) are often applied on this type of soil,
the monitoring of such a practice is undertaken at the Colimacons farm
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Assessing the Risk of Soilborne Heavy Metals Leaching in an Andosol after
Sewage Sludge Spreading.
E. Doelsch. F. Feder. A. Findeling. CIRAD (French Agricultural Research Centre
for International Development): Y. Dudal. INRA (French National Institute for
Agricultural Research): H. Saint Macary. CIRAD (French Agricultural Research
Centre for International Development).
In Reunion, volcanic island in the Indian Ocean, about 70% of the arable land
area is covered by andic soils. Sewage sludge spreading on these soils is generally
prohibited because heavy metal content of soils were above the standard threshold
values set by French legislation (Doelsch et al., In Press) To assess the risk of
heavy metals leaching after sewage sludge spreading, we circumvented this restriction by working in the laboratory with an original column set-up A Silic Andosol
from Sainte-Rose (SE part of island) was packed in three large columns (0.375 m
dia. x 1 m long PVC tube) according to observed in situ horizons and bulk density.
Sewage sludge was spread at the surface of columns CI and C2 (5.4 T/ha dry matter equivalent to 350 kg N/ha), while the control column C3 remained untreated
This amendment represented 8 and 6% of the total initial soil content for Zn and
Cu respectively, and only ca. 1 % for Ni and Cr The three columns were maintained
at 25°C over a 4-month period during which they received water applications that
matched the rainfall conditions of Reunion The columns were equipped equally to
monitor water and solutes contents and fluxes. TDR probes and tensiometers were
set at 15, 35 and 45 cm depth to measure soil moisture and matric potential Tipping bucket raingauges were placed at the outlet of the column to measure drainage
flow All these instruments were connected to a datalogger which stored measurements hourly After each watering, soil solution was collected in the columns with
Rhizon soil-solution microsamplers (12, 20 and 37 5 cm depth) and in drainage
water These samples were used to measure Eh, pH, electrical conductivity (EC),
dissolved 02, dissolved organic carbon (DOC), and Zn, Cu, Cr and Ni contents
The water budget terms were well estimated for the three columns The water fluxes
were essentially gravitary since the water matric potential was always close to saturation at 45 cm depth Different hydraulic patterns appeared from day 56 to day 93:
C2 and C3 experienced ponding conditions whereas CI remained unsaturated. For
the three columns the variations of pH and Eh were negligible at all depths after
20 days while dissolved 02 decreased slowly from 4 to 1 mg/L for C2 and C3 and
stayed close to 3 mg/L for C1 At 12 and 20 cm depth, EC increased up to 1.1 mS/
cm for C2 and C3. For the two amended columns, the peak concentration of DOC
(180 mg/L) was reached after 90 days at 12 and 20 cm depth but no breakthrough
was observed at 37 5 cm (DOC ca. 10 mg/L) However, in soil solutions, Cr was
not mobile (Cr < 0 005 mg/L) and Ni and Zn concentrations were always very
low (Ni < 0 02 mg/L and Zn < 0.1 mg/L) Total amounts of leached metals were
calculated on the basis of measured water flows and concentrations. Massive input
of sewage sludge induced no substantial heavy metal leaching flux at any depth,
in spite of the high initial metals content of the Andosol. To conclude, leaching
risk of heavy metals appeared low for this soil (short term experiment) Longer
experiments and investigation on metals speciation is required though to back up
this result. Acknowledgements: This work was conducted within the framework of
a CIRAD-MVAD collaboration agreement, with funding support from FEOGA,
ADEME, the Chambre d'Agriculture de La Reunion, the Region Reunion and the
Departement de La Reunion
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Modelling Mechanisms Controlling the Activity of AP in Soil Solution of
Volcanic Ash Soils Using Humic-ion Binding Model VMIAM-Model V and
Allophane Solubility.
Y. Yagasaki. Soil Classification Lab.. Natural Resources Inventory Center.
National Inst for Agro-Environmental Sciences: J. Mulder. Dept. of Plant and
Environmental Sciences. Norwegian Univ of Life Sciences: M. Okazaki. Graduate
School of Bio-Applications and Systems Engineering. Tokyo Univ. of Agriculture
and Technology.
In a B horizon, containing abundant allophane and less SOM, model prediction
for the changes in AI' activity upon addition of AICI, resulted in rather greater
AI' activity at any predicted pH, compared with those observed By incorporating
a sub-model of allophane solubility into WHAM-Model V to take account equilibrium with allophane, the model predicted those changes in pH and AI' activity
fairly well This supports findings in our previous studies that, 1) in a B horizon
containing abundant allophane and less SOM, solubility of allophane controls the
activity of Al'', 2) in A and AB horizons containing large amount of accumulated
SOM, cation binding by humic substances controls Al' activity, despite considerable amount of Al and silica extractable by acid-oxalate are present in these horizons These findings provide a basis toward a full-mechanistic modelling for Al'
activity in volcanic ash soils
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O. Arnalds
Icelandic Andosols and Vitrisols.
O. Arnalds. Agricultural Univ of Iceland.
Icelandic soils, recently reviewed by Arnalds (2004), are predominantly Andisols
according to Soil Taxonomy. They make up a substantial proportion of the world's
Andisols (up to 5%). The majority of the soils can be divided into two broad groups
(Icelandic classification scheme): soils under vegetation (Brown, Gleyic, and Histic Andosols plus Histosols) and various types of Vitrisols found mostly on desert
areas. Icelandic soils form under climatic conditions that range from cold frigid
areas in lowlands to arctic highlands, and they are extensively influenced by cryogenic processes The weathering environment is characterized by relatively steady
state of eolian deposition of basaltic glass materials originating from sandy desert
areas, and frequent but small tephra additions The eolian and tephra deposition
and accumulation of organic materials have built up a 0.3 - >2 m thick mantle that
covers most of the vegetated part of the country: the parent materials of Icelandic
Andosols and Histosols The basaltic tephra weathers readily, in spite of cold climate, forming allophane, imogolite and ferrihydrite, releasing cations that maintain
the pH of the soils Icelandic soil databases show clear relationships between pH.
allophane formation, and organic content, which is partly independent of climate
These relationships are largely controlled by the rate of eolian and tephra deposition (vitric input) which varies depending on distance from source of eolian materials (sandy deserts) and volcanoes The eolian and tephra input, together with the
position of ground water table explains the variability in properties of Icelandic
Andosols to a great extent. Rapid vitric input (often > I mm yr') results in pH
favorable for allophane formation (5 5-6 5), while soils far from eolian sources of
vitric materials tend to have lower pH (< 5.5) and become dominated by aluminum-humus complexes and organic materials, but andic influences as expressed by
(AI+'/zFe) , P-retention, and low bulk density, are always present The poster presents a soil map of Iceland, based an Icelandic classification scheme It is expressed
using the gradient caused by increased vitric material input near volcanoes and
deserts that are sources for eolian redistribution of vitric materials The following
soil classes form the highest level of the scheme:
• Histosols with OC>20% occur in poorly drained areas far from vitric sources.
They cover only about 1% of Iceland They do exhibit pronounced andic influences
• Histic Andosols have 12-20%C in surface horizons but meet criteria for Andosols
They occur far from sources of vitric materials at poorly drained landscape positions. They have a unique combination of andic and histic properties, often with
poorly decomposed organic materials, raising interesting classification arguments
regarding to which class they should belong (Andosol vs Histosol or Gleysol).
•Gleyic Andosols have <12%C and are Andosols of poorly drained areas near
vitric sources; thus they are typical Andosols, often allophanic in nature, but also
have properties of Gleysols.
• Brown Andosols are typical freely drained Andosols. with variable amount of
allophane depending on how much tephra and eolian vitric materials are deposited
(allophanic far from vitric sources; vitric in nature near volcanoes and deserts)
• Vitrisols, the sandy soils of Icelandic deserts (400-2000 mm rainfall) cover up
to 40 000 km2 or 40% of Iceland They meet criteria for Andisols according to
Soil Taxonomy, although consisting mostly of volcanic glass, partly because of
the basaltic nature of the tephra (eg (AI+'/iFe)ox >0 4%) When vegetation is
established on these soils, they can develop to become Brown Andosols within
few decades
Other types of soils occur in Iceland, including Cryosols (andic in nature), Regosols, Fluvisols, Arenosols and Leptosols. but these are either of limited extent or
have not been researched
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Volcanic Soil Resources of Kurope: an Ell funded research co-operation.
O. Arnolds. Agricultural Univ of Iceland; F. Bartoli, Centre de Pédologie
Biologique: P. Buurman, Laboratory of Soil Science and Geology; P. Quantin,
G Stoops, Department of Geology and Soil Science: F. Terribile. Instilulo per Lo
Studio dei Problemi Agrononnci Dell 'Irrigazione nel.
A group of European soil scientists participated for six years (1998-2004) in an
European Union funded research co-operation titled Soil Resources of European
Volcanic Systems (COST-622). This activity was a part of the European COST
Action programs The EU COST program is one of the longest-running instruments
supporting co-operation among scientists and researchers across Europe, involving
a wide range of research and technological activities (see www cost.esf.org) The
COST-622 Action consisted of 5 working groups (I) Pedogensis; (2) Soil physics;
(3) Chemistry and pollutant binding; (4) Land use. The Action was chaired by Francois Bartoli (France) During the action, both workshops and small group meetings
were held at various locations in Europe, including in Iceland (twice), Azores and
Lisboa (Portugal), Napoli and Sicily (Italy) Santorini (Greece), Germany, France,
1 lungary, Wageningen (the Netherlands), and Tenerife (Spain) Guests from outside
of Europe were invited to the many of the meetings By the end of this activity,
researchers from 12 European countries had joined in program A unique aspect
of the work was the joint sampling of soils of volcanic regions in Europe, with 20
sampled European Reference Pedonsof the COST-622 Action Samples from these
pedons were distributed among the participating researchers and their laboratories.
Therefore, an unusual range of laboratory analysis and experiments have been performed on these soils. The soils represent also an unusual range of environmental
conditions, from Slovakia in the east to Germany and France in the west, and from
the Mediterranean and tropical Atlantic to sub-arctic Iceland, from lowlands to high
elevations on the slopes of volcanoes. All of this gives an unique opportunity to reexamine the principles of development of soils in volcanic regions and their classification. Analyses include organic matter research, biological properties, a range
of grain size and colloid characteristic investigations, pollutant behavior, a variety
of both conventional and recently developed chemical, physical and micromorphological analysis, extractions, soil genesis and land use considerations Andosols
occur in patches in the Carpathian basin from Romania to Slovakia, in Hungary and
in Germany A large area is in the Massif Central (France), and in both Canary and
Azores Islands, in volcanic areas in the Mediterranean regions, mostly in Southern
Italy, while the largest area is found in Iceland (50-80 000 km2). The action has
brought a new light on the unique properties of volcanic soils, their formation,
distribution in Europe and classification Available publications resulting from
the COST-622 research co-operation include (see www.rala/andosol for further
details): Soil Resources of Euorpean Volcanic Systems. Mainzer Naturwissenshaft
Archiv 40 (2002).
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A Dümig
A mosaic of nonallophanic Andosols, Umbrisols, and Cambisols on rhyodacite
in the southern Brazilian highlands.

A. Dümig. P. Schad. M. Kohok. P. Beyerlein. W. Schwimmer. I. Kögel-Knabner,
Lehrstuhl für Bodenkunde (Soil Science). Department of Ecology. Technische
Universität München.
We studied 27 soil profiles developed from rhyodacite in the highlands of northeastern Rio Grande do Sul State, Brazil The climate is humid and temperate without marked dry periods The vegetation comprises pastureland, not managed grassland, deciduous forest with Araucaria angustifolia, shrubland and Pinus plantations
The soils are very rich in organic matter and strongly acid, they have high clay
contents, low bulk densities and high phosphate retentions XRD analyses showed
the presence of quartz, kaolinite, chlorite, and gibbsite Extractions with pyrophosphate (p), dithionite-citrate-bicarbonate (d) and acid oxalate (o) gave in most horizons the following relationships: Fed > Fep > Feo and Alp > Aid > Alo. Despite the
possible AI release from gibbsite, we attribute the high Alp concentrations mainly
to a high amount of AI humus complexes The absence of allophane and imogolite
was confirmed by the very low Sio and Sid concentrations Twenty-one soils meet
the andic requirements according to the draft of the second edition of World Reference Base for Soil Resources (bulk density < 0 9 kg dm-3, Alo + 0.5 Feo > 20 g
kg-1, phosphate retention > 85 %) over at least some depth, 13 fulfil them over the
required minimum thickness of an andic horizon and (the andic horizon starting
within 25 cm from the soil surface) classify as Andosols. They are the first detected
Andosols in South America outside the Andes The other 6 soils fail the Alo + Feo
criterion over the whole soil depth, 2 of them additionally the phosphate retention
Besides the 13 Andosols we have 12 Umbrisols and 4 Cambisols 11 Umbrisols and
the 4 Cambisols are higher weathered with high Fed and low Feo concentrations
and may have developed from Andosols by crystallization of iron oxides Fifteen
soil profiles are under grassland and grassland-related vegetation, 12 under forest
and shrubland Forest and shrubland are more concentrated on steeper slopes and
7 soil profiles have a buried soil starting within 40 cm (buried soils were not found
under grassland) and 4 others have a solum shallower than 60 cm The upper horizons of all buried soils meet the andic requirements and, if present, form part of the
andic horizon According to pollen analyses, which indicate that the forest is not
older than 3000 years, these buried soils probably developed under grassland Generally, the upper topsoil horizons in the forest have clearly lower Feo and/or Alo
concentrations, lower Feo / Fed ratios, and lower phosphate retentions than those
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of the grassland profiles. Contrary to 5 grassland topsoils none of them meets the
andic requirements. Under forest, crystallization of iron oxides seems to be easier
than under grassland
126-15
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L. L Shillam

Decomposition of leaf litter mixtures in volcanic chronosequences on Mount
Etna, Sicily.

L. L. Shillam. Univ ofStirling.
Volcanic eruptions provide new land surfaces for soil formation and colonisation,
and chronosequences produced by successive eruptions provide opportunities to
investigate succession by soil organisms The lava flows of Europe's most active
volcano, Mount Etna, have been reliably mapped for centuries and ancient eruptive
paths dated. Four sites ranging in age and predominant vegetation cover were chosen to investigate whether leaf litter decay varies at different successional stages
and whether mixed litter species decompose at a different rate than their single
species counterparts. Mass loss data showed the rate of decomposition at the sites
was similar despite several thousand years age difference Litter mixtures showed
no real variation from single litter species over a range of parameters and sites after
254 days in situ.
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K N. Bhat
The Current Status of the Soufriere Hill Volcanic Ejecta on the Andosols of
Montserrat.
K. N. Bhat. Alabama A&M Univ; R. Taylor. Dept ofPlant and Soil Science, Alabama
A&M Univ; T. D. Ranatunga. Alabama A&M Univ: Z N. Senwo. Alabama ASM
Univ; R. H. April. Colgate Univ; B. Jackson. Univ of Massachusetts Lowell.
The intermittent volcanic ejecta from Soufière Hill volcanic eruption after 1995 has
necessitated the evaluation of soil surface and its properties to better evaluate the
future land use and management, once the exclusion zone is opened for re-habitation. Preliminary studies of ash and ash samples from this zone indicate the absence
of secondary minerals. Further in the bulk, silt and clay fraction, no phyllosilicate
clay mineral material has been found by XRD measurements The main constituent
of the Soufriere Hill ejecta to date consists of cristobalite and plagioclase The ash
and ash/soil samples from regions with and without any vegetation contain albite,
anorthite, amphibole, some (hornblende) and cristobalite, which have been found up
to a depth of 6 inches or more. The soils and ash samples are highly acidic with pH
in the range of 3.6(ash) - 5 8(soil) The total concentration often different elements
obtained by XRF measurement shows that the ratio of Si/AI is almost 4:1 in the
samples analyzed to date The total amount of each element, present in the form of
their oxides, expressed as percentages, are Si> Al> Ca=Fe>Na>Mg>K>Ti>Mn>P.
The amount of AI in the ash (using KCl method) and together with the Si / AI
ratio can affect the productivity of the soil. Micronutrient element concentrations
determined by 0 IM HCl, DTPA, Mehlich-1 and Mehlich -3 were relatively low in
ash and soils. However high concentration of available Ca, Mg and P were found
in the ash using Mehlich -1 and Mehlich -3 extractants Such analysis gives insight
into the bioavailability of these nutrient elements and the ash, as well as the ash's
value as a soil amendment. However the presence of high levels of AI may cause
AI toxicity and lead to stress in plants, so that when management and agricultural
issues are debated suitable plants must be chosen that can withstand high acidity
due to AI as well as Al toxicity
126-17
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C Colombo

Genesis of Young Volcanic Soils from Pyroclastic Material in South Central
Italy.

C. Colombo. V. M. Sellitto. G. Palumbo. Dip. SAVA Molise Univ; F Terribile.
DISSPA Univ di Napoli Federico II.
The Phlegraean Fields were formed by about 30 different volcanic events, beginning approximately 30 ka ago in South Central Italy The Phlegraean Fields have a
very complex history and volcanic evolution, and consist of heterogeneous pyroclastic rocks They were formed by two major collapses related to Campanian
Ignimbrite The eruptions were mostly phreatomagmatic, with subordinate magmatic explosions, and produced tephra fallout and pyroclastic materials, mostly
surges, in a large area of about 50-100 km2. All the phreatomagmatic explosions
generated large amounts of ash The texture of the deposits of such explosions varies according to distance from the vent, consisting of ash to coarse-ash, surge beds
and subordinate fallout layers The eruptions formed large deposits of pyroclastic
products such as the geologic formation called "Neapolitan yellow tuff'. The aim
of this work was to study the mineralogy and geochemistry of four young volcanic
soils developed on pyroclastic material located in the Phlegraean Fields. They are
characterized by three different land uses: chestnut forest (Castanea sativa) (Fl and
F2); downy oak forest (Quercus pubescens) F3 and fruit trees (F4) The four profiles were described and sampled both for chemical, mineralogical and micromorphological analysis The thin sections were analysed by optical microscopy (OM)
and selected areas were also observed by scanning electron microscope (SEM) and
microanalysis (EDS) to detect the differences in the chemical composition All
grain size fractions were analysed by X ray diffractometry (XRD). The pedogenetic
environment of the volcanic soils studied is particularly complex due to the heterogeneity of the pyroclastic materials stratified during the intense volcanic activity

in the last 5000 years The profiles have a good degree of soil development and
their pH ranges from moderately acid to neutral The soils shown very weak andic
properties, low phosphate retention, low concentration of AI and Si extracted with
ammonium oxalate, high values of CEC and exchangeable K The DRX data of the
clay fraction show that the soils have a very low content of phyllosilicates Halloysite (hydrated and dehydrated phases) was detected in small amounts, its content
generally increasing towards the surface horizons with a small and very broad XRD
reflection at 0.78-1.1 nm; this indicates a poorly ordered phase The clay fraction
also showed detectable amounts of analcime and phillipsite. The specific peaks
of zeolites (0.72 nm and 0 56 nm) were very sharp in the lower horizons while in
the surface horizons they were present as small, broad XRD reflections. The sand
fraction also contains biotite, leucite, sanidine and very small amounts of phillipsite
and analcime The intensity of the reflections of such zeolites is much lower than
those of the same minerals in the clay fraction. This difference in intensity of the
DRX patterns could be related to the great variability in crystal structure, grain size,
Si/AI ratio and exchange-cation composition of zeolite minerals. Micromorphological analysis showed the rare presence of clay coatings in the C horizons along with
pumice having a different degree of weathering Chemical analysis obtained by
SEM - EDS on the same sections showed that silicon had accumulated in the external parts of the pumice; such areas appeared optically isotropic to the OM while
aluminium has a very different distribution from the silicon In addition, other element mapping of the pumice in the thin sections chiefly showed a similar distribution of alkaline cations, indicative of moderate weathering The pedogenesis of the
young volcanic soils in the Phlegraean Fields appears to depend primarily on the
short time-span of pedogenesis and then on the kind of pyroclastic material More
specifically, in the deep porous soils formed by fresh younger volcanic ash the most
important pedogenic process is the formation of low amount of short-range-order
aluminosilicates with the development of non-allophanic soils. Volcanic soils in the
Phlegraean Fields show the abundant presence of primary minerals, glass, pumices,
scoria, and unconsolidated tufts with lesser amounts of allophane and zeolite in
the fine fraction A small amount of allophane and halloysite could be related to
a young soil environment and strong drainage that removes Si from the soil solution, limiting the neogenesis of short-range-order aluminosilicate minerals The loss
of bases during leaching of soils could be continuously replenished by the steady
supply of bases from the zeolites. This could provide a chemical environment that
prevents the formation of poorly ordered aluminosilicates.
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Vitrisols: a proposed WRB soil group.
O. Arnalds. Agricultural Univ of Iceland.
The concept of Andosols is tied to soils that develop in volcanic ejecta, a notation
that links the soil class with parent material Short-range order minerals and/or
metal-humus complexes provide the soils with properties that characterize Andosols and a measure of these constituents are used for their identification (eg. > 2%
(AI+'/2Fe)m). The presence of vitric materials is also used as a diagnostic criterion
in Soil Taxonomy (ST) and WRB with relaxed requirements (eg 0 4 instead of
2%). Otherwise, poorly developed vitric soils that do not meet the lowered Andosol
criteria are registered with a diversity of other poorly developed soils. This causes
problems in classifying soils in volcanic areas, and raises questions about how
these soils are classified. Iceland has large areas (>40 000 km-, 40% of Iceland) of
poorly developed soils that constitute mostly basaltic vitric materials. Much of the
materials meet criteria of >0.4% (AI+'/iFe) and are therefore Andisols according
to ST. However, their classification alternates between Andosols and Regosols over
few m distances according to the WRB, depending mostly on thickness, which in
many cases is difficult and even awkward to define They are termed Vitrisols in
Iceland, using OC% and Sim (allophane) contents to differentiate between Vitrisols and Andosols. The Icelandic Vitrisols include vitric subgroups of many other
soils according to WRB The concept of vitric soil materials has generally been
approached in relation to the definition and investigation of andic soils; Andosols.
It sounds more reasonable to define vitric soils as such, rather than in relation to
characterization of other type of soils (Andosols). Oxalate extraction may dissolve the basaltic vitric materials and the presence of magnetite and other factors
may also interfere with this method in volcanic areas These reasons make oxalate
values questionable for classification purposes of vitric materials Vitric materials
have unique soil characteristics, both physical and chemical, making them very
different from inert parent materials such as quartz of other poorly developed soils
Tephra can have up to 30 m2 g' surface area, and grain size is often chiefly a
result of how much energy is used to fractionate the materials. Separating vitric
soils into two components, partly with Andosols (based on questionable criteria),
and a range poorly developed soils (such as Regosols and Arenosols), in spite of
unique soil properties is worth re-consideration Such separation gives a poor representation of Icelandic soils for scientific purposes, land use considerations, and
regional (e.g. European) representation Mapping becomes difficult and the maps
convey less information I perceive this as a wide ranging problem in volcanic
areas, where information about vitric soils, with their unique properties are lost
unless a detailed levels of mapping are used A primary goal of soil classification is
to separate soils in a clear and meaningful manner A soil should be recognized for
what it is; the notion of pedogenesis should not restrict our ability to classify soils
Parent materials can have overriding influence on properties of soils Therefore,
the use of the soil group Vitrisols is suggested, as is done in some other classification systems The idea fits well within the general purpose of the WRB which

states:"at the higher categoric level classes are differentiated mainly according to
the primary pedogenetic process that has produced the characteristic soil features,
except where 'special' soil parent materials are of overriding importance". Vitric
materials, together with organic residues (histic) and athropogenic influences are
of "overriding" importance for soil properties Further, much of the vitric materials
have unique soil behaviour, both physical and chemical, which separates them from
other rock materials
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E. Takasu
Effect of phospogypsum application on the chemical properties of Andisols.
E. Takasu. Field Science Center. Graduate School ofAgricultural Science. Tohoku
University / CO-OP Chemical Co.. Lid; S. Hiranuma. F. Yamada. Y. Yoshida. COOP Chemical Co.. Ltd.; M. Saigusa. Field Science Center. Graduate School of
Agricultural Science. Tohoku Univ.
Andisols are widely distributed in Japan, and are regarded as one of the most
important soil types in Japanese agriculture, in particular for the upland crop production due to the high distribution percentage of approximately 47 % of upland
field. In upland crop production, physiological disorder due to Ca deficiency often
occur in crops grown in vegetable fields despite the much presence of exchangeable Ca measured by IM ammonium acetate extraction Hence, effective fertilization technique is required for Ca supply to vegetable crops Toma et al (1995)
reported the possibility of the use of phosphogypsum (PG) as a effective calcium
(Ca) source in non-allophanic Andisols. However, it is predicted that the effectiveness of PG application for Ca supply was differed among Andisols with different colloidal component In this regard, Saigusa et al. (1990) reported that greater
amount of Ca for crop growth was required in allophonic Andisol rather than in
non-allophanic Andisols. Therefore, the objective of this study was to clarify the
effect of PG application on the chemical properties of Andisols, and to estimate the
ability of PG to supply Ca in Andisols with different colloidal components with
special reference to water-soluble Ca. Five virgin Andisols with different inorganic
and organic colloidal components were used in this experiment Kawatabi A and
Bw horizon soils were classified into non-allophanic Andisols, and Kameoka AI,
A2, and B horizon soils were classified into allophanic Andisols. We also divided
along total carbon content into humic and non-humic Andisols, soils with greater
than or equal to 5% of total carbon content were categorized into humic soils, and
soils with less 5% of it were categorized into non-humic soils The PG byproduct
of the Japanese fertilizer industry was used in this experiment The PG was applied
to the soil samples at the rates of 0,0 3,0.6, and I 2 g kg' air-dry soil (< 2 mm) as a
CaO and then mixed uniformly The pH (1 5 H,0) and electrical conductivity (EC)
of the soils were measured by a glass electrode and EC meter, respectively Acid
oxalate extractable AI, Fe, and Si and pyrophosphate extractable Al and Fe were
determined by 1CP-AES (SPS3100, Sil). The water-soluble Ca was determined
by the water extractable methods. Soil to distilled water ratio was 1:5 by weight in
water-soluble CaO. The change of soil pH differed among soil samples; Kameoka
A2 and B horizon exhibited almost the same pH regardless of the PG application
rate. Kawatabi A horizon and Kameoka Al horizon soils exhibited a decrease by
PG application In particular, the soil pH of Kawatabi A horizon soil was sharply
decreased when PG was applied at the rate of 0.3 CaO g kg"1, and subsequently, it
decreased gradually from 4 9 to 4.4 with increasing application rate. On the other
hand, the soil pH gradually increased in the case of Kawatabi B horizon soil. Saigusa et al. (1992) reported that 8-15cmolc kg' of"constant negative charge derived
from 2:1-2:1:1 minerals was found in non-allophanic Andisols. It was suggested
that Kawatabi A horizon soil possessed a high constant negative charge and that H
ions were easily released by the isomorphous substitution of Al-1' ions held by a constant negative charge, resulting in a sharp decrease of soil pH On the other hand, it
was considered that in Kawatabi B horizon, the number of OH ions released could
be exceed that of H ions released, by the ligand exchange of S0 4 2 ions The soil
EC was clearly increased in proportion to the application rate of PG for all the soil
samples. This may reflect the relatively high solubility of PG in water, i.e., with 2.1
g L'. However, the increment in the soil EC was differed among soil samples; the
soil EC of non-allophanic Andisols was relatively higher than that of allophonic
Andisols. With increasing in the PG application rate, the water-soluble Ca content
increased in all the soil samples, ranging from 0 57 to 3 17 cmol kg' when 1.2
CaO g kg' of PG was applied However, the increase amount of water-soluble Ca
was differed among Andisols with different colloidal component The relationship
between the allophane content and the apparent increment of water-soluble Ca in
soils was examined The apparent increment of water-soluble Ca tended to decrease
exponentially with increasing of allophone content in the soils. It was indicated
that the increment in water-soluble Ca with PG application was depressed by binding alloplhane with Ca Furthermore, on comparing with between Kawatabi A and
Kawatabi Bw horizon soils that have less than 50g kg"1 of allophone content, it was
deduced that the apparent increment of water-soluble Ca of humic Kawatabi A horizon soil was lower than that of Kawatabi B horizon by 0 1 cmol kg' Therefore, it
was suggested that the apparent increment of water-soluble Ca was more affected
by allophone content than humus content, although the humus content also aftected
the Ca availability in Andisols
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M E Ortiz Escobar
Soil aluminum toxicity in the Colombian coffee growing region: Sources of
aciditv and methods of determination.
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Posters
M. E. Ortiz Escobar. Univ ofHawaii; R. D. Zapata. Univ Nacional de Colombia: S.
Sadeghian. Centra Nacional de Invesligaciones de Café. CENICAFE.
The coffee growing region in Colombia, is located on volcanic-ash derived soils,
classified as Andisols, which are known for their acidic condition, rich in organic
matter and associated to AI toxicity Twenty soils were studied by using the first 30
cm from the A horizon, selected by the high Al-KCI extractable content (Al+3 > 1 5
cmolkg-1), and classified by the National Federation of Coffee Growers of Colombia in four Units of soil, Chinchina, Montenegro, Timbio and Piendamo Different determinations were used to evaluate their acidity: exchangeable AI with three
KCl concentrations to estimate the effect of the extractant concentration on the AI
content; soil solution, by centrifugation and leachate analysis, organic fraction and
organic matter-AI complex capacity; and Potentiometrie and conductimetric titrations, to determine possible inorganic sources of acidity. The results indicate that
1) AI concentration can be affected by the extractant concentration, 2) hydroxy-AI
species were not detected by titration methods, 3) Al-organic matter complexes
were negligible, and the free AI determined, is probably from an inorganic source,
which seems not be toxic for plants, and 4) the soil solution indicates that AI concentrations were not present in toxic levels, and disagree with the values reported
by traditional methods reporting high concentration of AI in soil, without any damage in the root zone We recommend that for ash-derived soils, pertaining to any
of these four soils Units, and with exchangeable A13+ > 15 cmol kg-1, additional
analysis of soil solutions should be done, prior any recommendation to correct soil
acidity Keywords: Colombia, Al-toxicity, Andisols, soil acidity.
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A Rodriguez-Rodriguez
Seasonal Dynamics of Organic Carbon Stocks and Forms in Andosols of the
Canary Islands (Spain).
A. Rodriguez-Rodriguez. C. M. Armas. C. D. Arbelo. J. A. Guerra. B. Santana. J.
S. Nolario. J. L. Mora. Univ of La Laguna.
Soil organic C contents vary seasonally due tofluctuationsin temperature and moisture, but also according to other factors, such as changes in land use, vegetation
characteristics, soil properties, etc The different forms of organic C (labile/recalcitrant, biomass-linked, or chemically extractable organic C) result from the dynamics of C in soils Regardless the soil organic C (SOC) content, only a small fraction
of it is readily available for microorganisms, and its amounts and nature may be
subjected to different patterns of seasonal fluctuations Andosols are characterized
by a high SOC content, due to the stabilization of humic substances by short-range
ordered minerals or by amorphous hidroxy-AI compounds, which conferes organic
C a high resistance to microbial decomposition Very few studies have been made
so far on the organic C forms and stocks that predominate in every season in Andosols The aim of this paper is to fill such a gap, by characterizing the seasonal
pattern of SOC forms and some related enzymatic activities in Andosols of the
Canary Islands Afieldstudy has been carried out in three plots. Two of them lie on
Aluandic andosols (Eutric and Lithic fulvudands) under laurel forest, and another
one lies on Umbric andosols (Ultic hapludands) under Erica-Myrica heather forest
The soils overlie deeply weathered ferralithic saprolite rock, derived from pliocenic
basalts The high annual rainfall rates (850-1100 mmyr-1) give rise to an Udic
soil moisture regime Mean annual temperature and the estimated potential evapotranspiration are I4°C and 600 mm.yr-i, respectively. The seasonal (July, October,
January and april) pattern for selected SOC forms (microbial biomass C, total SOC,
pyrophosphate-extractable organic C, potassium sulphate-extractable organic C,
and water-soluble organic C) in surface (15 cm) soil samples has been assessed on a
one-year term basis The obtained results show that Andosols are rich in total SOC
(166-231 g C kg-1) and in microbial biomass (2.49-6.11 gC kg-1), as expectable,
being these levels higher than those reported elsewhere for volcanic ash-derived
soils Pyrophosphate-extractable organic C represents about one third (26-36%)
of the total SOC The average biomass to total organic C ratio ranges between
I 8 and 2.4%. much higher than that reported for Japanese Andosols (0.2%) or in
the COST622 Volcanic Soils of Europe reference (1.3-1.7%) Moreover, microbial
organic C correlates poorly with the total SOC content (r • 0 44) In general, hot
water was more effective than K2S04 as a extractant for labile organic C forms,
and correlates fairly with total SOC (r = 0.87). The water-soluble organic C exceeds
the microbial organic C content (mean ratio = 1.2), as reported for allophanic Andosols in New Zealand (mean ratio = 3 - 7 ) . The highest total SOC contents occur
in winter and spring, which coincides with the highest soil moisture values The
highest values for other organic C forms (microbial biomass organic C, water- and
potassium sulphate-extractable organic C) can be found during spring and summer
No significant seasonal fluctuations have been found for pyrophoshate-extractable
organic C. The high microbial biomass carbon content measured coincides with
the maximum litter supplies to soil The most active microbial biomass occurs at
Umbric Andosols, characterized by intense mineralization processes, as shown by
the enzymatic activities.
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Table 1.- Organic carbon forms Annual average values (mean ± S D.) nd Not determined
PyroP: Pyrophosphate. HW Hot water AI concentrations expressed as mass of elemental C
mass of soil".
Aluandic andosol Aluandic andoio I
Umbric andosol
Degraded ErcaValley teurus f ore St Slope Laurustorest
Mi/nca heather
1
Total OC (g.lOOg )
Spring
16.6 ±017
21.3 ± 1 54
20.3 ± 0 61
Summer
21.3 ± 0 68
177 ±0.14
19.5 ± 0 01
Aulumm
231 ± 0 28
18.9 ± 0 54
18.4 ± 0 09
20.4 ± 0 67
Winter
198 ± 0 33
206 ± 0 8 3
19.7 ± 0 93
Annua! mean
20.2 + 2 75
19.6 ±1.64
Microbial DC (mg.ttg ')
Spring
4320 ±80
3754 +82
3362 ± 76
Summer
4816±90
2493 ±21
6115 ±23
4417 ±81
4107 ±12
Autumm
3898 ± 05
Winter
4372 ±72
6012±72
3218 ±78
Annua! mean
4762 ±914
3471 ±815
4664 ±1075
PyroP OC (g.100g )
Spring
5.4 ±0.04
6.8 ±0.07
7 2 ±0.09
Summer
5 • ±0 02
5 8 ±0 23
6 9 + 0 04
7.1 ±0.04
Autumm
5.2 ±0.13
5.6 ±0.16
Winter
5.4 ±0.13
B.4±0.12
7.5 ±0.22
61±050
72±030
Annualmean
5 3 + 0 20
K,S04OC(mg.kg )
Spring
B32±10
1281 ±11
1312±13
Summer
12B0±10
781 ±9
1699 ±13
Autumm
1208±10
1542±9
1210±10
Winter
1064 ±7
1418 + 9
1286 ±11
Annual mean
971 ±200
1485 ±178
1272 ±43
HW soluble OC(mg.kg)
Spring
2699 ±17
7606 ±45
5016 ±16
Summer
4200 ±21
3679 ±32
5464 ± 12
Autumm
4512 ±12
5680±12
5867 ±15
4764 ±18
52B4±13
Winter
4B92±9
Annual mean
4414 ± 1332
5140 ±1708
5361 ± 281
Microbial OC/lolal Q(

l*l

Annualmean
PyroP OC/TotalOC(%)
Annualmean

SESSION NUMBER

2 40 ± 0 57

1 77 ± 0 4 1

2.33 ±0 57

26 0 ±5.0

31.0 ±1.0

360±1 0
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H. Owliaie
Distribution of Magnetic Susceptibility in Kohgilouye Boyerahmad soils,
Southwestern Iran.
H. Owliaie. Yasouj Univ; R. Heck. Univ ofGuelph; A. Abtahi. Shiraz Univ.
The magnetic susceptibility (K) was examined for 14 pedons in a relatively wide
range of climate and drainage class of Kohgilouye Boyerahmad province located in
southwestern Iran The elevation of the province varies from 500 m above sea level
in southwest to 4409 m above sea level in northeast of the province Precipitation
ranges from about 330 mm in southwest to 1185 mm in southeast of the province Mean annual temperature ranges from 10 5° C in southeast to 23° C in south
west of the Province. According to Soil Moisture and Temperature Regime Map
of Iran the soils comprise xeric, ustic and aridic-ustic soil moisture regimes along
with mesic, thermic and hyperthemic temperature regimes Soil % was considered
both on air-dry basis (it a) and minerogenic basis (removing of mobile diamagnetic materials such as carbonates and gypsum) (N m) Soil Fe was characterized
by selective dissolution according to total (lithium tetraborate fusion), pedogenic
(citrate dithionite) and poorly-crystalline (ammonium oxalate) forms. Alfisols of
the eastern and northern parts of the province contained larger concentrations of
pedogenic Fe minerals (up to 60 g kg-Ion minerogenic basis, and 70% of total Fe),
and of poorly-crystalline (up to 6 g kg-1) Fe, than did the Inceptisols of the southern
part Soil MS (Kit) ranged from 5 to 120 xl0-8m3kg-l, with the greatest values
being observed in A compared with B horizons, and in Alfisols compared with other
soils Pedogenic enhancement of Nif appeared to be related to the preferential leaching of diamagnetic material (primarily carbonates), as well as to the weathering of
primary paramagnetic minerals and neoformation of antiferromagnetic minerals
The frequency dependence of MS (Kfd), reflecting the presence of ultrafine superparamagnetics, followed similar trends as K Soil samples lost 32 to 93 percent of
their jjm and 0 to 92 percent of frequency dependent susceptibility (Kfd) due to
citrate-bicarbonate-dithionate treatment respectively, reflecting differences in the
source (pedogenic or lithogenic) of magnetic susceptibility Sequential heating of
well-drained samples, from 25 to 500°C, resulted in enhancement of K (average of
21%), attributed to the conversion of antiferromagnetic minerals to ferrimagnetic
minerals; between 500 and 700°C X typically decreased (average of 15% below
original). The Kfd of well-drained soils also increased by an average of 5 3 percentiles by 700°C. Soils with restricted drainage (gleysolic) exhibited lower degrees of

Posters
weathering (<51 % of total Fe), higher proportion of poorly crystalline Fe minerals
(>0 15), lower X If (<25 xl0-8m3kg-l) and Kfd (<2%), as well as greater average enhancements on heating of X If (265% at 500°C) and X fd (8.4 percentiles at
700°C) than well-drained soils

and was primarily the result of the uplift of the Andes Mountains to a paleoelevation capable of blocking Amazon air masses, whereas Hartly and Chong argue that
the initiation of hyperaridity dates to 3 Mya, and was related to global climate
change Here we present evidence of the morphological characteristics, salt chemistry, and mass independent fractionation anomalies (DI70 values) in dated paleosols to reconstruct a Middle Miocene (17-13 Mya) climatic transition from semi127-2
363a
M. P. Lebedeva (Verba)
aridity to hyper-aridity in the Atacama Desert Paleosols along the southeastern
Specificity of Chemical and Mineralogie»! Composition of Salts in Sor
margin of the Calama Basin change from Vertisols with root traces, slickensides,
Solonchaks and Salt Lakes of the Kulunda Steppe, Western Siberia.
gleyed horizons, and calcium carbonate nodules to an extremely well-developed
M. P. Lebedeva (Verba), V. V. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute: O. V. Lopukhina. Aridisol with a massive (3m) petrogypsic horizon (Fig. 1) The petrogypsic horizon
Faculty of Soil Science. Moscow State Univ.
has a high bulk density, >2.0 g/cm2, and contains 10-45 wt % S04, or -20-90%
gypsum Petrographic analysis of the Bym horizon shows a complex history of
The Kulunda steppe in the south of West Siberian Plain occupies nearly 13 million
precipitation and dissolution of pedogenic salts, analogous to modern soils in the
ha; 2955 lakes of different sizes are scattered over this area. Among them, closed
Atacama. Between 1.5-3 5m depth is a petrosalic horizon that contains up to -2.5%
salt lakes subjected to partial drying in droughty periods predominate Their shores
N03, 0 5% CI, and trace amounts of Perchlorate We interpret this transition from
are occupied by sor solonchaks (solonchaks with salt crusts on the surface resulting
Vertisols to nitrate Aridisols, which occurred between -17-13 Ma, to represent a
from the evaporation of surface water) and other salt-affected and hydromorphic
change in precipitation from >200 mm/yr to <20mm/yr based on the relationship
soils Many of the lakes are of commercial value for salt mining They represent
between these soils and precipitation in northern Chile today This drastic reduction
unique objects to study the biodiversity and functioning of microbial communities
in precipitation likely resulted from uplift of the Andes to elevations >2km, which
in ecosystems with extremely high salinity and alkalinity. The chemical composiblocked moisture from the South American Summer Monsoon from entering the
tion of lake water has been studied since the 1930s. Published data on the minerAtacama
alogical composition of salts in the bottom sediments and in the salt crusts of sor
solonchaks and on the nature of the soil alkalinity are absent. We studied: (I) the
ViPurilac*s 2 , Böros Arana 31 El Hold
4,A. de la Tara
5) Hio Sftcx>
content and chemical composition of salts and the nature of alkalinity in the salt
j (3410m)
a 13330ml
s (3215m)
3
lakes within different landscapes of the Kulunda steppe and (2) the mineralogiH ü Ma
cal composition of salts in the bottom sediments and salt crusts of sor solonchaks
Top of Barros
around the lakes. Forty lakes were investigated in 1998 and 2002. The four types
Affin a
of water salinity (with respect to predominant anions) were distinguished, in 19
/ Gypstsol
lakes, chlorine anions predominate, including 10 lakes with the high concentration
Kc-y
of magnesium and/or magnesium bicarbonates, 6 lakes with only sodium cations,
•
hjr f i r '.
and 3 lakes with the high content of sodium bicarbonates. In 12 lakes, sulfates and
•J Byn"
C!»;:r~iri
chlorides predominate, including 7 lakes with the high content of magnesium and
m
Paleosol Features
magnesium bicarbonates and 2 lakes with sodium bicarbonates. In 7 lakes, soda
2Ba>
B y n r «Mr»syp*.''.
;••.'
Bym*
20* B/
salinization is registered; bicarbonate anions are combined with sulfates in 3 lakes,
B.'
Salic
2B'. Calcic Bk CaKac
chlorides in 3 lakes, and sulfates and chlorides in 1 lake The concentration of salts
Argilhsois Bl A'ylUc
in soda-saline lakes varies from 21 to 278 g/l; the highest values are in the southern
FSeuooanftdraÉ
part of the area (Tanatar I, Zhivopisnoe, and Nikolaevskoe lakes). Often, the total
Ml
Uiffuse Lew«'
rracli*«
BouMto'y of i '
concentration of salts and their chemical composition differ considerably in neighk r ^ t Traces
B a n : » Aii
CatMjnate
boring lakes The chemistry of water salinity is controlled by the (i) composition of
•
Gl*y«i V o W n u
groundwater feeding a given lake, (ii) intensity of weathering processes in the rocks
Sail W e a g e
and soils within the lake catchment; and (iii) character of physicochemical and
Bkjcky St'iictuit
biological processes upon the precipitation and crystallization of salts in the bottom
sediments. Different evaporites are synthesized: soda, gypsum, mirabilite, halite,
etc In the salt crusts of sor solonchaks, sodium sulfates (thenardite, Na,S04) and
Figure 1 Miocene sedimentary deposits with paleosols in the Calama Basin, Atacama
chlorides (halite, NaCl) predominate Sodium carbonates and bicarbonafes (trona,
Na,CO, x NaHCO, x 2H,0 and soda, Na,CO, x 10 H,0) have been diagnosed in
the salt crusts only around two lakes (Glauberovo and Petulhovskoe lakes). Calcite
127-4
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M S Howell
and dolomite have been identified both in the bottom sediments and in the crusts
Genesis of the Hyperarid Soils of the Atacama Desert: Analogue for Mars?.
of coastal solonchaks; in the latter case, they are inherited from the parent mateM. S. Howell. B. Buck. Univ of Nevada. Las Vegas; J. A. Rech. Miami Univ: A.
rial (former bottom sediments) Our data on the mineralogy of solid-phase compoBrock. Univ of Nevada. Las Vegas: J. Prellwitz. Miami Univ.
nents in the bottom sediments and sor solonchaks are in agreement with the general
scheme of salt accumulation in salt lakes of the arid zone as described by N.M.
The sulfate-salt-rich soils found in the Atacama Desert are arguably the oldest and
Strakhov (1962) The nature of alkalinity was studied by the method of Vorob'eva
driest soils found on Earth Previous research indicates that hyperaridity has been
and Zamana(l994) In 12 lakes with different composition of salts and pH values,
sustained in this regionsince at least the mid-Miocene. The combination of sulthe three levels of total alkalinity were distinguished: (I) 2.2-16.7 meq/1, (2) 95-189
fate minerals and hyperaridity suggest these soils may be a possible analogue for
meq/l, and (3) 600-1505 meq/1. The pH of lake water rises from 7.6 to 10 3 with an
surfaces on Mars This study focuses on soil profiles from the Baquedano Nitrate
increase in the total alkalinity In the slightly alkaline lakes with sodium-chloride
District, approximately 80 km NE of Antofagasta, Chile This area was heavily
or sodium-magnesium-chloride composition of salts, the alkalinity is of organic
mined in the late 19th and early 20th century, and new mining operations have
nature with some participation of bicarbonates of alkali metals. In the soda lakes,
recently opened exploration pits throughout the valley. Since these soils are so
the role of organic alkalinity decreases, whereas the role of carbonates and bicarheavily cemented, profiles were chosen from mined outcrops and exploration pits
bonates of alkali metals increases. In some of them, the presence of borates (borate
Soil profiles on two west facing medial alluvial fans and one east sloping fluvial
alkalinity) was registered. In general, the accumulation of salts in the lake ecosysstream terrace were described according to standard USDA techniques outlined in
tems is related to the closed character of the lakes and arid climatic conditions. The
Schoenberger et al. 2002 and sampled using a diamond-blade saw to obtain fresh
borate alkalinity in soda lakes with the high salinity allows us to assume that these
samples. Surface vesicular A horizons containing soluble salts (Avz) range from 1
lakes develop in the areas with soda-saline groundwater The areas with strongly
to 8 cm thick, are pink (7 5YR 7/3) or light brown (7.5YR 6/3) and are slightly to
saline groundwater have their own geography, which should be taken into account
moderately effervescent The underlying Byz horizon (8-17 cm thick) is slightly
in the studies of modern salinization processes in soils around the salt lakes This
to noneffervescent and contains illuvial gypsum and other soluble salts as Stage
study was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research, project nos.
1 snowballs. Stage II nodules, and incipient Stage III cementation in the center of
05-04-49098 and 04-04-48197.
coarse columnar peds (e.g. Buck and Van Hoesen, 2002) Color of this horizon is
highly variable depending upon salt concentration, but varies from white (2.5YR
8/1) to brown (7 5YR 5/4) An underlying Bz horizon (4-7 cm thick) characterized
by loose unconsolidated white (2 5YR 8/1), noneffervescent, crystalline thenardite
127-3
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J A Rech
(stage 111) occurs on both alluvial fan sites but is not present on the fluvial terrace
site In contrast, the pinkish gray (7 5YR 7/2) fluvial terrace Byz2 horizon is 80
Mid-Miocene Nitrate Paleosols from theAtacama Desert: Implications for the
cm thick and contains similar characteristics as the overlying Byzl horizon. At
Antiquity of the Atacama Desert.
all three sites, an abrupt, wavy boundary at the base of the Bz or Byz2 horizon
J. A. Rech. B. S. Currie. A. Cowan. Miami Univ. G. Michalski. Purdue Univ.
separates the underlying massive, soluble salt-cemented stage 111 Bzm horizons
The Atacama Desert in northern Chile is the driest location on Earth Soils, with
These horizons vary slightly between sites but are characterized by poorly sorted
high concentrations of soluble salts including nitrates, chlorides, sulfates, and even
coarse sand and gravel clasts suspended in a matrix of strongly cemented illuvial
Perchlorates, provide direct evidence for this extreme aridity (Ericksen, 1981,
(stage 111) soluble salts. Patterned ground with vertical cracks extending into the
Rech, 2003). However, there is little agreement among research as to the age, and
soils was observed and described at all three sites. Both small (<I0 cm diameter)
cause, for the onset of extreme aridity Dunai et al, 2005. suggest that this extreme
and large (2 m diameter) polygonal patterned surface features, defined by either
aridity began 25 million years ago (Mya) and was the result of global climate
small (1 to 5 cm width) or large (10 to 20 cm width) vertical cracks filled with silt,
change Alpers and Brimhall, 1988. argue that hyperaridity began around 14 Mya
sand, and clasts (< 10 cm length), are present All vertical cracks narrow with depth
!
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and the majority of the narrower cracks terminate at a depth of 15 to 25 cm Larger
vertical cracks, however, propagate well into Bzm horizons The deepest vertical
crack observed extended to the limits of the profile exposure at a depth of 318 cm
Previous research described these features as sand dikes and desiccation polygons
(Ericksen, 1981). Our observations indicate that these features are not the result
of desiccation processes alone, but are formed via a complicated set of processes
termed salt heave Salt heave includes (1) precipitation & dissolution, (2) hydration
& dehydration; and (3) differential thermal expansion & contraction of salt minerals In the Atacama, these processes occurring over extended lengths of time have
resulted in a complicated distribution of patterned ground with vertical fissures
extending deep into the underlying soil. The fissures exhibit a topographic low at
the surface that concentrates runoff from rare precipitation eventsflushingthe most
soluble salts to greater depths, Eolian dust and surface clasts are also concentrated
along these fissures creating the surficial expression of the patterned ground. These
processes create soils with highly heterogeneous characteristics at different scales
across these geomorphic surfaces. Ongoing research includes determining the salt
mineralogy of' these soils, micromorphological relationships within fissures, and
obtaining cosmogenic dates of the geomorphic surfaces adjacent to study sites
These results, along with the similarities with patterned ground photos and sulphate
minerals on Mars, may provide the best known analogue to pedogenic processes in
Martian soils on Earth.
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Nitrate Concentrations in Atacama Desert soils and Their Implications for the
Antiquity of the Atacama Desert.
J. Prellwit:. Miami Unix; J. Rech, Miami Univ; G. Michalski, Purdue Unix: B.
Buck. M. S. Howell, A. Brock, Unix ofNexada. Las Vegas.
The Atacama Desert is situated between the Andes Mountains and Pacific Ocean in
northern Chile. This region is extremely hyper-arid (<5mm/yr) and hosts thick soils
comprised of a variety of saline minerals, including nitrates, sulfates, chlorides,
carbonates, and even minor amounts of Perchlorates and iodates The origin and
age of these soils, and especially the nitrate, has been discussed and debated since
their discovery in the early 19"' Century (see Ericksen, 1981 for review).Today,
however, the origin of the saline minerals in these soils is fairly well understood
Isotopic studies over the last few years have identified that the majority of sulfate
and likely chloride minerals enter soils as eolian dust derived from local evaporite
salars, or in a few locations, from sea spray particulates from the Pacific Ocean
(Rech et al., 2003). Saline eolian particles are then dissolved by occasional rainfall events and re-precipitated at depth in the soil profile Nitrate and most likely
Perchlorate and iodate, however, have a different origin. These oxyanions form as
a result of photochemical reactions in the upper atmosphere and are deposited all
over the Earth's surface. But, they only accumulate to significant concentrations in
extremely hyperarid and stable landscape surfaces, such as the Atacama and Dry
Valleys of Antarctica. Mass independent fraction anomalies (A"0) of oxygen in the
Atacama nitrate provide clear evidence of an atmospheric origin (Michalski et al.,
2004) The age of Atacama Desert soils, however, is still debated Age estimates
for the onset of' hyperaridity range from 25 Ma to 14 Ma to 3 Ma We examined
the chemical composition of a soil profile in the Ercilla Valley just north of the
Baquedano nitrate district in the Atacama This locality was chosen because initial
results identified large concentrations of nitrate and other soluble salts in the soil
profile, and A ,7 0 analyses averaged +19 06, indicating an atmospheric origin of
nitrate and little/no modification by moisture dependant microbial processes. Soil
in the upper Im of the profile at this locality is >50% salt and has an average bulk
density of 2 05 g/m' Average concentrations (weight percent) of anions in three
bulk soil samples are 14 8% S0 4 , 7 76%NO„ 5 27%CI, 0 28%PO_,, 0.03%F, and
0 017% CTOj Soils with nitrate concentrations >7 0 wt% were considered 'ores' by
nitrate miners and were the focus of mining operations We used the average nitrate
concentration of this soil (7 76 wt.%). which we consider typical for soils with
high nitrate concentrations in the Atacama, along with the average bulk density
(2.05g/cm') and estimated deposition rate of pre-industrial atmospheric nitrate of
0 OI6g/nv yr' to calculate an age of 9.9 million years for this soil. This calculation
assumes no additions of eolian nitrate from the reworking of other soils (which
would cause the age to be too old), but also does not account for any nitrate leached
below lm-depth in the soil profile (which would cause the 9.9 My age to be a
minimum estimate). When combined with evidence of nitrate paleosols covered
by volcanic ash deposits of 8 3 and 9 4 million years in age. this evidence suggests
that hyperaridity initiated in the Atacama 10-15 million years ago, and the region
has not experienced wetter climatic conditions since this time that were significant
enough nitrate from these soils. Continued work on these soils will test these initial
results
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S. Martinez-Martinez
Influence of Volcanic Parent Material on Soil Properties in Murcia Province
(SE Spain).
S. Marline:-Marline:. A. Fa: Cano. J. A. Acosla. Technical Unix of Cartagena.
Soils of volcanic regions, unique natural resources, are often fertile but also fragile
resources These soils have been extensively studied through the world despite only
comprising 0 84% of the earth surface The Region of Murcia presents a Mediterranean climate characterised by low rainfall, where the nature of the original mate-
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rial and the topography of the terrain have a strong influence on the development
of the soil, besides these volcanic soils are susceptible to physical disturbance,
such as landslides, erosion. So, in order to understand how the above factors have
influenced in these soils was carried out the survey about the physical and physicochemical properties of soils evolved from different volcanic materials (ophites,
andesites and lamproitic type rocks) located in three different volcanic outcrops
from Murcia (Southest Spain). Isla del Ciervo, Cabezo Mingote, and Cerro Volcanico de la Aljorra In each hill, between thirteen and fourteen surface samples
and one soil profile were taken Firstly, soils were macromorphologically described
and the analyses such as pH, electrical conductivity, organic matter, equivalent calcium carbonate, cation exchange capacity and size-particle analysis were used for
the determination of the soils properties The results show that the soils taken in
the Cerro de la Aljorra, developed on lamproitic type rocks, and in the Cabezo
Mingote, formed of ophites, are basic; however the surfaces samples taken in the
Isla del Ciervo present pH heterogeneous values ranging from 6.5 to 7.8 None
studied soil is saline, although the values varied from 95 5 to 585 microS/cm, due
to samples location in the hills Most soils developed on andesites did not prensent
CaC03 contents, only two samples registered percentages of 5 I and 6 5, maybe
caused by secundary recarbonatation. In the others volcanic areas, some surface
samples did not have CaC03 contents, and the rest ofthe samples presented values
from 2 2 to 36 7 % In the soils taken in the Cerro de la Aljorra and the Isla del
Ciervo were not observed high differences in the results of the cation exchange
capacity, being the mean value in the first volcanic area of 20.4 cmol/kg and in the
second of 22 6 cmol/kg The mean percentages of organic carbon were similar in
the soils developed on lamproitic type rocks and on ophites, being of 1.6%; this
value was lightly highest in the Isla del Ciervo (I 8%). In general, total nitrogen
percentages were high (> 0 11%) in this last volcanic hill and in the Cabezo Mingote In conclusion, the effect ofthe parent material and hill topography on soil
properties has clearly been proved.
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P. E. Barouchas
Iron Oxides Distribution and Soil Color Studies of Well-drained Alfisols in
Semi-arid Environment (Greece).
P. E. Barouchas. Technological Educational Institute of Messolonghi, Faculty of
Agricultural Engineering & Water Resources: N. C. Mouslakas. Agricultural Unix
of Athens. Laboratory of Soil Science and Agr. Chemistry: L. Panagiotopoulos,
Technological Educational Institute of Messolonghi. Faculty of Agricultural
Engineering & Water Resources: A. Koulopoulos. Technological Educational
Institute of Messolonghi. Faculty ofAgricultural Engineering & Water Resources.
Six pedons, three from alluvial deposits in Thessaly Central Greece (38o37'N,
21o23'E) and three from alluvial deposits in Agrinio, Western Greece (39o38'N,
22o35'E) were selected, sampled and studied focusing on iron oxides distribution
and color characteristics. The soils belong to the soil order of Alfisols. In Greece,
Alfisols are widespread and considered as an important soil resource. Their occurrence has been recorded under different geomorphic surfaces and drainage conditions. They can be grouped in two large categories; (1) the autochthonous or residual and (2) the allochthonous Alfisols in Greece can be found on hard limestone
and basic igneous rocks in sloping mountainous or hilly landscapes. This type of'
soils is important for agriculture, as well as for the geoarchaelogical context The
soils developed on Quaternary alluvial deposits mainly derived from hard limestone and are characterized of good drainage (in both areas) and classified as Typic
Rhodoxeralf and Typic Haploxeraff according to Soil Survey Staff The climate in
both areas is thermo-Mediterranean, characterized by hot dry summers and cold
humid winters The average annual rainfall over a 30-year period in Agrinio area is
1022 mm and over a 50-year period in Thessaly area is 426 mm The soil moisture
and temperature regime is xeric and thermic, respectively in both areas The particle size distribution on a clay free basis (i), the cumulative particle size distribution (ii)and the sand/silt ratio on a clay free basis (iii) were calculated. Distribution
of sand and silt with depth on a clay-free basis is almost steady for all pedons,
approaching the base of Bt2 horizon except pedon P6 in Agrinio area where sand
increases with depth. In all cases cumulative particle distribution suggesting uniformity of parent material at time t=0. The mean value of dithionate-extractable iron
oxides was 21 08 g kg-1 (n=18, stdv = 11.47) and 22.4 g kg-1 (n=l5, stdv = 7.3)
for Thessaly and Agrinio area, respectively. The mean value of oxalate iron oxides
was 1.9 g kg-1 (n=18, stdv=0 53) and 5.0 g kg-1 (n=l5, stdv=2 8) for Thessaly and
Agrinio area, respectively For pedons PI, P3 in Thessaly area and P6 in Agrinio
area, the value of Feo increases from A to B-horizon probably because organic
matter inhibited crystallization although organic matter was not correlated with
Feo The Fed was not correlated with Feo, indicating that crystallization of iron
oxides is not a function ofthe same pedogenetic factor In addition, the Fed/clay
ratio is not steady with depth suggesting that clay and free iron oxides have not
been co-migrated. According to x2 Bardlet's test there was homogeneity of soil
materials in the studied areas, so an analysis of variance was performed to provide
a comparison of color properties, pedogenetic indices and different forms of iron
between the two areas Rainfall was assumed to be the source of variation The
primary assumption that rainfall was the main factor, which control their color and
pedogenetic characteristics were not confirmed Additionally pedogenetic indices
could not be used to distinguish the developed soils of Thessaly and Agrinio area
Results indicated a statistically significant correlation between Munsell xalue and
chroma with amorphous oxides Probably, an isomorphous replacement of Fe for
AI. as indicated by the second derivative spectroscopy analysis has been done In
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both areas goethite is the prevalent iron oxide according to second derivative spectroscopy analysis of soil samples.
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Genesis of Pisoliths and Brecciation Features in Stage VI Petrocalcic Horizons,
Mormon Mesa, NV, USA.
A. Brock, B. Buck. Unit of Nevada Las legas.
Highly developed calcium carbonate soils hold records of past climates, vadose
zone processes, and past and present landscape dynamics throughout arid and semiarid regions of the world (including the arctic). Two important features found in
highly developed petrocalcic soils that provide an indication of these dynamics
are pisoliths and brecciation. Pisoliths, pisolith-like forms (a.k a. pisoids, peloids,
glaebules, ooids, ooliths, pisolites, spherules, spherical grains) and brecciation features are interpreted to result from long-term pcdogenic processes and may signify
an early Pleistocene to Miocene age for soils and geomorphic surfaces containing
them Pisoliths and brecciation features are used in the definition of stages V and
VI petrocalcic soils Currently these features are only used as a descriptor in these
soils, owever, it would be far more beneficial for geologists, pedologists and geomorphologists to understand the processes of their formation The Mormon Mesa
geomorphic surface is located approximately 100 km north of Las Vegas, Nevada
and is unique because it is capped by a 3-4 meter thick stage VI petrocalcic horizon that has developed on Neogene sediments of the Muddy Creek Formation.
Little detailed micromorphological work has been carried out on stages V and VI
carbonate morphologies The goals of this study were: (1) to identity the processes
of pisolith formation, and (2) determine which features of petrocalcic soils are
time-dependant and how they relate to the morphologic stage designations. This
research uses scanning electron microscopy with an energy dispersive spectrometer
(SEM/EDS), and x-ray diffraction (XRD), with geomorphic field mapping, and
detailed physical descriptions to determine the geochemical and spatial relationships between various minerals that form pisoliths and brecciation features in petrocalcic soils at Mormon Mesa The Mormon Mesa petrocalcic horizon displays a
variety of features (many of which have been previously undescribed) such as large
void pockets, enveloped pendants, root and animal burrows filled in with eolian
sediment from above, ooids between lamina, vertical lamina coating brecciated
fragments of the petrocalcic horizon, palygorskite clays, and lamina surrounding
enveloped gravels from coarse textured parent material Identified in this study are
the following processes that occur within petrocalcic horizons: (I) parent material grain or clast dissolution presumably caused by the pressure of crystallization of the pedogenic carbonate, (2) the dissolved constituents combine to result
in the neotormation of secondary materials such as palygorskite, (3) erosion of
the overlying unconsolidated soil exposes the petrocalcic horizon and results in
physical fracturing and rotation of these fragments. Later, reburial and stabilization of the overlying soil results in recementation of these petrocalcic fragments
into the upper portion of the petrocalcic horizon These processes orten include the
formation of vertical and crosscutting laminae and pendant formation underneath
petrocalcic fragments and (4) some pisoliths are formed via the engulfment of stage
II pendants into the petrocalcic horizon The original parent clasts that initiated the
pendant formation may or may not become later dissolved through the pressure of
crystallization of the engulfing pedogenic carbonate The results of this study are
important because they indicate that soils containing petrocalcic horizons and the
geomorphic surfaces associated with them are not static, closed systems, but are
products of a multitude of intrinsic and extrinsic processes operating at several
different spatial and temporal scales Evidence for grain dissolution and neoformation of secondary minerals indicates that these systems are open and dynamic and
therefore may not be well-suited for isotopic analyses for dating or paleoclimate
interpretations Significant additional research is needed to better understand these
complex processes However, this study provides evidence that pisoliths form from
pedogenic processes, therefore they can be used to differentiate pedogenic from
groundwater carbonates.
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D. R. Hirmas
Soil Surface Properties of Mojave Desert Landforms.
D. R. Hirmas, R. C. Graham. Univ of California Riverside.
Many important one-dimensional soil processes in arid environments are strongly
linked to surface properties such as infiltration rate, plant and rock cover, texture,
and structure Correlation of these properties with parts of the landscape will
enhance quantitative landscape models of pedogenesis. The objectives of this study
were to: (I) quantity surface properties of several major and component landform
surfaces in the Mojave Desert, (2) determine the spatial distribution of these surface
properties, and (3) interpret the spatial distribution of these properties from a landscape-modeling (3-D) context The study area is located in Johnson Valley. Mojave
Desert which contains several alluvial basins, composing approximately two-thirds
of the total area, which are interrupted by igneous and metamorphic bedrock of hills
and mountains. The ages of alluvial fans in the area range between late Pleistocene
and middle Holocene. Soils are largely classified as Entisols and Aridisols, often
containing argillic horizons, duripans, and various stages of calcic and petrocalcic
horizon morphologies Annual precipitation for the area ranges from 76 to 127 mm
and falls predominantly between the months of November and March Vegetation
is dominated by creosote bush Major and component landforms were delineated
in the bounding mountains and piedmont slopes of the landscape We hypothesized

that the difference in the variability within and between landforms would be greater
on the piedmont than in the mountains On both piedmont and mountain slopes,
surface properties are important to the three-dimensional movement of water and
sediment across a desert landscape.
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D. Sauer
Nature and Rates of Pedogenic Processes in Semi-arid Patagonia (Argentina).
D. Sauer Institute of Soil Science and Land Evaluation. Univ of Hohenheim; G.
Schellmann. Institute of Geography. Univ of Bamberg: K. Slahr. Institute of Soil
Science and Land Evaluation. Univ of Hohenheim.
Nature and rates of pedogenic processes were investigated at the eastern coast of
central Patagonia by establishing a soil chronosequence on beach ridges with ages
ranging from about 1380 to 6240 l4C-years BP. The beach ridges are composed
of reworked Patagonian Gravel ("Rodados Patagonicos"), which is a widespread
fluvial or glaciofluvial sediment in Patagonia. The gravel of the beach ridges consists mainly of medium to coarse gravel. The climate in the study area is semi-arid
The mean precipitation is 287 mm a-1 with a maximum from May to July, the
mean annual temperature is 12.6°C The potential evapotranspiration and hence the
water deficit in summer is significantly increased by strong westerly winds, which
are characteristic for Patagonia Soil formation is strongly influenced by eolian
sediments, which have been washed into the interstitial spaces between the gravel.
Different amounts of eolian material in the soils lead to differentiation into l.eptosols (containing °0 10%fineearth in the upper 75cm) and Regosols (containing >
10%fineearth) Soil depth functions and chronofunctions of various soil properties
were established. The depth functions of organic carbon and calcium carbonate
contents reflect the processes of humus accumulation in the upper part of the soils
and calcium carbonate leaching in the upper decimetres and accumulation immediately below. The depth function of pH indicates slight acidification in the upper
centimetres Soil chronofunctions were established by use of mean values of the
horizon data of 0 - 10 cm below the desert pavement, which were weighted according to the horizon thicknesses The depth of 10 cm was chosen, because the pedogenic changes under the given climatic conditions are most pronounced relatively
close to the soil surface Humus accumulation showed no time dependency on the
time scale of this study, since the humus contents of the top soil reach equilibrium
within shorter time periods Calcium carbonate accumulation generally gets more
intensive with time. This was observed in the field, but could not be quantified
by laboratory analyses, because the parent material was not homogeneous with
regard to calcium carbonate content, since the sediment layers of the beach ridges
contained different amounts of shell fragments Chronofunctions of pH show that
within 6000 radiocarbon years of soil development pH drops from 7 0 to 6 6 in the
Leptosols and from 8 1 to 7 5 in the Regosols Both, Leptosols and Regosols show
close relationships to time for FeZr, Mn:Zr, and Si:Al, indicating relative enrichment of Fe and Mn and leaching of Si. Leaching of mobile elements takes place on
a higher level in the Regosols than in the Leptosols, while relative enrichment of Fe
and Mn take place on a lower level.
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D Sauer
Silcretes in Southern Portugal—Micromorphological Characteristics and
Differences.
D. Sauer, C. Stein. K. Stahr. Institute of Soil Science and Land Evaluation. Univ
of Hohenheim.
Many soils of our study area in southern Portugal are in part strongly cemented
Some of the cemented horizons contain lime, others are lime-free. The cement in
these soils is silica The geology of the area is dominated by plutonic and volcanic
rocks (mainly diorite, gabbro, porhyr, pumice) These rocks are largely covered
by Tertiary sediments. The area is characterized by a softly undulating landscape,
strongly influenced by the leveling effect of both, intensive Tertiary weathering
under tropical to subtropical conditions, and Tertiary sedimentation filling up the
basins The climate is typically Mediterranean with mild, humid winters and warm,
dry summers. The mean annual temperature is 16 2°C and the mean precipitation
550 mm a-1 (Beja) The silcretes are particularly widespread in the Sado basin
Their thickness reaches several meters Therefore, we interpret silcrete formation
in the basin not only as a result of silica accumulation in place but as strongly determined by lateral silica input from the adjacent mountains Since there is a water
surplus in winter, lateral water and element flows within the landscape take place
during several months of the year. In basin positions dissolved substances may
precipitate due to evaporation or a different geochemical environment By studying
thin sections of undisturbed samples of the silcretes we found that the micromorphology of the cementations differs, so that several types of silica precipitations can
be distinguished These include microcrystalline opal, amorphous silica (opal-A)
and chalcedony In some cases also palygorskite is involved The time of silcrete
formation in Portugal is supposed to be Pliocene Several considerations lead to this
assumption: Silcrete formation seems to be favoured by a semi-arid climate with
frequent wetting and drying cycles of the soil. The present climate is assumed to be
too humid for intensive silcrete formation This age estimation is supported by the
fact that only a small proportion of the opal is amorphous, while most of it is microcrystalline We assume that under the present climate only little fresh (amorphous)
opal is formed and that the opal, which was precipitated during Tertiary has altered
to microcrystalline opal Another clue is that the silcretes seem to be associated
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with the Pliocene sediments ("Ranhas"). Therefore, the silcretes cannot be older
Regarding the climate development from Pliocene until present, the Pliocene is the
most favourable period for intensive silcrete formation.
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N Rolong
Soil Development along an Arid to Semiarid Climosequence in the TransPecos Area of West Texas.
N. Rolong, S. Casby-Horton. USDA-NRCS; B. L. Allen. Texas Tech Univ.
Both Aridisols and Mollisols are mapped in part of Presidio County as part of the
progressive soil survey. Aridisols are currently mapped on alluvial fans and fan
remnants from 800 to 1300 m in elevation with an estimated average annual precipitation of 300 to 350 mm Mollisols are primarily mapped in areas of higher
elevation (1400 to 2000 m) with increased precipitation (350 to 400 mm). Vegetation is tentatively used to distinguish between ustic aridic and aridic ustic soil moisture regimes. Studies along transects on alluvial fans of similar age and lithology
indicate that almost all soils have a relatively shallow petrocalcic horizon Argillic
horizons occur in most Mollisol pedons but are absent in Aridisol pedons
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J. A. Guerre
Soil Toposequence on Pumice Tuff in the Semiarid Canary Islands (Spain).
Properties and Agronomic and Ecological Significance.
J. A. Guerra. A. Rodriguez-Rodriguez. C. D. Arbelo. J. S. Nolario. Unix of La
iMguna.
Pumice deposits locally known as jables cover a great surface of the semi-arid,
southeastern side of the Canary Islands, and were generated during highly explosive volcanic eruptions, at a recent geological past (300 000-200.000 years ago)
This paper examines a set of relevant ecological and agronomical properties of
these soils including detailed analyses often soil profiles developed over pumiceous, trachyphonolitic tuffs, so as to represent their main features and typology,
on a climatic toposequence comprised between 80 and 2350 m above the sea level
and subjected to an aridic to xeric soil moisture regime All the soils are claypoor (41-186 g.kg-1), sandy- to sandy-loam-textured, often with a high content in
coarse (> 2 mm) pumice fragments that gives them a very high moisture retention
capacity at 1500 kPa (60-210 g.kg-1), and available moisture retention capacity
(60-340 gkg-1). The bulk densities are always lower than 0.9 Mg.m-3, whereas
the proportion of volcanic glass invariably exceeds 30% of the coarse sand. This
leads to a more or less marked vitrandic character, based upon the oxalate-extractable Al (Aio) content (0 01-I 38%), P retention capacity (9-32%), pHNaF (> 9.5),
and a calculated allophane content between 2.0-22 7%. Near the coastline, soils
arc typically alkaline (pHH20 = 7.5-8 9), to progressively turn into slightly acidic
with the elevation (5.7-62 above 1000 m). CEC values (neutral IN ammonium
acetate) range from 16 to 78 cmolc.kg-1, and relate to the Alo content, rather than
the organic C content, which suggests that their chemical surface reactivity relates
basically to amorphous constituents (CECclay > 0 9) Unlike other volcanic soils
developed over alkali-poor, felsic parent materials described elsewhere, soils along
this sequence are highly base-saturated (100%) near the coastline, to moderately
to high saturated (35-88%) at higher elevations. Exchangeable K+ occurs at high
concentrations (7-33 emole kg-1), together with exchangeable Na+ at lower elevations (19-42 cmolc.kg-1) and exchangeable Ca+2 at middle areas (10-21 cmolc.
kg-1). At the highlands, under a cool and dry climate, pumices are less weathered,
as shown by the low clay content and CEC, so the base saturation decreases, potassium is the most representative exchangeable cation and soils are quite closer to the
parent material Organic C contents range between 11-29 g.kg-1, and are related
to the vegetation type and coverage degree A certain trend for the organic C to
increase with the environmental moisture can be observed Provided the steepness
of the slopes (20-50%) water erosion predominates over soil formation processes
In addition, weathering of pumices is hindered by the soil moisture regime (aridic
or xeric), whereby soil are mostly Entisols: Vitrandic Torripsamments near the
shorel ine, Aridic, Lithic or Typic Ustipsamments at middle elevations, and Lithic or
Vitrandic Xerorthents near the summit (Leptosols, Arenosols, Regosols) Soils with
a higher degree of development can only be found in flatter areas (slopes < 20%),
with a more marked andic character and showing a cambic endopedion with texture finer than very fine sand: Andisols (Typic Vitritorrands), Aridisols (Vitrandic
llaplocambids), and Inceptisols (Vitrandic Haplustepts and Vitrandic Distrustepts)
(Andosols, Cambisols) These soils occur at the lowest and middle elevations, and
show the greatest potential to be cropped, because of their high capacity to keep
the environmental moisture, high fertility and feasibility for tillage As a matter
of fact, they have been cropped during the last centuries and constitute singular
agrosystems over a unique terraced landscape, although agricultural practices have
been given up in the last three decades in favour of the touristic development or the
cash cropping along the coast, which was coincident with the shift of the Canarian
economy towards the tertiary sector, giving rise to more or less intense degradation processes in these semi-arid lands The man-made terraced hillslopes often
observable along this soil sequence have made it possible to increase the agricultural surface, but also have been useful for water harvesting and soil conservation,
constituting valuable agroscapes, both environmentally and aesthetically. They are
also a cultural legacy from our ancestors that must be conserved as examples of
sustainable soil use and management in adverse conditions
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P. Drohan

Changes in Soil Physical, Chemical and Mineralogical Properties due to
Bromus Tectorum I,. (C heatgrass) Establishment over 2 Decades in Northern
Nevada, USA.
P. Drohan. J. Boxell. M. Yonovitz, Unix of Nevada. Las Vegas.
Bromus leclorum (cheatgrass) has been an invasive species in the Intermountain
West of the United States for approximately 100 years. The species is extremely
adaptive to fire disturbed environments in the western US and out-competes many
native species once it establishes at a site. While it provides a forage for grazing animals the quality of the forage is considered lower than natives in the area
We investigated changes in physical and chemical properties in two surface soils,
over two decades, following cheatgrass establishment by wildland fire (Artemisia
tridenlala [Big Basin sagebrush] was the predominate vegetation prior to fire).
Two soils (US soil taxonomy natriargids and haplodurids) representing a majority of the land area were chosen for analysis In addition, an unburned sagebrush
control (natriargid only) was also sampled in order to compare changes due to B.
tectorum All B tectorum invaded sites had experienced one fire, which resulted
in quick colonization with B. tectorum following the fire All sites consist of well
drained soils that formed in aeolian materials with some influence from volcanic
ash Aeolian materials are typically overlying alluvium from mixed rock sources.
All sites are located on fan piedmonts and fan remnants Mean annual precipitation
is 23 cm and mean annual temperature is 9 °C. Slopes across all sites are approximately 2% (range of 2-5%). Four sites for each soil were sampled, spanning a
time period of 20 years At each site, 3 holes were sampled at 0-5 cm, 5-10 cm,
and 10-15 cm. Soils were examined in the field for aggregate stability and surface
strength (pocket penetrometer) and in the laboratory for particle size analysis, bulk
density, exchangeable cations (Ca, Mg, Na, K, Fe, and Mn), Total %C and %N,
and exchangeable phosphorus Both soils invaded by B tectorum were found to
progressively accumulate organic matter, calcium and magnesium over time Haplodurids saw progressive increases in soil pH with time while little change was
evident in natriargids Little change in natriargid soil pH is believed to be due to the
high clay content of these soils, which provides a high buffering capacity Total %
soil N increased over time for natriargids while no trend was seen with haplodurids.
Natriargids were found to accumulate silt over time while haplodurids saw a trend
in decreasing silt over time Particle size differences are likely the result of aeolian
accumulated fines caught due to increased surface area in cheatgrass areas as compared to sagebrush areas Comparisons between B. leclorum areas and the control
indicate that A. tridentata sites have a higher sand content and tend to have a lower
C:N ratio than cheatgrass areas. A tridentata sites have the lowest %Total C, the
lowest %Total N, and the lowest phosphorus. Results suggest that while changes
in soils may be partly due to fire, B tectorum over time physically and chemically
quickly alters soils once established, which likely further promotes it's establishment over native vegetation.
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M. A Munoz Garcia
Overexplotation and Quality of Altoandines Soils: Study Case of Apolobamba
(Bolivia).
M. A. Munoz Garcia. A. Faz Cano. Univ Politécnica de Cartagena.
Ecosystems in the puna or grasslands of the Altiplane are degraded, in many cases,
by anthrop activities, more over by excessive cattle raising It is the natural habitat for the domestic and wild camelids. Between the second ones is the vicuna
(Vicugna vicugna), endangered specie by The World Conservation Union (IUCN)
The National Management Integrated Natural Area Apolobamba (ANMIN-A), is
located in Norwest La Paz Department and it is hosting more than 10 000 specimens of vicunas, distributed in around 120 000 ha. Through to the efforts of the
Apolobamba population, government authorities and international organisms, the
vicuna is managed as an example of sustainable use of the biodiversity by indigenous communities The Universidad Politécnica de Cartagena has carried out a
research to determinate the natural resources situation in the habitat of the vicuna
in Apolobamba, through the collaboration of the "Programa Araucaria" (Agencia
Espanola de Cooperación Internacional) The objective of this work is the evaluation of the soil affectation degrees in the puna of ANMIN-A, taking into account the
different densities of vicunas according to census made during the last years In this
work, analysis of edaphological, quality, and degradation by macro morphological
and physic-chemical characterization of the soils have been made in four census
places with different densities of vicuna: Ulla-Ulla, low density of vicuna; UchaUcha, medium density; Caballchinuni, high density; and Puyo-Puyo, very high
density The plots are of 5x5 m in each census place In each plot, three sampling
points at two depths, 0-5 cm and 5-15 cm The following determinations were carried out: organic carbon, total nitrogen, C/N relation, calcium carbonated, available
phosphor, cation exchange capacity, Na+, Mg2+, K+, pH, electrical conductivity,
texture, moisture and bulk density. Results obtained show that in Ucha-Ucha and
Caballchinuni. the contents of carbon, nitrogen and macronutnents are medium, for
natural soils of these characteristics In Puyo-Puyo it has been recognised a high
content of organic carbon, more over in the surface horizon It is a soil with a good
plant cover with native species of Pycnophyllum grassland. In the other hand, in
Ulla-Ulla these contents are reduced with high C/N relation and low levels of pH
and electrical conductivity In conclusion, it seems to be. therefore, that the census
places with the highest vicuna density and the most steeply orography, show high
contents of organic carbon and total nitrogen; however, where there is little number

of vicunas, the content of these elements are produced, mainly, by an organic contribution This contribution must be originated by the few plants of the zone and,
mainly, by the domestic camelids slurries (more than vicunas), which are producing an excessive pressure in this soil promoting important erosive process and the
partial transformation of the plant cover
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C Robins
Assessing post-fire Soil Change: First Year Results from a Long-term
Monitoring Project Following Ecosystem Recovery in Mesa Verde National
Park, CO ISA.
C. Robins. M. Howell. P. Drohan. Unix of Nevada. Las \ 'egas.
Mesa Verde National Park, Colorado. USA is a prime location to study fire effects
on pedogenesis and forest ecology, given its extensive land-management and fire
history and the present-day need to preserve unique archaeological resources within
the region. In August of 2000, approximately 5,000 acres of largely pinon-juniper
woodland along the southwestern border of Mesa Verde National Park, and in the
Ute Mountain, Ute Reservation burned (The Pony Fire) Due to the reported severity of the fire, national attention focused on the park area and concerns were raised
about possible fire disturbance to archeological ruins and a potential future failure
in ecosystem recovery. Soils were sampled in 2004 as part of a long-term monitoring study focusing on fire severity and the park's recovery Soils consisted of an
Aridic Paleustalf (Morefield series 3-6% slopes) on a transect extending approximately 0.5 km through burned and unburned areas of Wetherhill Mesa. The few
areas of burned logs or stumps were not sampled. Study area bedrock and parent
material consists of Late Cretaceous sandstone of the Cliffhouse Formation Mean
annual precipitation in the area is 43 2 cm and mean annual temperature is 9.4
°C. Slopes across the transect range from 3-6% Within the burned and unburned
areas, soils were sampled at 5 pseudo-random locations on the transect with 3
holes excavated in the A horizon at each location (0-5 cm, 5-10 cm, and 10-15
cm). Soils underwent physical (particle size analysis, sand-fraction assessment),
chemical (available R, pH, exchangeable Ca, Mg, Na, K, Fe, and Mn, %organic
matter, and Total %N) and mineralogical analysis (x-ray diffraction and optical
color analysis of sand fractions) in order to assess changes due to the fire. Analyses
suggest that soils sampled in this study area of the Pony fire were not affected by
a high-intensity burn Statistically higher fine-sand fractions were found in burned
vs. unburned surface horizons. Statistical increases in pH and concentrations of
Na and Fe were also found in burned sites No significant difference was discernable in color (rubification), mineralogy, nor additional chemical properties between
burned and unburned sites. Inconsistencies between hypothesized and measured
soil analytical results underscore the need to better delineate relationships between
fire characteristics and fire-induced changes in soil physical and chemical properties. Future sampling will be expanded throughout the park in coming years to
assess the spatial variability of burn severity on soils, and to track change over
time during the park's recovery Analysis of soil transects across distinct and varied geomorphic surfaces is also critical to extend fire-severity assessments across
larger areas Long-term monitoring studies, such as this one, are needed to better
constrain soil resilience to landscape and ecological disturbances and to expand
data collection to a more diverse array of burn conditions such as burned snags,
shrubs, and bare ground sites Analysis of data between snag, burned shrub, and
bare soil sites may also provide better understanding of local variability within
fire-disturbed landscapes. Fire-assessment studies should also address additional
chemical parameters and analyze samples from successive 5-yr sample intervals.
Such efforts may allow more precise description of the relative magnitude of fire
intensity versus soil resilience. Long-term monitoring of post-fire soil changes, and
careful design of soil-ecological monitoring studies have important implications
for the better understanding of long-term forest succession, pedogenetic, and geomorphologic processes under pinon-juniper woodland

soils (> 2m) with moderate alkaline pH (8 to 8.3), and nule to moderate content in
organic matter (0 26 to 1 93%); nitrogen content is also poor (0.02 to 0.167 kg/ha),
including soil salinity Far the three first localities, the soil present is Solonchak
associated with Vertisol, with clayey texture, and Higuerillas-Mezquital has Arenosol type with sandy texture Collaterally, the Francisco J Müjica locality at 0 to 76
cm depth did not present salinity, perhaps the other profiles indicate an extremely
salinity soil, ranging 17 to 50 dS/m.
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L E. Loomis
Soils and Landforms as Indicators of Prehistoric Human Occupation at Big
Bend National Park, Texas.
L. E. Loomis. USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service; T. C. Alex. Big Bend
National Park.
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Soil Characterization of Laguna Madre (Mexican Burgos-Basin Portion) as a
Tool to Establish I,and Sustainability for Crop and Animal Production.
A. Cardona Estrada. Inslilulo de Ecologia y Alimentos. Unix Autónoma de
Tamaulipas; A. Fa: Cano. Unix Polilécnica de Cartagena; C. Zamora Toxar.
C. E. Gonzalez Romo. J. Jimenez Perez, lnstituto de Ecologia y Alimentos. Unix
Autónoma de Tamaulipas; M. A. Munoz Garcia. Unix Polilécnica de Cartagena.

Terminal Pleistocene and Holocene age soils are of archeological interest at Big
Bend National Park because of their contemporaneity with human occupation
Humans have used this landscape for at least the last 12,000 years, certain soils
are associated with remnants of stable geomorphic surfaces which ancient people
might have occupied Identifying these soils enables archeologists to target areas
for investigation, where erosion has exposed important cultural sites The HurdsSanmoss-Mitre complex, 1 to 8 % slopes, soil map unit exists as two delineations
within Big Bend National Park; one in Pine Canyon, the other in Green Gulch. The
map unit corresponds to a mountain-valley fan major landform. Along a transect in
Pine Canyon, soils were described at 10 locations spaced at 160 m intervals Local
relief was about 5 m. Four geomorphic components were recognized; from highest
to lowest they were erosional fan remnant summit, fan remnant footslope, inset
terrace, and channel floor Soils were not described on the channel floor, which
was not extensive Overall, the mountain-valley fan sloped eastward at a 4% gradient Individual geomorphic components had slope gradients of less than 12%
and variable aspect. All soils formed in very gravelly alluvium and had a thermic,
aridic ustic soil climate regime On erosional fan remnant summits, Petrocalcic
Paleustolls of the Mitre series formed in mid-Pleistocene age conglomerate. These
were the most highly developed soils, situated on the highest, oldest landforms
within the map unit Diagnostic horizons were a mollic epipedon, a clayey-skeletal
argillic horizon, and a petrocalcic horizon. Slope gradients on this landform ranged
from 1-5 % Aridic Argiustolls of the Hurds series formed in late-Pleistocene age
pedisediment on footslopes of fan remnants The footslopes occurred 1-2 m below
the fan remnant summits, and 1-2 m above the inset terraces Diagnostic horizons
included a mollic epipedon and a loamy-skeletal argillic horizon. Slope gradients
on footslopes were mainly 1-8 %. Pachic Haplustolls of the Sanmoss series formed
in Holocene age alluvium. Sanmoss soils occurred on terraces 1-2 m above channel
floors, inset 1-2 m below fan remnant footslopes, and 2-3 m below fan remnant
summits The soils had no diagnostic horizons other than a mollic epipedon 200
cm thick Though sediment stratification was very evident, soil color did not vary
irregularly with depth. Slope gradients of inset terraces ranged from 1-3 %. The
Mitre soils have been subjected to extensive geological erosion, but the resistant
petrocalcic horizon preserved the associated landform, providing a stable surface
that survived throughout the Holocene period This surface was available for use by
prehistoric inhabitants throughout the Holocene, and archeological sites may contain artifact assemblages from any part ofthat period, or may contain a mixture of
temporally diagnostic materials representing repeated episodes of reoccupation at
one location on that surface Artifacts from the Middle Archaic Period (2500-5000
yr BP) were observed near one sample location in Pine Canyon The younger Sanmoss soils would logically yield cultural materials from the later prehistoric periods. Mesic periods, typified by the dominance of deposition over erosion, resulted
in burial of cultural sites within these earlier deposits Late Holocene erosion is
now eroding these buried soils, exposing prehistoric human occupation sites In
Green Gulch, terraces associated with Sanmoss soils have yielded Late Archaic
and Late Prehistoric materials with a conspicuous lack of earlier period evidence
Palynological and macrobotanical analyses of Holocene age deposits yield data that
adds to the interpretation and understanding of climatic changes and the associated
changes in vegetative cover The general trend toward desert conditions is generally represented by the loss of trees and the increase of shrubs, desert succulents,
and grasses. The archeological record throughout the prehistoric period reflects
how prehistoric people adapted to changes in food subsistence base and modified
their toolkit according to the available food sources The links between soils, geomorphic processes, and archeological evidence ultimately aid in interpreting how
humans used these ancient landscapes and adapted to a changing environment

Laguna Madre is located in Tamaulipas state, Mexico, and together with Laguna
Madre ofTexas (USA) globally conform one of the most important coastal hypersaline lagoon system In April 2005, the zone was described as Protected Natural Area
by the Mexican government; as well as designated as RAMSAR Site No. 1362. The
northern portion of the lagoon, included in the Burgos Basin, is an important region
rich in oil, and gas resources However, the area has suffered different impacts, not
only natural, but human driven, such as hurricanes, and land use change, affecting
soil erosion, and pollution, among others The study describes the present soil type,
characteristics, and properties, but also genesis in order to establish its potential
use to prevent degradation; the results with help predict soil vulnerability, and risks
associated to crop, and animal production. Four representative sampling sites were
selected from the total study area (Media Luna, Francisco J Mujica, La Capilla,
and lliguerillas-Mezquital). One soil profile of each, was described and analyzed
according to FAO-ISRIC The results indicated that all the localities show deep
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Z G Zalibekov
New Directions in Soil Amelioration of Arid Ecosystems with the Use of
Atmosphere Moisture Condensation.
Z. G. Zalibekox. A. M. R. Mirzoex. M. A. Balamerzoex. A. K. Shihragimox. Caspian
Institute of Biological Resources of Daghestan Scientific Center of the Russian
Academy of Seiendes.
Today desertification processes spread to large territories of arid regions of the
world, which develop in three directions: 1) formation of deserts of continent origin in extra arid conditions with the coefficient of moistening K(C)<0,05; 2 Hand
ecosystems degradation in arid climatic conditions with coefficient of moistening
K=0,2-0,5; 3)hesitation of vegetation cover productivity in dependence of tempera-
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ture regime and precipitation variation Every year in 80 countries of the world 5-7
mln ha of lands with high productivity degrade under the impact of desertification and become useless for agro culture 11 ]. The main reason of it - is deficiency
of atmospheric moistening and lack of moisture in soil profile in semi desert and
desert conditions In the same time, it is known that the origin of all fresh water is
water steam In the system of "soil-atmosphere" regular daily moisture exchange
takes place In Atmosphere there is 14,000 km' of water in the form of steam, and
about 1.200 km3 in the bed of a river From the surface of land and ocean 577,000
km3 of water evaporate, so many existe in the form of precipitation. But River
annual runoff compose only 7% of the total quantity of precipitation Atmosphere
water is renewed 45 times a year [2] On the land surface average absolute moisture
forms 11 g/m3, in tropical regions it is about 25 g/m' and more [2]. Warm atmosphere air in mole-drainage system becomes cool and the part of its water steams is
eondensated on the walls of drainage and moisten soil [3]. The main water source
is moisture of atmosphere, which almost is not used for water regime improvement
in soil and for increase of agroculture lands productivity. Given Analysis proves the
worth of the use of vaporous atmosphere moisture by storing it in upper horizons
of soil for increase of biological productivity. On the basis of this research, new
ways and methods of vaporous atmosphere moisture in desert and semi desert soil
of Pricaspiskaya lowland are worked out and experimentally investigated Worked
out "Working organ of moler" [4], that doesn't have analogues in the world, makes
a lot of crotovinas, pores and cracks under soil on the depth of 0,6-0,8 m without
deterioration of genetic horizons of soil and relief, conserving natural vegetation.
It highly raises regular daily moisture exchange in "soil-atmosphere" system and
contributes to storing of condensational atmosphere vaporous moisture in meter
layer of soil on 22,2 mm/ha per month It contributes to rise of bioproductivity for
30-50% of degraded pasture soil of desert and semi desert Worked out method of
vaporous moisture condensation in soil is also very effective [5] with the use of
special materials conserving natural state of under soil layers, which contributes to
storage of condensational vaporous atmosphere moisture in meter layer of the soil
per month on 49,4 mm/ha, more than in natural conditions.
Table. Inter monthly content of moisture in soil in hot period of the year in arid
conditions in different ways of its condensation (mm/ha)
Years
Difference to
control
ii % Control

1990

1991

1992

1993
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W. A. Greenberg

W. A. Greenberg. Bemidji Slate Univ.
Earthy bauxite (aluminum ore) deposits over limestone bedrock cover over 20 %
of Jamaica's surface area This study focused on documenting micromorphological and mineralogical properties of pre- and post-mined bauxite soils in order to
assess pedogenesis and to relate these properties to water and nutrient movement
and retention Pedons were described and sampled at 2 pre-mined sites and 4 postmined sites near Mandeville, Jamaica Thin sections were made from air-dry bulk
density clods. The mineralogy of representative horizons was evaluated for bulk
samples by x-ray diffraction analysis. Sand, silt, and clay fractions were analyzed
separately The micromorphology of bauxite soils in Jamaica was dominated by
the expression of very stable, granular, sand to coarse silt-sized microaggregate
structure that formed with the oxic horizons. As packing density of microaggregates increased with depth in pre-mined soils, there were fewer and smaller microaggregate packing voids, creating a decrease in porosity, permeability, and water
retention at field capacity Post-mined soils inherited considerable microaggregate
structure from pre-mined bauxite, indicating that the microaggregates were very
durable Mineralogy consisted primarily of gibbsite and AI substituted Fe oxides,
minerals with negligible net positive charge and high P-fixing capacity Incorporation of limestone rock fragments increased pH in post-mined soils, but there was
little calcite in the clay fraction and no evidence of secondary CaCO,, suggesting
that the calcite may have limited influence on soil solution chemical interactions

Basaltic

R. L. Van Dam. Michigan State Univ; J. M. H. Hendrickx. J. B. J. Harrison. New
Mexico Tech.

13057

110.35 12265-100.00

workingorgan
Method of
condensation
of vaporous
moisture in soil

17769

164.36

14136

144.84

22.2

112.54 203 83

182.55

189.09

172.00

49 4 140.2

118.1

Storing o f condensational vaporous atmosphere moisture in soil contributes to
improvement of natural forage areas use, creation of forest shelter belts in condition of desert and semi-desert Use of vaporous atmosphere moisture in soil is new
direction in amelioration of soils effected by arid degradation
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S Monteith
Properties of Soils in Two Terrace Sequences Under a Perudic Soil Moisture
Regime in the Amazon Basin.
S. Monteith, USDA NRCS: S. Buol. North Carolina State Univ.
Soils on two sequences of terrace levels were studied in an area of the Amazon
Basin in Bolivia with a perudic soil moisture regime to examine the effects o f
pedogenic processes over increasing increments of time. The two sequences each
contain four topographic levels, including one level in the current floodplain. One
sequence is derived from sediment from rocks in the Andes with relatively abundant wcatherable minerals The other sequence is in sediments from a foothills
region from materials with low contents of weatherable minerals Both areas had
a presence of carbonates in the source area Frequently flooded soils on the floodplains of both terrace sequences have high exchangeable base saturation percentages reflecting the influence of carbonate-rich flood water Soils on all of the higher,
older, non-flooding terraces have much lower base saturation percentages and high
aluminum saturation percentages Exchangeable potassium (and sodium) contents
were low in all soils, even in the soil on the floodplain (youngest) site which formed
in sediments with high contents of weatherable minerals Soils exhibited increasing evidence of pedogenesis on increasing higher (older) terraces The pedogenic
processes that were evident included a decline in weatherable mineral (mica) content The terrace sequence formed in sediments with a higher clay contents showed
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Micromorphology and Mineralogy of Jamaican Bauxite Soils.

I28-3
526a
J M II Hendrickx
Magnetic Susceptibility to Characterize Soil Development on
Substrate, Hawaii.

(Natural pasture) 93.58 156.10
Mol ing by new
95 95

evidence of more clay illuviation The transition from an eluvial to illuvial horizon
in these soils was very indistinct. Stronger grades of soil structure are present in the
older soils, but stronger grades of soil structure are also closely related to higher
clay contents Within the terrace sequence developed in sediments with a higher
content of weatherable minerals, colors were generally redder on increasingly
higher levels. Parent sediments in the other sequence have a distinctly red color
making pedogenic development of color difficult to observe

Soils formed on basaltic substrates commonly have large concentrations of iron
oxide minerals, the magnetic behavior of which sometimes seriously hampers the
performance of electromagnetic sensors for the detection of buried land mines and
unexploded ordnance (UXO). The magnetic properties of soils result from the presence of iron oxides in different forms and quantities, both pedogenic and lithogenic
Paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic iron oxides such as goethite and hematite are
abundant in soils but play a minor role in determining the magnetic character of
soil. Ferrimagnetic minerals such as magnetite and maghaemite are the most magnetic of the iron oxides, and are of primary importance in their effects on geophysical sensors. Previous work has shown that two magnetic effects in soils pose
a large problem for magnetic and electromagnetic sensors: induced magnetization
(IM) and viscous remanent magnetism (VRM), both of which can be estimated by
measuring the magnetic susceptibility of the soil The causes of the variability in
IM and VRM are not well understood. We present the results of laboratory studies
of magnetic properties and mineralogy of 6 soils on the Big Island of Hawaii, with
substrate ages of approximately 0.375 to 0 43 My, and l soil on O'ahu, with a substrate age of approximately 3 7 My. The mean annual rainfall for the sampled soils
on the Island of Hawaii ranges from 180 to almost 5500mm/yr. We have studied
the magnetic susceptibility (IM) and frequency dependent behavior of the magnetic
susceptibility (a measure for VRM) using a Bartington MS2 magnetic susceptibility sensor in the field (D-loop) and the laboratory (dual frequency B-sensor) Measurements of the magnetic susceptibility at two frequencies allow for the estimation
of the presence of ultrafine ferrimagnetic minerals, usually associated with soil
formation. The soil mineralogy has been studied with X-Ray Diffraction (XRD),
X-Ray Fluorescence Spectroscopy (XRF), differential thermal analysis (DTA/
TGA), and chemical extractions. The development of the soils on the Big Island
of Hawaii, despite being of similar age, varies strongly with altitude and position
on the island. The data indicate a strong negative correlation between mean annual
precipitation and induced magnetization, which can be associated with weathering of primary magnetite Mean annual precipitation is positively correlated with
the frequency dependent magnetic behavior, which is the result of neoformation
of ultrafine maghaemite The mineralogical analyses verify our observations. The
good correlation between magnetic properties and mineralogy shows that the cheap
and quick measurements of magnetic susceptibility can be used to estimate soil
development.
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C. T. Hallmark

Characterization and Classification of Bangladesh Soils used in Arsenic Fate
Studies.

C. T. Hallmark. G. N. While. S. Biswas. L. R. Drees. B. Biswas. Texas Ad M Univ; Entisols. and Histosols The organic matter fractions were obtained by differential
solubility technical and the organic carbon quantified by oxidation with K,Cr,0 7
G. M. Panaullah. CIMMYT Office in Bangladesh: J. M. Shoaib. Soil Resources
and titration with Fe(NH4), (S0 4 ) : (6H,0) In the Oxisols, the C in the total humic
Development Institute: R. Loeppert. Texas Ad M Univ.
As part of a detailed soil study examining the concentration, form and fate of As in
Bangladesh soils used in rice production, pedons from five agroecological zones in
major flood prone regions of the country were described and sampled for characterization of physical, chemical and mineralogical properties needed for classification
at the family level in U. S. Soil Taxonomy The study soils were formed in silty and
clayey alluvium of either the Ganges or Meghna Rivers The alluvium in western
Bangladesh, derived from the Ganges River, was calcareous, and contained both
calcite and dolomite, as well as an abundance of weatherable minerals, especially
micas in the sand and silt fractions Clays were of mixed assemblage (mica, smectite, kaolinite, chlorite) in most pedons, but the soil from southern Rajshahi District
is probably smectitic, with wide cracks in a hexagonal pattern open at the surface
during the dry season Endoaquepts were found in the Ganges River alluvium with
control sections ranging from coarse-silty to fine Two pedons representing the
eastern portion of the country were sampled in Meghna River alluvium, which
is noncalcareous and derived from a different source area These soils are silty in
the control section, contain abundant micas as well as other weatherable minerals
in the sand and silt fractions, and have a mixed assemblage of clay minerals Both
Fluvaquents and Endoaquepts were described in this alluvium. Morphology of the
study soils indicates seasonal reduction Features include Fe and Mn concentrations
in ped interiors, along root channels and in pores, and depletions at vertical ped
surfaces (gleyans). Oxidation-reduction cycles of the Fe in these soils are believed
to impact the form and mobility of As in these soils.
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D. V. Perez
Re-examination » I H M Stoichimetry in Some Brazilian Soils.

D. V. Perez. Centro Nacional de Pesquisa de Solos/EMBRAPA: A. G. Ebe Iing.
VFRRJ: L. H. C. Anjos. UFRRJ Soils Dept: M. R. Coelho. Centro Nacional de
Pesquisa de Solos/EMBRAPA: M. G. Pereira. VFRRJ.
The determination of AI is of permanent concern in soil fertility management. Soil
chemists are constantly trying out methods that take into account the effective
exchange capacity of the soil, the organic matter content, the texture, and the pHdependent charge of various clays minerals In Brazil, exchangeable AI is obtained
by titration of KCl filtrate with NaOH However, this is an indirect determination based on the general assumption that the stoichiometry of H / A I ' is around 3
(McLean, 1976) Thus, it was the objective of this study to investigate if interactions between Al and other soil components could alter the stoichiometry of H / A I '
exchange. The routine method for extracting AI in most Brazilian soil laboratories
(Bernardi et al., 2002) is based on the exchange of AI from the surface of soil colloids by a non-buffered solution of KCl 1 mol L ' , using a soilsolution ratio of
1:10. After one night, the AI is indirectly quantified by titration with NaOH 0.025
mol L"1 For this study, the A l in the extract was also directly measured using an
ICP OES. Forty-nine acid soil samples were selected representing different soil
classes (Oxisol, Ultisol, Inceptisol, Entisol, Histosols) from different Brazilian
States (RJ, A M , MS, SP, A L , PB, PE, PR, MG, DF) The results could be arranged
in 3 groups The first one was composed of 19 horizons from soils where the main
dominant clay mineralogy is kaolinite and/or iron/aluminum oxy-hydroxydes In
that case, the mean H / A I ' ratio found was around 3.4. Besides the errors of titration, the small contribution of Mn 2 ' and Fe' hydrolysis may be considered as the
cause of the positive variation from the expected 3.0 ratio. The second group was
composed of horizons from soils that showed considerable amounts of secondary 2:1 minerals and random interstratified minerals. In that case, the II / A l ' ratio
was around 35.4 Despite the fact that Al content, determined by ICP-OES, was
high, appreciable amounts of hydroxy-interlayers could contribute for increasing
H titration Thus, the amount of H titrated should be higher than the expected. The
last group was composed of organic horizons with the H / A I ' ratio around 0 5
This discrepancy may be explained by the complexation of Al by organic fractions
Data on Al extracted with CuCI, corroborates this hypothesis Thus, in that case,
the forced hydrolysis of A l ' by alkaline titration should be lower than the expected
The results obtained in the study showed that the interpretation of soil acidity that
is due to Al may vary, affecting all recommendation of I iming based on exchangeable aluminum
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A. Fontana
II um» Fractions Distribution of Diagnostics Horizons from Brazilian Soils.

A. Fontana. UFRRJ: M. G. Pereira. UFRRJ: L. H. C. Anjos. UFRRJ Soils Dept.
During the last century attention has been given to the organic matter in tropical
regions, principally in pedology studies The Brazilian System of Soil Classification (SiBCSO incorporated some attributes from international soil classifications
that use some quantitative (organic matter content) and qualitative variables (fibers
and degree of humification), especially for Spodosols, Mohsols. and Histosols. as
in the Soil Taxonomy (USA) This demonstrates the importance of the organic matter in soil genesis and diagnostic horizons differentiation The general objective of
this study was to quantify organic matter fractions in some diagnostics horizons of
Brazilian soils For this project, 51 soil profiles were collected in various regions
of the country and described according to the Brazilian Society of Soil Science and
Embrapa standards Soils were classified as Oxisols. Mollisols. Alfisols. Spodosols.

fractions showed the highest values among the soils studied, an average of 95 4%
The C-HAF/C-FAF ratio varied from 0 08 to 2 94 and alkaline extract (AE)/CHumin varied from 0 32 to I 07 For the Entisols, the C in the total humic fractions represented 80 7% of total carbon, where the sum of C-HAF and C-Humin
represented 69 9%, indicating influence of drainage in the humification process,
due to anaerobic conditions that control the organic fractions accumulation The CHAF/C-FAF ratio varied from 0.71 to 3.39, with most ratio values superior to 1.0.
Different behavior was observed for the AE/C-Humin ratio, whose values varied
from 0 36 to 1 43, however the majority of ratio values were inferior to 1.0. For
the Flistosols, it was observed the smallest average value of C in the humic fraction, around 62.0%, and the sum of C-HAF and C-Humin an average of 55.6%,
with predominance of C-HAF These results indicate the influence of drainage in
the humification process. The C-HAF/C-FAF ratio had a large variation, with values ranging from 191 to 16 94 The same was observed in the AE/C-Humin ratio,
where values varied from 0 41 to 7 24, and the majority of values were lower than
2.0. In the spodic horizons, the C in the humic fractions represented 74.4% of total
organic carbon. The C-FAF and C-HAF sum represented 60 0% of total organic
carbon As in the other soil orders the C-HAF/C-FAF ratio showed a wide variation,
with values varying from 0 06 to 1.48, and AE/C-Humin ratio values ranged from
1 48 to 24 8 For the Molisols, C in the humic fraction represented 80.2%, where
the Humin showed the highest values (64.7%), compared to the other fractions
and among the soils studied The C-HAF/C-FAF ratio varied from 0.21 to 3 50,
and AL/C-Humin ratio showed the smallest variation, with values ranging from
0.17 to 0.35. The results indicate that the different pedoenvironments influence
the distribution of organic matter fractions, which demonstrate the importance of
this attribute in soil classification, especially for the soil orders studied. Thus, it is
proposed that the fractioning of soil organic matter becomes criteria to soil classification, at the family or series level
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M D G D V X Ferreira
Tropical Weathering Profile in a Biotite Schist.

M D. G. D. V. X. Ferreira. Univ Católica de Pernambuco: M. R. Ribero. Univ
Federal Rural De Pernambuco: E. S. D. Lima. Univ Federal de Pernambuco.
Parent material is one of the factors controlling weathering intensity and soil
development. In a rock, such as granite, texture (mainly grain size), mineralogical composition and fracture density are the most important factors In addition
to these parameters, schistosity orientation in relation to the terrain surface is also
an important feature in soil developed from metamorphic rocks, like schists The
studied area is located in the Coastal Humid Zone of Northeastern Brazil, which
has an altitude of 360 m The relief is strongly rolling, with round tops and V valleys reflecting the regional foliation structure. The climate is warm and humid,
with annual precipitation between 1200 and 1600 mm The rainy season goes from
April to August, and precipitation is around 200 mm/month. The original vegetation was a sub-deciduous tropical forest, replaced by a banana plantation. The parent material is a garnet biotite-gneiss with the schistosity parallel to the surface The
studied soil profile is located in the mid slope position and was described, sampled
and analyzed according to standard procedures, i.e., horizon by horizon Physical and chemical analysis (including ICP-AES), mineralogy of the soil fractions,
pedography of undisturbed samples were performed and weathering indexes were
calculated The pedogenic processes, mainly physical-chemical weathering, generate a regolith of approximately 14 m thick The soil was classified according to the
World Reference Base for Soil Resources as a Haplic Lixisol (Typic Eutrophic Red
Argisol in the Brazilian System) Total chemical analyses indicated progressive
upward loss of Na, Ca, K and Mg. However, K and Mg do show a greater retention
than Na and Ca These bulk chemistry changes in the soil/saprolite composition are
consistent w ith the mineralogical and geological characteristics of the studied area.
Weathering and leaching in feldspars cause loss of Ca, Na and K, leaving behind,
as a residue, kaolinite group minerals, whereas 50% of Mg and K remain in the
phyllosilicates The leaching of these elements is higher at two zones: 13 and 16 m
depth There was a positive correlation among mineralogical and geochemical features (mica and clay percentages and weathering index) pH in water ranged from
4 9 in the Ap horizon to 6 3 in the C horizon In the sand fraction, pedographic studies showed quick argilization of feldspars (even sodic members) and the expected
quartz preservation. Biotite gets smaller going from 5 mm in the rock to 0 1 mm
in the Btl horizon However, it shows an unexpected behavior, resisting to a hot,
humid and oxidizing environment In the silt and clay fractions, biotite degraded
to irregular interstratified phases. Kaolinite was very well crystallized m the clay
fraction The percentage of sand (breaking down of biotite) grew from the C horizon down, but it was not followed by an increase in permeability, because voids
were not created as they are during sedimentation. On the other hand, the tendency
of kaolinite to flocculate improved soil permeability on horizon with higher clay
content The breaking down of lepidoblastic texture (mainly platy minerals) of the
parent materials developed a chitonic texture (grains surrounded by plasma) in the
Bt2 horizon (0 95-1 45 m) and a porfiritic one in the Btl (0.75-0 95 m) Iron oxide
was present under two forms that could be erroneously taken as pedofeatures if
the parent material had not been studied Ghosts of quartz and garnet, which was
transformed into iron oxide by metamorphism, created the first pseudopedofeature.
whereas iron oxide bands, parallel to foliation, generated by the fibrolitization of
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biotite, responded for the second one Therefore, it is very important to study the
parent material when soil genesis is the concern
128-8
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V D F Melo
Relationship between Clay Fraction Mineralogy and Physical Soil Properties
in Toposequence of Oxisols Developed from Basaltic Rocks in the Parana
State, Brazil.
V.D.F. Melo, Univ Federal do Parana: A. A. Ghidin. Faculdade Palas Alenas; V.
C. Lima, Univ Federal do Parana.
The soil structure (type, size and development) define the total soil porosity and
macro and microporosity distribution, and is considered to be one of the most
important agricultural soil properties. The aim of this work was to study the effect
of the clay fraction mineralogy, including the crystallographic mineral characteristics, in the physical soil properties of two oxisols (Red-Yellow Latosol - RYL
and Dusky Red Latosol - DRL) developed from the basaltic rocks, in different
landscape positions (toposequence) in Parana State, Brazil All analyses were carried out in samples of the Bwl and Bw2 horizons, collected in four profiles in each
toposequence. The clay fraction was investigated by X-ray diffraction, differential
thermal analysis, thermogravimetry and chemical analysis. Total Si, AI and Fe contents were determined after clay sample digestion by 36% HCl and 68% HNO,
acids (mixture proportion of 3:1) The Fe and Al contents were determined from
acid ammonium oxalate (AAO) and citrate-bicarbonate-dithionite (CBD) extracts.
The soil samples were also submitted to morphological description and physical
and micromorphological characterizations. The parent material Si contents and
profile positions were important in the clay fraction composition The RYL and
DRI. were classified as kaolinitc/goethitic and gibbsitic/hematitic, respectively It
was observed the highest total SiO, and kaolinite contents (373 3 to 574.3 g kg ')
in the deeper horizons (Bw2) and in the profile of the lowest toposequence position
for the RYL The highest water content and smallest soil permeability in profile 4 of
the RYL (lowest point in the landscape) resulted in the amorphous AI and Fe oxides
(AAO) content increase and the highly cristalline Fe oxides (CDB) content reduction. Overall, the crystallographic characteristics of the hematite and goethite do
not change with soil depth and profile position The smallest cristallinity index values of the kaolinite were found in the DRL samples, and were related to the high Fe
contents in the soil (r = 0.70**). The lowest gibbsite growth (smaller mean crystal
diameter values in the (110) direction) was observed in profile 4 of the RYL (lower
position in the toposequence). The hematite, goethite and gibbsite were responsible
for the macroporosity and total porosity increase and bulk density decrease of the
RYL The effect of kaolinite was opposite The correlation between physical properties and kaolinite, hematite, goethite and gibbsite contents in the clay fraction was
not significant for the DRL Amorphous Fe and AI oxides were more important for
the macroporosity and total porosity increase of the DRL horizons. A significant
correlation for the crystallographic characteristics of the clay fraction minerals was
only observed between gibbsite crystal size [MCD( 110)] and total porosity (negative correlation) and bulk density (positive correlation) for the DRL Similar effects
were verified to hematite MCD (104) for the RYL
128-9
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P. A Obura
Chemistry and Mineralogy of Selected Kenyan Acid Soils.
P. A. Obura, D. G. Schulze. Purdue Univ: C. O. Othieno. J. R. Okalebo. Moi Univ:
D. P. Santana, Embrapa Maize and Sorghum: C. T. Johnston. Purdue Univ.
Food production in many parts of the developing world is constrained by acid
soils that are low in plant-available phosphorus but high in toxic aluminum Plant
breeders are attempting to address these dual constraints by breeding crops with
enhanced ability to exude organic acids from their roots Enhanced root exudation
of citrate, and perhaps malate, appears to detoxify AI while releasing P into the soil
solution for plant uptake. Crops bred on one type of soil may respond very differently, however, when grown on soils with very different chemistry and mineralogy
The objective of this study is to characterize selected acid soils from Kenya and
provide an interpretation of their properties for effective crop management Eleven
pedons representing three geomorphic provinces, (1) the Kericho and Kisii highlands west of the Rift Valley, (2) the Uasin Gishu Plateau and Lower level upland
west of the Rift Valley (Eldoret, Kakamega, Vihiga, Siaya and Bumala), and (3) the
volcanic foot ridges east of the Rifi Valley (Embu, Kangema and Kerugoya), were
described and sampled Laboratory characterization so far consists of wet chemical
analysis and x-ray diffraction (XRD) Exchangeable cations and extractable AI,
cation exchange capacity (CEC) and effective CEC (ECEC) were determined by
the unbuffered salt solution method Powder mounts and afilter-membranetechnique were used to prepare clay and fine silt fractions for XRD analyses Soil pH
increases with depth in all the pedons, but regional differences exist, with moderate
acidity in the western highlands and strong acidity in the western plateau and the
eastern volcanic foot ridges Soils on the western plateau have lower organic C
content compared to their counterparts Although ECEC is approximately uniform
with depth, there is regional variation The CEC varies with depth and pedon, and
ranges from 8 5 to 22 cmol.kg"1 in the topsoil Soils east of the Rift Valley have
significantly higher exchangeable AI than soils west of the Rift Valley Pedons from
the same geomorphic province tend to have similarmineralogica) composition with
no major differences in clay mineral distribution with depth In the clay fraction,
the 0 72 nm peak has the strongest intensity, indicating that kaolinite and/or hal-
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loysite are the dominant clay minerals. The widening of the 0 72 and 0 442-0 445nm peaks around the base is a common phenomenon in most samples, strongly
suggesting the presence of halloysite. For the soils west of the Rift Valley, a 1.0
nm peak indicates the presence of mica. Mixed layering of mica-kaolinite and/or
mica-vermiculite in the fine and coarse clay is also apparent in most of the pedons
west of the Rift valley, which is consistent with the ~2 times greater exchangeable
K and higher CEC of soils in Kisii highlands Soils east of the Rift Valley contain
considerably more gibbsite than their counterparts, consistent with their lower pH
and higher AI saturation We attribute the observed regional differences to the fact
that soils in the eastern region developed from porous volcanic ash deposits associated with Mt. Kenya, while soils from the western region developed from less
porous igneous rocks
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Y. Weng
Catastrophic High Temperature and Soil Redization—A Revisit.
Y. Weng, The Seed and Seeding General Stalion of Zhejiang Forestry: L. Xu.
Zhejiang Forestry Academy: Z. Ye, Zhejiang Forestry College.
We presented some results on the soil redization and yellowization at some of the
previous WCSS meetings. Since the last WCSS, more research and survey have
been done More evidences have been collected which support that the catastrophic
high temperature be the main cause on soil redization. Here are the four observations: l.Red Soils Spread Globally Red soils, in large distributions or small isolated distributions, can be found everywhere: in the southern hemisphere or northern hemisphere, high latitude (e.g. Algonquin Park in Canada) or low latitude, high
altitude (eg. Tibet Plateau in China and Yellow Stone Park in America) or low
altitude, upper soil beds or subsoil beds, continents or islands, and dry lands or
wet lands. 2 Terra Rossa Exists Commonly. Terra rossa can usually be found in the
areas with calcareous stratum distribution The allitic weathering process should
be very slow under the presence of rich alkali-earth metal It is almost impossible to have enriched ferric oxide. The hematite could only be produced through
dehydration under very high temperature. 3. There Is No Relation between Allitic
Weathering and the Formation of Red Soils The clay samples (< 2 urn) containing three color layers, black, yellow and red, were taken from the yellow red soil
beds in the mountain areas in the subtropical zone The yellow and red layers of
the samples were analyzed in 1963, 1987, and 2003 respectively. The results show
that the ratio of the silica alumina and the ratio of the silica iron alumina had been
increasing not decreasing. It indicates that the allitic weathering processing does
not exist in the soils in the subtropical and tropical zones. Therefore it is unlikely
that the red soils were formed through the process of allitic weathering in these
areas 4.The Fertile Red Soils Spread Widely According to the theory of allitic
weathering and the formation of red soil, the evolution process would produce red
soils poor in mineral nutrition eventually. In fact, agricultural crops, fruit trees and
economic forests grow very well on this type of soils. Some papers presented at the
International Conference on Catastrophic Events and Mass Extinctions: Impacts
and Beyond, 9-12 July 2000, Vienna, Austria, indicated that the asteroid impacts
on earth about 65 million years ago had produced extraordinary high temperature
reaching thousands or ten thousands of degree Celsius and the energy released had
been equivalent to that from several billions of megatons of TNT. It was inevitable
at that period of time that the surface soils and sand stones burned to red. With
this theory, some unanswered questions in the soil genesis process can readily be
solved The yellowization process of the red soils will be discussed in another paper
in the near future.
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P Trakoonyingcharoen
Characteristic Genesis Reflected in Minerals by Clay Fraction of Red Oxisols
under Tropical Monsoonal Climate in Thailand.

P. Trakoonyingcharoen, 1. Kheoruenromne. A. Suddhiprakarn, Agriculture
Faculty, Soil Science Department. Kasetsarl Univ: R. J. Gilkes, School of Earth
and Geographical Sciences. The Univ of Western Australia.
Four areas of red soils under tropical monsoonal climate in Thailand were selected
for the study of soil genetic implication and mineral properties to interpret environmental conditions of Thai red Oxisols The method of study included pedon analysis of soils in the field and laboratory analysis following standard methods Results
of the study revealed that all of them can be classified taxonomically as Typic Kandiudox and Rhodic Kandiudox. They developed on undulating plain under very
high rainfall regime of the tropical monsoonal climate that supports the practice
of tropical orchards in Southeast coast and Peninsular regions of Thailand Two of
them are on lava corrosion plain of basalt and the others are on karst corrosion plain
of limestone. The clear illuviation and ferrugination are manifested by the kandic
horizon (Bto) and dominance of free iron oxides with very low amounts of cations
except for potassium The rather unique clay assemblage of kaolins, hematite, goethite, hydroxy-interlayered vermiculite (HIV), and gibbsite in soils developed on
basalt, and the horizontal and vertical uniformity are clear indicators of intensive
and fast weathering The fast and deep weathering results from a combination of
an easily weathered parent rock exposed to a hot and prolonged moist pedoclimate
This combination and the resulting soil development are reflected in the observed
morphologies of purified kaolin and iron oxide minerals Kaolins in soils developed
on basalt have very small size (9-12 nm) and consisting of anhedral plates, and
crystal sizes of goethite and hematite are also very small These crystal sizes tend to

negatively relate to the extent ofAl substitution in these minerals Soils developed
on limestone have a larger kaolin crystal size (17-20 nm) with higher proportion
of euhedral platy crystals, and crystal sizes of their goethite and hematite are distinctly larger than those derived from basalt. Their mineral properties relate well
with their difference in specific surface area (SSA) and cation exchange capacity
(CEC). These properties have direct influence on soil fertility. Small crystals of
kaolin and iron oxide minerals provide high SSA and CEC The substantial cation
exchange capacity of kaolin in these soils is important for buffering and nutrient
retention particularly in soils which have little organic matter Iron oxide properties
strongly affect anion retention.
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Mediteranean Forest Soils of Croatia.
B. I 'rbek. Forest Research Institute. Jastrebarsko.
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C.E.G.R. Schaefer
I nib 'inn' Soils Developed from Volcanics in the Trindade Island, South
Research of forest sites have been going on since 1963 Their basic aim was to
Atlantic.
determine the most favourable stand form, optimal production and investment priC. E. G. R. Schaefer, E. P. Clemente, R. V. Aires, L. M. Costa, V. F. Melo. Dept do orities on the basis of ecological conditions and management potentials for individual site complexes One of the main components in data gathering was forest soil
Solos-Univ Federal de Vicosa.
Mapping of forest and non-forest soils was carried out by the elaboration of soil
The Brazilian oceanic islands are very important for environmental studies in the
maps in a I 50 000 scale Maps in I 25 000 and l: 10 000 scales were done for more
South Atlantic, both for their biodiversity and geographic isolation In this work
intensive and detailed researches In the typological distribution of Croatia, the
we studied the main soils from the Trindade island, emphazising chemical and
region of the Mediterranean is divided to eu-Mediterranean and sub-Mediterranean
physical attributes at each different geo-environment in which they occur. Also,
regions. Basic unit of soil classification in Croatia is soil type defined by one-type
we aimed at increasing the knowledge on pedo-geomorphological and vegetational
profile composition with a characteristic horizon sequence, one-type matter transrelationships, to obtain a preliminary view on soil variability across the great topoformation and migration processes and one-type physical and chemical horizon
graphic variation of the island. Ten soils profiles were collected, representing the
properties Main forest soil types on the territory of Croatian Mediterranean are
main pedo-environment, resulting from interplaying lithological, geomorphologicalcocambisol (cambisols) and rendzinas (Rendzic, leptosols) Calcomelanosols
cal and vegetational variations. Chemical and physical analyses were carried out
(Molic, leptosols) and colluviums (Colluvium) are distributed on bigger heights
for all genetic horizons. The soils diversity in Trindade is closely related to parent
above sea level and on steeper sites, while terra rossa (Chromic cambisol) is very
material and geomorphic position Their morphological and chemical peculiarirare present under the forest cover There has been intensive research of soil-vegties suggest an endemic character. Overall, Trindade soils have high fertility, low
etation sequence on this area and each vegetation unit is associated with a specific
degree of weathering and high amounts of avaliable P and exchangeable Ca. In the
soil type, expressed in a particular percentage The interest of soil scientists for the
cooler, wetter, southern face of the island, narrow valleys on steep slopes show the
investigation of the relation between vegetation and soil began in 1948. The survey
development of the exuberant monodominant Fern forest, unique in the southern
of main elements of soil-vegetation sequence of forests in Croatia has been made
Atlantic. In these areas, organic matter accumulates, forming peat soils (histosols
on the basis of extensive scientific-research materials The most widespread soils
and histic cambisols) In altitudes higher than 400 meters, soils are generally acid
under the forests on the territory of the Mediterranean part of Croatia are calcocamand dystric, but with high P contents. In the drier northern face, dry tropical to semibisols on limestone and dolomite Depending on height above sea-level, they can be
arid conditions prevail, with shallow soils, chemically richer and highly prone to
more or less humose Rendzinas are spread on dolomites and marl substrates Terra
erosion There, Entisols (Litholic and Rcgolitic Neosols) are dominant Due to their
rossa is spread in lower regions on lower heights above sea-level and, as a rule, do
particularities, these soils do not well fit into the present Brazilian System of Soil
not appear above 400-500 meters Terra rossa is less spread under forest vegetation
Classification, requiring the creation of new classes at different hierarquical levels
and its major portion is anthropogenized and used for food production. Calcomelafor the proper classification of soils from Brazilian oceanic islands.
nosols is spread on steeper inclinations and bigger heights above sea-level, as well
as colluvial soils which are spread on material deposited from surrounding slopes
Rhegosols are undeveloped soils, as well as arenosols and are spread to a lesser
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percentage on the mediterranean part of Croatia. Rhegosols follow loose carbonate
substratum and arenosols follow several localities on sand Keywords: Forest soils.
Principal Component Analysis of Ferrasols from the Central Plateau of
Croatian Mediterranean coast, carst region
Southern Cameroon.
M. Tchienkoua. Institute of Agronomic Research for Development (IRAD): P.
Bilong, Dept of Earth Sciences, Univ of Yaoundé; C Nolle. Soil Fertility Unit.
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International Institute of Tropical Agriculture: M. Yemefack. Soils, Water and
Impact of Limestone Mining Activity on Soil Properties.
Atmosphere Programme. Institute of Agronomic Research for Development
(IRAD).
A. Khan. P. Prasadini. R. Thalikunta. Acharya N.G. Ranga Agricultural Univ.
Principal component analysis of ferrasols from the Central Plateau of southern
Polluting soil has become a routine activity of human life in present day situation,
CameroonSoil is a non renewable resource playing critical roles in food production
whether it is through industrialization or through any other similar activity One
and many other life-support functions This worldwide recognition calls for a better
of these activities is mining to unearth required raw materials. While doing so, the
understanding of soil functioning, soil qualities (SQ) and their variation at various
dust emanated travels to distance and settles on the surface of soil affecting the
spatial scales. We applied inferential statistics and principal component analysis
soil chemistry thereby root environment and plant chemistry. A study was con2
(PCA) on 96 pedons from a 40 000 km area in southern Cameroon in order to i)
ducted in limestone area where in it contained 39-48% CaO and 0.5-1.9% MgO,
assess soil property spatial change, ii) get more insight into the relative importance
on the impact of its dust on soil properties in the vicinity of its mining and crushof pedogenetic processes and iii) empirically model soil qualities and their variaing activity. Soil samples from 0-15 cm depth were collected and analyzed for
tion in humid forest soilscape Analysis of variance highlighted significant regional
physico-chemical and chemical properties It was found that there was significant
differences across soilscapes (P<0 000l) and soil depth (PO000I). Properties for
increase in soil pH and slight non-significant increase in electrical conductivity
which the interaction term was not significant included soil textural fractions, availin the soils close to the mining activity Its effect was prominent on calcium and
able phosphorus, soil melanization index, pH water, exchangeable Ca, K and AI
magnesium content of soils in the vicinity of the activity compared to similar soils
Pedon statistical modelling through PCA resulted in a 4-component model which
away (beyond one kilometer) from the activity zone The average percent increase
accounted for 75 6 % of total soil variance (TSV). Their interpretation in terms
recorded in the region was 58 2 and 78.8 in exchangeable calcium and magnesium
of soil genesis and functional relationships among variables provided quantitative
content of soils, respectively The precautionary measures to protect the soil quality
information on driving regional soil processes. Ferralitic pedogenesis emerged as
were suggested
the main zonal factor of soil differentiation accounting for 45 % of TSV This process operative on all parent material has strong controls on nutrient availability and
retention capacity The second most important process (15.4 % of TSV) was assim129-3
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N Karimian
ilated to soil potential acidification as modulated by parent material geochemistry
Comparison of Two Fractionation Methods for Determination of Distribution
The 3rd and 4th source of variation (10 7% and 6 9 % of TSV) reflected soil age or
of Chemical Forms of Manganese in Highly Calcareous Soils.
time elapsed and soil color differentiation respectively. Empirical modeling of surN. Karimian. S. A. Ghaffari-Nejad. College ofAgriculture.
face horizon generated 4 key functions which identified nutrient availability, water
retention capacity, K availability and P fertility qualities These SQ accounted for
Manganese (Mn) is an essential plant nutrient. Knowledge about its distribution
38.1, 17 4, 8.9, and 8 2 of TSV respectively with significant (P<0 05) regional difamong different chemical forms is useful in understanding the chemistry, bioavailferences Grouping of soils on the basis of the identified SQ stratified the studied
ability, and mobility of this nutrient in soil There is no universal procedure for
area into functional groups with strong pedogenetic significance. Subsoil horizons
determining the chemical forms of soil Mn Different workers, therefore, use difproduced similar results indicating that either the surface or subsoil horizons can
ferent procedures This experiment was conducted to compare two procedures for
efficiently be used for SQ evaluation Keywords. South Cameroon, soil genesis,
determining the distribution of chemical forms of Mn in selected highly calcareous
land qualities, PCA
soils. Twenty-two surface (0-20 cm) samples representing the cultivated calcareous
soils of Fars, a southern province of Iran, were analyzed in triplicates for Mn by two
different Mn fractionation methods One procedure, referred to hereafter as Sposito
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method, fractionates soil Mn into exchangeable, sorbed, organic, carbonate, and
residual forms Whereas the other one, referred to hereafter as Warden method,
fractionates it into readily soluble, weakly adsorbed, carbonate, and oxide forms.
The soils used in this study had never received Mn fertilizer and had a pH of 7.8-8.2;
clay of 160-630 g kg-1, organic matter of 11 -49 g kg-1; cation exchange capacity of
9-27 cmol(+) kg-1; and calcium carbonate equivalent of 280-630 g kg-1. Both fractionation methods show that a major proportion of Mn in highly calcareous soils
occur in the less soluble forms (i.e., carbonate and residual by Sposito method or
carbonate and oxide by Warden method) Warden method designates a larger portion of Mn as carbonate. This is due to the fact that it uses I 6M HN03 to extract
carbonate form, whereas, Sposito method uses 0.05M Na2EDTA for this purpose
Warden method also shows a larger sorbed form of Mn when compared to Sposito
method This is, presumably, because the former uses 0.025M CaDTPA+0.025M
Na2B407 for extraction of weakly adsorbed Mn whereas the latter uses three time
rinsing with plain deionized water for this purpose. Warden procedure is believed
to use more specific extractants for Mn. It is recommended that further studies be
conducted with calcareous soils in which plant uptake and the mobility of Mn in
soils are also studied to investigate the correlation of different Mn forms (extracted
by different procedures) with plant availability and mobility in soil in order to be
able to select the best suitable methods of fractionation for calcareous soils
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The Peculiarities of Rendzina Genesis.
M. A. Kutrovskiy. V. F. Val'Kov. Rostov Stale Univ.
Rendzina soils originate from limestone and marie, and despite global bioclimatic
diversity of nature, possess some common features, such as, for example, little
absolute geologic age All of them are formations of post-glacial period, in territories with intense denudation Rendzinas with residual soil thicker than 10-16 ft
(3-5 m) represented by eluvium of limestone rocks are hardly ever met Territories
are commonly well-drained, providing either constant water irrigation or deep penetration of water into soil layers. Soil-formation always includes sod-soil forming
process Then, depending on the bioclimatic conditions, a stage of humus-accumulating soils of different manifestation degree is typical. Humus-accumulating layer
is formed out not only by means of herbaceous vegetation, but also exists in forests
with no sod Thus it should be assumed that humus-accumulating layer of rendzinas is formed out: a) in herbaceous cenoses, b) in forest cenoses with herbaceous
cover, c) in forest cenoses with no sod (although participation of sod in the initial
humus formation is impossible to deny). The biogeocenotic diversity of vegetation
in different bioclimatic zones varies from boreal to tropical with various humidity
conditions. Leaching and decarbonization are the principal conditions of eluvium
formation and clayey mass accumulation, originally found in limestone and marie
Nevertheless limestone decarbonization cannot be considered the only way of
forming the silica-alumina clayey part of carbonaceous rocks eluvium. Carbonates
washing-out is too slow a process even in humid conditions. The estimation of soilformation balance illustrates that mineral soil layer is formed not only due to carbonates dissolution and insoluble elements cumulation, but also by means of introducing silica-alumina products from outside Important are the lateral and intra-soil
migration ways of clay suspensions and colloidal solutions at any stage of rendzina
development, as well as accumulation of atmosphere dust. The residual-eluvial and
atmogenic origin of silica-alumina material in rendzinas is proved by stable heavy
granulometric composition of the mineral part of soils Sandy rendzinas are met in
no bioclimatic conditions Rendzinas are perhaps the only intrazonal type of soil
formation which in its evolution may be included into the zonal soil formation, the
soils of rendzic origin always featuring the traits of rendzinas Soil formation in
different natural zones goes along the following scheme: rendzinas of litosol type
(AD) - underdeveloped rendzinas (A+AD) - typical rendzinas (A+AD+D) - rendzinas formed out of rocks eluvium (A+AB+CD+D) - rendzinas close to zonal
residual-carbonate soils. Typical rendzinas based on eluvium may be leached and
calcite-saturated at different degree. Nevertheless in humid and arid-humid conditions being leached from carbonates is the essential condition of transition to zonal
type of soil formation. Rendzinas at any stage of evolution posses a unique ecobiological specificity of biocenoces and agricultural plants
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Origin and Distribution of ('lay Minerals of Semi-arid Soils Of Kohgilouye
Boyerahmad Province, Southwestern Iran.
//. Owliaie. Yasouj Unix: A. Abtahi. Shira: University. Shira:, Iran: F. Khormati.
Gorgan Univ ofAgricultural and Natural Resource. Gorgan. Iran: M. Baghernejad.
Shiraz Univ. Shiraz. Iran.
Calcareous and gypsiferous soils and major sedimentary rocks of Kohgilouye Boyerahmad province. Southwestern Iran, were investigated in order to determine the
origin and distribution of clay minerals in soils of different climatic regions. The
elevation of the Province varies from 500 m above sea level in southwest to 4409
m above sea level in northeast of the province Precipitation ranges from about 330
mm in southwest to 1185 mm in southeast of the province Mean annual temperature ranges from 10 5° C in southeast to 23° C in south west of the Province This
province is a part of the Zagros orogenic area and consists of carbonatic and gypsiferous alluvium derived from of Cretaceous to Quaternary rocks According to
Soil Moisture and Temperature Regime Map of Iran the soils comprise xeric, ustic
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and aridic-ustic soil moisture regimes along with mesic, thermic and hyperthemic
temperature regimes X-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy, scanning electron microscopy and physico-chemical studies were performed on the 12
major sedimentary rocks and soils of 37 pedons. Kaolinite, smectite, chlorite, illite,
palygorskite and illite-smectite interstratified minerals were detected in the rocks
studied. These clay minerals as well as vermiculite were detected in the soil studied. The results revealed that inheritance from the parent rocks is the main pathway
for the occurrence of illite, chlorite, kaolinite and interstratified minerals in the soils
studied. Although, pedogenesis of illite at soil surface of more humid regions has
less importance. Larger amount of illite at soil surface of these regions supports this
hypothesis Kaolinite is present in Cretaceous sedimentary rocks and more prevalent in the Lower than Upper Cretaceous Larger content of kaolinite was noticed in
soils located on Cretaceous sediments. Climatic condition of the region cannot provide a favorable environment for the pedogenic formation of kaolinite Although
detrital input of this clay mineral is probable Neoformation and inheritance are the
main pathways for the occurrence of smectite in the studied soils Simple transformation of illite to smectite may play a major role in decreasing illite content at soil
surface. Climatic condition in the study area can provide a leaching environment
for the release of K+ from micaeous minerals and mainly illite. Sub surface horizons of more humid soils showed larger amount of smectite possibly due to fine
clay illuviation as well as inheritance from parent material In contrast with more
humid soils, lower humid soils exhibited larger amount of vermiculite at soil surface. Sensitivity of this clay mineral to weathering and transformation to vermiculite possibly is a reason for this distribution Expansion of smectite after glycerol
treatment was larger at soil surface as well as in soils of more humid regions It may
be in accordance with more decrease in smectite layer charge in the studied soils
Annual precipitation has an important effect on distribution of palygorskite in the
soils studied. Larger content of this mineral was noticed in soils of the regions with
the annual precipitation less than 400 mm X-ray diffraction results revealed that
palygorskite probably is transformed to smectite in more humid regions. Neoformation of palygorskite as a result of calcite and gypsum precipitation seems to be
a major pathway for the occurrence of this mineral. SEM observations support this
hypothesis. TEM studies revealed different morphological forms of palygorskite
in relation to degree of weathering Longer fibers with sharper tips of palygorskite
were noticed in soils with lower degree of weathering.
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Geomorphology and Parent Material Relationships: Refining Second Order
Soil Surveys in Kansas Using GIS and Terrain Analysis.
D. Presley. M. D. Ransom. Kansas State Univ: W. A. Wehmueller, USDA-NRCS.
The east central portion of Kansas is largely comprised of alternating, level beds of
Permian and Pennsylvanian shale and limestone. Upland soils in this region have a
complex genesis, often contain one or more paleosols, and form in multiple parent
materials including loess, colluvium, residuum, and possibly ancient alluvium In
this study the objective is to examine and refine the spatial distribution and genesis
of selected series as second order soil surveys are updated The series of interest
include the Irwin series which is mapped on intertluves and benches as well aspaleoterraces and classify as fine, smectitic, mesic Udertic Argiustolls. The Ladysmith
series is mapped on both uplands and paleoterraces, and these soils classify as fine,
mixed, superactive, mesic Pachic Argiustolls. Upland soil parent materials were
historically described as clayey sediments, such as residuum, while recent field
and mtcromorphological investigations have described the stratigraphy as loess
over hillslope sediment over a paleosol formed in shale or limestone residuum
Clayey sediments used in soil descriptions have also included old alluvium, when
the series were mapped on broad, fiat paleoterraces. In the current study, terrain
analysis methods were performed in a Geographic Information System (GIS) environment in order to systematically identify the landscape features that exist where
the soils of interest are currently mapped Thirty meter digital elevation models
(DEMs) were obtained from the National Elevation Dataset (NED). Soil Survey
Geographic Data was obtained from the United States Department of Agriculture
Natural Resources Conservation Service (USDA-NRCS) Soil Data Mart website
This data had an original mapping scale of I 24,000 The compound topographic
index (CTI) index was calculated for the study area, as CTI is often used as a proxy
for landscape position Large CTI values indicate areas that are relatively lower on
the landscape, and small CTI values indicate higher, more upland positions. Terrain
analysis was performed in two manners. It was preliminarily performed for the
study area as a whole, which encompasses 25 counties in Kansas It is understood
that this "global" approach is not the most accurate, since it includes numerous
drainage basins. Rather, the goal was to identify zones in Kansas where major differences in soil series and CTI values and thus, geomorphology, existed Visual
differences were noticeable in the resulting CTI/series distribution maps. In the
eastern portion of the study area, Irwin and Ladysmith soils appeared to be mapped
on dissected, upland landscapes that were not closely associated with modern river
systems In the western part of the study area, however, broad fiat areas with relatively high CTI values were observed Globally, the mean CTI value for Irwin and
Ladysmith soils were 3.3 and 4 5, respectively. This was not surprising, as Ladysmith soils are most commonly associated with paleoterraces, while Irwin is most
commonly mapped on higher landscape positions, such as intcrfluves and benches.
Field sampling is in progress and will be performed in several counties. Terrain
analysis was also performed on a more localized basis for each of the study areas,
which normally encompass between 64 to 256 hectares per site One of the Chase

County study sites in the easternmost portions of the study area is 192 hectares in
size, with relief ranging from 450 meters in the northwest area to 340 meters in the
southeast area, which is approximately 1.2 kilometers from the present-day channel
of the Cottonwood River. At this study site, mean CTI values were 3.9 and 4 4 for
the Irwin and Ladysmith soils, respectively Again, this was not surprising given
that Ladysmith soils are usually mapped on a lower landscape position than Irwin
soils. Interestingly, both series were located on areas that spanned the scaled CTI
range of values from 1 to 9. That is, in this drainage area the soils were mapped
on a wide range of slope positions However, these soils have a long and complex
genesis, and in the field complex slopes were observed. This likely explains the
wide range in CTI values for both series Terrain analysis is one tool that can be
used to systematically evaluate relationships between soils, parent materials, and
geomorphic positions The goal is to ensure that the soil series concepts are applied
consistently across the entire mapping extent Research results will be provided to
the Kansas NRCS, with a possible outcome being the modification of second order
soil surveys in Kansas.
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Micromorphology and Stable Isotope Investigation of Lacustrine Sediments
on the Southern High Plains of Texas and New Mexico.
D. Russell. W. Hudnall. B. L. Allen. Texas Tech Univ
We investigated the depositional processes of lacustrine sediments on the Southern
High Plains, which existed during late Pliocene to early Pleistocene. Petrographic
analyses and 8'*0 and 8"C isotope were used in this identification. Isotopic values
from soil carbonate have been used as identifiers of carbon whether derived from
the atmosphere or from plants Isotopes have also been used to identify climatic
conditions and depositional processes for soils. Isotopic composition of lacustrine
precipitates on the Southern High Plains is dependent upon the temperature, elevation, and condensation history of the air masses from the Gulf of Mexico, since this
particular body of water is the primary source of moisture for this region (Soliz,
1996). The stable isotopes measured were 8180 and 813C The SI80 isotopes
were analyzed to determine the climatic condition at the time of deposition of the
lacustrine sediments Oxygen isotopes provided information about paleoclimatic
conditions through differences in atomic weights During glaciated periods, 8160
values are in higher concentrations than 8180 within the glaciated ice. The 8180
is concentrated in the atmosphere and deposited into lakes and rivers via precipitation. As climatic conditions changed from glaciated to non-glaciated periods, the
ice melts releasing 8160 into the atmosphere, reducing the concentrations of 8180
in the lakes and rivers 813C isotope values were examined to establish plant fauna
type, whether the plants present during the time of deposition were C3, C4, or CAM
plants C3 plants have 813C isotope values between -32 and -20 %o C4 plants have
a higher capability of C02 uptake (Ehleringer et al., 1993) and exhibit 813C values
ranging from -17 to -9 %o. The 813C values of CAM plants are between -25 and -11
%o 813C isotopes can also be used to determine if the carbon present formed via
lithogenic or pedogenic processes Pedogenic carbonates have 813C values ranging from -10 to 0 %o, while lithogenic carbonates will have 8I3C values from -2
to +2 %o (Ryskov et al., 2000) Results of 813C values suggest that the lake was
shallow, a couple of meters in depth, and carbonate deposition was due to evaporitic processes, which was emphasized by small grain size observed under a petrographic microscope 813C values indicate pedogenic and lithogenic processes were
operative within the geologic section The results from the lake researched will
further the general comprehension of the geological processes and development of
the lithogenic and pedogenic processes of the Southern High Plains during the late
Pliocene to early Pleistocene.
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Comparison between Humic Extract Color by Reflection and Transmission in
Two Mollisols.
A. P. Fernandez-Getino. J. M. Gasco. DPTO. Edafologia E. T.S.I. Agronomos.
Polilechnica de Madrid: F. Guerrero. Univ. de Madrid.
The dark color of the soils is commonly related to the organic matter content In
this research the reflected and transmitted colors of total humic substances (THS)
were determined by chromameter and spectrophotometer measurements Three
color systems were applied to determine the color of samples from two Calcic
Argixerolls. The Munsell color system, the ClEYxy-1931 color system and a
method based on spectrophotometer measurement Soils are located in Spain, one
in the Paramo of Madrid and the other one in the Alcarria region, both of them on
limestone. The Mollisols of the Päramo and the Alcarria regions, which have a mollic epipedon, although they are covered by the same type of vegetation (Quercus
ilex sp Rotundifolia), are found at a different altitude, so the climate conditions
vary, and this influences the soil properties Reflected Munsell hue value/chroma
(H V/C), and CIE-Yxy-1931 lightness (Y) and chromaticity coordinates (x,y) of
THS were determined through the bottom of a Petri box (transmittance of 99 %)
by Minolta Chroma Meter CR-200 The Petri box was covered with a black mask
to avoid external lightness Transmitted color of THS solution was related to the
absorbance measurements by Spectrophotometer Shimadzu UV-1203 at the different wavelengths of the visible spectrum (from 350 to 800 nm) by steps of 5
nm. Color by reflection and transmission were measured in THS extracted with a

mixture of Na4P205 and NaOH The ratio soil/solution (w/v) was adequate considering their respective organic matter contents
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Soils on Hard Calcareous and Gypseous Rocks:Distribution, Genesis and
Problems of Classification.
S. V. Goryachkin. Institute of Geography. Russian Academy ofSciences.
Calcareous rocks are widely spread in the world and especially in Europe. Hard
gypsum rocks are not so extensive as limestones, however they also can be met in
many countries- Poland, Spain, Germany, Romania, Ukraine, Russia, Iran, USA,
Canada and others. In arid climates soils formed on calcareous and gypsum materials do not strongly differ from their "zonal" loamy analogues, as the latter ones
also contain calcite and gypsum. But, as it is known, in humid climates soils on
calcareous and gypsum substrates are very specific The polish word for Ca-soils
"Rêdzina" and its derivatives are widely used in many national and international
classification systems - Rendzic Leptosols (WRB), Rendolls (Soil Taxonomy)
However, in contemporary WRB system strongly calcareous and gypseous soils
are split into 3 units - Leptosols, Regosols, Cambisols The place of soils on hard
gypsum in different classification systems is problematic, for example in Polish
classification they are determined as "Rêdziny siarczanowe" However, the main
diagnostic feature for rendzic soils is dark granular humus horizon It is known that
neither calcite nor gypsum can accrete into granular aggregates with high content
of dark humus It means that the term "Rêdzina" is used for soils developed not
from pure calcite or gypsum materials but on a substrate consisting of shallow
quartz-silicate layer (they often are allochthonous and rarely are autochthonous)
and underlying calcareous or gypsum rock. However, besides soils with underlayed
calcareous or gypseous material, the soils derived from pure superficial limestones
and gypses also exist We investigated soils on pure limestones, dolomites and hard
gypses and on silicate material, underlayed by them in different parts of European
Russia, Ukraine, Poland and Kazakhstan. It was confirmed that humid soils from
dift'erent natural zones related to shallow limestones have many common features
(Rendzic Leptosols). Soils on superficial Ca-material are very diverse depending
on the size of outcrops. Large outcrops (n*IOm2-100m2) are characterized by
olygotrophic vegetation, deep regoliths, formed by processes of disintegration and
low organic matter accumulation in upper soil horizons When outcrops are small
and they are juxtaposed to quartz-silicate soils the vegetation is luxurious, regoliths
are shallow and the organic matter accumulation is well pronounced Soils on calcareous material are characterized by mucky sticky top horizons and soils on hard
gypsum - by deep litter accumulation Unlike quartz-silicate soils very low cation
exchange capacity, excessive drainage, poor structure, low humus content and low
pH with geric properties (pHH20
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How Should Soil Texture be Determined for Chalk Soil?.
R. Kerry. Dept of Geography. Brigham Young Univ; M. A. Oliver. Dept of Soil
Science. Reading Univ.
Soil texture is agronomically important because it affects the amounts of nutrients, organic matter, water and air in the soil It is also important in modelling the
behaviour of soil in terms of erosion, solute transport, pesticide adsorption etc Soil
surveyors traditionally assess texture by hand-texturing in the field and classify it
based on the textural triangle, not the exact proportions of sand, silt and clay present The pipette method has been used to assess soil texture in the laboratory for
many years It is based on Stokes law of streamlined flow and relies on the fact that
spherical particles of a certain size take different amounts of time to settle. Finally,
laser methods are based on the assumption that a laser directed at a soil sample is
refracted by different amounts by dift'erent sized spherical particles. The degree of
laser refraction is registered at photoreceptors for various sized particles. The three
methods of particle size determination described usually give similar results when
Univ properly implemented, but there are some additional discrepancies that arise when
determining the texture of soil formed on chalk. A survey of several field sites in
the UK showed discrepancies between soil textures obtained from maps of previous soil surveys and those determined by laser methods The soil for one field was
developed on the Lower Greensand. The analysis of selected samples and reference
soil samples by the pipette method showed that the soil surveyor had over-estimated the contrast in texture between two mapping units by hand-texturing At the
second site the soil had developed on the Upper Chalk and associated clay with
flints deposits, and the textural classes by laser diffraction were different from those
of a previous survey There were also improbable relationships between the different particle size fractions and other soil properties For example, the percentage of
organic matter and volumetric water content were negatively related to percentage
clay and positively related to percentage sand These improbable relationships were
most pronounced where the soil was most shallow on a steep slope and was formed
directly on the chalk rather than in the surficial deposits Selected samples were
re-analyzed for particle size using the pipette method and the percentage of CaC03
was also determined using the LECO carbon method These results confirmed that
the discrepancies between the dift'erent methods of particle size determination were
greatest where the soil was most calcareous The Upper Chalk is very pure and is
made up almost entirely of tiny calcite crystals These can dominate the clay-sized
fraction, yet they do not have the same characteristics in terms of water retention as
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typical phyllo-silicate clays minerals Soil containing calcium carbonate is known
to feel more silty when hand-texturing than it might actually be The pipette method
usually uses an average value for the particle density in determining settling times
for particles of a given size Perhaps this should be changed when the mineral
fraction is almost entirely made up of calcite crystals. Finally, the pre-treatments
involved in dispersing the soil for the pipette method and particularly laser methods
can result in the break-up of chalk fragments into smaller calcite crystals making
the soil appear more clayey in texture than it is. This research has shown that there
are clear problems with the commonly used methods when the soil is highly calcareous Carbonate material could be removed before particle size determination, but
if this is a large proportion of the mineral fraction as for chalk soil, this is unsatisfactory A new approach to particle size determination on chalk soil is needed. As
an interim measure for agronomic studies, hand-texturing seems to give the best
indication of how the soil will behave under agricultural management even if is
does not give the exact proportions of each particle size class.

loess contains significantly greater amounts of Zr than the carbonates (up to lOOx).
Micromorphology supports this concept by showing pervasive intergranular clay
intercalation between dolomite grains of the saprolite, suggesting replacement of
calcite cements from the original bedrock by pedogenic clays (sandy loam horizons with clay component dominated by fine to very fine clays) derived from the
overlying silty materials The thick sub-surface clays derived from combined parent material processing indicate that they are the product of long-term inputs into
the epikarst interface with subsequent dissolution over long episodes of weathering. Based on this observed geochemical and physical behavior, we propose a
six-stage model for silicate replacement of carbonatic rock in humid environments
with abundant available soil organic matter: I) intergranular cements infiltrated
and replaced by mixed Mn carbonates and oxyhydroxides; 2) pedogenic phyllosillicates (smectites and illites) replace Mn phases buffered by carbonate dissolution;
3) laminar phyllosilicate replacement with hydrated Fe phases along intergranular
voids; 4) carbonate crystallite boundaries effected by acid hydrolysis and replaced
by Mn/Fe phases and phyllosilicates; 5) intragranular replacement continues with
some remaining carbonate within the crystallite boundary; and finally 6) complete
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S. Maillant
dissolution and isovolumetric replacement by phyllosilicates and Fe oxyhydroxKvolution of the Soil Cover of a Limestone Plateau as a Consequence of
ides. This creates stable and persistent argillic horizons built from alkaline bedrock
Climate Cooling : a Predictive Approach.
degradation which differ from argillic horizons developed closer to the surface
S. Maillant. G. Echevarria. M. Gury. Laboraloire Sols el Environnemenl UMR 1120 through organic acid dominated argilluviation. Generations of bedrock-derived and
1NPL-INRA; B. Van Vliet Lanoe. Processus et Bilans des Domaines Sédimenlaires, cumulative argillic horizons may occur in soil profiled and tend to have gradual to
diffuse boundaries as they agglomerate into thick sequences
UMR 8110 CNRS; E. Leclerc-Cessac, Andra; J. L. Morel, Laboraloire Sols el
Environnemenl UMR 11201NPL-1NRA.
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A safety assessment for an underground radioactive disposal in the deep rocks of
a limestone plateau is being conducted in France by Andra (Andra, 2005). Within
Soil Development on Calcareous Rocks in Central Siberia.
the next five hundred thousands years, the Earth climate would turn from interglaD. Y. Konyushkov. V. V. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute.
cial into glacial and the limestone plateau considered would be under periglacial
Calcareous rocks of the Pre-Cambrian and Paleozoic ages are widespread in Cenconditions. Therefore, when assessing the behaviour of radionuclides in soils in the
tral Siberia, especially in the northern and southern parts of the Central Siberian
considered area it is necessary to take into account the changes induced in the soil
Plateau. The bioclimatic conditions in the areas of their development vary from
by the periglacial conditions Here, we present a method for the assessment of these
the mountainous Polar desert environment to the tundra and taiga environments,
pedological changes The method relies on the study of analogous soils, sampled
cryosteppes, and true steppes. The humid and semiarid conditions can be distinin regions similar to the initial limestone plateau regarding the geochemical (calguished in different temperature belts Thus, Central Siberia can be considered a
careous) and topographical contexts but undergoing a cold climate which mimics
model region for studying the specificity of pedogenesis on calcareous substrates
the future periglacial conditions (steppe-tundra or boreal forest biomes). We have
under different environmental conditions The diversity of calcareous substrates is
added to the cold and dry climatic series a cold and humid biome (montane strata)
also important Calcareous bedrocks outcrop to the surface in the areas of highly
The analogous soils sampled have developed under boreal forest, cold steppe and
elevated plateaus, where soils are developed from a relatively thin stony weathered
subalpine conditions from limestone or calcareous parent materials. The observed
mantle of limestone and dolomite. The lithologic and petrographic specificity of
soils were eutric Leptosols under boreal forest, and Chernozems under cold steppe.
the particular layers of these initially marine deposits should be taken into account
In the montane strata, the leaching of carbonates was strong enough to allow a
in the assessment ofthe character of pedogenesis On less elevated plains and lowdiversification of soil genesis: from humic Leptosols to dystric Luvisols. This study
lands, calcareous bedrock is covered by a mantle of predominantly silicate loamy
has confirmed that the biggest differences between soils were observed between the
substrates of uncertain genesis with different amounts of carbonates in thefineearth
humid and cold climate (montane) on one side and the dry and cold (cold steppe
and inclusions of pebbles and coarse calcareous rock fragments from the underlyand boreal) on the other Evolution scenarios constructed from these results indiing bedrock. In the peripheral zones of the elevated plateaus, intrusive bodies of
cated that the periglacial conditions would probably favour the persistence of soils
mafic and ultramafic rocks are often found They occupy the dominant position in
still similar to the present ones in the reference region, especially during the boreal
the local relief and enrich the surrounding mantle of loose surface deposits with
stage However these soils would display higher OM content In this biome, soils
considerable amounts of weatherable minerals Cryogenic processes In the northwould be mainly rendzic Leptosols and eutric (or calcaric) Cambisols as presern and central parts of Central Siberia are active; sorted patterned ground forms
ently In the steppe-tundra biome, a pergelisol would favour hydromorphy and/or
are developed in the areas of calcareous bedrock outcrops; solifluction flows and
mechanical disturbance in most soils (stagnic turbic Cryosols) In both biomes,
hummocky microtopography are typical ofthe areas with a loamy mantle. Paleochydromorphic soils, developped on marly material could display very high OM
ryogenic micro- and mesotopography is also widespread, especially in the southern
content (fen) Maps summarising these scenarios have been edited for each biome
regions. Karst processes are impeded by the presence of permafrost and masked
by the cryogenic forms and thermokarst. The Soil Map ofthe Russian Federation
(1988) characterizes the well drained plateaus and ridges with calcareous substrates
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as the areas of mucky calcareous and tundra mucky calcareous soils in the northern
A Model of Silicate Replacement of Carbonate on Dolomitic Landscapes.
part of Central Siberia and mucky and soddy calcareous soils in its southern part
C. Stiles. K. Slensvold. Univ of Wisconsin. Madison.
Less drained positions with loamy calcareous substrates are characterized as the
areas of tundra and taiga peat mucky gley soils in complexes with barren spots
Silicate replacement of dissolving carbonates is a significant soil formation proand "frozen soils of cryogenic cracks" in the northern part and as soddy calcareous
cess Clay-rich soils formed on carbonatic bedrock (Terra Rosa) are presumed to be
soils in the southern part. The analysis of available data suggests that the diversity
derived from a combination of dissolution and replacement, with varying amounts
of soils developed from calcareous parent materials is much greater, and that these
of materials originating mainly from the carbonate source Windborne additions
soils have their own specificity under different climatic conditions Among the soils
contribute significantly to soil formation in these settings. Congruent dissolution
developed from hard calcareous rocks, several groups can be distinguished dependof the carbonatic material elevates pH and enrichs the soil solution at the weathering on the character of organic matter accumulation and humification processes
ing interface, inducing precipitation and strong aggregation of neoformed phylThe group of Xero-Calcisols (Xero-Rendzinas) is suggested as the group of soils
losilicates and oxyhydroxide phases, derived from loess, to build argillic horizons
developed from stony (loamy-stony) calcareous substrates under extremely scarce
from the interface upward This augments normal "top-down" argilluviation hapvegetation in semiarid to arid climatic conditions of different climatic belts; the
pening in the upper loess-derived solum. Geochemical and micromorphological
accumulation of small amounts of plant detritus is typical of them The admixture
assessment of soils forming on dolomite-rich bedrock in the southern Driftless Area
of weatherable silicate minerals leads to metamorphic (autochthonous) ferrugina(sDA) of Wisconsin reveals a pattern of complex pedogenesis dominated by surfition and the development of Pale-Calcareous (Cambi-Calcisols) soils Additional
cial additions/transformations of wind-blown materials (loess) and dolostone degenrichment of the substrate with nutrients can lead to the development of fertile
radation Total elemental compositional data show strong differentiation between
Soddy-Mucky calcareous soils under herbs in the tundra zone The soils developed
the upper portion of these soils (quartz-rich silt loams) and underlying redder hued
from loamy and heavy loamy calcareous substrates are normally poorly drained in
clay-rich subsoils (also called the Rountree Formation) abruptly contacting bedpermafrost-affected areas, even under semiarid climatic conditions Depending on
rock The high clay contents of these subsoils (41-83%) suggests that the relatively
the development of gley features, Peat-Mucky Gleyed and Nongleyed (cryozemic)
high purity dolomite cannot be the sole parent material for sDA soils, but rather
calcareous soils are distinguished The ecology of different kinds of soils developed
serve as a foundation for silicate replacement through geochemical accumulation
from calcareous substrates is discussed It is important that under semiarid to arid
zones with high pH and oxidizing Eh conditions Conservative tracers in the soil
climatic conditions, especially in permafrost-affected areas (but also beyond them),
profiles with depth indicate that both parent materials contributed to soil formasoils developed from calcareous substrates are usually less fertile and productive
tion In the deeper horizons, "dilution' of loess materials by selective translocation
than soils developed from silicate substrates In particular, this is seen from a sharp
of Si and Al into dissolving carbonate matrix may have been as great as 95%, as
decrease in the upper tree line in the areas with calcareous substrates in the north of
Zr levels approach that of the bedrock parent and the assumption is made that the
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Central Siberia. In the humid regions, the presence of calcareous materials usually
improves soil fertility The reasons for this phenomenon are to be discussed
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Crop production, water quality and phosphorus in calcareous soils in South
Florida.

Y. Li. Tropical Research and Education Center. Unir of Florida.
High phosphorus (P) concentrations in the run-off from farmlands facilitate the displacement of native vegetation by undesirable vegetation. Everglades restoration,
as well as sustainable crop production, requires major reductions of P in runoff,
and this requires in-depth knowledge of P biogeochemistry in soils We conducted
a series of laboratory, greenhouse and field experiments on P chemistry (sorption,
precipitation, fractionation, leaching, etc.) and P fertilizer use efficiency in calcareous gravelly and marl soils We found that most agricultural soils have high concentrations of P in forms likely to move into surface and groundwater even under calcareous conditions, and that additional applications of P fertilizer did not increase
P availability and crop yield We developed a simple one-point isotherm method
to predict saturation and leaching potential of P in calcareous soils. We found apatite (phosphate mineral) formed in calcareous soils farmed for many years, which
has little impact on natural ecosystems. The Best Management Practices (BMPs)
should be implemented for crop production and various storm water Treatment
technology can be used to removal P from agricultural runoff.
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quarry, we identified three main limestone strata (at the 0-2.5, 2 5-5 and, 5-7 m
depths). Ground water is encountered at the 9-m depth and vegetation is a 10-year
old deciduous forest The upper layer, where the rock is hard, roots grow along
holes, cracks, and crevices. On the middle layer roots grow also within the matrix
of the soft limestone We did not find any roots growing in the bottom layer Therefore, we hypothesize that the vadose zone limestone has soil-like properties that
support tree growth in Yucatan In this study we analyzed the density, porosity,
water holding capacity, mineralogy and micromorphology of those rocks to find
out their potential relevance to root development and water storage All the rocks
were composed mainly of calcite but differed with respect to density, porosity and
water-holding capacity as well as pore size and presence of fossils. Particle density
was about the same whereas bulk density was highly variable among the rocks from
the three layers Porosity increased with depth as water-holding capacity and field
water content increased during the dry season. We found roots associated with the
different rock strata, most of them infected by mycorrhizal fungi The top limestone
layer is highly restrictive to roots, but roots that can reach lower layers find microsites and available water conducive to growth The cracks and crevices are important features of the limestone because soil accumulates there providing sources of
nutrients for roots at deeper sites Since limestone does not represent a source of
nutrients for plants, we suggest that mycorrhizal fungi associated with roots within
rocks are facilitating plant water uptake
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Origin of Associated Terra Kossa and Karst by Mineral Replacement Driven

by Dissolved Dust: A Striking Case of Chemical Geodynamics.
E. Merino. A. Banerjee. Indiana üniv; S. I. Dworkin. Baylor Univ.

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor (Convention Center)

Authigenic terra rossa clay partly replaces the fossiliferous Salem limestone across
a moving, 9-cm-wide metasomatic reaction front several feet below the earth's surface at Bloomington, Indiana. The front consists of a replacement zone, a bleaching zone ahead of it, and a thin opaque belt in the bleaching zone. The terra rossa
consists of ferric-iron-bearing kaolinite, illite, and smectite, with small amounts
of goethite and maghemite pisolites Conclusive petrographic evidence of in situ
replacement includes partly replaced fossils with conservation of shapes and volume, fossils in all stages of replacement from incipient to complete, and partly
replaced calcite cement crystals whose unreplaced portions are in optical continuity. In many cases the clay partly replacing calcite forms sharp, intracrystalline
microstylolites. This tiny hacksaw texture proves Maliva & Siever's fundamental new idea {Geology 1988) that a replacement happens because the new mineral
grows and pressure-dissolves the host (not because the host chemically dissolves
first and somehow "pulls" behind itself the growth of the guest mineral - the traditional but erroneous consensus). The petrographic and outcrop evidence not only
indicates replacement of calcite by clay but simultaneously also negates both previous theories of terra rossa formation - the residual theory and the sedimentary
(alluvial or ash-fall) theory Terra rossas in the Bahamas, the Antilles, Yucatan,
Florida, Texas, Kentucky, southern Europe. Israel, southern Australia, and elsewhere probably have the same origin as the Bloomington terra rossa, but a replacement origin, which can be detected only with an optical polarizing microscope,
has never been suspected or sought. The iron, aluminum, and silicon needed for
clay growth are provided probably by dust; this can be established by matching
of strontium and neodymium isotope ratios Saharan dust is certainly abundant in
southern Europe and the Caribbean, both of which abundant in karst and terra rossa
too. After settling, the dust dissolves at the surface, the solutes leak in, reach the
reaction front at several feet of depth, and drive the precipitation of the red clay
crystals that replace the limestone Terra rossa is thus a unique laterite - one none of
whose major chemical elements comes from its parent limestone Many terra rossas
support vineyards and wineries, such as at Carinena, Spain; Chianti, Italy; Istria,
Croatia; and Coonawarra, Southern Australia The isovolumetric replacement of
limestone by clay produces acid This is the acid that both bleaches an additional
slice of limestone and dissolves voids in it, just ahead of the replacement subzone
The new voids locally increase the permeability, which propels advection of solutes
to the reaction zone This accelerates further replacement, which in tum produces
more acid, which increases the porosity further Through this unavoidable feedback
- named the reactive-infiltration instability, first modeled mathematically in the
80s - an initially planar dissolution front, as it advances, must become a set of
regularly spaced permeability fingers, which theoretically should convert to a set of
funnels of greater wavelength But fingers and funnels and sinkholes are precisely
what karst is all about. We are thus led to realize that this is how karst forms. The
terra rossa is thus not an alluvial mud that gets trapped in preexisting karst funnels
or sinks, as traditionally held. Terra rossa, as it replaces limestone, carves the very
karst sinks that contain it That is why the two are associated.
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Soil Fertility Management & Compost Use in Senegal's Peanut Basin.
N. C. McClintock. Unix of California—Berkeley: A. M. Diop. The Rodale
Institute.
The Jóor (Dior) soils of Senegal's Peanut Basin are inherently low in organic matter, limiting yields of millet and other crops and threatening the food security of
smallholders Focus groups and interviews were conducted in eight villages to
characterize the site-specific fertility management by farmers in the Peanut Basin.
Results of the qualitative survey revealed that farmers base management decisions on a series of fertility indicators that include type, color, and texture of soil,
presence of vegetation, and productivity in previous years In an effort to equalize fertility across the field, farmers amend areas they classify as less fertile with
decomposed manure + household waste from the family sentaare (traditional pile)
or with compost from managed piles. On-site measurements of soil in areas of
fields amended with compost or sentaare material revealed significant increases in
peanut and millet growth over unamended areas, but little difference between the
effects of compost and manure. Similarly, chemical analysis revealed increased
ECEC and nutrient concentrations (K, Mg, and AI) in soils amended with compost or manure Similarities in the chemical characteristics of compost and sentaare material suggest that development workers could emphasize improved pile
management rather than promoting more labor-intensive composting Keywords:
compost, indigenous knowledge, local soil classification, manure, nutrient cycling,
semi-arid West Africa
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F.thnopedology - Stratification of the Environment in a Vernacular Concept:
I he \ ike« ara People, Para (Br).

J. C. L. Araüjo. L. H. C. Anjos. UFRRJ Soils Dept: M. G. Pereira. UFRRJ.

The primary concept of ethnopedology could be explained by its etymology:
'pedo', from pedon, a Greek word meaning three-dimensional direction; 'logy',
from logus, Greek, meaning study or knowledge; 'ethno', from ethos, Greek,
meaning people or nation. However, the primary implication of the term-study of
the soil by a nation, does not agree with the interdisciplinary involved in the ethnopedological study Especially, when the ethnopedology is applied as the base
method for projects for local and participant development These studies must
bring about cultural nuances, ambient, their interaction and the perpetuation of
the acquired knowledge, about the environment where a given group is inserted,
generation after generation The Aikewara people, Akwawa language of the Tupi
trunk, Tupi-Guarani family, are located in the indigenous land Sororó, demarcated
and homologated, in the Southeast of the Para State (Amazonian region), in the
municipality of Domingos do Araguaia, Brazil. The land is located between the
rivers Gameleira and Sororó, next to the mountain Serra das Andorinhas (Serra
dos Martirios), distant about 100 kilometers from Maraba city, the largest urban
center of the region Their given name Aikewara means, "we", "people". However,
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the Aikewara also are known as the Surui of the State of Para The first ethnopeSoil-like Properties of Limestone in Yucatan, México.
dological studies among the Aikewara initiated in the year of 1998 Information on
H. Estrada Medina. R. C. Graham. Unix ofCalifornia-Rixerside: M. F. Allen. Unix oftheir agricultural environment, with agricultural questions about handling, crops,
California: J. J. M. Jimenez-Osornio. Unix Autonoma de Yucatan.
vision of the producing environment, cultural interference in the production system, could be recognized in an Aikewara traditional system of soil classification
In Yucatan, very shallow (30 cm), rocky and stony soils that dominate the landThe ethnopedology Aikewara has similarities with a soil taxonomy and also with
scape are underlaid by limestone Using a freshly exposed wall in a limestone
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an agricultural capability of soil The etymology of their system of classification
is based on the junction of the 'Ywy' radical (meaning land) to adjectives that
indicate soil properties This will determine two great groups, of soils that are suitable ('Ywykatu') or not ('Ywykatuin') for cropping The Aikewara evaluation of
the land fertility makes use, directly or indirectly, of soil properties such as: color,
texture, water content, consistency, and characteristics related to production and
period of time the land may be used for agricultural, with one or more crops. Thus,
some soils, as a function of their attributes, are preferred for some crops All these
characteristics are evaluated using morphological and sensorial criteria, resulting
from time and cultural experience with the different crops and the environment.
The soils were examined and identified by the Aikewara people, in accordance
with their local knowledge, and samples were taken for analyzing according to
routine methods applied in soil survey The information was compared using the
nomenclature and the descriptions adopted by Soil Taxonomy and the Brazilian
System of Soil Classification To express the soil properties and to represent them
in soil classes, the Aikewara summarizes also information on the Amazonian environment The system of soil classification of the Aikewara uses the color, the more
prominent morphological property, grouping soils in four distinct classes, based on
Matizand Value: red ("ypirong"), black color ("huna"). yellow("sikiri") and white
("ting") In addition, for the other levels, characteristics as stoniness ("ytatewa");
water retention—dry and hard ("ató"), humid ("pumum") and wet ("tusuga"), and
soil texture, where the sandy soils are distinguished from clayey soils by the suffix
'yting'. The results from the soil analyses in the laboratory had been concordant
with the levels of fertility identified by the Aikewara soil system of classification.
The best results for the distinction "ywykatu", good for cropping, as in the "ywypirong" and "ywyhuna" soils, red and black soils, respectively, versus not adequated
for cropping, "ywykatuin", as in "ywyting yting" soil, with sandy texture.
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Farmers Conception of Soil Degradation and Restoration.

R. Kissou. A. Nébié Kanké, Bureau National des Sols.
The study was carried out in north Sudanese zone of Burkina Faso in ten local areas
distributed in three localities of Sanmatenga province. The major objectives were:
(I) to research through interviews how the farmers of this region perceive their
local land degradation; (2) to try understand according to them, the main reasons of
their local land degradation; (3) to identify their local knowledge land restoration
The methodology used is sounding on a portion of the population according to the
age and the stay duration in the village The results showed that the natural factor is
rainfall irregularity, the increase of population inducing a short duration of fallow
and insufficiency The human factors are demographic pressure that handicaps fallow application, ancestral fanning practices, extensive breeding. The consequences
of all these factors are soil denudation with a compaction and encrusting the leaching of top soil In order to cure this phenomenon, the farmers use stony cords, "zai"
practice, "demi-lune", organic manure and afforestation. Keywords: farmer conception, degradation, restoration, Burkina Faso, natural factors, human factors.
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How Does the lban of Sarawak, Malaysia Select Sites for Shifting Cultivation?
A Case Study on the lban Communities in Lubok Antu Region.
M. E. Wash. Faculty of Agriculture. Kochi Univ: S. Tanaka. Graduate School
of Kuroshio Science. Kochi Univ: J. J. Kendawang. Forestry Dept Sarawak: L.
Seman. Forestry Dept Sarawak: B. Unang. Forestry Dept Sarawak: K. Sakurai.
Faculty ofAgriculture. Kochi Univ.
Site selection method for shifting cultivation by the lban of Sarawak, Malaysia
was studied to clarity the indigenous knowledge on indicator plants to discriminate soil fertility and to analyze the correlation between the plants and soil physicochemical properties This study was conducted at 5 lban's longhouses in Lubok
Antu region Two methods were applied for this study: field survey and interview
on the knowledge of the local farmers For the field survey, 18 suitable sites and 21
unsuitable sites for shitting cultivation were selected according to the farmer's perception for site selection based on their knowledge on indicator plants Vegetation
survey was conducted in the sites and the plants observed within the quadrates were
recorded based on the lban's nomenclature system Soil survey was conducted and
soil samples were collected for chemical analysis. The interview was conducted to
the land owners to clarify whether each plant observed in the sites indicated fertile
or infertile land and also about their indigenous knowledge on indicator plants in
the site selection method Totally, 275 kinds of plants were observed and only 51
plants observed in more than 4 sites were selected for further analysis. The plants
which were strongly perceived to indicate infertile land by the lban were Selap padi
(Lycopodium sp). Lalang (Imperata cylindrica) and Bedega' (Pteridium caudalum)
These plants were commonly found in the unsuitable sites, especially at the early
stages of fallow On the other hand, those which were strongly perceived to indicate
fertile land were Tekalong (Artocarpus elasticus). Bintangor {Callophyllum blancoi)
and Terentang (Bucchannia arborescens) They were found with higher density in
suitable sites compared to in unsuitable sites The growths of these trees were higher
at suitable sites in terms of the diameter The relationship between these plants and
the soil physicochemical properties were analyzed by using detrended correspondence analysis Based on the results, during the early stages of the tallow period, the
lban discriminate soil fertility from the observation of the plants indicating infertile
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land but at the later stages of the fallow period, soil fertility were indicated based
on the growth of the plants indicating fertile land Keyword: site selection method,
shifting cultivation, the lban, indicator plants, Sarawak
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Local Knowledge and Pedology: Metodological Proposal of Interlocution
between Pedologists and Farmers in Cerrado Region, Minas Gerais State
(BR).
J. R. Correia. Embrapa Cerrados; L. H. C. Anjos. UFRRJ Soils Dept: A. C. S.
Lima. MuseuNacional-PPGAS. UFRJ: D. P. Neves. Anthropology Dept.-PPGACP.
UFF: L. D. O. Toledo. Soil Dept.—UFRRJ.
Although there is a great volume of information about Brazilian soil attributes and
their landscape distribution, there are many problems when we try to use the information for land usage planning, mainly of small areas such as in rural communities
For the Cerrado biome, the soil diversity is not adequately expressed in the existent
soil surveys. Less than 1% of soils in this biome are mapped in scales more detailed
than 1:100.000 Thus, sustainable land management proposals are threatened to
fail Another limitation refers to the language style and form of surveys; they show
a low compatibility with the needs of the final users (farmers, environmental planners, extension agents, etc.). Some of the difficulties of translating the pedological
information result from not considering the men as a component of the environment. Thus, it is necessary to develop tools for allowing a better use of knowledge,
searching to integrate the man and their relationship with natural resources, and to
understand how this relationship is established. The objective of this study was to
elaborate a landscape hierarchy from the farmers and pedologists point of views,
developing, a soil survey adapted to the reality of residents in rural communities,
that would take in account the knowledge accumulated by these populations during
many generations. The research was done in areas of farmers in Comunidade Agua
Boa 2, municipality of Rio Pardo de Minas, located in the north region of Minas
Gerais State, Brazil. A collection of methodological procedures is presented along
the study they were necessary to develop the research. They include since the initial contact with the farmers till the elaboration of the maps of soil and lands. It is
also discussed the aspects related to the relationship farmer-pedologist, important
to reach the main objective of the study The soil survey showed 33 soil map unities, where the Cambissolo Häplico (Inceptisol) was the dominant soil class in the
area The Cambissolos Flüvicos (Inceptisol), Gleissolos (Aquent) and Neossolos
Flüvicos (Entisol) were the soils elected by the farmers for cultivation The environmental fragility was show by the soil texture (medium) and slopes above 20%,
which dominated in the area, accordingly to the soil parent material The environment stratification was elaborated from the local landscape definitions ("chapada",
"charrielo", "carrasco", "pirambeira", "tabuleiro", and "baixa"), which allowed to
establish relationships between the farmers knowledge with that of the technicians.
A Land Map was created, composed of 12 map unities, based on the Pedological
Map and in the farmers' information This study showed that it is possible to establish relationships between thefieldsof knowledge, and that as the SiBCS (Brazilian
System of Soil Classification), the farmers also develop their own hierarchy system
for land classification For this comprehension, it is necessary to use tools from ethnography studies. The experience reported allows contributing to strength the bases
of a new approach for soil and environmental characterization: the ethnopedology
It is also proposed the creation of environment phases to best position the pedological information when studying areas of small family farmers A joined work with
universities and agriculture technical schools is suggested to form agents qualified
to disseminate this new approach.
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Etymological Study of English Terms for South Russian Soils (from World
Reference Base).
T. Y. Valkova. Rostov Slate Univ.
Soil science originated in Russia. Its fathers—V V Dokuchaev and NM Sibirtsev
- developed the nomenclature of soils based on Russian folk words, describing the
peculiarities of the surface layers of local soils, the most frequent being color characteristics: black soil, red soil, brown soil, yellow soil. The color of surface layers
being identical for the soils of different quality, the names became more detailed:
brown forest soils, grey forest soils, brown desert soils Russian nomenclature was
later enriched by terms from other languages, not necessarily Slavonic: takhyry
(Bashkir), rendzina (Polish), gley (Ukranian), etc. Soon soil science acquired international scale and became a world-wide discipline. The international nomenclature
was enriched by several ways. First, there were Slavonic borrowings proper (chernozem, zheltozem, burozem, podzol, solonetz, solonchak, solod, gley, rendzina)
Another point was literal translation of Russian terms into English This featured
some drawbacks, such as scientifically imprecise translation, e g black soil (The
mam characteristic feature of black soil is its fertility, not the color Not any black
soil is necessarily fertile) The third way is usage of Latin words and roots, which is
nominal and is used in the World Reference Base correlating with the UNESCO's
Soil Map of the World The subject of this study is the origin of not all terms
for soils spread world-wide, but the nomenclature only for South Russian soils
Here 212 English terms were studied, 66 of them included into WRB; others being
adequate translation of Russian terms, are widely used by soil scientists all over
the world and fixed in special literature, dictionaries included. It should be noted

here that it's impossible to speak of purely Russian, English or Latin origin of this
or that term, as most soil names are compound, and each term-forming element
may have its own etymology That's why as a minimum indivisible unit of analysis
a meaningful morpheme is taken, not the whole word E.g. epigleyic phaeozem*
is constituted of a Latin prefix epi-, Ukranian root -gley-, Latin root phaeo-, Russian root -zem and the English word-forming suffix -ic, which isn't considered a
term element as it possesses no semantics of its own (it bears only grammatical
meaning, showing the part of speech). The 66 terms from WRB are formed by 33
term-elements and their combinations The linguistic study shows that the bulk of
these term-elements are Latin roots, e.g. alb- (from albus - fair, white), implied in
such terms as albeluvisol* (podzolic soil), albi-luvic phaeozem* (grey forest soil),
etc The root -calc- is of Latin origin too (calx, calcis - limestone) and enters such
terms as calci-glossic chernozem* (southern black soil), luvi-calcic kastanozem*
(brown carbonaceous soil), etc. Other Latin roots are -lix- (lix - leach ash, leach)
in the term lixisols* (yellow soils), -moll- (mollio - to soften, to loosen) in the
terms molli-gleyic solonchak* (meadow solonchak), mollic gleysols* (meadow
soils), -plan- (planus - plane, flat) in sodi-gleyic planosol*, -sal- (salio - to salt) in
the terms salic chernozem* (solonchak black soil), molli-salic solonetz* (chestnut
solonetz), etc. All in all, there's the total of 25 Latin term-elements, that makes up
about 76% of all term-elements under analysis There are only 5 Russian roots here
These are -chem- and -zem- in chernozem* (black soil), -solonchak- and -solonetz, and nominally Russian -kastan-. Actually the word "kashtan" (chestnut) came to
Russian in the 17th century from Polish (kasztan) It originated from German Kastanie, which is traced back to Latin castanea, which, in its turn, is of Greek origin
(kastanon) Thus, the etymology of the term-element -kastan- is quite ambiguous
However, it is considered nominally Russian, as the term kastanozem* is rather
based on the Russian word "kashtan" than on the Polish or German ones. So, the
portion of Russian roots in the group under analysis is 15%. In the WRB there are
very few term-elements of Ukranian, Polish and, strange as it may sound, English
origin. Each of these languages makes up a share of only 3% of the total number of
the term-elements. Among Ukrainian units there is the root -gley-: it was translated
into Russian as "sticky clay", but then lost its original meaning. Among Polish
units is the root -rendz-, which enters such terms as, for example, rendzic leptosol*
According to Vilensky, the term rendzina came from Polish rzendzic, meaning jitter, shake (thus is the way the plough goes over stony lime soil) English is represented here by only one term-element, soil, that is the basic notion of the whole soil
science The conclusion is: Latin language is the most important WRB-forming
factor Although it is called a dead language, it is fairly considered the language
of science and is widely used in natural studies. The etymological study of the soil
science terminology is of great linguistic interest, involving the trace of the origin
of the terms themselves as well as the historical overview into the development of
the whole soil science and its evolution.
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Figure l - Comparison between clay content determinate by conventional chemical
analyses and remote sensors techniques
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Precise Maps of Organic Matter and Topsoil Features by a Proximal Sensing
Hyperspectral Scanner and a Digital Camera.
G. Reimer. CA. Univ. J. Lamp. C.A. Univ. Plant Nutrition a. Soil Science. WG Soil
Informatics.
The organic matter content in Ap horizons (OM) is an important indicator of landform and soil formation, and a parameter for several application algorithms in Precision Farming (PF) Because conventional analyses of OM from bulked topsoil
samples are expensive and may not describe complex OM patterns within fields,
we studied in the joint PF research project preagro to sense and map OM of fields
by a hyperspectral Zeiss spectrometer (www.tec5.de). Since the spectrometer was
scheduled to work on-the-go on a terrain vehicle, emphasis was laid on disturbing
topsoil features which may hamper the proximal OM sensing 2. Sites, techniques
and methods Study fields were selected from preagro fields in Germany (poster
Herbst&Lamp) where the OM often varied from 1-10% in sloping soilscapes from
different origin (e.g. young glacial till and sand/loess-covered limestone). The
spectral scanner works (a) under laboratory conditions for prepared soil samples
and (b) in the field on top of the "SoilRover" for sensing not-conditioned surface
cells serially along tramlines. Spectral references are a white standard (ceramic
plate) for (a), and the sky light meas-ured by a second channel for (b). The spectral
responses are evaluated as remission (%RI) for each of 256 spectral bands within
the wavelength (I) range 400-II00 nm Due to exponential relations between OM
and %Rl, logarithms are used for regression analyses A digital camera (Kodak DC
290) takes on-the-go pictures, semi-automatically Images are stored in a database
and evaluated visually for coverages of crops, residuals, stones etc. 3. Results Laboratory analyses: Depending upon region and field variability, OM can be predicted
with 2-30% unexplained variance, only. Regression coefficients point to different
humus qualities On-the-go field sensing: Under favorable conditions, eg seed bed
after sugar beets and uniform-moist surfaces, a multiple estimation of OM resulted
in r2 of 93%, but unfavorable, non-uniform surface conditions on fields dropped
r2 down to 50%. Visual image interpretation of the local coverages of crop stands,
residues, stones and structure type can help to map and eliminate these disturbance
factors
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J. A. M. Dematte
Terrestrial and Orbital Spectral Models for the Determination of Tropical Soil
Attributes.

J. G. D. A. Soma, Univ of Säo Paulo (USP). ESALQ: J. A. M. Dematte. Unix ofSäo
(USP). Escola Superior de Agricultura; A. M. Genu, M. A. M. Bortoletlo, Univ of
Säo Paulo (USP). Escola Superior de Agricultura.
the increasing in use of precision agriculture by farmers has been promoted changes
in crop yields, but this practice demands a large number of soil chemical analysis and quick results The traditional methods for soil attributes quantification are
complex, expensive, and slow generating a large amount of chemical residues that
can contribute to environmental contaminations Thus, the use of electromagnetic
radiation by sensors can be an alternative. The objective of this work was estimate
granulometric attributes of soil from Ibaté and Säo Carlos, SP, through multiple
linear regression equations generated with reflected electromagnetic information
collect by sensors installed in laboratory and satellite. It was collected 319 soil
samples and these points were georeferenced. The soil samples were evaluated by
laboratory sensor (FielSpec: 450-2500 nm) and orbital image (ASTER) Spectral
models were elaborated for both acquisition levels The models were used to determine the attributes on unknown samples The time and cost analysis considered the
system used for soil analysis The conclusion was that is possible to quantify clay
(R2 = 0 69) (Figure la) and sand (R2 = 0.53) content using the reflected electromagnetic energy measures by terrestrial sensor The orbital sensor showed good results
to predict coarse sand (R2 = 0 45), total sand (R2 = 0 41), and clay (R2 = 0.34)
(Figure lb) It was verified that the attributes analysis by sensors can be cheaper
and faster than the traditional method for soil analysis. The utilization of remote
sensing showed the possibility to quantify soil attributes with several benefits, i.e.,
minimum sample preparation, faster analysis, simultaneous determination of several soil constituents, indestructible soil sample analysis, no use of toxic chemical
reagents to humans and environment
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J Lamp

Indicating Soil and Land Parameters by Yield Sensor Data.

G. Reimer. J. Lamp. C.A. Univ. Plant Nutrition a. Soil Science. WG Soil
Informatics.
A major topic of applied soil science is fertility research on agricultural land which
aims to find relationships in site-soil-crop ecosystems and the steering soil factors
of crop production, especially Variable Rate Technology (VRT) of applications in
Precision Farming (PF). eg seeding rate and yield-oriented fertilizing, demand
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for algorithms which use quantitative soil-yield functions Within given climatic
and agronomic boundary conditions, they have to predict soil-site specific target
yields (TY) for crops by soil and land parameters. Vice versa within the extended
causal chain of pedology (ECCP), data of crop yields may be an important indicator of Jennys organism (o) factor and help to predict and map the occurrence of
soils. Both sides of the research medal can make profit from yield maps which are
generated by yield flux sensors as a new standard equipment of harvestor combines.
Data sources and methods of evaluation Relative local yield data of cereals (% of
field means at-10* I Om pedocells; winter wheat YW, barley YB, oilseed rape(YR)
and sugar beets (YS) were collected in the harvest years 1998 to 2005 The farms
are located in the hilly, young morainic soilscapes of Holstein (North Germany,
8 degree C. mean temperature, 750mm annual precipitation), but also in various
landscapes of total Germany with very different conditions (see preagro farms:
poster Herbst&Lamp) First, technical and random variations of local yield data
from several yield flux sensors are eliminated as "errors" (segment starts, narrow
finishes, sensor/dGPS malfunctions) The corrected point-like data are calculated
into percentages of yearly field means and interpolated by kriging. Detailed site
parameter maps of slopes, aspects and local catchments are generated by raster GIS
routines from lm-isoline or RTK-GPS elevation data Digital soil parameter maps
stem from the old German Soil Ratings (texture classes and %-fertility-codes of
rating zones: "Bodenzahlen") or have been sensed along tramlines as soil electrical conductivity (EC) by the EM38-sonde. After calibration of soil data sources
by a hydraulic 1.5m soil auger, special (AWC) and generic maps (e.g. soil types
and texture substrates) are stored, managed and evaluated in the G1S (ArcView,
Idrisi: total -10,000 ha*a). Results (a) Special yield effects are detected, extracted
and evaluated for different kinds of field border zones (10-30% yield reduction on
headends, next to hedges/ forests/ ways etc.) (b) Frequency tables show the means
and standard errors of yields within soil type zones (ace to the German classification) Measures of contingency are generally low between crop yield statistics and
soil taxa (c) Soil texture classes (substrates) show higher measures of contingency
and correlation of yield statistics with the texture related AWC (available water
capacity) For dry years and in precipitation-limited regions of Germany (<550mm)
the soil parameter AWC may explain >50% of the yield variance, but under temperate-wet conditions (>650mm) the correlations may approximate zero (or even
become negative) (d) Especially under the latter conditions, relief parameter show
joint patterns and complex, year-specific correlations with the yield statistics of
soilscapes. In dry years, land depressions tend to have higher yields, in dry years
the hilltops, and middle slopes are rather stable zones, (e) German soil rating codes
are related to texture classes and quite often perform poorly as actual crop response
predictors (similar c)
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Soils and Variogram Statistics of Precision Farming (PK) Fields in Germany.
R. Herbst. Humboldt Univ Berlin. Precision Agriculture:./. Lamp. C.A. Univ. Plant
Nutrition a. Soil Science. WG Soil Informatics.
Within the German joint PF research project preagro, soil surveys have been performed on more than sixty fields of pilot farms all over Germany The Digital Farm
Soil Maps ("Digitale Hof-Bodenkarten") were the basis for Variable Rate Technology (VRT) applications of the project, especially site-specific N-fertilization
Additionally, geostructured variabilities of various soil and nutrient parameters
were studied by variogram analyses on selected project fields in order to plan soil
sampling for PF more rationally 2 Sites and Methods. By support of detailed maps
of soil conductivity (EC), soil rating data (SR), digital terrain models (DTM) and
relative yields (Y%), and calibrated by >I600 1 5m soil auger profiles we delineated soil types (ace to German classification) and soil texture classes precisely
within the fields These were situated in different landscapes with soils derived
from young (2 farms) and old (I) glacial tills, from loess (2), sand/till/loess-covered
claystones (I), limestones (2) and tertiary debris (I) From these, six fields were
selected to study by a stratified, regular sampling design the variograms of soil
and nutrient parameters (clay, organic matter OM in Ap; available P, K, Mg, pH in
0-30cm and 30-60cm; soil types, texture classes and AWC of profiles). 3. Results
from soil surveys Patterns of soil types and texture classes of all fields show that
mean polygon sizes of soils in young morainic (and alluvial) soilscapes tend to be
<l ha, while soil boundaries in soilscapes on mesozoic clay- and limestone slopes
often comprise >lha Due to glacial ero-sion rinns in underlying sandurs, tills or
claystones, soilscapes of smoothing loess covers have more intricated patterns than
expected from relief. 4. Geostatistics from variogram analyses From >50 variograms the common statistics (nugget, sill, range, model type) were ana-lyzed and
discussed elsewhere (Herbst&Lamp 2002) A simple geo-statistic MD, the median
distance at 50% of the geostructered semivariance, allows to give an overview of
variogram results (fig) with consequences: (I) available nutrients tend to have
geostructural variances at <30m distances, near those of pedocells (approx nugget): they can not be sampled effi-ciently; (2) designs for permanent soil parameter
(e.g. clay, AWC) in hilly morainic soilscapes (Thumby, Kassow) should plan >2
samples/ha; (3) only in soilscapes of mesozoic and loess materials a sample density
of ~l/ha may be considered
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Precise Soil Texture Inventory by an On-the-go Sensor EM38.
R. Herbst. Humboldt Univ Berlin, Precision Agriculture; J. Lamp, CA. Univ..
Plant Nutrition a. Soil Science, WG Soil Informatics.
The soil sensor EM38 from Geonics sends by a coil electromagnetic waves of 14 6
kHz into soil depths from 0 to about 1 5m (max at 4 dm) Electromagnetic induction (EMI) gener-ates weak alternating currents which induce a bulked response
wave being measured by a secondary coil. Thus, the signals can be calibrated to
the apparent electrical conductivity of the soil length unit (EC, mS/m). Electrical
currents in soils depend on important soil fea-tures: under temperate humid (nonsalty) conditions these are mainly the clay content (or tex-ture class) and moisture.
The ion-loaded moisture (Stern-) layers near to clay mineral sur-faces are main
pathways of currents. Interaction of both parameters can be used to detect tex-ture
classes of profiles (or mean clay contents) with a good relative reproducability of
areal patterns. Farmland can be surveyed by EC-tracking along the tramlines with
a GPS-equipped ATV vehicle, efficiently. A bord laptop syncronizes the streams of
EC and dGPS data which are collected each 2-3 sor by a grid of—10*20 m. Including geostatistical data interpolation and G1S map construction, 50-150 ha can be
surveyed per day Calibrating EC values for texture class prediction. The bulked EC
values of the EM38 sonde can be related to texture classes of soil profiles only after
calibration by soil augering to 15 dm depth (with "SoilRover" hydraulic borer) Local deviations of temperature and moisture regimes from standards are corrected by
thumb rules (3% and 5% of EC per loC. or 1% water, resp). Also organic matter
enrichments (bog-soils) may have specific effects on the EC values and need to be
verified. As a regional exam-pie of calibration, the EC ranges of texture classes
are given in table I Uses of the sensor-based soil surveys With a limited number
of calibrating auger profiles (~l/ha) very detailed soil inventories for texture (or
clay) profile maps can be achieved Due to correlations (coefficient r, see table
1) of EC to crop yields and to soil parameters (AWC, CEC: available water and
cation exchange capacities in 0-lm depth) several special purpose maps can be
constructed for precision farm-ing or soil protection projects, e.g. detailed maps
for (a) soil specific liming and base fertil-izer applications (P-, K-,Mg-/Ca-nutrients), (b) target yield based variable seeding and nitro-gen fertilization, (c) variable
tillage depth, depending on clay in Ap (with caution, if soil is stratified), (d) tile
drain width which relates to texture classes, (e) water percolation rates and nitrogen
leaching risks (depending on AWC)
Takle 1: Texture class H of EC ranges in German » u s and correlation* ( r ) of EC map»
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In Season Crop N Management Using Active Crop Canopy Sensors.
F. Solari. Univ of Nebraska; J. Shanahan. USDA-ARS; J. Schepers. USDA-ARS.
Lincoln NE.
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Posters
Traditional nitrogen (N) management schemes for corn production in the USA have
resulted in low N use efficiency (NUE), environmental contamination, and considerable public debate regarding use of N fertilizers in crop production. Hence,
development of alternative schemes that improve NUE and minimize environmental impact will be crucial to sustaining corn-based farming in the USA. The major
causes for low NUE of traditional N management practices are: 1) pre-plant application of large doses of N, and 2) uniform application rates to spatially variable
landscapes Pre-plant applications of high N rates results in poor synchronization
between N supply and crop uptake Uniform applications within fields discount the
fact that N supplies from the soil and crop N uptake is spatially variable When N
is managed in this way it is at considerable risk for environmental loss The use of
a soil-based management zones (MZ) approach has been proposed as a means do
direct variable N application rates to better match N supply with landscape spatial
variation in crop N requirements. However, evidence has accumulated suggesting
that the MZ approach alone will not be completely effective in making accurate
variable N applications, given the large effect temporal variation in com belt climate has on expression of spatial variation in crop N needs We have assembled
a prototype high-clearance tractor configured with active crop canopy sensors,
drop nozzles with electronic valves, and variable rate controller that is intended
to deliver in-season variable rates of liquid N fertilizer period from canopy closure up to flowering based on crop needs. Various small plot and on farm strip trials were conducted in central Nebraska to evaluate the various components of the
high-clearance applicator and the response of corn grain yields to varying rates of
N applied at different growth stages and across landscape spatial variability. Spatial variation in soil properties like soil color and apparent electrical conductivity
were also assessed Results indicated that the active sensors are capable of detecting variation in com canopy N status during the window we propose to apply N.
Yield responses to N application were observed to vary across the landscape, and N
responsiveness was associated with sensor-determined variation in canopy N status
as well as spatial variation in soil properties such as soil color. This poster presentation will highlight our vision for combining the soil-based MZ and the crop-based
remote sensing approaches into an integrated system for making in-season variable
N applications under site-specific soil and ever-changing climatic conditions, to
more efficiently apply N

nation of the quantity as well as the quality of C at low cost per specimen but the
results will depend on the spectral range chosen and sample collection The present
study examines the calibration models developed on two sets of dry screened soils:
one from 20 contrasting agronomic sites in Pennsylvania (n=178), and other from
intensive sampling of a single site utilized for a long-term crop-rotation by fertility
trial (n=l92) The calibration models were developed using partial least squares
regression (PLSR) on data collected by two infrared techniques: diffuse reflectance
near infrared (DR-N1R) and diffuse reflectance Fourier transform middle-infrared
(DR-FTIR). The objectives of the study were to characterize the attributes of different infrared techniques and to identity applications in crop-soil management studies that take advantage of the spectral analytical approach. Our study for the first
sets of soils found that models developed with DR-FTIR data performed better with
r2 of 0 88 than NIR with r of 0.85 over a C range of 0.28-6.2%, but C prediction
errors were higher (0.49 and 0 54 for DR-FTIR and NIR respectively) than the
reference method (>0.1%) Prediction errors and biases were also found to be variable with the sampling depths and sites, probably because of the variation in mineral composition Several organic absorptions are detectable in dry-soil DR-FTIR
spectra but not in the NIR, which suggests that the NIR spectral range can be used
for calibration of C content, but the approach is unlikely to be useful for molecular
characterization of organic matter PLSR analysis of the second set of soils scanned
by NIR and DR-FTIR yielded a much lower C prediction error of 0 17 and 015 with
good correlation 0.81 and 0.84 respectively which might be adequate to quantify
organic C range found at this site (I 77-3 71) In this case also the mid-infrared
range proved to be better for C-calibration models than the near-infrared range. The
smaller error value in case of single-site experiment confirms our hypothesis that
the calibration models can perform well if built and applied on samples from sites
and horizons similar in mineralogy. Our poster will also describe some approaches
that can be used to isolate the organic signature to make the calibration models easy
to develop using smaller number of variables We will also try to project an efficient strategy for deciding about the optimum number of calibration samples which
should be enough to estimate the organic carbon of the validation set.
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Field Spectral Measurements of Desert Soil Reflectance and Emission
Properties, and Comparisons with Satellite Remote Sensing Data.

A. M. Genu. J. A. M. Dematté. J. G. D. A. Sousa. R. Rizzo. Univ of Säo Paulo
(USP). Escola Superior de Agricultura "Luiz de Queiroz " (ESALQ).

J. K. Crowley. B. E. Hubbard, B. Ribeiro da Luz. U. S. Geological Surrey.
The spectral properties of desert soils, including visible to short-wave infrared
reflectance (VSWIR, 0 4-2.5 urn) and thermal infrared emission (TIR, 8.0-14
urn), must be accurately known in order to make remote sensing determinations
of soil, rock, and vegetation compositions However, collecting soil samples for
laboratory spectral measurements commonly disturbs the surface characteristics
and causes substantial spectral changes. Disturbance effects include the coating
of rock fragments by fine dust particles, and the destruction of soil crusts that are
weakly cemented by carbonate or sulfate minerals. To avoid spectral analysis errors
related to soil disturbance we collected spectral data in silu at ten sites representing a variety of aridisol types near Las Cruces, New Mexico. The field spectral
data were then used in conjunction with imagery from the Advanced Spaceborne
Thermal Emission and Reflectance Radiometer (ASTER) and the Advanced Land
Imager (ALI) to study soil spectral variations throughout the Las Cruces area Soils
having well-developed desert pavements showed a close spectral resemblance to
local lithologic source areas, and displayed VSWIR and/or TIR spectral absorption
bands related to quartz, feldspars, micas, clays and carbonates Some soils with
exposed chemical horizons, such as gypsic and calcic horizons, showed complex
spectral behaviors. For example, an eroded gypsum-rich soil exhibited unusually
strong VSWIR backscattering at low sun angles, presumably because of the soil's
distinctive granular texture of small, faceted, crystallites Certain spectral and mineral components in soils are related to large scale surface processes For example,
caliche (carbonate) horizons are widely distributed in the study area and the accumulation of carbonate in any given soil tends to increase with time The exposure of
shallow caliche horizons through local soil dissection is common, and may enable
remote sensing distinctions to be made between geomorphic surfaces having different relative ages Preliminary analysis of the ALI and ASTER remote sensing
data indicates that key surface compositional aspects of soils in the Las Cruces
study area can be discerned. These include distinctions between alluvial fans and
desert pavements having different source areas, and between quartz-, gypsum- and
carbonate-rich soils Ongoing work is exploring the efficacy of spectral unmixing
analysis for recognizing soil mineral constituents and their relations to geomorphic
features
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J A . M Dematté
Remote Sensing and Elevation Models on the Determination of Soil Attributes
Contents.

The determination of soil constituents and its contents is a challenge for researches
It is true that the quantification of soil attributes by a quick and non-destructive
method with environmental quality is desired. Most models takes in account remote
sensing methods, and others use the terrain models, but both separated Thus, the
present work has the objective to determine soil attributes contents by using a
model with spectral (orbital ASTER image) and terrain (Digital Elevation Model)
data together The study area is located in Rafard, SP, Brazil where 184 points
were georeferenced and sampled These samples were analyzed in laboratory for
chemical, granulometric and mineralogical evaluation. The reflectance data was
obtained from ASTER image (bands 1 to 8) and the DEM from contour lines by
linear interpolation, both using the software ENVL Afterwars, the terrain attributes
(elevation, slope, and aspect) were generated for the entire area All the informations, reflectance and terrain attributes, were collected at the same points at the
field. Using spectral reflectance data, elevation, slope, and aspect were generated
a linear multiple regression equation at software SAS for each chemical, mineralogical and granulometric attribute The dependent variables were selected by a
forward stepwise method The results show that mineralogical (SiO,, F e , 0 , and
TiO,) and clay attributes obtained the best R2 and, all of them have at feast "one terrain attribute in its equation CEC also presented a good R2 however, only ASTER
bands were selected for its equation and was the only chemical attribute with a
significative equation Other researches obtained similar results using only orbital
data (Coleman et al., 1993) or using geostatistical approaches (Odeh et al., 1995)
Based on this result, it is possible to say that mineralogical and clay content attributes can be quantify through terrain and remote sensing data as to assist traditional
soil mapping and soil laboratory analysis.
Table 1—Multiple regression equations to estimate soil attributes using spectral
(ASTER bands) and topographic data
Attribute
Ca
Mg
1

H + AI
OM
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Comparison of dry-soil infrared spectroscopic techniques for assessment of
organic carbon in soil management studies.
R. K. Randhawa. D. D. Archibald. The Pennsylvania State Univ.
The combustion gas analysis technique for determination of soil organic carbon
(C) incurs substantial running costs and fails to provide information about the type
of organic matter. The infrared multivariate calibration approach allows determi-

2

S!
CEC
m% 5

IC

Moder
29.37 - (490 32*B1) + (772.07*B4) +
(673.04»B6)-(1392.27*B8)
15 58 + (230 03*B4) + (251.81 *B6) - (554 51*B8)

0.4261

85.72 + (595 63*B2) - (347.57*B3)- (2I4.58*B4)

0.2211

68.58 - (102 85*B5) - (0 07*EL)

02527

40.59 - (584 73*B1) + (1089.18*B4) +
(945 52*B6)-(2001 9 3 ' B 8 )
154.65 + (991 74*B2) - (956 42*B3) +
(973 79'B4) + (1031 94*B6) - (2267 81 *B8)
8 97 + (467.73*B2)- (302 27*B5)

0.3452

0.4181
05122
0 0841
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Posters
SiO,

24 91 - ( I 3 0 I . 6 6 * B I ) + (I890.66*B2)(891 89*B3) + (1222 74*B4) - (1124 56*B5) +
(735 81 *B6) - (1243.10*B8) + (0.28*EL) - (0.04* AS)

0 5796

Fe,0,

(-23.01 )-(2120.66*BI) +(1556.15*B2)(472 42*B8) + (0.42*EL) - (0.06*AS)

0.5751

TiO,

6.42-(423.75*Bl) + (202.09*B2) + (0.05*EL)-(0.01*AS)

0 5086

„,

109.39-(5473.10*B1) +(5137.16*B2)(2353 59*B8) + (1 18*EL) - (0 I4*AS)

0.5186

Sand

(-133.03) - (2988.14*B2) + (4871 70*B8) + (0 22*AS)

0.3832

Silt

1064.18 + (3407.15*BI) - (3018 46*B7) - (I I8*EL)

0.1942

y

I Soil acidity; 2 Organic matter; 3 Sum of bases; 4 Cation exchange capacity; 5
Aluminum saturation; 6 B l . . . .B8: ASTER bands, EL: elevation, AS: aspect
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R. A Viscarra Rössel
Robust predictions of soil properties with uncertainty using diffuse reflectance
spectroscopy and Bagging-PLSR.

R. A. Viscarra Rössel. Faculty of Agriculture. Food & Natural Resources.
Dilïuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) is increasingly attracting much interest in
the soil science community because it has a number of advantages over conventional methods of soil analyses The techniques are rapid, timely, relatively cheap
and hence more efficient for obtaining data when a large number of samples and
analysis are required Moreover, a single spectrum may be used to assess various
physical, chemical and biological soil properties. DRS is usually coupled with a
multivariate calibration technique such as partial least squares regression (PLSR)
for modelling and prediction of soil properties In this paper we explore the use of
bootstrap aggregation (bagging) (Breiman. 1946) with PLSR (Martens & Naes,
1989), or bagging-PLSR, to improve the robustness of the PLSR predictions. Using
various data sets that include Visible-near infrared diffuse reflectance as well as
hyperspectral gamma-ray spectrometric data, results show that bagging-PLSR
does, on occasions improve on predictions made using PLSR alone When it does
not improve predictions, bagging-PLSR provides results that are equal to PLSR
However, in these instances, the added advantages of bagging-PLSR are (i) the
provision of a measure of the uncertainty of predictions and (ii) bagging-PLSR is
less sensitive to over-fitting than PLSR alone.
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A. Zegrar

Application of Remote Sensing with Alsat-1 Data in Survey of Forest Fires and
It S Impact in Forest Ecosystem in the North of Algeria.

A. Zegrar. National Center of Spaces Technics.
The forest in the steppe present an ecological diversity, and seen the climatic unfavourable conditions in the zone and the impact of the forest fires; we notes a deterioration of the physical environment particularly the deterioration of the natural
forest. This deterioration o f the forests provokes an unbalance of the environment
who has some serious and serious aftermaths and provokes a process of deterioration advanced in the ultimate stadium is the desertification. By elsewhere, in a middle where the climatic conditions are favourable, the fire is an ecological and acted
agent like integral part of evolution of the ecosystems, the specific regeneration of
plants are influenced greatly by the regime of fire (season of fire, intensity, interval),
who leads to the recuperation of the vegetation of meadow- fire In this survey we
used the pictures ALS AT-1 for the detection of the zones has risk of forest fire and
their impact on the naturals forests of the region loud arid semi of the wilaya of
Tlcmcen A thematic detailed analysis some forests well attended ecosystems some
processing on the picture ALSAT-1, we allowed to identify and of classifying the
forests in there opinion components flowers, we identified the ampleness of the
fire on this zone also. Some parameters as the slope, the proximity to the road and
the forests formations were studied in the goal of determining the zones to risk o f
forest fire A crossing of diaper of information in a SIG according to a very determined logic allowed to classify the zones in degree of risk of fire in a middle arid
in a forest zone not encouraging the regeneration on the other hand permitting the
installation of cash of steppe which encourages the desertification.
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A S. Soliman
A spatial temporal method for soil thermal tomography.

A. S. Soliman. R. J. Heck. T. R. Elliot Land Resource Science Dept
Thermal spectrum solar energy is absorbed by soil during daylight and is emitted during night Time domain variability of soil surface temperature is a function of subsurface heat capacity and conductivity conditions. Soils that reach
their maximum emission at the same time are likely to have the same subsurface
arrangements Low temporal resolution remote sensing hinders constructing soil
thermal profiles The aim of this research is the visualization of three dimensional
(3D) patterns in time and space of soil surface temperature development based on
high temporal resolution thermal time series, which reflects soil subsurface vertical variability and influences soil delineation (tomography) The surveyed field is
located in southwest Ontario; in an area dominated by artificially drained gleyed
soils developed on fine texture lacustrine deposits Seven images were captured at
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approximately one-hour time interval using a thermal video camera mounted on a
blimp at height of 300 feet during soil thermal emission by nighttime These images
were registered on to a base image using a polynomial model. A spatio-temporal
data cube was generated using a cubic convolve of 5x5x5 pixel dimensions, with
equal weighting applied to the 124 surrounding pixels A fuzzy k means classification is used to classify the time series to several classes grouped into: vegetation
canopy, normal and compacted soil The 3D distributions of maximum emission for
each identified class were reconstructed in the spatio-temporal cube by applying a
threshold based 3D surface visualization. The distribution of maximum emission
of each class is used as an exclusive threshold with the boundary determined at
various time intervals. Time domain boundaries were used to segregate soils in to
different strata The reliability of stratification is being tested using ancillary data
and field observation
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R A Viscarra Rössel
Determining the composition of mineral-organic mixes using UV-VIS-NIR
diffuse reflectance spectroscopy.

R. A. Viscarra Rössel. Faculty of Agriculture. Food & Natural Resources: A.
McBratney. The Unix of Sydney: R. McGlynn. Faculty of Agriculture. Food &
Natural Resources.
In this paper we address the need for a simple, quantitative, non-destructive and
inexpensive methodology to characterise the mineral composition of soil using diffuse reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) Although there are studies that qualitatively
characterise soil minerals using DRS, few studies quantify their composition in soil
Hence, our aims were: (i) to model mixtures of common soil minerals and a humicfulvic acid mix together with various other end-member minerals as a function of
their UV-Vis-NIR DRS and (ii) to use these models to predict the mineral-organic
composition of independent mineral-organic mixes. Our eventual goal is to use these
models to predict the mineral composition of soil and to incorporate them in a spectral soil inference system (SPEC-S1NFERS) that may be used in the field, in real-time
and eventually on-the-go. Our experiments used a three-factor simplex lattice design
with three levels, corresponding to kaolinite (K), illite (I) and smectite (S) To this
simplex we then added two levels of goethite (G) and two levels of a 50/50 mix of
humic and fulvic acids (H-F). Finally we also added 3 levels of quartz (Q) to the
mixes, by mass We modelled the data using the partial least squares regression I
algorithm (PLSR1) and made predictions using bootstrap aggregation-PLSR (or bagging-PLSR). Wc successfully modelled the mineral composition of our calibration
data and accurately predicted the amount of K, I and S in the (independent) validation
mixes (RMSEs of 3.7, 3.3 and 3.5 %, respectively). Predictions of goethite and the
H-F mix (used to represent soil organic matter) were biased Predictions of 0 were
invalid as quartz does not have spectral response in the UV-Vis-NIR. In future work
we plan to improve our spectral libraries and our models
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A V Borisov

Development of Vertisols of Northern Caucasus River Valleys During the Last
5500 years.

A. V. Borisov. Institute of Soil Science Problems: A. B. Belinsky. Stale Enterprise
"Nasledie": S. V Lyakhov. Slate Enterprise "Nasledie".
The macromorphological and chemical properties of three paleosols buried under
kurgans of different ages have been studied The kurgans were created at the Eneolithic Epoch (5500 BP), Middle Bronze Age (3900 BP), and Early Iron Age (1900
BP) All studied objects were located in the Kuban river valley The modern soils are
deep, calcareous, clayey, dark colored soils (Vertisols order in Soil Taxonomy) with
gilgai relief Comparative analysis of paleosoils buried under the kurgan mounds in
different historical epochs, enables us to obtain information about changes in soil
properties overtime Paleosoil of Eneolithic Epoch buried at 5500 BPhad not slickenside zone; the paleosoil surface under kurgan embankment (around 0 2 ha) had
not gilgai microrelief The paleosoil had low salinity and thick dark colored humus
accumulation zone; the surface horizons had medium, granular structure, cracks
extend down to the 65-70 cm deep. Paleosoil buried at the Middle Bronze Age
(3900 BP) meet criteria for the Vertisols order of Soil Taxonomy. The first slickenside horizon occurred at the depth of 45 cm; intersecting slickensides formed
parallelepipeds with their long axes tilted 30-450 from the horizontal; cracks cut
through the slickenside zone to the 90-100 cm deep. Gilgay microrelief consisted
of microhighs 10-12 cm above adjacent microlows, with spacing of 2-4 m between
laterally adjacent microhighs and microlows The paleosoil was moderately alkaline; the surface horizons had subangular blocky structure Paleosoils of Early Iron
Age (1900 BP) was strongly alkaline with exchangeable sodium percentage of 1518; the upper horizon was light gray, fine, granular structure. Horizon B was dark
grayish brown, medium, prismatic in the microhighs pedons, and black, granular
or subangular blocky structure in microlows pedons The slickensided horizon was
at the depth of 55 cm, with the short, solitary slickensides occurring The data

obtained allowed us to suggest that the soils of river valleys in Northern Caucasus
had not morphological and chemical properties typical for the Vertisols till 5500
BP After that the Vertisols of this region have been modified under the influence of
climate condition changes

aeolian contributions Aeolianites, in particular, may be constituted of loess, ash, or
Sahara dust. The aim of this work was the characterization of the pedogenetic processes and the investigation of relationships between soil horizons, parent materials
and paleoclimate of a Terra Rossa soil situated in Tuscany (Central Italy) A polycyclic Terra Rossa, a Bathi-Luvi Rhodic Cambisol on Rhodic Nitisol, was studied
on a plateau The paleosol is well representative of the red and deep soils, covering
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an Early-Middle Pleistocene synthem. This synthem is characterized by four hetGypsic, Natric, and Barite Paleosols in the Carroza Formation, La Popa
eropic lithofacies (clay, sand, conglomerate and limestone) reflecting a vertical and
Basin, Mexico, and Potential Applications of Pedogenesis to Salt Tectonics and
lateral evolution of a continental endorheic basin. The setting started in a palustrine
Petroleum Exploration.
environment (clay lithofacies) with mainly silty-clayey sedimentation and local
B. J. Buck. A. Brock. Univ of Nevada. Las Vegas: T. F Lawlon. New Mexico Stale lignite lenticular bodies, and evolved into a lacustrine environment, with limestone
deposition Present Terra Rossa soil distribution is closely linked to the limestone
Univ.
lithofacies A detailed geological, geomorphological, and soil survey was carried
Passive diapirism, whereby a salt body grows in response to the load of the surout The paleosol was investigated through field, physical, chemical, geochemirounding sedimentary section on the parent salt bed and remains at or near the surcal, micromorphological, sedimentological and mineralogical techniques (X-ray
face because diapiric rise rates roughly equal sediment-aggradation rates, has long
diffraction and SEM) The age of the soil was estimated by means of optical specbeen modeled to interpret geophysical data from salt-related petroleum provinces
troscopy luminescence (OSL) The whole profile was divided in three pedostratiCurrently, direct evidence in support of passive diapirism only includes material
graphic levels The first one (0 - 110 cm) was represented by an Ap horizon and
eroded directly from the diapir and deposited in surrounding strata. The La Popa
twocambic horizons (BwI and Bw2); the second one(l 10 to 280 cm) by twoargic
basin, 50 km northwest of Monteirey, Nuevo Leon, Mexico, contains well-exposed
horizons (2Btl and 2Bt2) and the last one (280 - 310 cm) by a nitic horizon (3Bt).
salt diapers and a 25 km long salt wall that is welded (the salt is completely evacuThe underlying limestone was also sampled and the insoluble residuum analyzed.
ated) along half its length. This weld/salt wall is termed the La Popa salt weld.
The three pedostratigraphic levels showed us that there had been a succession of
The youngest formation in the La Popa basin is the Paleogene Carroza Formation,
pedogenetic stable periods, alternated with pedogenetic unstable periods, when
which constitutes continental strata formed under arid conditions in an asymmetrisoil erosion and deposition of colluvial and aeolian materials occurred. From a
cal, synclinal salt-withdrawal basin on the down-thrown block of the La Popa salt
pedogenetic point of view, the nitic horizon exhibited strong rubification and nutty
weld. Seven sections in the Carroza Formation were measured and petrographic
structure, clayey texture (85% of clay), strong kaolinitization and enrichment of
and SEM/EDS analyses of 72 thin sections were performed The Carroza FormaFe, AI and heavy metals The argic horizons showed strong clay illuviation, CaC03
tion is composed of interbedded red (less commonly green), shale (47%), siltstone
lessivage, moderate enrichment of Fe, AI and heavy metals, and presence of pap(4%), and sandstone (48%) beds that are interpreted to represent an arid, low-graules when examined under the microscope The cambic horizons presented SiÓ2
dient, ephemeral fluvial system (channel, crevasse splay, levee) with associated
enrichment, slight rubification. limestone fragments and red pedorelicts Although
overbank deposits (floodplain, pond) Paleosols in the Carroza Formation are ubiqthe cambic and the argic horizons presented clear evidence of allocthonous mateuitous Paleosols are most commonly compound (separated by C horizons), but
rial (fine sand and silt), the nitic horizon showed geochemical similitude with the
cumulative paleosols (overthickened paleosols resulting from pedogenesis matchinsoluble residual of limestone
ing the rate of deposition are also present Paleosols vary between 40-190 cm thick,
and can be grouped into four major paleosol types and four grades of maturity The
five major paleosol types are defined based upon the occurrence of: (I) natric (+/132-4
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salic) horizons, (2) gypsic horizons, (3) barite horizons, or (4) burrowed horizons
Paleosols and Environmental Changes in Southeastern European Steppes
lacking other soil development indicators Often paleosols have a combination of
during Second Part c>f llolocene.
one or more of these four types of horizons. The four grades of paleosol maturity
are based on soil structure and the morphology of the salt minerals present (based
V. A. Demkin. Institute ofPhysicochemtcal and Biological Problems ofSoil Science.
on Gile et af, 1966; Reheis 1987; and Buck and Van Hoesen, 2002). Natric horiRAS; T. S. Demkina. Institute of Physicochemical and Biological Problems of Soil
zons are identified on the basis of strong columnar structure development ColScience. RAS.
umns range from fine to coarse (1 to 10 cm diameter) with domed tops. Commonly,
Paleosols buried under archaeological monuments (kurgans) of Eneolothic Epoch,
these horizons contain halite casts (indicating salic horizon development) and some
Bronze Age, Early Iron Age, and Middle Ages within steppe zone allow us to
horizons also contain stage I gypsum snowballs This study documents the second
obtain
the information about soil development and paleoenvironmental changes.
occurrence of pre-Pleistocene paleosols containing natric horizons; the other occurThe soil evolution in Southeastern European Steppes witing the last 6000 years
rence is in Permian paleosols of Kansas. Gypsic horizons are the most common
can be described as follows During the fourth Millennium BC, in the watershed
feature of all paleosols in the Carroza Formation. Gypsic horizons are identified on
areas of southern Russian steppes the soil with the absence of solonetzic features,
the basis of stage I snowballs and stage II gypsum nodules. The snowballs range
high humus content, and low salinity were spread. During the third Millennium
in diameter from 0 5-3 0 mm and locally coalesce to form composite snowballs
BC, a significant change in the soil-forming conditions induced increasing aridwith diameters of up to 8 mm. Stage II nodules are found up to 3 cm in diameter
ity resulted to alkalinization and dehumification of soil as well as accumulation
The structure in gypsic horizons varies from moderate to strong, fine to coarse,
of carbonates, soluble salts, and gypsum in the upper l-m thick soil layer, with
subangular blocky. and when a natric horizon is also present, the structure is modercorresponding changes in the trophik structure of the soil microbial communities
ate to strong, medium to coarsely columnar. Gypsic horizons commonly underlie
occurred The boundaries of soil-geographical zones shifted slightly to the northnatric horizons, but also occur singly or in combination with natric, salic, or barite
west At the end of the third Millennium BC, the processes of soil degradation
horizons This study is the first to document the gypsum snowball morphology in
were combined with intensive water and wind erosion induced by not only natural
pre-Pleistocene paleosols Paleosols that contain horizons with barite demonstrate
but also anthropogenic reasons. As a result, at the end of third Millennium BC the
both stage I snowballs (1-3 mm) and stage II nodules (0.5-7 cm) of bladed crystals
watershed areas and high terraces of rivers were covered by extra-arid calcareous
arranged in rosettes This is the first study to describe barite snowballs in pre-Pleisnonsolonetzic saline soils having no analogues in the modern soil cover But period
tocene palesols The source of the halite, gypsum, and barite in Carroza paleosols
of extremely drought climate condition was not long At the beginning of second
was Jurassic evaponte exposed in the La Popa diapir during Carroza deposition
Millennium BC environmental conditions were similar to those of modern one At
Paleosols located near the diapir have a greater degree of maturity and suggest
that time increasing humus content occurred and solonetzic features appeared due
either increased rates of salt input through fluvial or eolian processes or represent
to secondary exchangeable sodium accumulation. Within the period of 500 BC
older, more stable geomorphic surfaces adjacent to the topographically higher dia- 400 AD the soil-forming conditions varied significantly; thus increased humus
pir Because these paleosols occur throughout the Carroza Formation, they indicate
content and heightened activity of soil microbial communities took place at first
that the diapir was continuously exposed during Carroza deposition, thus confirmand forth centuries AD induced by higher precipitation Within periods of 500-200
ing passive diapirism. perhaps enhanced by shortening during the Laramide orogBC and 100-300 AD the climate was more arid A significant transformation of
eny (active diapirism) This study demonstrates a new method of using paleosols
paleosols happened during the Golden Horde epoch (700-600 AD): the content
as direct evidence for passive diapirism in the interpretation of salt tectonics and
of soluble salts and gypsum decreased, soil carbonates were redistributed, humus
offers potential for utilizing paleosols in petroleum exploration and production
content increased This time characterized by the highest microbial activity and
reduced solonetzic features due to leaching exchangeable sodium. An annual precipitation rate was 50-70 mm higher then modern one.
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Genesis of a Polycvclic Quaternary Terra Rossa (Bathi-I.uvi Rhodic Cambisol
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on Rhodic Nitisol) in Central Italy.
An Accumulative Pedogenic Process in Chinese Loess Plateau.
S. Priori. Earth Sciences Dept. Univ of Siena.; E. A. C. Coslanlini. CRA.
X. F Hu. Dept of Environmental Science and Engineering. Shanghai Univ.
Experimental Institute for Soil Study and Conservation; E. Capezzuoli. Earth
Sciences Dept. Univ of Siena; F. Sandrelli. Earth Sciences Dept. Univ of Siena: G. The dust fall in Chinese Loess Plateau is continual in the whole Quaternary period
Protano. Environmental Sciences Dept. Univ of Siena.
In the glacial periods, when cold and dry winter monsoon dominated, the dust
fluxes were higher, resulting in the sparse vegetation and weak pedogenesis In
The genesis of red soils on limestone in the Mediterranean environments, the so
contrast, in the interglacial periods, the pedogenesis became intensive due to the
called "Terra Rossa'. is always a subject of debate Examples have been reported
warm and humid climate However, even in the most optimum time of the interof either residual or allocthonous origin of the parent material, with colluvial or
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glacial periods, the winter monsoon had not totally vanished and the dust deposition not intermitted either The pedogenic processes in Chinese Loess Plateau
were thus always accompanied by the dust accumulation In fact, the pedogenesis
was just synchronized with the dust deposition In the glacial climate, the typical
loess was formed as the dust deposition rate was higher than the pedogenic rate;
while in the interglacial climate, the paleosols were developed as the pedogenic
rate was higher than the deposition. However, the distinction between the loess and
paleosols is only relatively correct. As a matter of fact, the loess is only a weakly
developed paleosol; and the paleosol is only a loess significantly affected by the
weathering and pedogenesis The pedogenic horizons of the paleosols in Chinese
Loess Plateau are often uniform and 3-5 metres thick. The paleosols often show
some multi-pedogenic properties, such as the co-existence of secondary CaCO,
and optical directional clay These features are the specific evidence for the synchronization between the pedogenesis and loess deposition Affected by this special
process, the real parent materials of the paleosols were not the underlain loess, but
the dust materials unintermittedly added into the profiles. Hence, strictly speacking, the paleosols had no pedogenic relationships with the underlain loess Because
the soil profiles were constantly thickened during the pedogenic processes, each
micro-layer of the paleosol profiles had ever been the topsoil (A horizon), and then
subsoil (B horizon) Therefore, the functional division of pedogenic horizons in
the paleosols is meaningless Because of the constant addition of the dust rich in
CaCO, and easily weathered minerals, the weathering degree of the paleosols had
always been buttered. Thus, in Chinese Loess Plateau, even the most developed
paleosols are less weathered than the brown soils (Luvisols) in China The author
proposes to classify this unusual pedogenic process as a new pedogenic one, and to
nominate it as an accumulative pedogenesis.
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I nterpreting Sedimentation Patterns and Paleoclimate from Paleosol Sequences
of the Triassic-Jurassic Hartford Basin Rift Valley, Connecticut, USA.
C. Stiles. Unix ofWisconsin; E. H. Gierlowski-Kordesch. Ohio Univ.
Rifting during the opening of the Atlantic Ocean during the Triassic to Jurassic periods (from 250 to 175 Myr ago) produced rift valleys on both sides of the nascent
Atlantic ocean The Hartford Basin in Connecticut, USA., contains sedimentary
rocks that originally accumulated as sediments within one of these Triassic-Jurassic rift valleys The sedimentary fill of this ancient valley reflects the source area
materials from the surrounding highlands and contains paleosol sequences that
contain imprints of the climate of the region. Detailed description of the paleosol
horizons from three of the formations within this rift basin highlights the depositional paleoenvironments as well as the climatic influences on sedimentation and
soil formation during the Triassic and Jurassic rifting event. The continental fill of
the Hartford Basin contains four sedimentary formations with three basalt flows
(all dated as approximately 200-202 Myr) separating them. These formations, the
New Haven Arkose (NHA), the Shuttle Meadow Formation (SMF), the East Berlin
Formation (EBF), and the Portland Formation (in order from youngest to oldest)
are intercalated with the Talcott, Holyoke, and Hamden Basalts, respectively. The
three lowermost formations are composed of breccias, conglomerates, sandstones,
siltstoncs, mudrocks, and limestones. The paleosols are found within the massive
mudrock facies Analyses of sedimentation patterns and lithologies in the basin
indicate that New Haven Arkose depositional sequences occurred under a more
humid climate than for the Shuttle Meadow and East Berlin Formations The morphology and geochemistry of several paleosols found within the sequences confirm this interpretation The NHA paleosols, the earliest sequences, have very weak
pedogenic development and poor aggregation - occurring as loose flakes with faint
root traces along aggregate faces. There are no large root casts to indicate surface
stability and boundaries in paleosols "horizons" are actually stacked fine-textured
alluvial deposits. The bulk geochemistry of these paleosols indicates very little difference in pedogenically active elements such as Ca, K, P. and Mg from adjacent
basalts. Zirconium contents are similar to basalt contents throughout the profiles
These paleosols can be classified as paleo-Inceptisols, formed in a wet pedogenic
setting that limits pedogenesis The SMF paleosols have stronger crumb-like aggregation at the uppermost portion of the sequences with very weak slickenside planes
filled with secondary carbonates The geochemistry of these paleosols, which can
be discerned to occur in Vertisol-like paleo-gilgai with microhighs and microlows,
show slight depletions of plant nutrient elements such as K and P relative to the
NHA paleosols and parent basalt These paleosols can be classified as Vertisol-like
paleosols, because of their weak development in claystone to mudstone, but little
pedogenesis, indicating that there is still a good deal of rainfall occurring with rare
seasonal drying during paleosol formation The EBF paleosols are interpreted to
have formed in a much drier time period than either NHA or SMF paleosols, which
is corroborated by the morphology of the paleosols. The presence of relatively pervasive cracks at the surface grading to significant slickensides at about 50-90 cm
depth indicates that these are paleoVertisols Upper crumb aggregation and gilgai
microtopography had been truncated by basalt flows, but slickenside planes indicated direction of clay deformation The geochemistry of the EBF paleosols - with
lower total Ca, K, and P, elevated Ti at depth, and Zr contents concentrated in the
upper portion of the sequences - indicates that these were soils formed in a drier
climate with more seasonal precipitation and longer periods of pedogenic stability
Thus the tectonic/depositional model is supported by paleosol information in the
Hartford Basin
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Evidence of Sub-Tropical Humid Climate Paleosols from Paleocene-Eocene
Sequences in the Williston Basin, North Dakota, USA.
C. Stiles. D. C. Kelly. E. Clechenko. K. F. Bolger. E. D. Shullenberger. Unix of
Wisconsin.
Paleosol characteristics preserve signatures of climatic inputs and can be used as
stratigraphic indicators of significant environmental shifts in the rock record, especially if other common stratigraphic markers are obscured or absent During the
late Paleocene (55 Ma), a significant Carbon Isotope Excursion (CIE) and shift in
geochemical composition of the marine sediment record occurred due to a possible
large volume release of methane hydrates in the ocean. Following the CIE, sedimentation patterns and fossil flora distributions suggest that high latitude climates
were considerably warmer and wetter than present, an interval referred to as the
Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM) and a scenario often projected to
be inevitably repeated due to present human-induced greenhouse gas emissions.
Such intense climatic shifts have a marked effect on regional soil-forming/weathering environments which are reflected in the physico-chemical properties of' preserved paleosols The Late Paleocene-Early Eocene Golden Valley Formation of
the Williston Basin (WiB) of North Dakota, present as isolated mesa-like outcrops
in the western part of the state, contains extensive paleosol sequences that developed in udic to perudic moisture regimes under dense vegetation with fluctuating seasonal water tables These conditions produced paleosols with pronounced
Fe- and Si-enriched placic horizons, fragipans with goethitic interstitial fillings in
orthogonal crack patterns in the upper portion of the tragic horizons The paleosols also contain thick kandic horizons that presumably evolved from weathering
of pre-existing smectites during the PETM Paleosols and sediments from many
PETM age terrestrial basins around the world, as well as marine cores pulled from
terrestrially influenced sediment plumes, also reflect marked increases in the occurrence of kaolinite relative to other clay minerals The hypothesis has been that the
abundance of kaolinite is due to increased weathering of surface soils at the time,
followed by erosion into the sea. The WiB is relatively tectonically quiescence and
received a continual fine-textured sediment influx from surrounding uplands during
Golden Valley deposition It is also some distance from direct marine basin outflow.
The clay-rich sediments are intercalated with coal beds both below and above the
paleosol sequences, but continuous stratigraphic correlations are difficult because
of poor pollen preservation and lack of significant dispersed organic matter and/or
pedogenic carbonates to evaluate either the characteristic paleobotany assemblages
or the stable isotopic signatures, making it problematic to date the exact onset of
the PETM in this setting. However, the drastic shifts in clay mineral assemblages
from chlorites and smectites, clay minerals which pedogenically persist in areas
with seasonal wet-dry cycles and poor drainage conditions, to kaolinite, a mineral
commonly associated with well-drained soils in relatively warm and humid climates with no seasonal moisture deficit may be a better indicator of the PETM The
change in clay mineral assemblages, paired with the presence of extensive placic
and tragic horizons suggest that the water table dropped in the basin, allowing for
better drainage and degradation of the 2:1 smectites/chlorites to 1:1 clay minerals,
with a subsequent release of soluble cations Stratigraphically separated silcretes
and placic horizons suggest that weathering was intense enough to solubilize large
quantities of phyllosilicates and reprecipitate silicic acid combined with Fe and
AI in regionally extensive pans correspondent to a vadose water table that gradually dropped through time Bulk geochemistry of these paleosols indicates that
they are depleted in many major nutrient elements and enriched in phyllosilicate
components Although the paleosols themselves do not contain abundant trace fossils, their presence suggests an ecosystem where extensive forests cycled nutrients
through the surface littering much like present day tropical to sub-tropical forests
The striking physical appearances of these paleo-Ultisols is enough to utilize them
as markers of the PETM in the WiB and the properties of these paleosols still has
marked effects on the present land arability and use in areas where they occur.
132-8
643b
Y Inoue
Properties of Buried Soils at the Somma Vesuviana Ruins of Ancient Rome,
Italy.
Y. Inoue. J. Baasansuren. M. Watanahe. Interdisciplinary Graduate School of
Science and Engineering. Tokyo Institue of Technology: H. Kamei. Graduate
School of information Science and Engineering. Tokyo Institute of Technology.
A Japanese-Italian joint archeological team consisted of various research groups
are engaged in the excavation project of Somma Vesuviana ruin of ancient Rome, in
Italy The ruins are located in an alluvial fan of the northern piedmont of Vesuvius
volcano, which were completely buried in a volcanic mud flow A buried soil composed of humic material and ancient constructed wastes such as stucco and bricks
underlies beneath the pumice layer of AD 472 eruption of Vesuvius volcano in the
ruin. This study aims to clarify the properties of this buried soil material and to
interpret the fertility and the past surrounding environment In addition, we would
like to discuss whether this soil could be recognized as buried ancient anthropedogenic soils The soil performed reactions to both active aluminum test and hydrochloric acid test in the field. Physico-chemical properties, phytolith composition,
mineral composition, heavy metals concentration of this buried sotl were examined
with comparing the soil properties of the adjacent walnut field and the natural soils
underlying beneath the pumice layer of AD 472 eruption of Vesuvius volcano.

132-9
742a
S A 1 nozem tsev
Paleosols and Pedosediments of the Early-Middle Pleistocene Red Sediments
(Scythian clays) of the Southern Russian Platform.
S. A. Inozemlsev. Moscow State Unix. Dept of Soil Science: A. E. Dodonov.
Geological Institute. RAS.
Paleosols formed at the Early-Middle Pleistocene transition carry information
about landscape development during the transition from the warm (non—glacial)
to cold (glacial) biosphere. Scythian clays is a formation of the continental redcolored, carbonate loamy and clayey sediments, widely spread on the south of the
Russian Platform We studied paleosols and pedosediments from the Scythian clay
formation in a number of geological sites: low Don valley (exposures Sarkel and
Nagavskaya), middle part of Kuban valley (Temijbeckskaya), low part of Laba
valley (Novolabinskaya). The paleosol profiles are 70-130 cm thick, with the set of
horizons B1 kg - B2k - BCk (A horizon is absent) Paleosols have brown or mottled
color, loamy clay to clayey texture, subangular blocky - prismatic structure They
have various pedofeatures: well developed stress cutans and abundant neoformed
carbonates; ferruginous neoformations are concentrated in the upper part of paleosol profiles Neoformed carbonates are presented by concretions and clay-carbonate nodules Ferruginous pedofeatures are presented by mottles and rusty-yellow
nodules The following pedogenetic processes took part in the paleosol formation:
aggregation, migration and precipitation of carbonates, gleyzation, vertic processes
The main tendency in the development of Scythian clays is the gradual transition
from sub-aquatic to sub-aeral conditions of sedimentation Within the set of the
studied geological cuts we observed the transition from the pedosediments on the
early stages of formation of Scythian clays (site Nagavskaya) to polycychc pedocomplexes with differentiated soil profiles on the later stages (sites Temijbeckskaya
and Novolabinskaya) This reflects slowing down of sedimentation and increase of
duration and intensity of pedogenesis. Thus, in the south of the Russian Plate there
is a detailed pedogenic record of the last transition from the warm paleoclimates
to the cold ones.
132-10
742b
A O. Makeev
Construction Techniques of Burial Mounds as an Essential Subject Matter of
Paleosol Studies.
A. O. Makeev. Moscow State Univ. Soil Institute.
Paleopedological interpretations of archaeological data are often based on comparison of buried soils, adjacent surface soils and newly formed soils on burial mounds
Such comparisons presume, that a) buried soils were similar to soils formed beyond
funeral area, so the differences observed now are the results of soil evolution; b)
burial mounds were thrown up of soil material taken in immediate proximity to the
mound, that also allow comparisons between soils on mound land surface and adjacent soils Nevertheless, it is well known, that many ancient tribes were not indifferent to the type of soil material, and even specific soil horizons, and used very
complicated construction techniques for burial mounds, governed by their religious
and cosmological conceptions. So, material of specific sediment layers and soil
horizons could be delivered from remote locations. Our study provides an example
of such complicated techniques used for burial mound construction Burial grounds
(1500-2000 years before present) of Finno-Ugric tribes are distributed along Western Dvina, Velikaya, Lovat and other rivers in North-Western part of Russia and in
Baltic States. The study area is located on late Pleistocene alluvial terrace of Western Dvina River Natural soil cover is represented by weekly podzolised sandy soils
(Cambisols), formed under pine forest vegetation Burial ground comprises several
dozens of mounds 2-7 m high, constructed with very complicated techniques The
analysis of mound structure showed that the burial procedures included the following stages: (1) Preparation of funeral area by removal of initial soil layer. (2)
Laying a big funeral pile, resulted in formation of red-brown layer of burnt sand
20 cm thick (#) Filling the excavation with material of black humus horizons (4)
Distribution of stones around the basement of a future mound (5) Construction of a
mound by raising of well sorted sandy material, taken beyond the bounds of funeral
area. (6) Mantling the mound from the surface by thick (40-50 cm) layer of carefully collected material of black humus horizons. Burial mounds were mostly used
for repeated reinterments Mound constructions included inter layering of sandy
material with black lenses and layers. As a result two or three 10-12 cm thick black
layers mantle the whole mound sub-parallel to temperate mound surface indicating
several stages of burial and construction Most of archaeological remains including
cists, wooden remains of funeral boats, animal remains, stones, artifacts, etc., can
be met within these black layers. Animal remains are often oriented, confirming
the ritual meaning of their position Eg. bear bones and claws are laid in West and
East corner and eagle bones and pounces—in the rest 4 corners of a hexagon The
source of black material used for construction is humus horizon of black meadow
hydromorphic soils formed in thefloodplainsof small streams that flow into Western Dvina in the vicinity of several hundred meters - several km from funeral area
The study of black mantles on top of the mounds demonstrates no signs of degradation under pine forest vegetation Sand grains are covered by thick black films
throughout the whole mantle Humus content is 3-4%, though rough humus fractions, abundant in the source horizons of hydromorphic soils are absent So we may
assume that mostly stable humus fractions remain and initial humus content could
be even higher Assessment of mound construction techniques demonstrates: (I)
Soils buried under the mound could be truncated and welded with artificial layers
of humus horizons, and deeply influenced by burial pile, and so does not represent

natural soils of the time of mound construction (2) Soil profiles on the day surface
of burial mounds may consist of contrasting layers, which were initially stratified
during construction and burial procedures and so does not adequately reflect soil
evolution results (3) Black humus sandy horizons show long term (millennium)
sustainability under primary forest vegetation, illustrating that soil development
during late Holocene mostly inherited soil features of previous stages. (4) Construction techniques of ancient tribes should be considered in paleosol studies of
burial grounds The architecture of burial mounds should be assessed by a complex
of archaeological, pedological and geological methods Environmental reconstructions are possible only with clear understanding of the source and initial properties
of material used for mound construction
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I. V. Kovda
PaleoVertisols in Russia and USA: the Use of Stable Isotopes, Morphology
and Microfabrics for Reconstructions of Environmental Changes and Soil
Processes.
/. V. Kovda. Institute of Geography: C. Mora. Univ of Tennessee: L. P. Wilding.
Dept of Soil and Crop Sciences. Texas A&M Univ.
Paleosols are widely used as climatic proxies and may provide the most direct
geologic record of past climates PaleoVertisols provide especially valuable records
because they are (i) readily identified by their morphology; (ii) extremely common in the geological record; (iii) resilient to burial diagenesis; (iv) modemVertisols form over a range of environmental conditions and provide a strong basis
for reconstructing paleo processes and environmental conditions. We investigated
five Pleistocene paleosols with various expressions of vertic properties in a natural
exposure on a high terrace (elev~60 m a.s.l.) along the Laba river. North Caucasus (45 " 06' N, 39" 53' E) Multiple paleosols are embedded in the loess-paleosol
sequence Bulk samples for thin sections, physical, and chemical analyses were
taken from the middle of each horizon. Pedogenic carbonates (PC), including nodules, soft masses, and concretions were collected separately for petrographic and
isotopic studies Carbon and O isotopic compositions were determined for carbonate pedofeatures and soil organic matter (SOM) otbulk soil matrix in horizons with
Co >0.1%. The Pleistocene paleosols were compared with modern Vertisols in
Russia and the USA in order to evaluate the range of environmental conditions during soil development and with Paleozoic paleo Vertisols of the Appalachian basin
(USA) in order to compare the variety of pedogenic features that preserve well into
the geologic record Vertic features first appear at -550 cm depth, within the 2nd
paleosol, which is likely correlated with the Miculino upper Pleistocene interglacial
(-50,000-120,000 yrs. BR) Vertic features are best expressed in the middle part
of' each buried soil, similar to modern Vertisol pedons. The more deeply buried
paleosols have increased density, hardness and clay content, are coarser in structure, have increased reddish-brown soil matrix color (at depths > 900 cm), and have
more strongly expressed vertic features, including parallelepipeds, wedge-shaped
structures, stress cutans and slickensides. While modern Vertisols are grey-to black
in color, paleo Vertisols have a reddish color. Cathodoluminescence of'calcite suggests matrix reddening is the result of early diagenetic oxidation of iron (Driese and
Mora, 1993) in Paleozoic paleo Vertisols Red coloration of the Pleistocene paleosols may also be, in part, lithogenic The 5 " C values of bulk SOM vary over 2 46
o/oo (8 " C = -25 63 to -23 17 o/oo V-PDB) during the whole period of paleopedogenesis, suggesting -75-90% C3 vegetation in the soil ecosystem The SOM in the
loess is " C-enriched compared to the paleosols, consistent with more humid conditions during paleosol formation Pedogenic carbonates (PC) have 8 " C—12.18
to - 10 30 o/oo and 8 ,sO= -13.07 to -8 08 o/oo (typical values: 8 " C • -10 to -11
o/oo, 8 '8 O = -11 o/oo The 8 " C values are similar to values in modem Russian
Vertisols, but 8 " O values are more negative, consistent with overall lower Pleistocene temperatures PaleoVertisol PC show a negative correlation between C and
O isotope ratios (except the 4th paleosol), which is opposite the normal continental
trend for terrestrial carbonate This same pattern is observed in Chinese Pleistocene
loess-paleosol sequences, where it is interpreted to reflect arrival of wetter conditions prior to warming and the beginning of a more typical "warm-wet", paleosol-forming period (Li et al., 2002) The pedogenesis of PC morphologies may be
further examined in light of the isotopic compositions Significant variations in isotope compositions across soft masses are consistent with our previous hypothesis
that soft masses form and recrystallize under a variety of pedoenvironments Many
PC nodules and especially extremely coarse concretions (-10-15 cm in length) are
multiaggregate, with septaric voids and inclusions of iron stains, illuviated clay,
micrite or microsparite central cores and/or recrystallized microsparite/sparite
along internal voids The compound morphology of PCs suggests a polygenetic
origin with several stages of carbonate accumulation, dissolution and reprecipitation In general, clearly recrystallized carbonates have more variable C and 180
enriched isotopic compositions We hypothesize this reflects recrystallization and
exchange over a variety of younger, and generally warmer, climatic conditions
The Pleistocene paleosols have more complicated micromorphology than most PC
nodules observed in Paleozoic paleosols. reflecting a more complex, superimposed
history of recrystallization and exchange Only early Permian carbonate nodules,
similarly formed during stadial-interstadial climatic conditions, have such complexity On the basis of' the isotopic data and morphological features, we speculate that the Pleistocene paleosols formed under a climate generally similar to the
modern environment of Vertisols in the North Caucasus region (MAT -10-12 "C),
however, the early Pleistocene period of paleosol formation appeared to have been
more humid, resulting in more significant development of vertic features
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L A. Sullivan
Contemporary Iron Stone Formation Due to Acid Sulfate Soil Processes.
L. A. Sulliran. R. Bush. E. Burion, Soulhern Cross Univ.
One of the defining factors affecting soil formation is parent material: it may therefore be expected that sulfidic parent materials leave acid sulfate soil 'inprints' within
the soil profiles developing on such parent materials Indeed, acid sulfate soil processes have been thought to be responsible for relict soil features (e.g. Fanning,
pers. comm.; Rabenhorst et al 2004) This presentation describes the occurrence of
a contemporary iron stone layer (i.e. an indurated layer cemented by iron minerals)
within the channel of the Talbragar River in central New South Wales, in Eastern
Australia A long term study has been conducted at this site since 2001 examining
sulfidisation of soils and sediments as a result of dryland salinisation During a
recent prolonged drought at this study site an opportunity to examine the effects
of oxidation of the accumulated sulfides in the sediments was presented One such
manifestation of oxidation within the sulfidic sediments was the development of an
ironstone layer up to 15 cm thick The contemporaneous nature of these formations
was demonstrated by the occasional inclusion of living plant roots within the ironstone layer Results are presented that demonstrate that the iron minerals cementing
the sediments were released from the iron sulfide minerals underlying the ironstone
formation The very low watertables resulting from the drought conditions allowed
oxidation of the sulfides and resulted in enrichment of both sulfates and iron into
the surrounding matrix In the case of iron, the accumulation of these oxidation
products was in the soil layer immediately overlying the sulfidic sediments and
exposed to the atmosphere The released iron deposited as iron minerals cementing
the ironstone layer. It is likely that this sulfidic oxidation process, observed contemporaneously at the Talbragar River study site, may provide an explanation for the
formation of ironstone layers in other geomorphic and geological strata
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D Solomon
Macromolecular Speciation of Organic Matter in Black C rich Anthrosols:
Insight from I3C CP-MAS NMR and Synchrotron Based C (Is) NEXAFS and
FTIR-ATR Spectroscopy.
D. Solomon. J. Lehmann. J. Thies. B. Liang. J. Kinyangi. Cornell Unix: F Luizao.
Insliluto Nacional de Pesquisa da A mazonia INPA: J. Skjemstad. CS1RO Land and
Water.
Biomass-derived black carbon (BC) results from incomplete combustion during
vegetation burning (forest and grassland fires) or for energy production, and exists
ubiquitously in soils It includes a suite of compounds occurring along a "combustion continuum," ranging from partially charred biomass, through charcoal, to submicron highly graphitized soot particles Black C is highly resistant to microbial
and chemical oxidation, and it is considered to be an important sink in the global
C cycle Further impetus for studying the soils rich in BC results from its key role
in nutrient retention and it influence on a wide range of biogeochemical processes
in soils In the present investigation, we employed solid-state I3C CP-MAS NMR
coupled with UV-oxidation and synchrotron-based C (1 s) near-edge X-ray absorptionfinestructure (NEXAFS) and Fourier transform infrared-attenuated total reflectance (Sr-FT1R-ATR) spectroscopy techniques to identify and fingerprint the structural composition of soil organic matter (SOM) macromolecules from Anthrosols
(ranging in age between 500 to 6700 years BP) rich in of biomass-derived BC and
adjacent soils developed from the same parent materials under the same climatic
conditions in central Amazon, Brazil The results from 13C CP-MAS NMR spectroscopy showed that the SOM in BC rich Anthrosols contains higher proportions
of H- and C-substituted aryl-C structures, followed by carboxylic-C and highly
heterogeneous alkyl-C functionalities Relatively lower proportions of O-alkyl-,
di-O-alkyl-, methoxyl-, N-alkyl- and O-substituted aryl-C species were found in
these BC rich soils Our results also indicated that BC rich Antrosols have generally
higher degree of aromaticity (0.48 to 117) and aliphaticity expressed by the ratio
of aliphatic-C to O-alkyl-C (0 69 to 1 69) compared to the corresponding adjacent
soils (0 20 to 0 40, aromaticity and 0 86 to I 28). Compared to the Anthrosols (0.15
to 0 40), however, the ratio of O-alkyl-C to aromatic-C was generally higher in the
adjacent soils (0 89 to 2 08) The results from 13C NMR and synchrotron-based
spectroscopic techniques provided unequivocal evidence that the functional group
chemistry of the SOM from BC rich Anthrosols was considerably different from the
structural composition of organic matter from adjacent soils These macromolecular level compositional changes could mainly be attributed to the high proportion
of BC in the Anthrosols
133-2
544b
C. E. G. R. Schaefer
Anthrosol Diversity in Brazil: Terras Pretas, Terra Mulatas and Sambaquis.
336

C. E. G. R. Schaefer. Dept do Solos-Univ Federal de Vicosa: G. R. Correa. Dept de
Solos: H. N. Lima. Univ Federal do Amazonas.
The anthropogenic soils (Indian Black Earth-IBE) of Brazil comprise a great number of different soils, with varying morphologies, nutrient and physical status
However, they usually possess high P content and natural ferrtility greater than
adjacent, non-anthopogenic soils. 'litis paper highlights the chemical differences
between Terra Preta, Terra Mulata, Lagoa-Santense Caves and Anthosols developed on shell-midden deposits, called Sambaquis, in Brazil Terra Preta from the
Solimöes-Amazon river systems have a consistent high Pcontent than Terras Pretas
from the Negro and Trombetas River systems, as a consequence of contrasting
richness of theirfloodplainand rivers. Degraded froms of Terra Preta are somewhat
similar to some Terra Mulata sites, being generally less fertile with respect to Ca
and P. Higher OM content in all cases are related to burning, either past, during the
indian site occupation, or after abandonment and caboclos cultivation, even recent
Shell-midden sambaquis soils have a high fertility, developing mollic epipedons on
the top of bioclastic Ca-carbonate deposits. There, P is also high due to mixture of
animal and human bones of varying origins A newly described site of buried Terra
Preta soil (Sitio Caetano) in the Amazon floodplain (1.2 metres below the surface)
was studied in detail, revealing extremely high P and Ca levels in the black layers,
as well as abundant charcoal and pottery fragments, indicating that human pedoturbation was part of the land use culture at the time of indian occupation, and prior to
pedoturbation due to later pedogenesis Detailed studies of these Varzea pre-colonial, buried I BE can help to elucidate aspects of the population distribution, carrying capacity, patterns of occupation and land uses of ancient Amazon civilizations.
133-3
545a
A Zimmerman
Formation of Dark Earth Soils in Western Amazonia, Iquitos, Peru.
A. Zimmerman. A. Oyuela-Caycedo. Unix of Florida.
Dark Earth soils, in contrast with other tropical soils, are characterized by high
nutrient concentrations (N, P, Ca, and K), high organic matter contents and the
presence of archaeological artifacts Dark Earth soils and associated archeological
sites are widely distributed throughout Amazonia, the majority of documented sites
occurring in Brazil. This paper presents data for an archeological site and associated potential Dark Earth soil located Southwest of Iquitos, Peru on a terrace above
the western Amazon floodplain. The sandy matrix of this soil contains artifacts
and charcoal that support an origin related to human occupation; despite lower
base saturation (115-250 mg/kg Mg & Ca) and carbon concentrations (< 14 %)
indicated by preliminary geochemical data. AMS radiocarbon dates place human
occupation and soil formation between -2500-1430 BP. Analyses of surface area
and morphology of sediments and charcoal will be presented Chemical and physical characterization of these soils will be combined with climatic data to explore the
mechanism of formation and relationship between formation and global climate
133-4
545b
S. Nakamura
Humus Composition Analysis by the NAGOYA Method for Amazonian Dark
Earths of the Middle Amazon, Brazil.
S. Nakamura. Tsukuba Unix; M. Hiraoka. Dept of Geography Millersxille Unix; E.
Matsumolo. Dokkyo Unix; K. Tamura. Tsukuba Unix: T. Higashi. Tsukuba Unix.
The most widely distributed soil in the Middle Amazon is the yellow latosol However, a dark soil with a fertile surface known locally as Terra Preto do Indio or
Amazonian Dark Earths (ADE) is found scattered in many places of the Amazon
basin. Recently, it has been shown that the surface of the ADE is characterized by
high phosphate content, exchangeable Ca, humic substances, and anthropogenic
ceramics. Additionally, the distribution of ADE sites corresponds to prehistoric
settlement areas These facts seem to indicate that soil amelioration was accomplished by prehistoric Amerindian population To this date, however, a detailed
pedogenesis process of ADE has not been carried out to clarify the connection. One
of the major problems of sustainable agriculture in the humid tropics is the rapid
decomposition of soil organic matter due to the high temperature and precipitation,
and the absence of stabilizing minerals. A notable fact about the ADE is that, in
contrast to surrounding soils, it is able to maintain a higher content of soil organic
matter In particular, the accumulation process of soil organic matter in ADE is one
of the most important issues regarding its genetic process. The primary objective
in this study was to understand the composition of humic substances in ADE by
the NAGOYA method. Soil samples were collected from three settlements, Site 1
(Vila Terra Preta, VTP), Site 2 (Cajual, CJ), and Site 3 (Bom Futuro do Maranhäo,
BFM), located along the black water Uaicurapa River, to the south of Parintins,
Amazonas State, Brazil The soil samples were analyzed by the NAGOYA method
(Kumada, et al., 1967) The NAGOYA method determines the type ofhumic acid
based on its amount and optical density First, 30 ml of 0 I mol/L NaOH were
added to 2 g samples (containing less than 100 mg organic C), and heated in boiling water (100°C) for 30 min, shaking the flasks every 10 min After the procedure,
I g of Na,S04 was added to the flasks as a coagulating agent, and the samples were
cooled in ice water bath, and centrifuged at 11,000 rpm for 15 min We decanted the
alkaline extract and washed the soil residue twice with a 20 ml extractant containing Na,S04 through centrifugation as before. The combined extract and the washed
residues were acidified with cone. H,S04(1 ml/IOOml), and they were left to stand
for 30 min Soil residues were transferred back to the centrifuge tube with 30 ml of
0 Imol/L Na4P,07 and treated again with Na4P,07. instead of NaOH Both acidified

Posters
extracts, i.e., NaOH and Na^P.,0,, respectively, were filtered with filter paper (Toyo
Roshi No 6) into a volumetric flask, and washed to precipitate with H,SÓ4(1:100)
and made the volume of filtrate (fulvic acid fraction) to 100 ml with H^SOj (I 100)
The precipitates were dissolved (humic acid fraction) with 0 1 mol/L NaOH in 100
ml volumetric flasks (depending on HA content). Following that, the absorption
spectrum of humic acid was measured in the range of 220-700 nm within 2 hr after
dissolution. The amount of humic acid and fulvic acid fractions were determined
by acid permanganate oxidation Alternatively, the amount of Fe, AI, and Ca in each
fraction (humic and fulvic acids) was determined by Inductively Coupled Plasma
Spectrometry (ICP), after the organic C was degraded by hydrogen peroxide The
amount of humic acid in ADE showed distinctly higher values in contrast to adjacent yellow soils The optical properties of humic acid indicated that its RF value
did not always show the highest value on the surface layer of the ADE It was
shown that the darkest black humic acids often exist in the AB or BA horizon The
humic acid extracted with NaOH showed the A type in seven horizons, which is a
common trait in the ADE The type of humic acid extracted by Na4P,0_ showed
the A type in all dark colored horizons Moreover, the soil horizon with the humic
acid extracted by NaOH depicting the A type, indicated high values of Fe and AI
compared with other layers. It is now known that the black colored layer contains
much soil organic matter, in relation to adjacent yellow latosol Glaser, et al (2001)
demonstrated that the ADE contains large amounts of residues resulting from the
incomplete combustion of organic material (black carbon, BC) We concluded that
the organic matter of ADE, possibly originating from BC, form a mineral organic
complex with Fe or AI, and generate the A type humic acid that take on the black
tint and stability As a result, ADE maintains the black humic substances highly
stable
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N. P. D. S. Falcao
Nutrient Bioavailability of Anthropogenic Dark Earth Soils and Surrounding
Soils of Central Amazonian.
N. P. D. S. Falcao, A. C. Souza da Silva. L. Franca Borges, National Institute for
Amazon Research: N. B. Comerford. Univ of Florida. IFAS.
A greenhouse experiment was carried out at the National Institute for Amazon
Research, Manaus, A M , Brazil, to evaluate the nutrient bioavailability of Anthropogenic Dark Earth Soils and surrounding soils Maize (Zea mays L.) was planted
in pots with two kg of air-dried soil to determine the relative fertility of the Dark
Earth Soil and surrounding soil (Oxisol) Soil samples of surface layer (0-20 cm)
was collected o f four sites (Laranjal farm, Acutuba farm, Jiquitaia farm, Hatahara
farm) and two soils per site (Dark Earth Soil and Oxisols) following a randomized
factorial design (4X2) with 8 treatments and eight replication, totals 64 pots Half
the pots were watered with distilled water to field capacity as required The other
half was watered with a minus-P nutrient solution to field capacity as required
The nutrient solution was applied to supply nutrients minus P, giving a bioassay
of P bioavailability for the different soil locations and depths Entire plants were
harvested at the end of 2 months and total dry matter of shoots, roots and total
nutrients uptake by plant were measured. Additionally soil fertility variability and
phosphorus fractionation was done after maize was harvested The results showed
that Dark Earth soils are inherently more fertile by contrasting the growth and nutrient accumulation in the water-only-pots Dark earth soil phosphorus availability
from Acutuba ranged from 236 mg kg-1 (minus nutrient solution treatment) to
227 mg kg-1 (treatment with nutrient solution); dark earth soil phosphorus availability from Rio Preto da Eva ranged from 284 mg kg-1 (minus nutrient solution
treatment) to 189 mg kg-1 (treatment with nutrient solution) and dark earth soil
phosphorus availability from Laranjal ranged from 367 mg kg-1 (minus nutrient
solution treatment) to 305 mg kg-1 (treatment with nutrient solution) The total
phosphorus in the shoots showed a slight decrease with all treatments with dark
earth soil plus nutrient solution The treatments with dark earth soil plus nutrient

solution showed that the phosphorus amount in the shoots ranged from 3, 11 to 3,
79 g kg-1 On the other hand, the same treatment minus nutrient solution showed
that the phosphorus concentration in shoots ranged from 3, 43 to 4, 92 g kg-1 The
treatments with surrounding soil plus nutrient solution showed that the phosphorus
amount in the shoots ranged from 0,92 to 3,01 g kg-1. On the other hand, the same
treatment minus nutrient solution showed that shoots phosphorus concentration
ranged from 1, 30 to 3, 86 g kg-1 The higher increment of biomass was got to dark
earth soil plus nutrient solution ranged from 9,56 g/pot (minus nutrient solution)
to 26,13 g/pot (plus nutrient solution), an increment of 273%. All dark earth soil
treatment presented low amounts of exchangeable potassium, ranged from 0, 05
Cmolc kg-1 to 0, 14 Cmolc kg-1, after maize was harvested Based on preliminary
results presented above, we propose that the natural fertility o f the Dark Earth Soil
is relative since low levels of potassium are a restriction to crop growing Not only
the surrounding soils but also the dark earth soils in all sites presented aluminium
phosphate plus iron phosphate higher than 65% of the total phosphorus pool, except
the dark earth soil from the Hatahara farm that showed calcium phosphate higher
then 60% of the total phosphorus pool.
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W. 1 Woods
Terra Preta Research: The preSombroek and Sombroek Periods.
W. I. Woods. Univ of Kansas: W. M. Denevan. Univ of Wisconsin-Madison.
Amazonian soils are almost universally thought o f as extremely forbidding and
have often been cited as the fundamental cause for lack of regional cultural attainment. However, it is now clear that complex societies with large, sedentary populations were present for at least a millennium before European contact. Associated
with these are tracts of anomalously fertile, dark soils termed terra preta or Amazonian dark earths Throughout Amazonia terra preta occurs in a variety of landscape
contexts, in circumscribed patches of less than a hectare to many square kilometers.
These soils are presently an important agricultural resource within Amazonia and
provide a model for developing long-term future sustainability of food production
in tropical environments. They also have been found to be a significant reservoir
for the short- and long-term sequestration of carbon. Beginning in the mid 1870s
researchers first published reports of these distinctive anthrosols Since that time the
pace of research and interpretation of these soils have varied widely Now, instead
of merely a curiosity, these soils are viewed by a variety of disciplines as an essential component of any discussion of sustainability in Amazonia - past, present, and
future. In 1966 Dutch soil scientist Wim Sombroek based on his earlier dissertation
published his classic "Amazon Soils", which includes descriptions and lab analyses
of dark earths on the Belterra Plateau He made a distinction between black terra
preta proper derived from village middens and dark brown terra mulata, a term he
introduced to the literature, which be believed "obtained its specific properties from
long-lasting cultivation " He was the first to suggest this as far as we know And he
mapped the distribution of dark earths along the bluffs of the lower Rio Tapajós.
In 1966 he questioned whether it was "economically justifiable," in his words, to
create and cultivate such soil today However more recently he promoted the idea
of developing new dark earth as carbon stores and for intensive cultivation, what
he called "Terra Preta Nova." Sombroek, who passed away in 2003, made such
fundamental contributions to the study of these distinctive anthrosoils that Wim is
now widely referred to as "The Godfather of Terra Preta." This two part paper first
discusses the initial or preSombroek period (1874-1965) of Amazonian dark earth
publications; a period largely before the modern scientific research begun by Wim,
but one that clearly formed the base upon which he built. The Sombroek period
(1966-2003) is addressed next Encouraged and often shaped by Wim, terra preta
research during this period has been characterized by increasingly intense attention
by a multidisciplinary group of international scholars
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A Winklerprins
Creating Terra Preta in Homegardens?: A Preliminary Assessment.
A. Winklerprins. Michigan State Univ.
In the last few years there has been an explosion of research on terra preta or
Amazonian Dark Earths (ADEs), organic-rich anthropogenic soils found in patches
throughout the Amazon Basin. These soils are embedded in a landscape of infertile soils but are locally recognized for their superior productive potential. Recent
research has indicated that these soils possess excellent fertility and long-term nutrient retention. The existence of these soils has profound implications for theories of
past occupancy of the region, present land-use o f the Amazon region, and possibly
other tropical areas as well One of the least understood aspects of ADEs is their
initial formation Various theories point to some combination of long-term human
occupancy of sites, intensive agriculture, microbial activity, and the possible effect
of a system of 'slash and char' that produces recalcitrant carbon that is resistant to
weathering Slash and char is a system of biomass management at agricultural sites
that involves the light burning and smoldering of organic debris. It is the incomplete combustion that produces aromatic carbon that seems key to the persistence
of terra preta in the landscape Wim Sombroek's dream was to pursue research
that would lead to an understanding of the process of ADE formation in such as
way that it could be reproduced elsewhere in the humid tropics and help farmers
throughout the world Recent intensive ethnographic research in 50 home-gardens
in the Brazilian Amazon demonstrates that gardeners could be creating terra preta
through their daily actions of sweeping and burning garden and household debris.
This poster will explore preliminary data on these activities in the Municipality of
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Santarém, Para, Brazil Local residents, particularly smallholder farmers of mixed
ethnic ancestry, utilize a soil management strategy locally termed terra quiemada
(burned earth), to improve the soil quality in home-gardens in both rural and urban
areas On a daily basis gardens are swept clear of leaf litter and other debris This
material is swept to an area of the yard where it accumulates and is sometimes combined with other organic household refuse Periodically, often on a weekly basis,
this debris is charred The remains of this process are then used as a soil conditioner
and directly applied to the base of recently planted fruit trees and other productive
plants in the garden Is this sweeping and burning activity something that will contribute to the eventual formation of ADEs? This is unclear at this time, but certainly
the routine and pervasiveness of the activity, and the self-reported darkening of the
soils through application of terra quiemada, indicates an area of potential future
research Wim Sombroek's dream was to find ways of making terra preta (terra
preta nova) and these preliminary findings in home-gardens öfter some ideas how
daily praxis may contribute to this
133-8
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S.Sato
Changes in Soil Phosphorus Fractions and Species in Amazonian Dark Earths
(Terra Preta) across a Long Chronosequence.
S. Sato. SWFREC/Uniy of Florida: B. Liang, Cornell Univ; D. Solomon, Cornell
Univ: J. Lehmann. Cornell Univ.
Amazonian Dark Earths (ADE), in general, have been enriched in their soil fertility
with long-term deposition of a mixture of natural sediment and debris from human
occupation In particular, high total calcium (Ca) and phosphorus (P) contents and
availability have been observed in most ADE soils. Phosphorus forms and transformation process in soil are critical in determining long-term soil fertility in such
ADE soils, that otherwise are highly weathered and infertile. This study investigated soil P fractions present in ADE soils at different chronological ages (up to
6700 years BP) compared to adjacent non-ADE soils (Oxisols), and inferred transformation distribution of the biogenic calcium-phosphate (Ca-P) species and other
1' species in soil over time Phosphorus sequential fractionation results showed
higher proportions of Ca-bound inorganic P species than other fractions in younger
ADE soils (< 1100-2800 years BP) Phosphorus K-edge X-ray absorption near-edge
structure (K-XANES) spectra coincided the fractionation results and indicated that
Ca-P species present in younger ADE soils were indeed in more crystalline forms
than those species in older soils (>2800 years BP) The results from both techniques
verified that P species had been transformed from insoluble Ca-bound P species to
soluble Ca-P species and to those adsorbed on iron- and aluminum-oxides both in
inorganic and organic forms after considerable amount of time progressed This
study helps understand more about ADE soils, especially the dynamics of different
P species in soil, thus one must be careful in management of such soils, otherwise
causing destruction of ecological importance of ADE soils.
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M. D. L P. Ruivo
Biodiversity in Amazonian Dark Earths Soils.
M. D. L. P. Ruivo, MPEG; M. D. L. Oliveira. (JEPa; D. Kern. Museu Paraense
Emilio Goldi.
Many aspects of the origin of Amazonian Dark Earths (ADE) are still unclear
Knowledge of past land-use practices of Amazonian inhabitants and the induced
soil processes that may have caused the sustainable fertility of ADE is very important to the study of these soils A group of researchers at the Museum Paraense
Emilio Goeldi in Brazil have compared soils from several sites in Amazonia. The
sample ADE soils were collected in Para State: Caxiunä (0-10 and 10-20 depth),
Santarém/Belterra (0-20 depth), Juruti/Tabatinga (0-5; 5-10 and 10-20 depth), and
in Amazonas State: Manaus (0-5; 5-10 and 10-20 depth) These soils had predominantly sandy textures Also, the soils demonstrated a similar mineralogy (kaolinite
and quartz) in the soil matrix and high fertility. For comparison of the microbial
population the work included results from a Yellow Latosol from Roraima State
(Yanomami/Homoxi Area) under sandy and clay soils and the site of the LBA Project—Esecarlor in Caxuanä In comparison with the microbiota of the Yellow Latosol the Dark Earths showed higher diversity, including a distinct higher number
of the fungal and bacteria genuses, a lot of actinomycetes, and much occurrence
of the organic substances and micelles distribution. These results show that ADE
soils from Caxiuanä, Santarém and Manaus compared with at soils of the Roraima
and Juruti. These organisms, important decomposers of organic matter, in the Dark
Earths have more occurrences and more production of the organic substances and
micelles The identification tests showed the presence of gram-negative bacteria
of the Achromobacter, Flavobacterium, Nitrobacter, Nitrosomonas, Pseudomonas,
Escherichia, Enterobacter and Celovibrio genera; and gram-positive bacteria of
the Arthrobacter, Bacillus, Micrococos, Streptomyces and Sarcina genera. Among
these genera we can find cellulolythic. humic acid producers, lignine decomposers,
starch decomposers and nitrogen producers The fungi that were identified were
from the genera: Rhizopus. Rhizomucor, Trichoderma, Cladosporium, Penicillium,
Mucor, Aspergillus, Fusarium and Chaetomium The analysis of Amazon anthropogenic soils indicate that alterations by human actions, such as the incorporation
of organic residues and the effects of fire in the superficial horizon influenced some
of the chemical (carbon, phosphorus...) and physical (aggregation..) characteristics. Studies of the soil micromorphology, chemical and biological show that the
high fertility of anthropogenic soils are the result of a favorable combination of
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mineral and organic components, making these soils highly enriched in exchangeable forms The organo-mineral stabilization of soil organic matter showed that is
mainly stabilized via chemi-sorption to mineral surfaces, as well as physical stabilization via entrapment into interior of aggregates.
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J A Costa
Geochemistry of Dark Earth Amazonian.
J. A. Costa, D. Kern. Museu Paraense Emilio Goeldi; M. L. Costa. Univ Federal
do Parä; T. E. Rodrigues, Embrapa Amazonia Oriental; N. Kampf, UFRS; J.
Lehmann, Cornell Univ; F. J. L. Frazäo. Museu Paraense Emilio Goeldi.
In the Amazon Region there exist extensive areas where the soil was modified by
the Pre-Columbian humans, such soils are known as Archeological Dark Earths
(ADE), Indian Dark Earth, Dark Earth (DE) or Archaeo-Anthrosols. These areas
represent old settlements with highly fertile soil, that seem not exhausted of chemical content under conditions of tropical forest. The DE it has high contents of Ca,
Mg, P, Cu, Zn, Mn and organic C (charcoal) in relation to adjacent soils. This
research intends to evaluate the resultant chemical transformations from patterns
of prehistoric human occupation that produced dark earth and to try to understand
the geochemical processes that promoted its formation. These anthropogenic soils
are well drained, deep, with textures varying from sandy to very clayey. Moreover,
they present a dark A horizon, with color between N27 to I0YR3/2 and ceramic
fragments and/or lithics that correspond to the layer of human occupation The
addition of organic residues during the process of formation of DE provoked significant modifications in the soil, either in the vertical direction (profile) or in the
horizontal line (areal). Several authors confirm the high fertility of these soils,
which contrast with those more commonly found in the region In all the analyzed
samples the contents of Ca are higher than Mg, K and Na, probably indicating the
contribution of richer materials in ('a as component of the organic substance The
maximum contents of 39,6 cmolc kg-1, were registered in the DE of Monte Alegre
and the 0,52 minimum of cmolc kg-1 in ADE of Colombia The higher levels of
Mg have been detected in DE of Cachoeira-Porteira and Belterra region, in the
order of 7 cmolc kg-1. The higher levels of cations, especially calcium and magnesium result in high etc, add and saturation of bases Phosphorus deficiency is found
in 90% Amazon soils, however the deficiency level depends directly on the type
of culture (Rodrigues, 1996) The maximum contents of this element in DE with
about 7,455 mg kg-1 in the A horizon, was observed in ltaituba-Para, decreasing in
depth.(Oliveira Jr et al., 2002) As Kämpf & Kern noted, these values are associated with prehistoric human occupation, so that P and Ca can be found in remaining
portion of vegetables (manioc, acai, bacaba, etc), animals (bones and excrements)
and food residues DE is formed by the continued or interrupted and successive
accumulation of organic materials, contents 30% of dark carbon, probably originated through the incomplete burning of the biomass. This is probably responsible
for the high supply of nutrients in the soil The maximum organic carbon content
was found in DE of Trairäo with 243g kg- . For Pabst, the organic substance of the
DE differs also in amount terms, as in its structuring, and is more stable and richer
in organ-metallic components that those of Amazon Latosols According to Kämpf
& Kern (2005), the Amazon Dark Earth present 38,9 medium values of g kg-1 for
organic C; 507 mg kg-1 for available P; 9,4 cmolc kg-1 for Ca+Mg and pH 5,6.
Opposing the averages of Latosols and Argisols of 1,6 g kg-1 for organic C; 1,7
mg kg-1 for available P; 1.4 cmolc kg-1 for Ca+Mg and pH 4,5 Mn, Cu and Zn
detach with raised contents, when compared with the adjacencies. Moreover, they
do not present significant differences in B horizon, strengthening the relation with
the structure of the organic substance. According to Kernetal (1999), the leaves of
palms used as roofing material might be an important source of these elements. The
study area demonstrates the existing relations between them, so that, the anomalies
correlate and are concentrated in delimited portions of the small sites. The vertical
and horizontal pedogeochemical variability of elements Ca, Mg, Cu, Mn, Zn, P and
C in the DE can be related to the regularity, cultural diversity and density of past
occupations, as well as the irregularity in the addition of organic residues (vegetal
and animal) in the soil associated with intense pedogenetic processes.
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M. D L P. Ruivo
"Nutrients' Quantifying and Counting (C E N) of Microbial Population (Fungi
and Bacteria) from Soils Enriched by Wood and Slaughter-House Wastes in
TailANdia County, Parä, Brazil".
M. D. L. Oliveira. UEPa; M. D. L. P. Ruivo. MPEG; I. C. Magalhäes. E. Ribeiro.
UEPa.
In Para State, the timber and lumber industries produce large amounts of sawmill
waste which, when combined with wastes from slaughterhouses, which are for the
most part disposed of with no treatment, causing serious environmental problems
to the region In order to use such materials and to try to reproduce Archeological
Black Earths (ABE), an experiment was conducted in 2004 in Tailändia Municipality, in Para State's Northeast Middle Region, using 68 plots (3 x 3 m each), where
mixed combinations of the following wastes: charcoal (C - "Carväo vegetal"), saw
mill dust waste (RPS - "residuos de pó de serra"), grinded veneer waste (RLT
- "residuos de lamina triturada"), animal bone, blood and fat waste (RA - "residuos
de ossos, sangue e gordura") were applied The experiment utilized randomized
blocking for plot distribution The aim of this work is to quantify the fungi and
bacteria population found in the various plots of this New Archeological Black

Earth Experiment, by comparing the plot countings' among themselves and with
the original soil so that it will be possible to provide data on the process of Black
Earth formation as well as the quantification of its microbial biomass carbon and
nitrogen substance. The samples were collected in March 2004 (rainy season), at
the depths of 0 to 5 and 5 to 10 cm The number of soil-occurring bacteria and fungi
was determined by means of Colony Formation Unity (CFU/UFC), by the use of
"Pour Plate" technique for counting in Petri plates As to the quantification of C
and N substance in Microbial Biomass, the fumigation and extraction process was
adopted The results showed that the Bacteria number was bigger than that of Fungi
population in all treatments and also in those soils with no waste addition (control
plot), whereas there was a larger fungi growth in theplot with waste addition than in
the control plots. As to the substance of C and N of Microbial Biomass, the research
demonstrated that the carbon amount was higher than nitrogen in all treatments
133-12
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J Major
Bio-Char Applications to a Tropical Oxisol Increase Crop Yield and Modify
Water Relations.
J. Major. Cornell Unix: M. A. Rondon. Centra International de Agricultura
Tropical. CIAT; J. Lehmann. Cornell Univ.
Bio-char can be obtained from plant biomass through energy-yielding processes,
and is a promising soil amendment that could benefit crop production and carbon
sequestration. We report on data obtained from ongoing bio-char amendment studies at a field site on a Colombian Oriental savanna Oxisol While single bio-char
applications 8 and 20 Mg ha-1 did not have a significant effect on maize yield in
the first year, maize yields increased on average by 15 and 23 %, respectively, in
both the second and third year relative to the control All plots including those not
receiving bio-char were fertilized with NPK Apart from reported improvements
in soil fertility, bio-char may have lead to an increase in crop growth through an
alteration of water relations, as measured byfield-installedtensiometers and zerotension lysimeters In plots that had received a 20 Mg ha-1 bio-char addition in
2002 and that were cropped to maize in 2005, rain infiltration was slower when
compared to the unamended control at all monitored depths of 15, 30, 60, 120 and
200 cm. Such infiltration and percolation patterns may have implications for nutrient leaching and the export of nutrients from the root zone of crops. This presentation will focus on hydrological and leaching data collected from this Colombian
savanna experiment.
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T. J F Cunha
Humic Acids of the Amazonian Dark Earth Soils: Terra Preta De indio.
T. J. F. Cunha. Embrapa Semi-Arido: B. E. Madari, Embrapa Arroz e Feijäo: L.
M. Neto. Embrapa Instrumentacäo Agropecuäria: L. P. Canellas. Universidade
Estadualdo Norte Fluminense Darcy Ribeiro: M. Simöes. Embrapa Instrumentacäo
Agropecuäria: W. T. L. D. Silva. Embrapa Instrumentacäo Agropecuäria: D.
Milori, Embrapa Instrumentacäo Agropecuäria: L. P. Ribeiro, Univ Federal da
Bahia: L. H. C. Anjos. UFRRJ Soils Depto: G. D. A. Santos. UFRRJ.
The humic acid fraction (HA) of some Amazonian dark earth soils (Terra Preta
de Indio) from Brazil were characterized using ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis), Fourier transform diffuse reflectance infrared (DRIFT), fluorescence excitation and
emission, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, thermogravimetric analysis, elemental composition,
and measurement of acidity (total, carboxylic, phenolic). The HA fraction was
extracted using the method recommended by the International Humic Substances
Society (IHSS) The HA samples were separated in 3 groups based on the corresponding land use of the area of its origin: anthropogenic soils under forest (SAF),
anthropogenic soils under agricultural use (SAC), non-anthropogenic soils under
forest (SNAF). The SNAF soils were representative of Amazonian soils. They were
collected in adjacent areas to the anthropogenic soil profiles This way the SNAF
group was a reference group for comparison purposes to the anthropogenic soil
groups (SAF and SAC) Comparative (test t) and multivariate statistical analyses
(factor analysis, cluster analysis, and discriminant analysis) were applied in the
study. The anthropogenic soil groups (SAF and SAC) showed better fertility characteristics than the non-anthropogenic soils (SNAF) (pH: SAF = 5 1, SAC = 5.4,
SNAF = 4.4; base saturation [V%]: SAF =59, SAC = 51, SNAF = 18; calculated
cation exchange capacity [CEC]: SAF = 17.5, SAC = 17.2, SNAF = 9 5 cmolc/kg,
available P: SAF =116, SAC = 291, SNAF = 5 mg/kg) In the SAF and SAC soil
groups -44% of the total carbon was found in the humic fraction, -32% in the
humic acid fraction, and -13% in the fulvic acid fraction. These values for the
SNAF soils were 49, 19, 16%, respectively. The most relevant characteristics of the
HA of anthropogenic soils, when compared to the non-anthropogenic ones were
their superior reactivity, stability, and humification degree The HA of the SAF and
SAC groups featured higher total acidity (SAF = 612, SAC = 712, SNAF = 575
cmolkg) and carboxylic acidity (SAF = 435, SAC = 454. SNAF = 320 cmol/kg),
higher concentration of organic free radicals (SAF = 4 07, SAC = 6 59, SNAF =
2 11 spin g-I 1017), higher thermogravimetric index (1TG) (SAF = 3.0, SAC =
3 3, SNAF = 2.3), lower E4/E6 ratio (SAF = 4.2, SAC = 4.2, SNAF = 6.0), higher
aromaticity index (IADRIFT: SAF = 0.87, SAC = 0.85. SNAF = 0.77; NMR(%):
SAF = 36, SAC = 39, SNAF = 25), higher hidrophobicity index (SAF = 0.37, SAC
= 0 48, SNAF = 0.35), higher humification degree (A4/A1: SAF = 2.574, SAC =
3.313,SNAF= 1.713; 1485/1400: SAF = 2 004. SAC = 2 161. SNAF = 1.510), and

were more recalcitrant (recalcitrant C/labile C: SAF = 2 0, SAC = 2 0, SNAF =
10) than the HA of the SNAF group Data also showed that there was difference
between the HA of the SAF and SAC soil groups
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M. S Carmo
Soils with Archaeological Dark Earth in Caxiuanä (Eastern Amazon):
Pedologic Structuring, Mineralogy, Chemical Composition, Fertility and
Influence of the Crop.
M. S. Carmo. M. L. Costa. Federal Univ of Para: D. C. Kern. Museu Paraense
Emilio Goeldi.
The area of Caxiuanä is located close to Marajó Island in Eastern Amazon. One of
its peculiarities is the wide occurrences of dark earth soil, called Archaeological
Dark Earth (ADE). The relationship between ADE and the prehistoric occupation
is indicated by the great abundance of ceramic fragments and lithic artifacts The
dark color is due to richness of organic matter, 7% in ADE's of Caxiuanä compared
with 2% in Yellow Latosols (Falesi, 1984; Kern & Costa, 1997) Besides that, they
show high concentrations of Ca, Mg, Mn, P, Zn and C in comparison with other
Amazon soils (Kern, 1988; Kern & Kämpf, 1989; Kern, 1996). Manioc (Manihot
esculenta Crantz) is mainly cultivated for subsistence in those soils Due the high
fertility of those soils and its almost continued use for agriculture, a multi-disciplinary research to evaluate the impact ofthat activity on those soils has began: the reason of this continuity, why this doesn't occur with other Amazon soils, as well as to
evaluate the transfer of some geochemical signatures of these soils to the consuming populations for long time, by alimentary diet, especially through manioc. The
human population of Caxiuanä display relatively elevated values of Hg in its hair
after analysis of the Institute Evandro Chagas (IEC) and of Museu Emilio Goeldi,
arousing the interest for this research The values of Hg determined in ADE's are
also above the background One site and two crops of manioc were selected to
carry out this study based aon the analysis of geochemical data by Kern (1996):
Raimundo site and its adjacent area (AA) with ADE without crop (ADEAVtC),
Conceicäo plantation of manioc with ADE (ADE/WC) and adjacent areas Martinho
with manioc (AA/WC) The soil profiles are constituted by quartz, kaolinite, goethite, hematite and anatase, with tendency to the domain of quartz in the A-horizons
with ADH. While the ADE soil profiles look similar, diverging partly at depth, they
are distinguished from Yellow Latosols by their larger depth or thickness of the
A-horizon and by their sandy texture The pH values in AA vary from 3 81 to 4 28,
while in ADE 4 22 to 6 27, therefore the soils in the AA they are relatively more
acid than ADE In the soils profiles without ADE, AAAVtC and AA/WC, the pH
tends to increase with the depth, while in the soil profiles with ADE, ADEAVtC or
ADE/WC, it decrease with the depth The chemical analyses show that the two sites
with ADE are chemically similar to each other, but they diverge in composition of
other sites with ADE in Caxiuanä and other areas, in that they are much richer in
SiO, and consequently poorer in Al, O,, that is to say, poorer in kaolinite and richer
in quartz That mineralogical and chemical composition is comparable with most
of the Latosols and Podzols of Amazon They stand out, however, by their average
contents of CaO and MgO, which vary significantly when compared with Amazon
soils, which are poor in those elements The medium concentration of organic matter (OM) in the A, and A, horizons was 9.1% and 5 5% in ADE, without and with
crop of manioc, respectively. The dark soils studied here present similar pedologic
profiles to other ADE of the area, and of other parts of the Amazon, in what concerns the ceramic material The concentrations of the elements as Ca, Mg, Mn, Zn
and P total are relatively high when compared in general to the soils of Amazon,
and when compared to ADE of Caxiuanä. However the values of available P (14 6
mg/kg) are very low, due the continued use of ADE for manioc cultivated, same
form that the total values of K,0 Therefore it is probable that the use of ADE
for agriculture is progressively exhausted its reservations of nutrients, as expected,
however in a less intense way than the common soil of Amazon. Possibly this is
controlled by the content and type of organic matter
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Long-Term Oxidation of Biomass-Derived Black Carbon and Effects on Soil
Fertility and Organic C Cycling.
B. Liang. J. Lehmann. J. Kinyangi. D. Solomon. J. Thies. Cornell Univ: F. Luizäo.
lnstiluto National de Pesquisa da Amazonia INPA.
Black C is found enriched in Anthrosols (Terra Preta de Indo), which are adjacent to
highly depleted tropical soils. It was hypothesized that BC can significantly contribute to positive charged cations and soil fertility retention and lead to slower cycling
of soil organic C. Highly aromatic black C particles were studied by Synchrotronbased FT-IR (Fourier Transform-Infrared spectroscopy in transmission) techniques
for surface chemical functional groups after ultra-thinly sectioned Predominant
C=C aromatic-C (1595 cm') was observed, conjugated with C=0 stretching of
mainly carboxyl-C and ketons, ester and quinones (1710-1690, 1630 cm'). Weak
CH,, CH, (2922-2856 cm') peaks showed up with moderate amount of CH, bending and CH deformation of aliphatic-C (1433, 1393 cm ') The overall level of oxidation of particulate black C particles were lower compared to Non-black C, which
showed up huge peaks at 1115 and 1037 cm"1 indicating OH of carboxyl-C and C-0
stretching of polysaccharides Microprobe coupled with EDS was used to measure
the C, O, CI, and K content on black C thin sections The outside of black C were
found to have higher O to C ratio, which indicated a higher level of oxidation than
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the inside of the particle The more abundance of anion CI and cation K implied the
possible strength of Black C to absorb nutrients in the soil, as well as Non-black
C materials long term incubation experiment verified that the organic C cycled
slower in Anthrosols with high black C content than adjacent soils with low black
C content by showing significant less soil respiration We concluded that black C
plays an important role in soil nutrients and organic C cycling in Anthrosols
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Isolating llnique Bacteria from Terra Preta Systems: Using Culturing and
Molecular Techniques as Tools for Characterizing Microbial Life in Amazonian
Dark Earths.
B. O 'Neill. J. Grossman, Cornell Univ. Dept of Crop and Soil Science: S. M. Tsai.
J. E. Gomes. C. E. Garcia. Centra de Energia Nuclear na Agricultura (CENA);
D. Solomon. B. Liang. J. Lehmann. J. Thies. Cornell Univ. Dept of Crop and Soil
Science.
The greater fertility of Terra Preta (TP) soils is thought to be due to their high
black carbon (BC) content, which contributes to increased nutrient and moisture
retention, and increased pH. The unique chemistry of BC may also result in distinct
microbial communities involved in nutrient cycling and organic matter turnover.
TP soils offer an excellent model system for studying soils containing elevated and
stable BC fractions in comparison to adjacent soils, because state factors, such as
mineralogy, precipitation and climate, are the same between soils at a given site
We compared the microbial communities in TP soils with those in background soils
adjacent to IP sites at four locations in the Brazilian Amazon. We used a combination of culture-based and molecular techniques to characterize and identity the
key members of the bacterial communities in these soils. We found that culturable
bacteria were more numerous in TP soils than in adjacent background soils Bacteria were grown on soil extract agar prepared from TP and adjacent soils and, by
cross-cultivating on the two media, bacteria uniquely suited to growth on TP soil
substrates were isolated. All isolates were screened by use of RFLP fingerprinting and then the I6S rDNA of unique isolates was sequenced. We hypothesized
that the TP soils would contain bacteria that are uniquely adapted to soils high in
BC and that these bacteria would have more phylogenetic similarity to each other
across TP sites than in comparison to bacteria from their corresponding adjacent
soils Clustering analysis of RFLPfingerprintsindicated that isolates obtained from
IP soils were more closely associated with each other than with bacterial isolates
from adjacent soils within the same site. Of the bacterial isolates sequenced, most
fell within the Bacterial divisions: Firmicutes, High G+C Gram positives, alphaProteobacteria and gamma-Proteobacteria, however only 18% of the sequences
matched sequences in the Ribosomal Database Project II database at or above 97%
and only 4% of the sequences matched reported sequences at or above 99% similarity Lastly, we compared phylogenies of sequences obtained from individual soil
isolates with those obtained from cloning and sequencing DNA from PCR-DGGE
gels Results from both approaches show a greater homology between sequences
obtained from the four TP sites than between sequences obtained from adjacent
and TP soils from the same site These results indicate that commonalities in the
chemistry of the TP soils, regardless of the background soil type (oxisol, latosol or
spodosol), are influencing bacterial population structure in these soils. By combining culture-based and culture-independent molecular techniques we are obtaining
a more complete analysis of the suites of organisms adapted to soils rich in BC
Black carbon is widespread in the environment and, once created, persists over
long time scales Knowledge of the ecology of TP soils may contribute to a broader
understanding of the behavior of BC in natural environments and inform its possible future use in agricultural systems to improve soil fertility.
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Soil Microbial Communities Associated with Anthropogenic Dark Earths
(Terra Preta) and Black Carbon Particles.

J. Grossman. B. O 'Neill. Cornell Univ. Dept of Crop and Soil Science; J. E.
Gomes. S. M. Tsai. Centra de Energia Nuclear na Agricultura (CENA): B. Liang.
J. Lehmann. J. Thies. Cornell Univ. Dept of Crop and Soil Science.
Soil microorganisms are important in the global carbon (C) cycle for the role they
play in decomposing and stabilizing organic matter in soil Anthropic Terra Preta
(TP) soils were developed between 500 and 6,500 years before present by indigenous pre-Colombian Indians and are characterized by unusually high nutrient availability, cation exchange capacity and soil C contents dominated by incompletely
combusted biomass( Black Carbon; BC) In contrast to most tropical soils, TP soils
have extremely persistent soil organic carbon due to the high proportion of BC.
We hypothesized that: (i) soil microbial communities in TP soils are distinct from
those present in mineralogically-similar adjacent background soils, and that (ii) BC
found in TP soils provides a habitat conducive to supporting microbial life. Soils
were collected from four TP sites within the central Amazon basin and compared
to adjacent background soils (Oxisols, Spodosols or Ultisols) of identical mineralogy Given that less than 1% of the soil microbial community is likely accessible
via traditional culturing techniques, we used two culture-independent DNA fingerprinting techniques (DGGE and T-RFLP) to characterize the soil microbial communities in each soil Our most strikingfindingswere that both DNA fingerprinting
methods showed TP communities to be similar to each other regardless of site; and
that communities were distinct from those in the adjacent background soils We
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observed a greater richness in Bacterial as compared with Archaeal communities
In both cases communities from background soils were radically divergent from
those in TP soils, which in the case of Archaea diverged by over 90% Sequencing
of taxa unique to particular samples showed that both TP and background soils
contain organisms that are taxonomically distinct from those found in sequence
databases. Most sequences obtained were novel and matched those in databases at
less than 97% similarity. Several sequences obtained only from TP soils grouped
with the Verrucomicrobia sp. at 93% similarity Proleobacteria and Cyanobacleria
sp. were found only in background soils, and Pseudomonas, Acidobacteria, and
Flexibacter sp were common to both soil types. NEXAFS analysis showed that BC
particles are highly oxidized near their surface and have an adsorbed surface layer,
suggesting the surfaces are associated with microbial or plant material Confocal
microscopy images also demonstrated the presence of live microorganisms on BC
surfaces, indicating that BC can serve as a habitat for microbial life, despite its
chemical recalcitrance. Combined, these data show that composition of both Bacteria and Archaea communities was strongly affected by soil characteristics of Terra
Preta In the future, we plan to identify organisms on BC surfaces and determine if
their presence is unique to soils with high BC concentrations
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Addition of Vegetable Residues to the Soil: the Experience of TailANdia-PaBrazil, Subsidies for the Formation of New Black Earth 2.
M.K.F.G. Monteiro KEG., Dirse Clara Kern. Maria de Lourdes Pinheiro Ruivo.
Francisco Juvenal Lima Frazdo. Museu Paraense Emilio Goeldi: Tarcisio
Ewertom Rodrigues; Marcondes Lima da Costa. Centro de Geociëncias. Univ
Federal do Para: José Luiz Said Cometti. Bolsista PIB1C.CCTE/ Museu Paraense
Emilio Goeldi
This work is a proud homage to the mentor of the New Black Land and great specialist of Archeological Black Land, Wim Sombroek (in memoriam).
The addition or incorporation of organic residues in the soil constitutes the process
to maintain organic matter content in tropical soils with high weathering and, consequently, great losses of nutritients For the enrichment of these soils and at the
same time the improvement of their physiochemical properties, the use of vegetable
residues as mulch has demonstrated a significant contribution for the improvement
and maintenance of the fertility of tropical soils An example is the archeological
black earth considered a unique type of soil in the Amazon, with high concentration of organic matter and high levels of nutrients to match, calcium, potassium,
etc. This study has as an objective to evaluate the experience of the use of wood
residues as mulch in the soil of the municipality of Tailändia, Para, Brazil, in the
sense of subsidizing the project New Black Land The methodology of the work
was a case study of the experiences of the Tailäminas Plac l.tda Company, which
planted a total area of 18 ha in parica (Schizolobium amazonicum), I ha of which
received 60 m3 of wood residue and approximately 1 ha was left as natural soils,
without any manuring. The chemical characteristics showed that calcium, sodium
and potassium were present in high levels in the first horizons, even to a depth of
about 130cm, where these contents decrease abruptly. The calcium presents 1,9
cmolc dm-3 of soil in the A horizon and 0,8 cmolc.dm-3 of soil in the Bw4 horizon,
while the Na and K presents, respectively, 0,16 and 0,34 cmolc.kg-1 of soil in the A
horizons and 0,02 and 0,03 cmolc kg-1 of soil in the Bw4 horizon The match presented very low values in all of the horizons, varying of 3 cmolc kg-1 of soil in the
horizon A and I cmolc kg-1 of soil, us other horizons Therefore, the soil presents
larger capacity of cation exchange capacity and saturation of bases in the superficial
horizons than in the B horizons. The contents of AI+3 are significantly lower in the
A and B horizons (0,1 cmolc dm-3 of soil), increasing until the BW2 horizon (2,64
cmolc.dm-3 of soil) and decreasing again to Bw4 horizon (1,98 cmolc dm-3 of
soil) Behavior in the profile is similar to that of the clay The results for the chemical characteristics of these soils revealed in relation to the exchangeable bases that
there was a decrease tendency with the increase of the depth, being the largest
increments for the superficial horizons of the soils that received a mulch of wood
residues Among the other exchangeable cations, the contents of calcium and magnesium contributed to more than 70% to the sum of bases in those soils The CTC
presented similar tendency to the behavior of the exchangeable bases, with values
from 5,40 to 10,20 cmolc dm-3 for the soils with residues and, values from 4,28
to 5,29 cmolc dm-3 for the soils without organic material The largest values of
CTC in these soils demonstrate that the material added to the soil contributed to his
elevated characteristic, however, they are considered poor in retention of nutrients,
it also indicates the presence of minerals of clay of the type 1:1 (kaolinite) in the
clay fraction of these soils. In that sense the incorporation of organic residues could
be a solution to socio-environmental problems making possible the integrated management of the wood industry residues with development and environmental conservation in the areas that use this type of agricultural practice
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Measurement of Total Soil Carbon by NIR Spectroscopy in Land Uses of the
Brazilian Amazon.

5. M. O. Sa. Centro de Energia Nuclear na Agricultura.CENA/USP: C. M. B.
Nussio. Escola Superior de Agricultura Luiz de Queiroz. ESALQ/USP; D. Brunei.
M. Bernoux. Institut de Recherche pour Ie Développement, IRD. URI 79-SeqBio:

Posters
C. Feller, 1RD. UR SeqBio; N. C. Noronha. C. E. P. Cerri, C. C. Cerri, Cenlro de
Energia Nuclear na Agriculmra.CENA/USP.
Cultivated soils have the potential to store large amount of organic carbon and thus
soils have the potential to mitigate increasing atmospheric C02 concentration To
date, the knowledge on carbon stocks in the Brazilian soils and their dynamics and
stability is limited In this context, a soil carbon inventory is in development based
on the near infrared (NIR) spectroscopy technique Therefore, we used for the first
time NIR spectroscopy and chemometrics methods to determine the total carbon
content in soils samples from the Amazonian region and to constitute models of soil
management characterization utilizing artificial neural networks Two soil sample
sets were collected in the topsoil (0-20 cm) under native forest and pasture and
cultivated fields with tillage or no-tillage practices in Rondönia State A total of 307
soil samples were collected in Uniäo Farm and 240 in Nova Vida Ranch The study
areas are representative of the land use and land cover changes in the Amazon
Before the NIR-analysis, samples were dried and ground at 100 mesh Carbon contents were determined by the dry combustion method (CNS-2000, LECO Equipment, St Joseph, MI) utilized as reference. Soil C contents were in the range of 0.51
to 4.60 %. All samples were analyzed in the NIR by diffuse reflectance using a Foss
NIRSystems 5000 spectrophotometer. Spectral data were collected from 1100 to
2498 nm at 2 nm resolution Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed
on all the samples. Scores were obtained for evaluation of population distribution
and spectral outliers identification The spectra with a Mahalanobis distance (GH)
higher than 3 were eliminated Then, each sample set was divided randomly into
two groups, two-thirds of the samples for the calibration set and one-third for the
validation set The most appropriate spectrum pre-treatment was standard normal
variate and detrend (SNVD) scatter correction using first derivative. Calibrations
for total C obtained by using modified partial least squares regression, gave a low
standard error of cross-validation (SECV) with a high R2 and a RPD (SD/SECV)
higher than 5 0 (Table I). Validation process was done by a statistical comparison
between laboratory reference values and the NIR predicted values, resulting a low
standard error of prediction (SEP) with a high R2, as well as a low bias (Table 1).
The results demonstrate that the NIR spectroscopy methodology is able to determine total C in the Amazonian soils Counter-propagation artificial neural networks
provided the best results for the different soil management
Table 1. Calibration and validation statistics of Ctot (100 g C kg') for Uniäo Farm and
Nova Vida Ranch, Rondönia State.
llniao Farm

Nova Vida Ranch

202

SD
SECV
R2
RPD

037

0.11

0.07
0 96
5.07

0 96
9.07

SIP
R2
Slope
Bias

1 II

0.96

100

77

0 12
0.97
1 00

Oil
091

001

0.99
-0.01

n1: number of samples effectively used for the equation calibration
n2: number of samples used for the validation set
SD: standard deviation
SECV: Standard «Tor of cross-validation
RPD: ratio between SD and SECV
SEP: Standard error of Prediction
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Mineralogy, Chemistry and Origin of Phosphor of Ceramics Found in Dark
Earth Soils of the Amazon Region.

M. L. Costa. M. S. Carmo, Federal Univ of Para: D. C. Kern. Museu Paraense
Emilio Goeldi: E. C. Oliveira. Belägua.
Fragments of archaeological ceramics are very frequent in archaeological sites with
Dark Earth all over the Amazon area The technical methods of geology, mineralogy and the geochemistry have been applied with success in the study of the ceramics of archaeological sites of this region (Costa et al 1991; 1993; 2001,2004a,b)
An important Amazon area with great density of sites with Dark Earth is Caxiuanä, where the present work was accomplished The ceramic fragments concentrate mainly on the A-horizons of the soil profile The sites are 0,5 ha large, and
A-horizon 23 to 31 cm in thickness inside of Archaeological Dark Earth (ADE)
The tempers found in the ceramic fragments are cauixi, cariapé, sands and crushed
ceramics Cauixi and cariapé are the main tempers and they are formed of organic
silica-rich substances amorphous to the x-ray diffraction The fragments are constituted of quartz, clay-minerals partially crystalline (modified during burning) (illite
and kaolinite), feldspar (albite), anatase. variscite and iron oxides like maghemite
and amphibole some The chemical composition shows little variation between the
distinct fragments and the tempers, and it is independent of the horizon of the soil
The ceramic fragments are dominantly constituted by SiO, (71.35%), besides of

A1,0, (8.6%), Fe,0, (4 54%), P,0 5 (131%), Na,0 (0.98%), K,0 (0 59%), TiO,
(0 4%), MgO (0.26%), CaO (0 19%). The LOI is relatively high (II 63%). The
high values of SiO, detach the high contents of quartz, besides cauixi and cariapé,
and when associated to Al,0 the clay minerals (burned kaolinite dominantly) and
the feldspars. The still relatively elevated values of Na,0 and and K,0 confirm the
presence of albite and illite, respectively. The P,Os contents are relatively high and
they meet in the form of amorphous phosphates of Al-Fe. Those values indicate
contamination with phosphorus, coming from animal diet, and they show that the
fragments can represent pottery of daily use. Cooking liberates phosphorous from
the food into the liquid during the concoction, which reacts with the amorphous to
cryptocristallines clay mineral of the ceramic wall leaving a form of amorphous
aluminum phosphates (Costa et al 1991) A contamination through soils is discarded, because the variations of P,Os in the ceramic fragments do not display any
dependence nor to the soils horizons, neither to the tempers. The raw material for
elaboration of ceramic vessel of Caxiuanä was constituted of clayish material with
kaolinite and quartz, and some illite To them was added albite, rocks fragments
(granites: quartz and feldspars), or cariapé and/or cauixi, separately, or even two or
more of these tempers, which come from the surrounding area.
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Soil Fauna Management in Amazonia: Making use of "Ecological Services"
in Agroecosystems.
C. Martius. Center for Development Research (ZEF); M. V. B. Garcia. EMBRAPA
Amazonia Ocidental: W. Amelung. Univ of Bonn. Inst, of Soil Science; H. Hoefer.
Staatliches Museum fuer Naturkunde.
Slash-and-burn is the common land preparation technique in Amazonia Agroforestry systems and mulching have often been proposed as alternative, fire-free techniques The effects of soil organisms on soil fertility have been analyzed with different approaches, and the effects of the agroforestry systems and of mulching on soil
organisms have been assessed in order to find approaches to enhance the beneficial
soil fauna The enhancement of litter decomposition rates by soil macro- and mesofauna (respectively, large and small soil arthropods) in central Amazonian agroforestry systems was shown in a litterbag experiment The experiment also showed the
positive effects of the soil fauna assemblage on nitrogen concentrations in the litter
Termites in particular have positive effects on the physical soil structure by their
burrowing activities, and they influence important chemical characteristics of the
organic soils such as lignin content and its degree of degradation All these aspects
are related to the fertility of soils, and therefore, enhancing beneficial soil organisms
in farming systems helps reducing external inputs, an important feature for resourcepoor farmers in the tropics. How can farming systems be managed to improve the
effects of soil organisms in the soil? One option is mulching; mulching cassava
fields with wood chips increased earthworm populations and had positive effects on
the aggregate size in the soil The mulching initially reduced the nitrogen content of
the litter layer, resulting in higher C/N ratios, i.e. a lower initial degradability of the
mulch which contributes to the longer duration of the mulch layer Another option lies
embedded in the features of the agroforestry systems themselves One of our studies
showed a direct effect of the degree of canopy closure on the microclimatic conditions of the soil (e.g.; soil temperature), which, in turn, controlled selected elements
of soil fauna communities such as the macrofauna or termite assemblages Resource
availability or crop diversity seemed to have lesser effects Further research will be
needed, but based on these data it seems possible to optimize agroforestry systems
to draw "ecological services" from the beneficial soil decomposer community into
these systems, which will allow reducing external inputs.
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Reconstructing Amazonian Dark Earths: Ancient Technology as a Tool for
Sustainable Management of Tropical Soils.

G. Hofwegen van. T. Kuyper. J. Broek van den. G. Becx. Wageningen Univ.
Two years after Wim Sombroek passed away, his legacy is still alive in Wageningen
(the Netherlands). Wim Sombroek who can be considered as the founder of Amazonian Dark Earth research spent most of his career in Wageningen, where he was
director of ISRIC. Wageningen wants to maintain its involvement in Terra Preta
research Not only because of the historical ties but also because human improved
soils are common in many areas in the Netherlands. Consequently, much research
has been undertaken on these soils at Wageningen UR. Wageningen University is
starting an interdisciplinary joint research project with Latin American research
institutions aiming at acquiring knowledge to reconstruct Amazonian Dark Earths
(ADE) and to develop sustainable and productive agricultural methods Integrating knowledge from soil chemistry, biology and micro-morphology; remote sensing, (geo)archeology, anthropology, and agronomy we intend to acquire a holistic
insight in the complex pre-Columbian societies of the Amazon Main research
questions include (i) the sustainability of current ADE use with special attention to
weed ecology and nutrient balances (ii) To contribute to the understanding of the
soil components and processes that shape the unique features of ADE and in particular the role of soil fauna, (iii) The ADE phenomenon has had a major impact on
theories concerning the carrying capacity and resilience of the Amazonian rainforest We plan to investigate the extent to which Terra Preta can support an increased
carrying capacity of various land use functions of the Amazon basin
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Manganese Oxide in Mine Sludge: A Redox Barrier Against Arsenic
Mobilization?.
5. Beauchemin. G. Poirier. Natural Resources Canada: J. Abletl. Brookhaven
National Laboratory.
In Canada, an estimated land area of 335 hectares is made waste annually for the
disposal of neutralization sludge, a by-product of the mining activity Neutralization sludge is produced following a lime treatment of acidic mining effluents to
neutralize the acidity and precipitate the soluble metals. The sludge matrix consists
of calcite, gypsum and a large hydrated Fe amorphous phase (ferrihydrite-likc)
with which several species of potentially-toxic metal contaminants are associated The long-term environmental impacts of the sludge on surrounding areas is
uncertain because the long-term stability of the metals in the sludge is not known
Knowledge of metal speciation would help in assessing the long-term stability of
the sludge contaminants and provide a better understanding of how changes in
chemical conditions and disposal scenarios may affect changes in sludge chemistry,
thereby influencing metal mobility and toxicity For example, reducing conditions
that could potentially develop in a sludge stored under a water cover could favor
the reduction and solubilization of Fe(Ill) to Fe(ll), and lead to the mobilization of
any contaminant associated with the Fe-phase. In the case of arsenic, the reduction
of As( V) to As(lll) would further result in the conversion of this contaminant into a
more toxic and mobile form than the oxidized As(V) species An incubation study
was initiated to determine the impact of reducing conditions on the dissolution of
arsenic in an As-rich neutralization sludge stored under a water cover The total
As concentration in the sludge was 250 mg kg'. In the laboratory, the sludge was
subjected to water cover treatments in air-tight, plexiglass columns. Three different
gas treatments were imposed on the water cover to induce different reduction levels
in the sludge (I00%N„ lOO%N,+glucose, 95%N,:5%H,). These treatments were
compared with a control of oxidized sludge that was saturated with water but with
no water cover The pH, Eh and dissolved metal concentrations were monitored by
collecting subsamples of overlying and porewaters at designed intervals (l, 4, 8,
16,59,63,66,70,80,93, 136, 191 and 216 days) After 9 months of reduction, the
changes in As and Mn oxidation states in the sludge were characterized using X-ray
absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectroscopy Electron micro-probe analysis (EPMA) was used to characterize the spatial elemental distribution of As, Fe
and Mn in the control and treated sludge samples The characterization of the sludge
was then refined using spatially resolved X-rayfluorescence(XRF) and u-XANES
spectroscopy In all treatments and throughout the reduction experiment, the dissolved arsenic concentration remained < 5 ng L ' Dissolved Mn concentration in
the N,+glucose treatment increased significantly compared to other treatments,
indicating reduction activity in this treatment. In agreement with the solution chemistry, Mn and As K-XANES bulk analyses showed that Mn was the redox-active
element in the system, while As was very stable. No change in As oxidation state
was detected in the reduced samples, and As(V) was still the dominant species in all
water-covered sludges at the end of the 9-month reduction In contrast, the Mn(lV)
characterizing the original and control sludge was partly reduced into Mn(II) in the
sludge under water The effect was most pronounced in the N,+glucose treatment
Results from EPMA suggested that As would be mainly associated with Fe in four
different phases (decreasing order of abundance): low-density particles (sludge),
high-density particles (iron oxide), some rare grains of pyrite and arseno-pyrite.
Mn occurred mainly as Mn-oxide localized micro-spheres, and no As appeared
associated with these spheres The number of Mn micro-spheres decreased after
reduction In the reduced samples, preliminary analysis with spatially resolved
XRF and u-XANES indicated that Mn(ll) was preferentially associated with high
As concentration The overall results suggested that Mn acted as a redox baiTier to
protect As from reduction in the system

anthropogenic perturbations on the reactivity, fate and chemical speciation of soil
organic C (SOC) as well as the mechanisms and processes that determine the potentials of soils to sequester C in tropical and subtropical ecosystems very challenging.
In the present investigation, we used synchrotron-based C (Is) near-edge X-ray
absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) and Fourier transform infrared-attenuated
total reflectance (Sr-FTIR-ATR) spectroscopy to identify and finger print the structural composition of SOC macromolecules and to evaluate the long-term impact
(up to 100 years) of anthropogenic land-use and land-cover changes on chemical
speciation of SOC in humic substances extracted from soils collected from tropical
forest (Ethiopia and Kenya) and subtropical grassland (South Africa) agro-ecosystems. The results from NEXAFS and Sr-FTIR-ATR spectroscopy were evaluated
against the results obtained from 13C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, which is a more established SOC characterization technique Carbon K-edge
NEXAFS spectra showed that carboxylic-C and O-alkyl-C functional groups were
the dominant forms of SOC, followed by moderate amounts of aromatic-C and
phenolic-C groups The aliphatic-C forms contributed only to a small portion of
the total SOM associated with the humic substances extracted from the soils under
investigation. NEXAFS spectroscopy, for the most part exhibited good selectivity,
where specific energy regions tended to correspond to C in discrete organic functional groups. However, regions of slight overlap between the bands associated
especially with ls-3p/ ó* transition of aliphatic-C and Is-g* transition of carboxylic-C may not be excluded. Sr-FTIR-ATR spectroscopy, clearly demonstrated the
long-term effects of anthropogenic land-use and land-cover changes on chemical
speciation and structural stability of the different SOC functional forms present in
the humic substances. Easily degradable SOM constituents such as polysaccharide^ and some labile components of aliphatic-C moieties were more prominent
in the humic substance extracted from the native forest and grassland soils, while
aromatic-C and some recalcitrant forms of aliphatic-C dominated the SOM associate with the humic substances extracted from the continuously cultivated fields.
Despite the wide range of origin and chemical hetrogenity of the humic substance,
the results from the deconvolution procedure used for the semi-quantitative analysis of the C (Is) NEXAFS spectra, compared very well with the results from I3C
NMR spectroscopy.
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Sorption of Arsenate on Lithium/Aluminum Layered Double Hydroxide
Intercalated by Chloride: Macroscopic and Spectroscopic Studies.
Y. T. Liu. M. K. Wang. Dept of Agricultural Chemistry: P. M. Huang. Dept of Soil
Science. Univ ofSaskatchewan.
Arsenic is a commonly occurring toxic metal in natural ecosystems and a known
carcinogen in humans Sorption, however, is one of the most important chemical processes to control the distribution of arsenic in the environment. Phyllosilicates, metal (hydr)oxides, and humic substances adsorb heavy metals by forming
of inner- or outer-sphere sorption complexes, creating important sinks for these
metals in ecosystem. Lithium/aluminum layered double hydroxide intercalated by
chloride, as the sorbent for arsenate in this research, was formed by treatment with
lithium chloride intercalated into the host structure of AI(OH)3. Li/Al LDH-C1 has
not been well studied until 1977 and it is the first time that Li/Al LDH-CI was used
in environmental remediation for removing toxic anions In this research, sorption of arsenate on Li/Al LDH-CI was studied through sorption kinetics, isotherms,
envelopes and mechanisms of arsenate sorbed on Li/AI LDH-CI by extended X-ray
absorption fine structure (EXAFS). The kinetics of arsenate sorption at pH 5 0 was
studied at 278, 288, 298 and 308 K. Arsenate sorption on Li/AI LDH-CI can be
divided into the fast and slow reactions described by the second-order rate equation.
This biphasic arsenate sorption behavior was partially attributable to: (i) micropore
sorption sites on the Li/AI LDH-CI surfaces, and (ii) Li exposed on planar surfaces
and AI exposed on edges of double hydroxyl layers The rate coefficient of the fast
reaction of arsenate sorption was 9 to 14 times higher than that of the slow reaction The pre-exponential factor value, which is a measure of collision frequency of
arsenate with the reactive sites, was more than double in the fast reaction compared
with the slow reaction. The activation energy of arsenate sorption on Li/AI LDH-CI
obtained from the Arrhenius equation was less than 42 kJ mol-1, indicating that
the rate-limiting step of arsenate sorption was predominantly a diffusion process
Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) analysis of arsenate sorbed on
Li/AI LDH-CI shows that As(V>Li and As(V)-AI interatomic distances were 2.62
± 0 02 and 3 08 ± 0 02Ä and the coordination number of As(V)-Li and As(V>
Al were 1.6 and 2 3 atoms, respectively, indicating that the inner-sphere bidentate
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mononuclear and bidentate binuclear bonding were the predominant mechanism of
Soil organic C speciation and transformations following long-term
arsenate sorption on the planar surfaces and edges of Li/AI LDH-CI In addition,
anthropogenic perturbations in tropical ecosystems: evidence from 13C NMR
the sorption behavior of arsenate on Li/AI LDH-CI and on gibbsite (a-AI(OH)3)
and synchrotron-based C (Is) NEXAFS and FTIR-ATR spectroscopy.
was studied to define how the intercalated lithium chloride participated in the sorpD. Solomon. J. Lehmann. J. Ktnyangi. B. Liang. Cornell Univ: 1. Lobe. UFZ Centre tion of arsenate through sorption isotherms, envelopes and EXFAS analysis Arsefor Environmental Research: W. Amelung. Univ of Bonn: T. Schäfer. Institute for nate sorption maximum on Li/AI LDH-CI was approximately six times higher than
that on gibbsite At pH 4 0 to 9.0. all of arsenate sorption amounts on Li/AI LDH-CI
Nuclear Waste Management.
were more than that on gibbsite Sorption envelopes of arsenate on Li/AI LDH-CI
Soil organic matter (SOM) is a physically and chemically heterogeneous conglomshowed a significantly pH-sensitive tendency at pH 4 0 - 7 0, but it was inconerate ranging in size and complexity from simple monomers to mixtures of comspicuous at pH 7 0 to 9 0 From EXAFS analysis, arsenate, sorbed on Li/AI LDH,
plex macromolecular humic substances or biopolymers aggregated together in the
reacted not only with AI in the edges of AI(OH)3 layers, but also with Li located
form of cellular debris that differ in stability The amount, chemical composition
in the vacant octahedral sites within AI(OH)3 layers below pH 7 0, however, the
and polyelectrolytic characteristics of these biomolecules vary along a continuum
As( V)-AI complex cannot be observed at pH 9.0 In addition, the reducing intensity
of decomposition and humification Such variations create significant analytical
of As(V)-Al peaks with increasing pH represented that fewer As(V)-AI complex
problems to characterize SOM and thus made studies investigating the effects of
342

existed at higher pH By considering the results ot'sorption envelopes and EXAFS
analysis, the superior sorption capability of Li/Al LDH-CI to that of gibbsite could
be attributed to the Li cations of Li/Al LDH-CI which made the surface of AI(OH)3
have high affinity to arsenate and served as the permanent sorption sites. Keywords: Arsenate sorption, Li/AI LDH-CI, Extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS)
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Quality of the Water in Rio Amajac, Hidalgo, Mexico, for the Handling of the
Nutritious Solution in Hidroponia.

J. Amado, E. Rubinos Panlal. F. Gavi Reyes. E. Mejia Zaens, Colegio de
Posgraduados.
The shortage of water and agricultural areas for the development of agriculture in
the Central part of the State of Hidalgo, requires to use the talent to take advantage
of the resources the region. The Amajac River, crosses the central part of the State
of Hidalgo Mexico, initiating with 22 small expenses from 3 to Ips in the tributary
ones of the same one, arriving at San Juan Amajaque 2275 Ips at the times from low
water; where in addition the land in general is very rough but with great amounts
of good substrate (tezontle red). This is why the technique of hydroponia is an
additional option to supply food to the population, or to produce income-producing cultures like the rosal and the flowers For that reason, the objective of this
study involved characterizing the amount and quality of soil and land resources
(12 parameters) to evaluate the basic capacity of this land resource to handling of
the hydropónica nutrient solution. During the 2004-2005 period, 18 points were
located (with a GPS) on the Amajac River, where 54 samples were taken from water
during three different dates for laboratory analyses In solutions for hydroponia, a
balance in the following macronutrients must be achieved: N03 -, H2P04 -, S04
2 -, K+, Ca 2+ and Mg2+ Results indicate that the waters of the Amajac River,
contain on the average the following nutrient levels: 0 19,0 009 and 0.378 meq I-1,
of nitrates, phosphates and sulphates, respectively, but requires a contribution of
11 81,0 999 and 6.622 meq 1-1 of such anions; concentrations of cations measured
in the Amajac River were 0.39, 1.97 and 2.28 meq 1-1 for potassium, calcium, and
magnesium These would need to be 6 61, 7.03, and I 72 meq 1-1 to obtain a nutrient solution equivalent to the proposal by Steiner The highest measurements of
electrical conductivity were 0.86 ds m-l of the superficial waters flowing from the
cavern of Tulantongo'(400 1 sec-l),and 0 70 ds m-l of water in the Amajac river
(228 1 sec-1 ),before arriving at the town of Santa Maria Amajac, Hidalgo, Mexico
The pH values averaged 7 4 Keywords: Diagnosis hydric resources, hydrológica
river basin, GIS, fertirrigación.
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J. Dighton

Radionuclides and Fungi: Fungal Behavior, Fungal Communities and Fungal
Impacts on Radionuclide Mobility in Soil.

and have a subsequent impact on the ecosystem services provided by that community Finally, a review of our own and other research will show the importance
of basidiomycete fungal species, and, in particular ectomycouhizal fungal species,
in the uptake of radionuclides from contaminated sites. Evidence suggests that
radionuclide immobilization in fungal biomass may be rapid and of long duration.
Given that some radionuclides are preferentially translocated to fruiting structures
(mushrooms) these fungi may not only be involved in long-term immobilization
of radionuclides, but harvesting of mushrooms may be a potential method of site
remediation
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Fffects of Near-Surface Redox Potentials on Radioactive Selenium, Iodine and
Technetium Mobility in Soils.

G. Shaw. Unix of Nottingham.
The problem of radioactive waste disposal currently confronts many countries
worldwide and is inextricably bound up with the sustainable exploitation of nuclear
energy on a global basis. Geological disposal of radioactive wastes is the most
likely solution to this problem, although it is expected that low level leakage from
such repositories will lead to contamination of soils and associated biota over time
scales of 1,000 to 100,000 years. A critical step in the movement of long-lived
radionuclides from the sub-surface to the surface soil environment is the transition from the saturated to the unsaturated zone, with an associated change from
anoxic to oxic conditions This step may either reduce or enhance the long-term
transport of key radionuclides from sub-surface repositories into the biosphere,
depending on the chemistry of the individual elements concerned. Se-79,1-129 and
Tc-99 are important long-lived and potentially mobile radionuclides within radioactive wastes, each of which is sensitive to changes in oxidation-reduction (redox)
potential Both temporal and spatial changes in soil wetting can lead to significant
fluctuations in the speciation of these elements and hence in the degree of sorption which they experience within the soil. We have undertaken a series of studies
to determine the effects of changes in redox potential in soils contaminated with
these radionuclides (or isotopic surrogates) on their mobility and bioavailability. In
the case of radioactive selenium and technetium, permanently saturated subsoils
were found to present a significant redox barrier to vertical migration within soil
columns, although small quantities of each element were found to migrate past
this ban-ier and into oxic surface soil There is evidence that processes such as biological transformation and translocation may enhance this small degree of transport
which may be significant over the time scales considered in radioactive waste safety
studies Radioactive iodine was found to migrate readily in a reduced form within
the anoxic sub-surface, although significant accumulation occurred at the boundary
between anoxic and oxic soil as oxidation of iodine occurred. For I-129, with a 15 7
million year half life, this represents a very substantial accumulation mechanism
which could result in significant localised sinks of radioactive iodine in locations
with appropriate hydrological conditions. These studies have been designed to provide information to help improve quantitative models of radionuclide migration
and impact in the context of radioactive waste disposal in the UK and France.
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N Ishii

Environmental Conditions for Insoluble Tc Formation in Ponding Water
above a Paddy Field.

N. Ishii. National Institute of Radiological Sciences; H. Koiso. Tokyo Nuclear
Services Co.. Ltd.: H. Takeda. S. Uchida. National Institute of Radiological
Sciences.

J. Dighton. Rutgers Pinelands Field Station: T. Tugay. Institute ofMicrobiology and Technetium-99 is a radioactive contaminant in marine and terrestrial environments
Virology: N. Zhdanova. Institute of Microbiology and Virology: V. Zheltonozhsky, Under oxic conditions, it is present as the pertechnetate anion [Tc(VII)04 ], which
The Instiutefor Nuclear Research.
is soluble and mobile in the environment. In paddy fields in Japan, the accumulation of Tc in the 20-cm plow layer was observed (Tagami and Uchida 2002) Since
Following the Chernobyl nuclear reactor accident, the interactions between radiopaddy fields arefloodedduring the planting season, reductive conditions develop in
nuclides and fungi in ecosystems have been studied from the point of view of
the plowed layer Under reductive conditions, Tc is transformed from Tc(VlI)04 to
effects of radionuclides on fungal community structure and the influence of fungi
Tc(IV) species Tc(IV) species generally are insoluble and immobile in the environin regulating movement of radionuclides in soil Our presentation will provide a
ment, and thus Tc(IV) could accumulate in the plowed layer Recently, it was found
summary of three aspects of fungal/radionuclide interactions. First, we show that
that gram-negative-bacteria were responsible for the formation of insoluble Tc in the
radionuclides directly, or through the production of secondary emissions, can sigponding water of flooded paddy fields (Ishii and Uchida 2005). This ^solubilizanificantly influence spore germination and fungal hyphal growth (fungal behavior)
tion would be one of the factors of the Tc accumulation in the plowed layer because
Using collimated sources of gamma and combined beta and gamma radiation we
bacteria sink into the plowed layers due to their own weight over time However,
have shown that the presence of ionizing radiation significantly enhances conidlittle information is available for environmental conditions of Tc insolubilizing by
iospore germination and stimulates emergent hyphal growth in isolates that have
the bacteria In this study, optimum oxic conditions for the insolubilization were
been derived from previously radionuclide contaminated areas Fungal isolates
determined Ponding water samples were collected from paddy soil which had been
from uncontaminated sites either show no response to applied radiation of are supflooded for 7 days As a redox indicator, the concentration of Fe2 in the samples
pressed. In a similar fashion we present evidence that fungal isolates from conwas
measured immediately upon sample collection using a 1, 10-phenanthroline
taminated soil and the walls of the destroyed reactor room experiencing long term
monohydrate method The ponding water samples were amended with a NH4'TcO\,
chronic doses of radiation show directed growth of their emergent hyphae towards
spike and incubated aerobically and anaerobically for 7 days at 25°C in the dark. In
collimated sources of beta, gamma and combined ionizing radiation These fungal
control experiments, bacterial cells were killed by the addition of a broad-spectrum
behaviors are suspected to be induced by the long-term exposure to radiation and
beta-lactam antibiotic, chloramphenicol After the incubation, the samples were
growth responses may be related to the possession of fungal pigments, which may
filtered through 0 2-um pores and the radioactivity of 'Tc in the obtained filtrates
also be important determinant of radionuclide resistance Secondly, we show how
was measured with Tri-Carb-25WTR Liquid Scintillation Analyzer The relative
the presence of hyphal pigmentation may be important in protecting the mycelium
amount of insoluble Tc was calculated from the total radioactivity in the sample
from radionuclide damage, thus resulting in changes of soil fungal communities to
and the radioactivity in thefiltratesamples Different valences of Tc were separated
contain dominantly pigmented forms in the presence of high levels of radiation
on Merck TLC plastic sheets cellulose with 0 3 N HCl as the mobile phase and
The structure of fungal communities may. therefore, be dictated by radioresistance
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assayed by autoradiography with a FLA-5100 imaging system (Fuji Film, Japan)
The concentration of Fe2 in the ponding water samples was 183 0 ± 8 8 ug mL '
at day 7 of flooding Fe2 in the samples must have been released from the soil,
which established reductive conditions by the flooding because hardly any Fe2
was released from the soil by shaking for 30 min at day 0 of Hooding. Valences of
Tc were determined by autoradiography after 7 days of incubation under anaerobic
conditions A significant amount ot'Tc( VII) (Rf of 0.67) was observed, but the other
Tc species were negligible This result suggested little transformation of Tc from
Tc(VlI)0 4 to Tc(IV) species in the ponding water samples Therefore, transformation of Tc under reductive conditions is not enough to explain the accumulation of
Tc in the plowed layer The formation of insoluble Tc by bacteria was determined
using the killed control and the untreated ponding water samples The samples
were statically incubated. The relative amount of insoluble Tc in the killed control
was 1.8 ± 16 8% of total Tc added, while in the untreated ponding water sample it
was 52.7 ± 18 0 % These results suggested that the formation of insoluble Tc in
ponding water samples was mainly caused by bacteria The ponding water samples
spiked with Tc were incubated under aerobic and anaerobic conditions The relative
amounts of insoluble Tc under aerobic and anaerobic conditions were 6 9 ± 3 8 and
61.1 ± 3 0% of total Tc added, respectively. Therefore, it was found that anaerobic
conditions promoted more formation of insoluble Tc by bacteria A series of radioactive tracer experiments showed the formation of insoluble Tc by bacteria. This
formation was promoted more under anaerobic conditions compared with aerobic
conditions Even under anaerobic conditions, Tc was present as Tc( VII) in the ponding water samples. To elucidate the mechanism of the formation of insoluble Tc, it
is necessary to isolate Tc insolubilizing bacteria from the ponding water samples
This work has been partially supported by the Agency for Natural Resources and
Energy, the Ministry of Economy. Trade and Industry (MET1) Japan
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Natural Accumulators of Radionuclides in the Environment.
M. C. Duff. A. Knox, M. L. Ramsey. Savannah River National

Laboratory.

During the last 50 years, a large amount of information on radionuclide accumulators or "sentinel-type" organisms in the environment has been published. Much of
this initial work was conducted to study the risks of food-chain transfer of radionuclides to higher organisms such as reindeer and man More recent work has been
associated with the environmental and ecological interests in addition to the health
and safety aspects associated with radionuclides in the environment. The accumulation of radionuclides can occur through a number of processes. Examples of these
are by entrapment of radionuclides in the form of particulates and by physical or
chemical sorption by the accumulator surface at the water-accumulator interface.
Accumulation can also occur when the radionuclide source term exists in soil, sediment, water or in food (living or not living). Radionuclide uptake in the form of a
gas is also possible. Radionuclide uptake can be a function of media characteristics
such as pfl, potentially competitive dissolved inorganic and organic ions, ionic
strength, nutrients for growth, etc.... This is because these media characteristics
can influence the chemical speciation of the radionuclide and preclude or promote
radionuclide uptake There are other factors as that affect radionuclide accumulation For example, interactions with materials or living species that have close
relationships with the accumulators can also influence the accumulation of radionuclides—such as lichens (an accumulator) that grow on deciduous trees versus those
that grow on coniferous trees. Season, climate, geographical location, distance
from source, elevation and water depth can also affect radionuclide accumulation
In many cases, there are multiple reasons that favor the observed accumulation.
Finally, bulk or average levels of radionuclides in some accumulators may appear
low but specific portions or organs of these accumulators may possess high levels
of radionuclides For example, high levels of some radionuclides can occur within
one portion of the organism, such as the soft tissue of a mollusk (as opposed to
the shell), which one could potentially consume This presentation will consist of
a literature review of sentinel organisms (mainly) and other natural materials that
demonstrate a high affinity for radionuclides (or their stable surrogate isotopes).
Factors that influence radionuclide uptake will be presented in more detail
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Plant Uptake and Release of Cesium-137: Application to Phytoremediation.
A-/. Fuhrmann. Brookhaven National

Laboratory.

Phytoextraction field experiments were conducted to determine the capacity of a
variety of plant species to accumulate Cs-137. The soil contained from 0 39 to 8 7
Bq/g and had been contaminated at least thirty years ago In one test, the field contained 88 randomized experimental cells (0 25 square meters each) with each cell
receiving transplants of one of five species of plants: Amaranlhus relroflexus/graecizans. Amaranlhus aureus. Amaranlhus cruteus x Amaranlhus powelli. Brassica
oleracea var. capitata, and Brassica juncea Using concentrations of Cs-137 and
biomass observed in the experimental cells, estimates were made of the amount of
time required to attain cleanup goals Species of Amaranthus generally provided
the best concentration ratios (CR = [concentration in plants] / [concentration in
soil]) lor control plants, CR of Cs-137 was greatest for A. aureus and the Amaranlhus hybrid, with average CR values of I 0 ± 0 24 and 0 95 ± 0 14. respectively. The
lowest value was for B. juncea at 0.36 ± 0.10 Under optimum biomass production
and CR values, the clean-up target could be reached in 12 years However, changes
in soil chemistry induced by common soil amendments can seriously alter plant
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uptake patterns. For example, with a combination of composted manure and application of ammonium nitrate solution, the fraction of Cs-137 taken up from the soil
was reduced by 57 4% (± 1.2) compared to controls. This was the result of release
of competing ions, primarily Ca, released from the manure and was observed across
all five plant species tested. The application of ammonium solution took place in
the last two weeks before harvest The reduction of plant Cs-137 content, by addition of the ammonium solution, as it interacted with the manure, indicates that
substantial quantities Cs-137 can be released from the shoots of plants as a result of
sudden changes in soil solution chemistry. Synchrotron x-ray fluorescence maps of
element distributions in sectioned stems provides some insight to the mechanism.
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Kinetics and Reversibility of Tc Immobilisation in Soils under Flooded and
Aerated Conditions.
S. Slaunlon, INRA. Rhizosphère & Symbiose: E. Quillerou, Laboraloire de
Radioécologie et d'Ècotoxicologie,
IRSN.: C. S. Haudin. Andra; G. Wang,
Fuijan Agricultural Univ.; A. Martin-Garin, Laboraloire de Radioécologie el
d 'Ecoloxicologie. IRSN.
The fate of technetium in the environment is studied because one of its isotopes,
"Tc, is an important component of nuclear waste and because it is present in discharges from some nuclear processing plants. The dynamics of this transition metal
in soil depend largely on redox conditions and its interaction with organic matter
The pertechnetate anion, T c 0 4 , is not strongly adsorbed by soil components and so
is very mobile However under reducing conditions Tc(l V) may be immobilised by
adsorption, precipitation or redox reactions with soil organic matter. Rather little
is known about the soil properties that determine the extent and the reversibility of
immobilisation. The aim of this study was to follow the changes in fractionation
of technetium, added as 'TcO ", in soil over a 2-month period and to identify the
chemical form of the immobilised element using chemical extractions. Five contrasting soils were studied and the effect of organic matter amendment was also
studied for one of them. Soils were incubated either under moist, aerated conditions, or flooded to rapidly induce reducing conditions. The extent of remobilisation of Tc after one month of flooding followed by one month of aerated conditions
was also measured. Changes in solution pH, major anion and cation concentrations in solution and solubility of both organic carbon and Fe were also monitored.
There was no significant immobilisation of pertechnetate in aerated soils over a
one-month period However, the concentration of Tc in the waterhead of flooded
soil decreased fairly continuously over a two-month period in all soils The rate
of decrease differed between soils and there was no simple relationship with soil
properties, such as pH, texture and organic matter content. Water-extractable and
exchangeable Tc followed similar trends for each of the soils Immobilised Tc could
be extracted using sodium hydroxide or hydrogen peroxide, indicating that it was
associated with organic matter There was little difference in the efficiency of these
extractants, suggesting that immobilised Tc was not simply adsorbed or precipitated Tc(IV) Immobilisation of Tc after flooding was only partially reversible, as
demonstrated by the increase in water-extractability of Tc after a further incubation
under aerated conditions, but water solubility did not return to the initial high level
There was no simple relationship between reversibility and either the extent of initial immobilisation or soil properties Further work is required in order to integrate
the complexity of Tc dynamics in soils under fluctuating redox conditions into risk
assessment models
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Determination of Bioavailable Rhenium Fraction in Japanese Agricultural
Soils.
K. Tagami. S. Uchida. National Institute of Radiological

Sciences.

Rhenium (Re) is a trace element for which the concentration level in the earth's
upper crust is low, e g , 0.4 ng/g. Due to the behavioral similarities of Re and technetium (Tc) in the environment, Re is of great interest from the viewpoint of longterm environmental dose assessment; Re can be studied as a chemical analogue for
fissiogenic Tc-99, the behavior of which is not well known. Tc-99 is of potential
long-term importance in the environmental dose assessment because it has a long
half-life of 211000 y and it is produced in the fissions of U-235 and Pu-239 at
relatively high ratios (ca. 6%) As a result of fallout from nuclear weapons testing and discharges from nuclear facilities, the nuclide is widely distributed in the
environment However, Tc-99 has no stable isotopes and its amount in the natural
environment is at ultra-trace levels even in soil Interestingly, although Tc and Re
are non-essential elements for plants, they are considered to be highly mobile in
biogeochemical cycles, indeed, for Tc, a transfer factor of 5 (on wet weight basis)
in the edible parts of common plants was recommended by an IAEA publication
in 1982 It is well known that Tc and Re can be easily absorbed by plants as water
soluble anionic forms, pertechnetate and perrhenate, respectively. Thus, in this
study, water soluble Re in soil was determined The water soluble (bioavailable)
Re fraction in various soils under natural conditions was verified using 55 Japanese
agricultural soils, that is, 21 paddy soils, 19 upland soils and 15 other land use
soils, e.g., orchards The soil samples were air-dried and passed through a 2-mm
mesh sieve For total Re determination, an alkaline fusion method was used, and
for water soluble Re fraction determination, the soil sample was kept contact with
deionized water for 7 days to extract the fraction. Both water soluble and total Re

concentrations were determined by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(Yokogawa analytical systems, 7500a). Since Re concentrations in soil samples
were expected to be very low, before ICP-MS analysis, separation and concentration procedures for the element were necessary from matrices using TEVA resin
(Eichrom Industries). Chemical recovery was determined with enriched Re-185
tracer. The results showed that the concentrations of total Re were almost the same
among the different land uses with a geometric mean of 0.28 ng/g: the total Re was
given as a probabilistic value with a log-normal distribution. Interestingly, Re was
retained in the paddy soils although it is thought to be highly soluble in water as
perrhenate. For all soil uses <0.1 -40% of total Re is water soluble in Japanese soils.
This lower than expected Re solubility from soil than expected is the limitation factor for Re absorption by plants. In the paddy field soils, the average water soluble
Re ratio was slightly higher than the other two uses (16%). However, there was no
relation between the amounts of total Re and water soluble Re. Acknowledgement:
This work has been partially supported by the Agency for Natural Resources and
Energy, the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (MET1), Japan.

of the sorption levels. Kd is defined as the concentration of an element in or on the
soil solid phase divided by the concentration of the element in the soil solution
Since the Sn solubility is highly pH dependent, the pH effect on Sn mobility in
soil-solution system was also investigated. Moreover, we evaluated the soil-sorbed
Sn fractions in each type pf soil colloidusing selective extraction because metal
sorption in soil is generally controlled by the soil colloids such as clay minerals
and soil organic matters. Soil samples were collected from throughout Japan in
order to include all major soil types in Japanese agricultural field. The collected 110
soil samples were classified into four soil groups, Andosols, Fluvisols, Cambisols.
and Regosols Three grams of each soil sample were placed in a polypropylene
bottle (50 mL) and 30 mL of deionized water were added. The suspension was
preconditioned by shaking for 24 h at 23°C. About 30 kBq of 113Sn including
about 0 3 (ig of stable Sn carrier were then added as SnCI4 After shaking for 7
days, the solution phase was separated by centrifugation and filtration (0.45 um)
The activity concentration of 113Sn in the filtrate was measured to calculate the
Kd value In order to determine the pH effect on the Sn sorption behavior, the
Axl-Sn values were measured under different pH levels (pH = 4-7) for two soil
types (Andosol and Fluvisol) For the determination of soil-sorbed Sn fractions,
selective extractions were carried out. The added 113Sn in the Kd measurement
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was extracted with four reagents Sequential extraction with 0.11 M acetic acid and
Depleted Uranium Corrosion and Mobility in an A r i d Environment.
0.1 M hydroxylammonium chloride solution was carried out for 12 selected soil
B. J. Buck, A. Brock, Univ of Nevada. Las Vegas: A. L. Ulery, New Mexico State
samples to determine the acid-soluble and Fe/Mn-oxides bound Sn, respectively.
Univ; W. H. Johnson. Los Alamos National Lab.
For another set of 16 soil samples, extraction with 0 1 M sodium pyrophosphate
(pH 10) was used to extract the Sn bound to soil organic matter. Then extraction
Depleted Uranium (DU) particles remaining in arid zone soils after munitions use
with 0.2 M ammonium oxalate/oxalic acid (acid-oxalate, pH 3) was used to extract
present a potential environmental and health hazard that needs to be further underthe Sn bound to Al/Fe-(hydr)oxides, such as non-crystalline or short-range-ordered
stood The soil around a DU penetrator that had been weathering for 22 years in
Al or Fe minerals. Since the acid-oxalate solution also can dissolve the metals assoan arid southwestern U.S. site was examined by soil geomorphic, scanning elecciated with organic matter, the AI/Fe-(hydr)oxide-bound Sn amount was calculated
tron microscopy. X-ray diffraction, and electron microprobe analyses to determine
by subtracting the pyrophosphate extractable Sn from the acid-oxalate extractable
the products and processes of DU corrosion in an unsaturated environment. The
Sn. For Japanese agricultural soils, the A'd-Sn values were in a wide range; Kds of
primary products of corrosion were schoepite and metaschoepite which occur as
Sn ranged between 128-1590000 (L/kg), and the geometric mean value was 15900
silica-cemented, mixed schoepite-metaschoepite/clay/silt aggregates, as schoepite(L/kg). These high Kd values indicated that Sn mobility was very low in the tested
metaschoepite-only aggregates, or as coatings upon soil grains. The mobility of DU
soil types. Among them, the values for Andosols tended to be higher than the other
is limited at this site by soil geomorphology and chemistry under the current envisoil groups The geometric mean of Kd values for Andosols was 38300 (L/kg)
ronment which combine to decrease the potential health risks of uranium. Uranium
The pH effect on Sn mobility was observed clearly. The Kd measurement under
mobility and risk could increase however, if land-use or climate changes occur.
different pH levels showed that the Kd-Sn increased with decreasing pH. The /Cds
Improved extraction procedures are needed to characterize DU behavior in alkaline
of Andosols increased from 904 to 20600 (original value: 2920 L/kg) on decreassoils in the presence of amorphous silica and clay coatings.
ing pH from 7.0 to 5.0, and the Kds of Fluvisols increased from 188 to 13700
(original value: 1120 L/kg) on decreasing pH from 7.1 to 3.8. Since Sn solubility increased with decreasing pH, this result suggested that the low pH condition
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enhanced the sorption reaction of Sn in soils The sequential extraction showed that
Distribution and Transport of Depleted Uranium (DU) in Soils and Natural
the acid-soluble and Fe/Mn-oxide-bound Sn fractions included less than 1% of the
Waters at Aberdeen Proving Ground, M D .
soil-sorbed Sn On the other hand, 18-72% (average: 53%) of the sorbed Sn was
T. P. Oxenberg. US Army Developmental Test Command; W. P. Ball. A. T. Stone,extracted
E.
by pyro-phosphate solution, and 24-88% (average. 71%) of the sorbed Sn
J. Bouwer. Dept of Geography and Environmental Engineering.
was extracted by acid-oxalate solution. The AI/Fe-(hydr)oxide-bound Sn was found
to be 4-30% (average: 18%) of the sorbed Sn. Therefore, most of the soil-sorbed
The distribution and transport of solubilized Depleted Uranium (DU) from testSn was as organic matter-bound and Al/Fe-(hydr)oxide-bound forms. The high Kd
ing tank ammunition at Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG), MD, and the ability
values indicated the 113Sn added to soils was strongly bound to soil organic matof indigenous microorganisms to reduce U(VI) to U(IV) were examined in field
ter or Al/Fe-(hydr)oxides, and the soil-sorbed Sn could not be dissolved with pH
and laboratory experiments. Environmental monitoring data of ground and surdecrease. Specifically, the high Kd values for Andosols should be due to their high
face water, soils, and surface water sediments collected from 1992 to 2004 were
organic matter content Keywords: Tin, Soil, Distribution coefficient, Sorption,
examined to determine if DU had been mobilized and transported to natural waters.
pH, Selective extraction
Results show limited transport in soils, surface water, and surface water sediments
within the impact area and no transport at the installation boundary. Infiltration to
groundwater was not indicated. The oxidation, mobilization, and transport of DU
fragments were measured in four field study sites to determine the effect of soil
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conditions on the fate of DU Fragments were placed on and 10-cm below the soil
Transformation of Iodine Species in Submerged Paddy Soil.
surface to evaluate transport of oxidation products of DU ammunition. Transfer of
DU oxidation products from fragments placed on the soil surface was limited to
N. Yamaguchi, National Institute for Agro-Environmental Sciences; M. Nakano,
soils directly below the fragments from 0-10 cm and activities ranged from 100 to
Research Institute of Soil Science & Technology; H. Tanida, Japan Synchroloron
6200 Bq/kg. Subsurface fragments were oxidized uniformly on all surfaces, howRadiation Research Institute.
ever the amount lost to oxidation varied under different soil conditions. SubsurRadioactive I-129 is one of the largest contributors to the calculated health risk
face fragments in the vadose zone lost 2.3 to 3.4 g to oxidation in one-year and
associated with the reprocessing of nuclear fuel due to its very long period of half
transferred up to 16,000 Bq/kg to soils. In contrast, fragments in wetlands (under
decay, 15.9 million years Environmental behavior of I-I29 should be basically
water 8-10 months/year) lost only 0.5 g to oxidation products in the 1 to 2 years
similar to that of natural 1-127. For the sake of food safety and security, the behavof exposure and only 2000 Bq/kg were transferred to soils. Reduction of U(VI) to
ior of 1-127 as well as 1-129 in the agricultural environment is an urgent issue that
U(1V) occurred in microcosms containing ground and surface water and surface
must be addressed. Major iodine species in soil include iodide (I"), iodate (IO "),
water sediments, however reduction occurred only in ground water microcosms
and organically bound iodine. The reduced form of inorganic iodine, I", is the most
when amended with phosphate The results indicate that oxidation, mobilization,
mobile iodine species in soil On the other hand, IO, is relatively immobile in
and transport of DU are limited under the site reducing conditions. Furthermore,
soil since IO,- can be sorbed on the soil components Organically bound iodine is
biological reduction of U(VI) to U(IV) is an important process involved in limiting
considered as a sink of iodine in soil. The iodine concentration in paddy field soil
the transport of DU at APG.
was substantially lower than that in upland fields. The drop of the redox potential
during the flooded period of paddy soil may cause reduction of IO," to I', and, as a
result, the increased mobility of iodine. The objective of this study is to investigate
135-10
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the cause of iodine eluviations in paddy soil using direct analysis of iodine oxidaDistribution Coefficients of Tin (Sn) in Japanese Agricultural Soils.
tion state by X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES). Andisols were taken
Y. Nakamaru. S. Uchida. National Institute of Radiological Sciences.
from the surface layer of an experimental paddy field in Tsukuba, Japan. Potassium
iodate (KIO,) dissolved in irrigation water was added to non-sterilized and y ray
From the viewpoint of nuclear waste management, environmental mobility of tin
sterilized
soils to achieve an iodine content of 2 umol g'. The soil/iodine mixtures
(Sn) is important because 126Sn (half life: 105 y) and 12 lmSn (half life: 55.5 y) are
were
then incubated under submerged condition for 15 and 30 d. After the incubafission products of 235U and are found in nuclear wastes In soil environments, Sn
tion, the solution phase was separated by centrifugation, and soil paste for XANES
mobility can be affected by its sorption onto the soil solid phase. Thus, in this study,
analysis was taken from the central portion to avoid the effect of oxidizing layer
we studied sorption behavior of Sn in Japanese agricultural soils using radiotracer
Iodine K-edge XANES data acquisition (33.2 keV) was conducted at BL01BI at
experiments with 113Sn tracer Soil-soil solution distribution coefficient (Kd) of Sn
SPring-8 Iodine speciation in solution phase was determined by IC-ICPMS. Based
(Kd-Sn) was measured for 110 soil samples from 4 Japanese soil types as an index
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Posters
on the post-edge feature of iodine species spiked to soil, we found evidence that the
decreased concentration of iodine in paddy soil was the result of the reductive reaction of IO, when the paddy field was submerged conditions. The reduced products
would be I and I or organoiodine After incubation of paddy soils with IO, for up
to 30 d under submerged conditions, the post-edge feature of the XANES spectra
of IO.' disappeared, while it was similar to that of L or organoiodine but different from that of 1". The concentration of 1" in the solution phase increased after
incubation under flooded conditions Therefore, the formed I was not retained by
soil and dissolved into the solution phase, whereas I or organically bound iodine
remained in the solid phase of the soil The sterilization of the paddy soils inhibited
the reduction of IO,". It indicated that the biological consumption of oxygen in soil
and subsequent drop of the redox potential was critical to the reduced reaction of
IO," in paddy soil systems. Rice plants absorb iodine species as I and the excess of
iodine causes Akagare reclamation disease It was suggested that the roots of rice
plants oxidized 1 to form molecular iodine (1 ) which was absorbed more selectively, compared to ionic absorption. Our results showed that reductive reaction of
IO," when paddy soil is flooded may also cause increased concentration of I, in soil
in addition to oxidation of I" in soil solution. Since L is highly reactive with organic
compounds, the formed L may be associated with soil organic matter as organoiodine These I or organoiodine could be a potential source of iodine to be absorbed
by rice plants, as well as dissolved I" in soil solution

1960
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Radionuclides (l37Cs) in Landscapes of Kiev Reservoir Banks.
V. M. Starodubtsev. National Agricultural Univ; O. L. Fedorenko. National
Agricultural Univ.
State of the problem: After Chernobyl Atomic Power Plant disaster a great amount
of nuclear wastes had fallen on the Kiev reservoir's banks and water area The
majority of radionuclides were accumulated in forest litter and sod as well as in the
surface 7-10 cm layer of soil. About one-tenth of the initial amount of pollutants
has penetrated to 15-25 cm, and even less-to 20-25 cm Properties ofSoddy-Podzolic soils, (high acidity and low organic matter content) favored for radionuclides
migration in soil profiles with precipitation water However, we have revealed, that
low bank waterlogging by the hydrocarbonate-calcium water of Kiev reservoir
instigates soil acidity neutralization and a reduction in mobility of radionuclides
Further investigations have been directed on the studying of radionuclides contents dependence from the soil texture, Cs" 7 migration from forest plants into soils,
and the issue of soil contamination prediction. Specific radioactivity of different
fraction of loamy-sand soils shows (Fig. 1), that radionuclides are concentrated in
coarse sand fraction (377-711 Bq kg') and silt and clay fractions (432-522 Bq kg"
'). The least activity is revealed in fractions of middle and fine sands Investigation
of radionuclide pollution of different parts of forest plants has shown (Fig 2) that
very few quantities of radionuclides is involved in a circle "soil - plant" every year
now, and the most radionuclides came into forest litter and in soils for the previous
years Therefore, activity of an old litter (1960 Bq kg') is much more than young
one (151 Bq kg '). Prediction of soil radionuclide pollution on this plot of Kiev reservoir bank have been made according to the equation M, • M0.e"""22''51 (half-value
period for Csl 37-30 2 years) The facts show that pollution of surface soil horizon
is a bit more due to yearly entry of a forest litter, and radionuclides migration in soil
profile is stronger. In 0-5 cm layer of profile 13 for the period 1994-2004 specific
activity decreased from 1300 to 1212 Bq kg-1 (according to prediction - 1033 Bq
kg-1). At the same time, in 20-25 cm layer it decreased from 143 till 50 (according
to prediction - 99 Bq kg-1).

0,5
•-Profile 12

0,25 0,063
- o - Profile 13

0,5
0.2S 0,063
Partfckles size, m m

Figure I. Radioactivity of soil particles depending on their size
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Figure 2. Specific radioactivity of soils, forest litter, needles and bark of pine-trees
(Kiev reservoir, line 5, profile 12). Legend: l - Cs-l37 activity, 2 - ground water
level)
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Effects of the Soil Redox Status on Selenium Mobility: Contributions of
Microbiological and Geochemical Processes.
O. Darcheville. Institut de Radioprotection et de Süreté Nucléaire: L. Février,
Institut de Radioprotection el de Süreté Nucléaire; A. Martin-Carin. Institut
de Radioprotection et de Süreté Nucléaire; P. Renault. Institut National de la
Recherche Agronomiqe.
Selenium is both an essential nutriment and a chemio-toxic trace element for
humans, animals and plants, the safety margin between beneficial and toxic doses
being narrow. In addition, a radioactive isotope, 79Se (long-lived fission product,
ä emitter), is recovered in the High Level Nuclear Wastes (HLNW). Therefore,
understanding selenium behaviour in soils is of major concern for both eco-toxicologists and radio-toxicologists. Biogeochemical transformations of selenium
include sorptions/desorptions on solids, and abiotic and biotic reductions/oxidations that can favour its volatilization Among the factors controlling selenium
mobility, the redox status of the soil, mainly governed by the soil geochemical
features and microbial activities, appears as a major one. This study aimed at
understanding the effect of the soil redox status on the selenium mobility and at
identifying the nature of the involved processes. More precisely, our objectives
were to identity the main processes involved in the selenium retention in aerobic
and anaerobic conditions, and to distinguish between abiotic and biotic processes
The soil was a sandy soil coming from the Rhone borders (France), sieved at 2
mm for the experiments Batch incubations were performed under laboratory controlled conditions, either on soil alone (control) or on amended soil with/without a
preliminary sterilisation. For the amended incubations, the soil was supplied with
a solution containing a mixture of electron acceptors (N03-; S042 -) and donors
(glucose, cellulose) to stimulate microbial activities. Additional incubations were
performed after supplying either a bactericide or a fungicide in order to distinguish
between bacteria and fungi effects on selenium transformations Radiolabelled selenite (Se IV + 75Se IV) at 10-6 mol/L was supplied either at the beginning of the
incubation or later. Measurements were performed to (i) identify the distribution
and speciation of selenium in the soil, (ii) assess the main microbial activities and
(iii) characterize geochemical changes. The distribution and speciation of selenium
were precisely determined by mass recoveries of 75Se in the aqueous, gaseous and
solid phases At the end of experiments, sequential extractions were performed in
order to identify and quantify the dominant selenium fractions in the solid phase
Measurements aiming at giving information on the reduction/oxidation level of the
soil included EH and dissolved 02. Other analyses were performed to characterize
the microbial compartment of the soil (total microbial biomass, enumeration of
total bacteria, quantification of the fungal biomass and analyses of the microbial
community's structures). Analytical monitoring, reflecting the microbial activities,
was performed in gas (02, CÓ2, CH4, N2. N20, H2), and in aqueous (carbohydrates, organic acid, anions and cations) phases Experiments are still in progress.

. : • •

First results on the raw soil show a stabilisation of retained selenium with time The
comparison between sterile and non-sterile soils shows that the selenium retention
results from interacting geochemical and biological processes. The distribution and
speciation of selenium are affected by the soil redox status and microbial activities
The resultsare presented and the consequences of various identified processes on
selenium fate in soils are discussed Keywords: soil redox potential—selenium—
microbial activities—soil geochemistry
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Diffusive Gradient in Thin Film for F.valuating I mumm Bioavailability to
Ryegrass in 18 Contaminated Soils.
L Duquène. SCK-CEN.
Enhanced levels of Naturally Occurring Radionuclides (NOR) in soils may be associated with abandoned waste dumps and the surroundings of industries involved in
the extraction or processing of raw materials containing NORs. The most prominent examples in Europe are the residues of uranium mining and milling, the sludge
heaps of the phosphate processing industry and the ashes from power production
from coal. These contaminated environments may result in a considerable exposure
to the public via soil-plant transfer In food chain models, the soil to plant transfer is generally expressed as a soil-to-plant transfer factor (TF: ratio Bq per g dry
weight plant to Bq per g dry weight soil) The transfer factor is a sum-parameter
and the value depends on soil type and soil characteristics, plant species, parts of
plant analysed, rhizosphere conditions Uranium speciation also plays a great role
in plant uptake It was demonstrated that uranium concentration in soil solution
was not a good bioavailability index for uranium uptake by plants. The technique
of Diffusive Gradient in Thin film (DGT) has been suggested to sample a phytoavailable fraction of metals in soil This technique was never applied to uranium
contaminated soils. The aim of our study was to test if the DGT measured uraniumflux was a better substitute for plant available uranium than uranium concentration
in soil solution or exchangeable uranium (evaluated by a chemical extraction with
1 M ammonium acetate pH 7) Eighteen soils were selected such that they covered
a wide range for those parameters hypotised as being potentially important in determining U-availability in soils (pH, clay content, Fe and AI oxide and hydroxide
content, calcium carbonates, organic carbon, phosphate level) Soils were contaminated with 238U (450 Bq kg-1). Ryegrass (Lolliumperenne L ) was used as test
plant in a greenhouse experiment Uranium root and shoot transfer factors were
related to uranium concentration in the soil solution (U-SS) and DGT measured
uranium concentration (CDGT) Root-TFs varied between 0.2 and 7 5 g g-l while
shoot-TFs ranged from 0 0005 to 0.0657 g g-l CDGT varied between 0 9 and
62.7 ug U L-l. U-SS ranged from 3.3 to 95.7 ug U L-l. Both parameters were
not related Furthermore. CDGT was not correlated with any other soil parameter
measured Thus, DGT measured uranium concentration or flux is not an adequate
measure for assessing the phyto-available uranium content in soils.

are bound to persistent (35%) and residual fractions (62%). Only trace amounts of
137Cs existed in readily exchangeable forms in the surface soil After a long-term
deposition (40 years) of fallout in Taiwan, the results from previously described
three sampling sites suggest that most of 137Cs are fixed by the soil mineral in the
surface layer to prevent 137Cs into deeper horizons via vertical migration Forest
soils have two characters in the composition one is composed mostly by organic
matters such as the soils in Tatajia and Yuanyang Lake, or composed with minor
amounts of 2:1 silicate clays in the soil of Yangming Mountain, so they have less
ability to fix 137Cs with clay minerals in the surface soil which means the ratio of
readily exchangeable 137Cs in such soils are higher than those in others types of
soil The labile form of l37Cs is mostly transferred to the stable and resistant fractions after a long-term deposition of fallout It also supports previous findings that
137Cs recycles through the soil and plant systems and will not be easily removed
from perhumid forest ecosystems.
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Effects of a Climate Cooling on the Behavior of Radionuclides in Soils.
S. Maillant. G. Echevarria. Laboratoire Sols et Environnement 11MR 1120 INPLINRA; E. Leclerc-Cessac. Andra; J. L Morel. 1NPL(ENSA1A)/INRA. Laboratoire
Sols et Environnement.
For the safety assessment of an underground radioactive waste disposal conducted
by Andra, it is required to estimate the behavior of radionuclides in soils for the
next five hundred thousand years (Andra, 2005). Within this time scale, soils would
probably evolve from their actual status, as the Earth climate would turn from interglacial into glacial. It is then necessary to assess the effects of these changes on
the behaviour of the radiochemicals that would enter the soils. Here, we present a
method that allows the prevision of the pedological changes and their consequences
on the behaviour of radiochemicals in soils This method was applied to a limestone
plateau (later refered to as the "reference region" in the text) which would be under
periglacial conditions during a glaciation, according to climatic modelling (Texier,
2003) We have focused the study on the retention of mobile radionuclides: iodine
(I) and technetium (Tc). The method relies on the study of analogous soils, sampled
in regions similar to the reference region regarding the geochemical and topographical contexts but undergoing a cold climate, which mimics the future periglacial
conditions. The characteristics of these analogous soils are interpreted to predict
the future soil cover of the study area. For the predicted soils we can estimate the
retention and the mobility of the radionuclides through the study of their sorption
onto the sampled analogous soils The analogous soils sampled have developed
under boreal forest and cold steppe conditions from limestone or calcareous parent materials. The observed soils were eutric Leptosols under boreal forest, and
Chernozems under cold steppe In both biomes, under hydromorphic conditions,
OM accumulated in the soil Evolution scenarios constructed from these results
indicated that the periglacial conditions would probably favor the persistence of
soils fairly similar to the present ones in the reference region, especially during
the boreal stage. However these soils would display higher OM content than the
actual soils In the steppe-tundra biome, a pergelisol would favor hydromorphy
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in most soils (stagnic Cryosols). The consequences of these pedological changes
Availability and Immobilization of 137Cs in Subtropical High Mountain
on the behavior of mobile radionuclides were studied through the retention of Tc
Forest and Grassland Soils.
and I in the analogous soils at field capacity in batch experiments The experiment
C. Y. Chiu. Research Center for Biodiversity; C. J. Wang. C. C. Huang. Radiation showed that the dehydration of soils could favor the retention of both elements
Monitoring Center. Atomic Energy Council.
under aerobic conditions, although the latter are not usually favourable to Tc and I
retention (Kd > 1 I kg-1 in analogous soils of boreal forest after one year of contact
Fallout from nuclear weapon testing has been deposited throughout Taiwan over
time) These results were used to establish maps of the retention of each element
the last 40 years. In order to ascertain the influence of long-term deposition at
for both periglacial biomes It is suggested that Tc would be retained in the soils
radioactive 137Cs in soils of forest ecosystems, the existence, forms and fate of
in the cold steppe soils whereas I would be more retained in soils of the boreal
137Cs in forest and adjacent grassland soils were studied. This study investigates
biome. In both biomes, soils with the highest retention towards I and Tc would be
the distribution and migration of radioactive 137Cs in soils of forest ecosystems
peaty soils located in the bottom of marly valleys The proposed method underlain
Six soil samples collected from three sampling sites, including Histosols and Incepby analogy and laboratory retention studies should help to understand and forecast
tisols from Yuanyang Lake, forest and grassland soils from middle level mountain
the behavior of the long-lived radionuclides It should help in the determination of
at Yangming and from subalpine region at Tatajia, were analyzed for radioactive
the site specific parameters for the dose computation of safety assessment in a cold
l37Cs Six forms of 137Cs in surface soils, i.e., (1) readily exchangeable, (II) bound
biosphere scenario.
to microbial biomass, (III) bound to Fe-Mn oxides, (IV) bound to organic matter, (V) persistently bound and (VI) residual fractions were separated from above
samples by a sequential extraction of 137Cs method Radioactivity of l37Cs was
measured by r-ray spectrometry Although the soils from Yuanyang Lake were
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enriched with high organic matter, 46 and 83 % in Ineeptisol and Histosol, respecInequilibrium between Fallout l37Cs and Stable Cs in Cultivated Soils.
tively, only minor amounts of 137Cs were bound to organic matter (4-10%) and
H. Tsukada. A. Takeda. S. Hisamatsu. J. Inaba, Institute for Environmental
trace amounts (less than 3%) bound to readily exchangeable, microbial biomass
Sciences.
and Fe-Mn oxides Limited fractions of l37Cs existed in the labile and moderately
labile forms of soil, which was consistent with those to organic C Most of l37Cs
Physical-chemical form of radionuclides is an essential factor to decide the fate of
were bound to the persistent (52-62%) and residual fractions (28-41%) The results
radionuclides in the environment, and also play an important role in their migration
from Yangming Mountain and subalpine region of Tatajia are very similar to those
in soils Cesium-137 is an important radionuclide for the assessment of radiation
from Yuanyang Lake The largest amount of l37Cs was bound to persistent and
exposure to the public around the nuclear facilities because of its high fission yield
residual fractions in the surface soils. Two obvious differences can be observed
and relatively long half-life. In order to investigate the physical-chemical forms
by this research One is that the soil in Yangming Mountain is a type of an amorof fallout 1,7Cs (mainly derived from nuclear weapons tests from 1940s to 1980s)
phous volcano soil which has less fixing ability for 137Cs in soil. This increased
in cultivated soils, "7Cs and stable Cs f"Cs) extracted with two extractants were
the opportunity of plants and microbial biomass for using 137Cs of soil, so larger
determined Residue after the stronger extraction was separated on the particle size,
amounts of 137Cs (19%) bounded to microbial biomass are found both in forest
and then analyzed for "7Cs and stable Cs Soil samples were collected in 1991-1994
and grassland soil in Yangming Mountain Another is that the soil tn Tatajia forest
from agricultural fields throughout Aomori Prefecture, Japan, where the first comhas up to 71 % organic matter, so larger amounts of 137Cs are bound to organic matmercial nuclear fuel reprocessing plant and a fission reactor are located Two fracter (23 4%) than that in residual fractions (15 4%). In contrast, the surface soil at
tions were individually extracted with IM CrI,COONH solution (exchangeable
the Tatajia grassland contains more soil mineral than the forest soil Most of 137Cs
fraction. E2). and 0 8M CH,COONH4 in 5% HNO, solution after H,0, oxidization
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(E2+organic bound fraction, E4). The residues after extracting the E4 fraction were
divided into four size fractions; clay (O.002 mm), silt (0.002-0.02 mm), fine sand
(0.02-0.2 mm) and coarse sand (0.2-2 mm) The silt fraction was not recovered
because of incomplete separation of silt from clay The concentration of " 7 Cs in
the fractions and total content (E5) was determined using a low background 2it gas
flow proportional counter after radiochemical separation of Cs or a well-type Ge
gamma-ray detector The concentration of stable Cs in the samples was determined
by ICP-MS after adequate pretreatment. The distribution pattern of '"Cs contents
among the fractions were ditïerent for the soil samples, and has no correlation with
soil properties including pH, a cation exchange capacity (CEC) and a carbon content The content of " 7 Cs in the exchangeable fraction was less than 20% (4-18%),
and that in the organic bound (E4-E2) and strongly bound factions (E5-E4) were
0-57% and 25-96%, respectively. The concentration of " 7 Cs in the clay fraction
was several folds higher than that in other size fractions The specific activity of
" 7 Cs (the ratio o f the concentration of '"Cs to that of stable Cs) decreased in the
order of the exchangeable, organic bound and strongly bound fractions. Equilibrium between fallout " C s and stable Cs has not reached among those fractions,
even though most of the " 7 Cs had been deposited on the soils more than several
decades ago This work was supported by a grant from the Government of Aomori
Prefecture, Japan.
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A Plume Runs through it: Elucidating the Soil Carbon Cycle Using Enriched
Radiocarbon Additions.
C. Swansum. Center for Accelerator Mass Spectrometry: P. Hanson, Oak Ridge
National Laboratory: S. E. Trumbore, Unix of California. Irvine: P. Jardine.
Oak Ridge National Laboratory: J. Jastrow, Argonne National Laboratory: M.
Torn, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory: W. Post, C. T. Garten. Oak Ridge
National Laboratory.
The Enriched Background Isotope Study (EBIS) takes advantage of an extraordinary opportunity: tracing a large atmospheric pulse of enriched radiocarbon
through an entire forest ecosystem on the Oak Ridge Reservation (ORR) in eastern
Tennessee During the summer of 1999, emissions from a local incinerator added
a large pulse of ' 4 CO, to the local atmosphere, which was subsequently fixed by
photosynthesizing vegetation and incorporated into leaves, stems, and roots. Fallen
leaves were collected from l4C-enriched and near-background areas of the ORR in
the fall of 2000 These litter sources were deployed in a reciprocal litter transplant
experiment Highly enriched leaves were placed in background-'4C stands for three
consecutive years, while background-'4C leaves were placed in highly enriched
stands The combination of local "C gradients and litter manipulations has allowed
researchers to trace the flux of enriched '4C from known sources (leaves, roots)
through various soil carbon pools, giving us insights into the sources, movement,
and stabilization of soil carbon. Radiocarbon flux through these soils is characterized using numerous approaches, including measurement of radiocarbon in bulk
organic and mineral soils, dissolved and particulate organic matter, microbial biomass, organo-mineral complexes, and soil gas A common theme emerges from
the results of each of these approaches: recent inputs to the mineral soil carbon
cycle appear to be dominated by root litter, whereas canopy litter contributes to a
largely independent surface carbon cycle. For example, litter input has had negligible impact on bulk soil l4C values, and only marginal impact on the most responsive particulate carbon pools. Conversely, bulk mineral soils with l4C-enriched
roots are rapidly enriched in radiocarbon, as are nearly all of the component carbon
pools. Likewise, microbial biomass and belowground gas measurements do not
reflect enriched litter values, but quickly respond to root enrichment Dissolved
organic carbon responded quickly to enriched litter input, with high values visible
even in the lower profile; however, the total amount of carbon transported via soil
water was quantitatively small The combined observations suggest that soil carbon
cycling in eastern deciduous hardwood forest soils might be better characterized
as a two-compartment system with surface litter inputs representing the primary
carbon source for an organic-layer carbon cycle, and root litter inputs the primary
carbon source for a mineral-soil carbon cycle.
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Sorption Behavior of Selenium on llumic Acid under Increasing Se or Humic
Acid Content.
N. Ishikawa. S. ilchida. K. Tagami. Y. Nakamaru. National Institute of Radiological
Sciences.
Selenium (Se) is one of the elements that are included in environmental quality
standards for soils because it is highly toxic to humans Although natural Japanese soils do not have a high Se content, Se contamination of soils will become a
big problem because its consumption for industrial purposes is increasing. From
the viewpoint of radioactive waste management, the fate of the element in a soil
environment is also interesting because the long-lived fission product Se-79 (halflife: I I million y) is an important radionuclide for long-term dose assessment
Soil organic substances influence pollutant sorption on soil Recently, many studies
have shown that humic acid (HA), a soil organic substance, adsorbs some radioactive elements, such as U and Am However, no study has been carried out for Se
adsorbability onto HA or for the sorption kinetics. Thus, our aim in this study was to
clarify the sorption behavior of Se on HA We investigated influences of solid-liq-
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uid ratios and Se concentrations by measuring the amount of Se sorbed on HA and
the time to reach the sorption equilibrium. We also determined size distributions
of HA-sorbed-Se under increasing HA amounts and co-existing Se amounts using
an ultrafiltration technique Finally, we looked at a suitable determination method
for Se concentration in the liquid phase to obtain an isotherm equation Humic
acid was purchased from Wako Pure Chemicals Industries Ltd Batch sorption tests
using Se-75 (half-life: 119 8d) were carried out at elevated amounts of HAs. that
is, 100, 200, 500, and 1000 mg Each HA sample was placed in a plastic bottle
(30 mL), and then 9 mL of deionized water (Milli-Q qualify) were added One ml.
of Se solution, which included 8 kBq of Se-75 with 0 1-3 micro-g of stable Se as
a carrier, was added to each sample bottle; the initial concentrations of Se in the
bottles were adjusted from 10 to 300 micro-g/L Then, the suspension was shaken
using an end-over-end shaker In order to determine the time required to reach the
sorption equilibrium, the sample suspensions were destructively sampled at times
from three hours to twenty days after the addition of Se-75 to them. Each sample
suspension was then filtered through a 0 45-micro-m membrane filter. Gamma rays
of Se-75 in the filtrate were measured with an Nal scintillation counter (Aloka
ARC-380) In addition, at the time of equilibrium, each 0 45-micro-m sample suspension was sequentially ultrafiltered with cutoff molecular weight filters of 10k,
5k, and 3k Daltons (Da) to get the molecular size distributions of the Se-sorbed
HA All filtrates were measured with an Nal scintillation counter
The results
were as follows I) The time required for the sorption equilibrium depended on the
solid-liquid ratios and the Se concentrations 2) The amount of Se sorbed in each
molecular size range decreased in the order 3kDa> > 10kDa-0.45micro-m > 5KDalOkDa > 3kDa-5kDa 3) A linear relationship was observed between the logarithm
of the concentrations of HA-adsorbed Se and the logarithm of the concentration
of Se in the liquid phase, under the equilibrium condition Therefore, Se sorption
onto humic acid followed the Ce'EXP(n), where SxFreundlich isotherm, which is
described by S = K is the amount of Se sorbed on the solid (micro-g/g solid), Ce
is the equilibrium concentration of Se in solution (micro-g/mL), and K and n are
Freundlich constants When the liquid phase was assumed as the filtrate which
passed through the 0 45 micro-m filter, K, n and correlation coefficient (R) were
calculated as 216,0.80 and 0 89 respectively, using all the data from the Freundlich
isotherm. Since K and n depended on solid-liquid ratios, low R was observed If
only the data of one solid-liquid ratio condition were applied to the Freundlich
isotherm, R had a high value, i.e. 0.99. Additionally, when the 3kDa filtrates were
regarded as liquid phase, K, n, and R were 367, 0 82, and 0.99, respectively In
both cases, n values were lower than I; n < I means a limited number of specific
high-affinity sorption sites are available for the sorbate molecules From the results,
we concluded that the use of the <3kDa fraction as a liquid phase was suitable to
understand Se sorption mechanisms on HA, since under this condition, the Freundlich isotherm independent of the solid-liquid ratio was observed. Acknowledgment: This work has been partially supported by the Agency for Natural Resources
and Energy, the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (MET1), Japan.
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Novel Synthetic Clays for Soil Remediation.
5. Komarneni. The Pennsylvania State Univ.
Several clays of extremely high cation exchange capacity were synthesized
and characterized for their cation exchange selectivity properties The selectivity studies clearly indicated that soils or ground water contaminated with Sr-90
and Ra-226 could be remediated using these clays. Three different novel swelling mica-type clays were synthesized using various cost-effective precursors by
solid-state processes Synthetic fluorinated clays of nominal compositions of
Na2Si6AI2Mg6O20F4 xH20 (Na-2-mica), Na3Si5AI3Mg6O20F4 xH20 (Na-3mica) and Na4Si4AI4Mg6O20F4 xH20 (Na-4-mica) were prepared and characterized by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and Al-27 and Si-29 solid-state magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance
(MASNMR) spectroscopy Cation exchange equilibria with Sr and Ba (as simulator
for Ra) revealed that these synthetic micas exhibited extreme selectivity for these
less hydrated divalent cations Tests with actual ground waters contaminated with
Sr-90 at the Hanford site clearly indicated the superiority of these novel clays when
compared to the best commercially available materials. Selectivity of these clays
was also determined for Sr and Ra-226 using 0 5 to 2 M NaCI and expressed as
distribution coefficients, Kds For an example, Na-4- mica and Na-2-mica showed
very high Kd values of 20680*1280 and I5740±840 for Ra-226 from 0 5 M NaCI
In addition to radioactive species, other metals such as Cu, Pb etc could be remediated from soils using these clays
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Plant-Based Plume-Scale Mapping Reveals Tritium-Transport Extent and
Processes in Desert Soils.
B. J. Andraski. D. A. Stonestrom. USGS: C. A. Garcia. Graduate Program of
Hydrologie Sciences: R. L. Michel. M. J. Johnson. U.S. Geological Survey: D. L.
Decker. Desert Research Institute.
Cost-effective methods are needed to detect radioactive-waste migration from
disposal areas and other potentially contaminated sites. Such methods should be
capable of providing early warnings of contaminant releases, and be sufficiently
accurate and practical for assessing long-term performance of isolation facilities

and remediation measures This presentation summarizes recent advances in plantbased approaches for detecting and mapping tritium contamination in arid environments The objective of this work, performed at the U.S. Geological Survey's
Amargosa Desert Research Site, adjacent to a low-level radioactive waste (LLRW)
burial facility, is to improve understanding of transport processes (http://nevada
usgs.gov/adrs/). The new tritium-detection method entails solar distillation of plant
water from foliage, followed by filtration and adsorption of scintillation-interfering constituents on a graphite-based solid-phase-extraction column prior to directscintillation counting (Andraski et al., 2003). Tritium concentrations in plant water
(creosote bush, Larrea iridenlala) determined with the new method matched those
determined with traditional, more laborious, toluene-extraction methods Plantwater concentrations correlated well (r = 0.98) with concentrations in root-zone
soil-water vapor. Plant sampling required one-fifth the time of soil-water vapor
sampling The new method provides a simple and cost-etTective way to detect plant
and soil contamination Work to date has focused on one desert plant; however,
the approach may be transferable to other species and environments Plant-based
techniques were tested for field-scale evaluation of tritium transport (Andraski et
al., 2005) Plant-water samples collected within a 63-ha area had tritium concentrations ranging from 2 5 Bq/L (background) to 4,890 Bq/L Semivariogram analysis
showed plant-water concentrations were spatially correlated to a separation distance
of 380 m. Spatial structure was highly significant relative to measurement uncertainty, which accounted for <0.1% of the total variability in the data Linear regression equations that predicted soil-water-vapor concentrations from measured plant
concentrations were combined with kriged plant-water concentrations to efficiently
map root-zone and sub-root-zone tritium distributions Maps of subsurface contamination indicate preferential lateral movement of tritium through a dry, coarse-textured layer beneath the root zone, with concurrent upward movement through the
root zone This work represents the first large-scale subsurface vapor-phase tritium
migration from a LLRW facility documented in the scientific literature Analysis
of transport from the sub-root-zone gravel to the root zone indicates that diffusive
vapor-phase fluxes exceed all other fluxes (i.e., advective vapor-phase, diffusive
and advective liquid-phase) by more than an order of magnitude. Phytoremediation is often assumed to be limited to material that is in direct contact with plant
roots. Application of the plant-based method at this site, however, showed that the
remedial effects of desert vegetation can extend well beneath the root zone Plants
may therefore play an important role not only in detection and monitoring, but also
in remediation of tritium-contaminated desert soils Work is continuing to assess
the magnitude and mechanisms of tritium movement from the subsurface to the
atmosphere, as well as to track and model the spatial and temporal evolution of the
plume The approach includes evaluation of evaporation and transpiration to better
quantify the total tritium releases to the atmosphere.

major unconfined aquifer systems in southern New Jersey, the Kirkwood-Cohansey
and the Potomac-Rantan-Magothy, were I 4 and 1 9 pCi/L, respectively. Maximum
values were 17 4 and 12 8 pCi/L, respectively About 33 percent of the concentrations exceeded the MCL These findings have led to the use of water softeners as
widely available and convenient whole-house Ra treatment units for domestic well
water because the units efficiently remove Ra along with constituents that cause
water hardness Maintenance includes regular backwashing of the ion-exchange
media with brine The brines commonly are flushed to septic systems Because Ra
is a known carcinogen, the fate of the Ra that is dispersed to the environment in
effluent or applied to land in sludge as fertilizer is a matter of concern Therefore,
the U.S. Geological Survey, in cooperation with the New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection, is evaluating the environmental fate of the Ra that passes
through residential water softeners. Water samples were collected at 15 domesticwell test sites during 2003-04 from five sampling points: the supply well (untreated
ground water); kitchen (treated drinking water), the treatment system (backwash);
the septic system (liquid septage); and a downgradient shallow observation well
screened at the water table (effluent-bearing ground water). Solids (sludge) from
the septic tank also were sampled, as were aquifer sands collected from drill cores
obtained from multiple depths at adjoining locations where land application of
sludge was not practiced Results indicate that the ion-exchange treatment systems, when maintained, effectively removed Ra, lowering the gross alpha-particle
activities to less than 3 pCi/L and the combined Ra concentrations to less than 1
pCi/L. These values represent at least a 10-fold reduction relative to the presence
of these constituents in untreated ground water, which contained combined Ra at
concentrations of less than 1 to 42 pCi/L. The Ra was re-concentrated into the
backwash brine, which typically was enriched about 10- to 100-fold relative to
the concentration in untreated ground water, with a maximum gross alpha-particle
activity of 3,200 pCi/L and a maximum combined Ra concentration of 2,100 pCi/L.
Combined Ra concentrations in the effluent in the septic tanks ranged from less
than 1 to 7 0 pCi/L, about half the concentration typically found in the untreated
ground water. Combined Ra concentrations in effluent-bearing water from the
downgradient observation wells were similar to, or less than, those in the liquid in
the septic tanks, except where sample pH was less than 5; in those cases, the combined Ra concentration was elevated (maximum, 27 pCi/L). These results indicate
that Ra likely is mobilized from the aquifer matrix by effluent-bearing water in an
acidic environment The combined Ra concentration in sludge from the septic tanks
ranged from less than 1 to about 10 pCi/g (picocuries per gram dry weight), about
a 10-fold increase from the concentration in the sandy aquifer sediments, in which
combined Ra concentrations ranged from 0 2 to 1.1 pCi/g Analytical precision was
poor for low-weight sludge samples (less than 20 grams), however These results
indicate that long-term land application of the sludge as fertilizer might result in an
increase in Ra in the soils.
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Plant Uptake and Behavior of Depleted Uranium in Arid Zone Soils.
A. L. Ulery. R. R. Parra, New Mexico Stale Univ. V. Anne. U.S. Forest Sen'ice: Y. In Situ Formation of Colloidal Phases and Their Role in Radionuclide
Transport.
Hashimoto. Dept of Soil Science. North Carolina Stale Univ.
J. Harsh. M. Flury. Y. Deng. Washington State Univ: K. Mashal. Hashemite Univ.
Soil may become contaminated from the use and testing of Depleted Uranium (DU)
G. Chen. FAMU-Florida State Univ.
ammunition in war zones and military firing ranges. Many of these contaminated
sites are in arid and semi-arid regions Phytoremediation is an in-situ method of soil
Radionuclide contamination is often accompanied by other chemical changes in the
decontamination that may be more cost-effective and cause less disturbance to soil
soil arising from waste organic chelates, strong acid or base solutions, or concenthan excavation and other non in-situ methods Phytoremediation of DU from soil
trated salt solutions. These changes can result in neoformation of colloidal mateis dependent on the use of plants that effectively extract and accumulate uranium
rial or alteration of existing colloids. As sorbents for radionuclides, colloids may
We have conducted several experiments in the lab, the greenhouse, and the field
enhance their transport to groundwater if conditions are favorable for dispersion
to screen for potential phytoextractors that could accumulate uranium from soil
and stable colloidal suspensions. We examine both colloid formation and radionuin arid and semi-arid regions This poster will present some of the challenges and
clide transport related to contaminated sites at the Hanford Reservation in central
rewards involved with phytoremediation in arid zones Of over fifty species tested
Washington State Formation: Waste tanks at the Hanford Reservation have leaked
in a variety of experiments, none would be considered hyperaccumulators accordmillions of gallons of alkaline waste bearing NaOH, NaN03, NaAl(OH)4, and varing to accepted definitions, although coyote gourd (Cucurbita palmate) and wild
ious radionuclides and heavy metals into the sediments of the Hanford Formation
candytuft (Thlaspi alpestre) were both able to extract over 150 mg U per kg soil
Our objectives were (I) to identify colloidal materials formed from the reaction of
without any of the chelates commonly used to make the metal bioavailable Applisimulated waste solutions with Hanford sediment; (2) to determine the role of specation of citrate ion, either as citric acid or ammonium citrate increased uranium
cific anions and cations on the nature of the materials; and (3) to determine their Cstranslocation from contaminated soil to the shoots of kochia (Kochia scoparia)
sorption behavior Solutions with varying OH and AI concentrations were reacted
and amaranth pigweed (Amaranthus retroflexus) grown in the greenhouse Steer
with Hanford sediments and the products were characterized with x-ray diffraction,
manure application to DU contaminated soil at several rates either decreased or had
FT1R, 27AI and 29Si MAS-NMR, SEM, and x-ray dispersive spectroscopy Canno effect on the amount of uranium extracted by plants Results from sand culture
crinite and sodalite were the major minerals formed following formation of poorly
and various amended-soil pot studies will be presented and discussed
crystalline aluminosilicates and zeolite The formation of these minerals was then
followed in simulated solutions with dissolved Na2H2Si04 as the Si source We
varied OH, Na. AI, and Si concentrations to find that cancrinite was the preferred
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phase and was favored at high N03, and divalent anions Cesium present at the time
of
formation was partially fixed in highly crystalline cancrinite and almost unexEnvironmental Fate of Radium in Ion-Exchange Backwash Waste Stream,
tractable with K, Ca, or Na in sodalite Adsorbed Cs could be largely exchanged
and Septic-Tank Sludge and Liquids, Southern New Jersey.
from cancrinite and sodalite. Transport: The association of Cs with newly formed
Z Szabo. E. Jacobsen. T. F. Kraemer. U.S. Geological Survey: B. Parsa. New
colloids and with native colloidal minerals suggests that the movement of such colJersey Department of Health and Senior Services.
loids could enhance Cs transport. Cesium is normally adsorbed strongly by micaceous minerals of the Hanford Formation; namely, biotite and muscovite However,
In 2000, the US Environmental Protection Agency finalized a Maximum Conif Cs interactions with colloidal phases such as feldspathoids and illite are stable
taminant Level (MCL) of 15 pCi/L (picocunes per liter) for gross alpha-particle
over the period of transport, such colloids could carry Cs to groundwater We deteractivity and 5 pCi/L for combined radium (Ra) (sum of radium-226 (Ra-226) and
mined the potential for colloidal transport under different levels of water saturation
radium-228 (Ra-228)). Ra-226. an alpha-particle emitter, and Ra-228, a beta-parand the potential for Cs transport where Cs was pre-associated with colloids and
ticle emitter, have sufficiently long half-lives (1,602 and 5 75 years, respectively) to
water saturation was varied Colloids were transported without removal under satuaccumulate on a time scale of years Median values of naturally occurring Ra-226
rated conditions while colloids were increasingly removed from the mobile phase
and Ra-228 in about 140 water samples collected during 1997-2002 from the two
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as saturation decreased. Cesium associated with mobile colloids was stripped off
by the sediment matrix as transport occurred Up to 70% of the Cs was removed
from colloids, this amount decreasing with increasing flow rate Unless Cs is incorporated into colloids as they are formed, the association is unlikely to result in
transport over large distances in the Hanford environment
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Behavior of Cs, Sr and V in Soil Solution at Rhizosphere of Brassica rapa I..
A. Takeda, H. Tsukada. Y. Takaku. S. Wsamatsu, Institute for Environmental
Sciences.
for better understanding of soil-to-plant transfer of radionuclides, their behavior
in a soil solution should be elucidated, especially at the interface between plant
roots and soil particles, where conditions differ greatly from the bulk soil because
of plant activity (nutrient uptake and root exudations of H , OH and organic compounds, etc ) This study examined effects of plant growth on concentration of
stable Cs and Sr, and U in soil solutions. Volcanic ash soil (pH(H20) 5.5; total
carbon contents, 85 g kg-1; Cs. 3 3 mgkg-1; Sr, 121 mgkg-1, U, 2.4 mg kg-1) collected from an arable field was used for a pot cultivation experiment. Soil samples
(400 g dry soil) were put into plastic pots after mixing with NH4N03 and KH2P04
fertilizer reagents (N, 60 mg/pot; P, 17 mg/pot). In the pots, the rhizosphere zone
(R) was separated from the non-rhizosphere zone (NR) by a nylon net screen (20
Um) Komatsuna {Brassica rapa L.) was cultivated in an environmentally controlled growth chamber (temperature, 20°C; relative humidity, 70%; day length, 12
h; light intensity, 20,000 Ix) for 26 days The water content in soil was adjusted to
70% of its maximum water-holding capacity by adding ultrapure water every day
Soil solutions in the planted pot (R and NR) and in the unplanted pot (UP) were collected at 5-day intervals by high-speed centrifugation method, and filtered through
a membrane filter (0.4 urn). The Sr concentration was measured using 1CP-AES,
and those of Cs and U were determined using ICP-MS. The Cs concentration in the
UP soil solution decreased with time (0 73-0.05 ug L'), and was correlated with the
NH4 concentration in the soil solution. Results suggested that the Cs released from
the soil particles by exchange with NH4 added as fertilizer, then was re-absorbed
onto the soil particles with time elapsing. The Cs concentration in the soil solution
at NR zone did not differ from that at the UP The Cs concentration at the R zone
was lower than that at NR and UPthrough the cultivation period (0 27-0.01 ug L1).
For that reason, the plant should uptake Cs only from the soil solution that is close
to the root. The Sr concentration in the soil solution at the R zone also decreased
with plant growth (140-17 ug L '). The Sr concentration in the soil solution at the
NR zone was lower than that at UP in the later growth stage The Sr in the soil solution that was distant from plant root was able to move to the root zone along with
the water mass flow On the other hand, the concentration of U in the soil solution
at R zone increased with plant growth (0.03-0.16 ug L '). The dissolved organic
carbon (IX)C') concentration in the soil solution at the R zone also increased with
plant growth during the cultivation period (44-80 mg kg"1). Therefore, organic substances increasing with plant growth should play an important role in U behavior in
the rhizosphere This study was supported by a grant from the Aomori Prefectural
Government.
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estimation of the Effect of Farmland on the Behavior of ''"I Released from
Malfunctioning Atomic Facilities in Japan.
N. Kihou, H. Fujiwara. K. Yuita, National Institute of Agro-Environmental
Sciences.
One nuclear fuel reprocessing facility is currently operating in Japan, and preparations are underway to open a larger reprocessing facility. About 30 MBq of l2,I is
currently released annually from the former reprocessing facility (in 2002); this
amount is not considered to be excessive However, IJ91 is an important nuclide in
radiation monitoring because of its extremely long half-life (15 7 million years)
Therefore, it is important to forecast the movement of 'y'\ over a large area emanating from the site of a malfunction or accident. Using non-radiological l27l, we
have tried to estimate the effect that farmland in the Tonegawa River watershed in
Ibaraki prefecture, particularly, paddy fields, would have on the movement of ,2-'l
moving in tandem with water throughout a large area In Japan cultivated acreage
accounts for 12 6% of the landmass. Ofthat, 54.5% is paddy fields The Tonegawa
River (catchment area, 16,840 km') on the Ibaraki and Chiba Prefecture boundary
and l.ake Kasumigaura (Nishiura and lake area, 172 km2) are the tap-water sources
for the southern part of Ibaraki and the northern part of Chiba Prefecture and the
Tokyo metropolitan area; they are located 30-80 km apart to the west and the south
of the currently operating reprocessing facilities Ibaraki has the highest percentage of land under cultivation of any prefecture in Japan, and the Tonegawa River
watershed, which contains Lake Kasumigaura, occupies more than 50% of the prefecture. In the Tonegawa River watershed in Ibaraki Prefecture, the rates of paddy
field and upland field are 19.5% and 12 7%, respectively The experimental field of
National Institute for Agro-Environmental Sciences (NIAES) was in the Tonegawa
River watershed The l27I concentration in ponding water during irrigation at the
NIAES field was 11 8 ug L "', higher than that of precipitation, 3 0 ug L'. or that of
irrigation water, 10 9 ug L ' The '27I concentrations in soil water at depths of 0.2 m
and 0 5 m during irrigation were 18 8 and 16.7 ug L"', respectively The concentration of the outlet water from underdrainage at a depth of I m during irrigation was
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2.4 ug L'. Much l27l from a paddy field flows toward land surface water when large
amounts of overflow water from ponding water or outlet water from underdrainage in shallow depth originate The existence of rivers of which l27l concentration during the irrigation period is clearly higher than that during non-irrigation
period shows that much '27I flows toward the land surface water from paddy field
The l27I concentration in Lake Kasumigaura exceeded 10 ug L '; therefore, the l27l
concentration in irrigation water in the NIAES field was also high because it was
taken from Lake Kasumigaura As one of the reasons of high l27I concentration in
the lake water, the influence of the circulation use was thought In other words, the
irrigation water from Lake Kasumigaura is used for the paddy field, and the river
water, which leads to high concentrations of ':7I in the paddy field, returns to Lake
Kasumigaura. Moreover, the water table in the paddy field near Lake Kasumigaura
was high even during the non-irrigation period Therefore, the redox potential of
the soil was low and the concentration of '271 in the ponding water was high (15
Hg L '). This seems to be another reason for the high concentration of l27l in Lake
Kasumigaura. Seeing in a mid/long term, it is thought that rough movement of l?'l
that floats on the atmosphere, and descends with rain is similar to that of" ,27I. Therefore, when the reprocessing facility is abnormally driven by any chance and raI is
released in the environment, as described here, a paddy field promotes the accumulation of l29I in Lake Kasumigaura. However, it is possible that the outflow control
to land surface water from the paddy field could be managed if a malfunction were
of a short duration. During normal operations of a reprocessing facility, when l2,l
is barely detectable in the Tonegawa River watershed, it could be assumed that the
amount of ,27I in the environment increases in a paddy field, and the buffer effect
in ,29I pollution is improved. On the other hand, '27I concentration in well water at
a depth of 15 m under the paddy field at NIAES was higher, though it was a little,
than those in an adjoining upland field and forest plot; therefore, the possibility that
,27
l could leach into groundwater from the paddy field was indicated. There was
groundwater where '27l concentration exceeded 10 ug L ' under the paddy field in
the Tonegawa River watershed On upland field and forest plot, the l27I concentration in the groundwater was low, and rather it was necessary to think about the
problem in the aspect of accumulation of iodine in the soil.
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Modelling of Caesium-137 Behavior in a Soil-Plant System.
O. Alipbeki. Kazakh National Agricultural Univ.
For studying of transformation Caesium-137 regularities in soil and its translocation into the plants, 18 types and subtypes of soils have been taken: soddy-podzolic,
gray-brown soils, ordinary sierozems, chestnuts, mountain chestnuts, mountain
chernozem, southern chernozem, leaching chernozem and ordinary chernozems.
The carried out researches have allowed to make up four types of the models,
describing the regularities of caesium-137 migration in soil-plant system: conceptual, statistical, dynamic and integrated cybernetic In the conceptual (logic) model
the conditions and processes determining the mobility of radionuclid in the main
depositing subsystem "soil" are submitted in more detail. As the important components of this block are considered: three forms of fallouts (soluble, exchange, fuel
particles), three processes (sorbtion, desorbtion and fixing), three forms of connections (immobile, ionexchange and mobile) and three external regulating factors
(fertilizers, meliorates and properties of soils) Plants are examined as an object of
influence from the soil's part As the important independent factors of a plant block
their biological features, distribution of radionuclids in organs and element-chemical structure are allocated. The developed statistical models as simple monomial
equations are parametrizated through calculations of full, partial and plural factors
of caesium-137 correlations with physical and chemical properties of soils They
gave the satisfactory results at their comparison with the experimental data through
calculations of relative deviations and factors of prediction. The most essential
variables of soils, responsible for mobility of radiocaesium in the soil-plant system it is necessary to consider the size of absorption capacity and the contents of
exchange potassium and calcium in soil. The dynamic models for which basis of
calculation the factors of radionuclid diffusion in soil have been taken, and also
caesium-137 imitating migrations on their accuracy did not exceed the reliability,
which were received with the help of the statistical models. Therefore the dynamic
models must be considered as research for which the further completion of separate parts of the mathematical device is required The cybernetic (logic) model of
management by intensity of Caesium-137 migration in a soil-plant system, which
is integrated in agrobiocenosis, is developed It is consisted of four independent,
interconnected blocks with the feedback and external output The integrated cybernetic model provides a complex estimation of the chosen administrative decision,
which should provide with the requirements of ecological restrictions The offered
model takes into account the complexity and nonstationary of agrosphere as an
object of management and stochasticity of'decision-making processes
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Influence of Soil Production Processes on Differential Mobility of Fallout
Radionuclides in Taiwan.
N. L. Vemuri. C. A. Huh. Institute of Earth Sciences.
The depth distribution pattern for the fallout radionuclides, 2,"Pb ^s and "7Cs in
apparently undisturbed soil profiles, depends upon the past soil production processes within a landscape position The magnitude of variance in the function
of exponential depth distribution due to differential mobility of the nuclide(s) is

governed by the time-dependent maturity of'the landscape. Soil profiles produced
on the mountainous backslopes through erstwhile diffusive creeping, followed by
advanced diagenesis have shown similar activities at shallow depths after an initial exponential decrease pattern In contrast, a classical exponential decrease pattern from surface to deeper depths was observed for consolidated and significantly
matured soils, derived from weathering of the underlying bedrock. Hand-driven
shallow soil cores (length < 40 cm and id. 3.4 cm) were collected, a) along the
coastal gemorphological landforms, b) on the complex hinterland forest hillslopes,
c) on anthropogenically undisturbed ridges and plains, d) along the coastal lateritic
plains, and e) on cultivated terraced backslopes—of different mountainous counties of north and eastern parts of Taiwan Depth distributions for , l 0 Pb__ and "7Cs
activities were determined for < 2 mm size fractions of the soil after slicing at equal
thickness intervals of the two adjacently-taken cores, and by compositing them
Three HPGe detectors (EG&G ORTEC GMX-100230), each interfaced to a standalone digital gamma-ray spectrometer (DSPec Plus"), were used in determining
the activities of fallout nuclides. The analytical methodology is similar to the procedure described by Huh and Su, (2004) Findings show that in spite ofthe highest
total inventories (395 1 ± 3 6 dpm/cm: and 95.3 ± 1.8 dpm/cm2 for 2,0Pboa<„ and
"7Cs, respectively) compared to other locations, nuclides were mired at very shallow depths in the consolidated weathered soil profiles derived from the underlying
sedimentary bedrocks The permeable lateritic soils formed through weathering of
underlying andesitic lavaflowsofthe coastal plains have shown classical exponential depth distribution with correlation coefficient, r = 0 98 and 0.95 for -"'Pb
and " 7 Cs, respectively, and also found that the mobility was into greater depths
Secondly, for diagenitically-derived rock-free soils ofthe hinterland mountainous
backslopes, a noticeable shift towards higher activities from the initial exponential decrease was observed at the middle depth intervals, but original exponential
decrease was continued at the bottom depths. The pattern observed could be the
result of simultaneous diagenesis of nuclide(s) and dilute soil suspension at two or
more depth intervals ofthe soil column. Thirdly, the effective soil volume samples,
(average rock content 51.27% ± 11.61, n=32), from the undisturbed soil ridges have
shown mixed trends but have maintained an exponential decrease (r=0.98 and 0.80
- 2,"Pb. <s and "7Cs, respectively). The studies conclude that in the soil profiles that
have had a prolonged chemical weathering ofthe underlying bedrock, mobility of
the radionuclides is largely governed by matured soil physical properties, irrespective of aerial difference in the sampling locations, or in the estimated activities At
the hinterland forest slopes where rapid physical processes must have happened,
passive dynamic soil solute was a conduit for the nuclide mobility, and diagenesis
seems to have followed. The studies show, i) the possibility of d i tie rent i at ing soil
genesis from the diagenetic and the pedo-geomorphological, processes, ii) negation
and behaviour ofthe undisturbed sites, and iii) a potential mechanism of reactive
transport in ditlerent landscape conditions.
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Tracing Stochastic Behavior of Rock Bearing Soils Using 137Cs: Pinglin, NE
Taiwan.
N. L. Vemuri, C. A. Huh. Institute of Earth Sciences.
It is well established that soils containing appreciable rock content will result different total inventories for the similar activities of "7Cs (Navas and Walling, 1992),
and as found in our investigations (Figure 1). Except few Mediterranean case studies, not much emphasis is given for rock-bearing soils and application of l,7Cs in
subtropical conditions like Taiwan Many recent studies using "7Cs have addressed
cause and effect relationship like, soil translocation by tillage, water erosion, and
tracing sediment transport during storm periods Present studies were aimed at
understanding on how rock-bearing soils differ in their response to the total inventories of "7Cs for landscape conditions like, a) a cultivated terraced slope, b) a
presumably undisturbed ridge, and c) along a forest slope Hand-driven shallow
soil cores (length < 40 cm and id. 3 4 cm) were collected from mountainous Pinglin region (24° 56' 07"N 121° 41' 26"E), the upstream end of Feitsui reservoir, llan
County, Taiwan. The reservoir and surrounding regions experience annual mean
rainfall of about 2556.5 mm (1971-2000) and is the single potable water source for
Taipei metropolitan Depth distribution and total inventories for 2"'Pb.N[CS!i and "7Cs
were determined for <2 mm size fractions ofthe soil using three HPGe detectors
(EG&G ORTEC GMX-100230), each interfaced to a stand-alone digital gamma-ray
spectrometer (DSPec Plus*). Samples(n=38), collected on commercially cultivated
tea-plant terraces (42° ± 2°) have shown moderate inverse relationship between
rock content and effective soil volume, indicating soil translocation and possibly
selective removal of fine soil through rain-splash mechanisms The physical evidence like high rock cover (Plate 1) and roughness on some ofthe terraces support
soil erosion processes happening on these terraces The forest ridge, considered as
a reference site with typical depth distribution pattern for both l17Cs and :"'Pb,x
(Figure 2) has shown marginal inverse relation for the nuclide total inventories with
the increasing rock content (n=32), except for the peak at rock content value of
57 94% (Figure 3) The studies argue that the forest ridge has shown more nuclidephobicity character due to random distribution of rock content at ditlerent depths
and poor sorting with the associated soil The rock content (5031% ± 9 72) for
the forest slope samples (n=l 18) has not shown any noticeable relation with either
effective soil volume or total inventories The studies view rock content has limited
role to the size selective erosion processes ofthe forest slope (37° ± 6°) due to thick
vegetation unlike on the cultivated terraces In contrast, the field observations support possibilities for physical erosion as found from the exposed tree roots grown

perpendicular to the slope length Rill erosion was observed along the tree roots
grown parallel to the slope (Plate 2), and soil translocation has been evidenced
through gopherf Thomomys botlae) bioturbation at the shoulder site of forest slope
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Influence of the Long-Term Fertilizing on the Radioactivity of the Soil and
Different Degree of Adopting of Radionucleides from the Wheat and Corn.
M. Grubisic. Institute for Technology of Nuclear and other Raw Materials.
Technology processes which are application today in producing the phosphate fertilizers from the phosphate ores don't make possible isolating the uranium and following radionucleides, because over the 90% uranium from phosphate ores stays
final products-in mineral fertilizers In Serbia, by year on arable input about 1500t
simplex fertilizers based on phosphates, and it is rating that in that quantities in
the environment inputs about 30g ofthe uranium to hectare. In disintegrating the
whole series ofthe 238U members of its series emit about 50 more intensively
and characteristic gamma lines whit which we can get the data's about activity
of the members of series Such a quantity of radionucleides in the environment,
pedosphere can important expose citizens to ionic rays and it can be important
factor in rising the level of phone of radiation Researches in this work need to
give the answer in which measure application the mineral fertilizers, especially
phosphate, contribute to contamination ofthe soil caused by long-term fertilizing
(35 years) and ditl'erences of adopting from corn and wheat nursed in monoculture
The sample of non-carbonate smonitza are collected on the field which belongs to
Centrum for agricultural and technology researches in Zajecar, East Serbia, after
the 35 years monoculture experiment with wheat and corn in the variety without
and with defined dose of mineral fertilizers (160kg N, 80 kg P205 and 80 kg K20).
Determination the activity of radionucleides, gamma spectrometry analysis, after
the long term fertilizing on the examined smoniza is done especially for mentioned
cultures for first three defined zones by depth (0-10. 10-20, 20-40 cm) of Ah-horizon. Like a control it is made determining activity ofthe radionucleides in the soil
on the sample variety where wasn't fertilizing during the long-term experiment ant
it is for wheat and corn Based on that it is not given the accent only on chronic contaminating the soil by radionucleides and application the mineral fertilizers, already
the transport, too, adopting in the system soil-different cultures Based the measuring the activity 40K, 137Cs, 238U, 235U, 226Ra, 232Th, 212Pb are fortified the
differences in the concentration of activity of radionucleides ofthe uranium series
between the samples of smonitza non fertilized and fertilized in the long period.
Destroying the natural balance of geochemistry relation of the uranium (238U)
and radium (226Ra) increased especially in the samples of smonitza under the corn
with which approved additional inputting U-238 in the soil. Enlarging the presence
ofthe U-238 is noticed in the both treated cultures ofthe Ahp-horizon of smonitza
(0-20cm) where is made ploughing ofthe mineral fertilizers for 5-6 Bq/kg under
the wheat and 15-21 Bq/kg under the corn. The values ofthe activity of radioactive K-40 in smonitza in fertilized variety of wheat by depth increases while under
the corn culture values decreases by depth and shows the differences of adopting
of radionucleides from the root system of wheat and corn Keywords: smonitza,
radioactivity, fertilizing, phosphates, monoculture
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The Assessment of Manure Application on Potential Mobility and
Bioavailability of '•''( \ in Tropical Soils.
M. A. Wasserman. A. P. Portilho. A. G. liana. F Bartoly. InslitulodeRadioprotecdoe
Dosimetria/CNEN: D. V. Perez. Centra Nacional de Pesquisa de Solos/EMBRAPA:
A. C. Ferreira. V. Argolo. Institulo de Radioprolecäo e Dosimetria /CNEN: C. E.
Menezes. Colégio Agricola Nilo Pecanha. Universidade Federal Fluminense.
More than sixty percent of agricultural Brazilian soils present restrictions for some
crops due to low nutrient content, low cation exchange capacity, low organic matter content and acidity In these soils, manure has been one of agricultural practices
spread out between subsistence cultures for improving, for low cost, the physical
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and chemical properties of tropical soils. This practice has been improved by the
commercial expansion of organic agriculture, pointed out as one of the most suitable technologies for the sustainable agriculture In this work the role of manure
in the mobility and bioavailability of "7Cs in Brazilian soil was experimentally
investigated applying an alternative sequential extraction protocol Previous results
of geochemical partition for Cs and Sr, using this protocol, were coherent with
root uptake Further, the procedure allowed to identify the main soil properties that
modify (or not) the soil to plant transfer at medium term In this study, representative soils of Tropical areas: acid soils, with low content of organic matter, low
fertility, devoided of 2:1 clay mineral was selected. To evaluate "7Cs bioavailability
radish plants (Raphanus satixus, L ) were cultivated in pots containing soils spiked
with '"Cs The soils received varying doses of manure: a dose recommended for
radish (2 kg/m:); half of the recommended dose; twice the recommended dose and
without manure addition According to this experiment about 4Kg/m2 of manure
was able to reduce " C s transfer to radish The percent of '"Cs associated with
the oxidizable phase proportionally increased with the manure dose. These results
provided a better understanding of the processes influencing the behavior of Cs in
some tropical soils. This information is valuable in order to evaluate if manure can
be suggested as a countermeasure for Cs contamination for the studied soil type A
better knowledge of radionuclides behavior in tropical soil is a fundamental step to
keep quality in soil and food production on such vulnerable areas
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Laboratory and Field Experiments to Study the Mobilization and
Preconcentration of Uranium from Soils and Various Rock Materials by
Fungi.
C. Munier-Lamy. J. Berthelin. Limos UMR 7137 CNRS-UHP Nancy I Faculté des
Sciences.
Plants and microorganisms are directly involved in the solubilization, absorption,
accumulation of major and trace elements including radionuclides Uranium is one
of these elements that can be transferred to the liquid phase and to the plant or
accumulated under the influence of different microbial processes including oxidoreduction, production of complexing compounds, and biosorption. In natural and
disturbed environments, accumulation of uranium has been observed in plants,
mushrooms and fungal mycelium In old mining wastes, where uranium content
was from 10 to 645 mg Kg-1 of soil, contents of 3.5, 235, and 230 mg. Kg-1
dry matter were determined for spruce, gramineous and mushrooms, respectively.
Large contents have also been observed in mycelia by coupling of microscopic and
spectrometric methods To progress in knowledge of the role of microorganisms
and in particular fungi, different experiments have been performed in the fields or
in laboratory devices In field experiments, fungal mycelium or organic substrates
(lignin, cellulose), which supported microbial growth, were placed in porous bags
(1 or 5 um pore size) and then introduced in soil upperlayers. After different periods
of exposure, they were collected for analysis, especially for their U content. In laboratory experiments, mainly in batch conditions, U bearing materials were placed
in nutrient media where different types of fungi (mycorrhizal and non mycorrhizal
fungi) were growing In field experiments performed in an old mine site on mining
wastes, uranium was fixed by fungal mycelium After 6 to 10 months exposure, U
contents were from 125 to 300 mg Kg-1 dry matter During cellulose biodegradation, amounts of fixed uranium were from 4 to 25 mg. Kg-1 dry matter. Results of
experiments in batch devices also showed the ability of different types of fungi to
accumulate uranium supplied as minerals or rock materials Furthermore, U contents can reach large amounts when fungal growth was done in deficient conditions
or in the presence of different types of metabolic inhibitors Uranium uptake ranging from 2 or 3 to 2800 mg Kg-1 dry biomass was noted Such processes which
have to be better understood, may be involved in uranium cycling (solubilization
and preconcentration), in the transfer to water and plants but also in its recovery and
removal from contaminated waters
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In Situ Study of the Biochemical Cycle of Iodine in a Peat Bog.
S. Maillant. G. Villemin. Laboratoire Sols el Environnemenl UMR 1120 INPL1NRA; M. Sheppard. ECOMallers Inc.; E. Leclerc-Cessac. Andra.
Iodine-129 along with its sister halogen Cl-36. are the two most significant radionuclides contributing to the human dose from recent safety assessments of deep or
near-surface geological disposal of nuclear waste (SKB, 1999; Andra, 2005) Since
iodine is generally present in environments as an anion (either iodide or iodate), it is
soluble in groundwater and migrates relatively quickly through rock and overburden to low-lying landscape positions, such as wetlands. Iodine is generally retained
by the organic matter of soils, and peat bogs combine both characteristics: they are
often located at low-lying landscape positions and are very rich in organic matter
Therefore iodine is likely to accumulate in peat bogs As iodine in peat is available
for plant uptake, natural bog plants are likely to transfer iodine from the soil to
natural food-chains and the use of peat in food production and other activities could
transfer iodine directly to humans (Sheppard et al, 1989a) The fate of stable iodine,
after a simulated localized input, was monitored in a peat bog under natural conditions (Sheppard et al., 1989b) to characterise the transfer of iodine in the groundwater-plant continuum Since then, iodine has accumulated at the surface and has
beenfixedonto or within the peat material Microscopic observations, using Trans352

mission Electronic Microscope (TEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDXS) have shown the association of iodine with polyphenolic structures (PS) of
humified plant cells (Maillant et al., submitted) Furthermore, amongst the plant
species of the bog, sedges had the highest concentrations of iodine (up to 384 mg
L-I). Therefore we suggest two processes that would lead to the association of
iodine with the PS First, this association could occur during the formation of the
PS within the cells, i.e. during the senescence of the leaves. Second, it could be
related to the variations of the redox potential due to the variations of the groundwater level as these variations favour the activity of the microorganisms, which in
tum are able to link iodine with organic molecules. Here we present the results of
the investigation for the first hypothesis We have collected leafy tissues of various
plant species at several stages of senescence, including leaves contained in the litter
of the bog These tissues were treated and analysed with TEM and EDXS to identify the possible association of iodine with cell structures Present results indicate
that PS have different structures depending on the species considered and that in the
sedges the PS are associated with plasts remnants. Analyses of the iodine content
are currently under process.
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Radiological Characteristics of the Plant Species Taken from the Checking
Area within 30 Km Influence Zone of the Volgodonsk Nuclear Plant.
A. Pronin. T. Abramova. Rostov Stale Univ.
Due to the startup of the Volgodonsk nuclear plant in 2001 there has appeared the
necessity to monitor the local environment and its alteration Within 30 km observation zone we have initiated ecological and radiological monitoring works which
will be continuing for the whole period of the plant operation up to its decommissioning To exercise the monitoring based on the natural-landscape geographical
zonation method with the account of topographic and soil data we have determined
the checking areas, which lie in different distances from the nuclear plant We have
been collecting annual samples of the same steppe zone plant species to detect the
content of the following radionuclides in them: U-235, U-238, Th-234 (63), Th234 (93), Ra-226, Pb-210, Th-224, Am-241, Cs-137, K-40. We have not detected
a distinct dependence between certain isotopes content and the plant species: in
the plants of the same species the quantity of the specific isotope can be more than
double It may be the result of extremely uneven radionuclides spread on the area
of the 30 km Volgodonsk nuclear plant influence zone. To evaluate the radionuclides transfer from soil into plants we have determined the coefficient of isotopes
biological absorption. We have ascertained that for the majority of the isotopes the
coefficient of isotopes biological absorption is higher than I and for only U-224 it
is lower than I in the majority of the samples. The radionuclides income into plants
also depends on the content of N, P, K, Mg, Al, Br, Fe, Sr in the land mass. Mathematically true relationship of U-238 on N (r = 0,43), Cs-137 on AI (r = 0,59), etc
assumes that the value of the biological absorption of macro- and microelements as
well as their relationship can be used to evaluate the radiation load on biocenosis
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A. Sole-Benet
Sieving Crusts and Water Repellency.
A. Sole-Benet. S. Contreras. J. Puigdefabregas, E.E.Z.A./C.S.I.C; Y. Canton.
Universidad de Almeria.
Soils from abandoned fields over mica schist colluvia in Almeria (SE Spain), have
developed layers of sorted particles below a surface stony pavement The soil micromorphology of the surface 5 cm shows a progressively downward finer washed-out
layer (from gravel to coarse sand) under layered by a very fine sandy washed-in
layer, compacted, crusted-like, only crossed by the roots of sparse bushes, shrubs
and eventually annual plants. Such layers are interpreted as a sieving crust, though
its hydrological behavior differs to what previous literature reports. Both the macroporosity (evaluated by image-analysis of polished impregnated blocks) and water
repellency of the sieving crust (evaluated by the Water Drop Penetration Time,
WDPT), provide key elements to explain the hydropedological behaviour of these
soils specially in the first stages of a rainfall event As only the washed-in layer of
the sieving crust shows hydrophobicity (WDPT = 6 to 30 s), some elements of discussion are provided to consider water repellency as a key element in the formation
and further evolution of sieving crusts in such environment. Once the subsurface
fine-particle layer of the sieving crust outcrops, giving an erosion crust, due to
the removal by erosion of the upper layers, the hydrological behavior changes,
with consequences for the further soil evolution Moreover, the spatial variability
of these layers regarding both morphology and physical properties, which change
along the hillslope, under bare soil and under perennial plants, and also with the age
of land abandonment, provide key elements for the understanding of the hydropedological behaviour at hillslope scale Knowing how these sieving crusts form and

evolve, and their exact relationship with water repellency, are important points for
designing adequate soil management and conservation.
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Return Flow Generating Point on a Variably Saturated Layered Hillslope
Surface.
S. K. Deb. M. Mizoguchi. T. Miyazaki, Graduate School of Agricultural and Life
Sciences. The Univ of Tokyo.
Densely-packed traffic pan at hillslope fields can restrict downward soil water percolation The hydraulic conductivity contrast between the top and traffic pan layers
may lead to the perched water table (PWT) and downslope subsurface flow ensues
above the pan layer. The baffling observation of upward advance of gullies or erosion channel at Tsumagoi (Japan) hillslope catchments has explained that erosion
is often caused due to the return of infiltrated rainwater and rainfalls onto the saturated areas Potential for such hillslope saturation and erosion is therefore an attribute located by the breakout intercept of the PWT on hillslope surface as Return
Flow Generating Point (RFGP). The objectives of the study were: (1) to identify
the mechanism of hillslope saturation formation by observing experimentally and
numerically the soil water movement in a uniform hillslope layered with traffic pan.
and (2) to understand the possible starting point of erosion by observing experimentally and numerically RFGP on the variably saturated hillslope surface To observe
the two-dimensional soil water movement, twenty experimental runs of the 8°, 12°,
16° and 20° volcanic ash soil model hillslopes of each 100 cm long, 20 cm deep
(15 cm top and 5 cm pan layers were packed at 60-70% mass-basis water content),
and 5 cm width were conducted under the simulated rainfalls of 50, 80, 100, 125,
and 150 mm h' In addition, two experimental runs with shallow soils (top and
pan were 10 cm each) and two runs with relatively dry initial conditions (10-15%
water content) prior to applied rainfall were performed for the 8° and 20° under 50
mm h ' rainfall, respectively Modified MYDRUS-2D, a two-dimensional numerical model solving Richards' equation (for Darcian flow under isothermal and variably saturated conditions) with Galerkin finite element method and incorporating
dynamic surface boundary conditions switched between seepage and atmospheric
to consider water returned and/or saturation-excess rainfall, was used to simulate
hillslope saturation and RFGP Soil water pressure profiles, the PWT positions,
saturation extents, and Darcian flux distributions were the fundamental aspects to
assess experimentally and numerically the model hillslope soil water movement
and saturation Results of the each experimental runs generalized the pattern of soil
water movement such that traffic pan caused hillslope saturation because of the
rising saturated wedge-shaped PWT fed by infiltration into the upslope unsaturated
zone, and by laterally inflowing unsaturated-saturated subsurface flow above traffic
pan, leading to RFGP occurrence at steady state. Outflow hydrographs showed that
saturation occurred from below, indicating that return flow coupled with saturationexcess rainfalls caused saturation overland flow. Visual inspection in all the experimental runs confirmed that RFGP extended potentiality to identify the location at
which erosion was most likely to initiate on the downslope saturated surface. Comparison of numerical simulation results with the observed soil water movement
patterns, saturation extents, and outflow hydrographs for hillslope saturation and
the prediction of RFGPs indicated that modified HYDRUS-2D reproduced the phenomena and RFGP reasonably well F.xperimental and numerical simulation runs
notably clarified that hillslope with relatively smaller slope inclination, shallower
soils, and drier initial conditions under the higher rainfall rates decreased RFGPs
from the upslope, indicating more hillslope saturation. Confining attention to the
PWT intersection as RFGP along a long hillslope surface under steady state, RFGP
from the upslope was analytically estimated by equating the net subsurface flow
passing through the evolved saturated RFGP section to the influx of rainfall above
that RFGP Comparisons of analytically-estimated RFGPs with the observed and
simulated RFGPs were in agreement and thus generalized the occurrence of RFGP
on a long uniform hillslope layered with traffic pan Keywords: Hillslope saturation, traffic pan, Return Flow Generating Point, laboratory experiment, numerical
simulation

especially salt effects are considered The diffuse double layer theory of DerjaguinLandau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) proved, that no physical contact between clay
particles needed to take up charges, but is carried by pore fluid between the platelets. Hence, the osmotic pressure between the particles is the actual effective stress
o1 in a Na-montmorillonite soil This effect might be quantifiable due to the relation of salt concentration, respectively salt characters e.g. bonding forces, at corresponding electrical conductivities and defined water content Investigation with
NaCI show that it has an influence on the net work stability of clay platelets and
the menisci forces between single particles In order to quantify the strengthening effects, the link between Terzaghi's equation for effective stress and the salt
concentration (osmotic pressure) has to be established Considering mechanical
behavior of single particles in general, the friction of inner angle remains high
in silty and sandy soils (20 to 25 degrees) even at high deformation: the residual
friction angle equals the critical state friction angle Montmonllonitic clay soils are
prone to have a high friction angle of approximately 20 degrees initially, the particles are stochastically orientated, decreasing with a gradient shear deformation,
before stabilising in the range of 2 to 10 degrees, depending on the composition of
the clay soil and (cat)ions occurring in the pore water A rotund particle shape is
commonly given for sand and silt, which leads to turbulent shear behaviour and a
high residual shear strength (^ of 25 to 30 degrees Platy clay particles may show
both, either a turbulent or a sliding behavior However, only a low friction angle is
always given between the clay plates. In the case of montmorillonitic clay soils a
sliding shear mode can be observed due to a low residual shear strength <>
| R of 5 to
15 degrees An approximation of quantifying and/or defining turbulent or sliding
shear behaviour can be made by comparing elastic and viscous parts of different
substrates, including their texture, chemical aspects (salt) and water content. By
executing amplitude sweep tests the applicability of a parallel plate rheometer in
soil mechanics shall be proved. Results from conducted tests on a Na-bentonite
(active clay, Ibeco Seal-80), a Vertisol (Brazil, 60% clay), a clayey Oxisol (Brazil, 75% clay) and loess material (Israel, 65% silt) will be presented Preliminary
results show that rheometry is a potential method of investigating (micro (structural
characteristics on a single particle scale of mineral suspensions and clay or silt
rich soils. Keywords: Rheology; parallel plate rheometer; soil structure, effective
stress; osmotic potential.
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Effective Cross Section: A Structural Parameter to Consider Water Repellency
in Soil Hydrology.
H. Stoffregen. G. Wessolek. K. Taumer. Technical Univ Berlin: J. Simunek. Univ o
California Riverside.
This study focuses on the hydraulic behavior of potential water repellent soils.
The temporal dynamics of water repellence in soils have a strong influence on
both hydraulic properties and preferential flow occurrence During the seasons, the
porous system of the soil changes its physical behavior from wettable to water
repellent and reverse To quantify these effects on the soil water flux, field investigations were conducted at a sandy site near Berlin, Germany The numerical model
H YDRUS 2D was enlarged for the calculation of water flow in water repellent soils
The site is a former waste water disposal field, which contains a potentially water
repellent top soil (to 40-60 cm depth) with increased organic matter content The
subsoil with lower contents of organic matter is wettable. Soil samples were collected over a 3-yr period. Additionally, a TDR-array with 63 probes measured the
water content hourly on a transect of 130x60 cm. Based on the sampling campaigns
the fraction of water repellent soil regions was measured. Water content changes
were observed using TDR probes in high spatial and temporal resolution To quantify the heterogeneity (i.e. the degree of the preferential flow), we propose a new
parameter, the Effective Cross Section of water flow (ECS) This parameter was
calculated by fitting the beta function to the cumulative values of the water content
change over a horizontal cross section after single rainfall events. ECS determines
the horizontal area, on which 90% of the water fluxes takes place. The parameter
can be calculated easily with field TDR measurements and can be compared with
results of numerical models In our study the index reached values between 0 26
and 0 73 (90% of the water content changes on 26% resp 73% of the area) During the summer time the effective cross section showed values in the range of 0.3
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W Markgraf
During winter time the ECS was in the range of 0.7, except during periods with
Rheometry in Soil Mechanics: Structural Changes in Mineral Suspensions,
frozen soil The soil water content is the main influencing factor on the effective
Clay-Rich and Silfy Soils.
cross section Additionally, rainfall intensities, rainfall durations, and potential
W. Markgraf. R. Horn. S. Peth. Institute for Plant Nutrition and Soil Science, CAU evapotranspiration influence the effective cross section and the preferential flow
Kiel.
Water retention curves and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity were measured in
the laboratory experiments on undisturbed soil columns The measurements were
Rheology is a science dealing with the mechanical behavior of fluids and plastic
conducted for wettable and water repellent conditions for the same soil The numerbodies when subjected to external stresses. Hooke's law for a perfect elastic body,
ical code of HYDRUS 2D was extended to calculate the water fluxes under water
Newton's law for ideal fluids, and finally. Bingham's yielding represent terms, on
repellent conditions in a way that the concept of the critical water content was intewhich rheology is based However, its technical application has been more convengrated in the code For a water content below this critical water content, the soil is
tional in chemical industry e.g. food science, polymer research, but uncommon in
water repellent, above it the soil is wettable Field investigations of our site showed
soil mechanics, yet. A parallel plate rheometer MCR 300 (Modular Compact Rhea critical water content of about 0 12 nr'/m'. It depends slightly on the amount
ometer, Anton Paar, Germany) has been used to conduct oscillatory tests on mineral
of organic matter Different hydraulic functions for wettable and repellent condisuspensions and soils, consolidated as viscoelastic material according to the Maxtions were developed and used for the wetting cycle For drying conditions, the
well and Kelvin/Voigt models. From the stress-strain relationship in oscillation (f
same hydraulic functions can be used for water repellent as for wettable conditions
= 0.5 to I 0 Hz), with preset deformation y. specific parameters such as the storage
This was a result of the laboratory measurements The critical water content was
modulus G' (elastic part) and loss modulus G" (viscous part), viscosity T|, yield
used in the numerical model to switch between the different hydraulic functions
stress T and the linear viscoelastic deformation (l.VE) range including a deformaAs a result, the wettable soil fraction and, therefore, the ECS increases during the
tion limiting value y, were determined and calculated, respectively In this work
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Posters
rewetting phase in autumn It also became necessary to consider hysteresis for the
calculation of these complex processes. The approach of Lennards and Parker was
used to avoid the pumping effect during wetting-drying cycles. The 2-dimensional
numerical model allows the calculation of the upturning and vanishing of the water
repellent areas during the seasons. The effective cross section can also be applied to
a one dimensional model as a fraction of the water repellent area
136-5
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S Pellegrini
Soil Crusting Susceptibility Evaluated by Means of Turbidimetry.
S. Pellegrini. N. Vignozzi. E. Balisloni. A. Rocchini. CRA-1SSDS.
Soil crusting is one of the most common aspects of physical degradation of agricultural soils, having negative effects on water infiltration, soil erosion, gaseous
exchange and crop establishment Aggregate stability is fundamental in order to
maintain adequate soil structural conditions. Previous research has demonstrated
dispersible clay, as evaluated by turbidimetry, being able to provide good indications about soil structural stability. This paper reports the results of a research
aimed to verify the effectiveness of turbidimetry in evaluating crusting susceptibility of a silt loam soil after 2 years of organic amendment treatments (compost
from lignocellulosic biomass and organic fraction of urban waste, and livestock
manure) Treatments put into comparison were: 1) compost-derived organic matter (o.m ) addition at 40 Mg ha-1 rate (C40); 2) compost-derived o m. addition at
10 Mg ha-1 rate (CIO); 3) manure-derived om. addition at 10 Mg ha-l rate (L);
4) control (T) Normalized turbidity values were used to calculate an aggregate
stability index (It). Different treatments showed low It values (<0.4), due to the
high crusting susceptibility of this type of soil However, significantly higher It
values (P<0 05) were observed for C40 and L treatments. Results also showed that
dispersible clay values are affected by soil moisture content. Determination of crust
macroporosity by image analysis on soil thin sections, did not evidence significant
differences between treatments, both as total porosity and as pore size distribution;
nevertheless, as a trend, porosity of the crust was higher in amended soil. Under
the climatic and management conditions of the experimental area, the increase of
soil organic matter content due to amendments was not able to significantly modify
soil crusting susceptibility. Turbidimetry seems to be a valuable technique for the
assessment of soil structure conditions due to its potential in evidencing differences induced by different management systems, to its easy use and to its analytical
confidence Keywords: Soil crusting; Turbidimetry; Aggregate stability, Compost,
Manure; Macroporosity
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A Multi-Scale Approch for the Assessment and Quantification of Seedbed Soil
Structure.
B. S. Atkinson, S. J. Mooney. D. L. Sparkes, Agricultural and Environmental
Sciences, School of Biosciences, Univ of Nottingham.
Seedbed preparation is crucial to crop establishment, growth and ultimately yield
As such a great deal of consideration needs to be given to the ideal structural
environment for seedling germination, growth and establishment. The interaction of soil physical properties and the plant root system are a vitally important
consideration in this process since these are directly linked with seedbed quality.
However, little is known regarding how soil structural changes induced by management practices influence establishment Advances in the visualization of soil
porous architecture particularly utilizing X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) both
at macro and micro scales have enabled assessment of soil structural attributes in
a realistic and quantitative manner Seedbed preparation can involve a wide range
of cultivation techniques from intensive to reduced, each producing different structural arrangements, in terms of porosity, both at the macro and micro scales As a
result the variety of aggregation can range from fine to coarse tilths. The structural
arrangement produced under cultivation affects temperature, water content, oxygen
availability, strength and resistance of the soil and therefore the performance of
the seedbed A multi-scale approach to quantify soil seedbed structure was used
obtaining data from field trials (using undisturbed soil cores) and controlled glasshouse experiments X-ray CT was used at both the macro (c 300(tm) and micro
(c 50pm) scales in the assessment of seedbed architecture on a range of treatments
and cultivations (see Figure I) Unlike previous studies, which have concentrated
on only physical measurements within the field, we have been able to quantify the
actual structures created by different cultivation techniques The results identified
significant (p<0.001) effects of cultivation on the seedbed and crop establishment
It was observed that porosity increased over time with the greatest changes on seedbed soil structure occurring at the initial cultivation and crop establishment stages
Root interactions within the soil can be observed and conclusions produced that
will ultimately develop greater understanding of soil physical quality created by
cultivation This in turn can lead to the identification of optimum architectural conditions for seed germination and crop establishment. This approach provides data
not obtainable by other means and may ultimately provide the basis for developing
and introducing seedbed management practices that can be used as guideline basis
for soil management/conservation directives
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Soil Structure Dynamics of Paddy Fields as a Function of Cultivation and
Time.
I. Janssen. R. Horn. Institute of Plant Nutrition and Soil Science. CA U Kiel.
The investigation area belongs to the „Ecological Experimental Station of Red Soil",
Chinese Academy of Sciences in Yingtan, situated in the Province Jiangxt in China.
Studying environmental effects of agricultural management and cropping systems
on water resources requires understanding of preferential flow and solute leaching processes that are affected by soil structure dynamics and heterogeneity For
paddy ricefields,the structure of temporarily flooded fine textured soils is dynamically changing due to drainage induced shrinking and tillage induced mechanical
(puddling) stresses. Water can move preferentially in continuous macro pores and
cracks that bypass the less permeable intra-aggregate pores of the inter-aggregate
matrix The soil structure is depending on the water status, the number of wetting
and drying cycles, and the mechanical load history. In paddy rice fields the management affects the dynamics of soil structure, the inter- and intra-aggregate pore
systems and also the hydraulic properties due to compaction, cracking, and swelling. The objective of this project is to quantitatively study interrelations between
water and crop management practices on soil structure dynamics. The experimental
sites are four paddy-fields with a different history of land use (between 20 - >I00
years of rice cultivation) and different texture It will be analyzed if there are differences in soil physical properties because of the different history of the field with
an accentuation on aggregation and soil shrinkage and its influencing variables like
shear resistance, pore size distribution and rheological properties.
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A. Umarova
Subsoil Compaction and Preferential Flow Paths Formation.
A. Umarova. E. She in. Moscow State Univ.
Special attention of the researchers is given to specific, inherent in the basic soil
objects, features of soil water and matter movement, formation separate "of water
channels", lines of a primary flow, "fingers", "preferential flows". Formation "of
water channels" was marked, as a rule, in layered soils. The researchers emphasized, that the existence of layers in soil profile is one of the reasons of non-uniformity of front of humidifying, occurrence "fingers structures" movements of moisture: the instability of flows of water arises in two-layer (hydrophilic/hydrophobic,
moisture/dry, high/badfiltration)soils. The majority of the similar phenomena were
marked in sandy soils, in which layers were homogeneous, but appreciably differed
on hydrological properties The purpose of the given work is the study of laws of
interrelation of the basic ways of migration with spatial (horizontal and vertical)
distribution of soil density in field conditions in scale of a soil individual Thus the
following tasks were put: (I) to study migration of a moisture in conditions close
to saturation; (2) to find out laws of formation of spatial distribution of the basic
ways of migration depending on horizontal and vertical distribution of soil density
As the basic method of research the method of soluble starch label was used On a
surface of ground established a frame, water wasfiltratedwithin 6-8 hours. Then, at
once after afiltrationof water, marked by soluble starch (concentration of starch - 2
%) was used The ways of afiltrationof water were marked in day after on horizontal platforms (through I0 cm steps) on humidifying surface bromide water Morphology and the preferential ways of waterfiltrationwere registries by photo, video
or pantograph After a sketch of ways of movement of a water labeled soil moisture,
density, penetration resistance were determined on platforms the size not less than l
m2 with a step 10 cm on a grid Total of dates on one platform made about 100-180.
The accumulation of moisture above the condensed subsoil layer is rather characteristic, the formation of the separate "water ways" inside the condensed layer on
depth 35-55 cm also attract considerable attention. This "water ways", "fingers" are
kept up to sufficient depth Even these qualitative supervision over movement of
water with the help of a label allow to speak about a significant role of subsoil compacted layer in change of movement of substances in a soil structure, about the formation of "the preferential flow paths" just in this layer Moreover, generated flows
have the strictly vertical form, this form and space positions vary only slightly with
depth. In this case we come nearer to a "classical" case of formation the preferential flow paths connected with hydrophobic soil layers But in our case the subsoil
compacted layer was the origin of this "fingers", and this "fingers" were formed
in filtration experiments, without hydrophobic layers, but in common agricultural

soils with subsoil compacted layer To our mind this phenomenon is not the same as
the "classical" preferential flows: this phenomenon makes itself evident in filtration
experiments, in natural clay-loam soils, and the origin of this phenomenon is the
spatial (vertical and horizontal) distribution of soil structure (soil density above all)
It allows to assume, that the preferential flow paths, generated in a compacted layer
keep the orientation and form in process of a filtration in deep layers Water moves
through naturally compacted sites in the bottom part of a soil profile, in spite of the
fact that there is an area with much more friable soil structure. It specifies strict orientation of flows, preservation of their form in process of a filtration in deep layers
and, therefore, matter penetration in deepest layers This phenomenon has shares
a number of traits with classical preferential flow effects, but is another in origin
and a prerequisite to the formation: spatial distribution of soil porosity (different
density categories and there orientation in vertical and horizontal directions) and in
saturated water conditions So, in scale of a soil individual (area of research about
I m2), in conditions of movement of a moisture close to afiltration,the following
regularities of spatial distribution of density and preferential ways of water migration in Grey clay-loam soils are observed: 1) The filtration of water is carried out
not to all soil pore space, and not only on the most friable sites of a structure. Main
volume of water isfilteredon those categories of density, which occupy the greatest
share within the limits of horizontal platforms and best keep a vertical arrangement
in a structure of ground (are least twisting in a vertical direction) 2) An essential
role in formation of the specified two characteristics determining the spatial form of
the preferential ways of migration, is played subsoil compacted layer, where there
is a change of categories of density and the vertical position of a spatial arrangement of these categories is formed.
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J Kruemmelbein
Influence of Various Grazing Intensities on Soil Stability, Soil Structure and
Water Balance in Inner Mongolia, P.R. China.

J. Kruemmelbein. S. Pelh, R. Horn. Institute of Plant Nutrition and Soil Science.
CA U Kiel.
Increasing grazing intensities of sheeps and goats in Inner Mongolia, PR. China,
lead to an increasing degradation of the grassland followed by increasing soil erosion and desertification. The effect of different management strategies on the baring
capacity and water balance of the soil are not known sufficiently The experimental area is situated about 500 km north of Beijing in the Xilin river catchment
The investigated soils are Chernozems under Leymus chinensis- and Stipa grandis
steppe with an annual precipitation of about 300 mm. There were four plots investigated that had different grazing intensities (overgrazed, winter grazed, ungrazed
since 1979, ungrazed since 1999) To measure soil stability the precompression
stress value and the shear resistance of the bulk soil and the tensile strength of soil
aggregates were determined Furthermore, the saturated and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity were measured in vertical and horizontal direction to estimate the
influence of trampling on the soil structure After the measurement of water- and
ethanol infiltration into soil aggregates the water repellency index R was derived
Soil mechanic properties and soil structure are influenced by grazing The modification of soil structure can lead to decreasing shear resistance and dynamic and
shearing loads such as sheep trampling can lead to soil deformation. 'The changes
in soil structure and soil stability furthermore enhance the danger of water- and
wind erosion
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A. Sole-Benet
llydrological and Geontorphological Implications of Different Types of Soil
Surface Crusts in Semiarid Rangelands in Se Spain.
A. Sole-Benet, E.E.Z.A./CS.1.C: Y. Canton. Univ de Almeria: G. DelBarrio. R.
Lazaro, J. Puigdefäbregas, E.E.Z.A./C.S.l.C.
Rangelands are widespread in SE Spain due to the scarcity of precipitation Quite
recent subsidies to reforest rangelands and abandoned agricultural fields essentially
consider soil depth as viability criteria, omitting soil surface characteristics as crucial indicators of soil qual ity It is known that rock fragment cover and surface crusting play an essential role in the hydropedological properties of dryland soils In this
communication it is shown how different types of surface crusts from rangelands in
SE Spain contribute significantly to explain the hydropedological behavior of their
soils and how we can derive recommendations for their sustainable management
Soil properties including particle size, bulk density, aggregate stability, infiltration
rate, water repellency, pH, organic matter content, CaC03, EC, and SAR, were
statistically processed with topographic attributes derived from digital elevation
models and with soil surface characteristics including roughness and rock fragment
cover and type of surface crust (several types of structural crusts including sieving
crusts, erosion crusts, depositional crusts, and several types of biological crusts),
as well as soil moisture evolution below these crust types Significant relationships
were found between soil texture and structure, terrain attributes (slope gradient and
aspect, contributing area etc) and the types of soil crust It may be observed that the
different types of studied soil crust occupy different parts of the distribution range
of each topographic variable Moreover, the occurrence conditions of a particular
type of structural crust, the "coarse pavement sieving crust", widespread in the
Betic ranges (southern Spain), has been determined This type of crust is mostly
found in abandoned fields and its morphology changes along the slope, under bare
soil and under perennial plants and also according to the age of perennial plants

Some types of biological crusts and the coarse pavement sieving crust behave as
mulches as they preserve soil moisture longer than other ground cover types and
also reduce erosion, however they might reduce infiltration, increasing runoff. The
effect of this additional runoff has to be evaluated at catchment scale to assess
the combined impact of these effects, and the potential for water harvesting from
crusted areas to feed adjacent vegetated areas A rainfall-runoff spatially distributed
model based in the hydropedological behaviour of these surface crusts at plot scale,
is used to predict runoff patterns across small catchments on contrasted lithology
The results show the influence of the spatial distribution of ground cover types,
including the different surface crusts, on the overall runoff, all of which is of great
importance for the sustainable management of these rangelands
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R R Filgueira
Analysis of Fragmentation Fractal Dimension of Soil Particle-Size Distribution
Obtained from Mass-Time and Mass-Size Data.
R. R. Filgueira. P. R. Gelati. L. L. Fournier. G. O. Sarli. C. G. Soracco. Facultadde
Ciencias Agrarias y Forestales- Unirersidad Nacional de La Plata.
Particle size distribution (PSD) in soil is one of the more interesting soil physical
properties The information provided by PSD are often used to infer soil functioning and use The traditional method of characterizing particle sizes in soils is to
divide the array of possible particle sizes into three arbitrary separable size ranges:
sand, silt and clay. An alternative to this approach is to measure and display the
complete distribution of particle sizes. Sieves can be used to separate and determine
the content of the relatively large particles of sand and coarse silt However the
common source of PSD data is the process of sedimentation of particles in water
and the most popular techniques are the hydrometer method and the pipet method
Both methods are based on the Stoke's law and employ the relationship among
time, travel distance, and the diameter of a sphere subject to sedimentation in a
viscous liquid. In an earlier study (Tyler SW & SW Wheatcraft, 1992 Soil Sei Soc
Am J 56:362-369) cumulative PSD have been analyzed with a power-law function
relating mass of particles vs. radius: M(r<RyMT=BR"""', where M is mass, D is the
fragmentation fractal dimension, and B is a constant. More recently, a mass-time
scaling model was proposed (Filgueira RR, Pachepsky Ya & LL Fournier, 2003.
Soil Sei Soc Am J 67: 1703-1706) assuming a fractal mass-size distribution for
particles settling in a liquid: M(r<R)/M|=At<,>":')-, where M is mass, D is the fragmentation fractal dimension, and A is a constant The objective of this study was to
test the agreement between the mass-time and the mass-radius relations in soil particle distributions settling in water, and to estimate the range of particle size where
power-law scaling is applicable. Five soils from Argentina, with different textures,
where sampled and used in the measurements The particle size analysis was done
with a standard Bouyoucos hydrometer, following standard procedures to disperse
aggregates The readings of density of the suspensions were made between 40 seconds and 24 hours. The following results were obtained: soil I (49 6% silt, 18.3%
clay) D = 2 62 (estimated from time-mass scaling) and D • 2,60 (estimated from
diameter-mass scaling), with determination coefficient R- = 0,98 in both cases; soil
2 (35 2% silt, 14 8% clay) D = 2.63 (estimated from time-mass scaling) and D
= 2.62 (estimated from diameter-mass scaling), with determination coefficient R:
= 0,98 in both cases; soil 3 (81 1% silt, 12.8% clay) D = 241 (estimated from
time-mass scaling) and D = 2 38 (estimated from diameter-mass scaling), with
determination coefficient R2 = 0,99 in both cases; soil 4 (78 2% silt, 17.6% clay)
D = 2.48 (estimated from time-mass scaling) and D = 2 45 (estimated from diameter-mass scaling), with determination coefficient R2 = 0,99 in both cases; soil 5
(53 1% silt, 16 5% clay) D = 2.57 (estimated from time-mass scaling) and D = 2.55
(estimated from diameter-mass scaling), with determination coefficient R2 = 0,99 in
both cases The diameter range of particles studied was from 1 to 50 micrometers,
approximately. Both models could fit data sets with a high determination coefficient
and the resulting fractal dimension values, for each soil, were similar within 1% of
variation
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J L Piccinin
Structural Attributes of a Clayey llapludox Cultivated No Tillage System the
Culture Sequences in Succession and Rotation.
J. L. Piccinin. Museum Paraense Emilio Goeldi. CCTE: C. R. Espindola. Unix of
Campinas. UN/CAMP,: E. Torres. O. F. Saraiva. Brazilian Agricultural Research
Enterprise (Embrapa Soja).
Therefore there's the necessity to add more knowledge about the mechanisms old
degradation, transformation and reorganization of morph -structural analysis models associated with physical, biological and chemical relations when referring to
horizontal and vertical zones the soil profile Special attention was given to the of
no tillage system planting adopting the culture sequences in succession an rotation,
like the soil management in a continuous system and with mechanical interference
This study was carried out from 1998 to 2004 in the agronomy experimental area
the Brazilian Agricultural Research Enterprise (EMBRAPA-CNPSo). Londnna
(Parana State), in Red Latosol (Rhodic Haplustox) The studied were no tillage
system planting that has been continuous for 15 years and with mechanical interference, aiming at the rupture of superficial layer of soil every three years, cultivated
with wheat/soybean succession and crop rotation systems, including soybean and/
or maize in the summer, and wheat, black oat and/or white lupine, in the winter;
areas under natural vegetation as reference for modifications In this study they
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used the methodologies is morph-structural analysis and profile cultural, physical
and chemical analyses. The study made in the area of roots, soil resistant to penetration, climate data organic residue in the soil studied areas during five years. The
studies describer more perceptive modifications in the first 0,40 m of profundity
with more horizontal variability of structural units between 0,5 and 0,20-0,25 m
of profundity With decrease of compression of soil surface into subsurface which
developed itself localizing in horizontal space and only intra-aggregated. It has
become evident that the availability and retention of water and nutrients in soil, the
development of roots is a consequence of distribution, continuity and diameter of
empty, type, class and localization of structure, and less dependent of value of soil
density It isn't evident the development of process of soil degradation as a productive way, as well a it's not described difference in productivity and due to systems
of management and valued cultivation, the adaptation of rotation of cultures demonstrates essential to the continuity system, specially in the beginning Index terms:
Morph-Structural Analysis, Profile of Roots, and Soil Resistant to Penetration.
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T Baumgartl
A Generalized Approach to Predict Shrinkage llsing Water Potential.
'I'. Baumgarll. Centre for Mined Land Rehabilitation.
Structure formation is a main soil forming process. It is a result of the reorganisation of particles. The understanding of the processes, which lead to the separation
of particles due to shrinkage and hence cracking is based on the understanding of
the controlling parameters for volume change. The rearrangement of particles in a
porous material like soil is initiated by volume change caused by either external or
by internal forces. Internal stresses may be considered as self-organising stresses,
where particles are re-arranged for thermodynamic reasons Internal stresses or tensile stresses are a result of changing water contents or water potentials, respectively.
Generally, these changes cause volume change due to swelling and shrinkage.
While volume change as a result of a change in the water status is usually related to
changes in water content and described by the shrinkage curve, little is undertaken
to define shrinkage by its dependent stress state variable water potential It has been
shown previously that it is possible to use empiric continuous functions, which are
based on water potential as its variable, to model volume change When combining
this relationship with the water retention curve, the shrinkage curve based on the
variable water potential can be calculated Using continuous functions to predict
the shrinkage curve allows the interpretation of these functions and the derivation of characteristic values defining and describing the mechanical and hydraulic
behavior of soils, using water potential as the main variable In the presentation it
will be shown, that the shrinkage curve can be underlain by the water potential, i.e.
by creating a volume-water content-water potential surface. Several mechanically
related properties can be derived, which allow a parametric characterisation of the
shrinkage curve and give an indication for the structural strength of a soil substrate
Furthermore, it allows to model the dynamic volume change of soils (shrinkage
and swelling), which can be of great relevance for the modelling of the hydrology
of porous media
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J L. Piccinin
Crop Yield and Physical Attributes of a Clayey Oxisol under Diferent Soil
Management Systems and Crop Rotation.
J. L. Piccinin, Museum Paraense Emilio Goeldi: E. Torres. Brazilian Agricultural
Research Enterprise (Embrapa Soja): L. Zotarelli, Univ of Florida, Agronomy
Dept: O. F. Saranva. Brazilian Agricultural Research Enterprise (Embrapa Soja);
C. R. Espindola, Univ of Campinas UN1CAMP.
Tillage and plant species that compose the soil management and crop rotation systems have a pronounced effect on soil physical quality, especially on aggregate
stability and soil bulk density This study aimed to evaluate the degree of aggregate
stability in water, bulk density, soil porous space (total, macro e micro porosity)
under cultivated no-tillage with chiseling every three years and disk plowing plus
harrow disking soil management Two crop systems were evaluated in each tillage
system, with wheat/soybean succession and crop rotation systems, including soybean and/or maize in the summer, and wheat as crop, black oat and/or white lupins
as green-manure, in the winter; soil samples under natural vegetation were taken as
reference The field experiment was was carried out from 1999/2000 to 2003/2004
at F.mbrapa Soybean Research Center in Londrina (Parana State), Brazil in a Red
Latosol (Rhodic Ferralsol) Soil sample were taken at 0-10; 10-20; 20-30 and 30-40
cm depth layer, during each crop flowering season Compared to the native forest,
areas under crop cultivation had soil physical properties degraded, mainly under
disk plowing plus harrow disking Soil ploughing reduced the aggregate stability
and organic carbon concentration under with wheat/soybean crop succession In the
four studied depth layers the soil bulk density and micro porosity was higher under
treatments with less soil mobilization (no-tillage with chiseling every three years
under two crop succession), while the total porosity and macro porosity showed
an opposite behavior The crop rotation systems under no-tillage showed constant
values for aggregate stability, bulk density values, total porosity and macro porosity
during three consecutive years, indicating no soil compaction tendency over time
The soybean and corn yields did not differ significantly between the management
systems, demonstrating that for these crops the soil structure did not affect the
yield Wheat was sensitive to the structural conditions of the soil since the management systems under disk plowing plus harrow disking, this treatment provided
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more appropriate conditions The results evidenced no need to mobilize the soil
each year or every three years in the areas operated under no tillage systems. The
use of crop rotation systems improved the soil physical quality of clayey hapludox,
especially due to the increment organic carbon
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V. F Utkaeva
The Regularities of Changes in Soil Surface Properties Due to the Soil
Formation and Field Agricultural Technogeneses.
V. F. Utkaeva. V. V. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute.
A comprehensive analysis has been made to study the profile changes taking place
in such surface properties as the heat of wetting and parameters of soil specific surface in several subtypes of sod-podzolic soils, chernozems and soils of solonetzic
complex, developed under different natural conditions and used in agriculture to
be compared with the other soil properties The obtained results testify to the profile specific in every soil type, being regularly changed under the effect of human
activities The effect of irrigation on the surface properties of soil were studied
on the soils of solonetzic complex In the virgin plot, all tree (above-solonetzic,
solonetzic, and salic) horizons were clearly classified by the surface parameters in
the profile of solonetz. The solonetzic horizon is distinguished by the highest heat
of wetting, which is related to the higher content of colloidal particles. In lower
horizons, the heat of wetting decreases down to 16 J/g. In the chestnut soil, two
layers are classified by the heat of wetting: the first layer includes the horizons A1
and B down to the depth of 40 cm (it is characterized by the heat of wetting 20-21
J/g), and the second layer occurs deeper than 40 cm The meadow-chestnut soil,
being the richest in humus, is characterized by the highest values of heat of wetting
and the larger specific surface. The heat of wetting of irrigated soils was found to
be lower than that of virgin soils The values of heat of wetting in the lower soil
horizons of both complexes are similar and equal to 12 J/g which is inherent to soilforming rock The distribution of the values of heat of wetting through the profile
changes under the effect of irrigation The maximum heat of wetting is observed
in the Bl horizons of all soils The effect of drainage on the surface properties of
soil was examined by the comparison between the properties of three soils (deep
gley soddy-podzolic soils, gleyed soddy-podzolic soils, and gley soddy-podzolic
soils) under drained and undrained conditions on a drainage system of 10-year
maintenance A decrease in total specific surface was noted under drying conditions
because of decreasing soil dispersity. The nonaggregated material is removed first
under drying conditions. Microaggregates of the 0 25-0.01-mm fraction are predominant (80%) in these soils Similar changes were also observed for the heat of
soil wetting. The decrease in specific surface of soils under drainage is more intensive than the decrease in heat of wetting. During drying, incompletely decomposed
plant debris disappears, the amount of black nontransparent mulch organic matter
decreases. The heat of wetting increases with enhancing hydromorphism symptoms
both for drained and undrained soils. The study of surface parameters is of great
interest for the evaluation of dispersion state of soil and its possible change as a
result of chemical effects of fertilizers applied The effects of organic and mineral
fertilizers on the surface properties of soils were studied in 20-year experiments
with chernozem. The contents of the 1-0 25-mm fraction in the microaggregate
composition of chernozem increased more than by two times under the structuring
action of manure The specific surface increased at the cost of enlarging both the
external and internal surfaces because of finely dispersed humus structures formed
at the solid phase surface. The heat of wetting of typical chernozem varies from 20
to 25 J/g The maximal decrease in heat of wetting of typical chernozem is revealed
for the resting fallow. The lowest hydrophilicity is observed for the manure treatments, which can be determined by the hydrophobicity of incompletely decomposed manure debris The application of organic and mineral fertilizers on typical
chernozem for more than 20 years increased the humus content, total specific surface, and heat of wetting The durable continuous fallowing resulted in decreasing
humus content and specific surface and increasing hydrophilicity. According to the
data from analyzing the heat of wetting and the main hydrophysical characteristics the interaction between the adsorbed water and the soil solid phase reveals
its stability The moisture in the top of wetting film is shown to be close to that
in soil, calculated by using the values of heat of wetting Essential differences are
identified between values of the maximum gygroscopic water and the moisture
calculated by using the values of heat of wetting. Two categories are distinguished
for the adsorbed water in the volume of the maximum gygroscopic one.
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C J Gantzer

Synchrotron Computed Microtomography for Assessing Changes in Porosity
as Influenced by Compaction.

C. J. Gantzer. S. Anderson. Dept ofSoil. Environmental and Atmospheric Sciences.
Univ of Missouri-Columbia; S. Assouline. Inst, of Soil. Water and Environmental
Sciences.
Compaction degrades soil structure by decreasing pores affecting water, heat and
gas exchange; root penetration; and crop production Traditional methods for
measurement of soil structure are unable to describe intact soil micromorphology
These methods limit accurate prediction of soil water relations Recent applications using the synchrotron for Computed MicroTomography (CMT) have shown
that CMT is useful for quantifying 10-micron resolution heterogeneities in porous
media This work proposes to use CMT methods to quantity soil conditions of pore

connectivity, tortuosity, and pore size as altered by compaction, and relate these
measurements to soil water relations and to predict hydraulic conductivity Soil
used for the study included compacted and non-compacted repacked soil cores of
Hamra from Israel. Air-dry soil cores were scanned at the GeoSoilEnviroCARS
sector at the Advanced Photon Source for x-ray computed microtomography at
the Argonne National Laboratory. Data was collected on the APS bending magnet
Sector 13. Soil sample cores 5- by 5-mm were studied Skeletonization algorithms
in the 3DMA-Rock software were used to extract pore structure. Spatial distributions for pore path length and coordination number, pore throat size and nodal
pore volume were obtained for 183mm' volumes with porosities ranging from 3344%. Soil cores were imaged at a 10-micron resolution Spatial distributions were
computed using a three dimensional medial axis analysis of the void space in the
image A newly developed aggressive throat computation was used to find throat
and pore partitioning needed for soil because of relatively high porosity Results
show that the coordination number (C) distribution measured from the medial axis
were reasonably well fit to an exponential relation P(C)=10"C c0, where P is the
probability, and Cn is the characteristic coordination number Data for the characteristic area (A), were also reasonably well fit by the relation P(A)=10AA[1, where
A is the characteristic area. Results indicate that compression preferentially affects
the largest pores, reducing them in size When compaction reduced porosity from
44% to 33%, the average pore volume was reduced by 30%, and the average porethroat area was reduced by 26% Compaction increased the shortest paths interface
tortuosity by about 2% Assessment of quantitative morphology as affected by soil
structure alterations induced by compaction shows promise. CMT-measured pore
properties were correlated with hydraulic properties. Techniques developed with
this study will benefit agriculture with new tools for assessing changes in soil pores
that affect hydraulic properties Information will also provide new management
assessment methods to assist in amelioration of soil compaction
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A I. Mamedov
Effects of Polyacrylamide Molecular Weight, Soil Texture and Electrolyte
Concentration on Drainable Porosity and Aggregate Stability.
A. 1. Mamedov, USDA-ARS, National Soil Erosion Research Laboratory; S.
Beckmann, Univ of Regensburg, Dept of Landscape Ecology and Soil Science:
C. Huang, USDA-ARS, National Soil Erosion Research Laboratory; G J. Levy,
Institute of Soil. Water and Environmental Sciences.
The literature reports on the intricate relations between soil type and molecular
weight (MW) of Polyacrylamide (PAM) with respect to PAM efficacy as a soil conditioner This relation may depend on the ability of PAM to penetrate into aggregates
and thus stabilize both outer and inner aggregate surfaces or inter aggregate porosity Our objective was to study the effects of the MW of PAM, soil clay content and
electrolyte concentration of the soil solution on (i) the ability of PAM to stabilize
inner aggregate surfaces, drainable porosity and (ii) total aggregate stability Aggregates in the size of 0.5-1 or 1-2 mm from four Israeli smectitic soils (loam, Calcic
Haploxeralf; sandy clay, Chromic Haploxerert and two clay soils, Typic Haploxerert) varying in clay content (22-65%), were studied. The aggregates were soaked in
a polymer solution (200 mg L ') for 24 h Two types of anionic PAM were studied,
a high-molecular-weight (12X106 Da) PAM designated PAM(H), and a mediummolecular-weight (2X105 Da) PAM designated PAM(M) After completion of the
soaking, the aggregates were air-dried and the 1-2 mm aggregates were crushed to
a size of 0.5-1 mm. Aggregate stability and drainable porosity was studied using
the high-energy moisture characteristic (IIEMC) In this method, accurately controlled wetting of the aggregates (i.e., the driving force for slaking) was the only
force exerted on the aggregates An index of aggregate stability, termed "stability
ratio" (SR), was obtained by quantifying differences in moisture content curves
(or pore size distribution up to 50 cm H,0 tension) for wetting with distilled water
(DW), or gypsum solution (GS, 2 mS cm') relative to wetting with ethanol and is
presented on a relative scale of zero to one In general, the aggregate stability of
the soils increased with the increase in clay content, however the magnitude of the
rise depended on aggregate size, MW of PAM and the electrolyte concentration of
the solution used The increase in aggregate stability was also coupled with a rise
in moisture content of the saturated samples, serving as additional evidence that
the stability of the aggregates was closely linked to prevention of aggregate slaking. Application of both types of PAM increased drainable porosity and aggregate
stability compared with the control in all soils Furthermore, for each soil, the stability of the initially small aggregates was significantly higher than that of crushed
aggregates for the two polymers This phenomenon was more distinct in DW than
in GS treatments The greater stability and drainable porosity of the PAM treated
small aggregates indicated that the polymers stabilized mainly the outer surfaces of
the aggregates In the clay soils PAM(M) was more effective in stabilizing the small
aggregates than PAM(H) when DW was used, suggesting that in the case of the
PAM(M), some penetration into the aggregates and stabilization of inner aggregate
surfaces occurred When GS was used the eftects of the two polymers were comparable Increasing the salt content of the water had two eftects on aggregate stability;
use of GS increased the stability of crushed aggregates with initially lower stability, but decreased the stability of the small aggregates compared with DW. Our
results indicate that the stability and drainable porosity of PAM-treated aggregates
depended on the MW of PAM, clay content and the salinity of the soil solution.
Stabilizing the aggregates under our experimental conditions involved complex
relations among stabilization of aggregates' inner surfaces, impact of water salinity

on the degree of PAM coiling, and the effect of electrolyte concentration on prevention of aggregate slaking
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P. Boivin
Shrinkage modelling as a Tool to Quantify Soil Structural Changes: Insights
and Perspectives.
P. Boivin. Institute of Research for Development.
Soil shrinkage is the change in soil bulk specific volume with water content. It is
usually considered to occur in the case of swelling soils, but indeed occurs and can
be measured on most so-called rigid soils The first attempts to quantify soil structure with shrinkage measurement and modelling are 100 years old, and repeated
efforts where made along the 20th century, on both experimental and theoretical
sides. Considerable technical improvements allowed to continuously measure
shrinkage curves on undisturbed soil samples or in situ, and supported the development of a new knowledge and new models of soil shrinkage The methods can
be split in two categories: continuous and discrete measurement, the latter dealing
most often with a series of samples for a single shrinkage curve measurement The
continuous measurement methods arc based on either 3 dimensional or 1 dimensional (1-D) measurements, accompanied or not by water retention curve (WRC)
measurement The advantages and limitations of the several methods are discussed
The use of continuous l-D measurement with simultaneous WRC is proposed as
a cheap, easy to handle, reliable method Recently proposed models are classified and reviewed. The conceptual models are described and compared, and their
application to soil structure quantification is discussed on the basis of experimental
results The application of shrinkage modelling to structure characterization on a
wide range of soil type and clay content is presented, and the present issues and
perspectives of the research field are summarized.
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Tillage Management to Improve Soil Physical Conditions for Crop Growth.
D. Wang. J. Kurle. J. Percich. Univ of Minnesota-Twin Cities Campus.
Dry bean and soybean root rot has become an increasing problem in central Minnesota due to soil conditions associated with shallow tillage that result in reduced
soil mixing Low soil temperature and prolonged periods of saturated soils associated with reduced tillage practices often favor soil-borne fungal pathogens which
enhance the incidence and severity of root diseases This study was conducted to
determine if a deep tillage method intended to improve soil drainage and reduce
soil penetration resistance lessened the severity of root rots of dry bean and soybean when compared to conventional shallow tillage Field plot experiments were
conducted in sites with a history of root rot problems using a deep sub-soiling
tillage versus the conventional chisel tillage. The experiment was conducted in a
split plot design with tillage as the main plots and crop either dry bean or soybean
as subplots. Irrigation was used in the study by meeting crop water requirements
for dry bean and soybean, respectively. Soil temperature and water content were
measured at different depths from each field plot during the study Because soil
temperature and water content are state variables that are highly dynamic, an automated electronic sensing system was used for the measurement Other soil and
plant parameters measured included soil penetration resistance, soil bulk density,
soil pH, leaf area index, plant height, leaf chlorophyll, canopy temperature, and
yield. Root rot severity was evaluated using a visual disease severity scale Significant differences in soil temperature and water content were found between the two
tillage treatments during wetting/drying and heating/cooling processes Other soil
and plant parameters exhibited mixed differences between the treatments and no
significant increase in yield was observed. Root rot severity was lower in plots that
received deep tillage than those that received chisel tillage The results indicate that
deep tillage can minimize low soil temperature with prolonged periods of saturated
soil conditions that would help reduce root rot problems in dry bean and soybean
production in Minnesota
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G. E Nichol
The Effect of Magnesium on the Age-Hardening of Soil.
G. E. Nichol. Dept of Primary Industries; J. Tisdall. La Trobe Univ: N. Uren. La
Trobe Univ.
High concentrations of exchangeable Mg2+ are a common characteristic of many
Australian subsoils Many subsoils have very low CaMg ratios, however, the
eftects of Mg2+ on soil physical properties are not well understood Many authors
have investigated how Mg2+ affects the soil, and have studied: hydraulic conductivity and infiltration through leaching columns; soil strength by modulus of
rupture or tensile strength of dried plates or discs of soil; and soil dispersibility
by submersion of soil in distilled water, or solutions of low electrolyte concentration While these studies have their merits, the primary focus of this study was the
subsoil where there is often little opportunity for the soil to dry, and fluctuations in
the soil-water content are small compared with those of the surface soil. For this
reason, the effect of Mg2+ on the age-hardening of clay subsoil compared with the
effects of Ca2+ and Na+ was studied Age-hardening is the regain in soil strength
with time without an appreciable decrease in the water content of the soil. It was
expected that treatment with different exchangeable cations would cause different
rates of age-hardening, different soil strengths and aggregate stability Treatments
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consisted of moulding three clay subsoils with electrolyte solutions of NaCI, CaC12
or MgCI2 to a pre-determined water content The moulded soil was stored at a
constant temperature and water content and allowed to age before soil strength
and aggregate stability analyses were made. Experimental work showed that the
composition of the electrolyte solutions did alter the rate and the overall amount
of age-hardening, as determined by soil strength measured with the drop-cone penetrometer However, the cation composition did not result in the same pattern of
change in soil strength for all of the three subsoils The responses of the three subsoils to moulding with electrolyte solutions were very different, and a mechanism
to explain the observed effects was not easy to establish The subsoils treated with
MgCI2 did not consistently show greater soil strength than did the soils treated with
CaCI2. Also, the subsoils treated with MgC12 did not show, with any conviction,
that Mg2+ decreases the stability of aggregates in distilled water. Results were
unable to conclude whether subsoils treated with MgCI2 caused more spontaneous
dispersion in distilled water, when compared with the subsoils treated with CaCI2
Age-hardening due to thixotropy and the reinforcement of particle-particle bonds
was confirmed because the strength of the subsoils increased significantly over
the experiment for all six treatments, without appreciable decreases in gravimetric
water content Attempts were made to isolate the mechanism behind age-hardening
which lead to the conclusion that both thixotropy. and the reinforcement of particleparticle bonds were involved in age-hardening of these subsoils Age-hardening
of aggregates in either an air-dry, intermediate or moist state was not found to
increase or decrease either aggregate stability or spontaneous dispersion. It may be
that the methods used in this study, in particular the drop-cone penetrometer, were
not sensitive enough tofindany differences between Ca2+ and Mg2+ on soil physical properties Any differences in the dispersive potential of exchangeable Ca2+ or
exchangeable Mg2+ may be so small that experimental procedures need to very
sensitive (and probably unrealistic) to identity these differences.
136-21
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Influence of No-Till on llydrophysical Properties of Argiudolsof theCenterof
Santa Ke—Argentina.
R. P. Marano. H. A. Micheloud. S. Imhoff. Facullad de Ciencias Agrarias. Unix
Nacional del Lilorai
In the last decade in the State of Santa Fe (Argentina) the substitution of agricultural-grass rotations for continuous crop (wheat-soy bean) production using the
no till system has became very important. In many cases, this process has happened in soils with incipient physical and chemical degradation, as expressed by
low values of organic matter and weak structural stability In no-till systems, the
superficial layer of vegetal residues reduces the crust formation by the rain-drop
impact However, in Santa Fe, when the loamy soils have lower organic carbon
content, the sequence wheat-soy bean seems to produce insufficient quantity of
straw to avoid that problem On the other hand, it is very frequent the formation of
a superficial compacted layer (0-7 cm) with plate-like structure. As consequence,
soil densification. high mechanical resistance and low water infiltration continues
being a problem in these soils, even when no-till is used The objective of the work
was to evaluate some hydrophysical properties of the A horizon of Argiudols and to
verify the changes induced by the no-till system regarding to the natural condition
The study was conducted in an Aquic Argiudol of silt-loamy texture Two soil management conditions were selected: No-Till crop system (NT), and Non-Cultivated
natural grass (NC) In the first condition (NT), part of the area was plowed resulting two treatments: no-tillage (NT) and Conventional Tillage (CT) In part of the
area under NC condition, the natural vegetation was cut resulting two treatments:
Non-Cultivated Grass (NCG) and Non-Cultivated Bare soil (NCB). A rain simulator was used to measure infiltration curves, run off, and sediment production The
statistical design was totally randomized with three repetitions (three applied rains)
by treatment Undisturbed soil samples (n=5) were taken in the superficial horizon
( 0 - 1 0 cm) of NT and NC to determine the initial soil compaction The soil had
similar compaction in both management conditions, as indicated by the soil bulk
density values The mean soil bulk density was 1.28 g cm' in NT, and 1.31 g cm'
in NC, with variation coefficients of 1.34% and 4.9%, respectively. Our results
indicate that soil behavior was influenced differently by each applied rain When
the soil was plowed, the first rain induced lower run off and higher infiltration rate
on CT, but with the last rain the processes were reversed, i.e. the NT treatment had
the smallest run off and the highest water infiltration rate The basic water infiltration was greater in NC (3 3 cm h '), and the cut of the natural vegetation did not
cause significant changes (3 2 cm h '). In the cultivated condition, tillage modified
significantly the basic infiltration of water that decreased from 1.7 cm h' to 1.2
cm h"'. The sediment production was greater in both cultivated treatments than
in the natural condition In each management condition, the highest rates of sediment production were measured in CT and NCB, respectively Ourfindingsseem to
confirm the assumption that the sequence wheat-soy bean is not a sustainable system of production, in spite of no-till be used as management system for somewhat
degraded loamy soils More research is required to further corroborate our results
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R. R. Filgueira
Mass Fractal Dimension of Soil Aggregates; Minimum N urn berof Kxperi mental
Data.

C. G. Soracco. G. O. Sarli. R. R. Filgueira. Facullad de Ciencias Agrarias y
Foresiales-Unir Nacional de La Plata; D. Gimenez. Rutgers Univ.
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Dry bulk density expresses the ratio of the dry mass of a soil sample to its total
volume (solid and pores). Fractal models of soil structure predict a power-law relationship between mass and total volume or, equivalently, between bulk density and
sample volume Measurement of total volume of irregular porous objects such as
aggregates or clods is generally difficult and time consuming because it relies on
defining the volume of a porous material. The objective of this work was to study
the effect of sample size on the estimate of mass fractal dimension (from bulk
density-diameter in a log-log representation) related to those obtained with 100%
of the experimental data Differential buoyancy in two non-mixing liquids of contrasting density was used to measure aggregate volume, by saturating aggregates
with the liquid of lower density followed by submersion in the liquid of higher
density Aggregates sampled from the A horizon of three soils (Ryders n=72, Gladstone n=83 and Holmdel n=72), each under two contrasting management situations
(wooded and cultivated) were used in the calculations. Twenty subsets of experimental data, containing 30, 40 and 50% of the original data, were fitted by linear
regression to estimate 20 mass fractal dimension values. The subsets were constituted by randomly selected samples from the complete data set for each soil and
management situation In total we obtained 360 fractal dimension values. The mass
fractal dimension of the entire data set and of subsets encompassing 30,40 and 50%
of the data sets were fitted to a power-law relation in a log-log transformation A
multifactor analysis of variance was used to compare fractal dimensions from the
different data set. The results were not uniform across soils and management types.
Ryders soil showed that the management situation affect the value of the fractal
dimension On the contrary, there's not effect of the size of the subset of sample on
the fractal dimension For Gladstone there's neither effect of management situation
nor size of the subset of sample on the fractal dimension. For Holmdel the analysis
of variance showed that both management situation and size of the subset of sample
gave significant statistical differences with reference to fractal dimension values
The various estimates of fractal dimensions will be discussed by considering their
impact on the prediction of hydraulic properties and ultimately on the modeling of
water flow through soil.
136-23
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Concentric Biophysical and Chemical Gradients within Macro-Aggregates
Add a New Dimension to Soil Structure Formation.
A. Smucker. E. J. Park. C. Dell. R. Horn. Dept of Crop and Soil Sciences. Michigan
State Univ.
Aggregate stability and the spatial distribution of pore networks within macroaggregates are essential and dynamic mechanisms controlling the retention of
water, gases, solutes and Soluble Organic Compounds (SOC) within soil profiles.
Highly connected intra-aggregate pore geometries are essential contributors to
sustainable plant production and increased carbon (C) sequestration Process-level
mechanisms of aggregate stabilization and soil C sequestration within natural soil
profiles of agricultural, forest and grassland ecosystems need to be better understood and contrasted before sustainable land use decisions can be developed at
local and national levels Intensive biomass production by agroecosystems produces a constant source of decomposing cellulose and lignin-based plant residues
at the soil surface These residues combined with existing soil Particulate Organic
Matter (POM) and plant root exudates produce substrate-rich solutions that diffuse
into highly inter-connected soil aggregate pore networks. Intra-aggregate porosities
appear to be of much greater consequence to soil C sequestration than the distributions of aggregate size fractions. Soil solutions rich in SOC compounds diffuse into
newly formed micro-fissures formed by repeated Drying and Wetting (DW) cycles
Greater diffusion of SOC compounds into centers of aggregates mobilize a plethora
of sequential biophysical processes that stabilize aggregates and sequester more soil
C. Our reports of tillage-induced reductions of solution flow and various biological, chemical and physical gradients through macro-aggregates (Park and Smucker,
2005; Hom, et af, 1994) suggest that long term tillage decreases pore network
connectivity within aggregates Greater contents of labile C, observed on exterior
layers, combined with the more recalcitrant C discovered within interior regions of
aggregates from tilled soils, suggest accumulations of labile C substrates on surfaces of aggregates promote the loss of soil C by aggregates subjected to frequent
tillage operations Greater porosity, higher microbial activity and reduced strength
of exterior regions of soil aggregates, compared to their centers, suggest spatial
gradients of C control soil microbial respiration processes which promote C losses
from aggregate surfaces Additions of glucose-13C to aggregate surfaces during
five DW cycles maintained soil aggregate stability throughout the 35-day incubation and increased C flux into aggregate interiors Repeated additions of C developed gradients which controlled the spatial distributions of microbial communities
within aggregates. Increased rates of glucose C retention by aggregates subjected
to frequent incubations indicated greater sequestration of C by either physical protection or chemical stabilization of new C within micro-fissures of treated macroaggregates These experiments demonstrate the mineralization of POM and roots
are continuous donors of SOC substrates that diffuse into the expanding microfissures and form tightly sorbed recalcitrant C that is physically and chemically
unavailable to bacterial communities Intra-aggregate pore structures promote the
transport of labile surface C into aggregate interiors We observed highly stabilized
aggregate structures as higher C concentrations accumulated on aggregate surfaces
along with concomitant distribution of more C within macro-aggregates from non
tilled (NT) and native forest (NF) soils. Less C accumulated on surfaces and less C
diffused to interiors of aggregates from conventionally tilled (CT) soils Therefore,

we conclude that greater concentrations of SOC, accumulations of cations, clay
minerals, and bacterial populations on aggregate surfaces improve the formation of
macro-aggregates which develop highly connected intra-aggregate pore networks
that promote the diffusion of substrates into aggregate interiors resulting in more
stable macro-aggregates.

However, if absolute control plots were considered as reference, CM] in N alone
treatment was below 100, while in all other treatments it was >I00. Considering
100% NPK as the reference plots, all treatments showed CMI <100, except 100%
NPK + Lime, which gave a value of 107 72 According to these data, (a) 100%
NPK sustained soil productivity, (b) addition of organics further improved sustainability of the system, (c) continued use of only N or NP fertilizers deteriorated soil
productivity, and (d) maize-wheat and rice-wheat cropping showed almost similar
effects on soil
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M. M. Taboada-Castro
Transport of Suspended Solids from a Rural Catchment to a Small Water
Course in Humid Temperate Climate.
765b
G Mele
M. L. Rodriguez-Bianco, M. T. Taboada-Castro, Univ de A Coruha: J. L. Oropeza- 136-26
New Soil Quality Indices Produced by Image Analysis Techniques Applied to
Mota. C.P. Instituto de Recursos Naturales. Especialidad de Hidrociencias.
the Soil Porous System.
The transport of suspended solids from the soil to continental waters represents one
G. Mele. A. Basile. R. De Mascellis. B. Di Matteo. CNR ISAFOM: F Terribile.
of the main causes of water quality degradation. Not only volume-wise but also
Disspa Univ Di Napoli Federico II.
because it represents a means of transport for dangerous substances The aim of
this paper is to know the impact of the runoff on the suspended solid transport in a
In the last decade, soil quality indicators have become a big issue in soil research.
small catchment in Galicia (Northwest of Spain) The surface area of the selected
Indices have been proposed mainly based on soil biological activity, soil chemiwatershed is of 16 km2 where the average slopes are of 19% The climate in the
cal characteristics and hydrological parameters. Soil micromorphology, despite its
study area is humid temperate The mean rainfall in Galicia is in the range of 1400very high research potential, has not produced a large effort on this topic. This work
1500 mm. The selected catchment represents typical soil and management condiattempts to give a contribution to soil physical quality evaluation using image analtions of wide areas in the Northwest of Spain Land use is agroforestry with great
ysis of the soil pores There are different image analysis measurements such as pore
forest extensions (over 70% of the total) The agriculture (over 30% of the total) is
size, feret diameters, perimeter, area, number of holes, length-width projections;
non-intensive and the tillage is conventional. The soil parent material is schist and
circularity, connectivity, etc Between the different measurements. Pore Size Disthe soils are relatively deep medium-textures, mainly loam and silt-loam. The study
tribution (PoSD) is possibly the simplest and most useful. Indeed it provides funperiod ranges from December 2004 to November 2005. The content of suspended
damental information about the soil structure and directly affects soil hydrological
solids in the waters that drain a river catchment is studied under 2 different hydrobehavior. Two soil structure quality indices, LPT1 and TML based on the analysis of
logical conditions: i) in baseflow conditions and ii) during eleven precipitation
the PoSD diversity are proposed here: the first based on spectral decomposition (in
events The information obtained during this study proves that in base flow condithe frequency domain) of the PoSD by FFT (fast fourier transform); the second is
tions the concentrations of the suspended solids are relatively low and the relation
derived from the analysis of the manifold mode values generally showed in PoSDs
with theflowis highly disperse Normally the values of these are under 25 mg/Land
Reliability and effectiveness of those indices have been tested applying them to
the average contents around 6 mg/L. On the other hand, in the precipitation events
four case studies on different agricultural practices: application of organic fertilisthe concentration of suspended solids increases drastically until it exceeds, in some
ers, intensive tillage against no tillage on fragile environment (Terra Rossa), differcases, contents of 500 mg/1. Although the magnitude of the concentration varied in
ent irrigation systems and use of saline water. Comparison with indices, recently
each event, the behavior of the distribution of solids with the flow was similar in
introduced, resulting from hydrological analysis has been also performed. Results
all the events that were studied, adjusting to the exponential function This could
demonstrate that FFT] and TMI are good indicators of soil quality confirming the
be due to humidity conditions before the event and consequently to the variability
great relevance and potentialities of pore image analysis to evaluate soil structure
of these The solids show an increase in the rising limb of the hydrogram, which
is linked to the high transport values and the degradation of the sediment. Once it
has passed the flow peak the amount of solids decreases rapidly in a similar way to
136-27
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S. J. Mooney
the flow but more pronounced Throughout the eleven events studied the estimate
Quantification of the Effects of Cereal Root Anchorage Failure Using X-ray
load of suspended solids has varied between 477 kg and 24848 kg, which means a
Computed Tomography and Image Analysis.
specific load of 29.21 kg/ km2 and 1519 kg/ km2 respectively. As can be seen from
S. J. Mooney. Univ of Nottingham: P. Berry. ADAS.
the two types of sampling done most of the suspended solids were transported during the events Consequently, the prevention of massive arrival of sediments to the
Cereal root anchorage failure, or lodging (flattening of cereal crops), reduces grain
rivers passes necessary by the application of the best management practices, which
yields and quality worldwide The predominant form, root lodging, occurs followwill enable the adequate vegetation covering. This will not only prevent erosion,
ing failure of the root-soil complex Formulated models have been successful in
but it will also have an influence on the deposition of sediment in the catchment and
predicting lodging although deficiencies have been identified The precise mechareduce the runoff at the water course.
nism by which the root-soil complex fails has been largely over-looked mainly
due to difficulties in observation Previous studies have always disturbed the soil,
e.g. by using a trenching method, to investigate the mechanism of anchorage failure This project aimed to examine and quantify the effects of lodging on undis136-25
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P. K. Sharma
turbed root-soil structures following observations at several scales. Replicated field
Soil Evaluation for Sustainability under Different Cropping Systems Using
experiments were established to examine soil, crop species and seed rate treatment
Organic and Inorganic Fertilizers.
effects. The research was divided into three areas; the development of methods for
P. K. Sharma. CSK Himachal Pradesh Agricultural Univ; S. Verma. CSK Himachal soil-root structural visualisation, quantification of the root-soil complex and the
Pradesh Agricultural Univ.
subsequent modelling of anchorage failure. A rapid method for the undisturbed
sampling and visualisation of root-soil structures was developed using water-based
Sustainability of an agricultural system is influenced by the management practices
varnish as afieldstructure preservative From this, impregnated blocks were examthrough their effect on soil properties and processes, and crop yields Carbon Manined at the macroscale (approx 100 mmXusing X-ray Computed Tomography);
agement Index (CM1) takes into account changes in total as well as labile carbon
mesoscale (approx 50 mmXusing polished blocks and digital image processing) and
pools and thus is an important indicator of sustainability of cropping systems. Soil
microscale (approx 5 mmXusing microscopy of thin sections) (Figure I) Results
structure is closely linked with soil carbon pool, and serves another index of soil
from image analysis illustrated that barley does root lodge (the general perception
quality and sustainability We investigated CM1 and soil aggregation (water stable
of the farming industry is that barley only stem lodges) and that the lodging mechaaggregates and aggregate porosity) in medium-textured soils (silt loam and silty
nisms
hypothesised for wheat, appear similar for barley, particularly in terms of the
clay loams) under different cropping systems (maize-wheat, rice-wheat, soybeansuggested root-soil structure movement. The effect of rotation of the below ground
wheat, guinea grass and setaria grass) for the last 6 to 32 years, using organic and
part of the stem (subterranean stem), not previously considered, and subsequently
inorganic fertilizers, for assessing their sustainability. The total carbon (CT), labile
anchorage root movement created a significant increase in porosity and pore size at
carbon (CL). CMI, Mean Weight Diameter (MWD) and aggregate porosity varied
the macroscale, in turn, creating a significant decrease in intra-aggregate porosity
significantly under different cropping systems The range was 1 59 (R-W) - 4 29
at the microscale, although this effect was dependent on soil texture. No significant
% (Setaria) for CT, I 23 (R-W) - 3.89 mg/kg (Guinea grass) for CL, 52.09 (R-W)
effects were observed between the different crop types and seed densities at any
- 129.77 (Guinea grass) for CMI, 0.90 (R-W)- 5.09 mm (Guinea grass) for MWD
level. Given the contrast between these treatments this was surprising, although
and 41.5 (R-W) - 56.8% (S-W) for aggregate porosity. Aggregate porosity was
one possible reason was the considerable heterogeneity in porosity exhibited by
highest (56 8%) under S-W. followed by grasses (50 1-51 2%) and M/R-W (41.5each soil type, and as such, only treatment effects that were highly significant were
49 6%) The effect of fertilization on CMI and aggregation was studied in M-W
not masked by the natural heterogeneity of the soil Our quantified data suggests
and R-W systems Balanced use of chemical fertilizers (NPK) gave the highest
that the subterranean stem has an important influence on crop anchorage failure
CMI, MWD and aggregate porosity, followed by absolute control; applications of
and should be considered in future studies. The work also demonstrated that roots
N alone exhibited lowest values for these parameters. Integrated use of farm yard
disturb regions of soil that are consistent with previous anchorage models, although
manure and chemical fertilizers further improved these values and the differences
the level of soil disturbance was less than most model predictions These data are
were statistically significant Based on CMI and MWD values, sustainability of
currently being used to develop soil manipulation strategies, such as increasing
different cropping systems varied as: perennial grasses > soybean-wheat > maizebulk density adjacent to the plant stem, to try combat the effects of lodging
wheat > rice-wheat Considering 100 CMI as a border line between sustainable
and unsustainable system (CMI computed by considering undisturbed areas near
the experimental plots as the reference), only perennial grasses were sustainable
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N. P Daquiado
Extent »I Hardsetting Behavior of Soils in Region 10, Philippines and their
Effects on Maize Plant Growth and Yield.
N. P. Daquiado. Central Mindanao Univ.
A soil characterization survey to evaluate the extent of hardsetting soils in Region
10, Philippines and a pot experiment to determine the effects of hardsetting behavior of soils and of mulching and organic matter incorporation as well as the watering intervals on soil strength development and on maize plant growlh and dry
matter yield were conducted Physical and chemical characteristics of the soils collected from the four provinces of Region 10 were determined Thereafter, stepwise
multivariate regression analysis was performed to determine the soil properties
that most strongly determined the strength of the soils Results disclosed that the
strength of non-puddled soils was closely related to the exchangeable Mg content,
dispersion, organic matter content, Cation Exchange Capacity (CEC), soil ptf and
exchangeable Ca content About 28 8% of the total area of the farms covered in the
survey exhibited soil strength values at air-dry condition that are sufficiently high
and are likely to restrict coleoptile/hypocotyl growth (> 10 kg cm-2) and 24.6%
with values that are likely to restrict root growlh and seedling emergence (> 20 kg
cm-2) The pot experiment using an identified hardsetting Pinatilan soil employed
3 organic matter treatments (no o.m added, mulching and compost) and 4 watering
intervals (no re-watering, re-watering every 10 days, re-watering every 6 days and
re-watering every 3 days) in 3 replications and was laid out following a Factorial
in Completely Randomized Design Results revealed that Pinatilan soil had rapid
rate of soil strength development, which restricted root elongation, seedling emergence, and shoot growth of maize. Application of compost and mulch and the different watering intervals had significantly affected soil pH, organic matter content,
extractable P content, exchangeable K content, rate of soil strength development,
seedling emergence, plant height, primary root length and dry matter yield of maize
grown on Pinatilan soil
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stabilization". The physical stabilization of organic matter in soils can be related to
the soil properties, i.e. texture, bulk density, aggregation and wettability (hydrophobicity), which can be characterized in terms of the Contact Angle (CA) that forms
at the three phase boundary (solid-liquid-gas). Physical stabilization processes are
strongly scale-dependent Especially processes regulated by the soil's wettability (e.
g , capillary rise, preferential flow) have a different impact on the different scales
regarded. On the micro-scale, i.e. the pore- and particle scale, hydrophobic surfaces
are not wetted completely, leaving parts of'the soil particle surface dry In partly
saturated porous media, discontinuous water films arise which reduce the availability of nutrients and confine the local diffusion of" enzymes Experiments indicate
that hydrophobic soils have reduced respiration rates in comparison to hydrophilic
soils (organic matter is protected) On the aggregate scale, two mechanisms are
acting simultaneously Hydrophobic SOM favours the formation and the protection
of stable aggregates which, in turn, encapsulate the organic carbon. The organic
matter, located inside the aggregate, is directly protected due to the inaccessibility
of the small pores for microorganisms Hydrophobic aggregates show lower water
sorption rates than hydrophilic aggregates. The slower uptake of water keeps the air
pressure low, the aggregate will be more stable and protected against slaking By
this effect the organic matter is protected additionally (indirect stabilization) On
the soil profile scale hydrophobic soils have mostly been associated with preferential flow phenomena It was found that sometimes more than 80% of the draining
water is transported through preferential flowpaths, bypassing large areas of the
soil which results in an incomplete wetting of the soil. In dry regions of the soil the
organic matter is protected from decomposition due to the absence of water as a
key factor in biodegradation All the processes mentioned above are contact angle
dependent and reduce potentially the decomposition of SOM in case of reduced
wettability Experiments were conducted to evaluate the importance of the CA in
stabilizing the organic matter on different scales in soils We tested the hypothesis
that the composition of the Soil Organic Matter (SOM), characterized in terms of
the wettability, protects organic carbon from decomposition by microorganisms
In our presentation we will propose a conceptual stabilization model describing
physical protection processes and we will present examples for the stabilization on
each scale. In real soils, however, these processes act simultaneously and may lead
to a combined and enhanced effect, which may lead to a higher stabilization effect
as can be estimated from analysis of each single process. We conclude that physicochemical properties of the SOM are essential for a quantitative understanding of
the role of the organic phase in terrestrial ecosystems.
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A M Globus
Darcian Description of Water Transfer in Evaporating unsaturated Soil and
Hydraulic Conductivity Function.
A. M. Globus. T. Neusypina. A. Topazh. Agrophysical Research Institute.
When computing detailed soil moisture profiles during physical evaporation of soil
moisture with help of generalized Darsy law, two functions are essential: retentivity function, and water conductivity function. The last one is often calculated with
help of former one, using models of both functions, represented by van GenuchtenMualem equations One of parameters of this function is independently determined
hydraulic conductivity K(] The aim of this work is to check efficacy of using so
determined this parameter in computations of detailed dynamics of moisture content field in evaporating soil. K0 of sieved heavy-loam podzolic soil, saturated
overnight was determined by falling head method (K. =0.035 cm/h). Retentivity
function was determined experimentally Parameters ot the van Genuchtcn model
were found by Markwardt technique with help of our MULTIPAR program Several 20-cm long vertical cylindrical columns, closed at the bottom, were filled with
the same soil at initial moisture content 28,2% by volume and were left to evaporate
at 22"C. Columns were weighed periodically up to 0.1 g The technique secures
high uniformity of moisture and bulk density distributions of all the columns, thus
allowing to consider them as clones The columns were dismantled after 0, 43, 67,
93, 121 and 168 h from start of the experiment, and moisture content in 1-cm ring
sections was determined by drying Using our program SIMDARS, the moisture
content profiles were computed for the moments mentioned above and compared
with experimental ones There were evident discrepancies between experiment and
calculations After increasing K |} up to 0 15 cm/h computed moisture content profiles closely followed experimental data for all the moments of the experiment We
feel that for such conditions the fitting coefficient in van Genuchten-Mualem water
conductivity model should be determined either experimentally at smaller moisture
content or found with help of the technique described in this paper
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A l.amparter
Scale Dependent Physical Protection of Organic Matter in Soils.
A. Lamparter. J Bachmann. M. O. Goebel. S. K. Woche. W. R. Fischer. Institute of
Soil Science.
Predicting the impact that future land management will have on soil carbon content
requires an understanding of the mechanisms controlling organic matter stabilization. In general, the stabilization of organic matter in soils is dependent on i) the
chemical structure of the molecules (recalcitrance), ii) the chemical milieu (pH,
nutrients), iii) the stability of soil structure, and iv) the availability of water, air.
and the organic matter itself' The two last factors should be referred to as "physical
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Influence of Organic Matter Input on Earthworm Burrow Properties and
Consequences on Soil Water Movement.
G. Pérès. Univ of Rennest: S. Schrader. FAL. Federal Agricultural
Research
Centre. Institute of'Agroecology: D. Cluzeau. Univ of Rennes 1; V. Hallaire. UMR
INRA/Agrocampus Soil Agronomy Spatializalion: C. Waller. INRA Agrocampus
Rennes. UMR SAS.
In sustainable agricultural systems, Organic Matter (OM) is applied in order to
improve (i) soil fertility, (ii) soil structure stability and (iii) biological activities
(macrofauna and microorganisms) The additional OM is used as trophic resource
by the fauna, and in relation with the burrowing activity of'earthworms it is incorporated and distributed in the soil profile with a high concentration in the so-called
drilosphere (soil forming the burrow wall area). In temperate climate, earthworms
are identified as the most important ecosystem engineers. Their burrows have a
major impact on soil functioning, especially on hydraulic functioning: burrows
connected to the soil surface influence water infiltration However, the properties
of the earthworm burrow networks are strongly related to several parameters, that
can influence their impact on soil hydraulic functioning: (i) the different earthworm
ecological groups: anecic species create sub-vertical permanent but little ramified
burrow network, whereas endogeic species create sub-horizontal ephemeral but
very ramified burrow network, (ii) the trophic richness of the site: the burrowing
activity can increase in relation with a search for food since the soil has a low
organic richness, (iii) the chemical characteristics of the drilosphere Concerning
the hydraulic functioning of the burrows, vertical water movement in earthworm
burrows is already studied, but it can not explain the water movement from the
burrow system into the soil matrix and so the soil water content It is also necessary to take into account the lateral water movement through the burrow walls
into the surrounding soil matrix. The aim of this study was to assess the functional
role of the drilosphere in arable soil by investigating (i) the physical and chemical
characteristics ofthe burrows and (ii) the water movement, especially the diffusion
through the burrow walls, in relation with the OM inputs and earthworm species of
different ecological groups All the results obtained will improve our knowledge on
the soil functioning in sustainable agricultural systems: water movement, macrofauna activities and OM dynamics The study was earned out in microcosms (soil
columns 25 cm high with a diameter of 12 cm in Plexiglas tubes) under controlled
laboratory conditions (10°C). Compared to a non-fertilized control, two organic
fertilizations were applied: cattle manure and pig slurry. Three earthworm species
were introduced into the microcosms: Eumbricus terrestris (epi-anecic), Nicodrilus
giardi (anecic) and Aporrectodea caliginosa (endogeic) Three soil columns (replicates) were set up per treatment. Physical characteristics ofthe burrows were studied by measuring the infiltration, using mini-infiltrometers at different water succion potentials (0 05; 0 2: and 0 6 kPa). located at the soil surface For the chemical
characteristics. C and N contents were measured (i) in two burrow soil areas: 0-3

mm and 3-10 mm within the macropore wall, and (ii) at three depths of the soil
columns: 0-4 cm, 4-8 cm, 12-16 cm. This approach permits the study of the vertical and horizontal variation of the chemical characteristics Soil samples obtained
under the infiltrated zone were compared to those obtained under a non-infiltrated
zone in the same soil column, in order to assess the influence of the chemical characteristics on water movement (diffusion). The results will be discussed in the context of sustainable agricultural management

image analysis appeared to be a useful method for quantifying macropore parameters CT-scanning can evaluate the spatial variations in these parameters both across
and within core samples which is impossible with more traditional techniques such
as the water retention method. This technique can be applied to soil pore characterization studies for different management systems such as riparian zones and soil
quality restoration sites as well as geotechnical investigations
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Changes of Nonrigid Pore Structure upon Predrying Intensity and
Frequency.
X. Peng. R. Horn. Institute of Soil Science and Plant Nutrition.
Knowledge of pore structure is fundamental to model hydraulic properties. However, pore structure of nonrigid soils varies with soil water content and/or matric
potential We investigate the changes of pore structure of four soils (Eutric Histosol, Histic Gleysol, Calcic Gleysol. and Dystric Gleysol) after predrying intensity
and frenquency. Soils are subjected to four levels of predrying intensity (lOOOhPa,
IOOOhPa30°C, 30°CI000hPa, and 30°C) from one up to three cycles, and followed
by suction at -6, 15, 30, 50, 100, 500 kPa on ceramic plates Water content and soil
shrinkage are determined. Pore size distribution is calculated from Water Retention Curve (WRC) The changes of pore size and magnitude are determined as
compared to the non-predrying soils. Soil shrinkage in relation to water content
and matric potential is modeled and the four shrinkage phases (structural, proportional, residual, and zero shrinkage) are characterized as well We also evaluate the
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity (Ku) when taking into account soil shrinkage
The obtained data will explain the changes of pore structure as a function of soil
shrinkage and how much they influence hydraulic conductivity

Physical Interpretation of Soil Hydraulic Functions in Bi-Modal Soils with
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M. Kutilek

Log-Normal Pore Size Distribution.
M. Kutilek. Soil and Tillage Research: L. Jendele. Cerxenka Consulting.
Soil Water Retention Curve, SWRC, saturated hydraulic conductivity, KS, and
unsaturated hydraulic conductivity, K(h), are basic soil hydraulic functions and
parameters. Here, h is the soil water pressure head (matrix potential) Knowledge
of soil hydraulic functions and parameters is required for a successful formulation of principles leading to sustainable soil management, agricultural production and environmental protection The basic soil hydraulic functions are strongly
dependent upon the soil porous system. The systematic study on the relationships
between soil hydraulic functions and the configuration of the soil porous system in
individual soil taxons can be realized only if the soil hydraulic functions are fully
physically interpreted The physical parameters of soil hydraulic functions could
be then related to topological characteristics of the soil porous system, or to realistic models of the soil porous system derived from the direct micromorphologic
observations. The first step in proceeding in this direction is the formulation of the
soil water retention curve SWRC as a function of the pore size distribution Using
this function, the unsaturated conductivity is defined physically, too, provided that
the parameters of K(h) are physically definable, too Our study was aimed at the
derivation of soil hydraulic functions in bi-modal soils and their testing for measured data sets of real soils We assumed and tested the existence of two domains
of soil pores: The matrix (textural) and the structural (inter-aggregate) domain. The
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log-normal pore size distribution in both domains and the appropriate SWRC of
Computed Tomography for Measurement of Soil Macroporosity as Affected
both domains were formulated. The mutual relations of the domains were defined
by Stiff-Stemmed Crass Hedges.
on the principal of superposition and the water retention curve of the whole soil
A. Rachman. Indonesian Soil Research Institute: S. H. Anderson. Unix ofMissouri- was obtained The pressure head hA at the minimum between two peaks of the pore
Columbia: C. J. Ganizer. Dept of Soil. Environmental and Atmospheric Sciences.
size distribution function represents the boundary between the structural and matrix
Unix of Missouri-Columbia: R. P. Udawalla. Center for Agroforeslry. Unix of
domains of the soil porous system We tested the theory using experimental SWRC
Missouri-Columbia.
of several authors and the computed SWRC fitted well to the experimental ones
In addition to it, the role of structure and compaction was studied The value of hA
Stiff-stemmed grass hedges are a vegetative conservation technique that has been
was in broad ranges between - 30 cm and about - 700 cm of pressure head, corintroduced to reduce water runoff and soil erosion from land under row crop manresponding to equivalent radius r = 50 urn and r = 2.1 urn. The boundary between
agement. Planting stiff-stemmed grass hedges in a watershed may reduce water
soil pore categories can not be taken as afixedvalue for all soils and all types of soil
runoff and soil erosion, in part by altering soil macroporosity The objective of
use If the structure is destroyed, the bi-modal system approaches the mono-modal
this study was to evaluate differences in Computed Tomography (CT)-measured
system Soil water retention curves are significantly changed due to compression
macroporosity parameters as affected by a 12-year-old perennial grass hedge sysin soils of low aggregate stability The change is substantially smaller in soils of
tem relative to row crop management, and to compare CT-measured macroporosity
high aggregate stability. The pore size distribution is changed substantially in both,
results with values estimated from water retention data Soil at the study site was
the structural and matrix domains of soils characterized by low aggregate stability
a Monona silt loam (fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludolls). The
The change in the matrix domain is relatively small in soils with well developed
site was under a no-till corn (Zea mays L (-soybean (Glycine max L.) rotation with
structure and high aggregate stability, while the change is more expressed in the
switchgrass (Panicum xergatum L.) hedges 1 m wide spaced at 15 m intervals.
structural domain The decrease of structural porosity is more pronounced when
Three positions were sampled: grass hedge position, deposition zone position 0 5
compared to decrease of the total porosity due to compression. It indicates that
m upslope from grass hedges, and row crop position which was approximately 7
the value of structural porosity is mainly influenced by compression The matrix
m upslope from the hedges Intact core samples (76 mm x 76 mm) were collected
porosity is in majority of instances increasing with the increase of compression
from two depths, 0 to 100 mm and 100 to 200 mm, with five replicates per position
The explicit form of the relative conductivity function was formulated for matrix
per depth Five scans (0 5 mm thick) were taken per soil core with scans separated
domain and for the structural domain of pores. Two or alternatively three paramby 10 mm Simple thresholding was used to isolate pores in each image using
eters relating the model of porous system to the reality of porous systems were
Image-J software CT-measured macropore parameters including number of pores,
obtained by optimization for the experimental data of soils. The values of paramsoil macroporosity (> 1000 urn diam.), soil mesoporosity (200-1000 urn diam .),
eters in one domain differ substantially from the parameters of the other domain.
and circularity were examined as a function of depth as well as macropore fractal
We conclude that the porous systems in the two domains differ and that they have to
dimension Number of pores (macro- and meso-), averaged across depths, in the
be treated separately when their hydraulic functions are studied and further applied
grass hedge were nearly 2 5 times greater than those in the row crop and 5 times
in the solution of transport phenomena in real soils The physical interpretation of
greater than in the deposition positions. However, circularity for the grass hedge
parameters is questionable and it has to be checked by quantification of micromortreatment was 8 8% lower than in the row crop treatment and 2 6% lower than
phologic observation of the soil porous system in the future The assumption on
in the deposition position treatment These differences imply that pore perimeters
the direct description of tortuosity and pores connectivity by the parameters is not
were greater and more irregular for the grass hedge treatment compared to the row
fully supported by our data and the relations look as more complicated Acknowlcrop treatment where the macropores were more circular. CT-measured macropoedgment: This study was funded through the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic,
rosity was significantly greater (P < 0.01) for the grass hedge position (0 056 m'
GACR 103/05/2143
m "•') as compared to the row crop (0.014 m' m') and deposition positions (0.006 w?
m"•'). The macropore fractal dimension (D) was significantly greater (P < 0.01) for
the grass hedge position (D = 1.56) than in the row crop (D = 131) and the deposition (D = 1.12) positions. The values of all measured pore characteristics decreased
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with depth. CT-measured macroporosity data were comparable with macroporosity
Physically-based Explanation of the Brooks and Corey Parameters in Terms
estimated from water retention data Differences between CT-measured macropoof Partial Drainage of Random Mass Prefractals.
rosity and water retention-estimated values were not statistically significant (P >
0 05) for all treatments and depths except for the row crop treatment in the second
E. Perfect. Unix of Tennessee.
depth Results indicate that the CT method with image analysis can obtain simiThe
Brooks and Corey equation is a well known empirical model for the soil water
lar macroporosity results to data from water retention techniques with bulk core
retention curve This model contains four constants: porosity, residual water consamples CT-measured macroporosity values were positively correlated (r= 0 95)
tent, air entry value, and pore-size distribution index More physically-based modwith core-measured saturated hydraulic conductivity suggesting the possibility that
els for the soil water retention curve have been proposed based on fractal geometry
this method may provide a useful index related to soil hydraulic properties These
However, these models generally require the following unreasonable assumptions:
findings show that perennial grass hedges created more pores and greater area of
(i) porosity is unity, and (ii) complete drainage of all pores according to the Youngmacroporosity, which will have a significant impact on infiltration and runoff for
Laplace equation. An equation is derived for random mass prefractals that relaxes
soils under this management system The CT-scanning technique combined with
these assumptions, allowing for fractional porosities, and partial drainage due to
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Posters
incomplete pore connectivity and/or the presence of surrounding smaller pores.
The resulting expression is identical in form to the Brooks and Corey model and
contains four fractal parameters that can be related to the empirical Brooks and
Corey constants Inverse estimates of these parameters are obtained by fitting the
new equation to previously published water retention data for a wide range of natural and simulated random porous media
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Linking the Gardner and Campbell Models for Predicting Unsaturated
Hydraulic Conductivity in Near-Saturated Soil.
K. Kawamoto. Dept of Civil and Environmental Engineering. Saitama Vniv: P.
Moldrup. Environmental Engineering Section. Dept of Life Sciences. Aalborg
Univ; T. P. A. Ferré. Dept of Hydrology and Water Resources. Univ of Arizona;
M. Tuller. Soil and Land Resources Division. Ag. Sei. 113. Univ of Idaho: O. H.
.lacobsen. Dept ofAgroecology. Institute ofAgricultural Research Centre Foulum;
T. Komatsu. Graduate School of Science and Engineering. Saitama Univ.
Linking the classical Gardner and Campbell models for soil hydraulic properties
yields a combined Gardner-Campbell (GC) relationship for predicting unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity (K) from soil-water retention. The new GC water retention and hydraulic conductivity relationships are described by simple linearized
expressions based on Campbell-ft-scaled values of volumetric water content (8)
The GC hydraulic properties models include four parameters, the pore-connectivity parameter x (typically between I and 2), the Campbell pore-size distribution parameter h, the Gardner macroscopic capillary length X, and the air-entry
soil-water matric potential \|>. In the GC model for K(8), all four parameters are
merged into a single dimensionless parameter, A The GC models are applied to
seven different undisturbed soils within a soil-water matric potential (v|<) range of 0
to -60 cm H,0 Results show that the simple GC >(f(8) model adequately describes
water retention data close to saturation, and that the GC K(8) model performs well
for predicting near-saturated hydraulic conductivity The GC water retention and
hydraulic conductivity parameters were incorporated into Wooding's equation for
steady state infiltration rate to examine effects of variability in physical characteristics on infiltration. The steady state infiltration rate was less sensitivity to the GC
water retention and hydraulic conductivity parameters than the saturated hydraulic
conductivity The GC models, which combine advantages of the Gardner model for
linearization of Richards' equation and the simple Campbell model for soil-water
retention, seem useful for evaluating water transport at near-saturated water conditions in undisturbed soil systems and spatial variability in water transport properties
at the field scale.
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Estimation Model of Field Capacity and Wilting Point on Soil Water Retention
Curve from Soil Physical Characteristics in Korean Soil.
.S'. Hur. Y. K. Sonn. K. H. Jung. S. K. Ha. National Institute ofAgricultural Science
and Technology; J. G. Kim. Div. Env. Science & Ecol. Eng. Korea Univ.
Soils in Korea are consisted of 390 soil series which are mainly formed by granite
and granite gneiss Soil water characteristics of these soils described by Soil Water
Retention Curves (SWRC) depends primarily on the soil structure and pore size
distribution But, to make SWRC requires a lot of time and labor so that to use
PedoTransfer Function (PTF) estimating the water retention characteristics of soil
by particle distribution is profitable to save labor and time for SWRC. Therefore,
this study was conducted for estimation of specific points. Field Capacity (FC)
which is soil water content at 33kPa and Wilting Point (WP) is soil water content
at 1500kPa, on the SWRC from particle distribution like as making PTF to predict
soil water retention values from soil physical properties using regression analysis
Measured data of 1295 points with soil water content at FC and WP on each soil
layer of 325 soil series except for 65 soil series by volcanic ash soil were used for
this study Estimation equation for FC was described as the function of silt(Si)
and clay(C) content (y=1.9855+0.2287*Si+3.7064*Sqrt(C)), and the equation for
WP was the function of sand(S), clay and Organic Matter(OM) content (y=8.828
- 007I1*S + 02I74*C + 08604*OM) When estimated data fitted into measured
data, the correlation between data showed characteristics close to I vs. 1 line These
models can be then substituted to a model that expresses gravimetric water content
as a function of matric potential by linear regression.
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Soil Hydrological Properties ofAndisols in Japan in Relation to the DispersionCoagulation Behavior.
K. Seki. T. Miyazaki. H. Imoto. M. Mizoguchi, The Univ of Tokyo.
Volcanic ash soils have excellent soil hydrological properties, i.e., high water retentivity and high water permeability compared with other clayey soils. They contain
abundant allophane and organic matter Having well developed aggregated structures, volcanic ash soils have large porosities as much as 80 %, retain water inside
soil aggregate, allow the water move easily through large pores between aggregate
and macropores, and consequently have high permeabilities In this study, various soil hydrological properties of a volcanic ash soil in Japan are shown and discussed; volumetric ratio of solid, liquid, and gas phases, particle density, hardness.
pH, EC, soil organic matter (ignition loss), soil texture, specific surface area, soil
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water retention curve and saturated and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity Finally,
the changes of soil water retention curve and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity
were substantially related to the dispersion and coagulation behavior of the soil,
in response to the electrolyte (NaCI) concentration. The soils were sampled from
an upland field of Tanashi experimental farm, owned by the University of Tokyo,
at the western part of Tokyo, Japan This experimental field is used for multiple
purposes and different crops are planted every year Soil pit of 1 m depth was
excavated and both disturbed and undisturbed samples were obtained Disturbed
samples were obtained from the depth of every 10 cm, and were used for the measurement of soil water content, particle density, pH, EC, ignition loss, specific
surface area and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity. Soil water retention curves
and unsaturated hydraulic conductivity of Andisols, Alluvial soil and Toyoura sand
were measured To see the effects of electrolyte concentration on the soil water
retention curve, three types of water were used; distilled water, 0 IN NaCI solution,
and 0.5N NaCI solution Soil water retention curves were fitted with Mualem-van
Genuchten equations, and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivities of the measured
and predicted values were compared
Result 1 - Soil hydrological properties. Solid phase was about 30 % at the surface 20
cm layer, A horizon, and less than 20 % below the 50 cm layer, B horizon The high
porosity of 70% at the surface soil and 80% at the subsurface soil results from the
highly developed aggregated structure of the soil, and it is one of the extraordinary
characteristics of volcanic ash soils High water retentivity of Andisols ensures that
enough water for plant growth is retained in the soil pore, while, at the same time,
high water permeability of Andisols ensures that water can drain reasonably fast
after rainfall, so that enough air is retained in the soil pore for plant root The soil
texture was classified as light clay, pH was around 6, and ignition loss was 17 to
27 %.
Result II - Dispersion and coagulation behavior. Although soil hydrological properties of Andisols change with changing pH because of the pH-dependent charges of
allophane, water retention curves and unsaturated hydraulic conductivities were not
affected by the electrolyte (NaCI) concentrations used in the measurement These
soil hydrological peculiarities of Andisols were attributed to the stability of soil
structures at neutral pH range, where critical coagulation concentration (CCC) was
very low As for Alluvial soil, when the NaCI concentration became larger than the
CCC, coagulation occurs and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity increases. On
the other hand, as for the Andisols, the CCC value is very small for the neutral pH
range, and allophonic colloidal particles coagulate, forming a very stable aggregate. A typical CCC curve for Andisils is shown in Figure I, which elucidate the
relation of dispersion and coagulation of the soil to pH. In thisfigure,the EC of the
ambient soil solution is assumed to be 0 35 mole m-3 and the CCC is smaller than it
in the neutral pH range of 4.5 to 7 5 and otherwise larger than it When pH is lower
than 4.5 or larger than 7 5, the CCC is larger than the electrolyte concentration of
the ambient soil solution, and therefore dispersion of allophanes begins to take
place. The stability of volcanic ash soils against ambient environmental changes, in
the neutral pH condition, may be contributing more or less to all of the surrounding
natural environments
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Figure 1: A typical illustration of the behavior of coagulation and dispersion of
Andosols in response to the CCC change with pi I
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Exploring the Relationship between Solute Transport and Soil Macropore
Structure.

/ E. Holland. Univ of Melbourne.
The movement ofa solute through the soil provides an opportunity for porous networks in the soil to be characterised Soil pores are flow pathways that act as conduits tor solute Together they form a porous network which is the soil structure
Typically most solute transport studies have focused on the fate of chemicals or the
transport process itself Few studies have quantified both structure and solute transport parameters together, so understanding is still developing in this area Therefore
the aim of this study was to ascertain the relationship between solute flow and
the pore volume through which the solute flows—the macroporous structure, in
soil under different tillage treatments. The study was part o f a broader evaluation
of changes to key soil physical properties of two tillage treatments—Raised Beds
(RB) and a control treatment consisting of Conventional Cultivation (CC) The site
was near Geelong in south-westem Victoria, Australia (38o 10„S S, 144 o05„S E)
The soil was a texture contrast soil and was classified as a Xeric Alfisol For the
solute transport experiment, large undisturbed soil cores (24 cm diameter) were
excavated in July 2004 to a depth of 20 cm. In the laboratory a background solution
of 0.02M KCl was applied followed by a pulse of 2M KCl This was first performed
under slightly unsaturated conditions (-30 mm tension) and then close to saturation
(-5 mm tension) using a disc permeameter The out-flowing solute was collected
from under each core Prior to the solute transport experiment, image analysis of
resin-impregnated soil was undertaken on small undisturbed cores (10 cm diameter) This revealed pore and solid size distributions and several descriptive parameters of structure At -30 mm tension the drainage flux density was similar for the
two tillage treatments, but at -5 mm tension the RB drainage was much faster
Break Through Curves (BTC) were plotted of solute concentration against the volume eluted and revealed that the peak concentration appeared earlier in the CC
cores, but the BTC for the RB were much more stable A Convective Lognormal
Transfer function (CLT) was fitted to the BTC, and the first and second moments
(/Y and fa2) were used to assess the solute transport characteristics. There was no
difference in / Y between the treatments which indicated the mean travel pathlength
was similar But /ä2, which describes the amount of solute spreading, was sensitive
to tillage treatment. At -5 mm tension, ƒ82 in the CC cores was significantly larger
than in the RB cores, but no significant difference was found at -30 mm tension
This shows that the connected nature of pores was different. Less solute spreading
in the RB cores suggested they contained a better connected pore network Another
descriptive parameter was derived, the transport volume (/äst), to determine the
fluid volume of solute participating in transport During flow at -5 mm tension,
the RB cores had a significantly smaller /ast than the CC cores, indicating more
preferential flow in the former; however there was no difference at -30 mm tension.
Because there was no significant difference in the total pore volume between tillage treatments, the observed differences in solute transport were probably due to
the pore architecture within each treatment and not the porosity The quantitative
image analysis of macropore structure showed that both the pore and solid size
distributions were similar between the treatments, also there was little change with
depth for any structural parameter The surface area of pores was larger for RB,
which relates to the area where fluid may flow Pore genus (a measure of pore connectivity) was greater for RB and the size of the pores in the RB soil was on average
smaller than the CC soil Thus, overall the RB soil was better structured than the
CC soil The image analysis results agreed with the solute transport analysis and
indicated how soil structural changes can influence solute transport The lack of
difference in the transport parameters at -30 mm tension reflected the incomplete
filling of fluid within the pore volume Thus, differences in pore arrangement were
only detected when the pore network was at -5 mm tension.
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Agroforestry and Grass Buffer Influences on (T-Measured Pore Characteristics.

R. P. Udawatta, Center for Agroforestry. Univ of Missouri-Columbia; S. H.
Anderson. C. J. Gantzer. Dept of Soil. Environmental and Atmospheric Sciences.
Univ of Missouri-Columbia
Agroforestry and grass filter buffer strips have been identified as possible land management practices to reduce nonpoint source pollution from row-crop agriculture
in temperate regions. A better understanding of how these conservation practices
affect soil pores and hydraulic properties is needed to improve application guidelines for these practices The objective of this study was to test the hypothesis that
CT-measured pore characteristics are influenced by agroforestry and grass buffers
Four treatments were evaluated: tree buffers, cool season grass buffers, warm season grass hedges, and row crop areas. Undisturbed soil cores (76 by 76 mm in
Plexiglas cylinders) were collected from five soil depths: 0-10, 10-20, 20-30, 3040, and 40-50 em with six replicates per depth. Five CT images were acquired
throughout each soil core with a Siemens Somatom Plus 4 Volume Zoom X-ray
CT scanner and images were analyzed with public domain lmage-J software Pore
characteristics by depth within and among treatments were compared and declared
significant for p<0 01 Soil from the tree and grass buffer treatments and the grass
hedge treatment had significantly (p "Ü 0.01) greater number of pores, number
of macropores, area for the largest pore, macroporosity. mesoporosity and fractal
dimensions than soil from the row crop treatment as measured by CT Soils under

tree buffers, grass buffers, grass hedges, and crop areas on average had 50, 41, 18,
and 17 CT-measured pores, respectively Soils under the tree buffers, grass buffers,
and grass hedge areas had 4, 3, and 3 times greater number of macropores than for
the crop areas, respectively The largest pore area across all measured depths was
11, 7, 3 and 5 mm2 for the tree, grass, hedge and crop treatments, respectively In
general the largest pores occurred near the surface for all four treatments. However,
several larger pores were detected for depths between 20 and 30 cm in the crop,
cool season grass butler and tree buffer treatments. Macropore fractal dimension
was the largest for the tree buffer treatment followed by the grass butlers. The row
crop treatment had the lowest macropore fractal dimension indicating a lower number of pores and pore volume as compared to the conservation buffer practices. The
fractal dimension in the row crop treatment declined sharply below the 35 cm depth
while the tree and grass buffer treatments had greater values throughout the profile.
The distribution of macropores and total number of pores significantly declined in
the row crop treatment for depths greater than 40 cm as compared to the tree and
grass buffer treatments The grass hedge treatment indicated an inverse hyperbolic
sine curve for the number of pores with depth The total porosity was highest for
the tree buffer treatment across all 25 depths as compared to the other three treatments. Among the CT-measured parameters, macroporosity had the highest correlation with saturated hydraulic conductivity. CT-measured parameters that were
correlated with saturated hydraulic conductivity included macroporosity, mesoporosity, area of the largest pore, macropore circularity, and number of pores Results
showed that CT-measured pore parameters can be used to predict saturated hydraulic conductivity as affected by land management practices. The study also showed
that conservation buffer practices improve soil macropore parameters which are
highly correlated to water infiltration
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General Theoretical Framework for Estimating Soil Water Retention from
Textural Data.

J. R. Nimmo. W. N. Herkelrath, US Geological Survey; A. M. Laguna Luna. Univ
of Cordoba.
Models used to estimate soil water retention from more easily measured textural
data can be derived from a single basic framework. Although most of the models
are based on particular geometric relationships between pore and particle shapes
and dimensions, the only necessary starting point is the assumption that every
particle has a characteristic dimension R associated uniquely with a matric pressure <|i The i(r(R) function is the defining characteristic of possible specific models.
Substituting the inverted function R(\)i) into the mass-based cumulative particlesize distribution, and multiplying by the porosity, gives 8(y) Specific models can
be derived from the general model by specifying geometric relationships of the
pores and particles We illustrate three examples with the familiar but not essential
assumptions that particles are spheres with radius R, that pores are cylinders with
volume equal to the associated particle volume times the void ratio, and that the
inverse proportionality between capillary radius and matric pressure is valid: (1)
A fixed pore shape for a given soil, with cylinder length proportional to cylinder
radius (Mualem, 1976) (2) Pores of uniform length, with cylinder radius equal to
the value that gives the correct cylinder volume (3) Cylinder radius specified by
a formula involving an exponential relation that includes a parameter value determined empirically from a database of relevant properties for a variety of soils (Arya
and Paris, 1981) Whereas derivation of the fixed-pore-shape and fixed-pore-length
models is straightforward, the Arya-Paris model presents complications stemming
from the limitations that its output depends on the size of finite intervals used in calculation (Haverkamp and Parlange, 1982), and that its specified particle-pore size
relationship depends on the particle size distribution itself Formulating this model
within the general framework serves to highlight the nature of these limitations and,
with additional assumptions, to produce a near-equivalent of the Arya-Paris model
without these limitations The resulting model produces results consistent with the
large number of Arya-Paris model calculations of the past, but using a formula
that is a continuous function The new model eliminates dependence on interval
size, is calculable by directly applying an algebraic formula rather than manipulating tables of data and intermediate results, and easily combines with other models
(for example incorporating structural effects) that are formulated on a continuous
basis The generalized framework is valuable for highlighting the differences and
similarities among the specific models This framework facilitates modifications
or development of new. possibly superior models which may or may not rely on
sphere/cylinder geometry or capillary theory This approach also clarifies relationships among models, for example that the fixed-pore-shape model is a special case
of the Arya-Paris model, and that the Arya-Dierolf model with a suitable choice for
the universal pore length is essentially equivalent to the Arya-Paris model
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Temperature Dependent Capacitance Scaled Frequency.
A. Fares. Natural Resources & Environmental Management Dept; S. Hamdhani.
Univ of Hawaii.
Single and multi-sensor capacitance (SCP/MCP) probes are among the leading
soil water content measuring devices that have been used by researchers, growers, and field engineers as scientific research tools, irrigation scheduling devices,
and water management tools, respectively Soil temperature effects on SCP/MCP
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systems have heen reported for different soil types and by many researchers. This
laboratory study focused on evaluating the effect of the temperature of medium on
soil water content as measured by multisensor capacitance probe in two different
soil types: a quartz sand and a tropical soil Starting from oven-dried sand, water
was added to the sand to obtain 0.02,0 04,0 06,0 08,0.12 and 0 38 cm' cm' water
content and then packed into plastic columns (32 cm height and 15 cm in diameter)
for 1.3 g cm' bulk density This same procedure was applied for the Poamoho soil;
but with different water content levels. Water was added to reach the following
water contents: 0 00, 0.16, 0 20, 0.30, 0.40 and 0.55 0.38 cm' cnr' and a bulk density of I 2 g cm"'. Plastic columns with MCP in the middle and packed with either
quartz sand or Poamoho soil at the specific water contents as described above were
placed in a 30x30x52cm insulated plastic cooler used as a water bath The water
temperature in the water bath varied between 5 and 45" C from cold to hot and
then from hot to cold. MCP sensors were logged every minute The temperature
of the medium inside the column was monitored using Cu-Tn thermocouples at
the same time interval as MCP sensors Three-parameter power calibration models
have been used to relate MCP scaled frequency (SF) output to soil water content
Scaled frequency is defined as follows: SF = (F - F ). (F - F ) ' where F , Fw, and
F§ are the frequency reading in air, water and, in soil, respectively Air and water
sensor frequency readings are usually taken at room temperature (22"C) initially
during the normalization procedure Water content determined by the sensor was
influenced by the temperature of the medium and its type In quartz sand, increases
of sensor readings were 58, 4 and -8% as medium temperature increased from 5 to
45"C for over dried, 12 and 0 38 cm' cm ', respectively. Temperature effect was
more pronounced for quartz sand than for Poamoho soil. MCP sensors respond
differently during cooling and warming cycles. This hysteresis effect was observed
regardless of the medium and/or water content levels To correct this temperature
effect, a temperature dependent scaled frequency calculation was used where frequency of both air and water were temperature dependents as shown in the following equation: SF(t) = (Fa(t) - Fs(t)). (Fa(t)- Fw(t))-1 where Fa(t), Fw(t), and Fs(t)
arc the temperature dependent frequency reading in air, water and soil, respectively
The new calibration equations that use temperature dependant scaled frequency
were able to eliminate temperature effect on the MCP sensor readings

precipitation Soil survey activities, including the development of soil series and
catena concepts across these landscapes have only recognized Udic soil moisture
regimes (Soil Survey Staff 1994). Using the Ncwhall Simulation Model to calculate monthly water balances and soil biological windows from long-term climate records and individual years, perudic soil moisture conditions occur more
frequently than previously recognized on soil landscapes that are dominantly Udic
They become the dominant condition at the higher elevations of the Central Appalachians, in Pennsylvania, Maryland, West Virginia, and Virginia The Udic soil
moisture regime has been broadly defined in which the soil moisture control section is not dry in all parts for as long as 45 consecutive days, following the summer
solstice, where the mean annual soil temperature is less than 22 degrees C; or dry
in any part for as long as 90 cumulative days in normal years (Soil Survey Staff,
2003). Additional subdivisions of the Udic soil moisture regime were developed to
separate these high elevation "wet" Udic environments that are marginally perudic
from the drier Udic conditions. Perudic soil moisture regimes occur where precipitation exceeds evapotranspiration in all months, with only very brief periods
when stored moisture is used and when moisture tension is < 100 kPa (<1 bar)
Perudic soil moisture regimes correlate to Thornthwaite's (1948) concept of perhumid climates. In the Central Appalachians, these soil landscapes are associated
with a moisture index >100 and >95 days when precipitation is measurable (>2.5
mm; 0.1 in). Key to the concept of a perudic moisture regime is the relative absence
of a drying period during the summer months and the implications for processes
of podzolization, clay translocation and deposition, the windthrow of trees, and
the development of Umbric epipedons A terrain modeling approach was coupled
with the Newhall Simulation Model (NSM) to approximate regions of perudic and
near-perudic soil moisture regimes As inputs to the NSM, monthly average air
temperatures and total precipitation from long-term (>60 y) weather stations in
the Central Appalachians were used to derive the occurrence of perudic events and
draw relationships to the presence and absence of argillic and cambic horizons. In
the perudic and near-perudic regions, the expression of argillic horizons in soils on
the high plateau summits on gentle, broad stable slopes is limited and dominated by
soils with cambic B horizons. Pit and mound microrelief and high elevation bogs
and swamps are associated with these areas of near-perudic and perudic environments. Our research has led to the following outcomes: 1) ad hoc subdivisions of
the Udic soil moisture regime to better reflect these high moisture surplus environ137-15
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G Wessolek
ments ("near-perudic"), 2) connections between the high moisture surplus environPore System Characteristics of Pavement Seam Materials in Urban Areas.
ments, pedological processes operating in the unglaciated Central Appalachians,
T. Nehls. G. Wessolek. Technical Univ Berlin: G. Jozefaciuk, Z Sokolowska, Dept ofand their impact upon soil development, and 3) recognition of perudic environments at high elevations for the establishment of new soil series.
Agrophysics, Polish Academy of Sciences; H. Stoffregen, Technical Univ Berlin.
Contrary to total sealing of soils by tar or concrete, partially sealing by semi-pervious pavements has some ecological advantages concerning water infiltration, aera137-17
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J Bech
tion and evaporation Because of this it is promoted among ecological motivated
Water Retention and Color in Fine Earth and Soil Core Samples.
town-planning Due to various inputs of urban dust, the original yellow sandy
M. Sanchez-Maranon, Univ de Granada: J. Bech. Univ de Barcelona; R. Ortega. I.
seam filling of such pavements turns dark and changes its properties by time We
Miralies, G. Delgado. J. M. Martin-Garcia. R. Delgado. Univ de Granada.
observed such during only one year We hypothesized that deposited organic carbon
inputs do mostly not have natural characteristics but are man-made, e.g. diesel dust,
The water state of a soil is a fundamental part of the soil color descriptions Soil
lly ash etc Thus, properties of the seam material are not predictable from expericolor changes if the air contained in the pore space is replaced by water When this
ences with forest or agricultural soils Semi-pervious sealed urban areas are sites of
happens, the refractive index of soil particles is more similar to that of the surroundcontaminant deposition as well as groundwater recharge. For an assessment of the
ing medium, leading to a decrease in light scattering. Since the color of a soil is
resulting groundwater contamination risk in these areas, the properties of the seam
dependent upon the distribution of water into the different pores, the water retenmaterial, which influences transport processes, must be known. The aim of this
tion function could be monitored by color measurements Previous studies have
study was to investigate the pore system build-up, which includes size distribution
investigated the relation between the soil water suction and color using fine earth
and fractal character in the seam material of urban sites The investigated samples
samples (< 2mm) These repacked samples, however, have lost the natural strucwere taken from pavements adjacent to roads in Berlin and Warsaw. The micropore
ture Our goal was to study the relationships between water retention and color in
parameters (nanometer range) were characterized using water vapor desorption
fine earth and core samples from semiarid soils Three replicate fine earth (< 2mm)
isotherms, mesopore parameters (micrometer range) were estimated from mercury
and core (7 cm diameter, 3 cm high) samples from surface soil horizons of two Ariintrusion porosimetry and macropore parameters (millimeter range) from water
disols (yellow and grey color) and two Entisols (red and black color) were collected
retention curves Particle density, dry bulk density and particle size distribution
in the Desierto de Tabernas (southeastern Spain) The water retention function was
were measured using standard methods Volumes of micro- and mesopores as well
determined with a pressure cell apparatus regulated to several pressures: 10, 33,
as particle densities and dry bulk densities correlated with C contents However,
100, 400, 700, 1000 and 1500 kPa The moisture levels of saturation, air-dry, and
no such relation was found for macropore volumes. Compared to the original sandy
oven-dry at I05°C for 24 hours were also considered, which represent water retenseam filling, the altered seam material shows significantly higher Corg contents and
tion tensions at -0.1, -105, and -10* kPa, respectively Soil colors were measured
higher amounts of micro- and mesopores. Therefore, the available water capacafter each equilibrium moisture tension, using a Minolta CM-2600d spectrophoity increases by 0.05-0 11 m' m', as compared to the original sandy seam filling
tometer Color of core samples was measured directly on their surface The fine
Compared to natural sandy soils having similar Corg contents, the seam material
earth samples were placed in circular aluminum containers (15 mm diameter, 4 mm
shows similar macropore volumes, but the volume of mesopores and micropores
high) leveling the surface before spectrophotometric readings For color measureis a few times smaller. That is mainly because of the particulate character of the
ments, we selected the specular component excluded, D65 standard illuminant, CIE
deposited organic matter
1964 Standard Observer, and cylindrical CIELAB coordinates h h , L*. C* which
are similar to Munsell notation but with a wider scale. Soil moisture and color were
different in disturbed and undisturbed samples Moisture content (W) in soil cores
was less than in fine earth (mean AW= 3.4), especially in the low pressure range
137-16
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E J Ciolkosz
and when the soil has a coarser texture The color of fine earth was lighter (AL* =
Prrudic and Near-Perudic Soil Moisture Regimes in the Central
8.8) and more yellow (Ahh= 2 3) and chromatic (AC*ab= 2.7) than core samples.
Appalachians.
Replication of moisture and color measurements in different samples from a soil
E. J. Ciolkosz. Dept of Crop and Soil Sciences. The Pennsylvania Stale Univ:
horizon equilibrated to a given matric tension was greater in disturbed (mean SD
D. A. Miller. W. J. Waltman. Earth and Environmental Systems Institute, The
for L*= 0 5) than in undisturbed (mean SD for L* = 3.9) samples Light absorption
Pennsylvania Slate Univ: S. Waltman. USDA-NRCS-NGDC; T. M. Prescotl. S. G. in soil samples increased from dry to wet state, until the field capacity condition at
Carpenter. A. R. Topalanchik. USDA-NRCS. MLRA 13 Region.
-33 kPa Although color of core samples did not change much for lower pressures,
there was an additional slight absorption at -10 and -0 1 kPa In contrast, there was
On the high plateaus and ridge summits of the Central Appalachians, mean annual
a clear increase of lightness in the fine earth samples, probably as a consequence of
precipitation offen exceeds 1270 mm (50 in) due to orographic uplift effects To
the adherent and plastic consistence that showed these samples at -10 and -0 I kPa.
the east of these higher elevations, rain shadow areas in the Great Valley section of
By this reason, the correlation between moisture tension (logarithmic scale) and L*
the Ridge and Valley Province receive less than 860 mm (<34 in) of mean annual
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was better in core samples (mean r = 0.89***) than fine earth (mean r = 0 83**)
The relation water retention and chroma resulted stronger in core samples, while
the relation water retention and hue was better in fine earth samples We conclude
that for monitoring the water retention function by color measurements we should
have care selecting the soil sample type to calibrate the relationships between color
and water retention.
137-18
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Quantification of Soil Micromorphology from Images of Soil Sections.
D. Gimenez, Rutgers Unix; A. Posadas, International Potato Center; H. C. Chun.
Rutgers Univ.
The use of soil sections has a long tradition in soil science. Important libraries of
thin sections around the world contain relevant information to interpret soil properties and processes Faster and affordable computers together with theoretical developments make that information more accessible than ever Among the techniques
available for quantifying soil structure from 2-D patterns, the Multifractal Spectrum
(MS) and Normalized Entropy (NE) are particularly promising Despite the potential of these techniques for quantifying soil micromorphology, there have not been
extensively used in soil science probably because the interpretation of the results
is complicated by the presence of multiple parameters Adding to the uncertainty is
the fact that the techniques can be used to characterize either pore size distribution
(without considering their location) or the spatial distribution of pores (without
explicit consideration of their size) from soil images. The difference is not trivial
considering that MS and NE parameters can be used to predict soil processes. There
is a need for a systematic investigation on links among MS and NE results and
basic soil properties, in particular with field description of soil morphology The
objectives of this work were to use a large data set of micromorphological images
to: I) compare results of analyses when based on pore size distribution and on pore
spatial location, 2) correlate parameters from multifractal and normalized entropy
techniques with basic soil properties and field description of soil morphology, and
3) formulate relatively simple but sensitive indices of soil heterogeneity based on
parameters from these functions. Soil sections from different sources were digitized and the MS and NE calculated from each image In a selected group of soil
images the same functions were calculated at several resolutions Both techniques
separated images in distinctively different groups, in same case clearly related to
soil structure type. Similarly, differences in the structure of soil aggregates of three
sizes were manifested across soils and management types Based on the results of
this work we suggest that pore microstructure can be quantified and results interpreted in the context of soil properties and processes
137-19
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V. N. Semenov

Observation and Analysis of Microscale Heterogeneity of Infiltration and
Water Flow in Chernozem and Black-Chestnut Soils.

V. N. Semenov, A. Zeiliguer. Moscow State Univ of Environmental Engineering.
Actual models of water flow in soil do not take into account a heterogeneous structure of soil However water flow in soil has non-uniform character, both in space,
and in time. The quantitative estimation of these processes and construction of
adequate models of preferential flow is very important for environment The aim
of tests is to observe microscale heterogeneity of infiltration and flow in different
soils and compare results, to estimate distributing of quantity of infil-tration water
and flow on area. The infiltration tests were carried out from July 2002 till August
2005 in irri-gated fields of the Saratov region (Volga region) and the Rostov region
of Russia Experiences were carried out on black-chestnut and chernozem soils
For the differentiated gathering the filtered water we used microlysimeter, consisting of 36 individually sampled cells of 6.7 by 6 7 cm. Each cell was connected to
the corresponding graduated receiver for measurement of flow volume Also there
was used microlysimeter, consisting of 64 cells for tests in 2005. Monitoring of
moisture was carried out with the probe TDR For this type of measurements in the
middles of monoliths were made boreholes in which were installed a tube for soil
moisture scanning For reduction of influence of a lateral filtration the watering
area exceeded the microlysimeter area in 4 times For the estimation of heterogeneity infiltration on a surface of soil there was installed the frame, consisting 9
sections Microlysimeters were installed on the following depths: 30, 50, 55 and
80 cm Watering rate varied from 150 up to 1900 m3/ga Watering were carried out
by two ways: maintenance of the certain layer of water on a monol ith and watering in the portions The tests showed, that heterogeneity of infiltration is enough
expressed on both types of soil The maximal height of infiltration water layer in the
separate section can exceed mean value of layer on all sections in 3 and more times
Flow distribution is very heterogeneous Sometimes maximal flow through the separate cells is in 10 and more times higher then mean value of all cells. In some cells
we did not get a flow even when moisture was very high (> 40%) While a plenty
of flow passes through 5-7 cells for black-chestnut soil and 3-5 cells for chernozem
soil We can observe high correlation between contiguous steps of watering both in
infiltration and inflow.With increasing moisture of soil the correlation coefficients
also increasing and its value became closer to I For chernozem soil the correlation
coefficient is higher than for black-chestnut soil
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An Upscaling Algorithm for Simulating Water Flow in llnsaturated Soils
under Flood Irrigation at Field Scale.
L. Ren. M. Mao. Dept of Soil and Water Sciences. China Agricultural Univ: Z.
Chen. Institute of Computational Mathematics. Chinese Academy of Sciences; R.
Zhang. Univ of Wyoming.
An upscaling algorithm to simulate unsaturated flow in horizontally heterogeneous
soils at field scale under flood irrigation was developed Based on the hydraulic
functions of van Genuchten's type and the variables of dimensionless time, spatial
position, negative water pressure were applied, the Richards' flow equation was
transformed into the dimensionless form by using these dimensionless variables
Because there was no any parameter strongly dependent on scale in the transformed
dimensionless Richards' equation, the solved problem was in nature equivalent to
upscaling original problem Solving the transformed equation by Galerkin finite
element method only one time, combined with the dimensionless simulating time
of each soil column, the distribution of pressure head of each column representing the soil profile of the column can be obtained. For the parameter n, slightly
dependent on scale in the transformed Richards' equation and the parameter ä,
strongly dependent on scale in initial and boundary condition, we used the poweraveraging technique to upscale these parameters Firstly, the calculating procedures
of new method were calibrated by two numerical experiments. Soil moisture in
two different soil textures could be reasonably well simulated Secondly, to verify
the simulating efficiency of the developed method, we adopted the equivalent ä
values corresponding to the averaging exponent p=0, ±1, and ±0.5 to carry out
numerical calculation Different combinations of ä and n were applied for comparing the accuracy of numerical simulation and it showed that n had little effect
on the simulated result Compared with the fine-mesh solution of horizontal plane
using HYDRUS-1D software, it indicated that for example 1, whose initial profile
of water negative pressure was in equilibrium, when p=0 and -0 5, the simulated
results were well represented, in the wetting front dramatically fluctuation depths
10 cm and 20 cm, the simulated pressure heads were of small relative errors: 4.06% (p=0) and -10.41% (p=-05), 7.24% (p=0) and 2.53% (p=-0.5) respectively;
for example 2, which had a constant initial profile, when p=-0 5, in general, the
simulated results were best, in the wetting front dramatically fluctuation depths 50
cm and 60 cm, the simulated pressure heads were of small relative errors: -5 27%
and 3.58% respectively. Obviously, the proposed method ensured better simulated
results and provided a new approach to solve water movement in horizontally heterogeneous unsaturated soils.
137-21
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Numerical Simulation of Atrazine Leaching at Field Scale During Summer
Maize Growing Season under Meteorological Condition.
M. Mao. L. Ren. Dept of Soil and Water Sciences, China Agricultural Univ.
Atrazine is an herbicide commonly used in summer maize throughout the North
China, while the growing period of summer maize happens to be the main rainfall period in the Northern portion of China Therefore, the assessment of leaching
risk of atrazine at the filed scale is of importance to the protection of groundwater
environment In this study, soil samples were taken from a small agricultural plot
(40x40 m2), which located at Yucheng experimental station, Shandong province
By running ROSETTA code, van Genuchten type's hydraulic parameters were generated from the measured soil particle size fraction and soil bulk density, the dispersivities of atrazine were indirectly obtained from the water retention curves, and
the adsorption coefficients of different samples were estimated by the measured
soil organic carbon contents Based on these field data and the meteorological data
for the year of 2003 of Yucheng experimental field, on the assumption of column
model, numerical simulations of the spatial distribution of atrazine leaching at field
scale were carried out and the spatial variability of soil hydraulic parameters, the
transport and adsorption parameters of atrazine were considered In addition, geostatistical analysis was applied to analyze the special variance structure of soil water
potential, water flux and atrazine concentration at 20-cm depth during the growing
stages of summer maize Results showed that, most variograms of the variables
were no-sill models, some variograms had ranges about 25 to 30 m, which had significant meaning to design the layout of monitoring network for water movement
and atrazine transport at field scale.
137-22
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Modeling Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity in Clay Soils at Guilan Province
(Iran) Using Artificial Neural Networks.
M. Doai. M. Shabanpour Shahrestani. F. Bagheri. Guilan Province-Guilan UnivAgricullure Faculty.
Abstract: Although it is essential to determine saturated hydraulic conductivity to
investigate solute movement in soil, drainage systems design, determination of rate
of water table falling and infiltration rate, but its measurement is time-consuming,
difficult and expensive Thus many efforts have been made to indirectly estimate
hydraulic conductivity and other costly measured properties via establishing relationship between this properties and readily available data In this research, first
clay%, sand%. silt%, organic carbon% and bulk density were determined as readily
available data and then saturated hydraulic conductivity was also using double-ring
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method in 221 samples of clay soil in Guilan province Artificial neural network
(ANN) with 3 layer proceptron structure and Marquardt-Levenberg training algorithm is established by NeuralWorks Pro II Plus software Number of hidden layer
and its neurons were determined by try and error method and equal to 1 and 6
respectively 187 data subset were used for training and calibration of neural networks and other 34 data subset used for neural network test Three patterns of input
readily available data were utilized: SSC (silt, sand and clay content), CBDOC
(Clay, bulk density and organic carbon) and SSCBDOC (all of parameters) ANN
with CBDOC input pattern with R2=0.974 and RMSR = 0 160 showed the most
accurate prediction for saturated hydraulic conductivity The CBDOC relative
improvement (RI) to SSCBDOC and SSC was equal to %2 4 and %48. Results
showed that artificial neural network with 3-layer proceptron structure, one hidden layer and six neuron in it and CBDOC input pattern could be used to predict
saturated hydraulic conductivity Keywords: Artificial neural networks, Clay soils.
Modeling, Saturated hydraulic conductivity.
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Superficial Tension of Biologically Active Water for Using in Soil-Plant
Systems.
N. Mamedov, G. Garibov. S. S. Alekperov. Baku Stale Univ.
Last years in the area of soil science for the soil-plant system and in medico-biological literature is widely discussed a role of the activated water in a metabolism
processes Activation means increase penetration capability of water in separate
organs and tissues of alive organisms The factors making active water are: thermal,
electric and electromagnetic processing, magnetization, freezing-thawing, mechanical operation, saturation by air and ozone, etc As a result of external influence
each unit of volume of water receives energy, collapse hydrogen communications
that promotes formation of free radicals or change of properties and structures of
units - clusters, responsible for physical and chemical properties of water During
activation long molecular rows (H20)n are broken off. It leads to change of size
concerning the integrated characteristic of water—factor of a surface tension a.
Measurement of factor of a surface tension was carried out by a method of definition heights of water rising on capillary tubes by cathetometer In all experiments
cleanliness, temperatures constancy (t=26 OS), height of water in a ditch, depth of
immersing of capillaries, etc was strictly supervised Measurements of superficial
tension of the distilled water are control instrumentation Presented the average
values of o, measured simultaneously by three capillaries Saturation of water with
air and ozone was made in a glass tube in height of I m and diameter 40 mm
Air or ozone entered through fine-dyspersated dissector from the bottom part of
a tube within 22 minutes. At speed of submission of gas of 4 l/min the charge of
air on volume was 88 liter, in which oxygen 02 made on volume 18,48 liter and
on weight 26,4 g from which in one liter of water 67,88 mg are dissolved. At the
same speed of submission of a mix of air and ozone the charge of ozone on weight
made 352 mg from which in one liter of water 9,68 mg are dissolved. The quantity
of the gas dissolved in water was calculated by Henry's law Electric processing
of water was made in a glass tube in height 7.5sm and diameter 30 mm. One of
electrodes (a spiral was made from the enameled copper) was inside of water, and
another surrounded a glass tube outside. As can be seen from the table, value of
factor a for the fresh water taken from a city water line, almost coincides with
factor for the water sated by air. This concurrence, apparently, is connected by
that water in a water line moves powerful pumps, is chlorinated, therefore it has
the overestimated gas saturation Ozonization of water considerably reduces its
surface tension. It is visible, that alter 22 minute mixing with ozone (time of saturation of water by ozone makes 22 minutes) the factor of a surface tension of water
decreases up to size of 58,35-10-3 N/m, that a 8% less than a surface tension of
water before ozonization Let's note, that we had been measured a surface tension
of the same ozonized water in 1,5 hours after ozonization (time of disintegration of
ozone in water of-20 minutes). Experiences have shown, that the factor a for this
case makes size of 62,32-10-3 N/m, that almost coincides with factor of a surface
tension of initial water without ozonization The increase a in size from58,35-103 N/m up to 62,32-10-3 N/m speaks decomposition of ozone already through 20
minute sediment. And in 1,5 hours the part of hydrogen communications is restored
and a grows Small reduction of a surface tension is observed and for thawed water,
and also the water subjected to electric processing. In our experiments, at 5 minute
influence by the one-barrier charge by a pressure 16 KV, a current tens (tA and with
frequency 20 KHZ the superficial tension of water has size of 61,8-10-3N/m. Thus,
ozonization, electric influence and freezing lead to decrease in a surface tension
of fresh tap water From them the greatest appreciable influence on water makes
ozonization It means ozonized water is more active and the most desirable for
system soil-plant
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Leaf Water Potential in Corn and Cotton in Relation to Root Zone Soil Water
Status and Depth of Rooting.
R. B. Sharma, Indira Gandi Agricultural Univ.
In an attempt to evaluate relationship between root zone water status and leaf water
potential under varying depth of root zone, root of clay loam field grown maize
and cotton crops were restricted to 30 and 60 cm depths by laying down a plastic sheet at those depths Plots were irrigated as per requirements for maintaining
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high and low water status in root zone While soil water matric potential (&psim)
within the root zone was monitored by installing mercury manometer tensiometers,
thermocouple psychrometer was used for measuring leaf water potential (&psil).
Results showed that irrespective of depth of root zone, similar values of weighted
soil water matric potential (W&psim) resulted in similar values of leaf water potential (&psil) both in maize as well as cotton For example, when the W&psim values
within 30 and 60 cm root zone were, respectively -35 8 and -34 6 KPa, the corresponding maize leaf water potential values were found to be 0.97 and 0 99 MPa
Similarly in cotton, W&psim values of-32.1 and -32 3 KPa, respectively for 30 and
60 cm root zone depths resulted in corresponding &psil values of-1.49 and -1.56
MPa W&psim values of-71.7 and -70 2 KPa showed the corresponding cotton
&psil values of-I 82 and -1.77 MPa respectively Comparision between high and
low W&psim within the same root zone depth showed that &psil decreased with
decrease in W&psim In cotton plots with a 30 cm root zone W&psim values of
-31.3 and -71.7 KPa showed &psil values of 1.17 and 1 82 MPa respectively Also
there was a significant linear relationship between W&psim and &psil for maize (p
< 0 01) and cotton (p < 0 05) separately as well as when values of both crops were
pooled (p < 0 05) together Plants of both crops with unrestricted rooting depth
however, maintained higher &psil than those with restricted rooting depth It may
thus be inferred that in shallow soils, if the soil water matric potential within the
root zone is kept at an appropriate level, restriction of root zone depth within the
range of 30 and 60 cm is unlikely to affect the crop adversely.
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Cyclic Swelling Behavior of Superabsorbent Polymers in Soil Porous Media.
S. Ebrahimi. hi. Homaee. Tarbiat Modaress Univ: B. Ebrahimi. 1UST.
Both arid and semi-arid regions, that cover most parts of the world, suffer not only
from lack of precipitation but also from its unsuitable distribution. Agricultural
sector consumes major part of the fresh water resources among other sectors Thus,
it is important to increase Water Use Efficiency (WUE) and practical ways to maintain soil water for crop production. The superabsorbent polymers are indeed water
containers that absorb and retain large quantities of water when applied into the
soil. These materials have the property of releasing the absorbed water, allowing
plant to consume enough water at any growth stage The objectives of this study
were to investigate the water uptake model for TA-100 and TA-200 superabsorbent
polymers, the cyclic swelling behavior of superabsorbet polymers in soil porous
media and to evaluate the polymer's water uptake ability under repeated wetting
and drying cycles Consequently, the amounts of water uptake by TA-100 and TA200 polymers were recorded at different times The quantity of absorbed water
could be expressed as water taken up in varying lengths of time or as a cumulative
amount. The obtained results indicated that water uptake by superabsorbent polymers caused a considerable deformation on polymer's chain, causing mechanical
stresses in their configuration which can potentially improve their water transport
mechanism Analyses of the obtained data clearly indicated that the initial stage of
diffusion process was well described by the Fick's second law In order to investigate the cyclic swelling behavior of superabsorbet polymers, two polymers, TA100 and TA-200, were applied in a loamy and sandy soil. The treatments were consisted of 0, 0.25, 0 5, 0.75 and 1 gr of both polymers per each kg of dry-weighted
soil in 3 replicates. The water holding capacity for each treatment at 0, 100, 300,
500, 1000, 3000, 5000 and 15000 kPa, was measured The Water Retention Curves
(WRC) were obtained for each soil sample. The samples were then oven-dried and
rewetted for 5 consequent times and the WRCs were again obtained. The results
indicated that by applying more polymers in the soils, the water content at any
soil water pressure head was increased. However, this influence was declined for
next 4 drying-wetting cycles The most dominant influence of the superabsorbent
polymers on water holding at each dry ing-wetting cycle was appeared on lower soil
water pressure heads (0-5000 kPa). The comparison between TA-100 and TA-200
polymers indicated that not only TA-200 had larger water holding capacity, but
also appeared to absorb more water than TA-100 during the next 4 cyclic periods
The parametric analysis of the retention curves were indicated that 0s j n and 0r
parameters were increased by applying more polymers in all treatments However,
the magnitude of 0r variations was not considerable. It was also observed that the
a parameter was decreased in sandy soil and increased in loamy soil by applying
any type of superabsorbent
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Spatial Distribution of Nitrogen-Fixing and Denitrificating Microorganisms in

Soils with Preferential Flow.
A. Suelsugu, Arid Land Research Center. Totlori Univ.
Nitrogen dynamics in soils depends on nitrogen-fixing and denitrificating microorganisms, and the dynamics have been sufficiently modeled based on homogeneous
infiltration of soil water However, precise assessment and utilization of nitrogen
in soils require the understanding on the spatial distribution of microorganisms and
soil water For instance, heterogeneous water paths in soils could maintain some
types of anaerobic microorganisms those cannot survive in homogeneously moistened soils, even if the average water content in the soil is quite low. In the present
study, two-dimensional distributions of soil water, nitrogen-containing ions, and
nitrogen-fixing/denitrificating microorganisms were analyzed to clarify the spatial
distribution of microorganisms and its effect on nitrogen dynamics in heterogeneously moistened soils Sterilized fine sand from Arid Land Research Center of

Totton University was used Ten percent (w/w) of sludge compost was applied as
a source of microorganisms and nutrients for sandy soil reclamation. The sludgeamended sand sample was packed into a sterilized polycarbonate Hele-Shaw cell
(width: 180 mm, height: 200 mm, thickness: 20 mm). The initial water contents of
the sand and compost were 0 33% and 66%. respectively The wet compost was
used in order to maintain microorganisms that cannot survive in air-dried composts. Forty-three gram of sterilized pure water was applied at the surface center
of the packed sample in order to make partial flow in the soil. The average water
content was increased by the application of water from 4.3% to 9.0%. The sample
in a Hele-Shaw cell was incubated at 30°C for I week with 12 hour/day of lightening at 30000 lx. Each side of the Hele-Shaw cell was covered with aluminum
foil for shading Gas exchange was maintained by applying the air through a 0 2
pm-pore filter. During the incubation, two-dimensional distribution of water content of the sample was monitored with a non-invasive capacitance moisture-meter
(Accuscan, Delmhorst Inc., NJ, US) at I cm of sampling interval. Incubated sample
was taken from several locations by considering the distribution of water content
Extraction of DNA from the samples was made with PowerSoil DNA extraction
kit (MO Bio Laboratories, Inc , CA, US) Extracted DNA was amplified by PCR
with nifH or nirK primer sets The PCR products were applied to Polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (PAGE) at 100 V for 160 min in IX TAE. Nitrogen-containing ions extracted by shaking with five-folds of distilled water (w/w) for 1 hour
were measured by the indophenol-blue method and (cadmium/copper reduction)
diazotization method The non-invasive capacitance moisture meter could measure
the water content distribution in the Hele-Shaw cell The moisture distribution
expanded quickly within 30 min, but the wetted region gradually expanded for I
week after the quick expansion The wetted depths after 30 min and I week were
3 5 cm and 6 5 cm, respectively The sharp tip of the wetted front after 30 min was
broadened during the incubation. The half-width of wetted region after I week was
6 1 cm Therefore, the final distribution of soil moisture was classified into a partial
flow while the initial distribution was similar to an expandingfingerflow.Sampling
points from the Hele-Shaw cell for nitrogen-containing ions and microbial DNA
were A (0 5 cm depth, 0 cm from the center), B (2 5 cm, 0 cm), C (5 5 cm, 0 cm),
D (10.5 cm, 0 cm), E (0.5 cm, 2 5 cm), F (0.5 cm, 5.5 cm), G (0.5 cm, 7.5 cm),
and H (2.5 cm, 5.5 cm) Water-soluble ammonium ion concentration was very low
(<0.1 mg/L) at the surface center of the soil (A), although the other samples showed
3 4-11.3 mg/L of ammonium A possible reason for the low ammonium in (A) is
two-dimensional leaching of ammonium Nitrate ion concentration was highest in
(D) The final moisture distribution did not show any water supply to (D) and (G),
but nitrate concentration were 7 2 mg/L in (D) and 2 1 mg/L in (G). Therefore, it
was indicated that denitrification at the surface thin layer within (G) should not be
excluded for nitrogen assessment. Nitrite concentration was lowest in (A) and was
highest in (B), that showed steep gradient of nitrite concentration within the partial
flow. The native-PAGE of nifH indicated the highest presence of nitrogen-fixing
microorganisms in (H), while the lowest presence were indicated in (D) and (E).
The nifH amplification in the present study was significant at low water content,
therefore it was implied that some drought-tolerant nifH-containing microorganisms dominated in the soil The moisture contents in (D) and (E) were markedly
different, therefore the possible reasons for the low presence of nit» were the high
moisture content in (D) and the high nitrate concentration in (E), respectively. No
nirK band was found in (D) and (G), while clear bands of nirK were found in the
other samples. Therefore, it was confirmed that denitrification could be enhanced
by partial flow in the soil.
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Modeling Soil Organic Matter in Intensive Cropping in China's Huang-HuaiHai Plain.
L Baoguo. L. Hongjun. College ofResources and Environment, China Agricultural
Univ.
Organic carbon dynamics of intensive agricultural soils is significant for sustainable crop production Huang-Huai-Hai plain is the most important region for grain
production with wheat-corn rotation as its main cropping system in China In this
region, the soil texture is restricted in the range between sandy loams and loamy
clays, the variation in pH to values mostly between 7.38 and 8.55 CQESTR is
a model to estimate carbon sequestration in agricultural soils With the calibration of parameters by short- and mid-term buried organic material experiments, the
CQESTR model was modified according to four stages of biomass decomposition;
at different stages the biomass factors were determined Through the validation of
soil organic matter (SOM) by 7 independent long-term experiments of soil fertility
and fertilizer efficiency in this region, the modified CQESTR model can predict
the mineralization of residue, added organic amendment and native SOM based
on cropping practices, thus predicting the effect of tillage and crop rotation on
organic carbon decomposition and storage in agricultural soils. The modified model
provides estimates with a 95% confidence interval of 1.91 g kg-1 and regression
coefficient r2 of 0.91 on 1151 pairs of fitted and observed SOM in the plough layer.
The modified model performs better than the original one
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Development and Evaluation of a Simplified Mechanistic-Stochastic Method
for Field-Scale Solute Transport Prediction.

J. Lee. Univ of Tennessee. Biosystems Eng. & Soil Science Dept: F. X. M. Casey.
North Dakota State Univ.
Field-scale solute transport is extremely complex due to the variability of soil properties In this study, a mechanistic-stochastic procedure for predicting field-scale
solute transport was developed and evaluated. The mechanistic-stochastic method
was based on a stream-tube model, which makes predictions using field estimates
of shallow soil mobile water contents determined with a multiport permeameter
This procedure was evaluated for its ability to predict solute transport in afieldsoil
A field leaching experiment was conducted using fluorinated benzoic acid tracers
that were applied to the surface at 12 plots in a field under pivot irrigation Soil
cores were taken to 1.5-m depth at 1.8, 18. and 36 days after initial tracer application to determine tracer redistribution The mechanistic-stochastic method was
compared with the observed data and against another stochastic method, a Transfer
Function Model (TFM). to evaluate its ability to predict solute redistribution for
each sampling date The proposed method had satisfactory predictions of the mean
solute concentration redistributions from the leaching experiment and compared
well against the predictions made by the TFM The coefficients of determination
ranged from 0 57 to 0 92 for the mechanistic-stochastic method and 0.29 to 0 99
for the TFM The mechanistic-stochastic method can be greatly simplified, making
it practical and desirable over the TFM, which required extensive subsoil leaching
data for its calibration
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Numerical Analysis of Multifractal Spectrum on 2-D Black and White
Images.
A. M. Tarquis. V. Méndez. M. T. Castellanos. M. C. Moratón. Dept. Matemälica
Aplicada. E. TS. Ing. Agrónomos. Polytechnic Univ of Madrid.
We examine the multifractal analysis of 2-dimensional black and white images
First, we created a multifractal image based on clasical algorithms, from which the
MultiFractal Spectrum (MFS) can be calculated analytically. We study the influence of the percentage of black pixels in the results obtained by calculating the
MFS based on the image obtained at different simulation steps This point out the
importance of statistical analysis on MFS when any scaling properties want to be
studied, as for example multiscale porous media.
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A Probabilistic Approach to the Identification of Soil Textural and Structural
Input Variables for the Estimation of Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity.
A. Lilly, Macaulay Land Use Research Institute: A. Nemes. Univ of California
Riverside: W.J. Rawls. USDA-ARS Hydrology and Remote Sensing Laboratory: Y.
A. Pachepsky. USDA/ARS/BA/ANRI/ESML.
The performance of PedoTransfer Functions (PTFs) depends on properties of the
development and application databases The database effect has usually been studied by changing the database, while the applied predictors remained the same It
may happen, however, that the set of input variables that are optimal to estimate the
desired soil properties from one data set, are not optimal for the other Pedotransfer development is usually guided by the availability of data on potentially useful
input attributes. Soil structure is known to have significant impact on soil hydraulic
properties, but is rarely represented directly in soil hydraulic PTFs Most PTFs
use input parameters that are indirectly related to soil structure, such as bulk density, organic matter content and topsoil/subsoil distinctions. This is in part because
quantified soil structure data are difficult to collect, but also because collecting
such information may not have been part of the original project(s), and thus are not
available. However, morphological descriptions of soil structure are often routinely
collected during field sampling and represent an underutilized resource No clear
recommendation exists on what structural indicators might be the most significant
in relation to the estimation of soil hydraulic properties We used regression trees
to examine, which types of soil texture- and structure-related data provide the most
useful information towards estimating soil hydraulic properties, and thus could be
used to either improve current PTFs or to allow PTFs to be developed in areas
where measured data such as particle-size distribution, organic matter content and
bulk density are lacking The regression tree technique performs input attribute
selection We coupled this technique with bagging": meaning that alternative realizations of the input data set were generated to provide data for tree development
Two hundred realizations have been generated from a European data set (n=502)
using randomized subset selection, otherwise known as the jackknife technique In
each case, samples not selected for tree development were used to test the performance of the tree models Input variables were: the presence of peds of any of 7
ped-size classes (i.e. 1-2,2-5, 5-10,10-20.20-50,50-100 > 100 mm) the orientation
of any structural cracks (horizontal/vertical); a classification of apedal soils (massive, single grain, structureless); a dummy variable to indicate top/subsoil; USDA
texture classes; sand, silt and clay content, bulk density, and organic matter content
The probability of appearance of input attributes at the branch splits, as well as their
split values was evaluated Sand and silt content were the primary splitting factors
with a 93% and 7% probability respectively. The topsoil/subsoil distinction (59%)
and bulk density (26%) were most dominant as the secondary split level, regardless
of the primary splitting variable. Organic matter content (9%), and the largest pedsize class (>IOOmm) (6%) also appeared at this level The importance of this pedsize class was confirmed at the tertiary split level, where this was the most frequent
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splitting variable The listed variables dominated the first 3 split levels, with the
presence of both vertical and horizontal cracks and massive aggregates as the dominant aggregation type appearing at the tertiary level only once (0.5%). We developed additional tree models using less input information, simulating cases where
certain types of data are not available The above approach helps (1) to identify
what textural and structural input attributes are more preferable in PTF development than others; (2) to define what variables should be measured and/or recorded
to help improve the reliability of the estimations of soil hydraulic properties; (3) to
understand whether and how the grouping of soils may enhance the accuracy and
reliability of PTFs.

discussed, respectively. Results showed similar bias between the continuous- and
class-PTFs developed with SOLHYDRO 1.0 but the bias was already very small
whatever the PTFs tested (< 001 cm3 cm-3) The bias was much greater with
the continuous- and class-PTFs established with I IYPRES Results showed also
similar accuracy between the continuous- and class-PTFs developed with SOLHYDRO 10. The values of SDP ranged from 0 040 to 0.051 cm3 cm-3 The values
of SDP were slightly greater with the continuous- and class-PTFs developed with
HYPRES They ranged from 0.043 to 0 065 cm3 cm-3 Thus, our results show that
there is still some future for class-PTFs because they produce similar bias and accuracy than continuous-PTFs when applied to soils close (i.e. originated from similar
pedological context) to those used to establ ish the PTFs. They appeared particularly
well adapted to the prediction of water retention properties at the scale of large
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areas such as a country territory, scale at which the so called easily accessible basic
Gas Transport Parameters along Field Transects of a Volcanic Ash Soil.
soil properties are often class of texture, organic carbon content and bulk density
A. Resurreccion. T. Komalsu. Graduate School of Science and Engineering. Sailama rather than well defined numerical values.
Unix: K. Kawamoto. Dept of Civil and Environmental Engineering. Sailama Univ.
P. Moldrup. Environmental Engineering Section, Dept of Life Sciences. Aalborg
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Critical Water-Absorption Rate when a Plant Absorbs Water from a SoilDavis.
Water System through Its Rooting System.
Variations in gas transport parameters at the field scale govern the transport, fate
M. Hara. K. Miyamoto. B. C. Sarker. Iwate Univ.
and emission of greenhouse gases and volatile organic chemicals in soil. In this
Demand of water to maintain stomata open enough to get carbon dioxide from
study, we analyzed spatial variability and evaluated predictive models for soil-gas
ambient atmosphere during daytime may be determined solely by the above ground
ditfusivity (D ) and air permeability (kj based on measurements along a 117-m
conditions as climate conditions and plant's size and shape, whereas possible
long transect and a parallel 33-m short transect of a volcanic ash soil (Andisol) in
1
amount of water that the plant absorbs from the soil may be determined solely by
Nishi-Tokyo, Japan. Measurements were done on 100-cm undisturbed soil samsoil-water conditions, rooting system of the plant and the force to absorb water
ples, with 3-m spacing between sampling points, and included water retention, D
from the soil through the plant We want to know ways to calculate the Waterand k at different soil-water matric potentials, and saturated hydraulic conductivity
Absorption Rate (WAR) of the plant. A rooting system of the plant may consist
(K) Traditionally-used gas diffusivity models including the Millington-Quirk and
of size and volume of water-absorbing plant root The soil-water conditions may
Buckingham-Burdine-Campbell (BBC) models underestimated D at field capacconsist of characteristics of retention and conductivity of the soil water, and the soil
ity moisture content (—100 cm H,0 matric potential) and largely over-estimated
wetness in the site We considered numbers of a single root system. Each single
D under very dry conditions, likely due to effects of soil aggregation. A simple
root system has a cylindrical root which radius is a [m] and length is L [m] placed
linear model (Penman-Call) for D as a function of air-filled porosity (e), taking
at a center of a cylindrical soil-root system which radius is b [m] and length L [m].
into account inactive air-filled pore volume (Em), accurately described D from wet
Partial differential equation to express this situation is hard to solve because of the
to oven-dry conditions, and well captured the spatial variations in D along the
non-linear characteristics of the non-linearity of the unsaturated hydraulic conductransects. Air permeability also exhibited an almost linear increase with E but data
tivity of soils So. we have considered a system at a so-called quasi steady state,
showed no evidence o f t effects, and k was best predicted from a newly presented
where dT/dt is independent of position r [m] but a constant. Assuming quasi-steady
power-law model (Kawamoto-Alexander) with k_ at -100 cm H,0 matric potenconditions, the partial differential equation is solved analytically The solution that
tial as the measured reference point Trends of decreasing soil-water retention and
expresses WAR of a soil-plant system has shown as a product of the root length, L,
increasing E and D were observed along the transects Similar trends in k and K
a simple function of a ratio of root volume to the volume of the soil-root system, v [
were not observed, likely due to that the convective Huid transport parameters were
m'/m' ], and a difference of matric flux potential v|/ for the soil wetness 9 at r=b and
mainly governed by soil structure instead offluidphase contents. Autocorrelograms
that of at r=a. Obtaining this solution, we tried to corfirm it with measurement using
suggested a spatial correlation range of 10-20 m for all three transport parameters
tomato and eggplant Our results have not been completely satisfactory but need
(D , ka, K). Also, K^ was highly correlated with ka at -100 cm H,0 matric potential
more tests. We desire that thus obtained new formula to be well known and they are
Measurements of E and ka at around -100 cm H,0 matric potential (field capacity
tested in various conditions in the world to get better satisfaction.
moisture conditions) are recommended for rapid assessment of magnitude and spatial variations in gas and water transport properties at thefieldscale.
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Hydraulic Characteristics of Mountainous Soils in Korea.
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Use of Class Pedotransfer Functions to Predict Water Retention Properties of
K. H. Jung. S. Hur. Y. K. Sonn. National Institute of Agricultural Science and
Soils: Are They Still of some Interest?.
Technology: Y. S. Jung. Kangvton National Univ: S. K. Ha. National Institute of
//. AI Majou. Institut des Sciences de la Terre (ISTO): A. Bruand, Univ d'Orléans: Agricultural Science and Technology.
O. Duval. INRA: 1. Cousin. 1NRA.
The Korean peninsula is located in a temperate zone which includes Asian monsoon belts Annual precipitation is in the range of 900 to 1,600 mm, with about 2/3
The use of PedoTransfer Functions (PTFs) for the estimation of soil hydraulic propof the total precipitation falling in the summer Seventy-five percent of the land
erties has become increasingly popular in recent years Moreover, the estimation of
is located on a steep slope—which means that the portion of runoff water from
hydraulic properties by PTFs can be an alternative to troublesome and expensive
mountain and forest area to total precipitation is large. Runoff is dependent on
measurements New approaches to develop PTFs are continuously being introduced
infiltration rate in soil Most of mountainous soils in Korea belong to Inceptisols,
within the last years. However, PTFs application or use in locations other than those
especially Dystrudepts but hydraulic properties are various with parent material.
of data collection has been rarely reported Most PTFs are continuous-pedotransFor example, soils from coarse granite is sandy and has a fast permeablity but
ler functions (continuous-PTFs) which are continuous functions between the basic
volcanic ash soil is silty and has a slow permeablity We selected 8 soil series with
soil properties which are used as estimates and the predicted hydraulic properties.
6 parent materials to analyze hydraulic properties of mountainous soils. Limited
Other PTFs called class-pedotransfer functions (class-PTFs) are functions that preinfiltration rates of surface soil and percolation rates of deep soil were measured
dict hydraulic properties from the soil class (very orten classes of texture) Many
with tension infiltrometer(Ejkelkamp, Netherlands) and Guelph pcrmeameter(Soil
studies during the last two decades have concerned that second type of PTF because
moisture, U.S.) in situ Particle size distribution and organic matter with a horizon
most provide directly a mathematical model for the entire water retention curve
were analyzed in laboratory. The limited infiltration rates were distributed in range
Despite their possible inaccuracies, class-PTFs are easy to use because most require
of 0 30 to 21 4 cm hr-1 All soils except volcanic ash soils belonged to A grade in
little soil information and are well adapted to prediction of water retention properhydrologie group of Soil Conservation Service, USDA(SCS) Limited infiltration
ties of soils over large areas The objective of this study was to compare the quality
rate had the positive relationship with sand fraction and the negative relationship
of the prediction of the water retention properties when using continuous-PTFs or
with silt fraction The coefficients of correlation were 0.72 and -0 69, respectively.
class-PTFs We derived continuous-PTFs and class-PTFs for 320 horizons of the
Considering that Limited infiltration rates were changed exponentially with sand
data base SOI.HYDRO 1 0 that gathers together the water retention properties of
and silt fraction, these values were not low Percolation rates in B horizon were in
soil samples collected in France The continuous-PTFs were regression equations
range of 0 30 to 49 2 cm hr-1. Both soils derived from volcanic ash belonged to
with the clay and silt content, organic carbon content and bulk density. They were
slow and very slow class in permeablity class of SCS and five soils were included
developed for all types of horizons together and after separating topsoil and subsoil
in moderate class The correlation coefficients of percolation rate and sand and silt
horizons The class-PTFs were developed for all horizons together using the texfractions were 0 66 and -0 88. respectively The variation of percolation rates in C
ture classes associated to the European soil data base (textural class-PTFs), or both
horizon was from 0.46-19.03 cm hr-1 Percolation rates in C horizon were showed
the texture and bulk density (texturo-structural class-PTFs) These continuous- and
the highest correlation coefficients in three horizons and the values were 0 88 with
class-PTFs and those established in the literature by using data of the European data
sand fraction and -0 83 with silt fraction It can be made out that hydraulic conducbase IIYPRES were applied to 108 horizons belonging to French soils Comparison
tivity was more influenced by soil texture in C horizon where development of soil
of the results was based on the mean error of prediction (MEP) and standard deviastructure is weak Conclusively, permeablity of mountainous soil except Andisols
tion (SDP) of prediction that enable the bias and accuracy of the prediction to be
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belonged to moderate class Saturated hydraulic conductivity in situ was high in B
horizon and the effect of particle size distribution was large in C horizon.
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Particle Size Distribution and Mineralogy of Brazilian Kerralsols: Significance
for the Structure and Hydraulic Properties.
A. Reallo, E. M. Silva. Empresa Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuaria (Emhrapa
Cerrados): A. Bruand. Université d'Orléans: E. D. S. Marlins. Empresa Brasileira
de Pesquisa Agropecuaria (Embrapa Cerrados): 1. Cousin. INRA: M. Brossard.
1RD.
The Cerrados Biome is one of the major regions of Brazil with 24% of the Brazilian
territory (204 1 ()'' ha) It is mainly located in the center of Brazil and corresponds to
the whole Central Plateau About 49% of the soils are Ferralsols and approximately
79.10' ha of these soils are dedicated to agriculture. The main characteristics of
Ferralsols are a poor horizonation, a weak development of the macrostructure, and
a strong submillimetric granular microstructure. The objective of this work was to
evaluate the influence of the mineralogy on the structure and hydraulic properties of
Ferralsols The Ferralsols (F) studied were selected according to the mineralogy of
the <2um fraction along a regional topossequence across the Brazilian Central Plateau. The soils F l , F2, F3 and F4 were located on the South American Surface and
F5 and F6 on the upper Velhas Surface, F7 and F8 on the intermediate Velhas Surface, F9 and F10 on the lower Velhas Surface A semi quantify method was used to
compare the mineralogy of the clay fraction Chemical composition obtained from
sulfuric acid extraction was used to estimate the kaolinite, gibbsite, goethite and
hematite content Goethite and hematite content was also estimated using the soil
color (hue, value and chrome). The soil-water retention curve was determined by
using undisturbed samples, using the centrifugation method at 1,-6,-10, -33, -300,
and -1500 kPa The saturated hydraulic conductivity was determined in the field
using the Guelph permeameter procedure. The Ferralsols studied were classified in
according to the RKGb ratio They are gibbsitic for the soils F l , F2, F3, and F4 and
kaolinitic for the soils F5, F6, F7, F8, F9, and F10. Results did not reveal a clear
link between the mineralogy and the development of structures for all diagnostic
horizons which have a weak compound medium sub-angular blocky and strong
very fine granular structure The little differences in structure between the studied
soils were attributed to the nodules. The clay content ranged from 520 to 780 g k g ' ,
except for F4 where it was 300 g.kg '. Results showed a relationship between the
mineralogy, expressed in terms of RKGb, and the clay content, presenting a positive increase up to RKGb • 0.60 from F l , F2, F3 and F4, and a decreasing trend for
RKGb>0 60 from F5, F7, F8 and F9 Those differences in trends can be explained
by the rather different origin of the parental material and the pedological evolution.
The soils from the South American Surface are well developed and were derived
from the meta-sedimentary clastic rocks, while the soils from the Velhas Surface
are less developed and were derived from colluvial sediments originated from the
South American Surface. It was not found significant correlation between the total
porosity and clay content, as well as the RKGb ratio and the saturated hydraulic
conductivity However, the saturated hydraulic conductivity was found to be positively correlated with the volume of pores with diameters >300um.
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Field and Numerical Study of Chlorotoluron Transport in the Soil Profile
Affected by Non-Equilibrium Flow.
R. Kodesova. M. Kocarek. J. Kozak. Czech Unix of Agriculture in Prague: J.
Simunek. Univ of California Riverside.
Single-porosity, dual-porosity and dual-permeability models in HYDRUS-1D were
applied in this study to simulate non-equilibrium water flow and contaminant transport in soil porous media The field and laboratory experiments and numerical study
were performed for five different soil types. The transport of chlorotoluron in the
soil profile was studied under field conditions in 2004. The herbicide Syncuran was
applied on a four square meter plot using an application rate of 2.5 kg/ha of active
ingredient. Soil samples were taken after 5,13,21,35,55, and 150 days to study the
residual chlorotoluron distribution in the soil profile. The chlorotoluron mobility
in the monitored soils increases as follows Haplic Luvisol 1 = Haplic Luvisol 2 <
Haplic Cambisol < Dystric Cambisol < Greyic Phaeozem The herbicide transport
was in both Cambisols slightly affected by a preferential flow and highly affected
in Greyic Phaeozem Total contents of remaining chlorotoluron in the soil profile
correspond with the herbicide mobility The highest herbicide degradations were
at locations with lower observed mobility and herbicide was present mainly in the
top layer The experiments were repeated in 2005 at four locations (Haplic Luvisol
I, Haplic Cambisol, Dystric Cambisol and Greyic Phaeozem) at different experimental plots Chlorotoluron mobility and persistence corresponded with those
observed previous year except in Greyic Phaeozem, where the effect of preferential
flow was not so evident The adsorption isotherms were obtained for two horizons
(humic horizon and subsurface horizon) using a standard laboratory procedure The
adsorption isotherms obtained on the soil samples taken in different years slightly
differ The reason may be seasonal soil property changes and heterogeneity The
chlorotoluron mobility characterized by the adsorption isotherms corresponds with
the chlorotoluron mobility observed in the field in 2004 and 2005 except for Dystric Cambisol In spite of very high adsorption obtained for this soil type the field
mobility appears to be higher due to a high content of fine and coarse gravel that

causes reduction of the specific surface area of soil particles and reduction of a How
profile The reduction of adsorption properties should be considered in numerical
simulations of herbicide transport processes in such soils The soil hydraulic properties were defined using the multi-step outflow experiments performed on the 100
cm3 undisturbed soil samples. The code HYDRUS-IDand the numerical inversion
were used to analyze the cumulative outflow and the soil-water retention data points
to obtain hydraulic parameters characterizing different soil-water flow models: the
single-porosity model, the dual-porosity model, and the dual-permeability model
The ratios of different pore domains were estimated based on micromorphological studies Soil water retention curves were also determined using the sand tank
and pressure plate apparatus The saturated hydraulic conductivities were measured
using the constant head test. The chlorotoluron transport under field conditions was
simulated using the single-porosity, dual-porosity, and dual-permeability models in
HYDRUS-1D Despite having similar total soil hydraulic prosperities for different
flow models, the simulated chlorotoluron transport was different. Chlorotoluron
transport in both Luvisols was less or more successfully approximated with the
single- and dual-porosity model. Chlorotoluron concentrations in the soil profile
simulated using the dual-permeability model were closer to observed values when
chlorotoluron transport was affected by preferential flow then those calculated with
the other two models
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Effect of Dry Layer Thickness on the Evaporation from Surfaces of DifferentSized Glass.

M. Hayano. JSPS Research Fellow /JIRCAS.
Wind tunnel experiments were conducted to study the evaporation from Glass Bead
(GB) surfaces in a shallow container placed on a weighing lysimeter. On the upper
beads surface, the momentum roughness length was changed with the GB diameter of 2-mm, 5-mm, 12-mm and 30-mm in relation to wind speed variation. Dry
layer(DL) thickness beneath the top beads surface could be reduced by controlling
the ground water level in the container. Under these conditions, the evaporation rate
(Ev) was measured and compared with that from the water surface (Ewater) The
results were expressed as a rate of retardant evaporation (1 -Ev/Ewater) The 2-mm
GB with 5-mm DL thickness reduced evaporation by 60% However, the 30-mm
GB, with 5 mm DL thickness did not affect the evaporation rate The comparison
between the 20 mm and 40 mm DL thickness revealed that although the effective
evaporative surface areas were similar, the evaporation rates were at par These
results suggested that evaporation was affected not only by the vapor pressure deficit but also the wind effect on the surface beneath the upper bead surfaces
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Effect of Agricultural Sulfur on Chemical Properties and Hydraulic
Conductivity (under Saline-Sodic Conditions) of Different Calcareous Soils
from Dry Region of Iran.
A. Kasraian. A. M. Sameni. Shiraz Azad Univ.
The use of elemental sulfur is of special interest in Iran since most soils are calcareous and elemental S, as a byproduct of the petroleum industries, is readily
available Recently the National Petrochemical Company (NPC) of Iran, has produced an agricultural sulfur (AS) that contains 90% pure sulfur and 10% bentonite.
As the production of this compound is in the experimental stage, relatively little
information is available on its disintegration and subsequent oxidation to sulfate
in the salt-effected calcareous soils The present study was initiated to improve
the understanding of the disintegration rate of AS in soil, base on determination of
changes in some of the chemical properties. Six soil samples were collected from
different sites of a dry region of Fars province of southern Iran and AS produced by
NPC of Iran, was thoroughly mixed with 2kg of soil at the equivalent rates of 0,2,4
and 6 ton per ha The samples were incubated under room temperature and moisture
content of field capacity for 8 weeks And pH and EC values as well as sulfate, total
nitrogen (N), phosphorous (P), Iron (Fe), manganese (Mn), zinc(Zn), and copper
(Cu), concentrations were determined. The results showed that the disintegration
rate was very low, and only 1 5, 2.3 and 2% of the applied AS levels (i.e., 2, 4 and
6 ton per ha) were oxidized to sulfate, respectively. The results of pH and EC values in AS level, resulted in no signification changes in the nutritional constituents
(except Mn) of the tested soils. To study the hydraulic conductivity under salinesodic conditions the soils were dried, ground, and passed through a 2-mm sieve
Columns of soil samples were saturated with solution of 100 meq ( ) with sodium
adsorption ratios (SARs) of 5,10, 15 and 20 and subsequently leached with distilled
water The "Sensitive Index" or SI concept was used to obtain a very general index
of the magnitude of structural deterioration and reduction in the HC of the tested
soils In general ( I ) regardless of SAR level and AS rate, the SI values, the percentages of expansion and dispersion of the soil columns leached with different salinesodic solutions, were different for tested soils. Increases in SAR level resulted in
decreases in the SI values and initial height of soil columns; but although, increase
in the SAR level from 5 to 10 resulted in decreases in the percentage of dispersion,
there was no significant difference between the effect of SAR 10 and SARs 15
and 20 (2) Application of AS resulted in no significant (statistical) effect on the SI
values of the tested soils, but was associated with (somehow) a modifying effect of
the degrees of expansion and dispersion of the soil columns, which indicated the
improving effect of A S application on the structure of tested soils under saline-
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sodic conditions The multiple regression equation equation between SI values and
swelling /dispersion, as well as the mineralogy of tested soils, all suggested that,
the slaking of the structure (due to both swelling and dispersion processes) was
responsible for reduction in the SI values (i.e., HC) of the tested soils
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Water Sampling Ising an Automated Suction-Controlled Flux
Sampler.
Y. Mori. Shimane Unix: N. Higashi. M. Inoue. Arid Land Research Center, Tottori
Univ.
Sampling infiltration water in a sandy soil is still a challenging task due to high
variation in water content with small suction changes A Suction Controlled Flux
Sampler (SCFS) consisting of an Automated Vacuum System (AVS) and a Sampling Filter Device (SFD) has been developed to collect infiltration water effectively without disturbing the infiltration stream line. The SCFS was applied to
sandy soils where the risk of fertilizer leaching was high. In this study, we monitored the fertilizer leaching in an unsaturated sandy field during rainy season, while
evaluating the sampling performance of the SCFS for infiltration water sampling
The water-collecting efficiency of the SCFS was excellent when the filter suction
was controlled at 0 to 51 cm. Lower suction was preferred because the sandy soil
showed large drainage with relatively small suction change This was achieved by
employing a buffer container to moderate the suction. The SCFS directly collected
the infiltration water effectively for several months in sandy field and resulted
Water-Collecting Efficiency (WCE) varied from 92 to 115 % under various infiltration conditions, which was recorded during the focused 50 days The WCEs
were affected by rainfall intensity as well as antecedent rainfall, which gave better WCE The results obtained from the SCFS and several sensors demonstrated
that the amount of leached water was kept low as long as irrigation was applied
according to the cultivation manual However, an unexpected heavy rainfall caused
fertilizer leaching. Fertilizer leaching trend was effectively monitored by several
sensors in the soils, while detail components were analyzed after collected by using
the SCFS Direct access to infiltration water enabled us to examine the infiltration
process and the detailed variation of the discharged anions. The sensor-equipped
monitoring system together with the SCFS is beneficial for the precise management
of fertilizer and irrigation

electroosmotic counterflow of solution. A membrane potential gradient develops
when the membrane interfaces are in contact with solutions ofdifferent salt concentrations It arises in part from the difference in ionic mobility between cations and
anions and is enhanced by the perm-selectivity of the membrane, eg. the exclusion
of anions in clay membranes Also this potential difference hinders the downstream
movement of ions, be it by convection or diffusion, and works as an electroosmotic
counterflow of solution For perfectly semi-permeable membranes the membrane
potential difference is given by the Nemst-equation, with the positive potential at
the low concentration side of the membrane Since clay membranes are not ideal
the membrane potential difference is smaller than this maximum value For bentonite clay we measured membrane potential gradients between 3 9 and 5 8 V/m, positively correlated with NaCI-concentration gradients between 1.2x104 and 3 1x104
mol/m4. In a laboratory hyperfiltration experiment with bentonite reported in the
literature, a salt concentration increase is observed at the inflow side of the membrane, which is ascribed to semi-permeability of the clay causing reverse osmosis
The clay specimen was not electrically shorted; therefore, although not considered,
a streaming potential gradient and an electroosmotic counterflow must have been
present For estimation of the streaming potential gradient in this experiment we
considered several literature sources, amongst them our own work. Estimated gradients of streaming potential in this experiment vary between-41 and-1227 V/m.
Using coefficients of electroosmotic conductivity and streaming potential gradients
reported in literature, an electroosmotic counterflow of water of the same order of
magnitude as the applied downstream flow is predicted A maximum value of the
membrane potential gradient in the experiment is calculated with the Nernst-equation to be 12 V/m. Since for non-ideal membranes the membrane potential gradient
is substantially smaller than the Nernst value, it will have been negligible in the
experiment compared to the streaming potential The counterflow o f water will
have an effect on the required pressure on the input solution This pressure must
have been higher than in the absence of the streaming potential, i.e. in shorted
condition. Taking electroosmotic counterflow into account leads to the conclusion
that the semi-permeability of the clay (quantified by a reflection coefficient) is
much smaller than predicted when an induced streaming potential is neglected The
observed salt accumulation is influenced by the electroosmotic counterflow
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PedoTransfer Functions for Estimating the Water Release Curve and
Resistance to Penetration Curve of Soils of Sante Fe—Argentina.
5. Imhoff. Facultad de Ciencias Agrarias. Unix Nacional del Litoral; A. fires da
Silxa. ESALQ. Unix de Sao Paulo; P. Ghiberto. M. Pilatli. Facultad de Ciencias
Agrarias. Unix Nacional del Litoral.

PedoTransfer Functions (PTFs) are widely used to predict soil functioning in agricultural and environmental systems. The term PTF is used to describe equations
that express dependencies of soil properties on basic soil attributes available from
soil surveys A prerequisite for the development of PTFs is the availability of a
source database that contains potential predictors. Most PTFs available in the literature use soil texture, bulk density, and organic matter contents as predictors
Although the soil Water Retention Curve (WRC) is of great importance in present-day agricultural and environmental soil research, it is not an easily available
soil property The same can be stated for the Soil Resistance Curve (SRC) The
main reason is that their measurement are expensive, time consuming, and labor
intensive. Therefore, models need to be developed to predict the WRC and SRC
from more easily measurable and more readily available soil properties This study
tested the hypothesis that pedotransfer functions (PTFs) that describe the influence
of soil properties and management on the WRC and the SRC could be determined
from the information available at the soil survey of the State of Santa Fe, Argentina
The objectives were: i) to determine the water release curves and soil resistance
curves for the main soil series of the Santa Fe State, ii) to develop PTFs for both
soil properties. Soil Series (10) were selected from the Soil Map (1:50000) taking
into account the surface that they cover in the county and their productivity. They
belong to the following soil types: Typic Argiudol, Aquic Argiudol, Typic Hapludol, Entic llapludol. Undisturbed and disturbed soil samples were taken from the
A and B horizons Undisturbed samples (cores of 5 cm height, 5 cm diameter) were
used to determine soil bulk density, soil water retention curve and soil penetration
resistance curve Disturbed soil samples were used to measure soil particle distri\ for suctioruontrol
bution, soil particle density, and organic carbon content. Cores were saturated with
water and split into 15 groups The following potentials were applied using a tension table: -0 001, -0 002, -0 003, -0.004,0.005,0.006, -0.008 MPa and -0.01 MPa.
Fig. 1 Schematic of the field experimental set up.
Pressure plates were used to equilibrate samples at potentials: -0.02, -0.03, -0.06,
-0 1, -0.3, -0.6 and -1.5 MPa After equilibrium, the samples were used to determine the soil resistance curve (SRC), and then oven dried at 105-110'C. Soil water
content and bulk density (Db) were also determined Gravimetric water content was
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converted to volumetric water contents using the measured Db of each core, and the
The I Mil I of Induced Klectrical Gradients During llyperfiltration in Clay.
J. P. G. Loch. I hrecht Unix. Faculty ofGeosciences; K. Heister. Utrecht Unix. Dept soil WRC was determined Penetration resistance was measured using an electronic
penetrometer provided with an electronic load cell of 20 kg capacity, with a cone
of Earth Sciences.
of4 mm diameter and semi-angle of 30° The rate of penetration was set up to 10
During hypertiltration o f a salt solution through a charged clay membrane two
cm min ' The measurements obtained from I to 4 cm o f depth were averaged for
types of electrical potential gradients can develop, i.e. a streaming potential and a
each core The electrical output was recorded by a data acquisition system The soil
membrane potential In the absence of electrical shorting, hydraulic flow induces
water release data were fitted using the following function:
a streaming potential gradient by the drag of excess double layer cations in downe = 0 r + ( 0 s - 0 r ) / ( l +(a|1T))"- | ' n >
stream direction In turn this potential difference hampers the further downstream
movement of ions, and therefore of water. Thus the streaming potential causes an
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Where 0 is the volumetric water content (cm' cm-'), 0r is the residual water content
(cm' cm'), 0s is the saturation water content (cm' cm'), f is the matric pressure
(MPa), and a and n are constants. The influence of soil bulk density (Db), soil texture, organic matter, and all possible two-way interactions on the soil water release
curve was incorporated in 0s, 0r, a, and n, as shown for a:
a = (aO + al xl +a2x2+ + ai xi-lxi)
Where a„ ... a are the regression's coefficients, and x are Db, soil texture, and
organic matter. Stepwise multiple linear regression was used to select the significant terms (P X). 15).
Soil resistance data were regressed against 0 and Db using the following model:
lnSR=lnd + eln0+flnDb
Where d, e, and fare constants and SR is the soil resistance (MPa). The influence
of soil texture and organic matter, and their two-way interaction on d, e, and f was
assessed using the same approach as was used for the water release curve, i.e.:
In SR=(d„ + d, x, + d, x, + d, x, x,) + (e„ + e, x. + e, x, + e, x, x,) In 0 + (f0 + fT x,
+ f2\ + f, x, x,) InDb
Where d, e^ and f are the regression's coefficients and x and X, are soil texture and
organic matter, respectively. Stepwise multiple linear regression was used to select
the significant terms (P > 0.15).
Results indicate that clay (CL), silt (SI) and sand (SA) contents varied from 11 to
62%, from 15 to 69%, and from 2 to 73%, respectively. Organic carbon (OC) varied
from 0.8 to 48 gkg-l,and the soil bulk density (Db) varied from 1.10 to 1.68 gcm3. Multiple regression analyses showed that WRC was related (R2 = 0.96; F=503.8;
pO.0001) with particle size distribution, and OC The SA and OC content influenced oc, CL content affected 0s, and SI had an effect on 0r. The parameter n was
affected by the CL and OC contents. On the other hand, SR was related (pO.0001)
positively with Db, CL and OC, and negatively with 0. In addition, there was an
interaction between OC and 0 (R2 = 0 85). In summary, our findings show that
using a set of relevant data was possible to develop PTFs, which in turn fit well the
WRC and SRC data. The next step will consist in assessing the PTFs reliability by
examining the correspondence between measured and estimated for data set other
than the one used to develop the PTFs.
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The Diversion Capacity of Curved Capillary Barriers in Layered Slopes.
T. Miyazaki, M. Kojima, The Univ of Tokyo.
Diversion capacity of curved capillary barrier, which is defined as the distance
from the starting point of a tunneled flow along the boundary of a layered slope
to the diversion point, was measured experimentally Comparing with the known
diversion capacities of flat capillary barriers that have been described in published
papers, the information and even the discussions on the diversion capacities of
curved capillary barriers, generally seen for example in natural slopes, in covering
soils of artificially formed landfills, and in the ceiling of ancient tombs, are quite
few. We measured the diversion capacity along flat, convex, and concave boundaries in experimentally devised layered slopes within a container of 80 cm wide, 2
cm thick and 90 cm high under an artificial rainfall simulator which was adjusted to
generate the rainfalls from 40 to 200 mm/h. The bottom layer in the container was
filled with coarse glass beads of I mm diameter in average and the top layer was
filled with Toyoura sand so as to form the boundaries to be flat, convex, or concave,
respectively. We chose the catenary as the typical curved boundaries Eight runs for
flat boundaries, 6 runs for convex boundaries, and 6 runs for concave boundaries
were carried out under different rainfall intensities and different slope angles. The
equation by Steenhuis et al. (1991), who modified the Ross equation (1990), agreed
well with the experimentally measured diversion capacity along the flat boundary
In case of the curved capillary barriers, the equation by Steenhuis et al.,
L=tanA {I/b(Ks/q - l>+Ks/q(ha-hw)j
was applied at every point on the curved capillary barrier by changing the value of
tan A, where L is the length of diversion capacity, A the angle of the tangential line
at every point on the curving boundary, b the parameter in the unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity function, Ks the saturated hydraulic conductivity of the top layer, q the
rain intensity, ha the air entry suction of the top layer, and hw the water entry suction of the top layer. This equation was capable of predicting the diversion capacity
on concave capillary barriers. The value of tan A, determined by the tangential line
along the curving boundary defined by the catenary, decreases along the concave
capillary barrier resulting in the decrease of the length of diversion capacity, L.
On the other hand, the accumulated tunneled flow, qL, along the concave capillary barrier increases with L. Only when the accumulated tunneled flow exceeds
the diversion capacity, the capillary barrier is destroyed. The estimated diversion
capacities agreed well with the measured values The equation by Steenhuis et al.
was not able to predict the diversion capacity on a convex capillary barrier. Further
theoretical research is needed to estimate the diversion capacity on those convex
capillary barriers.
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Effects of Flow Field Properties on Partitioning Inter« ill Tracer Test (PITT).
J. Nishiwaki, T. Miyazaki. M. Mizoguchi. The Univ of Tokyo.

Partitioning Interwell Tracer Test (PITT) applies two kinds of tracers, one is the partitioning tracer which penetrates into Non Aqueous Phase Liquid (NAPL) nuggets
contaminating the subsurface zones, the other is the non-partitioning tracer which
evades penetrating into it. By using these two kinds of tracers, PITT is potentially
capable of estimating the quantity of NAPL. Since this chromatographic separation of the tracers is based on the partition law, it is most important to determine
the partitioning coefficients of the tracers However, the accuracies of the PITT
would be influenced not only by the partitioning coefficients, but also by the conditions of NAPL contamination and tracer velocities. The effects of these factors on
the accuracies of PITT have not been confirmed sufficiently up to now, probably
due to the lack of the basic research compared with the practical requirement The
questions are I) what is the effect of the flow velocity of tracer materials on the
partition phenomena, and 2) what is the effect of the NAPL nugget sizes on the
partition phenomena We used Toyoura-sand as porous medium packed in columns,
Trichroloethylene (TCE) as a NAPL, Isopropyl alcohol (1PA) as a non-partitioning
tracer, and 4-methyl-2-pentanol (4M2P) and 5-methyl-2-hexanol (5M2H) as partitioning tracers which have different partition coefficients. Five types of tracer flux
were used to answer the above question 1), and three kinds of NAPL nugget sizes
were used to answer the question 2). To change the NAPL nugget size, we filled the
porous medium made of kaolinite that absorbed TCE into columns with Toyourasand. From the experiments where five tracer velocities were set up, the peaks of
the break through curves (BTCs) of the partitioning and non-partitioning tracers
were not separated when tracer flux was larger (0.065, 0.088, 0.091 cm min1). The
tailing of the BTCs of partitioning tracers were separated into two stages These
separations were more clearly explained when the BTCs were plotted in semi-log
scales. The first stage of the tailing may be attributed to the insufficient partition
of the tracers and the second stage may be due to more sufficient partition implementation. In the experiments of changing the NAPL nuggets sizes, the separation
of BTCs was larger when the NAPL nuggets sizes were smaller. The tailings were
longer when the NAPL nuggets sizes were larger. It is practically important that the
degree of separations of the BTC-peaks and the lengths of the tailing are sensitive
to the sizes of NAPL nuggets embedded in the subsurface zones.
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Different Stocking Rate Effects on Soil Hydraulic Conductivity Measured
with Tension-Infiltrometers in Catamarca (Argentina).
P. J. Chiberlo. O. Felli. M. A. Pilatli. S. Imhoff. Facultad de Ciencias Agrarias.
Univ Nacional del Litorai
Soil compaction due to pressures exerted by animal trampling is comparable with
those exerted by agriculture machinery. Those pressures are even higher when the
animal is moving due to the kinetic energy and because the animal weight is distributed on a small area (the hoofs). Higher stoking rates have been found to be more
detrimental to soil physical properties than lower stoking rates. Increases in the
stoking rates have been associated with lower soil hydraulic conductivities, higher
soil bulk densities, and higher soil strengths. The objective of this research was
to evaluate the effect of different cow stoking rates on the hydraulic conductivity
(K.) of an Entic Haplustoll in the Catamarca State (lat. 28°S, long. 65°W, altitude
850 m). Two areas with different particle size distribution were chosen to compare
three situations: High Stoking Rates (HSR), intermediate stoking rates (ISR), and
Low Stoking Rates (LSR). One area has 23% clay, 54% silt, and 23% sand (area
1); the other has 15% clay, 49% silt, and 36% sand (area 2). K was measured with
tension-infiltrometers in the tensions (T) of 0 kPa (K(]), 0.15 kPa (K„ |5 ), and 0 3
kPa (K,,,). The measurements were done in each treatment (HSR, ISR, LSR) in the
A horizon, being carried out 6 repetitions for each tension The K data were lognormally distributed according to the Shapiro-Wilks test (W > 0.9). The variance
analysis and the means comparison (LSD test, a = 5%) between treatments (HSR,
ISR, LSR) were carried out for each tension with the log-transformed data In the
area 1, K„ was significantly higher in LSR (45 mm h ')than in ISR (16 mm h ')and
HSR treatments (8 mm h '). These last treatments did not differ between them At
the T = 0.15, K„ ]5 was significantly higher in LSR (14 mm h') and ISR (11 mm h')
than in HSR (6 mm h"'). There were no significant differences of K between LSR
(8 mm h '), ISR (5 mm h ') and HSR (4 mm h') at T = 0.30. In the area 2, at T = 0,
K was significantly higher in LSR (29 mm h') and ISR (25 mm h') than in HSR
(12 mm h1). At T = 0.15, K. was higher in LSR (16 mm h') and ISR (17 mm h')
than in HSR (8 mm h1). There were no significant differences of K between LSR
(7 mm h'), ISR (11 mm h') and HSR (5 mm h') at X = 0.30. The results emphasize
the importance of preventing the degradation of big pores, especially of those of
equivalent radio greater than 1000 u.m, because they are the most important for the
rapid water flow In the ISR and HSR treatments, the water conduction capacity of
these pores decreased between 30 and 90%.
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Infiltration from Surface Disc and Strip Sources.
A. Warrick. N. Lazarovilch. Univ ofArizona.
This study regards disc and strip sources of water on the soil surface The primary
interest in disc sources stems from the widespread application of tension infiltrometers although the analysis is also relevant for shallow ponds There has been less
interest in strip sources although the results are relevant to irrigation utilizing shallow furrows as well as wetted bands arising from drip irrigation. Generally, the most
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Posters
common approaches that have been used for describing flow from disc sources are
either the use of R A. Wooding's equation or strictly numerical modeling based on
Richards' equation The investigation here investigates a third approach that the difference between the three dimensional cumulative infiltration expressed per unit of
wetted area and an equivalent one-dimensional flow is linearly related to time This
idea is presented by K.RJ Smettem, J Y Parlange, PJ. Ross and R. Haverkamp
in 1994. We test their assumption directly by doing numerical experiments (using
HYDRUS-2D) and generalize results to include the strip as well as the disc source
The basic expression considered for the disc is shown in Eq 1 with 1^ [L] the
cumulative infiltration per unit area of the disc source, S(1 [LT05] is the sorptivity, 9n
[-] the volumetric water content at the disc source and 8n [-] the initial water content
in the profile The I _ [L] is the one-dimensional cumulative infiltration and y is a
"constant." The numerical experiments proceed by choosing three soils of contrasting texture based on the hydraulic functional forms of M Th. van Genuchten For
each soil, boundary conditions are chosen, a disc radius is chosen and the left hand
side of the above equation evaluated. The figure includes the resulting plot for a
loamy soil, a disc radius of 10 cm, a saturated soil at the disc source and an initial
water content which is 10 percent of the difference between residual and saturated
water content Comparison to a best fitting linear curve results in a coefficient of
determination of essentially 1 A corresponding value of Y(dimensionless) is found
to be 0.805. Additional cases were used with all three soils and using various disc
radii, boundary tensions and initial water contents. Observations were that the linear relationship with time generally is very good, but y takes on values between
0 72 and 1.22 An effort was made to relate the value of y to the soil hydraulic
parameters and disc radius as well as the boundary and initial conditions. Results
for the strip are also shown in thefigureand also show a reasonable linear relationship using Eq. 2 with I [L] defined appropriately for the strip The relationship is
found by assuming the "edge effect" per unit length of contact between the source
and the surrounding soil is the same for both the two and three dimensional cases.
The y in this case is 0.612. The general conclusions are that the differences between
the cumulative infiltration per unit source area for the multiple-dimensional sources
and the one-dimensional sources are linearly related to time, but that a single value
of y is generally inadequate Once y is defined, the disc or strip infiltration follows
immediately if the corresponding one-dimensional solution is known without the
necessity of performing a two or three-dimensional simulation

Eq.1 i 3 D - i i D = yS 0 2 t/[r 0 (e o -e n )]
Eq.2 l 2 D - l 1 D = yS 0 2 t/[2x 0 (9 0 -e n )]
2.5
•

l3D-l1D = 1.08t r2«1

A

l2D-lio s 0.41 t + 0.02 r 2 = 1
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Use of Polyacrylamide to Reduce Seepage F>om I nlincil Irrigation Canals:
Small Scale Tests.
R. Susfalk, M Young. Desert Research Institute; M Schmidt. Water Solutions of
Colorado; B. Epstein. Hydrologie Solutions, LLC; J. Goreham. Desert Research
Institute; J. Swihart. D. Smith. US Bureau ofReclamation.
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Preferential Water Flow in the Subsoil of an Andisol in Relation to the Initial
Water Content and Amount of Rainfall under Field Conditions.
S. Eguchi. National Institute for Agro-Enrironmental Sciences; S. Hasegawa.
Graduate School of Agriculture, Hokkaido Univ.
Preferential water flow is the process in which water moves along preferred pathways through soil profile, sometimes leading to rapid penetration of soluble contaminants into the underlying groundwater bodies In Andisols, downward water
movement occurs mainly due to horizontally uniform water flow as described by
the one-dimensional vertical Darcy's equation. Therefore, preferential flow phenomena in Andisols have not been studied in detail especially under field conditions. The objective of this study was to elucidate the incidence of preferential
water flow in the subsoil of an Andisol in relation to the soil water conditions and
the rainfall amount and intensity under natural rainfall conditions. The study was
conducted in a flat field located on Tsukuba upland, Ibaraki, Japan The annual
precipitation and average temperature during the monitoring period of 1997-2003
were in the ranges of 987-1,531 mm and 13.6-14.6 'C, respectively. The soil was
an Andisol (Hydric Hapludand) consisting of surface soil (0-20 cm), ploughsole
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(20-30 cm), and subsoil (> 30 cm). The soil texture was light clay to heavy clay,
abundant in allophane and other amorphous materials. A large number of tubular
pores with diameters of 1-2 mm formed by decayed plant roots were visible in the
subsoil. The air entry value of the subsoil was 0 to -8 cm. No cracks were observed
in the soil profile The water table usually fluctuates around a depth of 2 m Sweet
corn (Zea mays L.) and Chinese cabbage [Brassica pekinensis Rupr) were cropped
every year in summer and in autumn, respectively Volumetric water contents from
the surface to depths of 30 and 100 cm and that at a depth of 1 m were measured
by time domain reflectometry using Tektronix 1502B cable tester Pressure potentials at depths of 90 and 110 cm were measured by using tensiometers. Matrix
flow across a depth of 1 m was calculated by applying Darcy's law Unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity of the soil was determined by the steady state method using
an undisturbed soil core with a height of 4 cm and a diameter of 10 cm. Preferential
flow across a depth of I m was determined by the water balance method during and
shortly after a heavy rain event; in this estimation, evaporation, root water uptake,
and net surface runoff were assumed to be relatively negligible. Matrix flow was
the dominant process of drainage in the subsoil of this Andisol It amounted to
167-627 mm per year and accounted for 73%-84% of the total annual drainage
to below a depth of 1 m. Preferential flow was detected only 2-7 times per year;
nevertheless, it accounted for I6%-27% of the total annual drainage. The amount
of rainfall required for preferential flow to occur varied from 22 to 118 mm; this
correlated negatively with the initial water storage in the 1-m layer, which ranged
from 559 to 642 mm. Initially dry soil conditions enhanced rapid water absorption
into the soil matrix, and little absorption occurred when the soil was initially wet
No preferential flow was detected when the initial water storage was lower than
550 mm The intensity of rainfall had a relatively minor effect on the incidence of
preferential flow. The maximum pressure potentials at depths of 90 and 110 cm in
each preferential flow event were mostly in the range of-10 to ^10 cm, which were
lower than the air entry value; however, these values were not always sufficient for
preferential flow to occur On the other hand, when the average pressure potential
at depths of 90 and 110 cm exceeded -8 cm, most of the drainage occurred due to
preferential flow. These results suggest that the air entry value was the threshold
for the incidence of preferential flow, and that preferential flow was produced in
the upper soil layers where the pressure potentials would have been higher than
the air entry value The maximum pressure potentials in the subsoil during preferential flow events may correspond to the necessary condition for preferential flow
to reach a depth greater than 1 m in the subsoil. We conclude that the incidence of
preferential flow in the subsoil of this Andisol was mainly affected by the initial
water storage and the amount of rainfall in each event, and that the preferential flow
may become the dominant process of drainage under shallower water table or more
humid climate conditions.

Polyacrylamide (PAM) is a class of long-chain synthetic polymers that are used
extensively in food packaging, paper manufacturing, and wastewater treatment
Over the past decade, PAM has been shown to reduce furrow erosion in agricultural
settings Recent empirical evidence suggests that the application of linear, anionic
PAM to unlined irrigation canals can reduce water lost to seepage A diverse set
of experiments has been initiated to understand the efficacy of PAM usage within
irrigation ditch environments. These experiments span multiple scales from smallscale bench top experiments and small-scale artificial furrow experiments, to larger
engineered furrows and working irrigation ditches. Our objective for this study was
to assess the effectiveness of different PAM application methods and concentrations
on seepage reductions in small scale, artificial Test Troughs (TT). Minimization
of PAM application is desired to: 1) reduce the potential downstream movement
of PAM and thereby reduce it's ability to interact with sensitive environments or
negatively impact seepage dependent wetlands; 2) reduce the potential of the PAM
application to suffocate benthic macroinvertebrates and/or otherwise adversely
affect aquatic species in receiving waterways, and; 3) reduce the environmental
exposure of acrylamide, a carcinogenic impurity present in low concentrations in
PAM The TT consists of two 24 m long, 10 cm deep furrows formed from native
ASTM C-33 sand. During water application, inflows (70 L/min), outflows, and
seepage from under the troughs were continuously measured The application of 11
kg/ha of linear, anionic PAM in granular form produced the greatest seepage reductions, 81 ± 10 % relative to the control Seepage reduction was not improved with
greater application rates, but did decrease to 60 ± 2 % with the lower application
rate of 6 kg/ha When applied as a partially hydrated PAM solution, seepage reduction was 61 ± 13 % regardless of application rate (7 and 34 kg/ha). As little as 1
kg/ha of PAM (applied as a solution to achieve a water column concentration not to
exceed I mg/L of PAM) was found to have reduced seepage by 68 ± 7 %. Although
easier to apply than the partially hydrated or solution forms, granular PAM treatments had the greatest concentration of PAM in surface water outflows. PAM concentrations were routinely up to 1 mg/L within the first 30 minutes, with maximum
observed concentrations of 6 to 8 mg/L. In contrast, PAM concentrations were routinely below the detection limit during partially hydrated PAM applications. Once
applied to an irrigation canal, granular PAM requires time to dissolve before it can

interact with sediments Prior to its dissolution, water currents can transport PAM
downstream Linear, anionic PAM is a promising, cost-effective tool tor reducing
seepage losses from under unlined irrigation canals. In addition to the water savings, seepage reduction could also lower the transport of salts or other contaminants
from unlined irrigation canals The ability of PAM to move downstream suggests
that PAM must be applied responsibly to minimize environmental exposure and
adversely affecting seepage dependent wetlands and receiving waters.
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Soil Water Characteristics of Mixed Conifer and Deciduous Forest in Low
Mountain Area in Beijing China.
L. Nie. Michigan Stale Univ.
This research was aimed at to study the soil physical properties, the soil water characteristics and their influences on the plant available soil water. On site long term
measurement and laboratory analysis was employed. By lab analysis it was showed
that the soil had good physical properties as follows: bulk density is between 12
' 1 45 g/cm3, total porosity 45% 58% while the non capillary porosity 6%' 10% and
may leading the root in poor aeration. Strikingly different with the clayey soils the
soil moisture characteristic curve went down very quickly as the suction increase
in the low suction area (<3 OxlOSPa) while in the high suction area (>3 0xl05Pa) it
was flat The soil moisture characteristic curve could be described by the Gardner
empirical equation //Ev=/YS-B. The soil had water holding capacity of 418 77
mm while the field water holding capacity was 348.53 mm and the soil wilting
capacity 31 mm. So the soil had a field water holding capacity of 346.8 mm But
on site study it was showed the actual water holding capacity never reached such
high level The actual water holding capacity was between 60-180 mm much lower
than the field water holding capacity There existed an about 50 days dry period
from late of April to the early of June with the soil moisture lower or near 10%
There existed a humid period from July to early of September with a soil moisture
between 20% to 15% Discussions was made on how to evaluate the soil wilting
percentage in forest stand and suggestions was made to continuing further studies
on it. Keywords: soil physical properties, soil moisture characteristic curve, soil
wilting percentage, soil water holding capacity
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Vegetation-Induced Changes of Soil Properties in Buffer Zones in a Clay and
a Sandy Soil in Finland.
K. Rasa, M. Räty. M. Yli-Halla. Depl ofApplied Chemistry and Microbiology. Univ
of Helsinki: R. Horn. Institute of Plant Nutrition and Soil Science. CAU Kiel; L.
Pietola. Dept of Applied Chemistry and Microbiology. Univ of Helsinki.
Vegetated Buffer Zones (BZ) are obligatory for farms joining the Agri-Environmental subsidy programme in Finland BZs along watercourses serve as countermeasures against eutrophication because they reduce erosion and retain nutrients.
However, preliminary results show that in old BZs the infiltration of water into the
soil is substantially decreased Macropores are filled with dead and living roots
and hydrophobic organic matter delays wetting of the soil surface, both phenomena promoting increased surface runoff In order to get a deeper comprehension of
the hydrological processes taking place in BZs upon ageing of the vegetation, we
investigated effects of perennial grass of different ages (15 vs. 3 years) on structural
properties and water infiltration (I) in a clayey and in a sandy soil. We compared
these sites to adjacent soils in cereal cultivation Infiltration rate was measured by
using cylinders (diameter 30 cm, height 20 cm) to 10 cm soil depth. To study soil
porosity and water repellence, soil cores were sampled from 0-10 cm soil depths
Water repellence index was determined by comparing sorptivity of water and ethanol with miniaturized infiltrometer The results help understand the phenomena
occurring in BZs, evaluate their efficiency in water protection and give practical
advice in the management of BZs. The ploughed layer of the clay soil (Typic Cryaquepts/Vertic Cambisols at Jokioinen, South-Western Finland) had micaceous clay
contents of 51-56% and organic carbon (C)content of 2 1 %(6-16cm soil depth)
The sand soil represented Oxyaquic Dystrocryepts/Dystric Regosols at Maaninka
in East-Central Finland, with a pH of 6.6, 8% of clay and C content of 1.4%. Both
sites had slopes of 10-20% The old BZs were vegetated with wild hay, and young
ones with grass species harvested annually. During 15 years under grassy vegetation, a granular structure dominated in the top 0-6 cm of the clay soil, while, as a
response to periodic shrinking and swelling of the clay, a medium-sized prismatic
structure with a very firm consistency had developed in the lower part (6-16 cm)
of the previous ploughed layer This contrasts with the subangular blocky structure
of the annually tilled cropland The changes in soil structure were less pronounced
in the fine sand, where the ploughed layer of the BZ consisted predominantly of
weak medium-sized platy or angular blocky aggregates. The structure was slightly
weaker in the fine sandy cropland Data from May-June 2005 indicated that springsown fields with conventional tillage had very low infiltration (5-7 cm h"1 after 15
min ponding) as compared with vegetated sites: Under aged vegetation infiltration
reached 60 and 30 cm h ' for clay and sand, respectively Young grasslands of clay
and sand had medium infiltration. 50 and 10 cm h ', respectively. In vegetated clay
soils, the high infiltration was due to preferential flows through cracks after dry
early season, as infiltration under saturated conditions in late November was below
2 cm h•'. Moreover, the preferential flows were promoted by soil water repellence
In clay and sandy soils top soil water repellence index (at 40°C) was highest in BZ

with aged vegetation, 10 3 (standard error of the mean, SE 1.5) and 3.8 (SE 0 5),
respectively, and lowest in cereal cultivation, 3.1 (SE 0.3) and 2.0 (SE 0 2), respectively In both soil types, water repellence index in young BZ was only slightly
higher, 3.6 (SE 0.8) for clay and 2 5 (SE 0 3) for sand, than in cereal cultivation
However, degree of water saturation has a big importance on water movement and
functioning of buffer zones in clay soils Because of swelling under saturated conditions, butler zones conduct water very slowly, regardless of the type of vegetation. The swelling/shrinkage properties of the clay soil will be studied during the
year 2006.
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A. Bhattacharya
Stability of the /im -I lunik /Fulvic Complexation Equilibria of Soils of Terai
Agroecological Region of West Bengal (India).
A. Bhattacharya. D. Mukhopadhyay, Ultar Banga Krishi Viswavidyalaya.
The release and uptake of the Zinc (Zn+2), being the important micronutrient element in soil, is often regulated by the humic/fulvic substances present in the soil
Zinc forms stable complexes with soil organic matter, where humic acid (HA) and
fulvic acid (FA) fractions play an important role for the adsorption processes. However, the stability of the organo-zinc complexes signifies the intricacy of the organozinc dynamics in soil The soils under study were neutral to acidic in nature with
high organic carbon content, having wide variations in the extractable phosphorus
and other exchangeable cations. The DTPA-extractable Zn was found to be low on
the basis of its critical limit in soils, of these areas The stability constant (logK) of
the complexes, formed by the natural humic/fulvic acids with Zn in aqueous phase,
was evaluated by the Ion-exchange method Results tend to suggest that the given
organo-zinc complexes were quite stable as evaluated with the corresponding logK
values of the humic/fulvic acid samples This depends on the nature and properties
of the humic polymer, which in turn, would affect the retention/release of such element (Zn) in soil-plant systems
138-2
825b
K. Hashemimajd
Structural Changes of Sugar Industry's Refuse during Vermicomposting and
Composting.
K. Hashemimajd. Mohaqeq Ardebili Univ; A. Golchin. Zanjan Univ; H. Knicker.
Institute for Soil Research. Technical Univ of Munich. Weihenstephan.
The activity of earthworm enhances microbial metabolism and accelerate decomposition of solid wastes. Most of current researches confirmed that application
of vermicompost to soil or potting media increases the plant growth and quality
The chemical structural composition of sugar cane filter cake (a refuse of sugar
production industries) was determined in different stages of vermicomposting and
composting, using I3C CP/MAS NMR and FT1R spectroscopies Spectra showed
similar signals with minor changes in their intensities. The overall trend was reduction of O-alkyl C content and proportional increasing of other constituents Vermicompost had greater content of aromatic compounds compare to compost The
FTIR spectra confirmed the 13C NMR results. We conclude that, in addition to
structural changes, other factors such as nutrients content and plant growth regulators probably contribute for superior effects of vermicompost
138-3
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B T Nguyen
Long-Term Black Carbon (Bio-Char) Dynamics in Cultivated Soil.
ß. T. Nguyen. J. Lehmann. J. Kinyangi. Cornell Univ.
Biomass-derived black carbon (bio-char, charcoal) has been shown to increase crop
growth by improving nutrient retention and availability The advantage of bio-char
over other types of organic matter additions is its high stability and recalcitrance in
soil. While bio-char is known to persist in soil for long periods of time, the dynamics of its mineralization and change in properties are largely unknown, especially
in cultivated soil. We studied the changes in properties and stocks of bio-char over
a 100-year period using a chronosequence approach on oxisols in Western Kenya.
Fields were selected that were under continuous unfertilized maize converted from
primary forest at different times in the past (3, 7, 15, 30, 50, 70, 100 years). The
residual bio-char that accumulated during landuse conversion using slash-and-burn
was studied by spectroscopic and wet-chemical techniques. Oxidation of bio-char
surfaces increased rapidly over the first years, whereas oxidation of entire bio-char
particles progressed much more slowly These results will aid in the quantification
of residence times of bio-char in cultivated tropical soil.
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E. Morgun
Vegetation Change and Organic Matter in Chernozems: Peculiarities of State
Reflected by Physical Fractionation and Stable Isotope Analyses.
M. Nobles. Alabama A&M Univ. E. Morgun. Dept of Soil Science. Moscow Stale
Unix: T. W. Boutton. Texas A&M Unix; K. Jessup. Dept Rangeland Ecology and
Management. Texas ASM Univ.
Soil is an important reservoir of biogenic carbon (C) at the ecosystem and global
scales. This reservoir is characterized by thermodynamic stability of organic compounds and high activity in the modem environment. It is now well known that
the soil C pool is not homogeneous, but is comprised of different chemical and
physical fractions which differ in stability In this study, wc quantified the physical and chemical characteristics of soil organic matter in a Russian Chernozem
under different land cover and land uses The study site was located in the Central
Chernozem Region of Russia (51003' N, 40042' E). Soils were collected from 3
adjacent ecosystems: virgin steppe (never tilled, but cut annually to prevent afforestation), a 102 yr old forest, and an agricultural field cropped as a corn monoculture
for the past 45 yrs We used particle size-density fractionation to separate roots,
3 light or free organic fractions (<l 8 g/cm3 <45 um, <1 8 g/cm3 >45 urn, and
1.8-2.0 g/cm3) and 4 organo-mineral fractions (<0 2 urn, 2-0 2 urn, >2 g/ctn3 <2
urn and >2 g/cm3 >2 urn) using ultrasonic treatment, sedimentation, and Na-polytungstate solutions for density separations Organic matter in each fraction was
analyzed by isotope ratio mass spectrometry, hydrophobic interaction chromatography, IR-spectroscopy, and traditional chemical methods Compared to the native
steppe, soil organic C increased under forest and decreased in cultivated soil; the
largest ratio of humic/fulvic acids (HA/FA) was found in agricultural soil, while
steppe and forest soils had similar ratios In all 3 ecosystems, approximately 75%
of the soil was present in only two of the organo-mineral fractions—heavy coarse
(>2 g/cm3 >2 um), and coarse clay (0.2-2 urn), containing about 0.3 and 7 0% C,
respectively. Light fractions of free organic matter (<1 8 g/cm3 < and >45 urn,
18-2 0 g/cm3) were relatively minor components of this soil (up to 15, 4 and 8
%, respectively), but contained up to 25, 20 and 10 % organic C, respectively, and
stored more than half the total stock of organic C. The forest soil was relatively
enriched in the light fractions, whereas the agricultural soil was relatively depleted
in these fractions The light fraction ranged from 25% C in the agricultural soil to
18% C in the forest soil. Thus, both the absolute mass and organic C concentration
of the light free organic matter fractions were the most sensitive to land cover and
land use change Previously, we showed that äl5N of soil physical fractions had
a strong positive correlation with the mean residence time (MRT) of the organic
matter in those fractions. In this study, äl5N of soil fractions increased in the following order: (I) roots, (2) <l 8 g/cm3 and >45 um, (3)<l 8 g/cm3 and <45 urn,
(4) I 8-2.0 g/cm3, (5) 2-0.2 urn, (6) >2 g/cm3 and >2 urn, (7) <0.2 urn, (8) >2
g/cm3 and <2 urn This implies that organic matter in the smaller, heavier fractions
has the longest MRTs C/N ratios in above order of separates demonstrate a gradual
decrease from 30 to 7 in all 3 ecosystem types. The same order of fractions also
showed nonrandom regular variations of äl 3C that were similar for all soils Roots
had al3C = -26 4± l%o in steppe and forest, and— 22.1 %o for corn field al3Cthen
decreased from roots to the <l 8 g/cm3 >45 pm fraction (~l%o less for the steppe
and forest soil, ~4%o less for soil under corn), then gradually increased to the >2
g/cm3 <2 um fraction (~2%o greater for all soils). For steppe and forest soils, the
changes of a 13C were in close agreement numerically. So, two stages could be distinguished - depletion in I3C produced by decay of plant material, and enrichment
in 13C connected with humification Chromatography of organic matter associated with clay minerals indicated comparatively high proportions of hydrophylic
organic components representative of fulvic acids. This was true for all 3 soils. Free
organic matter contained hydrophobic substances more typical of humic acids The
highest proportion of hydrophobic components was detected in agricultural soil
These chromatographic results related to the distribution of humic and fulvic acids
were further confirmed by IR-spectroscopy Based on our methods, the soil organic
C pool appears to be comprised of 3 main components: (I) Plant residues with a
very high rate of turnover; (2) Thermodynamically stable, high rate of turnover,
relatively high content of hydrophobic, aromatic free organic compounds; and (3)
Thermodynamically stable, relatively low rate of turnover, more hydrophilic and
aliphatic organic compounds associated with mineral particles The first two constituents are capable of rapid response to land cover/land use changes, while the
third constituent is more resistant to these changes. Total C for this chernozem is
distributed between constituents in the approximate ratio 1:10:9.
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O Kalinina
Characterisation and Stability of the Organic Matter of the Plaggic Anthrosols
from Central Europe, Northwest and North Russia.
O. Kalinina. O. Chertov. M. Nadporozhskaya. St. Petersburg Stale Univ. L. Giani.
Carl von Osstetzky Univ.
The study focuses on the characterisation and stability of organic matter of Plaggic Anthrosols Three Plaggic Anthrosols from Northwest Europe (Oldenburg).
Northwest Russia (St. Petersburg) and North Russia (Arkhangelsk) have been
investigated comparatively The Plaggic Anthrosols of this study are humus-rich
with 17.1-26.8 g kg-l total organic carbon (TOC) or 3.4-5.3% soil organic matter
(SOM) in the plaggic epipedons The mean C/N ratio of the Oldenburg Plaggic
Anthrosol was 21. that of St. Petersburg 17 and of Archangelsk 13, indicating a
long-term use of heather sods in Oldenburg and the use of N-rich bog peat in Rus-
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sia, respectively Different SOM qualities are also shown by the C/N ratios in the
grain size fractions and 1R spectra, showing the occurrence of keto- and carboxyl
groups only for the Oldenburg soil and amides for the Russian ones, exclusively.
The HCI-resistant OC, representing the non-active OC fraction, was relatively
high, amounting to 49.3-75.1% of TOC (615% in mean) in the plaggic epipedons
Because of large amounts of pyrogenic C significantly larger amounts of the nonactive OC fraction were found in the St Petersburg soil The H202-resistant OC,
representing the charcoal, was 3 5-21.0% of TOC. The HF-soluble OC, representing the mineral-bound C fraction, was 7.0-50.5% of TOC, lowest amounts, even
below detection limit, was found in the St Petersburg soil. The investigation of
OC in the grain size fractions resulted in highest OC concentrations in the fine silt
and clay size separates; Decreased OC concentrations in the sequence Oldenburg,
Arkhangelsk, St. Petersburg are related to decreased duration of the plaggen fertilisation management in the same sequence The OC contents of the heavy fraction
(>2 g cm-3) was frequently about 40% of TOC, consisting of large amounts of
polysaccharides Neither the IR spectra nor the investigated OC fractions show
a changing pattern with increasing depths of the plaggic epipedons. Although the
Plaggic Anthrosols show differences in some OC fractions and OM qualities, they
have high proportions of very stable constituents, presumably caused by the longterm plaggen fertilisation management.
138-6
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K. Lorenz
Are Recalcitrant Biomacromolecules Potential Sinks in the Global Carbon
Cycle?
K. Lorenz. R. Lai. Carbon Management and Sequestration Centre, School of
Environment and Natural Resources. FAES/OARDC. The Ohio State Univ.
The major reservoirs of carbon on Earth are the oceans (38,400 Gt), the lithosphere
(75,000,000 Gt) and the terrestrial biosphere (2,500 Gt). The atmospheric C02
exchanges rapidly with the C pool in the oceans and the terrestrial biosphere. Fossil
fuel burning, however, unlocks C from the lithospheric pool (i.e., kerogen, coal,
petroleum) while land-use changes may release C from the soil organic C (SOC)
pool The resulting increase in atmospheric C02 by human activities contributes
to the climate change Until C02-neutral technologies for energy production are
available, managing the SOC pool is an opportunity to slow the rate of increase
of atmospheric C02. The proportion of the stable SOC increases with increase
in soil depth due to physical stabilization and changes in microbial processes but
also due to increase in inputs of recalcitrant plant-derived biomacromolecules and
their selective preservation. By comparing the occurrence of biomacromolecules
preserved in fossil fuels and fossil plant remains for thousands to millions of years
(i.e., terrestrial biomarkers) with those stored for thousands of years in sediments
and in soil profiles in the stable SOC pool, plant biopolymers with a high residence
time can be identified. The n-alkyl compounds are found in recent and ancient
sediments, vascular plant leaf extracts, fossil plant tissues and petroleum However,
only the very high range of the n-alkane odd-over-even predominance in the number of C atoms is a potential chemotaxonomic tool for inputs from higher plants
A variety of pentacyclic triterpenoids are used as general tracers of higher plant
input (e.g., in crude oils, marine sediments). Steroids are common in higher plants
and attributed to higher plant inputs in petroleums and ancient sediments, but not
in marine sediments Cutin-derived compounds are used as chemotaxonomic tracers for higher plant inputs to younger marine sediments. Lignin commonly occurs
in woody tissues and cell walls of vascular plants, but lignin-derived records for
marine and lacrustine sediments can be biased by selective preservation. Furthermore, lignin is not as stable in soil as previously thought Resin-derived compounds
(i.e., sesquiterpenoids and diterpenoids) are commonly found in petroleum, and
inputs by gymnosperms and conifers can be distinguished Suberins/suberans and
tannins may also contribute to the stable SOC pool By selecting plant/cultivars
with higher concentrations of biomacromolecules showing a high preservation
potential, the residence time of C in the soil can thus be directly managed The scientific knowledge, however, about biomacromolecules contributing to the stable C
pool in biosphere and lithosphere is scanty With the development and application
of new techniques for the elucidation of structural features of organic compounds
in the earth's crust, the potential of biomacromolecules as C sinks in the global C
cycle and their role in mitigating climate change can be evaluated.
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M H. B Hayes
Compositions, Aspects of Structures, and Clay Associations of Soil Humic
Components.
M. H. B. Hayes. UnivofLimerick; A. J. Simpson. Dept ofPhysical and Environmental
Sciences. Univ of Toronto. Scarborough College: C E. Clapp. USDA ARS & Dept
of Soil. Water <# Climate. Univ of Minnesota: J. Burdon. Univ of Birmingham.
A sequential, exhaustive extraction procedure was used to isolate and fractionate
organic components from soils Extractions involved aqueous base at pH 7 and
10 6 followed by 0 IM NaOH (under N2). then 0 IM NaOH + 6M urea, and then
in some instances with 0.5M NaOH The base + urea, was washed out and the
clay fraction isolated, freeze dried, and extracted (exhaustively) with DMSO + 6%
H2S04 (v/v), and finally the residual clays were removed by successive washings
with 10% HF The urea, DMSO. and residuals from HF treatment are humins in the
classical definitions The urea extracts were similar to the aqueous extracts in base,
but the residual organics were very different (B. Fig 1) as were those in DMSO

Posters
extracts and the residues from the HF treatment (C and D, Fig I). The latter three
can be regarded as true humin materials. Each aqueous isolate was processed by
resin technologies and. for example, up to 12 compositionally different humic acids
(HAs) and fulvic acid (FAs) fractions were isolated from each soil In general the
differences were relatively small between the components isolated at pH 12 6 and
in base + urea, indicating that urea, a breaker of hydrogen bonds, released materials
hydrogen bonded in the humin matrix, or released from steric constraints within
that matrix Diffusion ordered (NMR) Spectroscopy (DOSY) clearly showed that,
for the aqueous extracts, the macromolecular concept for HAs and FAs no longer holds Instead it is clear that the so-called FAs, and especially the HAs are
associations of molecules of relatively low to intermediate (up to 2000 Daltons)
molecular weight values, and on the basis of chemical shift assignments the associations consist predominantly of carbohydrate and peptide residues and of altered
lignin components, and with some long chain fatty acids, hydrocarbons, and waxes
(which may be binding agents) Fig I shows the contrast between HAs isolated at
pH 12.6 (A) in the extraction sequence, the humin associated with clay after base +
urea extraction (B) of a grey-brown podzol. and the humin isolated from a Mollisol
in DMSO + H2SÜ4 (C) after base + urea extraction, and after treatment with HF
(D) In all cases the humin is low in lignin-derived aromaticity, rich in hydrocarbon, and in carbohydrate/peptide materials The hydrophobic hydrocarbon residues
(including long chain acids/esters) and waxes bind strongly to clays, as do mucopolysaccharides of glomalin type structures (indicated by carbohydrate and peptide
residues in the humin fractions). Figure I CPMAS I3C NMR spectra of a humic
acid isolated at pH 12 6 (A), a humin/clay association (B), humin isolated from a
Mollisol in DMSO + acid (C), and humin released by dissolving clay in HF

G Wilson, Kansas Stale Unix: C. Rice. Kansas Stale Univ.
Arbuscular Mycorrhizal (AM) fungi are integral components of grasslands because
most grassland plants are associated with interconnected networks of A M hyphae
Mycorrhizae generally facilitate plant uptake of mineral nutrients Consequently,
nitrogen (N) enrichment may alter plant allocation belowground to roots and
mycorrhizae as well as A M fungal allocation to internal (intraradical) and external (extraradical) structures that function in supplying mineral nutrients to plants.
Changes in symbiotic activity and A M allocation to intraradical and extraradical
structures is important because a reduction in extraradical hyphal networks is likely
to impact soil structure, soil carbon and nitrogen storage, and soil food webs. The
objectives of this research were to examine the long-term (17 yrs) effects of N
enrichment coupled with important tallgrass prairie management practices (annual
burning and mowing) on mycorrhizal symbiosis, soil aggregation, and soil C and
N storage. To further investigate the role of AM fungi in soil aggregate stability,
we also examined long-term effects (6 yrs) of fungicide applications (AM fungal
suppression) in native tallgrass prairie soils. Nitrogen enrichment increased the
colonization and extraradical hyphae of mycorrhizal fungi and these increases were
strongly correlated to increases in water-stable soil macroaggregates, as well as the
amount of C and N stored in the soil and into soil aggregates Suppression of the
symbiosis (via fungicide applications) resulted in a large and significant decrease
in hyphal networks resulting in a loss of water-stable macroaggregates (Fig I)
The loss of macroaggregates decreased the physical protection of C resulting in a
subsequent reduction of the C storage in the soil The data presented in this study
provide strong evidence that soil structure and stability, as well as enhancement of
soil sequestration of C and organic N, are largely mediated by A M hyphae
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D. Chatskikh

Simulation of Soil Tillage Effects on Soil Organic Matter Turnover.

D. Chatskikh. B. M. Petersen. Danish Institute ofAgricultural Sciences; S. Hansen.
The Royal Veterinary and Agricultural Unix: J. E. Olesen. J. Bernlsen. Danish
Institute of Agricultural Sciences.
Soil tillage affects several soil physical and biochemical parameters of soil organic
matter turnover, which can significantly influence the soil-crop system. The practice of reduced soil tillage, known as conservation tillage or non-inversion tillage,
is common in America, Australia and South Africa, but adoption of this practice
in Europe has been much slower, partly due to a poor understanding of the effects
of this practice on productivity and environmental conditions for European conditions It is important that these effects are quantified for short- and long-term time
scales. To address these issues, a field experiment with different soil tillage intensities in typical cereal based crop rotation was initiated in 2002 in Denmark and was
completed with scenario modeling The objective of the study was to assess effects
of different soil tillage intensities on the emissions of soil organic matter, C02
and N20 and N leaching from arable cropping systems over the whole year. The
FASSET model was updated with the tillage component and used (www.fasset.dk).
The CN-SIM model for soil organic matter turnover, with is more advanced than
the Daisy model in C and 13C development at the short- and long-term time was
parameterized for soil tillage effects based on available experimental data. Additionally, the updated plant residue model was included in FASSET and parameterized on available experimental data. The experimental measurements were taken
in three soil tillage treatments: CT—conventional tillage, RT—reduced tillage and
DD—direct drilling. Scenarios, organized for those soil tillage treatments, were
done for typical Danish climates and soils with differences in residue input It was
found in scenario analysis that reductions in both tillage and fallowing may increase
soil organic C and that the corresponding differences in C02 emission between the
soil treatments after 2-3 years after initiation of experiment could be solved with
the correct parameterization of the model. It was found that microbial component
of the model was playing on of the key-roles at the short-term turnover, whether on
the long-term humification and vertical transport was under consideration Simulated and measured changes in soil C and CÓ2 emission for the same soil tillage
treatments have had the similar magnitude Additional test-calculations were done
with data from Finland. Belgium. France and US. These modeling issues require
further research. Keywords: C02. soil organic matter, reduced tillage, ploughing,
plant residues
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G Wilson
The Kole of Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi in Aggregate Stability and Soil
Carbon and Nitrogen Storage in Tallgrass Prairie.
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Y P. Hsieh

Characterization of Stable and Labile Soil Organic Matter Using a Novel
Multiple Elemental Scanning Thermal Analysis.

Y. P. Hsieh. Florida AAM Univ.
Soil Organic Matter (SOM) is an important ingredient that maintains productivity
and environmental quality of an ecosystem SOM is also considered a potential
sequester of the atmospheric C We still know little about the chemical nature of
solid SOM other than its bulk elemental composition, let alone relating the chemical nature of SOM to its ecological and environmental functions A few analytical
techniques, such as solid-state NMR and pyrolysis-mass spectrometry, do provide
additional chemical information about a bulk SOM sample Application of NMR
and pyrolysis-mass spectrometry to SOM study, however, is limited due to the
highly specialized and costly instrumentation and operations. Inadequacy of analytical technology is truly a gap existed that limits our understanding of SOM Here, I
report the development of a Multi-Elemental Scanning Thermal Analysis (MESTA)
and its application to the study of labile and stable SOM The MESTA heats up a
sample from ambient to 800 oC in a given atmosphere and continually analyzes the
C, N and S signal of the volatilized materials over the entire temperature range. The
result is the scanning thermograms of C, N and S. The MESTA can differentiate
organic and inorganic forms of C, N and S in a sample rapidly and sensitively without any pretreatment It provides ample chemical signatures for the characterization
and identification of SOM I analyzed the SOM of several long-term agricultural
experimental stations in the US that have been studied for fractions of stable and
labile SOM The MESTA C, N and S thermograms show chemical similarity and
difference between the labile and stable SOM The results of MESTA suggest the
combination of chemical and physical protection mechanisms involved in the sta-
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bilization of SOM. This study also provides evidence to indicate that the stable
SOM has much less black carbon content than previously suspected Included in
this report is also a discussion on the potential, limitation and direction of future
development of the MESTA technology for SOM research.
138-11
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G Jose

Organic Carbon Status of a Laterite and a Red Soil under Long Term Rice
Cultivation in Karnataka,India.

K. Sudhir, G. Jose, H. C. Prakasha, N. A. Janardhan Gowda, Univ ofAgricultural
Sciences.
Agricultural management affects the accumulation of organic carbon (OC) by
influencing the amount of plant residues returned to the soil and the rate at which
the residue and organic matter decomposes Long-term agronomic studies in which
carbon is being monitored are essential for determining temporal changes in Soil
Organic Carbon (SOC) Soil samples were collected from 0-15cm depth from the
on-going long -term experiment fields at Agricultural Research Station, Mangalore
and Zonal Agricultural Research Station, Mandya after harvest of the rice crop
raised during kharif 2004 The experiment plots are under mono cropping of rice
and rice-pulse cropping respectively for the last 15 years. The samples were analyzed for SOC after separating the sand, silt and clay fraction Total carbon. Light
Fraction Carbon (LFC), Microbial Biomass Carbon (MBC), Water Soluble Carbon
(WSC), urease and phosphatase activity and total- and available N contents of the
soil were also determined before fractionation The results revealed that at both the
sites, OC concentration was highest in the clay fraction followed by silt and sand
fractions of soil At Mangalore site, clay, silt and sand fractions contained 0.43 to
0 50, 0.20 to 0 23 and 0 29 to 0 34 per cent of the SOC whereas at Mandya site it
ranged from 0 18 to 0 24, 0.19 to 0.24 and 0.14 to 0 16 per cent of the SOC in the
0-15 cm depth There was significant increase in the carbon content of all the three
particle size fractions of soil due to the application of organic manures, particularly,
farmyard manure and compost along with balanced dosage of NPK through fertilizers Combined use of organic- and inorganic sources of nutrients as well as use of
balanced dosage of only fertilizers caused an increase in the contents of even LFC,
MBC, WSC, enzyme activities, total N and available N of soil. The LFC accounted
for 9.13 to 9.49 per cent and 13.87 to 14 84 per cent of SOC at Mangalore and
Mandya sites respectively The MBC and WSC comprised a low per cent of SOC
as compared to LFC The MBC ranged from 422 9 to 549.7 mg kg-1 and 181.8 to
333.6 mg kg-I while WSC varied from 26.2 to 38 0 mg kg-I and 19.5 to 31.2 mg
kg -1 in the 0-15 cm depth at Mangalore and Mandya sites respectively. Urease
activity ranged from 70 8 to 83 7 ug N1I4-N g-1 soil 2hr-l and from 81.9 tol25.5
Hg NH4-N g-1 soil 2hr -1 and phosphatase activity varied from 230.0 to 301 7|ig
PNPg-l soil hr-1 and from 128 8 to154 8 ug PNPg-l soilhr-l at Mangalore and
Mandya sites respectively. It could be concluded from the results that continuous
incorporation of crop residues and organic manures would help in increasing the
carbon content associated with even the finer fractions of soil and thus help in
sequestration of C which otherwise would contribute to atmospheric pool of carbon Keywords: organic carbon, particle size fractionation, light fraction carbon,
microbial biomass carbon, water-soluble carbon, urease activity, phosphatase activity and sequestration.
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B L Suman
Soil Organic Matter Dynamics in Relation to Tractor Tillage and Bio-Residues
in Fodder Production Systems.
B. L. Suman. Indian Grassland and Fodder Research Institute.
Plants being primary producer of organic matter supply large quantity of organic
residues for crop production on arable areas. However, animal and human being
are secondary source of organic matter, because first they attach plant tissues
and contribute waste products in natural cycle. The earthworm termites and ants
play translocation of soil and plant residues Much of the effort was made in 20th
century for linear increase of food, fodder and other associated commodities by
supplying various fertilizers inputs Besides the irrigation input much of change
taken place in use of human and livestock energy and occupied by mechanical and
chemical sources. Thus conventional and reduced tillage's were compared for better management of insitu bio-residues produced on field boundaries Application of
cereal + legume residues in combination with urea fertilizer not only enhance the
green and dry fodder production of sorghum and oats in rainy and winter seasons
respectively (Fig 1,2). But they could also enhance/improve the physico-chemical
properties of clay loam soils of Bundelkhand in India. Thus due to application of
these bio-residues carbon/nitrogen ratio of soil become improve to the much extent
in last five years and bring down the C:N ratio fro 20:1 to 12:1 to 14:1 in different
treatments To overcome the nitrate depression period % dose of required nitrogen
was advocated by supply through urea fertilizer Thus for intensive cultivation of
field for food -fodder production under tractor tillage systems require due attention
with twin objectives : harvesting of enriched food and fodder crops and maintaining sustainability of soil Thus over the years application of cereal (wheat) and
legume (subabool i.e. Leucaena leucocephala) biomass could increase green, dry
fodder production and maintain the sustainability of soil by improving the OC%,
total and available N, P and K The overall effect of mechanical tillage could also
influence the yield levels, microbial population as well as biomass due to tractor
tillage and bio-residues application
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Soil Carbon Conservation Approaches in Intensive Cropping System.
R. K. Kaleeswari, K. Rengabasham. D. Palanisamy. Tamilnadu Agricultural Unix.
Organic matter asserts an abiding influence on soil fertility Maintenance of soil
organic matter is a problem because its native or added forms are highly unstable
The breakdown products of organic matter accumulate as humus and disappear as
C02 Tropical soils particularly those under the influence of arid and semiarid climate are rarely able to build up organic carbon exceeding 0 6 per cent. Abandoning
organic manures in favor of chemical fertilizers is an important factor promoting
deficiencies of those nutrients which are not supplied through chemical fertilizers.
Keeping these in view, to study the dynamics of soil carbon mineralization, field
trials were conducted for a period of five years (2001-2005) with cotton-maizesunflower cropping sequence in a black sandy clay loam soil belonging to montmorillionitic, isohypothermic, Vertic Ustropept The experimental soil was low in
soil fertility. From the soil test, the nutrient requirement (NR) of the crops in the
cropping sequence was computed The nutrients required by the crop was supplied
through inorganic fertilizers (Urea, Single Super Phosphate, Muriate of Potash),
organics (crop residues, composted poultry manure) and also through the integrated
use of inorganics and organics. The treatments were: Tl-100% NR through inorganics T2: 100% NR through incorporation of crop residues T3: 100% NR through
incorporation of composted poultry manure T4: 50% NR through inorganics +50%
NR through incorporation of crop residues T5: 50% NR through inorganics +50%
NR through incorporation of composted poultry manure The mineralization patter
of nutrients added through organics was assessed Evolution of C02-C and microbial biomass carbon were determined The organic carbon build up in soil under
intensive cropping system over a period of five years was evaluated The partial
nutrient balance at the end of five years crop rotation was computed From the
study, it could be inferred that the C02-C evolved during the decomposition of
crop residues was higher and faster and hence soil carbon depletion was more in the
plots incorporated with crop residues Incorporation of composted poultry manure
recorded the maximum soil carbon build up and microbial biomass.
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Biochemical Origin of llumic Acid and their Role in Soil C Sequestration.
F. Adani. Dept di Produzione Vegetale—Univ degli Studi di Milano.
Soil quality depends on the quantity, quality, and dynamics of the soil organic matter (SOM) (Lal 2000). Up to 70-80 % of SOM in mineral soil is composed of
llumic Substances (HS) (Piccolo 2002). IIS are composed of chemically complex,
non-biochemical organic components, which are largely hydrophilic, amorphous,
dark colored, and resistant to chemical and biological degradation (Schintzer 1991;
Hedges and Oades 1997). The definition of humic substances (HS) is only operational, being based on the properties of solubility in the aqueous solutions used as
extractants (Piccolo 2002) The term Humic Acid (HA) is used to indicate the HS
soluble in dilute alkali but insoluble in dilute acid (pH < 1) (Piccolo 2002) The HA
is negatively-charged colloid recalcitrant to biodegradation so it can be stored in
soil for a long time (Quails 2004). These characteristics mean HA plays an important role in determining soil characteristics by influencing its chemical, physical,
and biological properties As a result, the balance of this fraction in soil is a key
factor in maintaining soil fertility and preserving fixed carbon More advanced scientific studies conducted in both soil and marine ecosystems (Kögel-Knabner et al.
1992; Hedges and Keil 1995; Hedges et al 2001) indicate that it is the preservation
and modification of biopolymer that provides the humification pathway Therefore
it could be accepted the idea that plants, throughout C02 fixation and biosynthesis
of polymer represent the first step of humification process The recent findings of
humic-like material in plant (Adani and Ricca, 2004; Adani et al 2006) seems to
confirm this hypothesis In this way, the plant assumes a main role in sequestration of atmospheric C in soil A simple C-sequestration mechanism in soil can be
proposed as in the following:
Atmosphere (C02)—» Plant (plant biopolymer-HA)—• Soil(C-sequestered-HA)
In the last three years my research was focused to better understand the origin
of HA-like material in plant (maize plant) and its role in the soil-C cycle HAlikes were isolated directly form both plant and pre-isolated cell-wall, at different
maturity stage and investigated by 13C-CPMAS NMR, surface area, porosity, wet
analysis and complete mass balance Moreover, maize plants were incubated in soil
for long time (8 months) and HA-like material recovered and investigated Results
presented at this Conference suggest that the alkali-soluble part of the cell wall
results in small domains formed by cross-linked polymers, mainly represented by
lignin and cutin, and partially conserving the original cell wall-like structure, represented the HA-like fraction of plant This HA is conserved in soil for long time representing a part of C02 sequestered in soil. Plant maturation, i.e. lignification and
cutinization processes, plays a main role in the definition of the structure of HAlike material, because these two processes well correlated with HA characteristics
Therefore, biochemical pathways forming cutin and above all lignin are implicated
in the plant HA-like formation and its recalcitrant properties To better investigate this aspect, mutant and wild type maize plants (W23: wild type and Brown
MIBR1D - Stock Center Resources of Maize GDB- USA) for lignin. are. now,
under investigation in order to better understand the contribution of lignin to HAlike formation and C-sequestration in soil Soil incubation of maize plant, shows
low HA degradability that it seems caused by both chemical and physical properties
of HA. High lignin content gives refractory properties to HA (Scobbie et al 1993).

Posters
On the other hand the low surface area (0 58 m2 g-1) that characterizes HA limits
enzyme activity Moreover, not all H A-surface area is available to enzymes because
pores of diameters under 5 nm. representing 19 % of the total surface area of HA,
are not accessible to enzymes (Chesson 2002) These results suggest the biochemical pathways to form HA play an important role in the C-sequestration and that
more in deep studies need to better investigated i) the effect of atmospheric C02
increasing on plant-HA balance, ii) to develop new strategies to increase HA-plant
contents, and iii) to investigate the impact of the use of genetic modified plant on
soil-C cycle Literature available by request to fabrizio.adani@unimi.it

cal protection mechanisms act to reduce the temperature sensitivity of soil C, and
that temperature-driven shifts in microbial community structure will impact soil
C dynamics An important corollary is that soil C stocks are less vulnerable to
changes in temperature than previously supposed. We have devised three methods
by which to test this hypothesis: by comparing respiration responses to different
temperatures of (I) cultivated soils depleted in labile C versus those of native soils;
(2) native vegetation-derived soil C with crop-derived soil C in cultivated systems
by 13C02; and (3) soil C depleted of labile soil C stocks following variable incubation duration A novel method for testing our hypotheses is the inclusion of several
temperature "bumps" during the long-term incubation, where the baseline incubation temperature is increased by I0°C (Fig I) We will present results comparing
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N. Maie
native versus cultivated and native vegetation versus crop responses following 300
Mangrove Leaf Tannins: Their Fate and Role in Dissolved Organic Nitrogen
days of incubation and responses to temperature bumps at 60, 150, and 300 days.
Cycling in Subtropical Coastal Environment.
Preliminary results suggest that temperature sensitivity is large early in the incubaN. Maie, R. Jaffé. Southeast Environmental Research Center. Florida International tion (mean = 6, range 3-11), that Q10 responses are largest for soils incubated at low
Unix; O. Pisani. Department of Chemistry cv Biochemistry, Florida International temperatures (possibly due to greater abundance of labile C), and that responses do
not differ between native and cultivated soils. Our expectations are that responses
Univ.
to the bumps, and QI0 values, will decrease as the incubation progresses, and durMangroves are important vegetation in tropic and subtropical coastal regions in the
ing later bumps, as labile C is exhausted.
world. Litterfall plays a crucial role in the nutrient cycling of mangrove systems
(a) Incubation temperature = 5 C
due to the large amount of organic mater returned to the aquatic system through
leaf senescence The abscised leaves release substantial amounts of inorganic nutrients and Dissolved Organic Materials (DOM), which contribute sugars, proteins,
and polyphenols to the surrounding water environment within a relatively short
o
time period '". Sugars and proteins are very susceptible to microbial degradation,
o 2500 - - —•— Native "bumped"
and thus can be quickly incorporated into food webs However, tannins, a class
—O— Cultivated "bumped
ö
of polyphenols, are known to suppress nutrient utilization for microorganisms
F 2000 • —»— Native control
through complexation and precipitation of N-containing compounds Since man" —v— Cutlivated control
IL
cz
grove leaves contain a large amount of condensed tannins (CT) " •-', it is expected
O
that CT leached from mangrove leaves may sequester proteinaceous materials, preventing them from rapid loss from the mangrove forest The chemical structure
ra
1E00 •
of CT is modified with time, leading to a decrease in the protein binding capacity
Q'ii
">. As such, labile organic N could be slowly released to estuarine/coastal ecosyso>
tems resulting in a more effective, long term usage of N-containing compounds in
1000 il)
mangrove fringe areas While the ecological importance of CT in forest and heath
>
environments is widely recognized '4"''', their fate and role in N cycling in estuarine/
ra
coastal environments are unknown Our previous studies on the characterization
=1
E00
t
of DOM in the subtropical, oligotrophic coastal wetland, Florida Coastal Evern
glades, USA, suggest that CT concentration is quite low in natural water even in
O
the areas surrounded by mangrove forests What is the environmental fate of mangrove-derived CT, and how do tannins affect the biogeochemical cycling of Dissolved Organic Nitrogen (DON) in the coastal ecosystems? To answer these quesIncubation time (days)
tions, we addressed possible biogeochemical processes of mangrove CT in coastal
environments, which include: (I) self-aggregation of CT at different salinities, (2)
(b) Incubation temperature = 25"C
sequestration of DON in natural water by CT, (3) adsorption of CT onto sediment.
(4) biological and (photochemical alteration of CT, and subsequent change in the
protein binding capacity These processes were investigated by a series of model
experiments using purified CT extracted from senescent red mangrove (Rhizophora
mangle) leaves. Our results suggest that a major portion of CT leached in the aquatic
Native "bumped"
environment can be promptly eliminated through self-aggregation at high salinity
Cultivated "bumped
(> 15%o) and also by adsorption onto sediment. A portion of DON in natural water
Native, control
is found to co-precipitate with CT, suggesting the possibility of mangrove forest
Cutlivated control
can be a sink of DON in adjacent marine water The chemical structure of CT alters
in natural water with time, and the process is accelerated with exposure to sunlight
(solar-simulated light) Our experiment indicates that the diagenetic products of CT
are important precursors of chromophoric DOM (CDOM) in aquatic environments
of coastal ecosystems Investigation of the stability of CT-protein complex in an
incubation experiment showed that CT-protein complex was not dissociated during
28-d of dark incubation at room temperature. However, sunlight exposure helped
the dissociation of the complex by releasing proteins into the ambient water body
after 2-d of incubation (which corresponds to 6-d of natural sun light dose) The
dissolved protein concentrations returned to the control level (without CT treatment) after 7-d of incubation (21-d of natural light dose) This is the first indication
that leached tannins may control protein (and DON) dynamics in mangrove forests
and adjacent aquatic systems.

Incubation time (days)
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R. Conant
Effect of Temperature on the Dynamics of Different Soil Organic Matter
Fractions.
M. Haddix. M. Sleinweg, R. Conant. Natural Resource Ecology Lah; A. Plante.
Villanova Univ: E. Paul. Natural Resource Ecology Lab: J. Six. Dept of Plant
Sciences. Univ of California-Davis.
Soil C stocks are sensitive to changes in temperature and it is commonly believed
that even minor increases in temperature may lead to large releases of C from soils
to the atmosphere Most of this thought is based on short-term incubation data and
model output that implicitly assumes soil C pools are comprised of organic matter fractions with uniform temperature sensitivities Some recent research suggests
that labile and resistant soil C fractions may be equally sensitive to temperature,
but other applicable research suggests that older, more resistant C fractions may be
less temperature sensitive We hypothesize that temperature sensitivity is inversely
proportional to SOM turnover time, such that physical, chemical, and biochemi-
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L. Razikordmahalleh
Enriching Sugarcane Bagasse Compost by Sulfur, Nitrogen Fixing {Azotobacter
Chroochoccum) and Phosphate Solubilizing Bacteria {Enterobacter Cloacae).
L. Razikordmahalleh. Dept of Environment.
In this research the effect of inoculation of compost with nitrogen-fixing bacteria
{Azotobacter chroococcum) and the phosphate solubilizing bacteria {Enterobacter
cloacea) on N and P contents of the compost was assessed. To study the production of sulfate and phosphate enriched compost with the help of basic material
like sugarcane bagasse as the most readily available source of organic material
in the country, elemental sulfur, rock phosphate and bacteria preparation used in
11 treatments with 4 replications in a completely randomized block experiment
Inoculation of nitrogen-fixing bacteria into compost increased contents of N and P
Knnching compost with rock phosphate and urea improved significantly the available P when inoculated with Enterobacter cloacea. Sulfur increased the sulfate concentration of the preparations and that the rate of sulfate increase was greater in the
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mixtures that contained phosphate solubilizing and nitrogen fixing inoculants along
with sulfur as compared with those that contained sulfur alone. The pH values
decreased during the experiment for every preparation, however, such decreases
were significantly greater for sulfur containing mixture The increases in the total
fungi populations measured at the end of the experiment agree with the lowered pH
levels of the mixtures that contained sulfur that provided a suitable environment for
the growth of fungi The EC values of sulfur containing preparations were also significantly different and higher than those of other mixtures because the increasing
in the total fungi population had a positive effect on the release of nutrient elements
since the fungi posses long hype capable solubilizing nutrient materials. The original of fungi did not known but in the end of experiments with use of PDA culture
was determined that total population of fungi that most of them were Aspergillus sp. and Penicillium sp. increased. Sugarcane bagasse mixed with Enterobacter
eloacea and Azotobacter organisms will produce a nitrogen, phosphorus and sulfate
rich compost (in case rock phosphate and sulfur are also used) in the shortest time
worthy of distribution to serve not only as an organic fertilizer but also as an inoculants Keyword: enriching compost, nitrogen fixing (Azotobacter chroochoccum)
and phosphate solubilizing bacteria (Enterobacter cloacae), Sugarcane bagasse,
Sulfur and inoculant
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M Steffens
Destahilization of SOM Following Overgrazing and Aggregate Deterioration
in a Steppe Ecosystem in Inner Mongolia (China).
M. Steffens. A. Koelbl. 1. Koegel-Knabner. Lehrstuhl für Bodenkunde TU
Muenchen.
Intensive land use and especially overgrazing in semi-arid grasslands result in degradation of steppe vegetation associated with effects on the amount, composition,
and turnover of Soil Organic matter (SOM) The concurrent degradation of soil
structure and destruction of aggregation leads to enhanced soil erosion and dust
storms. Our study focusses on the effect of overgrazing on the destabilization and
changing composition of functional SOM pools and the potential of regeneration
through improved grazing management We sampled five sites with long-term different grazing intensities in calcic chernozem steppe soils of Inner Mongolia, each
with one statistical grid and three representative soil pits Each point of the statistical grid was analyzed for bulk density, C-, N- and S-concentration, pH-value,
S13C and thickness of the humic horizon The spatial structure of these parameters
was analyzed using statistical and geostatistical tools as analyses of variance, theoretical and experimental variograms and special kriging methods. Four horizons
were sampled in each pit and sieved in different aggregate size classes. A sonication method was used as indicator for aggregate stability Bulk soil organic matter
was separated into distinct fractions by density and particle size fractionation CN
measurements, solid-state 13C NMR spectroscopy and radiocarbon dating were
used for the analyses of the chemical quantity and quality of these soil organic
matter fractions. The statistical and geostatistical analyses of the grid-data show
significant differences between the five grazing intensities concerning total organic
carbon, total nitrogen, and bulk density While low grazing intensities correlate
with high OC and N concentrations and low bulk densities, high grazing pressure
is associated with low OC and N concentrations and high bulk densities. The C
and N stocks of the topmost 4 cm as calculated using an equivalent mass show a
loss of C and N as a result of reduced organic matter input in the overgrazed plots
Analyses of the pit samples emphasize these findings The tests for aggregate stability show differences between the different grazing intensities. Plots with high
grazing intensities have less structured soils with smaller and less stable aggregates
than ungrazed areas Density and particle size fractionation reveal that ungrazed
plots contain more occluded and free particulate organic matter (POM) than grazed
plots Furthermore solid-state I3C NMR spectroscopy of bulk soils show that plots
with higher grazing intensities are characterized by higher proportions of Carbonyl
C and Aryl C and ungrazed plots by more O/N Alkyl C and Alkyl C This indicates differences in litter composition and decomposition depending on the grazing
intensities and lead to the assumption that ungrazed areas contain less decomposed
organic C probably deriving from grass residues These results show that high grazing intensities reduce the input of organic matter to the soils and cause loss of C and
N stocks and decline in soil aggregation Improved grazing management might be
a method to stop and in longer time scales invert these processes, and at the same
time offer the possibility of an increased carbon sequestration.
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Exploring Atypical Stabilization Pathways Using Pool-Based Modeling.
.S. Sohi. Rothamsted Research.
Simulation models that explicitly account for the impact and interaction of soil and
environmental variables can assist in predicting the accumulation of C and its rate of
turnover Relevant, verifiable (i.e. measurable) pools of Soil Organic Matter (SOM)
provide the most robust basis for elucidating the underlying mechanisms We have
developed a model based around three measurable pools of SOM which can be
measured using a density-based fractionation procedure, and verified by extensive
chemical characterization The model has been optimized against measurements of
C and N and isotope-tracers in several soils amended with isotope-labeled organic
matter According to recent estimates black C is a much larger component of Soil
Organic Carbon (SOC) in typical agricultural soils than previously assumed Since
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black C may also be the most stable form of organic C in the soil, the amount of
black C in the soil must impact both on the bulk rate of soil C mineralization (turnover) and the extent to which a particular management intervention can alter SOC
Until now our simulations have not accounted explicitly for the effect of black C on
the dynamics of each pool We are now examining how black C is characterized by
physical location within the soil matrix, and in order to account for the influence of
black C using this model affects C mineralization, and the distribution of charcoal
between each of the measured fractions
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Dynamics of Soil Microbial Biomass C, N & P in a Tropical Irrigated Agro
Ecosystem Due to Continuous Application of Farmyard Manure and Inorganic
Fertilizers under Intensive Cultivation in a Vertic Istropept.
D. Selvi. P. Sanlhy. P. P. Malarvizhi. Tamil Nadu Agricultural Unix.
Under aerobic conditions, the soil microbial biomass is sensitive to cultural management, related to changes in soil organic matter. Hence the changes in the soil
microbial biomass were studied in ongoing Long Term Fertilizer Experiment at
Coimbatore, India with irrigated cropping sequence since 1972 The experimental
soil is calcareous, sandy clay loam with alkaline pH and EC 0 20 dSm-1 The ten
treatments replicated 4 times are: Tl: 50% NPK; T2: 100% NPK (optimal); T3:
150% NPK; T4: 100% NPK with hand weeding (HW), T5: 100% NPK + ZnS04 @
25 kg ha- to maize alone; T6: 100% NP; T7: 100% N alone, T8: 100% NPK+FYM
@10 tonnes ha-l to finger millet alone; T9: 100% NPK (S free) and T10: Control
The organic C - 0.30%, the KMn04-N, Olsen - P and NH40Ac-K were 89, 5.5
and 405 mg kg-1 respectively. The analysis of microbial biomass during the three
annual cycles revealed that the long term addition of farmyard manure to finger
millet alone in the cropping system led to an increase in microbial biomass C and
N by 16 and 28 percent over optimal NPK The supplemental management input
systems produces similar influences/ a marginal decrease in biomass C compared to
optimal NPK There was a gradual increase in biomass C and N for the application
of graded levels of NPK from 50 to 150 percent In control, there was a reduction
by 20 0 and 32 5 per cent in biomass C and N compared to optimal NPK. The
microbial biomass C: N ratio was wider in control than optimal NPK and narrower
in 150% NPK. Depletion of Pand K widened the ratio in I00%N alone treatment.
The maximum effect on the biomass P was realized with the FYM + NPK treatment
and the increase was 113% over control.
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Patterns of Enzymic Activities in a Boreal Peatland.
P. Vavrova. Peatland Ecology Group. Dept of Forest Ecology. Univ of Helsinki;
C. Freeman. School of Biological Sciences. Univ of Wales; R. Laiho. Peatland
Ecology Group. Dept of Forest Ecology. Univ of Helsinki.
Boreal peatlands store ca. 1/3 of the world's soil organic carbon and this is attributed to low decomposition rates as a result of waterlogged, anaerobic conditions.
Climate change models predict both an increase in summer droughts and increased
rainfall, depending on region Information on the effect of these changes on the
litter quality, microbial population and enzymic activities that mediate litter degradation is sparse We have studied effects of short-term and long-term waterlevel drawdown in peatlands on activities of five enzymes during the first stage of
decomposition: phenol oxidase (phenolic degradation), ß-glucosidase (involved in
C mineralisation), amidase (N mineralisation), phosphatase (P mineralisation) and
sulphatase (S mineralisation), and initial litter chemistry (amount of soluble compounds, holocellulose, acid insoluble and acid soluble lignin) The research was
done at two nutrient regime levels: ombrotrophic (nutrient-poor) and mesotrophic
(nutrient-rich). The relation of enzymic activity to litter composition and mass loss
will be discussed in this poster.
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Direct and Residual Effect of Lignite Humic Acid (Potassium Humate) on
Productivity in Turmeric - Maize Cropping System in Allisol.
K. Baskar. TNAU.
The potassium humate used in the present study contained 318 per cent of HA.
the pH of which was 6 96 indicating its neutral reactions The present investigation (was carried out to evaluate the impact of HA (applied as 0.1 % foliar, 0.1 %
rhizome dipping, 10, 20, 30 and 40 kg ha-las soil, 10 kg ha-lsoil plus either foliar
or foliar plus rhizome dipping and no HA control) and NPK fertilization (0. 75 and
100 %) on soil fertility and productivity in Turmeric-Maize system The highest
yield of 28 I t ha-l of fresh rhizome was associated with the combined application
of 100% NPK plus HA (10 kg ha-las soil together with foliar spray and rhizome
dipping each at 0.1% concentration i.e. M2S9 The yield recorded by M2S9 was
comparable with that observed with application of 100 % NPK plus 10 kg HA ha-l
as soil application and 0 1% as foliar spray (M2S8) and 100 % NPK plus 20 kg
HA ha-l(M2S5) which recorded 27 8 and 27 5 t ha-l respectively The contents
of curcumin and oleoresin of turmeric increased with the application of HA- NPK
fertilization. Significant improvement in respect of the uptake of N, P, K and S by
shoot and rhizome at 90, 180 DAS and at harvest and the uptake of Zn. Fe, Mn and
Cu at harvest was observed with the M2S9, M2S8 and M2S5 combinations in turmeric. In maize, the recommended fertilizers and 20 kg ha-1 of HA applied to direct

crop of turmeric favorably increased the highest grain and straw yields of 5830 and
11590 kg ha-1 respectively inAlfisol.
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Biomass and cCarbon Partitioning in Rice and Wheat, and Active Carbon
Pools in their Rhizosphere when Grown under Elevated Carbon Dioxide in a
Typic Ilaplustept.
S. Bhadraray, T. Viswanathan. D. Pal, Indian Agricultural Research Institute.
One of the major challenges of modern ecological research is to understand how the
biosphere is responding to human-induced global environmental changes One of
such global change is the increase in atmospheric C02 since pre-industrial times,
currently amounting to 370 ppm. To study the impacts of elevation of C02, a pot
culture experiment was conducted in open top chambers with surface soils collected from a Typic Haplustept (IARI, New Delhi, India) Rice and wheat were
grown as test crops at ambient (approx 370 m mol mol-1) and elevated (600±50 m
mol mol-1) levels of atmospheric C02 Wheat and rice residues previously grown
with similar atmospheric C02 concentration were incorporated in soil at the rate of
9 g kg-1 soil in rice and wheat crops, respectively. Destructive samplings were done
at four physiological stages of crop growth, namely tillering (Rice) /crown root initiation (wheat), anthesis, grain filling and maturity Biomass yield, carbon content
and its uptake by different plant parts (viz. root, stem, leaf and grain) and various
carbon fractions in rhizosphere soil, namely, microbial biomass carbon (MBC),
dissolved organic carbon (DOC), carbohydrate carbon (CHC), labile carbon (LBC,
0.33M KMn04 oxidizable) as well as total carbon were determined for both the
crops at each of the growth stages. Average biomass yield of all the plant parts
increased due to exposure to elevated CO, in both the crops. The extent of increase
were 312, 43.9,18.5 and 48 I per cent tor rice and 70.9, 42.4, 20.9 and 35.4 per
cent for wheat crop for root, leaf, stem and grain, respectively, over corresponding
ambient treatments. The total dry matter yield increased by about 29 per cent for
rice and 42 per cent for wheat. Relative preference of dry matter portioning to root
was evident in wheat under elevated CO, as root experienced preferential increase
in growth than the aboveground plant parts. In case of rice preferential allocation
of biomass to leaf and grain was recorded Substantial root loss between anthesis
/flowering and maturity was observed in both the crops, which indicated probable
turnover of older roots during this time Such loss was more under elevated CO,
than ambient condition. Fresh root weight and root volume measurements corroborated such trends Carbon content in different plant parts (except grain) either
remained unaffected or increased marginally due to increase in atmospheric CO,,
which suggests absence of dilution etTect in spite of increase in biomass yield This
resulted in further significant increase in C uptake data under elevated CO,. Such
increase was by 35.6 per cent in rice and 42.9 per cent in wheat. Overall data suggested preferential assimilation and partitioning of carbon to underground portion
as well as leaf As a relatively large amount of assimilated C also remains in stem
on maturity at elevated CO, (compared to ambient), its Incorporation might be key
to harness possibility of enhanced C sequestration in the long run All the active
carbon fractions were positively influenced by increase in atmospheric CO,. In case
of rice crop, extent of gain was in the order of MBC (41 per cent)>DOC (16.5 per
cent)>CHC (9.0 per cent)>LBC (6.8 per cent) over the ambient treatments. In case
of wheat crop, the order was slightly altered: DOC (17 4 per cent )>MBC (16.7 per
cent)>CHC (7.9 per cent)>LBC (7.5per cent). However, there were no significant
changes in total C in soil under any of the crops. The active carbon fractions were
generally higher in soil samples at the first stage due to decomposition of residues
incorporated Further, values of DOC decreased with crop maturity, MBC either
remained high till anthesis (rice) or peaked at anthesis (wheat), while the values
of both CHC and LBC gradually increased towards maturity in both the crops It
seems, DOC primarily was contributed from younger roots as secretion/exudation
product; while CHC was probably a degradation consequent of structural carbohydrates A relative build up of active carbon pools was noted in rice and wheat
rhizosphere soils with relation to their initial status and the degree of increase was
higher under elevated CO, over the ambient treatment Increases in these fractions
were expected to impart short to medium term effect with respect to carbon sequestration in soil
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Soil Carbon Sequestration: The InDuence of Organic Resource Quality and
Quantity.
E. Yeboah. Soil Research Institute: M. K. Abekoe. Soil Science Dept; G. N. N.
Dowuona. Univ of Ghana. Legon; B. Vanlauwe. Tropical Soil Biology And Fertility
Institute O/CIAT; S. G. K. Adiku. Univ Of Ghana.
Although organic resource quality and quantity are thought to be a modifier of soil
organic matter in maintaining soil function and plant productivity, few studies have
documented the effect of different organic resource quality and quantity in maintaining soil function and plant productivity in agroecosystems. The main purpose of
this experiment was to examine the influence of organic resource quality (as a function of N, polyphenol and lignin contents) and organic resource quantity on crop
productivity and carbon storage Four plant materials Crotalaria juncea, Leucaena
leucocephala, maize stover.and sawdust (from Afzelia africana) were selected to
represent respectively. Class I, Class II, Class III and Class IV organic resources
based on Decision Support System (DSS) of organic resource management Cattle

manure which does not fall into any category of the DSS was also selected as a
treatment A control where no organic resource was applied was included in the
treatments The organic resources were applied at two application rates; 1 2 t C/ha
and 4 t C/ha. The experimental design was a split -split plot design with three
replicates An improved maize variety, mamaba was the test crop The experiment
was conducted on two soils of contrasting physical and chemical properties Soil
carbon declined with cultivation irrespective of the organic resource quality and
quantity and also with soil type. The decline was however, slower at higher application rates compared to lower application rates at both soils. The field observations show that although plant material is incorporated to soil in large quantities,
soil carbon content does not necessarily increase. These results suggest a negative
relation between C input and soil C concentration On the basis of our findings,
we hypothesize that organic resource quality and quantity in the short term may
not contribute significantly to carbon storage but could have significant effect in
increasing maize grain yield.
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Carbon Dioxide Emissions in the Atmosphere in Relation to Different Soil
Managements.
C. Piovanelli, S. Simoncini. A. Agnelli. C. Gamba. M. Plalinetti. M. Paghai, CRAISSDS.
The C02 atmospheric level has considerably increased (from 260 to 340 ppm)
in the last century. The depth of soil tillage has contributed to this raising, for an
estimated share between 6 and 25%, since this type of tillage determines great
oxygenation and mineralization with progressive decay of the organic materials
Our investigations on the C02 emissions in the atmosphere were developed in
various agricultural and forest environments of Central Italy. The gaseous C02
emissions from soil were made by "in situ" incubations with cover-box (40 cm
diameter). The gases were analyzed by means of TCD and ECD gas-cromatography on Poropack Q column The measures in the agricultural systems were carried
out during the maize growing cycle. The forest environments (a spruce and a beech
forest) were monitored from April to October. The soils under agricultural systems
were located in S. Prospero and Cadriano (Emilia Romagna Region) and in Fagna
(hilly environment of North Tuscany) In the former sites, soils were treated with
different fertilization (pig slurry, cow slurry, fresh manure and urea), while in the
Fagna site different tillage systems were investigated The forest site (Casentino) is
representative of Central Italy Apennines. The C02 emission showed differences in
relation to soil texture: the lowest C02 emissions were found in the clay soils The
C02 emissions increase during the maize growing season (April-September) in
relation to soil temperature and seemed heavily influenced by the agricultural system In each soil the addiction of organic fertilizers induced a significant increase
of C02 emission during the growing season. Fresh manure and high amount of pig
slurry induced the highest C02 emissions, while the mineral fertilizer seemed to
increase the carbon mineralization just in the first day before the addition, after one
month the C02 emission was even less than in the control The tillage system of
the soil had strong effects on C02 emissions too, since deep ploughing and ripper
subsoiling stimulated the mineralization of the organic matter inducing the C02
emissions, while shallow tillage is less dissipative and showed the lowest C02
emissions The Mediterranean forest soils did not show a significant increase of
C02 emissions, in spite of the higher carbon and biomass content than the agricultural soils. In so undisturbed ecosystem the C mineralization was low. There was
a first increase of C02 emissions in early spring due to mineralization of labile
organic matter collected during the winter and a second peak of emissions in relation to the high temperature in summer These results point out the low effect of
Italian soils, in natural or low input systems, on green-house etTect because of the
low content of organic matter. The C02 emissions are strongly increased both by
organic fertilization and by tillage. The fresh manure induced prevailing oxidation
process, with increment of C02 emissions The influence is generally extended for
all the growing season and can produce depauperation of soil organic matter For
this reason it is absolutely necessary to adopt soil management practices suitable
for protecting soil resources and for preventing their degradation Keywords: C02
emissions, Soil tillage, Soil managements, Forest soils.
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Increasing Eong Term Soil Carbon Sequestration in Agriculture and Forestry:
TheRoleofPhytoliths.
L. A. Sullivan, J. Parr. Southern Cross Univ.
Terrestrial carbon sequestration is fundamental to the global carbon cycle and is
being utilised to counter increases in anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions
Although soil organic carbon dominates the terrestrial carbon cycle in terms of total
quantity, the long term sequestration of soil organic carbon in the Holocene was
relatively low (<1 % of net primary production) Consequently there is a viewpoint
that soil has a low carbon storage potential and hence only a relatively minor role
to play in countering anthropogenic carbon dioxide emissions Long term (decades
to millennia) soil organic carbon sequestration mechanisms are currently thought
to be mainly due to the physical protection of chemically recalcitrant organic matter within clays Recent research is presented here to show that some forms of soil
organic carbon (e.g. that occluded in phytoliths) are not readily physically accessible to the agents responsible for decomposition and that these forms also play
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a major role in long term soil organic carbon sequestration Phytoliths (literally
'plant rocks') are silicified features that form as a result of biomineralization within
plants. The occlusion of carbon within phytoliths has been recently found to be an
important process in the long-term sequestration of terrestrial carbon (Parr & Sullivan, 2005). Moreover, relative to the other soil organic carbon constituents, the
carbon occluded in phytoliths (PhytOC) is highly resistant against decomposition
Although comprising < 10 % of the total carbon pool in contemporary topsoils
(with ages of < 200 years), the resistance of this carbon fraction against decomposition processes resulted in this carbon fraction comprising 70 % of the total
carbon pool in the buried topsoils after decomposition for 3,000 years in soils under
grasslands. The carbon in phytoliths is sequestered over the geological time scale
rather than the anthropological. Experimental and modelled data presented here
indicates that the long term carbon sequestration potential of soil can be increased
considerably in areas under managed vegetation (eg crops) by the adoption of
simple agronomic and silvicultural practices

available phosphate 13 - 3.3%, in contrast by total nitrogen content of about 1%.
We have been also investigated the content of the humic and fulvic substances in
the earthworm casts, because these substances play a vital role in soil fertility and
crop nutrition The fulvic acids content was higher than humic acids. The humus
content characterized by 4 ~ 10% in all casts of earthworms analyzed Otherwise,
high population of bacteria and actinomyces was found in the earthworm casts
created from food processing sludge. Keywords: earthworm casts, organic waste,
compost, heavy metal.
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Significance of Soil Acidity to Sequestrate Organic Carbon in Forest Soils.
5. Funakawa. K. Fujii. A. Kadono. T. Kosaki. Graduate School of Agriculture.
Kyoto Univ.
In relation to the problem of global warming, forest ecosystems are expected to be
possible sinks of atmospheric CO,. This idea includes the role of forest soils as a
large pool of organic matter Based on field and laboratory measurements on Soil
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Organic Matter (SOM) dynamics in different regions of humid Asia (Japan. ThaiMicrobial Response to the Addition of Glucose and 14C-|U|Glucose in Western
land and Indonesia and some Eurasian steppe soils for comparison) with different
Australian Soils.
soil pH levels, we postulate that the soil acidity play an important role to accumuF C. Hoyle. D. V. Murphy. Univ of Western Australia: P. C. Brookes. Rothamsted late SOM in the forest soils through following different processes. (I) Incubation
Research.
experiment shows that strong acidity largely decreases the decomposition rate constant (A) of SOM. The values of A from strongly acidic soils below pH 5 (mainly
Soil microbial activity is often limited by the absence of readily available carbon
Udepts and Udults from Japan and Kalimantan of Indonesia) were much lower
(C) based substrates. Addition of a range of soluble organic substrates to soil has
than those from Eurasian steppe soils (mainly Mollisols; nearly neutral in pH) As a
been shown to either accelerate or constrain the rate of CO,-C evolution. This has
result, the amount of potentially mineralized C (CJ of the Kalimantan soils or light
previously been attributed to either (i) a priming effect resulting in altered turnover
fraction-C in the Japanese soils drastically increased Thus the strong soil acidity
of the microbial biomass and/or non-living components of the soil organic matter,
or (ii) the activation of a component of the microbial population where endocelcan enhance the accumulation ofmineralizable organic materials in the surface soils
lular-C reserves are utilized to maintain a state of metabolic alertness in anticipathrough decreasing soil microbial activities for SOM decomposition. (2) According
tion of a forthcoming food event Rain-fed grain production systems in Western
to the field measurements on C flux in different forest soil ecosystems, the internal
Australian are typified by 7 months of active crop growth (average growing season
leaching of Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC) from the litter layers or surface soils
rainfall 200-400 mm) and 5 months summer fallow (0-100 mm rainfall) Annual
increased under low pH conditions around 4, presumably due to predominated funorganic matter inputs are small due to relatively low production levels (eg. avergal activity. Most of DOC thus mobilized was accumulated again in the subsoils
age wheat production 2 t ha') and comprise largely of plant roots/exudates and
Such a DOCfluxsometimes amounted > 10% of annual CO, emission from the soil
standing stubble after harvest. Under these conditions, C and water availability are
surface. It was typically observed in acidic soils under udic soil moisture regime,
often limited and the microbial community remains dormant for extended periods
i.e. Udepts in Japan and Udults in Kalimantan, indicating that the downward moveThe aim of this study was to investigate the capacity of the microbial population to
ment of DOC in acid soils increases the chance of subsoils to accumulate SOM as
become activated in response to small additions of glucose-C (10-50 ugC g~' soil)
organo-mineral complexes especially in north temperate forest The intensity of
in three arable soils, either amended or not with cellulose An immediate CO,-C
soil acidity generally reflects climatic conditions and partially parent materials of
release between 0 and 69 h (equivalent to a maximum 59% of glucose-C applied)
soils. In Japan, non-volcanic soils exhibited lower pH values and hence a larger
was observed and was attributed to microbial decomposition of applied glucose-C.
internal DOC flux than volcanic-derived soils In tropical regions, strongly acidic
l4
A subsequent experiment using 0 01 ug C-[U]glucose g' soil also demonstrated
soils (Udults) in Kalimantan exhibited lower k and higher C„ values during SOM
M
a transitory peak in activity ( CO,-C evolved) within 43 h of application which
decomposition as well as higher DOC flux in the soil profile compared to Ustults
appeared consistent with non-labeled glucose-C responses. However, only half of
in northern Thailand When considering C dynamics in forest soils, we must take
the total additional CO,-C respired after the application of I4C-[U]glucose was
account of'the effect of soil acidity on SOM decomposition more carefully, which
recoverable as '"C-CO,. We found no evidence of an immediate release of 'extra'
might have been negligible in steppe or cropland ecosystems.
C on application of glucose-C to soils that could be attributed to a physiological
response by microorganisms in readiness for a forthcoming food event. However,
the subsequent pattern of CO, release from soil did indicate the utilization of an
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alternate C source as would be consistent with a priming effect. Two further phases
Responses of Plant Growth and Nutrient Cycling under Elevated C0 2 : A
of microbial activity observed in cellulose-amended soils were attributed to either
Meta-Analysis.
the activation of different microbial populations in cellulose amended soils on
K. J. van Groenigen. M. A. de Graaff. J. Six. Dept of Plant Sciences. Univ of
addition of glucose-C or the end-product inhibition of cellulase activity. A rapid
California-Davis; B. f fungate. Dept of Biological Sciences and Merriam-Povtell
decline in the rate of l4C-CO, evolved after 43 h resulted in the mineralisation of
l4
Center for Env. Research. Northern Arizona Univ: N. Van Breemen. Laboratory
approximately 59% of the applied C-[U]glucose after 2500 h. At the end of the
for Soil Science and Geology. Wageningen Univ; C. van Kessel. Dept of Plant
incubation (2500 h), 2 7% of the remaining '4C-[U]glucose was contained in the
microbial biomass and 3 1% was present as 0.5M K,S04 extractable C Thus 35%
Sciences. Univ of California-Davis.
of the l4C contained in the original glucose solution was estimated to have been
The
current rise in atmospheric CO,, a consequence of human activities such as
assimilated into the stable Soil Organic Matter (SOM) pool Consideration of the
fossil fuel burning and deforestation, is thought to stimulate plant growth in many
impact of applying trigger molecules to soil needs to be assessed with respect to
ecosystems If increased C assimilation by plants is translated into increased soil
potential priming of soil organic matter decomposition in soil systems where C
organic carbon (SOC), terrestrial ecosystems might help mitigate rising CO, emissequestration is desirable
sions. However, higher plant growth rates in a CO,-rich world can only be sustained if the soil supplies plants with additional nutrients Therefore, the effect of
elevated CO, on nutrient cycling is of key importance when predicting the potential
for C storage in plant biomass and soils The impact of higher CO, levels on the
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flow of C and nutrient through ecosystems depends on a set of complex interacChemical Properties of Earthworm Casts Created from Different Organic
tions between soil and plants We therefore need field experiments under realistic
Wastes.
conditions to make accurate predictions on the effects of' rising atmospheric CO,
S. B. Lee. Seung-Hwan Kim. Jae-Hong Yoo. Yun-Jeong Lee. Doo-Hoi Choi.
Over the last two decades, many Open Top Chamber (OTC) and Free Air Carbon
Gap-Hee Ryu. Han-Myung Kim. National Institute of Agricultural Science and
dioxide Enrichment (FACE) experiments have been conducted, covering a wide
Technology.
range of terrestrial ecosystems Yet, because of spatial variability, the sensitivity
of these experiments to detect CO, induced changes is low. A quantitative integraComposting of paper mill sludge and some another organic waste by the earthworms
tion of results across multiple studies might overcome this problem Meta-analytic
is becoming on acceptable practice for converting these materials into useful soil
methods enable placing confidence limits around effect sizes; therefore they proamendments, while eliminating negative environmental impacts Earthworm casts
vide a robust statistical test for overall CO, effects across multiple studies Using
were collected from organic waste processing plant nearby agricultural land areas.
meta-analysis, we summarized the results of 116 studies on plant biomass producA major food source for the earthworms was the paper mill sludge, food processing
tion, SOM dynamics and biological N, fixation in FACE and OTC experiments
by-products and livestock solid wastes in Korea These wastes have a high fertilizer
Averaged over all studies, elevated CO. stimulated above- and belowground plant
value, but they have some problems such as high heavy metal content. The differbiomass by 20% and 30%, respectively Despite the stimulation of microbial resences in cast quality of earthworms are related to their food organic substances.
piration by 7 5%, elevated CO, still caused soil C contents to increase by 0 9% per
We compared some chemical properties in the earthworm casts The properties of
year These results suggest that the effect of elevated CO, on soil C input outweighs
casts were significantly difference by the EC(dS m-1) of 11 7 - 18 0. by a salinity
its effect on microbial decomposition However, elevated CO, had a relative strong
of 0.03 ~ 0.21%, by CEQcmol kg-l) 27 - 63, by a C : N ratio ot"4l ~ 59 and by an
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effect on potential mineralizable and soluble C, suggesting that C sequestration
mostly occurred in labile pools with limited storage potential Stimulation of gross
N immobilization at elevated CO, was significant (+22%), but gross and net N
mineralization rates remained unaffected Combined with a significant increase in
microbial N contents (+6%), this suggests that higher CO, levels enhanced microbial N demand An increase in competition for available N between soil microbes
and plants could potentially limit plant growth and thus soil C input under elevated
CO, Indeed, elevated CO, only increased soil C contents when N was added at
rates exceeding typical N deposition These results are in line with the Progressive
Nitrogen Limitation (PNL) theory, which states that when elevated CO, stimulates
biomass production in unfertilized ecosystems, the resulting increase in soil C
inputs will gradually reduce N availability Some believe that an increase in atmospheric CO, will stimulate N, fixation, thereby providing N needed for C sequestration. However, averaged over all experiments, N, fixation was unresponsive to
elevated CO, unless other essential nutrients were added Thus, our meta-analysis
corroborates the untested hypotheses that increased soil C input and soil C sequestration under elevated CO, are limited directly by N availability, and indirectly by
nutrients needed to support N, fixation Together, these findings suggest that the
potential for rapid soil C storage under elevated CO, will be small.
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Critical Considerations for Accurate Soil C02 Flux Measurement.
L. Xu. D. K. McDermitt. M. D. Furtaw. R. A. Madsen, J. M. Welles. R. L. Garcia.
D. J. Anderson, T. II. Demelriades-Shah. LI-COR Biosciences.
Soil C02 flux is an important component in the study of carbon sequestration for
an ecosystem, but the environmental (soil moisture, rain event, temperature etc.)
and biological (photosynthesis, LAI etc ) factors that contribute to soil C02 flux
are poorly understood. This limits our ability to understand the carbon budget at
the ecosystem level making it difficult to predict the impact of climate change Two
important reasons for this poor understanding have been the difficulty in making
accurate soil C02 flux measurements and the lack of continuous and long-term
soil C02 flux data at sufficiently fine temporal and spatial scales To meet these
needs, we have developed a new automated multiplexing system for obtaining reliable soil C02 flux data at high spatial and temporal resolution The system has the
capability to continuously measure the soil C02 flux at up to 16 locations in the
field Soil C02 flux is driven primarily by the C02 diffusion gradient across the
soil surface Ideally, the flux measurement should be made without affecting the
diffusion gradient and without having any chamber-induced pressure perturbation.
In a closed-chamber system the slope of dC02/dt is required to compute the flux
To obtain the slope of dC02/dt, the chamber C02 concentration must be allowed
to rise Consequently, soil C02 flux will be affected because of the decreased C02
diffusion gradient inside the chamber. To minimize the impact of decreased C02
diffusion gradient on C02 flux measurement, the chamber C02 concentration versus time is fitted with an exponential function. Then, soil C02 flux is estimated by
calculating the initial slope from the exponential function at time zero when the
chamber touches the soil, and that is when the chamber C02 concentration equals
the ambient Our results show that the flux estimated from a linear function, the
widely used method, could underestimate C02 flux by more than 10% as compared with that from the exponential function. An improperly designed chamber
may have the problem of chamber-induced pressure perturbation during the measurement under windy conditions, due to the Venturi effect This could lead to a
high overestimation of the flux We present a newly vented chamber design capable
of maintaining pressure equilibrium between the inside and outside of the chamber
under both calm and windy conditions Field data demonstrate that our new vent
design can effectively maintain the chamber pressure equilibrium under both calm
and windy conditions, so that the measured flux rate represents waht occurs outside
the chamber Lastly, we will present: (I) the spatial variability of C02 flux from
a corn field near Mead, Nebraska, (2) an underestimation of soil C02 flux when
using a linear regression fit, (3) a high sensitivity of soil C02 flux to changes in
both soil C02 concentration and chamber C02 concentration, and (4) the capability of maintaining pressure equilibrium between inside and outside of the chamber
with our new vent design.

and microbial C-pools in the soil after different periods of abandonment and c) to
estimate the rate of carbon accumulation The investigations were carried out on the
arable soil under winter wheat and soils that were abandoned 2, 6. 11 and 26 years
ago after land use change from crops to permanent grassland (loamy Phaeozems,
Moscow region, Russia; 54"50'N, 37"35'E). There are three kinds of management
in the 1 l-yrs abandoned lands: cut. uncut and reforestation. The total soil organic
carbon (SOC) was determined to the depth of one meter Dissolved organic carbon
(DOC, dichromate oxidation method), carbon immobilized in microbial biomass
(C . SIR method) and microbial (respiratory) activity were determined in the 0-60
cm layer It was found that microbial activity (MA) of the soils studied comprised
0.24-0.99 ug C-CO,g'h' in the topsoil (0-10 cm) and 0 01-0 12 ug C-CO,g 'h '
in the deeper soil layers (30-60 cm). The microbial activity was lowest in the arable
soil (0 27-0 33 ug C-CO,g'h') and highest in the 26-yrs grassland (0.77-1.35
ug C-CO,g ' h ') As a rule. MA increased proportionately to the age of abandonment. The amount of SOC of the soils studied was the highest in the 0-5 cm layer
and decreased sharply with depth The SOC in 0-5 cm layer of arable soil and
abandoned lands of 2, 6 and 11 yrs (uncut and reforestation) were very close and
averaged I.I8±0 04 %, while the SOC-contentof I l-yrs (cut) and 26-yrs (uncut)
grasslands were significantly higher (I 99±0 13%). Carbon stores in the soils studied varied from I 55 to 2 12 kg C rn"2 in the 0-10 cm layer and from 5 08 to 7.50
kg C m 2in the 0-100 cm layer. The accumulation rates SOC in the former ploughlayer (0-20 cm) caused by the conversion from cultivation to permanent grassland
have been found to be 30-81 g C m 2 y '. Minimal DOC values were obtained in the
arable soils: 2 8-4 7 mg C*100 g' of soil. Soils under 26-yrs grassland contained
the highest amount of dissolved and microbial carbon: DOC=8,l-l0,2 mg C'100
g' of soil and Cm]t=30-88 mg C-100 g-' of soil. As a rule, amounts of DOC and
C (0-20 cm) increased proportionately to the period of conversion to grassland
There was a great difference between the amount of microbial carbon in topsoil
and in the deeper levels of soil The former plough layer contains about 5-10 times
more microbial carbon than the deeper levels of soil It has been show that the
management of the former agricultural lands influenced the total and microbial Cpools in 0-5cm layer The amounts of SOC and Cm(. in the cut variant of the 1 l-yrs
abandoned land were significantly higher than in uncut and reforestation variants.
Therefore, the conversion of arable soils to permanent grasslands lead to increase
of microbial activity, dissolved, and microbial carbon pools in the topsoil, carbon
sequestration in the soil organic matter. This study was supported by Russian Foundation for Basic Researches and Program of Presidium of RAS N 13.
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Influence of No Tillage and Conventional Tillage and Crop Rotation on
Soil Carbon and Nitrogen Accumulation and Soil Aggregation in a Rhodic
Ferralsol.
A. Zotarelli. Univ of Florida. Agronomy Dept: E. Torres. Embrapa Soja: R. Boddey.
S. Urquiaga. B. J. R. A Ives. EMBRAPA-Agrobiologia.
The use of conservation tillage with crop rotation can contribute to increase soil
organic matter (SOM) and improve aggregate stability. The aim of this study was
to quantify the soil C and N accumulation and the stability of soil aggregates influenced by different crop rotations with and without leguminous green-manures
under No Tillage (NT) and Conventional Tillage (CT) The field experiment was
carried out between 1997 and 2003 at Londrina, PR, with three crop rotations: R1
- lupin(L)/maize(M) - oat(0)/soybean(S) - wheat(W)/soybean(S); R2 - W/S - LI
M - L/M - W/S (high frequency of lupin as green manure) and R3 - O/M - W/M
- O/M - W/M (dominance of gramineae) All cereals were fertilized with N except
in the case of maize after lupin The biomass and total N accumulation of the crops
along with N2 fixation and N fertiliser inputs to the system were monitored. Soil
samples from different depths up to 80 cm deep were taken to measure soil C and N
accumulation Soil samples taken in 2001 and 2003 were separated into aggregate
size classes (53-250; 250-2000 and >2000 urn) by wet sieving. The Light Fraction
(LF) and intra-aggregate particulate organic matter were isolated Crop yields and
amounts of residues were not influenced by soil tillage However, maize planted
under NT in R3 had a lower yield, probably due to soil N deficiency provoked
by high C/N ratio residues from the prior graminaceous crops When lupin was
included in the rotation before maize, maize yield was still high without N-fertilizer. For wheat, the rotation with soybean also promoted an improvement in crop
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yield. The amount of C in residues deposited on the soil was 36, 45 and 41 Mg
Carbon Pools and Microbial Activity of the Former Agricultural Lands in
ha' for Rl, R2, R3, respectively The system N balance was directly related to the
Russia.
presence of the winter legume In R3 where there was no N2 fixation contribution,
the N balance was -118 kg N ha' but for R2 and Rl the N balance was positive
/. N. Kurganova. Institute of Physicochemical and Biological Problems in Soil
Science: D. Lenoir. Gulliver Preparatory School: V. Lopes de Gerenyu. Institute of at approximately 40 kg N ha ' which illustrates the importance of the legume for
soil N accumulation. In general, NT improved C and N concentration at 0-5 and
Physicochemical and Biological Problems in Soil Science.
5-20 cm soil depth Soil C stock was significantly higher under NT at 0-5 cm depth
Since the early 1990s about 1/4 part of the arable soil area of Russian Federation
for all crop rotations in 2003. six years after NT adoption. When C stocks were
have been abandoned due to the economic depression (Pankova and Novikova,
calculated for the 0-80 cm soil layer using the correction for equal soil mass, there
2000). When cultivated lands arc abandoned, they usually accumulate carbon and
were no significant differences between NT and CT, except when the comparison
nitrogen, both in vegetation and soil (Poulton et al., 2003) The average rates of
was within Rl In Rl, NT accumulated 6 8 Mg ha' more C than the soil under CT
carbon accumulation in the soils are similar after land use changes from cropland to
Under NT the accumulation of C in the 0-80 cm depth interval was greater under
grassland or forest and amount 33-34 g C nr- y ' (Post and Kwon, 2000) Changes
Rl than in other rotations by approximately 10 5 Mg ha'. The higher accumulain farming management alter the quality of organic matter in the soil (Nilsson et
tion of C under Rl associated with NT was due to the greater equilibrium between
al, 2004) and the deepness of these alterations will be caused by the duration of
inputs and outputs of N when the gramineae and legume crops were alternated in
abandonment The objects of this study were a) to determine the microbial activity
the same area However, the high occurrence of leguminous green manure in R2
of the abandoned lands of different ages; b) quantify the changes of total, dissoluble
seems to hinder C accumulation in soil probably due to a high occurrence of more
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labile residues. In the case of R3, the lack of a positive N balance would explain
the lack of C accumulation in soil. The study of soil aggregates revealed NT had a
greater mean weight diameter than the soil under CT due to a larger proportion of
macroaggregates (>2000 urn) The results of the soil organic matter fractionation
showed that there were enhanced C concentrations in larger aggregate size classes
There were no differences in mineral-associated C under the different soil preparation systems or crop rotations, which was also observed in relation to Fe and Al
concentrations of the soil There was enhanced C concentration in LF in larger
aggregate size classes, being greatest at 5-20 cm soil depth under CT Within macroaggregates (250-2000 urn), around 75% of their mass was constituted by microaggregates under CT and NT, and the C concentration of these microaggregates was
3 times greater than C concentration found in free microaggregates under NT, but
no differences on C concentration were found under CT. Thus, the results confirm
the theory that fresh residues act as a nuclei for macroaggregate formation and
subsequently microaggregates From the predominance of macroaggregates over
microaggregates we can conclude that under NT the aggregation process was more
active than under CT, which would ensure soil C stability. Also, variations in soil
aggregation between 2001 and 2003 showed that crop rotation plays an important
role on soil aggregation, and the data suggested that legumes would reduce macroaggregate formation.
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S. K. Subramanian

Soil Carbon Sequestration as a Function of Initial Carbon Content in Different
Crop Management Systems of a Long-Term Experiment.

S. K. Subramanian, A. N. Kravchenko. G. P. Robertson. Michigan Stale Univ.
The ability to sequester carbon in the soil is influenced by many factors i.e., management practices, topographical factors and inherent soil properties. Among the
factors influencing magnitude and direction of long-term management effects are
soil C levels prior to management implementation The net rate of soil carbon built
up by any best management practice depends on to what extent the soil is already
saturated with the organic matter We assume that the sequestration rate will be
higher in the soil with low initial carbon than in the soil with high initial carbon. In
the present study our objective is to study the relationship between initial carbon
content and the soil carbon sequestration potential under different crop management practices of a long term experiment. Our first hypothesis is that the initial
soil carbon content has a significant influence on the carbon sequestration potential and sequestration rate will be higher in the soil with low initial carbon than
in the soil with high initial carbon. Our second hypothesis is that the strength of
the relationship between the initial carbon and carbon sequestration is different
among different tillage and management systems For this study, we compared
three management systems, namely, Chisel plowed Tillage (CT) and No-Till with
conventional chemical inputs (NT), and a certified organic chisel plowed system
with a winter leguminous cover crop and zero chemical inputs (CT+cover) from a
Long Term Ecological Research (LTER) site located at Kellogg Biological Station,
southwest Michigan, established in 1988 Soils are well-drained Typic Hapludalfs
of the Kalamazoo (fine-loamy, mixed, mesic) and Oshtemo (coarse-loamy, mixed,
mesic) series, developed on glacial outwash A set of 417 total C measurements (020 cm depth) obtained from the experimental site in 1987 prior to the experiment
establishment serves as a baseline data in this study In 2003-2004 approximately
100 soil samples were collected from 0-5 cm depth for total soil C measurements
from each of the 15 1-ha experimental plots We extracted the initial carbon values
for all the 15 I-ha experimental plots from the interpolated map of the initial C
values generated using inverse distance weighing method Statistical analyses were
conducted using PROC MIXED and PROC REG procedures in SAS The regression analyses were carried out with initial C as an independent variable and, first,
using 2003-2004 C values as a dependant variable, and, second using the change in
C values from 1988 to 2003-2004 as a dependant variable Based on the regression
results, we found a significant positive relationship between initial C values and
2003-2004 C values in all the three treatments with the R2 values equal to 0 53,
0 024 and 0.042 in CT, NT and CT+cover systems, respectively, and a significant
negative relationship between initial C and the change in C values from 1988 to
2003-2004 These results supported our hypotheses and indicated that initial carbon
levels had stronger influence on the carbon pool in CT and CT+ cover crop treatment than in NT system. We observed an increment in carbon levels in most of the
plots in NT and decrement in C values in CT management. We found that management system and initial C significantly interacted in affecting 2003-2004 C levels
Carbon levels for NT were found to be significantly higher than those of CT at the
whole range of the initial C levels. However, NT C levels were found to be significantly higher than those of CT+cover management only at initial C values less than
1.24 %, whereas at initial C values greater than 1 24 % the CT+cover management
was found to be equally effective with NT in sequestering soil carbon In summary,
the initial C content was found to have a stronger influence on carbon processes in
CT and CT+cover management systems than in NT system Comparing treatment
responses at different initial C levels the sequestration potential of NT was found to
be higher over CT at all the initial carbon levels whereas CT+cover was found to be
equally effective with NT in soil carbon build up rate at lower initial carbon levels
but less effective at higher initial carbon levels
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J. Veenstra

Conservation Tillage and Cover Cropping Induced Changes in Total Carbon
and Aggregate Protected Carbon.
J. Veenstra. W. Horwath. J. Mitchell. Unix of California. Davis.

Conservation Tillage (CT) and cover cropping are sustainable agricultural practices
that may provide solutions for California's declining soil, air and water quality
This study looks at the effects of CT and cover cropping on total C and soil organic
matter dynamics in a cotton-tomato (Gossypium hirsutum, Lycopersicon esculentum) rotation in California's San Joaquin Valley After 5 years of treatments, the
top 30 cm of soil in the cover cropping system had 4500 kg C/ha more C, while C
increased by 3800 kg C/ha in standard tillage. In CT, the increase occurred in the
surface 15 cm; while in standard tillage, it was distributed throughout the top 30
cm In the treatments without cover crops, soil C was unchanged in the 0-30 cm
depth We labeled cotton with 13C in the field and followed the decomposition
of both the roots and the shoots through three physical fractions: free particulate
organic matter (POM), intra-aggregate POM (iPOM), and mineral associated C.
POM tends to turnover quickly while aggregate-protected POM and mineral associated C represent more stable C pools CT treatments retained more of the cotton
residue-derived C in POM and iPOM fractions initially However, these differences
disappear after a year of residue decomposition in the field During the study, more
shoot C was retained and recovered than root C. In California's Mediterranean
climate, conservation tillage does not accumulate or stabilize more C than the standard tillage system, and the addition of biomass as a cover crop is more important
for total soil C accumulation than tillage practice.
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A N Kravchenko

Effects of Topography and Texture on Spatial Variability of Total C in Different

Management Systems.
A. N. Kravchenko. S. K. Subramanian. X. Hao. G. P. Robertson. A. J. M. Smucker.
Michigan State Univ.
Lack of information regarding the effects of topography and texture on the spatial variability of soil carbon (C) limits efforts to accurately up-scale C sequestration findings from field experiments to large scales. In this study we describe and
quantity topographical and texture effects on total C spatial variability in three
management systems: chisel-plow tillage and no-till management systems with
conventional chemical inputs and a chisel-plow tillage system with zero chemical
inputs and leguminous cover crops Data on total C, sand and silt contents at 0-5
cm depths, and topographical measurements were collected at four 60x60 m plots
of each management system at the Long Term Ecological Research site, Kellogg
Biological Station, Ml. Approximately 100 soil samples and more than 300 elevation measurements were collected at each plot As expected, topography explained
a significant portion of total C variability in all three studied management systems.
Multiple regression models for total C with main topographical characteristics,
such as relative elevation, terrain slope, terrain curvature, and aspect, had R2 values ranging from Oil to 0.74 Effects of sand and silt contents on total C were also
highly significant, even when topography was controlled for. High partial regression coefficients for sand and silt that ranged from 0.11 to 0.42 indicated that still
a substantial portion of total C variability can not be explained using topographical information alone Topographical effects significantly interacted with effects of
management systems Regression slopes for relative elevation were significantly
less than zero in all four plots of no-till management (p<0.05) and in all four plots
of zero input management systems (p<0.1), however, they were not significantly
different from zero in all four plots of the chisel-plow management. Regression
slopes for terrain curvature were significantly greater than zero in three no-till plots
and two zero input plots, indicating that, when other topographical variables were
controlled for, higher C values corresponded to convex surfaces while lower C
values corresponded to concave surfaces in soils of these management systems.
Effect of topography on total C was found to be spatially continuous extending over
20-30 m, thus reflecting the dominant role that topography plays in a spatially continuous process of water and material redistribution across a landscape. Influences
of texture when topography was controlled for appeared to be limited in space to
distances of 0-5 m Spatial effects of topography were reflected in larger spatial
correlation ranges and smaller nugget to sill ratios of the total C variograms from
no-till and zero input management systems as compared to those of the chisel-plow
tillage management These results suggest that no-till system and zero input system
management induced differences in soil C processes are differentially affected by
topography and soil texture and vary across a landscape as a function of, among
other factors, topographical and texture characteristics. Accurate large-scale evaluations of management effects on C sequestration, thus, can not be achieved without
conducting prior assessment of or without making educated assumptions regarding the differences in C sequestration processes' rates and directions produced by
topography and soil texture.
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E. Lokupitiya
Variation of Carbon Dynamics in LS Agricultural Soils over a 16-Year
Period.
E. Lokupitiya. Natural Resource Ecology Lab. Dept of Soil and Crop Sciences:
K. Paustian. Natural Resource Ecology Lab: F. J. Breidt. Dept of Statistics: R.

Lokupitiya. Dept of Atmospheric Science: S. Williams. Natural Resource Ecology
Lab.
Increased levels of atmospheric GreenHouse Gas (GHG) emissions, especially
C02, have necessitated mitigatory action for GHGs both at international and
national scale Long term carbon storage or carbon sequestration in agricultural
soils has been identified to help reduce C02 emissions to the atmosphere Carbon
inputs through crop residues and the decomposition process in soils are the key
components in determining the ability of a soil to sequester C We estimated the
county level crop residue carbon inputs in the US, and modeled and studied the
inter-annual variability in carbon dynamics in US agricultural soils over a sixteen
year period, from 1982-1997 The first part of the study evaluated the potential use
of existing national crop production databases in estimating soil carbon inputs Past
studies have found reliable relationships between the crop yields and above ground
biomass for different crops. Therefore carbon inputs to soils from crop residues
could be estimated using available crop yield data Crop yields are recorded in two
databases maintained by the US Department of Agriculture: the National Agricultural Statistics Survey (NASS), and the Census of Agriculture (Ag Census). The
NASS crop yield estimates are produced annually and Ag Census data are produced
every 5 years. Since both databases contain missing values at county-level, we
developed interpolation methods to create complete crop yield and acreage databases for the period 1982-1997, to be used in estimating carbon inputs from the
major crops of the US. Initially, county-level data gaps in NASS yields were filled
using regression analyses with the Ag Census data, and the remaining gaps were
filled using mixed linear effect models that had environmental and irrigation- variables as covariates. The gaps in the county- level acreage data reported by NASS
were filled using the acreage information from Ag Census, and mixed linear effect
models incorporating several weather and economic variables as covariates. We
then estimated crop residue carbon inputs to soils using the completed yield and
acreage information, and modeled interannual variability of carbon dynamics in the
US agricultural soils In this effort, we studied the trends in crop yields and overall
soil carbon storage, and related this variation to variation in climate, weather and
other environmental factors

increasing soil organic matter and minimizing decomposition of soil organic matter
through the use of minimum tillage The objective of this research was to estimate
potential C sequestration and soil structure development with the reestabl ishment
of warm- and cool-season grasses on previously cropped land Experimental treatments included three grass species and fallow Switchgrass (Panicum Virgatum L.).
big bluestem (Andropogon gerardii), and intermediate wheatgrass (Thinopyrum
intermedium) were established in 2000 at the USDA-ARS Research Farm near
Brookings, SD Fallow plots were mowed off twice per year for weed control Soil
cores (3 1 cm ID) were taken from 0 0 to 10 0 and 10 0 to 20 0 cm depths for bulk
density Additional soil samples were collected from the topsoil (0.0 to 20.0 cm)
close to the cores with a spade to determine soil organic C distribution in aggregates
during June 2005. Soil samples were air-dried after removal of visible litter and
plant roots from wet samples Air-dried soil samples were separated intofiveaggregate sizes classes (<0 59, 0.59 to 1.00, 1 00 to 2.00, 2 00 to 4.00, and >4.00 mm
diam ) using the dry-sieving method with a flat-sieve shaker. Soil organic C, totalN, particulate organic C, and root content of each aggregate size class and total-C
and total-N in root biomass were determined The concentration of organic C in
grass soils was not different from that in the fallow The concentration of particulate
organic C was highest in the soil in which intermediate wheatgrass was planted,
but there was no difference among other treatments Wet aggregate stability was
significantly higher and soil bulk density significantly lower in grassland soils
compared to the fallow treatment. There were large differences in aggregate size
distribution among grassland soils Grassland soils had more aggregates between
2 00 to 4.00 mm and >4.00 mm size classes compared to fallow while the fallowed
soil had more aggregates <0.59 mm in size The amount of aggregates in 0.59 to
1.00 and 1.00 to 2.00 mm size classes was not different among grass species. For
soil aggregates of 2.00 to 4.00mm and >4 00 mm size classes, amounts were highest for big bluestem followed by switchgrass, intermediate wheatgrass. and fallow
Root content in each aggregate size class was significantly higher in grass soils
compared to fallow However, organic C content in each aggregate size class was
not different among treatments. After 4 years of grass growth, root biomass was
significantly higher in grass treatments compared to fallow, but soil organic carbon
did not change significantly Carbon content of root biomass accounted for less
than 6% of soil organic C and for about 30% of particulate organic C. Our results
indicate that the measurement of root biomass is very important when estimating
potential C sequestration of grasslands over a relatively short time period Esti138-38
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L A Pozdnyakov
mated C sequestration by root biomass trapped in the aggregates in the top 20 cm
Microbial Activity and Greenhouse Gases Production in Soil Aggregates.
N. A. Vasilieva. E. Y. Milanoxsky. A. L. Stepanov. L. A. Pozdnyakov. Depi of Soil during the first four years of reestablishment wasO 46,0 73, and 0 55 MgC ha' yr'
for switchgrass, intermediate wheat grass, and big bluestem, respectively.
Science. Moscow State Unix.
Soil aggregates are considered as an important indicator, reflecting many basic soil
characteristics including organic matter composition and the pattern of its micro138-40
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bial transformation Different type of agricultural practices as well as the processes
Evaluation of Carbon Sequestration in the Organic Matter of the Arable
of wind and water erosions affect the soil aggregate structure leading degradation
Sandy Soil Using Data of the Long-Term Field Experiment with Fertilizers.
of specific soil organic compounds - Humic Substances (HS) HS is a natural
organic polymers which is very resistant for microbial transformation The period
A. Tulina. Institute of Physicochemical and Biological Problems in Soil Science.
of HS degradation takes a few thousand years and deposit amount of carbon in soil
Russian Academy ofSciences: N. Stammt, Novozybkov Agricultural Experimental
estimated as 70-120 T/ha The limited number predominantly aerobic microorganStation.
isms involved in the process of HS transformation determine high resistance potenCarbon sequestration in agricultural soils under conventional land use that include
tial of HS in soil especially in anaerobic micro-sites usually formed inside of soil
tillage, fertilizing and removal of crops production, is to a great extent determined
aggregates The present research aimed to study the rate of HS microbial transforby accumulation of roots in soil after harvesting and their ability to be mineralized
mation in soil aggregates (carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide production)
or to be incorporated into the stable organic compounds Fertilizing can change
and choose important parameters in soil structure for simulation model of carbon
substantially productivity of agroecosystems, and, therefore, plant residues accustock in soil modul of C-cycle In our report we discuss peculiarities of microbial
mulation in soil, and can reduce or stimulate stabilization of incoming carbon As
distribution inside and on the surface of soil aggregates; the process of anaeroit is hard to estimate real stable carbon accumulation using laboratory and shortbic zones formation within the soil aggregates, the role of molecular hydrogen in
term field experiments results, we attempted to assess the possibility of carbon
organic matter transformation within the soil aggregates; microbial communities
sequestration in arable soil in the in situ conditions on the basis of data of longin soil aggregates; resistance for the negative anthropogenic impacts, to human
term (25 years) field experiment with fertilizers. The experiment was conducted
intervention and management; exchange rate of greenhouse gases (C02, CH4 and
on the soddy-podzolic sandy soil of Novozybkov Agricultural Experimental StaN20) between soils and the atmosphere. Obtained results showed accumulation
tion, Russia. The soil was very poor in plant nutrients. The initial soil (soil before
of organic matter in the soil aggregates of a large sizes (2-3 mm in diameter) with
treatments) had following characteristics: pJCaCI2 - 4 5, organic carbon - 0.65%,
a growth rate of hydrophobic fractions in HS from such aggregates dimension It
total N - 500, mineral N - 10, exchangeable K - 42, available P - 100 mg kg-1
may be explained as specific pathway of organic matter transformation in anaerobic
soil. Crop rotation, typical for the zone, included potato, lupine-rape mixture, oats
micro-zones inside of soil aggregates We can conclude that soil structure is an
and winter rye. Ammonium nitrate, triple superphosphate, potassium chloride, cow
important parameter that should be taking into account by a carbon cycle model for
manure on the straw litter and dolomite lime were applied. Organic carbon content
providing quantifiable predictions of carbon stock changes specially under anthrowas estimated according to Turin technique Carbon sequestration was calculated
pogenic influence.
as a growth of organic carbon content in soil after 25 years of plants cultivation in
comparison with organic carbon content in initial soil, %. The input of carbon into
the soil depended mainly on plant residues accumulation, and, to a lesser degree, on
138-39
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D.Y.Chung
manure application The strong positive correlation between crop yields and carbon
Potential Carbon Sequestration and Soil Aggregation in Reestablished
accumulation in soil was established (r=0.94l) Sequestration of incoming carbon
Grassland.
in soil organic matter was controlled by internal soil conditions favoring or limitD. Lee. Plant Science Dept: D. K. Heo. Chungnam National Unix: V. N. Chvens.
ing immobilization. The share of carbon of plant residues that was incorporated
in organic carbon consisted of 13% in the unfertilized control, on the variant with
Plant Science Dept: J. J. Dooliltle. South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station:
manure - 19%, on the variant with NPK - 18%, on the variant with manure + NPK
A. Boe. Plant Science Dept: D. Y. Chung. Chungnam National Univ.
- 32% Cultivation of plants during 25 years without fertilizers resulted in addiGrassland soils are an important component of global carbon balance because of
tional 8% of organic carbon content in soil; application of manure, NPK. manure
their high levels of organic matter Over many years large areas of grassland have
+ NPK favored 17, 26 and 54% of carbon sequestration in soil organic matter, corbeen converted to crop production Consequently, soil organic matter decreased
respondingly. Organic carbon content in the unfertilized soil increased on average
with the use of agricultural management practices, particularly tillage. Losses of
of 25 years by 60, on variant with manure - by 132, on variant with NPK - by 204,
soil organic matter are related with a decline in soil structure, such as soil aggreon variant with manure + NPK - by 420 kg ha-1 year-1 Joint application of organic
gation The relationship between soil structure and soil organic matter is integral
and mineral fertilizers favored not only the largest crop yields but as well much
to the C sequestration capacity of agricultural soils Reestablishment of perennial
more effective sequestration of incoming carbon in soil organic matter compounds
grasses for biomass production on agricultural lands has many benefits including
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Analysis of the long-term field experiment data leads us to the conclusion that fertilizing favored the real sink and accumulation of carbon in the studied extremely
poor arable soil General opinion that agricultural soils are C02 sources is in all
probability founded on the results of experiments carried out on more fertile soils
where organic carbon decomposition exceeds its accumulation under disturbing
factors such as tillage and fertilizing. Usage of the data of long-term field experiments can be a good tool for the verification of results of laboratory and short-term
field experiments carried out on soils of different fertility.
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C. L Wearing

Long Term Dissolved Organic Carbon Fluxes in Streams of Central Scotland.

C. L. Wearing. I. C. Grieve. D. W Hopkins. School ofBiological and Environmental
Sciences.
The export of Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC) from catchments with peat soils
in the UK has increased over the last decade, which may be linked to observed
increases in temperature and rainfall However it is not clear whether increases in
DOC concentrations are caused by increases in DOC production in organic soils
induced by temperature or other changes or by increased transport through greater
incidence of high flows induced by rainfall changes. Increases in both temperature
and rainfall have been predicted in Scotland over the next few decades and these
may further increase DOC concentrations and exports. The implications of this
include both a decrease in water quality and an increase in mobility of metals in
upland water bodies. This study aims to separate the effects of temperature and
hydrology controls of DOC in upland streams in central Scotland. To achieve this, a
stream draining the Ochil Hills catchment, a grass moorland site in central Scotland,
has been monitored intensively from September 2004. DOC concentrations showed
a marked increase during high flow events when compared to base flows, particularly during the autumn period (September-November), where a strong regression
relationship was identified between DOC and discharge Previous research at the
same site during the early 1980's, allowed the opportunity to compare the DOC/
discharge regression relationship recorded then with the contemporary relationship. The comparison showed that the DOC/discharge regression relationship has
not changed, except during high flow events where an increase in the slope of the
regression line can be seen The concentrations of DOC have increased over the last
20 years, particularly during high flow events in the late summer and autumn This
is when the highest concentrations of DOC are available for movement from the
soil and the shift in the DOC/discharge regression relationship was identified.
138-42
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C. E. Clapp

Contributions of Corn Root Activities and Rhizosphere Soils to Total Carbon
Dioxide Production.

D. Chen. California Dept of Water Resources: C. E. Clapp. USDA-ARS & Dept of
Soil. Water and Climate. Univ of Minnesota: J. A. E. Molina. Univ of Minnesota.
Dept of Soil. Water and Climate; A. J. Palazzo. USACOE. Cold Regions Research
& Engineering Laboratory; M. H. B. Hayes. Univ of Limerick; Y. Zhang. Univ of
Minnesota. Dept of Soil. Water and Climate.
In seeking the temperature increase effects on soil respiration, effects on contributions from plant root activities and bulk soil must be considered separately because
their responses to the temperature increase are likely to be very different Various root-exclusion methods have been used in the field to separately measure the
carbon dioxides contributed by root activities and bulk soils. Our objective was to
use an automated CO, measurement system coupled with a root-exclusion method
to measure soil CO, concentrations in rooted and root-excluded soils with a high
temporal resolution A 0 75 by I 25 m area was isolated from a 6 by 9 m com plot
by burying two layers of plastic film sandwiching a layer of aluminum film to a
depth 0.9 m Six CO, transmitters, TDR, and thermistors were installed at depths
of 10 to 60 cm with a interval of 10 cm inside and outside the isolated area, and
two more CO, transmitters near the soil surface No corn was planted inside the
isolated area and outside corn roots could not be extended into the isolated area
The measured CO, concentrations in root-excluded soils were consistently lower
than in rooted soil at all measured depths over the growing season High temporal
resolutions of soil CO,, temperature, and moisture over depth permit computation
of CO, production over depths of both rooted and root-excluded soils. The difference between CO, productions of rooted and root-excluded soil can be considered
as a contribution of corn roots.
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Microbial Determinants of Soil Carbon Response to Climate Warming.
T. Baiser. Univ of Wisconsin-Madison.

The issue of whether soil will act as a net carbon source or sink in response to climate warming is currently a matter of intense interest in global change policy and
research communities Because global soil organic carbon concentration is greater
than twice that of the atmosphere, even small changes influxcan have a significant
impact on atmospheric C02 In particular, the sensitivity of'recalcitrant ('older')
carbon to temperature is a critical parameter for predicting the role of soil as a
feedback agent in climate warming While there is a reasonable level of agreement
that younger (labile) C will generally display a predictable pattern of response to
temperature (eg it has a Q'0 of approximately 2 4 and increasing rate of mass loss
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as temperature rises), the dynamics of older carbon largely remain a mystery The
sensitivity of recalcitrant C to rising temperature has been predicted to increase, or
remain invariant This variability is likely due to the web of interacting factors that
influence carbon stability in soil. As litter transforms to 'soil organic matter', and
then ages to stable (humic) forms it becomes increasingly chemically altered and
associated with soil minerals Further, litter of differing chemical quality will vary
in its transformation, as will the availability of organisms to degrade it As a result,
temperature sensitivity of older carbon is not a simple function of enzyme response,
but instead is the product of a complex suite of interactions among the varying temperature responses of competing processes such as activation energy, altered substrate diffusion, mineral sorption or occlusion, historical carbon input and land use,
and acclimation of the decomposer community. To date, studies including or focusing on more than one of these factors at a time are rare, and consequently, results
of existing studies often appear idiosyncratic or surprising If we desire a predictive
understanding of the potential of soil to feedback to climate warming, it will be
necessary to increase our understanding of the factors controlling the temperature
sensitivity of recalcitrant carbon, and advance our conceptual as well as quantitative models beyond the biologically simplistic assumptions embedded in current
temperature sensitivity approximations. And although soil mineralogy does play an
important role in control, and dissolved organic species are an important loss vector, ultimately an understanding of carbon cycling in soil must be predicated upon
an understanding of microbial ecophysiological responses (adaptive responses to
environmental change) It is no longer sufficient to assume that microorganisms
are passive catalysts whose enzymatic abilities and behaviors are environmentally
determined (i.e. it is no longer sufficient to assume that "everything is everywhere
and the environment selects"). We now have both the awareness and the tools necessary to question this assumption and move toward a more sophisticated treatment of microbial behavior and temperature sensitivity in our ecosystem and global
models. In this talk, we synthesize a set of experiments investigating the compositional and functional response of soil microorganisms to temperature, and present
a conceptual model for microbial control over recalcitrant soil carbon temperature
sensitivity. We propose that the microbial community will respond in two primary
ways to increased temperature: I) in the short-term, activity will change as extant
enzymes are affected, and labile carbon is depleted; and 2) in the longer term, there
will be a change community composition, potentially resulting in changing carbon
use as microbial degradation 'potential' shifts We investigate the consequences of
these two types of change for loss of older carbon from soil We ask first, what is
the impact of short-term changes in microbial behavior/activity? There is a growing
body of work indicating that the size and quality of the carbon pool accessed by
microorganisms changes as temperature changes Models that define decomposition or respiration rate coefficients (k) as a function of temperature assume constant
substrate pool size, and uniform substrate preference. However, the pool size of
carbon substrate available to the microbial community can vary substantially with
temperature In addition, several researchers have found that not only does the size
of the carbon pool accessed change with temperature, but microbial use of specific
substrates also changes We present results from longer-term studies of temperature
change and carbon utilization to assess change in microbial community composition under altered climatic regimes.
138-44
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S. De Gryze

Calculating the Agricultural Greenhouse Gas Budget at the County Level in
California.

S. De Gryze. J. Six, Dept of Plant Sciences. Univ of California-Davis; S. Wicks.
R. Calala-Luque. R. Howitt. Agricultural and Resource Economics. Univ of
California-Davis.
The effects of increased greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations in the atmosphere
on climate change are beyond dispute The role of agricultural management on
atmospheric GHG gas concentrations is significant, not only because agriculture
makes a significant contribution to increasing the global budget, but also because
there is the possibility of adjusting agricultural management to sequester carbon in
the soil and reduce GHG emissions. The science of these effects has matured to a
point where global budgets of GHG fluxes may be estimated, and we are able to
pinpoint the effect of different crop production scenarios to mitigate GHG fluxes
Therefore, a detailed analysis of the GHG emissions and economic costs associated with alternative agricultural management systems may be provided to policy
makers, in an effort to compensate farmers for their investments This requires
a detailed estimation of the total GHG fluxes for baseline and alternative management scenarios across a wide range of crops, soils, and climates. Since it is
impossible to continuously monitor the GHG fluxes across all these gradients and
their interactions, ecosystem process models are used to simulate gas exchange
for different cropping systems, soils and climates, and site managements We used
DayCent, a daily version of the CENTURY model to simulate GHG fluxes over
three counties in California We used the most detailed data available Soil information was extracted from SSURGO (Soil Survey Geographic Database); information on land use was acquired from DWR (Department of Water Resources), and
climate information from CIMIS (California Irrigation Management Information
System) A framework was developed to couple the process model DayCent to a
GIS database which allows us to easily carry out a large number of simulations
over different gradients of soils, climates, crops and managements and interactions of these. Before a process model can be extrapolated and aggregated, detailed
validation is necessary To do this, we compiled data from 4 long-term agricultural

experiments in California and attempted to model these cropping systems using the
coupled GIS-DayCent framework Management practices that were investigated
include standard tillage (ST), conservation tillage (CT), organic farming methods
(ORG), and the use of winter cover crops (WCC) A preliminary analysis shows
that reducing tillage intensity decreases GHG emissions to some extent This was
mainly due to a reduction of the emission from fuel carbon, and not a decrease in
soil GHG emissions, since the soil C sequestration was offset by increases in N20
emissions The most important management option that led to a net mitigation of
greenhouse gases was the inclusion of a winter cover crop in conservation tillage
systems. Organic amendments also increased soil C sequestration, but did not lead
to a net greenhouse gas mitigation In a next step, we extrapolated these results and
ran the model at a county level. The net potential of different management options
for each soil and crop combination was determined Inevitably, this extrapolation to
a larger scale increases the uncertainties associated with this assessment This was
evaluated using an empirically based method to consider the structural inaccuracies
in model simulations and an ensemble approach to consider model input error The
GHG mitigation potential at a county-level is dependent on the actual adaptation
by farmers of these alternative cropping systems Obviously, the latter is dependent
on economical factors
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Effect of Long Term Fertilization and Rotation on Soil Organic Carbon of
Burozem.
H. Xiaori. Y. Hongbin, X. Fang. Y. Jinfeng. C. Hongjie. Land and Environment
College, Shenyang Agriculture Univ.
The soil is the same as Hap Udic Luvisols in USA)were investigated The results
of 26 years showed that under rotation of maize and soybean long term application
of manure and fertilizers had significant effect (P<0 05) on soil organic carbon concentration and storage of plowed layer Compared with the soil of the experiment
started, applying organic manure can increase soil organic carbon concentration
and organic carbon storage significantly. When applying the mixture og inorganic
fertilizers and organic mature, the improvement effect was much better than applying single inorganic fertilizers Applying single inorganic fertilizers can enhance
the soil organic carbon concentration and storage, but the extent of increasing was
not large. Over the 26 years of fertilization, the soil organic carbon of different
soil layers had increased to a certain extent And with the depth of soil, there was
a significant decline in soil organic carbon, but the difference between treatments
was not significant Keywords: soil organic carbon concentration; soil organic carbon storage; long term experiment; fertilizers and manure;rotation of maize and
soybean,
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Sequestration and Vertical Distribution of Organic Carbon and Total Nitrogen
under Warm-Season Grasses Relative to Croplands.
R. A. Omonode. E. J. Kladivko. W. W. McFee, T. J. Vyn. Purdue Univ.
Establishment of grasslands can be an effective means of sequestering soil organic
carbon (C) and reducing the atmospheric C02 that is believed to contribute to global
warming. This study evaluated the vertical distribution and overall sequestration
of organic C and total nitrogen (N) in soils under Warm-Season Native Grasses
(WSNGs) planted 6 to 8 years earlier relative to a corn-soybean crop sequence,
and switchgrass relative to tall mixed grasses (big bluestem, indiangrass, and little
bluestem). Paired soil samples from 0-15, 15-30, 30-60 and 60-100cm depth increments were taken from WSNGs and adjoining croplands at 10 locations, and from
switchgrass and adjoining tall mixed grasses at 4 locations, in Montgomery County,
Indiana Surface soil (0-15cm) organic C concentrations were generally higher in
WSNGs than croplands (average: 2 34 and 1 46% C, respectively) but total N concentrations were not different between these land-use systems (average = 0.16%
N) Surface soil organic C and N concentrations were also relatively higher for
switchgrass (2.25% C, 0 17% N) than tall mixed grasses (2 14 % C, and 0.16% N).
In general, significant differences in soil C and N concentrations between WSNGs
and croplands were limited to the surface 30 cm and were location-specific, but
switchgrass and tall mixed were not significantly different at any depth intervals or
locations. Average organic C mass calculated to a 1.0 m depth was 11 % higher in
WSNGs than cropland, and 8 % higher in switchgrass than tall mixed grass. However, cumulative soil N was only 1% higher with WSNGs than the corn-soybean
rotation. The respective vertical distribution under WSNGs of organic C was 26,
23, 28, and 22%, and of total N mass was 32, 26, 28 and 14%, in the 0-15, 15-30,
30-60, and 60-100 cm depth intervals. The effective annual rate of C sequestration
(or C loss retardation) by WSNGs relative to that in the corn-soybean sequence was
estimated at 2 9 Mg C ha-1 yrl These WSNGs may have been even more effective
in sequestering organic C had these areas had similar soil nutrient concentrations as
their corresponding field crop areas

Cultivation reduces carbon content and changes soil stability. Glomalin and carbohydrates have been reported as having an important role in the stability of soil
aggregates We investigated the effect of tillage system on some soil characteristics such as pH, C, N and S levels, total glomalin and carbohydrates contents in
the whole soil as well as associated to aggregate-size classes (microaggregates:<
0 1, 0.10-0.25mm and macroaggregates: 025-1.0, 1.0-2.0, 2.0-5 0, > 5.0 mm).
Measurements were in the sixth year of an on-going tillage-rotation experiment
conducted on an Ultisol from Southern Chile under no-till (NT) and conventional
tillage with stubble burnt (CT) In the whole soil pH was 0.1 pH units higher under
NT than CT (5.43 and 5 33, respectively). Also in the whole soil under no tillage C,
N and S contents accounted for 61 1, 5 2 and 0 88 g kg-1 respectively, being 21%,
24% and 24% higher than CT. Glomalin levels accounted for 7.18 and 5 76 g kg-1
for NT and CT treatments, and carbohydrates contents also decreased from 3.99 g
kg-1 under NT to 3.40 under CT This represents an increase of 24.6% and 17.4%
for glomalin and carbohydrates, respectively when soil is not disturbed. In relation
to the nature of C in the SOM, carbon associated to glomalin represented 5.06%
and 4.92% of total organic C for NT and CT, respectively On the other hand. C
associated to carbohydrates represented 2 61 and 2.69, respectively In relation to
soil aggregation, microaggregates accounted for 15% on weight of total soil aggregates under NT in comparison with 9% observed under CT. On the contrary, the
percentage of macroaggregates > 5mm were higher under CT (30%) than under NT
suggesting that tillage favors the soil macroaggregate formation at the expenses of
microaggregates Glomalin and carbohydrates were higher in all soil aggregatessize classes under NT than CT observing the highest difference in soil aggregates
> 5mmn In summary, in spite of glomalin and carbohydrates contents were concentrated in soil microaggregates than in macroaggregates both cementing compounds were found in higher amounts in the last ones. In soil aggregates > 5 mm
the increase of glomalin and carbohydrates under NT in comparison with CT were
73.5% and 718% respectively It is concluded that glomalin and carbohydrates are
important compounds involved in the aggregation of the volcanic soil used
Acknowledgements: Fondecyt Project N° 1020306
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Long-Term Subsurface Drainage Intensity Effects on Soil Organic Carbon,
Plant Biomass Production, and Carbon Balance.
R. A. Omonode. E. Kladivko. Purdue Univ.
Timely agricultural production activities in poorly drained soils require that drain
tiles be installed to maintain a suitable water table level. However, excessive drainage can lead to a loss of soil organic carbon (SOC), an increase in atmospheric C02
and potential climate change The effects of drain tiles installed at 5-, 10-, and 20-m
spacings compared to a non-drained control (40-m spacing) on soil physical properties, biomass production, and C balance were evaluated for a low organic matter
silt loam soil in Indiana, USA, following 20 yrs of installation. Drain spacing significantly reduced bulk density and moisture retention and increased total porosity
compared to the non-drained control in the surface 30 cm soil depth. Soil organic C
was significantly increased for the 20-m spacing relative to the non-drained control
in the surface 5 cm soil depth. Equivalent SOC mass calculated to I m depth ranged
from 48 Mg C ha-1 for non-drained to 52 Mg C ha-1 in the 20-m drain spacing
Among the 5-, 10-, and 20-m spacings, total biomass production and biomass C
input to soil was greatest for 5 m and least for the 20-m spacing (average: total
plant biomass = 111 and biomass C = 4.7 Mg ha-1 yr-1), but biomass production
and biomass C input was greater for all 3 spacing treatments than the non-drained
control (total biomass = 10.3 and biomass C = 4 3 Mgha-I yr-1) Although biomass
C input into soil among the 5-, 10- and 20-m spacings was greatest for 5 m, SOC
accumulated to I m depth was smallest for the 5-m spacing and greatest for the 20m spacing, indicating that SOC loss was greatest for the more intensively drained
5-m spacing However, all three drain spacing treatments had greater SOC (average
= 518 MgC ha-1) than the non-drained control soil (48.3 MgC ha-1). The results
showed that for soils low in SOC, long-term subsurface drainage at the appropriate
drain spacing could be beneficial to C accumulation In this soil, the 20-m drain
spacing appeared to have the best combination of increased biomass production
and decreased SOC loss
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Long-Term Changes in Soil Organic Carbon under Agricultural Plant
Communities in a Temperate Mediterranean Climate of SE Australia.
P. J. Newton. T. S. Clune, Dept of Primary Industries: I. A. Yunusa. Univ of
Technology. Sydney.

Temperate agricultural systems in SE Australia are dominated by annual crops and
pastures based on sub clover, medics or volunteer grasses. These annual systems
have shallow roots compared to perennial native species Poor exploration of the soil
by roots in these annual plant communities has increased the risks of land degradation through dryland salinity, leakage of nutrients, loss of soil structure, increased
emission of greenhouse gases and loss of biodiversity Although lucerne has recently
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been incorporated into broadacre cropping systems to improve hydrological control,
Effects of Tillage on Soil Aggregate Distribution and Its Content in Glomalin
it tends to leave the soil exposed to erosion during winter months, when productivand Carbohydrates.
ity is low, has low biodiversity as a mono-culture and may not be as efficient as
F. Borie. A. Morales. R. Rubio. Univ de La Frontera; M. Agvilera. G. Borie, Univ native, woody species for preventing deep drainage An improved understanding of
biophysical processes in these systems is needed in order to develop more sustainde Chile.
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able farming systems, which optimise resource use and generate greater ecosystem
service benefits. At Rutherglen in SE Australia, long-term ecological experiments
commenced in 1980 and 1986 have been used to investigate how different forms of
stubble and tillage management in a temperate (600 mm mean annual rainfall) environment can protect soil, increase resource use efficiency and reduce adverse impacts
on soil structure The objectives of the study were to quantity the relative amounts of
Organic Carbon (CK') in the soil under in a range of agricultural plant communities
to identify trends in physio-chemical degradation of the soil resource under different
stubble and rotation management regimes Cereals, principally wheat, pulses (lupins
and faba beans) and subclover pasture were grown in various rotations under stubble
retention and stubble burning treatments. Plots were 4 5 m wide and 20 m long In
2003, a selection of reference annual and perennial plant communities including,
annual pasture (subclover and rye grass), lucerne, Pinus spp, mixed native species
and eucalypts grown on nearby similar soil types in the same local environment
were compared to the crops Oxidisable OC levels were measured in the soil from
0-10 cm depth at various times in selected treatments and modelled using Soil Carbon Manager™ for incorporated and burnt stubbles. After an initial level of 2%, OC
under continuous annual crops declined to 1% after 20 years, compared to an accumulated equilibrium of 2% after 30 years of subclover pasture, a value achieved by
both lucerne and mixtures of native woody species within a six year period These
results suggest that in this temperate environment, greater seasonal productivity and
capacity for below ground sequestration of OC in perennial plant communities is
available to mitigate greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. Maximum levels of c.
2 5% OC found in remnant native communities after more than 100 years are not
feasible for phases of agricultural production. Modelling of restorative changes in
OC under continuous cropping with stubble management and rotations over an 80
year time-frame showed progressive changes in OC from an initial value of 1%.
There was a sustained build up of OC under stubble incorporation approaching 2%,
a much longer period than was needed to achieve the same extent as perennial plant
communities. A gradual decline in OC to below 0.7% resulted under continued burning was predicted by the modelling These findings support the use of mixed native
plant communities in phase with agricultural production systems to restore OC levels in the soil and combat greenhouse gas emissions. Rapid changes in OC can be
achieved by using a combination of perennial species and selected stubble management for sustainable production systems. However, sequestration of carbon in the
soil is affected by seasonal variability in the temperate climate and further work is
needed to determine the optimum proportion of crop and perennial phases required
for maintaining levels of OC

plant material is thus interesting to test the relative importance of specific cell wall
components on C mineralization process The biochemical changes induced in the
cell wall network of maize roots were related to their kinetics of C mineralization
in soil and the results will be discussed in detail.
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S. N. Chukov

Change of Functional Parameters and Contents of Humus in Buried and

Fallow Soils.
S. N. Chukov. A. G. Ryumin, A. S. Koposov. Saint-Petersburg Stale Unix.

By means of level-by-level sampling we have tried to study in detail the profile
organization of the organic substance and the basic physical and chemical parameters of the soils. Such sampling enables to receive as reliable information about
the organization of the soil profile as possible All results of our research have been
received by means studying of the soil profile within 5 cm layers. Usage of levelby-level sampling optimally is for soils with the powerful humus profile and noncontrast borders of genetic horizons. In this sense the soils in the forest-steppe zone
(chernozems and grey wood soils) correspond to the conditions mentioned above
This methodological approach has helped us to receive new data We have obtained
data which mark out the top 5 cm layer in soils of the forest-steppe zone as an
independent horizon, the main criteria being biochemical characteristics of organic
substance and humic substances of this layer rather then morphological properties
We studied profile of virgin (control), plowed and fallow (30 years) chernozem in
the Central-Chernozem reservation in Kursk region On the territory of "Belogorie"
reservation in Belgorod region we studied 2 objects of the grey wood soil with
short age of burial (the age is 31 and 68 years) and took virgin grey wood soil as
a control The results of our research on of structure and properties changes of
chernozems have shown essential transformation caused by anthropogenous factor
Long ploughing up leads essential dehulmification of the plowed soils on the depth
up to 70 cm This fact can be connected with the lack of root waste in the whole
soil profile. The decreased content of the humus occurred in fallow chernozem as a
residual effect of the 30 years-long agricultural use The indirect estimation of the
soil biological activity based on CO, emission has shown its essential decrease in
the ploughed up soil. In the sub plowed horizon the CO, emission doesn't appear
This facty is connected with dramatic decrease biological processes in this densed
horizon. In fallow soil the CO, emission is increasing Due to the level-by-level
sampling in the virgin chernozem an essential decrease of humic substances biochemical activity was determined within the top layer of the profile (0-10 cm).
This decrease is market by set of humic acids, the CO, emission and concentration
of free radicals in the humic acids preparations (according to ESR). The amount of
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G. E. Machinet
organic carbon in the virgin grey wood soil shows, that its quantity exponentially
Kole of ('ell Wall Components on the Decomposition of Maize Roots in Soil:
decreases in deeper layers. At 25 cm depth its content is stabilized at 0,6-0,7 %
Impact on Carbon Mineralization.
level then its amount gradually comes closer to the initial level of the loess-like
G. E. Machinet. I. Berlrand. INRA Agronomie: B. Chabberl. 1NRA UMR FARE; S. loam (about 0,1 %). After the soil is buried, the income of fresh organic matter
Recous. INRA Agronomie.
decreases rapidly It happens because of shift of the humus horizon beyond the rootinhabited layer. This fact as well as general decline of the soil formation potential
Crop residue decomposition is controlled by several factors, of which the biochemileads to mineralization of the organic matter The speed of mineralization is practical composition of the plant material is particularly important Different approaches
cally constant: 0.042% C per year in 31 years and 0.038% C per year in 68 years. In
have been proposed to characterize the quality of crop residues and predict their
deeper layers the speed of mineralization is declining. So at the depth of 25-30 cm
kinetics of C and N mineralization Amongst these, the chemical extraction proposed by Van Soest (1963) is one of the most commonly used This extraction sepathe amount of organic carbon is equal to one in virgin soils (0.6-0 7%), This process
rates the plant components into four fractions (soluble, cellulose, hemicellulose and
is accompanied by the essential decrease of the CO, emission directly connected
lignin) differing by their recalcitrance to a chemical attack These fractions are then
with the burial age Decrease of the CO, emission can be caused by reduction the
assumed to decomposed at various rates in soils, the lignin pool being the most
accessible organic carbon pool and followed by decrease of the biological activity.
recalcitrant to decomposition Several C and N biotransformation models utilized
According to ESR the maximum quantity of the soil organic matter active fractions
this concept and represent C and N fractions in crop residues by several compartoccurs while in the humic-accumulative horizon of the virgin soil amount of the
ments decomposing at differing rates However, the prediction of C and N mineralorganic-mineral matrix is next to nothing. At burial there is an essential reduction
ization kinetics remained difficult, and this was particularly true for the roots Roots
of active fractions and "levelling" of their content through the whole structure In
constitute one of the main source of C to soil organic matter and the understanding
organic substance of the burial soils the increase of free radicals specific concentraof their decomposition in medium and long term studies should be improved. Our
tion (on 1 % of carbon) is connected with the accumulation of aromatic fragments
hypothesis is that a better knowledge of biochemical characteristics of root residues
of humic substances while lacking of fresh fossils
would further our understanding of the decomposition process in soil. The main
aim of this work is thus to verify that specific biochemical properties of root cell
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walls could contribute to explain and predict the mineralization of C in soils We
used maize roots to test the importance of cell wall composition on the kinetics of
Short-Term Effects of Tillage Practices on Soil Organic Matter of a Clay Loam
mineralization of C in soil To do so, 16 different maize genotypes were sampled in
Soil in Northeast China.
the field and roots were separated, washed and dried pending analyses BiochemiX. Zhang, A. Liang. H. Fang. Northeast Institute of Geography and Agri-ecology.
cal characterization consisted on classical determination such as C-to-N ratios and
Our tillage study was initiated in fall 2001 at the Experimental Station (44°2I'N,
Van Soest extractions In addition to these, cell wall composition was determined
148°150'E) of Northeast Institute of Geography and Agricultural Ecology (the Chiby measuring the amount and nature of neutral sugars by acid hydrolysis (Lequart
nese Academy of Sciences) in Dehui county, Jilin Province of China The study site
et al., 1999), of lignin by thioacidolysis, of phenolic acids following the method
lies in Temperate Zone with a continental monsoon climate The mean annual temdescribed by Beaugrand. Roots were then cut into small pieces (5-8 mm) and incuperature is 4 4 °C and the mean annual precipitation is 520.3 mm with more than
bated in a soil in controlled temperature and moisture conditions Potassium nitrate
70% occurring in June, July and August. Soil is a clay loam (Typical Hapludoll)
was added to the initial N concentration of the soil to ensure that N would not limit
and some selected physical and chemical characteristics are presented in Table I
decomposition Carbon mineralization was measured in soil samples incubated
Prior
to the establishment of this tillage trial, the land had been used for continuous
in the presence of a CC)2 trap. The different genotypes used presented variations
maize production under conventional tillage management for many years (> 10
in some specific cell wall components such as lignin and phenolic acid contents
years) Tillage experimental trial, consisting of moldboard plow (MP), ridge tillPhenolic acids which are the precursor of lignin, play a key role in cross-linking
age (RT), and NT, was a randomized complete block design with four replicates
xylans to each other and to lignin resulting in less degradable walls (Bertrand et
Each tillage plot was split into two sub-plots (5.2 m X 20 m) which were under
al., 2005) The cross link between polysaccharide and lignin could also play a key
maize-soybean rotation with both crops present at each year Moldboard plough
role in understanding soil residue decomposition because the lignin-polysaccharide
included one fall moldboard ploughing (about 20 cm deep) after maize harvest
complexes could reduced polysaccharides accessibility to soil micro-organisms
and spring disking (7 5 to 10 cm deep) and field cultivation Ridge-tillage included
Phenolic acids could also induced a toxicity to soil micro-organisms This range of
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ridging in June and smashing maize stalk/roots in fall (less than 1/3 row width).
The NT soil had no soil disturbance except for planting using a KINZE-3000 NT
planter (Williamsburg. Iowa) Except for the plots under MP practices, all the crop
residues were retained on soil surface. Each year, 100 kg ha-l N was applied to
maize as starter fertilizer and 50 kg N ha-l as top dressing at the V-6 stage for
maize, respectively In addition, 45.5 kg P per ha and 78 kg K per ha were also
used to maize as starter fertilizers. The starter fertilizers for all plots were applied
concurrently during the planting For soybean, all fertilizers were applied as starter
fertilizer, including 40 kg N per ha, 60 kg P per ha, and 80 kg K per ha Composite
soil samples (7 sub-samples per plot) were collected down to a depth of 30 cm arter
harvest (corn phase) in 2001 and 2004. The samples were taken using a hand auger
(2 64 cm diameter) (Jia et al., 1995) which allowed separation of each soil core into
4 segments without soil compaction, including 0-5,5-10,10-20, and 20-30 cm Soil
samples were gently broken and air-dried and weighed After manually removing
visibly identifiable crop residues, the soil was ground to pass a 0.25 mm sieve A
sub-sample, dried at 105 °C, was used to calculate water content The bulk density
of soil samples was calculated using the inner diameter of the core sampler and
segment depth, and the oven-dry weight of the core samples Total soil C was determined using a FlashEA 1112 Elemental analyzer (Thermofinnigan, Italy). Since the
soil was free of carbonates, soil organic C was assumed to equal the total C Soil
organic carbon storage was presented on an equivalent soil mass based approach
Results indicated that NT practices did not lead to significant increase of SOC at top
soil (0-5 cm) compared with MP and RT practices, however, the SOC content in NT
soil was noticeably reduced at a depth of 5-20 cm. Accordingly, short-term (3-y)
NT management tends to stratify SOC concentration but not necessarily increase its
storage in the plow layer for this black soil Three years of no-tillage management
tended to stratify SOC concentration but not their storage in the plow layer on this
clay loam soil The use of no-tillage practices on thisfine-texturedand poor-drained
black soil might not sequester more SOC than conventional tillage.
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Ecosystem Responses to Uncoupling Mycorrhizal Symbiosis: Above- and
Belowground C and N Dynamics.
P. While, C. Rice, T. Todd. G. Wilson. Kansas Stale Univ.
Understanding biogeochemical C and N cycling belowground in different ecosystems is important to predict C sequestration and trace gas fluxes related to global
climate change Warm-season C4 grasses are highly responsive to colonization by
arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AM fungi). This symbiosis not only provides a direct
link between the plant root and the surrounding rhizosphere bacteria and fungi, but
also supports soil fauna including nematodes The interrelationships between these
biological components are possible drivers of C and N turnover throughout the
ecosystem The objective of this experiment was to (1) evaluate changes to belowground C pools and microbial community structure, (2) evaluate the importance of
AM fungi root colonization on the cycling of C and N, (3) measure the responses
of plant and microbial grazing nematodes to the presence or absence of AM fungi
in different ecosystems (Figure 1) A field experiment was initiated in April 2004
in three different C4 grass ecosystems: tallgrass prairie species dominated by big
bluestem (Andropogon gerardii) and indiangrass {Sorghaslrum nutans) (NP); notillage grain sorghum (Sorghum bicolor) (NT); and conventional tillage grain sorghum (CT) The field was previously cropped to C3 wheat (Triticum aestivum)
for 8 out of the past 9 y and the soil C had a 6 13C signature (relative to PDB) of'
-19 1 l%o, and thus was suited for observing C4-C inputs over time into C3-C soil
organic pools Initial soil phosphorus (P) levels were 8 mg Olsen P/kg soil. Additions of P (total 90 mg P/kg soil) were made to the soil surface as a split plot to suppress AM fungi colonization of plant roots Plots were sampled in October 2004,
April 2005, and November 2005 for soil total C and N, microbial biomass C and N
(MBC and MBN, respectively), phospholipid fatty acids, and nematode diversity
and abundance Plants were sampled for aboveground and belowground biomass,
total C, N, and percent root colonization by AM fungi Results from October 2004
indicate that MBC was not different between treatments with a value of 282 mg
C/kg soil The addition of P increased MBN in NP, but decreased MBN in NT and
CT, with values of 16 4, 21.0, 17.4, 154,22 1,and 13 9 mg MBN/kg soil for NT-P,
NT+P, NT-P, NT+P, CT-P and CT+P, respectively The P addition resulted in lower,
similar, and higher AM colonization in NT, NP, and CT, respectively. Herbivorous
nematodes were generally twice as numerous in NT and CT as in NP, while microbial grazing nematodes were twice as numerous in NP as in NT or CT We were also
able to detect 13C signature differences in nematodes, with some types having a
transitional C4 to C3 signal, indicating a more direct role in C cycling; others, however, were shown to show a C3 signal, indicating a more indirect role in C cycling
Preliminary results in the ecosystems evaluated are providing interesting information indicating that C and N processing is ecosystem specific and that belowground
biology may be as important as plant species in carbon cycling.

Figure 1 AM fungi, nematodes, and microbes all play an important role in belowground C, N, and P cycling which impacts global climate change
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Soil Organic Matter Stabilization and Associated Degradation Threshold
Dynamics.
J. Kinyangi. J. Lehmann. A. Pell. J. Thies. S. Ngoze. S. Riha. Cornell Univ: D. M.
Mbugua. World Agroforestry Center; L. Verchot. World Agroforestry Center.
Models that describe Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) dynamics ignore functional relationships that occur during land use which may confer degradation thresholds We
investigated the dynamics of soil organic matter degradation on an Oxisol following conversion of native forest vegetation to agriculture along a 100 year cultivation chronosequence in western Kenya Seven broad categories of agricultural
conversion sites were identified, representing < 3, 3-9, 10-22, 23-34, 35-57, 58-83
and > 83 years following cultivation Soil samples were collected from randomly
selected agricultural fields where maize was historically cultivated with little or no
fertilizer/manure inputs. Twelve undisturbed forest reference plots were included in
a paired combination with the cultivated plots Soil samples were treated to a two
step organic matter fractionation process involving density separation with sodium
iodide and physical energy disruption through sonication to yield three functional
organic C pools that were related to seasonal C dynamics, aggregate C protection
and long-term soil C stabilization The pools were sequentially separated from soil
as light-fraction C, recovered following density flotation at 1 8 g cm', aggregateprotected C, isolated after density separation following high energy sonication and
organo-mineral associated C from the residue. Mass spectrometry evaluations of
5"C signature were used to partition resident C stocks into native forest C, C and
contemporary C4 crop C sources SOC declined rapidly and reached a new equilibrium beyond 40 years of maize cultivation at which time the soil C (19 g C kg') and
N (2.0 g kg') contents were less than 20% of the original forest C (101 g C kg') and
N (25 3 g kg"'). At this new stable equilibrium point, the 8"C values revealed that
one half of the remaining C is of C, native forest origin while the other half is due
to Cj cultivated crop inputs. In addition, biogeochemical transformations of C and
N within functionally specific fractions will be reported
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Free Amino Acids in Eroded Typical Serozem Soil of Uzbekistan.
L. Gafurova. Tashkent Stale Univ ofAgriculture.
Amino acids, either in a free or polymeric state, represent a significant addition of
N to most ecosystems Therefore comprise a key pool in the soil nitrogen cycle The
existence of amino acids in greater or smaller quantities, their qualitative contents,
is linked to fertility, raising the level of crop yield The free amino acids content
of the soil is strongly influenced by weather conditions, moisture status of the soil,
type of plant and stage of growth, additions of organic residues, and cultural conditions. Through recent studies, it has become evident that soil amino acids are a
principal source of nitrogen for certain plants The aim of this study was to study
free amino acid content in soil with different depth We examined soil amino acid
content from eroded serozem soils of north east Uzbekistan The spectrofhotometric procedure was used to determine free amino acid concentrations in soil Generally, the concentration of free amino acids in soil solution was low. In studied soils
twenty amino acids were found: aspartate, glutamate, serine, glycine, tyrozine,
valine, metionine, cistine, isoleycine, leycine, fenilalanine, triptophan, lyzine. The
results indicate that in studied soils in the upper horizon (0-15 cm) contains about
28 % of dicarbon amino acids, 39 % of neutral acids, 8 % of cyclic acids, 15 %
of diaminocarbon acids, 8 % of oxyamine acids, up to I % of sulphur containing
acids In the lower horizon (30-50 cm) the content of amino acids decreases by
2,5-3 times respectively. Some of amino acids (serine, glycine, proline, arginine,
tyrozine, leycine isoleycine are found just as "traces" The aspartate and glutamate,
alanine, lyzine, treonine, valine are observed in small quantities. Amino acids in
soils with deeper levels decrease in a smoother way This phenomenon positively
correlates with influence of erosion processes to the content of humus, soil texture,
nitrogen and micro flora of soils It has been found under field conditions that the
amount and composition of free amino acids in studied soils as dynamic characteristic and changes essentially under the effect cultivation application of fertilizer
and crop production
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Spatial Analysis of Model Performance, Illustrated by Soil Carbon Dioxide
Emissions.
M. J. Pringle. R. M. Lark. Environmelrics Group. Bioinformatics and Biomathematics Division. Rothamsted Research.
Carbon dioxide emissions from soil to the atmosphere an are an important component of the global carbon cycle Models of carbon dioxide emissions from soil
are necessary for the assessment of sequestration rates, and to predict the effects of
alternative management scenarios However, the evaluation of model performance
usually relies on the comparison of the observed variable with corresponding
model predictions This is generally done in a non-spatial context However, when
the observations and predictions are attached to locations in space, they become
spatial variables It is our opinion that when the observations and predictions are
spatial variables, a spatial model evaluation in required; non-spatial statistics do not
suffice This is be because: (i) a model may reproduce observed variations better
at some spatial scales than others; (ii) the model may be more or less successful at
reproducing the relative variability of a process at different spatial scales; (iii) the
spatial pattern of model error may contain information about its possible sources;
and, iv) a consequence of spatial dependence is that the correlation of the aggregated
model output with the corresponding true value will depend on the scale of aggregation, and this has implications for the use and presentation of model output A
geostatistical analysis can address these issues. We developed a rate-limited model
of carbon dioxide emissions from soil Soil was sampled at 256 regularly spaced
intervals on a 1024-m transect at Silsoe, UK The model was calibrated on a subset
of 100 randomly selected locations; the remaining data were used for a non-spatial
and spatial evaluation of model performance. In a non-spatial context, the mean
error of the model was -0 13 ln(gha' d '), which indicated that the model generally
overestimated the flux The root-mean-square-error of 0.53 ln(g ha ' d') was large
relative to the mean error The correlation of the observations and predictions was r
= 0 34, which is weak A spatial analysis of the model's performance was based on
a (cross-validated) linear model of coregionalization (LMCR) The LMCR showed
that the model predictions underestimated the overall variance of the flux, and also
underestimated the relative magnitude of fine-scale variability. Model predictions
were uncorrelated with observed emissions at the finest spatial scales, but strongly
correlated at spatial scales up to 175 m This reflects the general rule that coarsescale processes are easier to predict than fine-scale processes ("model decoherence"). The inability of the model to predict fine-scale variations may have been
due to localized hot-spots of microbial activity. The LMCR was used with factorial
cokriging to estimate and visualize the components of variation that occur at different scales; examination of these components revealed that, at a coarse scale, model
overestimation was associated with areas of relatively heavy-textured soil. We used
the LMCR, in conjunction with estimates of inter-block correlations, to quantify
the effect of a change of support on the correlation of observations and model
predictions The spatial analysis of model performance revealed details not readily
apparent with a non-spatial analysis: i) the model reproduced best the components
of variation at relatively coarse spatial scales—because the model could not predict
the short-range variation, but could predict well the variation spatially dependent
to about 175 m, it may be useful for management within or between fields; ii) the
model did not accurately reproduce the relative magnitude of the variability of CO,
emissions at different spatial scales, underestimating the short-range variation; iii)
the spatial pattern of model error suggested that the model performed poorly on
heavy-textured soil, and iv) the best pixel size with which to present the predicted
soil CO, emissions was 10-20 m. It is probable that many models of soil processes
are scale-dependent in both the spatial and temporal domains, and this could be
investigated with the techniques we have discussed
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Effects of Soil Erosion on C02 Evolution of Serozem Soil from Semi Arid
Region of Uzbekistan.
L. Gafurova. Tashkent Stale Univ ofAgriculture.
The evolution of carbon dioxide (C02) from soils is due to the combined metabolic
activity of microorganisms Different ecological factors can effect on the rate of
C02 evolution include soil erosion The specific objectives of the present study
were to examine the impacts of soil erosion on soil CÖ2 evolution and to determine
seasonal patterns in soil C02 evolution We measured soil C02 evolution under
different level of erosion in semi arod soils of Uzbekistan Soils were taken from
different eroded sites of Uzbekistan, such wind erosion, and water erosion and from
different soil depth. Soil C02 evolution was measured in April, June, and October
2004 Significantly higher soil C02 evolution was observed in the spring at 0 - 5
cm soil depth In spring, integrated daily values for C02 evolution ranged from
1.81 to 2 03 mg C02 per 100 g soil for I h Water erosion decreased soil C02
evolution I spring as well in winter perio(l 02 - 1 31 mgC02 per 100 gsoil for I
h) The C02 evolution were differ at various soil dept It decreases from 5- 15 cm
to 50 - 70 cm soil depth Soil C02 evolution were correlated with activity of soil
microorganisms and ferments In water eroded soils also soil biological activity
decrease to compare no eroded soils They were very active in spring time
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Mineralisation of jW£vr«/if/»us-Derived C in Three Differently Textured Soils
and its Incorporation into Microbial Biomass.
K. Schneckenberger. Y. Kuzyakov. Institute of Soil Science and Land Evaluation.
Univ of Hohenheim.
Natural abundance of "C is often used to investigate C turnover in soil after a
change of the C, vegetation to C, crops Most studies have been carried out with
maize as a very common agriculturally used annual C, plant. Focussing research
only on maize may result in biased information for other cultivated C4 plants To
study C dynamics in soil, we applied "C natural abundance approach by cultivation of the perennial C4 energy grass Miscanthus x giganteus. Such investigations are especially important because growing of energy grasses is assumed as a
measure to sequester C in soil Studying dynamics of individual C pools provide
more specific information about their turnover rates and C sequestration potential
compared to bulk soil analyses Microbial biomass is one of such C pools, which
has fast turnover. Using "C natural abundance approach after C3 to C4 vegetation
change allows to estimate turnover rates of microbial biomass Coupling microbial
biomass turnover with CO, efflux and its C isotopic composition allows evaluation
of contribution of new (C4) and old (C,) soil organic matter to test the decomposability of SOM pools. Many studies with maize showed, that soil texture strongly
affects C turnover. Aim of this study was to test the effect of soil texture on mineralisation of old C (>12 years) and new C (<12 years) We used different textured
soils with Miscanthus cultivation for 12 years and 1) determined the contribution
of Miscanthus-derned C to microbial biomass and 2) compared the mineralisation
of old C,-C and new C4-C (Miscanthus-derned C) by incubation under controlled
conditions Samples were taken from 0-10 cm and 10-20 cm depth from the Miscanthus and from neighboured grassland plots from three soils textured as I) fine
loamy sand, 2) coarse loamy sand, or 3) silty loam 5"C values of total SOM and
microbial biomass estimated by chloroform-fumigation-extraction were measured
to calculate the portion of Miscanthus-derned C Soil samples were incubated for
half a year in air-tied glass vessels at 20 °C and 70% water holding capacity. Microbial biomass and its 6"C value were measured 3 weeks after the start and at the
end of the incubation Evolved CO, was trapped in 1 M NaOH and changed twice
a month during the incubation. Total evolved CO, trapped in NaOH was measured
by titration and its 5"C value was determined after precipitation as SrCO, with
IRMS Soil texture affected the incorporation of Miscanthus-derived C into microbial biomass as well as the mineralisation of C,-C and Miscanthus-derned C4-C
The content of microbial biomass was lower in sandy soils, but it contained higher
portions of'Miscanthus-derned C compared with loamy soil. Poor aggregation and
lower clay content in sandy soil led to a faster mineralisation of soil organic carbon
(SOC) than in loamy soil Mineralisation rate of total SOC decreased significantly
in all soils with increasing incubation time and the differences between the soils
were alleviated In all soils mineralisation of new Miscanthus-derned C was faster
than the mineralisation of old C (C,), which was better stabilized. Our hypothesis
regarding the effect of soil texture was confirmed by CO, efflux and its C isotopic
composition. General statement about the possibility of C sequestration in soil by
cultivation of energy grasses cannot be confirmed without further investigations of
the individual locations Incorporation of new C4-C into microbial biomass was 1.5
to 3 times higher than C4-C content in total SOM
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Quantification of Organic Carbon in Soil Fractions by DRIFT-PLS for Use
in Models.
M. Zimmermann. J. Leifeld. Swiss Federal Research Station for Agroecology and
Agriculture: M. W. I. Schmidt. Dept of Geography, Univ ofZurich; J. Fuhrer, Swiss
Federal Research Station for Agroecology and Agriculture.
The function of soils to act as a source or sink for atmospheric C02 depends on past
and present land-use, management and climate To estimate the potential of soils to
sequester additional carbon, better understanding of the response of Soil Organic
Carbon (SOC) in fractions with different turnover rates to changes in environment
and management is necessary. Changes in the amount and distribution of SOC can
be estimated by means of Soil Organic Matter (SOM) turnover models, which typically consist of 2 to 5 SOC pools. Ideally, these pools should correspond to measurable SOM fractions. We apply a fast method for estimating SOC in different soil
fractions, which can be linked to SOM pools of a model (Roth-C) Our aim is then
to estimate the site-specific potential of agricultural soils to sequester additional
carbon by using this model with pools defined by the measurements We use Diffuse Reflectance IR Fourier-Transformed (DRIFT) spectroscopy in combination
with multivariate Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression to predict soil properties
and SOC contents in fractions with different turnover rates. Mid-IR spectra are
calibrated against known property values (eg., SOC in a particular soil fraction),
and statistical calibration models for the particular soil property are generated.
The application of these statistical models to IR spectra of bulk soil samples with
unknown values can then be used to predict these properties, and to validate results
of SOM models Analyses were carried out on 125 agricultural, carbonate-free,
mineral topsoils from agricultural sites (arable land, meadows, pastures and alpine
pasture) across Switzerland Sites varied in altitude from 265 to 2400 m a s 1 thus
representing a gradient in annual average temperature from 10 6 down to -1.6 °C.
We isolated two sensitive (particulate organic matter and dissolved organic carbon),
two slow turning over (SOC associated to silt and clay or stabilised in aggregates)

and a passive (oxidation resistant) SOM traction by a combination of physical and
chemical fractionations. Statistical models based on DRIFT-PLS were developed
for SOC contents in these fractions and for other soil properties (e.g., clay content)
on the basis of spectra from 100 soil samples We validated the calibration with 10
independent samples and obtained an accurate prediction of the properties. We use
archived and recent soil samples from long-term experiments to model the distribution and amount of SOC in these fractions and compare the Roth-C-modelled
values with data predicted from DRIFT-PLS Results from this comparison will be
presented and discussed.
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Soil Organic Matter and Microbiology of Mollisols, Vertisols and Oxisols:
Effect of Native and Agroecosystems.
K. Fabrizzi, C. Rice, Kansas State Univ: T. Amado, Soil Dept: J. Fiorin.
FUNDACEP; P. Barbagelala. 1NTA Parana: R. Melchiori. INTA Parana.
The objective of this research was to evaluate the effects of agroecosystems on the
soil total C and N (TC and TN), aggregation and microbial community composition. Samples were taken from three sites: a Mollisol (Kansas, USA), an Oxisol
(Brazil), and a Vertisol (Argentina) All three sites included a native prairie, and
no-till and tilled cropping systems Soil from the Oxisol was sampled from an
experiment located at FUNDACEP, Cruz Alta (RS), Brazil The soil was classified
as clay Rhodic Hapludox. Tillage systems were conventional tillage (CT) and notillage (NT) under black oat/soybean/black oat + vetch/maize/radish oil (Raphanus
sativus l..)/wheat/soybean rotation. Soil from the Mollisol was sampled from a
long-term tillage experiment located in Manhattan, KS, USA. The soil was classified as fine-silty, mixed, superactive mesic Cumulic Hapludoll The treatments
were conventional tillage (CT) and no-tillage (NT) under continuous maize rotation. The Vertisol was sampled from an experiment located at INTA Parana, Entre
Rios, Argentina Treatments were reduced-tillage (RT) and no-tillage (NT) systems
under wheat/soybean-maize rotation All sites had native grassland for comparison
Soils samples from Brazil and Argentina were taken in August and from the USA in
November 2005 at 0-5, 0-15 and 15-30 cm depth Total C and N were determined
by direct combustion using a Carlo Erba C/N Analyzer. Microbial community composition was determined phospholipid fatty acids (PLFA) Aggregate size distribution was determined by wet sieving and separated into >2000, 250-2000, 53-250,
and 20-53 mm aggregate-size classes The C and N concentration of the individual
aggregate size classes were also determined. In the Mollisol, NT had significant
greater TC and TN concentration compared with CT at 0-5 cm However based on
concentration there were no differences in TC and TN between tillage systems at
the 0-15 and 15-30 cm depths In the Oxisol, TC and TN concentrations were significantly greater under NT than CT at 0-5 cm (P<0 05) and 0-15 cm (P<0 10), but
no differences were observed at 15-30 cm In the Vertisol, there were no significant
differences between tillage systems at 0-15 and 15-30 cm in the TC and TN concentration Values will be adjusted for bulk density. Preliminary analysis indicated that
the macroaggregates (>250 mm) were greater in the no-till systems for the Mollisol
and Oxisol Comparisons will be made to the native system and between soils
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Cropping Intensity and Tillage effects on Carbon Sequestration and Enzyme
Activities.
M. M. Mikha, V. Acosta-Maninez. M. F. Vigil. ARS-USDA.
The predominant cropping system in the Central Great Plains, winter Wheat-Fallow (W-F) rotation, is not sustainable Decreases in Soil Organic Matter (SOM)
content are associated with tillage and W-F Intensive cropping with reduced tillage
and fallow are practices that provide more residues, which may increase SOM and
improve soil quality parameters Our study evaluated selected soil properties related
to soil quality in research plots established in 1990 on a Weld loam (fine, smectitic,
mesic aridic Paleustolls) Several rotations with various cropping intensities were
evaluated We investigated the effects of cropping intensity on soil C, soil aggregate-size distribution, particulate organic matter, soil microbial communities, and
enzymatic activities of C and N cycling Soil samples were fractionated into two
groups of aggregate size macroaggregates (>250 um) and microaggregates (<250
pm) by wet sieving Continuous cropping increase soil total C compared with W-F
rotation Relative to W-F conventional tillage, continuous cropping increased soil
total C by an average of 0.27 Mg C ha' yr' to the depth of 15 cm. Aggregate-size
distribution was affected by tillage but not by cropping intensity. Microbial Biomass C (MBC) was higher with continuous cropping compared with W-F Enzyme
activity of ß-glucosaminidase, ß-glucosidase, and ot-galactosidase were affected by
rotation phase and fallow frequency Principal Component Analyses (PCA) of Fatty
Acids Methyl Ester (FAME) profiles demonstrated shirts in the microbial community structure between the alternative systems compared with W-F rotation Higher
fungal populations were found with reductions in fallow and significant correlations were found between fungal FAME indicator (18:2to6c) and ß-glucosaminidase activity For this soil, fourteen years of no-tillage and continuous cropping
with reduced fallow frequency have a positive effect on nutrient cycling, soil C
sequestration, and soil biochemical functioning.
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Soil Organic Matter of an Inccptisol and a Mollisol under the Same
Vegetation.
A. P. Femandez-Getino. F. Guerrero. J. M. Gasco. Dept. Edafologia. E.T.S.I.
Agronomos. Univ Politecnica de Madrid.
In this research, soils with favourable climate for forest have been selected. They
are located in high areas (1070 m and 825 m of altitude, respectively) of the central
Spain, where less humid and less temperated climate facilitates the forest growth
The study focuses on soils under holm oak (Quercus ilex sp. Rotundifolia) of the
Guadarrama Mountain and the Paramo, placed in the region of Madrid in Spain
In these places, the adequate conditions are given for the formation of an umbic or
mollic epipedon, which are mineral horizons with a high content on organic matter.
The Inceptisol of the Guadarrama Mountain has an umbric epipedon and it is influenced by different altitude, temperature, precipitation and parental material that the
Mollisol of the Päramo, which has a mollic epipedon Inceptisol and Mollisol are
compared They show a clear differentiation in their properties, mainly because of
the influence of the parental material, being granite in the case of the Guadarrama
Mountain Inceptisol under holm oak and lime in the Mollisol of the Päramo under
holm oak These research shows that the soil organic matter content is related to the
soil properties, site characteristics and the environmental conditions Soil organic
matter in the surface horizon of Mollisol is more humificated than in the surface
horizon of Inceptisol. In this horizon, the C/N ratio is lower in Mollisol than in
Inceptisol and the pH and electrical conductivity are higher in Mollisol than in
Inceptisol
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Sequestration Characteristics of Soil Organic Matter at the Rice-Corn
Rotation Fields in Tropical-Subtropical Area with Model Evaluation.
C. P. Hsu. C. M. Chang. Dept of Soil and Environmental Sciences, National Chung
Hsing Univ: T. L. Hu. Dept of Environmental Engineering & Science: C. Lin. Dept
of Soil and Environmental Sciences. National Chung Hsing Univ.
Soil Organic Matter (SOM) played a central role in many environmental and land
use issues. In Taiwan, an island of 36,000 km2 and traversed subtropical and tropical zones, the cultivation was intensive and chemical fertilizers were heavily used;
consequently, more than 50% of arable land content SOM as low as less than 2%.
The paddy-upland rotation and the application of various organic matters became
more and more popular in its agricultural production This study focused on using
a simple model to develop suitable processes for evaluating the long term effects
on carbon sequestration under the rotation systems with high organic matter input.
The data were collected from field experiments of random block design, which had
7 treatments with 4 replicates as for 2 harvests a year and 7 years of continuous cultivations Optimal parameter identifications for the dynamic model were done by
genetic algorithm. The minimal years of data set was searched for the identification
according to the fitness on simulating the total data bases of the field experiments
of 7 years. Further more, the results also evaluated by the method of sensitivity
analysis by checking the Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE) between the observed
data and the simulated results from a series of parameters perturbation The minimal years of field data needed for finding the parameters to fit the variation of the
7 years experiments was found depending on the characteristics of applied organic
matter The parameters of the compost treatment, which had the obvious turnover
trend, could be obtained by only using the data for as short as 2 years, while other
treatments took 3 to 5 years It meant that the variation of SOM could be governed
by the model with limited years of data collection from the field systems Long
term predictions coincided with the fact that the highest accumulation, being near 3
times the initial content of SOM, came from the treatment of the input with hardly
decomposable organic matter such as peat The lowest increase was I 2 times the
initial content as was from the treatment with the smallest input of organic matter
System dynamic simulations showed that it took 20 to 40 years to reach equilibrium
on SOM content for each treatment, implying that it took several decades to reach
steady state of carbon sequestration as long as the land use and soil management
were changed. The proposed simple model, once calibrated with a few years of
field data, could be applied to evaluate the capacity and intensity of the long term
effects of soil carbon sequestration in fields
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Assessment of Soil Carbon Turnover in the Long Term Fertilizer Experiment
and Validation of RothC -26.3 Model.

G. S. S. D. M. K. R. A. G. D. S. Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ.
In recent years the use of models to assess the turnover of soil organic matter is
increasingly being used because the turnover of soil organic matter is a slow process
and requires years and decades of measurements to quantify the changes induced
by fertilization, tillage, management options, etc The predictive modeling exercise
offers a tool to quantify and validate these changes, assess carbon sequestration
potential in various ecosystems and study the impact of carbon sequestration by
land-use change The idea behind the use of RothC-26 3 model in the present study
was to assess the turnover of soil organic carbon caused by cropping system (Finger
millet-Maize) and fertilization for the period 1992-2003 and to evaluate the performance of models with datasets from long-term fertilizer experiment under ten dif-
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ferent static fertilization at Tamil Nadu Agricultural University, Tamil Nadu, India
The measured soil organic carbon pool agreed satisfactorily with the modeled soil
organic carbon pool for all the ten static fertilizer and manurial application The
deviation in the soil carbon content between measured and modeled carbon pools
was observed starting from the year 2001 to 2002 This shows that the model could
not able to predict the carbon inputs by plants for the increased dry matter production caused by the effect of fertilizer dose Hence, a plant production sub-model
should be included giving due consideration to account for the fertilizer impact
on the dry matter production and its consequent release of carbon into the soil by
way of root exudates, lysates, etc., which would help RothC-26 3 in predicting
precise estimates of plant derived carbon inputs and to overcome the discrepancies
observed in this study In general, the performance of RothC-26 3 model was good
across all datasets and can be used for future prediction of the carbon estimates
across India Keywords: Roth C-26.3 model, soil organic carbon turnover, simulation, plant carbon inputs, agricultural soils, long-term fertilizer experiment
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Examining ihr C Saturation Concept in a Temperate Agricultural System.
H. Chung. J. W. Six. J. H. Grove. Plan! and Soil Science Dept.
Most of the soil organic matter models assume a linear relationship between soil
C content and C input rate. However, in some soils, soil C may not increase even
when the C input rate increases This indicates that there may be an upper limit to
how much C can be sequestered in soil Previous studies on soil C dynamics have
suggested soil C saturation based on the silt and clay content of the soil, but other
mechanisms of soil C protection that leads to C saturation are yet to be explored
Soil can act as a sink of C, and storing C in soil can be an effective option to mitigate CO, emission to the atmosphere Moreover, higher organic matter content can
improve the fertility of the soil However, we are uncertain about limits in soil C
sequestration, and through which mechanism this limit is imposed We defined C
saturation as the maximum capacity of soil to store C when C input rate at steadystate increases and when soil disturbance is minimized The objective of our study
was to test the C saturation concept in a temperate agroecosystcm where there
is gradient of C input to soil. We tested the C saturation concept in a long-term
corn cultivation experiment established in Lexington, Kentucky. Because this site
has been maintained for 35 years, we assumed that soil C content approximates
equilibrium This experiment is a randomized complete block design, and the treatment factors are tillage (no tillage and conventional tillage) and N fertilization
Nitrogen fertilizer was applied at the rate of 0 kg N ha"1, 84 kg N ha'. 168 kg N
ha ', and 336 kg N ha"1 In this experiment, corn productivity increased with higher
fertilization rate under both tillage systems, producing a range of C inputs over
which to examine the C saturation concept. If C sequestration is governed by the
saturation processes, C content in whole-soil and each soil fraction would reach an
asymptote as C input increases. We used soil size fractionation through wet-sieving
and C analysis to test our hypothesis Analysis of the relationship between soil C
input and soil C content showed that as cumulative C input to soil increases, the
C content in whole-soil, macroaggregates and microaggregates increases. Because
both linear and curvilinear regression models explained the relationships between
the soil C input and C content, it remains to be determined whether C sequestration
dynamics are influenced by the saturation processes in these soil fractions However, regression analysis showed that the C content in silt + clay fraction does not
increase (soil C content (g C/ kg soil fraction) = 0 01(cumulative C input (Mg C
ha') + 7.6, r2 = 0 15) even when cumulative C input increased from 75 to 175 Mg C
ha', indicating that C may be saturated in this soil pool Therefore, it is likely that
C saturation determined by the physicochemical properties of soil is more obvious
in soil pools with slower C turnover rates.

trends, except for Pantnagar where addition of organic carbon by soil erosion
caused abrupt changes in the SOC concentration In general, when the remaining
amount of carbon added through root biomass and organic amendments were not
enough to balance the loss of SOC through decomposition, SOC concentration in
soil was found to decrease The study emphasizes the importance of adequate and
repeated addition of carbon to maintain the initial levels of soil organic carbon and
for a long-term sustainable cropping system.
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CPMAS 13C-NMR Spectra of Size-Fractions of a Soil Humic Acid Separated
by Preparative Size-Exclusion Chromatography.
P. Conte. Dept di Science del Suolo. Delia Pianla e dell 'Ambiente. Univ di Napoli
Federico II: A. Piccolo. Univ di Napoli Federico II.
Cross Polarization Magic Angle Spinning (CPMAS) 13C-NMR spectroscopy is
a powerful tool to investigate structure and conformational behaviour of humic
substances In the present study, a soil humic acid was subjected to preparative
High Performance Size Exclusion Chromatography (HPSEC). Eleven size-fractions were separated and analyzed by CPMAS 13C-NMR spectroscopy The spectra showed that the largest molecular size fractions contained aromatic, aliphatic
and carbohydrate components. Carbohydrate content and length of alkyl chains
appeared to decrease with decrease of molecular sizes. A progressive reduction of
aromatic carbons was also observed with decrease of molecular sizes of separated
fractions Measurements of cross polarization (T ) and proton spin lattice relaxation (J1 (H)) times indicated that the eleven size-fractions could be encompassed
in two main conformational groups A first group with nominal molecular sizes
above 100 kDa, revealed slower molecular motions than the group of size fractions
having molecular sizes <I00 kDa The NMR spectra, thus, indicated that conformational rigidity and low molecular motion can be associated to large nominal
molecular size of humic matter.
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Enhancing the Productivity of Crops and Grasses while Reducing Greenhouse
Gas Emissions through Bio-Char Amendments to Unfertile Tropical Soils.
M. A. Rondon. D. Molina. M. Hurtado. J. Ramire:. Centra Internacional de
Agricultura Tropical. CI AT: J. Lehmann. J. Major. Cornell Univ: E. Amezquita,
CIAT.
Tropical savannas of Africa and Latin America are dominated by very acid and
infertile soils, which limit the productivity of most crops and forages. Liming and
fertilizers could overcome these constraints but frequently are too expensive and
have limited adoption In the Amazon rainforest, under similar soil conditions,
indigenous knowledge developed millennia ago lead to the creation of the so called
Amazonian Dark Earths: highly productive and sustainable soils built through mixing infertile native soils with charcoal (biochar), fish bones, nut shells etc There
is a growing interest to replicate these Dark Earths in other tropical environments
where low fertility soils are predominant Here we present some results from a
long-term field experiment established in 2002 on an acid soil savanna in the Eastern Colombian Plains The experiment assesses the effects of additions of different
doses of biochar to soils on plant yields and on net emission of greenhouse gases
to the atmosphere Annual rainfall is 2200mm and average annual temperature is
26°C. Plots were established by burning native vegetation Lime was applied (2000
and 500 kg ha-1 for the crop and pasture plots respectively) One month later, three
levels of biochar were applied to the plots: Zero, (control), 8 ton biochar ha-1 and
20 ton biochar ha-1 The biochar was produced locally from wood of mango trees
using traditional methods The biochar was ground to <2mm, broadcasted on the
soil surface and then incorporated by disking to 5 cm depth. Four months later,
at the beginning of the rainy season, maize (Cultivar H-108) was sown as well
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as Brachiaria dictyoneura (var Llanero). Native savanna was allowed to re-grow
Soil Carbon Balance of Rice-Based Cropping Systems of the Indo-Gangetic
on some of the plots. Experimental plots are 20m2 each and each treatment has 3
Plains.
replications within a randomized complete block design. Periodically, the grass and
S. M. Ebrahim. H. Van Keulen. Plant Research International. Wageningen Unix
the native vegetation (mostly native grasses) were cut to a height of 10 cm simulatand Research Centre: P. Leffelaar. Wageningen Agricultural Univ: P. K. Aggarwal. ing grazing and the biomass produced in each interval was registered Maize was
harvested at full grain maturity Gas exchange between the soil and the atmosphere
Indian Agricultural Research Institute.
was monitored monthly over a three year period using the closed chamber method
A proper understanding of the soil carbon balance and measures to build up or
Gas samples were analyzed for C02, CH4 and N20 using a gas Chromatograph
maintain the amount of carbon in an agricultural production system is important for
with ECD and FID detectors Results: Additions of even low doses of charcoal
its sustainable production. Long-term experiments are especially useful to under(Biochar) to soils results in a net cumulative increase in total biomass of maize,
stand the dynamics of carbon since these processes are very slow in nature We
imprioved pasture and native savanna vegetation. Yields of maize were similar in
used a simple analytical model (Yang, 1996) to calculate carbon soil organic carbon
all treatments during the first year but significantly increased by biochar in the two
in the rice-based cropping systems of the Indo-Gangetic Plains (1GP) and made a
subsequent years In the third year, yields increased from 5 7 ton/ha (control) to
carbon balance estimation based on carbon input and output The Yang's model is
6 6 and 7.3 ton/ha for the low and high dose of biochar Forage production from B.
very simple in approach and it needs only two parameters: the initial relative mindictyoneura increased by 26% and 55% in the second year relative to the control in
eralization rate (R9) and the speed of ageing of a substrate (S) We used 8 data sets
the low and high biochar plots respectively Total biomass production on the native
under rice-based cropping systems belonging to different transects of the 1GP with
vegetation trials was slightly increased from 5 78 ton/ha (control) to 6 14 ton/ha in
different levels of mineral fertilizers, green manures, farm yard manure (FYM). and
the high biochar dose, but was similar to the control at the low biochar dose The
residue treatments applied to rice, wheat or both. The model describes the dynamics
reason for the increase in plant productivity can be attributed to increases in soil
of both added and indigenous soil carbon and the final soil carbon concentration is
pH. CEC, K availability, and possibly higher water retention in the soil. In addicompared with the observed results The calculated values of soil organic carbon
tion to increased productivity, the use of biochar resulted in a net reduction of net
were comparable to the observed values (R2 = 0 81). A periodical carbon balance
annual emissions of methane and nitrous oxide from soils as well as net increases
was made based on the input to and output of carbon from the system at different
in soil carbon During the initial year, annual methane sinks by soils were increased
periods of cropping In most of the cases, the model results followed the observed
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on average 200 mgCH4.m-2 in all high biochar plots relative to the controls, while
N 2 0 emissions were reduced on average 15 mg N20 m-2. Most of the applied C
in the biochar has long residence times in the soil and consequently constitutes a
feasible option to store large quantities of C in the soils on the long term. Overall,
the use of biochar results in a net decrease in the integrated Global Warming Potential from the studied soils The rediscovered use of biochar increases crop and plant
yield on very unfertile soils and constitutes a new tool to mitigate climate change
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Soil Carbon Dioxide and Nitrous Oxide Efflux in Agricultural Watersheds
with Agroforestry and Grass Contour Buffer Strips.
P. Motavalli, N. Bailey. R. P. Udawatta. K. Nelson, llniv of Missouri.
Agricultural practices can stimulate soil nitrous oxide (N,0) and carbon dioxide
(CO,) efflux that may contribute to global warming. However, the effects of conservation practices, such as grass and grass-tree (agroforestry) contour buffer strips,
on soil CO, and N,0 emissions have not been extensively studied in temperate
regions on a watershed scale. The objective of this study was to assess the effects
of establishment of grass-tree and grass contour buffer strips on distribution of
soil C and N fractions and soil N,0 and CO, efflux in three adjacent agricultural
watersheds in northeast Missouri In the north central region of the United Slates
The three watersheds were in a corn-soybean rotation and were underlain by claypan soils. These soils are characterized by the presence of an argillic horizon that
occurs between 13 to 46 cm below the soil surface and restricts drainage and root
growth. In 1997, the three watersheds were randomly assigned one of three management systems: 1) cropped in a corn-soybean rotation only, 2) cropped in a cornsoybean rotation interspersed with grass contour buffer strips, or 3) cropped in a
corn-soybean rotation interspersed with grass-tree contour buffer strips In general,
soils collected in 2003 from the grass-tree contour buffer strips had the highest
levels of soil organic C and N fractions and soil from the cropped watershed had
the lowest Soil pH, bulk density, and organic C and N fractions were not consistently influenced by landscape position. Throughout the watersheds, surface efflux
measurements of soil N,0 and CO, were collected regularly during the 2004 corn
growing season at the upper, middle, and lower backslope positions within each
watershed. The highest soil N,0 efflux in all watersheds occurred within the first
40 days after application of N fertilizer The cumulative soil N,0 production from
the cropped watershed was 2 3 and 3.8 times greater than the agroforestry and
grass watersheds, respectively. Across all three watersheds, the cumulative soil
N,0 production was smallest in the lower backslope position. The upper backslope
position produced 80% greater cumulative N,0 than the lower backslope position
Cumulative soil CO, production was lowest in the cropped watershed compared
to the agroforestry and grass watersheds The lower backslope position across all
three watersheds produced 32 and 40% higher cumulative soil CO, than the upper
and middle backslope positions, respectively. A 72-day incubation study was also
conducted to determine the effects of soil water-filled pore space (WFPS) (40, 60,
80, and 100% WFPS) and N rate (0 and 1.39 g KNO, kg 1 soil) on soil N,0 and
CO, efflux from bulk soil collected under each management system The agroforestry soil with added N fertilizer and 80% WFPS had the highest cumulative N,0
production The grass and cropped soils at 80% WFPS with added N produced 32 5
mg N,0-N kg ' soil and 18 3 mg N,0-N k g ' soil, respectively. In the incubation
study, soils with no N addition produced relatively low amounts of cumulative N,0
at the 80% WFPS The cumulative soil CO, production was highest in the grass
soil compared to the agroforestry and cropped soils regardless of WFPS and N
rate The highest cumulative CO, production for the grass soil occurred at the 60%
WFPS, and was approximately i times greater than the agroforestry and cropped
soils at the same WFPS The results of this study with claypan soils indicate that
variations in soil WFPS, temperature, vegetation, and in concentrations of soil NO,
and organic C and N fractions due to the presence of the vegetative contour strips
were the primary factors affecting observed differences in soil CO, and N,0 efflux
among the watersheds. Therefore, establishment of vegetative contour strips could
have an effect on production of greenhouse gases in agricultural watersheds with
similar soils.
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Intermittent Chisel Tillage Effects on Soil Organic Carbon and Total Nitrogen
Relative to Continuous No-Till and Chisel Plow Systems.
R. A. Omonode. A. Gal. Purdue Univ. Dept of Agronomy: D. E. Stolt. USDA-ARS
National Soil Erosion Research Laboratory; S. A bney. Purdue Univ. Dept of Botany
and Plant Pathology: T. J. Vyn. Purdue Univ.
For various reasons, North American crop farmers are more likely to practice limited-duration no-till than continuous no-till. Little is known about effects of shortterm no-till on organic Carbon (C) and total Nitrogen (N) relative to continuous
no-till and conventional-till systems. A field experiment was initiated in 1980 to
study the effects of continuous No-Till (NT), continuous Chisel Plow (CP), and
moldboard plow in continuous corn and soybean-corn rotations on dark prairie soil
In 1996, the moldboard treatments were split into a short-term no-till (ST-NT) subplot and an intermittently chisel-plowed (ST1-CP) subplot that was chiseled only
before corn In 2003, soil samples were taken incrementally to I 0 m depth from
NT, CP, ST-NT and ST1-CP plots Soil C and N accumulation was unaffected by
rotation system at any depth interval Tillage treatments significantly affected soil

C and N concentrations only in the upper 50 cm. On an equivalent soil mass basis,
C storage to 1 0 m after 24 years totaled 151 Mg ha-1 in continuous NT, but just
108 Mg ha-1 in continuous CP. ST-NT and STI-CP systems resulted in 26 and 21
Mg ha-1, respectively, more soil C than CP. Total N storage was similar for NT and
ST-NT systems, but was significantly lower (4 Mg ha-1 less) with CP. Our results
suggest that the combination of moldboard plowing (17 years) followed by shortterm (6-7 year) no-till or intermittent chisel was generally superior to continuous
chisel plowing (24 years) in soil C and N contents
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J.P.Wight
Changes in Total Soil Organic Carbon Due to Crop Rotation and Bio-Cover
under No-Tillage Production.

J. P. Wight. F. Allen. D. D. Tyler. Univ of Tennessee.
Farmland under no-tillage production can sequester atmospheric carbon However,
the rate of carbon storage in any given acre is uncertain because climate, soil texture, fertilization, crop rotation, and bio-cover can all affect carbon cycling. The
objective of this research is to compare temporal changes in total Soil Organic
Carbon (SOC) among different cropping systems in two regions of Tennessee
under no-tillage production. The experiment used a split-block treatment design
with four replications at each location The whole-block treatment was differing
cropping sequences of Roundup Ready* corn {Zea mays), soybeans (Glycine max).
and cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) combined with a split-block treatment of biocovers using winter wheat (Triticum aeslivum), hairy vetch (Vicia villosa), poultry
litter, and winter weeds. Treatment combinations were applied to fields at the University of Tennessee's Research and Education Center at Milan (RECM), and the
Middle Tennessee Research and Education Center (MTREC) The two sites are
located in different physiographic regions of Tennessee RECM is situated on the
Gulf Coastal Plain while MTREC is in the Central Basin Soil samples were taken
before cropping sequence and bio-cover treatments began and after treatments had
been applied SOC was measured at two depths, the surface 0-5 cm and subsurface
5-15 cm. Changes in SOC were calculated after three years under the bio-cover
and two years under cropping sequence treatments Overall, both locations showed
small but consistent loss in carbon over all treatments during the two years. Losses
were largest in the 0-5 cm surface layer, and at the RECM site. Mean SOC loss at
RECM surface layer was 1.47 Mgha ' while that of MTREC was I 28 Mgha'.The
subsurface layer showed a similar trend, with mean SOC loss at RECM being 0.65
Mg ha' and that at MTREC being 0 55 Mg ha'. Although there were no significant
differences between the crop sequence treatments, trends were evident. Continuous
cotton and corn sequences had trends of losing more SOC at the surface than did
continuous soybean treatments at both locations The pattern was reversed at the 515 cm depth, with continuous soybeans tending to lose more SOC than either continuous corn or cotton. However, experimental variation obscured treatment significance A significant effect was seen in the top 5 cm layer at the RECM site due
to bio-cover. Poultry litter and wheat lost significantly less carbon than hairy vetch
and winter weeds (PO.001) Mean SOC loss was 0.9 Mg ha ' and 1 27 Mg ha'1 for
poultry litter and wheat, respectively, while that of winter weeds and hairy vetch
were 1 87 and I 88 Mg ha', respectively. Similar trends were seen in plots under
the bio-cover treatments in the subsurface at both the RECM and MTREC sites,
but were not statistically significant. Three years is a relatively short time frame in
which to examine changes in total organic carbon, which may account for the lack
of statistical significance among the cropping sequence treatments and interactions
The experiment is ongoing so that additional changes may be observed
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S K Garni

Influence of Soil Texture and Management Practices on Soil Organic Carbon
Stocks.
S. K. Garni. J. M. Duxbury. J. G. Lauren. Cornell Univ.
It is well known that substantial Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) losses occur from cultivated agricultural soils and that SOC levels are influenced by soil texture In general, fine-textured soils maintain higher levels of SOC than coarse-textured soils
when other factors are constant. Quantitative relationships between SOC stocks to
a depth of 60 cm and texture (silt+clay) were established for native and cultivated
land in Nepal and Bangladesh. A total of 100 soil samples from native ecosystem
sites and 30 from cultivated sites were collected in 15 cm depth increments to 60
cm. Surface layer (0-15 cm) samples were collected from an additional 100 cultivated sites Most of the samples were collected from forestland (native) and from
rice-wheat fields (cultivated) Regression analyses showed linear increases in SOC
with increasing silt+clay content for all depths for both native and cultivated soils
Overall, cultivation of forests resulted in a 36% and 3 1 % reduction in SOC stocks
in the 0-15 and 15-30 cm depths, respectively. There was no significant loss of SOC
below 30 cm Long-Term oil Fertility Experiments (LTFEs) provide an opportunity
to understand the effects of nutrient and organic inputs on SOC stocks under conventional tillage Three LTFEs (25 years old) located at Bhairahawa. Parwanipur
and Tarhara in the Nepal terai were studied. The sites differed somewhat in soil
texture and were cropped annually to rice-rice-wheat or rice-wheat Three treatments; control (unfertilized), recommended NPK and Farm Yard Manure (FYM;
4 t dry wt /crop) were selected at all sites. Two additional treatments, FYM (4 t
ha-l yr-1) plus half recommended NPK, and chopped wheat straw (5 t ha-l yr-1)
plus half recommended NPK were also included at Parwanipur An unfertilized and
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harvested grassland adjacent to 2 of the LTFEs was also sampled. The grassland
was established at the initiation of the LTFE's and can be considered to represent
a no-tillage control treatment Soil samples were collected at 15 cm intervals to a
depth of 60 cm. In general, SOC stocks were highest in the FYM treatment and the
no-tillage grass control and lowest in the cultivated control and NPK treatments.
Treatments with residue return and reduced FYM inputs had intermediate SOC
stocks Again, differences in SOC stocks were only found in the top 30 cm of soil
Soil organic carbon stocks were highest at the Bhairahawa site, which had the highest silt+clay content At this site, the SOC stocks to a depth of 60 cm were 416,
43 3 and 59.1 t ha-1 for the control, NPK and FYM treatments, respectively The
SOC stock in the no-tillage grass control was 57.1 t ha-1, similar to that in the FYM
treatment The predicted SOC stock for the native forest ecosystem at the Bhairahawa site was 67.4 t ha-1. Thus, the SOC stock in the NPK treatment was 24 1
ha-1, or 36%, less than that predicted for native forest Similar trends in SOC stocks
were found at the other two sites The results show 1) essentially no benefit of NPK
fertilization on increasing SOC stocks when crop residues are removed; 2) that
no-tillage provides a SOC benefit equivalent to adding 4 t ha-1 dry w1 (10 t ha-1
fresh wt) of FYM/crop; 3) return of about 50-60% of the normal production of crop
residues increases SOC stocks less than simply stopping tillage; and 4) that there
is still potential to increase SOC stocks above the level achieved in the no-tillage
control. Trends in animal populations and FYM availability in the study areas and
throughout the lndo-Gangetic plains make it impractical to consider using FYM to
increase SOC stocks Shifting to no-tillage agriculture presents the best option for
increasing SOC stocks.

(II) input of lignin-C from roots only

potential development:
(i) input of lignin-C from roots
• chopped maize shoots
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A. Hofmann
Lignin Degradation in an Arable Soil: How Does the input of Plant Residues
Affect this Process?.
A. Hofmann. A. Heim. M. W. I. Schmidt, Depl of Geography, Univ of Zurich.
Quantification of lignin degradation could improve the understanding of how fast
plant residues are transformed into soil organic matter Two main questions are
posed: (i) How does the quantity of lignin monomers change over time? (ii) How
does additional input of aboveground plant residues affect lignin degradation'' We
analyzed arable soil from a time series (15 years) that was naturally "C labeled by
the shift from C3- (wheat) to C4-vegetation (maize) This tracer allows tracking the
replacement of C3-plant-derived lignin monomers by new C4-plant-derived lignin
monomers The monomers were extracted from bulk soil by alkaline CuO oxidation. For quantification we used GC-MS (gas chromatography-mass spectroscopy).
To distinguish C3-plant-derived from C4-plant-derived lignin, the isotope ratios
("C/12C) of lignin monomers were determined with GC-C-IRMS (gas chromatography-combustion-isotope ratio mass spectroscopy) We compared two common
management practices: (i) incorporation of chopped aboveground maize biomass
(365 g C m"2 a'), i.e. grain maize harvest, and (ii) removal of all aboveground
biomass, i.e silage maize harvest First results suggest that after 15 years, for both
management practices about 50% of the old, C3-plant-derived lignin monomers
were degraded, and the remaining 50% were apparently unaltered in their chemical
constitution. The trend over time, however, seemed to differ for the two management practices (Fig I). In the practice that incorporated aboveground plant residues (grain maize harvest) lignin replacement was faster during the first years of
the experiment, and then leveled oft' with no obvious change in the last years. In
contrast, in the practice without input from aboveground biomass (silage maize
harvest) the old C3-plant-derived lignin monomers were replaced at a relatively
constant rate From the first results it could be hypothesized that additional input
of aboveground plant residues may reduce the degradation of old lignin in the
long term, although underlying mechanisms are not yet clear. At present we can
only speculate that the input of additional above ground biomass initially caused
priming, which resulted in increased lignin degradation rates during the first years
However, the protection mechanism that causes degradation to almost cease in the
following years remains unknown.

1990
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2000

2005
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2015

Fig. 1: Degradation of lignin monomers (here syringyl phenols) from previous C3vegetation shown for the different plant residue management practices of grain and
silage maize harvest (i) incorporation of chopped aboveground maize biomass (365 g
C nr 2 a 1 ), and (ii) removal of all aboveground biomass. Analyses for bulk soil from the
soil layer of 0-25 cm.
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P Gioacchini

Dynamics of C a r b o n in Long T e r m M a i z e Experiment Determined by " C
N a t u r a l Abundance.

P. Gioacchini. D. Montecchio. O. Francioso. G. Giordani. G Toderi. C. Ciavalla.
Dept di Scienze e Tecnologie Agroambienlali Univ di Bologna.
In agricultural ecosystems the maintenance of Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) depends
on soil tillage, on the amount of crop residues after harvest, rhyzodeposition and
on the addition of organic amendments. Mineralization and leaching of dissolved
organic C are, on the contrary, the mechanisms mainly responsible for the C loss
from the system. The balance between inputs and outputs can result in an accumulation or viceversa in a decline of SOC content depending on the agricultural
managements To better highlight the SOC dynamics, it's also important to follow
the fate and turnover of' organic C contained in several components of SOC, in
particular that of the humic substances which are considered important sink for
organic C in soils The effects of the agricultural management on SOC content
and on the humic substances, can be appreciated only after long period of time, in
long term field experiments. However, in order to study the turnover of SOC and to
quantify the amount of new C which is being incorporated, a change in vegetation
from C, to C4 species is required In this situation the C4-derived C entering in a
C, soil is quantified by the "C natural abundance measurement technique. In the
present study we present data from a 30 year field experiment where a monoculture of maize (Zea mays L. spp mays) started in 1973 on a C, soil The change of
SOC, total N, and humic fraction C was monitored in this field and in the reference
site cultivated with wheat (Triticum durum L.). The maize-derived C entering the
SOC and the humic substances during this period of time was quantified with the
"C natural abundance technique on the basis of the isotopic shift of the C4 field
with respect to the C, reference field. In spite of a decline of SOC content that was
accompanied by a decline of total soil N, the amount of maize-derived C progressively increased accounting for about 10% and 19% of total SOC after 15 and 30
years of maize monoculture, respectively The same trend was observed also for
the humic fraction, in spite of a significant decrease of C, the portion of maizederived C significantly increased after 15 and 30 years of maize accounting for
12% and 26%, respectively The percentage of maize-derived C that was stored in
the humic substances progressively increased throughout the experiment from 27%
after 15years, to 36% after 30 years, confirming the important role of the humic
fraction in the storage of SOC
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T Sawamoto
Greenhouse Gases Emission from Arable Land Cropping Systems of the
Tokachi Region of Hokkaido, Japan—Importance of Soil Organic Matter
Decomposition.

T. Sawamoto. Faculty of Dairy Science. Rakuno Gakuen Univ: N. Koga. National
Agricultural Research Centerfor Hokkaido Region: H. Tsurula. Centerfor Climate
System Research. The Univ of Tokyo.
Total GreenHouse Gas (GHGs) emissions from agricultural production in arable
land cropping systems of the Tokachi region of Hokkaido. Japan, were estimated
The soil in this region is an Andisol The data included on-farm and oil-farm C02
emissions from fuel consumption, soil C02 emissions induced by the decomposition of soil organic matter, direct and indirect N20 emissions and direct CH4
emission, which were then aggregated in C02-equivalents (N20=296C02.
CH4=23C02) Hereafter, the values of emission are expressed as Mg C02 ha1 y-1 Under plow-based Conventional Tillage (CT) cropping systems for Winter
Wheat (WW), Sugar Beet(SB), Adzuki Bean (AB), Potato (PO) and Cabbage (CA),
on-farm C02 emissions from fuel-consuming operations such as tractor-based field
operations, truck transportation and mechanical grain drying ranged from 0 424
for AB to 0.826 for WW Off-farm C02 emissions resulting from the consump-
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tion o f agricultural materials such as chemical fertilizers, biocides and agricultural
machines were estimated by Input-Output Tables to range from 0.800 for W W to
I 724 for SB Full-year measurement o f direct N 2 0 emissions showed a positive
correlation w i t h N fertilizer application rates, and ranged from 0.041 for PO to
0 382 for C A . Indirect N 2 0 emissions due to N leaching and surface r u n o f f were
estimated to range f r o m 0 069 for A B to 0 381 for C A . Full-year measurement o f
direct C H 4 emissions showed negative values, and ranged from -0.042 to -0.020.
From the difference in total soil C pool (0-20 c m depth) between 1981 and 2 0 0 1 ,
annual C 0 2 emissions from C T and RT soils were estimated to be 4 91 and 3 8 1 ,
respectively In total, C02-equivalent G H G s emissions under C T cropping systems
were 6.97, 7.62, 6.44, 6.64 and 7.49 for W W . S B , A B , PO and C A production,
respectively. Soil-derived C 0 2 emissions represented large portions (64 to 76 % ) o f
total G H G s emissions Under reduced tillage ( R T ) cropping systems, p l o w i n g after
harvesting was omitted, and total G H G s emissions f r o m W W , SB and A B can be
reduced by 18, 4 and 18 % , respectively, as a result o f lower rate o f organic matter
decomposition in the RT soil and saving fuels used for p l o w i n g .

formulation for M B description Type 2 models presented also a higher ecological consistency ( I ) between predicted variations o f M B activities and mineralization rates. (2) between links o f parameter fluctuations and model responses The
improvement brought by M O M O S - 6 was not significant compared to M O M O S - 5
d u r i n g the t w o year experiment, but allowed to quantify I 4 C and I 5 N sequestered
in H S . This comparative study enables to recommend the M O M O S - 6 concept as
a basis to simulate the dynamics o f both native O M and fresh materials w h i c h are
yearly brought to the soil Fig. 1 - The selected M O M O S - 6 model f r o m ( I ) results
o f laboratory experiments ( N C , V L and V S ) , (2) results o f field labelling experiment and sensitivity analysis ( M B . H L and HS).
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M . Pansu
A M o d e l f o r Soil O r g a n i c M a t t e r T u r n o v e r Proposed f r o m L a b o r a t o r y a n d
F i e l d L a b e l l i n g E x p e r i m e n t s a n d Sensitivity A n a l y s i s .

M. Pansu. IRD; P. Bonner. CNRS.
The natural or artificial isotopic tracers constitute an essential tool to understand
and model the transformations o f soil organic matter ( S O M ) Added into one o f
the organic compartments, then followed through the other compartments assumed
to be homogeneous, the tracers provide an image o f the functioning o f the system
I 4 C and I 5 N labelled wheat straw was incubated in situ in fallow soils o f Venezuelan Paramo. D u r i n g t w o years the f o l l o w i n g data were collected: soil moisture,
total-14C and - 1 5 N , microbial biomass M B - I 4 C and - I 5 N , rainfall, temperature
and radiation. Soil moisture was daily predicted w i t h the S A H E L model (Penn i n g de Vries et a l , 1989) For all the tested model alternatives, the added plant
material ( A P M ) was split into labile and stable plant compartments ( F i g 1) from
A P M biochemical composition according to equations proposed by Thuriès et al.
( 2 0 0 1 , 2002) from a range o f contrasted organic materials. The aim o f this work
was a comparative exploration o f flow diagrams o f the other S O M compartments
o f microbial origin. Five alternatives to the M O M O S - 1 model (Sallih and Pansu,
1993; Pansu el al'., 1998) were tested to predict the flows o f I4C and 15N tracers
through these microbial compartments. These models were classified in t w o types
Classical models o f type I ( M O M O S - 2 t o -4) use t w o types o f parameters: kinetic
constants regulating the compartment outputs and partition factors regulating the
compartment inputs (efficiency factors) The proposed models o f type 2 ( M O M O S 5 and -6) use only kinetic constants for compartment outputs In type 2 models M B
is the central compartment o f the system: f o l l o w i n g the Jenkinson (1977) interrogat i o n , M B can be considered as "the eye o f the needle" through w h i c h all organic
material must pass (Fig. 1). M O M O S - 2 was similar to M O M O S - I for the C-cycle
and included a simplification for the N cycle. M O M O S - 3 was structurally similar to
the Roth-C model o f Jenkinson (1990) It was a simplification o f M O M O S - 2 w h i c h
eliminated a compartment o f labile metabolite (not measured in the field experiment) M O M O S - 4 was a further simplification o f M O M O S - 3 w h i c h eliminated
r e c y c l i n g o f transformed materials f r o m M B and humus compartments M O M O S 5 explored t w o new modifications: ( I ) the w h o l e o f outputs f r o m plant material
and humus compartments was the M B input; (2) M B output was defined by the
metabolic quotient for C O , ( q c ( Anderson and Domsch. 1993) and M B mortality
rate (k M | | ) M O M O S - 6 complemented M O M O S - 5 by introducing a stable humus
compartment for long term predictions (HS in Fig I ) The analysis o f accuracy and
sensitivity (Pansu el al., 2004) showed: ( l ) t h e simplifications from M O M O S - 2 to
M O M O S - 3 then from M O M O S - 3 to M O M O S - 4 were valid, (2) predictions o f all
tested models were not significantly different for total-14C and - 1 5 N , (3) the type 2
models significantly improved predictions o f M B - 1 4 C and -15N showing a dynamics different o f the predictions o f type I model, (4) predictions by type 2 models
were more robust than predictions by type I models in spite o f a more complex
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A Koelbl

Fate o f <3 C a n d ' N L a b e l l e d M u s t a r d L i t t e r (Sinapis Alba)
Crop Land.

A. Koelbl. M. von Luetzow. I. Koegel-Knabner,
Muenchen.

i n an A g r i c u l t u r a l

Lehrstuhl fur Bodenkunde

TU

Analyses o f short-term decomposition o f labelled mustard litter in different field
areas o f an agricultural cropland lead to a better understanding o f small-scale differences in organic matter turnover. H i g h Y i e l d ( H Y ) areas o f an agricultural cropland were characterized by different positions on a slope and lower silt and clay
contents, compared to L o w Y i e l d ( L Y ) areas, and this was associated w i t h differences in water regime and O C and N turnover To understand differences in O C
and N flows o f H Y and L Y areas, a combination o f " C / IS N tracer techniques and
physical fractionation procedures was applied Labelled plots as w e l l as control
plots were set up in both H Y and LY field areas. Soil samples o f the A horizon were
taken in intervals o f 4 to 6 months w i t h i n the f o l l o w i n g t w o years The samples
were physically fractionated w i t h a combined size and density fractionation procedure, resulting in mineral associated sand-, silt-, and clay-sized organic matter fractions, and in not-mineral associated Particulate Organic Matter fractions ( P O M ) .
The small-scale differences in the local soil characteristics result in faster and more
intensive P O M decomposition in H Y soils w i t h i n the first year after mustard litter application In LY soils, higher amounts o f P O M - O C and P O M - N occluded in
macroaggregates were found, attributable to a more intensive aggregate turnover
and leading t o a closer contact between P O M and mineral surfaces in this area.
However, after t w o years, the remaining ' 5 N and " C amounts in P O M fractions o f
both areas are similar, due to faster decomposition o f labelled P O M in LY soils in
the second year. 570 days after start o f the experiment, only 2 . 5 % o f the initial l 5 N
amount, but up to 10% o f the initial " C amount was found in P O M fractions, w i t h
higher amounts in P O M occluded in aggregates than in free P O M After this period,
stabilisation o f the initial l 5 N in fine silt- and clay-sized fractions amounts to 10% in
H Y , but 2 0 % in L Y soils Compared to l 5 N , added " C shows a lower recovery in the
fine mineral fractions, w i t h 8 % in H Y and LY soils after 570 and 160 days, respectively The higher silt and clay contents o f LY areas seem to promote N stabilisation
in fine mineral fractions, but do not promote the stabilisation o f O C Summarized,
N shows preferred release f r o m the P O M fraction and is partly stabilized in the fine
mineral fractions, whereas O C is more persistent in the P O M fractions In terms o f
N availability, we can conclude for H Y areas that a higher release o f N in combinat i o n w i t h lower storage o f the added N in fine mineral fractions leads to better N
availability for plant g r o w t h , but may also enhance the microbial biomass T h i s , in
turn, may increase O M degradation, leading to the risk o f higher N losses due to
leaching or denitrification processes
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W. Jingkuan
Influence o f L o n g - T e r m Plastic F i l m - C o v e r i n g on Soil O r g a n i c C a n d M i c r o b i a l
Biomass C a n d N i n B r o w n F a r t h .
W. Jingkuan.
Univ.

L. Jinfeng. i. Shuangyt. L. Shipeng. G. Yanmei. Shenyang

Agricultural

The plastic f i l m - m u l c h i n g cultivation has widely been used in China and is one
o f the important increasing grain production measures To evaluate the effect o f
film-mulching
o n Soil Organic Carbon (SOC), soil M i c r o b i a l Biomass Carbon
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(MBC) and Microbial Biomass Nitrogen (MBN) at different growing stages were
determined The objective of our research is to find the changes of soil organic
carbon and the dynamics of soil MBC and MBN in brown earth and to evaluate the influence and mechanism of film-covering on soil organic carbon. The
experimental site is located at the Long-term Soil Ecological Experimental Station
(4I°50'N, 123°34'E) of Shenyang Agriculatural University, liaoning, China The
soil is belonged to silty loam (Hapudic l.uvisols). The fertilizing treatments used
included: ( I ) control (CK), (2) nitrogen (N), applying 270 kg N ha-1; (3) manure
(OM), applying farmyard manure 42 000 kg ha-1 (containing N 270 kg/ ha-1);
(4)Manure+N and P ( O M + NP).appIying farmyard manure 42 000 kg ha-1. 135
kg N ha-1 and P205 67 5 kg ha-1. Maize was continuously planted in the every
plot (70m2/plot). One group of plots was mulched with plastic film after seeding
every year (started at 1987), and the other was uncovered as normal cultivation All
treatments were 3 replicates The samples from native vegetation were taken from
the adjacent land with forest All samples that collected between April and October of 2004 were immediately sieved to pass a 2-mm mesh and stored at 4°C for
analysis Microbial biomass C and N were determined by the fumigation-extraction
method (Vance, et al., 1987) Organic C and N in the soil was determined by using
Elementar Analyser (Elementar III.Germany) Soluble organic C was measured by
a Total Organic Carbon Analyser (Elementar high I < )C. Germany) as the difference
between total C and inorganic C in the solution SOC contents in tillage system
were lower than that in native ecosystem Compared with the normal cultivation,
the SOC was increased by film-covering due to more residuals from higher biomass
yield in these treatments, which suggests that we may reduce atmosphere C 0 2 concentration by the simple way. The amount of MBC in all film-covering treatments
was higher than that in corresponding un-mulched treatments at all growing stages,
suggesting that film-mulching may increase MBC The amounts of MBC in all
treatments peaked at the date of August 15 and then decreased due to the decrease
of temperature in autumn The clearly different trend in MBN between treatments
with no OM fertilizer (CK, CK-C, N, N-C treatments) and treatments with OM
fertilizer (OM, OM-C, OM + NP and OM + NP-C treatments) were found. MBN
reached the highest value in CK-C on May, 28, in CK and N-C on June,24, respectively. It was suggesting that the earlier peak would occur in treatment with film
mulching with no OM fertilizer application. MBN contents in the manure treatments were nearly two times higher than the corresponding treatments and all
peaked at the date of August, 15 These facts support the conclusion that application
of organic manure could improve the levels of MBN (Wang, et al., 1996) MBN
was considered as an important indicator of soil fertility (Boyle, et al., 1989). The
fixation of fertilizer N by microbial biomass is affected by the applied fertilizer
OM and N it seems that it is necessary applying organic matter for sustaining
soil fertility Acknowledgements: This work has been supported by the Great Basic
Development Programme of China (2005CB121108) and the National Natural Science Foundation (40571089)
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F C B. Vieira
Carbon Management Index in Soil under Tillage Systems, Cropping Systems,
and Irrigation in South of Brazil.
F C. B. Vieira. C Bayer. J. Zanalta. F. D. De Bona. J. Mielniczuk. Federal Unix
of Rio Grande do Sul.
Soil Organic Matter (OM) promotes modification in chemical, physical and biological properties of soil, and its presence is of great value to soil quality The magnitude of OM influences is dependent on its quantity (total C . C ) and quality (labile
C, Cj) factors The labile fraction is more easily affected by changes in soil management and, for this reason, it can be used as an indicator of management quality
and agriculture sustainability. The Carbon Management Index (CMI) proposed by
Blair et al (1995) has the advantage of involving both quantity and quality factors
of OM in its estimation However, the method to obtain the C, suggested by the
authors, based on C oxidation with 333 mM KMn0 4 , is not adequate for some types
of soil and climate, requiring different KMnOj concentration for each situation
()n the other hand, physical fractionation seems to be accurate and suggest that it
could be used to estimate the Cj and the CMI Therefore, the purposes of this work
were: a) to compare the C, obtained from chemical (333 and 60 mM KMn0 4 ) with
physical (density and granulometry) methods of OM fractionation; and b) to analyze the quality of different soil management systems through estimating CMIs In
order to achieve these goals, studies were conducted in three long-term experiments
located in the South of Brazil, with the following treatments: 1) seven cropping systems in no tillage (NT) and two rates of N fertilizers (1983-2002); 2) conventional
tillage (CT) and NT, two cropping systems, and two rates of N fertilizers (19852003); and 3) CT and NT systems with and without irrigation (1995-2003) The
results indicate that the labile fractions of C obtained by the two methods (physical fractionation and oxidation with 60 mM KMn0 4 ) had a significant correlation
with annual addition of organic C to the soil and similar quantity of C, However,
the C, obtained from oxidation with 333 mM KMn0 4 did not have a significant
correlation with annual input of C and the mean quantity of C. were about three
times higher than the C{ obtained from the other methods Among the physical
methods of fractionation, the granulometric fraction was best correlated with the
annual input of organic C to the soil. The high correlations among C, obtained
from physical fractionations and 60 mM KMn0 4 highlight the possibility of using
physical fractionation to estimate OM lability and CMI. In general, management
systems affected both C Pool Index (CPI) and Lability Index (LI) The presence of
leguminous crops, especially tropical leguminous, resulted in higher CMI values
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than cropping systems with only gramineous crops. It is due to the higher addition
of organic C to the soil by these species, thus increasing total organic C stocks as
well as high labile C stocks. No tillage system and application of 180 kg N ha' y r '
increased values of CMI by two times, as compared with the conventional tillage
and no N application The presence of irrigation decreased the CMI under no tillage
system, but had a small effect under conventional tillage Based on these results,
it can be inferred that: (1) physical methods of OM fractionation are sensitive in
detecting small changes in C, and are reliable for CMI estimation; (2) the use of
tillage systems with minimum plowing, together with leguminous crops and Nfertilizer application enhances management quality of the soil, as evidenced by the
highest CMI values; (3) irrigation decreases IMC values under NT, but this effect
was not observed in soil under CT.
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The G E F S O C Soil Carbon Modeling System—A Tool for Regional and
Country Scale Soil Carbon Inventories and Land Use Assessments.
M. Easier, K. Paustian. K. Killian. S. Williams. T. Feng. Natural Resource Ecology
Laboratory: E. Milne, The Dept of Crop and Soil Sciences. Colorado State Unix:
R. Al-Adamat. The Badia Research and Development Programme: N. Batjes.
ISRIC-World Soil Information: T Bhatlacharyya. National Bureau of Soil Survey
and Land Use Planning: C E. P. Cerri. Cenlro de Energia Nuclear na Agricultura:
K. Coleman. Rothamsted Research: P. Kamoni. Kenya National Agricultural
Research Laboratory.
The GEFSOC Soil Carbon Modeling System was assembled under a co-financed
project supported by the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) Global
Environmental Facility (GEF) and the U.S. Agency for International Development
The tool was built to provide scientists, natural resource managers, policy analysts,
and others with the tools necessary to conduct regional- and country-scale soil carbon inventories. It is intended to allow users to assess the affects of land use change
on soil carbon stocks, soil fertility, and the potential for soil carbon sequestration
The tool was developed in conjuction with case-study land use and soil carbon
analyses conducted by scientists living in four countries: Brazil, Jordan, Kenya,
and India The analyses were conducted on the Brazilian Amazonian region, the
entire countries of Jordan and Kenya, and the Indo-Gangetic plain of India As
such it has been tested as a proof of concept in developing tropical countries with
diverse land use patterns and pressing problems with agricultural soils fertility
The tool requires a minimum of two off-the-shelf computers with basic networking
capabilities, one running Microsoft Windows* and one or more running Redhat"
LINUX, connected via a networking switch It utilizes to the maximum extent possible open-source software that is freely available for downloading off the web The
tool conducts analysis using three well-recognized models and methods, including:
I) the Century general ecosystem model; 2) the RothC soil carbon decomposition
model; and 3) the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) method for
assessing soil Carbon at regional scales. The tool interacts with a SOTER database
developed for the country or region the user intends to model A demonstration of
the tool and results from assessing land use change in the four case-study countries
will be presented.
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The Effects of Soil pll and Microorganisms Source on N Mineralization and
Nitrification.
A. Bar-Tal. Institute of Soil. Water and Environmental Sciences.
Agricultural
Research Organization: B. O. Danga. Egerlon Univ: D. Mini. Institute of Soil.
Water and Environmental Sciences. Agricultural Research Organization: J. I. C.
Wakindiki. J. Ouma. Egerlon Univ: L. Kautski. S. Suryano. A. Hadas. Institute of
Soil. Water and Environmental Sciences. Agricultural Research Organization.
The aim of this experiment was to study the interactions between soil acidity and
the source of soil microorganisms in determining nitrification rates of soils It was
hypothesized that (i) nitrification rates of soils decline as the soil pH decreases
whereas the mineralization of organic N is unaffected (ii) the population of ammonia oxidising bacteria in acid soils is more tolerant to acidity than this in neutral
soils. Two soils, a slightly alkaline soil from Israel (Typic chromoxerert) and an
acidic soil from Kenya (Petroferric haplustox) were used in this study An experiment to test the above hypotheses was designed, which included the following treatments: Sterilized soil, acidic or alkaline, with extract from the same soil; Sterilized
soil, acidic or alkaline, with extract from the opposite soil; Sterilized soil, alkaline
soil acidified to pH 5.0 or acidic soil limed to pH 7.5. with extract from the same or
the opposite soil; Non sterilized alkaline or acidic soil The soils were incubated for
3, 14, 28, 42 and 84 days at optimum moisture (80% WHC) and 30oC At the end
of each incubation period, the soil solutions were analyzed for NH4+, N 0 3 - , pH
and electro conductivity as well as the soil potential nitrifying capacity (potential
ammonium oxidation) As expected, the rate of nitrification was slower in low pH
than in alkaline or neutral pH. The source of the microorganisms' population influenced the nitrification rate, namely, the nitrification rate under low pH with microorganisms from the acid soil was faster than with microorganisms from the alkaline
soil. However, the dominant effect was the soil pH The minerlization rate was also
slower under low pH The soil potential nitrifying capacity was lower under acid
conditions especially with microorganisms from the alkaline soil The ecological
significance and agricultural implications of these findings will be discussed
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Five Decades of Soil Organic Matter Study: The History of NCERA-59.
D. Allan. Univ of Minnesota: D. Archibald. Penn Stale Unix; L. J. Cihacek. North
Dakota State Univ: R. Dick. Ohio Slate Univ; R. Drijber. Univ of Nebraska: S.
Frey. Univ Of New Hampshire: W. R. Horwath. Univ of California: P. Molavalli.
Univ of Missouri: D. Oik. National Soil Tilth Lab: C. Rice. Kansas State Univ: S.
Snapp. Michigan State Univ: A. Stone. Oregon State Univ: R. Turco. Purdue Univ:
M. Wander. Univ of Illinois: R. R. Weil. Univ of Maryland.
As a regional committee under the auspices of the North Central Regional Association (NCRA) of Agricultural Experiment Station Directors, the North Central
Education and Research Activity Committee (NCERA)-59 has enjoyed a long
and productive history. In 1946, the Federal Research and Marketing Act set aside
25% of Experiment Station Hatch funds for regional research to be undertaken by
regional research committees. In 1947, the North Central Regional Association was
formed, and research committees in this region quickly coalesced. NCERA-59 had
its origins in the research committee NC-17, initiated in 1952 to address questions
about how organic matter and management practices could improve soil structure
and productivity. Members included Champ Tanner (Wisconsin), Don Kirkham
(Iowa), Frank Stevenson (Illinois), Herb Reuszer (Indiana), and Jim Mortenson
(Ohio) Two lines of work emerged on the committee, one related to the chemical
nature of organic matter and the other to soil and crop practices relating to soil
structure In 1962, the project was divided into NC-55 "Chemical and physical
characteristics of soil organic matter" and NC-56 "Soil structure and plant growth."
With the generous funding they received (60% of their annual salaries), members
of NC-55 could conduct extensive research projects as well as host guest speakers
at their meetings, like Malcolm Oades When the renewal for NC-55 was submitted in 1967, it was turned down because the National Program had determined
that projects related to societal problems like conservation or pollution should
be given preference for funding over those oriented to basic research Thus the
committee was redesignated NCR-59 and research funds for committee members
were no longer provided. Members who joined in the 60s and 70s included Jack
Bremner (Iowa), George Wagner (Missouri), Bob Miller (Ohio), Gordon Chcstcrs
(Wisconsin), Ed Schmidt (Minnesota), John Moraghan (North Dakota), Ed Clapp
(USDA-ARS), Morris Schnitzer (Canada), .IP Martin (California) and Ron Malcolm (USGS). As important contributions on the chemical make up and function of
soil organic matter were made in the 1960s by committee members like Stevenson
and Schnitzer, the focus shifted from physical characteristics of organic matter to
soil biochemistry and the analysis of humic substances Ron Malcolm, who conducted ground breaking work on fulvic acids in water, became a founding member
of the International Humic Substances Society in 1981 Throughout the 1980s, the
committee served as a base of support for the IHSS During that decade, the configuration of the committee shifted from soil biochemists and chemists such as Ron
Malcolm, Frank Stevenson, Steve Boyd and Paul Bloom to microbiologists, including Robin Harris, Jean-Marc Bollag, Ron Turco, and Dianne Stott Whether chemical or biological in slant, the committee's main focus remained on organic matter,
with two of the foremost textbooks on soil organic matter of the time authored by
two committee members, Frank Stevenson and Robert Tate III In the 1990s, the
committee added a focus on soil quality and sponsored a number of symposia and
books on the subject, with strong leadership by John Doran (USDA-ARS) More
recently, the focus has shifted again, back to an emphasis on chemical and physical
fractionation of organic matter and its role in soil structure, as well as the application of organic matter research to agronomic and environmental concerns, such as
nutrient cycling and use efficiency in cropping systems, carbon sequestration, and
bioremediation. Committee members are again very active in a newly revitalized
U.S. chapter of the International Humic Substances Society. Other contributions
in recent years include: exposing thousands of interested public to new knowledge
of soil organic matter function and practical management options, through a wide
range of outreach materials, including a website on soil quality; writing chapters for
and producing the book Soil Organic Matter in Sustainable Agriculture (Magdoff
and Weil, 2004) and informing policy makers at a national and regional level This
decades long organized research effort among diverse state agricultural experiment
stations and the USDA underscores the important role of organic matter in agronomic production systems and environmental quality now and in the future

using intact cores to four depths (0-15, 15-30, 30-60, 60-100 cm) The forest area
consisted of separate replicated plots of pure stands of Eucaliptus robusla or Leucaena leucocephala The improved pasture areas had mixed species of Urochloa
spp., Digitaria erianlha, Cynodon nlemfuensis and Penniselum purpureum which
were cropped for haylage. The agricultural land areas had a history of intensive
horticultural and agronomic crop production that were maintained by moldboard
and chisel tillage alternated with fallow rotations. All sites were under the specified
land uses for at least 20 years and the agriculture and pasture sites received fertilizer N At 0-15 cm depth, the Total Organic C (TOC) and Total Organic N (TON)
concentrations were in the order of: Leucaena > Eucalyptus > Pasture > Agriculture While TOC concentrations decreased with depth, there was an accumulation
of TON at the deeper depth intervals, and was more prevalent for sites that received
N fertilizer (Pasture and Agriculture) The TOC contents to 1 m depth were 22.8,
18.6, 17.2, and 13.0 kg C/nr for Leucaena, Eucalyptus. Pasture, and Agriculture,
respectively The TON contents to I m depth were highest for Pasture with values
of 3 07 kg N/m: and were similar among the other land uses with values of 2.60,
2.50, and 2.46 kg N/nr for Leucaena, Eucalyptus, and Agriculture, respectively.
The Microbial Biomass Carbon (MBC) and Nitrogen (MBN) were in the order of
Pasture > Leucaena = Eucalyptus > Agriculture at 0-15 cm Land use effects on
MBC and MBN were not as apparent at 15-30 cm which were significantly lower
than at 0-15 cm The proportions of MBC and MBN comprising TOC and TON
were nearly 1.0% in Pasture and less than 0.50% in the Leucaena, Eucalyptus, and
Agriculture. In general, ß-glucosidase, ß-glucosaminidase, and total arylsulfatase
activities decreased with depth The ß-glucosidase activity at 0-15 cm depth was
in the order of: Leucaena = Eucalyptus > Pasture > Agriculture, while ß-glucosaminidase activity was in the order of: Eucalyptus > Leucaena = Pasture > Agriculture The results suggest that more cellulose and similar biochemical substrates are
being mineralized in soils under Leucaena and Eucalyptus, while more chitin-like
products are being degraded in soils under Eucalyptus Total arylsulfatase activity was similar in Pasture and forest sites, which were significantly higher than
Agriculture. The results obtained are in agreement with previous studies in other
regions reporting that cropping Vertisols will reduce C contents, nutrient cycling
potential, and organic matter turnover in comparison with undisturbed counterparts
under forested N-fixing tress, non N-fixing trees, and Pasture. In the region studied,
proliferation of Leucaena as volunteer species is probably a better option for recuperating resting or abandoned cropland as it will result in greater C accumulation
than in soils under pasture Soils under Pasture had greater proportion of their C
and N allocated to labile forms such as the soil microbial biomass, and the greater
TON content points to either increased N preservation or reduced mineralization,
than in the other land uses.
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Microbial Activities in Dark Brown Volcanic Ash Soils Was Affected by
Different Fertilizer Application Methods in Citrus Orchard.

J. H. Joa. H. C. Lim. S. G. Han. K. Moon. S. Jeon. National Institute ofSubtropical
Agriculture. RDA.
The density of soil microorganism in volcanic ash soils was usually lower than that
in non-volcanic ash soils because of the effects of unavailable organic matters, toxicity of Al ions, etc To evaluate the effects of long-term fertilization on the activity
and density of soil microorganism, we investigated the density and biomass C of
microorganism, enzyme activities, and amount of phospholipid fatty acids (PLFA)
at the citrus orchard where different fertilizer application methods had been managed for 10 years such as N - F (No fertilization), N - P - K (28- 4 0 - 28 kg 10a-l),
3 N - 3 P - 3 K ( 8 4 - 120-84 kg I0a-1),compost (2 ton 10a-1), and compost+N - P
- K In March 2003, Soil samples were collected from each treatment before fertilizer applied. There was no significant deference in the density of microorganisms
and biomass C between treatments. However, the density of acid-resistant bacteria
(613.2 xl03 c.f.ug-1 dry soil) in N - F was about twice higher than that in3N-3P
-3K(324 8x103 c.fug-1 dry soil) and the number of bacillus spp. in compost was
highest among the treatments There was a seasonal fluctuation in the number of
microorganisms; fluorescent Pseudomonas spp. was dominant in spring and gramnegative bacteria were in fall The activity of soil acidic-phosphatase was high in
compost and 3N - 3 P - 3K; 311 5(N - F), 478 4 (N - P - K), 586 3 (3N - 3 P - 3K),
548.7 (compost), and 503 3 ug PNP g-1 h-l (compost+N - P - K) The activity of
CMCase (Carboxy methyl cellulase) was high in compost and compost+N - P - K;
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175 (N - F), 68 (N - P - K), 20 5 (3N - 3 P - 3K), 116.5 (compost), and 106 |ig
Soil Organic Carbon and Nitrogen Content and Distribution in a Vertisol
GE g-1 18h-l (compost+N- P - K). The amount of PLFA was significantly high in
under Mixed I :iml I »r.
compost+N - P - K and compost Principal components analysis with PLFA data
showed that microorganisms in compost and compost+N - P - K formed different
D. Sotomayor-Ramirez. Univ of Puerto Rico. Agronomy and Soils Dept: Y.
Espinoza. Instiluto Nacional de Investigaciones Agricolas (INIA). Cenlro Nacional community from them in other treatments. Keywords: Citrus, Fertilization, PLFA,
de Investigaciones Agropecuarias (CENIAP); V. Acosta-Martinez. USDA-ARS: L. Soil enzyme
Pérez-Alegria. Univ of Puerto Rico.
Soils can play a significant role in the amounts of Carbon (C) sequestered from
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the atmosphere which can mitigate increased atmospheric CO, The amounts of C
Soil Cations Availability in an Intensive Agro-Forestry System under Elevated
and nitrogen (N) stored in soil is the net result of inputs and "outputs, which will
C 0 2 and Fertilization.
vary due to inherent soil properties that impart protection to organic matter, soil
A. Lagomarsino. Dept Forest Environment and Resources. Univ of Tuscia: S.
management, and land-use There is scant information that describes the functionMarinari. M. C. Moscatelli. Dept Agrobiology and Agrochemistry. Univ of Tuscia:
ing of Vertisols in the tropics with regards to C and N storage capability and disP. De Angelis. Dept Forest Environment and Resources. Univ of Tuscia: S. Grego.
tribution, mineralization, and biological indicators of ecosystem health as affected
by land-use A Vertisol (Fine, smectitic, isohyperthermic Typic Haplusterts) in the
Dept Agrobiology and Agrochemistry. Univ of Tuscia.
southwestern part of Puerto Rico under cultivation, forest and pasture was sampled
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Soil nutrient availability is an important regulator of the response of plants and
microorganisms to elevated CO, and of ecosystem capability to sequester C. Nutrients and carbon cycles are strictly related within plants and metabolism of nitrogen
and other nutrients is regulated by signals that are derived from carbon metabolism The biochemical composition of the organic inputs through its influence on
C decomposition rate in the soil has also an important effect on the cations availability for plants and on Cation Exchange Capacity (CEC), but how contemporary
increases in atmospheric CO, are affecting cation exchange, soil acidification, and
mineral dissolution is practically unexplored In this study we will present data
from POPFACE experimental station (central Italy) It consists of six plots planted
in 1999 with three poplar genotypes (/> alba, P. nigra and P. x euramericana) three
exposed to 550 ppm CO, concentration (FACE technology) and three exposed to
ambient CO, concentration Half of each plot is fertilized beginning from 2002
Navarson 20-6-6 + microelements and Ammonium Nitrate 34 were used as fertilizers in 2002 and in the 2003-2004 growing seasons respectively. The temporal
variation and the effect of clones and treatments with CO, enrichment and nitrogen
fertilization on potential acidity (pHKt|), CEC and various cations important for
plant nutrition (K , Ca2 , NHj , Mg2 and Na ) were analysed. From the statistical
analysis, the three clones didn't induce any modification in all parameters considered Regardless the treatments, both pHKcl and CEC increased significantly from
2000 to 2004 (from 5.3 to 5.95 and from 23 to 28.5 cmol kg' respectively) and
Mg2 and Ca2' basic cations presented a positive trend too in the years 2002-2003
(from 651 to 842 and from 2 1 to 2 9 u.g g 1 respectively). The FACE treatment
induced a significant increase of CEC in 2004 independently to the soil N content,
and similar effects were observed, on average, on Mg2', Ca2 and Na soil content in
years 2002-2003 (tab I) The exchangeable K. wasn't influenced by any treatment
and remained constant during time Ammonium decreased not significantly under
elevated CO, in not fertilized plots, probably because a greater plant uptake The N
fertilization didn't induce any modification in the soil cation availability.
C0 2 [n]
CO, [N]
ANOVA

Magnesium
+20%
+32%

Calcium
+ 13%
+11%

Sodium
+23%
+40%

**

**

**

Ammonium
-14%
0
n.s.

CEC
+32%
+25%

*

fable 1. Effect of FACE treatment in not fertilized and fertilized soils as average of
the three clones on soil cations (as average of two observation in June and October
for the years 2002-2003) and CEC (for the year 2004). These results indicate a
positive trend of soil exchangeable cations in the intensive poplar plantation, with
respect to the previous land use (crop) Inside this general trend, FACE treatment
increased basic cations and the exchange capacity. This increase is supposed to be
linked to the higher amount of labile C entering soil under elevated CO,, because
of the greater plant activity, suggesting a potential for soil to store more C under
elevated CO,
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Geometric Characterization of Pore Space for Colloid Transport and
Retention.
E. Rodriguez. S. L. Bryant. Dept of Petroleum and Geosystems Engineering. The
Univ of Texas at Austin.
Modeling the retention of colloidal particles in soils is important to understanding water contamination from viruses, bacteria or contaminants adsorbed on colloids. Retention by straining occurs when particles enter constrictions too narrow
to permit passage. A long standing difficulty with theories of straining is a series of
independent observations in which particles smaller than the smallest pore throats
are nevertheless retained in a porous medium. We propose a geometric explanation
for this observation, namely that particles are strained not just in throats between
three grains, but also in gaps between pairs of grains. We support this explanation
by characterizing such gaps in model soils (one real and many computer-generated
dense packings of equal spheres, all having porosities of 34% to 36%) Of primary
interest in this work are gaps having widths between 0 03 and 0 IR, R being the
sphere radius The number density of such gaps is about 0 2 per R3 bulk volume in
the model soils This is enough to trap a significant number of particles in the size
range of interest (three to ten times smaller than minimum throat size). For comparison, the density of small throats (which we identity unambiguously via Delaunay
tessellation of sphere centers) is about 0 3 per R3 We extend our previously established, physically representative network model to compute flow rates through the
gaps. For each gap we also compute the "range of capture" for a particle of given
size, i.e. the cross-section of streamlines that lead to straining that particle Together
the flow rates and geometry enable a prediction of probability of particle trapping
in gaps as a function of particle size We also obtain a conservative estimate for the
volume of particles that can be trapped in gaps The predictions are consistent with
experiments, providing new insight into the mechanism of straining
139-2
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Nature, Mineralogy and Reactivity of Aluminum- Arsenale Coprecipitates.
A. Violante. M. Ricciardella. S. Del Gaudio. M. Pigna. Universitä di Napoli- Italy.

Arsenic mobilization in soils is mainly controlled by adsorption/desorption processes, but it may be also coprecipitated with aluminium and/or iron in natural
environments Coprecipitation of arsenic with aluminium and iron oxides are prac138-86
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T Bhattacharyya
tical and affective treatment processes for removing arsenic from drinking waters
Model Evaluation to Assess Organic Carbon Stocks and Changes in Soils of
Studies on the nature, mineralogy, reactivity of Al-As (and Fe-As) coprecipitates
the Indo-Gangetic Plains, India.
formed at different pH and Al/As molar ratios (R) as well as the possible removal
T. Bhattacharyya, D. Pal. K. Gajbhiye, P. Chandran. S. Ray, C. Mandat, National of arsenic from these samples have received scant attention. Aluminum-arsenate
Bureau ofSoil Survey and Land Use Planning: M. Easter. K. Paustian, S. Williams. coprecipitates were synthesized at pH 4.0, 7.0 or 10.0 and R of 0, 0 0I or 0 I The
suspensions were aged l or 7 months at 50°C and the mineralogy, chemical comK. Killian. Natural Resource Ecology Laboratory, Colorado State Univ; K.
position, surface properties (surface area and pzc) of the freeze-dried precipitates
('oleman. Rolhamsted Research: P. Falloon. The Met Office. Hadley Centre for
were studied The sorption of phosphate and the removal of arsenate from the AlClimate Prediction and Research: D. Powlson, Rotahmsted Research. Agriculture
As coprecipitates have also been studies. In the absence of arsenate gibbsite (pH
and Environment Division: N. Batjes. ISRIC-World Soil Information: E. Milne.
4 0 or 7.0) and bayerite (pH I0.0) formed, whereas in the presence of arsenate very
Dept of Crop and Soil Sciences. Colorado State Univ.
poorly crystalline boehmite (pseudoboehmite) formed at pH 4 0 (R = 0 01 and 0 l),
The present work was carried out as a part of the activity of Global Environment
7 0 and 10.0 (R = 0.1) and did not convert into AI(OH)3 polymorphs even after 7
Facility Sponsored Soil Organic Carbon Project Century C model was evaluated
months of aging at 50°C or longer The surface properties and chemical composiusing selected sites under Long-Term Fertilizer Trials (LTFT) in the lndo-Gangetic
tion of the AI precipitation products were affected by the initial pH, As/AI molar
Plains (IGP), India All the LTFTs were undertaken to determine optimum fertilizer
ratio and aging The aluminum-arsenate coprecipitates were solubilized by 6M HCl
rates for obtaining maximum yields of rice and wheat, as rice and wheat are the
or oxalic acid/oxalate solution at pH 3 0 and the amounts of aluminum and arsenic
major crops in the study area Model simulations were evaluated against the meapresent into solutions were determined. Oxalic acid/oxalate solution at pH 3 0 was
sured and the modeled data The best correlation between measured and modelled
not selective in solubilizing poorly crystalline boehmite (as for ferrihydrite), being
SOC data was observed with high levels of N fertilizer in combination with high
able to solubilize no more than 70% of precipitates containing only short-range
FYM (15 t/ha/yr). Model simulation of the control treatment (no fertilizer and no
Al-oxyhydroxides Arsenate appeared to be present within the network of shortFYM) corresponded very closely with measured SOC values The study indicates
range ordered boehmites and/or on the external surfaces of the precipitates The
that Century model can predict treatment effects in LTFTs carried out in India. An
adsorption of phosphate onto Al precipitates was influenced by the mineralogy of
attempt was also made to compare the SOC stocks predicted from the GEFSOC
the samples, their surface properties and the amounts of arsenate present in the precipitates. Arsenate inhibited and/or retarded phosphate adsorption Large amounts
Modelling System© with stocks generated using a mapping approach based on
soil survey data The GEFSOC Modelling System© predicts an estimated SOC
of phosphate partially replaced arsenate present into the precipitates formed at R
= 0 1 . The quantities of arsenate desorbed by phosphate increased with time The
stock for the IGP, India of 1 64, 1 71 and 1 64 Pg (0-20 cm depth)for 1990, 2000
and 2030 respectively, whereas mapping-approach-based soil survey data showed
percentages of arsenate desorbable by phosphate was always lower than 30% of the
0 66 and 0 88 Pg SOC stock (0-20 cm depth)for 1980 and 2000 respectively This
amounts present in the materials.
variation may be due to crop input data (crop management) inflating the modelled
SOC stock The trend of overall change in the modelled SOC stock estimates shows
that the IGP, India may have reached an equilibrium following 30-40 years of the
139-3
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Green Revolution Similarly, the trend of overall change in C stock assessed from
A Concentration-Dependent, Multi-Term Free Energy Relationship for
soil the survey data indicates that the soils of IGP, India may store a projected I I
Sorption of Organic Compounds to Soils Based on the llexadecane DilutePg of C in 2030.
Solution Reference State.
J. Pignatello. D. Zhu. Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Slation.
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A Linear Free Energy Relationship of the type in the title is applied to sorption of
numerous compounds to polyethylene and three soils for which sorption to natural organic matter (NOM) is presumed dominant It provides fractional contributions to the Gibbs free energy of sorption corresponding to hydrophobic effects,
dipolar/polarizability (D/P) effects in excess of the reference state, and the sum
of possible specific forces such as H-bonding and pi-pi electron donor-acceptor
(pi-pi EDA) interactions in excess of the reference state Minimal inputs are the
isotherm, the n-hexadecane-water partition coefficient representing hydrophobic
effects, and the Abraham pi, parameter representing D/P effects, which combines
the effects of dipole moment and electron polarizability Sorption of all compounds
to polyethylene can be modeled by considering hydrophobic effects and ignoring
all others Sorption of a calibration set of apolar compounds (aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons and chlorinated hydrocarbons) to the natural sorbents is wellmodeled by a combination of hydrophobic and D/P effects. For the apolar set, the
excess Gibbs free energy of D/P interactions with NOM contributes ~15-40% (28% for cyclohexane) of the total free energy of sorption D/P effects increase with
the degree of chlorination for aliphatic compounds For aromatic compounds D/P
effects increase with fused ring size but do not vary with degree of chlorination and
chlorine substitution pattern The excess free energy of ll-bonding interaction with
NOM contributes substantially to sorption of alcohols—similarly so for 2-nonanol and 2,4-dichlorophenol (33%-44%). pi-pi EDA forces between phenanthrene
and p-acceptor functional groups on NOM contribute to sorption in one case. The
influence of concentration, sorbent aromaticity (based on literature NMR), and sorbent polarity (based on (0+N)/C) on hydrophobic and D/P contributions evaluated
for all compounds indicate the following. ;') Molecules fill sites of progressively
greater hydrophilic character; //) the energy penalty for cavity formation in the solid
decreases with concentration due to plasticization and greater intermolecular contact; Hi) sorbent aromatic content, more than sorbent polarity, controls D/P interactions. Basing free energy on an inert electrostatic chemical environment afforded
by «-hexadecane permits an evaulation of direct electrostatic forces in NOM that
contribute to sorption.

mately needed to make sound recommendations concerning nutrient management
This type of information is critical if growers are to utilize plant nutrients so as
to maximise crop production, yet enhance efficiency and preserve environmental
quality. To study the kinetics of B desorption, surface soil samples were collected
from the ten agricultural lands representing alluvial benchmark soils of North-West
India In general, the climate is hot in summers, cool in winters with mean annual
rainfall varying from 300 to 1200 mm, seventy per cent of which is received during
July to September There is a considerable variation in temperature with monthly
mean maximum of 42"C in June, and minimum of 4 7"C in January Soil temperature regime is hyperthermic and moisture regime is Aridic, Ustic and Udic In this
study, soils were pretreated with 40 ug B/g soil for 48 hours and were then equilibrated with 0 05 M mannitol at 25±I"C for 1,2,4,8,12,18,24,32,48 and 72 hours
with intermittent shaking These were then centrifuged for 10 minutes and filtered
through Whatman No. 42 filter paper. Boron concentration was determined in the
filtrate using Azomethine-H The various kinetic models used to describe rate of B
desorption from the soils includes zero, first, pseudo-first, second order, parabolic
diffusion and elovich model. These were tested for goodness of fit by least-square
regression analysis. The amount of desorbable boron was strikingly higher in the
coarse textured soils as compared to the fine textured soils The increase in desorbable boron with time in sandy soils can be attributed to less number of exchange
sites due to the low clay content to retain boron more tightly Also, desorbed boron
when expressed as a percentage of adsorbed was remarkably higher in coarse textured soils as compared to the fine textured soils. This again suggests that boron
was held far less tightly in the former than the latter soils and thereby required
less time for its desorption from the coarse textured as compared to the fine textured soils. The difference in the desorbable boron appears to have largely resulted
from less number of' B retentive sites as well as their ability to retain boron with
great tenacity in coarse textured soils because of the large variation in physical and
chemical properties of these soils. Furthermore, the desorption of B took relatively
lesser time i.e. 16 to 24 h in coarse textured soils in comparison to 32 to 48 h in
fine textured soils This behaviour of B desorption reaction with time is due to
the nature of the reactions because of variation in clay content and the amount of
organic matter and calcium carbonate content which have a substantial role in B
adsorption and release by soils Desorption reaction was initially fast and thereafter,
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it becomes slow and seemed to have completed in 24 hours in many soils, while
Determination of Point of Zero Charge of Manganese Oxides Using an
it took 32 hours to complete desorption reaction in the rest. The total desorbable
Improved Salt Titration Method.
boron values ranged between 7 12 and 16 10 mg/g The data of boron desorption
W. F. Tan. F Liu. Q. Y. Huang, Faculty of Resourcs and Environment, Huazhong were also fitted to various kinetic models, like Elovich, Power function and Parabolic diffusion and were tested by least square regression analyses for describing
Agricultural Unix: J. Z. He, Research Centre for Eco-Enxironmenlal Sciences.
boron desorption from the soils. It was observed that Elovich kinetic equation was
CAS.
best among different models, as evidenced by the overall highest values of coefManganese (hydrous) oxides are highly active oxides in soil and sediment They
ficient of determination and lowest SE.values over the entire range of time The
possess variable negative charge and often exist as coatings or fine particles on the
power function model was found to be equally good in describing boron desorpsurfaces of soil and sediment, controlling the concentration of trace metals in soil,
tion kinetics in all the soils The coefficient of determination (R:) values ranged
sedimentand natural water system by adsorption or redox Mn oxides also act as
between 0 906 and 0.996, while error of estimate values varied from 0 0042 to
environmental materials, which were used as adsorbents, heterogeneous catalysts
0.0194. Parabolic diffusion equation could not describe the B desorption rate satisand molecular sieves. Point of Zero Charge (PZC) is a fundamental parameter of
factorily except in some soils The study thus suggested the possibility of cropping
surface charge of colloids Several methods have been developed for determination
up of B deficiency in the soils which have already desorbed about 90 per cent of its
of the point of zero charge The Salt Titration (ST) method was proposed by Uehara
leachable boron especially in coarse textured soils belonging to high rainfall areas
and Gillman in 1980 and successfully and widely applied to determine the PZC of
and are being intensively cultivated with high yielding varieties and the use of Bsoil, mineral and colloid Compared with the Potentiometrie Titration (PT) method,
free chemical fertilizers.
the operation of ST method was simple, required a small quantity of sample and its
result was accurate. However, little information was available on using ST method
to measure the PZC of Mn oxides The objectives of this research were to determine
the PZC of birnessite, cryptomelane, todorokite and goethite using an Improved ST
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method (1ST) and compare the obtained results using different PZC determination
Sulphate Sorption by Agricultural Soils in Western Australia.
methods. The PT method yielded PZC of 1.18, 1.98 and 3.98 for birnessite, crypG. Anderson. Dept ofAgriculture.
tomelane and todorokite, while the rapid Potentiometrie titration (RPT) method
of 1 75, 2 10 and 3 50, respectively. There was no intersection between ÄpH and
Common cropping soils in south-western Australia are Tenosols or deep sands and
x- axis for the ST method, even when the types and concentrations of the added
Kandosols or acid yellow sandy earths and duplex sandy gravels The region has a
electrolytes changed However, when 0 5 ml of 2 mol/L KCl solution was added
Mediterranean climate with a large proportion of the rainfall occurring over Juneand reacted for 24 h, the PZCs of birnessite, cryptomelane and todorokite were
July that can leach anions from soil. Farmers typically apply 1-10 kg S/ha, mainly
0 98, 1 72 and 3 31, respectively. An improved ST method (1ST) was proposed and
at seeding Sandy topsoils and some Tenosol subsoils typically have low sulfate
results showed that it could be used to determine the PZC of manganese oxides.
sorption capacity and under the prevailing leaching environments can contain low
The PZC values of goethite obtained by PT and RPT methods showed no differlevels of sulfate. Seedlings of cereal and canola crops grown in these soils are
ences of 8 00, and that by ST and 1ST methods showed minor differences of 8.31
often deficient in sulfur. Kandosol subsoils have higher sulfate sorption capacity,
and 8 41, respectively Compared with PT and RPT methods, the 1ST was more
and hence the ability to retain sulfate fertiliser leached from the topsoil Crops can
reliable, simple and convenient Keywords: Point of zero charge, Potentiometrie
subsequently use this sorbed S In these situations there is often a limited grain
titration. Salt titration. Manganese oxides, Method improvement
yield response to applied S fertiliser Soil testing is generally done on the top 0 1
m of soil Such tests fail to account for sulfate in subsoils. To obtain a better sulfate fertiliser recommendation, deeper S testing is required together with a simple
method to rank the sulfate sorption capacity of soil We propose a procedure to
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estimate the capacity of soil to sorb sulfate that has potential use in commercial
Desorption Kinetics of Boron in Alluvium Derived Soils of North-West India
soil testing laboratories and in mechanistic models The modified Freundlich equain Relation to Soil Characteristics.
tion was used to describe sulfate sorption by soil The equation is written as, S "
S. Arora. S.K. Unix ofAgricultural Sciences and Technology-J: D. S. Chahal. Dept acb - q, where S is the amount of sulfate sorb (g S/kg soil); c is the concentration
of Soils. Punjab Agricultural Unix.
of sulfate measured in the extract solution (g S/L), and a, b and q are coefficients
Three steps are required to determine the coefficients of the equation The first
The deficiency of boron (B) in plants is most widespread in high pH soils which
step is to measure soil sulfur using the KCI40-S procedure to determine the value
are coarse in texture and low in organic matter content The range between boron
of q The second step is to measure sulfate sorption by soil and the concentration
deficiency and toxicity being narrow, poses difficulty to maintain appropriate boron
of sulfate in the extract solution This was done by mixing 3 g of soil with 30 ml
levels in soil solution. Emerging deficiency of boron in alluvium derived arid and
of 0 01 M CaC12 to which of 100 g S/kg soil was added and shaken for 48 hours
semi arid soils of North-West India had been reported The reactions of plant nutriSulfate sorption was calculated by subtracting the amount of sulfate measured in
ents in soils are dynamic They can be studied from either an equilibrium or kinetic
the extract solution from the 100 g S/kg soil added to the suspension The a paramviewpoint. The data regarding the rate of nutrient transformations in soils are ulti-
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eter was then calculated from the measurements using the formula, a = S + q/cb.
The final step was to estimate b, which was determined from a regression equation, fitted against measurable soil properties. The advantage of this approach is the
method defines the sulfate sorption curve Hence, the approach can be applied to
mechanistic models. In contrast, pervious single point measurements only define a
point on the sorption curves

The study of distribution of the HM total concentration and mobile forms in soil
profile has shown that they are mostly accumulated in the upper layer, while their
maximum can be found in the 0 - 5 cm soil layer Their content lessened with depth
Comparing the metal contents in soil in the years 2001-2005, one can see their rising tendency Thus, basing the research upon the databank of the ecological situation
on the territories around the Novocherkassk Power Station, we have established: „o
contamination of researching plots by total concentration and mobile forms metals, „o the basic sourse of contamination of the researching soils is Novocherkassk
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Power Station; „o the sources of additional emission may also be vehicles waste gas;
Relation between the Molecular Composition of Organic Matter and the
„o HM intensive surface accumulation and their 2 - 5 time reduction within the 5
Sorption of Iodine.
- 20 cm layer; „o dependence between the HM accumulation and location towards
.S'. Maillant. Laboratoire Sols et Environnement UMR 1120 1NPL-1NRA; P. Faure, the Novocherkassk Power Station, and the additional emission sources, as well as
the adsorption soil properties. Acknowledgement: The work was supported by the
A. Rouillier. F. Lannuzel. UMR CNRS 7566-G2R. Universite Henri Poincare: E.
Russian Foundation for Basic Research (grant 04-04-96804) and the Ministry of
Leclerc-Cessac. Andra.
Education and Science of Russian Federation
Iodine-129 along with its sister halogen Cl-36, are the two most significant radionuclides contributing to the human dose from recent safety assessments of deep or
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near-surface geological disposal of nuclear waste (SKB, 1999; Andra, 2005). Since
iodine is generally present in environments as an anion (either iodide or iodate), it
Aging Effects on Sorption-Desorption and Dissipation of Simazine in Soil.
is soluble in groundwater. However it can be retained by the organic matter present
J. B. Regitano. Univ of Säo Paulo/CENA: W. Koskinen. USDA-ARS/Univ of
in soils and in geological materials (Whitehead, 1984). Many studies have shown
Minnesota: M. Sadowsky, Univ of Minnesota.
that iodine was associated with humic substances under laboratory and natural conIn order to protect ground and surface waters from pesticide contamination, broad
ditions The few studies that have investigated the functional groups and the type
knowledge is required of sorption-desorption and biodegradation processes since
of bound involved in the iodine sorption in organic molecules have suggested that
they control the amount of chemical available for pest control and transport In
phenolic groups would have the highest affinity for iodine (Warner et al., 2000;
this study, effects of aging on sorption-desorption and dissipation of simazine (6Mercier et al , 2002) Here we assess the relation between the composition (elemenchloro-N2,N4-diethyl-l,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine) were evaluated in glacial (two
tal and molecular) of an organic material and its ability to sorb iodine. This relation
Midwestern US) and tropical (two Brazilian and two Hawaiian) soils. l4C-simazine
would give information on the nature of the bounds involved in iodine sorption
was applied to the six soils at rate of 2 mg kg"'. Soils were moistened to 75% of field
and on the sorption capacities of various types of organic matter : fresh terrescapacity (-33 kPa) and then incubated for 102 days At 0,7,13,27, 54, and 102 days
trial organic matter (highly oxygenated/oxidised) to thermal organic matter(highly
after application, replicate soil samples were extracted once with 50 mL of 0.01 N
aromatic/reduced). For this purpose, we process to the progressive "thermal denaCaCl, and then twice with 50 mL of aqueous methanol (80:20 v/v methanol/water)
turation" of an organic material in high-pressure autoclaves The material used is
The extracted soils were dried, macerated, and combusted to determine nonextracta black peat sample from a boreal peat bog. The denaturation is conducted for
able (bound) 14C-simazine residues Low to moderate sorption (Kd = 0.7 to 4.0 1
24 hours under pressure (700 bar) at several temperature : 150°C, 200°C, 250°C,
kg') and relative slow dissipation rate (<L„ = 30 to 75 days) for simazine in five of
300°C, 350°C and 400°C) (Monthioux et al., 1986). Following this treatment, the
these soils emphasize their greater potential for mobility in contrast to one Hawaichemistry of the material is then thoroughly analyzed; C, H, O contents, molecular
ian soil (Kd = 6.2 1 kg"' and t,, = 4 days). As expected, the extractable fractions of
composition of both the extractable organic fraction (saturated and aromatic hydrothe simazine residues decreased, whereas the nonextractable fractions increased
carbons and polar compounds by GC-MS) and the insoluble organic matter (by
with soil-pesticide contact time (aging), which resulted in sorption enhancement
IHM (Thermally assisted Hydrolysis and Methylation) - GC-MS), separated by
(higher Kd values). The increase in simazine sorption with aging was very likely
organic solvent extraction. Spectroscopic characterisation is also carried out using
due to its faster degradation rate in solution and on labile sites in relation to its rate
Fourier Transformed Micro-Infrared Spectroscopy on extractable organic matter
of desorption from soil and its simultaneous diffusion into less accessible sorption
and insoluble organic fraction These analyses (molecular and spectroscopic)should
sites or "stronger" binding sites. All these findings suggested that Kd values calcuallow the identification of oxygenated groups (such as phenolic and polyphenols
lated for freshly added simazine may overestimate its real leaching potential and its
groups) and aromatic structures and their evolution during the "thermal denaturavailability to plants, humans, and all other aquatic and terrestrial living animals
ation". A sorption experiment is also carried out on the denatured material, for
a fortnight at a 1/10 solid to solution ratio with a K.1 solution At the end of the
contact period, the solutions are extracted and analysed for total I content The
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samples having sorbed the highest quantity of iodine are then analysed with TEM
Effects of Aging on Bioavailability of Simazine in Soil.
and EDXS to relate the sorption of I to the structure of the compounds.
J. B. Regitano. Univ of Säo Paulo/CENA: W. Koskinen. USDA-ARS/Univ of
Minnesota: M. Sadowsky. Univ of Minnesota.
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Simazine (6-chloro-N2,N4-diethyl-l,3,5-triazine-2,4-diamine) is the second most
Heavy Metal Contents in the Soils around the Novocherkassk Power Station.
commonly detected pesticide in surface and ground waters in the U.S., Europe, and
,S". Mandzhieva. T. Minkina. S. Aleksei. Rostov State Univ: O. G. Nasarenko. Don Australia, presumeably due to a combination of simazine's solubility, low sorption,
Agrarian Univ.
and relatively high persistence in both soil and water The number of detects have
raised concerns regarding its impact on human health and on all aspects of aquatic
Novocherkassk (Rostov Region, Russia) is among the cities of significant anthroand terrestrial ecosystems The objective of the present study was to develop a
pogenic contamination: the annual gross emission of contaminators, especially
solvent extraction procedure, which would allow prediction of simazine bioavailHeavy Metals (HM), make there 250,000 tons. The Novocherkassk Power Station
ability in aged soils. Bioavailability was characterized by measuring the amounts of
produces 1% of the emissions across the territory of Russia and more than 50%
simazine mineralized by Pseudomonas sp. strain ADP, a simazine-degrading bacover the Rostov Region The aim of the work is to study the heavy metal content
terium, in aged soils These data were then correlated to the amounts of simazine
in the soils around the Novocherkassk Power Station The objects of our research
extracted by a sequential solvent extraction procedure '4C-simazine was applied
were the soils located within the Power Station zone. Field studies have been held
to two glacial soils from the U.S. (US-1 and US-2) and to four tropical soils from
since 2001. Sampling was made inclusive of the wind rose passing in the north-west
Brazil (BR-1 and BR-2) and Hawaii (HW-1 and HW-2) at rate of 2 mg kg'. The
direction, at the monitoring plotsfixedon the map and located in different directions
soils were moistened to -33 kPa and then incubated for up to 55 d. At 0, 7, 14, 28,
and at different distances from the Power Station (within the range of up to 20 km)
and 55 d after simazine application, the soils were inoculated with Pseudomonas
HM mobile forms were extracted from soil by ammonium acetate buffer solution
sp strain ADP and the '4CO, evolved was monitored for 138 h The soils were then
NHjOAc, pH 4 8 The HM concentrations in plants were determined by dry method.
extracted once with 50 mL of 0 01 N CaCl, and then twice with 50 mL of aqueous
Total and mobile metal contents were analyzed by AAS. The Novocherkassk Power
methanol. The extracted soils were dried, macerated, and combusted to determine
Station causes HM accumulation in the soil, which at times exceeds the maximum
nonextractable (bound) '4C-simazine residues. The l4C mineralized decreased with
concentration limits (MCLs) This refers to such elements as As, Pb, Zn, Cu, Cr.
aging (from 85 to 14% in the BR-1. from 82 to 20% in the BR-2, from 80 to 39%
However the character of As and Cr space distribution does not reveal any local
in the US-1, from 76 to 30% in the US-2, from 75 to 2% in the HW-1, and from 77
contamination sources The index variation may be due to the regional soils pecuto 33% in the HW-2 Simazine bioavailability to Pseudomonas sp strain ADP was
liarities, rather than contamination The excess of Pb, Zn and Cu total concentration
closely correlated to the total amounts of '4C-simazine sequentially extracted by
of the MCLs is mainly observed in the nearest monitoring plots of the north and
aqueous
and methanol solutions These microorganisms were capable of mineralnorth-west directions from the Power Station Sample contamination with Ni and
izing all the readily-available (water-extractable) and a great portion of the lessMn has not been established There are no connection between the total content of
readily-available (methanol-extractable) 'JC-simazine The 14C-bound residue frac1 IM and the mobile forms in soil This is due to the fact that the HM mobile forms
tion
after bacteria inoculation was the same as before inoculation in all soils This
content is much affected by the soil properties Thus, the excess of the MCLs in Cu
nonextractable fraction, if it contains l4C-simazine, may be considered very recaland Zn mobile forms can be mainly observed at sandy soils. At the same time almost
citrant and consequently unavailable in soils, even to highly efficient microbes. The
all monitoring plots were contaminated by Pb and Ni mobile forms This may be
establishment of such a solvent extraction-bioavailability correlation is very useful
connected by a high content of these metals in the Power Station emission, as well
since it allows the prediction of simazine bioavailability and helps regulatory decias the impact of the vehicles' waste gas on those roads located closely to the plots
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sions by expressing better exposure to humans, animals, or plants, which is often
overestimated when using more harsh procedures.
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Plant Growth Inhibitory Activity of L-DOPA as Affected by Adsorption and
Transformation Reactions of Soils.
S. Hiradate. A. Furubayashi, Y. Fujii, National Institute for Agro-Environmental
Sciences (N1AES).
Vclvetbean (Mucunapruriens) has been reported to release 3-(3',4'-dihydroxyphenyl)- L-alanine (L-DOPA) as an allelochemical that inhibits the growth of other
plants, although the inhibitory activity depends on the soil type. To clarify the
effects of soils on the concentration, chemical structure, and plant growth inhibitory activity of L-DOPA, L-DOPA solution was reacted with three soils (volcanic ash, calcareous, and alluvial soils), and the resultant solution was subjected to
quantitative analysis with HPLC, spectral analyses with NMR and UV-VIS spectrometers, and plant growth inhibitory activity tests with lettuce (Lactuca saliva)
seedlings In the presence of soils, L-DOPA disappeared with the reaction time, and
the disappearance was associated with the following three reactions: adsorption
reaction (characterized by fast and sudden disappearance of L-DOPA within the
initial 8 h period), catalytic transformation reaction (constant L-DOPA disappearance throughout the reaction period), and biotransformation caused by microbial
activity (accelerated L-DOPA disappearance observed after 72 h of reaction time)
The amount of L-DOPA adsorbed was largest in the presence of volcanic ash soil
among the three soil types It is likely that the mechanism of L-DOPA adsorption
includes a ligand exchange reaction. The L-DOPA transformation was observed at
equilibrium pH values higher than 4 and it was faster at higher pH values. In the
absence of soil, however, L-DOPA transformation did not occur at an equilibrium
pH value lower than 6 0, indicating that L-DOPA transformation was accelerated
by the presence of soil Similar transformation occurred when light was irradiated
At pH values higher than 4 0, the transformed products from L-DOPA consisted of
humic substances-like heterogeneous components, whereas specific components
with low molecular weight were included when L-DOPA was transformed at a pH
value of 9.7 or higher The rate of L-DOPA transformation mediated by soils at
constant equilibrium pH value was in the following order: alluvial soil > calcareous soil > volcanic ash soil The plant growth inhibitory activity of L-DOPA was
extremely weakened when L-DOPA was adsorbed on or transformed (polymerized)
by soils The adsorption and transformation reactions were caused by the catechol
structure (o-dihydroxybenzene moiety) of L-DOPA. Based on the reduction effect
of soils on the plant growth inhibitory activity of L-DOPA (without pH-adjustment), calcareous soil ranked first, followed by volcanic ash soil, then alluvial soil
This was because the calcareous soil showed the highest soil pH value (7 8), and
thereby the L-DOPA transformation reaction was accelerated. Therefore, in soils
with high abilities of adsorption and transformation of L-DOPA such as calcareous
soils, it was likely that the L-DOPA concentration in the soil solution decreased
quickly by adsorption and transformation reactions and the allelopathic activity of
L-DOPA was lost
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Chemical structure of 3-(3',4'-dihydroxyphenyl)L-alanine (L-DOPA).
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Response of Sorption Properties of Soils to Soil Development, Land-Use and
Management.
M. H. Gerzabek, G. J. Lair, P. Winkler. Institute for Soil Research. Univ ofNatural
Resources and Applied Life Sciences; M. Novoszad. G. Haberhauer. Dept of
Environmental Research: //. Lischka. Institute for Theoretical Chemistry. Univ of
Vienna; D. Tunega. Dept of Environmental Research.
Adsorption onto Soil Organic Matter (SOM) and mineral surfaces are the a major
controlling factors governing the bioavailability and leaching behaviour of pollutants in soils Altering the general chemical properties of soils has a major impact
on the sorption properties In a serious of studies we examined the impact of soil
development, soil management (e.g. fertilisation, manuring) and land use (arable
land, permanent pasture, floodplane forest) on the sorption properties of selected
organic compounds (polar and apolar substances, naphthalene and its derivatives

with different functional groups) and heavy metals (Cd, Cu, Zn) The investigated
soil samples were obtained from two long-term field experiments, located in Ultima
(Sweden, set up in 1956) and Gumpenstein (Austria, set up in 1962) Another set
of samples was derived from three chronosequences offloodplanesoils in the Elbe,
Ebro and Danube basin In both long-term experiments, especially the quantity and
quality of soil organic matter and the pll-values were influenced by long-term management practices However, no significant impact on the mineral phase was found
The soil profiles in the floodplanes turned out to be of largely varying age according to the abundances of natural and artificial radionuclides present in the different
horizons, from a few decades to thousands of years Topsoil pi I increased from
the Elbe to the Danube and Ebro soils. Significant variations were also observed
for SOC, electrical conductivity and nitrogen contents Mainly experimental batch
sorption experiments were conducted using a standard procedure Comparison of
the distribution coefficients (K K
) revealed significant differences in the
adsorption behaviour of the investigated soils. We observed variations of K, or
KD values of up to a factor of 4.4 and 6 for heavy metals and organic compounds,
respectively. In the Ultuna experiment, for instance, the amount of adsorbed Cu on
soil with permanent pasture was twice as high as on the plot which was treated as
fallow Heavy metal adsorption in differently treated plots can be predicted mainly
by pH, SOM, carboxyl- and carbonyl-C and DOC. A respective empirical model
was derived In case of organic compounds, molecular properties, like the octanolwater coefficients, the charge distribution around specific functional groups and the
resulting electrostatic potential, govern the sorption behaviour of the investigated
substances. This was underpinned by model sorption experiments and ab-initio calculations of local polarity parameters derived from Sigma-profiles. Results allow
us to quantify the influence of different farming practices and landuse on the sorption properties of soils for organic and inorganic compounds Further these results
provide a data set to gain more information about active adsorptions sites in soils
and they can support theoretical sorption models on soil matrices.
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J. P. Gustafsson

Modelling the Competition from Fe(III) and AI(III) on Trace Metal Binding to
a Spodosol Mor Layer.

J. P. Gustafsson. KTH (Royal Inst, of Technology): 1. Persson. D. Berggren Kleja.
J. W. J. Van Schaik. Swedish Univ ofAgricultural Sciences (SLU).
The binding of trace metals to organic soils in the presence of common competing ions such as AI' and Fe' is still not well understood In this study we studied
the pH-dependent binding of Cd2', Co 2 , Ni2 and VO2 to a Swedish mor layer
(Risbergshöjden Oe) in the absence or presence of different background concentrations of Al' and Fe' as nitrate salts. At pH 4, the order of binding for the four
selected trace metals was: VO2 » Ni2* > Cd2* » Co2* Additions of Al'- and Fe'
to the mor layer suspensions caused competition effects, although they were relatively modest in the case of VO2 We used a geochemical model, Visual MINTEQ
with the Stockholm Humic Model (SUM), to derive complexation constants for the
trace metals in this system. The modelling relied mainly on complexation reactions
that have been used in previous work with the SUM and WHAM models However, because the complexation mode for Fe' in organic soils is poorly known, we
conducted Fe K-edge EXAFS spectroscopy on the mor layer to constrain the Fe'
complexation reaction in the model. The resulting model was capable of correctly
accounting for the pH-dependent competition effects of Fe' and Al' . These results
will help to simulate trace metal binding in polluted organic soils
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Partition of Cu among Model Soil Constituents.
N. Martinez-Villegas. C. E. Martinez. Dept of Crop and Soil Sciences. Penn State
Univ.
The partition of Cu among model soil constituents such as Fe oxides (2-line-Ferrihydrite), silicate clays (K-saturated Montmorillonite), and organic matter (Leaf
Compost) was studied using a dialysis equilibration technique. Specific amounts
of individual solid phases in suspension were placed in dialysis bags enabling
different solids to be equilibrated together in the same external solution Copper
was added to the multicomponent system and copper activity was determined at
increasing periods of time Dialysis bags were made from 0 01 u,m polycarbonate
membrane layers by sealing two 3 5x10 cm rectangles and clamping one end with a
weighted closure. Five mL of 0 01 M KN03 containing 0 5 g of an individual solid
phase were placed in the dialysis bags and a second closure was used to seal the
bag Three bags, each containing an individual solid phase, were placed together
in a I I polypropylene reactor containing 975 ml 0 01 M K.N03 After 24 h, a load
of Cu equivalent to 100 mg Cu Kg-1 solids was added to the system. pH was kept
constant at 6 0 ± 0 2 using a pH-stat device with additions of 0 I M HN03 or
0 1 M KOH. External solutions were analyzed for copper speciation and dissolved
organic carbon Copper was determined as free copper by ISE, as labile copper by
DPASV, and as total dissolved copper in acidified samples by both ISE and DPASV
For easy comparison all the values are shown in pCu units (-log Cu2 ). Dissolved
organic carbon was determined as non-purgable organic carbon in a Simadzu TOC5000A Total Organic Carbon Analyzer Results presented in Table I show that the
activity of copper is two orders of magnitude lower than the initial Cu load However, copper added to the multicomponent system remained in solution after 24
h. One tenth of the total Cu in solution was DPASV-labile (free hydrated cupric
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ions and Cu soluble complexes that dissociate very rapidly to yield the free metal)
while nine tenths of the total soluble Cu exist as non-labile species (cupric ions
complexed with organic matter in solution) Practically no copper was sorbed onto
the solid phases after 24 h, but remained in solution as Cu-DOM complexes (Table
1) Results from cyclic voltammetry and ISE indicate the presence of several metalorganic complexes with different labilities Data collected during longer periods of
time will be presented together with analyses of the solid phases for total Cu concentration and chemical forms Table I. Copper speciation in the multicomponent
system studied over 24 h
_ .
r.
...
Total dissolved
Cu Load
free copper
Labile copper
copper
Method

pCu

INI
DPASV

561
5.61

7.63
6.58

5.95
5.63
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Argentinean Soils and N-(Phosphonomethyl)Glycine. A Comparative Study of
the Adsorption Process.
H. R. Tevez, Facullad de Ciencias Foreslales- Univ. Nac. de Santiago del Estero;
R. C. Pessagno. INQUIMAE- FCEN-UBA: M. Dos Santos Afonso. INQU1MAEFCEyN-UBA: R. M. Torres Sanchez. CETMIC.
Phosphonic acids and their derivatives are of interest due to their structural variety
and great economic importance Phosphonic acids derivatives are used as crop protection agents (weed control) in water treatment, in metal processing, and as flame
proofing agents Phosphonates are molecules containing one or more groups RPO(OH), The dibasic phosphonic acids are mostly weaker acids than phosphoric
acid Significant amounts of herbicides may eventually reach the soil and remain
in the soil or be transported to other areas before their ultimate decomposition due
to the different application methods and the weather conditions. These compounds
possess not only a very high ability to form strong complexes with transition metals in aqueous solution but also show a large affinity for the surface of aluminum
and iron oxides All these properties play a very important role in the fate and rate
of transport of these compounds in the environment N-phosphonomethylglycine
(PMG) with an empirical molecular formula of CTl^NOjP is commonly known as
glyphosate. Glyphosate is the active component of non-selective, postemergent and
broad spectrum commercial herbicides widely used in agriculture The phosphonic
acid group with a very stable C-P bond makes glyphosate extremely resistant to
chemical hydrolysis, thermal decomposition and photolysis. PMG in aqueous solution is present as a zwitterion and the three acid-base groups have the ability to dissociate with pKa,, pKa, and pKa4 of 2.27; 5.57 and 10.25 for the carboxylic, phosphonic and amino groups respectively. It is known that PMG is immobilized upon
contact with soils and clay minerals because of the formation of surface complexes
with metal ions The focus of this study is to explain the different PMG adsorption
on the surface of Argentineans soils on the basis of the adsorption isotherms, XRD,
zeta potential and surface speciation where the mineral composition of soils reveal
to have a main importance To attain this task soil samples from different provinces
of Argentina were collected from horizon A. Ch, N, Az and Qui samples came
from Chatten, Navaja, Cerro Azul and Quimili localities of Santa Cruz, Corrientes,
Misiones and Santiago del Estero provinces respectively These soils were typified
as Typic Haplocryoll, Udult, Rhodudults and Haplustoll PMG forms surface complexes on soils with similar maxima surface coverage and the extent of the complcxation is dependent on the ligand concentration in solution and pH The results
suggest that the phosphonate moiety of PMG coordinates to the external surface
site of soils components trough inner sphere surface complexes formation where
the phosphonate group of PMG binding to the surface with the similar adsorption
behavior observed for PMG onto goethite These results are potentially important
lo provide a fundamental understanding of the degradability and bioavailability
of PMG in soils and natural waters The study of the properties of these soil and
mineral surface complexes is of high importance in order to assess the implications for control of glyphosate contamination Glyphosate is belongs to a unique
class of strongly chelating agents and the adsorption process makes herbicide more
persistent in soil.
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A M Zaghloul

Characteristics of Cobalt Reactions in Some Alluvial Soils as Affected by Rate
and Time of Soil Incubation.
A. M. Zaghloul. N. Gad. National Research Centre.
To improve prediction of the heavy metals between deficiency and toxicity in soil
systems especially alluvial ones, it is critical to understand time dependent sorption
and desorption behavior In this paper, desorption behaviours of cobalt in three cultivated alluvial soils (Typic torrerts) mainly varying in their clay contents and other
soil properties were studied using Electrical Stirred Flow Unit (ESFU) The preliminary experiment was conducted to understand Co retention in alluvial soils Soil
samples were shaken in ESFU with three concentrations namely; 0, 25, 75 mg kg-1
representing deficient, nutrient and toxic levels of Co until reaching equilibrium,
and the Distribution Coefficient (DC) was calculated In desorption experiments,
the same equilibrated soil samples were divided into three parts and incubated for
two days, two weeks and eight weeks After each incubation time, the kinetics of
Co desorption for the studied soil samples were conducted using the ESFU for
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the same shaking periods i.e. 1 min -24 hrs The pure solutions collected from
the unit after each reaction time for both adsorption and desorption were analyzed
for their Co concentrations and the kinetic data obtained were fit to two empirical and theoretical rate models—i.e. Elovich and first-order equations—and the
kinetic parameters of these models were calculated and analysed to represent cobalt
status in the alluvial soils The obtained results indicated that (DC), derived from
created model used in this study, was influenced by soil characteristics especially
pH and clay content in these soils. Also, data emphasized movement of Co toward
slower adsorption reactions with increasing period of soil incubation However,
some cautions should be considered in interpreting such parameter Results indicate
that Co desorption is rate limiting as evidenced by initial fast reaction followed by
a decrease in the outflow concentration. Period of incubation time and rate of Co
applied in addition to soil characteristics influenced fitting data to given kinetic
models However, both equations used well described Co desorption data with priority to empirical one. The kinetic parameters were increased by increasing rate of
Co applied and decreased with increasing incubation period. In Co treated soils,
kinetic parameters were mainly influenced by soil clay content since k parameter of
1st order kinetic equation were decreased in the order of increasing clay contents
of the studied soils after 6 hrs of ESFU working. Apparently, the higher specific
surface and the slightly higher pH of the alluvial soil contributed in capacity and
rate of Co-release Different mechanisms influencing Co desorption from alluvial
soils were discussed
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The Development of a Rhizosphere Model with Chemical Speciation.
K. Szegedi. Institute of Soil Science and Plant Nutrition. Martin Luther Univ.
D. Vetterlein. Centre for Environmental Research UFZ; R. Jahn. Institute of
Soil Science and Plant Nutrition. Martin Luther Univ; H. U. Neue. Centre for
Environmental Research UFZ.
Actual environmental hazards, such as heavy metal contamination of soil led to a
growing need of computer tools that can assist the work in the fields of risk assessment and remediation. At present there are a number of different approaches for
modelling transport processes in the rhizosphere Although there are some more
widely applied models of nutrient transport, which have given very good predictions in a number of cases, the need of understanding the physicochemical and
chemical processes in the rhizosphere can only be satisfied with coupled speciationtransport models An initial study on the suitability of different available geochemical codes (MIN3P, ORCHESTRA, PHREEQC) for modelling chemical speciation,
transport and uptake in the rhizosphere has been conducted by a European network
formed from the COST 631 Action (Nowack et al. 2004). However the wider application of such codes is hindered by their special needs and restrictions The calibration of these codes to experimental data is not conveniently solved until now No
comparison of the model outputs with experimental data has been conducted The
development of the model presented here is conducted with using a dataset from
a compartment system in which the temporal changes in chemical composition of
soil solution have been measured with increasing distance from the root surface
(Vetterlein et al 2005). The chosen case study is the transfer of toxic arsenic from
the soil to the plant An artificial substrate based on quartz fertilized with different
macro- and micronutrients, mixed with goethite in different amounts and spiked
with arsenate was packed into compartment systems. Soil solution samples were
collected weekly by micro suction cups installed horizontally with a spatial resolution of 6 mm. The solution samples were analysed for the major elements and As
species. The computer model being developed consists of two main modules: (i)
the initialization module performs the calibration (inverse modelling) of the model
and determines the initial parameters for the transport module, (ii) the transport
module (forward modelling) copes with the three main problems in the rhizosphere:
plant uptake, transport and speciation The chemical speciation is calculated by the
widely applied and accepted geochemical code PHREEQC (Parkhurst and Appelo
1999) The development is carried out in MATLAB, which has the possibility of
calling external programs, and offers robust numerical methods and the possibility
of creating a graphical user interface, which could be essential for a wider applicability of the model The optimization of the initial parameters is implemented
by applying the simplex method to minimize the cumulative quadratic difference
between measured and modelled concentrations in the soil solution samples gained
from the compartments before planting The differential equations of the transport
module are to be solved in separate steps from the speciation by applying the split
operator technique. Some demonstrative results are going to be presented to illustrate the applicability and the predictive capability of the model.
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Can Potassium Affect Root Length Density of Wheat?.
G. A. Roshani. Goleslan Agricultural Research Center; G. Narayanasamy.
Indian Agricultural Research Institute; S. C Datta. Indian Agricultural Research
Institute.
In pot culture experiments, the root length density, potassium concentration in crop,
and total K uptake by wheat (var HD 2285) at different growth stages (CRISCrown Root Initiation Stage. MTS-Maximum Tillering Stage, FLS-Flag Leaf Stage
and DFS-Dough Formation Stage) were determined. Wheat crop was grown in pots
containing 4 5 kg of three types of soils, namely Alfisol, Vertisol. and Inceptisol

Pots were divided into two sets, that is, with (50 mg kg-1 K as basal and another 50
mg kg-1 was top dressed at 45 days after sowing) and without potassium. Optimum
doses of N and P and other macro- and micro-nutrients were given to the crop At
different stages of wheat growth (22, 41, 69, and 87 days after germination), the
shoot was harvested and the whole of the soil in the pot was screened carefully
under moist condition to collect total roots and measuring the root volume and
mean root diameter Using root volume and mean diameter of root, total root length
and then root length density were calculated Wheat dry matter yields increased
gradually with crop age and it was more in Inceptisol followed by Vertisol and
Alfisol Potassium deficiency decrease Total Root Length (TRL) and Root Length
Density (RLD) in the last stages of wheat growth particularly in Vertisol and Alfisol Potassium concentration in wheat and at different stages of crop growth was
found to be less in Alfisol than in Vertisol and Inceptisol. At different stages of
wheat growth, potassium uptake (mg pot-1) was found to be less in Alfisol than in
Vertisol and Inceptisol. The uptake values increased sharply with age of the crop up
to 69 DAG, but the rate of K accumulation showed a gradual decrease thereafter, in
soils which received optimum amount of potassium

Cr(Ill) are particularly important because appreciable mobilisation of hydrolysed
Cr from montmorillonite occurs only via intercalation into interlamellar space.
Although these specific adsorption sites have important implications with respect
to environmental quality (e.g. bioavailability, mobility, and the fate of Cr in soils
and waters), little information is available in the literature on adsorption of Cr(III)
on montmorillonite-humic acid complexes with mixed Al-Fe coprecipitate polynuclear species. In our study we used organo-mineral complexes formed by montmorillonites, in which we intercalated aluminium and iron polymers, complexed
with humic acid so as to provide specific adsorption sites This research aims to
establish the sorption trend of the Cr(lll) on mixed montmorillonite AI-Fe-humic
acid complexes Batch adsorption studies were carried out to assess the Cr(lll)
adsorption interactions The complexes were prepared with 3 mmol of AI or Fe per
g of clay Na-montmorillonite (Mt) and humic acids (HA) were added at pH 5 0 and
7.0, respectively. The adsorption of Cr(lll) from aqueous solution of CrCl, from
10 to 2038 umoll-l was studied, and the metal amounts in the complexes were
analyzed by FAAS and interpreted in terms of the Langmuir equation The organomineral complexes were characterized by DRX, FTIR, TEM and SEM-EDS for
mineralogy, elementary analysis and surface area determination The adsorption
trends of Cr(III) on organo-mineral complexes were investigated separately and in
all combinations in order to distinguish the effects based on the interactions of the
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E. Burton
components. Chromium adsorption was studied both in binary (Mt-AI and Mt-Fe)
Copper Geochemistry in an Acidic, Sandy Soil: Sorption-Desorption, Aqueous
systems and then in the ternary systems (Mt-AI-HA and Mt-Fe-HA). Significant
Speciation and Mobility.
alteration of surface characteristic was observed with TEM and SEM observaE. Burton, Southern Cross Unix; I. Phillips. D. W. Hawker, D. T. Lamb. Griffith tion, indicating the ditïerent influence of Fe and AI on the surface properties of
Univ.
the organo-mineral complexes. The presence of AI or Fe precipitation products
causes major changes in the adsorption capacity of Cr(III). The coprecipitated
The geochemical behavior of Cu in an acidic, sandy Podosol was examined. SorpAI or Fe markedly decreased the sorption of Cr(lll) in binary systems whereas
tion-desorption of Cu exhibited maximum linear distribution coefficients (Kd) at
the strength of chromium intercalation increased in Mt-AI-HA complexes. After
approx pH 5 Observed depression of Kd values at pH > 5, were attributed to
Cr(Ill) adsorption an alteration on the complex surface was observed by SEM, and
increased solubility of native Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC) at higher pH and
a significant increase in d(001) spacing on XRD patterns was also detected The
subsequent formation of poorly-sorbing Cu-DOC complexes. Speciation modelbasal spacing of montmorillonite Al-Fe humic acid complexes was increased after
ling with the M1NTEQA2 code indicated that > 90 % of aqueous Cu was present
Cr(IIl) adsorption, showing its intercalation. SEM images of the complexes after
as Cu-DOC complexes at pH > 5 5. The effect of Cu loading was examined with
Cr(III) adsorption points out some important micromorphologic modifications In
sorption isotherm analysis at pH 5 using both constant (1:2 and 1:10) and variable
particular, SEM observation shows that the Mt-Fe-HA complexes behaved as a
solidsolution ratio approaches. As the solid:solution ratio increased, the proportion
non-oriented network, the ferrihydrite suspension was formed by particles of variof Cu sorbed decreased due to the formation of Cu-DOC complexes. However, this
ous shapes and dimensions, and the humic acid exhibited a sponge-like structure
effect was negligible once these Cu-DOC complexes were accounted for via free
The micromorphology of the ferrihydrite-humic acid association was close to that
Cu2+ sorption isotherms. At a 1:10 solidsolution ratio, Cu sorption was described
of pure ferrihydrite, while the Mt-AI-HA associations recalled the basic network of
by a linear distribution coefficient at low sorption levels (Kd[low]) of 481 L/kg and
smectite Significant correlation was observed with SEM-EDS in the organo-mina sorption capacity (CS,Max) of 382 mg/kg. Selective removal of soil organic materal complexes between adsorbed iron and chromium, indicating the presence of
ter reduced these values by approx. 95 %, indicating that Cu was sorbed predomispecific sorption sites for this heavy metal. Data presented here, however, show that
nantly to soil organic matter The Kd[low] and CS,Max values from Cu desorpappreciable immobilisation of adsorbed hydrolysed Cr occurs in organo-mineral
tion experiments were 934 L/kg and 516 mg/kg, respectively, which indicates that
complexes High molecular weight humic acids are effective chelators of sorbed
sorption was not fully reversible This irreversibility was related to aqueous Cu
Cr and these ligands may therefore play an important role in the mobilisation and
speciation, showing that aqueous complexes between Cu and DOC comprised 28 3
cycling of this metal in soils and sediments. The full potential of native organic
to 72.8 % and 21 3 to 45.4 % of aqueous Cu in the sorption and desorption experiligands to mobilise sorbed Cr can therefore be assessed only after a greater number
ment, respectively Sorption irreversibility was not evident when the corresponding
and variety of organic compounds have been examined
data was presented as free Cu2+ isotherms Both sorption and desorption experiments with free Cu2+ < 0 2 mg/L were described by a K.d[low] value of approx
3000 L/kg The results show that many aspects of Cu behavior (including sorptiondesorption hysteresis) can be explained by considering aqueous speciation
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Comparison of Some Soil Extractants for Determination of the Plant Available
Boron Content.
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P M. Kopittke
/. Vagó. Univ of Debrecen. Dept ofAgricultural Chemistry.
KITect of Cu on the Growth and Nodulation of Cowpea (Vtgna unguiculata).
Among the micronutrients. boron has the greatest impact on the yield quality and
P. M. Kopittke. N. W. Menzies. The Univ of Queensland.
quantity In case of boron deficiency, problems can be detected in flower formaAccurate determination of the rhizotoxicity of Cu in dilute nutrient solutions is hintion and fertilization, furthermore, carbohydrate and lipid formation is also inhibdered by the difficulty of maintaining constant, pre-determined concentrations of
ited As a secondary consequence, the strength of cell walls also decreases, which
Cu (micromolar) in solution. The critical Cu2' activity associated with a reduction
increases the susceptibility of the plant to diseases (mainly to those caused by
in the growth of solution-grown cowpea (Vigna unguiculata (L.) Walp cv Caloona)
microorganisms) In order to ensure a proper boron supply of plants, the available
was determined in a system in which Cu was maintained constant through the use
boron content of the soils should be determined punctually Presently, the mostly
of a cation exchange resin The growth of roots and shoots was found to be reduced
used method for determining the boron content is the classical hot water extracat solution Cu2 activities > 17 u.M (corresponding to 90 % maximum growth)
tion method of BERGER and TRUOG (1939, 1940) A great disadvantage of this
Although root growth was most likely reduced due to a direct Cu2 toxicity, it is
method is that its application is limited, because it is not suitable for performing
considered that the shoot growth reduction is attributable to a decrease in tissue
series of examinations Therefore, our research objective was to develop an extractconcentrations of K, Ca, Mg, and Fe and the formation of interveinal chlorosis At
ant for determining the available boron content of soils in order to substitute (or to
high Cu2 activities, roots were brown in color, short and thick, had bent root tips
be used simultaneously with) the hot water extraction method For the examinawith cracking of the epidermis and outer cortex, and had local swellings behind the
tions, extremely different soil samples were collected The samples were from the
roots tips due to a reduction in cell elongation. Root hair growth was reduced at
following soil types: acidic shifting sand, sand with high carbonate content, humus
concentrations lower than that which caused a significant reduction in overall root
sand, brown forest soil with alternating thin layers of clay ("kovarväny"), brown
fresh weight.
forest soil (Ramann-type), brown forest soil with clay illuviation, calcareous chernozem, leached chernozem, chernozem meadow, typical meadow, chemozem-like
meadow, marshy meadow, meadow solonetz and solonchak-solonetz soils When
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selecting the 50 soil samples, the aim was that they should represent the widest
Sorption of Cr(Ill) on Mixed Montmorillonite Al-Fe Humic Complexes:
possible range as regards the soil parameters and the expected boron content so
Experiments and Modelling.
that the soil extractants could be applied on the most extreme soils. The hot water
C. Colombo. A. Di Cerce. G. Palumbo. Dipartimento SA VA Molise Univ: V. Barrón.soluble boron content of the 50 soils ranged between 0 28 and 1 76 ug/g. Similar
values were measured in hot 0 01 M/dm' CaCI, solution of neutral pH (0 30 and
Univ de Córdoba.
1.73 ug/g boron) A lower amount between 0.08 and 0 97 ug/g could be extracted at
Soil pollution by Cr(lll) presents a relatively low health risk, since there was a
room temperature by using 10 M/dm' (pH=4 8) ammonium acetate solution. The
significant toxicological hazard from Cr(IH) that can oxidate to Cr(Vl) by different
0 01 M/dm' CaCI, solution extracts only a small portion of the soil's boron content
oxidant agents in soil In the light of the significant hazards of Cr(VI), considat room temperature, no boron could be detected in the acid sandy soils deficient
erable effort has been directed toward understanding the factors that govern the
in boron, while from the chernozem and meadow soils of high boron content only
sorption and mobility of Cr(lll) in soils and sediments Hydroxy precipitates of
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a maximum of 0.14 ug/g boron could be extracted. The amount of boron extracted
with 0 5 M/dm' NalICO, solution (pll = 8 5) was between 0.20 and 1 80 ug/g. The
tightest correlation was found between the hot water (x) and the hot 0 01 M/dm'
CaCI, solution (y) (r = 0 982 ***). Based on the regression equation the amounts
of the extracted boron can be considered practically equal: y = 0.98*x + 0 001 A
tight correlation was also found between the boron contents extracted by hot water
and room-temperature ammonium acetate(r = 0.792***) The regression equation
shows that the ammonium acetate extracts half as much boron from the soil as hot
water: y = 0.499*x - 0.010 However, the correlation between the boron contents
soluble in hot water and sodium hydrogen carbonate was weak (r = 0.161 n.s). The
obvious explanation is that the dissolution of the humus materials inhibits the correct boron analysis The results indicate that the hot water boron extraction method
can be substituted by the ammonium acetate method In order to determine the
threshold limits, presently pot experiments are being performed The research was
carried out with the support of the Hungarian Scientific Research Fund (OTKA T
043410)
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Filterstrip Attenuation of Open Dairy Feedlot Effluent and its I- licet on Soil
Physical and Chemical Properlies.
D. L. Busch, Univ of Wisconsin, . W.-Platleville, Pioneer Farm; C. Baxter. UW
Platteville; T. Hunt. Univ of Wisconsin-Platleville Pioneer Farm: D. Owens.
United States Geological Survey.
Open feedlots are a common component of Midwestern animal agriculture, providing an economical option for the feeding and raising of livestock However,
open lot effluent, if not properly treated, can contribute to environmental pollution. Filterstrips are designed to treat open lot runoff by reducing concentrations of
nutrients and sediment, which mitigates potential environmental impacts The goals
of this study are to (I) determine the ability of a filterstrip to attenuate pollutants,
and (2) investigate the effect 20 years of filterstrip operation has on soil physical and chemical properties. Filterstrip treatment performance was determined by
analyzing water samples entering and exiting the filterstrip Water samples were
collected and water volume determined using USGS gauging stations Samples
were analyzed for the following: total solids, suspended solids, nitrate-N, ammonium-N, total-N. organic-N. dissolved reactive phosphorus, and total phosphorus
Treatment performance was based on percent removal for each of the above constituents. The effect offilterstripoperation on soil chemical and physical properties
was investigated by collecting and analyzing soil samples from the filterstrip and
adjacent soils not impacted by the open lot effluent. Soil cores (12) were collected
to a depth of I meter and divided into 10 cm segments prior to analysis. Samples
were analyzed for the following: organic matter, pH, phosphorus, potassium, total
nitrogen, ammonium-N, nitrate-N, chloride, and particle size Research was conducted at U W-Platteville's Pioneer Farm Keywords: filterstrip, open-lot, runoff,
manure, dairy, feedlot.
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Estimation of Thermodynamic Properties of Hydroxides, Oxides and Layered
Double Hydroxides from the Electronegativities of the Elements.
G. Bourrié. Géochimie des Sols et des Eata. INRA: F. Trolard. Géochimie des Sols
et des Eaux. INRA: D. Sparks. Univ of Delaware.
Oxides, hydroxides and oxyhydroxides (oxides s.1.) are major components of soils,
especially for AI, Fe and Mn In addition, oxides are major host phases for many
trace elements, such as Ni, Co, Zn, Pb etc Trace elements are either adsorbed on
the surfaces or substitute for major elements in the lattices The thermodynamic
properties of those mixed phases are different from the properties of pure phases,
which are thus not relevant for soils In addition, sorption of trace metals on aluminosilicates is often a first step towards co-precipitation of trace metals, e.g. Ni,
Zn with AI hydroxide as layered double hydroxides (LDHs), which lower the trace
metal solubilities LDHs consist of a brucitic layer in which substitutions of M(lll)
for M(lll) give an excess positive charge compensated in the interlayer by different anions Another group of LDHs is made of « green rusts » (GRs), i.e. mixed
Fe(ll)-Fe(lll) double hydroxides Fougerite is the natural mineral of the group of
GRs and can incorporate Mg in its lattice LDHs and GRs are easily formed and
dissolved and likely to control the solubilities of major and trace metals in soils and
sediments. ITiermodynamic data on those complex minerals are scarce Substitutions of metals of different electric charge and /or size results in LDHs being non
ideal solid solutions. Regular solid solution models have been successfully fitted
to experimental data on GRs(Be>urrié el a!.. 2004) and LDHs (Peltier e/o/., 2006)
In those minerals, due to both structural and geochemical constraints, the extent of
substitutions in the brucitic layer is rather limited, while the nature of the compensating anion can vary largely Thermochemical data show that small changes on the
composition of the interlayer influence very largely the solubility of LDHs (Allada
et al., 2002) The chemical potentials of those components depend both on the
composition of the brucitic layer and on the nature of the interlayered anion The
regular solid solution model leads to a parabolic dependance of the chemical potential with mole fractions, while at quasi-constant composition of the layer, a linear
relation has been obtained between the chemical potential of the solid solution and
the electronegativity of the compensating anion, taken on the Allred-Rochow scale
It is shown here that thermodynamic properties, Gibbs free energies of formation
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and enthalpies of formation of oxides (s.l.) are related with the electronegativities
of the elements, both divalent and trivalent cations and of the solids
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Effect of Organic Matter and Salinity on EDTA-Extractable and Solution
Species of Cadmium and Lead in Three Soils.
A. Abbaspour. M. Kalhasi. S. Hajrasuliha. Dept of Soil Science, Faculty of
Agriculture; A. Fotovat. Ferdowsi Univ of Mashhad.
The mobility and bioavailability, and hence, potential toxicity of a trace element in
the soil depends on its concentration in soil solution, the nature of its association
with other soluble ionic species, and the soil's ability to release the trace element
from the soil solid phase A study was conducted to investigate the chemical speciation of added Cd and Pb and their availability as influenced by fresh Organic Matter
(OM) and NaCl in three agricultural soils. The soils were treated with 20 mg Cd/kg
as Cd(N03)2 4H20, 150 mg Pb/kg as Pb(N03)2, 20 g/kg alfalfa powder, and 50
mmol/kg of NaCl, and then incubated for 3 months at 60% water holding capacity (60% WHC) and constant temperature (25oC) subsamples were taken after I,
3, 6, and 12 weeks of incubation and electrical conductivity (EC), pH, dissolved
organic carbon (DOC), and concentrations of cations and anions were determined
in the 1:2.5 soil/water extract and available Cd and Pb determined in 0 05 M EDTA,
extract Concentrations of organic and inorganic species of Cd and Pb in soil solution were also predicted using MINTEQA2 speciation program. Applied Pb and
Cd raised the soluble Pb and Cd in the acid soil and to some extent in the neutral
soil but not in the calcareous soil indicating that these heavy metals are not well
buffered by the solid phase in soils with lower pH. The most prevalent species of
dissolved Pb and Cd in the soils were Pb-DOM and Cd2+ species, respectively
Distribution of dissolved Cd species in all soils did not change with Cd treatment
and incubation time, while that of Pb was affected in the acid and neutral soils
Salinity application increased the available and soluble Cd significantly in all soils
especially in the acid soil. It, however, had little effect on soluble Pb and no effect
on available Pb. Organic matter application decreased availability of added Pb significantly in all soils On contrary, it raised soluble Pb in all soils except the acid
one and converged gradually to the added Pb with time. Influence of OM on available Cd was somewhat similar to that of Pb
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Quantitative and Mechanistic Analysis of Sulfate Adsorption Isotherms on yAl 2 0 3 and Kaolinite.
B. Xu, Forestry Bureau ofDeqing County; L. Xu, Zhejiang Forestry Academy; L.
M. He. Zhejiang Forestry Univ/County of San Diego; L. Zelazny. Virginia Tech.
Sulfate is a major component of acid precipitation and a primary contributor of surface freshwater and soil acidification. Understanding the mechanism and capacity
of soil retention of is critical for prediction of the effects of increased S deposition
This research focused on the quantitative analysis of S042 adsorption isotherms by
y-AI,0, and kaolinite. Mathematical analyses for the adsorption isotherms demonstrated that SO - may not be adsorbed on the d-plane (the diffuse layer plane)
Both the outer-sphere (the b-plane) and inner-sphere (the o-plane) complexation
models predicted the experimental data for S042" adsorption very well The adsorption isotherms were described by the Langmuir, two-site Langmuir, Freundlich, and
Temkin equations Sulfate adsorption was highly pH-dependent, increasing with a
decrease in suspension pH The capacity of S042 adsorption on y-AI,0, was five
times that observed for kaolinite for all three pH levels examined, indicating a
higher reactive site density for y-AI,0, than for kaolinite.
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PXANES Studies of Biosolids-Amended Soils.
D. Peak. Univ ofSaskatchewan.
The long-term application of animal manures and biosolids has resulted in serious environmental issues in many locations For example, the eastern US has a
large amount of farmland characterized as having "excessive P levels" due to
heavy application of manures over the last three decades These soils serve as a
significant source for phosphate movement into waters, including the Chesapeake
Bay. Elevated phosphate levels in natural waters are a serious concern because
it is typically the limiting nutrient for algae and other photosynthetic organisms
Increased phosphate can therefore result in algal blooms and ultimately fish kills
and eutrophication The tendency of phosphorus to move from a soil to surface
waters is highly dependent upon its chemical form. In most soils, phosphate has
a tendency to form both sparingly soluble phosphate solids and strong sorption
complexes with iron and aluminum oxides. These reactions result in phosphate
typically being retained by soils In biosolids and manures, however, high levels
of soluble phosphate and readily degradable organic phosphates are found along
with more stable organic phosphates and calcium phosphate minerals Understanding the transformations that occur when biosolids are added to soils is therefore
vital information if one is to predict the stability of phosphate in these systems
The speciation is typically performed via sequential chemical extractions, which
separate phosphate into different pools based on solubility in progressively stronger
chemical extractants. The concern with equential chemical extractions is that they
are operationally defined by the researcher and may not truly represent the phases

that are present in the soil. To deal with this issue, the presented research will combine synchrotron-based spectroscopy with extractions to monitor the changes in
speciation that occur when performing sequential chemical extractions upon soils
receiving either inorganic fertilizer or biosolids. At each step of the extraction, a P
XANES spectrum of the solid state P speciation is obtained With this method it is
possible to remove the operationally defined limitation of extractions and directly
determine the fractions that are removed by the sequential chemical extractions
The end result of such analysis is a better understanding of exactly what extractions
are removing and therefore a better guide to choosing extractions better suited for
environmental risk analysis.
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Attachment of Manure-Borne Escherichia coli to Soil.
A. Guber. Univ of California: Y. A. Pachepsky. D. Shelton. USDA/ARS/BA/ANR1/
ESML.
Attachment of bacteria to soil is an important component of bacterial fate and transport. Escherichia coli is commonly used both as an indicator of fecal contamination in the environment and of bacterial fate and transport. Despite the fact that
E. coli originate exclusively from feces or manure, the effect of manure colloids
on E. coli attachment to agricultural soils is poorly understood The objective of
this work was to evaluate the magnitude of the E. coli attachment to soil in presence of manure Escherichia coli attachment to soil was studied in breakthrough
and batch experiments Breakthrough column experiments were conducted with
undisturbed, 20-cm long columns ofTyler clay soil from the A horizon. A pulse of
4 %filteredbovine manure solution with E. coli was passed through the previously
water-saturated columns The E. coli content and turbidity were measured in the
effluent collected from the bottom of the columns. The manure content was calculated in the effluent based on turbidity measurements Columns were subsequently
segmented into 2-cm layers and viable bacterial concentrations in pore solution
and attached to soil were measured Flow velocity affected E. coli transport and
attachment to soil There was relatively more attachment at slower flow velocity
than at higher flow velocity. The E. coli attachment to soil was 18%, 5%, and 9%
at flow velocities of 2.3, 8.4, and 9.3 cm/day, respectively. The extent of E. coli
and manure release from columns was directly correlated with flow velocity We
hypothesized that manure would affect E. coli attachment to soil and facilitate E.
coll transport To corroborate this hypothesis, we measured attachment of E. coli
to soil in the presence of various amounts of manure. Three soil textures were used
for the batch experiment Samples of the loam soil were taken from the A horizon
ofTyler soil Clay loam and sandy clay loam samples were taken from topsoil in
Beltsville, Maryland E. coli cells were added to the water-manure suspensions
containing 0, 2, and 4 % of filtered liquid bovine manure, which subsequently were
equilibrated with air-dry sieved soil in different soil-to-suspension ratios Manure
dramatically affected E. coli attachment to soil Attachment isotherms were close
to linear without manure and were strongly nonlinear in the presence of manure
The maximum E. coli attachment occurred in the absence of manure. Increasing
manure content generally resulted in decreased attachment. Similarity was obtained
between E. coli attachment isotherms measured in the breakthrough and the batch
experiments. The decrease in bacteria attachment to soil could be caused by (a)
modification of soil mineral surfaces by soluble manure organic and inorganic constituents; (b) competition of dissolved organic matter and bacteria for adsorption
sites; and/or (c) modification of bacteria surfaces by the dissolved organic matter
Keywords: Escherichia coli attachment, batch experiment, breakthrough experiment, loam, clay loam, sandy loam soil
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Effect of Settings on the Result of a pll-Stat Titration: Soil Acidity and
Estimated Lime Requirement.
L. Tolner, Szent Istvan Univ. Dept of Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry: M.
Rékasi. Research Institute for Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry: 1. Vagó.
Univ of Debrecen. Dept of Agricultural Chemistry: P. Czanik. Szent Istvan Univ:
G. Zsigrai. Univ of Debrecen Research Institute Karcag: Z. Kovacs. Szent Istvan
Univ. Dept of Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry.
A measurement system has been built for the examination of soil acidity and estimation of soil lime requirement This is based on active feedback to a computer
that keeps the soil suspension pH at a constant value by base addition Titration at a
given pH level was achieved with an equipment, a PC and a software combination
built for this purpose The pH of continuously stirred soil suspension is regularly
measured with a pH-selective electrode that is connected to a computer The software on the computer compares the incoming pH values in preset time intervals
with a predefined pH limit value If the measured pi I value is lower than the limit
pH value, the computer sends a signal to an automatic burette, which adds 0.0025
ml of basic solution to the soil suspension. After each lapse of the time interval the
software saves the time. pH and added quantity data on the disk Saved data are
evaluated automatically using nonlinear regression analysis Average time of measurements was 8 hours The volume of added base solution grows almost like an
exponential associate function (Czinkota et al 2002) Soil acidity and lime requirement are calculated from the base consumption values The aim was tofindthe best
titration settings for measurement of soil acidity and based on this an exact lime
requirement calculation The following titration settings were applied: suspension:

I 40 soil/I M KCl solution; added base: 0 1 M NaOH or KOH, target pH: 8.2; soil
suspension is in connection with air or closed in N, atmosphere Suspension: 1 40
soil/0.01 M CaCI, solution, added base: 0.1 M NaÖH or KOH; target pH: 6.5; soil
suspension is in connection with air. The pH 8 2 was chosen because this is the pH
around the dissolving lime particles in soil and this is the pH of the extractant that
is used for the measurement of hydrolytic acidity (Kappen, 1929), which is the
basis of lime requirement calculations in Hungary and some other countries The
pH 6.5 is the practical target value of liming onfield.Application of N, atmosphere
can exclude the effect of dissolving CO,, which increases the amount of added base
solution Salt solutions were used for keeping constant ionic strength. The I M KCl
is widely accepted as a conductor salt for solution pH measurement, or as a cation
exchanger in case of soils The 0 01 M CaCI, is an extractant solution for measurement of plant available cations, suggested by Houba et al The results of the experiment can be summarized as follows: Comparing the results of the titrations carried
out in air and N, atmosphere, one can state that the CO, from air dissolving into the
suspension causes great error The sum of the titrated acidity was 1 5 times higher
without N, than with it. The error manifests mostly in case of slower process. Thus,
titration with NaOH at this pH gives exact results only in N, atmosphere. Titrations
to pH 6.5 required half as much alkali as titrations to pH 8.2 The base consumption of slower process decreased in higher proportion than the faster process At
pH 6 5 the dissolving CO, caused less error than at higher pH This error can be
corrected by the base consumption of a control titration of a CaCI, solution without
soil. The base consumption depends on the concentration and quality (K or Ca) of
background solution of the suspension. For lime requirement calculations the base
consumption of titration to pH 6 5 is assumed to be suitable The additional alkali
consumption (compared to titration to pH 6.5) of titration to pH 8 2 may result an
unnecessary lime overdose After all the most adequate settings will be chosen in
the knowledge of plant tests. The acidity and relevant lime requirement values will
be tested in field trials in the future.
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Agricultural Management Effects on Soil Organic Matter llydrophobicity.
S. Marinari. K. Liburdi. Dept Agrobiology and Agrochemistry. Univ of Tuscia: D.
Corradini. National Research Council (CNR). Institute of Chemical Methodology
(IMC): S. Grego. Dept Agrobiology and Agrochemistry. Univ of Tuscia.
In the past decade there has been increased scientific interest in organic farming,
especially in comparison with conventional agriculture Many recent studies compare these two fundamentally different systems for chemical, physical and biological soil properties In this study it has been investigated the effect of these
two agricultural systems on soil organic matter hydrophobic component The RPHPLC method developed allows simple comparisons of organic matter hydrophobic components Such approach comprises the selective extraction of soil organic
matter by a Soxhlet extractor using organic solvents of different polarity (n-hexane,
dichloromethane, ethyl acetate) and subsequent separation of each extract by RPHPLC. Chromatographic analysis were carried out using a Supelcosil LC-ABZ
column (250 nm length and 4.6 mm internal diameter), which was eluted by 3
segments elution program consisting of a initial 5 0 min isocratic elution step with
plain water, followed by a linear acetonitrile increasing concentration gradient in
the water-acetonitrile mobile phase from 0 to 100% (v/v) acetonitrile in 40 minutes, and by 15 min isocratic elution with acetonitrile Peaks were detected at 254
nm Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was performed to summarised the large
amount of data obtained from the RP-HPLC chromatograms, using SYSTAT 7 statistical software package (SPSS Inc.).
The amount of SOM extracted by the most hydrophobic solvent (n-hexane) was
significantly higher in organic than conventional managed soil The data obtained
from the extractions with the medium and less hydrophobic solvents (dichloromethane ethyl acetate) did not show significant difference between two managed
soils (Table 1)
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Table 1: Organic matter extracted (mg) from 80 grams ol organically and conventionally managed soils by soxhlet apparatus. Standard deviations are reported
between brackets (n=3), significant differences P< 0.05 (*)
PCA obtained from chromatograms of n-hexane and dichloromethane extracts
showed a low percentage of variance explained Whereas, the information of the
chromatograms of SOM extracted by ethyl acetate was successfully summarized
in two dimensions, accounting for a high percentage of variance explained of data
variation (82 3%) using principal component groups (see score plot) The organically managed soil (° in score plot) showed a significant difference in terms of soil
organic matter composition and quality with respect to conventional one (• in score
plot).
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Analysis of the Spatially Heterogeneous Distribution of Copper in
Contaminated Soils 1'sing Electron Microscopy and X-Ray-Microfluorescence
Spectroscopy.
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A. Jacobson. Cornell Univ: S. Dousset, Unix de Bourgogne, CST. Géosol: P.
Baveye. Cornell Univ: F Andrews. Microbiologie el Géochimie des Sols. INRA
Unix de Bourgogne.
Many vineyard and orchard soils are contaminated with high concentrations of copper due to repeated applications of copper sulfate containing Bordeaux mixture that
is applied as a fungicide Up to now most studies of metal contaminated soils have
been limited to assessments of bulk concentrations with little regard for the spatial
distribution of the metals except at the landscape scale Although spatial distribution has important consequences for the mobility and bioavailability of the metals
microscale distribution has not been possible due to a lack of suitably sensitive
techniques Recent work using micro x-ray fluorescence to study soil aggregates
or geologic nodules shows that this technique could work. Unlike previous studies
that have been conducted on soil particles or single aggregates, we determined the
microspatial distribution of Cu and associated elements (As, Ca, Fe, Mn, and Zn)
on thin sections of the surface 4 cm of soil (intact structure) by scanning electron
microscopy and x-ray microfluorescence microscopy The soils were also characterized by traditional bulk physico/chemical analyses of Cu, pH, organic matter,
etc. texture and mineralogy The results indicate that the copper is heterogeneously
distributed and largely associated with fresh organic matter
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Evaluation of Acid Neutralization Capacity of Silandic and Aluandic Andosols
Using Comprehensive Sample Population.
T. lto. N. Kikawa. M. Saigusa. Field Science Center. Grad. School ofAgricultural
Science. Tohoku Univ.
Soil acidification results from excessive application of chemical fertilizer or acid
deposition. Acid neutralization mechanism includes cation exchange, acid adsorption and dissolution of solid-phase aluminum (AI) in acid soils. Acid neutralization capacity and AI dissolution rate are very important for determining soil productivity and estimating environmental load capacity of soils. In several studies,
the rate and mechanism of acid neutralization, or AI dissolution rates of Andosols,
was investigated using a few soil samples (Wada and Momonura,1991, Wada et
al., 1994, Dahlgren and Saigusa, 1994) Allophanic soils showed high neutralization capacity due to acid adsorption and soils dominated by Al-humus complexes
released greater amounts of AI to neutralize acid, compared with allophanic soils.
However, acid neutralization capacity of silandic and aluandic Andosols has not
been comprehensively estimated because these Andosols have diverse contents of
allophanic clay, Al-humus complexes and exchangeable cation The objective of
this study was to evaluate comprehensively acid neutralization capacity of silandic
and aluandic Andosols using diverse soil sample population Experimental methods Acid neutralization capacity of soils was estimated by amounts of Al dissolved
after soils reacted with acid Experimental methods was constructed mostly according to Wada and Momomura (1991). After adding 20 ml, of 5 mM nitric acid to 2
g of soils and shaking for 24 hours at 25 C, solution pH and the concentration of
AI, silica (Si) and bases (Ca, Mg, K and Na) in the solution were measured Proton
was added to soils at a rate of 5 cmol kg-1 Residual soil was extracted 4 times
using 25 mL of I M ammonium chloride solution and amounts of AI and basic
cations which were adsorbed to solid were determined Acid oxalate extractable
Al (Aio) and Si (Sio), pyrophosphate extractable AI (Alp) and extracted AI and
bases with 1 M ammonium chloride solution (exchangeable AI and bases) were
measured. Soils: Sixteen silandic soils and 15 aluandic soils were selected to keep
diversity of sample population in the contents of Alo, Alp and exchangeable AI and
bases. Soil pH (H,Ó) ranged from 5 2 to 6 0 and from 4 8 to 5 4 for silandic and
aluandic soils, respectively Silandic and aluandic soils showed diverse properties
for their soild-phase AI contents. Total active AI derived from allophanic clay and
Al-humus complexes ranged from 20 to 71 and from 8 6 to 31 (g kg"') for silandic
and aluandic soils used in this study, respectively. Exchangeable AI ranged from 0
to 3.2 and from 3.1 to II (cmol(+) kg') for silandic and aluandic soils, respectively.
Active AI species of silandic and aluanidic soils were dominated by allophane-imogolite (Alo-Alp) and AI- humus complexes, respectively The major clay minerals
were allophane-imogolite and 2:1-2:1:1 intergrade for silandic and aluanidic soils,
respectively. Solution pH decreased to 3.8-4.6 and 3.8-4.4 in silandic and aluanidic
soils after each soil reacted with acid, respectively Added acid was almost completely neutralized. Aluminum concentrations in the solution, which were released
from soils, increased with the decreases in exchangeable base contents of soils
in the range of less than 5 cmol(+) kg ', which was equal to the amount of added
protons When exchangeable base contents were equal, the amounts of AI released
into solution were greater in aluandic soils than in silandic soils. It was made clear
that allophanic clay would dissolve by acid because solution Si concentrations were
greater in silandic soils than in aluandic soils Total amounts of Al dissolved by
acid treatment were calculated by subtracting exchangeable Al of original soils
from the sum of solution and exchangeable Al of acid treated soils Total dissolved Al showed a significant negative correlation with exchangeable bases and
Al derived from allophanic clay (Alo-Alp), and a significant positive correlation
with Al-humus complexes (Alp-exchangeable Al) The multiple regression equation was expressed as follows; dissolved Al contents = -0 34*exchangeable bases
-0 0049*A1 derived from allophanic clay +0 0097*AI-humus complex +5 1 (units
of all fractions were cmol(+) kg'. n=3l, R2=0.89) All fractions were significant
factors (P < 0.001) It was concluded that acid neutralization capacity of Andosols
were determined by exchangeable bases and composition of reactive solid-phase Al
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pools, and when exchangeable bases were equal, silandic Andosols were estimated
to show higher acid neutralization capacity than aluandic Andosols due to acid
adsorption by allophanic clay and high solubility of Al-humus complexes
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Fate of Fipronil in Soils under Sugar Cane Cultivation from the Northeast of
Brazil: Adsorption and Degradation.

C. S. M. Masutti. Fundacäo Univ Federal do Vale do Säo Francisco; A. Mermut.
Dept of Soil Science. Univ ofSaskatchewan.
Fipronil™, (±) -5- amino -1- (2,6-dichloro-a,ct,a-trifluoro-p-tolyl) -4- [(tnfluoromethyl) sulfinyl] pyrazole-3-carbonitrile, has been applied to sugar cane plantations at stand establishment in Brazil for recent years. However, there is lack of
information on fipronil dynamics in humic tropical soils, particularly its behavior
at the soil-solution interface and degradation The objectives of this research were
to: study the adsorption-desorption behavior of fipronil and its sulfide derivative,
and evaluate fipronil biodegradation in soils from the sugar cane industry in the
Northeast of Brazil Surface soils from summit (Ustox) and footslope (Aquept)
landscapes were collected and characterized The adsorption-desorption study was
conducted on two selected tropical soils (Ustox and Aquept) and goethite to establish isotherms of fipronil and the sulfide derivative using the batch equilibrium
technique. Fipronil biodegradation experiments were carried out under laboratory
conditions (controlled temperature and in the dark), where sterile and non-sterile
soils (Ustox) were incubated (under moisture content of 55% of the water holding
capacity) and analyzed for fipronil disappearance and metabolite formation Footslope soils had the highest clay, OC, CEC, and oxalate-Fe values; however, it had a
lower dithionite-citrate extractable Fe content, compared to summit soils Following the Giles classification, the fipronil isotherms were type C and L for the soils
and goethite, whereas sulfide derivative adsorption isothems for soils were type L.
L type isotherm indicates higher affinity of the pesticide molecules for soil surfaces.
Freundlich adsorption-desorption isotherms fitted the fipronil and sulfide derivative data (R: > 0 94) Freundlich adsorption coefficients (Kf) for fipronil ranged
from 14 68 to 30 63 while for the sulfide derivative they ranged from 7.13 to 10.34
for the Ustox and Aquept, respectively The Aquept sample had a higher amount
of poorly crystalline Fe-oxyhydroxides Adsorption was higher on goethite (Kf=
38.70) than on soils due to its high adsorptive surface. Fipronil Kfdfbr both soils
and goethite was higher than its Kf, indicating that its adsorption was hysteretic
despite the reversibility The sulfide derivative Kfd values (12.24 - 1765) were
also higher than its Kf Desorption of the sulfide derivative was slightly lower
than fipronil desorption, especially for the Aquept sample, despite the presence of
methanol, confirming the sulfide derivative has higher affinity for soil surfaces,
relative to the parent compound Soil microbial communities degraded fipronil,
with levels decreasing from 0 689 to 0 399 ug g' after 120 days of incubation in
non-sterile conditions. However, biodegradation seems to be dependent on the bioavailability of the fipronil The half-life offipronilranged from 83 days (initial concentration • 978 ug g'; short-term experiment) to 200 days (initial concentration
= 689 ug g '; long-term experiment), according to the zero-order model Fipronil
degradation rate appeared to be biphasic with an initial slower rate followed by a
taster rate after 90 days of incubation, which may lead to shorter half-life than that
calculated with the zero-order model The sulfone derivative (an oxidation product)
was the predominant metabolite, but the sulfide (a reduction product) and amide (a
hydrolysis product) derivatives also were formed under non-sterile conditions after
120 days of incubation Despite the fine texture of Ustoxs, more aerobic sites were
present due to its microaggregation, thus favouring the formation of the sulfone
metabolite over that of the sulfide metabolite Following formation, the metabolites
underwent further biodegradation, particularly the sulfone derivative Bioavailability appears to affect fipronil degradation in soils with an effective capacity to adsorb
fipronil (such as Ustoxs), while redox potential was important when determining
the metabolites formed Fipronil displayed affinity and effective binding to soil
particles in the humid tropics, and underwent biodegradation, which reduced the
residence time of the insecticide in the soil. Special thanks to CAPES/Brazil, Bayer
CropScience, and NSERC for financial support.
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An Evaluation of Organic Amendments for Nonpoint Source Pollution
Attenuation in Mitigation Wetlands.
E. K. D. Stockman. D. J. Picking. P. L. M. Veneman. Univ of Massachusetts.
Amherst.
Mitigation wetlands are constructed to replace anthropologically altered or damaged wetlands. Guidelines have been established to aid in the creation of mitigation
wetlands, however, the success of mitigation wetlands has been criticized Recent
studies have demonstrated a lack of in-kind mitigation wetlands To properly
address the functional success of mitigation wetlands, the role of soil and organic
matter within wetland environments needs both consideration and further study
This study compares the chemical composition, N and P leaching, nutrient removal,
and sorption potential of the two commercial composts to that of three naturally
occurring organic wetland soils These properties are critical to understanding and
replicating the functions of natural wetlands Such a comparison allows for the
evaluation of composts as an organic amendment in freshwater wetland mitigation Two commercially available composts (Agresoil Leaf Compost and Coast of

Posters
Maine Quoddy Blend Lobster Compost) and three organic wetland soils (a muck,
a Sphagnum peat and a Carex peat) were utilized in the study. Several experiments
were conducted to determine the ability of the various organic materials to supply nutrients for plant growlh and to sequester nonpoint source pollutants such
as herbicides, heavy metals, and nutrients. The materials were also evaluated for
their potential to release excess nutrients into the aquatic environment The organic
materials were characterized for nutrient levels (both total an exchangeable), pH,
cation exchange capacity, percent organic matter. C:N ratio, percent aliphatic and
aromatic carbon, polarity, and functional groups Significant differences were measured for several important properties including total N, total P, extractable P, pH,
and percent organic matter Both commercial composts had significantly higher
levels of Total Pas compared to the organic wetland soils. Total P levels were 2454
mg kg"1 and 2410 mg kg' for the Leaf Compost and the Lobster Compost, respectively. Both commercial composts had significantly higher levels of Morgan's
extractable P levels as compared to the organic wetland soils Extractable P levels
were 130.6 mg kg' and 89 99 mg kg' for the Leaf Compost and Lobster Compost, respectively Leaching experiments were conducted to evaluate the different
organic materials as potential nutrient loading sources, specifically N and P which
are limiting nutrients that can contribute to the eutrophication. Phosphorus leaching
was measured under aerobic, anaerobic, and saturated conditions Under all redox
conditions, the commercially available composts had significantly higher levels of
SRP as compared to the organic wetland soils For all samples, the release of SRP
increased with the duration of the saturation period Initial studies indicate that
the utilization of compost as an organic amendment in mitigation wetlands could
result in an increase in nutrient release into aquatic environments. Specifically, a
first flush phenomena was observed after composts were saturated for 24 hours
Significantly higher levels of nitrate-nitrogen were released from the compost as
compared to the organic wetland soils Mean nitrate levels released after 24 hours
were 40 6 mg kg"1, 3.8 mg kg', 0 6 mg kg"', 0.67 mg kg', and 0 00 mg kg"1 for the
Leaf Compost, Lobster Compost, muck, Carex peat, and Sphagnum peat, respectively. As the saturation period increased, the release of nitrate-nitrogen decreased
significantly. This decrease in nitrate-nitrogen is most likely due to an increase in
denitrification, which occurs under anaerobic conditions Currently, batch equilibrium sorption experiments are being performed to determine the sorption potential
of three different substances: 2.4-D, phosphorus (KH,P04); and lead (Pb)
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Influence of Low Molecular Weight Organic Acids on the Release of P and Soil
Organic Matter from Highly Weathered Acid Soils.
K. Rana. C. Johnston. G. Premachandra. D. Schulze. Dept of Agronomy. Purdue
Univ: J. R. Okalebo. Moi Unix: C. O. Othieno, Moi Univ: A. M. Coehlo. Embrapa
Maize and Sorghum.
Acid soils comprise over 40% of the world's potentially arable land. Two of the
main soil constraints for these types of soils are aluminum (AI) toxicity and phosphorus (P) deficiency. The exudation of Low Molecular Weight Organic Acids
(LMWOAs), such as oxalic and citric acid, by maize and sorghum roots has been
identified as one of the interventions plants have developed to decrease Al-toxicity Recently, the presence of LMWOAs has been proposed as a means for plants
to improve their P efficiency in addition to decreasing Al-toxicity P-fixation by
highly weathered acid soils is known to involve chemisorbed P resulting from
inner-sphere surface complexes between inorganic P and Fe-, Al-oxides as well
as edge sites of clay minerals LMWOAs have the ability to displace chemisorbed
P through a ligand-exchange reaction. Although the role of LMWOAs has been
studied in other soils (e.g., Spodosols), relatively little is known about their behavior in highly weathered acid soils Our objective was to investigate the influence
of low concentrations of LMWOAs on the desorption of R, release of soil organic
matter, metal chemistry and other changes occurring in the soil solution of highly
weathered acid soils Psorption and release, under the influence of LMWOAs, were
studied on a dark red latasol(Rhodic Hapludox). This soil was incubated with Pand
the LMWOAs-induced release of P was investigated Our data show that very low
concentrations LMWOAs, representative of concentrations measured in the rhizosphere, increase the bioavailability of P In addition, the soil solution concentrations
of AI and Fe increased along with a net release of organic matter from the soil
Phosphate (PO )
Al-O (gibosiie oi kaolmrte)
Fe-O (goethite. hematite FH)

Organic Acids
Malaie
Citrate
Oxalate
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Aflatoxin Sorption by Smectite Clay Modified with Aluminum Ions.
M. G. Tenorio Arvide, I. Kannewischer. J. B. Dixon. Texas ASM Univ.
Aflatoxins are mycotoxins formed by strains of the fungi Aspergillus flavus and
parasiticus This research has focused on aflatoxin Bl (AiB,), due to its extreme
toxicity and its carcinogenic activity in animals, in addition to its potential effects
in humans Aspergillus fungi may infect grains in the field or in storage developing
aflatoxin especially in corn, peanuts, cottonseed, grain sorghum, millet, Brazil and
pistachio nuts, almonds, and other tree nuts and dried fruits Clays are materials
used as adsorbents or catalysts. Clay minerals can catalyze a variety of organic
reactions occurring on their surface and interstitial space. Clay catalysts are used
in organic reactions that take place under acid conditions The acidity is due to
Al' and Fe' at the crystal edges, and can be further improved by exchange of
the interlayer cations Na + and Ca2 by AI' ions by treating the clay with AICI,
solution (Gopalpur, 2002). Previous investigations of natural and commercial clays
have different AfB, sorption capacity ranging from 0 06 - 0 67 mol/kg, yet there
is little known about the factors that influence the adsorption and binding of AtB,
to smectite (Kannewischer, et al., 2005). The objective in this research was to see
the aluminum influence on the sorption capacity to explain the possible mechanisms of reactions between AfBI and the smectite structure. Samples selected for
this research from a larger population are montmorillonite 6WY, Ca-bentonite
8TX and bentonite I6MX previously screened for pH, cation exchange capacity
(CEC), exchangeable calcium, and clay mineralogy. After the screening process the
samples were saturated with aluminum chloride (AICI,) at three different concentrations 0.001N, 0.05N, and 0.5N and then characterized as to their A IB sorption
capacity using isothermal adsorption. Earlier results showed that the samples had
pH of 7 1 for 8TX, 7.6 for 16MX and 9.6 for 6WY The CEC was 68 cmol/kg and
84 cmol/kg for 8TX and for 6WY The amount of Ca ions is high for the samples
8TX i.e. 54, cmol/kg and 20 cmol/kg 16MX and 15 cmol/kg for 6WY. All the
samples produced smectite XRD peaks. Adsorption capacities of samples saturated
with 0.001 N AICI, in all cases had isotherms that did not fit the Langmuir equation
well For the sample 16MX when the isotherm was done with samples in natural
condition the adsorption capacity was 0.06 mol/kg After the AICI, saturation at low
AI concentrations, the isotherms did not fit the Langmuir equation very well, however showed an increased in the sorption capacity In the case of the 6WY sample
sorption capacity was 0 29 mol/kg without treatment and with AICI, treatment the
median sorption capacity was 0.31 mol/kg. A notable case is sample 8TX, in natural
condition the sample sorption capacity was to 0 67 mol/kg and when the sample
was saturated with AICI, the sample showed a slight decrease to 0 62 mol/kg. From
these observations it is possible to say that the aluminum at different concentrations
in sample 6WY did not have any effect on amount AtB( sorption For bentonite
I6MX the sorption increased following AI treatment, however the data did not fit
the Langmuir equation well. For sample 8TX the data show a decrease in the sorption of AfB following Al treatment We speculate that replacing Ca by AI may have
reduced AfB, sorption
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Surface Charge and Phosphate Adsorption Characteristics of Zr02/Fe304
Compounds.
K. Okamolo. M. Okazaki. Tokyo Univ of Agriculture and Technology; T Shimizu. I.
Midohkawa. A. Omori. Asahi Kasei Chemicals Corporation.
The ZrO,/Fe,04 compounds have been developed as the adsorption materials for
phosphate from the sewage water with high flow rate Amorphous ZrO, and magnetite were main components of the ZrO,/Fe,04 compounds The phosphated ZrO,/
Fe,04 was prepared to evaluate the characteristics of surface charge after phosphate
adsorption The Potentiometrie titration of the ZrO,/Fe,04 and phosphated ZrO,/
Fe,04 was performed in NaNO, electrolyte solution (0.01, 0.1, and I M) according
to the backtitration method of Schulthess and Sparks (1986) The ZrO,/Fe,04-suspended solution was equilibrated for more than 6 hours after titrationwith HNO,
and NaOH solution The suspension pH of the ZrO,/Fe,04 was measured and H
adsorption on the ZrO,/Fe,04 was plotted against pH The surface charge and the
point of zero salt effect (PZSE) of the ZrO/Fe,0 4 and phosphated ZrO,/Fe,04 were
given by the three titration curves and their intersections The surface of ZrO,/
Fe,04 and phosphated ZrO,/Fe,04 showed the negative charge below pH 6 4 and
5.7, respectively The adsorption of phosphate provided the negative charge on the
ZrOyFe,04 From the results of the percolation experiment using the 9 0 mg P L '
of phosphate solution (pH 7) with the 10 SV flow speed condition the ZrO,/Fe,0
compounds remarkably showed the typical breakthrough curve with 5.95 g P L'
of the breakthrough point The desorption of phosphate from the phosphated ZrO,/
Fe,04 was successively carried out by NaOH solution
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Phosphorus Availability as Influenced by Different Application Rates of
Elemental Sulphur to Soils.
M. A. Rasheed. Soils and Water Use Dept. National Research Centre.
Phosphorus is one of the three nutrients generally added to soils However, the
amount of available P in alkaline and calcareous soils is limited to be sufficient for
normal plant growth Therefore, the first part of this study was devoted to evaluate
the effect of different application rates of sulphur (0 0; 0.5:l.0;2.0 and 3 0 Tons/
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acre) at various inoculated periods (I; 2; 3 and 4 weeks) with or without sulphuroxidizing bacteria on the availability of P for sandy; clay loam; and calcareous
soils. The second part, was designed as field experiments for garlic to compare the
effect of different rates of P(0, 100; 200; 300 Kg of Super Phosphate /acre)with
and without different rates of elemental sulphur (0 0; 0 5; 10 and 2.0 Tons/acre)
on garlic yield and bulb weight The availability of P increased with increasing
both sulphur application rates and inoculated period of soils with sulphur-oxidizing
bacteria The magnitude of increasing phosphorus availability was dependent upon
soil type at the following order: calcareous soil > sandy soil >clay loam soil It was
concluded that application of one or two tons sulphur per acre (depending upon soil
type) resulted in supplying a suitable amounts of available phosphorus Available
phosphorus increased from 2.2 to 51; 0 9 to 25 and 9 5 to 19 ppm for calcareous;
sandy and clay loam soil, respectively. The results of field experiments indicated
the drop in soil pH as a function of applied sulphur which, influenced the availability of phosphorus. The yield of garlic increased from 4 to 5 2 Tons/acre by increasing application rate of P from 0 to 400 Kg per acre Super Phosphates alone. Also
garlic yield increased from 4 to 5.7 Tons by application of 2 Tons acre of sulphur
alone per This means that application of sulphur alone has contributed to convert
the phosphorus present in soil from insoluble to soluble forms for garlic plant and
to be more productive than that treated with 400Kg per acre super phosphate alone.
However, the combination between the application of high rate of Pand S resulted
in increasing the garlic yield from 4 to 7.1 Tons/acre Keywords: Sulphur, Phosphorus, Garlic, Fertilizers, and inoculation with sulphur-oxidizing bacteria
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Phosphorus Sorption Related to K.xtractable Aluminum and Iron in Some
Podzols (Spodosols) in Michigan, USA.
A. Szafranek. Dept of Soil Science and Soil Conservation, Warsaw Univ of
Technology: D. L. Mokma, Dept of Crop and Soil Sciences. Michigan State Univ.
Excessive phosphorus loss from soils leads to eutrophication of surface waters and
is a growing concern in many parts of the world Transport of P with water in soils
depends primarily on P retention by soil components Phosphorus retention by acid
soil materials such as Podzols or Spodosols primarily results from P sorption by
AI and Fe To study the retention of P by Podzols eight, sandy pedons in northern
Michigan were described and sampled All eight pedons were well drained and
classified as Haplic Podzols (sandy, mixed, frigid Typic Haplorthods) Four pedons
were located in a sugar maple (Acer saccharum Marshall) forest, two were located
in a formerly cultivated field that has since been planted to red pine (Pinus resinosa
L), and two pedons were located in a formerly cultivated field that had blucgrasses
and poverty grass. AI and Fe were extracted with sodium pyrophosphate, ammonium oxalate, and sodium citrate and dithionite Phosphorus retention was measured using the New Zealand method AI and Fe contents were greatest in the Bhs
and Bs horizons and least in the E horizons. Citrate-dithionite extracted the most Fe
from the horizons and pyrophosphate the least. Oxalate tended to extract the most
AI and pyrophosphate the least Most of the AI and Fe was organic bound and crystalline AI and Fe the least. The Ap horizons had more AI plus Fe (1635 mg/kg) than
the A horizons (725 mg/kg), indicating some of the Bhs had been incorporated into
the Ap horizon by tillage. In A, Ap, E and C horizons oxalate and pyrophosphate
extracted similar amounts of AI and Fe In Bhs and Bs horizons oxalate extracted
significantly more AI and Fe than pyrophosphate indicating a significant amount of
inorganic amorphous materials was present In non Bhs or Bs horizons oxalate and
pyrophosphate extracted similar amounts of AI and Fe indicating little or no inorganic AI and Fe were present P retention was greatest in the Bhs and Bs horizons
(23.0 %) and least in the E horizons (7.2 %). P retention of A horizons was about
one half that of Ap horizons ODOE values were greatest in Bhs and Bs horizons
and least in E and C horizons Higher linear correlation coefficients were obtained
when relating P retention with AI than with Fe extracted by the different extractants
from all horizons P retention was more highly correlated to organic bound AI (r
= 0.88) and Fe (r = 0 76) than to non-organic amorphous AI (r = 0 72) and Fe (r =
0 67) determined by the difference between oxalate and pyrophosphate extractable
AI and Fe P retention was more highly correlated to organic bound AI plus Fe (r
= 0.91) than to non-organic amorphous Al plus Fe (r = 0.86). P retention was not
correlated to crystalline AI (r = 0.00) and Fe (r = -0.02) and negatively correlated to
crystalline AI plus Fe (r = -0 51) as determined by the difference between citratedithionite and oxalate extactable AI and Fe.
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R R Filgueira
Specific Surface of Oxisols Determined by Soil-Moisture Potential.
R. R. Filgueira. Facullad de Ciencias Agrarias y Forestales-Univ Nacional de La
Plata: H. A. Ruiz. C. E. G. R. Schaefer. Departamento do Solos-Univ Federal de
Vicosa: G. O. Sarli. Facullad de Ciencias Agrarias y Forestales-Univ Nacional
de La Plata.
The specific surface area of a soil is an important and intrinsic property that is correlated to phenomena such as adsorption and release of chemicals, cation exchange
and water retention It is defined as the total (inner and outer) surface per mass unit
(m7g). The specific surface of soils is highly variable, depending on particle size
distribution and clay mineralogy A usual procedure to estimate the surface area is
to measure the amount of gas or liquid needed to cover with a molecular monolayer
the entire surface Knowing the area covered by a single molecule on the surface.
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the total surface area can be easily estimated However, experimental procedures
can be highly sophisticated and time consuming The amount of water remaining
in a soil at equilibrium is a function of the size and volume of the water-filled pores
and of the amount of water adsorbed onto the particles These amounts are dependent on the matric potential applied to the soil, the solute content and the thermal
conditions, and define the potential of water with reference to a pool of distilled
water at standard conditions The aim of this work was to correlate the specific
surface of Oxisols obtained by nitrogen adsorption with soil-moisture retention at
various potentials, obtained in laboratory experiments using a pressure-plate apparatus Samples of 27 Oxisols from Brazil, with clay content ranging from 0 170
to 0.840 kg/kg, organic matter content between 0 and 0.055 kg/kg and effective
cation exchange capacity between 0 03 and 4 33 cmol/dm', were used Specific
surface (SS) of the samples was determined with nitrogen as adsorbate, at 78 K. and
the isotherms were interpreted by the BET model Gravimetric water contents (W)
were obtained at -33, -500, -1,000 and -1,500 kPa matric potentials (Y), using a
pressure-plate apparatus Values of SS ranged from 8.4 to 59 5 m2/g, and those of
W from 0.041 to 0.345 kg/kg, for all four water potentials. Specific surface data
were related to the amount of water retained at each potential by linear regression,
resulting in four linear equations Slopes of the straight lines varied from 174 2 (at
-33 kPa) to 219 2 m-7g (at -1,500 kPa) Intercepts ranged from -7.8 (at -33 kPa)
to -1.6 m2/g (at -1,500 kPa) The determination coefficient R2 ranged from 0 90
to 0.93, showing a good fitting model Finally, it was possible to fit, by non-lmear
regression, the slope values and intercepts for the pressures applied in the -33 and
-1,500 kPa Y range The obtained regression equations were: Intercept =-9.15 +
0.2520 T"5 - 0.001545 T (R2= 0.99); Slope = 162,17 + 2.2670 T"s - 0.02127 T (R2
= 0.99), where T = -Y is the applied pressure-plate tension, in kPa. These equations
allowed estimating with good precision the SS of Oxisols, by calculation of the linear equation parameters, intercept and slope, for every potential between -33 and
-1,500 kPa, and determining the soil moisture at the selected potential
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M R . Soares
Distribution Coefficient (KD) of Heavy Metals in Brazilian Soils.
M. R. Soares. Federal Univ of Säo Carlos: L. R. F. Alleoni. Univ of Säo Paulo.
Disposal of solid residues and application of pesticides and fertilizers can lead to an
increase in the concentration of heavy metals in soils and groundwater The legislation on heavy metals nearly always refers to the total contents of these elements;
however, an evaluation of their hazard potential and toxicity requires an assessment of the metal fraction that is mobile and possibly bioavailable Few numerical
parameters have been used as references to take decisions and to focus on prevention or remediation strategies in contaminated areas. The solid-solution distribution
coefficient (Kd), defined as the relation between adsorbed metal concentrations and
those present in the solution (K =[M] fc/[M] ,), allows a comparison between the
behavior of elements in different systems Environmental protection agencies in
USA and Europe use generic K values found in bibliographic references; these
values are often obtained under distinct conditions from those found in the tropical
region, and it may lead to an erroneous hazard estimates Thus, it becomes clearly
necessary to obtain K values that will either validate these contamination estimates
or provide guidance tor intervention strategies in already contaminated areas The
objectives of this study were to evaluate heavy metal retention in 30 representative
soils of the State of Säo Paulo, Brazil, based on a quantification of Kd values and
their relation with chemical, physical, and mineralogical soil attributes, such as pH,
cation exchange capacity (CEC), clay, organic matter (OM). and crystalline and
poorly crystallized Fe, AI, and Mn oxides contents. Ion retention was obtained after
batch equilibration. Samples (2 g) of each soils were mixed with 20 ml aliquots of
a 0.01 mol L ' NaNO, stock solution containing 0.1; 0 5; 1.0; 2.5; and 5.0 mgL'of
cadmium (Cd), cobalt (Co), chromium (Cr), copper (Cu), nickel (Ni), lead (Pb) and
zinc (Zn) Samples were shaken for 24 h at 120 ose min ', the solid and liquid fractions were separated by centrifugation at 15000 x g. An aliquot of the supernatant
was sampled and analyzed by High Resolution Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass
Spectrometry (HR ICP-MS) The metal adsorption was estimated by subtracting
the metal determined in the equilibrium solution from the metal initially added
The Kj values were obtained from the slope of linear adsorption isotherms. The
smallest variations in Kd value were recorded for Pb (one order of magnitude - 121
to 7,020 L kg') and Ni (two orders of magnitude—6 to 998 L kg1), while variations
indicating four orders of magnitude were observed for Cd (7-14.339 L kg1), Co
(2 - 34,473 L kg1), and Cr (I - 21,267 L kg'). Zinc K values were between 5 and
123,849 L kg', with a variation of five orders of magnitude The following order of
affinity was obtained: Pb»>Cu»Cd>Zn=Ni=Cr>Co. Soil OM content apparently
had little influence on the distribution of metals. More than 55% of the variation
in distribution coefficients for metallic cations of the groups IIB (Cd and Zn) and
VIIIB (Co and Ni) were explained by pH, while Cu, Cr, and Pb exhibited small pH
dependence In the multiple regression, CEC and pH explained about 80% of the
variation in Kd values for Cd, Co, and Ni, and showed that nonspecific adsorption
mechanisms are involved in the retention of these elements pH and clay contents
accounted for about 63% of the variation in Kd values for Cu and Pb Distribution
coefficients for Cr had an inverse correlation with pH, especially in the joint analysis with clay contents, and 61% of the variation were explained by these variables
Although the best regression model was metal-specific, this study suggests that the
most beneficial and universal site-specific Kd adjustment is pH
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E. R Mouta
Comparative Study of Cadmium, Copper, Nickel and Zinc Adsorption by
Brazilian Variable Charge Soils.
E. R. Moula. J. C. Casagrande. M. Roberto Soares. Federal Univ of Sao Carlos.
The improper discharge of industrial and urban residues and the inadvertent use
of fertilizers and pesticides can result in soil and water pollution and improve the
potential of trace metals to enter in the human food chain Adsorption reactions
occur at the solid/liquid interlace and are the most important mechanisms for controlling the activity of metal ions in soil solution In a complex system with amphoteric behavior, the comprehension of the mobility, availability and fate of pollutants
in the soil system is crucial for the prediction of the environmental consequences
and for development of prevention/remediation strategies. Metal adsorption by
variable charge soils depends on soil solution parameters, due to both the extent and
signal of the surface charge, as well as the metal speciation in soil solution, changes
in response to liquid phase parameters, above all the pll and ionic strength A comparative study of cadmium (Cd), copper (Cu), nickel (Ni) and zinc (Zn) adsorption
by highly weathered soils was conduct using quantitative adsorption parameters:
(i) parameter D=%ads/( 100-%ads), calculated and considered as log{[ML,/[M] .)
in order to transform the S-shaped curves obtained from %ads vs pll (Kurbalov
plots); (ii) pH defined as the pH value at which 5(1% of the initial metal concentration is adsorbed, and; (iii) free energy of Gibbs variation (AG), a measurement
of the reaction strength calculated from the thermodynamic molar relationship
AG=RT(log[M]so| - logfMI >. Surface (0-0 2m) and subsoil (B horizon) samples
were taken from a Rhodic Kandiudalf (RH), an Anionic "Xanthic" Acrudox (XA)
and an Anionic "Rhodic" Acrudox (RA), located in brazilian humid tropical area
As the pH and the ionic strength are important environmental factors influencing the solution chemistry of heavy metals in variable charge systems, adsorption
envelopes, in a batch adsorption experiment, were elaborated by reacting, for 24 h,
soil samples with individual 0.01, 0.1 and 1.0 mol L ' Ca(NO,), aqueous solutions
containing nitrate salts of the adsorptive heavy metal (Cd, Cu, Ni and Zn) at the
initial concentration of 5 mg L ', with an increasing pll value from 3 0 to 8 0 In the
simple correlation analysis, pH explained the majority of the variation in adsorption
parameters for Cd, Ni and Zn A sharp increase of adsorption density (adsorption
edge) was observed within a very narrow pH range, usually less than two pH units.
Kurbalov plots for Cd, Ni and Zn adsorption could be distinguished into three linear parts, correspond to regions 1, II and III. The line slope was comparatively steep
within both the low (4.0 to 5.0) and the high (6.0 to 7.0) pH range, while region
II was relatively flat region within the middle pll range (5.0 to 6 0) Probably, in
region I, specific adsorption was the major mechanism In region II, because of
the increase in negative surface charge, electrostatic adsorption contributes to a
certain extent In region 111, where probably the degree of hydrolysis of metal ions
increases, specific adsorption of metal species in the form of MOH becomes the
dominant mechanism Relevant curves for Cu adsorption exhibited only one region
along the 4 0 to 7 0 pH range. Cadmium and Cu exhibited the highest and the smallest pHw values, respectively, while Ni and Zn presented intermediate pll51| values
The negative values of AG approved the feasibility of the adsorption reaction and
the spontaneous nature of metals ions adsorption Independently of the sampling
depth, metals adsorption and the free energy of the reaction increased with the pll
increasing pHM] values for Cd, Ni and Zn increased as the ionic strength increased,
but not for Cu AG for Cd, Ni and Zn adsorption decreased as the ionic strength
increased. This behavior indicated the weak electrostatic bonding mechanisms
involved in the formation of outer-sphere complex between these metal ions and
the soil adsorbents. The highest AG values for Cu adsorption, reached at a smaller
pH value than Cd, Ni and Zn, and its smallest pHw values, indicated that Cu retention can preferentially occurs Additionaly. as the smaller the pH , the more selective the adsorbent for the metal, and then, the follow affinity sequence was suggested: Cu>Zn>Ni=Cd Commonly, the relative affinity of a soil for a metal cation
increases with the tendency of the cation to form inner-sphere surface complexes
This may be caused by differences in extent of hydrolysis of Cu ions and in affinity
of adsorption sites for Cu
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Surface Klectric Properties of Mucks from Potentiometrie Titration.
D. Matyka-Sarzynska. Institute ofAgrophysics.
The large sources of natural organics, which are important components of not only
soil but also aquatic environments, are mucks Soil organic matter takes part in
all processes coupled with acid -base properties. OM is involved in a number of
biogeochemical processes, including pll buffering, nutrient cycling, ionic balance,
mineral weathering, metal leaching, pollutant toxicity, mobility and bioavailability
Functional groups of acidic character dominate on soil organic matter surfaces
These groups (aliphatic and aromatic carboxylic, phenolic etc.) have very different
acidic strength, depending on the kind of the group, its locality The number and
acidic strength of these groups are a primary characteristics of soil organic matter
The study was conducted on five muck samples (Terric Histosols) being at different
state of mucking, collected at depth of 5-20 cm from sites located in a low moor
area of the Wieprz-Krzna Canal (Polesie Lubelskie) and Biebrza river in Poland
The suspensions of the samples in concentrated NaCI solution were back titrated
with 0 IM NaOH from pll=3 upward The titration curve of pure Nad solution
was taken as the titration curve of the equilibrium solution From the difference of
above curves the base consumption by the solid phase vs pH was estimated The

latter was assumed to be equivalent to variable surface charge increase of the solid.
From these dependencies the distribution functions and average values of apparent surface dissociation constants were calculated The results obtained allow to
state that studied mucks have different quantitative and qualitative characteristics
of surface functional groups In all investigated mucks two dominating kinds of
the acidic groups were distinguished; i.e. strongly acidic surface sites of low pK
values (below 4) and weekly acidic surface sites of high pK values (above 8). The
amount of medium acidity surface groups is small in all samples. The relationship
between the variable charge and the state of mucking process was found The more
decomposed the sample the more acidic the surface and the higher the variable
surface charge per unit mass.
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Phosphorus Status of Red Soils as Influenced by Continuous Fertilization
under Finger Millet—Hybrid Maize System at Bangalore—India.
C. M. Vinutha. S. M. Jayaprakash. B. R. Jagadeesh. N. Vasuki. K. Sudhir. Univ of
Agricultural Sciences.
Long term filed experiments offer good opportunities to study the influence of longterm management practices on soil nutrient status and crop productivity. The long
term fertilizer experiments with finger millet - maize system at GKVK, Bangalore, India were started during 1986-87 with 11 treatments, which included graded
levels of NPK, with and without liming and FYM application The pH, OC, and
available NPK status of initial soil samples were 6 17, 0 46%, 256.7, 34. and 123.1
kg/ha, respectively. Surface (0-15 cm) soil samples were collected from 8 out of 11
treatments after harvest of maize during 2003 - 04, and were analysed for different
forms of phosphorus in order to know the effect of treatments on their contents In
addition, soil Pfixationcapacity, Bray's 1 available P, total P, pH and OC contents
of soil were also estimated by following standard procedures The results indicated
that the pll of soil was decreased considerably due to the continuous addition of
fertilizers The total as well as available P contents of soil were increased with
increase in the levels of added P as well as due to the application of FYM along
with fertilizers The highest (475 5 mg/kg) and the lowest (300 0 mg/kg) amounts
of total P were reported by 100% NPand control, and the highest (84 62 mg/kg) and
lowest (3 54 mg/kg) amounts of available P were recorded by NPK + FYM and the
100% N treatments, respectively Among the four fractions of P, that of Fe-P was
found to be the highest in soil irrespective of the treatments All the four fractions of
P(saloid-P, Fe-P, Al-P and Ca-P) were very high in the soil under only 100% NP,
150% NPK and 100% NPK + FYM treatments. On the other hand the contents of
all the four fractions of P were very low in the control and only I00%N treatments.
The values for different P fractions ranged from 2 75 (Control) to 13.44 mg/kg
(100% NPK + FYM@ 15t/ha) for saloid P, 83.2 (100% N) to 134,4 mg/kg (100%
NPK + FYM) for Al-P, 184.5 (100% N) to 300.2 mg/kg (100% NP) for Fe-P and
25.02 (100% N) to 48 74 mg/kg (100% NPK + FYM) for Ca-P Phosphorus fixation capacity of soil at 500 ppm added P was found to be the highest under 100%
N (189 6 mg/kg) and the lowest under 100% NPK + FYM (146.1 mg/kg), respectively The values for P adsorption parameter (K) varied from 15 9(100% NPK +
FYM) to 812 mg/kg (Control). The results suggested that there was considerable
build up in available Pas well as different forms of Pdue to continuous addition of
P fertilizers The Pfixationcapacity of soil had a direct relationship with amount of
added P and available P status of soil.
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A. M. M. Amer
Soil llygroscopicity as Related to Water Vapour Adsorption Isotherms and
Surface Area Prediction of Certain Soils.
A. M. M. Amer. Soil Science Dept. Faculty ofAgriculture. Menoufia Univ.
Six soil profiles differing in their texture, CaC03 and salinity were chosen from west
and middle Nile Delta for the study The 1st and 2nd profiles from Borg El-Arab
area were sandy loam in texture and > 30% CaCo3,while the 3rd and 4th profiles
(from Nubana area) were sandy clay loam and < 30 % CaCo3 The 5th profile from
Epshan area was non-saline clay alluvial soil and the 6th from El-Khamsen was
saline clay alluvial soil Data showed that the specific surface area (S) values were
34-53 and 44-60 m2/g for calcareous soils of Borg El-Arab and Nubaria areas, 206219 and 206-249 m:/g for non-saline and saline clay alluvial soils of Epshan and ElKhamsen areas respectively The corresponding values of the external specific surface area (Se) were 16-21, 14-22,72-86 and 92-112 m2/g The maximum adsorption
capacity (Wa) which equal to Wm+2Wme was ranged from 1.88 to 2 70%, I 97 to
2 95 %, 9.70-10.70 % and 10 80 to 13 12 % while the maximum hygroscopic water
(MH) values were 2 43-3.78%, 2.91-4.65 %, 16-17 % and 18 30-21.9 % for the
studied soil profiles respectively. The residual moisture content at PF 7 and P/P0 =0
was ranged from 0.0005-0 0010%, 0 0007-0.0019% and 0.0043-0 0048% in Borg
El-Arab, Nubaria and Epshan soil profiles respectively The inter-relations between
the surface area and the hygroscopic moisture parameters of the soils under investigation were as follows: Cacareous soils; Wm=0 40 MH, Wc = 0 55 MH, Wa =
0 70 MH. S = 14 MH Non-saline soil; Wm=0 35 MH, Wc = 0 49 MH. Wa = 0 63
MH, S = 13 MH Saline soil; Wm=03l MH, Wc = 0 45 MH, Wa = 0 59 MH, S =
12 MH These relations give possibility to deduce the soil hygroscopic moisture
parameters and specific surface area via maximum hygroscopic water which can
obtained through the experimental determination.
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H. He
Rapid Biosynthesis Process of Amino Sugars in Soil by Using Ml (' and
Glucose.
//. He. X. Zhang. Institute of Applied Ecology. Chinese Academy of Sciences.
Soil amino sugars, as microbial residues, have been used as biomarker to indicate microorganism contribution to soil organic matter turnover and sequestration.
However, it is not clear that how amino sugars are originated in soil, hence it is
significant to differentiate between the new-synthesized amino sugars and the old
one in order to trace the synthesis process Laboratory incubation with !5N-labeled
NH4+ was conducted and GC-MS technique was used for this aim Surface soil
samples (0-20cm) of Udoll were used and isotope amendments were carried out.
'ITie substrate addition was as: (l) (15NH4)2S04 plus glucose was added once a
week, and (2) glucose was added once a week but (15NH4)2S04 every two weeks
The incubated soils were sampled every two weeks for GC-MS determination and
the incorporation of 15N into three amino sugars (glucosamine, galactosamine and
muramic acid) was evaluated by abundance ratio of F+l to the parent fragment F
of the amino sugar derivatives and calculated as Atom Percentage Excess (APE).
The APE was different among the three amino sugars When both substrates were
added once a week, the APE of muramic acid increased very rapidly at the early
stage, but tended to reach an equilibrium level just after 8 weeks, while the APE
of glucosamine increased almost linearly until the 15th week and then tended to
become slow The enrichment ratios of I5N in glucosamine were smaller than that
of muramic acid, but they were close at the later stage of 18-week incubation
Because soil amino sugars are heterogeneous, the characteristics of APE can not
only reflect the biosynthesis speed and timing characteristics of soil amino sugars
but also deduce the activity of different microorganism communities, i. e. bacteria
could react with N nutrient and C substrate addition faster, while fungi could utilize the N nutrient released by bacteria at the later stage. For the amendment with
N nutrient added every two weeks, the APE characteristics of amino sugars were
changed significantly with different pattern except galactosamine. The lack of N
at the early stage limited microbial growth significantly, which was contributed to
the APE decrease of muramic acid and glucosamine While the carbon source was
relatively abundant during the subsequent incubation to ensure the efficient utilization of NH4+, so the similar APE of muramic acid at the later stage was presented
In summary, amino sugars are rapidly synthesized in soil and the synthesis process
is highly related to the availability of N nutrient and C sources. This finding may
be significant for the understanding of microbial immobilization of N in soil. Keywords: amino sugar, biosynthesis, I5N, glucose, soil.
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P. Leinweber
New Analytical Techniques in Rhizodeposit Chemistry: Pyrolysis Field
Ionization Mass Spectrometry, Liquid Injection Field Desorption Ionization
Mass Spectrometry and Synchrotron-based XANES.
P. Leinweber. Unix of Rostock; A. Schlichting. Steinbeis-Transferzentrum Soil
iiiotechgnology; T. Regier. Canadian Light Source Inc.
We applied Pyrolysis Field Ionization Mass Spectrometry (Py-FIMS), Liquid
Injection Field Desorption Ionization - (LIFDl) Mass Spectrometry (LIFDI-MS)
and Synchrotron-based, soft X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Spectroscopy (XANES)
to get new insights in the rhizosphere chemistry Samples of rhizodeposits of nontransgenic (corn, wheat, potato) and transgenic (potato, Bt-corn) crops grown in
experimental containers were collected by a leaching system and investigated by
these techniques Py-FIMS of the freeze-dried rhizodeposits enabled the detection
of high-molecular compounds up to m/z 600, which can be either released by crops
(e.g., phenols, sterols, suberin) or be products of the interaction of rhizodeposits
with the surrounding humified soil organic matter (e.g., lignin dimers, alkylaromatics). Furthermore, photoperiod-resolved sampling and Py-FIMS proved differences
in the rhizodeposit composition between day and night For instance, corn released
significantly larger proportions of amino acids, such as L-glutamic acid, during daythan during night-time (Melnitchouck et al., 2005). We applied this technique to
investigate if genetic modification of potato crops (chimeric gene for T4-lysozyme)
is likely to have any adverse effects of soil microbiota Investigation of three independent sets of leachates showed that the rhizodeposits of three transgenic potato
lines molecular-chemically differed from those of the non-transgenic potato crops
(Melnitchouck et al., 2006). Despite this extreme sensitivity of Py-FIMS, potential undesircd changes in the samples due to (I) freeze-drying and (2) the thermal
energy impact during pyrolysis call for the application of complementary analytical
techniques. Thus, we tested a newly developed LIFDI-MS system to analyze rhizosphere solution samples In this system the liquid sample is directly placed at the
FD emitter through a capillary Direct (soft) field ionization and desorption from
the emitter surface enables the detection of largely non-fragmented molecules The
initial experiments gave clearly resolved signals with constant high ion intensities
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tor carbohydrates (m/z 96) and phenols and lignin monomers (m/z 150. 180, 2I0)
Methodological improvements will be figured out to concentrate the target substances and lower the concentrations of undesired salts in the analyte As organic
N compounds were found to be important in rhizodeposits, and since there is an
ongoing controversial debate on N heterocyclics in the literature, we recorded N
K-edge XANES spectra at the Spherical Grating Monochromator (SGM) Beamline
at the Canadian Light Source, Saskatoon. Spectra of rhizodeposit samples indicated
the presence of some pyridinic and amide N compounds Thus, the non-destructive
N XANES supported the results of the mass spectrometric techniques. In ongoing
experiments we will refine the analytical techniques to reduce the detection limits
of compounds. Applications will be the risk assessment of genetically modified
crops and reaction pathways for the formation of heterocyclic N in the myco-rhizosphere
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N. A. Manucharova
The Role of Microbial Chitinoclastic Complex in Soil.
N. A. Manucharova. A. M. Yaroslavtsev. E. V. Belova. Moscow Lomonosov State
Univ. Dept of Soil Science; A. L. Slepanov. Dept of Soil Science. Moscow Stale
Univ.
Chitin is one of the most abundant organic polymer in soils, coming only second
after cellulose among polysaccharide. This organic substance is included in fungal
cell walls, exoskeletons of arthropods and insects Microbial chitin degradation in
soil, involves hydrolysis of the glycosidic bonds by the action of exo- and endochitinases Chitinase genes can be found in a range of bacteria, actinomycetes and
fungi. Chitinoclastic microorganisms could be used against plant fungi diseases.
Despite of the great importance of chitin in natural ecosystems there is a lack of
information about the contribution of different groups of organisms to its degradation. The purpose of this research was studying soil microbial cells and chitinoclastic biomass dynamics complex under aerobic and anaerobic conditions in 3 soil
types: gray forest, chernozem and chestnut soils. Two series of experiments were
performed: one part of soil samples was incubated under aerobic conditions and
another part—anaerobic ones for I month at ambient temperature (25oC) Anaerobic conditions above soil samples were created by substitutions of an atmospheric
gas phase with nitrogen (N2). The samples of native soils (without chitin application) were taken as control. The amount of cells and biomass of soil chitinolytic
microorganisms were evaluated by direct luminescent-microscopic method The
carbon dioxide and methane emission were measured by gas chromatography
method Chitin was intensively decomposed in soils under aerobic and anaerobic
conditions. Under aerobic conditions chitin degradation was carried out by three
groups of microorganisms: fungi, actinomycetes and unicellular bacteria The study
of the structure of chitinolytic complex in soils demonstrated, that the cell amount
and the biomass of all groups of microorganisms (bacteria, fungi and actinomycetes) increased in soil enriched with chitin, as compared with control samples.
However, the calculation of prokariote part from total microbial biomass showed
increasing prokariote biomass from 16% to 35% as compared with eucariot under
chitin decompose in soil This peculiarity indicates a liding prokaryotes role in
chitin decompose under aerobic conditions. Using of the successional analysis of
the chitinolytic complex let to discover the domination of the actinomycetes on the
beginning and the final studies of the succession initiating by wetting and adding
chitin into the different types of soils Under anaerobic conditions, soil chitin degradation is carried out by the prokaryotes group of microorganisms: actinomycetes
and unicellular bacteria Some researchers proposed anaerobic pathway of chitin
decomposition The actinomycetes biomass was most actively increased among
other microbial organisms Actinomycetes mycelium and biomass was longer in
chitin content variant in 2,5 times above, than in the comparison template For
bacteria the similar ratio was only 1,2 times The length of a fungi mycelium and
biomass in a sample with chitin was less in comparison with the control samples
It may be explained by activity of fungal chitininolitic complex, which supresses
fungi growth Such type of chitin transformation was found in all soils studied
Thus, anaerobic chitin degradation in soils is carried out by prokaryotic microorganisms, among prokatiotes-actinomycetes. The emission of carbon dioxide (under
aerobic conditions) and methane (under anaerobic conditions) from soils enriched
with chitin excides the samples without organic matter (chitin) The high level of
carbon dioxide and methane emission was found from soils with low organic matter
contents It was shown that in soils under aerobic conditions the peak of C02 emission was observed on 1-2 weeks of incubation, under anaerobic conditions CH4
emission reached the maximal level at 3-4 weeks of incubation, according to the
changes in quantity and biomass of chitinoclastic microorganisms in soils Thus,
chitin is one of the most significant structure elements in transformation carbon and
nitrogen content substances in soil; and all the studied groups of microorganisms
participate in it's decomposition All using methods (luminescent-microscopic,
succession and gas chromatography methods) allowed to describe the process of
chitin decomposition We have shown that actinomycetes play the major role in
chitin transformation in soil
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Decomposition of Cotton Residues in Australian Soils.
G. V. S. R. Vadakattu. M. Hicks. M. L. Kasper. CSIRO Entomology.

Crop residues (stubble) are one of the major sources of C for soil biota in Australian cotton soils and stubble retention can provide benefits through changes in
soil physical, chemical and biological properties Biological functions in soils are
a product of the diversity of microbial populations and their activity as limited by
environmental and soil constraints. The rate of stubble decomposition during the
initial periods (six months) is known to vary with climate (temp and moisture), litter chemistry and composition of soil microbiota We determined the effect of crop
variety and management practice such as herbicide application on the rate of cotton
stubble decomposition and microbial activity and composition of bacteria and fungi
associated with decomposing stubble and leaf residues. Litter bag and in situ soil
core experiments were conducted over three years in field plots on a self mulching
Vcrtosol at Narrabri, New South Wales, Austral ia. Samples of cotton residues (stubble or leaves) and soil attached to the residues were analysed fungal community
structure by Community-Level Physiological Profiling (CLPP) and the diversity
of bacteria and fungi using 16S rDNA / 18S rDNA - DGGE methods Microbial
activity levels associated with decomposing residues were measured using a shortterm lab incubation assay. Decomposition of cotton stubble over a 15 week period
ranged between 40 to 62% and the effects of herbicide application were variable
i.e. some herbicides such as Prometryn, Pendimethalin and Fluometuron reduced
decomposition where as others (Diuron) had no effect Microbial activity levels
associated with herbicide treated stubble lower where as fungal populations were
higher when compared with no herbicide control Microbial community structure
near decomposing stubble and leaf samples differed with cotton varieties, in particular the community level physiological profiling and diversity of fungi although
the C and N concentrations were not different
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Kale of Algobacterial Associations in Soil Forming Process.
E. O. Omarova, G. M. Zenova, Moscow State Univ. Faculty of Soil Science; N.
P. Chizhikova, Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute; V. K. Orleanskii. Institute of
Microbiology, Russian Academy of Sciences.
Algobacterial associations with cyanobacteria are widespread in the places of primary soil formation and developed soils The algobacterial associations in which
actinomycetes formed dominating components of the prokaryotic complex were
found in the places of primary soil formation on sedimentary rocks. The task was
set in this work to study the biological aspects of coexistence of two groups of
organisms, blue-green algae (cyanobacteria) and actinomycetes, and the changes
in the lattices of kaoline components under the impact of growing algobacterial
association The objects of the investigation were represented by algologically pure
cultures of alga (cyanobacterium) Oscillatoria terebriformis (Ag.) Elenk emend ,
which were isolated from the natural algobacterial mat of Kamchatkan thermal
spring, and a culture of actinomycetes Streplomyces odorifer, isolated from accumulating culture of cyanobacterium Oscillatoria terebriformis The method was
developed to study the interactions between the streptomycete and blue-green alga
Oscillatoria terebriformis The following parameters were used to judge the interaction between the cultures of the streptomycete and alga: (1) the presence of a
positive tropism of the streptomycete to the alga; (2) stimulation of the algal growth
in the associated culture with the streptomycete when the inoculate was placed
on the surface and into clay minerals - montmorillonite, kaolinite, and bentonite;
(3) the occurrence of the streptomycete on the surface and in deep layers of the
algobacterial mat constructed in the laboratory from the accumulating culture of O.
terebriformis (Ag ) Elenk emend and streptomycete S. odorifer. (4) the increase
of the photosynthetic activity of the alga in the associated culture with the streptomycete; and (5) the change of the antimicrobial properties of the associated culture
in comparison with its components: streptomycete and alga It was demonstrated
that actinomycetes and blue-green algae (cyanobacteria) can coexist and mutually
stimulate each other in the mixed culture. Analysis of changes in the lattices of
kaoline components under the impact of growing algobacterial association consisting of blue-green alga Oscillatoria terebriformis and actinomycetes Streplomyces
odorifer was carried out The mineral phase was represented by kaolin (the clay
deposit) The mineral composition of the kaolin was analyzed by x-ray diffractometry using a multipurpose Carl Zeiss Yena (Germany) XZC x-ray diffractometer
The initial kaolin sample consists of kaolinite (above 96 %) with an insignificant
admixture of hydromicas, chlorite, and quartz. The identification of the kaolinite
clay mineral is based on registering of reflections of dOOl = 7 1485 A and d002 =
3 5715 Ä in the air-dry samples The well-marked triplets at 4 4524, 4.3544, and
4 1613 Ä fitting hkl 020, 110 and 111 in the specimens testify to the high degree
of the kaolinite lattice perfection The hydromyca is identified in the initial rock
sample according to the reflections dOOl = 10 0 A, d002 = 4 9761 A and d003 =
3.33 A. The last hydromica reflection is overlapped by the quartz reflection d = 4.26
A hkl 101 Both the mineralogical composition and crystallochemical structure of
the kaoline changed after the cultivation of the algobacterial association for two
months. The transformation of the prevailing kaolinite was registered by the altered
intensities of the triplet at 4 4524, 4.3544, and 4.1613 A The reflection intensities
were lower (though insignificantly) which, to some extent, pointed to a certain
disorder in the lattice of the predominating mineral The intensity of the hydromyca
reflections decreased considerably. Three phases were identified: hydromyca (in
the area of 10 0 A), residual chlorite (14.0 A) and a new formed swelling chlorite-smectite mixed-layered mineral (about 19 0 A) These transformation of clay
minerals, which were pronounced to a variable extent, are widespread in soils The

clay minerals in any rock (even such low-productive rocks as kaoline clay) undergo
transformations under the influence of microorganisms over a shot period of time
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Enumeration, Isolation and Identification of Diazotrophic Bacterial Species
from Paddy Rice in Korea.
U. G. Kang. Yeongnam Agricultural Research Institute. National Institute of Crop
Science.
An attempt was made to enumerate the total diazotrophic and heterotrophic bacterial populations from the rhizosphere soils of rice plants, surface sterilized roots
and basal portion of stems of Paddy rice varieties cultivated in soils supplied with
different doses of N fertilizer Enumeration indicated that the fertilizer N (150 kg
ha-1) with application of compost could promote the growth of both heterotrophic and diazotrophic bacteria Enumeration of these populations in six different
paddy rice varieties applied with 110 kg ha-l of N showed that malate utilizing
spirillum species were dominating compared to Azelaic acid utilizing Burkholderia
species and sucrose utilizing Gluconacetobacter species Selection from the acetylene reducing pellicles led to the isolation of more than three different diazotrophic
bacterial groups using three different media Members of isolates from the first
group were further identified as Azospirillum brasilense. Azospirillum lipoferum
and Azospirillum amazonense based on the formation of veil like pellicles at the
surface of medium, cell shape, colony type, pigmentation on different media and
utilization of specific carbon substrates The second group was preliminarily identified as nitrogen fixing Burkholderia species based on the above mentioned characteristic features Similarly, the third group was also identified as Gluconacetobacter
diazotrophicus A PCR assay based on the amplification of a nifH specific primer
with representative isolates from each group indicated the presence of nitrogen
fixing genes In the partial analysis of 16S rDNA sequence, 4 isolates of 20 representative diazotrophs showed lower similarity than 98% This result suggested
agronomically important paddy rice varieties in Korea harbor different diazotrophic isolates such as Azospirillum spp., Herbaspirillum spp., Burkholderia spp and
Gluconacetobacter spp. Keywords : paddy rice, isolation, diazotrophs, nifH, 16S
rDNA sequence.
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Pedobiological Action of Soil Fauna.
A. Pinzon Pinto Corporación Tecnológica de Bogota; M. Romero Pinto. Univ de
Bogota Jorge Tadeo Lozano.
The composition and activity of the communities of organisms that live on the soil
depends on the properties of this as the humidity, the temperature, the porosity, the
organic matter, the pH, among others; the organisms exert an action on the mineral
and organic components, like also on the physical properties as the formation of
stable aggregates, increase the porosity, aeration and water holding capacity Each
organism has their specific edaphic environment to be developed thus: the Lumbricidos need a rich middle in organic matter and adequate humidity; the Himenoptera
prefer clear-sandy soils or sandy-franks; on the contrary the Isoptera need clearclayey and clayey soils; the Coleoptera develop better their activity in franks soils
and the Gasteropoda live specifically in soils loamy rich in calcium. Earthworms:
The works carried out with Eisenia fetida indicate that the diets supplied favor
in a very wide degree development of the worms. The haeces present high structural stability, retention of humidity, forms pores percentage and so great different
as well as high contents of total bases, organic carbon, total nitrogen, available
phosphorus and specific behaviors against the accumulation of the heavy metals
such as cadmium, copper, leads and zinc. The micromorphological analysis of the
earthworm feces showing microagregates of organic matter, isotubules, with large
amount of calcium carbonate and quartz absorbed in an organic matrix and another
ironess, and a very high percentage of interconnected pores of different shape and
size Ants: The pedoturbation caused by these organisms especially in the landscape
of Savannahs is very marked due to the construction of nests or ant hills (figure 2).
The most important process carried out by these organism is the translocation of
materials from one part of the profile, causing changes in the texture of the horizons and consequently on the physical characteristics The incorporation of organic
materials by the ants increases the contents of organic carbon and total nitrogen; the
C/N ratio is high due to the incorporation carbonaceous organic rich comprounds
Termites: These organisms form structures in the shape of mounds (figure 3), which
are the result of the accumulation ordinate and continuous of feces produced by the
laborers of the colony These ejections are the final product of the consumption of
materials of the soil and of remainders of vegetables, transformed by the termites
in their alimentary canal. The same as the ants, the termites also transport material of soil since the depth to the surface, altering completely their physical and
chemical properties To compare the chemical composition of the surrounding soil
with the soil of the termiteros. was found that the magnesium, calcium, potassium,
phosphorus and the carbon were in higher amount in that structures that on the soil
without altering for the termites Scrawl: Studies carried out to these soil organisms, very abundant in our country, show that the type of soil is very important for
their development. The larva and the adult modify it opening channels and tunnels
allowing that the water, the air and the nutritional solutions move with greater facility To analyze the materials excreted by the larvae, is seen how do they enlarge
the nutrients especially the phosphorus which reaches levels even in 223 ppm . in
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comparison with the soil that is 39 9 ppm.; equal forms same way the potassium is
60 times higher in the excrement than on the soil The construction of crotovinas
elaborated by the adults, increase the organic matter. Terrestrial snails: The populations of terrestrial snails are not found evenly distributed in a specific space, due to
microclimatic and microtopographic factors, as also the source of food Terrestrial
snails are organisms that cause so much transformations chemical and physical,
due to the mucoproteins and cellulose that produce so much in its wastes like to be
displaced, which induces to the particles of the soil to be united and to form stronger aggregates According to the results of chemical analyses made to the heces of
the terrestrial snails an increase was found of the contents of calcium, phosphorus,
magnesium, potassium and sodium.

tions of the ginseng plants inoculated with AMF were highly increased compared to
those of non-inoculated ones. The spore densities of AMF in the rhizosphere soil at
16 weeks after inoculation with and without AMF were 256 8 and 186 3 spores/30g
fresh soil, respectively. The AMF infection rate in lateral roots of AMF inoculated
ginseng plants was approximately 19% higher compared to the lateral roots of
non-inoculated control plants Taken together, we can conclude that inoculation of
ginseng seedlings with AMF at transplanting time may enhance plant growth and
consequently improve the yield of ginseng root.
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Characterization of Bacterial Communities Isolated from Rhizosphere Soil
of Field Grown Chinese Cabbage (Brassica campestris ssp pekinensis) by
Cultivation Dependent Methods and Screening of Potential Plant Growth
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Phosphate Solubilization and Growth Promotion of Maize (Zea mays L.) by
Promotion.
the Rhizosphere Soil Fungus Penicillium oxalicum,
S. Poonguzhali. M. Madhaiyan. K. Kim. Chungbuk National Univ: D. Suh. Namhae
W. Shin. J. Ryu. Chungbuk National Univ. Y. Kim. J. Yang. KG Chemical Corp.: M.Chemicals Corp: B. Park. Namhae Chemicals Corp: J. Kim. T. Sa, Chungbuk
Madhaiyan. Chungbuk National Univ; T. Sa. Chungbuk National Univ.
National Univ.
Phosphorus (P), one of the major plant nutrients whose availability is conditioned
The rhizosphere is the portion of the soil that forms the complex habitat of plant
by various factors, is acquired from soil solution as phosphate anions (predomiroots, having a marked influence on microbial communities that play an important
nantly HP042 and H,P0 4 ), and these anions are extremely reactive and may be
role for the functioning of the ecosystem, both in relation to direct interactions
immobilized through precipitation The availability of phosphate anions in soil is
with plants (both beneficial and deleterious to growth) and with regard to nutriattributed to the presence and activity of soil microorganisms The existence of soil
ent and organic matter cycling and the composition of rhizosphere is altered by
microorganisms capable of transforming soil P to forms available to the plants has
root activity. On the other hand, influence of the rhizosphere microorganisms on
earlier been reviewed A microbial plant inoculant able to dissolve sparingly soluble
root biology is so important that is critical to evaluate how the basic nutritional
inorganic soil P during plant growth would have both economic and environmental
and developmental processes of the plant are affected Investigating the diversity
advantages One such soil fungus is the Penicillium fungus, which is considered to
of rhizosphere microorganisms is important for understanding the impacts of new
be a key group of soil microflora involved in P cycling We have reported already
agricultural technologies upon soil ecology, nutrient transformations and plant sucthe mineral phosphate solubilizing activity of Penicillium oxalicum CBPS-3F-Tsa,
cession and to manipulate these associations to increase crop production Microora soil fungus isolated from rice rhizosphere from Youngnam province of Korea In
ganisms that colonize the rhizosphere can be classified according to their effects on
this study, we examined (i) the in vitro mineral phosphate solubilizing (MPS) activplants and the way they interact with roots, some being pathogens whereas other
ity of this fungus and possible mechanisms of solubilization in terms of organic
trigger beneficial effects Beneficial rhizobacteria are often referred to as Plant
acid production and (ii) its impact on growth, and nitrogen (N) and phosphorous
Growth Promoting Rhizobacteria (PGPR) that inhabit plant roots and exert a posi(P) accumulation in maize plants in the presence of fused and rock phosphates.
tive effect ranging from direct influence mechanisms to an indirect effect. Bacteria
The fungus solubilized 129 I, 1188 and 54.1 mg P L"' of tri-calcium phosphate
of several taxonomie classes are found in crop rhizosphere and in soil and they
[Ca,(PO ),], aluminium phosphate (AIP04) and ferric phosphate (FeP04), respeccan increase plant growth and productivity Our study aimed at detecting the root
tively, after 72 h of incubation Malic, gluconic and oxalic acids were detected in
associated bacterial communities of Chinese cabbage (Brassica campestris ssp
theflaskssupplemented with various phosphate sources together with large amount
pekinensis) under different fertilization regimes using cultivation dependent methof malic acid [240, 146, 145 mM AIP04, FePO,, and Ca,(P04), respectively] folods. The cultivable population was studied using agar plating assay. Fatty Acid
lowed by the other two The effects of inoculation of P. oxalicum CBPS-3F-Tsa on
Methyl Ester (FAME) analysis and carbon substrate utilization using BIOLOG™
maize plants were studied under pot culture conditions P. oxalicum CBPS-3F-Tsa
plates. Taxonomical identification of the isolates by FAME resulted in about 83%
was inoculated to maize plants alone or along with inorganic phosphates in the
identification and they represented 9 and 14 different known bacterial genera from
form of fused phosphates (FP) and rock phosphates (RP). Inoculation of P. oxalithe rhizosphere and root interior respectively from Proleobacleria (a, ß, and y), fircum CBPS-3F-Tsa increased the plant growth, and N and P accumulation in plants
micutes (actinobacteria and the Bacillus groups) and Bacteroidetes Pseudomonas
compared to control plants and also had positive effects when applied with RP. The
and Bacillus were associated with the plants grown under all the fertilized condiresults of this study report that the fungus P. oxalicum strain CBPS-3F-Tsa could
tions and actinobacteria could be observed only in rhizosphere of plants grown on
solubilize different insoluble phosphates by producing organic acids, particularly
unfertilized plots The principal component analysis of the FAME profiles of the
malic acid and also improved the efficiency of RP applied to maize plants. The
bacterial (rhizosphere and endophytic) isolates resulted in apparently four groupincrease of dry weight and N and P accumulation in shoots and roots, highlights the
ings regardless of treatment, and no treatment exerted a dominating influence on
importance of adding Pat seeding time and the influence of fungal isolate in playthe bacterial diversity But Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the BIOLOG
ing a role in the release of phosphates in soil. P. oxalicum CBPS-3F-Tsa actively
substrate utilization of the isolates revealed the metabolical dissimilarity of the isosolubilized inorganic RP and increased the accumulated P in maize plants. But this
lates The isolates that were the same strains according to the FAME analysis were
effect could not be seen when applied with FP. This could most likely be due to
not necessarily metabolically similar The diversity, as revealed by the diversity
the repression of P solubilization in microbes, when exposed to phosphate rich
indices was greater among the isolates obtained from unfertilized samples than
environments It is also evident that the fungus requires an optimum amount of P
that of fertilized ones. The isolates analyzed for different plant growth promotavailable soil for it to function efficiently The presently described results clearly
ing effects revealed variations depending on the fertilization regimes The highest
suggest that, under greenhouse conditions, it is possible to benefit from the phospercentage of phosphate solubilizing bacteria (PSB) and 1-aminocyclo propane-lphate solubilizing activity of P. oxalicum CBPS-3F-Tsa when rock phosphate is
carboxylate (ACC) utilizers was recorded in chemical fertilizer treated samples,
used More field trials are required before the recommendation of fungus as a benfollowed by the organic fertilizer treated Clearly, the bacterial diversity is influeficial bioinoculant for maize crop Further studies on the root colonization and
enced by the soil physical and chemical characteristics and descriptions of both
yield improvement would shed more light to the prospects of fertilizing the maize
structural and functional diversity are a key to understanding microbial ecology
crop with P. oxalicum CBPS-3F-Tsa
and ecosystem function. This study provides an insight into the root associated
bacteria] communities that can be cultivated from Chinese cabbage under different
fertilization regimes. It is clear from this study that some species fluctuate between
endophytic and epiphytic niche and the functional and the physiological diversity
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B. K. Sohn
of the bacterial communities vary with the soil management practices ie fertilizer
The Effectiveness of Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi (AMF) Inoculation of
application Future studies addressing these factors could expand the knowledge on
Korean Ginseng (Panax Ginseng CA. Meyer) Seedlings.
the rhizosphere microbiology.
E. J. Cho. S. Y. Jin. C D. We. J. S. Cho. Dept of Biological Environment. Sunchon
National Univ: H. L. Kim. National Horticultural Research Institute: B. K. Sohn.
Dept of Biological Environment. Sunchon National Univ.
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In the field condition, we investigated the growth response of one year-old Korean
Proteome Analysis of Differentially Displayed Proteins as a Tool for Evaluating
ginseng seedlings inoculated with AMF(46 spores per seedling) at transplanting
the r^ffect of the Natural Soil Mineral lllite Applied as a Soil Conditioner on
time. The chemical properties of the field soil were a pH of 5 9, 0 20 dS/m of
the Growth of Lettuce.
EC, 279.7 mg/kg of P205, 1.61 g/kg of SOM, 0.06 % of T-N, 0.62 cmol/kg of
K. Y. Chung. Chungbuk National Univ.
exchangeable K, 1.86 cmol/kg of Ca, 0 82 cmol/kg of Mg and 0 22 cmol/kg of
Na Sixteen weeks after inoculation with AMF, the growth of mycorrhizal ginseng
In the previous experiment, it was found that the application of illite in both forms
plants were improved by additional inoculation of AMF Root fresh weight (5 92
of particulate and powder as the soil conditioner was effective in the stimulated
g), leaf area (158 60 cm2) and chlorophyll content (3 2 mg/100cm3) of AMF inocgrowth of lettuce, especially at its early growth stage and as powder form The idenulated ginseng plants demonstrated significant improvement in comparison with
tification of effective proteins involved in the stimulated growth at the early stage
root fresh weight (3.21 g), leaf area (105 78 cm2) and chlorophyll content (2.9
of lettuce were performed from the samples of lettuce grown on the pots in the glass
mg/IO()cm3) of non-inoculated plants The macro- and micro-nutrient concentrahouse The analysis of stress-responsiveness in plant and soil is an important route
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:
to the discovery of genes conferring stress tolerance and their use in plant science
programs Comparative proteomics of the lettuce leaf have been used to identify the
specific tissue-expressed proteins. These lettuce tissue samples have the different
illite treatments Protein extracts were first prepared from the illite-treated lettuce
samples and the proteins were separated by two-dimensional electrophoresis (2DE) and visualized by staining with Silver, and gel images were analyzed with a
computer assisted image analyzer After the visual comparison, the protein spots
that were differentially expressed in the applied lettuce tissues were cut from gels
and analyzed by liquid chromatography matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization
time-of-flight mass spectrometry (LC-MALDI-TOF-TOF) and peptide mass fingerprint database searching. Then, proteome in the illite-treated and untreated spots
were compared As a results, three proteins in the illite-treated spots were selected
and identified as follows: one protein, RuBisCO small subunit [Lactuca sativa] in
the powder illite-treated spots; two proteins, Plastidic aldolase NPALDPI [Nicotiana paniculatajand Putative ABC transporter periplasmic sugar-binding protein in
the particulate illite-treated spots Whereas, some minor proteins in the untreated
spots were also expressed
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Characterizing Biological and Physical Soil Properties across a Spatial
Gradient from In-Row to Inter-Row in a Long-Term Vegetable Tillage Study.
L. F. Overstreet. G. D. Hoyt, North Carolina State Univ.
Strip-tillage is a conservation tillage technique that is being increasingly employed
in vegetable crop production systems in the southeastern United States Strip-tillage results in a delineated crop field, having properties of conventional tillage
systems in the in-row locations and properties of no-till systems in the inter-row
locations. Few studies have compared biological and physical soil properties and
relationships at the whole-field scale in strip-tillage cropping systems with different
input and crop rotation regimes In this study we examined the spatial gradient of
biological, physical, and chemical soil properties in the region spanning the field
in-row to inter-row locations and compared results between systems utilizing different inputs (conventional fertilizer and pesticides vs. organic-approved inputs)
and rotation regimes (continuous staked tomatoes vs. three-year vegetable rotation) Bulk density was significantly greater in the inter-row locations and in the
rotation treatments, probably as a result of greater traffic relative to the continuous
treatment No differences in moisture content were determined between field locations or agricultural treatments. Inter-row locations contained greater soil C and N
in organic compared to synthetic treatments, and in continuous compared to rotation treatments Soil respiration was greatest in the inter-row and least in the in-row
locations, and greater in treatments receiving organic inputs relative to synthetic
inputs No differences in soil N mineralization were observed. Microbial biomass
C and N were greatest in inter-row and least in in-row locations, following total C
availability. Principle components analysis further confirmed that greater values
for biological parameters were obtained from inter-row locations, despite greater
bulk density values.
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Phylogenetic Characterization of a Polychlorinated-Biphenyl-Dechlorinating
Microbial Community under Different Anaerobic Treatments.
A. E. Nunez. E. M. D 'Angela. Dept of Plant and Soil Science. Univ of Kentucky.
Thirty-nine states in the US have fish consumption advisories due to PCB contamination, including six states that border the Ohio River Several biogeochemical processes, acting in concert or individually, can attenuate PCBs in sediments;
most processes, however, are dependent on environmental factors that regulate
the growth and activities of specific microbial groups or assemblages This study
investigated the role of temperature, organic, and inorganic amendments on PCB
removal and anaerobic microbial community composition in '4C-2,2',4,4',5,5'hexachlorobiphenyl (PCB-153)-spiked Ohio River sediments Phylogenetic analysis of bacterial 16S rDNA clone libraries recovered from freshly collected sediments indicated a predominance of aerobic and facultative anaerobic bacteria and
a lack of bacteria with PCB dechlorination ability, which indicated that native sediments were probably not sufficiently chemically-reduced for extensive reductive
dechlorination of PCBs However, PCB-153 was extensively meta-dechlorinated
to 2,2',4,4'-tetrachlorobiphenyl (PCB-47) by native bacteria populations after they
were exposed to extremely reducing (methanogenic) conditions PCB-153 removal
was greatest in sediments amended with peptone and volatile fatty acids as electron
donors, but addition of ferrous sulfate as electron acceptor in combination with
electron donors inhibited reductive dechlorination Treatments showing extensive
dechlorination were accompanied by increased occurrence of species in the Dehalococcoides, Desulfitobacterium, and Clostridium genera, which are associated with
reductive dechlorination of PCBs and other chloroaromatics. It is proposed that
bacterial community composition determined by phylogenetic analysis of bacterial
16S rRNA could be a useful tool for assessing certain biogeochemical conditions
(e.g. temperature, redox, and electron availability) and so the likelihood of many
processes in the environment, including reductive dechlorination of PCBs
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Indicative Values of Enzimatic Activity and Biological Properties about Soils
from Oaxaca Mexico.

R. O. Amada Laura. Univ Nacional Autónoma de México.
The research was conducted at the farm "La Cabana", Pluma Hidalgo, Oaxaca,
Mexico with total area of 700 ha. about two selected places profile I (Chromic Alisol) at 755 m and the profile 2 (Fluvic Phaeozem) at 702 m above sea level. Inside
toposequence with eolluvium accumulation at the shoulder of the slope, fine sorted
material containing several buried soils forms a convex slope instead of a concave
footslope in the lower part of the toposequence; the profile 2 form part of lower
part a sediment discontinuity and the profile I is a accumulation zone buried by
landslides mustly seismically induced. In the area there are coffee plantation Coffea
arabica var. tipica L) and abundant natural plant species as Brosimum alicaslrum.
Enlerolobium cyclocarpus. Plerocarpus acupilcensis. Bursera simaruba. Caesalpinia coriacea. Ceiba penlandra. Cordia aliodora and Ficus sp. In the area studied
there are complex relief and sediments of where result an high diversity of soils
and the period of instability can be ascribed to various reasons seismically induced,
mass movement, tree fall due to hurricanes or forest fires (Krasilnikov et al 2005)
In the region was take 5 samples in one area of 25 x 25 m near at profiles and were
made 3 replications for determination (Phosphomonoesterase, glucosydase, urease,
dehydrogenase, microbiological carbon and nitrogen and respiration) (Nannipieri
et al., 2001). With the results was made a probe of Tuckey and ANOVA. The results
show bigger values in the area of the profile 2 Fluvic Phaeozem per urease (30 82
b±2.5), Phosphomonoesterase (39.77b±7.4). dehydrogenase (0 10b±01), glucosidase (0.91b±.03), carbon (33 14b±.5 4) and nitrogen (l.56b±01) microbial and
respiration (26.07b±.3 5) this was attributed at the accumulation of sediments and
to the bigger quantity and diversity of mesofauna (worms, larvae, insects) This
involve one bigger biochemistry activity, biochemistry transformation for accumulation of carbon (314 g kg-1). In the area of the Chromic Alisol there was smaller
activity for the content of carbon 16.8 g kg-1, for this were considered indicatives
of different edaphic and geomorphological characteristics the values at biological
and enzymatic activity in the soils of this toposequence from Oaxaca.
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Microbial Populations Response to Tillage and Residue Managements in a
Calcareous Soil.
M. Yahyaabadi. Dept of Soil and Water Research. Isfahan Agriculture Research
Center.
The numbers, types, and activities of soil microorganisms are important to the productivity of soil through their regulatory efiect on soil carbon and nitrogen levels
Conservation and conventional tillage systems in the presence of barley stubble on
forage corn biomass were established to assess the impact of management practices
on microbial populations. Surface soils from different management systems were
characterized for aerobic and anaerobic microbial populations and denitrification.
Numbers of aerobic and anaerobic microorganisms in surface (0-10 cm) minimumtill soils averaged 1.6 and 1.4 times greater, respectively, than in surface plowed
soils. Deeper in the soil (10-30 cm), however, aerobic microbial populations were
significantly greater in conventionally tilled soils In contrast, below 20 cm, the
numbers of anaerobic microorganisms differed little between tillage treatments
In reduced tillage management and no-till soil, however, these organisms were
found to comprise a greater proportion of the total bacterial population than in
conventionally tilled soils Measurements of the denitrification potential from soils
generally followed the observed differences in anaerobic microbial populations In
surface no-till treatment soils, increased numbers of anaerobic microorganisms and
a substantially greater denitrification potential, following irrigation, indicate the
presence of less-aerobic conditions in comparison to conventionally tilled soils
This condition appears to result from greater soil bulk densities and water contents
of no-till soils, which act to increase water-filled porosity and the potential for water
to act as a barrier to the diffusion of oxygen through the soil profile. The numbers
of total anaerobes in no-till soils, however, decreased much less with depth than did
the populations of aerobic bacteria and fungi Furthermore, at the 10 to 20 cm and
20 to 30 cm sampling depths, total anaerobes represented a greater percentage of
the total bacterial community in no-till compared to plowed soils
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Relationship of Glyphosate Application and Foliar Amendment on IVA
Producing Bacteria and Urease Activity in the Rhizosphere of GlyphosateResistant Soybean.
S. J. Kim. Dept of Soil. Environmental, and Atmospheric Sciences. Univ of
Missouri-Columbia: R. J. Kremer. USDA-ARS. Cropping Systems and Hitter
Quality Research Unit.
Increased use of glyphosate-resistant crops has raised concerns regarding the potential environmental impact of glyphosate. Furthermore, foliar-applied chemicals as
well as herbicides may impact soil microbial ecology Biostimulants (products containing plant hormones) and liquid fertilizers affect soil microorganisms by providing additional nutrients or growth factors that alter metabolic activity and improve
crop growth and productivity Grozyme" and PT-21" are foliar amendments used to
increase crop yield Metabolites that have been implicated in growth-suppressive
activity include hydrogen cyanide, phytohormones such as lndole-3-Acetic Acid
(IAA), and unidentified Phytotoxins The objectives of this study were to describe
changes in bacterial populations which synthesize IAA and urease activity in the
rhizosphere of glyphosate-resistant soybean (Glycine mar. 'Roundup Ready') This
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study was conducted at Bradford Agronomy Center of the University of MissouriColumbia RoundUp (RU) herbicide was applied to main plots at the recommended
growth stage (pre-bloom) following the suggested label rate Split-plots 10 days
alter the RU application were treated with foliar amendments of biostimulant or
urea (21%) solution. Soybean roots and associated soil were collected from the
outer rows of each plot immediately prior to RU application and 10,20, and 30 days
after RU application The results showed that the populations of IAA-producing
bacteria in overall RU treatments decreased Urease activity 30 DAT significantly
decreased in RU compared with urea solution. These results indicate that the herbicide glyphosate in association with certain foliar amendments may influence the
rhizosphere bacterial populations which synthesize IAA and also may alter microbial enzyme activity
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Identification of Rare Species of Actinomycetes in Soils of Mongolia.
N. Jadambaa. Laboratory of Microbiology. Biology Institute of the Mongolian
Academy of Sciences: V. I. Savich. Russian Stale Agricultural Univ. 1NOA
Timiiyazev: G. M. Zenova. Faculty of Soil Science. Moscow State Univ.
Mongolia is one of the biggest Asian countries and unique by its environmental
traits. This always attract the attention of naturalists and other specialists. The soils
studied arc: The mountain taiga cryomorphic, derno taiga, mountain forest dark
colored derno soils, mountain forest-steppe, chernozem, dark kastanozem, light
kastanozem, pale brown desert-steppe, arid brown semidesert and alluvial meadow
soils The most common Actinomycetes in soils are the streptomycetes Selective
procedures for isolating the actinomycetes of rare genera from soils have been
developedThey include the pretreatment of soil samples with heat and the addition
of antibiotics into the nutrient medium Data on population and taxonomy of actinomycetes in soils of Mongolia show that complexes of soil actinomycetes reflect
specific features of the environment and the character of pedogenesis in these soils
'ITie taxonomie diversity of actinomycetes in the steppe and desert ecosystems
of plain territories is higher than that in the mountain and meadow ecosystems
Twelve genera of actinomycetes have been identified in the actinomycetal complex of soil samples of Mongolia The rare actinomycetes are: Saccharomonospora,
Saccharopolyspora Microbiospora, Microtetraspora, Streptosporangium, Thermomonospora, Actinomadura, Nocardioides, Nocardia and Dactylosporangium
were isolated The genera Streptomyces and Micromonospora predominate in the
actinomycetal complex of soil samples of Mongolia The genus Micromonospora
is rather frequent in all the studied soils The results also showed that selective
procedures are especially efficient for isolating the representatives of rare genera
of actinomycetes from soils The use of selective methods for separation and identification of actinomycetes in soils makes it possible to specify those genera that
produce antibiotics and other biologically active substances. Keywords: Identification, Actinomycetes, Soils, Mongolia.
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Correlation between the Secondary Metabolism of Fluorescent Pseudomonases
spp. and their Rhizospheric Competence.
M. Benchabane. Univ de Blida; R. Bakour. USTHB.
The fluorescent Pseudomonases spp synthesizes a large variety of secondary
metabolites (sideophores, indoles, antibiotics, etc.). The implication of a part of
these metabolites in biological control of the phytopathogènic agents and in the
promotion of the growth of the plants has been demonstrated in many works. The
determination of the ties between the action of these metabolites and their securities
on the inhibition and the suppression of some plant diseases opened the ways on a
research multidisci-plinary touch, among others, the microbiological, biochemical,
genetic and ecological aspects offluorescentPseudomonases spp The metabolites
implied in the biologic struggle process are numerous and varied at several cashes
in the rhizospherical flora. Some of these metabolites are characterized by inhibitory effects towards manyphytopathogenic agents, notably the telluric fungi and
bacteria The suppression or the plant pathology inhibition is a multifactorial process; thus, the actions of the secondary metabolites are not mutually exclusive, on
the contrary, they can be complementary between them and with the additive securities of other key factors as the efficiency of the root colonization. In this work, we
tackled at bet it in evidence of the synthesis of these secondary metabolites at a set
of stumps of fluorescent Pseudomonas spp. coming from the different biotopes and
their interrelationship with biocontrol activities, phytostimulation and their rhizospherical competence (root colonisation).
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Occurrence off. perfringens from Different Cultivated Soil.
C. Voidarou. S. Kandrelis. T.E.I, of Epirus. Laboratory of Animal Health and
Infections Diseases. Dept of Animal Production: D. Vassos. Univ of loannina.
Medical School. Hygiene Lab. 45110: A. Tzora. 1. Skoufos. T.E.I, of Epirus.
laboratory ofAnimal Health and Infections Diseases. Dept ofAnimal Production:
A. Alexopoulos. E. Bezirtzoglou. Democritus Univ of Thrace. School of Agricultural
Development. Microbiology l<ab.
The recent increased knowledge of anaerobic bacteria, their occurrence, cultivation
and identification has raised the question of their role in the different types of cul-
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tivated soils Among the anaerobes species our interest is focused on C.perfringens
which is widely distributed in nature and is naturally present in large numbers in the
soil, sewage, and in the human and animal intestinal tract, where it occurs in both
the vegetative and spore forms. 750 samples from cultivated soil were collected,
coming from the North Quest area of Greece. Our samples consist of cultivated
soil dedicated to the production of the following products; Three different types
of cultures were considered on the present study; bulb bearing undersurface of
the soil, bulb bearing on the soil, bulb bearing out of the soil surface Brawwica
oderacea (vegetable), Olive, Daucus carota (carrot), Solanum tuberosum (potato),
Phaseolus vulgaris (green haricot). Beta vulgaris var rapaceum (beetroot), Cucurbita pepo (squash), Allium cepa (onion), Cucumis sativus (cucumber) and Capsicum annum (pepper) Membrane filtration equipment was used. All samples
were alternatively passed through two membrane filters, the first (20 im pore size)
was used for retention of the soil impurities and the second (porosity 0,45 im) for
C.perfringens The growth medium used was lactase - sulphite (LS broth). All
isolated C.perfringens strains were tested for their antimicrobial activities by the
amoxicillin (25igr), penicillin G (10 units), kanamycin (30 igr), tetracycline (30gr),
streptomycin (10 igr), erythromycin (15 igr) êaé chloramphenicol (30 igr) When
considering together the type of the bulb production; it was observed increased
number of C.perfringens spore densities in the most undersurface bulb production
soils Moreover, C perfringens spore are likely to occur in particularly large numbers in soil contaminate by fecal matter. Additionally, there is a close relationship
between the amount of pollution and presence of C.perfringens Most of our strains
showed resistance to the above antibiotics applied usually for human and veterinary
care It is then conceivable that the presence of C.perfringens as bacterial indicator
depend not only on physicochemical conditions, but it is mainly associated with the
nature of the organic pollution. It is then conceivable that systematic monitoring
of the cultivated soil ecosystems must include bacteriological parameters together
with chemical indices of organic pollution in order to obtain information adequate
for assessing their overall quality from the point of view of public health.
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The Influence of Natural Process Steppe Formation on the Complex of
Microarthropods (Acarina, Collembola) of Ordinary Chernozem of Nizhnii
Don.

N. I. Bulysheva. A. A. Kazadaev. A. M. Kremenitsa. The Rostov Stale Univ.
The intensive use of steppes' resources has resulted in reduction of a biodiversity and a number epigeal animals If the plot will be isolated from agricultural
activity, it will gradually turn in to the present virgin soil. It is process of natural
Steppeformation The purpose of the research is the estimation of the process of
microarthropods' complex formation (Acarina and Collembola) of ordinary chernozem of Nizhnii Don by means of natural steppe formation. The investigations
were carried out in 70-, 15- and 5-years old fallow land and adjoining to them an
agrocenosis in Mjasnikovskii district of the Rostov region. The selection of soil
samples was carried out in May, July and October Soil samples were taking layer
by layer through 5 cm up to 30 cm in depth 15 times The extraction of microarthropods (Acarina, Collembola) from the substratum was conducted by way of
eclectors at natural lighting without electric heating for 7 days up to full drying up
with the following storage in 70 % alcohol with the addition of glycerin During the
investigations it was established, that the minimal number of all researched groups
of microarthropods is fixed in all terms. The increase in number microarthropods
is registered with the increase of the age of fallow land On all researched plots
two peaks of'number it is marked in May and October, in July its sharp reduction
in all researched groups is observed, and in this very period the most populous a
soil stratum is 10-20 cm. In total 39 species of collembola were revealed for the
period of research: 21 in agrocenosis; 25 in 5-years old fallow land; 28 in 15-years
old tällow land; 35 in 70-years old fallow land Ceratophisella succinea and Mesaphorura sp.gr. krausbaueri were the center of dominating species on all researched
plots Species, inhabiting in topsoil, haven't been discovered in agrocenosis and in
5-years old fallow land. Entomobria handschini, inhabiting in topsoil, is registered
on 15- and 70-years old fallow land. The change of vegetative communities on fallow land of'ordinary chernozem depends on time steppe formation of landscapes.
That resulted in increasing of number of all researched groups of microarthropods
and structure of collembola species.
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Effect of Waterlogging and Drought on Mycorrhizal Colonisation in Lotus
Glaber Roots in a Saline-Sodic Soil.
R. Mendoza. G. Ileana. MACN (Museo Argentino de Ciencias Naturales CON/CET).
The effect of waterlogging and drought conditions on the symbiosis between arbuscular-mycorrhizal fungi (AM) and Lotus glaber plants in a saline-sodic soil were
studied to investigate the importance of symbiosis to permit plants tolerate and
grow under stress conditions imposed by the environment Lotus glaber Mill , is the
unique naturalised legume on lowland grasslands in the Flooding Pampa of Buenos
Aires Province. Argentina During the rainy season (autumn, winter and part of the
spring) flooding is a common climate phenomenon in these lowlands The duration
of flooding is variable, ranging from a few days to more than seven months depending on topography, soil and season Additionally during the summer, drought is also
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frequent The soils ot' these lowlands are characterised by high pH, salinity and
sodicity, and in summer, an alternating sequence of dry and wet pulses originated
by rainfall and high evaporation rates These situations impose plants to a variety
of stress conditions. The soil was air dried and sieved through 2mm-mesh screen A
total of twenty 2.0 L closed bottom pots were filled with I 350 g of soil Five Lotus
glaber Mill, plants were grown in a Typic Natraquoll saline-sodic soil (pH 9.4;
electrical conductivity 5.07 dS/cm, exchangeable sodium 60%) in a greenhouse for
75 days and then subjected to waterlogging or drought for an additional period of
35 days After the initial period of growth in soil at near field capacity (36% w/w),
5 of the pots were harvested Five of the remaining 15 pots were flooded with
demineralised water to one cm above the soil surface (waterlogged treatment), 5
pots were kept near -0 19 MPa of soil water potential (drought treatment), and 5
control treatment pots were kept near field capacity, -0.05 MPa (control treatment)
Plants in the three treatments (control, waterlogged and drought pots) were grown
for an additional 35 days. That is, 75 days near field capacity followed by 35 days
near field capacity, waterlogging and drought. The effect of waterlogging and of
drought on AM-plant symbiosis were evaluated by measuring the morphology of
mycorrhizal colonisation and Rhizobium nodules in L. glaber roots before and after
waterlogging or drought treatments. Soil waterlogging and drought decreased total
root length, root length colonised (AM root length), arbuscular colonisation (AC
root length) and number of entry points per unit of colonised root length. Waterlogging also increased vesicle colonisation (VC root length) and Rhizobium nodules in roots, but drought treatment did not affect vesicle colonisation and nodule
formation. Spore density in soil decreased by waterlogging but it had no changes
with respect to drought treatment The results indicate that L. glaber can grow,
become nodulated by Rhizobium and colonised by mycorrhizas under waterlogged
or drought conditions Susceptibility index (SI) suggests that soil waterlogging
has a greater depressive effect on mycorrhizal colonisation morphology than soil
drought
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Short-Term Dynamics of Organic Matter and Microbial Biomass of Soils after
Simulated Rainfall on Dry Cropland under Different Climate, Soil Texture,
and Crop Residue Management.
5. So, F. Shinya. Graduate School ofAgriculture. Kyoto Univ: K. Methods. Dept of
Soil Science. Sokoine Univ of Agriculture: K. Takashi. Graduate School of Global
Environmental Studies. Kyoto Univ.
To evaluate the short-term dynamics of soil organic matter (SOM) during rapid wetting/drying of soil, it is important to analyze the short-term dynamics of Microbial
Biomass (MB) as well as C02 emission rate because soil microbes would adapt to
their respective environmental conditions and behave differently We conducted the
simulated rainfall experiments on croplands with different climate, soil texture, and
crop residue management during dry season The objectives of this study are (I)
to evaluate the effects of rapid wetting/drying event on the dynamics of SOM and
MB under field conditions, and (2) to comparatively analyze the behavior of soil
microbes under different environmental conditions. Six experimental plots were
installed as follows; (1) clayey soils under tropical savanna climate in Tanzania
(MG) and Thailand (RP), (2) sandy soils under tropical savanna climate in Niger
(SD) and Thailand (SJ), which had been received different amounts of crop residues in recent years, and (3) clayey soils under step climate in Kazakhstan (KZ)
and Hungary (KC) Three treatments were imposed: (i) C plot, receiving no water,
(ii) W plot, treated with 10 mm of rainfall water, and (iii) G plot, sprayed with glucose as a substrate together with the 10 mm of rainfall treatment CÓ2 efflux rate
and MB were measured at the field for 3 to 15 days. After the rainfall treatment,
at all the W plots with clayey texture, a rapid C02 flush occurred due to increased
microbial activity, and it finished within 2 days On the other hand, at one of the
W plot with sandy texture (SJ), the C02 flush lasted 4 days, and both the increases
in MB and microbial activity contributed to the flush At all the G plots, a large
C02 flush was observed due to the increase of MB. Such an increase of MB was
observed more rapidly in the tropical soils than in the temperate soils In addition,
the amount of crop residues that had been added in recent years affected the microbial response, i.e. increase of MB In conclusion, to simulate the SOM dynamics
during wetting/drying cycles, we should consider the effect of the increase of MB
on C02 flush as well as the effect of microbial activity, especially when a large
amount of carbon substrate is added to some tropical soils

650 mM. NaCI and 0, 203, 298, 373, 438, 496, 548 and 573 g/L of Poly Ethylene Glycol (PEG6000) respectively. This experiment was carried out by using a
factorial model in completely randomized design The results showed that salinity and drought tolerance among isolates was significantly different All isolated
were grouped in three clusters: sensitive, semi-sensitive and tolerant based on their
growth rate in TY media containing different concentrations of NaCI and PEG6000
The results also showed that all tolerant isolates excreted more exopolysacharides
compared to the sensitive and semi-sensitive isolates. Based on salinity and drought
experiments, four isolates of Sinorhizobium meliloti (S27K and S36K tolerant isolates, SI09K semi-sensitive isolate, S56K sensitive isolate) were selected for plant
inoculation which was under drought stress in green house condition This experiment was carried out by using a factorial model in completely randomized design
The results showed that the yield of alfalfa increased 2 7 times higher than control
treatment when alfalfa plants were inoculated by S27K and S36K isolates and yield
of alfalfa increased I 5 times higher than control treatment when alfalfa plants were
inoculated by sensitive isolates S56K. There were not any significant differences
between S27K and S36K isolates and positive control (no nitrogen limitation)
Results showed that inoculation of alfalfa plants with high salinity and drought
tolerant of Sinorhizobium meliloti bacteria can improve biological nitrogen fixation
process and plant production under salinity and drought conditions (Figure 1) Keywords: Sinorhizobium meliloti, alfalfa, salinity, drought, exopolysacharid

Figure 1:'The'Inoculation effect t of different isolates of Sinorhizobium tneliHi on alfalfa
plants under drought and saline stress
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Abundance and Distribution of Phosphate Solubilizing Bacteria and Fungi in
Some Soil Samples from North of Iran.
A. Fallah. SWR1.
Phosphorus ranks third after nitrogen and potassium with regard the extent of
its requirement by plants and microorganisms and functions most importantly in
energy production and transfer A great portion of phosphorus from chemical fertilizers becomes insoluble turning into calcium or magnesium salts in calcareous soils
and iron or aluminium salts in acid environments all of which are unavailable to
plants To transform the insoluble forms of phosphorus into soluble forms. Phosphorus Solubilizing Microorganisms (PSM) would be essential. The soil bacteria
and fungi comprise the greatest percentages of phosphate solublizing microorganisms, known as PSM or Phosphate Solubilizing Bacteria (PSB) and Phosphate Solubilizing Fungi (PSF) These microorganisms are capable of solubilizing insoluble
compounds and release phosphorus to soil solution This research was undertaken
to fill the gap that exists in the information about the presence and population densities of phosphate solubilizing microorganisms, total soil bacteria and total fungi
in various regions of North of Iran. Fifty soil samples were collected from various
locations in soils of Iran. Total populations of the bacteria, PSB, the total populations for fungi as well as PSF were determined in all 50 soil samples Total bacterial
populations varied from 106 to 109 cells/g soil, with an average value of 5 82*107
cells /g The PSB populations ranged from 0 to 107 cells/g soil with some 94%
of the samples containing PSB microorganisms The soil sample from Berry cultivated region contained the greatest PSB population equaling 3 85* 106 cells/g
soil The average ratios of PSB to total bacteria and to total phosphate solubilizing
microorganisms were 3 98% and 88 04% respectively The total fungi populations
varied from 102 to 106 cells/g soil, with the lowest population of 6.4*102 cells/g
soil coming from a forest area, and the greatest population of 2 73* 106 cells/g soil
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coming from the fermenting residues of a tea processing plant The average value
The Study of Salinity and Drought Tolerance of Sinorhizobium Meliloti Isolated
for total fungi populations was calculated to be 1 92*105 cells/g soil in the colfrom Province of Kerman In Vitro and In Vivo Condition.
lected samples The total fungi population in 82% of the samples were below this
M. Abolhasani. MSc student: A. Lakzian. Ferdowsi Univ of Mashhad: G. Haghnia. average value Eighty six percent of the soil samples contained PSF ranging up to
106 cells/g. the greatest PSF population of 18 105 cells/g was also found in the
Ferdowsi Univ of Mashhad.
fermenting residues of the tea processing plant The average ratios of PSF to total
Salinity and drought stress can significantly effect plant yield in arid and semi-arid
fungi populations and the total phosphate solubilizing microorganisms were 15.3%
regions Legume-rhizobium symbiotic relationships can also be influenced by those
and 9.96% respectively. Bacteria comprised the greatest percentage of phosphate
limiting factors It is well known that the host plant inoculation by native strains
solubilizing microorganisms in the soil samples that were examined
with high efficiency has a positive effect on plant yield and on biological nitrogen
fixation process The main aim of this investigation was to evaluate the salinity
and drought tolerance of 82 isolates of Sinorhizobium melilott isolates which col140-25
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lected from Kerman province in Iran Salinity and drought tolerance of all isolates
The Ecology of Earthworms on Eive UK Golf Courses.
were examined in liquid TY media containing 0, 100, 200, 300 400, 500, 600 and
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M. D. Barllell. K. Ritt, The National Soil Resources Institute. Cranfield Univ; J. A. T V. Denisova, Rostov State Univ.
Harris. Institute of Water and Environment. Cranfield Univ: I. T. James. Cranfield Ionizing radiations are an integral part of conditions of an environment of dwelling
Centre for Sports Science.
of organisms during all history of existence of a life on the Earth The doses created
by a natural back-ground in biosphere for the last 30 years have increased with -0,1
The presence of earthworm casts on golfcourses is an established problem within
up to 5,7 rad/year. It is connected to occurrence in biosphere of additional sources
turfgrass in relation to the maintenance of a consistently playable and aesthetically
of ionizing radiation: radioactive waste products of the enterprises of the nuclear
pleasing surface. Traditionally, earthworms have been controlled using pesticides
industry, radioactive losses from tests of the nuclear weapon, etc. In this connecbut these have been banned in the UK under European Union legislation. The result
tion special necessity of diagnostics of this kind of pollution has appeared The soil
has been a reported increase in adverse earthworm activity on golfcourses Howmicroflora very sensitively reacts to various changes of soil conditions, therefore it
ever, there is no quantitative data on earthworms in golfcourses currently availis proved, that microbiological parameters to the greatest degree approach for early
able This work aims to quantify the problem of earthworm casts within the golf
diagnostics technogenic damages of soil Sensitivity and high indicator ability of
industry With an increased understanding of the earthworm ecology of golf courses
microorganisms allow to select them as the tool of monitoring of anthropogenic
it is intended that a sustainable and ecologically acceptable method of controlling
changes in biosphere. The purpose of the present research was to study influence of
anecic earthworms within golf turfgrass can be developed To make an assessment
gamma-radiation on bacteria of chernozem ordinary and restoration of their numof the scale of the problem, a survey of earthworm casts was carried out over 18
ber in modelling experiments after the influence of gamma-radiation. Object of
months at five golfcourses based on different soil series, in Bedfordshire and Buckresearches was the arable horizon of chernozem ordinary. The soil samples were
inghamshire, UK Earthworm activity at the surface was quantified by counting the
taken from the plow layer (0-30 cm) in May 2003 at the training farm Donskoi
number of casts in randomly placed, replicated, 0 25 m2 quadrats This was used
(Okty-abrskii district, Rostov region) Doses of gamma-irradiation were: 1,5, 10,
as a surrogate measure of anecic earthworm activity, since casts are associated with
and 20 kGy In air-dried irradiated soil samples determined number of soil bactepermanent burrows Separate assessments were made on different play surfaces:
ria using common methods. After an irradiation of soil modelling experiments for
tee, fairway and green on each hole of each golfcourse on alternate months. At each
studying restoration of biological properties of soil have been incorporated The
of the sites a wide range of soil physical, chemical and biological properties were
irradiated and control samples of soil incubated in glass vessels at temperature
also measured to characterize the environment in which the earthworms live. These
20-25 Celcium degree and from 60% from a full moisture capacity within 3, 30,
data show significant third-order interactions between play surfaces, golf courses
90 and 180 day. After the ending of term incubation in wet samples determined
and time (p < 0 001 in all cases). This suggests that different microclimates and soil
number bacteria on MPA on number colony-forming units Laboratory-analytical
environments have a major impact on the density of earthworms on golfcourses.
researches carried out by the standard techniques Modelling experiments put in
These differences may also be attributed to different cultivation practices by green
3-fold frequency Analytical definitions of microbiological parameters carried out
keepers. Temporal variation reflects an increase activity of earthworms when indiin 4-15-fold frequency. For bacteria it is not marked unequivocal law of change
viduals reach sexual maturity during the autumn. Extraction of earthworms using
of number after a radiation depending on dozes and incubation gamma-radiation
mustard solution has been used to identify the species causing casting damage on
by dozes 1,5, 10 and 20 KGy suppresses number of bacteria on 30, 79, 82 and
golfcourses The microbiological communities associated with the different sur99,9% in comparison with the control accordingly The behavior of a population of
faces has also been characterised, by measuring microbial biomass and phenotypic
bacteria is similar under influence of dozes I and 10 KGy; 5 and 20 KGy Feature
profiling based on phospholipid fatty acid (PLFA) analysis. Preliminary data relatof influence of a doze 10 KGy will be, that number of bacteria in 3, 30, 90 day of
ing to these properties will be presented
incubation is practically at one level— 12, 12 and 13% and in 180 day—38% from
the control accordingly In a variant with a doze 1 KGy in 3, 30, 90 and 180 day of
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incubation—differs not considerably—89,81,62 and 77% from the control accordThe Increase of Fertility and Productivity of Salt Affected and Poor Arid Soils
ingly Number of bacteria in variants with dozes 5 and 20 KGy sharply grows in
by Using Biodiversity of Khizobacteria.
comparison with the irradiated soil in 3 day—up to 69 and 97% from the control
and 30 day incubation—up to 95 and 118% depending on a doze In 90 day number
D. Egamberdiyeva. Tashkent Stale llniv ofAgriculture.
of ammonifying bacteria is sharply reduced up to 34 and 16% from the control
Salinizaation of soils is a serious land-degradation problem in arid and semi-arid
and over 180 day grows a little and becomes at one level—47% from the control
areas, and is increasing steadily in many parts of the world, causing major probThus, gamma-radiation renders overwhelming influence on ammonifying bacteria
lems for crop productivity Uzbekistan is an agroindustrial country, in which the
of cher-nozem ordinary, intensity of overwhelming influence grows with increase
desert occupies over 60% of all the republic's territory, and only 10% of the terin a doze In modelling experiments of restoration of the irradiated soil the behavior
ritory is taken up for agricultural lands Cotton was the major crop produced in
of ammonifying bacteria is similar under the influence of dozes I and 10 KGy; 5
Uzbekistan for decades Its production required an extensive use of chemical fertiland 20 KGy.
izers and pesticides and was accompanied by strong irrigation offields.This led to
the drying up of the Aral Sea and resulted in strongly increased concentrations of
chemical pesticides and natural salts These substances were then blown from the
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increasingly exposed lake bed and contributed to desertification and water pollution
Viral Ecology in the Floodwater of a Japanese Rice Field.
from industrial wastes Central Asia and neighbouring countries population sufN. Nakayama. M. Okumura. Graduate School of Bioagricultural Sciences. Nagoya
fered through the deep economic crisis affecting the coastal area the entire region
Univ; K. Inoue. Aichi-ken Anjo Reserch and Exlenlion Center: S. Asakawa. M.
A shortage of water and its deteriorating quality have caused degradation of soil
Kimura. Graduale School of Bioagricultural Sciences. Nagoya Univ.
and vegetation in those areas, and irreparable losses in the fauna and flora. With
respect to agriculture there are two main consequences of the crisis affecting agriVirus is the most abundant biological component in marine and freshwater envicultural production in the region: desertification of soils with excessive salinity
ronments. Many studies have indicated the ecological importance of viruses in the
and decreased fertility of over-intensively cultivated soils followed by increased
primary production and microbial food web in marine environments Repeated
salinity Drought and salinity are the main stress processes of desertification, which
cycling of organic materials in the bacterial-viral loop causes the bacteria to be effistrongly influence on and break of processing of many biological processes in
cient sinks for C and regenerations of N and P in the environment where viruses are
soil living organisms Plant productivity and yield in saline soils is considerably
important agents of microbial mortality However, precise enumeration of viruses
reduced due to improper nutrition of plants plus the osmotic and drought stress.
in soil environment has been unsuccessful due to firm viral adsorption to soil parBecause plants are under saline or water unbalance stress, they become more vulticles Floodwater in rice fields is an aquatic environment and the environment
nerable to diseases caused by pathogenic fungi In such areas require intervention
free from viral adsorption to soil particles However, no study has been conducted
of biotechnology improving not only the crop but also soil productivity and health,
on the viral ecology in the floodwater. As the floodwater ecosystem in rice fields
the interactions of roots with its soil microoragnisms Creation of association stress
is directly influenced by field management, this presentation enumerated the viral
tolerant strains (resistant to drought, salinity, etc ) of rhizobacteria under differabundance in the floodwater of a Japanese rice field under a long-term fertilizer
ent agricultural crops can lead to increase fertility of poor and salt affected soils
trial to evaluate the effects of the type of fertilization and the growth stage of rice
of Aral Sea basin Rhizobacteria help improve plant growth, nutrition, soil linked
plants. This is the first study on the viral ecology in thefloodwater.The study field
resistance to parasites, responses to external stress factors, and root growth pattern
was located in the Aichi-ken Anjo Research and Extension Center, Central Japan
This will positively affect emergence of seedlings in soils with a poor structure such
(latitude 34.8° N, longitude 137 5° E) The field has been subjected to a long-term
as those in salinated soils of Uzbekistan The aim the research work was to create
fertilizer trial since 1925 Four plots [a plot without fertilizers, a plot with chemiof optimal composition of rhizosphcre microorganisms, resistant to stress condical fertilizers, a plot with chemical fertilizers and lime, and a plot amended with
tions, and study their effect on soil biological properties under various crops. Our
chemical fertilizers and 22.5 tons ha ' compost (CM plot)] were chosen in this study
results showed that bacterial inoculation increased soil enzyme activities, microbial
(3.6X7.3 m2 to 3.6X9 1 nr). Rice plants (Oryza saliva L cv Nihonbare) were cultipopulations in the rhizosphere. bulk soil and also stimulated plant growth and nutrivated in the respective plots under conventional management Midseason drainage
ent uptake of crop plants. Improvement of such plant microbe association in such
and the drainage for harvesting rice were performed in mid July and on September
environment will hopefully help improving cropping methods in arid lands, and
28. respectively Floodwater was collected at the midway of four sides of each plot
help sustainable development by ensuring long term soil improvement.
along the footpaths once every week or two weeks during the cultivation period
(11 times from June 15 to September 22) The sample water was passed through a
47 urn sieve, fixed with glutaraldehyde, and kept at -80 °C until viral and bacterial
enumerations Viruses were first extracted with 3 6 % nutrient broth (NB) solution
140-27
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T V Denisova
under ultrasonication for 2 to 3 min for desorbing viruses from suspended particles
Postradiating Restoration of Ammonifying Bacteria of Chernozem Ordinary
in Modelling Experiment.
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Then, they were separated trom suspended particles by centrifugation (8000 rpm
for 10 min) and filtration with 0.45 urn Nuclepore filter successively Viruses were
stained with SYBR Green I for 15 min at 80 "C, and enumerated with a fluorescent microscope. Separately, viruses in free form were determined after filtration
with 0 45 um Nuclepore filter without extraction with NB solution Bacterial abundance in each floodwater sample was enumerated with SYBR Green I for 30 min at
room temperature. In addition, composite fresh water samples from four sites were
diluted sequentially and subjected to MPN method for enumerating bacteriophages
against 18 bacterial strains that had been isolated from the floodwater of the rice
field (6 a-, 2 ß-, and 2 y-Proteobacteria, 4 CFB members, a Bacillus sp. and 3 high
GC Gram-positive bacteria) Bacterial abundance in the floodwater ranged in the
order from I05 to 10" ml/1, and there was no significant difference in bacterial
abundance among the plots It tended to increase with time after transplanting first
until the beginning of July and was more numerous on June 28 and July 7 than on
the other sampling time. Viral abundance in thefloodwaterwas significantly correlated with the bacterial abundance, and ranged in the order from I01' to 10' mL'
Virus-to-bacterium ratios fell within the range from 0.11 to 72, and they tended to
be larger during the middle growth stage of rice plant after midseason drainage
when the viral abundance was smaller in thefloodwater.Both viral and bacterial
abundance also took a significant relations with the absorbance of water sample at
660 nm, indicating their adsorption to suspended particles as main way of presence
in thefloodwater.And viruses in free form (filterable with 0 45 urn Nuclepore filter)
amounted to I06 to 10' mL1 without any seasonal variation Fourteen to 73 % of
floodwater samples contained more than a bacteriophage mL' against the bacterial isolates (35 % on average). Among the tested host bacteria, bacteriophages
infecting three strains of Sphingomonas sp., Enterobacter sp. and Cytophaga sp
often amount to over I02 to 10' mL"1 in thefloodwaterof the rice field In general,
bacteriophages tended to be abundant after midseason drainage.
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M A . Repyah
Distribution Peculiarities of Microflora Numerosity in Sandy Soils of the
South of Russia.
M. A. Repyah, V. 1. Strelkova, Rostov Slate Univ.
In the Southern part of Russia sands and idiosyncratic soils, equivalent to sands,
can be found in Rostov, Astrakhan and Volgograd regions as well as in Dagestan
and Kalmykia. A permanent peculiar feature of sands is their own special zonal
vegetation Among the soil diversity of Rostov region sands occupy 220,000 hectares, that is why studies of biological properties of sandy soils attract a lot of attention and interest. The purpose of the present study is to estimate the microbial flora
numerosity in sandy soils compared to zonal soils surrounding them. Sandy soils
and southern black humus soils of the northern part of Rostov region were taken
as the subject of research Southern black humus soils refer to basic zonal soils of
Rostov region Those are carbon-bearing soils Sandy soils refer to noncarbonate
intrazonal soils Soil samples were taken during 2004 from the sands under pinetree plantations and under a plot with herbaceous vegetation. Samples of the southern black humus soil were collected under a virgin feather-grass steppe. Numerosity of microorganisms was determined by way of inoculation of solid medium
Numerosity of bacteria was determined on meat-and-peptone agar and microscopic
fungi—on acidified Czapek 's medium Making a comparison of biogenic nature of
sandy soils with the zonal soils of this region (southern black humus soil) it was discovered that bacteria numerosity in the topsoil is almost 4 times less than that in the
southern black humus soil It is connected with the low content of humus in sandy
soils (1,22%) compared to black soils (6,94%) as well as with bad hydrophysical
properties of sandy soils Completely percolating water filtration and low water
retention lead to sand soil humidity of 2-3% in May, this figure being by 6-9 times
lower than that of black humus soil Numerosity of microorganisms decreases
down the soil profile, and that is connected with reduction of humus content. Differences in numerosity of microscopic fungi in soils under research are manifested
to a lesser degree In horizon AD of the southern black humus soil the numerosity
of microscopic fungi was discovered only by 1,2 times more than in grey sandy
soils Their profile distribution is similar to bacteria distribution The biogenic character, considering the profile depth in sandy soils, compared to the zonal soil is
30% less in microscopic fungi and 52% less in bacteria The results of researches
showed that there exist differences in microbial flora numerosity between samples
of the same soil taken from under different types of vegetation In sands under the
herbaceous vegetation bacteria numerosity is 3 times more than in sandy soils taken
from under the forest. At the same time the numerosity of microscopic fungi in the
topsoil taken from under the forest vegetation was almost 2 times higher. But this
index in the soil profile under the pine-tree vegetation is significantly stronger. That
is why on conversion the data to the entire profile, it was discovered that sandy
soils under herbaceous vegetation are 6 times richer in bacteria numerosity and
only by 30% richer in fungi numerosity It is connected with higher enrichment
of sandy soils under herbaceous vegetation in organic matters. The humus content
here is 2,5 times higher than under forest vegetation In 2004 samples were taken
three times (spring, summer, autumn) and that permitted to examine the seasonal
dynamics of microbial flora numerosity in sandy soils Microbial flora numerosity
peak was evidenced in October almost in all horizons It was obviously connected
with increased humidity in autumn Fungi numerosity in different horizons varies
significantly In the topsoil the numerosity (May-July-October) grows almost in
a linear fashion In horizon AB the activity recession of microscopic fungi was
evidenced in July. In horizon B differences in the seasonal dynamics were not evi-

denced, and that is probably connected with more sustainable conditions Same tendencies were evidenced in the dynamics of bacteria numerosity. In summary, there
was made differentiation in microbial flora numerosity between soils of different
types (sandy and southern black humus soils) as well as every bit as important differences in the soil of the same type (sandy soils) but taken from under different
types of vegetation
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Effect of Acid Rain on A M Fungi Present in Affected Soils.
P. Mago, Delhi Univ.
The aim of this work is to study the effect of acid rain on: a) Community diversity
of AM Fungi in affected soils; b) Capacity of AM Fungal spores obtained from
different soil to colonize plants growing in acidic soils of degraded lands. Studies
on community diversity of AM Fungi in acid rain affected areas showed non significant effect of acid rain on AM Fungal spore percentage in acid rain fed soils as
compared with spore percentage in non acid rain fed soils On the contrary innoculum of AM fungi obtained from acid rain fed soils was more tolerent of acidification and other environmental stresses as compared with AM fungal spores obtained
from agricultural soils When innoculum of AM fungi obtained from both types of
soils was compared for spore germination and root colonization in plants growing
in acidic soils with water shortage, the innoculum obtained from acid rain fed soils
showed significantly high spore germination and root colonization.
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Ecological Distribution and Seasonal Change of Soil Microorganisms under
Different Agricultural Crops Grown in Semi Arid Soils of Uzbekistan.
D. Egamberdiyeva, Z. Kucharova, Tashkent State Univ ofAgriculture.
Soil microorganisms play important roles in maintaining soil quality and plant
production The study of diversity, distribution, and behavior of microorganisms
in soil habitats is essential for a broad understanding of soil health Agricultural
management practices, particularly inputs of manure and cover crops, can have
large impact on the size and activity of soil microbial communities The aim of
this study was to evaluate changes in soil microbial community in response to soil
depth throughout the melon, tomato, wheat and cotton growing season in a calcareous soil Uzbekistan semi arid region The number of ammonifying, denitrifying, nitrifying, oligonitrophilic, oligotrophic bacteria and nitrogenase activity in
serozem soil under different agricultural crops in Surhandarya region Uzbekistan
were compared Soil samples were collected from the soil under cotton, melon,
tomato, wheat in spring, summer, autumn, and winter We measured the microbial
population at depth intervals of 0-10 cm, 10-20 cm, and 20-30 cm Sites used in
this study represent continuously cultivated (more than 50 years) fields located in
Surhandarya province, southeastern part of Uzbekistan Soil is calcareous serozem
soil having a calcic horizon within 50 cm of the surface The orchic horizon is low
in organic matter. The climate is semi arid with mean annual air temperatures of
16 C and 18 C, and mean annual rainfalls of 200 mm Plate dilution method was
used for determination of numerous microorganisms using agar medium Microbial
density was expressed as colony forming units (CFU). Nitrogenase activity was
measured using acetylene reduction assay The results revealed that the number and
enzymatic activity of microorganisms depended upon plant type, depth and date
of sampling The total number of ammonifying bacteria, and oligotrophic bacteria
tended to be highest under tomato and wheat during summer and the lowest in
winter. The total number of oligonitrophil bacteria decreased on soil planted to
melon and wheat and increased in soil under cotton These bacteria populations are
distributing well, when soil has low N content Uzbekistan soil is nitrogen deficient
soil, and oligonitrophil bacterial strains are higher than other microbail populations
Bacterial density was the lowest in winter and increased gradually through spring
and autumn The number of ammonifying and oligotrophic bacteria were higher at
the 10-20 cm soil depth of soil than at the 0-10 cm depth regardless of plant type
Seasonal changes in the numbers of soil microorganisms were marked in all agricultural crops, with the lower numbers in winter and higher numbers in spring and
summer The results of nitrogenase activity of soils revealed that tomato and cotton
cultivated soil in the Surhandarya region contributed to the high nitrogenase activity Soil without plant cover had a lower nitrogenase activity in comparison to soil
with plant cover. This experiment indicated that different agricultural crop practice
affected the microbial characteristics of soil and plant cover is important in increasing microbial population and soil enzyme in nutrient poor arid soils
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I V Yevdokimov
Microbial Community Structure in Soil as Dependent on the Rates of N
Fertilization.
I. V. Yevdokimov. Institute of Physicochemical and Biological Problems in Soil
Science. RAS: A. Cattinger. M. Schloter. J. C. Munch, GSF. National Research
Centerfor Environment and Health, Institute for Soil Ecology.
The phenomenon of fast immobilisation and long-term retention of extremely high
rates of'''N inorganic fertilisers in soil without additional C source applications was
revealed earlier (Yevdokimov et al., 2005) The long-term retention of "N added
was probably connected to the formation of new microbial community tolerant to
high concentrations of nitrogen in soil The aim of our research was to test this
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Posters
hypothesis Changes in microbial community structure were tested on Eutric Cambisol by Phospholipids Fatty Acid (PLFA) analysis, while the kinetic characteristics of microbial biomass were determined by substrate induced growth response
(SIGR). I5N was applied as K.NO, at the rates of 0,50, 100,300, 1000 and 2000 mg
N kg' soil The N immobilisation on day 4 was as high as up to 73 % of "N added
(treatment 100 mg N kg'). Even after I month incubation the percentage of "N
recovered in soil organic matter and microbial biomass was as high as up to 74%
of ISN added (treatment 2000 mg N kg'). 1 month incubation of soil with 2000 mg
N kg' applied led to the formation of a microbial community with low specific
growth rate, low respiration rate and prolonged period between C substrate addition and exponential growth. These changes in growth kinetics indicate formation
of microbial community capable to survive by C starvation Microbial communities
under N rich conditions (2000 mg N kg') showed contrasting PLFA composition in
comparison with those under low N (control and 100 mg N kg') on the basis of 98
analysed PLFA. Discriminations along PCI and PC2 PLFA indicated shifts in the
structure of microbial community to Gram-negative bacteria and fungi due to high
N rates (2000 mg N kg '). Accordingly the ratio of cyclic PLFA to their monounsaturated precursor, an indicator for C limitation, showed different values under varying N contents It demonstrated that the phenotype of the soil microbial communities responded sensitively to excess N and depletion of C Also, extremely high N
fertilization decreased the bacteria-to-fungi ratio Thus, different mechanisms of
microbial community adaptation to C limiting and N rich conditions in soil were
revealed Acknowledgements: this research was supported by the Alexander von
Humboldt Foundation, the Russian Foundation for Basic Researches, the Russian
Ministry of Science and Education, and the Russian Academy of Sciences.
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llsing of Rioindicators in Soil-Ecological Research.
K. S. Kazeev. Rostov Stale Unix
The anthropogenous influence which has reached now huge distribution and frequently causing degradation of an environment, can be minimized under condition
of duly definition. Now the big set of methods and the parameters is developed,
allowing successfully to perform this work Thus methods of biological indication
possess a line of advantages in comparison with others First, it is high sensitivity
and responsiveness external influences, second, they allow to track negative processes at early stages of process, in the third, only on them it is possible to judge
the influences which are not subjecting to essential change material structure soil
(radioactive and biocid pollution) It is possible to attribute the big spatial and time
variability to essential lacks With a view of definition of applicability of biological
indicators at research of various anthropogenous influences (agricultural use, local
soil hydromorphism, pollution, etc ) last 10 years has been executed the comparative analysis of the different parameters describing a biological condition of the
soil Investigated vegetation, fauna, microflora, biochemical properties and other
parameters of the most widespread the South of Russia soils, and also a complex
integrated method of an estimation of the biological activity, uniting number of
parameters It does not belittle importance of the analysis of each concrete soil
parameter (microbiological, zoological, biochemical properties, humus condition
etc.). The integrated estimation of biological activity can serve as a simple parameter of a genetic estimation of the various soil individuals, including all taxonomy
a spectrum, from a version up to type, and also to serve as a genetic parameter of
a biology-geographical variety of soils Therefore for diagnostics and monitoring
of soil it is expedient to use of the integrated parameter of biological condition
(IPBC), which includes a set of parameters biogenic and the biological activity,
chosen on several criteria IPBC, as shown is stable enough parameter earlier and
in same soil during different seasons and years differs no more, than on 3-9 %
while separate parameters in some cases vary very strongly (more than on 300
%) Complex studying of soils biology carried out in three aspects: geographical,
profile-genetic and time. As a result of researches the numerous data have been
received, allowing to estimate a biological condition of the South of Russia soil,
occupying the predominating areas and on the basis of application of an integrated
parameter of biological condition It is revealed, that virgin soil variants have the
greatest divergence Arable horizons various of the soil in different natural zones of
the South of Russia under the characteristics are rather equalized, getting the properties favorable for leading agricultural crops. The level of fertility geographically
zone of soil, as a whole occupying prevailing territories, depends on biological
properties Intensity of a life determines also a possible level of reproduction of this
life. Points of soil estimation, objectively reflecting a level of fertility of the soil in
this case for field cultures, coincide with the IPBC In points of estimation productive ability of soil is shown, i.e. As far as one ground is better or worse another at
identical economic expenses Various biological parameters have shown high efficiency at research of different influences on soil of the South of Russia. Peak efficiency biochemical parameters (especially-have shown activity of soil enzymes),
described by a combination of high sensitivity anthropogenous influence to enough
high accuracy of definition Besides for their definition highly skilled experts as
are not required at use as indicators of vegetation, fauna, and for microflora also
difficult methods The convenient mechanism of revealing of anthropogenous processes the integrated parameter of biological properties of the has proved.
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B. M. Najafova Samira
About the Stability of Soils to Oil Contamination along North Export
Pipeline.
B. M. Najafora Samira. M. P.;. S. I. Babayev: Najafova. Institute ofSoil Science an
Agrochemislry. Institute of Microbiology of Academy of Sciences.
The paper discusses the issues of stability of various soil types to oil contamination
along the oil pipelines in Azerbaijan. For this purpose complex analysis of natural
biotic and abiotic factors has been carried out The carried out analysis of natural
conditions of the types of all natural components' response in case of accidental
oil spill allows dividing the territory along pipelines into two provinces, which
exactly differ in the level of natural systems' stability to oil contamination and
capability of self-cleaning (actual and potential): north and south Among situating soils along the route of pipeline (NIY") NREP will not possess an absolute
resistance on the occasion of emergency waste of the oil in spite of the definite
stock of the buffering It is necessary to foresee, forecast, how goes process of the
geochemical development among situating along the pipeline route on the occasion of pollution The regular-ity of landscape functioning among situating along
the route - types of their replying reac-tions, depend on the intensity and dynamics
of pollution, character of polluters, peculiarities of the same natural systems and
general natural conditions of their functioning. The object of investigation - virgin
lands: greyish-brown (Cypsic Calsisols), serozem (Haptic Calsisols) and difterent
chestnut (Rastanozems) soils, situated along the oil pipelines route, soil samples for
microbiological analysis have been taken from two horizons 0-10 and 10-20 sm, for
the analysis of the biological activity of soils breathing intensity has been de-termined, general quantity of saprophytes and carbohydrate acidifier microorganisms
The identification of microorganisms has been carried out over Bergy Biomass
of microorganisms in soil has been calculated over Kodjevin The coefficient of
mineralization of carbohydrate has been determined over our elaborated method
The growth of microorganisms has been determined over an optic density in the
photocolorimetre We carried out systems complex analysis of natural environment
properties, general fac-tors of their functioning, responding to one and another
aspects of oil contamination impact for the North Export Pipeline (NEP). They are:
(1) factors determining the intensity of persistence, migration and extension of oil
in vari-ous types of soil and landscapes along the whole pipeline route; (2) factors
determining possibility and intensity of increasing the strength of oil or prod-ucts
of its degradation; (3) factors determining the intensity of decomposition of oil in
soil and water Scientific principles of ecological forecasting the environment along
NEP(within the territory of Azerbaijan) in case of contamination by hydrocarbons,
including complex analysis of a wide range of biotic and abiotic factors have been
developed and on the basis of these principles systems analysis of appropriateness
of functioning habitat along pipelines and types of their response has been carried
out The carried out analysis of natural conditions and types of response of all
components of natural complexes along NEP in case of technogenous impact (accidental oil spills) enabled us to divide them into two province exactly differing in
the level of stability of natural systems to possible oil contamination and capability
of self-cleaning-actual and potential: (I) Zone of extension of Cypsie Calsisols
and Haplic Calsisols soils (Sangachal terminal -Divichi), (2) Zone of extension of
Kastanozems (Divichi-Shirvanovka) Comparative complex analysis on absorbing
ability of biomass of microorganisms and plants with respect to hydrocarbons has
shown that the self-cleaning ability of ecosystems along NEP is determined, first of
all, by the activities of microbiota. As a rule, the most favorable natural conditions
for microorganisms activity are identified for NEP when extending to the north.
Just this activity of soil microorganisms determines actual self-cleaning ability of
ecosystems along the pipeline.
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V. Acosta-Martinez
Microbial Communities and Enzymatic Activities as Affected by Various
Poultry Litter Application Rates to Pasture and Cultivated Soils of the Texas
Blaekland Prairies Ecosystem.
V. Acosta-Martinez. D. Harmei. USDA-ARS.
Land application is the most common and usually most desirable method of utilizing manure because of nutrient and organic matter addition to soils. In recent years,
as a result of the shift to fewer and larger confined animal operations, environmental and economic issues associated with utilization or disposal of animal manures
and litters has become a focal point of conservation efforts The potential excessive
nutrient and/or microbial loading from mismanaged land-applied organic fertilizers has drawn increased media, public, and regulatory attention forcing changes in
animal waste management Currently, it is not clear to what extent different rates of
poultry litter impact soil microbial communities These communities control nutrient availability, organic matter quality and quantity, and soil degradation potential,
and thus, control soil quality and functioning From 2002 to 2004, this study investigated microbial community shifts and several enzyme activities in a Vertisol soil
(Houston Black Clay soil; Fine, smectitic, thermic, Udic Haplustert) at 0-15 cm as
affected by different rates of poultry litter application to pasture (0, 6 7. and 13 4
Mg ha-1) and cultivated sites (0. 4.5, 6 7, 9 0, 11.2, and 13.4 Mg ha-1) in Texas,
USA No differences in soil C content (pasture: 4.39± 0.32% or cultivated: 4 02±
0 67%) or pH (avg: 7 95) were observed following the first four years of litter
application Compared to the control sites with no applied litter, microbial biomass
C and N increased at litter rates greater than 6 7 Mg ha-1 Litter rates of 13 4 Mg
ha-1 to cultivated sites caused increases in the soil MBC or MBN comparable to

the levels observed in non-treated pasture sites in 2003. Beta-glucosidase, betaglucosaminidase, and alpha-galactosidase activities increased at litter rates greater
than 6.7 Mg ha-1 Alkaline phosphatase and arylsulfatase activities increased at
litter rates of 6 7 Mg ha-1 and higher in pasture, and at the II 2 and 134 Mg ha-1
application rates in cultivated sites According to Principal Component Analysis of
fatty acids methyl ester profiles, the microbial community structure under pasture
experienced shifts to higher soil bacterial populations at litter rates of 6 7 Mg ha-1,
and there were shifts to higher soil fungal populations at litter rates of 9.0, 11.2, and
13.4 Mg ha-1 in cultivated sites While our study demonstrated that rates greater
than 6 7 Mg ha-1 provided rapid enhancement of soil microbial populations and
enzymatic activities, they result in P application in excess of crop needs, which
increases soil P levels and the potential for excess P loss in runoff. Thus, studies
will continue to investigate if litter application at rates below 6.7 Mg ha-1, previously recommended to maintain water quality, will result in similar improved soil
microbial and biochemical properties with continued annual litter application.
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Biotic and Abiotic Factors Contributing to P Movement in the Landscape.

J. E. Hill. Yale Univ; B. Cade-Menun. Stanford Unix: M. Elimelech, Yale Univ.
Phosphorus flux from agriculture into water bodies contributes to algal blooms
(some harmful), anoxia, andfishkills every year in regions host to intensive agricultural operations, like the Chesapeake Bay. The major culprit is the animal waste that
is often composted and then spread onto croplands as a fertilizer While the nitrogen
sources are relatively bioavailable (and often, in their own right, a eutrophication
agent), P sources are usually bound by metals and organic carbon in a complex
interplay of sorption and desorption kinetics The Phosphorus Site Index (PSI)—a
relatively inexpensive and easy-to-use tool to predict the risk associated with soils
in this region—is helpful, but does not adequately capture one of the major potential contributors to phosphorus pollution, myo inositol hexakisphosphate (phytate).
Indeed, little is known about its fate in these systems and elsewhere My work
seeks to link the incidence of phytate and the population of microbes that transform
the compound, influencing its fate and that of other P forms in soil and sediment
systems In this presentation, 1 communicate a case study at two impacted sites
on the Delmarva Peninsula where a rigorous analysis of soil chemistry, P species,
molecular biology, and enzymology have been at least partially married, to reveal
microbes from specific redox zones (like thiosulfate at the aerobic/anaerobic interface) that are particularly adept at transforming phytate The implications of this
have consequences not only for the Chesapeake Bay and other impacted regions,
but also, for understanding ways to influence soil fertility, as well.
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Effects of Pand N Enrichments on Sediment Bacterial Communities in Florida
Bay: Estimation by PCR-DGGE Analysis.
M. lkenaga. J. N. Boyer. Southeast Environmental Research Center. Florida
International Univ.
The coastal Everglades landscape may be viewed as an oligotrophic gradient of
P limitation in the freshwater marsh to N limitation at the marine boundary of the
estuaries (Boyer 2003) Sediment bacteria are known to play an important role in
nutrient cycling and recognized to be influenced by the environmental conditions.
However, the general questions linking between sediment bacterial communities
and ecosystem functioning remain unanswered For example: I) Do bacterial communities change along aquatic Pand N gradients, and if so, how? 2) Are the bacterial communities influenced more by changes in salinity or plant community types?
3) Do sediment nutrient concentrations have a significant effect on the distribution
of bacterial communities? One approach to answer these questions is to fully characterize the bacterial communities in such a gradient and relate their distribution
to the existing conditions. In previous study, we investigated the sediment bacterial communities in Everglades marsh, mangrove forest, and Florida Bay seagrass
meadow using PCR-DGGE and sequence analyses, and estimated that the salinity
was the primary factor to change the bacterial communities for the large succession between Everglades marsh, mangrove forest and Florida Bay (lkenaga and
Boyer in prep ) In this study, we focused on evaluating the effects of P and N
gradients on sediment bacterial communities. Eastern Florida Bay is considered
a P limited system whereas the western bay is more N limited Sediment samples
were collected in six sites distributed throughout Florida Bay where P, N, and both
P and N application plots, and control plots were previously established (Armitage et al. 2005) These sites have undergone bimonthly fertilizer application since
October 2002. We then investigated the bacterial communities using PCR-DGGE
analysis. Based on the DGGE patterns, many different types of bacteria were found
to inhabit the sediments irrespective of sampling sites and fertilizer applications
(47-56 bands). Shannon-Weaver index showed that bacterial diversity in east, as
influenced by the runoff from Everglades, was higher than in western bay Cluster
analysis showed that the bacterial communities changed largely according to the
natural aquatic nutrient gradient existing in Florida bay The application of fertilizers was not as strong as an influence on bacterial communities However some
effect of P applications on the bacterial communities was found in a few DGGE
bands, especially P and NP application plots in eastern and central sites, where P
is more limiting. Therefore, the addition of N had no eftect on sediment bacterial
communities. Second, the addition of P had small effect, but only in P limited areas
Finally, the sediment fertilization experiments were overshadowed by the effects of
the natural ecosystem nutrient and salinity gradient on the distribution of bacterial
community types.
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C.H.Stark
Microbial Diversity, Activity and Nitrogen Mineralization in Organic Matter
Amended Soils.
C. H. Stark, L. M. Condron. Lincoln Univ; A. Stewart. National Centre for Bioprotection Technologies; H. J. Di. Lincoln Univ; M. O 'Callaghan. AgResearch.
Microbial diversity in soils is considered important for maintaining sustainability
of agricultural production systems However, the links between microbial diversity
and ecosystem processes are not well understood This study was designed to gain
better understanding on the eftect of management practices on the microbial community and how changes in the microbial community aftect key soil processes The
effects of different quantities of organic matter on soil biology and nitrogen dynamics was determined in two soils with organic and conventional management histories that varied in soil microbial community structure but had the same fertility
The soils were amended with 0 (Control), 4 (L4) and 81 ha' (L8) of lupin (Lupinus
angustifolius L.), respectively Over a 81-day period, microbial biomass carbon and
nitrogen, arginine deaminase activity,fluoresceindiacetate hydrolysis, dehydrogenase enzyme activity, community structure of eubacteria and actinomycetes (by
denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (DGGE) following PCR amplification of
16S rDNA fragments) and N mineralisation were measured The addition of 41 ha'
of lupin was sufficient to stimulate the microbial community, resulting in microbial
biomass growth and an increase in activity and N mineralisation The response
in L8 was not proportional to the extra amount added and levels of soil microbial properties were only I I to 1 7-times higher than in 1.4 Microbial community
structure was not affected by lupin amendment and did not change over time These
findings show that the addition of small amounts of green manures improved soil
biology by increasing microbial biomass, enzyme size and activity irrespective of
management history No direct relationship existed between microbial structure,
activities and N mineralisation, and that microbial community structure (by PCRDGGE) was more strongly influenced by inherent soil and environmental factors
than by short-term management practices
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A. Watzinger
Methane Oxidation in Landfill Cover Soils as Revealed by PLFA Analyses and
I3
A C Measurements.
A. Watzinger. Univ of Natural Resources and Applied Life Sciences; F. Rasche.
ARC Seibersdorf Research; M. Pfeffer. Federal Research and Training Centre
for Forests. Natural Hazards and Landscape; T. Reichenauer. ARC Seibersdorf
Research; M. Stemmer. Austrian Agency for Health and Food Safety.
The atmospheric concentration of CHJ7 an important greenhouse gas, has increased
by a factor of 2.5 since the pre-mdustrial era. 13 % of the global anthropogenic
emissions derive from landfills Microbial methane oxidation in the recultivation
layer of landfill sites reduces CH4 emissions from landfills Understanding the
microbial organisms involved helps to improve the design of an appropriate landfill
cover. Samples were collected from four different depths of 0 6 m deep lysimeters filled with a recultivation substrate (compost-gravel mixture). The lysimeters
were fumigated with an artificial landfill gas (100 1 CH4 m 2 d') and irrigated with
landfill leachate for two years The microbial methane oxidizing community was
investigated by measurements of phospholipid fatty acids (PLFA), ergosterol and
quinone In addition, incorporation of methane into PLFAs of soil microorganism
was studied by isotopic means owing to the fact, that the isotopic ratio of the artificial methane supplied was lower (5"C ~ -50 %o) than the recultivation substrate
(8"C - -26 %o) The total amount of bacterial PLFAs and especially the PLFAs
including methanotrophs Typ 1 (14:0 PLFA, 16:1 isomers) and Typ II (18:1 isomers) increased by a factor of 6, 13 and 11 respectively under fumigation. The
methanotrophic biomarker !6: lo>8 and I8:lw8 PLFAs were detected but in many
cases not baseline separated. The 16: la>8 PLFA pattern was consistent and reflected
in 14:0 and 16:1 PLFAs, which was not the case for the typ II methanotrophic
biomarker (18:1 u>8 PLFA). Concerning the soil depth distribution, 18:1 PLFAs (aproteobacteria, which include Typ II methanotrophs) were found at lower soil depth
than Typ 1 methanotrophs Under landfill leachate irrigation, the methanotrophic
population shifted closer to the surface, and 18:1 PLFA contents were decreased
Ubiquinone 8 and 10. respective indicators for y-proteobacteria (including Typ I
methanotrophs) and a-proteobacteria (including Typ II methanotrophs) supported
the results obtained by 14:0 and 16:1 and 18 1 PLFA measurements The fungal
biomarkers (18:2u>6,9 PLFA and ergosterol) increased up to five times in the upper
layer under landfill gas fumigation, but fungi growth was inhibited under landfill
leachate irrigation However, fungal PLFA was not depleted in "C Therefore, fungi
unlikely took part in the carbon circling deriving from methane Gram positive bac-
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teria, which are predominately carbon degraders, were also depleted in "C and their
5"C distribution followed the depth profile of methanotrophic PLFAs. Secondary
depletion of "C might have occurred either through degradation of methanotrophic
bacteria or exopolymeric substances excreted by methanotrophs Although methane addition increased both 18:1 and 16:1 PLFA concentrations, 18:1 isomers were
not depleted in "C. In contrast, 14:0 and 16:1 PLFAs showed 8"C values of-45
to -50 %o Assumingly, methane oxidation was predominately carried out by Typ 1
methanotrophs, eg. Methylomonas spp (14:0 PLFA). Cyl7:0 PLFA, which relates
to sulfate reducing bacteria, was "C depleted at lower soil depth indicating a possible involvement in anaerobic oxidation of methane No effect of landfill leachate
irrigation was found on the depletion of "C in methanotrophs, while gram positive
bacteria were depleted more under landfill leachate treatment. To conclude, methane oxidation in the landfill cover used was primarily done by typ I methanotrophs
Secondary turnover of the bound carbon involved gram positive bacteria but no
fungi
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Controls on Biological Activity in Soils from Antarctic Dry Valleys.

D. W. Hopkins. School of Biological and Environmental Sciences; A. D. Sparrow.
Depl of Natural Resources and Environmental Sciences; E. G. Gregorich.
Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada: B. Elberling, Institute of Geography; L. G.
Greenfield. Univ of Canterbury; P. Novis. Manaaki Whenua Landcare Research.
The Antarctic dry valleys are characterised by extremely low temperatures, dry
conditions and lack of conspicuous terrestrial autotrophs, but the soils contain
organic C, emit CO, and support communities of heterotrophic soil organisms
We have examined the role of modern lacustrine detritus as a driver of soil respiration in the Garwood Valley, Antarctica, by characterizing the composition and
mineralization of lacustrine detritus and soil organic matter and relating these to
soil respiration and the controls on soil respiration. Laboratory mineralization of
organic C in soils from different, geomorphicaily-defined, landscape elements at
10"C was comparable with decomposition of lacustrine detritus (mean residence
times between 115-345 d for the detritus and 410-1670 d for soil organic matter)
The chemical composition of the detritus (C-to-N ratio = 9:1 — 12:1 and low alkylC-to-O-alkyl-C ratio in solid-state "C nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy)
indicated that it was a labile, high quality resource for micro-organisms Initial (0-6
d at 10"C) respiratory responses to glucose, glycine and NH4CI addition were positive in all the soils tested, indicating both C and N limitations on soil respiration
However, over the longer term (up to 48 d at 10'C) differential responses occurred
Glucose addition led to net C mineralization in most of the soils In the lake shore
soils, which contained accumulated lacustrine organic matter, glucose led to substantial priming of the decomposition of the indigenous organic matter, indicating
a C or energetic limitation to mineralization in that soil By contrast, over 48 d,
glycine addition led to no net C mineralization in all soils except stream edge and
lake shore soils, indicating either substantial assimilation of the added C (and N),
or no detectable utilization of the glycine The QIO values for basal respiration over
the -0.5 to 20'C temperature range were between 1 4 and 3 3 for the different soils,
increasing to between 3.4 and 6 9 for glucose-induced respiration, and showed a
temperature dependence In all except the lake shore soils, the activation energy
for glucose-induced respiration was significantly greater than for basal respiration,
suggesting that most soils were not well-adapted to large substrate additions The
different response in the lake shore soil indicated that the community in this soil
was equally able to mineralize both the indigenous organic C and the added glucose C Taken together, our results strongly support contemporaneous lacustrine
detritus, blown from the lake shore, as an important driver of soil respiration in
Antarctic dry valleys

indirectly that microbial activity is responsible for this key process, no study has
focused on the soil microbial sulfur oxidation pathway presumably responsible.
Biological oxidation of sulfur compounds is fairly widespread in soil and water
microbial communities and there is a great deal of diversity in the phylogeny and
physiology of the microbes capable of sulfur oxidation The biochemical reactions
in sulfur oxidation pathways are performed by aerobic chemotrophic and anaerobic
phototrophic bacteria, as well as Archaea When the resolving power of T-RFLP
is used in combination with functional or marker genes, such as sulfur oxidation
via the PSO pathway (soxB), we may begin to understand better the community
structure differences observed across the soil Zn, Cd and S concentration gradients
at this site. In this study, spatial and temporal variations in available soil Zn and S
across an agricultural field in upstate NY were highly correlated with Bacterial I6S
T-RFLPfingerprintsas well as the sulfur oxidizing microbial community (as measured by T-RFLPfingerprintingof soxB gene amplicons) These results help begin
to explain the mechanisms involved in metal cycling at this site.
141-6

Soils.
T. S. Sullivan. J. Thies. M. McBride. Cornell Univ.
Naturally occurring peat soils in Western NY contain anomalously high concentrations of Zn, Cd, and S In some cases, total soil Zn has been reported near 88,000
mg/kg and zones of Zn phytotoxicity are frequently reported throughout the area
Under anoxic conditions, metal sulfides are relatively insoluble and immobile and
therefore pose little threat to the biota of the system However, when these agricultural peat fields are drained for planting every spring, thus aerating the system,
the metal sulfides become oxidized and release sulfates along with free Zn and
Cd into the soil solution in bioavailable forms High metal concentrations in the
soil solution can cause phytotoxicity in specific areas and, if leaching occurs, can
contaminate downstream surface waters Preliminary data on oxidation kinetics of
these two sulfides suggest that CdS is much more susceptible to chemical oxidation
under controlled laboratory conditions than is ZnS (sphalerite), which was relatively stable to oxidation under the same conditions. When these peats are exposed
to a drying event, concentrations of dissolved organic carbon increase simultaneously with increases in the concentrations of free Zn and Cd These observations
combined with the fact that this sphalerite is relatively stable to chemical oxidation suggest strongly that the soil microbial community is playing a significant
role in the oxidation of ZnS and CdS and the subsequent release of free Zn and
Cd under aerobic conditions Although the research on this site to date suggests
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R Jiao

R. Jiao. C. Yang. Q. Sun. Research Institute of Forestry. Chinese Academy of
Forestry: J. Zhang. . The Research Institute of Forest Ecology. Environment and
Protection. CAR
It was researched that the numbers and biomass of soil microorganisms in different development stage of Chinese fir plantation in Shanxia farm of Sub-tropical
Forestry Center, CAF in Fenyi country, Jiangxi Province The trend of the numbers
and biomass of soil microorganism, the numbers of bacteria and the content of
available N, P was decreased from juvenile to medium plantation, and increased
from medium to mature plantation. But it was not found the trend from the numbers
of fungi and actinomycetes, the content of available K.total N, P, K, in different
development stage of Chinese fir plantation. Keywords: Chinese fir plantation, soil
nutrient contention, soil microbial numbers, soil microbial biomass
141-7
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R Jiao

Screening of Natural Multi-functional Bacterium Strain.

R. Jiao. Research Institute of Forestry. Chinese Academy ofForestry.
The paper deals with the process of selecting the strains of multi-functional bacteria. In consideration of the impact on the environment by the release of genetic
engineering strains, the screening of natural multi-functional bacterium strains is
of particular importance By inoculating the medium with Ca, (P04) , and lecithin as the only P source respectively with the strains of bacterial fertifizer in the
laboratory, 9 strains of phosphorus-dissolving bacteria were selected. Then a test
of the invert intensity was made. In comparison with the controls, the contents of
available phosphorus increased from 33.122ug.ml' to 343.86ng.ml"1 in the case of
the medium with Ca, (P0 4 ), as the only P source While the contents of available
phosphorus increased from 0".720 to 42.973ng.ml'1 in the case of the medium with
organic P lecithin as the only P source. The 9 strains screened out went through an
antagonistic test with 3 strains of pathogenic microbes (Erwinia sp^Pseudomonas
sp Jianthomonas sp.), 2 multi-functional strains of Micrococcus sp. and Pseudomonas fluorescens Migula KO were selected that could dissolve phosphorus, restrain
bacterium and increase seedling growth. Keywords: bacterial manure, Inorganic
phosphorus, organic phosphorus, phosphorus-dissolving bacteria, available phosphate, P-release, antagonistic effect, multi-functional strain
141-8
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T S. Sullivan
Soil Chemistry and Bacterial Sulfur Oxidation in Naturally Metalliferous Peat

954b

Changes in Soil Microbial Amount and Biomass During the Development of
Chinese Fir Plantation.

1052b

D Minz

Irrigation with Effluents Affects Microbial Population and Activity in Soil.

D. Minz. T. Oved, L. Kaulsky. Institute for Soil. Water and Environmental Sciences:
A. Shaviv. Faculty of Civil <v Environmental Engn.
Agricultural irrigation with wastewater effluent is a common practice in arid and
semi-arid regions, and is used as a readily available and inexpensive option to
freshwater. However, irrigation with effluents, which contain high levels of nitrogen, minerals, Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC), detergents, microorganisms and
toxic metals, may alter the microbial populations in soil, and thus affect soil fertility We have studied microbial activities and biomass parameters in soils, affected
by irrigation with wastewater. In addition, we followed the effect such irrigation
has on community composition of Ammonia Oxidizing Bacteria (AOB) in soil
This group is responsible for the first, rate-limiting step in nitrification in which
ammonia is transformed to nitrate via nitrite. We observed a change in several
microbial activities in soils during irrigation with wastewater, changes that were
dependent on the length of the irrigation period. The analyses were performed on
several different soil types. The amoA fragment (coding for the ammonia monooxigenase) was PCR amplified and analyzed by DGGE (Denaturing Gradient Gel
Electrophoresis) to monitor the AOB community The different DNA fragments
were sequenced and phylogenetically analyzed detecting an obvious difference in
the phylogenetic groups of AOB developed following different treatments While
Nitrosospira-like bacteria dominated the soils irrigated with fertilized water, Nitrosomonas-like bacteria became dominant in effluent-irrigated soils
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R Husband
The 1 m pact of Long-Term Fertiliser Amendments on the Community Structure
of Different Microbial Croups.
R. Husband. A. Blackburn. Institutefor Research on Environment andSuslainability:
D. A. C. Manning. School of Civil Engineering & Geosciences. Univ ofNewcastle:
A. O 'Donnell. Institute for Research on Environment and Sustainability.
The impact of long-term organic and inorganic fertilizer amendments on microbial
community structure was assessed using Terminal-Restriction Fragment Length
Polymorphism (T-RFLP) analysis of selected microbial groups and PhosphoLipid
Fatty Acid (PLFA) profiling. Over three time-points (May, September 2004 and
January 2005) soil samples were taken from 13 plots at the Palace Leas experimental hay meadow site in Northumberland, UK. These plots were established in 1897
and have received either no amendment; Farm Yard Manure (FYM) with or without inorganic N, P, and K; or factorial combinations of inorganic N, P and K.. To
generate group specific T-RFLP profiles, primers specific to the SSU rRNA genes
of nematodes. Arbuscular Mycorrhizal (AM) fungi, actinobacteria and AmmoniaOxidizing Bacteria (AOB) were used Preliminary multivariate analysis of the TRFLP profiles revealed large temporal shifts in the microbial community structure
throughout the year which masked any overall effect of treatment However, within
individual time points management regime did have an impact on the communities,
but these effects were not consistent either between the microbial groups or across
time points The AM fungal communities differed between the FYM or inorganiconly fertilized plots at all three time points whereas the nematode populations
differed at only two time points. The actinobacteria T-RFLP profiles revealed no
differences between soils receiving FYM or inorganic-only amendments except
where the inorganic fertilizer input (as NH,S04) had resulted in a change in soil
pH The PLFA profiles were extremely stabfe throughout the year and revealed no
direct influence of FYM or inorganic-only fertilizer treatments on the microbial
community structure. Instead differences in PLFA profiles appeared to be indirectly
linked to management regime with the communities falling into three groups correlated with soil pH These results highlight the importance of considering individual
components of the microbial community and reveal how long-term organic and
inorganic fertilizer amendments can have large, direct and indirect, impacts on different microbial populations.
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N.Lorenz
Impact of Soil Storage on Soil Microbial Biomass, Total DNA Yield, Enzyme
Activities and Fatty Acid Microbial Binmarkers.
N. Lorenz. Y. B. Lee. L. Kincaid Dick, R. Dick. The Ohio Slate Univ. School of
Environment and Natural Resources.
A long-standing dilemma for doing soil microbial assays is how best to store soil
samples between sampling and analysis There have been virtually no systematic
studies of storage effects on the methods used to characterize soil microbial communities and functions The objective of this study was to determine the effects of
various sample handling and storage methods on a range of microbial methods The
design of the experiment was 3X5 factorial with three soils (one Ultisol, and sandy
and loamy textured Mollisols) by five commonly used sample pretreatments: i)
analysis of fresh soil within 24 h after sampling; ii) air dried 48 h and stored 14 days
in a sealed plastic bag followed by rewetting (65% WHC) and incubating at 25°C
for 14 days; lii) 28 days at 4°C; iv) 28 days at -20°C; and v) 28 days at -80°C. Each
of the soil treatments was analyzed (3 replications) for EL-FAME (ester-linked
fatty acid methyl ester) and DNA yields, 7 enzyme activities, soil microbial biomass C (fumigation/incubation), and respiration Total DNA and total EL-FAME
concentrations decreased for all storage methods in two of the three soils (DNA)
or all soils (EL-FAME). Microbial biomass and respiration indicated no clear trend
due to storage temperature, and both decreased with drying/rewetting. Microbial
community composition using EL-FAME patterns showed that all storage methods
resulted in decreased microbial diversity (Shannon index) and decreased lipid biomarkers for gram-negative microorganisms. Several extracellular enzyme activities
(i.e., B-glucosaminidase, cellulase and urease) were either not altered or negatively
affected by drying, while storage temperatures either resulted in higher or lower
activities Arylsulphatase and alkaline phosphatase showed predominatly lower
activities after storage Multivariate discriminant analysis indicated that storage at
4°C or -20°C had moderate effects on microbial biomass, microbial respiration and
enzyme activities, while soil drying and storage at -80°C caused more pronounced
alterations. We concluded that DNA extraction and EL-FAME analyses should be
performed on fresh soil, while the preferable storage method appeared to be -20°C.
Overall, soil storage affected our results, which suggested outcomes for ecological
or manipulative experiments would be altered according to how soil samples were
stored More specifically, storage method for most microbial measurements were
obscured or created differences between soils that would not have occurred if fresh
soils had been used Exceptions included microbial biomass C, microbial respiration, arylsulfatase activity and most EL-FAMEs, which typically were altered by
storage but differences or rankings between soils remained the same.
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M S . Golubkov
The Influence of llumic Substances on the Metabolism Microalgae Chlorella
vulgaris.
M. S. Golubkov. S. N. Chukov. Saint-Petersburg Stale Univ.

Physiological activity was estimated by such parameters of Chlorella's metabolism,
as net primary production, respiration and primary production Physiological influence of Humic Acids (HA) of different origin upon microalgae Chlorella vulgaris
co 157 has been investigated. HA preparations from different soils, preparation
of fulvic acid from soddy-podzolic soil and industrial humic preparation "Gumat80" of manufacture of Irkutsk firm "GUMAT Ltd" (extract from brown coal) were
tested Besides, profiles allocation of HA physiology activity was investigated for
the chernozem and soddy-podzolic soils. Layers samples (every 6 cm), from the
surface to a depth of 30 cm, were taken from this soils Also, concentration of
free radicals was defined in all HA preparations The experiments showed, that all
preparation using in this work pronounced physiological effect on the Chlorella
vulgaris. Two peaks of physiological activity were observed in all experiments
But HA concentrations corresponding to the peaks were different for HA preparations from soddy-podzolic and from chernozem This phenomenon was revealed
by us earlier on corn coleoptiles The estimation of free radicals concentration in
these HA preparations shows, that they obviously have the different mechanism of
display of HA physiological activity Relationships between parameters of Chlorella vulgaris metabolism and concentrations of HA preparations were different
In some cases HA preparations stimulated primary production, but in other cases,
respirations Preparations of chernozem's HA and "Humat-80" very strongly differ.
Chernozem's HA (with 0-6 centimeters) very strongly stimulate respirations, but
almost do not stimulate primary production. The industrial preparation "Humat-80"
on the contrary stimulates primary production, but not respirations In some experiments primary production remained on level of control, but the net primary production and respiration changed significantly with increase of HA concentration. HA
from soddy-podzolic soil had approximately equally stimulated both respiration
and primary production of Chlorella vulgaris, however had the most weak effect
among preparations of soil HA Industrial humic preparation "Gumat-80" had the
best physiology effect Experiments also showed that HA of buried soddy-podzolic
soils, character of physiological activity approached to chernozem type The lowest
effect of stimulation was observed for the preparation of fulvic acid. Experimental
data showed, that is very complicated dependence of various aspects of Chlorella
vulgaris metabolism from humic preparations concentrations Some mechanisms of
physiological activity of humic preparations probably take place Investigation of
HA preparations extracted from layers samples showed, that physiological activity
of humic substances varied in the profile of the soil, and in different manner for two
studied soils In soddy-podzolic soil profiles allocations of HA physiology activity
were connected with the long history of this old-plowed soil and demonstrated the
recovery of the humus activity in the soil. In the case of the chernozem, physiology activity was the smallest in first layer (0-6 cm), and the highest in the second
layer (6-12 cm). After depth of 12 cm physiology activity just as concentration of
free radicals regularly decrease. HA physiological influence on the processes of
metabolism of microalgae had stable correlation with concentration of free radicals in the HA When concentration of HA in solution was low, concentration of
free radicals was correlated with the respiration, but when HA concentration was
high, concentration of free radicals was correlated with the photosynthesis and the
increase of biomass It also can be explained by different mechanisms of influence
of concentration of free radicals in HA on the metabolism of microalgae Information received in this work can be used in furthers investigations on the mechanisms
of the influence of free radicals concentration in HA on the metabolism of plant
cells, and also in the investigations directed on ihc profiles allocation of physiology activity of humic substances Methodology used in this study is convenient for
the estimation of physiological activity of humic substances It can be also use for
express testing of humic industrial preparation, because this method is relatively
simple Research was supported by the grants of RFBR (04-04-49000) and MinPromNauki (NSH ' 1634 2003 4)
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Effect of Plant and Soil on the Diversity of the Rhizospherical Fluorescent
Pseudomonases spp. in Algeria.
M. Benchabane. Univ de Blida: R. Bakour. USTHB.
Numerous taxonomical studies underlined the strong phenotypic and genetic heterogeneity at the fluorescent Pseudomonas spp., notably those associated with
plants rhizosphere. Although the subspecies classification (biovars and biotypes)
reveals a strong phenotypic heterogeneity that can reflect a genome heterogeneity,
it stays however as the most utilized system in the classification of this bacterial
group. Different ecological and biologic factors can be an origin of the diversity
and the adaptation of these rhizobacteria. Many studies achieved on this bacterial
group revealed a strong specific diversity and subspecies The distribution of the
telluric fluorescent Pseudomonas spp populations is influenced by the plant and
soil Indeed, the selection of particular taxa under the effect of the plant genotype
was already. The plant modifies the physical-chemical characters of the rhizoplan
misleading a modulation of the density and the microbial activity The particular
conditions of the rhizosphere exercise specific actions and encourage some groups.
Soil influences the interactions plant-microorganisms Many works showed a difference between the fluorescent Pseudomonas spp. populations associated with
the rhizosphere of many plants in different soils. We put in evidence influences of
the plant and soil on the selection of the populations offluorescentPseudomonas
spp. It is admitted that a very big diversity exists at the rhizospherical fluorescent
Pseudomonads spp and that the phenotypic methods used for their taxonomie are
insufficient In this work, the rhizosphere effect on the bacterial populations has
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been analyzed at the phenotypic and taxonomie levels on a collection of fluourescents Pseudomonas spp, strains isolated of different biotopes The definition of the
biotope is based on the soil characteristics of the region in Algeria and the type of
plant.
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T. N. Shivananda
llistochemical and Histological Studies in Root Nodules of Mucuna Pruriens.
B. Mamalha. Univ of Agricultural Sciences: T. N. Shivananda. Indian Institute of
Horticultural Research: R. Siddaramappa. Univ ofAgricultural Sciences.
itrogen fixation in root nodules of Mucuna pruriens is reported but not well understood In a nodule the arrangement of cells, the thickness of cortex, the metabolic
activity of cells, the number of cells of a nodule involved in fixation, the photosynthate movement to the nodule, protein content and distribution of protein in a
nodule as a measure of nitrogen fixation would determine the ability of nitrogen
fixation of a genotype. The above parameters were studied in detail in 13 genotypes
of Mucuna pruriens to understand the role of above parameters in nitrogen fixation
using histochemical and histological techniques The plants were grown at Indian
Institute of Horticultural Research, Bangalore (13° 58' N 78° E) in a pot culture
and nodules were collected at flowering stage of crop The root nodules were fixed
in Camoy's B fluid The nodules were processed and embedded in paraffin wax
and thin sections were cut (8 p. m) and stained. Photosynthate movement within the
nodule and supply to the nodule was assessed using Periodic acid Schiffs stain,
metabolic activity of nodular cells were assessed using Toluidin blue stain, protein content was assessed using bromophenol blue stain Results indicated that the
genotype IIHR-MP-02 possessed higher number of cells per unit area in nodule,
greater photosynthate movement to the nodule, higher concentration of protein in
nodule and thicker cortex layer as the outer most nodule cover compared to all
other genotypes probably making it highly efficient genotype in nitrogen fixation
These results help to understand why a particular genotype is efficient in nitrogen
fixation over others Keywords: histochemical, proteins, photosynthates, metabolic activity
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S Knauth
Soil Structure -Influenced Population Shifts of Methanogens in Paddy Soil.
S. Knauth. Univ of Bremen. Institute for Soil Science: R. TippkOtter. Univ of
Bremen. Institute for Soil Science.
Rice is the world's most important agricultural plant and essential for the feeding
of millions of people, whereas huge areas of flooded ricefieldsare the major source
of the greenhouse gas methane, produced by methanogenic Archaea. Due to their
ecological relevance the biodiversity and activity of Archaea in paddy soils have
been thoroughly investigated by application of molecular biology methods However, there are only few investigations which consider the spatial distribution and
diversity of these microorganisms with respect to soil structural parameters Soil
structure is very important, since it influences the gas and water fluxes as well as
the water retention capacity of soils Especially paddy soils used for cropping of
lowland rice have a rapidly changing structure due to the cycles of irrigation and
drainage of rice fields How this soil structure dynamic influences microbial biocoenoses under special consideration of methanogenic Archaea will be presented
with this poster With regard to the changing conditions in space and time, soil
samples for microbial community and soil structure analysis will be taken from
soil microcosms with three different soil textures The sampling will range from
the soil surface down to five cm, in steps of 0.5 cm The sampling times will represent flooding or drainage stages respectively. Changes of the Archaeal community
will be monitored by Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism (RFLP) analysis
of I6S rRNA genes Structural changes of soil will be detected by cross sections
of resin embedded soil samples. Using this approach of combined methods it is
expected to gain a better understanding of the archaeal population dynamics in
paddy fields in dependency of changing soil structure Especially the investigation of these influences on methanogens can be useful to understand the methane
production of paddy fields
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A. Hofmann
Root Exudates of Apple Seedlings {Malus x Domestica Borkh.): What is the
Role of I'hloi ui/m in Apple Replant Disease?.
A. Hofmann. L. Wittenmayer. Martin Luther Univ. Halle Wittenberg.
Apple Replant Disease (ARD) occurs after planting on a site that previously supported the same or closely related species of the subfamily Maloideae (apples,
pears). It is caused by soil-borne fungal and/or bacterial microorganisms Typical
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symptoms are: (i) speckled, brownish appearance of the root system, (ii) stunting
of the shoot, (iii) temporal dormancy of the apical bud and (iv) decrease in leaf
surface. The objective of our study was to assay whether the exudation of the dihydrochalcone phloridzin (phloretin-2'-0-B-D-glucosid) via roots of apple seedlings
(Malus x domestica Borkh) is related to onset and development of ARD Phloridzin is a phenolic compound specific to Malus spp. As a constituent of root exudates
with a potential influence on microbial activity, it may affect the microbial population in soil, including pathogenic rhizosphere organisms, in at least two ways: first,
as defense factor directed against infection, and second, as a substrate for specialized soil microorganisms In a pot trial, root exudates of apple seedlings were collected every 9th day over a period of 4 to 16 weeks after transplanting of healthy
apple seedlings either into an orchard soil conductive to ARD, or, into the same soil
previously sterilized by y-radiation Phenolic compounds of the root exudates were
collected and analysed using an HPLC system equipped with a reversed phase column and a diode array detector The results suggest that phloridzin generally occurs
in apple root exudates of both healthy and infected plants. The exuded amount
increased with total root exudation Considering particular plant ages, a remarkable difference in root exudation between healthy and infected seedlings could be
observed 4 weeks after transplanting. At this early stage of plant development ARD
infected seedlings exuded significantly higher amounts of phloridzin compared to
healthy seedlings This could be part of a general defense mechanism of apple seedlings in which phloridzin acts as a phenolic compound with probable toxic properties to microorganisms The response was clearly ineffective in defense against
pathogens causing ARD since infected plants finally showed all typical symptoms
of ARD. The fact that phloridzin occurs generally in root exudates may contribute
to this ineffectiveness Specialized pathogens mav have adapted to phloridzin or
may even use it as a substrate. Unfortunately, little is known about possible plantpathogenic microorganisms within this context In conclusion, our results suggest
that phloridzin exudation may affect onset and development of ARD infection as
an attractant substance to specialized (pathogenic) microorganisms. Moreover, its
exudation into the rhizosphere might be influenced by ARD pathogens during the
infection process since phloridzin exudation was increased in infected plants compared to healthy apple seedlings of the same developmental stage To confirm these
results, apple rootstock varieties differing in phloridzin exudation should be tested
for their susceptibility to ARD.
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N. Senesi
Minim Fractions from Compost can Modulate the Mycelial Growth of Plant
Pathogenic and Antagonistic Soil-Borne Fungi.
E. Loffredo. M. Berloco. N. Senesi, Dip. Biol. Chim. AgroForesl. e Amb.
Organic amendment exerts well-known beneficial effects on the physico-chemical properties of soils by providing organic matter and nutrients, thus contributing
substantially in maintaining and/or improving soil fertility Recently, composts and
their water-soluble and humic fractions have been shown to be also able to reduce
damages from soil-borne phytopathogenic microorganisms, such as fungi of various genera This capacity may thus contribute to reduce the use of chemical fungicides with consequent economic and environmental advantages The objective of
this study was to evaluate the effects of the humic acid and fulvic acid fractions of
a compost (C-HA and C-FA, respectively) on the mycelial growth of two common
phytopathogenic soil-borne fungi and two antagonistic fungi resident in soil The
C-HA and the C-FA used were isolated from a compost obtained from a mixture
of an olive-oil-mill-wastewater sludge with tree cuttings (58/42, w/w). The phytopathogenic fungi, Fusarium oxysporum f sp. melonis (FOM) and F. oxysporum
f sp. lycopersici (FOL), and the antagonistic fungi, Trichoderma viride (TV) and
T harzianum (TH), were isolated from soil and grown on potato dextrose agar
(PDA) in Petri dishes under laboratory conditions. Aqueous solutions of PDA (4%,
w/v), and water-agar (l%, w/v) only for FOM, were steam sterilized and cooled at
about 55°C before adding C-HA or C-FA at concentrations of 0 (control, only PDA
or water-agar), 10 and 100 mg/L. After pouring of each medium in Petri dishes,
cooling and solidification, the fungus was inoculated in the center the plate. Petri
dishes were kept in a refrigerated incubator in the dark at a constant temperature of
20°C The whole experiment was conducted under sterile conditions, and replicated
twelve times for FOM and FOL and eight times for TV and TH. After appropriate
time periods, and until the fungi reached the border of the plate (about 3I2 h for
FOM and FOL, 96 h for TH and 72 h for TV), the apparent morphology and radial
growth of the mycelia were evaluated All data obtained were statistically treated
by one-way analysis of variance and the least significant differences (LSD) test
No morphological changes were observed, with respect to the control, for the four
fungi examined as a function of the humic compound added and its concentration.
Statistical treatment of data of radial mycelial growth showed that at each evaluation time the growth of FOM was significantly depressed by C-FA and, especially,
C-FA at both concentrations The greatest growth reduction (about 60% of the control) was measured after the first 12 h from inoculation with C-HA at I0 mg/L The
presence of C-HA or C-FA, especially at the higher concentration, caused a significant reduction of FOM growth, with respect to the control, also in sub-optimal
nutrient conditions (water-agar). On the contrary, C-HA did not affect significantly,
and C-FA slightly promoted the mycelial growth of FOL These results suggest
a specific suppressive action of HA and FA fractions of the compost for the two
pathotypes of the same fungus species In the experiments with the two antagonistic
fungi, C-HA at both concentrations and C-FA at the higher concentration caused
a highly significant enhancement of mycelial growth of TV along the evaluation

period- A slight increase of the mycelial growth of TH was observed in the treatments with C-HA and C-FA, respectively at the lower and the higher concentration,
whereas no effects were observed in the other treatments. In conclusion, the HA
and FA fractions of the compost can, on one hand, suppress the growth of soil-borne
pathogenic fungi, and. on the other hand, exert a beneficial or no influence on the
growth of the two antagonistic fungi resident in soil These effects may, in turn,
influence differently the performance of various crops with interesting and promising economic and environmental implications. Keywords: humic acid, fulvic acid,
compost, plant pathogenic fungi, antagonistic fungi, Fusarium oxysporum, Trichoderma viride, Trichoderma harzianum
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Pathogenic Fungi of Olive Orchards in La Rioja Soils, Argentina.
B. A. Perez. INTA-IMYZA-Caslelar: G. Carboni. INTA-CIRN-Inslilulo de Suelos;
J. M. Sanchez. G. A. Cruzaie. INTA-CIRN-Institulo de Suelos.
Olive is grown in Catamarca, La Rioja, Mendoza, San Juan provinces Also, in Buenos Aires and Cordoba. In the last decade, new varieties were introduced and young
orchards established. The objective of this study was to know the characteristics of
the soils where the new olive orchards were planted and their main diseases Since
1999, disease surveys were conducted in the departments Arauco, Capital, Chilecito (La Rioja) They are located in northwestern Pampean Hills: Capital department (silty plains, dunes, 20°C, 400-200 mm, soils grouped in Typic Torriorthents
(LECM), Lithic Haplocambids (GGDC), and Typic Haplargids (GEFS). Arauco
department has depressions, dunes, 18-20°C, 200-400 mm, Typic Torriorthens,
Typic Torripsamments (LCBH), Typic Torrifluvents (LDEL) Chilecito department
(Famatina system): high slopes and rocks, I8-20°C, 400 mm, dry, warm, rainy
summers, Typic Torriorthents with rocks The best soils are Typic Haplargids (AB-BC-C profile sequence). IV land capability (deep, surface texture, average permeability, adequate humidity) Typic Torriorthents (A-AC-C profile sequence) has
sandy-loam texture, and dangerous slopes Lithic Haplocambids (A-B-R profile
sequence) are deep, average permeability, hydric retention. Typic Torripsamments
and Typic Torrifluvents have alluvial soils and torrid-arid climate (1NTA-SAGYPA,
1989; Soil Taxonomy, 2003) The soils of Capital department are better for olive
crop. Drying syndrome disease has been detected in different varieties of young
plantations under modern irrigation technology. Laboratory analysis indicated the
presence of different fungal species such as Fusarium. Phytophthora. Rhizoctonia,
Verticillium associated to such pathology.
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Effects of Field Management Practices on Plant Health and Rhizosphere.
M. S. Benitez. E Baysal-Tuslas. A. Camp. B. B. McSpadden-Gardener, Dept of
Plant Pathology. Ohio Stale Univ. OARDC.
Farming practices can have profound affects on different soil properties, including
various physical, chemical and biological characteristics. The influences of different farm management strategies on soil-borne disease development, plant vigor
and microbial community structure were studied Four organically acceptable transitional cropping strategies with and without compost amendments were considered: mixed hay,fieldvegetables, high tunnel vegetables and tilled fallowing Differences in disease suppressiveness and plant vigor were assayed using edamame
soybeans (cv. Sayamusume). The effects of compost addition on soil characteristics
varied with transition strategy, with the greatest effects being observed in the soils
coming from the mixed hay and high tunnel treatments Under low disease pressure
conditions compost additions uniformly resulted in an increase in plant vigor But.
under high disease pressure disease severity increased with the addition of the compost amendments, and the mixed hay treatment was much less conducive to disease
development Such differences in plant health are being associated with treatmentinduced variations in rhizosphere microbial community structure A combination of

culture-dependent and culture-independent approaches are being used to identify
microbial populations whose abundance varies with farm management practices
Such correlations are expected to lead to the identification of novel populations
of plant health promoting rhizobacteria On edamame soybeans, compost amendments led to higher rhizosphere colonization rates of various Pseudomonas spp.
under all cropping strategies, indicating a general role for such populations in promoting plant health Understanding the effects offieldmanagement on plant health,
pathogen populations and pathogen antagonists will be useful for designing cropping strategies that reduce disease development in the field.
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Survival and Reproduction of Phytophthora ramorum in Forest Soils.
E. J. Fichtner. S. C. Lynch. D. Rizzo. VC Davis.
Pathogen-infested soil may aid in long-distance transmission of regulated plant diseases, in part due to federal regulation of the disease and not the pathogen itself.
Phytophthora ramorum, the pathogen causing sudden oak death, may be disseminated under the regulatory radar through infested forest soils and soilless potting
media used in the nursery industry This study assesses the seasonal distribution,
winter survival, and reproduction of soilborne inoculum in a redwood-tanoak forest
in California Because sporulation varies between host plants, the distribution of
soilborne inoculum under host species has been monitored from 2003 until present Soil and leaf litter samples were collected monthly from 15 trees each of coast
redwood (Sequoia sempervirens), tanoak (Lilhocarpus densiflorus), and California
bay laurel (Umbellulana californicd) and pathogen presence was determined by
baiting P. ramorum was generally recovered from soils during the winter rainy season, with the highest frequency of recovery occurring under bay laurel To assess
survival potential of soilborne inoculum, ten colonized rhododendron leaf disks
were placed in each of 360 mesh sachets before transfer to the field in January 2005
and 2006 The sachets were dispersed under 10 trees each of tanoak, bay laurel, and
redwood, and at three vertical locations: i) leaf litter surface, ii) litter/soil interface,
and iii) below the soil surface. Sachets were retrieved 4, 8, 20, and 52 weeks after
introduction to the field. After 20 weeks, > 50% pathogen recovery was observed
in both subsurface treatments and subsequent hydration of Pr-negative leaf disks
enhanced recovery in these treatments to > 95%. Hydration-stimulated recovery was associated with high populations of chlamydospores, suggesting a role
of moisture in mediating chlamydospore germination and fungistasis. Leaf disks
incubated in organic soils exhibited 60% fewer chlamydospores than those incubated in mineral soils Ongoing studies focus on the role of soil microbial activity in
chlamydospore production and pathogen survival, incorporating quantitative PCR
to assess pathogen populations. The heightened recovery of subsurface inoculum
suggests that pedoturbation processes resulting in propagule burial may enhance
pathogen survival, allowing the soil to serve as an inoculum reservoir Some soils,
however, may suppress the production of survival propagules, potentially limiting
the long-term survival of the pathogen.
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Identification and Antimicrobial Activity of 2-Aminobenzoic Acid from
Pantoea spp. Strain HB-22.
H. Hoon. J. Rong De. C. Min Young. N. Sang su. L. Hyoung Woo. K. Kil Yong.
K. Yong Woong. Division of Applied BioScience and Biotechnology. College of
Agriculture and Life Science. Chonnam National Univ.
A phosphate solubilizing bacterium, HB-22 having a strong antimicrobial activity
was isolated from cropland soil Based on DNA sequence of a conserved partial
16S rRNA gene, was identified as Pantoea spp. To isolate antifungal compounds
from culture filtrates of HB-22, the culture broth was extracted with ethyl acetate
(EtOAc) and partitioned with a NaFIC03 buffer solution. Gram-positive bacterium,
Staphylococcus aureus and Gram-negative bacterium Escherichia coli were used as
the indicator for antimicrobial activity The EtOAc-soluble acidic fraction showed
strong antimicrobial activity against S. aureus and E. coli compared to EtOAcsoluble neutral fraction The EtOAc-soluble acidic fraction (2 82 g) was subjected
to silica gel adsorption column and then eluted with EtOAc-MeOH The fraction
(0 84 g) of 100% EtOAc eluate had a strong antimicrobial activity compared to
other fractons Chromatography on Sephadex LH-20 produced activity with a ratio
for Ve/Vt (elution volume/total volume) of 1 06-108 eluate (150 I mg). Purification through ODS, using a MeOH-H20 as the mobile phase, gave an active fraction
at 100% MeOH eluate (41 35 mg) The active fraction purified by HPLC on an
ODS column yielded a white powder (tR 13.06 min, 12.6 mg) with antimicrobial
activity The purified compound was identified, as 2-aminobenzoic acid using GCEI-MS, which strongly inhibited Pythium ultimum and P. capsici on PDA medium
supplemented with 100 to 300 /Yg 1-1 Scanning electron microscopic observation
demonstrated that 2-aminobenzoic acid caused extensive hyphal deforming and
destruction of R solani
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Inhibition of Meloidogyne Incognita Reproduction by Gelatinolytic Bacteria
in Tomato.
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J. Rong De. C. Min Young, J. Na Young. K. Yong Woong. K. Kil Yong. Division of D. Egamberdiyeva. Tashkent Stale Univ ofAgriculture.
Applied BioScience and Biotechnology. College of Agriculture and Life Science.
Cotton was the major crop produced in Uzbekistan for decades Its production
('honnam National Univ.
required an extensive use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides and was accompanied by strong irrigation of fields The heavy use of fertilizers and pesticides
Root-knot disease caused by Meloidogyne incognita is a matter of grave conis the cause of increasing soil salination and soil contamination from agricultural
cern because it affects several economically important crop plants. Apply of the
chemicals. Because cotton plants are under saline or water unbalance stress, they
gclatinolytic bacteria in reducing the reproduction rate of root-knot nematodes in
become more vulnerable to diseases caused by pathogenic fungi. Cotton growth
tomato is regarded as one of the new attempts Three gelationlytic bacteria were
suffers from Verticillium wilt diseases and losses are approx 40%. It is clear
isolated from rhizosphere soil that had been enriched with gelatin. These bacteria
that the situation could be largely improved when the use of chemicals would be
were identified as Acinetobacter Iwoffii, Bacillus luciferensis and Bacillus anthrareplaced by environmentally friendly biologicals. The use of specific microbes
cis based on 16s rRNA gene sequencing Cultures of the bacteria were found to
which stimulate plant growth and/or are natural enemies of pathogens allows a
destruct the female of M. incognita under microscopy investigation in vitro At two
considerable decrease in the use of agrochemicals which are now being used for
weeks after transplanting, each 10 ml culture of Acinetobacter Lwoffii (AL), Bacilplant growth stimulation and control of diseases Therefore the development of
lus Luciferensis (Bl.) and Bacillus Anthracis (BA) grown in a medium containing
salt-tolerant inoculants in such environments will help improving cropping methgelatin (10 g/L) as sole carbon source was added into tomato rhizosphere to investiods, plant health and productivity The objectives of our research work were the
gate the efficacy in biological control against Meloidogyne incognita Control (CO)
isolation, selection and characterization of rhizosphere bacteria for the control of
received same quantity of water At 3 weeks, 10 eggmasses picked up from the
cotton Verticillium wilt disease and to increase their growth and nutrient uptake in
infested roots were inoculated to each pot and then samples were taken at 4, 5 and
salinated nutrient poor soils Soil samples were collected from the field site sali6 weeks after transplanting Shoot length and fresh weight showed higher values,
nated arid serozem soil, planted to cotton, Surhandarya region, Uzbekistan The
while root fresh weight at AL, BL and BA treatments had lower values compared
bacterial strains isolated from the rhizosphere of cotton grown and screened for
to CO treatments. Population of the gelatinolytic bacteria was greater in the soils
their antagonistic activity against Verticillium dahlia fungal pathogen in vitro.
amended with gelatinolytic bacteria Second stage juveniles, eggmasses and gall
Bacterial strains that were antagonist against Verticillium dahlia were identified
index were lower in AL, BL and BA compared to CO treatment at each time point
as Pseudomonas, Bacillus, and Arthrobacter species The treatment of cotton seeds
Populations of the gelatinolytic bacteria in the tomato rezosphere were negatively
with those bacterial strains resulted in statistically significant decreased of cotton
correlated with the second stage juveniles, eggmasses and gall index These results
infection and improved the plant growth The 40% reduction in disease symptoms
indicate the potential of the gelatinolytic bacteria to alleviate nematode parasitism
by seed bacterisation is a big achievement and makes the rhizobacteria important
in important vegetable crops.
in managing cotton wilt disease The effective bacteria isolates Pseudomonas spp.
UzC 15, Bacillus subtilis UzC 27 and Arthrobacter globiformis UzC6 increased the
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shoot and root dry weight from 13 to 29% significantly as compared to the control
Impact of Long-Term Orchard Ground-Cover Management Practices on
Bacterial inoculation also resulted in higher values of nitrogen, phosphorus and
Apple Seedling Growth in an Orchard Soil.
potassium content in plant components from 13 to 45 % as compared to the control
Besides, growth promoting bacteria produced the phytohormon auxin Some bacteA. Rumberger. Deptfor Crop and Soil Science; I. Merwin. Dept for Horticulture: J.
ria, which were capable of nitrogenase activity, are produced B-complex vitamins
E. Thies. Dept of Crop and Soil Sciences. Cornell Univ.
and different proteins Effective strains were osmo-tolerant They also have ability
Apple Replant Disease (ARD) symptoms are often found to be more severe,
to temporarily survive in dry soil conditions In general, our results support the
when new trees are planted directly into the old tree row positions of the previous
importance of physiological adaptation of microbes to the whole environment, thus
orchard, rather than into previously grass-covered drive lanes. In recent experilocal isolates may be involved
ments we found that not only is replanted tree growth decreased in the old rows
compared to the grass lanes, but soil in the old row position was lower in soil
organic matter content and likely contained herbicide residues from the previ142-11
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M Sopheareth
ous orchard as observed by poor grass establishment in the old row position. Soil
Isolation and Characterization of Antifungal Substances from Culture Broth
microbial community composition also differed between old tree rows and grass
of Burkholderia sp.
lanes These observations raised the question of whether orchard Ground-cover
M. Sopheareth. J. Rong De. P. Mi Jung. K. Yong Woong. K. Kil Yong. Division of
Management systems (GMSs) used in old orchards could exacerbate (or alleviate)
Applied BioScience and Biotechnology, College of Agriculture and Life Science.
ARD severity in newly planted orchards We conducted a bioassay to evaluate the
Chonnam National Univ.
effects of GMSs on apple seedling growth in soil sampled from tree rows that had
received four different GMSs for the past 13 years and from the grass lanes between
A new antagonistic Burkholderia strain, designated as MP-1 and producing antithe tree rows. The GMSs were: (i) pre-emergence herbicide, a mix of glyphosate,
fungal activities against various plant pathogenic fungi, was isolated from the rhinorllurazon and diuron 2 0, 3 5 and 2 5 kg active ingredient (ai.) ha-1, applied
zoshere in Naju area Cultural characteristic studies strongly suggested that this
each May, (ii) post-emergence herbicide, glyphosate applied at 2 kg ai. ha-1 in
strain belongs to the genus Burkholderia The nucleotide sequence ofthe 16S rRNA
15
cm
layer
of
hardwood
bark
mulch
applied
every
May and July; (iii) mulch, a
gene (1491 pb) of strain MP-I exhibited close similarity (99-100%) with other
other year; and (iv) mowed grass, a mixed turfgrass of Festuca rubra and 25 other
Burkholderia I6S rRNA genes Bacterial culture broth was extracted with ethyl
herbaceous groundcovers. Soils were either used without treatment or pasteurized
acetate (EtOAc) and partitioned with a NaHC03 buffer solution The EtOAc-solto reduce soil-borne pathogens Thirteen years of herbicide application in pre- and
uble acidic fraction was then sequentially purified by silica gel, Sephadex LH-20,
post-emergence herbicide treatments had significantly lowered the soil organic
ODS column chromatography, and high performance liquid chromatography. Varimatter content in the tree rows compared to that in the adjacent grass-covered drive
ous separation and purification steps led to isolation of four pure active molecules
lanes Whereas, mulch applications doubled the initial soil organic matter content
The chemical structure of these four compounds, named as phenylacetic acid (PA),
compared with other GMSs Soil microbial community composition was assessed
hydrocinnamic acid (HA), 4-hydroxyphenylacetic acid (4HPA), and 4-hydroxywith PCR-DGGE The soil microbial community composition of soil sampled from
phenylacetate methyl ester (4HPME), was established on the basis of GC-EI-MS
the grass lanes and the mowed grass treatment was similar for bacteria, fungi and
and trimethylsilation GC-EI-MS data Each isolated substance inhibited fungal
oomycetes. The bacterial community composition of soil from the pre-emergence
growth on potato dextrose agar supplemented with 100 ppm When each comherbicide treatment differed from that of all other GMSs and the grass lane soil The
pound was treated to Phytophthora capsici, the walls of hyphae were deformed and
fungal community composition in both herbicide treatments (i) and (ii) were simidestroyed as illustrated by light microscopy We suggest that Burkholderia sp MPlar to each other, but somewhat different from grass-covered soil The fungal comI could be good candidate to be used in the biocontrol of plant pathogens The conmunity of the mulch treatment was difterent from all other treatments The oomycentration and nature of ecosystem can exploit these compounds as a plant growth
cete community composition of the post-emergence herbicide, mulch and mowed
regulator or fungicide, and further studies are needed to evaluate this possibility.
grass treatments and the adjacent grass lane soil was similar, however we were not
able to amplify oomycetes DNA from pre-emergence herbicide treated soil This
might indicate that the pre-emergence herbicide treatment had a suppressive effect
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on soil-borne oomycetes. Seedling growth in all GMSs was similar to the growth
Role of Chitinase and Beta-1,3 Glucanasc Activities of Fluorescent
in grass lane soil There were also no differences in seedling growth between the
Pseudomonad \ l > \ I In Vitro Inhibition of Macrophomina Phaseolina and its
pasteurized and non-pasteurized soils, which might indicate that the pathogen presIn Vivo Control.
sure was low at the studied site. However, seedling growth was significantly greater
in the pre-emergence herbicide treatment than in the post-emergence herbicide or
N. K. Arora, Dept of Microbiology. Institute of Biosciences and Biotechnology. C
mulch treatments GMSs of the previous orchard can significantly atTect the growth
SJMUniv.
of newly planted seedlings. GMSs that change soil organic matter content and alter
In recent years, considerable attention has been paid to Plant Growth Promoting
soil microbial communities may affect the severity of ARD
Rhizobacteria (PGPR) as the best choice in place of agrochemicals. to facilitate the
biocontrol of soil and seed borne plant pathogens Most ofthe bacteria exhibiting
Plant Growth Promotory (PGP)activity belong to Gram-negative group and among
these fluorescent pseudomonads are the most widely studied The ability of rhizo142-10
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D Egamberdiyeva
sphere associated fluorescent pseudomonads to inhibit the growth of plant pathoBiological Control of Verticillium Wilt of Cotton by Salt Tolerant Rhizobacteria
genic fungi has generated interest in using them as crop protectants In the presin Extreme Soil Conditions.
ent study fluorescent Pseudomonads were isolated from the rhizosphere region of
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tomato plants growing in the fields in Dehradun district of the state of'Uttaranchal
in northern India Twelve such isolates were characterized according to Bergey's
Manual of" Determinative Bacteriology All the twelve isolates were Gram-negative, non-spore forming rods and produced fluorescent and diffusible pigment on
Pseudomonas fluorescein agar. All the biochemical and physiological characters
confirmed that the twelve isolates belong to the genus Pseudomonas Isolates were
screened for the ability to produce different antifungal compounds including, siderophore, HCN, glucanases and chitinases. Pseudomonads were also screened for
the production of plant growth promotory factors Out of the twelve isolates, eight
produced siderophore as confirmed by the production of orange halo around there
colonies on CAS agar Only four of the isolates produced hydrogen cyanide and
nine produced IAA Two of the isolates were capable of solubilizing phosphate,
six were positive for chitinase and four for ä-1,3-glucanase activity. Quantitatively,
amongst all the isolates Pseudomonas NDNI showed maximum chitinase and ä1,3-glucanase activity. Both the enzyme activities increased with time and reached
maximum arter 5 days of incubation in Kings B medium All the isolates were
tested in vitro conditions for the ability to inhibit Macrophomina phaseolina, causing charcoal rot in a number of plants, by dual culture method, according to Arora
et al. (2001) Isolate NDNI showed maximum antagonism activity against M
phaseolina, as well as maximum glucanase and chitinase activities. While isolates
NDN5, NDN6, NDN8 and NDN9 showed no inhibition. NDNI showed 80% and
NDN7 7 1 % inhibition of fungal growth, after 5 days of incubation, as compared
to control Cell walls of M phaseolina are rich in chitins Isolate NDNI showed
maximum chitin and glucanase production and this suggests its capability to lyse
he cell wall of M. phaseolina as was further confirmed by scanning electron photographs of the fungi Isolate Pseudomonas N D N I , was selected for further studies in
vivo (pot) conditions on groundnut as test and host crop of M phaseolina Isolate
NDNS was taken as negative control The in vivo experiment was designed with
following treatments: (i) control (non-bacterized seeds and without fungi); (ii) soil
+ M phaseolina (and non-bacterized seeds), (iii) soil + bacterized (NDN I) seeds;
(iv) soil + bacterized seeds + M. phaseolina (v) soil + bacterized (NDN5) seeds (vi)
soil + bacterized (NDN5) seeds + M phaseolina Five replicates of each set were
taken Plants were harvested after 60 days to measure percentage seed germination,
disease incidence and seedling biomass. Seed germination percentage of ground
nut enhanced considerably in presence of M. phaseolina, when coated with isolate
N D N I , in comparison to non-bacterized and NDN5 coated seeds. After 60 days,
plants raised from NDNI bacterized seeds showed no signs of disease, in M phaseolina infested soil On the other hand plants from non-bacterized seeds and those
bacterized with isolate NDN5 developed clear symptoms of charcoal rot, in presence of M. phasaeolina. The infected plants had black spots all over the surface and
wilted with time Seed bacterization with Pseudomonas NDNI enhanced seedling
biomass by 24 and 73% over uninfested and infested controls, respectively Isolate
NDN5 was also able to enhance the seedling biomass by 17 5% in comparison to
uninfested control. However, in presence of M phaseolina there was no increment
instead plants showed clear symptoms of charcoal rot.
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Blueberry Fungi under Different Soil Conditions in Buenos Aires Province,
Argentina.

B. A. Perez, INTA-IMYZA-Caslelar; G. Carboni. J. M. Sanchez. INTA-C1RNInstitulo de Suelos.
Blueberry (Vaccinium corymbosum) crops had expanded from southwestern Andean
region of'Argentina (Comarca Andina, 42° parallel) in Chubut and Rio Negro provinces toward new areas in the north including Buenos Aires, Cordoba, Entre Rios,
San Luis provinces, among others The objective of this paper was to know the soil
characteristics of some of the Buenos Aires locations (La Plata, Lima, Mercedes,
San Pedro, Tandil, Tomas Jofre, Zarate) where disease surveys were conducted
Laboratory analysis allowed identified root fungi (Fusarium. Phytophthora) in different varieties. In 2005, crown gall disease was detected in young (1-3 year-old)
to 8 year-old plantations in several locations of Buenos Aires province These soils
are included into the continental plains with undulations and heavy pampean loess,
eolian deposits, mean annual temperature and precipitations are I6°C and 1,000
mm, respectively (SMN, 1971-2000). In Mercedes, Typic Argiudolls (IHDT),
Mercedes series in low hills with agriculture land capability (Ap-A-AB-Btl-Bt2Bt3-BC-2C profile sequence), high organic matter up to 35 cm, silt loam, without
salt and sodium, average permeability-drainage and few limitations for agriculture.
Typic Natraqualfs (JADG), Gowland series, depressive areas, hydric morphology,
sodium, and severe limitations for agriculture. San Pedro soils are Vertic Argiudolls
(IHDF), Ramallo series, in low hills and slopes with agriculture land capability
(Ap-A-B-Btlss-Bt2-BC-Cc), salt, organic matter up to 50 cm, silt loam, moderately well drainage, without salt or sodium, slow permeability, high expandable
clay content (40-50%) under Btls horizon, high plasticity in wet and hard in dry
conditions affecting root development Tomas Jofre soils have Typic Argialbolls
(IABG), Suipacha series, in low hills, livestock land capability (milk production),
(Apc-A-Ec-Btcl-Btc2-BCc-C), high organic matter up to 35 cm, silt loam, slow
drainage and permeability, water excess after heavy rains, moderate alkalinity
from 35 cm of depth, no salinity, associated to Typic Natraqualfs, Gowland series,
hydromorphic in low areas, presence of sodium and limitations for agriculture use
Arrecifes series are Typic Argiudolls, hills and 2-3% slopes with moderate to severe
erosion, agriculture land use, deep (Ap-BAt-Btl-Bt2-BCI-BC2-C), high organic
matter up to 35 cm, silty clay loam, without salt or sodium, average permeability.

and drainage, susceptible to hydric erosion (agriculture restriction) The soils of
Zarate and Lima are Vertic Argiudolls. Solis series, include hills, slopes with erosion and agriculture land use. deep (Ap-A-AB-Bt 1-B12-BC-C). high organic matter
up to 40 cm. silty clay loam, good drainage, without salt or sodium, high expandible clay content (58%) in Btl-Bt2 horizons La Plata soils are plain, Aquic Paleudolls (IHCE), Magdalena series in high plains, deep (A-Btl-Bt2ss-BCc-C), slow
permeability and drainage. Typic Paleudolls (IHCH), Etcheverry series in high
areas, deep, (Ap-A-AB-Bt lss-Bt2c-BCck-C), poor to average drainage, both with
high organic matter up to 40 cm, without salt or sodium, agriculture-livestock land
use, high clay content (47-60%) in Bt, poor drainage in Magdalena series In low
areas, Typic Natraqualfs, Pöblet series, with hydromorphic and sodium limitations.
The south of Tandil includes hill areas. Piedmont undulate, loess over tosca-rock,
annual mean temperature and precipitations of 14°C and 900 mm, respectively,
Typic Argiudolls. Tandil series, undulate hills and slopes, deep (A-BAt-Bt-BC-C)
average drainage and permeability, organic matter up to 45 cm, clay loam, agriculture land use, susceptible to hydric erosion Typic Paleudolls, Azul series, small
slopes, moderately deep (Ap-A-BAtn-Bt-BC-2Ckm) over carbonate calcium, average drainage and permeability, high organic matter up to 45 cm, clay loam, agriculture land use Other soils are Lithic Hapludolls (IHFA), Sierra de los Padres series,
hills and rocks, and Argiaquic Argialbolls (IABD), Napaleofu series, in low areas
with flooding (Soil Taxonomy, 2003).
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Influence of Cultivation and Agricultural Practices on Metabolic Quotient in
Venezuelan Entisols and Inceptisols.

M. Ruiz. Univ Romulo Gallegos: J. E. Paolini. Inslilulo Venezolano de
Investigaciones Cientificas (1VIC).
Intensive management practices and pollution can influence the soil microbial biomass. Changes in the size and activity of the biomass can affect the C mineralization, turnover of'organic matter and the cycling of N and P and their availability
to plants because the biomass is a dynamic pool containing appreciable reserves
of these elements The microbial biomass itself can be an important indicator of
soil quality, and the ratio respiration-to-biomass carbon, called specific respiration
activity or metabolic quotient (qCO,), is an important indicator of the efficiency
of substrate use and it can be used as an indicator of environmental stress since it
is calculated from parameters which are very sensitive to environmental changes
The aim of the present work was to study the effects of the crop and the agricultural practices on metabolic quotient in tropical soils located in the Valencia Lake
watershed (Venezuela) Ten soils were selected, five of them from a lacustrine origin, and the other five from an alluvial origin Two of the selected soils support
natural vegetation, they have never been irrigated and have undergone minimal
anthropogenic disturbance (control soils).The others soils are cultivated with sugarcane or banana and irrigated with waters of different origin (waste-, ground- and
lake-water) The lacustrine soils are classified as Mollic Ustifluvents, loamy, carbonatic, mixed, isohyperthermic, and the alluvial soils are classified as Fluventic
Ustropepts, coarse-loamy, mixed, isohyperthermic, except one of them, which is a
Fluventic Haplustolls In each site, twenty soil samples were collected randomly
at a depth of 0-5 cm using a core Basal respiration was determined by measuring
the evolved carbon dioxide in a 48 h incubation experiments at 22 °C and microbial biomass carbon was estimated by Substrate Induced respiration method The
cultivated soils had a content of total organic C ranged from 0.89 to 5.40 % In the
control soils the percentage of total organic C was between 4.75 and 8 14 % Soil
pH varied from 6.96 to 7 91. The metabolic quotient ranged from 1.8 x 10"' to 4 8
x 10"' ug C-CO, u g ' microbial biomass C.h"1 These values were similar to those
previously reported for natural or agricultural soils In the lacustrine and alluvial
soils, the highest values of metabolic quotient were observed in the soils cultivated
with banana, which have been treated with farmyard manure since about 6 to 20
years Moreover, the alluvial soil under banana irrigated with untreated waste water
showed significant higher metabolic quotient than those irrigated with treated waste
water In the lacustrine soils cultivated with sugar cane, the metabolic quotient
was higher in the soil irrigated with a mix of industrial and domestic waste waters
(whose Cd, Fe and Mn concentrations exceeded the maximum level established
by Venezuelan legislation) than in the soils irrigated with underground waters or
lake waters There were no significant differences between these two last soils.
Neither there were significant differences among the metabolic quotient evaluated
in alluvial soils covered by sugar cane, irrigated with treated or untreated waste
water The lacustrine control soil, which has higher electric conductivity (11 dS
m"1), showed the highest metabolic quotient among the undisturbed soils, and this
metabolic quotient was not significant different from those found in the lacustrine
soil under banana A significant negative correlation was found between the microbial biomass carbon/soil total carbon ratio and the metabolic quotient (r = - 0.6876;
p = 0.0000), which indicates that the smaller the microbial biomass in the soils the
more active the microbial population. It could be concluded that, in the investigated
soils, the metabolic quotient reflected the greater demand for energy by microorganisms in soils with incorporation of organic wastes or toxic pollutants
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Biocontrol of Late Blight (Phytophthora capsici) in Pepper by Chitin Broth
Containing Multitude of Chitinolytic Bacteria.
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K. Sung Jae. J. Rong De. R. Ji Yeon. Y. Kyoung Mi. K. Yong Woong. K. Kil Yong. T. Sugimoto. K. Walanabe. M. Matsuyama. M. Aino. S. Yoshida. Hyogo Agricultural
Division ofApplied BioScience and Biotechnology. College ofAgriculture and Life
Institute for Agriculture. Forestry and Fisheries.
Science. Chonnam National Univ.
This study investigated the effect of CaCI2 and Ca(N03)2 on fungal growth of
To investigated protective effect of chitinolytic bacteria against late blight (Phytophthora capsici. L) in pepper plants, pathogenesis-related proteins and plant
defense enzymes related to cell wall lignification, root mortality, and soil microbial
activity were examined Pepper plants were grown in pots containing non-sterile
soil and received Chitin Broth (CB), Chitin Broth + P capsici (CB+P), Mineral
Nutrient (MN), and Mineral Nutrient + P capsici (MN+P). Chitin Broth-treated
Plants (CB+P) were protected from the P. capsici and had lower root mortality
compared to Mineral Nutrient-treated plants (MN+P), where soil enzyme activities
(chitinase and ä-l, 3-glucanase) and CFU of chitinolytic bacteria in rhizosphere
soil at CB+P treatment were about 2 and 1,000 times higher than those at MN+P
treatment, respectively Activities of PR-proteins in leaves on MN+P-treated plants
increased, while those decreased in roots after P capsici infection Activities of lignification-related enzymes in leaves on MN+P-treated plants were shown to have a
similar pattern with PR-proteins; however, those in roots increased early stage and
than decreased Activities of PR-proteins and Iignification-related enzymes were
not different among CB, CB+P, and MN treatments throughout the experimental
period. These results indicate that chitin broth containing multitude of chitinolytic
bacteria could increase microbial activities in rhizosphere, which alleviate pathogenic attack from P. capsici

142-16
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Phytophthora sojae isolates, disease reduction on two cultivars oi'Glycine max (L )
Merr cv. Chusei-Hikarikuro (black soybean) and cv. Sachiyutaka (white soybean),
and zoospore release. A concentration of 2f>-30 mM CaCI2 or 30 mM Ca(N03)2
led to a slight decrease of the growth rate of two isolates on PDA; however, 0 4 and
4 mM of CaC12 and Ca(N03)2 increased growth The application of 4 mM CaC12
or more than 4 mM Ca(N03)2 before inoculation greatly inhibited infection in
the two soybean cultivars Disease suppression recorded in laboratory experiments
using pathogen mycelium was due to the response of plant tissues rather than a
direct inhibition of pathogen hyphal growth by the application of calcium Furthermore, Ca(N03)2 was more effective than CaC12. The calcium contents in plants
increased at the time of inoculation. The extent of disease reduction was related
to an increased calcium uptake by plants of the two cultivars, except for some
cases involving Chusei-Hikarikuro Results showed that the effective element in
reducing Phytophthora stem rot was calcium and that differences existed between
the two cultivars in terms of the mechanisms of calcium uptake and the effect on
disease suppression. The presence of 4-30 mM CaCI2 and Ca(N03)2 decreased the
release of zoospores from isolates on lima bean agar, although 0.4 mM CaCI2 and
Ca(N03)2 significantly induced zoospore release. These results suggest the possibility of applying a solution containing more than 4 mM of calcium to decrease the
incidence of disease in agricultural fields by the inhibition of zoospore release.

M. Selimi

Effects of Combined Cultural Practices on Suppression of Soilborne Pathogens
and Microbial Community Patterns in a Piainfield Sandy Loam.

142-18
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K Watanabe
The effect of Inorganic Elements on the Reduction of Phytophthora Stem Rot

M. Selimi. T. Baiser. D. I. Rouse. A. MacGuidwin. Univ of Wisconsin—Madison.

Disease of Soybean.
T. Sugimoto. K. Watanabe. M. Matsuyama. M. Sugimoto. S. Yoshida. Hyogo
Agricultural Institute for Agriculture. Forestry and Fisheries.

A four-year field experiment was conducted in Central Wisconsin to evaluate the
effect of individual and combined cultural practices on Potato Early Dying - a
disease complex caused by a synergistic interaction between a soilbome fungus
Verticillium dahliae and a migratory endoparasitic nematode Pratylenchus penetrans. The cultural practices evaluated in this study were manure-straw based compost (0, 3 and 9 T/a), fallow, rye and soybean cover crops, and sanitation through
the removal of infested plant material (+/-).The experiment consisted of a twoyear rotation of potato and snap beans Beginning with potatoes in 2001, compost
was applied in early spring before planting, and vines were removed in late summer at the time of vine killing operations In 2002, snap beans were planted as a
short-season crop, harvested, and the cover crops were established in late July
This allowed us to examine interactions between compost and cover crops. We
were able to evaluate the full factorial of compost, cover crops and vine removal
on disease beginning in 2003. The identical experimental design was established
adjacent to the first experiment beginning in 2002. Therefore, the first time we
were able to observe the complete factorial of treatments on potatoes on this repeat
of the experiment was in 2004 Bulk soil samples were taken in spring and fall
of each year from both sides of the field for Verticillium analysis Pratylenchus
counts were obtained only from soil planted to potatoes Since little is known about
the ecological environment in which this interaction takes place, another objective
of this study was to evaluate whether certain microbial community patterns could
be associated with disease A subset of the treatments was chosen based on their
impact on disease and information in the literature pertaining to changes in community profiles Therefore, we selected the compost treatments with/without vine
removal, and the two controls - fumigation and continuous potatoes. Bulk soil
samples were taken in spring and fall of each year where potatoes were planted,
and in 2003 rhizosphere soil was obtained from plants in which stem sampling for
Verticillium was done Vine removal reduced Verticillium in both 2003 and 2004
Vine removal also had lower values for all levels of compost, and there was a
combined effect of low compost and vine removal on Verticillium in 2004. Interestingly, while high compost treatments did the best job in maintaining yield, they
also maintained the highest populations of Verticillium Pratylenchus populations
were highest in soybean treatments in 2003 and there was a combined effect of no
compost and soybean on Pratylenchus populations in both 2002 and 2004 While
soybean treatments had higher populations than rye or fallow in the compost treatments, these populations were significantly lower than the no compost treatments,
thus indicating that compost had a mitigating effect on Pratylenchus populations
Principal components analysis distinguished each sampling date, with gram (-) and
fungal lipids characterizing the first and second principle components respectively
Pairwise correlations of the principal components, and pathogen data indicated that
gram (-) bacteria were negatively correlated with Verticillium in bulk soil and in the
rhizosphere, while Pratylenchus was negatively correlated with fungi and gram (-)
bacteria Rhizosphere soil had greater absolute abundance of lipid biomass, gram
(+), gram (-), and fungal lipids than bulk soil. The continuous potato control had
lower absolute abundance of gram (+) bacteria, gram (-) bacteria, and fungal lipids
in rhizosphere soil than compost and fumigation treatments Subsequent analysis
using canonical correspondence analysis and path analysis is planned in order to
further investigate these relationships.
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T Sugimoto
Reduction of Phytophthora Stem Rot Disease on Sovbeans bv the Application
ofCaCI ; andCa"(N0 3 ) 2 .
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The effect of several inorganic elements contained in B5 medium on Phytophthora
stem rot disease reduction of Glycine max (L.) Merr. cv. Chusei-Hikarikuro was
investigated using the agar medium inoculation method. Application of B5 solution prior to inoculation significantly inhibited infection compared with controls
The incidence of disease of cv. Chusei-Hikarikuro with and without B5 was 40.0%
and 97.6%, respectively. Several levels of macro inorganic nutrients (A), micro
inorganic nutrients (B), Fe-EDTA solution (C) and organic elements (D) in B5 were
applied in an effort to evaluate disease suppression The concentration of 100%
and 250% of A element was effective in inhibiting infection, with an incidence of
disease of 17 9% and 54 6%, respectively. On the other hand, 10% of A together
with three other nutrients (B, C and D) was ineffective, where the incidence of disease was 74.3-97.6%. Four media (A+B+C, A+B+D, A+C+D, and B+C+D) were
also tested. Although the incidence of disease increased when medium (B+C+D)
was used, it decreased significantly when media containing A was applied. Various
concentrations (0, 10, 100, 250, 500 and 1000%) of K.N03, (NH4)2S04, MgS04,
CaCI2 and NaH2P04 in the presence of A nutrients was investigated in an effort
to determine the elements most effective in suppressing the incidence of disease A
concentration of 10-1000% CaC12 greatly inhibited infection, where the incidence
of disease was 5.6-42 1% A concentration of 100% KN03 led to marked suppression of disease However, concentrations of 10-500% of (NH4)2S04, Mg4SÓ4 and
NaII2P04 induced disease at the same level as that of controls.

142-19
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R Krishnasamy
Zinc Efficient Rice Genotypes Resistant to Nematode Infection?.

R. Krishnasamy. C. Sudhalakshmi. U. Surendran. Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ;
A. RajaRajan. Regional Research Station.
Today, than ever before, the importance of zinc (Zn) in crop production is being felt
It is estimated that about 50 % of the soils used for cereal production in the world
have low levels of plant available Zn Correction of Zn deficiency via fertilization
always dose not become a successful strategy due to agronomic and economic factors. A more efficient and sustainable solution to Zn deficiency limitation is the
development and use of Zn efficient rice genotypes with the root system capable
of greater mobilization that can more efficiently function under low soil Zn conditions Zinc also variously decreased, increased and imparted no effect on plant's
susceptibility to disease, although reports of decreases dominate Though the present investigation was not intentional to bring out the influence of zinc efficiency
on relative/ susceptibility to pest and disease infection, incidentally, the interaction
of Zn with nematode infection could be established About 10 kg soil was filled in
ceramic pots and two rice genotypes viz., Norungan (Zn efficient) and PMK 3(Zn
inefficient) were grown Graded levels of zinc sulphate (labeled with 65Zn) were
employed which include T l - control; T2 - ZnS04 @ 12.5 kg ha-1; T3 - ZnS04
@ 25 kg ha-1; T4 - ZnS04 @ 37.5 kg ha-1 and T5 - ZnS04 @ 50 0 kg ha-1
The experiment was laid out in factorial completely randomized design with each
treatment replicated thrice It was observed that the Zn efficient Norungan did not
witness any nematode infestation whilst it was more conspicuous in PMK 3 The
intensity of infestation reduced conspicuously with increased dose of applied zinc
The structural and functional integrity of cellular membrane is greatly affected by
the lack of Zn, which plays both structural and protective roles in membrane integrity There are reports indicating that due to the exudation of several organic compounds, carbohydrates or aminoacids, Zn deficient plants may be susceptible to root

mms. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ • • ^ ^ H
diseases such as Fusarium grammearum and Rhizoctonia solani. It has reported the
suppressive effect of Zn on the infection of soil borne pathogens Zinc deficient
roots might leak more carbohydrates and attract zoospores by Chemotaxis The case
witnessed here was that the Zn inefficient Norungan did not show any symptom of
nematode infection, though grown under the same environmental condition Further investigation is needed to unravel the unexplored aspect of the interaction of
zinc - nematode complex Keywords : genotypes, nematode, zinc efficiency
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Induced Resistance Against Pseudomonas Syringae pv. Lachrymans in
Cucumber by Pantoea spp. Strain I IK 22.
//. Hoon. J. Rong De. K. Byung Chun. K. Kil Yong. K. Yong Woong. Division of
Applied BioScience and Biotechnology. College of Agriculture and Life Science.
Chonnam National Univ.
The effect of induced resistance against angular leaf spot of cucumber (P. syringae
pv lachrymans) following application of Pantoea spp. strain HB-22 on cucumber
leaves was investigated. Cucumber roots were treated with HB-22 at 2 and 3 weeks
after planting. Control plants received broth culture without bacteria Pathogen,
P. syringae pv. Lachrymans suspension was sprayed on cucumber leaves 4 weeks
after planting Plant fresh weight was the highest in HB-22 treated plant, followed
by control, HB-22 + P. syringae pv. lachrymans, and P syringae pv. lachrymans
treated plant where HB-22 reduced disease severity compared to control plants at
10 days after infection. The activities of Pathogenesis-Related (PR) proteins, such
as ä-1,3-glucanase and chitinase had no significant difference among all treatments
until 3 days and then increased in P. syringae pv lachrymans treated plant leaves
However, the increase of PR proteins by P. syringae pv lachrymans infection was
alleviated in HB-22 treated plant The PR proteins levels were much higher in control plant than in HB-22 treated plant, although control plants had severer damage
after pathogen infection Therefore, increases of PR proteins activities do not seem
to be a close relationship with plant protection after pathogen infection It seems to
be more relative to plant response or disease severity in this study
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H Ramezanpour
Soil Evolution as a Function of Parent Material in Some Forest Areas of
Northern Iran.

H. Ramezanpour. R. Hesami. M. A. Zanjanchi. Guilan Univ.
Parent material influences soil property such as clay mineral and chemical composition. Chemical weathering of soils and rock during pedogenesis is significant
because it provides many essential elements In this research, 6 representative soil
pedons from 6 moutains in lahijan area comprising granite, andesite, basalticandesite, phyllite and limeston parent material were selected, sampled and analysed The most outstanding pedological process and soil development was marked
by a progressive increase in clay content and solum thickness, a decrease in silt/clay
ratio, increase in free iron content (which was associated with maxima of clay content) and relatively high fine clay/total clay ratio in Bt. The net result of pedogenic
weathering, i.e , elemental loss and gain in < 2mm soil fraction (by XRF analysis)
revealed that Al, Fe, Ti were gained whereas K., Ca and Si were lossed in saprolite
(C horizon) compared to parent rock. Clay mineral transformation was marked by a
decreasee or disappearance of mica and chlorite in clay fractions of surface horizon
as well as increase in HIV (hydroxy interlayered vermiculite), smectite, vermiculite
and randomly interstratified minerals Moreover, smectite was present mostly in
fine clay and chlorite in coarse clay. As a result, the presence of interstratified mica
and chlorite or absence of these minerals confirmed relatively enhanced weathering
under acidic leaching condition of the study area. We hypothesized that low pH
influences the partitioning of Al into interlayers. Furthermore, alteration of clay
mineral is often coincident with persistence of X-ray amorphous hydroxy -aluminosilicate products and irregular mixed layer formation or weakly crystalline
clay minerals with broadened peak intensity. Soils derived from limestone, basaltic-andesite and phyllite were classified as Hapludalfs whereas soils from granite
and andesite were Udorthents Keywords: Evolution, Saprolite, Transformation

In the context of developing new soil remediation technologies, zeolites can be
directly synthesised in soil from fused coal fly ash to reduce heavy metals mobility
and availability Such a process promotes the formation of metal hydroxide/oxide
precipitates which can also form occlusions inside the structure of the forming
minerals The proposed method has been studied in an agricultural soil artificially
polluted by high amounts of Cu or Cd (15 mg of metal/g of soil dry weight) and
treated with fused coal fly ash (1:10 w/w) at 30 and 60°C. The process has been
monitored for a period of one year after fly ash application to soil During the
observation period different types of zeolites have been formed: zeolite X, zeolite
P, and zeolite A The crystallized zeolites have been characterized for their abundance, structure, chemical composition and size by means of quantitative X-Ray
Diffraction (XRD) and an automated single particle analysis method using Electron Probe X-ray Microanalysis (EPXMA). During zeolite synthesis, a concomitant
strong reduction in Cu and Cd mobility (as evidenced by a marked increase in the
Kd value) was observed. In addition, a reduction in Cu and Cd availability has been
observed during zeolite synthesis by sequential extractions with EDTA (5 mM. pH
7.5) This approach allowed for an estimation of the percentage of the metal effectively stabilised in the solid phase at the end of the observation period varying from
20 to 40%. Synchrotron radiation based X-ray microanalytical techniques such as
micro X-ray Fluorescence (u-XRF) tomography and u-XRD allowed for the visualisation of the entrapment of heavy metal clusters inside the zeolitic structures By
using different spectroscopic techniques such as Electron Spin Resonance (ESR),
Fourier-Transformed Infra-Red (FT-1R) spectroscopy, and micro X-ray Absorption
Fine Structure Spectroscopy (u-XAFS) it was possible to define the nature of the
metal clusters inside zeolites mainly as hydroxides/oxides even partly bound to the
zeolite framework. The presence and nature of metal precipitates occlusions inside
the forming zeolite minerals may have also favoured the preferential synthesis of
certain zeolitic structures over others All the obtained information could be useful
as basic knowledge for planning new technologies for the physicochemical stabilization of heavy metals in heavily polluted soils
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Yields and Leaf-Nitrate Accumulation of Leaf Vegetables by Different
Fertilization.
J. Y. Lee. Division of Plant Nutrition. NIAST.
Nitrate contents in leaf vegetables were strongly influenced by types, supply and
time of fertilizers, and especially, relationship between nitrogen application and
nitrate accumulation was closely related Therefore, the regulation of nitrogen
supply and cultivation condition can highly reduce nitrate accumulation of leaf
vegetables. This work was performed to investigate changes in yields and nitrate
contents of lettuce and spinach by different fertilization Nitrate accumulation in
leaf was absolutely dependent upon chemical fertilizer (NPK) application. For nofertilization and single compost supply, nitrate was detected below 1,500 mg per
kg in lettuce and 1,000 mg per kg in spinach Leafy production in two vegetables
was determined by application amounts of compost rather than chemical fertilizer
When supplied over 4 MT of compost, yields of lettuce and spinach showed over
9,500 kg per 10a and 2,500 kg per 10a, respectively. However, an excess compost
supply could result in an accumulation of salt and phosphorus in soil rather than an
amendment of soil fertility It was thought that the adequate application of chemical
fertilizer and compost could bring about an increase of vegetable yields, a diminishment of nitrate accumulation and the maintenance of soil fertility Keywords :
Nitrate, yield, lettuce, spinach
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The Study on the Changes of Physico-Chemical Properties in Salty Paddy
Field in Korea.
C. H. Yoo. B. S. Kim. C H. Yang. J. H Jeong. J. D. Kim. K. Y. Jung. Honam
Agricultural Research Institute NICS. RDA.
The physico-chemical properties often reclaimed saline soils in five soil series of
west-south Korea were analyzed according to the years past after reclamation to
establish soil and fertilizer management The soil samples were collected at the
same places two times in 2000 and 2004 The phyco-chemical properties in 2000
had been changed in 2004 as follows Bulk density of subsoil increased in Poseung,
Podu(fine textured soil) but decreased in Gwanghwal, Yeompo, and Munpo(coarse
textured soil) Porosity decreased in Poseung and Podu but increased in Gwanghwal.
Yeompo and Munpo. Soil hardness increased in Poseung and Podu. Gwanghwal,
Yeompo and Munpo but decreased in Munpo Solid phase increased in Poseung and
Podu but decreased in Gwanghwal, Yeompo and Munpo Liquid phase increased in
Poseung, Gwanghwal, Yeompo and Munpo but decreased in Podu. Gaseous phase
decreased in Poseung, Yeompo and Podu but increased in Gwanghwal and Munpo
Salinity in Poseung, Podu, Gwanghwal. Yeompo and Munpo decreased I 8dS m143-2
1158b
R Terzano
I, LOdS m-1, L8dS m-1, 2 OdS m-l, respectively. Soil pH were decreased 0.7 in
Poseung, 0 4 in Gwanghwal and 0 1 in Podu, Yeompo and Munpo during the four
Zeolite Synthesis in Polluted Soils Treated with Coal Fly Ash: a Tool for Heavy
years The content of organic matter decreased 2 7g kg-l in Podu, 2 4g kg-1 in
Metal Stabilization.
R. Terzano. M. Spagnuolo. Dipartimento di Biologia e Chimica Agro-forestale ed Munpo, 1 6g kg-1 in Poseung, 0 7g kg-1 in Gwanghwal and 0 3g kg-1 in Yeompo
The content of available phosphate decreased I6mg kg-1 in Poseung, I2mg kg-1
Ambientale Univ of Bari: B. Vekemans. Dept oj Chemistry. Univ of Antwerp: L.
in Podu, 4 mg kg-1 in Yeompo and 2mg kg-1 in Gwanghwal and Munpo The
Vincze. Dept of Analytical Chemistry. Ghent Univ: L. Medici. I.M.A.A..CN.R.: K.
content of available silicate as well decreased 157mg kg-1 in Poseung. I44mg
Janssens. Dept of Chemistry. Univ ofAntwerp: F. Tateo. I.G.G.-C.N.R.: P. Ruggiero. kg-1 in Gwanghwal. I02mg kg-1 in Podu, 68mg kg-1 in Yeompo and I7mg kg-1
Dipartimento di Biologia e Chimica Agro-forestale ed Ambientale. Univ of Bari.
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in Munpo. The content of exchangeable potassium decreased 0.96cmolc kg-I in
Gwanghwal, 0 73cmolc kg-I in Podu, 0 55cmolckg-l in Poseung, 0.17cmolc kg-I
in Munpo and increased 0 22cmolc kg-I in Yeompo. The content of exchangeable
calcium decreased l.6cmolc kg-I in Yeompo and I 5cmolc kg-I in Podu, while it
increased I 7cmolc kg-I in Poseung, 04cmolc kg-I in Gwanghwal and 0 8cmolc
kg-I in Munpo The content of exchangeable magnesium increased 2 Icmolc kgI in Yeompo, I.Ocmolc kg-1 in Podu and Munpo and 0 6cmolc kg-I in Poseung,
while it decreased 0.Icmolc kg-1 in Gwanghwal The content of exchangeable
sodium decreased 2.Icmolc kg-I in Gwanghwal, l.6cmolckg-l in Podu, I.Ocmolc
kg-I in Yeompo and 0 1 cmolc kg-1 in Poseung while it increased 0 7cmolckg-1 in
Munpo
143-5
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Long Term Contribution of K from Different Mineral Phases in Agricultural
Soils as Estimated by Differential XRD.
Y. Andrist-Rangel. The Macaulay Institute: M. Simonsson. I. Öborn, Dept of
Soil Sciences. Swedish Unix of Agricultural Sciences: S. Hi Uier, The Macaulay
Institute.
The inherent potential of soils to deliver K from the mineral soil material becomes
increasingly important in the development of sustainable agricultural systems. However, soil mineralogy is seldom given any attention in advisory systems. Despite the
long history of K application to agricultural land in many areas, there are numerous
reports of agricultural systems that run with an annual negative K field balance
This implies that these production/farming systems depend on K pools intrinsic
to the soil The reports include a wide range of farming systems, including both
intensive and extensive types— arable cropping, dairy, grazing, conventional and
organic— indicating that this is a universally occurring phenomenon. Apart from
added mineral fertilisers and manures, the only sources of K in soils are the K bearing phyllosilicates and feldspars. There is, however, very little direct information
on the role of different minerals as sources of K to crops. There is also a particle
size aspect, where most K typically is thought to come from the finer fractions,
especially the clay fraction (< 2 urn) However there are studies that suggest that
the coarser fractions also may play a role as a source of K for crops Different
kinds of tools are used world-wide in routine analysis of agricultural soil to estimate pools of K that could constitute a long-term reserve of K. for plants. These
pools are often referred to as non-exchangeable K, reserve K, or slowly available
K. The analysis often involves an acid extraction, for example HCl and HN03,
but physical analysis like determination of clay content is used as well One often
used method is extraction by 2 hours boiling in 2 M HCl The aims of the present
study are to quantify the effects on the mineralogical and chemical composition of
the soil during this extraction. It also aims at estimating the relative contribution
of different particle size fractions to HCT extractable K. Soils from three different
soil suborders (Oxyaquic Hapludoll, Humic Dystrocryept and Typic Haplaquept)
(Soil Taxonomy) and from two different climatic regions (northern temperate and
southern boreal) were colleted for the study. Bulk soil (< 2000 urn) from six soil
depths (between 0 and 110 cm depth) and, in addition, five particle size fractions
from one of the surface soil layers were analysed. Aliquots of the soil samples were
treated with 2 M HCl, which involved boiling for 2 hours in the acid. The extracts
were analysed for K by 1CP, whereas the solids were recovered for post treatment
analysis The latter involved assessment of the total weight loss of solids due to the
treatment, and Differential X-Ray Diffraction (DXRD) to assess the loss of individual mineral phases. Preparation of samples for mineralogical analysis involved
spray drying and addition of corundum as internal standard After manual identification of mineral phases, a full pattern fitting procedure was used to quantify the
different phases and DXRD patterns were calculated The weight loss of the treated
bulk soil (< 2000 urn) samples was positively correlated with the clay content in the
different soils and horizons This indicates that most of the extracted K originates
from dissolution of K. bearing phyllosilicates, including both di and trioctahedral
varieties Feldspars do not appear to be affected in any obvious way Among different particle size fractions, the contribution of K was largest from the fine fractions
2-20 and < 2 urn. However, in the sandy soil, the coarse fractions (20-60, 60-200,
200-2000 um) together accounted for 45 % of the total HCl extractable K, indicating that minerals in the sand and coarse silt fractions may be an important K reserve
in soils with low clay content.
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Chemical and Mineralogical Properties of Iron and Aluminum Waste Green
Foundry Sands.
J. De Koff. B. D. Lee. Purdue Univ: R. Dungan. USDA-ARS-AMBL.
Indiana ranks second in the nation in waste foundry sand production with one million tons annually disposed in landfills As available landfill space and profit margins steadily decrease it becomes more important to find ways of diverting waste
foundry sand away from landfills and identify beneficial uses of this material. This
study is part of a larger project that focuses on using waste foundry sand as a soil
amendment in urban and rural agricultural applications Indiana foundries using
green sand were reviewed for types of metals cast, of those, waste sand from three
gray iron and three aluminum foundries were selected for detailed physical, chemical, and mineralogical analyses The particle size analysis of the samples was dominated by medium and fine sand (total sand: 94-100%; medium sand 29-65%; fine
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sand 29-56%), with low silt (0-2%) and clay (0-4%) content The cation exchange
capacities of these materials were low and ranged from -0.600-5.00 cmolc kg'1.
X-ray diffraction studies of different size fractions revealed bentonite and silica
peaks with little variation between foundries In addition to these results, data from
strength tests on the waste foundry sand will be presented and discussed
143-7
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M R Mosaddeghi
Impacts of Palygorskite and Calcium Carbonate on the Strength of Their
Sand Mixtures.
M. R. Mosaddeghi. Bu-Ali Sina Univ: M. Hajabbasi. H. Khademi. Isfahan Univ
of Technology.
Many soils in arid regions of the world including those of central Iran contain
palygorskite and carbonates in their mineral fraction There is, however, little information on the effects of these minerals on soil physical and mechanical behaviour
A laboratory experiment was carried out to evaluate tensile strength of artificial
mixtures of sand-palygorskite-calcium carbonate (CaC03) Palygorskite and calcium carbonate were mixed with sand (1-0.05 mm) in proportions of 0, 5, 10, and
20 %w/w for palygorskite and 0 and 30 %w/w for CaCOJ. Tensile strength (ITS)
of the mixtures was determined using the indirect method The ITS was measured
at different matric suctions Tensile strength of the similar mixtures was also determined at air-dry condition The maximum value of ITS obtained at a matric suction
depending on the amount of palygorskite and/or carbonate (fine particles) in the
samples. The higher amount of the palygorskite or CaC03 in the mixtures pushed
this point toward the higher matric suctions For the all mixtures, ITS had a second
order polynomial relationship with the matric suction meaning that ITS was maximum at an intermediate matric suction, and ITS declined at the lower or higher values. As matric suction increased, the fine particles could be pulled by water menisci
to the points of contact between the larger (sand) particles. Subsequent shrinkage
of the mixtures brought about mineral particles to be bonded together by capillary
forces through the effective stress, which resulted in the higher strength In addition, dissolution of carbonates upon saturation and subsequent precipitation during
drying might be expected The effect of 5 % palygorskite on ITS was approximately
similar to that of 30 % CaC03. This might be due to the fibrous structure and the
higher surface area of palygorskite as compared to CaC03 The fibrous units could
act as binding bridges around and between the sand particles The significant linear
relation between ITS and ther effective stress showed that internal stresses through
the effective stress acting on particles are important forces affecting the strength or
compaction of palygorskite and/or carbonates-containing soils.
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Adsorption of Cadmium on Three Soils with Different pH Values as Influenced
by Dissolvable Organic Matter.
H. Hu. J. Liu. S. Chen. Y. Zhu. Huazhong Agricultural Univ.
Soil pollution by heavy metals, such as cadmium (Cd) was more and more popular
with the development of industry and waste water irrigation. Dissolvable Organic
Matters (DOM) are one of the carriers of soil pollutants and the organic ligands to
complex heavy metals; therefore, DOM played an important role to heavy metals adsorption by soils. DOM has significant influence to chemical behaviors of
heavy metals, dissolubility, adsorption-desorption, uptake, transport and bio-toxicity of ions in the soils. It could either increase or decrease adsorption amount of
heavy metals, or did not change significantly to the adsorption, depending on the
organic matter, heavy metals, and adsorbents and their interactions. Various organic
compounds may have completely different influence to heavy metals adsorption
Thus, to study the interaction between DOM and adsorption of heavy metal is very
important for both theoretical and practice. In this study, the isothermal adsorption experiment was employed to investigate the effects of three kinds of DOM on
the adsorption behaviors of Cd by three soils with different pH values of Wuhan
Zoo under 20, 30 and 40 °C. The results showed that the adsorption of Cd was
affected by the soil pH. DOM sources and concentrations of Cd solution, and they
interacted There existed a significant antagonism of Cd adsorption under DOM
addition for alkaline and neutral soils, and there were smaller variations based on
the concrete situation. In the same soil (taking neutral soil for example), DOM of
cabbage could mostly enhance the adsorption of Cd. the enhancement function
of DOM of sewage sludge was smaller, and that of DOM of rice straw was the
smallest in acidic soil, with a magnitude sequence of rice straw-DOM (61 83%)
> sewage sludge-DOM (12.58%) > cabbage-DOM (0.74%) The same DOM had
various functions in different soils Taking sewage sludge as example, the sorption
increased most in acidic soil, and less in alkaline and neutral soils, with the rate of
22 16%, 1 36% and -0 74%. The temperature played a role to the Cd sorption in

some scope. It showed that the effect of DOM on Cd sorption at higher temperature
(30°C A40°C) was bigger than that at 20°C, with the rate of 46.75% and 43 93%,
taking rice straw-DOM in neutral soil as example These suggested that for Cd
uptake by plants, both soil pH and DOM source should be considered. Heavy metal
pollution could be controlled by different DOM addition, and temperature had
some distinct impact as well
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Towards a National Soils Database in the Republic of Ireland.
D. Fay. D. McGrath. Teagasc.
During 1995 and 1996 soils representing 22% of the land area of Ireland were
systematically sampled in the South-Eastern region of the country. Samples of soil
from all land use categories (grassland, tillage, forest and peatland) were analysed
for a range of heavy metals Soil samples were archived and are available for future
analyses as required Soil parameters investigated included pH, and organic matter,
as well as, major components, aluminium, iron, and manganese and trace elements
(heavy metals), arsenic, cadmium, chromium, cobalt, copper, lead (Pb), mercury,
nickel, selenium (Se) and zinc. Results were statistically analysed and frequency
distributions calculated Geographic distributions were plotted and localized concentrations were found for most elements. Geochemical factors were considered
to be largely responsible for most of these localized concentrations Aerial deposition of Pb and Se was also indicated. Overall, little serious contamination of soils,
especially that caused by man, by toxic elements was evident. However, as many
as 21% of soils, breached the provisions of the EU Sewage Sludge Directive, for
heavy metals in soils On the basis of this finding it was considered imperative that
similar information be obtained for the rest of the country Consequently this study
is currently being extended to include the remaining three quarters of the country
Approximately 1000 soil samples have been collected from predetermined defined
positions on the national grid (7 07 km spacing) and will be analysed for a range of
chemical and biological parameters The analytical results generated will be incorporated into the existing database and will be subjected to statistical and geostatistical analysis to evaluate the quality of Irish soil. A baseline database and maps
of soil chemical properties will be developed which will form the foundation for a
national soil database A national soil archive and catalogue will be established and
maintained. It is envisaged that this study will provide baseline information, which
will be incorporated into a proposed national soil information system
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Silica Polymerization on Goethite and its Influence on Ligand Promoted
Dissolution.
T. Luxton. Virginia Tech; M. Eick. Virginia Tech.
Silicate minerals are ubiquitous constituents of terrestrial environments and
through chemical weathering provide a continual supply of dissolved silica (silicic
acid) Silicic acid like many other oxyanions has a high affinity for iron oxides
surfaces and binds covalently forming inner-sphere surface complexs However,
unlike other oxyanions, silicic acid has been shown to polymerize on iron oxide
surfaces at concentrations far below solution saturation The conditions under
which polymerization occurs (pH, Si solution concentration, and surface coverage)
are poorly understood In the present study we investigate the adsorption kinetics
and polymerization of silicic acid on goethite as a function of pH, Si concentration,
and percent surface coverage using ATR-FTIR to Additionally, the effect of monotriche and polymeric Si surface species on ligand promoted dissolution is evaluated
to examine the role of Si in iron bioavailabilty.

Gianquinto, Dept di Agronomia Ambientale e Produzioni Vegelali. Univ degh Sludi
di Padova.
High levels of available phosphorus (P) in soil or high application rates of phosphate may induce zinc deficiency in plants grown on soils, especially on soils with
low concentrations of available zinc The interaction of phosphorus and zinc (Zn),
the so-called phosphorus-induced zinc deficiency, has been observed in many crop
species such as bean, wheat, tomato, cotton, flax and soybean High rate of P fertilizers applied to soil with Zn contents lower than the average background levels of
Italian soils (10 to 150 mg/kg) can reduce Zn concentrations in bean shoots This
is particularly evident in summer crops, when high light intensity promotes growth
and induces Zn dilution in plant shoots: the higher the light intensity, the more
severe the Zn deficiency The objective of the present work was to investigate the
effect of different zinc levels on the growth of Phaseolus Vulgaris (cv, Borlotto)
The hydroponic experiments were carried out during the spring season in a greenhouse under controlled climatic conditions using a floating system pregerminated
bean plants were transplanted on a floating platform using perlite as substrate and
organized in a randomized block design. Plants were grown in a Hoagland solution
adding different concentrations of Zn: 0 16, 0.23, 0.31, 0.38 mg/L (ZnO, Znl, Zn2,
Zn3). Twice a week, pH and electric conductivity (EC) of the solution and water
consumption were measured After 3 weeks the dwarf beans (Phaseolus Vulgaris.
cv. Borlotto) were harvested, divided into stems, leaves and roots After microwave-mineralization each sample was analyzed by 1CP-OES (Inductive Coupled
Plasma - Optic Emission Spectroscopy) to determine the total Zn concentration.
Results showed that pH decreased significantly only in the treatments without Zn
supply indicating that Zn prevented an acidification of the rhizosphere On the other
hand, electric conductivity increased in almost all treatments The plants treated at
low zinc concentration (Znl and ZnO) did not show any symptoms of zinc deficiency and grew vigorously. Instead the plants treated with the higher Zn concentration (Zn2 and Zn3) showed symptoms of zinc toxicity: stunted growth, shortening of internodes and decrease in leaf size In addition, the plants treated with
Zn3 showed leaf penalty, interveinal chlorosis and necrosis. The chemical analysis
revealed that there were no significant differences in zinc concentration in the plant
organs between Znl and ZnO (Duncan Test at ct=0.05), whereas significant differences have been detected in the treatments Zn2 and Zn3; the concentration in the
roots was extremely high (5260 and 4267 mg/kg dw, respectively), in the leaves
(2280 and 1209 mg/kg dw, respectively) and in stem (3170 and 1472 mg/kg dw,
respectively). In conclusion, our results suggest that the dwarf beans are able to
manage efficiently very low Zn concentrations when Phosphorus does not affect
the plant Zn uptake However, when there are no limiting factors, plants take up
very high concentrations of zinc translocating the metal to the leaves where toxicity
symptoms are visibly evident.
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Bioremediation of Soils Contaminated with Heavy Metals Using Phosphate
Rock and Biosolids.

L. J. Cajuste. Colegio de Poslgraduados: L. Cajuste. Univ of Arizona; P.
Hernandez-R. C. Garcia-O. J. Cruz-Diaz. Colegio de Poslgraduados.
A laboratory and pot experiment was conducted to assess the effectiveness of Phosphate Rock (PR) and biosolids (composts) as chemical amendments for the in situ
remediation of heavy metals-contaminated soils Chemical treatments included
raw, acidulated PR at 25% (PR-25), and at 50% (PR-50), and composted biosolids
(sugarcane by-products), which were applied in single and combined doses to three
calciorthids soils The effects of soil treatment on metal extractabiliry were measured by a sequential extraction and on metal phytoavailability to maize (Zea mays
L.) through a pot experiment. The distribution of metals within the extraction fractions varied among metal species, chemical treatments, and soil properties Con144-4
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centrations of water soluble metal fractions were low in most soils, and metal conFeasibility of Zerovalent Iron to Stabilize Cd in the Paddy Soils Adjacent to
centrations from the second extraction followed a similar pattern because percent
the Closed Metal Mines in Korea.
of exchangeable metal was not in general higher than 10% across soil treatments
In contrast, most soil treatments showed significant difference for the remaining
J. E. Yang. K. Y. Yoo. Y. S. Ok. Kangwon National Unix; J. J. Kim. Chungbuk National
non-residual fractions. Variation in the effect of soil treatment on metal immobiliUniv; Y. Nam. National Agricultural Cooperative Federation (Nonghyup).
zation was reflected through the calculated E-values of metals extracted from the
Objective of this research was to find an optimum amendment to stabilize Cd in
first extract of the sequential procedure The application of PR-50 combined with
the rice paddy soil adjacent to the closed metal mines Greenhouse experiment was
composts in S2 soil decreased the concentration of Ni (30%), Cd (37%), and Pb
conducted to evaluate Cd immobilization in the paddy soils by zerovalent iron,
(53%), in maize leaf Effect of this treatment was more pronounced in S3 soil where
lime, humus and composts. Sequential extraction of Cd in the rice paddy soils
Ni concentration in maize leaf showed the largest reduction 46% and that of plant
revealed that the treatment of such amendments reduced the adsorbed Cd fractions
Pb amounted to 70%, suggesting that for most of the metals, a soil barrier limit for
from 29% to 54% and the exchangeable Cd fractions from 39% to 99% as commetal transmission to the plant may be resulted from the application of these chemipared to those in the control Efficiency of the amendments to inhibit Cd uptake
cal amendments to the soils through metal immobilization process
by the rice grains (Oriza saliva L.) was in the orders of zerovalent iron > lime >
compost > humus Zerovalent iron treatment effectively inhibited the Cd uptake up
to 70% by rice as compared to that in the control without showing any reduction in
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the rice yield The overall result supported that zerovalent iron could be applicable
Phytoextraction of Heavy Metal Contaminated Soil by llyperaccumulaior
to immobilize the Cd in the metal contaminated rice paddy soils which are sensitive
Sedum alfredii Hance with Mixed Chelant in a Co-Crop System.
to redox condition
Z. B. Wei. Q. T Wu. College of Natural Resource and Environment. South China
Agricultural Univ; Y. Ouyang. Dept of Water Resources. St. Johns River Water
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Management District; J. L. Morel. INPL(ENSA1A)/INRA. Laboratoire Sols et
Zinc Uptake in Phaseolus Vulgaris (CV. Borlotto).
Environnement.
M. Sciortino. T. Mimmo. A. Simoni. C Marzadori. Dept of Agroenvironmental
Phytoextraction is a promising technology that uses hyperaccumulating-plants to
Sciences and Technologies. Alma Mater Studiorum. Univ of Bologna: G.
remove inorganic contaminants, primarily heavy metals, from soils and waters A
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field experiment was conducted to evaluate impacts of a Mixed Chelant (MC) upon
the growth and phytoextraction of heavy metals by the hyperaccumulator Sedum
alfredii Hance in a co-crop system in a paddy land that has historically irrigated
with Pb and Zn contaminated mining wastewaters The co-crop system used in
this study comprised of a Zn- and Cd-hyperaccumulator (S. alfredii) and a lowaccumulating crop (Zea mays). Results showed that yields of the two plants were
both increased with the addition of the MC Concentrations of Zn, Pb and Cd were
increased significantly in the aboveground parts of S alfredii but not in those of Z
mays with the addition of the MC to the co-crop system Results further revealed
that concentrations of Zn, Pb, and Cd in the corn grains of Z. mays conform to
the Chinese hygiene standards for animal feeds and in the other parts of Z mays
conform to the Chinese organic fertilizer standards. When the MC was applied to
the co-crop system in the soil contaminated with Zn, Cd, and Pb, respectively, at
the initial levels of 700. 2, and 750 mg kg-1, the highest phytoextraction rates were
observed and were 9 87, 0 08, and 0 09 kg ha-1, respectively, forZn, Cd, and Pb in
one harvest Our study suggested that the use of the hyperaccumulator S. alfredii
and the low-accumulating crop Z mays in the co-crop system with the addition of
the MC was a more promising approach than the use of a single hyperaccumulator
with the assistance of EDTA (ethylene diamine triacetic acid) This approach not
only enhances the phytoextraction rates of the heavy metals but also simultaneously
allows agricultural practices with safe products in the metal-contaminated soils.
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Potassium Solubilization from Silicatic Rocks by Aspergillus Niger.
M. M. Rosa. M. L. Lopes-Assad. S. R. Ceccato-Anlonini. UFSCar- Unix Federal
de Säo Carlos.

Industrial pollution and the combustion of leaded gasoline result in markedly
increased atmospheric concentrations of lead (Pb) Once emitted, Pb can be transported for long distances in air masses and can contaminate ecosystems (Pacyna
& Pacyna 2001) In Europe, North America, and Japan, emissions of Pb have
been decreasing over the last two decades In contrast, emissions in continental
Asia have increased and are now the highest in the world. In forest ecosystems,
atmospheric deposition is the main source of anthropogenic Pb input To assess
the environmental impacts of this pollutant, we determined the distribution and
cycling of atmospherically derived Pb in a forest ecosystem in Japan We measured Pb concentrations and Pb isotope ratios in bulk precipitation, throughfall,
vegetation, litterfall, the forest floor, mineral soil, and bedrock in a rural forest in
Japan. The annual input-output budget indicated that atmospherically deposited Pb
was retained within the forest catchment. The Pb concentrations in the forest floor
ranged from 18 to 17 6 mg kg ' and those in the mineral soil ranged from 0 4 to
44 3 mg kg '. The Pb concentration was highest in the surface soil and it decreased
with increasing depth The 2"'Pb/2"7Pb isotope ratios of the surface soil, forest floor,
and vegetation were almost same and were intermediate between those of rainfall
and the subsoil The Pb isotope ratios in the rainfall were generally influenced by
the anthropogenic origin of the atmospheric Pb. The ratios in the subsoil were similar to those of the parent material of the mineral soil In the surface soil, mixing of
anthropogenic and natural geogenic Pb was observed. This indicates that anthropogenic Pb is accumulated in the forest floor and the surface soil, and migration of
anthropogenic Pb to the deep soil layer is very limited These results suggest that
biogeochemical cycling actively functions to retain Pb derived from anthropogenic
sources within this forest ecosystem
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Kinetics of Radiocesium Released from Contaminated Soil by Fertilizer
Solutions.
P. N. Chiang. M. K. Wang. National Taiwan Unix: P. M. Huang, Dept of Soil
Science. Unix of Saskatchewan; J. J. Wang. Institute of Nuclear Energy Research.
137Cs is one of the major radionuclides of contaminated environments. 137Cs contaminates soil either through accidental spillage or leakage, deposition of airborne
material during nuclear testing and incinerator processing, the operation of nuclear
facilities, and plume development from evaporation ponds, liquid-storage tanks,
and burial grounds (Nabyvanets, et al., 2001, Zachara, et al., 2002). In early 1990,
the Institute of Nuclear Energy Research (INER, Taiwan) accidentally discharged
radionuclide wastewater into an irrigation ditch and contaminated the agricultural
ecosystem (Nabyvanets, et al., 2001) If these contaminated soils are not treated, they
pose an immediate danger to human health and constitute a sustained environmental hazard. Traditionally, the management of soils contaminated with radiocesium
has relied on natural attenuation and soil disposal, or the use of countermeasures
such as heavy fertilization, deep-ploughing or mulching to minimize radiocaesium
uptake by plants (Chiang et al., Zhu and Shaw, 2000) MonoAmmonium Phosphate
(MAP) is one of the most used fertilizers (Tisdale, et al., 1993). The nature of the
reaction of phosphate fertilizers with soil constituents may vary with the distance
from the fertilizer granules because of the change in phosphate concentration and
pH. High concentrations of phosphate combined with a low pH cause substantial
alterations of soil constituents and the subsequent Cs release. The objectives of this
study were to investigate the kinetics and mechanisms of the phosphate-induced Cs
release from soil under acidic conditions, and quantify the desorption kinetics using
mathematical models Ten grams of the contaminated soil samples were placed in
a 100 mL polypropylene cup and then 100 mL 1 M NH4H2P04, NH4CI, KCl, and
NaCI, or 0.5 M (NEI4)2S04 solutions were added. These chemicals were presumed
as common applications of nitrogen (N), phosphorous (P) and potassium (K) fertilizers in agriculture. The soil suspensions were collected and reacted at various
reaction times, between 0.5 and 48 h (0.083,0 25,0.5,0.75, 1,2, 3,4, 8 12, 24, and
48
h). Batch renewing method was employed in this experiment. Ten grams of the
m
contaminated
soil samples were placed in a 100 mL polypropylene cup and then
^-~'
100 mL I M NII41I2P04, NH4CI, KCl, and NaCI, or 0 5 M (NH4)2S04 solutions
\
"
were added. After 2 h equilibrated, the solution was extracted and centrifuged and
\
/ - - ^ . . NilMtk
substituted by 100 mL of the solution containing fertilizers, which was then shaken
•
.t.
for 2 h and centrifuged again The overall renewing experiment consisted of four
cycles. The 137Cs radioactivity released from contaminated soils extracted by I M
X.—„^^
NH4H2P04, 0 5 M (NH4J2S04, I M NH4C1, 1 M KCl, and 1 M NaCI solutions
(pH 4.0) for 48 h were 1201, 1220, 1101, 971, and 158 Bq kg-l, respectively It
is suggested that NH4CI, KCl, and NaCI solutions had the same anion but different cations, the Na+ had higher hydration energy than that of NH4+ and K+.
Therefore, NH4+ and K+ could more easily exchange Cs+ from the soil surface to
solution than what Na+ could After renewing the fertilizer solutions four times, the
137Cs radioactivity of soil suspension extracted by the NH4H2P04, (NH4)2S04
and NH4C1 solutions were 2235, 1835, and 1703 Bq kg-l soil It is suggested that
the NH4+ and Cs+ concentration in the solution reached a dynamic equilibrium,
thus l37Cs+ would not be continually released without continuous renewal of the
solutions After renewing. I37CS can continually release into the solutions When
comparing the anion effect of NH4H2P04, (NH4)2S04 and NH4CI, it could be
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found that more 137Cs release from contaminated soil after the 3rd and 4th renewal
Mixing of Anthropogenic and Otogenic Lead Through Biogeochemical Cycling
of the (NH4)2S04 and NH4CI solutions The rate of 137Cs released to (NH4)2S04
and NH4C1 solutions remained the "same" but the rate of 137Cs released from soil
at a Temperate Moist Forest Ecosystem in Japan.
Y. Itoh. K. Noguchi, M. Takahashi. S. Yoshinaga. Forestry and Forest Products to the NH4H2P04 extracting solution still increased 'The combined effect of phosphate and proton was the major mechanism of 137Cs release from contaminated
Research Institute. Japan.
Agriculture is a very relevant sector for Brazilian economy and has contributed
with about 30% of Gross National Product, in the last 10 years In 2004, the fertilizer national production was 9,733,609 ton and 15,424,235 ton were imported. This
situation is unfavorable for the Brazilian Balance Trade and instigate the search for
alternatives sources to soil fertilization One of the factors that is considering is the
utilization of rock powder, but technical arrangements are needed to come viable
the use The aim of the present work was to test the potential potassium solubilization from minerals of silicatic rocks by Aspergillus niger, which occur commonly
in tropical soils and is responsible for organic acid production. The results obtained
with kimberlite powder are presented here The kimberlite powder had granulometric size < 2 mm. The adapted medium used was sodium citrate (2.85g/L), NH4S04
(Ig/L), MgS04.7H20 (0.5 g/L), CaCI2 (0.132 g/L), glucose (lOg/L) and distilled
water until 1 liter The pH was adjusted to 7,0 with NaOH 0 05 N The experiment
was carried out in triplicates in 250 ml erlenmeyers flasks with 25 ml medium and
5g/L rock powder, inoculated with Aspergillus niger spores (1.6 x 107 spores/ml)
at 30°C, 160 rpm for 20 days Soluble K (ppm) and pH into the medium were analysed (Figure I). Figure I: Soluble potassium and pH into the medium treated with
Aspergillus niger, Aspergillus niger + kimberlite powder and kimberlite powder.
It can be concluded that Aspergillus niger fungus has high potential of potassium
solubilization by biologic acidification, however the studies must continue aiming the optimization of methods that apply this potential in practical activities of
use of rock powder as fertilizer. Key-words: Soil remineralization, rock powder,
kimberlite
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soils in NH4H2P04 solution Application of NH4H2P04 fertilizer to soil is recommended to promote 137Cs release from soil, and thus also increase opportunity for
plant uptake, migration to groundwater and entry into the food chain

not significant treatment effect on metals concentrations in meat, kidney and liver
tissues The series Pb > Ni > Cr > Cd was similar to the series showed for irrigation wastewater A single rate of biosolids did not represent a significant risk to oat
forage and sheep tissues. However, as heavy metals are added from wastewater to
soils permanently, more studies are needed to assess metals accumulation and their
bio-availability for longer grazing periods in alkaline soils
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Characteristics of Heavy Metal Contamination in Residual Mine Tailings Near
Abandoned Metalliferous Mines in Korea.
868b
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G. B. Jung. W. I. Kim. J. S. Lee. J. H. Kim. J. T Lee. National Institute of Agricultural144-14
Adsorption and Redox Reactions of Heavy Metals on Synthesized Manganese
Science and Technology.
Oxide Minerals.
Most of the tailings have been left without any management in these mines and
F. Liu. Huazhong Agricultural Univ. X. H. Feng. College of Resources and
have become the main source of heavy metal contamination of agricultural soils
Environment. Huazhong Agricultural Univ: W. F. Tan. Faculty of Resourcs and
and crops in the mining areas To compare of environmental assessment of heavy
Environment. Huazhong Agricultural Univ.
metals in tailings derived from various 25-metalliferous mines in Korea. 3 different
analysis methods such as water soluble, 0 1M-HCI extractable, and total acid digesSeveral Mn oxide minerals commonly occur in soils were synthesized by modition method(aqua regia) were used The chemical composition of water soluble in
fied or optimized methods The morphologies, structures, compositions and surface
mine tailing were in the order S042->Ca2+>Mn2+, Na+, AI3+>Mg2+, Fe3+>CI-,
properties of the synthesized Mn oxide minerals were characterized Adsorption
and redox reactions of heavy metals on these minerals in relation to the mineral
Specially, pH, EC, S042-, and Ca2+ concentrations in tailing varied considerably
structures and surface properties were also investigated The synthesized birnesamong the different mines. The average total concentrations of Cd, Cu, Pb, Zn,
site, todorokite, cryptomelane, and hausmannite were single-phased minerals and
and As in tailing were 31.8, 708, 4,961, 2,275 and 3.235 mg kg-1, respectively.
had the typical morphologies from analyses of XRD and TEM/ED The PZCs of
Specially, the contents of Cd, Zn and As were higher than those of countermeasure
the synthesized birnessite, todorokite and cryptomelane were 1 75, 3 50 and 2 10,
values for soil contamination(Cd : 4, Zn : 700 and As : 15mg kg-1 in soil) by Soil
respectively The magnitude order of their surface variable negative charge was:
Environmental Conservation Act in Korea The rates of water soluble heavy metbirnessite > cryptomelane > todorokite The hausmannite had a much higher PZC
als to total contents in tailings were in the order Cd>Zn>Cu>Pb>As The rates of
than others with the least surface variable negative charge. Birnessite exhibited
0.1N-HCI extractable Cd, Cu, Pb, Zn, and As( 1N-HCI) to total content were 17.4,
the largest adsorption capacity on heavy metals Pb2+, Cu2+, Co2+, Cd2+ and
10.2, 6.5, 6.8 and 114%, respectively. The enrichment factor of heavy metals in
Zn2+, while hausmannite the smallest one Birnessite, cryptomelane and todortailings were in the order As>Pb>Cd>Cu>Zn The pollution index in tailing Au-Ag
okite showed the greatest adsorption capacity on Pb2+ among the tested heavy
mine tailing were higher than those of other mine tailing. As a results of enrichmetals. Hydration tendency (pKl) of the heavy metals and the surface variable
ment factor and pollution index for heavy metal contaminations in mine tailing
charge of the Mn minerals had significant impacts on the adsorption. The ability
of metalliferous mines, the main contaminants are mine waste materials including
in Cr(III) oxidation and concomitant release of Mn2+ varied greatly depending on
tailings. Keywords : Metalliferous mine. Tailing, Heavy metal, Contamination,
the structure, composition, surface properties and crystallinity of the minerals The
Pollution index.
maximum amounts of Cr(Ill) oxidized by the Mn oxide minerals in order were
(mmol/kg): birnessite (1330 0) > cryptomelane (422 6) > todorokite (59 7) > hausmannite (36 6).
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Fractionation and Potential Mobility of Heavy Metals in Tailings and Paddy
Soils near Abandoned Metalliferous Mines.
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G. B. Jung. W. I. Kim. J. S. Lee. J. H. Kim. M. H. Koh. National Institute of
Effect of Organic Matter, Zinc and Phosphorus on the Mobilisation of Lead
Agricultural Science and Technology.
in Soils.
Most of the tailings have been left without any management in their mines and have
D. K. Das. S. Subudhi. P. Sur Dept ofAg. Chem. and Soil Science. Bidhan Chandra
become the main source of serious environmental problems in nearby groundwater,
Krishi Viswavidyalaya.
stream and cultivated lands To compare fractionation and potential mobility of
heavy metals in tailings and paddy soils near abandoned 10-metalliferous mines
Laboratory experiments were conducted in five Aerie Haplaquept soils contamiin Korea, the distribution and chemical fractions of heavy metal and their mobilnated with Pb after collecting from high traffic density areas of Indian sub-tropity in relation to chemical compositions were investigated The pollution index of
ics.The range of relevant physico-chemical properties of soils were: pH, 7.5-8.1;
heavy metal in mine tailing calculated with the permissible levels were in the order
organic carbon,0.57-0.87%; CEC, 14-22 cmol(p+)/kg; soil texture,clay loam
Cheongyang>Dogok>Beutdeun>Baegwoul mine, which were considered suffi-clay; 0.005 M extractable Pb, 3.60-7.02 mg/kg). Four levels each of organic
cient to raise environmental problems The rates of 0. IM-HC1 extractable Cd, Cu,
matter[O0(0mg/kg), OI (1 %),02(2%) and 03(3%)], and zinc [Zn0(0mg/kg),
Pb, Zn, and Ni to total content in paddy soils were 49 1, 50.7,26.8, 18 4 and 2.9%,
Znl(5mg/kg),Zn2(10mg/kg) and Zn3(20mg/kg)] under two moisture regimes[
respectively, and their rates of heavy metals in paddy soils were higher than those
60% water holding capacity(WHC) and saturated ] with different possible treatof mine tailing. Dominant chemical forms of heavy metals in tailings were sulfide
ment combinations replicated thrice Further, for the interaction effect between Pb
and residual form (63 '91%), specially, the exchangeable portion ofCd (21%) were
and P, three levels of each Pb (0,5 and I0mg/kg) and P (0,15 and 30 mg/kg) were
relatively higher than that of other metals in paddy soils The mobility factor of
used in all possible combinations with three replications under saturated soil moisheavy metals in tailings and paddy soils was in the order Cd>Zn>Cu>Pb, and the
ture condition The results show that the amount of Pb content sharply decreased
mobility factor in tailing varied considerably among mines. The potential mobildue to application of organic matter, zinc and P applications The magnitude of
ity of heavy metals in tailings showed significant positive correlation with watersuch decrease, however, varied with treatments, being highest decrease (86.70%)
soluble A13+ and Fe3+ contents, while in paddy soils, it correlated negatively with
with 3% organic matter application under saturated soil moisture condition which
soil pH values. Keywords : Metalliferous Mine, Tailing, Paddy soil, Heavy metal.
was closely followed by 85 30% under 60% WHC moisture regime The mobiliFractionation, Potential mobility
zation of Pb in soils was found to be decreased 84.23 and 35 39% when zinc and
phosphorus were applied at 20 and 30 mg/kg respectively under saturated moisture
condition. The greater immobilization or percent decrease of Pb in saturated soils
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receiving organic matter might be partly due to insoluble precipitates/adsorption of
Pb onto organic colloids resulting from the greater intensity of soil reduction and
Bio-Availability of Heavy Metals in Soils Treated with Lime-Stabilized
also due to formation of insoluble Pb-organic complexes Keywords: Lead mobiliBiosolids and Irrigated with Wastewater.
sation, phosphorus, organic matter, zinc.
J. P. Flores-Margez. E. Jaramillo-Lopez. Univ Autonoma de Ciudad Juarez: N.
Waissman Assadian. G. D Di Giovanni. Texas A&M Unix; F. Perez-Casio. B.
Corral-Diaz. Univ Autonoma de Ciudad Juarez.
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The potential risk of heavy metals transfer from wastewater, soil and biosolids to
Birnessite Reduction by Iron(H) Organic Complexes.
forage, livestock and ultimate to human health is a serious demand by the society
J. L. Edwards. C. J. Matocha. Univ of Kentucky.
at the border Mexico-USA Afieldexperiment was designed to assess the transfer
Reduction and oxidation of iron and manganese may proceed by various pathways
of Cd, Cr, Ni and Pb from soil to oat forage, and forage to sheep tissues. Treatin soil environments Manganese(IIl.IV) oxide minerals are known to be reduced
ments consisted of lime-stabilized biosolids at rates of 0, 25 and 50 Mg ha-1 dry
by dissolved iron(II). However, little is known about interactions of dissolved
weight basis and a conventional rate of N fertilizer using a randomized complete
iron(II(-organic complexes with manganese(IH.IV) oxide minerals The objective
block design with four replications. Forage oat was planted in plots of 300 m2
of this study was to investigate the reactivity of a dissolved iron(ll)-organic comwhere sheep were grazed during the fall-winter seasons Chemical fractionation
plex and uncomplexed (hexaaquo) iron (II) with birnessite. a layer type manganese
of metals in soil consisted of total, soluble, exchangeable, carbonate bound, oxide
oxide mineral Salicylic acid was chosen as the model organic ligand Birnessite
bound, organic bound, and residual fractions Biosolids treatments had significant
was synthesized (average oxidation state of 3.47) and used in stirred-batch reacless soluble soil Cr and Pb. but higher total Cr concentration than the other treattions Experiments were performed at ten degree Celsius, pH 4, one mmol/L disments Soluble & exchangeable fractions in soil were 32, 5.4, 3 2 and 3.5% for Cd.
solved iron(II). and two birnessite concentrations (005 and 0 25 g/L). Birnessite
Cr, Ni and Pb, respectively, and oat samples had 0 07, 0, 6 69, and 5 88 mg kg-1
reduction by hexaaquo iron(ll) was rapid, characterized by approximately 30% loss
Cd, Cr, Ni. and Pb Sheep ingested more Pb and Ni than Cr and Cd, but there was
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ofiron(ll) from solution in one minute Dissolved manganese release during hexaaquo iron(ll) oxidation was non-stoichiometric at both birnessite concentrations, in
agreement with previous studies This may be attributed to secondary precipitation reactions or manganese readsorption to unreacted birnessite The reduction
of birnessite by dissolved iron(II)-salicyclic acid complexes was more rapid, with
a 90% loss of iron(ll) from solution in one minute In addition, dissolved iron(ll)salicyclic acid experiments resulted in stoichiometric release of manganese to solution The presence of salicyclic acid stabilized iron(IIl) in solution when compared
with the hexaaquo iron(ll)experiments Coordination of oxygen atoms in salicyclic
acid to iron lowers the reduction potential of the iron(ll)-iron(lll) couple, making
iron(ll) a better reductant than hexaaquo iron(ll) This explains the greater reactivity of dissolved iron(ll)-salicyclic acid complexes Additional kinetic experiments will be performed to elucidate the mechanism. An important consequence
of iron(II)-organic complex oxidation by manganese(lll,I V) oxide minerals is that
the resulting dissolved Fe(HI)-organic complexes could behave as kinetically labile
oxidants.
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Aluminum Status of Synthetic Al-Humic Substance Complexes and their
Influence on Plant Koot Growth.
T. Takahashi. M. Nanzyo. Faculty ofAgric. Tohoku Univ; S. Hiradate. Nail. Inst.
of Agro-Em'. Sei.
Aluminum (Al)-humus complexes are abundant in humus-rich horizons of nonallophanic Andosols and contribute the unique properties of volcanic ash soils, such
as high reactivity with phosphate and fluoride ions and a low bulk density Nonallophanic Andosols commonly show AI toxicity to plant roots. There have been very
few studies concerning contribution of Al-humus complexes to Al toxicity, though
it is probable that the complexes are source of toxic AI or even directly injure plant
roots. To verify the possibility of toxicity of humus-complexed AI, we extracted
humic substances from an A horizon of a nonallophanic Andosol with NaOH solution, and reacted the humic substances and partially neutralized AICI, solution at
three pH conditions (pH 4 0,4 5, and 5.5) to prepare pureAI-humic substance complexes (Complex (4 0), Complex (4.5) and Complex (5 5)). We determined the contents and status of carbon and aluminum in the complexes, and performed a plant
culture experiment in the mixture of the complexes and perlite Aluminum and
carbon contents of the complexes reflected the difference of pH at time of synthesis: Molar ratios of AI toC were 0.04, 0.08, and 0 16 for Complex (4 0), Complex
(4 5), and Complex (5.5), respectively. The solid state CPMAS "C-NMR spectra
of the complexes showed the dominance of aromatic C and carbonyl C. The optical absorption spectra of the NaOH extracts from Al-humic substance complexes
possessed similar absorption patterns to A-type humic acid with a high degree of
humification Solid state magic angle spinning 27AI nuclear magnetic resonance
analysis showed the existence of AI,, polymer in Complex (4 5) and Complex (5 5),
whereas the polymer was not detected in Complex (4.0). It was indicated that all
the synthetic Al-humic substance complexes easily and rapidly release monomeric
AI into liquid phase by slight changes of pH and ion strength, although the contents of Al and their extent of polymerization are considerably different among the
complexes Relationship between pH and pAl obtained by an equilibrium study
showed the Al solubility that was quite different from that of AI(OH),, indicating
that the solubility was largely controlled by the exchange reaction of H andAI ions
on negative charges of humus An experiment of Al release rates by a stirred-flow
method revealed that monomeric Al was rapidly released from the complexes in
the presence of dilute (10 ' M) acetate buffer solution adjusted to pH 3 5. Results of
the plant growth test using the medium of the Al-humic substance complexes and
perlite mixture showed that all the roots of burdock and barley were equally injured
in the three complex media. Plant roots represented the typical symptom injured by
Al toxicity, such as stubby in appearance and brown on the tips These results indicate that, in soils dominated by Al-humus complexes, Al released from Al-humus
complexes, as well as exchangeable Al adsorbed by soil minerals, definitely show
toxicity to plant roots
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Clay Mineralogy and Trace Elements Content in Volcanic Polluted Soils from
South Italy.
M. Zampella. P. Adamo. Diparlimento di Scienze del Suolo. della Pianla e
dell 'Ambiente. Univ di Napoli Federico II: L. Caner. Univ de Poitiers. UMR CNRS
6532 HydrASA; S. Petit. D. Right. Univ de Poitiers. UMR CNRS 6532 HydrASA.
The Cr and Cu contaminated volcanic agricultural soils from the Solofrana river valley (south-western Italy) were investigated for clay mineralogy and trace elements
content Cr contamination originated from deposition of polluted sediments on the
soil surface by overflowing events and from irrigation with water of the Solofrana
river, polluted by Cr-rich effluents from tanning plants. Copper contamination was
more likely due to past agricultural large use of fertilizers and pesticides. Soil profiles from an area subject to overflowing events (PI) and from an area irrigated
with the Solofrana river contaminated water (P2), a control soil (neitherflooded,nor
irrigated) (C) and river sediment (S) were studied in order to investigate the occurrence of Cr, Cu, Ni and Zn in the <2 0 urn and <0 I urn fractions and the distribution
of trace metal-bearing fine particles in the soil matrix Quartz, feldspars, carbonates, vermiculite, chlorite, smectites, illite/mica. kaolinite and halloysite at 1.0 nm
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were detected by XR-diffraction in the <2.0 urn fraction. Poor crystalline halloysite
(proto-halloysite) at 1 0 nm was the main component of the <0 1 urn fraction along
with small amounts of illite/mica and kaolinite. Oxalate and dithionite-citrate extractions suggested the presence of allophanic materials. Thermal analysis showed the
occurrence of organo-mineral complexes According with optical microscopy observations of soil thin sections, the fine material carried on soil by river water occurs,
in PI, as surface massive structured flooded layers, in P2, as round microaggregates
incorporated in the soil matrix and pore deposits. In both soils translocation of fine
particles along the pore network was evidenced by occurrence of silt and clay coatings at different depths SEM/WDS analyses showed that, in all polluted soil and
sediment samples, more than 50% of Cr and Cu total content was associated with
the <2 0 nm fraction Cr and Cu were always more concentrated in the fine than in
the coarse clay fraction, although fine particles from surface soil horizons had higher
Cr (273-1638 mg kg-1) and Cu (105-243 mg kg-1) content compared with those
separated from deeper horizons (Cr 13-63 mg kg-1; Cu 18-24 mg kg-1) Results
suggest in the studied soils a risk of progressive migration down the soil profile of
trace metals bound to colloids in the soil water flow.
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Extractability of Cu, Cr, Ni, Pb and Zn in Some Chilean Biosolids-Amended
Soils Using BCR Sequential Extraction Procedure.
/. Ahumada. A. Maricän. C. Pedraza. P. Richter. M. A. Carrasco. Facultad de
Ciencias Agronómicas Univ de Chile: G. Castillo. Facultad de Ciencias Fisicas
y Matematicas Univ de Chile: L. Ascar. Facultad de Ciencias Quimicas y
Farmacéuticas Univ de Chile.
In Chile, almost 100% of the urban wastewater will be treated by the end of 2010,
which implies the generation of large volumes of biosolids that will need to be
disposed to avoid an environmental problem An interesting alternative to face the
accumulation of these residues is their application in agriculture as soil amendment
and to complement the soil fertilization. This constitutes an interesting alternative
of disposal and recycling of these residues instead of a simple accumulation. On
the other hand, continuous biosolid application may have a negative impact on the
environment since it may lead to heavy-metal accumulation in soil and, from there,
some metals can be uptaken by plants and/ or be leached to freatic levels In order
to determine the availability of metals for crops, sequential extraction procedures
have been proposed to provide an estimate of the different associations of heavy
metals with the various soil components. To this end, the Community Bureau of
Reference (BCR) has proposed a three-stage sequential extraction procedure which
has been widely applied in studies of trace-metal fractionation in sediments, soils,
and biosolids. The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of biosolid
amendment on Cu, Cr, Ni, Pb and Zn extractability from the soil components, after
a 60-days incubation period, through the BCR procedure with some modifications
controlled through the use of the reference material CRM 483. Soil samples were
collected from the surface soil layer (0-20 cm) at four different sites close to the
city of Santiago, Chile. These were amended with biosolids at the rates of 15 and
30 Mgha-I and incubated for 60 days under controlled conditions of moisture and
temperature. Domestic biosolids, one taken on summer time and other on winter
time, were obtained from the monofill at one of the Santiago wastewater treatment
plants Biosolid and soil sequential extraction were performed according to the procedure recommended by BCR, which considers three extractions to obtain an acidsoluble fraction (exchangeable, carbonates), a reducible fraction (iron /manganese
oxides), an oxidizable fraction (organic substance and sulphides). Total trace metal
contents found were below the limits allowed by the Chilean regulations for biosolids The biosolid application increased the total content of all the metals under
study In general, the metals were found predominantly as reducible and oxidizable
fractions. Biosolid incorporation at the rate of 30 Mg kg-1 produced an increase in
Zn availability in all the soils and Cu in some of them, while Cr, Ni and Pb showed
no significant variations The incubation process did not show remarkable effects
on metal distribution compared with initial conditions A two-level factorial design
was satisfactorily applied to assess the effect of biosolid application Acknowledgement: Founded by FONDECYT, Project N° 1050288
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The Effect of Soil Sterilization on Zn, Cu, Fe, and Mn Uptake by Maize.
5. Aryabod. A. Fotovat, A. Lakzian. G. Haghnia. Ferdowsi Univ ofMashhad.
Biological activity has important role on chemical behavior of trace elements in
soils In order to study the effect of elimination of microorganisms on trace elements uptake in maize (Zea mays), a greenhouse experiment was conducted with
two different soils (calcareous and non-calcareous) and three different treatment
on soils (sterile, re-inoculate and non sterile) in a factorial complete randomized
design with three replications Maize irrigated with distilled water for four months
In both soils, sterilization increased concentrations of Mn, Fe and Cu in plant, but
that of Zn remained unchanged. The increase of Fe and Cu in plant was higher in
non-calcareous soil, whereas plant Mn content was greater in calcareous soil. Reinoculated autoclaved soil increased concentrations of Mn of plant in both soils.
Concentration of plant Fe in calcareous soil and that of plant Cu in non-calcareous
soil increased with re-inoculation, however, plant Zn remained unchanged in both
soils examined Despite sterilization caused release of Fe, Cu, and Mn into the soil,
the yield of maize in sterile and re-inoculated soil decreased. Sterilization and re-

inoculation did not alter soil pH, EC, and organic carbon significantly in the soils
tested In general, elimination of microorganisms in soil by sterilization influenced
plant yield and trace elements uptake by maize. Keywords: microorganism, sterilization, soil re-inoculation, trace elements, maize

of zinc, nickel and chromium were Soil texture, Organic matter, Iron oxides and
soil pH The most mobile heavy metals were zinc and nickel, and the least mobile
was chromium
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Modelling the Impact of Microbial Activity on Iron Discharge from Saturated
Soil Columns.
A. Fritzsche, B. Page Is. K. Totsche, Universität Jena: I. Kögel-Knabner, Lehrstuhl
für Bodenkunde (Soil Science). TU München.
Iron oxides display a remarkable capacity for adsorbing a wide range of contaminants, including arsenic and other metals In anoxic environments, iron oxides can
undergo an abiotic reductive dissolution and/or dissolution by iron-reducing bacteria. Precise knowledge about individual processes affecting iron mobility in soils
is essential to understand the release of the associated contaminants, which is of
great importance for predicting the element mobility by transport modeling. Consequently, it is necessary to accurately predict iron transport before making contaminant mobility predictions. In this study, we adopt different approaches to improving consistency between actual data and model predictions for iron transport. Soil
column experiments were run in duplicate under saturated flow conditions at a
constant temperature of 20°C Soil material was taken from the top horizon (Ah) of
a lloodplain soil near the Mulde river (Saxony-Anhalt, Germany). The redox potential and CO, concentration in the column effluent were recorded on a permanent
basis The pH, electric conductivity, inorganic and organic carbon, and major and
trace elements were also determined. Several stop flows of various periods of time
were included in the experiments All calculations were done with the RICHY program, based on numerical modeling using the finite elements method. With either
parametric or nonparametric sorption isotherms, the model predictions of iron concentrations in the effluent did not fit the obtained data. The effects of the stop flows
testified that a transport model based only on thermodynamic facts did not include
all the processes affecting iron mobility Thus, the model needed refinement, especially with regard to microbial activity Several processes that took place in the soil
columns were very likely to be induced by microorganisms First, the behaviour of
the mobilised iron indicated a strong complexation by organic ligands The effluent
samples still contained ca 25 mg L ' dissolved iron even after months of exposure
to oxic conditions. Some Fe-reducing bacteria are known for synthesizing siderophores under conditions of iron limitation. These siderophores act as strong ironchelating agents and are also supposed to have influence on the observed iron complexation. Second, the results of inorganic and organic carbon analyses attest that a
large amount of Fe-carbonate phases was present in the effluent following the stop
flows Because the soil material was carbonate-free, the formation of Fe-carbonate
phases could also be ascribed to microbial activity Elevated concentrations of CO,
in the effluent after flow interruptions (produced by microbial metabolism) resulted
from an extended residence time in the soil column Assuming that equilibrium
conditions were present, we found that increased amounts of CO, led to a higher
concentration of carbonate in the liquid phase. This microbial induced carbonate
may have formed the presumed Fe-carbonate phase Consequently, biotic reactions
by microorganisms change the mobility of iron. Adapting the model to these conditions by considering decay as well as multiple iron species is expected to improve
the agreement between model predictions and the obtained data As a result the
arsenic transport is also supposed to be predicted more precisely by the adapted
model than it is by excluding single processes induced by microbial activity. This
underlines the importance of identification of individual processes affecting mobility and quantifying their role in overall transport behaviour by modelling.
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Experimental Study of Heavy Metals Distribution, Attenuation and Mobility
inTwo Oklahoma Soils Amended with Sewage Sludge.
K. Kejela. USDA/NRCS: D. A. Sanders. Associate Professor. School of Civil and
Environmental Engineering. Oklahoma State Univ.
Land application of sewage sludge (Biosolids) remains one of the viable methods of waste management practices An important task in waste disposal should
be adequate evaluation of the confinement and the rate of movement of pollutants
from the source of contamination Also, precise information on the leaching of
pollutants such as heavy metals is needed to establish a base for evaluating waste
disposal systems Caution is appropriate for sewage sludge because heavy metal,
unlike any pollutants, cannot degrade and therefore, can retain in soils virtually
indefinitely As a result, there is a little opportunity for natural recovery from the
consequences of any error in judgment Proper management of sewage sludge is
necessary not only for our well fare, but also for the well being of future generation
to come The specific objectives of this study are (a) To provide information on
leaching mechanism and attenuation of heavy metals (Zinc, Nickel and Chromium)
on two different soil types (sandy and Clay) (b) To provide a base for developing
pollution control procedures and guide lines regarding land application of sewage
sludge Two soil types, 3 soil horizons three treatments and three replications were
used for the study of this experiment 18 PVC pipes (4 inches diameter) for laboratory based soil column leaching were used Soil Sequential Extraction Method is
used to fractionate heavy metals into residual, organic, carbonate, exchangeable
forms The study showed that the soil properties most useful in predicting mobility
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Referende Value for the Vazante (MG)—Brazil.
M. Borges Junior. UNEC: J. W. V. Mello, Univ Federal de Vicosa: C. E. G. R.
Schaefer. Deplo do Solos-Univ Federal de Vicosa.
This work was carried out to evaluate the distribution and forms of Zn, Cd and Pb,
aiming to identify the origin of abnormal values in soils associated with mining
areas of the CMM company, in Vazante (MG-Brazil). Also, it aimed to establish
Local Reference Values (LRV) for these elements based on total and available levels (Melich 3 and DTPA) and offer subsidies to environmental risk assessment Soil
profiles were samples in mined areas, at both upper and downslope at depths of 0-2,
2-5,5-10, 10-20,20-50, 50-100 and 100-150 cm. The Zn, Cd and Pb concentrations
were obtained for the following forms: (a) soluble; (b) exchangeable; (c) carbonateassociated; (d) associated with amorphous oxides, (e) associated with crystalline
oxides; (f) organically bound; (g) residual and (h) total. It was also determined
the concentration of available forms of these elements (Melich-3 and DTPA) The
LRV's were obtained by the mean of Zn, Cd and Pb levels at 0-20 cm soils at
upslope position Based on the LRV, the contamination factor (C.F.) and the geoaccumulation index were calculated for each profile Overall, the levels of Zn, Cd
and Pb were higher in younger soils of the mineralized zone in relation to deeply
weathered soils, at both upslope and downslope from the mine plant. The total
levels are extremely high, specialy for Zn and Cd Even when only the exchangeable and organically bound forms of Zn and Cd are considered, the values are much
higher than those reported by Alloway, considering the naturally occurring levels in
soils There is a decreasing trend with depth, mostly for Zn and Cd, in soils outside
the mineralized area (at both up and downslope positions) There is an increase in
the Zn levels with depth in the Cambisol (P2), and also for Cd (P2, P3, P8, P9), in
the mined area There is no significant difference between mean values of Zn, Cd
and Pb at upslope and downslope, at 5% significance The LRV's obtained were
1.662 mg/kg for Zn; 4,75 mg/kg for Cd and 384 mg/kg for Pb. The LRV for Zn is
lower than the 1 V's adopted in Säo Paulo for agricultural areas at maximum protection and lower than those adopted in the USA and in Canada for residential areas.
The LRV for Pb is lower than the IV's adopted in Säo Paulo, USA, Canada and
Germany for residential areas. The profiles of the mineralized area, specially P9
(mining area), presented higher CF's Based on the geo-accumulation index (IGeo),
the profiles positioned dowslope were classified as moderately contaminated to not
contaminated
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Lead Phytoextraction from Soil by Corn, Sunflower, and Cotton Species
Applying F.I) IA and Sulfuric Acid.
E. Faltahi Kiasari. A. Fotovat. A. Aslaraei, G. Haghnia. Ferdowsi Univ of
Mashhad.
The contamination of soils with lead is a major environmental problem throughout
the world Phytoextraction of heavy metals from contaminated soils has the prospect of being a more economic in situ alternative Chemically enhanced phytoextraction has been proposed as an effective approach to remove heavy metals from
contaminated soil through the use of high biomass plants. Using a pot experiment,
the effects of the application of three rates of EDTA at 0, I 5 and 3 mmol kg-1 and
sulfuric acid at 0, 0 5 and 1 mmol.kg-1 with two rates of Pb at 0 and 200 mmol.
kg-1 on the uptake of Pb by com (Zea mays L), sunflower (Helianthus annuus L),
and cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L ) plants were studied. The results showed that
EDTA was more effective than sulfuric acid in increasing the concentration of Pb
in shoots and roots for all plants studied. The maximum amount with application of
EDTA to soil for shoots of com, sunflower, and cotton were 4 07, 6.49 and 3133
times higher than control, respectively EDTA also enhanced Pb content of roots of
com, sunflower, and cotton 3.38, 163 and 1.09 higher than control, respectively
DTPA-Pb was higher in soil treated with EDTA than sulfuric acid The application
of EDTA also significantly increased shoot-to-root ratios of Pb in plants examined The results of this study showed that corn was able to phytoextraction more
Pb than sunflower and cotton Keywords: Phytoextraction; EDTA, Sulfuric acid.
Corn, Sunflower, Cotton, Lead
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Colloid Mobilization and Heavy Metal Transport in Reclaimed Soils Following
Coal Mining.

J. Miller. A. Karalhanasis. Univ of Kentucky. Dept of Plant and Soil Sciences: O.
Wendroth. Univ of Kentucky.
Reclaimed soils following strip mining can accentuate colloid elution by disturbance of soil and geological strata as well as biosolid amendment applications.
Heavy metal transport may be enhanced by weathering spoil material, biosolid
applications and colloid transport. Two sites were chosen for this study, one in
the Appalachian region of southwest Virginia and one in the eastern Kentucky
coal fields, to observe colloid transport under simulated rainfall conditions. Intact
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reclaimed soil monoliths were retrieved from sandstone derived soils in southwestern Virginia Reclaimed monoliths from eastern Kentucky were recreated in the lab
Intact undisturbed (native) soil monoliths representing the soils before mining were
also sampled for comparison Leaching experiments with de-ionized water at a rate
of 10 cm/h involved 6 cycles of 6 hours each, with intermittent surface drying
between cycles via an electric fan Native Virginia soil monoliths had an average
colloid elution of 857 mg over all six cycles, disturbed soil monoliths had an elution
of 1460 mg. and reclaimed soil monoliths with spoil material had a colloid elution
of 76 mg Spikes in pH and EC between cylces suggest that some treatments may
have varying pores contributing to transport. Reclaimed eastern Kentucky soils are
recently deposited in comparison and may conduct colloids and metals through
different preferential pathways than the 30 year old Virginia monoliths The results
suggest significant increases in colloid generation following soil disturbance that
could induce heavy metal transport and further groundwater quality deterioration
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Weathering of Ni-Bearing IVlinerals in the Rhizosphere of llyperaccumulator
Plants.
V. Chardol, G. Echevarria. LSE ENSA1A-INPU1NRA; E. Monlargès-Pelleher.
LEMINPUCNRS: G. Villemin, LSE ENSAIA-1NPL/1NRA: L. Michol, LEMINPU
CNRS: J. L. Morel. LSE ENSAIA-1NPL/INRA.
The optimization of Ni phytoextraction processes needs further understanding od
the relationships between Ni availability in soils an its absorption by plant roots As
a first step, the influence of the different Ni bearing phases and Ni availability has
been partially established as well as its consequences on the tranfer of the metal to
the shoots of hyperaccumulator plants (Massoura, 2004; Echevarria et al., 2006)
Moreover, the unlimited metal uptake, as well as the release of organic ligands
(citrate or malate) by several hyperaccumulator species (Jones et al., 1996) could
accelerate the weathering process of Ni-bearing phases in the rhizosphere This
would lead to an increase of the bioavailable pool of metals Therefore, a complete
study was undertaken to understand i) the origin and nature of bioavailable forms
of Ni, ii) the weathering processes of Ni bearing minerals and their kinetics and
lii) the impact of hyperaccumulator plants on the evolution of Ni bioavailability
in soils through the exudate-mediated weathering of bearing minerals We selected
three Ni-bearing minerals reflecting different ultramafic pedological contexts and
also showing increasing degree of availability: i) a synthetic nickeliterrous goethite
(oxi-hydroxide) /N(Ni, Fe) OOH with 1.6 % of Ni; ii) chrysotile (fibrous serpentine, phyllosilicate) (Mg, Fe, Ni)3 Si05 (OH)4 with 0 4 % of Ni; iii Nickeliterrous
smectite (Si, Al)4 (Al, Fe, Mg, Ni, Cr)2 OIO (OH)2 with 2.3 % of Ni. We also
selected three different Ni hyperaccumulator plants from two different climatic
areas: Thlaspi caerulescens (France), Alyssum murale (Albania) and Leptoplax
emarginata (Greece). To answer these questions we used two approaches. The first
one is based on the observation of on-site systems. We monitored the weathering of
purified bearing phases placed in nylon bags within ultramafic soils at 10 cm below
surface in temperate (France), mediterranean (Albania) and tropical (Brazil) regions
under or without a hyperaccumulator plant cover The second approach consisted in
a laboratory experiment We grew the three hyperaccumulator plants and an nonhyperaccumulator species (Aurinia saxatile) for five months in rhizoboxes in which
the same nylon bags were placed in an acidic quartz silt soil showing very poor Ni
retention ability. Plants were harvested and fresh samples were ground in liquid
nitrogen for the determination of Ni speciation with EXAFS (Beam 16.5 at Daresbury Synchrotron) Thin sections of the rhizosphere of each plant-mineral combination were made and analyzed through Scanning electron microscopy and micro
X-ray absorption spectroscopy (at Vill igen Synchrotron) for precise location of Ni
from the mineral to the inside of the root. Finally, Ni availability in the minerals
and the different parts of the soil surrounding the mineral bags was monitored with
Isotopic Exchange Kinetics (Echevarria et al, 1998). Speciation of Ni in plants
seem to be quite even among plant parts and plant species and probably close to Nicitrate It is probable that citrate is released by those plants in their rhizosphere to
enhance Ni availability in soils when poorly accessible (Boominathan et al., 2003)
Other results are under acquisition
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Lead Behavior in a Contaminated Calcic Cambisol Profile.
M. Cecchi, INP-ENSAT AEE: C. Dvmat, Pierre el Marie Curie Unix: P. Pradere.
STCM: R. Bidegain. LAra Europe Analyses: E. Pinelli. INP-ENSAT AEE: M.
Guiresse. INP-ENSAT AEE.
Due to its persistence and numerous uses, lead is one of the most common pollutants in the environment (Alkorta et al., 2004) and it can induce negative effects on
health (Henry, 2000) More than its total concentration, it's the association of lead
with the soil components (speciation in the large signification of the term or compartimentation) that governs its mobility and availability in the soil. In the context
of risk assessment due to the industrial activities, we studied the associations of lead
with majors and others trace elements (inorganic and organic) in a calcic cambic
soil near a recycling batteries plant The studied soil is localized in the vicinity of a
lead recycling plant (in activity since 1950) near Bazoches (45, France) and present
a main lead contamination but others secondary Zn. Cu, Ni, As, Cr were also determined A pedological global approach had been used to understand the behavior of
lead inside the soil profile Physical (texture, clay minerals. ) and chemical (CEC,
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pH, SOM) soil properties. Total major (Al, Ca, Fe, Mn, Mg, P) and trace (As, Cr,
Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn) elements had been determined by 1CP-OES analysis after aqua
regia digestion In order to study the distribution of lead through the various soil
fractions and in particular the available fraction, sequential chemical extraction had
been performed. According to Leleyter & Probst (1998), the following fractions
were separated: (1) soluble with water; (2) exchangeable with magnesium nitrate,
(3) bound to carbonates (sodium acetate), (4) bound to the manganese oxides
(hydroxylammonium chloride); (5) bound to amorphous iron oxides (ammonium
oxalate and oxalate acid), (6) bound to crystalline iron oxides (ammonium oxalate
acid and ascorbic acid) and (7) bound to organic matter (nitric acid hydrogen peroxide and ammonium acetate). The calcic cambic soil studied presents an alkaline pH
(between 7.2 and 8 8 from the top to the depth), a constant carbonate level (2 1%)
and high clay fraction content (30 to 40 %). These factors could limit lead migration towards underground water SOM and P (probably due to past amendments)
present high values in the top soil and therefore could be the major carry phases
for the lead In particular the formation of lead-phosphates could reduce the availability Concerning major elements, Ca follows the carbonate profile, as a result,
that soil contents calcium carbonates On the opposite, AI, Fe, Mg and Mn follow
clay profile with little influence of organic matter on top soil. High lead concentration occurs in the top soil (1932 mg lead kg-1 soil in the 0-10 cm horizon). These
lead amounts decreased quickly with depth and the background concentration is
reached at 50 cm In the first 50 cm anthropogenic lead is probably associated with
organic matter (R2= 0.96) According to Gavalda (2001), after 60 cm depth, the
native lead is mainly associated with iron oxides (R2= 0.7). Moreover, Mg(N03)2
extraction performed on the top soil demonstrated a relatively high availability of
the lead (4 mg lead kg-1 soil) which underlines a transfer risk into the trophic chain
For the others trace elements. As, Cu and Zn have a behaviour close to that of lead
They are bound to iron only from 40 cm depth (R2= 0 94 for As, 0.96 for Cu and
0 99 for Zn). These trace elements undergo a soil organic matter influence, as a
consequence, an anthropogenic contamination in the first 40 cm can be deduced
Contrary to this data, Ni and Cr are bound to iron oxides along profile (R2= 0 99 for
Cr and 0.93 for Ni) so, no contamination in these elements can be highlighted The
continuation of work must specify the bioavailability of lead for the ecosystems
by using some plants (tomato, broad been, salad and pelargonium) Experiments
of microculture in controlled condition (Guivarch and al, 1999) will be carried out
in growth chambers on soil of the factory like in fields They make it possible to
evaluate the risks of transfer of the lead of this soil towards the plants Combining
EXAFS results with complementary analyses by Micro-SXRF and non-synchrotron-based techniques (XRD, SEM-EDS, toxicity tests, chemical extractions and
DGT) will provide to determine the mechanisms of lead transport and stocking in
the plants. The primary benefit of our work will be improvement of the scientific
basis for risk assessment and remediation design for this toxic element.
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Crop Rotation and Crop Residue Biocycling Affect on the Availability of
Heavy Metals to the Subsequent Crop.
L. M. Eastley. Dept of Soil Science: C. Grant. Agriculture & AgriFood Canada.
Brandon Research Centre: D. Fialen. M. Tenula. Dept of Soil Science.
Many processes are involved in the movement of heavy metals in the soil solution,
however, adsorption and desorption are the most important chemical processes that
control heavy metal availability. These processes are regulated by soil factors such
as cation exchange capacity, pH and redox potential Soil properties that regulate
the availability of heavy metals can be altered by agricultural practices. Changes
to various soil properties will alter the chemical and biological balance of the soil
solution resulting in the increase or decrease of heavy metal availability Diverse
crop rotations are very beneficial in reducing diseases, weeds and insect pests, thus
encouraging higher crop yields They may also be used to improve soil physical
and chemical factors in the achievement of optimal yields However, the changes
in the soil environment due to crop rotations may have a significant effect on the
availability of heavy metals for the subsequent crop in the rotation. For example,
difference in crop growth can impact the pH of the soil solution, Santonoceto et al.
(2002) stated canola can acidify the soil through the deep rooted roots removal of
cations for biomass and seed, thus demonstrating the effects crops have upon the
soils condition and mineral availability for the subsequent crop in a rotation Crop
rotations can also change the biological component of the soil since the population
of mycorrhizae and microorganisms depends on the species of the crop growing.
Thus, the incorporation of a non-host crop species in the rotation would decrease
the population of mycorrhizal fungi This indirectly increases the uptake of some
heavy metals by plants, since evidence suggests mycorrhizae may bind some heavy
metals, thereby decreasing the concentrations available to the plant. However, this
characteristic varies between fungal isolates The incorporation of a non-host crop
also would decrease the mycorrhizal fungi population for the subsequent crop
Crop residue biocycling could also contribute to increased levels of heavy metals
available to the subsequent crop The impact of crop residue biocycling may be
related to the type of residue being incorporated into the soil. The incorporation of
the residue of crops identified as high heavy metals accumulators, could enhance
heavy metal phytoavailability for the next crop. However, the magnitude of heavy
metals released from the residue would depend on the decomposition of the straw
and the ability of the soil to retain the heavy metal released from the straw Andersson and Siman (1991) observed Cd concentration was higher in crops when the
residue had been returned to the soil as compared to when it was not I lowcver.

the significance of the role of crop residue biocycling in the accumulation of Cd
is not well known Determining the significance of crop rotation and crop residue
biocycling in the availability of heavy metals could be very beneficial in lowering
or enhancing the concentration of any heavy metal in the subsequent crops As a
result, proper crop management could be a method to alter the concentration of
heavy metals This option could adjust the availability of heavy metals within the
soil solution with minimal cost.
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Metals-Organic Interactions and Their Ecological Significance.Symposium

2.5A.
G. V. Motuzova. Moscow Slate Univ. Faculty of Soil Science.
Interaction between metals and organic substances may be referred to the most
important processes in soil They make it possible to determine the chemical status of natural, agricultural and technogenic-altered landscapes. Under study were
Leptosol in the taiga zone of Russia The fractionation helped determining Cu, Zn,
Ni in the composition of compounds with the organic matter of the soil solid phase
as well as their compounds in differently charged fractions of the liquid phase in
soils. The research was performed to estimate the intensity of metal microbiological mobilization in polluted soils and to study regularities of changes in the above
indices and their effect on migration of metals in natural and technogenic-altered
landscapes The organic matter of the soil solid phases is responsible for metal
fixation in soil. But the share of these compounds is frequently rather small, averaging about 10% of the total content in soil. Due to soil pollution with metals the
amount of their compounds with the organic matter becomes increasing and can
be dominating in definite cases. The organic matter is partially destructed under
the influence of metals This is testified by narrowing the Cha/Cfa ratio. Parallel
with the formation of such compounds the opposite process of their destruction
is proceeding in soils The microbiological community is especially decisive in
this process For instance, some species of microscopic fungi enable to destroy
the compounds of metals with the organic substance in litters of polluted Leptosol
The growth of fungi population in the course of their succession is accompanied by
increasing the content of mobile metal compounds at the expense of those firmly
fixed by the organic matter Thus, fixation-mobilization, formation-destruction of
compounds between metals and the organic matter may be considered as two opposite processes inherent to the dynamic soil system No fewer dynamics is the system of compounds between metals and the organic matter of the soil liquid phase
The solutions in the forest soils are rich in different organic acids, being prevailed
by complexes of metals with organic ligands. In polluted soils the metal ions can
be served as an additional source of soil acidity not only owing to their hydrolysis The other reason is the complex-formation of metals with organic ligands and
hence the release of proton The dependence between the indices of these processes
has been quantitatively determined The metal-organic complexes in solutions of
the forest soils have a negative or zero charge, that is why the metal absorption by
soil particles is decreasing but their migration become increased throughout the soil
profile So, ecological functions of soil are highly affected by interaction of metals
with the soil organic matter Frequently the metal fixation by organic substances is
regarded as a mechanism responsible for the protective capability of soil against
metals However, entering into the soil the metals can destruct the organic matter
and form with it the compounds, which are more mobile than initial ones. One of
reason of local pollution of ground waters in the environs of a Cu-Ni enterprise in
Kola peninsula is a higher mobility of metals-organic complexes
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Forms and Q/l relationship of Potassium in Sub-Montane Region of
Maharashtra, Western India.
K. R. Sonar. Mahatma Phule Agricultural Univ.
Knowledge of different forms and Q/l relationship of K are important in understanding K supplying capacity of soils. Surface soil samples (0-20 cm) were collected
from four widely occurring soil series of sub-montane region of Maharashtra, Western India viz , Donawade (Udic Chromustert), Dakhane (Vertic Ustochrept), Shenda
Park (Lithic Ustorthent) and Munawade (Udic Paleustalt)The soil samples were
analysed for different forms of K (water soluble, exchangeable, non-exchangeable,
lattice and total) and Q/l parameters of K v i z , activity ratio of K at equilibrium
(AR,,*), labile K (K>), K held at non-specific site(KN), K held at specific site (K,), K
potential (K ), free energy change (&DeltaG) and potential buffering capacity of K
(PBCK) Different forms of K viz., water soluble, exchangeable, non-exchangeable,
lattice and total K exist in a dynamic equilibrium Water soluble K ranged from 9 5
mg kg'1 in Ustorthent to 21 mg k g ' in Paleustalt'which was negligible fraction of
total K (0 5 to 1 1 per cent). Exchangeable K varied from 65 mg kg"1 in Ustorthent
to 180 mg k g ' in Ustochrept. Non-exchangeable, lattice and total K varied from
164, 581 and 820 mg kg ' respectively in Ustorthent to 450,3857 and 4500 mgkg"1
respectively in Paleustalt" Among the forms of potassium, lattice K constituted bulk
of the total K (70 to 85 per cent) followed by non-exchangeable K, exchangeable
K and water soluble K. All the forms of K were higher in Paleustalt"as compared to
other soils due to dominance of kaolinite clay. K bearing feldspar and mica minerals and more organic matter content Potassium fixation capacity was more (162 mg
k g ' ) in Chromustert and Ustochrept as compared to other soils due to dominance
of smectite clay minerals and high CEC The activity ratio of K (AR, K ) varied from

6 3 (M L'1)1- x 10-' in Chromustert to 318 (M L ' ) xlO"' in Paleustalf indicating a
wide variation in intensity of K in soil solution at equilibrium The lower values
of (ARaK) in soils might be due to their higher cation retention resulting a small
amount of K in soil solution The potential buffering capacity of K (PBCK) ranged
from 5 (M L ' ) l / 2 in Paleustalf to 34 (M L"')'- in Ustochrept soil This variation
might be due to variation in mineralogical composition of soils The high values of
PBCK were observed in smectite dominant Chromustert and Ustochrept followed
by kaolinite dominant Ustorthert and Paleustalf Labile K (K,) content varied from
0.17 cmol k g ' in Ustochrept to 0 48 cmol k g ' in Ustorthent. High K, values in soils
might be due to high amount of exchangeable K The K held at non-specific site
( K J and at specific site (K ) and K potential (K ) values were lowest (0.07,0,10 and
0.75 cmol kg"1 respectively) in Ustorthent and Paleustalf and highest values ( O i l ,
6.37 and 12.58 cmol kg"1 respectively) in Chromustert and Ustochrept soils due to
variation in mineralogical composition. The energies of replacement (-AG) varied
from 2058 cal M"1 d"1 in Chromustert These soils were free from sodium trouble.
When compared with threshold values of Woodruff(-AG) these soils have optimum
level of potassium Keywords: forms of K, Q/l relationship of K, sub-montane
region, chromostert, ustochrept, ustorthent, ustalf
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Impacts of Long-Term Land Application of Poultry Litteron Metal Status in

Soil.
/. A. Tazisong. Alabama A&M Univ. Z. He. USDA-ARS: Z. N. Senwo. Alabama
A&M Univ. D. Zhang. Univ of Maine.
Poultry Litter (PL) often contains fairly high concentrations of heavy metals due
to their uses as growth promoters or biocides in poultry feeds Whereas some of
these elements are micronutrients for plant growth, high concentrations that have
accumulated in soils due to long-term PL application could lead to crop toxicities.
Thus, in this study, we determined the concentrations of 10 metals (Al, Fe, Cu,
Mn, Ni, Zn, Cr, Pb, Cd, and Mo) in pastured soils with various histories of PL
application to get insights in their long-term impacts on soil metal status Samples were collected from three soil depths (0 - 20, 20-40, and 40-60 cm) of the
Hartsells series (fine-loamy, siliceous, subactive, thermic, Typic Hapludults) on a
3-8% slope in the Sand Mountain region of north Alabama Soils had received
annual broiler litter applications for 0, 5, 10, 15, and 20 years at rates of 0, 2.27,
2 27, 3 63, and 1.36 Mg ha-1 yr-1, respectively. Total and diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA)-extractable metal concentrations in these soil samples were
determined and analyzed The AI and Fe concentrations (6000 to 22000 mg/kg soil)
in the soils were far greater compared to the other metals tested in this study PL
application increased total concentrations of AI and Fe in all soil depths Although
similar patterns in increase of total concentrations were observed, the patterns in
DTPA-extractable concentrations of the two metals were different. PL application
increased DTPA-extractable Fe in 0-20 cm soil, with no impact on Fe in 40-60
cm, but indeed reduced the DTPA-extracted amount of AI These observations
demonstrated that these two metals from PL application had been transferred or
immobilized in deep soil. The concentrations of Cu and Mn were in the range of
40 to 120 mg/kg soil PL application increased both total and DTPA-extractable Cu
concentrations in an order responding to the cumulative amounts of PL applied.
The impact of PL application on Mn concentrations was not significant PL application affected the status of other trace elements. Total and DTPA-extractable Zn
concentrations increased with the increase of cumulative amounts of PL applied,
but the extent of the impacts decreased with soil depths. Total Pb concentrations
fluctuated over application years and the amplitude of fluctuation decreased with
the soil depth On the other side, the levels of DTPA-extractable Pb were basically
unchanged over application years The total Cd concentrations were lower in most
PL-applied soils than unamended soil, but DTPA-extractable Cd concentrations
were higher with PL-applied soils The patterns of increasing DTPA-extractable
Cd concentrations seem to complement the decrease in total Cd, suggesting that PL
mobilized Cd in soils The change of Cr status due to PL application was basically
similar to that of Fe Changes in Mo and Ni concentrations were observed, but the
standard deviations were so great that these changes were not statistically significant Our data indicate that the build-up of some metals in soils was significant with
long-term PL application, but not for others. However, the extractability, or mobility and bioavailability, were not built up in similar patterns to the total metal concentrations Furthermore, deciphering the relationships between the build-up and
extractability with the cumulative amounts and/or years of PL application would
improve the prediction of their long-term impacts on metal behaviors in soils.
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Obtaining environmentally Sound Mixtures of Anthropogeomorphic Materials
for Land Restoration.

M. Camps Arbestain. NE/KER: F. Macias. Univ de Santiago de Compostela.
Unconsolidated materials derived from anthropogenic activities can act as fresh parent materials which, under the influence of soil forming factors, may originate new
soils. In the early stages of development these soils are Anthropic Regosols—qualified at the subgroup level as garble, reductie, espolic, or urbic Regosols, depending on the origin of the anthropogeomorphic material—whereas at more advanced
stages of development they can evolve to Anthrosols The people of ancient cultures used to add organic amendments to the soils to maintain soil fertility and, in
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certain cases higher organic carbon contents and crop productivity was achieved
than with nearby natural soils (e.g.. Plaggen soils in Europe, "Terra Preta do Indio"
soils in Brazil). However, environmental problems have recently arisen with the
addition of wastes to soils because of (i) changes in the type residues added ( e g ,
industrial and urban residues), and (ii) the fact that the final goal of the addition
of residues to soils is often the elimination of wastes rather than the enhancement
of soil fertility Nevertheless, the elaboration of soils from anthropogeomorphic
materials can be an important and feasible method of re-using waste products and
restored degraded areas, while at the same time recycling essential nutrients and
stabilising the organic matter present in these materials, if they are of adequate
quality and applied according to good practices Environmental problems can be
prevented if the characteristics of the materials used, as well as how the constituent mixtures evolve over time, are well known and adequate for such purposes,
and the characteristics of the final products obtained are suited to the pedoclimatic
conditions and to the soil uses of the area to be restored Thus, residues such as fly
ash, foundry sand, L-D slag, sewage sludge, poultry and lumber residues, straw,
etc , can be effectively managed through the elaboration of more or less complex
mixtures, in which the proportions of each ingredient should be adjusted to provide
an adequate environment for the formation of a new soil The new soil should
represent an environmentally sound mixture (e.g., low pollutant availability, low
ecotoxicity), and have (i) adequate mineralogical and biogeochemical conditions
(e.g., reactive surfaces, acid-base and redox characteristics), (ii) a balanced essential nutrient content, (iii) adequate physical characteristics (e.g., porosity, particle
size distribution, water retention capacity, aggregate stability), (iv) adequate soil
biology, and (v) stable organic C forms. In other words, the soil newly formed from
the mixture of wastes should fulfil main soil functions The results of the present
meso-scale experiments with mixtures of sewage sludge, fly ash, barley straw, L-D
slag, and foundry sand suggest that the elaboration of soils from these materials,
using the appropriate proportions, is feasible The addition of organic residues with
a high C/N ratio (barley straw) promotes the immobilisation of the N present in
sewage sludge. Fly ash, on the other hand, promotes the stabilisation of organic carbon present in the sewage sludge through sorption on amorphous aluminosilicate
surfaces, rendering a less oxidisable organic carbon, as indicated by the results of
the permanganate reaction The L-D slag has a liming effect that favours the immobilisation of heavy metals, and both L-D slag and foundry sand promote drainage
I (HIIHIIA sand also increases the clay content, in addition to the sand fraction and
fly ash supplies most of the silt fraction Essential nutrient elements in the different mixtures tested should be more balanced than with the separate use of each
ingredient. We are currently carrying out greenhouse experiments to determine the
extent to which, if any, deficiencies or toxicities affect plant growth Results of
these experiments, together with previous results, will provide data for predicting
nutrient availability, heavy metal mobility, and organic matter stability, in order to
carry out environmental risk assessment for the use of waste mixtures in soil environments A formulation programme could also be generated from this information,
which would allow attainment of the correct mixture, taking into account available
ingredients, the final pedoclimatic environment, and the soil use of the area to be
restored, and thus, the safe use of these mixtures In any case, we must stress the
need for controlled and monitored use of these materials in surface systems.
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The Biogeochemical Cycling of Manganese in a Forested Ecosystem of the
Canadian Shield.
N. Gingras, F Courchesne. Dépt de Geographie. Univ de Montreal.
Recently, a decline reaching 50% of the exchangeable manganese (Mn) pools in the
FH and B horizons was measured in the Hermine watershed (45°49' N, 74°0I'W)
for the period 1993 to 2002 (Courchesne et al, 2005, SSSAJ, 1298-1313) Considering the fact that Mn is an essential nutrient for the photosynthesis of the plants,
this severe change in the stock of available Mn could have major consequences on
the health of this forested ecosystem. In order to increase our understanding of Mn
distribution and movement within the ecosystem, the objective of this project is to
quantify the cycle of Mn, for the years 2003 to 2005, by I) measuring the fluxes
of dissolved Mn between the biogeochemical compartments of the Hermine and 2)
establishing the impact of topographic position on the annual cycle of Mn The 5
ha Hermine watershed is located 80 km north of Montreal (Canada) and receives
1100mm of precipitation per year. The vegetation is composed of Sugar maple
(Acer saccharum), American beech (Fagus grandifolia) and Yellow birch (Betula
alleghaniensis) Soils are classified as sandy orthic or gleyed humo-ferric and ferrohumic Podzols.The watershed is divided into six 300m2 sampling sites; three at
an upslope position and three others downslope close to the stream channel. The
sampling of precipitation, throughfall, soil and stream solutions is performed, at all
sites, every two weeks Within 24 hours, the solutions are filtered at 0,45 um and
acidified with 2mM EDTA The concentrations of Mn dissolved are measured using
ICP-ALS or 1CP-MS Hydrological fluxes between each biogeochemical compartment are also determined The following preliminary results are for the year 2003.
They indicate that Mn fluxes are generally highest in throughfall and under the
organic soil horizons Furthermore, a temporal relation appears to link the concentrations of Mn in the stream, stream flow and the pH in the stream (r2=0 65 a 0 86,
0=0.01). Significant seasonal differences, between the growing and the senescence
periods, are also noted These annual changes are mostly induced by the biological
activity such as the decomposition by the microorganisms and the bioaccumulation Only the organic horizons are significantly influenced by the topography It
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is caused by the variability of the tree species and the accumulation of water at the
downslope position In general, the Mn budget of the watershed is positive, consequently there is an accumulation of Mn within the ecosystem on an annual basis.
So, the decline in soil exchangeable Mn seems to be more strongly associated to
increased absorption by the vegetation rather than by the leaching of soil horizons
This study will contribute to our understanding of the response of forested ecosystem to environmental changes such as variations in climate conditions and trends in
the chemistry of atmospheric deposition
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A Column Study Using Mixtures of Anthropogeomorphic Materials.
A. Santesteban. R. Melendez. F. Blanco. M. Pinto. M. L. Ibargoitia. NE1KER; F.
Macias. Univ. Santiago de Compostela; M. Camps Arbestain. NEIKER.
The elaboration of soils from anthropogeomorphic materials can be a feasible
method of re-using waste products and restored degraded areas, while at the same
time recycling essential nutrients and stabilising the organic matter present in these
materials, if they are of adequate quality and applied according to good practices
The best mixture of the different ingredients is the blend that generates a soil that
would restore the affected area without any risk to the environment, but would
provide a supporting media for plant growth and site reclamation The objective of
this study was to carry out a soil column experiment in which mixtures of different
organic and inorganic waste products were tested to achieve a correct balance of
essential nutrient concentrations, immobilization of heavy metals, organic C stabilization, and good drainage Waste materials were mixed in a proportion of 56:44
organic waste: inorganic waste (dry weight basis) The mixtures used were: sewage
sludge + foundry sand, sewage sludge + L-D slag, sewage sludge + mixture of
foundry sand and L-D slag (50:50; dry weight basis) Two different types of sewage
sludge were tested, anaerobic (AN) and aerobic (AE), which were previously airdried and sieved through a 4 mm sieve. The columns were made of polypropylene,
and had 250 ml. volume and 4.5 cm diameter Three replicates per treatment were
used. The columns were filled with the different mixtures, which were previously
wetted tofieldcapacity A drip irrigation system was used to add 100 mL of distilled
deionized water to the soil columns twice a week, and leachates were collected
thereafter The experiment is being carried out at present (week 3) and will last 8
weeks. The results of X-ray diffraction analysis indicates the presence of wustite
(FeO), portlandite (Ca(OH),), calcite (CaCO,), larnite (Ca,Si04), carbon (C), and
aragonite (CaCO,) in the L-D slag, and that of quartz (SiO,) and microcline (KAISi,08) in the foundry sand. Soil particle size analysis, obtained using a laser diffraction particle size analyser, indicates the following compositions according to
the USDA system: foundry sand (1.0% coarse sand, 46.3% fine sand, 8.5% silt,
and 20.4% clay) and L-D slag (44.8% coarse sand, 35.9% fine sand, 16.5% silt,
and 2 9% clay). ThepH values of the foundry sands and LD slag were 9 6 and 12 1
respectively, and those of the AN and AE sewage sludge were 7 9 and 6.7, respectively. The leachates are being analysed for pH, EC, major anions and cations, and
heavy metals. Ecotoxicological analysis will also be carried out The soil columns
will be dismantled at the end of the experiment and analysed for total C, N, major
nutrient elements and heavy metal contents. Organic matter will be characterized
by different methodologies: extractability with sodium pyrophosphate, oxidability
with 33 mM KMnOr FTIR, and thermal analysis. Results of the experiment will
provide data for predicting nutrient availability, heavy metal mobility, and C stability in order to carry out environmental risk assessment of the use of waste mixtures
in soil environments
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Heavy Metals in Contaminated Calcareus Soils: Distribution, Mobility and
Bioavailability.

/. Anguelova. G. Anguelov. Florida A&M Univ: 1. Alanassov. Institute for
Sustainable Development.
The assessment of soil pollution by Heavy Metals (HM) has mainly been based
on the total content of the elements. The total content does not give indication of
elements' mobility and bioavailability. The metal input in polluted soil is in nonsilicate bounded forms, i.e. potentially available The mobile fractions extracted
with different aquatic solutions have been used to estimate HM impacts on plants
and microorganisms, as well as migration of metals within soil-plant-water system
However, many of the soil extractants need very specific setups and may not be
equally suitable for different climatic and soil conditions Depending on the pH of
extraction used (from 7 0 to 4.6), ammonium acetate extractant can be used as an
accurate indicator of HM mobility in excessively polluted soils The purpose of this
study was to evaluate the mobile as well as available forms of Pb, Zn, Cd and Cu
in contaminated calcareus soils in vicinity of Pb-Zn smelter near Plovdiv, South
Bulgaria The soils were defined as Calcaric Alluvial Meadow Soils (Calcaric Fluvisols) with follow main characteristics: organic carbon 15 -1.9% (A horizon);
pH (H20) 7-7.5; clay 20 -24%; and CaC03 presence in all soil horizons. Winter
wheat, burley and alfalfs were used as test plants The total soil-HM content was
determined after HN03+HCL04+HF digestion; the mobile fraction of HM after
extraction with IM-ammonium acetate solution (soil: solution =1:10): and watersoluble fraction in - soil: distil water=l:IO. Wheat, barley and alfalfa plants were
analyzed after washing, drying, and digesting (1IN03+HCI04+H2S04) Heavy
metals were predominantly deposited in the upper soil horizons near the smelter.

and no metal migration through the soil profiles was observed. The content of the
mobile forms of Pb, Zn, Cd and Cu, determined by an extract of ammonium acetate
can reach up to 90% for Cd, up to 55% for Pb, and 20-25% for Zn and Cu of the
total element's content The mobile forms tend to diminish when the total content
of the elements in the soil decreases and when the distance from the source of
contamination increases. The water-soluble fractions were very low (between 0.1
-0.4% for Pb. Zn and Cu) in comparison to their total contents. The transfer coefficient (Tc) of Pb, Zn, Cd and Cu in the tested winter wheat, barley, and alfalfa varied
between 0.1-0.8 depending on soil content of the metals, their bioavailability and
plant species. According to the Tc values, the bioavailability of the metals was in
the order Cd>Cu>Zn>Pb, corresponding to the degree of their solubility in 1-M
ammonium acetate. The relative amount of the metal uptake by the tested crops,
however, agreed with their total content in the soil (Zn>Pb>Cu>Cd). The highest
bioavailability of Cd suggested that this metal is unable to form insoluble complexes in the investigated calcareus soil and it is largely taken up by the plants. A
strong positive correlation between total-content and ammonium acetate extractedfraction of Pb, Cd and Cu in soil and plant-biomass was established, no significant
relationship between the concentrations in the soils and plants was found for Zn.
The results suggest that the extracted with ammonium acetate solution Pb, Cd and
Cu in metal-contaminated soil can be considered as indicative for assessment of
their solubility and plant availability. It needs to be taken into consideration that
the transfer of trace elements to plants is a very complex process and the analytical advantages and diagnostic importance of ammonium acetate should be studied
further using different soils, under different ecosystems in both laboratory and field
experiments. Keywords: soil pollution, heavy metals, mobile forms, water-soluble
fractions
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Maize Genotype Responses to CaC0 3 in Soils.
H. Gollany. Columbia Plateau Conservation Research Center: T. Schumacher.
South Dakota State Univ.
The chemical, biological and physical properties of the soil-root interface are critical to root growth and nutrient uptake. The rhizosphere is the unavoidable link
in the transfer of nutrients from soil to plant Field observations of two similar
maize genotypes (Zea mays /,., cv. Pioneer-3732 and -3737) have shown different
nutrient uptake responses. These differences appeared to be accentuated in calcareous soils. There are limited published studies, however, of rhizosphere physicochemical properties and nutrient availability for maize genotypes. Progress in this
field is restricted by a lack of convenient methods to examine this opaque and
structurally complex medium without disturbing the soil-root interface Rhizotron
studies were conducted to: (1) determine whether the rhizosphere physicochemical
properties of these two maize genotypes are different, and (2) evaluate the effect
of bulk soil CaCO, level on rhizosphere properties. Plexiglass-lined rhizotrons (45
x 13 x 2.5 cm) were filled with soil from the Ap horizon of a Beadle clay loam
(fine, montmorillonitic, mesic Typic Argiustoll) containing low (5 g kg') or high
(204 g kg') levels of CaCO,. Seedlings of the two genotypes were transplanted
into the rhizotrons and positioned at a 45" angle on a stand in a growth chamber.
Plants were kept on a night7day regime of 8/16hours, 18-25 "C, relative humidity
65 - 75%, and photon flux density (400 - 700 nm) of 460 um m 2 s '. Rhizosphere
pH, pe and pCO, were monitored at 1-, 2- and 3-mm distances from the root surface with pH-glass, platinum, and pCO, microelectrodes. At the 6-leaf stage, the
rhizosphere soil was thin-sectioned at I-, 2- and 3-mm distances from the root
surface. Soil-water was extracted at the container capacity by an immiscible displacement method. Dissolved nutrients within the rhizosphere were determined by
ICP The roots and shoots were separated and total nutrient uptake was determined.
Pioneer-3737 acidified the rhizosphere more than did Pioneer-3732. The higher
acidification corresponded to a higher pCO, in the rhizosphere Pioneer-3737 had
more soluble P and K in the rhizosphere, especially in the high CaCO, soil, relative to the other treatments The P depletion zone extended to over 3-mm for all
treatments except Pioneer-3737 in the high CaCO, soil Accumulation of Ca2 and
Mg2 at the rhizoplane (< I mm distance from the root surface) was observed for all
treatments. The rhizosphere Ca2 content however were greatly reduced relative to
the bulk soil Pioneer-3732 produced more dry matter and higher shoot/root ratio
than did Pioneer-3737 in the low CaCO,. Higher H,P04" and K uptake and lower
Ca2 and Mg2 uptake for Pioneer-3737 were observed in the high CaCO, soil relative to Pioneer-3732 Reduced K uptake for Pioneer-3732 suggests an antagonism
from higher Ca2 and Mg2 uptake in the high CaCO,. In the calcareous soil, the
plant K/(Ca2 and Mg2 ) ratio were reduced to 47% and 78% for Pioneer-3732 and
-3737 respectively, compared to those in the noncalcareous soil The difference in
K. uptake between the two genotypes was related to differences in rhizosphere pH
and pCO, as well as differences in Ca2 and Mg2 uptake. The results revealed that
nutrient uptake is dependent not only on bulk soil concentration but also on plant
genotype The roots of the two maize genotypes altered the nutrient composition
within the rhizosphere and responded differently to the CaCO, content of the bulk
soil. The physicochemical properties of the rhizosphere were different from that of
the bulk soil Bulk soil nutrient values therefore cannot provide a highly reliable
indication of the nutrient availability.
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Chemical Interactions of Arsenate, Arsenite, Phosphate, and Silicate with
lron(II,lll) Hydroxycarbonate Green Rust.

C. Su. R. T. Wilkin. United States Environmental Protection Agency.
Granular zerovalent iron has been proposed to be used as a medium in permeable
reactive barriers (PRBs) to remove arsenic from contaminated groundwater lron(ll,
111) hydroxycarbonate green rust (Carbonate Green Rust, or CGR) is a major corrosion product of zerovalent iron under anaerobic conditions. CGR is also found
in certain hydric soils and sediments. It is important to study the chemical interactions of inorganic arsenic species (arsenate and arsenite) and common oxyanions
(phosphate and silicate) with this green rust in order to understand the behavior
and fate of these anions in groundwater systems To maximize the effectiveness
of iron barriers, it is essential to evaluate the influence of geochemical parameters
such as arsenic concentration, pH, and time on the interactions of arsenic with
iron corrosion products. CGR was synthesized in the laboratory by neutralizing
ferrous sulfate solution with sodium hydroxide and sodium carbonate or sodium
bicarbonate followed by air sparging. The synthetic products were characterized
with X-Ray Diffraction (XRD), thermogravimetric analysis, scanning electron
microscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, and wet chemical analysis.
Batch arsenic sorption experiments were conducted with arsenate and arsenite in
an anaerobic glovebox. The pH values ranged from 8 to 10.5. Both arsenate and
arsenite sorption increased with increasing time up to 30 days. Arsenite showed
much higher sorption than arsenate. Adsorbed arsenite (up to 90 mg kg-1) was
partially oxidized on solid surface as determined by arsenic speciation analysis of
sorbed arsenic extracted with hydrochloric acid. X-ray absorption near edge structure spectroscopy results confirmed partial oxidation of arsenite by CGR. CGR
samples of 0.1 g were reacted separately with 36 mL of phosphate and silicate at
0, 1, and 10 mM for 1, 30, and 60 days in 50-mL centrifuge tubes in an anaerobic
glovebox (CGR concentration 2.8 g L-l). Reacted CGR was examined with XRD
and compared to CGR stored in the stock suspension (CGR concentration 22.6 g
L-I) without phosphate and silicate. Phosphate and silicate seem to stabilize the
structure of CGR based on XRD results Differential scanning calorimetric patterns
showed one main endothermic peak that ranges from about 110 to 130 oC Arsenate
and arsenite bearing green rusts decomposed at a higher temperature compared to
As-free green rust. Arsenic tended to stabilize the green rust structure via stabilization of the surface bonding environment Examination of the mass spectra data
shows that the endothermic decomposition corresponds to the release of H20 and
C02 molecules Green rust that has been allowed to age (without As) or that forms
as a consequence of zerovalent iron corrosion shows more complicated thermal
behavior due to mineral transformation and formation of other carbonate minerals
(siderite, iron hydroxy carbonate, calcite). Combination of thermogravimetric, wet
chemical, and solid phase carbonate analyses confirm the green rust stoichiometry.
The laboratory results should have positive implications for field applications of
zerovalent iron based PRBs to remediate arsenic in groundwater Uptake of either
arsenate or arsenite by carbonate green rust will likely keep the iron corrosion product stable in the subsurface. Oxidation of sorbed arsenite could be advantageous
because arsenate is generally less toxic and less mobile than arsenite in the subsurface Naturally occurring carbonate green rust may be more common than previously thought and it can be an important sink for arsenic. Further study is needed to
evaluate its contribution to natural attenuation of arsenic in the subsurface
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Transformations in the Speciation of Arsenic in Poultry Litter.
J. Seiler. W. W. Saylor. D. Sparks. Univ of Delaware.
Annual total metal and metalloid inputs on agricultural lands via poultry litter
amendments are not regulated at either the federal or state levels at this time, and
the effect that continuous poultry litter amendments have on As contamination in
Mid-Atlantic soil and water environments is not known. The source of the As in
the poultry litter is an organic acid, hydroxyphenl-arsonic acid, Roxarsone, which
is fed to poultry to control coccidiosis disease, to enhance growth, and to improve
feed conversion Through a number of biological and mineralogical processes, it
is thought, based on solution speciation analyses, that the As in Roxarsone is converted to the more toxic inorganic forms, As(V) and As(IIl). To glean more precise
information on the chemistry and speciation of As in the poultry litter over time, a
controlled poultry house study was conducted. Feed and litter samples were examined over the life cycle of a flock of broilers. A series of starter and control feeds
were fed to the birds Arsenic concentrations in the feed were 2.7, 12.7, and 0.56
mg kg-1, respectively. The poultry litter had total As levels ranging from 8-25 mg
kg -1. Water soluble As data are consistent with earlier studies and show that more
than 50% of the As in the litter is water soluble. In order to determine the direct
speciation of the As in the poultry litter over time, X-Ray Absorption Near Edge
Structure Spectroscopy (XANES) and X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) mapping were
performed at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) in Berkeley, CA and the National
Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) in Upton, NY. The data revealed that As (III) and
As(V) are the main species of As in the poultry litter, supporting the earlier solution
speciation data showing that Roxarsone appears to be transformed to more toxic,
inorganic forms However this transformation appears to occur more rapidly than
was first assumed
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Oxidation and Mobilization of Selenium by Rhizosphere Processes and
Chemicals.
L. Oram. D. G Strawn, G Moller, J. L. Johnson-Maynard. Univ of Idaho; M.
Marcus, S. Fakra. Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory.
Mining activities in the Western Phosphate Resource Area (VVPRA) have moved
selenium (Se) from a relatively stable setting to a much more weathered and
dynamic environment. This has resulted in oxidation and subsequent mobilization
of selenium, thereby causing elevated levels in soils, plants, and water in the region.
However, Se bioavailability and toxicity are dependent on its speciation and complex biogeochemistry. Previous XAFS analysis indicated that Se in soils was primarily present as Se(0,ll-) or Se(lV) with some Se(VI) present, while the plant Se
is primarily organic selenides or Se(Vl), suggesting that rhizosphere processes are
oxidizing and mobilizing selenium from the mineral phase to Se(VI) Nitrates and
organic acids are active soil and rhizosphere substances Thermodynamic calculations for the oxidation of Se by nitrate and previous studies suggest that nitrate can
oxidize selenium. Plant-exuded organic acids could increase available selenium in
the rhizosphere via competition for sorption sites and by dissolution of oxide surfaces The goal of this research is to investigate the mobilization of selenium from
immobile soil selenium to oxidized, plant-available species that impact the terrestrial food chain. Experiments to achieve this goal include (1) greenhouse studies to
further investigate the speciation of Se in rhizosphere soil and roots of plants grown
in Se-contaminated soil and (2) batch and stirred-cell reactor studies to investigate
the plant bioavailability of selenium as influenced by desorption and redox reactions. Se(lV) adsorbed onto goethite is an immobile phase of Se widespread in the
WPRA and is the species used in these experiments. X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) was used to determine the speciation of selenium in rhizosphere soil
and in plant roots and to determine the influence of ligands, such as nitrates and
organic acids, on the speciation and bioavailability of selenium. In the greenhouse
studies, Se(VI) was the predominant species detected in rhizosphere soil, plant
roots, and control soils arter approximately eight weeks of watering, suggesting
that selenite can be readily oxidized and mobilized in both rhizosphere soil and
in bulk soil. The influences of nitrogen species on oxidation and organic acids on
desorption of selenite adsorbed onto goethite and the interaction of these processes
are under current investigation Further, comparisons of plant-available selenium
before and after the influence of nitrate and organic ligands will provide insight into
the effects of important reactions that may occur in rhizosphere soil. Results from
this research will allow for a better understanding of the biogeochemical cycling
and environmental fate of selenium, and therefore, better environmental management techniques and decreased risks to habitat in the WPRA.
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Kinetics and Mechanism of Mineralogically- and Biologically-Assisted Arsenic
Transformation: A Macroscopic Assessment.
B. Lafferty. M. Borda. A. Madison, J. Fuhrmann, D. Sparks. Univ of Delaware.
Mineralogically and biologically assisted oxidation of arsenic (As) was investigated using batch techniques. Direct assessment of As speciation in complex environmental systems is crucial in predicting its fate, transport, and bioavailability.
The two most prominent As species in soil systems are arsenate [As(V)] and arsenite [As(III)]. The former is less mobile and toxic than As(III). Redox processes,
that are affected by an array of environmental factors and type of mineral surface,
control the speciation of As. Arguably the most important soil component in As
oxidation is manganese oxides Additionally, soil microbes play an important role
in oxidation and reduction of As species Macroscopic based experiments were carried out to determine the contribution of manganese oxides, specifically Random
Stacked Birnessite (RSB), and Alcaligenes faecalis in oxidizing As(lII) Reactions
were conducted in a batch reactor to first, evaluate As(lll) oxidation by RSB and
Alcaligenes faecalis separately at circumneutral pH. Second, batch experiments
were executed using RSB and Alcaligenes faecalis in a mixed solution as oxidants
for As(lll) As(HI) and As(V) were measured by Hydride Generation- Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectrometry (HG-ICP-OES) in all
experiments. The results from batch investigations will be coupled with concurrent research using bench and synchrotron-based infrared and Raman spectroscopic
techniques to generate a comprehensive understanding of As dynamics in contaminated soil systems.
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Relation between Selenium Immobilisation and Anoxic Conditions in Soil
Columns at Constant Water-Table.
C. S. Haudin. E. Leclerc-Cessac. Andra; P. Renault. Institut National de la
Recherche Agronomiqe; S. Staunton. INRA. Rhizosphere <$• Symbiose.
Selenium (Se), a sulfur analogue, is present in soils in trace amounts. It is both an
essential nutrient for many living organisms and a potentially toxic element Areas
of low and high contents have been identified worldwide as well as areas polluted
by human activity Furthermore, one of its isotopes, ™Se, is an important component of radioactive waste and its fate in the environment must be assessed Se is
mainly present as SeO.2 in the soil solution in the usual range of pll and Eh. This
ion is readily taken up by plants and so can easily enter food chains. It is weakly
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adsorbed onto soil constituents but can be reduced by microorganisms under aerobic and anaerobic conditions to immobile elemental selenium Se° and to methylated volatile compounds, that are less toxic and water-soluble. Microorganisms
also contribute to the formation of poorly identified complex organic compounds.
Some abiotic transformations to less mobile forms have been described under controlled conditions. The extent to which the immobilisation of Se is reached in soils
under variable conditions of aeration, moisture and microbial activity is poorly
understood and so it remains difficult to give accurate predictions of Se mobility,
necessary for risk assessment The aim of this study was to follow the vertical
movement and immobilization of Se in soil columns and to relate these to water
movement and to the redox state and the corresponding degree of anoxia as a function of time and depth. Both native soil Se and Se added as a soluble SeO,3 salt (2
mg Se kg' soil) were studied. The effects of tomato plant growth and straw addition
were investigated. Water potential and the composition of the soil atmosphere were
monitored throughout a three-month period At the end of this period, the soil columns were dismantled. Half of each column was resin impregnated and aggregate
size distribution calculated from image analysis. The other halfwas used to measure moisture content and Se fractionation with a simple parallel chemical extraction scheme—(i) water soluble, (ii) exchangeable, (iii) pyrophosphate extractable
and (iv) total Se The anoxic fraction was calculated as a function of time and
depth from the aggregate size distribution, water content and respiration. One set
of columns was enclosed throughout the two-month period in a bell jar with a uniform flow through of air with constant composition. The outgoing air was bubbled
through a solution of NaOH-H,0, to trap any volatile Se. Losses by volatilisation
were measurable but small (about 0.12% of soil Se accumulated over the 3-month
period). Vertical movement upwards of total Se was small and consistent with
water flux and the proportion of Se in solution. Little Se was extracted by water and
the content decreased with depth as redox potential fell. The ratio between water
soluble and exchangeable Se was similar for all treatments and changed little with
depth, except near the water saturated zone where it increased in line with the drop
in water soluble Se. The presence of a plant or straw did not markedly influence
the chemical associations of Se. The anoxic fraction varied with depth but changed
little with time. This fraction will be compared with the chemical fractionation of
Se to better understand the immobilization processes.
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The Volatilization of Arsenic in Poultry Litterand Litter Amended Soils.
M. Shimizu. D. L. Sparks. Univ of Delaware.
Arsenic can be methylated and transformed to volatile arsine compounds. These
processes are important in understanding global arsenic cycling. Poultry production is a major agricultural enterprise in Delaware and the Delmarva Peninsula
The organic arsenic compound, roxarsone (3-nitro-4-hydroxyphenylarsonic acid),
is fed to poultry to control diseases and to promote growth. The excreted waste, as
poultry litter, which can contain 1-39 mg kg-1 total arsenic, is then often applied
to the land as a fertilizer material The fate of arsenic in the poultry litter is not
fully understood Even though substantial inputs of arsenic containing poultry litter are being applied to the soils on the Delmarva Peninsula, preliminary data do
not indicate an accumulation of arsenic in the litter amended soils, with the total
arsenic concentration being low, ranging from 2-8 mg kg-1. One possible reason for
the lack of arsenic accumulation in the soils could be that the arsenic in the poultry
litter is volatilizing in the poultry houses before the application or in the soils after
the application. The arsenic could be transformed to methylarsines, which are toxic
and can cause serious health issues. This study will report on investigations on the
degree of volatilization in poultry litter and litter amended soil under various environmental conditions, such as moisture content and arsenic concentrations.
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Competitive Sorption of Arsenate and Phosphate onto Synthetic Hematites
with Different Particle Morphology.
M. Pigna. Univ di Napoli; C. Colombo, Dip. SA VA Molise Univ; G. Palumbo. Dip.
SAVA Molise Univ: A. Violante. Univ of Naples Federicoll. Porlici (Napoli) I.
The presence of arsenic in the environment is attributable both to the parent materials and to anthropogenic waste. Arsenic may lead to contamination of both agricultural soils and surface waters and sediments in areas where mining and smelting
are present (Smith et al., 1998). Sorption processes of arsenate on different soil
components may have a dominant role in regulating arsenic mobility in soils The
nature of inorganic soil components affects the competition in sorption between
arsenate (As) and phosphate (P). In previous studies we have demonstrated that Feoxides and phyllosilicates particularly rich in Fe (nontronite, ferruginous smectites)
were more effective in sorbing As than P In fact, by adding As and P as a mixture
(As/P molar ratio of 1) at 100% of surface coverage and after 24 h of reaction more
As than P was usually sorbed on goethite, nontronite and ferruginous smectite, but
more P than As was sorbed on noncrystalline Al precipitation products, gibbsite,
boehmite, allophane, and kaolinite. The sorbed As/sorbed P molar ratio (rf) indicated the selectivity of each sample to adsorb preferentially one of the two ligands
(Violante and Pigna, 2002) In this research, we have studied the competitive sorption of As and P onto synthetic hematites synthesized in the presence of organic
and inorganic ligands. Synthetic hematites were obtained at different pH (5 5 to
10 0), temperatures (70-140°C) and in the presence of organic (oxalate, citrate,

tartrate) or inorganic (silicate, nitrate) ligands and/or aluminum ions (Colombo et
al 1994) The sorption of As and Padded alone or as a mixture (initial As/P molar
ratio of I) was studied at pH 4 0, keeping the suspensions to react from Ih to 20
days Synthetic hematites showed different morphology, surface properties, and
microporosity In particular, hematite obtained in presence of oxalic acid exhibited
particles with irregular ellipsoidal or spherical shapes and high surface area (109
m2 g-t) and porosity, hematite obtained in presence of citric acid exhibited crystals
elongated in the c direction and a surface area of 20 m2 g-1, whereas that obtained
in presence of tartaric acid exhibited exagonal crystals larger in diameter and a surface area of 29 m2 g-1. Hematite obtained without anion showed hexagonal shapes
with well developed euhedral faces Platy disk morphology with predominant 001
faces was observed in hematites with Al substitution At a surface coverage of both
the ligands of 100% and after 24 h of reaction, rf values were 2 70 for hematite with
platy morphology, 2 17 for hematite synthesized in the presence of tartrate, 1 36 for
hematite synthesized in the presence of citrate and 121 for hematite synthesized in
the presence of oxalate The kinetic studies showed that the rf values decreased up
to 1 only after many days of reaction (12-20 days) In conclusion, this work showed
that the competitive sorption between As and P were not only affected by the mineralogy of the sorbents, the pH and the reaction time but also by surface properties,
morphology and porosity of the samples. Bibliography(l) Colombo C, V. Barron
and J Torrent 1994. Phosphate adsorption and desorption in relation to morphology and crystal properties of synthetic hematites Geochimica et Cosmochimica
acta 58 1261-1269 (2) Smith, E , R Naidu, and AM Alston. 1998 Arsenic in the
soil environment: A review Adv Agron. 64:149—195. Violante A., M Pigna 2002
Competitive Sorption of Arsenate and Phosphate on Different Clay Minerals and
Soils. Soil Sei. Soc Am. J. 66:1788-1796
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Effect of Soil Ageing on Selenium/Particulate Organic Matter Association.
C. Chabroullet. F. Coppin. A. Martin-Garin. IRSN: J. P. Gaudet. Univ of
Grenoble- BP 53.
It has been previously shown that selenium was poorly mobile in soil due to its
strong interactions with minerals (e.g. clays, iron oxides, etc.); organic matter and
micro-organisms. The objective of this study was to determine the impact of soil
organic matter degradation on selenium immobilisation and/or redistribution among
soil components We focus here on the degradation of particulate organic matter
(fragments of leafs, roots., bigger than 50 um), one of the fastest decomposable
organic fraction (few years). Size-density fractionation was largely used in order
to evaluate the Soil Organic Matter (SOM) quality and its biodegradation within
carbon turnover studies. This technique was originally used to easily assess both
Particulate Organic Matter (POM) degradation and selenium distribution within the
isolated fractions The protocol used (based on Balesdent et al. (1991)) consisted
in dispersion and wet sieving steps, followed by a density separation step. All these
steps were conducted in water solution in order to limit selenium desorption and/
or redistribution from/within the soil components Finally, four different fractions
were separated: organic fractions bigger than 50 jtm (defined as the particulate
organic matter, POM m); mineral fractions bigger than 50 urn; mixed organic and
mineral fraction smaller than 50 urn, and an aqueous fraction. Three different soils
with contrasted organic matter quality and content but with a similar mineralogical
composition were incubated at a constant temperature and moisture optimised to
accelerate the carbon turnover. Size-density fractionation was performed at different key times of incubation, corresponding to different degradation-states of the
SOM. Selenium and organic carbon concentrations were measured for each fraction separated The first results, obtained after 7 months of incubation, showed an
evolution of the solid partition of selenium with an increase of selenium associated
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with POM w m In the soil with the highest organic matter content, 12 % of the total
Arsenic Fractions, Adsorption and Potential Release of Arsenite and Arsenate
sorbed selenium was associated with the POM
at the beginning of incubation
from Two Soils of South West Bangladesh Irrigated with As Contaminated
whereas 18 % of selenium was linked to this fraction after 7 months of incubation
Water.
As the mass of POM „ m did not changed during this period, results suggested
M. Martin, D1VAPRA. Unix of Turin. Grugliasco (Torino): E. Barberis, DIVAPRA. an increase of POM>50um-selenium affinity Complementary analyses were performed in order to identify which compounds of POM
- were involved in the
Univ of Turin: A. Violante, Univ of Naples Federicoll. Porlici (Napoli).
evolution of the "POM „ -selenium" association They consisted in Transmission
The arsenic contamination of groundwater in the Bengal Delta plain represents
Electronic Microscopy, titration of functional groups, and sorption experiments on
a crucial problem in particular for Bangladesh and West Bengal. India Even
the different isolated fractions. The latest allowed to further investigate the selewhen alternative water sources become available for potable purposes, agriculnium reactivity with the different POM 51| fractions Balesdent, J, Pétraud, J P
ture remains dependent mostly on groundwater and, to date, scant attention has
and Feller, C (1991). Effets des ultrasons sur la distribution granulométrique des
been devoted to the fate of arsenic reaching soils with irrigation water. Adsorption/
matières organiques des sols Science du Sol, 29 (2): 95-106. Keywords: size-dendesorption reactions on/from soil colloids are one of the main mechanisms controlsity fractionation; particulate organic matter, selenium.
ling the mobility of arsenic in the water-soil system The adsorption of As in soil
depends mostly on the nature of soil colloids, pH, redox conditions Arsenite, more
toxic than arsenate, is also reported to be more mobile and thus more bioavailable.
Both As forms can be found in water-soil environments in a wide range of redox
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conditions and their co-presence is particularly likely in paddy rice fields. The aim
Predicting Anion Adsorption Affinity on Andisols by the Triple Layer Model.
of the present work was i) to characterize As fractions from a ricefield(Rice) and a
M. D. L. L. Mora. P. Carles. E. Vistoso. A. A. Jara. Univ de La Frontera.
soil cultivated with legumes (Legume), both irrigated by As polluted groundwater,
before and after partial saturation with arsenite -As(lll)- or arsenate -As(V); ii) to
Accurate description of the fate of metals and metalloids in natural systems requires
study the adsorption of As(IIl) and As(V) and their potential release from the soils.
determination of the bonding mechanisms related to those of other ions on mineral
The arsenic was sequentially extracted before and after 25% saturation of their
surfaces Andisols of Southern Chile are characterized by low pH, high phosphate
adsorption capacity with As(IIl) or As(V), as deduced from adsorption isotherms
adsorption ability and the leaching of anions weakly fixed to the mineral surfaces,
The potential As release was studied using Fe oxide impregnated filter papers as
like sulfate, especially in winter by heavy rainfall (Mora et al., 2005). These condiinfinite sink on the soils saturated at 25, 50 or 75% with arsenite or arsenate The
tions influence the mobility and bioavailability of microelements as selenium (Se)
mean concentration in the irrigation water was 0 3 mg As L ' The two soils were
and molybdenum (Mo) in soils Surface complexation models have been employed
calcareous, silty-clay-loam or silty-loam, with scarce organic carbon and medium
to predict anion adsorption on different mineral surfaces and it has been proposed
CEC. The presence of poorly crystalline iron oxides was more important in the
that selenate and sulfate form a weakly bonded, outer-sphere surface complex and
surface layer of the rice field Total As content (8-11 mg kg') was in the average
that selenite, molybdate and phosphate form a strongly bonded, inner-sphere comfor Bangladesh soils It was mainly bound to secondary minerals: mainly to poorly
plex (Goldberg, 1992; Goldberg et al, 2002) The aim of this research is to compare
crystalline Fe oxides in the Rice soil and to crystalline oxides in the f egume one.
the adsorption behavior of selenite, selenate, molybdate, phosphate and sulfate on
The scarce residual As fraction suggested a low presence of primary minerals rich
Andisols by the Triple Layer Model (TLM). Anion adsorption experiments were
in As The soluble As fraction was low, while up to 34% was exchangeable with
made in batch systems for 24 h at 25 °C using soil samples of Andisols of Southern
phosphate Thus, although the already adsorbed As represented less than 1% of
Chile (37° - 44° S, 70° - 71" W) with increasing organic matter content from 140 to
the potential adsorption capacity, according to the adsorption isotherms, it showed
240gkg', allophane from 28 5 to96 5 gkg' and ferrihydrite from 1.51 to2.02 gkg'
some potential mobility. More As(III) than As(V) was adsorbed by both soils and
for Vilcün, Pemehue, Corte Alto and Piedras Negras Series, respectively The initial
the adsorption capacity of the Rice soil was always higher than that of the Legume
concentrations varied between 0 and 5 mmol L'. The initial pH of the solution was
soil. The added As was mainly accumulated as phosphate-exchangeable fraction
adjusted to 5 0 and the background electrolyte was 0.1 M KCl. Data were fitted by
(55-67%), and 25-30% was readily soluble The P-exchangeable fraction was
the TLM assuming the formation of monodentate inner sphere complexes for selhigher in the Legume than in the Rice soil. The distribution of As(V) was quite
enite, molybdate, phosphate and monodentate outer sphere complexes for selenate
and sulfate The results showed that anion adsorption was positively correlated with
similar to that of As(III) in the paddy soil, while in the Legume soil As(V) was
adsorbed on soil oxides at higher extent than As(Ill) The high mobility of both As
the organic matter content, allophane and Al/Fe oxides, and the adsorption ability
was in the follow order: Piedras Negras > Corte Alto > Pemehue > Vilcün Series
forms was confirmed by the extraction with Fe oxide impregnated filter papers: 60According to the model, the surface complexation constants (logK values) varied
70% of the added As(IlI) was desorbed within 24 hours, even at the lowest saturation degree Similar percentages of the added As( V) were desorbed from the paddy
between 2 43 and 3.01 for log KjXHSeO.j, -0 48 and 0.22 for logK{XSeO,[-]j.
soil, while from the legume field samples As(V) desorption was less than 40%. The
5.21 and 7.24 for logKjXHMo04|, 2 30 and 3 92 for logK{XMo04[-]|, 3.45 and
studied soils show a relatively high arsenic mobility that further increases after As
468 for logK{XH,P04|, 064 and I 99 for logK{XHP04[-]j, 0 98 and 1 91 for
addition A high mobility is likely to occur especially in the rice field, where the
logK{XOH,[+]-Se04[2-]|, 948 and 9 72 for logK{XOH,[+]-HSe04|-]J, and 1 23
main adsorbing phases are represented by poorly crystallised Fe oxides, sensitive to
and 1 49for"logKjXOH,[+]-S04|2-]!, 1059 and 12 22 for logKJXOH,[+]-HS04[the reducing environment Thus, even if arsenic is added to the soils with the irriga]| The complexation values of inner sphere complexes were in decreased order
tion water in concentrations much lower than their maximum adsorption capacity, it
molybdate > phosphate > selenite. Other researches have been reported lower concan be relatively easily mobilised, becoming bioavailable Special attention should
stant complexation values for phosphate than those for molybdate, which can be
be also paid to the P fertilisation, since this anion can exchange a high percentage
explained by the higher organic matter content of Andisols compared with other
of the adsorbed As
soils previously studied (i.e. Goldberg et al., 2002) The molybdate interactions
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soils, where the co-existence of phyllosilicates, iron oxides and soil humic matter
commonly occurs. The present work is aimed to evaluate the kinetics of arsenite
adsorption on mixed systems, kaolinite/Ferrihydrite (KGa2-Fh) and kaolinite/Ferrihydrite/humic acid (KGa2-Fh-HA), in order to verify the effect of the presence of
the humic acids (HA) on the iron oxide coated phyllosilicates on arsenite adsorption Preliminary isotherms of arsenite and arsenate adsorption on the two complexes (pH 6.5, temperature 298 K, 24 h of interaction) showed that the presence
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of a 50% HA coverage of the surface significantly lowered the adsorption capacity
Fate, Transport, and Bioavailability of Arsenic in Poultry Amended Soils.
toward both the As forms Arsenite was retained in higher amount than arsenate by
S. Gardner. Univ of Delaware: J. T. Sims. Univ of Delaware.
both the complexes, although with lower binding strength, and the ratio between
adsorbed arsenite and arsenate was hardly affected by the HA coverage Although
Arsenic (As) contamination of groundwaters is an emerging issue on the Delmarva
the kinetics of the adsorption reaction could not be investigated for times shorter
Peninsula primarily because of the long-term application of poultry litter as a fertilthan 5 min with conventional kinetic methods, during the first 5 min of interaction,
izer Roxarsone (3-nitro-4-hydroxyphenyl arsenic acid) has been added to poultry
73% of the arsenite adsorbed at equilibrium was adsorbed from the solution by the
feed for decades to control Coccidiosis and act as a growth promoter. Since roxKGa2-Fh complex and 60% by the KGa2-Fh-HA complex. Six kinetic models, i.e.,
arsone is excreted by chickens, it is directly applied to cropland where it is known
the zero-order, first-order, second-order, Elovich, parabolic diffusion and power
to be converted into inorganic forms of As that are potentially toxic to humans
law equations were used to fit the experimental data The Elovich model provided
and aquatic biota Soils were collected from five different farms in Sussex County,
the best fitting for the experimental data, with a fairly linear plot covering all the 24
Delaware with histories of poultry litter application for use in studies of As leaching
hours of the complete kinetic study In order to provide the rate constant of arsenite
and bioavailability Soil columns (15 cm by 20 cm) were packed withtopsoils from
adsorption on the two substrates at 288, 298, 308 and 318 K., the first-order rate
two amended sites (Corsica loam and Sassafras loamy sand) and were treated with
equation was selected based on the r2, P and standard error values Two reaction
0, 0 448, 0.897, 1.345, 1.793, and 2 242 kg m-2 poultry litter and leached weekly
steps were observed: a fast step between 5 and 20 min and a slow step between
I.eachate was collected and analyzed for As by Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical
30 and 240 min; after this time, semi-equilibrium was reached The extremely low
(•mission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES) and Graphite Furnace Atomic Absorption Spectemperature dependence of the adsorption kinetics for both the complexes did not
trometry (GFAAS). Upon completion of the leaching study, soil from each column
allow the determination of the energy of activation and the collision frequency by
was analyzed for bioavailable As (Mehlich 3 and Physiologically-Based Extraction
Arrhenius equation. The rate constant of the fast reaction was higher for the KGa2Test) and potentially leachable As (Water Soluble, Toxicity Characteristic Leaching
Fh complex than for the KGa2-Fh-HA, while they become very similar for the slow
Procedure, and Synthetic Precipitation Leaching Procedure) An incubation study
reaction. The lowering of the maximum amount of adsorbed arsenite and the lowerwas also performed to mimic the column leaching study Samples were taken at 0,
ing of the fast reaction rate constant in the case of the HA covered substrate can be
21, and 48 days and were analyzed for bioavailable and leachable As
explained in terms of pre-occupation of the positively charged reaction sites by HA,
and also in terms of steric hindrance of the large humic molecules hampering the
arsenite to reach the surface. The net negative charge displayed by the surface after
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the adsorption of Fl A can also cause the electrostatic repulsion of anionic species to
Arsenic Attenuation upon Bioreduction of Ferrihydrite.
some extent, although arsenite is mainly undissociated at pH 6 5 The data indicate
Y. Masue. T. Borch. B. Kocar. S. Fendorf. Dept of Geological and Environmental that humic substance-sesquioxide-clay mineral interactions deserve close attention
Sciences. Stanford Univ.
in understanding As transformation and mobility in the environment
Iron (hydr)oxides such as ferrihydrite exert a dominant influence on arsenic retention within soils and sediments Under anaerobic conditions, the reductive trans144-50
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formation of ferrihydrite, or other ferric (hydr)oxides, may release arsenic to the
Structural Perturbations of Aluminum Hydroxides and the Impart on their
aqueous phase However, reductive biomineralization may limit the release of arseKinetics of Arsenate Adsorption.
nic, and promote arsenic sequestration, through its incorporation in (or on) secondary solids Rather than promoting mobilization, dissimilatory reduction of Fe(III)
M. Martin. DIVAPRA. Univ of Turin. Grugliasco (Torino): G. Yu. Institute of Soil
within ferrihydrite by Shewanellaputrefaciens diminished arsenic desorption. VariScience. Chinese Academy of Sciences: E. Barberis. DIVAPRA. Univ of Turin.
ous secondary sinks may retain arsenic, but we observe a strong correlation between
Grugliasco (Torino): A. Violante. Univ of Naples Federicoll. Porlici (Napoli): L.
arsenic retention and dissolved Fe(Il), suggesting the formation of an Fe(II)-As(III)
M. Kozak. P. M. Huang. Dept of Soil Science. Univ ofSaskatchewan.
precipitate In order to decipher the mechanism by which arsenic is retained upon
Structural perturbations of AI hydroxides have been well documented. However,
ferrihydrite reductive dissolution/transformation, we examined a biologically
little is known on the impact of these structurally perturbed AI hydroxides on their
produced precipitate using a host of spectroscopic and microscopic techniques
adsorption behaviour of arsenate, which is a toxic compound common in natural
Precipitates formed at varying concentrations of Fe(Il) and As(lll) and multiple
environments. The objective of this study was to investigate the kinetics of arsenate
pH values were used to define conditions conducive to the formation of the solid
adsorption on AI hydroxides with varying degrees of crystallinity and formed under
phase—a potential 'reduced' sink of arsenic. Synthetic precipitates resulting from
the influence of tannate The adsorption isotherms show that the arsenate adsorpthe reaction of Fe(II) and As(lll) have a nearly one to one stoichiometric elemental
tion maximum values at pH 6.5 and temperature of 298 K after 24 h of equilibration
ratio X-ray absorption spectroscopic (XAS) analysis of synthetic Fe(Il)-As(lII)
followed the order: pure amorphous AI hydroxide (290.8 umol As g')> amorphous
suggests, on the basis of local coordination environments, that the Fe(II)-As(III)
AI hydroxide formed at a tannate/AI molar ratio of 0.1 (203 7 umol As g') > cryssolid consists of brucite [Mg(OH),) like Fe(OH)2 sheets with As(lll) in doubletalline AI hydroxide (140 5 pmol As g 1 ) The reaction between 0 and 5 min was too
corner and edge-sharing coordination to Fe octahedra X-ray diffraction spectra,
fast to be investigated by conventional kinetic methods During the first 5 min reacobtained both from conventional and synchrotron X-ray sources, further supports
tion period, however, more than 50% of the arsenate adsorbed at equilibrium was
the formation of a sheet-like precipitate Morphological and lattice features of the
adsorbed by the pure amorphous AI hydroxide and by the crystalline AI hydroxide;
Fe(ll)-As(lll) precipitate, imaged using transmission and scanning electron microsby contrast, only 14% of the arsenate was adsorbed by the amorphous AI hydroxide
copy, confirm a sheet structure of aged Fe(ll)-As(III) solids Contrary to the current
formed under tannate perturbation Six kinetic models, i.e., the zero-order, firstparadigm of arsenic release under anaerobic conditions, elevated concentrations
order, second-order, Elovich, parabolic diffusion and power law equations were
of dissolved Fe(II), typically formed through bioreduction of Fe(lII), may stabiused to fit the experimental data Based on the r, P, and standard error values, the
lize arsenic relative to transport The formation of an Fe(ll)-As(III) phase would
first-order equation was selected to determine the rate constants of arsenate adsorpnecessitate high levels of Fe(ll) through intense Fe(IlI) reduction Intense Fe(lll)
tion by these oxides at 288, 298, 308 and 318 K The adsorption reactions were a
reduction requires the presence of a highly bioavailable Fe (hydr)oxide such as fermulti step process involving an initial fast reaction (5-30 min) followed by a slow
rihydrite, high organic carbon content, circumneutral pH, and warm temperatures
reaction (40-720 min) The rate constants for the arsenate adsorption followed the
(near 25 °C) Thus, soils in tropical regions undergoing seasonal redox cycling
order: pure amorphous AI hydroxide > amorphous AI hydroxide structurally per(flooding and drying) would be likely candidates for internal cycling of arsenic
turbed by tannate > crystalline AI hydroxide The results are related to steric hinwithin oxidized and reduced solids.
drance in relation to nanoporosity development and electrostatic repulsion caused
by the exposed carboxylate groups, and to the enhancement of the exposure of reactive sites through structural perturbation The rate constant of arsenate adsorption in
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both the fast and slow reactions can be interpreted in terms of activation energy and
Effect of llumic Acid Coating on Arsenite Adsorption on Ferrihydritecollision frequency The impacts of organic-induced structural perturbation of AI
Kaolinite Complexes.
hydroxides on the transformation and transport of As in the terrestrial environment
M. Martin. L Ceti. E. Barberis. DIVAPRA. Univ of Turin. Grugliasco (Torino); A. warrant in-depth study for years to come.
Violanle. Univ of Naples Federicoll. Porlici (Napoli): L. M. Kozak. P. M. Huang.
Dept of Soil Science. Univ ofSaskatchewan.
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The toxicity and potential bioavailability of arsenic in soils depends, among the
Validation of a Multicomponent Freundlich Type Equation to Describe Mutual
other factors, on its state of oxidation: arsenite is more toxic than arsenate and it is
Interactions of Selenite and Phosphate on Andisols.
generally reported to be less retained by soil colloids Although the adsorption of
arsenite on pure, synthetic iron oxides is well documented, limited information is
P. Cartes. A. A. Jara. Univ de La Frontera: N. Hyyryläinen. Univ of Helsinki: M.
available on its adsorption on more complex systems that are more likely to exist in
D. L. L. Mora. Univ de La Frontera.
with the Al/Fe oxides can be determined by the different electronic structure and
polarity of the molybdate compared with phosphate and selenite related whit the
organic matter On the other hand, sulfate and selenate showed similar values of
the no-protonated complexes while for protonated complexes sulfate presented a
slightly higher value than selenate for all the soils.
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Soil capacity to adsorb selenium (Se) influence leaching and Se availability to
plants The application of mechanistic models has shown that the behavior of selenite is consistent with an initial adsorption reaction followed by diffusive penetration like phosphate (Barrow, 1992) Barrow et al. (2005) modified a multicomponent Freundlich type equation to describe competitive sorption between selenite
and phosphate by including aspects derived from a mechanistic model. The aim of
this study was to validate the multicomponent Freundlich type equation proposed
by Barrow et al. (2005) to describe mutual interactions of selenite and phosphate on
Andisols of Southern Chile Surface soil samples of Andisols were collected from
Pemehue, Corte Alto and Piedras Negras Series of Southern Chile Sorption experiments were carried out in batch systems for 24 hours at 25°C and the background
electrolyte was 0 I M KCl The original selenite concentrations varied between 0
and 5 mM and each of these concentrations was tested with 0, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 mM
of phosphate The data were modeled by the multicomponent Freundlich type equation proposed by Barrow et al. (2005):

S* - aStcSc /(cst+ k„ Pcp)'*Sc and S„ = ape, /(c„+

K,^J\

where aSc and a,, represent anion sorption when concentration (cSe or cp) in solution
is 1, bp is the index term of the Freundlich equation, b^ = b.c,^ , is the Sibbesen
term in which the index term of the Freundlich equation is a function of concentration, a„ = a, „ - nr. „ S„ rn „ represents
the decrease of a with increasing levels
r
a«

Sc.0

Se.j' P

ScJ

Se

°

of sorption ol phosphate (S^) by effects on the surface charge. a S[| is the value of
as at zero sorption of phosphate, and k and k,,Sr are competition coefficients
of phosphate on selenite and selenite on phosphate, respectively. The ability for
sorption of selenite (aSï) was lower than those of phosphate (a,,) in the Andisols
evaluated (Table I). The addition of equimolar concentrations of selenite and phosphate decreased the amount of selenite adsorbed between 5 and 28%, while selenite
decreased the sorption of phosphate in lesser extent. For every soil, competition
coefficients (K ) were not symmetrical, which means that selenite and phosphate
not only competed for sorption sites, being phosphate a stronger competitor than
selenite as shown by Barrow et al (2005) Furthermore, there was evidence of
feed back of phosphate on the sorption of selenite (mSc A which was attributed to a
decrease of the surface electric potential as a consequence of diffusive penetration
of phosphate as described by mechanistic models (Barrow, 1992)
Table 1. Parameters estimated by a multicomponent Freundlich type equation to describe
competition between selenite and phosphate in Andisols of Southern Chäe
Pemehue
r*s«.y-p
(»Pj-Se
86 20
a, or a, j
41 33
0.357
0.638
bobt
-0 159
tt
0 075
0.842
Ku
0.433
m.i
0 97
0.89
*T aken frorr Barrow el i I (2005)
Parameter

-

CorleAllo
i'Se.j'P
f-Pj'S*
39 22
109 25
0350
0.399
0 286
0 270
0 094
0358
0.83
088

Piedras Neqras
(•S*.y»P
<*P.y«Se
4045
11973
0.384
0 367
-0 035
0.340
0012
0173
0 99
0 92

V i t irt3
i'Stj-P
i'P.j -St
26 01
52 32
0493
0 441
-0 045
1 360
0 058
0.202
0 99
099

-
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Thermodynamic Description of Sulfate Behavior on Allophanic Synthetic
Compound.
A. A. Jara. P. Cartes, M. D. L. L. Mora. Univ de La Frontera.
In soil environments, particularly in the soil-plant interface, organic and inorganic
ligands may interact each other for sorption sites onto soil components The concentration of sulfate in Andisols and Ultisols of Southern Chile has been diminished because the presence of phosphate and organic acids in the soil solution,
which influence sulfate leaching (Mora et al, 2005) The aim of this research was
to describe the sulfate adsorption mechanisms and the interaction with organic
acid and phosphate on an allophanic synthetic compound by means of mechanistic
models, thermodynamic parameters under controlled conditions of temperature,
ionic strength and pH Sulfate adsorption experiments were carried out on allophane synthetic compound coated with iron oxide (AISiFe), similar to allophanes
present naturally in volcanic soils. The data of sulfate adsorption were modeled
by the Triple Layer Model (TLM) considering outer and inner sphere complexes.
The TLM was able to describe the sulfate adsorption by inner and outer sphere
complexes The surface complexation constants were i) logK , = 12 39, logK
•
9.06 for outer sphere complexes and ii)logK im| = 14.25, logKin ,= 10.80 for inner
sphere complexes The thermodynamic parameters determined using experiment
with variable temperature and previous results by TLM showed values of: i) AG k
between -94 0 and -44.6 kJ mol' (spontaneous reaction), ii) AH>bs between 3.1 and
23.5 kJ mol' (endothermic reaction) and iii) ASbs between 154.4 and 394 J mol'
K ' (high entropie contribution) On the other hand, sulfate adsorption was strongly
inhibited in the presence of equimolar amounts of oxalate, citrate or phosphate even
at low surface coverage of all the ligands. The results seem to demonstrate that
changes in the electric potential of the surfaces after the addition of anions, as well
as competition for adsorption sites, affected the reduction in adsorption of sulfate
and the other ligands However, competition in adsorption with sulfate for common
adsorption sites was greater for the organic ligands than for phosphate, because the
surface coverage of phosphate was particularly low with respect to that of sulfate,
citrate and oxalate. Therefore, the mechanism of the sulfate adsorption was interpreted through the formation of an activated complex on the protonated surface,
and later an inner or outer complex is formed on the surface sulfate was adsorbed
mainly as an outer sphere complex and approximately 10 to 20 % as inner sphere

complex, which depended on the temperature, pH and ionic strength conditions and
the presence of ions in soil solution Acknowledgement: FONDECYT 2000110
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Biogeochemical Cycling of As in a Paddy Soil-Rice Plant System in
Bangladesh.
J. Dittmar. A. Voegelin. R. Kretzschmar. Institute of Terrestrial Ecology. Swiss
Federal Institute of Technology Zurich (ETH): L. C. Roberts. S. J. Hug. Swiss
Federal Institute of Aquatic Science and Technology (EAWAG): G. C. Saha. M. A.
Ali. A. B. M. Badruzzaman. Bangladesh Institute of Engineering and Technology.
High levels of As in drinking-water have led to an unresolved health crisis in Bangladesh. Groundwater rich in As is also increasingly used for irrigation of paddy
ricefieldsduring the dry season The As transferred to the rice fields with irrigation
water may accumulate in soils, decrease soil fertility, and enter the food chain via
plant uptake. This may lead to additional long-term risks for environmental and
human health Our objective is to investigate the biogeochemical cycling of As in
the paddy soil-rice system and to evaluate the potential risk of As accumulation in
soils In order to quantify As fluxes, spatial and temporal variations in As concentrations have to be considered Understanding As transformations by biogeochemical processes requires information about the As speciation at the soil profile to
micrometer scale We therefore designed a field study to investigate the As cycle
in a selected study area located 30 km south of Dhaka Thefieldsite comprises 18
paddy fields irrigated by one well, delivering water with 400 ug As/L Soil samples
are collected twice a year, before (December/January) and arter (May) the dry season in which irrigated rice is grown Soil samples are collected on a regular grid at
several depths (0-45 cm). Plant samples are taken shortly before harvest (April) In
January 2005, 12fieldswere sampled on a 20x20 m grid (2-9 samples per field).
Onefieldwas sampled in greater detail using a more detailed grid sampling scheme
(38 samples). Additional samples were taken from the irrigation channels In May
2005, soil sampling was restricted to two fields (0 28 ha; 0 33 ha) situated at different distances from the well and to the channels leading into these fields. Soil
profiles were sampled with a high vertical resolution at both dates All samples
were oven-dried at 60"C for soil analyses. Our results obtained so far demonstrate
that the input of As into the paddy fields does not depend on their distance from
the irrigation well, but that the As concentration in each individual field strongly
decreases with increasing distance to the water inlet Arsenic concentrations measured at the end of the irrigation season show that the As input was about five times
higher near the water inlet than at the opposite side of the field This heterogeneous input of As is most likely related to the oxidation of Fe(ll) to Fe(lll) and of
As(lll) to As(V) in the initially anoxic irrigation water. In contact with air, Fe(ll)
is oxidized to Fe(lll), resulting in formation of Fe(lll)-hydroxide colloids As(V)
strongly adsorbs to these iron hydroxide particles Subsequent colloid aggregation
and removal by sedimentation lead to As deposition onto the soil surface This is
supported by the vertical distribution of total As in the soil profiles, which shows
a strong As enrichment in the top few centimeters at the end of the irrigation season, and relatively low As concentrations before the onset of irrigation. Phosphorus
shows a similar distribution pattern, indicating analogous removal mechanisms
Since the As concentrations in May were generally higher compared to January and
the input was mostly observed in the upper soil layers, long-term As accumulation
appears to be counteracted by biogeochemical pathways leading to As removal
As may be leached or transported into deeper soil layers and laterally with flood
water during the monsoon season In addition, As concentrations in the topsoil are
homogenized annually by soil puddling
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Culturable Bacterial Populations in Arsenic Polluted Soils of the South West
Bangladesh.
E. DelTAmico. L. Cavalca. L. Terruzzi. L. Allievi. Univ degli Studi di Milano: M.
Martin. D1VAPRA. Univ of Turin; V. Andreoni. Univ degli Studi di Milano.
Inorganic arsenic (As) exists in two major forms: the reduced form, arsenite, and
the oxidized form, arsenate In Bangladesh, arsenic contamination of groundwaters
and soils is a serious environmental hazard and a national health problem Several
bacteria are involved in As transformation, and their activity is significant in that
the different As species vary in solubility, mobility, bioavailability and toxicity
While arsenite shows greater toxicity and is more mobile under most environmental conditions, arsenate is the thermodynamically favorable form in aerobic waters.
The present study determined the numbers of culturable arsenate- and arsenite-tolerant bacteria present in a silty clay loam paddy soil and in a silt loam soil ("Dahl"
soil) of the Satkhira District. In the paddy soil, the percentage of arsenite-tolerant
bacteria was threefold that found in the "Dahl" soil DGGF. was used to obtain
DNA fingerprints of the bacterial community of enrichment cultures and of the
total culturable and As(V)- and As(l I Intolerant heterotrophs in the "Dhal" and
paddy soils The objectives were addressed through experiments involving various millimolar concentrations of either As (V) or As (III), used to enrich microorganisms potentially able to transform As under aerobic conditions The As(lll)
and As(V) treatments produced somewhat different banding patterns, indicating
that the enrichment conditions influenced the population selection of soil bacteria
adapted to such conditions The culturable As(V>- and As( III (-tolerant bacteria did
not display such a marked differences Different arrays of arsenate- and arsenite-
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resistant isolates were obtained and the diversity of these strains is described Given
their high resistance to As, some of these strains are potential candidates for the
bioremediation of environments heavily contaminated by As
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Kinetics and Mechanism of Mineralogically- and Biologically-Assisted Arsenic
Transformation: A Spectroscopic Assessment.
M. Borda. B. Lajferly. A. Madison, Univ of Delaware; M. Martin. Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory; J. Fuhrmann. D. Sparks. University of Delaware.
Mineralogically- and biologically-assisted oxidation of arsenic (As) was investigated using both high-temporal (millisecond to second) and high-spatial (3 - 10
uM) resolution infrared (IR) spectroscopic techniques In natural systems, arsenic
speciation is impacted by redox chemistry occurring at the surface of minerals, particularly manganese oxides, and microorganisms, eg. Alcaligenes faecalis. Establishing the redox state of As in the environment, as well as the reaction kinetics that
govern redox transformations, is critical for understanding toxicity and mobility
Rapid scan attenuated total reflectance (ATR-IR) spectroscopy and synchrotronbased IR spectromicroscopy were utilized to establish the degree of influence that
these reactive interfaces have on arsenic speciation by first exploring the reaction
kinetics in homogeneous systems followed by heterogeneous systems achieving
high-temporal resolution Spectromicroscopy was then used to establish the spatial
distribution of arsenic reactivity in heterogeneous systems to isolate the influence
of individual phases, i.e., minerals versus microorganisms (e.g., Figure I) The
results from spectroscopic investigations will be coupled with concurrent research
using batch soil chemical techniques to generate a comprehensive understanding of
As dynamics in contaminated soil systems.

Figure 1. A) CpOcal mfcrograpn shcwng twc a g e e r t mere-colonies o? Aicaßgenes TaecaSü % a
dry poBaieo-atumtiurn sur&ce using I M Bght microsccpy- B) Sync nro iron-fas ed inirared oona
map showing tie present» or two mcro-cotontet or A. aecaJQs ipanet A> based on tie spectral
rtefftity (cool cobra show Mgher irtwsty) oT pralen {Arm* 1} associated wf n FtcrcbH cellular
maten». The u n d map is collected w*wn the area «closed tjy trie red vox in the optical
mterograpn. Spectromicroscopy was conducted at tie Advanced Light Source (ALS) teamflne
1.4.3 at Bertaev National Laboratory

The fate and impact of heavy metals produced by agricultural or industrial activities has become a crucial environmental problem Bio-remediation processes of
contaminated soils are in progress but there is still a strong need for tools assessing
the evolution of the risk associated with the remaining pollutant concentrations i.e.
the toxicity parameter. Among these tools, biosensors are of high interest as they
give real heavy metal bio-availability information, i.e. the concentrations really
perceived by organisms in soil. Such tools can provide a better understanding of the
factors controlling toxicity mechanisms in natural soil and thus improve bio-remediation approaches. The aim of this work was to apply a microcosm approach to
evaluate the effect of OM inputs on copper toxicity and mobility A Copper Specific
Electrode (CSE) was applied to measure the concentration of free and complexed
Cu. A whole-cell biosensor was used to assess copper bio-availability in a vineyard
Soil amended with different types of Organic Matter (SOM). The whole-cell copper biosensor is a Pseudomonas fluorescens strain that was kindly provided by
O. Nilbroe (2001) The P. fluorescens strain (DF57-Cul5) was selected as a Cu
reporter due to its high specific response and tolerance to Cu in pure culture. This
DF57-Cul5 copper sensor responds to Cu-polluted soil leachates in a concentration-dependent manner Regulation of the expression of the reporter proteins is
related to the amount of copper ions available to the bacteria. CSE and biosensor
Cu measurements were applied to Ca(N03)2 leachates of two vineyard soils (a
sand and a silty clay loam) to compare the free and bio-available copper concentrations as affected by organic matter inputs In the sandy soil, the OM content
presented only a slight effect on Cu speciation, soil pH being the major controlling
factor. In the silty clay loam a good relation was observed between soil organic
matter content and Cu speciation Higher exchangeable, free and bio-available copper concentrations were observed in the leachates of the control soil not amended
with organic matter demonstrating the sink effect of applied OM. The higher Cu
bio-availability in the control soils was strongly correlated to the higher Cu toxicity
revealed by the increase of copper resistant bacteria. In more detail, bio-available
and free Cu do not correlate linearly in the different soils. Thus, the bio-available copper concentrations were about 4 times lower than the total exchangeable
copper for the two organic matter amended soils, whereas they presented similar
bio-available and water-exchangeable copper concentrations in the non amended
control soil These results confirmed that bio-available heavy metals concentration
can vary to a large extend in natural soils dependent from the amount and type
of organic matter, but also pH. This study also demonstrates that the correlation
between the bio-available copper and water-exchangeable and free copper concentrations, often used in risk assessment studies, is not straightforward. This confirms
the necessity to use bio-reporters to provide more realistic information on the available, and thus toxic status of the metal in the soil Significant improvements in risk
assessment studies may be expected from the development and use of such sensors
Nybroe et al. FEMS Microbiol Ecol. 38 : 59-67
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Soil Copper Impact as Affected by Organic Inputs: A Biological and Chemical
Approach.
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Impact of Microbial Processes on the Fate of Metals in Groundwater.
P. Seuntjens. L. Diels. K. Vanbroekhoven. S. Van Roy. K. Tirez. Flemish Institute for
Technological Research.
The transfer and chemical stability of metal contaminants in soils and sediments are
dependent on a complex series of biogeochemical processes controlling variables
like pH and redox conditions The interactions between biological and chemical
processes of heavy metals in groundwater and their combined effects need to be
further investigated We performed a series of batch tests to estimate the impact
of micro-organisms on the fate of metals in a saturated soil system along a redox
gradient, i.e., ranging from oxic aquifers (via denitrifying conditions) up to sulfate reducing conditions The aquifer material was first characterized in terms of
organic matter content, pH, particle size distribution, total inorganic carbon, CEC
and total S Initial metal concentrations were determined after sequential extraction (adapted Tessier) and after destruction with aqua regia Various conditions
using different concentrations of the electron acceptors 02, N03- and S042- were
studied The effect of different redox zones on the fate of metals was evaluated in
sacrificed batch experiments (50 ml vials) as described above. Vials were set-up at
TO and for 5 points in time (Tl, T2, T3, T4, and T5). Metal concentrations, electron
acceptor concentrations, pH, dissolved oxygen, volatile fatty acids and redox were
monitored. The evaluations were done on sandy soils and on loam-clay soils, both
for the river Meuse Basin The biogeochemical interactions will be presented under
the form of a Kd-value for the metals in function of the redox conditions further
an evaluation will be presented in order to indicate what measures can be taken in
order to avoid further spreading of the metals in the river basin This will lead to a
general approach for river basins contaminated by heavy metals
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Kffecl of Organic Matter Inputs on Copper Speciation, Bio-Availability and
I.caching in Two Vineyard Soils.
J. M. F. Martins. CNRS-LTHE; M. Griesel. C. Barnier. LTHE: L. Spadini. LG1T/
Univ. Grenoble I.
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J. Sebastia. Unite de Science du Sol- IN RA; D. Lejon. Laboratoire de Microbiologie
et Géochimie des sols. 1NRA/CMSE.; J. M. F. Martins. CNRS-LTHE; I. Lamy.
Unité de Science du Sol- Versailles: L. Spadini. LGIT/Univ. Grenoble I: J. Leveque,
Microbiologie et Géochimie des Sols—INRA Univ de Bourgogne; L. Ranjard.
Laboratoire de Microbiologie et Géochimie des sols. INRA/CMSE.
We tested the effect of two organic amendments (straw and resinous compost
compared to a non-amended situation) on the soil copper impact using biological
and chemical descriptors A microcosm study was designed during 35 days in the
absence or presence of copper, and C02 measurements, biomass, number of total
cultivated and of copper resistant bacteria were analysed, as well as water-extractable total organic carbon and copper, pH and the distribution of soluble organic
carbon in small (<500 Da) and high molecules after ultrafiltration. Biological
descriptors indicate a copper effect as soon as 15 days for the non-amended sample,
only after 35 days in the case of straw inputs, while no copper effect is observed
for the resinous compost sample Chemical descriptors show the same trends, and
a relation can be established with some biological descriptors, allowing to better
understand the dynamic of copper and carbon in these systems. The results stressed
the importance of the nature of the organic amendments on the soil biological and
chemical response after copper addition, and the importance of TOC dynamic as a
chemical descriptor of the impact
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Interaction of Phosphatase with a Chilean Andisol Clay in the Presence of
Manganese and Molybdenum.
M. De la Luz Mora. R. Lopez. Depto de Ciencias Quimicas. Univ de La Frontera:
M. A. Rao. L. Gianfreda. Dept of Soil. Plant and Environment Sciences. Univ of
Naples Federico II: A. Rosas. Depto de Ciencias Quimicas. Univ de La Fronlera.
Soil is a complex habitat where inorganic components, organic molecules including
proteic biomolecules and metals may interact to each other giving rise to different aggregates depending on the sequence order in which the several components
have reacted In south of Chile, soils are ash-derived, acidic soils and belong to the
Andisol order. One of their most important features is the high phosphate retention
in their allophane fractions, and mainly in aluminum- and iron-humus complexes

Furthermore, they have usually high levels of available manganese and deficiency
of molybdenum Therefore, the application of molybdenum to these soils as fertilizer might be essential, since molybdenum is involved in the nitrogen cycling as a
cofactor of nitrogenase and nitrate reductase enzymes. The main goal of this work
was to investigate the effect of molybdenum and manganese, at quantitative levels
similar to those found in Andisols of southern Chile, on the interaction between
acid phosphatase and the clay fraction extracted from a Chilean Andisol The activity and the kinetic properties of the resulting aggregates were measured as well
In these soils, phosphatases may play a key role because they may strongly affect
phosphorus availability by favoring the formation of inorganic phosphorus by the
hydrolysis of organic P compounds. The clay contained < 1% of organic carbon,
and had a point of zero charge(PZC) of 8.5, thus indicating that aluminum and iron
oxides were the main surface components. Two different experimental conditions
were adopted to simulate naturally occurring soil situations. Phosphatase-claymolybdenum/manganese complexes were formed either by mixing different levels
of molybdenum and manganese ions with the clay and after adding the phosphatase or by earlier immobilizing the enzyme onto the clay and then by adding the
different amounts of the metals. Phosphatase-clay complexes served as control
The activities of the insoluble complexes and the supematants fractions, obtained
by centrifugation of the mixtures above described, were measured under standard
conditions with p-nitrophenylphosphate at saturing concentrations. The activity of
the free phosphatase in the presence of either molybdenum or manganese was measured, as well The enzyme was completely retained onto the clay and its activity
was 30% higher as compared to that of the free enzyme, thus indicated a partial
activation of the enzyme after its adsorption to the clay material. When manganese
cations or molybdenum anions were added to the clay before the enzyme addition, a
general, though not very, high decrease of activity was measured (on average -16%
and 13-19% inhibition with Mn and Mo, respectively). By contrast a detectable
reduction of activity was observed when the molybdenum anion was put in contact
with the enzyme-clay complex Indeed, the phosphatase activity decreased from 14
up to 40% ofthat measured in the absence of Mo, when its concentration increased
from 0 23 up to 2 0 mg Mo mL '. A detectable increase of the Km constant also
occurred, thus indicating a strong influence of Mo on the affinity of the substrate
for the clay-immobilized phosphatase The different results obtained under the two
experimental indications might suggest that different adsorptive sites onto the clay
surface were exposed to the interaction with the enzyme depending whether the
clay had previously interacted with the Mn or Mo Acknowledgements: This work
was supported by the Andes Foundation project no. CI3755-28, Fondecyt project
no. 1020934, DIDUFRO no. 120316, MECESUP FRO0309, and partly by Ministero dell'Universita e della Ricerca, Italy, PRIN 2002-2003.
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Cell-Surface Electrical Potential: A Demonstration of its Importance for Ion
Bioavailability and a Simplified Method for its Computation.

T. B. Kinraide. Agricultural Research Service. USDA.
Cell surfaces of virtually all taxa are negatively charged. This applies to both the
Plasma Membranes (PMs) and the Cell Walls (CWs) or to other PM covering materials. These negative charges create negative surface potentials at the PMs (y,,M)
and the CWs (y tw ), but it is the (p,,M, rather than the y/cw, that plays the principal
role in ionic interactions and biotic effects These surface potentials are also controlled by the ionic composition of the bathing medium i// controls the distribution of ions between the PM surface and the medium so that negative potentials
increase the surface activity of cations and decrease the surface activity of anions.
All cations reduce the negativity of ^,,M because of ionic screening and binding
The common ions AT' ', H', Ca2 , and Mg2 are especially effective. These ions,
especially the latter three, are known to reduce the uptake and biotic effectiveness
of cations and to have the opposite effects upon anions Toxicologists commonly
interpret the interactions between toxic cations (commonly metals) and ameliorative cations (commonly H , Ca2 , and Mg2 ) as competitions for binding sites at a
PM-surface ligand. (p is rarely considered This biotic ligand model (BLM) is
sometimes considered to be an extension of the free ion activity model (FIAM),
and for either model the precise chemical composition of the bathing media must
be measured or calculated (i.e., speciation must be performed). The thesis of this
presentation is that y effects are likely to be more important to bioavailability
than site-specific competition Models that do not consider i/t such as BLM and
FIAM, as usually employed, are likely to lead to false conclusions about competition for binding at PM-surface ligands The electrostatic approach can account for
the bioavailability of anions whereas the BLM cannot, and it can account for interactions among cations when site-specific competition does not occur y»,,M is measured, approximately, as a f potential from electrophoretic mobility or is computed
with a Gouy-Chapman-Stem model for which parameter values must be obtained
Although parameter values are available for plants, computation of i/>pM requires
dedicated computer programs The first equation below presents a simpler method
of computation of yVM for plants One may replace the activity of Na (a ) with
activities for K , NH4 , and most other monovalent cations, other than H : the activity of Ca2 (a t l , ) may be replaced with activities for Mg2 , Sr2 , and some other
divalent cations. Anions, and cations at very low activities, may be ignored except
for H and the trivalent cations Ion activities at the PM surface may be computed
with the second equation below In these equations, a refers to the activity (in |iM)
of ion i in the bulk-phase medium, a refers to the activity (in pM) of ion i at the
PM surface, Z is the charge on ion i. and y>,,M is in units mV Ion uptake, intoxica-

tion, and the alleviation of intoxication are much better correlated with a than
with a, thus the ratio ai},W[/ai is an index of the bioavailability of an ion.
u/pM = 55.5 - 266/(3.08a ' 2'+ 0.100aN ' 2 + 0.636a , ' 2 + 1.00a , ' 2 + 3.37oc , ' 2
+ 14.0a,.,.'2 + 36.3oAll.'2 + 0.00323a,".2)"M6
a,pM = a, ex.ft-ZF¥J(RT)) = a exp(-Zr,,M/25.7)
144-61
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F Karbasi
Plant Growth in a Chromium Contaminated Site AfTected by Different
Fertilizers.
F. Karbasi. Bu- Ali Si na Univ.
Dispersion of dust in dry weather of bare chromium contaminated soils can cause
high chromium dust problems in dry weather, which is toxic and carcinogenic
Contaminated land represents a potential hazard to health or the environment as a
result of current or previous misuse There is increasing concern about our natural
environment and the need to protect it for the benefit of future generations A poorly
vegetated soil in a former industrial site raised concern about the safety of residential area and their people around the site and lead to this research There was necessitated a remedial action in order to render the site safe Amongst the different suggestions to overcome the problem, cheaper solution was breaking the link between
source of the contamination and the target Vegetation cover can reduce the dust in
dry weather and also reduce the runoff water Trees and bushes also can discourage
access to the area. The establishment and maintenance of vegetation as a part of
the reconstruction of a contaminated or industrial land involves generation of functioning soil ecosystem containing adequate amounts of major nutrients Three soil
samples from 0-15 cm depth from three sampling points (one flat, one sloped and
one at the base of the slope) were taken The profiles were contaminated with chromium and contained calcium carbonate waste materials at different depths Primary
analysis such as pH, available nutrients, total and available chromium were carried
out on the two mm sieved soils. The effects of' fertilizer additions were evaluated in
two pot experiment studies of these soils using ryegrass as a test crop The first pot
experiment was carried out to look at the response of the soil samples at different
combinations of N, Pand K fertilizers to determine which fertilizer is limiting the
plant growth. The response was measured by dry matter production Nitrogen was
shown to be the limiting factor for growth of the grass in these soils Alleviating
the limiting factor can result in a yield increase Since the trend of this increase can
not be fully applied to all types of soils and spoils due to differences in nature of
the material, a second pot experiment was carried out to look at the response of the
vegetation to addition of the different rates of nitrogen fertilizer. The results showed
that the application of 100 /50 /50 of N/P/K kg/ha fertilizer could obtain the higher
yield for some soils and lesser for some others In this paper the correlation of yield
with chromium content and other factors of the soils are discussed.
144-62
1165b
D Nevidomskaya
Change In Soil Biological Activity Under Man-Caused Factors Of The Landfills
of Solid Municipal Wastes'.
D. Nevidomskaya. Rostov Stale Univ.
A study of biological properties was carried out by the example of the soil covering
of one current landfill and another reclamated Solid Municipal Wastes (SMW) landfill of the lower Don, where calcareous ordinary chernozem is the zone initial soil.
The soil covering of the current SMW landfill is above all under a mechanic impact
resulting from artificial soil mass compaction, anthropogenic fill and turbation of the
soil material, which could not but tell upon the results of' biological activity. The
activity of the catalase enzyme shows rather an evident association with the humus
content (r=0.78) and varies in different subjects of inquiry The humus content in
the technogenous horizons is characterized by a very low humus content of 1.7%
and, correspondingly, low catalase activity: 15 ml 02 /l min The reclamated SMW
landfill, unlike the current one, shows the consequences of anthropogeny, which are
however now influenced, due to the landfill reclamation, by the natural soil formation
processes The landfill soil is characterized by a comparatively high humus content
and high catalase activity (the upper technogenous horizons humus being 4 5-5.8%,
the catalase being 3.7-5.8 ml 02 /I min correspondingly), which gradually subside
downwards the profile, a typical feature of the zone soil The presence of the landfill body leads to the formation of the accumulative anthropogenic landscape, the
result being diluvial introduction of materials washed off the landfill body down to
meso- and microdeclensions directly near the landfill Biochemical accumulation is
thus facilitated Proceeding from high humus contents in the soil upper technogenous
horizons micro-declensions-9 1% and catalase 6 8 ml 02/1 min, one may state that
the most probable reason for such a rise is the entrance of a mixture of organic and
hydrocarbonaceous wastes, which might essentially influence the activation of the
soil microflora Determined also was the invertase ferment activity, which, among the
ferments studied, is a soil contamination 'sensor' The invertase activity of the soil
investigated is either too low, such soil characterized as too poor, or the invertase is on
the whole represented by tracer values. The local SMW landfill hydromorphism with
the accompanying technogenous soil alkalization with building dust, as well as high
contents of the organic matter and phosphorus introduced into the soil together with
the organic part of garbage, corresponds to the needs of an urbotechnogenetically
indicating bacterium named azotobacter A combination of the above factors stimulates azotobacter development since this bacterium is insignificantly represented in
steppe zones. According to the results of investigation of the physical and morpho-
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logical properties of the SMW landfill technogenous soil, the maximum of azotobacter content corresponds to rather high humidity, which is a favorable natural factor
for azotobacter development. Some samples of technogenically disturbed soil show,
against the background of minor azotobacter contents, a development of other groups
of alkaliphilic microorganism like Rhizopus nigrus Lithochemical observation of the
current SMW landfill has revealed contrast lithochemical anomalies of the following
elements: Fe, Ni, Co, V. The zones of high contents of such nonferrous metals as Cu,
Pb, Zn, were located in the SMW filled area, which confirms the potential danger of
the buried waste 'I"he upper topsoil of the reclamated SMW has revealed high Mn
content on the landfillä territory periphery; high Sr concentration could be observed
across the whole landfill territory and this varied from 500 to 1500 mg/kg. High,
anomalous concentrations of Cu, Pb and Zn are associated with filtrate outlet to the
landfill surface Based upon the data concerning SMW landfill soil contamination,
making comparisons to our data on biological properties, one may make a conclusion on a selective reaction of various class ferments to contamination: activation of
oxydoredutases (in terms of the catalase ferment) and depression of hydrolases (in
terms of the invertase ferment) Sufficient microbiological azotobacter activity in the
SMW landfill technogenous soil, despite the high contamination level, is first and
foremost formed by a system of circumstances facilitating this bacterium development All this apparently makes azotobacter not too sensitive (to a certain degree) to
anthropotechnogenous impacts

tively. It took about 7 weeks or more for sewage sludge DOM to be decomposed
completely in the soil (Fig I). Nevertheless, the Cu contents in soil receiving DOM
still exceeded that of the control (with no DOM addition) 20 to 50 days after incubation, depending on the sources of DOM It can be concluded that sewage sludge and
peat moss would likely be the more suitable amendment materials for the Cu- contaminated orchard soil in view of the lower mobility of Cu.
Fig. 1. The kinetics of (a) biodegradation of DOM and (b) Cu dissolution from the
Cu contaminated sandy loam incubated with DOM from green manure (GM) and
sewage sludge (Slu) at 22,bl,aC
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H. P. Deka Boruah
Genchemical and Biochemical Properties of Coalmine Tailings of North
Kastern Collieries of Assam, India.
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//. P. Deka Boruah, Regional Research Laboratory, (CSIR), Jorhal.
The coal-mining region of Assam located in northeastern India lies between latitude 170 23 /-270 23 / N and longitude 950 35 / -960 00 E. Opencast mining over
the past century in this area has been producing waste rock (as mine tailings) at
a stripping ratio of 1:14 with respect to coal We compared physicochemical and
biochemical properties of mine tailings known as overburden (OB) from the Tirap
mines in Assam to soil samples from un-mined areas as well as to soils having no
record of cultivation (fallow) for 25 years. The microbial population in tailings was
about one-tenth that found in un-mined and fallow soil. The particles o f - 0.355
mm size in mine tailings were 0 5% of the total content of the boulders, cobble, and
pebble and of stones and were highly acidic (pH 2.0-2.5); however in un-mined and
fallow soils (both predominantly -0.335 mm) the pH was neutral. In OB dumps,
dehydrogenase and b-glucosidase enzyme activity were not detected and rhodanase
(1.83 m mol thyocyanate g - I h - I ) , phosphatase (6 m mol p-nitrophenol g - I h
-1), and urease (6 m mol p-NH3 g - 1 h -1) activities were very low. These results
were also confirmed by the low microbial biomass (64.33 mg kg -1) in OB Thus,
OB materials have no catabolic activity and a low capacity to transform nitrogen
and phosphorus into bioavailable form Geochemically, AI, Fe, Mg, Ca, Mn and S
values are 3- to-5-fold higher in OB than in un-mined soil and of fallow soil Cd,
Hg, Pb, and Co do not occur in un-mined soil Hg and Co do not occur in fallow
soil, and OB contain 0 4 ppb Hg, and 128.12, 20.11 and 27 29 ppm Pb, Cd and
Co, respectively Some of these metals, as essential and non-essential elements,
are above permissible limit in OB. Thus, although they comprise only 0.5% of the
tailings, the-0 355 size fraction is highly acidic, low in biological activity, and contains above-threshold values of trace and heavy metals. Keywords: Biochemical,
Geochemical, Mine tailings, Overburden (OB); Metals
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J.W.Wong
I In- Dissolution and Bioavailabilty of Cu from a Cu-contaminated Orchard
Sandy I mini under the Influence of Dissolved Organic Matter.
J. W. Wong, Depl of Biology, Hong Kong Baptist Univ.
Dissolved Organic Matter (DOM) is one of the important components controlling
metal dissolution and mobility and hence the aim of this study was to reveal the interaction between DOM of different origins and Cu in a well-aged Cu-contaminated
orchard sandy loam, with an ultimate goal to select an appropriate organic amendment for this calcareous sandy loam. Dissolved organic matter derived from five different organic materials (green manure, rice residue, pig manure, peat, and sewage
sludge) were selected in this study Dissolved organic matter of green manure and pig
manure consisted of higher amounts of-COOH and -NH2 groups, but a lower affinity
with the tested soil as compared to DOM from sewage sludge and peat. The sorption
of DOM onto the soil was negatively correlated with the amount of small molecular size fraction and carboxyl-containing substance occurring in DOM. Addition of
DOM derived from these organic materials to the selected soil caused an increase in
soil-soluble Cu and Cu bioavailability of ryegrass. Chemical speciation showed that
most Cu in soil solution existed in the form of DOM-Cu complexes The ability of
IX)M derived from different organic materials in facilitating Cu dissolution follows
the given sequence: green manure "I pig manure ƒ" rice residue ƒ" peat" 1 sewage
sludge, which was positively correlated with the amount of the lower molecular size
or hydrophilic fraction in DOM, and negatively with the affinity of DOM itself onto
the soil However, apparent biodegradation of DOM increased with increasing time
of incubation of organic materials, which reduced Cu dissolution significantly, especially for green manure IX)M In aerobic incubation for 63 days, almost 90% of green
manure DOM and 25% of sewage sludge DOM were decomposed within one day.
and nearly 100% and 55% after one week following the addition of DOM. respec-
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F.Han
Bioavailability and Phytoremediation of Mercury Contaminated Soils.
F. Han. Y. Su. D. Monis, Mississippi Stale Univ.
Mercury contamination is ubiquitous in the Y-12 watershed of Oak Ridge, TN and
has been identified as a key contaminant in soil, sediment, surface water, groundwater, buildings, drains, and sumps The source of the Hg is from elemental Hg used
during the 1950s and early 1960s for the manufacture of nuclear weapons Additionally, more than 70 US DOE sites have Hg-contaminated wastes and hence potentially
have mercury in their ecosystems. The objectives of this study were to study bioavailability of various mercury forms in soils/sediments and apply phytoremediation to
mercury contamination in soil and to study the phytoremediation process, including
metal uptake, translocation, sequestration, complexation, etc., by microscopy, chemical analysis, and spectral reflectance We have tested two kinds of fem, Pteris vittata
and Pteris mayii, beard grass and Indian mustard to phytoremediate soils contaminated with various forms of mercury (mercury chloride, mercury nitrate, and mercury
sulfide) We have found that Chinese brake ferns (Pteris vittata) had a high capacity
of uptake and translocation of Hg from contaminated soils. Since there is no known
natural hyperaccumulator plant for Hg, Chinese brake fern (Pteris vittata) may be a
good candidate for mercury phytoremediation.

144-66
1167b
C Yanez
Temporal and Spatial Variability of Sulfate-Reducing Bacteria Populations in
Metalliferous Sulfur-Rich Organic Soils.
C. Yanez. M. A. Bruns. C. E. Martinez, The Pennsylvania Slate Univ.
We study peat deposits that overlie a mineral bed of Lockport Dolomite extending
from eastern New York State to Guelph (Canada). These peat soils contain elevated
concentrations of some metals (Zn and Cd) and sulfur (Figure I) In this work, we
report the variability in bacterial microbial community, enzymes involved in sulfate
respiration, rate of sulfate reduction, and sulfur redox species as a function of soil
depth and moisture content Intact soil cores were colleted in Western New York in
July 2002 (dry season) and March 2004 (wet season) The soil columns were collected along a gradient (visual inspection) starting in an area where there was no
plant (onion) growth (78°6 146'W, 43°9 470'N) and moving eastwards for about 10
meters (second core), and for about 15 additional meters (third core). A total of three

soil columns were pulled from the soil each season and brought to the laboratory
where they were kept at 4°C. The undisturbed soil columns were then cut open and
sectioned (5 cm intervals) for analyses DNA was extracted from the sub-samples
and Ribosomal Intergenic Spacer Analysis (RISA) was used to study bacterial communities The dissimilatory sulfite reductase gene (dsrAB), a key enzyme in sulfate
respiration (reduction of sulfite to sulfide), was amplified by PCR to assess the presence of sulfate reducers The activity of sulfate reducers was determined by a sulfate
reduction test. Bacterial communities differed along the profile and between seasons
The dsrAB genes were detected in sub-samples deeper than 45 cm. The rate of sulfate
reduction was correlated to the presence of dsrAB genes. Furthermore, S-XANES
analyses show that 40-60 % of the total sulfur in these soils exists in reduced tonus
(e.g., sulfides and/or thiol groups) while 20-30 % exists in oxidized forms (eg., sulfate). Our results suggest that bacteria that specialize in sulfate reduction show distribution and activity patterns that may be relevant to understanding biogeochemical
processes occurring in these metal- and sulfur- rich organic soils
Figure 1 Total sulfur concentration (mg kg') as a function of depth (cm) in soil
cores collected during the dry season.
S (mg kg"1) with Depth (cm)
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limestone parent material were selected and sampled Based on X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) and atomic absorption analysis, total iron (Fet)was lower in soil of
granite than the others. Fed-o(citrate-bicarbonate-dithionite extractable Fe minus
ammonium oxalate extractable Fe) and Fed/Fet were higher in surface soil of
andesite and granite, however, maxima of Fed-o (crystalline free iron) and Fed
were associated with maxima of clay accumulation (Fed/clay was relatively constant) in three others confirming higher age of Bt and comigration of some Fe and
clay Moreover, CEC and CEC/clay was lower in two surface soils derived from
granite (CEC/clay=0.25) and phyllite(CEC/clay=0.28) which confirmed XRD data
implying chlorite, illite and HIV in these two soils compared to others with higher
ratio(0 51 )with more smectitic clay minerals Total Al (AI203 of <2mm soil fraction) was relatively high in depth (low Si02/A1203), whereas Ti02 content were
higher or constant (in phyllite) in surface, suggesting that AI mobilization occurred
within the soil profile due to low pH (5 to 6 in 1:1 H20) or through dissolved metalorganic species Morphological features showed that soils from andesite and granite (Udorthents) had no clay illuviation and no development but the others (Hapludalfs) had more solum thickness with maximum in basaltic andesite However,
crystalline pedogenic iron showed that soils developed on andesite were older than
granite and soils derived from phyllite were older than the two others. Keywords:
mobilization, crystalline, parent material
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J Abedin
Bioavailability of Contaminant Metals in a Mining Impacted Region of
Ontario, Canada.

G. A. Spiers. J. Abedin, M1RARCO. Laurenlian Univ.
The metal mining and smelting industry in Sudbury, Ontario, Canada that is
actively working more than a century and emitting hundreds of tons of metal particulates annually in the hot gas plume has contributed to a denuded landscape
with a severe contamination in aquatic and terrestrial environments. The emitted
particulates are primarily composed of minerals such as magnetite, maghemite and
trevorite containing various quantities metallic contaminants including Ni, Cu, Fe
Mn, Zn, Pb, Cr, Cd and As. Previous studies on Sudbury soils have focused on the
estimation of the level and extent of metal contamination in the surface layers of
the regional soils Even though there are large scale survey projects providing data
on total and acid extractable metals, there is no detailed information addressing
the potential bioavailability of these metals to the food-webs of the ecosystems of
Sudbury region. Information on total concentration of metals/metalloids in soils
and sediments alone is not enough to assess the environmental impact of both historical and current emissions of metals as the bioavailability and toxicity is greatly
dependent on their specific chemical and mineralogical forms and the ways of binding The portion of metals present in soil and sediment that are bioavailable and
most mobile are generally investigated by single extraction procedures Although
chemical extractants do not extract metals in the same manner as a living plant,
correlations between soil extractants and plant uptake can allow predictions of phytoavailable metals in soils and sediments In this presentation we are comparing
several extractants (neutral salts and chelates) generally used for measuring phytoavailability of metals The results of this study will greatly enhance knowledge
and understanding of the availability and toxicity of metals in soils and sediments
to vegetation, animals and humans in a regional context.
144-68
1168b
H. Ramezanpour
Physical, Chemical and Morphological Properties of the Soils Developed on 5
Parent Materials in Northface of I linn/ Mountain in Iran.
//. Ramezanpour. R. Ilesami. Guilan Univ.
In most forested areas, fertility of the soil is reliant upon mineral weathering and
organic matter decomposition. Five representative soil profiles from 5 forested
mountain landforms including granite, andesite, phyllite, basaltic andesite and
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H Besharati
Study of Interactions Between Thiobacillus Bacteria and Mycorrhizal Fungi
on Some Growth Characteristics of Wheat Under Greenhouse Conditions.
H. Besharali. Soil and Water Institute of Iran.
The mutually beneficial symbiosis between plant roots and a special group of soil
fungi called mycorrhizal symbiosis, is considered to be one of the most common
type of association between plants and microorganisms Of the most important group
among mycorrhizal fungi, we can name arbuscular mycorrhiza (AM) which are obligate symbiotic fungi on the roots of over 80% of plant families 'ITie microsymbiont utilies organic compounds derived from the host plant while in turn improves
the host plants resistance against salt stress, drought as well as resistance against
disease producing agents under unfavorable environmental conditions through various mechanisms such as by increasing the ability of host plants for absorption of
nutrients, release of heavy metals and toxic ions and by producing growth promoting hormones as well as by establishing positive interactions with nitrogen fixing
bacteria and phosphate solubilizing microorganisms Sulfur is the most abundant,
least expensive and the most common acid producing substance useful for improving
host plants ability to absorb fixed nutrients and for reclaiming sodic soils, suppling
host plants sulfate requirements and fighting against some soil borne disease agents
in many of the world.s regions. Conditions for improving and accelerating the rate
of utilization and the potential of sulfur, requires the presence of sulfur oxidizing
bacteria especially Thiobacillus Due to its fungicide properties, sulfur may reduce
or destroy the potential benefits of arbuscular mycorrhiza on host plants by adversely
affecting the fungi. On the other hand it is likely that sulfur through oxidation would
produce acid in calcareous soils improving the rhizosphere conditions that lead to a
better establishment of mycorrhiza fungi on roots increasing their beneficial effects
for host plants In this experiment a randomized complete black factorial test with
four replications was used to evaluate the effect of sulfur applications as well as the
action of Thiobacillus and mycorrhizal fungi on the yield, rate of phosphorus uptake
and percent colonization on wheat roots in a calcareous soil Experimental variables
included 3 levels of sulfur (0,500, and 1000 kg S /ha), 3 levels of Thiobacillus inoculum (0, 103, and 104 cells/gr of soil), and 3 levels of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi
(0, and 150 spores of Glomus intraradices and Glomus mosseae per plant). Seven
sprouted wheat seeds were planted in each pot (contained 4 kg soil) after applying
the treatments, then reduced to 4 plants. The soil moisture in the pots was maintained
at 80% of F C during the 90-days growing period. The dry weight and phosphorus
uptake of plant shoots were measured after harvest, and the roots were stained using
the method of Griss and Stribly (1991). Sixty cuttings of plant roots were examined
microscopically to measure the average rate of root colonization. The results showed
that there were significant effects of sulfur and Thiobacillus bacteria application on
phosphorus uptake and shoot dry weight, and percent colonization of wheat roots
by mycorrhizal fungi The application of sulfur at a rate of one ton/ha along with
Thiobacillus inoculum of 104 cells/gr soil (S2T2 treatment) was the only treatment
that increased the dry weight and phosphorus uptake of shoots by 18% and 13.64%
compared with the control respectively Assigning a value of 100 for increase in the
dry weight of shoots over the control in triple superphosphate treatment, the corresponding figure for S2T2 would be 58.49. There were no significant differences
in phosphorus uptake and shoot dry weights obtained at various rates of mycorrhizal fungi applications However they significantly affected wheat colonization and
phosphorus concentration at 1% level The rate of root colonization with mycorrhizal fungi in the control treatment. Glomus mosseae. Glomus intraradices, and triple
superphosphate treatment were 29.18%, 46.59%, 47.93% and 23.07% respectively.
The two named fungi species significantly increased the rate of root colonization as
compaired with the control, however super phosphatetreatment reduced the rate The
application of one ton sulfur/ha along with 104 Thiobacillus cells/gr reduced the rate
of root colonization by Glomus mosseae by 11% and this decrease was significant
at 1% level, while the effect was not significant in the case of Glomus intraradices.
Other rates of sulfur and Thiobacillus treatment did not significantly affect percent
colonization by the two fungi.
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X Y Li
Study on The Adsorption of Bensulfuron-methyl by Main Zonal Soils in
Central-South China Region.
T. Z Ovyang. Depl of Applied Chemistry, Wuhan Univ of Technology; X. Y. Li,
College of Resources and Environment, Central China Univ of Agriculture.
BenSulfuron-Methyl (BSM, a sulfonylurea herbicide) used widely in the paddy
fields of central southern China region has good weeding results for most broad
leaf and Cyperus rotundus weeds A small amount of BSM remained in soil might
be produce medicinal poisoning to the following susceptible corp. For providing
prevention and cure measures to the toxicity of remainder BSM on main zonal soils
in central southern china region were studied based on the adsorption/desorption
of herbicide in soil was a predominant factor for its behavior and end result in soilwater environment. The main results and progresses are as follows: l The adsorption amount of BSM on testing soils increased with rising BSM concentration in
equilibrium solution and the adsorption process could be better described by using
l.angmuir equation but only in part of them could be better described by using Fruendlich equation, which indicated that the adsorption of BSM on testing soils was
more conformable to monomolecular layer adsorptive model 2.Most adsorption
isotherm curves of BSM-pH on testing soils belong to L-type, only the curves at
pH 4 for Oxisol and Alfisols tested belong to H-type This was consistent with the
magnitude of their binding energy, the formers are low affinity-type whereas the
latters are high affinity type 3 The maximum adsorbing capacity (Bmax) of BSM
on testing soil decreased with rising the pH value in equilibrium solution and the
reducing degree varied with the various soils The Bmax of BSM on Oxisol,Ultisols
and Alfisols reduced from 20.46,19.15-16.5 and 13.17-13 61 igg-1 in pH 4 equilibrium solution to 6 68.10 45-6.1 and 9.66-9.31 igg-1 in pH 8 equilibrium solution respectively Namely the amount of BSM adsorbed on Oxisol under the acid
condition was remarkably higher than that of Alfisols and it was opposite under
slight alkalinity condition The reason was related to the different testing soils with
various contents and constituents of clay mineral or clay oxides, which produced
different surface charge characteristics, PZC and electrokinetic behavior in various pH equilibrium solution These result in that the remnant and transference of
BSM in soil varied with various soils. Sum up the result and discussions mentioned
above we reposed that: (I )The remainder of BSM on Oxisol mainly occurred in soil
surface horizon owing to its acidity, high absorbing capacity and affinity. (2)The
remainder BSM on Alfisols only a partly occurred in surface horizon, the other
parties may be transference to the lower horizon or in the ground water. Therefore
the prevention and cure measures to the toxicity of remain BSM should different
with various soils

Technology.

Tea, Camellia sinensis (L) O Kurtze, is the most important plantation crop in India
occupying 420,000 ha of land with an estimated production of 1,019 million kg by
2005 Like any other crop tea plantations are also subjected to ravages of insects,
mites, plant pathogens, nematodes etc Pesticide is an important agro input for controlling array of pest complex in tea crop necessitating the continuous application
of heavy doses of pesticides The tea soil is acidic in pH (4.5-5.5) with organic content of 2.12% and water content of 24% at an applied pressure of 33 kPa A work
was initiated to study the effect of these heavy doses of pesticides in tea soil and
its leaching behavior. Four pesticides viz Fenazaquin, quinalphos, deltamethrin
and dimethoate representing three different groups were included in this study Soil
samples from different depths (0-20 cms) were collected to see the leaching behavior of the pesticides under study at two different environmental conditions (dry and
wet season) The study confirmed that the properties of the test soil as well as that
of pesticides are equally responsible for its leaching along with the environmental
factors involved In this study it was confirmed that the acidic tea soil was playing
a significant role in ground water protection. The purpose of this paper is to explain
the factors involved in ground water contamination through pesticides and how it
can be avoided

145-3
776a
R Jayakumar
Studies on Sorption, Movement and Persistence of Soil Applied Pesticides in
Different Soils.
R. Jayakumar. Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ.
The adsorption and desorption studies were conducted in alluvial, black, laterite
and red soil taking four soil applied pesticides v i z , metsulfuron methyl (Sulfonyl
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F. Ye
Effects of Urea on Interaction Between Sulfonlurea Herbicides and Catalase
by Fluorescene Spectroscopy.
F. Ye. Dept of Chemistry, Huazhong Agriculture
Applied Chemistry. Wuhan Univ of Technology:
Huazhong Agriculture Univ.

Univ; T. Z. Ouyang. Depl of
Y. Dong. Dept of Chemistry.

The effects of urea on the binding of Sulfonlyurea herbicides to catalase in aqueous
was studied using fluorescence spectroscopy. It was shown that herbicides has a
strong ability to quench the catalase flurescence mainly through a static quenching
procedure The binding constant K and the number of binding site n were calculated
according to the fluorescence quenching results For clorsufuron, K=8 69x105
Lmol-1 and n=l. 16; for metsufuron methyl, K=l.01x106 Lmol-1 and n=l.20;
for bensufuron methyl, K=3.52*103 Lmol-l,n=0 77. When urea used, For clorsufuron, K=2.82*102 L-mol-l,n=0.49; for metsufuron methyl, K=360*105 L moll,n=1.14; for bensufuron methyl, K=3.46*I03 Lmol-l,n=0.70 It is clear that the
binding of metsufuron methyl with catalase is stronger than that of clorsufuron and
the binding of clorsufuron stronger than that of bensufuron methyl ; When urea
used, the binding of metsufuron methyl and clorsufuron with catalase is weaker
than that when urea not used, but for bensufuron methyl the binding is same as that
when urea not used
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Layered Double Hydroxides for Efficient Delivery of Pesticides.
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I,caching of Pesticides in Tea Soil.
S. Jaggi. Institute of Himalayan Bioresource

urea herbicide), atrazine (Triazine herbicide), carbendazim (Benzimidazole fungicide) and chlorpyriphos (Organo phosphorus insecticide) using the following
methods One g of the soil sample was taken in a centrifuge tube and the respective pesticide at 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 ppm were added followed by 25 ml of
water. The soil samples were shaken for 16 hours and centrifuged at 5000 rpm for
5 minutes The supernatant liquid was removed and the samples were extracted and
the residues were determined using standard procedures. The final determination
was carried out by HPLC for metsulfuron methyl, atrazine and carbendazim and
GC for chlorpyriphos The desorption studies were carried out from the residual
soil using 0 01 M CaCI2 The movement of soil applied pesticides was conducted
using pesticide leaching apparatus The degradation and persistence studies were
conducted after the application of pesticide in 50g soil kept in polythene containers The soil samples were maintained at field capacity moisture under controlled
conditions The soil samples were collected at 0 (I h r ) , 1,3,5, 10, 1 5 , 3 0 , 4 5 , a n d
60 days after applications and analysed for pesticide residues using above methods
The results revealed that the adsorption was the highest in black soil irrespective
of the pesticides tried. Among the pesticides, atrazine was adsorbed more followed
by chlorpyriphos, carbendazim and metsulfuran methyl The desorption studies
revealed that red soil desorbed more amount of pesticides followed by alluvial,
laterite and black soil. Atrazine retained in the top soil (0-10 cm) at the highest level
followed by chlorpyriphos, carbendazim and metsulfuran methyl The mobility of
metsulfuran methyl was higher irrespective of soil types. Among the soil types red
soil registered the highest mobility of all the pesticides. The soil applied pesticides
in general followed 1st order kinetics and RF 1st order depending upon the soil
types. In general, all the four pesticides recorded higher persistence in black soil
and lower half life in red soil.

M. Park. Dept of Agricultural Chemistry. Kyungpook National Univ: S. Komarneni.
Pennsylvania State Univ.
Heavy application of highly toxic pesticides had been committed to protect agricultural products against insects and plant diseases, which have brought about serious
problems Not only do pesticides contaminate air, soil, and water environments
but also their subsequent bioaccumulation exerts acute toxicity on all kinds of biosystems including human beings. We have attempted to hybridize various pesticides with the Layered Double Hydroxides (LDffs), the soil-compatible inorganic
matrixes in order to efficiently deliver pesticides LDHs exhibit unique properties
such as anion exchange capacity, acid lability, and high affinity to ubiquitous carbonate ion In particular, acid lability and carbonate affinity make LDHs an excellent matrix to carry labile pesticides because these properties facilitate complete
and controlled release of the intercalated pesticide along with beneficial effects
on many cultivated soils typically developing acidic characteristics Furthermore,
the pesticides intercalated between the 2-dimensional inorganic layers could be
safely protected against biological, chemical and thermodynamical degradations
in soils. It is also plausible that their molecular-level arrangement within confined
interlayer space leads to great enhancement of water-solubility, which implies reasonable exclusion of harmful solvents and surfactants from pesticide formulations
In addition, high dispersion ability of the hybrid could be readily accomplished by
fine control on the particle size within submicron level All these advantaged have
been visualized in this presentation by two representative pesticide-LDH hybrids,
cinnamate-LDH and MCPP-LDH
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Behaviors of Layered Double Hydroxides in Soils.

M. Park. Dept of Agricultural Chemistry. Kyungpook National Unix: Y. J. Seo.
Kyeongsangbukdo Agricultural Technology Administration: C. L. Choi. J. H. Lee.
P. Y. Kim. Kyungpook National Univ.
Layered Double Hydroxides (LDHs) exhibit unique properties such as anion
exchange capacity, acid lability, and high affinity to ubiquitous carbonate ion In
particular, acid lability and carbonate affinity make LDHs an excellent matrix to
carry various agrochemicals because these properties facilitate complete and controlled release of the intercalated agrochemicals along with beneficial effects on
many cultivated soils typically developing acidic characteristics. In this study,
behaviors of LDHs in soils have been studied for application of LDHs to delivery
of agrochemicals. Two types of LDHs, MgAI and CaFe types, were synthesized
through coprecipitation route at room temperature Their effects on the physicochemical properties of soils and on mobilization of soil elements were examined in
detail along with their fate in soils. It was shown that their frameworks were slowly
degraded by acid solubilization to neutralize soil acidity as well as to release their
components like Mg and Ca cations This study shows that LDHs could be evolved
into the excellent inorganic functional matrixes with high soil compatibility for
delivery of various agrochemicals.
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E. Y. Milanovsky. E. V. Shein. Moscow State Univ. Soil Science Faculty.
Soil Organic Matter (SOM) is a highly active component involved in aggregate
formation, however the physical mechanism of its influence is not yet uniquely
determined. While the role of SOM in forming a water-stable structure is logically
evident and widely accepted, the structure formation itself and the mechanism of
water stability still remain discussible. As the research target we have chosen a
typical chernozem area, located in the Central Chernozem Reserve, under conditions of virgin grassland steppe and arable land, which has been a fallow land since
1947 Considerable changes have taken place on macro- and microaggregate levels,
as well as in soil density and filtration: a fall-through filtration ability of steppe
upper horizons has lowered from 1.3 to 0 3 mm/min, significant packing of upper
horizon (0601-0 752 g/cm3-steppe, I 050-1.309 g/cm3 arable land) has occurred,
aggregates have lost their water-stable property. In arable chernozems some evident
modifications of SOM content have been registered At similar absolute values of
humic acid content, the mineralization of SOM in the arable horizon is accompanied by an increase in its humicity and the reduction of the Cdetritus : Cakt ratio,
as compared with the steppe humus-accumulative horizon AI. Obviously while the
humus humicity grows, a visible deterioration of soil structure takes place This
statement somewhat contradicts with generally established characteristics of humic
acids, as essential builders in water-stable structure formation, and points out the
role of fulvic acids. The hydrophobic interaction chromatography enables to identify hydrophilic, as well as hydrophobic components in a SOM composition. The
chromatographic analysis of the steppe and arable land's SOM showed that longterm chernozem cultivation has resulted in the significant reduction of the absolute
content of hydrophilic components of SOM in the arable horizon and the increase
of such in the underlying ones. Furthermore it indicates less resistance of these
humus components to chemical and microbiological destruction on one hand, and
the mobility of hydrophilic SOM within a soil profile on the other hand. The content of hydrophobic SOM is noted to remain constant The research results make it
possible to build up afirstapproximation for the model of structure-functional organization of hydrophobic-hydrophilic SOM components in a chernozem soil aggregate The humification of organic matter in situ within the mineral horizons of a soil
profile results in the formation of a heterogenic SOM system Its components differ
in their hydrophobic-hydrophilic properties. Water-soluble (hydrophilic) humification products are carried out from decomposing plant residues Being brought on
a mineral surface, they participate in sorption and organic-mineral complexes The
mineral surface becomes hydrophobized, as a result of the mutual blocking of its
own polar groups and the organic ones The hydrophobic matter, incapable of water
migration, stays in place of its origin, being isolated from mineral particles Quasianaerobic conditions of humification promote an accumulation of hydrophobic
components inside the aggregate The non-polar molecular fragments determine its
hydrophobic properties on one hand and the resistance to oxidative mineralization
and microbiological utilization on the other hand The presence of the non-polar
SOM inside the aggregate causes distortions in water structure. It can be transmitted at great distances through the chains of hydrogen bonds and cause longrange hydrophobic interaction. Combined action of the SOM hydrophobizing the
mineral surface and the SOM localized in the microzones of nonpolar molecules
stochastically distributed throughout the aggregate determines water-stable properties of the aggregate. The non-polar parts in aqueous medium attract each other,
as being drawn together they minimize unfavorable contact with water The total
effect inside the aggregate hydrophobic zones consists in the resistance to rapid
water entrance and the reduction of aggregate swelling. While the SOM on mineral
surfaces is being mineralized, it exposes mineral hydrophilic surfaces and thus the
effectiveness of hydrophobic interactions drops whereas the aggregates are being
dispersed by water This theoretical model of structure-functional organization of
soil aggregates explains the changes, occurring in their water stability under longterm cultivation.

S Zeraat Kar

A complex experiment was conducted to determine humus regime, colloid forms
and fractional structure of humus in red-brown and brown (natural and park) soils
of south mountain coast of Crimea in Ukraine in 2004-2005 Results showed that,
general and mobile humus contents were more in the park soils Humus type in the
natural soils was humate and in the park soils was fulvic-humate Active humus
content was higher in the park soils, so humus quality was worse in the park soils
than natural soils Also soil formation process increases the free acid contents in
brown soils, so to us it is established that plant species (bamboo, cedar, oak [in park
soils] and wild trees [in natural soils] and soil formation process reduce the ratio
of CHa : CFa in the red-brown and brown soils Keywords: bamboo, cedar, oak,
humus (general, mobile, active, passive), organic carbon, humic and fulvic acid,
humate, fulvate.
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Humus Regime, Colloid Forms, and Fractional Structure of Humus in RedBrown and Brown Soils.
S. Zeraat Kar. Kharkov National Agrarian Univ.
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Higher Accumulation of Organic P in Chemical Fertilizer Treatment than
Compost Treatment.

C. H. Lee. P. J. Kim. Division of Applied Life Science. Gyeongsang Univ.
In our previous study, the changes in total P accumulation and P compounds with
time in the plough layer in a paddy soil were investigated in relation to the continuous application of chemical fertilizers (NPK), straw based compost (Compost), combination these two (NPK + Compost). We found the contrast pattern of
organic Paccumulation between chemical fertilizer (NPK) and compost treatments
(NPK+Compost, Compost). Organic P content increased significantly with time
pass in chemical fertilizer treatment (NPK), but decreased with time in compost
treatments, even though high amounts of organic P was applied repeatedly through
rice straw compost. Microbial P contents and phosphatase activities in the fresh
soils collected in April 2003 were comparatively higher in chemical fertilizer and
compost combination, and compost treatment than in the chemical fertilizer In this
study, we tried to determine the reason why organic P accumulated more highly
in chemical fertilizer treatment than in compost by using enzyme tests Compost,
and the combination of chemical fertilizer and compost accelerated the decrease in
the organic P content in the surface soil, presumably due to promoting microbial
activity. To investigate the effect of inorganic phosphorus applied by chemical fertilizer on phosphatase activities in the same treatments, we applied 0 and 20 imole
K2HP04 in fresh soils and determined Phosphomonoesterase (PMEase) activity
by using p-nitrophenyl phosphate(p-NPP) Acid PMEase activity was inhibited by
max. 63 % in NPK by adding 20 imole K2HP04 higher than in NPK+Compost
(max. 46%) and Compost (max 48%) We found from Michaelis-Menten equation
that inorganic P (K2HP04) inhibited competitively acid PMEase activities. As a
result, the continuous application of chemical fertilizer might inhibit phosphatse
activities in soil, which ultimately will increase organic P content in soil with time
lapse
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Release of DOM from Mucks in the Presence of Phosphates.
D. Matyka-Sarzynska. Z Sokolowska, Institute ofAgrophysics.
The availability and mobility of organic matter in the soil is a result of many factors: properties of the soil, temperature, pH [Nambu and Yonebayashi, 2000] The
chemical composition of the soil solution significantly influences the amount of
organic matter released from soil Phosphates present in soil solution can affect
the release of the organic matter The transfer of organic matter and different forms
of phosphate in drainage from agricultural soils to water course can cause water
quality problems Despite the importance of organic matter transfer process caused
by the presence of phosphate, it remains still poorly understood At present it is
reported the model investigation on the effect of the increase of concentration of
NaH2P04 on the humic acids release process The study was conducted on five
muck samples (Terric Histosols) The samples were collected at depth of 5-20 cm
from sites located in a low moor area of the Wieprz-Krzna canal (Polesie Lubelskie) and Biebrza river in Poland. Calcium forms of the studied mucks were treated
by NaH2P04 solutions at increasing concentration Concentrations of the DOM
released in the 0 45 im filtered were determined spectrophotometrically at 465 nm
using Jasco V-500 apparatus Because the absorption spectra for organic matter
released from the studied mucks were almost the same to that for sodium humate
(Aldrich HI, 675-2) solutions, the calibration curve was based on a series of 10
various concentrations (from 0,005 to 0,15 mg/ml) of the Aldrich reagent. The
release of soil organic matter from calcium forms of the mucks was significantly
affected by concentration of added salt Generally, the increase in concentration
of phosphate resulted in the increase in release of humic substances up to 0,025
M of the added salt At very low, initial phosphate concentration, the secondary
coagulation of dissolved organic matter was observed i.e. the concentration of
organic matter was lower that in control samples These effects can be explained
by interaction of inorganic electrolytes with soil organic matter leading to their
sorption on metal oxides and clay minerals or precipitation (coagulation) of organic
material itself Negatively charged organic matter molecules do not sorb phosphate
directly, but it can strongly influence the sorption or desorption of phosphate by
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other soil components for example polyvalent cations, sesquioxides, clay minerals
The oxides and hydroxides of iron and aluminium present on surfaces of organic
compounds probably play an important part in the sorption of phosphate and finally
caused the additional coagulation of humic substances The initial coagulation of
humic substances may be also due to the decrease of pH after increasing addition
of NaM2P04 solution

used to measure PSL concentrations in standards and in dust fractions. Coarser sand
fractions remained in the dust generator after operation of the dust-generator/collection system, whereas, progressively finer particles were collected in trap 1, trap2,
trap3, and trap4. The coarse-textured Brownfield soil contained >84% sand which
explains why 93% of the sample was retained in the first trap The very coarse
residual soil material that remained in the dust generator was PSL-depleted and
contained only 0.03% of added PSL, whereas, very fine dust collected in the last
(aqueous) trap contained more than 7% of added PSL and consisted of almost pure
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peanut extract Most (55 to 98%) of the PSL moved as afinedust and was collected
P Desorption in Andisols with Anion Exchange Resin Membranes Sequential
in trap3 and trap4 Because of the finer texture, the Pullman soil (49%) generated
Extraction.
more fine dust than the Brownfield soil (16%) The dust PSL concentration was
M. A. Negrin. J. M. Hernandez- Moreno, Univ de La Laguna: F. Barloli, Laboraloire6 to 8 times greater than in the original soil sample The coarse residual material
left in the dust generator from the Pullman clay was also greatly depleted in PSL.
Sols el Environnement ENSAIA/INRA: M. Espino, Unix de La Laguna.
However, because of the greater abundance of fine soil particles in clay, PSL was
Volcanic soils (Andisols) are characterized by large amounts of poorly-ordered
not as effectively concentrated in finer dust fractions of the Pullman clay as for the
minerals (allophanes, ferrihydrite), mostly positively charged and therefore by
Brownfield loamy fine sand Peanut seed lectin was effectively transported along
large amounts of mineral (sulphates and phosphates) anions or organic polyanions
with soil particles in a miniature dust-generating device. Most of the PSL was colAl-humus colloids also belong to the reactive colloids of Andisols An important
lected with the finest soil particles in the last traps and was greatly depleted in the
fraction of phosphorus in Andisols should be linked to in Organic Carbon (OC)-AIcoarse residual material left in the dust generator The PSL was more concentrated
Fe associations. Previous studies by the authors in Andisols showed that P sorbed
in the finer dust fractions with concentrations up to 9.5 times greater (48%) in the
by Anion Exchange Membranes (AF.M) was always associated with OC, Al, Si,
finest dust fractions than in the original (5%) sample The lower density of PSL
and Fe, and in some cases, AF.M promoted some soil dispersion. To test the hypothrelative to soil particles contributed to greater transport compared to soil particles
esis that P dynamics in Andisols is linked to the aggregation processes involvand concentration of PSL in the finer fractions Due to the coarser texture, PSL was
ing noncrystalline and OC components, an AEM sequential extraction experiment
more effectively concentrated in the Brownfield loamy fine sand dust fractions than
was designed Studied soils were forest and cultivated Andisols from the Canary
in the Pullman clay dust fractions. Dust transport of other organic powders would
Islands, Spain Soil aggregate suspensions were prepared from bulk air-dried sieved
likely be similar Inhalation of dust generated from soils contaminated with toxic
soils (< 2 mm) whereas organo-mineral clay suspensions were prepared from difmaterials could pose a serious health hazard
ferent soil clay fractions (obtained using Na resin as dispersant agent. The AEM,
immersed in a 10 kDa dialysis membranes, were shaken in the soil aggregate or
clay suspensions Dialysis bags and AEM were removed and replaced after 2, 4, 8,
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16, 32, 64 and I28h. The membranes were eluted with NaHC03 and P, Al, Si, Fe,
Pedotransfer Functions for Mineralization and Retention of Waste Waters.
and (•(' anahscd I he results showed a last initial I'desorption step decreasing up
F. Bautista, Depto de Ecologia, FMVZ. Univ Autónoma de Yucatan: Y. Aguilar,
to 40-50h, followed by a constant rate desorption. The same trend was observed
Univ Autónoma de Yucatan.
for OC, AI, Si„ and Fe for the clay fractions but not for the bulk soils in which the
Soils can function as reactors in which waste water can be naturally purified,
final desorption rate increased This was attributed to aggregate disruption when
depending on the soil's physical and chemical properties A soil's buffering power,
the energy induced by end-over shaking was sufficient This disaggregation renand thus the possibility of successful purification interaction, depends both on
dered more accessible the organo-mineral clays which concentrated both poorlywaste characteristics and the properties of each soil, such as Organic Matter (OM)
ordered minerals, organic matter and counteracting anions such as phosphates
content, Cation Exchange Capacity (CEC) and Clay content (CLY). PedotransferThe amounts of P recovered at the end of the experiment represented two to five
ence functions allow estimation of a certain phenomenon based on a soil's physical
times the available Olsen P contents The similar shape of the curves of cumulaand chemical properties (Imnhoff et al., 2004). Based on the above, the study aim
tive sorbed elements suggests that anionic complex forms of P Al, Si, and OC
was generation of pedotransference functions to estimate Dissolved Organic Matcould participate as sorptives This is consistent with the finding by the authors of
ter (DOM) retention and mineralization of Porcine Waste Water (PWW) in karst
negative z-potential in the readily water dispersible clay fractions of the studied
zone soils Soil profiles were described for seven geomorphological landscapes
soils. The results were interpreted in terms of different kinetic expressions. The
in the state of Yucatan, Mexico. Epidon samples were taken and their texture, OM
results bring useful information for the interpretation of P availability in Andisols
content, CEC and exchangeable cations analyzed To measure DOM retention, soil
for which usual calibrations relating extractable P to expected yields and fertilizer
columns were built using 10.5 cm wide polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe cut into
requirements are not adequate
30 cm sections and each section filled with 20 cm of dry, screened (4mm mesh)
soil Three volumes of PWW (395 mL + 785 mL +1180 mL) were applied to each
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soil column Quantification of DOM concentration, measured as Chemical Oxygen
Demand (COD), was done for the lixiviate. The DOM mineralization was measured
Transport and Concentration of Allergens and Light Organics in Dust.
by applying 250 mL PWW to 500g of soil in pots and measuring C02 evolution
R. E. Zartman, W. F. Jaynes. Texas Tech Univ.
and Potential Anaerobic Nitrogen Mineralization (PANM) (Anderson & Ingram,
Many plants and microorganisms produce allergens, pollen, spores, and toxins
1993) Experimental design was completely random and included four replicates.
These biological organics have a much lower density than soil particles and often
Multiple regressions were done with STATGRAPHICS Plus 4 1 using soil clay
occur as small particles For example, peanuts contain the globular protein. Peanut
content, OM content and CEC as independent variables, and DOM mineralization
Seed Lectin (PSL), which is an extremely allergenic protein The dispersal of powand retention as dependent variables. A multicriteria analysis was done to evaludered PSL could potentially affect large populations due to dust transport Dispersal
ate the effects of PWW with DOM retention and C02 evolution as environmental
of this material would be similar to organic toxins or other materials that might
variables, PANM as fertility criterion and CEC as degradation criterion (Antoine
pose a long-term health threat due to transport in dust. Mixed with soil particles,
et al., 1996). The pedotransference function for DOM retention was calculated
an allergen/toxin might not be detected until many people were exposed. Wind
with the equation: DOM retention = 47.1 + 2 8*CEC - 0 85*CLY - 3 7*OM, with
action might effectively concentrate the allergen/toxin as breathable dust particles
an r2= 0.64 The pedotransference equation C02 evolution = 115.4 + 5.8*OM +
dispersed in the air The objective of this study was to examine the transport of PSL
0 65*CEC - 1.07*CLY, with an r2= 0 86, showed OM content to have the most
in dust For this purpose, dust fractions from soil samples containing powdered
influence on C02 evolution. The PANM pedotransference equation, PANM = peanut lectin were collected Dust fraction analysis was used to examine transport
8 98012 + 3 53429*OM + I 12484*CLY - 2 20188*CEC, showed soil OM content
of peanut lectin The effect of soil texture and other parameters on dust generation
to have the most weight in the model Use of the pedotransference functions applied
were examined Dust transport of peanut lectin should have a wider relevance to
only to the soil units and study zone, as is the case in other studies However, once
the transport of other biological or chemical toxins in dust Southern High Plains
the parcel map was made and soil units identified it was shown that these functions
of Texas soil samples were collected and passed through a I-mm sieve Browncan be very useful in making decisions about PWW application because they allow
field loamy fine sand (loamy, mixed, superactive, thermic Arenic Paleustalfs) and a
estimation of application volumes. The studied properties are also easy to meaPullman clay (Fine, mixed, superactive, thermic Torrertic Paleustolls) soil samples
sure and the technical analyses are conventional. The studied soils can be grouped
were used A mortar and pestle was used to mix soil samples with 5% dried peanut
into three classes according to the measured properties: I) Cambisols and Lixisols,
extract powder. A miniature dust generator/collection system was constructed based
with higher PWW receptive aptitude; 2) Leptisols and Luvisols, with intermediate
on a much larger USDA-ARS dust generator/collection system The dust generator
aptitude; 3) Regosols and Vertisols, at greater risk of degradation from agricultural
consisted of two glass cylinders perpendicularly attached to a 4-rpm electric motor
use of PWW Clay relative content (%), OM content (%) and CEC influence DOM
Ball valves were fitted into the glass cylinders that alternately open and close to
retention and mineralization processes and can be used to calculate pedotransferadmit air into the system The glass cylinders were attached to a series of four
ence functions aimed at choosing soils for PWW application.
Erlenmcyer flasks that served as dust traps and were connected together with glass
tubing The last dust trap was connected to a vacuum pump When a soil sample
was placed in the dust generator and the motor and vacuum pump were started, air
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was drawn into dust generator and soil particles moved into the dust traps Dust
Adsorption of Carbofuran in Wet Zone Soils of Sri Lanka.
trap3 and 4 contained water to trap thefinestdust particles The dust fractions were
collected, weighed, and an enzyme-linked immunoassay technique (ELISA) was
J. A. Liyanage. R. C. Watcrwala. A. P. Mallawatanlri, Dept of Chemistry: R.
Kookana. CSIRO Land and Water.
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Wet zone of Sri Lanka has a high potential of agriculture and also consists with a
large number of water catchments Pesticides application in this zone is very high
and it would badly atleet the ground and surface water resources as the fate of these
pesticides are still known in the soils of Sri Lanka Therefore sorption behavior of
pesticides in soils is highly necessary for better understanding and good environmental management The pesticide soil sorption coefficient (Kd) for all types of
soil series in the Wet zone of Sri Lanka was calculated for carbofuran as carbofuran
usage is very high in this area Previously classified 28 types of soil series were
identified, samples of the surface soil ( 0 - 1 5 cm) were collected, air-dried in the
laboratory, ground and passed through a 2mm sieve prier to use The soil pH and
the electrical conductivity were measured for all soils. 5g of each soil was mixed
with Ippm pesticide solution and shaken in the room temperature for 16 hours
The superncnt was analysed using HPLC 18 C Apollo column and Kd values were
calculated for each soil series Kd for carbofuran was highest in Wagura soil which
has the highest soil organic carbon (SOC) content of 8 5 L/kg soil and the Kd was
lowest for the Pugoda soil series which has the lowest SOC content of 0.2 L/kg soil
Kd values vary from 0.02 to 3.7 (mean 0 74, median 0.58) and Koc ranged from
0 7 to 70 (mean 32.59; median 31.75) in the 28 soils The variation in Kd values
indicates the different sorption capacities of the soils for carbofuran and the vast
range of Koc indicates the differences in the SOC content in different Wet zone soil
series in Sri Lanka Wagura soil has the highest acidic conditions having the soil pH
of 3 and an unusually high EC value of 19 9 which is far different from other soils
in the Wet zone. Carbofuran is non-ionic in nature and the pH is not expected to be
affected the sorption directly but may have indirect effects by its influences on the
nature of organic carbon The multiple regressions of the Kd for carbofuran against
% SOC, % Clay and pH were not very significant.
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Molecular Ratio of PAH as a Tool to Reveal Ancient Farming Practice from
Paleo-Paddy Soils in the Yangtze Delta of China.
Y Dong. Z. Cao, J. Li, H. Wang. Q. An, Z. Hu. L. Yang. X. Lin, R. Yin, Institute of
Soil Science. Chinese Academy of Sciences.
China has cultivated rice to times dating back to the Neolithic Age About 200 sites
with fossil rice grains have been discovered, and mainly distributed in the Yangtze
River Valley A total of 46 pieces of prehistoric irrigated ricefieldswith size of 0.416m3 was excavated at Chuo-dun-shan site in Suzhou in 2003. The results of carbonized rice, phytolith, rice pollen, and corresponding farming tools indicated the
fields were used for rice cultivation, and the 14C showed that thosefieldscan be dated
back to 6280 BP, which belongs to Ma-jia-bang cultural period. Soil samples from a
paddy soil profile(P0l)and an adjacent control profile of dry land (P03) at the site
were collected in 2003 and analyzed by HPLC for 15 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) The sum of 15 PAHs were 202.9 and 207.7 ug/kg in the surface
soils for P0I and P03 respectively, which were mainly deposited from atmosphere
In P0I, the total PAHs concentration sharply decreased to 56.0 ug/kg with the depth
of profile, but was still higher than those in ancient dry land soil and bottom soil
which were with a total of 32.0-36 9 ug/kg. In P0I, the concentrations of 2- and
3-ring PAHs took a larger portion of 63 percents to the total PAHs, and naphthalene
and phenanthrene were the most abundant compounds The results from the principal component and cluster analysis indicated that Chrysene, Benzo(k)fluoranthene,
Benzo(a)anthracene, Indeno(l,2,3-cd)pyrene, Benzo(b)fluoranthene, Pyrene,
Benzo(a)pyrene, Dibenzo(ah)anthracene, and Fluoranthene were originated mainly
from anthropogenic sources, Fluorene and Phenathrene were formed in biological
process under reducing conditions, Naphthalene, Benzo(ghi)perlene and Anthracene may come from both the anthropogenic and biogenic processes. The molecular ratios of phenanthrene/ anthracene and benzo(a)anthracene/chrysene and "CNMR spectrum of soil organic matter showed that PAHs in paleo-paddy soil were
derived mainly from rice straw burning, which could imaged the fact that a farming
practice of "ploughing by burning and planting by water" was adopted in the prehistoric paddy fields
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Importance of Kerogen Carbons in Soils and Sediments from the Pearl River
Delta and Estuary, China.
Y. Ran. K. Sun, Guangzhou Institute of Geochemistry; B. Xing. Dept of Plant. Soil,
and Insect Sciences. Unix of Massachusetts.
The Nonllydrolyzable Carbons (NHC) in three contaminated soils from the urban
area of Guangzhou and in twenty-two bulk and size-fractionated sediments from
the Pearl River Delta and Estuary, China, were measured upon treatments with
a revised HCI/HF/trifluoroacetic acid method The isolated NHC fractions were
also characterized using elementary analysis, solid state 13C cross-polarization and
magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (I3C-CP/MAS
NMR), Fourier Transformed InfraRed spectroscopy (FTIR), and Raman microspectrometry The results showed that NHC accounted for 25.6 %-84 7 % of total
organic carbon (OC) in the soils and sediments The NHC contents were highly correlated with the OC contents for the high OC (OC> I %) and the low OC (OC<l %)
samples, respectively, exhibiting a higher slope (0 692) and a lower slope (0 357)
Systematic characterization showed that NHC composed mainly of the type of
kerogen III derived from higher plant materials and oxidized to a certain extent in
the earth surface environment. NHC had relatively low O/C and H/C atomic ratios.

minor or negligible oxygen-containing functional groups, and different amorphous
and graphitic carbon Raman peaks, showing varied degree of organic matter maturation. It is feasible that kerogen can be separated from soils, bulk and size-fractionated sediments with the revised hydrolysis procedure The kerogen carbon is
important or even dominating components of OC in the soils and sediments The
highly correlation between NHC and OC, obtained for the first time, has implication to biogeochemical processes of hydrophobic organic contaminants and organic
carbons in the surface aquatic and fluvial environments
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M A Rao
Are Soil Organic Colloids Effective in Entrapping Prion Proteins?.
M A. Rao. F. Russo. L. Gianfreda. Dept of Soil. Plant and Environment Sciences.
Unix of Naples Federico II.
The dissemination of Transmissible Spongiform Encephalopathy (TSE) diseases
is of great environmental concern because of their high risk for human and enviromental health According to the "only-prion" hypothesis, prion is the infectious
agent causative of TSE diseases and prion protein PrPc is a normal host cellular
protein, refolded into a pathological form (PrPsc) following contamination by prions. In TSE infected tissues it is found in abnormal forms, which is proteinase K
resistant and sedimentable. Soil is a natural sink of several contaminants potentially
including also prion proteins Accidental dispersion of prion proteins in soil occur
from meat and bone meal storage plants, use of fertilizers augmented with meat and
bone meal, decomposition of TSE contaminated animal carcasses buried in soil,
TSE infected tissues, liquid and solid waste fragments from abattoirs, and wastes
from TSE-infected animals Therefore, understanding the retention and/or the dissemination of prion proteins in soils may be important for dealing with the dissemination of TSE infectivity In soil prion proteins may become adsorbed and/or
entrapped onto/in organic and organo-mineral colloids and preserve their activity
and functionality. Severe variations of their structure may also occur which in the
case of prion proteins might result in an increase of infectivity The main goal of
this paper was to investigate the interactions of a recombinant ovine prion protein
(recPrP), used as a surrogate of PrPc, with synthetic organic matrices simulating
natural organic soil colloids A humic-like precursor, catechol, and an abiotic soil
catalyst, bimessite interacted with recPrP giving rise to polymeric aggregates. The
recPrP is a small protein (MM 25 kD) with an isoelectric point of 9.0. Its structure
is characterized by a well-folded C-terminal domain and a long, rather flexible Nterminal part, loading several positive amino acid residues At pH < 9.0, the whole
protein presents a net positive charge HPLC, CHNS, FTIR, and CD investigations
and extraction/desorption studies with strong and mild agents allowed to conclude
that:(i)catechoI was fully removed from the solution by the bimessite action; (ii)
the protein was completely entrapped in the catechol polymers and its allocation
within the polymers or on their surfaces depended on the relative sequence of catechol, bimessite and protein addition; (iii) any conformational change of recPrP
structure occurred under all the investigated experimental conditions; (iv) comparative studies performed with a truncated recPrP form, i.e. with a protein missing
the N part, indicated that the positive N part of recPrP had a main role in the interaction with the catechol polymers; (v)a quite irreversible sorption or entrapping
of the protein in/on the polymers occurred at least with the extractive/desorptive
conditions tested. All the above results seem to suggest that the investigated recPrP
could be not easy mobile and possible not bioavailable in soil Acknowledgment:
This work was carried out with the support of Quality of Life Program (Contract
QLK4-CT-2002-02493).
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L Gianfreda
Dynamics of Chemical and Biochemical Soil Properties in the Presence of
Organic Pollutants.

M A. Rao. R. Scelza. G lamarino. F. Russo. L. Gianfreda, Dept of Soil, Plant and
Environment Sciences, Univ of Naples Federico II.
In the last century, the indiscriminate release of organic pollutants into the environment has provoked serious and most often irreversible alterations of natural
environmental balance Indeed, soil contamination by highly toxic compounds
has greatly increased with negative, irreversible effects on soil quality and health
Several chemical, biological and biochemical soil properties have been profoundly
altered and their main effect has been the continuous lost of soil functions in sustaining the survival of living organisms. Among chemical pollutants recalcitrant
compounds like polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, phenols and chlorophenols
arrive to the soil from different anthropic sources and have high toxicity toward
humans, plants and animals. Assessing soil quality is a basic requirement for sustainable land use. When dealing with altered soils, monitoring soil status and its
progressive changes gives useful information for a future land utilization Soil
biochemical activities are sensitive to several natural and human-induced changes
and may provide an helpful tool to assess soil status, its quality and productivity
For instance enzymes activities represent the mediators of important soil functions
and soil biochemical parameters, in general, may be used as early and sensitive
indicators of soil ecological stress and restoration In this work a set of enzymatic
activities, covering a large array of soil biochemical processes, and several biochemical parameters, such as basal respiration, microbial biomass C and N as well
as the routine physical-chemical properties of a soil artificially contaminated with
either phenanthrene (Phe) or pentachlorophenol (PCP), as representative of PAH
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and chlorophenols were investigated with time. The decrease of both Phe and PCP
was monitored as well The effect of a mixed organic compost added to the soil in
two amounts on either Phe and PCP removal and the dynamics of soil properties
was also studied The investigated parameters showed different responses to the
applied disturb Increases, decreases and no variations were observed for most of
the measured properties In general, the application and/or the presence ofthe polluting substance caused negative effects on the biochemical properties, as assessed
by both the enzyme activities and microbial biomass. Soils, however, recovered
some of their original properties at least within the investigated incubation time
Attempts were made to find out cause-effect relationships between soils properties, enzyme activities and biochemical properties Statistical analysis was used
to quantify the strength of enzyme activities relationships versus microbiological
and chemical properties Acknowledgment: This research was supported by Ministero dell'Universita e della Ricerca, Italy, Programmi di Interesse Nazionale PRIN
2002-2003 and by the INCO-MED Program (Contract ICA3-CT-2002-10033).
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X Yang
The Effects of Tillage on the Amount and Distribution of Carbon in a Clay
Loam Soil.

X. Yang. C. F. Drury. W. D. Reynolds. C. S. Tan. Agriculture & Agri-Food
Canada.
It has been hypothesized that Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) associated with fine particles (clay plus silt) has a maximum concentration, that any further SOC accumulation is associated with coarse particles (fine to coarse sand), and that particulate
organic carbon (POM, > 53 im) cannot accumulate until the soil's capacity for fine
particle-associated carbon is exceeded. To test these hypotheses for a Brookston
clay loam soil in southwest Ontario, Canada, total SOC contents, and the proportions of carbon associated with fine particles and POM were measured over the
0-30 cm depth under 6 soil management systems. The managements included 3
long-term treatments (1983-2004) consisting of continuous bluegrass sod (BG),
no-tillage (NT) and mouldboard plow tillage (MB), plus 3 newer tillage treatments
consisting of'8-y MB after 14-y BG, 8-y MB after 14-y NT, and 8-y NT after 14y MB All non-BG plots were cropped to a corn-soybean rotation, and SOC was
measured during the corn phase. Eight years of MB after BG decreased SOC at
0-5 cm by 59% compared with continuous BG, however, there was no impact on
SOC below that depth Establishing NT after 14-y MB produced a gain of SOC in
the top 5 cm. but also a loss in SOC at 10-20 cm relative to long-term MB. Correspondingly, establishing MB after 14-y NT decreased SOC in the surface of 5
cm, but increased SOC at the 10-20 cm depth relative to long-term NT For the
top 5 cm of soil, 22-yr continuous management resulted in different proportions
of carbon in POM relative to the total SOC, i.e. 19% POM for BG, 18% POM for
NT, and 7% POM for MB Establishing 8-y MB after 14-y BG resulted in 82%
less POM carbon, 42% less silt-associated carbon, and 52% less clay-associated
carbon, compared to long-term BG Establishing 8-y MB after 14-y NT caused
67%, 26% and 2 1 % decreases in the amounts of near-surface (0-5 cm) carbon associated with POM, silt, and clay, respectively, relative to long-term NT On the other
hand, converting 14-y MB to 8-y NT increased the amount of near-surface (0-5
cm) carbon by 100%, 5% and 14% for POM, silt and clay, respectively, relative
to long-term MB Although ploughing BG soil did not change the subsurface carbon distributions, ploughing NT soil did increase the amount of carbon associated
with the POM and silt fractions in the 10-20 cm depth. Establishing 8-y NT after
14-y MB decreased the amount of fine particle-associated carbon in the 10-20 cm
depth range, especially that in the silt fraction (15% of deduction) In the top 5 cm
of Brookston clay loam under continuous BG, carbon associated with fine particles was 7 1 % greater than the maximum estimated by Carteret al (2003) (Carter,
M R , Angers, D A . , Gregorich, E.G. and Bounder. M A 2003 Can J Soil Sei
83:11-23] On the other hand, fine particle-associated carbon in the top 5 cm was
101% ofthe estimated maximum for 22-y NT, and 87% ofthe estimated maximum
for 8-y NT, indicating carbon saturation in fine particles for long-term NT and a
slight potential for further carbon sequestration at the 0-5 cm in short-term NT The
degree of saturation of fine particle-associated carbon in the top 5 cm was about
70% ofthe estimated maximum for long-term MB. but about 78% ofthe maximum
for 8-y MB after 14-y BG management, implying that further carbon losses from
the top 0-5 cm o f soil are likely as ploughing continues. The results indicate that for
Brookston clay loam soil: i) converting MB tillage to NT affects the SOC distribution but not the total SOC content in the top 20 cm; ii) the hypothesis that SOC
associated with fine particles (clay plus silt) has a maximum concentration may be
dependent upon soil bioclimatic condition; and iii) POM-carbon can accumulate
before the capacity for fine particle-associated carbon is exceeded Keywords: soil
organic carbon, clay plus silt associated C, particulate organic matter, tillage, tillage
conversion, Canada
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D Maria Cristina
Selection of Chilean Native Wood-Rot Fungi for Bioremediation of Allophanic
Soil Contaminated with Chlorophenols.
G. R. Tortella. R. Olga Margarita. M. Maria de la Lur. D. Maria Cristina. llniv
de La Frontera.
Possible environmental problems associated with the application of chlorinated
organic compounds to soil are the contamination of ground and surface waters.
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toxicity to soil biota and plants, and entrance into the human food chain Microbial
mineralization probably represents the most important route for the detoxification
of organic pollutants in soils Chlorinated phenols, including pentachlorophenol
(PCP), are susceptible to microbial attack and maybe used as carbon and energy
sources. The rate of biodegradation depends on biological and physicochemical
factors, such as the type and number of microorganisms, soil pH, oxygen and nutrient availability, temperature conditions, and water availability. White rot fungi,
which grow on wood, secrete one or more ofthe three extracellular enzymes that
are essential for the degradation ofthe lignin: Lignin Peroxidase (LiP), Manganese Peroxidase (MnP) and laccase These enzymes, alone or in combination with
other processes, can also mineralise lignin to inorganic, non-toxic end products
They are highly unspecific with respect to the range of their substrates. Therefore
the ligninolytic enzymes produced by white rot fungi are capable of transforming
or mineralising a wide range of organochlorides with structures similar to lignin,
including chlorophenols The aim of this work was to isolate native wood-rot fungi
from forestry ofthe Southern Chile, and to evaluate its ligninolytic capacity. Native
wood-rot fungi were isolated from forestry ofthe southwest of Chile (38° 46' S and
72° 38' W), to be evaluated for their enzyme activities and resistance to di, tetra
and pentachlorophenols The ligninolytic activity, detected through decolorization
test using Poly R-478, showed that only 25% ofthe all strains demonstrated a high
ligninolytic capacity. Peroxidasas, laccases, cellulases, xylanases and tyrosinases
were qualitatively determined in the strains that presented ligninolytic activity,
however peroxidases and laccases activity were observed in most of the strains
The presence of other enzymes, such as, tyrosinase was not detected. On the other
hand, fungal resistance to chlorophenols was presented only in 2,4-diclorophenol
(100% ofthe strains grew in 25 ppm and 64% in 50 ppm). In addition, only 14% of
the strains evaluated grew in 2,4,6-trichlorophenol and 7% in pentaclorophenol It
is concluded, that the qualitative technique used in this study, allowed the selection
of a high percentage of wood-rot fungi with enzymatic activity, mainly (peroxidasas and laccases) However these strains did not presented resistance to tri and
pentachlorophenols.
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J W. Wong

Bioremediation of PAHs Contamination Soil by Biosurfactants Producing
Bacteria A. calcoaceticus Bl '03 under Thermophilic Composting Systems.

J. IV. Wong. Dept of Biology, Hong Kong Baptist Univ.
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) are widely distributed environmental
contaminants of surface and subsurface soils and are listed as priority pollutants.
Bioremediation is thought to be the primary mechanism of removal of PAHs in soil
systems but biodegradation is largely limited by their low bioavailability. Recent
studies show that (bio)surfactants are effective in enhancing the biodegradation of
PAHs Unfortunately, the direct application of (bio)surfactant to soil is unaffordabie
due to their high operation cost Our previous study indicated that biosurfactants
produced from an isolated strain, Acinetobacter calcoaceticus BU03 effectively
promoted the biodegradation of PAHs in aqueous and slurry systems. In the present
study, soil spiked with PAHs was composted with pig manure with the inoculation
of BU03 in a thermophilic composting system with the purpose to enhance the
removal of PAHs from artificially contaminated soil. The Control treatment did not
receive any organic amendment while other treatments were amended with/without
pig manure and then received different combinations of additions, including BU3
inoculum and/or a PAH degrading strain, Bacillus sp B-UM, as well as the addition of chemical surfactant or biosurfactants. Within the experimental period of 42
days, the removal ratio of phenanthrene (PHE) and benzo(a)pyrene in the Control
were 71.2% and 16.4%, respectively While in all of the treatments with pig manure
amendment, more than 98% of PHE was removed and no obvious difference among
treatments was noted. However, the removal ratio of benzo(a)pyrene differed significantly among various treatments The addition of biosurfactants from BU03 or
the inoculation of B-UM increased the removal of benzo(a)pyrene Furthermore,
the co-application of B U M and BU03 or biosurfactants from BU03 enhanced the
degradation of benzo(a)pyrene by 79 3% and 60 0%, respectively. Monitoring of
the PAHs degrading microorganisms indicated that both the application of biosurfactants from BU03 and the inoculation of BU03 increased the population of PAHs
degrading microorganisms in soil The present study confirmed that direct application of biosurfactants producing strain provided a more effective and economic
means for remediation of PAH contaminated soil
Figure 1 The removal of benzo(a)pyrene Symbols: Left, Control without organic
amendment (°); pig manure (PM) only (>); PM and biosurfactants (BS) (oe); PM and
B-UM (UM) (<); PM, UM and tween80 ( ) Right: Control without organic amendment (°); PM. UM and BS (>); PM, UM and BS, BS inoculated on day 14(oe); PM,
UM and BU03 (<);PM, UM and BU03, BU03 inoculated at day 14( ).
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were selected for this study Sorption isotherms were determined for the untreated
soil and after removal of organic matter by treatment with hydrogen peroxide. The
isothems were fitted using the Freundlich soption model Marked differences were
observed for the various chlorophenols Sorption increased as the number of chlorines increased for both treated and untreated soil in the following order: PCP>2,4DCP=2,4,6-TCP The reduction in the sorption of PCP and TCP was small but
significant in soil without organic matter. These differences in sorption behavior
can be explained by differences in hydrophobicity and reactivity of the phenolic
hydroxy group and suggests sorption of chlorophenols was due to interactions with
mineral/oxide surfaces and soil organic matter. Partitioning into soil organic matter is thought to be the main mechanism for sorption of chlorophenols; however
these results suggest sorption on mineral and oxide surfaces may also be important
Chlorophenol sorption generally decreased with increasing pH PCP and TCP sorption were maximal in the pH range 4-6, then decreasing rapidly from pH 6 to 8
DCP sorption was constant within the measured pH range PCP was most affected
by pH changes due to its pKa of 4.75 and thus, existly mainly in ionic form. The
small influence of the pH on the sorption of TCP and the negligible effect on DCP
is due to their higher pKa values (5.99 and 7 85, respectively) which results in the
predominance of protonated molecular species at the pH (4-8) of this study. Soil
sorption capacity for the protonated neutral molecules is higher than for the dissociated ionized form The quantity of chlorophenol sorbed at low pH values decreased
from PCP to DCP. On the contrary, at high pH values an increase of negative charge
associated with soil surfaces decreased the PCP adsorption by electrostatic repulsion; therefore, the quantity of chlorophenol sorbed at higher pH decreased from
DCP to PCP Only PCP sorption was influenced by ionic strength and increased
with increasing ionic strength since PCP was mainly in the ionic form in the pH
range examined Acknowledgment: Proyecto Fondecyt NT1050614.
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A Chabbi
Quantity and Chemical Composition of Dissolved Organic Carbon (Doc) in B
and C Horizons of an Arable Soil.
A. Lavaud. LCEE-CNRS-Univde Poitiers: A. Chabbi. MRA; C. Rumpel. INRA; V.
Jacquemet, Anjou Recherche- Véolia Water Maisons Laffitte: E. Gherman. Anjou
Recherche-Vèolia Water Maisons Laffitte: J. - P. Croué.
LCEE-CNRS-Université
de Poitiers.
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C D Collins
Remediation of Petroleum Contaminated Soils by Urne Addition.
C. D. Collins, D. Lothian. Reading Univ; V. Schifano, Arcadis GM1.
The use of lime reagents to treat inorganic contaminated sites is an established
technique, as part of stabilisation/solidification technology The success in treating organic contaminants using lime has varied; scepticism surrounds the type
of organics that can be treated, and the various interferences these contaminants
induce Successful insitu or non-insitu application of lime binders can render contaminants stable, inhibiting migration, therefore removing the risk to groundwater
In terms of the UK definition of contaminated land, breaking the pollution linkage
by rendering the contaminants immobile is a potential means of cost-effectively
treating contaminated sites. A twenty-one day study was conducted to evaluate the
effect that the addition of quicklime and hydrated lime would have on clay soil
spiked with two pollutants commonly encountered at contaminated sites; petrol
and diesel Quicklime and hydrated lime were mixed at five and ten percent of
the dry weight of soil Each treatment concentration was prepared in triplicate,
and placed in individual microcosms. Alterations in the physical parameters of the
soil were quantified by examining moisture content, liquid limit and plastic limit
changes over the twenty-one day testing program Several immediate and longerterm physico-chemical changes were initiated following mixing by quicklime and
hydrated lime. More than ninety-percent of light petrol fractions (C5-CI2) were
volatilised almost instantaneously. Additionally flocculation and pozzolanic reactions reduced the concentration of petrol and diesel compounds migrating from
the soil system to the aqueous phase by 80-95%; but temporal variations were
apparent, indicative of long-term encapsulation interferences The addition of both
quicklime and hydrated lime induced the immediate loss of toxic indicator species (e.g. BTEX), and the stabilisation/solidification of less volatile species. The
elevated levels of petroleum hydrocarbons did not retard the physical parameters of
the soil, as plasticity of the soil was improved by between 5 and 30%; producing a
more manageable material.
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M. C Diez
Sorption of Chlorinated Phenols by Allophanic Soils.
M. X. Cea. B. S. Fuenles. M. C. Diez, M. D. L. L. Mora. Unix de La Frontera.
Chlorophenols sorption behavior as a function of solution pH, ionic strength, and
organic carbon content was investigated using an Andisol belonging to Temuco
Series located in southern Chile Pentachlorophenol (PCP), 2.4,6 trichlorophenol
(TCP), and 2.4 dichlorophenol (DCP) are the major wastewater contaminants and

Land use and land management affect SOM dynamics and influence its stabilization They are often considered a key mechanism for C sequestration in soil In
many ecosystems, dissolved organic carbon plays an important role in transport and
stabilization of soil organic (SOM). Despite its importance for the microorganism
activities and C losses from the system by lixiviation mechanism, DOC produced
in agricultural soil is neither in the studies on OM stabilization nor in the models
of global carbon cycle taken into account. Generally, DOC represents a small fraction of the total SOM, its movement however, through the soil profile can represent
an important flux to the ground water. Information on the quantity and chemical
composition of DOC in agricultural soils remains scarce because the DOC dynamic
studies were conducted in forest ecosystems and not agroecosystems. In this study,
we determine (i) the quantity of DOC in A, B and C-horizons of agricultural soil
and (ii) the chemical composition of this DOC The soil horizons were sampled
from a cambisol profile at the long term observatory for environmental research,
site of Lusignan, France. The top horizon is silty whereas B and C-horizons are clay
dominated. The total organic carbon of the top horizon is around 10 mg g ' and 3 to
2 5 mg g ' respectively in B and C-horizons To quantify the quantity of DOC from
different soil horizons, 3 sequential extraction methods were applied: I"' cold water,
2nd hot water and 3"1 ultrasonic dispersion using a probe-type ultrasonic disintegrator. The three extracts were centrifuged at 16000 rpm and the supernatant were
filtrated through 0 45 um before analysis. The filtered extract was then analyzed for
its DOC content and chemical composition using UV254nm, fluorescence EEM
and high performance size exclusion chromatography couple to a double UV and
DOC detection (HPSEC/UV/COD). All the three extract, regardless of the extraction methods, showed that the DOC content decreased dramatically with soil depth
More DOC however, was extracted with the ultrasonic method Spectrophotometry
and spectroflurimetry analysis showed that DOC of the B and C horizons is less
aromatic compared to DOC from the top horizon The HPSEC/UV/COD showed
that a large part of the DOC from B and C contained non-aromatic low molecular
weight compounds This corresponds well to previous observations, which suggest
that SOM in subsoils is composed of small molecules, which are highly mobile
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M. Ishiguro
Surfactant Adsorption and Movement in a Iligh-Humic Andisol.
M. Ishiguro. Y. Kameoka. T. Torigoe. Okayama Univ. Faculty ofEnv. Science and
Tech.
Surfactants are used in detergents, chemical fertilizers, agricultural chemicals, and
the like They sometimes deteriorate the environment On the other hand, surfactants are also used for contaminated soil washing and amelioration of soil-water
repellency However, their overall influence on the soil environment is not fully
understood. In this research, we detected ionic surfactant adsorption in a highhumic Andisol by using ionic surfactant selective electrodes and influence of the
adsorption on ionic surfactant movement in the soil was investigated The soil is the
high-humic non-allophanic Andisol The total organic carbon content was 13 8 %,
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and clay content 24 6%. The CEC was 12.3 mmoiykg in 1 mmol/L KCl, the AEC
0 mmol/kg Adsorptions of a cationic surfactant (Dodecyl Pyridinium Chloride,
DPC) and an anionic surfactant (Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate, SDS) were measured
by a batch method Surfactant concentrations were measured by using ionic surfactant selective electrodes synthesized from vinyl chloride Miscible displacement
experiment for SDS in the soil was also performed DPC adsorption reached equilibrium by 4 hours after start shaking with the soil and the surfactant solution On
the other hand, the equilibrium state for SDS adsorption was observed at about
26 hours arter start shaking. Probably, this delay of adsorption was caused by the
electrostatic repulsion between the soil and SDS The adsorption isotherm showed
sharp increases of two-stage adsorption These sharp increases indicated a cooperative adsorption. The SDS BreakThrough Curves (BTC) for input solutions at lower
concentrations than the Critical Micelle Concentration (CMC) showed small peak
at early stage and continuing 0 mmol/L, concentration The BTC for an input solution at higher concentration than the CMC showed much earlier breakthrough The
electrostatic repulsion between the soil and SDS, and the cooperative adsorption
strongly affected the SDS movement in the soil.
145-26
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F L Xu
The Adsorption/Desorption of Metal Ions, Phosphate, Organic Substances on
i .mum. and Influence Factors.
F. L. Xu. X. Y. Li, Huazhong Agricultural Univ.
Goethite widely existed in different kinds of soils in China The surface character
and its interreaction with inorganic or organic cations and anions, enzyme, microorganism differed with aluminosilicates clay minerals, aluminium oxides etc in
soils. Over two decades, our research group studied the adsorption/desorption of
metal ions, phosphate, organic substances (Low-molecular-weight-organic acid,
herbicide, enzyme, microorganism,) and made some headways for clarifying the
adsorption/desorption mechanism of soils with variable charge and soils with permanent charge. This paper will briefly summarize these of follows 1. The adsorption/desorption of metal ions on goethite and their mechanism (1) The adsorption
amount and desorption percentage of Cu 2 ' on goethite increased and reduced
remarkably with increasing electrolyte (KCl) concentration in equilibrium solution
respectively The mechanism for the latter may be that most sorbed on goethite surface were nonspecific adsorption and also different with general exchange adsorption and the mechanism for the former may be: (1) the surface charge density and
positive potential of the Stern layer increased as KCl concentration raised, which
resulted in the reduce of specific adsorption, (2) it favored the Cu2 to inter into
the diffusion layer from bulk solution; (3) the Cu2 sorbed in the diffusion layer
could form ion pairs with NO, or ion association substances (2) Low-Molecular-Wcight-Organic-Acid (LMWOA) with low concentration would promote Cd 2
adsorption and inhibit Cd2 adsorption when LMWOA concentration was over a
certain level The reason probably is a sheet of "organic film" formed on the interface by LMWOA sorbed on goethite, which resulted in produce stronger adsorption
sites and reduce the IEP of goethite surface and drop the competition of LMWOA
in solution with Cd2" to adsorb on goethite The desorption ratio of Cd2 reduced
and rose with rising pH solution containing LMWOA for KNO, and DTPA used as
desorbent respectively This is on account of the former being electrostatic adsorption but the former being coordination adsorption (3) The adsorbing capacity and
adsorption ratio of Cd2 , Cu 2 ' on goethite increased with rising the amount of Rhi/.obium fredii (G6) added and with rising the pH value from 2 5 to 8.0 (for Cd 2 ')
or from 3 4 to 7.4 (for Cu 2 ') in equilibrium solution respectively. G( added would
promote the desorption of Cd2 sorbed on goethite in the initial 30 min and inhibit
the desorption with prolongation the desorbing time (2) The amount of P absorbed
on goethite increased with rising P concentration and the desorbing ration rose with
rising P adsorption The maximum desorbing percentage of P sorbed was <2%,
indicating that >98% P sorbed was specifically sorbed The results estimated by
X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) illustrated the amount of H,P04 species
increased and HP0 4 2 decreased with rising the amount of P sorbed In solution with
pH4 4-4 8, most phosphate appeared as H,P04 species when they were sorbed on
goethite and would form to monodentate coordinate compound In solution of pH
6 2-6.5, goethite surface would emerge binuclear coordinate compound as HP0 4 2
species with the release of hydroxyl. (3) The FTIR spectrum before and after the
adsorption of Bensulfuron-methyl on goethite indicated the hydrated groups of goethite surface and the carbonyl, sulfonyl groups of Bensulfuron-methyl took main
effect in the adsorption of Bensulfuron-methyl by goethite (4) Effect of phosphate
and LMWOA on the adsorption of acid phosphatase by goethite. The adsorption
isotherm curve of acid phosphatase on goethite in acetate solution belongs to Ltype and the curve shape was not remarkably influenced by rising the acetate concentration The adsorption percentage of acid phosphatase by goethite varied with
various pH solution and the maximum amount of adsorption (86%) presented at pH
8 6, the reasons were analyzed.
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A. Hilscher
Transport and Degradation of Isotopically Labelled Black Carbon Subjected
to Incubation under Controlled Laboratory Conditions.

A. Hilscher. H. Knicker. Lehrstuhlfuer Bodenkunde. TU-Muenchen.
Black carbon (BC) is produced by incomplete combustion of vegetation and occurs
ubiquitously in soils BC has a highly aromatic structure with few functional groups,
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and is assumed to be relatively resistant to decay Thus, the charred plant material may play an important role in carbon sequestration. But assuming that biomass
burning occurred at the same rate than nowadays since the last glacial maximum,
BC should account for 25 to 125% of the total SOM pool (Masiello, 2004). To be
able to estimate the recalcitrance of BC in soils, knowledge is required concerning
its degradation rates and mechanisms The objectives of this study are to examine
the degradation and humification of BC and its transport within the soil profile. A
further interest is the impact of addition fresh plant material as co-substrate on the
BC degradation The used BC derived from charred residues of rye (Lolium perenne)
and pine (Pinus sylvestris), which were grown with 13C-labelled C02 (99 6 atom%)
and with 15N-enriched nutrient solution (KN03; 99 36 atom %). Arter harvesting
and drying, the two week old shoots were charred at 350°C for one and four minutes,
respectively The char was put onto a soil column and incubated in duplicates for up
to 9 months at 30°C The water content was adjusted to approximately 60% of the
maximal water holding capacity Each soil column was separated in 3 horizons by a
nylon net for a better tracing of potential transport processes The chemical composition of organic matter in the potentially mobile (Dissolved Organic Matter; DOM,
and Particulate Organic Matter; POM) and immobilized fractions (mineral associated organic matter of the mineral phase) was investigated by means of solid-state
VACP/MAS 13C NMR spectroscopy Total organic carbon (Ct) and total nitrogen
(Nt) were measured by using an Elementar Vario EL. The 13C and I5N contents
of the samples were measured with a Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer (QMS) connected to the Elementar Vario EL First results showed that after an incubation time
of 2 months only minor mineralization of BC was observed without supplying fresh
plant material as co-substrate The most BC (97 8%) was recovered with the A horizon. But 0.6% of the total BC content was transported with the drainage into deeper
horizons Application of fresh plant litter additionally to the char at the beginning
of the incubation, resulted in the development of a fungal mat, possibly responsible
for the formation of oxidised charred residues. Such oxidized residues are more
accessible to microbial degradation and may also be responsible for a more efficient
translocation of char into deeper horizons
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C. H. Cheng

Oxidation of Black Carbon Along a Climosequence.
C. H. Cheng, J. Lehmann. Cornell Univ.
Black carbon (BC, synonymous to charcoal or soot) has received increasing attention owing to its potential importance in a wide range of biogeochemical processes.
Due to BC's relative resistance to degradation, experiments investigating the longterm changes in BC properties are a challenge and overall information about biogeochemical changes of BC still remains scarce In this study, we collected BC
samples from the remnant soils of historic charcoal blast furnaces. Seven furnace
sites in eastern America, with mean annual temperatures ranging from 4 4°C in
Maine to I7.7°C in Alabama having similar operation history and abandonment
time, were chosen X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) was used for evaluating oxidation of BC that were isolated from soil. We also measured the Potential
Cation Exchange Capacity (P-CEC) and Effective CEC (E-CEC) of total soil to
determine changes in surface charge associated with oxidation XPS showed that
BC particles from higher temperature regimes had higher atomic O/C ratio than BC
from lower temperature regimes Similarly, both E-CEC and P-CEC were higher at
locations with high mean annual temperature, when the CEC was normalized for
organic C contents of the soils. The significant linear relationships were slightly
stronger between O/C ratio and temperature (r = 0.95), than between P-CEC/C and
E-CEC/C and temperature (r = 0.92 and 0.88, respectively) The strong relationship between atomic O/C ratio and mean annual temperature showed that oxidation of BC particles is significantly controlled by temperature The slightly lower
relationships for E-CEC/C and P-CEC/C were a result of different soil properties
Considering the large variation of soil types, mineralogy, pH and vegetation, the
relationship between CEC and temperature was remarkable strong These results
can be used to improve the quantification of BC sinks in the global C cycles as well
as inform management decisions of bio-char soil technologies
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C. Moni
Physical and Physico-Chimical Stabilization of Organic Matter in the
Subsoil.

C. Moni. A. Chabbi. C Rumpel. C. Chenu. INRA.
Very few studies deal with organic matter stabilisation in subsoil, a compartment
that represents 2/3 of the soil C stocks and displays a very high potential for organic
matter storage Compared to the topsoils, subsoils are depleted in organic matter
but show high Mean Residence Time (MRT) The goals of the current study are ( I )
to quantify the stocks and the mean residence time of organic carbon in soil down to
two meters depth, (2) to monitor the influence of different vegetal cover on the OM
distribution in subsoil and. (3) to evaluate the relative importance of physical and
physico-chemical stabilisation processes in two loamy soils Some pedologicals
parameters that may exert a control on the carbon stabilisation (e.g. texture, pH,
CEC, exchangeable cations, mineralogical composition of clay, and the content
in Fe, Al. Si amorphous and crystallised) were measured The soils had developed
from loess and are located at the Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique
(INRA) research stations of Versailles (north-western France) and Lusignan (southwestern France) The Versailles station displays a 12 years old chronosequence of
C3-C4 plants that allowed us to follow the OM dynamics in soil through the stable

isotopic signature of carbon The soils of Lusignan that have been developed on a
tropical paleosoil, allowed us to follow both the influence of a strong vertical structuration of the profiles, and different vegetal cover (culture, grassland, fallow), on
the organic matter stabilisation in deep horizons. Soils were sampled from surface
up to two meters depth. The carbon stocks estimated for all profiles ranged from
118 t C ha' to 173 t C ha'. The average C stock of cultivated soils is 124±6 t C
ha"1 These soils contain less carbon than the uncultivated soils that store in average
139±37tC ha'. However carbon stocks under grassland and fallow display a much
more important variability, probably due to the heterogeneous vertical structuration of the soil For each profile, more than half of the organic carbon was stored
in the subsoil (i.e. under 30 cm depth) At Versailles in the soil under corn the OM
isotopic signature decreased with depth and became more negative below I m depth
than that of the soil under wheat. This suggests that the OM isotopic signature
is controlled by a process different from the simple succession (C3-C4) of the
vegetal cover The fluctuation of a water table around 80 cm depth might induce
that process At Versailles, after 12 years of corn cultivation, 11% of corn carbon
have been incorporated within soil organic matter in the plough horizon That value
decreases quickly with increasing depth Good correlations were found between
the soil carbon content and the vertical distribution of Mn' (R-=0,98), Na (R:=0,83), K (R2=0,82), and silt (R2= 0,70) Whereas no significant correlation had been
observed with the soil AI and Fe oxide/hydroxide content, neither with clay.
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Thermal Analysis of Itumic and Fulvic Acids Extracted from Composts
Prepared with Different Materials and Mineral Enrichments.
C. C. Lima, Escola Agrotécnica Federal de Satuba: E. D. S. Mendonca, I. R. Silva.
Univ Federal de I'icosa: A. Roig. CEBAS-CSIC.
The aim of the present work was to evaluate by thermogravimetric techniques the
effect of several mineral enrichments of compost upon the humic substances With
these purposes, were prepared eight different mixtures with the following wastes:
Sweet Cane Bagasse (SCB), Ashes of Sweet Cane Bagasse (ASCB), Poultry Manure
(PM), Filter Cake (FC) and castor oil plant residue (Ricinus communis, L.) (MR)
The treatments were prepared by mixing the wastes in the following combinations:
a) SCB+ASCB+PM; b) SCB+ASCB+PM + mineral fertilisers NPK, where N=
urea; c) SCB+ASCB+PM + mineral fertilisers NPK, where N= ammonia sulphate,
d) SCB+ASCB+PM + serpentinite and micaxisto powdered rocks; e) SCB+FC;
f) SCB+MR + gneiss powdered rocks; and g) SCB+MR These treatments were
distributed in randomised blocks with three replicates After 150 days, representative samples of the tree replicates, were taken to the extraction of organic matter, to
fractionation in fulvic and humic acids and their purification. These fractions were
undergone to a thermic decomposition by Differential Thermal Analysis (DTA) and
thermogravimetric analysis (TG) and also to elemental analysis The NC, H:C and
O C atomic ratios, the oxidation degree, ThermoGravimetric Index (TGI) and DTA
of the humic substances were studied These results reflect that these were relevant
molecular changes in the FA, thus, the enrichment with SM originated to obtain a
compost with more aromatic level of FA. However, there were little effect upon the
molecular structure and composition of the HA
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K.Shi

Study on the Contents of Shallow Profile Soil and Biomass Carbon under
Different Plant Processes.
K. Shi. Dalian Jiaolong Univ.

The shallow profile soil organic carbon and biomass carbon contents, which were
of pine, poplar, and shrubbery in two years (2003, 2004) and grassland, upland
in one year (2004) respectively in Ningxia Guyuan, were analyzed. The results
showed that the biomass and biomass carbon of pine, poplar and shrubbery in 2004
were all higher than those in 2003 due to the plant growth The mean biomass of
standard wood followed the trend pine (48 88 kg) >poplar (37.56 kg), and both
higher than shrubbery (7.22 kg m 2 ), grassland (1.44 kg m 2 ) and upland (0 85 kg
m 2 ) in unit area, meanw hile the biomass carbon would increase if the biomass grew
up more. The biomass of underground was much less than that of aboveground It
was obvious that the effects of biomass on the carbon sink in different plant processes were very important The distribution law of the plant carbon content under
different plant processes was coincident, which of branch, trunk, leaf were higher,
while the forest floor and its root were lower relatively. The distribution of carbon
content of root in different layers had close correlation with its ambient soil carbon
content. The soil carbon contents between different layers under the same plant
process were statistically significant different (P < 0 05), and anyway it presented a
decrease trend with the depth as a whole Keywords: plant process; shallow profile
soil; soil carbon content; amount of biomass carbon.
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L. Tribe
Theoretical Calculations of Glyphosate Adsorption in Montmorillonite
Interlayers.
G. Khoury. T. Gehris. L. Tribe. Penn Stale Berks.
The interactions of glyphosate molecules with montmorillonite clay were studied
with theoretical methods, ranging from molecular mechanics to ab initio quantum
mechanical calculations to explore the ways in which this herbicide may bind to

the interlayer surfaces of the mineral. Glyphosate is complex to model in a realistic
fashion due to the presence of its three pH-dependent functional groups, which
lead to the formation of zwitterions in aqueous solutions in a wide range of acidities and provides multiple opportunities for intra and inter-molecular hydrogen
bonding The environment of the glyphosate molecule in the present calculations
is the interlayer of a clay and the surrounding water molecules and cations The
energy landscape is therefore rougher than for the isolated molecule and it is safe
to assume that a number of local minima are available Preliminary calculations
showed the barriers between these minima to be low, so the molecule is likely to
undergo many transitions in the course a simulation Therefore, we do not stress
the search for the global minima in these conditions but rather determine a reasonable structure for the glyphosate molecule in solution The following specie was
considered P030HCH2NH2+CH2COO-. An initial geometry was established byadding sufficient water molecules surrounding the glyphosate molecule and minimizing the system with PM3, a semi-empirical molecular orbital calculation A
model portion of potassium montmorillonite was too large to make calculations
tractable to semi empirical molecular orbital calculations, and was minimized
within the molecular mechanics approximation with the MMFF94 force field to
ensure its stability The swelling of montmorillonite as a function of the humidity
was reproduced A ring of water molecules was placed around the cluster of atoms
representing the portion of clay and the system was allowed to evolve. A number of
water molecules entered the interlayer region and dOOl had increased accordingly
To further explore the evolution of the system as a function of the presence of water
molecules, groups of water molecules were placed in the interlayer and the system
was energy minimized The results for dOOl as a function of the number of water
molecules indicate a sustained growth of the interlayer distance as a function of
the number of water molecules. These two scenarios indicate that the theoretical
approach is appropriate to simulate macroscopic behaviors of the montmorillonite
clay when interacting with water A problem that may occur while attempting to
simulate the interactions of large molecules is the biasing of the results due to the
consideration of only some of the possible scenarios. To avoid this effect, the first
approach to model the interaction of the fully protonated glyphosate molecule with
the montmorillonite clay consisted of a molecular modeling calculation where the
glyphosate molecule was placed in the montmorillonite interlayer and was allowed
to move freely, without constraints. The goal of these calculations was to establish
if one of the three functional groups (CGOH, NH2+ or P030H) is consistently
closer to the montmorillonite in the final state than the other two The final distances between atoms of these moieties and atoms of the surface for seven trials
supported the hypothesis that the charged amino moiety is attracted to the negative
surface of the interlayer. There was only exception where the initial position of the
glyphosate may have led the molecule to remain trapped in a local minimum The
effect of pH on glyphosate molecules was modeled by repeating these calculations
for PMG-, PMG2- and PMG3-, the successively less protonated species, with similar results Selected calculations were repeated with 20 water molecules to provide
a more realistic representation of the hydrated clay, finding very similar results
Another approach used to study the interaction of the glyphosate molecule with the
montmorillonite interlayer was to estimate the adsorption energy of the herbicide
with the clay This issue was addressed in two ways in the current work In the first
place, the energy of the montmorillonite sample and of the glyphosate molecule
was subtracted from the total final energies of the seven conformations above The
values were obtained as the single point energy after the minimization process with
molecular mechanics The adsorption energy estimated this way is a lower order
result of the difference of two higher order quantities, and therefore, susceptible to
large errors Nevertheless, an overall trend to more negative adsorption energies
was found for smaller interatomic distances of the NH2+ moiety to the surface
The adsorption energy was also estimated by comparing the energies when the
adsorbate is bound to the surface and when it is free In this case it was necessary
to make an assumption about the nature of the adsorption Calculations were done
for monodentate and bidentate complexes of phosphonate with the silicon atoms of
montmorillonite The positive values obtained suggest that the formation of those
complexes is not favored
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Glyphosate Adsorption on Pure Soil Component (Montmorillonite): Mineral
Structure Modifications View by XPS and DRX Techniques.
G. Zampieri. Comisión Nacionalde EnergiaAlómica Centra Atómico Bariloche: M.
Dos Santos Afonso. lNQUIMAE-FCEyN-UBA; R. M. Torres Sanchez. CETMIC.
The herbicide glyphosate (N-phosphonomethylglycine, PMG) interacts strongly
with many soil components It forms strong complexes with many metals in solution, and it is adsorbed through innersphere complexation to iron- and aluminium
oxides Glyphosate can also be adsorbed by clay minerals by forming complexes
with interlayer cations or bounded to octahedral cations, specifically iron and aluminium, exposed on the edges of these minerals surface. Because of these interactions, glyphosate is strongly adsorbed in soils To understand the PMG soils
binding mechanism it is necessary firstly to know the interaction mechanism with
pure minerals that compounds soils Clay, sand and organic matter are the main
soil components Among the clays, the smectites develops the highest specific surface area where all the interfacial processes take place Smectites have in common a relatively low layer charge which allows the individual layers to separate
to large dimensions in water giving unique and dramatic swelling properties to
this particular mineral group Two types of sites available for adsorption processes
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made layered silicates particularly interesting for adsorption processes. Structural
isomorphic substitutions in the montmorillonite crystal originate negative binding
sites at the interlayer in a wide pH range, evaluated by the cation adsorption capacity of the clay. A second binding site is found in the ampholitic surface hydroxyls,
responsible for metal surface complexation. The aims of this study is to elucidate
the PMG adsorption on montmorillonite by exposing the clay to aqueous solutions at different pHs, PMG concentrations and ionic strengths. The structures of
the surface complexes are proposed based on the XPS spectra, XRD techniques
To attain this task two bentonites from different origin were used. One of them
was collected from Neuquén Province, Argentina (Nu) and the second one from
Wyoming, USA (Wyo). The structural formula determined by chemical analysis
were [(Si^AI,,,,,) (AI 5 „Fe I)24 M & , 2<j )0,„(OH) 2 ]M„ 26 and [ ( S L ^ A l , J p „ M
g, 1|6 )0 |n (OH),]M' (112 for Nu and Wyo respectively. The XRD analysis shows an
interlayer expansion (d(00l)) with the increase of PMG concentration, due to the
PMG come in to the clay interlayer. Different PMG arrangements were suggested
to explain the dependence of the interlayer shift with the stabilization pH. XPS
analysis showed a different formula ratio between NH/N (protonated/non protonated nitrogen) between the two samples at same stabilization pH and PMG concentration that could be assigned to differences on the structural octahedral substitution
and cationic exchange.
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Sorption of Glyphosate and Phosphate by Tropical Variable-Charge Soils.
O. K. Borggaard, A. L. Gimsing, C. Szilas. Royal Veterinary & Agricultural

Univ.

The widely used herbicide, glyphosate (N-phosphonomethylglycine), which is the
active ingredient in several commercial products, e g RoundUpTM, seems to be
sorbed onto variable-charge surfaces by ligand exchange through the phosphonate
group in a way similar to sorption of phosphate. The apparent similarity in sorption
mechanisms indicates that glyphosate and phosphate may be sorbed onto the same
sorption sites and may compete for these sites Thus, glyphosate and phosphate
were strongly sorbed by synthetic iron and aluminium oxides but with suppressed
glyphosate sorption in presence of phosphate showing preference of the oxides for
phosphate. In contrast, sorption of glyphosate and phosphate by pure permanentcharge 2:1-layer silicates was modest and sorption affinities were similar Accordingly, Danish soils dominated by permanent-charge clay silicates were found to
sorb limited amounts of glyphosate and phosphate, and sorption of the two sorbates
appeared additive rather than competitive inasmuch as higher amounts were sorbed
when they were added together than when glyphosate or phosphate was added
alone (Gimsing et al., 2004) In order to evaluate sorption behaviour of glyphosate
and phosphate by variable-charge soils, sorption of glyphosate and phosphate by
an Andisol, two Oxisols and an Ultisol from Tanzania was investigated; glyphosate
and phosphate were added both separately and in combination. Sorption of both
sorbates was found to decrease in the same order as oxalate-extractable AI and Fe,
i.e. Andisols > Oxisols > Ultisol. Competition between glyphosate and phosphate
was strong with the Andisol and one Oxisol, where little glyphosate was sorbed
on phosphate-saturated soil. However, the two other soils showed limited preference for the two sorbates and the sum of glyphosate plus phosphate when present
together was considerable higher than when glyphosate and phosphate occurred
separately. These results indicate that soils in relation to glyphosate and phosphate
sorption possess common as well as more specific sorption sites. Common sites
accept both glyphosate and phosphate but with preference for phosphate, while
other sites seem available for either glyphosate or phosphate. Depending on their
composition, individual soils can possess different numbers and ratios of common
and specific sites, and hence exhibit different behaviour toward glyphosate and
phosphate alone and in combination. The sorption behavior will be discussed in
relation to soil composition with emphasis on clay mineralogy. Knowledge about
glyphosate sorption by various soils and the influence of phosphate on this process
become more and more urgent because of increasing use of glyphosate in both
conventional and gen-modified crop production. Increasing use of glyphosate augments the risk of pollution of the aquatic environment with this xenobiotic
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W. F. Jaynes
Sorption of Aflatoxin by Clays and Modified Clays.
W. F. Jaynes. R. Zartman. W. Hudnall. Texas Tech Univ.
Afiatoxins are toxic fungal metabolites produced by Aspergillus flavus and other
molds Cancer and deaths in humans and animals can result from aflatoxin ingestion Worldwide, 4 5 billion people may suffer chronic non-lethal toxicity Of the 16
naturally occurring aflatoxins, B l , B2, G l , and G2 are commonly detected in food
and feedstuff's Aflatoxin and the B and G toxin names were derived from A.flavus
and the blue and green fluorescence of these compounds. Fluorescence can be used
to screen crops for aflatoxin contamination. Clays such as montmorillonite are commonly added to animal feeds as anti-caking agents to improve flow characteristics
As an added benefit, montmorillonite has been shown to sorb aflatoxins and reduce
toxicity to animals Other researchers have shown that a commercial montmorillonite clay product, Novasil, effectively sorbs aflatoxins from water and in feeding
studies greatly reduces toxicity to animals. U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(USFDA) regulations limit the use of grains with >20 ug aflatoxins/kg and mandate
the disposal of grains with >1000 ug/kg. USFDA regulations allow the addition of
up to 2 % clay in animal feeds, but the claim that clay additives reduce aflatoxin
toxicity has not been approved Of the common aflatoxins, Bl is the most toxic. In
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this study, aflatoxin Bl (AfBl) retention by clays and modified clays was measured
using aqueous batch sorption isotherms and by direct mixing with AfBl -contaminated corn meal. The objectives were to identify more effective clay additives and
examine the nature of aflatoxin binding to clays. The reference clays, SWy-2, SAzI, SepSp-1, were obtained from the Clay Minerals Society and used for comparison
with Novasil. Organo-clays were prepared by treating SWy-2 with a quaternary
alkylamine (HDTMA) and proteins (cotton seed, casien). Aflatoxin concentrations
were measured using enzyme-linked immunoassay and UV absorption Based on
aqueous batch sorption isotherms, the reference montmorillonites, SWy-2 and
SAz-l (300 to 350 g/kg), were slightly more effective than Novasil (150 g/kg) in
sorbing aflatoxins. Sepiolite, SepSp-1, was much less effective (-50 g/kg) than
the montmorillonites. The HDTMA-SWy-2 (-25 g/kg) and protein-SWy-2 (100
to 200 g/kg) organo-clays were less effective than untreated SWy-2 (-350 g/kg).
A synthetic hydrotalcite-like mineral was the most effective clay tested with AfBl
loadings of > 1000 g/kg. Aflatoxin retention from corn meal by the clays was 100
times less than from water. Corn meal samples contaminated with -900 to 2000 ug
AtBl/kg were mixed with clays and a small amount of water. Later, these samples
were extracted with 60% methanol using a procedure modified from a method for
aflatoxins in grain. The synthetic hydrotalcite that most effectively sorbed AfBl
from water was least effective in binding AfBl (-0.5 g/kg loadings) in corn meal,
whereas, the sepiolite (SepSp-1) was most effective with aflatoxin loadings o f - 5 . 0
g/kg. The protein-SWy-2 organoclays were more effective than the untreated clay,
whereas, the HDTMA-SWy-2 clay was much less effective. Minor A1B1 sorption
by HDTMA-SWy-2 suggests that clay surface adsorption was more important than
partitioning. Addition of 2 % SWy-2, SAz-l, and Novasil to 2000 ug AfBl/kg corn
meal retained 90 to 95% of AfBl and reduced extractable AfBl to -100 ug/kg. A
poor sorbent for aqueous AfBl, 2% sepiolite (SepSp-1) effectively sorbed 99% of
AfBl from corn meal and reduced extractable AfBl content to - 2 0 ug/kg. Montmorillonites and other clays effectively sorbed aflatoxins from water and very high
loadings of sorbed aflatoxin to clays were achieved. In contrast, aflatoxin sorption
from corn meal was 100 times less than from water. The relative amounts of aflatoxin sorbed from water compared to sorption from corn meal were reversed in
several instances. Soluble corn meal components and methanol extraction probably
account for the much lower aflatoxin sorption in the corn meal/clay experiments.
The sorbed aflatoxin retained by clays in the corn meal experiments was more
strongly retained than the much larger aflatoxin amounts sorbed from water. Aflatoxin sorption from corn meal is a more conservative measure of aflatoxin binding
and might correlate more closely with animal exposure and toxicity reduction than
sorption from water. Tests of aflatoxin sorption from grain might more effectively
screen potential additives than sorption from water. Aflatoxin sorption data suggest
that more effective clay feed additives might be developed using sepiolites, montmorillonites, or modified clays.
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Water-Stable Aggregates of Back Soil under Long-Term Application of
Chemical Fertilizers and Recycled Organic Manures.
X. Han. S. Wang. Northeast Institute of Geography and Agroecology, Chinese
Academy of Sciences: B. Xing. Dept of Plant. Soil, and Insect Sciences. Univ of
Massachusetts.
Soil water-stable aggregates have direct influence on the soil quality and crop
growth. In this research, the effect of organic matter input on particulate organic
matter and water-stable aggregates in black soils was examined using a long term
experiment at Hailun Agricultural Ecology Experimental Station (China), Chinese
Academy of Sciences. There were 8 fertilization treatments with 3 replications,
and crop rotation was wheat, corn and soybean The 8 treatments were: I. control
(no fertilizer); If recycled organic matter (ROM); III. N (N 107.2kg.knr 2 only for
wheat and corn, but no for soybean, the N fertilizer was urea); IV N+ ROM, V
NP (N 107.2kg.km-3 and P 18.6 kg.km-2); VI. NP+ ROM; VII. NPK (K fertilizer
was potassium sulfate); VIII. NPK+ ROM. Compared to the soil samples prior to
the long term experiment, content of water-stable aggregates (>0 25mm) decreased
in the 4 treatments of control, ROM, N, and NP, but increased in the treatments
of NP+ROM, NPK, NPK+ROM The water-stable aggregates (>0.5mm) increased
with depth, but the water-stable aggregates(<0 5mm) decreased The content of Particulate Organic Carbon (POC) varied with different aggregate size. The ratio of
POC to total organic carbon in the aggregates of 3-5 mm was the highest, 32-54%;
the ratio of 0.25 to 3 mm was 8.5-26%, that of <0.25mm aggregates was the lowest, 8 5-13%. Different soil management practices strongly affected the content of
POC in the water-stable aggregates. For the water-stable aggregates of 0.25 to 5
mm, POC decreased in the 4 treatments of control, ROM, N, NP, but increased in
the 3 treatments of NP+ROM, NPK, NPK+ROM. For the water-stable aggregates
of <0.25mm, POC did not changed much, except for NPK+ROM. Overall, nutrient
management had great influence on the soil water-stable aggregates and their POC
contents. Selection of appropriate management systems can increase the content of
water-stable aggregates and their POC. thus improving soil quality and preventing
soil erosion.
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J. Breiner
Properties of Organo-Mineral Particles.
J. Breiner. M. Anderson. H. Tom. R. Graham. Univ of California.

Riverside.

The reactivity of colloidal particles is regulated by their surface properties
These properties affect the wettability, flocculation-dispersion characteristics, ion
exchange, sorption capacities and transport of inorganic colloids Most studies have
focused on hydrophilic, charged particle surfaces, often neglecting the alterations
in surface properties produced by the adsorption of natural organic matter, surfactants and other compounds Adsorption of these substances can potentially render
a surface substantially more hydrophobic Nevertheless, comparatively little is
known about changes in surface properties and reactivity of minerals upon sorption
of hydrophobic organic compounds In this study, the properties of four minerals
(kaolinite, pyrophyllite, montmorillonite and Min-U-Sil") and two inorganic materials (amorphous aluminum hydroxide and amorphous silicon oxide) were compared
before and after treatment with the common silylating agent trimethylchlorosilane
(TMCS) The samples were characterized by measurements of total carbon, cation exchange capacity, particle size, specific surface area, electrophorctic mobility, contact angle, particle aggregation, x-ray diffraction and by diffuse reflectance
infrared spectroscopy. For the layer silicates, surface coverage was limited to <2%
tnmethyl silane(TMSi) TMSi covered 7.5% of the Min-U-Sil'" surface and 33% of
the amorphous silicon oxide Treatment did not affect the structure of the minerals
but lowered the cation exchange capacity, specific surface area and electrophoretic mobilities Water contact angles increased between 18 to 114 degrees with
treatment While the apolar characteristic of the surfaces decreased minimally with
treatment, the Lewis acid/base properties were substantially reduced and mterfacial
free energy shifted from positive to negative values indicating a more hydrophobic
surface character. For all the samples except kaolinite, these changes affected the
stability of the colloids in suspension depending upon solution pH Even though
the grafting of TMSi altered colloidal mineral surface properties and increased their
hydrophobicity, these changes were not sufficient to predict colloid aggregation
behavior.
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Sorption, Desorption, and Biodegradation of Alanine in Soil.
H. Fischer. Y. Kuzyakov. Univ of Hohenheim.
Low Molecular Weight Substances (LMWS), such as amino acids, sugars, and
organic acids are released into soil by root exudation or plant and microorganisms
residue decomposition LMWS are subject to a variety of processes: microbial utilization and decomposition to CO,, sorption by mineral particles and soil organic
matter, or leaching Although these processes lead to low concentrations of these
substances in soil (about I umol I'), LMWS are of great importance in the C- (and
N-) cycle due to their high microbial availability contributing to their fast turnover.
Despite sorption of LMWS on soil particles strongly reduces their microbial availability, LMWS sorption was investigated only in few studies Most of them used
concentrations higher than occur in soil, and none distinguished between sorption
and decomposition simultaneously. We investigated sorption and decomposition of
alanine in soil. Because of the low concentrations which have to be used in order
to simulate natural conditions, we used '4C uniformly labeled alanine The experiments were done with 1 g of dried, sieved, and re-moistened loamy soil Alanine
as representative for amino acids was added to soil as 2.5 ml aqueous solution and
gently shaken for periods between 10 s and 1 d Concentrations in the soil solution
varied from 0 1 to 1000 umol I' Radioactivity in the supernatant was measured
after centrifugation at 1500 g and represented not absorbed alanine Using CHCI,,
HgCI2, or NaN, as sterilizing agents allowed separate determination of microbial
decomposition and sorption to the soil matrix. After 200 minutes no further biodegradation could be observed The soil-solution equilibrium was reached after
absorption of about 50% of alanine within 150 minutes with 40% of the alanine
absorbed already within the first 10 minutes. The sterilizing agents had various
effects on alanine degradation CHC1, prevents completely microbial mineralization, but was only partly suitable for sorption experiments because of release by
cell lysis of similar substances which compete for sorption places. For this reason,
a combination of HgCI, and NaN, is recommended Without any sterilizing agents
only 20% of the alanine remained in the solution. Consequently, at least 30% of
the alanine were microbially decomposed within 3 hours Comparing sorption of
alanine and decarboxylated alanine we conclude, that the sorption of amino acids
is mainly controlled by amino-group. At soil solution concentration of I umol 1'
alanine sorption of about 0 7 umol kg' soil for both, alanine and decrboxylated
alanine was observed. The desorption experiment was carried out in two steps,
first with deionised water, then with 0 01 M CaCI, solution Desorption with water
showed that about 10% of the sorbed alanine were absorbed only slightly, whereas
two thirds of this absorbed amount were decomposed in non-sterilized soil Subsequent desorption with CaCI, showed that another 10% of absorbed alanine were
absorbed at cationic exchange places, with 80% of this amount decomposed in the
non-sterilized variant We conclude that sorption of alanine is faster than its microbial decomposition and that this sorption is irreversible.
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The Effect of Catechol Interaction with the Maillard Reaction on Abiotic
11 limit» ation as Catalyzed by Birnessite.
A. G Hardie. L. M. Kozak. P. M. Huang. Depi of Soil Science. Univ of
Saskatchewan.

The Maillard reaction, involving condensation reactions between sugars and amino
acids, is regarded as an important pathway in natural humification processes (I)
Likewise the polyphenol pathway of humification has been intensely studied Various soil mineral colloids can serve as catalysts in humification, and birnessite has
been found to be one of the most powerful catalysts of these reactions (2) In nature
it is likely that the Maillard reaction and polyphenol pathways interact with each
other since sugars, amino acids and polyphenols all coexist in soil solutions and
aquatic environments. An integrated humification pathway was first studied by
using birnessite as the catalyst and using equimolar concentrations of glucose, glycine and catechol (3) The aim of our study was to examine the effect of the molar
ratio of catechol to Maillard reagents on the humification process as catalyzed by
birnessite The integrated system (glucose, glycine and catechol) was compared
with the Maillard reaction and catechol only systems. A number of treatments with
an increasing concentration of catechol present in the reaction systems were conducted, and then the degree of humification and the nature of the products formed
were investigated The experiment was performed under environmentally relevant
conditions, namely at pH 7 0 and at 45° C. Forty five degrees centigrade is the
approximate temperature of the topsoil on a day with an ambient air temperature of
25° C. Sterile conditions were maintained throughout the experiment. ThefinalpH,
Eh, Mn concentration and visible absorbance of the reaction systems was determined after a period of 15 days Visible, EPR and FTIR spectroscopy were used to
investigate the nature of the reaction products Our results showed that increasing
molar ratios of catechol to Maillard reagents, as catalyzed by birnessite, resulted in
significant increases in the degree of humification in the integrated pathway. This
increase in humification was substantially higher than the sum of the humification in the Maillard reaction system and in the catechol alone systems The visible
spectroscopic data show that the threshold value required to observe significant
increases in the degree of humification was a molar ratio of catechol to Maillard
reagents greater than 005 (i.e., 0.0025 mol catechol to 005 mol glucose + 005
mol glycine). The data indicate that this synergistic effect is a result of the multiple
processes which can occur in the integrated reaction system, namely, the Maillard
reaction, the polymerization of catechol and polycondensation of catechol and glycine. It can also be seen from the FTIR spectroscopic data that increasing the molar
ratio of catechol to Maillard reagents higher than 0 05 in the integrated system
results in the formation of humic substances with an increasingly aromatic character The findings obtained in the present study are of fundamental significance in
understanding the abiotic pathway of humification in natural environments
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Tracing the Fate of Lignin-Derived Carbon in Particle Size Fractions of Soils
by Compound Specific l3C isotope Analysis.
A. Heim. M. W. I. Schmidt. Depi of Geography. Univ of Zurich.
Lignin is a major component of cell walls in terrestrial plants Due to its aromatic
structure it is believed to be highly resistant against microbial degradation. Short
term decomposition studies indicated initial lignin enrichment in plant litter The
long-term fate of lignin in soils became clearer only very recently (Dignac et al
2005; Heim & Schmidt, submitted) Long-term field experiments showed that in
agricultural soils lignin turns over faster than bulk Soil Organic Carbon (SOC).
Bulk SOC generally is strongly stabilized in the clay fraction, but several studies
found clay fractions are depleted in lignin components (eg. Amelung et al. 1999,
Kiem & Kögel-Knabner 2003). To elucidate the fate of lignin and the processes
of lignin stabilization in soils, we followed "C labeled lignin in particle size fractions of arable and grassland soils Samples from two arable soils were analyzed as
bulk soil and after separation into particle size classes. At both sites, one plot has
been under continuous maize (C4 plant) cropping for 23 years, while the control
plot has been under continuous wheat (C3 plant). For comparison, a grassland soil,
planted with ryegrass (Lolium perenne) was analyzed, where the "C label had been
introduced by fumigation with "C labeled CO, for 10 years The lignin content in
these samples was determined by gas chromatography - mass spectrometry (GCMS) after having been subjected to a CuO oxidation, which splits the macromolecule into its monomers Compound specific isotope values of individual lignin
monomers were measured by coupling a combustion oven and an isotope ratio
monitoring mass spectrometer to the GC. In particle size fractions of arable and
grassland soil we found that most of the new (i.e. "C-labelled) lignin can be found
in the sand (> 0.063 mm) fraction (43% in the arable soil, 57% in the grassland).
The rest of the new lignin was about evenly distributed between coarse silt, fine
silt, and clay fractions The old (i.e. non-labeled) lignin is in the fine silt fraction
(51% of all old lignin in arable soil, 38 % in grassland soil). The < 0.063 mm fractions combined, comprise about 90% of old (C3) lignin in the arable soil, and 78%
in the grassland soil The fine size fractions usually have a higher specific surface
area, and this could point to the role of sorption processes, which may be involved
in stabilizing lignin in soils Contrasting, most of the lignin in the sand fraction
probably is free particulate organic matter, which appears to be less stable than
lignin in finer fractions However, stabilization in fine fractions seems to be less
important for lignin than for bulk SOC In arable and grassland soil, the ratios of
lignin oxidation products to total organic carbon decreased from sand to clay fractions consistently. Thus, although lignin in fine fractions is more stable than "free"
lignin, lignin derived carbon contributes only small proportions to the stable carbon
in clay fractions Concluding, compound specific ' 'C isotope analysis showed that
lignin derived carbon does not contribute to the strong enrichment of soil carbon in
silt and clay-sized fractions in agricultural and grassland soil.
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Q.Y.Huang
Protection of DNA by Clay Minerals and Various Colloidal Particles from an

Alfisol.
Q. Y. Huang. Faculty ofResourcs and Environment. Huazhong Agricultural Univ.
Desorption and nuclease degradation of DNA on four different colloidal fractions
from Brown soil and clay minerals were studied The structures of native DNA,
adsorbed and desorbed DNA were investigated by Fourier-Transform Infrared
(FTIR), Circular Dichroism (CD) and fluorescence spectroscopy in order to determine the mechanisms on the resistance of bound DNA to enzymatic degradation in
soils Kaolinite exhibited the highest binding affinity for DNA among the examined
colloidal particles In comparison with organic clays, DNA was tightly adsorbed by
inorganic clays. FTIR spectra showed that kaolinite and inorganic clays changed
DNA conformation from B-form to Z-form, while montmorillonite and organic
clays retained the original conformation of DNA. A structural change from B- to Cform in DNA molecules on kaolinite was observed by CD spectroscopy and further
confirmed by fluorescence spectroscopy Soil colloid or mineral-DNA complexes
have stronger protection against nuclease degradation than free DNA Tightly
bound-DNA by kaolinite and inorganic clays was degraded to a greater extent than
that loosely bound on montmorillonite and organic clays. According to these findings, we propose that the protection of soil colloids and minerals for DNA against
nuclease degradation is not controlled by the binding affinity of DNA molecules
for the colloids and the conformational change of adsorbed DNA It seems that the
higher stability of DNA is mainly attributed to the presence of organic matter in the
system and the adsorption of nuclease on soil colloids and minerals The information obtained in this study is of fundamental significance for the understanding of
the behavior of extracellular DNA in soil environment.
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Characterization of Adsorbed Dicarboxylic Acids onto Minerals.
S. Kang. B. Xing. Dept of Plant. Soil, and Insect Sciences. Univ of Massachusetts.
Adsorption of dicarboxylic acids (succinic, glutaric, adipic, and azelaic acid) by
kaolinite, montmorillonite, and goethite at different pH conditions was investigated
using in situ Attenuated Total Reflectance Fourier Transformed InfraRed (ATRFTIR) and ex situ Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transformed (DRIFT) spectroscopy The order of sorption capacity of the minerals used was: montmorillonite
> goethite > kaolinite The highest dicarboxylic acid adsorption was observed at pH
4 compared to the sorption at pH 7 and pH 9, which indicates that sorption is highly
pll-dependent and related to the surface characteristics of minerals. With in situ
ATR-FT1R analysis, succinic acid was observed to form outer-sphere complexes
with the mineral surfaces at pH 4, 7, and 9. From DRIFT spectra of the freeze-dried
complex samples, we observed the inner-sphere coordination between the carboxyl
acid groups and the mineral surfaces at pH 4, 7, and 9 Therefore, we propose
that organic acids in aqueous environment prefer to adsorb onto clay minerals by
outer-sphere complexation, while inner-sphere complexation is favored under dry
conditions, indicating that binding of organic acids onto minerals under dry condition is stronger than that under wet condition. Therefore, we expect different
conformations and aggregate structures of sorbed organic acids as influenced by
complexation types, which may have significant implications for carbon sequestration and cycling in soils
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J E. Thomas
DRIFT Infrared Spectroscopy Studies of Organic Matter Interactions at
Mineral Surfaces.
J. E. Thomas. R. Schmidt. M. Kelley. Jefferson Laboratory Free Electron Laser
Group and Dept of Applied Science. The College of William and Mary: E. Canuel.
Dept of Physical Sciences. Virginia Institute of Marine Sciences.
The distribution and reactivity of organic carbon in the environment are strongly
affected by the interaction of organics with mineral surfaces The fine particulate
nature of soils and marine sediments lend itself to infrared spectroscopy studies using the DRIFT technique This technique requires minimal preparation for
samples which already exist as powders and can give information on surface species Spectral information of adsorbed species can be obtained by collecting spectra
from the sample with adsorbed species of interest and from a mineral "blank and
then computing the difference spectrum Since clays and other minerals typically
have adsorbed water molecules on their surface an investigation was carried out to
determine how results using DRIFT differed from existing studies reported in the
literature where the mineral with adsorbed organic was in situ in an aqueous environment The DRIFT results obtained for salicylic acid adsorbed onto ä-alumina
were closely comparable with those obtained by Biber and Stumm (1994), using
ATR with the mineral in situ in the solution A series of materials of geochemical
significance were prepared using kaolinite and ä-alumina as the mineral phases
The organics studied included ringed and straight chained carboxylic acids and a
selection of short chain amino acids with one or two carboxylic acid groups and one
or two amino groups Studies with lysine showed the amino acid present on the surface of ä-alumina and kaolinite after exposure to a 0.01M solution with a pH in the
region of the iso-electric point of the lysine (previously reported as the most favorable condition for adsorption). The 1700 - 1300 cm-1 region provided a window to
observe amino acid peaks The peak positions observed for lysine were consistent
those observed at the same pH by McQuillan et al (1998) for lysine adsorption onto
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Ti02, using in situ ATR -IR spectroscopy. The adsorption of long chain organics,
octacosane and myristic acid (both insoluble in water) was also investigated Hexane was used as the solvent Octacosane was detected on the surface of the minerals, even after washing with fresh hexane. Myristic acid interacted with both ä-alumma and kaolinite surfaces forming linkages which result in a carboxylate group
This implies the displacement of the H+ from the carboxyl group which could be
accommodated by a negatively charged surface site There was also evidence of
carboxyl groups, particularly on the unwashed samples This could be a contribution from subsequent multiple layers of myristic acid on the surface or from more
than one type of adsorption of the molecule onto the mineral surface The intensity
of the myristic acid was significantly stronger on the ä-alumina surface compared
with the kaolinite samples. The study is being extended to investigate organic molecules on the surface of marine and esturine sediments.
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Adsorption of limine Acid on Minerals as Examined by F D R , NMR, and
Elemental Analysis.
S. Ghosh, S. Kang. P. C. Bhowmik. B. Xing. Dept of Plant. Soil, and Insect Sciences.
Univ of Massachusetts.
Mineral-humic complexes are commonly distributed in the natural environments
and play a significant role in regulating the transport and retention behavior of
hydrophobic organic contaminants This study examined the characteristics of the
mineral-HA complexes as well as the structural composition of humic acids (HA)
upon sequential sorption on kaolinite, montmorillonite, and goethite surfaces. Solid
state "C NMR and diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transformed (DRIFT) spectroscopy techniques were employed to determine the fractionation behavior of HA
Elemental analysis data clearly indicated increasing polarity of the unadsobed HA
fractions after coating DRIFT spectra of the clay-HA complexes demonstrated
higher sorption of aliphatic fractions. DRIFT spectra of both kaolinite-HA and
montmorillonite-HA complexes showed small peaks at 2926 and 2856 cm ' region
inferring the C-H stretching of CH, and CF1, groups. The DRIFT spectra of the
goethite-HA complexes were dominated by the presence of strong absorption bands
of carboxylic moiety Signature of the phenolic fractions was also observed on goethite surface. DRIFT results of the left over HA fractions after coating on minerals
are also in compliance with the mineral-HA complex data NMR results showed
higher sorption of aliphatic moieties on clay minerals while goethite preferentially
sorbed carboxylic and phenolic fractions. The above observations distinctly points
out that mineral surface property dictate the fractionation behavior of HA.
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Sorption of Sulfonamide Antimicrobials to llumic-Clay Complexes.
J. Gao. J. A. Pedersen. Univ of Wisconsin.
Sulfonamide antimicrobial agents are widely used in human medicine and animal
husbandry. They enter soil environments through effluent irrigation and application
of manure and sewage biosolids as soil amendments The primary concern with
introducing antimicrobial agents into soil and water environments is the spread of
antibiotic resistance in response to increased selective pressure, potentially leading
to proliferation of resistant pathogens The interaction of sulfonamide antimicrobials with soil constituents influences their mobility and bioavailability. Mineral
clay and humic substance are two important components in soil, which are usually
associated with each other In this study, we examined the sorption and desorption
of sulfamethazine to three reference smectite montmorillonites (Ca-SWy-2, CaSAz-1 and Ca-SWa-l) with humic acid coatings (Elloit Soil humic acid. Summit
Hill humic acid)at humic acid today ratios of 1:5, 1:50and 1:100 Batch sorption
experiments were conducted in 5 mM CaC12 for 7 days and the solid to liquid
ratio was 5 mg/itiL, The desorption of sulfamethazine from humic-clay complexes
was investigated using a single decant-refill procedure for 2 days equilibrium, the
ratio of sulfamethazine-free solution to total solution was 0.95 Both sorption and
desorption isotherms well fit by the Freundlich Model Sorption of sulfamethazine
to humic-clay complexes was non-linear (n < 1, p < 0 05) over the investigated
concentration range Increased humic acid loading enhanced sulfonamide sorption and slightly decreased isotherm linearity Desorption hysteresis was observed
and was higher at lower humic acid loadings Apparent competitive sorption with
another sulfonamide (sulfapyridine) was observed for clays with high humic acid
loadings.
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X Feng

Investigating the Role of Organo-Clay Complexes in Phenanthrene Sorption.
,V. Feng. A. J. Simpson, M. J. Simpson. Dept of Physical and Environmental
Sciences. Univ of Toronto, Scarborough College.
Sorption of Hydrophobic Organic Compounds (HOCs) is an important process that
regulates the fate and transport of many problematic chemicals in the environment
Recent studies of contaminant-soil interactions have indicated that selective sorption and physical conformation of organic matter at the solid-aqueous interface
are important in governing HOC sorption A new Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR) technique. High Resolution-Magic Angle Spinning (HR-MAS) NMR.
which enables one to obtain liquid-state quality spectra on semi-solid samples,
provides a powerful tool to examine the role of organo-clay compounds in sorp-

tion interactions with HOCs In our study, organo-clay complexes were constructed
by coating montmorillonite and kaolinite with Peat Humic Acid (PHA) in Na or
Ca2' dominated solutions with varying pH and ionic strength values, and used in
the batch sorption studies with phenanthrene The solution conditions encourage
the dissolved PHA to adopt "coiled" or "stretched" conformation prior to interacting with the clay mineral surface and facilitates the investigation of the role of
organic matter physical conformation in HOC sorption. Evidence from 'H HRMAS NMR indicates that polymethylene carbon (-CH,-) is prevalent at the surface
of the organo-clay complexes, which may enhance interactions, such as hydrogen
bonding, in the sorption of HOCs Selective sorption of polymethylene groups on
kaolinite and aromatic compounds on montmorillonite may contribute to the difference in phenanthrene sorption by PHA associated with these two types of clay
Moreover, less peptides are sorbed to clay surfaces at lower pH values, and hence,
a relatively higher ratio of polymethylene carbon is exposed at the solid-aqueous
interface This is likely to contribute to the enhanced phenanthrene sorption at
lower pH values because sorbents rich in polymethylene carbon have been reported
to exhibit very high sorption capacity (K ) for phenanthrene Alternatively, organic
matter conformation in various solution conditions is accounted for the difference
in phenanthrene sorption capacity of different organo-clay complexes. This study
demonstrates that solution conditions and clay mineral type are important for the
selective sorption of humic materials at the soil-water interface, and indirectly control the HOC sorption behavior.
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Humin as a Fractal Nanomaterial.
.1. A. Rice. South Dakota State Univ.
Natural Organic Matter (NOM) in soil and sediment interacts with mineral surfaces,
primarily aluminosilicate or clay minerals, to form an organo-mineral composite
known as humin Humin typically represents more than 50% of the organic carbon
present in soils and sediments Like the other humic fractions of soil or sediment
NOM, humin is defined operationally; it is defined as the humic fraction insoluble
in an aqueous solution at any pH value It is recognized as a primary sorbent for
many Anthropogenic Organic Compounds (AOC) introduced into the solid or
sediment environment It also occupies an unique niche in the global geochemical
cycle of carbon. Humin was isolated from four soil and sediment samples. Surface
area, surface charge, porosity measurements and fractal analysis of small-angle
x-ray scattering data were used to characterized surfaces properties as a result of
selective removal of the various organic materials making up the composite using
solvent extraction, the MIBK partitioning method, and bromine oxidation The surface fractal dimension decreased while surface area increased, and surface pore
size decreased upon organic matter removal. These results suggest that the mineral
components of humin have smooth surfaces over length scales of ~1 to 15 nm,
and that the organic coatings are responsible for surface roughness The surface of
humin particles were found to be dominated by micro- and mesopores that could be
at least partly responsible for humin's high sorptive capacity for AOC
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In Sim II Stabilization by Microbial Metabolites; Sequestration of (J by
Melanin and its Sorption to Minerals.
A. S. Knox. C. Turick. Savannah River National Laboratory.
This study is based on pyomelanin-producing bacteria isolated from soils at Savannah River Site (SRS), Aiken, SC Pyomelanin is a microbial pigment and a humic
type compound in the class of melanin pigments Pyomelanin has electron shuttling
capabilities and thus accelerates the bacterial reduction of soluble and insoluble
metals oxides Pyomelanin is produced outside the cell and either diffuses away
or attaches to the cell surface In either case, the reduced pyomelanin is capable of
transferring electrons to metals Hence, soil amendments that stimulate pyomelanin
production are expected to contribute to metal reduction and/or sequestration insitu We have demonstrated pyomelanin production in soil from the Tims Branch
area of SRS as a result of tyrosine amendments These results were documented in
laboratory soil column studies and field deployed lysimeters. The amended soils
demonstrated increased redox behavior and sequestration capacity of U following pyomelanin production Treatments with tyrosine and lactate demonstrated the
highest levels of pyomelanin production Decreased soil permeability was associated with lactate additions and may be a result of colloid formation The presented
study quantifies melanin sequestration of uranium and the sorption behavior of
melanin-uranium complexes to predominant soil minerals Sequestration of U by
melanin produced by model dissimilatory metal reducing bacteria was evaluated as
a function of pH and melanin mass Total U concentrations was determined with
ICP-MS and U(V1) by pulsed-laser phosphorimetry The U concentration data was
used to calculate distribution coefficients (Kd values), defined as the ratio of the
concentration of solute sorbed to the solid divided by its concentration in solution
Non-electrostatic (Kd. Freundlich or Langmuir) models were evaluated and a simple model was identified to fully describe the data The main intent of conducting
desorption experiments of sorbed U by melanin or a mixture of melanin and minerals was to determine how strongly U is bound to the melanin or melanin mixed with
minerals Uranium immobilization evaluated by various short term and long term
geochemical approaches provided a critical indication of the effectiveness of this
method Effective short-term measures of performance included measurements of
U in pore water as a time function (3 to 8 weeks) and sorption/desorption experi-

ments. Geochemical measurements (sequential extractions, mineralogical analysis, etc) were performed to support long-term performance evaluation Long term
performance was assessed by determining precipitated or co-precipitated mineral
phases and identifying, where possible, natural analogs.
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Phenanthrene Sorption and Leaching Dynamics in Two Agricultural Soils.
S. Amellal. A. Boivin. M. Schiavon. C. Perrin Ganier. Lahoratoire Sols et
Envtronnement. ENSA1A-1NRA/MPL.
The fate of phenanthrene in the subsurface of soils is affected by a complex timedependent interplay between sorption and leaching processes. In order to assess the
dynamic interactions between sorption and leaching, experiments were carried out
using two different soils (clay and sandy loam) and different contact times. When
phenanthrene was applied to in weak concentrations, its adsorption and desorption
were similar in the two soils The soils' physical properties appeared to be the key
factor limiting phenanthrene leaching In clay soil and sandy loam soil, after 6
months under natural cl imatic conditions, the amount of 14C phenanthrene leached
was less than 2 % of the amount applied 'I'he soil which exhibited the lowest leaching values was also the soil which had the strongest Kf and the lowest infiltration
rate. A large quantity of residues remained extractable up to 30 days without influencing the concentrations in the leachate However, phenanthrene was also present
in a non-available state (> 27 % of bound residues) in both soils at 180 days. The
mechanism of dynamic leaching of phenanthrene is still not well understood In the
future, it would be interesting to identify the transfer dynamics of this compound
into soil aggregates during leaching.
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Effects of Ionic Strength on MES Sorption and Mi Sorption Kinetics at the
Goethite-Water Interface.
B. Rosen. R. Tappero. K. Paul. D. Sparks. Univ of Delaware
Soil chemists use batch sorption experiments to measure metal and oxyanion retention by soil and soil components to predict their fate and transport in the environment Solution pH is a master variable influencing the thermodynamics and
kinetics of sorption reactions on mineral surfaces, and therefore must be carefully
controlled in batch sorption experiments Buffers offer an effective means to control pH. However, buffers may interact with dissolved species or mineral surfaces.
Batch sorption experiments (pH 6 5, 1 0 g/L solid, 500 \iM sorbate, 48 hrs) were
conducted to investigate the interaction between a common sulfonic acid buffer
MES (2-[N-Morphalino]-ethanesulfonic acid) and goethite (ot-FeOOH) Preliminary data indicated MES sorbed to goethite (r= 12 umol/m:) in low ionic strength
conditions (I < 0.01 M), but sorption was not evident at higher ionic strengths (I >
0.05 A/), which indirectly suggested MES formed an outer-sphere complex. Additional evidence from ATR-FT1R flow-cell experiments reinforced the macroscopic
batch data Splitting of a single IR active band (-1050 cm') into two IR active
bands occurred after exposing a MES buffer solution (500 \xM) to a thin film of
a-FeOOH. which indicated an interaction between MES and the mineral surface.
However, nearly complete disappearance of the bands occurred rapidly when the
influent flow-cell solution was changed to 0 01 M NaCI, suggesting MES was only
weakly bound to the Ot-FeOOH surface The influence of MES buffer-mineral interactions on Ni sorption kinetics was investigated Total Ni loading was similar in
buffered and unbuffered systems at both low and high ionic strengths (T= 1 2 pmol/
m2), which indirectly suggested Ni forms an inner-sphere complex on o-FeOOH
However, the short-term Ni sorption kinetics (< 20 min) were different for the buffered systems with high and low ionic strength, which suggested Ni sorption was
influenced by interaction of MES with a-FeOOH Results suggest "Better" buffers
may not always be considered as inert components in experimental batch systems,
and may unexpectedly affect sorption kinetics
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Some Unique Characteristics of Humic Acid in the Vertisols of Central
China.
S. Wu. X. Gao. Nanjing Agricultural Univ. C. Lu. Institute of Soil Science: Q. Xu.
Cotra Costa College.
Three representative Vertisols in the Shandong, llenan. and llubei provinces were
selected for the study The clay content (<0 002mm) was 48 34 - 55.36% dominant in montmorillonite The COLE was 0.14 - 0 17 Soil pH was 6.51 - 7.78.
Soil organic carbon (g/kg) was from 6 6 - 9.8 in A horizons and from 9.2—11 9 in
subsoil horizons (Bss) The CEC was between 30 34 and 44 44 cmol(+)/kg Humus
in A and or Bss horizons were characterized by chemical, elemental analysis, and
infrared spectrophotometer methods Pollen analysis was also done in the study
Results snowed that the humic acid was dominate in the humus extracted The
humic acid-fulvic acid ratio (HA/FA) averaged I I7(±0 26) in A layer and 2 02
(±0 22) in Bss horizon, which was close to the Mollisols in NE China Humin averaged 20 70% in the organic matter, and some unextratable humus were also present
Results from the visible spectrum showed that the E4 (um) was 2 53(±0 13) and
3 17(±0 32) in A horizon and Bss horizon, respectively The latter was higher than
that in the mollisols. The E4/E6 was between 4 48 (±0 11) and 4.60 (±0.16). The
data above implied that the degree of aromaticity of the humic acid was very high.
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especially in the Bss horizon Further studies of Bss horizons by the elemental
analysis, we found that the average contentfash free) of H in the humic acid was
only 2 21% which was lower than the weathered coal (2.24-3.14 %) and the C was
high at 60.55%, higher than that in the the weathered coal(55 95-60.21 %) The C/H
atomic ratio was high between 2 24 and 2 38. The latter one might be the highest
value being found among other soils, and also higher than that in the weathered
coal( 1 55-2 32%). The data implied that the degree of armaticity of the humic acid
was very high. The 0% averaged high at 35.75 (±1.19), and N % was low from
2 30 to 3 70 depending on the depth of the soil samples collected The layer near
the A horizon possessed higher value of atomic N %. Therefore, the C/N atomic
ratio was high between 18 and 30 as compared to some published data which was
between 13 2 and 17.4. The results indicated the humid acid had the structural characteristics of condensed aromatic rings and poor in nitrogen content. The infrared
spectrum showed the structural composition of the humus Results showed that
phenolic hydroxyl groups, hydroxyl group, conjugated double bond of aromatic
family (C=C), and free carboxyl group were the strongest bands in the humic acid
The humin had stronger absorption band of CH and C1I3 in aliphatic group than
that found in humic acid The absorption bands of montmorillonite at 1050-1030
and 880-875 were detected in the humic acid and humin. The bands were stronger
in humin than those in the humid acid. The finding proved that the presence of
humus-montmorillonite complex in the Vertisols. Pollen analysis found that Ceralopteris, Sphagnum. Polypodiaceae. Pinus, and Artemisia were present in the Bss
samples. It denoted that the paleo-waterlogged and meadow-swampy environment
existed where organic matter accumulated and humified prior to the formation of
the Vertisols The humus further condensed as the land lifted, water reduced, and
grew the terrestrial vegetations.
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Phytoremediation and Site Management of Soil Contaminated
Pentachlorophr nol (PCP) and Heavy Metals in New Zealand.

with

S. Sivakumaran, T. Mills, I. Vogeler. B. Clothier. C. Norling, I. Mclvor.
HorlResearch.
Pentachlorophenol (PCP) is a Persistent Organic Pollutant (POP) previously used
as a timber treatment chemical to prevent sap stain and wood rot Commonly
used in wood treatment industries for the last 50 years, there are now many sites
worldwide that are contaminated with PCP Although persistent, PCP is a mobile
contaminant and therefore has a propensity to leach and contaminate surrounding
environments Both willow (Salix sp, 'Tangoio') and poplar (Populus sp. 'Kawa')
growing in an open-ended plastic greenhouse were found to tolerate soil PCP concentrations of 250 mg kg-1 or less and both species stimulated a significant increase
in soil microbial activity when compared to unplanted controls Both poplar and
willow could not survive PCP concentrations above 250 mg kg-1 in soil. Pentachlorophenol degradation occurred in both planted and unplanted pots, but a higher
rate of degradation was observed in the planted pots Soil contaminated by woodtreatment activities often contains co-contaminants such as B, Cr, Cu, and As, that
are also used as timber preservatives An additional column leaching experiment,
done along side the potted trial, found that PCP, B, Cr, Cu, and As were all present
in the column leachate. This indicates that although Cu, Cr, and As are generally
considered immobile in the soil, they were mobilised under our column conditions
If a contaminated site were to be hydraulically 'sealed' using plants, a reticulation
irrigation system should be installed to capture any contaminant leachate resulting
from heavy rains. This captured leachate can either be independently treated, or
reapplied to the site. Our data demonstrate a reduction in soil hydraulic conductivity with repeated application of leachate containing PCP and metal compounds
but the soil did not become anaerobic This would need to be considered in site
remediation design.
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Quantification and Qualification of Clay Minerals of Tropical Soils by the
Rietveld Method of Structure Refinement.
M. M. Correa. Univ Federal Rural de Pernambuco: M. P. Fontes, Dept de Solos:
./. C. Ker. Univ Federal de Vicosa; V. Barrón. Univ de Córdoba.
The Rietveld method was used for the quantification and qualification of minerals in the clay fraction of some highly weathered soils developed under tropical
climate Twenty one samples of 13 profiles of soils were collected (B horizons and
fragipans) in different Brazilian environments, including areas with pronounced
soil moisture deficit and marked dry season and areas with soil moisture surplus
and high precipitation. The soils, which belong to Oxisol, Ultisol and Spodosol
orders, were formed under the influence of different parent materials such as gneiss,
granites and sandy-clayey sediments The identification of the components of the
clay fraction was accomplished by X-ray diffractometry (XRD) The data was
obtained in a SIEMMENS D-5000 difractometer using CoKa radiation The instrument, equipped with a graphite monochromator, was operated at 40kV and 25 mA
The samples were ground in agate mortar, together with 5% of NaCI (MERCK,
ACS), used as internal standard The samples were mounted in a glass slide, after
weak pressure on a paper filter to minimize preferential orientation of the particles
The scans ranged from 10 to 70 °28, with increment steps of 0.02 "28 for every 6
seconds The same support was used for all samples The software R1ETICA (www
rietica org) was used and the crystallographic data for kaolinite. goethite, hematite.
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quartz, rutile and anatase were obtained from MINCRYST (wwwdatabase iem
ac.ru). The function to model the peak shape was the pseudo-Voigt The width of
the half height of the peak was modeled by a quadratic function with three refinable
parameters. All parameters of the unit cell were selectively refined and the baseline
was modeled by a polynomial function with four parameters To describe the quality of the refinement R indexes and the difference line between the observed and
calculated diffraction patterns were observed To validate the use of the Rietveld
method, the amounts of goethite (Gt) and hematite (Hm) obtained by this method
were compared with those obtained by the combined use of extraction by dithionite-citrate-bicarbonate (DCB) and diffuse reflectance spectrophotometry (DRE)
The extraction by the DCB allowed to obtain the amount of Fe in oxide form,
while DRE was used to determine the hematite : goethite ratio. The adjustment
of the model was initially attempted taking into consideration the presence of the
triclinic kaolinite The results for the R indexes and the estimate of the amount of
internal standard obtained were unsatisfactory Therefore, monoclinic kaolinite was
considered as an additional phase By doing so, better adjustments were obtained
with smaller Rp values and, in some cases, the error in the estimate of the amount
of the standard was about of 1 % by weight The possible coexistence of monoclinic
and triclinic kaolinites in these soils can be related to the soil formation environment, which may have shown variations in the amount of free Fe with time It is
suggested that the triclinic kaolinite would have been formed more recently at low
levels of Fe, what would have lead to a better structural organization. On the other
hand, the monoclinic kaolinite would have been formed in past times, at higher
levels of Fe, what would had favored larger content of Fe in kaolinite structure
and, consequently, causing a larger degree of structural disorder. The correlations
between the amounts of Gt and Hm obtained by the Rietveld method and obtained
by the DCB + DRE were significant at p<0 01 suggesting that the Rietveld method
can provide a good estimate of those minerals in soils.
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Z. Khademi
The Role of Organic Acids in Manipulating Nutrient Levels in Calcareous
Soils.
Z Khademi. Soil and Water Research Institiute: D. L. Jones, Univ of Bangor; M.
Malakouti. Tarbiat Modares Univ. Soil and Water Research Institute.
Nutrient availability in calcareous soils represents a major constraint to agricultural
production in many areas of the world Calcareous soils cover more than 30% of
the earths land surface and represents the dominant soil type in many countries,
which rely on continued sustainable agricultural production. It has been speculated
that the exudation of Low Molecular Weight Organic Acids (LMWOAs) from plant
roots into the soil may be one mechanism for enhancing micronutrient availability
to plants. As plants have the potential to release organic acids from their roots either
in the acid form (e.g. H3-citrate and H2-oxalate) or non-acid form (e.g. K3-citrate
and K2-oxalate), (Using 14C-labeled) we evaluated the sorption properties of both
This study has shown that the sorption reactions of oxalate and citrate in soil are
rapid and that the degree of sorption is organic acid specific and to a lesser extent
soil type specific We also demonstrated that CaC03 is a binding site for oxalate
and to lesser extent citrate in soil. In general, oxalate was sorbed more strongly and
to a greater extent than citrate in soil and on pure CaC03 The biodegradation of
oxalate and citrate was fast in soil although citrate tended to be mineralized taster,
possibly due to greater availability in solution In order to evaluate the reversibility organic acids sorption, their desorption characteristics were determined in four
cycles. The amounts of oxalate released from the three soils (low, medium, and
high CaC03) remained low, explaining the limited availability of this anion when
adsorbed on soils The low desorbability of oxalate can be attributed to its high
affinity for Ca, implying the formation of oxalate bonds with Ca The efficacy of
organic acids for removing and solubilizing nutrients from three calcareous soils
and assess organic acid extractions of three different calcareous soils was also
investigated. The results indicate that high concentrations of citrate and oxalate are
capable of mobilizing nutrients mostly cations from calcareous soils (Ca, P, Fe, Cu,
and Mn) Organic acids such as citrate and oxalate are implicated in rhizosphere
processes, including nutrient acquisition. An experiment was conducted to determine the importance of organic acid type and concentration in rhizosphere of wheat
plant (Triticum aestivum L ) and its effects on 33P uptake by shoots. A single wheat
plant was grown in soil-filled rhizosphere microcosms and allowed to pass through
a KH233P04 labeled of soil Forty eight-hour after 33P injection citrate and oxalate
at concentrations of 1 and 10 mM were injected into the microcosms at the same
location every day over a period of 4 days Oxalate resulted in about several-fold
enhancement in plant 33P accumulation, but citrate had no such effect High mineralization of citrate was observed in comparison with oxalate It seems that due to
more mineralization of citrate, 33P uptake was prevented As a result organic acids
cause an increase in P mobilization and P uptake by plant is enhanced
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X Hao
Kffect of Tillage Practices on Soil Organic Carbon as Affected by Soil Texture
in Southwest Michigan.
X. Hao. A. Kravchenko. S. K. Subramanian. G. P. Robertson. A. J. M. Smucker.
Dept of Crop and Soil Sciences. Michigan Stale Univ.
Agricultural practices are one of the major factors that affect soil organic matter
dynamics by altering above and below ground organic matter inputs and decom-

position rates Soil texture plays an important role in influencing the amounts and
turnover rates of Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) as well However, few studies have
investigated the interaction between these two major factors of influence on SOC
The objective of this study is to analyze the interaction between texture and agricultural practice effects on SOC in a replicated long-term experiment with a wide
range of soil textures in Alfisols. Data were collected from a Long Term Ecological
Research site located in southwest Michigan, USA. The experiment has been established in 1988 The three studied management practices were Conventional Tillage
(CT) and No-Till (NT) with conventional chemical inputs, and conventional tillage with legume winter cover crops and zero chemical inputs (CT-cover) Four
replicate plots were studied for each treatment. Approximately 100 soil samples
were taken from 0 - 5 cm depth in each plot Soil total carbon (C) and nitrogen (N)
as well as sand, clay, and silt contents were measured in all samples. Data analyses consisted of linear regression analysis (PROC REG), analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA), and two-segment linear regression analysis (PROC NLIN) performed
using SAS software As expected, a strong relationship between total C and texture
was observed in all three studied treatments. Sand content was found to be the most
useful soil textural covariate in the studied soils. Sand content explained 41, 63
and 60% variability in total C for CT, NT and CT-cover managements, whereas silt
explained 41, 58 and 51%, and clay explained only 18, 31 and 21%, respectively.
However, the relationship between the total C and sand or, alternatively, (clay+silt)
content was better described by a two segment regression equation than by a single
line regression. Compared with a single line regression, the two-segment regression
between total C and (clay + silt) content improved R2 and reduced mean square
error by about 15%. The results suggested that texture effects on total C differ in
coarse-textured andfine-texturedsoils In relatively coarse textured soils with (clay
+ silt) content ranging from 280 to 570 g kg-1 soil the relationship between total C
and (clay + silt) was very weak in all studied treatments, and the regression slopes
in different treatments were not significantly different from each other Within this
range of (clay + silt) contents, the total C contents in NT and CT-cover were not
significantly different from each other, however both of them were significantly
greater than the total C content of the CT treatment. In relatively fine textured
soils with (clay + silt) content ranging from 570 to 930 g kg-1 soil a much stronger
significant positive relationship between total C and (clay + silt) was observed in
all three studied treatments, and significant differences were observed between the
regression slopes (P < 0.01). The regression slope for NT was greater than the
slopes for CT and CT-cover treatments, while there was no significant difference in
slopes of CT and CT-cover treatments Higher regression slope of NT indicated that
the size of increases in total C that were generated after 15 years since conversion
to NT was much greater in soils with higher (clay + silt) content than in coarsertextured soils Similar regression slopes of CT and CT-cover treatments indicated
that the size of increases in total C that were generated after 15 years since conversion to CT-cover was similar across the studied textural range The ANCOVA
predictions of soil total C showed that NT and CT-cover resulted in greater total C
content than CT across the whole studied range of textures while the difference in
total C between NT and CT-cover were more depended on soil texture. CT-cover
was found to achieve similar total C levels as those of NT in soils where (clay +
silt) content was less than 750 g kg-1 soil, while NT had significantly higher total
C where (clay + silt) was greater than 750 g kg-1 soil.
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M. Camps Arbestain
Study of the Stability of Organic Matter in Forest Soils from the Basque
Country (N Spain).

Z. Madinabeitia, Univ de Sanliagode Compostela: M. Camps Arbestain. NE1KER;
E Macias. Univ de Santiago de Compostela.
The stability of soil organic matter is probably a more sensitive indicator than its
concentration, of the decline in C stocks that may occur with changes in environmental conditions The presence of refractory material in organic matter favours its
persistence in soil, and its accumulation renders soils that are efficient reservoirs
of organic C. The identification of the degree of stability of organic C forms in soil
is fundamental as this will allow planning of future management activities These
activities should, whenever possible, favour the increment of organic C content in
soils and also its stability There are several methods of determining the stability of
soil organic matter: (i) methods that identify the organic matter composition (carbohydrates, proteins, cellulosic polysaccharides, proteins, lignin), (ii) respirometric
incubations, (iii) methods that identify the degree of humification of organic matter (eg., pyrophosphate extraction, classical fractionation of organic matter), (iv)
techniques that identify functional groups (eg., FTIR, "C-RMN), and (v) methods
that determine the oxidability of organic matter (e.g., permanganate, dichromate,
persulfate) In this study, the three latter methodologies were used to investigate the
stability of organic matter in forest soils from the Basque Country (N Spain), and
the results obtained are being related to other soil properties. Soil samples from
the surface horizons of 44 soils under Fagus syhatica L , and developed from a
wide range of parent materials, were studied (limestones, sandstones, mudstones.
marlstones, and basalt) The soils were air-dried and passed through a 2-mm sieve
prior to analysis The oxidability of soil organic C by KMnOj (POC) was determined with 33 mM KMnO, after different incubation times (lh, 3 h, 6 h, and 24
h). Analysis of soil organic C was also carried out using K,CrO,, with no external
heating Total organic C was determined by dry combustion, after elimination of
carbonates, when present, by acid treatment Organic C in sodium pyrophosphate
was determined to estimate the humified C fraction The Fourier transform infrared

spectra of untreated soil samples were also obtained For all soils, routine analyses
(e.g., pH, total N, particle-size distribution) and other more specific analyses (e.g.,
acid ammonium oxalate extraction of AI, Fe and Si, dithionite-citrate extractablc
Fe, CuCI,-extractablc AI and Fe) were carried out The results obtained indicate
that the cumulative amount of soil organic C oxidised by KMn04 increased with
time, following a logarithmic trend The cumulative POC expressed as a fraction
of soil organic C ranged from 3.7 to 12.5% after 1 h, from 3 9 to 17 5% after 3 h,
from 6 7 to 22.5% after 6 h, and from 13 0 to 33 0% after 24 h There was therefore
a large fraction of soil organic C not oxidizable by KMn04 after 24 h (>65%). In
those beech soil samples with organic C contents >40 g kg', the mean ratio of
POC/total organic C after I h incubation was >8 5%, whereas that of soils with
soil organic C contents <40 g kg' was <7.3%. Moreover, the results obtained to
date suggest a relationship between the presence of short-range order Fe and AI
oxy-hydroxides and aluminosilicate compounds and a low reactivity of organic C
with permanganate, which may indicate the ability of this reagent to discriminate
between the labile and non-labile organic carbon fractions in soils We are still
analysing some of the data obtained and once this is completed, we hope to be
able to clarify the relationships between the low oxidability by KMn04 of the soil
organic C and the presence of short-range order Fe and AI oxy-hydroxides and
aluminosilicate compounds
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Fortified Water and Soils Extraction-Efficiency of Triclopyr (3,5,6- trichloro2 pyridinyloxyacetic acid) with Four Organic Solvents.
D. Duseja. G. Kriner. Tennessee State Univ.
Benzene (C^HJhas been extensively used as a solvent in various chemical analyses
by gas chromatography (GLC) This is also true for GLC methods for triclopyr (3,
5, 6-trichloro-2-pyridinyloxyacetic acid) determination in soils and water However, because of recent restrictions on benzene use, it has become imperative to
investigate the use of alternate organic solvents for this purpose Also, often needed
'clean up' steps in the extractions utilize additional organic solvents The objective of this study was to compare four organic solvents {benzene, toluene (TÓL),
chloroform (CHCL,) and methylene chloride (CH,CL,)| as to their efficiency in
triclopyr extraction from deionized (DW) water fortified at 1.0 ppmw triclopyr
concentration, and from two soil samples (labeled CN04 and NT48) fortified at
0 05 ppmw Soil type was a Byler silt loam (Typic fragiudalf mixed, thermic). Two
soil samples were collected from a field at the soil depths of 0-10 cm (CN48) and
10-20 cm (NT48), air-dried, crushed and sieved (0 2 mm). Their organic matter
(OM) contents were - 1% (CN04) and ~ 2% (NT48); their pHs (I 2 water)were 6.9
and 6 7, respectively A well known GLC method for this chemical (DowElanco
Method, ACR 84 2) was used, except the clean up part of the method was omitted.
The extracts were injected into an HP (Agilent Technologies) GC model 6890 (uECD detector) after appropriate preparation Seven replications were used to calculate Method Detection Limit (MDL) with each solvent GLC analyses recoveries
from fortified water with C,H. (101%) and CH,CI, (86%) were statistically significantly (p<0 01) higher than those from TOL (65%), and CHCI, (67%). However,
the MDLs were also statistically significantly (p<0 01) better for C,H6 (0.139) and
CHCI, (0 143), relative to CH,C1, (0.283) and TOL (0 244) It seems 'that CH,CL,
will be a preferable alternate solvent for triclopyr water analysis by this method
Benzene gave 101 average recovery, whereas TOL, CHCL, and CFL,CL, recoveries were 104, 102, and 112%, respectively, from a CN04 soil (OM <1%). From
the NT48 soil (OM ~ 2%), recoveries were: 102% (C6H6), 146% (TOL), 118%
(CH,CL,) and 88% (CHCL,) MDLs were comparable tor the four three solvents
— D 04"9, 0 067, 0.042 and 0.052 ppmw for C6H„, CH2C1,, CHCL, and TOL,
respectively CH^CI, and CHCL, seem to be alternate solvents of choice for these
soils even in higher OM soils 'Wet' (50% moisture w/w) soils extraction resulted
in inconsistent triclopyr recoveries (average 111 5%), ostensibly due to interference
in GC peak areas on GC (ECD detector) However, overnight oven-drying (105110"C) of fortified soils tended to remove this interference resulting in consistent
recoveries of around 102%
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D S Powlson
Long-term Agricultural Experiments: The Necessity for Change and the Need
for Continuity.
D. S. Powlson. P. R. Poulton. A. J. Macdonald. Agriculture and Environment
Division. Roihamsted Research: Z. Bingqiang. Chinese Academy of Agricultural
Sciences. Institute ofAgricultural Resources and Regional Planning.
Experiments that become long-term (perhaps continuing for more than 20 years)
are often begun in order to address agronomic questions of importance at the time
of their inception As time progresses the experiments begin to provide unique
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information on the sustainability of crop production systems and the interactions
between management practices and the wider environment, even if these applications were not originally planned Examples will be given from experiments at
Rothamsted (UK.), some of which have continued for over 160 years, and from
a network of 8 sites in diverse agro-ecological regions of China that have been
running for 16 years If appropriately managed, experiments which started as agronomic studies can gradually become valuable scientific resources. They provide
experimental material and data for developing or testing hypotheses or models
concerning soil properties, environmental issues and the underlying biological,
chemical and physical processes. As years and decades pass it is almost inevitable
that management practices or experimental treatments that were appropriate at the
start will become increasing irrelevant to either current agricultural practices or
changing scientific questions Thus there is a necessity to make changes to the
experiments if they are to remain of real scientific or agricultural value However,
making decisions on changes is not easy because the continuity of treatments or
management practices is a major strength of such sites. Examples of decision making regarding changes to long-term experiments will be discussed based on the
numerous changes made to the Rothamsted experiments over the last 160 years and
modifications currently being considered in the Chinese network The scientific
value of long-term experiments is further enhanced through networking in order to
facilitate comparisons of results within and between agro-ecosystems Examples
will be given with particular reference to studies of soil carbon dynamics in relation
to soil sustainability and climate change.
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Soil Water Profiles Using TDK with Strip Unes.

G. Vitali. DiSTA. Unix. Bologna: E. Magnanini. DCA. Univ. Bologna.
Even i f the interest in observing soil water content is high from decades, there is
no one technology that the majority of soil scientists can consider to be definitive.
In particular TOR methodology, a by product of a technology developed to analyze
Iransmission lines, has been for years considered to be based on a theory complete enough for applications in soil science. This made most scientists to focus on
interaction with soil (antenna design) or simplifying the systems to reduce costs.
Even if probably the major problem of EM techniques stay in the representation
of the structure of the medium, much has been done in this years on strip lines
theory and in particular on propagation in non-uniform media, which can make
TDR worthwhile to be reconsidered in deep. Recently classic TDR approach have
been investigated to use the reflected signal from the probe to obtain soil moisture
distribution by means on inversion technique In the present investigation classic
TDR technology, namely that based on Tektronics 1502, has been re-analysed with
a theoretical-methodological-experimental approach. Theory of Telegraph equation for non-uniform case has been revisited and an inversion technique has been
derived to get from each reflected data sequence a soil moisture distribution Both
concentrated and distributed parameter of each part making the transmission line
has been tested in laboratory The probe has been designed with the objective of
solving most sensitive problems of laboratory and field soil measurement protocols, common in TDR practice, and overall minimization of disturbance of soil in
field insertions The technique has been verified directly on soil samples, and the
profile reconstructed from measurement of water content from a single TDR signal
on most of their length Test have been made on sand and clayey soil (disturbed and
un-disturbed), allowing to reconstruct values of water content with an error less
than 2% on a 2 cm layer of soil
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Long-Term Application of Farmyard Manure and Fertilizers Effects on Soil
Quality in Northwestern China.
S. Yang. Soil and Fertilizer Institute. Gansu Academy of Agricultural Sciences:
S. Yang. The Key Laboratory of Arid and Grassland Agroecology. Lanzhou Univ.
Ministry of Education: S. S. Malhi. Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada: F. M. Li.
The Key Laboratory of Arid and Grassland Agroecology. Lanzhou Univ. Ministry
of Education: D. Suo. Institute of Agricultural Sciences ofZhangye Prefecture: Y.
Jia. P. Wang. The Key Laboratory of Arid and Grassland Agroecology. Lanzhou
Univ. Ministry of Education: T Guo. J. Wang. Institute of Soil and Fertilizer. Gansu
Academy of Agricultural Sciences.
Balance application of mineral fertilizers and farmyard manure significantly influence the total organic matter as well as soil properties Effects of long-term (19822003) applications of N, Pand K chemical fertilizers and farmyard Manure (M) on
Total Organic C (TOC) and Total N (TN), Light Fraction Organic C (LFOC) and N
(LFON), microbial biomass C (MB-C) and N (MB-N), nitrate-N, total and extractable P, total and exchangeable K, and pH in the 0-20 cm depth of a calcareous desert soil were determined using a field experiment established in 1982 at Zhangye,
Gansu, China A rotation of irrigated wheat (Triticum aestivum L )-wheat(7}7»cwm
aeslivum L )-corn (Zea mays L ) was used to compare the CK, N, NP, NPK. M.
MN, MNP, and MNPK treatments After the corn harvest in autumn, soil samples
were collected from each plot Annual additions of chemical fertilizers for 22 years
increased or tended to increase mass of TOC. LFOC, MB-C, total N, LFON, MBN, nitrate-N. total P. extractable P, total K and exchangeable K in top soil This
effect was substantially enhanced with farmyard manure application There was no
noticeable effect of fertilizers and farmyard manure application on soil pH There
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was a good correlation between some soil properties and straw yield For the eight
treatments (CK, N, NP, NPK, M, MN, MNP, and MNPK), the values of correlation coefficient (r-values) for the straw yield with the TOC, LFOC, MB-C, total
N, LFON, MB-N, nitrate-N, total P, extractable P, total K and exchangeable K
were 0.60, 0.62, 0.65, 0.65, 0.95**, 0.72*, 0.59, 0.83**, 0.80**, 0 79* and 0.76*,
respectively In conclusion, the findings indicated improvement in soil quality and
fertility with long-term addition of fertilizers and farmyard manure, particularly
when fertilizers and farmyard manure were combined
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Soil Chemistry After Fifteen Years Intensive Applications of Swine Lagoon
Effluent.

A. Adeli. D. E. Rowe. K. R. Sistani. USDA-ARS.
Confined swine-feeding operations generated large quantities of waste on individual farms and in warmer climate,« is typically flushed into anaerobic lagoon to
facilitate digestion To prevent lagoon overflow, swine effluent applied to pasture
and hayfields in the close proximity to the lagoon from March I through October 31
each year at the rate of 4-5 inches per acre, threatening water quality and creating
potential nutrient imbalance in soil fertility. Monitoring of soil and appropriate management are needed to mitigate the possible negative effects of salt accumulations
and soil nutrient imbalances The effects of swine lagoon effluent on soil chemical
characteristics were determined after 15 years of applications. Three soils receiving
swine effluent are representative of the Blackland Prairie major land resource area
initially testing very low (Vaiden) to low (Okolona and Brooksville)in phosphorus
The accumulation and distribution of all of the soil components studied affected
by annual applications of swine lagoon effluent There was evidence of leaching
of soluble salts and N03 and thier magnitudes salt accumulation were greater in
the acidic Vaiden than the alkaline Okolona soil Leaching events possibly were
associated with excess water and cracking nature of the Okolona soil. Our results
indicated long-term effects of swine effluent applications on the potential build up
of chemicals and salt accumulation in the slightly acidic soils were greater than in
the slightly alkaline soil having free calcium carbonate. It can be anticipated that
long-term application of swine lagoon effluent to this agricultural soils, problems
of potential pollution exists with certain constituents derived from swine effluent
Therefore, to minimize salt accumulation and nutrimt leaching, care need to be
taken in rotaing the soils receiving swine effluent for long period of time.
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Accumulative Effect of Long-term Conservation Tillage Methods on Irrigated
Corn in San Luis Potosi, Mexico.
M. A. Martinez-Gamino. C. Jasso-Chaverria. INIFAP.
Conservation tillage has not been successfully adopted by farmers in the north central region of Mexico as in other Latin American Countries because of the use of
crop residues to feed animals As an alternative to this problem, a long-term conservation tillage experiment with an irrigated corn-forage oat rotation was established
with the following objectives: to assess the accumulative effect of seven tillage
methods on corn grain and stubble yields so farmers can leave at least 2 ton ha '
of corn stubble as soil cover Conservation tillage methods were established since
the spring of 1995 and traditional tillage were performed twice a year, one before
sowing corn and the other before planting oat. Corn was growth during the springsummer season and forage oat for the fall-winter period of each year. Seven tillage
methods have been evaluated: 1) traditional with plow and disk (B+R), 2) disturbing the upper 0-10 cm layer (R), 3) without disturbing the upper 0-10 cm layer (M),
4) zero tillage with 0% soil covered by crop residues (ZT-0%C), 5) zero tillage
with 33% soil covered by crop residues (ZT-33%C), 6) zero tillage with 66% soil
covered by crop residues (ZT-66%C), and 7)zero tillage with 100%% soil covered
by crop residues (ZT-100%C) Since the first year, corn grain yield obtained with
all ZT treatments was statistically higher (p < 0 05) than that of B+R, and it was
consistent throughout each one of the 10-year period evaluated so far Corn grain
10-year average yield was increased 60% compared to mat of B+R In addition,
with the same treatments, corn stubble yield was increased 3.431 ton ha', indicating that farmers can use 2 ton ha ' to cover at least 33% of the soil surface It could
be concluded that zero tillage in a corn-forage oat rotation system is a good option
to increase corn grain and stubble production with a sustainable trend in the northcentral region of Mexico.
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Nitrogen Fertilization Effects on Soil and Crop Management Efficiency of
Winter Wheat in Long-term Experiment.

P. Pepo. Agricultural Univ of Debrecen.
Agriculture has traditionally an important role in Hungarian economy and rural
development About 70 % of Hungary's total territory is under agricultural land
use, and 50 % is the arable land. Hungarian crop production is cereal oriented
(65-68 % of arable land) because of agroecological conditions, production traditions, market-utilization and demand Our long-term, small plots experiments were
to study the effects of agroecological conditions (cropyears, soils), the aspects of
variety-selection (genetic-pool testing) and fertilization on the yield, yield-stability
and quality of wheat production In sustainable, agronomically and economically

effective crop production it is basically important to harmonize the agroccological,
biological and agrotechnical elements From agronomic, economic and environmental aspects the fertilization (mainly nitrogen) is the decisive, key-element in
crop management In long-term experiment we were studying the effect of different
nitrogen fertilizer doses on the NÓ3-N content and distribution in the chernozem
soil of Trans-Tisza (eastern part of Hungary) under continental meteorological conditions. The test crop was winter wheat The soil samples were taken up after the
harvest of winter wheat in 1995 (0-200 cm soil layers), 1998 (0-200 cm) and 2000
(0-300 cm) Our research results proved that the N03-N content strongly increased
if we used N-fertilizer doses over the optimum dose (over N120+PK) of winter
wheat (the maximum N03-N contents were 110 mg kg-1, 125 mg kg-1 and 275
mg kg-1 in 1995, 1998, 2000, respectively). According to our scientific results we
can state that the accumulation zone of N03-N slightly moved into the deeper soil
layers (the accumulation zone was in 100-120 cm in 1995, in 140-160 cm in 1998,
in 160 cm in 2000, respectively) In our long-term experiment the optimum N-dose
(+PK) varied depending on the cropyear (water supply in vegetation period and
winter period too) and genotypes (variety-specific fertilization) The optimum Ndoses ranged 60-120 kgha-1 (+PK) depending on years and variety. Over the optimum N-dose some N03-N residues remained in the soil which accumulated year
by year The appropriate fertilization could effectively modify not only the yield
quantity but quality as well. Our long-term experimental results proved that the
fertilization (mainly N and harmonized PK) could strongly increase the wet gluten
content and averagely the farinograph indexes and slightly the falling number. Our
result proved that the changes of quality parameters were variety-specific.
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The Bioassay Procedure for N & P Availability Determination: Can We Learn
More?.
D. Bonfil, I. Mufradi, S. Asido, Agricultural Research Organization; G. Kalyan.
Fertilizers and chemicals LTD.
Precise fertilization is necessary to ensure grain yield, increase profitability, and
reduce environmental pollution A pre-sowing bioassay for soil tests of N and P
availability are usually made to determine the recommended fertilizer applications
in the Northern Negev (Amir and Kphrat, 1971; Amir et al., 1994; Bonfil et al.,
2001). This bioassay can be used to characterize long term soil fertilizer changes
and to test fertilizer efficiency in the short term. Data of residual N and P, available
from the Northern Negev farms for the past 24 and 9 years respectively, were used
to find patterns in residual pools Pools show enormous variation, from 2 to 720
kg N per ha, and 13 to 87 kg P per ha of available nutrients in the top soil layer
Fallow usually affects the residual quantity, but variation between fields was too
high to allow prediction of mineral levels after a fallow without doing the bioassay. Nitrogen content in the soils can be divided into 3 different periods (19811989, 1990-1998, and 1999-2005) with each exhibiting a stepwise increase in soil
N content. This can be partly explained by new high yielding cultivars growing in
fields, which require more nutrients; hence farmers applied more nitrogen, which
is partially retained in the soil. The year 1999 was very dry and crops died in most
commercial fields, leaving the applied nutrients in the soil for the next season After
the highest level of N applied in 1999, a continuous decline in soil N content was
observed. Residual P exhibited a very wide range within each year, but no trend
is seen over the years. Therefore it appears that the soil P content is reflecting the
variability in soil management methods used by specific farmers. Since 1994 more
irrigated wheat fields and fields receiving sewage water, sludge or city composts
have been tested These practices might explain the increase in the extreme residual
nutrient levels and suggest that excessive nutrients are accumulating in these soils.
The rising residual nutrient levels in the soil should raise environmental as well as
agronomic concerns Many P fertilizers are on the market and are usually applied
according their price and application equipment requirement. During the last two
years we tested the availability of nine P fertilizers: superphosphate; triple-superphosphate; ammonium polyphosphate; ortho ammonium phosphate; phosphoric
acid-agr grade; phosphoric acid-cone ; diluted phosphoric acid; suspension; and
Mono ammonium phosphate, by the bioassay platform. The bioassay mimics a corn
field that was fertilized by different fertilizer forms, solid and liquid, natural and
acidic, and others It was found that if soil was not extremely P-deficient the fertilizer form had only minor effect. However, in P-deficient soil that was taken from
the non P fertilized continues wheat treatment of the Gilat long term permanents
plot experiment (since 1975; experiment factors: irrigation, crop management, 8
N&P fertilization combinations; soil type sandy loam loess - Calcic Xerosol) the
Ammonium polyphosphate had the highest efficiency, as shown by higher corn dry
matter and NPK accumulation, while other fertilizers differ in their supply ability
P to corn during the first month of growth These results emphasize the importance
to adapt the fertilizer form to the crop absorption time scale and soil condition
Consequently, long-term experiment, the bioassay procedure and data can be used
to understand long term alteration, as well as for testing several other hypotheses
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Long-Term Fertilization on Sustenance of High-Production Farming in an
Inccptisol.

M. Palaniappa pillai, S. Duaisamy, G. Mylesamy. Dept ofSS&AC, Tamil Nadu
Agricultural Univ.

Field experiments with fixed crop rotation of finger millet-maize-cowpea sequence
were conducted in the on-going All India Co-ordinated Research Project on Long
Term Fertilizer Experiment at Tamil Nadu Agricultural University farm, Coimbatore since 1972 The treatments are: Tl:50% NPK; T2:I00% NPK (optimal);
T3:150% NPK; T4:I00% NPK with hand weeding, T5:I00% NPK + ZnS04
(maize); T6:I00% NP: T7:100% N alone, T8:100% NPK+FYM (finger millet);
T9:100% NPK (S free) and TlOControl. The trend in crop yields over the years
from 1972 to 2004 indicated that the crop yields of finger millet, maize, grain and
fodder cowpea were continuously lower under control and nitrogen alone treatments and higher under 100% NPK+FYM treatments suggesting that in absence of
farmyard manure, the soil productivity declines suggesting the need for balanced
fertilization for improving soil fertility and crop productivity The overall pooled
32 years of crop productivity depict that the treatments effect on productivity was
in the order of 100 % NPK + FYM >I50 % NPK > 100%NPK + Zn > 100 % NPK
>100 % NPK (S free) > 100 % NPK + HW > 100% NP> 50 % NPK > 100 % N >
control There was no additional response to the application of K (NPK) over that
of N and P alone on the grain yield of maize Omission of inorganic nutrients (control) could not sustain high productivity of crops as that of 100 % NPK Continuous
application of nitrogenous fertilizers alone adversely affected the crop productivity
resulting in drastic reduction of yield to an extent of 75 - 80% infingermillet, maize
and cowpea. Hence, farmers are cautioned from indiscriminate use of nitrogenous
fertilizers alone which will not only deteriorate the soil health and also the crop
productivity Exclusion of P from the fertilizer schedule resulted in drastic reduction of'available P which led to the improper root development, leading to deleterious effects on growth and yield. There was no response to applied K; this could be
attributed to the fact that these soils are rich in potassium and continuous release of
appreciable amounts of K from the soil reserve has occurred resulting in a shift in
the equilibrium besides addition of appreciable quantities of K through irrigation
water (15 mg L-l). Continuous exclusion of S from the fertilizer schedule had no
adverse effect on the yields of finger millet, maize and cowpea crops but there was
a yield reduction in the recent years. This might be due to the gypsiferous nature
of the soil with fair amounts of sulphur and appreciable quantities of sulphur being
added through irrigation water (35 mg L-l) Graded levels of NPK fertilization
from 50 per cent to 150 % NPK substantially enhanced the removal of NPK from
soil by all the crops. Keeping 100 per cent NPK as optimum dose, the removal of
NPK per ton of crop produce was 35.12, 5.42 and 39 80 kg t-l by finger millet and
28.17, 3 28 and 38.83 kg t-1 by maize and 113.85, 16 08 and 78 16 kgt-1 by grain
cowpea respectively However, the continuous integration of 100 % NPK + 10 t
FYM ha-1 maximized the productivity of all crops in the cropping sequence, while
the least removal was with 100 per cent N alone and control. On an average to produce one tonne offingermillet + one tonne of maize, the total nutrient removal was
63.29, 8.70 and 78.63 kg N, P, K respectively The nutrient uptake in unfertilized
cropped plot was low which might be due to lower dry matter yield and nutrient
content of the crops Keywords: Long term fertilization, yield sustenance, nutrient
removal, intensive cropping
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Soil Nutrient Availability and Balance under Long-Term Fertilization and
Garden Land Cropping System.

M. Palaniappa pillai. S. Duaisamy. Dept of SS&AC. Tamil Nadu Agricultural
Univ.
Field experiments with fixed crop rotation of finger millet-maize-cowpea sequence
were conducted in the on-going All India Co-ordinated Research Project on Long
Term Fertilizer Experiment at Tamil Nadu Agricultural University farm, Coimbatore since 1972 The treatments are: Tl:50% NPK; T2:100% NPK (optimal);
T3:150% NPK; T4:I00% NPK with hand weeding, T5:100% NPK + ZnS04
(maize); T6:I00% NP; T7:I00% N alone; T8:100% NPK+FYM (finger millet);
T9:100% NPK (S free) and TlOControl In the 100 per cent NPK treatments, a
total of 6250 kg N ha-1 has been added through chemical fertilizer viz, urea as
100 per cent N to finger millet, maize and grain cowpea (both grain and fodder)
crops during the years from 1972-73 to 2002-2003 Total removal of N was maximum 7662 kg N ha-1 with the application of' 100 per cent NPK + FYM where the
per cent recovery was 93 However, the maximum N recovery was obtained with
50% NPK With the application of 150 % NPK, the overall recovery was 74 The
lowest N recovery was observed with 100% N alone treatment. In the 100 per
cent NPK treatments, a total of 6250 kg N ha-l has been added through chemical
fertilizer viz , urea as 100 per cent N tofingermillet, maize and cowpea (both grain
and fodder) crops during the years 1972-73 to 2002-2003. Total removal of N was
maximum 7662 kg N ha-1 with the application of 100 per cent NPK + FYM where
the per cent recovery was 93 However, the maximum N recovery was obtained
with 50% NPK With the application of 150 % NPK, the overall recovery was 74
The lowest N recovery was observed with 100% N alone treatment. The highest
positive balance of 3449 kg N ha-1 was evident in 100 per cent N alone treatment,
which might be due to poor dry matter yield and uptake by crops. Compared to
the initial status of' 178 kg ha-1, the available N status was not drastically reduced
in any of the treatments including the control plot This indicates that the soil had
the capacity to replenish the available N status by recycling the crop residues The
available N status was higher in 100% NPK+FYM and in 150% NPK plots and it
was lower in the control. This indicates that optimal or over and above the optimal
doses of NPK or application with organic manures may have to be resorted to for
maintaining the soil available N status over the years Continuous exclusion of
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fertilizers or disproportionate application of NPK such as N or NP alone or below
optimal doses such as 50% NPK may not enrich soil N due to reduced crop yields
and hence, low return of crop residues for recycling of organic matter in the soil.
The total P ha-1 added under 100 per cent NPK application to all the crops during
the years 1972-73 to 2002-03 was 1773 kg. Its removal ranged from 225 to 1082
kg P ha-1. The available P status has increased to about 15.1 to 17 7 18.0 to 18 7 kg
ha-1 in 150%NPKand 100 per cent NPK + FYM plots respectively from the initial
status of 11 0 kg ha-1. The results clearly showed that the lnceptisol get depleted to
the extent of 288 kg P ha-1 during the past 32 years when N alone is applied over
a long run Similarly in control plot, the depletion was found to be 225 kg P ha-1.
Wherever Pis applied, the balance is positive ranging from 209 to 1713 kg Pha-I
The highest positive balance of about 1713 kg P ha-1 was observed under 150 per
cent NPK treatment under intensive cropping. There was a reduction in P availability in all the treatments except 150% NPK and 100% NPK+FYM plots during
the last thirty two years As the applied P was continuously utilized by the growing
crops and the soils being only medium in available P, there was a reduction in P
availability in most of the treatments The magnitude of reduction in P availability
was more in 50% NPK. 100% N and control plots The magnitude of P depletion
was more wherever it was not appl ied or applied below optimal amounts The available P status was maintained on par with or slightly above the initial levels at the
start of the experiment in 1972 wherever it was applied above optimal levels (150%
NPK) or in combination with organic manures (100% NPK+FYM). The total K
balance in all the input systems is negative unlike N and P. Also, the total nutrient
removal by the crops in the sequence was much higher including the control than
the added dose of K fertilizers. The maximum K removal of 8731 kg K ha-1 was
by 100% NPK + FYM treatment as against the addition of 2750 kg ha-1. The 150
per cent NPK treatment removed about 7976 kg K ha-1 over 32 years as against
addition of K of 1634 kg K ha-1 The highest negative balance of 6411 kg K ha-1
was observed with 100 per cent NP treatment, which might be due to imbalanced
fertilizer application The absence of K fertilization lead to about 2216 to 6411 kgK
ha-1 mining of K from the native reserve of soil. The available K was significantly
lower in control and 100% N treatments while 100% NPK + FYM and 150% NPK
treatment recorded higher available K over the years Graded levels of NPK from
50 to 100% did not raise the availability of K in the soil to any significant effect
but further increase in the levels of NPK (150% NPK) had a positive effect on the
K balance in the soil The continuous depletion of K irrespective of its application
or not, indicates that K is continuously being mined from the soil Compared to the
initial level of 810 kg/ha, there was a depletion of available K in all the treatment
irrespective of whether K was applied or not Keywords: Long term fertilization,
nutrient balance and availability
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Sustainable Soil Management in Lowland Rice Ecosystems: Experiences from
Long-Term Experiments.
R. J. Buresh. W. M. Larazo. E. V. Laureles. M. I. Samson. M. F Pampolino.
International Rice Research Institute.
A set of long-term experiments with irrigated rice (Oryza sativa L.) in the Philippines provides an opportunity to assess the sustainable management of intensively
cultivated lowland rice ecosystems We assessed sustainable management from the
capability of the ecosystem to maintain a supply of plant-available nutrients, the
changes in soil organic matter and soil properties, the long-term trends and stability in crop yields, and the efficiency of input use. Plant-available nutrients in
rice ecosystems originate from soil organic matter and soil minerals, crop residues
and manures, biological N2 fixation, irrigation water and sediments, and fertilizers
Nutrients arising from all sources other than fertilizers are referred to as the indigenous nutrient supply Long-term experiments in the Philippines reveal that soil
submergence during intensive rice production acts to maintain soil organic matter,
sustain indigenous N supply, and promote biological N2 fixation. After an initial
equilibration period, yields did not decline in the past 30 years in systems with
continuous cultivation of two or three rice crops per year and adequate fertilizer
inputs—even when all aboveground plant biomass was removed. Soil organic matter levels were sustained in these intensive rice monoculture systems in the past 20
years. Indigenous N supply as determined by N mineralization and yield of rice not
receiving fertilizer N was stable during 30 years of continuous cultivation of two
and three rice crops per year even when aboveground plant biomass was removed
Water management and tillage practices in the interval between rice crops markedly
influenced indigenous N supply, the yield of rice without fertilizer N, and hence the
plant need for fertilizer N Fluctuation in climate, especially solar radiation, was a
major factor contributing to year-to-year variation in rice yield. The timely input
of nutrients, especially N, was required to sustain high yields. Rice yield a longterm experiment was increased in superimposed plots with dynamic application
of fertilizer N based on leaf N status, indicating scope for additional gains in rice
yield through improved N management that accommodated the real-time needs of
the crop for added N Diversification from continuous rice cropping on submerged
soil to rotation of rice with an upland crop grown on aerated soil can markedly alter
soil C and N dynamics The conversion from rice-rice monoculture to rice-maize
rotation led to about a 15% reduction in soil C and a decline in N mineralization
during the rice crop More soil nitrate accumulated after the maize than rice crop,
and this nitrate was lost presumably by denitrification upon flooding the soil for
rice cultivation Indigenous N supply as determined from yield of rice not receiving fertilizer N was consistently lower following maize than rice in the past eight
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years of an eleven-year experiment. Yield of fertilized rice was equally high following rice and maize—provided fertilizer inputs were sufficient More fertilizer
N was required for rice following maize than rice The trend in Asian lowland rice
ecosystems to greater soil aeration as a result of diminishing supply of irrigation
water and diversification to other crops could lead to reduced soil organic matter
and soil nutrient supplying capacity in one of the most important and productive
agricultural production systems in the world.
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Crop Rotation, Nutrient Management, and Biomass Removal Effects on Soil
Organic Matter Content.
K. Eleki. R. Cruse, Iowa State Univ; L. Fodor. Karoly Robert College; L. Szabó.
Käroly Robert College; S. Hollo. Fleischmann Rudolf Agricultural Research
Institute.
Growing interest in biomass for bioenergy production has prompted the need for
studies that evaluate the effect of above-ground biomass removal on soil quality,
especially Soil Organic Matter (SOM), in agricultural systems The objective of
this study is to identify management practice effects on SOM with and without
above-ground biomass removal. A multifactor 40-year field experiment conducted
in Kompolt, Hungary on a carbonate-free, slightly acidic chernozem brown forest
soil was used to address this objective Samples were taken in four sampling years
Combinations of the following management factors resulted in 54 different treatments with four replications. Those factors included: three crop rotations; manure
application (34.5 Mg ha"1 farmyard beef manure); mineral fertilizer application
(236 kg ha' NPK mix that contained 88 kg N ha', 44 kg P205 ha', and 104 kg
K20 ha'); fertilizer application timing; and above-ground biomass management
[removal (BR) vs. incorporation (BI)] Interactions involving manure and mineral
fertilizer application, fertilizer application timing, biomass management, and sampling year were significant Of six management combinations that included a 4-year
alfalfa (Medicago sativa L.) stand, five resulted in significantly higher SOM than
the comparable management without alfalfa Timing of manure and manure+NPK
significantly affected SOM levels Mean SOM levels, as affected by management
combinations, had the following sequence: NPK+BR<B1<NPK+Bl<manure+BR<
NPK+manure+BR. SOM (%) for these treatments were2.82<2 87<2.88<2 9K2.92
respectively. Manure had the most profound effect because its significance was
most consistent across a range of management combinations and years. The greatest increase in SOM levels resulted from manure+NPK+BR, however, this combination was not significantly different from manure+BR. These results suggest
that agricultural management systems that include alfalfa and manure application
have the potential to sustain SOM levels with concurrent above ground biomass
removal in continental climates on chernozem brown forest soils with near level
topography
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Simulation on Nitrogen and Soil Organic Matter in Paddy Soils under LongTerm Application by WNMM.
K. D. Park. C. Y. Park. National Yeongnam Agricultural Research Institute. R.D.A;
Y. Li. D. Chen. The University of Melbourne; J. S. Lee. I. S. Son. D. W. Lee. U. G.
Kang. S. T. Park. National Yeongnam Agricultural Research Institute. R.D.A.
Rice yield, Soil Organic Matter (SOM), and crop Nitrogen (N) uptake on a fine,
silt paddy soil were treated with nitrogen+phosphate+potassium (NPK) and
NPK+compost (rice straw) and the same set was maintained as control (no treatment), in Milyang, South Korea (36°36'N, 128°45'E, elevation of 12m) from 1980
to 2003 The treatments were then simulated by a Water and Nitrogen Management
Model (WNMM) and compared with field measurements. For N, P, and K fertilizers, or urea, triple super phosphate and potassium chloride were applied to the
experimental fields at 150kg N per hectare per year. 100kg P per hectare per year,
and 100kg P per hectare per year, respectively Rice straw compost was applied at
10,000kg per hectare per year. The WNMM predictions for 23 years on rice yield,
SOM, and N uptake were significantly different under each treatment The rice
yields and N uptake simulated by WNMM depended strongly on solar radiation
in weather factor. SOM measured in the field varied as time went on; the reason
for such was not clearly observed. R2 for the correlation between predicted and
measured data for N uptake, rice yield, and SOM were 0.06 0.12, and 0 04 in
control; 0.15, 0.16, and 0 13 in NPK, and 0.41, 0.21, and 0 34 in NPK+compost,
respectively The WNMM predictions of rice yield, N uptake, and SOM in plot
treated with NPK+compost showed the highest correlation with measured data
Keywords: simulation, rice, soil organic matter, compost, N uptake
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Effects of Long-Term Application of Compost and Silicate on Nitrogen
Mineralization and Soil Chemical Properties of Korean Paddy Soil.
C. Y Park. K. D. Park. I. S. Son. D. W. Lee. U. G. Kang. H. Y Kim. Yeongnam
Agricultural Research Institute. NICS. RDA.
The effects of long-term application of nitrogen + phosphate + potassium (NPK),
NPK + compost, NPK + silicate, and compost on nitrogen mineralization and soil
chemical properties were studied in paddy soils with a fine, silty loamy-textured
alluvial deposit. Fertilizers were continuously applied with NPK. NPK + compost.

and compost from 1967 to 2004 and NPK + silicate had been added since 1981. The
breakdown of NH^-N mineralized from wet and dry soil byfloodingculture for four
weeks in 30"C was observed in the following order: NPK + compost > NPK > compost > NPK + silicate from wet soil and NPK+compost > compost > NPK + silicate
> NPK from dry soil The air-drying effect from soil treated under long term with
the same application was seen in the following order: NPK + compost (42) > Compost (35) > NPK + silicate (25.3) > NPK (19 9 mg dry soil lOOg1). According to
treatments, soil pH was around 5 3-5 7 except for plots applied with NPK + silicate.
With regard to the plots of NPK, NPK + silicate and NPK + compost showed high
values of soil pH but were low in compost. Soil Organic Matter (SOM) content was
high in the plots of NPK + compost and compost only showing 32g kg"' to 37g kg'
and 30g kg"1 to 34g kg"1, respectively. In plots with compost, SOM was 27g kg-1
to 3lg kg '. NPK + compost and NPK increased soil phosphate to 3.5mg kg"' and
2 4mg kg' in average, respectively. In the case of soil silicate, the content annually
decreased to I4mg kg"1 for 10 years from 62mg kg' in 1981, when NPK+silicate
were first applied. After 10 years of silicate application, the rate clearly increased
to37mg kg ' per year until 2001, the 20th year of experimenting with silicate Keywords: rice, compost, silicate, long-term application, mineralization.
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Net Soil Nitrogen Mineralization and Nitrification of a Lowland Subtropical
Rain Forest in Southern T a i w a n .

C. C. Tsui. Z. S. Chen. Dept ofAgricultural Chemistry. National Taiwan Univ.
The Nanjenshan Ecological Reserve Site is a major contributor for biodiversity
because of its biographic value and abundance of endemic plant species with
restricted distributions in the south of Taiwan Our research was conducted in a
one-ha transect along the ridge of Nanjenshan (120°51' 10"E, 22°03'37"N). Previous studies indicated that there are significant differences of floristic compositions
and soil properties along the altitudinal gradient, ranging from 300 m to 480 m
The objective of this study is to investigate the relations between soil nitrogen
transformation and landscape positions in the study area by laboratory incubation
Mineral surface soils (0-15 cm) were collected from three replicate 10 m * 10 m
plots of footslope and summit landscape position, respectively. Soils were sampled
in Feb 2004 and Feb 2005 and incubated in the laboratory under field moisture
condition at intervals of 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12 and 15 weeks, then soils were extracted
by 2M-KC1 at the end of incubation. Soils sampled in Oct and Dec 2004 were
incubated for short-term period (28 days) and extracted weekly by 2M-KCI. Inorganic N (ammonium N and nitrate N) of extracts were analyzed by the Kjeldahl
appratus Soil microbial biomass C and N of each sampling were also measured.
Short-term incubations sampled in Oct 2004 indicated that net N mineralization
rates of summit and footslope soils were 0.75 and 0 44 mgN/kg/d, meanwhile net
nitrification rate of both soils was 0.57 mgN/kg/d. Net N mineralization rates of
summit and footslope soils sampled in Dec 2004 were 0.75 and 0 63 mgN/kg/d,
and net nitrification rates were 0.60 and 0.64 mgN/kg/d, respectively. This result
coincided with a former study determined by buried bag method in the field of the
study area At the end of long-term incubation in 2004, soil inorganic N content at
summit position was 74 mgN/kg and significant higher than that of footslope position (47 mgN/kg, p<0.05). High nitrate-N contents revealed that nitrification was
the dominant N transformation process in this study site. In the result of incubation
in 2005, nitrate-N was still the dominant inorganic N in the soil, but there was
no significant difference between summit and footslope position We propose that
there are some other environmental factors except landscape position which can
affect the soil N transformations Significantly higher level of organic matter at
summit can provide more mineralizable N, however, the lower pH may be unfavorable for soil nitrification. Differences of available P and exchangeable Ca between
summit and footslope position may also affect the soil mineralization and nitrification rate C/N ratios of leaf of dominant tree species are lower at footslope and N
release rate from litter decomposition are significantly higher at footslope than at
summit Therefore, the substrate quality of footslope seems more favorable for N
mineralization. Although the microbial biomass C/N ratio was significantly different between footslope and summit position, there was no distinction between their
net mineralization rate and net nitrification rate. We suggested that further studies
about the effects of microbial population and microbial activity on the N transformation in Nanjenshan site are necessary, and the influence of edaphic factors on soil
N dynamics and their interactions also need to be confirmed.

cells, as the short cells, and next on the larger cells, such as the motor cells or
trichomes (Kondo and Sato, 1986) Phytoliths have been considered to be fairly
stable, however, it is also considered as important source of silicon to rice plant A
good correlation exists between the silicon content of rice straw and soil soluble silicon measured by the incubation methods under submerged conditions (Takahashi
and Nonaka, 1986). In this study, wc investigated phytolith composition of rice leaf
blade and effects of long-term application of rice straw on plant-available silicon
of paddy soil Rice leaf blades with different silicon concentration were taken at
the maximum tiller number stage. Phytoliths were collected from leaf blade after
decomposition by the solution of H,S04 - HCl - HNO, and were observed under
optical microscope. The pair samples of topsoil and subsoil treated with or without
rice straw were collected from Aizu, Inawashiro, Koriyama, and Soma Agricultural Experiment Station in Fukushima prefecture Soils collected are classified as
Fluvisols. Application rate of rice straw in Aizu, Koriyama. and Soma was 6 0 Mg
ha', and 5 OMg ha' in Inawashiro In Aizu, silicate fertilizer was applied With
or without rice straw applications has been practiced since 1920 in Aizu; 1954 in
Inawashiro; 1985 in Koriyama; and 1998 in Soma. To determine plant-available
silicon in the soil, 10 g of air-dried sample with 60 ml distilled water was incubated at 40C for one week The phytoliths of rice leaf blade are composed of silicified short cells, motor cells and trichome The amounts of silicified short cell and
motor cell were l.0-2.0x ]0 7 g'DWand 1.0-25 x 104 g'DW respectively. There
was exponential relationship between number of silicified motor cell and silicon
content of rice leaf blade, while no clear relationship between number of silicified short cells and silicon content of leaf blade derived from this experiment. The
expected numbers of silicified silica cell calculated from the amounts of rice straw
applied in Aizu and Inawashiro topsoils were much smaller than those of actually
observed one, while the expected numbers of silicified motor cells were close to
those of observed one. Therefore, parts of silicified short cell might be dissolved
during long-term experiment. Silicon concentration of supernatant collected from
the incubated soil ranged from 11 2 to 18.2 mg L' in the topsoils with rice straw in
long-term experiments and from 10 9 to 17 4 mg L"1 in their subsoils. These values
are more than the solubility of biogenic opal (0 5 - 10 mg L ') reported by Drees et
al (1989) Therefore, the plant available silicon in paddy soils with rice straw may
originate not only from phytoliths of rice straw, but also from more soluble silicon precipitation contained in rice straw and/or diatomaceous debris in the paddy
soil. Total silicon input from rice straw applied from long-term experiment in Aizu,
Inawashiro, Koriyama and Soma stations were calculated as 5.04, 2 50, 1.14, and
0 36 Mg Si ha ' respectively with an assumption that average silicon content of rice
straw is 10 %. These high inputs of silicon must affect on plant available silicon in
the paddy soil with or without rice straw Actually, plant available silicon in the topsoil of Aizu, Inawashiro, Koriyama and Soma stations applied with rice straw were
109, 114, 77.2 and 70 2 mg Si kg', while those without rice straw were 39.4, 87.6,
76.4 and 55 8 mg Si kg' respectively. The extremely large difference between Aizu
soils with and without rice straw might be the result of silicate fertilizer application Plant available silicon in their subsoil from the each plot with rice straw were
86.4, 83 0, 105 and 68 0 mg Si kg' respectively These values were 1.1 - 1.6 times
higher than those without rice straw This means parts of silicon dissolved from rice
straw in topsoil may easily move into subsoil in paddy fields condition, especially
in Koriyama station field, where only small difference was observed in the plant
available silicon of topsoil with or without rice straw, but large difference in subsoil. Therefore, we should pay attention not only plant available silicon in topsoil
but also that in subsoil when we estimate silicon fertility of paddy soil.
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Long-Term Agroecosystem Experiments and Sample Archives at USDA-ARSNGPRL.
M. A. Liebig. UJ. R. Hendrickson. K. A. Nichols. USDA-ARS.
Long-term agroecosystem experiments are essential for determining the relative
sustainability of agricultural management systems. Evaluations conducted over the
long-term are critical to the success of agroecosystem experiments, as treatment
effects often take many years before consistent and measurable changes in soils are
detectable This is especially true for agroecosystems in semiarid regions, where
low production levels contribute to a slow rate of change in soil properties. The
USDA-ARS Northern Great Plains Research Laboratory (NGPRL) near Mandan,
North Dakota, USA (46° 46' 12" N, 100° 54' 5T' W) was established in 1914, and
currently manages three long-term agroecosystem experiments, each related to a
different form of grazing management. Two native vegetation pastures, a moder146-15
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N. Kobayashi
ately grazed pasture (MGP) and heavily grazed pasture (HGP), were established in
Effect of Long-Term Application of Rice Straw on the Plant Available Silicon
1916 A third pasture, seeded to crested wheatgrass [Agropyron desertorum (Fisch
ex. Link) Schult ](CWP), was established in 1932 Management of the pastures has
of Paddy Soil.
been consistent over time. The pastures were originally established to assess the
N. Kobayashi. Field Science Center. Graduate School of Agricultural Science.
Tohoku Univ; A. Chida. Miyagi pref. Motoyoshi Agricultural Extension Center: M. effects of grazing intensity on vegetation characteristics and animal performance
However, the age of the pastures and the consistency of the applied treatments
Satgusa. Field Science Center. Graduate School of Agricultural Science. Tohoku
over time make them an ideal setting to evaluate grazing management effects on
Unir.
soil. Research findings from the long-term experiments at NGPRL have contributed
to understanding the etTects of grazing management on soil properties known to
Rice is a typical silicon accumulating plant, which accumulates up to 10% silicon
influence ecosystem function Most notably, increased grazing intensity of native
in the shoot Silicon absorbed by rice provides many benefits including improvevegetation in HGP has caused a shirt in species composition toward blue grama
ments in pest and pathogen resistance, heavy-metal tolerance, and rice quality and
[Boutelouagracilis (H.B.K.) Lag Ex Griffiths], resulting in an increase soil C and
yield Silicon is absorbed by plants as uncharged silicic acid, Si(OH)p and it is
N in surface soil depths relative to MGP Fertilization of CWP has been found to
ultimately precipitated irreversibly throughout the plant as amorphous silica. SiO,decrease soil pH and cation exchange capacity in the surface 5 cm, but increase soil
nH,0, referred to as phytoliths Amorphous silica is precipitated first on the small
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C at 30 to 60 cm compared to MGP and HGP Recent greenhouse gas flux research
indicates MOP to sequester C at 0.29 Mg C ha' yr', while emitting N,0 at 1.2
kg N ha' yr' Collectively, research findings from the long-term experiments at
NGPRL have provided a foundation from which future soils-related research can
be designed to better understand grazing management effects on environmental
quality at multiple spatial scales As a supplement to the three long-term agroecosystem experiments, NGPRL possesses extensive soil sample archives dating back
to 1918 Sample archives were originally established in the 1940s when a branch
of the original USDA Soil Survey Program was housed at NGPRL Archived samples are largely from the Great Plains and Intermountain West regions of the USA,
and represent land uses from both pre- and post-cultivation time periods. Given
increased emphasis on global change research, the sample archives at NGPRL represent an important resource for scientists investigating temporal changes in soil
properties.
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Changes in Soil Properties after 10 Years at the Beltsville Farming Systems
Project, a Long-Term Experiment to Assess the Sustainability of Conventional
and Organic Cropping Systems.
M. A. Cavigelli. USDA-ARS-SASL.
Long-Term Agricultural Research Projects (LTARPs) provide the only means of
collecting reliable data on changes in agricultural soils that occur slowly, that have
a small signal to noise ratio, or that respond to episodic events such as rainfall
LTARPs also provide essential data resources for developing and validating crop
growth and ecosystem models In North America, there are about 50 LTARPs,
many of them comparing conventional till and no till systems, crop rotation types
and fertility sources and levels There is a relative wealth of information on conventional till vs. no till systems due to the large number of LTARPs that include
this comparison. Researchers have taken advantage of the network of LTARPs to
develop a better understanding of C sequestration and dynamics in no till vs. till
systems. As a result, discussions regarding government policies to sequester C in
agricultural soils tend to be dominated by the benefits of conventional no till vs.
conventional till. At least eight LTARPs that include organic farming systems were
initiated in the 1980s and 1990s in the United States, a development that may lead
to including a broader array of potentially sustainable agricultural management
options in policy debates The Beltsville Farming Systems Project (FSP) is one of
only two of these LTARPs that includes conventional no till, conventional chisel
till and organic systems in the same project. The FSP is also unique in having a
comparison of three organic systems with different rotation lengths. The project
was designed using input from farmers, extension agents, researchers and agribusiness professionals. Research plots were established in 1996 and currently include
five cropping systems: 1) a conventional no till system, 2) a conventional chisel till
system, both with 3-year maize-soybean-winter wheat/soybean (M-S-W/S) rotations; 3) a 2-year M-S organic rotation; 4) a 3-year M-S-W organic rotation; and 5)
a 6-year M-S-W-alfalfa rotation. All rotation entry points are present each year in
plots large enough to be farmed with full sized farming equipment (9.1 x III in)
The split plot design is replicated four times Soils are Coastal Plains Ultisol, average annual precipitation is 1110 mm; mean annual temperature is 12 8oC While
substantial effort was made to locate each of the four statistical blocks in areas that
would minimize within block soil variability, both within and between block variability is still relatively high, reflecting a degree of spatial variability that may be
typical of soils in the mid-Atlantic region of the United States Since soil variability
was extensively characterized prior to plot establishment, baseline data are being
used to help interpret data collected during the initial 10 years of the project. Statistical methods used to compare changes in soil fertility, organic C and total N among
cropping systems will be discussed The impact of soil texture and soil position in
the landscape on changes in soil properties will also be discussed.
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Nitrogen Sufficiency Diognosis in Corn in the Southwest of Parana, Brazil.
A. Bobato. T. S. Assmann. CEFET: L. A. C. Lucchesi. Univ Federaldo Parana.
Studies about soil nitrogen dinamics and availability are rare in Parana, the largest corn producer State of Brazil In its Southwest region the majority of farmers
use both corn and soybeans as cashcrops, cultivated under no-till However reccomendations are poorly made and based only in the soil organic matter content
The objetive of this study was evaluate sidedress urea (0. 60. 120 e 240 kg ha-1
of N) fertilization on the nitrate and amonium leves in an acidic oxisol cultivated
with corn (cv. Dekalb 215) under no-till. A field experiment under ramdomized
blocks design was conducted during 2002/2003, in Pato Branco, PR, Brasil in an
area double cropped under no-till during more than 10 years with corn, soybeans,
forrage cabbage and winter grain crops Soil samples were taken from the following depths; 0,0 - 5,0 cm; 5,0 - 10 cm e de 10,0 - 20.0 cm The leaf and total plan N
levels were evaluated and absorption curves were built
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Long-Term Agronomic Trials from The Mediterranean Region: A Critical
Perspective.
J. Ryan. ICARDA.
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The goals of long-term cropping systems experiments are varied: some have clearly
defined objectives and definite time limits for achieving those objectives, while others are indefinite and are designed to observe system changes that cannot be readily
anticipated in the short term Thus, the term "long-term" is a relative one All longterm trials should have inbuilt capacity to respond to new developments in agricultural practices in order to maintain their relevance without invalidating the broader
goals of defining longer-term trends Such trials are all the more needed in highly
variable environments and under conditions of rapid cultural and economic change.
The Middle East region, which is characterized by a Mediterranean-type climate
with two seasons, i.e., a wet cool period from November to May in which rainfed
cropping is possible, and a long dry period from June to October in which cropping
is only possible with irrigation. Such climates exist elsewhere, especially in Australia South Africa, and California in the USA Rainfall variability, both between
seasons and within seasons, is a feature of a Mediterranean climate. Agriculture in
the region to the south and east of the Mediterranean Sea ,i e., North Africa and
West Asia, has been a traditional low-input cereal legume system combined with
livestock raising In the 1970's this farming system began to change due to population growth and consequent land-use pressure; fallow declined to be replaced
with more intensive cropping along with mechanization and increased chemical
inputs, and irrigation Inevitable concerns about sustainability were raised These
concerns could only have been addressed by long-term field trials that simulated
the new and alternative cropping systems in relation to existing ones, especially
involving rotations, tillage and grazing management practices Sustainability
issues that needed to be assessed ranged from the biophysical to the economic
ones Thus, several cropping systems trials were undertaken by the International
Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas (ICARDA) at its main station
at Tel Hadya near Aleppo in northern Syria and a its sub-stations in different rainfall and temperature zones in Syria and Lebanon Simultaneously, similar rotation
cropping experiments were initiated in other countries of the region, most with
common objectives and some conducted collaboratively with ICARDA. While a
huge database has emerged from the various trials, along with specific findings for
particular trials, some general conclusions emerged. Mono-cropping was not seen
as an alternative to fallow, but the introduction of a forage or food legume was biologically feasible and economically attractive in all but the driest sites. While vetch
(Vicia sativa) and medic (Medicago) were alternative forages, the latter was poorly
adopted by farmers Of the food legumes, lentils (Lens culinaris) was suitable to
drier areas and chickpea (Cicer arietinum) to more favorable ones. Such rotations
were also more efficient at using the limited rainfall. No system was successful
without adequate fertilization Most trials showed that cereal/legume rotations contributed to improved soil quality in terms of organic matter and aggregation as well
as microbial biomass and soil nitrogen Similarly, conservations tillage increased
soil carbon and decreased energy inputs without reducing crop yields The impact
of animal grazing within cereal/legume rotations is more difficult to quantify but
soil carbon tended to increase with zero stubble grazing. The issue of changes in
soil C sequestration is of current relevance to mitigation of global wanning While
many of the trials conducted at ICARDA are now terminated, some should have
been continued, but none are projected for long periods In hindsight, many lessons
have been learned, some of relevance to such trials elsewhere, with implications for
future changes in agricultural practices and society as a whole.
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The role of nitrification inhibitors in mitigating nitrogen and cation losses in
grazed pasture.
J. Singh. N. Bolan. Soil and Earth Sciences: S. Saggar. Landcare Research.
The role of nitrification inhibitors in mitigating nitrogen and cation losses in grazed
pasture Grasslands worldwide occupy 11700 million ha of vegetated lands and
provide forage for over 1800 million livestock units and wildlife These managed
grasslands are highly productive, with increased pasture production being the
major goal for the pastoral farmers for higher per hectare animal productivity. The
fertility of grassland soils can be substantially altered by grazing animals mainly
through the deposition of dung and urine and their subsequent transformation and
transport in soils. Nitrogen (N) deposited in the grazed pastures, in the form of
urine from dairy cows, where extremely heavy rates of N (up to 1000 kg N/ha)
are applied in small "patches", is a major environmental concern in New Zealand
This deposited nutrient is far in excess of immediate plant requirements and hence
is susceptible to losses as ammonia (NHj) volatilization, nitrous oxide (N,0) emissions and removal to drainage water through nitrate (NO,) leaching Grazed pastures are identified as an important source of NH, and N,0, which are implicated
in acid rain, ozone depletion and global warming (i.e., greenhouse gas) Moreover,
an increase in nitrate concentration in groundwater resulting from leaching has
been linked to increasing incidences of NO," toxicity in human and livestock (i.e.
methaemoglobinaemia) Nitrate leaching is one of the major issues facing the New
Zealand agriculture sector at present, when leached; NO, also carries basic cat-

ions, which represents an economical loss for the farmer Various approaches have
been attempted to mitigate the economic and environmental impacts of N losses
Recently in New Zealand there has been increasing interest in the use of commercially formulated NIs (eg., EcoN.N-Care) to reduce the loss of N through leaching
and gaseous emissions, and enhance plant productivity The study was conducted
to examine the potential role of nitrification inhibitors (Nl) to mitigate these losses
Nitrification inhibitors specifically retard the oxidation of ammonium (NH4') to
nitrite (NO,), thereby decreasing the concentration of nitrate (NO,) and the subsequent leaching and N,0 emission. In this study a recently developed closed chamber technique that provides measurements ofNH, and N,0 from urine treated intact
soil-pasture cores was used At the end of the experiment, soil cores were leached
with 2.5 pore volumes of water and the leachate was analysed for basic cations (K ,
Ca 2, Mg : ) and NO,. It was found that the addition of Nl (DCD) @ 25 kg/ha to
soil cores treated with different levels of urine (200, 400 and 800 kg N/ha) reduced
the amount of N,0 emission by 32 %, 54% and 78 %, respectively. Similarly, NO,"
leaching decreased by 60-65% with the addition of DCD to the urine amended soil.
There was significant reduction in the amount of cations leached with addition of
DCD However, there was increase in the concentration of NH4 ions in the urineamended soil with the addition of DCD which was liable to leaching

yield, root length and root weight, height, tiller number and stem diameter were significant (%1) and leaf width was significant (%5) too. The comparison of average
production showed that highest biological yield with 8099 kg/ ha was related to the
60 kg N / ha treatment which was significant ditTerent from control treatment The
compared of average root length and root weight showed that highest root length
and highest root weight respectively with 43.63 cm and 75 6 g/m2 were related to
the 90 kg N/ ha treatment which were significant different from the control Application of nitrogen spraying was significant on biological yield relative to control
but the production of spraying method reduced Yield reduction at levels 90 kg
N/ha in soil and 6 percent nitrogen spraying on plants was explained by Mitcherlich
Law Also effects of different rates of nitrogen application on internodes and lateral
stem were not significant (%5) The comparison of average characteristics showed
that highest height (76.83cm) and highest tiller number (51.07) were related to the
90 kg N/ ha treatment, which were significant different from the control. The comparison of average leaf width and stem diameter showed that highest leaf width and
highest stem diameter with 5 30cm and 3 67 mm respectively were related to the
4 5 % spry of nitrogen on plants and 60 kg N/ ha in the soil treatments which were
significant different from the control Keywords: {Melissa officinalis L.), nitrogen,
morphological characteristics, biological yield.
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Use of slow release type nitrogen fertilizer and its effect on soil quality.
J. Hernandez. R. I. Garcia. Soulhern Illinois Univ.
Slow-release nitrogen fertilizers are used to increase nitrogen use efficiency (NUE)
and extend N availability over a growing plant season Benefits from using these
N fertilizers include increasing NUE by plants, reducing N losses, prolonging N
availability and reducing potential risk of N pollution to water resources Formulations of these fertilizers are available in the market They range from slightly
soluble, low solubility, high molecular complexity, to organic-based condensed
materials such as methyleneureas (MU) and triazone. After applied to the soil N
release is subject to biodegradation (mainly bacteria). Bacterial degradation permits N release from MU as ammonia and urea (using the enzyme MUase). Once
urea is released, it is hydrolyzed in the presence of the enzyme urease to ammonia/
ammonium Because microbial activity controls the rate of bioavailable N in the
soil, an efficient N-release is dependent on soil humidity, temperature, chemistry,
and the ecological status of the soil. Only recently more specific information on the
organisms capable of hydrolyzing MU has been published Jahns et al, isolated and
identified two MU-degrading organisms in German soils: Ochrobactrum anthropi
and Ralstonia paucula Recently a plant pathogenic strain of Rhizobium radiobacter
was isolated and related to MU bacteria presence These results might have a practical significance, demonstrating the potential to select for this plant pathogen in soils
fertilized with MU It is still do not know the long term effects of the application
of MU's in the soil microbial population and its effects on soil quality Preliminary
data in tomato plants have suggested that MU caused additional effects than those
attributed to an NUE increase. Tomato plants treated with a single application of
MU outperformed those treated with weekly N applications in a Georgia soil The
objective of this study is to asses the soil degradation processes involved between
MU, bacteria, soil and tomato plants and its consequences in soil quality A field
experiment with two different soil management histories (manure and no manure)
was tested. Tomato (Lycopersicon esculenlum) was selected as indicator crop. In
both soils was considered the effect of urea and MU on the microbial population.
Soil samples were taken before and after an equivalent commercial N application
of the fertilizers was made and was getermined: 1) Differences in in the microbiological population diversity and the isolation of the bacteria responsible of the
MU degradation and a phenotypic characterization; 2) Soil Chemical and fertility
analysis, N-forms concentration, pH , electrical conductivity, and presence of other
nutrients; 3) the genetic sequence of one of the codifying genes for MUase; 4) Plant
growth parameters, N plant uptake The experimental unit was a 15 Kg soil-pot
planted with tomato. Initially growing under field conditions and later transported
to greenhouse conditions The treatments consist of urea and triazone applications,
replicated four times in a randomized block design Results indicated a direct effect
between N source and type of microbial population present
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Effect of solid nitrogen application on biological yield, essential oil percentage
and essential oil yield of balm (Melissa officinalis L.) under greenhouse
condition.
B. Abbaszadeh. E. Sharifi Ashourabadi. Research Institute of Forests and
Rangelands; M. R. Ardakani. Nuclear Research Center for Agriculture and
Medicine-atomic Energy Organization of Iran; F. Paknejhad, D. Habibi. M.
Adraki. Islamic Azad University-Karaj Branch.
In order to investigate the effect of nitrogen fertilizer on biological yield of Balm
(Melissa officinalis L.) an experiment was conducted under greenhouse condition
at Research Institute of Forests and Rangelands Karaj/ Iran in 2004. The research
was carried out with 6 levels of nitrogen fertilizer with 60,90, 120, 150 and 180 kg
N/ha and control (without nitrogen). Statistical design was completely randomized
design. Units of 15 pots were used per treatment The nitrogen amount of the levels
was added in 3 equal portions to the soil of pots Results showed that effect of different levels of nitrogen on biological yield was significant in 90 kgN/ha treatment
with 135.8 g dry weight per plant Average production relative to other treatments
had a significant difference. Reduction of yield at levels 120, 150 and 180 kg/ ha
could be explained by the Mitcherlich law High application in chemical fertilizer
demolishes soil physical, chemical and biological properties. The optimal application of chemical fertilizers in plant production is a suitable approach in sustainable
agriculture. Also results showed that highest essential oil percentage and highest
essential yield respectively with 25% and 16 05 kg essence/ha were related to the
60kg N/ha treatment which were significant ditTerent from the control Keywords:
Balm (Melissa officinalis L), nitrogen fertilizer, biological yield, essential oil
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Estimation for Nitrogen Status of Rice Plant by Reflectance Indices of GroundBased Remote Sensors.
S. D. Hong. S. S. Kang. H. C. Jeong. Chungbuk National Unix; S. Hong. Y. H. Kim,
National Institute of Agricultural Science and Technology. RDA.
The non-destructive determination of plant biomass by nitrogen stress is not possible, however crop canopy sensors that determine the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) have the potential to estimate living biomass and nitrogen
status. Field experiment was conducted in 2005 to evaluate the effect of nitrogen
(N) deficiency on rice biomass and reflectance. Nitrogen stress was imposed by
implementing 4 levels of 0kg, 70kg, 100kg, and 130kg N ha-1 with 50% of basal
dressing, 25% of topdressing at tiller stage, and 25% of fertilization at panicle initiation stage, respectively Rice was planted on May 17 in clay loam soil applied
with the same rate of P205, K20, and Si02, respectively for all treatments based
on soil testing and was harvested on October II, 2005 Canopy reflectance measurements were made with hand held spectral sensors including an active red and
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M R Ardakani
green GreenSeekerTM (Ntech Industries), a passive sensor of Crop CircleTM
(Holland Scientific), an active red and amber Crop CircleTM ACS2I0 (Holland
Effect of nitrogen fertilizeron biological yield and morphological characteristics
Scientific), and spectroradiometer (Ocean Optics models SD2000) Canopy reflecof balm (Melissa officinalis L.) under field condition.
tances, N content, dry weight, and panicle dry weight of rice were measured at the
M R. Ardakani. Nuclear Research Center for Agriculture and Medicine-atomic
ditTerent growth stages from July 12 to October 11 Biomass of rice plant affected
Energy Organization of Iran: B. Abbaszadeh. Research Institute of Forests and
by nitrogen rate showed large differences between maximum and minimum values
rangelands: E. Sharifi Ashourabadi. Research Institute of Forests and Rangelands: at the heading stage ranging from 44 6 to 64 7 g m-2 for dry weight and from 268 2
F. Paknejhad. Islamic Azad Univ-Karaj Branch; M. H. Lebaschi. Research Institute to 583.4 mg m-2 for amount of N uptake by leaves. Several reflectance indexes
of Forests and Rangelands.
obtained from GreenSeekerTM, Crop CircleTM ACS210, and spectroradiometer
were compared for evaluation of rice biomass and nitrogen status The NIR/Red
In order to investigate solid and fluid nitrogen effect on biological yield and morand NIR/Amber ratio by active Crop CircleTM ACS2I0 were the best tool for
phological characteristics of Balm (Melissa officinalis L ) an experiment was conassessing differences in dry weight, panicle dry weight, N content and amount of N
ducted in a field of Research Institute of Forests and Rangelands. Karaj/ Iran in
uptake by rice leaves at every growth stage evaluated. Especially, the NIR/Red and
2004 The research was carried out with 2 levels of 4 5 and 6 percent of fluid nitroNIR/Amber ratio by active Crop CircleTM ACS2I0 at the panicle initiation stage
gen on plant and 2 levels of 60 and 90 kg N /ha in the soil, and with control (withwere very closely correlated with dry weight, panicle dry weight, and amount of
out nitrogen) for comparison Nitrogen levels were applied with 3 equal portions.
N uptake by leaves at harvesting, meaning that the panicle initiation stage is critiThe statistical design was completely randomized block design with 4 replications
cal season for management of nitrogen fertilization for rice. Consequently these
Results showed that effects of different rates of nitrogen application on biological
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indexes were significantly explained for characteristics at the harvesting based
on determination coefficient with dry weight (R2=0.82~0.83), panicle dry weight
(R2=0 86), amount of N uptake (R2=0.89), LAI (R2=0 82-0 83) This result suggested that these reflectance indexes could be used for in-season N management
decisions when using real-time rice sensors Ground-based remote sensing provided a non-destructive real-time assessment of plant N status and should be a
useful tool for in-season rice N management providing both spatial and temporal
information Keyword: Reflectance index, ground-based remote sensor, rice, N
uptake, dry weight.
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I \11 :H labilit) of Trace Elements in Raw, Heated, and Granulaled Poultry
Litters.
G Toor. Univ ofArkansas: B. Haggard. USDA-ARS/Bio & Agric. Eng. Dept.
Contamination of soil and water by trace elements is a serious environmental problem for humans and other living organisms. Continuous land application of poultry
manure may lead to accumulation of harmful quantities of trace elements such as
As, Cd, Cu, Cr, and Zn in soils and can cause toxicity to plants and increase the risk
of losses to waters. Trace elements are excreted in manures because of their addition in the animal diets For example, As is used in poultry feeds as 4-aminophenylarsonic acid (p-ASA) or 3-nitro-4-hydroxyphenylarsonic acid (Roxarsane) to prevent coccidiosis and increase weight gain and improve feed efficiency Likewise,
Cu and Zn are used as growth promoters or biocides in poultry feed and thus are
excreted in litter In addition to directly contributing trace elements in soils, addition of manure can also change soil pH and make metals more available in soils
To manage potential long-term impacts of trace elements in soils, it is important to
quantify total and soluble metal inputs to soils from animal manures and identify
soils that are most vulnerable to metal loss via surface runoff and leaching Unfortunately, little information is available on trace element inputs to soils from present
day animal manures The composition of present manures may be different from the
past manures. For example, poultry diets now contain many feed additives such as
phytase, vitamin D metabolites, which are primarily added to facilitate conversion
of phytic acid to inorganic Pthereby increasing increasing feed efficiency of phytic
acid During this process, these feed additives may also increase bioavailability
of metals because phytic acid is often associated with trace elements Moreover,
the solubility of metals may be changed in post-excreted litters as amendments,
such as aluminum sulphate or aluminum chloride, are added to decrease solubility
of P in litters. The use of new technology to pellet or granulate poultry litters to
increase consistency of particle sizes and reduce moisture content and market it as
an alternative fertilizer source may also change trace element contents and solubility. However, no information is available on how the granulation would influence
the trace elements solubility in poultry litters For example, granulation at higher
temperature may make some metals more water extractable because of destruction of organic matter. This would, in turn, increase the metal solubility and losses
on land application. Our objective, in this study, was to evaluate the influence of
granulation on trace metal solubility at various litter to water extraction ratios in
raw, ground, heated, and granulated poultry litters. Our results showed that granulation of poultry litters affected the total elemental contents (AI, As, B, Co, Cr, Cu,
Mn, Mo, Ni, and Zn) and that the lower contents of these elements in granulated
litter than raw litter were because of addition of urea, dicyandiamide, or hydrolyzed
feathcrmeal during litter granulation The effects of granulation of poultry litter on
extractability of metals varied. For example, the extractability (at I to 100 litter
water extraction ratio) of AI, As, B, Cr, Mo, and Ni was slightly increased (2-10%
of total) while extractability of Cu, Fe, Mn, and Zn was decreased (<I0% of total)
by litter granulation The extraction of litters with increase in litter to water ratio
from 1:10 to 1:250 resulted in increasing contents of AI, As, B, Cr, Cu, Fe, Mn,
Mo, Ni, and Zn up to 1:100 extraction ratio, thereafter values were either constant
or slightly decreased At 1 to 100 extraction ratio, B and As were highly extractable metals ranging from 52 to 82% of the total, followed by Ni, Mo, Cu, Cr, and
Fe In contrast, extractability of Zn, Mn, and AI was less than 11% of the total We
conclude that granulation of poultry litter otters an attractive option to reduce trace
element inputs in intensive animal production systems and particularly addition
of urea and dicyandiamide during litter granulation may result in litters with 10 to
25% less As, Cu, and Zn than raw litters.
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Poultry Litter Application Creates Nutrient Accumulation in SorghumSudangrass Soils.
R. Gilfillen. B. Sleugh. T. Willian. Western Kentucky Unix.
Poultry litter can be used to fertilize sorghum-sudangrass pastures and hayfields If
properly managed, litter can be returned to land, however, one concern regarding
land application of poultry litter is soil nutrient accumulation Applying poultry
litter to land at recommended crop N rates can lead to an accumulation of P, K, and
micronutrients in the soil This study was conducted from 2002-2004 to observe
changes in characteristic soil fertility properties after fertilization with poultry 1 it—
ler and/or inorganic fertilizers A completely randomized block design consisting
of four treatments was utilized: an inorganic N, P, K fertilizer (I), poultry litter
applied according to recommended P rate (PPL), poultry litter applied according to
recommended N rate (NPL). and poultry litter applied al recommended P rate with
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supplemental inorganic N fertilizer (NPPL) Results indicate that average available
P, K, Cu, Zn, and Na were highest in the NPL treatment in comparison to all others
(p<=.0l) All other treatments showed similar average availability Some di(Terences were also found between years in pH, available Ca, Mg, Cu, Fe and Mn
Indications are available soil nutrient accumulations will occur when poultry litter
is applied to meet the N needs of the sorghum-sudangrass crop
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Site-Specific Soil Management for Pineapple Production in a Tropical Peat.
S Balasundram. A. Husni. O. Ahmed. Univ Putra Malaysia.
Quantification of spatial variability is a vital prerequisite for precision agriculture
This study was aimed at quantifying the spatial variability of pineapple yield and
selected soil (tropical peat) properties. A 1-ha study plot was demarcated based on
crop variety (i.e. 'Gandul') Pineapple yields were recorded based on a rectangular
grid scheme Each grid had a dimension of 0 6 x 25 m and represented a single
yield record Corresponding topsoil samples were obtained and measured for total
C, extractable P, K, Cu, Zn and B. A total of 60 yield and soil records were made.
Recording points were spaced 8 m in the x direction (inter-bed) and 18 m in the
y direction (intra-bed) Yield and soil data were analyzed using spatial continuity
(variography) and interpolation (kriging) techniques An isotropic semivariogram
was constructed to determine the spatial structure and quantify spatial attributes
such as nugget, sill and effective range. These attributes were used to perform point
kriging Results showed that pineapple yields were significantly variable across
space within a I-ha field Pineapple yield variability fitted an exponential model
with a nugget of 49 3, a sill of 1376 and an effective range of 38 1 m 64% of the
total variation in pineapple yields was attributable to spatial variability In terms
of spatial distribution, 31% of the study area had yields close to the plot average,
while 36% had yields above the average, and 33% with yields below the average Results also showed a high degree of spatial variability in the majority of soil
properties, which exhibited non-normal distributions with CVs ranging from 12 to
54% All properties exhibited a definable spatial structure, which were described
by either spherical or exponential models. Carbon, P and B showed strong spatial
dependence The majority of properties had a short effective range. Surface maps
of chemical properties clearly showed spatial clustering of test values Excepting
K, all other properties showed acceptable accuracy of interpolated values These
combined data suggest the need for a site-specific approach in managing pineapple
production on tropical peat, particularly with regard to nutrient inputs
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Soil and Leaf Nutrients Norms for Sweet Orange (citrus sinensis osbeck)
grown on Marathwada Region of Maharashtra.
5. More. H. K. Kausadikar. Marathwada Agricultural Unit. Parbhani. Maharashtra.
India.
Survey of the Sweet orange growing belt of Marathwada region (Parbhani and
Nanded districts) was undertaken to assess the nutritional status of Sweet orange
orchards (Cv Nucellar) in relation to their declining status. Using Diagnosis and
Recommendation integrated system (DRIS) norms for soil and leafs were developed for optimum Sweet orange production., Leaf nutrients norms to achieve a
yield of 21.78 to 27.95 t ha-1 were, Nitrogen 1.89 to 2 58 per cent. Phosphorus
0.09 to 0.15 per cent and Potassium 1.71 to 2 45 percent, Calcium 3.25 to 6.59 per
cent, Magnesium 0 36 to 0.58 per cent and Sulphur 0 17 to 0 35 per cent. Among
micronutrients, Iron 99 46 to 186 42 g g-1, Manganese 16.88 to 40.64 g g-1, Zinc
12.32 to 28.32 g g-1, Copper 3.40 to 7.42 g g-1, Boron 47.87 to 94.97 g g-1 and
Molybdenum 0.74 to 1 62 g g-1. To achieve optimum yield of 21.78 to 27 95 t ha-1,
DRIS norms for soil parameters viz pH 7 83 to 8 38, EC 0 40 to 0 68 and organic
carbon 5 74 to 8 30 g kg-1 were observed as optimum DRIS for Soil nutrients
were available Nitrogen 76.78 to 162.35 g g-1, available Phosphorus 6 05 to 13.86
g g-1 and available Potassium 230.06 to 447 06 g g-1. Among secondary nutrients,
available Calcium 1576 38 to 3743 7 g g-1, available Magnesium 483 8 to 1157 6
g g-1 and available Sulphur 18.35 to 26.35 g g-1 Among micronutrients, DTPA
extractable Iron 2 76 to II 23 g g-1, Manganese 8 04 to 26.74 g g-1. Zinc 1 31 to
3 66 g g-1. Copper 1.78 to 4.49 g g-1, hot water soluble Boron 0 33 to 0 55 g g-1
and Molybdenum 0.19 to 0.42 g g-1 Study indicated low Iron, Zinc, and Nitrogen
in large number of orchard soils Although, many orchards were low in soil nutrients, the status was expressed neither in leaf content nor in forms of deficiency
symptoms due to hidden hunger.
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Liming in Green Harvested Sugar Cane Cultivated under Conventional and
No-Tillage Systems.
D. Bolonhezi. Eslacäo Experimental APTA. Cenlro Leste: H. Canlarella. F. L.
F. Dias. Instituto Agronömico: O. Genlilin Junior. Eslacäo Experimental APTA.
Cenlro Lesle: A. L. Cerdeira. M. Dornellas. EMBRAPA. Environment: M. A.
Mutton. UNESP.
The sugar cane area in Sao Paulo State, Brazil is about 3 6 million of hectares in
which the harvest without burning is increasing rapidly. In this harvest system,
a great amount of straw (average 15 tons of dry matter per hectare per year) is
deposited over soil surface, consequently the control of weeds is enhanced, the

evaporation of water is reduced, and soil quality may be improved. Crops rotated
with sugarcane may be grown in no-till in order to take advantage of the mulch left
by sugarcane However, as most Brazilian soils are acid there are doubts concerning the efficienty of surface application of lime A long term experiment was set
up in 1998 in Ribeiräo Preto, southern Brazil, on a Dark Red Latosol with 32% of
soil base saturation, previously grown for five years with sugar cane mechanically
harvested, to study the response of sugar cane rotated with soybean to rates of dolomitic limestone The lime was either surface-applied or incorporated into the soil by
plowing and disking. The experimental design was a complete randomized block in
a split-plot scheme with four replications In 1998. lime was applied (0: 1,7; 3.4 and
5,1 t ha"') before sowing soybeans Sugarcane was grown for 4 years In November
2003 lime was reapplied (0; 2; 4 and 6 t.ha') in the same plots, before the second
sowing of soybean. Four months after the first lime application soil samples were
collected at depth of 0-0,05; 0.05-0,10; 0,10-0,20; 0,20-0.40 and 0.40-0.60 meter,
for chemical and physical analysis Samples of sugar cane leaves were collected on
February, approximately 10 months after the planting, to determine the contents of
macro and micronutrients Yield of stalks and others agronomics and technological
characteristics were evaluated on August of 2005 Approximately five years since
the first liming, the most pronounced response to surface liming was observed in
the layers 0,0-0,05 and 0.05-0,10 meters layers (Table 1) There was no effect in the
chemical characteristic below 0,10 meters of depth under no-tillage system The
contents of Mg and Mn was decreased significantly with lime rates. There was no
difference between rates and application method on yield of stalks of sugarcane
Table 1 Soil chemicals properties and cane yield in a long term experiment as
affected by liming and tillages in green harvest sugar cane Ribeiräo Preto, Brazil
2005.

Tillages
Suface
application
No-Tillage

Base Saturation (V%)
0-5
67 b

5-10
66 a

10-20
63 a

Mg

pll
0-5
5.7 a

5-10
5.7 a

10-20

gkg'

1

5.7 a 2.67 a

Mn
mg.kg 1
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The characteristics of soil organic matter under different stages of degraded
grassland in a sandy desertification aera on Ordos Plateau, northwestern
China.

Y. Lv, College of Resources and Environment. China Agricultural Univ.
Five communities that represented a series of successionally degraded stages in
desertification were chosen for the work The dominant plant of Community 1 was
the steppe grass Slipa bungeana; Community 2 was dominated by a mix of S bungeana and the shrub Artemisia ordosia. Community 3 was A. ordosia; Community
4 was a mix of A ordosia and the desert grass Cynanchum komorovii; and Community 5 was C. komorovii. The soils in root-spheres and in the bare openings between
plants in five successionally degraded plant communities were analyzed for total
organic carbon (TOC), total nitrogen (TN), inorganic nitrogen (IN), total phosphorus (TP), and available phosphorus (AP) The results showed that the heterogeneity
process of the soil chemistry was characterized first by TOC heterogeneity and
later by TN heterogeneity The heterogeneity process of TP was only characterized in the community 3 No significant heterogeneity was present for AP in the
five community stages At the beginning of degradation, invasion by the shrub A.
ordosia of S bungeana grassland was found to lead to competition for soil elements
between S. bungeana and A. ordosia and made the Community 2 soil environment
temporarily homogeneous In Community 3, however, the soil elements became
spatially heterogeneous, and this led to the development of 'islands of fertility'
The concentrations of soil elements (TOC, TN, and IN) were greatest in the shrub
root-spheres. With further desertification (from Community 4 to Community 5), the
islands of fertility began to collapse, and the concentrations of the main soil elements declined rapidly. The dynamics of soil phosphorus under progressive desertification were different from those of the other soil elements. TP decreased from
form Community 1 to Community 5, while the AP concentration did not change in
mid-level desertification (Community 3), but increased with serious desertification
(Community 5).

101 a
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Cemetery Soils: A Window on the Past?
S. B. Geleta. C. H. Briand. K. C. Clark, M. E. Folkoff. I. K. Miller. B. J. Zaprowski.
Liming, t ha'
Salisbury Univ.
0+0
53 c
49 c
47 c 5.2 c 5.1 c 5.1 d 2.35 b 122 a
The Coastal Plain of the Mid-Atlantic region has undergone dramatic changes in
the last few centuries. Early colonial descriptions indicate rich soils suitable for
71 b
63 b 52 be 5.7 b 5.7 b
5.3 c 2.7 ab 103 b
1,7 + 2,0
agriculture as evidenced by the rapid deforestation for cultivation. Over the past
81 ab 74 ab 59 ab 6 1 a 5 9 ab 5 6 b
2.8 a 92bc
3,4 + 4,0
ca 350 years there has been considerable soil erosion and degradation due mainly
86 c
87 a
79 a
67 a 6.4 a 6 2 a
5.8 a 2.7 ab
5,1 +6,0
to deforestation, intensive agriculture (especially tobacco farming) and poor if any
soil conservation practices Other than cursory written descriptions, little is truly
Test F
2 8 3 * * 21.4** 175** 3 5 3 * * 25.9** 41.2** 4.12** 14.6**
known of the soils present at the time of European colonization Cemeteries on the
Interaction
Lower Eastern Shore of Maryland provide potentially valuable markers for measurTxL
ing anthropomorphic induced changes. Common practice has been to locate graveyards on higher ground, typically on summits of ridges, near family farmsteads.
Test F
1 2 ns 2.6 ns 8.5** 0.33 ns 1 9 ns 14.7** 0 85 ns 0.71 ns
Over time, and as land tenure changed, new owners respected family cemeteries
C.V(%) plot
12,7
15,9
5,0
5.5
2,0
14,1
6,3
9,1
by not disturbing the graves. They also continued cultivating the property, leaving
C.V(%)
many of these features as isolated, remnant knolls elevated above the surrounding
3,9
10,8
11,7
12,1
10,6
2,5
10,3
4,1
split-plot
fields These cemeteries may give us a window on the past, providing remnants
of earlier soils Four cemeteries were sampled in Wicomico Co., Maryland. They
were between I 0 and 2 3 m above the surrounding fields; indicating considerable
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S. Ngoze
soil erosion. Composite soil samples were collected from the cemetery and at two
Soil Fertility Degradation and Management in the Highlands of Kenya.
locations in each field The soil samples were collected to a depth of 60 cm, at 20
S. Ngoze. S. J. Riha, J. M. Kinyangi. J. Lehmann. Cornell Unix: L. Verchot. D. M. cm intervals Cemetery soils generally exhibited lower pH, higher organic matter,
and lower levels of phosphorus than the surrounding farm fields. Potassium, calMbugua. World Agroforeslry Centre; A. N. Pell. Cornell Univ.
cium and magnesium levels did not consistently vary between the cemeteries and
Per capita food production has declined in Kenya—largely as a result of high poputhe surrounding fields, while sulfur levels showed little variation Organic matter,
lation growth and rapid land depletion Recent trends suggest that food insecuphosphorus, calcium and magnesium levels tended to decline with increasing soil
rity will persist in Kenya as the natural resource base for agriculture continues to
depth, while pH, potassium and sulfur levels showed no consistent pattern related
be depleted, as evidenced by the widespread negative nutrient balances for most
to soil depth Our results are consistent with our hypothesis that land clearance and
smallholder agriculture. These negative nutrient balances arise as a result of an
farming practices have considerably altered soil chemistry and structure
imbalance between nutrient inputs and harvest removal, erosion and leaching
Using maize yields as an indicator, farms in this region exhibit contrasting soil fertility degradation levels based on the time of land conversion from primary forest
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E Katsalirou
to agriculture We evaluated the impact of soil fertility amendments: manure, green
Spatial Variability of Microbial Properties in Prairie Soils.
manure (Tithonia diversifolia), and inorganic N (nitrogen) and P(phosphorus), on
E. Katsalirou. S. Deng. D. Nofziger, Oklahoma State Univ.
maize yield on farms at various levels of soil fertility degradation in this region
for two cropping seasons (long and short rain seasons) in the western highlands
Soil microbial activity plays a key role in processes that affect ecosystem funcof Kenya Three blocks, seven times periods (representing age of cultivation) and
tions. Disturbances by management practices may change microbial biomass and
three farms (representing replicates per block) per time period were used. Maize
activity. Inherited or due to management practices, soil microbial properties are
responded differently along the chronosequence of soil fertility degradation when
spatially variable. The objective of this study was to reveal the heterogeneity of soil
either organic and inorganic fertilizers were applied to supply N and P Maize grain
microbial properties in relation to other soil properties and management practices,
yield ranged between 1 03 and 8 metric tons per hectare for the two seasons. Highand to determine microbial responses to grazing and cultivation in prairie soils
est impact of both N and P was observed on the oldest conversions Maximum
Soil samples were taken from rolling upland mixed prairie of SW Oklahoma that
crop response for P was observed at 25 kg P per hectare under high N (100 kg N
were undisturbed or cultivated The Undisturbed included ungrazed and different
per hectare) Effectiveness of manure (25 kg P per hectare) was improved with the
grazing at high or moderate intensities. Cultivated included continuous cultivaaddition of 100 kg N per hectare especially on the old conversions The implication or once cultivated but being returned to pairie for at least 30 yrs (abandoned)
tions of our results for understanding the dynamics of soil fertility degradation, the
Continuous cultivation included wheat. No-till cotton with rye as an intercrop,
impact of soil fertility management, and the challenges of soil fertility restoration
and conventional till cotton Samples were taken along a 2 m transect with 20 cm
on smallholder farms in the highlands of Kenya are discussed
intervals from each of the seven treatments Based on coefficients of variation and
information revealed by variograms on the spatial dependence between neighborTest F

79 a

66 a

49 b

12 6 * 0.61 ns

61 **

6.0 a

5.7 a

5.3 a 2.57 a

99 a

9 2 ns 0.1 ns 75.4 ns 0 59 ns 0.3 ns
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ing samples, dissolved organic C, microbial C, and microbial N were the most
spatially variable of the measured soil properties. Although cultivated soils looked
more uniform among the management systems evaluated at the landscape scale,
these soils were the most variable in microbial biomass C and N. Dissolved organic
C varied most in the grazed systems Fitted variogram models for microbial properties showed that uncultivated soils had the strongest spatial dependence, and at
smaller range. In the cultivated soils there was a periodic variation in the semivariance of microbial biomass C, organic C, and dissolved organic C (also termed the
"hole effect") Apparently, residue incorporation and root decomposition created
favorable conditions for microbial growth in microhabitats that led to formation of
microbial clusters where there is plenty of substrate The assumption of most variogram models in geostatistics is that they are monotonie, i.e., semivariance increases
with separation distance between samples. Wefindthat such models are inadequate
to describe the spatial dependence of soil properties in cultivated fields. In addition, the semivariance of dehydrogenase activity suggested a lower nugget effect
and stronger spatial dependence than for microbial biomass C. Overall, microbial
activities were greater in undisturbed, abandoned, or grazed systems when compared with those in cultivated ones, indicating partial restoration of the soil ecosystem. However, negative impact of cultivation on soil microbial community in
abandoned soils was detectable, suggesting that 30 years of preservation was not
long enough to erase human impact on a soil ecosystem.
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Utilizing Green Normalized Difference Vegetation Indices (GNDVI) for
Production Level Management Zone Delineation in Irrigated Corn.
T. M. Shaver, R. Khosla, D. G. West/all. Colorado Slate Univ.
Precision farming has been a major research focus of agronomists for over a
decade Much of this research has been directed towards enhancing the efficiency
of overall farm inputs (eg., fertilizers, herbicides, insecticides, water) without
negatively impacting farm profitability and the environment Of the many technological advancements made in precision farming, variable rate technology (VRT).
arguably has had the greatest impact In order to implement VRT a prescription
map that accurately quantifies in-field variability must be generated. There are
numerous methods available to create VRT prescription maps; these methods often
include grid soil sampling and collecting in-season plant samples These methods
are often cost prohibitive, labor intensive, and destructive to the crop. Therefore, a
cost effective alternative to prescription VRT maps that describes in-field variability is needed. One such alternative is production level management zones (MZs),
which quantifies in-field variability and is based on soil color from aerial photographs, topography, and the farmers' management experiences. Production level
management zones generally divide a field into areas of high, medium, and low
yield potential. Studies have shown that MZs are effective in delineating in-field
soil variability. However, an important component of the delineation process is
aerial imagery. There may be instances where this imagery is unavailable or too
costly to obtain With this in mind, we designed a study to determine if remotely
sensed plant canopy data acquired using Green Seeker GNDVI (Green Normalized Difference Vegetative Index) active remote sensors can be used to assist in
MZ delineation These indices are much easier and less expensive to obtain than
aerial imagery Studies have shown that vegetative indices relate well to grain yield,
therefore, they should relate well to production potential This study was conducted
at two research sites in 2004 (Sites 1 and 2) and two research sites in 2005 (Sites 3
and 4) totaling 4 site years in eastern Colorado, USA. Each research site was previously classified into three site-specific MZs by identifying areas of high, medium,
and low-productivity potential. Assignment of each zone was accomplished using
the aforementioned MZ delineation technique These MZs have been shown to correlate with grain yield in previous studies. In order to determine if GNDVI can be
used to aid in the delineation of MZs, readings were collected across all three MZs
at each site at three corn growth stages (V8, V12, and V16) and were then analyzed
to determine if they were related to the actual zones Results show that GNDVI
readings collected at the V12 corn growth stage ranged from 0.398 in the low MZ
to 0.696 in the high MZ. At this growth stage GNDVI differences between the high
and low MZs correlated significantly with the actual MZs in 3 out of the 4 site
years Significant correlations between the high and medium MZs were only present in I out of the 4 site years. This was also the case when examining differences
between the medium and low MZs with only 1 out of 4 site years showing significant correlation to the actual MZs. Readings collected at the V8 and VI6 growth
stages showed no correlation with management zone at any site in 2004 or 2005.
The results of this study suggest that GNDVI readings collected in corn at the V12
growth stage relate well to previously delineated high and low production level
MZs Whether or not these readings alone would be enough to accurately delineate
MZs has yet to be determined, however this study has demonstrated that there is
potential lor GNDVI readings to aid in the delineation of production level MZs.
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Classification and Mapping of Soils of Sri Lanka for Sustainable Land
Management.
R. B. Mapa. A. R. Dassanayake. Soil Science Society of Sri Lanka: R. G. Eilers. T.
B. Goh. Canadian Society of Soil Science.
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Sri Lanka is a tropical Island in the Indian Ocean consisting of a land area of 65,525
km2 which is a predominantly agricultural When the arable land is considered, the
land man ratio is low as 0.15 ha, showing the pressure on agricultural land There
is a prime need to identify more productive land, which should continue with agriculture, while the unfertile lands should be released for non-agricultural activities
The soil resource of the country should be characterized and classified according to
internationally accepted systems, and inventorized leading to a soil data base that
could be used for many applications The soil map and the Handbook of the Soils
of Sri Lanka published in 1972 consist of Great Soil Groups according to the local
classification system Therefore, the objective of this paper is to highlight recent
advances of Soil Classification according to international methods and development of a soil data base for sustainable land management in Sri Lanka. For more
detailed classification the three rainfall zones. Wet, Intermediate and Dry zones,
receiving a mean annual rainfäll of higher than 2500 mm, from 1750 to 2500 mm
and less than 1750 mm respectively were considered separately. As the Wet zone
supports mainly the export agriculture as well as 75% of the population, it was considered first and then followed by the Intermediate zone and dry zone. This study
started in 1995 and continued to year 2005. A total of 28 bench mark pedons in the
Wet Zone, 40 and 54 pedons in the Intermediate and Dry zone were characterized.
These benchmark sites were geo-referenced using a global positioning system for
easy interaction with other databases. The field characterization consists of topography, drainage, parent material, present land use, agro-ecological regions, etc. The
soil profile was described according to FAO system and major soil horizons were
identified. Soil physical properties including soil texture, bulk density, saturated
hydraulic conductivity, wet and dry aggregate stability, and water retention were
characterized using standard methods. The chemical properties characterized were
soil pH, cation exchange capacity, base saturation, exchangeable bases including
Ca, Mg, K and Na, organic carbon content electrical conductivity, total N and available P. Using these data the soils were classified according to the Soil Taxonomy
and FAO systems. The hard copy of the data base is available as fact sheets for the
researchers and as publications in English and two local languages for the students
in Soil Science and general public. The soils have been mapped at a getter scale
than before and the soil map for the Wet Zone at a scale of 1:250,000 and for the
Intermediate zone at 1:50,000 are available. The soil map and the database generated by this study is presently used for many applications as indicative land suitability maps at zonal level to match the soil parameters with the crop requirements
Its usage in land use planning and crop zoning would be vital as it could be integrated with other geographical databases such as agro-climatology, physiogrphy
and other terrain characteristics Some of the examples of applications include soil
erosion hazard maps, derived maps for drainage, slope. Soil Series and textural
classes for given districts, risk of ground water contamination with agro-chemicals
as 2.4-D and carbofuran. The database could be updated when new information is
generated and could be used interactively with other similar databases.
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Korean Soil Database: Perspectives on Geospatial Information for AgriEnvironment.
S. Y. Hong. S. K. Rim. G. S. Jang. Y H. Kim. J. M. Lee. H. K. Kwak. National
Institute of Agricultural Science and Technology. RDA.
A Digital soil database (asis.rda.go kr) based on paper soil maps obtained in Korea
over a greater than 30-year period and at different scales - 1:250,000, 1:25,000,
and 1:5,000 - was established to provide valuable soil information over the whole
country for feature extraction and for various land surface models Soil attributes
shown graphically in the digital maps are soil texture, gravel content, drainage,
available soil depth, slope, topography, parent material, land use at the time of
soil survey, soil suitability group for paddy, upland, and orchard, soil classification
regimes, and the like. Each soil property can be provided in map form, showing
its spatial distribution with statistics such as sum and average of the attributes.
Remote sensing (RS)- and geographic information system (GlS)-based information management to measure and assess agri-environment schemes, and to quantify
and map environment indicators for nature and land use, climate change, air, water
and energy balance, waste and material flow is in high demand because it is very
helpful in assisting decision making activities of farmers, government, researchers,
and consumers The versatility and ability of RS and GIS containing the digital soil
database to assess the agricultural environment spatially and temporally at various
spatial scales were investigated Spectral and microwave observations were carried out to characterize crop variables and soil properties. Multiple sources of RS
data from ground sensors, airborne sensors, and satellite sensors were collected
and analyzed to extract features and land cover/use for soils, crops, and vegetation
for support of precision agriculture, soil/land suitability, soil property estimation,
crop growth estimation, runoff potential estimation, and the estimation of flooded
areas in paddy rice fields RS and G1S play essential roles in a management and
monitoring information system. Biosphere-atmosphere interactions should also be
further studied to improve synergistic modeling for environment and sustainability
in agri-environment schemes.
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A new way to measure soil salinity comes with a conversion factor.
T. Dalby. Agronomy and Soil Science: P. Cull. ICT International Ply Ltd.

Soil salinity is an environmental threat and problem worldwide Soil salinity can
occur naturally, or when human intervention disturbs the natural ecosystem. Subsequent changes in the hydrological cycle remobilise salts in the production zone of
the soil and where salt accumulates salinity occurs. Salinity is quantified in terms of
the total concentration of soluble salts such as sodium, magnesium, calcium, potassium sulphate and nitrate and can be practically measured by the closely related
electrical conductivity of the solution Ceramic soil salinity sensors measure the
combined concentration of the salt mixture in the soil are ideal for efficient in situ
field monitoring of soil salinity with minimal disturbance to the soil profile The
soil salinity sensor consists of a pair of electrodes embedded in a fine-textured
ceramic electrolytic element, 1 .5 mm thick and 6 mm in diameter, with a thermistor behind the element. The assembly is permanently sealed in epoxy with only
the element contacting the soil Moisture saturates the ceramic element and comes
into equilibrium with the soil water to give constant salinity measurements An
electrical cable, 1 2 m long, connects the sensor to a salinity meter. The electrolytic
element is fabricated from a very precisely constructed ceramic with an extremely
small and uniform pore size This small uniform pore size ensures that the ceramic
stays saturated throughout the soil suction range of 0-15 bars, the full plant growth
range, to provide consistent salinity measurements. Ceramic sensors werefirstproduced in the 1960s and readings were made using a salinity bridge. A purpose-built,
handheld salinity meter was manufactured in 2005 to provide portability and ease
of measurement One or more sensors can be used with the handheld salinity meter
A set of sensors can also be used with a data logger that is built into a field station Using this system, dynamic changes in soil salinity at selected depths can be
detected and logged at regular intervals. Soil salinity is commonly measured using
a 1:5 soilwater suspension and an electrical conductivity (ECI:5) reading of the
supernatant is taken using an electrical conductivity meter. EC 1:5 measures the
quantity of soluble salts for a mass of soil and is useful where information about
salt balance is required. Although this method is relatively simple, it can bring more
salts into solution thus increasing the reading and does not allow for soil texture
Paste extraction (ECse) methods provide a measure of the concentration of salts for
a volume of water and can be used to assess the effects of salinity on plant growth.
However, ECse procedures are orten considered time consuming. The saturated
soil sample is transferred to a filter funnel and the water is extracted by suction
and this requires a vacuum pump or centrifuge An ECse reading of the extracted
water sample is then obtained with an electrical conductivity meter. The ceramic
soil salinity sensor can measure temperature-corrected salinity in situ without the
need to take soil samples that need to be transported back to the laboratory for testing. Electrical conductivity of soil water (ECw) is measured by electrical signals
from porous-matrix sensors Used with the handheld meter or data logger, salinity can be monitored over time With the introduction of the ceramic soil salinity
sensor, comparisons between ECw measurements and those of EC I 5 and ECse
were required ECse estimates from EC I 5 have been presented and a conversion
factor formulated, but a method for comparing ECw is not available This paper
offers a simple equation to convert ECw to EC1:5 and ECse. To obtain data for
the conversion factor, six soil samples of the same soil (a Yellow Podsol) were
prepared. The samples were air dried, ground to pass 2mm and moistened (6 mL
moisture per 10 g soil) with varying rates of saline water from 0 005 to 0 2 M K.CI
(0.72 - 24.82 dS/m). Three ceramic salinity sensors were set up in each soil. The
sensors were logged until equilibrium was reached and the salinity for that sample
recorded. The soils were then destructively sampled and routinely tested for EC I 5
and ECse A linear regression was completed for the EC I 5, ECse and ECw data
to determine the conversion The data were tested in a second experiment Here,
soil salinity sensors were set up in each of six relatively undisturbed soil samples
to model field conditions Soil textures ranged from sandy to clay and the samples
were accepted at moisture received. Data were logged at room temperature. 0°C
and 30°C until equilibrium and the salinity values recorded. The samples were then
routinely tested for ECI 5 and ECse to verify the conversion formula
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Romanian Soil Irrigation Feasibility.
I. Seceleanu, National Institute for Research and Development for Soil Science,
Agrochemistry and Environmental Protection-ICPA.
As a result of the visible increase in productivity in irrigated areas, especially during drought seasons, a series of large irrigation systems were developed in Romania
using the Danube River as a water source. Irrigation was especially successful on
the Romanian Plain and in Dobrogea, where average temperatures are 9-11 degrees
Celsius, average annual rainfall is 350-620 mm, and reference evapotranspiration
Thornthwaite (ETo-TH) is 700 mm There were also local irrigation systems that
used larger rivers as their water source An area of 3 2 million ha was irrigated
by these systems. Since 1989, most of the existing irrigation systems have been
completely or partially abandoned or destroyed and work on all units has ceased
Some of the partially or totally destroyed irrigation networks have been restored

using state funding As of 2003. the area under irrigation was 781,000 ha With
Romania's accession to the EU, a vast restoration program is planned for an area
of 700.000 ha that was served by the old irrigation systems; the final irrigated area
is expected to reach a surface of 4 million ha As a result of the planned restoration
of irrigation, I C PA Bucharest issued a methodology for soil study research that
would precede irrigation construction to eliminate risks to soil quality associated
with irrigation. Fields were assessed for irrigation needs using the 'humidity deficit' indicator, which takes climatic conditions into account Results of the assessment indicated that lands with a high humidity deficit, specifically Dobrogea and
the Eastern Romanian Plain, do require irrigation Also, areas with high humidity
deficit on the Moldavian Plain and the Western Romanian Plain require moderate
irrigation Lands on the Tisa Plain with a moderate humidity deficit will require
less irrigation. Irrigated soil behavior was classified to devise selection criteria for
agricultural lands with irrigation needs. Six classes of irrigation feasibility were
established as follows: Class I- very good land for irrigation, lacking any kind of
degradation risk This class comprises flat, horizontal, or slightly inclined terrains
(2% slope), with deep soils of average to fine-average texture uniform throughout the soil profile. They also have good permeability and good natural drainage.
Phreatic water is more than 5m below the surface These soils are not prone to
erosion, excess humidity, salinisation, alcalisation, or flooding These lands are
found on the Romanian Plain, the Tisa Plain, and in Eastern Dobrogea and are
characterized by Entic Haplustolls, Entic Hapludolls, Typic Calciustols, and Typic
Eutrocryepts. Class II - good land for irrigation, with little degradation and few
agricultural use limitations, limitations are based on one or more soil factors such
as rock type, salinisation, alcalisation, relief, erosion, drainage, or flooding. These
lands can be irrigated with appropriate prevention measures. They do not pose difficult implementation problems because they need relatively little investment and
can be ameliorated using usual methods These lands are found on the Romanian
Plain, the Tisa Plain, the Moldavian Plateau, in Western Dobrogea, and on the
Transylvania Plain, and are characterized by clay-sandy Typic Calciustols, Alfic
Argiudolls, Typic llapludalfs, Typic Haplustalfs, and Typic Ustifluvents. Class III
- moderate irrigation feasibility, with moderate degradation and moderate agricultural use limitations based on one or more factors mentioned above These terrains
can be irrigated with moderate restrictions, protection measures, and improvement
These lands are located on the Tisa Plain, on the Northern Romanian Plain, and on
the Southern Getic Piedmont and are characterized by Typic llapludalfs, Albaquic
Hapludalfs, Vertic Hapludolls, Typic Udisammnents, Endoaquic Eutrudepts, and
Endoaquic Udifluvents. Class IV - lower irrigation feasibility lands, with high
degradation potential and agricultural (arable) use limitations; they have severely
restricted irrigation feasibility and need intensive improvement and protection that
require extensive investments These lands are not appropriate for irrigation, except
for special crops such as rice, vegetables, or pasture. These lands are located in river
valleys, in depressions, and on some slopes characterized by Glossic Hapludalfs,
Albaquic Hapludalfs, Typic Epiaquepts, Typic Udisammnents, Typic Endoaquepts
and Aquic Haplustepts Class V - lowest irrigation feasibility lands, very degraded
or requiring severe limitation on agricultural use due to salinisation or alcalization and drainage problems. These lands are not arable currently. Special technical efforts and material may render them usable They are located in valleys, in
depressions, and on slopes characterized by Typic Endoaquepts, Typic Haplosalids,
Aquic Natrustalfs, Lithic Haprendolls and Typic Udorthents Class VI - non-feasible irrigation lands that are degraded or have a high degradation risk. They require
severe limitations for arable use because they are thin, with skeletal character, and
the terrain is irregular. These lands are found in the same areas mentioned above
They can be irrigated by minor rivers in the valley, in areas where hard rocks are
present under the loess strata (Dobrogea) Soils in these areas are Lithic Ustorthents
and Inceptisols.
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Preliminary Results from Special Lysimeters on the Recultivated Dump of the
Former Lignite Mine \\ ii/nit/. Germany.
(J. Haferkorn. Staatliche llmwellbetriebsgesellschafl.
About 170 km3 of mine dump area and 70 km- of water surface have been created
north and south of Leipzig as a result lignite mining in Central Germany's mining district Once mine dewatering stops and the remaining pits fill with water, it
is expected that by the year 2010 about 60 percent of this area will have shallow
groundwater levels. Areas with shallow groundwater will be characterized by permanent soil wetness and low pH, high acidity percolate and groundwater Furthermore, soil water budget and water quality processes will be significantly different
from natural soils. No measured data were available that address this issue in Central Germany Therefore, two new lysimeters were installed on a reclaimed dump
of the former Witnitz mine south of Leipzig that was closed 30 years ago In spring
2004, the Federal Environmental Management Services started to operate these
lysimeters to determine: (i) maximum evapotranspiration caused by the weather for
different vegetation types, (ii) negative groundwater recharge due to transpiration,
(hi) substance transport and transformation in the zone of changing groundwater
levels, (iv) substance uptake by plants, and (v) possible plant damaging effects of
these substances These tasks and specific characteristics of the area represented a
special challenge for installing and operating the new lysimeter stations Two soil
monoliths 3 m in height with a surface area of 1 m : were constructed using the
method developed by Meissner et al (2000) for undisturbed sampling Both monoliths were installed in a container on the mine dump, each on three scales Afilter2
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m below the surface connected the two lysimeters and the surrounding dump area
to prevent differences in water levels between the lysimeters and the surrounding
dump [exchange flow rates were measured and recorded by a new flow gauge that
measured rates from 3 to 300 ml/h. Percolate was gathered with a tension-regulated
suction probe. The lysimeter bodies were fitted into waterproof PE-HD containers
such that the lysimeter surface was at the same level as the surrounding soil surface
To avoid oasis effects, crops planted on the lysimeters corresponded to surrounding
crops (corn in 2004, peas in 2005). All data from the lysimeter station (including
meteorological data) were recorded on a data logger and sent to a computer at the
UBG in Brandis via GSM-modem

analysis based on extracellular enzyme activities and PLFAs clearly separated different forest types. The discrimination along the axis 1 was due to leucinepeptidase
activity and fungal PLFA 18:2o)6c with high positive weights and PLFA 18:lra9c
was given a negative weight. The two first discriminant functions explained 98
percent of the total variance and 86.7 percent of cross-validated grouped cases were
classified correctly. In contrast, discriminant analysis based on standard chemical
and physical analyses showed 53.3 and 46.7 percent respectively of correctly classified cross-validated grouped cases. The results suggest that compositionally and
functionally distinct soil microbial communities exist in forests with different dominant species and silvicultural history.
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N. Gartzia-Bengoetxea
Microbial Community Composition and Function in Hardwood and Coniferous
Forests in the Basque Country: Effect of Forest Management Practices.
N. Gartzia-Bengoetxea, A. Gonzalez-Arias, NEIKER-Basque Institute for
Agricultural Research and Development, Forestry Unit: J. Aróstegui, Universidad
del Pais Vasco/Euskal Herriko Unibertsilatea. Department of Mineralogy and
Petrology: E. Kandelen Institute of Soil Science. Soil Biology Section. University
of Hohenheim; 1. Martinez de Arano, NEIKER-Basque Institute for Agricultural
Research and Development. Forestry Unit.
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Dynamics of N Leaching Losses of a Haplic Phaeozem with Agricultural Use
in the Central German Dry Region on the Basis of Long Term Lysimeter
Measurements.
S. K. Knoblauch, Thuringian State Institute ofAgriculture.

The need for a large-scale program aimed at developing sustainable forest management practices has never been more pressing. A method to achieve reliable and
systematic assessments of soil quality might be to collect reference biological values. There are two basic ways to evaluate indicators for sustainability: (i) compare
parameters or indicators with reference values and (ii) evaluate evolution of the
indicator itself through time In the Basque Country, the area once covered with
native species has been reduced by the spread of an exotic and rapid growth species, radiata pine This exotic species now accounts for 60 percent of the forest area
These exotic plantations are harvested every 30-40 years and heavy machinery has
been used for site preparation since the early 1980's. Forest management practices
can greatly alter plant litter input to soils and may also lead to degradation of soil
properties and to erosion. Moreover, modifying the soil environment could alter the
composition and function of soil microbial communities as well One objective of
this study was to investigate whether soil microbial community composition and
function differed among native and exotic forest species in established undisturbed/
mature forests, and to gather information on undisturbed/mature forest communities
as possible reference values. A second objective was to determine how soil microbial community composition and function varied among three exotic forest plantations of different ages and different management practices Three different forest
types were selected: two stands with native species, one with Quercus robur and
another one with Fagus sylvatica and three stands with one exotic species, Pinus
radiata (old, young, and newly planted). Oak and beech forests were old-growth
forests with no intensive management for over 120 years. The old pine stand was
a > 40 year even-aged plantation established with no mechanical site preparation
The young pine forest was a 15 year-old even-aged second-growth unmechanized
plantation The newly planted pine forest was established in 2002 using mechanical
site preparation with ripper plowing and blading. Soils were sampled in January
2005 and within each forest type three topsoil samples were collected randomly at
0-5 and 5-15 cm depths The following analyses were run on each sample:
• Chemistry was analyzed using standard methods,
• Mineralogy was analyzed using X-ray diffraction,
• Physical analyses; Soil texture was analyzed using laser ditfractometry and gravimetric soil moisture was determined,
• Biological analyses, Soil-basal and glucose-induced respiration was analyzed
by MicroResp™, extracellular enzyme activities were analyzed using methylumbelliferone (MUB)-linked substrates, PLFAs (phospholipid fatty acids) were
analyzed using gas chromatography, and particulate organic matter (POM) as an
indicator oflabile organic matter was also determined.
There were no significant differences in soil mineralogy or texture among different stands; soils contain mainly quartz and mixed layered illite-vermiculite with
small amounts of kaolinite. Soil texture is clay loam. However, pH of soil from the
oak forest was significantly higher, reflecting the heterogeneous presence of parent material rich in decimetric calcite As expected, microbial community function
estimates using extracellular enzyme activities and soil respiration showed significant reductions in deeper soil layers, probably due to reductions in labile organic
matter In the newly planted pine plantation, measurements of soil organic carbon,
nitrogen, phosphorous, soil basal respiration and extracellular enzyme activities
such as xylosidase, cellobiosidase, phosphatase, and leucinepeptidase in the 0-5
cm layer were very similar to those levels found in deeper layers of other stands.
These parameters, associated with organic matter, could indicate loss of the upper
soil horizon as a result of blading during mechanical site preparation. Particulate
organic matter in the 0-5 cm layer differentiated native and exotic species; soils at
the exotic species stands had less labile organic material than that corresponding to
native species Soil microbial community structure based on the Shannon diversity
index of PFl.As did not differ among species and silvicultural history, however
total PLFAs as an indicator for microbial biomass in the new plantation (161 nmol
PLFA g ' soil) were below the levels of undisturbed/mature soils (210,221 and 239
nmol PLFA g"1 soil in oak, beech and old pine, respectively). However, total PLFAs
were highest in the young pine forest (304 nmol PLFA g"' of soil) Discriminant
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Nitrogen leaching from the root zone in soils must be minimized to improve the
chemistry of ground water. Nitrate leaching losses, even with optimized fertilization, are considered unavoidable. N leaching results in loss of N in the soil, which
then must be replaced by fertilization; unavoidable N leaching indicates N surplus.
The N balance can be used to characterize the potential hazard to ground water
from agricultural use. The rate of unavoidable N leaching depends on soil hydraulic
parameters and meteorological conditions There is little information on the rate of
unavoidable N leaching. Long-term lysimeter measurements are available for N
leaching from profound Haplic Phaeozem soils in the Central German dry region
These measurements can be used to estimate the flow regime and unavoidable Nleaching rate. Results from lysimeter studies at a site on Haplic Phaeozem soil with
silty-loamy texture developed from loess are as follows, water content at wilting
point is between 0.167 and 0.270 cm Vcm' and at field capacity (0.03 MPa) amounts
between 0.286 and 0.342 cm Vcm'. The effective rooting depth is about 160 cm.
The mean annual temperature is 8.2°C; the mean annual precipitation is 550 mm.
In the years 1983 to 1994, field plants, like sugar beet, wheat, potatoes, barley and
corn were cultivated. In the years 1995 to 2004, vegetable plants, like shrub bean,
cucumber, cabbage, cauliflower, onion and peppermint grew on the lysimeters. The
N balance was calculated from N supplied by fertilization, from seeds and legumes,
and N removal by harvested crops. N deposition and denitrification are neglected in
the N balance. The two lysimeters used in our studies are 2.5 m deep with a surface
area of 2 m2. They are monolithically filled and installed in an agricultural field
to avoid oasis effects. To measure precipitation and evaporation they are weighed
continuously with an accuracy of 0.05 mm. The percolating water is collected by
ceramic suction cups with suction up to 0 03 MPa at a depth of 230 cm In the years
the lysimeters were planted with field plants (1983 to 1994) the annual average
volume of seepage water was 11 mm In four of twelve years there was no seepage
water formation. Plants with deep rooting systems, like sugar beet and winter wheat
depleted soil water by as much as 170 mm Replacement of soil water takes place
in winter, but only 108 mm are available on average. In the years the lysimeters
were planted with vegetables (1995 to 2004), the amount of seepage water rose to
78 mm N-leaching losses from field crop rotations amounts to 1.3 kg/ha and from
vegetable rotations 19 4 kg/ha The corresponding nitrate concentrations are 53 and
109 mg/l. The higher N-leaching losses from the vegetable rotation are the result of
higher seepage rates resulting in double high nitrate concentration in the seepage
water. Plotting nitrate concentration of seepage waters as a function of time shows a
break-through curve during the period 1983 to 2004 at both lysimeters. The annual
N balance varies from -70 to +34 kg/ha in the years 1984 to 1989. In 1990, N values peaked at+247kg/ha, then decreased to-112 to-16 kg/ha in the years 1991 to
1994. In subsequent years, values ranged from -85 to 173 kg/ha. The nitrate peak
of the break-through curve is affected by the high N-surplus balance in 1990. This
result is supported by significantly smaller N balances before and after 1990 The
nitrate peak was observed at different times with both lysimeters even though the
quantity of seepage water was nearly identical (690 and 850 mm). This quantity of
water corresponds to the water content of field capacity in the 230 cm soil column
Homogeneous matrix flow dominates in this soil This indicates that N-leaching
losses observed during vegetable cultivation result from displacement of soil solution enriched with nitrate over a longer arable land use period. The annual N-leaching loss during the period of study (1983 to 2004) was determined to be 7 8 kg/ha
This compares to an annual N balance of 9.5 kg/ha. The N input of deposition and
the N output of denitrification seem to be of equal magnitude. In summary, N contamination of ground water descending from profound Haplic Phaeozem soils in
the dry regions in Germany is small. Due to extremely slow water movement and
homogeneous matrix flow, unavoidable N-leaching losses for arable land use are
significantly smaller than 5 kg/ha/a.
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I. Simunic
Leaching of Some Pollutants into Drainage Water in Croatia.
/. Simunic. F. Tomic. Faculty ofAgriculture.
This study was designed to determine the concentration and total leaching of nitrate,
atrazine, and heavy metals (Pb, Zn and Cd) in drainage water and their contents in
soil (at depths of 0 30 m) at four different pipe drainage spacings (15 m, 20 m, 25
m and 30 m) and to determine the yield of corn for each spacing The study was

conducted on a reclaimed field of hydroameliorated Gleyic Podzoluvisol over five
years. The corn was grown and the same agricultural practices were applied to all
drainage pipe variants in each of the five trial years Weed protection was primextra
(6 dm' ha ') and the nitrogen fertilization rate ranged from 145 kg ha' to 175 kg
ha' and varied from year to year Drainage discharge was measured continually by
automatic limnimeters Drainage water was sampled three times each month during the discharge period Nitrate content was determined using yellow coloring of
phenol disulphonic acid, atrazine content was determined using chromatographic
analysis, and heavy metal content (Pb, Zn and Cd) was measured by AAS. The
annual quantities of leached nitrogen, atrazine, and heavy metals were estimated
on the basis of average yearly concentration and yearly quantity of drainage discharge Data were statistically processed by means of analysis of variance Based
on the results, we confirmed that maximum and average concentrations of NO,-N
and atrazine in drainage waters from all pipe drainage spacing exceeded allowable
values of 10 mg dm' and 0 I ug dm ', respectively One-year average concentrations of NO,-N at all variants were below allowable values. The maximum concentration of NO,-N recorded was 32.82 mg dm"' and the maximum concentration
of atrazine recorded was 7 58 ug dm ' The quantity of nitrogen leached per pipe
spacing variant fluctuated from 35.7 kg ha'1 (or 20.4% relative to the total nitrogen
added by fertilization) to 15.8 kg ha ' (or 10.2%). The quantity of atrazine leached
fluctuated from 5 07 g ha ' (or 0 42%) to 1 71 g ha'1 (or 0 14%). Concentrations of
heavy metals in drainage water and in soil at all pipe spacing variants and in all
years were below allowable values Concentrations of nitrogen and atrazine and
the amounts leached varied from variant to variant and from year to year The highest soil concentrations (and amounts leached) of all pollutants in drainage water
and at all variants were recorded soon after fertilizer was applied and after higher
precipitation events (t i drainage discharge) There were no statistically significant
differences between the tested variants and pollutants in drainage water and in soil
in any particular year. As a rule, the highest yields were achieved in the drainpipe
spacing variant of 15 m and the lowest in drainpipe spacing variant of 30 m The
yields fluctuated from 88 dt ha"1 (15 m) to 43 48 dt ha' (30 m).
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Why Soil Exists?.
D. Kirvalidze. Georgian Stale Agricultural Univ. Soil Science Dept: I. Jacobashvili,
Georgian Stale Agricultural Univ. Dept ofAgrochemislry.
Despite the fact that science has collected a great deal of information on different
soils, their qualities, composition, and geography the question of why soil exists
and what its main function is remains in dispute. Often it is argued that soil exists
to supply plants with water and nutrients and to protect the lithosphcre against
erosion Applied agronomists and extensionists frequently maintain in agricultural
literature that soil exists to provide the necessary conditions for farming; fertility
is considered a basic function Even though fertility is important, we consider the
primary reason for soils existence is to support life on Earth We know, or are at
least familiar with, many theories, hypotheses, and versions about creation of life
All of them, including the Bible and Darwin's Theory of Evolution, hold that soil
appeared prior to man and simultaneously with the appearance of life on Earth The
simultaneous occurrence of these two significant processes defines their character
and the function of each of them The fact that soil appeared at the same time as
life, suggests it is an essential condition for existence, renewal, and continuation
of life. Soil dissolves organic residues remaining when organisms die and changes
them so that they can be used by new life This function converts organic residues
on the surface of the globe so their elements are available By liberating "building
materials" from organic remains, elements necessary for continuation of the life
cycle, development, and renewal are available. We call this property re-utilization
and consider it a priority for the appearance and existence of soil in nature and
therefore its main function Soil is the result of life and at the same time exists as an
indispensable condition for life on Earth
148-7
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A. Hartemink

Long-Term Trends in Soil Fertility under Agricultural Plantations in Tropical

Regions.
A. Hartemink, 1SR1C—World Soil Information.
Agricultural plantations with perennial crops are a major source of revenue for
many tropical countries. It is often perceived that perennial cropping systems are
sustainable because of the use of inorganic fertilizers, lime, and other amendments
Trends in soil fertility can be studied because soil analytical data are commonly
available from many years. Such data were collected as part of soil surveys and to
assess soil nutrient status and fertilizer applications In this paper, methodologies
are presented to show how long-term data on soil fertility of agricultural plantations
can be used A meta-analysis is presented of data from all over the world including detailed studies on sugar cane and sisal plantations. The analysis is compared
to trends in soil analytical data from annual cropping systems in tropical regions
The analysis has shown that data from agricultural plantations are useful to assess
long-term trends in soil fertility.
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M R Islam

Extractable Phosphorus Following Fertilizer Application from Rice Soils.

M R. Islam. M. A. Saleque. Bangladesh Rice Research Institute. Gazipur-1701.
Bangladesh.
Phosphorus applied to soils is specifically or non-specifically adsorbed or precipitated on the soil particles and the consequences of sorbed phosphorus are not well
understood We conducted a laboratory experiment to evaluate the efficacy of some
acidic and alkaline reagents to trace the fate of sorbed phosphorus in rice soils
Soil samples were collected to use as phosphorus control (P0) and from 45 kg P
ha"1 treated plots (P45) at a depth of 0 - 100 cm at 5 to 10 cm intervals A portion
of the soil sample was amended with 50 ppm phosphorus and allowed to adsorb
or precipitate phosphorus for 45 days with alternate wetting and drying cycles An
untreated control was subject to the same conditions Both the phosphorus amended
and control samples were analyzed for phosphorus separately with 0 5 M NaHCO,,
Bray I (0.03 N NH4F in 0.025 N HCl), Mehlich I (0.05 N HCl in 0.025 N H,S04),
Mehlich II (0.2 N HOAc in 0.015 N N i l / in 0 012 N HCl in 0.2 N NH4Clj, HCl
(0 5 M HCl) and NaOH (0.1 M NaOH) Among the available indices, the mean
extractable phosphorus was highest in samples treated with NaHCO,, 23% from
P0 and 26% from P45 soil followed by Bray I and Mehlich I and II On average, in
samples from 0-100 cm depth about 60% of the applied phosphorus was extracted
by 0.5M HCl and 50% by 0.1 M NaOH. In samples from the surface (0 -20 cm
depth), recovery of phosphorus by 0 5 M HCl was 79% from P0 and 89% from P45
soil; while 0 1 M NaOH extracted 40 and 43% phosphorus from 0-20 cm depth of
P0 and P45 soil, respectively. The study indicates about one-fourth of the applied
phosphorus in neutral rice soils is readily available to plants and the rest is retained
in the soil However, if rice plant roots can acidity the rhizosphere, phosphorus
availability may be increased to 79-89%.
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Use of the Nutrient Management Expert System NuMaSS to Improve
Management of Nitrogen in Maize-Based Systems in Hillsides of Honduras
and Nicaragua.
M. Trejo. MIS Consortium; M. Ayarza. CI AT; T J. Smyth. NC State Univ: D.
Finney. Crop Science Dept.
Nitrogen and phosphorus are the main soil fertility constraints for improving crop
production on hillsides of Honduras and Nicaragua. In 2004, members of the Integrated Management of steep land soils (MIS) Consortium and researchers from
the Soil Management CRSP-USAID, initiated 2-year trials at eight locations in
Honduras and Nicaragua to acquire corn cultivar and soil coefficients for developing improved nitrogen fertilizer recommendations using Nutrient Management
Support System (NuMaSS) software (Osmond et al., 2004). The amount of nitrogen fertilizer recommended is the balance between the total amount of nitrogen
needed by the crops and nitrogen acquired from the soil, plant residues, and cover
crops, with adjustment for nitrogen fertilizer use efficiency by the crop Although
the software provides default values derived from reviews of existing publications
for many of these plant factors, it is possible to generate specific nitrogen fertilizer
recommendations for prevailing cultivars and soils cropped in the region. Eleven
on-farm plot experiments were established using seven urea-N rates (0, 20, 40,
80, 120, 160 or 200 kg N har1). At each trial site, data were collected for nutrient
content of soils and plants, and stover and grain yield The yield response curve at
one of the field sites showed an increase with application of nitrogen fertilizer at
a maximum rate of 7.4 t ha'. The quantity of nitrogen required to reach this yield
was 106 kg N ha"'. The quantity of total nitrogen uptake by the crop was estimated
by NuMaSS to achieve this yield, using a default grainstover ratio value of 128 kg
ha"'. When the experimental grainstover value (111) was used, NuMaSS estimated
total crop nitrogen uptake as 116 kg ha', less nitrogen than the default software
value Data regarding nitrogen content of grain and stover, native soil nitrogen content, and nitrogen fertilizer recovery for a specific cultivar and soil can be applied
to NuMaSS to improve local nitrogen application recommendations There was
a 2.5-fold difference in grainstover ratios among the predominant corn cultivars
cropped in Honduras and Nicaragua Maximum yields from the six trial sites differed by over 5 t ha ' and optimum nitrogen fertilizer rates ranged from 0 to 113 kg
ha"'. These differences in cultivar characteristics and differences in yield potential
and native soil nitrogen supply among the trial sites indicate that improved nitrogen
fertilizer recommendations require knowledge of both the intended crop cultivar
and site characteristics.
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Select Enzyme Activities as Affected by Long-Term Management Practices.
F Eivazi. Lincoln Univ; M. R. Bayan. The E-TEC Group. LLC.
Long-term experimental sites generally provide important information regarding
how soil properties are affected by management practices Soil microbial properties such as biomass, population, and soil enzymes have been used to predict soil
quality. A wide range of enzymes has not been systematically investigated in any
of the classical long-term experimental plots This study was designed to determine
effects of long-term fertilization, tillage, and crop rotations on activities of cellulase, dehydrogenase, and pytase using soil samples from historic management
plots in Sanborn Field This historic site is located on the campus of the University
of Missouri at Columbia, Missouri, USA and has been under various cropping and
management practices since 1888 Soil samples were collected from 0-10, 10-20,
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and 20-30 cm depth It was concluded that enzymatic activities reflect cropping
systems, management histories, and soil properties observed on the Sanborn Field
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M Nishida
Transition of the Natural "N Abundance (A,5N) in Paddy Soil Affected by
Kong-Term Application of Compost in the Cool Region of Japan.
M. Nishida. National Agricultural Research Center for Tohoku Region: K. Iwaya.
Aomori Prefedural Agriculture and Forestry Research Center; H. Sumida.
National Agriculture and Bio-oriented Research Organization: N. Kato, National
Agricultural Research Centerfor Tohoku Region.
Natural ,5N abundance (8,SN) in soil reflects the history of soil management In previous studies, however, changing process of 8"N in soil, under successive applications
of compost, has not been investigated The changing process of 5'5N in soil affected
by successive soil management may show new aspects of S'5N in soils. To investigate
the transition of 8I5N values in paddy soil under successive soil management, the
SI5N values in paddy soils in long-term field experiments with compost application,
and the 815N values of composts used for the experiments were measured Soils and
composts were collected from long-term field experiments with successive application of rice straw compost and from long-term field experiments with successive
application of livestock manure compost In the long-term field experiment with rice
straw compost, the compost was applied at the rate of 0, 10, 20, 30, or 40 Mg ha
1
year' since 1968 For the field experiment using livestock manure compost, the
compost was applied at the rate of 0 or 36 Mg ha' year' since 1973 The 8'5N values
of air-dried soils and composts were measured with ANCA-SL. The 8'5N values of
livestock manure composted prior to 1983 were around 6-7 permil Values of livestock manure composted between 1984 and 1997 were approximately 11-12 permil
Values of manure composted after 1998 were about 17-18 permil. The815N values of
rice straw compost were almost constant and averaged 5 5 permil Variation in SI5N
values in livestock manure compost reflected the degree of maturity of composting
and the type of livestock manure composted The livestock manure composts before
1983 were created by piling cattle manure on a concrete pad in the field without
turning and were not well composted. Livestock manure composts from between
1984 and 1997, made by piling cattle manure in a compost house and turning it, were
relatively better composted than compost from before 1983. After 1998, livestock
manure composts were made from three types of livestock manure; cattle manure,
swine manure and poultry manure that were stirred with a rotary mixer under forced
aeration in a compost house This composting method ensured sufficient maturity of
composting. Addition of swine and poultry manure promoted ammonium volatilization which discriminated for 'JN Stability of 8,SN values in rice straw compost might
have resulted from the rice straw being collected from nearby and the consistent composting method, which involved piling and occasional turning in a compost house In
soils with successive application of livestock manure compost, 5I5N values increased,
whereas the 8I5N value in soil without compost tended to decrease The upward trend
of S'5N values in soil treated with livestock manure compost was matched by the S'5N
value of livestock manure compost, which became higher. Whether livestock manure
compost was applied or not, soils treated with ammonium sulfate tended to show
lower 8I5N values than those not treated with ammonium sulfate In soils with successive application of rice straw compost, SISN values of the soils remained nearly the
same On the other hand, a downward trend was observed in the 8'5N values of soils
not treated with rice straw compost, and the trend was more pronounced when ammonium sulfate was applied Interestingly, in paddy soil without compost and without
chemical N fertilizer, the 8'SN value of the soil decreased. This is attributed to the
natural input of nitrogen by biological fixation and deposition with rain, which are
lower 8I5N values In other words, this decrease in the 8'SN value reflects the potential
of paddyfieldsto maintain N fertility Documentation of the transition of 8"N values
of soils in long-term paddy field experiments suggests the 8I5N value of paddy soil
could potentially decline by natural N supply, and that the 81!N value of paddy soil is
determined by the balance among the 8,sN-lowering effect of natural N input, amount
and 8I5N value of applied nitrogen materials, and behavior of their nitrogen
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J Johnson-Maynard
Brassicaceae Seed Meal as a Soil Amendment to Improve Plant-Available
Nitrogen and Yields in Organic Farming Systems.
J. Johnson-Maynard. llniv of Idaho: A. Rice. USDA-NRCS: M. Morra. Univ of
Idaho.
Soil amendments used in organic farming may limit nitrogen availability and
be cost prohibitive Our objective was to determine if Brassicaceae seed meal, a
byproduct of oil extraction that contains allelochemical-producing compounds
called glucosinolates, can increase plant-available nitrogen and yields of lettuce
(Lactuca saliva) and beet (Beta vulgaris) Three seed meals with varying glucosinolate concentrations and profiles, Brassica juncea (BJ), Brassica napus (BN), and
Sinapis alba (SA). were added tofieldsoils at two different rates (3 and 10 Mgha')
in each of two years. Crop yields and nitrogen uptake varied with precipitation,
meal type, and amendment rate; however, the highest rate of BJ meal most often
produced the largest increases in biomass and nitrogen uptake, except for lettuce
in year two Greater moisture in year two may have increased the release of allelochemicals from BJ meal, which inhibited germination of the small-seeded lettuce
crop The greatest amount of net nitrogen mineralization (extractable soil nitrogen
+ plant tissue nitrogen) also occurred in the high-rate BJ treatment, suggesting the
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allelochemical produced by this meal (2-propenyl isothiocyanate) stimulated mineralization of soil organic matter beyond that of the other seed meals Laboratory
incubations conducted with the same soils and meals indicated that 52 to 114% of
the nitrogen added in the meals was mineralized in 21 days and that nitrification
was inhibited by both BJ and SA meals. Combined field and laboratory studies demonstrate that allelochemicals released by mustard seed meals stimulate substantial
mineralization of soil organic nitrogen, but only temporarily inhibit nitrification
Brassicaceae meals have the potential to improve crop yields by increasing plantavailable nitrogen in organic vegetable production systems, but overall effects on
crop growth must include consideration of water inputs, potential inhibition of seed
germination, and glucosinolate type and concentration
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Water Quality and the Relation with Different Types and Uses of Soil in
Distrito Federal (1)1). Brazil, Using GIS.
M. R. Bilich. M. P. C. Lacerda. Univ of Brasilia.
Land use can alter biological, chemical and physical environmental processes
These alterations can be evaluated through water quality using a Water Quality
Index (WQI) The WQI establishes water quality standards according to the altered
environmental processes Indiscriminate land use in Distrito Federal (DF) is the
result of increased population and actual environmental impacts can be evaluated
through studies of water quality. We used a Geographical Information System to
analyze impacts on water quality at all public drinking water reservoirs over a
period of 10 years (1994 to 2003) and related the observed water quality to types
of soil and land use during the same period of time The Distrito Federal covers
5814 km2 and its soil types are mainly Oxic Rodhustox, Oxic Plinthustox and Typic
Haplusept. Water quality at 30 public drinking water reservoirs managed by the
Companhia de Ägua e Esgoto de Brasilia (CAESB) in Distrito Federal was evaluated using the WQI, for a period often years (1994 to 2003) The WQI used by the
CAESB is an empirical arithmetic equation, developed by the Scottish Development Department that uses the following parameters and their respective weights:
fecal coliform (0.2), turbidity (0 15), color (0 1), ammonia (0.15), iron (0.15), pH
(0.05) and DQO (0.1). Samples collected every month were averaged using WQI
and grouped into two periods: wet and dry season, and then classified infiveclasses
between excellent and very bad These classes were assigned to their respective
reservoirs and protected areas in an ArcGis 8 3 (ESRI) database creating 22 maps
in a temporal sequence, i.e., two seasons per year for ten years. The resulting analysis showed that the majority of collection points have good water quality. Water
quality is generally worse during the wet season due to rain. Samples collected in
three districts: Mestre D'Armas, Barrocäo and Pipiripau had medium or bad water
quality Land use at these three areas was analyzed using ArcGis 8 3. The Mestre
D'Armas area has Typic Haplusept soil that is not appropriate for urban occupation
and agriculture activity as it has been used The Barrocäo and Pipiripau areas have
Oxic Rodhustox soil and are being intensively used for agriculture Most public
drinking water reservoirs are located near springs and our analysis has highlighted
problems in water quality linked to land use near them So, the situation probably
is worse along the rivers.
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Y. Sanchez-de Leon
Earthworm Communities in Different Soil Habitats of the Eastern Palouse
Region.
Y. Sanchez-de Leon. K. Smetak. J. Johnson-Maynard. Univ of Idaho.
The Palouse region of southeastern Washington and west central Idaho is characterized by a Mediterranean type climate, deep loess soils, and native steppe vegetation Intense land use change has occurred in the area and as a result the Palouse
is now a mosaic of agricultural fields, urban areas, Conservation Reserve Program
(CRP) set-asides, forest patches, and native prairie remnants Earthworm communities in different soil habitats have been little studied in the Palouse region The
main objective of this work was to measure and compare earthworm populations in
four land use types within the region: agriculture, CRP, urban, and native prairie
We hypothesized that exotic earthworms would be dominant in disturbed sites (i.e.
agriculture, CRP and urban) and native earthworms would be dominant in undisturbed sites (i.e. prairie remnants) Agricultural soils under no-till and conventional
tillage management and wheat/pea/barley rotations were sampled annually between
2001 and 2003. Urban sites were characterized as old residential (more than 75
years old), young residential (less than 10 years old) and urban parks (more than 75
years old) Earthworms were sampled in the urban areas during 2004. In CRP lands
and adjacent prairie remnants earthworms were sampled once a year from 2003
to 2005. All sites were sampled during spring and early summer months (April
through June). European earthworms were predominant at all sites, however the
dominant species differed depending on land use. The European earthworm Aporrectodea trapezoides was dominant in agricultural fields, CRP lands, and prairie
remnants. However, Lumhricus lerrestris was dominant in urban areas. Only one
native earthworm (Driloleirus americanus) was found in a prairie remnant Overall
mean earthworm density in no-till barley, pea and wheat crops was 140, 146 and
74 individuals m % respectively However, under conventional tillage with the same
crops, earthworm densities were 38, 35 and 26 individuals m2, respectively. Mean
earthworm density for young residential sites was 41 individuals m% earthworm
density at old residential sites was 138. and urban parks had the highest density
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with 418 individuals m \ Mean earthworm density was 83 individuals m ; in CRP
sites and 49 individuals nrJ in prairie remnants Contrary to our hypothesis, the
preliminary data showed that exotic European earthworms dominate both native
and disturbed soil habitats Native earthworms were present, in very low densities,
in one of thefivenative prairie remnants sampled Exotic earthworm densities were
higher in sites with lower disturbance frequency (i.e. no-till) or with older residential sites with more intense management (i.e. urban parks). Our data suggest that
earthworm communities across the Palouse are influenced by land use and the level
of management intensity within a land use Intensively managed (regularly fertilized and irrigated) urban parks appear to support greater earthworm density than do
relatively undisturbed prairie and CRP

CO, and N,0 emission but had relatively little effect on CH, flux In the short-term,
emissions Increased immediately after tillage but decreased with time Mean CO,
emission ranged from 75 mg m 3 hr' for CBPE to 1,637 mg m : hr' for CCCH while
N,0 ranged from -0 19 to 0 27 mg rrr- hr' for CCCH and CBCH, respectively Gas
emission during the growing season was highly variable with peak fluxes occurring in June. On average, CO, and N,0 emissions were significantly greater for
CH treatment (4432 2 and 1 95 mg m : hr', respectively) relative to both MB and
NT in both rotations while N,0 emission was lowest for CBNT Long-term chisel
plowing may contribute more to greenhouse gas effects than either moldboard or
no-till and continuous corn emits more greenhouse gases from the soil surface than
corn-soybean rotation systems.
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Indicators of Soil Health: Rapid Assessment of Soil Quality Using Laboratory
Long-Term Effects of Cropping Systems on Soil Aggregate Stability.
Procedures and VNIR Reflectance Spectroscopy.
K. Grover. H. Karsten. The Pennsylvania Stale Univ.
B. N. Moebius. H. M. Van Es. G. Abawi. D. Wolfe. Cornell Univ; O. J. Idowu. J. E. Research indicates the presence of live roots and reduced disturbance associated
Thies. Depl of Crop and Soil Sciences. Cornell Univ: D. J. Clune. Depl of Crop and with perennial crops can promote soil aggregate stability We hypothesized that
Soil Sciences. R. R. Schindelbeck. A. V. Bilgili. Cornell Univ; W. D. Hively. USDA-including perennials and small grains in crop rotations with summer annuals would
ARS Environmental Quality Laboratory; B. Gugino. Cornell Univ.
improve soil aggregate stability better than using only summer annuals in rotations
Further, soil aggregate stability would be higher in summer compared to fall or
We are developing a soil health testing laboratory to offer rapid, inexpensive,
spring, when more crop roots are present We studied 10 crops from four cropping
scientifically meaningful, and agronomically useful tests performed as a public
systems that are part of a 36-ycar-old experiment The experimental design was
service This study assessed physical, chemical, and biological soil properties for
RCBD with four replications We grouped the cropping systems into types (annual,
their usefulness as soil health indicators Multiple controlled long-term experiannual-perennial, and diverse systems); and the crops into types for comparison:
ments and on-farm soil management demonstration trials were used to establish a
summer annuals (SA), winter small grains (SG) and perennials (PR) (Table 1).
minimum data set of physical, chemical, and biological indicators of soil health for
Table I: Cropping Systems and Crops Studied Within the Cropping Systems
New York State, USA These indicators were selected based on (i) their ability to
detect changes resulting from soil management practices, (ii) cost of sampling and
analysis, and (iii) functional relevance These functions include processes such as
Cropping System
Crops Sampled
Crop Type
Crop Rotation
root proliferation, aeration, water transmission and retention, chemical nutrition,
Type
microbial activity, long-term carbon storage, N-supplying capacity, and disease
i) Continuous corn
SA
Corn
suppression In addition, Visible/Near-InfraRed (VNIR) reflectance spectroscopy
(C-C)
Annual
SA
was evaluated as a method of rapid and very inexpensive assessment of integrated
• •>.-,
,
, „ „ . Corn, soybean
soil health Calibrations between functional indicators and soil reflectance were
n) Corn-soybean (C-S)
developed by using cross-validation procedures under Partial Least Squares (PLS)
SA
4yearsofcorn-4years Year 4 of corn
regression and Multivariate Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS).
Annual-perennial
of alfalfa (4C-4A)
Year 4 of alfalfa
PR
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L. Joao Luiz
Production of Dry Matter of Corn and Mobility of P and K in Soils That
Received Application of Dejections of Swine.

L. Joao Luiz. Univ Federal de Vicosa: C. Gilberto Fernandes. Univ Federal de
Uberlandia.
In the present swine farming system where swine are kept confined, large amounts
of manure accumulates Until recently, due to the lack of legislation, manure
was discarded in streams and rivers with disastrous effects on the environment
Researchers have proposed various options for alternative uses of swine manure;
one being the utilization of swine manure as fertilizer and as a source of organic
matter to improve soil conditions Based on this recommendation, samples of two
kinds of representative soils from the Vicosa plateau were collected and put into
pots inside a greenhouse Swine manure was applied on the surface of the samples
in doses equivalent to 0 0, 17, 3 4, 6 8, and 16 8 t ha'. Corn seeds (AG 612) were
planted in the pots at different depths and, after 42 days, the corn was harvested and
analyzed to evaluate the effect of applying swine manure to increase yield and the
soils were analyzed for P and K Results of the study demonstrated that application
of swine manure increased dry matter of corn and increased P and K in the soil at
depths of 0 to 3 cm and 3 to 16 cm
148-17
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Tillage and Rotation Effects on Greenhouse Gas Fluxes in Long-Term CornSoybean Systems.
R. A. Omonode. Purdue Univ. Depl of Agronomy; A. Gal. Szenl Istvan Univ. Soil
Science and Agrochemistry Depl: D. R. Smith. USDA-ARS. National Soil Erosion
Research Laboratory; T. J. Vyn. Purdue Univ.
Atmospheric greenhouse gases, including carbon dioxide (CO,), methane (CH4),
and nitrous oxide (N,0), purportedly lead to global climate change due to their
increasing concentrations. Agriculture has been identified as one of the major
sources of greenhouse gas emissions Although the Midwestern United States is
one of the world's major agricultural production regions, few research data are
available to assess the possibly interacting effects of tillage and rotation practices
on greenhouse gas emissions The objectives of this study were to assess (i) the
short-term effects of chisel (CH) and moldboard plow (MB) on CO,, CH and N,0
emission and (ii) the temporal variability of gas emissions (long-term effects) due
to CH and MB tillage treatments relative to no-till (NT) in continuous corn (CC)
and com-soybean (CB) rotations systems This tillage experiment has been conducted on a dark prairie mollisol in West-Central Indiana for 30 years. For shortterm tillage effects, gas emission was measured immediately before tillage and at 0,
1, 2, 24, 48, 72 and 168 hrs after tillage while long-term effects were evaluated by
measuring fluxes weekly for 22 weeks All gas emissions were measured from the
soil surface using vented flux chambers Tillage treatments significantly increased

SA
Corn-oats-wheat-2 years„Corn
SG
of red clover+ timothy Oats, wheat
Red clover+ timothy
n
PR
hay
Twelve soil cores of 7.5 cm diameter were collected at 15 cm depth from each crop
plot in the spring (25 May), summer (13 July, 22 August), and fall (31 October) of
2005. Percent water stable aggregates (WSA) were measured using standard wet
sieving technique (I) Data were statistically analyzed in split plot design with time
as main plots and crops as sub-plots using ANOVA of SAS Means were compared
using Tukey's test (p< 0.05).
Diverse

Soils of PR and SG did not always have higher WSA than SA(Fig 1) Soil of corn
in the diverse system had similar WSA to PR and SG Soils of PR and SG had
two-fold higher WSA than SA in the annual systems and 1.3 times higher WSA
than year 4 of corn in the annual-perennial system When we compared soils of SA
crops, WSA of corn soil in the annual-perennial and diverse systems was 120 and
60% higher respectively than WSA of SA of annual systems This indicates that PR
and SG had a long-term positive effect on soil aggregate stability In soil of year
4 of corn in the annual-perennial system, WSA decreased from year 4 of alfalfa.
However, WSA in corn soil of the diverse system did not decrease from the PR and
SG. The WSA changed significantly with the seasons; it increased from spring to
summer by 34% and then decreased in fall by 35% (Fig 2) Inclusion of PR and
SG improved WSA of all crops in the rotations compared to annual systems of SA
alone. The WSA was highest in summer when root biomass was probably highest
and lowest in spring and fall.
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Crop Intensification—Forage Production and the Soil Water Balance.
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Y. Fouli, S. Duiker, A. Rolz. M. Hall. Penn Stale Univ. D. Johnson. Penn State
South East Research and Extension Centre.
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The practice of double cropping is increasing in dairy farming in parts of the northeastern United States The effect of double cropping on forage yields and quality
are yet unknown and there is particular concern with respect to the field water
balance. This study compares experimental results of double cropping (corn/rye,
corn/barley) and single cropping (com, com/soybean) rotations with model (Integrated Farm Systems Model) predictions for silage yields, quality, and water use
efficiency Field data were collected in Landisville, Lancaster County, Penn. Double cropping lowered main crop yields, probably due to later planting of the main
crop (com) Corn silage yields (16 t DM/ha) were closely predicted by the model
(14 t/ha) Double cropping produced higher total annual dry matter (23 t/ha) than
single cropping systems (20 t/ha), including main crop and winter small grain. The
experiment suggested positive effects of double cropping on total forage yield.
Yield differences might be more significant after several years of double-copping
practices Total silage yields increased with double cropping, resulting in improved
water-use efficiency Forage quality was improved by small-grain double cropping,
with an increase in neutral detergent fiber (31 %) and in crude protein (27%). Total
forage yields were predicted reasonably well by the model, considering the scaling
between experimental plots and large farm fields

3.1 A Land Use Planning: Environmental, Economic and
Social Trade-offs—Poster
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Soil Nutrients Capture, Availability and Recycle Potentials of the Locally
Available Woody and Non-Woody Species in the Guinea Savannah of Nigeria.
O. A. Fatunbi. Unix of Fort Hare: Y. Hayashi. Nihon Unix: G. Tian, Metropolitan
Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago: G. O. Adeoye, Unix oflbadan.
We conducted a two-year study to asses the feasibility of using locally available
foliage materials, previously regarded as weeds, to improve soil fertility on smallholder farms in the Guinea savannah of Nigeria. We determined diversity and
abundance of woody and non-woody species and monitored biomass production of
identified species for more than two years. Tree populations on farmer's fields were
estimated on twenty farms and their chemical characteristics were also determined.
Qualities of foliage materials were determined using the Plant Residue Quality
Index (PRQI) Soils under trees were analyzed for nutrient content. Twenty-eight
tree species were identified at Yamrat, 15 of these were rated useful as green manure
considering other local and economic uses. Tree-leaf biomass production ranged
between 2 16 - 5 80 kg"' on a dry matter basis a few weeks after the rainy season
began Substantial quantities of recyclable plant nutrients; 1.23 - 2 39% N, 1.30
4.45% P, 12 7 - 66 3% K were observed Other chemical characteristics ranged
between 7.7 - 35% Lignin, 3 32 - 6 67% polyphenols, and 12.8 - 38.4 C/N ratio
on a dry-matter basis Organic carbon content of soils under the tree canopy ranged
between 8.8 - 42.4g kg'1. There was a significant negative relationship between
the percentage N content of tree leaves and the organic carbon content of the soil
under the tree canopy. Locally available foliage materials possess diverse chemical
characteristics, which could be manipulated to improve soil fertility conditions of
smallholder farm systems of the Nigerian Guinea savannah.

Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor (Convention Center)
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Addition of lime and Phosphorus (P) fertilizers is often required for sustainable
crop production on acid mineral soils. We evaluated the effectiveness of lime and
P treatments on soybean (Glycine max L.) performance on an acidic Typic Paleustalf soil Soil samples were incubated (for 7, 14 and 21 days) with 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4
t Ca(OH), ha"1 to determine the optimum liming rate. In the second experiment,
incubation was for similar periods but soil amendments included 15 sole and combined applications of lime (2t ha"') and P (88kg P ha ' using Rock Phosphate, RP;
Single Super Phosphate, SSP; and Organic Fertilizer, OF) in addition to a control.
Eight treatment combinations (Control, Lime, RP, OF, L+ OF, L+ RP, OF+ RP
and L+OF+RP) were also applied to two soybean varieties (early maturing TGX
I485-1D and late maturing TGX I844-18E) grown on 1.0kg soil samples. Treatments were replicated three times in completely randomized design Liming at the
rate of 2 Ot ha' was optimum, soil pH being 6.1 - 6.6. Soil amendment increased
pH to between 5 5 and 7.5 compared with the average of 5.2 for the control At
the end of a 3-week incubation period when the control had become acidic (4 8),
slight reductions to between 5 2 and 7 4 were recorded for most of the amended
samples. After 5 weeks of growth, TGX 1485-ID plants treated with OF+RP or OF
were taller (28 50 and 27 66cm, respectively) than the control (20 03cm) and lime
(19.33cm) treated plants. Shoot biomass of TGX 1485-ID was highest (5.66g pot')
with OM+RP and least (2 86g pot') without fertilization, a trend also observed for
TGX 1844-18E Nodulation was at its peak (19) with L+OM+RP while untreated
plants were without nodules. It was evident that the P-sources could be as effective
as Ca(OH), in soil pH correction Evaluation of residual effects of the treatments
should help elucidate their liming and nutrient supply capacity.
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M. Anaya

The accomplishment of models to evaluate forest systems using environmental
information has been used by different authors in very diverse ways. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the models is very influenced by the quality and number of
variables used, as by the mathematical and statistical base used Following Anaya
Romero (2004), the election of the more accurate prediction model is approached
in the present work, applied to forest system evaluation. The main goal of this
evaluation is to predict the potential distribution of several forest types in Aracena Mountains (Sierra de Aracena Natural Park) and Western Andévalo (Huelva,
Spain). In this way, the selected models relate the presence/absence of each forest
type to the main parameters influencing the distribution of forest species in the
environmental conditions of the study area The models were selected taking into
account their great predictive and explanatory capacity: Logistic Regression (LR),
Artificial Neuronal Network (ANN) and Decision Tree (DT), Random Forest, Support Vector Machines (SVM). The forest types in the area are oak forest (Quercus
suber and Q. rotundifolia), pine tree forest (Pinus pinaster and P pinea), eucalyptus forest (Eucalyptus globulus and E. Camaldulensis) and deciduous forest. The
selected environmental variables were grouped in several thematic categories: litology (type of rock, acidity and consolidation), geomorphology (erosive processes,
mass movements, sedimentation processes and morphogenesis), physiography,
relief (elevation, slope and hillslope facing), soil (pH, soil nutrients, organic matter,
CEC and clay content) and climate (average summer precipitation, annual average
temperature, average temperature of the warmest month and average temperature
of the coldest month). After the exploratory analysis of the data, a sampling was
made on which the selected models of prediction were applied. With the objective
of studying the behaviour of each prediction analysis when new data were used,
the whole information was divided in training-data and test-data. The division was
made randomly, so that 75% of the samples were classified as training-data, and
25% as test-data. The results obtained by the five prediction models were compared
using the Kleinbaum confusion matrix. Finally, DT was the method with a lowest
Error Index (0.08 %).
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Response of Soybean (Glycine max L. Merril) to Lime and Phosphorus
Fertilizer Treatments on an Acidic Alfisol of Nigeria.
E. A. Akinrinde. M. O. Anetor. Agronomy Dept, Unix oflbadan.
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Analysis of Different Statistical Models for Assessing Potential Distribution of
Forest Types in Southern Spain.
M. Anaya, Dept Cristallography, Mineralogy and Agricultural Chemistry (Unix
ofSexilla): R. Pino, Dept ofStatislhics and Operational Research: A. Jordan. L.
Martinez-Zavala. N. Bellinfante. I. Gomez. Dept Cristallography. Mineralogy and
Agricultural Chemistry (Unix ofSexilla).
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D N. Debele

Crop Yield Assessment in Traditional Cordia Africana Lam. Tree Intercrop

Based Farms in West Wellega.
D. N. Debele. Forestry Research Center.
With cereals maize/sorghum based farming systems of Cordia africana Lam tree
intercrop, in West Wellega, based farms were selected at two Pas to assess the yield
of the cereals in the vicinity of Cordia africana Lam. using CRD. Each farm has
a scattered tree with a density varying from 1-3 trees/ ha. The tree branches were
pollarded to reduce shading effects on the cereals. Yield assessment in the vicinity
of a single tree in two directions (shade & shade free) was made at 2m intervals on
the area of 4m2 for each plot. The sampling extends from the center of the tree up
to 14m distances. In all observations yield increases as the distance from the tree
decreases. The results show that sorghum (p = 0 000) and maize (p = 0.005) yields
are significantly affected by distance from Cordia africana tree at the study site
The yield increase under the tree compared to 14m away was 97% and 68% for
sorghum and maize respectively. This is assumed to be the capacity of the tree to
recycle nutrient. The cereals grown from underneath Cordia trees resulted in significantly better growth responses and higher crop yield as compared to the control.
Keywords: cordia, maize, sorghum, yield.
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Spatial Changes of the Main Land Use Types in Beijing Suburban from 1993
to 2004.

X. G. Cui. D. H. Zhu. T. L. Yan, College of Information and Electronic Engineering.
Chinese Agriculture Unix.
Land use change, being one of the most important research area in global environmental change, has been used as one of the base data for decision-making in
land use planning and policy at local governments in China Numerous land use
models are available developed from different disciplinary backgrounds, useful for
disentangling the complex suite of socio-economic and biophysical driving forces
that influence the rate and spatial pattern of land use change and for estimating the

Posters
impacts of changes in land use. Land use systems are groups of interacting, interdependent parts linked together by exchanges of energy, matter, and information
in social, economic, environmental and institutional dimensions However, models that integrate techniques and methods developed in various disciplines would
be too complex to be operational, especially for descriptive land use models that
aim at simulating the functioning of the land use system and the spatially explicit
simulation of near future land use patterns in heterogeneous regions Consequently,
simplified spatially explicit models at the macro-scale are also needed. Beijing, the
capital of China, is under high pressure from land use change and inappropriate
land management in suburb counties Due to complex driving factors in different
counties of Beijing suburb, it is difficult to formulate and quantify them in a model
Many of the existing methods in analyzing land use change have evaluated and
explored the rate or spatial pattern or driving factors of land use change in a county
or part of this region A black-box method in this paper was developed to quantify
the direction and magnitude of land use change in Beijing suburb from 1993 to
2004. The objective of the study is served for making more informed decisions in
land use planning at the region level Based upon land use inventory database of six
representative counties, the weighted values of geometric centers of parcels were
calculated with GIS and were used as the barycenters of the corresponding land
use types The coordinates of barycenters of the main land use types in 1993 and
2004 were compared and the results show that barycenters of arable land for the six
counties were averagely shifted by 2,661 m, orchard land by 1,826 m, forest land by
2,231 m, and built-up area (towns, villages and isolated industrial areas included)
by 1,141m. The shirting directions of both arable land and built-up area in the two
plain counties near Beijing town were similar, backward to town center of Beijing,
which reflects land occupation during the urbanization of Beijing, However, the
center of built-up area in another plain county far away from Beijing town was
moved toward to town center of Beijing These results indicate that development
of built-up area has occupied a large amount of arable land in both near and far
suburb of Beijing. The centers of forest land in the three mountainous counties far
away from Beijing town had adverse shift directions to orchard land with largely
decreased arable land. It is indicated that poor arable land in these counties was
reformed to forest and orchard land One of the reasons induced these shifts might
be the government new policies on agriculture-structure-adjustment and reforestation in mountainous counties. The land use changes in Beijing suburb also reflect
the integrated effects of economy growth, population increase, urbanization, road
building, topography and original land use pattern It is very clearly proved that the
land use changes in Beijing suburb are towards to certain directions Keywords:
Land use change, land use type, barycenter, distance, direction, Beijing suburb

To set up spatial index for rural landscape in Korea, we set firstly up basic scale of
landscape by "Dong" or "Ri" and then analyzed land use status and topographic
conditions for 117 "Ri"s in rural area using GIS application. Unit areas surveyed
averaged 438 Oha with a range of 64 to 1,944 ha According to land use, we categorized forest and water system into natural landscape, paddy, upland and orchard
into agricultural landscape, and residential section, industrial facilities, and animal
shed into urban landscape, respectively. According to the relative ratio in same
landscape scale, we classified them into sixfirst-landscapepatterns (Fig I, Table. 1)
For the first-landscape pattern, we classified the ratio of agricultural landscape into
less than 30%, 30 to 70% and more than 70%, and the ratio of urban landscape into
less- and more than 10 % by them. In the group I, where the ratio of agriculture was
less than 30 %, the ratio of upland including orchard was larger than paddy and that
of forest among natural landscape was 93.8%. In group 2, paddy was slightly larger
than upland, especially irrigated paddy was twice as large as partially irrigated in
ratio The ratio between paddy and upland, and the relative ratio of forest was similar to group 1. The ratio of industrial and animal shed facilities in urban landscape
was 19.7%, relatively larger than other groups In the group 3, the ratio of paddy
and upland in agricultural landscape was 74.7%, and that of forest was relatively
smaller than group I and 2. The ratio of residential sections in urban landscape was
smallest. In the group 4 and 5, the ratio of paddy was more than 85% and that of
forest reduced In particular, the ratio of irrigated paddy was very large more than
75% According to the relative ratio by slope with group, there were lots of E and
F slope in the group 1, and in case of group 2 and 3, all grades of slope were even
distributed relatively. Only in case of group 3, lower slope was distributed. In case
of group 4 and 5, we could find similar slope distribution ratio and ratio of A slope
was largest. As a result of making an investigation of topographical distribution,
there were overwhelmingly lots of highland in the group 1. In the group 2 and 3,
the ratio of highland, alluvial fan or valley plain to low hill was evenly distributed
and that of inland flat was large. In case of group 4 and 5, the ratio of coastal
plain was largest and inland plain was the next. Through these analyses, we could
classify the agricultural landscape in Korea into six groups and understand their
properties Nevertheless, much more data should be supplemented for the national
representative value
Reference
Group I
Group 2
Group 3
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A Decision Support System Based on Soil Ecological Criteria: Results from the
Group 4
European ECOGEN Project.
J. Cortet, Institut National Polytechnique de Lorraine—ENSAIA: M. Bohanec. M. Group 5
Znidarsic. M. Debeljak, Jozef Stefan Institute. Dept of Knowledge Technologies:
Group 6
B. Griffiths, S. Caul. J. Thompson. Scottish Crop Research Institute: P. H. Krogh.
National Environmental Research Institute.
The possible use of Genetically Modified (GM) plants in future agriculture needs
in-depth investigations of ecological and economic consequences. The investigations are important for both the European Commision (EC), who needs specifications of how to do the GM risk assessment, and to fanners and the public who are
concerned about the possible ecological implications The ECOGEN (wwwecogen
dk) project Soil ecological and economic evaluation of genetically modified crops
is an EU-funded project aimed at combining simple lab tests, multi-species model
ecosystems and field studies to acquire mechanistic and realistic knowledge about
economic and ecological impacts of GM crops on the soil ( Economic trade-offs
are assessed and related to ecological effects One of the goals of the project is to
develop a computer-based decision support system for the assessment of economic
and ecological impacts of using GM crops, with special emphasis on soil biology
and ecology. For model development, we have taken the approach of qualitative
multi-attribute modeling The idea is to develop a hierarchical model, consisting
of qualitative attributes and utility (aggregation) functions, represented by decision
rules The development is supported by the software tool DEXi, which facilitates
the development of a tree of attributes, definition of aggregation rules, evaluation
of options (cropping systems in this case), what-if analysis and charting Using this
approach, we developed a model for the assessment of the impact of GM and nonGM cropping systems to soil quality In this paper, we describe the model and its
application to the assessment of impacts to soil of using conventional and Bt maize
to three fields in France and Denmark The model is hierarchical, consisting of 37
attributes in total, grouped into 7 hierarchical levels. There are 24 input attributes,
most of which measure the richness and biomass of representative soil organisms
The assessment of soil quality is based on two main indicators: (1) soil diversity
(assessed through microfauna, mesofauna and macrofauna richness) and (2) soil
functioning (in terms of leaching, comminution, mineralisation and plant growth)
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Analysis of Landscape Pattern Using GIS According to Land Ilse at
Agricultural Area in Korea.
M C. Seo. S. G. Hong. Y. K. Sonn. K. L. Park. P. K. Jung. National Institute of
Agricultural Science and Technology:
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Analysis of Landscape Patterns Based on Land Use Using GIS Application at
Two Agricultural Areas in Korea and Its Comparison.
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S. G. Hong. M. C. Seo. Y K. Sonn. K L. Park. K. K. Kang. National Institute of
Agricultural Science and Technology.
In order to develop spatial indicator for rural landscape in Korea, we set up basic
scale of landscape by "Dong" or "Ri", unit rural community in Korea and then
analyzed land use states and topographic conditions for 165 "Ri"s in Anseong(AS)
and 174 in Boeun(BE) using GIS application Based on land use, we divided them
into natural landscape, agricultural landscape, and urban landscape and then classified them into six first-landscape patterns according to the relative ratio in same
landscape scale (Fig 1, Tab. I) In group 1(M), the ratio of upland including orchard
was nearly twice as large as paddy in BE, while it was diametrically opposed in
AS. In group 2(MV), paddy was slightly larger than upland, especially irrigated
paddy was twice as large as partially irrigated in ratio in BE, however in AS paddy
was similar to M In both regions, the ratio of industrial and cattle shed facilities in
urban landscape was relatively larger than other groups and that of residential sections in urban landscape was smallest in group 3(DM) In group 4(PA) and 5(P), the
ratio of forest reduced considerably According to the relative ratio by slope, there
were lots of E and F slope in M, and all grades of slope were comparatively evenly
distributed in MV and DM in both regions. In case of PA and P, we could find
similar slope distribution ratio in BE and ratio of A slope was largest As a result of
making an investigation of topographical distribution, there were overwhelmingly
lots of high residuum in M in both regions. In case of PA and P, the ratio of River
bed and Alluvial plain was largest and inland flat was the next As discussed above,
we could classify the agricultural landscape in Korea into six groups and understand their properties. Most of "Ri"s in BE were mainly distributed over M and MV,
while those in AS evenly throughout five groups. It is, therefore, highly probable
that rural region should be managed according to the proposed landscape patterns
Keywords: spatial indicator. Landscape pattern, GIS, Land use, slope, topographic
fable I. The types of landscape based on the ratio of landuse at two agricultural
regions
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Figure 1. Distribution of the ratio of nature, agriculture, and urban landscape at two
agricultural regions.
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Non Polluting Eco-Friendly Herbal Weed Management for Crop Production.
M. A. Sultan. Institute of Agriculture. Palli Siksha Bhavana.
Visva-Bharali,
Srinekelan: G C. De. Institute of Agriculture. Palli Siksha Bhavana. VisvaBharali: A. R. Khan. /CAR Research Complex For Eastern Region: S. S. Singh.
RWC-CIMMYT. India.
Wheat is the second most important cereal crop next to rice in India, grown under
diverse agro-climatic conditions, and occupies more than 25 million hectare area
with a production of above 70 million tones. This crop is always infested with wide
range of weed including grassy and non-grassy Yield losses due to grassy weeds is
up to 37 per cent. Weeds generate competition for nutrients, water, light, space and
microenvironment and they harbor insect-pest, pathogens and parasites and ultimately reduce the yields and quality of produce without sowing apparent symptoms
of damage to the crop Non-polluted and eco- friendly herbal substances like A.
indica and V. negundo have the potentiality to control weeds in rice and other crops
as pre and post-emergence applications. These plants are available in plenty in the
region Only extracts of green leaves of those plants were used to find their effect as
herbicides in aerobic wheat soil by preventing germination or retarding growth and
reproduction of weeds. These extracts containing both water and alcohol soluble
constituent as the active chemicals act selectively on weeds. The extracts used are
environment-friendly i.e. non-chemical, non-persistent, natural products that are
free from harmful effects on crop plants It has been observed that use of these
herbal substances has resulted in tremendous increase in the density of non-grassy
weeds in wheat field. The present investigation was an effort in this direction. Field
trials were conducted during winter season of 2002-2003 at Vishva—Bharti University, Shantiniketan, West Bengal. India to study the effect of herbal substances
on weed management and wheat productivity The use of herbal substances was
used for eco-friendly environment and to avoid the soil and water pollution. Extract
of green leaves ofAzadirachta indica (Neem) and Vitex negundo (Nishinda), herbal
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substances as post-emergence at 21 Days After Sowing (DAS) after first irrigation
recorded significantly lower weed population, weed biomass at different growth
stages and also increased the grain yield Pre-emergence application of butachlor
and post-emergence application of herbal substances recorded significantly lower
weed population than post-emergence application of herbal substances Lowest
weed biomass, higher grain and straw yield were recorded in weed-free-check.
These treatments produced more yield components and yield
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European Soil Visual Assessment—Field Guide.
B. Houskova. L. Montanarella. Institute for Environment & Sustainability.
Research Centre.

Joint

In connection to Visual Soil Assessment, originally developed in other parts of the
world, the European Soil Visual Assessment is comming out as guidelines for direct
soil evaluation in the field. Soil Visual Assessment (SVA) is based on evaluation
of soil properties and soil indicators, mainly morphological, physical, biological
and partly chemical which are visible or possible to distinguish without laboratory
analyses. SVA can be used as support tool in soil survey, soil quality assessment,
soil state and soil suitability evaluation. Applied Soil Visual Assessment is taking
into account evaluation of soil properties according to land use and major European
crops. Main soil properties and indicators evaluated in Soil Visual Assessment are:
soil texture and stoniness, soil structure or size and shape of soil aggregates, degree
of clod development, consistence, soil porosity, bioporosity, crust and cracks formation, soil color, number and color of soil mottles, soil depth and thickness of
humus horizon, number of earthworms, tillage pan presence, thickness and depth,
presence and percentage of soil wetting, water stagnation on soil surface or soil
drainage capacity, presence and degree of soil erosion, soil hydrofobicity, depth to
groundwater table, presence of carbonates. This list of soil properties and indicators is not definite and can be extended as well as shorten according to purposes of
each evaluation According to relative importance weight factor is given to single
parameters included in the final evaluation of investigated soil.
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Influence of Household Characteristics on Land Use/Management and Holding
Size in the Subhumid Agroecosystems of Western Ethiopia.
N. Emiru. A. Yadessa. Oromia Agricultural Research

Institute.

Land resources in western Ethiopian sub-humid agro-ecosystems are among the
prime assets upon which rural development and poverty reduction initiatives can
be built. However, various socio-economic, natural, policy and institutional factors
affected the appropriate use/management and holding size of these resources entitled to farmers The interaction of these factors are complex in nature and multifaceted in their effect ranging from boosting up agricultural production from a given
land use type to declining its quality in an irreversible manner. The study aimed at
assessing relationships between different farm and household characteristics, and
land use/management and holding size was conducted during the autumn season
of the year 2003. The study revealed that Land use system of a given household
system is highly influenced by different farm and household characteristics and
agro ecology to which it belong. Accordingly, percent of cropland among its total
holding size is highly influenced by age (r/0.347, p / 0 0 1 , n/152), farm size (r/0.307, p/003, n/152), family size (r/-0.371, p/000, n/152), and percent grazing
land (r/-0.685, p/000, n/152). In line with this, farm size is positively correlated
with age of household head (r/0.341, p/0.000, n/152) and family size (r/0.408,
p/0.000, n/152), while it is highly correlated with the percent cultivated land
(r/0.307, p/0.003, n/152) and grazing land (r/-0 383, p/0.000, n/152) from its
household farm size. Moreover, it is influenced by agro ecology of the area which
controls the natural environment to affect human life. The study also concluded that
the need for taking policy intervention into action is at the top so as to maintain land
quality and fair distribution of holding sizes among those land users. Keywords:
agro-ecosystems, land holdings, land unit, land use/management.
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J. M Powell
Using the Logic Model to Build Partnerships for Abating Ammonia Emissions
from Dairy Farms.
J. M. Powell. USDA-ARS: E. Taylor-Powell. R. Klemme. Univ of Wisconsin
Cooperative Extension: T. Johnson. Wisconsin Dept Ag. Trade and Consumer
Protection: i . Bruss. Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources: T. Misselbrook.
Institute for Grasslands and Environmental Research.
Partnerships are key to understanding and solving complex issues facing agriculture Yet, policy makers, agricultural research and extension, agribusiness and
producers often have different interests and mandates, and therefore different
approaches to the development and implementation of technologies that enhance
farm profitability and environmental performance All stakeholders need a common
understanding of the real and perceived risks of alternative policies and technologies, and their compatibility with existing production practices To respond to this
need, the "Partnership in Understanding and Abating Ammonia Emissions from
Wisconsin Dairy Farms" was created in March 2004 among research, extension,
policy and producer groups. The "logic model" was used to provide an organizational framework that focused discussion and understanding, to identify the inputs.

activities and outputs of' each partner, and to create an action plan and a process
for achieving agreed upon desired outcomes. Two logic models were created The
overall partnership logic model showed the role of each stakeholder and how they
interrelate and contribute to the achievement of the ultimate goal, reduction in
ammonia emissions. This overall logic model helped facilitate discussion, understanding and direction among the partners It has been considered a roadmap that
highlights and communicates the end destination and routes for getting there. The
component research logic model was developed as a research planning exercise.
It depicts in more detail the activities and outcomes for the research component,
which feeds into the overall partnership (overall partnership logic model) The
research logic model included activities such as field trials to evaluate tradeoffs
between ammonia emissions and nitrate leaching when manure is land-applied In
summary, the logic model framework helped the partnership focus initial activities
and initiated a process of'planning future work. It helped us understand the nature
of'our partnership and the value of working collaboratively It helped us focus on
and articulate an ultimate end goal, and identity the contributions of"each partner in
achieving that desired end result It has given us a one-page pictorial representation
that shows the intended flow of'action from investments (inputs) to activities and
outputs to short, medium and long-term outcomes
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Sustainable Agriculture in Azerbaijan (East Shirvan).
C. K. Alekperov. Tel-Aviv Univ George S. Wise Faculty of Life Sciences.
World accumulates great technology on sustainable agriculture and crop production
in different parts of the Earth Transferring technology from one part of'the world
to an other part is great time economy and quick plant knowledge Shirvan plain
have west central and east parts, located on Kura river basin Our research carried
out on gray alluvial soils with high level of the underground water (0 5-2.5 m)
Agriculture in this area is hazardous, but after transferring the technology is arid
and saline soil areas (19 dS/m) to produce high quality crops (wheat, corn, alfalfa,
cotton, grape, tomato). These areas were exploitation for the winter grasses. Now
after transferring the knowledge and local experience to East Shirvan to produce
fodder for dairy farm Sustainable agriculture in East Shirvan is an example for the
agriculture development in this part of the Shirvan plain. This research was successfully utilized by small farmers in this part of the Azerbaijan.
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Groundwater Quality Parameters in Hassan District under Different Land
Use Cover.
B. Prakash. Univ of Agricultural Sciences: Bhanu Prakash. U.H: M.S.Badrnath:
TC.Chamegowda: Shankarlingappa Depl. ofAgron. UAS. GKVK. Bangalore.
An investigation was taken up to know the ground water quality parameters in Hassan District of Kamataka under different land use cover A total of thousand ground
water samples in eight taluks of Hassan district were collected during the year
2003-04. This includes a total of hundred samples from each land use cover viz ,
Potato, Coconut, Ragi, Coffee and vegetable were collected in two seasons that is
before rainy season (March-April) and after rainy season(October-November) and
analyzed for their chemical composition. Water quality parameters viz., SAR and
RSC were worked out cased on which the ground water samples were classified for
their suitability for irrigation The pH of groundwater samples were with in permissible limits except for few samples. EC of ground water samples were CI and C2
type in Belur and Sakaleshpur taluks, where as in other taluks EC was C2 and C3
types in both before and aftyer rainy season. Among all the anion Bicarbonate is
the dominant anion followed by Chlorides, Nitrate, Sulphate, Carbonate and Boron
Where as among cation Sodium was predominant cation followed by calcium and
magnesium Sodium concentrations of ground water sample of Channarayapattana
taluk was high compared to other taluks. Few ground water samples under different
land use cover viz, Potato, Coconut, Ragi, Coffee and vegetables had the problem
of salinity and alkalinity. Good harvests are obtained with these waters as the soil of
the area generally sandy loam to clay loam in structure. Correlation study revealed
that pH and EC of ground water samples had a positive and significant relationship
with chemical constituents and SAR of ground water samples in both before and
after rainy seasons
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Impart of Engineering Interventions on the Soil Management—a Success
Story.
A. Sehgal. Indian Forest Service.
Explosions in population and land degradation are the two basic agrarian problems
of India that have defied solution so farSoil is a crucial life support system, since
the bulk of food production depends on it Soil erosion is a natural and continuous
process, but in undisturbed eco-systems with a protective cover of plants, the soil
is usually regenerated at the same rate as it is removed. If soil and vegetation are
not in balance, as often they are not, when influenced by poorly managed human
activities, erosion is accelerated with disastrous consequences. Even under natural
conditions of vegetation cover, nature takes from 100-400 years to generate 10 mm
of topsoil So once the soil has gone, for all practical purposes it has gone for good
Realizing the importance union and state governments have taken initiatives for

rehabilitating the degraded life support system especially water and land regimes
through engineering interventions This paper attempts to share the success model
of combating land degradation through people's participation The study area lies
in the North India in the Himalayan foothills and has been recognized as one of the
most degraded and threatened ecosystems of" the country. On this area impact of'
environmentally sound, technologically feasible, cost effective, socially acceptable
and community driven soil management practice was observed where frequent soil
erosion was a recurrent phenomenon For the forest resource, the identified life
support system other than soil is water. If the forests are rich and managed, the soil
remains conserved and if" the soil is protected, it invariably would support good
vegetation and ultimately the forest eco-system Other environmental parameters
follow suit Therefore, in order to improve and develop, we have to look into the
life support system - the soil and water together. Without water, forest cover cannot
survive and without vegetation water regime cannot sustain The paper discusses
the linkages of hill denudation with environment and poverty in the study area,
where land degradation, because of over browsing and denudation had reached
to the extent of almost no return Through the engineering interventions, soil was
improved to an extent that the whole area was rehabilitated with rich density of
vegetation, productivity and sustainable human use In the soil management techniques, involvement of the locals was stressed and practiced in all the activities
The project provided food security, forage security, fuel security, flood security,
soil erosion security and social security. A new concept of soil management ONLY
with the involvement of locals has emerged for the restoration of the degraded
eco-system So, apart from making physical efforts to check and prevent soil degradation, simultaneously, other effective social measures like, Social Audit, Social
and economic sanctions, Community education. Rewards/incentives were initiated
The basic strategy was to ' invest in people than anything else'. "Shramdan" (voluntary service) was conceptualized and Village soil Committees were constituted
These measures resulted in preventing soil degradation and consequently the loss
of bio-diversity from the treasures of nature. 21st century should be a century realizing the new paradigms for soil management—the empowerment of the locals,
bottom up approaches, grass root democracy and local governance Keywords:
Land degradation, people's participation, life support system, engineering interventions, soil management
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SWAT Model of Phosphorus Transport to Lake Allatoona.
D. E. Radcliffe. Z. Lin. Univ of Georgia.
The 2800 square km Etowah River Basin forms the watershed of Lake Allatoona
in North Georgia Lake Allatoona is classified as in transition to eutrophic and the
state has placed a cap on annual phosphorus (P) loads to the lake Our objective was
to develop a watershed-scale model of" P transport to Lake Allatoona using the Soil
Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) We used the Parameter Estimator (PEST) software for auto-calibration of daily water flow and manual calibration for monthly
Suspended Sediment (SS) and P concentrations PEST did an excellent job of calibrating flow, although peak flows during storms were slightly under-predicted
There was a tendency to under-predict base-flow concentrations of SS and P and it
was difficult to judge how well the model was calibrated for storm SS and P predictions due to the sparse observed data set. SWAT predictions of" annual load of Total
P (TP) to Lake Allatoona agreed well with observed data. Point sources accounted
for only 10 4% of the TP load. Export coefficients for TP were highest from pasture landuse in the Etowah River basin (7 kg TP/ha/yr) where poultry operations
are common These results indicate that non-point sources of TP loading to Lake
Allatoona are significant and there is a potential for trading P credits between point
and nonpoint sources
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Study of Physical and Chemical Soil Properties Variations in Relation to
Forest Types and Some Topographic Factors in the North of Iran.
A. Salehi. Natural Resources Faculty, Guilan Univ: G. Zahedi Amiri. Natural
Resources Faculty. Tehran Univ.
The main aim of this research was studying of variations of physical and chemical
soil properties in relation to forest types and some topographic factors in the north
of Iran The area of the study site is about 750 hectares and it is located in the north
of Noshahr, Mazandaran province To determine of forest types, square plots of 50
* 50 m (2500 m2) were established and on each plot, all trees more than 7.5 cm
diameter at breast height were measured The basal area for each tree species in each
sample was calculated and using these variables, classification of the samples was
carried out by TWINSPAN (Two Ways Indicator Species Analysis). On the base
of this method four tree groups or forest types were determined In order to select
sites for soil sampling, forest types considered and on the other hand the forest was
stratified into "landform units" based on differences in altitude, slope and aspect.
In this way, 82 sample plots were selected for soil profiles from the original 325
tree plots All of the soil profiles were described in the forest and pH, soil texture,
bulk density, percentage of organic carbon, total of nitrogen, phosphorous and lime
were analyzed in the soil laboratory The soils were classified based on US DA
Soil Taxonomy (key of 1998) In order to determine the most important soil characteristics varied between soil profiles, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) was
used. Among the soil properties, clay and silt content in A2 horizon, percentage
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of organic Carbon, total of nitrogen. C/N ratio and phosphorus in Al horizon was
the most important soil variables varied between the soil profiles In order to study
of relationships between soil properties and variations of trees composition and
topographic conditions One-way ANOVA. Deternded Correspondence Analysis
(DCA) and Canonical Correspondence Analysis were used. The results identified
there are four main forest types (tree ecological group) in the study site Among soil
properties, percentage of organic carbon, C/N ratio and phosphorus in A1 horizon,
soil texture, soil bulk density in A1 horizon was the most significant factors varied
between forest types. Percentage of organic carbon and C/N ratio has the highest
amount in Fagus-Carpinus and is the lowest in Carpinus-Ouercus forest type. The
heavy soils can be finding in Quercus-Carpinus type, as the lightest soils belong to
Fagus-Carpinus forest type The amount of Phosphorus was the highest on FagusTilia and there is a significant difference between forest types of Fagus-Carpinus
and Fagus-Tilia on the base of it On the other hand the results showed altitude was
the most important topographic factor varied in relation to distribution of Fagus
orientalis and Carpinus betulus, and also in relation to the variations of percentage
of organic carbon as well as C/N ratio in the study site Keywords: Nam-Khaneh
district. Physical and chemical soil properties, tree ecological groups (forest types).
PCA, DCA, CCA, ANOVA

clearly explained when considering soil map, irrigation system and ion concentration changes. The relation between main ion concentrations in the surface soil layer
of cultivated land and inhabitants' activities should also be investigated to clarify
the complicated relationship between human activities and the changing natural
environment Then, an optimal land use can be found in the coastal land, where the
marine agriculture such as shrimp pond has being expanded, replacing the rice field
due to the economic demand.
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Change without Stick or Carrot: Adoption of Improved Soil Management
Practices in Pennsylvania.
S. Duiker. Penn Slate Univ.
Soil degradation is a major threat to the sustainability of our civilization, as is recognized by many policy makers and scientists. Because it still occupies 46 percent
of the land surface of the conterminous United States, agriculture has been a major
focus of attention Soil erosion, compaction, nitrate leaching, phosphorus runoff, and
organic matter losses are some of the major sources of agricultural soil degradation in
the Chesapeake Bay, in the northeastern United States. Some 50% of the freshwater
flowing into the Bay originates in Pennsylvania. The average rate of soil erosion on
cropland in Pennsylvania was 5.1 T/A/yr (11 Mg/ha/yr) in 1997 (the date of the most
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recent National Resource Inventory) Gauging stations show that the Susquehanna
Fluxes of Carbon and Sulfate Dynamics in Salt-Affected Coastal Soils in
River deposits approximately I million tonnes of soil a year in the Chesapeake Bay.
Northern Germany.
Additionally, elevated nitrate and phosphorus levels in rivers and Bay water cause
M. H. R. Khan. Dept of Environmental Management Engineering, Faculty of
eutrophication, which results in periodic depletion of oxygen in surface water bodies
Environmental Science and Technology; H. P. Blume. Univ of Kiel; T. Adachi. Dept and death of aquatic organisms Intensive soil tillage is a major contributor to soil
degradation, as it exposes the soil to erosion and increased losses of soil organic
of Environmental Management Engineering; U. Pfislerer. U. Mueller-Thomsen.
matter. Tillage is also the major cause of phosphorus losses from cropland: most
Division of Soil Ecology. Res. and Tech. Center-West Coast. Univ of Kiel.
phosphorus moves from land attached to eroded sediments. Although tillage changes
A field study was conducted at Schleswig-Holstein in Germany to evaluate the
nitrogen dynamics, it does not usually lead to changes in annual nitrate leaching in
possible factors controlling carbon and sulfate dynamics along a toposequence !
Pennsylvania. Cover crops grown after main crops, however, can be major contribof daily to seasonally flooded coastal salt marsh soils. The soil at the top end of
utors to improved nitrate retention in agricultural soils, whereas they also help to
the salt marsh (with a height of I 8 m above sea level: a si. and a dense vegetation
increase soil organic matter contents and keep soil protected No-tillage and cover
cover) was salie silty to clayic Typic Sulfaquent (Salzrohmarsh), while the soil at
crops therefore appear to be ideal candidates for improved soil management in Pennthe bottom end (with some salt bushes and a 1.4 m a.s.l.) was sandy to silty Hapsylvania Unfortunately, no-tillage was used on only 24% of Pennsylvania cropland
lic Sulfaquent (Übergangsmischwatt). The mean (depth: 0-100 cm) values of pH
in 2004, despite evidence from research trials that crop yields are at least the same
were around 7, and of redox potentials (Eh) in the Typic Sulfaquent were ranged
with no-till as with tillage Cover crop area is not monitored systematically, but has
from -162 to +104 mV during all the seasons. The average net-emission of CO,
traditionally been small Policy makers and scientists normally react by calling for
above the vegetation cover was negative (-14 0 g m 2 yr') for the Flaplic Sulfaquent
policies to stimulate or force farmers to use no-tillage and cover crops These mechabut highly positive (857 g m° yr') for Typic Sulfaquent throughout the year The
nisms, however, always have unexpected side-effects that may limit the management
annual average emissions of CH4 were almost 10 fold higher in Haplic Sulfaquent
freedom of farmers In Pennsylvania, therefore, we are attempting to stimulate the
(0.3 g m": yr') than that of the Typic Sulfaquent (0.03 g m 2 yr1). The average
adoption of improved soil management practices without the use of carrots or sticks.
maximum concentrations of CO, were detected within the surface soils at the depth
This is made possible through the existence of vital relationships between farmers,
of 20 to 40 cm in both the profiles The surface soils at depth of 0 to 20 cm, where
the land-grant university, and private and public service agencies The Pennsylvathe concentrations of CO, were measured relatively low though the values were
nia State University has a strong commitment to assist farmers be successful land
about 5 to 20 times higher than that of the atmospheric (350 ppmv) concentration
managers. Its county-based extension service has strong relationships with farmers
The concentrations of CH4 at different seasons showed almost inverse relationships
and agricultural service companies whereas a team of campus-based soil and crop
with the concentrations of CO, In all the profiles, the concentrations of CH, were
management specialists keeps extension educators up-to-date with recent research
very low and varied significantly (p<0 05) with the seasons and depth function. The
results. The extension service also has strong ties with the United States Department
concentrations of CH4 showed no dependence to temperature The S0 4 contents
of Agriculture - Natural Resources Conservation Service (USDA-NRCS), Pennsylwere observed maximum in the Typic Sulfaquent followed by Haplic Sulfaquent
vania Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), and county-based Soil Conduring all the seasons. There was no noticeable correlation (r • -0 09) between S0 4
servation Districts (CDs) No-till is increasingly recognized by these agencies as a
and CH, concentrations. Moreover, even CH4 was determined at depths where the
very effective soil conservation practice. These relationships have enabled a multiS0 4 concentration in the soil solution was around 1200 mg S0 4 L'.
tude of collaborative efforts, including: annually held conservation tillage workshops
for farmers in different regions of Pennsylvania; annual no-till workshops to train
agency personnel in successful no-till and cover cropping strategies; no-till publications, and annual no-till field days for Amish farmers in southeastern Pennsylvania
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(organized in collaboration with an Amish planter dealer) In the spring of 2005,
Soil Reclamation and Optimal Land Ilse in the Coastal Area of the Red River
no-till efforts culminated in the formation of the Pennsylvania No-Till Alliance, an
Delta, Northern Vietnam.
organization with a board composed only of leading no-till farmers, with an advisory
T. H. Dinh. S. Haruyama. Institute of Environmental Studies. Graduate School
group consisting of personnel working in supporting organizations The aim of this
of Frontier Sciences. The Univ of Tokyo: V. T. Le. Vietnam Agricultural Science
organization is to enable fellow-farmers be successful no-tillers themselves. So the
Institute.
method of the soil management program in Pennsylvania has been an interactive
exchange among practicioners and service personnel on successful soil management
The coastal land in the Red River Delta can be described as saline soil in the southpractices and create a level of enthusiasm about these practices There is preliminary
eastern coastland and acid sulfate soil in the eastern coastland For a long time
evidence that these efforts start to pay off in increased adoption of no-till and cover
ago, with a social foods demand, the coastal land had been used and upgraded to
crops in Pennsylvania This change has found place mostly without the use of legal
cultivate rice Soil salinity and soil characteristics have affected on rice cultivainstruments or payments to farmers. Ingredients to success in the adoption of more
tion activity, especially in the dry season when salinity intrusion occurs Chemical
sustainable soil management practices include: a strong vision of the potential of
use and cultivation method are improved rapidly in order to attain high producno-tillage and cover crops for sustainable and profitable soil management; a critical
tive yields and soil resource optimality This study aims to clarify the influence of
mass of supportive farmers, university personnel, and private and public employees;
sedimentary characteristic on cultivation activity in the coastal agricultural land
successful farmer role models; expertise; and excellent collaborative relationships.
by considering the alkaline ion concentration changes. The irrigation system and
chemical use in the fields also are considered in the survey. Survey and sampling
work carried out at the coastal rice fields represent for saline soils and acid sulfate
soils Sampling places were located by GPS handle equipment Soil samples were
taken using portable boring equipment and investigated in the laboratory. Sampling
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map, soil map and irrigation system map were made by GIS application There is
Assessing Potential Changes in Soil Salinity from Irrigation Using Electrical
a difference in alkaline ion concentrations between saline soil and acid sulfate soil
Resistivity Technology.
The sedimentary characteristics of the Red River system and the Thai Binh River
M. Sharp. D. Hopkins. D. Steele. R. Gautam. North Dakota Stale Univ.
system have been mentioned as an explanation for high calcium ion concentration
in saline soil and the lack of calcium in acid sulfate soil Irrigation system has
The use of irrigation to alleviate flooding within the Devils Lake Basin has potenplayed an important role in reducing soil salinity and ion concentrations in the cultial implications for the areal distribution of salts. As water is applied in excess of
tivation soil layer The effect of "washing method" on soil improvement has been
edaphic consumption, soluble salts may mobilize and translocate within the soil
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profile or landscape Salts of primary concern include sulfates (S0 4 : ), chlorides
(CI), and bicarbonates (HCO,) Spatial and temporal assessment of changes in
salinity is critical in evaluating the sustainability of irrigation as a potential solution
to the flooding problem Traditional methods of salinity assessment, such as soil
sampling, have proven to be time consuming and labor intensive. The implementation of electrical resistivity technology, such as that of the Veris 3100 Sensor Cart,
offers a fast and convenient means of assessingfield-scalesalinity. The Sensor Cart
functions by inducing an electrical current into the soil and collecting georeferenced conductivity data at one second intervals A Geographic Information System
(GIS) is then used to analyze the data and overlay it with other data layers, which
may include SSURGO data, digital elevation models, and yield maps This study
is being conducted at 10 northeastern North Dakota sites, eight of which have fullsize center pivot irrigation systems; two sites have smaller irrigation systems for
specialty crop production. Comprehensive soil investigations, baseline soil sampling, and water balance instrumentation installation was completed by autumn of
2005. Initial calibration of the 66 samples taken during the VERIS surveys show
a range in soil Electrical Conductivity (EC) from saturation extracts of 0 29 to
18 9 dS/m. The regression of VERIS sensor reading versus actual soil EC is quite
good (r=0.85), for these spatially variable glacial till soils, and suggests that this
technique may be able to discriminate potential changes in soil salinity that may
arise from irrigation
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Conservation Agriculture Approach for Poverty Reduction and Food Security
in Sofala Province, Mozambique.
J. P. C. Taimo. PROMEC: A. Calegari. lapar: M. Schug, Direccao Provincial de
Agricultura de Sofala / CIM.
Normally in Sofala Province, Mozambique, Africa the traditional soil management
practice consist in take the all plant residues of the previous crop are either burned
or removed from thefieldat the end of the dry season before soil preparation for the
following planting season The soil is intensively worked and the labour demand
for soil preparation is very high and usually the family labour is only sufficient
to plant Vi to 1 ha-1 of cereals Generally the staple crops are cultivated as mono
cropping where cereals are followed by cereals (maize after maize, or maize after
sorghum, etc ) Alter planting the crops are weeded at least three times and the plant
base is covered by soil. The manual land preparation is extremely hard and energy
consuming work For the preparation of lha of land a farm worker needs some 30
to 45 days if he works during an average of 8 hours a day, for the lighter soils, in
clay and and humid soils as we find them in Büzi, and Dondo Districts demand an
even higher labour input. Taking into consideration the regional farming system
and land use pattern and the necessity to improve the food security and poverty
situation in rural Sofala it is of prime importance to adapt and make available to the
fanners a System of Sustainable Agriculture. In response to the negative aspects
stressed in the previous point, major efforts to introduce and spread CA practices
(cover crops, mulching, adequate crop rotation, etc ) in Sofala province, have been
done with strong coordination efforts between different projects working in partnership with the Provincial Directorate of Agriculture (Ministry of Agriculture),
namely: PROMEC, PACD1B and APROS (Austrian Government funded projects),
GTZ-PRODER (German Government funded). The results achieved atfieldcondition showed: (1) Crop yield increased up to 30%; (2) Reduction of irrigation by
60%; (3) Reduction of weeding by up to 90%; (4) Reduction of soil preparation
by close to 75%.
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Organic Matter and Soil Aggregation under Crop-Pasture Rotation in Tropical
Environment.
J. C. Sallon. Embrapa Western Agriculture: J. Mielniczuk, C. Bayer. Federal Univ
of Rio Grande do Sul.
The West-Central region is very important for the agricultural production in Brazil In this environment, the No-Tillage (NT), associated to the annual crop and
pastures rotation, is recognized as the soil management system more adapted to
reconcile productivity with sustainability. To study the effects of soil management
systems, on the aggregation and the dynamics of the Soil Organic Matter (SOM),
three long-term experiments, located in state of Mato Grosso do Sul, Brazil, were
evaluated with relation to the concentration and the stocks of Total Organic Carbon
(TOC) and of C in its fractions, as Particulate soil Organic Matter (POM) and associated to the Minerals Of the soil (MOM) It was also determined the aggregation
of the soil through dry and wet sieving method, the Mean Weight Diameter (MWD)
and the Index of Aggregates stability (IAE). The management systems studied was
constituted of annual crops, under NT and Conventional Tillage (CT), continuous
pasture (Brachiaria sp.), crop-pasture rotation with soybean under NT, and Natural
Vegetation (NV) area. The systems with continuous pastures or in rotation with
annual crops, presented the largest stocks of TOC and larger aggregation of the
soil Important effect of the pastures was verified in the formation of macro-aggregates, whose stability was positively related with the concentration of TOC in the
soil The relationships among the accumulation of C in the soil and the protection
provided by the occlusion of POM and the decomposition difficulty of MOM inside
the aggregate also are discussed The medium rates of accumulation of C in the soil
(0 to 20 cm) in comparison to the annual crops system, for crop-pasture systems

rotation were 0.42 Mg ha' year' and continuous pasture of 0 84 Mg ha' year' The
concentration of C in the fractions of the SOM, MWD and stocks of TOC, made
possible calculation quality indicators of soil management systems (C Management
Index, Stratification Ratio and Order Level), which evidenced the importance of the
crop-pasture rotation under NT on this environment
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1.1 C Wakindiki
Soil Use and Management Effects on Aggregate Stability and Hydraulic
Conductivity Within River Njoro Watershed in Kenya.
/. /. C. Wakindiki. Z. G. Mainuri. M. Gichaba. Egerlon Univ.
There has been tremendous changes in land use and management in the River
Njoro Watershed during the last three decades Formally large scale farms have
been converted into smallholder farms and plantation forests have gradually been
lost These changes in land use have brought in different soil use and management
approaches that have triggered soil erosion and other forms of land degradation
Up to 8 6 kg of soil loss per ha from the cultivated soils has been reported in one
storm This massive soil loss was probably due to reduced aggregate stability and
hydraulic conductivity The objective of this study was to trace the changes in land
use and determine their effects on the aggregate stability and hydraulic conductivity. A semi detained soil survey of the watershed was undertaken following a threetier approach comprising image interpretation, field surveys and laboratory analyses. The measured variables in the soil were analysed using a two-way ANOVA
and correlation analysis The major land uses were found to be forest, agriculture,
grassland and wetland. A strong soil-landscape relationship was observed within
the watershed. Soils of slopes were moderately to severely eroded, shallow and less
developed whereas those on summits, pena plains, uplands, plateaus and valleys
were deep and well developed Aggregate stability was in the order of forests >
grassland > agriculture > wetland The mean weight diameter in the various land
uses was 0 68, 0 64, 0 58 and 0.41 respectively. Hydraulic conductivity was in the
order of forests > agriculture > grassland > wetland Hydraulic conductivity significantly correlated negatively with bulk density and clay content. We concluded that
land use changes that reduced the amount of organic matter significantly reduced
aggregate stability Also soil use and management activities that increased the soil's
bulk density significantly lowered hydraulic conductivity and therefore may contribute to soil erosion and other forms of land degradation
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A E H Elnahry
Terrain Analysis as a Base of Soil Productivity in Tushka Basin, Upper F.gypt.
A.E.H. Elnahry. National Authority for Remote Sensing and Space Sciences.
One of the largest and most important projects in Egypt is Tushka Project that lies
in the western side of Nasser lake, Upper Egypt. The project area covers about 1 5
million feddans, of which about 500,000 feddans will be selected for agricultural
uses The selected area will be irrigated from two sources of water (ground and
flooded water) The ground water will be the main water resource for irrigation,
followed by, the Nile water during the high flooding seasons. Several attempts were
carried out to select the suitable areas for agricultural purposes using the conventional methods. Due to the high cost and time consuming of the ground survey in
such an extremely arid land, remote sensing and Geographic Information System
(GIS) have to be used for landuse planning in Tushka area. Multi-sensors remotely
sensing techniques were applied to map the land resources of the project area Landsat thematic mapper collaborated with Spot panchromatic imageries were analyzed
to define the different mapping units of the area. Data merging techniques were performed to identify the physiographic units of the studied area accurately. Eighteen
physiographic units have been recognized i.e. peniplains, footslopes, alkali flats,
mesas and buttes ,ridges, chain of barchans ,hills, hilly land ,alluvial fans, plains
covered with desert pavement, dry valleys, escarpment, decantation basins, plateau,
inclined granitic basement, clusters of basalt and pediment. Physiographic units
were integrated with the other parameters for identifying the soil type Soil productivity classification was applied to evaluate the potentialities of land resources for
agriculture Soil productivity classes range between grade 111 and VI On the other
hand, the collected surface and ground water samples were analyzed and classified
as Cl-SI for the surface water which is suitable for most crops and C3-SI for the
ground water samples which is suitable for salt tolerant crops. Keywords: Physiography, soils ,water, productivity, remote sensing and GIS.
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D Martin
Soil Resource Assessment of Carhwal Himalayan Mountains in India.
D. Martin. S. K. Mahapatra. C. B. Sachdev. T. Lai. K. Kambli. J. P. Sharma.
National Bureau of Soil Survey and Land Use Planning, ICAR.
Garhwal Himalayan mountains occupy 9020 sq km area extending from 29° 25'
to 30° 52' N latitude and 77° 56' to 79° 15' E longitude with relief between 350 to
6904 m MSL The mountainous area is divided into 3 zones based on the intervening river basins and altitude, namely Greater Himalayas (GH), Lesser Himalayas
(LH) and the outer Himalayan tract called Siwaliks The Upper Himalayan tract
comprising the GH and LHs are developed during the Oligocene (25-40 million
yrs), mid Miocene (14 million yrs) and post Pliocene (750 thousand yrs) period
Siwaliks are originated from middle Miocene to the lower Pleistocene period The
soil resource inventory was made by interpreting the Indian remote sensing satel-
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lite data followed by soil survey Data on image analysis and soil survey were
interpreted, classified as per UDSA soil taxonomy and mapped on 1 50 000 scale.
The results showed that the GHs are the upper most in the region between 4500 to
6900 m elevations and remain mostly under snow clad and devoid of settlements
except in broad valleys where alpine pastures are developed The remaining areas
are occupied with very steep slopes and barren. The soils are of granitic fn origin
and recent. They are shallow, excessively drained, dark brown to dark yellowish
brown, sandy loam to loam, rich in organic carbon with moderate to severe stoniness (Lithic Udorthents and Lithic Cryorthents). LHs are the large mountain tract
between the central Himalayan thrust in the North and the main boundary thrust in
South The relief is 1500 -2700 m on hill tops and in valleys it ranges from 500 1200 m. This region comprises of 3 major river basins namely, Yamuna, Bhagirathi
- Alakananda, which is the largest among other basins formed by the convergence
of rivers Bhagirathi, Bilangana, Alakananda, Nayyer and Ganga. Ramganga- kosi
is the 3rd basin in LHs. Soils in different basins vary in their morphological and
physico-chemical properties being developed on different parent materials derived
from different geological formations. Quartz, vermiculite, montmorillonite, kaolinite, mica and slates comprise the dominant mineral composition of these soils Soils
in the Yamuna basin are moderately deep, excessively drained, gravelly sandy loam
to loam with very weak structure and horizon development (Typic Udorthents)
associated with shallow, excessively drained, sandy loam soils with moderate to
severe stoniness (Lithic Udorthents) Soils in the Bhagirathi - Alakananda basin
are moderately deep, well drained, dark brown to dark yellowish brown, gravelly
loam (Typic Udorthents) associated with deep, well drained, dark brown to brown,
loam to clay loam with developed horizons and good nutrient retention capacity ()
and shallow, somewhat excessively drained, dark yellowish brown to brown, gravelly sandy loam to loam soils with primitive stage of profile development (Lithic
Udorthents). Hill summits with moderate slopes are occupied with forests having
deep, well drained, dark brown, sandy loam to loam soils with mollic epipedon
(Typic Hapludolls) associated with deep, well drained, dark brown to brown, fine
loamy soils (Typic Dystrudepts). They are rich in organic carbon with good fertility
status In broad valleys soils are deep, well drained, dark yellowish brown, loam
to clay loam in texture (Typic Dystrudepts) Siwaliks are long and narrow chain of
low hills ranging from NW to SE Himalayan tract with altitudes ranging from 750
-1200 m. Northern slopes are profusely forested and descend gently to fiat floored
structural valleys called dunes and the Southern slopes are steep and mostly barren
This range is divided into Dehradun, Yamuna and Ramganga tracts Soils on hill
tops of Dehradun tract are fertile and occupied with forests. Soils are moderately
deep, well drained, and brown to dark brown, gravelly sandy loam to loam, slightly
acidic to neutral with medium nutrient retention capacity (Typic Udorthents). Soils
in the Yamuna tract are formed on lime stone and dolomite parent materials of
Krol group. These soils are shallow, excessively drained, yellowish brown, sandy
loam, calcareous in reaction with poor nutrient retention capacity (Lithic Udorthents). Soils in Ramganga tract are recent and developed from the fluvial material
They are deep, excessively drained, yellowish brown, sandy loam over loamy sand
developed on alluvium (Typic Udifluvents) In general, it is found that the soils in
Himalayan Mountains are rich in organic carbon with good nutrient retention and
water holding capacity It is also found that they can be put into diverse land use and
show good resilience when put under intensive agricultural land use.
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G. A. Cruzate
Productivity Index in Typic Natrudolls in Center-Southwestern of Buenos
Aires Province, Argentina.
G. A. Cruzate, J. M. Sanchez. G. Carboni. R. C. Diaz, INTA-ClRN-lnstituto de
Suelos.
Until 1998, the mollic epipedon soils, argillic and natric horizon, in the Pampean
region (Graph I) were included in Natraquolls (1BC), Hapludolls (IHF), and Argialbolls (I AB). According to this classification, it was no possible to separate the natric
horizon soils In 1999, Natrudolls (IHA) were incorporated into the Key to Soil
Taxonomy allowing the differentiation of Natrudolls from Natraquolls, with less
land capability value. The objective of this study was to know the land capability of
these type of soils. A total of seven soil profi les of Typic Natrudolls (IH AH, Soil Taxonomy, 2003) covering 800,000 ha in General Lamadrid,Coronel Suarez,Laprida
and Coronel Pringles counties were analyzed. The area is a wide plain with non
consolidated sediments of the quatemary,deposited by wind, and redistributed by
water. The methodology included; I (Topographic Argentine maps (IGM)JNTA
photo mosaic 3760-l9-25-3l,3763-24,and 3960-1 Scale 1:50.000;2)Geomorphological units of the province maps;3)Soil identification criteria; 4) Productivity
index and parametric methods of soil evaluation; 5)Land Capability classification;
6) Keys to soil taxonomy (ST. 2003); and 7) Soil survey laboratory methods manuals (1992). Twenty aerial INTA, photo mosaic information from five 1GM data
were used to compare landscape, permeability, and drainage The variability of the
productivity index was determined using the properties of the mollic epipedon and
natric horizon variability The results indicated that Typic Natrudolls are in low
hills or extended plains, moderately slow permeability (3/4 class), average drainage
(4-3 class). The mollic epipedon has 21-33 cm thickness, organic matter (4-4.50%),
C/N between 11-12 5%, agriculture horizon of 21-35 cm, high organic matter and
nitrogen Natric horizon between 35-43 cm, 25-30% interchangeable sodium (PSI).
26.2 Cation exchange capacity meq/100 g and 7.1-10.3% of C03Ca at 101-105 cm.
The studied profiles had 50% of livestock pastures, and 50% as crop land (wheat,
oat, corn), and IVws class of land capability It was possible to identify the soils
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with higher productivity index, type of land management, and selection of forage
species.
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H. D. Prado
Sugarcane Productivity in Acrustox under Different Water Availability
Conditions.
H. D. Prado. A. C. M. Vasconcelos. M. G. D. A. Landell. Centra de Cana IAC; D.
Perecin. FC A V UNESP; Q. Jong Van Lier. Escola Superior de Agricultura Luiz de
Queiroz. USP: M. A. Xavier. Centro de Cana IAC.
When characterizing sugarcane production environments, one must consider water
availability in addition to the chemical subsurface conditions of soils. According to
Landell et al (2003), these chemical conditions determine productivity values in
sugarcane cuts over time. This work's objective is to compare sugarcane production environments based on different water availabilities under the same soil class.
In the production environment considered by Prado et al. (2005), acric soils conform to environment Dl under low water availability, and to environment E2 under
very low availability. Production environments and productivities were studied at
two locations with the same pedological conditions (Rhodic Acrustox), but different climatic conditions; Goianésia (GO), located at latitude 15°I0'S and longitude
49°15'W, in a savanna tropical climate with a rainy summer and dry winter, and
Ribeiräo Preto(SP), located at latitude 21°13'S and longitude 47°43'W in a tropical climate with a rainy summer and dry winter The water balance was calculated
for 75 mm, according to Thomthwaite & Matter (1955). The annual precipitation is
similar in both locations (1435 mm). However, in the Goianésia region distribution
over the year is more irregular (Figure I), with a longer and more defined deficit
period than in Ribeiräo Preto In addition, a higher evapotranspiration rate is verified in the Goianésia region, resulting in greater soil water loss. The means of 15
variety competition experiments in Goianésia and 30 experiments in Ribeiräo Preto
were compiled; the experiments were carried out by Instituto Agronömico on a
very clayed Rhodic Acrustox with a moderate A horizon (LVwf), a very representative soil class in the Central-Southern region of Brazil. Five varieties were evaluated in both locations studied (IAC87-3396, RB72454, RB855486, SP80-1816, and
SP80-1842) at three sugarcane harvests (cuts). Statistical analysis was performed
by cut, and a linear response model (TSH) was adopted as a function of region,
varieties, and the region x varieties interaction. We also analyzed region contrasts
for each variety, by extracting the means and F values for the contrast between both
regional means. All analyses were performed using SAS. The more remarkable
water deficit in the Goianésia region is responsible for lower sugarcane productivity, when compared with the Ribeiräo Preto (SP) region In the average of the three
cuts evaluated, this reduction reached 16.8% in stalk productivity Although soil
class is the same for both locations, their production environment classifications
are different The greater climatic restriction in Goianésia displaces the production
environment classification, qualified in Ribeiräo Preto as Dl, to E2 in Goianésia.
Among the five varieties tested, RB72454 shows interaction with the production
environment, demonstrating that its productivity was the most affected by the water
deficit condition in Goianésia (GO). There was no interaction in the other varieties
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Figure 1. Representation of rainfall and cumulative water deficit occurrence in the
Goianésia (GO) and Riberrao Preto (SP) regions.

Table 1 . Productivity of sugarcane (TSH) and F values in the analysis of
variance for two regions (Ribeirao Preto and Goianésia), in Oxisols with
acric chemical characteristics
TSH
TSH
Goianésia
Ribeiräo Preto
CUT
VARIETY
F contrast
IAC87-3396
116 6
0 22 ns
109 1
RB72454
94.1
132.3
8.23*
1
RB835486
102 7
105 4
0.07 ns
75.7
100 1
SP80-1816
1 07 ns
114 2
SP80-1842
99.2
1.45 ns
113 7
Mean
96.2
6 11 *
IAC87-3396
945
979
0.01 ns
102 4
RB72454
1028
0 00 ns
962
2
RB835486
92.5
0 05 ns
SP80-1816
88.9
93.7
0 02 ns
103 4
845
0 90 ns
SP80-1842
980
93.3
0 17 ns
Mean
940
IAC87-3396
689
1.31 ns
RB72454
40.5
88.5
501*
3
RB835486
88 5
72.6
1.02 ns
54.9
89 4
SP80-1816
1.30 ns
SP80-1842
680
872
1 20 ns
Mean
89 5
8.43'
61.0
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R Napoli

Irrigation Sustainability and Economic Evaluation in South Italy Based on the
L a n d Use/Soil System: a Gis Approach for W a t e r Managment.

R. Napoli. P. Baz:qffi. lsiiiuto Sperimenlale per lo Studio e la Difesa del Suolo;
A. Fa is. P. Nino, lsiiiuto Nazionale di Economia Agraria: N. Laruccia. Private
Consultant; F. Abbatlista. S. Vanino. Istituto Sperimenlale per lo Studio e la Difesa
del Suolo.
Irrigated agricultural productions represent about 72 % of total agriculture's GDP
(Gross Domestic Product) of Southern Italy Regions The total area covered by
irrigated crops is about 1,600,000 hectares. It represents the 60% of the total water
consumption, and the agricultural areas with water distribution networks are still
increasing. The optimization of water use in agriculture is a key factor in rural
development and agri-environmental management The full utilization of the available water means the possibility of enlarging the irrigated areas and reducing the
environmental impact of water use. The irrigation sustainability evaluation in the
South Italian Land Reclamation Consortia irrigated areas, taking into specific
consideration the interaction between irrigated land use, irrigation soil suitability
and three different irrigation techniques, represents a technical support to water
resources management. The methodological approach, based on the use of GIS
(Geographic Information System) technology to integrate different data typologies
and sources, and on the development of an Irrigation Efficiency index (lEff). This
index, defining the efficiency of irrigation water use per crop/soil/irrigation technique, allows to calculate the extra amount of water used per hectare due to an
inefficient water use, applied on the whole irrigated surface inside the Consortia
waterworks equipped area The additional water wasted in mc in the study area, on
the basis of the irrigation suitability of the land use/soil/irrigation technique system,
was determined on the lEff basis The analysis of the wastewater and infrastructures investment costs, based on land use and soil suitability, showed that fanners
pay a unitary water cost that is generally far away from the real cost; the low irrigation water cost compensates farm irrigation waterworks yearly costs, particularly
significant for the drop systems. The low water cost contributes to an inefficient
agricultural water use; the evaluation of the real/optimal crop water requirement
based on soil suitability and land use (crop and irrigation technique types) allow
the farmer to pay water at lest on the basis of the real volumes of irrigation, or to
reduce the unitary water volumes.
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F A. D Carvalho
The Use of the Lands and Its Adequacy in Distrito Federal, Brazil.
FAD. Carvalho, M. Pinto Coelho Lacerda. Univ de Brasilia.
The accelerated process of Distrito Federal land's occupation and the agricultural
expansion are causing cerrado biodiversity's reduction, natural resources' suppression, especially soils and water Therefore, there's a need to control and monitor the
conditions of these lands in a speedy way, with the possibility of an easier periodical update of the information That is possible through geoprocessing techniques
and Remote Sensing This work is part of a project to diagnose the Distrito Federal
land's sustainability using geotecnologies to evaluate the relationships between the
physical environment, emphasizing soils It's expected that the quantitative and
spatial information obtained can subsidize better regional land use planning The
researched area is named Nücleo Rural do Rio Preto, the main grains' producer of
the region, measuring 376 Km2. The available secondary data on natural resources
and production system characteristics of the region was reviewed To complement
this information field surveys were earned out in order to verity the soil's occupation and agricultural activities and the environment A georreferenced digital database was implemented on the ArcGIS 8 3. Thematic layers such as soils and land
capability, drainage, contours and spot height informations were obtained from the
topographic maps by digitizing. With the drainage, contours and spot height data it
was generated a TIN (Triangular Irregular Network) of the study area. Through this
TIN, it was elaborated a DTM (Digital Terrain Model) According to geomorphology and soils distribution, it was obtained 5 slope classes. An HVR/SPOT 4 image,
false composition 2R3G1B, from September 2003, orbit/point 221/71, 10 meters
spatial resolution was treated in ENVI 3 6 The ISODATA algorithm was used for
the unsupervised classification The thematic map Actual Land Use generated from
the classified image identified the following land cover classes: Arable Areas: fields
with different degrees of crop development; Bare Soils: comprehending areas prepared for cultivation and soil in degradation's process; Forest: correspondent to
vegetation that surrounds water resources and cerradäo (Brazilian savannah woodlands), Cerrado; Other uses: such as water resources, other types of cerrado and
pastures The maps generated were crossed using ArcGIS 8.3 The thematic layers
Actual Land Use x Soils Classes, Actual Land Use x Slope Classes and Actual
Land Use x Lands Capability were overlaid and the quantitative relations were
evaluated The thematic map Land's Use Adequacy resulted of the Actual Land
Use and Lands Capability overlay This layer detected areas that weren't in agreement with the established in the agricultural aptitude of the lands. The study area
was divided in 2 classes: Satisfactory Use: areas that are used correctly, according
to the land capability; Incompatible Use: areas that are used differently than it's
recommended by the land capability About 8% of the area is under environmental
risk. The Actual Land Use map showed that the arable areas occupy 167,76 Km'
(44,6%) of the total region, the bare soils occupy 116,86 Km2 (31.07%), forests correspond to 26,% Km2 (7,17%), Cerrado occupies 15,91 Km2 (4.2%) and Other uses
are 13% These results were confronted with the terrestrial reality, showing a good
degree of reliability The cross tabulation Actual Land Use x Soils Classes showed
that 73,7% of the area are in Oxic Rhodustox dystrofic, and 34,5% of this total is
in arable areas, 24% in bare soil areas About 5.7% of the arable area is placed in
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Typica Haplustept, what brings concern, due to this soil type is susceptible to erosion process The cross tabulation Actual Land Use x Land Capability showed that
85,7% of the lands are in the class of aptitude II of Land Capability Classification,
and 40% of this total are in arable areas and 30% in bare soils. The cross tabulation
Actual Land Use x Slope Classes showed that 29% of the arable area and 20,4% of
the bare soils are in plain relief It was observed that the water resources are pressed
with the progress of the agricultural activities, like pastures and horticulture. The
IIVR/SPOT 4 image with the bands 1, 2, 3 was very efficient in the creation of
land's occupation map The map of Land's Use Adequacy has great importance at
the evaluation of areas with degradation's risk and its stratification allows to localize the areas in critical conditions
149-29
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D Hopkins
Devils Lake Basin Water Utilization Test Project.
D. Hopkins. D. Steele, M. Sharp, R. Gautam. North Dakota State Univ.
Above-average rainfall since 1993 has led to rising water levels in Devils Lake and
other surface waters in the surrounding basin of northeastern North Dakota The
lake is presently at the highest level since European settlement. The basin (9,870
km3) is essentially considered a closed system, though records indicate it has naturally overflowed to into the Red River of the North Flood damage from the 7.8
m increase in the elevation of Devils Lake has been extensive since 1993 and has
locally devastated agriculture, homes, businesses, roads, etc. Currently, $550 million have been expended in mitigation efforts. The severe and prolonged impact of
the wet climatic cycle on the local economy prompted the State of North Dakota to
construct an outlet to the Red River of the North watershed; pumping began in late
summer 2005 A parallel solution under consideration is the development of new
irrigation areas to utilize some of the excess surface water in the basin. Currently
the irrigation project is in a test phase to determine its effectiveness and sustainability. The effectiveness of potential irrigation development will be assessed by
the additional EvapoTranspiration (ET) achievable under irrigation compared with
nonirrigated agriculture in the basin. Remote sensing methods for ET are expected
to be the only viable way to achieve basin-wide estimates of the water utilization—
or flood mitigation effectiveness—that may be possible if irrigation development
continues as a consequence of the test phase results The sustainability of potential
irrigation development will be assessed by soil and water compatibility investigations, which are critical because many of the soils in the basin are considered only
conditionally irrigable because of drainage limitations and soil chemical properties.
Because of these reasons soil water budgets and soil/water compatibility studies
must utilize the most accurate research tools and techniques. The primary objectives of the research are to; I) Determine how much additional surface water in the
Devils Lake basin can be utilized via sprinkler irrigation of agricultural crops compared with non-irrigated crops. 2) Evaluate effects of irrigation on soil physical and
chemical properties at sites selected to represent dominant soil map units within
the basin and thereby refine soil-water compatibility guidelines 3) Extrapolate test
project results to estimate the total volume of water that could be prevented from
entering Devils Lake through proposed development of irrigation in the basin under
the constraints of the project's soil-water compatibility findings. Ten test sites have
been selected with eight having full-size center pivot irrigation systems that were
installed last summer, two sites have smaller irrigation systems for specialty crop
production. Comprehensive soil investigations, baseline soil sampling, and water
balance instrumentation installation was completed by autumn of 2005 Irrigation
is planned for the 2006 through 2008 field seasons. All test site locations, instrument clusters, and soil profile investigation sites have been georeferenced and will
be coupled with G1S analyses of digital soil survey data (SSURGO) A baseline
soil salinity survey was conducted at each site with a VERIS system in late spring
2005 to provide a spatial estimate of salinity zones in each field; this process will
be repeated yearly at the end of the irrigation season. To assess changes in actual
soil salinity several transects (8 points each) have been established along gradients
in apparent salinity as measured with the VERIS device and will be used as permanent temporal sampling locations. These transects can be sampled yearly or at the
end of the last irrigation season to pinpoint critical zones and changes and trends
in the landscape.
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F.Thomas
No-Till Requires Better Soil.
F Thomas, Farming Communication,
If it is true that no-till helps to recover better soil with more earth worms, organic
matter and porosity, no-till also requires better soil to be implemented safely under
Western European conditions That is the statement we have made so far with many
other farmers involved in conservation agriculture This means that no-till must
be preceded, in many cases, by a period where the main objective of the farmers
will be, with the help of conservation tillage, cover-crops, liming, organic matter
spreading as well as rotation adjustment, to improve soil structure, soil life and
soil fertility in order to be able to succeed in direct drilling. We are farming in very
low fertility soil made principally of a sand layer settled on a waterproof clay pan.
On one hand, this kind of soil is very wet in winter with a lot of water logging
problems so many of the farmers plow and leave furrow every 12 m to evacuate
the excess water On the other hand, this soil is also too dry at the end of spring and
summer Consequently yields are low (4 to 6 t of wheat /ha) and the organic matter
level very poor (less than 1 %). We first thought we just had to suppress tillage to
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help to improve those soils but failures rapidly showed us we had to reconsider our
soils and really implement a global soil improvement strategy to get away from
compaction, bad yields, poor cover crops and even weeds problems. In this respect,
we came back to some kinds of no inversion tillage in order to break compacted
layers and to maintain enough porosity to keep good soil physical performances.
We also start to bring and spread compost (10 t/ha/year) from a local city in order
to gain rapidly a better level of organic matter, bring nutrients and especially many
missing trace elements and feed the soil life. We finally, among many other minor
changes, developed with the help ofA. Calegari (IAPAR Brazil) a better cover crop
approach with mix and now legumes sown earlier (just after harvesting). The objective here is to produce the maximum of biomass to hold the structure and feed the
soil but also to dry it before the winter to reduce the hydromorphic period as well
as to develop through nutrients cycling higher soil auto fertility. Today we currently
achieve 6 to 7 t/DM/ha in 3 summer months and 10t/DM/ha seems to be feasible
in the near future with new species and mixes as well as greater soil fertility. This
global strategy took some time to show its first positive results but after 5 years we
were able to return the better fields to no-till and progressively few others over the
last 3 years. Surprisingly the yields have really improved and are better than in conventional tillage especially for summer crops. Better yields means also better soil
structural effects of the crop and greater return of residues to support the improvement of the soils. We are even starting to see roots and earth worms colonizing the
waterproof clay pan, making us think that we are on the way to turn what has been
a restriction in our soils for many farming generations in an advantage through its
water storing capacity in the future. This is, of course, only one example in a very
limited soil area but it illustrates with a big magnitude, some of the problematic
that arc facing many farmers switching for Conservation Agriculture in France: the
need to adopt a global soil strategy first in order to succeed in no-till
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Land Use Plannning for Andhra Pradesh (India).
A. P. Raju, Acharya N.G. Ranga Agricultural Univ; P. M. Kondaiah, Dept of
Agriculture.
Systematic studies were carried out for better land use planning in Andhra Pradesh
(India). As a part of these studies, soil maps are prepared for an area of 26 million
hectares in 1 ;250,000 scale. The genesis and morphology of these soils were studied and they were classified. Utilizing these maps and the information generated
from 22 automatic weather stations, land use planning was made for crop production on both arable and non-arable areas in all the 22 agricultural districts of Andhra
Pradesh. Impact studies were also initiated. Awareness camps were organized for
farmers and extension staff for effective use of soil map Government of Andhra
Pradesh is planning to prepare soil maps 1:25,000 scale for selected areas based
on original maps for more clarity for different areas with low rainfall (less than
500 mm/year). Information on soil physical constraints affecting crop growth was
generated for the soils of Andhra Pradesh state The physical constraints included
crusting and hardening, shallow soils, soil erosion and runoff, subsoil hard pan,
impeded drainage and high permeability. These constraints being highly location
specific, suitable management practices were developed to make those soils productive Location specific technologies developed in this regard are incorporation
of paddy husk/powdered groundnut shells/composted coir pith/paddy and sorghum
straws and green leaf manure for soils with crusting and hardening; formation of
edges for shallow soils; kantoor cultivation, vegetative barriers and check dams for
arresting soil erosion and runoff; crowbarring/chiselling up to a depth of 30 to 45
cm for soils with subsoil hard pan; sub-surface drainage for increasing the productivity of water logged soils and addition of tank silt/clay to reduce the permeability
Suitable crops and cropping systems were identified to suit these soils. The areas
deficient in secondary and micronutrients were delineated in all the 22 districts of
Andhra Pradesh. Sulphur and zinc were found to be highly deficient in majority of
the soils of Andhra Pradesh. Soil fertility maps were prepared for all the new trends.
Corrective measures were developed for increasing the crop productivity in nutrient deficient soils both by soil application and through foliar spray Information was
also generated on the extent of saline, saline - alkaline and acidic soils of Andhra
Pradesh and location and situation specific reclamation measures were standardized. Long term measures were recommended for arresting further soil degradation
Research on bio energy plantations were carried out for better utilization of marginal and degraded lands Crop specific eco-friendly technologies were generated
viz., integrated pest management, integrated nutrient management, bio fertilizers,
bio pesticides and measures to reduce global warming Suitable measures were
worked out for minimizing the effects of natural calamities like cyclones, floods
and severe droughts. Attempts were also made to minimize the effects of Tsunami
on crop plants.
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Experiences of the Introduced Hungarian National Agri-Environmental
Program.

V. Grónas. Szent Istvan Univ. Dept of Landscape Ecology: M. Belényesi. J.
Magyari. Szent Istvan Univ. Dept ofGeoinformatics: C. Centeri. Szent Istvan Univ.
Dept of Nature Conservation.
Soil is a non-renewable natural resource Accurate soil and land management methods are essential to make agricultural policy effective at all scales. Negotiation in

the fields of'agriculture, environment and nature protection in connection with the
National Agri-Environmental Program (NAEP) in Hungary started in August 1996.
The Government approved the National Agri-Environmental Program and provided
for its introduction to take effect on the 1st of'January, 2000- The first main type is
the so-called horizontal, or country target projects, which cover the total country
area of agricultural land use. By supporting environment-friendly production and
management methods in various land use systems, the objective of these projects
is to promote the establishment of a new development model of Hungarian agricultural management, which is sustainable and competitive in the long term To this
end, the projects, by various support programs, promote the spread of environmental approach in the management planning, integrated crop production, horticulture
and ecological management and also the appropriate utilization of grasslands and
wet habitats and the introduction of environment-friendly livestock production. We
show an example how we use soil information and soil maps for planning an NAEP
site in Hungary. It is important in the NAEP to make a list of the participants in
order of the susceptibility of their areas to erosion. The more susceptible areas get
the more funds, the less susceptible areas will receive less funds. We prepared an
erosion map on our target area that we wish to present. It is an example where soil
science and soil erosion assessment, agricultural production and nature protection
work together for a better future.

Public interest in soil quality increased rapidly throughout the world, and the maintenance of soil quality has been proposed as critical to agricultural and environmental sustainability. Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) is the most often reported attribute
and is chosen as the most important indicator of soil quality and agronomic sustainability. In this review, we summarized internationally how cultivation, crop rotation, residue and tillage management, fertilization and monoculture affected soil
quality, and thus agricultural sustainability with an emphasis on Chinese Mollisols.
Results confirm that soil organic matter is not only a source of carbon but also a
sink for carbon sequestration. Cultivation can reduce soil SOC content and lead
to soil deterioration Proper adoption of crop rotation can increase or maintain the
quantity and quality of soil organic matter, and improve soil chemical and physical
fertility Tillage practices have a major effect on soil properties, distribution of C
and N, and the rates of organic matter decomposition and N mineralization. Adequate application of fertilizers combined with farmyard manure could increase soil
nutrients, and SOC content Manure or crop residue alone could not maintain SOC
levels Crop types influence SOC, and soil function in their continuous monoculture systems. SOC can only be preserved by rotation with reduced tillage frequency
and additions of chemical fertilizers and manure Knowledge and assessment of
changes (positive or negative) in its status with time is still needed to evaluate the
impact of different management practices. Keywords: Soil organic carbon; crop
rotation; soil tillage; fertilization; monoculture; agricultural sustainability.
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The European Perspective on Soil Quality.
G. Tóth. L. Montanarella, N. Filippt, V. Stolbovoy. F. Carre. European Commission
Joint Research Centre Institute for Environment and Sustainability.
Soil is one of the most important natural compartments supporting the maintenance
Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor (Convention Center)
of life. Soil delivers services through its functions; (1) food and other biomass production, (2) storing, filtering and transformation of materials, (3) habitat and gene
pool of living organisms, (4) physical and cultural environment for humankind
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and, (5) source of raw materials. The ability of soil to perform any of these funcDecoupling Indicators of Soil Erosion for Agro-Ecosystem Assessment.
tions (on given levels) depends on its physical, biological and chemical attributes
X. He. Institute of Mountain Hazards and Environment; J. Tian. Institute ofSoil and
(„internal" attributes), while the realization of the performance is conditioned by
Water Conservation, CAS; W. die. Institute of Mountain Hazards and Environment. natural (e.g. slope steepness) and/or anthropogenic (eg drainage) factors ('exterCAS.
nal' factors). (All factors are time dependant) Humans, amongst the most influential players, indirectly alter the performance characteristics of soils, thus limit or
Accelerated soil erosion is generally thought to couple with population growth,
enhance its capacity to function. The soil thematic strategy in the European Union
land exploitation and environmental degradation, thus soil erosion has been consid(COM(2002)179) declares that for sustainable development, soils (soil functions)
ered as a major pressure of sustainable development of agro-ecosystem. Nevertheneed to be protected from degradation Main threats to soils are identified as decline
less, implementation of wise policy and application of sound new techniques comin organic matter, soil erosion, compaction, salinisation, floods, landslides, conbined with traditional knowledge, may lead to less soil erosion or limited erosion
tamination and sealing The status of these parameters and the risk of'their negaunder the tolerable value while intensive land use or exploitation is adopted for the
tive effect is in the central concept of the applied Soil Quality (SQ) approach (the
population and economic growth. Such process of breaking the link between "envithematic strategy) in Europe. Assessment of soil quality by this way allows for recronmental bads" and "economic goods" was termed as "decoupling". The presognizing that the relative importance of soil functions are both spatially and tempoent paper, based on DPSIR strategy framework of indicator selection, developed
rally variable In order to provide a framework to soil quality definitions, soil funcnew indicators to assess such decoupling process of soil erosion from sustainable
tions and major influencing factors have been reviewed. The term "Soil Functional
development of agro-ecosystem. A primary application of decoupling indicators
Diversity" (SFD) is proposed to describe the number of different functions a soil
was carried out on the Loess Plateau of China to figure out the relation of human
can perform, recognizing the fact, that all functions are not equal. (Weighting of the
activi-ties to soil erosion. Intensive soil erosion on the Loess Plateau in the 1930s
importance of distinguished soil functions in special cases may be a valid option,
and 1960s coincide with the Wars and the "Culture Revolution" respectively A
taken local preferences or potentials into account) Matching major threats and soil
decoupling process of soil erosion from agro-ecosystem sustainable devel-opment
(and land) characteristics with regards to soil functions is the tool to evaluate Soil
has appeared since the 1980s because of'adoption of watershed-based comprehenFunctional Diversity and its stability Consequently rather than a single universal
sive soil-water conservation.
expression of soil quality that characterizes the 'goodness' of soil, the conceptual
approach in Europe allows for the implication of different quality perceptions for
a wide range of applications (including economic analyses on a common bases
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of" measurable parameters). Thus can support the synergies between local soil use
Soil Survey of the United States: National Cooperative Soil Survey—
options and regulative (CAP, international conventions etc.) conditions.
Committees and Partnerships.
M. Levin. NRCS-USDA.
Soil is a vital natural resource that must be understood, managed, and conserved
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to sustain the economy and health of the Nation. The Natural Resources ConserFolad-Mobarekeh Industrial Effluent Water Quality and Effect on Ground
vation Service (NRCS) helps land users and communities understand how natuWater Resources.
ral resources relate to each other and to people—and how human activities affect
H. R. Rahmani. Esfahan Agricultural and Natural Resources Research Center.
those resources. NRCS is responsible for leading the Federal part of the National
Cooperative Soil Survey (NCSS), a partnership of Federal land management agenEsfahan Province is located in an arid region It is facing with water shortage and
cies. State agricultural experiment stations and State and local units of government
deteriorating water quality Excessive utilization of water in industrial sector and
NCSS promotes the use of soil information and develops procedures for making
return of industrial Effluent Water (EW) are among potential threats to environsoil surveys and describing soils thoughout the US. Through NRCS and the NCSS
ment. The effect of application of industrial EW (Folad-Mobarkeh) on agricultural
partnerships and committees, there is a standard system for mapping and assessland and ground water resources were studied The EW chemical properties, and
selected wells water in the vicinity, were seasonally sampled (year, 2003) during
ing soil resources; so that soil information from different locations can be shared
throughout the country and the world.
24 hours, in 6 hours period. The samples were analysed for SAR, N-N03, TDS,
TSS, COD, BOD, EC, pH, total hardness, cations, anions, RSC, and heavy metals
concentration of Mn, Cd, Pb. Cu, Zn, Fe, Co, Cr, and Ni. The results showed that
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So42-, CI-, COD, BOD, and N03-N concentration of EW are the limiting factor for
discharge into surface and absorption well In well water EC, SAR, TDS, N-N03,
Managing Soil Quality for Agricultural Sustainability: A Review with
CI-, S042- and HC03- and heavy metals concentration of Cd, Co, Cr, Mn, and Cu
Emphasis on Chinese Mollisols.
were higher than maximum permissible level for agricultural land irrigation For
X. Liu. Northeast Institute of Geography and Agroecology, Chinese Academy of
utilization of EW lor irrigation of agricultural land. EC, TSS. TDS, N-N03, BOD,
Sciences: S. J. Herbert. A. M. Hashemi. Dept of Plant. Soil, and Insect Sciences.
COD, CI-, S042- and HC03- and heavy metal concentrations of Cd, Co, Cr, Mn,
Univ of Massachusetts: X. Zhang. Northeast Institute of Geography and
Cu and Zn were the limiting factors and were higher than maximum permissible
Agroecology, Chinese Academy of Sciences.
level. The excessive EW heavy metals concentration of Cd, Zn, Mn, and Cu have
3.1 B Translating Soil Science into Agricultural &
Environmental Policy—Poster
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increased the corresponding concentration of heavy metals in well water. In summary Folad-Mobarekeh EW is not adequately, treated and concentrations of many
chemicals are higher than maximum permissible level for irrigation of agricultural
land of discharge into absorption well. Keywords: Heavy metals, pollution, permissible level, Folad-Mobarekeh.
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Long-Term Effects of Conservation Tillage on Soil Quality under Rainfed
Semi-Arid Conditions (Southwestern Spain).
F Moreno. J. M. Murillo. E. Madejon. I. F. Giron. IRNAS (CSIC); F. Pelegrm.
EVITA (Univ of Seville).
The efficiency of conservation tillage for reducing soil erosion and improving
water storage is universally recognized. This is particularly important in arid and
semi-arid zones, where water is the limiting factor for crop development under
rainfed conditions In these areas, management of crop residues is also of prime
importance for obtaining sustainable crop production. The present study shows the
main advantages derived from the long term application of conservation tillage on
soil quality and crop performance. The experiment was established in 1991 on a
sandy clay loam soil (Xerofluvent) in the province of Seville (southwestern Spain),
using a wheat-sunflower crop rotation Two tillage treatments were applied: Traditional Tillage (TT) used in the area for rainfed agriculture (burning the straw of
the preceding crop, and mouldboard ploughing, 25-30 cm depth), and a Conservation Tillage (CT), characterized by leaving the straw of the preceding crop on the
surface as mulch, chiseling (25-30 cm depth) after wheat, and disc harrowing (5-7
cm depth) after sunflower The results show that differences in bulk density (Db)
between TT and CT were observed during drought periods In contrast, Db was
very similar in both treatments during the years with much higher precipitation
than the average The presence of residues of the preceding crop in the soil surface
in the CT treatment seems to be highly effective in enhancing water infiltration and
water conservation under dry weather conditions. The hydraulic conductivity was
sometimes significantly higher in CT than in TT, that could be also related with the
existence of preferential paths created by an increase of the earthworm population
in the CT treatment During the dry years soil water recharge was better in the CT
treatment than in the TT treatment Thus, crop development and yield was better in
the conservation tillage than in the traditional tillage. It can be argued that semi-arid
conditions may suppose a limiting factor for the accumulation of Organic Carbon
(OC) in the top soil layers. However, soils with low inherent levels of organic
matter could be the most functionally improved with conservation tillage, despite
modest or no change in total standing stock of soil organic carbon within the rooting zone In this study we show that despite a slight increase of Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) and the Stratification Ratio (SR) of SOC under CT, with respect to TT,
noticeable and significant increases of the SR of soluble OC, C of the microbial
biomass and some enzymatic activities were recorded in CT, with respect to TT.
These increases reveal that the stratification of SOC under CT have consequences
on soil functions beyond that of potentially sequestering more C in soil CT also
improved soil quality by softening the loss of CaC03, with respect to TT
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Productivity and Soil Quality as Affected by Fencing in Mixed Mub-catchment
in North-east Tract of Punjab, India.
M. S. Hadda. K. B. Thapa. Dept of Soils.
The increase in human and cattle population, decrease in size of land holdings have
resulted in indiscriminate cutting of trees, removal of bushes, grazing, browsing
and trampling activities in the north—east tract of Punjab, India. Such interventions
affect soil physical and chemical properties and productivity Thus, site-specific
investigations are needed to identify a few key variables or combination of variables for designing strategies for suitable soil management. Keeping these points in
view, present study was carried out with the objectives i) to assess soil productivity
in relation with soil physical and chemical parameters ii) to group measured soil
data into few principal components to explain variability The study was conducted
in mixed sub-catchment at Zonal Research Station for Kandi Area (ZRSKA), Ballowal-Saunkhari in district NawanShahr of Punjab, India. The main treatments (2)
imposed were fenced and no fenced. These were replicated thrice in factorial randomized block design. Since the soil depth can be influenced by genetic factors
and severity of past soil erosion, the sites were selected within the same parent and
landscape unit. The bulk and core soil samples were collected from 0-5,5-10, 10-15
and 15-30 cm depths from each replication . The soil samples were analyzed for
their soil chemical and physical attributes. The parameters related with productivity were: penetration resistance, geometric mean weight diameter and organic C
content Under fenced treatment,76% of the total variance was explained by first
two principal components (PCs) The PCI explained 46 % of the total variance in
which 10 chemical parameters had significant loadings The organic carbon, cation exchange capacity (CEC), available potassium, total nitrogen, available phosphorus, citric acid soluble phosphorus and exchangeable calcium were positively
weighted. The pH, exchangeable magnesium and citric acid soluble potassium
were negatively weighted. The rotated scores of PCI, deceased in order: organic
carbon (43) = CEC (43) = available potassium (43 > total nitrogen (42) > available
phosphorus!30)>citric acid soluble phosphorus(19)> exchangeable calcium (2)
The organic carbon, cation exchange capacity (CEC), available potassium, total
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nitrogen, available phosphorus, citric acid soluble phosphorus and exchangeable
calcium were positively weighted. The pH, exchangeable magnesium and citric
acid soluble potassium were negatively weighted. Under the same treatment, the
80 % of the total variance was explained by first three PCs for soil physical properties The principal component one (PCI), principal component two (PC2) and
principal component three (PC3) explained 54, 14, and 12 % of the total variance,
respectively. The other positively weighted soil parameters were penetration resistance, sand and bulk density whereas saturated hydraulic conductivity, clay, gravel,
water holding capacity, available water, silt, total porosity, mean weight diameter
of soil aggregates were negatively weighted. Under no fenced treatment, 73 % of
the variance was explained by first three principal components (PCs) for chemical
parameters. The PCI explained 43 % of the total variance in which 10 chemical
parameters had significant loadings. The organic, CEC, available potassium, total
nitrogen, citric acid soluble phosphorus and exchangeable magnesium were positively weighted. The other soil parameters observed to be negatively weighted were
available phosphorus; exchangeable calcium, pH and citric acid soluble potassium.
The rotated scores of PCI decreased in order: available potassium (41) > organic
carbon (38) > CEC (35) > total nitrogen (33) > citric acid soluble phosphorus (26)
> exchangeable magnesium (7). Similarly under the same treatment, the soil physical parameters, explained 77 % of the total variance by first three PCs The PCI
explained 41 % of the total variance, where 12 physical parameters had significant
loadings. The penetration resistance, sand, bulk density and silt were positively
weighted whereas gravel, water holding capacity, saturated hydraulic conductivity, clay, plant available water, total porosity, geometric mean weight diameter and
mean weight diameter of soil aggregates were negatively weighted. The rotated
scores of PC 1 decreased in the order: penetration resistance (42) > bulk density (26)
> sand (14) > silt (1).
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Mathematical Decision Theory Applied to Soil Quality.
J. Grau. J. M. Anton. A.M. Tarquis. A. Saa. M. C. Diaz. Dpto. Edafologia. E.T.S.
Ing. Agrónomos. Polytechnic Univ of Madrid.
In Soil Science standard analysis profiles are obtained, and specialists are interested in evaluating the Soil Quality in view of evident goals, mainly, for this paper,
mixtures of agricultural production on it and of forestry and environment. It is
difficult and interesting to systematise Soil Quality from profiles The authors have
studied that problem with methods of Mathematical Decision Theory (MDT). MDT
presents ways for considering problems of combined fitness or quality for various
goals or criteria from profiles or sets of basic known variables, often for decisions
on management, finance, machine design, rural development, environment, and
projects, that concern future welfare, happiness, or success Some general considerations are exposed about methods for such application of MDT to that problem,
and a case study follows concerning a soil database from Comunidad de Madrid,
Spain, consisting in 125 soil profiles that include: colour, texture, pH, permeability, macro- and micro-porosity, slope, field capacity, electric conductivity, CO,Ca
content, organic matter; moreover altitude, annual rain, and temperature regime A
discrete multi-criteria method was applied, in which for each such basic variable an
index value was obtained for each soil, directly or indirectly, and a trade-off weight
system was elicited to balance all the studied soil characteristics with the aim to
establish a comparison among them respectively to quality. The variability in the
results in relation to the evaluation systems and disscussed, including the whole
case study and these problems with MDT. An appendix could be state of natures
depending on distance from Madrid urban centre, on irrigation systems availability
and on state-of-art of Agriculture
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Soil Functional Capability Classification Map of the World.
S. Ahamed, D. Balk R. Flor. M. Levy. C. Palm. P. Sanchez. A. Storeygard. Columbia
Univ; S. Wood. IFPRl.
The soil fertility capability classification system (FCC), first introduced by Stanley
Buol and coworkers in 1975 is a technical system to interpret soil taxonomy and
additional soil attributes in ways directly relevant to plant growth. The most recent
update (version FCC4, Sanchez et afGeoderma 2003)identifies four topsoil and
four subsoil texture types as well as 17 condition modifiers defined to quantitatively delimit the soil's capacity to provide ecosystem functions and services Since
the system is now interpreted beyond soil fertlity, we now call it Soil Functional
Capacity Classification, while retaining the original acronym FCC. Drawing on
earlier efforts, a computer program was written to create raster files depicting the
global distribution of soils assigned the condition modifiers and soil types outlined
in FCC4. The FAO Digital Soil Map of the World and the USDA Soil Moisture
Regimes (SMR) and Soil Temperature Regimes (STR) were used as input data,
and the resulting maps are at 08333 degree resolution In the maps depicting soil
moisture stress and low soil temperatures points on the globe were assigned a value
of 0 or 100 based on the categories used in the SMR and STR datasets. The other
maps are based on data from the Soil Map of the World and show the percentage
of each FAO mapping unit that has one or more FCC attributes. These percentages were determined by the constituent soil units based on the 1974 legend of the
Soil Map of the World, as well as by the slope classes, texture types, and phase
of each mapping unit. The soil attribute dataset "Soil Parameter Estimates for the

Posters
Soil Types of the World tor Use in Global and Regional Modeling" (ISR1C/IFPRI
2003), also referred to as W1SE-2, was used to make a preliminary determination of which soil units met the physical/chemical definition for the modifiers for
which attribute data was available The results were then supplemented byseveral
iterations of expert opinion If there was no attribute data available for a particular
modifier, the soil units were solely determined using expert judgment Using such
taxotransfer functions we were also able to identify soil units assigned more than
one modifier and to map these combinations as percentages of each mapping unit
We present maps of eight FCC classes and 16 modifiers as well as maps displaying
areas with particularly adverse combinations of two or more modifiers Mapping
the extent of these soil functional attributes on a global scale using the best available data offers soil scientists and policymakers an important tool in understanding
and managing soil resources
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Background Levels of Potentially Toxic Klements in NW Argentinian Soils.
N. Roca. M. Pazos. Facullad de Agronomia. UNCPBA: J- Bech. Unh< de
Barcelona.
The concentration of an element in soil is the end result of its input and output The
input includes parent material, atmospheric deposition, fertilizers, agrochemicals,
organic wastes and inorganic pollutants The output includes removal in harvested
crops, leaching and volatilisation Thus the natural variation of potentially toxic
elements (PTE) concentration is a preliminary step in assessing PTE contamination
in soils. Data are scarce on qualitative and quantitative trace elements content of
Argentinian soils The soils of Catamarca province (NW of Argentina) are thought
to be generally non-contaminated. Nevertheless, an intensive urbanization of agricultural soils around Catamarca provincial capital has led to a situation where
agricultural soils are entrapped within suburban areas. Therefore the influence of
urban and industrialised environments on the accumulation of metals in agricultural
soils has been investigated. In general, a distinction can be made between empirical
and statistical methods. The empirical background is mainly determined as a fixed
value (mean or median). This determination requires expert knowledge about the
geochemical behaviour of the investigated elements under the prevailing environmental conditions No information is needed about the distribution function Due
to its lack of objectivity, the statistical approach was preferred With respect to
the statistical approach, same as most statistical tests it is helpful in eliminating
outliers and thus reducing the original data set to a "clean" data set. From this
reduced data set, which is being addressed as anthropogenically undisturbed, the
essential descriptive statistical parameters can be calculated. A representative set
of thirty soil profiles of Catamarca were sampled. The samples were acid digested
using aqua regia extraction technique. Cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, nickel
and zinc were determined with inductively coupled argon plasma emission spectrometry. PTE content was calculated with the 4rj-outlier test. Iterative 2o-outlier
test and calculated distribution function described by Mataschullat et al. (2000)
(table 1) The normal range of a sample is defined by upper values assessed by
the mean +2<J, which means that 97% of the samples lie below this value Only
this type of data includes sufficient information about the natural scatter of the
background The upper limits obtained applying Iterative 2u-technique and the
calculated distribution function differ from those obtained from the original data
set and the application of the 4o-outlier test Iterative 2<j-technique is more robust
reducing background upper limit compared with the original data set, 4<j-outlier
test and calculated distribution Measured data above background are geochemical anomalies. Based in previous knowledge about the natural scatter of investigated elements it was verified that no anthropogenic contamination occurred
The obtained values are realistic and plausible with all applied statistics All three
methods seem appropriate for a fast and reliable evaluation of likely upper limits
of background values.

paddy field until 1950s. But at the same time with Korean industrial development,
chemical fertilizers have been major factor for rice production so far The objective
of this research was to identify transition of Korean paddy soil quality Soil properties including chemical and physical characteristics, which were obtained from
nationwide scale, were used to estimate soil quality index and to evaluate temporal
variation of paddy soil quality Results showed that paddy soil quality index have
increased after that soil quality index hit the bottom in 1990's. Soil organic matter
(SOM) showed similar pattern with paddy soil quality (Figure I), because of SOM
have been considered as a major paddy soil quality factor In conclusion, we found
that Korean paddy soil quality have improved since 1990's influenced by application of environment-friendly agriculture
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The Water Quality Status of River and Groundwater in Fluvio-marine Deposit
Area in Southeastern Korea.
J. Ko. J. S. Lee. C. S. Kim. K. Y Jung. Y. D. Choi. E. S. Yun. C. S. Kim. S. T. Park.
National Institute of Crop Science. Yeongnam Agricultural Research Institute.
This study was conducted to evaluate the water quality distribution at fluvio-marine
deposit area The studied watershed, West-nackdong River, was located at Korea's
southeastern part, which has complex pollution sources such as the city, intensive
greenhouse agriculture, and rice paddy field areas and sea. For distinction of distribution status of river water and groundwater, the water components based on
their nutrient material and marine were investigated and mapped by using G1S and
satellite imaging. The T-N concentrations of river water were affected by urbanization in the northern part of watershed, all streams connected to the very urbanized
Kimhae City, which exceeded 16 mg/up This was too high for agricultural use
Other nutrient components were similar with T-N The marine components such as
CI, Na, and S04 of river water were high at the southern part near the sea and the
groundwater had a similar trend When the watershed area was divided to some sectors, each sector's dominant pollution source and affected water quality status were
different Thus, suitable countermeasures for each sector were needed to improve
water quality for agricultural purposes in complex pollution sources existing like in
afluvio-marinedeposit area

Table Upper limit of studied Catamarca soil PTE background
., , ,
Potentially Toxic Elements(mgkg-'.'mgkg-1)
Me,hodS
-Cd
Cr
Cu
Ni
Pb
Zn
Original data set
212.4
43.8
35.8
28.4
16.5
106.4
Iterative 2c-technique
173.6
38.8
33.9 26.2
15.0
96.3
4<j-outlier test
212.4
43.8
35.8
28.4
106.4
165
Calculated distribution
2082
46.8
36.5
30,1
17.5
115,6
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Transition of Korean Soil Quality.
W. K. Jung. Y. H. Kim. M. S. Kim, H. K. Kwak. National Institute of Agricultural
Science and Technology.
Korean paddy fields have been managed as a high-yield oriented management system for the past century. We have tried to increase rice productivity with breeding
and management technologies for many years Because of these efforts, rice yield
have doubled in recent years compared to before the Korean War. During the past
half century, we have focused on improving nutrient efficiency on paddy fields
for rice production According to the ancient records, rice cultivation has started
about 5000 years ago in the Korean peninsula Rice has been the major cereal for
most Korean people. We only have grown Japonica type of rice because Korean
people preferred a sticky type of rice Few chemical fertilizers have applied into
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on mineral fertilizer use efficiency under the predominantly maize-based systems
of Zimbabwe, using farmer participatory research approaches The study was conducted over three seasons (2002-05) on 120 field sites under high, medium and
low rainfall regions, all of which are dominated by granitic sandy soils (Arenosols/
Lixisols) commonly known for their low agricultural potential (< 100 g clay kg*';
< 10 g C kg1). The soils typify most of those in the smallholder farming systems
of Zimbabwe. Three distinct forms of fertility gradients, namely transitory, temporary and permanent, were defined, with the former two clearly driven by organic
matter management practices and differentiated by farmer resource endowments.
The temporary forms of fertility gradients were, to a greater extent, reflected in
levels of soil organic C (SOC), and apparently provide opportunities for innovative
manipulation by farmers to increase overall farm productivity The soils evidently
had limited capacity to stabilize C, with SOC values ranging from 3 to 8.3 g C kg'
but the small differences among field or field sections had a significant influence
on mineral fertilizer response by maize. There were three distinct SOC categories
across the field sites, over which crop response to mineral fertilizer application was
significantly different. Little or no crop response was recorded in fields with <4.6
g C kg"1 SOC regardless of management practice, and maize yields were invariably
<0 9 Mg ha'. The highest variability in fertilizer responses was in fields with SOC
levels between 4 6 and 6.5 g C kg"' Further yield increases were achieved at SOC
> 6.5, but regular application of organic inputs at rates exceeding 20 Mg ha'1 did
not increase SOC beyond 8.5 g C kg', suggesting that the goal for organic matter management in these systems should not be that of building high SOC stocks
but to maintain the critical levels necessary for increased nutrient use efficiency.
These preliminary findings provide an important step in advising national extension
agencies and non-govemmental organizations on appropriate domains for targeting
technologies in order to enhance uptake by smallholder farmers.
150-13
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T Németh
Framework and Components of a New Land Evaluation System in Hungary.
T. Németh. Research Institute for Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences: A. Bidló. Univ of Western Hungary; Z. Gaal.
Univ of Veszprém Faculty of Economics: B. Heil. Unix of Western Hungary; T.
Hermann. Univ of Veszprém Georgikon Faculty of Agriculture; A. Makó. F Maté,
Univ of Veszprém Georgikon Faculty of Agriculture: F. Speiser, Univ of Veszprém
Faculty of Information Technology: l. Szücs. Szent Istvan Univ: G. Tólh. T. Tóth,
G. Värallyay. Research Institute for Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry of the
Hungarian Academy ofSciences; J. Vass. Univ of Veszprém Faculty of Information
Technology.
Planning, regulation and execution of land use plans requires consideration of both
profitability and environmental impact of land use options To support decision
making on sustainable utilization of soil resources land evaluation systems can be
applied. Although different approaches of soil-quality-based land evaluation exist
worldwide, field management scale applications are generally not available. A new
land evaluation system is planned in Hungary, which allows both economic and
ecologie evaluation of different land use options, including land use types (forestry, cropland and pasture) and land utilization types (cropping system, forest
stand) on the scale of agricultural plots The cropland productivity evaluation in
the system is completed with on-line G1S support It performs plant production
modeling according to the major cultivated crops separately The so-called D-eMeter system, which evaluates lands according to different management intensity
schemes, also calculates productivity indices for three different climatic scenarios
High-resolution digital soil map, topographic map and climate information provide basis for productivity calculation. Forestland productivity evaluation follow
similar method, that builds on soil and land properties. Pasture, reed and orchard
productivity evaluation will complete the land suitability assessment for the most
typical land uses. The calculated productivity indices provide basis for further economic evaluation. Economic land evaluation considers financial factors related to
land management, production, market conditions, return rate of investments etc
Environmental impact assessment of different soil management procedures is an
optional tool that can be linked to the productivity/land value indices With its additional modules, the supporting information system is able to link the land ownership
and land use registries and provides farm data management assistance for fanners
and other linked stakeholders. The new land evaluation system in Hungary—when
implemented in its full capacity—can be a comprehensive tool to support sustainable rural development.
150-14
1442b
P. Mapfumo
Nature and Causes of Soil Fertility Gradients: Defining Soil Organic Carbon
Thresholds for Improved Nutrient Use Efficiency on Granitic Sandy Soils.
P. Mapfumo, Univ of Zimbabwe.
Appropriate targeting of soil fertility technologies across temporal and spatial
scales has remained a major challenge for research and development agencies
which primarily aim to enhance food security and increase farm incomes in smallholder farming systems of Southern Africa Despite notable advances in soil process research, understanding of the factors driving spatial and temporal variability
of soil fertility at field and farm scales has largely been elusive Empirical information upon which appropriate management decision tools can be drawn is generally
lacking. This study was aimed at developing a understanding of the major causes
of withinfield/farmsoil fertility gradients and quantifying their potential influence
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N. A. Kouassi
Evolution of the Mineral Status of Soil Plant Continuums: The Case of
Sugarcane Grown on Tropical Ferralsols of Northern Cote d'lvoire.
N. A. Kouassi. Centre national de recherche agronomique de Cöte d'lvoire.
Sugarcane is one of the most important cash crops for the populations of northern Cöte d'lvoire. Its plantations cover about 23 000 hectares with a total annual
production varying from 150 000 to 180 000 of metric tones. The activities of
sugarcane growing and its transformation into sugar by the sugar mills are the
main sources of incomes for an important part of the population of northern Cöte
d'lvoire. Sugarcane plantations are concentrated at three sites around four sugar
mills (Ferké I, Ferké 2, Borotou-Koro and Zueénoula) Soils of these sites are
mainly ferralitic soil varying from moderately to highly dessaturated according to
French commission of Pedology and Soil Classification System (CPCS) Such soils
correspond mostly to Ferralsols in the World Reference Base for Soil Ressources
(WRB) classification system. Like most tropical soils, these soils on which sugarcane is grown in northern Cöte d'lvoire, are naturally poor in nutrient content
and delicate to manage. Sugarcane is a nutrient demanding plant; its growth on
these soils therefore requires an important application of chemical fertilizers. For
efficienct use of these applications, the nutrient status of the soils and the nutrient
uptake of the sugarcane cultures are constantly monitored by the farmers in association with the National Agronomic Research Institute of Cöte d'lvoire (CNRA) For
this purpose soils and leaf samples of sugarcane are yearly collected following a
stratified sampling method adapted to each site. The samples are analyzed by soil
and plant laboratories and data are statistically treated using mainly GenStat and
SPSS software. Results indicate that, for most of the experimental sites, in general
nutrient uptake is increasing Soil nutrient contents remain low for most elements,
especially for the exchangeable ions. While these soils remain low in nutrients,
fertilizer utilization policy has proven to be sufficient in fulfilling the nutrient needs
of sugarcane cultures. Keywords: Soil, nutrients, mineral status, ferralsols, sugarcane, Cöte d'lvoire
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V. Shetty
Available Micronutrients Status in the Traditional Arecanut Growing Soils of
Karnataka.
V Shetty. C. Narayanaswamy. H. V. Rudramurthy, T. S. Vageesh. M. Hegde. College
ofAgriculture and Zonal Agricultural Research Station.
A soil survey was conducted in traditional arecanut growing areas viz , Thirthahalli,
Koppa, Sringeri and Sagar taluks of Karnataka. Eighty surface soil (0-20 cm) samples, 20 from each area were collected, processed and analysed for pH, EC, SOC,
available phosphorus, available potassium and DTPA extractable micronutrients
Soil analytical data indicated that soils were highly acidic to moderately acidic
Majority of soils were medium to high in soil organic carbon, available potassium
and available phosphorus, and no soil samples were deficient in available micronutrients status Mean values indicated that the soils from Thirthahalli, area recorded
the highest (86.3, 58.5 and 19.3 mg kg"' soil) available iron, manganese and copper content respectively, while the soils from Sagar area recorded the lowest (3.7,
50 7 and 15 1 mg kg' soil) available zinc, manganese and copper content respectively. Whereas the soils from Sringeri area recorded the lowest (67.4 mg kg"' soil)
available iron and the highest (4.7 mg kg' soil) available zinc content Statistical
analysis indicated that pH was negatively and significantly correlated with iron
(-0.320**) and copper (-0.297*), while soil organic carbon was positively and sig-

nificantly correlated with iron (0.297*), manganese (0 342**), copper (0.351**)
and zinc (0 310**) Both the available phosphorus and potassium were positively
and significantly correlated with iron (0 390 ** and 0.289 *) and manganese (0 287
»and 0 315**)
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R Kamal
Simulated Rainfall Impact on Carbon Dioxide Emissions from Corn and
Soybean Cropping Systems on a Mollisol.
R. Kamal. Univ of Nebraska: D. E. Stott. D. Smith. D. L. Bucholtz. USDA-ARSMWA. National Soil Erosion Research Laboratory.
There is an increasing concern for rising GreenHouse Gases (GHGs) in the atmosphere including CO,. Soil can serve as either a source or a sink for CO, We have
very little information on the impact of rainfall on levels of CO, emissions from
croplands. Objectives of our study were to determine the effects of crop rotation,
soil water content, and soil and air temperatures on CO, flux following simulated
rainfall The experimental site was located in West Lafayette, IN with both corn and
soybean rotation crops present after no-till or conventional tillage planting. Carbon
dioxide flux was determined using static gas flux chambers and samples were collected before initiation of simulated rainfall and then 0.5, 1,3,6,24,48,72 and 96 h
after rainfall Four trials were conducted (May 19, June 22, July 28 and August 20,
2004) during the experimental period Carbon dioxide flux consistently decreased
right after rainfall was applied to the plots The greatest total CO,fluxduring a 96 h
experimental period was 2289 g ha'1 h ' for soybean during Triaf 3 when the plants
were in the pod-filling stage. The lowest total CO, flux for soybean was 502 g ha'
h ' during Trial 2 For corn, the greatest total CO, flux was 1207 g ha ' h ' for 96 h
experimental period during Trial 1, when the plants were in the vegetative growth
stage, whereas, the lowest CO, flux was 418 g ha' h"1 for Trial 4. Soybean plots
resulted in 370 % and 249 % greater total CO, flux than corn plots over a 96 h
period for Trial 3 and Trial 4, respectively. Previous year's corn residues may have
also contributed to the greater CO,fluxobserved from soybean plots No significant
differences were observed between CO, fluxes from corn and soybean for Trial 2
Carbon dioxide flux showed a poor linear regression relationship with soil water
content at 12 cm depth for soybean and com for the four trials with r 2 value of
0 13 and 0 01 respectively. Soil and air temperature did not affect CO, flux from
all the four trials. We suggest that for experiments using static gas flux chambers,
gas samples should be taken two to three days after a rainfall event has occurred
to capture peak CO, flux. This information will allow better interpretation of the
effects of natural rainfall on GHG experiments with fixed sampling times, and will
aid in developing more accurate models of GHG emissions.

M. A. Hajabbasi. Isfahan Univ of Technology. College of Agriculture. Dept of Soil
Science: M. Sharifi. Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada: M. Sheklabadi. Isfahan
Univ of Technology. College of Agriculture. Soil Science Dept.
Overgrazing and conversion of rangelands to crop lands have resulted in great
decline in physical, chemical and biological quality of soil resources in Iran as well
as elsewhere in the world Complete grazing exclusion was one of the main and
old strategies which have been used for recovering of these degraded soils This
investigation was conducted to understand the changes of soil functions, resulting
from exploitive management, and the effectiveness of long term complete grazing
exclusion (>20 years) as a recovering strategy, using some soil quality indicators.
Adjacent protected and disturbed sites were identified in each of four study areas,
including two rangelands in semi-humid, a rangeland in semi-arid and a rangeland
in arid climate in central Iran Soils are derived from calcareous parent material
and classified as Typic Haploxerepts, Typic Calcixerepts. Typic llaploxeralfs. and
Typic Haplocalcids (Soil Survey Staff, 1999) Soil Organic Carbon (OC), Particular
Organic Matter (POM), Total Nitrogen (TN), Mean Weight Diameter of aggregates
(MWD), bulk density (pb) and calcium carbonate (CaC03) of the sites in 3 depths
(0-5, 5-15 and 15-30 cm) were determined The comparison of protected and disturbed rangelands for measured soil quality indicators showed that conversion was
decreased POM in 0-5 cm of soil depth by 33% and did not have any significant
effects on other soil quality indicators. Dry rangeland had significantly lower values of TN in 0-30 cm and POM and p b in 0-15 cm depth compare to semi-arid and
semi-humid rangelands. The semi-arid rangeland had the highest TN and lowest pb
among others due to the site location (2 percent slop) and type of vegetation while
others located on the 25-35% slope Overall, complete protection of rangelands
did not have any significant effect on soil quality indicator except for POM which
shows lack of success for this strategy in the area The study illustrates importance
of local climate, grazing intervals and native vegetation interactions in sustainable
rangeland management system. Future efforts in finding the best management system for recovering degradated rangelands in central Iran are required
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B.Huang

Effect of Farming Production in Peri-Urban Small-Scale Vegetable Farming
Systems on N, Pand K Balances at Plot Level.
B. Huang. Stale Key Laboratory of Soil and Sustainable Agriculture. Institute of
Soil Science, the Chinese Academy of Sciences: X. Shi. Slate Key Laboratory of
Soil and Sustainable Agriculture. Institute of Soil Science, the Chinese Academy of
Sciences: I. Öborn. Dept ofSoil Sciences. Swedish Univ of Agricultural Sciences.
Concern is growing about contamination of water throughout rapidly urbanizing
areas in some Chinese cities. One of the most important factors is that intensive
150-18
1541a
S E. Feagley
peri-urban vegetable production creates pressures to use large quantities of organic
wastes and fertilizers In order to understand the situation of N, P and K balances,
Phosphorus Indices: Southern Similarities and Differences.
a
one-year field element balance monitoring in small-scale vegetable farming sysS. E. Feagley. Texas A&M Univ: D. Osmond. North Carolina State Univ: M.
tems was conducted in two contrasting peri-urban areas with different industrial
Cabrera. Univ of Georgia: G. E. Hardee. USDA/NRCS: C. C. Mitchell. Auburn
development in Yangtze River Delta region, China The monitoring recorded and
Univ: R. Mylavarapu. Univ of Florida: P. Moore. USDA-ARS: J. L. Oldam.
Mississippi State Univ: W. Thorn. Univ of Kentucky. Agronomy: F Walker. Univ of measured the amount and N, P and K of all inputs including chemical and organic
fertilizers, irrigation water, and harvest outputs at field plot levels N, P and K
Tennessee: H. Zhang. Oklahoma Slate Univ: J. Stevens. New Mexico State Univ.
inputs were dominantly organic source in Nanjing, a vegetable-based peri-urban
area, and inorganic source in Wuxi areas, an industrialized peri-urban area, while
The US Department of Agriculture (USDA)-Natural Resources Conservation Serthe source from irrigation water was just a little proportion (0-3%) It was found
vice (NRCS) released an updated nutrient management policy in 1999 Previously,
that a management (open and greenhouse management) effect (p<0.05) on total N,
all Nutrient Management Plans (NMPs) were N based, leading to very high Soil
P and K inputs in Wuxi area, showing a significantly higher input under open field
"lest P (STP) levels in fields where animal wastes were applied This is due to the
than greenhouse management A household effect (p<0 05) in Nanjing areas was
N:P ratio (1:0 4-2.0) in animal wastes not being balanced for plant uptake (approxialso found, depending on the off-farm income of local farmers The more off-farm
mately 4:1) The 1999 policy required animal waste NMPs to consider the potential
income farmers earned, the less nutrients they inputted The site effect was also
risk of P loss from fields Individual states were given three P strategies from which
significant, which N, P and K inputs managed by migrant farmers in Wuxi area
to choose: I) set a STP limit over which P application cannot be made, 2) set enviwere higher than those by local farmers in Nanjing area (p<0 0l), while K inputs
ronmental STP thresholds over which P applications cannot be made, or 3) develop
managed by formers less than those by the latter (p<0 05). With the inputs, N, P
an index to rank potential off-site losses of P. This presentation will be directed at
and K outputs by vegetable harvest were significantly affected by sites (p<0 01),
the P Index. The original P Index has been modified slightly or greatly depending
household in Nanjing (p<0.05), and management (p<0 01) in Wuxi, i.e. the outputs
on the direction the individual states took This paper will evaluate the P Index ratof the nutrients were significantly lower in Nanjing than Wuxi area, there were sigings of the Southern region US States including Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Geornificant differences in the nutrient outputs among local farmers in Nanjing area, and
gia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina,
their outputs under field management were markedly than those under greenhouse
Tennessee and Texas Due to dryer conditions in west Texas and New Mexico,
management Due to application of large amounts of N and P to vegetables in two
these parts of the Southern region were not used in the comparisons. Each of the
sites had caused a high positive balance of the elements in the systems and a low
12 states have differences in their P Indices with approximately 35 factors used
use efficiency of N (2I8%±4 7%) and P(20.3%±16 1%) N and P positive balance
across the region and no one state using all of the factors Scenarios were developed
was especially high in Nanjing so that its net N increase was significantly higher
for pasture, cropped uplands and drained cropped bottomland mineral and organic
than that in Wuxi area As for K, positive balances were found in Nanjing due to
soils. Florida and North Carolina were the only two states that had organic soil
heavy application of organic fertilizers (cow manure) in this area Although the
comparisons. The variables that were changed were the ones most likely to affect
migrant farmers in Wuxi area know that K supply for cropping is necessary, but the
the P Index ratings included STP (75 and 150 mg/kg Mehlich-3), manure applicaK amount of application through chemical fertilizers didn't meet the requirement
tion rates (2 2, 4,5, 9, 18 Mg/ha), presence or absence of riparian butlers and soil
for cropping, thus, resulting in K negative balances in some plots Surplus N and
erosion rates (11, 2.2, 9, 18 Mg/ha) as affected by tillage The variability of the
P application to vegetables, possibly associated to some extent with K deficiency,
states' P Index ratings ranged from Low to Very High for each scenario The ratings
poses a serious environmental threat to water courses in peri-urban areas of the
for each scenario, potential reasons for the rating differences and how they affect
Yangtze River Delta region. China. A pronged approach, development of stratenutrient management recommendations will be discussed
gies for more efficient use of fertilizers in vegetable farming, is required to protect
water quality.
150-19
1541b
M A Hajabbasi
Soil Quality Indicators Response to Long-Term Grazing Exclusion as a
Recovering Strategy in Some Rangelands in Central Iran.
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K. Monsen
Incorporating N Fixation Uncertainty into Nitrogen Budgets for Organic
Vegetable Karms.
K. Monsen. C. Shennan, Univ of California Santa Cruz.
Organic growers face the challenge of timing the availability of N from slowly
mineralizing sources to match the nutritional needs of crop plants. Insufficient
available soil N limits plant growth while excess mineral N during rainy periods
or at dormant production stages is susceptible to loss to the environment. N lost
by leaching during these periods wastes the time, energy and resources the grower
invests in applying N sources and contributes to non-point source water pollution,
a major problem that has been closely linked with agricultural activity, including
on California's Central Coast Winter legume cover crops play an important role
in fertility management in organic vegetable systems in this region. Legumes such
as bell beans (Viciafaba) and woollypod vetch (Vicia dasycarpa) planted in a mix
with cereals cover the soil during the rainy season and add significant quantities
of N through fixation. Because legume cover crop N fixation is key to fertility
management in organic systems, it is a necessary component of nutrient budgets.
Significant over- or underestimates of fixation make N inputs appear inaccurately
high or low, which can make systems incorrectly appear to have an N excess, deficit or balance. We have used the 8 I5 N natural abundance method to estimate the
percent of N derived from the atmosphere (%Ndfa) at organic vegetable farms on
California's Central Coast. In 2003-04, we planted vetch, bell beans and two reference species (oats, Avena saliva, and mustard, Brassica japonica) in replicated 2.8
x 7 6 m single-species plots in five sites with a range of 1-7 yrs since last compost
application. All sites were on the same organic farm to minimize soil type and
climatic differences. End-of-season aboveground biomass was analyzed for 8' 5 N.
The 8I5N of the reference species was negatively correlated with the number of
years since compost application but there was no relationship between 5,5N of the
legumes and compost history (Fig. 1). Additionally, there was no clear relationship
between 8'5N of the legumes and integrated seasonal soil fertility using reference
species biomass as a proxy. This indicates that the reference and legume species
were accessing ditTerent pools of soil N, with the reference species taking up more
available N from the compost than the legumes. In addition, the estimates of %Ndfa
by this method varied substantially by field within a single farm. Vetch fixation estimates ranged from 70 to 98% Ndfa with oats as the reference, or 75 to 99% Ndfa
with mustard as the reference. Bell bean estimates ranged from 77 to 108% Ndfa
with oats as the reference, or 79 to 105% Ndfa with mustard as the reference. While
these data raise questions about how to best use the natural abundance method for
estimating fixation in this system and whether a method that gives estimates over
100% is appropriate, the data also present a practical problem: how to develop N
budgets for use by growers when fixation estimates vary by 25 to 30% for a single
site. We will present our N budget for organic vegetable production on the Central
Coast and demonstrate the effects of low, moderate and high fixation values on
estimated N loss We will also show how these estimated N losses compare within
known losses due to leaching during winter rains.
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P. Drohan
A Proposal for the Formal Designation of Rare and Threatened Soils.
P. Drohan. T Farnham. Univ of Nevada. Las Vegas.
Worldwide pressure on soil resources and the recognition by many international
organizations, scientists, and universities of the importance of soils to humans and
the natural world has recently led to further exploration of soils and their rarity
Looking to the U S Endangered Species Act as an example, we define a rare soil as
one of limited areal extent and a threatened soil as one of greater areal extent undergoing a transformation that alters the soil's characteristics and function and makes
it less able to carry out that characteristic or function (growing food, for instance).
We propose a process to recognize rare and/or threatened soils based on five categories that could be used to describe the values associated with these soils: (1) economic value; (2) ecosystem value; (3) scientific value; (4) historic/cultural value;
and (5) rarity We propose not a legally binding designation, but a program modeled on several successful wildlife-oriented conservation awareness and education
programs We suggest that the most effective avenue would involve a cooperative
effort similar to either Audubon's Important Bird Area program, The United Kin-
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dom's County Wildlife Sites, or Conservation International's hotspots designations.
Under this process, anyone could nominate a soil-landscape continuum for status.
We propose that the values categories suggested serve as a baseline for identifying
soils that are most deserving of protection and public attention Those who nominate a rare or threatened soil could state the case for its significance by describing
its economic, ecological, scientific, historical/cultural, and/or rarity value. Nominations would be sent to a committee of soil scientists for review and acceptance
or rejection Accepted nominations would be mapped We propose that the initial
committee be an ad hoc committee under the leadership of the 1USS and consist of
a broad array of members from the various fields of soil science and from various
countries Information collected via this nomination and mapping process would be
centrally served to other organizations involved in conservation via the Internet and
a Web server mapping site. This sharing of information would allow land use planners and conservation organizations to use the soils data as a consideration in their
land use decision and designations of ecologically important areas There is a basic
lack of knowledge among the Earth's citizens and officials about the importance of
soils in ecosystems and human life, and by providing scientifically valid designations of rare and threatened soils, other conservation organizations could reliably
incorporate this information into their designations The International Union of Soil
Sciences brings to the conservation table a unique depth of knowledge about soils
that is lacking in many other organizations, and through this designation process,
we could help close that knowledge gap.
150-23
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H. Tunney
Phosphorus Loss from Agriculture to Water in Ireland.

H. Tunney. Teagasc; G. Kiely, Univ College Cork: P. Jordan. Univ of Ulster; R.
Moles. Univ of Limerick; K. Daly. Teagasc; G. Morgan. Univ College Cork; I.
Kurz. D. Ryan. Teagasc; E. Jennings. K. Irvine. Trinity College Dublin; D. Doody.
D. Bourke. Teagasc; P. Byrne. Univ of Limerick; C O 'Reilly. O. Carton. Teagasc.
This paper summarises the main results, conclusions and recommendations from
nine related projects on Phosphorus (P) loss from agriculture to water during 2001
to 2003. The final reports from studies are available from the EPA (www.epa.ie,
from mid 2006). Irish soils were naturally P deficient and most P now in top soils
on intensive farms was added in chemical fertiliser and purchased feedstuff's, during the past forty years. This reservoir of P has a large influence on P losses. Up to
1960's Irish soils had a low Soil Test P(STP) and eutrophication was not a major
problem. Since then there has been an input of about 3 million tonnes P in fertiliser
and purchased feed to the 4.0 m ha of agricultural land; equivalent to doubling
total P in agricultural top soils, on average. Field plot experiments show the buildup of soil P increases P loss from grassland fields to water The highest loads and
concentrations of P in overland flow from grassland occurred during autumn after
the relatively dry summer period. Exports of P from nested sub-catchments in three
catchments (with similar STP) were studied. The Dripsey (Co Cork) and Oona
(Co. Tyrone) catchments were consistently high (greater than 2.0 kg/ha/yr total P
in 2002) but losses from the calcareous Clarianna (Co Tipperary) catchment were
only 10% of the above two catchments. The chemical and hydrological characteristics of soils in catchments are important; the free draining Clarianna soils ensure
that surface runoff rarely occurs and the inherent capacity of the soil to absorb P
prevents significant losses of P to the river Laboratory studies indicated that the
chemical characteristics of soils can influence land as a source of mobile P, e.g.
soils that have high amounts of aluminium will hold P more strongly and mineral
soils with high organic matter will bind P more loosely. Dung from grazing animals
and soil microbial biomass plays an important role in P cycling in soils Calculations showed that from 18 to 27 weeks storage is required for different parts of
Ireland with less safe slurry spreading days in the wetter North West region. Recommendations based on the studies and proposals for future research are included.
It is recommended that STP for grassland should be maintained at the lowest level
compatible with agronomic production, this will mean an STP in Index 2 (3.1 to
6.0 mg/l Morgan P in soil) in most cases and fertiliser P should not be applied to
soils in Index 4 (>10). The Morgan STP and soil sampling depth of 100mm should
continue to be used as it provides a good indication of agronomic response and
the relative loss potential of P in overland flow. A new initiative, including: a) an
awareness campaign for farmers on how to reduce P loss to water and b) a national
field soil testing programme is recommended It is concluded that a reduction in
P loss to water will be achieved when P inputs are approximately balanced with
outputs on fields with optimum STP for grassland production and when soils with
higher P levels adjust to suitable levels by non application of P fertiliser or excess
P inputs in animal feed This may take several years or decades for soils with high
STP and high P buffering capacity Most effort should be directed at reducing P
loss from these soils in catchments sensitive to eutrophication due to P loss from
agriculture. The P loss from farmyards needs to be controlled as a priority Sustainable agriculture and water quality is possible i f farmers and other stakeholders
understand and adopt best management practices.
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R. J. Reuter
Soils in Distance Education Programs—an Essential Science Online.

R. J. Reuter. C. Bronick, Oregon State University.
Traditionally, teaching soil science, especially with a lab component, has been
a face-to-face event. Several universities in the US now offer a distance natural

resources related degree, yet few have developed distance soils courses. Soil science is arguably an essential part of a complete natural resource education. Webbased courses present new challenges to traditional course development concepts.
Students tend to be highly diverse in terms of academic background, geographic
locale and course expectations Non-degree seeking professionals from a wide
variety of backgrounds take courses to meet their specific goals. Traditional teaching methods must be enhanced by alternative methods Our traditional perspective of teaching is being challenged by new visions for global outreach. To this
end, Oregon State University has developed a lab-based introductory soils course
and course in world soil resources with a lab component to support its Natural
Resources and Environmental Sciences distance degree programs Students complete labs that range from hand and mechanical texturing to analysis of soil nitrogen
and carbon contents, often using household equipment The courses have served
hundreds of students and always have a waiting list. Almost every US state and
more than five countries has been represented by students in the class. Soil science
is being taken to people in their homes, globally. We will present the challenges of
teaching lab courses online, discuss student participation and review methods of
assessing student achievement.

mal excreta. Most crop residues are fed to domestic animals. However, recycling of
N in human excreta is limited because 80% of the Zimbabwean population resides
in rural areas where facilities for nutrient recycling are non-existent.
SESSION NUMBER 151
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M. A Henriquez Rodriguez
The Potential Effect to Flocculate Clay Particles by a Biopolymer, Fe and AI
Alone and Combined.

M. A. Henriquez Rodriguez, UCLA; J. M. Gascó Monies. J. Perez Arias, ETSI
Agrónomo UPM.
In order to evaluate the effect in flocculating kaolin particles (clay 45% and silt
150-25
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S. E. Feagley
55%) of an organic conditioner (OC) at different rates, mineral conditioners
Evaluation of the Texas Phosphorus Index.
S. E. Feagley, F Jacoby. L. Harstad. T. Carpenter. J. Akin, T. Hallmark. F Hons,(MC) single and combined, the following laboratory experiment was carried out:
A weighed sample of Kaolin particles were placed on 100 ml probes with soluTexas A&M Univ: R. Knight. Range land Ecol. & Mgmnt. Dept.
tions of CARDON DATO (Biopolymer) 50 mg L'' (CD50); 3 Cmol(+) Fe*' kg"1
The Phosphorus Index (P Index) for Texas was adopted in 1999 Very little valida(Fe3); 3 Cmol(+) AI" kg' (AI3); 1.5 Cmol(+) Fe" kg' + 1.5 Cmol(+) AI" kg'
tion or evaluation of the model had been done when it was put into use Research
(FeAI3); CD50 + 1.5 Cmol(+) Fe" kg"1 (CD50Fel,5); CD50 + 1.5 Cmol(+) AI"
was conducted in the cattle feedlot and dairy areas of Texas to determine the validkg"1 (CD50AI1,5); and CD50 + 1.5 Cmol(+) Fe" kg1 + 1.5 Cmol(+) AI" kg'
ity of the P Index and recommend changes to improve the predictive ability of the
(CD50FeA13). Distilled water (DW) was used as the control. A factorial or 23 was
model The P Index is an 8 X 5 matrix that yields a rating related to the potential for
applied in order to select the conditioner that gave the lowest significant value in
the Concentration of' Particles in the Suspension (CPS) and highest Flocculated
Pto be transported from fields The matrix consists of source and transport factors
and their potential to contribute to runoff' P The source factors are soil test P ratVolume of Particles (FVP) A second experiment was done including the best treating, fertilizer P application rate, organic P application rate, fertilizer P application
ments from the factorial design in comparison to lower rates of CD, 30 mg L'1 and
method and timing, and organic P application method and timing. The transport
10 mg L', and CD 5 mg L"' combined with 1.5 mmol(+) Fe" 100 g'1 + 1.5 Cmol(+)
factors are proximity of nearest application area field edge to named stream or lake,
AI" kg'' (CD5FeAI 1,5) to which a completely randomized design was applied. The
runoff class (includes slope, soil vegetation coverage, soil hydrologie condition,
results reveal that the lowest CPS was obtained with CD50 (50 mg L ') and PAM10
soil hydrologie group and runoff'curve number) and soil erosion from all sources
(used as a reference product) and the maximum (FVP) is obtained when CD 50
The individual site characteristic factors for each of the source and transport facis combined with iron and aluminum (MC). The lower value of CPS maybe due
tors are multiplied by a weighting factor from 0 to 8 with ratings of'very low (0),
to the medium-high charge density and also to the high molecular weight of both
polymers and their interaction with the clay particles. In the other hand, the higher
low (I), medium (2), high (4), and very high (8). These values are added together
flocculated volume can be explained because of the swelling capacity of the moist
to give a P Index runoff potential rating. This rating (very low-low, medium, high,
very high) is then used in the US Department of Agriculture (USDA)/Natural
mucilage and also to the formation of a more open structure favoring the higher
permeability and aeration of"the kaolin substratum
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) nutrient management practice standard
(Code 590) for Texas to give guidance on the amount of P that should be applied to
fields, especially from animal manure, biosolids and other organic sources of nutrients. Eight sites from the cattle feedlot and 40 sites from the dairy areas of Texas
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were selected to evaluate the P Index Rainfall simulations following SERA-I7
Soil Wind Erosion on Agricultural Field and Its Impact on Air Quality:
protocol were conducted on each of the sites using a simulated rainfall rate of 7.5
Measurement and Modelling.
cm/hr. Runoff" water samples were collected at 15 and 30 minutes after runoff was
G. Feng. Washington State Univ; B. Sharratt. USDA-ARS.
initiated and a composite Volume of runoff was recorded every minute after runoff'
initiation. Runoff samples were analyzed for pH, EC, nitrate-N, P, K, Ca, Mg, Na
Wind-induced soil erosion threatens soil productivity and air quality throughout the
and S Soil samples were collected after the third rainfall simulation at depths of
world. It has long been a serious problem in the inland Pacific Northwest (PNW),
0-7.5,7.5-15 and 0-15 cm These samples were analyzed for pH, EC, nitrate-N and
soil erosion associated with conventional farming practices results in soil degradaMehlich-3 P, K, Ca, Mg, K, Na and S. Additional P extractants included Bray 1,
tion and threatens agriculture sustainability. Particulates less than 10 pm in diamOlsen, TAMU, 0.01M CaC12, 0.5 and 0.1M KCl, and DI water and other extracteter (PM10) that erode from agricultural soils contribute to poor quality. Exposure
ants to estimate inorganic and organic P and P fractions. Other soil extactants were
to high level of PM10 can cause serious health problems. Few conservation tillage
ammonium oxalate for Fe, AI and Si, determination of % carbonates and organic
systems are available to growers for controlling erosion. It is not clear whether soil
C. Results indicate that by adding Mehlich-3 extractable Mg to the P Index the
loss and dust emission can be reduced by these tillage practices. On-farm documenpredictability of soluble P and total P in the runoff increases from an r2 of 0.6 to
tation is needed for recommending an undercut tillage practice. The Wind Erosion
0 8. It was found that the Mehlich-3 was a good predictor of total inorganic P and
Prediction System (WEPS) was developed for predicting soil loss and dust emission
total P in calcareous soils It was a better predictor in calcareous soils than in acid
from agricultural land Therefore, it was applied to this region and its performances
soils. The parameter that best predicted the soluble and total P in runoff water from
were evaluated The objectives were to measure soil loss and PM10 emission from
rainfäll simulations was the 0.1M KCl extractant with an r2 of 0 8
agricultural fields and evaluate the effectiveness of an undercut tillage system in
controlling erosion, using both monitoring and modelling techniques Instruments
were installed at three positions on each site of three farms in eastern Washington
during 2003-2005 to measure the loss of soil (using BSNE and Creep airborne
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sediment samplers) and PM10 (using high volume air samplers and E-samplers)
N Rapid Assessment in Relation to Crop Production in Zimbabwe.
from a wheat field and two fallow fields under conventional and conservational tillJ. Nyamangara. Univ of Zimbabwe. Dept of Soil Science <$• Agricultural
age systems. A dust storm on October 28, 2003 obscured visibility throughout the
Engineering.
region and resulted in a 40-car accident near Prosser, Washington. The high wind
event resulted in a loss of topsoil greater than 1200 kg ha'1 and a loss of PMI0 of
An efficient and almost complete recycling of nutrients will have to characterise our
220
kg ha' from the field site. The soil loss and dust emission under two tillage
future agriculture in order to prevent environmental degradation, either from excess
systems on another farm will be compared and reported The results of application
nutrients causing water and air pollution or inadequate nutrients causing nutrient
and evaluation of WEPS in the region will be presented
mining and soil erosion In Zimbabwe, and most of Sub Saharan Africa (SSA), sustainable crop production is constrained by inadequate nutrients and this has resulted
in extensive nutrient mining and soil erosion. A study, based on 1997-98 data, was
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conducted to assess the major sources of N and opportunities for recycling the N.
Wind Erosion Effects on Soil Properties: A Case Study at Big Spring, Texas.
Beef cattle excreta accounted for most of the organic N (84%) and was equivalent
to 63 4 kg ha-1 yr-1 (assuming 2 225 million ha cultivated land), and goats contribR. S. Van Pelt. USDA-ARS; T. M. Zobeck. USDA-ARS.
uted the least amount (<1 kg ha-1 yr-I). Nitrogen from harvested crops averaged
Wind
erosion degrades soils by several processes including winnowing of' fine
28 kg ha-lyr-1 with maize contributing the largest proportion (10.1 kg ha-1 yr-1).
chemically active soil fractions and, in extreme cases, removal of the entire epipeN input from human excreta was 21 3 kg ha-1 yr-1. Input from mineral N fertilizer
don A 91 m radius circle in a 7 5 ha field of Amarillo fine sandy loam (fine mixed
was very limited (ca. 16 kg ha-1 yr-1) The potential for recycling N exists in anithermic Paleustalf) was kept in a bare erodible condition during the fallow season
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for 12 years in order to take detailed measurements of wind erosion during high
velocity wind events. A 6m wide strip along the circumference of this circle was
designated as the deposition area and tilled with raised beds in order to capture
saltating sand emanating from the circle. The remainder of the field was kept in
non-erodible condition From measurements taken in the field, more than 10 cm of
soil loss occurred in the eroded area and more than 30 cm of sand was deposited
in the deposition area. Data collected from three crops grown on the field during
the 1997-2003 growing seasons indicated that the best growth was obtained in
the deposition area and the poorest growth was obtained in the eroded circle We
sampled the soils in the non-eroded, eroded, and depositional areas in order to
determine what soil factors may be responsible for the growth responses. We found
that the much of the original Ap horizon had been removed from the eroded area
resulting in exposure and tillage mixing of the upper Bt horizon and an increase
of clay content with respect to the non-eroded sites The deposition area became
increasingly sandy during this time period, but the fine sand fraction was lower than
the non-eroded sites indicating that medium sand was the primary aeolian material
deposited. Soil nutrient analysis indicated that nitrate was significantly lower and
manganese was significantly higher in the eroded area, but no other significant
nutrient differences were noted Infiltration depth data obtained with mini-lysimetcrs indicated significant differences among all three areas with the greatest depth of
infiltration observed in the depositional area and the least depth in the eroded area
Evaporation rate data obtained with the mini-lysimeters indicated significantly less
evaporation in the depositional area compared to the other two areas Penetration
resistance data indicated that the depositional area has the least resistance to penetration and the non-eroded area had the greatest resistance. From this case study, we
conclude that wind erosion degraded many physical and chemical characteristics
of the soil in the eroded area and enhanced the physical soil characteristics in the
depositional area. We believe the growth responses noted were the result of a number of soil-related factors differing among the areas including nutrient availability,
precipitation capture efficiency, and resistance to root penetration.
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Direct Suspension as an Important Process of Wind Erosion within the
Columbia Plateau.
B. Sharratt. USDA-ARS; G Feng, Washington State Univ.
Wind erosion is a common occurrence within the Columbia Plateau region of the
Pacific Northwest United States due to the extensiveness of fine-textured soils, arid
climate, and preponderance of high winds In fact, wind erosion contributes to poor
air quality in the region where the PM10 (particulates <l 0 um in diameter) National
Ambient Air Quality Standard is exceeded each year Wind erosion occurs by three
processes: creep, saltation, and suspension. Although process-oriented models of
wind erosion (eg. Wind Erosion Prediction System) include direct suspension as a
process whereby soil particles erode from the surface, direct suspension has been
found to be minor in comparison to creep and saltation in other regions of the
world The purpose of this study was to examine the size distribution of soil eroded
by wind from an agricultural field within the Columbia Plateau and to determine
the contribution of suspension to soil loss We examined the size distribution of soil
particulates captured by BSNE (Big Spring Number Eight) airborne collectors during various high wind events. Size distribution of particulates was measured using
a sonic sieve The BSNE collectors were mounted at heights of 0.1 to 1 5 m above
the surface of a 9 ha field during the fallow cycle of a conventional winter wheat
summer fallow crop rotation. The field was located near Washtucna, WA (47°N,
I I8°W) and dominated by Ritzville silt loam. O f the total mass of eroded soil captured by the BSNE collectors, less than 10% was saltation-sized particles (100-500
urn in diameter) while more than 90% was suspension-sized particles (<100 urn in
diameter). The largest fraction of soil eroded was in the size range of 30-45 pm. In
addition, the proportion of suspension-sized particles in the eroded mass increased
with height above the surface. These results indicate that direct suspension of fine
soil particles is a dominant process whereby soil is eroded from agricultural fields
on the Columbia Plateau. Thus, conservation tillage practices should be designed to
minimize direct suspension of soil during high wind events
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Reducing Phosphorus Movement from Soil Contaminated by Over Addition
of Manure.
L. D. Norton. S. J. Livingston. A. 1. Mamedov. C. Huang. USDA-ARS National Soil
Erosion Research Laboratory.
This study was conducted to attempt to reduce the potential of polluted runoff from
a soil that had received long-term additions of secondary lagoon effluent from a
poultry operation through the use of organic waste and gypsum as amendments
The soil studied was a Zulch clay loam (thermic, Udertic Paleusalf), with the clay
fraction primarily composed of smectite from Kerten Texas The soil had received
irrigation with effluent from a secondary lagoon to the extent the topsoil contained
more than 1200 mg k g ' Soil Test Phosphorous (STP) The site exceeded the local
regulations for STP by several times and would be forced to close if a system to
control the runoff potential could not be implemented Researchers were asked by
the land owner to find a feasible method to reduce the potential of eutrophying
runoff The objective of the study presented here was to explore the viability of
controlling P in runoff through the use of soil amendments to reduce runoff volume
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This was a companion study to another that attempted to sequester P in plants that
are harvested and removed from the site as hay Using a programmable rainfall simulator runoff and soil loss from the contaminated site with treatments consisting of
gypsum (1-2.4 Mg ha"' surface application, GP) a recycled paper product (2.4 Mg
ha' incorporated+gypsum, PIG), and a control were measured Plots, Im wide by
6 m long with <5% slope were subjected to a target rate of 64mm hr' rain with an
energy of 2.6 kJ m2 for one hour following initial runoff or until steady state runoff
was reached. After runoff initiation, runoff and soil loss were measured at 5 minute
intervals. Each treatment was replicated four times using water of conductivity
<0.018dS m ' Effectiveness of treatments was related to the surface stabilization
of the weakly aggregated smectitic clay loam soil Generally runoff and soil loss
(i) were significantly greater (>2 times) in the disturbed plots than for the undisturbed or virgin plots; and (ii) decreased with the order of control > GP > PIG. The
amendments were effective in reducing the degree of surface sealing, i.e. aggregate
breakdown, compaction and/or physico-chemical dispersion which occurred more
on the disturbed soil, therefore, significantly reducing total runoff or sediment, as
well as P loss (>2-4 times) Surface condition showed the dual effect on runoff generation and nutrient loss. Similar to sediment rate, the concentration of Total P(TP)
was the greatest in control and the lowest in PG treatments, for both surface conditions, being lesser for undisturbed soil. However, the concentration of Dissolved
Reactive P (DRP) in runoff was notably greater from the undisturbed soils at lower
runoff amounts due to high concentration of P in the upper surface. The undisturbed
soils (for all treatments) had a relative high stability of surface soil aggregates,
containing more mobile P in soil solution and runoff could easily entrain DRP from
soil before developing a seal. This condition also had a low amount of detached
and transported particles with attached P. For the disturbed and sealed soil surface
condition with lower porosity and high runoff rate, loading of DRP from the sealed
layer was limited and as a result the concentration of TP was a function of only the
erosion rate Across both conditions (disturbed and undisturbed), GP alone was
more effective on lowering the concentration of DRP, whereas, PIG treatment was
effective in reducing both DRP and TP. The PIG treatment besides chemical flocculation of dispersed clay particles, also increased aggregate stability and drainable porosity of soil surface and decreased the concentration of P in both forms.
Decreasing the P loss beside surface condition may also be due to conversion of
desorbable soil P to less soluble Ca-bound pools by GP. The use of either GP or
PIG in addition to disturbance of the soil the surface appears to be a very effective
means of reducing the eutrophic potential of such a contaminated site. The choice
between GP alone and PIG will depend on the economics of the situation
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The Environmental Effects of Phosphorus Losses Due to Runoff and Erosion
from Agricultural Fields.
G Rahimi. S. Robinson. S. Nortcliff, Dept of Soil Science. The Univ of Reading.
Erosion is the main cause of phosphorus loss from agricultural fields to biologically
sensitive surface waters. Essentially, water erosion results in the finer clay and silt
size fractions and/or the smaller soil aggregates, being preferentially transported
and subsequently deposited, either inside or beyond the field boundary The quantity of the sediment P delivered to and beyond the field edge is a function of soil
erosion rate, amount of sediment deposition within the field, and the quantity of P
selectively adsorbed to the eroding soil particles or aggregates. It is well known that
the P content of soil particles often increases with decreasing particle size, owing
to the increasing P affinity with decreasing particle size. The current research is
concerned with 1) the accurate location of sediment deposition areas in an erodible, cultivated field, 2) the characterisation of the deposition areas in 1, in terms
of their particle size distribution and loads and forms (availability) of accumulated
P and 3) the potential for vertical P transfers from the sediment deposition zones
towards subsurface pathways. Spatial patterns of soil particle redistribution and soil
P solubility in a small (8 ha), gently sloping, silty clay loam, cultivated field were
investigated through the analysis of particle size fractions (from 0 04 pm to 2000
pm), and Olsen- and CaCI,-P at 0-1 cm soil depths from regions that represented
uneroded, eroded, and depositional areas Samples were taken both from inside and
outside tramlines. Preliminary results have revealed the lighter fractions of clay,
fine silt and medium silt are being deposited gradually closer to the bottom edge
of the field. It has also implied these zones of surface (0-1 cm soil) Paccumulation
(as CaCI,-P and Olsen P) in the depositional areas within tramlines; no such zones
were identified in corresponding areas outside the tramlines
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P. Withers

Development of an Environmental Soil Test to Determine the Intrinsic Risk of
Sediment and Phosphorus Mobilization in Runoff from European Soils.

P. Withers. ADAS Consulting UK.
Suspended Sediment (SS) and Phosphorus (P) are two important pollutants transported in runoff from agricultural land that can cause deterioration in the quality
and biodiversity of surface waters. To maintain water quality for a range of users
at the local level, national regulators and catchment stakeholders are increasingly
seeking simple methods to help identify where diffuse pollutants such as SS and
P originate within a catchment Since soil erodibility is a function of the properties of the soil, a number of physically-based soil tests related to soil aggregate
stability, dispersibility and shear strength have been developed to help characterise

vulnerability to soil erosion under different site conditions. Similarly, routine soil P
tests have historically been used to help distinguish over-fertilised soils and more
recently the risk ot' soluble P release to runoff. However, soil tests that determine
the risk of P mobilisation in particulate form are lacking, despite the fact that the
largest losses of P in land runoff are usually associated with eroding soil particles.
Soil erodibility tests based on dispersion therefore have the potential to provide
information on the P signal associated with different sizes of eroding particles in
surface and sub-surface runoti" from agricultural land, and it is appropriate to consider SS and P loss risk in combination This study investigated the feasability of a
combined environmental soil test that could distinguish the intrinsic risk of both SS
and P mobilisation from different soils, and provide data that could be incorporated
into decision support tools for catchment management. Twenty-six representative
bulked samples (0-10 cm) of topsoil collected from selected experimental field
sites across Europe (hereafter called the 'benchmark' soils) were slowly air-dried,
gradually broken up by hand and gently sieved to produce aggregates <5 mm in
size. These samples were analysed for their physical, mineralogical and chemical
properties The potential mobilisation of soil particles and P forms in runoff from
the benchmark soils was measured under controlled conditions indoors using simulated rainfall from a height of 9 m. Each soil was uniformly packed into a tray (0.5
m long, 0.25m wide and 0.085 m deep) with a 5° slope, prewetted for 24 hours and
then subjected to two successive rainfall events (60 mm hr1 for 30 minutes). The
overland flow was collected and subsamples taken for determination of'SS, total P
(TP) and dissolved (<0.45 um) P fractions. A range of aggregate stability and soil
dispersion tests were developed in the laboratory to help explain differences in the
amounts of SS and P forms collected under indoor rainfall simulation. Aggregate
stability tests included a wet sieving index, single drop, percolation stability and
soil consistency. Three alternative methods of soil dispersion were compared in the
laboratory: gentle dispersion in water, chemical dispersion in sodium chloride and
ultrasonic dispersion. Comparison of the amounts of SS and P fractions obtained
by laboratory tests with those obtained in runoff under rainfall simulation indicated
that the gentle water dispersion method gave the most reproducible and predictable
results. Linear regression coefficients (r) were 0.67 for SS, 0.79 for TP and 0.81 for
DP The combinations of shaking time, settling time and soilisolution ratio which
gave the best correlations with sediment and P loads under indoor rainfall simulation were 1 min, 4min 40s (corresponding to <20 urn fraction) and 1:50 ratio,
respectively. Both the indoor runoff and laboratory dispersion test results indicated
that the risk of sediment mobilisation was most closely and negatively related to
soil organic matter (r2=0 4), and that DP (but not PP) concentrations could also be
predicted from Olsen-extractable and water-extractable P concentrations in the soil.
The potential applications of the environmental soil test developed are discussed.
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Phosphorus Fractions in the Soil Surface as Affected by Tillage System.
A. Delgado. J. Velasco. C. Saavedra, P. Pajuelo, M D. Hurtado. F. Perea, Univ
of Seville.
Benefits of long-term No-Till (NT) over Conventional Tillage (CT) include higher
infiltration rates and reduced soil erosion, contributing to reduce P export from soils
However, no-till increases P enrichment of the soil surface. This may affect the P
loss pattern from soil: although NT can reduce P export related to sediment loss,
this practice can promote an increase in dissolved P in runoff The main purpose
of this work was to study how P forms and the P release potential in the surface of
a Vertisol are affected in the long-term by soil tillage. An experiment was initiated
in 1982 in Carmona, SW Spain (37°24'07" N, 5°35'10" W), involving three tillage
treatments with four replications in a randomized complete block design with 180
x 15 m plots. Treatments were: (i) CT involving the use of' mouldboard plow to a
depth of 50 cm in Autumn and after the use of field cultivator to a depth of 15 cm
before sowing; (ii) Minimum Tillage (MT) involving field cultivating to a depth of
15 cm before sowing and partial incorporation of crop residues, and (iii) NT. Crop
rotation was wheat-sunflower-pea under rainfed The fertilizer was only applied to
wheat by applying broadcast 240 kg ha ' of diammonium phosphate (48 kg P ha')
at preplant and 220 kg ha"1 of urea at sidedress In CT and MT treatments, the preplant fertilizer was mixed with the soil with field cultivating. In September 2003 a
composite soil sample was taken to a depth of 5 cm in each plot Plant availability
index (Olsen P), resin extractable P at 90 days and P forms were studied in each
sample P forms were studied according to the following sequential fractionation
scheme: (i) 0 1 M NaOH + 1 M NaCI for 16 h, releases adsorbed P, P precipitated
as Fe- and AI-phosphates, and P bound by Fe and AI organic complexes (NaOH-P);
(ii) 0 27 M Na citrate + 0.11 M NaHCO, (CB) for 16 h, extracts adsorbed P and
highly soluble Ca-phosphates, partly precipitated or adsorbed on calcite after the
NaOH extraction in calcareous soils (CB-P); (iii) 0.25 M Na citrate at pH 6 and 0.2
M Na citrate pH 6 (C) for 16 h and 8 h, release pedogenic Ca phosphates not dissolved previously (C-P); (iv) 0.2 M Na citrate + 0 05 M ascorbate at pH 6 for 16,
releases mostly P occluded in poorly crystalline Fe oxides; (v) 0 27 M Na citrate +
O H M NaHCO, + 2% Na dithionite for 16 h releases P occluded in crystalline Fe
oxides; (vi) 1 M NaOAc buffered at pH 4 for 16, releases residual pedogenic Ca
phosphates previously not dissolved by citrate; (vii) 1 M HCl for I h. dissolves most
lithogenic apatite; (viii) 2 M NaOH at 363 K for 2 h, extracts Organic P; (ix) 0 5 M
H,S04 + 0.37 M K,S,08 for 1 h, extracts Organic P All the extraction were carried
out using 1 g of soil and 40 mL of extractant at 298 K (otherwise indicated) Total
P and molybdate reactive P determined in each extract, except step 9. Total P, Olsen
P and extractable P by resin at 90 days was significantly higher (approximately

double) in NT plots than in CT and MT, thus indicating a higher P release potential
in surface soil A significant increase in the ratio of most labile P fractions (NaOH +
CB) to the sum of inorganic P fractions was observed under NT (0.19 NT, 0 I MT,
and 0.09 CT). This relative increase was much higher than that observed for the
fraction including low soluble Ca phosphates (C) (0.23 NT, 0.18 MT, and 0 16 CT).
Occluded P in Fe oxides to the sum of inorganic P fractions ratio was not significantly increased by NT. Although Organic P was increased in NT plots, the ratio of
Organic P to Total P was not significantly increased under NT compared with CT or
MT. These results suggest, not only an increase in P content in soil surface, but also
an increase in the fraction of this Pthat could be potentially released to water (runoff water or lost sediments in water reservoirs). Reason for the increased proportion
of labile P fractions under NT must be: saturation of sorbent surfaces since fertilizer
is accumulating in the surface, and a decreased Ca phosphate precipitation rate due
to the effect of the increased organic matter content in NT plots
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Effect of Soil Condition and Amendments Application on Phosphorous Loss.
A. 1. Mamedov. C. Huang. L. D. Norton. D. R. Smith. USDA-ARS. National Soil
Erosion Research Laboratory.
Stabilization of soil surface condition by conservation tillage and/or by using
soil amendments might be effective in decreasing runoff and erosion as well as
on nutrient loss from most of' cultivated land that has received long-term fertilizer or manures For many of US field soils, the breakdown of surface aggregates
results in pore collapse, changes in macro- and micro aggregate stability (slaking,
mechanical and/or chemical dispersion), causing runoff and soil loss from the soil
surface. We assumed that by preventing slaking and/or dispersion, it is possible to
control the mechanism of phosphorous (P) entrainment. We studied the effect of
soil surface condition (degradation or disturbance level) and surface application of"
soil amendments (gypsum and Polyacrylamide, PAM) on phosphorous (soluble, SP
or attached TP) loss from a silty loam (fine-loamy, mixed, mesic Typic Hapludalf)
soil. Erosion flumes (100 longx 20 wide x 10 deep, cm) were packed with <4 mm
diameters aggregates (mixed with a known amount of P, fertilizer) and then wetted
fast or slowly with distilled water using a peristaltic pump. The treatments were:
control (aggregate breakdown with fast wetting, representing greater degradation
under intensive tillage); slow wetting (lower degradation, representing no till),
gypsum (2 t ha '); and PAM (20 kg ha ' + gypsum (2 t ha'), i.e. minimizing dispersion and/or slaking and disintegration of surface aggregates under raindrop impact.
Amendments were applied on the surface of fast wetted soil prior rainstorm with
high energy and intensity (60 mm h') and Ih duration Adding the amendments
to the fast wetted soil surface and/or keeping soil surface stable by slow wetting:
(i) increased surface aggregate stability and drainable porosity with the pattern of
control < gypsum < slow wetting < PAM + gypsum; and decreased runoff and soil
loss with the same pattern, suggesting that runoff or soil loss was a function of
aggregate stability; (ii) resulted in a different shaped curve the P loading dynamics; and changed the SP and TP concentrations differently with from the aggregate
stability pattern This indicated that P loading also depends on soil aggregate breakdown mechanism Similar to soil loss, PAM + gypsum treatment was more effective in reducing TP and SP concentrations (> 1.5-3 time), whereas using of gypsum
alone was more capable on lowering SP concentration (> 2 time). Slow wetting
increased SP and slightly affected the TP concentration. Total P loss was greatest
for control and minimum at PAM + gypsum or gypsum treatments (< 2-4 times).
Generally increase in P fertilizer rate increased the SP loss in runoff Slowly wetted
aggregates, being less detachable, transferred more SP from soil solution to runoff
or infiltration water before a completed seal developed, whereas, for control treatments the opposite was true for the TP The PAM + gypsum treatment stabilized
macro-and micro aggregate stability and drainable porosity (i.e. by the decreasing
detachment and transport of particles, flocculating dispersed clay particles) of the
soil surface and decreased both the concentration of SP and TP This was also due to
the conversion of SP to the insoluble Ca-bound pools by gypsum dissolution. The
use of either PAM + gypsum or gypsum alone in addition to simulated (tilled) soil
surface showed considerable efficacy in reducing the feasible pollution of surface
water quality. The effect of the treatments on surface condition and P loss in runoff
is discussed in this paper.
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Predicting Transport of Soil Phosphorus in Landscape in Response to Manure
Application.
Y. Feng. Univ ofAlberta: X. Li. Alberta Research Council.
The Soil P-Export Model (SPEM) was developed as a tool to predict transport of
soil P in agricultural landscape and its relation with manure application. There are
a huge number of variables that affect the movement of P from soils to surface
water. We will never have perfect knowledge of them for every single point in a
watershed Thus, even in a detailed distributed model where details of the spatial
variability of the soil properties and processes are described, insufficient information of the necessary parameters will inevitably introduce uncertainties and errors
The approach used by SPEM attempts to strike a balance between representing
the spatial variability of the soil processes and at the same time keeping the input
requirements at a manageable level The SPEM uses a probabilistic approach in
dealing with spatial variability of the soil processes that control P export This
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approach allows for the modelling of the spatial feature of the soil P processes,
which cannot be easily dealt with lumped models At the same time, this approach
avoids the explicit modelling of detailed spatial distributions of the soil properties
and processes, thus significantly reduce the amount of input requirement with minimum loss of information The SPEM model was validated using the data generated
from the field experimental plots. The prediction from the model also compared
with a data set generated from over 58 of soils tested in lab using a rain simulator
The correlation between dissolved phosphate concentration in runotT(C, mg L ')
and soil available phosphate concentrate (P, mg kg ') generated from this database
was: C=0.0031P-0 047 (R 2 =0.93). The predicted relation was: C=0.0034 R It also
successfully predicted the water runoff from a small 25 km2 watershed
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Catchment Characterization and Targeting of BMPs to Control Sediment and
Phosphorus in Land Runoff Using the PSYCHIC Decision Support Tool in
the UK.
P. Withers. E. Lord. ADAS Consulting UK.
The EU Water Framework Directive (WFD) requires the preparation of river basin
management plans to implement a programme of measures to achieve good water
quality based on a range of ecological, and associated chemical, indicators. These
measures will need to control both point source and diffuse pollutants in catchments, including Suspended Sediment (SS) and Phosphorus (P) loss from agricultural land To facilitate the cost-effective targeting of a range of land management
options to mitigate SS and P loss, a prototype catchment-based decision support
tool called PSYCHIC (Phosphorus and Sediment Yield CHaracterization In Catchments) was developed and applied to a number of catchments in the UK with siltation and eutrophications problems PSYCHIC quantifies the loads of SS, particulate and dissolved P in runoff from agricultural land along different surface and
sub-surface hydrological pathways and assesses their contribution relative to point
sources PSYCHIC adopts a process-based modelling approach to ensure sensitivity to land management practices that have a large influence on the mobilisation
and delivery of SS and P. The model takes account of climate, landscape and land
management factors, and utilises current knowledge on the processes of SS and P
loss, to predict the spatial and temporal distribution of flow and SS and P loads on
a monthly time step and at both 1 km2 and field scales within a GIS environment
The decision support tool integrates model predictions of catchment areas with a
high risk of loss or 'hotspots'(Tier 1 screening tool) with field scale risk assessment
of contributing areas on farms (Tier 2) to help identify appropriate Best Management Practices (BMPs) associated with improved nutrient and land management.
PSYCHIC then assesses the impact of the selected BMPs on SS and P loss at the
field and catchment scale. This enables the end-user to identify and prioritize where
control measures need to be adopted, and to help justify their adoption in line with
policy mechanisms ( e g catchment sensitive farming) to reduce diffuse agricultural pollution In combination with an analysis of historic water quality records,
and enhanced by a targeted water chemistry monitoring programme, PSYCHIC
was run in a range of catchments and the spatial and temporal risk of loss identified and apportioned according to various sources. The paper describes the data
requirements, results, experiences, uncertainties and challenges of developing such
a pragmatic catchment-based decision support system and makes recommendations
on future development and operation within the context of integrated river basin
management.
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S C. F. Dechen
Effectiveness of Cropping on Runoff ami Soil Losses on Diverse Environmental
Settings in Brazil.
S. C. F Dechen. 1. C. DeMaria, lnslituto Agronömico: J. A. Ngailo, Ministry of
Agriculture and Food, Agricultural Research Institute Mlingano. National Soil
Service; O. M. Castro, S. R. Vieira, lnstituto Agronömico.
The effect of four different treatments on surface runoff and soil loss, their seasonal
distribution and temporal variations in three contrasting locations were examined
using runoff-erosion plots (4 m x 25 m long) for a six year period in Sao Paulo
State, Brazil Bare fallow, and three crops (soybeans, maize and sunflower) were
planted to evaluate their effectiveness in runoff and soil loss control. In this study,
data has consistently revealed that runoff and soil loss was reduced over 60%
simply by planting a crop to ensure the soils were well protected when erosive
rainstorms were the most destructive. The runoff' and soil losses generated were
highest in sunflower and maize, but least from soybean plots Cropping practices
played a major role in seasonal distribution of runoff'and soil loss Under bare
fallow, approximately 90% of runoff'and 79% of soil loss occurred during the noncropping season There was variation in the rainfall and erosivity factor the three
locations for but was consistently highest during December to April months each
year, which coincided with the period during which runoff and soil losses were also
highest The data from three sites have clearly elucidated that runoff and soil loss
can be minimized by crop management that produces a protective vegetative cover
on soils, reducing damage to the top soil. One of the most important conclusions
of this a study is that in all environments, it is necessary to select and manage crop
types that provide sufficient cover on the soil These do not only provide enough
residues during the time of the year when the soils are the most vulnerable to both
runoff and soil loss, but also the rooting systems favor soil strength. Seasonal varia-

tions in the two parameters must be considered when designing or using eventbased models to predict runoff and soil losses.
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G.J Lee
Effect of Strip Cropping System on Reduction of Soil Loss in Korean Highland.
G. J. Lee. C S. Park J. T. Lee. Y S. Zhang, S. W. Hwang, National Institute of
Highland Agriculture, RDA.
Environmentally sound soil management technology development is essential
for sustainable agriculture in alpine sloped farmland. This farmland is located on
the slopes of'the mountainous region, the soils are susceptible to erosion, and are
subject to intensive land use with high inputs of fertilizers and agrichemicals that
might have an environmental impact Proper methods to reduce soil erosion and to
raise soil quality are necessary. This research focused on the impact of conservation
tillage systems on reducing soil loss. Several experiments, such as evaluating the
amount of soil loss, and monitoring water quality and loss of soil nutrients by runoff', were conducted with a lysimeter to establish the best soil management practice
for the highland region from 2002 to 2004. The lysimeter was 5 m width x 20 m
length and was installed in the experimental field of National Institute of Highland
Agriculture (NIHA, South Korea). The soil type in the lysimeter was a silty clay
loam, and the slope was 17% The amount of the soil loss from contour cultivation
decreased compared with that of a plowed-bare soil, and the ryegrass strip cultivation reduced soil loss to below the 11 Mg ha-1 yr 1 OECD permitted limit. Ryegrass
strip cultivation was the most effective method for reducing the amount of soil and
nutrient loss among various conservation tillage systems.
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J Joo
Assessment of Water Quality near the Sloping Uplands in Nakdong River
Basin, Korea.
J. Joo. J. E. Yang. Y. S. Jung, D. H. Kim. S. C Yang. K. Y Yoo. Y. S. Ok. Kangwon
National Univ.
In the alpine upland of Pyungchang-gun, typically every two or three years, soil
is amended with saprolite and agricultural byproducts. The objective of'this study
was to determine the effect of'saprolite and agricultural byproduct applications on
water quality of runoff and leachates. To investigate this, a lysimeter with dimension of 0.85m x 1 75m x 0.30m was installed at the Kangwon National University.
Treatments included 1) Control; 2) Mixed compost with Cow, Chicken, and Sawdust byproducts (CCSC); 3) Chicken manure byproduct compost (CC); 4) Food
Waste byproduct Compost (FWC); and 5) Beer Sewage Sludge byproduct Compost (BSSC). Amendments were added at the rate of 10 ton h a ' , e mixed with soil
to a 25cm depth, and the quality of runoff and leachate waters were monitored
from June 4 to October 18, 2004. EC (805-2,200 iS cm 1 ), T-N (25-75 mg L ' ) , T-P
(0.12-0 43 m g L ' ) values inCC treatment were highest in both runoff and leachate.
EC values in CC and FWC treatments continuously increased during the lysimeter
experiment, while T-N and T-P values continuously decreased. Average T-N concentrations in runoff for the CCSC, FWC and BSSC treatments were 41, 34 and 37
mg L ' , and leachate were 35, 28 and 34 mg L"', respectively. Averaged T-P values
were not different among different treatments. EC values in leachate were higher
than runoff, and T-N values in runoff were higher than leachate.
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J. Joo
Changes of Chemical Properties from Runoff and Leachate in Soil Applied
with Different Agricultural By-Products.
J. Joo. C. S. Park. W. J. Lee. K. Y. Yoo, J E. Yang. Y S. Ok, Kangwon National
Univ.
Since alpine upland in Pyungchang-gun has been typically applied every two or
three years with saprolite, agricultural by-products are inputted to raise soil properties Therefore, the effect of saprolite application on water quality in runoff and
leachate should be monitored. To investigate water quality in runoff and leachate
with various treatments of agricultural by-product, lysimeter with dimension of
0.85m x 1.75m x 0 30m was installed in Kangwon National University. Control,
mixed compost with cow, chicken and sawdust by-product(CCSC), chicken manure
by-product compost(CC), food waste by-product compost(FWC), and beer sewage
sludge by-product compost(BSSC) at the rate of 10 ton ha-1 were mixed with soil
in 25cm depth, and water qualities in runoff and leachate were monitored from Jun
4, 2004 to Oct. 18, 2004. EC(805-2,200 iS/cm), T-N(25-75 mg/L), T-P(0.12-0.43
mg/L) values in CC treatment were highest in both runoff and leachate. EC values
in CC and FWC treatments continuously increased during lysimeter experiment,
while T-N and T-P values continuously decreased. Averaged T-N concentrations
in runoff taken from CCSC, FWC and BSSC treatments were 41, 34 and 37 mg/L,
and leachate were 35, 28 and 34 mg/L, respectively Averaged T-P values were not
different with different treatments. EC values in leachate were higher than runoff,
and T-N values in runoff were higher than leachate.
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G.Martinez
Effectiveness of PAM in Controlling Soil Erosion in a Highly Degraded Soil of
the Tropics Under Steep Slopes.
G. Martine:. R. Ramos-Santana.
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Univ. of Puerto Rico.

High sediment loads from agriculture and construction sites are the major source
of surface water impairment in Puerto Rico The use of anionic Polyacrylamide
polymers is quickly gaining recognition as a cost-effective short-term erosion control strategy. In this study we evaluated the effectiveness of different dosages and
formulations of PAM in a highly weathered soil (Corozal clay, Typic Hapludults) of
the tropics under steep slopes (20%) conditions. A series of indoor box experiments
were conducted according to guidelines of the National Research Project for Simulated Rainfall Three formulations ofPAM, namely: (SOILFLOCTM 300 E, SOILF1XTM LCD, and a synthetic formulation from Aldrich Chemical Company) were
evaluated at the following rates: 0 (control), 20 kg ha', 80 kg ha1, and 120 kg ha '.
A series of simulated rainfall (7 cm h"') experiments were conducted at: 24 hours,
2 days, 8 days, 1 month, and 2 months after polymer application. At their highest
rates, all PAM products reduced sediment production by > than 75% relative to the
control in all events. There were no significant differences in sediment production
control between the two highest PAM rates (80 kg ha' and 120 kg ha'(evaluated. A
month after PAM application sediment production was 1,272 kg ha' in the control
treatment vs. 285, 70, and 100 kg ha"' at the 120 kg ha"1 rate of SoilFloc, SoilFix,
and Aldrich PAM respectively. Afieldexperiment was established on experimental
plots (18 6 m2) to evaluate PAM effectiveness and persistence under natural rainfall
and complete sunlight exposure conditions. Results will be discussed.
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B.K.Hyun
The Impacts of a Severe Rainfall on Soil Properties in Steep-Slope Agricultural
Areas.
B. K. Hyun. National Institute of Agricultural Sciences and Technology.
The steep-sloped agricultural areas in Korea are occasionally exposed to heavy
rainfalls caused by typhoons, can severely impact rates of soil erosion, land sliding, burying, and flooding . The Korean peninsula is exposed to typhoons every
July and August, and the steep-sloped agricultural areas are especially impacted,
and have been severely damaged by these seasonal rainfall events. The objective
of this study was to identify effects of a heavy rainfall on soil properties of the
steep-sloped agricultural areas in Korea. Survey sites were located in the northeast coastal area of South Korea, including the Sacheon Myun area, which was
severely damaged from a forest fire in April 2000. Surveys were taken at these
sites after two years of severe rainfall events, which in August 2002, included an
event that poured 800 mm rainfall in a single day. One rainfall event exceeded the
highest maximum precipitation probability (750 mm) for a 500 yr period. After
this event, changes in soil properties, including macro morphological and physical
characteristics, were observed at the research sites, including fire-damaged forest
areas Soil erosion, burying, and flooding were observed after this storm Similar
amounts of soil loss were observed between estimated and measured values for erosion events of grades 2-4 For a grade 5 erosion event (land slide), the measured soil
loss was significantly higher than the estimated soil loss. Severe soil loss was found
at lower soil-depths, greater slopes, longer slope lengths, and concave landscapes.
Land slides were often found at areas having coarser textures, higher bulk densities,
lower water retention contents, and lower rates of soil aggregation. Crop growth
stagnation was found at the forest restoration site because of lower soil fertility and
poor drainage caused by the abrupt textural changes. In conclusion, steep-slope
agricultural areas are easily eroded, and need to be managed carefully.
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J.W.Vetter
Chemical Treatment to Reduce Turbidity in Borrow Pit Discharges.
J. W. Vetter. R. A. McLaughlin. North Carolina State Univ.
Sediment is one of the leading pollutants of surface water in North Carolina. A
significant source of this pollution can be attributed to construction sites On many
construction sites it is common to encounter turbid water in borrow pits and other
excavations that must be removed for construction to proceed as scheduled The
current treatments for excavation discharge water can be effective in removing
much of the large sediments; however these processes are ineffective in reducing
turbidity, which consists of very fine soil particles that remain suspended in the
discharge water. In the Coastal Plain of North Carolina nearly all excavations will
require the removal and treatment of water due to the presence of a high water table
throughout much of the region. The objective of our research is to develop a more
effective system for decreasing the turbidity of excavation discharge water in an
effort to minimize the negative impact that construction currently has on nearby
receiving waters. In conducting this research we are evaluating various physical
and chemical methods for reducing turbidity, including alternative stilling basin
designs and the use of Polyacrylamide (PAM) Two sediment sources, varying in
chemical properties, from active construction sites located in the Coastal Plain
region of North Carolina are being used to evaluate the effectiveness of the various
treatments A screening of a number of PAM products, varying in both charge densities and molecular weight, demonstrated that a cationic, high molecular weight
PAM (NA1.CO 9909) was the most effective in reducing the turbidity generated
from both sediment sources followed by a neutral, high molecular weight PAM (SF
N300) Stilling basin design testing was conducted at the Sediment and Erosion
Control Research and Education Facility (SECREF) at North Carolina State University. Tests involved a simulated borrow pit operation in which turbid water (500
- 700 nephelometric turbidity units (NTU)) was mixed in a large basin using one
of the sediment sources and pumped into a stilling basin at rates of 100 gpm and
50 gpm. Preliminary test results have indicated that a concentration (5 ppm) of cat-

ionic PAM (NALCO 9909) combined with jute/coir baffles in the stilling basin can
produce turbidity reductions of 96%. Further lab work will be conducted to relate
the effectiveness of the PAMs to the chemical and physical properties of the sediment sources. The greater effectiveness of the cationic PAM compared to anionic
PAM can be attributed to the mineralogical composition and surface chemistry of
the Coastal Plain sediment.
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C Centeri
New Data on Comparison of Soil Erosion Models.
C. Centeri. Szent Islvan Univ. Dept. of Nature Conservation: Z Szalai. G. Jakab,
Geographical Research Institute Hungarian Academy of Sciences: K. Barta, Univ
of Szeged. Dept. of Physical Geography and Geoinformalocs.
The effectiveness of soil loss and runoff predictions by soil erosion models can
be determined by rainfall simulations or measurements under natural rainfall
This study was conducted to develop a set of statistics that would highlight differences in the performance of three soil erosion models: EUROSEM, WEPP, and
MEDRUSH Rainfall (six rainfall intensities, two replicates), runoff, and soil loss
data from experimental runoff plots at four locations in Hungary were used to
find differences among models. The selected soil types are heterogeneous in their
physical and chemical properties and are widely used for arable farming Results
showed that the three soil erosion models perform with varying effectiveness,
depending on basic soil properties and rainfall intensities. The Hierarchical Cluster
Analysis showed that the runoff and soil loss values, forecasted by the models have
different correlations with changing soil water contents. Based on of the MannWhitney U test we concluded that EUROSEM model showed the best correlation
with the measured data on the examined Cambisol. For the Regosol studied, using
data measured under wet soil conditions, statistical analysis showed that only the
MEDRUSH model estimated runoff well; runoff forecasts of the EUROSEM and
WEPP models differed from measured data
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R M. B. D. Quadros
Mathematical Representation of the Morphological Evolution of Rills.
R. M. B. D. Quadros, Environment Ministry.
A mathematical model described by the one-dimensional hydrodynamic and sediment continuity equations for simulating the morphological evolution of rills was
developed. The equation to determine the soil particles flux was developed based
on dimensionless parameters related with the balance between viscous and inertial
forces and the balance between kinetic and potential energy, as well, with the soil
physical properties and the friction coefficient. With this equation the variable critical shear stress can also be determined through algebraic manipulation The differential equations were solved by MacCormack finite difference scheme and the
boundary conditions by the method of characteristics. Numerical simulations were
performed for both steady and unsteadyflow.The experimental data of Elliot et al.
(1989) in soils from areas of agricultural importance of the US A were utilized for
the calibration and sensitivity analysis. The main variables of the calibration were
related with both the soil and flow resistance, the aggregates diameter were found
to be the most sensitive. Linear regressions were computed between soil detachment rate and soil particle flux to determine the main variable and coefficients
responsible for the soil particle detachment The results showed that the balance
between kinetic and potential energy was the main factor responsible for the soil
detachment rate (R=0.93), followed by critical shear stress (R—0.83). Decreasing
trends of soil detachment rate occurred with both the clay concentration (R=-0.63)
and the aggregates diameter (R=-0 49). These trends confirm the arguments found
in the literature that good soil aggregation ensures erosion resistance. The results
showed also that the soil detachment process is very complex, but that the model
developed can contribute to better understand it The present model is very simple,
the calibration and implementation are easy; however it still needs further effort to
bring it to a completed state.
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J.Schmidt
Effects of Soil Slaking and Sealing on Infiltration—Experiments and Model
Approach.
J. Schmidt. Technical Univ Freiberg.
Soil slaking and sealing are frequent features of many cultivated soils The terms
slaking and sealing refer to the breakdown of soil aggregates and the formation of
a sealing skin which makes the soil surface less permeable The physical processes
of soil slaking and sealing are the result of the kinetic impact of raindrops on the
soil surface and the translocation of soil particles by flowing water. When the drop
impact forces exceed the internal cohesion of the impacted soil aggregates they
break down into primary mineral particles. These particles are transported by surface runoff or washed into the soil surface layer. When deposited, the translocated
particles could clog soil pores and form superficial layers characterized by higher
bulk density and lower saturated hydraulic conductivity than the soil beneath Due
to the loss of soil water storage and infiltration capacities soil erosion and the risk
of flooding are substantially increased. This paper refers to the EROSION 2D/3D
computer model which simulates soil erosion by water on single slopes and small
catchments. The runoff subroutine of EROSION 2D/3D uses a modified Green &
Ampt infiltration equation in order to calculate rainfall excess. Because the Green
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& Ampt equation presupposes a rigid soil matrix the temporal variability of soil
structure due to tillage, slaking and sealing, shrinking and swelling, biological
activities etc have to be considered by an additional empirical parameter which
allows to calibrate the saturated hydraulic conductivity ks on the basis of measured
data n the EROSION 2D/3D model, this parameter is called a skinfactor, "Skf"
Values of Skf<l reduce the infiltration rate, to take into account the effects of soil
slaking and sealing as well as anthropogenic compaction. Values of Skf>l causes
a positive correction of infiltration rate, eg for the consideration of an increased
infiltration into macropores due to soil shrinking, biological activity or tillage
impact If Skf=l infiltration rate is obviously not affected by either slaking and
sealing or macropores Using experimental data from various soil erosion plots the
temporal and spatial variability of the skin factor was estimated for different soils
and tillage practices. Generally the results show that just after plowing, the hydraulic conductivity of the top soil is artificially increased and skintactors are characterized by values >l However, because of the weak stability of the loosened top soils
they drop back to their original bulk density after a certain period of time. Generally
linked to this process, is the formation of a compacted and less permeable skin at
the soil surface Accordingly, skintactors decrease to values <l So far skintactors
of 20 soils in the region of southeast Germany with various textures, land uses, tillage managements, and crops were collected over several years using a field-scale
rainfall simulator Taking these data into account, an appropriate estimation of the
hydrologie effects of soil slaking and sealing can be achieved.
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N. S. Nwokporo
Assessing the Impact of Soil Erosion by Water on Soil Particle Size Fractions
and Soil Organic Matter Pools in an Eroding Landscape.
N. S. Nwokporo. S. Nortcliff. J. S. Robinson, Dept of Soil Science. Univ of
Reading.
It is widely accepted by researchers as well as farmers that during the process of
soil erosion, the fertile topsoil is lost, resulting in changes to soil physical, chemical and biological properties. As topsoil is eroded, associated soil organic carbon
(SOC) is significantly reduced, as it is mostly located in the upper horizon. In this
experiment we investigated the soil particle size fractions that are most erodible,
as well as the SOC pools that are more susceptible to loss during soil erosion by
water. Additionally, we investigated and compared various SOC pools between
depths along tramline soils and adjacent soils. This experiment was conducted in
an eroding landscape in Moorfield, Herefordshire, England Thefieldwas classified
into Eroded, Uneroded and Depositional regions based on topographical location,
particle size data, and physically observed erosional features. Soil samples were
collected from all regions and analysed for total carbon (TC), readily oxidisable
carbon (ROC), loss on ignition carbon (LOI), hot-water extractable carbon (HWC),
and cold water extractable carbon (CWC). Samples were collected at two depths
(0-1 and 1-15 cm) along tramline soils and adjacent soils Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) was determined in the surface and subsurface water in the landscape.
Results from this work showed that the coarse silt fraction is the most highly erodible soil fraction (significant p=0.001) in the study site. Increases in the levels of
HWC were observed along the depositional tramlines which may indicate that the
HWC is preferentially lost from the upper to the lower slopes compared to other
carbon pools SOC was also highly significantly (p=0 001) higher in the 1-15 cm
depth than the 0-1 cm depth indicating that the top 0-1 cm depth are more vulnerable to losses during soil erosion by water than the underlying I-I5 cm depth.
Management practices eg. tramlines, form the major pathway through which both
soil and carbon associated with the soil are lost during soil erosion by water However, these losses vary with the position of the tramlines on the landscape and other
soil and environmental variables. The mean amount of DOC (both in surface and
subsurface water) can be comparable with the CWC measured in the field indicating that a large proportion of carbon could be lost in dissolved rather than particulate form during soil erosion We conclude that erosion preferentially detaches the
coarse silt fractions during erosion and that the labile C pools are more vulnerable
to erosion losses from land to water during soil erosion
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A. N. Gennadiyev
Using Magnetic Spherules for Measuring Soil Erosion and Pollutant
Transfer.

A. N. Gennadiyev. Moscow Stale Univ. Faculty of Geography: K. Olson. Univ of
Illinois, Dept ofNatural Resources and Environmental Sciences: S. S. Chernyanskii.
Moscow State Univ. Faculty of Geography.
Among the methods to measure soil erosion, the uses of soil microcomponents as
markers of soil mass transfer stand out. Most prominent one is radio-cesium methodology Recently, attention has been focused on the method of magnetic tracer
based on evaluating both spatial and temporal changes in supplies of magnetic
spherules (MS) in soil catenas. This method was developed in USA during the
1990s. In the last 5 years it has had widespread applications in Russia MS are
derived from pyrolytic processes, such as coal burning. With the advent of railroads
(about 150 years ago), technogenic spherules began to fall out intensively on the
soil cover. As was registered in Yaroslavl, one of the main industrial centers of the
European Russia, the current rate of MS accretion on soil cover may reach 0.1 to
1 2 grams per square meter The procedure of MS extracting and calculating is quite
simple and cost-effective, but somewhat time consuming. Following chemical (or
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ultrasonic) destruction of soil organic matter (aggregates) and wet magnetic separation, polarizing microscope equipped with digital camera and appropriate software
can be used to identify spherules in magnetic fractions and calculate their total
share. Duplicating transects and appropriately repeated sampling provides statistical validity of the results. Since 1999, some 1500 soil samples have been analyzed
according to the described procedure This enabled the estimation of the rates of
soil erosion over the various regions both in the USA and in Russia In most cases,
soils contained 5 to 160 grams of MS per square meter, with 50-95 % of spherules
falling within the upper 5-20 cm. From the 1 to 50 micrometers of the observed
range limits, the spherules having 5 to 35 micrometers in diameter are the most
abundant Loamy chernozems, sod-podzolic and grey wooded soils occupied semiflat interfluves demonstrate moderate degree of MS supplies spatial variability, with
coefficient of variation of 25-27 %. Since vegetation serves as a filter for air flows,
soils under mature forests normally contain 1,2 to 3 times more MS as compared
to soils of non-cultivated grasslands Cultivated soils show stronger depletion in
MS and their profile and lateral redistribution as a result of tillage-induced erosion,
translocation and soil removal with harvest and on wheels of agricultural equipment. The forested sod-podzolic soils of the Moscow region developed on slopes
of up to 8 degrees demonstrate MS losses equivalent to lOto 151 ha-1 ofthe annual
removal of topsoil material (as averaged for the 150 yr period of intensive fly ash
fall out). In Tula region, cultivated chernozems of gentle slopes have lost 5 to 70
% of MS or 18 cm thick topsoil, with mean annual losses being equal to 8 t ha-1.
Since the majority of soil landscapes are located within open river basins, many of
magnetic spherules are transported to valleys with surface run-off The share of this
MS fraction can range from 5-7 % to 40-50 % depending on soil properties, topography conditions, land use regime and other factors. The magnetic tracer methodology was also successfully applied to assessing rates of archaeological monument
destruction. Cahokia mounds (USA, IL, and Mississippi Valley) including the 30
m high Monks mound, one of the highest North-American earthen monuments,
have been the subject of this research. Different mounds varied in land use history, so it was possible not only to estimate their physical destruction, but to find
links between changes of MS soil supplies and periods of human activities in this
area Since technogenic magnetic spherules are chemically inert, they do not have a
place in a list of high-priority pollutants. At the same time, MS have a potential to
be used as effective tracer for toxic pollutants associated with fly ash. For example,
coal burning results in emission of magnetic spherules along with polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) which can produce toxic, carcinogenic and mutagenic
effects. Unlike MS, PAH usually demonstrate instability in atmosphere and upper
soil layers where they are exposed to relatively intensive physical, chemical and
biochemical destruction Ratios between MS and PAH in soils and atmospheric
fallouts have been studied in detail and quantified by the example of a highly polluted area. Based on these data,flowsof PAH translocations in soil cover have been
revealed and rates of their destruction determined
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A Saleh Pour Jam
The Effects of Forest Clearance and Subsequent Land Use on Erosion Losses
and Soil Properties in the Golestan National Park, Iran.
M. K. Kianian. S. Feiznia. A. Saleh Pour Jam. A. Zahirnia. Univ of Tehran.
As pressure on land and forest resources increases, there is a growing need to assess
and improve the sustainability of slash-and-bum agriculture in Hyrcanian uplands
On steep hillslopes (24-32°) in the forest buffer zone ofthe Golestan National Park,
after clearance of natural forest, the relative impact on surface runoff, soil erosion
and soil properties of three land-use treatments following weed-free without cultivation (bare); cultivated with herbaceous crops (agriculture); and cultivated with
herbaceous crops and intercropped with Pyrus boissieriana contour hedges (agroforestry) were investigated over a 5-years period and an uncleared secondary forest
was used as a control (forest). The forest provided good protection against surface
runoff (which was consistently less than 0 2% of rainfall) and soil erosion losses
(less than 500 kg ha ' yr 1 ); agriculture caused a seven-fold increase in surface
runoff and 21-fold increase in soil erosion. However, agroforestry was effective
in conservation of water (45% reduction in runoff compared with agriculture) and
soil (erosion reduced by 35%) The clearance ofthe secondary forest led to large
changes in most measured soil properties Over 5-years period concentration of
organic matter declined by 31%, total N by 38%, exchangeable K by 47%, Ca by
43% and Mg by 56%; over the same period bulk density increased by 48%. Ofthe
soil properties subject to year-to-year fluctuations, after 5 years the concentration
of available P was 36% less in cleared plots than in forest, exchangeable Na was
50% less and moisture content 43% less. Only total P concentration and pH were
unaffected. Five years after forest clearance there was no good evidence that these
changes had stabilized and very little difference in soil properties was found among
the three land-use treatments However, within the agroforestry plots, exchangeable
K, Na and sand concentrations became higher under the hedgerows than between
them (by 14, 9, and 8%, respectively), while the clay concentration became higher
between them (by 9%) The results indicate that this low-input, contour tree hedgerow technology is effective for soil and water conservation through the sieve-barrier effect and increased water infiltration (respectively) and has the potential to
enhance the sustainability of this land-use system at a plot scale.
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S.D.Merrill
Effect of Tillage and Chemically-Weeded Fallowing on Measured Wind
Erosion on Sunflower Stubble Land in the Northern Great Plains, USA.
S. D. Merrill, USDA-ARS; T. M. Zobeck. USDA-ARS. Cropping Systems Research
Lab: D. L. Tanaka. USDA-ARS: L. J. Hagen, USDA-ARS. GMPRC. Wind Erosion
Research Unit: J. M. Krupinsky. USDA-ARS: J. E. Stout. USDA-ARS. Cropping
Systems Research Lab: B. Sharratt. USDA-ARS.
Diversification ofcropping systems in the northern Great Plains of the USA includes
crop species with residues that are less durable than small cereal grains, creating
potential wind erosion hazards under drought and tillage disturbance. No-tillage
with chemical weed control is currently considered to be one of the best soil conservation practices available because it conserves crop residues. But even under longterm no-tillage management, soil residue coverage in the spring after seeding wheat
can be less than 50% following prior crops of sunflower (Helianthus anuus L.) or
legumes such as dry pea (Pisum sativum L.) Information is needed to better understand the interaction of different tillage and fallowing practices with lower residueproducing crops under dryland conditions. A wind erosion experiment was established in central North Dakota (mean precipitation 410 mm yr') on silt loam soil
(Pachic Haplustolls). Management practices applied in the year following a no-till
sunflower crop (50-60 cm high sunflower stubble) consisted of tillage in mid-April
followed by season-long chemical fallowing with glyphosate. Tillage treatments
were: (a) no-tillage (NoT); (b) single pass disking (MedT), (c) two passes with a
heavier disk and rotary harrowing (MaxT). Soil losses were measured after tillage
until winter wheat seeding in mid-September. Sediment samplers of the BSNE-type
were placed at the middle of boundaries of square 1.3 ha replicated plots (6 total),
and piezoelectric moving particle sensors were placed in the middle of each plot.
Non-erodible strips of land that were roughened by seeder passage and covered
with wheat partially or fully surrounded the plots. Vertical profiles of transported
sediment were measured in MaxT plots with stacked sediment samplers (at 5, 10,
20, 50, and 100 cm).Wind erosion losses prior to July were considerably lower
than losses later in the season due to greater soil roughness in tilled treatments and
greater density of standing sunflower stalks in the NoT treatment. Attenuation of
roughness by precipitation and loss of standing sunflower stalks during the season increased wind erodibihty over time. During the June through mid-September
period in 2003, estimated losses for MaxT, MedT, and NoT totalled 38, 12, and 6
Mg ha'1. Low soil residue cover combined with poor soil surface structure to accelerate erosion in the MaxT treatment to levels that were potentially damaging to soil
health. Estimated soil losses under MaxT during the top 5 wind erosion periods
during the summer of 2003 summed to 36 Mg ha', reflecting relatively dry conditions and superior weed control. More frequent precipitation during the summer of
2004 and greater weed growth escaping control resulted in estimated MaxT soil
losses for the top 5 wind erosion periods of no more than 3 Mg ha '. During two 8
to 13 day periods in May 2003, estimated soil losses for a dry period were 0.70 and
0.02 Mg ha ' for MaxT and NoT treatments (ratio = 35), and estimated losses for a
heavily rain-affected period were 0.74 and 0.36 Mg ha'1 for MaxT and NoT (ratio =
2.1). During two 2 to 6 day periods in Aug.-Sept. 2004, estimated losses for MaxT
and NoT in the dry period were 1.29 and 0.17 Mg ha ' (ratio = 7.6), and losses in
the period with rain were 0.77 and 0.49 Mg ha', respectively (ratio = 1.6). These
results are believed to result from part of the soil movement during rain-affected
periods consisting of "wind-driven rain-splash" erosion. The relative increases of
apparent soil movement in the NoT treatment during rain-affected periods probably reflects lesser sensitivity of wind-driven rain-splash transport to standing and
prostrate sunflower residues compared to the effect of residues on sediment movement by dry wind erosion with its different transport physics. Data from stacked
sediment samplers in the MaxT treatment indicated that the midpoint heights (half
of mass above) of sediment mass transport profiles were more than double in value
compared to midpoint heights of profiles published for soils in the southern Great
Plains that had coarser texture than the silt loam of this study
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The New Italian Atlas of Sediment Yield from Basins.
P. Bazzoffi. Consiglio per la Ricerca e la Sperimentazione in Agricoltura. Istitulo
Sperimenlale per lo Studio e la Difesa del Suolo; F. Abbattista. CRA Experimental
Institute for Soil Study and Conservation; S. Vanino. Consiglio per la Ricerca e la
Sperimentazione in Agricoltura, Istituto Sperimenlale per lo Studio e la Difesa del
Suolo; R. Napoli. CRA Experimental Institute for Soil Study and Conservation.
Being fully aware of the potentiality of watershed sediment yield and of its capability of being transferred into the hydrographic network is important under different
environmental, economic and social aspects Changes in land use (e.g. conversion from forest or pasture to winter-sown cereals) can increase runoff, exacerbate
floods and increase sediment loads resulting from soil erosion into water courses
and lakes. Furthermore, an excessive sediment load can determine the deterioration
of water quality of rivers and reservoirs and can cause severe sedimentation problems in irrigation channels. In addition to it, sediment can damagefishstocks, while
shallow aquatic ecosystems suffer from accelerated infilling and vegetation development (WWF, 2001). Sediment can also damage port areas and tourism places,
due to the increased turbidity of water. On the other hand, sediments can play an
important role in the conservation of the biological equilibrium and in preventing
the shoreline withdrawal Sediment can also be a valuable economic resource as a
supply of minerals and construction materials and as a fertile alluvial deposit for

agriculture in coastal areas. At the present time, sediment management is addressed
fragmentary by EU policies and directives and needs a more specific approach
The European Sediment Research Project (SEDNET) pointed out that, unless governments do not take the sediment issue into consideration, there will be a real risk
of failing to implement soil and water policy. In Europe there is an urgent need of
guidelines at watershed scale in order to achieve a sediment management which is
environmentally and economically sustainable. This lack of strategies together with
laws not specifically focused on the sediment issue can result in high cost for both
the society and the environment. In view of integrating sediment management in
the context of the Italian and European policies, the FLORENCE model was developed to predict potential sediment yield from river basins The quantity estimated
by the model is the volume of humid sediment per basin area unit (units: m' km2
yr'). The model derives from the analysis of 59 Italian basin-reservoir systems
distributed across Italy. The model was developed as back-error propagation multilayer neural model by using 10 basin variables to predict sediments volumes accumulated in reservoirs located at the basin outlets. The FLORENCE model variables
were determined in G1S environment. To test the FLORENCE model, we used a
cross validation procedure by producing 59 neural trial sub-models, each of which
considered 58 watershed-reservoir systems, excluding one at a time. The sedimentation values observed in the excluded reservoirs were compared with the submodel's forecasts Observed versus sub-model predictions gave a good determination coefficient R2=0.73. The FLORENCE model was then applied to all Italian
watersheds (average 5 km2) and an atlas of potential sediment yield was produced.
The model resulted positively validated also by comparing the predicted values of
sediment yield with the values of erosion risk estimated by the USLE model and
by the PESERA model. The FLORENCE model can be considered more suitable
than other distributed models in predicting sediment yield at the watershed scale in
Italy In fact, sediment trapped by reservoirs derives from all sediment sources in
the tributary watersheds (soil erosion, mass movements, bank erosion etc.) and not
only from sheet and rill erosion.
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An Extreme Close-Range Photogrammetric Method for Monitoring Soil
Erosion.
W. Ypsilantis. N. Matthews. T. Noble. V. Josupait. ; D. Murphy. USDI. Bureau o
Land Management.
Extreme close-range, less than 150 meters, photogrammetry is an excellent, cost
effective method for monitoring soil erosion The technique developed enables precise measurements to be made from photographs taken with affordable six megapixel or higher single lens reflex or eight megapixel point and shoot digital cameras
The principal requirements to create these measurements are complete plot coverage
by overlapping photos for stereoscopic viewing, and adequate x, y, z control for
defined points within the overlapping area of the photographs. The camera is calibrated for focal length, format size, principal point, and distortion coefficients using
three-dimensional measuring and modeling software. The calibrated camera is then
used to capture ground control x, y, z coordinate data in a series of oblique, orientation photographs which are taken of the subject area with circular reference targets,
circular coded targets, and an object of known dimension placed within the target
layout. A series of stereoscopic photographs are taken of the subject concurrently
with the oblique-orientation photographs to facilitate stereoscopic viewing of the
subject area. A digital or softcopy photogrammetric workstation recreates, in three
dimensions, the geometry of the soil surface for the purpose of compiling data on
it. The software creates a digital terrain model that consists of a closely spaced grid
of thousands of x, y, z data points. Ditigal terrain model grid spacings of one to two
millimeters and positional accuracies of one quarter of a millimeter can be determined for areas up to five square meters. It is possible to make repeat visits to the
same location for the purpose of monitoring or change detection. It is necessary to
establish monumented points to achieve high levels of accuracy of change detection.
The data collected over a time period can be used to precisely document erosion
rates or other changes in soil surface features, such as microtopography of biological
soil crusts The purpose of the pilot project for the BLM Montrose, Colorado Field
Office was to monitor extreme Off-Highway-Vehicle use in Dry Creek Basin The
three dimensional monitoring and modeling software also has the capability to use
historical photographs to detect change from previous time periods The accuracy
for these type projects will be less due to the lack of camera calibration and the lack
of an adequate number of oblique photographs to establish camera orientation.
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Erodibility Status of Soils under Different Landuses in Shiwalik Hills of
llimachal Pradesh, India.
J. C. Sharma. Dept of Soil Science & WM. Dr Y. S. Parmar Univ of Horticulture
and Forestry; V. Kumar. Dept of Soil Science & WM. Dr Y. S. Parmar Univ of
Horticulture and Forestry.
Assessment of soil erodibility associated with different land uses is vital for the
management of hill and mountain agro-ecosystems and establishment of sustainable soil and water conservation practices The objective of this study was to
compare the erodibility status of soils under five dominant land uses viz. forest,
agriculture, grass lands lands, scrub lands and barren lands in Shiwalik hills of
llimachal Pradesh, India On the basis of reconnaissance survey and area under
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different landuse classes, stratified random sampling technique was followed for
the selection of sampling sites The sample size (number of sampling sites) varied
from 10-30 per cent, depending upon proportion of area under a particular land
use Accordingly, 23 representative sites were exposed upto 0 45 m depth under
different land uses A total of 69 representative soil samples from three depths i.e.
0-0.15,015-0.30, and 0 30-0.45 m were collected for laboratory analysis Different
erodibility indices viz. clay ratio (CR), suspension percentage (SP), silt: clay ratio
(SCR), dispersion ratio (DR), erosion ratio (ER), erosion index (EI) etc were computed and compared. Interrelationships between erodibility indices and some soil
properties were also established Considering 15 a threshold value of DR between
credible and non-erodible soils, agriculture, barren and scrub lands were found
more vulnerable to sheet erosion than the soils under forest and grass lands. On the
basis of DR, these land uses could be arranged in the order of their erodibility status
as: agricultural lands > barren lands > scrub lands > forest lands > grass lands. ER
and El gave almost similar results and the soils under scrub and barren lands were
found highly erodible and the order for the erodibility status among the land uses
was also similar i.e. scrub lands > barren lands > agricultural lands > forest lands
> grass lands ER and El were found effective indices for assessing the erosional
behaviour of soils as both were positively and significantly correlated under all the
land uses except grass lands suggesting that these can be used interchangeably.
According to the threshold limit of 10 for ER and 2.8 for EI between erodible and
non erodible soils, the soils under all the land uses were recorded to be erodible in
nature However, as per DR, slight variation in the order for erodibility behaviour
of soils among landuses than as per ER and El could be due to coarse texture of the
soils i.e silt +clay less than 30 per cent. Hence, DR can not be used as an effective index for assessing the erodibility behaviour of Shiwalik hill soils. The study
clearly indicated that land use has significant effect on erosional behaviour of soil.
Considering the soil physico-chemical characteristics, land uses, physiography and
soil erodibility status, the marginal lands such as barren and scrub lands in Shiwalik hills need special management practices for soil and water conservation to
check further degradation. Such lands need to be replaced by more effective soil
and water resource conserving systems like agro-forestry, agri-horticulture, silvipasture, controlled and rotational grazing and enclosure of degraded sites for natural regeneration Agricultural lands need to be supplied with sufficient quantity of
organic matter to improve soil aggregation, moisture retention and their health

R. C. Bou Kheir. National Councilfor Scientific Research. Remote Sensing Center:
J. Wilson. Unix ofSouthern California. Dept of Geography. College ofLetters. Arts
and Sciences. GIS Research Laboratory.
This paper aims at predicting the geographic distribution and size of gullies across a
landscape using geographic information system (GIS) and terrain analysis. Eleven
primary (elevation, upslope contributing area, aspect, slope, three curvature measures, flow direction, flow width, flow path length and "d(As)/ds") and three secondary (steady-state and quasi-dynamic topographic wetness indices and sediment
transport capacity index) topographic variables were produced; together with other
digital data collected from other sources (soil, geology) were used to explain statistically the predictive gully erosion map. Three tree-based regression models have
been performed based on (I) all variables, (2) primary topographic variables only
and (3) pairs of all variables. The highest predictive power regression tree model
that has been found combines sediment transport capacity and steady-state wetness indices explaining 80% of the field measurements in gully size. This model
proves to be simple, quick, realistic, practical, and can be applied to other areas,
thus constituting a tool to help implementing a plan for soil conservation and its
sustainable management.
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Modeling Soil Erosion in Central Greece.
S. P. Theocharopoulos. National Agricultural Research Foundation. Soil Science
Institute: H. Florou. Democritos. Environmental Radioactivity Lab; F. Tsouloucha.
S. Karagianni-Christou. P. Tounlas. M. Ntoula. National Agricultural Research
Foundation. Soil Science Institute.

Soil erosion has been studied in the Viotia area, Central Greece. An integrated
approach has been adopted based on portable rainfall simulator studies, on data from
a permanent experimental field and on the Cs-137 technique. The ultimate aim was
to develop the pedotransfer functions to construct a simple erosion model based on
the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE, Renard et al., 1987) in order to
predict soil erosion under Mediterranean conditions on the field scale. A portable
rainfall simulator similar to that described by Bowyer-Bower and Burt (1989) has
been used in order to investigate soil responses to rainfäll intensities of eight different soils in the Viotia area Ponding time was recorded and runoff and sediment
yield were monitored for thirty minutes after ponding, while sediment yield and
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runoff water were analysed for nutrient N, P, K content. An experimental erosion
SWAT For Soil Erosion Simulation at Highland Watershed.
field with nine plots of standard 22 m length (Morgan, 1979) and slope of about 70
was established and three treatments were studied, i.e. winter wheat, fallow land
J. H. Ahn. National Institute of Highland Agriculture: S. G. Heo. Dept. of
and bare (herbicide treated) land. The Cs-137 isotopic technique has also been used
Agricultural Eng.. Kangwon National Unix; K. S. Kim. Dept. ofAgricultural Eng..
Kangwon National Univ. M. Sagong. Korea Railroad Research Institute; K. J. Lim. in order to estimate long term soil erosion by defining the Cs-137 profile percentage residuals in relation to the local Cs-137 input inventory, in the grid points of a
Dept. ofAgricultural Eng.. Kangwon National Univ; C. S. Park. National Institute
first order catchment in the Mouriki village, Thiva area, Central Greece. Rainfall
of Highland Agriculture.
simulator data showed a high variability even in the same field and with the same
The Doam watershed is located at alpine areas in the Kangwon province, Korea
rainfall intensity, also between fields in runoff initiation time, in the total sediment
The annual average precipitation, including snow accumulation during the winyield and in the total runoff. This was probably due to soil complexity, scaling and
ter, at the Doam watershed is significantly higher than other areas Thus, pollutant
spatial variability With rainfall intensity of about 80 mm h"1 and with a duration
laden runoff and sediment discharge from the alpine agricultural fields are causing
of 30 min after runoff initiation, it was found that the ponding time in the eight
(8) fields studied varied from I 66 to 12 minutes. The percentage of the rainwater
water quality degradation at the Doam watershed. To estimate soil erosion from the
agricultural fields, the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) has been widely used
washed away varied from 30 to 71% of the rainfall. The soil erosion rates varied
because of its simplicity to use. The USLE rainfall erosivity (R) factor is responfrom 1 05 to 3.78 t ha' The nitrates in the runoff varied from 1.736 to 19.528 kg
sible for impacts of rainfall on soil erosion. Thus, use of constant R factor for the
ha"'. The total K measurements in the runoff water varied from 0 627 to 1.976 kg ha'
Doam watershed cannot reflect variations in precipitation patterns, consequently
while the P concentrations from traces to 66 g ha '. The permanent experimental field
soil erosion estimation. In the early spring at the Doam watershed, the stream flow
runoff and sediment yield data during thefirstyear of the experiment showed a high
increases because of snow melt, which results in erosion of loosened soil expevariability during the growing period This probably depends on the rainfall pattern
riencing freezing and thaw during the winter. Also, extremely torrential rainfall,
and intensity as recorded by the rainfall gauge and the stage of vegetation growth
such as the typhoons 'RUSA' in 2002 and 'MAEMI' in 2003, caused significant
Indicative measurements for a period of 43 days in early spring (March-April) 1999,
amounts of soil erosion and sediment at the Doam watershed However, the USLE
with 96 mm recorded total rainfall were total runoff rates varying from 119 m* ha'
model cannot simulate impacts on soil erosion of freezing and thaw of the soil. It
in the fallow land to 1.4 m' ha'1 in the wheat and 2 37 m' ha' in the herbicide treated
cannot estimate sediment yield from a single torrential rainfall event. Also, it canland. The soil erosion rates for the same period were 5.23 kg ha' for the wheat, 1.89
not simulate temporal changes in USLE input parameters. Thus, the Soil and Water
kg ha"1 for the fallow land and 2.77 kg ha"1 for the herbicide treated land. Based on
Assessment Tool (SWAT) model was investigated for its applicability to estimate
Cs-137 residuals the erosion and deposition rates were estimated in the grid points
soil erosion at the Doam watershed, instead of the widely used USLE model. The
of the catchment area in Mouriki, Thiva area of Central Greece, using the calibration
SWAT hydrology and erosion/sediment components were validated after calibramodels developed by Walling and 1 le (1997). Estimated erosion rates for the catchtion of the hydrologie component The R2 and Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient values are
ment grid varied from 3 54 to 95.781 ha' y ' while the deposition rates varied from
higher enough, thus it is found the SWAT model can be efficiently used to simulate
1.23 to 189.18 t ha"1 y'. An erosion model was developed to describe and predict
hydrology and sediment yield at the Doam watershed. The effects of snow melt
single event or annual soil erosion rates under Mediterranean conditions on the field
on SWAT estimated stream flow and sediment were investigated using long-term
scale, based on the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (Renard et af, 1987) for
precipitation and temperature data at the Doam watershed. It was found significant
sheet erosion. This was developed with the use of SB Model Maker, software (VERamount of flow and sediment in the spring are contributed by melting snow accuSION 3.0) The model is being calibrated for local conditions and validated using
sensitivity analysis facilities and rainfall simulator data. With existing soil survey
mulated during the winter. Two typhoons in 2002 and 2003, MAEMI and RUSA,
caused 33% and 22% of total sediment yields at the Doam watershed, respectively.
data and the outputs of the model incorporated in the G IS at the soil mapping unit
Thus, it is recommended that the SWAT model, capable of simulating snow melt,
level, the Soil Erosion Map of Viotia has been produced.
sediment yield from a single storm event, and long-term weather data, needs to be
used in estimating soil erosion at alpine agricultural areas to develop successful soil
erosion management instead of the USLE model.
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Use of DEMs for Predictive Gully Soil Erosion Mapping in Lebanon.
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The Impact of Climatic Changes on Land Capability in the Picas» Lagoon
Area, Buenos Aires Province, Argentina.

G. Carboni. J. M. Sanchez. J. C. De La Fuente. INTA-CIRN-Instituto de Suelos.
The recorded climatic changes in the Pampean Region of Argentina (1971-2000)
indicated an increase in precipitation and temperature values. The Picasa lagoon.

covering the south of Santa Fe and north of Buenos Aires provinces, increased
its water volume causing the flooding of surrounding agriculture-livestock lands.
The objective of this study was to know the effect of climatic changes on the agriculture-livestock land capability in that area. A total of 1,306 ha, near the Picasa
Lagoon, were analyzed. The zone has a no-well defined north-south drainage network, unevenness topography, paleodunes, and old deflation basins. The average
annual temperature and precipitations (1940-1960) were I4°C and 800-900 mm
increasing more than 15% in the 1971-2000 period (900-1,000 mm)16°C. The
hydric excess surpassed the evaporation levels. The superposition of 1985 aerial
photos at scale 1:50.000 (Graph 1) with 2004 Landsat satelite images (Graph 2)
allowed to know the degree of flooding in the studied cartography units. The results
indicated that the flooding increased from 7.37% (96.26 ha) to 56.9% (743.13 ha)
in the 1985-2004. The laboratory analysis of the 10 cm surface horizon (four soil
series) corresponding to the flooded cartographic units indicated a 0.5 pH units and
1.1% total nitrogen decrease, salinity (electric conductivity) increase from 15%,
water table elevation up to 45 cm, and humidity saturation in the profiles. The
agriculture-livestock lands (lllws, Vlws land capability classes) were reduced in
743.13 ha from 1,209.89 to 562.98 ha (1985-2004). The annual economic losses
were calculated in $200-250,000. This research allowed to know the soil chemistry and physical changes, the lost in agriculture-livestock land capability, and
economical losses.
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Tillage and Crop Rotation Affect Bulk Density and Penetration Resistance.

tion. Therefore, the influences of saprolite application on water quality in runoff
and leachate should be monitored. A lysimeter experiment was conducted to evaluate the influence of different slopes and different soil types for Chinese cabbage
cultivation on the soil loss, runoff and leachate water. The lysimeter with dimension
of 2 m x 5 m x I m was installed in the experimental field of National Institute of
Highland Agriculture (N1HA, South Korea). Soil types of the lysimeter were coarse
sandy loam and loam soil, and slope gradients were 5, 20, 35%. The precipitation
was 1,609 mm during study period (2004. 5-10). Soil losses with different slopes
on the loam soil were 10 Mg h a ' in the 5% contour culture, 113 Mg ha-1 in the
20 percents contour culture and 142 Mg ha"1 in the 35% contour culture. On the
sandy loam soil were 93, 238 and 474 Mg h a ' , respectively. Total nitrogen losses
on the loam soil were 89, 109, 168 kg h a ' , and 115, 140, 182 kg h a ' for the sandy
loam soil, respectively Soil loss was significantly correlated with slope steepness
in order of 5, 20, and 35% Soil losses for the sandy loam plots were higher about 3
times than for the loam soils Tendency of nutrient losses were similar to soil loss.
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The Roles of Clay Minerals and Gypsum on Marl Soils Stability South of
Tehran, Iran.
T. Asadi. Islamic Azad Univ. Bandar Abbas Branch: A. R. Zahirnia. Soil and
Watershed Managment Research Institute.
Abstract: In many arid regions of the word lime, gypsum or other cements stabilization of marl soils is used as a convenient and expedient means for the development
of foundation base courses and inexpensive wearing courses for transport purposes.
The failure of many of these natural and stabilized marl soils to perform their functions have been reported. Mechanical factors generally used to explain the causes
for the foundation failures have not been satisfactorily accepted. This study uses
X-ray diffraction analysis to explain the general basic causes for deterioration of
the support capability of these types of soils The presence of Polygorskite in marl
soils provides it with some very unique features in its natural state, and particularly
when it is stabilized with lime, gypsum or other cements. Formation of expansive
minerals such as ettringites, as a transformations product of Polygorskite increase
the swelling potential of the stabilized soils The various interactions, reactions and
factors contributing to the stability and instability of marl soils, and effects of lime
and gypsum on stabilized marl soils are discussed.

/. Kisic. F Basic. M. Mesic. K. Sajko. Z. Zgorelec. Faculty of Agriculture.
Increasing soil compaction has become a global problem due to the use of ever
larger and heavier tractors and attachments, i.e. more intensive tillage and also tillage under unfavourable conditions. As a consequence, low or decreasing yields are
obtained due to increased bulk density of the soil, which is also reflected in reduced
infiltration and transmission of water into/through the soil, lower pipe drainage
efficiency and crop root depth, higher incidence of plant diseases and reduced root
efficiency. Aimed at determining the optimal tillage system for the region, ten year
penetration resistance measurements, among others, were carried out on the Stagnic
Luvisol of the trial field "Freivogel's Hill" near Daruvar in central Croatia. The trial
included the following treatments: 1. Standard plot—black fallow, ploughed up/
down the slope; 2. Plowed (till 25 cm) up/down the slope; 3. No-tillage; 4. Plowed
across the slope (till 25 cm); 5. Very deep plowed across the slope (50 cm) and 6.
Subsoiling to the depth of 60 cm + plowed across the slope. Crops were sown in the
following crop rotation: 1994/95; 1999/00—maize, 1995/96; 2000/01—soybean,
1996/97; 2001/02—winter wheat, 1997/98; 2002/03 - oil seed rape and 1998/99,
20003/04—spring barley + soybean. Soil resistance is measured in four repetitions
on depth of tillage, as the principal parameter of soil compaction, were carried out
continuously parallel to the plant cover growth and application of appropriate agricultural practices using the recording penetrometer Ten year investigations lead to
the conclusion that the soil resistance to penetration is predominantly influenced
by the effective state of the plant cover development, actual soil moisture and the
tillage system applied. The lowest penetration resistance were recorded in all trial
treatments in the first measurements, immediately after the application of tilling
practices. In treatments involving deep practices (very deep ploughing and subsoiling) penetration resistance values were constant to the measurement depth whereas
an increase was recorded in penetration resistance below the ploughing depth in
treatments with ploughing to the depth of 25 cm. Soil resistance to penetration
recorded in the winter period was expressly low, one might say it was practically
non-existent According to the soil resistance values recorded in treatments with
deeper soil tillage, as well as the achieved yields, these treatments rendered the best
results in the investigations.
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Influences of Soil Types and Slope Gradients for Nutrient Loss and Soil
Erosion in Korean Highland.
C. Park. G. J. Lee. J. T. Lee. Y. S. Zhang. Y. I. Jin. National Institute of Highland
Agriculture. RDA.
Areas of the upland soil (740,000 ha) are about 7% of the total South Korean area
and about 62% of the upland soils are located in the slopes higher than 7%. Due
to this topographical distribution, most of the upland soils are vulnerable to severe
erosion in Korean sloped highland Highland upland in Pyeongchang of South
Korea has been typically applied every two or three years with coarse saprolite.
agricultural by-products and agrochemicals are inputted to raise vegetable produc-
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Evaluation of Modeled Soil Erodibility Estimates Using Lab-Scale Simulated
Rainstorms in Submountainous Region of Northern India.
A. Kohli. Regional Agricultural Research Station; K. L. Khera, Dept of Soils.
Erodibility of thirteen soils from the submountainous region of Punjab in northern
India was determined by subjecting the replicated sets of selected soils packed at
field measured levels of bulk densities in square soil boxes to simulated rainstorms
using a micro-sprinkler based rainfall simulator These values were compared with
erodibility estimated using a nomograph, an empirical equation and a fuzzy K frequency distribution generated using the program FUZKBAS. The measured soil
erodibility was significantly correlated with nomographic estimates of soil erodibility when steady state infiltration rate was used to delineate the permeability
classes. The value of soil erodibility at maximum membership obtained from fuzzy
K frequency distributions and the value at fuzzy centroid determined by FUZKBAS were also significantly correlated with measured soil erodibility. Estimated
K values were considerably higher than the measured K values. The models and
relationships used in the present study are good only as indicators of the relative
susceptibility of the soils to erosion. There is a need to provide a spatial prediction
and uncertainty analysis of the soil erodibility. In this regard the fuzzy logic based
approach used in the present study for estimating soil erodibility appears promising
as it provides freedom to choose from a range of erodibility values, each associated
with a membership grade and an uncertainty assessment
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Using Vetiver Technology to Mitigate Sediment Transport for Erosion Control
and Water Quality Improvement at a Typical Watershed in Southern Guam.
M. H. Golabi. Unix of Guam.
Sedimentation as a result of runoff is the principal human-caused threat to the environment in general and to water quality in particular on the Pacific island of Guam
Runoff takes the form of flash floods of high velocity but short duration. The rapid
flow is attributed to low soil infiltration, a high proportion of rain converted to overland flow, and scanty or absent vegetation cover due to wildfires In the areas where
protective vegetation cover is lowest, the soil is subjected to high shearing forces
by such overland flow Erosion damage is a serious problem to the environmental
ecosystem of the island. Sediment lost to erosion clogs rivers, lakes, and waterways.
Erosion and sedimentation loss are also a major source of water-quality problems in
Guam Sedimentation provides a vehicle for the transport of agricultural chemical
residues into canals, streams, rivers, and eventually near-shore ecosystems, where
it damages coral reefs The objective of the project reported here was to assess
the sediment-loading rate to the near-shore coral reef originating from the upland
watershed The effectiveness of vetiver grass as a sediment trap and its effect on
quality of the water leaving the upland watershed were evaluated Four plots (each
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72 by 5.5 ft) were laid out on a uniformly sloped (12%) watershed for estimation
of sedimentation rates. Each plot was equipped with an 8 inch high flume wall that
separated its surface from those of the other plots and their surroundings Flumes
were equipped with cone-shaped weirs that directed the runoff and sediments into
a collecting tank beneath the weirs.
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Space-lime Kalman Filtering of Soil Redistribution.
G. B. M. Heuvelink. J. M. Schoort, T. Veldkamp. Wageningen Unix and Research
Centre: D. J. Pennock. Unix of Saskatchewan.
Soil redistribution is the net result of erosion and sedimentation. Assessment of
soil redistribution in a given landscape over a given period of time may be done
using process-based and empirical approaches. Process-based approaches rely on
knowledge of how environmental processes acting in the landscape cause soil to
move from one place to another Empirical approaches rely on observations of soil
redistribution, which may be interpolated in space and time using (geo)statistical
methods In this presentation we use space-time Kalman filtering to combine these
two basic approaches The Kalman filter operates recursively to predict forward
one step at a time the soil redistribution from the predicted soil redistribution at the
previous time and the observations at the current time The case study that is used
to illustrate the methodology concerns a seven hectare part of the Hepburn research
site, located on the hummocky till plains of Saskatchewan, Canada. Tillage erosion
causes soil to move downward along the steepest gradient, whereby the amount
of soil loss per year is assumed linearly related to slope angle. Observations of
cumulative soil redistribution from 1963 to 2000 were derived using cesium 137 as
a tracer In total 99 observations were taken, using a regular sampling design with
a grid mesh of 25 m The soil redistribution observations differed meaningfully
from the deterministic model predictions (R2=0 389), causing the Kalman filter to
make a marked adjustment to the soil redistribution map The adjustment was particularly strong along the transportation route near the measurement locations. Use
of the space-time Kalman filter to predict soil redistribution is attractive because it
makes optimum use of process knowledge and observations, but routine use of the
technique is hampered by the computational load and by parameterisation problems. Sensitivity analyses showed that the model results are most sensitive to the
system noise. Future research must therefore be directed to realistic assessment of
the errors inflicted by the assumptions and simplifications of the soil redistribution
model.
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1354b

S.J.Jung

Evaluating Soil Survey Data for Optimum Producing of Watermelon and
Cucumber.

S. J. Jung. National Institute ofAgricultural Science and Technology.
Soil survey data have often been blocked for producers because of difficult to
understand The objective of this research was to provide easy interpretation to the
producers based on the development of practical technology to find optimum producing sites of watermelon and cucumber For this research, we surveyed climate,
soil and yield properties from watermelon and cucumber producers. Research sites
were obtained several places in Korea which were major producing areas for each
crop. We found that optimum temperature range was 22°C to 30°C from producing
watermelon and cucumber We estimated yield index based on soil characteristics
including soil texture, drainage class, available soil depth, gravel content, slope,
and landscape property Contribution rates were estimated from correlation of yield
and yield index Optimum ranges were estimated for watermelon and cucumber
producing based on climate, soil morphological and physical characteristics. In
conclusion, These practical information may help to watermelon and cucumber
producers, who are looking for optimum sites for better producing, with providing
optimum ranges of climate and soil characteristics.
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1355a
Z. Libohova
Erosion Rates of Different Particle Sizes from Roads and a Wildfire, Colorado
Front Range.
Z Libohova, USDA-NRCS; L. MacDonald. J. Pietraszek, Colorado Slate Univ.
The Upper South Platter River watershed provides 80% of the water for the two
million people in the Denver area. Erosion after large wildfires in 1996 and 2000
severely degraded water quality and reduced reservoir storage capacities. In
response, the USDA Forest Service is conducting large-scale thinning and prescribed burning to reduce the risk of catastrophic wildfires The initial goal of this
study was to evaluate the effects of thinning, prescribed burning, and the associated
forest roads on runoff, sediment production, and channel conditions at the hillslope
and small catchment scales. The study area is about 45 km southwest of Denver,
Colorado. Elevations range from 2300-2750 m. Mean annual precipitation is 410
mm, and about 40% of this falls as snow The predominant vegetation type is ponderosa pine, and the soils are shallow, coarse-textured (sandy-skeletal. Kassler and
Sphinx series) derived from the Pikes Peak granite. In mid-2001 sediment fences
were installed to measure erosion rates from 20 pairs of convergent hillslopes
("swales") and 24 road segments in three study areas. The contributing area, slope,
surface cover, and soil particle-size distribution were measured for each swale and
road segment Channel morphology and monthly water quality data also were col-
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lected from each study area. In 2001, just 3 of the 40 swales produced sediment. In
contrast, sediment was generated from 17 of the 24 road segments. Summer 2002
was much drier, and in June 2002, the Dayman wildfire burned all 20 swales in
one of the study areas. In the sites burned at high severity, the mean ground cover
decreased from 90% to 6%, and the soils were strongly water repellent to a depth
of 6 or 9 cm. The first two storms of 11 and 17 mm caused extensive rilling and
channel incision, and an 11 mm, 45 minute storm resulted in a mean erosion rate
of 0.75 kg m2. On a storm-by-storm basis, the amount of sediment eroded from the
severely-burned swales was strongly correlated with rainfall intensity (R2=0.92).
None of the unburned swales produced any sediment in 2002. The lower summer
rainfall in 2002 caused the mean sediment production rate for the 24 road segments
to drop from 2.0 kg nr2 in 2001 to 0.7 kg m 2 in 2002. On average, the surface
soils in the swales averaged 50% gravel, 40% sand, 9% silt and only 1% clay. The
composition of the eroded sediment from the severely-burned swales was quite
similar, as gravel and sand comprised approximately 90% of the eroded sediment.
The proportion of sand and gravel increased rapidly with increasing rainfall erosivity. Contributing area times slope explained approximately three-quarters of the
variability in erosion for the burned swales immediately after the fire. Subsequent
data from the second year after burning indicates that changes in the cross-sectional
area of the central rill explained approximately 64% of the variability in sediment
production. Since the contributing area is effectively a surrogate for the amount
of runoff and the slope reflects the energy available for sediment detachment and
transport, this result is consistent with the observation that 80% of the sediment is
being generated by continuing incision of the central rill rather than sheetwash on
the hillslopes. When separated by particle size, area times slope also explains most
of the variability in the amount of gravel and sand, half of the variability in silt,
but only about one-third of the variability in the amount of clay. On average, the
road surface had slightly more sand and slightly less gravel than the surface soils
in the swales. The particle-size distribution of the sediment eroded from the road
surface was very similar to the texture of the road surface However, the eroded
sediment had slightly more sand, silt, and clay than the road surface, indicating
that the finer particles were being preferentially eroded. Contributing area times
slope explained approximately half of the variability in sediment production for the
road segments The proportion of gravel in the sediment eroded from the unpaved
roads tended to increase with increasing storm erosivity while the proportion of silt
tended to decrease. These results suggest that the detachment and transport of sand
and gravel is more tightly coupled to rainfall intensity than the amounts of silt and
clay. The implication is that erosion of the finer particles is supply limited, and erosion of the coarser particles is more transport limited.
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M. Kuecke
The P0 4 /N0 3 Ratio in Seepage Waters as an Indicator for the Macropore
Contribution to Leaching.

M. Kuecke. D. H. Yoon. J. M. Greef Institute of Crop and Grassland Science.
Federal Agricultural Research Center.
Hypothesis: Leaching intensity and dynamics are influenced by cropping practices
(soil cultivation, crop rotations, fertilization), soil conditions (texture, soil moiture,
soil structure, ground water level) and climate (rainfall intensity and distribution
over the seasons). Under specific conditions, macropore flux can contribute significantly to leaching (e.g. heavy soil, sity with zero or minimum tillage, situations
with heavy rainfall events in dry dry seasons and on dry soils). As the conditions for
macropore flow alter over the time, the ratio of macroporeflow/matrixflowis not a
constant The major positive effect of macropore flow is the improved drainage of
excees water resulting in decreased soil erosion and surface runoff, while a negative effect is the downward transport of nutrients and pesticides that are not leached
through the soil matrix (e.g. phosphates) There is no way tofindout in field studies
to which extent macropore transport contributes to leaching It has been shown in
some published field studies that nitrate is leached out of soil profiles by matrix
water flow, while phosphate is transported downwards merely through macropores
from the soil surface. Based on these findings, it was the hypothesis of this study
that ratios of nutrients that are preferentially transported through macropores with
those preferentially transported through the soil matix can be used as an indicator to
identify seasons and situations with a significant macropore transport contribution
Between 2001 to 2004 the leaching of mineral and organic nitrogen and phosphorus
was studied in long-term field experiments (elder than 6 years before the start of
this study) on 2 different soil types (sand, clay loam) with different soil cultivation (conventional tillage, minimum tillage), land-use (grassland, arable-land) and
fertilization (exclusive organic and mineral fertilization) Passive capillary samplers (PCAPS,fiberglasswick sampler) were chosen to collect seepage water. Four
PCPAS were installed below the undisturbed soil in each plot via trench walls and
tunnels 80 cm below the soil surface PCAPS are installed below the undisturbed
soil profile and collect matrix flux as well as macropore flux As the chemical interaction between thefibreglassand the compounds in the seepage is low, the determination of nitrogen and phosphorus leaching under undisturbed soil conditions over
seasons and years is possible. Seepage waters were collected weekly, and NO,,
NH4, total N, P0 4 and total P concentrations were measured in the samples, organic
N and P were calculated from the difference of total-N (P) minus min N (P) The
highest concentrations of mineral N (NO," and NH4) were detected generally in the
late winter, while mineral P concentrations were highest in late summer. Organic N
and P concentration did not show any clear seasonal trends. The average share of
ammonium-N in total nitrogen was 15% Twenty-two percent of the total nitrogen

was found as organic N in the drainage from the clay loam (for both conventional
and minimum tillage) in average of the monitoring period, while it was only 7%
for the sand soil, both grassland and arable-land More organic P was found in the
leachates from the sandy soil (47% of total P) On the clay loam soil, the contribution was 38% on the minimum tillage plot and 15% on the conventional tillage plot
It is noticeable that the organic N concentrations in the seepage waters decreased
in most cases when the organic P concentrations increased, and vice versa In most
cases, a decrease of the nitrate concentration was parallel observed with an increase
of the POj concentration This confirms the hypothesis of this study In such situations, a contribution of macropore/preferential flow to leaching is assumed The
PO/NO, ratio was highest on all sites the late summer months It is concluded
that the P/NO," ratio can be used as a suitable indicator to identify the presence of
macropore flow and transport.

stream power and Reynolds number were more closely correlated to detachment
rate (r2= 0.9478); and in non linear (power function) correlation, shear stress and
water depth were more closely correlated to detachment rate that was any other
hydraulic parameters (r= 0.9312).
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G. A. Lehrsch
Runoff, Sediment Loss, and Aggregate Stability Under Center Pivot
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1453a
C. Srinivasarao
Effect of 20 years of Cropping, Fertilization, Farm Yard Manure and Groundnut
Shells Application on Water Retention, Chemical and Biological Properties of
Alfisol and Pod Yields of Rainfed Groundnut under Arid Climate.
C. Srinivasarao. M. Vijayasankar Babu. K. I 'ittal. B. Venkaleswarlu. T. Yalamanda
Reddy. S. Kundu. P. Gajbhiye. Central Research Institute for Dryland Agriculture.
Out of estimated 143 m.ha net cultivated land in India, 97 m.ha (68%) is rainfed
which produces 41 per cent of the food grains in the country Low and erratic rainfall, high temperature, degraded soils with low available water and multi-nutrient
deficiencies are important factors contributing to low crop yields in these regions. In
the recent years, decline in soil fertility, low crop productivity and unsustainability
warrant the attention for improving soil health and environment Although amount
of soil organic carbon in Indian soils is relatively low (0.1 to 1 0%) its influence on
soil fertility and physical health is of great significance However, maintenance of
soil organic carbon under tropical conditions particularly in arid, semi-arid and subhumid conditions is difficult due to extremely high temperature and moisture stress.
Integrated nutrient management (INM) combining locally available organic sources
with chemical fertilizers is a possible option for sustaining soil productivity and soil
qualify A long-term INM experiment was started at Agricultural Research Station,
Anantapur(14o41'30"N 77o40'30"E) under All India Coordinated Research Project on Dryland Agriculture in 1985 in an Alfisol with groundnut production system
Depth-wise (20 cm interval up to I m) soil sampling was done after kharif, 2004
(after 20 years) and water retention, soil fertility and biological parameters of soils
were studied After 20 years of cropping, fertilization and manuring, a considerable
improvement in organic carbon was observed Organic carbon ranged from 0 15 to
0 31 % under control profile to 0.18 to 0 59 % in 50% NPK (10,20,20 kg ha-l)+4 t
ha-l FYM. Under 50 % NPK+4 t ha-l groundnut shell incorporation also, about 25
% improvement in organic carbon was observed in surface layer Available water
content was improved in the range of 2-3 % over control with organic manure addition. There was a build up of N, P, K, S, Ca, Mg, Zn, Fe, Cu, Mn and B with different INM practices over control Improvement of soil fertility was also observed in
deeper layers of the profile Microbial biomass carbon improved substantially with
groundnut shell and FYM additions over control and 100 % inorganic fertilizers.
Different enzymes such as dehydrogenage and Aryl sulfatase levels also improved
with INM and 100 % organic treatments In general, 100% NPK and INM combinations have maintained higher pod yields of groundnut than 100 % organic and
control plots Results so far indicated that INM combinations of 50 % NPK plus
4 t FYM or groundnut shell improved soil health in terms fertility and biological
properties and maintained higher productivity of soils.

Irrigation.

G. A. Lehrsch. D. C. Kincaid, USDA-ARS.
Sprinkler irrigation often causes runoff and erosion Relatively high water application rates under center pivot outer spans usually exceed the infiltration rates of
medium-textured soils, leading to runoffand sediment loss, particularly from sloping fields. We hypothesized that incorporated fresh (i.e., stockpiled) or composted dairy manure would reduce runoff and sediment loss, possibly by improving
surface soil structure Our field study had four treatments, plus a duplicated nonamended control, in each of six blocks, with each block situated under a different
span of a lateral-move sprinkler system, simulating a center pivot In October 1999,
we incorporated 29 or 72 Mg ha ' of dry manure or 22 or 47 Mg ha' of dry compost to a depth of 0.15 m into Portneuf silt loam (Durinodic Xeric Haplocalcid)on
slopes from 0.8 to 4.4%. In Spring of 2000 and 2001 before irrigating and Fall of
2001 after irrigating, we collected surface soil (0-5 mm) from bed tops to determine
aggregate stability. We applied 22 to 45 mm of water at an average application
intensity of 28 mm h"1 to 6.4- x 36.6-m field plots six times in 2000 and twice in
2001 Additional non-monitored irrigations were made as needed to produce maize
(Zea mays L ) silage each year Using small trapezoidal flumes, we measured runoff
rates and collected l-L runoff samples at 15- to 30-minute intervals to determine
sediment loss for each monitored irrigation. In general, neither amendment nor rate
significantly affected runoff, sediment loss, or aggregate stability. At the highest
amendment rate each year, however, runoff from compost-treated plots tended to
be greater than from control plots while runoff from manure-treated plots tended
to be less. As sediment loss increased, silage yield decreased at an increasing rate,
possibly a consequence of water stress due to the loss of the higher water-holding
Ap horizon, particularly from steeper slopes Sediment loss decreased exponentially as aggregate stability increased Stable surface aggregates were less prone to
breakdown by sprinkler droplet kinetic energy, and consequently produced fewer
aggregate fragments and primary particles, susceptible to detachment by sprinkler
droplets and transport in runoff As expected, plot slope greatly affected runoff
and sediment loss From slopes >2 5%, runoff per irrigation averaged 14 2% of
the water applied, three-fold greater than from flatter slopes Similarly, sediment
loss per irrigation from slopes <2.5% averaged 244 kg ha', compared to 11 kg ha '
from flatter slopes. Sediment loss and runoff were affected more by slope than by
manure or compost
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A Jafari Ardakani
I lire is of Hydraulic Parameter, Bed Slope and Rock Fragment Cover on Soil
Detachment Rates.
A. Jafari Ardakani, A. R. Zahirnia, Soil and Watershed Managmenl Research
Institute.
A precise understanding of soil detachment rates is necessary to establish a basic
understanding of soil erosion. This study was conduct to investigate the relationship between soil detachment rates and flow discharge, slope gradient, rock fragment cover, flow depth, mean flow velocity, unit stream power, stream power and
shear stress. A 6 m long * 1.5 m wide hydraulic flume was used in this study Flow
discharge ranged from 2 to 10 L S"'; slope gradient varied from 1-3% and rock
fragment cover varied from 0-30% The exponential rates indicated that detachment rates increased with greater flow discharge, slope gradient and rock fragment
cover. Detachment rates was affected more by discharge in 2,4 and 6 L S ' than by
slope gradient and in high discharges, effect of flow rate on soil detachment was
decreased The effect offlowdepth on soil detachment was also dependent on slope
gradient and rock fragment cover The exponential results indicated that rock fragment cover reduces concentrated flow erosion rates (E) in an exponential way (i.e.
L=e-bRC), which is similar to previously reported relations for other water erosion
processes such as interrill erosion and sheet-rill erosion measured on runoff plots
The decay rate (b) of this exponential relationship increased throughout the experiments because of scour-hole development and bed armoring. In plots that have
no rock fragment cover, linear correlation, mean stream power and the Reynolds
number were more closely correlated to detachment rate (r2= 0 946); and in non
linear (power function) correlation. Water depth was more closely correlated to
detachment rate that was any other hydraulic parameters (r:= 0 9758) In plots that
are rock fragment cover (10, 20 and 30% rock fragment), linear correlation, mean
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T. Muraoka
Nitrogen Fertilizer Management for Corn Crop Under No-till in Brazilian
Cerrado.
E. C. D. Silva. T. Muraoka. Center for Nuclear Energy in Agriculture. Univ of
S. Paulo (USP); P. C. O. Trivelin. Center for Nuclear Energy in Agriculture: S.
Buzetti. UNESP: G. L. Guimaräes. UNESP.
Nitrogen is the most easily absorbed nutrient by corn crop and has the largest effect
the yield. The unplowed soil and cultivation of green manure in fallow ground
alters the dynamics and the recovery of N by corn in the soil-plant system. Corn
is the main crop in terms of cultivated area for grain production in the Cerrado
(Savannah) soil and an option for rotation with soybeans These soils present low
N supplying capacity, because of low content of organic matter. The research was
carried in a dystrophic red Latosol, southern cerrado (Selviria-MS), during the
2002/03 growing season. This research is a repetition of one carried out in the previous year in a nearby area, i.e., same soil (*), due to and great dynamic ofN in the
soil, especially in Cerrado, affected by climatic seazonal variation. The objective of
this work was to evaluate the best rate and time and of N application for corn crop
and N utilization, using urea-15N, by com crops grown under no-tillage system in
succession to green manures sun hemp(Crotalaria juncea) and millet (Pennisetum
americanum) and to the fallow ground; and evaluate utilization of N from soil and
the green manures labeled with 15N by corn grown under different N rates The
experimental design was randomized complete blocks, with 24 treatments and four
replications in an incomplete factorial, 3x3x2 + 6, three N rates: 80, 130 and 180 kg
N ha-1; three preceding cover crops (green manures): sun hemp, millet and fallow
ground; two N application time: 4 leaf or 8 leaf stage; and six additional treatments
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(three without N application and three that received 30 kg N ha-1 at seeding). For
the green manures, above ground dry matter yield, amount of accumulated N and
the isotopic enrichment were considered, which were, respectively, 8.61 Mg ha-1.
189 0 kg N ha-1 and 1.882 atoms% of 15N for sun hemp; and 6.33 Mg ha-1, 64.0
kg N ha-1 and 2 416 atoms% of I5N for the millet. The spontaneous vegetation
produced in the fallow ground plots was 2 86 Mg ha-1 of dry matter, accumulating
the equivalent to 33.9 kg N ha-1. The sun hemp provided the highest amount of N
derived from fertilizer to corn crop grown in succession, N utilization efficiency
and grain yield The application of N at corn 4 leaf stage provided highest grain
yield in succession to millet, compared to the application with 8 leaf stage, being
indifferent for com in succession to sun hemp and fallow ground soil. The increasing nitrogen fertilizer rate increased linearly the utilization of N by corn from sun
hemp, and adjusted to quadratic model for N from millet, in average 15.8% (29.8
kg N ha-1) for sum hemp, and 10 4% (6 6 kg N ha-1) for millet. The amount of N
derived from of urea fertilizer increased with increasing N rate and reduced the N
utilization efficiency, in average 53%, 47% and 45% for the corn grown in succession to sum hemp, fallow and millet, respectively. The soil supplied larger amount
of N for the corn compared to the inorganic fertilizer and green manure jointly,
being, in average of 119, 116 and 106 kg N ha-1 for the corn grown in succession
to sum hemp, fallow and millet, respectively. The results of present experiment corroborate the previous year obtainned information Research supported by FAPESP,
IAEA and CNPq (fellowships).
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P.Jiang
Landscape and Conservation Management Effects on Soil Hydraulic
Properties for an Epiaqualf.
P. Jiang, Univ of Missouri; S. H. Anderson. Department ofSoil, Environmental and
Atmospheric Sciences; N. Kitchen. E. J. Sadler. K. A. Sudduth. USDA-ARS.
Tillage and conservation management systems have been developed to reduce the
environmental impacts of crop production systems, and have been reported to influence soil hydraulic properties. However, the effects of landscape positions and their
interaction with management systems have received less attention. The objective
of this study was to investigate the effects and possible interactions of landscape
position and selected tillage and conservation management systems on saturated
hydraulic conductivity (Ksat), soil water retention, pore size distributions, and bulk
density for a Mexico silt loam (fine, smectitic, mesic Aerie Vertic Epiaqualf), a
claypan soil. Landscape positions included summit, backslope and foots]ope positions. Management treatments included mulch tillage with a corn (Zea mays)-soybean {Glycine max) rotation (MTCS); no-till with a corn-soybean-wheat (.Triticum
aestivum) rotation (NTCSW) with a red clover (Trifolium pretense) cover crop
following wheat; conservation reserve program system with primarily tall fescue
(Festuca arundinacea) intermixed with legumes (CRP); and a hay crop system
(Hay) consisting of legumes and cool season and warm season grasses. The study
site was a 12-ha area in central Missouri. Treatment plots were in a randomized
block design with three replications Soil properties were determined on intact soil
cores (76 mm long x 76 mm diam) collected from the 0 to 10, 10 to 20, and 20 to
30 cm soil depths at each landscape position and management treatment. Soil water
retention was measured at 0, -0.4, -1, -2.5, -5, -10, and -20 kPa soil water pressure. The water retention data were analyzed using multivariate profile analysis,
while all other parameters were analyzed using the ANOVA procedure in SAS. Soil
bulk density was different among landscape positions, management treatments, and
soil depths For the management treatments, bulk density was lowest for the CRP
(1.25 g cm'), intermediate for the MTCS treatment (1.28 g cm') and highest for
the Hay (1 32 g cm') and NTCSW (1.34 g cm') treatments. By landscape position, bulk density was higher for the footslope position (1 36 g cm') than for the
backslope (1.28 g cm') and summit (1.26 g cm') positions Management effects
were strongest at the footslope (p = 0 0007) and moderate at the backslope (p =
0 0204), while there were no effects at the summit (p = 0.4285) Ksat was also
affected by management The descending order of Ksat for the 0-10 cm depth was
CRP (165 mm hr') > Hay (42 mm hr') = NTCSW (36 mm hr1) > MTCS (30 mm
hr'). Interactions between landscape position and tillage treatments occurred for
the MTCS and NTCSW treatments. The MTCS treatment had the lowest Ksat at
both the backslope and summit positions, while this treatment had a higher value
(81 mm hr')at the footslope position compared to the NTCSW treatment (18 mm
hr') Management effects on Ksat appeared to be limited to the surface soil depth
Water retention data showed that for the 0-10 cm depth, water contents for the CRP
treatment were the highest, while those for the MTCS treatment were the lowest
for all soil water pressures. Saturated water content for CRP (0 42 m' m~') was 27,
24, and 14% higher than MTCS (0.33 m' m '), NTCSW (0.34 m' m'), and Hay
(0.37 m' m '), respectively. Water contents for CRP and Hay were comparable at all
non-zero soil water pressures. Further, NTCSW tended to retain more water than
MTCS at all pressures, but the difference was only significant at -20 kPa. In summary, both landscape position and management affected soil hydraulic properties
on these claypan soils Based on the soil properties considered, CRP was superior
in soil water conservation than other management treatments. Most importantly,
the results of this study indicated management effects differed significantly with
landscape position These interactions were likely due to varying topsoil depth and
depth to the claypan horizon for different landscape positions, which will substantially influence soil hydraulic processes. These interactive effects must be taken
into consideration to achieve better management for these soils
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M. F. Vigil
Drought Avoidance Using Skiprow Corn at Akron, Colorado.
M. F. Vigil. D. Nielsen. B. Henry. J. Benjamin. R. Klien. F. Calderon. USDA-ARS.
Central Great Plains Research Station.
The Central Great Plains region (CGPR) of the USA is a net importer of feed-grains
primarily corn This is because the CGPR of the USA has the greatest concentraion
of large animal feeding operations in the world. Ten million ha of the CGPR is
cultivated dryland Dryland com yields in the semi-arid portion of the CGPR are
unstable primarily due to drought during the critical reproductive stages of com
development Researchers in the region have just recently re-discovered and old
method of drought avoidance (skip-row)that could stabilize dryland com yields
in the CGPR. The idea behind this method of droght avoidance is to plant dryland
com in wider rows than is typically done Typically corn is planted in rows spaced
0.76 m apart. Using the skip-row approach the same number of plants per ha are
planted in paired rows spaced 1.50 to 2.28 m apart. The corn uses the same amount
of stored soil water as conventionally planted corn. It is just that it is not able to
"get" to the reservoir of stored soil water in the wide inter-row area until flowering
and thereby avoiding drought during that critical period. We have measured significant yield advantages utilizing the skip-row method in both research and on farm
trials and that data will be presented in this poster.
152-5
1549a
P. Papadopoulos
Agricultural Use of Residues of the Cotton Acid Deleting Process.
E. Vavoulidou. A. Dinirkou. P. Papadopoulos. C. Paschalidis, Soil Science Institute
of Athens. NAGREF.
The aim of this study was to determine the influence of residues of seed cotton acid
deleting process in improving the physical and chemical properties of high salinity
and high calcium content soils. In addition, the productivity of treated soils for the
cultivation of wheat and lettuce was studied Soil samples were collected from two
different areas with high-salinity and high calcium content soil, respectively, and
their physical and chemical properties were determined. Six experiments, with four
replicates often treatments each, were carried out for each soil type and depth. For
these the following amount of residues was added: 0.0, 0.54, 1.08, 1.62, 2.16, 5.40,
10.8, 27.0, 54.0, and 108.0 g/kg of soil. The following results were obtained. The
pH was reduced as the amount of residue added increased, with a difference of 0.5
units between the lowest and highest dose. For the high salinity soils, the reduction
was maintained over the experimental period, while for soils with a high calcium
content, the pH returned to its initial value after two months The exchangeable
Na in the high salinity soils was reduced by 1.06 meq/100g from the lowest to the
highest treatment. The CaC03 content was reduced by 6.0-10 0% in the soils with
high content-calcium and only by 2% in the high salinity soils. Due to the higher
content of the residues in K, Ca, Mg, Fe, and Mn, the content of these elements in
both the treated soil increased with the amount of residue applied. Lettuces were
cultivated in greenhouse pots in the two types of soil, each taken from two depths
(0-30 cm and 30-60 cm, with six different amounts of the residues added:0 0 (control), 1.08,1.62,2 16,5.40, 10.8. For the high salinity soils from both depths, the
addition of 1.62 g/kg gave the best soil in terms of physicochemical properties and
the nutritional content of lettuce plants. For the 30-60 cm soil, the weight of the lettuce plants increased by up to 58% compared with the control. For the high calcium
content soils, a higher application rate of 2 16 g/kg gave the best results in terms
of the height and weight of the lettuce plant, but the greatest increase in the mass
of the plants in the soils from both depths was achieved with an application rate of
1 62g/kg. Wheat was cultivated in greenhouse pots in the same four soils with five
different amounts of the residue added: 0 0 (control), 0.54, 27 0, 54.0, and 108 0
g/kg of soil. The only treatment that gave an increase in the plant height, the weight
of the wheat ears and the number of seeds was the highest one, with increases of 1319%, 75-103% and 95-171%, respectively. However, in all treatments, the weight
of the plant and seeds were smaller than that of the control.

152-6
1549b
U K. Behera
Management of Vertisols with Limited Water Availability for Improving the
Productivity of Durum and Aestivum Wheats.
U. K. Behera. Indian Agricultural Research Institute; H. N. Pandey. I ART Regional
Station; P. K. Varma. IART Regional Station.
In India Vertisol occupies an area of about 22 0 million ha. Most of these soils are
confined to southern and central part of India. In central India, agriculture is largely
wheat based occupying an area of about 7.1 million ha. Major cultivation of wheat
in this region is either under rainfed or under limited (1-2) irrigations. On the other
hand, over-exploitation of ground water for intensive agriculture, industry and
domestic uses, is causing drastic decline in ground water level Most of the water
sources including tube wells and wells dries up in January and soils develops large
cracks leading to quicker depletion of available soil moisture. The productivity of
wheat in this region is quite low (1871 kg/ha). The low productivity is mainly due to
the water stress of the crop at various growth stages. Hence, field experiments were
conducted during rabi 1995-96 to 1999-2000 involving durum (Triticum durum
Desf.) and aestivum (Triticum aestivum L ) wheat cultivars under varying irrigation
levels and schedules based on growth stages under limited water availability situations The soil of the experimental field was vertisols (fine, smectitic, hypothermic.
Typic Haplusterts) with pH 7.8, organic carbon 0.5%, sand 13%, silt 34% and clay

53% The soil water content of the top 60 cm soil measured by pressure plate is
32.5% by weight at 33 kpa and 17 5 % by weight at 1500 kpa. Experiment-1 : The
treatments comprised five irrigation levels(four during 1998-99): 10 • Come up irrigation given immediate after sowing (CUI), 11 = CUI + CR1 (crown root initiation),
12 = CUI + CRI+ FL (flowering), 13 = CUI +CR1+U (late jointing) + ML (milk), 14
= CUI + CRI+LT (late tillering) +LJ+FL+ML+D (dough) in the main plot and eight
wheat varieties/cultivars of 4 durum and aestivum each in sub plots The experiment was conducted in split plot design with three replications Experiments-2: The
treatments comprised five irrigation treatments: 10 = Come up irrigation (CUI), II
= CUI + CRI, 12 = CUI + LT, 13 = CUI + LJ, 14 = CUI + CRI + LJ in the main plot
and 8 wheat varieties/ cultivars (4 durum and 4 aestivum cultivars including near
iso-genic lines) in sub-plot with four replications. Farly duration semi-dwarf aestivum varieties, viz LOK-1 and GW 173 produced higher grain yield, compared to
mid-late varieties, when one irrigation was applied at CR1 stage. At one irrigation,
semi-dwarf varieties yielded better than tall varieties, indicating that semi-dwarf
varieties may perform better under limited (1 or 2) irrigations, compared to tall
varieties. Durum performed better than aestivums, when more than one irrigations
were applied at different growth stages. Rate of photosynthesis and transpiration
increased with increasing levels of irrigations and leaf water potential showed positive correlation with grain yield The study revealed that maximum grain yield of
5397 and 5960 kg/ha was obtained during 1998-99 and 1999-2000, respectively
when six irrigations were applied at various physiological growth stages Durum
performed better than aestivum with an yield advantage of 4.5 to 8 I % at all levels
of irrigations except come up irrigation and irrigation at CR1, where yield levels
of aestivum and durum were at par. Under limited water availability situations as
prevalent in central India, shifting of customary CRI irrigation to late tillering (LT)
and late jointing (LJ) increased grain yield in all the cultivars The maximum grain
yield of 3350 kg/ha was obtained when one irrigation was applied at late jointing
Shifting of CRI irrigation to LT and LJ resulted an yield advantage of 12 % and 24
%, respectively Application of two irrigations at CRI and LJ gave the maximum
grain yield of 36.47 q/ha. The performance of durum and aestivum wheat were
similar under one irrigation at CRI/ LT/ LJ. However under two irrigations at CRI
and LJ, durum cultivars exhibited superior performance over aestivum. The delay
of irrigation from CRI to LT/LJ resulted in increase in effective tiller plant, 1000grain weight, dry matter accumulation 1000-grain weight and effective tillers
were highest at 13 in all the cultivars and it was significantly higher than 12 in most
of the cultivars This indicates that irrigation application at late jointing may help in
increasing the kernel weight In the vertisols of central India with high water holding capacity and swell-shrink properties of soil durum cultivars produced higher
grain yield than aestivum when more than one irrigations were applied based on
physiological growth stages. Shifting or delaying the CR1 irrigation to LT to LJ
improved the productivity of wheat by 12.4% and 22 5%, respectively compared to
irrigation applied at CRI. Rate of photosynthesis and transpiration increased with
increasing levels of irrigations and leaf water potential showed positive correlation
with grain yield.
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Conservation Agriculture for Cotton Production in a Coastal Plain Soil of

Central Alabama, USA.
F. J. Arriaga, K. Balkcom. A. Price. J. Bergtold. T. Kornecki, R. Raper. USDAARS.
Soils of the coastal plain in southeastern USA are usually low in organic matter and
frequently have consolidated soil layers that limit root growth. For these reasons,
soils of this area are often considered to have low productivity. However, there is a
potential to develop soil and crop management systems that increase organic matter
content in the soil and reduce the effects of compacted soil layers Managing these
soils with some sort of conservation agriculture system, such as non-inversion tillage or cover crops, can improve the profitability of farms in this region A study
was initiated in fall 2003 to determine the impact of tillage operations on cotton
(Gossypium hirsulum L ) production Three conservation tillage systems (no till,
strip-till, and paratill) are under evaluation Tillage is conducted in the fall or the
spring Two winter cover crop systems, rye {Secale cereale L ) and no cover, are
also being compared The cover crop is killed chemically before cotton planting
and flattened with a roller-crimper The flattened cover crop forms a mat that has
been shown to suppress weed emergence and protects the soil from erosion. Additionally, the decomposing biomass from the cover crop should increase soil organic
matter content overtime Results from the first two years of this study indicate that
rye has negatively impacted crop yields, reducing yields by 12.7 and 6 7 % in 2004
and 2005, respectively. This reduction in yield with rye use as a winter cover crop
can probably be attributed to N immobilization in the soil. Spring tillage significantly increased cotton yield by 7.5% when compared to Fall tillage in 2004, while
there were no differences in 2005 Furthermore, cotton yields in 2005 were similar
between Fall and Spring tillage when compared to no-till It is expected that some
form of conservation tillage and winter cover will benefit crop production of this
region in the long-term due to improved soil quality
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J E Matocha

Influence of Tillage, Crop Rotation and Phosphorus Fertility on Grain

Sorghum Yields.

J. E. Matocha. Texas A&M Agricultural Research and Extension Center: M.
Richardson. Texas Agricultural Experiment Station. Corpus Christi: S. Livingston.
Texas A&M Agricultural Research and Extension Center.
Rapidly rising production input costs for grain sorghum [sorghum hicolor (L.)
Moench] challenge the producer to utilize or adapt alternate production methods
to improve profitability. Reduction in energy and labor input costs through reduced
tillage and potentially yield enhancing crop rotations with improved nutrient use
may be the alternative methods for producer consideration Objectives of this
research include investigations of fossil fuel saving tillage practices, possible yield
enhancing crop rotations and varying levels of fertilizer phosphorus (P) and micronutrients, iron (Fe) and zinc (Zn), on grain sorghum production The experimental
site was a Clareville clay loam (hyperthermic, Pachic Argiustoll) located west of
Robstown, TX (southern Texas) Conventional tillage (CT, 7-8 tillage trips; 6-10"
tillage depth) was compared with minimum tillage (MT, 3-4 trips; 3" maximum
depth) under both continuous sorghum cropping and a sorghum: cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.) yearly rotation The major blocks, cropping systems, and subblocks, tillage systems were evaluated at three P fertilization rates in split-plots
Micronutrients, Fe and Zn, were included at the high P rate in the minimum tilled
(MT) treatment Initial year results for sorghum following cotton compared to sorghum following sorghum showed a significant 30 percent grain yield increase when
averaged across all tillage and fertilizer variables With severe moisture stress in
years 2 and 3, the rotation benefit decreased substantially due to drought stress
Phosphorus, Zn and Fe fertilizer responses were measured in the third year. Early
season plant growth differences in favor of MT failed to translated into final grain
yield differences due to moisture stress prior to physiological maturity. Grain yields
in Year 4 were considerably improved over yields for the previous two years While
overall average yields were not significantly affected by treatment, yield breakout
within tillage system shows up to 22% yield gam directly attributed to rotation with
cotton. Yield response to P approached 28% under MT with sorghum following cotton with a lesser response in continuous sorghum Economic evaluation of the positive benefits of reduced tillage, crop rotations and P indicate considerable impact
by these variables Summary of differences in input costs for power unit, equipment
and labor allocation for sorghum production using the MT system in contrast to
CT showed savings of approximately $90 00 per hectare The 4-year average yield
increase due to rotation was an impressive 21 percent Assuming this yield increase
translates into at least 588 kg\grain\ha or some $37-$40 per hectare additional net
income, the additive benefits of using the MT system and crop rotation practices
exceed $124.00 per hectare.
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F.licet of Tillage, N Fertilizer and Crop Residue on Yield, Nutrient Uptake,
Soil Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions.
S. S. Malhi. Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada: R. Lemke. Agriculture and
Agri-Food Canada: Z. H. Wang. Northwest Agriculture and Forestry Unix: B. S.
Chhabra. Unix ofAlberta.
Management practices that simultaneously improve soil properties and yield are
crucial to sustain high crop production and minimize detrimental impact on the
environment A 4-yr (1998 to 2001) field experiment was conducted to determine
the influence of tillage and crop residue management on crop yield, N uptake and
C removal in crop, soil organic C and N, inorganic N and aggregation, and nitrous
oxide (N20) emissions on a Gray Luvisol (Boralf) soil near Star City, Saskatchewan, Canada with two tillage systems: no tillage (NT), and conventional tillage
(CT); two levels of straw: straw retained (S), and straw removed (NS); and four
rates of fertilizer N: 0, 40, 80, and 120 kg N ha-1, except no N to pea phase of the
rotation The plots were seeded to barley (Hordeum vulgare L ) in 1998, pea (Pisum
satixum L ) in 1999, wheat (Triticum aestivum L ) in 2000 and canola (Brassica
napus L.) in 2001 Tillage and straw treatments generally had no effect on crop
yield during the first three years. But in 2001, NT produced 55, 32, and 20%
greater canola seed, straw and chaff than CT, respectively, whereas straw retention increased seed and straw yield by 33 and 19% compared to straw removal
Seed, straw and chaff yield of canola increased with N rate up to 40 kg N ha-1,
and root mass (0-15 cm depth) with N rate to 80 kg N ha-1 Amount of N uptake
and C removed in wheat and canola generally increased with N rate, but tillage and
straw management had no consistent effect After four crop seasons, total organic
C (TOC) and N (TN), light fraction organic matter (LFOM), C (LFC), and N (LFN)
were generally greater with S than NS treatments Tillage did not affect TOC and
TN in soil, but LFOM, LFC. and LFN were greater or tended to be greater under
NT than CT There was no effect of tillage, straw and N fertilization on NH4-N in
soil, but CT and S tended to have higher N03-N concentration in 0-15 cm soil than
NT and NS, respectively. Concentration of N03-N increased substantially with N
rate > 80 kg ha-1 The NT + S treatment had the lowest proportion (34%) of winderodible (<0 83 mm diameter) aggregates and greatest proportion (37%) of larger
(>12.7 mm) dry aggregates, compared to highest (50%) and lowest (18%) proportion of corresponding aggregates in CT + NS, indicating less potential for soil erosion when tillage was omitted and crop residues were retained Amount of N lost as
N20 was higher from N-fertilized than from zero-N plots, and it was substantially
higher from N-applied CT plots than from N-applied NT plots Retaining crop residues along with no-tillage improved soil properties and may also be better for the
environment. The findings suggest that returning crop residue and no tillage would
improve soil quality and productivity, and may also be better for the environment
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N fertilization, although improving crop production, may increase the potential for
N03-N leaching and N20-N emissions.
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C. Srinivasarao
Potassium Availability, Distribution and Categorization of Various Soil Types
Under Different Rainfed Production Systems of India.
C. Srinivasarao, Central Research Institute for Dryland Agriculture.
Potassium fertilization is not practiced in rainfed agriculture in India assuming
that Indian soils are rich in potassium and corps do not need external K supply.
However, under continuous cropping in rainfed regions, huge crop K removals
are reported up to 150-200 kg ha-1 depending upon amount and distribution of
rainfall and biomass production. These crop removals essentially deplete soil K
reserves if cropping continues further for longer period. Therefore, present study
was undertaken to evaluate the soil K reserves under diverse rainfed production
systems (Rainfed rice, groundnut, soybean, cotton, rabi sorghum, pearl millet, finger millet and maize) and to categorize rainfed soils based on different soil K. fractions. Depth-wise sampling was done from 21 locations across different soil types
under eight production systems and various fractions of soil K were assessed. In
general total K was higher in Inceptisols (1.60-2.28%) followed by Aridisols (1 451.84%), Vertisols and Vertic sub-groups (0.24-1.72%) and Alfisols and Oxisols
(0 30-1.86%) However, wide variation in total K was observed within each group
of soils. Nonexchangeable K reserves also showed similar trend as that of total K
in most of the profiles. Many of Inceptisls showed substantial amounts of nonexchangeable K while some of the Vertisols (Akola) and Alfisols (Bangalore) showed
exceptionally low. Contrary to nonexchangeable K. reserves, Vertisols showed
higher exchangeable K. than Inceptisols and Alfisols/Oxisols Nonexchageable K
showed significant positive correlation with total K in Inceptisols and Vertisols
while it was non-significant in Alfisols/Oxisosls. However, it has significant positive correlation with exchangeable K. in all the soil types indicating the dynamic
equilibrium between two soil K fractions Nonexchangeable K reserves were also
involved along with exchangeable K in categorizing soils for evolving strategies to
manage soil K fertility in rainfed agriculture in India.
* Contribution of Chief Scientists in soil sampling at 21 AICRPDA centres is gratefully acknowledged.
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'led nl m situ Moisture Conservation and Nutrient Management Practices
on Soil Properties and Yield of Redgram in a Rainfed Alfisol.
A. R. Rajan. R. Sabarinalhan. Tamil Nadu Agricultural Unix.
Soil and water are the most important natural resources in rainfed agriculture. Dry
lands are inherently poor in fertility and moisture retention Successful cultivation
of rainfed crops depends on the skillful management of rain water through proper
in situ moisture conservation techniques and soil health by adding sizable quantity
of organic manures along with inorganic fertilizers. In this context, a field experiment was conducted to study the effect of in situ moisture conservation and nutrient
management practices on soil properties and productivity of redgram in a rainfed,
sandy loam Alfisol In situ moisture conservation practices of ridges and furrows
and tied ridges with or without sugarcane trash as mulch, and nutrient management
practices of application of recommended inorganic fertilizers (12.5 kg N ha"1 as
urea and 12 5 kg P ha"1 as single super phosphate), 50% of recommended fertilizers
+• 1.25 t ha' of enriched compost and 2.5 t ha"' of enriched compost made from
locally available crop residues of green gram, cowpea, groundnut, horse gram and
sugarcane trash (enrichment done with rock phosphate @ 25 kg and ZnS04 @
2 5 kg per tonne of residue and inoculated with Phosphobacleria and Rhizobium
cultures) were compared with farmers' practice of no moisture conservation and
no nutrient application. The results revealed that the net available soil moisture
was higher under tied ridges with mulching. Soil bulk density decreased, while
porosity and infiltration rate increased, under tied ridges with mulching and 2.5 t
ha' of enriched compost application. Soil organic carbon and available nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium were enhanced due to mulching and moisture conservation practice of tied ridges Enriched compost application was observed to improve
the fertility status of soil after redgram. The root length, root volume and root dry
weight of red gram were higher due to tied ridges and with mulching and for the
application of 2 5 t ha' of enriched compost. The highest grain yield was for tied
ridges with mulching Application of enriched compost @ 2.5 t ha"' significantly
increased the grain yield as compared to farmers' practice. The uptake of nutrients
was also high under tied ridges with mulching and with enriched compost application. Resource use efficiencies as total rainfall use efficiency and effective rainfall
use efficiency and indices as agronomic efficiency and physiological efficiency for
applied nutrients were higher for tied ridges with mulching and for enriched compost application. The net return was also higher for the above treatments.
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X.Yin
Ground Cover and Irrigation Effects on Soil Fertility, Mineral Nutrition, and
Productivity of Sweet Cherry.
X. Yin. J. Turner. C. Seavert, R. Guiliani. R. Nühez-Elisea. H. Cahn. Oregon State
Univ.
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The influences of ground cover (synthetic fabric or straw mulch) and drip irrigation on soil fertility, mineral nutrition, and productivity of sweet cherry trees are
largely unknown in the Pacific Northwest, USA. A field experiment was initialized in 2001 on a sweet cherry orchard that was planted in April 2001 at the MidColumbia Agricultural Research and Extension Center, Hood River, Oregon. Two
ground cover systems [2.4-m wide synthetic fabric cover made of black, woven
polypropylenec, and control (no cover, but with herbicide applications in the tree
row area)] were evaluated in a randomized complete block design with eight replications. The other field experiment was established on the Mel Omeg's orchard that
was planted in 1998 at The Dalles, Oregon in 2005 Two irrigation systems (drip
irrigation, micro sprinkler irrigation) and four ground management systems [straw
mulch, white fabric cover, black fabric cover, and control (no mulch or fabric cover,
but with herbicide applications in the tree row area)] were evaluated in a split-plot
design with four replicates. Soil fertility, plant mineral nutrition, tree water use,
and fruit yield and quality were measured in both trials Visual evaluation of fruit
surface pitting was conducted after the fruits had been stored in a cold storage
room at 33oC for four weeks for both trials. On the trial at Hood River, significant
effects of synthetic black fabric cover on soil available N, P, K, Ca, Mg, S, B, Zn,
Mn, Cu, pH, and organic matter were rarely observed regardless of year. Except
the first year of 2001, leaf N concentration was 11 to 19% greater with the covered than non-covered trees in 2002, 2003, 2004, and 2005. Because tree size was
greater in the covered grids than the non-covered grids, this suggests that the total
N uptake by plant is greatly enhanced due to black fabric cover. On the other hand,
leaf P concentration was about 19 to 37% less with the covered grids than in the
non-covered grids for 2002 through 2005. Similar to P, leaf Ca concentration was
reduced in 2002,2003, and 2005, and leaf Mg was lowered in 2002,2003, and 2004
because of black fabric cover. The reduced leaf P, Ca, and Mg concentrations with
the covered trees were mainly due to the diluting effects of increased tree growth.
The effects of black fabric cover on leaf K, S, B, Zn, and Mn concentrations were
generally not significant. Our results suggest that although soil nutrient availability is not reduced by wide synthetic black fabric cover, higher rates of fertilizers
may be needed for the covered sweet cherry trees due to the enhanced tree growth
and fruit production from a long-term perspective. Fruit sugar content, firmness,
and size did not differ significantly between the covered and non-covered trees.
However, black fabric cover maybe could increase the percentage of marketable
fruits by reducing fruit bruising and pitting. On the trial at The Dalles, the biggest
benefit with drip irrigation was water saving. During the entire season from May to
September in 2005, drip irrigation reduced irrigation water consumption by 74%
relative to micro sprinkler. Compared with no cover, black fabric lowered water
use by 8%, and straw mulch and white fabric had a 1 to 3% reduction in water use
Fruit yield with drip irrigation was similar to that under micro sprinkler There was
a strong trend of yield increase with straw mulch and fabric covers relative to no
cover, although these yield increments were statistically insignificant. Fruit sugar
content, firmness, and size did not differ regardless of irrigation or ground cover
systems. Drip irrigation increased marketable fruits by approximately 5% (absolute
value) via reducing fruit pitting compared with micro sprinkler. No benefits were
found with straw mulch or fabric covers in reducing fruit pitting relative to no cover
in thefirstyear of experimentation Differences in soil available N, P, K, Ca, Mg, S,
B, Zn, Mn, Cu, pH, and organic matter were negligible between the two irrigation
systems or among the four ground cover treatments in 2005 However, drip irrigation resulted in slightly lower concentrations of N, P, K, Ca, B, and Mn in leaf after
harvest than micro sprinkler; which suggests that the uptake of these nutrients by
roots may be slightly reduced due to the switch from micro sprinkler to drip irrigation in the first year. However, the four ground cover treatments had similar leaf
nutrient concentrations except N.
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Recycling and Integrated I f of Agriculture Based Organic Sources of
Nutrients in Rainfed Sunflower Crop (Helianthus annus L.) in Semiarid
Tropical Alfisol.
K. L. Sharma. Central Research Institute for Dryland Agriculture.
In order to study the scope of recycling the agricultural based organics, by way
of composting and their integrated use, laboratory and green house studies were
conducted at Central Research Institute for Dryland Agriculture, Hyderabad and
field studies at Hayathnagar Research Farm situated at 17° 180 N latitude, 78°360 E
longitude Soils of the experimental field belong to Hayathnagar soil series (Typic
Haplustalf) The vermicompost (VC) was prepared using various treatment combinations as: i) sugarcane (Saccharum officinalis) bagasse + cattle dung; ii) sorghum
(Sorghum bicolor) stover + cattle dung; iii) vegetable waste + cattle dung; iv) fruit
waste + cattle dung; v) subabul (Leucaena leucocephala) + cattle dung and vi)
mixture of all these + cattle dung in the ratio of 2:1 i.e. 2 parts of the feed source
and 1 part of cattle dung on weight basis Based on the N content of vermicompost,
greenhouse study was conducted using sunflower as the test crop. The Organic Carbon (OC) contents in the vermicompost prepared from sugarcane bagasse, sorghum
stover, subabul loppings, fruit waste, vegetable waste and mixed feed combinations
were 225.0, 243.8, 225.0, 264.0, 274.3 and 336.0 gm kg"1 respectively. The corresponding nitrogen contents were 14.0, 12.3, 25.0, 17.5, 16.0, and 24.0 gm kg'
respectively The initial C: N ratios of the feed materials varied form 10 23 to 45 50
which were reduced down to 8 4 to 19 82. Vermi compost prepared from fruit based
combinations contained highest (19 3 gm kg') amount of phosphorus followed by
vegetable waste (14 3 gm P,0 5 kg"'). The VC prepared form mixed feed materials

was found to be the richest in potassium content (6 3 gm K,0 kg '). The vermicompost prepared from mixed feed materials also contained substantial quantities of
Ca (11.9 gm kg') and Mg (5 5 gm kg"'), while, Fe, Zn, Mn and Cu were found to
be 17.82, 19 20, 24 60 and 7 56 mg kg' respectively While testing their efficacy
under greenhouse conditions as sole application and in combination with inorganic
N (1:1 ratio on N basis) as urea, using sunflower (Helianthus annuus I, var MSFH8) as the test crop, the treatments. Urea + VC (from mixed feed material), Urea +
VC (from Leucaena loppings) and urea + VC (from sugarcane bagasse) were found
to be most promising from the view point of enhancing sunflower biomass yield
In addition to the compost preparation and green house studies, a field experiment
was also conducted with the objective tofindout the best combination of integrated
nutrient use In this experiment, eleven treatment combinations comprising of urea
@ 25, 50 and 75 kg ha', vermicompost (VC prepared from only one source of feed
material i.e cattle shed bed litter mixed with cowdung) @ 50 and 75 kg N ha',
FYM and Gliricidia leaves + twigs alone @ 50 kg N ha', and VC + fertilizer, VC
+ FYM and VC + gliricidia (1:1 ratio on N basis) having four replications were
tested with sunflower as the test crop Results indicated that the combination of
organic and inorganic fertilizer i.e VC + fertilizer (1:1) @ 50 kg N ha' produced
highest kharif and rabi sunflower seed yields among all the treatments. Use of VC
+ FYM, and VC +Glyricidia loppings individually also yielded almost on par with
the fertilizer treatments. As computed by difference method, conjunctive use of
organic + inorganic fertilizer i.e VC + fertilizer @ 50 kg N ha"' recorded highest
Apparent Nitrogen Recovery (ANR) values of 59 02 % during Kharif and 83 28 %
during rabi season among all the treatments The ANR values were found higher in
rabi than in Kharif season. Application of FYM, VC and gliricidia loppings helped
in improving the organic carbon content of soil after two field crops Among all the
treatments tested, the combination of VC + Glyricidia loppings was found most
effective in increasing the OC content of soil from initial level of 4 5 to 6 2 gm
kg' in surface soil layer (0-15 cm) and from 4.3 to 6 0 gm kg' in sub-surface soil
layer (15-30 cm) followed by plots receiving VC + fertilizer treatment. This paper
deals with preparation of vermicompost using different agricultural based organic
materials, their efficacy, effect of integrated use of organic and inorganic sources
of nutrients in appropriate proportion on sunflower crop yield under rainfed conditions, influence on soil organic matter status, soil fertility and other soil related
parameters. Keywords: recycling, agricultural based organics, composting, integrated nutrient use, sunflower, rainfed Alfisol, India
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Sugar-beet Vinasse Increases the Effectiveness of Iron Sulphate and Vivianite
Correcting Iron Chlorosis.

A. Delgado. A. De Santiago. Univ of Seville.
Iron deficiency chlorosis is a major nutritional problem affecting cultivated plants
in calcareous soils characterized by yellowing of young leaves. In sensitive plants,
severe Fe deficiency results in high economic losses, particularly in perennial
crops Efficient Fe chlorosis control involves the use of expensive Fe-chelates,
being its use restricted to high profitable crops The application of Fe salts (ferrous
sulphate) to soil is cheaper, but not so efficient controlling this problem due of its
rapid oxidation, and foliar application has a low residual effect Vivianite (ferrous
phosphate) has been revealed as an economic and effective method to control Fe
chlorosis, even valid for not so profitable crops such as olive trees. Organic matter has a significant role in metal dynamics in soils (complexation) which may
accounts for changes in nutrient and pollutant availability for plants Iron-humates
can increase Fe availability for plants. The main objective of this research is to
study the effect of an organic residue of sugar industry (vinasse) to increase the
effect to iron salts (ferrous sulphate and vivianite) controlling iron chlorosis A
completely randomized experiment was performed using calcareous sand as growing media and involving two factors: dialyzed sugar-beet vinasse and Fe source.
Dialyzed sugar-beet vinasse were applied at 0, 0.1, 0.4, and 1 g of organic C kgI growing media Iron sources were: No Fe, Fe chelate (EDDHA-Fe, applied in
nutrient solution, 10 micromolar), FeS04#7H20 and vivianite at a rate equivalent to 0 36 g Fe kg-1 growing media After three weeks of growing, vivianite and
EDDHA-Fe yielded the higher dry matter production in aerial part On average,
no significant differences between growing media without Fe application and with
ferrous sulphate were observed in dry matter production. The higher chlorophyll
content after three weeks estimated by using a chlorophyll metter (SPAD) corresponded to EDDHA-Fe, being vivianite significantly more eft'ective increasing
chlorophyll content than ferrous sulphate. Organic matter applied as vinasse had a
significant effect increasing dry matter in aerial part and SPAD readings after one
and two weeks of growing No significant differences for different vinasse rates
were observed for SPAD readings at three weeks Vinasse significantly increased
the effect of ferrous sulphate increasing SPAD readings No significant differences
in SPAD readings after three weeks between EDDHA-Fe application and the combination of vivianite and vinasse at a rate of 0 4 g C kg-l were observed. It can be
concluded that the application of organic matter as vinasse can be eft'ective increasing the effect of ferrous salts to control Fe chlorosis Reasons for this effect can be
ascribed not only to Fe complexation but also to a decrease in the crystallinity of Fe
oxides formed from salts applied
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D. Egamberdiyeva

Effect of Nitrification Inhibitor Combined with Nitrogen Fertilizers on Soil
Microbial Activity and Net Nitrification Under Cotton Cultivation.

D. Egamberdiyeva. Tashkent State Univ of Agriculture: S. Poberejskaya. Institute
of Inorganic and Organic Chemistry.
Nitrogen fertilizers in the form of urea are commonly applied in Uzbekistan in order
to increase cotton yield in low fertile semi arid soils The NO , formed through
nitrification of those nitrogen fertilizers by soil microorganisms is susceptible to
loss by leaching and denitrification and may contribute to NO, pollution of ground
and surface waters Treatments of fertilizers with nitrification inhibitors have been
suggested as a technique to reduce the nitrification rate Several nitrification inhibitors were introduced by the Research Institute of Fertilizer of Uzbekistan There is
still risk on negative effects of those compounds on soil biological activities. The
soil microorganisms are thus of great importance to the nitrogen nutrition of the
crop vegetation They are sensitive to changes in the surrounding soil The objective of this research was to determine the effects of fertilizer application combined
with the nitrification inhibitor potassium oxalate (PO) developed in Institute of Fertilizers on soil microbial population and activitiesand net nitrification in a nitrogen
poor soil in Uzbekistan under cotton cultivation Sites used in this study represent
continuously cultivated (more than 50 years) cotton fields located in the northeastern part of Uzbekistan. The soil type is calcareous calcisol with low content
in organic matter Field-moist sub samples (I kg) of each treatment replicate were
placed in pots and treated with N as Urea at a rate of 150 mg kg soil P was supplied
as ammonium phosphate at a rate of 140 mg P kg soil and Potassium chloride at a
rate of 60 mg K kg soil. PO was added to urea and ammonium phosphate at a rate
of 2%. The control pots received neither PO nor fertilizer. The tested pots were
then placed in incubators maintained at 27 C for 45 days After 45 days pots were
removed from the incubation and were analysed for microbiologic tests and net
nitrification rate. Populations of oligotrophic bacteria, ammonifying bacteria, nitrifying bacteria, denitrifying bacteria, mineral assimilating bacteria, oligonitrophilic
bacteria, and Azotobacter were determined by the most probable number method
Nitrification inhibitor PO combined with urea increased the number of oligonitrophilic bacteria, utilization of mineral forms of nitrogen by ammonifying bacteria,
decreased the number of nitrifying bacteria, denitrifying bacteria, and increased the
cellulose degradation activity of soil. The application of fertilizer alone increased
net nitrification seven times compared to the control Nitrification inhibitor PO
combined with urea decreased the net nitrification compared with fertilizer alone
In conclusion, our experiment showed that PO combined with mineral fertilizer is a
most promising compound for inhibiting nitrification, which increased N fertilizer
availability and efficiency to the cotton in semi arid soils.
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Earthworm Activity and Physical Soil Quality of Maize-based Cropping
Systems under Conventional vs. Conservation Agriculture in the Highlands
of Central Mexico.
M. Pulleman. CIMMYT: A. C. Navarrete. L. Brussaard. R. de Goede. IVageningen
Univ and Research Centre: M. Kooistra. Kooislra Micromorphological Services.
The subtropical highlands of Mexico have been under intensive cultivation for centuries with maize being the dominant crop Heavy tillage before seeding, monocropping and crop residue removal is common farmers' practice. However, these
cropping systems are not sustainable, since they result in serious water and wind
erosion, soil fertility decline and low yields (<3 t ha '). Since the beginning of the
1990's, several long-termfieldtrials have been established under rain-ted conditions
at CIMMYT's experimental station "El Batan" near Mexico City (2240 m asl) to
evaluate alternative management practices Results indicate that small-scale maize
and wheat farmers may expect considerable yield improvements through zero tillage and residue retention An important explanation for these yield improvements
is the increased moisture availability and spatial homogeneity due to less runoff
and evaporation These benefits can be ascribed to the presence of the residue cover
on the soil surface. However, enhanced earthworm activity, soil porosity and stable
aggregation, resulting from residue inputs and absence of mechanical soil disturbance, are also expected to contribute To test these hypotheses earthworm abundance and stable macro and microaggregation were measured in a long term trial
comparing the following treatments: Conventional vs zero till under maize monocropping, with and without residue retention (CT+R/MM, CT-R/MM, ZT+R/MM
and ZT-R/MM) and zero tillage with residue retention under rotation of maize and
wheat (ZT+R/MW and ZT+RAVM) In addition, the qualitative and quantitative
effect of earthworms on soil porosity and macro and microaggregation is studied in
thin sections using micromorphological techniques Total earthworm numbers were
significantly higher under zero-till with residue retention, especially when maize
and wheat are rotated (on average 173 earthworms m-2). Under zero till without
residues retention or conventional till, either with- or without residues, only 49
earthworms m-2 were found (averaged among the three treatments) Their effects
on aggregation and soil structure morphology are now being studied The results
will be presented on the poster.
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J.B.Chung
Modeling Floodplain Filtration for Improvement of River Water Quality.

J. B. Chung, Daegu Univ: S. H. Kim. Yeungnam Univ: B. R. Jeong, Y. D. Lee.
Daegu Univ.
A mathematical model was developed describing an onsite treatment of floodplain filtration for the improvement of river water quality. This technique consists
of spraying the contaminated river water on the floodplain, resulting in filtration
through the lloodplain soil. The mathematical model's parameters were determined
in the experiments and preliminary studies, and numerical techniques were used
in the model analysis The model was validated against experimental data, and
a sensitivity analysis was performed in order to understand floodplain filtration
Results showed that the model predicted favorably the change in water quality during floodplain filtration, and that the floodplain filtration technique was an effective
way of removing both BOD (Biochemical Oxygen Demand) and NO, simultaneously from the river waters It was found that most of the BOD was degraded
within a few decimeters from the soil surface, and that there occurred significant
oxygen infiltration from the atmosphere through the soil gas phase near the soil
surface. It was also found that the N,0 emission and the NO, leaching increased
with the increase in the influent NO, level, and that as the filtration rate increased
the performance of this technique improved without significant adverse effect.
The N,0 emission in the floodplain filtration for most of the river waters in Korea
was expected not to exceed 0.5 mL/day/m2. Keywords: floodplain filtration, BOD
removal, denitrification, competitive Michaelis-Menten model.
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1258b

M.Gupta

Effect of Saline Irrigation and Zinc on the Concentration and Uptake of Zinc
by Mustard (Brassica Juncia).
M. Gupta. R. D. Kaushik, Chaudhary Charan Singh Haryana Agricultural Univ.
A field experiment was conducted in sandy soil on mustard {Brassica juncea) with
three levels of Zinc (Zn) viz. 0, 15 and 30 kg ZnSo4/hac and three levels of saline
water irrigation (S) viz. 0 81, 8.05 and 12.09 dSm-1. Basal dose of N, Pand K were
@ 80 kg N/ha, 60 kg P205/ha, 40 kg K20/hac respectively. The plant sample were
taken at flowering stage, pod formation stage and maturity stage and analyzed for
Zinc contents. The concentration of Zinc at flowering stage, pod formation stage,
straw and grain at maturity and uptake of Zinc in grain and straw at maturity of
Indian mustard increased significantly with increase in Zinc levels and decreased
with increase in saline water irrigation levels respectively Keywords: Mustard,
saline irrigation and zinc.
153-3
1259a
S.K.Singh
Potable Quality of Hand Pump Water as Influenced by Irrigation with Metals
Contaminated Effluents.
S. Sachan. S. K. Singh. P. C. Srivastava. G B. Pant Univ of Agriculture and
Technology.
Trace metal pollution is a global concern. With the rapid increase in industrialization and urbanization, the disposal of industrial effluents on agricultural lands is
becoming a serious problem all over the world. Contaminated sites are the legacy of a long period of industrial impact involving unconsidered production and
handling of hazardous substances and unregulated dumping of the wastes. The
indiscriminate disposal of industrial and sewage effluents on agricultural lands is
becoming a major source of trace metals contamination in soil and ultimately in
ground water Due to the infiltration and percolation of these industrial effluents
through soil, the process of adding contaminants to the groundwater is on the rise.
On the groundwater depends the life of all humans and animals The ingestion of
these trace metals in to the human body through the drinking water may prove
toxic for human being as these causes several diseases Thus it was thought proper
to generate some information on characteristics of effluents along with its effect on
trace metal buildup in soil as well as ground waters a result of irrigation Moradabad also called 'Brass City' of India, is situated on the banks of river Ram Ganga.
There are about 450 electroplating, brass, steel and battery units responsible for
generation of metal contaminated effluents. Effluent generated from brass industry
comprises mainly of Zn, Cu, Cr, N i , and Pb Discharge of electroplating mainly add
Cr and Ni while that of smelter units Cd is the major culprit trace metal The industrial effluents are being discharged indiscriminately into the open drainage system
farmers adjoining the Nala use effluents for irrigating their fields particularly for
vegetable production in summer About 20 samples of effluents, 28 samples of hand
pump water and soil profile samples were collected The effluents used for irrigation have normal pH (7.3-7.4), high salinity (1.15-1.29 dSm-1), high CI content
(315-445 mgL-l) and high Cr content for irrigation purpose as per limit given by
Ayers and Westcot, 1976 The buildup of trace elements in soil profile over control were in the order of Cr>Pb>Cu>Zn>Fe>Cd>Ni>Mn for total quantities and in
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order of Cu>Zn>Fe>Ni>Cd=Mn>Pb>Cr for DTPA extractable quantities. Potable
water quality of hand pump water was assessed as per Maximum Permissible Limit
(MPL) of ISI, 1983 and it was found that all the samples tested below MPL for Zn
and Cu while that of Cd and Cr it was above MPL.Further water samples tested
for above MPL values were Pb and Ni(60%), Mn(43%), and Fe(30%). The above
results point to the fact that indiscriminate disposal of industrial effluents have lead
to the contamination of hand pump water It has clearly demonstrated high potential
of Cd and Cr for ground water contamination. As such water contamination may
cause public health problems related to these metals. Further study is needed to
assess the impact of trace metal related public health problem in this area.
153-4
1259b
A.Alva
Set Points for Scheduling Potato Irrigation Using Capacitance Probes.

A. Aha. USDA-ARS.
Potato production in the US Pacific Northwest (PNW) is mostly on low organic
matter sandy soils The annual rainfall in some parts of this production region is
<150 mm, thus, effective irrigation management is the key for sustainable production and net returns of Potatoes which is grown in 3 to 4 years rotation. The
cumulative irrigation through center pivot systems (during May through August) in
the Columbia basin production region varies from 720 - 800 mm Potential leaching of nitrate below the rootzone is a concern. Improved N management practices
combined with careful irrigation scheduling are necessary to increase crop water
and nutrient uptake efficiencies and minimize N losses to groundwater The tuber
yield of optimal marketable quality is highly dependent on the adequate available
soil water content during the growing season. Real time, continuous monitoring of
soil water content within and below the root zone is necessary to fine tune irrigation
scheduling to minimize the leaching loses below the root zone, while supplying
adequate water for the plants to minimize the effects of water stress, which can
have significant negative effects on the tuber production and quality. Capacitance
probes were used in Potato fields to monitor the soil water content at 15, 30, 60,
90, and 120 cm depth Depth integrated soil water content (0-60 cm depth soil i.e.
predominant root zone) corresponding to field capacity soil water content (Full
point), 30 percent depletion of the available soil water content (Refill point), and
at wilting point (Driest point) provided the set points for basing the irrigation. Our
studies using Ranger Russet cultivar grown in a Quincy fine sand the Full point and
Refill point were calculated as 72 and 54 mm for the top 60 cm depth soil, which
represents the rooting depth for potatoes. The aim of irrigation management during
the potato growing season should be to maintain the soil water content in the 0-60
cm depth between the "Full point" and the "Refill point" to minimize excess soil
water content, which could leach below the root zone, and avoid soil water stress
effects on the crop.

153-5

1260a

M K. Idowu

The Effects of the Interaction between Sodium and Potassium on Growth,
Yield and Fruit Quality of Tomato in Southwestern Nigeria.

M. K. Idowu. E. A. Aduayi, Dept of Soil Science.
Soils of southwestern Nigeria have been shown to contain substantial concentration
of sodium (Na). Sodium has almost identical chemical properties with potassium
(K) in the soil but functions of Na in the nutrition of higher plants are not well
documented. This study examined the single effects of sodium (Na) and potassium
(K), and their interactions on growth, yield, nutrient content and nutritional quality
of tomato (Lycopersicon lycopersicum (L.) Karst), with a view to establishing the
optimal level of Na and K that will promote good growth and yield It also examined an appropriate Na : K ratio that may be required in fertilizer formulation to
enhance and sustain growth of the tomato plant. The greenhouse study was a 6 x 4
factorial, arranged into a Randomized Complete Block Design (RCBD) and replicated three times. Sodium at 0, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32 mg Na kg-1 soil and K at 0, 32,
64 and 128 mg K kg-1 soil were applied as NaCI and KCl, respectively. In the field,
Na and K treatments were based on the results obtained for greenhouse study. There
were four levels of Na and three levels of K arranged in a RCBD and replicated
three times. Records of the number of leaves, branches, flowers and fruits yields
were taken Water and nutrient contents of tomato plants were determined. Citric
acid, pH and electrical conductivity of the tomato fruit juice were also determined
Results of the greenhouse study indicated that fruit yields, shoot-N and -Ca, and
citric acid contents of the fruit juice improved significantly at 2 to 4 mg Na kg-1
soil but decreased at 16 to 32 mg Na kg-1 soil. The sodium concentration of the
tomato plant was markedly increased at increasing levels of sodium application
without an adverse effect on growth The addition of Na up to 4 mgkg-1 soil to K
up to 64 mgkg-1 soil produce optimal leaf and fruit yields, plant water content, and
citric acid content of fruit juice However, it was observed that at mg K 128 kg-1
soil, the addition of 32 mg Na kg-1 soil reduced the depressing effect of high K at
128 mgkg-1 soil on the growth. The number of leaves correlated positively with
soil-Na (r = 0 51, p < 0.05) but negatively with soil-K (r = -0.07, p < 0.05) while
the fruit yields correlated positively with the number of leaves (r = 0 65, p < 0.01)
and critic acid content (r = 0.72, p < 0 01). In the field, the number of flowers, fruit
weight and the citric acid content increased at 4 up to 16 mg Na kg-1 soil and 64
mg K kg-1 soil. Shoot-N and -Ca, root-P and - M g , and fruit-K were also increased
significantly at the above stated Na and K levels Fruit weight correlated positively
with the number of leaves (r = 0.92, p < 0.01), shoot/root ratio (r = 0.91, p<0.01)
and shoot-N (r = 0 78. p < 0.01), The study concluded that Na is necessary for the

growth of tomato. It also has a potential of playing an essential role in the nutrition
of tomato plants, particularly when combined with K at Na : K ratio of 1 : 4 up to
1 : 8. This role of Na could further be pronounced in seasons and areas where soil
water may be limiting, as Na was observed to have played a role in water retention
in the vegetative growth of the plant The tomato could probably be classified as a
medium Na-tolerant plant
153-6
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K. S. Subramanian
Mycorrhizal Colonization Promotes Nutritional Qualities of Tomato under
Water Deficit Conditions.

K. S. Subramanian, Dept of Soil Science & Agricultural Chemistry.
Arbuscular mycorrhizal colonization is ubiquitous in terrestrial ecosystem and
widely believed to promote drought tolerance and nutritional qualities of host
plants. In order to examine the effects of root colonization by the Arbuscular
Mycorrhizal (AM) fungus Glomus intraradices Schenck & Smith on growth, flower
and fruit production, and fruit qualities, a field experiment was conducted at the
Horticultural College and Research Institute, Tamil Nadu Agricultural University
Periyakulam, India. The experimental soil was an Alfisol, sandy loam texture,
neutral pH, free from salinity and low to moderate in fertility status. Mycorrhizal
inoculation was done @ 100g /m2 in the nursery just prior to sowing of tomato
seeds. Tomato plants were transplanted to the main field 28 days after sowing and
exposed to varying intensities of drought stress by adjusting the irrigation intervals.
Inoculated (M+) and non-inoculated (M-) tomato seedlings were exposed to varying intensities of drought stress by adjusting the irrigation intervals. Mycorrhizal
plants had significantly higher uptake of N and P in both roots and shoots regardless
of intensities of drought stress. AM inoculation also significantly increased shoot
dry matter and the number of flowers and fruits. Further, inoculated plants maintained higher leaf Relative Water Content (RWC) than M- plants at the end of the
drought cycle. The fruit yields of M+ plants under severe, moderate, mild droughtstressed and well-watered conditions were higher than M- plants by 24.7%, 23.1 %,
16.2% and 12.3%, respectively. Furthermore, M+ plants produced tomato fruits
that contain significantly higher quantities of ascorbic acid and Total Soluble Solids
(TSS). Mycorrhizal response increased with increasing intensity of drought. The
overall results suggest that mycorrhizal colonization affects host plant nutritional
status, water stratus, and growth under field conditions and thereby alters reproductive behavior, fruit production and quality of fruits under both well-watered and
drought-stressed conditions.
153-7
1261a
A Z. Yaghobi
The Physiologycal Role of Nitrate on Resistance of Water Stress in Two
Sainfoin Species.
A. Z. Yaghobi. K. F. Rahimzadeh. Tehran Univ.
The effect of water deficient stress on total non-structural carbohydrates in too sainfoin species (Onobrychis radiala & Onobrychis viciifolia) was surveyed Experimental design was a RCD with 4 replication. The plants under study were in the
greenhouse environment with the maximum temperature of 38°C and the minimum
temperature of 14°C Forty days after the cultivation, both types were put under the
care of water deficient stress based on the subtraction from the rate of moisture in
the farm 75% field capacity (FC) and 50% FC, and samplings were carried out in
germination and reproduction stages, with irrigation level of I00%FC being taken
as control. The biochemical surveys showed that root and shoot nitrate contents
in both species increase under stress conditions as compared to that of control.
O.radiata contained higher osmosis metabolites, such as nitrate than O.viciifolia,
under stress. Keywords: Sainfoin, water stress,fieldcapacity(FC), osmosis metabolites
153-8
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J. Kaur
Microbial Biomass and Different Extractable Organic Carbon Pools as
Influenced by Sodic Water Irrigation, Gypsum and Organic Amendemnts
under Rice-Wheat System.
J. Kaur. O. P. Choudhary. B. Singh. Dept of Soils. Punjab Agricultural Univ.
Microbial biomass carbon, though a small fraction of soil organic carbon (1-3%),
has a rapid turnover rate and is a labile reservoir of nutrients Changes in Microbial
Biomass Carbon (MBC) and soil properties were studied after 14 years of Sodic
Water (SW) irrigation with different levels of gypsum and application of Farm Yard
Manure (FYM), Green Manure (GM) and Wheat Straw (WS) to a sandy loam soil
under rice wheat system Pools of carbon extractable by 0.5 M Potassium Sulphate
(PSC) and 1 M Potassium Nitrate (PNC) were quantified to study relationship with
Microbial Biomass Carbon (MBC). Long-term irrigation with SW significantly
deteriorated the soil properties such as pH, Electrical Conductivity of saturation
extract (ECe), Exchangeable Sodium Percentage (ESP), Sodium Sdsorption Ratio
of saturation extract (SARe), bulk density and final infiltration rate of soil Application of gypsum and organic amendments resulted in improvement of all these soil
properties. Deterioration in soil properties under SW irrigation caused significant
decrease in MBC The MBC decreased to 44.6 mg kg-1 soil under SW from 120.0
mg kg-l soil under CW in 0-7.5 cm soil layer and to 17 3 mg kg-1 soil from 47 0
mg kg-1 soil in 7.5-15 cm soil layer. Application of gypsum significantly increased
MBC at all doses Organic amendments significantly increased the mean MBC over

the unamended treatment up to 15 cm soil depth and followed the order: GM >
FYM > WS GM application resulted in four-fold increase in MBC Changes in soil
properties—pH, ECe, ESP and SARe could explain 75 to 85% variation in MBC in
different treatments. Sodic water irrigation significantly decreased mean PSC from
87.5 (CW) to 46.9 mg kg-1 soil and mean PNC from 65 6 under CW to 32 8 mg
kg-1 soil in the surface 0-7.5 cm soil layer. The trend was similar in 7.5-15 cm soil
layer Application of gypsum increased PSC and PNC Organic amendments significantly increased the mean PSC and PNC values and followed the order: FYM
> WS > GM There was a three fold increase in extractable C pools due to FYM
application. Microbial biomass C was significantly correlated with PSC and PNC;
higher coefficients of correlation were observed for 0-7.5 cm soil layer than 7.5-15
cm soil layer.
153-9
1262a
S Sarkar
Water Productivity Functions ofOnion(/l//JHmC(r/)flL) Under Micro Sprinkler
Irrigation in Lower Gangetic Plain of India.
S. Sarkar. S. B. GosM'ami. Bidhan Chandra Krishi Visviavidyalaya].
Availability of fresh water for irrigation is decreasing day by day due to increasing demand of water for domestic and industrial use. On the other hand, in Indian
sub continent steady increase in population density enhancing the crop production
target. Under such situation the main task is to grow more food with less water
Quantification of various water productivity functions through Marginal Water Use
Efficiency (MWUE) and Elasticity of Water Production Function (EWPF) may be
an effective tool for optimum use of irrigation water. Therefore, a field study was
conducted during 2003-04 to workout the MWUE and EWPF for onion crop with
different irrigation regimes. Seven irrigation frequencies were: 1.6 ETC - Sprinkler
irrigation at 160% of ETcrop; 1.4 ETc—Sprinkler irrigation at 140% of ETcrop;
1.2 ETC- Sprinkler irrigation at 120% of ETcrop; 1.0 ETC - Sprinkler irrigation
at 100% of ETcrop; 0.8 ETC - Sprinkler irrigation at 80% of ETcrop; 0.6 ETC
- Sprinkler irrigation at 60% of ETcrop and Surface irrigation - where crop was
irrigated with 40 mm of water at an IW / CPE ratio of 1.2 through ridge and furrow
water application method. Though AET requirement for maximum yield (5409 kg
ha-1) was 283.9 mm but the highest (19.48 kg m-3) Water Use Efficiency (WUE)
was attained with relatively low AET (268.1 mm). In terms of bulb yield and WUE
Micro Sprinkler Irrigation (MSI) found superior over the surface (conventional)
one. MSI with 1 4 ETc found most suitable for bulb yield. However MSI with 1 2
ETc resulted in highest level of WUE In this region highest level of Water Production Function (WPF) can be attained at an AET value of 268 1 mm and AET up to
295.3 mm can be permitted for higher WPF.
153-10
1262b
D R Currie
Does Drip Irrigation Degrade Soil Structure in Vineyards?.
D. R. Currie. C. D. Grant. R. S. Murray. Univ ofAdelaide: M. McCarthy. SARDI.
Drip irrigation has been linked to a decline in soil structure in some Australian
vineyards. The use of poor quality water and the physical pressures associated
with irrigation, such as rapid wetting, threaten soil structural stability and may
lead to increased soil strength, bulk density and waterlogged conditions. A reduction in plant available soil water and therefore vineyard productivity may follow
The objectives of this study were: 1) to quantify the extent to which soil physical
properties have changed due to irrigation; and 2) to identify a timescale for these
changes. Soils of different irrigation histories were compared. Soil cores were taken
from vineyards and non-irrigated sites in the McLaren Vale and Barossa Valley
winegrowing regions of South Australia Bulk density, water retention, penetration
resistance and hydraulic conductivity were measured in both the laboratory and the
field At the Barossa vineyard, irrigation has increased soil strength and bulk density, and reduced saturated hydraulic conductivity. The decline is more pronounced
in the older vineyard suggesting that degradation is a relatively slow process. In
the McLaren Vale vineyard, regular gypsum application appears to have prevented
subsoil degradation However it was noted that soil physical properties improved
along the vine-row with distance from the drippers, suggesting that irrigation has
damaged soil conditions despite gypsum application.
153-11
1263a
S Sharma
Effect of Irrigation Management and Planting Methods on Broccoli under
Stored Rainwater Resource.
S. Sharma. CSKHPKV. Palampur. Himachal Pradesh; O. C. Kapur. CSK HPKV
Palampur: S. S. Masand. CSK HPKV Palampur.
Effect of three irrigation levels (IW/CPE ratio of 1.2,1.0 and 0.8) and three planting
methods (level, furrow and ridge) were studied on broccoli under stored rain water
resource for two years i.e. rabi,2002-03 and 2003-04. It was found that irrigating
broccoli at IW/CPE of 1.2 was best and significantly increased curd yield. Furrow
method of planting was significantly superior to ridge and level method and conserved moisture to the maximum. IW/CPE at 1.2 and furrow irrigation maintained
better soil water-plant relations throughout the growing period and thus increased
yields. Water storage in polylied tank was also monitored during the growing season and it was found that the balance at the end was positive during both the study
periods
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1263b

A.P.Singh

Heavy Metals in Waters and Sediments of Natural Lakes of District Nainital,
India.

A. P. Singh, P. C. Srivastava. Dept of Soil Science. G.B. Pant Univ of Agriculture
and Technology. Pantnagar. Uttaranchal: P. Srivastava. Faculty of Agriculture,
Food and Natural Resources. The Univ of Sydney. Australia.
Two years (2003-05) study was undertaken to examine the periodic changes in
heavy metal loads in waters and sediments of seven natural lakes viz., Bhimtal,
Naukuchiatal, Punatal. Sitatal, Ramtal, Hanumantal and Nainital, Uttaranchal,
India. Water samples were collected during summer, autumn, winter and spring
seasons while sediment samples were collected during summers of both years. The
relationships between the concentrations of heavy metals in waters and physicochemical properties of water and also with different chemical fractions of metals
in sediments were evaluated. The pH, electrical conductivity, dissolved oxygen,
biological oxygen demand and bicarbonate alkalinity in waters were in the range
of 7 69-8.63, 0.07-0.63 dS. m-1, 3.12-9 66 mg. L-l, 0 43-2.96 mg. L-l, 65.1-373.1
mg. L-l and 53.1-296.4 mg. L-l, respectively. The sediment samples have pH,
electrical conductivity, readily oxidizable C, total C and CaC03 equivalent in the
range of 7.81-8.99, 0.093-0.232 dS. m-1, 0.18-1.06 %, 0.55-2.38% and 2.64-37.74
%, respectively The concentrations of Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, Zn, Cd and Pb in waters
of different lakes varied in the range of 0.29-2.39, 10.3-38.3, 431-1407, 1.0-6.6,
5.3-12.1, 12.6-1663, 0.7-2.7 and 3 9-27 I ug. L-l and in sediments 14.3-21.5,
90.1-197.5,5265-6428, 177-45.9, 13.4-32.0,40.0-149.2, 11.1-14 6and 88.9-167.4
|ig. g-1, respectively. Except for Fe, the concentrations of all metals in waters were
found to be well below the toxic limit prescribed by different agencies. As regards
seasonal variations, the concentrations of the most heavy metals were found to be
the highest during summers of both years. The concentrations of Cr, Mn, Ni, Cu,
Zn, Cd and Pb were significantly and positively correlated with pH, Electrical Conductivity (EC), Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD), Chemical Oxygen Demand
(COD) and alkalinity of waters but negatively correlated with Dissolved Oxygen
(DO). The concentrations of Cr, Ni, Zn, Cd and Pb in waters were significantly and
positively related with water-soluble + exchangeable fraction of these metals in
lake sediments The concentrations of Zn, Cd and Pb in waters were significantly
and positively correlated with carbonate bound fraction of these metals in lake
sediments The concentrations of Cr, Mn, Fe, Cu, and Pb in waters were significantly and positively correlated with organically bound fraction of these metals in
lake sediments The concentrations of Cr, Mn, Ni, Cu and Zn in waters were significantly and positively correlated with reducible fraction of these metals in lake
sediments All heavy metals except Cd in waters had a significant direct correlation
with residual fraction and total content of these metals in lake sediments.

Applications of fertilizer N to boost grass production when the activity of the clover
component in a perennial ryegrass-clover pasture is restricted by low temperatures,
is confined to applications in autumn, winter and spring, seasons characterized by
high rainfall Of major environmental concern is theflowof N from the pasture into
water reserves. The strategic application of fertilizer nitrogen, if managed wrongly,
can therefore be regarded as an important environmental pollution hazard The
recovery of fertilizer N by plants is generally low and rarely more than 50-75%
(Allison, 1966; Ball & Ryden, 1984) In order to reduce N losses from pastures, the
application of fertilizer N should aim to remain within the steepest portion of the
pasture's response curve to ensure rapid absorption and efficient N use by plants.
The objectives of this study were to monitor the mineral N content of the soil after
fertilizer N application to develop strategic N fertilization norms for soil and climatic conditions as experienced in the Western Cape Province that will ensure
I) maximum N response efficiencies and 2) minimum contamination of natural
resources as a result of leaching. The dynamics of soil inorganic-N in reaction to
a single, strategic application of fertilizer N was studied during the period 2000
to 2002 in an Oakleaf soil with a clay content increasing from 10 to 30.8 % with
depth. Soil inorganic-N was monitored to a soil depth of 500 mm (0-100, 200-300
and 400-500 mm layers) over a seven week period (7, 21 and 49 days) following
the application ofO, 50 and 150 kg N/ha in the form of LAN (28) applied as a once
off application to a perennial ryegrass-white clover pasture during five different
seasons (autumn, early winter, late winter, early spring or late spring). An autoanalyzer was used to determine the soil ammonium- and nitrate-N content and the
total inorganic N calculated as the sum of ammonium- and nitrate-N. Inorganic-N
content increased from 2000 to 2002 possibly as a result of biological Nfixationby
the clover. The application of 50 kg N/ha did not result in significant differences in
inorganic-N content compared to the 0 kg N/ha treatments during almost the entire
study and can therefore be regarded as a low risk treatment with regard to environmental pollution. The increasing effect of 150 kg N/ha on inorganic-N lasted for
at least 3 weeks in the 0-100 mm layer and 7 weeks in the 200-300 mm layer with
the highest inorganic-N content measured in autumn and early winter during years
of average rainfall (2000 and 2002). Leaching of fertilizer N within one week after
application to the 400-500 mm soil layers during the 2000 and 2001 emphasised
the possible negative effect of application rates exceeding the absorption capacity
of the pasture. The optimal N rate would clearly be the rate that results in sufficient
N to last for only one regrowth cycle This will require relative low rates of fertilizer N when pasture productivity is low and/or under high rainfall conditions and
may be increased as pasture productivity increases in spring and water supply is
managed by thorough irrigation scheduling as rainfall decreases with the onset of
spring. Keywords: inorganic nitrogen, perennial ryegrass, strategic nitrogen, white
clover.
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V. Phogat
Performance of IIYDRUS-1D to Simulate Water and Salt Movement in Rice
(Oryza sativa L.) Crop in Relation to Different Salinity Irrigations.
V. Phogat. CA. K. Yadav. S. Kumar, CCS Haryana Agricultural Univ.
A column experiment was conducted to study the effect of different salinity water
i.e. ECiw of 0.4,2,4,6, 8 and 10 dSm-1 irrigation on the performance of rice in two
soils. The CROPWAT model was used to estimate potential evapotranspiration of
crop and HYDRUS-1D was used to simulate salt and water balance under cropped
conditions Rice ET demand is quite high i.e. 1079 14 mm in 0.4 dSm-l ECiw
treatment which is reduced by 10.6, 18.1, 24.1, 33.6 and 39.7% in 2, 4, 6, 8 and
10 dSm-1 treatments, respectively The measured ET requirements of rice in sandy
loam soil ranged from 647 38 to 1075.18 mm while the corresponding values in
sandy clay loam soil ranged from 652 9 to 1083 1 mm in different ECiw treatment.
The ET losses in rice decreased with the increase in the ECiw of the irrigation water
in both soils The maximum daily ET (20 mm) of rice crop was recorded during the
9th week of transplanting i.e. at flowering stage The high percolation losses to the
extent of 83.1-87 2% in sandy loam and 72.8-78% in sandy clay loam soil resulted
in higher water requirement. The measured and HYDRUS-ID predicted values of
bottom flux, bottom concentration and ET losses showed RMSE values <I indicating a close matching The model predicted seasonal root water uptake of rice
ranged from 64 6 to 650 8 mm. The daily root zone concentration in rice remained
more or less equal to their respective EC of the irrigation water throughout the
growing season Increasing salinity of the irrigation water decreased the grain and
dry matter water productivity of rice and wheat crops. The maximum rice grain
water productivity (WP) of 4 21 kg m-3 transpired water (Tp) was recorded in 0.4
dSm-l ECiw treatment in sandy loam soil. The WP per unit ETa ranged from 0.2
to 2.56 kg m-3. The WP of total dry matter production also showed similar trend,
as observed in grain The threshold value of ECiw for 50% yield reduction (EC50)
was 1.89
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M. Van der Velde
Agricultural and Climatic Impacts on the Groundwater Resources of a Small
Island: Measuring and Modelling Water and Solute Transport in Soil and
Groundwater on Tongatapu.
M. Van der Velde, Univ ofLouvain (Louvain-la-Neuve); S. R. Green, HortResearch;
M. Vanclooster. Univ ofLouvain; B. E. Clothier, HortResearch.
The freshwater resources of coral atolls occur mainly as lenses floating on salt
water underneath the islands. The size and shape of these lenses are determined by
hydrogeologic characteristics, as well as the rainfall recharge rate and its temporal
variation, plus abstractions for domestic, industrial or agricultural use. Here we
discuss the impact of agricultural activities as well as climatic variations on the
quality of the freshwater lenses of Tongatapu, Kingdom of Tonga. Agriculture has
strongly intensified since 1987 and nowadays it makes up over 50% of national
export. We measured significant amounts of nitrates leaching out of the rootzone
through the shallow volcanic soil and the karstic limestone towards the groundwater. In the South Pacific, rainfall exhibits seasonal variability, as well as inter-annual
cycles, which themselves are related to the El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO).
We show an ENSO control on the temporal pattern of the salinity of the lenses.
We used electric conductivity measurements from pumped wells on Tongatapu to
reveal the salinity fluctuations. The salinity dynamics depended on the pattern of
low rainfall recharge during dry El Nino periods, or dilution throughout wetter La
Nina events. These events then determine the qualify of the freshwater lenses over
the time-scale of several years, independent from seasonal rainfall patterns We
used the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) to predict the salinity dynamics of the
lenses using a lag period of 10 months. The soil is often shallow on these type of
islands and provides the sole filter determining the transport of water and solutes.
We discuss both agricultural and climatic impacts that should be considered for the
sustainably management of the freshwater of small islands
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J Labuschagne
The F.ffccls of Strategic N Fertilizer Application During the Cool Season on
the Soil Nitrogen Dynamics in a Perennial Ryegrass-White Clover Pasture in
the Western ("ape Province of South Africa.
J. Labuschagne. M. B. Hardy. Dept of Agriculture Western Cape: G. A. Agenbag.
Univ of Stellenbosch.
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Water and Nitrogen Dynamics as Influenced by Agro-Management Practices
under Rice Crop in llaplustalf.
S. Kar. Indian Institute of Technology; S. Sahoo. Indian Institute of Technology.
The production of rice is kept at a low level in the Red and laterite agro-climatic
zone of West Bengal, India, by soil acidity, low recovery of water and Nitrogen
(N) and poor management of soil and input resources Alleviation of the soil constraints and maximization of water and N use efficiencies of rice in this zone essen-
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tially require an in-depth knowledge about the dynamics of water and N in relation
to agro-management practices. To maximize water and N use efficiencies of rice
crop by selecting the most suitable combination of agro-management practices,
a comprehensive investigation field experiments as well as modelling study was
conducted in a acid lateritic sandy loam soil. The main goal of the investigation is
to evaluate the effects of tillage depth, liming, soil moisture regime, application of
polymer coated urea and split application of N on water and N dynamics under rice
crop, and quantify the effects of agro-management practices on yield, water and N
use efficiencies of rice. Thefluxesof water and N03-N below root zone of rice was
also simulated with the help of Root Zone Water Quality Model (RZWQM) The
agro-management practices studied in the field experiments included puddling of
soil to 10 cm (PI) and 20 cm (P2) depths with power tiller, application of lime @
00tha-l (LO)and 1.5 t ha-1 (LI), 10 ±2 cm continuousflooding(Wl) and rainfed
soil moisture regime (W2), application of polymer coated urea (CU) and uncoated
urea (U) @ 100 Kg N ha-1, as well as two (2S) and four split (4S) applications
of urea The commercial powdered lime (CaC03) was applied one month before
the puddling operation. The full dose phosphatic (SSP) and potassic (MOP) fertilizers were broadcasted at the time of puddling and nitrogenous fertilizer, urea, was
applied @ 100 kg per hectare in two and four equal splits. Rice (variety IR-36)
was grown under flooded conditions. The flow pattern of water in rice field was
estimated from the data of water pressure measured with the help of piezometers
installed at 15, 45, and 75 cm soil depths. Soil solution extract was collected from
rice fields with the help of soil water samplers and its content of N03-N and NH4
-N was measured with the help of Ion meter. The results of the investigation indicate that the deep percolation loss can be effectively reduced by shallow puddling
and liming of soil under rice crop. The leaching losses of water soluble N can be
significantly reduced by four split application of polymer coated urea and by adopting deep puddling and rainfed soil moisture regime for rice crop. The maximum
recovery of N by rice can be attained by applying lime @ 1.5 t ha-1 in combination with deep puddling, continuousfloodingand four split application of polymer
coated urea. The combination of liming, deep puddling, continuous flooding for
rice and four split application of polymer coated urea is the best combination of
agro-management practices for maximum grain yield. The water flux below root
zone of rice crop, and N03-N flux below root zone are reasonably predicted by the
RZWQM model The matching between simulated and measured fluxes of NÓ3-N
was closest with four split application of urea under relatively dry soil moisture
regime. Low values of Standard Error, Relative Error and Root Mean Square Error
and high value of Nash-Sutcliffe Simulation Efficiency reflect to high predictability
of RZWQM
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R Figueroa
Soil Matric Potential under Two Moisture Levels with Surface Irrigation.
R. Figueroa. A. Gallegos, C. Vazquez, S. Berumen. E. Salazar, J. D. Lopez, Univ
Juarez del Eslado de Durango.
Efficient use of water during irrigation is very important to achieve both water saving and higher crop productivity in regions like the Comarca Lagunera, Mexico,
where water is an scarce and expensive resource. A better water use efficiency is
achieved through several strategies among which is the monitoring of the level of
water energy in the soil during the irrigation interval. This measurement is useful
for both irrigation scheduling and irrigation application evaluation and it is considered one of the most reliable (Samani, 2003). The variable which represents the
energy status of water in the soil is the matric potential (Tm) and it was measured
in this study to determine the behavior of water level in a soil irrigated with two
types of surface irrigation. Matric potential readings were taken at an experimental
plot where two types of surface irrigation were being evaluated In one of them,
irrigation was applied based on water deficit in the soil and measuring the water
applied to the field through 0.075 m aluminum pipes, which was called "Measured
irrigation"; whereas the other treatment consisted of measuring both irrigation time
and water applied as the farmer uses, which was called "Conventional irrigation"
Matric potential was measured at three depths, 30, 60 and 90 cm during the irrigation interval. Average values of fm were contrasted using a T- Student test doing
the following comparisons: between soil depths, between irrigation times (after
versus before irrigation) and between irrigation methods. The level of "Pm varied with the timing of sampling (before or after irrigation) Likewise, it decreased
along the irrigation interval In regard to the difference between soil depths, the
upper layer (0-30 cm) showed a lower value in comparison to the other depths (3060 and 60-90 cm) Differences were higher in the Conventional irrigation (CI) with
respect to the Measured Irrigation (MI) varying from 13 9 cbar to 37 cbar, which
is equivalent to 26 6 to 84 8 % and occurred at the comparisons 60 vs 90 and 30 vs
90 cm, respectively A highly significant difference (< 0.01) resulted when the "Pm
obtained before irrigation was compared to that resulted after irrigation.

the amounts of available water resources are not enough, due to high population
density and uneven seasonal distribution of rainfall. Moreover, irrigation water is
one of the most important factors in agricultural activity. Many countermeasures to
cope with this problem are being undertaken One of these, the rainwater harvesting
and reusing is an economical small-scale technology that is ensuring the irrigation
water resource To evaluate the possibility of reuse of drainage from plastic film
house at rainy season, the change in water quality of rainwater with storage periods
and yield index of Chinese cabbage with irrigation water resources were investigated To harvest rainwater from the roof of plastic film house, simple system was
established The rainwater is collected in sedimentation tank through down-pipe
and moves to rainwater reservoir by water pump. During the movement amounts
of rainwater are measured by flow meter and compared with rainfall The chemical
properties of rainwater, which was collected from July to October, were analyzed
As the results, there was little loss at collecting drainage, because rainwater stored
directly from the roof into the storage tank. At July, which had less amounts of rainfall, EC value showed big difference between rainwater and drainage from the roof
of plastic film house However, it didn't show any big difference of EC value and
ion concentrations between rainwater and drainage after August, in which rainfall
was much higher than July. There was no big change of water quality until 30 days
after storage. Run-off water had high amounts of chemical components compare to
rainwater and roof drainage. As flowing soil surface, it had high amounts of suspended solids It made hard to store and reuse as irrigation water, due to clogging
nozzle by soil particle and algae grown during storage Yield index of crop showed
highest value at the run-off water. Run-off water had high amounts of nitrogen
and phosphorus. It acted as nutrients for growing plant Those of roof drainage
irrigation were similar with shallow groundwater, which was used as control. With
these results, the rainwater, which was harvested and stored at rainy season, can be
reused as irrigation water during dry season in autumn in Korea.
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D.Corwin
Delineating Site-Specific Irrigation Management Units Using Geospatial ECa
Measurements.
D. Corwin. USDA-ARS. George E. Brown Jr. Salinity Laboratory; S. M. Lesch,
Univ of California. Riverside: P. Shouse, USDA-ARS. George E. Brown Jr. Salinity
Laboratory; R. Soppe, Water Watch; J. Ayars. USDA-ARS. Water Management
Research Laboratory.
Crop yield varies within a field because conventional farming manages fields uniformly with no consideration for spatial variability This results in an inefficient use
of finite resources (e.g., fertilizer, irrigation water, etc.) and a tendency to impact
the environment detrimentally. Site-Specific Management Units (SSMUs) have
been proposed as a means of handling the spatial variability of various edaphic,
biological, anthropogenic, topographic, and meteorological factors influencing
within-field crop yield variation to increase crop productivity and reduce environmental impacts on soil and water resources It is the objective to present a case
study of an irrigated cotton field that describes the equipment, methods, and techniques for delineating SSMUs using GPS-referenced apparent soil Electrical Conductivity (ECa) measurements. A westside San Joaquin Valley field (32.4 ha) in
the Broadview Water District was used to demonstrate how spatial distributions
of ECa can be used to guide a soil sample design to determine the soil properties influencing seed cotton yield and from this information develop SSMUs Soil
sample sites were selected based upon a statistical sample design utilizing intensive
spatial ECa measurements. Statistical results are presented from correlation and
regression analyses to assess the relationship between cotton yield and the spatial
variability of pH, B, N03-N, CI, salinity (ECe), leaching fraction (LF), gravimetric
water content (0), bulk density (p), % clay, and saturation percentage Correlation coefficients of-0.01, 0.50, -0.03, 0,25, 0.53, -0.49, 0.42,-0.29, 0.36, and 0.38,
respectively, were determined. The correlation coefficient between yield and ECa
was 0.51. A site-specific response model of cotton yield was developed based on
ordinary least squares (OLS) regression analysis and adjusted for spatial autocorrelation using maximum likelihood. The crop-yield response model indicated that
salinity, plant-available water, leaching fraction, and pH were the most significant
soil properties influencing cotton yield at the study site: cotton yield (Mg/ha) =
19.28 + 0.22(ECe) - 0.02(ECe)2 - 4.42(LF)2 - 1.99(pH) + 6 93(0) + e. Statistical
correlations, scatter plots, and crop-yield response model provided the basic information for delineating SSMUs, which largely reflected the variability of irrigation
distribution and its effect on cotton yield The methodology for delineating SSMUs
can be used whenever ECa correlates with yield The delineated SSMUs provide
the basic information needed by variable-rate irrigation technology to apply water
when, where, and in the amounts needed. Variable-rate irrigation technology provides a potential means of reducing agricultural demands on water.
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J.S.Lee
Bioavailability and Toxicity of Residual Boron Originating from Saline
Evaluation on the Reuse Efficiency of Drainage from Plastic Film House in
Irrigation Water.
Korea.
U. Yermiyahu, Agricultural Research Organization; J. Zilberman, Shaham: A.
J. S. Lee. G. B. Jung. J. H. Kim. W. I. Kim. J. T. Lee. National Institute ofAgricultural
Ben-Gal. R. Keren. Agricultural Research Organization.
Science and Technology.
For over 20 years, beginning in the 1970s, low-quality irrigation water, characterNowadays, water resources are under pressure of shortage and pollution In Korea,
ized by high levels of sodium salts, Electrical Conductivity (EC) of 3 to 5 5 dSm '
the average annual rainfall is higher than the amounts of world average. However,
and Boron (B) concentrations reaching 0.19 to 0 33 mM was utilized to irrigate
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cotton in Israel's Western Negev region. Management routinely involved pre-plant
winter application of gypsum to the area's loess soils, to offset sodicity problems
and facilitate infiltration, followed by summer cotton cultivation. Winter rainfall in
the area ranges from 200 to 350 mm and some 550 mm of the saline water would
be applied during the irrigation season Recently, as profits from cotton cultivation
have declined, alternative crops including peanuts and potatoes have been introduced into the region. These crops are substantially less tolerant than cotton to
conditions of salinity and excess B and are irrigated with good quality water (EC
= 1.3 dSnr', B = 0.02-0.03 mM), In cases where peanuts were cultivated on fields
that had previously supported saline irrigated cotton, phenomena including leaf
desiccation, and reduced growth and yields of nut pods were observed We investigated the role of Na, CI and B retained in the soil and in peanut crops grown in
adjacent plots with and without histories of irrigation with the saline water. Each
pair of plots had identical soil characteristics (texture, hydraulic properties). Soil
was sampled at the beginning and end of each cropping season and saturated paste
EC (ECe) and B were analyzed as a function of depth to 120 cm. Leaf samples
from peanut plants were taken 5 times during the growing periods and tested for
accumulated salts and B. General salinity of the soil was similar at the beginning of
the seasons for the plots with saline irrigation water history and for those without
up to 90 cm depth Deeper samples indicated higher salinity (ECe = 5 dSm"1) in the
fields with saline irrigation history than for those without (ECe = 2 dSm '). At the
end of the growing seasons, these differences were reduced Boron concentration
in the saturated paste extract along the profile of soils with saline irrigation history
ranged from 0.11 to 0,19 mM (Saturated paste B) whereas B concentration in the
other soils was in the range of 0 03-0 05 mM Plant matter CI and Na content were
the same for most of the growing period At the end of the season, slightly greater
CI and Na was found in plants grown in plots with saline irrigation history. Boron
content of plant leaf matter in the plots with history of saline irrigation water was
significantly greater as it reached 150-250 mg kg'1 dry matter compared to 50-90
mg kg-' dry matter for plants in the plots with no such history. Vegetative biomass
production was 21% lower for plots with saline irrigation history compared to the
other plots. Pod yield for peanuts was 38% lower in the plots where saline water
was historically applied. Boron concentration in soil solution was simulated using
a competitive adsorption model Results indicate that, while CI is readily leached
out of the root zone by winter rains and the appropriate management of good quality irrigation water, B is sorbed to soil components (clays and organic matter) and
remains in the soil at rather high levels. Boron accumulated over the years in the
soil remains available for desorption into soil solution, and is taken up into the
plants where its toxicity is realized An analysis of the extent of B retention in soil
and predictions regarding the amount of time and management options needed to
bring B low enough that production of relatively sensitive crops will not be negatively effected are presented.
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Effect of Tillage, Irrigation and Nutrient Levels on Seedling Emergence, Yield
and Water Use Efficiency of Rabi Sunflower (Helianthus annus L.) in Rice
Based Cropping System.
S. Meduri, P. Kumar. AcharyaN.G. Ranga Agricultural Univ.
Growing of upland crops like oilseeds and pulses after rainy season puddled rice
instead of second crop rice is advantageous because of low water requirement, better
remuneration,improved soil health,balanced food production etc.However,the yield
of such upland crops grown after puddled rice is low as compared to the normal
yield because of unfavourable soil environment In southern part of India including
Andhra Pradesh, sunflower crop is grown during post rainy season in rice based
cropping system. Sunflower {Helianthus annuus.L) crop due to its short duration,
low photo and thermo insensitivity and wide adoptability to different soil types
fits well in rice based cropping system. Puddling for rice cultivation during rainy
season destroys soil structure, increases bulk density and reduces macro porosity
making soil impervious, massive and compact after drying These soil conditions
pose limitations for subsequently grown upland crops, which prefer fractured structure Massive and compact (less porous) rice fallow soils adversely affect air and
nutrient movement, particularly phosphorus and potassium in the soils, besides low
water retention capacity, poor plant stand and restricted root growth Effective and
low cost tillage practices to eliminate drudging and to ensure proper seedbed preparation are urgently needed for post rainy season upland crops grown in rice fallows,
besides efficient utilization of water and nutrients. Keeping these points in view
a field experiment was conducted for two years (2001-02 and 2002-03) in sandy
clay loam soil at the Agricultural College farm of Acharya N.G Ranga Agricultural
University to find out the optimum tillage, irrigation and nutrient requirements of
sunflower in rice fallows. Three tillage practices wr.,T - country plough twice+
cultivator twice (both bullock drawn), T - country plough twice + power tiller
rotavator twice and T, - Disc plough once + rotavator once (both tractor drawn)
were adopted as main plot treatments Three irrigation levels as subplot treratments
v/r , IW/CPE of 0 6 (1,), 0 8 (L) and 10 (1,) and three nutrient levels viz.,75 (F,),
100 (F ) and 125 (Fs) percent "recommended dose of NPK were tried in sub-sub
plots in double split plot design with three replications Sunflower (APSH-11) was
taken as a test crop Tillage was assessed in terms of mean weight diameter, bulk
density, porosity, penetration resistance, hydraulic conductivity and infiltration rate
of soil These tillage induced changes in soil physical properties along with different
irrigation levels and nutrient levels were studied on rabi sunflower Favorable soil
physical environment (deep and fine tilth) expressed in terms of low Mean Weight
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Diameter (MWD) of clods (24-27 mm), low BD, low penetration resistance, high
porosity, high infiltration rate and hydraulic conductivity was obtained when tillage
was done with tractor drawn implements Better seed soil contact facilitated by the
secondary tillage done with rotavator (tractor or power tiller drawn) ensured high
seedling emergence (73-76 %).A step down regression indicates seedling emergence mainly depends on dry clod mean weight diameter of seedbed. Tillage with
tractor drawn implements, irrigations given at IW/CPE = 1.0 and application of 125
percent RDF resulted in better crop growth (plant height, LAI, dry matter production) and seed yield Interaction studies on seed yield revealed that, no significant
difference was observed between T, I and T I ; and betweenT^ F, and T, F3 which
indicate that through adoption of deep tillage a saving of 3-4 irrigations and 40 kg
N, 45 kg P 0 5 and 15kg K, O would be attained. Similarly, no significant difference was observed between L F. and I, F, which indicate by giving 2-3 irrigations
we can reduce the application of 40kg N,45kg P, Os and 15kg K, O. Water Use
Efficiency was higher with deep tillage (3.80 kg ha"1 mm1), irrigations at IW/CPE
=0 6(3 61 kg ha ' mm"') and application of 125 percent recommended dose of fertilizers (3.46 kg ha"1 mm1).
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Mitigating the Effects of Electrical Conductivity, Soil Texture, and Temperature
on a Low-Cost Soil Moisture Sensor.
C. S. Campbell. G. S. Campbell, D. R. Cobos. B. Teare. Decagon Devices. Inc.
Dielectric soil moisture measurements are now widely used, both in research and in
commercial agriculture. Although measurements are often made in locations where
Electrical Conductivity (EC) and temperature fluctuations are low, high levels of
either can cause difficulty in analyzing dielectric moisture data. Several researchers
have proposed using higher probe frequencies to mitigate these effects, but there
are limits to that approach, both in cost and efïectiveness. The objective of this
research was to determine what could be done to decrease salt, texture, and temperature sensitivity of the soil moisture probe in different soils. Sensitivity to EC
was found to be considerable in both course- and fine- textured soils at low probe
frequencies. Increasing the probe frequency removed much of the EC sensitivity in
all soil types and appeared to diminish the need for specific soil texture calibration.
Although temperature sensitivity was also changed by higher frequencies, it did not
appear to improve noticeably. After testing a range of operational frequencies, optimum performance was found to be around 70 MHz; higher frequencies appeared to
cause probe performance to worsen.
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Distributed Water Transfers in an Andosoi under Banana Plant.
5". Julie. C. Yves-Marie. Institut National Recherche Agronomique (1NRA); C.
Philippe. Centre International de Recherche Agronomique pour Ie Développement
(C1RAD).
Stemflow is of hydro-ecological importance in forested and agricultural ecosystems because it is a spatially localized input of water in the soil at the foot of the
plant stem and has a significant influence in the groundwater recharge or in nutrient
leaching (Levia and Herwitz, 2000). Lysimetry and tensiometry experiments were
carried out to quantify the spatial distribution of drainage in an andosoi after rainfall
interception by the banana plant HYDRUS 2D solved numerically the Richards
equation for variably distributed saturated water flows (Simunek et al., 1999) The
hydraulic properties of the andosoi were measured (field and laboratory methods
- Wind, 1968) and estimated by numerical inversion from tensiometric data, and
employed as parameters to numerically simulate water movement, allowing to van
Genuchten (1980) and Mualem (1976) equations. Distributed drainage obtained
with the model was validated with field drainage data and statistical evaluation
(Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970). Experimental bias were assessed, wick lysimeters could
just simulate soil pressure head superior to -I 3 m, and corrected thanks to simulations without lysimeter. The transferred volumes under the banana stem were 2
times higher than downstream from the stem in the row (to 1,20 m from the stem
as shown in the figure I) and between the rows since these zones were sheltered
by the banana leaves and received essentially throughfall Analysis of others scenarios of simulation showed the generic aspect of an extreme situation and helped
in understanding what would expect without slope, neither or after tillage practise
and during the banana growth. The generation of the stemflow (evolution during
the growth and localisation), was the principal distributive source of the drainage
under banana plant. Soil hydraulic properties, tillage pan, soil inclination and initial
boundary conditions had also a moderate impact on distributed drainage. These
last results could question the concept of fertiliser localisation at the plant foot all
the more that abundant stemflow may rapidly leach the nutrients, particularly after
flowering, when rainfäll interception was significant

Posters
a reduction, statistically different, on corn grain of 3.048 ton ha'1, compared with
the average yield of treatments with fertigation It suggests that when the treatment
140N-60P-00K was applied and fractionated following phenological crop requirements was enough to satisfy nutritional necessities of corn.
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Arsenic Accumulation in Evaporation Basins for Agricultural Drainage
Disposal, California, USA.
S. Gao. USDA-ARS; J. H. Ryu. K. K. Tanji. Univ of California. Davis.
Disposal of agricultural drainage has been presenting many challenges in maintaining high agricultural production and environmental health in the hydrologically
closed Tulare Basin of San Joaquin Valley, California, because drainage water contains elevated salinity and toxic trace elements including selenium (Se) and arsenic
(As). In the evaporation basins under this semi-arid climate, Se was found to be
removed from pond waters through several sink mechanisms and mostly accumulated in surface sediments. In contrast, our preliminary investigation indicates that
As tends to accumulate in impounded water columns and may become a future possible environmental concern. The objective of this study was to acquire essential
data to more fully understand the biogeochemical processes and conditions affecting arsenic accumulation in drainage disposal basins by determining As concentration and speciation in both water columns and sediments. The study site is a 726
ha evaporation basin facility consisting of 10 cells that are operated in series Pond
water chemistry was characterized. Dissolved total As concentration in pond waters
increased linearly with increases in salinity and almost linearly with increases in
concentrations of CI. Agricultural drainage water was dominated by arsenate (As,
V). Reduced arsenic species, such as arsenite (As, III) and organic arsenic (As, III), increased following water flow and with salinity Towards the end of flow path
in the terminal cells, water had high dissolved organic carbon and low dissolved
oxygen indicating development of a reducing environment The reducing conditions may have led to reduction of arsenate as a major mechanism affecting the fate
of drainage water arsenic disposed into the evaporation basins
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Assessment of Water Purification by Estimating Nitrogen Balance Combined
Different Data at Paddy Farming in Korea.
M. C. Seo, K. K. Kang. H. B. Yun. B. G. Hyun. National Institute of Agricultural
Science and Technology.
Paddy farming have two aspects related to water quality, so called water purification function and environmental pollution function, simultaneously Especially,
even though nitrogen is essential element for crop production, it's become major
factor for environmental pollution at river and reservoirs when it is run off over
agricultural area. So it's important to evaluate which function is mainly operated at
paddy fanning and how much is their function. For this, we investigated nitrogen
balance using estimation of its components separately and assessed water purification function. Before water purification function is quantified at paddy farming,
we suggested some hypothesis that paddy fields regards as digestion reactors for
purifying wastes water in the cities. Like the digestion reactors, wastes water inflow
to paddyfields,digest waste in paddyfields,and purified water out flow to the river.
We established the models to determine water purification function in the base of
the hypothesis as equation 1 and 2.
Surface water purification = N -N
Equation 1
Ground water purification = Njrf - Njrajn Equation 2
If an amount of nitrogen in water irrigated is larger than an amount of nitrogen in
water run off or water drained by infiltration at paddy fields, we could determine
that paddy fields have an effect on purification of water. At status of reverse, paddy
fields could have a malfunction caused environmental pollution. It is important that
balances of water and nitrogen at paddy fields have to be investigated to compare
with amounts of nitrogen of input and output, rationally in practice. We investigated the components of nitrogen balance at paddy farming which were different
from sources. 9 items mainly supposed in nitrogen balance, which is divided by
Irrigation (Njrr), Precipitation (Nam), Fertilizer (N ), Infiltration (NJr>jn), run-off
(NruiM>|V), Harvest (N hn| ), Denitrification and Volatilization (H.\ Nitrogen in soil
(N ), Nitrogen accumulated. The estimation models for each item were established and analyzed by using survey data, statistic data, literature and so on. Their
results are shown as Fig. 1.
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Fertigation Effect on Corn Yield and its Compounds in San Luis Potosi,
Mexico.
C. Jasso-Chaverria. M. A. Marlinez-Gamiho. 1N1FAP: J. Huerta-Diaz. Facultad
de Agronomia. UASLP.
During the spring-summer agricultural season 2001-2003, research plots were conducted at INlFAP's Experimental San Luis Station with the objective of assessing
the effect of fertigation on corn yield. Three nitrogen levels: 200, 300, and 400 kg
ha"' and two potash levels: 100 and 200 kg ha ' were evaluated. These fertilization
treatments were applied through drip irrigation and fractionated by phenological
stages. Two additional treatments were included, one where soil was tilt by plowing and disking, a dose of fertilization (I40N-60P-00K) was applied in band to the
soil, and irrigation was by furrows, and another with the same dose of fertilization
(140N-60P-00K) but applied through drip irrigation and fractionated by phenological stages. In all other treatments, soil was tilt by a root cutter type, instead of traditional plow, then it was disked, and sowing 1.65 m wide beds were constructed and
soil surface was covered with 2 ton ha ' of corn stubble Corn was planted in double rows separated 0.80 m at the edge of sowing beds. Plant density was 100,000
plants ha ' 1NIFAP corn hybrid H-358 was used The experimental design was a
randomized block with four repetitions. At the end of each growing season, yield
com and its compounds were evaluated Data were statistically analyzed using the
SAS program (p < 0 05). The statistical analysis of the six factorial treatments did
not show statistical differences on grain yield and its compounds. When the two
additional treatments were included into the statistical analysis, the results showed
that just the treatment with fertilization to the soil and furrow irrigation obtained
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Fig. 1. Diagram of nitrogen balance at paddy field that was estimated their components separately in Korea.
Because we could confirm that nitrogen balance analyzed as Fig. 1. is reasonable
to general situation in Korea, assessment of water purification was conducted in
the base of equation 1 and 2. Based on Figure I, we could find out that the amount
of nitrogen in irrigated water was larger than the amount of nitrogen in infiltration
water or the amount of nitrogen in run-off water. The fact above means that irrigated
water into paddy fields is more polluted than drained water, infiltration and run-off
and nitrogen in irrigated water may be digested in paddy fields during flooding
period, particularly nowadays, in Korea. As a result, it could be determined that
paddy fields in Korea have a beneficial function for purifying water in practice as
much as NL minus Ndriii or N (>r The other hands, it could be divided two kinds
of purification such as surface water and ground water purifications according to
concern about pollutant sites These models were showed as below for calculating
amount of nitrogen purified the water in paddy fields And results calculated are
34.86 kg ha ' yr' and 25.33 kgha ' yr' as surface water and ground, respectively.
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Partial Root Drying: an Alternative Irrigation Management to Improve the
Water Use Efficiency of Potato Crops.
A. Posadas. R. Qtiiroz. G. Rojas. M. Malaga. International Potato Center.
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Stomata are essential to the plant because in addition to controlling water loss from
leaves they provide the principal route for the uptake of carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere On the one hand, stomata have to remain sufficiently open to provide
a pathway for the uptake of carbon dioxide to satisfy demands from the developing
crop and vegetative growth and, on the other, they must prevent excessive water
loss through a reduction in aperture These counterpoised priorities have led to the
evolution of complex and sophisticated control mechanisms which take their signs
from variables such as light, atmospheric carbon dioxide, temperature and soil
water availability The only one of these variables over which we have any degree
of control is the latter: soil water availability. The Partial Root Drying (PRD), a
innovative irrigation system, began in about 1992 in CSIRO - Australia and in other
laboratories around the world, showed that if part of the root system was slowly
dried and the remaining root kept well watered, abscisic acid (ABA) produced in
the drying roots reduced stomatal aperture At the same time the fully hydrated
roots maintained a favorable water status throughout the aerial parts of the plant
In other words, it was possible to separate the biochemical response to water stress
from the physical effects of reduced water availability. Aiming at testing how the
PRD affected the WUE in potato crops a series of experiments were conducted in a
desert area in Lima Peru at the International Potato Center. The PRD was compared
with Conventional Irrigation (CI) on an early vegetative cultivars (4 months) grown
in randomized plots with furrows Plants were irrigated normally for 42 d, stage
at which the corresponding treatments were applied. The PRD system consisted
of alternately irrigating one of the two neighboring furrows during consecutive
watering CI was the conventional way where every furrow was irrigated during
each watering PRD and CI were further divided into two treatments with different
watering amounts resulting in total 4 irrigation treatments, two of CI with 100% of
the water typically applied to the crop in Lima (CI) and 50% (CI 1/2) of the water
laminae according with crop requirements. The PRD1 treatment received the same
amount of water as CI 1/2 and the PRDI/2 received half of the water applied to
PRD1. Fresh tuber yield was higher for CI (43.1 t.ha-1), followed by PRDI (33.4
t.ha-1), CI1/2 (30.0 t.ha-1) and PRDI/2 (27.4 t.ha-1) WUE was higher for CI1/2
(74.9 kg DM.ha-L mm-3) followed by PRDI (58.3 kg DM.ha-1. mm-3), CI 1/2
(51.3 kg DM ha-1 mm-3), and CI (43 9 kg DM ha-1. mm-3). This irrigation system
might become an alternative to large areas in the world producing potato, where
water is limiting and where salinity might become a problem.
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S Brenna
Nitrate Leaching in Different Soils and Cropping Systems in Lombardy
(Italy).
S. Brenna. M. Pastori. ERSAF.
The nitrate concentration in groundwater is increasing in the major part of intensive
agriculture areas in Europe. In order to assess the effective impact of agriculture
on the environment it is required to better understand the nitrogen balance and the
biophysical processes involved, which are site specific and influenced by soil type,
climate and cropping systems. To this purpose a set of monitoring sites representative of different soils and cropping systems has been supplied in the Lombardy
plain, where a high intensive agriculture and livestock breeding as well as water
pollution by nitrogen compounds occur. Ten monitoring sites have been equipped
with a meteorological station and TDR probes, tensiometers, microlysimeters and
soil temperature probes at different depths in the soils Furthermore soil profiles
description, hydrological and micromorphological characterization and analysis of
soil horizons have bee provided. In this paper the data collected from 2003 to 2005
in two monitoring sites are presented In the first site a coarse loamy (with more
than 70% of sand in the subsoil), moderately acid and well drained soil (Ultic Haplustalf coarse loamy, ST. USDA, 2003) occurs; the crop was maize, minimum tillage, surface irrigation (700 mm/ha/year) and fertilization with sewage sludge and
with inorganic fertilizers (280 kg N/ha/year) were adopted. The average rainfall
was 800 mm/year. The second site is characterized by a fine, rich in calcium carbonate and alkaline soil, with a calcic horizon and some vertic features (Typic Calciustept fine, ST. USDA, 2003); even there the crop was maize, while the soil was
ploughed at 35-40 cm depth, sprinkler irrigation (350 mm/ha/year) and fertilization
with both cattle and pig manure and with inorganic fertilizers (480 kg N/ha/year)
were used. The average rainfall was 760 mm/year The soil water content is higher
in the second site, mainly in the surface and sub-surface horizons, where an higher
clay content increases the water retention capacity. As expected, the surface layers
(<50 cm) show the highest variations mainly during the growing season, when also
the maximum evapotranspiration and irrigation supply occur. Deeper soil horizons
show much more uniformity, even if, it can be still observed the effect of irrigation
In the second site, this behaviour is much more evident, probably because of occurrence of preferential flows leading to a more uniform redistribution of water in
depth. As observed, the nitrate content in the water circulating in the soils decreases
very quickly during the irrigation periods. This decrease occurs in both the surface
and bottom layers, suggesting leaching can occur, even if nitrogen plant uptake has
to be also considered The very high nitrate contents in the soil water in autumn
after harvesting seem to be related to the late organic matter mineralization and lack
of nitrogen plant uptake; however the nitrate content always and rapidly decreases
after the following high rainfall events In the first site the average nitrate leaching
can be preliminary estimated as ranging around 150 kg N/ha/year, in the second
site around 215 kg N/ha/year. More reliable estimations will be carried out using
deterministic models simulating the N-cycle (ANIMO, CROPSYST, DAISY) The
two sites show different nitrogen and water dynamics in the coarse textured soil
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the water and nitrate movement seem mainly affected by high hydraulic conductivity (water decreases in the whole soil profile very quickly); in the fine textured soil
water movement is in part reduced by lower hydraulic conductivity, even if the
occurrence of preferential flow allow to get a deep transport of water and nutrients.
153-29
1364b
D Ventrella
Analysis of Water Flux and Solute Transport for a Clay Soil under Different
Groundwater Conditions in Southern Italy.
D. Ventrella. N. Losavio. L. Giglio. R. Leogrande. M Caslellini. CRA-lslitulo
Sperimenlale Agronomico.
Crop simulation models represent useful tools for enhancing agricultural research
through the integrated analysis of the relations between soil, plant and environment. At the same time, they can provide effective support for decision making in
agricultural planning by modelling the impact of several treatments on crop yield,
soil fertility and environmental water resources. The Southern Italy is characterised
by low water availability due to scarce and irregular rainfall and high evaporative
of the atmosphere. In the last twenty years, several models have been developed
for the simulation of waterfluxesand solute transport in the groundwater-soil-cropatmosphere continuum One of these is SWAP (Soil-Water-Atmosphere-Plant), a
physical based model that resolves numerically the Richards equation in order to
describe the water flux into the soil profile It integrates the water flow with the
solute transport, taking account of soil heterogeneity, crop growth and drainage at
various spacing levels Concerning the crop growth, SWAP model includes three
crop growth routines consisting in a simple model and two detailed other ones for
grass and other erbaceous crops deriving both from the crop model WOFOST The
aim of this work is to apply SWAP/WOFOST model for simulating water flow and
solute transport into the soil and to evaluate different irrigation strategies in order to
optimize the use of water resources characterized by different salinity levels and to
preserve the soil to salt accumulation. For this purpose several irrigation strategies
were defined including different scheduling and salinity levels of water irrigation.
In a sequence of ten year, such strategies were applied for sorghum cultivation
under two different groundwater conditions: (i) a fix watertable at 6 m depth (DG)
and (if) afluctuantand shallow watertable from 0 to 3 m depth (SG). The data-set
used for the calibration and validation was collected from a long-period research
carried out in an experimental farm located in Metaponto (Italy) within the ionical coastal zone in Southern Italy. This area is characterized by a Mediterranean
climate, clay soils and groundwater conditions very similar to those utilized in the
scenario analysis. The data-set included Sorghum crop and soil data concerning
crop phenology and growth, soil water content and hydraulic properties. Moreover, the scenario analysis was performed by utilizing the meteorological dataset collected in the same experimental farm. The two bottom boundary conditions
influenced significantly the seasonal fluxes of the soil water balance. The irrigation
amounts were higher for DG than SG scenarios that was characterized by an higher
upward flux from the watertable and, above all, by an higher soil water content at
the crop sowing time For DG scenarios, in the first part of the cycle an higher soil
evaporation was also detected because of the first irrigations that wetted the soil
surface These results coupled with those concerning the impact of the salinity of
water irrigation allowed to individuate the agronomical practices that can alleviate
the negative effects of saline irrigation waters on growth and crop yield.
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S Gao
The Speciation and Accumulation of Selenium in Agricultural Evaporation
Basins in California, USA.
J. H. Ryu. Univ of California. Davis; S. Gao. USDA-ARS: K. K. Tanji. Univ of
California. Davis.
Constructed evaporation basins are an important and economical disposal option
for subsurface drainage water to sustain irrigated agriculture in the hydrological ly
closed basin portion of the San Joaquin Valley of California. The subsurface drainwaters flowing into the evaporation basins contained elevated concentrations of
trace elements from geological settings. The trace element of most concern is selenium (Se) due to its potential toxicity in the aquatic food chain to waterbirds. We
investigated Se speciation and accumulation in an evaporation basin facility consisting often cells covering a surface area of 726 ha. Water is serially transported
from Cell I to Cell 10 The ten cells represented a wide range of water salinity and
redox condition The serial entrance of solutes and organic matter into the cells led
to the accumulation of solutes from evapoconcentration and the development of
reduced environments as the organic matter, mainly algae, is microbially degraded
Aqueous Se speciation was determined for both inorganic (Se(VI) and Se(IV)] and
organic species (org-Se) at representative sites within the cells. Sequential extraction of sediment samples was used to identify the fractionation of Se associated
with soluble, adsorbed, carbonate, and organic matter at representative sites Selenium concentrations in surface waters generally decreased from the drainage water
and Se accumulated mostly in surface sediments Percentage of reduced species
increased following the water flow. The redox environment in the evaporation
pond waters was evaluated using platinum electrode (Eh) measurement and oxidation capacity (OXC), which was determined by the major dissolved redox species
(oxygen, nitrate, Mn(II), Fe(llI)/(II). sulfate, sulfide, and DOC) Presence of nitrate
was inhibiting selenate reduction in the initial receiving cell Major redox sensitive

components in the solid-phase (extractable Fe/Mn, TOC) were also determined
Overall, reducing environment in the evaporation basins led to immobilization of
Se into the sediments
153-31
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S Berumen-Padilla
Growth, Yield and Water Productivity of Tomato under Different Watering
Level and Plastic Mulches.

S. Berumen-Padilla. R. Figueroa-Viramontes. J. J. Martinez-Rios. C. VazquezVazquez. J. D. Lopez-Martinez. E. Salazar-Sosa. Facullad de Agricultura y
Zootecnia de la Univ Juarez del Eslado de Durango.
Tomato is one of the most important horticultural crops in La Comarca Lagunera
(located at the north-east of Durango and the south-west of Coahuila, Mexico: 25°
46' 56" N. 103° 2 1 0 2 " W 1114-m elevation) because of high profits and labor it
generates In spite of those benefits, this crop faces serious problems because of
its requirement of high technology and to the scarcity of water that prevails in this
region Based on that, an experiment was conducted to evaluate different watering levels combined with different plastic mulches on growth and yield variables
of tomato crop This was intended to make more efficient water use The present
study was conducted at the Agricultural Experimental Station of the Facultad de
Agricultura y Zootecnia of the Universidad Juarez del Lstado de Durango. Mexico
Tomato (Lycopersicum esculemum Mill cv Rio Amazonas) was planted on March
23, 2004; with 0 4 m and I 6 m of distance among plants and raised-beds respectively The experimental design was a randomized block split plot with four replicates. Watering levels (factor A) were the main plots and plastic mulches (factor
B) were the subplots Every subplot consisted of three raised-beds (total of 4.8 m
wide) of 5 m long Evaluated treatments were: Factor A = watering level based on
a fraction of class A pan evaporation (Ev): A I = I.OOEv, A2 = 0 80Ev, and A3 =
0 65Ev; Factor B = plastic mulches: B l = black, B2 = white/black; B3 = brown,
and B4 = control (soil uncovered) Evaluated variables were; height of plant (h),
foliar area (fa), yield (y) and water productivity (wp). Water was supplied by a drip
tape system. The drip tape was laid on top of every bed and the flow rate for every
emitter was 0.6 L h '. For the variables plant height, lol iar area and water productivity no statistical differences were detected among watering levels However, yield
was statistically higher for this factor at the levels of I OEv and 0.8Ev with values
of 36 25 Mg ha ' and 31 83 Mg ha ' respectively As a response to plastic mulches,
plant height was statistically higher for all plastics being the plastic white/black
the highest with a value of 65 41 cm. Foliar area did not show differences among
plastic mulches. Yield was statistically higher for plastic white/black compared to
the rest of the treatments with a value of 42.90 Mg ha ' and the lowest for the control treatment with a value of 22 82 Mg ha"1 Water productivity for the treatment
white/black was also statistically different form the rest of the treatments with a
value of 5.55 kg m ' The lowest value (2 90 kg m ') was also for the control treatment. Based on those results, the best watering level was for 0.8Ev that resulted in
higher water savings without affecting statistically growth and yield. This watering level allows to make more efficient water use with highest productivity Also,
white/black plastic mulch had the highest positive effect on tomato plant growth,
yield and water productivity
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A Behbahaninia
Effect of Irrigation Using Wastewater on Heavy Metal Contents of Soils under
Vegatable in Tabriz, Iran.

A. Behbahaninia. Azad Univ. Rodehen Branch. Depl of Environment; R. Salmasi.
Azad Univ. Rodehen Branch. Dept of Environment.
The magnitude of contamination, regulatory compliance and annual loadings of
soils with cadmium (Cd), nickel (Ni), and lead (Pb) were determined at three sites
in Tabriz where wastewater was used to irrigate vegetable gardens for at least 10
years Heavy metal total concentrations (mg kg-1) in sandy and sandy-clay soils
of pH 5.1-8.1 from all sites ranged from 0 5 to 3.4 for Cd, <0.01 t o 2 l for Ni, and
4 to 59 for Pb in the 0-20 cm soil depths. The concentrations had increased significantly in the gardens compared with control soils and subsoil Annual heavy metal
loading rates showed that within 5-60 years, all studied heavy metals would have
exceeded their permitted limits in soils, depending on site It was concluded that
the use of wastewater in urban horticulture enriched soils with heavy metals to concentrations that may pose potential environmental and health risks in the long-term
Keywords: Wastewater; Heavy metals; Soil; Contamination; irrigation
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S Daroub

Ten Years of Phosphorus Best Management Practices in the Everglades
Agricultural Area.
S. Daroub. T. Lang. O. Diaz. M. Chen. Univ of Florida.
The Everglades Agricultural Area (EAA), located south and downstream of Lake
Okeechobee in south Florida, comprises 280 000 ha of productive organic soils
(Histosols) Around 80% of the land is planted to sugarcane, and the rest to vegetables, sod and rice Flat topography, shallow organic soils and impermeable marl/
limestone bedrock limit water storage options throughout the region These organic
soils are drained by pumping water through a system of farm and basin canals
Concerns regarding the quality of agricultural drainage water from the EAA to the
Everglades Protection Area led to a regulatory program in the Everglades Forever

Act that requires EAA farmers to adopt Best Management Practices (BMPs) to
reduce phosphorus (P) loads leaving the EAA basin by 25 percent compared to preBMP levels A BMP permit issued by the South Florida Water Management District
is required to be able to farm in the EAA. Stormwater Treatment Areas encompassing more than 16 000 ha have been constructed to further reduce P concentrations in
the EAA drainage water before being delivered to the Everglades Protection Area
There are mainly three different categories of BMPs: nutrient control practices,
water management practices and particulate and sediment controls Each individual BMP has an assigned point value and growers are required to adopt a suite of
BMPs totaling 25 points or greater Research and monitoring were conducted at
multiple farms in the EAA to evaluate success of BMPs at the farm level, and to
test new BMPs to reduce P loads further Monitoring is also done at the basin level
by the South Florida Water Management District. It was shown that a considerable
fraction of the P in the water is in a particulate form and that high particulate P
loads are common with certain farming operations The particulate P was found to
mainly be from two sources: organic sediments from the canal bottoms and floating
macrophytes Concentrations and exports of P have decreased due to BMP implementation. In water year 2004, 147 metric tons P reduction was observed with the
average corresponding P concentration in EAA basin drainage water decreasing
from 173 ppb (pre-BMP) to 69 ppb New management practices that may reduce P
loads further include particulate matter controls: controlling floating aquatic plants
in canals, clearing canals of high P content organic sediments, and reducing the
transport of sediments due to high water velocity in the canals during drainage
Implementation of BMPs in the EAA is mandatory and is now considered part of'
the production system by most farmers During the ten years since BMP program
initiation in 1995, the EAA basin's annual P load reduction has averaged more
than 50 percent compared to the pre-BMP base period and has exceeded the level
mandated by law every year
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S O Rozhdestvenskaya
Changes in the Conservative Features of Chernozems under the Impact of
Secondary llydromorphism.

S. O. Rozhdestvenskaya. Faculty of Soil Science. Moscow State Univ.
An increase in the degree of hydromorphism of Chernozems owing to various
natural and human-controlled phenomena (rise in the groundwater level, irrigation) leads to changes not only in the labile soil properties and soil regimes (soil
temperature and water dynamics, soil aeration, redox potential, etc ) but also in
less labile soil characteristics, such as water-physical properties, composition of
exchangeable cations, concentration of soluble salts, iron compounds, content and
properties of soil humus, etc In some cases, certain changes are registered in the
stable (conservative) soil features, such as the mineralogical composition and the
particle-size distribution The character of these changes depends on the composition and salinity of irrigation water or groundwater, as well as on the initial soil
properties and the specificity of parent materials. The changes are seen not only in
the soil properties but also in the entire landscape Under the impact of increasing
hydromorphism, certain subsidence of the surface takes place and the areas with
waterlogged soils—"mochars"—are formed. Therefore, these changes should be
analyzed with respect to the particular forms of micro- and mesorelief Typical
very deep low-humus heavy loamy Chernozems developed from loesslike loams
were studied in the Azov-Kuban Plain, Krasnodar region of Russia. The particlesize distribution andl swell-shrink properties were studied in soil catenas within
the areas subjected to secondary hydromorphism in different periods (1, 10, and 20
years). The groundwater in the area is fresh (the salt content is about 0 3-0 5 g/l),
with the predominance of calcium bicarbonates At the first stages, the clay fraction
content in the subsoil increased at the expense of'silt-size fractions, especially, the
coarse silt fraction. This is accompanied by the increase in soil swelling capacity In the soils of mesodepressions with long-term waterlogging, the soil swelling
capacity decreases, whereas the soil shrinking capacity increases. The increase in
the clay fraction content at the early stages of the process may be due to disintegration of aggregates cemented by iron hydroxides; under standard pyrophosphate
pretreatment, these aggregates cannot be destroyed In turn, the disintegration of
these aggregates in the soil is due to the destruction of cementing iron hydroxides
under conditions of the lower oxidation-reduction potential and the microbiological
reduction of trivalent iron Some data attest to the activation of weathering of micaceous minerals in the hydromorphic conditions. In this case, the clay accumulation
should proceed at the expense of the fine and medium silt fractions A decrease
in the content of the coarse silt fraction may be due to the dissolution of phytoliths that are numerous in the humus horizons of Chernozems Their content in the
coarse silt fraction is considerable The dissolution of opal bodies of the phytoliths
is enhanced by the shift in the reaction of soil solutions toward more alkaline values
due to the sul fate-reduction process (in the case when sulfates are present in the
soil water) The silica released into the soil solution during the dissolution of the
phytoliths enters the composition of the clay fraction and considerably changes its
properties with corresponding alteration of the soil swell-shrink capacity.
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R Macaigne
Preferential Nitrate Leaching in the Hill of Potato.
P. Macaigne. F. Anctil. L. E. Parent. Univ Laval.
Nitrate leaching is of environmental concern in the rain-fed potato production on
loamy sands The current tillage practices in potato fields induce a significant soil
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and nitrate redistribution during the growing season. To characterize nitrate concentration in soil in potato fields, variations in the hill must be considered. The aim
of this study was to characterize nitrate transfer in a potato hill during the growing
season and to give estimations of nitrate leaching Our potato fields were located
in southern Quebec in 2004 (wet July) and 2005 (dry July). Total rainfalls from
May to September 2004 was 537 mm, the highest value was 160 mm in September
with exceptional rain in July (157 mm) In 2005, total rainfall was 747 mm with an
exceptional dry July with 91 mm and the highest value of 256 mm in September
An inorganic N application of 160 kg N ha-1 at planting was followed by no N, 45
kgN ha-1, and 90 kgN ha-1 at hilling. Soil cores were collected bimonthly in each
plot during 2004 and 2005 summer at four different places in the hill with a high
precision in space and the operations were replicated twice in each treatment. For
each sampling event, a sampling gear of diameter 2 5 cm and 90 cm long was used
to sample half of the hill at four different places from the center of the hill to the
furrow for a total length of 45 cm, and each sample was 15 cm spaced from each
other The soil core was cut in the laboratory into nine pieces: 0-5 cm, 5-10 cm,
10-15 cm, 15-20 cm, 20-25 cm, 25-30 cm, 30-45 cm, 45-60 cm, 60-90 cm. Nitrate
was extracted with 0.01 M CaCI2 and analyzed by ion chromatography. Nitrate
concentrations in 2004 varied from I mg N03-N kg-1 in September to 5089 mg
N03-N kg-1 in June Temporal variations revealed occasions with the highest risk
of nitrate leaching in 2004 and 2005. We will describe our sampling procedure to
assess differential movements of nitrate related to the hill and we will show an
estimation of nitrate leaching between sampling dates.
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C Péné
Performances of Three Late-Season Sugarcane Varieties under Soil Water
Deficit at the Yield Formation Stage in Northern Ivory Coast.
C. Péné, Ferké Research Station/Sugarcane Program; M. Kéhé. Regional Scientific
Coordination of Korhogo.
Three late-season sugarcane genotypes (Co 957, M 3145 and FR 8069), were tested
as plant crop under soil water deficit conditions at Ferké experimental station in
northern Ivory Coast (09° 35'N, 05° 12'W, 323 m) for screening purposes regarding water use efficiency. The climate is of tropical type with a rainy season (from
May-June to October) and a dry season (from November to May-June). Therefore, the rainfall patterns are monomodal. Most soils in the region are classified
as oxisols (or ferralsols), depending on the system of soil classification used. The
experimental design was a split-plot with four irrigation regimes applied at yield
formation stage, as main treatments and cane genotypes, as sub-treatments. Crop
water consumptions over different irrigation treatments were estimated by means
of a soil water balance model Cane as well as sugar yields differences obtained
due to irrigation and water deficits were not significant, which resulted in very low
water use efficiency. The interaction effect between irrigation water, i.e. soil water
status, and cane genotype was not significant either, meaning that no genotype
responded differently to irrigation treatments. However, the M 3145 genotype gave
lower cane and sugar yields, as compared to those which showed higher soil water
use efficiency, probably because of their lower tasseling ability in combination with
a good tillering potential This confirms the importance of growing low tasseling
cane genotypes as late-season crops in northern Ivory Coast. Keywords: sugarcane
genotype, irrigation, soil water deficit, water use efficiency, water balance model,
northern Ivory Coast.
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E J. Kladivko
Nitrate-N Leaching to Subsurface Drains as Affected by Drainage Intensity
and Agronomic Management Practices.
E. J. Kladivko. Purdue Unix.
Subsurface drainage is a common water management practice in agricultural
regions with seasonally high water tables. The practice of subsurface drainage provides many agronomic and environmental benefits but may also contribute substantial nitrate-N loads to surface waters Few field studies have documented the
impact of drainage intensity on nitrate-N loads in drainage waters, yet the desired
drainage intensity is a critical factor in the design of drainage systems for crop production An appropriate balance between increasing drainage intensity (narrower
spacing) to improve drainage and crop yield, and decreasing drainage intensity to
reduce nitrate-N losses, needs to be found for different climatic and soil regions.
A long-term (20-yr) study has been conducted on a silt loam soil in southeastern
Indiana, USA, to determine the impacts of drainage intensity and changes in crop
production system on nitrate-N loads to drainage water. Three drainage intensities (5-, 10-, and 20-m drain spacings) are compared for drainflow characteristics,
nitrate-N concentrations, and nitrate-N loads Average drainflow per unit area is up
to two times greater for the 5-m spacing compared with the 20-m spacing, which
leads to proportionately greater N loads to surface waters. Although crop yield is
slightly higher with the narrower spacing, nitrate-N concentrations in drainflow
are not different among drain spacings. Addition of a winter cover crop as a "trap"
crop for residual soil nitrate, along with lower fertilizer N rates, have significantly
reduced the nitrate concentrations and loads in drainflow. Our 20-yr study on a
loess-derived soil in southeastern Indiana provides an important data set for assessments of nitrate leaching into subsurface drains in the Ohio River basin. As drainage intensity continues to increase in some regions of intensive agriculture, these
results underscore the importance of cover crops or other management practices to
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reduce nitrate-N loads even as drain water flow is increased. Additional management practices to temporarily retain or recycle some of the drained water should
also be encouraged.
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B.Vincent
The Environmental Evolvement of the Hetao Irrigation District : An
Equilibrium between the Combat Facing Irrigation Induced Soil Salinity and
the Respect of the Receiving Media.
B. Vincent, Cemagref; J. Wu. Wuhan Univ: A. Vidal. Cemagref; J. Yang. Wuhan
Unix; S. Bouarfa. Cemagref; J. Tong. Wuhan Unix.
Irrigation and drainage scemes often result in many far-reaching environmental
changes Some benefit human while others threaten the sustainable development of
the projects themselves. This paper takes example from the Hetao Irrigation District, the largest one along the Yellow River (1 million ha, Inner Mongolia, North
china) and studies its environmental evolvement as the result of modern reclamation since early 70s to now and impacting the soil salinity and the receiving media
which is the most important wetland in northwest china (namely Wuliangsuhai
Lake). The changes in groundwater quality, soil salinisation, drainage water quality
and the environment of the main water body are compared and analyzed. It shows
that the development since 70s and the operation of the system have a close relation
with the environmental evolvement and the reclamation has made a great impact
on local environment. The salinization, which reached its peak in the late 80s, now
trends to descend due to more sustainable drainage and irrigation management. But
it is still severe and underlying salinisation risk still exists since salt is accumulating inside at various levels. The non-disposed drainage water has become to be the
main pollution source and pushes the Wuliangsuhai Lake to a severe environmental
crisis. The quality of groundwater is worsening and constitute an inducement to
soil salinisation and threaten to human health. Further research in the tendency
of the local environment evolvement and the relation between it and water-soil
management needs to be performed especially in the duality context of the ongoing
water saving and soil salinity control programmes and the respect of nation wide
concerned wetlands.
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R Wiedenfeld
Effect of Water Availability on Sugarcane Responses to N Fertilization.
R. Wiedenfeld. J. Enciso. Texas Agricultural Experiment Station.
Sugarcane is grown on over 20 million ha worldwide, and on nearly 400,000 ha in
the United States. Substantial water is required to produce this high biomass crop,
therefore when rainfall is limited irrigation is necessary. As population and industry expand, water for irrigation of agricultural crops becomes increasingly limited.
Improved irrigation efficiency based on a fundamental understanding of crop water
requirements and use under various conditions is increasingly important Fertilization practices vary greatly depending on local conditions. However, substantial
nitrogen inputs are almost always required to produce sugarcane This work was
conducted to determine whether water availability affects sugarcane nitrogen fertilization requirements, and whether N application affects responses to water stress.
Field studies were conducted in semiarid South Texas on alluvial, calcareous, sandy
clay loam soils. Sugarcane responses to N fertilization were minimal in first and
second crops, indicating that adequate residual N was available, even though this
was not evident in the soil testing. In later ratoon crops, responses to N fertilization
increased, reflecting depletion of residual reserves. Decreasing water availability
had little effect on sugarcane responses to N fertilization at low stress levels, but as
water stress increased N fertilization responses declined. If water is limiting crop
growth, N fertilization is of no use. N fertilization did not compensate or offset the
effects of water stress.
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S.Sato
Nitrogen Spatial Distribution and Transformation in a Florida Sandy Soil
Cropped with Tomatoes under Seepage Irrigation.
S. Sato. M. Ozores-Hampton. K. Morgan. SWFREC/Unix of Florida.
Today tomatoes (Lycopersicon esculentum Mill ) are the number one vegetable
crop in Florida, US with 46,100 acres in production in 2002-2003 with the largest growing areas located in the southern half of the state Yields for the 1996-97
season averaged 36,700 lb acre ', which resulted in $462 5 M in on-farm revenue,
accounting for 28.9% of the value of the vegetable industry in FL or more than
double that of any other vegetable Commonly practiced with tomato production
in FL are soil fumigants, raised and polyethylene-mulched beds, adequate rates
and types of fertilizer, irrigation, and pesticides. Fertilizers, mainly for nitrogen
(N) are applied in bands on such beds to minimize nutrient leaching during heavy
rainstorms. However, lateral and vertical movements of N from the bands as well as
rates of N mineralization and nitrification during growing seasons are uncertain in
sandy soils. This study is conducted in a southwest FL farmer's field under seepage
irrigation using 2 N rates (200 and 300 lb N acre') as soluble N fertilizer, 2 lateral
sampling points (on fertilizer bands and under crop), and 3 depths (0-4, 4—8, and
8-12 in) over 20 weeks of winter growing season. The experiment includes plots
with and without the crop planted to elucidate N uptake rates by tomatoes. Soil
samples are analyzed for ammonium, nitrate (2 A' KCl), phosphorus, and potassium
(Mehlich-1) The experimental design is a randomized complete block design with

3 replications. Results from this study will help determine optimum N application
rates for tomatoes in southwest FL, N transformation dynamics synchronized with
the plant's growing demand, and N leaching potential to ground water.
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Modelling the Processes of Soil Salinization and Sodification in Irrigated
Lands: New Approaches.
/. Pia, Lleida Univ.
The benefits derived of irrigation of agricultural lands may not be sustainable due
to the development of salt-affected soils, saline or sodic, with a partial or complete
loss of the soil productive capacity Additionally, there is an increasing contribution of drainage waters from irrigated lands to contamination of soils and waters
by salts, nitrates, and other pollutants coming from organic and inorganic products
used in irrigated fields. The addition of irrigation water, together with salts, wastes
and other pollutants to the soil, may cause drastic changes in the regime and balance of water and solutes in the soil profile. Modelling may be useful to predict
those changes, and therefore to guide the selection of practices and systems of
drainage and irrigation for a maximum efficiency in the use of irrigation water,
reducing the possibilities of losses and contamination of surface and ground waters,
and preventing at the same time the processes of soil salinization and sodification. Those models must integrate parameters of climate, crops, soils, fertilization,
quality of irrigation water, and of irrigation and drainage management. In the last
decades there have been developed several indices and models for evaluation of
the quality of irrigation waters and for predicting soil salinization. Many of them
are based on the calculation of the leaching fraction requirement, using more or
less empirical criteria, which does not allow an application to different conditions
to the ones where they were developed. Others require input parameters that are
difficult to measure or estimate under field conditions. Here there is proposed a
new modelling approach (SALSOD1MAR) applicable to very variable and changing conditions, using input parameters easily measured or estimated, which has
been developed as a product of successive approximations, based on experiences
and validations in very different agro-ecological conditions. The model is based
on an independent balance of salts and ions until reaching equilibrium, taking into
consideration the effects on soil salinization and sodification of the interactions
among irrigation water composition, evapotranspiration, precipitation-dissolution
and cation exchange reactions, soil hydrological properties and effective leaching
fraction. It may be used to calculate the irrigation and drainage requirements in
order to control the salinity and sodicity levels in soils and drainage effluents, in
relation to requirements and disponibility of irrigation water, for specific crops and
climates. This enables to deduce alternative irrigation and drainage management
practices for salinity and sodicity control, under changing physical, social and economic conditions, and with the increasing concern about environmental issues and
direct competition of water of good quality for urban areas, industries, recreation,
etc. The present version of the model runs in a simple computer Excel program,
with immediate response to changes on the given input conditions. There are presented examples where the model SALSOD1MAR has proved to be more applicable to predict salinization and sodification under variable condirions of soils,
climate, irrigation water and management, compared with other presently proposed
more empirical approaches.

other, leaching of metals with deep seepage may cause groundwater contamination
Soil pollution by arsenic has become one of the major environmental problems due
the increased release into the environment and the high toxicity to plants, animals
and humans of this metalloid Soil is an important sink for arsenic compounds,
and while arsenic uptake by most plants is low, export into waters by leaching and
transport with erosion is a serious problem. Thus, an improved understanding of
arsenic behavior in soils is an important environmental issue. The objectives of
this study were to assess the mobility of As under two common crop plants with
different rooting systems, i.e. wheat (Triticum aestivum), which has fibrous roots,
and safflower (Carthamus tinctorious), which forms a taproot system, in the arid
calcareous soils of Isfahan, Central Iran A column experiment was conducted with
soil monoliths (Typic Haplocalcid) extracted from a wheat and a safflower field
located in the same unit of soil type The top 10 cm of half of the columns were
contaminated with As. achieving a total concentration of 23.5 mg kg-1. The background concentration was 7.7 mg kg-1 Half of the contaminated and uncontaminated columns were planted with wheat and the other half with safflower, according
to their previous cultivation history. Leachate was collected continuously over the
duration of the leaching experiment (86 days). After harvest, soil samples were collected at 10-cm intervals and analyzed for DTPA-extractable As by ICP-OES and
for total As by XRF Arsenic leaching was significantly increased by the contamination of the topsoil Concentrations in discharge from contaminated fallow columns
averaged 11.5 ug 1-1 as compared to 6.3 ug 1-1 from uncontaminated columns.
Plants strongly enhanced the displacement of As into the subsoil as well as leaching. As concentrations averaged 28 8 ug 1-1 in discharge from planted columns
with contamination and 7.7 iig I-1 in discharge from planted columns without contamination. Safflower resulted in larger As concentrations at deeper depths than
wheat. Although discharge was reduced in presence of plants due to transpiration,
total amounts of As leached were larger in planted than fallow treatments. Previous
cultivation history had no effect, as As displacement was the same in fallow wheat
and fallow safflower soil columns. Keywords: As leaching, calcareous soil, arid
climate conditions, safflower, wheat.
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Improving Input Efficiency in Agriculture.
C. J. S. Sethi. Punjab Agricultural Univ.
The cotton belt of Punjab, which is primarily canal irrigated, the brackish underground waters being usable with caution. Some of the experiences in evaluation of
water management technologies developed at Ludhiana during seventies, tested on
farmers fields at village Jai Singhwala were documented earlier In pursuance, several field experiments were conducted at the research farm under the AICRP on
Water Management during the last two decades. As seventy per cent of the area in
the state follows paddy- wheat rotation and the proportionate funds invested on
research and extension pertaining to the system, the data generated from this project brought out the differences specific to the situation Crop failures may be caused
by untimely rains and or canal closures and those general during 1988, 1990, 1993
were due to large scale insect pest infestation. Pooling all experiments conducted
on cotton on loamy sand and sandy loam soils on the research farm revealed little
response of the kharif crops, cotton and guar, yields on the water expense of the
crops. However, the rabi crops wheat, raya, barley, sunflower and loria yields gave
some correlations with the respective water expense On loamy sand soils, the
regression coefficients of yields and water expense were 0 29 in wheat, 0.29 in
153-42
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K. H. Moon
raya, 0.895 in sunflower following cotton, 0 398 in sunflower following guar and
loria. and 0 95 in toria. On the sandy loam soils, the values were 0.51 in wheat, 0.73
Water Use Efficiency of Potato Between Sprinkler and Drip Irrigation Systems
in barley, 0.895 in sunflower following cotton and 0 59 in gram. The wheat yields
Under Field Condition.
K. H. MOON, H. C. Lim. National Institute ofSubtropical Agriculture: H. N. Hyun. in the region are lower as the sowing of wheat gets delayed because of cotton.
Wheat yields have a quadratic relationship with the accumulated heat units and are
Cheju National Univ.
therefore lower than under the paddy-wheat system Considering, the increased
awareness to sustain agriculture and the related industry in the region, the proTo compare the efficiency of sprinkler and drip irrigation systems for potato culgramme of the Project has been modified to water management in short duration
tivation in the subtropical area, potato was irrigated with two different systems
early maturing hybrid cotton which will also enhance the sowing of wheat and thus
in the dark brown non-volcanic soil Potatoes were planted perpendicular to the
increase its yield and water use efficiency; drip irrigation and the optimal ground
sprinkler line-sources on the ridges and planted parallel to the drip line on 3 ridges
water use.
by automatic irrigation system Quantity of applied water through the sprinkler
system were 323,328, 335, 348 and 357 mm as measured by the catch-can installed
above the center of the canopy Amounts of water irrigated by the drip system were
330, 337, 344 and 351mm, Those amounts were equivalent to those of precipita153-45
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M.Gupta
tion from Feb. 10 to Jul. 9 in the experimental sites of Cheju Island Yields of
Effect of Saline Water Irrigation and Zinc Application on Post Harvest Soil in
potato were increased with increasing amount of applied water in sprinkler plots,
Mustard (Brassica juncea).
but those in drip plots were not in proportional to the irrigation amounts EfficienM. Gupta. Chaudhary Charan Singh Haryana Agricultural Univ: R. D. Kaushik.
cies of water usage for 1kg of potato production were 119 - 160 kg with sprinkler,
Chaudhary Charan Singh Haryana Agricultural Univ.
57 - 100 kg with drip system, respectively.
Afieldexperiment was conducted in sandy soil on mustard (Brassica juncea) with
three levels of Zinc (Zn)viz. 0, 15 and 30 kgZnSo4/hac and three levels of saline
153-43
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G.Sayyad
water irrigation (S) viz. 0 81, 8.05 and 12.09dSm-l. Basal dose of N, Pand K were
Leaching of As from Arid Calcareous Soil under Wheat and Safflower
@ 80 kg N/ha, 60 kg P205/ha, 40 kg K20/hac respectively. Post harvest analysis
Cultivation - a Column Study.
of soil samples revealed that the DTPA-extractable zinc increased, significantly,
with
increase in zinc levels and decreased significantly with increase in saline water
G. Sayyad. M. Afyuni, Isfahan Univ of Technology: K. Abbaspour. EA WAG:
irrigation levels. The pH, EC, cation (Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+) and anion (S042-, CI-,
M. Sayed-Farhad. Isfahan Univ of Technology: R. Schulin. ETMZ Institute of
HC03-, C032-) of soil samples .after harvest, increased with increase in saline
Terrestrial Ecology (ITÖ).
water irrigation levels, There was no effect observed in these with increase in zinc
Anthropogenic release of heavy metals into the environment has resulted in a conlevels except potassium (K.+). Keywords: Raya (Brassica juncea), Zinc, Saline
tinuous buildup of metals in agricultural soils. On the one hand, uptake of metals
water, EC, pH, Cation and Anion
by crop plants may lead to human health risks due to food chain transfer, and on the
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Soil-crop Response under Wastewater Irrigation: A Case Study in Sub-Humid
Orissa.
M. Das. R. B. Singhandhupe, K. Kanan, E. Antony, H. Chakrabarly, Water
Technology Centre for Eastern Region.
Rapid degradation of soil, shrinking land mass and depletion of fresh water reserve
are the major impediments of agriculture nevertheless to feed the billions it needs
to prosper both in terms of quantity and quality of produce. The whole country
is reeling under water scarcity though for achieving the target food production,
expansion of irrigated agriculture is a prerequisite especially in India. Hence making use of marginal sources like sewage, industrial effluent, drainage, or run "C
off water in irrigation subject to securing soil and water qualities, is appropriate
and also inevitable for developing countries. The pulp and paper mill is one of the
major effluent generating industry in the world The prospect of utilizing paper
mill effluent in irrigation was explored in this study Laboratory experiment on the
influence of Emami Paper mill effluent (a newsprint manufacturing unit in Eastern
India) application revealed that the germination percentage of maize (Zea mays)
in vitro was decreased with increasing effluent concentration But low rate of root
inhibition enhanced vigour index and thus signaling its possibility of survival in
situ The effluent was rich in Ca (22.56), Mg (5.13), and dissolved organic matter
(50.0) in mgl-1, neutral in reaction (pH 7.21) and had low salt content. The field
experiment in succession on a Ca deficient (4.02 mg kg-1), low P (1.38 mg kg-1),
sandy loam, non "C saline soil (belongs to Aerie Haplaquepts) was carried out by
growing maize (variety DHM 103) in 2002-03 and 2003-04 at Baleswar of Orissa
a state in sub-humid region of eastern India Orissa though belongs to high rainfall
zone (1482 mm) suffers by water scarcity during post and pre "C monsoon periods
Among crop growth parameters the leaf area index and plant height at knee high
stage were greatly influenced @ 32 to 33 and 4 to 28% due to effluent irrigation
while the effect on cob length/girth/weight was marginal. No influence was also
evident in grain and stover yield rather the grain yield was improved by 3 to 6 %
in second year The other yield attributing characters like grain no. per plant was
also magnified by 19 to 29%; grain to cob weight ratio from 1.2 to ll%under effluent irrigation over the corresponding values under 'fresh water irrigation' kept as
normal practice The N concentration at knee high stage was reduced to the tune of
1.23 to 2 04 times in first year, while P, K and Ca concentrations were accelerated
by 1.10 to 1.47, 1.02 to 1.09 and 1.93 to 3.07 times respectively under effl uent irrigation over fresh water. Similarly the Ca concentration was also enhanced (1 6 to
3 81) followed by N (1.21 to 1.32) and P( 1 08 to 1.11 times) in second year without
marinating any consistent trend with effluent concentration in general. Nutrients'
concentration was also augmented over fresh water irrigation in the order of Mg
(1.39 to 1.83) > P(l- 36 to 1.77) > Ca (1.1 to 1.77) >K (1.07 tol 29 times) in stover
while in total nutrient uptake Mg preceded K °Ö P> Ca > N. Irrespective of effluent
concentration the important soil parameters were improved under effluent irrigation The magnitude of response was 1 18 to 1.34 times increase in organic carbon,
1.22, 1.21, 1.09, and 18 times in humus carbon, available P, K and N concentrations at harvest The exchangeable Ca and Mg contents of soil were also modified
by I 03 to I 04 and 1.3 to 1.74 times over fresh water irrigation. However no carry
over effect of the first year experiment was noticed either in soil parameters or in
crop yield attributes Thus by ensuring soil and crop qualities in continuum, the
study suggests that paper mill effluent can be utilized for irrigating acidic non saline
soil under decreasing availability of fresh water resources. This also helps to solve
the problem of waste disposal to some extent and conserve fresh water for other
use as well.
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Reduced Tillage for Efficient Management of Crop Residue, Irrigation Water,
and Fertilizer Nitrogen in Wheat Grown in Rotation with Rice.
N. S. Pasricha. S. K. Bansal. K. Singh. M. Deen. Potash Research Institute ofIndia.
Gurgaon. Haryana.
Rice-wheat is the most popular cropping system followed on around 13.5 million
ha of land in the South Asian countries of Pakistan (2.2 m ha), India (10 m ha),
Nepal (0.5 m ha) and Bangladesh (0 8 m ha) extending across the lndo-Gangetic
alluvial plain. To vacate the fields for the timely sowing of wheat, farmers burn rice
straw in the fields To overcome this problem, Zero-Till Seed-cum-Fertilizer Drills
can be used for sowing of wheat without any pre-sowing irrigation in the standing
straw of rice (after the combine-harvesting of rice). This can help in more efficient
management of crop residue, irrigation water and nutrients. Hence, field experiments were initiated during summer 2002 for quantification of saving in energy,
organic carbon, irrigation water, fertilizer N and plant nutrient with Zero Tillage
(ZT) in wheat in rice-wheat rotation Rice (cv. Sugandha-2, fine quality fragrant
Basmati rice) was grown in rotation with wheat (cv. WL-343) on sandy loam soil
in Gurgaon, Haryana, India. Six, 15 by 10 m plots, were arranged in two blocks.
Micro plots of 12 by 1.2 m were maintained in each plot for N-15 studies. At
maturity, rice crop was simulated combine-harvested in one block of 3 plots, leaving the anchored rice-straw and stubbles in the field. In the other block of 3 plots,
rice was harvested up to ground level and the straw was removed from the field
Wheat was sown with a Zero-Till Seed-cum-Fertilizer-Drill in the standing rice
straw with residual moisture in one block of three plots (no pre-sowing irrigation
for wheat). In the other block of 3 plots, pre-sowing irrigation was given and wheat
sown when soil came to workable conditions by Conventional Tillage practice (CT)
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providing two hoeing followed by planking Total crop residue of rice returned to
the soil surface in rice-wheat rotation with ZT than with CT (to wheat) was 3.13
t ha-1. Mean amount of N, P205 and K20 in the residue returned to the soil was
16.6,7 91 and 59 kg ha-1. Total amount of organic carbon added to the soil through
the above ground straw of rice in the ZT plots was 1 25 t ha-1 On an average,
40% more of OC and around 45% more of N, P and K were returned with ZT as
compared to CT practice. This practice of zero-tillage will prevent, on an average,
4 6 t ha-1 of C02 from emanating to the atmosphere. Saving in 35 HP-tractor running time with ZT was 10.88 h ha-1, which is equivalent to a net saving of 32.64
L of diesel per hectare. Relatively less water needed to irrigate the ZT plots was
due to the compactness of the soil surface, as the field has not been tilled before
sowing In CT plots, water was absorbed rapidly; therefore, it took more time to
fill the plots as water moved slowly to the other end of the field This was true for
subsequent irrigations also Total amount of water needed to irrigate the wheat crop
to full maturity was less by 1016.5-kilo L ha-1 in ZT treatment and there was a net
saving of 100 mm ha-1 water in wheat. Water use efficiency in terms of kg wheat
grain per ha per mm was higher by 16% in ZT plots as compared to CT treatment.
Post-harvest moisture content in the soil profile (0-1 2m) in ZT treatment was 30
mm higher than in CT plots. Fewer evaporation losses due to mulching effect of
rice-straw in wheat could be the reason for higher moisture content in 0-1 2m-soil
profile in ZT plots. Tillage treatment had little effect on dry matter production. ZT
wheat had lower N concentration than corresponding CT wheat indicating lower
availability with zero tillage Total N uptakes of N in wheat at harvest were lower
in ZT( 144.6 kg ha-1) as compared to CT plots (184.37 kg ha-1). However, percent
N derived from fertilizer at 44.62 was almost 8% higher than CT treatment, which
were only 36.05. Soil N content at 2612 kg ha-1 in CT plots was higher by 200kg
ha-1 than ZT plots at 2420 kg ha-1. This could be ascribed to immobilization of
the N, as residue decomposition is very slow in ZT plots due to lack of mixing. A
mulched, non-plowed tillage system can potentially affect mineralization perhaps
due to altered temperature and altered soil moisture content Thus, conversion from
conventional tillage to zero-tillage for wheat in rice-wheat cropping system will
help in reducing C02 loss from cropland due to burning of the rice-straw in the
Indo-Gangetic plain. Our data indicate saving in fuel and more efficient use of
irrigation water in zero till treatment. This helps in improving the soil quality for
sustaining this production system.
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Effect of Irrigation Levels and Emitters Depth on Soil Moisture and Salinity
Distribution and Water Use Efficiency of Tomato.
A. Al-Omran. S. Al-Damry. Soil Science Dept, King Saud Univ.
The scientifically applied research program related to water saving and conservation in agriculture is essential in Saudi Arabia, where agricultural activities account
for more than 85% of total water consumed. The present study aims to investigate
the effect of four irrigation levels and depth of emitters on tomato yield and Water
Use Efficiency (WUE), and the distribution of salts and roots in sandy calcareous
soils. Afieldexperiment was conducted at the college experimental station in 20042005 season. It consists of three emitters'depth (15, 25, and 35 cm) below the soil
surface, besides the surface drip irrigation treatment, and four irrigation levels of
60, 80, 100, and 120% of ETo. Soils samples were taken at depths of 0, 15, 30,
50 and 70 cm along the root zone depth Results indicated the tomato fruit yield
was significantly increased with the increase in irrigation water level. Generally,
WUE values were increased as linearly with applied irrigation water and decreased
at higher irrigation level. Early results showed that emitter depth affected yield
and WUE, and emitter at depth 25cm gave a better yield. Also, results indicated
that moisture content of subsurface layer increased dramatically, while salts were
accumulated at surface away from the emitters in subsurface drip irrigation. The
advantages of subsurface drip irrigation were related to the relative decrease in
salt accumulation in the root zone area where the plant roots were active and water
content relatively higher
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Effect of the Moisture Sensor-controlled Automatic Irrigation System on
Potato Production in the Plastic Film House.
K. H. Moon. /ƒ. C. Lim. S. J. Jun. National Institute of Subtropical Agriculture; H.
A'. Hyun. Cheju National Univ.
To test of the efficiency of the automatic irrigation system controlled by soil moisture sensor, potatoes were grown in the plastic film house with six irrigation rates
Soil moisture sensors were installed in the center of the plot at 10, 20 and 30cm
depth and set soil moisture content by the summations at each depth Irrigation timings were controlled by automatic water pumps Amount of applied waters at each
treatment was monitored on daily basis. Result showed that a relatively constant
soil moisture contents in 0 '30cm depth was maintained in each plot. Weight of
potato were significantly increased by increasing amount of water application, but
the numbers of tubers were not different among the treatments.
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Effect of Different Compacted Phosphatic Fertilizers on Enzymes Activity in.
C. A. Srinivasamurthy. M. V. Ravi, S. F Harlapur G. N. Thippeshappa, A. S.
Kumaraswamy. S. Bhaskar, N. G. Basavaraju, B. Gayathri, M. N. Ravikumar.
K. G. Ankegouda, M. V. Bhargavi. G. RAVI. V. R. Ramakrishna Parama. R.
Siddaramappa, Univ ofAg Sciences.
A pot experiment was conducted to study the changes in the acid phosphatase, urease and dehydrogenase enzymes activity of soil due to incorporation of compacted
rock phosphates to low pH soil underfloodedcondition and to a neutral arable soil.
The low pH soil was collected from a farmer's paddyfield(Isohyperthermic, kaolinitic paleustults) located in the western ghats of Karnataka which receives about
2500 mm annual rainfall- The neutral soil was collected from a University Research
Station near Bangalore. The experiment consisted of 15 treatment combinations
with compacted rock phosphates prepared by compaction of Jamarkotra Phosphate
Rock (JPR) with Mono Ammonium Phosphate (MAP and Sulfur (S) and also water
soluble and insoluble P sources. After incorporating recommended dose of these
P sources to rice soil under submergence and the neutral soil at field capacity, the
activity of enzymes was estimated at tillering, panicle initiation, flowering and
harvest stage of each crop after incubation following standard procedures. Under
submergence, the activity of acid phosphatase exhibited a gradual decrease from
tillering stage upto harvest. While urease activity showed a two-fold increase from
tillering to panicle initiation stage and a sudden decrease thereafter, the dehydrogenase activity reflected a three-fold increase from tillering tofloweringfollowed by a
sudden decrease at harvest. In the neutral soil no much change in acid phosphatase
activity occurred during the growth stages of crop, while urease activity decreased
with crop growth and the dehydrogenase activity of soil increased. At harvest stage,
the compacted JPR (A) + MAP + S recorded higher activity of phosphatase (80.63
ug PNP/g/hr), urease (31.70 ug/g/hr) and dehydrogenase (37.72 ug TPF/g/hr) in
low pH soil under submergence and the corresponding values in neutral arable soil
were (78.26), (18.43) and (20.84) respectively compared to other P fertilizers. The
enzymes activity recorded in flooded acidic soil was slightly higher compared to
non-flooded neutral soil. The increase in activity may be related to higher organic
matter content of soil, rise in soil pH towards neutrality due to flooding. Further,
the release of P from phosphate rocks increased the enzymes activity whereas the
water-soluble sources diminished the same. Among non-compacted sources, Gafsaphos recorded higher activity but among compacted sources, JPR (A) + MAP +
S recorded higher activity compared to other phosphate rocks
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Effect of Nitrogen and Phoshorus Fertilizers on Seed Quality and Yield of
Commom Bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L).
J. O. Belle. Forest Dept.
Common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L ) is an important food and cash crop in SubSaharan Africa (SSA). It is the cheapest source of protein for human and ranks third
in importance in SSA. Common bean yields in Kenya is low (700 kg/ha) compared
to yield potentials of 3000 - 5000 kg/ha, mainly due to low soil fertility, Al and Mn
toxicities Continuous cropping with little or no fertilizer input has resulted in a
decline in soil fertility. Organic manure at the farm level is unavailable in sufficient
quantities to replenish the low soil nutrient status and synchrony of nutrient release
by organic materials is difficult to obtain. Appropriate measures need to be instituted in addressing these soil and plant nutritional problems that impede sustainable
food security in Kenya. The aim of the study was to determine the effects of N and
P fertilizers on seed quality and yield of common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L).
The objectives were to determine the effects and rates of N and P fertilizers on crop
parameters, seed quality and yield of common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L). The
study consisted of three field experiments in a 4 by 4 factorial experiment arranged
in a randomised complete block design (RCBD) with 4 levels of N as CAN and 4
levels of PasTSP(l6 treatments) conducted in Uasin Gishu, Busiaand Siaya districts, one each per district The trials were carried out for one season and data on
soil, crop and seed parameters analyzed using SPSS computer package The results
of the study indicated that soils (0-15 cm depth) in the three sites were acidic (pH <
5.5). The soils were found to be generally deficient in N and P and adequate in Ca
and Mg. Crop uptake of N and P depended on the initial soil N and P contents, and
N and P fertilizer inputs. Applying N and P fertilizers increased soil P significantly
(P < 0.05) in Uasin Gishu but not in the other sites But soil N was not affected.
Effects of N and P fertilizers on N and P uptake, height growth, trifoliate leaves,
pods per plant, dry matter yield, seed yield were all significant at P < 0.05 while
seed purity, seed vigour and viability, and seed moisture contents were not affected.
The quality of seed in all the three sites was found to be high.
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Enriching Sugarcane Bagasse Compost by Sulfur, Nitrogen Fixing (Azotobacter
chroochoccum) and Phosphate Solubilizing Bacteria (Enterobacter cloacae)
Bagasse Decomposition and Produced Compost Enrichment.
L. Razikordmahalleh. Department of Environment.
In this research the effect of inoculation of compost with nitrogen-fixing bacteria
(Azotobacter chroococcum) and the phosphate solubilizing bacteria (Enterobacter
cloacea) on N and P contents of the compost was assessed. To study the production
of sulfate and phosphate enriched compost with the help of basic material like sugarcane bagasse as the most readily available source of organic material in the country, elemental sulfur, rock phosphate and bacteria preparation used in 11 treatments
with 4 replications in a completely randomized block experiment. Inoculation of
nitrogen-fixing bacteria into compost increased contents of N and P. Enriching
compost with rock phosphate and urea improved significantly the available P when
inoculated with Enterobacter cloacea. Sulfur increased the sulfate concentration of
the preparations and that the rate of sulfate increase was greater in the mixtures that
contained phosphate solubilizing and nitrogen fixing inoculants along with sulfur
as compared with those that contained sulfur alone. The pH values decreased during the experiment for every preparation, however, such decreases were significantly greater for sulfur containing mixture. The increases in the total fungi populations measured at the end of the experiment agree with the lowered pH levels of the
mixtures that contained sulfur that provided a suitable environment for the growth
of fungi The EC values of sulfur containing preparations were also significantly
different and higher than those of other mixtures because the increasing in the total
fungi population had a positive effect on the release of nutrient elements since
the fungi posses long hype capable solubilizing nutrient materials. The original of
fungi did not known but in the end of experiments with use of PDA culture was
determined that total population of fungi that most of them were Aspergillus sp. and
Penicillium sp increased Sugarcane bagasse mixed with Enterobacter cloacea and
Azotobacter organisms will produce a nitrogen, phosphorus and sulfate rich compost (in case rock phosphate and sulfur are also used) in the shortest time worthy
of distribution to serve not only as an organic fertilizer but also as an inoculants.
Keywords: Enriching Compost, Nitrogen fixing (Azotobacter chroochoccum) and
phosphate solubilizing bacteria (Enterobacter cloacae), Sugarcane bagasse, Sulfur
and inoculant.
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Dynamics of Water-Soluble Phosphorus in Surface-Applied Broiler Litter.
L. I. Picone. FacultadCiencias Agrarias-Univ Nacional Mar del Plata; M. Cabrera.
Univ of Georgia; A. S. Tasistro. D. E. Kissel. Agricultural and Environmental
Sen'ices Laboratories. Univ of Georgia.
Water-soluble phosphorus (P) in broiler litter is used as indicator of potential P
contamination of surface waters when broiler litter is surface applied This form of
P is quantified by shaking a broiler litter sample with water; however the amount
of soluble P that can be lost by runoff could be underestimated by this method
because the pH of a water extract is similar to that of the broiler litter (around 8 5),
whereas the pH of broiler litter applied to the surface of soil reaches a value near
6 within a few weeks after application Therefore, extracting the broiler litter with
a solution buffered at the pH of the soil may be better than extracting broiler litter with an unbuffered solution for estimating the amount of water-soluble P that
may contaminate surface runoff. Another factor that can alter the amount of watersoluble P released is the presence of thatch on the soil surface which decreases the
contact between soil and broiler litter, affecting some mechanisms such as adsorption by soil of P released from broiler litter Thus, the objectives of this study were
to evaluate the effects of broiler litter extraction method (none, water, or buffer
solution at pH 6) on water-soluble P dynamics following surface application of
broiler litter to a soil A laboratory experiment was conducted using a Coastal Plain
soil from Georgia (USA) that was packed in cylinders to a bulk density of 1.6
Mg m-3 and wetted to reach a water content corresponding to a matric potential
of-0 033 MPa, before incubation at 25oC for 60 days The broiler litter was subjected to the following treatments before the experiment started One fraction of the
broiler litter was left "as is", another fraction was extracted with deionized water
and the third fraction was extracted with a solution of buffer-MES (beta-Morpholino-ethansulfonsaeure hydrat, 99%) at pH 5.99. The latter two broiler litters were
referred to as "water" and "buffer" broiler litter, respectively. The experimental
design included five treatments with three replicates each one The treatments consisted of: 1) soil without thatch or broiler litter, 2) thatch applied on soil surface,
3) broiler litter "as is" applied on thatch, 4) "water"- broiler litter applied on thatch
and 5) "buffer"- broiler litter applied on thatch. Three replicates of each treatment
were removed after 1, 3, 7, 14, 21, 42, and 60 days of incubation and extracts from
broiler litter with thatch, thatch or top-1-cm soil samples were analyzed separately
for total dissolved P by using an Inductively Coupled Plasma-Atomic Emission
Spectroscopy (ICP-AES) instrument. Results showed that in the treatment with
broiler litter "as is" applied on thatch, the level of water-soluble P in the broiler
litter plus thatch decreased from 709 to 582 ug P cm-2 during the first 20 days
of incubation, and remained relatively constant after that. This decrease in watersoluble P was probably caused by immobilization during thatch decomposition In
the treatment with 'Vater'-broiler litter applied on thatch, water-soluble P in the
broiler litter plus thatch increased from 115 to 312 ug Pcm-2 during the first 14 d,
indicating release from P mineralization or increased P solubilization In the treat513

ment with "butter"- broiler litter applied on thatch, the water-soluble P in broiler
litter plus thatch increased from 74 to 142 ug P cm-2 during the first 21 days. Thus,
the increase in water-soluble P observed with the "water"-broiler litter was greater
than the increase observed with "buft'er"-broiler litter (197 versus 68 ug P cm-2).
These results suggest that extraction of broiler litter with butter removes more of
the P that will be released later as water-soluble P than extraction of broiler litter
with water.
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Speciation of Phosphorus in Manures and Manure-Amended Soils.
B. Ajiboye. O. Akinremi, Univ of Manitoba: Y. Hu. Canadian Light Source Inc.
From an environmental standpoint, the forms of Phosphorus (P) in organic amendments and the resulting compounds when they are applied to the soil are crucial in
determining the risk of P loss to water bodies. Molecular scale speciation of P in
organic amendments and soils is one of the major advances made possible by Synchrotron Radiation (SR) techniques. SR-based technique such as X-ray Absorption
Spectroscopy (XAS) is an improvement over the conventional chemical extraction characterization of P because minimal sample preparation is required and the
possibility of transforming P species with extractants is eliminated. This experiment was carried out to identity the P species in samples that had been previously
characterized by sequential chemical extraction methods. Freeze-dried samples of
biosolids, hog, dairy and beef manures, and poultry litters and air-dried calcareous
soils amended with these manures were used Phosphorus K-edge X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) spectra of organic amendments and soils, and
various reference phosphate standards covering iron, aluminum, calcium, magnesium, ammonium, and organic phosphates were acquired on the Double Crystal
Monochromator (DCM) beamline of CSRF at the SRC facility of University of
Wisconsin-Madison. Both Fluorescence Yield (FY) and Total Electron Yield (TEY)
were recorded for all samples. Preliminary analysis using 'fingerprinting', Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Linear Combination (LC) approaches on
the FY data showed that organic P, calcium-, and aluminum phosphates were the
dominant phosphates in biosolids and manures, while organic P, calcium-, and iron
phosphates were the dominant species in the amended soils
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Comparative Efficiency of Sulphur Fortified Mono-Ammonium Phosphate.
N. S. Pasricha. Potash Research Institute of India; R. Singh. Mosaic India Pvt.
Ltd..
Sulphur is increasingly becoming a limiting factor in crop production in highly
intensive irrigation agriculture systems in the Indo-Gangetic alluvial soils. Decrease
in S additions to the soil with decreased use of S containing P and N fertilizers is
the major reason for its deficiency Its use in balanced fertilization for yield and
quality can be more effectively assured if S is a constituent part of fertilizers containing major plant nutrients like N and P. Sulphur containing Mono-Ammonium
Phosphate (MAPS) is a promising complex fertilizer of this kind with N-P205-K-S
composition of 13-33-0-15, with 50% S present in elemental form and rest as S04.
Therefore, several field experiments were conducted across Indo-Gangetic plain on
research farms and farmer's fields during 2001-03 to evaluate its efficiency vis-avis diammonium phosphate (DAP, with and without S additions). MAPS at similar
doses of P(N-compensated), gave higher grain yields of soybean, maize and wheat
than DAP. Additional yields could be attributed to S contained in MAPS, because
when S in DAP was compensated, both sources proved equally effective. Relatively higher effectiveness in terms of P and S recovery from MAPS has important
environmental implications as it leaves lesser amounts of unused nutrient in soil
Acidification of micro-zones in rhizosphere due to oxidation of elemental S to S04
could be the reason for improved recovery of P and S from MAPS. Acidifying
effect of elemental S present in intimately impregnated form in the paletted MAPS
helped in prolonging the plant availability of P in these, otherwise P- fixing alkaline soils In DAP+S, S (50% elemental form + 50% as S04 from gypsum) on
physically mixing may not be in intimate contact with P in soil where its uptake
could be influenced when S oxidation causes a decrease in pH in the micro-zones
of soil rhizosphere
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Changes in Soil P Availability as Affected by Plant Extracts.
P. S. Pavinato. C. A. Rosolem. College of Agricultural Sciences—Säo Paulo Stale
Univ.
Phosphorus (P) fractions in soils and P availability are affected by the kind and
energy of the interactions with the soil solid phase (organic: diester-monoester;
inorganic: Fe-P, AI-P, Ca-P, adsorbed) Some authors have classified P fractions
in soil as available, less available and not available, but this classification is rather
academical and does not reflect all the possible field situations. As to soil fertility, phosphorus is divided as easily or hardly available, with the assumption that
all fractions can be available, depending on the time and specific reactions The
inorganic P is the fraction available in soil solution or interacting with the minerals of the soil, being less available when the interaction is stronger in energy,
and vice-versa On the other hand, the organic fractions of P have attracted more
attention in the last years because of the growth of no till practices, and have been
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a way to maintain this nutrient available in the soil This is possible when the soil
is continuously cropped throughout the year and has always some kind of plant or
residue on the surface. This work aimed at explaining the effects of soil surface
plant decomposition in the availability of Pto the following crops infieldareas The
experiment was carried out in Botucatu, Säo Paulo State, Brazil, in an Oxisol with
not high fertility index Each plot was mounted using a column of PVC tube with
50 mm of diameter and 300 mm long, full of air-dried soil sieved through 2 mm
screen The plant extracts of black oat, millet, corn, radish, soybean and sorghum
were obtained by shaking dry matter in water (1:25 w:v) for 1 hour, after being
filtered and applied in the soil columns. The soil was maintained near the field
capacity for all experimental time (7 days) After that, the columns were destroyed
and soil samples were collected in the layers of 0-5, 5-10, 10-15 and 15-30 cm from
the surface P, K, Ca and Mg were determined in these soil samples. Soil P was
fractionated following Hedley et al. (1982) with some adaptations. The data from P
fractions in the surface layer (0-5 cm) showed that the application of plant extracts
increased not only the inorganic available P (resin + NaHC03) but also some fractions of less available P, like the inorganic P extracted by NaOH 0,1 M and 0,5 M.
Soybean, radish and millet showed higher levels of available P in the surface layer
The organic fractions were not significantly affected by the application of plant
extracts. These results seem to be related with the action of some organic acids
present in the plant extracts that released P from fractions less available. However,
the quantity of P present in the plant extract is responsible for part of the P increase
in this layer. Deeper layers were not affected by the applications of plant extracts.
The available potassium showed that all plant extracts increased this nutrient in all
layers, but higher levels were obtained with radish The availability of calcium was
not significantly affected by the plant extracts. For available magnesium, the effect
was detected only in the surface layer (0-5 cm), soybean and millet were the plants
that showed more increase this nutrient in the soil With the results obtained in this
work it is possible to conclude that, plant residues are responsible for increasing or
decreasing the availability of some nutrients in soils, and that the presence of some
organic acids in plant tissue is the main way to explain the changes in availability of
nutrients in soils, because these organic acids could act as ion exchangers.
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Latex Sludge—An Alternate Cheap Phosphorus Source in Crop Production.
S. Salhyaseelan, S. George. Dept of Soil Science & Ag Chemistry. College of
Agriculture, Vellayani.
Latex sludge, a major precipitation byproduct of concentration process in natural rubber industry is chemically magnesium ammonium phosphate formed when
diammonium hydrogen phosphate is added to field latex for improving its quality
by reducing its magnesium content. Detailed investigations on the characterization
and agronomic relevance of this phosphorus rich material were undertaken by the
authors during 2002-'04 at the Instructional Farm attached to College of Agriculture, Vellayani (Kerala, India) which is geographically 8° 5' north latitude, 77° I'
east longitude and 29 M above MSL Basic analysis of this neutral material (pH
6.49) showed that it contains 6 05 per cent nitrogen and 6 86 per cent magnesium
besides a total phosphorus content of 35.98 per cent of which 13.00 per cent is
water soluble and 36.00 per cent citrate soluble. Four month soil incubation studies
showed that based on the phosphorus release pattern, latex sludge is comparable
or even superior to two other conventionally used commercial phosphatic fertilizers, Rock Phosphate (RP) and Super Phosphate (SP). For field confirmation of
the laboratory results, two pot culture studies (1 main + I residual) in completely
randomized design with chilli (Capsicum annuum L,), a crop with high phosphorus
demand, were undertaken. The soil used was sandy loam (Vellayani Series-Typic
Kandiustult), acidic in reaction (pH 5.63), high in organic carbon (0 63 %) and
available phosphorus (91.28 kg ha-1), but low in available nitrogen (215.13 kg
ha-1) and available potassium (91.84 kg ha-1). The treatments were fixed so as
to compare the effect of phosphorus supply to the crop from latex sludge against
that from SP and RP when each was used singly or when latex sludge was used
in different combinations with the other two Statistical analysis of the biometric
characters of the crop namely growth (plant height, number ofleaves and branches,
leaf area and days to flowering), yield (number of fruits per plant, length, girth and
weight of fruit and fresh yield per plant) and quality (ascorbic acid, capsaicin, oleoresin and protein contents) showed that all these traits were favourably disposed
towards the treatment combination in which the crop's phosphorus requirement
was met equally by latex sludge and RP (half-half). This treatment recorded either
significantly the highest values for most of these characters or values which were
statistically on par with highest. Economic analysis as revealed by working out
the cost-benefit ratios also supported this. The results of the study hold promise as
an apparent feasible solution to the twin problems of waste disposal and fertilizer
scarcity in any developing country like India. Apart from cost effectiveness this
ecofriendly cheap throw away material gains supremacy over the expensive commercial fertilizers now popular in market which have limitations like occasional
unavailability, heavy metal content and unsuitability to certain soils and crops
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P-Fertilizer Use Efficiency of Tomato on Two Soil Types in Viet Nam Studied
Using 32p Labelled Technique.
T. K. Tau. Vietnam National Univ. Hanoi.

During the last decades, in Vietnam, studies on phosphorus fertilizer are mainly
focused on rice but not for other crops which likely consume P as high as rice does
Additionally, the methodology applied for these studies usually are conventional It
seems that in Vietnam nuclear as well as isotope techniques are little applied in such
a kind of studies like biological nitrogen fixation, nitrogen- and phosphorus-fertilizer use efficiency. However, these approaches have been proven to be powerful I
tools for the above mentioned researches [IAEA TECDOC-875, 1996]. P-fertilizer
use efficiency of tomato planted on Fluvisols and Hapli-Plinthic Acrisols, the two
soil types which are popular for vegetable produce in Hanoi area, have been studied
using the 32P labelled technique The experiments have been conducted in pot scale
with 5 kg soil in each pot Single superphosphate labelled with 32P was used and
applied to the soils at a rate of N P K as 70:50:20 kg per hecta Tomato variety used
in this study is of high yield and could be cultivated around the year in the Hanoi
area Tomato after planted was left on the open air and taken care with a watering
regime similar to that used to apply by the local farmers Appropriate agrochemical
formulation could be applied to protect the plant from fungi and insect-pest if any
After around 4 months of transplanting the plant was harvested all the part above
the ground, carefully washed off and air dried Afterward, the plant samples were
cut into small pieces, dried at 60oC untill unchange weight was obtained P concentration in soils and in superphosphate, and in plant samples was analyzed by spectrophotometry using molibdate-vanadate method. Specific activity of 32P in plant
and fertilizer samples was analyzed by liquid sciltillation counting on a LSC Aloka
2110, Japan To do this, plant samples were ashed at 500oC for 4 hours then the ash
retained was dissolved in HCl 2M for further counting for 32P However, for fertilizer, the sample was dissolved in 2N HCl then washed and filterred repeatedly to
ensure all the Pcontent was dissolved then count for 32P activity on the same LSC
The quantities for P-fertilizer use efficiency estimation were % Pdff (percent of Pfertilizer derived from fertilizer) and % fertilizer P utilization. The former quantity
shows how much the portion of the total P in plant was taken from fertilizer and the
latter quantity shows how many P in plant was uptaken from the P applied fertilizer
From the experimental results obtained some conclusions can be drawn as follows:
I) Acrisols is not fertile, therefore to maintain high yield of agricultural produce
fertilizers (N-P-K as well as microelements) should be applied. However, the rate
of the fertilizer application to soils, in common and to poor fertile soils in particular,
has to be studied in order to avoid the excess of nutrition which could lead to eutrophication in the aquatic environment And it seems that isotope techniques could
assist to solve this issue similarly it does in the fertilizer use efficiency studies 2)
Due to it's light texture, Acrisols appears to facilitate tomato to more effectively
uptake P from fertilizer so that %Pdff from Acrisols is higher than that from Fluvisols 3) % Pdff of tomato on the Fluvisols and Acrisols was, respectively, 10,4%
and 18.8% while % fertilizer P utilization of the plant from the soils was 2 6 1 %
and 4.15%, respectively It appears that the % fertilizer P utilization of tomato on
Fluvisols is almost 1 5 times lower as compared to that for tomato on Acrisols. This
implies that the former soil appears to have higher capacity to immobilize P than
the latter does This was proven by a fact that the clay content of Fluvisols is higher
than that of Acrisols.
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Studies on VA-Mycorrhizal Fungi (VAM) as a Potential Biofertilizerin an Acid
Alfisol of Northwestern Himalayas.
V. K. Suri, A. K. Choudhary. G. Chander, T. S. Verma. CSK HP Ag Univ. Dept of
Soil Science.
In acid soils of Himachal Pradesh (India), phosphorus availability is much limited
because of quick fixation of most of the applied soluble P as insoluble phosphate
complexes by way of reaction with soil AI and Fe ions Under such situations,
use of VAM may reverse the above process thereby enhancing the availability and
uptake of phosphorus by field crops thus economizing the fertilizer phosphorus
dose to some extent In above background, experiments aimed at the development
of soil test based and yield target oriented fertilizer recommendations for rainfed
maize-wheat and soybean-wheat cropping systems, consisting of combined application of fertilizer NPK, FYM and VAM, were carried out under both controlled as
well as field conditions At first instance, VAM resource survey aimed at screening
out efficient local VAM strains was carried out through mycorrhizal analysis of
600 soil samples collected from various crop rhizospheres in wet temperate zone
of Himachal Pradesh (India), located in North-Western Himalayas. The crops covered were maize, wheat, oats, berseem. soybean, Frenchbean, onion, potato, garlic,
chilies, citrus, apple, pear, peach etc Maximum spore count( 110-185 spores/250
g soil) was recorded under vegetable field soils In VAM root infectivity studies
conducted in green house with selected soils as VAM inoculants, highest infectivity
in maize(38%)and soybean (40%) was noticed with use of VAM inoculant from
vegetable fields. It is concluded from above that vegetable field soil may be the best
inoculant for mycorrhizal biofertilizer. In most soils/crops, Glomus spp. of VAM
was found to be predominant Field experiments!2001-2004)aimed at evolution of
VAM biotechnology, comprised of 12 treatments(laid out in RBD with 3 replications) viz combinations of 3 VAM cultures(TERI,IARI & local) with 2 levels of
phosphorus (50 & 75 % of recommended), each culture alone.100 % recommended
P205 as SSP, farmers' practice and control Relevant soil test crop response based
fertilizer models were used to calculate nutrient (NPK) doses for targets of 25 q in
soybean and 30 each in case of maize and wheat per hectare. In above experiments,
integrated use of either of the 3 VAM culture(s) and 75% of soil test crop response
(STCR) concept/yield target concept based recommended P205 dose as single
super phosphate (SSP) was almost equal to 100% P205 dose as SSP in respect of

grain/seed yield and various other supporting parameters It can be inferred from
above that the use of VAM or mycorThizal biofertilizer can economize soil test
based fertilizer phosphorus dose by 25 per cent under the above situation In above
experiments, soil available NPK status and soil organic carbon levels were also at
par with that under 100% P205 dose as SSP It is inferred from above study that
VAM has the potential to improve crop productivity and soil fertility in P-deficient
acid soils Keywords: maize, wheat, soybean, yield target concept, cropping system, VAM, vesicular arbuscular mycojThizae. biofertilizer, alfisol
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Managing Phosphorus-Enriched Soils: Effects of Iron Amendment on
Temporal Dynamics of Bioactive Phosphorus Pools.
T. H. Dao. E. E. Codling. R. C. Schwartz. USDA-ARS.
In watersheds with high concentrations of confined animal production operations,
agricultural soils can become phosphorus-enriched when repeated applications of
animal manure were made over the years The near-surface zone accumulates and
shows elevated levels of inorganic and organic phosphorus The buildup presents
risks of potential offsite discharges of bioactive phosphorus and of impairment of
the quality of nearby bodies of water An enzyme hydrolysis and soil phosphorus
desorption study was conducted to determine whether the rate of buildup of these
forms of phosphorus differs between soils and cropping systems Water-extractable
labile forms and complexed forms that are potentially bioactive were measured in
Unicorn and Christiana soils (Typic Hapludults) that have received long term additions of cattle (Bos laurus) manure The in situ Phytase-Hydrolyzable Phosphorus
(PHP) assay showed that repeated land applications resulted in soil storage ofunextractable complexed organic PHP and a buildup of inorganic ligand-Exchangeable
Phosphorus (EEP) The accumulation of EEP increases risks of potential mobilization of bioactive inorganic phosphorus whereas biological hydrolysis of organic
PHP also potentially contributes more soluble phosphorus to the near-surface zone
of these soils Therefore, nutrient management practices to reduce phosphorus
source solubility have been developed for managing phosphorus surpluses in phosphorus-enriched soils and animal manure Manure additives and soil amendments
include phosphorus-immobilizing agents such as lime and municipal by-products
containing metal sesquioxides. These practices are gaining acceptance although the
speciation and environmental behavior of the immobilized phosphorus is yet largely
unknown Water-extractable dissolved and complexed phosphorus forms and
Mehhch-3 phosphorus were determined to measure the stability of soil phosphorus
that was affected by iron hydroxide amendments during a 4-month incubation of
two benchmark soils The iron hydroxide additive reduced water-extractable phosphorus and Mehlich-3 phosphorus by over 90% when applied at a rate of 10 g k g ' .
However, potentially bioactive phosphorus indicated a reversal of the phosphorus
immobilization process and that the use of Mehlich-3 phosphorus was not appropriately reflecting these internal changes in soil phosphorus pools and the susceptibility of immobilized phosphorus to re-solubilization. The phytase-hydrolyzable
phosphorus fractionation method revealed that the additives' effect was transitory;
increasing previously insoluble inorganic EEP was extractable and more organic
PHP was exchangeable and susceptible to enzymatic dephosphorylation over time
to revert back to initial soil levels about four weeks after the iron addition. Calcium
carbonate amended at a liming rate to raise soil pH to near neutrality negated the
environmental benefit of applying iron-rich P-immobilizing additives to both soils
The temporary suppression might resolve a short-term elevated soluble phosphorus
condition, however, was not effective in mitigating the long-term risks of bioactive phosphorus losses from phosphorus-enriched soils Therefore, we must depend
upon a biological tool to detect internal biochemical changes in the susceptibility
of soil phosphorus inorganic and organic pools over time as the traditional soil
test method was insensitive to these internal pool transfer and changing stability
of the water-insoluble phosphorus species. We postulated that mild biological and
biochemical mechanisms more adequately reflect the availability of manure phosphorus pools to microorganisms and plants over time Moreover, these mechanisms
can reveal the underlying potential for the timed release of bioactive phosphorus
and protracted impairment of aquatic ecosystems by agricultural phosphorus
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P-dynamics in the Hypersaline Ponds Used for Cultivation of Artemia
Franciscana in the Mekong Delta of Vietnam.
K. Chau Minh, G. Yo Thi. Can Tho Univ. M. Drouillon. P. Pypers. R. Merckx.
Division of Soil and Water Management. Dept of Land Management. K.U.
Leuven.
Artemia production occurs in hypersaline condition and depends on adequate algal
growth. In turn, algae proliferation uses mineral nutrients derived from sediment or
soil in the culture system. Managing Artemia production hence depends on understanding and controlling the dynamics of Phosphorus (P) (and nitrogen) among
others in the soil-water system. To this purpose, we set up the P equilibrium and
incubation experiments to investigate the dynamics of P in the hypersaline ponds
used for Artemia cultivation in the coastal area of the Mekong Delta. Vietnam The
results showed that the concentrations of Dissolved Reactive P (DRP) and Total
Dissolved P (FDP) were higher in hypersaline conditions (EC 97 dS cm-1) than in
less saline conditions (EC 11-23 dS cm-1) (P < 0 0001). In a standing water column, there was a large amount of dissolved P immobilized by soil microorganisms;
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Soil Phosphorus Fractionation Dynamics and Phosphorus Sorption in a
Continuous Maize-Wheat Cropping System.
K. N. Sharma. Punjab Agricultural Univ.
Agronomic field studies of Phosphorus (P) management have focused on the plant
available inorganic P which are used to estimate fertilizer requirement. However,
only crops and most of the applied P remains in the soil in forms take up a small
portion of fertilizer P sparingly available to plants. The availability of the applied
P is controlled by adsorption and desorption characteristics of the soil. If large
amounts of Pare accumulated in soil, the capacity of the soil to sorb additional P
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can be saturated which may lead to an increased movement of P in the sub surface
Utilization of Solid Waste from Phosphoric Acid Industry as a Phosphorus
layers. A common way to estimate sorption capacity is to measure the amount of P
Source to Upland Rice.
sorbed by the soil at different P additions and to construct sorption isotherms. We
studied the P sorption characteristics and inorganic P fractions (chloride-P, fluorideR. Suma, C. Preethu. R. Prabhakara, Univ ofAgricultural Sciences.
P, NaOH-P and H,S04-P) in an alkaline sandy loam soil (Typic Ustochrept) after 22
The chemical analysis of solid waste from phosphoric acid industry recorded about
years of continuous cultivation of maize (Zea mays) -wheat (Triticum aestivum) in
8 5% of total phosphorus and appreciable amount of calcium (32%), sulfur (3.5%),
an annual crop rotation. For adsorption studies, the surface (0-0 15 m) soils were
iron (0 25%) and fluoride (6.86%). This solid waste was applied to rice to study its
equilibrated with 0.01M CaCl, solution containing 0, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100 m gm P
utility as source of Phosphorus (P) in terms of growth and yield of rice. The rice
ml ' for 24 hours at 25 ± 10C and subsequently, the residual soil from adsorption
field was supplied with recommended dose of Pthrough Solid Waste (WS), Single
studies, after completely decanting out the equilibrium solution, was suspended in
Super Phosphate (SSP), Rock Phosphate (RP) and mixture of SW+SSP(50:50 and
0.01 M CaCl, for P desorption. The P fractionation scheme of Peterson and Corey
75:25) with or without P-Solubilizer (PS) Pseudomonas striata. Among the difwas employed to determine various inorganic pools of phosphorus The "Bulid up
ferent P sources used, SW+SSP (50:50) with or without P-solubilizer gave higher
phase" of Olsen P was reported in the treatments when 17.5 or 35 kg P ha ' was
grain and straw yield, which was on par with sole SSP application and was also
applied but the "Draw down phase" observed in the treatments where no P fertilizer
beneficial in terms of economics (benefit to cost ratio). Available P in soil after
was applied Application of P fertilizer resulted in an increase in the readily plant
harvest of rice was highest in this treatment and substantial increase in P uptake was
available pools When the P applied in the fertilizer was less than the P removed
also found Highest F content and uptake was observed with the sole application of
by the crops, P in these soil pools declined with time The amount of increase or
SW, while application of mixtures of SW + SSP significantly reduced the F content
decrease also varied with amount of N and K applied. The concentration of chlorideboth in straw and grain. Similar trend was recorded with water soluble and total F
P, fluoride-P, NaOH-P and H,S04-P in the control plot significantly decreased over
content in soil The higher P accumulation by rice plants resulted in lower F uptake
their initial contents after 22 years of cropping A comparison of these inorganic P
signifying the antagonistic relationship between Pand F Significantly higher grain
fractions after 11 and 22 years of cropping indicated that application of P fertilizer
and straw yield of upland rice was observed with high accumulation of P. However,
over the years significantly influenced the P fractions. A significant decrease in
F activity had no toxic effect on yield
fluoride-P (24.4 %), NaOH-P (44.3 %) and H,S04-P (24.9 %) while an increase
in chloride-P (41.1 %) was observed in the plots receiving balanced fertilization
(NI20PI7.5K33.2) after 22 years of cropping as compared with their content in
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soils 11 years after NPK application. The chloride Pcontent in N120P17.5K33.2
Agronomic Evaluation of Two Phosphate Rocks and Preliminary Testing of a
treatment plot exceeded the control by 2.80 and 2.28 mg kg-1 after 11 and 22 years
Phosphate Rock Decision Support System.
of fertilizer application, respectively. Among all these inorganic P fractions, saloid
L. I. Prochnow, Dept of Soil and Plant Nutrition. ESALQ-Univ of Sao Paulo; L. C.
P served as a good index of P availability to both maize and wheat in sequence.
Tessaro. Mato Grosso Research Foundation; S. H. Chien. IFDC; U. Singh. IFDC: Phosphate adsorption increased with increasing level of added P in all soils but the
S. A. Smal berger. IFDC: M. M. Cunha. Intertrade Group.
extent of adsorption was narrowed down in the plots receiving P fertilizer Among
all the seven pairs of treatments, the maximum adsorption occurred in NI80P0KO
A Phosphate Rock Decision Suport System (PRDSS) software was developed in
plots. The adsorption of P occurred at lower levels of added P in the soil samples of
joint collaboration between FAO-IAEA and IFDC (Smalberger et al., 2005). The
N180P35 K0 and N180P35K33 2 treatment plots. Further, increment of P resulted
final goal is to offer farmers and agronomists a technical tool for decision regarding
in an increase in soil solution (equilibrium) Pconcentration. Phosphorus adsorption
the agronomic effectiveness and economical feasibility of using phosphate rock
data was found to fit best both to classical Langmuir (R2 values ranged from 0.979*
(PR), as compared to water-soluble P fertilizers (WSP), based specially on crop,
to 0.997*) and Freundlich (R2 values ranged from 0.963* to 0.993*) isotherms and
soil properties and PR solubility (neutral ammonium citrate - second extraction =
the data obtained on P desorption was plotted in accordance with a Langmuir type
NAC - 2nd). Field trials were started in 2004 in selected agro-ecological areas of
equation. The adsorption maxima, 'Xm' and bonding energy 'b' (calculated from
Latin America, Africa and Asia to test the prototype, as well serve as a refinement
classical Langmuir equation) varied from 345-588 mg g ' and 0.055-0.087 ml g '
This work summarizes data on yield for the first crop (soybean) of the Brazilian
in the seven differentially fertilized plots. The Freundlich constant 'a' (extent of P
trial The experimental site was located in an Oxisol in Rondonopolis. The soil
adsorption rate) and 'n' (rate of P adsorption rate) as calculated from the regresoriginally contained a very low amount of available P, pH in water (soil/water ratio
of I 2.5) of 5.3, cation exchange capacity of 8.7 cmolc dm-3, 75% of clay and
sion lines indicated that the maximum 'a' value was recorded in N180P0K.0 treated
30.4% of Pfixingcapacity (Fassbeder & lgue, 1967). Single superphosphate (SSP;
plots whereas, the minimum value was found in N180P17 5K.0 treated plots. The
19.2% P205), Araxa PR (1.6% P205) and Gafsa PR (7.8% P205) were used as the
'n' value varied from 1.10 to 1.65 ml g '. Application of fertilizer 'N' alone gave
standard source of WSP, local P source and standard source of PR, respectively. The
slight higher values than the control treatment. The supply parameter also exhibited
quoted P205 was the NAC - 2nd. The rates of P205 applied were of 60, 120 and
similar trend in different treatment plots as observed in Langmuir adsorption con240 kg ha-1 A control, with no P added, was also included. The P sources were all
stants The desorption maxima (Dm) and rate constant computed from the desorpbroadcasted and manually incorporated to 15 cm. Soybean was used as the testing
tion study gave highest Dm and lowest Kd values in N180P0KO treatment plot. The
crop. Soil samples from 0-15 cm were collected after harvesting the soybean and
Dm value decreased while Kd value increased with increasing rates of P fertilizaanalyzed for available P (Raij and Quaggio, 1983). A combined multiple regrestion. All indices obtained from sorption isotherm were significantly correlated with
sion analysis using a dummy variable, as described by Chien et al. (1988), was
each other (r= 0 945* to 0.975*). Correlation analysis also showed that adsorption
performed for all P sources. Statistics and models showed that SSP = Gafsa PR >
maxima (Xm) were significantly negative correlated with chloride-P (r = -0 831 *),
Araxa PR in terms of soybean grain yield Calculation of the relative agronomic
fluoride-P(r = -0.718*), NaOH-P (r =-0.896*) and P uptake by wheat (r = -0.747*).
effectiveness (RAE) based on regression estimates for models adjusted tofielddata
Similarly, Freundlich constant 'a' was negatively correlated with chloride-P (r =
were of 100%, 51% and 97% for the SSP, Araxa PR and Gafsa PR, respectively.
-0.939*), NaOH-P (r = -0.841 *) and P uptake by wheat (r = -0.884*). The results
The numbers indicate that the Araxa PR was 51 % as effective as the SSP in increasindicated that inclusion of inorganic P pools in the studies on P management could
ing soybean grain yield in the average of rates tested, whereas the Gafsa PR was
be helpful in better understanding of P dynamics in soils The P sorption capacity
97% as effective as the SSP The RAE obtained by the prototype was of 100% and
is a key factor in P cycling and a knowledge about this parameter seems to be a
32% for the Gafsa and Araxa PR, respectively, which can be considered a good
prerequisite for sustainable cultivation.
estimation The results of P-resin showed that the amount of available P measured
by this methodology was in the general order of Gafsa PR > SSP = Araxa PR. The
relative index in this case was of 100%, 47% and 317%. These results suggest a
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better performance of the Gafsa PR in terms of residual effect, as opposed to SSP
Direct Application of Phosphate Rock in Bangladesh Agriculture.
and Araxa PR The P-resin results confirms information provided by other authors
S. A. Haque. Bangladesh Agricultural Univ.
that highly reactive PR may have a better residual agronomic effectiveness, when
compared to WSP sources, in soils of high clay content and P sorption capacity
Phosphorus is the second most important nutrient (next to nitrogen) that has been
(Chien et al, 1989) Acknowledgments: The authors express their gratitude for the
found limiting crop production in Bangladesh Deficiency of phosphorus is widetechnical and/or financial support from FAO-IAEA, Intertrade and Mato Grosso
spread in Bangladesh soils It covers roughly an area of 5.6 million hectares with
Agronomic Research Foundation. The senior author express his gratitude to CNPq
soils having pH acidic to saline In most cases soils are around neutral. Managefor the scholarship in research.
ment of phosphorus fertilization should be considered as a means of improving soil
P in crop production in the cropping system. Phosphate rock has so far not been
however, daily raking the pond bottom soils to feed Artemia offered a favorable
condition for the release and maintenance of dissolved P. During the early stage
(4 days) of submergence and while disturbing soils by forced aeration for Artemia
culture, the concentrations of DRP were linearly correlated with Olsen-P (R2 =
0.64, P < 0 001), while its relationship with DRP present after equilibrating the soils
for 24 hours followed a logarithmic pattern (R2 = 0.84, P< 0 001). In conclusion,
Olsen-P and/or DRP measurements after a 24 h-P equilibrium test allow predicting
the availability of P in those conditions. Keywords: Pequilibrium, dissolved reactive P, total dissolved P, hypersaline, Artemia, coastal area.
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used in crop production in Bangladesh As such, field trials with phosphate rock,
first of its kind in Bangladesh will go a long way in catering the need for P fertilizer
for crop production. Since, phosphate rock is quite cheap and has long term effect
on availability of P, its uses will be very good as a P fertilizer and also expected
to bring socio-economic benefit to the farmers Thus the use of rock phosphate
may open up new horizon of improved and commercially beneficial fertilizer for
the farmers in Bangladesh agriculture. Six experimental sites were selected for the
study under different agro-ecological zones of Bangladesh with different cropping
patterns having rice, wheat, oil crop and pulses with rice as the dominant crop using
four treatments such as (1) Control (-P), (2) PR - 35 kg Pha' (3) TSP - 35 kg Pha'
and (4) PR - 210 kg Pha'. Treatment 4 was designed for assessing residual effects
of 6 succeeding crops. The investigation was designed to determine the extent of
agronomic efficiency and economic benefit that the farmers would get on use of
rock phosphate for high yielding varieties of rice, wheat, oil crop (mustard) and
pulses (Mungbean and Black gram) under different agro-ecological zones in six
different sites of Bangladesh. In Bangladesh, phosphorus plays a very important
role in crop production sector. Its deficiency is also quite high in crop growing
areas. Phosphorus is part and parcel of the total fertilizer system in crop production
in Bangladesh. The main P supplying fertilizer being used in Bangladesh till to-day
is TSP. DAP was tried off and on but without success Cost, apart from P utilization
from the fertilizer appears important factors to succeed in farmers' acceptance for
use of the fertilizer Our farmers are now quite conscious about the need of fertilizers as well as kind of fertilizer to be used by them in order to maximize crop production Phosphate rock being used on trial basis in crop production in Bangladesh
will be a new fertilizer as a source of P. Its low price and residual effect of cropping
system could be an added factor for easy acceptance of P fertilizer compared to
other phosphatic fertilizers Present work in different sites with Transplanted rice
as the first crop in the trial with rock phosphate, although in general indicates TSP
has better performance over PR, economic consideration might prove otherwise.
Further more, treatment No. 4 with higher rate of P has shown the best results in all
the sites It is yet premature to make any comment on effectiveness of PR fertilizer
for crop production and its socio-economic impact on farmers' acceptability.
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The Effect of Different Phosphoric Fertilizers: Fluoride and Strontium in a
Soddy-Podzolic Soil-Plant System.
O. V. Shelepova, P. Yalia, K. Elena, S. Nadezhda. I. Vitalij, Dolgoprydnaya
Agrochemical Experimental Station.
Annual (and over a long period of time) application of some forms of phosphoric
fertilizers, derived from Khibiny apatite concentrate, causes an accumulation of
such toxic elements as fluoride and strontium in Soddy-podzolic soils and plants.
The long-term experiment on testing the forms of phosphoric fertilizers was established at the Dolgoprydnaya Agrochemical Experimental Station on Soddy-podzolic heavy loam soil in 1933. The input of P205 over the years of experiment was
3825 kg, with the annual influx of F and Sr being equal to 1,69 kg F/ha and 3,28 kg
Sr/ha in the case of simple superphosphate (Ps) application, and 2,02 kg F/ha and
0,1 kg Sr/ha in the case of ammophos (Pam) application. The total influx of F and
Sr under regular fertilization during the experiment was equal to 118,6 kg F/ha and
229,5 kg Sr/ha in the Ps variant and 141,7 kg F/ha and 6,71 kg Sr/ha in the Pam
variant Excess of F and Sr inputs above their outputs during many years resulted
in an accumulation of F and Sr compounds in the soil of agroecosystem: the total
content of F increased by 80 mg F kg-1 under Ps appl ication and by 110 mg F kg-1
under Pam application (variant "control" - total content of F in the soil 340 mg F
kg-1, variant "NK+Ps" - 420 mg F kg-1, variant "NK+Pam" - 450 mg F kg-1). The
total content of Sr in the soil increased by 20 mg Sr kg-lunder Ps application only
(variant "control" - 123 mg Sr kg-1, variant "NK+Ps" - 143 mg Sr kg-1, variant
"NK+Pam" - 118 mg Sr kg-1). The quantity of exchangeable F and Sr increased
in soil also - these forms are the most accessibility from the plants The amount
of F mobile forms (0,01m HC104 extract in ration of 1 to 5) increased in 2,2 time
in the Ps variant and in 1,9 time in the Pam variant (variant "control" - 3 0 mg F
kg-1, variant "NK+Ps"- 6 7 mg F kg-1, variant "NK+Pam"- 5.8 mg F kg-1) But
the content of water soluble forms of F increased in soil insignificantly - variant
"control" -1.2 mg F kg-1, variant "NK+Ps" - 1.6 mg F kg-1, variant "NK+Pam"
- 2.6 mg F kg-1). The amount of Sr mobile forms (Im HCl extract in the ratio of
1 to 10) increased in 4,5 time in the Ps variant, but it didn't differ from the control
in the Pam variant (variant "control" - 3 7 mg Sr kg-1, variant "NK+Ps" - 16.5
mg Sr kg-1, variant "NK+Pam" - 3.6 mg Sr kg-1). F and Sr are the elements that
have different biological accessibility. F it has low accessibility and Sr it has high
accessibility. An increase in the soil amount of F mobile and water soluble forms
didn't cause F accumulation in aboveground biomass in most of the crops: the F
content in vetch-oats green biomass in the variants Ps and Pam didn't significantly
differ from the control (variant "control" - 1.8 mg F kg-1, variant "NK+Ps" - 1.4
mg F kg-1, variant "NK+Pam"- 2.1 mg F kg-1). While the accumulation of Sr
mobile forms under regular Ps application resulted in an increase it the Sr content in
aboveground and underground parts of the plants - the quantity in vetch-oats green
matter t mounted to the maximum value and significantly differed from the control
(variant "control" - 6.6 mg Sr kg-1, variant "NK+Ps" - 18.4 mg Sr kg-1, variant
"NK+Pam" -8.9 mg Sr kg-1). The Sr content in tuber of the potatoes increased in
3 5 time also - variant "control" - 19 mg Sr kg-1, variant "NK+Ps" - 6 6 mg Sr
kg-1, variant "NK+Pam"- 2.0mgSrkg-1.
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Phosphorus Release and Bioavailability Form Agri-Waste Amended Soils
under Chloride and Sulphate Salts.
Z Ahmad, H. El Sharkavvi, T. Honna, S. Yamamolo, M. Irs had, F. n/a, Totlori
Univ.
Agricultural lands are the ultimate places for the disposal of Agricultural wastes produced in thousands of tones every year. Apart from heavy metal contamination it
caused serious non-point source of Phosphorus (P) loading on water bodies in many
areas of the word The ameliorative effect of P on plant growth under saline environment has broadened the scope of this hazard. Knowledge about the P release and
uptake under sulphate (S04) salinity is very limited as compared to chloride (CI) salts
Three different studies were conducted to evaluate the release and bio-availability of
P from different P sources under chloride and sulphate salinity First pot experiment
was conducted with NaCI and Na,S04 (75 and 150 mmolc L') salt saturated soils.
Phosphorus (P) was amended at the rate of 100 kg ha' in the form of composted
livestock manure (Po), K.H,P04 (Pi) and Po+Pi (Pc) along with the control. Wheat
was used as a test crop. Chloride salt severely suppressed the plant grow than S04.
Chloride salt was found more toxic for P uptake than the S0 4 salt and recovery percentage was also lower in CI salt treated pots. Water extractable P in post harvested
soil was higher in S0 4 salt treated pots Combination of organic and inorganic P
sources (Pc) gave better plant growth and higher P uptake than each source applied
alone However, phosphorus recovery was equally higher in Pc and Po sources than
Pi treatment. In second laboratory experiment, soil was amended with three P sources
and subjected to one salt and nine subsequent water extractions. Irrespective of the
P sources, P release was substantially increased in the soils pre-saturated with salts
as compared to the non-saline soil Sulphate (S04) salts released higher amount of P
in subsequent water extractions than chloride (CI) and a synergistic effect has been
observed between Na and S0 4 ions for P release. Phosphorus release differed for the
salt types and P sources as Na,S04 > NaCI > K,S04 > KCl and livestock composted
manure (Po) = KH,P04 (Pik) > Control > Ca(H",P04), (Pic), respectively. Biological
available P (extracted with NaHCO,) was higher in"CI than S0 4 salt treated soils
while P sources did not differed significantly. Most of the Al and Fe associated P
fractions (extracted with NaOH) were recovered in control followed by Pik and Pic.
A substantial amount of stable Ca associated P fractions were extracted with HCl
however P sources and salt types did not differ. Third study was conducted to evaluate
the release of P in the leachate by CI and S0 4 salt irrigations. Soil was amended with
live stock manure, poultry droppings and sludge composts. Saline irrigation was done
with CI and S0 4 salts (60 mmolc L') and leaching fraction of 0.2-0.3 was maintained.
Sulphate irrigation substantially increased the P concentration in the leachate as compared to CI salt irrigation. Phosphorus concentration in the leachate was higher in the
pots amended with sludge compost followed by animal compost and P concentration
gradually reduced in each subsequent leaching. It can be inferred from the studies
that S0 4 salt has more ionic strength to replace the P04 ions than the CI and P release
depends upon the type of P source rather than the quantity of Papplied.
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Phosphorus Leaching in Soils: Effect of Soil Type, Soil Phosphorus Saturation,
and Animal Manures Generated from Modified Diets.
G. Toor, Univ ofArkansas: J. T. Sims, Univ of Delaware: B. Haggard, USDA-ARS/
Bio & Ag Eng. Dept.
Land application of animal manures is a cost-effective alternative to beneficially
recycle manures. However, long-term addition of manures can result in application
of large amounts of phosphorus (P) to soils thereby saturating the P sorption sites and
increasing the risk of P leaching to waters. The greater P losses to fresh waters are
of environmental and ecological concern as they can lead to decreased water quality,
such as the incidence of harmful algal blooms. We now know that all soils do not possess the sameriskof P leaching, as soil P saturation along with subsoil physical (macropore flow pathways i.e. root channels, soil cracks, worm holes) and chemical (Fe,
Al) properties can affect the movement of P leached from topsoil horizons The key
to reduce P leaching from P saturated soils is by lowering soil P surpluses One of the
most promising options to reduce soil P build up is dietary modification, where use
of dietary additives (e.g., phytase) for poultry and reductions in over-feeding of P for
both poultry and dairy has been shown to decrease total P in manures by as much as
40%. Currently, we lack the understanding of the extent of P leaching from P saturated
soils and soils that would become P saturated in few years (if future manure applications are continued) and how modifying diets affects the solubility and transport of
P in these P saturated soils that often receive manure applications. This Information
would help in identifying the "critical source areas" where P loss by leaching is of
greatest concern and where P-based management practices should be implemented to
protect and improve water quality We investigated the risk of P leaching from three
typical soils of Mid-Atlantic US that each had two P saturation levels (determined
by Mehlich 3- P saturation ratio (PSR): optimum PSR: O.10; environmental PSR:
>0.15) by using intact soil columns (30 cm diameter, 50 cm deep) collected with an
advanced tractor-mounted soil corer. Our objectives were to quantify the effect of soil
type and soil P saturation and to evaluate the effect of dietary modifications of dairy
and poultry on P leaching. Columns were irrigated at 2 5 cm/hour to apply equivalent
of 50 mm of irrigation each week for a total of 16 weeks In the first experiment,
columns were leached for 8 weeks without application of treatments Then, six treatments were established: control (no fertilizer or manure), superphosphate, two dairy
manures generated from low (3.6 g/kg) and high (5 3 g/kg) P in diets, and two poultry
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manures generated from normal and reduced mineral P and phytase diets. Columns
were amended with 85 kg total P/ha from superphosphate or manures and were irrigated for another 8 weeks Leachate was collected for analyses of different forms of
P. Concentrations of Dissolved Reactive P(DRP) in leachate were not significantly
different between optimum and environmental PSR soil columns before superphosphate application but were significantly greater following superphosphate application
for environmental PSR soil columns. Total P concentrations in leachate were higher
from environmental PSR columns before superphosphate application, and increased
by two- tofive-folds after superphosphate application Our results provide clear evidence of a greater risk of P leaching from high P saturated For example, P leaching
was greatest from the soils saturated with P (Matapeake silt loam>Pocomoke sandy
loam) suggesting a need to reduce build up of soil P While the risk of P leaching
from least P saturated soil (Woodstown sandy loam) following application of P inputs
is lower, which indicate the ability of this soil to retain applied P. The major forms
of P (>60% of total) determined in the leachate included dissolved (both DRP and
dissolved unreactive P) rather particulate (total particulate P) following superphosphate, dairy manures, and broiler litters application Greatest concentrations of DRP
were leached from superphosphate-amended soils than other treatments because of
the greater solubility of P in superphosphate than other manures/litters. In the soils
amended with low and high P dairy manures, P leaching losses were not significantly
different This highlights the importance of other manure chemical constituents ( e g ,
Ca, Mg) in modifying P leaching, which requires further investigation. Lower losses
of all forms of P were occurred from phytase broiler litter-amended soils compared to
normal broiler litter-amended soils This shows that dietary modification for poultry
involving use of phytase and reducing mineral P in diets was effective at reducing P
leaching from soils. This may aid in successful adoption of these dietary management
strategies to reduce total P contents in manures and decrease soil P build up thereby
resulting in lower P losses through surface runoff and leaching to waters.
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Genotypic Responses of Corn to Phosphorus Fertilizer Rates in Calcareous
Soils of Turkey.
H. Ibrikci. C. A. Ulger, K. Korkmai. A. Oklem. G. Buyuk. O. Konuskan. Cukurova
Univ: B. Amar. Institut Mondial du Phosphate: E. Karnez, G. Ozgenlurk. H. Oguz,
Cukuroxa Univ; J. Ryan, 1CARDA.
Phosphorus (P) is an important and essential crop nutrient; its deficiency is invariably a common yield-limiting factor, especially in unfertilized calcareous clay soils,
because calcium carbonate reduces P solubility. When such soils are fertilized, the
resultant chemistry in such that adsorption and desorption characteristics contribute to reducing fertilizer-P use efficiency The Mediterranean is a region where
much emphasis is being placed on the role of fertilizers in enhancing crop production Turkey is typical of many countries of this drought-stressed water-short zone.
While considerable research has dealt with fertilizer aspects, little emphasis has
given to plant variation with respect to P use. There is abundant evidence to show
that plants vary in their capacity to exploit the soil's reserves of available P; some
plants grow well in soils with limited plant-available Peven without added P fertilizer In this particular study, selection and adaptation of P-efficient corn genotypes
was seen as one possible approach to the problem of enhancing P efficiency Thus,
a greenhouse experiment and four field trials were carried out for two years on
various calcareous soils (Vertic Torrifluvent, Vertic Calciorthid, Entic Chomoxerert
and Typic Xerofluvent) Experimental treatments in the greenhouse were three soil
series (Cekcek, lkizce, Harran I), ten corn genotypes (traditional to modern) and
five P application rates (0, 25, 50, 100 and 200 mg kg"'). Treatments in the field
trials were five Papplication rates (main plots 0, 18, 36, 54 and 70 kg Pha') and
three corn genotypes (subplots C7993, DK6022 and Tector) These genotypes were
selected from the greenhouse experiment as efficient-responsive, efficient-nonresponsive and inefficient-responsive based on their P-efficiency. The field trials
were arranged in a split plot design in four replications Nitrogen and potassium
were applied as basal dressings Dry matter and P uptake by plants increased with
P application rates in the greenhouse experiment Genotypes were classified for
their P-efficiencies. Yield and P uptake of the three genotypes in the field trials linearly increased up to 54 kg P ha' application rate with genotype DK6022 being the
most P-efficient/responsive genotype. The studies indicted that as corn genotypes
respond to P-fertilizer application differently and that this trait could be utilized to
exploit native and applied P more efficiently specially at low levels of available P
and when fertilizer use is limited. This differential response derives from the morphological, physiological and genetic variability among the genotypes. The results
indicate that genotypic efficiency is important for fertilizer management However,
the contribution of the efficiency is not a substitute for fertilizers, especially if high
yields are required. Nevertheless, breeding for P-use efficiency should be a component of any program to improve crop yield potential
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Direct and Residual I tints of Phosphorus Fertilization of Rainfed Sorghum
(Sorghum vulgare I .) and Its Effect on PAdsorption and Availability in SemiArid Tropical Alfisols.
K. L. Sharma. Central Research Institute for Dryland Agriculture.
Field experiments were conducted to study the direct and residual effect of P fertilization of rainfed sorghum (CSH-9) in an Alfisol at Hayathnagar Research farm
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(\T\%t N latitude, 78°36e' E longitude and an elevation of 515 m above mean sea
level) of Central Research Institute for Dryland Agriculture, Hyderabad, India The
farm represents a semi-arid tropical region with hot summers and mild winters
and a mean annual temperature of 25.7"C. The mean maximum temperature during March to May varies from 35.6 "C to 38.6 "C. Mean minimum temperature
during the winter months (December, January and February) ranges from 13 5 to
16.8 "C. Mean annual rainfall is 746 mm and accounts for approximately 42% of
annual potential evapotranspiration (1754 mm) Nearly 70% of the total precipitation is received during the southwest monsoon season (June to September) Soils of
the experimental field belong to Hayathnagar soil series (Typic Haplustalf) with a
sandy surface layer and increasing clay content in the sub soil. The experiment was
aimed to study the direct and residual effect of P fertilization of sorghum (CSH-9), P
adsorption and its availability with 0,10,20,40 and 80 kg P ha'1 as main treatments
and residual fertility of 3rd and 4"' years and residual and direct effects during 5"1
year as sub treatments, in a split plot design, replicated four times. Up to three years
(1990-1992), all the plots received P @ 0, 10, 20, 40 and 80 kg ha'. After 1992,
every plot was divided into three sub plots viz., a, b and c. The plots 'a' received
P upto three years (1990 -1992), plots 'b' received P upto 4 years (1990-1993) and
plots 'c' received P upto 5 years (1990-1994). Thus, the sorghum crop grown during
fifth year in plots a and b had advantage of residual effect of P application for three
years and four years respectively. Whereas, the crops grown in plots 'c' had both
the residual effect of four years and direct effect of immediate application. Based
on the data on direct and residual response, the P application every year @ 20 kg
ha' was found to be the most optimum dose With this level of P application, the
sorghum grain yields were 11.35, 11.70 and 13.49 q ha' for a, b and c plots respectively. On an average, there was 20.7 % increase in the sorghum grain yield in the
plots receiving 20 kg P ha'1 compared to control plots. When extracted with Olsen 's
reagent, the soils receiving P @ 80 kg ha' continuously for 3 years, 4 years and 5
years maintained available P level as high as 81.96, 92.03, and 80.09 kg ha' with
an average value of 84.69 kg ha"' However, the control sub plots a, b, and c, which
did not receive Pat all showed available Pas Iowas 17. 02,17.19 and 5 56 Pkgha'
under continuous cropping after 5 years, which indicated the depletion of P when
no P is applied. As an internal response, the P concentration in 3,J leaf at 40 DAS
and 50%floweringincreased with increase in applied P levels. While studying the
chemical P fractions in direct and residual treatments at 0 and 80 kg P ha', AI-P, CaP, and Fe-P were found to be the dominant inorganic P fractions in the experimental
soils There was a considerable build up in P as Fe-P, AI-P and Ca-P fractions at 80
kg P ha"' compared to control Adsorption—desorption pattern of direct and residual
P treatments at 0 and 80 kg P ha"' at equilibrium solution concentration was also
studied Of the three-adsorption isotherms used, langmuir equation described the
adsorption reasonably and accurately to all solution P concentrations and was found
more accurate than the Freundlich and Tempkins equations. The adsorption data fitted to the langmuir isotherm had the adsorption maxima of 303.02 mg kg"' in case
of residual P upto three years and it was 333 33 mg kg"' in case of plots which had
direct P application upto five years However, the bonding energy increased from
2.88 at 0 kg ha"' to 5.45 L mol"1 in case of 0 and 80 kg P ha' respectively in direct
treatment and from 1 76 to 2.13 L mol"1 in residual treatment respectively The full
paper deals with the direct and residual effects of P application on sorghum grain
yields, accumulation of P in different chemical pools, variation in P adsorptiondesorption behaviour and its availability Keywords: Residual P, direct P, P fractions, adsorption-desorption isotherms, Alfisols, bonding energy
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Drying and Rewetting Cycles and Phosphorus Dynamics.
C. R. Butterly. P. Marschner. A. McNeill The Univ of Adelaide: J. Baidock. CS1RO
Land and Water.
A significant proportion (up to 60%) of Phosphorus (P) within Australian soils
is in organic form. Despite this, dynamics of soil organic P (Po) remains poorly
understood Considering that a large proportion of total soil P and fertiliser P may
be unavailable to crops and pastures, a better understanding of Po mineralisation
processes and the effects of environmental parameters and management practices
will contribute to a better understanding of the potential plant-available P supply
capacity of soils. Soils within southern Australia are frequently subjected to drying
and rewetting cycles, which are known to result in changes in nutrient availability.
The 'flush' of available nutrients following rewetting of a dry soil is thought to
occur from either the release of contents from cells killed by osmotic shock, export
of osmo-regulatory substrates from living cells and/or the release of occluded
organic matter from breakdown of soil aggregates These processes release organic
substrate that is subsequently mineralised by the microbial biomass resulting in
an increase in available inorganic nutrients. The aim of this project is to assess
the effects of Drying and Rewetting (DRW) on P cycling. In particular, to quantify the Pflushthat occurs during DRW in agricultural soils of southern Australia,
to understand the mechanisms involved (role of microbial biomass, influence of
repeat DRW cycles and interaction of C. N and P) and to quantify how this process influences plant available P. The current study was designed to screen a range
of soils, representing common soil types across southern Australia, for flushes in
respiration activity and changes in available nutrients (P, C and N) Since the flush
will be a function of soil properties such as texture and organic carbon content it is
anticipated that this study will identify which of these parameters are important in
predicting occurrence and size of flushes following DRW. Results indicate that the
peak of respiration occurred after 6h in all soils However both the magnitude of

this peak and the rate of decline after 6h differed. The effect of DRW on changes in
total P, inorganic P, nitrogen and dissolved organic carbon will be presented
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Evaluation of Differential Phosphorus Uptake and Utilization Efficiency of
Brasscia Cultivars to Applied Phosphorus.
A. M. Shahbaz, A. Tadashi, O. Yoko, K. MM. Rashid. Dept of Environmental
Management and Engineering, Graduate School of Environmental Science: M.
Yoshiyuki. Dept of Biological Resources Chemistry, Graduate School of Natural
Science and Technology; K. Hiroyuki, Dept of Environmental Management and
Engineering, Graduate School of Environmental Science.
Phosphorus plays a pivotal structural and regulatory role at the nexus of photosynthesis and carbon metabolism but it's availability for plant uptake and utilization is impaired in highly weathered or alkaline calcareous soils. To evaluate the
growth performance in P-deficient conditions and response to added P, six Brassica
cultivars were grown in pots for 49 days after sowing, using a soil deficient in
NaHCO,-extractable P (3.97 mg kg1) with (+P = 60 mg P kg"' soil) or without P
addition (OP) P-deficiency markedly reduced biomass accumulation, P-concentration and content in roots and aboveground plant parts. However, root: shoot ratio
remained unaffected implying that relative partitioning of biomass into roots and
shoots had little role to play in Shoot Dry Matter (SDM) production by Brassica
cultivars. Shoot and root dry matter yield as well as total biomass accumulation
correlated significantly (p < 0.01) with total P uptake and P-utilization efficiency
(PUE). Under condition of P-deficiency, the cultivars that produced higher root biomass were able to accumulate higher total plant P content (r = 0.941 **), which in
turn was related positively to production of SDM and total biomass (r > 0.893*) and
negatively to P-stress factor (r = -0.907*). Wide differences of growth observed in
this experiment, and better performance of cultivars such as 'Brown Raya', 'Con-1'
and 'Rain Bow' under P-deficiency stress encourage screening of more germplasm,
especially in thefield,to identify P-efficient Brassica cultivars. Better P-acquisition
and efficient P-utilization by the efficient cultivars collectively formed the basis of
higher SDM production under P-deficiency stress environment.
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Effects of Soil Management and Fertilization on Phosphate Accumulation in
Andisols of Northern Japan.
C. Mizota, M. Tani, M. Koike. K. Kuramochi, Obihiro Univ of Agriculture and
Veterinary Medicine.
The practice of large phosphate additions to agricultural land has resulted in an
increase depletion of limited mineable rock phosphate resources and phosphate
accumulation in soils Especially, Andisols have distinct features with large capacities to sorb phosphate on their colloidal surfaces. In Tokachi district, Hokkaido,
where is one of the largest agricultural areas in Japan, more than half of the total
agricultural lands are covered by volcanic ashes, resulting in the most soils classify
as Andisols Since the soils are extremely rich in humus and allophanic compounds,
they can strongly adsorb phosphate, which has been applied to promote crop growth
in amounts exceeding those absorbed by the crops. Continued applications of surplus phosphate in fertilizers and other soil amendments will therefore enhance
phosphate accumulation in the Andisols. Extensive studies have been conducted
to characterize the reaction and mechanisms by which P is sorbed in Andisols
However, few studies have been conducted on the actual amounts and fate of phosphate accumulated in Andisols. The objectives in this study are (1) to compare the
total and extractable amounts of phosphate in soils of an uncultivated land and an
agricultural land with relation to soil depth and morphological features, and (2) to
investigate effects of long-term soil fertilization and management on the phosphate
accumulation in connection with soil physico-chemical properties and colloidal
constituents Soil samples were collected from two Andisol profiles in Tokachi district, Hokkaido, Japan, one of which were from an upland field, and another from
an adjacent uncultivated land. These Andisols are classified into Typic Hapludands.
The samples of the uncultivated site were collected from 0 to 100 cm depth every 5
cm as bulk samples and core samples by using 100 cm' stainless cylindrical cores
The samples of the agricultural site were collected from 0 to 80 cm depth with the
same method for the uncultivated site. The collected bulk samples were air-dried
and passed through a 2 mm sieve. Total phosphorous contents (as P,05) of the
soils were determined by digesting the air-dried samples with concentrated nitric
acid and perchloric acid mixtures, followed by the quantification of phosphorous in
the digested solution by using ICP-AES Inorganic phosphate were fractionated by
sequential extraction: 1) extraction with 2.5 % acetic acid and I mol L' ammonium
chloride, 2) extraction with 1 mol L ' ammonium fluoride, 3) extraction with 0.1
mol L ' sodium hydroxide, determined by colorimetric methods and designated as
Ca-P, Al-P, and Fe-P (as P,Os), respectively. The core samples were used to bulk
density. Surface soil samples (0-18 cm) were collected from eight long-term (25
years) experimental plots in the Tokachi Agricultural Experiment Station, Hokkaido, Japan The methods to determine the total and extractable phosphorous were
as same as above The amounts of total phosphorous in the uncultivated soils ranged
from 0.58 to 1.50 g kg'1. They were largest in the surface soil (0-5 cm) and larger
in the upper-middle soils (25-40 cm) where phosphate absorption coefficients were
relatively higher. Meanwhile, the total P in the upland soils ranged from 0.67 to
3 62 g kg"'. They were rich in the Ap horizons (0-40 cm) and mostly exceeded 3 g

kg', more than half of which existed as Al-P The positive correlation between total
P and Al-P in the agricultural soils were observed, suggesting that most of surplus
phosphate would retain by specific adsorption on active aluminum. Since the bulk
density was extremely higher in the agricultural soils due to heavy machinery soil
compaction, the differences in the total amounts of phosphorous based on the soil
volume were more distinctive between two profiles, ranging from 0.43 to 0.93 kg
nr' and from 0.57 to 3 16 kg m"3 in the uncultivated and agricultural sites, respectively. In the lower part of the profiles (more than 50 cm depth), less difference in
the total P between two profiles were observed Our results showed that the phosphate originated from excessively applied fertilizers concentrated and remained in
the upper part of the Andisol profile (within 50 cm depth) of the upland field. The
total phosphorous in the surface soil collected from the plot, where only chemical
fertilizers had been applied for 25 years, was 3.26 g k g ' , and comparatively larger
than that from no fertilizer plot. Long-term application of farmyard manure and
incorporation of crop residues could increase in the total phosphorous. Especially,
manure application contributed more to the increase in total P. The total P in the
plot, where 30 Mg ha"1 y ' of manure and fertilizers had been continuously applied,
was 4 57 g kg' and largest among the plots The Al-P dominated in the inorganic
phosphate fractions of all soil samples, followed by the Fe-P, and the amounts of
the Ca-P was lowest Long-term application of organic matter could increase in the
total carbon contents and decrease in the allophane contents in the soils However,
the negative correlation was observed between the amounts of Al-P and the allophane contents, suggesting that the Andisols would have huge capacities to retain
surplus phosphate. In conclusion, allophonic Andisols have incredible abilities to
retain and accumulate phosphate derived from soil fertilization and organic management Practical methods to increase an efficiency of phosphate and to reduce
the amount of phosphate fertilizers applied to Andisols, and useful ways to release
the phosphate accumulated in the Andisols under intensive agricultural production,
should be investigated and developed for sustainable agriculture.
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I.J. Ogoke
Residual Effects of Phosphorus and Soybean Crop on Maize in the Guinea
Savanna.
/. J. Ogoke. Federal Univ of Technology: A. O. Togun, University oflbadan.
Two seasons of cropping was carried out at three sites in the Guinea savanna to
evaluate the residual effects of soybean on maize The experiment was laid out as
a split-plot in a randomized complete block with three replications. In the first season, four soybean varieties with a fallow treatment (control) received Phosphorus
(P) applied as triple super phosphate (20%) at the rates of 0, 30 and 60 kg P/ha.
Maize variety TZECOMP4C2 was grown in these plots in the second season At
all sites previous crop had no significant effect on total soil N and available P after
the first season of cropping Available P was however affected by previous year P
rate at all sites From initial values ranging from 5.2-16.2 mg/kg in the first season,
available P significantly increased to between 13.6-42.8 mg/kg when 60 kg P/ha
was applied compared to 7 7-18 6 mg/kg at no P application. Relative to no Papplication in the previous year, the application of 60 kg P/ha significantly increased
total dry matter at 6 weeks after planting by 19%, total harvest dry matter by 28%,
and grain yield by 37%.
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Models Estimating Fertilizer Requirements to Increase Available Soil
Phosphorus.
G. Rubio. M. J. Cabello. E Gutierrez Boem, Univ Buenos Aires Fac. Agronomia.
The Pampean Region (Argentina) is one the most productive agricultural areas of the
world Nitrogen (N) and Phosphorus (P) are the main nutrients limiting productivity
and application of NP fertilizers is a usual practice in the local farming For the major
crops, there are consistent local estimations of the soil phosphorus critical levels
It has been reported that critical levels range between 15 and 20 ppm extractable P
(Bray I) for wheat and maize and between 9 to 13 ppm for soybeans. If available soil
phosphorus is below the critical level, phosphorus fertilizers must be added to the soil
to eliminate phosphorus deficiencies and obtain maximum yields. Information on
the amount of fertilizer phosphorus needed to increase available soil phosphorus to
reach a certain value is scarce in the Pampean Region. The objective of the research
reported here was to develop models to estimate the amount of fertilizer required to
increase the soil available phosphorus to reach the sufficiency levels in soils of the
Pampean region. The experimental approach included 73 representative agricultural
soils of the Pampean Region. Soil samples were taken from the upper level of the soil
Several simple soil properties related to the phosphorus dynamics in the soil were
measured in each soil Average initial available P was 12.8 mg kg-1, total C 22.3 mg
kg-1, clay 21% and pH 6 05. After the addition of 5 doses of fertilizer P(0,8, 16,32 y
64 mg P per kg soil), experimental units (150 g soil placed in plastic containers) were
incubated for 45 days to evaluate the increment in available phosphorus Obtained
results allowed us to calculate the parameter b (increase in available P per unit of P
added to the soil) The coefficient was adjusted by a simple linear model y • bx, where
y is the increment in available phosphorus after 45 days of incubation (difference in
available phosphorus between each dose and the treatment without phosphorus addition), b is the slope, and x is the phosphorus dose Average of b (all soils included)
was 0 66, what means that around two thirds of the applied phosphorus appeared as
available phosphorus 45 days after fertilization. Initial soil phosphorus was the main
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single factor regulating b (r2 0 3) Parameter b showed a direct relation with initial
soil phosphorus what means that poor P soils had a lower increase in available P after
the addition of fertilizer phosphorus than rich P soils The two variable model that
better fitted the data included the variable initial soil phosphorus and the variable
(%silt+%clay) (r2 0.48). Obtained results can be used to determine the quantity of
fertilizer needed to increase soil available phosphorus to the critical level. Parameter
b represents the increase in available phosphorus after the addition of I mg P per kg of
soil. To convert this value to a measure farmers are familiar with (i.e. kg phosphorus
per hectare), it is necessary to estimate two variables, soil depth and bulk density. Soil
depth must coincide with the depth used to estimate the phosphorus critical level. In
most models of the Pampean region this value is 0-20 cm. In this region, soil bulk
density usually ranges between 1.1 and 13 g cm3. For example, if soil depth= 0-20
cm and bulk density = I 2 ton m-3, a dose of I mg P per kg soil (as in parameter b)
is equivalent to 2.4 kg P ha-1. Since most of the widespread agricultural soils were
included, obtained models can be used to define the amount of fertilizer P needed to
reach the phosphorus critical levels in the Pampean region In such sense, simple soil
parameters can be used to predict fertilizers requirement.
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Alum WTR Amendments to Field Plots Having Soils with High Soil Phosphorus
Test Levels.
I. W. Jacobs. B. J. Teppen, Michigan Slate Univ.
Two sites were established each year for amendment with alum WTR (water treatment residuals) in the 1998, 1999 and 2000 growing seasons. The six sites had
Bray PI Soil Test P (STP) levels of about 300, 575, 550, 550, 310 and 180 ppm.
Alum WTR from Holland, MI were applied to the 1998 sites at rates of 38 and 114
dry Mg/ha and to the 1999 sites at rates of 45 and 134 dry Mg/ha. In 2000, alum
WTR from Grand Rapids, MI was used at rates of 74 and 222 dry Mg/ha. WTR
each year had oxalate-extractable AI levels of 3.4%, 5.4% and 2.0%, respectively.
Soils were disked twice at each site following application to mix the WTR with
soil. Subsequent tillage for mixing and seedbed preparation prior to planting varied
from site to site. All six sites were rototilled in April/May, 2000 prior to planting to
achieve a more thorough mixing of WTR and soil Field corn (Zea mays L.) was
planted at each site for most years, except soybeans (Glycine max L.) were planted
at two sites in some years. Diagnostic leaf tissue samples and yield measurements
of crops were taken during each growing season, until five years of crop data were
accumulated. Surface soils were sampled each year and soil samples to 90 cm were
collected in 2001, 2003 and 2005 to evaluate changes in Bray PI STP and CaCI2extractable (water-soluble) P levels with time Results of soil tests for this sevenyear field project will be presented.
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MA. Alfaro
Phosphorus Runoff Losses from Beef Production Systems as Affected by the
Field Slope on a Volcanic Ash Soil.
M. A. Alfaro. F. Salazar. N. Teuber. S. Iraira. L. Ramirez. INIA Remehite.
There is a strong correlation between the number of animals per area unit and
Phosphorus (P) contribution to waters (Issermann, 1990) In Occidental Europe,
between 27 and 38% of the P reaching water sources comes from agriculture. In
Southern Chile, 60% of the dairy production and 45% of the beef production is
based on grazing of permanent pastures in volcanic soils, but no runotl' studies
looking at P transfer from these systems to surface waters have been carried out
The objective of this experiment was to quantify P losses in runoff in beef production systems as affected by the field slope on a volcanic soil. The experiment was
carried out between April 2004 and November 2005, on an andisol of the Osomo
soil series (40°S, 73°W). Two slopes were tested, 3 and 12%. Grazing was carried
out with Holstein-Friesian steers (212 kg initial live weight) under rotational grazing (3.5 steers ha-l, in both treatments), in a permanent pasture fertilized with 75
kg N (autumn and spring) and 30 kg P (spring). In each treatment, three surface
lysimeters (5x5m) were established (Scholefield & Stone, 1995), and runoff collected three times per week at the ground level. All runotl'samples were stored at
4°C until individual analysis for reactive (RP) and total P(TP) Organic P(OP) was
estimated as the differences between TP and RP Phosphorus losses were calculated
as the product of drainage and P concentration in the samples. Analysis Of Variance
(ANOVA) was used to compare P concentrations and losses between treatments
Results of the first drainage season showed that the total rainfall for the experimental period was 868 mm and total drainage during the same period was 634 mm in
both treatments. Runoff represented 1% only of total drainage. No difference in the
contribution of surface runoff to the total drainage was found between treatments
(P>0.05). During the first drainage season the field slope increased the average RP
and OP by 250% each, from 1 0to3 5mgL-l for RP and from 0.4 to 1.4 mg L-1 for
OP(P<0.05) On average, the proportion of RP in the total amount of P lost in runoff was not different between treatments (75%) In the present experiment, the field
slope affected P losses in runoff, so that a three times increased in the field slope
increased P losses in runoff eight times Overall P losses were 0.008 and 0.001 kg P
ha-1, for the 12% and 3% slope treatments, respectively (PO.05). The low amount
of P lost from grazing systems in volcanic soils are low, probably because of a
combination of both, the high water holding capacity of these soils, which prevents
runoff, and the high P fixation capacity of volcanic soils, so that no RP is available
to be lost by runoff Samples from the second drainage season are currently under
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evaluation, so that the complete set of data will provide a better understanding of
the processes and magnitudes of P losses under Chilean conditions Acknowledgment: This research was funded by FONDECYT, Grant 1040104.
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The Effect of Residue Characteristics on Phosphorus Availability and Plant
Phosphorus Uptake.
S. M. Iqbal. E. Bünemann. P. Marschner. A. McNeill. The Univ ofAdelaide.
Crop residues can be a potential source for available phosphorus (P) to plants, but
the influence of crop residue quality on the dynamics of available P and P uptake
by plants is not well studied in Australian soils. The objectives of this study were
to assess the relationships between residue characteristics (differing in nutrient
contents, carbon quality and developmental stage) on soil P availability and plant
P uptake. In this study, 10 crop residues from 6 crop species (canola, pea, lupin,
lucerne, lentil and wheat) grouped into young (5), mature (4) and root (1) residues
were added at 10 mg P kg' to a P deficient (P . 1.3 mg P kg"1 soil) sandy loam
soil incubated at 85% water holding capacity in the glass house at 10°C/18°C, 8 h
night/16 h day for 84 days. Additional treatments included triple super phosphate
(TSP) at 10 mg P kg ' and an unamended control The initial characteristics of crop
residues were determined by solid-state "C nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy and wet chemical analysis. Wheat plants (Trilicum aestivum cv. Yitpi)
were grown for 4 weeks each during 3 consecutive growth periods. During incubation, soil samples were periodically analyzed for available P (P . ), microbial P
(P ), biomassC (C ). Soil respiration, plant dry matter (DM) yield and P concentration in shoot and root were also determined. P . concentration in soils decreased
in the following order: TSP>root>young>controi>mature, whereas P k concentration ranked in an approximately opposite order: mature>young>root>TSP>control
P . in residue amended soil was correlated positively with total P and P concentration in the residues and negatively with residue C: P, lignin: N, and phenolics: N
ratios, whereas P was correlated negatively with total P and P.„,, concentration of
residues and positively with the C: P, lignin: N, phenolics: N ratios of residues and
Cmic. Generally, shoot and root DM yield of wheat ranked in the order TSP>root>yo
ung>control>mature during the 3 growth periods. Shoot and root P concentration in
the plants was lower in plants grown in soil amended with mature residues than in
all other treatments. Shoot and root P concentration were positively correlated with
the P concentration in the crop residues The results of this study show that young
residues with low C: P ratio (132 - 252) have potential for increasing P availability
and P uptake by plants On the other hand, mature residues with high C: P ratio
(504-874) lead to prolonged P immobilization, since even in the last growing period
of the pot experiment (63-84 days after amendment), P . and plant P uptake were
still below values in the control treatment. Therefore, addition of crop residues can
improve soil nutrient cycling while the value of their contribution depends on the
chemical and biochemical properties of the residues.
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Relative Availability of Manure Phosphorus Compared to Fertilizer.
C. A. M. Laboski. E. G. Sneller. Univ of Wisconsin-Madison; S. K. Marshall.
USDA-ARS.
Fully understanding how soil test P level many change with manure application is
important agronomically when one is trying to supply a portion or all of a crop's
Phosphorus (P) needs with manure It is also important environmentally as many
nutrient management regulations are based in part on soil test P levels and P balancing/budgeting Previous research has shown that the availability of manure P may
vary with manure source meaning that not all manures will change soil test P by
the same amount This study was conducted to assess the effect of various manure
application rates on P availability from dairy slurry, swine slurry, and potassium phosphate An incubation study was conducted using two soils collected in Michigan: a
Col wood loam and an Oshtemo sandy loam The initial Bray 1 -P soil test level were
15 and 11 mg kg' for the Colwood and Oshtemo soils, respectively. Dairy slurry,
swine slurry, and potassium phosphate (KH,PO,) were applied to 50 g of each soil
in triplicate. The rates of total Papplied were 0, 10,25, 50, 100, and 150 mg kg' for
all sources with the exception that dairy slurry was not applied at the 150 mg kg'
rate and swine slurry was not applied at the 10 mg kg' rate. These rates were chosen
because they represent the range of application rates that might commonly be applied
on farms, though the highest rate for each slurry is excessively high. The dairy slurry
contained 530 mg L"' of total P with 79 % as inorganic P. The swine slurry contained
1254 mg L' of total P with 88 % as total P. Treated soils were incubated at 20 C for
6 weeks at a moisture equivalent to 50 % of field capacity of each soil. At the end
of the incubation, soils were air dried, sieved, and analyzed for Bray 1-R The relative availability (RA) of manure P was calculated as the change in soil test P when
manure was applied divided by the change in soil test P when potassium phosphate
was applied This was done for each total P application rate As the rate of total P
applied increased, the soil test level increased for all P sources on all soils. However,
the rate of change in the soil test level varied between P sources for a given amount
of total Papplied. The RA of dairy slurry compared to potassium phosphate was 0.71
and 0.79 for Colwood and Oshtemo soil, respectively, when averaged over all rates
of P applied The RA of swine slurry was 0 88 and 0 95 for Colwood and Oshtemo
soil, respectively, when averaged overall rates of Papplied. When each P application
rate is looked at individually, the RA of swine slurry on the Colwood soil increases

Posters
with P application rate, whi le the RA of dairy si urry in not affect by P appl ication rate.
On the Oshtemo soil, both slurries have an increase in RA with thefirsttwo or three
rates with no further increase at higher rates. This data shows that the RA of manure
P to increase soil test levels compared to inorganic P varies with animal species. The
average RA of manure P in similar to the inorganic P content of the manure. However, when individual P application rates are studied, RA changes with application
rate, suggesting that the inorganic P content of manure alone is not the sole factor
controlling the RA Other research using these same manures and soils, show that
for swine slurry there is preferential sorption of organic P. Thus, as more total P is
applied in swine slurry, there may be a greater availability of the inorganic P because
of the preferential sorption of the increasing quantities of organic P. In the previous
study, preferential sorption of organic P in dairy slurry was not seen, and may explain
why there were no real differences in RA at the different P rates for the Colwood soil.
Research in the area of manure P availability should take into account application
rate factors for different animal species that are typical of the range in rates actually
applied in thefield.Several past laboratory studies like this have used total P application rates around 100 mg kg', which for many manure sources produces a very high
field application rate that may not be typical or allowable under nutrient management
regulations Research on manure P availability should continue to ensure a strong
database from which practical recommendations may be made to sustain crop production and the environment.
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The Use of Industrial Byproducts as Liming Agents and Phosphate
Fertilizers.
B. E. Yusihami. B. dikes. School of Earth and Geographical Sciences. The Univ
of Western A ustralia.
Soil acidity is a major problem worldwide as it decreases plant growth by affecting
the availability of nutrients and causes various toxicities. Acid soils are commonly
deficient in phosphate so that both conditions require correction, which can be carried out by application of a single mineral ameliorant. Liming is the most common
way to ameliorate acid soils At some locations sources of natural lime are inadequate or expensive. Alkaline industrial byproducts such as metal smelting slag,
wood ash and chicken litter ash may be used as replacements for lime under these
circumstances. Such byproduct materials are commonly dumped however they
may be used to ameliorate soils with consequential environmental benefits. Some
byproducts contain phosphate so that both adverse soil conditions can be overcome
by a single application of byproduct. This research is focused on the use of ironsmelting slag, wood ash and chicken litter ash, each of which acts as combined
liming agent and phosphate fertilizer. These byproducts were chemically analysed
for available plant nutrients using Association of Official Analytical Chemistry
(AOAC) standard methods. The plant nutrients present include phosphorus, calcium, magnesium, sodium and potassium (Table 1). The major compounds present
were identified by XRD to be apatite, calcite, and quartz in the two ashes and calcium magnesium silicate (akermanite) and calcium aluminium silicate (gehlenite)
in slag. The CaCO, equivalence for slag is 93% with the ashes having lower values
depending on charcoal content.
Table 1 Major Plant Nutrients in Byproducts
Waste Materials
Slag
Chicken Litter Ash
Wood Ash

P(%)
0.26
12.6
0.44

Ca (%)
27.19
6.48
6.60

Mg(%)
5.28
1.18
1 10

K (%)
0.07
2.36
2.17

Na(%)
0.34
0.59
0 74

A glasshouse experiment was carried out to identify the effectiveness of the wastes
as phosphate fertilizers on a highly P-deficient acid lateritic soil Treatments
included various types and rates of industrial byproducts and included monocalcium phosphate, dicalcium phosphate and rock phosphate as reference materials
Various levels of phosphate were applied, ryegrass was planted and harvested after
8 weeks and at 4 week intervals thereafter. Dry matter yield ranged from 0.025 g
to 2.3 g/pot for the first harvest, from 0.03 g to 2.3 g/pot for the second harvest and
many plants died of P deficiency before the third harvest. The agronomic effectiveness of the materials as phosphate fertilizers was calculated by comparing the
various amounts of phosphate required to produce the same yield for the various
materials This is the "horizontal comparison" or "substitution value" procedure
that gives values of Relative Effectiveness (RE) that are independent of the rate of
application of the fertilizers. The RE values for all the materials relative to monocalcium phosphate (100%) for the first harvest are as follows, 50% for dicalcium
phosphate, 31% for rock phosphate. 7% for partly burnt chicken litter ash, 7% for
totally burnt chicken litter ash and 1% for wood ash and slag. The RE values for
the second harvest were 100% for monocalcium phosphate, 80% for dicalcium
phosphate, 40% for rock phosphate, 10% for partly burnt chicken litter ash, 8% for
totally burnt chicken litter ash and 2% for wood ash and slag. Clearly chicken litter
ash has appreciable value as a phosphate fertilizer whereas wood ash and slag are
ineffective An evaluation of the liming effect of the byproducts indicates that they
may be used as a soil amendment on acid soils Byproducts are also sources of other
plant nutrients so they may be regarded as a form of compound fertilizer.
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Biosolid Applications of Phosphorus to Agricultural Soils in the I k .

N. J. Flynn. Univ of Reading. Dept of Geography: P. Withers. ADAS Consulting
UK.
Biosolids being recycled to agricultural land in the UK have recently contained a
higher proportion of Phosphorus (P), iron (Fe), Aluminium (AI) and/or Calcium
(Ca), or have been physically altered into pellets (thermal drying) or composts.
Whilst P-stripping of wastewater at Sewage Treatment Works reduces P discharge
concentrations to water directly, the subsequent addition of sludge with a low N:P
ratio to land may also increase diffuse P losses in agricultural runoff through excessive accumulation of soil P. Numerous studies have shown linear or non-linear
increases in runoff P as soil extractable P levels increase, however, the solution
concentrations and mobility of P in soils is largely governed by sorption and precipitation reactions with Fe, AI and Ca. Since these very reactive elements are also
being applied in greater quantities in biosolids, it is probable that they will therefore influence the subsequent availability of P in sludge-amended soils. This paper
reports on an incubation study which investigated how changes in extractable P in
soil and potential release to runoff might be predicted by soil and sludge properties.
Eight biosolids representative of materials applied to land in England were applied
to each offivesoils with varying physical and chemical characteristics at three rates
supplying 200, 1000 and 2000 kg P ha-1 to provide a large range in potential soil
P saturation. The biosolids had been advanced-treated to varying degrees by either
anaerobic digestion and dewatering with or without Fe, lime stabilization with Fe
or without Fe, or thermal drying without Fe Thefiveamended soils were incubated
for 60 days. Sorption isotherms were conducted on the control soils and the soils
amended with the varying rates of biosolid The results of this incubation study
have considerable implications for operational guidance on the amounts of biosolid
which can be applied to different soil types in England and Wales In particular,
our results show that even when 20 years of sludge P supply was incorporated into
the soil, there may be no increase in the release of P into solution depending on the
extent to which the degree of P saturation and Phosphorus Binding Capacity (PBC)
in the soil has altered. The methodology developed here provides a potential means
of quantifying the amount of biosolid that can be applied to land before accelerated
release of soil P will occur.
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D. A C. Manning
Use of Struvite, a Novel P Source Derived from Wastewater Treatment, in
Wheat Cultivation.
S. Y. Ahmed. R. S. Shiel. School ofAgriculture, Food and Rural Development. Univ
of Newcastle; D. A. C. Manning. School of Civil Engineering and Geosciences.
Univ of Newcastle.
Struvite (NH4Mg(P04) 6H,0; P,Os = 29%) is produced at waste water treatment
works as a means of removing phosphate and so reducing release of P by discharge of treated waste waters to surface and groundwater systems. At
present, struvite is not widely produced, and its potential for use as a field crop
fertiliser has yet to be fully explored (NB Johnston & Richards, Soil Use and
Management. 19, 45-49. 2003, used struvite in their comparison of precipitated P
sources on grass growth and P offtake) This paper presents the results of a pot-trial
investigation of the potential of struvite as a source of P for the cultivation of wheat
under conditions appropriate for Libyan desert soils (Wady Barjuj project, Fazzan
Region, southern Libya). To reproduce as closely as possible in northern England
the environmental conditions at Wady Barjuj, wheat (two varieties: Karem (hard)
and Marshush (soft)) was cultivated in an artificial sandy soil with irrigation under
glass between January and June. The effect of struvite and dicalcium phosphate
(DCP) as phosphate sources (application rate 140 kg/ha P,Os equivalent), was compared for yields (wheat biomass and grain quantity) and For agronomic parameters
(e.g. grain quality, P uptake) All treatments and a P-free control were supplemented
with K as KCl and N as ammonium sulphate (prior to tillering) as solids, supplying
N as urea with irrigation water and micronutrients as a foliar spray after tillering
Use of struvite consistently increased yields compared with DCP in terms of seed
weight, straw weight, plant height and plant dry weight (Table 1). This general pattern was observed in all experiments, irrespective of application method (band vs
broadcast; ground vs coarse granules). Addition of extra N as ammonium sulphate
to DCP treatments to compensate for the presence of N within struvite removed the
significant difference to DCP indicating that as sources of P the two materials were
similar. Leaf P content for each variety of wheat was raised by up to 50% by the
addition of both DCP and struvite (Table 1). Leaf Mg contents reached 94 mg/kg
for struvite applications (Table 1). This study is the first, we believe, to investigate
the response of wheat to the application of struvite, and confirms the value of this
material as a source of P. It is comparable to DCP as a source of P but has the
additional advantage of containing available N. In the context of water treatment
as a means of recovering phosphate, this study demonstrates the potential value of
struvite as a possible commercial by-product with applications as a fertilizer
Hard wheat
Soft
control DCP struvite control
Seed weight (g/pot)
2.6
15.1
17.0
2.7
Straw weight (g/pot)
4.8
9.7
11.9
5.1
Plant height (cm)
26 5
33.7
36 7
29 4
Plant dry weight (g)
1.38
1.91
2.05
1.56
Leaf P content (mg/kg)
0.17
0.38
0.39
0.13
LeafMg content (mg/kg) 74.9
68.6
94.0
81.4

wheat
DCP
13.8
10.3
32.1
2.38
0.35
84.1

struvite
15.5
12.3
35.6
2.71
0.35
89.5
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Table I: Summary of growth parameters for wheat pot trials with struvite and dicalcium phosphate (DCP).
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Dynamics of Forms of Phosphorus in an Inceptisol under Long-Term
Cultivation with Rice-Wheat-Jute Cropping System.
G. C. Hazra. S. Chakrabortty, B. Mandat. Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyalaya.
Phosphorus is an essential and also very reactive element and thus its mobility in
soil is restricted. Long-term experiments provide a good system for tracing the fate
of P in soils A study was thus made to assess the changes in available P. different
forms of inorganic P, total organic P and microbial biomass P in soil in relation to
P nutrition of rice crop under a 34-years old experiment with organic and inorganic
sources of nutrients and rice-based cropping system. Soil samples (0-0.2m layer)
were collected after the harvest of kharif rice along with the grain and straw samples from the following six treatments of the experiment: fallow, control, 100% N,
100% NP, 100% NPK, 100% NPK+ FYM @ 10 ton ha-1. Soil samples were analyzed for important physicochemical properties and different forms of phosphorus
Phosphorus concentration in straw and grain and total phosphorus uptake by rice
were also estimated. Results showed that cultivation for 34-years without adding
any fertilizer input caused a significant decrease in almost all the forms of P viz.,
available P, saloid bound-P, Fe-P, Al-P, microbial biomass Pand total P. Application
of nitrogen only also caused a further decrease in their amounts. Application of P
along with N and NK however, caused a significant increase in all the forms of P
in soil. Farmyard manure application along with NPK caused a further increase in
all the forms of P. Results of P concentration in grain and straw of rice also showed
significant increases due to P application in most of the cases; the magnitude was
higher when FYM was added with NPK. Results thus indicated that continuous P
application to such long-term fertility experiments caused a significant build up of
Pin surface soil
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Differences in Plant Growth and Phosphorus Uptake Among Three Riparian
Grass Species.
J. Kovar. USDA-ARS Nail. Soil Tilth Lab.; N. Claassen. Institute of Agricultural
Chemistry.
Phosphorus (P) losses from agricultural landscapes contribute significantly to eutrophication of surface waters The total amount of P absorbed by plants growing in
or near grass filter strips and riparian buffers can be determined, but we have little
knowledge of the pattern of accumulation/depletion during the course of a growing
season In this study, we evaluated differences in plant growth and P acquisition of
switchgrass (Panicum virgatum L), smooth bromegrass (Bromus inermis Leyss.),
and reed canarygrass (Phalaris arundinacea L) grown under controlled conditions
in a flowing nutrient solution culture system Pre-germinated seedlings were transplanted into 1.7-L pots that then were placed into 450-L tanks with continuously
circulating (>l L min ') nutrient solution. Phosphorus concentrations of 1 or 100
pM were maintained by daily analysis of solution, and addition of P as needed
via peristaltic pump Each species/P concentration treatment combination was randomly assigned to one tank, with 16 pots per tank, which allowed four sequential
harvests. Plants were grown under a 16-h day length, with 80% relative humidity,
and 25C/20C day/night temperature. Plants were harvested at approximately 0,26,
40, and 53 days after transplanting, depending on the species At each harvest, shoot
and root weight, root length, and shoot and root P content were determined. Assuming that P uptake kinetics of the roots followed a Michaelis-Menten relationship, a
method based on the rate of P depletion from solution was used to estimate parameter values. Depletion experiments were conducted before the second, third, and
fourth plant harvests. Throughout the course of the experiment, 1 pM P in solution
was sufficient for optimum growth of these three species. Shoot dry matter accumulation of switchgrass was greater than that of the other species, the exception
being harvest four of canarygrass in 1 pM solution (18.9 g plant' vs. 11.4 g plant"'
for switchgrass). Root dry weights tended to follow the same trend However, by
the fourth harvest, root length of canarygrass was significantly greater than that
of the other species in both low and high P solutions. This was reflected by shoot
P content, which was 51.8 and 56.4 mg plant"' for canarygrass and switchgrass,
respectively in 100 pM P solution, and 58.9 mg plant' for canarygrass in I uM P
solution. Preliminary analysis of the P depletion data suggests that at low solution
P concentration (1 pM), the maximum rate of P influx (Imax) was generally higher
for canarygrass than for the other species At high solution P concentration (100
pM), bromegrass tended to have higher Imax values than the other species. In all
cases, Imax values were higher for plants grown in 1 pM P solution. The results of
this study suggest that differences in the ability of these riparian grass species to
accumulate P were due to both differences in P uptake kinetics and the size of the
root systems Further research is required to determine whether these differences
would be observed in the field
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G. Mylesamy
Relative Efficacy of Graded Levels of Coated Diammonium Phosphate in
Groundnut {Arachis hypogaea L.).
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G. Mylesamy. Dept of Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry. Tamil Nadu
Agricultural Univ. S. Karuppan. Agricultural Research Station. Tamil Nadu
Agricultural Univ.
Two field experiments were conducted adopting factorial randomized complete
block design with three replications and the treatments consisting of three sources of
Pviz., coated diammonium phosphate, uncoated DiAmmonium Phosphate (DAP)
and Single SuperPhosphate (SSP) and five levels of Pviz., 0, 17,25.5, 34 and 42.5
kg ha-1. The experimental field soil was neutral in reaction, non-saline, non-calcareous and sandy loam belonging to the soil group Typic Ustropept The groundnut
crop (Cultivar CO 2) was raised under irrigated condition during December 2002April 2003 and July-October 2003 seasons The recommended fertilizers schedule
to groundnut was 17: 34: 54kgN, P205, K20ha-I. All the fertilizers were applied
as basal placement. Gypsum was applied @ 400 kg ha-1 on 40-45th day after sowing and the quantity of gypsum applied to SSP plots were adjusted by taking into
account the S content of gypsum and SSP The coated DAP was superior to DAP
and SSP in enhancing the pod and haulm yield. The enhancement of pod yield
of groundnut by coated DAP was 76 and 91 kg ha-1 compared to DAP and SSP
respectively The superiority of coated DAP over DAP and SSP could be explained
on the basis of its characteristic properties of coating materials, its profound influence on the P availability and providing it to meet the crop demand at the early
period of crop growth and at the same time maintaining the higher P availability for
a longer period of time. The increased P supply had increased the hundred kernel
weight, oil and crude protein content and were maximum at 42 5 kg P205 ha-1;
however the hundred kernel weight and oil content of groundnut kernel was comparable among the three sources. The coated DAP was superior in increasing the
crude protein content in comparison to DAP and SSP.
154-37
1370b
N. Kravtsova
Stability of the South Russian Black Soil Phosphate Stock.
N. Kravtsova. O. Biryukova. V. Kryshchenko. Rostov Stale Univ. I. Yel 'nikov. Soil
Institute after V. V. Dokuchaev.
Quite a number of investigations have stated that optimization of phosphate conditions is a priority for South Russian soil fertility preservation. The ability of soil to
provide plants with phosphorus is closely connected with the stability of interaction among various forms of phosphates against the background of various agrogenic and antropogenic burdens. However the problem still remains understudied
Stated has been space heterogeneity in the soil group phosphate composition factor depending on the soil genesis and within a definite timing loop All phosphate
fractions, Na-DIII included, are subject to strong variations. High variability of
black soil mineral phosphate fraction composition is not only characteristic for its
absolute values, but also for the balance which was expressed as 1SOD indexes.
High phosphate fractions variability in the South of Russia should be associated
with the degradation changes in the soil absorptive complex saturation with calcium,
as well as with deulmification and strong correlation among various phosphates,
due to which a change in one phosphate form fraction inevitably leads to a change
in other phosphate forms. We have revealed statistically authentic correlative links
between a phosphate organic form and a variation of their flexible form determined
by the Machigin method (R=-0.69), as well as a stable balanced interaction of this
phosphate form with the ratio between film calcium phosphates and their flexible
forms (R=0 67) The variation of monosubstituted phosphate forms authentically
(the determination factor being 74%) correlated with humus, organic phosphates and
pH content in soil. Thus, preservation of the phosphate stock in the most widespread
South Russian black soil types depends on the solution of the problem of stability
preservation and optimization of the most important agrochemical soil factors.
154-38
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P Grossl
Assessing Phosphorus Dynamics in Calcareous Soils Amended with Organic
Matter.
P. Grossl. Utah State Univ. R. Koenig. Washington State Univ; S. Trolove, Crop
and Food Research.
Tests used to assess Phosphorus (P) status in calcareous soils amended with organic
matter (i.e. manure) are often inaccurate and underestimate the amount of potentially mobile P. This can lead to over applications of manure and an increase in
mobile P which potentially threatens the quality of receiving waters In this study, P
dynamics in calcareous systems were examined in order to understand and develop
a test that would accurately predict the fate of P in these environments. Our objective was to measure the sorption behavior of Pon different soil constituents with or
without exposure to soluble organic matter We hypothesized that soluble organic
matter from manure inhibits the sorption of P and consequently influences soil test
P levels. Batch and kinetic studies using mineral phases found in calcareous soils
such as calcite, brushite, and the iron oxide ferrihydrite were performed. Humic
acid was used as an analogue for manure. Specifically, solutions containing 10 millimolar phosphate and calcium chloride were equilibrated with the soil mineral
phases mentioned above. Experiments were kept at pH 7 5 and humic acid obtained
from the International Humic Substances Society was added as the source of soluble organic carbon. Solutions were sampled over time At termination, solids were
collected and P extracted with water, calcium chloride, and sodium bicarbonate.
Sorption of P was greatest on ferrihydrite and was not inhibited by soluble organic
matter. Very little of this sorbed P was removed via extraction from the ferrihydrite

surface. Humic acids sorbed onto all soil constituent surfaces. Calcareous systems
with humic acid had lower levels of sodium bicarbonate extractable P than without
humic acid. Humic acid completely inhibited the kinetics of P sorption for calcareous systems. Sorption without humic acid for these systems was also slower than
systems containing ferrihydrite, suggesting that P sorption in calcareous systems
involved the formation of less soluble calcium phosphates. Further work will use
geochemical modeling to verify our findings and assist in developing an accurate
P indicator test.
154-39
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A L. Elliott
Impact of Soil Calcium Carbonate Content and Phosphorus Source on
Phosphorus Runoff.
A. L. Elliott. Colorado State Unix: R. Schierer, USDA-Natural Resources
Conservation Service: J. G. Davis, R. M. Waskom, Colorado State Univ.
Soil Phosphorus (P) leaves agricultural fields dissolved in runoff'water and bound
to the sediment eroded from the field. Phosphorus source may affect the loss and/or
partitioning of P between sediment and runoff. Limited research exists on phosphorus sources and their potential for runoff from alkaline, calcareous soils. Two
related research projects were conducted by Colorado State University to determine P runotï behavior on calcareous soils. The objectives of these experiments
were to determine (1) the impact of soil CaC03 levels on the relationship between
soil test P (Mehlich 3) and runoff' P levels and (2) P source influences on runoff P
concentrations. Experiment 1 took place near Sidney, Nebraska on a fine-loamy,
mixed, mesic Aridic Haplustoll with 1% calcite by weight; Tribune, Kansas on a
fine-silty, mixed, mesic Aridic Haplustoll with 4% calcite by weight; and Fort Collins, Colorado on afine-loamy,mixed (calcareous), mesic Ustic Torriorthents with
9% calcite by weight. Eight treatments were replicated at each location: 0, 11, 22,
45, 90, 135, 202, and 269 Mg beef manure ha-1. Experiment 2 took place near Fort
Collins, Colorado on a fine-loamy, mixed (calcareous), mesic Ustic Torriorthent
with 9% calcite by weight. Four treatments were applied at two rates (90 kg P205
ha-1 and 180 kg P205 ha-1): raw dairy manure, windrow compost, vermicompost,
and rock phosphate. All manure-based treatments were made from the same dairy
manure. The same field methods were used for both experiments. Runoff" plots
were constructed measuring 2 m long and 1.5 m wide. The rainfall rate was 8.3 cm
hr-l. After runoff began, 1 L of runoff was collected at 2.5-minute intervals for a
30 minute period. Samples were analyzed individually for their chemical content,
runoff volume and sediment mass. Soil samples (0-15 cm) were collected prior
to completion of rainfall simulation. Water and soil samples were analyzed in the
laboratory using the same methods for both experiments. Filtered (.45 urn), unacidified water samples were analyzed for dissolved inorganic P using the ascorbic
acid colorimetric method of Murphy and Riley (1962). Filtered and acidified (with
HCl to pH 2) water samples were analyzed for total dissolved P using inductively
coupled plasma spectroscopy (ICP). The unfiltered, acidified water samples were
measured for total P after digesting with HCI04 and HN03 (Watanabe and Olsen,
1965) on an ICP Olsen Pextractions were done with 0.50 MNaHC03 (Olsen et al.,
1954), and the P concentration was determined colorimetrically using the ascorbic
acid method (Murphy and Riley, 1962). Mehlich-3 P soil extractions followed the
method outlined by Mehlich (1984) and were measured by ICP. In Experiment I
the Kim soil with the highest calcium carbonate concentration sorbed the most
phosphorus; however, this resulted in the lowest percentage of P saturation in the
soil due to the high Ca concentration A multiple regression equation was developed
across locations to predict total dissolved P in runoff from soil test P and percent
CaC03 by weight. The R2-value is 0.92 using the Mehlich-3 extractant and 0.81
using Olsen's. Experiment 2 concluded that Mehlich-3 predicted both total and
dissolved P runoff concentration on a calcareous Colorado soil while Olsen P best
forecasted total dissolved P on a Kim soil. Also, the addition of raw manure resulted
in greater concentrations of P in runoff" than the composted and vermicomposted
manures. Therefore, the source of P added to an agricultural field does affect the
potential for the P to leave the field dissolved in runotï or attached to eroding soil
particles. In conclusion, to minimize P runoff" from land applied manure, farmers
will be encouraged to compost manure prior to application or to select fields with
higher CaC03 levels to receive manure
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T. Komiyama
Effects of Phosphorus-Based Manure Compost Applications on Corn Production and Soil Phosphorus Accumulation in Upland Andosol.
T. Ho, T. Komiyama. M. Saigtisa, Field Science Center. Graduate School of
Agricultural Science. Tohoku Univ.
In Japan, available Phosphorus (P) of arable lands (soil test P) is increasing because
of excessive application of inorganic phosphate fertilizer and manure compost
Manure compost application to meet Nitrogen (N) requirements of crops (N-based
application) elevates soil P levels because the N/P ratios of manure compost are
much lower than those required by crops Through surface runoff'and subsurface
flow of P output, soil P accumulation can cause eutrophication of lakes, rivers and
the sea (Sharpley, 1999) P-based manure compost application system should be
established to prevent soil P accumulation and maintain crop yields Bahman et
al. (1999) demonstrated the effectiveness of P-based manure compost application
on corn production and suppression of soil test P increase, but its effectiveness
in Andosol has not been evaluated. In Japan. Andosols. which are derived from

volcanic ash and show high P-fixation, cover more than half of' upland fields In
this study, effects of P-based manure compost application on yields of dent corn
(Zea mays L ) and soil P accumulation were evaluated in upland Andosol using two
types of manure compost (cattle and poultry manure composts). Field experiments
were conducted in 2004 and 2005 at the FSC, Graduate School of'Agricultural
Science, Tohoku University, Japan The experimental field had Melanie Andosol
Treatments were the following: 1) N-based cattle manure compost application (Nbased CC), 2) P-based cattle (P-based CC), 3) N-based poultry (N-based PC), 4)
P-based poultry (P-based PC), 5) Chemical fertilizer (N-P-K = 150-65-62 kg ha')
(CF), 6) No phosphate fertilizer (No-P), 7) No compost and fertilizer (Check, CK).
The bioavailable N in manure compost was assumed as 30% of total N according
to NGR1 (1983) and Tanahashi et al (2004) Bioavailable P in manure compost was
determined by the sequential extraction method of Frossard et al. (1996). The sum
of water and 0 5 M NaHCO, extractable inorganic P was estimated to be bioavailable P according to Ito et al (2004). In N-based treatments, compost application
rates were decided to supply 150 kg N ha"1 as available N. In P-based treatments, 65
kg P ha' as available P from the manure composts was supplied and additional N
fertilizer was applied because available N from manure composts was insufficient
to supply 150 kg N ha' Dent corn (Zea mays L.) was planted at the rate of 71,000
seeds ha' Plants' dry weight and N and P uptakes were measured Surface soil
(0-30 cm) samples were collected from all plots at harvest. Soil test P values were
assessed using Merlich-3 extraction method (Merlich, 1984) Nutrient contents of
manure composts (based on dry weight) were not so different between the two
years. Cattle and poultry manure composts contained almost the same amounts of
available P (7.7-9.4, 8.3-10.4 g P kg', respectively). However, the two composts
had considerably different ratios of available P to total P (75-76%, 32-39%, respectively) The dry matter yields in all manure compost treatments were greater than
those of" the CF treatment. Especially, the yield in N-based PC was significantly
(fK0.05, Tukey's HSD) greater than CF in 2005. Total P uptakes of corn in all
manure compost treatments were greater than that of" the CF treatment, suggesting
that available P in the manure composts was more effective for corn growth than
phosphate fertilizer, or that other P fractions of manure composts were also effective for corn. Soil test P values assessed using the Merlich-3 method in surface
soil (0-30 cm) at harvest in 2005 were significantly higher in N-based treatment
of"N-based CC and N-based PC compared with No-P treatment. Soil test P values
were not significantly higher for P-based treatment of' P-based CC and P-based
PC than for No-P treatment. Soil test P values at harvest in 2005 were positively
correlated with the total amount of"available P added by composts or fertilizer for
two years (r=0.976**, n=7). These results demonstrate that P-based manure compost application system was effective from the perspective of both sustainable com
production and suppression of bioavailable soil P increase in upland Andosols with
high P-fixation capacity.

154-41
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N Tanikawa
Phosphorus-Based Application System of Animal Manure Composts for
Environmentally Conscious Paddy Rice Production: Two-Year Estimation.
T. Ito. N. Tanikawa, M Saigusa, Graduate School of Agriculture Science, Tohoku
Univ.
Excessive application of animal manure composts engenders soil phosphorus accumulation. Generally, animal manure composts have lower Nitrogen-to-Phosphorus
ratios (N/P ratio) than those of crop uptake. When animal manure composts were
applied based on Nitrogen (N) amounts that meet crop requirements, the associated amounts of Phosphorus (P) applied were greater than the crop demand. Consequently, excess P accumulates in the soil. The accumulated P can cause water
system eutrophication through surface runotï and soil erosion (Sharpley, 1999)
An application system of animal manure compost without increasing soil P levels
is needed to establish environmentally conscious agriculture Eghball and Power
(1999) reported that annual or biennial beef cattle manure applicatio or compost
application based on N or P requirements of'corn engendered corn yields that were
similar to those for fertilizer application. Annual P-based manure or compost treatments had similar available soil P levels to the original soil P level before treatment
application The effectiveness of a P-based application system of animal manure
composts has not been reported for paddy fields In this study, we applied cattle
and poultry manure composts with N-based and P-based systems to paddy fields
and examined effects of two application systems of animal manure compost on rice
yield and P-accumulation in paddy soil. Field experiments using rice (Oryza saliva
L. cv. Hitomebore) were conducted in 2004 and 2005 at the Field Science Center,
Tohoku University, Japan. The soil was classified as Melanie Andosol according
to WRB (1998) Available N contents of the composts were estimated from total
N content and the nitrogen mineralization rate (about 30%) Available P contents
of the composts were determined from the sum of water extractable and 0.5 M
sodium bicarbonate extractable phosphorus, according to the results of Ito et al.
(2004) Treatments were N-based cattle manure compost application (N-based
CC), P-based cattle manure compost application (P-based CC), N-based poultry
manure compost application (N-based PC), P-based poultry manure compost application (P-based PC), Chemical Fertilizer application (CF), and no compost and
fertilizer application (CK) The standard application rate was N-P,0,-K,0=6-6-6 g
m 2 Compost application rates were determined to provide 6 g m : of available N in
N-based treatment, and 6 g m 2 of available P,Os in P-based treatment. In P-based
treatment, nitrogen fertilizer (mixture of polyolefin coated urea with a dissolution
rate of 70 and 30 days (2:1 w/w)) was applied respectively at rates of 3 3 and 3 5
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g nr2 of N in P-based CC and P-based PC in 2004, and respectively at rates of 3 I
and 3 8 g nr2 of N in P-based CC and P-based PC in 2005 These six treatments
were arranged with randomized block design with three replicates. Brown rice
yields were determined, along with nitrogen and phosphorus uptake, and soil test P
assessed by modified Bray 2 method with an extractant to soil ratio of 20 Brown
rice yields (g m 2 ) ranged from 506 to 710; the order was CF>P-based PC>N-based
PC>P-based CC>N-based CC>CK in 2004 In 2005, rice yields ranged from 394 to
629; the order was P-based PC>CF>N-based PC>P-based CC>N-based COCK.
The yields in N-based and P-based PC treatments were equal to or greater than
those of the CF treatment, and the yields in N-based and P-based CC treatments
were lower than that in CF No significant (PO.05) differences in yields were found
between five treatments except CK treatment in 2004, and the yields in N-based CC
treatment were significantly lower than those in CF treatment in2005. The reason
for lower rice yields in cattle manure compost treatments was considered that the
nitrogen mineralization rate of cattle manure compost was lower than the assumed
value. Soil test P values were significantly increased by N-based PC treatment over
those of CK, when soil test P was determined with plow layer soils collected at
harvest times in both of 2004 and 2005. The N-based and P-based CC, P-based
PC and CF treatments did not significantly increase the soil test Pover that of CK
soils after rice cultivation in either 2004 or 2005. The P-based PC treatment suppressed the soil test P increase to 9% and 33% against those in N-based PC treatments in 2004 and 2005, respectively. Soil test P values showed a close exponential
relationship with total P inputs by composts and chemical fertilizer in 2005. From
the above results obtained from two years ' research, phosphorus-based poultry
manure compost application was inferred to maintain rice yields equal to or greater
than conventional chemical fertilizer systems; it was also inferred to suppress soil
phosphorus accumulation in Andosol paddy fields.
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J Branson
Impact of Subsurface Hydrology on Phosphorus Translocation in Karst
Topography.
J. Branson. Tennessee Tech Univ.
Soluble forms of phosphorous, when added to soils as fertilizers, can be fixed and
over time may form highly insoluble compounds This requires more frequent additions of P fertilizers to meet plant requirements. However, soluble phosphorous
can be mobile and has the potential to contribute to non-point source pollution of
ground and surface water The objective of this study was to examine the effect of
subsurface hydrology on concentration of soluble phosphorous. Two low terrace
landscapes with pasture management were sampled using National Cooperative
Soil Survey methods Transects were established across each landscape along a
3% gradient to the edge of a creek. One pasture was underlain with karst topography with observable sinkholes and areas with outcrops having springs. Springs or
karst topography did not underlie the second site. Fertilizer (19-19-19) was applied
(224.2 kg/ha) in March 2005. Transects were sampled in February 2005 and May
2005. Soil moisture was measured using a gravimetric method. Phosphorous was
determined using the Mehlich 1 procedure In both sites, the highest concentrations
of P occurred in the upper horizons to a depth of approximately 65 cm. At depths of
170 cm or greater, concentrations decreased substantially. In the karst landscape, P
content ranged from 2 to 5 mg/kg in horizons where subsurface flow was active. In
pedons downslope from obvious sinkholes, phosphorus in horizons at similar lower
depths increased to a range of 10 to 15 mg/kg In the non- karst landscape, horizons
at lower depth had low levels of phosphorus (-1 to 4 mg/kg). Sites adjacent to the
creek had significantly higher P concentrations (10 to 15 mg/kg). However, higher
concentrations were measured in horizons directly above a lithic or paralithic contact or where a buried A horizon was present in several pedons As expected, concentrations at the surface significantly increased following the addition of fertilizer,
but only slight increases were observed at depth. While Pfixationdid retain significant amounts of P in surface horizons, the presence of a relatively consistent flow
of moisture, indicated some phosphorus remained soluble. Subsurface hydrologie
movement of solutes did translocate soluble P in lower horizons with the sinkholes
acting as avenues for outflow. The presence of impenetrable layers or high concentrations of organic matter acted as barriers to translocation of soluble P in pedons
lacking substantial subsurface hydrologie flow. In managing soils for soluble P,
both the underlying geologic strata and hydrology need to be considered in determining frequency, concentration, and timing of P fertilizer application.

154-43
1373b
C. Hyland
Properties of Phosphorus Forms in Leachate from Soils with Long-Term
Manure Additions.
C. Hyland. Cornell Univ: S. Sato. SWFREC/Univ of Florida; Z Lan. Chinese
Academy of Sciences; Q. Kelterings. J. Lehmann. Cornell Unix.
Phosphorus (P) runoff from agroecosystems in the northeast United States is a
well known environmental concern for surface waters, particularly in areas where
poultry and dairy manure are abundant. More recent studies have concluded that
P leaching can also significantly contribute to environmental degradation under
P-saturated soil conditions. Laboratory studies were conducted to gain a greater
understanding of P forms in leachate extracted from soils subjected to heavy annual
dairy and poultry manure applications for between I and 40 years The soils ranged
from 60 to 2167 mg Mehlich-3 extractable P per kg soil (7.5 to 1146 mg Mor524

gan extractable P/kg soil). Intact soil cores (0-15 cm) were taken in stainless steel
cylinders and fitted with airtight stainless steel caps Three cores were taken per
field. The stainless steel units were saturated with water and attached to a peristaltic pump using chemically inert tubing. Water was slowly pumped through the
soil profile and recycled until equilibrium concentrations were reached after many
cycles. The concentration of P in the soil water was measured at daily intervals. Initial concentrations of P in leachate differed greatly from P concentrations in leachate that was recycled until equilibrium was achieved in terms of both inorganic P
and organic P content and proportion, yielding valuable information concerning
P mobility in agroecosystems. Equilibrium concentrations of total dissolved P in
leachate ranged from 0.11 mg L-l in soil subjected to short-term manure additions
and to 7.64 mg L-l in soil subjected to long-term manure additions. The percentage
of total P in leachate that was organic P ranged from 90% in soil subjected to shortterm manure additions and 2% in soil subjected to long-term manure additions.
While the proportion of organic P to inorganic P decreased, the organic P content
in leachate remained unchanged. Manure additions increased inorganic P leachate
concentrations, but did not affect organic P concentrations. After determining this,
the hydrophobic and hydrophil ic properties of the organic P were investigated to
see if the leaching process affected the properties of organic P in soil, which could
have implications for the mobility of organic P in the subsoil. A resin fractionation
procedure was developed and employed to distinguish between leachate hydrophobic and hydrophilic organic P forms using Amberlite XAD-7 and MSC-1H. It was
determined that there was no systematic difference in the proportion of hydrophobic and hydrophilic organic P as a function of duration of manure amendments. The
property and therefore most likely the mobility of organic P in the subsoil remained
the same regardless of duration of manure amendments.
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D. N. Flaten
Phosphorus Risk Indicators: Correlation with Water Quality in the Eastern
Prairie Region of Canada.
E. Salvano, D. N. Flaten, Dept of Soil Science, Univ of Manitoba.
Many phosphorus risk indicators have been developed to assess site vulnerability
to water contamination These indicators employ a semi-quantitative approach to
assess the impact of agricultural management activities on water quality and can
be used by landowners and public agencies to target mitigation efforts. Most of
the indicators are designed to predict phosphorus loss from land where rainfallinduced erosion of particulate P over sloping landscapes is the main process of P
loss from agricultural land However, there is relatively little information regarding
snowmelt-driven losses of soluble Pover nearly level landscapes, the main process
for P loss on the Canadian Prairies. Furthermore, very few indicators have been
validated with water quality measurements and none have been validated in the
Canadian Prairies. Therefore, the main objective of this project was to validate
several phosphorus risk indicators, including the Minnesota P Index and Canada's
National Indicator of Risk of Water Contamination by Phosphorus (IROWC-P),
using water quality data from fourteen regional watersheds in Manitoba, Canada.
Overall, neither the P index nor the IROWC-P was significantly correlated with
mean concentrations of total P in water (r=0.43 and 0.31, respectively) or P export
per hectare (r=0.08 and -0.04, respectively) Part of the reason for these poor correlations appears to be the large influence of erosion risk on these indicators, relative
to the small influence of erosion on P loss in the watersheds. For example, erosion
played a highly significant and dominant role in determining the variability of the
P index and IROWC-P values for the watersheds (r=0.65** and 0 66**, respectively) but no significant role in determining mean concentrations of total P in water
(r=0.02 for both indicators) or P export per hectare (r=-0 16 for both indicators).
However, several site characteristics correlated well with water quality parameters.
For example, soil test P values were very highly correlated with mean concentrations of total P in water (r=0.80***), but not with P export per hectare (r=-0.03).
Measures of agricultural production intensity, such as livestock density and proportion of land in annual crops were also strongly correlated with P concentrations in
water (r= 0.63** and 0.76***, respectively), but not with P export Similarly, measures of the land's natural characteristics, such as its inherent capability ranking for
agricultural production and Manitoba's proposed water quality management zones,
were highly correlated with P concentrations in water (r=-0.70** and -0 78***,
respectively), but not with P export. In conclusion, existing P risk indicators appear
to be focused towards the process of P loss by rainfall induced erosion of particulate
P. More research is needed to provide a reasonable estimate of a site's potential for
phosphorus loss to surface water, under the soil, landscape and climatic conditions
of the Eastern Prairies, where snowmelt-induced runoff of dissolved P is the predominant form of P loss.
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C Yu
The Role of Oyster Shell Meal in the Reactions of Phosphate with Soils.
B. Y Ha. C. H. Lee. C. O. Hong. C. Yu. Division ofapplied Life Science. Gyeongsang
Univ.
Much of the plastic film house soils in the southern part of the Korean peninsula are
managed using a rotation system which rotates between non-submerged and paddy
soils to prevent salt accumulation. High amounts of salts including phosphate is
released during the rotation, and then became an important source of water euthrophication To reduce phosphorous release from the soil during the rotation, we

Posters
selected a industrial by-products, oyster shell meal, which has high content of calcium and then might convert water-soluble phosphorus to less soluble forms, as a
soil amendment To examine the mechanisms by which oyster shell meal increases
the sorption of fertilizer-P in soils, either oyster shell meal or soil was shaken for
24 h with K.H2P04 solutions in 10 mM CaCI2. With oyster shell meal, grinding
increased sorption by a factor of about 3, and increase in pH from 5 6 to 7 5 greatly
increased sorption. Scanning electron micrographs (SEM) and EDX quantitative
analysis showed that small crystals of oyster shell meal disappeared and roughly
spherical particles of DiCalcium Phosphate (DCPD) were formed. Analysis of
equilibrium solutions showed, using GEOCHEM, that Octa-Calcium Phosphate
(OCP) coated the DCPD SEM and EDX could not be used in the soil matrix, but
solubility analysis again showed that solutions were close to equilibrium with OCP
Oyster shell meal increased sorption by being a source of readily available Ca2+,
and therefore might be effective on reducing phosphorus release from phosphorus
accumulated soil.
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Effect of Long-Term Tillage Treatments and P Fertilizer on Arbuscular
M M HI "i -hi/al Colonization and Growth of Sunflower.
A. Liu. S. Biltman, T. Forge, Pacific Research Center, AAFC.
Tillage may reduce external hyphal integrity and infcctivity of arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi, and P fertilization inhibits AM development. The objective of
this study was to assess the effects of long-term tillage practices on AM colonization and growth of sunflower (Helianthus artuus L.) grown under two P levels. The
field experiment, on silt loam soil, was carried out on a range of tillage practices
conducted continuously since 1998: rototill [R], plow and disk [PD], aeration [A],
and zero till [Z], The four tillage treatments were main plots and two levels of P
fertilizer (0 and 45 kg P h a ' ) were arranged as sub plots in a split plot design with
four replicates. Sunflower shoots and roots were sampled at the six-leaf stage, tenleaf stage and before flowering to measure percentage of root colonization and
shoot dry weight. Total shoot dry weight and grain yield were also determined after
grain maturity In general, long-term intensive tillage (R and PD) reduced degree of
root colonization, growth of sunflower shoots and grain yield compared to light tillage (A) and no-till (Z). Fertilization with P negatively influenced AM colonization
but increased root and shoot dry weight. This experiment suggests intensive soil
disturbance (R and PD) disrupts the external hyphal network resulting in reduction
of nutrient uptake by AM fungi and growth sunflower.
Table 1. Effect of different tillage and P fertilizer rate on sunflower root dry weight
and root dry weight (kg ha').

Factor

'lil lage

Prate
(kg/ha)

Level 6-leaf
RDW
15.6 b "
Z
A
19.4 a
R
13.5 b
PD
11.7b
0
11.7b
45
16.5 a

10-leaf
SDW
1544a
152.4 a
98.2 b
96.8 b
90 2 b
145.1 a

RDW
116 ab
139 a
88 3 b
87.6 b
80.9 b
120 a

SDW
1214a
1361 a
873 b
932 b
806 b
1245 a

Preflowering
SDW
5530 b
6531 a
4979 be
4678 c
4641b
5745 a

'RDW=root dry weight; SDW=shoot dry weight; Z=Zero till; A=Aeration;
R=Rototill; PD=Plow and disk.
"Means followed by the same letter within the same column and in the same factor
are not significantly different (p< 0 05).

Table 2 Effect of different tillage and P fertilizer rate on percentage of AM colonization in sunflower roots
10-leaf
Pre-flowering
Factor
Level
6-Ieaf
59.1a
59.2 a
51.0 a"
54.0 a
56.7 ab
A
51.0a
Tillage
43 7 b
44.0 b
R
36.7 b
47 l b
49 I ab
PD
33 0 b
45.0 a
54.1a
54.4 a
Prate
0
(kg/ha)
45
39.3 b
47.9 b
49.5 a

r

' and " represent the same meanings as those in Table I
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A. Gandomkar
Effects of Rock Phosphate and Triple Super-Phosphate on Orange Trees.
A. Gandomkar. Esfahan Agricultural and Natural Resource Research Center.
To evaluation the effects of rock phosphatefenriched with sulphur.organic matter
and thiobacillus bacteria) and Triple Super-Phosphate(TSP) on orange trees(citrus
sinensis) fruit yield and quality, an experiment with 8 treatments and three replications, was conducted in a randomized complete block design, in Dezful agricultural
research center (southwestern Iran) Treatments included 1 -control, 2-200 g P205
from T S P 3-400 g P 2 0 5 from TSP. 4-600 g P 2 0 5 from TSP. 5-400 g P 2 0 5 from
rock phosphate, 6-5+compost of sugar-can bagasse,7-5+600 g thiobacillus inoculate, 8-800 g P 2 0 5 from rock phosphate.Yield and number of fruit, significantly

increased(p<0.05) by rock phosphate(79 vs. 111 kg tr-l) and TSP(79 vs. 108 kg
tr-1) application The treatments significantly increased the size, ascorbic acid and
juice content of fruit It was concluded that the rock phosphate plus amendments
can use, instead of triple super-phosphate as a source of P for orange tree nutrition
Keywords: citrus, rock phosphate, triple super-phosphate, yield, quality.
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Response of Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi to Phosphorus Fertilization of
Soils as Affected by Soil Conditions.
iV. Malhimaran. R. Ruh. J. Jansa. E. Frossard. ETH.
Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi (AMF) are widespread symbionts of plants. They
colonize roots of a great majority of plant species and contribute to their uptake of
mineral nutrients such as Phosphorus (P), nitrogen, and zinc from the soil This is
of particular importance for plants growing under nutrient limiting conditions and
likely less important when the availability of nutrients in soil increases The fungi
are, on the other hand, fully dependent on supply of reduced carbon from their host
plant under all conditions Thus, an increase in soil P availability due to P fertilization is suggested to reduce AMF contribution to P uptake by plants (mycorrhizal
benefits), whereas the carbon drain from the plants towards the fungi (mycorrhizal
costs) remain the same Here we studied whether P fertilization of two different
soils (tropical ferralsol and temperate cambisol) had any influence on P acquisition
and maize growth promotion capacities of indigenous AMF species. Five strains of
Glomus inlraradices were isolated from each P fertilized and unfertilized temperate soil and five strains of'Gigaspora gigantea were obtained from each P fertilized
and unfertilized tropical soil. These AMF species were the dominant components of
indigenous AMF communities in their respective soils. Those twenty fungal strains
were used for inoculation of maize in a fully factorial glasshouse pot experiment
with two levels of P addition to the pots and four replicates per treatment For testing the efficiency of P acquisition by AMF from the soil, we buried little tubes with
radioactively (33P) labeled soil into each pot The tubes were capped with a mesh
that could be penetrated only by AMF hyphae, but not by plant roots. The maize
was grown for six weeks in the glasshouse and then harvested. Nested ANOVA
design was used to separate the effects of P fertilization history of the AMF on
their contribution to plant P uptake and biomass production from the effects of P
addition to the pots. Percentage of maize root length colonization by the AMF was
used as the weight to remove the possible bias in the biomass and P uptake due to
differences in colonization The maize inoculated with any of the AMF species had
higher biomass production and I' uptake compared to nonmycorihi/al maize plants
when no P was added to the pots The P fertilization history of the AMF strains
did affect neither the biomass production nor P uptake of the plants. P addition to
pots inoculated either with Gigaspora gigantea or Glomus intraradices resulted in
higher P uptake by maize plants but only led to increase in plant biomass production when inoculated with Gigaspora gigantea. The strains of Gigaspora gigantea
from unfertilized soil took up and transferred much more 33P from labeled tubes
to plants than the strains from fertilized soil The strains from unfertilized soil also
reduced their 33P uptake from the tubes significantly when P was added to the pots,
whereas such response was not observed for strains from fertilized soil. The strains
of Glomus intraradices from fertilized soil reduced their 33P uptake significantly
when P was added to the pots, whereas the 33P uptake by strains from unfertilized
soil was unaffected by P addition to the pots. Our results indicate that AMF adapt
to their environment Since Gigaspora gigantea from P deficient tropical soil is
likely adapted to P poor soil, P fertilization seems to suppress its symbiotic benefits already long before the P availability is sufficient for plant growth On the
other hand. Glomus intraradices from P sufficient temperate soil is likely adapted
to higher P availability in soil and particularly the strains from regularly P fertilized
soil developed a strategy to save their investments into P acquisition upon condition
when P is not limiting for plant growth
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N S. Dhillon
Transformations of Inorganic-P Fractions in Soil and their Bio-Availability to
Plants in Raya-Soybean (B. Juncea L.-Glycine max L.) Crop Rotation.
N. S. Dhillon. V. Singh. Dept of Soils. Punjab Agricultural Univ.
Transformations of applied and residual phosphorus govern the availability of P t o
crops Very limited information is available on P transformations in soils under specific cropping sequences Therefore, P transformations in soil under raya-soybean
cropping sequence were investigated using sequential P fractionation procedure
in a screen house experiment. Surface soil samples of selected treatments (100%
NPK.- P both as SSP and DAP, and 100% NPK + FYM), from a long-term fertilizer field experiment arter 32 years of cropping under maize-wheat-cowpea fodder
cropping sequence were used for investigation During the first year, soybean (Glycine max L.) was grown in the soils supplied with fresh application of graded levels
of phosphorus In the proceeding season raya (Brassica Juncea L ) was grown in
the same pots on residual P fertility Simultaneously, raya was grown in freshly
filled pots supplied with different P doses After the harvest of raya, soybean was
grown in same pots on residual P fertility A set of un-cropped pots was maintained
to isolate the effects of cropping, and P transformations in soil were studied in uncropped and cropped pots after each harvest Inorganic P fractions analyzed after
harvest of soybean, in soybean-raya rotation (when P was applied to soybean) indicated decreased saloid-P and A I P at all the levels of applied P. whereas Ca-P and
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Fe-P content decreased only in control treatment and increased with P additions.
Cropping of raya on residual soil P (after the harvest of soybean) decreased Ca-P
drastically, whereas Al-P and Fe-P contents remained unaffected or showed little
increase P transformations after harvest of raya grown on freshly applied P also
followed same trend However, P-transformations after cropping of soybean on
residual soil P behaved differently from transformations observed after cropping of
soybean on freshly applied P Build up of Ca-P and Fe-P was observed after harvest
of soybean grown on freshly applied P whereas soybean grown on residual P fertility decreased all the inorganic P fractions in the soil. The results explicitly pointed
out the ability of soybean to mine different inorganic P fractions when grown on
residual soil fertility. Raya was also efficient to utilize residual soil P, but it does
so by mobilizing only Ca-P Possibly, the release of ll+ ions from the raya roots
mobilized P precipitated as sparingly soluble calcium phosphates. However, combined effect of high temperature, development of endomycorrhizal associations and
excretion of organic acids from the soybean roots might be responsible for mobilization of different pools of inorganic-P in the soil. Percent recovery of applied Pby
raya and soybean grown in alternative rotation to each other was higher when both
the crops were fed on residual soil fertility. Comparing P transformations data with
P uptake, recovery percentage of applied P and agronomic performance of crops
grown in rotation to utilize applied and residual soil P, lead to a conclusion that
both raya and soybean are efficient to sustain P uptake from residual sources. Thus,
the myth that winter crops in general have higher P requirement does not mean
that these crops should accordingly be specifically fertilized with copious amount
of fertilizer P. Raya was found to be highly efficient winter crop to utilize residual
soil P and identification of such crops or development of P-efficient germplasm for
desired crop species is the thrust area that should be exploited for developing best
P fertilizer management strategies.
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S M. Jayaprakash
Effect of Long-term Fertilization and Cropping on Forms of Potassium and
Fixation Characteristics of K in a Red Soil.
5. M. Jayaprakash, C. M. Vinutha. K. Sudhir. H. C. Prakasha. Univ ofAgricultural
Sciences.
Long term filed experiments offer good opportunities to study the influence of
long-term management practices on soil nutrient status and crop productivity. The
long term fertilizer experiments with finger millet - hybrid maize system at Gandhi
Krishi Vignana Kendra, Bangalore, India were started during 1986 - 87 with 11
treatments, which included graded levels of NPK, with and without liming and
FYM application The pH, OC, and available NPK status of initial soil samples
were 6.17, 0.46 per cent, 256.7 kg/ha, 34.3 kg/ha and 123.1 kg/ha, respectively.
Surface ( 0 - 1 5 cm) soil samples were collected from 8 out of 11 treatments (i.e.,
50% NPK, 100% NPK. 150% NPK, 100% NPK + lime, 100% NP, 100% N, 100%
NPK + FYM and Control) after harvest of maize during 2003 - 04, and were analysed for different forms of phosphorus in order to know the effect of treatments
on their contents In addition, soil Pfixationcapacity, Bray's I available P, total P,
pH and OC contents of soil were also estimated by following standard procedures.
The results indicated that the pH of soil was decreased considerably due to the continuous addition of fertilizers. The total as well as available P contents of soil were
increased with increase in the levels of added Pas well as due to the application
of FYM along with fertilizers. The highest (475.5 mg kg•') and the lowest (300.0
mgkg') amounts of total P were reported by 100% NP and control, and the highest
(84 62 mg kg') and lowest (3.54 mg kg') amounts of available P were recorded by
NPK + FYM and the 100% N treatments, respectively Among the four fractions
of P, that of Fe-P was found to be the highest in soil irrespective of the treatments
All the four fractions of P (saloid —P, Fe-P, Al-P and Ca-P) were very high in the
soil under only 100% NP, 150% NPK and 100% NPK + FYM treatments. On the
other hand the contents of all the four fractions of P were very low in the control
and only 100% N treatments. The values for different Pfractions ranged from 2.75
(Control) to 13.44 mg kg"1 (100% NPK + FYM@ 15t/ha) for saloid P, 83.2 mg kg-'
(100%N)to 134 4 mgkg' (100% NPK + FYM) for Al-P, 184 5 mgkg' (100%
N) to 300.2 mg kg-' (100% NP) for Fe-P and 25.02 mg kg-' (100% N) to 48.74 mg
kg"1 (100% NPK + FYM) for Ca-P. Phosphorus fixation capacity of soil at 500 ppm
added Pwas found tobe the highest under 100%N (189.6mg kg ') and the lowest
under 100% NPK + FYM (146.1 mg kg1), respectively. The values for P adsorption parameter (K) varied from 15.9 mg kg' (100% NPK + FYM) to 81.2 mg kg'
(Control). The results suggested that there was considerable build up in available P
as well as different forms of P due to continuous addition of P fertilizers The P fixation capacity of soil had a direct relationship with amount of added P and available
P status of soil. Keywords: Forms of P, Long term experiment, P-fixation
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E Frossard
Assessment of Phosphate Release from Agricultural Soils Using a Flo«
Through Reactor System.
E. Frossard, P. Demaria. S. Sinaj. Group of Plant Nutrition ETH.
A large amount of information exists on the relations between Phosphorus (P)
availability in soil and plant uptake whereas less information exists on the relations
between P availability and the amount of P that can be lost to the environment The
potential of phosphorus release to subsurface drainage waters was evaluated with 3
unfertilized (OP) and 3 fertilized (P) agricultural soils using a flow-through reactor
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made of a column containing repacked soil leached with 2 mM CaCI2 for 28 days.
Two sets of experiments were carried out First, samples that had been incubated
for 28 days in the presence of carrier-free 33P were introduced in the columns and
the pH and the concentrations of 33P and P were measured in the eluates. In the
second series, soils that had been incubated for 28 days without 33P were introduced in the columns and were removed after specific leaching times to assess P
exchangeability with the isotopic exchange kinetics method. Between 1.3 and 32.6
mg P kg soil-1 and up to 39% of the added 33P were released from the columns
after 28 days OP soils released smaller amounts of P and of 33P than the P soils.
In two of the unfertilized soils, the release of 33P became non detectable after 48
hours of leaching. Two phases could be distinguished during the release of P from
the columns. The first phase was marked by a significant pH decrease in the eluates
and by high concentrations of P and 33P and lasted about 4 days. P release during
this phase was probably resulting from a complex series of processes involving
desorption/sorption and dissolution reactions. The second phase was characterized
by stable pH values and by low rates of 33P and P release. P release during this
phase resulted probably from desorption and diffusion processes Results allowed
measuring a D-value (mg P kg-1) which was the amount of isotopically exchangeable P having the same specific activity as the P released from the column. This
amount was interpreted as the total amount of P that could be potentially released
from the soil columns and varied between 172 and 284 mgPkg-1 in the soils where
it could be calculated. Results obtained with the isotopic exchange kinetic experiment conducted on the soils that had been incubated without 33P and then leached
with CaC12 confirmed the complex processes that took place during the early
days of the leaching experiment and showed that leaching strongly affected soil P
exchangeability. Highly significant correlations were found between the amounts
of CaCI2 extractable P measured in the soils before the leaching experiment and
both the amounts of P released within 28 days from the columns and the amounts
of P present in the rapidly leached pool. The interestand limits of this flow through
reactor to assess P losses from soils were then discussed.
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Phosphorus Storage Capacity of Soils under Various Animal Operations.
V. D. Nair, W. Harris, P. K. R. Nair. D. Graetz. Univ of Florida.
The capacity of a manure-impacted soil to retain Phosphorus (P) relates to risk of P
loss from sandy soils to adjacent water bodies. A new concept to calculate the safe
P storage capacity per unit volume of soil, based on the P saturation ratio (available P/Fe+AI), is used to predict the "safe lifespan" of a P-impacted soil under
different intensities of dairy, beef and poultry operations. The capacity reflects the
relative P-conserving effects of alternative management practices. For example,
the remaining P storage capacity was greater under silvopasture—the integration of
trees, pasture and animals—than under an adjacent treeless pasture under similar
management practices as evidenced by the soil P storage capacity of soil profiles.
Capacity can also be used as an indicator of areas where animal operations would
pose the least threat to the environment. It can also serve as a means of predicting
P loss at environmentally problematic levels from soils that have become sources
("negative" storage capacities) due to heavy manure loading.

Treeless
Pasture
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R. Kratochvil
Phosphorus Enriched Soils in the Mid Atlantic USA: Leaching Potential and
Response to Cropping Systems.
R. Kratochvil, F. Coale, Univ of Maryland.
Eutrophication of freshwater bodies is frequently attributed to elevated phosphorus
(P) concentrations in surface runoff from P-enriched agricultural soils In the MidAtlantic region of the USA, eutrophication of the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries is a first-order environmental issue. Agriculture is implicated as a cause of
eutrophication via the high concentration of poultry feeding operations in the Delmarva region and the numerous dairy cattle farms within the northern and western
tributary basins of the Chesapeake Bay. Livestock manures from these operations
long have been used as sources of crop nutrients Unfortunately, applying manures
to fields based upon crop nitrogen requirements has resulted in oversupplying crop
phosphorus requirements by three to four times Over the years these applications
have resulted in soil phosphorus concentrations that have reached levels considered
to be excessive for many fields in the region This has generated concern about soil

phosphorus leaching potential and was this project's first objective The second
objective of this research has focused upon the effect that grain and forage cropping systems common to the region have upon soils with elevated soil phosphorus
concentrations. Research plots were established at four locations in Maryland USA
beginning in 1994 Three of the sites have Atlantic Coastal Plain soil types and the
fourth has a soil type representative of the Piedmont region Five distinct initial soil
P concentrations (treatments) were established at each location using four annual
applications (1994-1997) of five different rates (0 (control), 100, 200, 300, and 400
kg total P ha"' y '] of either poultry manure, dairy manure or commercial fertilizer
To measure soil phosphorus leaching potential, beginning in 1998 each plot from
the sites with the Atlantic Coastal Plains soils was sampled to a depth of 150 cm in
seven depth increments. The soil samples were analyzed for soil test phosphorus
(STP), water-extractable soil phosphorus (WSP), and degree of phosphorus saturation (DPS). The DPS of the 0 to 15 cm depths confirmed that at the 100 kg Pha '
yr ' application rate, all sites had exceeded the threshold for P saturation (30%) At
depths greater than 30 cm, DPS was typically below the 30% saturation threshold
The DPS change points ranged from 25 to 34% for the 0 to 90 cm depths This
research concluded that the risk of P leaching through the matrix of the Atlantic
Coastal Plain soils studied was not high; however, P leaching via macropore bypass
may contribute to P loss from these soils Beginning in 2001, these plots have been
used to evaluate the effects that forage and grain cropping systems have upon Penriched soils. Base line soil P concentrations for this study were established by
soil samples collected in March 2001 At each of the four locations, one of three
forage systems (Forage I = cereal rye (Secale cereale L.) silage and corn (Zea mays
L ) silage annually; Forage II = alfalfa (Medicago saliva L.); Forage III = annual
ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum Lam.) and corn silage annually) and the grain system
|corn, either wheat (Triticum aestixum L.) or barley (Hordeum vulgare L ) and soybean (Glycine max Merr) rotation] have been maintained using production practices to attain optimum yield since 2001 No phosphorus fertilizer has been applied
to any of these plots since 1997. Variables measured are soil phosphorus concentration (soil samples collected each March) and crop phosphorus uptake and removal
(a function of crop yield and crop phosphorus concentration). Through 2004 (2005
data will be included) and across all P loading treatments at all locations, the three
forage systems have had approximately twice the crop removal of P compared to
the grain system However, changes in soil P concentration for the two cropping
systems have not reflected those differences in crop P removal. Few significant
reductions in soil P concentration have been observed for either cropping system
The few reductions that have occurred have been location specific and at the greatest soil P loading treatments Additionally, no significant reductions in soil P concentration have occurred for the control treatment for either cropping system. It is
estimated it will take years and possibly decades before soil P concentrations for the
P-enriched treatments for either cropping system will return to levels considered
optimum. Considerable variability in crop P concentrations have been observed
among species at locations and among years produced One consistent outcome,
however, has been an increase in crop P concentrations as soil P loading treatments
increased. This indicates that higher consumption of P occurs in agronomic crops
produced on P-enriched soils Additionally, these crop P concentrations have been
greater than those reported in the National Resource Council (NRC) standards
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Soil Phosphorus De-Stratification to Reduce Export of Phosphorus in Surface
Runoff from a Sub-Catchment Used for Intensive Grazing.
W. J. Dougherty, Sod and Land Systems, School of Earth and Environmental
Sciences; P. Davies. CSIRO Land and Water: D. Chittleborough, Soil and Land
Systems, School of Earth and Environmental Sciences; J. Cox. CSIRO Land and
Water; D. M. Nash, Dept of Primary Industries.
The concentration of phosphorus (P) in runoff from dairy pastures has been shown
in numerous studies in SE Australia to be undesirably high. Often systematic
concentrations of P are in the range 1-5 mg/L, composed predominantly (e.g.
>90%) of dissolved (i.e. <0 45 micron) forms of P Although it is possible to
reduce incidental losses of P (eg by not applying fertiliser immediately prior to
an expected runoff event), reducing the systematic losses of P is highly desirable
The systematic concentration of P is the result of mobilisation of P primarily from
the soil P pool Because P is highly stratified in permanent pasture systems, i.e.
large concentrations of P exist at the very surface (e.g. 0-1 cm), de-stratification
(i.e. mixing of the topsoil by means such as cultivation) offers a method to reduce
the concentration of soluble P at the soil-runoff interface. It is hypothesised that
reductions in soluble P in surface soil will lead to reductions in P exported in runoff
Furthermore, because runoff containing P is typically only produced in the lower
areas of the landscape, decreasing the soluble soil P pool in these areas may result
in a large decrease in runoff P concentration whilst importantly minimising the
impacts on pasture and farm management A combination of laboratory studies,
rainfall simulations and a catchment hydrological-P export model is being used
to investigate the effect of soil de-stratification on P export in runoff from subcatchments Soil samples of a wide range of fertility levels (Olsen P23-132 mg/
kg) representing the top 1 cm of soil (controls) and their corresponding (0-10 cm)
increments were incubated in the laboratory at 60% field capacity (20"C) for 30
days to simulate de-stratification Soil soluble P (10 mM CaCI,, I 5 soilsolution,
30 mins) was then measured on the control and de-stratified soil De-stratification
reduced soluble P in the soil (P<0 001) by on average 82% (Figure la) This data

was then used in a soil P-runoffP model derived using rainfall simulation to predict
the effect of de-stratification on runoff P concentration (Figure lb).

Figure 1 The effect of de-stratification on a) soil P and b) the modelled effect of
de-stratification on runoff [P]; undisturbed soil (0) and a de-stratified soil (»)The
effect of de-stratification is currently being further investigated using a combination of further rainfall simulations, combined with modelling of the impact on P
export at the paddock and sub-catchment scale using a hydrological model (TOPMODEL) coupled with a runoff P model.
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Sequential Fractionation as an Operational Tool to Study P Forms and P
Release Potential in Soils and Sediments.
A. Delgado. C Saavedra. Univ of Seville.
An approximation to the knowledge of P forms in soils and sediments is important in agronomic and environmental terms. Sequential chemical extractions have
been often used to study the nature of P forms. These methods are based on the
selective extraction of operationally defined P fractions by using single extractants in a sequential manner. This can be used as a tool for establishing different
"operational" P pools in soils or sediments with a differential ability to release
phosphate to the solution The main objectives of this work were: (i) to study P
forms in 17 representative soils from Mediterranean areas and in sediments eroded
from these soils by means of two sequential fractionation methods (Ruiz et al.,
1997 and Diaz-Espejo et al., 1999), and (ii) identify the relationships of specific P
fractions to P release potential in soil and sediments as determined using P sinks
(anion exchange resins and paper strip impregnated with Fe oxide). The use of
these fractionation schemes allow to discriminate in this group of soil; the more
labile P forms (essentially adsorbed P), non-lithogenic Ca phosphates, most of low
soluble pedogenic Ca phosphates, lithogenic Ca phosphates, P occluded in poorly
crystalline Fe oxides, and P occluded in crystalline Fe oxides. The availability
index for plants (Olsen P) was correlated with the P fractions including the most
labile P forms: NaOH extractable P + Citrate-bicarbonate extractable P (NaOH-P
+ CB-P, essentially adsorbed and soluble precipitated Ca phosphates, r = 0.75, P
< 0.001) and Ca-EDTA extractable P (Ca-EDTA-P, mainly adsorbed P, r = 0 79,
P < 0.001) Amounts of P extracted by anion exchange resins at I h and I d were
significantly correlated with NaOH-P + CB-P (r = 0 73 and r = 0 74, respectively,
P < 0.001) Phosphorus fractions significantly affected the desorption kinetics of P
release from soil: the ratio of P extracted at I h to the maximum extractable using
resins was significantly correlated with the Ca-EDTA-P to total P ratio in soil (r =
0 66; P < 0 01). Eroded sediments from studied soils had a higher P concentration
and a higher proportion of Fe-related P than original soils The algal-available P in
runoff from these soils (estimated using the Fe oxide impregnated strip—FeO strip)
was equivalent to the sum of dissolved reactive P in runoff and fractions including
the more labile P fractions in sediment (NaOH-P + CB-P) (Y = X, R2 = 0 85, P <
0 001 ).On average, 68 % of the P extracted with the FeO Strip was particulate P An
estimate of the long-term P release potential must take in account redox sensitive P
forms, in particular P related to poorly crystalline Fe oxides, and mineralization of
organic P in sediments I f redox sensitive P and NaOH extractable organic P is considered as potentially releaseble P, the long-term algal-available P might increase
by 42 % of the amount estimated using the FeO Strip
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Spatial Variability of Soil Test Phosphorus Across Manure Amended Dairy

Soils.
A. K. Somenahally. D. Weindorf. L. Darilek. Tarlelon State Univ: J. Muir. Texas
A&M Experiment Station; R. Willie. Tarlelon Slate Univ.
Eutrophication due to phosphorus is a major problem around the world due to
runoff from dairy pastures North central Texas is one such area where most of
its watershed is being classified as impaired by Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), due to P contamination of surface waters This area houses a large number of Confined Animal Feeding Operation (CAFO) dairies with historic manure
application and have been recently subject to strict monitoring for P management
Soil conditions and management practices vary greatly among dairies which make
a difference in runoff potential of soil P and Phosphorus Index (PI) calculations
The present study was initiated to study the spatial variability of soil test P that
exists across dairies with historic manure application Two dairies were selected in
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Erath county of north central Texas which are located on the Bosque and Leon river
watersheds The dairies were divided into hypothetical grids of one acre area with
four sample points equally spaced around the grid Surface soil samples (0-12 cm)
were collected from each sample point and composited into one sample per acre A
Garmin GPS unit was used to locate geo-referenced sample points on the dairies.
Soil test P was analyzed in the samples using Mehlich 111 extractant. Environmental P, also called runoff P was measured using deionized water as the extractant
1CP-AES was used to estimate the P in both the methods Other soil parameters
like organic carbon percentage, calcium carbonate percentage, pH, EC and clay
percentage were also measured. ArcGIS 9.1 software (ESRI) was used for interpolating maps and geo-referencing. High levels of soil test phosphorus were observed
and the values ranged from 43 ppm to 3216 ppm. Water soluble P ranged from I 8
ppm to 312 ppm A soil test P map clearly depicted higher P levels around effluent
application areas and barns The levels were also higher around lagoons and along
drainage canals which ran across fields. Both water soluble P and soil test P were
found to be higher in depressions. Lower P levels were observed in vegetative strips
along edges of creeks. A significant positive correlation was observed between soil
test P and slope P levels also varied with soil types and management practices Pasture soil extracted more water soluble P than un-cropped areas Strong correlations
between Mehlich 111, clay content, and pH were observed, whereas weak correlations between Mehlich III and calcium carbonate were observed. Weak correlations
were observed between water soluble P and other soil properties. Mehlich III was
more stable and extracted higher P levels under varying soil conditions, however
water soluble P varied based on soil conditions Thus, the question arises whether
PI calculations must be based on soil test P or water soluble P which represents
actual amount of P susceptible to runoff The interpolated maps were developed for
soil test phosphorus with varying number of sample sizes and there was a considerable variation among them. Breakpoint in sample size for a true representation
of the field found to vary from dairy to dairy depending on the soil type and management practices. There were many factors which affected P buildup and water
soluble P Thus, questions concerning current sampling intensity, testing methods,
and PI calculation procedures deserve further attention and research.
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Use of Water Treatment Residuals as a Best Management Practice to Bind P in

The precipitation of insoluble Ca-P phases is the predominant process that reduces
P availability to plants in calcareous soils. Previous works highlighted that: 1. Ca
ion activity in the liquid phase is the mainly responsible for the formation of insoluble Ca-phosphate mineral phases; II. the extent of P-insolubilization is a function of
the soil moisture content and the organic matter addition to soil reduces P- ^solubilization The aim of this work is to investigate the effects of organic matter on
the phosphorus dynamic in calcareous soils; for this purpose P retention isotherms
were carried out on calcium carbonate samples. Calcium carbonate, intact, controlling the Ca concentration in soil solution and in the soil exchange complex, plays a
key role in Ca-P precipitation. CaC03 samples (0.5 g.) dispersed in 40 ml di H20
were treated with different amounts of organic carbon extracted from peat. These
systems kept at 25°C were, then, put in contact with different P amounts and after
24 hours total P ions and total and free calcium ions in solution were determined.
Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Tranform (DRIFT) spectra of the lyophilized
liquid phases of the different isotherms were also recorded. The results obtained
pointed out that organic matter is able to preserve soluble larger amounts either of P
ions or of calcium ions P isotherms on calcium carbonate were, then, carried out in
presence of simple organic acids used as surrogates to represent and to explain the
organic matter behavior. The results were compared to those obtained in presence
of EDTA, a strong Ca ion complexant. Also organic acids were, in different level,
effective in avoiding calcium phosphate precipitation, in less extent than organic
matter, but in greater extent than EDTA The Drift spectra revealed that, in presence of organic matter and of some acids ,the absorption region of carboxy late and
phosphate ions has changed. These findings and the isotherms analysis suggested
us the formation of a ternary complex where calcium ions act as bridges between
organic matter and phosphate ions preserving P from insolubilization. In presence
of EDTA Ca ions are strongly linked to EDTA and the formation of a ternary complex is impossible.
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K. Panahi Kordlaghari
Sorption-Desorption Behavior of Phosphorus and Potassium in Four Soil
Series of Isfahan.
K. Panahi Kordlaghari. Isfahan Agricultural and Natural Resources Research
Center.

Phosphorus and potassium adsorption -desorption was studied in 10 mM calcium
chloride for samples of subsoil horizons of four soil series, Golshar,Khomaini
J. Novak USDA-ARS; A. A. Szogi. USDA-ARS Coastal Plain Soil, Water and Plant
Shahr, Sheahreza and Manoochehrabad. The soils were calcareous with low OC
Research Center: D. Wans. USDA-ARS; N. Basta. The Ohio State Univ; E. Dayton. content. The results of P sorption reactions were compared with three different
USDA-ARS; T. Caesar. USDA-ARS-NPARL.
models, simple Langmuire, Ferundlich, and Two-surface Langmuire equations The
maximum P sorption capacity varied from 833 -1250 ug/gsoil and binding energy
Phosphorus (P) is an essential nutrient for terrestrial and aquatic plants; however,
from 0.04 - 0.296 ml/ug. Gohshar Seri had the maximum P sorption affinity and
when transported into surface water systems in excess, it deteriorates water qualKhomaini shar the lowest The best correlation was found with Ferundlich equaity. Phosphorus can be transported via erosion, runoff and leaching into ground
tion. All soils had low desorption capacity, however Sheareza had the highest and
and surface water systems Phosphorus movement into water systems can be
Golshar the lowest desorption capacity Analyzing the data showed a high negative
reduced through the use of nutrient management strategies. Nutrient Best Managecorrelation coefficient(r = -88%)between P sorption and clay contents of soils Also
ment Practices (BMPs), such as grass buffer strips, riparian zones, wetlands and
a high correlation coefficient (r = 63%)was found between P sorption and calcium
soil amendments have been used to varying degrees of success. While most of
carbonate contents of soils. The results of K sorption showed that Khomaini shar
the BMPs currently use physical processes to reduce sediment-bound P and runoff
had the highest and Golshar the lowest sorption affinity The maximum sorption
enriched with P, novel strategies involving the addition/application of agricultural
capacity varied from 52.9 -588.2 ug/g soil. A high correlation coefficientfr = 97%)
or municipal byproducts are being developed and refined One such byproduct is
was found between Xm and soil clay contents. However a high negative correlation
drinking Water Treatment Residuals (WTR), a by-product produced from the floccoefficient^ = -97%) was found between Xm and clacium carbonate contents of
culation/sedimentation process during drinking water purification of ground and
soils Desorption of K followed a linear regression equation with r > 99% for two
surface water sources. Water treatment municipalities commonly add flocculants
successive desorption Keywords: adsorption,desorption, phosphorus, potassium
such as alum [AI2(S04)3], polymers, or Fe salts to raw water to settle out impuri,soil series, maximum sorption capacity
ties. Consequently, these residuals contain insoluble AI and Fe oxides and hydroxides which have a high propensity to sorb P relative to unamended soils. Water
treatment residual additions to soils can increase their P sorption capacity, reduce
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extractable P concentrations, reduce runoff P losses, and decrease water column
Dynamic and Abailability of Potassium in Soils Andisols and Inceptisols
P concentrations in wetland ecosystems. Although, recent laboratory reports have
shown the favorable uses of some byproducts, questions about potential risks from
Dedicated to the Potato Cultivation in the Highland Cundiboyacense.
trace element contaminants and soil fertility imbalances may limit approval at state
F. Jimenez. Monomeros.
or county regulatory levels. Specifically, byproduct concerns include unanswered
This investigation was carried out with the purpose of studying the dynamics and
technical questions such as byproduct P sorption variability, application rates,
availability of potassium in four soils of the municipalities of Toca (Andic Dystrudtreatment efficiency, mode of application, and availability, prevent the water treatepts), Siachoque (Typic Dystrudepts), Samaca (Typic Haplustepts) and Villapinzón
ment professionals to invest in the WTR-recycle technology. Field research is also
(Typic Melanudans), located in the highland of Cundinamarca and Boyaca (Colomneeded to show the risk and benefits to soil fertility, soil biology, plant production,
bia) and dedicated to the production of potato (Solanum tuberosum) Physical,
and the environment when byproducts are used on land or near wetland systems.
chemical and mineralogical characteristics of each one of the soils were evaluated
The purpose of this presentation is to demonstrate how WTRs can serve as a BMP
The different forms of potassium: in solution, interchangeable, not interchangeable,
to lower extractable P concentration in soils and manures treated with WTRs, to
structural and total were determined The different relations among potassium with
reduce runoff P losses, and to enhance P sorption in constructed wetlands used to
Ca and Mg were carried out and the "index potassium" was determined In the
the
treat animal waste This presentation will: I) examine strategies for determining
same
way, the capacity of restitution of K was evaluated for each soil, as well as
WTRs land application rates to achieve target P reductions, and 2) determine potenthe Buffer capacity (PBCk) according to the methodology of Beckett (1964) At
tial release of associate elements from the WTRs that could causes plant nutrient
the same time, the yield and quality response was evaluated with the varieties of
imbalances and/or create conditions unfavorable for plant/microbial growth
potato "parda pastusa" and "diacol capiro" related to the fertilization potasica with
three doses (60,120,180 Kg K20/Ha) and two potassium sources (KCl and SOP) in
each one of the studied soils The soil of Samaca presents a bigger quantity of total
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C Giovannini
potassium (21,1 cmol+kg-1), opposite to the other evaluated soils that they showed
The Utilization of Different Organic Acids as Models for Studying the Influence
a very low level of this fraction.(3,3 to 5,97 cmol+Kg-1). The structural K fluctuof Organic Matter on Phosphorus Insoliibilization Process in Calcareous
ates among 1.4 cmol+kg-1 in the soil of Siachoque and 15,7 cmol+kg-1 for the soil
Soils.
of Samaca; The non interchangeable K fluctuates among 1,9 cmol+kg-1 for the
soil of Siachoque and 4,94 cmol+kg-1 for the soil of Samaca; the interchangeable
C. Giovannini. I. Braschi. O. Francioso. A. Simoni. C. E. Gessa. Dept di Scienze e
Tecnologie Agroambienlali.
Upland and Wetland Ecosystems.
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K presents values among 0,21 cmol+kg-1 for the soil of Toca and 0,57 cmol+kg-1
in the soil of Villapinzón. The K in solution L-l fluctuates among 0,03 mmol for
the soil of Toca and 0,09 mmol l.-l for the soil of Villapinzón. The mineralogical
analysis of the fraction clay reveals that in the soil of Toca and Siachoque is dominated by Kaolinite; in the soil of Villapinzón it prevails the Kaolinite, the Quartz
and non crystalline material, in the soil of Samaca there are bigger presence of
Quartz, Kaolinite and Muscovite The evaluation of restitution of K in the evaluated
soils (excepting Samaca) it shows that the capacity to restore K to interchangeables
forms declines in a quick way, reflecting the little capacity of the soil to restock
the K above the level criticizes for this element in the potato cultivation As for the
answer of the potato production to the treatments with three dose and two sources
of K was not significant statistical difference for each one of the evaluated variables
of production and industrial quality. However, these soils present a drop reservation
of K that diminishes their reservations with intensive crops, draining this element
in the soil, being necessary to add fertilizers to maintain the sustainable of the
potatoes production.
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Soil Quality.
R. Doe. Univ of Cape Coast.
Determination of phosphorus in soils has received extensive research attention
from soil chemists because of the importance of Phosphorus in soil fertility management Phosphorus is present in both organic and mineral form The amount of
inorganic phosphorus in the soil is a function of the parent material, crop variety,
soil management and climate The form of phosphorus is however is related more
to the weathering of the soil The different forms of phosphorus in soils have led to
the conclusion that different phosphorus extract are desirable in different soil types.
The general problem of phosphorus fertilization on Ghanaian Agriculture is the
low available phosphorus content s in Ghanaian soils, inadequate mineral fertilizer
application of rock phosphate as a result of poor Reactivity except in Acid soils
From the economic point of view, the following strategies may be taken to alleviate
Phosphorus availability problems to small-scale farmers: (i) A joint venture could
be established among Governments owning Phosphorus rock for consumption (ii)
Composting of organic wastes with less soluble rock phosphate to enhance solubility of phosphorus for plant use should be intensified. This Process will prevent
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precipitation of Phosphorus by Iron and Aluminium compounds Soils from the
Identification and Quantification of Organic and Inorganic forms of
wet and coastal areas of Ghana were sampled. Two different extraction procePhosphorus in Animal Manures Generated by Dietary Modification.
dures: NH4F and HCT was used to extract available phosphorus from the samples
G. Toor, Univ of Arkansas; D. Peak, Univ of Saskatchewan; B. Cade-Menun,
The extrant was then analysed for soluble phosphorus and results were correlated
Stanford Univ: J. T. Sims. Univ of Delaware; B. Haggard. USDA-ARS/Bio & Agric. with actual uptake of Phosphorus by the plant from a Greenhouse Experiment
Eng. Dept.
The results of the study showed that soil reactions, types of clay minerals, soil
temperature and reaction time, cation and anion effect and fertilizer phosphorus
The tremendous interest in the fate and transformations of phosphorus (P) applied
management affected the availability of phosphorus for plant uptake. The results
to soils in animal manures today stems from long-standing agricultural confurther suggested that optimum application of phosphorus supplied to the plant is
cerns about the most efficient means to beneficially recycle the P in manures and
needed for plant growth and that the phosphorus content in Ghanaian soils is very
increased regulation on use of manures as soil amendments to prevent nonpoint
Low. This implies that. Plants, which are phosphorus responsive, are dying out
source pollution of surface and shallow ground waters The typical approach used
of the system due to depletion of phosphorus fertilizers for example coffee Most
to characterize P in animal manures is to measure total P however, recently there
Ghanaian soils contains high Aluminium and Iron oxides, when these oxides react
has been growing interest in measuring soluble P in manures as direct relationship
with soluble phosphorus. Aluminium forms hydroxyphosphates and Iron hydroxybetween soluble P in manures and surface runoff and leaching has been established
phosphates which are insoluble to plant roots, hence making the plant phosphorus
At the same time, researchers are now using advanced spectroscopic techniques to
deficient. To correct this. Liming is done to raise the pH of the soil in order to get
understand P species in animal manures. In this talk, we shall discuss results of two
rid of aluminium and iron to make phosphorus available to plants for use, thereby
studies where we used chemical sequential fractionation. Nuclear Magnetic Resoincreasing cost of Agriculture Production The type of clay minerals in most soils
nance (NMR), and X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) spectroscopy
(Ghanaian) are made up of 2:1 clay minerals which have less phosphorus in them,
as methods to understand different P forms in dairy and poultry manures. In the first
therefore making most soils deficient in Phosphorus From the analysis, it is clear
study, we employed chemical sequential fractionation and XANES spectroscopy to
that Phosphorus, as plant food is deficient in most Ghanaian soils Against this
speciate P in manures produced by broiler chickens and turkeys fed either normal
background, supplements of phosphorus fertilizers and crop plant varieties, which
diets, or diets with reduced amounts of mineral P and/or phytase. Results showed
grow in less phosphorus soils, must be modified for use.
that dicalcium phosphate was the predominant mineral in broiler litters (65-79%)
followed by aqueous phosphate, and phytic acid, however, no hydroxylapatite was
observed Greater than 77% of P in normal turkey manure was present as dicalcium phosphate, while turkey manure from modified diets had equal proportions
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of dicalcium phosphate and hydroxylapatite Water extractable P (1:200 litter to
Novel Soil Amendment to Restrain Movement of P and Other Anions from
water extraction ratio) was 56 to 77% in broiler litter, whereas, aqueous phosphate
Pastures for the Protection of Water Bodies: Laboratory, Pilot and Field
determined with XANES was less than 18% indicating that water extraction likely
Studies.
dissolved mineral forms of P(e.g., dicalcium phosphate) Reducing mineral Pand
G. J. Churchman. Univ of Adelaide; B. Pittan. Chrislian-Albrechls-Univ zu Kiel;
adding phytase in diets reduced manure total P contents by up to 50% and resulted
D. J. Chittleborough. Univ ofAdelaide.
in decreasing phytic acid and increasing dicalcium phosphate in broiler litters, and
in formation of hydroxylapatite in turkey manures Importantly, the inclusion of
Some of the elements in runoff from grazed pastures, e.g. P and dissolved organic
phytase coupled with reductions in mineral P in poultry diets did not affect the
carbon DOC are important contaminants of water bodies. Both Pand DOC occur in
aqueous phosphate contents in broiler litters In the second study, we established
an anionic form in water Laboratory studies showed that amendment of bentonites
quantitative relationships between P forms in diets, feces, and manures collected
with a synthetic liquid polymer (poly-DADMAC)—widely used as a coagulant in
from six Northeastern and Mid-Atlantic States commercial dairy farms that had
drinking water treatment—leads to their adoption of a positive charge and strong
low- to high- P in diets (0 36 to 0 53%) by using NMR spectroscopy NMR analysis
uptake of phosphate and other anions (including arsenate) We have also shown that
indicated that orthophosphate was lower in dairy diets than feces In contrast, the
all types of clays and soils can be amended the same way Using a rainfall simulator
phytic acid was higher in dairy diets than feces The net increase in orthophosphate
to generate runoff, we show (Fig I) that most (on average > 70%) of both the P and
in the dairy feces (5-31%) was accompanied by a decrease in phytic acid (9-32%),
DOC that is lost from untreated pastures can be retained in the soil.
which is attributed to the hydrolyzation of phytic acid to orthophosphate by microbial phytase in the dairy cows rumen. Phytic acid was further degraded to ortho14
phosphate in dairy manures thereby increasing orthophosphate by 4 to 20%. Contents of orthophosphate diesters (phospholipids, deoxyribonucleic acid) were twice
as high as in dairy feces (6-11 %) as diets (2-5%) suggesting the excretion of microE. 1.2 < •
bial cells in feces However, dairy manures had lower orthophosphate diesters than
1
•
feces. The continuous degradation of organic forms of P (orthophosphate monoes; 0 8 •
ters and diesters) to inorganic P (orthophosphate) from dairy feces to manures has
the potential to enrich manures with inorganic P and increase risk of P losses to
3 06•
waters. We also performed sequential chemical fractionation and XANES investi8 0.4•
gation on these dairy diets, feces, and manures to understand inorganic P forms as
NMR provided detailed information about organic P species in these organic mate•
rials but no information about inorganic P minerals, which, in turn, would influence
•
1
1
the inorganic P leaching (see other presentation on P leaching in soils amended
'
t)
0 0'1
0 004
0.006
0002
0008
with these manures) The results of chemical fractionation and XANES analysis
Wt polymenwt soil
are currently being processed We believe that use of these advanced spectroscopic
techniques along with a fractionation scheme that could be used by land managers
would go in a long way to better understand organic and inorganic P forms in the
Figure 1 Mean values for concentration of P following treatments of soil with difpresent day animal manures so that correct manure management strategies should
be formulated and implemented in intensive animal production systems not only to
ferent amounts of poly-DADMAC (soil weight calculated to depth of 5mm)
decrease the risk of P losses via surface runoff and leaching to waters but also to
Further work with a rainfall simulator shows that is only necessary to treat a buffer
effectively utilize animal manures for sustainable agricultural production
strip comprising 10% of the whole area in order to retain most of the P and DOC, so
minimising costs Whereas the effectiveness of the polymer treatment diminishes
with time and was minimal after 85 days of treatment, the seasonality of rainfall in
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Southern Australia, where the research was conducted, means that most of the total
year's losses of Pand DOC can usually be restrained by one well-timed application
Our current field-scale research is examining this possibility. We will also examine the effectiveness of the treatment to restrain added P This amendment may be
useful for the restraint of P from other sources besides pastures and also for the
restraint of anionic pollutants e g As. Acknowledgement: Dairy Australia (Grants
UA11129 and UA12286 for pilot and field studies).
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Modelling Phosphate Adsorption by Agricultural and Natural Soils.
Y. Mao. W. H. Hendershol. J. K. Whalen, McGill Unix.
The Non-Ideal Competitive Adsorption model (NICA) developed from the Langmuir adsorption theory plus the Freundlich empirical equation has some advantages
in describing adsorption of ions on solid surface in solutions. The reason is that
the NICA model separates the non-ideality of adsorption into the intrinsic chemical heterogeneity of the surface and the ion-specific non-ideality. We believe that
the NICA model is more suitable to describe ion adsorption in complex systems,
like soils, which have multiple ions, highly heterogeneous surfaces and a variety
of sites on the particle surfaces to adsorb ions. Although it has been successfully
applied in the binding of protons and metal ions to humic substances, its application for the adsorption of anions on the positively charged surfaces has not been
documented. The purpose of this study was tofinda suitable way to adapt the NICA
model for describing hydroxy! and phosphate adsorption, which involves major
assumptions and redefination of surface reaction Results show that by considering
2 types of surface, the NICA model can excellently fit (R->0.99) the hydroxy] data
obtained from -11 to -4 of log [OH], which corresponds to the pH from 3 to 10.
By using the parameters generated from hydroxyl adsorption, including adsorption
maxima (Q ), binding strength (K ) and non-ideality (m), the NICA model gave
a remarkable goodness of fit (/?2>0.98) for the P adsorption data obtained at different pH levels. The successful application of P adsorption combined with hydroxyl
adsorption provides a promising tool for analyzing competitive adsorption among
anions in soils
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Phosphorus Foraging Root Growth of Brassica Plants in Humus-Rich PD t l i i i e i i t Soils.

M. Nanzyo. H. Kanno. T. Takahashi, Graduate School of Agricultural Science.
Tohoku Unix.
Enhanced plant-root growth in the N and/or P rich patches in soil is well known.
This type of root growth is rather common to many plants. In particular, we found
an extreme case that Brassica plants and buckwheat roots show very intensive
development around P fertilizer particles in humus-rich P-deficient soils. We
named this root development as "P foraging root growth". We at first used alginate
gel beads in which powdery DiCalcium Phosphate Dihydrate (DCPD) and alphacyclodextrin were suspended (DCPD gel bead) The DCPD gel bead was originally
developed by Takada (Azabu University, Japan) et al. in 1997. We increased the
concentration of DCPD and alpha-cyclodextrin from originally reported 4 mM to
0.1 M and enlarged the size to reduce the number of application to soil. The modified DCPD gel beads enabled us to find the characteristic root growth around them
because of their larger diameter (1.5 cm) than that of ordinary P fertilizer particles.
The thin Brassica lateral roots completely covered the DCPD gel beads in a P-deficient nonallophanic Andisol and no soil area remained between the roots and the
DCPD gel beads as in an example shown in the figure below. This morphological
plasticity of Brassica roots is effective for improving the P recovery rate because
even a few mm of soil with a high P retention capacity between a plant root and
P fertilizer reduces the P recovery rate The preferential root proliferation for the
f)CPD gel beads was also observed in Fagopyrum esculentum Moench as well as
Brassica plants among the 20 tested plants. Then, we identified the component in
the DCPD gel beads that acounts for this extreme root proliferation The DCPD gel
beads includes P, Ca, alpha-cyclodextrin and alginate. The P-foraging root growth
was observed in plots applied with either polyolefin-coated NH4H2P04 (POCMAP) or DCPD powder instead of the DCPD gel beads. The DCPD powder was
applied in soil as several spots with a diameter of about I cm at the depth of 5 cm
from the soil surface before seeding The POC-MAP neither contains Ca, alginate
nor alpha-cyclodextrin. Thus, the essential component in the DCPD gel beads for
the P foraging root growth around them was only P. Further study was to examine
the effect of various inorganic P sources on the P uptake of B rapa nothovar These
P sources were applied in soil as mentioned above for the DCPD powder application While significant P uptake was obtained in the plot applied with apatite from
Florida. USA, sediment origin (F-Ap), little P uptake was obtained in that with
apatite from Quebec, Canada, igneous origin, in a P-deficient nonallophanic Andisol Hence, a P-release level from F-Ap was near the lower limit for the P uptake
by the B rapa nothovar under the present experimental condtions Thus, these
results show the P foraging growth of the Brassica roots is effective to improve the
P recovery rate in the agricultural fields with localized application of moderatelysoluble P fertilizers without additional materials. It may also be possible to include
other fertilizers, plant growth regulators and so on in the P fertilizer spots to supply
these materials effectively to the plants Figure shows cross section of a DCPD
gel bead (a) covered with B pekinensis. Rupr. lateral roots (b) The dark material
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outside the root layer around the DCPD gel bead is a P-deficient nonallophanic
Andisol. Scale = 2 mm.
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Statewide, County-Based and Whole Farm Phosphorus Balances.
Q. M. Ketterings. C. Rasmussen. J. C. Mekken. K. J. Czymmek. Cornell Univ.
To date, nutrient management regulations in NY and most other states in the US are
addressing the Clean Water Act by regulating Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations through implementation of the NRCS 590 standard for nutrient management.
The NRCS 590 standard focuses on reducing risk to water quality by managing
applications of fertilizer and manure; this is accomplished through development of
plans that include the use of the P runoff index, the nitrate leaching index, and land
grant university crop nutrient guidelines. However, a steadily increasing number
of acres testing high or very high in P in NY and other states indicates that nutrient management practices need to do a better job of addressing importation and
subsequent loading of nutrients onto farms and watersheds When the amount of
P entering a field (or farm, or county, or state) exceeds the P removed with harvest
this imbalance could lead to: (1) direct nutrient lost to the environment; and/or (2)
increase in reserves in the soil, increasing the risk for future environmental losses.
A phosphorus balance can be derived for an individual field, a farm, a county, a
watershed, a region, a state or even an entire country An analysis of the nutrient
flows onto and off of the farm is essential to quantify current nutrient imbalances
and identity farm practices which could be more efficient, thereby, increasing farm
profitability and decreasing nutrient losses to the environment As such, an imbalance may be an indicator of challenges and opportunities, current and future The
state- and county-wide balances have the potential to improve water quality protection by supporting activities that address the lack of balance between available
nutrient supplies and potential nutrient uptake by crops. Such analyses are also the
basis for measuring progress as farms make changes in management of soil, crop,
fertilizer, feeds, and manure for watershed protection and long-term sustainability of our dairy industry To gain a better understanding of current balances, two
studies were initiated: (1) state-wide and county-based assessment of P balances;
and (2) individual farm mass nutrient balances for New York dairy and livestock
farms State-wide and county balances were derived as the difference between
total amount of P in manure and fertilizer minus the amount of P in crop removal
using the 2002 Census of Agriculture and NYS Agricultural Statistics Service data
and following the same procedures used by the Mid-Atlantic Regional Water Program (http://mawaterquality.psu.edu) The whole farm mass balance assessments
included quantification of imports through feed, fertilizer, nitrogen fixation from
legumes, animals purchased and bedding and exports in the form of milk, animals
and crops sold, and manure transported off the farm using a mass nutrient balance
software tool (downloadable from (http://nmsp.css.cornell edu/projects/massbalance.asp). To date, 38 farms participated in this study. The data were collated from
available farm records which included farm financial records, crop recordkeeping
and animal nutrition records. Acres of legumes, percent legume in the stand, yield
and crude protein content were used to estimate N fixation. The total P balance for
New York State amounted to +12.7 million kg of P (+19 kg of P,Os per harvested ha
of cropland) in 2002. Preliminary evaluation of farm mass nutrient balances showed
that on average phosphorus imports (feed, fertilizer, animals and bedding) annually
exceeded sales/exports(milk, meat, animals, crops, manure) by 50% resulting in
an average excess of 29 kg of P2Os per ha cropland. This raises questions related
to causes of such imbalances and opportunities to address them. Our current work
is focusing on gaining a better understanding of these pools and flows (and farm
economics) to find ways to reduce balances and increase farm profitability. Typically more nutrients come onto dairy and livestock farms as purchased feed and
fertilizer than leave the farm as animal products and crops Losses could be significantly reduced if fewer nutrients were imported onto the farm in the first place The
key solution lies in finding ways to increase nutrient use efficiency on farms and,
thereby, decrease nutrient imports and reduce loadings to watersheds Knowing

a farm's mass nutrient balance is one step towards improving our understanding
of nutrient movement onto, within, and away from the farm. A greater number
of farms need to be included with multiple years per farm so we can quantify the
impact of best management practices on overall balances.

rice in sandy clay loam soils. With it's high yield and superiority in uptake and utilization of N and P, IR 64 is identified for utilization in rice breeding programme
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Improvement of Rice Productivity by Application of Azotobacter

A. B. De~Campos, C. T. Johnston. Agronomy Dept, Purdue Univ: C. Huang. L. D.
Norton. VSDA-ARS.

Inoculum.

N. C. Mandat, A. Mukhopadhyay. Dept of Botany: R. Pal. Dept of Botany: VisvaBharati.
The beneficial effect of applying carrier based inoculum of one highly potent rhizospheric phosphate solubilizing and N, fixing strain of Azotobacter sp. R12 on two
rice varieties was assessed. The strain solubilized about 6 1 % rock phosphate in 3
days and produced 2-keto-gluconic acid as the active principle for solubilization.
The rice varieties were medium grained MTU 7029 (Swarna massouri) of rainy
season (Aman) and a fine grained 1ET 4094 (KTntish) for summer season (Boro)
are described . The effect of bacteria was tested with the application of different
doses of phosphate and nitrogen. The growth, nitrogen content, weight of thousand
grains, chlorophyll content, and yield of the crops were remarkably increased with
application of the strain The strain R12 showed its best performance at zero level
of P 2 0 5 and N,, In the presence of high level of P,0 5 and N, beyond the recommended dose the performance of the isolate was not satisfactory. The strain was
applied to the crop field by seed-inoculation, seedling-inoculation and twice subsequent application of carrier-based inoculum at the intervals of fifteen days.
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Utilization of Nitrogen and Phosphorus by Some Promising Rice Parental
Lines.
V. Adinarayana, K. K. Reddy, Acharya N.G. Ranga Agricultural Univ.
A field experiment was conducted to study the Utilization of nitrogen and phosphorus by some promising rice parental lines on sandy clay loam soil at College
Farm, College of Agriculture, Acharya N.G. Ranga Agricultural University, Rajendranagar, Hyderabad during rabi, 2000-2001. The soil is sandy clay loam in texture
with pH of 7.81 and EC of 0.28 dS/m. Available nitrogen, phosphate and potash
were found to be 223.5, 30.5 and 274.0 kg/ha respectively. Phosphorus fractions
were analyzed to be 3.68 ppm saloid-P, 21.87 ppm AI-P, 26.49 ppm Fe-Pand 72.14
ppm Ca-P The treatments consisted of four levels of N (0, 60, 120 and 180 kg
N/ha), two levels of phosphorus (40 and 60 kg P , 0 5/ha) and four parental lines
viz., 1R 64, Tellahamsa, Rasi and Satya. The experiment was laid out in a split-split
design and was replicted thrice. Application of nitrogen from 0 to 180 kg/ha and
phosphorus from 40 to 60 kg P , 0 s /ha increased the dry matter yields at Panicle
Initiation Stage(PlS), grain and straw yields at harvest in all the four rice parental
lines. N level of 120 kg/ha and P level of 60 kg P , 0 /ha were found to be optimum
fertilizer doses to realize significantly higher yfelds. Increase in fertilizer levels
increased N uptake, fertilizer N uptake, P uptake and fertilizer P uptake at PIS, in
grain and straw of rice and decreased the N and P utilization. Increased application
of P increased the % Pdff, which was also enhanced by increased N application.
With regard to the N effects on N utilization at PIS and at harvest (grain and straw),
utilization of N decreased with increase in N levels. At PIS, the mean utilization
of N (%) values were 33.7, 29.6 and 24.1 observed at NH1, N|21l, and N,_ levels,
respectively. Percent N utilization in grain was higher (30.96) with 60 kg N/ha
and this was on par with 120 kg N/ha and these were significantly superior to 180
kg N/ha This steady reduction in per cent N utilization with increase in rates of N
application could be due to the fact that lower levels, the available amount of N
would be less and plants have to face greater competition for absorbing the nutrients As a result of this, the efficiency of added fertilizer is, in general, maximum at
lower doses while it is minimum at higher doses Uptake of P at PIS, in grain and
straw at harvest increased significantly with increase in N level from 0 to 180 kg
N/ha Application of 180 kg N/ha resulted in significantly higher uptake of Pover
0,60 and 120 kg N/ha. The mean P uptake values were 5 71, 8.75, 11.64 and 14.02
kg/ha at PIS and 6.95, 11.52, 16.58 and 18 19 kg/ha in gram and 3.18, 5 66, 8 69
and 11.23 kg/ha in straw at N_ N M , H
and N l m levels, respectively. The % Pdff
and fertilizer P uptake at PIS incresed with every successive increase in N levels.
Per cent P utilization differed significantly due to N levels. Regarding effects of N
on P utilization at PIS, per cent P utilization more at 180 kg N/ha followed by 120,
60 and 0 kg n/ha. The mean percent P utilization values were 5.9, 10.5, 14.9 and
19.1 per cent observed at N0, Nwl, N p u , and N levels respectively. Parental line
IR 64 (44 69 q/ha) out yielded the other parental lines viz., Satya (40.54 q/ha). Tellahamsa (39.86 q/ha) and Rasi (38.69 q/ha). Dry matter production (43.51 q/ha) at
PIS. straw yield (51.70 q/ha) at harvest, N uptake, fertilizer N uptake, N utilization,
P uptake, fertilizer P uptake, % Pdffand P utilization were found to be significantly
higher in IR 64 followed by Satya, Tellahamsa and Rasi. Phosphorus fractionation
study revealed that Ca-P > Fe-P > Al-P > saloid-P were dominant forms in sandy
clay loam soils under rice All the forms of inorganic P fractions were found to be
significantly influenced by application of N and P fertilizers. Increasing the levels
of both N and P significantly increased the contents of saloid-P, AI-P, Fe-P and Ca-P
in the soils at harvest While the parental lines exerted influence in the contents of
saloid-P in soils at harvest of the crop, such influence was not observed in case of
other inorganic P fractions The experimental results indicated that 120 kg N/ha and
60 kg P O , /ha were found to be optimum fertilizer doses to reap higher yields of
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Influence of REDOX on the Rhizosphere Chemistry of Upland Soils.

Many upland soils in the Midwest of the US are temporally flooded during the
Spring. These soils can remain water saturated for days, weeks, or even months
The effects of prolonged saturation on the biogeochemical processes that occur in
these soils are not fully understood and are the subject of this study. To evaluate the
biogeochemical changes that occur in these soils during prolonged saturation, we
investigated the REDOX-induced changes in the soil solution with an emphasis on
N, P, and REDOX sensitive constituents Soil solution chemistry was investigated
for a silty clay loam soil (Udollic Epiaqualfs) that was saturated for 1 hour, 1, 7 and
28 days. In addition, C 0 2 evolution from these soils was measured as a measure of
the biological activity for these four hydrologie treatments. Samples were analyzed
for pH, REDOX potential, P, N 0 3 - , NH4+, and REDOX-sensitive constituents Fe,
Mn, S, and dissolved organic carbon REDOX induced changes included: a lowering of the REDOX potential after 7 days, an increase in pH of up to 2.3 units after
28 days, a decrease in N 0 3 - and an increase in NH4+, total P, Fe, Mn, DOC. The
net C 0 2 evolution over the 28 days was 14 umol/g. The changes in REDOX are
strongly coupled with changes in pH, and the chemical composition of the soil
solution These results have important implications for potential impact on offsite
water quality.
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Phosphorus Balance and Changes in P Fractions over Time and Soil Depth
on a Long-Term N x P Fertility Trial on a Black Vertosol, North Eastern
Australia.
X. Wang. Univ of New England: D. Lester. Nutrient Management
Guppy. P. Lockwood. Univ of New England.

Systems: C.

A nitrogen (N) x phosphorus (P) fertiliser experiment commenced in 1985 on a
uniform area of a deep Black Vertosol in the Darling Downs, Southern Queensland,
Australia Bicarbonate extractable P (Colwell, 1963) in the surface soil of the nil
P treatment has remained unchanged despite continuous cereal cropping and the
removal of approximately 200 kg P/ha since the start of the experiment. As the
labile bicarbonate extractable pool was not declining, it was hypothesized that
plants were accessing soil P either from subsoil layers (10-60 cm) or from surface soil P pools not extracted by the Colwell method. To investigate this, surface
and subsoil soil samples were collected in 2003 for detailed P fractionation. Treatments sampled had had 80 kg N/ha applied with every crop, and either 0 or 20 kg
P/ha.crop Care was needed in sampling, because zero tillage practices result in
bands of residual P in the +P treatments Surface 0-10 cm samples were collected
from multiple points from an area 60 cm across x 10 cm along the row Samples
at depths 10-30 cm and 30-60 cm were taken using a 32 mm soil core at 5 points
across the bed. Variability from samples within a plot was negligible using this
sampling method. A reference sample was taken from 20 m outside the planted
area from soil that had been uncropped since the start of the trial Phosphorus was
measured in soil extracts obtained by using, in sequence: anion exchange resin, 0 1
M sodium bicarbonate, 0.1 M NaOH/l M NaCl, 1 M HCl, and perchloric acid/sulfuric acid digestion for the residual pool (Guppy et al., 2000). For the NaOH and
HCl extracts, both inorganic and organic P were measured Archived soil samples
from 1994 were available for some treatment combinations, and these were used to
assess changes in P fractions over time. Compared to the nil treatment, the 20 kg
P/ha crop treatment, showed a significant increase in the resin, bicarbonate, inorganic hydroxide and inorganic acid pools for the 0-10 cm sample depth. Below 10
cm depth there was no change in the size of any of the P fractions between 1994
and 2003. No change in organic P fractions was observed in the last 9 years of
intensive cropping. By comparison with the reference site, an estimated 180 kg
P/ha has been removed in grain from the top 30 cm of the profile since 1985, 95%
of which appears to have come from the surface 10 cm. This roughly equates to
that estimated to have been exported from the site over 18 years. However of the
total P removed from the surface soil, only 20% was removed from the labile P
fractions (resin/bicarbonate/hydroxide); with 40% coming from the acid extractable fraction and 40% from the residual P fractions Where banded P fertiliser was
regularly applied, the surface soil should have accumulated approximately 110 kg
P/ha. Although increases in labile and acid inorganic P fractions account for 90 kg
P/ha, concomitant decreases in the organic and residual fractions resulted in no
increase in total P levels over 18 years. Uncertainty remains as to whether plants
are driving the transfer of P from less available P fractions through to labile P fractions and buffering the soil test P level over time, or whether plant roots are directly
accessing P fractions previously considered to be unavailable. It is clear that plants
in this Black Vertosol a) do not access P from below 30 cm; b) do not significantly
rely on organic P cycling for plant P requirements and c) may be reaching the limit
of their capacity to draw P from residual and acid P fractions without significant
inputs of P to labile P fractions. Further research is needed to identify whether particular soil P fractions can be used to indicate how long P can be supplied to plants
without replacement
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Optimization of Phosphorus and Potassium Management in Lowland Rice in
Bangladesh through Site Specific Nutrient Management Approach.
M. M. A lam. International Rice Research Institute Bangladesh Office: R. J. Buresh.
J. K. Ladha. International Rice Research Institute: M. S. Foyjunnessa. Bangladesh
Rice Research Institute.
Site Specific Nutrient Management (SSNM) is a plant need based approach for
optimally applying nutrients to lowland rice to achieve high yield and increased
profitability In SSNM approach fertilizer P and K requirements are determined
through omission plot technique, which enables the determination of Pand K rates
sufficient to overcome their deficiencies as well as maintain P and K fertility of
soil We evaluated omission plot technique under SSNM approach in 98 farmers'
fields in wet (Aman) and in 31 farmers'fields in dry (Boro) seasons during 2000 to
2003 in southwestern Bangladesh to optimize P and K fertilization in lowland rice
Omission plot technique has enabled the identification of locations where the rice
yields and profitability can be increased by applying P and K at optimal rates and
times along with other nutrients. The average fertilizer P rates calculated through
omission plot technique were lower by 5 to 23 kg P ha' than average fertilizer P
rates used by farmers across villages and seasons. The calculated average fertilizer
K rates were higher by 7 to 52 kg K ha' than the average fertilizer K. rates used by
farmers across all villages and seasons except 2 villages in wet season Improved
management of P and K in lowland rice through omission plot technique along
with optimal use of other nutrients consistently increased profit for rice cultivation
across villages and seasons.

Inorganic and Organic P(Pi and Po) forms carried out by RW, its transformation in
subirrigated soil and its availability to plants. After a preliminary laboratory study
to characterize RW, soil and soil samplers, afieldexperiment was conducted during
2 years of irrigation with RW and conventional Fresh Water (FW). Different equipments were used to irrigate both RW and FW clay-loam soil. The subsurface irrigation system had 0 2 m buried lines and 0 5 m apart, with pressure compensated
drips. Soil moisture samples were buried at 0 1 m depth in both soils, sampling on
different periods during two years, 4, 24 and 48 hours after irrigation at 3 different
sites: no plant, Medicago sativa and Sorghum bicolor ssp sudanense rhizospheres.
Although RW carried out respectively 1.62 and 2.66 mgL-l of inorganic and total
P (Pt), and no fertilization was used in FW soil, less inorganic soluble P (Psi) was
found in RW irrigated soils than in FW ones. The same results were obtained both
with conventional soil analysis and when using soil water samplers Lower proportion of Psi from total soluble P (Pst) were found in RW than in FW soil in all the
rhizospheres considered Future studies must be done to better explain these unexpected experimental results After 48-hour irrigation, higher Psi was measured in
RW soil. Moreover, plant rhizosphere affected the obtained results because lower
Psi/Pst was found in Sudan grass than in Lucerne in RW.
154-74
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J. J. Kapkiyai
Performance, Soil Phosphorus Mobilization and Rhizospheric Effects of some
Grain Legumes Grown in Oxisols of Western Kenya.
J. J. Kapkiyai. J. M. Duxbury. Cornell Univ. Crop and Soil Sciences Dept.

Phosphorus (P) availability to crops may be affected by agronomic measures
either through the modification of soil properties or through crop impact on soil
P dynamics. Most legumes display one or more of the various adaptive strategies
154-72
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T.Q.Zhang
that enhance Nitrogen (N) and P acquisition and use and some may represent a
Long-Term (43 years) Fate of Soil Phosphorus as Related to Cropping Systems
sustainable solution to improve inputs and cycling of these two most limiting nutriand Fertilization.
ents in cropping systems. We assessed some selected legumes for their ability to
T. Q. Zhang. C. S. Tan. C. F. Drury, D. W. Reynolds. Greenhouse and Processing mobilize P alongside their rhizospheric characteristics in soils of contrasting levels
Crops Research Centre. Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada.
of soil fertility degradation through pot and field experiments Some 18 varieties of
7 legume species that portray different mechanisms of P uptake in P limiting condiAgricultural practices affect soil P status, which is the key factor affecting P biotions were compared with the P responders in a pot experiment to screen and select
availability and susceptibility to loss. Previous studies mostly focused on shortthose that have potential to enhance P availability in the maize based cropping
term effects and were limited to assessments within agricultural ecosystems. We
systems of western Kenya. Three selected P efficient species, pigeon pea (ICPL
evaluated the effects of consistent long-term (43 years) cropping (Continuous Com:
87091), white lupine (Kiev mutant) groundnut (Uganda red) and two P respondCC, Continuous Bluegrass: CB, and Crop Rotation of corn-oats-alfalfa-alfalfa: CR)
ers, soybean (TGX 1448) and Lablab (Rongai), denoted CC, WL, GN, SB and
with and without fertilization on changes in soil P as compared to that in a natural
LB respectively in the text and Maize (MZ) were then grown in the field to assess
(virgin) forest ecosystem for a Brookston clay loam soil. Soil P was fractionated
their growth and P mobilization in four sites that differed in their level of soil fertilinto various inorganic (Pi) and organic P (Po) forms Soil P loss was determined
ity degradation. They were also grown in pots using soils sampled from a highly
by analysing tile drainage water samples, which were year-round continuously coldegraded (BKG), a fairly degraded (KER) and a fertile site, (KON) and three fertillected from the entire large filed plots using an automated sampling system Under
izer treatments, Triple Super Phosphate (TSP), Minjingu Rock Phosphate (MRP)
virgin forest, soil P was predominated by stable P, followed by moderately stable Pi
and no phosphorus (NoP). There was no site effect on plant growth as measured
(HCI-Pi) and moderately labile Po (NaOH-Po) Consistent cropping without fertilon dry matter production for most legumes However, legume grain yield producization reduced all forms of soil P relative to virgin forest; i.e. labile P (NaHC03tion was significantly low for one site (25-113 kg/ha for SB and CC respectively)
P) and moderately labile P were reduced by 60-76% and moderately stable and
compared to the highest yielding site (92 - 2536 kg/ha) while maize yield differed
stable P were reduced by 30-39%. Consistent cropping with fertilization reduced
significantly across the sites with increasing soil fertility. P accumulation in the
all forms of Po, in the order of CC>CR>CB, but increased labile and moderately
P- efficient legumes (CC, GN and WL) did not respond to P application In the pot
Pi in the order of CB>CC>CR. Moderately stable Pi increased with fertilization
experiment, P efficient species performed better in medium fertility soil while P
in CC and decreased in RC and CB. All forms of soil P are in a dynamic system,
responders showed higher performance in high fertility soil. Response to P across
of which the transformation pathways may depend on the balance of soil P input
soil degradation levels in pots showed that source of P did not affect the P effivs. output Cultivation of virgin soil causes losses of soil Po, which may not be
cient species CC, GN and WL LB and SB responded to TSP while MZ responded
remedied by fertilization. Unfertilized CC and CB had similar flow-weighted mean
to both TSP and MRP (p < 0 0001). There was no site effect on percentage root
P concentrations of 0.043, 0.035 and 0.19 mg P L-l for Dissolved Inorganic P
mycorrhizal colonization which was lowest in WL (36) and CC (42.3) followed
(DIP), Dissolved Organic P(DOP) and Particulate P(PP), respectively, while the
by a significantly higher colonization in LB (50.7) and SB (55.2) and highest in
corresponding concentrations under unfertilized RC were greater by 6 %, 25 % and
GN (68.4) and MZ (69.4). Rhizosphere acid phosphatase activity was significantly
14 %, respectively Fertilization increased flow-weighted means of DIP, DOP and
higher in WL (p < 0.0001) than in GN and MZ that did not differ from one another
PP in tile water by an average of 375 %, 393 % and 75 %, respectively, relative to
These results point to a promising potential in introducing legumes to the low P
no fertilization. Either with or without fertilizations, flow-weighted mean DIP and
cropping systems of western Kenya.
DOP followed the order CB>RC>CC, while the reverse order occurred for PR The
total annual soil P losses in tile water were 226-1253 g P ha-1 for the unfertilized
treatments, and 96-611 % greater for the fertilized treatments Total annual P loss
and total tile discharge volume followed the order CB>RC>CC regardless of fer154-75
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A Gandomkar
tilization The leaching of soil P into tile drainage can consequently be substantial,
Evaluation the Effects of Substitute of Triple Super-Phosphate with Rock
and strongly influenced by cropping system.
Phosphate in Citrus Tree Nutrition.
A. Gandomkar, Esfahan Agricultural and Natural Resource Research Center.
To evaluation the effects of rock phosphatefenriched with sulphur.organic matter
154-73
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M. P Palacios-Diaz
and thiobacillus bacteria) and Triple Super-Phosphate (TSP) on orange trees (citrus
Soluble Phosphorus Availability in Subsurface Drip Irrigated Agriculture:
sinensis) fruit yield and quality, an experiment with 8 treatments and three replicaTransformations of Soluble Inorganic and Organic Forms from Reclaimed
tions, was conducted in a randomized complete block design, in Dezful agricultural
Water in Soil and the Effect of the Rizosphere.
research center (southwestern Iran). Treatments included: 1-control, 2-200 g P205
M. P. Palacios-Diaz. V. Mendoza-Grimon, E. Del-Nero. Univ de Las Palmas de
from TSP, 3-400 g P205 from TSP, 4-600 g P205 from TSR 5-400 g P205 from
Gran Canaria: J. R. Fernandez- Vera. Granja Agricola Experimental del Cabildo
rock phosphate, 6-5+compost of sugar-can bagasse,7-5+600 g thiobacillus inoculate,
de Gran Canaria: F. Rodriguez-Rodriguez. Granja Agricola Experimental del
8-800 g P205 from rock phosphate Yield and number of fruit, significantly increased
Cabildo de Gran Canaria: J. M. Hernandez-Moreno. Univ de La Laguna.
(p<0.05) by rock phosphate (79 vs 111 kg tr-1) and TSP(79 vs. 108 kg tr-1) application. The treatments significantly increased the size, ascorbic acid and juice content
Reclaimed Water (RW) reuse is necessary to provide a sustainable agriculture in
of fruit It was concluded that the rock phosphate plus amendments can use, instead
arid and semiarid regions. The use of Subsurface Drip Irrigation (SDI) with RW
of triple super-phosphate as a source of P for orange tree nutrition Keywords: citrus,
has many potential advantages In spite of this, few studies have been conducted
rock phosphate, triple super-phosphate, yield, quality.
in order to establish the effect of the SD1 water management on Phosphorus (P)
availability to plants and how the rhizosphere is able to modify the soluble P(Ps)
equilibrium in soils The aim of this study is to increase the knowledge about the
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Lykashov Aleksei Georgievic
Varietal Differences in Mineral Nutrition of Corn.
Lykashov Aleksei Georgievic, Rostov Stale Univ. Dept of Soil Science and
Agrichemistry.
We have used the Integrated System of On-line Diagnostics (1SOD) system as a
basis to reveal the specifics in consumption of mineral nutrients by varieties with
different duration of the vegetation period. We have identified the ability of each
variety to form corn yield on the basis of its genetic potential Development of
each crop requires nutritional conditions different from the same for another crop
due to its peculiar physiological and biochemical processes going on in its roots
and overground organs. However, individual nutrition specifics is typical not only
for different crops, but for their varieties, too Corn makes no exception here. It
is highly demanding as regards nutritional conditions and therefore creation of
an optimal system for plant nutrition will provide for complete realization of the
genetic potential of a variety and harvesting of maximum possible yield with specified quality The research has been performed in field conditions The soil is represented by calcareous black earth with humus contents in topsoil equal to 3,56%,
pH 8,0, gross forms, in mg/kg, of nitrogen - 2 1 , phosphorus - 75, potassium - 337.
The area of land plots was 100 m2. Samples of soils and plants were tested using
generally approved methods. Sampling time: 7-9-leaf stage (weight of tops, topsoil
0-20, 20-40 cm); milky-wax ripeness stage (the flag leaf, topsoil 0-20, 20-40 cm),
dough stage (the flag leaf, corn ears), complete ripeness stage (corn ears). Nutrition
balance was identified using the 1SOD system (II. Yelnikov, 1987). Corn varieties
and hybrides were: "Academia", "Povolzhskiy 212 MV", "Povolzhskiy 89 MV",
"Rostovsky 280", "Donskaya vysokoroslaya", "RM 992", "RM 001", and "Natasha". Corn crop yield is determined by the following ratios of elements in plant tops
(at 6-8-leaf stage): N/Cu, P/K, Ca/K, Mg/K, Sr/Ca, Sr/Mg, Cu/Mn, Cr/P, Cr/Mg,
Cr/Sr, Cr/Cu, Zn/Mg, Zn/Mn, Zn/Cu, Ni/Cu. Standard critical nutrition levels do
not reveal varietal differences in the mineral nutrition of corn However, its biological productivity (raw plant mass, plant height, weight of raw ears in leaves,
weight of 1000 seeds, crop yield) is different with various genotypes. Processing of
the data using the ISOD system results in subdivision of corn varieties into some
groups that differ from each other in terms of nutrition balance and production
indices. The first group is highly productive ("Natasha", "RM 992", "RM 001").
It is characterized by a higher index of nitrogen supply for the flag leaf'(iN =1,2)
and high index of manganese supply (iMn = 1,4-2,3). As we know, nitrogen is an
element influencing organic substance production and control of vegetative mass
growth and, consequently, the level of' crop productivity. We have also noted the
influence of manganese over the ratio between corn ear length and kernel percentage, which in its turn directly influences corn yield Tire second group includes low
yielders ("Rostovsky 280", "Donskaya vysokoroslaya"). They are characterized by
inadequate supply of nitrogen for the leaves and considerably higher index of supply with Zn, Fe, K, and P over that of nitrogen. The causes ofthat disbalance may
be related to the environmental conditions or different abilities of corn varieties
regarding assimilation of nutritional elements from soil and fertilizers. The higher
agroecological variety potential is, the better is its nutrition balance already at the
early stages of plant development. Apparently, testing of those varieties has been
performed against agricultural background, which did not conform to the genetic
requirements. That was the probable cause of their low productivity In accordance
with the collected data the best nutrition balance has been demonstrated by the
"Povolzhskiy 89 MV" variety, which resulted in the maximum corn yield of 7,2
tons/hectare Thus the ISOD allows identification of disbalance between elements
and reveals variety specifics in mineral nutrition of plants at early stages.
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Effect of Vermicompost, Inorganic and Bio Fertilizer Application on Fodder
Yield and Quality in Maize + Cowpea Intercropping System.
M. R. Backiyavathy. G Vijayakumar. Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ.
Livestock is an integral part of Indian Agriculture and plays a vital role in rural
economy Balanced nutrition and adequate feeding of animals are the major factors
for improved animal production on sustainable basis. The heavy livestock pressure on the limited land resources in the country calls for increasing the fodder
production. The scope of increasing the area cultivated for forages is rather limited,
because of mounting pressure and preferential need for food and commercial crops
Research on the use of fertilizer in fodder maize has been confined to inorganic
sources under irrigated conditions Of late, it has been reported that continuous use
of inorganic sources of nutrients has led to deterioration of soil health and resulting in stagnation or reduction in productivity of crops (Biswas and Bendi, 1989).
Hence, the present investigation was conducted to study the effect of organic, inorganic and microbial sources of nutrients alone and in combination on growth and
fodder yield of maize and cowpea grown in intercropping system. Afieldexperiment was conducted at Department of Forage Crops, TNAU, Coimbatore to study

the effect of vermicompost, inorganic and biofertilizer application on green and
dry fodder yields and fodder quality in maize + cowpea intercropping system The
experiment was laid out in a split plot design with three replications where FYM
@ 12.5 t ha', enriched FYM @ 750 kg ha', and vermicompost @ 5 t ha"1 were
tested in main plot along with control and 4 levels of NPK viz , 100% NPK(Maize
: 30:40:20 kg N, Pand K/ha, Cowpea : 25:40:20 kg N, Pand K/ha), 75% NPK, 100
% NPK + biofertilizers (Azospirillum and phosphobacteria for maize and Rhizobium and Phosphobacteria for cowpea @ 600 g/kg of seeds as seed treatment) and
75% NPK + biofertilizers were tested in sub plots The results showed that application ofvermicompost @ 5 t ha-1 along with 75% of the recommended dose of inorganic fertilizers gave higher green (Maize : 26 2 t ha-l& Cowpea : 8.10 t ha') and
dry fodder (Maize : 4.46 t ha-l& Cowpea : 1.62 t ha') yields and also resulted in
increased fodder quality. It also helped in increasing calcium and phosphorus availability in soil and inturn the uptake by plants. The results were in conformity with
the findings of Nanjundappa et al (2000). Based on this study, it can be concluded
that vermicompost application reduces the inorganic fertilizer bill to the tune of 25
per cent and also improves the soil fertility status, green and dry fodder yields and
fodder quality One hectare of maize + cowpea intercropping system produces the
green fodder yield of 105 - 110 t/ha/year(3 crops) which is sufficient to maintain 7
adult and 3 young catties The dung obtained from these animals can be used for on
farm production of 19.4 tonnes ofvermicompost per year.
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Mineralization of Crop Residues and the Fate of Residue-Nitrogen as Affected
by Tillage Practices and Litter Quality.
M. Potthoff. Dept of Soil Biology and Plant Nutrition. Univ of Kassel; H. H.
Steinmann. The Research Centre for Agriculture and the Environment; F. Beese.
Institute of Soil Science and Forest Nutrition; R. G. Joergensen. Dept of Soil
Biology and Plant Nutrition. Univ of Kassel.
Crop residue derived nitrogen amounts up to 30 and 50 kg ha~' a"1 for winter wheat
and winter rape, respectively The fate of this nitrogen and its contribution to the
nutrition of subsequent crops was investigated in two different cropping systems
in the field using a litterbag experiment and a mesocosm experiment to track '5N
in decomposition of labelled plant litter "Inversive ploughing" represented a
treatment of conventional tillage and the litter was burrowed to a depth of 20 cm
"Chisel ploughing" represented a treatment of no inversation of the soil and the
litter was slightly mixed into the upper 10 cm leaving a certain portion on the
surface. As litter of different quality we used oil seed rape (C/N=40) and winter
weed (C/N=100) in the experiments "Inversive ploughing" was a three crop rotation starting with winter rape before summer barley that was followed by winter wheat. "Chisel ploughing" was a 4-year low input system starting with winter
rape before oats that was followed by winter wheat. After the fourth year fields
were left set aside before the rotation started again with rape. Therefore we investigated wheat straw decomposition in barley growings vs. set aside vegetation and
rape straw decomposition in wheat growings vs. oats. Litterbag results showed a
reduced breakdown of litter in the "Chisel ploughing" treatment over the winter
period In spring a strong mesh size effect was detected indicating a very important
contribution of soil fauna to decomposition in the "Chisel ploughing" but not in the
"Inversive ploughing" treatment. 65 to 80 % of residue derived N were recovered
in the mesocosms The rest was lost due to leaching and/or denitrification. Up to
two thirds of recovered residue-N was obtained as organic soil N. 3 to 10 % of
residue derived N was recovered in successive vegetation. However, the specific
enrichment of residue-N in the plant biomass turned out to be a function of treatment rather than that it was a function of primary production. The enrichment of
set-aside-vegetation in the "chisel ploughing" treatment after winter wheat clearly
exceeded that of all other treatments. This indicates that chisel ploughing and wide
C/N ratios of residue straw both are factors supporting the re-utilisation of residueN due to a shift of larger N-releases from residues into spring. It is likely that the
sowing of catch crops would make the set-aside-year in the low input system much
more effective for saving residue nitrogen for the nutrition of following crops We
conclude that we watch a phenomena of increasing self-regulation in the reduced
tillage treatment. Annual decomposition rates corresponding to "Inversive ploughing" were reached in "Chisel ploughing" only because of fauna activity that was
supported by the reduced tillage intensity. Shifting the main mineralization into
spring indicates an optimized synchronization of nutrient release in decomposition
and nutrient uptake in primary production.
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Horticultural Crop Biofertilization with Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi.
C. A. Rodriguez, lnstituto Nacional de Ciencias Agricolas.
The economic and ecological problems of today's world have revitalized the idea
of using biofertilizers as an alternative to reduce the application of environmentally-polluting mineral fertilizers to a minimum. The present work was carried out
under the greenhouse conditions of the National Institute of Agricultural Sciences,
pertaining to the Ministry of Higher Education of Cuba, on a compacted eutric Red
Ferralitic soil, with the aim of evaluating the effectiveness of applying arbuscular
mycorrhizal fungi on the growth, development and yield of some horticultural species, such as lettuce, cucumber and tomato Therefore, Glomus fasciculatum strain
was applied by a solid carrier at a dose of 10 g/plant and through a liquid car533

rier at different concentrations varying from 10 up to 25 spores/plant Treatments
were arranged in a randomized complete design with five and 10 repetitions. Plant
height, leaf number, nutrient extraction by air biomass, yield and its components,
as well as fungal indicators corresponding to colonization percentage, endophyte
mass and total spore number were the evaluated variables Results proved a positive influence of biofertilization on lettuce plant growth, development and yield
When both the solid and liquid biofertilizers were applied, their colonization and
efficiency became higher, which enabled plants to extract a bigger amount of N, P,
K, Ca and Mg, so increasing yield Regarding the cucumber and tomato fertilized
following the recommended patterns, biofertilized plant yields were higher, from
60 to more than 100 %, compared to mineral fertilization Economically speaking,
it was feasible to use either solid or liquid biofertilizer for horticultural species
production under protected crop conditions.

the other hand, the availability of DM (kg ha') of the input and output were 2231
and 1182 (Tl); 2267 and 1642 (T2); 2718 and 1189 (T3) and 2736 and 1591 (T4),
respectively. The AC presented differences during the spring season. Thus, the AC
was higher in T3 and T4 treatments compared with Tl and T2 treatments The highest yield was obtained in T3 (5.7 t DW ha '). The greatest coverage was obtained
in the treatments that were managed under light grazing (T2 and T4). In the treatment T4, both the lowest contribution of Lolium perenne (17.3%) to the botanical
composition and the highest content of senescent material (47.5%) were observed
Additionally, T4 presented the lowest contents of CP(12.9%), ME (2.28 meal kg'
DW) and NDF (53.9%) Acknowledments: FONDECYT-1020934 and Project FI A
(FIA-PI-C-2003-I).
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E Dossa
Carbon, Nitrogen and Phosphorus Mineralization in Soils Amended with
Native Shrub Residues in Semi-Arid Senegal.
E. Dossa, Oregon Stale Univ; R. Dick. Ohio Stale Univ; M. Khouma, 1SRA: A.
Badiane. USA1D.
Two native shrubs Piliostigma reliculalum and Guiera senegalensis are commonly
found in farmers' field in parkland systems in the Sahel of Africa but their role in
nutrient cycling is not well understood. We investigated C, N and P mineralization
of soils collected beneath and outside the canopy of either P. reticulatum or G.
senegalensis and amended with shrub leaf, shrub leaf + twig and straw manure
Amended soils were incubated at 30 C for 120 days in two parallel incubations
for soils from each shrub species. The CO, evolved was determined on one incubation, and mineral N and P leached out of soils with a 0.01M CaCI, solution
were monitored on the other incubation, periodically. Cumulative C evolved and
N mineralized at 120 days was higher under the canopy of shrubs than outside
the canopy. Cumulative P mineralized showed a similar trend with soils from P.
reticulatum, but a reverse trend with soils from G. senegalensis, where cumulative P higher outside canopy than beneath the canopy. All amended soils immobilized N during the first 50 days of incubation with P. reticulatwnand during the
first 77 days of incubation for G. senegalensis. The mixture of Piliostigma leaf +
twig slightly improved P mineralization in soil beneath the canopy while twigs of
Guiera reduced P availability These lab results suggest that these shrub residues
initially tend to immobolize nutrients after they are incorporated into soils but this
effect is moderated by the particular species canopy soil but these outcomes need to
be verified under field conditions.

Plant Concentrations.
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R Demanet
The Effect of the Grazing System on Nitrogen Losses, Production and Quality
of a Mixture of Pasture in Southern Chile.
R. Demanet. C. Canseco. P. Nunez. M. D. L. L. Mora. Unix de La Frontera.
Chile is a country of a great variety of soils and environmental conditions, which
permit the development of different production systems of beef and dairy cattle
During the last years, these systems have been intensified, and the increase of Nfertilizers application has created a high environmental impact through leaching of
nitrates (NO,) to water (Mora et al., 2004) On the other hand, the quality of pastures is diminished due to losses of nutrients and the alteration of the biogeochemical cycles of C, N, S and P. The pasture management improves the growth, persistence, diversity of the species and the fertility of soils Furthermore, the frequency
and the intensity of the grazing modify the quantity of accumulating biomass and
the quality of the pasture (Kennedy et al., 2005) The objective of this study was to
evaluate the effect of the frequency and intensity of spring grazing on the N-losses
by leaching and on the yield and quality of a permanent pasture on an Andisol of
Southern Chile The experiment was carried out during the 2004/2005 season on
paddocks of 165 m2. A mixture of pasture ofLolium perenne, Festuca arundinacea,
Dactylis glomerata and Trifolium repens was established on an Andisol of Southern
Chile (38°50' S, 72°42' W, 70 m above sea level). The chemical analysis of soil
indicated 18 mg kg ' of POIsen, 33 mg kg"' of N, pH of 5.53, 120 g kg'' of organic
matter, and 2 3% AI saturation Fertilizer applied at sowing was 230 kg P,Os ha'
and a total of 138 kg N ha1 was applied in three splits. Four criteria of grazing
were evaluated: frequent-heavy (Tl), frequent-light (T2), infrequent-heavy (T3)
and infrequent-light (T4), each with three replicates, and a experimental design of
random blocks were used In each paddock, a lysimeter of PVC (7.5 cm diameter
and 55 cm deep) was installed to measure the leaching of N as NO, N and NH4 -N.
The leached N was analyzed by Kjeldahl digestion The availability of Dry Matter (DM) in pre- and post-grazing was determined with the Rising Plate Meter.
Furthermore, total phytomass, apparent consumption (AC), botanical composition,
coverage, Crude Protein (CP), Metabolizable Energy (ME) and Neutral Detergent
Fiber (NDF) were measured Data were analyzed using an Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) and significant difference means were separated with the Tukey multiple
test (P< 0.05) The results showed that NO, N was lost in lesser extent in the treatment Tl (3.55 mg L') In the other treatments the losses were 8.8 (T2), 7 93 (T3)
and 6.88 mg I/1 (T4). For all the treatments, the NO, N leaching was lower than
the maximum level permissible in USA (10 mg L ')and European Union (113 mg
L'). Furthermore, the losses of NH '-N ranged between 2 52 and 3 83 mg L', and
the leaching of NH4 -N was smaller than those from NO, N in all treatments. On
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F. A. Monteiro
Nitrogen and Sulfur Supply to a Degrading Signal Grass Pasture: Soil and
F. A. Monteiro. E. M. Bonfim-Silva. Soils and Plant Nutrition Dept. L uiz de Queiroz
College of Agriculture. Univ ofSäo Paulo.
Nitrogen is the main nutrient for forage grass production and sulfur may be necessary when nitrogen fertilizer is applied. The objective was to study the effects of the
fertilization with nitrogen and sulfur for soil and plant responses, in a forage grass
under degradation in an Entisol. Cylinders having 15 cm diameter and 20 cm height
were collected with Signal grass (Brachiaria decumbens) and soil, and adapted to
the greenhouse environment at Piracicaba, State of Säo Paulo, Brazil. The collected
soil had 28 g kg"' organic matter, 1.75 g kg ' total nitrogen and 4.32 mg dm ' sulfatesulfur (extracted by the 0 01 mol L ' calcium phosphate solution). The experiment
was carried out during the Spring and Summer seasons, with five rates of nitrogen
(0; 100; 200; 300 and 400 mg dm') and five rates of sulfur (0; 10; 20; 30 and
40 mg dm') combined in a modified central composite design, as 52 fractionated
factorial, with four replications The 13 combinations between those nitrogen and
sulfur rates, respectively, were: (in mg dm3): 0, 0; 0, 20; 0, 40; 100, 10; 100, 30;
200, 0; 200, 20; 200,40; 300, 10; 300, 30; 400,0; 400, 20 and 400,40. Plants were
homogeneously thinned before only one fertilization with ammonium nitrate and
calcium sulfate. The grass was grown for three 30-days growth periods. At each
harvest, soil (0-20 cm) was sampled and diagnostic leaves (two recently expanded
leaf lamina) were collected. The interaction between nitrogen and sulfur rates was
not significant (P>0.05) for the measured soil and plant parameters, whereas both
nitrogen and sulfur had significant (P<0.05) effects on those response variables.
Total nitrogen in the soil and in the diagnostic leaves were linearly increased by the
nitrogen rates. At the highest nitrogen rate, soil total nitrogen was 1.2, 1.4 and 1.2
times higher, at each harvest, than in the no—nitrogen supply. Nitrogen in the diagnostic leaves collected at the first, second and third harvests, respectively, ranged
from 8.98 to 25.41, 15.33 to 28.17 and 13.92 to 30.99 g kg', between the lowest
and highest nitrogen rates, indicating that this grass was nitrogen deficient when
the nitrogen containing fertilizer was not applied. Sulfate-sulfur in the soil (calcium
phosphate extraction) and total sulfur in diagnostic leaves linearly increased with
the supplied sulfur rates. At the first, second and third soil sampling, sulfate-sulfur
was, respectively, 2.9, 6.3 and 3.2 times higher with the supply of the highest sulfur rate than with no-sulfur application. When sulfur was not applied, soil sulfatesulfur was 7.2, 15.1 and 22.0 mg dm-3 at those three sampling times, suggesting
great sulfur mineralization during the experiment Total sulfur in diagnostic leaves
changed with sulfur rates from l.lOto 1.58 and 1 87 to 2.19 at the first and second
harvests, and was not changed by sulfur fertilization for the leaves picked at the
third harvest Signal grass diagnostic leaves followed the changes in total nitrogen
and sulfate-sulfur that occurred in the soil following ammonium nitrate and calcium sulfate fertilizations for the recovery of this grass in a degrading pasture
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S.S. Malhi
Copper Fertilizer Management for Optimum Crop Yield and Quality in the
Canadian Great Plains.
S. S. Malhi. Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada; R. Karamanos. Western Cooperative Fertilizers Limited.
Deficiency of copper (Cu) in the Canadian prairie soils is not widely spread But,
whenever Cu deficiency occurs it can cause a drastic reduction in seed yield and
quality of most cereals, especially of wheat. Successful production of cereals on
Cu-deficient soils, particularly wheat, is influenced by rate, source, formulation,
timing and method of Cu fertilizer application, as well as levels of other essential
nutrients. Surface broadcast followed by incorporation of granular Cu fertilizers
into the soil in spring prior to seeding at 3-5 6 kg Cu ha"1 rate was usually sufficient
for preventing Cu deficiency in wheat, resulting in improved seed yield and quality.
Soil incorporation of lower rates of granular Cu fertilizers (< 2.0 kg Cu ha"1) was
not as effective in increasing seed yield of wheat in the first year of application.
Compared to granular Cu fertilizers, surface spray broadcast application followed
by incorporation of liquid Cu fertilizers at lower rates was found much more effective in preventing Cu deficiency and increasing wheat seed yield in the first year of
application. Surface-broadcast application of granular Cu fertilizers without incorporation was much less effective in preventing Cu deficiency and improving seed
yield of wheat than incorporated Cu fertilizers. Seedrow-placed granular Cu fertilizers were usually much less effective in increasing seed yield of wheat than their
foliar or soil incorporated applications In the growing season, foliar applications

ot'Cu at 0 20 to 0.28 kg Cu ha' to wheat at the Feekes 6 (first node of stem visible),
Feekes 10 (flag-leaf) and early boot growth stages were very effective in restoring
seed yield, while Cu applications at the Feekes 2 (4-leaf) or Feekes 105 (complete
heading) growth stage did not have consistent effect to correct damage caused by
Cu deficiency- Some Cu fertilizers (e.g., Cu oxide) were less effective than others in
preventing/correcting Cu deficiency and increasing seed yield of wheat, which was
associated with the amount of available/soluble Cu in the fertilizer Stem melanosis
in wheat was associated with deficiency of Cu in soil and the disease was reduced
substantially with application of Cu fertilizer. High level of available P in soil was
observed to induce/increase severity of Cu deficiency in wheat. Soil analysis for
DTPA-extractable Cu in soil can be used as a good diagnostic tool to predict Cu
deficiency, but the soil test may not provide reliable prediction for Cu fertilizer
recommendation on soils marginally deficient in Cu There was a poor relationship
between total Cu concentration in shoots and degree of Cu deficiency, and youngest leaves gave higher correlation than whole plants Application of Cu fertilizers
to wheat on Cu-deficient soils improved several seed quality parameters (kernel
plumpness, hectolitre weight and thousand kernel weight), but there was no noticeable effect of Cu fertilization on protein concentration in seed The increase in
concentration and uptake of Cu in wheat seed from Cu fertilization usually showed
a trend similar to seed yield In summary, soil application must be at relatively high
rates in order to maintain or build-up Cu levels in deficient soils and get residual
benefits for a number of years, but management decisions should consider both
immediate and long-term effects of Cu fertilizer on seed yield, seed quality and
economics. Foliar Cu application can be used to correct Cu deficiency in wheat
during the growing season Because Cu deficiency in crops often occurs in irregular
patches within the affected fields, foliar application may be the most practical and
economical way to correct Cu deficiency in the growing season, as low variable
rates can be applied according to the degree of Cu deficiency. The findings suggest
the need for future research to increase dispersion/dissolution and uniform distribution of Cu ions from granules into the soil for immediate uptake, and develop Cu
fertilizer products/formulations that can be used on a commercial scale to prevent
and/or correct Cu deficiency in the growing season to optimize seed yield and quality of wheat. More research should be also conducted in relation to soil/plant tissue
testing issues in order to detect Cu-deficient soils and promptly prevent/correct Cu
deficiency for optimum seed yield and quality of wheat and other crops.
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K P P Nair

Sustaining Crop Production in the Developing World through "The Nutrient
Buffer Power Concept".

K. P. P. Nair, Government of Kerala. Agricultural Reforms Committee.
Human impact on soil quality attributes determine the scope and direction of future
food production in the world, especially in the developing world, where the socalled "green revolution" has been showing dramatic fatigue in may regions of
Asia Yields of principal cereals like wheat and rice are plateauing and response to
applied fertilizers is on the decline A number of soil-related problems resulting in
decreased fertility are surfacing Nearly after two decades when the so-called green
revolution has run out of steam, it becomes imperative that a careful examination is
made where we stand inasmuch as food production is concerned, especially against
the background of providing adequate nutrition to crop plants, which creates the
greatest human impact on crop production vis-a-vis soil quality. Sustaining crop
production in the developing world is crucial to its food security and of all the factors of production, the nutrient factor is the most crucial, and, yet, the least resilient
to management. This paper summarizes research results of the author in Europe,
Africa and Asia, spanning a period of more than two decades on a revolutionary
soil management technique to sustain crop productivity It is now known, the world
over, as "The Nutrient Buffer Power Concept" The technique precisely quantifies
a soil nutrient's "Buffer Power" which is then integrated into the computations to
devise accurate fertilizer recommendations The concept centers on the dynamics
of soil nutrient bio availability and is essentially rooted in Fick's first law, F •
-D(dC/dx) where F = the flux, dC/dx = concentration gradient across a particular
section, and D = the diffusion coefficient for which Nye (1979) gave an operational
definition as D = DlOfl (dCI/dC) + DE where Dl = diffusion coefficient of the
solute in free solution, 0 = the fraction of the soil volume occupied by solution
and gives the cross section for diffusion, fl = an impedance factor, CI = concentration of solute in the soil solution, DE = an excess term which is zero when the
ions or molecules on the solid have no surface mobility, but represents their extra
contribution to the diffusion coefficient when they are mobile DE can generally
be neglected since only in rare instances will it play any role in diffusion of plant
nutrient ions in soil When we consider plant nutrient bio availability dCI/dC representing the concentration gradient, where CI = concentration of the nutrient in
the soil solution and C = concentration of the same ion species in the entire soil
mass assumes considerable significance in lending a practical meaning to nutrient bio availability. When the term "capacity" or "quantity" is ascribed to C and
"intensity" to CI, we have in the above term an integral relationship between two
parameters that may crucially affect nutrient bio availability. Since the concentration gradient of the depletion profile of the nutrient in the zone of nutrient uptake
depends on the concentration of the ion species in the entire soil mass (represented
by "capacity or "quantity") in relation to the rate at which this is lowered on the
plant root surface by uptake (represented by "intensity"), Nair (1984) argued that a
quantitative relationship between the two should represent the rate at which nutrient depletion and/or replenishment in the rooting zone should occur. This relation-

ship which was functionally quantified by Nair and Mengel (1984) was designated
as "Nutrient Buffer Power" and Nair (1996,2002) has made an extensive review of
the experimental results he obtained with regard to the importance of the "Buffer
Power Concept" in precisely explaining soil nutrient bio availability in the case of
several test crops, such as, maize, rye, white clover, turmeric (spice crop), among
annuals, and black pepper and cardamom among perennials in a wide variety of
soils across Europe, Africa and Asia The technique was field tested wherein, by
integrating the "Nutrient Buffer Power" precise fertilizer recommendations could
be devised A number of success stories were achieved, as for example, wherein in
Central Asia Zn fertilizer recommendation to the wheat crop could be reduced by
as much as 75 per cent. So also in the case of the perennial Cardamom crop (Elellaria cardamomum M.), world's second most important spice crop in the State of
Kerala, in India, Potassium fertilizer application was found to be far more closely
related to the Potassium "Buffer Power" than the classically estimated NH40Ac
extractable K The coefficient of determination for P estimation in the case of Rye
(Secale cereale L.) in Central Europe improved by as much as 80 per cent In the
case of Black pepper (Piper nigrum L ), the economically most valuable spice crop
of the world, Zn fertilizer application was found to be very precise based on the
Zn "Buffer Power" rather than the routinely used DTPA extractable Zn The International Fertilizer Industry Association in Paris selected this project for the "First
Runner Up" position, from among 25 nominations around the world,for the very
prestigious International Fertilizer Award, 1999. Very recently the National Science
Movement of the Government of India selected the author for the prestigious "Science Award 2005" for developing the concept
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M L Ruffo

Optimization of Corn Grain Composition with Variable Rate Nitrogen
Fertilization.

M. L. Ruffo. M Wiebers. Mosaic Crop Nutrition: F. E. Below. Univ of Illinois. Dept
of Crop Sciences.
Corn (Zea mays L ) grown for different end-uses is becoming a common strategy to
increase farmers' revenue Different end-uses (extractable starch, food-grade, etc)
require particular grain quality characteristics, with the concentrations of starch,
oil or protein being of particular importance Environmental and economic pressures on production agriculture have increased the interest in variable rate Nitrogen
(N) fertilization as a means to improve nitrogen use efficiency and grain composition, particularly protein Spatial variability in the response to N is a prerequisite
for variable rate N fertilization If the levels of protein, starch or oil in the grain
respond to N homogeneously within fields then variable rate fertilization is not a
useful technology to improve this grain quality attribute Because information on
the spatial variability of grain composition responses to N fertilization is limited, it
is difficult to asses the potential value of variable rate nitrogen fertilization. Thus,
the main objective of this study was to analyze the spatial variability of corn grain
yield, protein, oil, and starch responses to N fertilization within commercial fields
On-farm experiments were conducted during the 2003, 2004, and 2005 growing
seasons in two growing areas in Illinois, USA. Five (2003) and six (2004 and 2005)
N fertilizer rates ranging from 0 to 300 kg N ha' were applied with commercial
applicators in five to ten areas within these fields At physiological maturity corn
ears were sampled at four georeferenced points within each plot and yield, grain
protein, oil, and starch concentrations were determined The response of these variables to N fertilizer was analyzed by polynomial regression adjusted to account for
the spatial autocorrelation of the errors. Yield response to N varied both between
fields and within fields Within almost all fields, corn yield did not respond to N in
some areas but showed a large response in others The N rate required to maximize
grain yield and profit varied from 0 to 300 kg N ha' The grain yield produced
without N was more variable (for example 6 3 to 13 3 Mg ha ' in one field, 27%
CV) than yield achieved with the optimal N rate for each area (12 to 16 Mg ha ';
12%CV) Grain protein concentration responded positively to N fertilization and
this response also varied within fields, but less than grain yield Some non-responsive areas in grain yield did not respond to N in grain protein, but others did. Grain
starch concentration tended to decrease with N fertilization in most fields On average acrossfields,grain starch concentration decreased 1.5 percent units with 300 kg
N ha' compared the unfertilized treatment The spatial variability in starch response
within fields was lower than for protein, and in most fields starch concentration
decreased similarly, although in a few cases it was unaffected by N fertilization
Grain oil concentration was the grain component least affected by N fertilization,
both at a field level and within fields In some fields it did not respond to nitrogen
fertilization, whereas in others it slightly decreased. The spatial variability of N
response decreased in the following order: grain yield, protein, starch, and oil. The
identification of areas where grain protein concentration does not respond to N,
and of areas that show a large response, would allow for maximize grain protein in
the harvested grain while minimizing the amount of N fertilizer applied Similarly,
detecting areas where starch concentration is minimally affected by N fertilization
would allow for N to be applied based on yield, while still maintaining the starch
concentration The effect of N fertilization on oil concentration seems to be small
and variable rate fertilization does not appear to be a promising tool to manage oil
levels. These data show that variable rate N fertilization can improve grain composition and quality, particularly for traits associated with protein concentration, and
become a management tool for producers of this type of specialty grain
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S. S . Malhi
Sulphur Fertilizer Management for Optimum Seed Yield and Quality of
Canola in the Canadian Creat Plains.
S.S. Malhi. Agriculture andAgri-FoodCanada; J. Schoenau. Univ of Saskatchewan;
C. Grant. Agriculture & AgriFood Canada.
In the Parkland region of the Canadian prairies, canola (Brassica napus L or Brassica rapa L ) is an important cash crop Canola has a high requirement for sulphur (S). However, many soils in this region are deficient or potentially deficient
in plant-available S for optimum canola seed yield. Application of sulphate-S at
about 15-30 kg S ha"1 is usually sufficient to prevent S deficiency in canola on
most of the S-deficient soils Application of sulphate-S to canola at seeding time
gives the highest increase in yield and S uptake- Deficiencies of S in canola plants
can be prevented and/or corrected and seed yield improved with the use of sulphate-S fertilizers in the growing season. Application of sulphate-S at bolting can
substantially restore seed yield, while an application at early flowering can moderately correct S deficiency damage. Side-banding is the most effective way to apply
sulphate-S fertilizers to produce maximum seed yield and to prevent any damage
to canola seedlings from seed-row placement. In relatively moist areas, broadcastincorporation method can produce seed yield similar to side-banding in most years
Elemental S fertilizers were not effective in increasing seed yield in the year of
application, and were generally less effective than sulphate-S fertilizer even after
multiyear annual applications, especially when applied in spring. Autumn applied
elemental S was more effective than spring applied elemental S. Banding delayed
availability of elemental S as compared to broadcast application. Use of granular
elemental S products is not reliable for optimum seed yield of canola under Canadian prairie conditions on S-deficient soils, particularly in the initial year and with
spring application or band placement Elemental S fertilizers may have a role to
maintain or build-up sulphate-S levels in soils marginally low in S where residual
benefits are desirable, but management decisions should consider both immediate
and long-term effects of S fertilizer on seed yield, seed quality and economics. The
findings suggest the need of future research to increase dispersion and distribution
of S particles from granules for faster oxidation of elemental S in soil, and develop
elemental S fertilizer products/formulations that can be used on a commercial scale
to prevent and/or correct S deficiency in the growing season to optimize seed yield
and quality of canola Research is also required to determine the long-term effects
of balanced application of S with other nutrients on soil quality, accumulation and
distribution of nitrate-N, sulphate-S and other nutrients in the soil profile, efficiency
of nutrient, water and energy use, and crop diseases. More research should be conducted in relation to soil/plant tissue testing issues for optimum seed yield and
quality of canola.
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K. A Mahmoud
Movement of Water, N-forms and Potassium in a Sandy Soil Cropped with
Vegetables under Drip Irrigation.
K. A. Mahmoud. P. Nkedi-Kizza. K. Morgan. Univ of Florida.
Over irrigation and fertilization of crops grown in sandy soils can lead to leaching
of mobile nutrients such as nitrate-N below the root zone. A fertigation study was
carried out at North Florida Research and Education Center, University of Florida,
(UF) to investigate the effect of irrigation regimes and N- fertilizer rates on plant
growth, yield, and movement of water, N-forms, potassium, and bromide in the soil
profile. Four vegetable crops (bell peppers, cabbage, watermelons, and pumpkins)
were grown on sandy soil plastic mulched beds during two seasons. The treatments
included factorial combination of three irrigation rates (66%, 100%, and 133 % of
a reference rate) and two N rates (100% and 125%) of UF recommendations. Treatments were arranged in a complete randomized block design with four replicates
Br, a tracer for water and nitrate-N was simultaneously applied with the fertilizers
in all plots The objectives of the study were to determine the best irrigation and
fertilizer management practice that would give optimum crop yield and yet reduce
leaching of nutrients below the root-zone (0-30 cm). The spatial distribution of soil
moisture, N-forms and K with depth were determined using soil samples taken at
different stages of crop growth. Data showed that bromide moved below the crop
root zone even with the low irrigation level. Nitrate-N concentrations increased
with the higher N application rate and it moved below the root zone even at the low
irrigation level. Ammonium-N concentrations increased with the higher N application rate but most of it was retained in the 0-15 cm depth. Lower K concentrations
were found with the higher irrigation rate indicating K leaching below the crop root
zone There was no significant effect of irrigation levels on the yield but there was
a significant effect of N rate It can be concluded that maximization of crop yield
and minimization of leaching of nutrients below the rooting zone can be achieved
through fertigation if applied according to crop requirements In this study the best
management practices would be a combination of N rate at 125% of UF recommendation and irrigation rate of 66% based on class A pan (Ep) and a crop factor
ranging between 0.20 and 1 00 depending on crop age.
155-13
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MR. Reddy
Cover Crop and Nitrogen Rate Management for Sustainable Production of
Sweet Corn under No-Till.
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M. R. Reddy. North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State Univ; N. W. A. R.
Fernando. North Carolina A&TState Univ; C. R. Crozier, North Carolina Stale
Univ. Soil Science Dept.
Deterioration of water quality due to agrochemicals is a major environmental issue.
Use of cover crops is an important Best Management Practice (BMP) not only
to reduce the inorganic N fertilizer but also to improve the soil fertility through
the long-term build up of soil C pools. No-till practice coupled with cover crops
provides added advantages by sequestering soil C and improving soil qualify.
Field experiments were conducted during the years 2003 and 2005 to evaluate the
response of sweet corn to cover crop and N rate under no-till conditions. The experimental design was a split-plot with four replications. The cover and no cover crop
were main plot treatments Four N treatments (0, 56, 112, and 224 kg ha-1) under
cover and no cover crop were sub plot treatments. The experiments were located
at the North Carolina Agriculture and Technical State University Farm, Guilford
County, NC, USA. The soil at the site was a Mecklenburg sandy loam (fine, mixed
thermic Ultic Hapludalfs). The field plots were prepared and biculture of crimson
clover and rye mixture was planted in early fall The cover crop was allowed to
grow till the spring of the following year. The cover crop produced adequate biomass in both the years. In 2003, cover crop was mowed with a flail mower whereas
in 2005 it was rolled, and crimped in the field plots. Sweet G 90 corn was planted
in the plots with no-till planter Ammonium nitrate was used as a N source and
it was banded at the specified rates in split applications in the respective plots.
Results showed that the sweet com yields were not significantly different between
the cover and no cover treatments in both years However, corn yields in 2005 seem
to have been improved in cover plots as compared to no cover than it was in 2003.
Differences in corn yields between cover and no cover narrowed down with the
increasing N rate in 2005. In 2003, the corn yield increased up to 10 Mg ha-1 with
increasing fertilizer rate up to 112 kg ha-1 N. In 2005, corn yield increased only
up to 56 kg N ha-1 and no significant differences were found in the corn yields at
higher N rates in cover plots. Com yields were slightly improved with the increasing N rate in no cover plots. Shoot dry matter tended to decrease with increasing N
rate Nitrogen content of the soil and the plant tissue were not significantly different
under the cover and no cover treatment and the N treatments. Mid-season chlorophyll measurements during 2005 showed slightly higher values for corn grown in
no cover plots. Overall, the results of this research suggest that continuous use of
cover crops has a greater potential to reduce inorganic N fertilizer application in
sweet corn by 50% while improving environmental quality under the Piedmont
conditions of North Carolina
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R Michitsch
Wastewater Re-Use in Soilless Environments.
R. Michitsch. Dalhousie Univ; C. Chong, R. P. Voroney. Univ of Guelph: B. E.
Holbein. SUBBOR.
Organic components constitute more than 70% of the 30 x 10 6 metric tonnes of
municipal solid waste generated annually in Canada, and current recycling methods
are proving inadequate to handle current waste generation levels. These residual
products are 'lost' resources if not re-used and may pose a detrimental environmental risk if improperly disposed More specifically, liquid organic wastes generated primarily from anthropogenic sources, such as municipal wastewater, landfill,
anaerobic digestion and industrial leachates, or compost leachates and teas, contain soluble nutrients which can potentially be re-used for fertilizing plants The
recent movement towards a zero-waste society has fostered research to evaluate
the re-cycling and re-use of these waste products from both waste-reduction and
nutrient-recovery standpoints. These liquid wastes (ie wastewaters) have successfully been used to grow a variety of plant species, such as turfgrasses, trees and
shrubs, fruits and vegetables, grains and legumes, and flowers. However, most reuse applications have centered solely in soil-based applications, while research in
soil-less environments, typically as hydroponic applications, has been lacking or
conducted with variable results. Hydroponic culture has widespread use in modem
society, whether for intensively growing vegetable and horticultural crops, or trying
to manage societal wastes as efficiently as possible Its main advantages include
decreased nutrient and labour requirements, and rapid crop turnover This method
of growing plants is also useful from a research and waste management standpoint,
since the ability to quickly indicate problems or sensitivities to nutrient deficiencies
(or toxicities) is realized due to direct contact of nutrients (in solution) with plant
roots. Specifically detailing research conducted with a wastewater generated from
the anaerobic digestion of a primarily organic-based municipal solid waste source,
and used as a supplemental nutrient source for plant production, the application of
liquid waste re-use in soil-less environments will be outlined Potential issues of
liquid waste re-use from various treatment facilities and miscellaneous applications, such as computerized control and monitoring of liquid nutrient levels, will
also be discussed.
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J.Y.Lee
Yields and Sugar Content in Melon(Cuc«mi$ melo) by the Different Nitrogen
and Potassium Fertilization Levels in Protected Cultivation.
J. Y. Lee. J. H. Park. B. C. Jang. S. K. Jung. Division of Plant Nutrition, National
Institute of Agricultural Science and Technology. RDA; B. K. Ahn. Kochang
Watermelon Experiment Station: S. H. Park. S. Y. Lee. Y. H. Park. K. S. Jung. K. S.
Lee. X S. Yoon. Kongju National Univ.
This study was carried out to investigate relationship between yields and sugar
contents in protected-film-cultivated melon (Cucumis melo) by different nitrogen
and potassium fertilization levels. Melon plants, cv. Ales elite, were transplanted on
April, 2005. As a result of analyzing soil chemical properties used in experiment,
EC, organic matter, total nitrogen, Av. P 2 0 5 , K, Ca, and Mg were 119 dS m-1,11.2
g k g - 1 , 0.4g kg-1, 104 mg kg-1, 0.4, 7.5, 1.2 cmol kg-1, respectively. The N-P-K
levels of four different established were 11-4-14, 13-4-16, 15-4-18, and 17-4-20.
At harvesting season (80 days after planting), we measured fruit yields and sugar
contents in melon fruit using portable refractometer. Fruit yields of melon grown in
different fertilization levels such as 11-4-14, 13-4-16, 15-4-18, and 17-4-20 were
3,526, 3,549, 3,019, 2,557 kg 10a-l, respectively. An excessive N-K application
resulted in a decrease of yields due to prolonged vegetative growth. Also, Sugar
contents in melon fruit harvested under different N-K supply, 11-4-14, 13-4-16,
15-4-18, and 17-4-20, were 13.8,15.0,15.0, and 16.0 obrix, respectively. High N-K
supply, 17-4-20, promoted higher sugar accumulation in melon fruit. Considering
the relationship between yield and sugar, value as marketable product is the best at
13-4-16 of N-P-K application. Keywords: melon, yield, sugar content.
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R Michitsch
Issues with Re-Using Organic Based Wastewaters in Soilless Applications.
R. Michitsch. Dalhousie Univ: C. Chong. UnivofGuelph: B. E. Holbein. SUBBOR:
R. P. Voroney. Univ ofGuelph.
Nutrients in liquid wastes (ie wastewaters) are 'lost' resources if not re-used. Due to
increasing food demands of the expanding human population, re-use applications
provide a cost-effective disposal measure since the recycled nutrients reduce fertilization costs. Soil-less environments, typically as hydroponic applications, have the
advantage of eliminating poor soil structure or non-uniform texture, drainage, weed
and soil-borne pathogen growth, while reducing nutrient and labour requirements.
These systems can be located in unused space (eg hotel lobby, abandoned building),
providing wastewater treatment, plant and biofuel production, and aesthetic value.
As well, hydroponic culture is useful to quickly indicate problems or sensitivities
to nutrient deficiencies (or toxicities) due to direct contact of nutrients (in solution)
with plant roots However, re-use of liquid wastes also represent unique problems
when re-used in soil-less applications. Physical issues include continual monitoring
of the growing environment, provision of fertilizer sources, appropriate media for
plant positioning and aeration, refilling of water due to evapotranspirational losses,
threat of apparatus failure, high infrastructure costs, poor climatic conditions or
inapproptriate timing during the year Keeping in this context, non-physical issues
include minimal buffer action, pH fluctuation, nutrient imbalance and fluctuating
levels, form of nitrogen, soluble salts and excessive electrical conductivity level,
presence of phytotoxic or degradatory compounds (eg root exudation compounds)
and heavy metals, residual dissolved organic carbon, low disease immunity, lack
of soil micro-organisms and potential heavy metal partitioning to toxic levels. The
overall interactive effect of these issues often leads to differences in biomass production between tops and roots of plants, or further symptoms of stress. Research
in this area is ongoing, but generally lacking or preliminary For example, the use
of zeolites, struvite or effective micro-organisms are unique and recent initiatives
Research comparing growth response and mineral nutrient status of plant growth in
hydroponic culture will be detailed to primarily discuss the aforementioned 'problematic' issues. Recent research findings will be discussed to better evaluate the
role of these issues in soil-less environments
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S. F. Kiaee Jamali
Effect of Steelmaking Slag and Converter Sludge on Some Properties of Acid
Soil under Tea Planting.
S. F Kiaee Jamali. A. Forghani. Guilan Univ; A. Shirinfekr. Tea Research Center.
Liming is effective agricultural practice for correcting soil acidity and in general
liming increase soil pH, Ca and Mg. slag and converter sludge are by-products of
steelmaking factories In addition to their liming and corrective properties, these
materials contain some plant nutrients such as Ca and Mg that can supply these elements for the deficient soils. To investigate the effects of slag and converter sludge
of these substance effects on some soil and plant chemical properties, a field experiment was established. This work was performed in 18 plots with 40 m2 area,6
treatments (0.5% and 1% slag ,0.5% and 1% converter sludge ,0.5% slag + 0.5%
converter sludge at dry soil weight and a control treatment) with 3 replicates on tea
rows using a completely randomized blocks design. Treatments were mixed in 15
cm depth of soil at spring. After 2 months from mixing, soil sampling was done at
5 stages, every 45 days and from 0-15 cm and 15-30 cm depths. Leaves plucking
are performed at 3 stages: spring, summer and autumn Plant and soil samples were
chemically analyzed in laboratory The results indicated that pH increased at slag
and converter sludge treatments in both depths. Slag treatments caused more pH
increasing than converter sludge treatments. All treatments significantly increased
available Ca and Mg of soil. One percent slag and 1% converter sludge treatments,
showed the highest Ca and Mg concentrations, respectively. All treatments showed
no increase in electrical conductivity (ECe) of the soil, even significant decrease
in ECe was observed in 1% slag treatment. The result of plant analysis indicated
that all of the slag and converter sludge treatments increased the plant Ca concentration, significantly and in 0.5% slag+0.5% converter sludge and 1% sludge
converter treatments increased significantly the plant Mg concentration over the
control. Keywords: pH, acid soil, slag, converter sludge
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W E. Thomason
Defining Useful Limits for Spectral Reflectance Measures in Corn.
W E. Thomason. S. B. Phillips. J. G. Warren. F. D. Raymond. Virginia Tech.
Recent work has shown that spectral measurements from a corn (Zea mays L.)
canopy can be used to reliably predict differences in growth and nutrient status;
however most researchers have found that the accuracy this assessment increases
as the season progresses In contrast, real differences upon which to base management decisions need to be measured as early in the season as possible due to the
time restrictions associated with fertilizer and chemical application equipment and
weather The objectives of this research were to evaluate Normalized Difference
Vegetative Index (NDVI) measurements as a predictor of corn biomass and grain
yield and to define upper and lower limits for the effective use of NDVI measurements Forage biomass and grain yield from eight field studies in the Coastal
Plain of Virginia conducted in 2005 were compared to indirect measures of spectral
reflectance and Leaf Area Index (LAI) The NDVI was found to be well correlated to vegetative forage biomass (R2=0 81) and LAI (R2=0 90) in a range from
0 27 to 0.82. This corresponds to 166 to 485 cumulative GDD, and a resultant
developmental window of V6 to V9 when NDVI measurement are most useful and
appropriate.
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A. Forghani
Study on Availability of Phosphorus in Amendment Soils with Different
Organic Matters.
A. Forghani, E. Javanmard, Guiln Univ.
Organic matters have effective functions on physical, chemical and fertility properties of soils. This study was conducted in order to evaluate the effects of organic
matters and Slag on available phosphorous, carbon dioxide volatilization, humus
substances content, plant dry yield and total P This Experiment was performed
in four stages. The first stage consists of 16 weeks' incubation period of treated
Entisol, Mollisol and Inceptisol with Municipal Compost (MC), Decomposed Farm
Yard (DFYM) and Rice Straw (RS) which added to these soils in proportion of
1% organic carbon Slag also added to soils in proportion of 1% . Phosphorus was
extracted at the end of 1,2,4,8, 12 and 16 weeks after incubation by Olsen method
At the other stage. Humus substances were measured at the end of sixteenth week.
At the 3rd stage beside above mentioned stages, carbon dioxide volatilization was
measured in described treatments on interval periods within 2 months Finally, com
(Zea mays L) was cropped in treated Inceptisol by organic matters. Results of
first stage showed: 1.Kinds of additive materials had a significant effect on available P 2 Types of soil affected on available P 3.Maximum available P observed
in first week= 65.16mgPKg-l, Total Week's extractions P determined a reductive
trend Results of extraction and fractionation of humus substances indicated that
DFYM treatment, Mollisol and DFYM+Mollisol had maximum contents of fulvic
acid and Humic acid. Their minimum quantities were observed in slag, Entisol
and Slag+Entisol treatments Results of carbon dioxide volatilization experiential
consist of: I. different additive materials were affected on C02 volatilization significantly; as SR and Slag had maximum and minimum contents respectively . 2
Soil type had considerable effects. 3. Maximum amounts of C02 volatilization
were occurred during fourth day after applying in all treatments and gradually C02
volatilization reduced
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Z. He
Temporal Change of Soil Phosphorus Fractions Observed by Field Micropiot
Cylinder Experiments.
Z He. C. W. Honeycutl. T. Griffin. A. M. Fortuna. VSDA-ARS.
Phosphorus (P) is an essential nutrient for plant growth. Application of animal
manure can benefit crop production by providing N, P, and other nutrients and by
increasing soil organic matter On the other side, however, agricultural runoff and
erosion from high P soils are considered as major contributing factors to surface
water eutrophication. Thus, the behaviors of P in soils impacted by manure application should be under scrutiny to provide insight in developing strategy to synchronize the utilization of the nutrient values while minimizing their adverse environmental impacts. Laboratory incubation has been used to evaluate the dynamics and
bioavailability of P in soils amended with animal manure. Studies, however, need
to be conducted to determine if similar results can be found under field conditions
Thus, this study was conducted to assess the temporal change of P fractions in
soils amended with animal manure by packing these soils in micropiot cylinders
that were installed in fallow fields Cores of unfertilized soils were collected from
two field sites (Newport and Presque Isle, Maine) by driving micropiot cylinders
into the soils using a slide drop hammer In the laboratory, the surface 4 cm of soil
from each cylinder was taken out and mixed with animal manure that provided
an application rate of 350 kg N ha-1 applied to a 15 cm depth. The soil was then
gently packed back into the cylinder. Control (unamended) soils were handled in
the same way. Those cylinders were then installed in fields where the soils had
been collected Six separate cylinders for each amendment (i.e. six replicates) were
removed from thefieldsat 3,7,14,21,28,49, and 70 days after application, respectively. A sequential extraction procedure (H20, 0.5 M NaHC03,0.1 M NaOH, and
1 M HCl) was applied to evaluate the P changes over the monitoring period In
all four fractions, the pattern and the amplitude of either inorganic P (Pi) or total
extractable P(Pt) change during the monitoring period were basically same in dairy
manure-amended (roughly 92 mg P kg-1 of dry soil) soils and control soils. This
observation indicates that soil properties still played a major role in controlling P
dynamics in dairy manure amended soils as we observed in laboratory incubation
experiments As observed in the laboratory incubation, concentrations of P species
fluctuated in complementary patterns among NaHC03, NaOH, and HCl fractions
of the field soils during the monitoring period, implying the active interchange
of P species in the field soils However, unlike results from laboratory incubation
that water extractable P was basically unchanged over time, there were significant
changes, indeed increases in most times, of both water extractable Pi and Pt in the
field soils We attributed these changes to the impacts by inconstant environmental
factors in field experiments (such as temperature and rainfall). This observation
implies that practical field conditions would have yielded more labile P for plant
uptake or runoff than that predicted from laboratory incubation. For comparison,
swine manure was also applied to the Newport soil with the same application rate
of 350 kg N ha-1. Although less P (roughly 26 mg Pkg-1 of dry soil) was applied
to the soil, the changes of Pi and Pt in the swine manure-amended soil were not
always same to those of the control soil It seems that the physicochemical properties of swine manure partly altered the properties of the amended soil. Thus, the
impacts of swine manure on soil and its surrounding environment should be more
closely monitored
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M R Ardakani
Effect of Nitrogen Levels and Microelements on Agronomic Characters and
Growth Analysis of Forage Maize(S.C 704).
M. R. Ardakani. Nuclear Research Center for Agriculture and Medicine. Atomic
Energy Organization of Iran: N. A. Sajedi. M. Jafarzadeh. M. A. Khodshenas.
Islamic Azad Univ. Broujerd Branch; M. Adraki, Islamic Azad Univ. Karaj
Branch.
In order to study effects of different levels of nitrogen, Iron and Zinc on qualitative and quantitative characteristics of forage maize (S.C 704 Var.) an experiment
has been done in Agriculture research center of Markazi province in Iran in 2002
experimental design was spilt plot in the form of completely randomized block
design with 4 replications and 12 treatments. Nitrogen fertilizer at three levels
including 150,225 and 300 kgN/ha was the main plot and microelements as sub plot
in four levels including control contained the two factors of this experiment (Iron
sulfate 4kg/ha, Zinc sulfate 45kg/ha). Results showed that, by increasing nitrogen
levels, characteristics as number of leaf per plant, ear length, ear thickness, number
of seed per row, number of seed per ear, ear weight, nitrogen percentage, and forage yield was increased significantly. Also characteristics as nitrogen percentage,
protein percentage, Zinc scale and Iron scale were influenced by microelements; so
that microelement increased above mentioned characteristic significant but in other
considering qualities didn't show any significant effects. Changes of Leaf Area
Index (LAI) showed that maximum leaf area index during growth season equal 5.7
in maximal amount of nitrogen fertilizer (300 kgN/ha), by receiving 1150 GDD
after sowing, also changes of Total Dry Weight (TDW) during growth season was
showed that dry weight until received 400 GDD was neutral then increased linearly
maximum of gathering of dry weight equal 1754.16 g/cm2 with receiving 1200
GDD 300kgN/ha.
155-22
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M. R. Pol Shekane Pahlavan
The Study of Effects Zn, Fe and Mn on Quantity and Quality of Grain
Wheat.
M. R. Pol Shekane Pahlavan. G. A. Keykha. G. R. Eatesam, H. Akbarimoghaddam.
S. A. Koohkan. M. R. Naroueirad, Agricultural and Natural Resources Research
Center.
An experiment was conducted at Zahak Agriculture Research Station in Iran using
factorial design with 3 replications to determine the effects of Zn, Fe and Mn application on yield of wheat and their concentrations in grains in 2003 and 2004. In this
experiment Zn with 4 levels (soil application 0,40 and 80 kg ha-1 and foliar application of 0.5% Znso4 solution), Feso4 with 2 levels (0 and 1%) as foliar application and Mn with 2 levels (0 and 0.5%) also as foliar application were used. Result
showed that Zn application significantly increased spike m-2 (p<0.01) and grain
yield (p< 0.05) in 2003. Effect of intraction Zn and Mn significantly increased grain
spike, weight of 1000 grain (P< 0.05) and grain yield (P<0.01). Analysis result
showed that Zn foliar application significantly increasd concentration Zn (P <0.01)
and concentration Fe in grain (PO.05) Foliar application Fe increased (P <0 01)
concentration Fe and Zn in grain The Mn foliar application increased Mn concentration in grain Zn soil application in soils with low Zn concentration increased
grain yield Zn, Fe and Mn concentrations increased in grain with their foliar application. Keywords: Wheat, Zn, Fe, Mn, yield, concentration.
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P. C Patel

Effect of Foliar Application of Iron and Sulphur in Alleviation of Iron Chlorosis

in Acid lime (Citrus aurantifolia, Swingle).
P. C. Patel. Main Forage Research Station. Anand Agricultural Univ. Anand388110 (Gujarat State).
Iron chlorosis of plant is essentially prevalent on alkaline soils in arid and semiarid areas as some sandy soils having low organic matter (Mortvedt, 1991). Iron
chlorosis could be controlled by foliar spray of ferrous sulphate or iron chelates.
Citrus (Citrus aurantifolia, Swingle) is an important commercial fruit crop of India.
For alleviation of iron chlorosis and improving health and productivity of citrus
plants various investigators have suggested soil/foliar application of organic and
inorganic compounds Synthetic chelates are generally most effective Fe sources
for soil and foliar applications. Several S products are reported to lower soil pH and
act as reducing agents to convert ferric iron to more readily available ferrous form
(Tisdale et al.,1990).S products significantly increases leaf chlorophyll and active
iron content of leaves and created a balanced nutritional environment and kept iron
physiologically active for chlorophyll synthesis Iron chlorosis occurs in acid lime
orchards grown in sandy soils of North Gujarat of India and many orchards failed
due to iron chlorosis if proper preventive measures would not be taken up timely
Therefore, a field trial was conducted to understand the causes of Fe-chlorosis and
to find out the effective foliar spray for immediate recovery of Fe-chlorotic plants.
Forty trees of 16 years old acid lime of uniform growth and vigor having equal
incidence of iron chlorosis were selected for the study There were total 20 treatments including control The treatment of Fe included different sources whereas S
was taken from CaS04. In case of iron, 4 levels of Fe (0.05, 0.10, 0.15 0.20 % Fe
as FeS04) were kept without neutralization (1SI to 1S4) and the other set of treatments with similar concentrations were also taken with neutralization by Ca (OH)2,
(IS1N to IS4N) Additional two treatments of Fe with 0 05 and 0 10 % Fe as FeS04

mixed with 0.025 and 0.05 % citric acid, respectively were included (i.e., IS1C &
IS2C).The chelated forms ot' Fe from two different salts were used with 0.05 and
0.10 % Fe (1EIA and 1E2 A tor NH4 salt of FeEDTA and 1E1S and 1E2S for Na
salt of FeEDTA). FeCI2 was the third source of Fe in which two concentrations of
0.05 and 0.10 % Fe as FeC12 were included (i.e., ICI & 1C2). In case of S, only
two levels viz., 0.05 and 0.10 % as S as CaS04 (CS1 & CS2) were kept. These
treatments were compared with two controls i.e., distilled water spray (DWS) and
no spray control (NSC) in randomized block design. The foliar sprays were applied
thrice at an interval often days. The soils were loamy sand (Typic Ustipasmments)
and soils have pH 7.6-7.9, EC 0.14- 0.16 dS m-1. CaC03 2.7- 4.8 g Kg-1, 7.2-7.4
mg K.g-1 of Ca (H2P04)2 (P-0.5 g L-1) extractable S, P205 24.3- 25.4 kgha-1 and
DTPA extractable Fe, Mn, Zn and Cu were 5.4-6.2, 18.4-24.0, 0.7-1 1 and 0.4-1.0
mg Kg-1 soil, respectively. The irrigation water contained 342 mg L-l HC03- ions.
Fresh leaves were collected on 8, 18 and 60 days after the first spray. Active iron
from the fresh leaf samples was extracted by the standard method. The treatment of
0.5 % FeS04 with 0.05 % citric acid significantly increased fruit yield by about two
times and increased significantly active iron, total Fe and S contents of the leaves
by about one and half to three times over the control. It decreased significantly leaf
sap pH. These treatments could effectively control the chlorosis. Citrate is a natural
carrier of iron in xylem transport and citric acid mixed with iron sulphate and dissolved in water might have caused higher efficacy of 1SIC and IS2C treatments.
It also helps in translocation of iron from roots to shoots Fruit yield was closely
associated with the decrease in chlorosis (r =0.939**). Several reports indicate the
positive effect on fruit yield in citrus due to foliar application of iron (El-Kassas,
1984). Similarly, positive effect on fruit yield of citrus due to S application was also
reported by Malavolta et al. (1987). The chlorosis of acid lime grown on loamy
sand soils due to high soil pH, lower concentration of active iron, total Fe and S
in the chlorotic leaves, S deficiency in soil and frequent utilization of high HC03containing irrigation water. It could be cured by foliar spray of soluble salts of iron
and sulphur. Further, results indicated that total iron content in leaves increased due
to foliar application of iron which recovered iron chlorosis The results are in agreement with those reported for citrus. It is the fact that the Fe treatments increased the
contents of total Fe by 3 to 4 times more than that of control suggesting a decrease
in total Fe content in leaves as a possible cause for chlorosis. The results suggest
that the spray of 0.1 per cent iron as ferrous sulphate in 0.05 per cent citric acid
solution proved more effective compared to other treatments in controlling these
iron chlorosis. Also, 1S1C treatment, having ferrous sulphate (0.25 %) and citric
acid (0.025 %), foliar spray can control the chlorosis of the citrus trees. Keywords:
Foliar spray, Fe and S sources, alleviation of chlorosis in acid lime, fruit yield.
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Z.Jiang
Soil Water Micronutrients and Heavy Metals linder Turf.
Z Jiang. SUNY Cobleskill.
There is little information about concentrations of micronutrients and heavy metals in soil water under turf. This information may be useful for evaluating soil
water quality under intensively managed turf areas such as golfcourses and sports
fields. The objective of this study was to determine (I) the concentrations of these
elements in soil water under Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis L.) + fine fescue
(Fesluca rubra L.) turf; (2) concentration fluctuations from a hot summer month of
July to a cool fall month of November, and (3) effects of three fertilizers, Tee Time
(chemical analysis: 25-3-10), Miracle Gro (36-6-6), and a yeast-added bio fertilizer
(0-6-0) on turfgrass quality, clipping yield, and concentrations of micronutrients
and heavy metals in soil water in comparison to a no-fertilizer treatment. Observations of soil water micronutrient concentrations indicated that some monthly
variations occurred in most elements from July to October and these variations
coincided with the respective turfgrass clipping micronutrient concentrations. In
general, no significant differences in soil water micronutrient concentrations were
found among the treatments, but Miracle Gro appeared to affect the concentrations
of some soil water micronutrients The average soil water Fe concentration across
all treatments was 1.3, 1.7, 2.0, and 18 mg L ' in July, August, September, and
October, respectively There was no significant variation in soil water Fe concentration by month, but significant differences among the treatments were observed in
September with Miracle Gro treatment having a significantly higher soil water Fe
concentration than other treatments at P = 0 0032, indicating that the Fe in Miracle
Gro appeared to have an effect on soil water Fe concentration. The average soil
water Cu concentration across all treatments was 5.4, 7 2, 1.7, and 0 8 mg L~' in
July, August, September, and October, respectively, with the values in July and
August significantly higher than the values in September and October at P < 0.01
This month-to-month variation was similar to that in clipping Cu concentration
No significant differences in soil water Cu concentration were observed among
the treatments Miracle Gro treatment had significantly higher soil water Mn concentrations than Tee Time in July, while in August and September, Miracle Gro
treatment had significantly higher soil water Mn concentrations than all other treatments The average soil water Zn concentration across all treatments was 5.4, 7.2,
1.7, and 0 8 mg L ' in July, August, September, and October, respectively, with
values in July and August significantly higher than the values in September and
October at P < 0 01. The average soil water B concentration across all treatments
was 86.12, 85.02, 51.78, and 39.45 mg L' in July, August, September, and October, respectively, with the values in July and August significantly higher than the
values in September at P < 0.05 and October at P < 0 001 The average soil water
Mo concentration across all treatments was 27.1, 11.3,4.1, and 2 2 mg L' in July,

August, September, and October, respectively, with the value in July significantly
higher than the values in September and October at P < 0 05 The average soil water
Ni concentration across all treatments was 35.9, 19.5, 12.1,and 12.8mgL' in July,
August, September, and October, respectively, with the value in July significantly
higher than the values in August, September and October at P < 0 001 and the
value in August significantly higher than the value in September at P < 0.05. There
were no significant differences in the concentrations of the five heavy metals (AI,
Pb, Cd, Co, and Cr) in soil water (Table 7), although Tee Time and Miracle Gro
were known to contain trace amounts of Cd and Co. Soil water Pb, Cd, and Co concentrations were undetectable. The average soil water AI concentration across all
treatments was 206.6, 297.4, 16.93, and 116 8 mg L' in July, August, September,
and October, respectively (Table 7), with the value in July significantly higher than
the values in September at P < 0.001, and the value in August significantly higher
than the values in September and October at P < 0.001 The average soil water Cr
concentration across all treatments was 38.78, 42.52, 60.55, and 62.18 mg L'1 in
July, August, September, and October, respectively (Table 7), with the values in
July and August significantly lower than the values in September and October at P
< 0.001. (note: mg should be microgram).
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F Salvagiotti
Sulfur and Nitrogen Deficiency Reduces Radiation Interception, Biomass
Production and Grain Yield in Wheat.
F. Salvagiolti. Univ of Nebraska; D. Miralles. Faculty of Agronomy, Univ of
Buenos Aires.
Sulfur (S) and Nitrogen (N) are two of the essential nutrients required by crops.
Although S is considered a secondary fertilizer nutrient, its deficiency became more
important in the last years because of i) the use of S-free fertilizers, ii) reductions in
gaseous S emissions from industry, and iii) depletion of S contents in soils due to
lower organic matter contents, erosion and crop removal. In absence of water limitations, nutrient deficiency appear to be the main factor that might reduce the ability
of the crop to intercept the incoming Radiation (IPAR) which is function of the
Leaf Area Index (LAI) and canopy architecture (k) and/or reduce the Radiation Use
Efficiency (RUE), diminishing biomass and thereby reducing yield. This study was
designed to determine how different N and S supplies interact i) to modify aboveground biomass and physiological attributes that define dry matter production (LAI,
IPAR, RUE) and ii) to assess the impact on grain yield. Twofieldexperiments were
conducted during 2000 and 2001 at INTA Research Station, Argentina (32° 33' S,
60° 51' W), on a silty loam soil. The study consisted of a factorial combination of
four N (Nsoil+Nfertilizer) and two S (Ssoil +Sfertilizer) rates. Thus, four N levels:
46 (Nl), 72 (N2), 98 (N3) and 124 (N4) kg N ha-1 in the soil at sowing (quantities
indicate the Nsoil+Nfertilizer) were combined with two S levels: 5 and 35 kg S ha-1
(quantities indicate the total S available in the top 0-30cm at sowing) in a split-plot
randomized complete blocks design, where N levels were the main plots and S the
subplots. From the appearance of the fifth leaf to anthesis, incident and transmitted
radiation to ground level were measured using a linear radiometer (LI 191 Ll-COR
Inc Lincoln NE USA) The intercepted radiation (IPAR) was calculated as the ratio
between transmitted radiation to incident radiation To estimate daily canopy IPAR,
values obtained in each plot were plotted against thermal time from emergence to
anthesis and a logistic model was used forfittingthe recorded points throughout the
crop cycle Radiation Use Efficiency (RUE) was calculated as the slope between
accumulated biomass and cumulative IPAR up to anthesis Leaf Area Index (LAI)
was measured. The coefficient for light attenuation (k) was calculated as the slope
of the exponential relation between IPAR and LAI. Above ground biomass (TDM)
was measured after drying samples in an oven at 70 °C during 72 hs and Grain Yield
(GY) at harvest Nitrogen and S increased GY in both growing seasons Although
the N x S interaction was slightly significative in statistical terms (P<0.10), there
was not a significant interaction NxSxyear. Increases in the S fertilizer application
rates produced increases GY 8%, while increases in N rates raised yield ca. 20%.
Averaging over years, the increases in GY due to variations in the rate of N fertilizer varied from 217 to 529 kg ha-1 at lower S rate. However, when S was applied
at a higher rate (i.e 35 kg S ha-!) the increases in GY ranged from 621 to 927 kg
ha-1. GY and TDM were positively associated (r2=0.73, n=16; P<0.01) Averaging
treatments, harvest index was 0.32 and was not altered by different S (P>0.38) or N
(P>0.7) fertilizer rates Increases in the rate of Nitrogen and S supplies raised TDM
at maturity 28% and 8%, respectively, showing significant increases in biomass
production (P<0 05) in all crop stages from terminal spikelet to anthesis. Before
anthesis, N supplies higher than 98 kg N ha-1 increased 14% the Crop Growth
Rate (CGR) (PO.05), i.e ca 6.2 g N per degree day, but S did not show effect
on this attribute. However, between anthesis and physiological maturity higher S
fertilization increased CGR by 19% (averaging across N treatments) and N 32%
(averaging S treatments) (PO.05). Increases in CGR due to N fertilization stopped
at N rates of ca 100 kg ha-1 at the lowest S level, but when the rate S supply was
increased CGR continued increasing at the highest N supply Nitrogen increased
TDM at physiological maturity 28%. Both physiological components of biomass
were also increases but at different proportion While LAI was increased by 62%
due to increases in nitrogen rates IPAR was only increased by 20% respect to the
lowest N supply. S effect was four times smaller, increasing 8% biomass, 13% LAI
and 7% IPAR The slope of the relationship between maximum IPAR (%) and N
availability at sowing that represents the increase rate of IPAR per unit of available
N was 40% and twofoldhigher during the 2000 than that was recorded m the 2001
growing season at the higher rate of sulfur Variations in the S fertilizer applica-
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analyzed for pH (H20), organic carbon (C), nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), potassium (K) and calcium (Ca). Statistical analysis was conducted at P°U0.05 level of
significance. The results of soil analysis showed that the soil pH in unburned site
(5.25) was significantly higher than in burned site (5.06). Similarly, organic C was
significantly higher in unburned (1.34 %) than in burned site (1.29 %). However,
the soil's N, P, K and Ca levels increased after burning with N and P achieving a
significant increase while the increase in K and Ca was not significant. Specifically,
the soil N content was significantly higher in burned (0.16 %) than in unburned site
155-26
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(0.15 %). Similarly, the soil P was significantly higher in burned (177.9 ppm) than
Meeting the Rice Production and Consumption Demand Of West Africa with
in unburned site (166.8 ppm). Potassium levels in burned site (1.25 %) was higher
Improved Soil and Water (Sawah) and Nutrient Management Technologies.
(though not significantly) than in unburned site (1.20 %). Calcium levels were also
K. O. Asubonteng. B. Adiyiah. Soil Research Institute: T. Masunaga, Faculty ofLife higher (though not significantly) in burned (5.34 %) than in unburned site (5.12 %).
The increased nutrient availability in the burned site may have been utilized by the
and Environmental Science. Shimane Unix: T. Wakatsuki. Faculty ofAgriculture.
treatments which manifested in a 54 % more DM yield than in unburned site. In
Kinki Univ.
addition, Glycine grown as monocultures yielded more DM in burned site (6.87 t
Rice production in Ghana and West African sub-region in general has increased
ha-1) than in unburned site (4 81 t ha-1) But on the other hand, monocultures of
frown 1970 to 2000, but it is still far below the consumption needs. Presently, counSiratro yielded more DM in unburned site (2.84 t ha-1) than in burned site (2.73
tries in the West African sub-region imports much of their rice needs. It is estimated
t ha-1). When the two legumes were grown as mixtures with natural pasture, the
that 64% (120 million US Dollars) of the Ghana rice needs of 520,000 metric
pattern was the same as in monocultures. These results showed that fire can act as
tonnes is imported The average rice yield obtained by most small-holder rice farma mineralizing agent of nutrients mobilized in foliage to enhance short-term availers in West Africa are still very low (0.5-1 5 t ha-1). Fortunately, inland valley
ability of soil nutrients for plant growth, while others are likely lost through volaswamps, which have specific hydrological conditions and have been cited as havtilization, runoff and leaching to deeper soil layers. In addition, the results imply
ing potential or the development of rice-based small holder farming systems occur
that soil chemical changes as a result of burning affected the growth of Glycine and
abundantly in the West African sub-region However, there are major constraints
Siratro in different ways, an aspect that needs to be further investigated
like water control, weed infestation and low soil fertility which hinder rice production in them. Therefore, an improved soil and water management system known
as sawah technology (bunding, leveling and puddle fields for irrigated rice culti155-28
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L. Thieuleux
vation) which is characterized by nutrient replenishing mechanisms with intrinsic
Mineralization of C and N from Banana Crop Residues in Soil and Role of N
resistance to erosion was studied alongside the traditional slash-and-burn rain-fed
from Residues in Banana Nutrition during a Crop Cycle.
lowland rice farming systems at a bench mark site in an inland valley bottom in
L. Thieuleux, R. Sylvie. S. Jorge. O. L. Harry. Institut National de Recherche
Ghana Different organic and inorganic fertilizers were tested under the different
Agronomique. centre Antilles-Guyane, Unite Agropédoclimatique: A. Lassoudière.
systems The experiment was a split-plot design with local fanners' field practice
O. Robert. Centre de cooperation International en Recherche Agronomique pour
and sawah system as the main plots and six fertilizer treatments Tl-control; T2Ie Développement.
N45P30K30; T3-N90P60K60; T4-4t/ha poultry manure; T5-4t/ha cowdung; T64t/ha decomposed rice straw as subplots. Productive tillers, straw and grain yield,
The study present experimental data allowing a better understanding of the fate of
nitrogen uptake efficiencies and the chemical dynamics of the soils were monitored
carbon and nitrogen from banana residues decomposition below highly fertilized
The results revealed that the sawah system resulted in greater number of productive
banana cropping system on acid oxisol. Three experimental phases are proposed:
tiller, higher straw production and higher grain yield Paddy yield obtained under
(i) evaluating the potential decomposition of three banana organs in a laboratory
sawah system was over 400% (Ave. 1.3 t/ha). Among the fertilizer treatments, the
experiments; (ii) quantify the potential decomposition of the entire plant in field
conditions; (iii) measuring and interpreting the fate of I5N labelled residues,
poultry manure, relatively rich in both Nitrogen (N) and Phosphorus (P), and use of
brought at the start of the cycle, in the plant-soil system at harvest. The incubathe inorganic fertilizer combination N90P60K60 kg/ha, which is the recommended
tions in laboratory were carried out with leaves, pseudostems and roots of banana
rate for rice, in Ghana, exerted similar effects on grain yield under both produccrop (24g/kg) mixed with a rust-brown halloysitic soil (Colmet-Daage, 1965) with
tion systems. Agronomic N Uptake Efficiencies (ANUE) Agronomic N Efficien65% clay, 13% silt and 17% sand, pH (water) 5.57. Control soil was also included.
cies (ANE) in both mineral and organic fields were considerably higher under the
In the soil incubation in situ, 36g of mixed residues hand cut about 5 cm, have
sawah system. The ANES' of the sawah fields were more than double those of the
been brought to the surface of PVC tubes in proportion to the banana tree (45%
farmers' yield practice. Even in the control plot under the sawah system, where
pseudostems, 35% leaves, and 5% roots). The field study was carried out on two
there was no application of fertilizer, the grain yield obtained was 2.5 t/ha which
experimental plots of 200 m2, in which the banana trees were grubbed out at harwas equal to the grain yield obtained in the plots with local farmers' field practice,
vest and crop residues 15N labelled returned in agronomic proportion at the botwhere recommended rate of fertilizer for rice (N90P60K60 Kg/ha) was applied.
tom of 18 banana trees. Measurement of total nitrogen and 15N enrichment of the
A possible explanation for the success of the sawah technology is that flooding of
plant and soil samples was made using a CHNS-O elemental analyser, and a stable
paddy soil positively changed its chemistry by increasing soil pH, available phosisotope ratio mass spectrometer. Laboratory results shows that the ratio C to N of
phorus and nitrogen and reduction of weeds which is favourable to rice growth. The
the leaves (composite mixture limb petioles) is weakest (C/N = 20) of the banana
study therefore indicates that the adoption of the sawah technology and/or use of
organs considered, follow-up by the roots (C/N = 26) which is relatively closer and
organic residues (poultry manure) by our small-holder rice farmers can help West
by the pseudostems which represents the double of the precedents (C/N = 48). The
Africa achieve self sufficiency in rice production.
three organs differed either in the biochemical composition There was little soluble
carbon in the roots (8%) and approximately 3 times more in the leaves (32%) The
pseudostems had approximately 20%. Lignin is in small quantity in the pseud155-27
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ostems (6.7%) whereas its quantity is twice higher and equivalent in the leaves
Effect of Traditional Range Burning on Short-Term Soil Chemical Changes
and the roots. Consequently, hemicellulose and cellulose pools are only about 52%
and Perfomance of Introduced Forage Legumes in Semi-Arid Rangelands of
in leaves, while it is about 75% for pseudostems and roots. Glucose decomposed
Kenya.
about 70% in 84 days, indicate that the conditions of temperature and moisture of
P. N. Macharia. Kenya Agricultural Research Institute-Kenya Soil Survey: C. K. K. incubations favour the activity of the soil microflora The mineralization of the
Gachene. Univ of Nairobi: J. G. Mureithi. Kenya Agricultural Research Institutecrop residues is stabilized towards the 40th day of incubation. The percentage of
Legume Research Network Project.
carbon of the pseudostems which is broken up reaches a maximum to 35-40 %
whereas for the leaves and the roots, this percentage is about 25 %. Depending
Communities living in Kenya's extensive arid and semi-arid regions basically
on the residue, the apparent mineralization of residue N after 100 d varied from
depend upon livestock and livestock products for subsistence. Thus livestock pro100 to 250 g N kg-1 of dry matter The incorporation of crop residues into soil
duction is the main farming system in these regions whereby the people practice
led to various soil mineral N dynamics Pseudostems caused net N mineralizanomadic pastoralism as a strategy for their livestock to exploit the available graze
tion from the time of their incorporation, whereas the leaves and roots induced
and browse resources To enhance pasture regeneration, the pastoralist's use fire as
N immobilization (up to 50 mg N kg-1) then mineralisation. After 100 d, all the
a tool to control accumulation of old herbage, thereby stimulating new grass growth
residues induced a surplus of mineral N compared with the control soil The %C
which is also of higher quality. However,firehas profound effects on the soil's nutrimineralised were related mainly to the lignin content of the residues and to their
ent dynamics, composition and dry matter (DM) yield of the vegetation regrowth
C/N ratio. Most models that aim at simulating the decomposition of residues take
in these grazing ecosystems. Thus a study was conducted in Mashuru Division
into account the initial biochemical quality of residues, but the description is fairly
of Kajiado District to investigate the effect of range vegetation burning on soil
variable Models that simulate agronomic scenarios often describe the biochemical
chemical changes immediately after burning and DM yield of introduced Neonoquality of crop residues only by their relative C to N contents (C/N ratio) C and
tonia wightiii (Am ) Lackey (Glycine) and Macroptilium atropurpureum (DC) Urb
N mineralisation kinetics obtained in laboratory incubations during decomposition
(Siratro) which are forage legumes for pasture improvement The study was conof banana crop residues under non-limiting nitrogen conditions could be used to
ducted in two adjacent sites, one where herbage was subjected to a back fire while
evaluate the ability of a simple dynamic model to predict leaf, pseudostems and
herbage in the other was unburned but slashed to ground level. The experimental
root C and N mineralization Relationships should confirm or not the relevance of
design was an RCBD split plot in a 2 x 5 factorial with three replications, where
expressions representing qualify in existing decomposition models. To know the
burning/slashing were main plots and five treatments as sub-plots. Before planting
potential supply of mineral nitrogen by the banana tree according to measurements
the legumes, soil samples were collected using a soil auger at 0-15 cm depth and
tion rate modified RUE. At low S rate, RUE was 1.4 g MJ-2 (r2=0.95, PO.001),
however, when S availability increased, RUE was 9% greater (r2=0.94, PO.001).
Sulfur and nitrogen increased grain yield and biomass in wheat mainly by a faster
radiation interception more than changes in RUE Sulfur impact was more important as N availability increased, showing the positive interaction between these two
nutrients in crop growth.
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of incubation, calculations are carried out from the mineral nitrogen delta measured
for each organ. A weighted average in proportion is applied to each organ of the
banana tree and this calculation shows that the potential of nitrogen supply would
be about 140 mg N per kg of dry soil. The nitrogen supply by decomposition of
crop residues could be consequently provided an important quantity of the crop
needs (150 kg.ha-1). In the field incubation, the decomposition of banana residues
was completed about 150 days and 95% of N brought were remained to the soilplant system. The constant of decomposition of the banana mulch measured were
0.0219. The percentage of 15N recovery in the plant from residues is about 68%.
This approach therefore demonstrates that supply nitrogen to satisfy crop requirements can be possible from crop residues decomposition, and that use of fertilizer
can be excessive. This consideration is important throughout crop growth so as to
limit the risk of environmental pollution
155-29
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Ammonia Volatilization from Nitrogen Fertilizers in Pampean Agroecosystems
of Argentina.
R. Alvarez. II. Steinbach. Facultad de Agronomia. Univ de Buenos Aires.
Ammonia volatilization may be an important way of nitrogen loose from soils
Despite this process is more intense in soils with pH higher than 7, it can also take
place in acid soils when urea is used as fertilizer because of the high pH it generates
in the surrounding of solubilizing granules. The Pampean Region of Argentina is
a vast plain of around 60 Mha with temperate climate where Mollisols of pH ca. 6
predominate. Nitrogen fertilization practice, with urea as the main fertilizer used,
had widespread in recent years, with rates ranging from 40-100 kg N ha-1, but
information about possible nitrogen losses by volatilization is scarce. We compiled
published results from 6 papers where ammonia volatilization from applied urea
was measured under field conditions across the Pampean Region, generating 32
paired data from comparisons of volatilization between fertilized and non fertilized
scenarios. Papers were selected only when nitrogen rate and application technique
were clearly defined and when ammonia volatilization was measured for at least
some weeks after fertilization or until rainfall occurred. Temperature during the
period of 30 days after urea application was estimated for each experimental site
using climate records. Data were analyzed by response surface regression techniques using the R2 as the decision criterion for developing a model suitable for
volatilization prediction. A model could be developed that accounted for around 90
% of ammonia volatilization variability during wheat and corn crops (Figure 1 A).
Volatilization increased as nitrogen rate and temperature after application increase,
and also when fertilizer was broadcast. The model could be used for estimation
of ammonia volatilization under different scenarios usually founded in Pampean
Agroecosystems (Figure IB). For example, volatilization during the initial stages
of wheat crops (air temperature 8-10 °C) would produce very low nitrogen losses
no greater than 5-6 % of fertilizer nitrogen for common rates applied in the Pampas. Nitrogen losses increase during corn crops because of higher temperatures
during the growing cycle but it would not be expected to be greater than 10-12
% of nitrogen fertilizer when applied at V6 (air temperature ca. 18-20 °C) for the
common rates used. Figure 1: A) Relationship between nitrogen volatilization from
urea applied in corn (full circles) and wheat crops (empty circles) observed and
estimated using the model: N volatilized (kg N/ha) = - 3.37 + 0.00566 * N rate *
Temp. + 0.0255 * N rate * Apl. Where: N rate = nitrogen rate (kg N/ha), Temp.
= mean air temperature 30 days after fertilization (°C), Apl. • fertilizer application, incorporated 0 and broadcast 1. B) Nitrogen volatilization estimated using
the model for some common scenarios founded in the Pampas, incorp : fertilizer
incorporated, broad.: fertilizer broadcast.
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A Novel Approach to Regulate Nitrogen Mineralization Using Protease
Inhibitors.
K. Kumar. C. Rosen. Univ of Minnesota; M. P. Russelle. USDA-ARS-PSRU and
Dept of Soil. Water and Climate.
Mineralization of organic N sources by extracellular proteases affects both the
availability of inorganic N to plants and losses of N to the environment. We hypothesized that (i) application of purified protease inhibitors would slow down soil N
mineralization, and (ii) elevated concentrations of protease inhibitors in plant residues would also reduce soil and plant residue N mineralization Our laboratory
incubation studies showed that soil N mineralization was affected when soils were
amended directly with specific inhibitors of different proteases. Isogenic controls
and transgenic plants of Brassica (Brassica napus L), Japonicum rice (Oryza saliva
/..), and tobacco (Nicotiana labaccum L.) showing enhanced wound-inducible protease inhibitor production did not differ in N concentration, C/N ratio, or lignin
concentration in shoot residues, but protease inhibitor concentration was 1.5 to 2.3
times greater in the transgenic lines. In laboratory incubations with a loamy sand
soil, inorganic N concentrations in leachate from transgenic plants were significantly less than isogenic controls for the first 30 d when the residues remained on
the soil surface, then were higher at one or more dates thereafter. When residues
were mixed with soil, differences were observed only for Brassica In general,
transgenic residues mineralized between 22 to 27% less N than their isogenic control plant residues in the first 30 d However, no differences in soil N mineralization
were detected between transgenic and isogenic residue treatments. Thus, protease
inhibitors show potential for regulating short-term mineralization of N and protease
inhibitor concentration in plant residues should be included with measures of total
N concentration, C/N ratio, and lignin concentration to improve prediction of shortterm N mineralization from plant residues.
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Nitrate Nitrogen Production during Fallow Periods in Pampean Soils of
Argentina.

R. Alvarez. H. Steinbach. Facultad de Agronomia. Univ de Buenos Aires.
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Data from field experiments performed in the humid portion of the Pampas (rainfall
800-1000 mm yr-l), where fallow effects on nitrate nitrogen levels of soils had
been tested, were integrated to study management effects on nitrate nitrogen accumulation before wheat sowing. We compiled data from 3 published papers, where
nitrate nitrogen levels were reported after fallow periods of different durations in
commercial production fields with soils contrasting in organic matter contents and
agricultural histories (n = 153). Data were analyzed by surface regression techniques to develop a model suitable for estimation of nitrate nitrogen production
during the fallow periods of wheat crops using the R2 as the decision criterion for
model selection A model could be developed that accounted for ca. 40 % of nitrate
nitrogen variability at the end of the fallow period (Figure I). The independent
variables in the model were years since the last pasture, soil organic matter level
and fallow duration. Nitrate nitrogen decreased 2 5 kg ha-1 by each year since the
last pasture, and increased ca 0 5 kg ha-1 by day of fallow duration and 14 kg ha-1
by 1 % increase in soil organic matter in the 0-20 cm soil layer. The model may
be used for predictions of nitrate nitrogen accumulation under different production
scenarios in the Pampas in relation to agricultural management
Figure 1. A: Relationship between nitrate nitrogen contends in the 0-60 cm soil layer
before wheat sowing observed in production fields and estimated by the model:
Nitrate nitrogen = - 2.5 YSLP + 0.46 FD + 14 OM where:
Nitrate nitrogen = nitrogen in nitrates 0-60 cm alter fallow (kg N ha-1) YSLP =
years since the last pasture in the filed FD = fallow period (days) OM = soil organic
matter in the 0-20 cm layer (%)
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B: Nitrate nitrogen produced during fallow period for some possible scenarios in
the Pampas estimated using the model
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Effect of Lignite Fly Ash Application on the Amount of Certain Heavy Metals
in Lychee Orchard's Soils of Northern Thailand.
J. lnthasan. Dept of Soil Resources and Environment. Faculty of Ag Production.
Maejo Univ. N. Hirunburana. Dept of Soil Science and Conservation. Faculty of
Agriculture. Chiang Mai Univ; L. Herrmann. K. Slahr. Institute of Soil Science and
Land Evaluation. Hohenheim Univ.
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On the purpose of affording to use lignite fly ash, a waste product of the electrical power plant at Mae Mau in Lampang province of northern Thailand as a soul
amendment improving up land soil properties and increasing the qualities and ability of bearing fruits in litchi trees, two splits of 1.0 kg/tree/year were applied during
2002 to 2004 by broad-casting of 8 X 8 m. under the canopy of plants. This experiment was conducted in 3 locations on the slope complex of Ultisol soils at Pong
Yang, Mae Rim district about 35 km. north of Chiang Mai province, Thailand Soil
samples were collected after harvesting period at pre-application in 2001 and the
end of the experiment in 2004 Only two depths of 0-0 1 m and 0.1-2 5 m composite
soils were brought for investigating accumulations of certain heavy metals such as
Pb, As, Ni, Co, Cd and Al using HN03 (cone): 30%HCI extract with the exception
of AI, 1 N of KCl being preferable. Generally, the lignite fly ash applications had
effects on the added amounts of most heavy metals in soil of 0-0.25 m ranging 11.034.3 %Pb, 9.2-45.7 %As, 16.7-28.9 %Ni and 10.8-13.1 %Co. Only Cd was not
increased except one location was found 14.6% higher. The most dramatic result
was extractable AI, which was effected by both the chemical fertilizer and lignite
fly ash applications. However, the amount of extractable AI according to the fly
ash incorporation was greater up to 76-104 ppm in the sub soil of 0.1 -0.25 m. The
results bring to the attention of the lower pH level in soils under the lignite fly ash
application. Keywords: Lignite fly ash, soil amendment, heavy metals.
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Genotypic Variability in Nitrogen Utilization Efficiency in Wetland Rice.
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K. Rao. K. B. R. P. AS. S. K. G. G. Directorate of Rice Research.
Rice, the premier food crop of India, is cultivated in nearly 45 M ha and account
for 42% of total food grain production and about 40% of total fertilizer consumption. Considering the future demands of rice and fertilizer use, relatively low use
efficiency of nutrients in wetland rice, and growing costs on rice production, fertilizer subsidies and environmental sustainability, it is important to develop non155-32
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monitory input technologies to optimize nutrient use and improve its use efficiency.
Advanced Screening Method for the Selection of Salt Tolerant Crops Using
Identifying superior genotypes for different environments based on their differenAgar Plate.
tial responses and efficiency of utilizing soil and applied nutrients is one such area
S. J. Park. M. Y. Shim. Institute of Ecological Phytochemistry. Hankyong National which is less explored The efficiency of a genotype to utilize nutrients arises from
a balance of several processes associated with acquisition and usage Recognizing
Univ; J. Y. Lee. S. E. Lee. S. Y. Lee. S. Y. Yoo, Division of Plant Nutrition. National
Institute of Agricultural Science and Technology: T. W. Kim. Department of Plant this gap of information, field studies were conducted in dry (December to April)
and wet seasons (July to November) on N deficient clay soil (vertisol) to study
Resources Science. Hankyong National Univ.
genotype variability in wet land rice of utilizing nitrogen, the most limiting plant
Seeds of sugar beet, barley, maize, lettuce and rape were rinsed in deionized water
nutrient. Sixteen and 18 early to mid duration rice genotypes were gown, respecand then soaked in 5% NaOCl for disinfection. For germination test, 3 to 7 seeds
tively, in dry and wet seasons with graded levels (0, 60, 120 and 180 kg /ha) of N
were immersed on 1% agar plate with 50 mM NaCI and pH indicators. Bromocreout of which 14 genotypes were common in both the seasons. All other nutrients
solpurple with I mM NH4CI and bromocresolblue with 1 mM NaN03 were used to
(26 kg P, 50 kg K and 5 kg Zn /ha) and crop management were uniformly maindetect the pH changes during the germination on agar plate in the range from 6 to 4
tained. In addition to recording grain and straw yields and N accumulation in dry
or from 4 to 6, respectively. The germination of monocots was rapidly progressed
matter during crop growth and harvest, N utilization efficiency attributes such as
comparing to dicots. It was clearly observed that sugar beet, barley and rape were
productivity rate, N uptake rate, agronomic efficiency, nitrogen recovery efficiency,
tolerant to salt stress at least during the germination stage Similarly, young seedinternal efficiency (kg grain/ kg n uptake), soil and applied N uptake and nitrogen
lings were immersed into I % agar medium with 50 mM NaCI and pH indicators.
harvest index were used for identifying promising genotypes the influence of genoRhizospheric pH changes were to be observed for 72 hours The pH changes near
types on soil N mineralization and its uptake was also studied separately in green
root were detected within 2 hours We have tried to identify precisely rhizospheric
house in support of the findings. Considerable genotype differences were recorded
pH changes with some other pH indicators Colors were transformed to numeric
with regard to dry matter and N accumulation, yield response, crop productivity
values on Photoshop program using digital camera and then statistically evaluated.
and N uptake rates and efficiency of soil and applied N utilization. Higher N uptake
Numeric values were closely correlated with pH values. Thus, we would conclude
rates were recorded in early maturing varieties upto panicle initiation (PI) stage and
that germination and young seedling tests on agar plate with pH indicators can rapbetween PI to maturity in mid early and mid duration genotypes Response to N
idly detect the rhizospheric stress Keywords: germination test, rhizospheric pH,
application was significant upto 120 and /or 180 kg N /ha for yield and N uptake.
screening, salt stress. Acknowledgment: This study wasfinanciallysupported from
Mid early duration varieties viz., IET 11768, 11771 were promising in terms of
Bio-Green 21 project, RDA and in part from GRRC project (No 3-1), Hankyong
grain yield, soil and applied N uptake and its utilization With regard to response to
National University. Figure 1. The changes of rhizospheric pH in barley seedling
N application genotypes such as 1ET 12884, IET 9979. IET 11768 and IET 11771
36 hours after immersing into 1 % agar plate with pH indicators
of mid early duration group were found promising followed by early duration culture Rasi In general efficient genotypes for N utilization positively influenced soil
N mineralization and its utilization indicating likely support for nitrogen fixation
activity in the rhizosphere and reduction in de-nitrification loss
Fallow period (days)
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Zinc Fractions of Selected Calcareous Soils ofTehran Province, Iran and Their
Relations with Soil Properties.
A. Reyhani Tabar, N. A. Karimian. M. Ardalan. G. R. Savaghebi, Univ ofTehran.
Knowledge about forms of zinc (Zn) is important in the evaluation of soil Zn status
and also in understanding soil fertility and chemistry. Amounts and distribution of
Zn in different organic and inorganic fractions were examined in 20 soil samples of
Tehran province, Iran. Soils were sequentially extracted to determine Zn fractions.
Total Zn of soils ranged from 70 to 169.9 mg kg-t. Light-textured soils contained
lower total Zn than heavy-textured soils (90 vs 127.44 mg kg-1). The amount of
different Zn forms relative to total Zn was determined to be as follows: organic
less than 0.1, soluble+exchangeable 0.1, manganese-oxide-associated 1.0, carbonate 1.07, crystalline iron-oxide-associated 3.93, amorphous iron-oxide-associated
4.2, and residual form 89.3%. Simple correlation coefficients showed that pH had
a negative significant correlation with all forms of Zn except organic. Clay content
had a significant positive correlation with total, residual, and crystalline iron-oxideasociated Zn but CEC had no significant correlation with any of the Zn forms
Calcium carbonate equivalent % showed a significant correlation with soluble +
exchangeable, manganese-oxide-associated and amorphous iron-oxide-associated
Zn. A significant correlation was also observed between Zn forms, themselves,
which is presumably a reflection of the existence of a dynamic relation between
the chemical forms of an element in soil. DTPA-extractable Zn was significantly
correlated with soluble+exchangeable carbonate, and amorphous iron-oxide-associated Zn. Keywords: Zn forms, calcareous soils, sequential extraction, soils ofTehran
province.
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Effect of Long-term Application of FYM and Fertilizer N on Available P, K
and S Content of Soil.
R. R Narwal, M. Chavdhary. Dept of Soil Science.
The effect of long-term use of Farm Yard Manure (FYM) and fertilizer N on
the nutrient status of soil was studied in a field experiment started in 1967 at the
Research Farm of CCS Haryana Agricultural University, Hisar, India The experimental treatment consisted of 3 levels of FYM (15, 30, 45 Mg ha-1) applied in 3
different modes i.e. application in summer (June), in winter (October) and in both
summer and winter. One FYM control treatment was also included. These 10 treatments were applied in main plots and each main plot was divided in 3 sub-plots
receiving urea fertilizer N at 0,60 and 120 kg ha-1. All treatments were replicated
four times. The cropping sequence was pearl-millet (Pennisetum typhoides) and
wheat (Triticum aestivum) for all the years. The soil samples for this study were
collected from three depths (0-15, 15-30 and 30-45 cm) after harvest of wheat crop
in 2001. After 34 years of continuous cropping under various treatments, the differences in Organic Carbon (OC) and available P, K and S were significantly influenced The OC contents of the soil declined in control plots and increased with
the application of various levels of FYM under all modes of application The OC
content of the soil decreased from its original value when no FYM was applied
The highest OC content of the soil was approaching 1.95% in plots receiving 45
Mg FYM ha-1 in both seasons The application of FYM increased the available P,
K, and S content of the soil from its original values up to 88, 1156 and 81 mg kg-1
soil The highest contents of available P, K, and S were also found in plots receiving
the highest levels of FYM in both seasons, along with inorganic N. The FYM and
N application also increased the OC and available P, K and S content of the soil
at lower depths but the increase was not at the same rate as in surface soils The
relationship curves drawn between OC and available P, K and S content of the soil
indicate that with increases in OC content of soil by the application of FYM nutrient content (P, K and S) of soil also increased Thus these results indicate that the
combined application of FYM and inorganic N increased the productivity of soil.
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Effects of Growing Corn Plant and Some Fertilizers on Zinc Fractions in a
Calcareous Soil.
A. Reyhani Tabar. M. Ardalan, N. A. Karimian. G. R. Savaghebi. Univ ofTehran.
A factorial experiment and CRD design with two replicates was carried out to
examine the influence of 3 levels of vermicompost(0,5 and 20 gm Kg-1), 3 levels of N(0,60 and 120 mg Kg-1 as urea) and 3 levels of Zn (0,5 and 10 mg Kg-1
as ZnS04.7H20) with and without corn plant (ZeaMays cv. SingleCross704) on
the various fractions of soluble plus exchangeable (ZnEX2), Carbonate adsorbed
(ZnCar), Organic matter Complexed (ZnOm) Manganese Oxide bound (ZnMnox),
Amorphous iron Oxide bound (ZnAFeOX). Crystalline oxide associated (ZnCFeOX), and residual (ZnRES) Zinc in a Calcareous Soil (Termic Calciorthids)
Application of Urea without corn plant had no significant effect on Zinc fractions,
but with plant urea significantly increased ZnOm, ZnMnox, ZnAFeox and ZnCFeOX and non significantly decreased ZnRES. Urea significantly caused an increase
in dry weight, zinc concentration and total zinc uptake by corn plant Application
of ZnS04, while significantly increased the Concentration of all forms of Zn, had
a pronounced effect on Zn-RES with and without growing plant. ZnS04 application had no significant effect on dry weight of corn, but significantly increased zinc
concentration and uptake in plant. Vermicompost increased the ZnEx2 and ZnOm
without plant and increased ZnCar. ZnOm, ZnAFeox, ZnCFeox with plant and

dry weight, zinc concentration and uptake in plant Growing corn while increased
ZnOm, cause a significant decrease in other zinc fraction except Zn-RES Overall
conclusion was that 43- 50% of the applied ZnS04 was converted to residual form
with and without plant. It was also concluded that conversion of applied ZnS04 to
residual form was mainly responsible for retention of this fertilizer in calcareous
soil. Significant positive correlations between zinc forms indicated that they are
possibly in dynamic equilibrium with each other the chemical forms of an element
in soil Keywords: zinc forms, sequential extraction, calcareous soil, corn, zinc
sulfate, urea, vermicompost,
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S. Sano
Evaluation of Nitrogen Status in Japanese Agricultural Soils.
S. Sano. Laboratory of Soil Science. Graduate School ofAgricuture. Kyoto Univ;
J. Yanai. Kyoto Prefectural Univ; T. Kosaki. Kyoto Univ.
The Nitrogen (N) status of Japanese agricultural soils was characterized according
to form and availability with reference to land use, soil type and land management. Plow layer soil samples (paddy (80) and upland (67)) were collected from
agricultural fields all over Japan To investigate an effect of continuous application
of chemical fertilizer and Organic Matter (OM) on soil N fractions, soils from the
field of agricultural experiment station under long-term experiment (control plot,
NPK plot, NPK + OM plot, etc ) were also collected (one paddy field (non-volcanic soils) and two upland fields (volcanic soils and non-volcanic soils)). Soil N
was separated into four fractions; inorganic extractable-N (lex-N) determined by
extracting with 2 mol L~' KCl solution, fixed NH4 -N (lfix-N), organic mineralizable-N (Omin-N) as potentially mineralizable N (Nu) and organic stable-N (OstaN) as the difference between total-N and above mentioned three fractions. Various
extraction methods of labile organic-N (OrgN), such as extraction with autoclave,
phosphate buffer extraction etc , were also examined The labile N fraction (lex-N
and Omin-N) was strongly affected by the land use, whereas the stable N fraction
(Ifix-N and Osta-N) was mainly determined by the soil type (Sano et al. (2004) Soil
Sei. Plant Nutr., 50(4), 501-510). For example, Omin-N was higher in paddy soils
(200 mgkg"') than in upland soils (108 mgkg') reflecting the relatively high input
of OM through not only routine farm management (e.g. rice straw input) but also
natural depositions (e.g. green algae) in paddy. The effect of soil type (volcanic
soils and non-volcanic soils) on Omin-N was not observed, whereas that on Osta-N
was observed. The Osta-N content was higher in volcanic soils (3639 mg kg') than
in non-volcanic soils (1632 mg kg1). Since the 48.1% of variance of the Osta-N
content was explained by the Alo content by stepwise multiple regression analysis,
non-crystalline minerals rather than other factors (e.g. clay content) contributed to
the content of Osta-N. Extractable OrgN most related to Omin-N depended on land
use and soil type (Sano et al. (2006) Soil Sei. Plant Nutr., 52( 1), in press). In paddy
soils, OrgN determined by autoclave extraction showed closest relationship with
Omin-N (r:=0.70** for non-volcanic soils) whereas OrgN determined by phosphate buffer extraction showed closest relationship with Omin-N in upland soils
(r2=0.66** for non-volcanic soils and rJ=0.72** for volcanic soils). This result suggested that the status of labile organic N varied among soils under different land use
(paddy and upland). Application of mineral N fertilizer and OM affected the soil
N fractions, and the tendency was different between paddy soils and upland soils.
Namely, by application of mineral N fertilizer, lex-N did not increase in paddy
soils probably due to the relatively high potential of N supplying capacity from
soil whereas it increased in upland soils (1 6-2.0 times lager than control plot). By
application of OM (rice straw compost), organic fractions (Omin-N and Osta-N)
increased in both paddy and upland However the proportion of Omin-N to total
organic-N of paddy soils was changed only slightly (13.2% and 14.8% for NPK
and NPK + OM, respectively) On the other hand, that of upland soils was changed
drastically (3.1% and 5.4% for NPK and NPK + OM of volcanic soils, and 6.1%
and 9.9% for NPK and NPK + OM of non-volcanic soils, respectively). The low
value of the proportion of Omin-N to total-N in volcanic upland soils was due to
high content of total-N (nearly equal to Osta-N). This result indicated the difference
in the quality of OM between paddy soils and upland soils. In conclusion, the fractionation method used in this study was suitable to characterize soil N status, and
the characteristics of soil N distribution in Japanese agricultural land where paddy
fields and volcanic ash soils were widely distributed were affected by land use, soil
type and land management This study provides useful information for the estimation of amount of soil N related to N dynamics in agricultural fields
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K Das
Interaction Effect Between Zn and Pon the Yield Attributes and Content of
Zn in Stevia rebaudiana.
K. Das. St. John's Pharmacy College: R. Dang. Al-Ameen College of Pharmacy.
A green house experiment was conducted at the Indian Institute of Horticultural
Research, Hessaraghatta, Bangalore to study the interaction effect between Zn and P
on the yield attributes and content of Zn in Stevia rebaudiana, a non caloric medicinal and natural Therefore, the present investigation was undertaken to improve the
yield as well as quality through the use of modern agro-techniques The treatments
used for the present investigation are Tl, only soil (control, -P, -Zn); T2, Soil (control, +P, -Zn); T3, soil + ZnS04 @ 10 kg ha-1 (-P); T4, ZnS04 @ 0.2% ha-1 foliar
spray (-P); T5, soil + ZnS04 @ 10 kg ha-1 + ZnS04 @ 0.2%'ha-1 foliar spray
(-P); T6, soil + ZnS04 @ 10 kg ha-1 (+P); T7, ZnS04 @ 0.2% ha-1 foliar spray
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(+P), T8, soil + ZnSCM @ 10 kg ha-1 + ZnS04 @ 0.2% ha-1 foliar spray (+P) The
results show that the total weight of fresh, oven dried biomass and growth attributes
have been found to be highest in the treatment T5 where ZnSCM was applied as soil
(10kg ha-1) foliar (0.2 %) combinedly, The content of Zn in plants was recorded
highest in the treatment T4 where ZnS04 at 0.2 % was applied as foliar while
that of the same content recorded lowest in the treatment T6 where Zn and P was
applied combinedly Keywords: Interaction, P, Stevia, yield attributes, Zn.
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A. Kremen
Monitoring Nitrogen Uptake and Mineralization by Brassica Cover Crops in
Maryland.
A. Kremen, R. R. Weil, Unix of Maryland.
Cover crops that capture residual nitrogen from the soil profile in fall may reduce
fertilizer need and minimize nitrate leaching if N mineralization from the cover crop
residues in spring is synchronous with main crop demand This research focuses on
forage radish (Raphanus sativus i.) and rape (Brassica napus L.) as part of a larger
study on several effects of using Brassicas as winter cover crops. Frost kills forage
radish in December/January under Maryland (USA) conditions and we killed rape
with glyphosate or tillage in April before summer crop planting. The ability of these
species to capture N and then release plant-available N into soils was compared to
that for rye, currently the most commonly planted cover crop in Maryland. Four
cover crop treatments (rye, forage radish, rape and no cover) were applied in randomized complete block field experiments at four research stations in Maryland
using a cover/soybean/cover/corn rotation from 2003-05 Two experiments used
no-till, conventional tillage was used in one experiment, and no-till was compared
to spring disking in one experiment Surface soil (0-15 and 15-30 cm) mineral N
(NO, N and NH4'-N)and Soluble Organic N (SON)were monitored using monthly
composite samples. Soil and air temperatures were monitored throughout the study
and soil water content, bulk density, and texture were determined at each sampling
date. Cover crop root and shoot biomass was estimated by harvesting two 0.25 m2
quadrats per plot just prior to cover crop termination in fall and spring. Dry matter
production and total N content was determined (LECO high temperature combustion) for this biomass as well as early season com (5-leaf stage) and pre-nodule
soybeans (two true leaf stage). We used a lab incubation to evaluate N mineralization rates in contrasting soils (Evesboro loamy sand, Psammentic Hapludult or
Mattapex silt loam, Aquic Hapludult) amended with forage radish, rape, or rye root
or shoot residues. Amended soil was incubated at 25.0 ±0.2 °C for 1,2,4, 8, 16,32,
and 48 days before determining the CO, evolved and the NH4 and NO," produced.
We hypothesized that the rapid decay of forage radish residues in winter would
result in a large flush of mineral N in early spring and that leaching would move
thisflush from the 0-15 cm layer to the 15 to 30 cm layer soon thereafter However,
mineral N levels were higher at 0-15 cm than at 15-30 on all sampling dates At
all research sites and most sampling dates, cover crop had no effect on surface soil
NH ° or SON There was a significant cover crop treatment effect on surface soil
NO, on most sample dates (Fig I). Forage radish plots were significantly higher in
NO, than the rape, rye and no cover plots as early as February (~6 weeks after forage radish frost-killed), but concentrations did not exceed 8 mgkg-1. In May, NO,"
in rape plots exceeded that of rye at most sites, following kill of both in late April.
Soil in Brassica plots generally exceeded that in Rye plots in June, though NO," levels overall were moderate to low (<20 mg kg1). Fall N uptake by roots and shoots
of forage radish (190 kg N ha') significantly exceeded N uptake by rape (135 kgN
ha '). N uptake by rape shoots did not change from fall to spring, and significantly
exceeded N uptake by rye shoots during both periods Young com plants (5-leaf
stage) following decomposition of forage radish and rape had higher dry matter
N content compared to those following rye at most sites. Brassica root and shoot
material decomposed more quickly than rye root material, based on CO, evolution
over 8 days of incubation (Fig. 2, data from duplicate samples of each of two soils)
A related study is evaluating the N leaching risk presented by winter-killed, decomposing forage radish in late winter and early spring months Additional research
should investigate whether a forage radish and rye interplanted combination might
be most ideal for successful N budgeting and management.

Fig. 1 Soil NOj -N (0-30 cm) at two sites in Maryland

Fig. 2 CO,-C evolution from plant-amended sons

Asterisks separate statistically drfferent results (p<0.05) adjust-Tultey.
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D Maiti
Simulation of Nutrient Requirement and Use Efficiencv in Irrigated Wheat
Using the QU EFTS Model.
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D. Maiti, Dept ofAgricultural Chemistry and Soil Science, Faculty ofAgriculture,
Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyalaya. WB.
Crop modelling can provide us a vast amount of real time information about fertilizer dose to achieve the target yield, crop conditions etc. Nutrient use efficiency in
wheat is low because of conventional blanket and imbalanced fertilizer use Estimation of fertilizer requirements based on quantitative approaches can assist in
improving yields and nutrient use efficiency. Field experiments were conducted
in 20 sites in eastern India to assess the soil supply, requirement and internal efficiency of N, P, K and Zn in wheat. The data were used to calibrate the QUEFTS
(Quantitative Evaluation of the Fertility of Tropical Soils) model for site-specific,
balanced fertilizer recommendations. The parameters of maximum accumulation
(a) and maximum dilution (d) in wheat were calculated for N (35, 100), P (129,
738), K. (17, 56) and Zn (21502, 140244). Grain yield of wheat showed good correlation with N (R2=0.937**), P(R2=0 901**) and K uptake (R2=0 801**). The
NPK ratio to produce 1 ton grain yield of wheat was derived to be 4.9:1.0:8.9 The
relationships between chemical properties and nutrient supplying capacity of soils
were also established The model was validated using the data of other 4 experiments Observed yields with different amounts of N, P, K. and Zn were in good
agreement with the predicted values suggesting that the validated QUEFTS model
can be used for site-specific nutrient management in wheat. Keywords: fertilizer
requirements, target yield, QUEFTS, wheat. Debtanu Maitil*, D K Dasl and H
Pathak2 1 Department of Agricultural Chemistry and Soil Science, Faculty of Agriculture, Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyalaya, Mohanpur, Nadia-741252, West
Bengal, India. 2Unit of Simulation and Informatics, Indian Agricultural Research
Institute, Pusa, New Delhi-110012, India.
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R.Rhodes
A Review of the Green Manuring Work Conducted at the South African
Sugarcane Research Institute over the Past 80 Years.
R. Rhodes, South African Sugarcane Research Institute.
Farmers have practiced green manuring—growing crops to be returned to the soil
as a green mulch, for over two thousand years. This fact alone bears testimony to its
value. In the early days of the sugarcane industry in South Africa, inorganic fertilizers were not widely available commercially, and legumes and other green manures
were the only means of returning nutrients to the soil. The earliest published discussion of green manuring work in South Africa's sugar industry was presented
in 1925 The author underlined the importance of maintaining sufficient organic
matter levels in the soil, especially during dry conditions, and stated that the success of any fanning enterprise depends on no factor more than the maintenance
of soil fertility Other researchers, too, recognised the decrease in organic matter
in sugarcane-growing soils of South Africa, and promoted green manuring to try
to combat this decline Interestingly, researchers as far back as 1925 recognized
the importance of green manures to feed azotobacter, free-living N-fixing bacteria
Trials conducted on green manuring in the early days at the Sugar Association in
South Africa were rather basic - a few species of crop were grown, and results
presented in a subjective manner Researchers did, however, identify promising
varieties for use in our industry, and promoted the practice of green manuring to
break the sugarcane monocrop. As manufacturing industries progressed, however,
and chemical fertilizers became more easily available and economically viable to
buy and apply, so the practice of green manuring gradually declined, and from the
1950s until the 1970s it was practiced very little in our industry Research at the
South African Sugarcane Research Institute (S ASRI) in the 1920s focused on green
manures and their benefits, but as their use died out, so did the research into this
practice. A sugarcane yield decline first identified in the 1970s, however, prompted
farmers and researchers alike to question the viability of long-term monocropping.
This yield decline, defined as 'the loss of productive capacity of sugarcane growing soils under long term monoculture', kick-started researchers into once more
exploring the benefits of crop rotation and fallow cropping in the sugar industry.
Once again, SASRI research mirrored the needs of South Africa's growers, and
green manuring once more became an important aspect of our research programme.
Since 1998, then, a fair volume of research has been conducted into green manuring and its benefits. Various trials have been carried out to evaluate the effects of
leguminous and non-leguminous green manure crops on soil properties and yield
response in sugarcane Trials were planted on various soils with a range of different green manure crops. Researchers hoped, by conducting these trials, to develop
a strategy for amelioration of yield decline in sugarcane through the use of green
manures. Although researchers experienced periodic setbacks with their trials, such
as herbicide drift from neighboring farms, several positive results ensued Various
green manure crops were found to grow very well without fertilizer, and it was
found that fertilizer could, in some cases, be reduced in the following cane crop.
Interesting results included those which showed a significant increase in cane yield
following a green manure crop of lupins (Lupinus angustifolius) which had been
taken to seed, and the seed harvested; common knowledge dictates that harvesting
green manure seed leads to lower subsequent sugarcane yields than in fields where
the crop was not taken to seed. More recently, green manures have been tested for
other properties such as weed suppression (by smothering or allelopathy), pest and
disease suppression and overall soil health improvement Current work continues
to focus on the best green manure species for various seasons and areas within
our sugarcane industry, and the most efficient and practical ways to establish and
manage these crops Soil biology and soil health are receiving increased attention

from sugarcane growers and researchers alike, and green manuring forms part of a
system of maintaining soil health and biodiversity Future work at SASRI needs to
reflect the changing nature of our clients, the sugarcane growers of South Africa.
Land reform and democracy have increased the contribution of small-, mediumand large-scale growers from all backgrounds, and green manures and cover crops
need to be studied with resource-poor communities in mind. We need to broaden
our thinking in order to best serve the needs of our clients.
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P. Barre
Illite Layer Dynamics in Soils: Evidence and Implications.
P. Barre, Biogeochemislry and Ecology of Continental Environment Laboratory
UMR 7618: B. Velde, Geology Laboratory of the Ecole Normale Supérieure UMR
8538: L. Abbadie. Biogeochemislry and Ecology of Continental Environment
Laboratory UMR 7618.
Clay minerals are key components of soils. They may adsorb and release cations
essential for plant nutrition (potassium, calcium, ammonium...). Recent improvements in X-ray data treatment allow a better quantification of soil clay minerals
In particular, peak decomposition programs associated with Reynolds model permit one to estimate total illite, smectite and hydroxy-interlayered quantities from a
complex X-ray diffractometer. This new tool is of great interest in the quantification
of clay mineralogy differences in soil sequences. Old studies and some new data
reveal that the vegetation and land-use influence greatly micaceous clay minerals
in soils. Illite layer increase near the surface seems to be a general trend in prairie
and deciduous forest soils On the contrary, intensive agriculture without potassic
fertilization leads to a quick decrease of illite layer. We hypothesize that these modifications are strongly linked with the potassium cycle in soils. The increase of illite
layers near the surface conforms with the "nutrient uplift hypothesis" expressed by
Jobbagy and Jackson where some elements are selectively moved up to the top of a
soil profile by plants. In particular, uplifted potassium may be fixed by clay minerals and promote illite layers formation Conversely, potassium depletion induced
by intensive agriculture may lead to illite destabilization. An order of magnitude
of the potassium involved in these transfers was estimated thanks to laboratory
experiments Indeed, our experiments showed that there is a linear relationship
between the potassium content and illite quantity in clay minerals. Potassium quantity in soils corresponding to illite layer modification can therefore be estimated. It
appears that roughly 7 years of prairie plant growth are necessary to uplift enough
potassium to sustain one year of intensive corn cropping
155-44
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A.D.Simonis
Potassium Dynamics in Greek Red Mediterannean Soils.
A. D. Simonis, P. Li. Koukoulakis, N. Gandidis, NAGREF— Soil Science Institute.
Ten surface soil samples representing Red Mediterannean soils collected from different parts of Northern Greece,were investigated for their K availability and fixation characteristics. The samples were used for growing ryegrass, for a period of
335 days. Potassium was extracted using different extractants and the K-fixation
characteristics of the soils were determined by varying the amount of potassium
applications. The soils contained 0.9% to 2.0% total K of which 23 6% was HCl
soluble, and 4.3% was N HNO, soluble (non-excangeable)and 1.6% exchangeable
K The non-exchangeable K utilized by the plants ranged from 54.8 to 91.5% of
the total K under exhaustive cropping, and the rate of non-exchangeable K. release
in soils varied from 64 to 757 kg/ha/yr, with a mean value of 306 kg/ha/yr. The
amounts of Kfixedby the soils ranged from 13 to56%(39.8 to 68.1 kg/100gsoil)at
the 300 mg/100 soil rate of K application. The K-fixation correlated significantly
with the clay content(r=0.88***) and the K-buffering capacity of soils (r=0.90***).
The available K reserves of soils ranged from 603 to 3086 kg/ha, and correlated
significantly with the total K uptake by the crop (r=0.90***). The best correlations were obtained between total K uptake by ryegrass and resin-K (r=0.95***),
NH4NO, (r=0.93***), and NH4OAc-K (r=88***). Based on the size of the slope
of electroultrafiltration-K (EUF-K) which displayed marked differences in the
magnitude of K release by the soils employed, the soils could be grouped into
three categories i.e.: soils with gentle, steep, and straight slopes of EUF-K curves,
respectively.
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A Reyhani Tabar

at rate of 120 mg N. Kg' had no significant effect on Zinc fractions. Vermicompost increased the ZnEx, and ZnOm Application of ZnS04, while significantly
increased the Concentration of all forms of Zn, had a pronounced effect on ZnRES. Overall conclusion was that 43-50% of the applied ZnS04 was converted to
residual form. It was also concluded that conversion of applied ZnS04 to residual
form was mainly responsible for retention of this fertilizer in calcareous soil. A
significant correlation was also observed between zinc forms, themselves, which is
presumably a reflection of the existence of a dynamic relation between the chemical
forms of an element in soil Keywords: Zinc forms, sequential extraction, calcareous soil, zinc sulfate, urea, vermicompost.
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M. SAulakh
Assessment and Use of Accumulated Fertilizer Phosphorus in a 30- Year Study
in Subtropical Region for Sustainable Crop Production and Environmental
Safety.
M S. Aulakh. Punjab Agricultural Univ.
Phosphorus (P) management research in field crops has established that crops often
utilize only a quarter to one third of inorganic fertilizer P while large amounts of
residual P could accumulate in soil. Most of such studies have focused primarily on the plant available inorganic P, and only a few have identified the changes
in the amount of individual inorganic P and organic P compounds. In the present 30-year field study in a semiarid subtropical irrigated soil, accumulation and
transformations of residual fertilizer P in different P pools of soil, and its utilization, as induced by the effects of rate and frequency of P applications, in cereal
and legume crop rotations were investigated. The study was initiated in 1975 on
groundnut-based cropping systems where 4 levels of P (0, 20, 30 and 40 kg P,0
ha"1) were applied to: (a) summer-grown groundnut only (b) succeeding winter crop
only and (c) both summer and winter crops for 25 years. First two frequencies represented alternative P treatment whereas the third one was cumulative P treatment
The application of fertilizer P was stopped in 2000 and the residual effect of P that
had accumulated in different treatment plots was investigated for 5 years (20012005). Summer-grown groundnut showed small and inconsistent response to direct,
residual and cumulative P application whereas winter-grown crops responded significantly and consistently suggesting 20, 40, and 60 kg P,Os ha'1 as adequate for
groundnut, rapeseed-mustard, and wheat, respectively. Cumulative application of
P produced yields comparable to those with direct applications. In no-P control
plots, Olsen-Pdecreased slightly whereas organic P declined by about 50% after 25
years of cropping. In fertilizer-treated plots, organic P swelled up by 18-22 % and
Olsen-P increased from initial 11.6 kg P ha"1 to 14-34 kg P ha"' after 3 years and
16-58 kg P ha"' after 8 years, and further increase in between 8 and 25 years was
negligible presumably due to reduction in the applied P rates after Year 7 and 17 Of
the total fertilizer P added in 25 years, crops removed 21 to 54% whereas 33 to 64%
accumulated in plough layer soil leaving 12 to 32% unaccounted for, which leached
to lower soil layers. The residual fertilizer P was transformed into labile (9-19%),
moderately-labile (12-22%) and non-labile (47-57%) pools of soil P. Residual P
fertility was able to produce optimum groundnut and rapeseed yields for 3 and 5
years without applying fertilizer P in plots that had received alternate and cumulative fertilizer P applications in preceding 25 years, respectively The results of this
study demonstrated that (a) alternate application of fertilizer P to winter crops is
required and P requirement of groundnut can be met from soil-derived and residual
fertilizer P in the subtropical region, which helped enhance fertilizer use efficiency
(42-54% as compared to 27-40% in cumulative P treatment), saved costly fertilizer (50%), and reduced excessive accumulation of residual P in soil (42-56%); (b)
several fold increase in residual fertilizer P accumulation in soil and its accelerated
conversion to non-labile P forms with long-term applications of fertilizer Pto both
crops each year without additional crop production have significant implications
for soil testing and prediction of crop responses, leaching of excessive P in soil and
consequent risk of contamination of ground water; and (c) Olsen-P test alone is not
adequate to reflect the depletion/ accumulation of bio-available P, and the status of
different soil P pools in long-term fertilized soils must be determined to assess and
make use of accumulated fertilizer P. Therefore, the best strategies for sustainable
crop production and environmental safety are to produce optimum crop yields by
(a) alternative P application only to winter crops, (b) periodic reduction in P rates
according to accumulated P, and (c) occasionally without fertilizer P to enable the
utilization of residual fertilizer P that had accumulated in the soil over the years
leading to reduced leaching of P as well as substantial savings on this costly input
by resource-limiting farmers.

Effects of Vermicompost, Urea and Zinc Sulfate on Zinc Fractions in a

Calcareous Soil.
A. Reyhani Tabar, M. Ardalan, N. A. Karimian, G. R. Savaghebi. Univ of Tehran.
Water-Soluble Zinc (Zn) fertilizers are rapidly converted to insoluble forms in Calcareous Soils resulting in lower efficiency of such fertilizers. Knowledge of distribution of applied Zn in such soils is necessary for understanding the fate of applied
Zn fertilizers and finding ways to increase their efficiency. A factorial experiment
and CRD design with two replicates was carried out to examine the influence of 3
levels of vermicompost(0,5 and 20 gm.Kg-1), 3 levels of N(0,60 and 120 mg.Kg'1
as urea) and 3 levels of Zn (0,5 and 10 mg.Kg' as ZnS04.7H,0) on the various fractions of soluble plus exchangeable (ZnEX,), Carbonate adsorbed (ZnCar), Organic
matter Complexed (ZnOm) Manganese Oxide bound (ZnMnox), Amorphous iron
Oxide bound (ZnAFeOX). Crystalline oxide associated (ZnCFeOX), and residual
(ZnRES) Zinc in a Calcareous Soil (Termic Calciorthids). Application of Urea
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F Sikora
A New Buffer that Mimics the SMI' Buffer for Determining Lime Requirement
of Soil.
F. Sikora. Univ of Kentucky.
The SMP buffer used for determining lime requirement on soil contains chromium
and p-nitrophenol which classifies the solution as a hazardous waste A buffer without hazardous chemicals producing the same pH as SMP buffer would eliminate
hazardous waste and have no affect on agronomic interpretation. Chemicals chosen to replace chromium and p-nitrophenol were 2-(N-morphoIino)ethanesulfonic
acid monohydrate (MES) and imidazole. Acid titrations of SMP buffer and various
mixtures of a new buffer were performed to duplicate the acid-base characteristics
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of the SMP buffer The new buffer is adjusted to pH 7.7 and contains 69.6, 13.7,
3 1 4 , 89.3, and 2000 mM oftriethanolamine, imidazole, MES monohydrate, acetic
acid, and KCl, respectively Coefficient of determinations (r2) for linear regressions of soil-buffer pll with the new buffer versus SMP buffer on 255 Kentucky
and 90 North American Proficiency Testing (NAPT) soils were 0.974 and 0.963,
respectively. Repeated soil-buffer pH measurements were made using 14 internal
quality control soils and 10 NAPT soils over 150 days. Only one of the soil samples
showed a significant drift in soil-buffer pH with time using the new buffer, and the
drift was also observed using SMP buffer With 112 measurements of soil-buffer
pH using the new buffer on 14 NAPT soils, only 1 measurement fell outside NAPT
warning limits for SMP soil-buffer pH. The linear regression equation for new buffer versus SMP buffer lime recommendations was y=0.119 + 0.994 (x) with an r2
of 0.971 for 158 Kentucky soils requiring lime and y=0.800 + 0.849 (x) with an
r2 of 0.845 for 33 NAPT soils requiring lime The new buffer without hazardous
chemicals mimicked the soil-buffer pH obtained with SMP buffer, provided lime
recommendations similar to that with SMP buffer, and had a serviceable life of at
least 150 days.
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P.Ghosh
Spatial and Temporal Distribution of Nitrifying Bacteria and N Transformation
Rates in Tropical Rainfed Rice Soil.
P. Ghosh. G. B. Pant Institute of Himalayan Environment and Development; A. K.
Kashyap, Dept of Botany, Banaras Hindu Univ; P. P. Dhyani, G. B. Pant Institute
of Himalayan Environment and Development.
In a tropical rainfed rice field, the rate of N-mineralization, nitrification and nitrifier
population fluctuations in planted (bulk), unplanted (bare) and rhizosphere rice soil
was quantified The rate of N-mineralization and nitrification were not measured
in rhizosphere soil The experiment was laid out in a randomized complete block
design with three replicates. The factors assessed were soil type (bare, bulk and
rhizosphere soil) and fertilization (control and urea). The control plots received no
nitrogenous fertilizers whereas the plots designated as fertilized received urea at
the rate of 100 kg N per hectare in three split doses. The nitrogen transformation
rates, nitrifier population size, mineral-N left in soil and plant growth parameters
were measured at intervals of 10-15 days throughout the cropping season. The soil
sampling coincided with phenological events in the rice plants Sampling was done
simultaneously in the adjacent plots without rice plants (bare soil). There were
significant differences in the rates of N-mineralization, nitrification, soil mineral
N pool and nitrifier population size due to soil type. The growing rice plants made
the soil more aerobic and increased the availability of substrates for the growth of
the nitrifiers, which resulted in a ten-fold higher nitrifer population in the bulk soil
in comparison to bare soil. The creation of an aerobic zone around the rice rhizosphere, due to presence of aerenchyma tissue, resulted in a ten fold higher nitrifier
population than in the bulk soil and a hundred fold higher nitrifier population than
in bare soil The rate of N-mineralization and nitrification was significantly higher
in the bulk soil in comparison to bare soil. The mineral-N pool was highest in
bare soil in the absence of a plant sink followed by bulk soil It was lowest in the
rhizosphere soil Thus the presence of rice plants created a soil gradient in respect
of nitrifier population distribution which consequently affected their processes and
mineral N availability in soil. Fertilization enhanced the nitrifier population and
their processes by acting as substrate for the nitrifiers as well as affecting proliferation of aerenchyma tissues and led to better plant growth characteristics.
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Imapct of 10-Year Rice-Wheat Cropping System and Integrated Nutrient
Management on Soil Properties and Crop Productivity in a Gypsum Amended
Sodic Soil.
A. Swamp. N. P. S. Yaduvanshi. Central Soil Salinity Research Institute.
Rice-wheat cropping system is predominant in the Indo-Gangetic Plains of India
The decline or stagnation in the yield of this system has been observed and ascribed
to decrease in soil C and N and imbalance fertilizer use. We evaluated the impact of
using organic/green manures in conjunction with inorganic fertilizers for 10 years
( 1 9 9 4 - 2003) on the productivity of rice (Oryza saliva L ) - w h e a t (Triticum aestivum L ) system in gypsum treated sodic soil at experimental farm of Central Soil
Salinity Research Institute, Karnal, India. The experimental soil (Acquic Natrustalf) had pH 8 7, exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) 18.0, organic carbon 3.2
g k g ' , available P 11.8 kg h a ' , available K 220 kg h a ' , DTPA Zn 0.79 mg k g ' ,
DTPA Mn 3.7 mg kg"' and DTPA Fe 4.5 mg kg"'. The treatments consisted of:
T l , Control; T2, N120 kg h a ' ; T3, N120 P26 kg ha"'; T3, N120 P26 K42 kg h a ' ;
(100% recommended); T5, N60 PI 3 K21 kg ha '; (50% recommended); T6, T5 plus
in-situ Sesbania aculeata green manuring before rice; T7, T4 plus in-situ Sesbania
aculeata green manuring before rice; T8, T5 plus Farm Yard Manure (FYM) @ 10
Mg h a ' before rice; T9, T4 plus FYM @ 10 Mg ha"' before rice and T10, N180
P39 K63 kg ha-1; (150% recommended) The FYM was applied 15 days before
transplantation of rice. In situ Sesbania aculeata was grown as a Green Manure
(GM) crop every year (May to June) and incorporated before rice transplanting.
Standard agronomic practices were followed for raising rice (July to October) and
wheat (November to April) every year Results showed that both rice and wheat
responded significantly to fertilizer N and P There was no response to K fertilizer.
Increasing the dose of NPK from 50% to 100% and 150% significantly enhanced
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the grain yield of rice. However, there was no significant difference in the yield of
wheat amongst 100 and 150% NPK Highest yield of both crops was obtained with
100% NPK combined with GM or FYM. The results further showed that rice and
wheat yields could be maintained even at 50% of the NPK dose when used in conjunction with FYM or GM Incorportion of GM or FYM resulted in build-up of soil
organic carbon,available N, P, K and Zn and greater nutrient uptake by the crops.
The results suggest that integrated nutrient management is extremely important for
sustaining rice-wheat system and improving fertility of sodic soils.
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Soil Available N: Relationships Between PPNT and PSNT Test.
B. L. Ma. Agriculture and Agri-Food

Canada.

Nitrogen (N) application for corn (Zea mays L ) production is often based on a
yield goal, with adjustments to soil residual N content and other N credit, such as
legumes and manure. It is generally clear that in arid and semiarid regions, soil
mineral N test such as preplant soil N (PPSN), supplemented with pre-sidedress
soil N (PSSN), is a reliable indicator for crop N requirement. In more humid areas
such as Ontario, however, limitations with PPSN and PSSN arise from the extensive spatial and temporal variability in soil mineral N concentrations, which depend
on numerous N-cycle processes, including mineralization, immobilization, nitrification, denitrificatin, leaching and plant uptake A field study was conducted near
Ottawa, Canada for three years to determine changes in soil available N from preplanting to shortly after the sidedress stage for corn (mid July). In each year, soil
samples from fields with different cropping history, soil texture and management
levels were taken at 7 to 10 d intervals. The concentrations of NO, - and NH 4"
- N were determined colorimetrically from the KCl extract of fresh soil samples. It
was found that soil NO," - N of PSSN was a linear function of PPSN However, the
slopes differed dramatically among cropping sequences, soil textures and precipitation Our data suggest that caution must be taken when deciding the rate of fertilizer
N sidedress based on PPSN test, especially in more humid environments.
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Can Sorghum Genotypes Avoid Phosphorus Poisoning?.
R. G. Camacho. Romulo Gallegos Univ: E. Malavolta. CENA/USP; J. P. Guerrero,
T. Camacho. Romulo Gallegos Univ.
The current study was carried out to determinate if high P concentrations in the
nutrient solution interfere with the sorghum genotype ability to absorb phosphorus
and grown adequately. Plants were grown in controlled environment conditions
through growth stage. In hydroponic cultures with Hoagland's solution, the sorghum was exposed at three [P]S (0, 0.5 and \mM) for three weeks. Plants were
harvested for dry matter determination, uptake ,2 P by excised roots, and leaf [P].
Root weights decreased with increasing the P levels in the culture solutions, while
shoot and total dry matter showed the opposite effect Except for Criollo-2, leaf
[P] was lightly held or reduced by enhancing P from 0.5 to 1.0 mM, being that
Himeca-101 showed the strongest drop in the total P concentration (a fall of 1.10
g kg 1 ). As it might expect, significant negative correlations were found among
radiophosphorus uptake by excised roots and: [P] in the nutrient solution, shoot dry
matter (with the exception of Himeca-101 genotype) and leaf [P], All genotypes
but Sefloarca-7 reduced the rates of ,2 P absorption when grown in substrates with
P excess; however, Himeca-101 showed highest ability to decrease the P-uptake.
These data suggest that sorghum plants can stop or reduce the uptake of P when
grown at elevated [P]S, avoiding therefore phosphorus poisoning. However, some
genotypes are more responsive than other genotypes.
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Sustaining Productivity of Wheat-Soybean Cropping System through
Integrated Nutrient Management Practices in the Vertisols of Central India.
U. K. Behera. Indian Agricultural Research Institute: H. N. Pandey. IARI. Regional
Station.
Wheat-soybean is one of the most dominant cropping systems in the Vertisols of
central India Cultivation of durum wheat in winter season (November to April)
has an enormous potential due to congenial climate and increasing global demand,
scope for value addition, while soybean in rainy season (June to October) has witnessed a phenomenal growth in the last 2 decades in the region Beside including
a legume (soybean) in sequence with a cereal crop (wheat), combined use of available organic sources along with chemical fertilizers may prove beneficial for longterm productivity and sustainability of the system. It may also help in improving
the quality of durum wheat, which is important from export point of view. A longterm experiment was conducted during 1995-2002 under the fine-textured Vertisols
at Indore, India to study the effect of combined use of Farm Yard Manure (FYM),
poultry manure, vermicompost and biofertilizers (Azotobacter + phosphate solubilizing bacteria) with 50 and 100% NPK on wheat, and residual effect on following
soybean. Grain yield of aestivum wheat in the initial 2 years and durum wheat in
the later 3 years was significantly increased with 50% NPK + poultry manure @ 2.5
t/ha or FYM @ 10 t/ha compared with 50 or 100% NPK alone. However, the highest productivity was obtained when these organic sources were applied along with
100% NPK, indicating that NPK fertilizers alone did not provide adequate and balanced nutrition for potential yield of the crop. Quality parameters of durum wheat

viz. protein content, hectoliter weight and sedimentation value showed improvement, and yellow berry content was also significantly lower with combined use ot'
organic and inorganic fertilizers compared with NPK alone and control Soybean
did not show much response to residual effect of treatments in most years, although
the yields were comparatively better under the combined use of 100% NPK + FYM
or poultry manure given to wheat Wheat gave higher profit than soybean, particularly in the later years due to lower yields and market price of soybean However,
the superiority of FYM as well as poultry manure along with NPK was evident on
the profitability of the system Various soil fertility parameters showed conspicuous improvement over the initial status under the treatments of FYM and poultry
manure Sustainability yield index was significantly greater under 100% NPK +
FYM or poultry manure than other treatments. It was concluded that application
of available organic sources, particularly FYM and poultry manure, along with
full recommended dose of NPK to wheat was essential for improving productivity,
grain health, profitability, soil fertility and sustainability of wheat-soybean system
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Assessment of Soil Test Based Potassium Requirement for Low Land Rice in
Udic Ilaplustalf under the Influence of Silicon Fertilization.
P. Balasubramaniam, S. Subramanian. Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ.
Field experiment was conducted to study the effect of graded levels of soil test
based K with the application of Rice Straw (RS), Silicate Solubilizing Bacteria
(SSB), RS+SSB, and Sodium Meta Silicate (SMS) on grain yield of rice in Udic
Haplustalf The application of RS+SSB ranked best by registering the highest grain
yield of 5218 kg per ha followed by RS (4957 kg ha'), SMS (4790 kg ha') SSB
(4720 kg ha ') and the control recorded the lowest grain yield of 4419 kg per ha
The yield data was subjected to linear and quadratic model for optimization and
assessment of soil test based K requirement under the influence of different sources
of silicon viz., RS, SSB, RS + SSB and SMS The good fit was found only with
quadratic as evidenced in the response of grain yield to applied soil test based K
was increasing with decreasing level. Further, the rate of response to the added
K was varied as indicated in the slope of the curve The magnitude of response
was greater in control followed by SMS, SSB and RS The lowest response to the
added Soil test based K was observed in the RS + SSB treated plot as it registered
lowest physical and economic optima of 43.6 and 17 2 per cent soil test based K,
respectively.
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Trying a New Potassium Uptake Model by Wheat.
G. A. Roshani, Golestan Agricultural Research Center; G. Narayanasamy, S. C.
Datta. Indian Agricultural Research Institute.
A model has been used to simulate potassium (K) uptake by wheat in a pot culture experiment. Three soils from India, namely Alfisol, Inceptisol and Vertisol,
were differentially K exhausted by Sudan grass (Surghum vulgare var Sudanensis)
for a period of 280 days and were used to simulate potassium uptake by wheat
(Triticum aestivum) and also to predict the amounts of K released or fixed during
cropping. Except in Alfisol all the predicted values of K uptake closely agreed with
that of observed values When predicted K uptake values were plotted against the
observed values, r2 values were found to be 0.927, 0.828 and 0.721 in Inceptisol,
Alfisol, and Vertisol, respectively. There is a close relationship between observed
and predicted values of' K uptake as evident from the high r2 values, but in case
of'Alfisol and Vertisol the model has over-predicted K uptake, which perhaps was
due to over prediction of K release from non-exchangeable K The model has been
validated and has been applied to simulate response towards fertilizer application
at different available K It has been shown that maximum response occurs at a particular value of available K which shirts towards higher value as Release Threshold
Level (RTL) increases Predicted K uptake was most sensitive to changes in root
parameters such as Root Length Density (RLD) and maximum influx rate (Vmax),
since changes in the time at which maximum root length density was attained
(RLD-B) and the decay constant of Vmax (Vmax-B) gave the greatest changes in
K uptake in almost all the soils except highly exhausted Alfisol in which predicted
potassium uptake was more sensitive to changes in RLD-B and intercept (c) than to
root uptake kinetics, as described by Michaelis-Menten constant (Km) and Vmax
The predicted potassium uptake was least sensitive to changes in rate constants of
release and fixation and fixation threshold level in Inceptisol and Vertisol, but was
sensitive to release threshold level and rate constant of release in Alfisol.

ent uptake was enhanced by applications of N and P The AP had the highest effect,
and increased mean N and uptake by 19 and 16% over the control, respectively The
APalso increased N and P balance by 19 and 17% over the control. Soybean grain
yield was 26% better than that of the OP at the AP rate Addition of 60 kg N kg ha-1
with AP gave the highest grain yield of 1.77 Mg ha-1 The dynamics of'P in soil
solution has a strong relationship with P uptake, leading to higher grain yield
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Nature and Properties of Soil Humic Substances and the Available Nutrient
Status as Influenced by the Incorporation or Organic Residues.
D. Shirisha. P. C. Rao. College ofAgriculture. Angr Agricultural Univ.
An investigation was carried out to characterize and study the nature and properties of humic fractions of organic residues (FYM, Vermi compost, Poultry manure,
green leaf manure and rice straw) upon incorporation in an Alfisol and a Vertisol,
incorporation of organic residues also with RDF using maize as test crop in an Alfisol and a Vertisol (greenhouse study) and in a Alfisol (field experiment) Humic acid
production increased with incubation in all the treatments, while fulvic acid production initially increased up to 40 days and thereafter decreased. Production of humic
acid was more when compared to fulvic acid in all the treatments. The humification
index was found to increase with incubation Among the sources of organic residues, humic fractions were maximum from the treatments involving vermicompost
followed by poultry manure and farm yard manure while minimum was recorded in
rice straw treatment As incubation proceeded there was an increase in total acidity,
carboxyl group and phenolic-OH group. The functional group content of fulvic acid
was found to be higher than humic acid at all the intervals of incubation Maximum
total acidity and carboxyl groups were contributed by treatment involving vermicompost followed by poultry manure and farm yard manure and minimum was
recorded in rice straw treatment. The phenolic groups showed no major changes
and the difference between the treatments was not significant With incubation percent organic carbon, C/N ratio, E4/E6 ratio of humic fractions decreased while total
nitrogen content increased The highest carbon content of humic acid was obtained
in treatment involving rice straw and poultry manure while highest carbon and total
nitrogen content of fulvic acid were obtained in vermicompost treated posts. The
total nitrogen content of humic acid was maximum in the treatment involving poultry manure followed by vermicompost and minimum was observed in rice straw
treatment Humic fractions of Glyricidia recorded lower carbon content, whereas
the humic fractions of rice straw showed the lower nitrogen content. The C/N ratio
of humic acid were slightly higher than that of' fulvic acid. The E4/E6 ratio of fulvic
acid was higher than that of humic acid. The E4/ $6 ratio of humic fractions were
maximum for rice straw followed by Glyricidia while minimum E4/E6 ratios were
observed in poultry manure and vermicompost treatments In case of soil incorporation, control recorded the lower amount of'humic fractions (HA and FA), whereas
treatment involving incorporation of vermicompost, followed by poultry manure
and farm yard manure showed higher amount of'humic fractions. The total acidity
and carboxyl groups were higher in treatment involving vermicompost, followed
by poultry manure; while control recorded the lowest total acidity and carboxylic
content. The organic carbon and total nitrogen content of humic fractions were
minimum in control followed by RDF treatment whereas G/N ratio was maximum
for the treatment involving incorporation of rice straw and control and minimum
was recorded in vermicompost and poultry manure treatments. The humic acid content, organic carbon and total nitrogen content, total acidity and carboxylic groups
were higher in Vertisol amended with different organic residues, whereas fulvic
acid content, phenolic groups and E4/E6 ratio were higher in Alfisol treated with
different organic residues The results were similar in field experiment and greenhouse study The production of soil humic fractions upon incorporation of organic
residues were lower when compared to the incubation of different sources in the
absence of soil The Potentiometrie and conductomertic titrations curves of humic
fractions indicated a weak acidic character of these fractions and the UV-spectra of
humic fractions was featureless, with a decrease in optical density with an increase
in wavelength The organic carbon, available nutrients, available (DTPA) micronutrients and dry matter yield were higher in vermicompost treated pots/plots followed by poultry manure, farm yard manure, Glyricidia and rice straw.
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Can Potassium Affect Root Influx Parameters of Wheat?.
G. A. Roshani. Golestan Agricultural Research Center: G. Narayanasamy. S. C.
Datta. Indian Agricultural Research Institute.
Root influx parameters (Vmax, and Km) of wheat (var HD 2285) were determined
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V.O. Aduramigba-Modupe
at different stages of crop growth, viz CRIS-Crown Root Initiation Stage, MTSNutrient Dynamics and Balance in Sole Soybean in a Nigerian Derived
Maximum Tillering Stage, FLS-Flag Leaf Stage and DFS-Dough Formation Stage
Savanna.
Wheat was grown in sand medium with Hoagland nutrient solution (all nutrients
V. O. Aduramigba-Modupe. Institute of Agricultural Research: H. Tijani-Enioia. except potassium) Plants were taken out from sand culture at 22, 41, 69 and 87
days after germination and placed in a specially designed assembly of flowing
Dept ofAgronomy. Univ oflbadan.
solution in greenhouse The nutrient solution was allowed to flow into the culture
In the Nigerian derived savanna soil, organic matter is low. due to intensive cropvessel in a regulated manner by means of a separating funnel Fresh Hoagland
ping; consequently, nutrient balance is negative A 2 year field study on an Alfisol
solutions having five different concentration of K (2,6, 10, 13, and l6mgL')were
in Ibadan. Nigeria to determine the effects of N (0 and 60 kg ha-1) and Fractional
added drop-wise on the tunnels at the rate of about 3000 mL day ' and continuRecovery (FR)modulated P(amended P)(AP)(0. 15, 30, and 60kg ha-1)on minously supplied infivedifferent assemblies Root influx parameters (Vmax and Km)
eral N and P dynamics, uptake, and budgets revealed an 11 % increase in cumulative
were determined employing a simple solution culture technique, by measuring the
N by AP rate over the control, while that of P was 20% less than the control Nutri-
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rus P205, exchange potassium K20, represent function of geochemical landscape,
grain-size distribution, humus content of soil, and its taxonomie features. Dynamic
models of CAN reflect functioning of soils at a microlevel under the effect of current conditions of soil formation. Parameters used in dynamic models of CAN are:
the conditions of agrocenosis functioning: hydrothermal parameters of vegetation,
phases of plant development, predecessors, tillage practices, fertilization and irrigation systems, etc. These models reflect the content of mineral nutrients in soil at
various stages of plants' development. They can be used for the optimization of'
plant mineral nutrition and management of soil fertility. The suggested approach
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of plants' mineral nutrition optimization has not only practical application, but it is
Targeted Yield Concepts for Fertilizer Requirements of Wheat in Vertisols.
also of important ecological value, for it allows to correct unbalance of the basic
K. R. Sonar. Retired From Mahatma Phule Agricultural Univ. Rahuri. Maharashtra: biophilic elements in geochemical cycling
A. Patil. Mahatma Phule Agricultural Univ.
Farmers are likely to use too little or too much fertilizers for different crops Soil
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R. Uma Devi
testing for fertility helps them to eliminate the guess work and apply fertilizers
Critical Soil Nutrient Level for Carrot under Targeted Yield Approach in
according to crop needs. Soil testing would become a useful tool only when it
Integrated Plant Nutrition System for Ultic Hapludalf.
is based on an intimate knowledge of soil-crop-variety-fertilizer-climate-manageR. Uma Devi. P. Murugesaboobathi. Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ.
ment interactions for a given situation. A standard field experiment was conducted
In order to develop a scientific base for prescribing fertilizer recommendations
on wheat (cv.HD 2189) on fertility gradient concept to develop fertilizer prescripfor carrot, the field trial was conducted at the field in the Horticultural Research
tion equations for making fertilize recommendations to the farmers. Fertilizer
Station, located in Nilgris district, Tamil Nadu, India The soil test calibration for
recommendations based on targeted yield concept hinges upon three parameters
fertilizer prescription based on the concept of yield targeting of carrot provides a
viz ; nutrient requirement to produce one Mg of grain and efficiencies of soil and
means for the computation of critical soil test values. These values are the soil test
fertilizer nutrients In the present experiment wheat crop required 25.1 kg N, 10.7
levels above which there would be no requirement of fertilizer application for indikg P205, 22 5 kg K20 to produce one Mg of grain. Efficiencies of soil nutrients
cated levels of crop yield (Randhawa and Velayudham, 1982). Hence in the present
were 24.7, 10.9, 16.7 percent for alkaline KMn04-N, Olsen-P and NH40Ac-K,
study, an attempt was made to fix the critical soil test values for KMn04-N, Bray-P
respectively. Efficiencies of fertilizer nutrients were 33.4, 56 3, 90.2 percent for
and NH40Ac-K. For 400 q ha-1 yield target, the critical level of NPK was 1130,
N, P205 and K20, respectively. These data were transformed into simple fertilizer
379 and 830 kg ha-1 under NPK alone; 914, 358 and 756 kg ha-1 for NPK with
prescription equations for deriving fertilizer rates for desired wheat yields as: FN =
SheepManure(SM) and 844, 358 and 756 kg ha-1 for NPK with SM plus Azospiril75.4T- 7.4SN FP205 = 19.0T- 28.8SP FK20 = 24.9T- 2.2SK Where FN, FP205,
lum respectively. Likewise the critical levels of NPK for 500 and 600qha-l were
FK20 = fertilizer N, P205, K20 kg/ha; T = yield target Mg/ha; SN, SP, SK = soil
computed Thefindingsof the present study revealed that the critical soil test values
available N, P, K kg/ha, respectively. To test the validity of these equations 45 yield
for KMn04-N, Bray-P and NH40Ac-K were low under IPNS treatments (NPK
targeting demonstration trials on wheat (cv.HD 2189) were conducted on farmer's
plus SM and NPK with SM plus Azospirillum) as compared to NPK alone This in
fields at different locations in Vertisols of Maharashtra. Targeted yield treatments
turn resulted in saving of NPK fertilizers. Irrespective of treatments, higher yield
of 3.5 and 4.5 Mg/ha of wheat were achieved within ± 6% variation by applying
targeting resulted in higher critical levels of nutrients in the soil The results showed
fertilizers based on targeted yield concept The highest increase in wheat yields
that IPNS resulted in low critical soil test values over NPK alone.
(128%) and profits (Rs. 20060/ha) were obtained under 4.5 Mg/ha targeted yield
treatment over farmer's practice (I US $ = 44 Rupees). This was followed by 3.5
Mg/ha treatment (96.7% yield increase with a profit of Rs 15130/ha over farmer's
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practice) The results showed a close relationship between wheat yields targeted
Alfalfa (Medicago sativa L.) Forage Production under Subsurface Drip
and those actually obtained and is an evidence of usefulness of targeted yield conIrrigation Interacting with Manure.
cept through balanced fertilization In this method it is also possible to make fertilizer recommendations to the farmers considering their financial conditions. Thus
C. Vazquez, E. Salazar. J. D. Lopez. R. Zuniga. F. Jasso. R. Figueroa. A. Gallegos.
fertilizer application based on targeted yield concept was superior to that of general
S. Berumen. Durango Univ.
recommended dose and soil testing.
The present research work was carried out at the Comarca Lagunera which is
located at the North Central part of Mexico between the Meridians 102 ^ 22(i¥
and 104 - 47^¥ West longitude, and the Parallels 2 4 - 220¥ and 2 6 - 330¥ North
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Latitude. The altitude over the mean sea level is 1130 m. Fifteen treatments were
Yield and P-Usc Efficiency of Five Maize Cultivars under Two P Levels in a
evaluated from the combination of'three varieties of alfalfa, CUF 101, Sundor and
Derived Savanna of Nigeria.
Altaverde, and five levels of bovine manure, 0, 40,80,120 and 160 t ha-1. The refV. O. Aduramigba-Modupe. Institute ofAgricultural Research.
erence teatment was the chemical formula 30-100-00 of N, P, K. Irrigation was
applied through drip irrigation and the water depth was calculated based on 80% of
Field experiment was conducted during the 2000 and 2001 growing seasons at
pan evaporation. A significant effect of manure was observed on fresh forage startIbadan, Nigeria to evaluate P-use efficiency (kg grain per kg available soil P) and
ing at the fourth harvest, whereas alfalfa varieties did not have a significant effect.
yield of 5 maize cultivars planted early in the season under two levels of P. TZE
Higher yields were obtained with 120 and 160 t ha-1 of bovine nanure. A similar
Comp 4 gave the highest grain yield, while AK 9522-DMR-SR was the most P-use
effect was observed in the dry forage with manure the levels of 80, 120 and 160
efficient genotype with a higher P harvest index. The variety 1YFDCO was the least
t ha-1 being the better treatments with a mean yield higher than 4 t ha-1, and no
efficient in utilizing available soil P for grain production, although it had the highsignificant difference among alfalfa varieties was observed. Forage quality showed
est stover weight Early planting to captive nutrient flush, and application of model
difference among harvests (rx= 0 01) and among manure treatments as well, which
calculated optimal amount of P (80 kg/ha) was adequate for production of all the
indicates that both date of harvest and manure level exert an inluence on crude
cultivars under the soil conditions of the chosen site.
protein (CP), acid detergent fiber (ADF), neutral detergent fiber (NDF) and the net
energy. Alfalfa varieties did not exert a significant effect on forage quality, produc155-60
1717b
E.G. Pivovarova
ing mean values of 25.2% CP, 28 6% ADF, 33.7% NDF and 1.8 Meal lb-lot'net
energy Keywords: Forage quality, soil temperature and alfalfa varieties.
Optimization of Mineral Nutrition of Plants on the Basis of InformationLogical Models.
E. G. Pivovarova. L. M. Burlakova. Altai State Agricultural Univ.
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The offered method can be used for optimization of crop mineral nutrition (BurlaChlorosis in Sugarcane.
kova, 1990). It is based on productivity models of basic crops grown throughout the
R. B. Somawanshi. Mahatma Phule Agricultural Univ. Rahuri.
steppe zone of the Pre-Altai soil province The essence of the method is the change
of metric values of the Content of Available Nutrients (CAN) in soil, for them to
Greenhouse and field experiments were conducted using different chlorosis suscorrespond to the rank of productivity of a specific crop. Indices of optimization
ceptible and tolerant cultivars to relate chlorosis to soil properties and root growth
of the basic macroelements are also calculated It allows to reveal a discrepancy
of sugarcane. Chlorosis prone soils had chlorotic and nonchlorotic plants growbetween CANs (content of available nutrients), and to estimate the optimizational
ing side by side in the same field. Another group of soils had no chlorotic plants
amount of fertilizers required for a planned crop yield. This method has been tested
even in a highly susceptible sugarcane cultivar CO 7219. Chlorosis prone soils
on various soils used for the basic crops, raised in the conditions of'the chernozem
had higher Mg supplying capacity than chlorosis-resistant soils. Both the groups
zone. As a result, the improvement of crop yields at various agrotechnical backof soils were highly calcareous (5-17 CaCO, equivalent %). As such, the term lime
grounds is about 25-50 % compared to other methods of optimization. It proves
induced chlorosis needs to be used cautiously. Soils from chlorisis-prone fields had
high economic efficiency of the method. The problem lies in the necessity for a
average DTPA-Fe 5.57 mg/kg, Mn 7.44 mg/kg and CaCO, 13.2% and the respecquick agrochemical inspection of soils that needs to be carried out before seedtive values for chlorosis resistant soils were 7 46, 7.31 and 9.7. For comparison of
ing It can be solved with the help of models of CAN, that allow to extrapolate
green plant with chlorotic plant an arbitrary limit of 1 mg chlorophyll/g fresh leaf
with considerable accuracy (65-80 %) the level of nutrients in soil. Models for the
was fixed below which sugarcane plant looked chlorotic The chlorosis prone soils
content of nitrates' nitrogen N-N03. ammonium nitrogen N-NII4, labile phosphohad DTPA Fe/Mn ratio of 0.74, which was significantly lower than chlorosis resis-

depletion of potassium (input - output concentration) by wheat roots in five nutrient media differing in potassium concentration only. Vmax and Km were calculated with the help of coefficients obtained by fitting the solution K concentration
and K uptake rate data on the Michaelis-Menten equation. Vmax and Km values
are decreased with the age of crop Vmax was 48.7 nmol nr- S"' at 22 DAG and
decreased to 4 21 nmol m- s ' at 87 days of crop growth; corresponding Km values
were 299 and 146 iM, respectively.
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tant soils (1.02). The K content of saturated paste extract of chlorosis prone soils
was exceptionally high (2.7 meq/L) compared to K content of chlorosis resistant
soils (0 59 meq/L) Chlorosis-prone soils had colour notations ranging from 10 YR
2/2 to 10 YR 5/2 whereas chlorosis-resistant soils had a range of 10 YR 1/1 to 10
YR 2/2 with vertic properties. Vertisois rarely induced chlorosis in sugarcane even
in most susceptible cultivars like CO 7219. Restricted root growth and very few
white tender roots (17 g/plant) were the characteristic features of chlorotic plant as
compared to 3.33-g/green plant. The plants in which initiation of new roots stopped
first turned chlorotic first whereas plant in which new roots formation started first
turned green first thus chlorosis is a dynamic phenomenon related to root growth
Wider shoot-root ratio (7.81) was another typical feature of chlorotic plants from
chlorosis-prone foils, while plants from chlorosis-resistant soil had narrow ratio of
2.3. Leaf chlorophyll concentration was significantly correlated with dry matter of
white tender roots. Average dry matter of roots of 17 cultivars was 39.8 g/plant during summer season, which was higher than same cultivars grown in winter season
(12.3 g/plant). Study suggested that screening of sugarcane for their tolerance to
chlorosis may be done during winter season. The cultivar CO 419 was observed to
be tolerant to chlorosis under chlorosis-prone soil conditions Chlorosis resulted in
significant reduction, (38.2%) in millable cane yield, (33.2%) in juice and (7.5%) in
sugar yield compared to green plants. Foliar application of 0.5% of ferrous ammonium sulphate corrected chlorotic condition of young plants but its effect could last
for a few days suggesting periodical spraying of chemical. Keywords: Chlorosis,
DTPA-Fe, lime, root growth, and chlorophyll.
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Ecological Monitoring of the South Russian Plants Nutriment Quality.
O. Biryukova. N. Kravlsova. Rostov Stale Univ; I. Yel 'nikov. Soil Institute after V. V.
Dokuchaev; V. Kryshchenko. Rostov Stale Univ.
The notion of'nutriment quality' not only embraces the optimum level of chemical
elements content in plants, but also its optimum ratio (balance) within the complete
vegetation period. These days plants nutriment quality factors should be used as
universal criteria for the assessment of the environmental danger level conditioned
by soil degradation and soil covering changes, various man-caused and agrogenic
impacts upon the soil and plants. The common soil fertility criterion, which is the
harvest, fails to characterize the vegetal produce quality, which may vary from a
not dangerous level to a highly dangerous level with quantitatively equal harvests.
The generally accepted criteria for the assessment of the environmental dan-ger of
the vegetal produce and soil (Maximum Permissible Concentrations, or MPCs) are
ineffective since they characterize the pre-pathological or pathological states of
the subject of study They also fail to completely assess the environmental danger
linked not with the distur-bance of concentration, but rather with the balance in the
vegetal produce chemistry Besides, MPCs do not depend on the soil characteristics,
hence they do not let forecast the hidden environmental danger at its early stage,
when its removal is still possible. Various microbiological and biological tests do
not characterize the ecological condition of the full root-inhabited soil layer, they
only show the place where the soil sampling was done. These are typically generalizing criteria, which cannot serve as a basis to determine, which definite nutriment element or group of elements deteriorates the vegetal produce quality Farming ecologization in fact means plants mineral nutriment with a large number of
macro- and microelements This re-quires a thorough regard of the influence of
at least the basic soil factors upon their receipt by plants. The modern oncoming
global environmental threat and universal intensive degradation development and
contamination of soil require annual regional monitoring of the plants nutri-ment
quality. Under the South Russian conditions systematic and experimental studies in
this direction were started by the Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry Department of Rostov State University, together with Soil Institute after V.V. Dokuchaev
Monitoring with a coupled soil-and-plant analysis is carried out on the basis of a
multiple-unit diagnostics method (the ISOD system). Formed have been databases
with maize, sorgo, wheat, carrot, soy, barley with an analysis of up to 20 macro- and
microelements content in them The research results have shown that in the South
of Russia various in their biological characteristics species of plants, in spite of
their frequently insufficient supply with moisture, strongly react to the degrading
changes of soil properties and fertilization, by changing their nutriment quality in a
large number of macro- and microelements at the early stages of their development
These disturbances cannot be removed at the development phases, which follow,
and this leads to a highly possible correlative dependence between the final harvest
magnitude / its quality and the plants nutriment disturbance at the early period of
their development By the example of sorgo, wheat, carrot studies, we have shown
that the above dependence may be expressed as plural regression models A practical use of such models enables, at a multiple-factor basis and at early plant development stage, to forecast the possible harvest magnitude and quality, as well as to
assess the optimum fertilizer dose not just in what concerns the fertilizer influence
on the harvest magnitude, but also in the change of environmentally important (P/
Ca, Sr/Ca, K/Ca+Mg, Fe/Mn, etc.) chemical elements ratio in the harvest. Monitoring of the plants nutriment quality directly in industrial crops should be carried out
at specially allocated agrolandscapes in view of the space heterogeneity of the soil
covering and the soil characteristics microdiversity. In prospect, one should form a
static geographi-cal network of'soil-plant' biomonitors with annual monitoring of
the plants nutriment quality of a large number of macro- and microelements, which
will permit to estimate the mathematical models of diagnosing the changes in soil
efficient fertility and plants nutriment quality within a timing loop
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L. H. Malligawad
Productivity of Iron Efficient Spanish Bunch Groundnut Genotypes as
Influenced by Iron Management in Calcareous Vertisois under Rainfed
Farming Situations.
L. H. Malligawad. N. S. Hebsur Univ of Agricultural Sciences.
The lime (Ca) induced iron (Fe) chlorosis, commonly known, as Fe-chlorosis is
of common occurrence in groundnut crop in calcareous soils worldwide In India
more than one-third of the soil is calcareous and spread mostly in low rainfall areas
where groundnut is a major oilseed crop Fe deficiency chlorosis (FeDC) as an
interveinal to complete chlorosis in young and emerging groundnut leaves, which
depending upon the intensity of chlorosis, may result in death of plant causing little
yield losses to complete crop failure Soil application of iron sulphate (FeS04)
to prevent FeDC and foliar application of Fe containing soluble salts to ameliorate Fe deficiency in standing crop are presently being recommended to increase
and sustain the productivity in calcareous soils under rainfed and irrigated farming
situations. However, the soil application requires large amounts of Fe-fertilizers,
whereas, foliar application requires frequent applications and these practices may
not be viable solutions on long-term basis. Under such circumstances, use of genotypes, which can overcome the Fe-deficiency chlorosis by efficient utilization of
native Fe, could be the potential alternative solution to this malady. Further, genotypic differences exist in groundnut with respect to their performance in calcareous
soil. The evaluation of indigenous and exotic groundnut germplasm collection over
several years at National Research Centre for Groundnut (1CAR), Junagadh (India)
lead to the identification of Fe-efficient genotypes in India. With this background, a
field experiment to study the productivity potential of Fe-efficient groundnut genotypes (FeESG 8 and FeESG 10) and their response to the soil and foliar application of iron sulphate was conducted in calcareous Vertisois at Amminabhavi village, Dharwad District, Karnataka State (India) during rainy season of 2000 under
assured rainfed farming situations. The rainfall received during the crop growth
period was 396 0 mm The initial soil tests values were 8 5 pH, 0.62 dS/m EC,
0.62 % organic carbon, 21.0 % free CaC03, 265 kg available N/ha, 7.15 kg available P205/ha, 610 kg available K20/ha, 21.7 kg available S, 3 89 ppm Fe (DTPA
extractable) and 0 59 ppm Zn (DTPA extractable). The experiment consisted of five
main plots (groundnut genotypes) (TMV 2, Dh 53, JL 24, FeESG 8 and FeESG 10)
and three sub-plots (Fe-management practices) (No Fe application, soil application
of FeS04 @ 25 kg/ha and foliar application of FeS04 @ 0.50 % at 30,45 and 60
days after sowing) The experiment was laid out in Split Plot Design with three replications. A common dose of fertilizers consisted of 25 kg N, 75 kg P205 and 25 kg
K20/ha along with FeS04 as per the sub-plot treatments were applied at the time of
sowing. Seeds of groundnut cultivars were hand dibbled at a planting geometry of
30 cm x 10 cm. Crop was kept weed free and disease and insect free by integrated
plant protection measures The results indicated that the Fe-efficient genotypes
FeESG 8 and FeESG 10 (Spanish bunch types with maturity duration of 95 to 100
days) showed good yield potential in calcareous soils with high amount of free
CaCOj (21.0 %) compared to traditional groundnut genotypes (TMV 2 and JL 24)
Without any Fe-management practices (either soil or foliar application of FeS04),
genotypes FeESG 8 and FeESG 10 produced higher dry pod (1460 and 1580 kg/ha,
respectively) and kernel yield (987 and 928 kg/ha, respectively) compared to genotypes TMV 2 (671 and 444 dry pod and kernel yield/ha, respectively), JL 24 (731
and 474 kg dry pod and kernel yield/ha, respectively) and Dh 53 (671 and 444 kg
dry pod and kernel yield/ha, respectively). Further, Fe-efficient genotypes FeESG
8 and FeESG 10 showed lower per cent of'chlorosis at different growth stages. The
per cent chlorosis observed in FeESG 8 and FeESG 10 was ranged between 43 81
at 30 DAS to 23.37 at 75 DAS, and 43.45 at 30 DAS to 21 18 at 75 DAS, respectively. While in Fe-inefficient genotypes (TMV 2, Dh 53 and JL 24), earlier identified as Fe-efficient genotypes, the per cent chlorosis was greater and was ranged
from 58.00 to 62.24 at 30 DAS and from 32.02 to 32.76 at 75 DAS With regard
to Fe-management practices, traditional groundnut genotypes (TMV 2, Dh 53 and
JL 24) showed greater response to either soil or foliar application FeS04 compared
to Fe-efficient genotypes (FeESG 8 and FeESG 10). The extent of reduction in
per cent chlorosis in groundnut genotypes was greater with foliar application than
with soil application of FeS04. From the present studies it may be concluded that,
for higher and sustainable productivity in soils showing Fe-deficiency symptoms
due higher amount of free CaCO, content, cultivation of Fe-efficient groundnut
genotypes such as FeESG 8 and FeESG 10 would be beneficial than cultivation of
traditional Fe-inefficient genotype such as TMV 2 and JL 24.
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Increasing Efficiency of Applied Fertiliser Phosphate Using Tools of Source,
Dose and Method of Application: World Phosphate Institute, Morocco
Experience at Farmer's Fields in India.
G. Dev. Consultant in India. A. Nassir. World Phosphate Institute.
Phosphorus (P) is an essential major nutrient element needed for crops It performs
many important functions in crop growth The utilization of applied fertilizer P by
crops is rather low, ranging from 20 to 25 % only and hence efficiency of applied
P is rated as tow This efficiency can be improved by selecting proper P source,
dose based on soil P status and time and method of application A great deal of
research information is available suggesting that these are critical factors effecting efficiency of applied fertilizer P Soils with low P status need relatively higher
input of fertilizer P than medium to high P status soils Like-wise, Water Soluble
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P (WSP) source when drilled in alkaline calcareous soils is more efficient over
broadcast method Further, citrate soluble P source when broadcast in acid soils is
more efficient However, farmers in general have not fully adopted these practices.
This study reports the results of a large number of single replicated demonstration trials conducted at farmers' fields in different states of India involving various
crops under a project: On-farm trials on efficient use of fertilizer P in balanced
nutrition of crops, as supported by World Phosphate Institute, Morocco The 3 to
4 plots treatments were selected based on the objective of the demonstration The
results clearly showed that rationalization of fertilizer P dose based on P status of
the soils was critical in determining its efficiency. Soils with low P status needed
relatively higher input of fertilizer P( 125% of locally recommended dose). Reduction in fertilizer Pdose to 75 % of locally recommended dose in medium or high P
status soils resulted in its low efficiency Drilling of WSP in low P status alkaline
calcareous soils produced more crop yield over broadcast method, while this difference was less pronounced in soil testing medium to high in P status Broadcasting
of citrate soluble P source was more efficient in acid soils. The parameters used to
evaluate the efficiency of applied fertilizer P were yield, response, % response and
biological efficiency. Field days were organized at the demonstration sites to show
the actual standing crops to the farmers of the area with the hope that they adopt
these efficient practices for fertilizer P use in crops in their day to day agriculture to
obtain high yields and more profit
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Fertilizer Optimization for Cassava (India).
S. Kamaraj. P. Muthuvel. Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ.
Increased production through intensive cultivation with high inputs especially with
inorganic fertilizers is aimed at in several countries to meet the needs of growing
population High input farming without conserving the natural resources, mainly
soil fertility, has led to mining of soil nutrients resulting in declined fertilizer productivity. In India use of N fertilizers matches the removal by crops. Phosphatic
fertilizer use also shows a positive balance while the K balance, in general, is negative. Hence field experiments were conducted at two locations with Cassava in the
North Western Zone soils (Typic Rhodustalfs) of Tamil Nadu, India with a twin
objective of optimizing nutrient requirement and developing a balanced fertilizer
schedule Cassava is a major crop in this zone. The soils of the experimental site
were sandy clay loam and sandy loam. Besides, the response for major secondary
and micronutrients was also studied. The experiment had 16 treatment combinations viz., three levels of N viz., 60, 90 and 120 kg N t ha-1 representing 100, 150
and 200 per cent of state recommendation with 50, 100, 150 and 200 per cent of
recommended levels of P and K that is 30, 60, 90 and 120 kg P205 and 80, 160,
240 and 320 kg ha-1 K20 respectively with recommended levels of Ca, S, Zn and
B applied at rates of 46.6,40, 5.7 and 14 kg ha-1 respectively Besides these treatment combinations there were also treatments involving major nutrients without
Ca, without S, without Zn and without B inorder to study the response of secondary and micronutrients. Randomized block design was followed with three replications. The experiment was conducted in two locations during 2001 and 2002 Soil
nutrient status monitored at different growth stages indicated that each successive
level of NPK fertilization enhanced availability of NPK in soil Positive response
was there for individual application of Ca or S or Zn along with 150 per cent of the
recommended level of NPK on N availability Uptake of N and K by Cassava was
enhanced by each successive level of applied N and K Increases in P uptake due
to increments of added P could be observed upto 150 per cent of the recommended
level of P In one location the yield increase was upto 150 per cent of state recommended NPK level while in the other location the response was upto 200 per cent
of recommended Pand K with 150 per cent of recommended N. While B addition
had no response in tuber yield Ca, S or Zn had positive effect Protein and starch
contents of tuber were increased by fertilizer treatments From the analysis of NPK
optimization it was concluded that the present level of 60:60:160 kg NPK needs to
be upwardly revised to 90:90:240 kg NPK besides the addition of recommended
Ca, S and Zn.

following IT 96D-724 (0 870 g kg1). The main effect of rotation on exchangeable cations was highly significant with all the rotation systems performing better than the continuous maize Fertilization significantly affected exchangeable Ca
and K concentrations only Unfertilized maize grain yield were significantly higher
following the two cowpea varieties than maize and natural fallow The average
increase of both cowpea cultivars were 50% higher than that of maize-maize and
22% higher than that of the fallow-maize system even though the cowpeas were
not inoculated with rhizobia It was clear that N was the major limiting factor in the
soil from response to fertilizer N and the residual effects of the cowpea. However,
there was no interaction between rotation and fertilizer effects which indicates that
other non-N effects were equally important The study showed that crop rotation
involving grain legumes is a viable management option that helps increase maize
yield and can substitute the unproductive fallow system traditionally used for soil
fertility maintenance. To attain highest productivity level, it is necessary to combine rotation systems with mineral N fertilizer. Keywords: cation exchange capacity, crop rotation, exchangeable bases, maize, N fertilizer, organic carbon, pH, total
nitrogen.
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P utilization Efficiency of Mycorrhizal (Glomus fasciculatum) Peanut in the
Coastal Soils of South India.
P. Tholkappian. M. Deiveekasundaram. Dept of Microbiology. Faculty of Agriculture. Annamalai Univ.
An experiment was conducted at Annamalai University, India to study the effect of
Glomusfasciculatum (MA fungi) with various sources viz., Single Super Phosphate
(SSP), Rock Phosphate (RP) and Bone Meal (BM) at levels viz., 0, 18, 27, 36, 45
and 54 kg/ha of phosphorus in peanut variety VRI-2. The per cent root infection by
AM fungi were not much influenced by the sources of phosphorus, but significantly
influenced by the levels of phosphorus. The root colonization per cent were 92.66,
86.57,84.31 and 82.30 in plants applied with SSP, RP, BM and control respectively.
The phosphorus utilization efficiency, phosphorus uptake and phosphorus concentration of arbuscular mycorrhizae inoculated peanut increased up to 27 kg/ha The
increase in levels thereafter, up to 54 kg/ha did not show significant difference on
the phosphorus utilization efficiency, phosphorus uptake and phosphorus concentration of mycorrhizal peanut. The growth parameters of peanut plants although
significantly increased up to 45 kg/ha, the yield parameters of peanut significantly
increased only up to 27 kg/ha. The study indicates that the dependency of peanut to
arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi limited by the levels of phosphorus application. The
lower levels of 18 and 27 kg/ha favoured the peanut mycotrophy and augmented
the phosphorus utilization efficiency. Phosphorus uptake and phosphorus concentration increased the growth and yield of peanut. Thus, it can be concluded that
management for mycorrhizal dependency of peanut helps to reduce the phosphorus
application levels up to 21 per cent, thereby saving the input cost on phosphorus
fertilizer application.
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Effect of Zinc and Cadmium Concentrations on the Rates of their Absorption
by Rice (Oriza sativa L.) Part 1: Vegetative Growth.
M. Malakouti. Tarbiat Modares Univ. Soil and Water Research Institute: A. Charati.
Azad Islamic Univ. Science and Research Division.
Abstract: Twenty soil samples with the widest range of physicochemical properties, especially with respect to the concentrations of available phosphorus, zinc
and cadmium, were selected from among some 40 surface (0-30 cm) samples that
were collected in rice paddies of East Mazandaran during 2001 to study the effect
of zinc and cadmium concentrations applied during the vegetative stage of rice on
some growth characteristics and chemical composition of rice crop. A randomized
complete block factorial experiment including three zinc treatments, two cadmium
treatments and three replications (2x3x20) was carried out in a greenhouse during
2002 using 20 soils. ZnS0 4 7H,0 was applied at the rates of 0, 5, and 10 ug/g, and
cadmium as CdS04 8H,0 at the rates of O and 3 ug/g on the 20 soils contained in
plastic buckets Nitrogen in the form of urea was added at the rate of 100ug/g in
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E N O Iwuafor
several split applications; other nutrients such as phosphorus, potassium and copResidual Benefits of Two Cowpea Genotypes and Natural Fallow to Subsequent
per were also applied to 6 kg soils in the buckets as solutions at rates calculated
Maize in the Northern Guinea Savannah of Nigeria.
on the basis of soil tests along with zinc and cadmium fertilizers. Eight weeks
E. N. O. Iwuafor. Y. A.A.. O. O.O. Soil Science Dept. Faculty of Agriculture/Institute after planting the germinated seeds onto flooded soils, rice plants were cut off just
for Agricultural Research. Ahmadu Bello Univ; R. Ahaidoo. International Institute
above the crown for the determination of dry matter production, as well as tissue
of Tropical Agriculture: N. Sanginga. Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility Institute
zinc concentrations by atomic absorption and tissue cadmium concentrations by
ofCIAT(TSDF-ClAT).
ICP-AES instruments with a detection sensitivity in the range of ppb dry matter
production increased from 12 24 g/pot to 14 08 and 13.95 g/pot on the average
Increased yields of maize grown after cowpea than maize has been attributed to
as a result of zinc treatments. The rates of increase of dry matter production in
enhanced N-availabilify and other rotation effects. Improvement in soil chemical
response to 5, and 10 ug zinc per g soil were calculated to be 15 and 14 percent,
properties has been indicated to be one of the most important rotation effects. Soil
respectively, for the 20 different soils. The concentrations of zinc in rice shoots
properties and grain yield were evaluated where different crop rotations were used
were measured to be 50ug/g for the control, 50 and 54ug/g for the rice tissues that
Two promiscuous improved cowpea lines (IT 96D-724 and SAMPEA-7), natural
received 5 and 10 ug zinc per g of soils, respectively. Total absorption of zinc by
fallow and a hybrid maize (Oba Super 2) grown in 2003 were followed by a test
1
rice plants also increased from 611 (ig/pot to 720 and 764 ug/pot in response to the
crop of maize in 2004 with and without nitrogen (N) fertilizer (0 and 90 kg N ha ).
addition of 5 and 10 ug Zn per g of soils, respectively. Therefore, even though the
Rotation and N fertilizer had significant (P<0 05) influence on the organic carbon,
concentration
of zinc in rice shoots were not appreciably affected by zinc additions,
total N content and cation exchange capacity of the soil and unfertilized continuous
but total absorption of this nutrient however, increased with increasing rates of
maize resulted in the lowest values of these important soil properties. Soil total N
its application This apparent discrepancy can be explained in terms of increases
of maize plot following SAMPEA-7 was slightly higher (0 920 g kg 1 ) than that
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in dry matter production in response to the increasing rates of zinc fertilizer. The
addition of 3 pg Cd per g of soils did not affect the rate of growth of rice plants. On
the other hand, the total absorption and the tissue concentrations of cadmium did
not exceed the ppb range despite the application of 3 ug Cd per g of soils, so that
the concentrations of Cd in rice tissues were measured to increase from 45 pg/kg
of tissues in control samples to 64 ug/kg in the tissues of plants receiving 3 ug Cd
per g of soils. Effects of interaction between zinc and cadmium on the growth rate
of rice plant and its zinc and cadmium contents were quite negligible and statistically insignificant However, there seemed to be a negative correlation between soil
Zn-Cd concentrations and growth parameters. Cadmium application decreased in
dry matter production as well as the concentrations of Zn in plant tissue at every
level of zinc treatment, and similarly, zinc application resulted in lower levels of
Cd in plant tissue at each level of Cd treatment. Keywords: rice; zinc; cadmium;
rice paddies
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Nitrogen Mineralization in Alkaline Soils Treated with Lime-Stabilized
Biosolids and Residual Wastewater at the North of Mexico.
J. P. Flores-Margez. F. Perez-Casio, Z. Poncio-Acosta, E. Salas-Gahan. Univ
Aulonoma de Ciudad Juarez.
Agricultural soils treated with residual wastewater and lime-stabilized biosolids
require the knowledge of N mineralization to improve biosolids management and
to avoid contamination impacts. Wastewater treatment plants are generating 95,000
ton biosolids per year at Ciudad Juarez, Chih., Mexico which are sent to the municipality landfill. This situation is representing a serious risk to environmental health.
The objective of this study was to determine the rates of N mineralization for three
soil textures under field conditions. The experiments were conducted at the Juarez
Valley using a randomized complete block design with four replications. Biosolids
loading rates were 0, 200, 400 and 600 kg Total Kjeldahl N (TKN)/ ha. The Ion
Exchange Resin (lER)-Soil Core Method was used to evaluate N mineralization
under field conditions. The ion exchange resins consisted of' a Na-saturated cation exchange resin (lonac C-249), and a Cl-saturated anion exchange resin (Ionac
ASB-I). Aluminum tubes 15 cm long by 4.8 cm in diameter were installed in the
field. A tube was placed at each experimental plot, resin bags were taped to the
inside bottom of the tube and it was filled with the soil plus biosolids rate. Resins bags were incubated at various time intervals: 26, 47, 81, 110, and 183 days.
Regression models were fitted using the Marquardt iterative method of the SAS
nonlinear (NLIN) curve fitting procedure. The total amount of N mineralized were
significantly different among treatments for the clay soil (p<0.01) and loam soil
(p<0.10), but there was not significant effect for the sandy soil. Rates of N mineralization varied from 0.145 to 0.47 mg N-NH4+N03/kg soil/day. TKN was higher
in biosolids amended soils than unamended soils from the three sites, also N mineralization was estimated by differences in soil TKN before and after biosolids
application. A comparison of both methods (resins and TKN differences) seems to
be a good strategy to generate rates of N mineralization when the soils are irrigated
with wastewater.
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The Effects of Integrated Application of Micronutrient on Wheat in Low
Organic Carbon Conditions of Alkaline Soils of Western Iran.
R. Soleimani, Soil and Water Research Institute.
Micronutrients such as Zn (Zinc), Fe (Iron) and Mn(Manganese) are very important
in plant wheat growth and development. Also, interactions effects of these elements are very complex In calcareous soils of Southern Ham in Iran, availability
of Zn, Fe and Mn and recovery of these microelements from fertilizers are low. So,
this investigation was carried out in order to evaluate efficiency of application of
ZnS04, FeSOj and MnSOj and their interactions on yield and yield components of
wheat. Experiments were done as factorial in completely randomized block design
in Mehran Research Field of Iran Treatments were as Zn factors (1. Zns = Soil
application, 2. Znsfl= Soil application + foliar application with concentration of
0.3%, 3. Znst2= Soil application + foliar application with concentration of 0.6%,
4 Zn0= Non-application of Zinc Sulphate), Fe factors (foliar and non-application
as Fef and FeO respectively) and Mn factors (foliar and non-application as Mnf and
MnO, respectively), with three replicates. Analysis of variance of data by using FTest indicated that effects of factor of Zinc Sulphate application were significant at
level of 1%. Also, the grain and straw yield, thousand grains weight (TSW), grains
per spike and concentration of Zn, Fe, Mn and Cu were affected by integrated
application of soil and foliar of Zinc Sulphate. So, treatments of integrated soil and
foliar application of Zinc Sulphate were in higher statistical group using Duncan's
Multiple Range Test (DMRT). Increasing of the grain yield in factors of Zns, Znsfl
and Znsf2, in comparison with control (without application) were 17.5, 21 and 22
percent, respectively, in first year and were 15, 17.2 and 18.5 percent, respectively,
in second year. Grain per spike in treatment of integrated soil and foliar application
with concentration of 0.3% was the same as treatment of integrated soil and foliar
application with concentration of 0.6%. These two treatments in comparison with
other treatments were in higher statistical group In other hand. Zinc content of
grains in treatment of'Znsf2 was higher than the other treatments So, in combined
results, ranges of Zinc concentration of grains were from 30 8 mgkg-l in treatment of Znst2 to 21.3 mg kg"1 in control treatment Increasing of Zn concentration

in treatments of soil and foliar application with concentrations of 0.6% and 0 3%
respect to non application of Zinc Sulphate were 46.5 and 39 percent, respectively
Fe concentration was reduced by Mn application (Mnf) in a=5% In other hand, the
interaction of Zn-Mn affected the Fe content of grains. Also, integrated soil and
foliar application of'ZnSOj affected the Mn and Cu content of grains
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Effect of Zinc and Cadmium Concentrations on the Rates of Their Absorption
by Rice and on Some Growth Characteristics of the Plant (Oriza sativa L) Part
2: Yield and Composition.
M Malakouti. Tarbiat Modares Univ. Soil and Water Research Institute; A. Charati.
Azad Islamic Univ. Science and Research Division.
Abstract: Twenty soil samples with the widest range of physicochemical properties,
especially with respect to the levels of available phosphorus, zinc and cadmium,
were selected out of some 40 surface soils (0-30 cm) collected in rice paddies of
East Mazandaran to be used for evaluating the effect of soil zinc and cadmium
levels on the growth and chemical composition of rice. A randomized complete
block factorial experiment with three levels of zinc treatments (0,5, and 10 pg,
Zn/g of" soil as ZnS04 7H,0) two levels of cadmium (0 and 30 ~g Cd/g of soil
as CdSO r 8H,0) and three replications was carried out on 20 soils during 2002
in a greenhouse using plastic containers filled with 6 Kg of soil samples. Nitrogen as urea was used at a rate of 200 pg/g on each soil in several applications.
The amounts of other nutrients including phosphorus, potassium, and copper were
calculated on the basis of soil tests and applied as solutions along with other fertilizers At the end of the experiment, three remaining four month old rice plants that
had produced grain were cut off at the crown from each pot The plants were oven
dried after counting the number of tillers per plant. The grain and the straw were
then separated and weighed before measuring the concentrations of zinc by atomic
absorption and cadmium contents by 1CP-AES instrument with detection sensitivity in the range of ppb. The results showed that zinc application did not affect grain
yield significantly even though it decreased the weight of unhusked grain in 20 soils
by 1.37 and 2.3 per cent on the average, in response to 10 pg Zn/g soil treatments,
respectively. As a whole, the application of zinc during rice plants seed formation
stage had insignificant effect on the weight of rice grain and even decreased it to
some extent. This negative effect could have been caused by the space limitations of
the experimental container. However, zinc application increased the concentration
of this nutrient in the grain. The average concentrations of zinc in the unhusked rice
grain increased significantly from 618 pg/g in the control samples to 64 3 and 64 6
pg/g in the samples that were treated with 5 and 10 pg Zn/g of soil, respectively.
The total uptake of zinc by rice varied from 1498 pg/pot for 20 soils on the average
in the control samples to 1507 and 1467 pg/g for zinc treatments of'5 and 10pg/gof
soil, respectively, but not significantly different in statistical terms. The negligible
increases in total zinc absorptions can be explained in terms of small decreases in
the weight of rice grains. Cadmium applications did not affect the weight of rice
grains, or their cadmium concentrations appreciably, so that cadmium in the control
samples was 22 pg/kg of grain dry matter and 97 in the samples that received 3 pg
Cd/g of soil both in the p p b . range Effect of Zn-Cd interactions on the weight of'
rice grain was shown to be insignificant statistically, negligible and without any
particular trend. Whereas 10 pg Zn-3 pg Cd treatment produced 23.16 g of grain
per pot the control Zn-Cd treatment produced 24.05 g of grain on the average. The
Cd-Zn interaction negatively affected the concentrations of Zn in the grain; in other
words, whereas increasing levels of soil zinc increased grain's zinc concentrations,
cadmium additions decreased the grain's zinc concentrations at every level of soil
zinc. Accordingly the lowest grain zinc concentration of 62.5 pg/g of dry weight
was obtained at 0 pgZn-3 pgCd per g. of soil and the highest such concentration of
64.8 pg/g obtained at 10 pg Zn-O pg Cd per g of soil, not significantly different in
statistical terms. The effect of Zn-Cd interactions on the concentrations of cadmium
in the grains was also seen to be insignificant and without any trends Keywords:
Rice; Zinc; Cadmium; Rice paddies.
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Study of Balanced Fertilization Technology and Nutrient Management for

Bamboo Forest.
D. Niu. College of Land Resource and Environment. Jiangxi Agricultural Univ; X.
Guo. College of Forestry. Jiangxi Agricultural Univ.
There are 762,000 ha Moso bamboo forest in Jiangxi province Fertilization with
small amount of nitrogen or compound fertilizers increased the yield of Moso
bamboo shoot and wood production by ten folds in value This study intended to
establish a scientific fertilization program for bamboo forest production Based on
the results from soil testing data and greenhouse nutrient study, six treatments were
set in the field trials. Among those treatments, the N2P1KI at the fertilizer rates of
207 kg N, 63 kg P,0 and 45 kg K,0 per ha gave the best shoot or shoot and wood
production in Fengxin. and NlPlK.2 at 92 kg N, 63 kg P,Os and 90 kg K,0 per ha
in Tonggu. Therefore, those fertilization rates were recommended for high productive bamboo forest field. The economic analysis indicated balanced fertilization
is highly profitable The quality of both bamboo shoot and wood are improved
significantly The benefits of balance fertilization not only gave higher income for
bamboo shoot and wood by higher quantity and quality but also improved ground
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coverage by higher plant population for the sloping land to reduce the soil erosion.
Keywords: Moso bamboo forest; balanced fertilization; soil nutrient.
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M. Kavoosi
Long-term Effects of Fertilizer Application on the Fertility of Paddy Field.
M. Kavoosi, Rice Research Institute of Iran.
In rice-rice cropping system, monitoring of soil fertility and nutrient use efficiency
changes over time, has a key role for proper fertilizer recommendation and sustaining rice production. In order to investigate the effect of long term application of
fertilizers on the fertility of paddy field, an experiment was conducted in a RCB
design with 4 replicates in a lowland rice field of Guilan province for 15 years A
combination of 3 levels of N (0, 30, and 60 kg N ha-1 from Urea source), with 3
levels of P (0, 30, and 60 kg P205 ha-1 as triple super phosphate) and 2 levels of
K (0, and 30 kg K20 ha-1 from potassium sulphate source) fertilizers have been
broadcasted on paddled soils and mixed thoroughly with 5 cm of soil surface by
hand The main object of this study was to investigate the fertilizers effects on
total N, available P and K. and grain yield variation over 15 years. The results have
indicated an increasing trend of N accumulation (even in control treatment) in the
soil. Although application of 60 kg N ha-1 have increased soil nitrogen content over
above mentioned period of experiment compared to the control treatment, but had
no significant difference in comparison to 30 kg N ha-1. The amount of available
potassium in all plots (even control treatment) has significantly increased over 15
years, while application of 30 kg K.20 ha-1 did not significantly increase available K during the study compared to control treatment. This may be due to high
K concentration in irrigation water and low rate of K application Soil available
phosphorus in control treatment have not shown meaningful changes over years,
while application of 30 or 60 kg P205 ha-1 have increased available P proper to
rate of P application. In other words, soil available P content has correlated with
the rate of P application overyears Application of K fertilizer without N and Phas
tended to produce grain yield equal or less than control treatment, while application
of nitrogen with K. fertilizer, has increased grain yield compared to control or 30 kg
K20 ha-1 treatments. Results have also shown that nitrogen use efficiency increase
in 30 or 60 kg N ha-1 treatments, when accompanied with phosphorus and potassium fertilizers application P use efficiency in 30 or 60 kg P205 ha-1 treatments
did not show any notable value in the first few year of study, but gradually have
increased as time had proceed. Keywords: Rice long-term experiment, N, P. and K
fertilizers, N use efficiency.
155-76
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J Xue
Effects of Boron Fertilizer and Weed Control on Tree Growth and Foliage
Nutrient Concentrations of Radiata Pine Genotypes Grown at Four Sites,
J. Xue, R W. Clinton, T. W. Payn, D. Graham. A. Leckte, New Zealand Forest
Research Institute Limited.
Boron (B) deficiency is a potential problem in New Zealand radiata pine plantation forests, especially at some sites with lower rainfall and soil B availability
The problem is further complicated with the deployment of fast growing genotypes
and silviculture practices (e.g. Weed Control (WC)). This study, consisting of 5 B
rates (0, 4, 8, 16 and 32 kg B/ha) by 2 WC (+WC and -WC) by 8 genotypes, was
conducted at four field sites to determine 1) the appropriate B rates for improving
radiata pine tree growth and the longevity of tree growth response to added B; 2)
if the control of weeds improves B availability to trees by increasing soil moisture
availability and decreasing competition for B, 3) the genotypic variation of radiata
pine in terms of growth performance and the interactions among genotype, B and
WC treatments Boron applied at 8-32 kg B/ha significantly increased soil extractable B (0 01M CaCl,) at the depths of 0-10 and 10-20 cm 3 years after application
Foliar B concentrations were greatly increased with increasing B rates 6 years after
application Except at Balmoral Forest, appropriate rates of B fertiliser (up to 16 kg
B/ha) increased tree growth from age 2 to age 6. Improved foliar B nutrition was
associated with a significant increase in tree growth. WC had a dominant effect on
both tree nutrition and growth. WC promoted tree size, fascicle weights and the
foliar concentrations of N, P, K and B. Boron had significant interactions with WC
and genotype on tree growth. WC reduced the rate of B fertilier required to increase
tree growth Appropriate B rate for tree growth varied with genotypes. Fast growing genotypes were responsive to higher rates of B fertilizer There was a significant
interaction between WC and genotype on growth. The largest differences between
genotypes occurred under WC The better growth of one genotype was related to
higher nutrient use efficiency (mainly N) and water use efficiency.
155-77
1726b
Y Singh
Tillage and Residue Management Effects on Yield and Nitrogen Use Efficiency
in Wheat Following Rice in the Indo-Gangetic Plains of India.
Y. Singh. B. Singh. Dept of Soils. Punjab Agricultural Univ: J. K. Ladha.
International Rice Research Institute; R. Gupta. R. Pannu, Dept of Soils. Punjab
Agricultural Univ.
Annual rice-wheat cropping system occupies about 10 million ha in India. Increased
crop yields have led to greater quantities of crop residues at harvest. Asian farmers
typically lack appropriate techniques to handle increasing quantities of residues,
particularly of rice straw in machine-harvested areas. Presently, rice straw left in
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thefieldin machine-harvested areas is being burnt in situ to clear thefieldsresulting
in loss of soil organic matter and nutrients besides causing environmental pollution
Efficient management of crop residues is perhaps the foremost challenge facing the
intensive rice-wheat producing regions in Asia. To date very little information is
available on the effect of tillage and rice straw management on yield and N use efficiency in wheat following rice. Zero till establishment has been recommended for
wheat following rice in the IGP of India The high residue load hinders in the use
of zero-till seed drills due to clogging of the machinery with loose straw A novel
recent approach with promise is the "Happy Seeder", which combines the straw
mulching and seed drilling functions into one machine. Field experiments were
conducted for four years (2001 to 2005) on a sandy loam and for two years (2003
to 2005) on loam soil to evaluate the effect of tillage and rice straw management
(rice straw burned + conventional tillage, rice straw burned +zero tillage, rice straw
incorporated in situ + conventional tillage and rice straw mulched + zero-tillage) in
the main plots and four N rates (0, 80, 120 and 160 kg N ha ')in sub-plots on crop
yields and N use efficiency in wheat. In case of loam soil, rice straw was removed
from the field in stead of its in situ burning, but the other treatments were similar
on the two soils. Residual affect of treatments applied to wheat was studied in the
following puddled transplanted rice which received uniform application of 120 kg
N ha '.The mass loss of rice straw in nylon mesh bags during the first 30 days was
10 % of the initial mass for surface-placed and 20% for deep-placed (10 cm depth),
and 60 % and 81% during 140 days on sandy loam, respectively. Initial wheat
growth (at 52 DAS) was significantly reduced with straw mulching compared with
straw burning or straw incorporation, irrespective of N treatments but the dry matter accumulation at 92 DAS was significantly higher in straw mulch compared with
other treatments on sandy loam. This was due to slow rates of soil N mineralization
observed under zero-till plots compared with under conventional till plots during
the initial four weeks. Mineral N content in 0-45 cm soil layers measured at 58 and
116 days after seeding under 120 kg N ha"1 did not differ among tillage and straw
management treatments on sandy loam. Grain yield of wheat was not significantly
affected by tillage and straw management on both the soils. Response of wheat to
fertilizer N application was observed up to 160 kg N ha"1 on sandy loam and 120
kg N ha"1 on loam, irrespective of tillage and straw management. Straw yield of
wheat was significantly lower on zero-till plots where rice straw removed during
both the years on loam soil. The N use efficiency was lower on zero-till plots when
straw was either burned or removed compared with straw incorporation and straw
mulch treatments, particularly at low N rates on both soils. Grain yield of following
rice was not influenced by the tillage and straw management treatments applied to
wheat on sandy loam. But grain yield of rice was significantly lower where rice
straw was removed than when it was retained, particularly at low N rates applied
in preceding wheat. Mineral N content in 0-45 cm soil layers measured at 58 and
116 DAS under 120 kg N ha"1 did not differ among tillage and straw management
treatments. Retention of rice straw, compared with straw burning caused a small
increase in the soil organic carbon levels in the surface 0-75 mm layer four years
after straw incorporation due to rapid carbon turn over rates. Availability of K in
the surface 0-75 mm layer was more in case of zero till than conventional till plots
at wheat harvest. In conclusion, rice straw can be efficiently managed as straw
mulch in zero-till wheat using "Happy Seeder", it will enhance N use efficiency and
soil health compared with straw burning in rice-wheat system in the Indo-Gangetic
plains of India.
155-78
1727a
M Malakouti
Nutritional Disorders in Fruit Trees on the Calcareous Soils of Iran.
M. Malakouti. Tarbiat Modares Univ. Soil and Water Research Institute.
Experimental results show that orchard soils in Iran are primarily calcareous, with
a pH above 7.5 and organic matter of less than 1%, and TNV exceeding 10%
However, there have been no salinity problems of concern in the orchards. One of
the problems in orchard soils has developed as a result of over use of P-fertilizers
with P accumulating in surface soils reducing the availability of the other nutrients
below the critical demands in citrus orchards and vineyards where the fruit trees
have performed poorly due to the resulting poor uptakes of Ca, Zn, B and Fe.
Another problem of importance is poor management and concern for the quality
of the irrigation water. Bicarbonate level of irrigation waters especially well waters
show a high level of bicarbonate. The following suggestions are based on several
years of investigations in orchards grown on the calcareous soils of Iran Fertilizer
application on fruit trees must be in the form of fertilizer ditch or manure pit methods and should contain organic matter and elemental sulfur. No surface application
of fertilizers should be tried. Neither should the materials be applied on the side
of the bushes P-fertilizers should not be applied as a phosphorus source under the
present conditions due to the accumulation of phosphorus. There is no need for
phosphorus applications where soil phosphorus level is about 5 to 7 mg P/kg and
where the leaf phosphorus level is around 0.12%. Due to the fact that the fruit trees
show deficient levels of Zn, B, Fe and Mn, balanced fertilization in addition to up to
ten foliar applications of 0.4 to 0.5% solution of calcium chloride is recommended
for apple orchards so as to attain N/Ca and K/Ca ratios of the apple fruits about
10 and 20, respectively. It is also recommended that flood irrigation be substituted
with the pressurized systems, furrow irrigation and up to 75% of the local average
water consumption where fruit trees are grown be applied In order to improve the
yield and fortify the fruits, the tree rhizospheres should be acidified using sulfur
+ thiobacillus (bio-fertilizer) containing fertilizers Keywords: nutritional disor-

ders; calcium carbonate; bicarbonate; orchards, micronutrient deficiencies; yield
and quality
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K Mengel
Precise N Fertilizer Recommendation Based on Available Organic and
Inorganic Soil \ Is Essential for Optimum Grain Yields and Farmers' Profit.
K. Mengel. Justus Liebig Univ.
From all fertilizer plant nutrients, nitrogen deserves the greatest interest as it has a
strong impact on yield and environmental hazard Plants feed from inorganic and
organic soil N However, most routine tests for available soil N do not take into
account the organic N although under practical farming conditions frequently more
than 50% of the N taken up by crops results from the organic N pool To our knowlwedgc, it is only the Electro-Ultra-Filtration method (EUF)which besides inorganic
N takes into accout also the organic N for calculating N fertilizer rates The method
based on EUF extraction and eleborated for N fertilizer rates to cereals on arable
soils in Germany is known as „Giessen Model". In recent years the Giessen Model
was tested in Albania for maize grown on representative soils during two seasons.
The experiment comprised 12 differnt sites all on lowland alluvial soils (Fluvisol)
Soil texture ranged from 200 to 320 sand, 520 to 580 silt, and 100 to 230 clay,
humatc from 16 to 22 g/kg soil; pH from 6.9 to 7 3 The sites were distributed from
the North to the South of the country The N fertilizer, NH4N03, was applied at
two dates: I rate at the 3 - 4 leaf stage and 2 rate at the 7-8 leaf stage. Other plant
nutrients such as K and P were supplied with sufficient rates Plants were furrow
irrigated The experiment comprised 4 treatments: (I) no N fertiliser (2) N rate
according to 0.5 x the Giessen model (3) N rate according to the Giessen model, Ix
EUF (4) N rate according to I 5x the Giessen model Trials comprised 4 repetitions
randomly distributed with a plot size of 24 m2. From the 12 sites 9 responded to N
fertilizer application. On the sites with no N response N rates of 50 (Shkodra 2004,
170 (Fieri 2003), and 120 kg/ha (Kruja 2003)were recommended according to the
Giessen model The Kruja and the Fieri site had very low Apparent N recovery
rates(0-32%)which means that crops fed from other soil N sources than the EUF
extractable N. According to our experience with German alluvial soils this other N
source could be interlayer NH4 which is not extracted by EUF In the other 9 cases
the fertilizer recommendation according to the Giessen model (lxEUF)gave the
highest grain yield which differerd significantly from the zero and the 0 5xEUF
treatment In no case the 1 5x EUF treatment gave a significantly higher grain yield
than the Ix EUF recommendation (statistical treatment by ANOVA)The fertilizer
rates giving the highest grain yields on the various sites differed between 60 and
170 kg N/ha with grain yields of 10 95 and 14 02 Mg/ha, respectively The Apparent N Recovery differed form 0 to 196% Farmers' gross profit was calculated
from the grain yield difference between the N zero treatment and the N fertilized
treatments subtracting the N fertlizer cost assuming EU prices (0.1 Euro/kg grain,
0.5 Euro/kg N fertiliser). In the case where no yield increase was obtaind by N
fertilizer, farmers lost money in the range of 70 to 108 Euro/ha (3 cases). On the
sites with a N fertilizer effect gross profit ranged from 48 to 344 Euro/ha.In Albania
farmers are recommended 300 to 400 kg N/ha for obtaining maize yields of 9 to
12 Mg grain/ha which N rates differ much from our optimum N rates. 60 to 170
kg N/ha From this follows that a precise N fertilizer rate will contribute considerably to the efficiency of farming In addition, by such precise N rates higher nitrate
levels in the soil after harvest are avoided and thus major N leaching as well as the
production of N20(green house gaz). The problem of interlayer NH4 needs further
research, especially of plant available interlayer NH4.
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M Kavoosi
Interaction of Potassium with Nitrogen on Rice Plant.
M. Kavoosi. Rice Research Institute of Iran.
To evaluate the effect of different nitrogen and potassium rates and their interaction
on rice yield, a factorial experiment with a RCB design and 3 replications, was conducted in Rice Research Institute of Iran during 2001-2003. Nitrogen with 5 levels
of 0, 30,60, 90 and 120 kg ha"' from urea source and potassium with 4 levels of 0,
100, 200 and 300 kg K20 ha ' were 2 investigated factors All fertilizers have been
basally broadcasted on soil surface and mixed with 5 cm of soil just before transplanting. Khazar rice variety seedlings were transplant in 25*25 cm spaces after
fertilizing The results have shown that different nitrogen fertilizer rates had significant eftects on grain yield, rice straw yield and total dry matter in all years The
rate of 60 kg N ha ' has produced the maximum grain yield in thefirstyear while in
the second and third years, the maximum grain yields were observed in 90 kg N ha '
treatment. However, in all 3 years, the increase of application of nitrogen fertilizer
up to 120 kg ha ', tended to increase straw and total dry matter. The results have also
shown that although rice straw and total dry matter were increased as N fertilizer
application increased, harvest index decreased inversely. Except in the last year,
potassium had no significant effect on grain yield, and its interaction with nitrogen
did not increase the effect of nitrogen application on rice yield. Keywords: Nitrogen, Potassium, Nitrogen and Potassium interaction, Khazar rice variety
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K. Bazargan
Effect of Root Exudates on Potassium Dynamics in Wheat and Sugar Beet
Rhizosphere.

K. Bazargan. Soil and Water Research Institute: N. Ciaassen. Institut fur
Agrikulturchemie: M. Malakouti. Tarbiat Modares Univ. Soil and Water Research
Institute.
Plant species and some cultivars of the same species differ in their ability to grow
in low potassium soils There is a big difference between wheat and sugar beet in
potassium needs and uptake efficiency Mathematical simulation model has been
developed to estimate and evaluate nutrient uptake in different soil and plant conditions. Although the model contains different soil and plant parameters, it can not
explain some of the differences in potassium uptake efficiency between wheat and
sugar beet The model estimates that the depletion distance near roots of different
plants will be the same (the depletion distance is independent from the plant) If
the depletion distance (volume) is the same, sugar beet has to have a special ability
to release more potassium from the same soil volume than wheat In this study we
were looking for the difference between sugar beet and wheat root exudates under
different soil available potassium levels and the effect of these exudates on soil
potassium availability. The experiment was established in sand culture and treated
with 3 different potassium concentrations in nutrient solution for wheat and sugar
beet in 9 replications, under controlled conditions. Root exudates were collected
from 54 pots after one and two months of growth by percolating the pots with
distilled water for two hours followed by freezing and freeze-drying the collected
solution samples. The analysis data showed that the amounts of exudates were different for wheat and sugar beets and that the levels of potassium treatments affected
the rates of exudation per cm of the root length. Furthermore, potassium deficiency
caused significant increases in the rates of root exudates per cm of root length in
wheat and sugar beet A qualitative analysis of organic acids in the root exudates
indicated that potassium levels did not significantly atleet the production of such
acids by wheat roots, but that sugar beet produced significantly more malonic acid
under potassium deficiency The root exudates collected at three different potassium levels were added at the rates of 0 5, 1, and 2 mg per g of a soil with low
available potassium which were then incubated for 6 hours at 22oC at a moisture
content equal to the field capacity in a separate experiment to determine the effect
of these exudates on soil potassium release into the soil solution Since different
exudates contained different amounts of potassium, the differences were made up
by adding potassium chloride solutions to the soil samples along with the exudates
Finally, the analytical data revealed that all the exudates produced by the roots of
wheat and sugar beets grown with different potassium treatments released more
potassium into the solution than did distilled water alone. It showed that wheat
and sugar beet root exudates have a meaningful effect on soil potassium release
in soil solution. There was no any meaningful difference between wheat and sugar
beet root exudates in this effect, but released potassium into soil solution increased
meaningfully by increasing root exudates to soil ratio.
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A. Akay
The Effect of Fertilizer Application with Zinc on Yield and Some Yield
Components of Chickpea Varieties.
A. Akay. Sulcuk Univ Agricultural Faculty. Dept of Soil Science.
This study, conducted under field conditions in May-September of 2003 and
2004, was aimed to evaluate the effect of fertilizer application with zinc to different chickpea varieties and to determine the most suitable zinc application dose.
This experiment was conducted in split plot design Thirteen types of chickpea
were employed in the experimentation These were Aydyn, Akcin-91, Er-99,1LC195, Menemen, Yzmir-92, Yzmir, Uzunlu-99, Ciftci-477 (Population), 1LC-482,
Gokce-448, Canytez-87 and Küsmen In the experiment conducted under watery
conditions, zinc was applied on the soil at four doses (0-2-4-6 kg zinc sulfate/da)
before sowing Grain yields were determined with respect to ripening state in harvested chickpea samples in the end of the vegetation period According to Duncan
test results, there were significant (P>0.01) differences between breeds in respect of
described criteria. Zinc application on Er-99, Akcin-91, Gokce-448, and ILC-482
had negative effect on grain yield Relationship between the applications of zinc to
grain yield, Zn content of leaf, Zn and crude protein contents of grain were found
statistically significant at P<0 05 and P<0.01.
155-83
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K B Lee
The Transformation of Nitrogen in Paddy Soil under Different Climatic
Conditions and Different Chemical Fertilizers.
K. B. Lee. C. W. Park, Honam Agricultural Research Institute N1CS. RDA: D.
B. Lee. National Institute of Agricultural Science Technology. RDA: J. D. Kim,
Honam Agricultural Research Institute NICS. RDA.
The increasing concentration of greenhouse gases may change agricultural environment The agronomic productivity will depend upon change of temperature,
precipitation, solar radiation and fertilization. Particularly, nitrogen fertilization and temperature considerably influence rice productivity and agricultural
environments Therefore, how to increase N use efficiency and to reduce the N
negative impacts is essential tofindout harmonious agriculture with environment
This experiment was conducted to study transformation of nitrogen in paddy soil
under different climatic conditions NH4-N in surface water was main form of N,
and increased rapidly after fertilizer applied in four treatments, which in order as
NPK>LCU70>LCU50>PK, and then was decreased sharply due to rice absorption and loss to environment N03-N concentration in surface water was very low
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NH3 volatilization is important way for N loss in paddy soil, and rate and accumulation of NH3 volatilization increase with concentration of NH4-N in surface
water increased The accumulation of NH3 volatilization in NPK treatment was
4321 kgN/ha, which accounted for 39.28% of fertilizer N applied but using of LCU
fertilizer can reduce NH3 volatilization by 64% in paddy soil of subtropical area
Use efficiency of N fertilizer was not different between LCU70 and LCU50 treatment. Rate of N use efficiency were 29.5%, 46.8%, 48.2% in paddy field of temperate zone NPK, LCU70, LCU50 treatments respectively, on the other hand rate of
N use efficiency in paddy field of subtropical zone low was about 10% than that
in paddy field of temperate zone. The yield of LCU70 showed the best effect with
21 -27% increase production ratio, compared with PK treatment.
155-84
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R. Soleimani
The Effects of Three Split Applications of Nitrogen on Spring Safflower in
Low Organic Matter Soils of Western Iran.
R. Soleimani. Soil and Water Research Institute.
This experiment was conducted to evaluate five levels of nitrogen (Source: Urea)
as 50, 75, 100, 125, and 150 kg ha"' and three split methods as Tl=l:2-1:2 in preplanting and late rosetting stages, T2=l:2-I:2 in pre-planting and early flowering
stages, and T3=l :3-l :3-l:3 in pre-planting, late rosetting and early flowering stages
of safflower. Treatments were arranged as factorial in completely randomized block
design Treatments were arranged as factorial in completely randomized block
design Interaction of N levels and method of application was not significant Split
application of lower amounts of nitrogen resulted in low fertilizer efficiency, so
that grain yield by method of T3 was lower than those of methods Tl and T2 Thousand-grain weight and grains per head were affected by nitrogen application. Grain
yield was increased by increasing the levels of nitrogen. Head per square meter was
higher with three-split application than two-split application method . Based on
these findings, nitrogen should be applied in split application with respect to local
conditions and phenological growth stages of safflower.
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1 Y.S.Tan
New York Statewide Assessment of N 2 0 Losses from Maize under Different
Crop Management Scenarios Using G1S and the LEACHMN Model.
/. Y. S. Tan. H. M. van Es. J. J. Melkonian. S. D. DeGloria. Cornell Univ.
Strategies to mitigate nitrous oxide (N20) emissions can be met with the use of
simulation models and Geographic Information Systems (GIS). The LEACHMN
model was calibrated using field data on N,0 emissions, and soil physical, and
chemical properties collected from a short-term simulated rainfall experiment in
late June 2004 The experimental plots were on clay loam and loamy sand soils in
Northern New York, each site with two cropping histories (maize after grass vs.
continuous maize), and a factorial of tillage (no-till vs. plow-till) and N application
(full fertilization at planting, 134 kg N ha' vs. starter-only fertilization, 20 kg N ha
') on maize (Zea mays L.) Calibration involved adjusting rate constants to optimize
the fit between predicted and measured data Strong effects of cropping history,
tillage, and N application on the rate constants were observed with no-till and full
fertilization showing high N,0 losses. N,0 losses averaged four times higher on the
clay loam compared to the loamy sand Under no-till, full season fertilizer application at planting resulted in 4 7 and 2.3 kg N ha"1 greater cumulative N,0 losses than
starter-only fertilizer application on maize after grass and continuous maize plots,
respectively. Smaller N,0 emissions were observed on plots under plow-till treatments compared to no-till. Under plow-till, full fertilization at planting resulted in
0 95 and 0.81 kg N ha ' greater cumulative N,0 losses than starter-only fertilization
on maize after grass and continuous maize plots, respectively. From this, it can be
concluded that N,0 losses are higher with no-till vs. plow-till, full fertilization,
and when maize is rotated after grass. Timing and rate of N fertilizer applications
are particularly important in no-till systems to minimize N,0 losses. Otherwise,
the potential greenhouse gas benefit of C sequestration in no-till systems may be
partly or completely offset by increased emissions of N,0, a greenhouse gas that
is approximately 310 times more potent than CO,. The LEACHMN model was
combined with environmental databases to map potential N,0 losses at the regional
scale based on different management scenarios for greenhouse gas reduction. The
results of upscaling from field to statewide scale using soil maps and GIS under
various management scenarios identified that N management is critical in reducing environmental and economical losses, and mitigation measures to reduce these
losses can be formulated from a field to statewide basis. Keywords: GIS, leaching
models, model calibration, N dynamics, N,0 emissions, timing of N application

residual effects or interaction of the applied nutrients Long-term experiments mitigate these problems due to repetitive nature of the evaluation in a same site that
also decreases the experimental error The objective of this work is to study the
direct, residual and cumulative effect of applications of Potassium (K), Magnesium (Mg), Chlorine (CI), and Sulfur (S) on grain yields of wheat, soybean, and
maize cropped in sequences conduced in six experimental stations of the Pampean region of Argentina during five years. The experiments began in 2000, in six
representative locations of the main grain producing area of Argentina: Manfredi,
Parana, Oliveros, Pergamino. Anguil and Balcarce, from North to South. A wheat/
soybean - maize sequence was grown in four of the northernmost locations, and
the remaining two were cropped to maize-wheat-oats. Ten treatments, consisting
in an incomplete factorial combinations of Potassium (K), Chlorine (CI), Sulfur
(S), and Magnesium (Mg), were applied annually on each cereal crop as different
fertilizer sources; this included a check with no fertilizer addition in the five years,
and a control with N and P but no secondary nutrient application The accumulated yields show the different potential for grain production of the sites. After two
cycles, only a strong contrast between check treatment (zero nutrient application)
and the fertilized plots could be recorded, while the contrast between the control
treatment receiving N, P and the treatments with secondary nutrients is weak, marginal and inconsistent across sites, and across nutrients The average difference
between check and control is 1563 kg ha"1 year' or 44%. Since fertilizer carrying secondary nutrients included different combination of cations (K and Mg) and
anions (S and CI) according to the available fertilizer sources, a stepwise analysis
were carried out on each grain crop, overall years, to identify the contribution of
each nutrient in the mean grain yield An overall trend revealed that K appears to
influence grain yields in several site-crop combinations and so seeming deficient.
Since typical K levels in the experimental sites are ranging from 1 to 4 emole kg',
we conceive that the additional effect of yield contribution seems to be linked to
input of either CI and or S, which are clearly deficient for some crop-site situations.
Potassium, combined with either S or CI, increased corn and wheat grain yields in
four of the six sites, and when combined only with S affected soybean grain yield
in three of the four sites. The overall response was 9,4 kg ha ' of corn and 4,7 kg
ha"1 of wheat per kg of applied K. The grain response to these nutrients application
appeared to enlarge with time. It is concluded that the application of potash in the
sulfur or chloride form improves yields of main grains in the evaluated locations in
the Argentinean Pampean Region
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C K. Morikawa
Co-situs application of Controlled Release Fertilizers: A Key to Improve Crop
Growth in Calcareous Soils.
C. K. Morikawa, The Univ of Tokyo: M. Saigusa. Tohoku Univ: H. Nakanishi, N. K.
Nishizawa. S. Mori. The Univ of Tokyo.
Calcareous soils cover more than 30% of the earth surface, and their CaCO, content
varies from a few percent to 95% . In the World Reference Base (1998) soil classification system calcareous soils may mainly occur in the Reference Soil Group
of Calcisols. The total extent of Calcisols is estimated at 800 million hectares
worldwide, mainly concentrated in arid or mediterranean climates. However, the
total area of calcareous soils is difficult to estimate because many Calcisols occur
together with Solonchaks that are actually salinized Calcisols and/or with other
soils of carbonate enrichment that do not key out as Calcisols. The management
of water and nutrients is the main production challenge in calcareous soils. The
nutrient management in calcareous soils differs from that in non-calcareous soils
because of the effect of soil pH on soil nutrient availability and chemical reactions
that affect the loss or fixation of almost all nutrients. Fe, Zn, Mn and Cu deficiencies are common in calcareous soils due to reduced solubility at alkaline pH values. Among these constraints, iron deficiency is the most expensive and difficult
to remedy in calcareous soils. After the Fe fertilizer is added to a calcareous soil,
it undergoes a series of chemical reactions with soil components that decrease its
solubility As show in the Figure 1(a), most of soil applied Fe as rapidly soluble
fertilizers are precipitate as Fe(OH), Consequently, the efficiency of these fertilizers on alleviate iron deficiency in plants growing in calcareous soils is low. So,
an improved iron fertilizer management is required to grow crops successfully on
calcareous soils The objective of this work was to evaluate the effect of co-situs
application of controlled release fertilizers on crop growth and yield in calcareous
soils. "Co-situs application" (Figure 1(b)) is the placement of a large amount of
controlled-release fertilizer, i.e., an amount sufficient for the entire growing season,
in one application, together with seeds or seedlings, without the fertilizer causing
salt injury. The term eco-situs application' was coined by Shoji and Gandeza (1992)
to differentiate it from the contact placement of small amounts of conventional fertilizers to give a crop a rapid start The main advantages of co-situs application of
controlled release fertilizers are: I) reduce losses of nutrients (precipitation, leach155-86
1811a
R J. Melgar
ing and volatilization); 2) increase the nutrient use efficiency; 3) save time (requires
Effect of Secondary Nutrients Application on a Long-Term Yield of Two Crop
only one application) In this work we tested the effect of co-situs application of
Sequences in Pampean Argentina.
controlled release fertilizers containing iron and other micronutrients in the comR. J. Melgar. INTA: II. Magen. P. Imas. International Potash Institute: F. Salvagiotti. position (CRFM) on paddy rice (Oriza saliva cv Sasanishiki and Tsukinohikari),
guava (Psidium guajava) and coffee (Coffea arabica) grown in calcareous soil For
Univ of Nebraska: R. Melchiori. E. Lovera. A. Bono. H. Echevarria, INTA.
rice, the co-situs application of CRFM led to a remarkable decrease on soil Eh in
Nitrogen (N) and Phosphorus (P) are the main nutrient constraints for grain prothe rows of rice field and increased the iron availability to rice plants in the calcareduction and are normally supplied as fertilizers to cropping sequences. Reported
ous paddy soil And. local and temporary increases on the concentration of Fe, Zn.
responses to secondary nutrients have been scarce, inaccurate and circumscribed
Cu and Mn in the soil solutions were found in the co-situs application of CRFM,
to experiments carried out in farmers' plots, where systematic monitoring is difsustaining the rice growth. For guava. the co-situs application of CRFM containficult or not possible In particular, this approach does not allow looking for the
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ing Fe, Zn, Mn and Cu in the composition substantially increased the dry matter
and fruits per plant compared to broadcast application of Fe, Zn, Mn, and Cu as
FeSCv7H,0, ZnS04.7H,0, MnSO.,.5H20. and CuS04 5H,0 respectively. The dry
matter production was increased by 2.3 times in the co-situs treatment compared
to the broadcast treatment. The concentrations of Fe. Zn, Mn and Cu of new leaves
of guava plants in the broadcast treatment were of 107, 17, 96, and 10 mg.kg"' dry
weight, while those in the co-situs treatment were of 137, 23, 148 and 26 mg.kg'
dry weight, respectively. And, the growth of coffee was substantia,!ly improved
by the co-situs application of CRFM compared to the broadcast of rapidly soluble
forms of Fe and other micronutrients. The results showed that the co-situs application of controlled release fertilizers containing iron and other micronutrients is a
promissory method to improve the growth and yield of crops on calcareous soils.
However, more long period researches at field conditions are needed and, especially for upland crops, some characteristics as iron content and release pattern of
controlled release fertilizers need to be improved.
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Figure 1 - Dynamics of iron from (a) rapidly soluble iron fertilizers as broadcast application
and (b) controlled release fertilizers as co-situs application in calcareous soils
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K. Girma
Long-term Assessment of Nitrogen Management Practices on Grain Yield,
Nitrogen Uptake and Use Efficiency in Irrigated Corn.
K. Girma, K. Freeman. B. Arnall. R. Teal, S. Hollz, W. Raun. Oklahoma State
Univ.
Crop management strategies that improve Nitrogen Use Efficiency (NUE) obviously increase farm profits while reducing the deleterious effects on the environment associated with fertilizer N loss from the soil system. Effective N management
should include several critical factors that are very interrelated. A study was conducted at the Panhandle Research and Extension Center, Goodwell, OK to evaluate
the effects of multiple nitrogen management practices including N rate, source,
time of application, methods of fertilizer and residue incorporation over a long
period of time on grain yield, N uptake and NUE in irrigated corn in Oklahoma.
Fourteen treatments that contained the aforementioned N management practices
were evaluated in a Randomized Complete Block Design with three replicates.
Results of the individual year and averages of all years showed that grain yield and
N uptake were improved compared to checks. Both N recovery and efficiency of
use were high for the 118 kg N ha-1 rate. Generally the use of either urea or anhydrous ammonia did not affect the response variables
155-89
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P C. Kanthaliya
Continuous Application of Fertilizer and Manure on Crop Yield and Uptake of
Nutrients in Maize-Wheat Cropping System.
P. C. Kanthaliya. A. Verma. Dept ofSoil Science. Rajaslhan College ofAgriculture.
Mahara Pratap Univ of Agriculture and Technology.
A long-term fertilizer experiment has been initiated on Typic Ustocrept at the experiment farm of Rajasthan College of Agriculture, Udaipur (Rajasthan), India since
kharif 1997 on maize-wheat cropping system. The yield data (1997-98 to 2003-04)
showed that nitrogen application alone remarkably increased the yield of maize and
wheat Application of phosphorus with nitrogen did not improve crop yield initially
but after three years significant response of this nutrient was observed. Similarly,
addition of potassium with nitrogen and phosphorus did not enhanced crop yield
for first the five years of experimentation. Highest yield of maize and wheat was
recorded by application 100% NPK with FYM @ 10 t ha"'. Incorporation of FYM
alone @ 20 t ha"' (organic-farming) did not prove beneficial in term of yield and
the level of crop production was as low as that 100% N indicating organic farming could not sustain crop yield over the years The uptake of N, P, K, Zn, and S
increased with increase in crop yield and higher uptake were observed in, 150%
NPK and 100% NPK plus FYM @ 10 t ha'. The study concluded that combined
use of chemical fertilizer and organic manure is must for sustainable crop production and better nutrient utilization for a long period Keywords:Long-term effect,
organic fanning, crop yield, nutrient uptake.
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L A . Rojas
Effect of Sources and Doses of Magnesium on Two Varieties of Potato in
Highland Soils of Colombia.
L. A. Rojas. C. Cómez. E. Villaneda. Corporación Colombiana de lnvestigación
agropecuaria. CORPOICA.
Field experiments were conducted with nine treatments for soil application, having three magnesium sources: ESTA" Kieserite (kieserita), magnesium sulfate of
agricultural use and magnesium oxide, with three doses each, 30, 60 and 90 kg ha'
in terms of magnesium oxide, two treatments having a soil application of kieserite,
60 kg ha ' plus foliar application of Epsom salt and a last one having 60 kg ha"1 of
magnesium oxide plus sulfur. There was one check treatment with no magnesium
added As experimental design completely randomized blocks with three replications were arranged. Two potato varieties, the "Parda Pastusa" variety which is
consumed as fresh potato and the "Diacol Capiro" variety which is consumed as
processed potato in the industry, were used. The experiments were developed in
farms of four localities of the Andean Colombian highlands, where potato is the
main crop and whose soils were classified as Typic Melanudands (Villapinzón
locality), Typic Dystrudepts (Siachoque locality), Andic Dystrudepts (Toca locality) and Typic Haplustepts (Samaca locality). The main objective of this study was
to gather more detail led information of the nutrient requirement of potato varieties
and availability of different magnesium sources in order to derive practical recommendations on fertilization strategies for farmers in the Colombian highlands. In
Villapinzón the highest yield of potato tuber for the Parda Pastusa variety was of
46.4 t ha ' as a result of the treatment composed by 60 kg ha"1 of magnesium oxide
plus sulfur, compared to the check treatment of 41.71 ha '. In Siachoque, the highest
yield was of 47.9 t ha"1 under the same treatment, with a check treatment of 34.8 t
ha'1. The previous treatments also leaded to the highest magnesium absorption in
the whole plant (root, steam leaves and flowers) 0.92 grams per plant compare to
the check treatment of 0 69 grams per plant n both localties. On the other hand, the
Capiro variety produced a yield of 47.1 t ha"' under the treatment of 30 kg ha"' of
kieserite compare to the check treatment of 43.4 t ha"' in the Toca locality, while
36.4 t ha"' of potato tuber were obtained in the Samaca locality, under the treatment of 60 t ha' of kieserite, the yield of the check treatment was of 31.5 t ha"1. In
relation to the tuber quality, the kieserite treatments both 30 and 60 kg ha', produced the highest dry matter content in tuber, 25.8% (check treatment 22.1%) and
26.6% (check treatment 23.1%) in the localities of Toca and Samaca respectively.
Reducing sugars showed their lowest value of 0.16% under the treatment of 90 kg
ha"' of magnesium oxide (check treatment 0.20%) in Samaca. A value of 0.07% of
reducing sugars for the treatment of 60 kg ha"' plus sulfur was found in Toca (check
treatment 0.17%). The previous treatments showed correlation with other variables
like sprout percentage, foliar area index, chlorophyll content in leaves, calcium,
magnesium, potassium and sulfur content per plant and tuber size It can be concluded that magnesium oxide in doses of 60 kg ha"' was the best treatment for the
Parda Pastusa potato variety (fresh consumption) and kieserite in doses of 30 and
60 kg ha' were the best treatments for the Diacol Capiro potato variety (industrial
use) for most of the variables studied
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L. L. Burkitt
A Study of the Surface Soil Nutrient Concentrations on Every Dairy Farm in
an Intensively Grazed Catchment in Northwest Tasmania, Australia.
L. L. Burkitt. J. R. Coad. Tasmanian Institute of Agricultural Research. Univ of
Tasmania.
The Montagu river in far north-west Tasmania, Australia has previously been identified as being one of the most heavily degraded rivers in the state. Average, annual
total phosphorus (P) and nitrogen (N) loads of 81,000 kg P and 268,100 kg N
were measured during a 3-year study of the Montagu river between 1999 and 2001
Bobbi and others conducted an analysis of these data in 2004 and concluded that
an intensively grazed area within this catchment was likely to be a major contributor to the high P and N loads in the Montagu river. Although the drivers behind
nutrient loss from agricultural industries are complex and vary from catchment to
catchment, it is commonly accepted that the management of nutrient imports to
farms and therefore the resulting soil nutrient levels, can influence the amount of
nutrients lost to the environment This is particularly the case for surface runoff and
leaching of P. A practical method to reduce the risk of nutrient loss from agricultural
systems is through the use of nutrient budgets. Nutrient budgeting is an internationally recognised farm management tool which accounts for the amount of nutrients
imported on to a farm and the amount of nutrients exported This allows farmers
to calculate their nutrient requirements in order to reach or maintain a critical soil
nutrient status that allows maximum pasture production Although the process of
nutrient budgeting, along with knowledge of critical soil nutrient levels are well
established, there is a concern that farmers are not fully capturing the value of
nutrient budgeting and soil testing as effective nutrient management tools There
is also a concern that soil nutrient levels are exceeding those required for maximum pasture production, particularly in intensive pasture based industries such as
dairying. The aim of this study is to soil test every paddock from each of the 30
dairy farms within the Montagu catchment and to develop soil nutrient distribution
maps at both a paddock and a catchment scale. The study will also use the detailed
soil analyses to develop individual nutrient budgets for the 30 participating farms
and assist farmers in improving their nutrient management practices. Preliminary
results show that mean soil extractable Olsen P concentrations are 80% higher than
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agronomically optimal Pconcentrations (54 vs. 30 mg/kg) and that concentrations
within the catchment range from 7-160 mg/kg (Table I). These results are concerning given that these soils also have very low P sorption capacities Although
mean and median extractable potassium (K) and sulphur concentrations are only
slightly above agronomically optimal concentrations (100-200 mg/kg and 20 mg/
kg respectively), the large range of extractable K concentrations are alarming given
that excessive soil K concentrations pose risks in terms of animal health.
Table 1 Summary of soil nutrient concentrations of 870 individual paddocks in an
intensively grazed catchment in north-west Tasmania Soil was sampled to a depth
of 7 5cm
Phosphorus"
Potassium"
Sulphur0
pH (H,0) D
(mg/kg)
(mg/kg)
(mg/kg)
Mean
54
277
26
60
Median
52
246
24
60
Range
7-160
81-976
4-127
4.5-8.0
A

Olsen et al. (1954), " Colwell (1968), c Blair et at (1991), " I 5 soil/water ratio
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The Effect of Various Periodic Silicate Fertilizations on Yield of Rice,
Characters of Nutrient Adsorption and the Change of Silicate Amount in

Soil.
Y. J. Park. Dept of Biological Environment. Sunchon National Univ; B. H. Kang.
Hyoseok Co. Ltd.; S. J. Sung. M. H. Han. J. H. Sun. Depl of Biological Environment.
Sunchon National Univ; D. C. Seo. Division of Applied Life Science. Gyeongsang
National Univ; Y. H. Cheong. B. K. Sohn. Dept of Biological Environment. Sunchon
National Univ; J. S. Heo. Division of Applied Life Science, Gyeongsang National
Univ; J. S. Cho. Dept of Biological Environment. Sunchon National Univ.
In Korea, silicate has generally been fertilized once (at the first year) during the 4
years (S4-P1 condition) to improve the yield of rice However, because the amount
of available silicate in soil has been chronologically decreased, we could not expect
the effects of silicate on improvement both of yield and of quality in rice grain
from the third year after fertilization In this study, we investigated the effects of
silicate fertilizations with various periodic conditions To establish the condition of
reasonable silicate fertilization to improve the high quality of rice, we examined the
effects of silicate fertilization, the improvement of rice grain quality, characters of
nutrient adsorption and the amounts of available silicate in soil with or without the
restoration of straws We fertilized the 130mg/kg (the amounts for 4 years which
encouraged by Korean Rural Development Administration) of silicate with three
different conditions including i) S4-PI: once fertilization at the first year during
4 years, ii) S4-P2: twice fertilization every 2 year during 4 years and iii) S4-P4:
four times fertilization each year during 4 years and then we performed the experiments until the third years When we fertilized the silicate concurrently with the
restoration of straws, the yield of rice was increased around 8-20% in general. In
S4-PI condition, the yield was significantly decreased chronologically and in S4P2 condition, the yield was shown to increase from the third year because silicate
was fertilized again at the second year Furthermore, in S4-P4 condition, the yield
was slightly increased every year The contents of amylase and proteins, known
as the index of palatabil ity, were not much significantly changed by any different condition However, the ratio of Mg/K, known as the index of rice stickiness,
was increased with the fertilization of silicate The absorbed amount and utilized
coefficient of nitrogen and silicate in plants was much high in straw-restored condition in comparison with in non straw-restored condition and utilized coefficient of
nitrogen and silicate was high in order with S4-PI> S4-P2> S4-P4. The amount of
available silicate in soil was higher in straw-restored condition than in non strawrestored condition In S4-PI condition, the amount of available silicate in soil was
significantly decreased chronologically and in S4-P4 condition, the amount of
available silicate in soil was slightly increased every year
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A. Rosalva
Nitrogen and Phosphorus Contributions from Litterfall in Shade Gown Coffee
(Coffea arabic») Plantations in the Venezuelan Andes.

A. Rosalva. Univ de Los Andes Nitcleo Univ Rafael Rangel; J. Paolini. lnstituto
de lnvesligaciones Cienlificas (IV1C): M. Robles. E. VHIegas. Univ de Los Andes
Nucleo Univ Rafael Rangel.
The litterfall represents the main source of entrance of nutrients in many agroecosystems in Venezuela, especially in the coffee agroecosystems where shade trees
are used to provide mulch, humus and nutrients, to protect the coffee bush from
harsh wind, excessive light and soil erosion and to regulate temperature and humidity. However, it is usual for some farmers the application of chemical fertilizers
without the previous knowledge of the nutritional contribution of the litterfall of
the shade trees The objective of the present study was to evaluate, during one year,
the contributions of nitrogen and phosphorus through the litterfall in two agroecosystems of coffee {Coffea arabica) under shade in the Venezuelan Andes The Vitü
Sector (Trujillo state) is located to an altitude of 1100 masl, slopes varied between
36 and 45%, with an average rainfall of 1200 mm characterized by bimodal distribution with maxima in the periods around May and October, being January the
driest month The agroecosystem A consists of Coffea arabica var red and yellow
caturra. 10 years old, with a density of 6000 plants / ha, with shade trees of Inga
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spp and Ficus spp. The agroecosystem B is compound for Coffea arabica var. red
caturra 14 years old, with a density of 5500 plants / ha, with shade trees of Inga
spp, Bixa oreana and Persea americana among other The litterfall was collected
monthly in traps distributed at random in three selected plots of 100 m : (6 traps/
plot, 18 traps/agroecosystem); the litter samples were taken to the laboratory and
dried in oven at 60°C for two days to constant weight The litter was separated
into compartments divided by species and vegetative part: leaves of coffee, leaves
of shade trees, branches, flowers and fruits and weighted. The chemical analysis
was carried out to combined samples made up of the fraction of leaves of coffee
and shade trees per plot and per month Total nitrogen was determined by Kjeldahl method and total phosphor after ashing by the molybdenum blue colorimetric
method. The total annual production of litterfall in the agroecosystem A was of 5.5
Mg/ha with a maximum in January (0,95 kg/ha) and in the agroecosystem B was of
5 7 Mg/ha with a maximum in February (0,79 kg/ ha) The litterfall in both agroecosystems, reaches maxima values in the dry season, because during this period
the vegetation is subjected to hydrical shortage (water stress) which affects the
physiological functions of the plants causing the fall of the leaves The contribution
to the annual litter fall of its different fractions was the following: Agroecosystem A: leaves of shade trees (52%) > leaves of coffee (24%) > flowers and fruits
(16%) > branches (8%). Agroecosystem B: leaves of shade trees (64%) > leaves
of coffee (21%) > branches (9%) > flowers and fruits (6%). The concentration of
nitrogen and phosphorus in both agroecosystems was the following: Agroecosystem A: leaves of coffee: 2.10-3.00% N and 0 07-0.12% P; leaves of shade trees:
1.30-2.07% N and 0.05-0 09% P Agroecosystem B: leaves of coffee: 2 02-2.38%
N and 0.11-0.16% P; leaves of shade trees: I 90-2.16% N and 0.07-0.15% P In the
agroecosystem A, the concentrations of N in the leaves of coffee overcome that
of the shade trees in every month; in contrast to the agroecosystem B, where the
concentrations are similar for both types of leaves. From a nutritional point of view,
the observed range of total N concentration in both agroecosystems is considered
appropriate for the cultivation of coffee, with suggests that the supply of N from the
litterfall is appropriate. The concentrations of Pare similar for both types of leaves
and for both agroecosystems. Keywords: nitrogen, phosphorus, Coffea arabica,
litterfall, Andes, Venezuela.
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H. Shan-Ney

Evaluation the Effect of Endomycorrhiza (Glomus spp.) on Tomato under
Stress Conditions.

H. Shan-Ney. TDARES.R.O.C.
This experiment was attempted to explore the effect ofendomycorrhizal fungi (Glomus spp ) and the innoculation of endomycorrhiza plus chemical fertilizers on the
growth and yield of tomato Results showed that the infection rates by Glomus spp
of the two tomato varieties Taichung AVRDC No. 10 and Taiwan seed service No.7
were 59.9% and 55.7%,respectively. Higher fresh and dry weights of the aboveground parts in the plants were found in the two varieties inoculated with Glomus
spp For the under-ground parts, TSS No.7 also was found with higher fresh in the
Glomus inoculated plants However, in the Taichung AVRDC No. 10 dry weight is
also better, but not the fresh weight For phosphorus content, higher amount was
found in the plants inoculated with Glomus plus half-amount of phosphorus fertilizers Data of the fruit yield revealed that all treatments inoculated with Glomus spp.
plus application of chemical fertilizers were higher than that of the conventional
method used by the tamers (chemical fertilizers only). Best yield was found in the
variety TSS No 7 inoculated with Glomus plus half-amount of P- fertilizer However, in the variety Taichung AVRDC No 10, best yield was found in the treatment
with full amount of chemical fertilizers Therefore, whether or not, the inoculation
of Glomus will increase the fruit yield needed further tested Higher sugar content
was found in the treatment with recommended chemical fertilizer plus half-amount
of P- fertilizer Best yield was found in the variety Taichung AVRDC No 10 inoculated with Glomus plus full chemical fertilizers Plant growth was found better in
the treatments inoculated with Glomus whether it is under water stress or not. and
the plants with sufficient water yieled better than those under water stress. Best
yield was found in the treatment with sufficient water plus inoculation of Glomus
Keywords: Endomycorrhiza,tomato,biofertilizer Shan-Ney Huang, Jui-Chang
Huang; Chin-Ching Lin' Tainan District Agriculture Research and Extension Station Council of Agriculture, Taiwan. I Director, assistant researcher and horticult
urist.respectively.
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The Effect of Green Revolution Technology during the Period of 1970-2003 on
Sawah Soil Properties in Java, Indonesia in Relation to the Land Management
Practices.
D. Darmawan. Shimane Univ; K. Kyuma. Kyoto Univ; A. Saleh. II. Subagjo.
Center for Soil and Agroclimalic Research and Development; T. Masunaga.
Faculty of Life and Environmental Science. Shimane Univ; T. Wakatsuki. Faculty
of Agriculture. Kinki Univ.
Many countries reported that the Green Revolution (GR) caused some adverse
effects on agricultural lands, but no such report came from Indonesia In order to
evaluate the effect of GR on sawah soil in Indonesia, a comparative study between
seedfarms, where GR technology has been continuously applied, and non-seedfarms was done in Java as a pioneer of adoption of this new technology Soil sam-

pies collected by Kawaguchi and Kyuma in 1970 and the new samples taken in
2003 from the same sites or the sites close to the 1970 sampling sites were analyzed
and compared. For 40 sites compared, the land use pattern of sawah in seedfarms
and non-seedfarms were found very similar and just increase in cultivation intensity in last three decades. The soil properties in 0 - 20 cm soils layer changed more
than in 0 - 100 cm soil layer for all parameters observed. The mean values of Total
Carbon (TC) and Total Nitrogen (TN), exchangeable acidity and available Phosphorus (P) contents increased significantly from 3L9Ü0.6 to 40.4±12.8 Mg har1;
3.04±1.10 to 3.97±1.08 Mg ha'; 9.3±3.09 to I3.2±3.7 kmolc ha"' and 136.6±154.7
to 255.7±292.4 kg P 2 0 ha', respectively. The mean soil pH and exchangeable
sodium (Na) decreased significantly from 6.90±0.77 to 5.84±0.90 and from
3.28±2.76 to 1.67±2.06 kmolc har', respectively. There were no significant differences found for exchangeable calcium (Ca), magnesium (Mg), potassium (K) and
Effective Cation Exchange Capacity (ECEC) within the period of study. The land
management difference between seedfarm and non-seedfarm affected the change
pattern of those soils properties. The TC and TN contents in 0 - 20 cm soil layer in
seedfarm increased by 4.7 Mg ha' and 0.8 Mg ha', which were lower than those
in non-seedfarm that increased by 11.6 Mg ha' and 1.0 Mg ha', respectively. The
available P content increased by 194 kg P,0 5 ha"' in seedfarm and 57 kg P,0, ha"1 in
non-seedfarm; while the soil pH decreased by 1.25 and 0.90 followed by declining
of exchangeable Na by 1.42 and 1.77 kmol ha"' in respective sites. The exchangeable K content in seedfarm was increased slightly, but decreased significantly in
non-seedfarm by 0.30 kmolr ha'. These results showed long term cultivation of
rice and upland crop in rotation pattern in non-seedfarms seemed more sustainable
than monoculture with heavy chemical fertilizers in seedfarms which tends to lead
to acidification and accumulation of P in soil Keywords: available phosphorus,
exchangeable acidity, exchangeable cations, green revolution and Java.

face broadcast (NT) or surface broadcast and incorporated (CT). When rainfall was
very high (ex. Belleville, 2003), ESN, Super Urea and UAN sidedress injected were
all superior. These superior treatments were usually equal, and seldom resulted in
lower yields than other treatments across locations and years. The UAN broadcast
and urea treatments were consistently inferior, while the ESN. Super Urea, and AN
broadcast and UAN sidedress injected were consistently superior N sources. These
results are less consistent with no-tillage continuous com.
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Relationship between Nitrogen Use Efficiency and Response to Fertilizer in
Winter Wheat.
D. B. Arnall. B. S. Tubana. K. Girma. W. R. Raun. K. W. Freeman. R. K. Teal.
Oklahoma Stale Univ.
As the cost of Nitrogen (N) fertilizer increases and profit in wheat production is put
at risk, scientists are challenged to develop N management strategies that guarantee
increased N Use Efficiency (NUE). Under or over-fertilization will result in a loss
of profit. Lower rates of N applied will result in reduced tillering, reduction in head
size, poor grain fill, reduced yields, and low protein content. Alternatively, over
application of nitrogen can result in reduced yield, higher input cost, and increased
risk to the environment. Management zones, reference strips, and sensor based tools
are emerging technologies that are keys to improve NUE. The Sensor Based Nitrogen Rate Calculator (SBNRC) developed at Oklahoma State University is showing
increased NUE for many crops produced throughout the Midwest. The SBNRC
technology works with the combination of sensor technology and a reference strip
(N-rich Strip). Past research has shown the strong correlation of Normalized Difference Vegetative Index (NDVI) readings collected from remote sensors and plant
biomass. With the calculation of biomass produced per day a potential yield is
determined The relationship between NDVI sensor readings from the N-Rich strip
155-96
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and the farmer practice is referred to as the Response Index (RI). This index is used
Nitrogen Management in Lowland Rice by (he Use of Leaf Color Chart
as an indicator ofthat field's level of response to additional mid-season nitrogen
through Farmer Participatory Approach in Bangladesh.
Potential yield and Rl are used to calculate the rate of N needed to reach maximum
M. M. Alam. International Rice Research Institute Bangladesh Office; J. K.
yield for that crop season. This rate is multiplied by a theoretical NUE value to proLadha, R. J. Buresh. International Rice Research Institute: H. U. Rashid, A. Khan. vide the applicator with the final N rate. Currently, N rates are determined without
regard for a specific NUE, highly dependent upon temporal variability. This report
Bangladesh Rice Research Institute.
reviews data from a long-term continuous wheat experiment in Lahoma Oklahoma,
Asian farmers often use Nitrogen (N) fertilizer inefficiently, although it is essential
which was established in 1971. The results show a positive correlation between
in rice for high yield and profit. We modified the generic recommendation of LCC
NUE and Rl, and also between NUE and yield. With this information the precision
use for Bangladesh condition and evaluated Leaf Color Chart (LCC) as a simple
at which topdress N rates are determined can be improved using an expected NUE.
tool for managing N fertilizer in lowland rice for increased yield and profit through
When the Rl is determined from sensor readings the proper NUE for current season
farmer participatory approach in farmers' fields of southwestern Bangladesh. Use
growing conditions can be input into the N-rate calculation.
of the LCC for N management consistently increased grain yield and profit as compared with farmers' N management practice across the 4 wet (Aman) and 4 dry
(Boro) season in altogether 200 farmers' fields in 10 villages. Nitrogen manage155-99
1817b
B Belvitt
ment through use of the LCC without any other change in farmers' practice for
Total N and Nitrate-N Concentrations Through the Soil Profile as Affected by
crop and fertilizer management increased average grain yield by 0.1 to 0.8 Mg ha'
Soil Management Practices.
across villages and seasons. This yield increase corresponded to a median added
net return of US$40 ha'. These positive results encourage both Government and
B. Belvitt. R. Taylor. J. Shuford. AlabamaA&M Univ.
non-Government extension service providers to take the LCC technology to the
Nitrogen
fertilizer applied to agricultural soils for improving crop productivity
farmers throughout Bangladesh. We provided training on LCC use along with user
is of environmental concern for the general public mainly because of the potenguidelines as leaflet to 500 lead farmers, and 100 village level extension worktial risk of groundwater contamination. The distribution of total Nitrogen (N) and
ers. Attempts are being made to manufacture locally in Bangladesh an LCC with
nitrate-N in soils may be influenced by soil management practices including no-till,
standardized color to ensure uniformity of the critical LCC value among all LCCs
conventional tillage, crop rotation, and organic amendment applied to soils. This
available to farmers Development of trainer group among extension people and
study was conducted on a Decatur silty clay loam soil (clayey, kaolinitic, thermic,
an extensive training program on LCC use for farmers and village level extension
Rhodic Paleudult) at the Alabama A&M University Agricultural Research Station,
workers are needed to scale up the LCC technology in Bangladesh.
Hazel Green, AL, to (i) determine total N and nitrate-N concentrations as affected
by organic amendment (poultry litter), tillage and cropping systems; and (ii) identity strategies to minimize the potential adverse effects of N in the environment
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Soil samples were collected at varying depths (0-30, 30-60, 60-90, and 90-120 cm)
Effects of New Nitrogen Technologies and Rates on Corn in Southern Illinois.
following corn-soybean and soybean-corn rotations and analyzed for total N and
S. A. Ebelhar, C. D. Hart. Univ of Illinois; J. D. Hernandez. Southern Illinois
nitrate-N concentrations. Results showed that total N concentration in the soil was
Univ.
significantly (P < 0 05) affected by tillage and nitrogen source Plots treated with
organic amendment had the highest N concentration (0.36 g/kg). Nitrate-N conProblems with the availability of Ammonium Nitrate (AN) and anhydrous ammocentration under corn-soybean rotation was significantly reduced by 10 40 mg/kg
nia fertilizers in United States corn production has increased the demand for urea
and increased under soybean-corn rotation by 5.85 mg/kg. Furthermore, the data
and Urea-Ammonium Nitrate (UAN) solution. These replacement fertilizers have
suggest that the use of no-tillage with corn-soybean rotation may reduce nitrate-N
problems with volatilization and perhaps even denitrification when surface applied
concentration beyond the crop root zone
(in no-till systems) or lightly incorporated with secondary tillage at time of planting. ESN (a polymer coated granular urea) and granular Super Urea are new fertilizer technologies designed to reduce Nitrogen (N) losses from agricultural systems
155-100 1818a
J.Y.Lee
and therefore improve nitrogen use efficiency. A comparison of N sources and N
Uptake into Rice Grain by Different Spilt Dressings of Nitrogen Using NI5.
rates was conducted at two locations (the University of Illinois Dixon Springs Agricultural Center [DSAC] and the Southern Illinois University Belleville Research
J. Y. Lee. Division of Plant Nutrition. NIAST.
Center [BRC]) for three years. 2003-05. Treatments consisted of five N sources
This work was carried out to investigate uptake and utilization of nitrogen by dif- granular urea, ESN, UAN solution, granular AN, and granular Super Urea. Each
ferent spilt dressings of nitrogen using heavy nitrogen in rice plants, and nitrogen
N source was preplant surface broadcast applied and incorporated with a secondary
mobilization into rice grain Seedlings of two rice cultivars, cv. Upumbyeo, and cv.
tillage tool within two hours under a Conventional Tillage (CT) system or left on
Saechucheongbyeo, were transplanted into a/2,000 pot. Nitrogen, phosphorus and
the surface with a No-Tillage (NT) system. These treatments were applied to corn
potassium as fertilizer were applied to 16.5, 6 8, 86kg/10a, respectively Heavy
following soybeans in conventional tillage, but to corn after corn in the no-tillage
nitrogen (N15) included in applied nitrogen was 5 percent. As a result of analyzing
system These treatments were compared to a sidedress injected UAN application,
soil chemical properties used in experiment, pH, total nitrogen, organic matter and
which may be considered a Best Management Practice (BMP) treatment. Nitrogen
silicate were 6.6, 0.1%. 1.0% and 110 g kg-1, respectively. Nitrogen mobilization
rates of 0. 67, 134.201 and 268 kg N per hectare were used with each of the above
into grain at ripening stage by split dressings of nitrogen was analyzed. Most of
source treatments Both urea and UAN had significant problems when either surnitrogen applied as basal dressing transferred into grain, whereas nitrogen applied
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155-102 1819a
N. Asagi
Nitrogen Dynamics in Paddy Soil Applied with Sewage Sludge by "N - Dilution
Method.
N. Asagi. H. Veno. Univ Farm. Fac. Agr. Ehime Univ; T. Ando. Nishida-Kosan
Co. Ltd.
Pot experiments were conducted to investigate the dynamics of N derived from
sewage sludge (N : P : K = 6 9 : 3.1 : 0.4 %) applied in a low-fertile paddy soil by
using l5N - dilution method at the University Farm, Faculty of Agricultural Ehime
Univ., Matsuyama in Japan. The properties of soil used was follows : Brow forest soil, Inceptisols Umbrepts, T-C = 1.32%, T-N = 0.09%, pH = 6.2, EC = 0.065
dS m"1. Wagner pots (0.02 nr) containing 3.37 kg of dry soil were fertilized with
chemical fertilizer (N : P : K = 7.0 : 3.9 : 7.5 g nr2), sewage sludge (N : P : K =
15.2 : 5 2 : 1.0 g nr2) or no fertilizer (control) Potassium in the sewage sludge plot
was supplemented with KCl (K = 7.5 g m"2). For tracing the fertilizer N, the chemical fertilizer plot was amended with l5N labeled fertilizer (l5NH4CI, LOO atom%)
solution at transplanting time (June 10), tillering stage (June 29) and young panicle
formation stage (July 27) at the rate of 4 g, 2 g and 2 g N nr2, respectively. In the
sewage sludge plot the sludge was applied as a basal fertilizer, and l5N tracer (0.1
g nr2 ''NH^CI, 99.8 atom %) was injected to the soil. After amending the chemi155-101 1818b
L. Zotarelli
cal fertilizer and sludge to the soil, pots were flooded with tap water, and three
Nitrogen and Irrigation Management to Improve Water Use Efficiency and
seedlings per pot of rice (Oryza saliva L. cv. Koshihikari) were transplanted. From
Reduce Nitrate Leaching of Pepper and Tomato Crops in Florida.
transplanting to harvest, the pots were placed in the greenhouse The fate of N from
15
/-. /Zotarelli, J. M. Scholberg. Univ of Florida. Agronomy Dept; M. D. Dukes, R. M. the sludge was estimated by N - dilution method. During the cultivation the plant
height in the sludge plot was significantly (p — 0.05) lower than that in the chemical
Carpena. Univ of Florida.
fertilizer plot. The number of tillers in the sludge plot was also significantly lower
Most Florida soils have poor water and nutrient retention and thus are prone to
than that in the chemical fertilizer plot at 17 d after transplanting, but there was no
nutrient leaching which combined with excessively high N-fertilizer/irrigation
significant (p = 0 05) difference in the number of tillers at maximum tillering and
rates and leaching rainfall events greatly increased the risk of groundwater nitrate
ripening stage (p = 0.05). The leaf greenness in the sludge plot changed similar to
contamination. The specific objectives of our study were to evaluate the interactive
that of the chemical fertilizer plot. During the cultivation, the significantly (p ~
effects of irrigation practices and fertilizer rates on yield, fertilizer requirements,
0.05) lowest plant height, number of tillers and leaf greenness were observed in
fertilizer-N uptake efficiency, and N-leaching of pepper and tomato production
the control. At harvest the rice dry weight was significantly (p = 0.05) higher in the
systems. Bell peppers and tomatoes were planted on plastic mulched beds during
chemical fertilizer plot than that in the sludge plot. In the chemical fertilizer plot
the spring of 2005 to evaluate the interactive effects of 3 nitrogen fertilizer rates
the rice plant absorbed 132 mg pot"' of N derived from the fertilizer, it accounted
(154, 192, 288 kg N ha"' for pepper and 166, 208 and 312 kg N ha'1 applied via
for approximately two third of the amount of the chemical fertilizer N mineralized
weekly fertigations) and three irrigation scheduling methods Irrigation schedul(200 mg pot1). In contrast the rice in the sludge plot absorbed 117 mg pot"1 of N
ing techniques used for pepper included: MSI custom-designed Irrigation Control
derived from the sewage sludge, it corresponded to approximately one third of the
(QIC) system featuring time-based irrigation (up to 5 events per day) if TDR-meaamount of the sewage sludge N mineralized (334 mg pot'). In the sludge treatment
sured soil water dropped below a critical Volumetric Water Content (VWC) value
101 mg pot"1 of N derived from the sludge remained in the soil and it was 10 times
of 13%; LSI - use of commercially available "Acclima" soil moisture sensor with
higher
than that from chemical fertilizer (9.20 mg pot"'). The amount of unaccounta VWC threshold value of 10% along with a time-based irrigation similar to the
able N from the fertilizers such as denitrification and NH4 volatilization between
previous treatment; and FSI—"farmer" treatment with irrigation being applied
chemical fertilizer and sewage sludge treatments were not significantly different.
at fixed daily durations of up to two hours per day. For tomato treatments were:
Soil microbial activity in the sludge plot, measured by an enzymatic assay (esterMSUI—surface furtigation and subsurface irrigation (irrigation line was placed 15
ase activity to fluorescent diacetate), tended to be higher than that in the chemicm below the bed surface) where subsurface irrigation was controlled by the QIC
cal fertilizer and control plots suggesting a higher nutrient cycling in the sludge
sensor with a threshold set at field capacity (~10%VWC); LSI; and FSI treatments
treatment Higher amount of mineralized N from sewage sludge was considered
with similar settings as described above. Leacheate volumes were measured by
to be absorbed and metabolized by soil microbial biomass and resulted in the high
drainage lysimeters buried approximately 0.6 m below the bed surface and leachate
amount of N remained, leading to increase in soil fertility. Nitrogen use efficiency
was collected weekly one day prior to the next fertigation event Composite soil
in the chemical fertilizer and sewage sludge plots were estimated to be 65.9 % and
samples were taken biweekly. Plant growth of pepper and tomato during thefirstsix
38.7%, respectively. As a result, the relative efficiency in the sludge plot was 58.7
weeks was not significantly affected by either irrigation or N rate. For tomato, placing the irrigation line 15 cm below the irrigation line reduced leaching and thereby
% of the chemical fertilizer. It suggests that the sewage sludge N should be applied
resulted in more efficient N-fertilizer use, and optimal plant growth was attained
1.7 times the amount of chemical fertilizer N to achieve the same efficiency. Soil
at intermediate N application rates. The LSI treatment did not show a significant
pH in the chemical fertilizer plot (7.02) was significantly (p = 0.05) lower than that
response to N rate. Use of buried drip irrigation (MSUI) did not affect soil moisture
in the sludge plot (7.51), the EC of soil in the chemical fertilizer plot (0 780 dS nr')
at the soil surface compared to the use of surface applied drip irrigation (LSI), but
was significantly (p = 0.05) higher than that in the sludge plot (0.275 dS nr'). The
increased VWC of lower soil layers by 2-5% Although this did not result in exceshigher EC in the chemical fertilizer plot may have resulted from the higher amount
sive N leaching, it did reduce WUE. The FSI treatment showed fairly high overall
of chemical fertilizer existing as soluble ions. Concentrations of heavy metals such
VWC, resulting in excessive N leaching, and thereby increased the amount of feras Cd and Zn were negligible low in the sludge. It is concluded that sewage sludge
tilizer required for optimal yield Increased N requirements and suboptimal yields
is evaluated as a useful organic fertilizer from the viewpoint of fertilization, healthy
at lower and intermediate N rates with the farmer's treatments thus were probably
growth of the crop and nutrient recycling in the environment.
related to excessive N leaching below the root zone. Overall leaching amounts for
pepper were 15,27, and 60 mm, for LSI, MSI, and FSI, respectively. Nitrate leach155-103 1819b
A. Wyenandt
ing increased with irrigation and N rate and measured values ranged from 8 to 60
kg N ha'. The FSI treatment had the highest N loading rates and appropriate use
Mulch and Nitogen Fertilizer Effects on Pumpkin Yield and Quality.
of soil sensor-based irrigation reduce N leaching by 33 to 67%. Overall leaching
A. Wyenandt. J. Heekman, Rutgers Univ.
amounts for tomato were on the order of 17, 5, and 43 mm, for MSUI, LSI, and FSI
Many small farmers in New Jersey operate roadside markets which often have
respectively. Nitrate leaching increased with irrigation and N rate and measured
U-pick crops or offer some form of 'agri-tainment' during the growing season.
values ranged from 3 to 60 kg N ha"'. The LSI treatment had higher residual soil
Municipal leaves may be a valuable resource for many small farmers with such
N values six days after fertigation events Increasing irrigation rates, on the other
operations Municipal leaves may help create a more attractive, weed-free envihand, resulted in dilution and/or displacement of fertilizer-N (MSI and FSI) and
ronment for entertainment agriculture or the U-pick operations which is critically
there by greatly reduce fertilizer use efficiency. The farmer treatment (FSI) again
important to attracting and retaining customers. Another, more long-term benefit
resulted in highest N loading rates, whereas soil sensor based irrigation reduced
of incorporating leaf mulch into vegetable production is the potential to build soil
N leaching by 89 to 95%. Use of the farmer-based irrigation resulted in excessive
organic matter content. A concern with the use of municipal leaves as a soil-surface
leaching and therefore relatively low residual soil N values and higher fertilizer
mulch in vegetable production is the relatively high C:N ratio which may cause
requirements Placing the irrigation line below the fertigation line did not affected
immobilization of soil N Shade tree leaves typically have a C:N ratio of 50:1. This
the crop yields, but it reduced nitrate leaching via improved nutrient retention in
C/N ratio would suggest that a higher than normal N fertilizer application rate may
the active root zone compared to the conventional treatments In conclusion, approbe necessary when growing crops with leaf mulch. The objectives of this study
priate use of soil sensor-based irrigation allowed more efficient use of irrigation
were to determine the effects of municipal leaves and N rate on pumpkin yield, size,
water and thereby decreasing water displacement below the active root zone It also
and fruit quality (cleanliness). In 2005. a randomized split plot design with 4 repgreatly reduced N leaching and increased N retention in the upper soil layer there
lications was conducted at the Rutgers Snyder Research and Extension Farm near
by facilitating more efficient fertilizer use.
Pittstown, NJ. Plots were established on a Quakertown silt loam soil (fine-loamy,
mixed, mesic Typic Hapludult) as either bare soil with herbicide for weed control

at tillering stage moved only 50% Also, the mobilization into grain of nitrogen
applied at tillering stage showed 15 fold higher than nitrogen applied at panicle
initiation stage, therefore, it was confirmed that nitrogen applied at tillering stage
was absorbed and utilized until panicle initiation stage. Nitrogen and amylose contents in grain were measured at ripening stage. A relation between nitrogen and
amylose contents in grain showed negative correlation. Considering these results,
split dressing of nitrogen by 50-20-20 or 50-20-30 was effective method not only to
enrich nitrogen and amylose contents in grain, but also to reduce manpower. Table
I Nitrogen, amylose and protein concentrations in rice grain at harvesting stage by
different spilt dressings of nitrogen Cultivar Split dressings of nitrogen Nitrogen(%)
Amylose(%) Protein(%) Ilpumbyeo 50-20-20-10 1.00 19.1 6.25 50-20-30- 0 0.91
19.3 5.74 50-20-20- 0 0.95 18.9 5.98 Saechucheongbyeo 50-20-20-10 0.92 20.5
5.89 50-20-30- 0 0.86 20.5 5.93 50-20-20- 0 0.94 20.4 5.83. Keywords: nitrogen
uptake, rice grain, spilt dressings, N15 Ju-Young Lee*, Byoung-Chun Jang, JwaKyung Sung, Jae-Hong Park, So-Hyeon Park, Su-Yeon Lee, Ki-Sang Lee, ChoongHoe Kim, Tae-Wan Kim), and Young-Sang Yoon2) Division of Plant Nutrition,
NIAST, RDA, Suwon, Korea 1) Dept of Plant Resources Science, HankyongNat
University, Ansung, Korea 2) Kongju National University, KongJu, Korea
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or as 15 cm leaf mulch without herbicide as main plot and N fertility as subplot.
Prior to mulch application 280 kg/ha of 20N-4P-8K was broadcast over entire field
to supply 56 kg/ha of N at time of planting. On 14 June, pumpkin cv. 'Magic'
Lantern' were seeded by hand at 0.6 m in-row and on 2.1 m centers between rows.
Additional N, as ammonium nitrate, was applied to all plots at a rate of 28 kg/ha
N on 22 July and at a rate of 56 kg/ha of N to subplots on 2 August. Standard production practices for insect and disease control were followed during the growing
season. Chlorophyll meter (SPAD) readings measured 22 July on pumpkin leaves
confirmed that crop leaf greenness was reduced on mulch plots as a result of soil
N immobilization and N deficiency. The N deficiency induced by leaf mulch was,
however, only temporary as the crop quickly recovered following N application.
On 8 Sept all pumpkin fruit were harvested, weighed and rated for fruit quality
Weed populations in leaf mulch plots without the use of herbicide was minimal
and similar to bare soil plots with herbicide In general, total number of fruit was
higher in bare soil plots compared to leaf mulch Percentage of orange fruit was
higher in bare soil compared to leaf mulch. Total number of orange marketable
fruit was higher in bare soil 140 kg/ha N when compared to leaf mulch 140 kg/ha
N. There were no significant differences in weight of orange fruit or total weight of
harvested fruit between bare soil and mulch plots The reduction in the number of
pumpkin fruit grown on mulch without a reduction in total yield can be attributed to
a larger (heavier) fruit weight. Average weight of orange fruit was 5.6 kg on mulch
compared to 4.1 kg on bare soil. The percentage of clean fruit at harvest was higher
in mulch plots (92% clean) compared to bare soil (18% clean). Results indicate
that pumpkins can be successfully produced at comparable yield levels while using
municipal leaf mulch to provide weed control. An application rate of N higher than
what is generally used for pumpkin appears to be unnecessary, and possibly detrimental to fruit set and maturity, when mulching with municipal leaves.
155-104 1820a
M.Cabrera
Comparison of Two Passive Sampler Methods for Measuring Ammonia
Losses.
M. Cabrera, N. Vaio, J. Rema, D. Kissel, Univ of Georgia.
Understanding the magnitude of ammonia losses from surface-applied nitrogen fertilizers is important for agronomic and environmental reasons. Some of the simple
methods developed to measure ammonia losses under field conditions use passive
flux samplers, which do not require power or sophisticated instrumentation. The
passive sampler method described by Schjoerring and others in 1992, consists of
measuring ammonia losses from a circular plot by mounting passive flux samplers
at different heights in four masts located at ninety-degree angles on the periphery
of the plot. Each passive sampler is composed of two glass tubes connected by silicone tubing, with a nozzle connected to one of the tubes The method requires the
use of two passive samplers at each height, one with the nozzle pointing towards
the inside of the circular plot and one with the nozzle pointing towards the outside
of the plot The tubes are coated with oxalic acid on the inside to trap any ammonia
present in the air that circulates through them. After a period of exposure, the samplers are brought to the laboratory and the two tubes in each sampler are extracted
separately with water to dissolve the ammonium oxalate present and determine
the ammonia retained Tubes facing the inside of the plot are considered to contain ammonia derived from the plot whereas tubes facing the outside of the plot
are assumed to contain background ammonia. The simplicity of this method has
allowed researchers to carry out many measurements of ammonia losses during the
past 15 years. In spite of its simplicity, however, the method requires a large number
of passive flux samplers. For example, if the flux is to be measured at five heights,
it is necessary to use 10 samplers per mast, which would require extracting 20
separate tubes per mast, or 80 tubes per circular plot A modified method proposed
by Wood and others in 2000, consists of a single, rotating mast located at the center
of the circular plot, with a single passive flux sampler at each height A wind vane
rotates the mast so that the nozzle of each passive flux sampler is always pointing
towards the wind source. A separate mast, away and upwind from the treated plots
is used to measure background fluxes of ammonia This method requires fewer
tubes to be extracted and has been shown to perform similarly to another passive
sampler method that uses a single-height, rotating sampler located at the center of
the plot. To our knowledge, however, no study has been conducted to compare the
passive flux sampler method of Schjoerring et al to that of Wood et al. This study
was carried out to compare these two methods. Two field studies were conducted
for this purpose on a Cecil soil planted to tall fescue (Festuca arundinacea Schreb).
In the first study, three circular plots, 40-m in diameter were fertilized with 67 kg N
ha' as urea-ammonium nitrate solution Four masts were mounted on the periphery
of the plots and one mast was mounted at the center of each plot Each mast had
passive flux samplers at 0.4, 0.75, 1.5, 2.25, and 3 m. Samplers were replaced at
4, 8, 12, and 26 d after application. On average ammonia losses measured with the
rotating mast were 36% greater than those measured with periphery masts In the
second study. 210 kg N ha ' as urea was applied to three, 30-m circular plots and
tubes were changed every 5 d for 36 days. Similarly to the previous study, ammonia
losses measured with the rotating mast were 37% greater than those measured with
periphery masts The smaller estimates obtained with the periphery masts appear
to have been caused by a bypass of ammonia from the tubes facing the inside of
the plots to the tubes facing the outside of the plots Tubes facing the outside of the
plots are used to estimate background fluxes of ammonia, so any bypass of ammonia into them would decrease the estimation of fluxes derived from the plot

155-105 1820b
W Cox
Spatial Yield Response of Corn to Two IS Levels.
W. Cox. H. M. Van Es. Cornell Univ. T. Katsvairo. Univ of Florida.
The challenge for variable N rate management is to identify specific fields that
respond to specific N levels. We evaluated two corn (Zea mays L.) hybrids at two
N rates (110-130 vs. 165-185 kg/ha at three sites and manure vs. manure + 55 kg
N/ha fertilizer at two sites) for 3 years to determine if corn responded differently to
N levels within fields. Spatial yield variability existed at all sites in dry years but
at only two sites in a wet year. Spatial yield difference variability in response to N
existed at only two of 15 site-year comparisons. Although late-spring soil nitrate
concentrations in the upper 30 cm were less than 25 mg/kg on 15 to 25% of the
manured fields in the wet year, spatial yield difference variability in response to N
did not exist At a non-manured site, spatial yield difference variability in response
to N existed with temporal yield stability across dry years(r=0.96). Surprisingly,
corn responded to the higher N rate on 25% of this field where yields were least,
but not where yields were greatest. Apparently, variable N rate management of
corn requires more information than late spring soil nitrate concentrations and yield
maps. With this in mind, we evaluated growth. N concentration, and N uptake of
the two corn hybrids at the 6th leaf (V6), silking (Rl), and physiological maturity
(R6) growth stages to try to explain the spatial yield variability that existed at three
fields in the last two years of the study. Biomass, N concentration, and N uptake
mostly showed no spatial variability at the three growth stages. Plant height at the
V6 stage, which showed spatial variability at four of the six site-years that crop
measurements were taken, correlated with yields at two sites (r = 0.55 and 0.66) in
the wet year and atone site in the dry year (r = 0.56). Plant height at the V10 stage,
which had spatial variability at all sites, correlated with yields at all sites (r = 0.550.66) in the wet year and at one site (r = 0.56) in the dry year. Nitrogen uptake at
the R6 stage, which correlated with yields at all sites in the wet year (r=0.25-0.58)
and the dry year (r = 0.34-0.65) did little to explain the N response within sites.
Stalk nitrate concentrations showed no spatial variability, despite spatial variability
for residual soil nitrate concentrations at all sites. Residual soil nitrate concentrations, which had distinct zones within a field in the upper 30 cm in the dry year,
may provide useful information for development of variable N rate management
for subsequent years.

155-106 1821a
R.Ortega
Increasing Nitrogen and Phosphorus Fertilizer Use Efficiency by Using the
Nitrification Inhibitor 3, 4-Dimethylpyrazole Phosphate (Dmpp) in Chile.
R. Ortega. Univ Técnica Federico Santa Maria: J. Orellana. Compo Agro Chile
Ltda.; M. Molina. Pontificia Univ Calólica de Chile.
Nitrogen use efficiency in most extensive and intensive crops is low under Chilean
conditions, where the main fertilizer used is urea (46%N). Main reasons are: excessive N rates, small number of splits, and inadequate irrigation management or high
precipitation levels. The use of nitrification inhibitors might contribute to increase
N-Fertilizer Use Efficiency (NFUE) or apparent N recovery efficiency. Maintaining
more ammonium (NH4 ) available in the soil might also enhance P absorption and
therefore increase P-Fertilizer Use Efficiency (PFUE). Two N fertilizer products.
Ammonium Sulfate (AS) and Ammonium Sulfate Nitrate (ASN), containing the
nitrification inhibitor 3,4-DiMethylPyrazole Phosphate (DMPP) were evaluated in
pot and field experiments in comparison to traditional N sources such as urea and
nitrate (NO,) forms Experiments were performed in soils belonging to Andisol
and Inceptisol orders, and different crops were used as test plants In pot experiments, excess irrigation water was applied in order to cause leaching. Evaluations
included, among others: yield, N, P, K, and S plant uptake, N and P fertilizer use
efficiency, and NO, concentrations on the leacheates. In some experiments, different P rates were applied and the PFUE was compared for treatments fertilized
with different N sources. A preliminary model was developed in order to estimate
P rates when the N source has a nitrification inhibitor compared to a traditional N
source. Other experiences included the evaluation of NP or NPK fertilizer containing DMPP Several N split forms as well as application ways were evaluated
Under controlled experiments, ASN+DMPP reached a higher NFUE than urea and
NO," forms, by maintaining higher levels of NFL/ in the soil and thereby reducing
nitrate leaching Similar results were observed under field conditions were reduced
N rates applied as AS+DMPP or ASN+DMPP produced the same yield and quality compared to a full N rate applied as urea or nitrate forms. On the other side,
fertigation programs that included fertilizers with DMPP were more efficient that
those fertilized with traditional fertilizers A better relationship NO,7NH4 in the
soil when using DMPP can be one of the factors explaining these effects. In most
experiments, P uptake was improved by the use of N sources containing DMPP.
which in turn increased PFUE According to these results it could be possible to
reduce the P rate when applying a N-fertilizer containing DMPP The use of ammonium N sources with the nitrification inhibitor DMPP shows promise to increase N
and P FUE under Chilean conditions. Both AS+DMPP and ASN+DMPP together
with NP or NPK fertilizer containing DMPP are being adopted by innovative farmers, who choose these N sources because their easiness of application and the possibility of reducing N rates and still get the same or better yields

155-107 1821b
V. M Duong
Application of Rice Straw Compost for Sustainable Rice Production.
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V. M. Duong. Cantho Univ. T. Watanabe. Japan International Research Center
for Agricultural Sciences; M. H. Luu, T. K. Vu. Cuu Long Delta Rice Research
Institute: T. KP. Nguyen, Cantho Univ.
Using only chemical without organic fertilizers for intensive paddy rice production in the Mekong Delta, Vietnam has likely caused decrease of soil fertility and
rice yield To recycle nutrients and improve soil fertility, rice straw removed from
rice field was composted 1.5 months with Trichoderma sp. inoculated for straw
decomposing enhancement, and then was incorporated into rice field at 6 Mg.ha'
(moisture 75-78%) for each crop. Field trial at Omon, Vietnam with double cropped
rice using rice straw compost has been continuing more than 5 years. It showed
that combination of straw compost with 60% of present recommended rate NPK
in the region gave higher yield than solo chemical fertilizers at the recommended
rate though the difference was not significant. Nitrogen recovery from urea measured by l5N indicated the recovery rate was not significantly different between
solo application of chemical fertilizer and reduced rates of chemical fertilizers
combined with straw compost. While soil phosphorus and exchangeable potassium
remained unchangeable, soil nitrogen increased under straw compost application
compared to full rate of NPK Higher rice yield of combination of straw compost
and chemical fertilizers likely related to better way of N supply. Application of full
rate of NPK within 30 days after sowing (DAS) evidently caused N excess in rice.
Meanwhile, under combination of compost and chemical fertilizers, having large
soil nitrogen pool and more microbial activity, rice could be supplied gradually
and stably with more available nitrogen from mineralization of soil organic matter
and applied compost, particularly after 30 DAS Results of anaerobic incubation
showed that available nitrogen mineralized from soil in 30 days was higher than
applied nitrogen of full rate of urea (100 kg N.ha1). Obtained results showed that
application of rice straw compost to paddy rice field was a way to improve soil
fertility and to reduce chemical fertilizers applied. Keywords: rice straw compost,
nitrogen recovery, mineralized nitrogen, soil nitrogen pool, anaerobic incubation
155-108 1822a
H. Tan
Effect of Application of Potassium, Magnesium and Sulphur Fertilizers for
Yield and Quality on Sugarcane Production in an Acid Red Soil Area.
H. Tan. L. Zhou. R. Xie. M. Huang. Guangxi Academy ofAgricultural Sciences.
Sugarcane is a perennial member of the Graminae family. The biomass production amounts to 80 to 140 tonnes per hectare The growth of sugarcane is divided
into four stages, seedling, tillering, stretching and maturity. During the tillering
and stretching periods the crop grows quickly, the sugarcane biomass production increases and more nutrients are absorbed. In this work, it was found that
the amount of potassium taken up by sugarcane was greater than the amounts of
other nutrients that were absorbed. At each period of development, the potassium
content of the sugarcane plant was higher than the content of any other nutrient element apart from nitrogen The amounts of potassium absorbed varied from 109 I
to 315.28 kg K,0 per hectare. According to the statistical results of 82fieldexperiments, there was a very positive correlation between the yield of sugarcane and
the amount of potassium absorbed. The correlation coefficient was r=0.979**. The
function relating the sugarcane yield (y) with the amount of potassium absorbed (x)
was y=31687. l+246.0x. With application rates of potassium between 150 and 450
kg/ha, the sugarcane yield increased by between 4.75% and 23.78%.
155-109 1822b
S.C.Gupta
Effect of K Application with Varying Temperature and Moisture Regimes on
Different Forms of Soil K and Other Nutrients in Vertisol.
5. C. Gupta. RAK College ofAgriculture; K. R. Vegh. J. Koncz. Research Institute
for Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry.
A laboratory pot culture experiment was conducted at the Research Institute for Soil
Science and Agricultural Chemistry, Budapest, Hungary during 2003 to study the
effect of various levels of potassium (viz., 0,25, 50, and 100 kg K,0 ha"1) with two
moisture regimes (Ml 20% and M2: 33%)and two temperature regimes (Tl: 260C
and T2.360C) on the availability of various forms of potassium and other nutrients
in Typic chromusterts Water soluble K, NH4OAc exchangeable K and Acid ammonium acetate +EDTA extractable K forms (LE - K) of soil K increased with the
increasing levels of K application in soil and the increase was more at higher moisture regime (M2)compared to lower moisture regime(M 1).Further higher moisture
regime also registered an increase in all these forms of soil K even at the K0 level
of application compared to initial K at both the stages of incubation while this
trend was reverse at low moisture regime where all these forms of soil potassium
registered a decrease over initial K at K0 level of application. One normal HN03
soluble K showed no definite trend with K levels and moisture regimes. However,
in general this form of K decreased at higher moisture regime as compared to lower
moisture regime. Higher temperature regime showed decrease in WS-K, NH4OAc
K and FE K content compared to low temperature in most of the cases. FE extractable forms of other nutrients viz. P, Zn, Fe, and Cu in general showed increase in
content with K levels FE Fe showed increase with moisture regime and incubation
time. Increase in temperature decreases FE Fe within same incubation time but, it
increases the mean FE Fe with later incubation time (12) FE, B and Mo content
were below the detectable limits of ICP AES and were deficient which is suggestive
of their possible response by crops if added from outside sources in these soils
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155-110 1823a
F Garcia
Direct and Residual Effects of Balanced Fertilization in Field Crops of the
Pampas of Argentina.
F. Garcia. PPI-PP1C Southern Cone; M. Baxter. J. Minteguiaga. H. Blanco. R.
Houssay. CREA Southern Santa Fe; G. Deza Marin, ASP: A. Berardo. FertilabFCA-1NTA.
Crop production in the Pampas region of Argentina is generally affected by Nitrogen (N) and Phosphorus (P) deficiencies. In recent years, Sulfur (S) has also been
reported as a limiting nutrient for field crops A long-term fertilization study was
established in eleven farmer's fields of the CREA Region of Southern Santa Fe
(southern Santa Fe and southern Cordoba provinces, Argentina) with the following
objectives: i) to determine direct and residual crop responses to the application of
N, P, S, and other nutrients (potassium, magnesium, boron, copper, and zinc); ii) to
evaluate diagnostic methodologies for N, P, and S fertilization of corn, wheat and
soybean; and iii) to evaluate the effects of nutrient management on soil properties.
This paper presents the results of the first five years of the study. Experiments were
started in 2000/01 under corn. After the first year, the experiments were divided in
two groups: Five sites continued under a corn-wheat/soybean (C-W/S) rotation,
and six sites under a corn-soybean-wheat/soybean (C-S-W/S) rotation. Soils at the
different sites are classified as Typic Argiudolls or Typic Hapludolls. Fields were
under continuous annual cropping for 50-60 years and under continuous no-tillage
management for at least 5 years prior to 2000/01. Treatments included: I) Check,
2) PS, 3) NS, 4) NP, 5) NPS, and 6) Complete (NPS plus other nutrients: potassium,
magnesium, boron, copper and zinc) Treatments were repeated every year on the
same plots to evaluate direct and residual fertilization effects Nutrient rates were
equivalent to nutrient removal by grain to keep the soil nutrient balance close to its
original condition For corn, in 23 site-years, responses were significant in 21, 8,
and 6 site-years for N, P, and S, respectively. For wheat, responses were significant
in 5 of the 16 site-years for N, 11 site-years for P, 3 site-years for S, and 2 site-years
for other nutrients. For full season soybean, in 11 site-years, responses were significant in 1,3, and 2 site-years for N, R, and S, respectively. For double cropped soybean, responses were significant in 1 of the 16 site-years for N, 3 site-years for P,
and 10 site/years for S. Agronomic Nutrient Use Efficiencies (NUE, kg grain yield
increase per kg of nutrient added) were 10.4-24.8, 0.1-8.3, and 0.1-1.2 kg grain
kg' N for corn, wheat, and double cropped soybean, respectively; 3.3-46.5, 6.536.2,2.3-11.5, and 2.1-4.2 kg grain kg"' P for corn, wheat, full season soybean, and
double cropped soybean; and 5.2-60.5,2.8-13.4,0-10.1, and 14.7-27.2 kg grain kg'1
S for com, wheat, full season soybean, and double cropped soybean High values of
partial factor productivity (PFP, kg grain yield per kg of nutrient added) for N, 68102 kg com kg"' N, and 22-38 kg wheat kg"1 N, indicate high N efficiency use compared to data reported in other cropping systems Frequency of nutrient responses
and yield differences increased over time as a consequence of residual effects on
soil fertility. Nitrogen response in corn and wheat was significantly related to soil
nitrate-N availability at planting (0-60 cm), and P response was related to soil
Bray-1 P for com, wheat, and full season soybean. Responses to S were related
to sulfate-S concentration (0-20 cm) at planting for com, and full season soybean,
but not for wheat Soil Bray-1 P differences among P fertilized and non-fertilized
treatments were determined, but residual effects of N or S fertilization could not
be detected in soil nitrate-N or sulfate-S. Depending on the rotation, average soil
Bray-1 P increased by 1-4 mg/kg per year, in the NPS treatment which had an
almost neutral P balance (P applied as fertilizer minus P removed in grains) in both
rotations Soil Bray-1 P tended to decrease in the NS treatments Comparison of
Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) concentrations between the Check and NPS treatments
showed an average increase of 3.4 g C kg"' soil after four seasons. However, these
changes in SOC were highly variable among sites: from -5.2 to +10.3 g C kg"1 soil.
Fertilization with NPS generally tended to decrease soil pH,with changes ranging
from -0.4 to +0 1 units depending on the site. No significant differences in cation
and micronutrient concentrations were observed at the 0-20 cm depth between the
Check and NPS treatments.
155-111 1823b
SSV
Interaction of Organic Manures and Granular Size of Inorganic NPK
Fertilizers on Nutrient Uptake and Grain Yield of Irrigated Rice in Vertisols.
5. SV. R. P. AS. K. RM. S. K, Directorate of Rice Research.
In the green revolution era, intensive rice cropping with high-yielding rice varieties along with increased use of inorganic fertilizers and improved irrigation facilities have resulted in spectacular increases in crop productivity. Organic sources
available for use in rice production include bulky organic manures such as Farm
Yard Manure (FYM) or quick-growing green manure crops. Multilocational longterm trials in India (AICR1P trials) have shown a 50% decline in the rice yield
response to nutrients, from 15 to 16 kg grain kg -1 NPK nutrients applied in the
sixties and seventies to a level of 7 to 8 kg grain kg -I NPK applied in the nineties
(DRR quinquennial Review Report, 1996). Several studies have been conducted
on the complementary use of organic and inorganic fertilizers in cropping systems
involving rice. The objective of the present study is to evaluate effects of granular
forms of N and P fertilizers in conjunction with FYM and Green Manure (GM) on
grain yield and nutrient uptake in rice-rice cropping system. A field experiment
was conducted with medium duration high-yielding rice cultivar Ajaya during
the period 1995-96 to 1997-98 in both rabi and Kharif seasons at the Directorate
of Rice Research, Rajendranagar, Hyderabad on a Vertisol The status of avail-

able N was low (227 kg ha-1), available P was medium (33 kg P205 ha-1) and
available K was high (587 kg K20 ha-1) The three main treatments consisted
of organic manures viz., GM represented by Sesbania aculiata at 10 t/ha in situ,
FYM at 10 t/ha and no manure The 7 sub-plots consisted of different combinations
of inorganic fertilizers viz., Prilled Urea (PU), DiAmmonium Phosphate (DAP),
muriate of potash (MOP), Large Granular Urea (LGU), Single Super Phosphate
(SSP) and Large granular Di-Ammonium Phosphate (LDAP). The combinations
were PU+SSP+MOP, PU+DAP+MOP, PU+LDAP+MOP, LGU+SSP+MOP,
LGU+DAP+MOP, LGU+LDAP+MOP and Control applied at two doses of NPK
viz., high (120+60+40) and low (60+30+20). Grain yields in the treatments receiving inorganic manures alone were around 4000 kg ha-1 throughout the six seasons.
In the main treatments, GM+NPK and FYM+NPK showed a yield advantage over
NPK applied without organic manures Over the long term, application of organic
manures with NPK was beneficial in getting more yields The gain of yield due to
application of green manures was around 633 kg ha-1 (16%) in the first season and
increased to more than 1438 kg ha-1 (33%) by the end of 6th season. The importance of combined use of organic manures and inorganic fertilizers in enhancing
grain yields was reported earlier also. At the higher dosage of NPK (120+60+40),
the treatment LGU+DAP+MOP with GM followed by LGU+LDAP+MOP with
FYM showed the highest cumulative yield gain of 8530 kg ha-1 and 8380 kg ha-1
over all the 6 seasons At the low dosage of 60+30+20, GM with PU+DAP+MOP
followed by FYM with PU+SSP+MOP and FYM with PU+DAP+MOP recorded
highest cumulative gain of 6000 kg ha-1, 5830 kg ha-1 and 5800 kg ha-1 respectively. In general, the total N uptake by the crop during Kharif (105.9 kg ha-1) was
significantly lower than in rabi season (120.5 kg ha-1), whereas the total P uptake
was similar (82-85 kg ha-1 )during both the seasons. With regard to the effect of total
N uptake on grain yield, there was a slight advantage due to FYM in converting N
uptake to grain yield in both seasons. Among the fertilizers used LGU+DAP+MOP
and PU+SSP+MOP with higher doses showed more yield gain due to higher N
uptake than in other combinations. At the lower dosages PU+SSP+MOP and
PU+DAP+MOP are the combinations that are promising in terms of N uptake and
grain yield. When the influence of N alone on grain yield was considered the 'b'
value i.e. increase in kg of grain per each kg of increased N uptake was similar
at higher and lower levels (41-43) of inorganic fertilizers during kharif. However
during rabi the "b" value was less (23.2) at lower fertilizer levels compared to 38.2
at higher fertilizer levels indicating that other nutrients probably P and/or K or
micro-nutrient(s) might be acting as limiting factor in converting N uptake to grain
yield. It was concluded that large granular forms of N and P fertilizer were better
than powdered and prilled forms for increasing nutrient uptake and grain yield of
rice in irrigated low land soils Addition of GM along with NPK was promising
during the first three seasons while FYM along with NPK was better during later
three seasons indicating long term use of FYM for better yields in rice-rice cropping systems in vertisols.

155-112 1824a
D. Hong
Effect of Gel-Based Controlled Release Fertilizers on Crop Yield and Nutrient
Use Efficiency.
D. Hong, Z Yu-shu. Institute ofSoil and Fertilizer. Fujian Academy ofAgricultural
Sciences.
New gel-based controlled release fertilizers were developed by mixing and processing nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium fertilizers with natural and semi-natural
organic materials and inorganic materials. These gel-based fertilizers were easily
produced, had lower price than coated controlled release fertilizers, and expressed
better physical and chemical properties. To verity the effect of the fertilizers on
increasing crop yield and improving fertilizer use efficiency, some field and pot
experiments were conducted. The experimental results were as follows: (i) In a
pot experiment to compare with common fertilizers (mixed with urea, potassium
chloride, and ammonium phosphorus acid) the gel-based controlled release fertilizers showed significant positive influence on agronomical, physiological and
biochemical characteristics of maize plants (include plant height, stem diameter,
leaf number and area, root activity, chlorophyll content and photosynthetic rate,
protein content of leaf, NR activity etc.), increased dry biological yield of maize
by 26.8%^t2 3%, and improved nitrogen use efficiency by 17.0%~31.7%, phosphorus efficiency by 8.0%~-16.0%, and potassium efficiency by 4.6%~18 3%. (ii)
In a field experiments, the grain yield of maize increased by 3.5%~34.4% and the
biological yield by 4.2%~35 7% with gel-based controlled release fertilizer treatments compared to common fertilizers treatments at experiment sites in Jiangxi
and Anhui provinces. Nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium use efficiency improved
by 2.5%~26.0%, 1 2%~22.7% and 3.5%~25.4%, respectively. The biological yield
of Chinese cabbage increased by 5.8%~16.8%, nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium use efficiency improved by 4.3%~11.4%, 2.9%~13.2% and 5.9%~16.1%,
respectively at an experiment site in Fujian province The economical yield of
sweet potato increased by 11.8%~33.7%, nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium use
efficiency improved by 0.8%~9.5%, 0.3%~2.3% and 11.8%~24.4%, respectively
at a site in Fujian province In wheat and peanut crops, gel-based controlled release
fertilizer also showed better effects of yield-increasing and improving fertilizer use
efficiency (iii) Experimental results of nutrient release from fertilizers showed that
nutrients (N. P, and K) in gel-based fertilizers were leached more slowly out into
the soil than common fertilizers

155-113 1824b
C A. Rosolem
Distribution of Non-Exchangeable K in Soil Profile in a Brachiaria-Maize
Cropping System.
R. A. Garcia. J. C. Calonego. C. A. C. Crusciol. C. A. Rosolem. Säo Paulo State
Univ.
Livestock-crop integration using a forage crop during the winter has been an interesting tool in managing tropical cropping systems under no-till. However, little
is known about the nutrient dynamics in these systems, including K. Potassium
from the cover crop residues is readily available with the first rains, in considerable
amounts, but grasses require a large amount of K, mainly if two grasses, as maize
and brachiaria, are grown together. Besides, when Nitrogen fertilizer is added to the
system the grasses will respond with an increase in growth and eventually requiring
more K. An experiment was conducted in Botucatu, Säo Paulo, Brazil, to study the
distribution of non-exchangeable K under a no-till system using maize and brachiaria (Brachiaria brizanta) growing together and receiving 0.0 or 200 kg ha"1 of
Nitrogen. In general, nitrogen fertilization increased K demand irrespectively from
the cropping system, i.e., maize alone or maize plus brachiaria. By the time maize
was planted, non-exchangeable K contents were lower in the soil profile down to
30 cm in plots where maize and brachiaria were grown together in the previous
season as compared with plots where maize was grown alone. By the time maize
was harvested, non-exchangeable K depletion in the soil profile was more evident
than by the time maize was planted. This was particularly clear in plots receiving
200 kg ha' of N. This is an evidence that brachiaria can take up K from the nonexchangeable pool in the soil, a form that is usually considered non available for
most crops. In plots receiving 200 kg ha"1 ofN, brachiaria accumulated more K than
in the 0.0 N plots and non-exchangeable K depletion in soil was higher as compared
with plots without N. The high amount of K accumulated by the maize + brachiaria
system, including some K from non-exchangeable forms in the soil, increases the
amount of K in the straw residues left over the soil surface. This nutrient will be
available for the crops to be grown in next season. With the first rains in the spring
a considerable amount of this K will be washed down to the soil. Besides, residue
decay will also make available some more K This K will reach the soil as an ion,
and will be incorporated into the exchangeable pool of the soil. So, in this system,
besides K cycling avoiding leaching below the root zone, non-exchangeable K is
made more readily available in the soil profile because it is transformed from nonexchangeable to exchangeable K.

155-114 1825a
D W. Lee*
Nitrate Leaching Pattern from Slow Release Fertilizer under Polyethylene
F'ilm Mulching and Non-Mulching in Sesame (Sesamum indicum L.).
D. W. Lee*. K. D. Park. C. Y. Park. I. S. Son. U. G. Kang. S. T. Park. National
Yeongnam Agricultural Research Institute. R.D.A.
Nitrate (NO,-N) leaching from urea, cyclodiurea (CDU), and Latex-Coated Urea
(LCU) was measured under Polyethylene Film Mulching (PFM) and Non-Mulching (NM) in Korean silty clay loam soils during sesame cultivation. The concentrations of NO,-N in soil solution at 21 days after urea treatment were 26mg L"' in
PFM and 83mg L"' in NM, while those from CDU and LCU were 23mg L' and
14mg L"' in PFM and 28mg L ' and 18mg L"' in NM, respectively. The NO,-N
concentration of leachate at 44 days after urea application was 11 mg L ' in PFM
and lOmg L' in NM. On the other hand, the NO,-N concentration of leachate in
CDU and LCU treatment was about 25% lower compared with that of urea treatment in PFM, while the NO,-N concentration of CDU and LCU treatment in NM
did not change unlike that of urea However, NO,-N concentration of leachate after
44 days was not significant in all treatments. The concentration of NO.-N in soil at
22 days after urea treatment in PFM was 130mg kg', while those of CDU and LCU
treatment were 75mg kg"' and 65mg kg', respectively At the same time, concentration of urea-N in soil of urea treatment was 2 mg kg"' in PFM compared with 5mg
kg"1 and 7mg kg-1 in CDU and LCU treatments, respectively. NO,-N and urea-N
contents in soil of urea treatment in NM were less than both CDU and LCU treatments. Consequently, nitrogen uptake efficiency of sesame plant, upon application
of slow release fertilizers such as CDU and LCU, increased by I0%~25% in PFM
and 3%-10% in NM compared with that of urea.
155-115 1825b
G Liu
Differences in the Temperature Quotients of Ammonia Emission on the
Fertilized Soils from Florida and Washington.
G. Liu. Y. Li. Univ of FloridaJTREC: A. Alva. USDA-ARS.
Temperature is a very important factor for ammonia emission but not well understood yet This research was conducted with Biscayne Marl Soil and Krome Gravelly Loam from Florida and Quincy Fine Sand and Warden Silt Loam from Washington The soils were weighed (300 g dry weight) and placed in a 500 ml plastic
bottle with about 60 cm, surface area Potassium nitrate, ammonium nitrate, ammonium sulfate and urea were applied to the soils at 45 mg per bottle (equivalent to 75
kg ha-1 based on surface area) with 20% and 80% Field Capacity (FC) The soils
were incubated at either 11, 20, and 29 "C that are, respectively, the minimum, average and maximum temperatures in-season of potato growth in Washington State
The temperature quotient (also called temperature coefficient) for a 9 "C is called
Q9 The Q9 depicts the changed strength of ammonia volatilization under different
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quality imrovement and residual effect of a single B application on the suceeding
wheat crop are additional benefits of economics significance. Consequently, B use
in rice is now recommended in Pakistan The recommended dose is 0.75 kg B ha1. For economic considerations of the residual effect of B, applied to rice, on the
suceeding wheat crop, as well as for investigating the possible of B buildup due to
continued B use, our present research aims at studying the residual and cumulative
effect of soil B application to rice and/or wheat in the prevalent rice-wheat cropping system. Four permanent layout replicated field experiments are in progress in
alluvial calcareous soils of the major rice growing areas of the Punjab province,
Pakistan. The field experiments were initiated with the 2004 rice crop, and would
be continued atleast for three consecutive crops each of rice and wheat. Boron
rates, applied to rice and/or wheat, ranged from 0 (control) to 1.5 kg B ha-1 as
borax. Average near-maximum (95% of maximum) paddy yield, associated with
1 0 kg B ha-1 to rice crop, was 20% over control. Residual effect of B, applied to
rice, on the sucessive wheat crop was highly appreciable A dose of 1 0 kg B ha1, applied to the previous rice crop, resulted in 21% increased wheat grain yield.
Interestingly, wheat grain yield increase with the cumulative effect of 1 0 kg B ha155-116 1826a
M. K Jarecki
1, applied both to rice and wheat crops, was of the same magnitude Our previous
Nitrous Oxide Emission from Two Soils under Commercial N Fertilizer and
research has revealed that that only <2.0% of the applied fertilizer B is taken up
Swine Slurry Application in a Khizotron Experiment.
in the aboveground plant parts of the current rice crop. Thus, even if some of the
residual B is fixed in the soil and/or leached out of the crop root zone, an adequate
M. K. Jarecki. AgCert Services, Inc.; T. B. Parkin. USDA-ARS: A. S. K. Chan.
AgCerl Services. Inc.: J. L. Hatfield. National Soil Tilth Ixib; D. W. Meek. National fraction stays in the soil's labile pool for meeting B requirement of the suceeding
wheat crop As thisfieldresearch is continued, we intend to determine the longevity
Soil Tilth Laboratory; R. A. Jones. AgCerl Canada Co.
of the one-time applied B in meeting crop requirements in the prevalend rice-wheat
Direct nitrous oxide (N,0) emission from agricultural soils depends on several
system This paper also reports on critical levels of B in diagnostic plant parts in
factors including the application of slurries and manures, commercial N fertilizrice and wheat.
ers, availability of soil organic carbon, soil structure and pH. The purpose of the
study was to compare N,0 and carbon dioxide (CO,) fluxes from soils amended
with swine slurry and fertilized with commercial N. Two soils from central Iowa,
155-118 1827a
M. A Al-ali
were selected for the experiment. The first soil was a loamy sand with a surface
In-Season Nitrogen Fertilization to Improve Nutrient Use Efficiency in
layer texture of 79.0 % sand, 13.8 % clay and 7.2 % silt containing about 1.8% of
Maize.
organic carbon (C) and is classified as a Storden fine-loamy, mixed, mesic Typic
M. A. Al-ali. T. Morris, Univ of Connecticut.
Udorthents, and the second, a clay loam with a texture of 25.6% sand, 37.5% clay
and 36.9% silt containing 4.4% of organic C is classified as a Webster fine-loamy,
Much of the Nitrogen (N) loss from maize fields occurs in the spring and early
mixed, mesic Typic Haplaquolls. The pots were prepared containing 12 kg of soil
summer when rainfall leaches nitrate from the root zone Much of the nitrate lost
without vegetation and were kept at field moisture capacity and I8"C temperais from N fertilizer applied before planting Application of N fertilizer to maize
ture for 8 weeks. The following treatments were applied to both soils: control (no
fields during the growing season should reduce the amount of N lost to the environN), commercial N fertilization as a Urea-Ammonium Nitrate solution (UAN), and
ment and improve the efficiency of N use in maize production Delaying N applicaswine slurry, both injected at the 5 cm depth. UAN and slurry were applied at the
tions, however, could reduce the yield of maize especially on fields with no history
rate of 200 kg N/ha. Measurements were performed every day over the first two
of manure applications and a low capacity for N mineralization. In this study we
weeks and every second day over the remaining period The cumulative emission
evaluated the effect of delayed N applications on the yield of silage corn at 5 sites
of N,0 was 3 times higher from sandy than from clayey soil Sandy soil N,0 emisin 2003 and 5 in 2004. Eight of the sites were on farmers' fields and two of the sites
sion from slurry and N fertilizer treatments were about 8 to 9 times higher than
were at a research station. Six of the sites had no history of manure applications
from control. For the clayey soil, N^O emission from the N fertilizer treatment was
for at least 15 years, three of the sites had a long-term history of manure applicaover 2 times higher than from control and 13 times higher than control from the
tions and one site had no history of manure but manure applied in the year of the
slurry treatment In sandy soil there was no significant difference in cumulative
experiment. Ammonium nitrate fertilizer was applied by hand to plots 4.57 m wide
N,0 emission between commercial N and slurry but in clayey soil more N 0 0 was
by 9.14 m long at four times: at planting at rates of 0, 56, 112 and 224 kg N/ha; at
emitted from slurry than from commercial N treatment. Carbon dioxide emission,
the V7 and V14 growth stages at rates of 56, 112, and 224 kg N/ha; and at the Silk
similar to N,0, was higher from sandy than from clayey soil. In both soils higher
stage at 56 and 112 kg N/ha. Each treatment was replicated three times. Rainfall in
emission of CO, was observed from slurry treatments with no difference between
2003 was much greater than normal for the growing season (April to Sept total of
control and commercial N treatment The nitrogen losses through N,0 emission
733 mm) and rainfall for 2004 was near normal for the growing season (586 mm).
from the commercial N treatment amounted to 3.3 and 0.2 % of applied N for
There was a significant increase in maize yield from 56 kg N/ha at all ten sites
sandy and clayey soils, respectively From soils treated by slurry, N losses through
when N was applied at planting, with three of the sites showing a significant yield
N,0 emission amounted to 2.7 and 1.8 % of applied N for sandy and clayey soils,
increase from 112 kg N/ha. Four of the sites in 2003, including two with long-term
respectively Results for N,0 emissions from this trial obtained for manure on both
histories of manure applications, had a significant decrease in yield when N was
soils and for commercial N treatment on sandy soil are higher than the present
delayed to the V7 growth stage compared with N applied at planting. In 2004, two
IPCC value of 1.25% N,0-N/kg N.
of the three sites with no history of manure applications had a significant decrease
in yield when N was delayed to the V7 growth stage. There was no advantage to
applying greater than 56 kg N/ha when the N was applied at the V7 stage. These
results suggest that delaying N until the V7 stage can significantly reduce yields
155-117 1826b
A.Rashid
when a large amount of rainfall occurs between planting and the V7 stage or when
Residual and Cumulative Effect of Boron Use in Rice-Wheat System in
the field has a low capacity for N mineralization. Most efficient use of N will probCalcareous Soils of Pakistan.
ably require application of small amounts of N at planting, except on fields with
A. Rashid. M. Yasin. R. Ullah. National Agricultural Research Center; M. A. Ali. long-term histories of manure, with additional N applied at the normal time of
Adaptive Research, Agriculture Dept.
sidedressing, which is the V4 to V8 stage of growth.
Our recent, multi-year extensive field research has identified and established incidence of widespread and severe Boron (B) deficiency in rice grown in alluvial calcareous soils of the major rice growing areas in Pakistan. Fine grain Basmati types,
155-119 1827b
A R Dechen
i.e., Super Basmati and Basmati-385, as well as medium-long grain/coarse grain
Leaf Sampling Period Effect on the Efficiency of the DRIS Method Applied to
cultivars, i.e., 1R-6 and KS-282, are affected equally. Average paddy yield increases
Apple Culture in South Brazil.
with B use (@ I 0 kg B ha-1) were 21%, over control, in cultivars Super Basmati
G. R. Nachtigall. Embrapa Grape and Wine; A. R. Dechen, Escola Superior de
(24 field trials) and Basmati-385 (8 field trials). 30% in cv. 1R-6 (3 field trials) and
Agricultura "Luizde Queiroz".
% 14% in cv KS-282 (3 field trials). These substantial paddy yield increases were
primarily the consequence of reduced panicle sterility and increased productive
Nowadays, Brazil has about 30,000 hectares of apple orchards distributed mainly
tillers per hill with B application For example, panicle sterility decreased from
in the southern region. The Diagnosis and Recommendation Integrated System
23% to 14% in cv. Super Basmati and 28% to 16% in cv Basmati-385 Better B
(DRIS) has successfully been developed and proposed by researchers for several
nutrition of rice plants also enhanced milling recovery as well as head rice recovery,
annual and perennial crops including fruit cultures One main advantage of DRIS is
and improved desireable kernel quality traits, i.e., reduction in stickiness, increase
the ability to minimize the leafage effect, allowing obtaining leaf samples from a
in elongation ratio, and decrease in brusting-upon-cooking. Thus, it was established
larger tissue age range than the critical value do The DRIS norms, once established
that B deficiency in calcareous soils not only hampers rice productivity but also
for a particular crop, can be applied to the same crop in any other region Little
impairs its cooking quality Considering the paddy yield increase alone, the use of
information concerning DRIS method application to apple orchards is available
boron in rice was highly cost effective, with value-cost ratios of 45:1 in cv Super
for the Brazilian conditions, especially about the effect of leaf sampling period on
Basmati, 36:1 each in cvs. Basmati-385 and IR-6, and 26:1 in KS-282. Cooking
DRIS indices. Therefore, the objective of this research was to evaluate the DRIS
temperatures Further, an active temperature quotient is proposed herewith to draw
both of changed strength and direction of the ammonia emission when temperature
is changed The volatilized ammonia was trapped in a sponge in the bottle mouth
The sponge was spiked with 0.8 ml trapping solution containing phosphoric acidglycerol mixture The trapped ammonia was extracted in 25 ml I mol/L KCl The
volatilization was measured in a Rapid Flow Analyzer on d 1, d 3, d 7, d 14, and d
28 The results showed: I the active temperature quotients of ammonium sulfate
and ammonium nitrate were 3 to 6-fold higher than that of urea because the latter
does not have instant ammonium 2 The active temperature quotients were much
higher in the range between 20 to 29 "C than that in the range between 11 to 20
oC when inorganic ammonium fertilizers were applied 3. Warden Silt Soil from
Washington was very positively responsive to temperature increasing but Biscayne
Marl Soil from Florida responded negatively 4 The active temperature quotients of
the tested soils decreased with time. This suggested that higher temperature mainly
boosted the ammonia emission in the initial period of the treatments
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method efficiency for different leaf sampling periods in Brazilian apple orchards
This study was carried out in 70 apple orchards selected for their productivities and
management techniques' characteristics, at the following apple producing regions:
'Campos de Cima da Serra', State of Rio Grande do Sul; and 'Alto Vale do Rio do
Peixe'and 'Planalto Serrano', State of Santa Catarina. Leaf nutrient concentrations
(nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium, sulfur, boron, copper, iron,
manganese and zinc) were determined in leaf samples, collected during November,
2004 and February, 2005. DRIS indices were calculated using previously established DRIS norms for these apple orchards, using information from two harvests
and leaf sampling in: (1) November 2004 (after the 8th week after blooming); and
(2) February 2005 (between the 14th and and 18th week after blooming). Results
indicated that leaf nutrient concentrations varied with the leaf sampling period:
higher N, P and Cu leaf concentrations were found in samples collected in November/2004; and higher Ca, Mg, S, Fe, Mn and Zn leaf concentrations were found
in samples collected in February/2005 DRIS indices calculated with the results
obtained in November/2004 were more efficient for the nutritional diagnosis of
apple orchards in the southern Brazil, due to the lower variability in leaf nutrient
concentrations and better relationship between 1 BN and productivity.
155-120 1828a
C. A. C Crusciol
Root Growth, Nutrition and Yield of Common Bean as Affected by Surface
Application Lime and Gypsum under a No-Tillage System.
C. A. C. Crusciol, Säo Paulo State Univ: R. P. Soratto, Mato Grosso do Sul State
Univ. College ofAgronomy.
Brazil has experienced an increase in grain crops production under no-till. However,
most Brazilian agricultural soils present high acidity, high AI and low Ca, which
reduces root growth, thus interfering in water and nutrient absorption and, consequently, in crop yield. Gypsum has been utilized as an alternative to reduce aluminum toxicity and increase Ca in soil without tilling because it is relatively more
soluble than lime The aim of the present work was to evaluate root growth, dry
matter accumulation, mineral nutrition and grain yield of common bean (Phaseolus
vulgaris), cv. Pérola, as affected by lime and gypsum applied on the soil surface
during a no-tillage system implantation. The experiment was carried out in a Typic
Acrustox with the following characteristics (0-0.20m): 4.2 pH in CaCl,; 20.9 g dm'
of M.O.; 9 2 mg dm-1 of P(resin); 36 8 mmol dm"1 of H+Al; 1.2 mmol dm"' de K;
14.0 mmolt dm ' of Ca; 5 0 mmolc dm -' of Mg; 58.0 mmolc dm' of CEC and 37% of
base saturation. The soil had 545, 108 and 347 g kg'1 of sand, silt and clay, respectively. A randomized complete block design was used in a split-plot scheme, with
four replications. The treatments were set out in October of 2002 and comprised
four levels of dolomite limestone, with 71% PRNT: 0, 1,100, 2,700 and 4,200 kg
ha"1, calculated to elevate the base saturation in the soil layer 0-0.20m to 50%, 70%
and 90%, respectively, and gypsum (0 and 2,100 kg ha') applied to the soil surface.
Lime, gypsum and lime+gypsum application increased root length, root surface
area and root dry matter of common bean in the arable layer. With gypsum liming
provided a linear increase in common bean dry matter yield Irrespective of gypsum
application, liming provided a quadratic increase in potassium level in the leaves
due to increased K levels in the soil. Although Ca levels in the more superficial soil
layers (0,0-0,2 m) were increased by liming as well as by gypsum application, the
content of this element in common bean leaves was not affected Gypsum increased
magnesium level in leaves. Liming resulted in a linear increase in Mg absorption
only when gypsum was applied. It must be emphasized that gypsum is an excellent
source of sulfur However, when gypsum was not applied, liming provided a quadratic increase in sulfur level in the leaves, but when gypsum was applied liming
had no effect. In the absence of gypsum, yield response to lime was quadratic with
a maximum at 2,075 kg ha \ When gypsum was applied, there was no response to
lime. Surface lime application can improve chemical soil conditions, root growth,
plant nutrition and, consequently, increase yields.
155-121 1828b
B V Raij
Multinutrient Extraction of Soils by EDTA Ion Exchange Resin.
B. V. Raij. A. R. Coscione. H. Cantarella. M. E Abreu. Instituto Agronómico.
The use of multinutrient extractants for soil analysis is attractive from the laboratory point of view, because of the possibility of the determination of several elements by a single extraction procedure However, the results obtained are often not
the best possible alternatives for the determination of the bioavailability of all elements. As an example the ion exchange resin extraction, which provides the most
reliable availability index for phosphorus, is seldom used because it is considered
time consuming Yet, an ion exchange resin extraction procedure for phosphorus
and exchangeable calcium, magnesium and potassium was introduced in routine
soil testing in Brazil in 1983 for the simultaneous extraction of P, Ca, Mg, and
K; about 90 laboratories in 10 states use the method presently. In this study other
elements were included in the resin procedure, not only in order to replace other
extractants such as calcium phosphate (for S) and DTPA (for Cu, Fe, Mn, and Zn),
but also to find alternatives that might possibly be better for the determination of
the bioavailability of these elements. The most important changes introduced were:
the use of ammonium bicarbonate instead of sodium bicarbonate to saturate the
resin; addition of EDTA to the soil/resin suspension before the 16-hour overnight
shaking period; reduction of the ratio of the final solution to soil from 20:1 to 5:1;
and the use of ammonium acetate at pH 4 8 instead of acidified ammonium chlo-

ride to extract the elements from the resin. All elements in the extracts were in a
range that could be easily determined by ordinary laboratory methods With these
changes, the results of the four elements already determined by the resin method
varied little, as shown by the correlation coefficients: P-0.98**; Ca-0.98**; Mg
- 0.98**; K - 0.99**. For S, compared to calcium phosphate extraction, the value
of r was 0,98**. Compared with the DTPA, the results of metallic micronutrients
presented the following correlations: Cu - 0,98**; Fe - 0,85**; Mn - 0,65*, Zn
- 0,59*. The procedure developed indicates that the resin-EDTA extraction has the
potential to be used as a multinutrient extractant, thus eliminating the need of separate extractions for S and for Cu, Fe, Mn, and Zn. Keywords: ion exchange resin,
EDTA, multinutrient extraction
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M Simonsson
Potassium Release and Fixation in Contrasting Soil Parent Materials and K
Fertilizer Application Rates: Estimates Using Soil Balances and Changes in
the Exchangeable Pool.
M Simonsson, S. Andersson, Dept of Soil Sciences. Swedish Univ ofAgricultural
Sciences (SLU): Y. Andrist-Rangel. S. Hillier. The Macaulay Institute: L. Mattsson.
Swedish Univ of Agricultural Sciences. Dept of Soil Sciences: I. Öborn. Dept of
Soil Sciences. Swedish Univ of Agricultural Sciences.
Potassium (K) release through chemical weathering of soil minerals is an issue
that has seen a renaissance by today's discussion on sustainable agriculture with a
small intput of mineral fertilizers Exchangeable K may be depleted if weathering
is slower than the annual net output of K from the field, hampering the availability
of K to growing crops. In this investigation we assessed rates of K release, and fixation, under field conditions in selected soils from the southern boreal to northern
temperate zone in Sweden. The objective was to identify soils, where weathering
might be sufficient or insufficient, respectively, to meet the crops' demand for K.
We used five long-term field experiments located on varying parent materials in
South and Central Sweden, each having an array of K fertiliser application rates.
The soils may be divided into three groups, ranked from high to low clay content
in the following order (classification according to Soil Taxonomy within parentheses):
• One Clay (Typic Haplaquept) and one silty clay (topsoil) on clay (Oxyaquic Haplocryoll)
• One sandy loam (Oxyaquic Hapludoll) and one loam (Oxyaquic Hapludoll)
• A loamy sand (Humic Dystrochrept)
According to earlier investigations, the "rich" soils of Group 1, besides their high
clay content, have a high concentration of mica/illite within the clay fraction, ca
50% of the clay fraction in the topsoil. The corresponding figures for soils of Group
2 and 3 are in the range 19-25%. Net weathering rates (weathering- fixation) were
calculated based on K inputs and outputs from the soil during a forty year long
period, and on changes in topsoil and subsoil exchangeable K (AK ) This yielded
an estimate of net K release by chemical weathering according to Eq. 1 (all terms
are amount of K per unit time and land area; e g , kg ha ' yr '). In this paper, the
term 'weathering' bears upon all processes that release K from the soil, except for
any changes in the exchangeable pool. Net fixation of K is implied by a negative
K ,. term.
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The calculated weathering andfixationrates were highly dependent on the net, positive or negative, K input to the soil. The estimates ranged from 61 kg ha ' yr ' of K
released by weathering, to 84 kg ha ' yr ' of K trapped in fixation Minimum use of
K. fertiliser called forth maximum release of K by weathering In plots receiving no
mineral K fertilizer, the clays (Group 1) and the loams (Group 2) released 40-60 kg
ha ' yr ' by weathering, which was close to the annual off-take of K by the crops.
However, the loams of Group 2 had a greater sensitivity in exchangeable K towards
outputs and inputs than had the clays of Group l i t therefore appeared that whereas
the clays (Group 1) most probably had a K release capacity greater than the crops'
demand, the loams (Group 2) might be close to the limit of their potential performance. The loamy sand (Group 3) delivered less than 10 kg K ha ' yr ' by weathering,
which was less than the annual crop off-take from this soil, 29 kg ha ' yr '. This soil
clearly needs K fertilizer, or else K and thereby K availability to crops decline. We
also investigated the pool of K extracted with 2 M HCl at 100°C ('K1|c.,'; extraction
during 2 h). The size of this K pool showed a significant response to weathering
and fixation; the average loss or gain in this pool was 56± 44% of the weathering
andfixation,respectively. This confirms the conception that KIlt|, which is a routine
analyte in the mapping of Swedish agricultural land, represents a soil K reserve that
can be replenished or depleted reversibly due to cropping and fertilization.
155-123 1901b
J Mosali
Long-Term Rye-Ryegrass Forage Yields and Changes in Soil Profile Inorganic
Nitrogen as Affected by Rate and Date of Nitrogen Application.
J. Mosali. The Noble Foundation: K. Girma. Oklahoma Slate Univ: J. B. Ball. The
Noble Foundation: W. R. Raun. Oklahoma State Univ.
This project was initiated to determine the optimum Nitrogen(N) fertilizer rate and
timing for small grain forage production. Inorganic soil profile nitrogen (N) levels can increase with application rates greater than those necessary for maximum
cereal grain yields. Forage systems are different than grain production systems in
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that harvest is generally prior to anthesis and gaseous plant N loss is not allowed to
occur This promotes removal ot'more total N from the system and results in higher
nitrogen Use Efficiencies (NUE).These long-term experimental results support the
conclusion that nitrogen fertilizer additions at recommended rates do not increase
the risk of NO 3-N leaching
155-124 1902a
J.Moore
Corn Yield Response to Spring Applied Controlled-Release Urea vs. Spring
Applied Urea.
J. Moore, R. Killorn, M. Gonzalez. Iowa Slate Univ.
Nitrogen (N) application to corn has been proven to increase yields, but concerns
about nitrate-N in ground and surface water led to investigation of this topic. The
objective of this experiment is to compare com grain response to controlled-release
urea (ESN) and conventional urea. An ongoing field study is being conducted at
two locations in Iowa and yield data will be reported from 2003-2005, measuring
corn grain yields. Spring applied N treatments were hand broadcast in 34 kg N ha-1
increments from 0 kg N ha-1 to 202 kg N ha-1, then incorporated into the soil using
standard tillage practices for the area Grain yield increased with N rate at all locations every year. There were significant differences due to N material at four of five
site-years. On average, grain yields were 11.1 Mg ha-1 for the ESN and 10.7 Mg ha
-1 for the conventional urea
155-125 1902b
D Rovita
Kinetics of Nitrification in Selected Iowa Soils Treated with Stay-N 2000.
D. Rovita. R. Killorn. Iowa State Univ.
The effectiveness of Stay-N 2000 or reformulated nitrapyrin [2-chloro-6-(tricholoromethyl) pyridine was investigated in two Iowa soils representative of Clarion
and Okoboji soils that differed in organic carbon, pH, and texture A nonlinear
regression was used to estimate kinetic parameters The maximum nitrification rate
(Kmax) and the duration of lag period (t') were derived from an equation to characterize the nitrification process in both soils. Stay-N 2000 appeared to be a better
inhibitor than nitrapyrin to extend the t' and as effective as nitrapyrin in reducing
the Kmax. Stay-N 2000 reduced the Kmax an appreciable amount in the Okoboji
soil at the rate of 12 pg a i. g-1 soil or three times of the recommended rate. Nitrification rates were affected by the rates of N applied to both soils, the higher the N
rates, the higher the Kmax and the more the NÓ3-N accumulation.
155-126 1903a
S. Snapp
Nitrogen Management Lessons from Long-Term Agroecological Trials on
Allisols.
S. Snapp. Michigan Slate Univ; G. P. Robertson. Crop and Soil Sciences Dept.
Michigan Slate Univ; C. McSwiney. Michigan Stale Univ; B. Wilke. Dept Crop
and Soil Sciences.
Agronomic production on coarse soils requires close attention to soil carbon and
nitrogen assimilation and mineralization dynamics to manage nitrogen efficiently
Long-term trials underway provide insights into the impact of organic amendments
(cover crops and manure) on soluble nitrogen fertilizer requirements in corn-soybean rotation systems at three Michigan State University research stations, including the NSF Long Term Ecological Research site and Living Field Laboratory at
the WK Kellogg Biological Station, and a potato-corn rotation system at other
Michigan experiment stations. Soil and plant response data allows us to examine
the short and long-term impacts of enriched versus low quality organic amendments, as well as the integrated use of organic and variable nitrogen fertilization
strategies Yield and nitrogen efficiency are key indicators of system performance
and resilience over time, with implications for agronomic and economic sustainability A reduced requirement for soluble nitrogen additions is apparent in corn and
potato production systems in the presence of enhanced soil nitrogen supply. This
was not apparent for 3 to 8 years in trials located on Alfisols, and we predict will
take longer to be observed in finer-textured soils Recent and long-term additions
of organic amendments have complex consequences for soil aggregation, water
infiltration, carbon and nitrogen assimilation mechanisms as indicated by nitrogen
mineralization potential dynamics and crop nitrogen response The cascading and
long-term effects of organic amendments require thorough elucidation and integration into crop nitrogen recommendations
155-127 1903b
C.Shapiro
Nebraska Soil Fertility Project Revisits Corn Recommendations under High
Yield Environments.
C. Shapiro. Univ of Nebraska; A. Dobermann. R. Ferguson. Dept of Agronomy
and Horticulture: G. Hergert. Univ of Nebraska: D. Tarkalson, West Central
Research and Extension Center; D. Walters. C. Wortmann. Dept of Agronomy and
Horticulture.
Maize (Zea mays) was grown in 34 environments across Nebraska's varied
ecozones over three years Nine treatments were the same at these sites, with N
rates differing by previous crop which was either maize, soybeans (Glycine max)
or drybeans (Phaseolus vulgaris) The hypothesis tested is that the University of
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Nebraska nutrient recommendation procedures produce maximum economic yield
given historical fertilizer and maize prices. Hybrids used range in maturity from
1280 to 1590 GDDs (base T of 10 degrees C) and were chosen to be adapted to the
areas grown For the nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium exclusion treatments,
maize yield averaged 10.6, 14.0, and 14.5 Mg ha"', respectively, with an average
maximum yield of 15.1 Mg ha'. Maize following maize averaged 14.4 Mg ha'
with 180 kg ha ' applied nitrogen compared to maize following soybean that averaged 14.0 Mg ha"' with 120 kg ha' applied nitrogen. Fitted N response curves had
optimum N rates 73 and 86 percent of recommendations for maize following maize
and maize following soybean, respectively Optimum rates were calculated at current nitrogen and maize prices ($0.30/Ib N and $2.00/bu maize). When prices were
closer to long range prices ($0.20/lb N and $2.00/bu maize) the optimum rates were
91 and 104 percent of recommended rates, respectively. Soil test P values ranged
from 5 to over 80 mg kg', but yields were not consistently increased by fertilizer
P application at low soil test P levels. Soil K levels were all higher than the critical
level established in Nebraska and none of the sites had significant K responses.
155-128 1904a
D.T.Vu
Changes in Phosphorus Fractions of a Mediterranean Calcareous Sandy Soil
Following Long-Term Application of P Fertilizer.
D. T. Vu. C. Tang. La Trobe Univ; R. D. Armstrong. Primary Industries Research
Victoria.
There have been many short-term field experiments in which the changes in Phosphorus (P) fractionations have studied. The fate of phosphorus derived from granular fertilizers in the present study has been examined in long-term field experiment
on a calcareous sandy soil (Calcarosol) in a semi-arid environment (annual rainfall
= 325 mm) at Walpeup, Victoria, Australia. The experimental plots were established
in 1940 and had rotation of fallow-wheat-oat before 1956 and a fallow-wheat system since 1960. Five rates of granular single-superphosphate fertilizer was applied
to each crop at rates of 0, 3, 6, 9 and 12 kg P/ha Soil samples were taken from 0-10
cm before sowing in 2005. Soil P was sequentially extracted with distilled water,
0.5 M NaHC03 (pH 8 5), 0 I M NaOH, 0.5 M H2S04- and 1 M HCl and H2S04
/H202-\ Inorganic P in each fraction was determined colorimetrically, and total P
using ICP-AES. Organic P fractions was the difference between total P in extract
and inorganic P fractions The soil samples were also analysed for resin-P and
Olsen-P. A glasshouse experiment was conducted to examine the utilisation of the
different pools of P in this soil by two different crops: wheat (Triticum aestivum L
cv. Yitpi) and chickpea (Cicer arietinum L.). Following 8 weeks growth, P in shoots
and roots were analysed. The rhizosphere soil was sampled and analysed for P fractions to examine the changes of P fractions after cropping. Application of P fertilizer increased significantly all inorganic soil P (Pi) fractions (P<0.05) except HCIPi By contrast, the proportion of organic P (Po) in the extracts tended to decrease
with increasing rates of P fertilizer applied to the soil. Residual P, inorganic P and
organic P fractions were accounted for an average of 66%, 27% and 8% of total
soil P, respectively. The amount of resin-extractable P (11.8-41.9 mg/kg soil) was
similar to the amount of water- plus bicarbonate-extractable Pi (12.4-43.4 mg/kg
soil) Olsen P was strongly correlated with water extractable P fraction and resin-P
(r2 = 0.98). Thus, the long-term application of P fertilizer resulted in an increase of
residual Pand inorganic P fractions. All Pi fractions in the rhizosphere soil sharply
decreased following 8 weeks growth of either wheat or chickpea, indicating that
both species were able to access all inorganic pools, and that the residual P fraction
could be a buffer for more labile P pools In contrast, all Po fractions decreased
significantly (P<0 05) except water-extractable Po, which slightly increased after
the first cropping. This indicates that organic P was mineralised to replenish solution Pi The chickpea plant showed a better growth in comparison with wheat and
took up more P where no P was added to the soil, which was probably due to greater
root exudation and lower rhizosphere pH of chickpeas. Increasing P fertiliser rate
increased total uptake by both species but increased more in chickpea. It appears
that the long term application of fertilizer P to the calcareous sandy soil resulted in
a build-up of residual P and Pi fractions However, these fractions and high proportion of Po fractions could be a potential source for plant available P. Legume such
as chickpea appear to have better access to "non-labile" P pools than wheat in this
calcareous sandy soil.

155-129 1904b
O.R.Harvey
Quantifying the Impact of Subsurface Drip vs. Pivot Irrigation on Nitrogen
Leaching to a Shallow Aquifer.
O. R. Harvey. C. L. S. Morgan. Texas A&M Univ, Dept of Soil and Crop Sciences.
Nitrate losses from agricultural soils due to leaching are of great importance because
of potential economic losses as well as contamination of groundwater resources.
The risk of significant leaching occurring in irrigated cropland is enhanced for areas
dominated by coarse textured soils. These coarse textured soils are often characterized by low nitrogen retention capacities and high hydraulic conductivities. One
approach for reducing nitrogen leaching, which is used in Rolling Plains of West
Texas, is to convert pivot irrigation to drip irrigation The objective of this research
is to examine and quantify the effect of such a conversion. This research is being
conducted at the field scale, on privately owned production fields that are intensively managed for cotton fiber production In this study the soils are receiving
high nitrogen fertilizer rates Six pivot irrigation fields were chosen for this work.

and the first year, three of those fields were converted to drip irrigation. A water
and nitrogen mass balance approach is employed and results for thefirstyear of the
study will be presented.

treatments with regard to the other yield components. In 2003, the percentages of
ripened grains in the PS0 treatment plots were 57 to 63 %, while 82% in the PS 150
treatment plots In 2004, no significant differences were found among the treatment
plots in the yield components From the above results, we concluded that both
acidified porous hydrate calcium silicate applied in nursery bed soil and porous
155-130 1905a
P. J. K.im
hydrate calcium silicate applied in paddy field were effective materials for improvEnhancing Nitrogen Efficiency of Rice (Oryza sativa I,.) by Silicate Application
ing the silicon nutrition and growth of rice plants; its effectiveness was enhanced
in Korean Paddy Soil.
by the combination treatment.
K. W. Chang. Chungnam National Univ; P. J. Kim. C. LI. Lee. Y. B. Lee. Division of
Applied Life Science. Gyeongsang Univ.
155-132 1906a
G Neilsen
Silicate (Si) fertilizers are well-known for soil amendment and to improve rice
Effective P Fertigation Increases Yield and Quality of Fruit in High Density
productivity as well as nitrogen efficiency. In this study, we investigated to reduce
Apple.
the application level of nitrogen for rice cultivation by applying Si fertilizer Field
G. Neilsen. D. Neilsen. P. Toivonen. Pacific Agri-Food Research Centre.
experiments were carried out to evaluate the productivity of rice (Oryza saliva) on a
Much historical research from P-fertilization experiments indicated that high value,
silt loam soil, where three levels of nitrogen (0, 110 and 165 kg ha-1) were selected
perennial tree-fruit crops, such as apple (Malus domeslica Borkh.) are unlikely to
and Si fertilizer as a slag type was applied at 0, I and 2 times of the recommended
meaningfully respond to soil P applications. This was attributed to modest unit area
level (available Si02 130 mg kg-1). The Si fertilizer increased significantly rice
requirements for this nutrient in traditional, low density orchards. This belief has
yield and nitrogen efficiency. Rates of 1 and 2 times of the recommended Si fertilpersisted despite the widespread advent of high density apple orchards on dwarfing
ization decreased the nitrogen application level to about 76 and 102 kg N ha-1 to
rootstocks which alter nutrient demand as a result of earlier and greater unit area
produce the target yield, i.e., the maximum yield in the non Si amended treatment.
fruit yield. At the same time, precision nutrient and water management techniques,
Silicate fertilizer improved soil pH and significantly increased available phosphate
including fertigation, have increased the flexibility in managing orchard nutrition
and Si contents. Conclusively, Si fertilizer could be a good alternative source for
programs because of the potential for more closely synchronizing nutrient applisoil amendment, restoring the soil nutrient balance and reducing the nitrogen application with plant demand. Phosphorus mobility is much greater when fertigated
cation level in rice cultivation.
than surface broadcast, increasing the potential to apply this nutrient rapidly when
required and transport it to the root A fertigation experiment was established within
155-131 1905b
H Heinai
the major fruit growing region in Pacific North Western North America in order to
assess the effect of early season P-fertigation on soil and plant P availability and
Effect of Application of Porous Hydrate Calcium Silicate on Rice Growth and
yield and quality of apple fruit. Five new apple cultivars including Gala, Ambrosia,
Yield.
Cameo, Fuji and Silken on dwarfing M.9 rootstock were planted in 1998, spaced
II. Heinai. M Saigusa. Field Science Center. Graduate School of Agricultural
at 1 meter w,ithin rows separated by 3 meters, on a Skaha loamy sand soil which is
Science. Tohoku Univ; H. Okazaki. K. Yoshida. Residential Systems and Materials extensively planted to orchards and vineyards in southern British Columbia. ComLaboratory. Asahi Kasei Corporation.
mencing in 1998 and for the first 5 growing seasons, the block was maintained
in a randomized, split plot experimental design involving 8 fertigation main plot
Silicon is not included in the essential elements for higher plants. However, rice
treatments,
replicated 6 times, each rep comprising 3 tree plots of each cultivar.
plants absorb a large amount of silicon, and it is well known that silicon fertilization
Irrigation, as required in the region was applied daily, via 2 X 4 L /hour drip emitincreases the photosynthetic rate of rice and, consequently, dry matter production.
ters/ tree, according to evaporative demand measured by an atmometer, modified
Another effect of silicon on rice is the increase in resistance to diseases and insects.
by crop coefficients. Treatments included: high N (target soil solution concentraMany researchers have, therefore, proposed the use of silicon fertilizers for rice
tion 168 ppm); low N (target soil solution concentration 28ppm), each applied as
cultivation; for example, Saigusa and others proposed the use of porous hydrate
calcium nitrate at time A (0-4 weeks post bloom(pb), time B (4-8 weeks pb) and
calcium silicate (PS), which is produced as an industrial waste in the manufactime C (8-12 weeks pb) and annual application of 20 g P per tree as ammonium
turing process of light autoclaved concrete, as a cheap and effective material for
polyphosphate soon after bloom with high N at time A Over the first 5 growing
supplying silicon to rice plants in 1998. Raising healthy rice seedlings is important
seasons maintenance of a high N fertilizer regime increased leaf N concentration
for improving the yield and quality of rice in Japan, and a high dry weight to plant
(<10%) and fruit N concentration (10-20%) but consistently decreased fruit firmlength ratio is one of the prerequisites. Saigusa et al. (2003) reported that Acidified
ness and to a lesser extent per cent red color Changing the timing of N-application
Porous Hydrate Calcium Silicate (APS), made by the addition of sulfuric acid to
altered leaf and fruit N concentration but had few consistent effects on fruit qualthe PS, was one of the most feasible materials for improving both silicon nutrition
ity or yield The P treatment consistently increased leaf and fruit P concentration
and growth of rice seedling. The objective of this study was to evaluate the effect of
compared to trees receiving high N only during time A The P treatment had highest
the application of APS to nursery bed soil and/or PS to paddy fields on the growth
cumulative yield of all treatments. Fruit quality was also improved as indicated by
and yield of rice plants. Experiments were conducted at the Field Science Cenreduced incidence of water core disorder and improved fruit membrane stability as
ter, Graduate School of Agricultural Science, Tohoku University, Japan, in 2002,
well as reduced susceptibility to browning when cut. Fertigation of a single P appli2003 and 2004. Rice seedlings (Oryza saliva L. cv. Hitomebore) were grown in a
cation thus improved soil P mobility without serious reductions in soil pH, thereby
glasshouse for 32, 34 and 34 days, on 2002, 2003 and 2004 respectively. APS was
increasing P availability to apple trees
mixed with the nursery bed soil in two ratios; APS; nursery bed soil ratios were 0;
I and 1: 3 in APS0 and APS25 plots, respectively. Rice seedlings were transplanted
to the paddy fields (Typic Melanudands) PS was applied at two rates of 0 and 150
g Iff2 (PS0 and PS 150, respectively) before transplanting. Consequently, four sili155-133 1906b
J G. Lauren
con treatments were implemented, namely APS0-PS0, APS25-PS0, APS0-PS150
Permanent Raised Bed Cultivation Improves Nitrogen and Water Use in Riceand APS25-PS150, respectively Rice seedlings were sampled from each treatment
Wheat Cropping Systems of South Asia.
immediately before transplanting. Rice seedlings were separated into shoots and
J. G. Lauren. J. M. Duxbury. Cornell Univ; M. I. Hossain. Regional Agricultural
roots, and the dry weights of these samples were measured Rice plants were sampled from each treatment plot at 14 days after transplanting, and the root length was
Research Station; G. Sah. Agricultural Implement Research Centre; A. S. M H. M.
measured with a root length scanner At harvest time, rice plants were collected for
Talukder. Wheat Research Centre; C. A. Meisner, IFDC
the measurement of the dry weight, chemical analysis of the silicon content and
Permanent
raised bed cultivation for rice-wheat cropping systems of South Asia is
yield survey. Dry weight of seedling shoot increased due to the APS treatment plot
a paradigm shift from the conventional practice of planting on flat land. Convenin all years, and the ratio of shoot dry weight to plant length in the APS25 treatment
tional practice involves substantial tillage and puddling of soil, thereby destroying
plot was higher than that in the APS0 treatment plot in 2002 and 2004. Silicon
soil aggregates and promoting degradation of soil organic matter Permanent raised
contents in the shoots of the seedlings in the APS25 treatment plot were 31 to 63 %
bed cultivation employs a bed and furrow planting configuration that is permahigher than those in the APS0 treatment plot. Regardless of the year of experiment,
nently maintained for all crops with only periodic reshaping. Permanent beds offer
the tiller number of rice plants increased by APS treatment. The total root length
the opportunity to reduce tillage and rebuild soil structure as well as soil organic
in APS treatment plot was longer than that in the APS0 treatment plot in all years
matter. The bed and furrow configuration also reduces irrigation water inputs and
The amounts of silicon uptake by the rice plants were 20.0, 25.9, 30.2, and 36.4 g
improves nitrogen use. Three experiment station trials comparing conventional and
Iff2 in 2002, and 17.9, 18.4, 21.2, and 25.9 g iff2 in 2003, and 30.8, 35.6, 46.4 and
permanent bed cultivation in a rice-wheat-mungbean rotation have been ongoing
43.8 g irr2 in 2004, in the APS0-PS0, APS25-PS0, APS0-PS150 and APS25-PS150
in Ranighat. Nepal; Nashipur, Bangladesh; and Rajshahi, Bangladesh since 2001
treatment plots, respectively. In 2002 and 2004, no significant differences in grain
This paper will discuss trends in crop productivity, N response and differences in
yield were found among the treatment plots. On the other hand, in 2003 with cold
irrigation water inputs in these experiments. Permanent beds have generally outsummer, grain yield in the APS0-PS150 treatment plot was 18 % higher than there
performed conventional flat practice for all crops with the exception of wheat at
in the APS0-PS0 and APS25-PS0 treatment plots (jXÖ.05, Turkey' s HSD) Grain
the Ranighat site Permanent beds improved rice and mungbean productivity more
yield in the APS25-PS150 treatment plot was 36% higher than that in the APS0than wheat productivity. Mean yields were increased by 0.5-1.7 t/ha for rice and by
PS0 and APS25-PS0 treatment plots, and 13% higher than that in the APS0-PS150
about 0 2 t/ha for mungbean Differences in mean wheat yields ranged from -0.2
treatment plot. In 2002, the number of panicles in the APS25-PS0, APS0-PS150
to 0 5 t/ha Rice and wheat yield trends on permanent beds over time at Ranighat
and APS25-PSI50 treatment plots were 16-27 % higher than that in the APS0and Rajshahi have either followed the variation observed with conventional pracPS0 treatment plot, while although there were no significant ditTerences among the
tice or increased with time. However, at Nashipur, wheat yields on beds declined
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over time, which was not observed for conventional practice on the flat or with
rice. Treatments to evaluate N response and placement (band or broadcast) effects
were included in the experiments at Nashipur and Rajshahi Mean yield response to
nitrogen fertilization was generally greater on beds than on the flat and more with
rice than wheat. Fertilizer placement has had little impact on yields. At the same
level of N fertilizer input, nitrogen uptake in wheat, mungbean and rice grain at
Nashipur and wheat and rice grain at Rajshahi were higher for the bed treatments
than for the flat. At Rajshahi and Nashipur, inputs of irrigation water were reduced
21-38% in wheat, 26-33% in mungbean and 16-33% in rice. Consistent improvements in yields, improved use of fertilizer N and irrigation water, together with cost
savings in labor/land preparation and seed inputs with permanent beds are convincing farmers in Bangladesh to adopt this innovative technology.
155-134 1907a
O O. Fashola
Sawah System and Power Tiller, Necessities for Sustainable Rice Production in
Sub-Saharan Africa—the Case of Nigeria.
O. O. Fashola. International Institute of Tropical Agriculture: J. Aliyu. Watershed
Initiative in Nigeria (WIN 2001): T Wakatsuki, Faculty of Agriculture. Kinki
Univ.
The importance of rice in Nigeria is no longer in doubt, the question is rather how
we can meet the growing demand, reduce imports, and be self-sufficient Consumption per capita jumped from 2.9 kg (1970/74) to 24.1 kg (1995/99). Production
increased by 6 times within the period to 3 27 million tons but imports by 1998
stood at 1 million tons accounting for one-third of the total imports of rice for West
Africa. There are 57 high yielding varieties for various ecologies officially released
and more than 10 NER1CA varieties in the pipeline for upland areas In spite of the
availability of these high yielding varieties, available data show that on average,
the unit yield per hectare across rice ecology has increased only marginally from
13tons/ha to 1 6tons/ha in 20 years. This can be attributed mainly to the fact that
the rainfed upland ecology has been a focus of production and unit yield did not
increase from an average I ton/ha in 20 years, because of declining fertility and
poor soil. The upland soils have less than 0.3g/kg Total Nitrogen with an Organic
Carbon content less than 0 4%, the micronutrients are very limiting especially Fe
(20ppm), Mn (5ppm), and Zn (less than 0.5ppm), Clay content is generally less
than 10% Also rainfall is erratic both in frequency and quantity and most farmers
use little or no fertilizer because of high cost and/or non-availability. The upland is
plagued with continuous pressure for urbanization and this has greatly reduced the
tällow period to less than 2 years By implication the upland soils are no longer a
sustainable production terrain and as such cannot deliver the green revolution for
self-sufficiency. This leaves us with the lowlands. By 1999, the area harvested from
rice stood at 2.2 million hectares of which 65% was from lowland. Rainfed lowland
takes 53% of the share of the total rice production and 47% of rice area. The grain
yield per hectare increased from I 4 to 2.0 tons/ha in the last 20 years. More rice
farmers have access to rainfed lowland than irrigated lowland and it is the only
ecology with a tradition of two cropping seasons The rainfed lowland has better
micronutrient levels than the upland, the levels of Total Nitrogen, Organic Carbon
and available Phosphorus are also higher, and the Clay content is greater than or
equal to 20% The rainfed lowland elite varieties with good management could
yield up to 6 tons per ha These potentials are never achieved on farmers' fields
because of poor water control system and bad soil management Traditionally the
rice farmers have little or no bunding and the level of fertilization is low. This can
be attributed to the fact that African rice farmers were originally upland cultivators.
Therefore, the culture of bunding rice fields as seen in Asia rice field was not part
of their farming practices Consequently, the rainfed lowland topsoils are being
eroded of its nutrients and most are mining the soil of its nutrients. To arrest this situation and to demonstrate that the green revolution can indeed take place, a project
was started on farmers' fields in 2001. This project, referred to as the Sawah system
succeeded in increasing fanners' grain yield from less than 1 5tons/ha to 4tons/ha
average The Sawah package is described as the use of appropriate mechanization.
Power Tiller (2-wheel hand-driven machine) - for land leveling and puddling after
the field has been divided appropriately into manageable plots of between 400m2
to 800m: depending on the slope, and bunded with inlet and outlet canals for water
intake and outlet The package includes the use of fertilizer, straight row planting
at a spacing of 25 cm x 25cm, using the released high yielding varieties. In 4 years,
the project has been able to scale-out to 25 ha on farmers fields from the original
0 lha Sawah i.e. a man-made rice environment has demonstrated its ability to provide better fertilizer use efficiency and weed control as a result of better water and
soil management. This is why a renewed call for a concerted effort needs to be
made for a better water and soil management practices referred to in this paper as
Sawah System for increased and sustainable rice production.

155-135 1907b
G S Pettygrove
Potassium Fixation in Silt, Sand and Clay Fractions of Soils Derived from
Granitic Alluvium of the San Joaquin Valley, California.
M. Murashkina. R. J. Southard. G. S. Pettygrove. Univ ofCalifornia.
Many studies have been conducted on Kfixationby soils and pure minerals Much
of the previous work has focused on Kfixationand release by the clay size fraction
(< 2 (im) However, in soils containing considerable amounts of silt- and sandsize K-fixing minerals, such as vermiculite and hydrobiotite, potassium fixation
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capacity may be substantial in the coarser size fractions. We hypothesized that the
alteration of biotite to vermiculite in silt and sand fractions in soils derived from
granitic alluvium would result in high Kfixationcapacity in those fractions, while
charge reduction in the vermiculite, or alteration to smectite, would result in lower
K fixation potential in the clay fraction. To test our hypothesis, we measured the
contribution of clay, silt, very fine and fine sand fractions to K fixation in five soils
derived from granitic Sierra Nevada alluvium in the San Joaquin Valley (SJV), California. We sampled soils from Buttonwillow (Vertic Torrifluvent), Armona (Fluvaquentic Endoaquoll), Gepford (Typic Natraquert), and two Kimberlina (Typic
Torriorthents) map units Soil samples were collected by horizons to a maximum
depth of 120 cm. The sites received no K fertilizer in the year prior to sampling
Sodium-dispersed soil samples were separated into clay, silt, and sand fractions
by settling, centrifugation, and sieving. Mineralogical composition of size fractions was determined by X-ray diffraction. We measured Kfixationcapacity of the
whole soil and of the size fractions as follows: Samples were shaken for I h with
20 mmol K kg"1, followed by a 30-min extraction with NH^Cl. The K not displaced
by NH4 was considered to befixedand was calculated as the difference between the
initial K added and the extracted K. Clay fractions were freeze-dried, and silt, Very
Fine Sand (VFS), and fine Sand (VS) were air-dried prior to K.fixationprocedures.
Results from this method were highly correlated (r = 0.95) with results from a
seven-day incubation procedure (Cassman et al., 1990). The soils ranged in texture
from clay (maximum of 56% clay) to sandy loam (minimum of 5% clay). Smectite
dominated the clay fractions of Buttonwillow, Armona and Gepford soils. Mica
was a major clay-fraction component of both Kimberlina soils Silt fractions of all
soils were dominated by vermiculite and hydrobiotite Quartz, amphiboles, mica,
feldspars and some vermiculite were present in the VFS and FS fractions of all
soils. Soil materials from most of the soil horizons fixed K, and values ranged from
1.6 to 18.9 mmol K kg', comprising about 8 to 95 % of the K. added In all pedons,
K fixation increased with depth Armona loam fixed the most K (Depth-Weighted
Average (DWA) 15.5 mmol K kg')and Gepford clay the least (DWA of 4.5 mmol
K kg"'). Overall, DWA K fixation by clays for all pedons was -4 33 mmol K kg '
of fraction (or -0.92 mmol kg"1 of soil), meaning that K was released, not fixed, by
the <2um fraction. Calculated on a fraction basis, Kfixationwas highest in the silt
fractions in most of the pedons, but in subsurface horizons of the Kimberlina and
Armona soils, FS and VFS fixed more K than silt fractions (8 4 to 18.5 mmol kg'
of FS and 7 4 to 15 8 mmol kg' of VFS vs. 6.2 to 13.8 mmol kg"1 silt). Calculated
on a whole soil basis, the contribution to Kfixationcapacities from the various size
fractions was slightly different than calculated on a fraction basis and depended
on the relative proportions of the size fractions. In summary, in SJV soils derived
from Sierra Nevada granitic alluvium, most of the clay fractions were dominated by
smectite and did not fix K. The highest percentage of added K was fixed by the silt
fractions, which are dominated by vermiculite and hydrobiotite. Very fine and fine
sands also contributed significantly to K fixation, and in some pedons where these
fractions are dominant, they constituted the main locus of K fixation.
155-136 1908a
B.Singh
Potassium Dynamics in Vertisols Following Potassium Fertilization and Plant
Uptake.
K. Taylor. B. Singh. The Univ of Sydney: G. Schwenke. NSW Department of
Primary Industries.
Potassium is an essential nutrient required by plants in large quantities. It is present in
soils in four pools, of varying availability to plants, which exist in dynamic equilibrium. K deficiencies have been observed in crops, such as cotton, maize and sorghum,
in Vertisols in north-west of New South Wales, Australia. Application of K fertilizers
in many of these soils exhibits no yield response This study was undertaken in order
to investigate the effect of soil depth and mineralogy on the response of maize and K
dynamics following K fertilization Vertisols were sampled from 2 depths (0-10 cm,
10-30 cm) from 4 sites in Northern NSW for use in a glasshouse trial K treatments of
0, 100, 200 or 500 mg/kg K were applied in a randomized complete blocked design
with 4 replications. Basal application of other major nutrients was applied to all pots.
Three maize crops were grown in each pot for 7 weeks per crop. At each harvest shoot
dry matter yield and K concentration were measured. Following the final harvest K
present in soil exchangeable and non-exchangeable pools were measured The original soil samples were analysed for general soil properties, mineralogical properties by
X-ray diffraction, different forms of K and quantity intensity characteristics. Changes
in different forms of K over the experiment were monitored and 4 distinct K dynamics mechanisms were defined. The results obtained showed definite stratification of K
down the profile. There was no shoot yield response to applied K despite an increase
in K uptake Topsoils from sites with clay fractions dominated by interstratified smectite were more likely to fix K, while all subsoils had the capacity to fix K when high
levels were applied. NaBPh4 extractable K was found to be highly correlated with
available K and it is suggested that this test would be a more accurate method of
measuring K than that currently employed
155-137 1908b
K.Morgan
Citrus Nitrogen Uptake and Nitrification Rates in Sandy Soils.
K. Morgan. J. M. Scholberg. T. Obreza, Univ of Florida.
The optimum timing, frequency, and rate of fertilizer N application for citrus production under Florida conditions have been explored for nearly 60 years with little regard

to environmental consequences Sandy Entisols of central Florida have low water
holding capacities in the range of 0.07 to 0.10 cm' cm', require frequent irrigation,
and are prone to nitrate leaching. Nitrogen best management practices have been
established for citrus on these sandy soils to sustain high fruit production and tree
health. The objective of this study was to determine the effect of time of year on fertilizer nitrogen uptake and nitrification rates in sandy soils. Mature productive 'Hamlin'
orange trees [Citrus Sinensis (L.) OsbeckJ on Swingle citrumelo [C. paradisi Macf.
x Poncirus trifoHata (L.) Rat] or Carrizo citrange (C. Sinensis x P. Trifoliata) rootstocks were used in this experiment. The N fertilizer rates used in this study were
approximately 50 and 100% of the monthly rate based on 269 kg N ha"1 yr' in 6
monthly applications (February to May and September to October), or 45 kg N ha'
per application The 100% rate is equivalent to 500 g N tree"' yr' or 83 g N tree"1 per
application. Irrigation was applied by an automated irrigation system using switching
tensiometers to trigger irrigations. Irrigation was applied when soil water potential in
the upper 30 cm dropped below -10 kPa during the bloom and fruit set period of February to May and -15 kPa for the remainder of the year. Differences in mean cumulative N loss from the soil during the 3 days after application were significant (P=0.05)
for month of year, with greatest loss occurring in May when soil temperatures were
high and leaf N concentrations were low, compared with late summer when soil temperatures were similar and leaf N concentrations were higher. Percentage of total soil
N loss during the 3-day period for the high application rate of approximately 83 g
tree"' were 60.7,68.6, and 63.4% for March, May, and September, respectively. These
means were significantly different (P = 0.05) from mean percentage N losses for the
lower rate which had respective values of 83.6, 82.6, and 73.1%. The nitrification rate
in this soil was rapid, with a mean of more than 50% of the NH4-N converted to NO,N within thefirst24 h. Changes in NO,-N and NH -N content inside the control pipes
were used to estimate N loss and nitrification rates with time. Mean NO,-N content in
the upper 45 cm of soil increased 24 h after application to 150.6% of NO,-N applied.
The mean NO,-N content decreased during the next 48 h to 125.8% of total NO,-N
applied. Content of NH4-N decreased to 34.0% ofthat applied after 24 h and steadily
declined after application to 16.1% of NH,-N applied on day 3. The sum of NO?-N
and NH4-N (total N) declined throughout the period to 73.9% of total N applied.
Under Florida conditions, nitrogen uptake and nitrification rates were rapid and must
be taken into condsideration when developing best management practices to reduce
potential leaching in these sandy soils.

155-138 1909a
S. Zeraat Kar
Cation Exchange Capacity and Nutrient Contents in Red-Brown and Brown
Soils of Crimea.
S. Zeraat Kar. Kharkov National Agrarian Univ.
A survey was conducted in the southern mountain coast of Crimea in Ukraine in
2004-2005 to determine Cation Exchange Capacity (CEC) and micro- and macroelement contents in red-brown and brown (natural and park) soils. Results showed
that, the exchange capacity of Ca: , Na , and K in the natural soils was greater than
park soils, only EC of Mg2 was greater in the park soils. In general, natural soils
had higher CEC than park soils. It was also established that N, K, Cu. Zn, and Mn
contents were higher in the natural soils than in park soils, but P, Pb, Cd, and Co
contents were lower. Soil solution reaction (pH) in all soils was neutral. Keywords:
micro- and macro-elements, shale, bamboo, cedar, oak, cation exchange capacity.
155-139 1909b
S. Agyenim Boateng
N Transformations of Fresh Poultry Manure Composts.
S. Agyenim Boateng. Soil Research Institute.
Nitrogen transformation in manure, especially when fresh manure undergoes
decomposition, is of interest to farmers and researchers alike Fresh poultry droppings from layers without feathers or any other additives were used for composting
The manure was collected 1 to 3 weeks after dropping from a battery cage system.
The decomposition processes were manipulated in different ways by leaving the
manure in the open (A), placing the manure under a shed of iron roof (S) and placing the manure under anaerobic conditions (B) Soil or wood shavings or none of
these were mixed with the manure as additives and the manure heaps were composted in netted wooden boxes for 90 days Samples of the manure under compost were
taken and analyzed for temperature, pH and N contents at certain stages Temperature changes in the course of decomposition processes indicated sharp increases of
temperature to maximum levels on the third day followed by gradual decline after
7 d to 90 d Only the B treatments (i.e. anaerobic treatments) did not show sudden
rise in temperature as the others Changes in pH followed a similar trend Changes
in N forms indicated a rise in organic nitrogen resulting in increase of total nitrogen
in the first month of composting. However, the mineral nitrogen level decreased
signifying N immobilization The trend continued in the second month for A and
B treatments, although the percentage decreases were lower. The anaerobic treatments, however, experienced gains of about 100% with the non-additive treatment
and with the shavings additive. The soil additive had about 25% increase. In the
third month, further decreases of mineral nitrogen were observed The A treatments
registered about 30% decreases while the other treatments had between 40 and 50%
decreases. The organic forms of the A treatments decreased by an average of 20%,
while the S treatments remained almost constant. There was an increase by the B
treatments. From the changes observed, the following conclusions could be made:
that addition of soil to fresh manure during composting enhances N loss, especially
mineral N, that organic N content increases irrespective of presence or absence of

any additive; that if fresh poultry manure is covered or placed under a shed mineral
N loss may be reduced by about 25% while N loss in fresh manure when wood
shavings are added may be reduced by about 40%; that N loss is equally high if
fresh manure is composted over a long time—60 d may be enough; and that composting under anaerobic conditions may increase N levels.
155-140 1910a
S Poovarodom
Development of Leaf Nutrient Diagnosis Standards and its Application to
Fertilizer Recommendations for Durian in Thailand.
S. Poovarodom. N. Boonplang. Dept of Soil Science. King Mongkuts Institute of
Technology Ladkrabang.
Durian (Durio zibethinus Murr.) is regarded as 'king of the fruits' in Thailand and
its export value tops the list of Thai fruits. However, no plant and soil testing methods are used for durian fertilization even though durian is heavily fertilized due to
its high value in both domestic and oversea markets This paper presents recent
research on the development of leaf nutrient diagnosis standards for durian. The
standardized sampling method recommended for durian is to select the third or
fourth leaf on terminated flush when they are 5-7 months old. The leaf diagnosis
established for durian leaves are 20-24 g kg"' N, 1.5-2.5 g kg' P, 15-25 g kg' K, 1725 gkg-'Ca, 2.5-5.0 g kg-' Mg,40-150 mg kg' Fe, 50-120 mg kg"' Mn, 10-25 mg
kg"1 Cu, 10-30 mg kg' Zn and 30-70 mg kg"' B. The leaf nutrient standards were the
same for all durian varieties. Sixty to eighty leaves were sampled from 15-20 durian
trees from each orchard for diagnosis These leaf analysis criteria were used as the
basis for fertilizer recommendations. After 6 years in the service, 1,120 durian leaf
samples were analyzed According to the diagnostic criteria, the major nutritional
problems of durian in Eastern Thailand are low levels of N, K, Ca, Fe and B. For the
soil, it was found that more than 90% of the soils had pH less than 5 5. These soils
were low in K, Ca and Mg. In contrast, more than half of the soil samples contained
higher than 60 mg P kg"' which was the result of P accumulation.
155-141 1910b
Y.H.Park
Changes of Nitrate Assimilation and Ascorbic Acid Content in Artificially
Wilted Spinach by Nutrient Solution of High Nitrogen and Low Potassium.
Y H. Park. National Institute of Agricultural Science and Technology. RDA.
Nitrate in the plant leaf cells is reduced to nitrite at the cytoplasm by Nitrate Reductase (NR) and nitrite is reduced to ammonia at the chloroplast by Nitrite Reductase
(NiR). Also much of the ascorbic acid synthesized at the cytoplasm and mitochondria, exists at the cytoplasm and chloroplast. The concentrations of ascorbic acid are
2-4 mM in leaf cells usually, but much higher at the chloroplast. There are three forms
of ascorbic acid in the plant mainly L-ascorbic acid (AsA), monodehydroascorbic
acid (MDHA) and dehydroascorbic acid (DHA). AsA in plant cell performs antioxidants by changing those three forms. Purpose of this study was to compare physiological differences of healthy plant and wilted plant against differences in nitrate
assimilation and ascorbic acid, which is the main nutrient absorbed from vegetables
for mankind based on content But comparing healthy plant with wilted plant is difficult at the actual place of a farmhouse due to differences in cultivation method and
spatial and temporal dimensions. So we have to make artificially wilted plants to
compare with healthy plants. Method of inducing artificial plant was by treatment of
nutrient solution which contained high nitrogen and low potassium. Nutrient solution was based on Robinson solution and we established 4 different plots, 1N-1P-1K
(control), 6N-1P-0K (OK), 6N-1P-0.5K (0.5K), 6N-1P-2K (2K) The rates of wilted
plants: control was 0%, 2K was 10%, 0.5K was 40% and OK was 70%. Namely, the
lower the potassium treatment, the higher the rate of wilted plants under high nitrogen condition. There were no differences in leaf number, leaf width, leaf length and
root length among different K levels under high nitrogen condition, but they were
decreased compare to the control plot. Nitrate content of high nitrogen treated plots
were higher than that of control plot both in leaf and root Also nitrate content was
decreased by increasing K levels Nitrite patterns were the same, also was observed
that nitrite content of root was increased remarkably at OK plot which had highly
wilted plants Activities of nitrate reductasefNR) and nitrite reductase(NiR) followed
the same pattern as above for nitrate and nitrite. There were high NR activities under
high nitrogen nutrient solution compared to the control plot Content of ascorbic acid
of plot under high nitrogen nutrient solution was lower than control plot. Rate of K/N
in OK level, which had highly wilted plants, was lower than those of other plots This
study shows that plants can be artificially wilted, a finding that should expand the
range of study about wilted plants.
155-142 1911a
Y. S. Song
Determination of Optimum Application Rates of Nitrogen Fertilizer for Head
Rice Yield in Korea.
Y. S. Song. K. S. Lee. B. G. Jung. H. J. Jun. National Institute of Agricultural
Science and Technology. RDA: Y. S. Yoon. Kongju National Univ.
The primary concern on fertilizer recommendations on paddy soils in Korea is not
high rice yield but high rice quality, sustainable rice yield, and less environmental
loads these days. Based on soil survey data, the paddy soils in Korea were classified
into six large management groups; productive, sandy textured, less paddified, poorly
drained, saline, acid sulfate soils. In order to establish the optimum level of nitrogen
fertilizer to improve the rate of head rice yield, a field experiment was conducted at
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Posters
24 farmhouses throughout the country with nitrogen fertilizer treatment levels of 0.
50, 70,90, 110, 140, 170 kg ha"' from 2002 to 2004. As the result of the experiment,
the optimum rates of nitrogen fertilizer for improving head rice yield were 90 kg ha '
in productive, sandy textured, and poorly drained soils, 100 kg ha"1 in less paddified
soils, and 112 kg ha' in saline soils which the content of sodium chloride in soil was
below 0.1%. The optimum rates of nitrogen fertilizer were determined in view of
head rice yield, protein content in rice, and palatability value.
155-143 1911b
B.C.Jang
Diagnosis of Leaf-wilting Symptoms of Melon(Cucumis melo) Caused by an
Excess Salinity in Protected Farming System.
B. C. Jang. National Institute ofAgricultural Science and Technology. RDA.
These studies were carried out to investigate the reason for leaf-wilt of melon in
protected cultivation at local farm lands in Naju, Chunnam province. Nine farm
fields with severe leaf-wilt symptoms and six farm fields with light leaf-wilt symptoms were surveyed to compare the soil physiochemical properties and inorganic
nutrient contents in plant Also, growth characteristics and root distribution in soil
were compared for melon plants with severe and light leaf-wilt symptoms. The
farms with severe symptoms of leaf-wilt phenomena were applied heavy organic
matter 4,867 kg/IOa (cow manure), but the farms with light symptom were applied
2,492 kg/10a. Melon production was 2,771 kg/10a for severe farmer fields and
3,207 kg/10a for light farmer fields. Leaf-wilt phenomena of melon was caused
by high moisture content in the soil and high hardness of soil which induced bad
penetration of water In the soil where severe symptoms occurred, EC and cation
contents, such as K. Ca, Mg, Na, were very high. This indicated that many kinds of
salts were accumulated in the soil, and chemical properties in the soil were unbalanced. Therefore, root growth was poor, and water absorption rate by roots was
lower than transpiration rate in leaves.
Table 1. Correlation coefficient between leaf-wilt symptom degree and soil chemical properties and inorganic nutrient contents in the leaves of melon
Soil factor
r2=
Plant
nutrient
r2=

PH

EC

T-N

OM

0.57* 0.69** 0.52* 0.52*
Ca
N
P
K
0.18 066** 0.70** 0.43

P205
ns
Mg
0.31

K
ns
Na
0.31

Mg
Ca
Mg
0.79** 0.63** 0.75*
Cu
Mn
Fe
ns
ns
0.05

155-144 1912a
B.C.Jang
Diagnosis of Leaf-wilt Symptom of Watermelon (Cucurbita ctrullus L.) in
Protected Cultivation Caused by Different Factors.
B. C. Jang, National Institute ofAgricultural Science and Technology, RDA.
This study was carried out to investigate the cause of leaf-wilt of watermelon
in protected cultivation at local farm lands in Haman, Kyungnam province and
Kochang, Jeonbuk province The leaf-wilt phenomena of crops in protected cultivation is usually caused by disease, nematodes and salt accumulation However,
the leaf-wilt phenomena of watermelon in Haman and Kochang surveyed were
caused by different factors The protected watermelon in Haman was transplanted
at 15 January (winter season) for harvesting early Transplanting too early induced
poor root growth because of low temperature in soil, and excess growth of leaf
and stem because of high air temperature in vinyl house. Leaf-wilt phenomena
were displayed by unbalance of water potential between roots and leaves. Low
temperature of soil could delay the nitrification in soil. If soil temperature increased
rapidly, nitrate concentration in soil is high and then increasing Electronic Conductivity (EC) of soil prevents the root growth. Also, ground water table in these sites
was high, and water penetration of soil was poor The roots of wilted plants were
highly distributed near the soil surface and root growth rate and root hairs were
limited The watermelon in Kochang was transplanted at 25 March (spring season).
Leaf-wilt phenomena of watermelon in this land were especially prevalent next to
normal plants of the same variety and growing in soil with the same properties. The
cause of leaf-wilt was bad crossing skill. This inducted the poor beginning growth
and prevented root growth These conditions caused insufficient water uptake by
roots at beginning fruit fleshing stage Therefore, the root growth was poor, and
water absorption rate from root was lower than transpiration rate in leaves.
155-145 1912b
E Furlani
Nitrate Reductase Activity in the Coffee Tree Affected by Levels and Nitrogen
Application Systems.
E. Furlani. A. Rodrigues dos Reis. K. Iwamoto Haga. Säo Paulo State Univ.
Nitrogen is the most onerous nutrient in fertilization and required in great amount for
many crops, especially the coffee plant Normally, this nutrient is present in the soil
in great amounts, but the mineral form is generally low. The natural ecosystem has
continuous loss of N, not just by the plant absorption, but also by leaching and other
types of losses. Nitrogen assimilation is a vital process to control the growth and the
development of plants and has significant effects on yield. The route of nitrate assimilation in higher plants involves two sequential periods: the conversion of nitrate to
ammonia, mediated by Nitrate Reductase (NR), which reduces nitrate to nitrite, and
for the nitrite reductase, that converts nitrite to ammonia Ammonia is also assimi-
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lated in the amino acids glutamine and glutamate, which serves to transport organic
nitrogen from sources to sinks. The study was developed in Sud Mennucci county
(northwest of Säo Paulo State, Brazil) in order to evaluate the effect of different rates
and times of application of nitrogen on nitrate reductase and to establish correlations
with yield. The experiment was developed in the agricultural season of 2003/2004
in field conditions with the Coffee Cultivar Catuai Vermelho (five years old), 3.0m
of row spacing and 1,0m between plants. The experimental design was completely
randomized, in a factorial system 5x3, withfivenitrogen (urea) rates (0,50, 150,250,
and 350 kg ha') and three application times (a single application in December; two
applications: parceled in November and January and three applications: parceled in
November, December, and January). Response of the activity of the enzyme nitrate
reductase to nitrogen fertilization, and affects on yield were measured. The activity
of the NR is positively correlated with the nitrogen content in the leaves and the
yield. The apical region of the coffee tree overestimates the activity of the NR, while
the basal region shows contrary behavior. The adjusted place for the leaf collection
to laboratory analysis of NR is the middle of the plant. The activity of the NR is a
good parameter to estimate the yield of the coffee tree. Nitrogen levels of 350 kg ha"1
provides higher values of nitrogen content in the leaves. The level of 210 kg of N ha"1
provides highest yield and adjusted values of nitrogen content in the leaves.
155-146 1913a
B.C.Jang
Changes of Nitrate and Carbonate Contents in Leaves of Tomato (Lycopersicon
pnennellii) by Salt Stress.
B. C. Jang. National Institute ofAgricultural Science and Technology. RDA.
Salt stress and water deficit are perhaps the two most important soil stresses that
limit plant growth and development. To cope with them, plants must be able to
sense and respond to them rapidly. The purpose of this study was to investigate
changing nitrate and carbonate contents in plants under high salinity conditions.
Three races of tomatoes (Lycopersicon pnennellii) were used (B-baia, Sweet, and
CoCo) and grown in beds which were filled with perlite:peatmoss (1:1). Nutrient
solution was given 2 times for 30 minutes every day. The nutrient solution were
Hanbang A, B (CoSil Co Ltd) and added NaCI or CaCI2(2:1 WAV) to control EC
Levels(2, 3, 5, 9, 17 ,25 dS/m). We analyzed nitrate, sucrose, starch, proline and
mineral contents in upper leaves (l-4th from top) and middle leaves (5-19th from
top) of tomato. Evaluation of growth rates of tomatoes at various EC levels (2, 3,
5, 9, 17, 25 dS/m) showed growth rate inhibition as EC levels increased. Inhibition was observed for all races evaluated(B-baia, Sweet, CoCo). Proline contents
increased with increasing EC level from 2 to 25 dS/m, Proline contents at upper
leaf were higher than at middle leaf. Also, proline increases were greater for upper
leaves than for middle leaves. Nitrate contents of upper leaves were lower than
nitrate contents of middle leaves under low level of EC (2, 3, 5, 9 dS/m), but there
was no significant difference between upper leaf and middle leaf under high level
of EC (17, 23 dS/m). Carbonate content of tomato leaves were decreased from
9ds/m EC level. Nitrogen contents were slightly decreased by increasing EC level.
Also, Iron level was increased by increasing EC level.
155-147 1913b
D. MattosJr.
Boron Soil Test and Leaf Analysis Correlate with Fruit Yield of Sweet
Oranges.
D. Maltos Jr.. 1J. A. Quaggio. Instituto Agronömico (IAC); H. Cantarella.
Insliluto Agronómico; E. S. Stuchi, Embrapa Mandioca e Fruticultura e Estacäo
Experimental de Citricullura de Bebedouro.
Foliar spray of boron has been the most common method of supplying citrus trees
with this essential element Since there is little evidence of boron phloem redistribution in citrus, applications have to be directed towards new vegetative and reproductive flushes during spring and summer. However, soil application of boron fertilizers appears to be more efficient than leaf sprays because it is possible to build up
boron levels in the soil and raise the nutrient availability during periods of nutrient
plant demand In order to adopt this strategy, it is necessary to establish correlations
between soil boron levels, plant nutritional status and fruit yield. Recent studies have
suggested that current interpretations for adequate levels of soil hot-water extracted
boron (0.20-0 6 mg/dm3) and total leaf nutrient concentration (36-100 mg/kg) have to
be reviewed in the citriculture. Experiments using 3-yr-oId Natal sweet orange trees
[Citrus sinensis (L.) Osbeck] on either Rangpur lime (C. limonia Osbeck), Sunki
mandarin [C. sunki (Hayata) hort. ex. Tanaka] or Swingle citrumelo [ (L ) Raf. x C
paradisi Macfad ] were set up in the field. The soil at the planting site is a medium
textured (clay content 380 g/kg) Oxisol with pH (CaCI2) 5.7, CEC 55 mmolc/dm
and base saturation 70%. Trees received boron at rates 0, 2,4, and 6 kg/ha/yr as boric
acid (BA), colemanite (Col) and ulexite (Ul) split in three equal applications during
the rainy season. Soil samples were collected from the 0-20, 20-40, and 40-60 cm
depth layers as well leaf samples for chemical analyses Yield and quality of fruits
were evaluated after harvesting in November 2004 (two years after beginning experiments) Soil B content in the control plots remained constant, around 0 25 mg/kg
Significant effects of fertilizer sources and rates (Prob. < 0 05) on soil-B availability are probably related to varying fertilizer solubility Boron levels at 0-20 cm soil
depth in the plots that received 6 kg/ha were 1.8 mg/kg (BA), 2.7 mg/ kg (Col) and
3.7 mg/kg (Ul) Our results also demonstrated significant boron leaching to deeper
soil layers (B-levels up to 3.3 mg/kg). This was expected since non-ionic boric acid
is the predominant form of this element in the soil solution with pH between 5 and

9. Overall means for boron leaf concentration were well correlated (Prob < 0.01)
with fertilizer rates (in kg ha-1) as follow: rate 0 (228 g/kg), rate 2 (400 g/kg), rate
4 (439 g/kg) and rate 6 (455 g/kg). Symptoms of leaf toxicity were observed for B
rates greater than 4 kg/ha. Fruit yield in the second year after fertilizer applications
(3-4-yr-old trees) was dependent on rootstock: Sunki mandarin (7.6 t/ha) > Rangpur
lime (6.7 t/ha) > Swingle citrumelo (6.3 t/ha). Fruit yield was also affected by boron
application and, for trees on Swingle citrumelo was maximum (8.9 t/ha) at B = 2
kg/ha. Linear regression pooled across rootstock varieties pointed out that maximum
fruit yield (7.6 t/ha) was obtained with soil-B = 1.5 mg/dm3 (at 0-20 cm soil depth)
and B-leaf concentration = 405 mg/kg. Such B leaf content is greater than those taken
as adequate for citrus.

and run-off water The cropping area has the soil textures of sandy loam and loam and
their soil series were Jigog and Anryong. The water flow of the stream was the highest
in August, three times higher than that of June. After heavy rainfall, the concentration
of nitrogen in the stream became lower, but phosphate concentration became higher
than before rainfall. The nitrogen concentration of the run-off was 10 times higher
than the concentration of stream before rainfall event, but phosphate concentration
became 30 times higher. When we estimated the amount of nutrient loss by run-off
under this experimental condition, nitrogen loss was 57 kg and phosphate was 220 kg
during cultivation period between June to September. This result clearly showed the
seriousness of nutrient loss as well as soil erosion in alpine cropping system that has
frequent heavy rainfall events. On the other hand the nitrate concentration and d"N
value observed, the type of water samples could be categorized into four groups as
shown in Fig. 1, such as high d15N and high nitrate, high d'5N and medium nitrates,
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low dl5N and low nitrate, and low dl5N and high nitrate, reflecting the main sources of
Sewage Sludge Application Treated by N-V'iro Process in No-Till Soils.
nitrate contamination, such as domestic waste, animal waste and soil organic matter,
Agronomic and Environment Effects.
soil organic matter and natural, and chemical fertilizer.
J. T. Salvador. L. A. C. Lucchesi. T. C. D. Carvalho. U. T. D. Oliveira. Univ Federal
do Parana: A. C. Lacerda, Alio Iguacu Engenharia. Agronomia e Ambiente Ltda.
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Sewage sludge use in agricultural systems improves soil chemical attributes that
Fertilizer Application Methods for Cotton.
can increase agronomic productivity. This procedure, well-known as agricultural
E. Furlani. Säo Paulo State Univ; N. M. D. Silva. L. H. Carvalho. M. Andreolti.
recycling, is a sustainable alternative to avoid eventual negative impacts of sewage
Insilulo Agronómico.
sludges in the environment. However, for the recycling to occur safely, sewage
sludge treatment is necessary. A methodology of easy execution, with economic
The present work was developed in four agricultural seasons, in different localities
viability and great credibility is the "Advanced Alkaline Stabilization with Subseof the Säo Paulo State, Brazil, at Pindorama (96/97), Tatui (96/97 e 97/98), Votuquent Accelerated Drying" or N-Viro Process. The sewage sludges treated by this
poranga (96/97,97/98, 98/99 e 99/00), sand soils, Campinas (96/97, 97/98 e 99/00)
process, are stabilized, and have acceptable environmental quality standards (Class
sand loam soils, Ilha Solteira (98/99), Ituverava (96/97) e Miguelópolis (97/98 e
A sludge). They present high pH as well high calcium content. After surface appli98/99) clay soils. The experimental design was complete blocks with four replicacation of sewage sludge in No-till systems, the calcium linked to the organic matter
tions. The cotton cultivar was the IAC 22 with four lines disposed in plots with 20
could leach in soil, and reach the sub-surface allowing better root development,
m-2. Treatments: 1-Ridge application (12-60-50 kg/ha of N-P-K); 2- third part of
providing a better condition to increase agricultural productivity. Brazilian farmers,
the fertilizer on the ridges and the amount remain by broadcasting; 3- fifth part of
as well the academic community, requests more information about the agronomic
the fertilizer on the ridges and the amount remain by broadcasting; 4- Broadcast
and environmental effects of such applications. The objective of this study was
(12-60-50 kg/ha of N-P-K); 5- Broadcast (0-60-50 kg/ha of N-P-K); 6- Broadcast
to evaluate calcium leaching from surface application of treated sewage sludge
(12-00-50 kg/ha of N-P-K).; 7- Broadcast (12-60-00 kg/ha of N-P-K); 8- Broadcast
(by Process N-Viro), environmental parameters, and effect on crops in comparison
(0-60-50 kg/ha of N-P-K) and 50 kg of N/ha by covering; 9- Broadcast (0-60-0
to limestone and gypsum under greenhouse and field conditions. The preliminary
kg/ha of N-P-K). It can be concluded that in traditional cultivated cotton fields, the
results indicate that sewage sludges treated by N-Viro Process are capable of supbroadcast fertilization can be useful, mainly by the nutrient accumulation during
plying calcium to soil and plants, neutralizing soil acidity, increasing Ca leaching
the years. It is possible to use the higher amount of fertilizer by broadcasting and
along the soil profile, and improving crop productivity.
the lesser amount in the seed ridges The phosphorus and the potassium can be
applied, both or single, by broadcasting before the sowing, and the nitrogen must be
applied by covering The continuously fertilized fields can be fertilized by broadcasting, without sowing application and with nitrogen and nitrogen and potassium
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application by covering.
Physiological Adaptability of Seeding Tomato Cutivars Under Low Phosphorus
Stress.
H. Xiaori. W. Jing. Z Xiumei. G. Liang. Y Chengguang. Y. Hongbin. College of
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Soil Fertility Impact on Sandy Soil of Kuwait.
The mechanisms of morphological and physiological plasticity of root system of
M. Abdal. M. Suleiman. Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research.
seeding tomato cutivars under low-phosphrus stress were studied with solution
Plants need various nutrients to grow and develop and most of these nutrients are
culture. Results showed that low-phosphorus stress restricted shoot growth, but
absorbed from soil solution. Twenty elements have been found to be essential for
stimulated root growth The different phosphorus efficiency of low-phosphorusthe growth and development of plants, though each plant may have different needs
tolerant cultivars attributed to phosphorus uptake ability not the different distribuof these elements The increase demand for fertilizer and plant nutrients in the
tion of phosphorus and utilization ability. The average length of lateral roots of
world is clear evidence, that growers and farmers have recognized the return that
low-phosphorus-tolerant tomato cultivars was longer than that of low-phosphoruscan be realized from added nutrients Soil fertility, plant breeding and pest control
sensitive tomato cultivars under low- phosphorus stress, but the average number of
can
be accounted as the most contributors to the advancement of plant production
lateral roots did not differ significantly among different tomato cultivars The acid
and development. The use of various plant nutrients will improve yield and increase
phosphatase activity of different cultivars rose significantly in low- phosphorus
farmer profit. Efficient management and understanding of soil potential and capastress In the normal phosphorus treatment, acid phosphatase activity of root was
bility of production is very essential for maximum return Soil of Kuwait is very
the lowest, but the increment range of acid phosphatase activity of low-phosphoruspoor in plant nutrient contents and the soil has high amount of calcareous materials,
tolerant tomato cultivars was higher than that of low-phosphorus-sensitive tomato
which effect any nutrient application Most farms use heavy amounts of fertilizer to
cultivars under low- phosphorus stress. Low Km and Cm in were characterized by
improve the soil capability and increase yield of mostly vegetables crops utilizing
low-phosphorus-tolerant tomato cultivar under low- phosphorus stress Keywords:
desalinated sea water and protected environment. The majority of the fertilizer used
tomato; phosphate stress; acid phosphatase; root/shoot ration.
are broadcasted before planting or injected with the irrigation water Soil fertility
in Kuwait did improve soil capability and plant production. Some of the nutrients
are leached within the soil horizons or fixed with the calcareous layers The objec155-150 1915a
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tive of the paper is to study the fertility trials in Kuwait and compare the various
Emissions of Nutrients on Alpine Cropping Area of Korea.
plant nutrient applications in different periods of time and understand soil solution
K. L. Park. M. C. Seo. K. K. Kang. D. B. Lee. P. K. Jung. National Institute of
requirements within the cultural practices in Kuwait Keywords: Agriculture, irriAgricultural Science and Technology.
gation, fertilizer, nutrient, calcareous, soil, vegetable, horizons, and yield.
Increase of the nitrate concentration in watersheds is one of the significant problems
which the modern agriculture technology is facing. To evaluate ratio of the contribu155-153 1916b
E Furlani
tion of some kinds of nitrogen sources is important to make effective measures to
decrease nitrate in watershed. The measurement of nitrogen isotope ratios (l5N/IJN)
Nitrogen Deficiency Diagnostic by the Chlorophyll Meter Evaluation.
of nitrate from different sources and soil environments and comparison of these ratios
E. Furlani. A. Rodrigues dos Reis. M. Andreolti. Säo Paulo State Univ.
to the nitrogen isotope ratios of water nitrate offer a method for identifying nitrates
Nitrogen is the most required nutrient by coffee crop and its management is very
sources. This study was carried out to investigate nutrient loss to stream of applied
important Depending on the season when N is supplied, the losses of the nutrient
nutrients in alpine cropping area, to evaluate effects on water quality in the watershed,
can be very high, especially during the rainy season. The study was developed in
and to inquire as to origin of nitrogen by natural abundance of nitrogen ratio method
,5
Sud Mennucci county (northwest of Säo Paulo State—Brazil) in an Alfisol in order
(d N). Research site was located in the middle and north east of Korea was famous
to evaluate the effect of different rates and application times of nitrogen on the chlofor the production of red pepper, chinese cabbage and potato It was known that serirophyll and nitrogen content in coffee leaves, and to establish correlations with proous soil erosion occurs during summer rainy season in that area In order to identity
ductivity The experimental design was the completely randomized, in a factorial
the effects of applied nutrients, red pepper, chinese cabbage and potato were planted
outline 5x3, constituted by combination of 5 rates (0, 50, 150, 250, and 350 kg ha')
in sloping area with 7-35%. and nitrogen and phosphate were analyzed in leachate

569

of nitrogen (urea) in three application times (a single application in December; two
applications: splitted in November and January and three applications: splitted in
November, December and January). The leaf chlorophyll content and nitrogen leaf
content were evaluated during the frutification and productivity was measured. The
chlorophyll concentration was positively correlated with the leaf nitrogen content and
production of grains Using a quadratic model function with rates of applied N, it was
determined that the rate of 210 kg ha'' of nitrogen promoted the largest productivity.
Estimated chlorophyll content was shown promising for detection of N deficiencies
in coffee crop.
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Site Specific Nutrient Management for Rice in Alkali Soils of India.
A. R. M. Haroon. R. Nagarajan, S. Marimulhu. N. Bhuvaneswari, A. Bhaskaran.
S. Pazhanivelan, S. Ravichandiran. M Sheik Dawood. Anbil Dharmalingam
Agricultural College and Research Institute (TNA U).
In India to increase the rice production, increasing the rice productivity of alkali soils
is an option which are prevalent to an extent of 2.4 million ha The productivity of rice
in alkali soil is low (2.5 to 3.0 t/ha) with low nutrient use efficiencies. Hence the Site
Specific Nutrient Management (SSNM) approach was used to increase the rice yields
with optimum fertilizer inputs. With the SSNM approach, fertilizers are applied to
meet the deficit between rice demand for nutrients and the indigenous nutrient supply of nutrients from soils and organic inputs for a targeted yield of rice. Hence, to
know the indigenous nutrient supply from reclaimed alkali soils, on-farm trials (OFT)
were conducted during 2003-04 and 2004-05 in Manikandam block of Tiruchirappalli district, Tamil Nadu, India Also, one on-station experiment was conducted in
alkali soils of A.D. Agricultural College and Research Institute farm (pH 9 2 and ESP
26) in split plot design with three replications and rice (BPT 5204) as test crop during
samba season (October 2004 to February 2005). The main plot treatments comprised
of commonly used amendments for reclamation of sodic soils viz., No amendment
( M l Gypsum (M,) and Distillery spentwash (DSW) (MA The subplot treatments
included six nutrient omission plots viz., (-) F (T,), PK (TA NK (TA NP (TA NPK.
(T5) and N alone (T6). The amendments gypsum @ 50% GR and DSW @ 5 lakh
liters ha' were applied one week and one month before transplanting respectively
The recommended dose of nutrients (RDN) was 150:50:50 kg/ ha of N, P205 and
K20 was applied as per the treatment schedule viz., N in four splits, full dose of P
and ZnS04 as basal and K. in two splits. In all the experiments, grain and straw yields
were recorded, nutrient uptake, nutrient requirement to produce one tonne of rice
and indigenous nutrient supply viz., N, P and K were computed (Table 1). Among
the amendments, distillery spentwash (DSW) recorded higher rice grain yield. The
rice grain yield of 6.8 t/ha under no amendment gave scope for increasing rice yields
in moderate alkali soils with tolerant cultivars In gypsum amended alkali soils, rice
grain yield ranged between 4.25 and 7.5 t/ha. Compared to RDN with FFP, the yield
gap varied between 0.06 to 0 88,0.04 to 1.95 and 1 36 to 1.72 t/ha in no amendment,
gypsum and DSW amended soils respectively. The average NPK requirement to produce one tonne of rice grain was reported as 17:3:17 kg/ha in normal rice growing
soils of Asia (Doberman and Fairhurst, 1999). But the nutrient requirement in both
DSW and gypsum amended soils is higher indicating poor internal use efficiency
under stress condition induced by alkali environment The K requirement of rice was
above 33 kg/tonne in both no amendment and DSW amended soils while it ranged
between 16 to 29 kg/tonne in gypsum amended soils. The indigenous nutrient supply
was highest in DSW amended soils followed by gypsum amended alkali soils. Hence
by growing alkali tolerant cultivars and reclaiming alkali soils either with DSW or
gypsum and following recommended dose of nutrients and splits, rice productivity of
alkali soils can be improved.
Table 1 Nutrient requirement of rice and indigenous nutrient supply in alkali soils
S.No.

Location

Year

Rice grain
yield ( t / a )

1 Distillery spentwash amended
ADAC&R1 2003-04
1
ADÄC&R]
Farm
II Gypsum amended
2

r •filtrier 1
rec ui rem ;nt
a g/ Umi C)--K
N
P

Indigenous nutrient supply
N

P

K

7.11

22

4

33

103

20

209

2004-05

7 14

25

5

56

104

28

379

3

Chinnadurai

2003-04

6.25

23

4

19

79

14

107

1
s

Rangaswamy 2003-04

7.07

21

4

21

76

18

129

Veeramuthu

2003-04

4 25

22

4

16

46

10

60

o

Arokiyasamy 2004-05

630

21

4

19

83

30

115

7

Deivegarajan 2004-05

8
9

Arumairaj

2004-05

5.50

16

3

21

54

19

92

6.30

22

6

25

78

30

119

ADAC&RI 1 2004-05

750

19

5

19

66

25

190

ADAC&RJ 2 2004-05
ADAC&RI
11
2004-05
Farm
III No Amendment
ADAC&RI
12
2004-05
Farm

6 40

21

5

26

80

24

164

7 00

19

4

29

74

25

203

6 80

17

4

33

69

17

173

10

570
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Dynamics of Nitrogen, Phosphorus and Potassium Availability in Soils
Amended with Banana-Trash Compost.
V. U. Ultra. Univ of Eastern Philippines: D. A. Mendoza. A. Briones. Univ of the
Philippines Los Banos.
In anticipation of the Philippines being a major producer of organic banana, this study
was conducted to provide quantitative basis for certain practices in organic farming.
The dynamics of N, P, and K availability in soils amended with various formulations
of banana-trash compost were investigated in incubation studies. Changes in the
chemical composition of ten formulations of banana trash-based compost involving leguminous plants (Sesbania rostrata. Flemingia macrophylla. Arachis hypogea) and chicken manure were analyzed periodically during a composting period
of 16 weeks. Results showed that combinations of Banana Trash (BnT) and chicken
manure or leguminous plants were highly decomposed compared to untreated BnT
The use of Bioquick as composting inoculant combined with leguminous materials
enhanced decomposition. The compost piles were characterized by increase in pH,
total N and total P and decrease in total K, total carbon and C/N ratio with time.
Notably, BnT + chicken manure attained C/N ratio of 15 at 4 weeks while the BnT +
leguminous materials reached such low C/N at 8 to 16 weeks. Incubation study was
conducted under greenhouse conditions for 24 weeks. It was designed to follow the
dynamics of N, P and K availability in three clay soils (Antipolo, Binangonan and
Lipa) amended with five compost formulations (BnT alone, BnT + Sesbania prunings, BnT + Flemengia prunings, BnT + Peanut stover and BnT + Chicken manure)
and with uncomposted banana trash at 20t/ha application rate. Results showed that
net N mineralization occurred in soils amended with BnT + chicken manure and
BnT + leguminous materials which had C/N ratios ranging from 11.83 to 15.60. Net
N immobilization during the earlier period of incubation was observed in uncomposted and composted banana trash with C/N ratio of 68.17 and 23.92, respectively.
Significant net P mineralization was obtained only in soils amended with BnT +
chicken manure. Abrupt increase in exchangeable K was observed in all treatments
two weeks after the incorporation of organic residues. Higher available K in BnT
treatments (uncomposted or composted) exhibits the inherently high K content of
banana residues. The kinetics of N and P mineralization conformed to the first order
mineralization models for treatments showing no net immobilization. Magnitudes of
mineralizable N pool (No) and mineralizable P pool (Po) are dependent on the N and
P content of compost materials added to the soil. Decomposition rates (k) increased
with increase in Po but no defined relation occurred between k and No Available
K in BnT amended soil also conformed to first order kinetics The equations are
useful in predicting the amounts of potentially available nutrients in soils amended
with banana trash-based composts under optimum conditions Overall, results of the
experiments provided quantitative measure of the N, Pand K supplying potential of
compost-amended soils.
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Rock Phosphate a Cheap Source of 'P' for Crops in Acidic and Neutral Soils
of Karnataka.
M. V. Ravi. S. F Harlapur, G. N. Thippeshappa. C. A. Srinvasamurthy. A. S.
Kumaraswamy, V. R. Ramakrishna Parama. R. Siddaramappa, S. Bhaskar. M.
V. Bhargavi. N. G. Basavaraju. G. Ravi. M. N. Ravi Kumar. B. Gayalhi. K. G.
Ankegowda, Univ ofAgricultural Sciences.
Rock Phosphate (RP) or Phosphate Rock (PR) is the trade name for mineral phosphate having useful attributes for its direct application in acidic soils as source of
phosphorus. India is reported to have 145 million tonnes of RP deposits in different parts of the country but most of it is said to be of low grade and cannot be
utilized for production of water-soluble phosphatic fertilizers economically More
than 3 lakh ha of cultivable land in Karnataka fall under low pH soils. Such soils
are low in phosphorus and exhibit high P fixation capacity, thus difficult to manage with respect to phosphorus nutrition. The field experimentation in different
soil situation in Karnataka using major cereals, pulses and oil seed crops reveal
the advantage of using PR with SSP at various combinations. But the compaction of water soluble SSP or MAP with RP are of recent origin, their use as P
fertilizers to crops, dissolution, transformation, electro-chemical changes in soil
which influence the available P in flooded soil conditions and enzymes activity in
the rhizosphere soils is a study of first of its kind. The results obtained from these
investigation and their practical utility have been published in various journals and
the same is highlighted in the synopsis. The performance of compacted P fertilizers
on crop production was studied with rice-groundnut, rice-cowpea, rice-rice and
ragi-groundnut cropping sequence in acidic and neutral soils. Rice and ragi crops
were grown as the main crop and groundnut and cowpea were raised on residual
P The results revealed that phosphorus as SSP was comparable with most of the
compacted fertilizers tested Direct application of rock phosphate hold promise in
acidic to neutral soils in terms of the crop yield. Compacted P fertilizers further
increased the yield of grain and straw as compared to non-compacted fertilizers.
Residual effect of compacted fertilizers was noticeable in the second crop. The RP
dissolution rate was higher in acidic soils compared to neutral soils and increased
upto 30 days and declined gradually thereafter. Among the non-compacted sources,
Gafsaphos registered higher PR dissolution (0.5 M NaOH) and NCRP by BaC12TEA method. Among the compacted sources, JPR (A) or (B) compacted with MAP
+ S gave higher PR dissolution compared to other phosphate rocks. Olson's method
recorded higher plant extractable P than Bray's at all the intervals of incubation.

The transformation of P fertilizers have revealed that, the soil treated with water
soluble SSP or MAP recorded maximum Fe-P and Al-P as compared to other phosphate rocks Gafsaphos, among non-compacted sources, recorded maximum Ca-P
The different P fraction in acidic soil followed the order: Fe-P > Al-P > Ca-P and
that in neutral soil: Fe-P > Ca-P > Al-P The enzymes activity revealed that there
was no much change in acid phosphatase occurred during the growth stages of
crop (ragi), while urease activity decreased with crop growth, the dehydrogenase
activity in the neutral soil increased The addition of PRs increased the enzymes
activity in soil where as water soluble sources reduced the same. Among non-compacted sources, gafsaphos and among compacted sources, JPR (A) + MAP + S
recorded higher activity compared to other phosphate rocks. The electro-chemical
changes in flooded soils particularly those of pH and Eh, influence the available P
in the soil. The pH of the soil increased towards neutral range and drop in the Eh
was evident in all the treatments upon submergence resulted in the increase in the
available P205 content of the soil at different intervals of crop growth. It may be
concluded that RP can be used as P fertilizer in acidic soils that resulted in higher
P availability, uptake and yield. Application of gafsaphos would be better P source
in neutral soils. Apart from this, compaction of water soluble SSP or MAP and S
with RP hold promise in terms of agronomic production irrespective of soil and
cropping sequence followed

but also increases the potential for N leaching. The potential for N leaching can be
reduced and crop N uptake can be optimized by mixing vetch with rye.
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Soil Test Based Fertilizer Recommendation for Carrot on I Hit llapludalf of
Tamil Nadu,lndia.
P. Murugesaboopathi. R. Uma Devi. R. Natesan. S. Thiyageshwari. Tamilnadu
Agricultural Univ.
Food security, nutritional security, sustainability, and profitability arc the main
focus of the present and future agricultural development. With the possibility of
horizontal expansion or putting more land under cultivation being remote, future
augmentation in yield would have to be harnessed vertically through judicious
management of all the input resources Balanced nutrition to crops, play a major
role in increasing efficiency and economy of fertilizer use and this can be achieved
through Soil Test based Crop Response (STCR) under Integrated Plant Nutrient
Supply System (IPNS). Indiscriminate application of fertilizers will cause either
nutrient deficiency or toxicity in both soils and crops. The Nilgiris district is one
of the largest vegetable producer of Tamil Nadu and 67 per cent of carrot (Daucus
carota) is produced from this area The fanners of this region follow blanket recommendation without considering the fertility status of the native soil. With a view
to provide balanced and judicious fertilizer recommendation, soil test correlation
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studies were conducted with carrot as test crop in Ultic Hapludalf of Nilgiris disUse of Indigenous Indian Rock Phosphates as Cheap Source of P to Increase
trict, Tamil Nadu. The fertilizer prescription equations under IPNS were developed
Rice Production.
from a complex experiment and the ready reckoner for fertilizer doses was worked
C. A. Srinivasamurthy, S. Kumar, M. V. Ravi, S. Bhaskar, R. Siddaramappa. Univ out for varying soil test values to obtain a target yield of 401 ha ' of root carrot. Test
verification trials were conducted in the farmers' holdings of the same district The
ofAgricultural Sciences.
treatments imposed were: control, application of vermicompost alone, STCR inorThe main problem of Indian rice growers has been the supply of phosphorus ecoganics and with IPNS for 40,50 and 601 ha"1 target yields. In all the locations, more
nomically due to steep rise in the prizes of imported raw materials required for the
than 90 per cent of the target yields were achieved thereby validating the equations
manufacture of water-soluble P fertilizers. The only alternative to this problem is
developed. The percentage achievement of 113 and Response Ratio of 127 kg/kg
utilization of indigenous phosphate rocks in low pH rice soils and evolving suitwas obtained with 40 t ha"1 of target yield under STCR- IPNS over 50 and 601 ha"1
able techniques to increase the agronomic efficiency of these water insoluble rock
besides maintenance of soil fertility.
phosphates. A pot experiment was conducted to find out the effect of time of application of P sources (water soluble and insoluble forms) on P transformation in soils
and its availability to rice seedlings in four different low pH soils of Karnataka.
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Application of both water-soluble and water of insoluble P sources 7 days before
Assesing Optimum Management for Nitrogen and Fungicides in High Yielding
transplanting produced highest dry matter yield of rice in all the soils compared to
Cultivars of No-Till Wheat.
their application on the day of transplanting. Among the rock phosphates Mossoorie Rock Phosphate (MRP) resulted in higher dry matter yield than Udaipur Rock
A. Garcia Lamothe. M. Diaz de Ackermann. Instituto Nacional de Investigación
Phosphate (URP) in all the four soils but it was inferior to single super phosphate
Agropecuaria. 1NIA Uruguay.
The results indicate that in acid soils, rock phosphate a cheap source of P can be
The intensive use of N fertilizers to maximize yields increase susceptibility of
used as efficiently as single super phosphate by applying them to moist soil at the
wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) cultivars to fungi attack. The interaction between N
time of land preparation itself. Application of P (both water soluble and insoluble
response and fungi infection is well documented in Uruguay for conventionally
forms) significantly increased the available P content and Fe-P, Al-P and Ca-P fractilled wheat Under no-till, crop residues on the soil surface influence plant growth
tions of soil indicating the ready transformation of applied P in these soils. A field
and development, nutrient cycling and uptake, and the incidence and severity of
experiment was conducted to study the effect of MRP, SSP and their mixture in 1:1
plant diseases. Knowledge of this interaction would assist decision making for ferratio with and without adjuncts like green leaf manure (glyricidia maculata) and P
tilizer and fungicide management increasing input efficiency. Field experiments
solubilizing fungi (Aspergillus awamorii) on rice (Cv. IET 7191) in an acid soil in
were conducted in INIA-La Estanzuela (Uruguay) during 2003-2004 to assess the
the Westernghat region of Karnataka. Highest grain yield of rice was recorded when
agronomic responses of 5 high yielding commercial cultivars to N fertilization
SSP was applied along with green leaf manure. Among the adjuncts, green leaf
and fungal disease control. Treatments consisted of a factorial combination of 4 N
manure had better effect on rice yield than P solubilizing fungi when the adjuncts
doses (up to 210 kg ha1), and 3 protection strategies: 1) unprotected crop, 2) total
were added along with rock phosphate. Application of rock phosphate along with
protection, consisting in preventive periodic fungicide applications throughout
green leaf manure and P solubilizing fungi gave significantly higher grain yield
the growing season, 3) strategic fungicide applications based on disease infection
compared to application of MRP alone.
and environmental conditions. Under moderate disease pressure yield increased
with fungicide application only in susceptible cultivars. Yield increase was associated with larger grain weight per ear due primarily to heavier 1000-kemel weight.
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Although N use efficiency in the most susceptible cultivar tended to be higher with
Soil and Crop Nitrogen as Influenced by Tillage, Cover Crops, and Nitrogen
total protection at high N rates, differences between total protection and strateFertilization.
gic protection were not significant. Under higher disease severity, all cultivars
U. Sainju. USDA-ARS-NPARL; B. Singh, W. Whitehead. S. Wang. Fort Valley Staleincreased their response to N with crop protection The higher N rate and total
Univ.
protection consistently gave the highest grain yields Nitrogen use efficiency in
the most susceptible cultivar was 7, 18 and 24 kg of grain per kg of applied N, and
Soil and crop management practices may influence soil mineral N, crop uptake,
maximum yields achieved were 4000, 6700 and 7800 kg ha', for non-protection,
and N leaching We evaluated the effects of three tillage practices [no-till, strip
strategic protection and total protection, respectively. Yield increase due to disease
till, and chisel till], four cover crops {legume [hairy vetch (Vicia villosa Roth)],
control was associated with more kernels per square meter and heavier 1000-kernel
nonlegume [rye (Secale cereale L.)], biculture of vetch and rye, and winter weeds
weight. It was concluded that although N response under moderate disease presor no cover crop), and three N fertilization rates (0, 60 to 65, and 120 to 130 kg
sure tended to increase in all cultivars following total fungicide protection, the use
N ha'1) on soil NHj-N and NO,-N contents at the 0 to 120 cm depth and N uptake
of fungicide was only economical in susceptible cultivars, and strategic protecby cotton (Gossypium hitsulum L ) and sorghum [Sorghum bicolor (L ) Moench]
tion would be recommended. Fungicide application was economical in all cultivars
Nitrogen was harvested in cotton lint and sorghum grain but was returned from
when a complex of fungal disease attacked the crop early in the growing season,
their biomass (stems + leaves) and that from cover crops to Dothan sandy loam
but total protection was economical only in very susceptible cultivars or when the
(fine-loamy siliceous thermic Plinthic Paleudults) from 2000 to 2002 in central GA.
higher N rate was applied.
Soil NH4-N content increased with increasing N rate and was higher at postharvest
than at preplanting of cotton and sorghum. Soil NO.-N also increased with increasing N rate and was higher with vetch than with rye or weeds at 60 to 120 than at 0
155-161 1921a
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to 60 cm from Apr 2000 to Nov 2002. In no-till and chisel till, NO,-N at 0 to 10
Responses of Maize-Bean Intercrops to Minjingu Phosphate Rock and Lime
and 10 to 30 cm was also higher with vetch than with rye and weeds in April 2000
and 2002. Nitrogen uptake by cotton lint was higher with rye than with other cover
in Terms of Nutrient Use Efficiency and Economic Benefits on Acid Soils of
crops in 2000 and higher with 0 and 60 than with 120 kg N ha"1 in 2002 but uptake
Western Kenya.
by sorghum grain and cotton and sorghum biomass were greater with vetch than
A. O. Nekesa. J. R. Okalebo. C. O. Othieno. R. Njoroge. M. Kipsat. M. Thuita. Mot
with rye and greater with 120 to 130 than with 0 kg N ha'. Because of higher N
Univ. A. Baliono, Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility Institute of CIAT.
supply, hairy vetch may increase soil mineral N and crop uptake compared with rye
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In sub-Saharan Africa, Kenya included, the long term development constraints
have been food insecurity, poverty and recently the HIV/Aids threat. Soil fertility
depletion is well known to contribute to low and unsustainable food productivity in
the region Thus in western Kenya, with about 5 million people, cultivating about
0 5 million hectares ofland, the staple maize and bean crops hardly exceed 0.5t/ha/
season on smallholder farms The acid and low available phosphorous (P) soils (pH
< 5.5 and available P < 5 mg/kg) are cultivated continuously with nil to negligible
nutrient returns The soils are highly weathered, mainly the ferralsols (oxisols) and
acrisols (ultisols) However, only a few farmers apply the soluble but acid forming diammonium phosphate (DAP) to improve crop yields The benefit of liming
acid soils has been neglected From this background, we tested simultaneously the
liming and phosphate effects of the biogenic, reactive, readily available and cheap
Minjingu Phosphate rock (MPR; 38.3% CaO) mined in the neighbouring Tanzania,
against another cheap and available agricultural lime (20.8 % CaO) mined at Koru,
Kisumu, Kenya and the widely used DAP as a source of P (at 0, 60, 120 and 180
kg P/ha). Thus the MPR at 0, 0.5, 1.0 and 15 t/ha, supplied the P rates above plus
0, 0 2, 0.4 and 0.6 t/ha CaO Similar liming rates were adopted for agricultural
lime (L) used in MPR liming material comparison, while DAP supplied the same
rates of P as for MPR above (0-180 kg P/ha). To eliminate possible deficiency
of the commonly limiting nitrogen (N) nutrient, the highest level of 160 kg N/ha
from the highest DAP (or P rate) of 180 kg P/ha was applied to all non- DAP treatments as urea (including lower DAP rates) Maize and beans were planted during
both long and short rains 2004 using the staggered two maize and bean rows (the
MBILI system) which allow adequate light and heat radiation to reach the legumes.
Treatments were applied in a RCBD with 4 replications at on-farm site at Nyabeda,
Siaya (pH 5 2, < 3 mg P/kg). Treatments significantly (p°Ü0 05) increased both
maize and bean yields in both cropping seasons; whereby the second rains trial
tested the residual effects of treatments added from first season MPR and DAP+L
treatments gave the highest yields; 5.67 and 6.24 t/ha respectively compared to
0.48t/ha in the control for maize and 0 93 and 0 86 t/ha respectively compared to
0.28 t/ha in the control for beans in the first season. Increased External P use efficiency; 10.9, 9.6 kg grain/kg Pfor beans and 82.4, 91.7 kg grain/kg Pfor maize in
the first season was obtained for MPR and DAP+L respectively at the lowest P rate
(60 kg P/ha). Highest N use efficiency, 34 and 4.05 kg grain/kg N for maize and
beans respectively for the first season was associated with the highest DAP+L rates
(180 kg P/ha and 0.6 CaO t/ha). Treatments further raised the crude protein contents
of both maize and bean grains. The single factor ANOVA on profitability indicated a significant probability difference at 95% confidence interval between the
considered acid soil ameliorants. All in all, both MPR and Lime are effective liming materials in western Kenya. Keywords: Maize, beans, soil acidity, responses,
nutrient use efficiency, lime.
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Micronutrients Uptake by Wheat as Affected by Genotypes, N and P.
D. Kumar. M. L. Dixit. K. Singh, Dept of Soil Science.
Increased crop yield results into greater uptake of nutrients. Crop species and genotypes differ in their nutrient uptake. Nitrogen is essential for stimulation of root
growth, development and uptake of other nutrients Phosphorus is a component of
ADP and ATP and helps in energy transformation in plants. Field experiment was
conducted in split plot design with three replication, at the research farm during
rabi season of 1998-99. Treatment comprised of two wheat varieties (PBW-343 and
WH-542), five levels of N (0, 50, 100, 1050 and 200 kg N ha') and four levels of
P (0, 30, 60 and 90 kg P205 ha1). Grain and straw samples were collected at maturity Concentration of Zn, Cu, Fe and Mn were determined by AAS and uptake of
each nutrient was computed The performance of both the genotypes of wheat was
almost similar in respect of micronutrients uptake, except Cu uptake in wheat straw
which was significantly higher in genotype WH-542 than PBW-343. Application
of 200 kg N ha ' increased the uptake of Zn, Cu, Fe and Mn by 173, 225, 282 and
215 per cent, respectively over control in case of wheat grain, whereas this increase
was 177, 181, 197 and 217 per cent over control in wheat straw. Uptake of Zn, Fe
and Mn increased significant upto 150 kg N ha', whereas Cu-uptake increased significantly upto 200 kg N ha' in grain. In straw, uptake of Cu, Fe and Mn increased
significantly with the application of N upto 200 kg N ha' and Zn uptake increased
significantly upto 150 kg N ha"' only Application of 90 kg P,Os ha' increased
the uptake of Zn, Cu, Fe and Mn by 14, 18, 53 and 16 per cent, respectively over
control in grain, whereas, this increase was 23, 26, 27 and 29 per cent over control
in straw The Fe and Mn uptake increased significantly with the application of 60
kg P,Os ha-l, but differences were non-significant among 60 and 90 kg P,0 5 ha'1.
In wheat straw, Zn, Fe and Mn uptake was not influenced by the application of
P Application of 90 kg P,0 5 ha' increased Cu uptake significantly over control
and 30 kg P205 ha', but differences were non significant among 60 and 90 kg
P,Os ha'. The uptake of Zn, Cu, Fe and Mn in grain and straw showed that much
of these micronutrients (63-67, 65-72, 66-75 and 74-77 per cent) was retained in
straw. Thus wheat residue can be a rich renewable source of micronutrient and its
incorporation may help in sustaining the soil productivity.
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Interaction Effect of Phosphorous, Sulphur and Rhizobium on Growth Yield
and Composition of Black Gram (Phaseolus mungo L).
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R. P. Singh. R. K. Singh. S. N. Singh. P. K. Yadav. J. Singh. R. S. Singh. Dept ofSoil
Science & Agricultural Chemistry. Vdai Pratap Autonomous College.
Sulphur and phosphorous are nutrients known to improve both the quantity and
quality of the produce Sulphur has a profound influence on protein synthesis. Thus,
legumes have remarkable affinity for P and S. Pulse crops fix atmospheric nitrogen
and require only small amount through fertilizers, however, they require as much as
P and S even more than cereal crops. Phosphorous and sulphur application together
appears to have synergistic or antagonistic effects Furthermore, sustainable crop
production needs judicious use of fertilizers along with biofertilizers. Keeping this
in view the present study was under taken. A field experiment was conducted on a
sandy loam soil having pH 8.4; EC 0 79 d Sm'; CEC 8.7 cmol (p+) kg'; organic
carbon 3 1 g kg'; available N 180 kg ha'' P 18 kg ha', K 280 kg ha'and S 8.2 mg
kg"' soil The experiment was conducted in factorial randomized block design with
three replications. The treatments included two levels of Rhizobium inoculation of
seeds 10 (without inoculation) and II (with inoculation); three levels of S (0, 20,
40 kgS ha') and three levels of P(0, 30, 60 kg P,0 5 ha'). Phosphorus and sulphur
were applied as basal doses through DAP and elemental sulphur, respectively. A
uniform dose of N was applied with all the treatments. Effect of treatments was
studied in terms of plant growth, nodulation, grain and straw yield, nutrient uptake
and protein content Black gram responded significantly to the application of phosphorous, sulphur and Rhizobium inoculation. Rhizobium inoculation of seeds application of sulphur at 40 kg ha"' and phosphorous at 60 kg ha' produced 1068.8,
1045.0 and 1058.3 kg ha"' grain yield, respectively. Maximum grain yield (1098.2)
was recorded with Rhizobium inoculation, application of sulphur at 40 kg ha"' and
phosphorous at 30 kg ha'.These treatments significantly increased the uptake of N,
P, K, S in comparison to control. Protein content in grains increased with application of S and P individually but decreased when they were applied in combination at
higher doses. Sulphur application along with Rhizobium inoculation also increased
the protein content in grains Keywords: Sulphur, Phosphorous, Rhizobium.
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Combining Field and Simulation Studies to Improve Fertilizer Recommendations for Irrigated Rice in Burkina Faso.
Z. Segda. Institut de 1'environnement et des recherches agricoles (INERA): S.
M. Haefele. International Rice Research Institute; M. C S. Wopereis. Cirad; A.
Mando. IFDC; M. P. Sedogo. INERA.
Development of improved fertilizer recommendations entirely based on field
experiments is time-consuming and costly. We employed a combination of two
simulation models and selected field data to develop Alternative Fertilizer Recommendations (AFR) for irrigated rice (Oryza saliva L.) in Bagré, Burkina Faso.
Existing fertilizer recommendations are 82 kg N ha"' (wet season) or 105 kg N ha '
(dry season), 31 kgPha ',and 30 kg K ha'. The model R1DEV was used to improve
timing of sowing date to avoid cold-induced sterility and timing of N fertilizer
applications The model FERRIZ was used to determine AFR, based on estimations
of indigenous nutrient supply for N, P, and K; yield potential (Ypot); internal N, P,
and K efficiency of rice; fertilizer N, P, and K recovery fractions; and fertilizer and
rice prices. Simulations suggested decreasing P and K doses to 21 kg P ha' and 20
kg K ha"1 but increasing the N dose to 116 kg N ha ' in the wet season (Ypot = 81 ha"
') and to 139 kg N ha"1 in the dry season (Ypot = 9 t ha"1). Alternative fertilizer recommendations keep the P balance neutral, but a negative K balance was tolerated
based on the high soil K supply. Compared with existing recommendations, yield
gains of up to 0.5 t ha"' were simulated at equal costs These yield gains were more
than confirmed in farmers' fields during four consecutive growing seasons Alternative fertilizer recommendations increased gross returns above fertilizer costs by
an average of about US $ 160 per season compared with both farmers' practice
and existing recommendations. Keywords: Burkina Faso, simulation modeling,
irrigated rice, nutrient management.
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Survey, Modelling, Diagnosis of Nutrient Constraints and their Validation in
Nagpur Mandarin Ochards of Central India.
A. Srivastava. National Research Centre for Citrus.
In the light of global occurrence of multi-nutrient deficiency - induced production constraint of citrus orchards, a variety of nutrient diagnostic techniques are
under recurrent use, test, and scrutiny. Of different test methods, leaf analysis has
shown better commercial application with regard to identifying nutrient constraints
addressing tofieldconditions. However, of late, the precision of diagnosis is further
influenced by the type of interpretation tools used. In this background information, large scale survey of Nagpur mandarin orchards in central India representing
sub-humid tropical climate were surveyed. Five-to-seven month old index leaves
from non-fruiting terminals were subject to analysis of nutrient composition and
establishing optimum values through statistical models like Multivariate Quadratic
Regression (MQR)—Diagnosis and Recommendation Integrated System (DRIS)
verified through site specific progressive nutrient response experiment. DRIS analysis suggested the optimum leaf nutrient concentration as: 1.70-2.81% N, 0.090.15% P, 1.02-2.59 K%, 1.80-3.28 Ca%, 0.43-0.92 Mg%, 74.9-113.4 ppm Fe, 54.884 6 ppm Mn, 9.8-17.6 ppm Cu, and 13 6-29.6 ppm Zn in relation to fruit yield
of 48-117 kg/tree These values when determined through MQR were by contrast
different as: 2.2-2.4 N%, 0.07-0.10 %P, 1.2-1.6% K, 1.3-1 5%Ca, 0.48-0.67% Mg,

110-132 ppm Fe, 49-43 ppm Mn, 8-14 ppm Cu, and 18-30 ppm Zn in relation to
yield ot' 40-54 kg/tree. The deficiency of NPKFeZn only was established using
primary DRIS indices and MQR, respectively. Fertilizer response studies carried
out on a representative Typic Haplustert soil type facing multiple nutrient deficiencies showed the significant response of Nagpur mandarin to treatments involving
NPKFeZn as diagnosed through DRIS instead of MQR. Both the micronutrients
Zn and Fe registered a negative DRIS index as -18 and -20 with NI P2K2Zn0Fel
and NIPlKIZnlFeO, respectively, which significantly improved with treatments
supplying both the nutrients Increasing the nutrient doses reduced the sum of
DRIS indices irrespective of sign from 164 (NOPlKlZnlFel) to as low as 38
(N2P3KlZnl Fel) registering the highest fruit yield (58.8 kg/tree). These responses
are suggestive of variation in diagnostic precision as per the interpretation tools.
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Split Application and Levels of Kon the Yield of Maize and Different Fractions
of K in Soil.
S. P. Bala. Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ.
Maize is globally the top ranking cereal in potential grain productivity. Among
cereals grown in India, it ranks fifth in area (6.42 mha), fourth in production (11.47
mt) and third in productivity with a very low level of 1790 kg ha"1. Average grain
yield of 6-8 t ha"', however, has often been obtained during winter, which is markedly higher than that obtained in the summer season which is less than 21 ha'. The
need and importance of potash application for harvesting high yields and superior
quality produce is greater than ever before since a greater area is being reported to
be mined of soil K. It can be put into practice by the addition of at least the recommended rates of K along with other needed nutrients to maintain soil K levels. The
area under maize is increasing due to escalation in broiler feed production and for
various food processing industries. Since maize consumes around 175 kg ha"1 of
K and the application of K is far below the uptake, there is an urgent need for the
replacement of K that is removed from the soil Also, as such the existing recommendation of 50 kg K 2 0 ha~' to maize crop is also far below the uptake i.e. 175 kg
ha'. Hence there is a need tofixup the K dose to be applied for maize Accordingly,
an investigation was made to evaluate the yield response of maize and its yield
attributes viz., cob length, cob girth, per cent of double cobs, cobfillingpercentage,
100 grain weight and different fractions of K viz., water soluble, exchangeable,
non exchangeable, and total K to different levels as well as split application of K to
maize crop The effect oflevels of K on nutrient uptake was also studied. The study
revealed that application of 200 kg of K ha' in three split applications resulted in
maximum grain yield. The yield parameters also improved due to the application
of 200 kg of K ha' in three splits. Uptake of nutrients viz., N, P, and K were also
maximum for the application of 200 kg of K har'. Different fractions of K viz.,
water soluble, exchangeable, non-exchangeable, and total K were studied at various
stages of crop growth by sampling at regular intervals. Correlation among various
forms of K was also worked out to study the relationship between different forms
of K. The outcome of the study would enable the researchers to frame appropriate
strategies so as to popularize the effect of application of K among the ultimate users
of technology. Keywords: Maize, yield, yield attributes, nutrient uptake, Alfisol,
water soluble K, exchangeable K, non- exchangeable K, and total K.

F. C. Oad. Sindh Agriculture Univ.
The field experiment was laid down at Students Farm, Department of Agronomy,
Sindh Agriculture University, Tandojam, Pakistan to assess the suitable nitrogen
level and placements for the growth and yield characters of wheat. The three nitrogen levels (80, 120 and 150 kg N ha') were incorporated through broadcast, band
application, pop-up and foliar application. In broadcast methods, the application
was made as farmers practice In band method the N from urea was applied in
narrow single strips, 2 inches deep and 2 inches apart from rows. The fertilizer
application through pop-up was made directly with the seed same as seed placed
during drilling as first split and remaining two were incorporated during tillering
and booting stages as broadcast on moist surface. Foliar feeding refers to spraying
nutrient solution on the foliage. In this method, granular urea was dissolved with
water and solution and split applied i.e., during 20 days of sowing, 30 days, tillering and booting stages. The results of the study showed that 120 kg N ha"' applied
through band application was better nitrogen level where taller plants, maximum
tiller production, lengthy spikes, more grain number per spike, better seed index
and higher grain yield. The other N placement methods i.e. broadcast, pop-up and
foliar N feeding were at the second, third and fourth ranks, respectively. The application of higher nitrogen level (150 kg N ha ') significantly prolonged the flowering
and maturity days. It was concluded that 120 kg N ha"1 through band application
exhibited better results for observed growth characters and grain yield of wheat,
hence band application is recommended. Keywords: wheat, nitrogen, fertilizer,
placements, growth, yield, flowering, maturity, grain, height, spikes, seed-index.
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Efficient Use of Fertilizer Phosphorus in Crops in India.

R. Kumaresan. Tamilnadu Agricultural Univ. N. A. Abderrahim Nassir. T. Tayuh
Mrabet. World Phosphate Institute, IMP HOS.
The decline in growth rate of food grain production has been observed in response
of deterioration in soil health owing to improper P fertilizer practices There is a
concern that a large number of farmers of this tract in India were applying inadequate, imbalanced, non-integrated fertilizers. The N:P use ratio of this tract was
2.6:1.0 during 1999-2000 which has increased to 3.0-1.0 during 2002-2003 indicating imbalanced P fertilization resulting in 20-40% yield reduction in groundnut,
cowpea and black gram crops. The effect of balanced use of P fertilizer to maximize economic returns in groundnut, cowpea and black gram was studied through
several field demonstrations in the farmer's fields in India during 2004. The soils
represented Inceptisol, Alfisol and Vertisol in Tamil Nadu (India) The soils were
fine loamy calcareous to coarse loamy, with low and medium available P status.
The treatments for groundnut crop were farmer's practice (N-P-K 17-17-17 kg ha'
complex), No phosphate (N-K 17-54 kg ha'), recommended (N-P-K 17:34:54 kg
ha') (P as Single Super Phosphate (SSP)) and Integrated Plant Nutrient Supply
(IPNS) N-P-K 30-60-120 kg ha' (P as SSP + phosphobacteria 2 kg ha'. The treatments for cowpea and black gram were farmer's practice (25 kg ha"' N alone),
recommended NP (25 kg ha"1 N + 50 kg ha ' P as SSP) and improved NP (25 kg
ha' N + P 62 5 kg ha"1 as SSP) The varieties used were VRI-5 groundnut, C02
cowpea and TMV-1 black gram. In groundnut, the highest pod yield of 1900 kg ha'
was recorded the IPNS method. The pod yield increase over farmer's practices was
45%, with a net profit of 16500 INR (US $366) likewise the highest pod yield in
cowpea was 1450 kg ha' and in black gram 1320 kg ha"' with net profit of 16100
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INR (US $357) and 12400 INR (US $275), respectively with application of 62.5
Role of Potassium in Crop Production in India.
kg ha"' phosphorus . The IPNS method in groundnut increased level of applied P in
N. S. Pasricha. S. K. Bansal. Potash Research Institute ofIndia. Gurgaon. Haryana. cowpea and black gram increased the net profit to the farmers.
India.
This paper highlights the results of several trials on crop production, done over
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a period of time across the country on the use of potassium in balanced fertilizaLong-Term Effects of Organic and Inorganic Inputs on the Yield, Soil Nutrient
tion. Even in soils, where available K levels were considered adequate a couple of
Changes and Use Efficiency in Rice-Wheat Cropping System in Indo-Gangetic
decades ago, continuous and increased use of fertilizers other than K has quickly
Plains of India.
shifted their K status towards deficiency. Large area under cereal grains like wheat
and rice makes the K nutrition of these crops important in the wake of increasing
P. K. Mani, P. K. Sahu, A. L. Kundu. M. Pramanick. D. Majumdar. R. C. Samui.
K deficiency with increased cropping intensity and larger harvests under high input
Bidhan Chandra Krishi VIswavidyalaya(BCKV).
conditions. Besides its role in improving the yield and quality of the crop, role of K
The rice (Oryza saliva L)-vt\\eat(Triticum aeslivum L.) cropping system occupies
in mitigating soil moisture stress can help improving crop performance in rain fed
about 24 million ha in Asia and is important for regions food and nutrition security
agriculture currently occupying more than 60% of the total cultivable area of the
We analyzed grain yield trends, soil C, apparent nutrient balance (of N,P,K), carcountry Development of plant resistance against pathogens and insect pest infestabon sequestration, nutrient input use efficiency in a 19 years Long-term rice-wheat
tion through proper K fertilization of the crops, which has important environmental
experiment conducted at the Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyalaya, Mohanimplications, is also highlighted in this paper Amount of K fertilization has to be
pur, (22"58'20"N Latitude and 88"30'1)"E Longitude),West Bengal, India The
based on not only the K supplying power of the soil but also the level of crop har12 treatments were comprised of various combinations of inorganic and organic
vests, level of use of other nutrients, type of crop produced and proportion of the
sources of nutrients Recommended levels of P and K were used and N levels were
crop removed in the harvest portion Where vegetative portion is removed for fodsupplemented
through Farm Yard Manure (FYM), Paddy Straw (PS) and Sesbader or fuel, the depletion of K is more rapid. Results suggest that for achievements
nia (Sesbania aculeata L.) (GM) in rice (wet season) crop only. Soil parameters
in quality food production, use of potassium along with nitrogen and phosphorus
were analyzed in archived soil samples collected periodically from 1986 to 2004
fertilizers will require speedy implementation of policies that encourage farmers to
Application of NPK and its combination with FYM, PS, GM increased the grain
use potash in balanced fertilization Projected estimates suggest that proportion of
yield of rice and wheat significantly. Rice yield declined only in control plots (T =
K in fertilization has to be increased more than 5 fold if future need of quality food
-0 0187) whereas positive yield trend was maintained in all the treatments. Simiis to be met for increasing population in the country
larly in wheat yield trend was maintained (0.024 Mgha'Yr' to 0.043 Mgha'Yr')
over the 19 years in all the treatments Available N. P and K were increased in
all the treatments after 19 cycles of cropping Available N and P were observed
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maximum in FYM treatment having 25% substitution (T7). Organic carbon content
Application of Inorganic Nitrogen Levels and Placements on the Growth and
was reduced in all the treatments from initial value However, among the treatYield of Wheat.
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ments addition of organic inputs like FYM, PS, GM maintained SOC level. Paddy
straw and FYM addition caused a greater C sequestration (27.4%, 22.1 %) than GM
addition (10 3%). The low C/N ratio of green manure resulted in lower amounts of
C sequestration. The apparent N and P balance showed positive except in control
treatment over the years, whereas apparent K balance showed net losses of K ranging from -11.6 to -100 0 kg ha'yr'. In spite of heavy with drawl of K yield trend of
both rice and wheat was maintained due to build up of N and P from various organic
inputs Partial factor productivity (PFPN) for Nitrogen was much higher ranging
from 45 2 to 47 8 (Tfi - T ) than T5 (43 5) in rice and that of wheat ranged form 31.3
to 39 1 (T6 to T n ) than 29.0(T ). Agronomic efficiency (AE ) ranged between 26 9
to 38 5 in rice and 17 9 to 25.9 in wheat. The higher vales ot AEN in rice indicating
direct effect of FYM, PS and GM than residual effect in succeeding wheat crop
Recovery efficiency (RE ) values ranged between 0.16 to 0 44 in rice and 0.18 to
0.40 in wheat Sustainability Yield Index (SY1) varied from 0.54 to 0.70% for rice
and 0.35 to 0.67 % in wheat. Micronutrient depletion was noticed after 19 cycles of
cropping. It is possible to sustain high yields if fertilizer regimes are updated regularly to maintain the congruence between crop N, K demand and the N, K supply
from soil, manures and fertilizers.
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Increasing Fertilizer Efficiency by Sulphur Fertilizer through Balanced
Fertilization and Fertilizer Interaction in Chinese Agriculture.

M. Fan. The Sulphur Institute.
Sulphur deficiency is increasingly becoming one of the limiting factors to further
sustainable increases in agricultural production. The Sulphur Institute collaborated
with 15 institutions throughout China to evaluate soil sulphur deficiency and sulphur fertilizer requirements from 1997 to 2004. A total of 572 field trials have
been completed in 14 provinces, evaluating direct effects of sulphur fertilizer on
major agricultural crops, over the six year period. The data generated from field
trials showed that sulphur fertilizer significantly increased crop yields in 495 trials,
87% of the total trials completed Average yield increases achieved with sulphur
fertilization varied from 7% to 30%, among different crops It improved fertilizer
economic efficiency, with high Value Increase: Input Cost Ratio (VCR) calculated
from the field trial results for the seven years, ranging from 10 to 40; and increased
agronomic efficiency from 8 kg of soybean to 368 kg of sugarcane per kg S. Sulphur
fertilizer, moreover, enhanced nutrient uptake and fertilizer use efficiency through
interaction of sulphur with other fertilizer nutrients, from 4% to 39 2% increases in
N use efficiency and from 5.4% to 10.5% in P use efficiencies Therefore, inclusion
of S into current fertilizer recommendation systems in China is essential for efficient utilization of applied N, P, and K; and of great practical importance in modern agricultural production for desirable sustainable yields and economic returns
Keywords: sulphur deficiency, sulphur fertilizer, nutrient uptake, fertilizer use efficiency, crop production.
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Nitrogen Isotope Signatures in Grain Crops Treated with Organic and
Chemical Fertilizers in a Four-Year Canola-Barley-Wheat-Canola Rotation.

W. J. Choi. Dept of Biosystems and Agricultural Engineering. Institute of
Agricultural Science and Technology. Chonnam National Unix; M. Arshad. Dept
of Renewable Resources. Univ ofAlberta; S. X. Chang, Univ ofAlberta.
Variations in crop grain and soil N isotope composition (S'5N) as affected by liquid
hog manure (8'5N of total N was +5. l%o), solid cattle manure (+7.9%o) and chemical fertilizer (+0 7%o for urea and -1.9%o for ammonium phosphate) applications,
and control (no fertilizer application) were examined through a 4-year crop rotation under field conditions. Canola (Brassica napus), hulless barley (Hordeum vulgare), wheat (Trilicum aestivum), and canola were grown sequentially from 2000
(year 1) to 2003 (year 4). From year 2, hog manure or chemical fertilizers, but not
cattle manure, treatments increased grain N concentrations over control. Grain 8"N
(+0.3 to +2.5%o) of crops applied with chemical fertilizers was lower than those in
the other treatments, reflecting the effects of the l5N-depleted N source, while the
manure treatments tended to increase grain 5I5N. The higher grain 8'5N of crops
applied with hog manure (+5.6 to +8.4%«) than those applied with cattle manure
(+2 2 to +4 I%o) reflected the higher N availability of liquid hog manure (up to
70% as ammonium) than solid cattle manure (99% organic N) and higher potentials
for ammonia volatilization loss in hog manure rather than differences in manure
8l5Nsignatures. Soil total and extractable N concentrations and S'5Ntended to vary
with the application of N sources with different N isotope composition and availability Our study expanded the application of the 8"N technique for detecting N
source (organic vs chemical) effects on N isotopic composition to field conditions
and across a 4-year rotation, and revealed that N availability played a greater role
than the 8'5N signature of N sources in determining crop S'SN.
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B.R.Singh
Aggregate Associated Sulphur Fractions in Soils under Long-Term Fertilization
Experiment.
B. R. Singh. Z. Yang. Norwegian Univ of Life Sciences; S. Hansen. Norwegian
Centre for Ecological Agriculture.
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In recent years, an increased frequency of sulphur deficiency has been observed all
over the world. Soil is the main source for sulphur nutrition of crops and sulphur
bioavailability is dependent on sulphur fractions. However, little is known about
sulphur fraction in soils, especially in aggregate associated sulphur fractions. A
long-term experiment established in 1922 on a morainic loam soil in Southeastern
part of Norway was chosen to investigate the effects of long-term fertilization on S
fractions in bulk soil and those associated with different aggregate sizes The results
showed that Microbial Biomass S (MBS) ranged from 5 1 to 8.6 mg kg', averaging 6.8 mg kg' and accounting for 1.2% of total S in bulk soils. The higher MBS
content was observed in Farm Yard Manure (FYM) plots, and the lowest values
in nitrogen and potassium (NK) plots. The aggregate size of 6-20 mm in control
(no fertilizer) and chemical fertilizer treatments (NPK and NK) and the aggregate
size of 2-6 mm in FYM plots contained the highest content of MBS. The values
of MBS decreased with the decreasing size of aggregates Inorganic S (S042- -S)
varied from 2.2 mg kg' in NK plots to 18 mg kg"' in NPK plots. The differences of
inorganic S between aggregate sizes were not pronounced. Organic S was the main
fraction and accounted for 97-99% of total S in bulk soils For organic S, ester S,
carbon-bonded S and residual S fractions accounted for 39-52%, 6-10% and 3851%, respectively Long-term fertilization resulted in the accumulation of ester S,
carbon-bonded S and residual S The macroaggregate size (>2mm) contained the
highest concentration of ester S, particularly in the FYM treatment But microaggregates (< I mm) exhibited higher carbon-bonded S than macroaggregates However, both chemical fertilizers and FYM resulted in accumulation of carbon-bonded
S in microaggregates, but the amount C bonded S was higher in FYM than in
chemical fertilizers A significant accumulation of total soil S was observed in the
plots receiving either chemical fertilizer or FYM for more than 80 years Application of FYM generally exhibited a higher total S content than chemical fertilizers
(NPK and NK). Between chemical fertilizers, NPK increased the total S by 12%
over NK application. On average, the mean total S concentration for all treatment
in water stable aggregates of >2 mm, l-2mm, 0.5-1 mm, 0.25-0.5 mm, 0.106-0.25
mm and <0 106 mm was 612, 591, 459, 472, 441 and 625 mg kg"1, respectively.
The macroaggregate sizes (> 1 mm) and the finest aggregate size (<0.106 mm) in all
treatments showed a significantly greater total S than other microaggregate sizes.
The results implied that long-term fertilization contributed to total S build up in
soils, particularly in carbon-bonded S and residual S fractions Formation of macroaggregates from microaggregats resulted in accumulation of ester S.
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H. M. Quiroga-Garza

Plant Nitrogen Recovery from an Enriched ' 5 N-Manure.

H. M. Quiroga-Garza. J. A. Cueto-Wong. IN1FAP lnslilulo Nacional de Investigaciones Forestales, Agricolas y Pecuarias; W. C. Lindemann. NMSU Dept of
Agronomy and Horticulture.
The "Comarca Lagunera", located at Mexico's arid North Central region, is one of
the most important dairy production zones The dairy cow concentration produces
an estimate of 800,000 Mg manure yr' (dry basis). With the objective of estimate
the N recovery efficiency from manure and fertilizer applied in mixture to annual
forage crops, a study was established at "La Laguna" Research Station of IN1FAP.
During the 2001 spring season, a Sudan grass was established on two plots, one of
the plots was fertilized with a commercial Ammonium Sulfate (AS), and the second
plot with the same, but labeled AS fertilizer (5% atom l5N). The hay produced in
one harvest, from both plots was used to feed a dairy Holstein cow, first the normal
forage by a 10 d period and then, the enriched forage (0.73% atom'5N) for the
following 10 d. On each period, manure produced during the first three days was
discarded, then collected during the following seven days. The manure was stored
for three months, the average manure N content ranged between 1.7 to 2%, and the
labeled manure had 0.53% atom "N. The dry manure was applied to PVC pots (15
cm diameter and 50 cm height) filled with soil. Three annual forage crops were
planted in the pots, ryegrass (fall-winter 2001-02), Sudan grass (spring-summer
2002), and ryegrass (fall-winter 2002-03). Four manure doses were evaluated: 0,
30,60, and 120 Mg ha', one application, and combined with AS doses: 0, 120, and
240 kg N ha', the fertilizer was applied on each growing season. When the enriched
manure was used, a no-labeled fertilized was applied, when a normal manure was
used, a labeled (10% atom ,5N) fertilized was applied. Pots were irrigated without
leaching. After each crop ended, soil was removed from the pot, mixed with roots
and stalk left by the previous crop The highest manure N recovery was found at
the 30 Mg ha', with 9% removed by the three crops aerial dry matter production:
5, 3 and 1% on each crop, respectively. At the highest manure doses 120 Mg ha', N
recovery dropped to a half, 5%. l5Nitrogen recovered from the soil + roots + stalk
mixture after the third crop were 87% and 84%, for the 30 and 120 Mg ha ' manure
doses, respectively. By a difference, unaccounted '5N were 4% and 11% for the
same manure doses, respectively The fertilizer did not affect the N recovery from
manure From the fertilizer, '5N recovery by the three crops aerial dry matter was
22% for the 120 kg N ha', increasing significantly to 25% for the 240 kg N ha'
doses, these values were not affected by the manure doses. Recovery of '5N from
the soil + root + stalk at the end of the third crop was 39 and 41%, respectively
By a difference, unaccounted 15N from the fertilizer were 39 and 34%, respectively. Nitrogen from a fertilizer is used by the crop almost immediately after it is
applied to the soil; however its losses by volatilization may be high. Nitrogen from
manure, is released at very low rates, with much lower crop use than fertilizers, but
it increase the soil N reservoirs reducing at minimum the N gas losses.
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The Effects of Organic Resource Quality on Soil Profile N Dynamics and
Maize Yields on Sandy Soils in Zimbabwe.
F. Mtambanengwe. Univ of Zimbabwe.
Optimising the use efficiency of'nitrogen (N) derived from different quality organic
resources and mineral fertilizers on sandy soils with <100 g clay kg"1 is a major
challenge for smallholder farmers in Southern Africa. The dominant sandy soils
have a poor capacity to store and supply crop nutrients due to low organic matter
contents and inherent infertility A study was conducted in Zimbabwe to determine
the differential N supply effects of different quality and quantities of organic nutrient sources on maize productivity Croialaria juncea L.. Calliandra caloihyrsus
Meissn, cattle manure, maize (Zea mays L.) stover and Pinus patula Schiede &
Schltdl & Cham sawdust which represented high to low quality materials respectively, were each incorporated into soil at 1.2 t C ha"1 and 4 t C ha"1 at Makoholi
Experiment Station (rainfall: 450-600 mm yr') and tested against a sole mineral
N fertilizer and non-amended control treatments. Commonly available organic
materials, including manure and composted miombo leaf litter, applied in varying amounts by farmers were evaluated under 450-600 mm yr' (Zimuto), 650-750
mm yr' (Chinyika) and >750 mm yr' (Chikwaka) rainfall zones. Nitrogen release
patterns were consistent with differences in resource quality. At three weeks after
incorporation into soil at the onset of the rains, C. juncea and C. calothyrsus had
released as high as 24 and 13 % of added N respectively, compared with no more
than 5-6% for the rest of the amended treatments. Most of the N released was
lost through leaching as evidenced by progressive movement of NO, N bulges
beyond maize rooting depth following major rainfall events. Maize yields were
significantly related to the size of profile mineral N fluxes, with the best linear
relationship (R2 = 0.88) obtained with N available in the top 30 cm of soil at maize
flowering. High grain yields of - 3 t ha' were only achieved with C. juncea applied
at 4 t C ha',which also had highest NO, N leaching losses. Conversely, the same
application rate increased N immobilization by 30 and 42% under maize stover and
sawdust respectively, relative to the control. Results from farmers' fields showed
that organic resources traditionally used on smallholder farms are invariably of low
quality relative to C. juncea and C. calothyrsus. However, they exhibited shorter
N immobilization effects than was shown for maize stover and sawdust at Makoholi, suggesting that pre-application treatments, such as composting, employed by
farmers enhance seasonal N benefits from these materials. Maize yields increased
linearly with total N added in these resources in combination with N fertilizer,
justifying the high organic matter loading strategy (e.g. > 201 ha"' for manure, fresh
litter and composted litter) used by farmers who often achieve high crop yields on
such coarse sandy soils in Zimbabwe.

Ngoze. D. Parsons. Cornell Univ: L. V. Verchot. World Agroforestry Centre: A. N.
Pell. Cornell Univ.
Agroecosystems are among the most tightly coupled of human and natural systems, as farmers make conscious decisions regarding land use and improvement,
cropping systems, livestock management and labor allocation. These decisions can
profoundly impact the natural resource base, which can then lead to changes in
farmers' behaviors. The focus of this study is to understand the long term human
and biophysical dynamics of' soil degradation. We are especially interested in the
role that soil degradation plays in creating poverty traps and in interventions that
will strongly impact the dynamics of" these systems. We have developed an integrated economic and biophysical systems dynamic model to understand and predict
the long term behavior of farms in the Kenyan highlands. Additionally, we have
established a chronosequence in western Kenya of farms converted from primary
forest to agriculture 100, 70, 50, 30, 15, 5, and < 3 years ago. This chronosequence
includes three blocks that contain all time conversions, with 3 farms per conversion Soil chemistry and soil organic matter fractions have been measured from
fields that have never received fertilizer additions. An extensive set of fertility
experiments to examine the response of maize to amendment with nitrogen and
phosphorus fertilizers, manure and green manure have been established on these
soils. Socioeconomic data for these farms has been collected The chronosequence
data is being used to both parameterize and evaluate the model. Preliminary findings indicate that both soil organic matter and maize yields decline after conversion
from primary forest, but not at the same rates. As the soil degrades and maize yields
decrease, farms become more diversified by shifting some land into perennials
This change in land use is associated with a stable, though decreased, soil fertility
level. The relationship of these changes in cropping systems and soil fertility to off
farm activities and income will be discussed, as well as the implications of these
dynamics for preventing soil degradation and restoring fertility.
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G O Morkovkin
Transformation Processes of Soil Formation and Fertility of Chernozems of
the Steppe Zone of the Altai Region.
G. G. Morkovkin, N. B. Maksimova. Altai State Agricultural Univ.
Among numerous human impacts on the environment, the most cardinal is plowing
up virgin lands. When soils are made arable, stability of the agricultural landscape
is lost. And it is stability of soils to external influences that is an important component of ecosystems' stability and the biosphere on the whole. The soils of the
plain territories of the Altai Region, involved in the research, are noted for broad
diversity. The top-soil is represented by all chernozem subtypes and accompanying
soils of semihydromorphous and hydromorphous series The geographic position
of the Altai Region in the heart of the continent provides uniform enough inflow of
SESSION NUMBER 156
radiant energy. The climate of the Region is characterized by significant continentality and instability of weather classes on seasons of year. The relief of the chernozems' zone is plain. Soil formation rocks are loess-like carbonate loams Prior
3.4A Combating Global Soil & Land Degradation I.
to plowing the chernozems' zone was characterized by development of abundant
Agroecosystems: Processes & Assessment—Poster
motley grass-fescue-feather grass vegetation with cespitose cereals (Stipa capillata. St. Rubens, Fesluca sulcata), with individual insertion of rhizophorous cereals
Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor (Convention Center)
(Bromus inermis, Calamagrostis epigeios) and various motley grass (Peucedanum
Morisonii. Veronika spicata. V. incana. Fragaria veridis. Galium verum. Galatella
fastigiata. Medicado romanica. Silene mulliflora. Pulsatilla patens seseli. Lede156-1
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bourii. Artemisia glauka. Alalifolia. etc.). Chernozems are the most fertile soils
Evaluation of the Enzymatic Activity of the Deshidrogenase, Urease and Brepresenting the main available arable land of the Altai Region At present, the
process of chernozem formation in the steppe zone of the Altai Region is exposed
Glucosidase in a Submit Soil to Different Agricultural Uses.
to transformation. Constant deficiency of organic matter in the most of agrocenosis
M. J. Navas. Instuto Navionalde Investigaciones Agricolas (ÏNIA-Venezuela): M.
reduces humus formation. Decrease in chernozems' fertility is observed, caused
Benito. Univ Politecnica de Madrid.
by intensive anthropogenic load; ability to self-regulation and maintenance of the
The objective of this study is to quantify the activity of the deshydrogenase, ß-glubasic components of soil fertility at stable level is lost Agricultural use of land
cosidase and the urease in a soil with different uses and with the purpose of estabresources without proper top-soil protection measures, without balanced proportion
lishing potential measures of the chemical degradation Four different soil uses of
of arable lands within agricultural lands results in erosive processes development,
the same soil (Calcaric Skeletic Cambisol) were studied Those uses were: an active
and consequently, in change of soil morphological structure and physical destrucolive grove (Ol); an abandoned olive grove (02); reforested pine grove (P) and nattion of humus horizons Degradation processes developing in chernozems are of
ural gall-oak grove (Q). In addition of the dehydrogenase, urease and ß-glucosidase
progressive character, and their development can result not only in catastrophic
activities, the following chemical parameters: pH, electric conductivity, oxidizable
drop of soil fertility, but also in loss of this particular soil type in its modern clasorganic matter, carbon organic total, total nitrogen were analysed. The quantificasification comprehension Change of humus horizon capacity in most cases corretion of the dehydrogenase and urease activities showed the same behavior pattern
sponds to the 1st degradation degree; losses of soil mass correspond to the 1st and
(r = 0.54, p < 0.01), the highest activity was found for the gall-oak grove and the
2nd degradation degrees The basic process of chernozem formation, i.e., humus
minor for the active olive grove. The B-glucosidase activity results showed that the
buildup, has undergone essential changes For 100 years of agricultural use, the
organic matter in the abandoned olive grove had higher cellulose content than the
soils lost more than half of humus content, loss rate is particularly high at present
organic matter in the others uses. If the natural fertility of the different uses is studAnnual average decrease in humus content before 1967 was 0 016% in leached
ied, we can conclude that the active olive grove was the most degraded, followed
chernozems, 0 038% in common chernozems; after 1967 the drop in humus content
was 0.034 and 0.044% yearly in leached and common chernozems accordingly. In
by the pine grove On the other hand, the gall-oak grove presented the highest fertility. The high organic matter content in degradation process in the abandoned olive
farming there developed steady negative balance of basic nutrients, it is particularly
grove determined the highest potential fertility for this use
high in nitrogen and potassium The organic matter balance is also negative. It is
reduced by straw application into soil By application 50% of straw and all manure
from animal farming it is possible to create self-supporting balance of organic matter. Theoretical basis of proposals on protection and reproduction of soil fertility
156-2
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S. J. Rita
is to stimulate in soils of different agrocenosis development of turf (chernozem)
Long-Term Human and Biophysical Dynamics of Soil Degradation in the
process of soil formation. To implement that, it is necessary in steppe zone of the
Kenyan Highlands.
Altai Region to take note of the following:! 1) Creation self-supporting balances of
S. J. Riha. C. B. Barrett. L. E. Blume. J. M. Kinyangi. C. J. Lehmann. P. P. Marenya.
organic matter and basic nutrients in crop rotations When planning the structure of
Cornell Univ: D. M. Mbugua. World Agroforestry Centre: C. F. Nicholson. S. O.
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sown areas and crop rotations, it is necessary to consider not only their productivity,
but also balances of humus and nutrients as well as estimates of organic and mineral
fertilizers rates to reproduce soil fertility; (2) When erosion- and deflation-unsound,
weakly eroded and deflated soils are used in farming, it is necessary to take all
appropriate soil-protective measures; (3) Optimization of agricultural lands' proportions Exclusion from arable lands strongly degraded and polluted soils.
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Fatigue Evidence of Soil Organic Matter in the Northeastern Mollisol Area
of China.

X. Zhang. H. Xie. Key Lab. of Terrestrial Ecological Process. Institute ofApplied
Ecology. Chinese Academy ofSciences.
Sustainability of arable land is closely related to the quantity and quality of Soil
Organic Matter (SOM). Therefore, soil degradation on upland necessarily means
some changes in the quantity and quality of SOM and then this changes may result
in fatigue of soil functioning. Hence, in order to reactivate soil functions of depredated arable land, we must understand how soil functioning fatigue is caused by
SOM fatigue In this context, it is critical tofindsome evidence of SOM fatigue and
to evaluate whether the fatigue character can be converted by agricultural practice
in terms of restoration of soil functions. Our objective was to investigate the fatigue
evidence of SOM in the northeast of China and evaluate a reversal measure. Two
sets of surface soil samples were used for the study. The first set of samples from
1450 sites was collected all over the Mollisol area in the northeast of China The
second set was sampled from a long-term research site of Mollisols. The treatments
include individual or combined application of chemical and/or organic fertilizers
for 25 years After sampling, bulk soils were fractionated into 4 aggregate classes
(<53, 53-250, 250-2000, >2000um). The contents of SOM, total N, and bio active
organic carbon were determined by using conventional methods and C mineralization was measured by using an incubation technique. The data from the first set
of 1450 samples showed that frequency distribution of SOC contents followed a
non-normal pattern, i.e. the frequency at the higher content range was shifted to
the lower content range significantly and this pattern was especially clear for the
large size aggregates This phenomena could be an evidence of SOM fatigue in
the Chinese Mollisol due to over use of the soil (traditional tillage system without
plant residue return), which resulted in depletion of labile (bio-active) part of SOM
However, the fatigue character could be converted by the application of organic
manure, as indicated by evaluation of SOM quantity and quality data. The results
from the long-term experiment revealed that amendment with organic manure for
25 years increased soil bioactive organic carbon by 20 - 55% and the increment of
bioactive organic carbon was mostly assigned into and finally restored in the large
sized aggregates. The changes in the soil bioactive organic carbon were highly
related to the use amount of organic manure. However, chemical fertilizer application did not affect the concentration of soil bioactive organic carbon significantly.
The mineralization experiments showed that the calculated CO (mineralization
potential) of soil organic carbon from separated incubation of each aggregate did
not change compared with the result of the mixed incubation of the 4 aggregates
(or bulk soil incubation) Nevertheless, the mineralization process was sped up
remarkably when individual aggregates were incubated compared with the mixed
incubation data The finding suggests that proper compositions and combination
of different size aggregates are important for the protection of bioactive organic
carbon from rapid mineralization In conclusion, the non normal distribution pattern and rapid depletion of SOM, especially bio-active part in the Chinese Mollisols
could be a fatigue evidence of SOM or soil functioning due to over use of the land
upon traditional tillage system However the fatigue character could be converted
partly or totally by the continuous amendment of organic manure The mechanism
of SÓM fatigue was likely due to disaggregating of soil large aggregates and structure, and this results in rapid depletion of bioactive organic carbon and, in turn,
deteriorates soil functioning.
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Soil Borne Saprophytic Nematodes on Nutrient Mobilization in the Western
Ghats Region of Tamil Nadu, India.
S. Duraisamy. D. Subramanian. Dept of Soil Science. TN All; S. Shanmugam. J.
Jayaraman. Dept AgriculturalNemalology. TNAU.S. Kasinathan. T. Subramanian.
R. Be/lie. Dept. of Soil Science. TNAV.
Bacterial feeding and omnivorous species of nematodes often dominate soil-nematode communities comprising as much as 90 % of the total nematode fauna. These
nematodes have a high metabolic activity but low productivity coupled with high
bacterial intake rates. This would result in a rapid turnover of nitrogen and trace
elements and increased substrate utilization through stimulation of bacterial population As very little specific information on quantifying the effect of bacterial and
fungal grazing by nematodes is available under natural conditions and hence an
attempt has been made to assess the role of bacterial and fungal feeding nematodes
on nutrient mobilization under natural conditions in the Western Ghats region of
Tamil Nadu. India A systematic survey was conducted at four months interval in
the Western Ghats region of Tamil Nadu at an altitude of 300 - 3000m MSL in
fifteen locations The bacterial feeding nematodes encountered in the survey were
viz, Rhabditis, Plectus. Butlerius, Acrobeloides and Acrobeles Fungal feeders
were viz, Ditylenchus, Tylenchus, Aphelenchoides and Tylencholaimus. Omni
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feeders were (both bacterial and fungal feeders) viz, Eudorylaimus and Dorylaimus. The results showed that all the locations have higher density of saprophytic
nematode fauna compared to first sampling showing increased activity of organic
matter decomposition, nitrogen content, availability of phosphorus, potassium and
micronutrient contents Out of 15 locations surveyed, in four locations viz , Palani,
Coonoor, Sengottai and Aliyar there was an increase in the abundance of saprophytic nematode fauna as well as increase in the available N, P, K and organic
carbon content. The transformation of micronutrients to soil at different intervals
differs not following a definite trend. The study clearly established the hypothesis
that soil borne nematodes might play a major role in the nutrient mobilization in
the Western Ghats region of Tamil Nadu, India Keywords: Soil borne nematodes,
nutrient mobilization,positive effects.
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Influence of Land Use on Soil Nutrient Recovery in Previously Shifting Cultivation Areas in Lower Northern Thailand.
J. Boonyanuphap. The United Graduate School of Agricultural Science. Ehime
Unit; K. Sakurai. Faculty of Agriculture, Kochi Univ.
Shifting cultivation is the predominant land use system in the forest area of Lower
Northern Thailand and is the major cause of deforestation since the past decade.
Shifting cultivation leads to the degradation of soil fertility during the successive
seasons of cropping, whereas the fallow phase facilitates the regeneration of soil
productivity. However, a long-term fallow land is currently impossible due to limited land availability. The focus of our study is to compare the influence offallow period and land use type on soil nutrient recovery under infertile Ultisols with
slightly acidic, moderate base saturation, low stocks of available phosphorus and
total nitrogen. We selected three locations, which are all located in Thung Saleang
Luang National Park, Phitsanulok, Thailand. The locations are selected based on
such as slope, elevation, and parent material. Thirty study plots were sampled at six
different land use types, namely, maize cultivation, longan orchard, short fallow
(1-5 years fallow; grassland), medium fallow (6-10 years fallow; shrub land), long
fallow (11-17 years fallow; secoundary forest), and natural forest (dry evergreen
forest). Soil samples were collected from two soil layers, surface layer at the depth
of 0-5 cm and subsurface layer at the depth of 20-25 cm in March 2004, November
2005 and April 2005. At the lowest point, soil shows higher clay content (Location
A) showing more fertile value than the flatland soil derived from the sand stone
(Location B) and upland soil derived from shale stone (Location C) with lower
clay content in both soil layers. Compared with maize fields, long period of fallow
sites had greater values of exchangeable bases (K, Mg, Ca, and Na), ammonium,
cation exchange capacity, base saturation, total nitrogen, and total carbon. Ammonium and available phosphorus were highest in longan orchard and generally low in
maize field In addition, soil under consecutive maize cultivation and grassland had
higher level of total acidity than other land use types. Among different fallow periods, total carbon, total nitrogen, and cation exchange capacity levels appeared to be
improved with increasing years of fallow in both soil layers. Nutrient levels in the
soil were especially high for medium fallow, followed by long fallow and natural
forest Soil pH was stable or had the tendency to slightly decrease in time of fallow
Total carbon and Total nitrogen stocks were highest in medium fallow for all locations. Among all, natural forest had the lowest bulk density. Grassland with short
period of fallow result in decline in nutrient level especially in exchangeable bases
(K, Mg, and Ca) The results indicate that inappropriate land use and management
such as crop field without the maintenance of soil organic matter tends to reduce
the soil fertility, whereas medium period of fallow fields contribute to recovery in
term of soil nutrient status.
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I ''.fleets of Upland Rice Cultivation on Soil Characteristics in the Arid Region
of Iran.
H. Torabi-Golsefidi. Faculty of Agriculture. Shahed Univ.
This study was conducted to determine the effect of special puddling on the morphological, micro-morphological and the redox properties in upland soils offranian
arid region at Isfahan Province in the 2001-2003. Special puddling was carried out
by tractor traffic action in submergence paddy fields with an compact layer at the
depth's of 25-40 cm. Results of soil analysis showed that Eh value was negatively
related (r= 0.89) to heavy soil texture and high organic carbon and declined to
+250mV after 48 hours submergence. Reduction of Eh values in the low organic
carbon and light texture soils were occurring at 72 and 120 hours submergence
respectively. Results showed the a,ct-dipyridyl test was positive in heavy and light
texture soils after 48 and 96 hours submergence respectively. There was a compact
layer in the lower part of puddle by measuring the cone index and bulk density.
Micro-morphological study showed that plowing at the puddle layer was disturbed
the soil structure Repeated plowing and rice cultivation in experimental region
were changed some physical, morphological and micro-morphological characteristics of soils. Therefore, a new classification in sub-order of Aquid or aquic at
great group levels of arid soils will offer. Keywords: puddling, paddy fields, soil
characteristics, arid region, Isfahan.lran.
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Temporal-Spatial Distributions and Variabilities of Soil Cd, Pb and Zn in Szia,
China.
L. Sun. Shenyang Key Laboratory of Environmental Engineering: Y. Zhang,
Liaoning Research Institute of Geology and Mineral Resources.
Sewage irrigation, application of composed pesticides and chemical fertilizers have
caused serious soil contamination due to heavy metal accumulation during last
decades. The soil contamination caused by Heavy Metals (HMs) induced not only
the security problems of ecological systems, but also the menace of food chain.
The Shenyang Zhangshi Irrigation Area (Szia, with an area of 28000 ha, located in
the west suburbs of Shenyang city, China), is one of the most representative areas
of heavy metal contamination due to more than 30-year sewage irrigation with 2.4
- 24 mg kg-1 Cd concentration, 9.4 - 502.2 mg kg-l Pb concentration and 38 - 532
mg kg-1 Zn concentration, respectively Even more, the rice Cd concentration was
detected from 1 0 to 2.0 mg kg-1. Although Szia had been partly rezoned from crop
planting to industry use since 1992, there are still many districts used for planting
vegetables and crops currently. In this paper, the spatial distributions and temporal
variations of soil Cd, Pb and Zn in Szia were studied using Geostatistical techniques
(Kriging package). The results indicated that the long time sewage irrigation had
caused serious Cd, Pb, Zn contamination in soils. The frequency distributions and
the logarithmic frequency distributions of Cd, Pb and Zn were evidently abnormal
The kurtosis coefficients of Cd, Pb and Zn were 0.608, 0.184 and 1.206 (2004),
14.13, 2.262 and 3,245 (1990) in topsoil, respectively. The skewness coefficients
were 0,389, 0.536 and 1.166 (2004), 0.704, 2.231 and 1.211 (1990) in topsoils,
respectively. In 1990, the mean and the maximum concentrations of soil Cd were
1.023 mg kg-1 and 9.400 mg kg-1 in topsoils and 0.331 mgkg-1 and 3.156 mg kg-1
in subsoils, respectively, which markedly exceeded the Second Grade Standard of
Soil (SGSS) in China (GBl 5618-1995) but the mean of Cd in subsoils less than the
LSGSS (0 6 mgkg-1) As for Pb and Zn, the mean concentrations were 109mgkgland 166 mgkg-1, which were much more than the upper threshods of background
,and the maximum concentrations were 502 mg kg-1 and 532 mg kg-1, respectively,
which were also over the the SGSS. In 2004, both of the mean and the maximum
concentrations of Cd increased in top/subsoils (from 1.023 mg kg-1 and 9.40 mg
kg-1 to 1.698 mgkg-1 and 10.15mgkg-I fortopsoils, and from 0.331 mgkg-1 and
3.156 mgkg-1 to0.74l mgkg-1 and 7.567 mg kg-1 for subsoils). For the cases of
Pb and Zn, the tendencys were just opposite in the topsoils and same in the subsoils
with different extents. The soil dimension with more than 1 5 mg kg-1 Cd concentration increased from 2701 ha (in 1990) to 7592 ha (in 2004) in the topsoils, and
from 206.4 ha (in 1990) to 1583 ha (in 2004) in the subsoils. The soil dimensions of
Pb and Zn concentrations (more than the SGSS) decreased in the topsoils from 304
ha to 0.00 ha and from 1031 ha to 114.3 ha, respectively. But the soil dimensions of
Pb and Zn concentrations (more than the upper threshold of background) increased
from 763 ha to 4593 ha and from 619.2 ha to 1273 ha, respectively. Those features
may be related to the transportation of contaminated soil by people due to industry
development in SZIA and the mobilisation of Cd in contaminated soils and sediments with eluviation of rainfall and irrigation water. Keywords: temporal-spatial
distribution, soil contamination, heavy metals, SZIA, China
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Geomatics Based Soil Mapping and Hazard Assessment of Cultivated Land in
El-Fayoum Depression, Egypt.
R. R. Ali, Soils and Water Use Dept. National Research Centre; F. H. Soliman.
Cairo Univ.
Geomatics were used in this study for producing physiographic and soil map of
El-Fayoum Depression at small scale (1:250,000). Landsat ETM images (2001)
and Digital Elevation Model (DEM) are used in ERDAS Imagine 8 4 software
to produce the physiographic map of the studied area at the land form level The
obtained map shows that the area includes three landscapes, i.e., alluvial plain
(851 55 km2), alluvial-lacustrine plain (543.30 km2) and lacustrine plain (194.20
km2) The terraces of various origin and elevation are the main land forms (64.99%
of the total area); while the overflow and decantation basins represent 35.01 % of
the area. The soils were classified to the sub-great group level on the basis of the
key to soil taxonomy (USDA 2003), the correlation between the physiographic
and taxonomie units were designed in order to produce the physiographic and soil
map. The different soil units were represented by 16 soil profiles and 51 disturbed
soil samples were collected and analyzed, and the obtained results were used for
assessing the degradation hazard using (FAO 1979) guidelines The obtained data
show that the salinity, alkalinity and water logging are the main degradation type in
El-Fayoum Depression, where the values of EC, ESP, and ground water level range
between (1.2 - 36.22 dS/m) and (9.14 - 31.05 %) and (50 - 125 cm) respectively.
The hazard of each type was defined in terms of low, moderate, high, and very high.
The thematic layers of salinity, alkalinity, and water logging status were created in
a digital format in Arc-View GIS 3.2 software and integrated together to produce
the degradation status map These results and maps will be a great base and sources
help the planners and decision makers in proper planning.
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Relationships between Extractable AI and Properties of Soil in the Wheatbelt
of Western Australia.

T. Liaghati. R. dikes. Univ of Western Australia: C. Gazey. Dept of Agriculture.
Western Australia.
The amounts and forms of AI in soil solution are key factors in determining Al
toxicity to plants The Al species primarily responsible for phytotoxicity are free
A13+, A10FI2+ and Al(OH)2+, with free Al being the most significant. The soil
properties that control the concentration of Al species in soil solution are poorly
understood and are the focus of this investigation Extractable Al was measured
using 0.0IM CaC12 and the pyrocatechol violet method on 193 top and sub-soil
samples from south western-Australia. At pH (CaCI2) values less than about 4.5,
Al becomes toxic to wheat roots but the pH at which toxicity occurs differs between
soils and the causes of this variability are not well understood For these Australian
soils, extractable Al concentrations at pH values between 3.8 - 4.5, ranged from I
to 32mg/kg. At pH 4.5 the concentration of extractable Al ranged from 1 to 8mg/
kg. This wide range of values is evidently not simply due to differences in pH and
often indicates the influence of texture, exchange capacity and other properties of
the soil. The effect of clay concentration on extractable Al was investigated. There
was a positive relationship between clay and extractable Al values but this relationship was not consistent. We determined soil properties that may affect levels of
extractable Al in soil including total organic carbon, cation exchange capacity and
exchangeable cations but no single property is highly predictive of extractable Al
and multivariate equations are only moderately predictive. As Al-toxicity reflects
the concentrations of Al species in soil solution, the relationships between these
concentrations, extractable Al and other soil properties have been investigated. The
intent of this research is to develop a model or expert system for predicting the
occurrence and potential development of Al toxicity based on those soil properties
that are routinely determined in soil surveys.
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Penetration Resistance under Zone and Strip-Tillage for Vegetable Cultivation
in New York State.
O. J. Idowu, Dept of Crop and Soil Sciences; A. Rangarajan. D. E. Halseth. Cornell
Univ.
Reduced tillage is being promoted for vegetable cultivation in Northeastern United
States due to concerns about declining crop productivity and soil degradation arising from intensive primary and secondary tillage. One of the common constraints
to crop production in NE United States is soil compaction Long-term continuous plow tillage often leads to the formation of a compact subsurface layer (plow
pan) which impedes root and water penetration Different reduced tillage methods
being developed must be able to alleviate this subsurface compaction problems
often encountered in these soils A field trial was conducted in Freeville, NY on a
coarse textured glacial outwash (Howard gravelly loam) to study soil compaction
as measured by Penetration Resistance (PR) in strip- and zone- tillage systems
comparing these with conventional plow based system The test crops were dry
beans and sweet corn. PR at three layers (0-10cm, 10-20cm and 20-30cm) of the
soil was measured at the beginning of the trial after tillage and at the end of the crop
season just before harvest Results showed no significant difference in PR among
the tillage treatments at 0-10cm, while there were significant differences in PR at
10-20cm and 20-30cm layers at the first PR measurement The results from second
PR measurement just before harvest, showed only 20-30cm with significant difference in PR among the treatments In soil layers with significant differences, zone
tillage treatment consistently gave a higher PR than the other treatments while there
were no significant differences in PR between plowed and strip tilled treatments
There were also significant differences comparing the in-row and between-row PR
measurements at both time periods for all treatments Also from the results, the
yield of dry beans and sweet corn were better correlated with PR for the second
measurement than the first measurement, for 20-30cm than the other measured layers and for in-row positions than between row positions.
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Geographie Information System to Monitor the Development of Negative Soil
Processes in the Russian Federation.
N. V. Kalinina. L. Kolesnikova. E. Birukova. V.V. Dokuchaev Soil Science
Institute.
Natural pedogenic processes do not always lead to increased bioproductivity. In its
turn, human disturbance of natural pedogenic processes effects them ambiguously.
Let us postulate that negative processes in soils are those which reduce the biological productivity of lands in general and particularly, that of crops This postulate is
questionable. For example, the erosion of serozems in the Middle Asia lead to the
reduction of bioproductivity although these changes are evidently degradational,
as degradation processes comprise all processes resulting in the thinning of soil
profile and worsening of water-physical properties As the compiled Geolnformational System (GIS) is that of soil processes, both types of processes are united The
GIS is based on the soil map of Russia with the scale of I : 2 500 000. The map
contains approximately 26 000 mapping units and represents 205 soil types. As the
map represents exclusively natural soils, it was complemented by the map of lands
with the scale of 1 : 4 000 000. The emergence of new materials and methods in
the last years arose the problem of map specification and complementation in order
to make is compatible with new data such as the data of Remote Sensing (RS) and
Digital Models of Relief (DMR) The problem of data convergence in the GIS is
resolved with the help of georeferred topographical base with the scale of 1 : 1 000
000 and bringing all cartographic materials in correspondence with the topographical base. Basic layers of GIS include: (I) vectorial topographical base with the
scale of 1 : I 000 000; (2) digital model of relief created on the topographical base
with the step of 300 m; (3) digital model of relief with the spatial resolution of 100
m; (4) high-resolution (30 m) Landsat spectrozonal space survey; (5) space survey
with the resolution of 500 m and one-month temporal step; (6) vegetation index
(NDVI) with the resolution of 250 m; (7) soil map with the scale of 1 ; 2 500 000;
(8) landscape map with the scale of I : 2 500 000; (9) land map with the scale of 1
: 4 000 000. On the basis of these maps, published data, and expert estimates, the
following maps were produced: (1) soil erosion map of Russia, I : 2 500 000; (2)
map of salinization of Russia's soils, 1 : 2 500 000; (3) map of chemistry of salinization of Russia's soils, 1 : 2 500 000; (4) map of solonetses, 1 : 2 500 000; (5)
map of desertification of southern regions of Russia, I : 2 500 000; (6) schematic
map of soil acidity; (7) map of humus status of Russia's soils. In the process of GIS
development, the number of soil mapping units increased by the factor of 1.5 A
unified approach made it possible to work out a unified database of soil properties
It is based on 205 soil types but differentiated by zonal allocation, granulometric
composition, and type of land use. The database represents a broad specter of agrochemical and physical soil properties, by horizons. Negative soil processes proper
are represented by the degree and depth of their manifestation for each mapping
unit. Indirectly, the negative soil properties are included in the soil horizon database
via the changes in the basic natural soil properties. The generation of computer version of soil map of Russia with the scale of 1 : 1 000 000 on the basis of archival
author's copies, recognition of RS data, and DMR processing will make it possible
to substantially renew and improve the contour part of maps. A significant defect
of the present GIS is the absence of the map of dynamics of land use patterns for
the period of 1990-2005, which excludes the problem of'abandoned lands and the
processes occurring there, including negative ones.

the tools for adapting and promoting the entire system or its components in these
areas. The research group has already established that QSMAS is a complex system with many biophysical and socioeconomic variables. They have identified and
quantified a number of key success factors including minimal soil disturbance, the
value of spot fertilisation. However, there are methodological challenges to determine water dynamics in these Entisols because of the high proportion of stones in
the soil. Preliminary results of the field experiments indicate a strong interaction
between soil fertility, water availability and crop productivity. Management principles are under validation with farmers in Nicaragua.
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Towards a Better Understanding of the Long-Term Yield Response of Corn
to the Repeated and Random Seasonal Effects of Fertilizer Nitrogen and
Tillage.
J. H. Grove. Plant and Soil Science Dept; E. Pena-Yewtukhiw. West Virginia Univ.
Natural processes resulting in yield have temporal and spatial frameworks. These
frameworks determine characteristics such as magnitude, stability, and seasonal
occurrence In time and space, an action (management practice) has consequence/
causes a reaction (an autocorrelation). Long-term experiments are not done because
the investigator expects a simple effect of time, but because of the expectation of
an interaction between time and one or more treatments/treatment combinations.
These time by treatment effects may contain two components First, the treatments
may cause fixed (non-random) effects due to their repeated annual application to
the same plot areas. Second, there may be a stochastic effect due to random annual
seasonal climate, where treatment differences display dependence upon the general
quality of the production year. The literature is replete with multi-year field research
reports where the season or year "effect" was significant. This is oft explained as
a simple effect of a good (high yielding), or a bad (low yielding), year on crop
development. But treatment by season interactions are also observed, most often
by plant geneticists reporting genotype by environment interactions. These interactions are often poorly characterized, hindering understanding Our objective was
to better understand annual yield response of corn (
L.) to fixed/repeated

applications of fertilizer nitrogen (N) and tillage in a long-term field experiment If,
as expected, there was a time by treatment interaction, we desired to better understand/describe: a) the impact of random seasonal climate; and b) the role of fixed/
repeated application of the treatments; on corn yield response. Corn yield data were
taken from a 35-year (1970-2004) trial initiated into a Kentucky bluegrass (Poa
pratensis L ) sod underlain by a deep, well-drained Maury silt loam (fine, mixed,
mesic Typic Paleudalfs) located near Lexington, Kentucky. Annual mean temperature is 13„aC and average annual rainfall is 1140 mm, 40% of which occurs during
the 175-day average growing season (May through September) The experiment
was laid out in four split blocks with the four randomly assigned fertilizer N rates
(0, 84, 168 and 336 kg N/ha) randomly imposed perpendicularly across the two
tillage treatments (no-tillage [NT] versus moldboard plow [MP]). Individual plot
size was 12.2m long by 5.5 m (6 rows) wide. Moldboard plowing to 20-25 cm, followed by tandem disking to 8-10cm, was done one to two weeks prior to planting in
late April to early May. Ammonium nitrate was surface broadcast within two weeks
of planting. Corn yield was determined after hand harvest of 6 1m of the center
two rows of each plot in early October A winter rye (Secale cereale L ) cover crop
was established each year Yield data were subjected to analysis of variance, both
by year and across years, using PROC GLM and PROC MIXED, as appropriate
Time by treatment interaction was found. Both the stochastic and fixed, repeated
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L. Alvarez Welchez
roles of time on the time by treatment interaction were examined using regression
Unravelling the Mysteries of the Quesungual Slash and Mulch Agroforestry.
of annual treatment yield against an index of annual seasonal quality, temporal
L. Alvarez Welchez, MIS Consortium: M. Ayarza. Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility trends in annual treatment yield, and time series analysis with autoregressive movInstitute of the International Center for Tropical Agriculture, C1AT: E. Amezquita. ing average (ARMA) models. As random seasonal climate improved, MP corn
E. Barrios, M. Rondon, 1. Rao. M. Rivera. C1AT: J. Pavon, INTA; O. Ferreira. D. yield increased more than NT corn yield, reflecting the greater moisture stress in
the MP crop. The tillage related difference in responsiveness to seasonal quality
Valladares. N. Sanchez. ESNAC1FOR; A. Castro. C1AT.
was lowest in N fertilized corn and greatest at 0 kg N/ha A deterministic trend
The Quesungual Slash and Mulch Agroforestry System (QSMAS) is an alternafor yield decline, especially at 0 kg N/ha, and more especially for MP corn, was
tive to slash and burn management. It is based on planting annual crops (maize,
observed, indicating loss of soil quality/productivity relative to the initial sod consorghum, beans) and pastures under an indigenous slash and mulch management
dition Detrended yield, when subjected to time series analysis, resulted in "white
system It combines the regrowth of native forest vegetation with no burning and
noise" for yield of NT corn fertilized at 0 and 84 kg N/ha and also for yield of MP
zero tillage/direct planting operations on a permanent soil cover. More than 6,000
corn at 0 kg N/ha. At higher N fertilizer rates, yields of both NT and MP corn were
farmers covering an estimated area of 7,000 ha, who have adopted the QSMAS
not temporally independent Rather, yields in these treatment combinations were
system during the last ten years in Honduras, have increased crop yields by more
subject to "carryover", residual effects related to yield magnitudes in prior years.
than 100% (maize from 1200 to 2500 kg/ha, beans from 325 to 800 kg/ha) in comARMA model coefficients suggested that these carryover effects persisted between
parison with the traditional slash and burn system Farmers have indicated that less
2 and 3 years We conclude that the time by treatment interaction on corn grain
labour is required to establish and maintain the system and that the soil retained
yield has manifested itself in this study in several ways First, well N fertilized MP
markedly more moisture, enabling crops to withstand extended droughts and
corn was most responsive to random seasonal climate, while unfertilized NT corn
minimising erosion and landslides While the success of the QSMAS was never
was least responsive. Second, soil quality was diminished with annual corn cropin dispute, the factors behind its success are less well understood. These aspects
ping without N fertilization, and especially with plowing prior to cropping Third,
include the biophysical conditions required for QSMAS to work and the social and
N fertilized corn yield, especially MP corn, was more dependent on yields achieved
economic conditions that make it attractive and viable for rural communities. Sciin the previous 2 to 3 years
entists from the Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility (TSBF) Institute of The Centra
Intemacional de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT) in Colombia, and partners of the Consortium for the Integrated Management of Soils for Central America (MIS in Spanish) have embarked on research with the support of the Water and Food Challenge
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Program to unravel the mysteries QSMAS and to establish a plan tor applying
Effects of Application Fertilization Organic on Soil Organic Matter, P, K;
the system The CPWF project plans to spread this simple yet effective system to
Tissues N, P, K and Yield of Corn.
highland areas throughout Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Ultimately the project
/. Arrieche. O. Mora. Institulo Nacional de Investigaciones Agricolas de Venezuela.
is expected to identify new areas that could be suitable for QSMAS and to provide
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With objective the evaluate effects that produced the application of three residues
organic on chemistry properties of soils, tissues of plants and corn field, were conducted experiments on two types of degradates soils alfisols: Sl= Acid Soil, locality of "The Virgin", Bruzual municipium; S2= Alkaline Soil located in the "Local
Station Yaritagua", Pena municipium, Yaritagua, state Yaracuy, Venezuela. Amendments were applied with doses 2,000 K.g.ha-1 a randomized complete blocks
design with three repetitions and four treatments: Tl = 0 RO; T2 = Chicken manure
composted with heat; T3 = Chicken manure composted with enzymes, T4 = Sugar
cane composted with enzymes (filter cake). The MO extractable with method wakley - Black, P extractable method Olsen levels, resulted higher with T3 and T4 than
TO, the rest of variables weren't significative statically to both soils. The N level
in tissues of corn was numerically highest in compost-treated plots. Fewer differences were detected among treatments for others elements in two soils. The rates of
applications of compost treatments increment yield of com when to compared a TO,
especially the effect was significative with the treatment T4 (filter cake) in alkaline
soil (S2). Keywords: Soils degradated, chicken manure, filter cake, corn.
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Soil Compaction and Fertilization Effects on Spring Barley (Hordeum vulgare
L.) and Weeds Nutrition.
J. Kuht. E. Reintam. K. Triikmann. L. Edesi. V. Rääts. Estonian Univ of Life
Sciences.
The main objective of this work was to investigate the effect of soil bulk density
on nutrient (N, P, K) content and uptake, and also cellular fluid pH of spring barley
(Hordeum vulgare L.) and weeds with different levels of fertilization. Data were
collected from the Estonian University of Life Sciences research fields (58°23xN,
26°44xE) with four different levels of soil compaction on sandy loam Stagnic Luvisol from 2003 to 2005. The soil was compacted by tractor MTZ-82 (with loader;
total weight 4.9 Mg) before spring sowing. Four levels of fertilization (N0P0K.0,
N40P7K20; N80P14K40; N120P21K80) were applied using N20: P3.5: K.10 fertilizer Results of our experiments showed a high positive correlation between
soil bulk density and cellular fluid pH (average r=0.87) and negative correlation
between soil bulk density and nutrient content (average r=M).88) at highest rates
of fertilization (N80PI4K40; N120P2IK8O) and positive correlation (r=0.84) at
lower rates of fertilization (N0P0K0, N40P7K20) in earing phase of barley. If the
soil bulk density increased up to level 1.56 Mg m-3, there was a sudden increase
of cellular fluid pH without fertilizers use Use of fertilizers decreased the barley
stress A sudden increase of cellular fluid pH started after soil bulk density 1.61
Mg m-3. The greatest impact of soil compaction was on nitrogen and potassium
content in barley dry matter in all fertilization levels. The nitrogen and potassium content in barley dry matter decreased up to 37% by high soil bulk density
depending on fertilization. Soil compaction decreased competiveness of barley and
increased the share of weeds from 20% up to 53%. The most widespread weed
species were common lambsquarters (Chenopodium album L), field pennycress
(Thlaspi arvense L.), common fumitory (Fumaria officinalis L), red dead nettle
(Lamiumpurpureum L.) and common chickweed [Stellaria media (L.) Vill.) in all
fertilization treatments. Soil compaction decreased nutrient content in weeds, but
increased weeds role in nutrient uptake, especially at highest doses of fertilizer. The
highest share of nutrient accumulation by weeds was on the N40P7K20 treatment,
where the total biomass of weeds was also the highest. Without fertilizer use the
uptake of nutrients by roots was higher than uptake by shoots in case of nitrogen
and phosphorus Soil compaction increased nutrient content in roots but fertilization had no significant effect on it The experiment showed that the higher decrease
of nutrient content and the sudden increase of cellular fluid pH started at the same
soil bulk density value.
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Erosion, Nutrient Loss and their Effects on the Landscape on Hungarian
Sites.
C. Cenleri, Szenl Istvan Univ. Dept of Nature Conservation; M. Vona, A.
Ma/atinszky. A. Pottyondi. Szent Istvan Univ. Dept of Landscape Ecology.
Soil is one of the most important, non-renewable component of nature and landscape Its protection is obligatory for sustaining the agricultural environmental as
well as for the protection of the landscape and nature. Eroded soil material carries
humus and important fertilizers from our arable lands It causes problems in the
soils, surface and underground waters of remote areas. Our target areas were at
Somogybabod, Kisbabod, Alsoszuha and Gaigaheviz. We examined the distribution of P,0„ K,0, CaCO, and soil organic matter content under different plant
covers (arable land - corn, potato, cereals, vegetated fallow, black fallow, alfalfa,
Acacia forest and orchards), under different (upper, middle and lower) slope sections Slope sections were targeted in the Hungarian Monitoring System Laboratory experiments were done according to the Hungarian regulations at the Szent
Istvan University, Dept of Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry, at the Institute
of Geography, Hungarian Academy of Sciences and at the Institute of Soil Science and Agrochemistry, Hungarian Academy of Sciences Slope pairs were investigated On one side of the slope there was a good (eg alfalfa, meadow, forest
etc.) and on the other side a bad soil protection crop or other surface cover (e.g.
corn, potato etc.). According to the results corn and potato can not provide necessary protection against P,0 5 or K,0 loss The other plant covers had better results

However there was not always clear relation between slope sections and surface
cover. It is important to have a certain amount of information about the landscape,
the form of cultivation, the amount a fertilizer used etc. In the Alsoszuha region,
where arable lands were turned to grasslands 10-30 years ago, nutrient, humus and
CaCO, content of the soil was higher at the upper slope sections. High amount of
these nutrient, humus and CaC03 content were found at the bottom of the intensively cultivated slopes and low amount on extensively cultivated lands On the
intensive orchards of Gaigaheviz P,Os content of the soil was 2481 mg*kg', while
on the extensive farmlands of Alsoszuha P,0 5 content of the soil was 32 mg*kg~',
and on two grassy fallow on the farmland of Somogybabod P,Os content of the soil
was 8 and 22 mg*kg'. It is interesting that forest cover does not necessarily mean
that we find more even distribution of the P,0 5 on the slope. The biggest difference between the slope sections' phosphorus content was on the reforested area of
Somogybabod P,Os content of the soil was 17 mg*kg', on the upper third and 132
mg*kg' at the lower third of the slope. Based on the results it is possible to prepare
a guidebook for farmers to help them choosing the plant that provide the best cover
to protect soils form nutrient loss Fertilizing with only the necessary amount of
fertilizer, it is possible to reduce the pollution of surface and subsurface waters and
the inputs of arable farming and to improve life quality Thus the viability of the
landscape can be increased and more attractive for those, searching for a place for
living.It was interesting that on the eroded soils we found special, protected plant
species, thanks to the erosion that made the original soil horizons thinner and to the
tillage that brought CaCO, up on the surface by mixing the thin soil layer with the
loessy parent material. Our final conclusion was that the landscape is very complicated A lot of aspects (pedological, botanical, hydrological, sociological etc ) must
be considered in order to decide which land use practice should be the best for the
given region.
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Land Degradation and Agricultural Productivity in Bangladesh.
S. A. Haque. Bangladesh Agricultural Univ.
Land degradation is a worldwide problem. It is apparently more intensive in
developing countries. Land degradation poses serious problem for Bangladesh In
Bangladesh land degradation occurs due to natural and human activities. Natural
degradation and hazards are conditions of the environment, which lead to high susceptibility to degradation, such as flood, steep slops, high intensity rainfall, strong
leaching in both humid and dry situation (under irrigation) as found under Bangladesh condition. Direct causes of degradation are irrational land use and inappropriate land management practices. Growing population pressure on land, increased
human interference, inadequate or faulty crop management practices, intensified
crop production and poor organic matter management have led to severe land degradation in the country The following symptoms of land degradation are becoming more apparent: Depletion of organic matter, Nutrient deficiency. Acidification,
Salinization, Soil compaction, Plough pan formation, Overgrazing, Deforestation
of hilly land, Shifting cultivation without adequate fallow periods, Water logging,
and Accelerated erosion Land degradation poses serious problem for Bangladesh
Loss of topsoil through water erosion, river bank erosion, declining land productivity and gradual shift towards negative nutrient balance in soil are among the main
concerns with food security problem in the country. In-depth and detailed studies
are lacking in Bangladesh, which could delimit precisely the area affected or susceptible to land degradation Nevertheless, symptoms of such degradations, which
have become evident in different parts of the country in recent years appear too
pronounced to be ignored. Thus combating land degradation is vital through adoption of long-term land management strategy for the country.
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Impact of Soil Typology and Land Use on Microfungal Communities in the
Alma - Kerem-Ben-Zimra Area, Upper Galilee, Israel.
/. Grishkan. Institute of Evolution Univ of Haifa; A. Tsatskin. Zinman Institute of
Archaeology Univ of Haifa; E. Nevo. Institute of Evolution Univ ofHaifa.
We compared the structure of microfungal communities in two contrasting microsites under Mediterranean climate in the Alma - Kerem-Ben-Zimra area, eastern
Upper Galilee, Israel. The sites are located within a distance of 30-50 m from one
another and are characterized by strongly contrasting soils and bedrock lithology.
The area is composed of Early Pleistocene basalt and tuffs interspersed with Senonian soft chalk Pale rendzina soils formed on chalk (CR) while black soils formed
on basalts (BB) The rendzina soil is covered mainly by Sarcopterium spinosum.
whereas on basaltic soil, Carlina hispanica plant formations developed The pristine Mediterranean maquis was completely destroyed by long-term modern management and ancient agricultural clearings at least since Byzantine times (Horowitz, 1979) Presently the land is used for grazing. The soil profiles were described
in the field Several soil properties (moisture, magnetic susceptibility, and some
others) were measured in the laboratory The samples for mycologica! analysis (48
total) were collected both in the rainy winter (January) and dry summer (August)
from the A0A1 upper soil horizon in sunny, open localities and shady localities
under shrubs. The microfungal communities in the drier CR soil are purer (72 species), less heterogeneous, and less even (the Shannon and evenness indexes. 2.12
and 0 513—sunny, 0.98 and 0.260—shady) than the communities in the clayey
wetter BB soil (96 species; 2.39 and 0.582—sunny, 1 69 and 0.396—shady) In CR,
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differences between sunny and shady microfungal communities both at the diversity level and in structure (prevalence of melanin-containing species in the sunny
localities, and Ptnicillium spp.—in the shady) are much more pronounced than in
BB (such structural variations were revealed only in the winter) All studied communities are dominated by Pentcillium janthinellum in varying degrees (till 80%
of all isolates in the CR shady locality), while co-dominant species are different
Phoma eupyrena—m the CR soil, and Cladosporium cladosporioides. Fusarium
equisetii—in the BB soil Because one and the same species is markedly dominating in all localities, and this fungus as well as its co-dominant species are known to
be distributed worldwide and are common both in virgin and arable soils (Domsch
et al., 1980), we suggest that prolonged agricultural activity in the studied area has
resulted in a decreasing diversity level and in the simplification of the structure of
microfungal communities These results are in accordance with a similar tendency
found by mycologists working in different regions with disturbed soils It is known
also that an anthropogenic impact may mask the pristine differentiating effect of
soil diversity on the structure of microfungal communities Because of this fact,
similarity between studied communities (based on the relative abundances of common species) is high and exceeds 60%, thus showing a convergence in the composition of fungal complexes Keywords: basalt soil, chalk rendzina, Mediterranean
climate, microfungal communities, agricultural impact
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Recent Kvolution of Soil Salinization in China and its Driving Processes.

J. Yang, Institute of Soil Science. Chinese Academy of Sciences.
Salt affected soils spread extensively in China Those soils cover wide area from
tropical to temperate zones, from the coast to the inland and from the semi-arid to
desert regions in the nation Currently the total area of salt affected soil is about 36
million hectares, which occupies 4 88% of usable land in whole country About nine
million hectares of arable land is salt affected, accounting for 6.62% of total land
in the country. The salt affected soils mainly distribute in the Northwest China, the
North China, the Northeast China and coastal regions. Area of the soil in six provinces of western part of China accounts for 69.03% of whole country Current hot
spots of soil salinization evolution almost involve all distribution areas of the salt
affected soils, including Northeast China, Northwest China, the Inner Mongolia and
the coastal region. In the Songnen Plain and the Great Band region of the Yellow
River, salinization trend towards more severe at two aspects: expansion in area and
enhancement in extent. Area of salt affected soils reaches 3.5 million hectares currently in the Songnen plain Annual rising rate of salinization is as high as 1-1.4%
and about 45% of salt affected land in the area has been degraded into abandoned
severe saline land Due to irrigation maladjustment, area of salinization increased
l%-3% annually in last three decades in the Great Band region of the Inner Mongolia Secondary salinization also occurred in the West Corridor of Gansu Province
by similar reason. Irrigation with brackish water has been an important cause of
salinization evolution in north part of China. According to a monitoring data from
Guyuan region of Ninxia Province, soil salt content increased to 2.3 g/kg after 5
years of brackish water irrigation and up to 8.3 g/kg after 14 years. Shallow ground
in most River irrigation districts of Ninxia, Inner Mongolia and Xinjiang Provinces has been observed and salinization occurred as the result Salt-water regime is
changed under drip irrigation practices in some region of Xinjiang, which causes sat
accumulation consequently Generally, 35% of irrigation land in Gansu, Xinjiang
and Ninxia, and 50% irrigation land in inner Mongolia is current facing the hazard
and threat of salinization As another hot spot, salt-water movement is unbalance in
coastal regions such as the Yellow River delta, and salinization is also developing
in such area Driving factors of evolution of salinization in China mainly consist of
irrationalities in water resource management and land management, and of climate
change. Irrational water use is the dominant cause of soil salinization evolution
in irrigation districts, which are mainly represented as great seepage of irrigation
canal and low efficiency of the irrigation water, as unnecessary high irrigate norm,
poor drainage system and blockage of drainage ditches, and as raise of ground
water table by construction of plain reservoir Micro irrigation practice such as drip
irrigation in arid region has potential dangers on change of salt-water regime and
therefore may cause salt accumulation. Local salinization has already been found
in some areas with such irrigation practice and such phenomena trend to an expansion. Irrational land management in semi-arid and arid regions is also a driving
factor in salinization accelerating, including cutting down the area for salt disposal
basin by overexploitation of waste land in irrigation districts, worsening of soil
physical and chemical properties owing to poor fertility management, and increasing of surface evaporation and weakening of drainage due to destroy of plantation
by over-grazing, deforestation and irrational land exploitation. Salt affected area
is generally located in the region influenced by climate change in China. Climate
change is considered as another significant driving factor on salinization evolution Currently climate in North China and Northeast China has been turning to a
trend of warm-and-dry process Such climatic change has promoted the evolution
of modern salinization process in the region Climate change can also cause the sea
level raise Salt leaching of soil in coastal region including the Yellow River and
Changjiang River deltas is therefore subject to a disadvantage owing to blockage of
salt outflow and seawater intrusion Consequently, Desalinization in the region is
staved and even local salinization expansion is observed.
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N. K. A. A. K. S. Badrinath
Identification and Characterization of Hotspots of Desertification in Southern
Karnataka.
N. K. A. A. K. S. Badrinath. UAS. GKVK.Bangalore-65.
Remote sensing was used as a tool to identity the hotspots representing the
desertification problem in the southern karnataka Interpretation of imagery pictures( 1:50,000) regarding Southern karnataka was carried out by using toposheets.
Three hotspots were identified in chitradurga.chikmagalur and chamarajanagar
districts representing soil erosion,sal inisation and deforestation problems respectively In chikmagalur district two profiles are collected from teak plantation and
evergreen forest for the appropriate comparisoin In chitradurga district three profiles are collected from the areas representing slight erosion,moderate erosion and
severe erosion In Chamarajanagar district four profiles were collected representing
salinity and sodicity problems . Organic carbon values are high when compared to
the teak plantation Due to the decomposition of fallen litter, twigs, resulted in good
structure, in evergreen forest which ultimately resulted in decreasing bulk density
values In chitradurga district due to erosion problem bulk density values are high,
organic carbon, N,P,K and micronutrient levels are low In Chamarajanagar district,
based on pH, EC, SAR.ESP, water stable aggregates the soils are classified as natraquerts classification of soils revealed that out of nine profiles two profiles belongs
to mollisols, two profiles belongs to alfisol, three profiles belongs to vertisols and
two profiles belongs to inceptisols.
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A. Zegrar
Diversity of Biological Forest Ecosystem and their Impact in Semi-Arid Land,
Analysis and followed by Remote Sensing (ALSAT-1 Data, Steppe of Algeria).
A. Zegrar. National Center of Spaces Technics.
The Forest in the steppe present an ecological diversity, and seen the climatic unfavorable conditions in the zone and the impact of the forest fires; we notes a deterioration of the physical environment particularly the deterioration of the natural forest This deterioration of the forests provokes an unbalance of the environment who
has some serious and serious aftermaths and provokes a process of deterioration
advanced in the ultimate stadium is the desertification By elsewhere, in a middle
where the climatic conditions are favorable, the fire is an ecological and acted agent
like integral part of evolution of the ecosystems, the specific regeneration of plants
are influenced greatly by the regime of fire (season of fire, intensity, interval), who
leads to the recuperation of the vegetation of meadow fire. In this survey we used
the pictures ALSAT-I of the year 2003 for the detection of the zones has risk of
forest fire and their impact on the naturals forests of' the region loud arid semi of
the wilaya of Tlemcen A thematic detailed analysis some forests well attended
ecosystems some processing on the picture ALSAT-I, we allowed to identify and
of classifying the forests in there opinion components flowers, we identified the
ampleness of the fire on this zone also. Some parameters as the slope, the proximity
to the road and the forests formations were studied in the goal of determining the
zones to risk of forest fire. A crossing of diaper of information in a SIG according
to a very determined logic allowed to classify the zones in degree of risk of fire in
a middle arid in a forest zone not encouraging the regeneration on the other hand
permitting the installation of cash of steppe which encourages the desertification.
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S Sivakumaran
Copper-Chromium-Arsenic Leaching from Treated Vineyard Posts.
S. Sivakumaran. 1. Vogeler. S. Green. C. Ian Den Dijssel. M. Greven. B. Clothier.
R. Agnew. S. Neal. R. Chichota. HortResearch.
To assess the environmental risk of Copper-Chromium-Arsenic (CCA) leaching
from treated posts in the vineyards of the Marlborough region, New Zealand we
carried out an experimental and modelling study on soils throughout the Marlborough region In a survey in 2004 we found elevated levels of copper, chromium and
arsenic (CCA) in soils surrounding the vineyard posts in the Marlborough Region.
In the region close to the post -25% of the soils had levels of arsenic (As) or
chromium (Cr) above the National Environmental Protection Measures (NEPM) of
the Australian National Environmental Protection Council (ANEPC) guidelines for
agricultural soils (100 mg/kg).
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X He
Indigenous Farming System for Soil Conservation on Sloping Farmland in
Sichuan, China.
X. He. X. Zhang. A. Wen. Institute of Mountain Hazards and Environment.

The present paper introduced an indigenous farming system, which is called "Biangoubeigou" and "Tiaoshamiantu" by local farmers in Sichuan hill region, the Upper
Yangtze River basin of China. A field survey, interviews with farmers and local
governors, and soil core sampling along the slope transect for 137Cs assessment
of net soil loss were carried out in Jiajia Village in the winter of 2002. The field
annua] net soil loss estimated by 137Cs technique was about 2415 t-km-2-yr-l in
the "Tiaoshamiantu" and "Biangoubeigou"—applying sloping land. Compared
with the highest on-site point soil loss of more than 10 580 t-km-2-yr-l by the
l37Cs technique in this study and field erosion rate of 4221 tkm-2-yr-l from other
plot monitoring studies in the similar area, this traditional and indigenous farming
system has effectively conserved soil on the sloping land in the past centuries.
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D K Das
Effects of Arsenic Contaminated Irrigation Water, Zinc and Organic Matter
on the Mobilization of Arsenic in Soils in Relation to Rice (Oryza sativa L.).
D. K. Das, Dept of Agricultural Chemistry and Soil Science. Bidhan Chandra
Krishi Viswavidyalaya.
A laboratory experiment was conducted in an Aerie Endoaquept arsenic contaminated soils (pH 7.5; 0.5 M NaHC03 extractable arsenic, 0.22 mg/kg) taking three
levels each of arsenic (0, 5 and 10 mg/kg), Zn (0, 10 and 20 mg/kg) and organic
matters (well rotten FYM and vermicompost each at 0, 1 and 2 % by weight of soil)
and kept for 42 days under submerged condition. Field experiment was also conducted on summer rice (cv. IET 4786 using split plot design with three replications.
The main plot treatments were three levels of irrigation water namely i) continuous
ponding (10) ii) intermittent ponding (11) and iii) intermittent ponding upto 40 days
of crop growth and then continuous ponding for crop growth period (12). The subplot treatment was two levels of Zn (ZnO and Znl, ZnS04 (a), 25 kg/ha). Fertilizers
doses applied were 100:50:50 (N:P205:K20) kg/ha where'half of the N and full
doses of P205 and K.20 were applied as basal and l/4th of the N was top dressed
at active tillering and panicle initiation stage. The results show that the amount of
arsenic content in soil decreased with the application of zinc and organic matter
being greater magnitude in the treatment where combined application of arsenic
and zinc @ 5 and 20 mg/kg respectively were applied. The yield of grain was also
recorded highest (4.84 t/ha) in lOZnl closely followed by 4.83 t/ha in HZnl treatment. The concentration of arsenic in grain was lowest compared to root and stem.
The overall results concluded that the concentration of arsenic both in soils and
in different parts of rice plants has been found to be decreased significantly with
the application of zinc and organic matter under ditïerent irrigation management
practices with savings of 36 cm/ha water. Keywords: Arsenic, irrigation water,
mobilisation, organic matter, zinc, rice.
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B D Regmi
Managing Soils in the Hills of Nepal through Site-Specific Integrated Plant
Nutrition Systems.
B. D. Regmi. N. P. Rajbhandah. C. L Pandel. B. K. Dhital. J. Merz. J. Merz.
Sustainable Soil Management Programme.
Managing agricultural soils in the Hills of Nepal is challenging because of fragile
ecosystems and the country's steep topography. Declining in soil fertility is being
reported by scientific and farming communities as a serious problems threatening
farmers well being. Managing agricultural soils therefore essential and challenging
as well. Integrated Plant Nutrition System (1PNS) is a holistic approach, which
integrates all components of soil, plant and nutrients management so as to achieve
higher crop yield and better soil health The Farmers' Field School (FFS) approach
is being used to disseminate concept of plant nutrition management in the Hills
of Nepal for each site Soil analysis is done to assess the plant nutrients status in
the soils and nutrients balance sheet is prepared discussing together with farmers
Farmers' leamt acidic soil management through organic matter management, and
more than 60 percent farmers adopted improved Organic Matter (OM) management practice, and farmers realized splitting dose of nitrogenous fertilizers leads to
higher yields Farmers groups got empowered through regular meetings and close
observation of plant growth stages and soil agro- ecosystems. Farmers became
capable in handling soil analysis particularly nitrate nitrogen and pH and soil
microbes using tools such as nitrate strips, pH strips, hydrogen peroxide, erosion
control box, and pictures of deficiency symptoms Application of lime increased
soil pH, which ultimately increased the crop yield positively as well as ameliorated soil-fertility status in the soils Soil analysis reports have shown that there is
increase of soil-fertility status particularly OM, Nitrogen (N), phosphorous (P), and
Potassium (K) has increased compare to base year even within one to three year
time span Micronutrients particularly Boron (B) for wheat and cauliflower, Molybdenum (Mo) in cauliflower, and Zinc (Zn) for maize found to be the important for
yield limiting factor. The addition of 2 kg/ha B increased wheat yield by 20 per cent
and cauliflower by 45 percent. It was also reported that application of urine in cauliflower corrected B deficiency symptoms, however more research needs to be done
to assess the effect of liquid manure on level of micronutrient content The IPNS
concept was found to be appropriate to mitigate soil-fertility problems in marginal
agricultural land and FFS proved to be the best tool to disseminate technology to
the grass root levels in farming communities
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D.Y.Lee
Using Adaptive Cluster Sampling Based on Both the First Sampling Density
and the Regulation Thresholds for Delineating Contaminated Soils with
Kriging.
D. Y. Lee, Dept of Agricultural Chemistry. National Taiwan Univ. K. W. Juang.
Dept of Post-modern Agriculture. Mingdao Unix; W. J. Liao. Dept ofAgricultural
Chemistry. National Taiwan Univ.
Spatial distributions of a pollutant in contaminated soil are essential for risk assessment and soil remediation Recently, the kriging technique is frequently used in
spatial interpolation of pollutant concentrations to delineate contaminated area.
However, high misclassification rates of hazardous area based on kriging estimated
values of pollutant concentration will happen at the locations, where pollutant
concentrations are close to the regulation thresholds for declaring hazardous area
and where the first sampling density is low. Thus, in order to reduce the misclassification rate of delineations, an adaptive sampling approach, called the Adaptive
Cluster Sampling (ACS) based on both thefirstsampling density and the regulation
threshold of pollutant concentrations, was proposed to improve kriging estimation
and thus to reduce the misclassification rates in this study For assessing the feasibility of the adaptive sampling approach, a comparison of the adaptive cluster
sampling and Simple Random Sampling (SRS) was carried out in simulation A
data set of soil Ni concentrations in a heavy-metal contaminated site in the Changhua County, Taiwan, was used for illustration The simulation results showed that
the additional samples with soil Ni concentrations close to the regulation threshold
(Ni = 200 mg kg-1) were drawn in the ACS but not in the SRS. Simultaneously,
the sampling configuration of additional samples in the ACS was on the locations
where the first sampling density is low, but it was spreading randomly on the site
in the SRS. The precision of kriging estimation of soil Ni concentrations based on
the observations sampled in the ACS was thus relatively higher than that based
on the observations sampled in the SRS Compared with using the SRS, using the
ACS proposed could reduce the misclassification rate of hazardous area delineation
based on kriged soil Ni concentrations
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R. D.Asiamah
Ethno-Management of Plinthic and Ironpan Soils in the Savanna Regions of
West Africa.
R. D. Asiamah. O. Dwomo. Soil Research Institute.
The savanna regions of West Africa consist of countries whose economy and development depend principally on agriculture and agro-based industries Agriculture
contributes over 40% of the GDP, accounts for nearly 60% of foreign exchange
earnings, employs over 70% of the rural labour force and provides over 90% of the
food needs of the people in most countries of the subregion The region consisting
of Guinea, Sudan and Sahel savannas which together form the bulk of lands for the
production of cereals, grains, vegetables, legumes, root and tubers, tree crops as well
as livestock production As a result of persistent land degradation resulting from
both natural and anthropogenic causes, such as annual bush burning, deforestation,
overgrazing, soil erosion incidence of pests and crop diseases, etc food insecurity
and rural poverty are prevalent. The most serious threat to land use for agricultural
production is the insidious formation of plinthite and ironpan (Petroplinthite) in
the agricultural soils of the regions Plinthite is an iron-rich, humus-poor clayey
material which hardens irreversibly into ironpan upon repeated wetting and drying
conditions over the seasons. The presence of these materials within the agricultural
soils adversely affect the performance and yield of crops. Farmers of these areas
have developed and adopted management practices to mitigate the problems associated with the presence of these materials. The authors of this paper had travelled
extensively within the savanna regions of West Africa during which they observed
sites where the materials have been formed and their effects on agricultural performance Discussions were also held with farmers, scientists, extension officers
and NGO and literature on the materials consulted. It was found that the materials
occur extensively in the soils of the uplands which are mostly used for cultivations.
Indigenous farmers management practices that circumvent the problems posed by
the materials and boost yields within the region include, stone bunds, vertiver grass
bunds, other anti-erosion measures, fertilization, mulching, cover cropping, agroforestry practices and incorporation of legumes in their farming system In a very
serious situations where the ironpan is close to the surface or even exposed the zai
methodology of chiselling into the pan and growing crops in the pits is practiced
Keywords: Land degradation, plinthite, petroplinthite, enrichment, zai.
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N. Emiru
Degradation of Farmers' Plots and Indigenous Soil and Water Conservation
in Western Ethiopian Agro-Ecosystems: Evidence and Lessons Learned from
the Field.
N. Emiru. Oromia Agricultural Research Institute.
Degradation from plots of small-scale farmers in western Ethiopian agro-ecosystems, where agriculture forms the major means of livelihood, has been a concern
for many years. There exist a growing awareness that declining productivity in the
past few decades induced by soil erosion and nutrient depletion, mainly from cultivated and grazing plots, due to inappropriate land uses retarded the drive towards
achieving food security and eradicating poverty Lack of alternative than agricul-
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ture worsened the situation and sustaining life has come an uphill struggle for those
farmers In response to this prevailing condition farmers, government and non-governmental organizations have been striving to address the problem However the
existing scenario the problem continues to prevail and persist in the area Contrary
to this farmers in the study area have a wealth and wide range of indigenous soil and
water conservation Information and Technologies (ITs). These embrace aggregate
of ITs including measures from agronomic, structural, vegetative and management
categories, and/or combinations of two or more of these. However, various socioeconomic, institutional, policy and environmental factors hampered the widespread
use and impactfullness of these wealth of technologies. Unless vigorous attempt is
made to arrest existing degradation process it will remain big challenge to achieve
food security, and makes the life support system of these farmers more fragile and
at the margin In concrete terms, it deserves the commitment of farmers, politicians,
technocrats and stakeholders for which their synergy could serve as inspiration to
other problematic regions. Keywords: indigenous knowledge, degradation, farmers' plots, land use, productivity loss.
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PK. R.Nair
Agroforestry and Soil Sustainability.
P. K. R. Nair, Univ of Florida.
After being ignored in the single-commodity paradigm of agricultural and forestry development, agroforestry—the age-old practice of growing crops and trees
together—has now come of age as a robust, science-based, integrated discipline,
thanks to 25 years of research efforts worldwide. Agroforestry offers a unique set
of opportunities for arresting land degradation and providing ecosystem services
in both low-income- and industrialized nations Noteworthy among such practices that are used in tropical environments include incorporation of fast-growing,
nitrogen fixing trees and shrubs in agricultural fields to improve soil fertility and
minimize erosion hazards, and use of appropriate tree and shrub species for reclamation of salt-affected and other degraded lands. Establishing trees as windbreaks
in agricultural fields to arrest wind erosion is a well established practice in both
tropical and temperate regions Recent studies at the University of Florida have
shown the importance of silvopastoral systems (integrating trees with forage and
livestock production) as a particularly relevant approach to enhancing water quality
and carbon sequestration, and therefore a best management practice for ranchers.
It is projected that agroforestry practices could have an impact in addressing these
land-management problems in an estimated 1.9 billion hectares of degraded land in
developing countries alone.
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G.Richard
A New Approach of Soil Structure Characterization in Field Conditions Based
on Soil Electrical Resistivity Measurements.
G. Richard, INRA; A. Besson. Geocarta; P. Cosenza, UMR 7619 S1SYPHE: I.
Cousin. INRA.
Soil structure of agricultural fields is generally heterogeneous because the mechanical stresses applied to the soil during tillage and traffic do not affect the whole
soil volume Soil structure is usually characterized physically by destructive methods such as bulk density, penetration resistance or from the visual morphological
description of a soil profile. Our research is aimed at analysing the possibilities of
a non destructive method based on electrical resistivity measurement to describe
the structure of a cultivated soil. Experiments have been conducted on a Haplic
Luvisol developed on loess material A laboratory investigation has first been carried out in order to study the resistivity changes induced by compaction (1.1 to
1.7 g.cm-3) and water content changes (0.10 to 0.24 gg-1). Electrical resistivity
depended significantly on the physical state of the soil (from 20 up to 120 Ohm
m). Resistivity decreased with the increase of density. The lower the water content
the more important the resistivity decreased. Comparison with petrophysical data
leads to better identify the impact of compaction on the water saturation degree of
the microporosity and that of the macroporosity. Electrical resistivity also increased
with the ionic strength but this effect was masked by the bulk density. The soil
electrical resistivity was then measured in the field with 2D Wenner configuration
using an inter-electrode spacing of 0.015 m along a 3.20 m transect. Comparisons
between inverted electrical resistivity maps and visual morphological descriptions
showed the ability of electrical resistivity to detect wheels tracks. Interpretation of
electrical surveying in a heterogeneous field after ploughing was more difficult and
probably needs 3D investigation.
157-9
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Y.H.Kim

pit Buffer Capacity and Lime Requirement for Korean Acid Soils.

Y. H. Kim. H. K. Kwak, National Institute ofAgricultural Science and Technology.
pH Buffer Capacity (pBC) relates to the chemicals releasing H+ into soil solution.
What kind of chemicals is releasing H+ dominantly and how much H+ is released
from the chemicals are essential to determine Lime Requirements (LR) A study
was conducted to find the kind of chemicals governing pBC and to elucidate the
relationships between pBC and LR and to develop a LR method for Korean acid
soils by determining LR of 55 acid soils and by validating LR in 5 fields. pBC of
Korean acid soils was not only governed by exchangeable Al (Ex. AI) but also
affected by soil properties pBC of Korean acid soil having high Ex Al was equiva-
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lent to Ex. Al. A series of chemical reactions of liming showed that Liming Factor
(LF) varied directly as total cations and Difference of pH (DpH) such as LF = 1 5
+ 0.2xTotal cationsxdpH So, LR calculated as Ex. Al and total cations was valid
for correcting pH of field trials. A pH buffer was developed using p-nitrophenol
and potassium Chromate and sodium acetate having an equal difference in equilibrium constant. Newly developed buffer was showing a direct proportion to pH
difference LR corresponding to pH difference was so exactly agreed with that of
calculating with analytical chemistry that it could be utilizable in Korean acid soils.
Keywords: Lime requirement, pH buffer capacity, liming factor, pH buffer solution
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J F. Martinez-Montoya
Plant Response to Salinity in Gypsum-Saturated Solutions.
J. F. Martinez-Montoya. V. M. Ruiz-Vera. Colegio de Postgraduados.
There are at least 1,000,000 hectares of gypsiferous soils in the arid lands of Mexico. The agricultural productivity of these soils is low because of their low nutrient content, poor moisture retention, and low cation exchange capacity. Moreover,
the lack of information regarding the plant response to salinity under a gypsum
saturated soil solution has caused an indiscriminate use of fertilizers (which not
necessarily has increased the crop yields) leading to land degradation. This research
is conducted to evaluate the plant response to gypsum-saturated solutions with
increasing concentrations of NaCI or MgS04 (electrical conductivity basis [EC =
0 to 30 dS m1]). Fifteen cultivars (including three gypsophile species) were evaluated. Germination rate and final germination percentage were determined using a
germination chamber at alternate temperatures of 21-23 °C. A hydroponics system in a greenhouse was used to evaluate growth rate, dry matter production, and
crop yield. Preliminary results showed that the germination process depended on
the plant species, the salt type and its concentration, and the presence or not of
gypsum-saturation condition. The germination percentage and the germination rate
decreased with increase in salinity. The germination rate was more sensitive than
the final germination percentage to increasing values of NaCI and MgS04 salts
either in gypsum-saturated conditions or with no presence of gypsum. Thus, the
final germination percentage was not affected significantly for corn (Zea mays L.)
and black bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L , var. T-39) at any EC value, with exception
of EC = 30 dS irr'. The percentage of germination decreased 13% for MgSÓ4 or
MgS04 + gypsum (EC = 30 dS m ') with respect to the control (distilled water,
0.007 dS m1), and decreased 17% for NaCI and 37% for NaCI + gypsum. The
reduction in the germination rate attributed to salinity was more evident in tomato
(Lycopersicon esculenlum Mill), onion (Allium cepa L.), and corn. An electrical
conductivity of 30 dS nv' completely inhibited the germination of tomato seeds.
Regarding the comparison between salt types, NaCI caused a larger reduction in
the percentage of germination for all the species compared with MgSO,. The highest NaCI salinity produced an effect on the germination rate of alfalfa (Medicago
saliva L.) seeds only after 5 days of treatment whereas the rest of salt levels had
similar values of germination. Thus, MgSO produced higher germination percentage of alfalfa seeds than NaCI. For onion, the highest salinity (30 dS m') delayed
three days the germination onset and the germination percentage decreased 60%
compared with the control. On the other hand, the decrease in the percentage of
germination with increasing salinity was steeper with gypsum-saturated solution
compared with solutions without gypsum addition An exception to this behavior was observed in onion and tomato for high EC values. Thus, at low values of
NaCI salinity (EC S 10 dS nr') the presence of gypsum had no effect, or caused
a decrease in the percentage of germination and the germination rate of tomato
seeds On the other hand, when the EC was 18 or 30 dS m', the presence of gypsum-saturated solution improved the germination of alfalfa seeds compared with
non-gypsum treatments The same response was observed for tomato at 18 dS m'
with NaCI and MgS04 salts.
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Y Pal
Coal-Fines as a Potential Amendment for Subsoil Acidity in Western
Australia.
Y. Pal. Murdoch Univ: M.T.F Wong. CSIRO; R. W. Bell. Murdoch Univ.
Sub-soil acidity leading to aluminium (Al) toxicity is a major problem for the West
Australian (WA) wheatbelt and no cost-effective solution has yet been developed to
overcome it. Coal-derived organic materials have been shown to increase soil pH,
decrease Al saturation and increase plant growth in glasshouse experiments. Coalfines, available in WA from the Collie Basin, have prospective use as a soil amendment. When treated with alkali such as potassium hydroxide, coal fines have the
potential of forming water soluble fulvates. Little is known about the downwards
mobility of these reaction products following incorporation in thefield.This investigation involved field work to test the benefits of alkali-treated (calcium carbonate
plus potassium hydroxide) coal relative to lime application for the amelioration of
sub-soil acidity At three field experimental sites (a grey sand in Brookton, plus a
grey and a yellow sand in Mingenew) lime, alkali treated coal-fines, and calcium
nitrate treatments were mixed in the top 10 cm soil at rates containing the same calcium as lime added to raise soil pHCaCI2 to 5.5. The experimental design included
untreated coal-fines, and control plots with no addition of ameliorants. Soil samples
were collected before break-of-season rains in May 2005, before treatment application, and again after the peak of rainfall in September 2005. from surface (0-10 cm)
and subsurface depths (10-20, 20-30 and 30-40 cm). Annual rainfall in 2005 was
503 mm at Brookton and 468 mm at Mingenew At Brookton, both alkali treated

coal-fines and lime raised the soil pH in the top 20 cm layer Treated coal-fines
also increased pH by 0.5 unit at 30 cm. This effect was not matched by other treatments. Untreated coal had no effect on soil pi I. AI saturation in the control plots at
Brookton increased from 0 in the 0-10 cm layer to 16% in the 30-40 cm layer. Only
treated coal-fines, lime and calcium nitrate decreased AI saturation in the 10-20 cm
layer Of these treatments, only treated coal further decreased AI saturation in the
20-30 cm layer. Other treatments had no effect on Al saturation. In Mingenew, both
treated coal and lime increased soil pH in the top 20 cm layer whereas untreated
coal decreased pH slightly at both the grey and yellow sand sites. In Mingenew,
AI saturation in the control plots on yellow sand increased from 1% in the 0-10
cm layer to a maximum of 36% in the 20-30 cm layer. Untreated coal and calcium
nitrate had no effect on AI saturation Lime and alkali-treated coal-fines decreased
Al saturation in 20-30 cm layer to 30 and 24% respectively. These initial results
show that treated coal has a beneficial effect in amel iorating subsoil acidity. Treated
coal-fines appeared marginally better than lime in treating subsoil acidity in the
first year of measurements but these benefits need to be weighed against the higher
costs of applying treated coal-fines. Keywords: lime, calcium nitrate, aluminium
toxicity.

existing trees including also neighboring natural stands with endemic hardwoods.
ALso the laboratory experiments showed that the pH of soils is decreased about
0.5 - 0.6 and now is going towards acidsoil Also with the comparison of coverage of grass on forest grounds in 2002 with coverage in 1974 declared decrease of
approximately 30 percent in grass coverage. At last some nutrients like Calcium
and phosphor have been decreased too due to decrease of pH and soilacidity.
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A. Neaman
Assessment of Copper Biotoxicity in Agricultural Soils of the Aconcagua River
Basin (Chile).
A. Neaman. M. Cisternas. Catholic Univ of Valparaiso; G. Avila. H. Gaete. Univ
of Valparaiso.

The Aconcagua River basin, located in central Chile, is one of the most important
agricultural areas in the country Chile is the first among the producers of copper
in the world; and several important copper mining industries are located in agricultural areas of the basin Copper is an essential micronutrient to all organisms,
but it can be toxic to plants and soil organisms at specific elevated concentrations.
In contrast, copper toxicity to humans is very uncommon due to their effective
homeostatic defense mechanisms against copper. In spite of the environmental
SESSION NUMBER 158
importance of copper, surprisingly few data are available on its distribution and
biotoxicity in agricultural soils in the Aconcagua River basin. The objective of the
3.5C Combating Global Soil & Land Degradation III. Agropresent study was to evaluate the ecotoxicological quality of some agricultural soils
located in the proximity of copper mining industries in the basin. For this purpose
and Forest Ecosystems: Physical, Chemical and Biological
we have performed tests with earthworm Eisenia fetida, which is considered to be
Processes—Poster
representative of soil fauna The protocols for earthworm toxicity tests have been
developed and standardized by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor (Convention Center)
Development (OECD, 2000) We determined physico-chemical characteristics of
the soils (organic matter content, pH, and texture), copper concentrations (total
and extractable in 0.1 M KNO,), activity of free cupric ion (Cu2*) in the solution
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of 0.1 M KNO,, and acute and chronic toxicity with the earthworms Total copper
Relationship between the Agricultural Management of Broccoli Crop and
concentrations in the soils varied between 65 mg/kg (San Felipe) and 1565 mg/kg
Microbial Activity of a Semi-Arid Soil.
(Chagres). Concentrations of extractable copper and free Cu2' were linearly corJ. L. Moreno, F. Baslida, T. Hernandez. C. Garcia. Centra de Edafologia y Biologia related with the total soil copper. Based on Electron Probe MicroAnalysis (EPMA),
copper in the studied soils were present as sulfides and adsorbed on iron oxides.
Aplicada del Segura. CEBAS-CSIC.
These minerals have low solubility and extractable copper represented only very
The first aim of this study was to determine the effect of different agricultural mansmall fraction (<0 5%) of the total copper Free Cu2 , in tum, represented only very
agement practices used in broccoli crop (ecological, integrated, conventional and
small fraction (<0.5%) of the extractable copper. This suggests that more than
the latter management system with addition of pig slurry) on the microbial activity
99 5% of the extractable copper is bound to organic ligands Although these copper
of a semi-arid soil. The second purpose of the present study was to determine the
concentrations did not induce acute toxicity in the earthworms, they did induce
effect both of the broccoli plant presence (crop and fallow) and the soil conditions
chronic toxicity affecting earthworm reproduction. We have observed decrease
(temperature and moisture) on the soil microbial activity of the above mentioned
in production of cocoons with increase in copper concentration in the soils. The
agrosystems. Soil samples were collected from the four different agrosystems in
greatest effect was observed in the soil collected in the proximity of the Chagres
two different periods of the broccoli crop: One in March 2004 when the broccoli
smelter, with 84% of reduction in production of cocoons. These results suggest
plant were growing and other in September 2004 without broccoli plant (after a
that the studied soils have a very diverse ecotoxicological quality that reflects the
fallow period of four months). Microbial biomass C, microbial activity parameters
impact of copper mining activities in the basin. We believe that organism toxicity
as basal respiration, dehydrogenase activity and ATP, and more specific paramtesting provide a more reliable and accurate method for determining acceptable
eters such as the hydrolases activity of urease, protease-BAA, alkaline fosfatase
concentrations of copper in the soils in comparison to the total copper contents
and ß-glucosidase were measured in the different soil samples. Moreover two soil
and chemical extraction techniques that have been used historically. Keywords:
organic C fractions (water soluble organic C and water soluble carbohydrates)
Agricultural soils, Chile, copper, organism toxicity testing, soil ecotoxicological
which are readily available as energetic substrates by the soil microorganisms were
quality, earthworm Eisenia fetida.
measured. Results showed significantly differences (p<0.05) between the most part
of parameters related with soil microbial activity in the different agricultural management systems studied, during the broccoli growth period. Large variations of
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the microbial activity were detected between the soil samples collected during the
Development of Biofertilizer Package for Rehabilitation of Degraded
broccoli crop and those collected after a fallow period. Thus a factorial analysis of
Forestland and Enhancement of Soil Organic Carbon in North India.
data detected a different effect of the agricultural management systems on the soil
microbial activity when the samples were collected during the broccoli crop or after
P. Sagar. R. N.H., Indian Institute of Science.
a fallow period Also, the factorial analysis indicated that ATP, microbial biomass
In
developing countries, the paramount challenge is to rehabilitate the vast
C, diphenol oxidase activity, urease activity and water soluble carbohydrates had a
degraded land to produce adequate quantity of food, fodder, fuelwood etc for the
high weight in the Factor 1 which explained a 44 % of the data variance
increasing population. The frequent and disproportionate use of chemical fertilizer,
deforestation, and human population growth contribute to land degradation The
National Commission on Agriculture (I976)and Ministry of Agriculture (1982)
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both estimated that 175 Mha of land were wastelands. However, the Wastelands
Pollution of Soils and Vegetation by Reforestation of Exotic Conifers in
Atlas of India prepared by National Remote Sensing Agency (2000) shows about
Pilembera.
63.85 Mha lands were degraded out of these 14.06 Mha comes under degraded
forest land Biofertilizer package containing the microbial inputs and organic
M. Razavi. Ph.D. Student ofAzad Unix.
manure could lead to increased plant productivity, reduce emission of greenhouse
To provide the woody needs and uses of Guilan wood and paper company, a plan
gases, improve environmental quality and arrest further degradation. Arbuscular
of reforestation in Pilambara clearly harvested forests have operated in 1448 hectMycorrhizal Fungi (AMF) are known to establish strong mutualistic and symbiares of Pilambara in 1974. Pilambara is a low forest area located in Northwest of
otic relationship with the living roots of litchi plants to the extent of mycorrhizal
Caspian forests with 35 foret compartements and 18-S- meters above sea level and
dependency AMF have potentiality to provide better sustenance to the plants even
average slope of 0-5 percent and is operated by Shafarood forest company. After
in adverse conditions by enhancing the mobility of ions/nutrients from the depleharvesting of endemic species like Quercus castanaefolia. Carpinus betulus, Partion zone of soil However, dual inoculation with Azospirilum brasilense exerts a
roiia persica. Ulmus grandifolia.Fraxinus excelsior .Salix sp. and Diospyrus lotus
synergistic effect on plant growth The present investigation has been carried out
from the natural forest site and severe degradation of natural forests, reforestation
with an aim to develop a biofertilizer package i.e., VAM, A brasilense and Vermiof exotic fast growing species like Pinus taeda. Pinus radiate. Pinus eliuti and
Compost (VC) to obtain better growth of four varieties of litchi plants Viz, Desi,
Cryptomaerya japonica have come into consideration to benefit from their softChina, Shahi and Purbi, commonly grown in northern part of India and enhancing
wood. Now after 30 years of plantation ,we have arranged a research to identify the
the soil organic carbon. The effect of bio-inoculants along with vermicompost on
effects of this reforestation on soil characteristics and vegetation cover of two forest
plant growth performance of litchi plants was evaluated in terms of plant height,
compartments(9 and 24) of Pilambara forestry district. The study of trees health
shoot length, stem diameter, canopy coverage, and leaf surface area The maximum
have shown that most trees of reforested stands (8 1%) are polluted by Limanteria
% increase in plant height i.e., 77%, and 158% was recorded in tripartite combinadispar and bark beatle so hard causing decrease of wood quality and decrease of all
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tion (VAM + A.brasilense + vermicompost) in Desi and China varieties In case of
shoot length, maximum percent increase was recorded in Desi and Purbi varieties,
66.52% and 195.07%, respectively when treated with A. brasilense + AMF. China,
Shahi and Purbi achieved maximum growth in stem diameter under VC + VAM +
A. brasilense treatment. The maximum canopy coverage was recorded in variety
Purbi in tripartite combination (VAM+A.brasilense+ vermicompost), followed by
China and Desi varieties. The maximum leaf surface area was recorded i.e., 181%,
191 % and 210% in Var. Desi, Shahi and Purbi respectively in tripartite combination
(VC + VAM + A. brasilense) followed by China. On comparison of results, it was
evident that the marcots treated with indigenous AMF and A. brasilense along with
equal doses of vermicompost showed best growth in all the varieties expect Shahi
After one year of treatment, the soil organic carbon recorded was maximum in
tripartite combination Thus the biofertilizer package not only helps improve production of horticultural crops but also improves soil organic carbon, as mentioned
earlier This improved soil fertility status could therefore enhance yield of crops as
well as arrest degradation
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Fate and Transport of Biosolids-Borne Triclocarban.
E. A. Hodges. G. A. O 'Connor. Soil and Water Science Dept. Univ of Florida.
Triclocarban (TCC) is an antimicrobial compound routinely added to bar soaps in
the United States (HPV, 2002) Approximately 80% of antimicrobial bar soaps on
the US market contain TCC, accounting for much of the 227,000 - 454,000 total
kilograms of the compound used each year in the US (HPV, 2002). Following use,
much of the TCC becomes a component of wastewater and is subsequently removed
during activated sludge treatment The sludge is later processed to produce biosolids, which may then be land applied Despite the masses of TCC used annually
in the United States, extensive partitioning of TCC into activated sludge (Halden
and Pauli, 2005), and chemical properties that suggest a tendency for TCC to persist, few studies have been conducted on the environmental fate of TCC following
land application of biosolids Multiple components of a comprehensive TCC risk
assessment for land applied biosolids are incomplete, including development of
conclusive solubility data, quantification of retention/release, movement, persistence, and impacts on soil microbes. Also missing is characterization of important exposure routes associated with biosolids-amended soils and identification of
potentially susceptible human populations. With funding from the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) the Soil and Water Science Department at the University of Florida and the Procter & Gamble Company are working
together to fill the TCC data gaps The first year of a four year collaboration has
delivered crucial preliminary data that is now shaping the direction of subsequent
research. Most importantly, extraction methods previously developed by Procter
& Gamble for the antimicrobial Triclosan (TCS) were adapted and validated for
TCC removal from contaminated biosolids. The extraction technique was applied
to various select biosolids to evaluate TCC content and identify effects of biosolids
preparation processes (eg. anaerobic and aerobic digestion, heat-drying, alkaline
stabilization, and composting) on TCC concentrations Fundamental TCC chemical
qualities and behaviors were characterized using the USEPA Office of Prevention,
Pesticides, and Toxic Substances (OPPTS) Harmonized Test Guidelines Developed for testing pesticides and other toxic substances, the guidelines are designed
to minimize variation across testing procedures. Discrepancies in reported TCC
solubilities were resolved and TCC hydrolysis rate constants were quantified to
make a preliminary assessment of TCC movement, bioavailability, and persistence
potential TCC thermal stability in biosolids was also characterized and used to
assess the effects of elevated temperatures on TCC concentration during biosolids
preparation and following land-application Remaining research will address retention/release of TCC in biosol ids-amended soils as a function of soil type, TCC
concentration, biosolids application rate, and environmental conditions; and persistence as a function of time, TCC concentration, and various environmental factors. If retention/release studies indicate the potential for TCC movement by soil
leaching or as a component of surface runoff, column mobility or runoff studies
will be conducted to assess ground and surface water quality impacts. If TCC is
determined to be labile and persistent in the soil, the toxicity and bioconcentration
potential of TCC in select soil microbes and the effect of TCC on soil microbial
community function will be assessed
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Improvement of Low Fertility Soils (Oxisols) for High Productivity and
Sustainability of Crop-Livestock Systems in Tropical Savannas of Colombia.
E. Amezquita. Centro lnlernacional de Agricultura Tropical (CIAT): I. Rao. M.
Rondon. E. Barrios. M. Ayarza. Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility Institute of the
International Centerfor Tropical Agriculture. CI AT; R Hoyos. ; D. Molina. Centro
lnlernacional de Agricultura Tropical—CIAT.
The neotropical savannas (243 million hectares) in South America are one of the
most rapidly expanding agricultural frontiers in the world. Oxisols predominate in
the Colombian savannas and cover an area of 17 million hectares. Of this total area,
3 5 million hectares are known as "Altillanura" Intensification of agricultural production in this agroecosystem requires aluminum tolerant crops, forage germplasm
and improvement of soil physical, chemical and biological conditions. Monocropping systems with high levels of inputs and excessive cultivation (disc harrowing)
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are unsustainable since they cause deterioration of soil properties as well as escalation of pest and disease problems The soils of this area are characterized by low
pH values (4.0-4.8), high Al saturation (>90%), and low levels of nutrients (P, K,
Ca, and Mg). Additionally these soils are susceptible to degradation when submitted to agriculture and/or livestock production. This is a major edaphic limitation
for profitable and sustainable crop-livestock production. Shallow tillage with disk
harrow has caused problems of a physical nature, such as: surface sealing and crusting, high bulk density, compaction, low infiltration rates, low rainfall acceptance,
high susceptibility to erosion, and high rates of runoff To overcome these physical
and low fertility constraints, the concept of building-up an arable layer is developed
and tested. Arable layer is a surface layer of improved soil with minimum physical,
chemical and biological constraints, to guarantee higher and stable crop and forage
yields that are sustainable over time The main purpose of building-up an arable
layer is to improve and maintain physical and chemical conditions of the soil to
favor root growth and thereby enhancing soil biological activity. In this study, we
show the results of building-up a productive arable layer in two contrasting soil
types (clay-loam and clay sandy loam) during a three-year period. A rigid chisel,
for vertical soil preparation was used seeking to accomplish: (1) vertical loosening
of the soil to achieve greater infiltration, higher water storage capacity and a more
homogeneous distribution of amendments and nutrients with soil depth, and (2) to
seek better physical stability of soil through the use of pastures with high root production, to avoid soil repacking and to maintain the favorable conditions for plant
growth developed by vertical tillage. After three years of improvement, there were
two to five-fold increases in infiltration rates, 13-21% increases in total porosity,
60-80% reductions in soil penetrability, 50-65% decreases in soil strength, and a
10-15% decrease in compaction. As a result of this integrated soil improvement,
yields of maize increased from 3.71 ha-1 (first year) to 5.4 t.ha-1 (third year). Using
this integrated soil management technology it was possible to improve profitability
and sustainability of crop-livestock systems in the tropical savannas of Colombian.
There is potential to extend this soil management technology to other infertile soils
of tropical savannas.
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Fate of Fecal Coliforms and Salmonella in Class B Biosolids-Amended
Farmlands.
L. S. Hundal. A. Cox. R. Gore. G. Rijal. J. Zmuda. T. Granato. Metropolitan Water
Reclamation District of Greater Chicago.
The Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (District) treats
about 1.5 billion gallons of wastewater per day, which generates about 190,000 dry
tons of biosolids annually The District operates a diverse biosolids management
program to beneficially utilize both Class A (aged, air-dried biosolids) and Class
B (centrifuge cake) biosolids Up to 45 percent of the biosolids generated by the
District are managed through farmland application of Class B biosolids centrifuge
cake. Farmland application is cost-effective to the District and the nutrients in biosolids provide tremendous savings in fertilizer costs to farmers. However, environmentalists continue to raise issues with the safety of the practice of farmland
application of Class B biosolids Most of the concerns originate from misinformation about the fate of pathogens and other constituents in the farmlands fertilized
with Class B biosolids To ensure the viability of its Class B biosolids application to
farmland program, the District initiated afield-scaleresearch project to evaluate the
fate of fecal coliforms and salmonella in the agricultural fields treated with Class
B biosolids The investigation was conducted on two farm fields representing two
soil types; a silty clay loam (fine, mixed, mesic Typic Haplaquolls) and a fine sand
(mixed, mesic Alfic Udipsamments). Class B centrifuge cake biosolids (approx. 25
percent solids content) were applied by using a manure spreader at 180 wet ton ha '
yr' to a 1 3-ha plot at the silty clay loam site and at 135 wet ton ha ' yr' to a 0.73-ha
plot at the fine sand site. The biosolids were incorporated in soil by chisel plowing.
The densities of fecal coliforms and salmonella were monitored over time by analyzing soil samples collected from the biosol ids-amended plots at various intervals
after biosolids application The data collected during Year I of the investigation
show that the density of fecal coliform from both plots decreased rapidly after the
application and incorporation of Class B biosolids Within 6 to 8 weeks of biosolids
application, the density of fecal coliforms in the biosolids treated plots decreased to
the levels found in the unamended soil. The density of salmonella in the amended
soils did not exceed the levels found in the unamended soils. There were no indications of regrowth of fecal coliforms or salmonella in the amended soils. These
observations indicate that application of Class B biosolids to farmland does not
result in persistence or regrowth of fecal coliforms or salmonella in soil
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Restoring Soil Quality and Forests on Mined Land in the Appalachians:
Results and Outcomes of a 25-year Research Program.
J. A. Burger. B. Y. Amicher. C. E. Zipper. Virginia Tech.
The mixed mesophytic forest of the central Appalachian coal field region, USA, is
one of the most diverse, productive, and valuable temperate forests in the world
Strip mining for coal totally removes the forest ecosystem including the soil and
surface geologic strata Since the implementation of the Surface Mining Control
and Reclamation Act in 1978, over 500,000 ha of native Appalachian forest land
have been converted to mine spoils large portions of which are covered with aban-

doned, unproductive grass and shrub land; few mines were reforested due to inadequate technology, economic disincentives, and regulatory constraints. A long-term
reclamation program was established in 1980 to develop mined land reclamation
techniques for creating productive mine soils for forest land uses. Our studies show
that soil quality was routinely degraded in the process of mining, but, if properly
reclaimed, forest growth and yield of post mining forests can be as productive as
native forests. High soil quality can be achieved by creating mine soils made from
weathered rock strata mixed with native soils. Soil compaction on mined sites was
common; soil building and tillage techniques devised through research greatly
increased soil quality Tree-compatible ground covers were developed for erosion
control, and silvicultural practices were modified for mined land applications. Economic analyses showed that our revised reclamation techniques for forestry were
cost effective, while meeting all federal and state regulatory requirements. Our studies also show that productive, reforested mined sites can sequester carbon at a rate
of 4 Mg ha-l yr-l, which is important for sequestering and storing carbon released
to the atmosphere in the process of burning coal for power production Based on
our research outputs, several states in the Appalachian region have revised their
reclamation regulations and guidelines which enables miners to produce high quality mined sites for restoring native forest ecosystems. As a result, thousands of
hectares of forest land are being restored for multiple forest values.
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Phytostabilization of a Industrial Residue Contaminated with /,n and Cd.
F. S. Santos, M. O. L. Magalhaes. N. Mazur. N. M. B. Amaral Sobrinho. Soil
Department. Federal Rural Univ of Rio de Janeiro.
Phytostabilization and phytoextraction are the most usual phytoremediation techniques adopted for soils contaminated with heavy metals. Phytostabilization consists of using green plants to reduce the mobility of contaminant agents through
revegetation strategies. In this case, the plant species tolerance, biological cycle,
rusticity and ability to grown on unvegetated soils are characteristics that may contribute for the success of the stabilization of plants in soils contaminated with heavy
metals. A greenhouse study was conducted to evaluate the effects of both chemical
amendments (calcium sil icate and brewery sludge), and phytoremediation using the
grass Brachiaria humidicola, on an industrial residue contaminated with Zn and Cd.
Residues from the extraction process of Zn from calamine ore in the Inga Industry,
situated at the Sepetiba Bay, in Rio de Janeiro State—Brazil. Inga Industry, currently in bankruptcy situation, has been considered one of the companies that most
have threatened local ecosystems. Residues accumulated over about 30 years may
reach up to 2 million m3, and may contaminate soil, plants, marine sediments and
million of fishes and mollusks with heavy metals, even banishing fishing activities.Industrial residue samples placed into 30-liter pots were amended with 20%
brewery sludge, calcium silicate (2%, 3%), and 20% of brewery sludge + calcium
silicate (2.5%, 4%), and were compared to the control treatment (non-amended
residue) After pH stabilization, B. decumbens plants were grown on all the treatments, in order to evaluate the species ability to tolerate and extract Zn and Cd from
the residue. Samples were collected twice, at planting and harvesting, for pH determination and simple extractions with water, sodium nitrate, acetic acid and DTPA.
Differences in Zn and Cd concentrations in extracts allowed to estimate the concentrations of those elements in the most likely chemical forms they are found in the
residue High total concentrations of Zn, Cd, Fe, Mn and Pb were found in the Inga
residue Soluble concentrations of Zn and Cd were found to be high as well, since
those are elements that can be leached more easily, with a high risk in contaminating local environment, especially the groundwater Alkaline and organic industrial
amendments significantly reduced Zn and Cd percentages, both in the soluble and
exchangeable fractions, as well as caused the predominance of Zn and Cd in the
most stable chemical fractions, such as complexed and precipitated compounds.
The Brachiaria humidicola biomass was affected by the Zn and Cd bioavailability,
as well as by the type and doses of the amendments employed Treatments with pH
7.0 (calcium silicate 3% and 20% of brewery sludge + calcium silicate 4%) showed
high dry matter yield of B. humidicola, indicating that the pH value was important
to reduce the solubility of heavy metals B humidicola showed tolerance and ability to extract Zn and Cd from the industrial residue Keywords: industrial residues,
inertization, contamination, heavy metals.
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Reduction of Cd Uptake by Rice in the Winter-flooded Paddy Fields.
T. Aoda. Niigala Univ.
Rice production with confidence and safety is one of the most important issues in
Asian countries. For the past few decades, cadmium (Cd) reduction technique in
rice has been clarified Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries and National
Institute for Agro-Environmental Sciences (2002) recommended the flooding water
of paddy before and after the heading, and to improve soil with fertilizers. However
lots of farmers afraid rumor damage of rice quality and price down, destruction of
plow pan at harvest. For the purpose of this study, clarify the relationship between
rice Cd and soil phusic-chemical condition during planting period We measured
soil pH and soil Eh continuously, and analyze Cd concentration in both soil and
rice. We concluded that: I) winter-flooded paddy field stabilized soil pH in neutral,
and lowered soil Eh before and after the heading, 2) organic fertilizer was effective
to reduce Cd in rice, 3) soil pH and Eh were not always the strict indicator of Cd
uptake by rice, 4) winter-flooded paddy field positively effected for biodiversity of

soil in and around paddy fields, 5) climate condition had minor effect into the Cd
concentration of rice.
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Heap Leaching of Heavy Metal Contaminated Soil Using Advanced Oxidation
Processes for Treatment of Extractants in a Closed Loop.
D. Lestan. N. Finzgar. Biotechnical Faculty. Univ of Ljubljana.
Soil contamination is seldom mono-metallic In soils contaminated primarily with
Pb, Zn and other heavy metals are usually also present in elevated concentrations
Current remediation activities have involved excavation and removal of the contaminated soil, immobilization and containment of heavy metals in the soil by mixing or injecting agents such as cement, lime and different phosphates, electrokinetic
mobilization and removal of heavy metals from the soil by precipitation on the
electrodes, phytoextraction of metals using metal-accumulating plants, and soil
washing and flushing. Soil washing involves the separation of contaminants from
soil solids by solubilizing them in a washing solution. This can be done in a reactor (extraction of soil slurry) or preferably as soil heap leaching. The heap leaching process is operationally simple. Heavy metal contaminated soil is excavated,
screened and mounded on a pad. Heavy metals are removed by passing washing
solution through the soil using some type of liquid distribution system The extractant is collected in a pregnant solution pit and processed to remove heavy metals. In
practice, acid washing and chelator soil washing are the two most prevalent heavy
metal removal methods. A number of chelators have been tested. For soils contaminated primarily with Pb, EDTA was in most cases the most effective. One of the
main problems of current EDTA based soil washing technologies is the separation
of chelator-heavy metals complexes from the waste extractant. EDTA is toxic and
its complexes are poorly chemo- and biodegradable and must therefore be removed
before the extractant can be safely discharged. To treat decontamination wastewaters from the nuclear industry and other aqueous effluents contaminated with
EDTA, the chemical destruction of EDTA and its complexes using Advanced Oxidation Processes (AOP) has been proposed AOP involves the use of ozone, H202,
ultrasonic waves, UV irradiation, Fenton's reagent (Fe2+ and H202), alone or in
combination, to generate free hydroxy! radicals; powerful, effective, non-specific
oxidizing agents Ozone is most often used in AOPs It oxidizes organic compounds
in two ways: by direct oxidation with ozone molecules and by the generation of free
hydroxyl radicals. The concentration of hydroxy! radicals under normal ozonation
conditions is, however, small. Under conditions favoring hydroxyl radical production, such as exposure to UV light, hydroxyl oxidation starts to predominate over
oxidation with molecular ozone Removal of EDTA-heavy metal complexes from
soil extractants using AOP has not yet been tested. The aim of this study was to
assess the feasibility of a novel soil heap leaching method for remediation of Pb and
other heavy metal contaminated soil, using ozone and UV for advanced oxidation
of EDTA complexes in soil extractants, removal of released metals from extractant by absorption, and reuse of extractant in a closed process loop. Soil containing
1243 mg/kg Pb and 1190 mg/kg Zn was collected from the 0-30 cm surface layer
at an industrial site of a former Pb smelter in the Mezica Valley in Slovenia An
ozone/UV treatment unit for EDTA soil extractants consisted of an ozone generator, ozonation flask, U V-light, and absorption column. A peristaltic pump was used
to force the extractant through the unit. Metals, released after advanced oxidation
of EDTA complexes, were removed from soil extractants by passing them through
the absorption column with commercial sorbent Slovakite Soil heap leaching was
simulated in triplicate in 15 cm diameter soil columnsfilledwith 4.6 kg of air-dried
soil. The soil was treated with six consecutive EDTA additions with 2 5 mmol/kg
EDTA in 3100 mL unbuffered tap water. Extractant was first circulated through the
soil column for 48 h using a peristaltic pump and then through an ozone/UV unit
and soil column until essentially all Pb and Zn were absorbed on Slovacite. Six
consecutive additions of EDTA (total 15 mmol/kg of soil) removed 49.6±0 6 and
19.7± 1.7% of initial total Pb and Zn from soil The new heap leaching method produced discharge extractant with fairly lowfinalconcentrations of Pb, Zn and EDTA
(I 98±2.17 mg/L, 4.55±2.36 mg/L, and 0.05±0.04 mM, respectively), which could
presumably be reduced even further with continuation of treatment. The results
of our study indicate that for soils contaminated primarily with Pb, treating the
EDTA extractants with ozone/ UV and reuse of extractants enables efficient soil
heap leaching with very little or no wastewater generation, easy control over emissions, and lowers the requirements for process water.
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Efficacy of Organic Amendments Integrated with Gypsum on Amelioration
and Crop Productivity of Sodic Land.
D. B. R. Gupta. CSA Univ of Agriculture and Technology.
Sodic lands are not only physically and chemically degraded but are biologically
degraded too Owing to lower load of heterotrophic microorganisms, organic matter decomposing power of sodic land is considerably lower than that of normal
cultivated soil (Bajpai and Gupta 1979) Truly, ameliorative and nutritive effects of
organic amendments depend on the degree of their decomposition in these soils In
order to hasten the organic matter decomposition, extraneous inoculation of organic
amendment with decomposing microbial inoculant may be a useful approach to
augment the efficacy of organic amendments in these soils Besides, gypsum being
a non-renewable natural reserve and costly input necessitates it to be supplemented
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preferentially with locally available organic wastes Taking these themes in view,
present studies were undertaken Press mud (suiphitation), water hyacinth and rice
straw @ 101 ha + decomposing bioinoculant (consortium of Aspergillus awamorii,
Trichoderma ressi, Trichoderma viride and Trichuris spiralis) applied consecutively for two years integrated with gypsum @ 25% G.R. were evaluated for their
ameliorative and manurial efficacy in the adaptive experiments in calcareous sodic
land(pH,5 10 0, ESP 68) of the hyperthermic family of petrocalcic Natrustalfs in
Etawah District of Uttar Pradesh in rice-wheat green manuring sequence during
2001-2003 Press mud/water hyacinth + bioinoculant integrated with gypsum @
25% G.R. exhibited higher crop yields than that obtained under gypsum alone @
50% G.R by 10-12% while rice straw amendment equated with it statistically.
Bioinoculant improved performance of organic amendments by 10-15%. Organic
amendment integrated with gypsum reduced pH, ESP and resulted in better carbon
sequestration and microbial load Organic amendments along with bioinoculant
increased the contents of available N,P,K, Fe and Zn in soil on mean basis by 10 0,
128.5,105.4 and 73.0 per cent respectively over gypsum alone @ 50% G.R. after
two years of experimentation. Average response to bioinoculant was 306 kg ha "'
rice and 190 kg ha ' in wheat with cost benefit ratio of 1:13. The effect of organic
amendments on the crop yields and nutrient uptake is attributable collectively to its
ameliorative and nutritive effect on soil.
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Effects of Arbuscular Mycorrhizal Fungi Inoculation on Arsenic and
Phosphorus Uptake by Trifolium repensin and Oenothera odorata Jacq. in
Arsenic Contaminated Soil.
D. Y. Kim, Division of Environmental Science and Ecological Engineering, Korea
Unix: Y. J. Lee, National Institute of Agricultural Science and Technology; N.
I. Goo, J. Jung, J. G. Kim, Division of Environmental Science and Ecological
Engineering, Korea Univ.
Arbuscular mycorrhiza (AM) fungi which belongs to endomycorrhiza are the
most widespread fungal form on earth. AM fungi obtain their carbon sources from
the photosynthate of the host plants and host plants obtain phophorus by nutrient
exchange with AM fungi Arsenic is ubiquitous heavy metal in soil and nearly all
other environmental media. Because arsenate behaves as an analogue of the macronutrient phosphate, the AM fungi associated plants may play an important role
for arsenic uptake in arsenic contaminated soil However, very few studies were
conducted to elucidate arsenic and phosphorus uptake to wildlife grasses by interaction with AM fungi in arsenic contaminated soils. In this research, the effects of
arbuscular mycorrhizal(AM) fungi(G/omi« mosseae) inoculation on arsenic and
phosphorus uptake by Trifolium repensin and Oenothera odorata Jacq. from arsenic contaminated soil were investigated by pot experiment in greenhouse for 8
weeks The gold mine soil used in this experiment is polluted by 381 6 mg total As/
kg and 20 mg available As/kg, selected plants, Trifolium repensin and Oenothera
odorata Jacq , are widespread and largely distributing on abandoned metalliferous mine area in south-Korea There were two treatments of AM fungi inoculation and sterile(control) of mine soil for both plants and each treatment has four
replicates. After eight weeks, shoot dry weight and biomass of Trifolium repensin
and Oenothera odorata Jacq. associated with AM fungi were 0.22, 0.29 g/plant
and 7.9, l4.6g/pot. They were significantly higher value than that of control plants,
0.045,0.124 g/plant and 1.8, 6.7g/pot grown in sterile media. No root colonization
by AM fungi was detected in control plants grown in sterile media, while percent root colonization of AM fungi to Trifolium repensin and Oenothera odorata
Jacq. was 55.91, 62.32. Arsenic and phosphorus uptake was shown similar pattern
for both plants. Arsenic was mainly accumulated 234 6, 240.1 mg As/kg in root
tissue of AM fungi associated Oenothera odorata Jacq. and Trifolium repensin,
respectively. Generally arsenic resistant plants maintain their shoot phosphorus
status high but the results of present studies showed phosphorus in root tissue of
mycorrhizal plants was translocated to shoot tissue lower than that of non-mycorrhizal plants. It was inferred to alleviate arsenic toxicity by accumulating higher
root phosphorus in both plants. From these results, inoculation of AM fungi to host
plants obtained high yield and increase arsenic resistance to its toxicity and has a
potential applicability to enhance the efficiency of phytostabilization in soils highly
contaminated with arsenic. Keywords: Phytoremediation, Arsenic, Phosphorus,
Arbuscular mycorrhiza.
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Application of Cupriavidus Metallidurans CH34 and Escherichia coli to Hi»
Remediate Zinc, Cadmium and Copper Contaminated Soils.
J. M. F. Marlins. V. Guiné. CNRS-LTHE.
The fate and impact of heavy metals produced by agricultural or industrial activities has become a crucial environmental problem. Bio-remediation processes of
contaminated soils have made many progress However the effect of geo-chemical
factors on the behaviour of micro-organisms is not yet well understood Metallic cations display high affinity for bacterial surfaces and the mobility of these
contaminants in groundwater systems can be related to that of bacteria, depending
on hydrogeologic and geochemical conditions, bacteria are either mobile or immobile (bacterial attachment or blocking) The aim of this work is to improve our
understanding of the bio-physical-chemical factors controlling bacterial cell mobility/adhesion and their influence on heavy metal (Zn Cd or Cu) leaching, in order
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to remediate naturally or artificially contaminated soils. The bacterial strain used
in this study are Cupriavidus metallidurans CH34 and Escherichia coli DH5alpha,
both are rod-shaped, gram-negative and aerobic bacteria. Bio-facilitated transport
and bio-leaching experiments were conducted in glass columns (2.6 cm diameter
and 15 cm length), filled with about 150g of heavy metal contaminated soil. The
physical factors controlling flow were kept constant in all experiments and pH
was monitored. Experiments were conducted in duplicate under saturated conditions. Bacterial cells mobility was found to be controlled by bio-physical-chemical parameters (membrane properties, cell concentration, soil-solution chemistry).
Bacteria were found to be excellent sorbents for Zn, Cd and Cu The transport of
these heavy metals in soil columns was strongly accelerated (up to 3.5 times for Cd
and 2.5 times for Zn) in the presence of both bacteria. Moreover, biosorbed-mctal
transport process was 4 to 6 times higher than dissolved transport even when high
amounts of heavy metal were retained by bacterial cells in sand. Bacterial cells
strongly controlled the heavy metal mobility through saturated sand columns From
bio-remediation experiments, we observed both a transient and persistent effect of
bacteria on metal leaching: a high amount of the metals were mobilised during the
breakthrough of the cells and this metal leaching effect persisted very long after the
bacteria inoculation, whatever the bacterial type. The metal removal was strongly
increased (12 fold) in the polluted soils as compared to the bacteria-free leaching
experiments. Consequently the time needed to detoxify these soils was similarly
decreased. The increased metal leaching is assumed to be either an active transport
for E. coli DH5alpha because of the bio-sorbed concentrations of heavy metals or
an indirect in situ modification of the metal speciation and advective transport for
C. metallidurans CH34. We evidenced the ability of bio-colloids to both enhance
leaching and accelerate transport of heavy metals in contaminated soils
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Soil Microbial Biomass and Activity under Different Soil Management in a
Brazilian Oxisol.
E. L. Balota. Agronomic Institute of Parana (1APAR); R. P. Dick. The Ohio State
Univ.
There is increasing pressure to produce greater amounts of food and fiber due to the
continual rise of the world's population. In many regions of the world, including
Brazil, forest areas are being converted to intensive agricultural management. To
have sustained productivity of these soils and to understand the long-term impacts
of this conversion, information is needed on how this affects microbial properties of
soils. The objective of this study was to compare forest soil with soils that had been
converted 22 yrs ago to coffee production or to Conventional (CT) and No-Tillage
(NT) crop systems relative to microbial biomass and activity. The study was done
on an Oxisol (Typic Haplorthox) at the IAPAR Experimental Station in Londrina,
Brazil. Soil samples were taken at 0-5, 5-10 and 10-20 cm depths in October 1997
and March 1998 and evaluated for microbial biomass C and N, mineralizable C and
N, and aggregate stability. Soil management influenced significantly all parameters
at all depths. The cultivated sites had lower microbial biomass and activity than
forest site. Microbial biomass C and N was respectively, 1068 and 279 kg ha-1 for
forest, 336 and 123 kg ha-1 for coffee, 225 and 84 kg ha-1 for CT, and 542 and 99
kg ha-1 for NT. Although the forest and NT sites had higher microbial biomass and
activity than CT site the metabolic quotient was 65% and 43% lower, respectively.
After 22 years of cultivation the total C declined 22% under coffee, 43% under CT,
and 32% under NT, while the decline of microbial biomass C was 69% for cotfee,
79% for CT, and 49% for NT These results suggest that the microbial biomass represents a substantial reserve of N in the study sites and may contribute substantially
to the N requirements of crops.
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Greenhouse Gas Fluxes from Three Ecosystems in Tropical Peatland of
Sarawak, Malaysia.
L. Melting. Dept of Agriculture: R. Hatano. Graduate School of Agriculture,
Hokkaido Univ: K. J. Goh. Advanced Agriecological Research Sdn Bhd; T. Inoue.
Graduate School ofAgriculture. Hokkaido Univ.
Currently, extensive areas of tropical peatland in Southeast Asia are being developed for large-scale sago and oil palm plantation. However, their environmental
impact is still uncertain. Thus, greenhouse gas (C02, CH4, and N20) fluxes from
three ecosystems, namely mixed peat swamp forest, sago (Metroxylon sagu) and
oil palm (Elaeis guineensis) plantation on tropical peatland of Sarawak, Malaysia
were measured monthly over 12 months using a closed chamber technique On
an annual basis, the soil C02 flux was highest in the forest ecosystem with an
estimated production of 2 1 kg C m-2 yr-1 followed by oil palm at 1.5 kg C m-2
yr-1 and sago at 1.1 kg C m-2 yr-1 Both forest and sago were CH4 sources with an
emission of 18.34 mg C m-2 y-1 and 180 mg C m-2 y-1, respectively. However, the
oil palm ecosystem was a CH4 sink with an uptake rate of-15.14 mg C m-2 y-l.
Highest annual N20 emissions were observed in the sago ecosystem with a production rate of 3.3 kg N ha-1 y-I, followed by oil palm ecosystem at 1 2 kg N ha-1 y-l
and forest ecosystem at 0.7 kg N ha-1 y-l A regression tree approach showed that
C02 flux in each ecosystem were related to different underlying environmental factors. They were relative humidity for forest, soil temperature at 5 cm for sago and
water-filled pore space for oil palm For CH4, they were relative humidity for forest
and water table for both sago and oil palm ecosystems Multiple regression analysis

showed that different variables regulated N20 production in each ecosystem. The
key factors influencing N20 emissions in the forest ecosystem were water table and
NH4+ concentration at 25-50 cm, soil temperature at 5 cm and nitrate concentration
at 0-25 cm in the sago ecosystem, and water-filled pore space (WFPS), soil temperature at 5 cm and NH4+ concentrations at 0-25 cm in the oil palm ecosystem.
The results showed that there were no dominant environmental controlling factors
in each GHG flux across the three ecosystems. This implied that the soil GHG
fluxes in tropical peatland were dependent on the environmental changes that were
instituted to maximize crop production

phate and arsenate are know to interact strongly with iron-(hydr)oxides via surface complexation and may therefore effect their reducibility and mineralization
pathway. Accordingly, the objectives of this study are to determine the impact of
surface-associated oxyanions, using phosphate as a model compound, on the extent
of iron-(hydr)oxide bioreduction and nature of the resulting mineralization products Batch and column studies show that alterations in surface composition have
a profound impact on the bioreducibility and mineralization pathway of fernhydrite Phosphate induced a linear inhibition on the extent of biomineralization and
resulted in afivefolddecrease in iron reduction at high surface-coverage. Magnetite
was the most significant mineralization product formed while lepidocrocite and
especially goethite formation was inhibited in the presence of phosphate. Minor
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amounts of vivianite and green rust like phases were formed in systems favoring
Toxicities of Soil Cadmium towards Wheat Triticum aestivum and Its
high concentrations of phosphate, ferrous iron and microbial metabolites (i.e. bicarBioremediation Potential.
bonate). Advective flow conditions also influenced the biomineralization pathway
J. Gong, CK Life Sciences Limited: S. W. Chiu, Dept of Biology, The Chinese Unix of ferrihydrite and the microbial respiration Furthermore, decreased mobility of
phosphate was observed under iron-reducing conditions when compared to column
of Hong Kong.
systems in the absence of the iron reducing bacterium Shewanella putrefaciens.
Soil pollutants affect the yield of crops, and if bioaccumulated, the contaminated
Our results reveal the importance of considering hydrodynamics and the molecularcrop poses health hazard. Wheat Triticum aestivum is a major global food crop.
scale heterogeneity of iron (hydr)oxides, inclusive of adsorbates, when evaluating
Cadmium, a toxic heavy metal, is a common environmental pollutant in agriculdissimilatory iron reduction and biomineralization within soils and sediments
tural soils. The present study was undertaken to systematically assess the toxicities
of cadmium on T. aestivum. Besides, a feasibility study on using a white rot fungus
Pleurotus pulmonarius in cleanup of artificially contaminated soils was carried out
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and assessed. In terms of acute phytotoxicity on seed germination and growth of
Nutrient Leaching from Coal Refuse Amended with Reclamation Rates of
germlings performed with a standardized bioassay, soil, in contrast to filter paper
Composted or Fresh Poultry Layer Manure.
as matrix, showed sorption and reduced bioavailability which in turn, lowered the
R. Stehouwer, Pennsylvania Stale Univ.
cadmium toxicity on T aestivum. Moreover, genotoxicity in terms of DNA breakage measured by single cell gel electrophoresis was detected for cadmium (ranging
In several US Mid-Atlantic states concentrated animal agriculture has led to
from I to 50 mg/kg) after 3-day treatment. Root was the major organ for accuregional excess manure and nutrient concentrations in close proximity to coal minmulating the pollutant but shoot suffered severe genotoxicities. Besides, differening regions where organic C and nutrients are needed for reclamation. However, the
tial expression of genes phytochelatin synthase (PCS) and metallothionein (MT)
quantity of manure required for revegetation of phytotoxic mine spoil could result
detected by reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) revealed
in significant nutrient leaching. Prior composting of manure or co-application with
that cadmium enhanced the expression of these genes in both filter paper and soil
high organic C materials are two possible means to limit nutrient loss. We investias matrices. Longer exposure, however, did not maintain the enhanced expression
gated the potential nutrient leaching in a greenhouse experiment in which columns
levels of PCS and MT For chronic exposure up to thefloweringand grain harvestof coal mine spoil were amended with 3 rates of composted layer manure (total N
ing stages in pot plant system, tolerance towards cadmium was found; all seedfrom 0.4-1.1 g N kg"' refuse) or fresh layer manure (total N 0.4 g N kg-' refuse)
lings survived at low contamination levels and up to 200 mg Cd/kg. The treated
combined with paper mill sludge to achieve amendment C/N ratios ranging from
plants showed normal elongation rates but retarded growth at 2 and 4 months at
7 to 40. Columns were planted with switchgrass (Panicum virgatum) and intenextremely high concentrations of cadmium. At soil contamination levels exceedtionally leached every four weeks. All amendments increased switchgrass growth
ing the acceptable limits, cadmium (>1 mg/kg) retarded flowering development
over unamended refuse and refuse amended with limestone and inorganic fertilizer.
and reduced grain yield (seed mass) Grain nutrients, in terms of amino acid proGrowth increased with increased compost addition, but increased much more with
file, protein content, dietary fibre content, mineral contents, carbohydrate content,
paper mill sludge addition Nitrate leaching was not increased by compost addition
were not affected by cadmium to great extents but genotoxicity was detected and
(total leaching losses < 2 mg NO -N column') but was very large with fresh layer
the antioxidation bioactivity was decreased. Further, the harvested grains showed
manure at C/N ratios of 7 and 20 (total leaching losses of 191 and 113 mg NO,-N
decreased viability as reflected by germination test to an extent in reverse proporcolumn ' respectively). With C/N ratios of 30 and 40 leachate N03 was substantions to the initial contaminated level of cadmium in soil for growing the plants.
tially reduced (total leaching losses of 23 and 48 mg NO,-N column ' respectively).
This reflects the inheritable damage to T. aestivum by soil cadmium. Cadmium was
Amendment effects on NH4 leaching were very similar NO, leaching, thus total
detected in grains harvested from contaminated soils at levels which exceeded the
N losses were nearly two times larger than NO, leaching losses. Total P leaching
food safety standards (0.5 mg Cd/kg), indicating health hazards toward consumlosses were greatest with fresh manure at C/N ratio of 7, but all additions of paper
ers. Thus environmental cleanup is urgently needed. A laboratory scale was set
mill sludge reduced P loss to <2 mg P column '. P losses were similarly reduced
up to assess the bioremediation potential of a white rot fungus Pleurotus pulmoby composting the manure. Both composting and C/N ratio adjustment reduce
narius on contaminated soil for agricultural use The fungus survived up to 162
potential nutrient loss from reclamation uses of poultry manure Co-application of
mg Cd/kg after 5 weeks and fruiting of the fungus was inhibited by over 100 mg
manure and a high C material may be economically preferable because it avoids the
Cd/kg. Translocation of cadmium into the fungal fruiting bodies was observed,
additional material handling and time costs of composting.
and the contents exceeded food safety standards Although cadmium was extracted
from soil and removed by translocation into the aerial fruiting bodies which could
be removed, further investigation was needed to optimize the removal efficiency
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When the treated soil was used as a matrix for germination of T. aestivum, both
EDTA-Assisted Phytoremediation of Heavy Metals in Biosolids: Comparison
germination frequency and growth of germlings were similar to those in control
of Composted Biosolids and Soil with Injected Biosolids.
soil. Thus the fungal treatment not just removed the soil contaminants cadmium
M. B. Kirkham. Kansas Slate Univ: M. S. Liphadzi, Water Research Commission.
but also ameliorate the toxicities of the soil contaminants. In face of the multiple
toxicities exerted by the common soil contaminant cadmium on T. aestivum, more
Biosolids (wastewater residuals) can be applied to land either as a liquid or as combasic and applied work should be done to remediate agricultural land and to protect
posted material With either method of disposal, heavy metals in the biosolids are
the land for crop production
added to soil. Chelated-facilitated phytoremediation might remove the metals. Yet
no studies compare the availability of heavy metals in composted biosolids with
soil containing applied (non-composted) biosolids, after solubilization with chelates. The objective of this work was to determine the effect of the tetrasodium salt
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of EthyleneDiamine-Tetraacetic Acid (EDTA) on uptake by hybrid poplar (Populus
Impact of Phosphate on Iron Oxide Bioreducibility and Mineralization.
deltoides Marsh x P nigra L ) of heavy metals in composted biosolids and in soil
T. Borch, Colorado Slate Univ: Y. Masue, Stanford Univ: S. Fendorf Stanford
that had received injected (incorporated as liquid) biosolids The composted biosolUniv.
ids came from the Topeka, Kansas, Wastewater Treatment Plant. The biosolids are
digested anaerobically and then placed in piles that compost over time until they
Iron oxides account for the majority of metallic oxides in soils and are found in
meet regulatory requirements that allow them to be placed on land (called "Class
most climate zones. These oxides are particularly important because they are often
A" biosolids by the US Environmental Protection Agency) The soil with injected
contributing, if not controlling, factors in the fate and transport of nutrients and
biosolids came from the top 50 cm of soil at the 25-year old Biosolids Farm of
contaminants Numerous microorganisms have been identified to catalyze Fe(Ill)
Manhattan, Kansas The soil at the site is a Haynie very fine sandy loam (coarsereduction although Dissimilatory Iron-Reducing Bacteria (D1RB) such as Shesiity, mixed, superactive, calcareous, mesic Mollic Udifluvents), and the biosolids
wanella and Geobacter species have been found to be responsible for most of the
are injected at the 15-to-20 cm depth The soil with biosolids was mixed before the
Fe(lll) reduction occurring under non-sulfidogenic anoxic conditions Dissimilaexperiment began Poplar seedlings were planted in the two media, which were in
tory iron reduction has been extensively studied over the past two decades with
columns (c. 120 cm long and 18 cm in diameter) in a greenhouse After 133 days
pristine synthetic iron-(hydr)oxides serving as the electron acceptor. However,
of growth, the chelate was added at a rate of I g per kg media The plants grew in
natural environments often include a complex interaction of numerous organic and
the two media for another 162 days for a total growth period of about 10 months
inorganic constituents that may control the bioreducibility of iron-(hydr)oxides
At harvest, Cd, Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni, Pb, and Zn were determined in leaves, stems, and
and the mineralization products formed. For instance, oxyanions such as phos-
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roots. Total and extractable concentrations of these seven heavy metals were determined in the media EDTA did not affect concentrations of the seven heavy metals
in roots, stems, and leaves of poplar plants grown in composted biosolids or in soil
with biosolids, except in two cases: Cd in leaves of plants grown in composted
biosolids with EDTA was lower than Cd in leaves of plants grown in composted
biosolids without EDTA; and Fe in roots of plants grown in the biosolids-treated
soil with EDTA was lower than Fe in roots of plants grown in biosolids-treated soil
without EDTA. Except for Ni, total and extractable concentrations of the heavy
metals were higher in the composted biosolids than in the soil with biosolids, and
EDTA had no effect on these concentrations. Total concentrations of Ni in the two
media were similar, but extractable concentrations of Ni in the compost were higher
than those in the soil with biosolids The results indicated that the chelate had little
impact on phytoremediation of heavy metals in the composted biosolids or the
biosolids-treated soil The compost was highly saline, which appeared to inhibit
the shoot growth of poplar for the first 9 months of the experiment, until the salts
leached out of the columns. The fact that the poplar roots in the compost remained
alive during the period of no shoot growth showed that they are tolerant to highly
saline media.

types of extractants: water and HN03-HC1 On the water extract, we analyzed the
water soluble Zn by 1CP-AES and the labile Zn by DPASV. Results from discriminant analysis of the Rouyn-Noranda soil samples reveal a clear statistical contrast
between rhizosphere and bulk components with respect to chemical and microbial
properties (p < 0,0001) This contrast is mostly controlled by biological variables,
water-soluble Zn and free-ion Cu. Also, previous results from Rouyn-Noranda on
the links between microorganisms and Cu species showed a strong positive correlation between urease activity, microbial C/N ratio, organic carbon and Cu2+, on the
one hand, and between dissolved organic carbon and water soluble Cu, on the other
hand (Cloutier-Hurteau, 2005, 8th ICOBTE, Adelaide, Australia). These results
demonstrate that the microbial activity promotes the mobility of Cu in the soil and
that it explains 43% of the distribution of water-soluble Cu and 21% of the distribution of Cu2+ in rhizosphere and bulk samples. We anticipate the existence of a
similar link between microorganisms and Zn, although Zn in soil is less strongly
associated to organic matter than Cu. These results highlight the importance of
considering the rhizosphere as a discrete soil environment and its role as a hot spot
in the biogeochemichal cycle of forest ecosystem. Also, results reveal that microorganisms have a strong influence on metal speciation and stress the importance of
the microbially-mediated processes in the rhizosphere and in the biogeochemical
cycle of metals in forest soils.
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Reclamation of Coal Mine Wastes Using Lime Cake By-Products in Korea.
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J. E. Yang. Kangwon National Unix; K. C Eotn. National Institute ofAgricultural
Science and Technology: J. J. Kim, Chungbuk National Unix; K. Y. Yoo. Y. S. Ok, Carbon Dynamics Following the Conversion of Pasture to Rubber-Tree (Hevea
brasiliensis) Plantations in Brazil.
Kangwon National Univ.
M. Oelbermann. Univ of Waterloo: D. Oliveira, Instituto Agronomico do Parana
In Korea, hundreds of abandoned and closed coal and metallic mines are present
(1APAR); C. Wagner-Riddle. Univ ofGuelph: P. H. Caramori, Instituto Agronomico
in the steep mountain valleys due to the depression of the mining industry since
do
Parana (1APAR); M. Leclerc. Univ of Georgia.
the late 1980s. From these mines, enormous amounts of coal waste were dumped
on the slopes, which cause sedimentation and Acid Mine Drainage (AMD) to be
Land clearing and the intensification of agricultural activities have led to the prodischarged directly into streams. A limestone slurry by-product (lime cake) is production of marginal soil, but these changes in land-use management also impact
the regional and global carbon (C) cycle. Rehabilitating degraded pasture with rubduced from the Solvay process in manufacturing soda ash. It has potential to be
ber tree (Hevea brasiliensis) plantations, and the effectiveness of these plantations
used as a neutralizer for acid-producing materials Afieldplot experiment was conto sequester C, has not been fully evaluated to date. This study quantified the C
ducted to test the application of lime cake for reclaiming coal wastes. Each plot
sequestered in above- and below-ground tree components in 3.5, 5.5 and 15-year
was 20 x 5 m (L x W) in size on a 56% slope Treatments included a control (waste
old rubber tree plantations established on former pastureland. Soil organic C (SOC)
only), calcite, and lime cake. The Lime Requirement (LR) for the coal waste to
stocks were quantified in each rubber tree plantation and compared to a pasture.
pH 7.0 was determined and treatments consisted of adding 100%, 50%, and 25%
The carbon dioxide (CO,) fluxes during the wet and dry seasons, in the rubber tree
of the LR. The lime cake and calcite were also applied in either a layer between
plantations and the pasture, were also assessed. Results showed that the 15-year
the coal waste and topsoil or mixed into the topsoil and coal waste Each plot was
old trees sequestered the greatest amount of C in tree biomass followed by the 5.5
hydroseeded with grasses and planted with trees. In each plot, surface runoff and
and
3.5-year old systems, and showed a significant (p<0.05) linear relationship
subsurface water were collected. The lime cake treatments increased the pH of coal
between diameter at breast height (dbh) and tree C content. Soil organic C stocks
waste from 3 5 to 6, and neutralized the pH of the runoff and leachate of the coal
were greater to a 35 cm depth in the 15-year old rubber tree plantation than in
waste from 4.3 to 6 7. Surface cover of seeded species was significantly increased
the younger plantations and the pasture The entire soil profile of the rubber tree
with lime cake and the 25% LR plots were sufficiënt to neutralize the acidity in the
plantations and the pasture showed a 5"C shift to that of C, residue, reflecting the
coal waste.
greater input of residues from C, plants. CO, flux measurements showed that 15year old rubber tree plantations have a lower rate flux of this greenhouse gas during
the daytime in the summer season compared to the pasture The results from this
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study highlight the potential of rubber tree plantations, established on former pasMicrobial Effects on the Fractionation of Cu and Zn in the Rhizosphere of
tureland, to enhance soil quality and to sequester C for mitigation of atmospheric
Forest Soils.
CO, emissions.
B. Cloutier-Hurteau. Dépt de Geographie. Univ de Montreal: S. Sauvé. Dépt
de Chimie. Univ de Montreal: F. Courchesne. Dépt de Geographie. Univ de
Montreal.
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The transfer of metals from soils to plants is a fundamental flux in the biogeochemiDegradation of Naphthalene-Benzene-UI-14c in a Brazilian Dieselcal cycle of forested ecosystem This transfer is regulated by active processes in the
Contaminated Oxisol.
rhizosphere, a large fraction of which are controlled by microorganisms. UnforM. A. Albuquerque. Centra Univ Caratinga: B. M. G. Alves. UNEC: C. E. G. R.
tunately, our knowledge of the influence of microorganisms on metal distribution
Schaefer. Dpto do Solos, Univ Federal de Vicosa.
and speciation in soils is sparse This gap in knowledge on rhizosphere processes
precludes a sound understanding of the fate of metals in terrestrial ecosystems
Degradation of naphtalene-benzene-UL-14C (Sigma, 313 mCi/mmol) to 14C02
Studies have identified several microbial mechanisms regulating the mobility of
was studied in two oxisol samples in Caratinga, MG State, Brazil, from monitored
metals such as: biosorption, solubilization and redox reactions (Gadd, 2004, Geoareas which have been contaminated with oil spills. One site is located just below
derma: 109-119) Recent in situ studies in forested areas have shown that microbial
a heavily contaminated soil, and another one was collected above the contaminated
activity is a key factor in controlling the distribution of Cu species in bulk and
site, with less direct influence of runoff An apparatus was developed to analyse
rhizospheric soil samples (Cloutier-Hurteau, 2005, 8th ICOBTE, Adelaide, AustratheC02 evolved from degradation of naphathalene-14C and consisted of 12 flasks
lia). Nevertheless, few attempts were made to establish in situ the functional links
containing the soil samples connected to a C02-free air source Air from the flasks
between microbial activity and the distribution of metals species in forest soils
containing the treatments was bubbled through a C02 trapping solution of NaOH
In this context, the objectives of this study are 1) to contrast the rhizosphere and
0.5 M. Samples of 15g of soil from the two sites, taken from 0-10cm and 10-20cm
the bulk components of forest soils with respect to chemical and microbiological
depths, and 4 ml of sterile distilled water, were added to the flasks, using 3 repproperties and 2) to evaluate how microbial activity in the rhizosphere affects the
licates of each treatment. Naphtalene-benzene-UL-14C was added to each flask
speciation of Cu and Zn in the solid phase and in the water extract Soils were colat a radioactivity concentration of 1.32x10-2 iCi.g-lof soil) The measurement of
lected in the Rouyn-Noranda area (~ 600 km north west of Montreal, Canada) in
radioactivity in the C02 trap solution was carried out after 1,8, 16 and 23 days of
August 2004 and in the Monteregie area (~ 80 km south of Montreal) in August
incubation at room temperature, using a Liquid Scintillation Counter (Beekman
2005 At Rouyn-Noranda, three sites located at 0 5, 2 and 8 km from the Home
Instruments). There were no significant differences between the two soil sites, but
smelter were selected whereas in the Monteregie, three sites situated near an airthere were differences between soil depths The 0-10cm soil depth showed higher
port, a cement plant and a steel-work plant were selected, to insure the presence of
14C02 evolution than the IO-20cm soil depth in both sites. After 8 days of incusufficient of metals loads in soils. At every site, the rhizosphere and bulk compobation approximatly 25% of the naphtalene-benzene-UL-14C added was evolved
nents were sampled in clay soils (Luvisols) under Populus tremuloides. The separaas 14C02 from surface soil, and after 16 days of incubation no more evolution of
tion of rhizospheric materials from the soil matrix was performed in the field by
14C02 was observed. These results showed that a minor part of naphtalene-benhand agitation of roots (Seguin, 2004, Plant and Soil: 1-17). The characterization
zene-UL-14C is quickly degraded to C02 in these oxisols, and a greater amount of
of microbial properties was established by measuring total microbial biomass C
naphthalene either remains in the soil, adsorbed by soil particles or metabolized by
and N. active microbial biomass C, the microbial C/N ratio, the dehydrogenase
the soil microbial population, or is leached away downwards.
activity and the urease activity. We also measured the fractionation of Zn using two
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The Fate and Bioavailability of Heavy Metals in the Solution Phase of Biosolids
Enhancing Petroleum Hydrocarbon Biodegradation Efficiency by Indigenous
during Phytoextraction Using Salix reichardtii and Populus balsamifera.
Microbial Consortia in Semi-Arid Australian Soils.
T. T. Huynh, A. J. M. Baker, W. S. Laidlaw. Univ of Melbourne; B. Singh, Univ of S. J. George. M. Tibbett, A. Barron. A. Davie. Centre for Land Rehabilitation.
Sydney; D. Gregory, Melbourne Water.
School of Earth and Geographical Sciences. Univ of Western A ustralia.
The concentration and speciation of metals in soil solution are key factors in conPetroleum products are one of the most widely used chemicals in society today,
trolling the amount of metal uptake by plants The processes of mobilizing and
which also contains hazardous chemicals therefore possess constant threat of oil
transporting heavy metals in soil and rhizosphere are of prime interest in phytospills to onshore and offshore environment The use of microbes to clean up polextraction. Understanding of metal speciation, bioavailability of metals and metal
luted environments—bioremediation—is a promising approach to improve envibehaviour in soil in a phytoextraction system are important for the success of
ronmental conditions but is hindered by limited understanding of the process. To
phytoremediation technology. Biosolids are solid residues from wastewater treatensure optimal petroleum hydrocarbon degradation, environmental conditions
ment after either aerobic or anaerobic digestion processes. This study was aimed to
specific to each site need to be determined The common limitations to effective
determine the fate of heavy metals and metalloids (As, Cd, Cu, Cr, Ni, Pb and Zn)
bioremediation in semi-arid, Barrow Island soils of Western Australia seem to be
in solution phase of aged biosolids stockpiled at Melbourne Water's Western Treatthe lack of soil moisture and nutrients. The biodegradation of petroleum hydrocarment Plant (WTP), Werribee, near Melbourne, Australia An experimental design
bon in incubated soil was determined from microbial basal respiration (CO, evoluconsisting of 18 columns was set up outdoors at the University of Melbourne's
tion), microbial biomass, substrate induced respiration, and petroleum hydrocarbon
glasshouse facility. Each column had a 70 cm layer of biosolids or a mix of biobreakdown. Maximum microbial respiration was observed at oil levels of 50 and 75
solid and peat moss (80:20 % by wt) overlying a 20 cm layer of clay soil and a 5
g kg"1. Microbial biomass carbon was generally higher at lower oil concentrations
cm clean sand layer at the bottom to prevent particulate leaching. The soil layer
and steadily declined at higher oil concentrations. The degradation of saturated
was separated from the sand layer by an 'anti-rooting mat'. Non-ionic exchange
hydrocarbon molecule chains was also generally greater at low oil concentrations
ceramic suction cups (max. pore - 2.5 urn) were located at four depths (15, 40, 65
(5 and 10g kg') than at high concentrations (50 and lOOgkg'). Soil respiration was
and 80 cm) to sample in silu biosolid solution at regular time intervals. Leachate
maximum within the ranges of 50 and 70% moisture saturation. Reducing oil spill
was drained at the base tray of each column and also sample at each sampling time.
concentrations by tilling and increasing the soil moisture content will encourage
Two metal-accumulating and tolerant species of Salicaceae {Salix reichardtii and
optimal bioremediation of oil contaminated soils on Barrow Island. Only the lowest
Populus balsamifera) previously grown in biosolids for 3 months were transferred
rate of nitrogen application (100 mg kg' N) was found to be significantly beneficial
into the columns. Each species was grown in triplicate in each of the two substrates.
to the degradation of petroleum hydrocarbon. Microbial respiration was signifiUnplanted columns were used as controls. Solution samples collected from the
cantly enhanced with the addition of phosphorus (400, 200 and 100 mg kg"' P). A
columns were analysed for pH, EC, dissolved heavy metals, cations, anions, and
combined N and P treatment was not only superior in encouraging microbial respidissolved organic carbon (DOC). Free metal concentrations were calculated using
ration but its effect also exceeded the sum of the individual N and P treatments
the geochemical modeling program Visual MINTEQ and adjusted by a calibration
experiment using a Donnan Membrane Technique (DMT) Plant materials were
sampled concurrently with solution samples and analysed for metal concentrations.
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J.Beck
The inclusion of industrial waste water (30%) in the domestic sewage stream gives
Distribution and Relocation of Manure Borne Natural Estrogens in
rise to biosolids from the WTP with elevated heavy metal and metalloid contents
Agricultural Soils.
(mg kg1): AI (2950), As (28), Cd (34), Cu (960), Cr (1160), Fe (2780), Mn (127),
J. Beck. Technische Universität München. Lehrstuhl für Bodenkunde; K. Totsche.
Ni (304), Pb (881) and Zn (2800). DTPA-extractable heavy metals (mg kg') were
Universität Jena. Fachgruppe Hydrogeologie: I. Kögel-Knabner, Technische
Cd (9), Cu (93), Fe (220), Mn (31), Ni (76), and Zn (782). Aged biosolids had low
pH ]po s (4.72) and was slightly saline EC (3.73 mS cm1). The results of the first
Universität München. Lehrstuhl für Bodenkunde.
3 months monitoring (Aug to Oct 2005) of the column experiment showed that
Feminization of male fish in rivers makes us think about endocrine disrupting
dissolved heavy metals and metalloids (Al Cd, Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni, and Zn) increased
effects of artificial and natural substances released to the environment Manure is
significantly with depth and showed tendency to increase over time. Arsenic, Cr
one source of natural estrogens and is spread on agricultural soils regularly. These
and Pb concentrations were below the detection limit of the ICP-OES The pH
estrogens may reach ground and surface water e.g. by seepage, interflow or overof biosolids solution slightly decreased with depth. At 65 cm depth, the dissolved
land flow. There are investigations about sorption and degradation of estrogens in
metal concentrations in the columns with plants were higher than the control colsoils but less is known about field situation, estrogen input and their distribution.
umns The solution from S.reichardtii grown in 100% biosolid had the highest conWe investigated the fate of the principal natural estrogens of dairy manure in soils:
centration of heavy metals compared to the other treatments. Metal concentrations
l7a-estradiol, 17ß-estradiol, estrone and estriol. Field samples of crop land and
(mg kg-' DM) in leaves were Cd (13.5), Cu (10.8), Ni (34.7) and Zn (1680) for P.
pastures that are used in different intensity should give information about estrobalsamifera and Cd (14.1), Cu (20.7), Ni (21.9) and Zn (1300) for S. reichardtii
gen
amounts and distribution in soils. 4 crop land plots and 3 pasture plots were
These preliminary results indicated that 5. reichardtii has had a significant influsampled in a regular orthogonal sampling grid with 5m spacing. Additionally batch
ence on the bioavailability of heavy metals and the pH of the biosolids Keywords:
and column experiments should elucidate potential degradation, sorption and transbioavailability, biosolids, heavy metals, speciation, phytoextraction
port of the estrogens. After pressurized liquid extraction and solid phase extraction
estrogens were determined by GC-MS. In the crop land soil material of the estrogens were homogeneous distributed Amounts about 10 ng kg-1 were found The
homogeneous manure spread by divers agricultural techniques and the intensive
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P. Smithson
cultivation by e.g. ploughing are reasons for that findings. The estrogen concentraExcess Phosphorus Loading in Soils Receiving Swine Waste Inputs.
tions founded are marginal for environmental risk assessment, if you consider an
P. Smithson. Berea College.
estimated input of 2.4 g estrogens per hectare and year, dilution effects and degradation. In contrast the estrogens in pasture soils were distributed inhomogeneous
Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) represent an intensification
in amounts up to 120 ng kg-1 For input I g estrogens per hectare and year were
of production that often leads to negative off-site effects Berea College in east
estimated Higher estrogen concentrations were found near the watering place and
central Kentucky, USA, operates an educational farm, including a small swine prothe paddock entrance. The cattle visits these places frequently and in high dense
duction facility modeled after current industrial farming practices. Waste from the
According to high log KOC-values above 3 and the batch experiment results that
swine house is regularly flushed out into two treatment lagoons The lower lagoon
showed a 90% estrogen reduction in the solution after 24h, a relocation of the estrooccasionally overflows during heavy rains, and may be a source of excess nutrigens seemed unlikely. In contrast we found low and increasing concentrations of
ent and bacterial inputs to a nearby stock watering pond, which has had recurring
the estrogens after 7 porevolumes in the column experiments This could be either
water quality problems. In a preliminary study in 2004, we measured soil phosdue to a transport of dissolved estrogens or due to a carrier facilitated transport
phorus (Mehlich-III) levels downslope from the lagoon We sampled the top 5 cm
of hormones bound to mobile organic or inorganic matter Manure borne natural
of surface soils from over 100 georeferenced locations in the watershed draining
estrogens are found in environmental relevant concentrations Their distribution is
the waste lagoon, and an adjacent "control" watershed that received no overflow
mainly determined by the way of input In spite of a high rate of sorption and degrafrom the lagoon. We analyzed the samples for available phosphorus and merged
dation a rapid relocation can't be excluded. Thereby intensive contaminated spots,
the data with the spatial location data Using ArcView G1S software, we overlaid
like e.g. paddock entrances that additionally often have a minor soil infiltration by
the soil data on topographic and soil maps of the study area to produce a contour
structural damages, represent a special risk.
map of nutrient-enriched zones. We found evidence of substantial nutrient movement toward the pond from the waste lagoon, confirming in part the concerns about
water quality in the pond College farm managers used these preliminary results to
justify investments in equipment allowing improved waste management practices
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J.B.Dickey
A long-term monitoring study is being undertaken to track decreases in soil P loadSoil Reclamation and Surface Stabilization at Owens Dry Lake Using Irrigated
ing in the affected watershed, and to follow possible nutrient buildup in the new
Saltgrass.
waste application area outside the pond's watershed Results from both the initial
J. B. Dickey. M. H. Heilmann, J. K. Smesrud. J. L. Jordahl. R. Coles. CH2M HILL.
and ongoing studies will be presented.
INC; R. Harasick. LADWP
In 1997, the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) entered into a
historic agreement with Great Basin Unified Air Pollution Control District (GBUA-
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Posters
PCD) committing LADWP to control dust emissions from the surface of Owens
Dry Lake playa (Playa), the leading source of dust (PMIO) emissions in the United
States. The State Implementation Plan (SIP) for mitigation of this major PMIO
source specified three acceptable dust control measures, one of which was irrigated,
native Owens Lake saltgrass (Dislichlis spicata). This dust control measure is
termed "managed vegetation" and currently requires that saltgrass cover 50 percent
of the land surface in a given acre. Widely diverse saline-sodic soils present specific
challenges to vegetating the Playa. Diverse soils include surface horizons dominated by soluble salt; extremely saline (ECe > 100 dS/m), sodic and alkaline (pH
> 10) root-zone conditions; and textures ranging from sand to expansive, cracking
clay that is prone to dispersion and sealing Other major impediments to vegetation
of the Playa include (1) arid climate, (2) saline (about four times the salinity of
seawater), anoxic shallow groundwater seasonally or perennially near to the soil
surface; (3) abrasive conditions occasioned by plentiful, loose, sand-sized particles
and frequent high winds; (4) no established method for large-scale propagation of
Owens Lake native saltgrass; (5) native, potentially plant-and-animal-toxic concentrations of specific elements; and (6) challenges to construction and operation
occasioned by high winds, drifting sand and blowing dust, low bearing capacity
soils (bulk densities < 0.9 g/cm3), and the presence of special-status bird species.
After several years of collaborative research with GBUAPCD, the LADWP, working with CH2M HILL and other contractors, designed, permitted, constructed, and
is now operating over 900 hectares of managed vegetation. The facility's features
include a 137-centimeter pipeline from the Los Angeles Aqueduct, water treatment,
blending, fertigation and filtration, subsurface drip irrigation, saltwater drainage,
storage, and recycling Numerous design and operational innovations were required
to construct this facility, the only one of its kind. Saltgrass has been successfully
established on about 96 percent of the project area, with the target 50 percent cover
on about 75 percent of the site at the end of 2004. Performance monitoring of sand
motion and air quality indicate that the existing saltgrass cover is effective in suppressing dust emissions.
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N Martinez-Villegas
Speciation of Pb and Zn in Soils Contaminated by Tailings: An Environmental
Risk Study.
N. Martinez- Villegas. Dept of Crop and Soil Sciences, Penn Stale Univ; L. M.
Flores-Vélez. Univ Autónoma de San Luis Potosi; C. E. Martinez, Dept of Crop
and Soil Sciences. Penn Slate Univ; K. Turrubiartes-Higuera, Univ Autónoma de
San Luis Potosi.
One of the most prevalent anthropogenic sources of metal contaminants in soils
is mining activity. Mining has been historically important for Mexico's economic
growth and development; however, an undesirable outcome of mining is the generation of large quantities of solid waste material which can result in contamination
of our natural environment. The potential for continuous contamination of soils and
water bodies in Mexico concerns researchers working on environmental problems.
One of the main concerns is that the quantity of polluted soils resulting from mining activity is unknown, but acknowledged to be significant. There are estimates of
10,000 to 50,000 abandoned or inactive mine sites and, prior to December 2004,
there were 21,705 current mining claims. Additional concerns are the lack of ordinances dictating safe metal and metalloid contamination levels, and the lack of federal programs aimed at the restoration of metal polluted sites Speciation Pb and Zn
in soil samples around a tailing dam (TD) were studied using single and sequential
extraction procedures as well as columns of both soil samples and tailings. Single
extractions were intended to recover metals occupying soluble (deionized water pH
5.5), available (0.1 M NaNO,), and exchangeable (1 M Mg(NO,),) positions, and
sequential extractions were intended to recover metals bonded to organic matter
(OM) The soil samples we studied have been exposed to tailings, transported by
wind and/or rain from a TD in central Mexico, for at least 30 years. As a consequence, soils had highly variable total concentrations of Pb (110-1600 mg kg') and
Zn (280-2900 mg kg1). Yet, < 1% of the total metal concentration was recovered
by extraction with deionized water at pH 5 5 (soluble metal) or by extraction with
0.1 Ai NaNO, (available metal); in both cases, more Zn was recovered as compared
to Pb Low concentrations of soluble and available Zn and Pb seem to correspond
to low occupancy of cation exchangeable positions (13 2 ± 17.2 % Pb and 4 7
± 5.13 % Zn) Zinc (34.1%) and Pb (42 5%) complexation with organic matter
(estimated by 0 1 MNa4P,O7.l0H,O pH 10 and H,Ó, extractions) appears to play
the most important role in the attenuation of Pb and Zn leaching from the tailings.
According to current Mexican rules, and with the procedures used in this study,
only a few samples qualify as hazardous to the environment (Figure 1); however,
Mexican regulations are less strict than in other countries. Our work contributes
to the generation of data for regular geochemical environmental evaluations. This
type of data is needed for the building of a census of mining sites for future restoration programs and for the establishment and/or reevaluation of ordinances dictating
safe metal contamination levels of soils in Mexico.
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Nitrate Leaching from Gorse-A Study from New Zealand.
G. Magesan. Ensis; H. Wang. Ensis; P. Clinton, Ensis; J. Mcintosh. Environment
Bay of Plenty.
Nitrogen (N) is often the most growth-limiting nutrient in both terrestrial and
aquatic systems. Widespread concern about increasing concentrations of nitrate in
surface and ground water has focused attention on nitrate leaching in recent years.
Identification of the source and extent of nitrate leaching losses on a catchment
scale has been difficult. Many studies in the past have examined the contribution of
N from various sources such as agricultural lands, fertilizers, grazing animals, and
land application of wastes. However, no detailed work has been carried out on the
contribution to surface water quality in terms of N loading of invasive, leguminous
weeds such as gorse and broom, although such weeds have invaded large areas
of New Zealand's agricultural and forested lands Egunjobi (1969) studied nine
ecosystems in New Zealand, involving gorse (Ulex Europaeus L.) and associated
shrubs and trees. He found gorse was superior to other species in its ability to accumulate dry matter, litter and nitrogen content. The dry matter accumulation of gorse
stands was at an average annual rate of between 10,000-15,000 kg/ha/yr when the
stands were young (less than 10 years old). During the period of rapid dry-matter
accumulation, nitrogen accumulated at a rate of 100 to 200 kg/ha/yr in gorse stands.
Egunjobi (1969) also reported that the N concentration was high in the soils under
gorse stands because of its nitrogen-fixing ability and the large quantities of litter it
produced In another study, Dyck et al (1983) studied nitrate losses from different
disturbed ecosystems. They found that under controlled conditions more nitrate
was leached from sites under gorse, than from sites under other species. For example, nitrate-N concentrations from the gorse area averaged 5 g/m' whereas nitrate
from Radiata pine averaged 0.006 g/m\ This paper gives the literature review on
the contribution of nitrate leaching to ground water and a detailed methodology of
the current work carried out both under laboratory and field conditions.
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Plant and Soil Responses to Biowaste Application in a Degraded Semi-Arid
Ecosystem.
/. Walter. F. Martinez. G. Cuevas. INIA. Dept of the Environment.
Reestablish the plant canopy cover is the key to control soil erosion in degraded
semi-arid ecosystems, improving soil quality and increasing SOC contents The
addition of biosolids is potentially a convenient means of enhance soil fertility,
since their high nutrient and organic matter content exercise a positive effect on
several soil properties, and consequently speed plant establishment Biosolid was
surface-applied once at rates of 0,20,40,40, and 120 Mg ha-1 to a degraded grassland sited in southeast of Madrid, Spain. The climate of the study area is Mediterranean, belonging to semiarid type. The soil is described as Lithic Xerorthents. The
plant canopy cover was scarce (< 50 %) and mainly composed of and herbaceous
mixture and slowly growing low shrubs. Natural vegetation and soils data were
collected forfiveyears following treatment (1997) The surface soil layer (0-15 cm)
showed a initially increased in soil N, Pand K with increasing biosolids rates, but
then decreased over time Total SOC levels also showed a increased but this effect
did not show consistent trends. During the five years following treatment (19982002), total plant biomass and total plant canopy cover increased significantly by
the biosolids addition and remained higher than in the control. The species richness
of native plant decreased with increasing biosolids rates Higher rates of biosolids
application were associated with increased concentration of N, P, Zn, and Cu in
plant tissue relative to the unamended plot Tissue Pb. Cd, Ni, and Cr concentration did not increased significantly in the study period Biosolids applied at the
rate of 80 Mg ha-1 gave rise to the most favorable soil and vegetation results. The

results confirm the usefulness of biosolids as an organic amendment for restoring
degraded sites and could contribute to reduce soil erosion in semiarid Mediterranean ecosystems.
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Soil Pollution Assessment by Spectroscopic Analysis.
F. Labib Bahna. A. B. Bishay. M. S. Abdel Aal, National Research Centre.
Pollution and heavy metals contamination have received much attention with regard
to accumulation in soils, uptake by plants and impurities of waters. In Great Cairo
City, different factories get rid of large amounts of wastewater, which contain heavy
metals without adequate treatment as sewage. With expected water deficiency, sewage water is planned to be used for irrigation in some areas. In addition, metals can
be introduced into the soil from various human activities involving processing,
manufacturing of paints and pigments, atmospheric emission from motor vehicles,
incineration of municipal solid wastes and combustion of coal ... etc. One of the
most important sources of soil contamination with heavy metals is mineral fertilizers. This research was carried out to investigate and assess the risk of heavy metals
like arsenic, cadmium, chromium, mercury and lead. Two regions in Egypt were
selected for this study, the first region in Sinai Governorate, which is considered to
be uncontaminated area. The second in Abou-Rawash fields which is irrigated with
the wastewater of Great Cairo City. Heavy metals were determined by two spectroscopic techniques: atomic emission and atomic absorption spectroscopy The
obtained results indicate that comparing the concentration of heavy metals in Sinai
soil samples are free from contaminated pollutant with heavy elements Regarding
Abou-Rawash soils, although the concentration of total content is multiple (2 times
for Cr, 10 times for Hg, 6 times for CD) of permissible toxic level ,yet effective
available content for plant is less than the toxic level (tables I&2).
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Reducing Sludge-P Phytoavailability as a Means to Maximize Soil Capacity
for Sludge Disposal.
X. L. Huang, Miami Univ; M. Shenker Y. Chen, The Hebrew Univ ofJerusalem.
Three chemicals: aluminum sulfate (alum), ferrous sulfate (FeSul) and calcium
oxide (CaO), were used to stabilize the phosphorus (P) in fresh dewatered anaerobically digested sewage sludge (FSS) to produce alum-SS, FeSul-SS, and CaO-SS,
respectively. Two incubation experiments were set up to test the efficiency of P
stabilization in the sludge as a means of maximizing the land's capacity to safely
receive this waste material. Olsen-P, water-soluble P (WSP) and water-soluble
Ca, Fe, AI, Mg, K, and S were monitored during the incubation period. Phosphorus phytoavailability in these sandy soil amended with different sludge materials
or KH,P04, at rates of 50 to 250 mg P kg', were probed by a newly developed
rapid bioassay which corresponded to the inorganic PfP^ content of tested plant
Increased P application rates resulted in increased WSP and Olsen-P values after a
110-day incubation period, but the increase was dependent on the sludge pretreatments: at the same amount of applied P, the Olsen-P and WSP values in the sludge
materials were ranked as follows: FSS » CaO-SS > alum-SS > FeSul-SS. At the
end of incubation, WSP in the soil amended with Fe-Sul-SS did not increase over
the control even at the highest P rates. At the same time, water-soluble AI and Fe
decreased and water-soluble Ca, S and K increased in the soil amended with FeSulSS and alum-SS. The order of P phytoavailability with the same rate of P application was KH,P04 » alum-SS > BSC > CaO-SS > FSS » FeSul-SS Phosphorus
phytoavailability was positively related to P rates and WSP content for each soil,
but the corresponding dependency coefficients differed considerably Overall, these
results indicate that P solubility and phytoavailability can be either enhanced or
reduced by sludge pretreatments, and the soil capacity to safely receive high loads
of sludge can be increased significantly by sludge pre-stabilization with FeSul. This
approach is expected to benefit the practice of land disposal of sewage sludge, providing a long-term outlet for this troublesome waste stream.

cent open. The soil patches found under tree canopies are important local nutrient
reserves that influence the rural landscape. These trees have the potential to provide nutrients to support crop and livestock production for smallholder farmers
Cash income generated through merchantable timber production and other products from important trees on farm such as Cordia, Olea, Podo, Prunus, etc. is also
considerable. Moreover, scattered trees can play an important role in conserving
biodiversity within agricultural systems by providing habitats and resources that
are otherwise absent or scarce in agricultural landscape
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Soil Indicators for Determining the Impact of Management on the Stability of
Grasslands in Cattle Exploitation.
5. Lok. Institute ofAnimal Science.
The degradation of the grasslands is a phenomenon of global transcendence and it
is reflected directly in the decrease of the soil fertility, which is one of the natural
resources of slowest recuperation. The determination of indicators that allow detecting in an easy and trustworthy way their productive and ecological impact is a present challenge Therefore, the objective of this work was to select indicators of the
soil stability in grasslands in cattle exploitation The study was performed in 2002,
2003 and 2004 in the Institute of Animal Science located in Havana, Cuba. Two
grasslands were evaluated: a) silvopastoral system based on Leucaena leucocephala/Panicum maximum in hydrated red ferrallitic soil (Oxisol), b) mixture of creeping legumes in brown red fersialitic soil (Andisol). Seventy soil indicators were
determined such as texture, structure, resistance to penetration, value n, humidity,
pH, organic matter, content of nutrients, subterranean phytomass, mesofauna and
macrofauna. The physical and chemical indicators were measured annually when
the rainy season was stabilized, whereas the biological indicators were measured
twice per climatic season. The analysis was made by the methodology of Torres et
al. (2003). Those indicators with values of preponderance higher than ±0.78 and
that were located in the components that accounted for at least 65 % of the variance accumulated were selected. A linear analysis of variance was performed to
those indicators and the range of confidence was calculated for the 95 % of probability. The indicators selected in the grasslands (table 1) had adequate values in
correspondence with the type of soil (Alonso 1997) and manifested a significant
improvement with the increase in time of the exploitation of each grassland Thus,
they showed that both are kept productively stable and their managements have had
a positive ecological effect. The indicator distribution of aggregates in humidness
and the subterranean phytomass coincided in both grasslands, regardless they are
located in different soil types and with different plant cover. This showed that they
may be important for the control of several grasslands The performance and state
of the soil stability could be characterized by a reduced group of indicators. These
indicators showed that the management improved the grasslands productively and
ecologically Thus, they are recommended for their systematic control
XoJ*I<t4. Indicator selected ill each grassland, theil performance and langes ol value ol
confidence calculated foi 95% ol probability.
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M A . Birang
Belowground/Aboveground Biodiversity Relationships in the Humid Forest
Zone of Southern Cameroon.
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A. Yadessa
The Role of Scattered Agroforestry Trees in Soil Fertility Management in
M. A. Birang. Institut de Recherche Agricole pour Ie Développement (IRAD): L.
Ethiopia: Synopsis of Research Results on Indigenous Tree Species.
Brussaard. Wageningen Univ and Research Centre, Dept of Soil Quality.
A. Yadessa, Center for Development Research (ZEF). Univ of Bonn: T. Woldemariam, A survey was undertaken from July to November 1999 infiveland-use systems difM Adilo, S. Tadesse, Ethiopian Agricultural Research Organization, Forestry
fering in disturbance levels in six villages along a land-use intensification gradient
Research Center.
in the benchmark of the forest margins zone of southern Cameroon. Simultaneous
samplings for earthworms, termites and ants were done in the same sites using
Scattered agroforestry trees are the common features of the farming system across
transect samplings and hand-sorting of monoliths; soil sampling and vegetation
the different rural landscapes in Ethiopia. Smallholder farmers often retain scatstructure and description were also performed in the same site in order to estabtered individual trees in arable fields, coffee farms, grazing lands, homesteads, or
lish the relationships between the invertebrates and the environmental variables as
on field margins for various reasons The objective is to present research findings
well as the impact of land management on the distribution of these animals Direct
made so far on scattered trees on farm in the country, analyze the existing research
ordination (RDA) of the samples with the whole species structural variables and
gaps and indicate the future research directions in this area Research results on difenvironmental variables yielded significant eigenvalues of 0.303 for the first axis
ferent trees such as Cordia africana (on acidic Nitosols in the west), Olea europea
and 0 191 for the second axis. We found low correlations between the parameters
and Acacia abyssinica (on chromic Cambisols in the central), Milletia ferrugenia
of the different groups of fauna Species richness and diversity were clearly sepa(on Regosols in the south), Croton macrostachyus (on Nitosols in the northwest).
rated. Soil macrofaunal species richness and diversity were more responsive to soil
Acacia albida (on Vertisols in central highlands). Acacia tortilis (in the rift valley)
and vegetation parameters than macrofaunal abundances. These results suggest that
and Acacia nilotica (in the Middle Awash) showed that scattered agroforestry trees
there is a positive relation between the complexity and production of the vegetation
play an important role in soil fertility enrichment. They significantly improved the
and the complexity of the faunal community in terms of species richness and diversoil properties of different soil types under their canopy as compared to the adja-
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sity. Keywords: Land-use intensification, land management, vegetation structure,
soil invertebrates, faunal community, soil characteristics
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S. M. Berch
Ten Year Response of Forest Soil Mesofauna to Soil Compaction and Organic
Matter Loss.
S. M. Berch, BC Ministry of Forests. Research Branch: J. Battigelli. Earthworks
Research Group: J. Addison, Royal Roads Unit.
The Long Term Soil Productivity (LTSP) study was initiated to determine the long
term, i.e full timber rotation, impacts of soil compaction and organic matter loss
on forest site productivity and ecosystem function. The organic matter treatments
include an uncut forest control and clear-cut treatment with or without soil compaction and removal of forest floor and woody debris. There are 14 LTSP installations
in British Columbia and 3 replicates are in the Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBS) biogeoclimatic zone At these SBS installations we have monitored the forest mesofauna,
including changes in the species of Oribatid mites, over time since disturbance was
imposed 10 years ago In year I, both soil compaction and organic matter removal
reduced the density of soil mesofauna. Stem-only harvesting reduced total mesofauna densities by 20% relative to uncut forest values A combination of whole-tree
harvest and forest floor removal with heavy soil compaction significantly reduced
total soil mesofauna densities by 93% relative to the uncut forest control Removal
of the forest floor represents a substantial loss of habitat for most soil mesofauna.
The forest floor apparently buffered the mineral soil by limiting both the impact
of soil compaction and fluctuations in soil temperature and moisture The relative abundance of Prostigmata and Mesostigmata increased with treatment severity,
whereas that of Oribatida decreased Species richness of the oribatid mite fauna
was reduced as the severity of treatments increased The number of rare oribatid
species (those representing <l% of the total oribatid mite sample) decreased by
40% or more relative to the uncut forest control. Evenness also decreased as treatment severity increased. Oppiella nova and Suctobelbella sp. near acutidens were
the dominant oribatid species in both the forest floor and mineral soil, regardless of
treatment. We are now examining the changes to the mesofauna communities ten
years after that initial disturbance to examine the recovery of the communities with
time and relate that to physical and chemical soil properties and the response of
the plant community. In addition to the Oribatid mites, we are now also determining the species of collembola and their immediate and 10 year responses to soil
disturbance.
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C.Yang
The Research on Dynamic Variations of Soil Nutrient Content of Young
Chinese Fir (Cunninghamia Laneeolata) Plantation of Second Rotation.
C. Yang, X. Tu. R. Jiao. Research Institute of Forestry, Chinese Academy of
Forestry.
Chinese fir (Cunninghamia Laneeolata) is a main afforesting tree species in China
The total area of plantations is about 5 million hectares. Yet, its tree production
declined rotation by rotation, and soil degradation is severely This situation has
seriously threatened the sustainable utilization of the limited arable forestland. In
order to illustrate the mechanism of Chinese fir plantation soil degradation and
find out the effective prevention measures, a permanent research, belongs to hill
site condition in Dagang mountain of Jiangxi province, was set out on dynamic
variations of soil nutrient content of second rotation of young chinese fir plantation
in its growing season The nine-year-research results showed that, the content of
soil organic matter was increasing, the content of available phosphate was decreasing and the content of available nitrogen decreased seriously during the growth
processes of the second young Chinese fir. The content of available potass was
decreasing before the five years growth, while increasing after five years. The content of exchangeable Ca++ and Mg++ decreased severely.
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Hydrological Consequences of Native Shrubs in Semi-Arid Sahel: Implications
on Sahelian Soils and Agroecosystems.
F. Kizito. M. Dragila. Oregon Stale Univ: M. Sine. Institut Sénégalais de
Recherches Agricoles (ISRA)ZCERAAS: J. R. Brooks. Western Ecology Division.
US EPA/NHEERL: A. Lufafa. Oregon State Univ: R. Dick. Ohio State Univ.
Water availability is a critical limiting element in semi-arid agriculture which presents particular challenges in Sahelian countries such as Senegal The landscapes are
characterized by widely occurring yet unrecognized shrubs (Guiera senegalensis
and Piliostigma reticulalum). both of which are important hydraulic regulators in
these water-limited agro-ecosystems However, these shrubs fall prey to continuous
destruction, especially for fuel and increment in agricultural acreage. They possess
deep taproots that permit all year round survival in farmers' fields, even at periods
when soil water levels are barely sufficient for crop survival In the dry seasons,
preliminary results revealed substantial moisture levels in soil surrounding the shallower roots of these shrubs We therefore hypothesized the presence of a natural
irrigation phenomenon termed as "hydraulic-lift". In this regard, this dissertation
reports three studies. In the first study, seasonal changes in soil water variation as
well as shrub root dynamics were investigated. In the dry season, soil moisture
content declined steadily in the 0.9-1.2 m depth range due to depletion by shrub
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roots. On the contrary, both the 0.2 and 0.4 m zones depicted slight increments in
soil moisture which we attributed to soil water redistribution by shrub roots. During
the rainy season, shrubs where intercropped with Pearl millet and depicted considerable impact on the field moisture regime with their roots serving as pathways
for deep profile recharge. Shrubs also exploited deeper soil horizons as opposed to
Pearl millet hence making them suitable candidates for intercropping in these fragile agro-ecosystems. The second study built on findings of the former one and further assessed water balance dynamics at two sites at the plot scale. Notably, shrub
water uptake from the water table served as a crucial contribution of moisture to the
water balance of the system. Shrub mediated effects were more pronounced when
the profile was dry (-0.03 rn'm') than when soil was not water deficient (-0 15
m W ) . Consequently, in a third study, dry-season shrub mediated water provision
as they tap ground water resources was investigated. Crop-shrub associations were
evaluated using novel combinations of soil water potential, sap flow and canopylevel physiological measurements This study reported both existence and magnitude (-0.1 mm d-1) of hydraulic redistribution (HR) in these agro-ecosystems. The
shrub root zone at the 0.20 m depth exhibited diel changes in soil water potential (6.2 to -3.7 MPa), representing a rewetting of the upper profile due to passive water
loss from the root system into the drier upper soil layers Reverse sapflow was
detected in instrumented shrub roots with both positive and negative flows reported
on tap and lateral shrub roots respectively. Sap flow reversals at night in the lateral
roots and the periodic positive flow in the descending taproots are attributed to
hydraulic lifting of water from lower moister layers. The HR mechanism and shrub
root patterns serve for drought avoidance and maintanance of plant physiological
functions which could promote greater plant growth with practical implications on
nutrient cycling and water balance in these fragile ecosystems.
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V. Stolbovoy
Soil Sampling to Certify the Changes of Organic Carbon in Mineral Soils.
V. Stolbovoy. L. Montanarella. N. Filippi. S. K. Seharadjou. J. Gallego. European
Commission Joint Research Centre Institute for Environment and Sustainability.
Soil carbon content is the key factor that drives various soil functions like soil fertility, buffering capacity, adsorption and absorption of chemicals,filteringto maintain water quality, regulation of atmospheric gas composition, etc. Any decline in
CC, leading to subsequent deterioration of soil quality has been identified to be
a serious environmental threat by European Environment Agency (Huber et af,
2001) and the Soil Communication (EC, 2002) In addition, in the major global
environmental conventions like climate change (UNFCC), biodiversity (CBD) and
desertification (UNCCD), CC in soils is a crucial factor that has to be assessed
and monitored precisely for its changes. It is evident that there is implicit need
to establish a harmonized protocol to monitor CC in EU and global perspective
Therefore, a new Area Frame Randomized Soil Sampling (AFRSS) is developed
to detect the changes in CC in mineral soils (Stolbovoy et al., 2005) This method
combines mixed sampling with randomized selection of the sampling sites in the
field, following the requirements of the International Standard Organization (ISO/
FDIS 10381-1 2002(E)) relevant to ISO 10381-4 devoted to "Sampling to support legal or regulatory action". Field-testing of the AFRSS in Piemonte Province
(Italy) has shown that the method is simple, transparent, technologically sound and
cost effective. For example, the method facilitates easy computation of the sampling strategy and effective application of global-geopositioning tools The results
accounts on the difference in CC betweenfirstand second time samplings as well as
the standard error of the estimate. Application of the composite sampling considerably minimizes the laboratory routine involved and reduces the cost to the practical
level, e.g., the detection of 1 metric ton of the C stock change costs nearly 6 euro
which is substantially less than the 230 euro cost based on the International Panel
of Climate Change Good Practice Guidance (IPCC, 2003)
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Nutrient and Trace Metal Cycling in Small-Scale Peri-Urban Vegetable
Farming Systems in Southeast Asia—A Case Study in Peri-Urban Hanoi.
hi. K. Nguyen. Dept of Soil Sciences: Q. H. Pham. National Institute for Soils and
Fertilizers (N1SF); I. Öborn. Dept of Soil Sciences.
There is a growing concern about the risk of contamination of waters, soils and
agricultural products, in the rapid urbanising areas in Southeast (SE) Asia due to
heavy, or inappropriate, use of organic wastes, fertilisers, pesticides, and poor quality irrigation water. In the EU-funded RURBIFARM project. 'Sustainable farming
at the rural-urban interface -an integrated knowledge based approach for nutrient
and water recycling in small-scale farming systems in peri-urban areas of China
and Vietnam', the use and recycling of nutrients in organic and mineral fertilizers
and irrigation waters in small-scale vegetable based peri-urban farming systems
will be evaluated and provide consumer and producer organizations and local government with relevant science to help them find and negotiate solutions. Several
factors, including crop product quality, long term soil quality and fertility, pollution and potential pollution of surface waters and groundwater will be used for the
evaluation In this paper we will present the results from a case study on nutrient
(N, Pand K)and trace metal (Cu and Zn)cycling in two peri-urban villages, located
up streams and one downstream Hanoi City, Vietnam In the study, input and output
flows have been monitored and quantified at field level during 12 months (Sept
2003-August 2004). One site was located in Bang B village, Hoang Liet commune,

Thanh Tri district, 10 km south of Hanoi centre (N 20° 57,17'- 20° 57,41', E 105°
49,04'-105° 49,44'), downstream of industries and urban settlement, where mainly
wet vegetables are cultivated. The other site was in Phuc Ly village, Minh Khai
commune, Tu Liem district, 10 km west of Hanoi centre (N 21° 04,375', E 105°
45,170'), where dry vegetables are the main crop. The two sites have different
sources of irrigation water, Bang B receives wastewater from Hanoi City and in
Phuc Ly the irrigation water originates from the Red River. At each of study sites,
two plots were chosen that have different history in terms of cropping and types of
vegetables that are grown. Inputs and outputs of N and P, kg ha"1 yr', for the different plots at the Bang B (BB) and Phuc Ly (PL) villages The number above the bar
is the input—output net balance.The net balance for N showed a surplus from 85
to 882 kg ha"' yr1, and for Pand K the surplus ranged between 109-196 and 20-306
kg ha ' yr', respectively. The mass balances for Cu and Zn varied from 256-2763,
and 1873-8927 g ha ' yr1, respectively. In Bang B village input via irrigation water
was significant for all elements, except P where mineral P fertilizer was the most
importance source It was a significant difference in the amount of irrigation water
being applied to the study plots related to differences in altitude on the field which
highly influenced the inputs of N, K, Cu and Zn. In the dry vegetable systems in
Phuc Ly, mineral fertilizers were the main N and P sources whereas organic fertiliser accounted for the major inputs of K, Cu and Zn. The nutrient use efficiency
was significantly higher for N and K. compared with P. The high net balances for
the study elements indicate a high risk for soil accumulation as well as risks for
losses to the external environmental. The study showed that wastewater irrigation
can contribute to high inputs, but that excess use of organic and mineral fertilisers
can be a major threat to the soil and water environment.
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A. Falatah
Elemental Sulfur and Broadleaf-4 Effects on Physical and Chemical Properties
of Arid Soils.
/(. Falatah. King Saud Univ. College of Food and Agricuhrial Sciences.
The beneficial effects of synthetic conditioners such as broadleaf-4 (BL-4) on soil
physical properties are well established, but their effects on soil chemical properties
are still controversial. Elemental Sulfur (S) has been used extensively to reduce soil
pH and alleviate nutrient deficiency of calcareous soils, but its effect is unpredictable and in some cases failed to produce the desired results Little information is
available on the combined effects of synthetic conditioners and elemental sulfur on
physical and chemical properties of calcareous soils. A laboratory study in stratified columns was conducted on two calcareous soils varying in texture and CaC03
content for 16 weeks. Air-dried soil samples were packed to 1.50 (sand), and 1.44
Mg m-3 (loamy sand) bulk density into 50-cm columns. The top layer (5-cm) of
soil from each column was removed and amended with S at rates sufficient to neutralize 0.0, 10, 20, and 40% of the Ca C03 of each soil, and later on mixed with
four concentrations of BL-4 i.e. 0.0, 0.2,0.4 and 0.6% on dry weight basis. In both
soils, addition of S and/or BL-4 significantly affected some soil physical properties such as water content at field capacity, soil expansion, and bulk density of the
treated layers The order of effectiveness of the treatments was BL-4 > S+BL-4 > S
> control. However, the addition of BL-4 alone adversely affected the soil chemical
properties such as an increase in pH, soluble Na and decrease in soluble Ca, Mg,
and some extractable micronutrients The application of BL-4 combined with S
showed significant beneficial effects on the physical and chemical properties of the
treated soils The order of increase was S+BL-4 > S > control. Overall, combined
application of S and BL-4 showed considerable beneficial effects on the physical
and chemical properties of both soils.
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J. P Guerrero
Genesis of a Saline-Sodic Soil in Tucupido (Guärico, Venezuela).
J. P. Guerrero, Romulo Gallegos Unix: I. Pia. Lleida Univ: R. G. Camacho, A.
Valera, Romulo Gallegos Univ.
Saline-sodic soils, which are both rich in salts and sodium, are degraded soils common in many parts of the world with subhumid to arid climates. This study was
carried out to identify the main factors and processes related with the genesis under
natural conditions of a saline-sodic soil (Sodic Haplusterts, fine clayey, smectitic,
isohyperthermic) located in Tucupido (Guarico State, Venezuela), with a semiarid
climate There were evaluated morphological, physical, chemical and mineralogical characteristics and properties of the soil. The values of pH, exchangeable
sodium and salinity (electric conductivity of the saturation extract) were 7.55-8.4,
2-32 % and 1.0-8.7 dS/m respectively. NaCI was the dominant salt (> 66 % below
0.1-m depth) The bulk density, the macroporosity and the saturated hydraulic conductivity were respectively 1.8-2.2 Mg/m-\ 4-5 % and < 3xl0 7 m/sec. Smectites

were the dominating clays, but chlorites and hydrated micas were also present.
High quantities of Ca and Mg carbonates were also found precipitated in the soil
(18 %). The conclusion is that those soils were probably formed by alteration of
tertiary sedimentary rocks (calcareous shales), in contact with saline waters rich in
sodium in the depressions of the Venezuelan Central Plains during the arid phase at
the end of the Pleistocene period. The very poor permeability of these soils limited
salts washing during the wetter Holocene period. The high electric conductivities
and the high content of precipitated Ca carbonates probably prevented the increase
of the exchangeable Na % in the soil to values higher than 32 %, despite the high
content of NaCI. Collapse of interlayer space of 2:1 phyllosilicates (smectites) to
prevent high exchangeable Na % was probably due to a high quantity of neutral
salts (NaCI; incapable of undergoing alkaline hydrolysis) and to the production
of Ca-AI silicate compounds which would be acting as cementing agents in the
interlayer space of smectites.
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Irrigation by Saline Waters & Controlling Soil Salinity; A New Approach.
A. Guiti. Islamic Azad Univ. Karadj Branch.
In a new approach for soil salinity control, we stopped the ascending movement of
water in the soil profile Interposing a perforated impermeable layer, called "ISO
GUM", in a convenient depth of the soil has done this This layer stops the capillary
rising of the saline water within the layer, but guarantees the downward movement
of the water through the holes of 3-5 mm in diameter. Effectiveness of the method
has been tested in thefieldand in the greenhouse experiments The field experiment
consisted of following treatments:2 soil treatments; the plots with or without interposed Iayer,3 levels of irrigation by saline water;Wl corresponds to water requirement, W2 and W3 correspond to Wl+5% and Wl + 15%,respectively,as leaching
fractions. Barley seeds were planted in a loamy soil, ECe = I 2mmhos/cm and
was irrigated by a saline water of ECiw = 2.1mmhos/cm While the seeds were
completing their growth, soil salinity monitoring was going on. Soil samples have
been tacken from the depth of 0-30 cm. to measure the ECe. The final results will
be obtained on Apr. 2004 and will be included in the full paper text. In the first
greenhouse experiment, the 40-cm high pots, with or without interposed layer were
installed into the basin of water. The iso gum layer in the pots wasinstalled at the
middle of soil column 10 cm above the water surface (as a shallow ground water
condition) After 10 hours the soil surface of the pots without layer was saturated
whereas the soil surface of the pots with interposed layer was completely dry. In
another experiment, the perforated layer was interposed in the high pots Two electrical conductivity sensors were fixed above and under the "ISO GUM layer" The
dynamic of soil salinity variations and the relationships between the water quantity
and quality for the leaching process are under investigation We hope that this methodology approves its effectiveness. In such a condition, an encouraging future will
be available to reclaim the saline soils
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Evaluating Management-Induced Changes from Drainage Water Reuse Using
ECa-Directed Sampling: Salinity, Sodicity, and Trace Elements.
D. Corwin. USDA-ARS. George E. Brown Jr. Salinity Laboratory: S. M. Lesch. J.
Osier. Univ of California. Riverside: S. Kaffka. Univ of California. Davis.
Currently, there is a global need to develop tools that evaluate the overall quality of
soil to determine the effectiveness and sustainability of farm-management practices
The knowledge now exists for characterizing the spatial variability of soil quality
with non-invasive geophysical measurements of apparent soil Electrical Conductivity (ECa) using mobile GPS-based systems The objective of this research was
to evaluate ECa-directed soil sampling as a means for monitoring management-
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induced spatio-temporal changes in soil quality. Appraisal was made of a specific
management practice, the reuse of irrigation drainage water applied to a salinesodic soil in central California A soil quality assessment study was conducted on a
32.4-ha salme-sodic field comprised of 8 rectangular paddocks in California's San
Joaquin Valley from August 1999 to April 2002. The study evaluated the spatiotemporal changes that had occurred as a result of irrigation with drainage water
over that time period. Using geospatial ElectroMagnetic Induction (EMI) measurements of ECa and a spatial response surface sampling design, 40 sites were selected
that reflected the spatial variability of the ECa measurements Duplicate samples
were taken at eight selected sites (one randomly selected site from each paddock)
to study local-scale variability. At each site soil-core samples were taken at 0.3-m
intervals to a depth of 1.2 m and analyzed for 28 physical and chemical properties.
Maps created from a Geographic Information System (GIS) show spatio-temporal
changes of four dynamic soil properties (salinity, sodium adsorption ratio, boron,
and molybdenum) critical to soil quality, which were strongly and significantly
con-elated with ECa Data from 1999 indicate the presence of high salinity, which
increased with depth, high sodium adsorption ratio (SAR), which also increased
with depth, and moderate to high B and Mo, which showed no specific trends with
depth The application of drainage water for 32 months resulted in leaching of B
from the top 0.3 of soil, leaching of salinity from the top 0.6 m of soil, and leaching
of Na and Mo from the top 1 2 m of soil The leaching fraction over the time period
from 1999-2002 was estimated to be 0 10. The level of salinity in the reused drainage water (i.e., 3-5 dS/m) allowed infiltration and leaching to occur even though
high sodium and high expanding-lattice clay levels posed potential water flow
problems. Preliminary spatio-temporal analyses from 1999-2002 indicate at least
short-term feasibility of drainage water reuse from the perspective of soil quality
when the goal is forage production for grazing livestock. The implications of this
research extend well beyond the provincial applications of assessing drainage water
reuse in central California to the global potential of ECa-directed soil sampling for
evaluating farm-induced management ramifications on soil quality.
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Soil Salinity Control: a New Approach.
A. Guili, Islamic Azad Univ. Karadj Branch.
In a new approach for soil salinity control, we stopped the ascending movement of
water in the soil profile Interposing a perforated impermeable layer, called "ISO
GUM", in a convenient depth of the soil has done this. This layer stops the capillary
rising of the saline water within the layer, but guarantees the downward movement
of the water through the holes of 3-5 mm in diameter Effectiveness of the method
has been tested in the field and in the greenhouse experiments The field experiment consisted of following treatments: 2 soil treatments; the plots with or without
interposed layer, 3 levels of irrigation by saline water; Wl corresponds to water
requirement, W2 and W3 correspond to Wl+5% and Wl + 15%,respectively,as
leaching fractions. Barley seeds were planted in a loamy soil; ECe=l 2mmhos/cm
and was irrigated by a saline water otb ECiw=2.1 mmhos/cm. While the seeds were
completing their growth, soil salinity monitoring was going on. Soil samples have
been tacken from the depth of 0-30 cm. to measure the ECe. The final results will
be obtained on Apr.2004 and will be included in the full paper text In the first
greenhouse experiment, the 40-cm high pots, with or without interposed layer were
installed into the basin of water. The iso gum layer in the pots wasinstalled at the
middle of soil column 10 cm above the water surface (as a shallow ground water
condition) After 10 hours the soil surface of the pots without layer was saturated
whereas the soil surface of the pots with interposed layer was completely dry. In
another experiment, the perforated layer was interposed in the high pots. Two electrical conductivity sensors were fixed above and under the "ISO GUM layer". The
dynamic of soil salinity variations and the relationships between the water quantity and quality for the leaching process are under investigation We hope that this
methodology approves its effectiveness In such a condition, an encouraging future
will be available to reclaim the saline soils and to economize extra water consumption to leach the salts of the root zones.
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I Nikolskii Gavrilov
Verification of Annual Irrigation Requirements by Means of Assessment of
Indirect Impact on Soil Quality.
/. Nikolskii Gavrilov. O. Baklilaeva. A. Exebio Garcia. M. E. Delgadillo Pinon.
Colegio de Postgraduados.
Traditionally the annual irrigation water requirements are determined considering
necessities of agricultural crops. However another approach should be applied also
in order to estimate the impact of irrigation on agricultural soil quality. In general, the irrigation causes direct and indirect impacts on soil. The direct impact is
related with influence of irrigated waters on soil properties depending on chemical
and biological composition of irrigation water. Such impact is rather well known
and realized during relatively short periods (several years). The indirect impact is
related with alteration of natural hydrothermal conditions of soil formation processes This impact is less investigated and is realized during longer term (several
decades) Because of long term the prediction of such impact using mathematical
modelling is rather difficult. The methodology of indirect impact assessment (different to mathematical modelling) were developed during last years and it consists
of establishment of quantitative relationship between some regional properties of
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virgin not used in agriculture soils and Budyko's radioactive index of dryness RID
typical for natural (without irrigation) conditions in each site of soil sampling. It is
considered that irrigation modifies RID and should cause corresponded positive o
negative changes of agricultural soil fertility. The integral soil fertility index was
used for assessment of irrigation indirect impact The preliminaries results obtained
for Mexico show that in some regions the annual irrigation requirements should be
reduced up to 30% in order to avoid or reduce expected negative irrigation indirect
impact on soil fertility during long terms even sacrificing partially crop yields but
conserving soil quality.
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Salt-Affected Soils in the Baikal Region, Russia.
G. /. Chernousenko. V.V. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute.
The Baikal region is characterized by the sharply continental cryoarid climate, under
which one could expect the widespread development of soil salinization. However,
this is not the case. It is known that soil salinity is influenced by three groups
of factors: (1) sources of the salts; (2) mechanisms of their accumulation that, in
turn, are dictated by the climatic, hydrological, and hydrogeological regimes of
particular areas; and (3) physical properties of underlying rocks (texture, presence
of aquifers and aquicludes, fissures and faults, etc). The time factor is also important. What are the major factors controlling the development of soil salinization in
the Baikal region? According to the genesis and chemical composition of soil salts,
this region is subdivided into three parts: the western part (Cis-Baikal region), the
central part, and the eastern part (Trans-Baikal region) The Cis-Baikal region is a
plain composed of Cambrian salt-bearing rocks—limestone, dolomite, rock salt,
anhydrite, and gypsum—overlain by a thin mantle of Quaternary sediments. The
Cambrian bedrocks outcrop to the surface on the slopes of valleys. Salt-affected
soils are found in the valleys and depressions and are formed due to the washout
and redeposition of salts from the salt-bearing rocks by geochemical flows, or due
to the springs of hypogene mineral groundwater The so-called gypsum solonchaks
(gazha soils) are widespread; the gypsum content in them reaches 50-80% of the
soil mass, and the content of calcium and magnesium carbonates is about 10-30%.
Among gypsum solonchaks, both the soils without toxic salts, and the saline soils
enriched in sodium and magnesium sulfates occur In the latter group, the content
of sodium and magnesium ions in the water extract (1:5) is from 1 to 90 meq/100
g soil, and the salt content (as measured in thefiltratesof soil pastes) is from 0 5 to
10% The area of soils affected by saline groundwater is small, but still they occur
throughout the region These soils are mostly characterized by a predominance of
sodium chlorides; the content of chlorine ions is from 6 to 55 meq/100 g soil, the
salt content is 0.1-3.5% The central region is represented by the Baikal-Stanovoe Plateau, which is the youngest tectonic area with numerous faults and thermal
water springs The soil salinization is mainly due to the discharge of hypogene mineral waters. Sodium sulfates predominate. The gypsum salinization rarely occurs;
soda-saline soils can be found. Sodium and magnesium cations predominate; their
content in the water extracts is from I to 440 meq/100 g soil; the salt content varies
from 0.1 to 56%. Among anions, sulfates prevail (0.1 -800 meq/100 g soil); the contents of chlorides (1-4 meq/100 g soil) and carbonates (up to 2-7 meq/100 g soil)
are generally lower. The Trans-Baikal region includes the Trans-Baikal Mountains
and the Aginsk-Kerulen montane-plain territories. Salt-affected soils are found in
the depressions of the Mesozoic age occupied by insular steppes and in river valleys. Soil salinization is the result of the long-term continental weathering under
dry climatic conditions; in some cases, it is caused by mineral groundwater The
chemical composition of salts differs: in the northern and northeastern parts, magnesium and sodium sulfates and chlorides predominate (the content of sodium and
magnesium ranges from 2 to 200 meq/100 g of soils, the salt content is 0.2-15%).
Soda-saline soils occupy larger areas, especially in the southern and southeastern
parts of the region; the total alkalinity reaches 9-10 meq/100 g soil; the sodium
content is lower than that in the sulfate-saline soils and reaches 20 meq/100 g soil;
the salt content does not exceed 1.5% The main reasons of the different geneses
and chemical compositions of soil salts in the Baikal region are as follows: (1) the
presence of salt-bearing rocks of the Cambrian age in the western (Cis-Baikal) part
and their absence in the central and eastern parts of the region; (2) the specificity of
hydrogeological regimes in the technically active areas with numerous faults and
the discharge of saline hypogene groundwater in the central part (the tectonically
youngest part of the region); and (3) the cryoarid climate and long-term continental weathering in the presence of permafrost (as an impermeable layer) and the
specific topography with numerous intermontane depressions and valleys in the
eastern (Trans-Baikal) part of the region This study was supported by the Russian
Foundation for Basic Research, project no. 04-04-48197
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Structural Aggregates'Stability in Soils Irrigated with Sodic-Saline Water and
Subsequently Reclaimed.
G. Cucci. A. Caliandro. G. Lacolla. Universilä di Bari—Dipartimento di Scienze
delle Produzioni Vegetali.
The soil structure degradation largely depends on irrigation water quality, soil particle-size and type of clay minerals. The objective of the research was to assess
the stability of the structural aggregates of two soil types first submitted to a fouryear irrigation with 9 types of sodic-saline water obtained by dissolving in de-

ionised water adequate amounts of NaCI and CaCI2, and then reclaimed for two
years through the application of adequate amounts of CaS04 2H20 and leaching
water The research was conducted at the Campus of the Agricultural Faculty of
Bari (Italy) The two types of soil, sampled from the horizon AP, were the following: Tl) Udertic Ustochrept, Montefalcone series (Bologna—Italy) andT2) Pachic
Hoploxeroll, Cutino series (Locorotondo—Bari) The soil Tl is characterised by
the predominance of vermiculite and illite and a low amount of Fe and AI sesquioxides, whereas in T2 illite and kaolinite are prevailing with large amounts of Fe
and AI sesquioxides. On the soil samples, taken along the whole profile both at
the end of the four-year irrigation with sodic-saline water and after the two-year
reclamation, the structural aggregate stability was tested on the aggregates of 1 to
2 mm in size and using the water sieving method. For both soil types, notably for
Tl, the structural stability indices obtained have shown a significant reduction with
the increasing salinity and sodium index of the irrigation water applied in the previous four years. The reclamation techniques applied for two years have induced an
improvement in the structure stability indices by 9.5% and 3% respectively for soils
Tl and T2. Keywords: soil structure stability; salt concentration and soil structure;
SAR and soil structure.

S. M. Haefele, J. K. Ladha, International Rice Research Institute: Y. Konboon,
Ubon Rice Research Center.

On highly weathered soils in tropical and subtropical climates, maintenance of soil
organic matter is essential to sustain system productivity and avoid rapid soil degradation. But climatic conditions as well as soil characteristics favor the rapid decomposition of organic matter However, several recent studies indicated that black
carbon, the product of incomplete combustion of organic material, could combine
characteristics highly beneficial for soil nutrient dynamics with high stability
against chemical and microbial breakdown Lasting soil amelioration by incorporation of black carbon from wooden plants was proposed based on the beneficial
evidence from "Terra Preta" soils in Western Amazonia Theoretically, charred crop
residues in rice-based systems could serve the same purpose but this hypothesis
has never been tested. Within this context, our objectives were to 1) assess possible options for the use of charred rice residues, to 2) test the effect of charred rice
residues on important soil fertility parameters and rice growth, and 3) to evaluate
the effect and stability of charred rice residues in a variety of rice growing environments. Initial investigations showed that charred rice husks are already used in
several Asian countries, e.g. in Japan for seed bed preparation of rice and vegetable
crops, and in the Philippines for soil amelioration in ornamental plant production.
Charring of rice husks in Japan is known as "Kuntan" and simple techniques for its
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production are even part of agricultural training courses First experiments showed
The Spatial Distribution of Soil Salinity: Detection and Prediction.
that charring rice husks slightly increases the relative carbon content but the weight
A. Akramhanov, CfMMYT: C. Marlins. Centerfor Development Research (ZEF); P. loss from fresh to charred rice husks is about 70%. Similarly to carbon, the relative
concentration of other nutrient elements (e.g., N, P, K, Ca, Mg) is maintained or
L. G. Vlek, Centerfor Development Research.
even increased. Greenhouse studies in pot experiments conducted in the PhilipInefficient irrigation and the excessive use of water on agricultural lands in the Aral
pines and northeast Thailand in 2005 showed positive effects of charred rice husks
Sea Basin over several decades have led to highly saline soils. Salinity appraisal
on rice biomass, rice yield, and cation exchange capacity No increased leaching of
in the Aral Sea Basin however, is still dependent upon traditional soil surveys with
organic carbon was observed when charred rice husks were added to the soil Ransubsequent laboratory analyses for the Total Dissolved Solids (TDS). This study
domized and replicated field trials including control treatments and +/- inorganic
has three specific objectives, namely, to identify techniques that enable rapid estifertilizer treatments were established in a variety of rice-growing environments
mation of salinity, to characterize the spatial distribution of soil salinity and to estiincluding irrigated lowlands, rainfed uplands (both in the Philippines), rainfed lowmate the spatial distribution of soil salinity based on readily or cheaply obtainable
lands (northeast Thailand), and the rice-wheat system (India) In these trials, the
environmental parameters. Soil salinity was measured by four Electrical Conducquantity of carbon applied equaled about 1 4% in the surface soil layer (0.0 - 0.1 m)
tivity (EC) devices (2XP, 2P, 4P, and CM-138) on a regular grid covering an area of
or about 161 carbon per hectare. Converted to biomass, this is equivalent to the crop
approximately 3 km by 4 km. Six nested samplings within selected grids were conresidues of about 10 to 20 seasons, depending on the system's productivity (includducted to account for small-scale variation. The farm-scale (-15 km2) results were
ing straw and assuming the above mentioned efficiency in black carbon producused to upscale soil salinity to a district area (-400 km2). Apart from widely used
tion) In the first cropping season, observed agronomic effects ofthe charred rice
terrain indices and those acquired from remote sensing, distance to drains and longhusks were variable and depended on the cropping system and the indigenous soil
term groundwater observation data were used to account for local parameters posfertility Contrary to that, the effects on soil characteristics were more consistent
sibly influencing soil salinity Standard statistical procedures were applied for data
and major effects were an increase of the cation exchange capacity, a decrease of
description, correlation between variables, analysis of variance, and regression.
soil bulk density, and a stable increase of soil organic carbon However, preliminary
Characterization of the spatial distribution of soil salinity and interpolation of point
results strongly suggest that a continuation ofthe field trials is necessary to better
data were carried out using geostatistics. Soil salinity estimation based on envievaluate the long-term treatment effects If the greater part ofthe applied black
ronmental attributes was carried out using a neural network model, as this offers
carbon proves to be stable in some or all tested cropping systems, this technology
enhanced generalization compared to other models. Analyses were integrated into
could be an interesting option for carbon sequestration. If used at a large scale, cona G1S for visualization and presentation of the results Techniques for rapid detersiderable research efforts would be needed to evaluate the various and far-reaching
mination of soil salinity based on electrical conductivity were assessed and proved
consequences ofthe proposed technology.
to be satisfactory in all cases. Measurement based on soil paste (EC ) was highly
2
accurate (R =0.76), whereas EC_ measurements at point scale in the field were of
low accuracy (R2<0.5). However, field assessment of soil salinity was considerably enhanced by the use of CM-138, because large areas can be quickly assessed,
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which in spite of lower accuracy, is desirable. Topsoil (30 cm) salinity was highly
Assessment ofthe Origin of Surface Salinity Problems in the Surroundings of
variable even at short distances (40 m) compared to average soil salinity at 0.75
Evaporation Ponds in a Semi-Arid Environment.
m and 1.5 m depth measured by the CM-138. Overall distribution of soil salinT. Baumgartl. K. Secombe. M. Edraki, D. Mulligan. Centre for Mined Land
ity was influenced by soil texture and topography, while at the local scale terrain
Rehabilitation.
attributes such as curvature, plan and profile curvatures, and solar radiation were
the most influential factors. Factors obtained by remote sensing had significant corDisposal of produced formation waters in the oil industry in evaporation ponds
relation coefficients (r=0.2) with both the salinity of topsoil and salinity measured
often results in environmental impacts in the surroundings ofthe ponds caused by
by the CM-138 Distance to drains is an important factor, especially for the bulk
the saline nature of these waters, if the hydraulic containment in these ponds is not
soil salinity (measured by the CM-138) ofthe profile Correlation between distance
guaranteed. This study on salinity problems in a semi-arid environment in the cento drains and salinity ofthe topsoil was low, which might be due to higher spatial
tre of Australia is assessing the origin of surface salinity in the vicinity of evaporavariation ofthe topsoil salinity Groundwater table depth and salinity had marked
tion ponds The objective is to eventually develop rehabilitation strategies to hand
correlations with soil salinity; however, the direction ofthe influence could not be
back environmentally impacted land, which is commonly used by the stakeholder
explained. The inclusion of these controlling variables in modeling is fundamental,
as grazing land. The primary objective ofthe assessment is to identify the nature
and efforts must be directed towards obtaining reliable and accurate databases in
and cause ofthe high surface salt enrichments in a soil environment with naturally
order to derive them. With an environmental correlation model that was built for
high concentrations ofthe main cations The thorough understanding ofthe prothe farm scale, soil salinity was estimated using environmental parameters in a neucesses leading to salt accumulation is a main prerequisite for the development of
ral network approach and shows a high correlation coefficient between estimated
successful management procedures for rehabilitation The investigations are based
and measured soil salinity of 0 83 The accuracy ofthe prediction of soil salinity
on the understanding ofthe soil chemical condition and the pond water-ground
was satisfactory taking into account that the measurement scales of soil salinity and
water characteristics Soils have been characterised by the determination of the
environmental data derived from different estimations with unknown but certainly
spatial distribution (depth within a profile and different distances from the pond)
varying accuracy The use of environmental attributes and soil salinity relationships
of concentrations ofthe main cations. The focus ofthe geochemical characterisato upscale the spatial distribution of soil salinity from farm to district scale resulted
tion ofthe waters is the determination ofthe isotopic signatures of main salts and
in the estimation of essentially similar mean soil salinity values (0 94 dS m' vs.
oxygen as well as the determination ofthe geochemical properties by comparing
1.04 dS m '). However, visual comparison ofthe maps suggests that the estimated
pond water and groundwater samples in the surroundings ofthe evaporation ponds.
map had soil salinity that was overly uniform in distribution, which is thought to be
Results show higher signatures of oxygen isotopes at certain locations close to
caused by inaccuracy of environmental data (including scale problems) or overgenthe evaporation ponds and indicate seepage from the ponds, which is affecting the
eralization by the neural network model.
groundwater The results ofthe soils investigation show that the salt concentration
in the soil is naturally very high with high amounts of Na in deeper soil depths In
the vicinity ofthe evaporation ponds mainly Na is accumulated at the surface causing problems to the establishment of vegetation. The totals ofthe ion concentra159-10
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tions within a profile show that within a distance of 250 m no statistically secured
Black Carbon from Rice Residues as Soil Amendment and for Carbon
difference can be found The calculation ofthe salt balance shows, that despite a
Sequestration.
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high input of salts by the produced formation waters into the evaporation ponds,
it seems that seepage from the ponds into the surrounding soils did not increase
the salt load substantially. The combination of the water and soil study lead to the
hypothesis, that the main cause of the elevated concentrations of Na at the surface
are a result of the altered hydraulic regime in the vicinity of the ponds creating capillary contact of the subsurface water to the ground surface rather then an input of
salts into natural soils as a result of seepage The proof of this hypothesis will have
a substantial implication on the strategy for rehabilitation
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Evaluating the Effects of Tailwater Irrigation on Soil Salinity and Discharge
Water Quality.
H. V. Graham. Occidental College: N. W. T. Quinn. K. Hucklebridge. Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory.
Inorganic salts are a natural component of soil that arise during the process of
geologic erosion. Typically, rainwater naturally leaches salts into lower portions
of the soil profile However, in arid regions such as the San Joaquin River Basin
of California, lack of rainfall and climatic conditions increase surface evaporation
and upward capillary flow resulting in reduced leaching. The geologic composition
of this area causes both the soil and surface water to be saline For this reason,
agricultural runoff is highly saline and detrimental to receiving water bodies The
excess salt in water can harm aquatic organisms and cause problems for downstream users. California state regulations limit the amount of salts that agricultural
users are permitted to discharge into receiving waters In order to comply with these
regulations irrigation districts are exploring techniques and technologies that can
comply with regulations and improve drain water quality without increasing soil
salinity. This study examines the efficacy of using agricultural runoff'or 'tailwater'
as an irrigation water source This study also quantifies the change in the quality of
discharge water arter implementation of the tailwater recycling system. Four sites
were chosen within the Patterson Irrigation District in the San Joaquin River Basin
that have similar irrigation, surface drainage and crop histories Each site is supplied by different water sources of varying quality, one of which is from a tailwater
collection pond. An electromagnetic salinity survey of each field using a Geonics
EM-38 revealed that while irrigation water is generally proportional to soil salinity
other factors were affecting the salt level. A field receiving irrigation water 27%
more saline than another had the same soil salinity but observations suggested it
likely had better subsurface drainage Comparing flow and EC data collected at the
drain site via a Starflow/YSI conductivity meter system indicated a 47% decrease
in salt discharge into the river after implementation of the tailwater recovery system Additionally, there was a very significant decrease in the amount of sediment
and boron entering the river This study suggests that with proper drainage and
soil management tailwater can be used as a source of irrigation water Tailwater
recycling decreases quantity of discharge water as well as improving the overall
quality
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Soils of Taiga and Their Evolution in the Course of Forest Successions.
L. O. Karpachevskiy. Moscow Stale Univ. Faculty of Soil Science: M. L.
Karpachevskiy. Moscow Stale Univ: T. A. Zubkova. Moscow State Univ. Facultty
of Soil Science.
Most of the boreal zone in Russia is occupied by larch forests, followed by spruce,
pine, fir and secondary birch and aspen forests. Forests of alder, bird cherry, willows and poplars are typical found along water streams It should be noted that the
proportion of secondary forests dramatically increased as a result of massive industrial logging during the 1930-1990s The main soil types in taiga (or boreal forests)
are represented by podzols on sandy deposits (under pine stands), podzolic soils
(Albeluvisols) and their more southern variants with a more profound sod horizon
on loamy deposits, brown forest soils (Cambisols) in the Ural, Sikhote-Alm and
Transbaikal mountains and analogs of these soils on sandy and loamy sandy deposits (under complex pine stands) Variants of peaty podzolic gleyed soils (Histosols)
prevail in northern taiga. They can be also found to the south as small patches
Bogs with a peat layer up to 10-12-m thick are also a widespread type of ecosystems within the boreal zone Such wetlands may form vast homogenous areas (like
bogs Staroselie and Katin Mokh in Tver Oblast) Specific analogs of brown forest
soils (named taiga-soddy soils by O V Makeev) characterized by light brown and
pale colors but lacking texlural differentiation develop on eluvium of basic rocks
in Eastern Siberia Variants of brown forest soils with the red-brown B horizon
occur on the outcrops of red-colored Permian deposits in Cisurals In northern taiga
and mountains podburs (soils enriched with organic matter in the upper layer but
lacking clear vertical differentiation) can be found Various Umbrisols, Histosols
and Glcysols occur along the water streams The latter type is especially widespread in the taiga Northern and middle taiga in Siberia is dominated by Cryosols.
All forest soils are characterized by anisotropy: regular changes in morphological,
physical and chemical properties from the soil surface downwards as well as in
space (a specific tessera forms around individual edifier trees) Arter logging, forest
fires and catastrophic damage by pests (e.g. massive attack of Siberian silkmoth,
which destroyed vast areas in Siberian taiga in the 1970-1980s) soil characteristics
change Thus, specific organic sod horizon and well manifested A horizon develop
Some wet soils on which most of trees was removed or died are subject to paludi-
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fication Such soils evolve into peaty podzolic gleyed soils (Histosols, Gleysols).
As trees regenerate on felled and other treeless areas, soddy (Umbrisols) and peaty
soils (Gleysols) evolve into zonal podzolic and brown soils Within the taiga significant areas are occupied by Regosols and Rankers. The soil cover of the Kamchatka Peninsula is almost exclusively represented by Andosols It should be noted
that most of Rankers and other soils with the thick humus horizon are formed due
to continuous accumulation of fine soil matter on the soil surface This is typical for
many brown forest soils (Cambisols), soddy soils (Umbrisols), volcanic ash soils
(Andosols) and alluvial soils (Fluviosols) Within one forest type soil evolution can
be driven by windthrow of individual trees, which lead to formation of moundand-pit topography In depression, Gleysols (peaty podzolic soils) develop, which
gradually evolve into Albeluvisol (soddy podzolic soils) On the mound, Umbrisol
(soddy soil is formed), which later evolves into soddy-podzolic soils (Albeluvisol)
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Effect of Flooding Treatment to Desalinize Greenhouse Soil after Vegetable
Cropping.
M. Kim. K. Roh. M Seo. Y. Sonn. N. Lee. M. Koh. Division of Agricultural
Environment and Ecology. National Institute of Agricultural Science and
Technology.
Greenhouse soils have been intensively cultivated with excessive compost and
chemical fertilizer for vegetable growth. Thus, this study was aimed at investing
the effect of desalting method, flooding soil surface, after vegetable cropping in
greenhouse soil Field experiments from July to September 2005 were conducted
to quantify greenhouse soils, i.e., Sachon soil series (sandy, mixed, mesic family
of local valley) and Seogcheon soil series (sandy, mixed, mesic family of alluvial plain). The values of Electrical Conductivity (EC), available phosphate, and
exchangeable potassium after the flooding in all soils were lower than those before
the treatment The changes of desalinization in both soil series were higher as the
amounts of irrigated and drained water were increased Particularly, the ratio of
desalinization in alluvial plain was much higher (66.7%) than the one in local valley (45.6 %). However, NH4-N contents of local valley soils during the flooding
were higher than in those of alluvial plain Nutrient concentrations of surface water
in local valley and alluvial plain were 0.13-0.85 and 0.04-0.40 mg L-l forNH4-N,
2.35-6.26and 3 58-8 08 mgL-1 forN03-N,and 1 13-5 92 and0.12-2.71 mgL-l
for P04-P, respectively This was cased by high total nitrogen and organic matter in
local valley soils than those in alluvial plain soils Therefore, this study suggested
that the flooding soil surface would be the good treatment to desalinize greenhouse
soils. An additional finding of this study was that flooding water containing high
N and P concentration might be a potential pollutant to streams or tributaries since
they can be the main cause of eutrophication problem This leads the further study
which is the conservation of soil and water quality to implement the best management practice in greenhouse soil Keywords: Greenhouse soil, Desalinization,
Flooding method, Nitrogen, Phosphorous
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Soil Genetics as Affected by Topography and Depth of Saline and Alkali
Ground Water under Semi-Arid Condition in Southern Iran.
M. Kianian. Univ of Tehran.
Soil formation in a toposequence of soils was studied in highly calcareous parent
material under semi-arid conditions of southern iran Soils with salic horizons (typic
salortids) have been formed on aflood plain with shallow ground water, soils with
nitric horizons (typic natrixeralfs) on a lower terrace with moderately deep ground
water, and soils with argillic horizons (calcic haploxeralfs) on a higher terrace with
very deep ground water Exchangeable na, the major cause of clay dispersion and
migration, is only effectivewhen excess salts have been leached out, salinization
and alkalization, desalinization and solonetzation, and dealkalization are three successive stages in the formation of these soils. X-ray and electron optical analysis indicated that the clay-size minerals are of similar type, but differ in relative
occurrence 1 desert areas management M SC student, natural resources college,
university of Tehran.iran 2. soil and water management professor, natural resources
college, university of Tehran,iran 3 watershed management M.S.C student, natural
resources college, university of Tehran,iran
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Soil Salinity in the Gobi (Mongolia).
Y. I. Pankova. V. V. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute.
It is common knowledge that deserts throughout the world display some similar
features predetermined by the similarity of natural conditions, including the presence of saline soils At the same time, every desert proves to be specific in terms of
soil salinity The Mongolian part of the Gobi Desert is a stony desert in the center of
Asia with extremely continental and dry climate The difference between maximum
and minimum temperatures reaches 90-100°C The annual precipitation equals only
35 mm, in some years the desert remains absolutely dry. Strong winds, particularly
in the spring, and deep soil freezing in the winter are typical of the Mongolian Gobi
The specificity of soil salinity in this desert has been the subject of growing attention of many scientists First researchers indicated a small amount of saline soils

in spite of the high climatic aridity. The soil salinity in the region was thoroughly
studied by specialists of the joint Russian-Mongolian Complex Biological Expedition in the second half of the 20th century (Pankova, 1992). Three different types
of landscapes with specific salinization patterns were distinguished: ( I ) relatively
flat interfluves; (2) closed intermontane basins, and (3) natural oases. Mountainous areas were not taken into consideration. Flat interfluves account for 90% of
the total area in the Gobi Desert. Dry channels turning into water- and mudilows
during rainfalls in the mountains dissect them. Gray-brown desert (arid) soils are
developed from the skeletal Quaternary colluvium overlain by a 30- to 35-cmthick fine earth material with inclusion of pebbles. The soils are not saline, but they
may contain a small amount of salts and fine crystalline gypsum under the stones.
Soils derived from the clayey red-colored deposits of the Cretaceous-Paleogene
age occupy about 3-5% of the interfluves. In most cases, they are saline. The salt
transfer by wind into the adjacent territories leads to soil salinization, even if the
soils are developed from the nonsaline skeletal deposits. In the Trans-Altai Gobi,
the so-called extremely arid soils are widespread; they are saline at the surface
and are underlain by the rocks without salts. The total area of closed intermontane
basins is estimated at 8-10%. Ancient and recent depressions are distinguished.
The ancient depressions are deeper and are filled with a stratum red-colored saline
Cretaceous-Paleogene deposits with fossil animal skeletons. Saline takyrs and solonchaks, often in combination with saline sandy soils, are formed in these depressions. In wet years, during rainfalls in the mountains, the mudflows reaching the
depressions form temporary lakes. This is the zone of surface runoff accumulation
When the lakes are dried, the surface transforms into solonchak; then, the salts are
removed by wind, thus exposing the takyr-like bottom of the depression. The recent
(Quaternary) depressions are also the zone of runoff accumulation However, their
bottoms are composed of colluvial and alluvial deposits overlain by shallow loamy
sediments. Takyr-like soils, sandy soils, and solonchaks are formed, but the soil
salinity is less pronounced. Natural oases represent a specific type of landscapes.
Lavrenko and Yunarov (1952) were first to describe them and show their difference from the oases formed under the impact of irrigation. In the Trans-Altai Gobi,
natural oases occupy a small area (<l%) in the zones of tectonic faults with deep
groundwater discharge (Timofeyev, 1985). The groundwater is slightly saline and
contains boron; it has alkaline reaction. The hydromorphic strongly saline soils
are formed in such places. In the Ekhiin-Gol natural oasis, the solonchaks may
contain up to 40-70% of salts in the surface horizons; the salt content decreases
in the deeper layers (50-200 cm). Thus, the main area of the Mongolian Gobi is
occupied by nonsaline soils. The recent soil salinization is restricted to the areas of
surface runoff'accumulation in the closed depressions and to natural oases with the
discharge of deep saline groundwater in the zones of tectonic faults. The extreme
aridity and continentality of the climate are the factors limiting the intensity of
weathering and pedogenesis; as a consequence, the rate of salt formation and accumulation is low This study was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic
Research, project no. 04-04-48197.
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Salinity Hazard Assessment of Paddy Soils in Thailand Using Innovative
Ground Geophysics.
J. P. Montoroi, Institut of Research for Development: O.
Development Dept: N. Bouzid, Zonge Engineering and
Inc.: Y. Enet. Paris XII Univ. J. L. Maeghl, IRD-LDD:
of Soil Survey: K. Srisuk. Groundwater Research Center:
Kaen Univ.

Griinberger, 1RD—Land
Research Organization,
S. Sukchan. LDD-Office
S. Nadee. GWRC. Khon

Soil salinization in Northeast Thailand is caused by natural phenomenom (climate,
rock salt deposit, saline groundwater) (Japakasetr and Workman 1981) as well
as by human activities (wood cutting, water storage, groundwater pumping, etc)
(Williamson et af, 1989) Salt-affected soils are formed as bare saline patches in
lowland paddy soils under groundwater influence and are so called "Groundwater
Associated Salinity" by Fitzpatrick (2005). High salinity level in rainfed ricefields
depletes the annual crop yields (Yuvaniyama et al., 1996). Much research has been
undertaken to survey salinity extent, to explain the causes and to recommend measures to be taken by the farmers Recent works focused on the explanation of origin
and how salts reaches the ground surface, namely based on hydrogeological and
geochemical data (Srisuk, 1994; Imaizumi and al., 2001) In a given rice farming area of Isaan region (Khon Kaen province, Phra Yun district. Ban Daeng site),
French organization IRD and Land Development Department (LDD) from Thai
Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives has carried out since three years a local
field experiment (LFE) based on water and solute transfer monitoring at shorttime steps within two meters soil depth and on the salt-affected soil rehabilitation
using improved cultural practices (Saejiew, 2003). Complementary data are provided using ground geophysics at different scales. At a regional scale, a saline soil
survey is in process by LDD combining remote sensing and frequential domain
electromagnetism (Geonics™, EM34) The paper summarizes our geophysical
approach around the FLE to identify the spatial distribution of saline patches at
small scales (soil pit, rice plot, watershed lowland), to calibrate the 2D soil crosssections images using pedological. hydrogeochemical, geological and mineralogical data and to model paddy soil and water processes In dry season. Time Domain
ElectroMagnetic (TDEM) method was 32 apparatus on a 9 ha survey area (450 m
x™performed using a Temfast 200 m) TDEM data were collected in the center of a
25 m squarred loop using coincident transmitter and receiver loops The 155 apparent electrical resistivity profiles were inversed and presented according to 9 verti-

cal and 5 horizontal cross-section imageries Frequential Domain ElectroMagnetic
(FDEM) method was performed using a 1 m long EM38 (Geonics™) and a 0 60
m long CS60 (Paris University) on a 1 5 ha survey area and along soil transects In
rainy season, EM38 was sealed in a designed epoxy glass container to be used in
flooded conditions. Vertical Electrical Soundings (VES) were carried out within the
1 m upper soil layer. Complementary geochemical and hydrological groundwater
data were acquired on site using a 50 piezometer network. Four 20 m boreholes
were rotary drilled to describe the deposit distribution and to further analyze the
mineralogical composition. FDEM mapping show the salinity distribution in dry
and rainy season As the soil was water-saturated in rainy season, the electrical
conductivity values are higher and the salinity distribution is maintained. VES data
give the vertical soil salinity distribution in dry season with a salt accumulation in
the 10 cm surface layer TDEM mapping of saline patches allow to localize electrical resistivity anomalies In the 9 ha survey area, a conductive volume, SoutheastNorthwest oriented, is identified with a highly conductive anomaly roughly situated
at a 10 m depth The borehole descriptions are quite similar and show the following deposit distribution: (i) from the surface, a sandy loam layer, light ochre-beige
coloured, with local iron oxide accumulation (oxidized zone); (ii) from a 3-4 m
depth, a light grey-dark grey clayey layer, locally organic matter enriched (reduced
zone); from a 6-7 m depth, a red fractured rock, with secondary minerals (bedrock) The hydrogeological modelling includes two groundwater systems: a deep
saline groundwater flowing up through fractures and a shallow saline groundwater
overlying a low-permeable clayey layer Further studies are needed to know the
geochemical relationships of these two groundwater systems
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Weeds and Wildfires: Soil Temperature and C 0 2 Affect Plant Diversity at a
Mine Fire.
D. Ressler. E. Markel. Susquehanna Univ.
Since the Buck Mountain coal seam was accidentally set on fire in 1962, the mine
fire beneath the small town of Centralia, Pennsylvania, USA has spread beneath
more than 600 hectares Among its effects are raised ground temperatures, elevated
carbon dioxide concentrations in the soil, and altered vegetation patterns. To understand the relationship between plant diversity and the stresses of a mine fire, temperatures, carbon dioxide concentrations, and diversity indexes were correlated.
Fire-impacted vegetation falls into three communities: one consisting almost exclusively of mosses {Leucobryum ssp.) and purslane (Portulaca oleracea), another of
various grasses (Poaceae family), and a third of mixed grasses and forbs (such as
asleraceae and plantaginaceae) Soil gas and ground temperatures were collected
from 1 m2 plots in each of these communities. Species coverage was estimated in
each plot and used to calculate Simpson's Index of Dominance, Shannon-Weiner
Diversity Index, and species richness These parameters were also measured at control sites where the fire has not affected the surface. Collected soil gas was analyzed
using a gas Chromatograph, and multivariate regression was used to find relationships between temperature, CO,, species richness, Simpson's Index, and the Shannon-Weiner Index Mean ground temperatures were 23°C to 39 6°C in the summer
and 21 4°C to 46.8°C in the fall, while carbon dioxide ranged between 0.87% and
1.23% in the summer and between 0.53% and 2.32% in the fall. Vegetation patterns
were found to be mostly temperature dependant, though CO, concentration levels
also impacted diversity. In addition to causing obvious air pollution, this uncontrolled fire is producing a significant loss of biodiversity in the affected zones as soil
temperature and carbon dioxide concentrations rise.
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Effects of Salinity, Sodicity, and Clay Mineralogy on Soil Physical and
Hydraulic Properties.
V. M Ruiz Vera. Colegio de Postgraduados. Campus San Luis Polosi: L. Wu. Univ
of California-Riverside.
Understanding the relationship among soil properties, irrigation water quality, and
soil management practices is vital to the sustainability of irrigated agriculture The
objectives of this study were to evaluate the interactive effects of clay mineralogy,
PreWetting Rate (PWR), salinity, and sodicity on soil aggregation, water infiltration
rate, soil water characteristics, and bulk soil electrical conductivity (EC ). Six soils
with predominant clay minerals of smectite, vermiculite-smectite and kaolinite
were equilibrated with solutions of Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) = 0,20, and 50
and Electrical Conductivity (EC) = 3 0 dS nr'. After air-drying, the samples were
sieved and repacked in brass or Plexiglas rings. The soil columns were prewetted
at rates of 2, 5, and 30 mm h ' , after which infiltration rates and aggregate stabilities were determined. In other soil columns with similar treatment (except PWR),
the soil water characteristic curve and EC H were determined. When SAR increased
from 0 to 50 (at EC = 0.6 dS nv' and low PWR), the aggregate stability decreased
from 0 63 to 0.19. In addition, the steady-state infiltration rate (/') in the vermiculitic
and smectitic clay loam soils decreased by 87% and 92%, respectively. For a given
matric potential, the amount of water retained in the smectitic (except the Cotharin
soil) and vermiculitic soils increased when SAR increased from 0 to 50 (EC = 3.0
dS nv1). The air-entry value decreased 678% for the smectitic silty-clay loam soil
and 301% for the smectitic silty-clay soil, which was attributed to a reduction in
macroporosity due to high sodicity The physical and hydraulic properties of the
kaolinitic loam soil were not significantly affected by SAR increase The ECa of the
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smectitic clay loam soil increased from 1.14 to 2.42 dS nr' when SAR increased
from 0 to 50 (soil solution EC <4 dS m"'). At low EC, aggregate slaking by fast
PWR was the main cause of aggregate disruption and lower infiltration capacities
when SAR was low whereas swelling and dispersion become more important to
structural stability when SAR was>20.
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Soil Quality Classification of Salt Affected Sites Using Two Combined
Multivariate Analysis Methods and Vegetation Associations: A Case Study at
the Former Texcoco Lake, Mexico.
N. Fernandez-Buces. C. Siebe Grabach. Institute de Geologia, Univ Nacional
Autónoma de México.
Soil quality considers the nature, properties or attributes of the soil at a determined
place in relation to its functionality for a certain purpose. Those attributes or properties are the result of the interaction of different biotic, physic and human induced
factors; nevertheless, the study of all possible factors, which determine soil quality,
is not possible. Some factors are more important than others for a certain soil use,
and how to select such factors and their relative weight in contributing to define soil
quality for a certain purpose is generally difficult to define. Also, soil attributes are
correlated to each other to a certain degree, which makes conventional statistical
methods hard to be applied. This study proposes the combined use of two multivariate statistical tests. Principal Components (PCA) and Cluster Analysis (CA)
for optimal variant selection and soil quality for vegetation cover classification.
Texcoco lake in Mexico has been gradually dried out since the time of the Aztecs
(=1400). At the early 70's, a large area (70 km2) of bare soil with little vegetation
was the only thing that remained of such lake For our sampling site, 56 km2 of
such area were selected. Salt emergences from a shallow saline aquifer have caused
an extreme affectation of soils by salinity. The variation on surface (1-15 cm) soil
salinity at our sampling site is very large, from extremely large electric conductivities (ECe) (1 319 dS*m-l), due to the presence of saline crusts, to moderate
ECe (11.7 dS*m-l). Salt emergences form crusts of different colors and patterns
Saline grassland is the predominant type of vegetation in the study area. Soil horizon description and samples were taken at 86 sites with different salt and sodium
affectation. Soil properties like pH, %sand, %silt %clay, organic matter, CaC03
contents, electric conductivity in the saturation extract (ECe) and Sodium Absortion Ratio (SAR) were estimated for each horizon Also other variants like depth
to tixotropic horizon, physiological depth and plant available water contents were
estimated Horizon weighted averages of soil variables were estimated for two soil
depths: 100 cm and 40 cm A matrix of average soil characteristics was used in
a PCA to identify the role played by all variants within the maximum possible
explained variance for both depths. Site scores from the PCA for both depths were
then used in the CA to obtain soil classification. Class confidence intervals for all
variants were estimated and vegetation associations were used to set soil quality
class characteristics. Variance explained by 5 components was higher for depth of
40 cm (95 2%) than the one explained by the analysis considering the whole profile
(100 cm). Variants like EC, SAR, tixotropic horizon depth, % sand and % clay
were the most important factors defining soil class characteristics. CA dendrograms
showed 14 soil quality classes identified for the 100 cm depth and 12 classes for
the 40 cm depth By analyzing class confidence intervals of all variants and the
presence of certain species associations (with known salinity tolerances), it was
clear that class separation considering only the first 40 cm and a selected group of
variants accounted for 95 2% of the total variance and gave the best possible class
separation Soil quality variant selection, and class separation using the combined
multivariate analysis proved to be a useful simple procedure to classify soil quality
in salt affected sites.
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Chemical Properties of Soil and Yield of Sunfloweras Influenced by Application
of Saline Water and Gypsum.
J. R. Kadam. Mahatma Phule Krishi Vidyapeeth: A. Deokar. Dept of Agri Chem
& Soil Sciences.
A field experiments was conducted at MPKV, Rahuri to study the effect of saline
water and gypsum on chemical properties of soil The treatments S p S S, and S, in
which saline water and canal water used for irrigation to sunflower and gypsum was
applied as an amendment. The salinity of all canal water was 0.39 dSnr' (treatment
S„) and that of all saline water the ECsw was 2.20 dSm"' (treatment S ). The salinity
levels of treatment S, and S, were made by conjuctive use of 1 saline water followed by 1 canal water and 2 saline water followed by 1 canal water respectively.
Gypsum was applied @ 923 g/plot in S, and S, treatment The soil pH, ECe, Na+,
Mg2 and SAR of saturation paste extract increased under saline water irrigation
treatment while Ca- content decreased. The soil pH increased from 8.09 to 8.49,
ECe 0 92 to 1 86dSm',Na 17.93 to 20.2 meL', Mg 6 53 to 18 29 meL' and SAR
2.21 to 4.69 meL'The Ca2 content decreased from 19.03 to 18.10 meL '. Soil pH,
ECe, Na+, Mg2 and SAR of saturation paste extract decreased while Ca2 content
increased with application of gypsum. Soil pH decreased from 8 09 to 7 82, ECe
0.92 to 0.71 dSm ', Na 7.93 to 7.25 meL', Mg 6 53 to 5 88 meL'1 and SAR 2 21
to 2 03 meL ' The Ca2 content increased from 1903 to 19 49 meL'. Soil crust
strength was increased from 1.89 to 2 16 kg/cm2 with increase in the salinity of
irrigation water from 0 39 to 2.20 dSm '. Application of gypsum decreased the soil
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strength from 1.89 to 161 kg/cm2 The yield of sunflower was decreased significantly from 1028 kg to 723 kg ha ' with increase in the salinity of irrigation water.
The highest sunflower yield of 1437 kg ha"' was observed under treatment S, where
gypsum was applied with saline irrigation water.
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Effect of Irrigation-Induced Salinity and Sodicity on Sugarcane Yields, Soil
Chemical and Microbial Properties.
R. J. Haynes. D. N. Rielz. Univ of KwaZulu-Natal.
The effects of irrigation-induced salinity and sodicity on sugarcane yields, soil
chemical and microbial properties were investigated in vertic soils on a Zimbabwean
sugar estate. Furrow-irrigated fields were selected which had a gradient of salinity
and sugarcane yield ranging from good cane growth at the upper ends to dead and
dying cane at the lower ends. Soils were sampled under dead and dying cane, poor,
satisfactory and good cane growth and from adjacent undisturbed sites under native
vegetation. The calcareous, vertic soils in the study area under undisturbed veld
were found to have high pH values (9 to 9.5), very high exchangeable Ca and Mg
concentrations and there was evidence of accumulation of soluble salts in the surface 0.15m. Under sugarcane high values for electical conductivity, sodium absorption ratio and exchangeable sodium percentage were generally encountered in the
surface 0-0 3 m of the profile In addition, the pH values under sugarcane were often
between 9 and 10 particularly in profiles where sugarcane grew poorly or died.
As expected, pH was positively related to exchangeable sodium percentage and
sodium absorption ratio but negatively related to electrical conductivity. Sugarcane
yields were negatively correlated with exchangeable sodium percentage, sodium
absorption ratio and pH, but were not related to electrical conductivity Results thus
suggested that sodicity was a more limiting factor for sugarcane than salinity. There
was a significant negative exponential relationship between electrical conductivity
and microbial biomass C, the percentage of organic C present as microbial biomass C, indices of microbial activity (arginine ammonification and fluorescein
diacetate hydrolysis rates) and activities of the exocellular enzymes glucosidase,
alkaline phosphatase and arylsulphatase but the negative relationships with sodium
absorption ratio and exchangeable sodium percentage were best described by linear
functions. By contrast, the metabolic quotient increased with increasing salinity
and sodicity, exponentially with electrical conductivity and linearly with sodium
absorption ratio and exchangeable sodium percentage. Potentially mineralizable
N, measured by aerobic incubation, was also negatively correlated with indices
of salinity and sodicity. These results indicate that increasing salinity and sodicity resulted in a progressively smaller, more stressed microbial community which
was less metabolically efficient. The results demonstrate that agriculture-induced
salinity and sodicity not only influence soil chemical and physical characteristics
but also reduce soil quality by inhibiting soil microbial and biochemical processes.
This will, in turn, decrease fertility and nutrient supply.
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Micronutrients (Cu, Zn, Fe, Mn, Mo) Status of a Sodic Soil under Cultivation
of Aromatic Crops.
R. P. Singh. R. K. Singh. S. N. Singh. R. S. Singh, Dept of Soil Science and
Agricultural Chemistry. Udai Pratap Autonomous College.
Sodic soils occupy extensive area and occur globally. Reclamation of sodic soil is
a costly affair especially for poor farmers It requires additional agricultural inputs
like amendments, water and infrastructure for drainage. An alternate approach is
the utilization of sodic soils for growing crop species capable of tolerating, producing economic yield and improving the fertility status. Benefits of growing aromatic
crops are quite encouraging in terms of bio-reclamation of sodic soils. Therefore,
field experiment was conducted to study the effect of aromatic crops alone and in
combination of organic and inorganic amendments on micronutrients status of a
sodic soil. Accordingly, Water hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes) compost, digested
sludge and gypsum were used for this purpose Three aromatic crops namely palmarosa (Cymbopogon martinii), lemon grass (Cymbopogon flexuosus) and citronella Java (Cymbopogon winterianus) were cultivated for five consecutive harvesting. Experimental soil had pH 9.4; ECe 2 2 d Sm-1; SAR 38; organic carbon 1.5 g
kg-1; Cu 0.35; Zn 0.38; Fe 1 I; Mn 0 98 and Mo 0 27 mg kg-1 soil. Experiment was
conducted in randomized block design with four replications. The treatments were
TO (control -no amendments), Tl (pyrite at 60% gypsum requirements ha-l),T2
(sludge at 101 ha-1), T3 (hyacinth compost at 101 ha-1), T4 (hyacinth compost at 3
t ha-1 + pyrite at 40% GR ha-1), T5 (hyacinth compost at 31 ha-1 + sludge 5 t ha-1)
and T6 (hyacinth compost at 3 t ha-1 + sludge at 21 ha-1 + pyrite at 40% GR ha-1)
Organic and inorganic amendments were applied one month before transplanting of
crops. Soil samples were collected after each harvesting and analysed for organic
carbon, available (DTPA extractable) Cu, Zn, Fe, Mn and Mo following standard
procedures. Cultivation of aromatic crops alone and in combination of organic and
inorganic amendments showed steady increase in micronutrients status as compared to initial value Maximum increase was observed with T6 Among the three
crops lemon grass was found superior over palmarosa and citronella Java in context
of increasing the nutrient status of soil In case of lemon grass with T6 status of
Cu, Zn, Fe, Mn and Mo eventually reached 0.75,1.05, 10.7, 2.68 and 0.69 mg kg-1
soil, respectively Increase in status is possibly due to addition of organic matter by
biomass through root and leaf fall from the plants, root exudation, solubilization of

insoluble mineral and creation of favourable conditions for the growth of microorganisms. Keywords: Aromatic crops, sodic soil, micronutrients.
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Spatial Variability of Soil Salinity Due to the Presence of Atriplex spp.
(saltbush).
R. Soleimani, Soil and Water Research Institute.
The study site is located in the Kazeroon range in southern Iran with coordinates
51o,54/E and 29o,16/N. The name of the soil taxonomy was fine-loamy, carbonatic, hyperthermic, Ustic Haplocalcids(in American soil taxonomy). Random
composite samples prepared by six cores in depths of 0-10 and 10-40 centimeters
of under-canopy (directly beneath the zone of maximum litter accumulation) and
inter-canopy (center of an adjacent bare space) of saltbushes for classic statistics.
All superficial organic residues were removed. For the geostatistical method, the
first step was to collect samples from known locations on a Cartesian coordinate
system based on a base line. Electrical conductivity values, apart from plant species
and depth, increased from 1.69 dam-1 in soil of inter-canopy to 2.2 dam-1 in soil of
under-canopy (equal to 30 percent increase). The principle causes of salt accumulation are evaporation and salt deposition, but the causes of canopy salinity were
due to the accumulative effects of evaporation and the deposition of Atriplex aerial
parts fall such as bladder hairs and salt bladders. On the other hand, at the 0-10 cm
depth, soil EC of the under-canopy is 3.09 dam-1 and that of inter-canopy is 1.78
dsm-1; an increase of 74 percent. It is evident that the vertical and horizontal gradients of soil electrical conductivity is toward the soil surface and from interspaced to
the under-canopy microsite and that accumulation of a significantly higher quantity
of soluble salts in the surface layers has occurred as a result of the large addition of
salts from dropped leaves and fruits. Variorum in affected and no affected conditions showed increasingly strong autocorrelation at distance of less than 40 meters
and 80 meters respectively.

N. I. Shevyakova. Ttmiriazev Institute of Plant Physiology: L. O. Karpachevskiy.
Moscow State Univ. Faculty ofSoil Science; S. Lulls. Univ Caiholique de Louvain;
V. V. Kuznelsov. Timiriazev Institute of Plant Physiology.
The main negative consequence of drying out of the Aral Sea is development of
extensive cover of coastal deposits on the former sea bottom and lowering of ground
water level. After drying out, the sea bottom became the source of salts blown by
wind to neighboring areas, thus promoting desertification. In doing so, salts originated from the dry led to degradation of agricultural fields located around the Aral
Sea. Planting, growing and harvesting of halophytic plants on the former bottom of
the sea appears to be one of the possible solutions of environmental problems the
region is faced The halophyte and hyperhalophyte shrubs were planted on three
polygons at a distance of 100 km from the town of Aral.sk. The polygons were
characterized by different edaphic conditions: soil texture, water availability, and
salt content The plots were situated within the littoral zone (former bottom) of the
retreating Aral Sea The role of the following shrubs in salt cycling was examined:
Halocnemum, Nitraria, Haloxylon, Tamarix The adventive roots of such shrubs
may extend down to the depth of 30-40 cm into soils with permanently low salt
content and sufficiently good moistening in summer. Places with well-established
halophyte plantations were featured by a remarkably low rate of salt crust formation and diminished salt deflation already by the third year of the experiment. In
addition, by cultivating wild growing halophytes it is possible to increase the seed
reserve and retain water, thus helping other plants to colonize salinized lands This
work was supported by INTAS (project no. 1013)
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Modelling of Prevention of Salt Affected Sandy Soil Degradation on Upper
Sieo Watershed by Different Tree Species Plantation.
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K.Grunewald
B. Topark-ngarm. V. Trelo-ges. S. Homchuen, Khonkaen Univ; S. Sukchan, LDD- Anthropogenic Soil Contamination on Large Scale: Methods of Investigation,
Assessment and Rehabilitation by Examples of Eastern Germany.
Office of Soil Survey.
K. Grunewald. Univ of Technologies Dresden.
The objective of this study was to collect information related to prevention of the
degradation of salt affected sandy soils by new method of reforestation (differLarge scale soil contamination is a serious problem in many regions The causes of
ent tree species plantation) on the upper Sieo watershed area Amphur Borabue,
pollution with heavy metals, organic compounds and other are manifold and overMahasarakam province. The experiment was setting for 5 years. The 7.2 hectares
lap often: long term application of fertilizers and pesticides onto farmland soils,
study area had 3-5% sloping degree with salt affected soil at the lowland. The
sewage farm lands and waste deposits, atmospheric deposition, landscapes under
area was separated to 3 terrain levels as high, middle and low terrain respectively.
military use, flood events, environmental crime and war. Hazard estimations, redeEach terrain was planted with 24 tree species at 2x2 m spacing to decrease the
velopment suggestions and conceptions of usage are needed to be developed. Conlevel of underground water which is one of the cause of saline soil formation and
versely to small scaled and spatially less (bordered) dangerous waste residues (Altto reduce the surface soil erosion. The data were collected on soil sediment, plant
lasten) the investigation of large scale contaminated areas should be approached
nutrients lost with surface soil erosion at before and after tree planting, changes in
seperatly because of its dimension. Methodological experiences shall be presented
amount of organic matter and cation exchange capacity of the surface soil (0-10
within the paper, considering the practical, interdisciplinary work, which was done
cm), level of underground water and its electroconductivity changes at the lowland
at the field under investigation by the author after the reunification. The procedure
area affected by salt. The results obtained after two years of tree growing showed
consisting of data collection and processing, validation, assessment and presentathat the amounts of soil sediment loss in the high and middle terrain were reduced
tion of the results as well as recommendation of actions are discussed and given On
from 59.00 and 64.75 kg/hectare in the year 2003 to 37 31 and 31.06 kg/hectare in
the hand of examples the problematic will be systematized (1) sewage farm lands
the year 2004, respectively On the other hand, the amount of soil sediment on the
around Berlin; (2) flood plain soils after the extreme event 2002 at the river Elbe;
low terrain was increased from 57.31 kg/hectare in the year 2003 to 75.75 kg/hect(3) intensive used farmlands in Saxony; and (4) military training areas in converare in the year 2004 indicating the move of soil sediment from the high terrain to
sation. The knowledge of precaution and sanitary from soils view and the society
accumulate on the low terrain. The amounts of N and P in the soil sediment on the
will be summarised at the end. How does the use regarding sanitary prove? Could
high and middle terrains had tendencies in decreasing from 0.032 and 0.002% in
the endanger from use and protection goods be averted? Is precaution enough with
the year 2003 to 0.027 and 0.001% in the year 2004, respectively. But the amount
regard to diffuse, creeping soil change?
of K in soil sediment was on the other hand, increased from 0 03% in the year
2003 to 1.11% in the year 2004. In the middle terrain the amounts of N, Pand K
were increased from 0 021, 0.001 and 0.024% in the year 2003 to 0.041, 0 003
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J Perez Arias
and 1.275% in the year 2004, respectively. That was the same situation on the low
Thermal Conductivity in Clayey and Sandy Materials.
terrain where the amounts of N, P and K were increased from 0028. 0.001 and
J. Perez Arias. ETSI Agrónomos-UPM; M. A. Henriquez Rodriguez. UCLA0.027% in the year 2003 to 0.038,0.002 and 1.034% in the year 2004, respectively.
agronomia; A. M. Tarquis.J. M. Gascó Monies. ETSI Agrónomos-UPM.
Meanwhile the changes amount of organic matter of the surface soil (0-10 cm)
within 2 years (2002-2004) was in creased from 0.20% to 0.30% on the high terSoil thermal conductivity is an important physical property which is related to the
rain, from 0.28% to 0,33% at middle terrain and from 0.32% to 0.37% at low terrain
volume fractions of solid-liquid-gas. In the solid phase, the distribution of particles
respectively. The values of cation exchange capacity of surface soil (0-10 cm) were
plays an important role as well as their spatial arrangement. In this work two difchange from 1.18 meq/100g soil to 2 18 meq/IOOg soil on the high terrain, from
ferent materials have been used to calibrate thermal conductivity measurements
1.94 meq/IOOg soil to2.42 meq/IOOg soil on the middle sloping area and from 1.57
applying a recent laboratory method established by Zuniga (2002) This method
meq/IOOg soil to 2.06 meq/IOOg soil on the low terrain respectively. The level of
consists in an electro-thermal probe that at a certain intensity and potential the elecunderground water measured in the dry season was lower down from 152 cm in the
tricity is transformed in heat energy that gradually increases the sample temperayear 2003 to 217 cm depth in the year 2004 while it was down from 40 cm in year
ture The temperature variation is plotted versus time in natural logarithm scale
2003 to 120 cm in year 2004 when measured in the rainy season. Meanwhile its
The slope of the curve obtained gives an estimation of the thermal conductivity of
electroconductivity of underground water was ranged between 3 0-3 5 mS/cm in
the studied material. There are two methods to estimate this slope based on a linear
the dry season and 1.3-2 7 mS/cm in the rainy season.
approach after a certain heating time or a polynomial approach for the whole curve
A comparison of both methods based on the results obtained with two standardized
materials, clayey and sand, is presented
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Halophytic Shrub Plantations and Their Role in Rehabilitation of SaltAffected Soils at the Coast of the Aral Sea.
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NIR Spectroscopy for Large Area Assessment of Ecosystem Responses to
Everglades Restoration.
M. Cohen. S. Grunwald. M. Clark. R. Reddy. Soil and Water Science. Univ of
Florida.
Restoration of the Everglades is among the world's largest and most complex ecosystem restoration projects As implementation of the Comprehensive Everglades
Restoration Program (CERP) begins, scientists and policy makers are seeking performance measures for assessing ecosystem response over time across vast areas
Numerous studies have demonstrated the robust utility of soils for indicating ecosystem degradation and recovery trajectories, but sampling and analysis constraints
for large area assessment of soils are formidable hurdles to their use as routine
performance measures Here we develop models that employ diffuse reflectance
spectra from a large spatial archive of Everglades soils for rapid inference of a wide
array of soil performance metrics Results suggest that spectroscopy can be reliably
used as a proxy for analytical assessment of soils for many of these metrics, RPD
values, which provide a useful across-parameter measure of model efficiency, were
above 2 0 for most parameters, and above 1.5 for all. Further, spectra can be used to
discriminate between soil and biological floe material (validation accuracy = 94%)
which is of considerable utility for understanding spatial ecosystem responses
to restoration activities. Finally, spectra are used to distinguish between peats
deposited by different vegetative communities, which may have application for
ecosystem back-casting and assessment of successional trajectories. These results
coupled with the time and cost savings of spectral analysis methods and concurrent
developments in field deployment of spectral sensors suggest that spectroscopy
may provide a useful tool for large area assessment that can be used in service of
restoration monitoring.
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Spatial Modelling of Soil Organic Carbon in a Tropical Agricultural Landscape
of Western Kenya.
T. Owiyo. Cornell Univ: K. Shepherd. World Agroforestry Centre (1CRAF); S. D.
DeGloria. Cornell Univ.
One major problem in interpolating point estimates of soil properties is the presence
of factors known to influence the distribution of the property under investigation,
but for which measurements are not available for the entire landscape. In modeling Soil Organic Carbon (SOC), management related factors, like use of fertilizers
and adoption of soil conservation practices, may influence the levels of SOC. In
some circumstances data on such factors do not exist for the entire landscape being
studied, earning them the dubious title of "nuisance factors". A study was designed
to test a procedure for controlling the effect of such factors in developing a spatial
continuity model for interpolating SOC in a tropical agricultural landscape of western Kenya Soils were sampled at nine sites, each of which had a radius of I km. A
V-design was established at each site and three farms were selected on each arm of
the Y and one at the center, making ten farms per site Each farm was divided into
fields according to the land use history and type of enterprises. Soil samples were
collected from each field for analysis of SOC, pH and particle size distribution
Mixed effects autoregression modeling was used to estimate the effect of landscape
covariates and to control for this effect in the estimation of the spatial continuity
function. Size of the plot (pO.0001) and distance of field from homestead (p<0 08)
were the landscape factors that had significant influence on the spatial structure of
the SOC in the landscape A variogram model was developed after removing the
effect of these factors and used to interpolate SOC. An r2 of 0.55 and mean squared
error (MSE) of 9.3 g kg-1 were obtained from the predictions. The Prediction Accuracy (PA) was 55 percent. These results demonstrate a protocol for controlling for
such "nuisance" factors.
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Instruments to Evaluate the Agroecological and Environmental Deterioration
in Motatan River Basin, Venezuela.
./. Mendoza, E. Jaimes. N. Pineda, Soil and Water Reasearch Group. Los Andes
Univ: Y. Ramos. Univ Bolivariana de Venezuela: J. Linares. Univ de Los Andes.
The agroecological and environmental deterioration of natural resources have been
increasing in the last decades, among other reasons, for the scarce participation of
the communities in the final decision making concurring the activities witch affect
the soil, water and wildlife. That deterioration is observed in the loss of the productive properties of soils, the increasing deforestation and the decrease of stream and
river flow as well as the loss of biological diversity However, in the last years have
emerged a set of methodological proposals to promote citizens participation in the
decision making to attend diverse problems which unfavorable affect the utilization
of natural resources The main objective in this investigation is to propose methodological instruments which contribute to evaluate the agroecological and environmental deterioration in hydrographic basins, using the local knowledge of the communities, which inhabit and work in these basin, as the main source of information.
The basic premise is to consider human being not just as a producer but also as a
receiver of the impacts (effects) coming from his biophysical and social environment, keeping in mind that an important part of the negative impacts they receive
are consequence of their own actions (causes), thus conditioning their life quality
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The instruments which are briefly proposed are the following: I) Matrix Cause
- Effect, understanding as a cause any factor or natural process or antropic which
act externally or internally against certain landscape or agroecosystem producing
deterioration or degradation, expressed in terms of negative effects or problems
Nine causes and 7 effects were defined. Causes as well as effects can be identified
through a series of indicators which are easy to describe measure and verify for
any inhabitant of the river basin The valuation of the relationship Cause - Effect
is based on indicators of agroecological and environmental sustainability (Capacity of Human Charge). 2) Matrix Problem - Solution, understanding as a problem
each one of the deteriorating effects of the environment or agroecosystem which
have been previously valuated in the matrix Cause-Effect The solutions are those
which are necessary to manage or control the factors and processes which cause the
environmental and agroecological deterioration in a river basin in a given period
of time. To estimate the levels of feasibility in the execution of these actions (solutions) a series of valuation criteria are used, in terms of the minimal requirements to
achieve an efficient control of the environmental and agroecological deterioration.
3) Global analysis of the environmental and agroecological deterioration. This is
based on the information obtained from the application of the matrix Cause-Effect
in the areas or hydrographic basic which are studied. In that sense, it is necessary to
use empirical relationships which make possible to determinate the indexes of deterioration associated with cause and specific effects or the deterioration associated
with a set of all causes or all effects whose relationship was quantified in the matrix
Cause-Effect. There validation essays were conducted between 2003 and 2005, in
three sample areas of the Motatan basin According to the results, a definition of a
set of actions from the communities and the entities responsible for environmental policies, was obtained, these take in to account the sustainable management
of natural resources, in order to minimize the environmental and agroecological
deterioration in water producer basins in Venezuela, mainly in the Andean region
Keywords: environmental deterioration, Matrix Cause - Effect, Matrix Problem
- Solution, Motatan river basin, Venezuela.
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Mapping Soil Salinity Using a Combined Spectral Response Index for Bare
Soil and Vegetation: A Case Study in the Former Lake Texcoco, Mexico.
N. Fernandez-Buces. C. Siebe Grabach. Inslituto de Geologia. Univ Nacional
Autónoma de México: J. L. Palacio. Dirección General de Estudios de Posgrado.
Uinv Nacional Autónoma de México: S. Cram. Inslituto de Geografia. Univ
Nacional Autónoma de México.
Salinization is one of the main causes of soil degradation in arid and semiarid
regions around the world. Salt-affected landscapes are highly sensitive to changes
in climatic, edaphic and hydrological conditions in time and space, therefore their
characterization and mapping is difficult because the salt concentration may vary
seasonally and substantially over short distances Remote sensing is widely used
to lower survey costs, but existing studies usually analyze bare soils and make
little reference to the halophytic plants and their role as salinity indicators Our
work aims to correlate soil characteristics (Electric Conductivity in saturation
extract (ECe) and Sodium Absorption Ratio (SAR) with the spectral response of
plant species and bare soils, integrating an algorithm to allow multi-scale mapping using remote sensors Ground radiance was measured on different plant species and bare soils, using a Milton Multiband Radiometer sensing three bands in
the visible spectrum and one in the Near InfraRed (NIR) A Combined Spectral
Response Index (COSRI) was calculated for bare soils and vegetation by adjusting
the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) ECe and SAR were determined in surface soil samples. Correlation coefficients between COSRI and soil
salinity were obtained and a model was adjusted to predict soil salinity. LandsatETM and airborne digital images were used to calculate raster maps of COSRI,
and ECe and SAR distribution maps were estimated using the adjusted models.
Almost the entire study area is saline-alkaline, with very large variation in salt
concentrations over short distances (<10 m) The variation on surface soil salinity
(0-15 cm) is very large, from extremely large electric conductivities (ECe) (1319
dS*m-l), due to the presence of saline crusts, to moderate ECe(11.7dS*m-l). Salt
emergences form crusts of different colors and patterns. Saline grassland is the
predominant type of vegetation in the study area. Species dominances (D.I.) and
their associations correspond to particular levels of salinity, with Distichlis spicala
as the most dominant species at sites severely affected by salts, followed by Suaeda
torreyana. On the other hand, Eragrostis mexicana (Hor) Link, Tamarix gallica L,
Hordeum jubatum L and Chaenopodium album L are dominant at sites moderately
affected; whereas Bidens odorata Cav. Chloris virgata Swartz. Sonchus oleraceus
L and Lepidium virginicum L are dominant at sites slightly affected. A Combined
Spectral Response Index (COSRI) was calculated based on the analysis of spectral
responses of different bare soil patterns and colors and vegetation cover an dominant species presence Such index correlated significantly with soil ECe and SAR
(-0.885 and -0 857, respectively). Dense vegetated areas yield large index values
because of their relatively large NIR reflectance and small reflectance in the visible. Less dense vegetated showed lower index values In contrast, water, clouds
and salt affected soil have larger visible reflectance than in the NIR, thus, they
yield negative index values. Rocks and slightly salt affected bare soils give similar
reflectance in both bands, resulting in COSRI values near cero. Medium (1:70.000)
and large (1:10,000) scale maps were obtained using Landsat and airborne images,
respectively COSRI raster maps were calculated with images spectral bands, and
two exponential models were used to estimate surface soil EC and SAR values for

each pixel Variance accounted for by exponential models for ECe and SAR was
of 0.826 and 0.751, respectively. The accuracy of the results for predicted electric
conductivity and SAR were tested against results for an independent set of soil
samples. It may be concluded that the method is an easy, low-cost procedure to
map salt-affected areas.
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VNIR (350-2500 nm) and MIR (2500-25000 nm) Diffuse Reflectance of Soil
Organic Matter for Calcareous Soils in North Central Montana.
D. J. Brown, G. Steward, Montana State Univ—Bozeman; K. D. Shepherd, World
Agroforestry Centre fICRAF).
There is a growing interest in the use of diffuse reflectance spectroscopy to rapidly, inexpensively and non-destructively quantify soil organic and inorganic C.
However, while a number of infrared chemometric or data mining models have
been presented, there are relatively few published studies that attempt to map diffuse reflectance absorption features for soil organic matter While correlations have
been found between SOC and a range of wavelengths, it is not clear to what extent
these are due to (i) SOM absorptions or (ii) SOM association with light absorbing
materials (eg Fe-oxides, clays minerals, and water). Using conventional laboratory methods (total combustion and pressure-calcimeter), Visible and Near-Infrared (VNIR) and Mid-Infrared (MIR) spectroscopy, we analyzed 315 surface and
subsoil samples from calcareous soils at six sites in north central Montana. For
the fine earth fraction (< 2 mm), we milled and scanned both whole soil and soil
with SOM removed using Na-hypochlorite. For the MIR region we scanned both
neat samples (with and without SOM) and samples diluted to 1% in KBr (a nonabsorbing matrix). Wavelength-specific SOM light absorption was computed from
the difference in whole soil and SOM-removed reflectance values, as a fraction of
SOM-removed reflectance. In the VNIR region, we found that SOM absorption
was generally featureless, with the primary effect of SOM being a lower overall
albedo. However, absorption was highest at approximately 600 nm and declined
exponentially with increasing wavelength. Our results refute the common assumption that VNIR SOM reflectance features are due only or even primarily to overtones and combinations of fundamental MIR vibrational absorptions (that decline
in intensity with smaller wavelengths). Correlations of SOC with SOM absorption were greatest between 500 to 1000 nm with a peak correlation at 630 nm.
Empirical chemometric models, however, show significant information at greater
wavelengths, suggesting that cal ibrations could be at least partially dependent upon
the association of SOM with other soil materials. In the MIR region, distinct SOM
vibrational absorption features correlated with SOC concentrations can be readily
identified in the KBr-diluted soil materials. However, with undiluted soil materials
specular reflectance can distort these features, raising the issue of whether sample
dilution in a non-absorbing matrix is required for consistent analysis (Reeves et
al., 2005).
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M.Walsh
Land Degradation Surveillance: A Spatial Framework for Characterization,
Research and Development.
M. Walsh. K. D. Shepherd. A. Awiti, T. G. Vagen, World Agroforestry Centre
(1CRAF).
The World Agroforestry Centre has developed a Land Degradation Surveillance
Framework that is modeled on epidemiology approaches used in medical diagnostics. The framework provides a basis for: Rapid quantitative diagnosis of constraints to soil, plant and livestock health in a target area, including quantification
of environmental and socio-economic risk factors; Systematic location of field
experimentation to sample the diversity of conditions in an area, so that results
can be generalized within the target area; and Baselines for scientifically-rigorous
impact assessment of development interventions, controlling for spatial and temporal confounding effects The approach first uses freely-available satellite data and
GIS databases to assess variation in the target area A ground sampling protocol is
used to assess baseline soil and vegetation conditions. Baseline ground sampling
is based on 10 x 10 km blocks, which are operationally convenient for conducting
ground surveys and monitoring field experiments and at the same time are large
enough to sample considerable variation. The location of the blocks can be random,
or based on regions or gradients of interest. The blocks are spatially stratified into
sub-blocks, within each of which a cluster of 1 km radius is randomly located The
cluster consists often 1000 m: plots located at random. Each plot is characterized
in the field for landscape features, vegetation features (FAO land cover class and
cover scores), land use, and water infiltration rate; and pooled topsoil and subsoil
samples are taken The cluster locations are also used for household surveys and
more detailed sampling for crop and livestock health. Soil, crop and livestock health
are assessed using near-infrared spectroscopy (IR) on soil, crop tissue, and livestock
faecal samples in conjunction with visual scores of condition. This provides low cost
unbiased prevalence data at the population level on soil constraints, crop nutritional
and pest/disease constraints, and livestock health and nutritional constraints. Subsets
of samples are sent for specialized analysis (eg delta "C to track historic land use
changes; l!7Cs to quantify recent erosion) and calibrated to infrared analyses to provide information on environmental risk factors at the landscape-level. Information
on constraints and risk factors are spatially interpolated by direct calibration of the
georeferenced ground data to Landsat or QuickBird imagery. QuickBird imagery

also provides a baseline on conditions within the blocks at the start of the project
(e.g. woody cover, housing units and infrastructure, cultivated areas, surface erosion
features) Response data from field experimentation (eg. crop response to nutrient
inputs) can then be related to site indices based on soil and crop tissue infrared scans.
Diagnostic and advisory information (e.g. dominant constraints and their hot spots;
response domains) is fed back to local extension providers and farmer community
groups. Before-after-control-impact-pair designs are used to monitor development
interventions. This allows rigorous assessment of intervention impacts, correcting
for spatial confounding and baseline drift.
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D.Corwin
Apparent Soil Electrical Conductivity: Past, Present, and Future Trends in
Application.

D. Corwin, USDA-ARS, George E. Brown Jr. Salinity Laboratory.
Adaptation of geophysical techniques from the measurement of geologic strata to
the measurement of surface and near-surface soils for agricultural applications was
the next logical step. No geophysical technique has had a greater impact on agriculture than the measurement of apparent soil Electrical Conductivity (ECa) using
Electrical Resistivity (ER), ElectroMagnetic Induction (EMI), and Time Domain
Reflectometry (TDR) It is the objective to present a historical perspective of the
adaptation of ECa to agriculture, the practical and theoretical factors that forged the
past and present trends in its application, and anticipated future uses Measurements
of ECa in agriculture first appeared in the early 1970 led by the work of Rhoades
and colleagues at the former U.S. Salinity Laboratory (currently, George E. Brown
Jr Salinity Laboratory) The USDA-ARS, in particular the George E. Brown Salinity Laboratory, has played a key role in the adaptation of geophysical techniques to
agriculture by introducing the use of EMI to infer soil salinity from ECa measurements in the early 1980s. Historical trends in the use of ECa in agriculture have
included (i) observational research through the 1980s and early 1990s that correlated ECa measurements to soil properties; (ii) mapping of soil properties (particularly salinity) correlated with geo-referenced ECa measurements, generally from
grid sampling, (iii) directing soil sampling from the variability in geospatial ECa
data to minimize grid sampling; and (iv) application of ECa-directed soil sampling
to characterize spatial variability for use in landscape-scale solute transport modeling in the vadose zone, soil quality assessment, management-induced change in soil
condition, and site-specific crop management. The future of geophysical techniques
in agriculture will be the combined use of multiple sensors that can compliment one
another to provide spatial information about the myriad of edaphic, anthropogenic,
biologic, meteorologie, and topographic factors influencing crop yield variability
and soil-related environmental problems
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C. TOmuto
Rapid Techniques for Large-Area Detection of Soil Physical Degradation.
C. T. Omuto. Univ of Nairobi; K. D. Shepherd. World Agroforestry Centre
(ICRAF).
Physical degradation undermines soils' ability to perform their many biophysical
functions. Currently, there is lack of rapid methods to facilitate timely large-area
assessment for effective control of the degradation This study tested the combined
applications of point-measurements of physical properties, soil spectral reflectance,
and remote sensing for spatial prediction of the degradation in a large watershed
Infiltration and water retention measurements at selected sites were used to aid
case-definition of the degradation. A tree classification was then developed with
diffuse spectral reflectance to predict the degradation cases 93 % accuracy with
holdout cross-validation was achieved and the tree used to predict the degradation at multiple points in the study area In addition, standardized deviations of
Land Surface Temperature (LST) and Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDV1) from long-term Landsat scenes were used to study the thermal and vegetation conditions at the sampled points. The deviations of LST and NDVI effectively
predicted the degradation at other places with 80 % accuracy of ground reference
data. This approach has the potential as a useful tool for guiding policy decision on
sustainable land management.
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A. Castrignanó
Mapping Soil Salinity Risk Using Multivariate Geostatistics.
A. Castrignanó. N. Lopez. CRA—Agronomic Research Institute; S. Fanni. R.
Puddu. CRAS-ERA Sardegna.
Soil salinization is related to both natural factors and changes in land use including
agricultural intensification The costal plain of Muravera-Villaputzu (southeastern
Sardinia, Italy), renowed for the citrus cultivations, has been recognized in the last
decades as experiencing severe and progressive salinization of the groundwater
and then of the irrigated soils. Monitoring selected soil indicators provides data
on salinization degree, also allowing unexpected relationships may be elucidated
Maps can be produced of actual soil salinity or potential risk of salinity and of soil
attributes (e.g. Electric Conductivity (ECe), Exchange Sodium Percentage (ESP),
Sodium Absorption Rate (SAR)) or combination of attributes. Assessment of soil
salinity risk requires identifying critical indicators of salination and defining an
operative methodology of integration, which combines and weights each factor
appropriately in a global index We have developed an approach to integrate an
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unlimited number of soil indicators. This method utilises an indicator tranform,
which transforms measured data values into a binary value according to specific
criteria. The criteria, developed independently for each indicator, are critical values
or ranges of values which could negatively impact soil productivity. Each soil indicator is expressed on a landscape basis as the probability of areas taking the risk of
salinization. To determine such a probability in unsampled points, we have utilised
an approach based on non parametric geostatistics, called indicator cokriging, and
GIS techniques. We have then applied factor kriging to define two regionalised factors summarizing the effects of different variables on soil salinization at different
spatial scales. To illustrate how this approach can be used to evaluate soil salinity
risk, we present an example of application to an area of southeastern Sardinia, which
is considered representative of many Mediterranean zones at high soil salinity risk
We selected two variables (ECe and ESP) deemed most relevant for soil salinity
assessment. We produced maps of both individual soil indicators and regionalised
factors indicating the areas on a landscape basis that have a high probability to be
saline and then cause a significant reduction in citrus production. In addition, this
procedure allows to identify which indicator parameters are mostly responsible for
zones at high salinization risk and to record the evolution of process, thus allowing
specific management plans or land use policies to be developed.
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O R Brito
Evaluation of the Fitorremediation in Soil Polluted by Diesel.
O. R. Brito, A. G. Pavanelli, C. L. B. Guedes, L. J. Koga. R. M. Brito. UEL.
Petroleum and its derivatives have been causing contamination of the soil in several areas in the world. Different alternatives have been proposed to minimize the
pollutant effects of these products, however, most of the time the costs are high.
Among the lower cost alternatives the biorremediation and thefitorremediationare
proposed The fitorremediation is a method that can be used to clean places with
superficial and moderate contamination. This technology is based on the stimulation of the soil microorganisms by the plant roots or in the direct capture of the pollutant and integration to the metabolism. The study was carried out with the objective of evaluating the potential of some vegetable species of common occurrence in
the environment to remedy polluted soils with commercial diesel The experiment
was installed in greenhouse atmosphere, being used vessels with capacity of two kg
of soil Sandy soil collected of the surface layer of 0-20cm was used. The studied
treatments resulted of the combination of six vegetable species jack bean (Canavalia ensiformis), tanzania grass (Panicum maximum Jacq cv Tanzania), finger
millet (Eleusine coracand) brachiaria (Brachiaria decumbens), Jamaican crabgrass
(Digitaria horizonlalis) and showy crotalaria (Crotalaria spectabilis)) and five soil
contamination levels with diesel ( 0 - 1 - 2 - 3 and 4% volume/mass). Each treatment
was repeated four times A completely randomized design was used. Diesel aromatic components content in the polluted soil was accomplished through analysis
by synchronous fluorescence spectroscopy of the soil extracts The profile of the
spectra was evaluated at 0 (installation date) and 45 days after the seed sowing in
the soil with I and 2% of contamination. The aerial part dry matter production of
the studied plants varied significantly with the species and contamination levels of
(he soil with diesel. Those variations can be attributed to the genetic and morphologic characteristics of each species, as well, the certain individual resistance of
each one of them The jack bean, tanzania grass, finger millet and brachiaria were
the species that presented the largest aerial part dry matter production, in the control
and in the polluted soil with up to 1%. In soil with 2% of contamination only the
jack bean and Jamaican crabgrass survived and maintained the production of aerial
part biomass. For 4% of contamination, emergency was not observed for none of
the tested species. Except for the showy crotalaria, the other tested species presented effect on the polluting diesel of the soil, reducing the amount of composed
with one and two aromatic rings Keywords: Fitorremediation, diesel, HPAs

condition at the time of assessment are recorded. A composite surface soil sample
was collected from each site for nutrients analysis. The level of soil salinity in
tsunami affected areas appears o be related to the duration of inundation by the sea
water and the permeability of the soils. Soils that were inundated for up to 6 days
after the tsunami appears to be more saline compared to those inundated for only 1 3 days. Salt appears to have penetrated deeper into the sandier soils commonly used
to grow peanut during dry seasons Peanut crops established after the tsunami were
more severely affected (patchy or contained leaf yellowing) possibly due to the
accumulation of salt on the surface of beds from shallow groundwater evaporation
In the heavier rice soil, salt accumulates closer to the soil surface, probably because
they were flooded at the time of the tsunami and often have a dense impermeable
plough layer Where farmers had access to irrigation water, the vegetative growth
of rice crops established after the tsunami appeared unaffected, but grain formation
has been severely affected causing up to 50% yield loss. Extension staff in Aceh
have been trained in a rapid soil salinity assessment technique based on EM38
measurement Trials are currently in progress to evaluate the role of salt tolerant
varieties and improved soil nutrition during the recovery period
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J L. Gonzalez Barrios
Impact of Intensified Agriculture Practices in the Nazas-Aguanaval Watershed,
Northern Mexico.
J. L. Gonzalez Barrios. INIFAP: L. Descroix. IRD: J. Estrada Avalos. R. Jasso
Ibarra. I. Sanchez Cohen. G. Gonzalez Cervantes. I. Orona Castillo. INIFAP.
The Nazas-Aguanaval watershed is an endoreic basin covering 92000 square kilometers located in the North of Mexico This watershed is divided into three main
zones which are related to climate, altitude, geological features, vegetation and
soil and water resources The history of intensive agriculture practices began at the
first half of the twenty century when land use changes took place to increase crop
and animal production. In the last fifty years the economical development related
to agriculture and food industry has been spectacular in this region. However this
development has impacted negatively the soil and water resources by increasing
pollution and decreasing their quality This work presents the main impacts of
intensified agriculture practices in the Nazas-Aguanaval watershed from irrigated
crops to cattle and poultry production Remediation alternatives are proposed in
order to encourage soil and water conservation as well as to promote sustainable
development in this region. Keywords: Intensive agriculture and environment,
land use change, soil and water conservation.
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J. Triantafilis
Development of a Geographic Information System to Map Salinity Hazard in
the Lower Macquarie River Valley.
J. Triantafilis. S. Buchanan. The Univ of New South Wales: I. O. A. Odeh. The Univ
of Sydney.
Irrigation is an indispensable technology used to augment agricultural production
in the semi-arid and arid regions of the world. Due to poor water management,
including unsuitable location of water reservoirs and supply channels, water logging, perched water tables and secondary soil salinization is the consequent land
degradation. In order to minimise the onset of irrigation induced salinization, biophysical information is required to map the various causal factors. This includes,
land use, geology, hydrology, climate and topography. In the last 10 years this type
of biophysical information is increasingly being generated and used in Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) to identify salinity hazard. Unfortunately and due to the
high cost of acquiring quantitative information, Government Agencies rely upon
qualitative maps generated at regional levels and catchment scales. The result is
the production of maps of low accuracy and interpretability at the district and land
management scale. In addition, the salinity hazard maps are biased in that weightings are assigned based on expert knowledge about which biophysical factors are
160-13
1752b
A. Rachman
most significant in producing secondary soil salinization. In irrigated agricultural
Crop Production and Soil Salinity in the Tsunami Affected Areas of the Eastern
districts more detailed information is required. The approach used in this paper
Coast of Aceh Province, Indonesia.
involves the development of quantitative biophysical data layers (i.e. land use,
T. Iskandar, Aceh Assessment Institute for Agricultural Technology: A. Rachman. hydrology, geology, etc.,) at the management level. For example, and with respect
Indonesian Soil Research Institute: M. Nur. Aceh Assessment Institute for
to the hydrology, a relationship is established between electromagnetic induction
Agricultural Technology: M. Mcleod. NSW Dept of Primary Industries, Tamworth: signal data (i.e. EM38 and EM34) and simple salt-water balance models to map
K. Subagyono. Indonesian Soil Research Institute: N. Moore. P. Slavich. NSW Dept deep drainage and groundwater recharge. This information along with other data
of Primary Industries.
layers is stored in G1S format and is used with local knowledge to develop a salinity
hazard map in the lower Macquarie valley, New South Wales Australia. The results
The giant tsunami waves following the earthquake off the west coast of Sumatra
show that the methodology identifies current areas of secondary salinization and
on December 26, 2004, have caused soil salinization of agricultural lands and damsuggests where further work is required to assess the potential hazard
aged to irrigation and drainage channels along the coastal areas of Aceh province,
Indonesia Approximately 90,000 ha of paddyfields,25,000 ha of mix gardens, and
90,000 ha of estate crops in Aceh were inundated by seas water after the tsunami.
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F.Archer
The objectives of this project are to enhance the recovery of cropping in tsunami
Microwave Remote Sensing of Soil Moisture from a Rover and Robotic Areial
affected areas along the eastern coast of Aceh where farming communities have
Platform: The Alabama Experiments.
resumed agriculture activities. The project is monitoring changes in soil salinity on
the tsunami-affected areas using an electromagnetic induction techniques (EM38),
F. Archer. Centerfor Hydrology. Soil Climatology and Remote Sensing (HSCaRS):
and assessing constraints to crop performance Regular assessment (three monthly)
Alabama A&M Univ: A. Shutko. Center for Hydrology. Soil Climatology and
of soil salinity and crop performance are currently being conducted on 20 sites on
Remote Sensing (HSCaRS): Alabama A&M Univ: T. L. Coleman, Center for
the eastern coast of Aceh Crops which have been assessed include rice, corn, peaHydrology. Soil Climatology and Remote Sensing (HSCaRS): A labama A&M Univ:
nut, soybean, onion and chillies. At each site, ECa was measured on afixedtransect
A. Haldin. Institute of Radioengineering and Electronics (IRE): Russian Academy
line (±100 m long), at 4 m intervals, and information on cropping history and crop
of Science (RAS): I. Sidorov. Institute of Radioengineering and Electronics (IRE),
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Russian Academy ofSciences (RAS); E. Novichiknin. Institute of Radioengineering
and Electronics (IRE); Russian Academy of Science (RAS).
Soil moisture plays a crucial role in hydrology, agronomy, and meteorology. It governs the redistribution of precipitation between infiltration and runoff, it affects
the development of crops through its dominance on regulating water uptake by
plants, and it manages the partitioning of energy and water through evaporation and
transpiration at the lower boundary of the atmosphere. Monitoring soil moisture
status on regional and global scales is of primary importance for understanding
and protecting our environment, as well as for management of natural resources
as emphasized by the World Climate Research Program. Microwave radiometry
is the most successful of the remote sensing approaches for sensing soil moisture.
Microwave radiometry, or passive microwave remote sensing, is one of the radiophysical methods used for remote observations of the environment. It is based on
measurements of the natural electromagnetic radiation of the environmental objects
like land, water, snow, ice, and the atmosphere in the millimeter to decimeter wavelength range. Investigations of water and land surfaces are taking place in the 0.5
to 50 cm band of electromagnetic wavelengths, in practice, in between 2 and 3 cm
(X-band), 5 and 6 cm (C-band), and 18 and 30 cm (L-band). Inside these bands, the
land surface radiation is primarily a function of the free water content in soil but
is also influenced by other parameters, such as depth to a shallow water table (Lband) and vegetation biomass (X- and C-band) The fundamentals of this approach
are well established and surface soil moisture retrieval algorithms have been verified using ground based experiments and aircraft observations. This presentation
will provide results of microwave radiometric experiments conducted during 2002
through 2005 at the test sites of the Center for Hydrology, Soil Climatology and
Remote Sensing (HSCaRS), Alabama A&M University by an international team of
scientists from the United States of America (USA) and Russian. The microwave
measurements were conducted from ground locations using a mobile (rover) platform and unmanned helicopter (aerial) platform. The data were collected using
microwave radiometers which are portable light weight devices operating at the
wavelengths of 6 cm, 18 cm, and 21 cm that were provided by the Institute of
Radioengineering and Electronics (IRE), Russian Academy of Sciences (RAS).
Discussion will be made of the "radiation vs soil moisture" data as well as of the
accuracy of soil moisture microwave assessments.
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D.J.Brown
Effects of Sample Preparation on VNIR (350-2500 nm) Diffuse Reflectance
Predictions of Soil Organic and Inorganic C for Soils in North Central
Montana.

D. J. Brown. G. Steward. Montana Stale Univ—Bozeman.
There is a growing interest in the use of proximal Visible and Near-Infrared (VNIR)
diffuse reflectance spectroscopy to rapidly, inexpensively and non-destructively
quantify soil organic and inorganic C (McCarty et al., 2002, Shepherd and Walsh,
2002). However, there are relatively few published studies on the potential of this
technique for in situ soil characterization (Sudduth and Hummel, 1993). Using
conventional laboratory methods (total combustion and pressure-calcimeter) and
VNIR spectroscopy we analyzed 315 surface and subsoil samples from calcareous soils at six sites in north central Montana. VNIR scans were obtained from (i)
undisturbed soil cores, field-moist and air-dry; (ii) crushed and sieved samples (<
2 mm); and (hi) fine milled samples. All prediction errors were estimated using
whole-site cross-validation. To enhance predictions, we also augmented model
calibration using the following datasets: (i) 283 samples from a different set of six
sites in north central Montana (Brown et al., 2005a); and (ii) a global soil-spectral library with over 3000 samples (Brown et al., 2005b). For all calibrations and
sample preparations the standard error of prediction (SEP) was much larger than
estimated error for the reference laboratory measurement (SEE) Based upon these
results, we suggest that VNIR diffuse reflectance spectroscopy cannot achieve analytical precision for soil C determination either in situ or in vitro—at least for low
SOC, carbonate-rich soils like those found in north central Montana. However,
proximal VNIR could be used to map the spatial variability of organic and inorganic C, potentially in combination with other soil sensing techniques.
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S Buchanan
Salinity Risk Modelling in Semi-Arid Australia: A Case Study in the Bourke
Irrigation District, NSW.
S. Buchanan, J. Trianlafilis. The Unix of New South Wales.
The Bourke Irrigation District (BID) supports approximately 14,000 Ha of irrigated
agriculture and is situated along the Darling River in a semi-arid region of NSW,
Australia Soil salinity management issues have come to the fore in recent years
because of the increasing occurrence of secondary soil salinization around water
reservoirs and supply channels This is impacting on the productivity of irrigated
cropping Understanding the salinity risk associated with irrigated cropping is of
crucial importance to long term sustainability. Salinity risk modeling can be defined
as the product of potential hazards such as primary salinity levels and groundwater
conditions combined with the vulnerability of an asset (crop or natural vegetation)
and its degree of exposure to the hazard. The aim of this work is to develop an
interactive salinity risk model to allow farmers to understand crop specific salinity
risk ratings The development of such a model will also identify areas of concern
before any impacts on vegetation growth occur and allow management options

to be implemented that minimize the salinization risk. The risk model is based
on two mechanisms that reflect the physical processes driving secondary salinisation in the BID The first is termed the "evapotranspiration mechanism" which
identifies salinity build-up in the upper profile through evaporative processes form
irrigation, water storage leakage and capillary rise form groundwater. The second
is the "groundwater mechanism" which models the groundwater interaction with
extremely saline cretaceous sediments. A GIS interface is used to calculate a salinity risk associated with plant type, rooting depth and salinity tolerance based on
these two mechanisms. The "evapotranspiration mechanism" assesses how close
current root salinity levels are to the threshold tolerance of the plant The "groundwater mechanism" assesses how saline the groundwater is and how close it is to
the root zone A fuzzy membership map ranging from 1 which designates a current
salinity problem, to 0 which represents no threat form current root zone salinity
is then developed. The model has been corroborated with many field examples of
salinity and has shown to accurately represent what is occurring in the field. The
results have since been used to trial a more efficient, lateral irrigation system in an
area that was showing high levels of risk The model represents a new and effective
way of presenting many of the physical and biological factors that lead to salinization in semi-arid environments
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E. V Vilchevskaya
Long-Term Salinization Dynamics of Irrigated Soils in the Golodnaya Steppe
(Uzbekistan) as Determined from the Remote Sensing Data.
E. V. Vilchevskaya, N. V. Kalinina, V. V. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute.
Soil properties are subjected to temporal changes making it necessary to study their
dynamics. Soil salinity is one of the most dynamic soil characteristics. It is known
that some soils can change their status from nonsaline soils to strongly saline soils
within a year. The temporal dynamics of soil salts are especially significant for irrigated territories. The development of computers and corresponding algorithms and
the availability of remote sensing data have contributed to a significant progress in
the monitoring of soil salinity. The creation of the geographic information system
and the use of partly automated procedures for interpreting remote sensing data
(satellite and aerial imagery) have made it possible to trace the dynamics of soil
salinization within the Usman Yusupov farm in the Golodnaya Steppe of Uzbekistan. At the first stage, we used panchromatic aerial photos made in the period
between irrigations (August-the beginning of September) and before defoliation,
these photos were available for a period from 1982 to 1990. Their interpretation (in
terms of soil salinity characterization) was based on the methodology suggested
by Pankova and Mazikov in 1985. For the period after 1990, it was impossible
to obtain the corresponding aerial photos; the images made from LANDSAT 5-7
satellites were used. As we failed to obtain panchromatic images satisfying the
requirements for adequate interpretation, synthesized images from channels 7, 4,
and 2 were used. This procedure was based on the methodology elaborated earlier
for multispectral aerial photos. As a result of the interpretation of the aerial photos
and LANDSAT imagery, seven maps characterizing the dynamics of soil salinization within the farm from 1982 to 2002 were compiled. The maps show the areas
with different salinization degrees grouped into four categories: nonsaline and
slightly saline soils, moderately saline soils, strongly saline soils, and extremely
strongly saline soils (solonchaks). The areas shown on the maps for different years
were compared, which made it possible to trace the dynamics of soil salinization.
The following patterns of soil salinization processes were distinguished: (1) areas
with stable salt status, (2) areas subjected to progressive salinization, (3) areas subjected to progressive desalinization, and (4) areas with differently directed salinization-desalinization processes without definite trend If the maps for two or three
years are compared, soils with different patterns of salinization dynamics occupy
approximately equal areas; the changes in salinity of particular soils are from one
to three grades (i.e., from nonsoline to strongly saline, etc.) However, if we compare the maps for the entire period of soil salinity monitoring, the situation will
be different. In this case, areas of soils with stable salt status occupy only 1-5%
of the farmland; areas with progressing desalinization, 10-15%; areas with progressing salinization, 10-15% as well; areas with variable soil salinization degree
without any definite trend of changes predominate and constitute about 70-80% of
the farmland In about 50% of the areas with progressive soil salinization this process is conditioned by the natural factors. The progressing soil salinization in the
remaining 50% of such areas (including the areas with strongly saline soils) is due
to the anthropogenic impacts. In general, it can be concluded that soil salinization
dynamics within the studied territory have no definite trends; salinization-desalinization processes alternate in most of the soil areas studied, which may be related to
different character of anthropogenic impacts on the territory
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P B Woodbury
Quantifying Effects of Afforestation and Deforestation on Soil and Forest
Floor Carbon Budgets throughout the Conterminous USA from 1900 to 2050.
P. B. Woodbury. Crop and Soil Sciences Dept. Cornell Univ: L. S. Heath. J. E.
Smith. USDA Forest Service, Northeastern Research Station.
Land use change is an important driver of terrestrial carbon cycling in the United
States and quantifying the effects of afforestation and deforestation on soil carbon
is important for national and international assessments We developed matrices
representing area transitions over time between forest, agricultural, and urban land
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uses and incorporated the results in a model to estimate changes in soil and forest
floor carbon stocks Historical estimates of land use transitions were based on governmental forest and agricultural inventories Future land use changes were based
on projections of historical data and projections from the USDA Forest Service
2003 RPA timber assessment base run. Estimates of soil carbon stocks were derived
primarily from the STATSGO database The effects of specific land use changes
on soil and forest floor carbon fluxes were based on data from the literature. For
the conterminous US as a whole, there was net loss of carbon from 1900 until the
early 1980s, and net gain (sequestration) of carbon from that time until the present.
In the future, the model predicts continued net sequestration of carbon until the
2030s, with little net change after that time. With two exceptions (Northeast, Pacific
Coast), regions within the US have similar dynamics of net carbon change over
time, but different magnitudes The pattern in the Northeast region is very different
from all other regions, with a large, steady rate of carbon sequestration from 1900
to the present, and predicted continued sequestration through the 2030s. The cumulative effect of land use change in the Northeast is greater than any other region,
and is greater than the effect of all regions combined. This effect occurs not because
the rate of change is greater in the Northeast, but because there is always carbon
sequestration rather than a pattern of net carbon loss for many decades, followed
by a pattern of carbon sequestration for most other regions. These results reflect
the predominant trend toward afforestation of marginal agricultural land that took
place through most of the Northeast region during the 20th century. The Pacific
Coast has the opposite pattern as does the Northeast - a steady loss of carbon from
1900 to 2050 The results of this model are intended to improve the U.S. Greenhouse Gas Inventory, which is produced annually to meet reporting requirements
under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. From 1990
to 2004, afforestation caused sequestration of 231 Tg C, of which 81 Tg C was in
the soil and 150 Tg C was in the forest floor. During this same period, deforestation caused emission of 175 Tg C, of which 50 Tg C was in the soil and 125 Tg C
was in the forest floor However, the net effect of land use change on carbon mass
in soil and forest floor from 1990 to 2004 was about 25-fold smaller than the net
change in carbon stocks in trees on all forestland during this time period. Thus land
use change effects for the overall carbon budget for this period are dominated by
changes in tree carbon stocks.
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J. L. Moir
The Spatial Distribution and Area Coverage of Urine Depositions in Grazed
Dairy or Sheep and Beef Pastures in New Zealand.
J. L. Moir. Centre for Soil and Environmental Quality; U. Fertsak, Institute of
Hydraulics and Rural Water Management; K. C. Cameron, H. J. Di. Centrefor Soil
and Environmental Quality.
In grazed pasture systems, grazing animals deposit urine and dung causing high
nutrient loading to a relatively small proportion of the total grazed area. The majority of ingested nitrogen (N) is excreted in urine, and high N loading in the urine
patch is of particular environmental concern because of the potential for leaching
of soil nitrate N from the patch and the subsequent potential degradation of ground
and surface water quality. Animal stocking rate and stock type are key factors driving the quantity of nutrient, especially N, which may be deposited as urine and
dung to pasture soils Therefore the total paddock area receiving urine deposits
in any time period is critical to the understanding of nutrient cycling and nutrient loss in grazed pasture systems. Some theoretical estimates of this critical area
coverage value have been made by researchers, but quantitative field spatial data
is scarce and seasonal components have often been ignored in earlier estimates.
Consequently, much variability and uncertainty still surrounds the current estimate
of annual urine patch area coverage in grazed pasture systems, and how area coverage varies with different stocking rates and stock type. A new method using global
positioning system (GPS) and geographic information system (GIS) technology
was developed and successfully used to quantify the spatial distribution and area
coverage of urine patches deposited by grazing animals. Accurate measurements
of urine patches over a period of twelve months were made for two farm types,
which are typical of New Zealand grazed pasture systems: (i) an irrigated dairy
farm and (ii) a sheep and beef hill country farm. At two field sites urine patch areas
were visually identified from the enhanced pasture growth in those areas and their
area and spatial location recorded with GPS at regular time intervals. The GPS data
was analysed in a G1S system. These data were then used to calculate seasonal and
annual urine patch coverage in the paddocks on an area basis. On the dairy farm at
an effective stocking rate of 3.5 cows ha"1 (c. 32 standard stock units [ssu] ha') the
observed annual urine patch area coverage was 22%. The mean urine patch radius
was 30.5 cm. Mean urine patch radius ranged from 27 to 35 cm between seasons
The observed average urine patch area was 028 m : Urine patch coverage was
shown to increase with increased stocking rate (cows ha*' or cow grazing days). For
the sheep and beef farm at an effective stocking rate of 15.1 ssu ha"' the observed
annual urine patch area coverage was 16 8% for the study paddock. Average urine
patch coverage was 19 3% and 14 3 % on flat areas (0 - 3°) and hill slopes (7
- 15°) respectively This result confirms that a higher grazing pressure occurred
on flat areas than on hill slopes. For the observed one-year period, the mean urine
patch radius was 25 cm. Mean urine patch radius ranged from 19 to 29 cm between
seasons The observed average urine patch area was 0 19 m2. This study has successfully used GPS and GIS technology to make initial measurements of the spatial
distribution and area coverage of urine depositions in grazed dairy and sheep and
beef pastures in New Zealand Field measurements for this study are ongoing. Key-
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words: urine patch, grazed pasture, New Zealand, GPS, GIS, urine patch coverage,
stocking rate, dairy, hill country
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G M. Vasques
Assessment of Total, Stable and Labile Carbon Using Visible, Near-Infrared
Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy.
G. M. Vasques. S. Grunwald, J. O. Sickman. Soil and Water Science Dept. Univ
of Florida.
To assess the soil carbon pools and carbon sequestration potential at the landscape
scale rapid, cost-effective and reliable methods are in need Visible, near-infrared
diffuse spectroscopy is a rapid and cost-effective method that provides inferences
on multiple soil properties. The objectives of our study were to relate different
carbon attributes (total, recalcitrant, hydrolysable and hot water extractable) to soil
spectral signatures derived using visible, near-infrared diffuse spectroscopy Longterm sequestration of carbon in soils typically involves movement of fixed carbon into the stable recalcitrant pool from the smaller labile pool which has greater
relative exchange with the atmosphere. Our approach targets multiple aspects of
soil carbon and provides a comprehensive assessment of biogeochemically active
carbon pools of a wide variety of soils. We used 550 soil samples collected at 4
different depths (0 - 30, 30 - 60, 60-120 and 120-180 cm) in the Santa Fe River
Watershed in north-east Florida representing typical soils and land uses. Dominant soils were Ultisols (36.7%), Spodosols (25.8%), and Entisols (14.7%) and
less prominent are Histosols (2.0%), Inceptisols (1.1 %), and Alfisols (1.0%). Land
use consisted of pine plantation (32.2%), wetlands (16.2%), upland forest (14.7%),
improved pasture (14.0%), urban (8.8%), forest regeneration (6.0%), crops (5.0%),
rangeland (3.7%) and a variety of high intensity land uses such as tree groves,
dairies, and feeding operations Soil samples were analyzed for total carbon, hydrolyzable labile C with 6 N HCl, and labile C by hot water extraction. Visible, near
infrared diffuse reflectance spectroscopy was used to scan the same soil samples.
Chemometric modelling was used to relate the laboratory measurements to spectral
data using Partial Least Squares and tree-based modelling Results indicated that
robust models for all soil properties could be developed with slightly better results
derived using tree-based modelling. Our chemometric models have the potential to
more rapidly assess total, labile and stable carbon pools at landscape scale
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R. C. Crew
Chesapeake Bay Riparian Forest and Wetland Buffer Inventory and Analysis
Using a Geographic Information Systems Approach.
R. C. Crew. R. L. Day, Penn State Univ.
Maintaining healthy forests and wetlands in riparian zones greatly benefits the ecological health of water features. A great barrier to maintaining and establishing such
buffers in the entire Chesapeake Bay watershed has been understanding where such
buffers are, are missing, or have recently been established or lost. The Chesapeake
Bay Program funded this study to inventory and analyze the riparian land cover
conditions utilizing a geographic information systems approach. The study has successfully produced a riparian buffer inventory useful at the regional level. This
inventory will allow activities designed to protect, establish, and improve riparian
buffers to be focused on a State and Bay wide level. The project was restrained by
the need to use currently available datasets and widely distributed software. This
project also produced a time series analysis, using the same methods and input
data only differing in the year of the land cover data. This inventory shows a great
variability in the buffer conditions throughout the Chesapeake Bay watershed The
year 1992 inventory showed the percent of streams properly buffered within major
sub-watershed from 23% to 93%. The year 2000 inventory showed a range 29% to
93%. These results are reported at multiple scales of sub-watersheds, at the county
level and at the state level. The results are reported for buffers consisting of forest
and buffers consisting of forest or wetlands
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M Mizoguchi
Spatial and Continuous Soil Information Monitoring by Field Server.
M. Mizoguchi, The Univ of Tokyo; M. Hirafuji, T. Fukatsu. T. Kiura. National
Agricultural Research Center; K. Fujisawa, M Wada. Matsushita Electric Works.
Ltd; S. Ninomiya. National Agricultural Research Center.
Spatial and continuous 1 soil monitoring is required for assessing impacts of land
use and management on soil quality over large area. Although remote-sensing technique by orbiting satellite is normally used for such soil monitoring, it gives us
information on only the surface but the inside of soil. To get information on the
inside of the soil, on the other hand, soil scientists survey soil profiles and monitor
soil physical properties, i.e. soil water moisture, temperature, EC, with some sensors connected to a data logger in a pit selected from large area However, since the
selected point is not guaranteed to be representative, we need to set a lot of data logger to get more reliable soil information in a large area In addition, since data logger
system including soil sensors is expensive, spatial and continuous soil monitoring
has been a privilege given to only big project teams. In order to break this situation, we have developed economical soil information monitoring system by Field
Server. Field Server (FS) is an automatic monitoring system, which consists of
CPU (Web server), AD converter, DA converter, Ethernet controller, high intensity
LED lighting and sensors such as air temperature, relative humidity, solar radiation

(PPFD), soil moisture, soil temperature, electrical conductivity, leaf wetness, infrared sensor, CMOS/CCD camera FSs are interconnected by Wireless LAN (Wi-Fi,
IEEE802.11 b). Digital cameras and Web cameras can be connected, and high-resolution pictures of fields are transferred through Wi-Fi broadband networks, and
stored on Web servers. The cameras can be remotely controlled by web browser.
FSs can be used also as a platform to use network devices and electro-equipments
in open fields. All devices are connected by Ethernet or Wi-Fi, that is, inside of
Field Server is also sensor-network, which can realize layout-free architecture, plug
& play, robustness and various designs for Field Servers. Now we are testing FS
to monitor land use and management in Tsumagoi erosion site for a ground-truth
check against remote measurements taken from orbiting satellites Soil information
monitoring by Field Server is quite promising for assessing impacts of land use and
management on soil quality over large area as a powerful tool related to the Global
Earth Observation System of Systems (GEOSS) 10-Year Implementation Plan

cultivate the mind. JMG inspires youths to be of service to others through service
learning and leadership development projects and rewards them with certification. In 2002, the JMG Program launched its first module of the Level 2 curricula
- Operation Thistle: Seeds of Despair. This curriculum focuses on youths in grades
6-8. This first module of Operation Thistle teaches kids all about plant growth and
development while pitting them and JMG Plant Intelligence against the cunning,
evil Dr. Thistle While engaging in their mission to defeat the nefarious doctor,
youths will learn about plants' growth, classification, parts, needs, processes, and
seed and vegetative propagation. This summer the JMG Program will release Operation WATER.: Dr. Thistle Goes Underground to provide hands-on learning experiences related to Water And The Earths Resources (WATER). This curriculum
will utilize group, individual, and web based learning experiences to engage youth
and teachers in this curriculum. This curriculum will have an engaging story line
that encourages problem solving strategies, exploratory learning, and application
of knowledge through service learning projects. The familiar theme will expand
to cover soil concepts of soil properties, soil nutrients, soil improvement and soil
conservation. The curriculum will also connect students to water concepts of water
movement, aquifers, wetlands, watersheds, water cycle, and water conservation.
In addition the curriculum will be complemented by interactive on-line e-learning
modules that can be utilized by individual youths, teachers and school campuses
as an additional educational resource. Operation Thistle is consistent with the JMG
curriculum model to include independent and group learning experiences, life/skill
and career exploration, and service learning opportunities for youth. All JMG curricula is correlated to academic standards with state partners providing state correlations to their respective state academic standards Standardized test formatted
reading passages are also included in the curriculum materials to support school
preparation for state and national tests. Schools and communities are looking for
ways to include "hands-on" science in the classroom. Students across the nation
are being tested on their ability to demonstrate an understanding of the nature of
sciences, life sciences, physical sciences, and earth sciences School districts are
looking for science curriculum that will help their students master the knowledge
and skills required by the state mandated standards Furthermore, in 1998 the State
Education and Environmental Roundtable reported that integrating environmental education into students' curricula can improve their achievements in science,
language arts and social studies. There is evidence of increased skills in problemsolving, critical thinking and decision-making, as well as gains in standardized test
scores and grade point averages. Students are more enthusiastic and engaged in the
learning process because environmental education provides teachers with a variety
of approaches to help them relate studies to their daily lives. Research supporting
the JMG Program will be presented The JMG Program is the solution to sparking
an early interest in soil and water concepts while integrating "hands-on" science in
the classrooms and youth programs
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C A . Meisner
Country Almanacs: Geo-Referenced Soil, Social, and other Data for Modelling,
Analysis and Policy Planning.
C. A. Meisner. P. Wilkens, IFDC; M A. lqbal, Bangladesh Agriculture Research
Council; A. K. Habib. Soil Resources Division Institute: D. N. R. Paul. Bangladesh
Rice Research Institute; A. H. Chowdhury. Bangladesh Agriculture Research
Council; D. Sarker, CIMMYT.
Country Almanacs (CA) are user-friendly spatial databases within licensed mapping software from Mud Springs Geographers, lnc™ (who provide the discounted
software AWhere ACT for developing countries) that fits on one CD and can be
operated by non-GIS trained persons. They usually contain country-based georeferenced data including soil, land use, topographical, soil fertility, climate but
even socioeconomic data. The databases can be queried and analysed for natural
resource management, agriculture and other development planning. Additionally,
using the same database, modelling can be placed as a 'tool' within the software,
allowing the same non-GIS trained persons to access the data for any modelling
required The Country Almanac has been proliferated in Bangladesh and is being
introduced in many other developing countries as a useful tool to allow availability,
proliferation, and utilization of spatial databases by persons who might not ordinarily get access to such databases Demonstration of the CA and its utility and
acceptance will be shown.
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S. Feagley
Junior Master Gardener.
S. Feagley. R. Seagraves. L. Whittlesey. Horticultural Sciences.
The Junior Master Gardener* (JMG*) Program is an international youth gardening
program of the Cooperative Extension network. JMG Program is a 4-H project that
engages children in novel, "hands-on" group and individual teaming experiences
that promote a love of gardening, develop an appreciation for the environment, and

JuniorMaster

Gardener.»
growing %9.9A kMs*.
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K D Ritchey
Web-Based Technology Transfer (the "Open-Access File Cabinet"): An
AFSRC Example.
K. D. Ritchey. D. Boyer. D. P. Belesky. USDA-ARS Appalachian Farming Systems
Research Center.
Exciting new opportunities are available for scientists to electronically disseminate
knowledge to partners, stakeholders, and customers. The information can be presented at several levels ranging from easy-to-read practical updates for the casual
reader to material aimed primarily at researchers. Travel and time restrictions limit
the number of visits technical experts can make to user-groups and scientific meetings to share knowledge, but with a regularly updated web site, it is possible to
make information available to a wide audience. Public interest in science and agriculture can be encouraged and fostered by providing material to use in science fair
projects, student research papers, and home-owner (lawn and garden) and farmer
applications Providing a repository for oral or photographic history of agricultural
development in the Appalachian Region can increase community awareness of the
Appalachian Farming Systems Research Center (AFSRC) and stimulate end-user
involvement in the Center's research program. The Agriculture Research Service's
new web-based information system is used by more than 20,000 visitors daily. Each
ARS research location maintains its portion of web-based information within the
common architecture across all locations. The AFSRC has responsibility for parts
of a 13-state region, comprising 200,000 square miles. Even with a staff of 60
people, it is not possible to physically visit and talk with all of the user groups
that want to share our knowledge. We found that our web site (www.ars usda.
gov/naa/afsrc, or type in Google search words: USDA Beaver WV) provides an
opportunity to increase our visibility and availability to interested clients, helping
us to achieve the outreach component of our mission We continually explore new
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ways to deliver services and products in easily accessible ways People often do not
know where to obtain specific information related to production agriculture issues.
They also may be more likely to search for information if they do not need to make
a personal contact. A good introductory tutorial can reach many people who might
have the same basic questions. Researchers are accessible to the public via email
or telephone, and they can clarify introductory presentations and answer specific
questions on an individual basis Some features of our website include: »Agricultural research picture of the week; »overviews of our research program and structure; »downloadable list of scientific publications covering pasture management,
responses of acidic soils to fertilizer and lime, development of pasture-finished beef
for niche markets, meat goat production, forage-livestock management for silvopastoral agriculture, water pollution abatement, plant cell responses to mineral toxicities, soil fertility requirements for woods-grown medicinal plants, etc ; »popular
presentations in slide-show and poster form; »summaries of medicinal and aromatic plant symposia jointly sponsored by AFSRC and Mountain State University;
•software for developing educational quizzes and sample quizzes on wildflower
and forage identification; and »biographical and contact information for each scientist. Other features being considered include: »online simple "quiz of the month"
or agricultural science facts; »web camera views of current research in progress;
•research synopses by various scientists; •PowerPoint" tutorials and management
packages, such as: "How to raise a marketable 80-pound meat goat in one summer
season", "Some basics on fertility and lime needs in Appalachian soils," and "How
to convert ppm for soil nutrients to pounds per acre"; »a "suggestion box" for input
from the public on future research needs; »agricultural history pages: photographs,
written, and even spoken texts discussing what agriculture was like in Appalachia
during the past century (in conjunction with West Virginia State University Extension Service); »medicinal and aromatic plants of the Appalachians: photographs,
texts, and spoken dialogs dealing with many aspects of wild-crafted medicinals
(in conjunction with Mountain State University); »tutorials on various practical
topics such as goat nutrition calculators showing how farmers can avoid buying
expensive rations, use of coal combustion by-products as soil amendments, management practices for raising pasture-finished beef, karst hydrology, silvo-pastoral
agriculture, growing medicinals, and other areas of expertise that the research center has developed over the years Digitally-based information access is particularly
appropriate for farmers. Agricultural entrepreneurs tend to be independent, active,
action-oriented learners Interactive web sites thus are a teaching tool tailored to
the needs and learning patterns of the farm community. They provide researchers
an opportunity to share their findings with and learn from agricultural practitioners
and the interested public
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Y.Lee
Regional Nutrient Quota System for Reducing Nutrient Input in South
Korea.
Y. Lee, H. Yun. National Institute ofAgricultural Science and Technology, RDA.
South Korea has 48 millions of population, and has 1.26 million farm households
with average 1.46 ha of agricultural land (2003). High population density in small
agricultural land area had been created food shortage problems very often in Korean
history Economic development since 1970s changed many socio-economic and
cultural aspects of Korea Changes in food pattern is one of them, Meat and dairy
food consumption per capita has been increased 6 times for meat, 14 times for dairy
products from 1970 to 2002 Also, people prefer fresh vegetables in winter season.
Consequently, livestock industry has been increased by using imported concentrate
feeds, and created manure problems Vegetable production in greenhouse required
significant amounts of nutrient, and farmers prefer animal manure composts for the
fertilization in greenhouse. In 2002, soil surface nutrient balance in Korea showed
238 kg N ha ' yr' and 47 kg P ha"1 yr' respectively. National monitoring data showed
that phosphate accumulated area in agricultural lands has been expanding drastically
since 1970s, and more than 50% of surveyed agricultural land area were exceeded
recommended level in year 1999-2001 survey. There are common agreements to
reduce nutrient inputs among government organizations But, many barriers for
nutrient management are existed, such as farmer' age (avg. 58), low education level,
small farmland (1 46ha), huge number of farm households (1.26 million). Among
many different policy measures to reduce nutrient inputs, regional nutrient quota
system will be one of options in Korea. Korea has 167 counties and cities (2005).
Those regional units produce own statistic data concerning agricultural production
as well as livestock numbers. Most of crops have own fertilizer recommendation
level, though many farmers use fertilizer by their own conventional methods Most
crops, except rice, tend to be fertilized more than recommended level. Most livestock farmers in Korea don't have land for applying animal manure. It is composted
and transferred to nearby upland and greenhouse vegetable growers Required nutrients in certain region can be calculated using cropping area multiplied by recommended nutrient for each crops Nutrient surplus could be identified comparing these
required nutrients with the sum of chemical fertilizer use and animal manure nutrients produced in the region Calculations were based on 2002 statistics, and nutrient
transfer factors among regions were not counted Average recommended nitrogen
inputs were 182 kg N ha 'yr' for paddy, and 253 kg N ha 'yr' for upland crops
Among calculated 165 regions, 43 regions showed higher than 1.5 times N surplus.
Incase of phosphate, 70 regions showed higher than 1.5 times surplus. Relationship
between livestock density (1 unit=livestock manure N 100 kg ha ') and nutrient (P)
surplus in regions showed significant positive correlation (r=0.82). It showed that
animal manure is important contributor for nutrient surplus in regions, and need to
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be managed well by either increasing animal nutrient efficiency, transferring manure
to other regions or reducing livestock numbers If regional nutrient quota system
were established, the Ministry of agriculture (MAF) or Ministry of environment
(ME) can identify regional nutrient surplus easily, and implement different policies
depending on surplus level. One of policy measures is to discriminate subsidy levels
on regions depending on surplus level, since local government were subsidized by
central government in many ways. Also, new registration for livestock production
in nutrient surplus area could be affected. Besides such restrictions, regional nutrient quota system will provide information on nutrient to establish regional nutrient
management plan for local governments Ideal nutrient quota could be a zero surplus
(required = available in the region), but compromise is necessary among ministries,
local governments and other stakeholder groups such as farmer's associations to
finalize regional nutrient quota
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P. Kleinman
Improving the Relevancy of Soil Science to Nutrient Management Policy: A
Multidisciplinary Investigation of Soil and Manure Management.
P. Kleinman. A. Sharpley, J. Schmidt, C, Dell. USDA Agricultural Research
Service; D. Beegle. Penn State Univ.
While soil science has long played a central role in guiding manure management,
societal concern over land application of manure extends well beyond the cycling
of manure nutrients in soils. Livestock operators in the northeastern US face a wide
range of potential complaints, from nutrient runoff and volatilization to nuisance
odors Prudent nutrient management recommendations must take into account multiple factors if they are to be adopted. We describe a multidisciplinary project aimed
at supporting site-specific recommendations for manure application technologies.
The project investigates the effect of alternative manure application technologies
on nitrogen and phosphorus loss in surface runoff, groundwater, and air, as well
as odor emissions. Project findings will be indexed to allow technology-specific
evaluation of differential costs and benefits.
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T.Morris
Participatory Process to Develop a General Permit for Regulation of Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) in Connecticut.
T. Morris, Unix ofConnecticut: W. Smith. J. Neafsey. USDA. Natural Resources Conservation Service; J. Wettemann. Connecticut Dept of Environmental Protection.
Nonpoint pollution is difficult to regulate with the methods traditionally used for
point source pollution. There are two primary reasons for the increased difficulty of
regulating nonpoint pollution. First, reducing nonpoint pollution requires changes
in behavior by many people while reducing point source pollution usually requires
changes in behavior of only a relatively few people, and second, measurement of
reductions in pollutants from nonpoint sources is complex and expensive compared
with the measurement of most pollutants from point sources Because of these
differences in the decision-making processes between nonpoint and point source
pollution, different, more participatory methods are needed to regulate nonpoint
source pollution. Our first step to develop regulations for Animal Feeding Operations (AFOs) and Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFOs) in Connecticut involved a participatory process to develop a general permit. The Connecticut
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) has the authority to issue general
permits for environmental protection. This authority allows the Commissioner to
develop and issue a single permit to cover similar minor activities throughout a prescribed geographic area. A general permit sets terms and conditions for conducting
an activity that, when complied with, are protective of the environment The Connecticut General Permit Advisory Committee participatory process was initiated to
obtain the best terms and conditions for a general permit for CAFOs The process
involved the participation of farmers, agricultural industry groups, USDA-Natural
Resources Conservation System (NRCS), the DEP, Cooperative Extension, university scientists, EPA, nonprofit environmental groups, and farmer groups We met
regularly for a two-year period, and all groups and individuals participated in the
development of the permit Connecticut's general permit requires the collection of
field-by-field records of manure and fertilizer applications, use of the field-by-field
records to educate the farmers, soil and plant tissue testing to help verify amounts
of nutrients applied, annual feedback of information to the farmers, and a review of
the program every five years to improve and revise the recommendations contained
in the permit. The permit is completed and awaits implementation. The permit has
not been implemented because information about the amount of surplus manure
in the state was estimated as part of the permit process, and this new information
prompted DEP to begin a new process to develop solutions to the surplus manure
before implementing the general permit The participatory process was important
for the development of a mutual understanding among the regulatory community,
the farm community, and the environmental community about the difficulties our
society faces trying to minimize pollution of soil and water while producing meat,
eggs and milk in a world economy The participatory process also allowed the creation of a general permit that was flexible and had the confidence of the environmental and farm community. Without the confidence of the farm community—the
affected stakeholders—effective implementation of the permit would be difficult
because most of the information required by the permit is self-reported data by
farmers.
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F.Walker
Activities of the Southern Extension-Research Activity Group 17 (SERA 17) to
Develop Science-Based Policies and Best Management Practices to Minimize
Phosphorus Losses from Agriculture.
F. Walker, Univ of Tennessee; C. Gross. USDA/NRCS; J. Lemunyon. USDA/
NRCS.
In 1993 the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) under the Cooperative States Research, Education, and Extension Service (CSREES) formed
several Southern Extension-Research Activity (SERA) groups to encourage active
exchange and participation between research and extension scientists from landgrant universities and government agencies. SERA 17 was the seventeenth such
group and was formed for scientists interested in issues relating to phosphorus
losses from agriculture. Since the inception of SERA 17, the group has been very
active and grown to include scientists from across the United States, Canada and
Europe. A major goal of the group has been to bring together a great diversity of
disciplines to discuss the research and management needs related to the management of agricultural phosphorus and related water quality issues. The SERA 17
group now has over 75 members with expertise in disciplines ranging from soil
science and maize genetics to hydrology and limnology. It has become a valuable
informational resource for agencies such as the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) and the USDA's Natural Resource Conservation Service
(NRCS) in addressing the need for Best Management Practices (BMPs) to prevent
non-point source pollution of surface waters by agricultural phosphorus. Currently
SERA 17 has several workgroups that focus on improving our understanding of
phosphorus transport, modeling of phosphorus movement in the environment, standardizing techniques for soil phosphorus analysis, the development of fact sheets
that summarize BMPs for reducing phosphorus losses from agriculture and consensus-based scientific issue papers for key topics involving agricultural phosphorus
management and science based policy implications. The SERA 17 website (http://
www.seral 7.ext.vt.edu) showcases the major activities of the group. Copies of the
group's publications and fact sheets are available for download free of charge from
this website This presentation will highlight some of the major work products and
accomplishments of SERA 17.
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M.J. Broos
Quantifying Sprawl and its Threat to Prime Farmland.
M J. Broos. R. L. Day. Penn Slate Univ.
Prime farmland is very important to agriculture However, as prime farmland is not
only very suitable for growing crops, but also for "growing" houses, much prime
farmland is lost to development The most recent data from the National Resources
Inventory show that between 1992 and 2001 about 2.4 million hectares (28%) of
the newly developed land in the United States was prime farmland and that the conversion rate increased from an average of 0.16 million hectares per year between
1982 and 1992 to 0.24 million hectares per year between 1992 and 2001. Much
of this new development takes the form of low-density sprawling development.
(Sub)urban sprawl is a much discussed issue. This illustrates the significant amount
of public concern about the impact of sprawling development patterns. Many (negative) consequences, including loss of (prime) farmland and open space, reduced
agricultural productivity, loss of wildlife habitat, increased water and air pollution,
reduced groundwater recharge due to increased impervious surface, traffic congestion, etc have been associated with sprawl development. To help clarify the debate
on sprawl and to improve planning and policy making there is a need for consistent
and repeatable measures of sprawl that may be linked to specific (alleged) effects
of sprawl. Currently, few sprawl metrics are available that may be used to describe
sprawl at a local (county or municipal) level The problem starts with the definition
of sprawl Despite the massive amount of literature discussing sprawl, relatively
few people have attempted to operationally define sprawl, a requirement for the
measurement of the level of sprawl Also, existing metrics are often based on the
use of (highly) aggregated datasets, which do not allow for the analysis of more
finely grained patterns within the developed landscape Finally, most sprawl studies
focus exclusively on major metropolitan areas and cities, so very little information is available on how these sprawl indices perform in the suburban fringe or in
exurban and rural areas Sprawl development, however, does not occur exclusively
in urban areas Increasingly, the need for a better understanding of the spatial and
temporal dynamics of development in suburban and exurban areas is recognized
as many natural resources such as prime farmland as well as sensitive environmental lands in those areas are threatened by sprawling development. The aim of
this study is to define and evaluate sprawl metrics that use geospatial technologies and detailed local digital datasets to carefully measure and track sprawl at a
local level along the full spectrum of development (urban, suburban, and rural).
Multiple GIS-based sprawl indices evaluating the pattern of land use and development will be presented and discussed These indices measure the degree to which
development is sprawling in various dimensions: density, continuity, concentration,
clustering, centrality, nucleariry, mixed uses, and proximity. The identification of
various sprawl dimensions allows for the quantification of different types of sprawl
development. All sprawl indices will be illustrated using a case study for several
counties in Pennsylvania, USA. The sprawl indices will then be related to some of
the effects of sprawl on agriculture such as the (potential) loss of prime farmland,
decrease in agricultural productivity, and farmland fragmentation
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K. J. Czymmek
The New York CAFO Program: Succesfully Connecting Science, Policy,
Regulation, and Implementation.
K. J. Czymmek, Q. M. Ketterings, Cornell Univ.
New York State is now well into the second, five-year cycle of the State Pollution
Discharge Elimination System (SPDES) permit for concentrated animal feeding
operations (CAFOs). Implementing this permit has been challenging, but it has
proceeded exceedingly well. The vast majority of medium and large CAFOs have
developed a Comprehensive Nutrient Management Plan (CNMP), and many have
implemented numerous structural and managerial practices with more changes
scheduled through 2009 and beyond. Reports indicate that farm inspections by personnel from the Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) find that most
operations are making good progress, with some experiencing a few minor, mainly
technical violations Private and public sector planners regularly attend training
sessions to keep up to date on the latest developments in CAFO planning, science,
and policy The annual Northeast region Certified Crop Advisor training held in
December and the annual Water Quality Symposium in March offer many hours of
beginner and advanced CNMP training, including updates on new research, tools
for planning, and environmental related sessions Under the auspices of the Agriculture Environmental Management Program, a strong partnership has developed
between the New York State Departments of Agriculture and Markets and Environmental Conservation, the US. Department of Agriculture Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), Cornell University and Cornell Cooperative Extension
(CCE), the New York State Soil and Water Conservation Committee, and Soil and
Water Conservation Districts (SWCDs). It is this partnership that fosters communication links among the organizations so that multiple priorities and perspectives
could be balanced. NRCS standards are central to the CNMP and so to the CAFO
permit They provide a framework for the plan development process The Nutrient
Management Standard (NRCS 590) incorporates by reference Cornell University
guidelines for nutrient management and risk assessment indices. Because of this,
planning according to land grant guidelines becomes a requirement. Cornell University and NRCS have worked closely over the past several years to integrate the
guidelines and risk assessment tools in a relatively seamless fashion For example,
the NRCS 590 standard for nutrient management requires, among other things, that
a runoff and leaching risk assessment be performed for each field The NY P index
is used to assess phosphorus runoff risk and the NY N index is used to assess nitrate
leaching potential When the original CAFO SPDES permit was issued, New York
did not have a working P index in place. The New York Phosphorus Working Group
was formed to address this issue Members included Cornell faculty and staff from
the Departments of Crop and Soil Sciences and Biological and Environmental
Engineering, staff from the New York City Watershed Agricultural Program, as
well as statTfrom the state Soil and Water Conservation Committee and NRCS The
group worked over a two-year period to mesh field practices with current science to
formulate weighting factors that combine to determine the P index runoff risk score
for a particular field Subsequently, private crop consultants and field start'from the
Soil and Water Conservation Committee and NRCS helped tofieldtest the P index.
The implementation of the index on CAFO farms has been supported by dozens of
field training sessions conducted by Cornell staff in collaboration with CCE staff,
NRCS and SWCDs, the publication of a P index user's manual, and a downloadable
P index spreadsheet calculator The P index was also build into Cornell Cropware,
the software used by many private sector planners and Cornell Cooperative Extension staff", as well as NRCS and SWCD offices for nutrient management planning in
New York. Our experience in NYS has shown that the partnership among the organizations is the foundation for agriculture environmental management for longterm sustainability of the dairy sector and protection of the environment.
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L. H. Malligawad
Effect of Organic, on the Productivity of Spanish Bunch Groundnut under
Rainfed Farming Situations.
L. H. Malligawad. P. KG.. Univ ofAgricultural Sciences.
Although continuous use of'inorganic fertilizers in the past decades in India helped
to realize increased crop productivity initially, has not been so successful in its sustenance Hence, organic farming in recent years is gaining impetus due to realization
of inherent advantages it confers in sustaining crop production and also in maintaining dynamic soil nutrient status and safe environment Use of farmyard manure
with other organic amendments like vermicompost, neem seed cake, bio-fertilizers
and bio-pesticides, etc., has become imperative to go for rational use of organic
inputs for the management of soil organic matter for sustainable crop production.
A field experiment to know the effect of application of organics on the productivity of groundnut (cv. JL-24) was conducted in organic deficient Vertisols (Medium
black soil) under rainfed farming situations at the Main Agricultural Research Sta-
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tion. University of Agricultural Sciences, Dharwad, Karnataka (India) during rainy
season of 2004. The chemical test values of soil were 7.35 pH, 0.13 dS/mEC, 4.30
% CaCO,, 0.45 % organic carbon, 252 kg available N/ha, 11.90 kg available P/ha,
297.60 kg available K/ha, 10.95 ppm Fe (DTPA-extractable iron) and 4.45 ppm Zn
(DTPA-extractable zinc) The total rainfall received during the crop growth period
of groundnut was 423 8 mm and the crop experienced initial moisture stress for a
period of 38 days The experiment consisted ofT,- organic farming, included the
application of farmyard manure (FYM) @ 75 t/ha and Vermicompost @ 2 t/ha
The seeds were treated with biofertilizers such as rhizobium, phosphate solubilzing
bacteria (Pseudomonas striata) and plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR).
In order to encounter biotic stresses biopesticides such as neem seed cake @ 500
kg/ha (soil application), seed treatment with Trichoderma harzianum @ 5 g/kg seed
and spraying crop with 5 % neem seed kernel extract were used. Another treatment
T Inorganic farming involves seed treatment with Captan (3 g/kg seed), application of recommended dose of inorganic fertilizers (25 kg N, 75 kg P,0, and 25 kg
K,0/ha) and chemical pesticides. The FYM was applied 29 days before sowing
and was thoroughly incorporated into the soil Neem cake and Vermicompost in T{
and inorganic fertilizers in T, were applied in the seed rows at the time of sowing.
The plot size for each treatment was 50 m x 20 m (100 m2). The seeds of JL 24 (a
Spanish bunch groundnut cultivar) were hand dibbled at planting geometry of 30
cm x 10 cm. Groundnut plots were kept weed free by integrated weed management
practices The maturity duration of the groundnut crop was 110 days At the time of
harvest, 60 plants were taken at random in each treatment to record observations on
yield components and yield/plant The crop was uprooted and pods were allowed
to sun dry along with haulm for a period one-week. Pods were plucked, dried and
cleaned and dry pod yield per plot was recorded. The results indicated that organic
farming in groundnut produced 18.18 and 22.09 % higher dry pod yield and higher
kernel yield over inorganic farming (2970 and 2345 kg dry pod and kernel yield/
ha, respectively). Further, use of organics in groundnut production also resulted
in higher pod number/plant (23.04 %), dry pod weight/plant (13.08 %), double
seeded pods (6.62 %), shelling percent (3.34 %), sound mature kernels (3.94%),
100-kernel weight (0.14%) and harvest index (3.16 %) as compared to inorganic
farming (20.4, 28.912 g, 136, 78.94 %, 88.42 % 50.76 g and 0.411, respectively).
Groundnut crop in organically amended plot did not show moisture stress during
the period of dry spell of 38 days due to greater moisture conservation. On the contrary, groundnut in inorganic farming showed moderate to severe moisture stress
during same initial dry spell period The economic analysis of groundnut production reveals that organic and inorganic groundnut productions recorded a sum of
Rs. 30,270 and Rs.36,003/ha net returns, respectively. Thus, the studies indicate
that the groundnut productivity is not only higher in organic farming compared to
inorganic farming in very first year of practice, but would improve further and may
become sustainable in the subsequent years of organic fanning significantly.
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K. Rengabashyam
Organic Approach to Soil and Crop Management for Eco-Friendly Green
Chilli Production.
K. Rengabashyam. K. K. Ramaiah. D. Palanisamy. Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ.
Organic farming systems rely on crop residues, animal manures, off-farm organic
wastes and aspects of biological pest control to maintain soil productivity and tilth,
to supply plant nutrient and to control weeds and other pests In this context a field
experiment was conducted during south west monsoon season of 2004 to study the
impact of different organic farming practices in the Western zone of Tamil Nadu
The objective was to evaluate the impact of on-farm wastes along with biological
means of pest and disease control on yield and quality of chillies and on the physical, chemical and biological properties of soil The experiment was laid out with
six treatments comprising combinations of organics and inorganics, in randomized block design with four replications The recommended dose of fertilizer was
applied for the inorganic treatment and the organics applied include Farm yard
manure, biocompost, neem cake, composted coir pith, biodigested slurry, vermicompost and Azospirillum and biological pest control practices like spraying neem
oil. Results indicate that application of composted coir pith (2.83 t/ha), biodigested
slurry (2 58 t/ha), Vermicompost (I 25 t/ha) and Azospirillum (2 kg/ha) + PSB (2
kg/ha) recorded higher growth attributes i.e. plant height, leaf area index, relative
growth rate and dry matter production Higher yield components viz., fruit length,
fruit girth and individual fruit weight were recorded compared to the inorganic
treatments This treatment also showed higher values of quality characters like capsicin, ascorbic acid and oleoresin followed by FYM. biocompost and neem cake
combination. The application of organic manures significantly reduced the soil pH
but EC was not much influenced by the organic manures. The soil organic carbon
content, soil available N, P and K, NPK uptake were highest in composted coir
pith, biodigested slurry, vermicompost and Azospirillum. followed by FYM, biocompost and neem cake combination. In general higher soil microbial population
(bacteria, fungi and actinomycetes) was recorded in composted coir pith, biodigested slurry, vermicompost and Azospirillum '7 PSB combination, compared to all
the other treatments Composted coir pith, biodigested slurry, vermicompost and
Azospirillum ? PSB combination recorded higher gross return (US $2447/ha), net
return (US $l968/ha) and benefit cost ratio of 5 10. From the results of the present study, it is concluded that basal application of composted coir pith (2.83 t/ha)
biodigested slurry (2.58 t/ha), Vermicompost (1.25 t/ha) and Azospirillum (2 kg/ha)
+ PSB (2 kg/ha) is the viable organic approach to soil and crop management for
eco-friendly green chilli production under irrigated condition
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Y J. Lee
Functional Diversity of Soil Microbial Communities Estimated by Biolog GN
Substrate Utilization Patterns under Organic Land Use in Korea.
Y. J. Lee. J. H. Roo. S. B. Lee. Y. H. Lee, National Institute ofAgricultural Science
and Technology: H. J. Lim. Hankyong National Univ.
The contribution of organic land use in Korea to the functional diversity of soil
microbial communities was determined using Biolog Gram Negative (GN) microplates This Technique has been broadly used in environmental and ecological
microbiology, in which ninety six-well microtiter plates containing various carbon
substrates permit these patterns to be determined quickly, economically, and effectively for assessing the soil microbial functional diversity. The fifties organically
cultivated fields which differed in the time they enter organic treatment were investigated including its adjacent conventionally managed field and undisturbed native
grassland Principal component analysis of Biolog data revealed large differences
in catabolic capability of soil microbial communities between organic land use and
undisturbed native grassland. Organic management had little effect on the catabolic
capability of soil microbial communities compared to that of conventional management. In addition, no statistically significant difference in functional diversity
and substrate evenness was observed by the duration of organic cultivation. Differences were recorded only in relation to the carbohydrates' and carboxylic acid consumptions In conclusion, the bacterial functional diversity was not differentiated
in relation to organic management practices as well as to the duration of organic
cultivation Land use and managements that increased soil organic matter tended to
increase catabolic diversity of soil microbial communities.
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V C. Badrinath
Impact of Organic and Inorganic Sources of Nutrients on Quality and Yield of
French Bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.).
V. C. Badrinath, UAS. GKVK, Bangalore.
A field experiment was conducted at Taridalu village, Gowribidanur taluk during
Rabi season of 2005, on sandy clay loam soil to study the effect of organic sources
of nutrients viz FYM, compost and vermicompost along with inorganic fertilizers
with and without Rhizobium on quality and yield of French bean. The effect of integrated nutrient management on crude fiber, ascorbic acid, titrable acidity and total
sugars was significant However, crude protein content was non significant. Higher
crude protein content of French bean was recorded in compost treated plots. Among
different treatments, treatment received compost @ 251 ha-1 + RDF (recommended
dose of fertilizer @ 62.5:100:75 kg ha-1) without Rhizobium recorded the highest crude protein content of 22.58 percent. Similarly, highest value of ascorbic
acid (22.26%) and lowest crude fiber (1.58%) was recoded in the same treatment.
Application of vermicompost @ 10t ha-1 + RDF registered highest value of titrable
acidity (0.162%) followed by the application of compost @ 25 t ha-1 recorded
maximum value of total sugars (6.95%) which was on par with treatment compost
@25t ha-1 + RDF. Among different treatments, compost received plots showed
superior quality of pods besides improving nutrient or mineral concentrations of
French bean and FYM @ 25 t ha-1 + RDF treatment registered the maximum yield
of French bean (133.51 q ha-1) with highest net income.
162-5
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J K. Sung
The Effects of Hairy-Vetch and Rye, as Green Manure Crops, on Biomass
Production and Nitrogen Utilization of Red Pepper.
J. K. Sung. Organic Farming Division. National Institute of Agricultural Science
and Technology.
Integration and incorporation of green manure crops have been practiced in agricultural production systems to reduce runoff and soil erosion, improve soil structure
through the addition of organic matter, improve soil microbial activity and nutrient availability. The main purpose of this experiment is to find out differences on
uptake and accumulation of nitrogen by different nitrogen sources. We sown seeds
of two green manure crops early in Oct. 2004, those residues after cutting reused
as an organic fertilizer, and red pepper plants were transplanted on May 10, 2005.
Red pepper plants under hairy vetch and rye showed different growth responses.
Rye-input soil with high C/N ratio resulted in temporal nitrogen starvation, thus,
growth of red pepper plants was retarded. However, their growth was slowly recovered, when measured on 30th day after transplanting, dry matter and leaf area of
red pepper plants grown chemical, hairy vetch and rye increased 2 0, 1.7, 1 5-fold
higher compared with control As a result of analyzing foliar nitrogen contents,
limitation factors on growth reduction proved excessive accumulation of nitrate
and nitrite in leaves as well as nitrogen starvation. It was reaffirmed that negative
feed-back regulation caused by nitrate accumulation block nitrate uptake into roots
from rhizosphere However, there was a question in that plant leaves grown under
low nitrogen concentration accumulated excessive nitrate and nitrite. Key-words:
nitrate, nitrite, growth rate, green manure crops, red pepper
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F H Chang
Application of Innovative Biotechnology in Composting Fish Waste and
Improving Nutrient Value.
F. H. Chang. Bemidji State Univ.

Effects of microbial inoculant on composting process and improvement of nutrient
values infishwaste compost were assessed through afieldstudy Heavy metals and
plant growth bioassay using various degrees of maturity of compost products were
evaluated to determine their environmental acceptability and product quality. All of
the heavy metals (Cd, Cr, Cu, Pb, Zn, Hg) are well below the regulatory limit for
compost application on crops. A bioassay based on growth and nitrogen content
of annual ryegrass, perennial ryegrass, jubille sweet corn and marigold as well as
biomass and phosphorous content were well correlated among the parameters. Seed
germination assays showed microbial inoculants applied in two types of compost
had consistently enhanced germination and root elongation of four crop seeds. The
use of selected microbial inoculant in composting putrescible materials such as fish
wastes and further stabilization of lignocellulosic wastes has been demonstrated
as a useful tool to modify the physical and chemical characteristics by improving nutritional status and changing the mineralization and humification processes.
Results reveal that these compost products have significantly improved agricultural
and horticultural commodity value when applied to soils at optimal rates.
162-7

1659a

M. Llona

Evolution of Soil-Crop System after Three Year of Application of Pig Slurry
with Organic Fertilizer in Broccoli Crop.
M. Llona. A. Faz. Univ Politecnica de Cartagena.
That the pig slurry at the moment constitutes a serious half environmental problem
it owes himself mainly to the change in the system of swine exploitation, bound
to their intensivity. Among the years 60 and 90, in Spain, there was a reduction
of the exploitations of pig with soil of 75%. This tendency to a productive system of intensive type with exploitations without soil, high mechanization, feeding
with feed, etc. of consequences, the most important consists in that the produced
slurry doesn't have a territorial area where they can be applied or poured, also
the specialization of some areas that to make of the pig productions, an almost
exclusive production increases this problem. Diverse studies, coincide in affirming
that the most effective and economic method of confronting the problem of the
accumulation of the waste of organic type coming from the intensive swine raising,
is through its application in the soil. The production of pig in Spain is on the 22
million heads. This production concentrates for the most part on 10 Autonomous
Communities, being the Region of Murcia the fifth with near the 2 million heads
and the second after Cataluna in number of heads for surface. Inside the Region
of Murcia the Municipality of I.orca is the one that possesses a bigger number
of exploitations with 2657 (43%), ending up taking place near the 4 million pig
slurry m3 a year (M A.P.Y.A, 2000). The objective of this work was to determine
the effects of application of pig slurry to the results of the three year application of
pig slurry for broccoli crop, especially the contribution of total organic carbon, N,
P, K and heavy metals to the system soil-crop. The main interest is to find out the
optimum amount of this residue that can be added to the soil as an organic fertiliser.
The study will enable to determine the potential agronomic use of pig residues,
which is a high-priority issue for the Guadalentin Valley.The study was carried out
in the alluvial plain of Guadalentin Valley (Lorca, Murcia, southern Spain). The
soils developed in this area are classified as Calcaric Fluvisols (FAO-ISR1C-ISSS,
1998). The experiment is planned to be for 3 years, using broccoli. Plots have been
selected each one with 10 xlO m2 using different treatment of pig slurry: blank,
B(4,86Lm2), C (11,05 L m2) and D (14,86 m2); residual (R) and accumulative
(A) effects are considered. The highest dose was considered extremely high for
the local EC norms However, this will contribute to the knowledge regarding the
potential negative consequences of pig slurry application in the area. The soil is
higher in pH, N, P, K and organic carbon in effect accumulative. Cu and Zn, in
general increase, however, these contents are not above those established by law.
In the crop, the content of nitrate is influenced by PS after 3 years of experiment
These contents are below those established by law. The crop in leaf analysis presents a notorious increase in the content of N03- as you increases in the slurry treatment, being bigger the accumulative effect, however these values don't surpass that
specified by the law. N, P, K, Cu and Zn also present an increase, arriving at normal
levels The influence of the PS on soil chemical characteristics and on production
is less notorious in experiences.
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K. Srikanth
Effect of Enriched Compost on Crop Growth and Soil Properties.
K. Srikanth. Gopalan oiganics. Gopalan Enterprises International Pvt. Ltd.
A study was taken up to investigate the possibility of conversion of farm, city and
industrial waste into enriched compost and to evaluate their nutritional quality. All
the enriched compost treatments receiving rock phosphate and microbial inoculants showed superiority in respect of manorial value compared to other treatments
with a low C/N ratio and increased total phosphorus. In the field experiment conducted under protective irrigation with ragi as test crop, all the enriched compost
treatments were found to be superior to unenriched composts with respect to yield
parameters. Among the compost treatments, enriched compost of pressmud and
yeast sludge recorded higher nutrient value as compared to other compost treatments. The organic carbon and major nutrients and secondary nutrient contents of
the soil after harvest of first crop increased due to addition of composts.
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H. Kirchmann
Organic Farming Increases Nitrate Leaching from Soils under Cold-Temperate
Conditions.

G. Torstensson, L. Bergström. L. Mattsson, H. Kirchmann. Swedish Univ of
Agricultural Sciences. Dept of Soil Sciences.
Nitrogen leaching was studied in three long-term field experiments in Sweden:
Bjärröd (1989-1998), Mellby (1989-ongoing) and Lanna (1997-onging). Organic
practices were compared to conventional farming with respect to yield, nutrient
uptake, inorganic N in soil and N leaching. The three sites have different soil textures, clay loam, sand and heavy clay, respectively. The cropping systems studied
were typical for each soil type comprising of mixed farming and crop production
only. Although the experimental design of comparative organic and conventional
cropping systems should only differ with respect to fertilizer and pesticide use,
such experiments are often far more dissimilar than one may think of This was
also the case in the three studies described. The organic rotations included more
legumes to cover the N demand than the conventional ones The average N input
was lower in the organic than conventional systems However, during years after
incorporation of green manure crops, N applications were higher in the organic
rotation. Applications of animal manures/slurries were related to yield levels. As
mean yields of the organic systems were throughout lower, less animal wastes were
spread on organically managed soils. Whether a cropping system included cover
(catch) crops or not was also affecting N leaching. At the sandy site (Mellby), both
systems included cover crops, whereas at the other sites only the organic rotations
included cover crops in order to increase Nfixation.The application of fertilizer N
was to a certain extent substituted by N2 fixation through legumes in the organic
systems. However, the transfer of fixed N to the following crop was found to be
the critical point Mineralization of N from legume residues occurred to a large
extent at times when there was no demand for crops - autumn/winter/early spring
revealed by inorganic soil in N profiles. Thus, despite a lower N input to organic
systems, the potential possible for leaching was higher The lysimeter measurements showed that total N leaching from the organic systems was significantly
higher throughout the years in two studies and occasionally higher in the third study
than from the conventional ones Leaching losses from the organic ones were highest after plowing of clover-rich grasslands and incorporation of legume residues
Also low-yielding crops such as organic potatoes resulted in higher leaching losses
than from conventional systems. Yields of the organic systems amounted to only
50-75% of those in the conventional ones. If leaching of N was expressed per unit
of product, organic production systems increased leaching more than 100%. We
concluded that N leaching was highly increased through organic farming practices.
Lack of synchrony between N release from organic N sources and crop demand
was the main reason. Organic farming seems not be an environmental benefit for
ground- and surface waters under cool-temperate conditions.
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O. Andren
How Will an Increase in Ecological Agriculture Affect Soil Carbon Balances
in Sweden?
O. Andren. T. Kälterer, SLU. Dept ofSoil Sciences: H. Kirchmann. Swedish Univof
Agricultural Sciences. Dept of Soil Sciences.
Recently, the Swedish government has set up the target that 20% of the total arable
land in Sweden shall be managed according to the principles of "ecological agriculture". This will have implications on long-term soil carbon stocks and soil fertility
To maintain agricultural production at the present level, an increase in "ecological"
farming practices will probably result in an increased total area used for arable
production. In regions with high livestock densities, the area used for perennial
leys will increase, which probably will lead to increased carbon stocks in these
soils. On the other hand, lower yields in cereals will result in lower carbon stocks
and increase the demand for arable land used for grain production. Thus, the area
that potentially is available for energy and/or fibre production will decrease. To
elucidate the total effect of the 20% target on Swedish soil carbon stocks in a 30year perspective, we use a dynamic soil carbon model (Andren & Kätterer, 1997;
Ecol. Appl. 7:1226-1236). This model has been calibrated for a number of longterm experiments and is used in the Swedish land use change reporting systems
according to the Kyoto protocol. We present the outcomes from one scenario with
the boundary conditions that the amount of agricultural and livestock products are
unchanged within each of the eight agricultural regions and that the surplus area
under intensive production is used for energy production (grasses and short-rotation forests). Socio-economic consequences of this change in management are not
considered We estimate that about 5% of soil carbon (or about 15 Mton) would be
lost from Swedish agricultural soils during a 30-year period after changing management according to the principles of "ecological agriculture".
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K H So
Influence on Agricultural Environment by Application of Food Waste
Compost.
K. H. So, J. S. Lee, K. S. Seong. M. C. Seo. National Institute of Agricultural
Science and Technology.
To determine the influence of application of Food Waste Compost (FWC) on
agricultural environment safety and stability, FWC was applied in cultivated land
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planted with rice and Chinese cabbage, respectively. And the effect on crop and
soil environment compared with those of farmer's practice. The FWC used in this
experiments had high contents of total nitrogen and salinity, which were 1.3% and
1.85%, respectively. Rice was cultivated at clay loam and sandy loam soil Chemical fertilizer produced higher yield compared to compost treatment, both at clay
loam and sandy loam with 20 '25% and 17 ' 19%, respectively. The lower yield
in sandy loam maybe due to slow immobilization of compost such that the crop
did not effectively use it. After the experiment, organic content was higher in soil
treated with FWC compared to soil, which was applied with chemical fertilizer.
However, the other soil properties were comparable Also, FWC did not influence
on water quality of the surface water and 60cm depth of paddy soil at nine days
after transplanting of rice Nutrient evaluation on paddy soil using lysimeter also
had similar result with the experiment, however, yield and chemical composition
on the surface water and infiltrated water were higher The reason was probably that
the lysimeter had controlled percolation at the bottom. Chinese cabbage cultivated
at sandy clay loam and sandy loam soil. Nutrients in the field with soil textures
were evaluated between FWC and chemical fertilizer treatment Yields of Chinese
cabbage decreased with compost treatment at sandy clay loam and sandy loam with
13 ' 15%, 30 '-4%, respectively, compared to those of chemical fertilizer. After the
experiment, Na content in sandy soil increased to 0.59 cmol kg-1 with FWC application. As the results, application of FWC in the rice paddy soil had not affected
water and soil environment but it reduced the yields. However, salinity was accumulated in the soil with FWC treatment Further study should be conducted on the
effect of compost application on safety and stability of agricultural environment
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T.Morris
Factors Influencing the Soil Nutrient Status of Organic Vegetable Farms in
Northeastern US.
T. Morris, J. Ping, R. Durgy, Univ of Connecticut; G Hamilton, Univ of New
Hampshire Cooperative Extension; S. Seiter. Linn-Benton Community College;
E. Sideman, Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners Association; K. Anderson.
Northeast Organic Farmers Organization-New Jersey.
Soil nutrient status is of great concern in organic farming because maintaining optimum availability of nutrients is important for efficient production and environmental safety. The objective of this study was to document the soil nutrient status of
organic vegetable fields in Northeastern US and to explore the effects of farmers'
nutrient management on soil nutrient status. We collected soil samples in the fall of
2002 and 2003 from 214fieldsat 38 farms in CT, MA, ME, NH, and NJ. The growers were interviewed to obtain field history information about nutrient applications,
length of time in organic production, and crop rotation. Summary statistics indicated
that the extractable nutrients by the modified-Morgan test (ammonium acetate at
pH 4.8) were in the above-optimum category for Ca, Mg, and P in greater than 50%
of the fields The extractable K values were similarly distributed with slightly less
than the 50% of the values in the above-optimum category Extractable P values
are of most interest due to concerns about accumulation of P in agricultural soils
Twenty-eight percent of the extractable P values were in the optimum range, 20%
below optimum, and 52% above optimum Cluster analysis was used to classify
the extractable P values into four groups, and the average P values for the groups
were 2.7, 14.3, 95.1 and 282.1 mg P L-l. The group with the greatest soil P value
had a significantly greater length of time in organic production, an average of 16.3
years, compared with the length of time in organic production for the other three
groups. Cross validation of the four groups showed that the average accuracy was
70%, with the group having the greatest P value also having the greatest accuracy.
The Most Significant Linear Combination (MSLC) from a multivariate analysis of
variance was used to determine the influence of field history and soil properties on
the classification of the four groups. The largest contributor to the MSLC was soil
organic matter, with application of composts made from manures and application of
chicken manure as the next largest contributors. Factors that had no effect or inconsistent effects on the MSLC were: applications of mineral fertilizer, other organic
material, and blended fertilizer; field use before organic production; crop rotation;
and cover crops These data suggest that long-term application of composts made
from manure and application of chicken manure can add excess P to soil. Careful
management of composts, especially compost made from manures, and chicken
manure is necessary to avoid the accumulation of P on organic vegetable farms.
Our data also suggest that many organic vegetable growers should use soil testing
to more carefully manage the macronutrients Ca, Mg, and K.
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A. Ghani
Influence of Plant Litterand Animal Excreta on Leaching of Dissolved Organic
Nitrogen and Carbon in Pastoral Soil.
A. Ghani. M. Dexter. M. Kear. S. Lindsey. S. Ledgard. AgResearch. Ruakura
Research Centre.
Dissolved Organic Nitrogen (DON) and Carbon (DOC) are important constituents
of the soil solution. Loss of DOC through leaching is being implicated in the loss
of organic matter from soils and loss of DON from surface soils to groundwater
and streams is of concern from a N balance and ecological viewpoint Most of the
published studies on leaching of DON and DOC have been reported from forestry
and cropping soils. There is very little information on the loss of DOC and DON
under grazed pastures, which is the dominant land use in New Zealand agriculture
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The quantity of DON and DOC leached from grazed pastoral soils will depend on
inputs from sources including animal (urine and faeces), pasture (grass and clover)
residues, fertiliser and native organic matter. We examined effects of these inputs
on the leaching of DON and DOC from soils using intact soil cores (23 cm diameter
x 25 cm depth) containing resident perennial grass/clover pasture. To compare the
effects of different land uses on the leaching of DON and DOC, we also collected
intact cores from adjacent native forest and pine plantation forestry sites located on
the same soil type. Thirty five soil cores were collected from a pastoral site located
in the Lake Taupo catchment area, North Island, New Zealand. The following treatments were applied on these cores: control, urine patch (equivalent of 600 kg N
ha-1), dung patch (1 kg fresh cow dung/core), urea (100 kg N ha-1), ryegrass litter
(equivalent to 1000 kg DM ha-1), clover litter (equivalent to 1000 kg DM ha-1),
glyphosate (to induce decay of root tissues) Treatments were replicated 5 times.
These lysimeters were placed in a growth chamber (at 200C, 16 hr days and 8 hr
nights) for five months and leached with 1500 ml reverse-osmosis water at two
weekly intervals The leachates from each soil core were collected, weighed and
analysed for nitrate, ammonium, total N and organic and inorganic C Herbage
from the intact cores was harvested every 3-4 weeks. At the time of collecting the
intact cores, adjacent soil samples were collected from 0-7.5, 7.5-15 and 15-30 cm
depths and characterised for extractable DON and DOC, mineralisable N, microbial biomass-C and -N, hot-water extractable C, total C and N. After 5 months, the
intact cores were destructively sampled at 0-7.5, 7.5-15 and 15-25 cm depths and
analysed for the same soil characteristics This enabled us to determine if treatments
had any effect on the movement of soluble organic matter The root senescence/
decomposition caused by application of glyphosate showed significantly (P<0.001)
greater amounts (15.2 kg C ha-1) of leaching of DOC from the pastoral soil than
any other treatment The second highest DOC leaching (10 5 kg C ha-1) occurred
from the urine treatment. There was no significant effect of the dung, grass or clover litter or fertiliser N application on the leaching of DOC which was 5.9-7.4 kg C
ha-1. In comparison to pastoral soil, native and plantation forestry sites resulted in
a significantly (PO.001) greater loss of DOC through leaching at 17 I and 22.3 kg
C ha-1, respectively. Loss of DON in the leachates was significantly higher in the
urine (31 kg N ha-1) treatment followed by glyphosate treatment (5.2 kg N ha-1).
Other treatments showed between 1.5 to 2.5 kg N ha-1 losses of N as DON. Native
and forestry soils showed 2 and 2.8 kg ha-1 loss of N as DON respectively. The
ratio of DOCDON in the leachates from native and forestry soils was considerably
higher than from pastoral soils In pastoral soils, this ratio in the control and plant
litter treatments ranged between 4.1-4.7 and in dung and glyphosate treatments 2.2
and 2 9 respectively. The urine treatment showed the lowest (0 3) DOCDON ratio
The large amounts of DON leaching and low DOCDON ratio suggests that under
grazed pastures, urine patches would largely be responsible for most of the N lost
as DON. Over 95-99% of the losses of mineral-N occurred as nitrate-N. Again due
to highest input of N in the urine treatment, this treatment also showed the greatest
leaching of N as nitrate-N (132 kg N ha-1), followed by glyphosate, dung and urea
treatments at 21.4, 17.3 and 9 6 kg N ha-1, respectively. The control treatment in
the pastoral soil leached only 4 5 kg ha-1 of N as nitrate-N. Our results show that
under pastoral land use, urine patches and decomposition of roots can encourage
significant losses of C and N in the forms of dissolved organic matter. In contract,
dung which can also contribute large quantities of organic N on pastoral soils, contributed very I ittle to leaching losses of DON and DOC Further research is required
to understand the ecological importance of the export of these nutrients beyond the
plant rooting depths
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D. O. Chellemi

Correlation of Land Management Practices to the Incidence of Fusarium Wilt
of Tomato.

D. O. Chellemi. E. N. Rosskopf. USHRL. USDA-ARS; J. H. Graham. CREC. Univ
of Florida.
In July 2000, five land management treatments were established on a commercial
fresh market tomato farm with a history of significant yield reductions from soilborne pests. The five treatments were: 'Conventional' - a continuation of annual
tomato production using the same conventional methods practiced by the commercial grower except that soil fumigation with methyl bromide was replaced by
fumigation with 1,3-dichloropropene-chloropicrin; 'Disk fallow' - soil cultivated
routinely to maintain plots free of vegetation; ' Weedfallow' - soil left undisturbed
and vegetation allowed to regenerate naturally, 'Organicproduction' - summer and
winter cover crops of Sunn Hemp and Japanese millet, respectively were combined
with annual applications of poultry manure (broiler litter) and urban plant debris;
and 'Bahiagrass pasture' - establishment and maintenance of an improved stand
of a perennial pasture grass Treatments were arranged in a randomized complete
block design with 6 replications and the size of each replicate plot was 0.16 ha.
Tomato was cultivated following a three or four year rotation in each land management treatment (September 2003 and September 2004). Tomato was also cultivated for two consecutive years in the same soil following a three year rotation in
each land management treatment Organically-based crop production procedures,
including the use of soil solanzation, were adhered to in the organic land management treatment. Strip-tillage was used prepared the soil for tomato cultivation in
the bahiagrass pasture treatment. Conventional tomato production practices were
implemented in the other land management treatments except that soil fumigation
was omitted from the disk fallow and weed fallow treatments. Treatment affects on
soil quality, soilbome disease and marketable yield of tomato were assessed Fusar-

ium wilt, caused by Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. lycopersici Race 3, was the primary
soilborne disease present when tomatoes were cultivated. Disease incidence was
<3% in the organically managed plots, even when tomato was cultivated in the
same location for two consecutive years. In the bahiagrass treatment, Fusarium wilt
was also <3% when tomato was cultivated following a three or four year bahiagrass rotation but increased to 22% when tomato was cultivated for two consecutive years in the same soil. In the conventional treatment, Fusarium wilt of tomato
ranged from I % to 20%. In the disk fallow treatment, Fusarium wilt of tomato was
15% and 26% after three and four years, respectively of maintaining soil free of
vegetation. Disease incidence was 35% when tomatoes were cultivated for two consecutive years following the disk fallow treatment. In the weed fallow treatment,
disease incidence was 16% and 11 % when tomato was produced following three or
four years respectively of maintaining the soil in a weed fallow rotation. Fusarium
wilt increased from 11% to 40% in the second consecutive year of tomato production following a weed fallow rotation. Total marketable yield of tomato were lowest
in the bahiagrass treatment, intermediate in the organic treatment and weed fallow
treatments and highest in the disk fallow and conventional treatments. Marketable
yields declined significantly in the second year when tomato was cultivated consecutively in the same soil following the land management treatments. The largest
declines were observed in the bahiagrass, disk fallow and weed fallow treatments.
Early harvests (1 st pick) were greatest in the organic, disk fallow and conventional
treatments. The results demonstrate that undisturbed soil where plants are allowed
to regenerate naturally in a weed fallow rotation or soil that is maintained free of
vegetation in a disk fallow rotation is more conducive to Fusarium wilt of tomato
than soil that is managed organically or maintained in a bahiagrass rotation. In contrast, Fusarium wilt of tomato is more variable in land that has been managed using
conventional tomato production practices including soil fumigation. The results
also demonstrated that continuous cultivation of tomato in the same location will
lead to significant increases in Fusarium wilt in the bahiagrass, weed fallow and
conventionally managed land systems while suppression of Fusarium was more
stable in the organically managed system.
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G. V. Pangga
Assessing the Quality of Plant Residues and Managing their Breakdown Rate
to Enhance the Sustainability of Lowland Rice Cropping Systems.
G. V. Pangga. Farming Systems and Soil Resources Institute; G. Blair. Dept of
Agronomy and Soil Science. Univ of New England.
The initial benefit of plant residues appears to be related to their quality and decomposition rate and associated nutrient release. Plant residues are vital resource in the
replenishment of nutrients in soil and in affecting the sustainability of rice production. A series of perfusion experiments were conducted to determine the breakdown
rate of straw from different rice varieties (Oryza sativa L). The correlation matrix
of the initial composition of straw samples and the cumulative C release established
the relationships between residue quality parameters and decomposition rates. A
Straw Quality Index (SQI) was developed to describe the decomposition rate of the
rice straw as follows: SQI = -56.85 + (11.68 X %N) + (1.25 X %DOM) + (2.59 X
% Iignin)r2 = 0.81 The equation uses important descriptors of plant residue quality
such as Nitrogen (N). Digestible Organic Matter (DOM), and lignin concentration. These findings indicate that SQI has a potential in assessing the quality of
straw residue materials in predicting their usefulness in crop-residue management
systems. A glasshouse pot experiment was conducted to study nutrient availability after rice straws with different qualities were incorporated to an Alfisol sandy
loam soil The effects of soil water condition (flooded and non-flooded) and straw
residue treatments on the availability of nutrients in the soil were examined at different sampling times (active tillering, maximum tillering and maturity). There was
higher concentration of total C (CT) and total N (NT) remaining in the soil in straw
residues with high SQI than those residues with low SQI. Flooding significantly
decreased CT concentration in all straw-residue treatments Decomposition rate
of straw residue was faster under aerobic than anaerobic conditions. The results
demonstrated that nutrient availability is dependent on the quality of residues after
the straw has been incorporated into the soil. To validate the efficiency of SQI as
a tool in assessing the quality of rice straw, a field experiment was conducted on a
low-fertility clayey soil (Aquandic Epiaqualt) at Los Bahos, Philippines The SQI
was also tested using multi-purpose plant species (Gliricidia sepium and Macaranga tanarius). There was a direct relationship between SQI and rice dry grain
yield (r2 = 0.87) The study recognized the value of plant residue quality as an
important aspect of low-input sustainable rice production systems The management systems in this study improved rice grain production, however, there were no
significant changes in soil organic matter after 3 rice crops Management of plant
residue quality and quantity demonstrated great potential in enhancing the sustainability of lowland rice cropping systems.
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K Ushakuman
Vermicompost: A Potential Organic Nutrient Source for Organic Farming.

K. Ushakumari, S. M S. S. P S, Kerala Agricullura Univ. College ofAgriculture.
India is endowed with immense organic resources and about 3000 million tonnes
of organic wastes from agriculture, domestic and industrial sources become available every year, that often form a major source of various environmental problems.
The utilization of waste through recycling becomes essential for environmental

safety, economic stability and ecological sustainability. Several methods have been
developed to convert biowastes into organic manure as an alternate source of farm
yard manure and a substitute for chemical fertilizers. Among the various methods
of waste management, vermicomposting is an important aspect as it converts nontoxic organic wastes into potential organic manure within a short period by using
epigeic earthworms as biological agent The compost prepared by the action of
earthworm on non-toxic biodegradable waste is called vermicompost and is considered as a very important aspect in the organic farming package. A comparative study
on different species of earthworms was conducted in Kerala Agricultural University, Dept. of Soil Science and Agrl. Chemistry, College of Agriculture Vellayani,
Trivandrum, and the epigeic earthworm species Eudrillus eugeniae has been identified as a superb agent for vermicomposting under Kerala conditions. Different technologies were standardized using Eudrillus eugeniae for vermicomposting of farm
and market waste, domestic waste, agro industrial waste etc. Enriched vermicompost with high manurial value for organic farming was prepared by adding biotic
(beneficial micro organisms) and abiotic agents (oil cakes, rock phosphate, bone
meal etc) to the biowastes during vermicomposting The key component of organic
farming is the availability of cheap and good quality organic manures to retain the
fertility and nutrient supplying power of the soil. Among the sources of available
organic manures, vermicompost is a potential source due to the presence of readily
available plant nutrients, plant growth hormones, vitamins, enzymes, antibiotics
and a number of beneficial microorganisms viz. nitrogen fixing, phosphorus solubilising and cellulose decomposing organisms. Vermicompost has been tried as an
alternate source of organic manure and a substitute for chemical fertilizers on different vegetable crops. The results revealed significant effect of vermicompost on
yield, quality and shelf life of the produce. The economics of production of vermicompost and its use have shown that it is more economic when compost is prepared
by the farmers themselves to use in the farm. Vermicomposting of organic waste
materials into valuable agricultural input solves the problem of waste disposal thus
minimizing environmental pollution and produces organic manure of good quality
for crop production. Vermicompost plays a significant role in building up of soil
fertility and improving soil health for sustainable agriculture
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S. A.K Dr
Effect of Organic Farming on Soil Quality, Nutrient Uptake, Yield and Quality
of Indian Spice.
S. A.K Dr, S. Hamza, Indian Institute of Spices Reseach.
Organic Farming (OF) is expanding globally due to increased consumer interest,
environmental protection and EU polices. Global trade in organically produced
products in 2003 is estimated at US $26 billion and is projected to increase $102
billion by 2020, due to increasing demand in Europe, USA, Japan and Australia In
India attention is being received in Organic agriculture particularly in spices. The
project organic farming in spices was conceptualized in 1992 and implemented
at IISR and tested in the farmer's fields over a decade. The objectives were to
study the best organic fertilizers (plant residues-compost/vermicompost, animal
manures/de-oiled cakes that contains nutrients in complex organic forms, bio-fertilizers), its impact on soil quality, quality of major tropical spices and its economics in important spice crops under humid tropical conditions of South India. Soil
characteristic, plant analysis, and quality were determined by following standard
procedures. The results of the green house and field experiments conducted are
discussed In black pepper the effect of commercial organic manures was evaluated
(based on their nutrient equivalents) and compared with NPK chemical fertilizers
and farmers practice. The study was taken under green house condition (1993-'96)
in CBD design. Investigations revealed that irrespective of the sources, application
of organics increased the soil pH, nutrient availability in the soil and crop uptake.
Poultry manure followed by goat manure was significantly superior with regard to
yield, nutrient uptake, and enhanced piperine and oleoresin content of black pepper.
On farm trails conducted in the 51 farmer's holdings in 30,000 vines for five years
corroborated the findings The OF technology was further extended in farmer's
fields in three important black pepper growing States of South India viz., Kerala,
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu during 2000- '03 Liming acid soils @ half the lime
requirement of the soil enhanced the microbial population, nutrient availability,
and dehydrogenase enzyme activity. Application of the recommended dose of N as
organic (FYM + de-oiled cakes-neem (Azadirachta / pea-nut, P as phosphate rock
+ bone meal and K as wood ash, in conjunction with bio-fertilizers (Azospirillum
and Phosphobacteria each applied @ 40kg per ha per year enhanced the spiking
intensity of the vine, yield and nutrient uptake. The FYM application significantly
decreased the bulk density irrespective of the soils Soil quality indicators tested
were positively correlated (p<0 005) with yield Among the soil quality attributes,
organic carbon and CEC are most discriminating attributes in all the three locations. The soil organic matter and CEC contributed substantially to the ability of
the soil to accept, hold, and release nutrients to pepper vines Adoption of OF was
effective in the bio-management of the Phytophthora disease incidence to around
two per cent over the years against 10 percent in the control Black pepper qualityvolatile oil, oleoresins, boldness of pepper corn (>4 mm diameter) were increased
due to OF. Field studies in Cardamom has shown that application of recommended
NPK nutrients as organic fertilizers (50 per cent N each as FYM and neem cake
+ 50 per cent P each as bone meal and phosphate rock + 50 per cent K as wood
ash) were effective in increasing the yield and quality of cardamom Field experiments (1992-95) conducted in ginger and turmeric, using six de-oiled organic cakes
in comparison with the recommended FYM and NPK fertilizers showed that in
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general application of cakes increased not only soil nutrient availability, but also
nutrient uptake Organic cakes enhanced the water holding capacity and reduced
soil bulk density In ginger, among the cakes, pea-nut registered maximum organic
C, Bray-P and exchangeable K. in the soil and registered maximum dry recovery
(4077 kg ha-I) This was followed by neem, cotton, NPK fertilizer. Neem cake
registered highest oleoresin production (320 kg ha-1) of ginger Neem cake was
effective in the bio-management of rhizome rot disease incidence in ginger to 5%
In turmeric increased yield and curcumin recovery were observed due to organic
OF Residual effect of organic fertilizers was conspicuous in the successive second
crop of turmeric In Vanilla soil application of organic fertilizers (50 per cent N
as FYM/vermicompost + 50 per cent N as de-oiled cakes+ 50 per P as bone meal
+ 50 per cent K as wood ash+ bio-fertilizers) were effective compared to recommended inorganic NPK fertilizers in increasing the yield and quality of the beans
Pilot study conducted (2001-04) in the high ranges of Western Ghat in the growing
of Garcinia indica in Wayanad district (Kerala) and clove and nutmeg in Maramalai/ Mahandragiri hill areas in kanyakumari district (Tamil Nadu) revealed that
Garcinia is grown as a self sown crop in traditional farming and can be claimed
as default organic. Similarly nutmeg and clove grown in the region by following traditional/indigenous agriculture by applying FYM and without any synthetic
chemical fertilizers and/or pesticides calls for characterizing the cultivation practices on the lines of national standards for organic production. It can be concluded
that organic fertilizers play a significant role in improving soil and crop quality and
sustainability There is, however 10-20 per cent reduction in crop yield that should
be compensated by premium pricing of organic produce. Keywords: organic fertilizers, tropical spices, soil quality, spice oil, oleoresin
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Effects of Organic Farming on the Labile Carbon Pool in Soils.
K. Liburdi, Dept Agrobiology and Agrochemistry, UnivofTuscia: K. Kalbilz. Univ
of Bayreuth, Dept of Soil Ecology: S. Marinari. S. Grego, Dept Agrobiology and
Agrochemistry, University ofTuscia.
Water-extractable organic matter (WEOM) is involved in many soil processes
although it represents only a small part of soil organic matter. Land use and management practices affect soil properties, and thereby are likely to influence the
WEOM pool In many studies organic management resulted in an immediate and
significant increases of water-extractable organic C (WEOC) because of the direct
addition of water soluble organic matter and the stimulated microbial activity after
the frequent use of animal manure and mechanical weed control The objective of
this study was to evaluate the impact of organic and conventional managements on
the amount and composition of WEOM We wanted to know whether water extractable organic matter could be considered as a reliable parameter for labile organic
matter in soils. In March 2005, soil samples were collected (depth: 0-20 cm) from
organically and conventionally managed fields at two sites located in central Italy
("Colle Valle Agrinatura" and "La Selva"), one site located in Switzerland (DOKtrial) and one site located in south of Germany (Scheyern). We analysed the C mineralization of the soils during a 90-days incubation experiment. Before and at the
end of this incubation experiment, we measured water extractable organic carbon,
recorded fluorescence emission spectra of the water extracts in order to calculate
a humification index (HlXem). Furthermore, we measured the biodegradability of
WEOM in the extracts before soil incubation Organically managed soils contained
more water-extractable organic C than conventionally managed soils except for the
site "Scheyern". C mineralization was larger for the treatment with larger contents
of WEOC at all sites. That means, the size of the water extractable organic matter pool correlated very well with C mineralization from the soil. Furthermore, a
higher C mineralization occurred only in the organically managed soils if they had
a larger content of WEOC than the conventionally managed fields.
Table I: WEOC content of the soils, percentage of WEOC in total organic C (TOC)
of the soil and loss of C by C02 during a 90 day incubation experiment (as % of
TOC of the soil; mean and standard error of 6 replicates)

We conclude that the size of WEOM is important in regulating C mineralization
from soils Small differences in the composition of this labile C pool, as indicated
by the HlXem and its biodegradability are not reflected in a changed C mineralization from the soil.
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A HS.

F.ffect of Pre-Treated and F.nriched Coirdust Compost on the Yield and Uptake
of Major and Micronutrients by Corn Crop.
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A. HS.. Advinus Therapeutics Private Limited: S. D. L.. Univ of Agricultural
Sciences: P. V. Advinus Therapeutics Private Limited.
The sustainable food production depends largely on the soil fertility and proper
utilization of natural resources. Most developing countries depend on their agricultural lands for fodder and fuel in addition to their food requirements Soil fertility
has been the major constraint in food production in terms of maintenance of soil
organic matter High temperature and low biomass availability for turnover in the
tropical countries like India would force us to look for alternative sources It should
envisage ploughing back every bit of organic carbon to the soil to slow down soil
degradation and improve the soil health A pot culture experiment was conducted to
study the effect of different composts prepared by using coirdust with and without
pre-treatment and enrichment Coirdust composts, synthesized by pretreating coirdust lime, combination of acid and lime and enriched with additives like rock phosphate and zinc sulphate, were used. Higher root and shoot weights were recorded
in corn plants, which received higher quantities of compost, irrespective of additive
used for enrichment Further, plants that received enriched and pre-treated composts recorded significantly higher biomass compared to those, which had been
supplied with only inorganic fertilizers. Application of rock phosphate to the soil
through compost resulted in significant increase in uptake of phosphorus by corn
crop, compared to direct application of rock phosphate to the soil. Application of
enriched and pre-treated composts also resulted in increase in soil organic carbon,
available phosphorus, zinc and other micronutrients content Composted coirdust
presents a cheaper and high organic carbon source for the maintenance of high
organic matter contents which is so endearing property of the soil accounting for
its sustenance.
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Soil Physical and Chemical Properties in Age Chronosequenee of Organic
Farms.

Y. Ikemura. New Mexico State Univ: M. K. Shukla. Dept of Agronomy and
Horticulture.
Organic farming is an ecologically based system which eliminates all the synthetic
chemical use in crop production and antibiotics and hormones in livestock production. Organic faming is getting populer in the U.S. and around the world. More than
26 million hectares of farmland are under organic management around the world
and organic farmlands have kept expanding at fast pace. According to USDA, 2.3
million acres of croplands and pasture lands are managed under organic farming
in the U.S. and about 42,113 acres in the NM by the year 2001. Use of organic
manures in place of synthetic fertilizers can improve soil physical and chemical properties, reduce groundwater contamination, and recycle the dairy/poultry
wastes However, noticeable changes in soil physical and chemical properties can
occur only after several years Therefore, we have selected three organic fields
located in the Dona Ana County of NM, which are under organic farming for different amounts of time (3, 6, and 9 years). Our objective was to evaluate the effect
of organic faming on soil physical and chemical properties under an age chronosequenee of organic farms. Core and bulk soil samples were collected in triplicate for
0-10 and 10-20 cm depths from three organic and one conventional farm (Control).
Sand was lower but silt content higher in conventional than other organic farms for
both depths. The EC was lower for conventional than other organic farms for both
depths. However, no significant differences were obtained among soil bulk density,
soil pH, saturated hydraulic conductivity for either depth, and total biomass yield
among organic fields and control. However, total cotton biomass yield was higher
in conventional than the 3 year old organic farm, largely due to the high spatial
variability of cotton in the organic farm The analysis for soil organic C and soil N
upto one meter depth is underway and these results will be included in the talk. Soil
EC was lower than 4dS/m and soil pH was about 8.4 for both depths in all organic
farms, therefore, soil quality was favorable for plant growth.
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Fungal/Bacterial Ratios in Grasslands with Contrasting Nitrogen
Management.
F. T. De Vries, E. Hoffland. Wageningen Univ and Research Centre, Dept Soil
Quality: J. Bloem, Wageningen Univ and Research Centre, Alterra: N. Van Eekeren,
Louis Bolk Institute. Dept Organic Agriculture: L. Brussaard. Wageningen Univ
and Research Centre. Dept Soil Quality.
It is frequently hypothesized that high fungal/bacterial ratios are indicative for more
sustainable agricultural systems Increased F/B ratios have been reported in extensively managed grasslands To determine the shifts in fungal/bacterial biomass ratio
as influenced by grassland management and tofindrelations with nitrogen leaching
potential, we sampled a two year old field experiment at an organic experimental
farm in the eastern part of The Netherlands The effect of crop (grass and grass-clover), N application rate (0, 40, 80, 120 kg N/ha) and manure type (no manure, farm
yard manure and slurry) on the F/B ratio was tested, as well as relations with soil
and crop characteristics, nitrate leaching and partial N balance Biomass of fungi
and bacteria was calculated after direct counting using epifluorescence microscopy
Fungal and bacterial biomass and the F/B ratio were higher in grass than in grassclover. The F/B ratio decreased with increasing N application rate and multiple
regression analysis revealed a negative relationship with pH Bacterial activity
(measured as incorporation of [3H]thymidine and [14C]leucine into bacterial DNA

and proteins) showed the exact opposite: an increase with N application rate and
pH. Leaching increased with N application rate and was higher in grass-clover
than in grass. Partial N balance was more positive at a higher N application rate
and showed an inverse relationship with fungal biomass and F/B ratio. From these
results we conclude that the fungal/bacterial biomass ratio quickly responded to
changes in management. Grasslands with higher N input showed lower F/B ratios.
Grass-clover had a smaller fungal biomass and higher N leaching than grass. In
general, a higher fungal biomass indicated a lower nitrogen leaching and a more
negative partial N balance (or smaller N surplus), but more observations are needed
to confirm the relationship between the F/B ratio and sustainability.
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K. H SO
Study on the Utilization of Food Waste Slurry.
K. H. SO, J. S. Lee. K. S. Seong. G. Y. Kim, National Inslilute of Agricultural
Science and Technology.
In Korea, the characteristic of food waste was its high contents of moisture and
salt. It is one of the limiting factors of its composting. This study was conducted to
find out the chemical properties of mixture of Food Waste Slurry (FWS) and Pig
Manure Slurry (PMS). The initial pH of these two slurries didn't show big difference. With proceeding of fermentation, however, it was changed. It was increased
at slurry mixture with a higher ratio of FWS. Meanwhile, it was decreased at the
mixture with higher ratio of PMS. The difference of EC value was decreased with
fermentation. It was stabilized with 21-23 dS/m after 180 days of fermentation.
After 180 days, total nitrogen had dramatically decreased up to 20% of initial
contents. Furthermore, compound with higher than 50% of FWS had decreased
total nitrogen up to 0.1%, which is lower than the standard of fertilizer processing
nitrogen content of 0.3%. This result showed that compound with higher ratio of
FWS was not suitable. As fermentation was continued, chemical properties such
as organic content, total nitrogen, total phosphors, calcium and magnesium were
decreased while contents of potassium and salinity were increased. The increase
of salinity was probably caused by evaporation. Results of the study revealed that
compound with PMS and FWS could reduce offensive odor, and increase salinity
and total nitrogen. The ammonia, which was offensive odor was produced at the
initial fermentation periods until 30 days. However, it decreased steadily except
in the mixture with high ratio of PMS. For generation of ammonia gas less than
50 ppm in the fermentation tank, FWS took 30 days, and it took longer periods
with increase of PMS ratio in the mixture. R.NH2 showed the same tendency with
ammonia. However, it took a little longer period. It was needed 45 days for FWS.
In case of C2H5SH, it was not generated at FWS It was produced at PMS and
its mixture. In sensory tests for offensive odor, FWS showed lower than 1 degree
after 30 days of fermentation while PMS had offensive odor even after 180 days of
fermentation. It is probably affected by the continuous production of C2H5SH and
R.NH2 with fermentation
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Difference in Nitrogen Mineralization Properties of Various Organic Inputs
in Korean Paddy Soil.

J. H. Shin. J. C. Yun. D. H. Choi. H. M Kim. National Institute of Agricultural
Science and Technology.
The purpose of this study is to compare decomposition characteristics of a number
of organic inputs being used in organic rice cultivation. An incubation experiment
of paddy soil with application of eight organic matters, including organic by-products (rice bran, rape seed cake), green manures (hairy vetch, chinese milk vetch,
rye), composts (rice straw compost, pig manure compost), and plant residues (rice
straw), were conducted. Additional eight treatments of without organic matter (only
soil), chemical fertilizer (urea, urea and rice straw compost), and mixtures of rice
straw and hairy vetch, of which C:N ratio were adjusted to 15, 20, 25, 30, and 40
respectively, were tested. Organic inputs and paddy soil mixtures were incubated
in test tube in submerged condition with temperature of 20'C, 25'C, and 30'C.
Mineralized nitrogen, microbial biomass C and N were determined peoridically
during incubation from 1 to 90 days Mineralization potential and rate constant
were estimated by kinetic models. Green manures and by-products were higher
in mineralization potential while rye, composts, and plant residues were relatively
low, indicating C:N and chemical composition are closely related to mineralization
properties Increased C:N ratio reduced mineralization potential of input materials Mineralization rate were increased in higher temperature conditions However,
its magnitude were somewhat different among treatments Microbial biomass C
showed fluctuating patterns but significantly different in variety of C:N ratio and
temperature conditions.
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Organic Production Systems for Pecans.
J. Bradford. USDA-Agricultural Research Service.
Mainstream or conventional fanning systems are accelerating the degradation of
our soil and water resources, and are creating both food and farmer safety issues
due to excessive use of tillage, synthetic fertilizers, pesticides, and fungicides To
overcome these problems, both growers and consumers are looking more to the
production and consumption of organically growth food products. Growth of sales

of organically grown products has increased at an annual rate of 20% per year since
1992 and sales are presently a $12 billion per year industry in the United States.
Today the production of food carrying the USDA organic label is based primarily on a trial-and-error approach conducted on small family farms and is not as
based on the scientific approach of hypothesis testing as warranted. Furthermore,
starting from October 2002, the USDA has implemented national organic labeling
standards for the sale of all organic foods. Guidelines, based on scientific research
and economic analysis, for developing farming systems that meet organic standards would greatly minimize the risk of converting from conventional to organic
farming systems. Therefore, in 2003 an organic farming systems research unit was
established at the USDA-ARS Subtropical Research Center in Weslaco, Texas; and
research was initiated to develop organic production systems for selected fruits and
vegetables Among the research projects, an organic pecan production project was
begun on an 800-tree pecan orchard, divided into conventional and organic managed areas. Treatments within the five pecan variety orchard include various soil
and foliar applications. Partial control of insects and diseases was accomplished
through release of beneficial insects and application of foliar sprays, including
compost tea. The pecan nut casebearer (Acrobasis nuxvorella) was controlled with
beneficial insects, the pecan weevil (Curculio caryae) with compost tea, and aphids
(Monellia caryella and Monelliopsis pecanis) with insecticidal soap Yet to be controlled is pecan scab (Cladosporium caryigenum). For each tree in the 422 tree
organic orchard, number of nuts, total nut and kernel weight, and kernel quality
was determined for the last 3 years. In 2005 the best soil amendment in terms of
yield was poultry litter plus mycorrhizae; the second, poultry litter plus compost.
The yield increase for the poultry litter/mycorrhizae treatment was nearly double
the conventional synthetic fertilizer treatment. The effect of soil nutrient management on nut yield differed among the five varieties Diversity of the soil food web
was greater for the organic treatments; and microbial counts on leaves were greater
when compost tea was foliar applied Nutrient uptake in leaves was not different for
conventional and organic soil treatments in 2005. Evaluation of soil amendments
and search for methods for improved insect and disease control will be continued for three additional years The paper will include also a discussion of systems
approach versus components research for developing organic production systems.
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H Madani
The Effects of Phosphate Solubleizing Bacteria (PSB) on Potato Yield at Iran
Environment.
H. Madani. Islamic Azad Univ Arak Branch.
The effect of three isolated Phosphate Solubilizing Bacteria (PSB) on several growth
indicators of potao Var. Agria was investigated in two experimental fields located in
Arak and Karaj In both locations,and RCBD on facteriel designs experiments were
replicated three times Variables were three levels of amonium phosphate fertilizer
(0, 50, 100 kg/Hec) and four bacterial (Bl to B4) treatments. Bacteria solution were
directly applied to the potato tubers either by sperying or by soaking Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) for the yeild of potato shows that there is significance difference among treatments Consistantly, the highest yeild was obtained by the use of
Barvar-2 (B3) treatment in both locations. Despite significant difference between
two location, combined ANOVA was also indicative of positive effect of Barvar-2
bioferilizer However, the early growth rate of the potato plants did not affected
significantly Similar results were achived for combined ANOVA for interactions
between treatments with chemical and biological fertilizers. The use of 50 to 100
kg/Hec amonium phosphate fertilizer along with Barvar-2 produced the highest
yeild in Karaj and Arak These suggest that bacteria may help the oiptimal use of
phosphate fertilizers as well as insoluable phosphorus that exist in the soil.
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Y H Lee
The Effects ofApplied Organic Materials for Improving Soil Physico-Chemical
Properties in Paddy Fields.
Y. H. Lee, S. M. Lee. J. K. Sung. Y. H. Kim, D. H. Choi. G. H. Ryu, Organic Farmi
Division, NIAST (National Institute ofAgricultural Science and Technology).
This experiment was conducted to estimate the values of applied organic materials as alternative mineral nutrients and a soil conditioner. We transplanted rice
seedlings on May 23th, 2004. Rice straw, hairy vetch residue and compost were
applied to 1,200-2,000-500 kg 10a-l as organic materials, respectively, and phosphate rock, lime-magnesia and ash were supplied with 10-3-3 kg 10a-l as fertilizers, respectively. pH and organic matter of soil before and after experiment did
not changed A small quantity of available phosphorus among applied organic
materials and fertilizers remained in soil despite energetic uptake via rice roots
Compared to soil before experiment, exchangible cations in soil slightly decreased.
Soil physical properties after harvesting were investigated. Organic materials such
as compost, rice straw and hairy vetch residues increased soil porosity up to three
percent, therefore, an increase of liquid and gaseous phase of soil highly elevated
root expansion and an uptake of mineral nutrients Keywords: organic materials,
soil nitrogen, soil property, rice.
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E Salazar
Cow Manure Biodegradation in Corn Under Drip Sub-Irrigation System.
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E. Salazar. J. Dimas, C. Vazquez, M. Ramirez, M. Fortiz. R. Zuniga, Durango
Univ.
This study was performed at the Comarca Lagunera Region located between
Durango and Coahuila States of Mexico. The main objective was to compare
organic nitrogen mineralization and dsitribution over soil profile in different cow
manure treatments in corn. This is a long term cow manure experiment started in
1998. The cow manure amounts studied as a first factor were 0,40, 80, 120 and 160
ton per hectare and one additional control with nitrogen chemical fertilizer application of 150-100-0 Kg per hectare of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium, respectively. As a second factor was crop with the levels of corn alone and corn-soybean
associaton. The combination of factor give 12 treatments that were stablized in
a complete randomized block design with a split block arranged replicated three
times. Soil physical, chemical and plant parameters were measured to compare
treatments Such as soil temperature and moisture, nitrate, amonium, electric conductivity, organic mater etc. each 30 cm until 250 cm of depth For plant the main
variables measured were dry and moist forage and qulity Results indicated statistical differences amoung treatments in almost all parameters and plant variables
measured The best treatment was 120 ton of cow manure application per hectare
with 80 ton per hectare of corn-soybeen forage. Also this conbination had the best
forage qulity but, farmers must be careful with soil concentration amount over time
to avoid soil contamination. Nitrate and amonuim under drip irrigation system had
not high concentartion in any cow manure treatments after 60 cm of depth.
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S M. LEE
Nutrient Supply Ability of Hairy Vetch and Rye as Green Manure in Organic
Farming System.
S. M. LEE. N1AST.
Crop rotation is prescribed for an essential practice in organic farming. Farmers
cultivate some green manure crops during winter season to supply demanded nutrients for crop cultivation The objectives of this work is to evaluate whether hairy
vetch and rye as fertilizer source have a potential ability for the normal growth of
red pepper and green onion. On a basis of dry matter shoot biomass of hairy vetch
and rye was harvested from 3,001 to 4,080 kg per ha and from 4,082 to 4,190 kg
per ha, respectively Shoot/root ratio of hairy vetch and rye based on dry matter was
1.91 and 0 88, respectively. Expected root biomass obtained from shoot/root ratio
ranged from 1,571 to 2,136 kg per ha in hairy vetch and from 4,639 to 4,762 kg
per ha in rye. Considering above estimated results, the possible amount of nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium provided from rye residue addition was 64 to 66, 65 to
67 and 182 to 187 kg per ha, respectively, and those from hairy vetch had 118 to
160, 59 to 81 and 159 to 216 kg per ha. Keywords: Hairy vetch, rye, organic farming, shoot/root ratio, nutrient supply.
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E. Salazar
Tillage Systems and Organic Fertilization in Maize Forage.
J. D. Lopez. Univ Juarez del estado de Durango; E. Salazar. Durango Univ; A.
Avalos. Univ Juarez del estado de Durango; C. Vazquez. R. Zuniga. Durango
Univ.
About 15% of the world surface suffers the effect of man activities. The main
causes of surface degradation are livestock production, desertification and excess
of cultural mechanic practices in Mexico little attention have been done to soil
conservation as a removable resource. The soil degradation has been increased as a
result of excess of agricultural machinery uses, consequently 64% of national soil
surface is affected. The Comarca Lagunera located between Coahuila and Durango
states is main milk cow production region. Therefore, annually in this region
900 00001 of cow manure is produced. This amount of cow manure must be used
again in soil fertility and biology studies. The main objective of this study was to
determine the effect of conservation tillage and cow manure amounts and their
effects over soil physics properties and corn forage production In the spring crop
cycle of 2003 were evaluated two tillage systems; conventional and conservation
and four fertilizer levels; 40,60 y 80 kg ha-1 of cow manure and one with chemical
fertilizer. The experimental design used was randomized block, with four replications. The results show statistical differences in soil physical properties measured
With respect com forage yields the conventional tillage systems had a 16% higher
than conservation tillage system Keywords: Tillage conservation, agricultural
practices, cow manure
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B. PK
Ragi Crop Yield and Physical Properties of the Vertisols as Influenced
by Residual Effect of Coir Pith Based Compost with other Organics and
Inorganics.
A. R. Sushma, Univ of Agricultural Sciences; B. PK.. AICRP on STCR: M S.
Badrinalh. Univ of Agricultural Sciences; S. Sridhara. College of Agriculture and
Zonal Agricultural Research Station.
A field experiment was conducted during the kharif season at Zonal Agricultural
Research Station, Hiriyur, Karnataka. India, during the year 2003-2004 to study
the residual effect of coir pith based compost with other organics and inorganics on
ragi (Eleusine coracane L Geritt) crop yield and physical properties of vertisols
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Ragi crop was raised without adding any organic or inorganic sources of nutrients
to study the residual effect of continuous application of organics and inorganics
alone or in combination over five years The results revealed that combined application of Coir Pith Based Compost (CPBC) @ 45 t ha', press mud @45 t ha ' and
100 per cent RDF over five years produced significantly higher grain yield (37.48
q ha') and straw yield (7 60 t ha') of ragi crop. Application CPBC @ 90 t ha'
with 50 per cent RDF over last five years, significantly reduced the bulk density
from 1.43 to 1.30 Mg m'and increased the infiltration rate from 1.38 to 2.80 cm h"1
and per cent porosity from 46 00 to 50 88 of the soil. There was significant increase
in MWHC of the soil from 52 to 61 per cent due to application of FYM @ 75 t
ha' with 100 per cent RDF over five years. An attempt is made to relate the soil
physical properties with the grain yield of Ragi The results indicated that there is
a positive relationship between grain yield of ragi with soil physical properties like
porosity and water holding capacity where as there exists a negative relationship
between apparent specific gravity of the soil and grain yield of Ragi. Keywords:
Coir Pith Based Compost (CPBC), press mud (PM), Green manure. Farm Yard
Manure(FYM) and Recommended Dose of Fertilizer (RDF), Copper Ore Tailings
(COT), Soil physical properties, Maximum Water Holding Capacity (MWHC) and
Bulk Density (BD).
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S. Andersson
Potassium Balances and Changes of Exchangeable Potassium in Swedish
Long-Term Soil Fertility Experiments on Different Soil Types.
S. Andersson, M. Simonsson. L. Mattsson. Dept of Soil Sciences. Swedish Univ of
Agricultural Sciences (SLU); A. Edwards, The Macau/ay Institute; I. Öborn. Dept
of Soil Sciences, Swedish Univ ofAgricultural Sciences (SLU).
Input-output balances of potassium (K) in agricultural fields have been calculated
using five long-term field experiments located on varying parent materials (from
loamy sand to clay) in South and Central Sweden Each experiment consisted of
variable K fertilizer regimes and two separate arable crop rotation systems. The
inclusion of a grass/clover ley and regular additions of farmyard manure was used
to simulate a livestock system (System 1), although no actual grazing occurred The
second rotation (System II) also included oil seed and sugar beet in addition to cereals. In System 1 crop residues were removed while for the grass free System II all
crop residues were incorporated and no farm yard manure was added. Experimental
plots were fertilized with either 125 or 150 kg N ha ' yr ', and received K fertilizer at one of four rates: zero K, replacement of K removed by the previous crop,
replacement of K removed by the previous crop + 40 kg K ha ' yr ', or replacement
of K removed by the previous crop + 80 kg K ha ' yr '. Exchangeable potassium
( K J concentration in the top soil (0-20 cm) was analyzed every year, using an
extractant of 0.1 M ammonium lactate and 0.4 M acetic acid (pH 3.75). Potassium
concentration in the crop was analyzed after every harvest. Measurements of K
inputs and outputs were calculated for each rotation over a 40 year-period (kg ha '
yr 1 ). The results of K field balances for individual treatments will be described
in relation to changes in topsoil KCN for different soil types and in particular the
sustainability of K delivery to grass ley in organic and low input cropping systems. The K balances followed the expected general trend for individual K fertilizer
treatments. Plots that received zero fertilizer K showed negative K balances which
ranged from 29 to 64 kg ha ' yr ' in rotation System I, compared to 10 to 26 kg ha '
yr ' for System II. The K replacement treatments were all close to being in balance,
whereas the two highest K-fertilizing rates produced a surplus of K Differences in
the measured response on K were apparent between soil types In one sandy loam
soil, the balance of non K-fertilized plots within System I gradually became more
negative with time during the experimental period. This increase in net off-take of
K from the soil was significant (pO.OI, r2 = 0.58), and indicated increasing release
of K by chemical weathering of soil minerals, or depletion of exchangeable K, or
both. Despite 40 years of negative balances for plots not fertilized with K, no significant depletion of K was found for the clay or sandy loam soils. Furthermore,
the presumably small leaching of K made replacement of harvested K sufficient to
maintain K In the sandy loams there was even a significant increase of K in the
topsoil, presumably due to release of K by weathering, or by biocycling of K taken
up from deeper soil horizons. However, the loamy sand became depleted in K , for
the plots that received either zero K or straight replacement of harvested K At this
site, the highest K fertilizer application rate was needed to maintain the level of
K unchanged. For the non-fertilized plots, only those sited on clay rich soils were
able to maintain a concentration of ~2 % K in grass ley (dry weight); on the sandy
loams and the loamy sand, herbage concentrations were generally less than 2 % in
the zero-K treatments. This provides evidence for the requirement of K fertilizer, to
ensure an adequate K concentration in herbage harvested from certain soils.
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19555a
N. Fohrer
Assessment of the Influence of Organic Farming on Water Quality by
Measuring and Modelling Drainage Water Quality.
F. Deunen. Dep. N. Fohrer. Dep. Hydrology & Water Ressources Management.
Ecology Centre CAU Kiel.
The leaching ofnutrients from arable land through drainage pipes causes non point
source pollution of water bodies. For a fundamental reduction, the conversion to
organic farming has been politically encouraged Rerouting of two drainage lines
through measuring stations allowed auto gauging of discharge and analyses on the

Posters
following parameters: pH-value, E.C, N03, S04, CI, Ca, K, Mg, Na Field monitoring of the groundwater level enabled a rough definition of the drainage area. On
both field plots, nitrate concentrations in drainage water showed close connection
to crop growing, cultivation scheme and nutrient supply: • Grass-clover-ley established in autumn and recurrently cut effected small nitrate concentrations of averagely 29,1 mg N03/I. • N03 concentrations rised after mulching on averagely 71,5
mg N03/1. • Ploughing of grass-clover-leys in autumn results in a strong increase
of nitrate concentration as well (62,6 mg N03/I). The quantity of leachate as second factor which is responsible for the amount of nitrate loads is influenced by
cultivation: Perennial plants and undersown crops, which are important component
of organic farming can have a reducing effect. Leachate rate amounted 28,1% of
rainfall under grass-clover leys and rose up to 40,1% in crop rotations without
undersowing. The collected data are going to be used to calibrate CoupModel and
thus optimize the representation of specifics of organic farming Period and amount
of N-fixation and incidence of leachate must be calculated for every soil layer to be
able to quantify the plant-available and easily movable N-pool.
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L. L. Burkitt

Comparing Phosphorus Budgets under Biodynamic and Conventionally
Managed Irrigated Dairy Farms.

L. L. Burkitt. Tasmanian Institute of Agricultural Research, Univ of Tasmania;
D. R. Small. Environmental & Agricultural Consulting Pty Ltd; J. W. McDonald.
Veterinary & Nutrition Consultant: W. J. Wales. Dept of Primary Industries.
Biodynamic (BD) farming is an alternative form of agriculture, which aims to manage the biological system to avoid the input of inorganic mineral fertilisers, pesticides and herbicides. Despite the growing consumer interest in organic and BD
agricultural products, little objective information is available to assess the productivity and sustainability of BD management of irrigated dairy farms in Australia.
Ten paired irrigated dairy farms under BD and conventional (CV) management
were compared over 4 years. The paired farms were matched for soil type, climate
and farm area Biodynamic farms had been practising BD principles for an average of 16 years prior to the study commencing and had not received phosphorus
(P) fertiliser for 17 years. The study examined the effects of farm management
on soil and pasture P concentrations and farm P budgets. Soil Olsen extractable P
concentrations were consistently 2-3 times higher (f<0.05) under CV management
(mean = 22 mg/kg) at a sampling depth of 10cm, whereas under BD management,
soil Olsen P concentrations were generally marginal for pasture growth (mean = 8.5
mg/kg). Low soil Olsen P concentrations were also reflected in consistently lower
mean pasture P concentrations (f<0.05) under BD management (0.25 compared to
0.35 % of dry matter on CV farms). Lower soil Olsen and pasture P concentrations
under BD management, were explained by a large negative P balance of-17 kg
P/ha.year across the 10 paired farms This negative P balance under BD management, was a consequence of low P imports (2 kg P/ha.year) in comparison to large
quantities of P (19 kg P/ha.year) effectively lost from the farming system in forms
such as animal products, estimated losses in water runoff and slowly reversible soil
P reactions. These results suggest that greater P imports are required to ensure the
future sustainability of BD dairy pasture farming systems in Australia. In contrast,
the inorganic P fertiliser applied to CV farms resulted in a small positive P balance averaging 2 kg P/ha.year, despite measuring mean soil test P concentrations
within the desired range for productive pasture growth. This indicates that careful
P management is required on these farms to avoid unnecessary increases in soil P
concentrations over time.Table 5. Comparing an average phosphorus budget for 10
paired biodynamic and conventional irrigated dairy farms located in south-eastern
Australia. Data averaged for the 3 year study and mean area of BD farms was 62.3
ha compared to 61 7 ha under CV management
Biodynamic

Conventional

Imports (kg P/ha)
P fertiliser*
Purchased supplements"

0
17

Total imports

I 7

c

Milk
Animals sold off"
P lost in surface runoff1
Soil P sorptionh

27.0
34
30.4

Losses (kg P/ha)
6.5
2.3
1.9
8.0

10.1
2.5
7.5
8.0

28.1
18.7
Total losses
+2.3
-17.0
Balance
A
CV farms = 302 kg of SSP/ha.year containing 9% P, " BD farms = 38 t DM/year,
CV farms = 74 t DM/year containing 2.8 kg P/t (Standing Committee on Agriculture—Ruminants Subcommittee 1990),L BD farms = 402,096 L/year, CV farms =
620, 178 L/year containing 0.10% P (Standing Committee on Agriculture—Ruminants Subcommittee 1990), "BD farms = 17 cows and 84 calves/year, CV farms =
18 cows and 99 calves/year containing 8 kg P/t of live weight (Standing Committee on Agriculture—Ruminants Subcommittee 1990), 'Estimate based on de Boer
(2003) and Austin (1998),' Estimate based on Gourley et al. (2001).
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K Perumal

Production of Plant Growth Hormones and Subtilin from Organic-Biodynamic
Manures.

K. Perumal. V. Stalin, Shri Amm Murugappa Chettiar Research Center.
The green revolution forced agriculturist to explore a natural way of agricultural
inputs for sustainable crop production. The organic manures are economically sustainable amendment to the soil for irrigating crops and suppress plant disease by
antagonistic activity. Microorganisms in the soils and organic manures contained
plant growth promoting metabolites and also have antibacterial and antifungal
properties. Based on this hypothesis, the present study focused on isolation of bacterial and fungal strains from twelve different composts namely vermicompost,
NADEP compost. Cow Pat Pit manure (CPP), biodynamic compost, cow horn
manure (BD 500), panchakavya, biodynamic herbal preparations such as BD 502,
BD 503, BD 504, BD 505, BD 506, and BD 507. The cow pat pit manure contained three plant growth hormones such as IAA (28 6 mg/ Kg of manure), kinetin
(7.6mg/ Kg of manure) and Gibberllic acid (23.6 mg/ Kg of manure) whereas the
other manures did not contain Gibberlic acid Biodynamic herbal preparations BD
504, BD 505 and BD 506 contained IAA, GA3 and Abscessic Acid (ABA). Among
the 12 organic manures analysed for the enumeration of microorganisms, cow pat
pit manure contained the highest bacterial load (4.8x106) per gram of manure and
beneficial bacteria such as Rhizobium sp (1.9x106), Azospirillum sp(0.2 x 106) and
Azotobacter (0.8 xl06) and fungi (2.5x106). Of the total 29 representative bacterial strains isolated from different composts, Bacillus subtilis was predominant in
the cow pat pit manure The water extract of organic manures had subtilin which
intern suppressed the growth of different pathogenic bacteria such as Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, Micrococcus lutes, and Erwinia carrotovora. Among
the organic manures tested for subtilin the cow pat pit (CPP) manure contained
highest amount of subtilin (1.23 OD at 560 nm). CPP manure maturation was
analysed periodically for a period of 120 days. The growth (4.0x106) and subtilin production (1.078) by Bacillus subtilis during cow pat pit maturation were
increased till 90 days. The cow pat pit manure will dual functions on crop and soil
depending the manure maturation.The cow pat pit manure grown for 75 to 90 days
is suitable for plant disesae resistance whereas the 120 days old manure is suitable for soil nutrient supplements Positive relationships between production of
plant growth hormones and subtilin in organic and biodynamic manures have not
only supplied the available nutrients but also significant effects on crop growth and
disease resistance.
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D Goorahoo
Impact of Air-jection™ on Yield and Quality of Vegetables Grown in
California.
D. Goorahoo. D. Adhikari. D. Zoldoske, California State Univ-Fresno: A. Mazzei,
R. Fannuchi. Mazzei Injector Corporation.
The concept of aerating the sub surface drip irrigation (SDI) water- referred to as
Air-jection™- increases the potential for the air to travel with water movement
within the root zone Physical, chemical, and biological soil characteristics that
influence crop growth and yield depend on the relative proportions of the liquid and
gas phases within the root zone. The findings of a pilot study conducted in 2000 at
the Center for Irrigation Technology (CIT) in California, in which air was injected
into the root zone of bell peppers via the Subsurface Drip Irrigation (SDI) system
justified follow-up fieldwork on larger plots approaching commercial scale. In this
presentation, we review the current research aimed at evaluating the technical and
economic feasibility of air injection into a SDI as a best management practice for
fresh-market tomato, melon, bell pepper and broccoli production. Through work in
other areas, the Mazzei* Corporation has developed high efficiency venturi injectors capable of aerating water with fine air bubbles The combination of the venturi
system with SD1 has been patented as Air-jection™. In 2000, a pilot study was
conducted at CIT using the Air-jection™ technology on bell peppers In the study
an increase of 33% in bell pepper count, and a 39% increase in bell pepper weight
was noted for the aerated plots versus the plots receiving only water When the
roots were examined, there was a significant difference between the root weight to
total plant weight ratios for the aerated plants and the non-aerated plants Since the
2000 small scale study, CIT researchers have been working with commercial vegetable growers in evaluating the feasibility of Air-jection™ in crop production In
Fall 2003, in comparative tests between air injection and water only treated melons
(honey dews) on 13acres plots with a drip tape run length of over 400m there was a
14% increase in the number of melons and, a 16% increase in the weight of melons
harvested due to air injection These figures translate into a projected increase of
$260 to $350 per acre for the farmer depending on the wholesale price of melons,
which can range from $3 to $4 per box In Summer 2004, for cantaloupes grown
on 20-acre plots, there was a 13% increase in the number of melons and, a 18%
increase in the weight of melons harvested due to air injection Data collected for
the other crops are still currently being analyzed Generally, so far we have found
that the incorporation of high efficiency venturi injectors in SDI systems increased
root zone aeration and can add value to grower investments in SDL In addition to
our research in the San Joaquin Valley (SJV) in California, similar work is being
conducted by scientists in Australia, where the concept has been referred to as oxygation. and in Germany. Also, a number of small scale strawberry and cucumber
farmers in Japan have being using the Air-jection™ technology in greenhouses
Hence, it is obvious that the issue of aeration of subsurface irrigation water- Air-
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jection™- is of interest worldwide as growers continue to look for ways to optimize
crop production and water use efficiency. Keywords: Air-jection; Oxygation; subsurface drip irrigation; water use efficiency; root zone aeration
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R. Bhat
Soil Fertility Status of I Itisols as Influenced by Arecanut Based Cropping
System and Nutrient Management through Organic Matter Recycling.
R. Bhat. S. S. Central Plantation Crops Research Institute, Regional Station.
Ultisols (Laterite soils), in humid tropics of West coast of India, are associated with
several constraints like low CEC (3-15 cmol (p ) kg '), acidity, Pfixation, leaching
of N, K and Ca due to heavy annual rainfall of 300-400 cm and reduced nutrient
use efficiency ultimately leading to low productivity. Efficient and environmentally
safe management of soil fertility is indispensable to achieve optimum productivity per unit area Arecanut (Areca catechu L.), which belongs to family Palmae,
is predominantly grown on these soils. Arecanut based cropping system (ABCS)
with cocoa (Theobroma cacao L), banana (Musa spp), clove (Syzygium aromaticum), black pepper (Piper nigrum L.) and coffee (Coffea arabica) as component
crops is successful on these soils, which has high nutrient requirement placing a
great demand for nutrients on the soil + fertilizer system. The system generates
considerable quantity of organic wastes rich in lignin and cellulose which has high
potential for recycling. Therefore, an experiment was conducted during 1999-2003
in an existing ABCS established during 1983 to study the impact of the system and
nutrient management through recycling of vermicomposted organic wastes using
African night crawler earthworm (Eudrilus euginae) on the nutrient status at Central Plantation Crops Research Institute, Regional Station, Vittal, Karnataka. India
The experiment was laid out in randomized block design with four treatments and
five replications. The treatments included Organic Matter Recycling (OMR), l/3rd
of recommended NPK + OMR, 2/3"1 of recommended NPK + OMR and recommended NPK + OMR The recyclable biomass produced from the system varied
between 8.72 -10.35 Mg ha"1 year'. The nutrient content in vermicompost was
1.71% N, 0.21% P and 0.43% K. Significant variability (P<0.05) in nutrient status
of Ultisols was observed due to arecanut based cropping system and nutrient management through organic matter recycling. Organic matter recycling maintained
sufficient mineral N and available P levels in soil at par with integrated nutrient
management treatments. No significant correlation between yield and soil NP and
leaf NP indicated the beneficial effects of organic matter recycling in the form of
vermicompost in sustaining crop yields and N and P supply to soil with minimum
or no inorganic fertilizer input levels. The availability of K increased significantly
with integrated use of inorganic fertilizer and OMR compared to only OMR at both
soil depths Significant depletion of available K in all crop rhizospheres at both
soil depths during experimental period revealed the necessity of including K in the
fertilizer schedule of the system due to heavy K feeding nature of all the component crops and leaching losses Crop rhizospheres showed significant variation in
organic carbon status However, nutrient management had no significant impact
on organic carbon status The organic carbon content in banana (1.58-1.78%) and
coffee (1.51-1.77%) rhizospheres was improved over initial status (1.40%) in
1999. Conjunctive use of 2/3"1 recommended NPK + OMR significantly increased
microbial quotient both at 0-30cm (2 95) and 30-60cm (2.05) soil depth Significant
variability (PO.01) in microbial quotient was noticed in rhizosphere of different
crops with cocoa registering higher value of 3.90. Significant variation in soil pH in
rhizosphere of different crops was noticed with sharp decline in cocoa rhizosphere
treated with integrated use of OMR and 2/3"1 to full dose of recommended NPK
Overall, positive impact of ABCS was noticed with increase in soil pH to 5.18
and 4 95 at 0-30 and 30-60 cm soil depth, respectively in 2002 compared to the
reported value of 4 70 and 4.45 in 1988, enrichment of organic carbon with 58
- 105 % increase and adequate availability of P during the same period The study
indicated that application of N and P through inorganic fertilizers could be reduced
or skipped. However, the system proved exhaustive with regard to the availability
of K requiring continuous application of K through inorganic fertilizer. Available P
content reduced by 74% at 30-60 cm depth compared to 0-30 cm depth (42.8 ug g')
indicating the very less mobility P beyond 30cm depth in Ultisols.
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A S. Kharub
Productivity and Quality of Wheat and Basmati Rice as Influenced by

Organic*.
A. S. Kharub. Directorate of Wheat Research (1CAR).
Conservation and sustenance of organic matter remains the mainstay of soil and
crop quality in the 21st Century. According to Planning Commission Report, " In
the wake of the negative fallouts of the high-tech farming based on costly and
ecologically disruptive chemical fertilizers and pesticides, the concept of organic
or sustainable farming is picking up in the country" It is, therefore, pertinent to
arrest decline of soil organic matter to fight against unabated soil degradation and
imperiled sustainability of agriculture Improving organic carbon is, therefore, crucial in sustenance of soil quality and future agricultural productivity. In view of
poor adoption of green manures and limited availability of farmyard manure and
composts, other easily and locally available organic matter prepared from municipal waste and bio-organic waste of fruits, vegetables & leaves, sugarcane factory
compost and vermicompost are needed to be encouraged to release the burden
on farm yard manure With this background, a field experiment was conducted at
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DWR research farm, Karnal with the objective to study the organics application in
wheat and rice and its effect on soil health. The results of experiment to explore
the possibility of enhancing quality and sustainability of wheat production system
through organic sources shows that different varieties (six) were screened for their
performance under organic and inorganic fertilization Different varieties produce
differently and the yield reduced by 17% in WH 533 to 47% in PDW 233 under
organics as compared to inorganic fertiliser. In absolute terms, the highest yield was
recorded in HI 8496 even after 34% reduction WH 147, C 306, WH 533 and PBW
343 produced similar yield under organics although the highest production under
inorganic fertilization was in PBW 343 and PDW 233. In another experiment, FYM
and Vermicompost were tried with or without biofertiliser. The results shows wheat
productivity decreased by 29 and 38 % with 100 % organic application of FYM
and vermicompost, respectively as compared to inorganic fertilizer. 125 and 100%
N supplied through FYM + PSB + Azotobacter gave significantly higher yield than
all other treatments but significantly lower than the fertilized control. Earhead /m2
decreased with organic fertilizers resulted in lower yield. The organic sources were
similar in protein content but significantly less than the inorganic fertiliser. In case
of rice, the yield was 20-25% less with full organic compared to inorganic fertilizer whereas 05-15% yield reduction was recorded in basmati rice Of course, soil
organic matter status improved starting from first year.
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S Agyenim Boateng
Germination of Maize as Affected by Rates and Time of Poultry Manure
Application.
S. Agyenim Boateng. Soil Research Institute.
There have been recent complaints of poor germination and burning of seedlings
from farmers using Poultry Manure (PM) to cultivate maize in the forest zone
of Ghana. This study was conducted to investigate the causes of these problems.
PM in a semi-decomposed state and containing 11% water content in rates of
0,2,2x2(split),4,6, and 8 pm t/ha was used in a field trial to study the effect on
maize. Treatments of recommended mineral fertilizer and 2 t pm/ha plus one-half
mineral fertilizer rates were included. Two weeks after sowing it was observed that
increasing the amount of the pm applied decreased the germination of the maize
seeds. With 4 and 61 PM/ha, the germination rates were 74% and 68% respectively
of the control and at 8 t/ha, the control plot had twice the number of young maize
plants. No negative effect was observed with the lower rates and the mineral fertilizer. A satellite experiment was, therefore, set up to delineate the causes of this
observation. PM rates of 0,2,4,8 and 12 t/ha were applied to maize seeds sown
either in contact with the manure or away from the manure.and either on the day
of manure application or six days later. The results showed that higher rates of PM
applied at a time had negative effects on maize germination. Temperatures of 34C
and above, ammonium concentration of above 1500 ppm and eC of above 5 mS/cm
were found to be responsible for the detrimental effects. In order to reduce those
effects in the forest zone of Ghana, it is confirmed that direct contact with seeds
should be avoided, and recommended that a minimum period of one week after
manure incorporation should elapse before sowing (in fact, three weeks is preferred); and that if maize seeds would have to be sown within one week of manure
incorporation, the rate should not exceed 2 t/ha applied at a time
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S B. Lee
Composting of Rice Straw and Hardwood Bark with Oilseed Sesame Cake
and Rice Bran.

S. B. Lee. National Institute ofAgricultural Science and Technology.
Compost offers positive advantages on soil quality and can provide an important source of nutrients for plants. Small-scale composting becomes an alternative treatment method of organic materials, generated from different sources The
used organic materials in this experiment were rice straw, hardwood bark, oilseed
sesame cake and rice bran Rice straw and hardwood bark are rich in carbon content, whereas oilseed sesame cake and rice bran are rich in N. The mixtures for
composting were prepared using these four organic materials at different ratios. The
mixtures of C rich materials (rice straw and hardwood bark) and N rich materials
(oilseed sesame cake and rice bran) were a ratios ranging from 50% to 80% C rich
materials. The temperature during the composting process rose immediate after
piling and maintained at a level between 50~65°C. The patterns of temperature
change in mixtures of hardwood bark were significantly a higher level than in mixtures of rice straw. The total N content of all treatments increased gradually during
composting from an initial value between 0 16 and 1.53% to 1.00 and 3 68% by
the end of composting after 14 weeks. Conversely, the C content decreased slowly
until the end of the composting period. The C/N ratios dropped dramatically from
7 weeks onwards to 25-40 and were then maintained at a level of 20~35 until
14 weeks The pH values of all treatments increased continuously throughout the
entire composting period Their pH values were observed from an initial 5.0-8.4 to
6 6-9 0 by the end of composting The other chemical properties such as available
P205, extractable K, Ca and Mg were also increased slightly during composting
period Composting rice straw and hardwood bark with high nitrogen contained
organic materials (oilseed sesame cake and rice bran) creates a production that
supplies plant nutrients. The mixtures of containing 70% to 80% rice straw and 60
to 70% hardwood bark were produced the most suitable compost in terms of nutri-

ents and maturity Keywords: composting, organic materials, rice straw, hardwood
bark, organic farming.
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L. Razikordmahalleh
Effect of Inoculation of Trichoderma harzianum on the Rate of Sugarcane
Bagasse Decomposition and Produced Compost Enrichment.
L. Razikordmahalleh. Dept of the Environment.
In this research Trichoderma harzianum was used as inoculated in composting,
the inoculants was termed compost activator. Mixing Trichoderma harzianum as
bioactivator with substrates (sugarcane bagasse) reduced composting period from
180 days to 60 days, also effect of inoculation of this fungi on solubilization rock
phosphate and increase amount of phosphorus was assessed Inoculation of fungi
increased contents of p in during of composting. Application of sulfur to treatments
that inoculated with Trichoderma harzianum fungi, causes increases quantities of
sulfate as well as total fungi populations and electrical conductivity but lower pH
and total bacteria numbers. Therefore, sugarcane bagasse mixed with phosphate
solubilizing fungi will produce a phosphorus and sulfate rich compost (in case rock
phosphate and sulfur are also used) in the shortest time worthy of distribution to
serve not only as an organic fertilizer but also as an inoculants as well as can use
as bioactivator and controlling agent for fungi diseases. Keywords: Trichoderma
harzianum, rate of decomposition and compost enrichment
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L. Marton
Long-Term Fertilization and Rainfall Effects on Soil Organic Carbon Changes
of a Haplic Luvisol.
L. Marton. Research Institute for Soil Science and Agricultural Chemistry of the
Hungarian Academy ofSciences.
With a renewed interest in soil quality and long-term sustainability, the Soil Organic
Carbon (SOC) status has taken on new significance today. Were evaluated the longterm fertilization and rainfall effects on SOC changes of a Haplic Luvisol in a long
term field experiment with ray, potato, winter wheat and triticale indicator plants
in a fragile agro-ecological circumstances at Nyirlugos (Eastern Hungary) from
1962. to 2002 The soil had the following agrochemical characteristics: pH (H20)
5.9, pH (KCl) 4.7, hydrolytic acidity 8.4, hyl 0.3, humus 0.7%, total N 34 mg .
kg-1, ammonlactate (AL) soluble-P205 43 mg . kg-1, AL-K.20 60 mg . kg-1 in the
plowed layer. From 1962 to 1980 the experiment consisted of 2x16x4x4=512 plots
and from 1980 of 32x4=128 plots in split-split-plot and factorial random block
designs. The average fertilizer rates in kg . ha-1 . year-1 N 45, P205 24, K.20 40,
MgO 7.5 until 1980 and N 75, P205 90, K20 90, CaC03 437.5, MgC03 140 kg
. ha-1 . year-1 after 1980. In 1963, 1973, 1983, 1988, 1998 and 2002 soil samples
had been collected (0- to 20-cm depth consisting of 20 sub-samples) from the field
treatments. SOC content measured by dichromate oxidation using the HR-08045280 protocoll by Baranyai 1987. Precipitation datas had been harvested in Meteorological Station at Napkor The main results and conclusions are as follows: In F
plots, the SOC pool significantly (P (0.05) decreased (F0, -10.3% (N, -31.0% (NP,
-12.1% (NK, -13.8% (NPK, -12.1% (NPKCa, -13.8% (NPKMg, -22.4 % (NPKCaMg, -13 8%) from 1963 to 1982. Conversely, after 20-yr (from 1983 to 2002)
the SOC sequestration increased (F0,7.7% (N, 70.0% (NP, 37.3% (NK, 38.0 (NPK,
39.2% (NPKCa, 30.0% (NPKMg, 62.2% (NPKCaMg, 30.0%). On average of 40yr, at pure F0 plots, the SOC concentration remained nearly constant. Fertilization
in comparison with F0 significantly (P (0.05) increased SOC (N, 3 2% (NP, 11.4%
(NK, 7.0% (NPK, 14.0% (NPKCa, 6.4% (NPKMg, 6.4% (NPKCaMg, 5.2%). SOC
stores in soils decreased linearly by increasing rainfall (477 to 572 mm . yr-1)
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T. V. Kuznetsova
Nitrogen Mineralizing Ability of Gray Forest Soil and Leached Chernozem.
T. V. Kuznetsova. A. Tulina. A. Kuznetsov. N. Semenova. Institute of Physicochemical and Biological Problems in Soil Science. Russian Academy of Sciences;
E. Nadezhkina. Penza Stale Agricultural Academy: V. Semenov. Institute of
Physicochemical and Biological Problems in Soil Science. Russian Academy of
Sciences.
The total nitrogen content (N ) well demonstrates the evolutional-genetic characteristics of different soils, but doesn't represent real pool of active nitrogen transforming by microorganisms and using by plants The active nitrogen pool includes
the mineral forms and part of organic mineralizable nitrogen. The nitrogen mineralization rate in soil is controlled by hydrothermal conditions and depends on protectability of nitrogen-containing organic mater. The aim of this work is to evaluate
nitrogen mineralizing ability of gray forest soil from different ecosystems (Moscow
region. Russia) and leached chernozem sampled from the long-term field experi-

ment with organic and mineral fertilizers application (Penza region, Russia). N tli|
amount in nonfertilized leached chernozem even after 22-years of cropping was in
2.1 and 3 times more, then in gray forest soil from forest ecosystem and nonfertilized
agroecosystem, correspondent!y The amount of total mineralizable nitrogen was
estimated by mineral nitrogen accumulation (N .) in soil during the 120-days incubation under 24"C and 60% of total moisture capacity. The N experimental data
were approximated by thefirstorder kinetics equations. The amount of net-mineralized soil nitrogen (N | . ) was calculated basing on the following equations:
Nmin = NMmm'[l-exp(-k"'t)]
N

Z = N o + N« „,,„"[' -«PH'')]

where N
- total mineralizable nitrogen; N„ - initial mineral N (NHj'-N and
NO, N) in soil; k - mineralization rate constant; t - incubation time; N , - net. 3

'

'

. '

net mm

mineralized nitrogen amount.
The part of mineralizable nitrogen from N content was 2.6-5.1% in gray forest
soil from different ecosystems, decreasing in a following order: forest > grassland
> nonfertilized agroecosystem. The N . part in leached chernozem was only 1.41.9%, and the ratio N
/ N was almost the same both in fallow plot and in
nonfertilized variant of crop rotation. The calculated ratio N,, / N , shows that
r

nil ) n m

tiiutl

organic matter protectability and nitrogen sequestration ability of leached chernozem are 2-3 times higher, than of gray forest soil This fact is the main reason
of nitrogen "economical" consumption and continuous nitrogen keeping in chernozemic soils. The gray forest soil from natural ecosystems has the same nitrogen mineralizable pool, as leached chernozem in the fallow plot In nonfertilized
agroecosystems the higher nitrogen mineralizing ability is peculiar to the leached
chernozem. On the other hand, the manure usage once per 5 years in dozes 25
and 50 t ga"1 separately or together with inorganic fertilizers leads to relatively
small increasing of the mineralizable nitrogen in comparison with control (approximately at 1.1-1.5 time). The N mi amount in fertilized variants is less than an
N . amount in the fallow plot. The experimental and calculated N . amount
shows that the real increase of mineralizable nitrogen in leached chernozem take
place only under manure application. The existing practice of organic fertilizers
usage once per 5 years doesn't results in increasing of carbon- and nitrogen-stabilizing potentials of leached chernozem. Increasing of the N„ part in soil sampled
from the organic-mineral sites and respective decreasing of net-mineralization are
agree with modern concept. In accordance with this concept the nitrogen fertilizers
reduce mineralization of humificated organic matter, and the deficient supply of
leached chernozem by easily-mineralizable organic matter can be the cause of the
mineralized and immobilizated nitrogen disbalance. In this case the N . pool produced by inorganic fertilizer application is short-stored and can be lost from soil.
Acknowledgements: This work was supported by Russian Foundation for Basic
Researches (Grant No. 04-04-48670) and Presidium of Russian Academy of Sciences (Program No. 13, Project No. 4.1).
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A. Zanella
Towards a Common Humus Form Classification, A First European Approach:
Few Generic Top Soil References as Functional Lnits.
A. Zanella. Dept. TeSAF. Univ of Padova: M. Englisch. Federal Research
and Training Centre for Forests. Dept. of Forest Ecology and Soils: B. Jabiol.
ENG REF: K. Katzensteiner. Institute of Forest Ecology: R. D. Waal. Alterra.
Centre for Ecosystem Studies: H. Hager. Boden Univ: B. V. Delft. Altena. Soil
Science Centre: U. Graefe, IFAB Institute for Applied Soil Biology: J. J. Brun.
CEMAGREF: S. Chersich. Centro Ecologia Alpina: G. Broil. Univ of Vechla:
E. Kolb. Univ of Munich: R. Baier. TU—München: R. Baritz. Federal Institute
for Geosciences and Natural Resources: R. Langohr. Univ of Ghent: N. Cools.
Institute for Forestry and Game Management: M. Wresowar. Institute of Forest
Ecology: G. Milben. Geological Survey of Northrhine-Westphalia: J. F. Ponge.
Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle.
A network of European humus researchers has been founded in 2003, and has compared the various individual systems towards a common classification of humus
forms.The first general principles of a common classification have been finalized
Some critical remaining aspects were identified In Europe as well as in North
America a multitude of humus taxonomies exists starting with early approaches in
the late 19th century. Due to the variety of sites throughout Europe, different methodological approaches were used, thus resulting in different classification systems.
The Canadian (Green et al. 1993) and French (Brêthes et al 1998) classification
systems are frequently used in an international context, but don't cover all site conditions of European forest ecosystems Basic concepts of most national European
classification systems are similar along general lines. Nevertheless, there are differences in parameters used for description and classification of humus forms as well
as in scaling these parameters. In 2003, 26 European specialists on humus forms
met in Trento (Italy) and decided to set up a "European humus research group" in
order to study the process of transformation of the top soil and to find some common rules of classification based on a morphogenetic description and diagnostic
horizons, adapted to European ecological conditions. The group established three
commissions named "Vocabulary", "Classification" and "Diffusion". These groups
produced common references. This presentation illustrates the most important steps
on this way In July 2004, the commission Classification met in Vienna (Austria)
and drafted a key to the main terrestrial humus forms based on response to environmental conditions and specific biological activities. This draft was presented in
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Freiburg (Germany) at EUROSOIL 2004 (Jabiol et al. 2004) and modified at joint
meeting in San Vito (Italy) in 2005 in a well developed taxonomie draft.Protocols
for assessment and sampling of ecto- and endorganic layers were set up as well as
definitions of specific horizons and the their designation. Taking into account the
Canadian (Green et al., 1993) and the French points of view (Brèthes and al. 1998).
it has been possible to individuate four main humus forms (Mull, Moder, Mor, and
Amphi) and various subcategories Assigning a strong discriminating power to the
role of the pedofauna, which above all modifies the OH and A horizons characters
and determines the evolution of the top soil in a given ecosystem, one can classify
both the humus form and ecosystem functioning. Mull humus forms are developed
due to the mixing activity mainly of anecic and endogeic earthworms In unfavourable ecological conditions for earthworms, Moder humus forms are developed
by the litter comminuting activity of microarthropods and enchytraeids. Amphi
corresponds to the activity of both animal groups in different vertical niches and,
finally, Mor humus forms are found in ecosystems in which soil animal abundance
is very low. Some properties are considered as taxonomie differentiae for humus
forms: the presence/absence and thickness of diagnostic horizon, type and size of
horizons' structure, presence/quantity of roots, woody debris and rock. Finally,
the latest version of the classification takes into account also the semi-terrestrial
ecosystems mostly based on the Dutch system. Conceived as a dichotomised tree,
the first bifurcation of the key separates peat from terrestrial forms. The descriptors for the diagnostic horizons have been conceived in harmony with the revision
of FAO/WRB-draft (1998), and will be presented in Philadelphia by Broil et al.
under the title "Topsoil characterization and classifications. New developments and
chances for links to WRB" In order to supplement the activities of the humus form
group, and to facilitate the ongoing developments in a most transparent manner, a
web site has been established in Grenoble (France) in 2004: http://humusresearchgroup.grenoble cemagreffr/. The now 40 members of the group recruits from 10
European countries (Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Italy,
Netherlands, Rumania, Sweden, Switzerland). The ongoing activities of the three
Commissions are mainly focused to improve the definitions of the Amphi and Litho
forms, as well as to more clearly define transitional cases, which have been found
especially common in intensively managed ecosystems The latter mainly concerns
intergrades between Amphi-Moder, and Moder-Mor.
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S. Thiyageshwari
Soil Enzyme Activity as Affected by the Integrated Use of P Sources with
Vermicompost and Phosphobacteria in Cotton (Gossypium Hirsutum)—Pulse
(Vigna Ungigulata) MIX in an Inceptisol.
S. Thiyageshwari. D. Selvi, Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ.
Phosphorus is one of the major nutrients which is required in large quantities by
crops, but nearly 98 per cent of Indian soils have inadequate P supply. The effective
use of rock phosphates for the soils other than the acidic soils is also proved and
its efficiency can be improved with the conjoint application of Vermicompost (V)
and Phosphobacteria (PB). As little information is available regarding the use of
rock phosphate with vermicompost and phosphobacteria in calcareous soils on its
enzyme activities in cotton-pulse mix, a field experiment was conducted in black
calcareous soil of Inceptisol (vertic Ustropept) at a farmers' holding in Coimbatore
with apH of 8.5,Electrical conductivity of0.3dSm-l and Olsen's-P of 10 82 kgha-I
with cotton [Gossypium hirsutum) varLRA 5166 and blackgram (Vigna ungiculata) varC05 The treatment comprised of two sources of Phosphorus fertilizers
namely Single Super Phosphate (SSP) and Gafsa/Tunisia rock phosphate (TRP)
@ 0,50,75 and 100 per cent with 0 and 2tha-l of Vermicompost and 0 and 2kghaI of Phosphobacteria (Bacillus megaterium var phosphaticum). The post harvest
soil samples were analysed for the urease, dehydrogenase and phosphatase activities and the data were statistically scrutinized. Application of TRP (100%)+V+PB
recorded maximum urease activity in cotton and blackgram. The increase in inorganic P level was found to decrease the urease activity, while 75% of TRP with V
and PB recorded the maximum dehydrogenase activity With respect to phosphatase, the activity decreased with increasing P levels, while the application of PB and
V increased its activity.
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K. A Nichols
Glomalin and Water-Stable Aggregation Measurements in Northern Plains
Rangeland Management Studies.
K. A. Nichols. USDA-ARS; J. R. Hendrickson. USDA-ARS. Northern Great Plains
Research Laboratory; J. E. Millar. USDA-NRCS.
In the Northern Plains region of the US., rangeland covers 43% of the landscape or
180 million acres of the total ca 526 million acres of non-federal rangeland in the
U.S. The soils in over 60% of this region are rated with either high wind erosion
potential or fragile soils with tolerable soil-loss levels of less than 3 tons per acre
annually Management of livestock and plant species composition may impact soil
quality Glomalin, a glycoproteinaceous substance produced by arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi, is a soil quality indicator that is sensitive to management allowing
changes to be measured on a short time scale and is a major component of soil
organic carbon Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi receive carbon, in the form of simple
sugars, directly from the plant. Therefore, the hyphal growth and glomalin production are influenced by the dynamics of plant growth Two studies are highlighted
here to compared glomalin and water-stable aggregation (WSA) in rangeland soils
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The first study conducted near Platte, SD had three treatments: native grass with
rotational grazing, tame grass with heavy grazing, and tame grass with rotational
grazing. The second study (Rangeland Restoration Study) at the Northern Great
Plains Research Laboratory (NGPRL) near Mandan, ND compared the ability of
two treatments (chemical application and burning) to alter plant species composition and promote native plant species with a control on five different vegetative
communities. Community type was determined by a visual estimate of dominate
vegetation in 2002. Communities were dominated by 1) native grasses; 2) Kentucky
bluegrass (Poa pratensis), 3) smooth bromegrass (Bromus inermus), 4) Kentucky
bluegrass and smooth bromegrass; and 5) Kentucky bluegrass, smooth bromegrass
and other introduced species. Burning treatments were conducted in all communities in late April, 2003 and repeated in the native communities in late April 2004.
Chemical treatments were applied using 6 oz ai/acre of Plateua* (imazapic) when
smooth brome was 10 to 16 cm tall in the spring of 2003 and 2004. Results from the
study at Platte, SD showed glomalin concentrations and WSA were highest in the
native grass pasture with rotational grazing treatment The tame grass pasture with
heavy grazing had the lowest WSA, while the tame grass pasture with rotational
grazing had the lowest glomalin values. Preliminary data in the Rangeland Restoration study showed that the glomalin concentrations were higher in the chemical and
burn treatments than the control and highest in the burn treatment with native plant
species composition. For all three treatments - burn, chemical, and control, glomalin concentrations were highest when the plant species composition was dominated
by natives The results from these two studies indicate that grazing management
strategies and plant species composition impact glomalin concentrations and WSA
These measurements will be expanded to other rangeland studies in the Northern
Plains region including three long-term agroecosystem experiments at NGPRL
related to different grazing management—two native vegetation moderately grazed
pasture and heavily grazed pasture established in 1916, and one seeded crested
wheatgrass [Agropyron desertorum (Fisch, ex. Link) Schult] pasture established
in 1932 and a study near Streeter, ND with three grazing management treatments
- idle (no grazing), rotational, and season-long.
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S. Rasoli
Effect of Organic Manures on Micronutrients Availability in Different Soils.
.S. Rasoli. A. Forghani. Guilan Univ.
The application of organic matter has received increasing attention in many countries in recent decades. Laboratory and pot culture experiments were carried out to
assess the impact of various organic carbon sources during and after decomposition on the micronutrients (Fe, Cu, Mn, and Zn) availability. Appropriate amounts
of FYM, City Compost, Pongamia and Glyricidia litter (at rate of one percent C)
were incubated with three soils (Vertisol, Alfisol, and Entisol). At periodic intervals, destructive sampling was done for analyzing various chemical properties at
5,10,15,30,60, and 90 days after incubation . A pot culture experiment was conducted to study growth response of maize plant, yield and uptake of micronutrients
with respect to various organic materials at rate of one percent C The incorporation
of various organic materials indicates a significant increase in the organic carbon
content due to treatment. There were significant differences in the available Fe,
Cu, Mn, and Zn content of the soil The higher availability of Fe, Cu, Mn, and Zn
nutrients in the soil due to application of manures was ascribed to mineralization
of the manure, reduction of fixation and complexing properties of these manures
with micronutrients. After registering peak Fe and Mn availability, the Fe and Mn
contents decreased in the second half of incubation experiment However, such
decrease in available Cu and Zn content was not recorded during the same period.
Significant differences were observed in dry matter production of maize at 60 DAS
due to treatments. Addition of FYM at one per cent C recorded the highest dry
matter yield, followed by Glyricidia litter and the lowest was in RDF Keywords:
organic manures, Fe, Cu, Mn,Zn
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S. Thiyageshwari
Dynamics of Macro and Micronutrients in Lowland Rice as Affected by the
Continuous Adoption of STCR-1PNS Technology in Typic Haplustalf.
S. Thiyageshwari. P. Mumgesa Boopalhi. R. Natesan. Tamil Nadu Agricultural
Univ.
Soil test based fertilizer recommendation (STCR) is gaining momentum in the near
future as we aim at higher target yields, which leads to depletion of soil fertility.
Application of inorganics alone cannot help achieve both productivity and to maintain soil fertility. With a view to monitor the changes in nutrient dynamics and rice
productivity, a continuous experiment is being conducted at TNAU, Coimbatore
since 1998 in an Alfisol of clay loam texture under lowland ecosystem by following STCR recommendations with Integrated Plant Nutrient Supply System (IPNS).
The treatments imposed were: (i) blanket recommendation, (ii)STCR alone at 6 t
ha' as target yield, (iii) STCR alone at 7 t ha'1 as target yield.(iv) STCR at 7 t ha"1
as target yield with IPNS and (v) Control. The treatments were non-replicated For
IPNS plots. Green manure @6.251 ha' and Azospirillum @2 kgha-1 were applied.
The pre sowing soil samples were analysed for available N, P and K status Based
on the soil test values, the fertilizer doses were applied for the STCR treatments
The post harvest soil samples were analysed for KMn04-N, Olsen's-P, NH4OAc-K
and DTPA available micronutrients. The results indicated that blanket and STCR
Inorganics alone treated plots showed a declining trend in KMn04-N when com-

pared to the initial available N status of 280 kg ha'. The mining of ammonium
acetate -K was obvious in all treatments In the STCR-IPNS treatment, there was
either a built up or maintenance in the available macro and micronutrients of the
soil besides a higher response ratio thus indicating sustainability in yield.
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M. Narayanan
Sustaining Soil Health Using Biodigested Organic Manures and Inorganic
Manure in a Rice-Based Cropping System.
M. Narayanan. Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ.
Integrated nutrient management involving judicious use of various sources of
plant nutrients such as chemical fertilizers, organic sources and biofertiiizer helps
to maintain or improve soil fertility and sustain crop production. In this context,
resource like organic and biodigested organic manures are tried for groundnut-rice
cropping system at TNAU, Coimbatore, India with the objective of evaluating the
effect of integrated nutrient management in groundnut-rice cropping system. Well
decomposed cow dung manure, poultry manure, goat manure and their respective
biodigested manures were used in combination with and without recommended dose
of fertilizers for the Kharif crop of groundnut. The substitutions were done to the
tune of 25 and 50% on N basis. To study the residual effect in the rabi rice crop, no
manuring was doneAfter the harvest of the second crop of rice the soil fertility status was analyzed.Whenever organic manures (OM) or boigiested organic manures
(BOM) were used, there was an improvement in the soil available N content. Slow
decomposition of OM or BOM leads to steady N release to meet the requirement
of rice crop at critical stages. Even after the growing period, mineralization of N
continued and added to the soil pool This helped in maintaining the soil available
N, inspite of the depletion by the rice crop and this was well pronounced with the
incorporation of OM or BOM along with recommended NPK Soil available N balance after the crop sequence indicated that 50% of N as BCMS (biodigested cattle
manure slurry) or BPMS (biodigested poultry manure slurry 0 + 50% as N as in
inorganic fertilizer during first season as well as application of 100% recommended
NPK to second season improved the soil available N status when compared to pre
experimental level. Yield also followed the same trend.
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F. Morari
Soil Specific Surface Area After 40 Years of Different Organic and Mineral
Fertilizer Use.
F. Morari. C. Pagliarin. DAAPV. Univ ofPadova.
Anthropogenic activities have a fundamental role in reducing atmospheric C02
concentrations Long-term manure application is one of the most effective management practices for increasing the SOC pool in north-eastern Italy Knowledge of
the relationship between SOC and soil physical parameters is extremely important
in order to understand the effect of RMPs on soil quality. Soil specific surface area
(SSA) is an important indicator for describing the behaviour of soil organic carbon
(SOC) stabilization and turnover. The effects of 40 years of organic and mineral
fertilisations on SSA were evaluated in a continuous maize system. Since 1962 a
long-term experiment has been underway on the University ofPadova Experimental Farm (Northern Italy). We compared 4 different fertilisation treatments: only
organic (L2, farmyard manure—60tha-l; Lq2, liquid manure, 120tha-l with crop
residue incorporation), only mineral (M2, high mineral input—300 kg ha-l N) and
a control (O, no fertilisation). The experimental layout was a randomised block
with three replicates, on plots of 7.8 x 6 m. The soil was a fluvi-calcaric cambisol
(CMcf), silty or sandy loam, with sub-basic pH We investigated the SSA by N2
adsorption at 77° K, applying the BET equation. The Thermo Electron Sorptomatic
1900 was used to perform the analysis. In each plot, about 0 5 Kg of soil was collected from the top layer (0-30 cm). The soil was dried, sieved to 2 mm and then
crushed in a mortar Prior to analysis 10 g of soil was degassed and air-dried at 105
°C for 12 h. The blank analysis was carried out with He. The pore size distribution
in the range 5-50,000 Ä was also analysed, applying the Horvath/Kawazoe method
We defined 3 classes: 5-20 Ä, 20-500 Ä, 500-50,000 A. Results were analysed with
ANOVA and multiple backward stepwise regression The independent parameters
considered in the multiple regression were texture, non-humic SOC and 3 humic
fractions separated on the basis of apparent molecular weight: FI (>100 kDa); F2
(10-100 kDa); F3 (< 10 kDa) The treatments had no effect on SSA, which showed
an average value of 5.2 m2 g-1. Significant differences (p<0.02) were observed in
the values of the 20-500 A class, with the highest relative volume in the L2 (27%)
and l.q2 (26%). The 500-50,000 A class represented 65% of the porosity and the
5-20 A class only 9% Multiple backward stepwise regression identified the humic
fraction F3 as the only significant factor correlated with SSA (r = 0.73) and 5-20
A pore class (r = 0.74). Instead the 500-50,000 pore class was correlated only with
the clay content (r = 0 64). No correlation was observed with the humic fractions
with the highest degree of polycondensation. Additional analysis are required to
evaluate if the complex structure of the Fl and F2 fractions collapsed with the air
dried pre-treatment or if the chemical nature of molecular sites and/or pore diameter couldn't be detected by the N2 adsorption method.
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F Morari
Soil Pore Size Distribution after 40 Years of Different Organic and Mineral
Fertilizer Use.

F. Morari. C. Pagliarin. L. Giardini. DAAPV. Univ ofPadova.
The strategic role of SOC in reducing atmospheric C02 concentrations was recognised in Article 3.4 of the Kyoto Protocol There are several measures (Recommended Management Practices—RMPs) for sequestering C in the soil, such as
reduced or zero tillage, soil application of biosolids (manure, crop residues, compost), cover and deep-rooting crops, etc. Knowledge of the relationship between
SOC quality and quantity and soil physical parameters is extremely important to
understand the effect of RMPs on soil quality. Total porosity and pore size distribution are among the most important indicators for defining soil physical quality
The effects of 40 years of organic, mixed and mineral fertilisations on pore size
distribution were evaluated in a continuous maize system. A long-term experiment
has been underway since 1962 on the University ofPadova Experimental Farm
(Northern Italy). We compared 8 different fertilisation treatments: only organic
(L2, farmyard manure—60 t ha-ly-1; Lq2, liquid manure, 120 t ha-ly-1), only
mineral (M2, high mineral input- 300 kg ha-ly-1 N)or mixed inputs (LIM1, farmyard manure—30 t ha-ly-l+ mineral, 150 kg ha-ly-1 N; LqlMl liquid manure—
60 t ha-ly-l+ mineral—150 kg ha-ly-1 N). Half of the treatments included crop
residue incorporation (+ r). The experimental layout was randomised block with
three replicates, on plots of 7.8 x 6 m The soil is a fluvi-calcaric cambisol (CMcf),
silty or sandy loam, with sub-basic pH. We investigated pore size distribution by
mercury porosimetry. In each plot, two undisturbed samples were collected from
the top layer (0-30 cm). Aggregates with a volume of approximately 8 cm3 were
air-dried prior to analysis. Pores within the range 10 im-600 im were analysed with
Thermo Finnigan Pascal 140 using wide and ultra dilatometers; pores within the
range 0.007 im-10 im were analysed with Thermo Finnigan Pascal 240 using wide
dilatometer. Pore size distribution, classified according to the six classes proposed
by Brewer, was analysed with ANOVA; PCA was also applied considering other
physical-chemical parameters: texture, pH, stability index, bulk density, non-humic
carbon (NCU), 3 humic fractions separated on the basis of the apparent molecular weight: Fl (>100 kDa); F2 (10-100 kDa); F3 (<10 kDa) Wide variability was
observed in the porosity, especially for classes with a diameter of above 30 mm.
Treatments affected (p<0.05) only micropores (5-30 mm) and cryptopores (<0.1
mm). M2+r had the highest content of micropores (12.6 % SE ± 1.1 %) and the
lowest of cryptopores (1.9% SE ± 0.1). The highest volume of cryptopores was
observed in L2 and Lq IM1+R (2.6% SE ± 0.1). Significant correlations were found
between pore diameters and SOC: mesopores (30-75 mm) were positively correlated with NCU and F2, cryptopores with F3, the humic fraction with the lowest
degree of polycondensation PCA allowed the most important factors explaining the
variability of the system to be identified. The first three components extracted by
PCA explained 60% of the total variance. The first component ("organic"; 28% of
variance explained) was mainly correlated with organic matter, in particular NCU,
Fl and F2, the second ("micro-porosity"; 18% of variance explained) with clay
fractions and smallest pore classes (micropores, ultramicropores (0.1-5 mm) and
cryptopores) and the third ("macro-porosity"; 14% of variance explained) with the
largest pore classes: mesopores (30-75 mm), macropores (75-100 mm) and ultramacropores (100-600 mm). Treatment effects on the 3 components clearly showed
that: 1) thefirstcomponent separated the mineral from organic fertilisations; 2) L2,
M2 and M2+R tended to cluster according to the second component "micro-porosity"; 3) no treatment was clustered by the third component "macro-porosity".
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Application of a General Relationship between Soil Particle Density and
Organic Matter to Mollisols of Santa Fe (Argentina).
M. A. Pilalii. P. J. Ghiberto. S. Imhoff. Facultadde Ciencias Agrarias. Universidad
Nacional del Litoral.
The soil particle density (8p) is useful to calculate total porosity and particle size
distribution of the soils. 5p synthesizes the contribution of diverse minerals and
organic components present in the studied material. For most of the mineral soils
5p oscillates between 2 6 and 2.75 Mg m ' due to the predominance of quartz,
feldspar, micas and clay minerals. Organic matter possesses a density that varies
between 0 9 and I 3 Mg m'. The phytoliths (2.21 Mg nr') presence, common in the
light fraction of silt of A horizons, can modify the mean value of Sp of the Pampas
soils in Argentina The Pampas Loess is the parent material of a great proportion
of soils in Santa Fe, where silicates and volcanic glasses prevail For this reason,
Sp depends basically on these minerals and on the organic matter content. The
knowledge of 8p for Mollisols is very important because they are the most productive soils, occupying 57% of the province. Pedotranster functions, generally lineal,
have been elaborated to estimate 8p for several soils. However, this information
is not available for soils of Santa Fe. A general relationship between 8p, mineral
particles density and organic matter is proposed. It is a physically based deduction
that, besides being useful as a pedotranster function, allows knowing separately the
organic matter density and the minerals density of the studied soil In addition, it is
also possible to distinguish if the fractions sand, silt and clay have different density
values The general equation is:
IOO/8p = 1OO/61 + C ((81 - 8p)/(8i 80))
Where. Sp is particle density. 8i and So are the mineral and organic particles densities respectively (g cm '), and C is the percentage of organic matter
The linear form of the previous equation is: Y = a + bX
Where:
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Y = 100/8p; a = 100/Si; and b = (8i - 8o)/(5i 5o)
Consequently, the mineral density is: Si = 100/a
The organic matter density is: 5o = IOO/( 100 b + a)
Similarly, the General Equation can be expanded to know the density of the fractions clay (cl). silt (si), and sand (sa):
l/Sp = cl/5cl + si/6si + sa/8sa + C/80
The previous equation can be expressed, using multiple regression, as shown:
Y = aX, + bX, + cX, + dX4
Where: Y = IOO/8p, and X,, X,, X , and X4 are clay, silt, sand, and organic matter
contents (g lOOg ' of dry soil).
The density of each fraction is defined as:
5c) = l/a; 8si = 1/b; 8sa = 1/c; 80 = 1/d
The objectives of this work are: i) to evaluate if the proposed general equation is
valid for Mollisols of the Santa Fe State (Argentina), and ii) to deduce the mineral
and organic matter densities. Disturbed soil samples (n=50) were used to determine 8p (by Pycnometer method) and organic matter content (OM) (Walkley and
Black) of A, B, C, and transitional horizons of Mollisols located between 28 and
34° S Latitude, and 59 and 62° W Longitude. The results were adjusted to a lineal
regression model The coefficient of determination was calculated. Figure 1 shows
the 8p behavior with the increase in the organic matter content of the studied Mollisols It was deduced that the minerals density is 2.656 g cm 1 , and the organic
matter density is 1.076 g c m ' . However, it has to be noted that the fit of the data is
not very high, especially when organic matter values are between 1 and 2%. This
fact can be attributed at least to two reasons: 1) the technique used to determine
organic matter content doesn't have the same recovery capacity for all horizons,
being smaller in the B horizons; 2) it is possible that the density of the sand, silt
and clay fractions be different in the Mollisols of Santa Fe. Future researches need
to elucidate these aspects

y e 0 5553x + 37.654
R2 = 0.7282
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Introduction Green manuring is a widely used practice in organic farming to
improve soil fertility, it provides nutrients rich in organic carbon for the microbial
biomass which converts nutrients on available forms for crops Soil tillage induces
changes in soil organic carbon, and it is largely responsible for increasing atmospheric CO, by mineralisation of soil organic matter. Therefore, the adoption of
green manure in the agricultural practices offers both a possibility for CO, sequestration as green biomass and the risk to increase CO, emission by soil tillage. The
objective of this work was to evaluate the green manure effect on soil respiration
using two crop species which have different biomass characteristics.
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Analytical Investigation of Surface Soil Associated with Revegetated Riparian
Sites in Gippsland's Dairy Industry.
Y. E Cole, A. F. Palti. S. B. Adeloju. Monash University School of Applied
& Engineering/Centre for Green Chemistry.

Sciences

Fencing and revegetation of riverbanks are commonly adopted practices for protection of waterways from on-farm management practices These buffered zones may
perform a variety of functions including slowing the movement of water and trapping sediment and nutrients. Surface soil properties may contribute to the zone's
ability to reduce nutrient loss. To this end a study is being conducted to identify
changes in selected soil properties following revegetation of riparian zones on dairy
farms in the South Gippsland region of Victoria, Australia. This study has involved
comparison of nutrients, organic matter, cation exchange capacity and total organic
carbon for fenced riparian sites that are cleared, revegetated for different periods
and remnant vegetation. Total phosphorus and nitrogen were also measured in soil
by ion chromatography after microwave digestion with hydrogen peroxide. The
humic fraction of organic matter was extracted using a sodium pyrophosphate/
sodium hydroxide extraction method The resulting humic acid was analysed by
I3C solid state NMR and pyrolysis GC-MS Exchangeable cations were analysed
by ICP-OES on ammonium chloride extracts. Total organic carbon was determined
by a wet oxidation method and measured by UV-Vis spectroscopy. A further comparison was made with the soil solution obtained from these sites. This paper will
present a detailed analysis of the results of this study, highlighting the differences
between sites of different vegetation age, with a particular emphasis on the relationship between soil organic matter and nutrient retention.
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C 0 2 emission from agricultural soil after green manuring.
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The research was carried out in Central Italy (Viterbo) at the experimental farm
of Tuscia University to compare the effect of green manuring using two different
cover crops, ryegrass (Lolium multiflorum L.) and common vetch (Vicia Sativa
L.). A bare soil was used as control. The experiment was carried out for two consecutive years (2003-2004 and 2004-2005) in three randomised blocks The vetch
and ryegrass have been sowed in October and buried in May along 30 cm of soil
profile; afterwards sweet pepper (Capsicum annum L. var. Clear) was planted and
harvested in September Just before green manuring cover crops aboveground biomass production was measured. Soil respiration (CO, production) was measured
in situ during the pepper crop growing through a dynamic infra-red gas analysers
EGM4-Ppsystem (Environmental Gas Monitor). The effect of green manuring on
soil respiration was calculated as percentage of CO, increase with respect to control
soil considering the whole period (June - September) The significance of treatment
effects was determined by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). The amount of
green manured biomass was significantly lower in common vetch (VGM) than ryegrass (RGM) at both years (4.4 vs 6.71 ha"1 d m . in 2004 and 5.7 vs 6.5 t ha"1 d m . in
2005). The amount of buried biomass did not affect the CO, emission from soil. In
fact at the end of the first year (September 2004) the effects of treatment on CO, production, with respect to the control soil, were +57% and +66% in RGM and VGM
respectively Whereas, at the end of the second year (September 2005) the effects of
green manuring on soil CO, emission was lower in both treatments, +34% in RGM
and +37% in VGM. The two treatments showed a similar trend of CO, production,
but in 2004 a more consistent difference between two cover crops species on CO,
emission were observed during the first month after green manuring. In 2005 these
differences were evident until the second month after biomass burying (see Figure).
We can conclude that after green manuring soil CO, emission consistently increase
for a short term (I -2 months) and probably the intensity of emission depends more
on green biomass characteristics than green biomass quantity.
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Interactions of recPrP with organic matter of soil aggregates.
E P. D'Acqui, A. Pucci. lslilulo per lo Studio degli Ecosislemi
Calamai. Universitä di Firenze.
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Low-Temperature Ashing (LTA) by oxygen plasma has been used for removing
organic matter (OM) from the mineral matrix of soil aggregates with minimal disturbance and damage to the inorganic constituents. This technique allows a controlled oxidation at low temperature of organic substances of undisturbed soil aggregates. LTA removes OM, layer by layer, without altering or damaging the residual
layers, like a peeling of onion skins. The aim of the work was to study the effect
of progressive removal of the OM from undisturbed soil aggregates on adsorption
of recPrP, a recombinant protein whose structure mimics the prion of TSE disease.
Undisturbed natural aggregates (dry sieved at 0.5-1 mm size) collected from the
surface horizon of a sandy and a loamy soil were used. Aliquots of these aggregates were submitted to LTA oxidation to partially reduce the natural C content
and then treated with recPrP. Other aliquots of undisturbed aggregates were treated
directly with recPrP. All aggregates were placed in Pasteur pipettes and treated
by recPrP solution. The concentration of recPrP to be used for the treatments was
estimated by preliminary adsorption isotherms of recPrP determined at 25°C on
powered samples before and after LTA treatments. The percolate from aggregates
were analysed for the presence of recPrP by colorimetric analysis (Lowry test). The
aggregates-recPrP complexes were analysed by spectroscopic techniques such as
FTIR-PAS (photoacoustic). The adsorption of recPrP on undisturbed aggregates
was greater in the loamy soil probably due to larger OM content than the sandy soil;
maximal adsorption as high as 90% (loamy soil) and 50% (sandy soil) of the added
amount at plateau were found. The reduction of about 30% of OM in the samples
led to a reduction of recPrP adsorbed in both soils up to about 50% indicating the
important role played by OM in the recPrP adsorption in soil aggregates.
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Maturity and stability parameters of composts prepared from farm wastes.
D. Chauhan. V. S. Mor, C. P. Singh. CCS, HAU, Hisar.Haryana.
Composts were prepared from different farm wastes for fixing the maturity /stability
indices. Different farm wastes such as chopped mustard straw, paddy straw, pearl
millet boobla (Flower glumes and rachilla) and cattle dung mixed thoroughly in
the ratio of 4:1:1:2 respectively. Five composts such as mixed farm waste (MFW),
MFW+N, MFW+N+MRP, MFW+MRP+MO and MFW+N+MRP+MO were prepared from these wastes One Kg MRP (Mussori Rock Phosphate) was mixed in to
4 Kg of farm wastes and kept in polythene bags. Moisture of composting material
was maintained at 70% on dry weight basis. All polythene bags containing different compost mixtures were placed in a pit (6x2xlm size) and pit was covered with
polythene sheet along with 5 cm soil layer over it. A homogenous representative
sample was drawn from each bag at 0, 15,30, 60, 90, 120 and 150 days for determining different characteristics. Temperature of composting materials was measured on daily basis by thermometer All the composts attain maximum temperature
between 4-6 days and after that temperature decreased gradually but remain in thermophlic range upto 61 to 68 days. It was further decreased and approached to ambient level between 101 to 115th day of composting After 120 day, all the composts
attained a constant temperature with no measurable changes and equal to ambient temperature indicating stable nature of composting process. Daily observation
of temperature is vary necessary to monitor the condition of composting process.
Enrichment of Nitrogen, MRP, and Microorganism increased the loss of organic
matter, which results shorten the time of composting and improves the quality of
composts by increasing total nitrogen content from 131 to 1.7%. Constant value
of pH, EC, water soluble carbon and total organic carbon of MFW+N+MRP and
MFW+N+MRP+MO composts shows their stable nature. Based on the results of
the present investigation following maturity indices found to have best correlation
with a large number characteristics and have been established: organic matter loss
>42%, C: N ratio <15, Cw/N org <0 55, HA/FA ratio <I.90, HI>30% and CEC/
TOC<1.7 Water-soluble organic carbon content <l.7%, NH4 content <0 04% and
CEO60 meq/100 (on ash free material basis) were not found suitable criteria for
judging maturity/stability of composts prepared from different farm wastes.
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Influence Of Selected Organic Mulches On Soil Temperature, Soil Moisture
And Pineapple (Ananas Comosus) Production Under Tropical Monsoon
Climate.
Komariah. United Graduate School of Gifu University; K. Itou. S. Masateru.
Agriculture Faculty. Gifu University: Afandi. Agriculture Faculty. Lampung
University.
Cassava bagasse and cassava skin,which are the wastes of tapioca industry, resulted
into the environmental problem. In order to minimizing environment pollution,
an experiment using those organic matters for soil mulching application was
conduted. The objective of this experiment was to investigated the influence of
selected organic mulches on soil temperature, soil moisture and pineapple (Ananas
comosus) production This experiment was conducted in pineapple plantation in
province of Lampung, Indonesia, from July 2001 to September 2002. There were 5
treatments included, namely: control (no mulch), rice husk mulch, cassava bagasse
mulch, cassava skin mulch, and black polyethylenefilmmulch, with the rate of each
organic matter was 300ton/ha. The result showed that generally, organic mulching
increased the average soil temperature. But during fine days, rice husk and cassava
skin mulching decreased soil surface temperature, while it was increased under cassava bagasse mulching. Due to the high water loss during fine day. it was assumed

that the application of rice husk mulching could not conserve soil moisture In
spite of organic matter, cassava bagasse mulching could not play role in suppressing evaporation loss Cumulative soil moisture repletion and depletion under cassava skin mulching was the lowest. There were no significant differences in fruits
weight, percentage of standard fruit size, brix and acidity of fresh fruit under all
treatments.
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Soil Organic Matter quality after 40 years of different organic and mineral
fertilizations in three soils.
F. Morari. DAAPV. University ofPadova; S. Nardi. Dipto Biotecnologie Agrarie:
A. Berti. E. Lugato. DAAPV. University of Padova; P. Carlelli. Dipto Biotecnologie
Agrarie; L. Giardini. DAAPV. University ofPadova.
To assure the sustainability of land management systems, farm managers need
reference guidelines and identification of relationships between soil measures
and soil function, which can allow valid comparisons across variations in climate,
soils, land use, topography and management systems SOC and its evolution into
humic carbon (HC) is arguably the best single indicator of soil quality because of
its impact on the other physical, chemical and biological indicators. In a long-term
experiment, the effects of 40 years of organic, mixed and mineral fertilizations on
SÓC and its evolution into humic carbon were evaluated in three types of soil The
experiment has been underway since 1964 on the University ofPadova Experimental Farm (Northern Italy). The treatments derived from the factorial combination
of 3 types of soil (clay, sandy and peaty) with 6 types of mineral, organic or mixed
fertilization, organized in two randomized blocks. A total of 36 lysimeters (surface
of 4 m2 and 80 cm deep) were cultivated. Fertilization rates were as follows: 0 no
fertilization; Fl manure (20 t ha-1 y-l); Ml mineral fertilization (100 kg ha-ly-1
N); Fl Ml manure (20 t ha-1 y-l) + mineral fertilization (100 kg ha-1 y-l N); F2
manure (40 t ha-1 y-l); M2 mineral fertilization (200 kg ha-1 y-l N - 100 P205
- 280 K20). Soil samples were collected from the upper 20 cm layer and analysed
for SOC, HC and four humic fractions: 1) molecular weight of less than 25 kDa,
2) molecular weight between 25 and 55 kDa, 3) molecular weight between 55 and
75 kDa and 4) molecular weight above 75 kDa The effect of fertilization on SOC
varied according to soil type In mineral soils (clay and sandy), manure applications
significantly increased SOC content (p<0.01). In the organic soil (peaty) the SOC
didn't appear to be related to fertilization type. The HC/SOC ratio was 16% on
average, without significant differences between treatments. Humic carbon yields
varied according to soil type: there was a significantly higher ratio in the sandy
soil (31.9%) (p<0.05) than in the clay (9.4%) and peaty soils (7 1%) The sandy
soils had a higher percentage of fractions with high and medium-high molecular
weight, denoting the existence of soil-crop conditions favourable for completion of
the humification process. On the contrary, the fraction with medium-high molecular
weight was not extracted from the peaty and clay soils, where humic substances
with medium-low molecular weight, less than 55 kDa, prevailed. As regards the
effects of different fertilizations on the humic fractions, significant differences
emerged in the comparisons of the fraction with low molecular weight: the Ml
treatment had higher levels (22.2%) than those in treatment L2 (11.8%) (p<0.05);
the other treatments had intermediate values of around 14%. In general, there was
a prevalence of the fraction with high molecular weight in the manured treatments.
This confirms the better humus evolution with manure.
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Response Of C -To-C To Land Use And Fertilization In Subtropical Region
Of China.

L. Shoulong. Huazhong Agricultural Univ; W. Jinshu. S. Yirong, H. Daoyou, X.
Heai. T. Chengli, Chinese Academy ofSciences.
Ratios of microbial biomass C to total organic C (Cmc-to-Co ) could be an indication of a system at a new equilibrium after land use or managements changed
But few researches focus on the detailed impacts of land use or management on
Cmi.-to-C . 2 small-scaled regions (PT and KF) and 6 long-term experiments
(1986-2003) in paddy fields were used to investigate the response of CmK-to-Co
to land use and fertilization in subtropical region of China. The results from ft
and KF regions indicate that there is no universal equilibrium C -to-C constant in every land use. Regression analysis showed that significant relationship
(p<0 0l) existed between microbial biomass C and total organic C in the same
land uses except paddy field in KF. The regression line of paddy field is obviously
steeper than other land uses (dryland, orchard and woodland). Mean C -to-C
amount to 5.07%±1.26%for paddy field, 2 96%±1.60% for dryland, 2.40%±0.34i%
for woodland, 1 98%±0 89% for orchard in PT region, respectively. Total organic
carbon contents in KF region is higher than that in PT region for corresponding
land uses But mean C^-to-C is just on the contrary. Besides, land use impact
on C -to-C is a little different with that in PT region Mean C -to-C amount
3.01%tl.51% for paddy field, 1.57%±0.40% for woodland, 1.29%±0.56^ for dryland, 1 14%±0 42% for orchard, respectively. Concluded from 2 regions, response
of C to land uses was similar with CmK-to-Co , and the results also showed that
anthrostagnic soil (paddy field) was not only in favor of the carbon sequestration
but also helpful to the microbial biomass enhancement C -to-C of paddy soils
with chemical fertilizer applied increased in last 17 years in halt of experiments
but not significant With the same amount of N applied, organic matter incorpora-
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lion including middle-level (30% organic N+70% chemical N) manure, high-level
(60% organic N + 40% chemical N) manure and straw treatments contribute to
the enhancement of microbial biomass in paddy soils. Averaged by 6 experiments,
C^-to-C increased 17.94%. 19.91% and 17.51%(compared with control), respectively. Though significant relationships (p<0.01) exists between organic C and
microbial biomass C in 9 long-term experiments, but the response of soil organic C
to fertilization was not completely the same as that of C -to-C . It indicated that
C -to-C could reflect the changes of C or , but not precisely. Keywords: C -toC ; Organic C ; Land use; Fertilization
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Variation in Some Properties of a Soil Conditioned by Oil Waste.
G. Cucci, G. Lacolla, Universilä di Bari-Dipanimento di Scienze delle Produzioni
Vegelali: L. Caranfa, Liceo Scient. Polivalente.
In Italy where the soil organic matter content is low and the Mediterranean climate
contributes to its fast mineralization, the spreading of wet pomace (SU) on the
agricultural soil could increase fertility, allowing crops to benefit from the nutrients contained, inducing neither toxicity nor yield reductions. The objective of
this research was to assess the effects of the ploughing of increasing amounts of
non-fermented wet pomace on the fertility of a silty-clay soil, grown with 3 crops
in succession (sunflower-wheat-wheat) The research was conducted at the Campus of the Agricultural Faculty of Bari (Italy) on a Pachic Hoploxeroll soil, series
Cutino (Locorotondo-Bari) characterized by ïllite and kaohnite and large amounts
of Fe and AI sesquioxides. A randomized block design was used with 6 replicates
to compare 8 doses of non-fermented WP containing 65% moisture (0 - 17.5 - 35.0
- 70.0 - 105 0 - 140.0 - 175.0 - 210 0 Mg ha-l), incorporated 60 days prior to
sunflower sowing. All other local cultural practices were also applied. In the wheat
late season of the second year, along the 0-0 60 cm soil profile some samples were
taken and tested for the structure stability, organic matter, total nitrogen, available
phosphorus, exchangeable potassium, pH and saturation extract electrical conductivity. The results obtained show that in terms of fertilizing value, the WP shows a
positive effect on Pand K, but a high and constant ability to immobilize the mineral
N in the soil. The WP, which has a definitely acid reaction (pH 5.5), seems to moderately lower the soil pi I, notably in the higher dose; the saturated paste electrical
conductivity increases with increasing doses. Keywords: wet pomace, soil structure stability, organic matter.
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Cosequences of Organic and Inorganic Sources of Nutrients on PhysicoChemical Properties of Soil under French Bean Land Use Cover.
V. N. C. Badrinath. Agriculture college. UAS. GKVK. Bangalore.
A field experiment was conducted at Taridalu village, Gowribidanur taluk during
rabi season of 2005 on sandy clay loam soil to study the consequences of organic
sources of nutrients viz. FYM @ 25 t ha-l, compost @ 25 t ha-l and vermicompost @ 10 t ha-l along with inorganic fertilizers with and without Rhizobium on
physico-chemical properties of soil under french bean land use cover. Different
physical properties like maximum Water Holding Capacity (WHC) and pore space
were significantly differed but not bulk density. Treatment received either FYM
or compost or vermicompost showed lower values of bulk density then control
treatment (1.27 M. gm m-3) Highest values of maximum water holding capacity
(WHC) and pore space were recorded in treatment received compost @ 25 t ha-l
+ RDF (Recommended dose to fertilizer at 62.5: 100: 75 kg N, P205, K20 ha-l).
Among chemical properties like EC, CEC and organic carbon recorded significant
values where as pH showed decreased trend. Application of FYM, compost and
vermicompost showed favourable values of pH and EC where as application of
either FYM or compost or vermicompost along with recommended inorganic fertilizer and Rhizobium showed higher values of CEC and organic carbon content
in soil.
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Effect of Lignite lluiiiic Acid and Fertilizers on the Yield of Onion and Nutrient
Availability.
M. Sangeetha. Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ.
Soil health is one of the key factors, which decides the yield of crops. Organic
manures are indispensable factor in vegetable production and monitoring soil
health The humus substances in the soil have multiple effects, in which the influence of humic acid on plant growth can be grouped into indirect effect on physical,
chemical and biological properties of the soil and direct effect on physiological and
biochemical processes of plants. The present study was undertaken to assess the
effect of lignite humic acid and fertilizers on soil available nutrients and bulb yield
of onion A green house experiment was conducted in Coimbatore during kharif
2003 with Onion (Var.Co 4) Treatments consisted of control (Tl), 75% recommended dose of NPK (T2), 100% recommended dose of NPK (T3), 100% NPK
+ 10 kg humic acid ha-l as soil application (T4), 100% NPK + 20 kg humic acid
ha-l as soil application (T5), 100% NPK + 0.1% humic acid as foliar spray (T6),
100% NPK + 10 kg humic acid ha-l as soil application+ 0.1% humic acid as foliar
spray (T7), 75% NPK + 10 kg humic acid ha-l as soil application + 0 1 humic acid
as foliar spray (T8). I00%NPK+ 10 kg humic acid ha-l as soil application+0.1%
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humic acid as seed bulb soaking + 0.1% humic acid as foliar spray (T9) and 75%
NPK + 10 kg humic acid ha-l as soil application + 0.1% humic acid as seed bulb
soaking + 0.1% humic acid as foliar spray (TI0) were replicated thrice and laid
out in CRBD. The recommended package of practices were followed and the crop
was harvested at maturity and bulb yield of onion was recorded. The soil samples
were collected at post harvest stage of crop and were analysed for available nutrient status using standard procedures The results on the bulb yield indicated that
application of humic acid @ 20 kg ha-l along with 100 per cent recommended
dose of NPK recorded the highest bulb yield of 150.7 g pot-1 which was 12 per cent
increase over the recommended dose of NPK. The lowest yield was noticed with
the control (98.1 g pot-1). Application of humic acid @ 20 kg ha-1 along with 100
per cent recommended dose of NPK improved the organic carbon content of post
harvest soil from 0 30 per cent in control to 0 35 per cent and it also enhanced the
cation exchange capacity of soil by 18 per cent The available N, P and K content
were increased from 105 tol 19 3 mgkg-1, 7.9 to 12 63 mgkg-l and 132 to 139 mg
kg-1 respectively due to combined application of humic acid and fertilizers.
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Soil Organic Matter at Steep-Slopes under Coffee Cultivation.
N. E. Garcia-Calderón, G.Alvarez. P. Krasilnikov, M. D. S. Galicia. Univ Nacional
Autónoma de México; G. Almendros. Centro de Ciencias Medioambientales.
CS1C.
Soil Organic Matter (SOM) is an important factor in regional and global C budgets because it serves as a sink of large amounts of Organic C (OC) and nutrients enhance on it The amount and quality of soil C provides a basis to evaluate
its potential resilience In the mountain range areas of the Sierra Sur de Oaxaca
(SSO) changes in soil OC-storage may be the result of land use and degradation,
due to environmental perturbations associated with steep slopes. This region was
covered by sub deciduous medium forest, which is a natural reservoir of soil and
forest resources; since S XIX coffee plantations were introduced as rustican agroforestry structure, similar to the original forest conditions that represent the highest potential for sustainable soil conservation With the aim of characterizing the
SOM stability by the humic substances composition in several soils representative
of the region, samples of topsoils previously classified as Humic Acrisols, Humic
Umbrisols, Mollic Cambisols, Haplic Luvisols, Haplic, Skeletic and Epileptic Calcaric Phaeozems and Umbric Rhodic Ferralsol, were taken from Los Santos Reyes
Nopala, Pluma Hidalgo and Santa Maria Huatulco localities in the Pacific steepslope of Oaxaca State, between 1400 - 800 masl. Humus fractions were isolated by
sequential fractionation, as Ponomareva and Plotnikova (1980), Duchaufour and
Jacquin (1975), Monnier et al (1962) and Dabin (1971) methods. The quantitative proportion (in C) of the humic substances fractions was determined by the
Walkley & Black method. The UV-V1S spectra were obtained as Belxchikova and
Kononova (1960) and absorbance relations E4:E6. FTIR spectra were obtained
from 4000-400 cm-1 in a Bruker IFS28 spectrophotometer. Both spectra were
enhaced as Rosenfield & Kak, 1982. Data were analyzed with Statistica V.6.0 and
Statgraphics V.3.2. In Haplic Phaeozems, a high proportion of C was extracted
by the alkaline solutions at pH 7, increasing again with 0.IM NaOH-Na4P207,
mainly for the fulvic acid (FA) fraction, suggesting that there is a high proportion
of complexes with metals and clays in these soils. This assumption is consistent
also with the highest proportion of C obtained as humin (HUM). In Humic Acrisols
HA:FA ratios 0 62 and 0.76, indicate a higher content of FA and Hum for the 020 cm and 20-40 cm samples respectively. HAs VIS-UV spectra and their E4:E6
ratios varying from 4 58 to 5.43, are not statistically different, and show a very low
correlation with their steep-slope position (r-0.43, p<0.05). In general, there is a
decrease of the VIS-UV ratios as an index of their higher aromaticity, after obtaining the absorption maxima at 615-620 nm more evident in the Mollic Cambisols,
corresponding to the melanic substances of dihidroxyperilenquinone (DHPQ) type,
produced by fungi during the HAs formation, that has been ascribed by Kumada
and Hurst (1967) as the green fraction of HA Type P, also described by Watanabe
et al (2001) in Cambisols. The DHPQ is less evident in the Humic Acrisols. FTIR
spectra of humic acids (HAs) shows signals at 2920 cm-1 that is a signal of the
predominance of aliphatic structures and at 1510, 1460, 1420, 1380,1270 and 1230
cm-1 corresponding to lignin patterns. The ratio 2920:1510 is >1, also indicate a
high content of C aliphatic compared with the C aromatic structures. Humic Umbrisols have also a higher content of FA fraction with HA:FA ratios of 0.98 to 0.976 in
the surface layer, and 0 598 to 0 692 in the subsurface samples, HUM percentage
varies between 50 4 to 54.8 at 0-20 cm and from 49 to 69 2 in the subsurface layer
Mollic Cambisols have ratios of HAFA 0.874 at 0-20 cm and 0.792 at 20-40 cm,
humin fraction also has the higher OC content between 48 5 to 57 1, respectively.
In Skeletic Phaeozem, light organic matter (LOM) dominates in the composition of
humus, the main part of the extractable HS consisted of FA, with HA/FA ratios of
0 27 and 0.55, indicates that the bulk of OM is only weakly bound to the mineral
surfaces, also humin fraction C content was lower than in the other soils, all these
parameters are related to their fragility In the Umbric Rhodic Ferralsol, LOM is
very low, HUM constituted almost a half of SOM. The majority of extractable HS
are represented by fulvic acids, with a HA/FA ratio of 0.28 That indicates a moderate degree of C stability In Epileptic Calcaric Phaeozem. HA fraction is the main
component of extractable HS, Humin constitutes more than a half of OC. related
with the physical and chemical stabilization of the SOM High proportion of the
humin fraction may be due to the complex origin and diagenetic processes of the

soil humus fraction, (Almendros et al, 1991). These differences in soil properties
result in different ecological functions of the soils.
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Heavy Metal Content in Humic Acids by PIXE of Hyposodic Calcaric
Phaeozems and Rendzic Leptosols Irrigated with Wastewater, DDR-063,
Mexico.
/. E. Reyes Solis, N. E. Garcia Caiderón. Facultad de Ciencias, UNAM; D. E.
Servin Ruiz. Facullad de Ciencias. UNAM; C. Solis. Instituto de Fisica, UNAM.
Wastewater reuse in agriculture is recognized to be favorable for crops productivity. However, it contributes heavy metals to agroecosystem. Wastewater irrigation
has been carried out for 100 years in irrigation district 03 (DDR063) of Mezquital
Valley, Hidalgo State, Mexico. Metal concentration in soils has been evaluated
by several authors in Mezquital Valley, observing a direct relation between the
increase of metal concentration and soil organic matter content. It is reported that
Humic Substances (IIS) adquiered complexes with heavy metals at several levels.
With the aim to studythe effect of soil Humic Acids (HAs) to heavy metals fixation
in soils with three different ages of irrigation we selected a wastewater-irrigated
area in the DDR-03 at 99°14x to 99" 18x W and 20°16x to 20°20x N at 2070 masl.
Soil sampling was carried out on three plots of 625 m2 with irrigation periods
corresponding to 5 (Plot I), 50 (Plot 2), and 100 (Plot 3) years. Soil morphology
was described in profiles made in the center of each plot. Soils were classified as
Hyposodic Calcaric Phaeozem (Plot 1), Leptic Calcaric Phaeozem (Plot 2) and
Rendzic Leptosol (Plot 3). Five soil samples were collected from 0-20 and 20-40
cm depth, air -dried and sieved HAs were extracted by Dabin method. Soil samples
and extracted HAs were air-dried, pulverized and pressed to pellets and total trace
and heavy metals were determined using Particle Induced X-Ray (PIXE). Three
replicates were prepared from each sample. Analysis by PIXE was performed with
an external beam setup at the 3 MV9SDH NEC Pelletron accelerator in the Institute
of Physics, UNAM, at 3 MeV proton beam for the primarily radiation. A Camberra
LEGe detector was used to measure heavy metal content. Calibration of the detection system was carried out with pellets of HA Elliot soil reference material. The
computer code GUPIX was used to obtain quantitative results. Cr, Co, Ni and Pb
contents in bulk soils were higher than in HAs, only Cu were higher in HAs than
in soils Cu contents in HAs increase from 282 and 243 pg g-l at Plot 1 to 465 and
467 pg g-l at Plot 3, 0-20 and 20-40 cm depth respectively. Cr contents in HAs
increase from 30,9 and 40,2 pg g-l at Plot 1 to 63,5 and 51,9 pg g-l at Plot 3,
0-20 and 20-40 cm depth respectively. Pb contents in HAs increase from 61,8 and
69,5 ug g-l at Plot 1 to 83,4 and 76,8 ug g-l at Plot 3, at 0-20 and 20-40 cm depth
respectively. Cr, Cu and Pb contents snowed a tendency to increase with irrigation
time in HAs and soil. Lower level of Co were detected (8,6 pg g-l) at Plot 3 at 2040 cm depth and higher level at 0-20 cm depth (32 pg g-l). In relation to Ni, lower
level were detected (19,3 pg g-1) at Plot 2 at 20-40 cm depth and higher level (29,5
pg g-l) in Plot 3 at 20-40 cm. Co and Ni showed variable levels with irrigation
time in both HAs and soils. Fe concentrations in HAs decrease with irrigation time
from 40267,5 pg g-l in Plot 1 at 0-20 cm to 25922,4 pg g-l in Plot 3 at 0-20 cm,
and were lower than in soil. Finally, the humic acid fraction had 20 to 90 percent of
metal content in these soils. Cu exceed the Hevels considered as potentially hazardous according to Mireles et al (2004) However, amount of HAs and alkaline pH
keep most trace metals immobilized. Alkaline soil pHs contributes to complexation
of metals to HAs However, higher risk of metal availability increase due to pH
decrease with irrigation time. It is possible that Cu accumulation in HAs fraction
mainly through complexation to humic acids. For example, Cu may be complexed
to one carboxylate and one neighbouring phenolate group. However, another binding mechanisms may be formation of clay-humus complexes Keywords: Calcaric
Phaeozems, Wastewater, Heavy Metals.
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Rotation and Tillage Affects on Soil Organic Carbon and Management of NoTill Acid Soils.
C. Godsey. G. Pierzynski, D. Mengel. R. Lamond. Kansas Slate Univ.
Recent attention has focused on management of acid soils in No-Till (NT) due
to the limited movement of surface-applied lime in these systems Interactions of
exchangeable Al and Organic Carbon (OC) have been recognized for many years,
but limited data exists considering how these interactions should affect management decisions for NT soils The objectives of this experiment were to 1) identity
effects of rotation and tillage on soil pH and soil OC content, 2) determine the
influence of these changes on KCl and CuC12 extractable-AI, and 3) determine
how changes in OC may affect management decisions regarding soil acidity Soil
samples were collected to a depth of 15 cm, in 2.5- cm increments, from a longterm rotation and tillage study near Manhattan, KS. Main plot treatments included
continuous wheat [Triticum aestivum (L.) sp. aestivum], soybean [Glycine max
(L) Merr], grain sorghum (Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench], and rotations of soybean-sorghum or wheat-soybean. Sub-plot treatments were NT and conventional
till (CT) Soil pH and OC concentrations were greatly influenced by rotation and
tillage. Organic C concentrations were on average 2.3 g/kg greater with NT than CT
in the surface 15 cm of soil. Potassium chloride and CuC12 extractable-AI increased
exponentially with decreasing soil pH (Figure I). CuC12 extractable-AI values were
on average 33% greater than KCl extractable-AI levels. When using a regression

model to predict the difference between CuC12 extractable and KCl extractable-AI
(assumed to be Al associated with OC), inclusion of OC explained only 4% greater
variability compared with inclusion of only soil pH in the model Changes in OC
concentrations in the surface 7.5 cm of soil often observed after reducing tillage
would likely not alleviate Al toxicity if pH became very acidic (pH<5) Therefore,
pH critical values for liming acid soils in NT production systems should not be
adjusted based on tillage practices.
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Figure I Potassium chloride and cupper chloride extractable-AI as a function of pH.
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Optimum Broiler Litter Application Date on Bermudagrass in Southeastern
U.S.
K. R. Sistani. A. Adeli. H. Tewolde. G. Brink. USDA-Agricultural Research
Service.
Poultry growers in general produce 5 to 6 flocks of birds yearly resulting in 5 to 6
litter/cake collection and application events following each sell out. Presently, most
of the boiler litter is applied to pasture land year-round. This practice results in nutrient losses and potentially unfavorable environmental impact particularly during the
wet winter months. A three-year field plot experiment was conducted in 2000 to
2002 on Ruston silt loam in Mize Mississippi with the following objectives, a) to
determine the optimum date/dates for broiler litter application on bermudagrass dry
matter production, and b) to determine the litter application date/dates impact on
nutrient uptake and build up in soil Seven treatments (litter application dates) were
employed on previously established common bermudagrass plots. For each treatment, total litter needed was calculated based on 400 kg N/ha for top bermudagrass
yield production, and applied either as single, two-way split, or three-way split rate
at different dates as follow: May; May June; April May June; May June July; June
July August; July August September; and August September October Background
soil samples were collected prior to the start of the experiment and on a yearly basis
after that. Bermudagrass was harvested 4 to 6 times each year for dry matter and
nutrient uptake determination. Based on dry matter production and the build up of
the nutrients in soil, the optimum litter application date was determined
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Influence of Lignite Humic Acid on the Micronutrient Availability and Yield
of Blackgram in an Alfisol.
R. Natesan. S. Kandasamy. S. Thiyageshwari, P. Murugesa Boopathy. Tamil Nadu
Agricultural Univ.
The importance of soil organic matter in the maintenance of soil fertility is well
recognized. They have multi faceted activities in influencing the soil properties
and greatly facilitate the judicious dose of fertilizers for the promotion of crop
growth Humate materials are widely distributed organic carbon containing compounds which play a direct role in determining the production potential of a soil.
Humic acids have two main components viz., humic acid and fulvic acid and the
mixture is generally known as humic acid. Humic matter has shown to increase
the uptake of nutrients, can incorporate iron into chelated complex maintaining its
availability to plants although insoluble form The present study is carried out to
assess the effect of humic acid (HA) on the availability of micronutrients and in an
Alfisol. A pot experiment was conducted with BN-3 Black gram (Vigna mungo) as
test crop in an Alfisol There were seven treatments were carried out in triplicates in
a randomized block design comprising of 0 1 % HA foliar spray, seed soaking with
1% HA, soil application of 10,20,30 and 40 kg ha-1 of HA and a control. The yield
was recorded and DTPA extractable Fe, Cu, Zn and Mn were analysed in the post
harvest soil samples. The results on the blackgram seed yield indicated that humic
acid application significantly increased and yields from 7 23 to 9.46 g pot -1. The
increased yield of seed may be due to hormonal effect of humic acids which also act
as a respiratory catalyst and increased cell permeability Humic acids also contain
quinone groups, which act as a growth regulating substances Contributing to the
increased yield Among the various levels of humic acid, 20 kg ha-1 recorded significantly higher seed yield of 9 46 g pot-1 and the least was recorded by the control Among the methods of application, soil application of humic acid performed
better than seed soaking and foliar spray. The availability of DTPA extractable
micronutrients in the post harvest soil sample was higher due to HA application
than the control. Soil application of 20 kg ha-1 of HA resulted in higher availability
of Cu (3.11 mg kg-1), Mn (11.67 mg kg-l), Fe (12.61 mg kg-1) and Zn (1.72 mg
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kg-1). The positive effect of HA in increasing the availability of micronutrients may
be due the its priming effect to increase water soluble amounts of micronutrients
after addition of HA, which led to chelation and subsequent release of micronutrients From the research results, it can be concluded that soil application of 20 kg
HA ha-1 to blackgram increased not only the grain yield, but also the availability of
DTPA extractable micronutrients Confirmatory results were obtained in the field
experiment
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Carbon Dynamics in Salt-Affected Soils.
V. N. L. Wong, R. S. B. Greene. School of Resources, Environment and Society,
The Australian National Univ; R. C. Dalai, Dept ofNatural Resources and Mines;
B. W. Murphy. New South Wales Dept of Infrastructure, Planning and Natural
Resources; S. Mann. Western Australia Chemistry Centre.
Soil is the world's largest terrestrial carbon (C) sink, and is estimated to contain
approximately 1600 Pg of C to a depth of one metre (Eswaran et al 1993) The
distribution of Soil Organic C (SOC) largely follows gradients similar to biomass
accumulation, increasing with increasing temperature and decreasing precipitation.
As a result, SOC levels are a function of inputs, dominated by plant litter contributions and rhizodeposition, and losses such as leaching, erosion and heterotrophic
respiration. Therefore, changes in biomass inputs, or organic matter accumulation,
will most likely also alter these levels in soils Although the Soil Microbial Biomass
(SMB) only comprises of 1-5% of Soil Organic Matter (SOM), it can provide an
early indicator of SOM dynamics as a whole due to its faster turnover time, and
hence, can be used to determine soil C dynamics under changing environmental
conditions Approximately 932 million ha of land worldwide is degraded due to
salinity and sodicity, usually coinciding with land available for agriculture, with
salinity affecting 23% of arable land while saline-sodic soils affect a further 10%
(Szabolcs 1989). Soils affected by salinity, i.e. those soils high in soluble salts, are
characterised by rising watertables, and waterlogging of lower lying areas in the
landscape Sodic soils are high in exchangeable sodium, and slake and disperse
upon wetting, form massive hardsetting structures on drying, which sutler from
poor soil-water relations largely related to decreased permeability, infiltration and
the formation of surface crusts In these degraded areas, SOC levels are likely to be
affected by declining vegetation health and hence, decreasing biomass inputs and
concomitant lower levels of organic matter accumulation. Moreover, potential SOC
losses can be higher from dispersed aggregates due to sodicity and solubilization
of SOM due to salinity. Few studies are available that unambiguously demonstrate
the effect of increasing salinity and sodicity on C dynamics In this research, the
effect of increasing salinity and increasing sodicity on C dynamics was determined
by subjecting a non-saline non-sodic soil to one of six treatments. A low, mid or
high salinity solution (EC 0 5, 10 and 30) combined with a low or high sodicity
solution (SAR 1 and 30) in a factorial design was leached through a non-saline nonsodic soil in a controlled environment. The greatest increases in SMB occurred in
those treatments of high-salinity high-sodicity, and high-salinity low-sodicity. This
was attributed to solubilization of SOM which provided additional substrate for
decomposition for the microbial population. Thus, as salinity and sodicity increase
in the field, soil C is likely to be rapidly lost as a result of increased mineralization.
Gypsum is the most commonly used ameliorant in sodic and saline-sodic soils to
rehabilitate adverse soil environmental conditions. When soils were sampled from
saline-sodic profiles in salt-scalded areas, SMB levels and soil respiration rates
were found to be low in the saline-sodic soil compared to normal non-degraded
soils When the saline-sodic soils were treated with gypsum, there was no change
in the SMB and respiration rates The low levels of SMB and respiration rates were
due to little or no C input into the soils of these highly degraded landscapes, as
the high salinity and high sodicity levels have resulted in vegetation death However, following the addition of organic material to the scalded soils, SMB levels
increased to levels greater than that found in the non-saline non-sodic soil. The
addition of gypsum (with organic material) gave no additional increases in the
SMB These experimental results indicate that in salt-affected landscapes, initial
increases in salinity and sodicity results in rapid C mineralization. Biomass inputs
also decrease due to declining vegetation health, followed by further losses as a
result of leaching and erosion. The remaining native SOM is then mineralized,
until very low levels of SOC, mostly recalcitrant C remain, which are more difficult
to decompose. Flowever, the C sequestration potential in these degraded areas is
high, particularly if rehabilitation efforts are successful, as soil ecosystem function
can be restored if organic material is available for decomposition when these saltaffected landscapes are revegetated.
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A. Fotovat

Effect of Municipal Waste Compost Leachate on Yield and Trace Elements
Lptake by Lettuce and Maize in Calcareous and Non-Calcareous Soils.
S. Aryabod. A. Fotovat. A. Lakzian. G. Haghnia. Ferdowsi Univ of Mashhad.
In the process of conversion of solid waste refuses to compost, leachate is produced.
Although municipal waste compost leachate is one of'the problems of compost production in Iran, it may be considered as a source of nutrient and water Municipal
waste compost leachate contains trace elements (Fe, Cu, Zn and Mn) that can be
used by plants Trace elements at sufficient levels are needed for complete cycle
of plant growth and have important impact on increase of quantity and quality of
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agricultural plant yield. A greenhouse experiment was conducted with two watering
treatments (distilled water+20% volume leachate and distilled water), two plants
(lettuce, Luctuca sative and maize, Zea mays) and two different soils (calcareous
and non-calcareous) in a factorial complete randomized design with three replications. Zinc concentration in lettuce and maize in both soils tested increased under
the leachate treatment .significantly (p<0.05). Copper concentration in lettuce and
maize in both soils studied diminished under the leachate treatment. In both soils
tested, the order of trace elements concentrations increase in both plants was Zn
> Fe> Mn > Cu The results of soil analysis showed that irrigation with leachate
decreased soil pH significantly and increased soil electrical conductivity, organic
carbon and soluble Na and K (PO.05). Leachate application also increased DTPA
extractable Fe, Zn and Mn In both soils, leachate application decreased DTPA
extractable Cu which was not statistically significant. In general, use of leachate in
soil at amount of distilled water+20% volume leachate for lettuce and maize had
positive effect on plant yield Concentration of Fe, Cu, Zn, and Mn in plants studied
did not exceed standard permissible levels of the metals with the application of
leachate as liquid organic fertilizer. Keywords: Municipal waste compost leachate,
Trace elements. Lettuce, Maize, calcareous soil
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Soil Carbon Mineralization in Mediterranean Environment: Effects of Land
Use and Management Practices.
M. C. Moscatelli. S. Marinari. A. Di Tizio. S. Grego. Dept Agrobiology and
Agrochemistry—Univ ofTuscia.
Change in land use and the different management practices can affect the carbon
(C) cycle and the amount of C stored into the soil. The turnover of soil organic
matter is controlled by the kinetics of its mineralization process which, in turn,
is correlated with the quality of C pools, such as their humification degree, and
with the activity of soil microrganisms. In the present work, soil C mineralization
activity was measured in three soils under different land uses: agricultural, forest
and grassland. Each soil presents different managements in two adjacent fields:
conventional (AC) and organic agricultural (AO); conifer (Pinus strobus L.) (FC)
and broadleaves (Quercus cerris L.) (FB) forests; alfalfa (Medicago saliva L.) not
grazed (GNG) and grazed (GG) natural grasslands . The CO, evolved, during a 28
days incubation, as the result of microbial respiration was determined through the
method of the alkali traps C mineralization kinetics was determined following a
first order kinetics model [Cm = C„ (1 - e"*'')] where C0 is the potentially mineralizable C, K is the rate constant, CtlK is the initial potential rate of C mineralization and
C is the cumulative value of mineralized C during t days

Fig I. Soil carbon mineralization measured in AC, AO, FC, FB, GNG and GG soils
during 28 days of incubation
The relatively wide range of K values (from 0.028 to 0.12) suggests that microbial
respiration metabolised organic compounds having a different degree of degradability. On the other hand the inverse relationship between K and both C, and Cm
reflects a dependence of this parameter on the different size of both C pools thus
suggesting that the different values of Cm/Co measured in the six types of soils
reflect either the size or the quality of the mineralizable C pool. The kinetic parameters of C mineralization have been significantly affected by the different land use
showing the lowest amount of CO, produced in the GG soil and the highest in the
AC soil. The diverse management influenced differently the kinetic parameters:
within agricultural soils CK and Cm were significantly lower in organically managed soils whereas K and C /C were significantly lower in conifer than in broadleaves as regards forest soils Finally the two managements related to grassland
soils were different only in terms of CA- In conclusion both land use and management affected carbon mineralization activity in Mediterranean soils but a combined
effect with the physical properties (i.e. texture) of each soil cannot be excluded
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Refining Algorithms in the Phosphorus Loss Assessment Tool for the Lower
Coastal Plain of North Carolina.
L. A. Dell 'Olio, R. Maguire. D. Osmond. North Carolina Stale Univ. Dept of Soil
Science.
Phosphorus (P) runoff and leaching from agricultural fields has been identified as a
major environmental concern for the health of aquatic ecosystems. North Carolina
has responded by implementing the Phosphorus Loss Assessment Tool (PLAT).
The goal of the PLAT software is to determine the relative P losses from agricultural fields based on several site factors and characteristics including Mehlich
3 P (M3-P) test values. Currently in PLAT, soluble P losses from organic soils
are predicted to be significantly greater than from sand, silt, and clay dominated
soils with the same M3-P, due to previously derived information that is used in
PLAT. Recent research has shown that certain organic soils may contain significant
concentrations of AI that may lead to greater P retention than previously expected
(Maguire and Sims, 2002). Furthermore, research specific to North Carolina's
organic soils has also indicated decreased soluble P release when coupled with high
AI concentrations (Buol and Dolman, 1967, Fox and Kamprath, 1971, Johnson,
2005). This study was performed to (i) determine how much AI the organic soils
(Typic Medisaprists and Tcrric Medisaprists) of North Carolina's Lower Coastal
Plain (NCLCP) contain, and (ii) how the AI in these soils affects P retention Four
organic soil series in NC were sampled across NCLCP and M3-P, water soluble P,
pH, particle size, and total carbon were analyzed. Water soluble P and M3-P were
also measured in a 21 day incubation study where P was added at a fertilization rate
equivalent to 150kgP/ha. Additionally, a fractionation study of the incubated soils
was performed to compare P pools between organic soil series and relate the fractions to the observed P retention. From these results the appropriate algorithms to
effectively predict P release from the organic soils within PLAT will be modified
The results of these experiments and their implications will be discussed.
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The Organic Carbon stock in the Soils and Forests of Lombardy (North
Italy).
S. Brenna. S. Solaro. ERSAF.
The quantification of carbon stored in the soil-vegetation system is fundamental
to study the CO, cycle which is closely related to the global warming, topic theme
of the Kyoto Protocol. With regard to this issue, the Lombardy Region (Italy) is
carrying on studies for the quantification of the organic carbon stored in the soils
and in the forest biomass of its territory and is predisposing a database of historical
climatic data The input data (for soils and for vegetation) were taken from ERSAF
databases; the unitary organic carbon content was calculated applying the formulas
cited in Batjes (1996) for soils and in Susmel (1988) for the vegetable biomass. The
total stock was calculated from the unitary data considering the areas covered by
soils and forests communities in Lombardy. The total organic carbon content in the
Lombardy soil cover (23,855 km2) is 130.232 Mt in the superficial ploughed layer
(the upper 30 centimetres) and 276.012 Mt in the entire profile (200 centimetres).
The organic carbon content in the forestry biomass was calculated for areas covered by broadleaved and coniferous trees. The calculated total biomass is equal to
122.864 x 10'' m\ or, if expressed by weight, 19.75 Mt of organic carbon. Figure 1
illustrates the distribution of the quantitative of organic carbon stored in soil-vegetation system of Lombardy. It can be observed that nearly half of the total organic
carbon content of the soil profiles is concentrated in the first 30 cm and that the
percentage increases to 85% if the upper 100 cm are considered. This behaviour is
particularly evident for Leptosols, Umbrisols and Phaeozems (WRB, 1998), while
in other soils organic carbon has a more homogenous distribution with a relatively
high content also in the depth layers; this is evident especially for organic soils
(Histosols) and, to a lesser extent, in soils with vertic characters (Vertisols and
Vertic Cambisols) and in Fluvisols (WRB, 1998) Unitary organic carbon values in
the soils and the forest biomass, deduced for the Lombardy, are in close agreement
with the results shown from other European and national studies (APAT, 2002) It
can be also observed that, for a fixed area, the organic carbon content in soils is 10
times greater that the content in the forest biomass. In conclusion, soils are a relevant terrestrial reservoir of organic carbon; together with forests, they are the key
compartments where men can operate to increase the pool of organic carbon. Using
the values calculated in the present studies, it can be observed that an increment or
a loss of only 1% of the unitary organic carbon contents (kg/m2) in the ploughed
layer (upper 30 cm) would increase or decrease the organic carbon content stored
in regional soils of nearly 617,000 tons The conservation and the valorisation of
soils and forests are therefore crucial for the implementation of the Kyoto Protocol.
Together with programs of reforestation and forest safeguard, a policy aiming to
preserve and increase the stock of carbon stored in soils (that could be considered
a "tank" of excess atmospheric CO,) are also fundamental. Bibliography; (I) APAT
(2002) Assorbimento e fissazione di carbonio nelle foreste e nei prodotti legnosi
in Italia APAT Rapporti 21/2002, 58 pp. (2)Batjes N.H. (1996) Total carbon and
nitrogen in the soils of the World European Journal of Soil Science, n° 47, pp 151163. (3) Susmel L. (1988). Principi di ecologia Fattori ecologici, ecosistemica e
applicazioni. Ed CLUEP, Padova.
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Long-Term Effects of Inorganic and Organic Inputs on Yield and Soil Fertility
in the Rice-Wheat Cropping System in India.
D. S. Mehla, J. P. Singh. Dept ofSoil Science: K. S. Sekhon. PA U Regional Research
Station. Bhatinda: D. Sihag. Dept ofAgriculture. Haryana: K. K. Bhardwaj. Dept
of Soil Science.
In India, the rice-wheat is a dominant cropping system across the Indo-Gangetic
Plains and in the Himalayan Foothills Long-term manurial experiments are considered as valuable tools for providing information related to the issues of sustainability and resource management. In view of this, afieldexperiment on long-term basis
was established in June, 1997 with two crops grown per year, rice (June - October)
and wheat (November -April) at the CCS H A U , Regional Rice Research Station,
Kaul, Haryana, India. Treatments for rice consisted of various combinations of N,
P, K and Zn fertilizers levels with and with out organic materials. The organic materials applied to rice included farmyard manure (FYM), press mud (by product of
sulphinated sugar factory), green manure (Sesbania aculeata) and burnt rice husk.
For wheat, the treatments included various combinations of N, P and K fertilizers
only. The soil of the experimental field was clay loam, mixed hyperthermic Typic
Ustochrept. All the fertilized treatments significantly increased the rice yield relative to control in all the years. Grain yield and nutrient uptake (N, P and K) of rice
increased significantly with the combined use of organic materials and inorganic
fertilizers when compared with inorganic fertilizer application only treatment in all
the years Inorganic fertilizers along with 15 Mg FYM ha-1 produced significantly
higher grain yield and nutrient uptake of rice than incorporation of green manure or
addition of burnt rice husk and press mud along with inorganic fertilizers. Application of NPK lower than the optimal dose resulted in lower rice yield compared to
that obtained with their balanced application. Application of N75P37.5K37.5Zn25
in green-manured plot produced rice grain yield almost equal to that obtained with
N150P75K75Zn25 during all the crop growing periods. Thus green manuring with
Sesbania aculeata before rice transplanting almost saved 50% of NPK fertilizers
The total annual productivity (rice + wheat yield) during eighth cycle was highest in FYM amended treatment followed by press mud, burnt rice husk and green
manure amended treatments The continuous cropping of rice and wheat for eight
years with out addition of any inorganic fertilizer or manure (control) decreased the
yield of rice but not significantly by 0.03 Mg ha-1 yr-1 and that of wheat significantly by 0. 04 Mg ha-1 yr-1. Application of sub-optimal levels of NPK fertilizers
significantly decreased the yield of both rice and wheat crops with time However, the magnitude of decrease was more in wheat as compared to rice. It ranged
from 0.10 to 0.12 Mg ha-1 yr-1 for rice and from 0.11 to 0.15 Mg ha-1 yr-1 for
wheat Complete dose of NPKZn fertilizers with and with out organic amendments
increased or maintained the sustainability of the rice-wheat cropping system. The
residual effect of the organic materials applied to rice on the succeeding wheat
crop during all the years was positive and the increase in wheat grain yield ranged
from 4 to 8%. Continuous rice-wheat cropping for eight years without any fertilizer or organic material addition significantly decreased the organic carbon content
of surface soil from its initial status. There was significant build up in soil organic
carbon content in press mud and FYM amended treatments over green manured,
burnt rice husk and inorganic fertilizers only treatments. Green manuring, burnt
rice husk and inorganic fertilizers only treatments resulted in significant increase
in organic carbon content of surface soil over control Maximum build-up of soil
carbon was observed in press mud followed by FYM, green manure and burnt
rice husk amended treatments. Balanced application of NPKZn with and with out
organic amendments increased the available N, P and K status of soil over their
initial status.
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Influence of Orchards Soil Management Practices on Soil Chemical
Properties.
E. Campiglia. R. Mancinelli. Dept. Crop Production: S- Marinari. Dept Agrobiology
and Agrochemislry—UnivofTuscia.A. Cavalieri, Dept. Crop Production.
Continual soil tillage in Mediterranean environment can lead to a soil degradation
with a wide range of environmental problems. Extensive research has indicated
that groundcover vegetation can improve or stabilize soil chemical conditions especially in orchards where it creates optimal conditions for growth and productivity of
tree fruit (Caporali and Campiglia, 2001). An experiment was conducted in Central
Italy at Tuscia University, to compare hazelnut orchard soil after five years of different groundcover management systems in a sandy loam volcanic soil Four replications of four groundcover management systems were randomized and assigned
to 16 plots (15 m wide and 12.5 m long), each containing 15 trees 5 x2.5 m spacing
in three parallel tree rows of "Tonda Gentile Romana" hazelnut The experimental
treatments were: (a) bare soil (BS) maintained with the use of mechanical equipment and herbicides; (b) permanent mulch of subclover (Trifolium suhterraneum
L.) cv Campeda (MSC) mowed twice per year; (c) permanent mulch of subclover
(Trifolium suhterraneum L.) cv York (MSY) mowed twice per year; (d) permanent
sward of native vegetation with grasses predominance (SNV) mowed twice or three
times per year. Observation of soil chemical properties were conducted in September 2005 after five years of continuous groundcover management systems. Soil was
sampled from 0-30 cm depth layer, mixed, sieved through a 2 mm-mesh screen, and
air-dried and analyzed for: organic matter (OM), pH, total N, electrical conductivity (EC). The significance of treatment effects was determined by one-way analysis
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of variance (ANOVA). Where the F values were significant, comparisons of means
were made using Duncan's multiple range test at the 0.05 probability level. After
five year of continuous treatments, most changes in soil chemical properties were
consistent (Tab 1 (Organic matter was higher in the permanent mulch of subclover
and sward of native vegetation as a result both of no tillage and of biomass mulch
and vegetation residues added to the soil Total nitrogen varied among treatments
ranging from 0 24 % under subclover mulch to 0 20 % under bare soil Differences
in total nitrogen appeared to be related in part to legume introduction, perhaps also
to different efficiency of soil at storing nitrogen. Soil C:N ratio was higher in the
permanent sward of native vegetation than in the other treatments, this indicates
that the soil organic matter tends to be more decomposed with soil tillage or in sod
condition with mulch of legume. The soil ground cover vegetation with grasses
predominance seems probably more active for carbon sequestration. Soil pH was
significantly lower in the permanent mulch of subclover than in permanent sward
and bare soil (5.2, 5.4 and 5.5 respectively). Change in soil pH may be attribute to
the legume which takes up high concentrations of base cations, and in the process
of balancing internal charge, release H' into the rhizosphere, this can result in soil
acidification (Crews and Peoples. 2004). Electrical conductivity ranged from 1224
under sward of native vegetation to 1004 mS cm"1 under bare soil and it was similar
among groundcover vegetation treatments. Although the cause of these differences
is not clear it could be explained with the soil acidification which increases total
anions and cations in solution. These results indicate that groundcover vegetation
in hazelnut orchard increases soil organic matter and nitrogen which are critical for
long-term fertility maintenance in Mediterranean environment. The subterranean
clover appear to be a more effective groundcover vegetation where the increase of
nitrogen could reduce the need for chemical fertilizers.

Table 1 - Soil chemical properties Means followed by
different letters within a row are significantly different
among treatments (Pr-t-O.OS,
Soil properly
BS
MSY
SNV
MSC
2.74 b
3.24 a
3.30 a
0 M (%)
3.19 a
Total N (%)
0.24 a
0.20 c
0.24 a
0.23 b
C:IM
7.9 b
8.4 a
8.0 b
7.9 b
5.5 a
5.4 a
5.2 b
5.2 b
pH
1004 b
1168 a 1166 a
1224 a
E C (itS cm"1)
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F Nourbakhsh
Corn Residue Incorporation and Manure Application History Influence Soil
Enzyme Activities and Inorganic Nitrogen Dynamic.
F. Nourbakhsh, N. Khorsandi, Isfahan Univ of Technology; R. Dick, Ohio Slate
Univ.
Soil organic matter is an active component of agroecosystems Corn residues are
generally considered as poor-N, low quality plant materials A laboratory experiment was conducted to investigate the effects of corn residue application on the
inorganic N dynamics and soil enzyme activities under different manure fertilization history Nine soil samples were taken from three replications of control, 50 Mg
ha-1 year-1 and 100 Mg ha-1 year-1 treatments. The laboratory experiment was a
factorial of the three fertilization history and the three residue applications including control (with no residue application), corn shoots and com roots (at 1 g C
kg-1 soil) Inorganic N was monitored by destructive sampling during 20 weeks
of incubation at 10 occasions: 0, 1,2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 13, 16 and 20 weeks urease,
L-asparaginase, L-glutaminase and ä- glucosidase activities were measured at two
occasions 0 and 20 weeks. Results indicated that the treatments with no application of residues showed a flash of inorganic N during the first week of incubation
followed by a slower inorganic N release phase. Regardless of the manure application history, similar patterns were observed in inorganic N accumulation with
time. The treatments with no corn residue application did not show N immobilization Inorganic N declined drastically in the corn residue-applied treatments in the
first 2 weeks of incubation, followed by gradual release of inorganic N during the
next 18 weeks. Urease, L-asparaginase, L-glutaminase and ä- glucosidase activities at the end of incubation were poorly influenced by the residue application. In
contrast, the enzyme activities were significantly increased by increasing manure
application rates Overall, we concluded that, N immobilization occurred in cornroot and -shoot applied soils regardless of the fertilization history. However, the
final concentrations of inorganic N in soil depended on the total amounts of manure
N applied to soil.
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R Papini
Study on soil use and management effects on soil property in different areas
of Italy.
R. Papini, Experimental Institute for Soil and Study Conservation. C.R.A.
It's well known the degradation of many Italian soils, both in hill and in plain
environments, due to the increasing anthropic pressure on natural resources. Soil
erosion and organic matter loss are recognized as the main processes responsible of
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such degradation and of the rising risk of desertification, to which land use changes
and politics for agriculture not suitable for land specificities often contribute. The
knowledge of land use impact on soil quality is, thus, essential to preserve environmental integrity and to obtain sustainable agricultural productions. The investigated
areas are located in Pisa and Siena (Tuscany, Central Italy), Catanzaro (Calabria,
South Italy) and Verona (Veneto, North Italy). The soils of the first two regions,
classified as Vertic Cambisols (Soil Taxonomy), developed from the same pedogenetic substrate (Pliocene clay) and lie on hill slopes with incline from 8 to 40%
and altitude from 100 to 300 m a.s.1. In the third region, plain soils were selected
from three different cartographic units: CBI (Aquic Ustipsamment. ST.), IS1+IS3
(Fluventc Ustochrept. ST), MA 1 (Cumulic Haplaquol. ST.). Soil texture and soil
use are reported in table 1 The climatic characteristics of the considered areas
are shown in table 2. Each soil was sampled in three points, at the depths of 0-10
cm, 10-20 cm and 20-40 cm. Soil samples were analyzed for: texture, pH, cation
exchange capacity, total organic carbon (TOC), total extractable carbon (TEC) and
humified carbon (HC), total and mineral N. The percentage ratio DC/TEC was
used as a measure of the organic matter humification degree (DH) The differences
between the compared soil uses were evaluated within each environment and at
each depth level by ANOVA.
Table 1 - Soil texture and compared soil uses in the investigated areas.
Soil texture (g kg')
Soil Use
Sand
Silt
Clay
rotation; meadow;
427
474 alfalfa/wheat
Pisa
99
mediterranean bush
continuous wheat; meadow; mediterSiena
50
495
455 ranean bush
,««
/IAA continuous wheat; pasture; mediter79
Catanzaro
455
466
raneanbush
iin
nn
inn continuous maize; meadow; locust
Verona (CBI)
JW
i/u
IUU wood(Robinia Pseudoacaciah.)
Verona (IS 1+IS3)
Verona (MAI)

Ann
400
,Ar.
640

AAn
440
-,(,
36

IAO tobacco; meadow; poplar
160
wocHPopo/usAibZtj
r. continuous maize; pear wood (Pyrus
°
comunish)

Table 2 - Climate of the studied areas.
.
Temperature and
Mean annual air
Mean annual
Location
\
.
,
,
,„„.
moisture regimes
temperature ( C)
rainfall (mm)
Tuscany
Mcsothermal. Humid 12.7
678
Calabria
Thermal, Xeric
16.2
6Ï2
684
Veneto
Temperate, Humid
13 0
In all the studied environments, the differences in TOC, TEC and HC between the
compared soil uses mainly concerned the first centimetres depth. The decrease of
TOC content as a result of soil use change differed between the considered regions.
For soils developed on Pliocene clays, it varied between 85% (from mediterranean
bush to continuous wheat in Calabria) and 63% (from mediterranean bush to continuous wheat in Tuscany) In Veneto it ranged between 65% (from locust wood
to tobacco) and 36% (from poplar wood to continuous maize); nevertheless, the
highest TOC content measured in this region (19 g kg"1 under locust wood) was
largely below those measured under mediterranean bush in Tuscany (30 g kg"1) and
in Calabria (62 g kg'). In all the areas, the meadow, compared to the more intensive
soil uses, allowed a greater accumulation of TOC (18 g kg' in Siena, 15 g kg"' in
Verona), with a higher humification degree. This latter parameter proved to be a
valid indicator of soil quality.
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Biochemical,enzymatic and humic fraction transformations during composting
of urban and agricultural residues.
B. M. V, University ofAgricultural Sciences.
Biochemical, Enzymatic and Humic fraction transformations during composting of
urban and Agricultural residues. Aye Aye Thant; Bhargavi,M.V ; Dr.V.R R Parama
; Bhanu Prakash, U H I Senior Research Fellow, Dept. of Soil Science & Agril
Chemistry, UAS, GKVK, Bangalore-65 2 Associate Professor, Dept of Soil Science & Agril Chemistry, UAS, GKVK, Bangalore-65 3 Ph D Student, Dept. of SS
& AC, UAS, GKVK, Bangalore-65 Abstract Soil health sustenance is key to continued soil productivity Organic matter serves as of soil health. Tropical countries like
India need to utilize alternative sources of organic resources such as agricultural,
agro industrial and urban organic residues to convert them into enriched humus
source there by enhancing environmental quality Therefore organic matter, the life
of soil needs to be provided Towards this end urban and domestic waste composts
could serve as a valuable source of organic matter given the shortage of organic
matter In this context urban (UW) waste made of vegetables, fruits and kitchen
left overs etc from Bangalore city was composted with selected organic residues
such as poultry cage litter, poultry deep litter, areca husk, bagasse, coir pith and
press mudand other residues (OR) in 2:1 ratio (UW :OR) Cow dung and microbial
consortia consisting of Phaenerochete chrysosporium and Tricoderma harzianum
(@ 105 CFU) was used as starters (microbial inoculum) to initiate decomposition process Composting was carried out for a period of four months (120 days)
Turning was given at an interval of 15 days so as to facilitate aeration and decom-

position. Samples drawn at each intervals were air dried, crushed, pulverized and
then analyzed using standard procedure tor the biochemical parameters (Lignin,
Cellulose and Total Phenols); Enzymatic changes (namely Acid and alkaline phosphatase. Urease and Cellulase) and the humic fractions (Humic acid, Fulvic acid)
were studied Over the period of composting it was observed that the biochemical
parameters such as Lignin, Cellulose and total Phenol content decreased which is
an indication of microbial degradation and transformation of these components.
About 30-43% of cellulose was decomposed in all the treatments over a period of
four months (120 days). Variation in the enzyme activity was observed in all the
treatments. Maximum Acid and Alkaline phosphatase, Urease and Cellulase was
observed on 30th day of composting. However a constant trend in enzyme activity
was not observed but the activity decreased by 120 days. Humification process also
showed a varied trend. Fulvic acid content decreased while the Humic acid content
showed an increasing trend. The increase in levels of humic acid were employed
as a criteria to assess the degree of maturity. In corollary the C: N ratio stabilized
at around 12:1 indicating maturity. By 120 days the organic residues mediated by
microbial transformations was converted to value added ecofriendly composts rich
in nutrients. The study indicates that resistant biochemical fractions Viz, lignin and
cellulose transforms via microbially mediated enzyme activity leading to increased
humic fractions. These transformations serve to convert organic residues into nutrient rich organic matter. Hence bioconversion serves as a ecofriendly mechanism
in waste recycling.
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Effects of Long-Term Nitrogen Fertilization and Crop Rotation on Soil Quality
in Westcentral Illinois.
,S. Jagadamma. Ohio Stale Univ. School of Natural Resources: R. Lai. Carbon
Management and Sequestration Centre. School of Environment and Natural
Resources. FAES/OARDC. The Ohio State Univ: R. G. Hoeft. E. A. Adee. Univ of
Illinois.
Some intensive agricultural practices result in decline of soil's inherent production potential However, through long-term adoption of Recommended Management Practices (RMPs) such as judicious rates of Nitrogen (N) fertilization and
different cropping systems, it is possible to enhance soil quality and sustainable
crop productivity. These practices lead to increased crop residue production, which
ultimately results in improved soil quality and sustainable agronomic productivity
through increase in Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) pool and the associated properties.
However, the benefits and risks associated with different RMPs often vary with soil
types, climate and other site-specific cultivation practices. Therefore, the present
study was conducted with the specific objectives to assess: (i) long-term impacts
of N fertilization and cropping systems on selected soil quality indices such as soil
structure, pH and ft, (ii) effects of N fertilization and cropping systems on corn and
soybean residue yields, and (iii) to develop pedotransfer functions relating selected
soil quality indices and crop residue yield with SOC concentrations and pools in
the 0 to 30 cm depth. Soil samples were obtained during May 2004 from a longterm experiment (23-yrs) at the Northwestern Illinois Agricultural Research and
Demonstration Center, Monmouth, IL. The predominant soil type is Muscatune silt
loam (Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Argiudolls). The experimental
design was split-split plot within a randomized complete block with three cropping
systems [continuous corn (Zea mays) (CCC), and two rotation plots with corn and
soybean (Glycine max) grown in alternate years (CSB and SBC respectively)] as
the main plot, presence or absence of cover crop [oats (Avena sativa)] as sub plot,
and five N rates [0 (NO), 70 (Nl), 140 (N2), 210 (N3) and 280 (N4) kg N ha-1] in
the split-split plot arrangement. Soil structural indices [Water Stable Aggregates
(WSA) and Mean Weight Diameter (MWD)], soil pH and ft for 0-30 cm depth were
determined using standard methods. Both WSA and MWD increased with increasing rates of N, with mean WSA values ranging from 47 to 54 % and MWD from
0.44 to 0.71 mm. The soils under continuous corn had more WSA (52.1%), which
was 3 % higher than that of corn-soybean rotation. The MWD of different cropping
systems ranged from 0.50 to 0.65 mm, with the highest value corresponding to continuous corn system. Soil pH decreased with increasing N rate, and ranged from 6 2
for N4 level to 7 0 for NO level However, Soil ft was the lowest (0 49 m3 m-3) for
NO and highest (0.53 m3 m-3) for N4 treatment Both WSA (R2=0.23) and MWD
(R2=0.32) were positively correlated with SOC concentration. Aboveground corn
and soybean biomass yield for 2004 were estimated using the grain yield and the
harvest index The harvest index values used in this estimation were 0.59 for corn
and 0 57 for soybean. The corn residue (stover) production increased with increase
in N rate. The stover returned to the soil ranged from 4 3 to 9 0 Mg ha-1 in continuous corn system and 6.9 to 8.7 Mg ha-1 in rotation corn system. Regression analysis
indicated a significant positive relationship of stover yield with SOC pool, but not
with SON pool. However, the soybean residue production was not influenced by N
rates and had no significant relationship with either SOC or SON pool. Therefore,
long-term continuous corn system coupled with judicious N fertilization has significant influence on improving soil quality and agronomic productivity through the
improvement in SOC pool
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Indexing Organic Material Quality: a Novel Approach to Sustain Soil and
Crop Productivity.

M. I. Khalil. K. Inuhushi.
Munich.

Chiba Univ: U. Schmidhaller.

Technical Univ of

The principles and processes of N availability from inorganic nitrogenous fertilizers and its utilization by crops are by far well established. Information on cropspecific fertilizer requirements and appropriate timing and application strategies
enable farmers to maximize crop yields and to reduce risks for nutrient losses
Increasing the use efficiency of added N either as inorganic or organic fertilizers or their coupled application remains an important issue for research activities.
Even enrichment of soil C and N pool, the recycling of which are closely linked,
is imperative not only to improve soil health but also to build-up organic matter
in agricultural soils of the tropics. The release of organically bound-yV is rather
slow, and added organic materials enrich soil N pool through immobilization/fixation processes, depending on the chemical composition of organic materials, soil
and environmental conditions Integrated plant nutrition system (1PNS) is a current approach of applying organic materials coupled with inorganic fertilizers. This
helps to reduce the uncertainty of nutrient supply from the organic /V pool for crop
uptake The basic requirements of optimizing N fertilization are to quantity N being
available from organic amendments during a crop growth period, N removed by
a crop and inorganic N previously optimized for a specific crop. To achieve these
goals, research scientists have been involved in assessing the plant residue quality using biochemical compositions (lignin, polyphenol, dehydrogenase activity,
etc.) of plant residues to predict decomposition characteristics (k) and nutrient
release, whose determinations are too expensive and time consuming. Recently,
new equations have also been proposed, termed as the organic material quality
index (OMQI), which can predict k, net N mineralization and nitrification in upland
soils having distinct physico-chemical properties Only pH and C/N ratio of organic
materials from either source can be used in the equations developed by others to
calculate OMQI based on the coefficients of the relative contribution (CRC) of the
input variables. The equation for OMQI is: [l/(a * pH + b * C/N)* 100] where ' a '
and ' b ' are the CRC of the input variables Those can be calculated using the Fvalues of the regression analyses and CRC is the value of the given factors/sum of
F-values of these factors. The OMQI could be an advancement of IPNS to estimate
k values and mineral N to be available for crop uptake The prediction capabilities
of such indices can be improved greatly by considering soil factors Application
of organic materials to agricultural fields following these indices would ensure the
enrichment of soil C and N pool as well as minimize N loss, and thus, the improvement of soil and crop productivity.
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Geochemistry, Microstructure and Micromorphology of Brown Isohumic
Soils and Calcimagnesic Soils Amended by Organic Residue Composts and
Manure (Sfax and Nabeul Regions, Tunisia).
H. Rigane. I. Ben Mahmoud, M. Medhioub, Earth Sciences Dept: T. Gallali.
Laboratory of Pedology: K. Medhioub. Preparatory Institute of Engineering
Studies.
The composting process is a recent technology that contributes to the decrease of
environmental pollution by transformation of solid wastes. The final product (compost), which is beneficial for soils and plants, can be used as a soil amendement.
Different types of soils in Tunisia, characterized by different climatic zones, are
amended by composts The chemical analyses show the importance of composts
in enrichment of soils by major elements and organic matter. The difference is
assigned to clay fraction in soils which is more important is calcimagnesic soils.
The study of microstructure in thin sections and the micromorphology revealed the
importance of two kinds of organic amendments (compost and manure) and essentially the compost in the association of mineral particles. They constitute an important resources of fertilizing elements and cause the improvement of water reserve
and the penetration of roots. The microstructural analyses show the beneficial role
of the composts which cover voids between mineral particles and form cutans and
plasmic agglomerations. The micromorphological study with the Electron scanning Microscope (ESM) and the data obtained from microanalyses of aggregates
confirm the role of composts in soil structuring and their enrichment in mineral
elements and reveal the presence of organo-sandy complexes.
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P. Sur
Integrated Nutrient Management on the Availability of N, P, K and
Micronutrients in Soils Growing Cabbage (Brassica oleracia var.
l.l.

P. Sur. D. K. Das. Dept of Ag. Chem. & Soil Science. Bidhan Chandra
Viswavidyalaya.

Krishi

A field experiment was conducted in a Haplaquept soil (pH, 7.70; organic carbon, 0.58 %) to study the effect of Integrated Nutrient Management (INM) on the
availability of N, P, K and cationic micronutrients in soils in relation to Cabbage
(Brassica oleracea var. Capitata L ) cv Green Express under different treatment
combinations. The overall results show that the adoption of integrated nutrient
management practices helped to build up of soil nutrient status with respect to N, P,
K, Fe, Mn, Cu and Zn contents The results suggested that the treatment receiving
recommended levels of N, P and K, 4 t ha-1 organic manures and 0 5 kg ha-1 Zn
as Zn-EDTA was proved superior in augmenting soil fertility. However, the highest
organic carbon content (0 88%) was observed in treatment where 4 t ha-1 organic
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manure was applied along with recommended levels of NPK and zinc at 0.5 kg
ha-1. The results further concluded that the amount of cationic micronutrients (Fe.
Mn, Cu and Zn) in soil have been found to be increased with treatments where OM
at4tha-l + ZnatO 5kgha-lasZn-EDTAand OM at 10tha-l + Znat0.5kg ha-l +
NPK as basal were applied respectively. Keywords: Availability, 1NM, cabbage,
nutrients
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Relationship between Various Soil Organic Matter Pools with Nitrogen Uptake
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Evaluation of Greenhouse Gases Emissions from Soils Amended with Sewage
Sludge.
P. Sivapatham. K. Sajwan. Savannah State Univ; G. Fortenberry. Florida
Agricultural and Mechanical Univ; E. Stidum. Rust College; L. Robinson. A.
Moses. Savannah State Univ; A. Alva. USDA-ARS; A. Fares. Natural Resources
and Environmental Management Dept.
Increase in concentration of various greenhouse gases and their possible contributions to the hypothetical global warming is becoming a serious concern. Agricultural practices, fossil fuel burning, deforestation, industrial emissions, and wetlands
have contributed to atmospheric increases of carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous
oxide, and chlorofluorocarbons. Some of these gases may contribute to "global
warming" Significant amount of emission of methane and nitrous oxide are mainly
coming from anthropogenic activities such as cultivation of wetland rice and application of various C and N rich soil amendments. Organic soil amendments, including sewage sludge, are currently gaining increased attention for soil improving
physical and chemical properties of agricultural soils for enhancing the yield and
quality of various crops. Therefore, evaluation of flux of various greenhouse gases
from soils amended with sewage sludge is essential to quantify the release of various greenhouse gases into the atmosphere Studies were initiated to evaluate the
emission of greenhouse gases (CO,, CH and N ,0) from two soils with contrasting
properties (Candler fine sand from Florida [FS] and Ogeechee loamy sand from
Georgia [GS]) amended with varying rates (0,24.7, 49.4, 98.8, and 148 3 Mg ha ')
of two types of sewage sludge (industrial [1SS] and domestic [DS] origin) Domestic [DS] sewage sludge had 39.5 % C and 4.6 % N where as the industrial [ISS]
sewage sludge used in this experiment had 27 8% C and 3.7% N. Twenty grams of
respective soil samples were amended with appropriate amount of sewage sludge,
to attain the above per hectare rates, in 250 mL Qopak bottles and incubated, in
static chambers, under anaerobic condition at field capacity soil water content for
the respective soils. Gas samples were extracted on a daily basis and injected to a
gas Chromatograph (GC 14) equipped with electron capture detector (ECD) and
flame ionization detector (FID) to monitor CH4, CO, and N, O. Effect of acetylene
on the emission of N,0 was also tested in this study Static chambers were flushed
to remove all head space gases upon completion of each sampling event and the
anaerobic condition was ensured for monitoring of gaseous emission for the next
sampling event. This procedure was adapted throughout the study period to facilitate the determination of emission rates at each sampling events.
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CO,

CH,

N,0

CO,

('II,

"g
159.84
168.96
169.35
175.70
191.25

"g
6.27
51.19
216.21
244.72
349.57

mg
12.08
27.60
40.71
58.15
71.77

Mg
59.42
60.18
62.19
62.75
65.18

Mg
4.19
39.20
76.28
227.42
280.51

Mg ha"'
FS

GS

N,0

DS

0.0
24.7
49.4
98.8
148.3

mg
9.44
25.19
38.37
57.49
72.74

ISS

0.0
24.7
49.4
98.8
148.3

12.72
23.02
32.92
41.41
59.25

110.17
124.12
127.40
141.94
168.93

27.40
40.97
44.62
45.19
60.71

11 59
24.29
32.10
47.61
54.37

56.94
58.12
58.62
62.10
63.96

11.08
29.78
34.76
37.74
50.71
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0.0
24.7
49.4
98.8
148.3

16.81
31.58
37.06
52.65
65.06

112.89
115.04
120.92
129.23
152.71

8.67
44.24
66.52
217.31
270.90
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26.13
33.48
53.00
71.54

55.59
5569
60.12
60.21
69.78

6.08
29.60
47.50
159 68
218.72
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0.0
24.7
49.4
988
148.3

18.30
25.84
27.30
46.41
53.68

86.69
87.59
102.05
102.74
118.66

29.20
29.95
31.52
5031
69.21

20.49
26.00
30.43
45.65
55.07

54.58
58.62
59.13
59.38
75.50

9.72
28.90
31.36
46.16
51.16

by Wheat.

A. P. Gupta, Dept of Soil Science. CCS Hatyana Agricultural Univ; R. Laik, Dept
of Soil Science. Rajendra Agricultural Univ. Pusa.
Long-term fertility experiments may develop considerable amount of mineralisable
nutrients, which also contribute to the nutrition of a crop. The main sources of the
mineralisable nutrients are the labile soil organic matter pools, which decompose
within a few weeks or months and contribute to plant nutrition. It is all the more
important to know the role oflabile soil organic matter pools in supplying nutrients
to a crop The three labile forms, which were considered for the present study, are
Dissolved Organic Carbon (DOC), Microbial Biomass Carbon (MBC) and Light
Fraction Carbon (LFC). A long-term field experiment was selected which has been
running at the research farm of Department of Soil Science, CCS Haryana Agricultural University since October 1967 to study the contribution of various labile
pools of SOM to wheat nutrition. The soil was classified as Coarse Loamy Typic
Ustochrept The cropping sequence followed since the inception of the experiment
is pearl millet-wheat. The experiment consisted of 3 doses of FYM at 15, 30 and 45
Mg ha-1 applied in three modes i.e. in summer to pearl millet, in winter to wheat
and in both summer and winter seasons One FYM control was also maintained
These ten treatments were assigned in main plots and each main plot was divided
into three subplots receiving N at 0, 60 and 120 Kg N ha-1. The experiment was
replicated four times. Soil samples were collected from plots receiving N at 0 and
120 kg ha-l. Nitrogen uptake increased with increasing application of FYM and
fertilizer N All the three labile forms of soil organic matter had a significant relationship with the nitrogen uptake of wheat The R2 values for the relationships
between Dissolved Organic Nitrogen (DON), Microbial Biomass Nitrogen (MBN),
and Light Fraction Carbon (LFC) with nitrogen uptake were 0.63, 0 58 and 0 72
respectively. The values show the strength of the labile fractions to supply nitrogen
during the wheat growth period. The maximum values of DON, MBN and LFC
obtained from the quadratic equations for maximum nitrogen uptake were 91.67
mg L-l, 43 mg kg-l and 0.3% respectively. These results indicate that the DOC,
MBC and LFC contribute to the nutrition of wheat crop because of their quick
mineralization during the wheat growth
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Results of this study showed a very clear trend of increasing emission of various
greenhouse gases with rates of amendment irrespective of the type of soils and
amendments. Emission of gases was greater in both soils amended with sewage
sludge from domestic origin rather than from industrial origin suggesting that either
lower C and N content or possible harmful chemicals present in industrial sludge
may hinder the microbial activity. Furthermore, results of this study indicated a
greater amount of gaseous emission from a sandy soil amended with sewage sludge
than those from a loamy sand soil Results also clearly depicted the inhibitory effect
of acetylene in both soils by producing more nitrous oxide emission compared to
the soils not receiving acetylene. Results of this study suggest the need to consider
the greenhouse gas emissions from soils when amended with organic soil amendments such as sewage sludge, especially at high rates. Results also indirectly imply
the importance of this evaluation due to the potential emission of various greenhouse gases in the event of accidental spills of sewage into wetland ecosystem.
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G. H Haghnia
Study of Organic Amendments Effect on Chemical and Biological Degredation
of Atrazine in Soil.
G. H. Haghnia. E. Ranjbar. A. Lakzian. A. Fotovat. Ferdowsi Univ.
Atrazine is a selective herbicide used for pre-emergence control of broad-leaved
weeds. Its frequent presence in ground and surface water has caused public concerns in regard to environmental pollution and human health. A study was conducted to compare the effect of various organic amendments differing in C/N ratio
and complexity and also to evaluate the influence of supplemental inorganic N on
biological and chemical degradation of' atrazine in sterile and active soils A silty
loam soil was taken from the surface 25 cm of an experimental field located on
soil and Water Research Centre of Mashhad, Iran. Initial concentration of atrazine
was chosen to be 100mg kg-l soil Contaminated soil samples were mixed with
vermicompost, manure, glucose, starch and sawdust at a rate of 5% by weight and
250 mg inorganic N as NH4N03. The samples of the sterile soil treatments were
treated with 2500 mg.kg-1 of HgfCI2 to kill microorganisms. Residual atrazine
concentration in soil was determined by HPLC at the end of 20,40 and 60 days
incubation period. The experiment was performed as a 2*6*2 factorial completely
randomized design with 3 replications Experimental treatments were consisted of
2 levels of soil (active and sterile soils), 6 levels of organic amendments (nonamended soil, vermicompost, manure, glucose, starch, sawdust) and N in two levels
(0 and 250 mg). Atrazine degradation in soil seems to have biotic as well as aboiotic
origin. Results showed that microbial degradation was the main process responsible for atrazine behavior in soil However, manure significantly increased the
rate of atrazine biodegradation, addition of other organic amendments suppressed
this herbicide degradation in active soil compared to non-amended soil Treatments
receiving supplemental inorganic N showed considerably lower rate of atrazine
mineralization than corresponding treatments without N Probably the competition
between atrazine-degrading microorganisms and those heterotrophic microflora for
space and nutrients may be considered an important factor for decreasing atrazine
degradation No relationship was found between the C/N ratio of the soil and atrazine mineralization. Furthermore, chemical degradation of atrazine in sterile soil
was not affected by either organic amendments or inorganic N during 60 days of
incubation.
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J. Kwiatkowska
The Effect of Organic Materials on the Uptake of Heavy Metals by Maize (Zea
mays) in Heavy Metals Polluted Soil.
J. Kwiatkowska, A. Maciejewska, Warsaw Univ of Technology.
In biological aspect, heavy metal is a connotation of toxicity as contaminant in
ecosystem. The release of trace metals in biologically available forms, as a result
of human activity, may impair or alter both natural and man-made ecosystems. The
chemical form (speciation) of trace metals in soil solution is greatly dependent on
the metal, pH, presence of organic matter and other ions. To reduce the risks associated with introduction of toxic trace metals in the food-chain, it is very important
to know the interaction between trace metal ions, soil organic matter, and plants. It
was assumed that the organic matter contained in brown coal, brown coal-derived
preparation, peat and farmyard manure would decrease the absorption of heavy
metals by plants, by forming complex compounds and making the metals immobile. The formation of chelats will cause an exclusion of heavy metals at the stage
of their transfer from soil to plants. The experiments were carried out on Haplic
Luvisols formed from loamy sand (WRB) in field pots sank into the ground To
the soil a brown coal preparation, the "Rekulter", brown coal, peat and farmyard
manure in the amount of 180, 140, 390 and 630 g per pot respectively, which is
equivalent to 5 tons of organic carbon per ha. The soil was mixed up with liquid
form of salts: cadmium as Cd(N03)2, lead as Pb(CH3COO)2 and zinc as ZnS04,
after blending soil with salts of heavy metals the content of its was: Zn = 90.0;
Pb = 60.4; Cd = 0.80 (mg.kg-l of soil). In 2000 a maize (Zea mays) was grown
which was harvested in green forage. The soil samples were mineralised in 2M
HN03 for determined contents of Cd, Pb and Zn. Available form of heavy metals
were determined in EDTA. Plants were mineralised in concentrated acids (HN03
to HC104, volumetric ratio of 4:1) Content of Pb, Zn and Cd in the soil and plant
samples were determined with ICP-AES. The bio-accumulation index (Bl) was
calculated as a ratio of a heavy metal content in a plant to its total content in a soil.
Bl was used to evaluate of the mobility of Cd, Pb and Zn in the soil and their availability to plants. The content of heavy metals (Zn, Pb, Cd) in 2M HN03 in soil after
first year of growing plants on polluted soil not changed significantly in soil with
organic amendments. The content of soluble (EDTA) zinc, lead, cadmium in soil
depended on the organic amendments and decreased in comparison to the control
(without organic amendments). Absorbability of heavy metals by soil increased
with addition the organic amendments into soil and is the highest for Rekulter. The
bio-accumulation (Bl) indexes of Cd, Pb, Zn indicate mobility of Cd, Pb and Zn in
soils and their availability to plants. The Bl decreased with the addition of organic
matter and was the smallest at the object with Rekulter for all plant's parts.
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J. Spargo
Duration of Continuous No-Tillage Management and Soil Nitrogen Status in
the Virginia Coastal Plain.
J. Spargo, M. Alley, Virginia Tech.
Efficient N fertilization is paramount to both economic crop production and protection of ground and surface waters. Elevated soil organic matter in long-term no-tillage soils may significantly influence N cycling and potentially result in reduced N
fertilizer requirements for crops where N uptake patterns match N mineralization.
In 2004, approximately 54% of the annual crop production area of Virginia was
managed no-till. Little research has been conducted to investigate the N status of
long-term no-tillage soils in the mid-Atlantic Coastal Plain region. The objective of
this research was to determine the relationship between duration of no-tillage management and soil N status. Thirty-two sites where selected across three soil series
in the Virginia Middle Coastal Plain with a history of no-tillage ranging from 2 to
14 years All sites were in a corn (Zea mays L.) / wheat (Triticum aeslivum L.) or
barley (Hordeum vulgare L.)/ double-crop soybean (Glysine max L.) rotation. The
three soils series, Bojac loamy sand (Coarse-loamy, mixed, semiactive, thermic
Typic Hapludults), Altavista sandy loam (Fine-loamy, mixed semiactive, thermic
Aquic Hapludults), and Kempsville sandy loam (Fine-loamy, siliceous, subactive,
thermic Typic Hapludults), represent a significant portion of the land area used
for agronomic crop production in the region Half of the sites received biosolids 5
years prior to the sampling date. Five surface samples where collected from 0-2.5
cm, 2.5 - 7.5 cm and 7.5 to 15 cm immediately following corn harvest in 2005 and
analyzed for total C and N, 2 N KCl extractable [NH4 ' + NO,"1] - N and amino
sugar N. Total C, N, and amino sugar N increased with increasing duration of notillage management, particularly in the 0 - 2 5 cm layer. Soils receiving biosolids
had higher levels of total C and N, and amino sugar N, regardless of tillage or soil
texture Total C and N, and amino sugar N tended to be higher in the finer textured Altavista and Emporia soils regardless of tillage or biosolids history. Future
research will determine if increased N status of no-tillage soils results in decreased
fertilizer N response and if changes in N fertilizer needs can be predicted using
simple laboratory procedures
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M. H Ghaffariyan
Phytoextraction of Lead (Pb) with Applied Radish (Rhaphanus Sativa L.).
M. Homaee. M. H. Ghaffariyan. Tarbiale Modarres; M. Bybordi. Tehran Univ.
Phytoextraction is a type of phytoremediation technology that utilizes plant from
cleanup of metal-contaminated soils The success of phytoextraction depends on
the selection of suitable species that produce large biomass and also tolerate and
accumulate toxic. Current research on phytoextraction have focused on the identified of plants that are accumulated heavy metals in high levels. Lead (Pb) is a
trouble some environmental problem in many industrial countries Phytexteraction of Pb polluted soils has been especially challenging since few species have
been identified that can remediation lead and we say'" which are those suitable".
From number of species that Pb phytoextraction. Rhadish was selected because
it showed the most appropriate properties for phytoremediation. This plant has a
fast-growing period with high biomass and it has high potential to accumulation
lead in tissue, therefore we planning to study that objective of this research were
to determine the effects of plant density and Pb concentration on Pb phytoextraction with radish. This field study was initiated in 2003 that plant growled in sandy
loam, A factorial experimental design with completed randomized block that was
consisting of 6 levels of soil lead on factor A and 3 levels of planting density on factor B with 4 replications The treated soils were further enriched from Pb(No3) to
concentration of 228 (normal amount Pb on soil region), 248, 328,428, 728, 1228
Hg/gr and Radish was planted with planting density of 225, 400, 625 plants per
square meter. Lead content plant tissue was determined quantitatively using atomic
absorption spectrophotometery unit Observation showed, generally root and shoot
Pb content increase with increasing concentrations of Pb in soil. The majority of Pb
was retained in the root. Maximum lead concentrations in root were 440 ng/gr and
shoot 42 pg/gr. Phytoremediation efficiency enhanced through planting with high
density for all levels of Pb in the soil. Radish has 18-20 ton/hec yield and it could
culture 4-5 time per year. This study demonstrated that radish could be removed Pb
from soil contaminated to standard levels in less than three years. Therefore maybe
radish is suitable plant for lead phytoextraction. Keyword: Phytoremediation, Phytoexteraction. Lead (Pb), Radish (Rhaphanus Sativa L ).
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S M I . Huq
Fate of Arsenic in Some Soils of Bangladesh.
S. M. I. Huq, Dept of Soil, Water and Environment. Univ of Dhaka; A. M. Hoque.
Soil Resources Development Institute; J. C. Joardar, Bangladeh-Australia
Centre for Environmental Research (BACER-DU): J. U. Shoaib. Soil Resources
Development Institute.
There are concerns about the fate of arsenic in soils irrigated with arsenic contaminated ground water It is not certain whether the arsenic is accumulating in soils
or moving downward through the soil profile to be recharged in the ground water
Study on seasonal mobility of arsenic and its persistence in profiles of selected
soils (Aerie Endoaquept) within a catena in the Old Meghna Estuarine Floodplain
—a geologic formation having arsenic contaminated aquifers—reveals that arsenic
accumulates both in irrigated and in non-irrigated lands to different extent during
dry season Land types (based on inundation depth during monsoon) and duration
of seasonal flooding were found to have a bearing on the movement and accumulation of arsenic in soil profile At the same time, internal drainage condition of the
soils and intensity of rainfall may also direct the fate of arsenic in soils. Noticeable
accumulation of arsenic after irrigation was evident in all soil horizons of highland
and medium highland. But in irrigated medium lowland, arsenic accumulated in
surface horizons (Aplg and Ap2g) and deeper C2 horizon (below 0.9 m). Rainfall intensity during dry season, soil physical properties, particularly the compact
plough pan (Ap2g horizon) might govern the arsenic movement and accumulation
in subsoil horizons. On the other hand, capillary rise of arsenic in all non-irrigated
lands was evident in dry season indicating that arsenic could act as a soluble salt.
During monsoon, the depth and duration of submergence vary with land types.
After monsoon, remarkable variation in leaching and accumulation of arsenic in
horizons of different irrigated and non-irrigated land was observed. Soils collected
before and after monsoon from different horizons of both irrigated and non-irrigated lands showed varying phenomenon in the retention of arsenic In imperfectly
drained irrigated highland, increased accumulation of arsenic in upper horizons
(Aplg and Ap2g) and concomitant decrease in the arsenic content in lower horizons (Bwlg, Bw2g. B3g, CI and C2) were apparent after monsoon But in the
same non-irrigated land type, more arsenic accumulation was observed in upper
and lower part of the profile (Apl g, Ap2g. B3g. CI and C2 horizon) and the content
of arsenic decreased m the subsoil horizons (Bwlg and Bw2g) at 0 15-0 65 m. In
poorly drained irrigated medium highland submerged with 0.6-0.9 m water column
for 2-3 months, arsenic content decreased in horizons (Aplg, Ap2g and Bwlg)
existing in the upper 0.36 m and As accumulation was clear in Bw2g to C2 horizon
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(O 36 to 1.20 m) Whereas in non-irrigated medium highland submerged with 0.30 6 m water column for 1-2 months, an increasing trend of arsenic accumulation
was observed in all horizons after monsoon On the other hand, in poorly drained
irrigated medium lowland, usually inundated for 4-5 months with 1 2-1 5 m water
column during monsoon, leaching and accumulation was similar to that in medium
highland except for C2 horizon where arsenic content dropped off Whereas in nonirrigated medium lowland that remains inundated for 5-6 months with 1 5-1.8 m
water column during monsoon, arsenic leaching was evident in upper 0.65 m with
subsequent accumulation of arsenic in deeper CI and C2 horizons Variation in the
duration and depth of submergence of soil in the same land type by irrigation or by
natural water that control soil properties like clay, iron and organic matter contents
might play an important role in determining the fate of arsenic in soils.
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R Soleimani
Variability of Soil Physical and Chemical Properties as Affected by Flood
Spreading in Musian Station (South Western Iran).
R. Soleimani. Soil and Water Research Institute.
Coarse grain sediments have very low capacity in moisture retention, so that rain
divert to runoff Spreading of flood, decreased the velocity ofthat and settled the
associated materials and cause sedimentation. Also, flood spreading induced the
important variabilities in environment, especially on soil. Simulation and monitoring are methods of studding these variabilities Monitoring is the determination of
variation trend of soil properties by using the sequential determination of important
properties. Benchmark sampling is used for monitoring. Sampling from the same
locations were obtained and variability trend was achieved. In Musian station, high
amounts of sediment be settled and affected by flood spreading, annually Therefore, trend of this variabilitis was a major research requirement. Study area was in
Musian plain in south of Ham province with coordination of 32o27/N and 47o25/
to 47o42/E. Therefore first gathered information, reports and plans from overall
conditions of flood spreading field Then sampling locations were determined. For
detection of variabilities trend, first, second and third bonds be selected. Control
site defined as locations that not affected by flood spreading. Therefore, after selection of bonds and control site, sampling was achieved by systematic-randomized
method By 18 cross section in each bond, ideal samples from diagnostic horizons and depths were obtained . After physical and chemical analysis of samples,
mean comparison of data with T-test and statistical analysis be achieved by SPSS
and MSTATC softwares. Analysis of data and means showed in table 1 and table
2 Results indicated that variability in sand and silt were significant in level of
1% Means of those were 84.2 and 10.9 percent in control and were 79.7 and 14 6
percent in flood spreading field. In other hand, increasing clay percent in flood
spreading field respect to control was not significant, but that of soil saturation was
significant statistically. So, increased from 22.9 percent in control to 24.5 percent.
Also, organic carbon and total nitrogen were higher in flood spreading field respect
to control field. So that increasing in these cases in conditions of control and flood
spreading were 30.1 and 33 3 percent, respectively. Variations of pH, EC, TNV and
available potassium in flood spreading respect to control were not significant Differences between dissolved cations and anions, variation of dissolved calcium and
sodium in flood spreading respect to control were significant
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R. Shahalipour
Engineering Property of Marl and its Effects on Instability of Slopes.
R. Shahalipour. ZPA.
Marls frequently are considered as a part of sedimentary rocks that have been
formed in low shallow and evaporated environments Marls are mixture of clay
(25-60%) and lime (40-70%) Geotechnical specifications of marls have been controlled by clay's parts Modification of marls because of variation of moisture is
one of the important problems that engineers are meeting. Although most of the
landslides remind stable, in case of dry, they are unstable in case of increasing
the moistures rainfall In present research, based on the results of field survey and
geotechnical tests, the effect of marl on foothill instability in road kuhmond-khurmouj was characterized The sequences of sedimentary rocks in the line of road are
formed of clastic conglomerates of Bakhtiari formation and red& gray marls of
Mishan, Aghajan and Gachsaran formation. Uniaxial strength and dry density of
gray and red marls in study area is 50, 30 Kg/Cm2 and 20, 22 gr/Cm3 respectively.
Physical and mechanical specification of marls demonstrate that they have high
strength in dry conditions, hence they are able to keep foothills stable conditions
in the height of 20 meters and 90 0 degree. Making use of Japan Road Corporation
(J.R.C), the track of road from the viewpoint of slippmg& failure is classified (A,
B& C) The results showed that 65% from length of road is classed A on account of
presence of marls at the side of road. Finally, after the recognition of the main factor, instability of slops in the line of roads, suitable solutions concerning instability
of landslides are presented.
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K. Singh
Influence of Soil Characteristics on Profile Distribution of Trace F.lements in
Indo-Cangetic Alluvial Plain of India.
K. Singh. Dept of Soil Science.
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Soil acts as a sink and is the primary recipient of global emissions of trace elements
which are either essential or potentially toxic to plants, animals or humans Trace
elements are elements that are generally present in relatively low concentration in
soils or plants. Monitoring of trace elements in soils and a better understanding of
factors influencing their variability are important to control animal and human exposure via food Soil trace elements have both natural and anthropogenic sources. The
availability of trace elements is affected by a combination of factors and the share
of each factor would be known only by working multiple regression analysis with
the available trace element as the dependent variable Therefore, prediction values
comprising different variables were arrived at in the present study of profile distribution of trace elements as influenced by soil characteristics. Ten representative
soil profiles were exposed to cover the alluvial plain of Haryana State which forms
a part of the vast lndo-Gangetic alluvial plain of Northern India. After processing
the soil samples were analyzed for relevant soil properties and concentrations of
trace elements were measured in 0.005 M DTPAextractable solution by AAS. Correlation and regression analyses were carried out. The different soil characteristics
vary widely in the soil profiles. The clay content (4.0-32.0%) generally increased
in subsurface horizons compared with surface. The pH of the soils was neutral to
alkaline (6.5-8.6) and soluble salts were 0.31 -9.90 dSm-1. Organic carbon was generally low (0.05-0.68%, average 0.23%). Calcium carbonate was in traces except
in some layers of few profiles. The cation-exchange capacity was 1.3 to 9 8 with
a mean value of 4.6 meq/100g. This soil profiles revealed a high horizontal and
vertical variability of the distribution of trace elements The DTPA extractable Pb,
Cd, Cr, Co and Ni ranged from 0.71 to 8.01, 0.05 to 0.48, 0.02-0.08, 0.43 to 3.53
and 0.04 to 1.51 mg kg-1, respectively. In different pedons, the amount of Zn, Cu,
Mn and Fe extracted by DTPA ranged from 0.34 to 1.89, 0.20 to 5.88, 13.46 to
39.83 and 11.20-71.44 mg kg-l, respectively. The order of extractabilty of mean
values was Mn > Fe > Pb > Co > Cu > Zn > Ni > Cd > Cr. The results showed that
trace elements content in surface strata decreased with increasing depth. Relatively
less amount of trace elements at lower depth was due to the restricted mobility of
the elements into the lower horizons. Multiple-regression analysis showed that the
four soil characteristics together accounted for 44, 31, 13, 43, 60, 70, 61, 55 and
63% variation in the availability of Pb, Cd, Cr, Co, Ni, Zn, Cu, Mn and Fe, respectively. From the comparative study of partial regression coefficients it was found
that organic carbon content was the dominant soil factor which showed significant
influence on the distribution of all the nine trace elements There is no existing deficiency of essential micronutrients and potential adverse impact of contamination by
heavy metals in the present studied soils.
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S. Meena
Soil -Plant Transfer of Radiocaesium (Cs-137) and Dependance on Soil
Properties.
X Meena. Tamil Nadu Agricultural Unix: A. RajaRajan. Regional Research
Station.
Over the years there is a massive increase in the construction of nuclear reactors
All reactors discharge small quantity of radioactivity into the environment during the normal course of operation. In addition, serious accident like the one that
occurred at Chernobyl, then USSR in 1986 also results in the emission of larger
quantity of radioactivity in to the environment. Accident in Chernobyl in 1986
showed that agricultural practices can be affected hundreds and even thousands of
kilometers from the accidental site. Therefore in depth knowledge of the behaviour
of radionuclides is necessary even for countries with no nuclear power of their own
and more so for country like India with potential nuclear power. Of the various
radionuclides, 1,7Cs is one of the major long living radionuclide (t, = 30.2 years).
This has been identified as one of the most important radionuclide with respect to
food chain contamination. Soil-plant transfer factor of this element is an important
step that adds to the radiation dose to man after a nuclear accident The extent
to which the plant product becomes contaminated is commonly quoted using the
concentration ratio or transfer coefficient which is defined as the ratio between
the radioactivity/unit dry weight of the dry plant sample divided by the radioactivity/unit dry weight of the soil. The observed variability of the experimentally
determined transfer coefficient of the different food and forage plants complicates
the use of a generalized concentration factor value to be employed in the prediction of transfer factor of radionuclides in different food and forage plants. As these
factors vary significantly with changes in climate each country has to generate its
own data base Local empirically determined transfer factor would be necessary to
make reliable predictions To study the transfer factor of caesium -137 from soil
to two forage crops namely sorghum (Sorghum biclor L.) and lucerne (Medicago
saliva L.), a green house experiment was conducted in three important soil series
(Palathurai, Irugur and Madukkur) of Tamil Nadu, India The Palathurai soil was
clay loam in texture whereas Irugur and Madukkur soils were clay loam and sandy
loam in texture. The pH of the Palathurai soil was 8.1, Irugur -7.5 and Madukkur7 4. The organic carbon content for Palathurai, Irugur and Madukkur soils were
1.11, 0.43 and 0 26 % respectively The different factitious levels of " 7 Cs tried
in the experiment were 20, 40, 60 and 80 k Bq kg"' soil. The two crops differed
with respect to the transfer factor. At all levels of 137 Cs applied, the transfer factor values were higher in sorghum (0 208) than in lucerne (0.084). Soils did bring
about appreciable change in the transfer factor in both lucerne and sorghum The
transfer factor values recorded at all levels of " 7 Cs were highest in Madukkur soil
series followed by Irugur and Palathurai series in both the crops A negative relationship was recorded between the soil to plant transfer factor and the level of l,7Cs

applied in both the crops The transfer factor values decreased from 0.127 to 0.063
in lucerne and from 0.308 to 0.154 in sorghum when the " 7 Cs applied increased
from 20 to 80 kBq kg'1
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D M S. D. A. SK Patra
Remediation of Soil Cadmium Toxicity Using Cd-Zn Interaction for
Sustainable Agriculture.
D. M. S. D. A. SK Patra. Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswavidyalaya.
The heavier-textured agricultural soil of Dankuni basin is congested by heavy
metal pollution especially of cadmium by anthropogenic activities It is a highly
toxic element in the environment and becomes a potential hazard to the biospheres
To develop a suitable remediation measure for alleviating soil Cd toxicity for sustainable agriculture, an incubation experiment involving mutual interactions of
cadmium and zinc each at four levels of Cd (0,1,2 and 5 mg/kg) and Zn (0,5,10
and 20 mg/kg) was designed and extended for a period of 0, 7, 15, 30 and 60 days.
The different statistical analysis viz. simple linear model technique, Duncan's test
and LSD tests were employed to compare the main effects of Cd, Zn and days of
incubation as well as their two order and three order interaction effects on bioavailable concentrations of soil Cd. There was a significant and progressive build up
of soil extractable Cd with increasing level of Cd application, whereas a gradual
but significant depression of Cd in soil was occurred either due to increasing Zn
levels or advancement of days. The interactions of Cd vs. day and Zn vs. day also
registered the progressive but significant decline of soil extractable Cd from 33.3 to
56.2 per cent and 44.6 to 59.3 per cent, respectively due to increasing Cd application from 0 to 5-mg/kg soil. However, the combined effect of applied Zn and days
of incubation was found more effective in alleviating Cd toxicity from contaminated soil than applied Zn alone. Based on calculated days vs. Cd vs. Zn means
for estimated Cd availability, a simple regression equation via curve estimation
technique was developed using the applied doses of Cd, Zn and days of incubation
as regressed variables and the observed Cd as dependent variable. In this model,
it will be possible to predict the number of days likely to be required to maintain
the standard permissible level of soil Cd for planning sustainable agriculture. The
different options of Zn doses with varying elapse period can be obtained from this
ready reckoner to make soil free from Cd toxicity. Alternatively, this study was
also found useful for simultaneous alleviation of Zn toxicity as well as maintaining
prescribed Zn concentration in soil with the addition of vary ing Cd levels compared
at different elapse period. However, it will not be realistic in view of severe Cd
toxicity development in soil.
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A E. McElnea
Improvements to Peroxide Oxidation Procedures for Analysis of SelfNeutralizing Acid Sulfate Soils.
A. E. McElnea. C. R. Ahem. N. P. Finch. Queensland Dept of Natural Resources
and Mines.
Analytical techniques based on hydrogen peroxide oxidation of sulfides have frequently been used to assess acid generation in both Acid Rock Drainage and Acid
Sulfate Soil environments However, problems can arise with this approach when
appreciable quantities of carbonates are present (either naturally, or as result of
ameliorant application) Zhang and Evangelou (1998) noted than peroxide oxidation of pyrite becomes less efficient at alkaline pH, which they suggested was a
result of coatings and low concentrations of iron in solution. Some Acid Sulfate
Soils (ASS) that contain substantial amounts of sedimentary pyrite may never generate any net acidity (and are termed self-neutralizing soils). At the East Trinity
property in Cairns Australia, the site of a government-funded ASS remediation
project, some soil horizons naturally contain an excess of acid neutralizing capacity due to the presence of fine shell material. This paper discusses experiments
performed on soils from East Trinity aimed at improving analytical methodology
by maximizing oxidation of pyrite by hydrogen peroxide in self-neutralizing ASS.
This research led ultimately to modifications to the methodology of McElnea et
al. (2002) that were incorporated into the Acid Sulfate Soils Laboratory Methods
Guidelines (Ahern et al 2004) and draft Australian Standards (Draft AS4873). A
number of self-neutralizing soils were selected from profiles taken at East Trinity.
Soils had been frozen after sampling, then dried in a fan-forced oven at 85°C for 48
h before being ground to < 1 mm in a hammer and then made into a powder by grinding them in a ceramic ring and puck mill Four approaches aimed at ensuring more
complete pyrite oxidation by peroxide were investigated. The first approach (tested
in duplicate on 8 soils) extended the digest procedure of McElnea et al. (2002) by
incorporating two further additions of 30% H,0, and associated two x 1 h heating steps. This approach proved unsuccessful, though less pyrite remained in the
soil residue than following digestion using the conventional McElnea et al. (2002)
procedure. The next approach tested employed the extended digestion procedure on
5 of the soils, but using a smaller sample mass (e.g. one half or one quarter of the
original 2 g sample mass). While this procedure resulted in less pyrite remaining in
the soil residue following digestion, oxidation was still not quantitative In the third
approach, 4 of the soils were digested using the approach of McElnea et al. (2002)
(with 3 of the soils also digested using half the usual mass), but were then titrated
with 0 5M HCl (using an auto-titrator) to pH 5.5 to dissolve excess carbonate and
digested for a further 1 h following addition of 25 mL of 30% ILA, This process
proved to be little better than the extended peroxide digest procedure in oxidizing

the pyrite present in the soils. Carbonate analysis of the soils combined with acidbase accounting calculations indicated that the titration to pH 5 5 with 0.5M HCl
did not dissolve all the carbonate present in the soils In the final approach, the pH
endpoint for the 0.5M HCl titration used in the previous procedure was lowered to
4.0. The effect of this was to ensure essentially complete oxidation of pyrite by the
peroxide. Subsequent experiments in which ASS not containing carbonates were
spiked with AR grade CaCO, indicated that the procedure recovered at least 96 5%
of the added CaCO,. This procedure is capable of identifying self-neutralizing soils
and can quantify their excess acid-neutralizing capacity. The procedure above is
part of a decision-tree based approach for analysis of ASS (which has been given
the acronym SPOCAS, standing for Suspension Peroxide Oxidation Combined
Acidity and Sulfur Method) and is detailed in Ahern et al 2004. The SPOCAS
method allows a full acid-base account to be conducted on ASS and determination
of a soil's net acidity.
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F. KYimamu
Distribution of Man Induced Mineral Salts and Arsenic in the Irrigated Lands
of Semi-Arid North Ethiopia.
E K. Yimamu. Mekelle Univ.
Appearance of white salt patches on the irrigated fields of Tigray, north Ethiopia
with high concentrations of soluble salts may be toxic on saline and sodic soils by
increasing the solute suctions, reducing the availability of air and water to plants.
For appropriate reclamation of such soils, it is imperative to diagnose the salt
types in the irrigated fields where the problem is aggravated. Thus, this study was
attempted to examine and identity the salt types and arsenic distribution. Salt, soil
and water specimens were collected from southern, central and eastern Tigray having major small-scale irrigation activities. The samples were analyzed using X-Ray
Diffractometry and other standard techniques. Accordingly, Gypsum (17.2%), Calcite (14.1 %) and Gismodine (2.8%) were found to be the major saline forming mineral types in irrigated fields of the Korir and Wukro dams, respectively. In irrigated
field of the Gumselasa Dam, southern Tigray, Calcite (31.4%), Anorthite (10.8%),
and Gypsum (7.5%) were predominant. In irrigated field of the May Delle dam,
Central Tigray, Thenardite (44.3%), Calcite (9.8%), Halite (9.2%), Zincobloedite
(5.6%) and Gypsum (2.5%) were found in order of importance. Besides, the mineral types in the May Negus dam in Axum are Anorthoclase (63.7%) and Gypsum
(9.5%), merely. In addition, the Arsenic distribution ranged between 260-440,260300 and 260-460 ppm in Korer, Kelamino and Gumselesa irrigated fields, respectively. Keywords: man induced, mineral salts. Arsenic, irrigated lands, Ethiopia.
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1862a
M.A.Albuquerque
Degradation of Naphthalene-Benzene-l'l-14c in Microbial- Inocculated Soils
from Keller Peninsula, Antarctica.
M. A. Albuquerque, Centro Universitario Caratinga: C. E. C R. Schaefer. V. V.
Pereira. Departamenlo do Solos-Universidade Federal de Vicosa: B. M. G. A Ives.
UNEC.
An enrichment culture developed in a liquid media containing diesel oil as a carbon source was obtained from a cryosol sample collected in the diesel-affetced
area near the Brazilian Station Comandante Ferraz, at Keller Peninsula, Antarctica.
This mixed microbial culture demonstrated ability to degrade Naphthalene-benzene-14C in liquid growth media An inocculum from the enrichment culture (50
il) was added to 15 g of two different soils samples collected from Keller Peninsula, Antarctica, determining the capability of this culture to enhance the degradation of naphthalene-benzene-14C added One cryosol was collected from the same
area from where the enrichment culture was obtained, whereas a second soil was
collected from an acid-sulphide aftected area nearby These are the most common
cryosols in Keller peninsula. Naphathalene-benzene-UL-l4C (Sigma, 313 mCi/
mmol) was added to 15 g of soil with 25 il of diesel at a radioactivity concentration
of 6.8 x 10-3 iCi. g-1 of soil. Each treatment had 3 replicates The 14C02 evolved
from the soils trapped to NaOH 0.5M solution was analysed using a Liquid Scintillation Counter (Beekman Instruments) during 18 days of incubation. After 10 days
of incubation, about 20% of the naphthalene-benzene-14C added was degraded
to 14C02 evolved from the diesel area soil without added inocculum, while the
same soil with inocculum presented a significantly increased degradation, reaching
55% of naphthalene-benzene-14C degraded to 14C02 after 10 days of incubation
Contrasting, the acid, sulphide-affected cryosolos had only 5% of degradation of
naphthalene-benzene-14C after 10 days of incubation. Also, the addition of inocculum to this acid cryosol did not promote significant increasing degradation of
naphthalene-benzene-14C Results showed that the microorganisms isolated from
the diesel-contaminated cryosol are not well adapted to the acid conditions of the
sulphide-affected soil
164-11
1862b
TWlodarczyk
The Preference for Electron Acceptors during Nitrate Reduction.
T. Wlodarczyk. Institute of Agrophysics PAS: W. Stêpniewski. Technical Univ of
Lublin: M. Brzezinska. Institute of Agrophysics PAS: U. Kotowska, Institute of
Agrophysics PAS.
Dissimilatory reduction is the process through which some microorganisms use the
energy generated by the electron transport from an organic or inorganic source to
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Posters
nitrate or to a more reduced nitrogen oxide. Many microorganisms can use NO,' as
their primary electron acceptor when low O, availability restricts their metabolism
(Granli and Boekman 1994):
5(CH20) + 4NO, + 4H+ - • 5CO, + 7H,0 + 2N, + energy
Furthermore, some groups of denitnfiers are able to use simultaneously both oxygen and nitrate or nitrite as electron acceptor. Therefore, denitrification by those
organisms can occur under aerobic conditions. "Aerobic denitrification" can occur
in the presence of significant amounts of oxygen (Robertson and Kuenen, 1991;
Zumft and Kroneck, 1990). Thirteen arable Polish topsoils (0-30 cm), Calcaric
Regosols (according to FAO/UNESCO), developed from different parent materials
were used in the study The soils showed a large variation of the soil texture, pH,
organic C, and endogenous NO, content Soil samples originated from various
regions and represent almost the whole territory of Poland The 5-g portions of airdried sieved (1-mm sieve) soils were placed in 38-cm' glass vessels and enriched
with K.NO, at the rate of 100 mg NO, N per kg dry soil. This N rate corresponded
approximately to 300 NO, N kg per ha (calculated on 20 cm layer basis). The soil/
water ratio was about 1:1 (w/w); 0 5 ml of solution (containing lg NO, -N kg"1) and
distilled water (4.5 ml). The initial concentration of O, in the gas headspace at the
start of the incubation was 10 % ± 0.5 (replaced by N"2). The soils were incubated
at 20"C for 34 days.
Table 1. N,0 and O, consumption and NO,N reduced and denitrified for the investigated soils
Soil developed from

Texture/soil number

NO,N
reduced

NO,N
denitrified
toN,0

Consumption
N,0-N
O,

sand (S) 39
loamy sand (IS) 113
loamy sand (IS) 224
loamy sand (IS) 434
loamy sand (IS) 772
silty loam (iU) 951
silty loam (iU) 984
sandy loam (sL) 328
sandy loam (sL) 342
sandy loams (sL) 351
sandy loams (sL) 543
sandy loams (sL) 922
sandy loam (sL) 947

38.2
16.5
30.0
goo
20.2
18.4
89.5
11,3
22.1
30.2
10.7
92.3
sand
10 9
25.0
10.0
82.3
20.0
31.1
13 4
89 1
100
40 1
100
99.0
sill
100
59.5
100
98.8
100
99.2
86.3
40.5
36.6
59.4
13.3
94.6
100
21.1
99.3
98.0
loam
87.9
98.4
94.4
33.5
100
36.6
99.9
98.6
100
39.3
100
98.9
The period of nitrous oxide production in the investigated soils was followed by its
consumption. Higher nitrate reduction and N,0 and O, consumption were observed
in finely (eg loamy and silty) than in coarsely textured soils. Denitrifiers in the
investigated soils were able to use, simultaneously as well as oxygen, nitrate and
nitrous oxide as electron acceptors, with some preference. All soils developed
from sand used simultaneously three electron acceptors without any preference.
Two of the soils developed from loam (No 351 and 543) used nitrous oxide faster
than nitrate The rest of the soils developed from loam and all of those developed
from silt preferred nitrate to nitrous oxide. The use of nitrate and nitrous oxide as
electron acceptors during all the time of incubation was accompanied by oxygen
consumption.
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V Adinarayana
Effect of Applied Phosphorus and Vermicompost on Removal of Heavy Metals
by Leafy Vegetables in Polluted Soil.
V. Adinarayana. S. T. Kumar, Acharya N.G. Ranga Agricultural Univ.
Investigations were carried out through pot experiment in a green house at Agricultural College campus of Acharya N.G. Ranga Agricultural University, Hyderabad,
India during rabi 2002. An identified polluted soil was collected from Afzalgunj
area occurring along Musi river bank of Hyderabad The soil was from the site
where three leafy vegetable crops (Amaranthus, Hibiscus and Palak) employed in
the experiment are predominantly grown from time to time using polluted water of
Musi river. This soil was found to be highly contaminated with heavy metals which
are originated from industries and sludge of the urban waste. The experimental
soils are sandy clay in texture with pH of 6.1 and EC of 0.14 dS/m. The soils
were found to contain 37 58 Zn, 42.63 Cu, 83.20 Fe, 6.74 Mn, 35.68 Pb, 0.916 Ni,
1 013 Cr, 1.042 Co, 0 658 Cd Mg/kg soil as extracted by DTPA. The sum of DTPA
extractable toxic metals (Pb + Ni + Cr + Co + Cd) was 39 30 Mg/kg soil Available nitrogen, phosphate and potash were found to be 290, 18, 37 58 kg/ha respectively. Amaranthus produced highest fresh weight yields (65.76 g/pot) followed by
Hibiscus (48.28 g/pot) and palak (25.04 g/pot) Lowest fresh weight yields were
recorded in absolute control (37.36 g/pot) while highest fresh weight yields (56 46
g/pot) were recorded with the treatment where 200% recommended P and 2 t vermicompost per hectare were supplied. The dry matter yields followed exactly the
similar trend of fresh weight yields in respect of crops as well as treatments. The
behavior of each heavy metal viz., Pb, Cd, Ni, Cr and Co in the leafy vegetables
was observed to be different with the application of phosphorus and vermicompost
to the polluted soil The contents of heavy metals were in order of Pb > Cr> Co>
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Ni > Cd in these leafy vegetables viz., palak, amaranthus and Hibiscus grown on
pollutes soil. While heavy metal content in the crops increased with the addition of
phosphorus from 0 to 20 kg/ha in respect of lead, chromium and cadmium, the contents of cobalt and nickel decreased with phosphorus application. Excess phosphorus application with or without vermicompost decreased the concentration of all the
heavy metals in plants. Application of excess P (200%) depressed total toxic metal
load by about 19.6 per cent over reference control Increase in the micronutrient
content was observed for Fe, Cu and Mn but not with Zn with excess phosphorus
application. However, vermicompost addition resulted in increased content of zinc
also The crops deferred in contents of different cationic micronutrients. The total
load of heavy metal contents (Pb + Cd + Ni + Cr + Co) in leafy vegetable crops,
grown on polluted agricultural soil, was found to be reduced by 24.6% over the
absolute control (where no fertilizer was applied) and by 28 9% over the reference control (100% RDF) due to application of 40 kg P,Ö 5 and 2t vermicompost
per hectare. The order of efficacy of different treatments along with recommended
doses of N and K for depressive effects of toxic metals load in leafy vegetables was
found to be as follows: [40 kg P , 0 /ha (200% RD) + 2t vermicompost/ha] > [40 kg
P , 0 5/ha (200% RD) + 11 vermlcompost/ha] > [40 kg P , 0 s/ha (200% RD)] > [60
kg" P , 0 /ha (300% RD) + 2t vermicompost/ha] > [20 kg'P , 0 /ha (100% RD) + 11
vermicompost/ha] > [60 kg P , 0 /ha (300% RD) + 11 vermicompost/ha] > [20 kg P
, 0 5/ha (100% RD) + 2t vermicompost/ha] > [20 kg P , 0 /ha (100%RD) + 11 vermicompost/ha]. The order of depressivity with in the toxic metal ions in the plants
for all the treatments put together was as follows : Chromium (15.95%) > Lead
(13.88%) > Cadmium (13.75%) = Cobalt (13.74%) > Nickel (11.60%). This shows
that the application of different treatments to polluted soil can depress the toxic
metals load in leafy vegetables within the range of about 11 to 16 per cent over
reference control (100% RDF) Based on total toxic metal load concentration in
leafy vegetables plants, the order of preference among these crops to be grown on
polluted soil is as : Hibiscus (25.093 mg/kg) > Palak (34.073 mg/kg) > Amaranthus
(35.70 mg/kg). Hibiscus crop also showed the lead content less than critical limit on
supply of 40 kg P , 0 /ha with or without vermicompost. The present investigations
indicated that it isadvisable to prefer growing of Hibiscus among leafy vegetables
with the application of 40 kg P , 0 5 + 2t vermicompost along with 20 kg N + 20 kg
K , 0 per hectare on polluted soils of Afzalgunj area along the banks of Musi river
in "Hyderabad, India.
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S. McVey
Use of Extractable Iron as a Differentiating Criterion for Soil Series
Separation.
S. McVey. USDA-NRCS and The Unix of Connecticut; H. D. Luce. Dept of Plant
Science; T. Morris. Univ of Connecticut.
Separation of Brimfield and Brookfield soil series from their competing series
based primarily on parent material and color hue has proven difficult. The objective of this study is to examine the value of extractable iron in separating Brimfield
(Loamy, mixed, mesic active Lithic Dystrudepts) and Brookfield (Coarse-loamy,
mixed, mesic, active Typic Dystrudepts) soil series from their competing series
(Lithic and Typic Dystrudepts) A second objective is to test the hypothesis that
these soils may actually be Post-Active Acid Sulfate soils (PAAS) A model was
developed with Arc View v3.3 to identify currently mapped Brimfield and Brookfield soils and probable areas of mismapped competing series in Connecticut and
Massachusetts. Forty pedons were sampled and characterized through the National
Cooperative Soil Survey Program. Initial results for the particle size control section
indicate significant differences in mean dithionite-citrate extractable iron (Fed) of
3.11% PAAS and 0.76% in competing series, with 2.40% in mis-mapped competing series (probable PAAS). Extractable iron ratios of Fed to ammonium oxalate
extractable iron (Feo) were 15.31 for PAAS, 8 25 for probable PAAS, which differed significantly from the 3 29 ratio for competing series. Cross-validation summary from discriminate analysis for the particle size control section mean indicates
using only 2 variables, Fed and the ratio of FedFeo, can properly classify these
soils into the proper groups 93% of the time. Additionally, mean pH by CaCI2
differed significantly between groups of soils with pH 4 2 for PAAS and probable PAAS and 4.4 for the competing series. PAAS contain a greater content of
Fed compared with competing series. Mean Fed, Feo:Fed, and pH (CaCI2) support
the hypothesis that Brimfield and Brookfield series are distinctly different from
their competing series, are PAAS, and may be separated from competing series by
extractable iron. This work is supported by USDA Natural Resources Conservation
Service (NRCS).
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P Boivin
Compared Micromorphology of Alpine Debris Flow Deposits and Parent
Materials.
P. Boivin. Institute of Research for Development: C Theler. Swiss Federal Institute
of Technology: J. Menzies. Brock Univ.
Debris flow deposits and parent materials were sampled in Val de Bagnes, Switzerland. By means of thin sections, major dissimilarities in material composition and
permeability as well as in terms of microstructures have been observed While the
triggering material lacks plastic deformation, flow structures, rotations and lineations in the material of the deposits give evidence for the rapid movements taking
place in debris flows as well as for fluid transport A better understanding of the

triggering process as well as of the history of the material can be provided. The
materials of the triggering zone are highly permeable and show a edge to edge
fabric of low stability, contrary to the ones of the deposits. As the triggering process
is related to the arrangement of the material, the high permeability allows the infiltration of the water leading to saturation and eventually to the build up of positive
pore pressure and to the release of a debris flow The examination of the materials
cannot establish the importance of soil plasma in the triggering process, since a
matrix made of colloidal components was hardly observed in the uphill materials.
It was, therfore, not possible to discuss the role of these components on soil stability although the chemical analyses revealed a higher content in organic mater and
swelling clays of the uphill materials. Additional changes in the soil constituents
of the deposits indicate the crushing of the trigger material, the smoothening of the
more resistant clasts as well as the incorporation of sediments in the channel and
from the banks. Together with previous results, these observations show that the
deposit materials are very different in structure and constituents from the parent
materials.
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R Krishnasamy
Screening Ricinus communis L. (Castor) Cultivars.
R. Krishnasamy, M. Malarkodi. Tamil Nadu Agricultural Univ; T. Chitdeshwari,
Agricultural Research Station.
The wild Ricinus communis was found to accumulate more nickel from sewage
water contaminated soil (Krishnasamy et al., 2004). Though the wild type removed
more Ni from the contaminated soil, the farmers don't prefer this for phytoremediation purposes because of its perennial nature and less remuneration. So, this
effort has been taken to screen Ricinus communis cultivars for Ni accumulation.
Green house experiment was conducted to screen Ricinus communis varieties viz.,
TMV 5, TMV 6, TMVCH 1 and wild type for Ni accumulation by growing them
in two different Ni contaminated soils viz., sewage water and electroplating effluent contaminated soils. Tissue metal concentrations was analyzed using Atomic
Absorption Spectrophotometer, spectra, 200. The metal accumulation ratios were
calculated by using the formula outlined by Barman et al. (2000). Metal concentration in plant (mg kg-1) Metal accumulation ratio = Total metal concentration
in soil (mg kg-1). The bioaccumulation of Ni was higher in wild type (1551 mg
kg-1) followed by the cultivable variety TMV 5 (1373 mgkg-1), which might be a
function of their metabolic status. The wild type was more efficient in transforming
Ni from soil to plant (8.55) followed by TMV 5 (7.52). The efficiency was more
pronounced when grown in sewage water contaminated soil than electroplating
effluent contaminated soil (2.56 and 2.33 respectively). Roots of all varieties accumulated more Ni from the contaminated soil followed by grain. From the above
results, it was inferred that wild type was found to be effective accumulator of
Ni irrespective of the source of pollution and no much difference was observed
between wild castor and the variety TMV 5, with respect to the Ni accumulation
pattern Hence, these two varieties can be recommended for the decontamination
of the Ni contaminated soils. Keywords: bioaccumulation, electroplating, metal
accumulation ratio, nickel, phytoextraction,
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M Afyuni
Arsenic Uptake of Five Vegetables from Two Natural Arsenic Contaminated
Soils and One Soil Treated with Arsenic.
M. Afyuni. M Hajabbasi. M Mobli, Isfahan Univ of Technology; R. Schulin,
ETHZ.
Arsenic (As) pollution of soil and drinking water has recently promoted this element into an environmental pollutant of prime concern. Arsenic toxicity is high
and humans may be exposed to arsenic from a variety of environmental sources.
The objectives of this study were to determine the effects of As toxicity on crop
yield and uptake of As by different crops and to compare the effects between soils
with a high natural As concentration and a soil that has been contaminated artificially. The study was carried out in a greenhouse using a completely randomized
factorial experimental design as with four replications, using five vegetable crops
(lettuce, radish, cress, bean, and spinach) that have high consumption locally and
three calcareous soils. Soil 1 had a low As concentration (10 mg/kg). This soil was
artificially contaminated with As at 0, 50, 150, and 250 mg As kg-1. Soils 2 and 3
naturally had 84 and 98 mg As kg-1 and no As was added to them. Arsenic concentration in roots and shoots of all the plants increased significantly with increasing
As concentration on soil 1. The mean As concentration in shoots of cress, spinach,
radish, lettuce and bean were 18.9,13.4, 11.9, 10.6, and 10 5 mg kg-1 respectively,
and in the roots of the crops 20.4, 17.5, 17.8, 19.1 and 8 7 mg kg-1, respectively.
In general, the As concentration in the plants were higher in the soil 2 and 3 that
had a high natural As concentration as compared to soil I that was artificially contaminated with As This was probably due to the lower pH of soils 2 and 3 (6.4 and
6 1) compared to soil 1 (7.8). Crop yields on soil 1 deceased significantly with As
treatment. At concentrations above 150 mg kg-1 all the plants showed signs of As
toxicity The results of this study shows that As can easily be taken up by vegetable
crops, and at high concentrations As reduces crop yield.
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S. Duraisamy
Yield and Quality of Bhendi {Abelmoschus esculentus) as Influenced by Micronutrients in Comparison with Microfood with/without Organics and BioFertilizers in an Inceptisol.
S. Duraisamy. T Subramanian. R. Bellte. Dept of Soil Science and Agricultural
Chemistry. TNAll.
Bhendi is one of the important vegetable crops in India grown throughout the year
except in extreme winter and cold regions. The micronutrients are reported to have
a significant effect on yield and quality of vegetables. As the work on the application of micronutrients in combination with organics and biofertilizer on Bhendi
is meager, the present investigation was undertaken to find out the effect of integrated micronutrient management in a farmer's holding at Coimbatore with var
pusa kranti. The experimental soil was Inceptisol (Vertic Ustropept) with a pH -8 3,
salinity - 0.39 dSm-l, deficient in DTPA-Zn and Fe The treatments comprised of
control, NPK, two sources of micronutrients (straight - MNS namely ZnS04 and
FeS04; Microfood - MF) and two modes (soil and foliar) of their application with
composted coirpith (CCP) @ 25.0 t ha-1 and Azospirillum @ 2 kg ha-l. Each
treatment was replicated thrice in a Randomized Block Design The fruits were harvested and the quality parameters namely ascorbic acid, total carbohydrate, protein and crude fiber were analyzed. Application of foliar Microfood, foliar straight
micronutrients, MF (soil applied) and MNS (soil applied) along with optimal NPK
increased the fruit yield to the tune of 29.0,28.0,26.2 and 24.6 per cent respectively
over NPK alone. Both soil and foliar application of either MF / MNS with integration of composted coir pith @ 25 t ha-1 and Azospirillum @ 2 kg ha-l recorded
higher bhendi fruit yields than that of individual application The foliar applied MF /
MNS recorded higher values of total carbohydrate, protein and the combined application of micronutrients with CCP/ CCP + Azo recorded the highest ascorbic acid
content of bhendi fruits. Application of organics c! ombined with inorganics has
lowered the crude fiber content thereby enhancing the palatability, especially with
more organic N.
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1565b
S. Brenna
Soil Suitability for the Cultivation of the "Mantuan" Pear (Lombardy, Italy).
S. Brenna. ERSAF; L. Andreoli. Provincia Montoya.
Lombardy (North Italy) is a Region which combines a vocation for the advanced
industrial and tertiary sectors with modern agriculture and high productivity. However Lombardy is still rich in several typical agricultural products cultivated in
specific areas, due to the particular pedochmatic conditions and to the local tradition. The most well known case is that of wine: in Lombardy six main vineyard
areas occur, where soil zoning is usually the base to address and differentiate the
wine production. Nevertheless soil properties and qualities are of relevance to lead
to the favorable environmental conditions characterizing the cultivated areas of
other typical fruit and vegetables This paper just deals with the soil information
carried out to allow a local producer association to receive, according to the Reg.
UE 92/2081, the recognition of Protected Geographical Indication (PGI) for the
typical "Mantuan Pear". The area concerned by the cultivation of the pear trees is
located in the south-eastern corner of Lombardy (Mantua Province), mainly lying
on Holocene, calcareous sediments of the Po river. To this purpose a soil suitability
map has been provided by means of the interpretation of the georeferenced soil
database at semidetailed scale (1:25,000 - 1:50,000) set up by ERSAF (Regional
Agency for Agriculture and Forests) for the whole Lombardy plain (14,0000 km2)
A specific soil survey and laboratory analysis have been also planned to integrate
and complete the soil knowledge needed, especially with respect to the active calcium carbonate content. The criteria selected for the interpretation have been soil
depth, active calcium carbonate content, particle size, drainage, water table depth
and flooding risk, being ponding, excess of water within the profile and risk of
chlorosis the main limitation factors for the pear trees growing Finally the soils of
the cultivation area concerned have been ranged in three classes: well suitable soils,
moderately suitable soils and poorly suitable soils. The resulting soil suitability
map shows that the best soils for the growth of pear trees are deep, loamy textured,
well drained; they have a high available water capacity and a low active calcium
carbonate content. Classified as Typic Ustifluvents or Fluventic Haplustepts those
soils cover the 46% of the whole area and are mainly located on the levees of the
alluvial plain. Fine (clay content ranging from 35 to 40%) and moderately-poorly
drained soils, often with medium-high carbonate content and vertic features have
been considered moderately suitable soils; they are classified as Vertic Ustifluvents
or Calcic and Vertic Haplustepts and cover the 18% of the cultivation area. Poorly
suitable soils instead cover the 36% of the area. They occur on: a) the concave and
close depressions of the alluvial plain, where Vertisols and in general poorly drained
very fine soils are present; b) the flooded bottom land along the Po river; c) the
margin of the main level of the plain (Pleistocene Age) bordering the alluvial plain,
where soils are more developed (Typic or Calcic Haplustalfs, Typic Calciustepts)
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but a strongly calcareous substrate together with an alkaline reaction (pH from 8,2
to 8,6) within 100 cm depth occurs Since the 15th century pears were cultivated in
the area and since that time they were crossed to produce increasingly tastier fruits.
As the study pointed out yet, edaphic factors seem to be actually related to yield and
fruit quality: moreover soil conditions in the "Mantuan Pear" cultivation district are
strongly different from those of the surrounding territory, where pears are not and
have never been cultivated However the effect of soil qualities and behavior on
the performance of high quality crops by the regulation of the genotype expression
should be investigated more in the future
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P. C Patel
Effect of Phosphorus and Sulphur application on Forage Yield, Quality,
Nutrient Uptake and Cyanide Content of Forage of Sorghum [Sorghum
bicolor(L.) Moench|.
P. C. Patel, Main Forage Research Station. Anand Agricultural Univ.
Effect of P and S on forage yield and quality has been studied in field experiments
for three years on a soil, medium in P and deficient in S with forage sorghum [Sorghum bicolor(L.) MoenchJ.The treatments were taken in combinations of 2 genotypes (GFSH-1 & SSG.59-3) and 3 levels each of P (0,40 & 80 kg P205 ha-1) and
S (0, 20 & 40 kg S ha-1) in spl it-plot design. Two cuts were harvested. The P and S
applied through diammonium phosphate and gypsum, respectively. A uniform dose
of N was applied with the treatments. Individually application of 80 kg P205 ha-1
gave significantly higher Green Forage (GF) and Dry Matter (DM) yield of forage
sorghum than 40 kg P205 ha-1 and control (Table 1) Similarly, a level of 80 kg
P205 ha-1 also gave significantly higher Crude Protein (CP) yield over control but
it was similar with 40 kg P205 ha-1 (Wheeler et al, 1980 and Chand et al., 1992).
Application of 40 kg and 80 Kg P205 ha-I to sorghum produced 6.8 and 10.1; 9.7
and 14 4 and 4.6 and 11.6% higher GF, DM and CP yield, respectively than control.
Application of P (<i> 80 Kg ha-1 recorded significantly higher V uptake than control
in total of two cuts Application of 20 Kg and 40 Kg S ha-1 removed higher P
uptake than control during first, second and in total of two cuts (Ahmad et al.,1995).
The GF, DM and CP yield increased significantly with the individually application
of 20 kg and 40 kg S ha-lover control (Table 1) Soil application of 20 Kg S ha-1
individually to sorghum significantly increased the GF, DM and CP yield to the
tune of 9.4, 9.9 and 17 9%, respectively over control Application of 20 Kg S ha-1
to SSG 59-3 gave significantly higher DMY by 8.3% over the highest GF yielder
interaction of 20 Kg S -ha to GFSH-1.Application of 80 Kg P205 -ha to SSG
59-3 gave significantly higher DMY than others except 40 Kg P205 ha-1 to SSG
59-3.These increase was to the tune of 14.0 and 14.9% over control. Individual
application of 20 Kg S ha-1 to sorghum found advantageous for obtain higher GFY,
total return and net Incremental Cost Benefit Ratio (ICBR). Plant samples were
subjected to analyze for VDMD content. Combined application of 40 kg P205 and
20 kg S ha-1 gave significantly the highest DDM yield (65.2 q/ha). The interaction
of 40 kg P205 and 20 kg S ha-1 to sorghum showed higher GFY with higher DDM
yield and net ICBR (Singh et al, 1983) The significantly higher DMY produced by
application of 20 Kg S ha-1 to SSG-59-3. The favorable points of SSG 59-3 over
GFSH-1 were; 13 days earlier in maturity, thin stem and higher DM content. Considering the net ICBR, yield and forage quality production point of view, combined
application of P@ 40 Kg P205 and S @ 20 KgS ha-1 to sorghum gave higher GF
and DDM yield as well as net ICBR Increasing levels of P from 0 to 40 and 80 Kg
ha-1 significantly reduced HCN contents of leaf by 16.0 and 18.1%, respectively
over control in first and in second cut. Similarly, HCN contents reduced in shoot
and root also Application of 40 Kg S being at par with 20 Kg S ha-1 significantly
reduced the HCN contents in leaf than control in both the cuts. The lowest NDF
content was found with 40 kg P205 ha-1 to SSG 59-3.
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M Palaniappa Pillai
On-Farm Nutrient Management in Cigar Tobacco.
M. Palaniappa Pillai. S. B. Santhu Mohamed, Dept. of SS&AC. Tamil Nadu
Agricultural Univ; T. N. Rao. Potash and Phosphate Institute of Canada-India
Programme.
On-farm trials on cigar tobacco at four locations were conducted in the fanners
field at the villages of Kurumanthur, Karatupalayam, Karapadi and Ottar Karatupalayam of Gobichettypalayam, Erode Dist with a test variety Karuvazhai, KV1.
There were 8 treatments non-replicated Each plot was with the size of 100 m2 (20
m x 5 m) Different sources of fertilizers were applied for the treatments. The full
dose of phosphorus was applied as basal at the time of planting The fertilizers viz.,
urea, sulphate of potash (SOP), Sul-Po-Mag (SPM), Elemental Sulphur (ES), magnesium sulphate, magnesium chloride, Muriate Of Potash (MOP) and magnesium
acetate will be applied as top dressing in two split doses Half quantity of fertilizers
were applied at 45 days after planting. Remaining half quantity of fertilizers were
applied at 60 days after planting Other managements like irrigation, weeding and
plant protection were done according to the recommended practice in the crop production manual of Tamil Nadu Agricultural University. After maturity the tobacco
crops were harvested at Karattupalayam and Kurumanthur. Alukkuli and at Ottar
Karattupalayam during February and March 2003 and subjected for shade curing
and the cured whole plant yield were recorded The cured whole plant yield was
higher for the addition of 60:125:250:100:150 kg N, P205, K20, Mg and S ha-1
(Optimum Tl) in all the four locations (3855. 4561,4592.5209.4554 kg ha-1 at
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Karatupalayam, Kurumanthur, Ottar karattupalayam and Karapadi respectively).
Omission of either P, K, Mg individually or K+Mg+S reduced the yield of tobacco.
The farmer's practice recorded higher tobacco yield than the state recommendation
in all the locations except at Ottarkaratupalayam The cured tobacco whole plant
yield recorded at four different locations revealed that reported the existing recommendation of 40 kg N, 100 kg P205 and 100 kg K20 ha-1 to cigar tobacco is sub
optimal. Hence, there is a need for upward revision of the existing blanket recommendation. The fertilizer schedule recommended for cigar tobacco to ensure maximum yield and higher net income besides improving the quality of cigar tobacco,
viz., nicotine, leaf burn was 60 kg N, 125 kg P205, 250 kg K20, 100 kg Mg and
150 kg S ha-1.
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P. C. Patel
Effect of Phosphorus and Potassium application on Forage Yield, Quality,
Nutrient Uptake and Persistence of Lucerne (Medicngo sntiva L.).
P. C. Patel. A. V. Kotecha. Main Forage Research Station. Anand Agricultural
University.
The lucerne sown area has been significantly reduced in recent years due to forage
productivity and stand persistence. The production and quality of lucerne can be
increased through the adoption of improved varieties and use of P and K. Persistence of alfalfa is largely dependent upon the relative abundance of K . P and K
nutrients are associated with persistence and shoot regrowth of lucerne The proper
balance of P and K is important in maintaining productive stands of lucerne With
a view to these objectives, a field trial was conducted to know the effect of Pand
K on forage yield, quality, nutrient uptake and persistence of lucerne on a soil,
sufficient in P and medium in K with lucerne (Medicago saliva L ). The treatments
were taken in factorial randomized block design in combinations of two varieties
(GAUL-1 & Anand-8), two levels of P (50 and 75 Kg ha-1) and three levels of
K (50, 75 and 300 Kg ha-1). The P and K applied through single superphosphate
and muriate of potash, respectively. A uniform dose of N was applied with the
treatments. The first cut of lucerne was taken at 60 DAS and subsequent cuts were
harvested at an interval of 25-30 days. Totally twelve cuts were harvested in a year.
The lucerne green forage (GF), dry matter (DM) and crude protein (CP) yield did
not differ significantly due to varieties and P levels in total of twelve cuts Individual response of P application could not be obtained might be due to sufficient
availability of P in the soil. The GF, DM and CP yield increased significantly with
the increase of individually application of K from 50 to 150 and 300 Kg K ha-1.
The corresponding increase of GF, DM and CP was to the tune of 17.2, 13 3 and
17.6 per cent by the appl ication of 300 Kg K ha-1 over 50 Kg K ha-1 The increase
in yield might be due to significantly higher plant height and maximum plant populations in the treatment of 300 Kg K ha-1 as compared to 50 Kg and 150 Kg K ha-1.
The interaction effect of Variety x P levels x K levels was significant for DM and
CP yield. The significantly higher DMY (220.9 q/ha) recorded by the application
of 75 Kg P and 300 Kg K ha-1 to Anand-8 but it was at par with GAUL-1 x 50
Kg Pand 300 Kg K ha-1. Application of 75 Kg P and 300 Kg K ha-1 to GAUL-1
produced 17.3% higher DMY over the recommended dose of fertilizer (RDF) of
50 Kg P and 50 Kg K ha-1. Similarly, application of 75 Kg P and 300 Kg K ha-1
to GAUL-1 produced 17.3% higher DMY over P50K50. Similarly, application of
75 Kg P and 300 Kg K ha-I to varieties GAUL-1 and Anand-8 synthesized 28 9
and 15 5% higher CPY, respectively over P50K50. So these results indicated that
RDF of P50K50 is not sufficient for securing the higher forage yield and quality.
The application of 75 Kg Pand 300 Kg K ha-1 to variety GAUL-1 recorded the
highest CPY (45 17 q/ha) and showed significantly superiority to others but it was
at par with GAUL-1 x P50 x K300 and Anand-8 x P75 x K300 Application of 50
Kg P and 300 Kg K ha-1 to variety GAUL-1 showed the maximum net incremental
cost benefit ratio (1:2.59) followed by P75K300 to Anand-8 (1 2.07).The positive
response of GFY was obtained in individual cut (leut to 12 cuts) of lucerne due to
application of 300 Kg K ha-I over 50 Kg K ha-1 and it was significantly higher in
4th cut, 5th cut, 6th cut, 9th cut, 11th cut and 12th cut by the application of 300 Kg
K ha-1. The initiation of regrowth after defoliation was substantially greater when
lucerne was supplied with K and the elongation rate of shoots was increased with
increased K fertility, which lead to greater mass/shoot (Berg et al.,2003). Individually application of 300 Kg K ha-1 recoded significantly higher K uptake than 50 Kg
and 150 Kg K ha-1 and hence recorded significantly higher GF, DM and CP yield
of lucerne as compared to 50 Kg and 150 Kg K ha-1 There was a highly positive
significant correlation (r =0.95**) between DMY and K uptake. Similarly, CPY and
K uptake has also strong positive correlation (r =0.92**). Similarly, the N and P
uptake by lucerne were also higher with the application of 300 Kg K ha-1 treatment
as compared to application of 50 Kg and 150 Kg K ha-1. Individually application of
300 Kg K ha-1 also showed significantly the highest plant population (296 plants in
12 square m area) after 11 th cut as compared to 50 Kg K ha-1 (208 plants) and 150
Kg K ha-1 (247 plants). The lucerne Anand-8 exhibited significantly higher plant
population (286 plants in 12 square m area) than GAUL-1 (214 plants in 12 square
m area) but it was failed in producing higher forage yield Individually application
of 300 Kg K ha-1 showed significantly higher plant height (65 78 cm av. of 12 cuts)
than 50 Kg K ha-I (61.95 cm) and 150 Kg K ha-1 (63 29 cm). It is concluded that
both the varieties of lucerne (GAUL-1 and Anand-8) are more responsive to the
higher levels of potassium fertilizers (150 and 300 Kg K ha-1). Moreover, these
results specifically indicated that RDF of 50 Kg Pand 50 KgK ha-1 is not sufticient
for obtaining the higher forage yield and quality to both the varieties under studied
Combined application of Pand K is required to lucerne crop to obtain higher forage

yield and quality. Keywords: Lucerne, Phosphorus, Potassium, Forage yield and
quality, Economics.

deeper soil layers were those having also the highest content of organic C, Kjeldahl
N, and clay, the highest cation exchange capacity, and the lowest pH values These
analytical characteristics are often associated with organic matter-rich soils at low
redox potential As it is known that crops may take up ammonium N as easily as
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E. A. C. Costantini
nitrate N, those among them that are endowed with root systems capable of reachSoil, Wine and other Quality Crops, a New Frontier of Soil Science.
ing deep soil layers may find there high amounts of available ammonium N As far
E.A. C. Costantini. CRA-ISSDS: S. Southard. USDA-NRCS:J. G. Davis. Colorado as sugar beet is concerned, crop roots may reach the deepest soil layers just in the
State Univ.
latest growth phase, when N excesses are more likely to compromise the root technological quality Ammonium-N high levels being associated with soils with high
There is increasing interest in studying soil characteristics that affect the qualorganic matter content in the subsoil, the presence of deep organic layers in soils
ity of wine. Research studies have established that the oenological expression of
could be regarded as an index of N availability below the cultivated soil layer This
the vine corresponds to a specific plant growth and ripening model that is depeninformation may help the extension services infine-tuningto site-specific situations
dent on agricultural practices, climate and soil conditions. Evidence suggests that
the fertilizer N recommendations, which, at the moment, are chiefly based on N
environmental factors influence the hormonal equilibrium of each variety which
availability in the top soil-layer.
in turn regulates the expression of the genotype. On the basis of these studies,
analysis of the best environmental conditions inside a vine growing area is possible Positive soil management experiences in vineyards have focused attention
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E. A. C. Costantini
to other specialty crops, such as olive oil, fruits and vegetables, and forage for
Soil Influence on the Ripening and Chemical-Organoleptic Characteristics of
milk and cheese production. Soil scientists can play an important role in pairing
"Frantoio" and "Moraiolo" Monocultivar Oils.
soils and wine grape production and other quality crop systems. This pairing may
A. Cimato. CNR-IVALSA; E. A. C. Costantini. CRA-ISSDS; E. Franchini. CNRresult in better economic, environmental and landscape sustainability. Examples
IVALSA; C. Attilio. CNR-IVALSA: R. Barbetti. CRA-ISSDS
of activities performed by soil scientists, alone or in cooperation with agronomists
and other specialists include: i) soil survey and mapping including thematic mapThe knowledge on the incidence of the soil functional factors on the productivity
ping at different scales for specific soil functional characteristics and qualities; ii)
and particularly on the qualitative response of the olive tree is still very limited.
advising the vineyard or plantation about the choice of the fields for variety suitDuring two years research (2002-2003), a study was conducted on the evaluation of
ability, landscape suitability and the risk of plant diseases in specific soil conditions
soil suitability for the cultivation of the olive tree in the Province of Siena In particand locations in the farm landscape; iii) advising about varieties, rootstocks, plant
ular, the trial concerned the relationship between soil nature and olive tree behavior,
density, grass coverage; designing surface and deep drainage systems, slope levelthrough the determination of the olive ripening index and the chemical organoleptic
ling and reshaping; green manure and fertilization before plantation; iv) advising
analysis of the oil produced. Two soils with same climate, similar chemical characthe vineyard husbandry about annual fertilization, soil conservation, and agroteters but with different physical and hydrological properties were compared. They
chinque management (time and kind of cultivation and pruning). The increasing
belonged to the Typic Ustorthents, loamy skeletal, somewhat excessively drained,
public expectation for "total quality" agriculture that sustains production while at
and to the Udic Calciustepts, coarse-loamy, moderately well drained Two cultithe same time maintaining the quality of the food products, the environment and the
vars, "Frantoio" and "Moraiolo", were monitored during both productive seasons,
landscape, creates an exciting opportunity for soil science consultants and researchand two harvesting periods (October and November), The experiment underlined
ers. Soil science societies are called to encourage studies and activities correlating
that the fruits on the Udic Calciustept showed a lower olives ripening index, in the
soil characteristics with sensory crop quality.
same harvesting period, for both cultivars, than the Typic Ustorthent. The different
characteristics of the two soils did not seem to have any significant influence on
the fatty acid composition, which did not show substantial variations in any of the
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R. Marchetti
years and harvesting period considered. In fact, the quantity of every single fatty
Soil Influence on Nitrogen Availability for Sugar Beet.
acid remained constant in both soils and for both cultivar. The different soil characteristics affected the total polyphenol content as well as every single phenolic
R. Marchetti. Agricultural Research Council—Agronomical Research Institute.
component of the oil, particularly the hydroxytyrosol and the oleuropein aglycon.
Modena Section: E. Biancardi. Agricultural Research Council—Experimental
Institute for Industrial Crops, Rovigo Section; P. Stevanato, Agricultural Research A greater concentration of these components in the oils of the Typic Ustorthent was
Council—Experimental Institute for Industrial Crops. Rovigo Section; G. Ponzoni. recorded in both seasons and cultivars. This would indicate that different soil water
contents induce a higher variation on the phenolic and polyphenolic compounds
Agricultural Research Council—Agronomical Research Institute. Modena
and, consequently, on the oil stability and on its antioxidant features, than the influSection.
ence demonstrated by the cultivar. Finally, soil nature was crucial in determining
organoleptic characteristics: the Typic Ustorthent produced a qualitatively superior
Sugar beet (Beta vulgaris subsp. vulgaris L.) is highly affected by Nitrogen (N)
oil, characterized by a marked green and grass fruity taste.
fertilization: low N availability reduces root yield, whereas excess N is detrimental
to the root technological quality. It is therefore important to correctly estimate the
amount of fertilizer N needed by the crop. In Italy, the Italian Beet Growers Association recommends N rates ranging between 40 and 120 kg ha '. These recom165-9
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L P Comeau
mendations are mainly based on the inorganic N amount that can be measured in
Effect of Soil Properties on the Quality and Productivity of Coffee in
the cultivated soil layer (i.e., in the 0.3-0.4-m top soil) in the autumn preceding the
Mountainous Regions of Sierra Madre del Sur (Southern México).
sugar beet seeding. A technological quality decline of the harvested roots, apparL. P. Comeau. Lab. Edafologia. Facultad de Ciencias. UN AM.; P. Krasilnikov. (I)
ently induced by N excesses, has sometimes been observed in sugar beet crop areas
Institute of Biology. KarRC. RAS (2) Facultad de Ciencias. UN AM.
of Northern Italy, without the supply of high fertilizer N amounts. The aim of this
study was to verity if any accumulation of N below the cultivated soil layer could
Coffee is one of much consumed drinks throughout of the world However little
occur to explain this decrease in sugar beet technological quality. Soil profiles of
is known about the soil conditions that have an effect on the productivity and the
most common soil types of the Po river alluvial plain (North-Eastern Italy) were
quality of coffee fruits and seeds The objective of this investigation is to study the
sampled infieldscropped to sugar beet, in 0.25-m increments, to a depth of 3 m In
effect of some soil properties on the productivity and the quality of cherries of coffact sugar beet roots may grow to different depths, depending on soil type and water
fee in sustainable coffee grower (Coffea Arabica var. tipica L.) Among other facavailability, and root development even to 3-m soil depth was observed in these
tors soil conditions affect the productivity and the quality of the grains of coffee It
soils, in non-irrigated management conditions Forty-five profiles were sampled in
is belived that the best soils for coffee plants are deep sandy loam soils with granutotal, in May or June of the 2000-2003 period, in 32 locations Soils of the study
lar structure of the surface horizon having good aeration, moderate infiltration and
area are flat and derive from alluvial deposits of the Quaternary Era; they are frepH from 5,0 to 6.0. Nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium are the most important elequently characterized by a seasonallyfluctuatingwater table. The soil samples were
ments for the coffee plant but physical conditions are the most important limiting
analyzed for soil moisture, inorganic N (nitrate N + nitrous N + ammonium N),
factors. This study was developed at the coffee-growing farm El Sinai, situated in
organic C, Kjeldahl N, Olsen P, carbonates, sand, silt and clay contents. Soil cation
the eastern part of the Sierra Madre del Sur in Oaxaca state, Mexico (16°07 "41.5"N
exchange capacity and pH were also determined Silty-clay loam, silt loam, and
and 97°06 12.9"W), at an altitude of 800-1300 ma si The climate of the region
loam were the prevailing soil textural classes. In the 45 profiles considered, the inoris warm humid isothermal with annual precipitation of 1800-2000 mm and a mean
ganic N content in the cultivated top soil (to 0.5-m soil depth) was on average equal
annual temperature of 21-21.9°C. The coffee is grown under the shade of natural
to 12.9 mg kg ' dry soil. Nitrate-N content was higher in the cultivated layer, where
vegetation classified as Tropical Semideciduous Forest. The soils presented in the
it equaled on average 92 9% of the inorganic-N content. It became progressively
farm are Luvisols, Umbrisols, Cambisols, Phaeozems, Regosols and Leptosols.
lower for increasing soil depths. Ammonium-N content was also lower, below the
Fifteen sites were selected for this study at each we measured the productivity and
cultivated soil layer Nevertheless we measured an increase of ammonium N in the
theflavor,aroma, body and acidity of 225 shrubs of coffee (15 coffee plants by site
2- to 3-m soil layer, and, in 9 soil profiles from 5 sampling locations, we found a
with altitude, relief and well-known localization). The structure of each one of the
very high ammonium-N content (even more than 100 mg N kg ' dry soil). A Prin225 coffee plants (height, circumference of the base of the trunk, number of procipal Component Analysis was applied to the average value of the log-transformed
ductive and unproductive branches), the density of the coffee plants, the comparaanalytical data, relevant to the samples collected between 2- and 3-m soil depth
tive speed of maturation of the fruits, the size of fruits and seeds and the opening
The first 2 principal components explained 68% of the data set overall variance,
canopy. Fifteen soils profiles (one by site) were made and their basic physical and
and allowed us to group the sampling locations on the basis of the soil analytical
chemical properties were evaluated The soil of the site 1 was classified as Arenic
description The sampling locations with the highest ammonium-N content in the
Luvisol, at the site 2 as Arenic Alisol, 3 as Humic Cambisol, 4 as Umbrisol, 5 as
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Posters
Cambisol, 6 as Alisol, 7 as Cambisol, 8 as Molic Cambisol, 9 as Umbrisol, 10 as
Umbrisol, II as Umbrisol, 12 as Umbrisol, 13 as Acrisol, 14 as Luvisol, and at
the site 15 as Cambisol The results of the evaluation of soil properties and coft'ee
productivity are shown at the figure. For the Cambisols the productivity of cherries
it is increased with the decrement of the pH, the higher productivity was at pH 5.0.
For the Umbrisol and soils with Argic horizon the productivity decrease with the
decrement of the pH, the higher productivity was at pH 6 5 for the Umbrisols and at
pH 5 5 for the soils with Argic horizon We also found an indirect evidence of high
demand of calcium and magnesium by Coffea arabica
Arvtaiental results
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Soil Characteristics for Qualitative Sangiovese Wine Production in Tuscany
(Italy). From the Experimental Vineyard to the Land Evaluation.
E. A. C. Costantini, P. Bucelli. S. Pellegrini. CRA-ISSDS: P. Storchi, CRA-ISV; R.
Barbetti. CRA-ISSDS.
The aim of this work is to summarize the results of several years of research work
carried out in the Province of Siena (Central Italy), concerning soil characteristics
for qualitative wine production, and to highlight the importance of the scale in the
suitability evaluation. The reference variety was the Sangiovese vine. A set of 75
experimental plots were utilized during a time span varying from two tofiveyears.
Yield components, as well as phenological phases, were recorded The main chemical characteristics of the grapes from each experimental plot were analyzed at vintage and grape samples were processed using the standard techniques for small-lot
wine making. A relationship was established between oenological and phenological results An evaluation of the performance of each experimental vineyard, for
every year of trial, was made, and a classification of the plots in terms of matching
the optimal phenology was obtained. The Principal Component Analysis indicated
seven soil characteristics as significantly related to the oenological and phenological result of the experimental vineyards They were: clay and sand content, class of
internal drainage, available water capacity, rock fragments content, rooting depth,
surface stoniness Rooting depth, in particular, was found significantly linked to
grape per vine production, whereas stoniness to sugar accumulation rate, must
acidity and cluster weight. The influence of the seven soil characteristics on each
oenological and phenological result was normalized Several soil suitability indices were elaborated, considering various combinations of the seven characteristics,
and compared with the plot performance. The best statistical correspondence was
obtained with the suitability index which only considered rooting depth and stoniness A soil suitability classification taking into consideration that suitability index,
as well as the presence of a shallow water table and salinity, wasfinallybuilt up, the
final aim being the zoning of the whole territory of the Province. In conclusion, the
research demonstrates that the soil characteristics which are found significant at the
detail scale can differ from those which are functional at a smaller scale.
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Mulching for a Healthy Landscape-A Case Study Iranian Soils.
N. Bassirani. Zabol Univ.
A result of the geographical and ecological situation of Iran, as well as the blowing of unfavorable winds in the Central Desert, more than 80% of the 164 million hectare area of the country is subject to the conditions of arid and semi arid
regions, characterized by low precipitation, ranged between 50 to 250 mm per year.
At the present the area of the country's deserts and sandy soils is estimated to be 34
million hectares, and that of the poor and desertified rangelands which 12 million
hectares correspond to the sandy, soils 5 million of the same shifting sand dunes.
For as long as trees have grown in forests, leaves and needles have fallen to the
636

ground and formed a natural protective layer over the soil This same protection
can be given to the plants in our landscapes by mulching. Mulching can make a big
difference in the success of your landscape. Mulches conserve soil moisture, allowing you to water less often; keep down weeds; reduce erosion; keep plant roots
cool; provide winter protection; and make your yard more attractive. Mulches also
simpl ify lawn mowing around trees and shrubs A ring of mulch allows you to bring
your lawn mower right up to the edge of the mulch, eliminating the need for string
weeders At the same time you are protecting tree trunks and surface roots from
damage by mowing and clipping equipment. Keywords: Mulching; geographical,
plants, Iran.
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Effect of Cultivation on Some Soil Quality Indicators in Irrigated Arid
Lands.
A. S. Sheta. Ain Shams Univ. Faculty ofAgriculture. Soil Science Dept.
Pedological characteristics of irrigated arid lands are quite different in the presence of diagnostic horizons The main objective of this research was to evaluate
the effect of cultivations on some soil quality indicators for sustainable management. Twenty soil profiles represent number of farms were selected The farms
varied in the management practices and cultivation periods. Results indicated that
the studied soils were classified to torrifluvents, calcigypsids, petrogypsids haplocalcids. Changes in soil quality parameters due to cultivation periods included
increasing the thickness, darkening and O.M content of the surface Ap horizon and
improvement of soil structure. Relative Horizon Distinctness (RHD) values for surface horizons were improved with increasing cultivation periods Soil erosion has
negative effect on the thickness of Ap horizon of calcigypsids. Irrigation systems
affected soil salinity, with increasing cultivation periods the ECe values decreased
in torrifluvents under surface irrigation while it increased under drip irrigation and
green house cultivation. On the other hand ECe increased in most of aridisols with
the increase in cultivation periods under sprinkler irrigation Siam dominated the
amorphous materials and increased with cultivation in Ap horizon. Amounts of
available nutrient varied considerably with cultivation periods It decreased in the
soils cultivated for less than 5 years and increased with intensive cultivation for
25 years K level decreased with cultivation. Infiltration rate in the haplocalcids
decreased after 15 years of cultivation due to the deterioration of some soil properties such as high SAR, ESP and clay dispersion. This study shows deteriorations in
some soil quality indicators as a result of cultivations and improper management
practices. Improvement can be obtained with proper monitoring of soil quality
parameters and management practices.
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Effects of Long Term Fertilizer Application and Intensive Cropping on
Dynamics of Soil Micronutrients under Tropical Agro Ecosystem.
D. Selvi. Dept ofSoil Science and Agricultural Chemistry. Tamil Nadu Agricultural
Univ: P. P. Malarxizhi, P. Santhy. Dept ofSoil Science. TN Ail.
The present investigation was undertaken in the on-going Long Term Fertilizer
Experiment at Coimbatore, India with irrigated cropping sequence since 1972 inorder to find the nutrient management system which is more effective in nourishing
the crops with adequate micronutrients. The experimental soil is calcareous, sandy
clay loam with alkaline pH and EC 0.20 dSm-l The ten treatments are: Tl: 50%
NPK;T2: 100% NPK (optimal); T3: 150%NPK;T4: 100% NPK with hand weeding (HW), T5: 100% NPK + ZnS04 @ 25 kg ha- to maize alone; T6. 100% NP;
T7: 100% N alone; T8: 100% NPK+FYM @10 tonnes ha-1 to finger millet alone;
T9: 100% NPK (S free) and T10: Control. The available Zn (2.58 mg kg-1) and
Mn (2.74 mg kg-1) were in fair supply in soil but availability of Cu and Fe was
insufficient to meet the crop needs. The analysis of surface soil samples after 31
years of intensive cultivation showed a steep decrease in DTPA - Zn except the
continuous application of 100% NPK + ZnSÓ4 which resulted in 34 per cent build
up and it continued to maintain the DTPA-Zn at a higher level of 3.48 ppm. The per
cent depletion ranged from 63 to 88 and the rate of depletion was lower in 100%
NPK+FYM. There was a build up in available Cu, Fe and Mn status irrespective
of treatments including control and maximum in 100% NPK + FYM Skipping of
P lowers the micronutrient reserve and availability to a greater extent in soil. The
cumulative uptake of micronutrients by the crops followed an order of Fe > Mn >
Zn > Cu The total Zn uptake of maize was the highest in 100% NPK + ZnS04 and
FYM applied plots, the latter recorded the highest Fe, Cu and Mn uptake.
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The Effect of Forest Clearance and Subsequent Land Use on Erosion Losses
and Soil Properties in the Golestan National Park, Iran.
A. R. Zahirnia. Soil and Watershed Managment Research Institute: T. Asadi.
Islamic Azad Univ. Bandar Abbas Branch.
As pressure on land and forest resources increases, there is a growing need to assess
and improve the sustainability of slash-and-burn agriculture in Hyrcanian uplands
On steep-hillslopes (24-32o) in the forest buffer zone of the Golestan National
Park, following clearance of natural forest the relative impact on surface runoff,
soil erosion and soil properties of three land-use treatments: maintained weed-free
without cultivation (bare); cultivated with herbaceous crops (agriculture); and cul-

tivated with herbaceous crops and intercropped with Olive trees {Olea europea
L.) and White mulberry trees (Morus alba L.) contour hedges (agroforestry) were
assessed over a 5-year period and compared with an uncleared secondary forest
(control). The forest provided good protection against surface runoff (which was
consistently less than 0.2% of rainfall) and soil erosion losses (<500 kg.ha-l.yr-1);
agriculture caused a seven-fold increase in surface runoff and 21-fold increase in
soil erosion. However, agroforestry was effective in conservation of water (45%
reduction in runoff compared with agriculture) and soil (erosion reduced by 35%).
The clearance of the secondary forest led to large changes in most measured soil
properties Over 5 years concentrations of organic matter declined by 31%, total
N by 38%, exchangeable K by 47%, Ca by 43% and Mg by 56%, over the same
period bulk density increased by 48%. Of the soil properties more subject to yearto-year fluctuations, after 5 years the concentration of available P was 36% less in
cleared plots than in forest, exchangeable Na was 50% less and moisture content
43% less Only total P concentration and pH were unaffected Five years after forest
clearance there was no good evidence that these changes had stabilized and very
little difference in soil properties was found amongst the three land-use treatments.
However, within the agroforestry plots, exchangeable K, Na and sand concentrations became higher under the hedgerows than between them (by 14, 9 and 8%,
respectively), whilst clay concentration became higher between them (by 9%). The
results indicate that this low-input, contour-tree-hedgerow technology is effective
at soil and water conservation through the sieve-barrier effect and increased water
infiltration (respectively) and has the potential to enhance the sustainability of this
land-use system at a plot scale. Keywords: Slash and burn agriculture, surface runoff, Soil erosion, soil fertility, forest buffer zone, Agroforestry, contour hedgerow,
Pyrus boissieriana, Golestan National Park.
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O.A. Makarov
Current Status of Land and Soil Appraisal in Russian Federation.
O. A. Makarov, M. V. Guchok. Moscow State Lomonosov Univ.
Land value, determined by economical appraisal is the basis for land-tax rate calculation In science research terms "land appraisal" and "soil appraisal" are frequently used as synonyms, although they are not. In traditional comprehension we
must determine land (territory, lot) value, not soil (natural biological object (biogeo-system) value. And land evaluation is especially economical procedure. But
as soil is an indispensable part of the earth surface, having its' specific properties,
irreplaceable for ecosystems' balance, it seems to us necessary to account these
properties in the framework of land appraisal In most countries, including Russia
economical profit rather than soil properties (morphology, chemical, etc.) is most
important for determining the value of agricultural and other categories of land
(urban, industrial, forest.) In many subjects of Russian Federation the cost of lot
is often fixed by regional administration decisions, not grounded on soil researches
results. Besides, that ecological situation (e.g. the pollution level of environmental
components) is approaching catastrophical level in these regions, that is also not
taken into account In the ideal case, land appreciation must represent the integral
evaluation of both economical, soil-agrochemical and sol degradation components
Besides the fact, that soil fertility of arable land to great extent defines the cost
diapason of a lot, the specific procedure of applying such soil-agricultural indices
(soil-pH, organic matter content, plant available nutrients) for defining the land
cost is not developed neither in scientific publications nor in the state documents
and methodic. Many researchers recognize the necessity of taken into account the
influence of man-caused factors on the lot cost. But the procedure of such accounting is not developed in land-appraisal practice. Therefore, an existing dependence
between the lot cost and it's remoteness from nuclear reactors, arterial roads, industrial enterprises, etc. is proved only by current situation on the land market; this
dependence is only economical The aim of this research is to determine directions
of land appraisal work, based on soil-environmental investigations in the Russian
Federation In Russia there are many normative-methodical documents, regulating principles, methods and indexes of 3 types of economical evaluation of land
—market, cadastral and use value Economists consider, that value of land can
be calculated as a sum, which, being invested in a bank, will bringing a customer
income equal to a rent rate:
Rent rate
Land value =
x 100%.
Loan interest rate
Land value is divided into two parts: one of them is absolutely independent of
soil properties, and another—determined by them to a great extent Category of
land (and therefore functional burden of territory) primarily determines the necessity of taking into account soil indices while lot appraising. So, in agricultural lots
value soil component can constitute a significant part, and for the territory sealed
by asphalt—strives to zero. Taking this fact into account, we suggest to use actually
soil cost characteristics only for arable lands. Scientists from Dokuchaev Soil Institute tried to introduce the "soil value" term. The value of soil is determined as a
product of soil-ecological index (SEI) and tariff'category. SEI is like a yield ball,
which depends on soil fertility level taking into account specific climatic conditions, relief, soil erosion factor, stoniness, consolidation, etc Tariff' category is
determined by soil-geographical zoning of an appreciated lot The product of soil
value and technological coefficient (which characterizes specific ecological features of a territory, inflation, demand and supply index) gives the value of a lot In
Russia among different methods, accounting influence of human-induced processes
on economical value of land, the most commonly used are: land value correction,

using ecological coefficient; ecological tax rate appraisal in case of' degradation,
pollution and trashing of a lot; insurance of antropogenic land pollution risk, etc.
All these economical-ecological methods are focused on determining how much
the present natural environmental state differs from normal in the given bioclimatic
conditions and subsequently give to these deviations money equivalent
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K E Allton
Interactions between Soil Microbial Communities, Erodability and Tillage
Practices.
K. E. Allton. K. Ritz, The National Soil Resources Institute. Cranfield Univ; J. A.
Harris. Institute of Water and Environment. Cranfield Univ.
The soil biota are a vital component of belowground systems, driving many key
processes such as nutrient cycling, underwriting soil structural integrity and providing crucial ecosystem services to the wider environment. In agricultural systems,
tillage practices are known to impact upon both the soil biota and surface erosion
processes, but little is understood about the relationships between these three factors This work addresses this issue within the framework of an EU Life/ Syngenta
project "Soil and water protection for northern and central Europe" (SOWAP).
Within this component of the SOWAP programme, we are determining the influence of different soil management practices on the size and overall composition of
the soil microbial community and relating it to the propensity for erosion, at a variety of spatial scales. Soil microbial communities at two sites in the UK (Tivington,
Somerset and Loddington, Leicestershire) are being studied Microbial biomass and
phenotypic structure, measured using PhosphoLipid Fatty acid Analysis (PLFA),
are being used to determine the effect tillage has on these microbial communities
The field sites have been split into differing land management practices on the
same slope Temporal trends in microbial properties are being measured, along with
erosion rates and a wide range of other soil, agronomic and ecological parameters,
measured by other project partners. To date, the field trial data shows no significant
tillage treatment effects upon microbial biomass C at either site after six months
application of each treatment However, both total microbial biomass and community structure are significantly different between the two UK sites PLFA results
indicate differences in microbial community in relation to tillage treatments. The
field trials are being supported by small-plot rainfall simulations in the field and by
highly-controlled laboratory microcosms using manipulated microbial communities and controlled rainfall, to further elucidate microbial effects on soil erodibility
Preliminary results relating microbial community structure to erosion at the variety
of scales being studied will be presented
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S. Sivakumaran
Soil Assessment of New Zealand Apple Orchards with different Management
Practices.
S. Sivakumaran. I. Vogeler. R. Cichota. B. Clothier. I. Mc/vor. M. Deurer.
HortResearch.
Intensive trafficking in orchards by heavy machinery can cause soil compaction
This can change the soil structure and pore system, with respect to both pore size
distribution and the connectivity of the pore network To determine the effect of
wheel traffic and two different management practices on soil compaction and its
consequences, we measured penetromenter resistance, water infiltration, bulk density, macroporosity, and microbial activity in an conventional (integrated fruit production programme) with bare (herbicided) rows and organic apple orchard with
grassed rows. Measurements were taken both within the tree row and the wheeltrack, and down to a depth of 350 to 400 mm. The results indicate that compaction
is higher in wheel-track under both management methods, however, organic management results in a higher macroporosity in both the row and the wheel-track compared to conventional management. The 'close-to-saturation' infiltration rate was
also significantly higher within the row of the organic orchard (60 mm/hr) compared to the conventional orchard (10 mm/hr), and compared to the wheel-track
(10 mm/hr) Compaction in the wheel-track was higher under organic than conventional management The microbial activity was higher in the organic orchard compared to the conventional one, and, unexpectedly, higher in the interrow compared
to the row under both management regimes, perhaps due to adverse soil chemistry
(spray residues) in rows.
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R Bhattacharyya
Tillage and Rotation Effects on Pore Size Distribution and Soil Hydraulic
Conductivity in a Sandy Clay Loam Soil of the Indian Himalayas.
R. Bhattacharyya. V. Prakash. S. Kundu. H. S. Gupta. Vivekananda Institute of Hill
Agriculture.
Soil moisture conservation is a critical issue in rainfed farming in sub-temperate
regions of the Indian Himalayas. Conservation tillage management systems (zero
tillage and minimum tillage) are effective means in reducing water loss from the
soil and improving soil moisture regime Tillage management can affect crop
growth by altering the pore size distribution, pore geometry and hydraulic properties of soil. Information on potential changes in soil water storage and transmission properties due to different tillage management and crop rotation is scanty,
especially under sub-temperate climate of the Indian Himalayas. Therefore, the
present was undertaken with the objective to study the effect of different tillage
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management viz., Conventional Tillage (CT), Minimum Tillage (MT) and Zero
Tillage (ZT) and different crop rotations viz, [(soybean-wheat (S-W), soybeanlentil (S-L) and soybean-pea (S-P)] on pore size distribution and soil hydraulic
conductivities [saturated hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) and unsaturated hydraulic
conductivity [k (<Z)] of a sandy clay loam soil after 4 years prior to the initiation
of the experiment. Soil cores were collected at an interval of 75 mm up to 300 mm
soil depth for measuring soil bulk density and Ksat Nine pressure levels (from 2 to
1500 kPa) were used to calculate soil water retention constant (b) by using /E =/Ée
(<c/<csat)-b where, / É is the matric pressure, /Ée is the intercept, <c and <csat are
volumetric water content at a given matric pressure and saturation, respectively
Soil pore size distribution data was computed from the soil water retention data for
soil water suction (<Z) range of-2 to -400 kPa. The equivalent pore diameter (EPD)
of the smallest pore (Sgm) drained at water suction of/E (kPa) was calculated as
300//É. k (<Z) was calculated from °¥b' and Ksat using the Campbell's equation: k
(<Z) = Ksat (<c/<csat)2b+3. It was observed that °¥b' values at all the studied soil
depths were higher under ZT (4.4-4,6) than those observed under CT (4.2-4.1) irrespective of the crop rotations. Soil bulk density observed under ZT was higher than
that under CT (I 34 Mg m-3) only in 0-75 mm soil depth Soils under S-P and S-L
rotations showed relatively lower bulk density values than that under S-W rotation
in the surface layer. The effect of ZT and MT was to reduce the volume fraction of
large pores and to increase the volume fraction of small pores with probable better
pore continuity relative to CT which ultimately resulted in higher Ksat under ZT
and MT. Average values of the volume fraction of total porosity with pores < 7.5
/Ym in diameter (effective pores for retaining plant available water) were 0.557,
0.636 & 0.628 m3m-3 under CT, MT & ZT; and 0.592, 0.610 & 0.626 m3m-3
under S-W, S-L & S-P, respectively. In contrast, the average values of the volume
fraction of total porosity with pores > 150 /Ym in diameter (pores draining freely
with gravity) were 0.124, 0.096 & 0.095 m3m-3 under CT, MT & ZT; and 0.110,
0 104 & 0.101 m3m-3 under S-W, S-L & S-P, respectively. Ksat values in all the
studied soil depths were significantly greater under ZT than those in CT (300 to
344 mm d-1). At 0-75 mm soil depth, the average Ksat value (377 mm d-1) under
S-L system was significantly higher than S-W & S-P systems and at 75-150 mm
soil depth Ksat under S-P was significantly greater than thai under S-W & S-l.. The
greater Ksat values at the surface soil layers under S-L and S-P might be due to
greater C content and better aggregate stability. The observed k (<Z) values at 0-75
mm soil depth under ZT [ 199 mm d-1 (at -2 kPa suction) to 0.004 mm d-1 (at -400
kPa suction)] were significantly higher than those computed under CT at all the
suction levels, except at -10, -100 and -400 kPa suctions. Among the crop rotations,
S-P recorded significantly higher k (<Z) values in all the suctions up to -40 kPa and
beyond that the effect was found non-significant. The interaction effects of tillage
and crop rotations affecting the Ksat and k (<Z) values were found significant at
all the soil water suctions. Our calculated results of greater k (<Z) values under NT
and MT than those under CT at different soil layers are consistent with the findings of several researchers But our observed values of greater effective pores for
retaining plant available water and k (<Z) under S-P and S-L than those under S-W
at 0-300 mm soil depth in sandy clay loam soils have rarely been found previously
These findings indicate that conservation tillage may be more desirable than CT in
terms of soil water retention and water flow, both under saturated and unsaturated
conditions The superiority of the above mentioned system is due to more effective
water storage within numerically more numbers of fine pores and better rearrangement of pore size classes for faster water transmission both under saturated and
unsaturated conditions
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D. Vasanthi
Vermicompost for Sustaining Soil Productivity.
D. Vasanthi, Tamil Nadu Agricultural Unir (TNA U).
The high yielding varieties of crops can yield to their genetic potentials only if
they are grown in productive soils The soils must be fertile and healthy if they are
to be highly productive Productivity of soils can not be sustained with the fertilizers alone. Though inorganic farming increases the yield of crops it has become
hazardous in the long run distorting soil fertility and deteriorating soil health and
the quality of the agricultural produces At the same time complete inorganic farming is not feasible in commercial agriculture So, the viable and feasible way to
improve and sustain soil productivity for maximizing crop production is the integrated Nutrient management (INM) involving manures, fertilizers and bio-fertilizers but the manures have become scarce due to dwindling in the cattle population and inability to introduce the green manure crops in the crop sequences under
intensive agriculture. In this context an investigation was carried out to find out
the efficacy of vermicompost prepared from different organic wastes like weeds,
vegetable wastes, sugarcane trash, banana wastes etc to improve the fertility status
of the soil and to increase the yield of rice crop. Field experiments were conducted
using vermicompost prepared from different organic wastes at 5& 10 t ha-1 with
N,P and K at the recommended levels of 100: 50 : 50 Kg ha of N,P205 and K20
HA-1 ADT-36 rice was grown as test crop. The results showed that the rice grain
yields were significantly higher in the treatments that received vermicompost at 5
or 101 ha-1 plus N.Pand K at the recommended levels(5 31 ha-1) than in the treatment that received N.P and K alone(3.7t ha-1) through fertilizers Organic carbon
content (I 48%) and fertility status as reflected in the available status of N,P and
K and micronulrients were significantly higher in the treatments that received vermicompost plus N.P and K than in the treatment with N.P and K alone. Significant
reduction in bulk density and significant increase in CEC was recorded in the treat-
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ments that received vermicompost besides fertilizers. The results showed clearly
that application of vermicompost prepared from any organic waste at 51 ha-1 along
with recommended levels on N.P and K can be recommended to improve and sustain soil productivity for maximizing rice production
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T J. Ghose
Long-Term Effect of Continuous Fertilization on Rice Yields, Nutrient
Response, Nutrient Uptake and Soil Quality Parameters in Rainfed Rice-Rice
Cropping Sequence.
T. J. Ghose. A. K. Pathak, Assam Agricultural Unit.
Long term field trails are conducted to study the change in soil fertility, crop productivity in different agro climatic zone of India. The present field trail is being
conducted at Regional Agril Research Station (AAU), Titabar, Assam, India, falling in Alfisols, characterized as Endo aqualf, clay loam in nature. This paper discusses rice yields, nutrient response, nutrient uptake, soil fertility status and few
soil quality parameters in 2004 on the 15* year of completion of long-term field
experiments in rice-rice sequence Results snowed that nutrient combination of 40
kg N, 20 kg P,0 5 and 20 kg K,0 with 5 t farm yard manure + ZnS04 application in soil produced the highest"grain yield in both summer and winter rice (87 q
ha1), which was significantly higher than conventionally recommended fertilizer
dose (40 kg N; 20 kg P,Os, 20 kg K20 + Soil Zn ha' in each season). Grain yield
response of rice to applied N, P, K, S, Zn, and FYM were 1.52, 0.44, 0.32, 0.28,
0.51 and 0.75 t ha' during the I5thy year (2003-2004) as compared tol.58, 0.24,
0.40, 0.30, 0.34, 0.53 t ha'1 over the years (1990-2004) respectively revealing an
improvement in P, Zn and FYM response with passage of time. Average nutrient
uptake in rice-rice sequence for N, Pand K was 37.13 kg, 23.84 kg and 47.51 kg
ha"1 respectively. In addition to high productivity, the treatments receiving 100%
NPK +ZnS04+ 5t FYM ha', also maintained good level of soil fertility build up
(1.23% organic C, 26.7 kg P,Os, 185.20 kg K,0 ha'. Integrated nutrient management plots also maintained stable soil fertility level over the years as compared to
inorganic fertilized plots in this sequence Further a few soil quality parameters viz.
soil physical properties and biological properties were studied. Results indicated
that the bulk density in soil varied from 1 29 to 1.38 g cc ' in different treatments,
water holding capacity ranged between 38.35 to 43.08% at the end of final harvesting of crop. Soil biological parameters viz. microbial biomass - C showed a
variation of 56.75 to 77.85 mg kg"1 while dehydrogenase activity in soil varied from
27.06 to 195.32 mgTPF g 'soil 24 ' hr in some selective treatments. Besides, linear
regression equation (q ha') showing trends of grain yield over years were worked
out to see the effect of different treatments over long range of fertilizer application
and organic source of nutrient use.
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P. Prasadini
Evaluation of Different Land Use Systems on Physical Properties of Rainfed
Alfisols.
P. Prasadini, N. Rao. S. Narayana. R. Lakshmi. Acharya N.G. Ranga Agricultural
Univ.
Red sandy loam soils which cover a large area in Andhra Pradesh, India become
very hard on drying due to low clay, low organic carbon and presence of free iron
oxides Structure of these soils is very poor and are prone to runoff and soil losses
Providing tree cover in these soils has advantage in building surface litter thereby
organic matter which improves soil physical environment besides enhancing the
soil fertility, and reversing the nonproductive lands to productive soils. As several trees in combination with pastures or crops add enormous amount of litter to
soils various land use systems were evaluated in the context of soil physical environment. An investigation was carried out to evaluate different land use systems
on soil physical environment in Agroforestry Research Unit, Hyderabad, Andhra
Pradesh, India. The land use systems evaluated were Agri-horti, Agri-silvi-horti,
Silvi-pasture, Leucaena leucocephala, Eucalyptus camaldulensis, Acacia albida,
Azadirachta indica, Tectona grandis besides Agricultural and Fallow lands. Soils
under all the land use systems were neutral in reaction and non-saline. The soil
samples were collected upto 60 cm depth at regular intervals of 15 cm. Studies on
soil hydrophysical properties like hydraulic conductivity, water retention at different tensions and bulk density on undisturbed samples, infiltration characteristics
in situ and degree and size of aggregation on samples passed through 8 mm were
made. All the land use systems showed comparatively lower bulk densities when
compared to Agricultural land and Fallow land. Lowest bulk density (150 Mg m')
was recorded by Agri-horti system followed by Silvi-pasture (1 52 Mg m') and
highest by Fallow land (1 60 Mg m'). Hydraulic properties like conductivity at saturation, water retention and storage were highest under Agri-horti system, and were
significantly correlated with organic carbon status as influenced by different land
use systems. The soil organic carbon status was found to be highest under Agrihorti system (0.90%) followed by Silvi-pasture (0.76%), Agri-silvi-horti system
(0.74%) at the surface layer (0-15 cm). Infiltration characteristics were moderate
in nature in all land use systems, amongst agri-horti recorded highest value. They
were significantly correlated with the degree of aggregation in terms of aggregates
>0.25 mm and mean weight diameter All the soil physical parameters recorded
lowest values in fallow land followed by agricultural land. Wholesome effect of
different land use systems was assessed through Physical Rating Index, calculated
by giving weightages to physical properties Based on physical index value fal-

low land and agricultural land were classified as class IV indicating that they were
slightly suitable for cultivation. Lands under Agro-forestry systems were classified
as class III, moderately suitable category where the expected yield is 50 per cent
of potential yield. The yields could be increased by appropriate soil management
practices like addition of organic matter, clay mixing and deep ploughing. Based
on the results it was concluded that agri-horti system was a viable alternative under
rainfed conditions to improve the soil structure besides sustaining the soil fertility.
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M. Malakouti
Quality Indices and Optimum Levels of Nutrient in Fruits Grown on the
Calcareous Soils of Iran.
M. Malakouti. Tarbiat Modares Univ. Soil and Water Research

Institute.

Proper crop nutrition is of primary importance in achieving a sustainable agriculture. As a result of extensive investigations and analyzing more than 5000 leaf
and fruit samples of apple, vineyard, citrus, almond, pomegranate, olive and pistachio orchards under different management systems during a five year period,
the average values for critical levels of nutrient concentrations were determined
The experimental data showed that a balanced application of fertilizers by foliar
sprays or in manure pits significantly improved the yield and quality of fruits of
the selected trees. The desirable nutrient concentration for apple tree leaves were
nitrogen 2.20-2.30; phosphorus, 0.15; potassium 1.80-2.00; calcium 1.80-2.20;
magnesium 0.40; sulfur 0 35 percent, and iron 100-150; manganese 70-100; zinc
40-60; copper 10-15; boron 30-70 and molybdenum 1-2 mg/kg. The desired nutrient concentrations for apple fruits were as follows: nitrogen 40; phosphorus 12;
potassium 150; calcium 7.0; magnesium 5.0; iron 0.20; manganese 0.10; zinc 0.10;
copper 0.10; and boron 0.5 mg per 100 gr of fresh fruit; similarly, other quality
indices for apple fruit included: dry matter 16%; texture hardness to be in excess
of 3 kg per cm 2 ; total sugars 14 g and total acidity (malic acid) 0.5 g in 100 ml
of fruit juice, Brix 14, pH 4; the ratios N/Ca less than 10; K/Ca less than 20; and
of Ca/Mg 1.4. The experimental data showed that the fertilizer treatments significantly affected the nutrient concentrations in leaves and fruits. There were significant differences in the concentrations of phosphorus, potassium, iron, manganese,
copper and boron in grape leaves and grapes sampled from the different regions
mainly due to the amendments of the soils physicochemical properties as well as
the different orchard management practices. Statistical analysis indicated that the
concentrations of potassium and zinc in grapes had significantly increased with
treatments. Extensive investigations and data analysis indicated the desirable nutrient concentration for grape leaves to be nitrogen 2.80; phosphorus 0.25; potassium
1.90; calcium 2.50; magnesium 0.60; and sulfur 0.40 percent; iron 150; manganese
110; zinc 35; copper 15; boron 40 and molybdenum 1-2 mg per kg. The desirable
nutrient concentration for fresh grapes were determined to be nitrogen 120; phosphorus 10; potassium 200; calcium 15; magnesium 10; iron 0.30; manganese 0.10;
zinc 0.10; copper 0.05; and boron 0.50 mg per 100 gr of fresh fruit; and for raisins
they were: nitrogen 50; phosphorus 15; potassium 170; calcium 18; magnesium 16;
iron 0.40; manganese 0.30; zinc 0.20; copper 0.05; and boron 0.50mg per kg. The
desirable leaf nutrient concentration for northern orange tree leaves to be nitrogen
2.60-2.80; phosphorus; 0.15; potassium 2.50-3.0; calcium 2.00-2.20, magnesium
0.60; and sulfur 0.30 per cent; iron 100-150; manganese 75-100; zinc 40-60; copper
7-15; boron 50-75, and molybdenum 1-2 mg per kg, and for orange fruit to be nitrogen 150; phosphorus 15; potassium 200; calcium 40; magnesium 12; iron 0.20;
manganese 0.10; zinc 0.10 copper 0.05 and boron 0.40 mg per 100g of the fresh
fruit. The desirable nutrient concentration for almond tree leaves were determined
to be nitrogen 2.20; phosphorus 0.15; potassium 1.90; calcium 1.80; magnesium
0.40 percent; and for iron 100; manganese 70; zinc 40; copper 10 and boron 50
mg per kg; and for almond fruits the desirable nutrient concentration are: nitrogen
125; phosphorus 475-550; potassium 150-1000; calcium 2450-350; magnesium
275-300; iron 4.5-5.5; manganese 2.5-3.5; zinc 3.5-4.0 and copper 1.0-1.5 mg per
100g of the fresh almond fruit. The desirable nutrient concentration for pomegranate leaves were determined to be nitrogen 2.25; phosphorus 0 15; potassium 1.70;
calcium 1,90; magnesium 0.50 percent; and for iron 110; manganese 40; zinc 30;
copper 10 and boron 70 mg per kg. the desirable nutrient level for pomegranate
fruit were determined to be nitrogen 170; phosphorus 8; potassium 260; calcium 3;
magnesium 3; iron 0 30; manganese 0.40; zinc 0 15; copper 0 12 and boron 0 15
mg per 100g of the fresh fruit. The desirable nutrient concentration for olive tree
leaves were determined to be nitrogen 2 80; phosphorus 0.25; potassium 1.90; calcium 2.50; magnesium 0.60 and sulfur 0.40 percent, and for iron 150; manganese
110, zinc 35; copper 15; boron 40 and molybdenum 1-2 mg per kg. the desirable
nutrient concentration for olive fruits for canned were determined to be nitrogen
6, phosphorus 3; potassium 9; calcium 94; magnesium 4; iron 3; manganese 0.25;
zinc 0.25 and copper 0.20 mg per lOOg of the fresh fruit The desirable nutrient
concentration for pistachio leaves were determined to be nitrogen 2 00, phosphorus
0.12; potassium 1.60; calcium 2.50; magnesium 0.50; and sulfur 0.40 per cent, iron
110; manganese 50; zinc 40; copper 12; boron 50 and molybdenum 2mg per kg,
and for pistachio nuts to be: nitrogen 3.20; phosphorus 0 62; potassium 1.50; calcium 0 0 4 ; magnesium 0.14; iron 65; manganese 10; zinc 0.12 and copper 0.07 mg
per kg. Keywords: Desirable nutrient concentration in leaf and fruit; Apple (Malus
domelica L): Grapes (Vitis vinifera L.); Orange (Citrus sinensis), Tangerines (Citrus reticulata): Almonds (Prunus amygdalus): Pomegranate (Punica granatum):
Olives (Olea europea) and Pistachios (Pistacia vera L.)
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A. E K Abd El-Fattah
Effect of Organic Manure and Hydrogels and their Mixtures on the Nutritional
and Botanical Properties of Tomato.
A. E. K. Abd El-Fattah. National Research Center—Soils and Water Use Dept.
The present study explores the effect of organic manure and or hydrogels on the
nutritional and botanical properties of Tomato. Two successive field experiments
were conducted in sandy soil, at El-Saff area, Giza govemorate, in 2004 and 2005
seasons. Nine different soil treatments were examined i.e. I- no conditioned soil, 2
to 3- soils conditioned with two rates of organic compost (OM) -(1 and 2 kg/ plant
pit); 4 to 5- soils conditioned with two rates of hydrogels (G) (2 and 4g/ plant pit);
6 to9- soils treated with different 4 mixture of both types of I kg OM+2g G and
2kgOM+ 2g G/plant pit). Obtained data showed higher and earlier fruit yield with
hydrogel treatments. Soil conditioning with either organic composts or hydrogels
increased yielded, and fertilizers use efficiency by plants. Higher application rates
yield higher production Applying mixture of both types of conditioners i.e. OM +
G is more effective than using each conditioner solely Increasing G in conditioners mixtures may be give reversible action. Anatomical character of stem and leaf
blade include cross sectional areas of tomato stem, thickness of epidermal layer,
cortex layer; vascular bundles and pith tissues, leaf blade thickness; mesophyll tissues thickness, dimension of vascular bundles and average of diameter of xylem
vessels were greatest with hydrogel and organic composts compared to individual
treatment Keywords: Soil conditioners, nutritional status, botanical properties
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K Perumal
Alternative Anlytical Technique for Determination of Soil Fertility.
K. Perumal. J. Arunkumar. Shri Amm Murugappa Chettiar Research Center.
Any system of intensive cropping depletes the soil heavily of its available plant
nutrient necessitating addition of them through external sources for proper maintenance of soil fertility for sustained crop production The regular practice adopted by
the farmers is addition of combined NPK fertilizers and micronutrients, most of the
time indiscriminately. The soil analysis is rarely out due to the tedious time consuming analytical procedure and cost. In the proposed study a simple analytical method
will be carried out to determine the soil profile from alkaline, acidic and neutral soils
from 2 different geographic locations, i.e. coastal and interior areas. Different soil
samples were collected from the soil before cultivation of crop such as paddy/sugarcane, groundnut during flowering and after harvesting The same was analyzed
for physical, chemical and microbiological values and also through circular paper
chromatography. The chromatographic image obtained from different soil samples
was evaluated based on the zonation, colour, pattern and the humus substances at
the chromatograms. The circular paper chromatographic image was scanned in a
computer to get an overall status of the test samples The image processing with
chromatogram was compared the physical, chemical and microbiological values for
quick interpretation. A correlation was evolved from physical, chemical, microbiological values with the image of circular paper chromatography. A positive correlation was evolved to assess the status of the soil nutrient with special reference to
holistic biological values and to do commercial formulation, which are site specific
in nature required by the soil. The new assessment with circular paper chromatography in combination with existing NPK nutrient supplement in the soil will help
to check/reduce or maintain the application of NPK fertilizer into the soil. Further
the plant growers; gardeners and fertilizer industries will greatly be benefited by the
site-specific assessment of the combination of plant nutrients needed for addition as
fertilizers to soil. The circular paper chromatographic image processing techniques
will be cost effective (around Rs 20 per unit analysis of soil sample)
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C W Raczkowski
Effectiveness of No Tillage in Reducing Runoff and Erosion in a Piedmont
Location.
C. W. Raczkowski. G. B. Reddy. M. R. Reyes. K. R. Baldwin. North Carolina A &
T State Univ.
Many southeastern Piedmont soils have low organic matter content and an unstable
soil structure, which makes them crust-prone and subject to runoff and erosion.
Eliminating tillage on these soils may reduce crusting, runoff, and erosion. To test
this hypothesis, a long-term field experiment, designed as a randomized complete
block with four replications, was established in 1994. Tillage treatments were no
tillage and conventional tillage (chisel plow/disk) in a com/soybean crop rotation. Permanent soil erosion subplots (10 m x 3.7 m) were installed in each plot.
A trough at the end of each subplot was installed to capture and deliver runoff and
sediment to a tank equipped with multi-slots that delivered 11% of the flow to a
second adjacent tank. Runoff volume and sediment concentration in the tanks was
measured after each rainfall event Six years of data (1995 to 2001) consistently
showed lower runoff and soil loss in no tillage compared to conventional tillage
No tillage reduced mean runoff by 34% Reduced particle detachment by raindrop
impact and the reduction in runoff explained the low levels of soil loss in no tillage
The six-year average soil loss rate in no tillage was 2 3 Mg/ha, which falls below
the USDA acceptable soil loss rate of 6 7 Mg/ha for this location The six-year
average soil loss rate in conventional tillage was 74.7 Mg/ha, 32 times more soil
loss than in no tillage. Crop yield, measured from 1994 through 2005, was highest
in no tillage in 1996 and 2000 No differences in yield were found between tillage
treatments in other years.
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R. Singaravel
Management of Coastal Salt Affected Soils of India Using Bio-Resource
Technology.
R. Singaravel. Annamalai Unix.
Coastal salt affected soils of India extending about 3.1 m ha constitutes about 30
per cent of' the total salt affected soils of the country. These soils were charecterised by stresses due to poor physico-chemical, nutrient availability and biological
properties due high pH and salinity. These stresses restrict the productivity of crops
Sustainable crop production in these soils requires quality improvement in terms
of soil physical, chemical and biological environment. Hence, an attempt has been
made in the present investigation to manage these salt affected soils with the use
of bio-resource technology which can solve many constraints of these soils Field
experiments were carried out in farmer's field in two different soils of the coastal
areas one representing saline soils having pH 8 94, and EC 4 86 dS m-1 (classified
asTypic ustifluent) and another in sandy soil having pH 8 38 and EC 1.14 dS m-1
(classified as Typic udipsaments). In coastal saline soils where rice being the dominant crop cultivated, treatments involving 100% NPK, 75% NP with substitution
of"25% N with Green manure (Sesbania rostrata) and Azospirillum and 25% P with
substitution of enriched farmyard manure and their combinations were studied In
coastal sandy soils for groundnut production, treatments involving 100% NPK with
Zn and B along with composted coirpith and humic acids were evaluated The
results of the experiments clearly indicated the role of bio-resources in improving
the quality of soil by way of physical property, nutrient availability, microbial and
enzymic activity with substantial increase in yield of rice and groundnut.
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Q. Sun
The Changes of Soil Quality of the Successive Chinese Fir Plantation.
Q. Sun. C. Yang. Research Institute of Forestry. CAF.
Chinese fir (Cunninghamia Lanceolata) is a special, fast-growing, and high-yield
tree species in China But its plantation soil quality declines seriously after successively management. In this article, the changes of soil properties of the successive
Chinese fir plantation were studied in Dagang mountain of Jiangxi Province. The
results showed that the soil physical properties of young and middle-aged Chinese
fir plantations of the 1st generation were better than that of the 2nd generation.
Compared the activities of soil enzymes between two generation Chinese fir plantation, we got the same results, i.e. soil enzyme activities of all the 1st generation
were much higher than that of the 2nd generation. Comparing their chemical properties, the result seemed irregular during young-aged period. Some important soil
chemical properties, such as soil organic matter and soil N, were much higher in
the 2nd generation But they became regular in the middle-aged period. That is,
the contents of'all factors in 2nd generation plantation were much lower than that
in 1st generation except the contents of available Cu and available Fe. Keywords:
successive rotation, Chinese fir, plantation, soil properties.
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R T. Gavenda
Soil Degradation and Sustainability on Humid Tropical Islands—Palau.
R. T. Gavenda. USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service.
The Republic of Palau lies in the high rainfall (3800 mm/yr) zone of the tropical
western Pacific Ocean. Hilly topography developed from Eocene age volcanic rocks
on the largest island Babeldaob Forest clearing about 3400 BP resulted in formation of grasslands Forest accounts for about seventy seven percent of Babeldaob
land cover Grasslands, which includes degraded areas covered by ferns, currently
account for about twenty percent of the land cover on Babeldaob. Grasslands are
maintained through frequent burning. The soils that have formed under these conditions are Typic Haploperox under forest and grassland, and Typic Kandiperox on
eroded ridges supporting mostly ferns. Soil properties reflect human manipulation
of the vegetation. From initial forested conditions topsoil organic matter decreases
by about fifty percent under grass cover and by about eighty percent under fern
cover. Soil Organic Matter (SOM) is the key to agricultural sustainability as the
halloysite and oxide dominated soil mineralogy has little capacity to hold nutrients
Cation Exchange Capacity (CEC) and the amount of bases (Ca, Mg, K) on the
exchange complex are directly related to SOM content. Soil reaction (pH) is in the
range of 4.9 to 5.3 for these soils regardless of vegetation. Aluminum generally
becomes soluble below pH 5.2. All soils have high soluble aluminum (60 to 90
percent) except for the forest topsoil, which has only one percent aluminum but
sixteen percent SOM. The amount and/or kind of SOM appear to lower the soluble
aluminum level. SOM also appears to interfere with phosphorus sorption. Topsoils
generally have twenty to thirty percent less P-sorption than subsoils with lower
SOM contents Reclamation of a degraded Kandiperox was attempted through a
single application of fertilizer (10-30-10), lime (2000 lbs/acre) and addition of
mulch (chipped tree stems applied 5 to 8 cm thick) and grass and other groundcover
seeds Five years after treatment application soils in the test plots had noticeably
darkened topsoils about 2 to 3 cm thick Subsequent analyses showed that soil fertility parameters approached those of the native forest condition Highly weathered
soils in the humid tropics have low resilience Nearly all soil fertility resides in
the topsoil. Loss of topsoil leads to a downward spiral of land degradation that is
difficult to recover from Management of degraded soils often means application
of synthetic fertilizers but the soils have little capacity to retain these nutrients and
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pollution of downstream waters is likely Additions of carbon to the soil are the
means to sustaining soil health and productivity.
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Y Takata
The Influence of Land-Use on the Dynamics of Soil Organic Matter in
Northern Kazakhstan.
Y. Takata. S. Funakawa. Kyoto Univ; K. K. Akshalov. Barayeb Kazakh Research
and Production Center of Grain Farming: T. Kosaki. Kyoto Univ.
Chernozem soils in northern Kazakhstan not only sustain crop production in our
world, but also store tremendous amount of organic matter, which functions as a
huge source and sink of carbon dioxide. In that region, three types Chernozem soils
are distributed, i.e. Dark Chestnut (DC; Typic Haplustolls), Southern Chernozem
(SC; Typic Haplustolls), and Ordinary Chernozem (OC; Pachic Haplustolls). A4 or
5-years crop rotation system, including summer fallow and 3 or 4 years continuous
cereal (e.g. spring wheat, barely, and oat) cultivation is applied there. The objective of this study was to clarify the influence of land-use on the dynamics of soil
organic matter in the above mentioned soils in that region. Surface soil samples
were taken from cereal fields, summer fallow fields, and pasture fields in each site.
Soil organic carbon was determined by Tyurin method, and Potential Mineralizable
organic Carbon (PMC) was determined by incubation method (19 weeks). In the
growing season of 2002 (only in SC site), 2004 and 2005, in situ C0 2 emission rate
from soils and the amount of plant residues were determined as carbon output and
input, respectively. The CO, emission within 24 hours was measured by alkaline
absorption method, and it was conducted 2 to 3 times per month at each site. At
the same time, soil temperature in 5 cm depth was measured. Additionally, precipitation, air temperature, and soil temperature (at 5 cm depth) were monitored by
data-logger at each site. Due to the difficulty in monitoring daily soil water content,
we introduce dryness factor, which was derived from Potential EvapoTranspiration
(PET) and precipitation. Daily PET was estimated by using Hargreaves-Samani
equation. And daily dryness factor computed to be precipitation divided by PET
At the OC and SC site, the pattern of CO, emission generally corresponded to the
one of air temperature and showed considerable increase until July in any land-use.
While at the DC site, there was less increase in summer in any land-use. To estimate
daily CO, emission, prediction equation of CO, emission using stepwise multiple
regression of Arrehenius model was derived from soil temperature, dryness factor,
precipitation, PMC, and soil organic carbon by types of soil and land-use individually. To avoid multicollinearity, precipitation or dryness factor was used in the
regression analysis. Soil temperature showed high and positive contribution in all
9 equations Forty-four to 72 percent of variation of CO, emission in summer fallowfieldat DC and OC site and cereal field at SC site were able to be estimated by
using soil temperature and precipitation. And Sixty to 72 percent of total variation
in CO, emission at pasture fields was explained by soil temperature and dryness
factor. PMC factor also contributed to pasture field in DC site and cereal field in
SC and OC site Mean annual CO, emission at cereal field was estimated from
0 8 (DC) to 1 3 (OC) Mg C ha '. The carbon input as plant residues at cereal field
ranged from 0.8 to 2.0 Mg C ha'. It was also the highest in OC, followed by SC and
DC. Annual carbon budget was calculated by subtracting the annual CO, emission
from the carbon input as plant residues, and it ranged from -0.03 to 0.8 Mg C ha'.
However, the carbon budget of summer tällow field was around -0 9 Mg C ha'.
Thus, the carbon budget on the 4-yr crop rotation system, which calculated by using
the result of 2004 and 2005, was estimated from -0.5 (DC) to 0.9 (OC) Mg C ha'.
It should be noted that carbon budget was negative at DC and SC site, but positive
only at OC site This indicates 4-yr crop rotation system which including summer
tällow is resulting in the significant decrease in soil organic carbon at SC and DC
sites and increase at OC site While, carbon budget in pasture field ranged from 0.7
to 14 Mg C ha"'. It is noteworthy that pasture management at all sites contribute
to carbon sequestration. Therefore, we recommend pasture management should be
introduced as a part of a crop rotation system, especially at SC and DC site, in order
to prevent soil organic matter depletion.
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P. R Reddy
Integrated Nutrient Management for Rice.
P. R. Reddy. A. P. Raju. Acharya N.G. Ranga Agricultural Univ.
Andhra Pradesh is one of the major rice producing states in India and aptly called
as rice bowl of South India Rice is cultivated in an area of about 2 8 - 4.2 lakh
hectares with a production of 107-124 lakh tons and productivity of 2 6 to 3.0 t/ha.
It is grown in all parts of the state and in all seasons and in all kinds of soils About
24 per cent of gross cropped area and 48 per cent of the area under foodgrain crops
is under rice cultivation in Andhra Pradesh Rice accounts for almost a quarter of
the State's GSDP and is the single largest contributor. The State with 6-7 per cent
area generally accounts for 10-12 per cent of production in the country and contributes 3-4 million tons to the buffer stock of the country every year. Although rice is
said to be irrigated to an extent of 97% in the state, about 50% of the area is under
canals, tanks (17.0%), tube wells, other wells (25%) and other sources (5.0%), the
dependability of which rests on the local rainfäll. The research on rice is being
carried out in Andhra Pradesh by fifteen Agricultural Research Stations located
at Ragolu, Maruteru, Pulla, Machilipatnam, Bapatla, Nellore. Utukur, Warangal.
Rudrur. Jagtial, Wyra, Rajendranagar, Nandyal, Chintapalli and Seethampet covering the entire state of Andhra Pradesh. Among these research stations, Andhra

Pradesh Rice Research Institute (APRRI) Maruteru is the lead centre for rice
research in Andhra Pradesh and this is located in deltaic alluvial soils. Majority of
the rice in Andhra Pradesh is grown in deltaic alluvial soils. These soils are marine
and reverine deposits and they are very deep medium to fine textured, neutral to
alkaline in reaction (pH 7.0-9.0) and highly fertile. The soils are moderate to slowly
permeable with moderate to poor drainage The Godavari alluvial soils are found to
be high in CEC with the clay minerals of smectite (40-50%), mica (20%), interstatified (20%), clorite (20%) and vermiculite (traces). Voluminous work has been done
on different aspects of integrated nutrient management in rice. An attempt has been
made to present the highlights of research work carried out Incorporation of paddy
straw @ 2 and 4 tons per hectare along with 100 and 80 N kg/ha respectively would
result in rice yields comparable to that obtained with 120 kg N/ha in rabi season.
Thus, there is a saving of about 20 to 40 kg N/ha. It was found that the paddy
straw should be incorporated much in advance of planting of rice to overcome
nutritional disorders and mortality of the planted seedlings. The long term soil fertility management studies indicated that substitution of 50 percent recommended
nitrogen through organic sources like green manure (5037 kg/ha) or FYM (4967
kg/ha) could produce yields that were on par with the yield obtained by applying
100% recommended NPK through inorganic fertilizers (5387 kg/ha). Mere application of FYM at 10 tons/ha also produced on par rice yields (4247 kg/ha). The build
up available N, P and K also followed similar trend. Studies on recycling of crop
residues have shown that 50% of NPK requirement of kharif rice could be saved
by Insitu incorporation of rice like Sesbania spp, grain legumes like Pillipesara and
black gram and also application of paddy straw and FYM. Such saving was not
observed in plots that were left as weedy fallow. The results of field experiments
on the utilization of phosphate solubilizing bacteria in Godavari alluvial soils have
revealed the significant positive role of phosphate biofertilizer in sollubilizing and
making available the native soil phosphorus to the rice crop which otherwise is not
readily available to the crop. Application of phosphate bio fertilizers at 2.5 (6096
kg/ha) or 5.0 (6184 kg/ha) alone was on par with 30 kg P205 applied through either
SSP(6140 kg/ha) or rock phosphate (6038 kg/ha) alone with 2.5 kg phosphate bio
fertilizer in respect of rice yield. Thus, there is a saving of 30 kg P2Ö5/ha by inoculating the soil with phosphate bio fertilizer. The studies on Azospillirum, a nitrogen
fixing bacteria associated with nonleguminus plants showed that mere inoculation of rice fields with azospirillum at 500 kg was observed to produce more grain
yield than control (5025 kg/ha). The integrated nutrient supply system through the
judicious use of inorganic, organic and microbial fertilizer has been observed to
lead to balanced nutrient supply and improved soil fertility. This has resulted in
reduction of cost of production Organic recycling was found to augment the crop
productivity target and minimizing the environmental pollution. Severe campaigns
were organized to popularize the integrated nutrient management in rice cultivation
among the farmers. Impact studies on the adoption and evaluation of integrated
nutrient supply are also being carried out.
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M.G.Solomon
Effect of Annual Wormwood {Artemiesia annua) Crude Extracts on the
Biological and Chemical Properties of Alfisol Soils.
M G. Solomon, O. S. Bello, Dept of Soil Science, Univ of Calabar.
The aim of every agricultural system is to maximize the yield and quality of crops
while minimizing the cost of production and environmental pollution, thus maintaining sustainability One way of achieving this is through the control of agricultural pests like weeds by the use of herbicides. Chemical herbicides have certain
long-term disadvantages which include the killing of both target and non-target
organisms, accumulation in the food chain, soil degradation, changes in the ecosystem, changes in the biological diversity, chemical and physical properties of
the soils. The role of soil micro-organisms in nutrient and energy fluxes and their
sensitivity to changes in soil conditions are factors to consider before any introduction of chemicals into the existing system. The Annual Wormwood (Artemiesia
annua) weed suppressive activity has been attributed to the release of allelochemicals into the soil. The presence of a wide array of biologically active constituent
like Artemisinin, a sesquiterpene present in the plant, takes part in the allelopathy.
Aromatic Volatile oil, artemisic ketrone, 1,8—cineole camphor, germaceral D,
camphene hydrate are also products with characteristic allelopathy for effective
weed control The objective of the study is to investigate the reactions of soil microorganisms and changes in chemical properties brought about by the application of
the crude extract of Artemiesia annua For this study, soil samples from the University of Calabar, Botanical Garden (ie. Soil from continuously cultivated soil
and forest soil both Alfisols) were used through incubation studies to determine
the effect of Artemiesia annua crude extract on their biochemical properties. The
microbial and chemical analysis were carried-out using 3 levels of concentrations
(1.25%, 2.5%, and 5%) and the control, and the resulting mean values were compared to determine the best levels of concentration to use The evaluation showed
six isolates, Baccillus sublitis, Micoccocus spp, Arthrobacter spp, Pseudomonas
spp, Klebsiella aerogenes. streptococcus auereus with Arthrobacter showing the
highest prevalence. The result showed the highest number of prevalence in all
the isolates at 5% concentration The fungal isolate identified included, Rhizopus
nigricans, Mucor. Aspergillus mger and pentcellium nolatum with Aspergillus and
Rhizopus showing the highest prevalence and 2.5% concentration level showing
the best level of application The result of the soil chemical analysis shows that
at the 3 levels of concentration—1.25%, 2.5% and 5% the soil pH changed from
5.02 to 4 36, 4.17 and 4.3. Organic Carbon changed from 1.08 to 1.39, 1.17 and

1.34, total nitrogen from 0.0% to I 13, 0.1 and 1 13%, available phosphorus from
94.75mg/kgto 98.87mg/kg, 97.30mg/kgand 99.41mg/kg, soil exchangeable bases
from 2.62cmol/kg to 2.90, 3.44 and 3.26cmol/kg and exchangeable acidity from
2.65cmol/kg to 3.92, 3.73, and 3.92cmoI/kg respectively. This confirmed the best
level of application to be 2.5% and 5% Therefore Artemiesia annua crude extract
increases both microbial population and chemical properties of the soil and the best
level of application as herbicides is 5% concentration Keywords: Annual Wormwood, biological, chemical, crude extract and microbial population.
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K. R. Islam
Test of Active Organic Matter as a Measure of Soil Quality.
K. R. Islam, Soil and Water Resources. The Ohio State Univ South Centers.
Active organic matter is probably the most widely acknowledged composite indicator of soil quality The objective of the present study was to develop a simple test
of active organic matter for routine measurement of soil quality that would help
evaluating impacts of management practices on agroecosystems. A wide range of
soils collected from different countries of the world under variable management
systems were analyzed for total C, particulate organic C, macroaggregates protected C, mineralizable C, microbial biomass C, water soluble C, glucose equivalent C, neutral 0.02M KMn04 oxidizable C, and acid, alkali and salt extracted C
concentration. Among the soil C fractions as a measure of active organic matter,
the amount of soil organic matter oxidized after reacting with 0.02M KMn04 by
converting Mn (VII) to Mn(ll), was significantly accounted variations (r2=0.56 to
0.83) in soil quality key indicator properties that are identifiable and measurable,
sensitive to management practices, and critical for ecosystem functions. Furthermore, the oxidizable C pool significantly correlated with soil quality index (r2=
0.62), mineralizable (r2=0.46) and chemically labile (r2=0.65) N pools and crop
yields (r2=0.56) A simplified field version of the active organic matter test (color
chart) based on 2 minutes shaking of air-dried soil with neutral 0.02 M KMn04 was
developed by changes in the solution color from deep purple to different shades of
light pink or colorless The lighter the color or colorless of the 0.02M KMn04 solution after reacting with soil, the greater the amount of active organic matter content
and better the quality of the soil. Addition of 0.1 M CaCI2 to the 0.02M KMn04
reagent provided for rapid settling of the soil after shaking to match the color of the
solution with color chart for evaluating soil quality, determining N availability, and
predicting crop yields. Keywords: Soil organic matter, oxidizable C, soil quality
index, labile N, and crop yields.
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G. Anguelov

Biosolids-Amended Pasture and Cattle Grazing Impacts on Soil Solution and
Water Quality.

G. Anguelov. I. Anguelova. Florida A&M Univ.
Livestock husbandry has a significant impact on ecosystem components and nutrient cycling Grassland is often fertilizing for maximum plant growth and better forage quality on both pasture and hay fields; to often however, less attention is paid
for potential leaching The lack of soil disturbance associated with pasture/range
farms is considered beneficial for erosion reduction and soil quality improvement.
On the other hand grazing animals can have a detrimental effect on the environment by creating higher level of nutrients in soil and adjacent water bodies. Our
objective was to investigate soil solution yield and nutrient levels under contrast
graze management, i.e. grazing plus medicated feed supplements and grazing only;
and to look for possible aftereffect of 6-year earlier applied biosolids. A tension
lysimetcr technique was used to monitor the impact of grazing management on
soil solution of a Bahiagrass pasture from May 2002 to Oct 2003. The soil was
defined as a well drained sandy loam (loamy, siliceous, thermic Arenic Paleudults)
Beef-cattle trials were established with an overall objective to determine whether
feeding management have an effect on weight gain of cattle raised under limited
resource conditions in North Florida A total of 18 tension lysimeters were assigned
on six 0.81-ha pasture plots, i.e. three replicates by depth (61, 122, and 183 cm)
for two contrasting treatments (grazing plus medicated feed and grazing only)
The experimental design also allowed an aftereffect of biosolids application to be
evaluated. Soil solution samples were taken biweekly and were analyzed for pH,
EC, phosphorus, potassium, nitrate-nitrogen, and the data from each month were
averaged as one aggregate observation per plot at each depth Samples from the
three wells on the farm, the nearby stream, and rainfall from every possible event
were also collected and analyzed. SAS was used for statistical analyses Prior to the
analysis of variance, data were tested for normality Since tension lysimeters were
assigned to a field experiment that was arranged in a complete randomized design,
treatments were analyzed using the GLM procedure that considered treatments and
depths as main effects Significant differences were separated at a probability level
P <0 05. The preliminary results indicated that animals fed on rations with supplements weighed significantly more than those fed on graze only Although weight
gain was faster for supplemental group, the experiment demonstrated that cattle
could be raised on good quality pasture and supplemented only as needed with
other ration sources Graze management and sampling time appeared as significant
factors in the soil solution's pH, EC, and nitrate-N content while the depth location
of the samplers is less significant Soil solution had mean pH values of 6.84-7.11
and EC of 0 142-0 379 dS/m being significantly higher under grazing only group
and the highest at 183 cm depth whilst the nitrate-N content varied greatly from 0
to a maximum of 184 mg/L. However, the mean values were lower ranging from
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5 to 22 mg/L. The mean nitrate-N concentrations under grazed-only pastures are
significantly higher at all observed depths and exceeded the maximum permissible
level (MPI.) of 10 mg/L for US drinking water which could be a precondition for
groundwater enrichment with nitrates. As per the aftereffect analysis, a significant
lower nitrate-N content at both 61 and 122 cm depths was observed under the plots
where biosolids were applied at a double-rate 6 years earlier At the 183 cm depth,
however, the nitrate-nitrogen content was twofold higher, and similar to the one
found under the other treatments. The observed mean nitrate-N concentrations
under the plots amended with single-rate biosolids and the control plots were similar and twice as high as of the double application rate at the 61 and 122 cm depth
No differences were observed for phosphorus while potasium content was significantly higher in soil solution from grazed-only plots and the ones without biosolids application Keywords: pasture, biosolids, tension lysimeter, suction cup, soil
solution, nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, water quality.
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Restoring the Productivity of Sandy Soils by the Application of Bio-Solids in
Saudi Arabia.
A. A. Al-Jaloud. G. Hussain. King Abdulaziz City for Science and Technology
(KACST).
A field experiment consisting of one soil (sandy), four organic materials (compost, sewage sludge, dairy manure, poultry manure) and three plants (Prosopis
juliflora. Acacia arabica and Alriplex halimus), four application rates (0, 25, 50,
75 Mg ha ') and one irrigation level (irrigation at 20% depletion of maximum available water at field capacity) was carried out to determine the potential of locally
produced organic materials for restoring productivity and rehabilitation of sandy
soils in Saudi Arabia. Mean biomass yield of Acacia Arabica (Mg ha') ranged
between 31-39 (compost), 25-53 (sewage sludge), 18-67 (dairy manure) and 19-82
(poultry manure). Mean protein contents of Acacia Arabica (%) ranged between
6.32-7.27 (compost), 6.11 -8.10 (sewage sludge), 6.8-7.56 (dairy manure) and 7.598 43 (poultry manure) Mean biomass yield of Prosopis Juliflora (Mg ha ') ranged
between 21-52 (compost), 51-107 (sewage sludge), 43-87 (dairy manure) and
52-156 (poultry Manure). Mean protein contents of Prosopis juliflora (%) ranged
between 9.26-10.45 (compost), 10.41-11.37 (sewage sludge), 9.6-11.07 (dairy
manure) and 9.3-10.93 (poultry manure) Mean biomass yield of Alriplex halimus
(Mg ha') ranged between 1.2-10.1 (compost), 11-37 (sewage sludge), 5-45 (dairy
manure) and 5-57 (poultry manure). Mean protein contents of Alriplex halimus
(%) ranged between 7.35-8.38(composf), 4.11-5.47 (sewage sludge), 4.40-4.93
(dairy manure) and 3.68-4 59 (poultry manure). Soil salinity increased appreciably
with the application of different organic waste materials than the control treatment
Overall mean biomass yield of all the plants increased significantly with increasing
application rates of different organic materials. The order of increase in biomass
yield was poultry manure > dairy manure> sewage sludge and the compost. The
plant protein contents were not affected significantly by the application of different organic materials These organic materials showed an excellent potential for
rehabilitation and improving the productivity of sandy soils Keywords: Poultry
manure, sewage sludge, dairy manure, compost, Acacia arabica, Prosopis juliflora,
Atriplex halimus, nutrients, soil productivity, biomass yield.
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Residual Effect of Long-Term Cattle Manure Application on Soil Nitrogen and
Phosphorus.
X. Hao. C. Chang. Agriculture & Agri-Food Canada.
Heavy manure application to agricultural land has long lasting effects on soil properties. A study was initiated at the Lethbridge Research Centre to investigate the
residual effect of 14 annual (1973 to 1986) cattle manure applications at rate of 90
Mg ha ' yr' (R90) under non-irrigated and 180 Mg ha"' yr' (RI80) under irrigated
conditions (three times the recommended agronomy rate for non-irrigated and irrigated crop production at that time) on soil chemical properties. The years need to
return to pre-manure treatment level for soil N and P (recovery time) were investigated using data collected in the next 16 years (1987 to 2003) when no manure were
applied with a 2-paramter exponential decay model (y = a * e"1"1). The recovery time
for soil NO,-N content ( 0 - 1 5 0 cm) is 90 yr for R90 (non-irrigated) and 17 yr for
R180 (irrigated), respectively The recovery time for surface soil total N is 24-33 yr
and drops to 18 for sub-surface soil (15-30 cm) Similarly, total P recovery time is
also longer (37 - 52 yr) for surface than for subsurface soil (25-29 yr). In contract,
soil test P(STP) had similar recovery time for both surface and subsurface soil (3744 yr) Although twice as much amount of manure was applied under irrigation,
there are little differences in the number of years needed for the soil to return to premanure treatment levels The shorter recovery time under irrigation resulted from
greater leaching, crop uptake and denitrification for NO, losses The higher crop
yield and greater N and P crop uptakes were also responsible for the faster rate of
TN, TP and AP depletion under irrigation. The long-lasting residual effect of cattle
manure application on soil properties is well demonstrated by this project
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The Effect of Sugar Industry Wastes on Extractable Heavy Metals in Soil.
R. Lalljee. Faculty of Agriculture. Univ of Mauritius.
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The sugar industry is one of the oldest in the island of Mauritius and one of its
most important foreign exchange earners. This industry employs a substantial labor
force. The island produces on an average, 500,000 tonnes of raw sugar, in addition to special sugars. During the manufacture of sugar and its by-products a large
amount of waste is generated, which can be environmental liabilities. This study
reports the effects of 3 such wastes, namely vinasse (spent wash, slop), scum (press
mud) and ash (residue left after burning of sugarcane bagasse), on 4 extractable
heavy metals (Zn, Cu, Fe, and Mn) in various soils of the island It was found that
addition of these wastes significantly increased the availability of Cu, Zn, Fe and
Mn in the soils and consequently increased dry matter yield of maize grown in the
amended soil. The increase in availability of heavy metals was found to be proportional to the application rate. 100 m3/ha was observed to be the upper threshold for
vinasse addition without a negative effect on yield. Similar figures for scum and
ash were 80 tons/ha and 40 tons/ha, respectively. Furthermore, the study showed
that application rate at this level for a continuous period of 4 years did not increase
the heavy meal content of the soil above the accepted norm. These sugar industry
wastes have the potential to correct deficiencies of these 4 micronutrients in Mauritian soil without adverse effects. Hence use of these wastes in Mauritian agriculture
can provide an economic and environmentally-friendly method of disposal, while
at the same time helping to improve soil fertility and crop yield.
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Effect of Animal Waste Application on Crop Yield, Soil Physical and Chemical
Properties.
M. Zerkoune. USDA/NRCS.
Desert soils of Arizona are low in organic matter and nutrients but high in pH and
salt content Organic amendments are often incorporated into the soil as animal
waste or green manure. The emergence of new dairy farms and confined animal
feeding operations resulted in the increase of animal waste production. Non composted manure is often used in vegetable and field crop production to offset the
cost of fertilizer and to improve soil productivity. Unless the use of animal waste
is properly managed, food safety, water quality and soil capability could be compromised due to the risk of pathogens, water pollution and soil salinity increase.
An experiment was conducted from 2001 to 2004 on Superstition Sandy (mixed,
hyperthermic, Typic Haplocalcids) soil to evaluate the effect of beef cattle feedlot
manure on yield, soil physical and chemical properties. Five treatments included 3
manure application rates, 1 standard fertilizer and 1 control Manure was applied
with a manure spreader at 8.5, 17 and 34.0 Mg ha-1 prior to planting. Standard
fertilizer consisted of 100 kg P ha-1 applied before planting as 11-52-00 (N P K)
and 100 kg N ha-1 applied as UN-32 with a fertilizer spreader. Manure and fertilizer including control treatments were disced at 10 cm soil depth. Additional 50
kg N ha-1 was applied at tillering. Barley (Hordeum vulgare) was drilled at 110
kg ha-1 in 2001 and 2002, durum wheat (Trilicum lurgidum) was drilled at 120
kg ha-1 in 2003 and sudangrass (Sorghum bicolor L Moench) was drilled at 100
kg ha-1 in 2004, during the second week of November. Plots of 46 by 46 cm were
hand harvested to determine yield. Crop residue remained on the plots. At the end
of each crop harvest, soil samples were collected at 15, 30, 60, 90, 120 and 150 cm
soil depth, air dried and analyzed in a commercial laboratory. In June 2004, 3 undisturbed soil core samples of 1.02 cm ID, and 7.6 and 30 cm deep were randomly
collected using hand probe with liner, oven dried at 105 C for 24 hours and weighed
to determine soil bulk density Barley, wheat and sorghum yield (not shown) was
significantly increased by manure application with the highest yield obtained from
the application of 34 Mg ha-1 and the lowest yield was obtained from the control
plot In 2004 the soil bulk density has significantly decreased in upper 7.6 cm with
increasing manure application rates. No change in soil bulk density was observed
below 7.6 cm Soil chemical analysis indicated that sodium, salt and zinc concentration (not shown) increased with the application of manure Phosphorus and nitrogen increased substantially with manure application; significant P and N increase
was observed bellow 30cm.
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Effect Tillage and Soil Type on Weed Seed Bank.
Z. Y. Ashrafi. Tehran Univ.
Goals of integrated weed management (IWM) include increasing knowledge of
seed bank dynamics and exploring how this information can be used by growers
to improve the consistency of their weed control practices. The study of soil weed
seed bank dynamics is a relatively new concept in weed science The knowledge
of seed bank dynamics can help in the management of weeds in agricultural cropping systems and in the effective implementation of IWM systems. The weed seed
bank is the main source of weeds in agricultural fields What is a soil weed seed
bank'' Soil weed seed banks are reserves of viable seeds present on the surface and
in the soil. The seed bank consists of new seeds recently shed by a weed plant as
well as older seeds that have persisted in the soil for several years The seed bank
is an indicator of past and present weed populations There are enormous numbers
of viable weed seeds in the soil. Although a great number of the buried seeds die
within a few years, seeds of some species can remain viable for decades It has been
estimated that only 1-9% of the viable seeds produced in a given year develop into
seedlings; the rest remain viable and will germinate in subsequent years depending
on the depth of their burial. How does tillage affect the weed seed bank? Tillage
affects the vertical distribution of seeds within the soil profile. Studies so far have

shown that the majority of the weed seeds remain at or near the soil surface in
undisturbed soils or in soils where no tillage has been practiced. Tillage with a
moldboard plow buries seeds deeper within the seed bank. For example, a study in
Ontario found that the top 5 cm of soil contained 90% (no-till), 61% (chisel plow),
37% (moldboard plow), and 33% (ridge-till) of the seeds. Keeping the seeds close
to the surface will reduce dormancy, encourage germination and lead to a more
efficient weed management strategy. Thus, adequate aboveground weed control can
diminish the weed seed bank in the upper layer of soil within a few years in no-till
soils Burying seeds deep within the soil complicates future weed control efforts Is
the effect of tillage on the vertical distribution of the weed seeds similar in all soil
types? It has been established that soil physical properties that influence freezing
and thawing, rates of drying and surface cracking can affect vertical distribution
in the soil. Very few studies, however, have looked at the effect of tillage systems
on the vertical distribution of the seeds in different soil types. Evidence exists that
tillage type has differential effects on seed depth across different soil types. We
present here examples of the vertical distribution of weed seeds in a loamy sand soil
and a silt loam soil in Ontario. Under a moldboard plow system, 12% of the seeds
are present in the top 5 cm of the loamy sand soil as compared to 37% in the silty
loam. Therefore, more seeds may be returned to the surface in sandy soils than in
other soil types when they are inverted by a moldboard plow. In the sandy soil, the
depth of burial of the weed seeds in the soil profile increased as the depth of tillage
increased. In the silty loam soil, the distribution of the weed seeds in the moldboard
system was more or less uniform in the top 15 cm of the soil profile. How can this
information be used? The effect of tillage on the weed seed banks will vary by soil
type. Understanding the processes that influence the weed seed bank will allow
us to manipulate and manage weed seed banks effectively by implementing more
informed weed management strategies. One strategy is to shift weed seeds from the
dormant to the active part of the seed bank: keeping weed seeds on the soil surface
and exposing them to harsh environmental conditions and predation can enhance
the mortality of the seeds. Weeds can never be eradicated, only managed. The first
step towards improving our weed control practices is to understand how tillage can
influence the positioning of weed seeds in the soil.
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Assessment of Crop Residue and N Management for Sustainability of RiceWheat Rotation by DSSAT3.S.
R. Sarkar, S. Kar Department of Agriculture and Food.
Crop Simulation Modelling (CSM) has been the most advanced tool to simulate
the average productivity of a cropping system. CSM could predict the growth,
development and yield of a crop or cropping system under variable management
options, climate and soil environment. For a specific soil and climate, a variable
management option was the criterion, which affect the soil-plant environment and
varied the yield. Decline or stagnation of yield of rice-wheat rotation has been the
major problem in present Indian as well as in Asian Agriculture. Rice-wheat rotation cover nearly 24 million hectare of Indian subcontinent. Except the changes in
weather parameters, all the other reasons of yield stagnation are site-specific. In
Eastern India, soils are poor in organic matter content with low nutrient reserves
and water holding capacity moreover use of recent high yielding varieties need
higher rate of inorganic N and irrigation. Limited or no crop residue incorporation along with inappropriate use of inorganic N fertilizers resulted in depletion of
soil fertility and ultimately decreasing the yield. Thus a comprehensive study for
assessing the effects of management options for sustainability of transplanted ricewheat system in eastern India was initiated. The study comprised of a three years
field experiment along with crop simulation modelling All data related to soil, crop
and weather variables were collected and were used for calibration and validation
of CERES-Rice and CERES-Wheat of DSSAT3 5 Solar radiation, maximum and
minimum temperature and rainfall were the weather variables which were mainly
used to run the model Seasonal analysis program driver of the DSSAT3 5 suite
of model was extensively used to simulate the growth and yield of rice and wheat
crops under different crop management options and to evaluate the economic risks
associated with different options While running the seasonal analysis program,
20 years of generated weather data were used as 20 replications to run each combination of management options of rice-wheat crop residues, N application rates
and irrigation regimes The weather generator SIMMETEO was used to generate
the future weather scenario and to run the seasonal analysis program. In order to
select the best management combination for rice and wheat crops, the analysis was
used separately for different treatment combinations and the best combination was
selected through biophysical and economical analysis. The box plots (mean, standard deviation, maxima and minima), mean-variance plots and yield-cumulative
probability plots were used to compare the results under different treatment combinations. The biophysically tested treatment combinations were also compared by
economical analysis and finally through Mean-Gini stochastic dominance analysis,
which is an economical analysis method in seasonal analysis program to select the
most dominant treatment, was applied tofindout the best suitable treatment combination separately for rice and wheat crops. Eight combinations of four crop residue
levels (no residue, rice residue, wheat residue and both rice and wheat residues) and
two N levels (N100 and N120) were compared for rice and the best treatment combination selected was incorporation of both rice and wheat residues and N at 100
kg ha-l for rice. Sixteen combinations of two irrigation regimes, four crop residue
levels (no residue, rice residue, wheat residue and both rice and wheat residues)
and two levels of N (N80 and N100) application rates were compared for maxi-

mum economic yield of wheat and the best treatment combination was application
comparatively dry irrigation regime with incorporation of both rice and wheat residues and application of N at 80 kg ha-l. The predictions through seasonal analysis
clarified that DSSAT3.5 as capable of predicting reliable results and selecting best
suitable management options for economic yield of rice-wheat system in subhumid
subtropical agroclimatic region of India.
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The Study of the Characteristics of Hard Pan of Kluvaquentic Endoaquepts
(Jeonbug series) in Korea.
J. D. Kim. C. H. Yoo. C. H. Yang. K. Y. Jung. Ilonam Agricultural Reasearch
Institute NICS, RDA.
The hard pan of paddy field considerable^ influences nutrient absorption and rice
productivity This study was performed to establish the standards of fertilization
and soil management through analizing soil environmental properties of Jeonbug
series. The hard pan of Jeonbug series (fine silty, mixed, nonacid, mesic family of
Fluvaquentic Endoaquepts) is formed thick below surface soil The hard pan was
located on 15 cm below the surface soil in paddy soil of Jeonbug series. The depth
of surface soil, hardness and thickness of hard pan were 12.6 cm, 14.7 kgcm-2,22.3
cm in paddy soil of Jeonbug series, respectively The soil temperature difference
between the hard pan and the surface soil was -2.0°C in spring, -2.5 °C in summer,
and -1 0°C in autumn The changes in each soil layer showed that surface soil had
been reduction state since panicle formation stage, but hard pan had been oxidation state till the late heading stage. When the hardness of hard pan was high, the
thickness of surface soil was low, and the thickness of hard pan was high. In soil
physical characteristics of hard pan, the bulk density and solid phase were high in
hard pan, but the porosity and air phase were low in hard pan compared to surface
soil The contents of OM, T-N, phosphate were low in hard pan, but pH, Si02, Ca,
Mg were high in hard pan compared to surface soil. K and CEC practically showed
the same contents in both soil layers. The amounts of inorganic nitrogen were less
in hard pan than in surface soil, and the contents of soluble Fe and Mn were higher
in hard pan than in surface soil. The hardness, bulk density and solid phase ratio of
hard pan were lowered by the deep plowing in the depth of 18cm, while the porosity and air phase were increased. The subsoil breaking was more effective than the
deep plowing. The contents of OM, Si02, exchangeable K, Ca, Mg, CEC were
increased, by soil diagnosis and deep plowing. Also the effect of subsoil breaking
showed the same tendancy with deep plowing. When the depth of surface soil was
deeper, the brown spot of rice was lowered.
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High Fertilizer Input Resulted in High Yield and Improved Soil Fertility as
Well.
F. Zhang. Y. Xu. X. Kong. Dept of Land Resource Science. China Agricultural
Univ.
Many soil scientists reported that soil fertility declined continuously under cultivation There is ongoing debate among soil scientists in China over whether soil
fertility is a prerequisite for high crop yields. A case study was conducted in the
North China Plain to investigate the relationship of soil fertility to production input
level and crop yield. The sampling soils were Haplustepts that developed under
the alluvial flood plain and with warm and sub-humid climate. Data on soil nutrient content, amount of fertilizer input and crop yield were collected in 1982 and
again in 2000. Results show that soil fertility improved over the study period, with
Soil Organic Matter (SOM), Total Nitrogen (TN) and Available Phosphorus (AP)
content increasing at rates of 2.1 g kg-1, 0.2 g kg-1 and 7.5 mg kg-1 respectively,
from 1982 to 2000 Before the early 1980s, fertilizer input was low. Land belonged
to collective communes and farmers were not proactive in agri-production Little
mineral fertilizer was used due to high cost and a weak economy The small amount
of fertilizer used was mainly compost with low N(30-40 kg ha-I yr-1), P and K
content. Thus, crop yields were very low [1500 kg ha-l for wheat, 3000-4500 kg
ha-1 for corn and crop intensity was limited to one crop per year or three crops over
a two-year rotation The low soil fertility 1980-82 reflected a long history of low
input cultivation Thus, land use was characterized by low input, low output and
low fertility In the early 1980s, with land tenure reform, every farmer household
got a piece of farmland Farmers were given the legal right to use the farmland
according to their wishes, and all the output belonged to the farmers who managed
the farmland. Thus, farmers were willing to increase production inputs Cropping
intensity also increased to two crops per year Improved economic development
made high input farming feasible Results from the farmer survey indicated that
increased rates of fertilizer were used (300-350 kg ha-l for N and 100-120 kg
ha-l for P205) and crop production yields were 3-8 times higher (4000-6000 kg
ha-l for wheat and 5500-7000 kg ha-l) for corn than pre-1980. Soil fertility also
increased during the past twenty years Thus, land use could now be characterized
as high input, high output and higher fertility This case study shows that maximizing crop yield is not necessarily required to improve soil fertility beforehand,
increasing mineral fertilizer input is an effective way to achieve high crop yield
and improve soil fertility simultaneously in low fertility soils as well. So, from that
perspective, crop yield is the most important factor influencing farmland soil fertility. When fertilization is increased to obtain higher yields, this also improves soil
fertility China's large population and scarce arable land make high input intensive
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agriculture a necessity for food production. There is no viable alternative. High
fertilizer input agriculture is the only sustainable land use model in China It is
for certain that the soil fertility will increase continually with yield increasing in
future This will contribute to the global C sequestration. Keywords: high-input,
high-yield, high soil fertility. North China Plain.
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Features and Properties of Chernozemic Soils and liumic Substances in the
Eurasian Steppe.
M. Tani, Obihiro Univ of Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine; H. Shinjo, Kyoto
Unix; N. Fujitake. Kobe Univ: H. Sumida. Nihon Univ. T. Kosaki. Kyoto Univ.
The steppe and steppic regions in Eurasia are extensively covered by loess materials, from which Chernozems and Kastanozems are commonly formed and developed Both soils in the Eurasian steppe are rich in Soil Organic Matter (SOM),
which can support a luxuriant production of plant and biomass. SOM plays a fundamental role in the maintenance of the main soil properties and regimes related
not just to the soil fertility. In the present study, Chernozemic and related soil samples under natural grasslands and arable lands were collected from nine profiles in
Ukraine and Hungary to investigate the properties and characteristics of the SOM
dynamics of humic substances in the Eurasian Steppe. Chernozemic soils collected
from three profiles in Canada were also used to compare with the Eurasian soils
and distinguish their features. Some physico-chemical properties of soil samples
were analyzed to clarify the soil development and features of the Chernozemic
profiles Humification indexes (Alog K and RF) were used to classify the Chernozemic humic acids and to examine the influences of natural and artificial impacts on
degree of humification, "C NMR spectroscopy was also applied to characterize the
structure and composition of humic acids in the Eurasian Chernozems The objectives of this study are to investigate I) the effects of climate and moisture regimes
on soil development and SOM dynamics of four Chernozemic subtypes in Ukraine,
2) the effects of agricultural impacts on changes in soil features and humic fractions
of Chernozems under intensive management practices in Hungary and Canada, 3)
the relationship between soil carbon degradation and expense of humic acids in
the Eurasian steppe The greater part of lands is covered by Chernozems and the
related soils in Ukraine, where must be the central and representative Chernozemic
zones in the Eurasian steppe. In the eastern part of Ukraine, the climosequence
of the soils from the northern wetter zones to the southern drier zones can be distinctly observed. Under the moist conditions in the north. Typical Chernozems and
Ordinary Chernozems, which can be distinguished by a deep black surface horizon
with strongly-developed structures and the highly humified Type A humic acids,
of which the RF value and aromaticity, which was calculated by expressing the
amount of aromatic C (110 to 165 ppm) as ratio of aliphatic C + methoxyl C + carbohydrate C + aromatic C in the "C NMR spectra, are remarkably high. Southern
Chernozems and Dark Chestnuts are the common subtypes under the relatively
dry moisture regime, the profiles of which can be characterized by a relatively thin
dark-brown or brownish black surface horizon. These soils are also characterized
by the Type A humic acids, however, the RF value is less than Typical and Ordinary
Chernozems. The carbon stock as organic carbon and/or inorganic carbon through
the profile is extremely high in either case, can support and assure a luxuriant production of plant and biomass. The lands covered by Chernozemic soils and the
climatic conditions in such areas are suitable for wheat, barley and maize production, alongside other food crops and vegetables The intensive agricultural practice
would induce soil carbon degradation, due to low input of plant residues and high
microbial decomposition of organic matter accompanied by plowing, resulting in
irreversible decrease in the soil fertility. The soil colors of the surface horizons in
the arable soils of Hungary and Canada are brownish black to dark brown, not real
black, and the organic carbon contents in the topsoils are relatively lower than those
of Ukraine, probably reflecting the soil carbon degradation through agricultural
impacts They are characterized by the Type A or B humic acids, of which Alog K
value is higher, the RF value is lower, and aromaticity is remarkably lower than
those of the typical Type A humic acids observed in Ukraine From the results, it
was inferred that the intensive agricultural impacts can lead to changes not only
in the SOM quantity but also in the SOM quality of humic acids, especially the
decrease in the aromatic and highly-humified HAs of smaller particle size. The
long-term cultivation and fertilization may contribute to the formation of labile (not
stable) humic substances (larger particle size) at the expense of highly aromatic
HAs (smaller particle size), which are more resistant to microbial decomposition
and act as the binding agents of aggregate stability, resulting in deterioration of soil
structure and depletion of soil fertility.
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Nutrient Release from Pctrofertilizer (Khondalite) in an Acidic Laterite Soil
of South Kerala, India.
R. C. S. Shehana. Kerala Agricultural Univ. College ofAgriculture.
A laboratory incubation study was conducted using 10kg of soil collected from the
experimental field of Fanning System Research Station, Kottarakara, South Kerala,
India, during 1999-2000 The soil belonged to the taxonomical class Plinthic Kandiustult. The soil was acidic in reaction with low values for available nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium as well as micronutrients viz.zinc, copper and manganese. An important feature of infertility of laterite soils is the occurrence of multiple
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deficiencies of nutrients coupled with poor physico- chemical properties. So an
attempt was made to study the effect of naturally available and cheaper material viz
khondalite on the physico- chemical properties of soil Khondalites are quartz- feldspar- sillimanite gneisses, with graphite, garnet and biotite, ± cordierite. Khondalite
is a regional rock name. The experiment was in Completely Randomised Design
with 11 treatments and three replications Finely powdered khondalite powder was
applied at different rates ie at 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 tons ha' either alone or in combination with different materials like lime, steatite, sodium chloride, farm yard
manure at 12 5 tons ha-1 etc, and compared with the control, soil alone The nutrient release was monitored for a period of 10 months It was found that there was
a gradual increase in the available N content in all the treatments over time. The
available nitrogen content increased from 244.69 to 442.50 kg ha"1 at the end of the
tenth month. In the case of available phosphorus content, the initial level of 9.72
increased to 10.42 kg ha' at the end of tenth month But in the case of available
potassium, there was a gradual decrease from 256.63 in the first month to 83 08 kg
ha"' at the end of tenth month. In the case of copper, the highest mean value was
2.32ppm was recorded when khondalite was applied at I ton ha"' along with sodium
chloride. The highest available manganese content of 25.21 ppm was observed in
the first month itself which decreased over time to reach a value of 21 11 at the end
of sixth month The initial available zinc content of 2.57 was reduced to 2.21ppm
at the end of sixth month which showed that maximum solubilisation took place
during the first month itself Available iron content decreased gradually from 26.64
ppm to a value of 23 04 ppm at the end of sixth month The release of N and P from
khondalite was found to increase over time where as K release was maximum during the first month. The content of available Zn, Mn, and Fe were found maximum
in the soil immediately after application. Soil physical properties were also studied
at the end of experiment. It was found that application of khondalite@lton ha-1
recorded the lowest bulk density of 1.1 OMg m"'. The lowest particle density of 2.33
was recorded where khondalite was applied at 2 ton ha-1. The highest porosity
and water holding capacity were recorded when khondalite was applied at 0.5 and
1 ton ha' respectively along with lime. The best treatments from the study were
selected and afieldexperiment was conducted using cassava as the test crop during
2001-2003 The results showed that 25-50% of the recommended dose of chemical
fertilizer can be substituted with khondalite without affecting yield, wherever it is
locally available.
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Kinetics and Phosphorus Solubilization during Composting of Rice Straw
with Rock Phosphate and Industrial Effluents.
S. Kuldeep, R. S. Dhaliwal. CCS Haryana Agricultural Univ.
The world wide awareness of the need of use of renewable forms of energy, environmental problems, high cost of fertilizers and recently gaining momentum of organic
farming has revived the use of organic material for crop production. Increasing
interest about the organic farming, disposal problem of the agricultural and industrial wastes causing pollution hazards, necessitated this study. To our knowledge,
decay kinetics and phosphorus solubilization of different organic wastes composted
with rock phosphate and by using different acidic industrial effluents as a wetting
agent, have not been quantified so far. The present study thus compared the decay
kinetics and phosphorus solubilization of the agricultural and industrial wastes/
effluents in aerobic decomposition process. The chopped rice straw was composted
with Mussoorie rock phosphate (4:1 w/w). Acidic industrial effluents were used as
a wetting agent (70%) in composting pits under aerobic conditions. Organic carbon
and different forms of phosphorus (total, citrate soluble and water-soluble) were
determined periodically. Twofirstorder kinetics were found to be valid for describing organic waste decomposition. Ten different treatments included in the study
were found to consist of two components: (1) a fast decaying component A, and
(2), a slow decaying component B. The use of industrial effluents instead of water
was found to increase the fast decaying component of composting. The compost
prepared by using Mussoorie rock phosphate with glue waste and distillery effluent
was found to contain the maximum available and water-soluble phosphorus (0.35 g
kg-1) which is considered as readily available P to the plants. Thus rice straw compost with rock phosphate and acidic industrial effluents was not only an efficient
phospho-compost but also eco-friendly In conclusion, we have been able to show
the effective utilization of low grade rock phosphate in making phospho-compost
in combination with solid wastes and acidic industrial effluents Being ecofriendly,
their use for phospho-composting may also solve to some extent the disposal and
environment pollution problems.
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Physiological Mechanism on Interspecific Facilitation for IN, P and Fe
Utilization in Intercropping Systems.
L. Li, F. S. Zhang. College of Resources and Environmental Sciences. China
Agricultural Univ.
Intercropping has played an important role in low input agriculture in the world as
well as high-productivity agriculture with high-input in China There are various
high-productivity intercropping systems in China, with more than ten tons of grain
yield, such as wheat/maize, wheat/soybean, wheat/faba bean, faba bean/maize, peanut/maize, and vegetables/maize intercropping Interspecific facilitation on nutrient
utilization, is one of the most important mechanisms for intercropping yield advan-

tage, but was known little This paper reviews the mechanisms of the interspecific
facilitation in terms of spatial and temporal root distribution in soil profiles and
the phosphorus complementary utilization for different forms or sources between
P-efficient and P-inefficient species, enhanced nitrogen fixation by interspecific
interactions, nitrogen transfer from nodulation legumes to associated cereals in
legumes/cereals intercropping, and microelement utilization between intercropped
species, especially for Fe efficient utilization by interspecific interactions between
the species with strategy I and strategy II for Fe uptake The results originated from
Biodiversity and Resource Utlization research group in China Agricultural University, lasted for more than ten years. First of all, spatial compatibility and temporal
differentiation of root distribution was contributed to one of mechanisms involved
in interspecific facilitation Secondly, different P sources or forms in soil was utilized to a different extend by different associated species. For example, chickpea
utilized well organic P (phytate-P) by a large amount of acid phosphatase exudated
from its root system and faba bean utilized sparingly-soluble inorganic P (Fe-P or
Al-P) in soil more efficiently than maize did, which benefit P uptake by associated maize, and reduced the interspecific competition on P in soil. Thirdly, proportion of plant N derived from atmosphere, biological N2 fixation by legumes, was
enhanced by intercropping. The directly nitrogen transfer from legumes to cereal
is limited for N economical utilization in legumes/cereals intercropping, however,
main mechanism underlying efficient nitrogen utilization in the intercropping probably was through a stimulation of nodulation and nitrogen fixation of legumes, by
soil nitrogen depletion that caused by more N competitive and more N uptake by
associated cereals Finally, complementary utilization of Fe and some other microelements was discussed in the paper Processes for improved Fe nutrition of peanut
(strategy 1 for Fe absorption) by associated maize (strategy II for Fe absorption)
also were included
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Study the Effect of Calcium on Salt and Cold Resistance During Seed
Germination Stage of Medicago polymorpha.
Z Y. Ashrafi, K. Postini, M. B. Hoseini, Tehran Univ.
In order to examine the effect of calcium on salt and cold resistance during seed
germination stage of Medicago polymorpho an experiment was conducted in the
laboratory of the Agronomy College Pardis Agriculture of TehranUniversity. The
seeds were sterilized and incubated in the presence of one concentration of CaC12
(5, 10, 15, or 20 mM)at 20 °C. After 24h the seeds were transferred to one concentration of NaCI and incubated at 5 or 15 °C for two week in germination chamber.
Then the seed germination percentage, number of normal and abnormal seedling,
fresh, dry weight and length of root and shoot, and their ratios were determined
Results of the analysis of variance showed that the treatments and their interaction
significantly influenced all measured parameters. The results indicated that calcium
has a significant effect on the reduction the effect of stress condition during seed
germination. Keywords: Germination, Cold resistance, Salt, Calcium, Medicago
polymorpha
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Distribution of Some Micronutrients in Four Pedons of Madhupur Tract in
Bangladesh.
M. H. Rahman, S. Elahi, Dhaka Univ.
Twenty-three soil samples were collected from four distinct soil profiles of Gerua
and Kalma soil series to assess the micronutrient status in the Madhupur tract soils
of Rajendrapur area Four profiles were studied for morphological and chemical
properties in the field Two profiles were forest covered and rests two were under
fallow land Status of micronutrients are equally important as major plant nutrients,
with these point of view four trace elements Fe, Mn, Zn and Cu were determine in
different extractants. The total amount of iron, manganese, copper and zinc are high
in the soils under investigation. Their availability indices are quite low However,
all elements were in adequate available form. Low pH influenced the availability of
iron and manganese. At the different horizon of four profiles, IN NH40Ac (pH 7.0)
extractable elements were 33.2 to 38.9 ppm Fe, 10.1 to 25.9 ppm Mn, 1.1 to 5.1 Cu
and 4 5 to 6 3 Zn Maximum variation was in the case of HCl extractalbe copper,
where Gerua soil on average 1.9 ppm and Kalma soil had 4 2 ppm.
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Sustainable Agricultural Production.
P. A. Kramer. Biological Design.
The term Sustainable Agriculture is commonly and regularly used, however concepts and opinions vary as to what the term actually implies. To me Sustainable
Agriculture is; Growing vigorous, disease resistant crops without the continual
inputs of organic or synthetic fertilizers whilst improving the physical and biological status of the soil over time. So, if production without the continual use of
fertilizers and composts is possible, how might it be achieved? We would need to
achieve production by way of a sustainable source of energy or fertility A definite
source of sustainable energy is solar energy If we could link agricultural production to incoming solar radiation and moisture (ie rainfall and/or irrigation) then
there could be the opportunity to achieve true sustainability in agriculture. The
link between the two is a practical understanding of how to achieve and maintain a

healthy, biologically active soil through managing and manipulating annual covercrops, weedy plants and pastures. This understanding is based on the principles
and results of Rational Grazing as described and documented by Andre Voisin in
his book Grass Productivity (*1) By establishing and maintaining covercrops or
pastures by regularly and accurately cutting them at a very specific stage or height
(that will permit these plants to regrow in the fastest possible time) we provide the
soil, and therefore soil biology, with a regular supply of green manure. At the same
time we also achieve substantial benefits in terms of soil structure, organic matter,
humus and soil carbon levels by virtue of a dynamic and expanding root system
This occurs because every time plants (including all weeds) are cut a corresponding
amount of the root system dies back and this provides the soil with organic matter
that can be immediately digested. As the plants recover from being cut they regrow
and the roots forage deeper. More minerals are extracted and coupled with the gains
in fertility from the decomposition of the green manure, the plant regrows. If we
again cut the plants at the optimum height and time we get another layer of green
manure and once again a corresponding amount of root matter dies back With
each successive cut more humus is created. Soil structure improves which in turn
increases the soil's ability to drain excessive moisture, hold moisture, and remain at
a relatively stable temperature. As this process continues the composition of plants
change from the original species (which may have been troublesome weeds) to
those of a higher biological status and agricultural value, such as preferred pasture
species A similar change form harmful soil organisms such as nematodes to more
beneficial types of fungi, algae and earthworms occurs. In most cases sufficient soil
fertility can be achieved after three to five cuts (depending on original soil conditions and plant species) to successfully grow a healthy plant crop such as bananas,
apples, cherries, vegetables, etc. without the need for supplementary fertilizers or
composts. The choice of weed and grass cutting implements depends primarily on
the grower's ability to purchase suitable implements and the size of the plantation.
In local subsistence agriculture the most affordable and common is the cutlass or
cane knife. Where finance is available or for larger plantations a brushcutter is very
versatile and efficient In larger commercial plantations a combination of brushcutters and ride-on mowers are very effective A similar strategy managing a once oft'
covercrop of mixed annual legumes (including soy bean, clover, peanut, beans etc)
and annual grain grasses (such as oats, rice, millet and sorghum) can be used to create a basis of sustainable soil fertility that can support the long term production of
crops including Lucerne, (alfalfa) sugarcane, cereal crops, asparagus, flowers etc
without the need for fertilizer or compost input (* 1) Andre Voisin Grass Productivity Copyright 1959 Philosophical Library INC Published by Island Press.
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Organic Amendment Based on Wheat Straw: Influence on Soil Biological
Properties.
M. Tejada, EUITA-Univ de Sevilla: J. L. F. Bastida. T. Hernandez. C. Garcia.
Cenlro de Edafologia y Biologia Aplicada del Segura. CEBAS-CS1C.
We studied in the laboratory the effects of adding Wheat Straw Chopped (WSC)
and No Chopped (WSNC) and with and without urea (150 kg N ha1) (WSC+N
and WSNC+N) on soil biochemical properties of a Typic Xerofluvent. Materials
were transferred into the microcosms 24 h after application and triplicate treatments were incubated in darkness at 25 °C inside an incubation chamber for seven
lengths of time (3, 7, 15, 30, 60, 90 and 120 days). Soil microbial biomass, and the
activities of urease, dehydrogenase, protease-BBA, &beta-glucosidase, and alkaline phosphatase were measured in soils for each time of incubation The results
obtained indicate the importance of the application wheat straw chopped with N
respect to the rest of fertilizer treatments studied. In this respect, and at the end
of experimental period, soil microbial biomass increased 21% in WSC treatment
respect to WSNC treatment, 24.2% in WSC+N treatment respect to WSC treatment, and 39% in WSNC+N treatment respect to WSNC treatment As regards the
soil enzymatic activities analyzed, the highest values at the end of experimental
period were observed in WSC+N-amended soils, followed by WSNC+N-amended
soils, WSC-amended soils and WSNC-amended soils.
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A Study of the Effects of Land Disposal of a Water Treatment Residue on Soil
Chemical Properties and Growth of Pasture Grass under Field Conditions.
J. C. Hughes. Univ of KwaZulu-Natal: S. M. Buyeye. Mangosuthu Technikon.
The Midmar Water Treatment Works of Umgeni Water (the third largest supplier of
potable water in South Africa), at Howick near Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu-Natal,
has a problem of disposal of the residue after the raw water is treated to be potable
The residue, consisting mainly offinesilt and clay particlesflocculatedby the addition of a cationic organic polymer and lime, is currently classified as a hazardous
waste and has to be disposed of to a dedicated landfill This work combined a
laboratory incubation experiment using eleven contrasting soils from KwaZuluNatal, and twofieldtrials to investigate the possibility of land disposal of this Water
Treatment Residue (WTR). In the incubation experiment, the WTR was applied
to 2.5 kg samples of all eleven soils, the highest rate being equivalent to 1280
Mg/ha. The soils were incubated at ambient temperature and field capacity for 140
days Analysis on completion of the incubation period established that there was
an increase in pH, extractable Ca and Mg, and soluble nitrate in all soils In two of
the strongly acid soils, there was a decrease in extractable acidity and an increase
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in cation exchange capacity. The increase in pH and decrease in extractable acidity
were attributed to the liming effect of the WTR. The increase in Ca and Mg came
directly from the WTR, and the increase in nitrate was mostly from mineralization
of organic matter in the WTR. The increase in cation exchange capacity could have
been from the liming effect and/or a contribution from the negative charge of the
WTR The two field experiments were established at Brookdale Farm on a well
drained red soil (Typic Haplustult), and at Ukulinga Research Farm of the University of KwaZulu-Natal on a poorly drained soil (Typic Plinthaquept). At both
sites the highest rate of application of the WTR was 1280 Mg/ha. At the Brookdale
trial, the WTR was both applied as a mulch and incorporated in the upper 200 mm
of the soil. Dovey tall fescue (Fesluca arundinaceae) followed perennial ryegrass
(Lolium perenne) at Brookdale Farm, whereas at Ukulinga Farm only Dovey tall
fescue was planted. Where dry matter yield was determined (mainly at Ukulinga
due to logistical problems at the Brookdale site), no decline in yield was recorded
over the 5 years of the field experiment. In fact there tended to be a general, if
mostly non-significant, increase in yield with increase in the application rate of the
WTR. From analysis of the grass, there was an occasional increase in Ca, K and
N with increase in application of the WTR, and a decrease in Mn. Other elements
analyzed, both major and trace, mostly indicated that there were no negative effects
of the WTR with respect to plant growth as indicated by dry matter yields. Tissue
concentrations of the heavy metals were well below those that could cause either
phytotoxicity or zootoxicity. Land disposal of WTR has implications not only for
the industry concerned in terms of economics but also for both agriculture and the
environment, and the results are discussed to address these aspects.
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Sorption and Transformation of Phosphorus and Heavy Metals in Soils
following Addition of a Water Treatment Residue.
S. M. Buyeye, Mangosuthu Technikon: J. C. Hughes, Univ of KwaZulu-Natal.
Water Treatment Residue (WTR) is the solid waste material after the treatment
of raw water for domestic use It consists of fine silt and clay particles together
with added Hocculants In South Africa it is currently considered a hazardous waste
and has to be disposed of accordingly. With land treatment being perceived as a
preferred method of disposal of the WTR, it was investigated how Phosphorus
(P) and heavy metals would behave in the presence of this material. The WTR
was sourced from a treatment works near Pietermaritzburg, South Africa where
the main added chemicals are a cationic organic polymer and lime. Sorption studies of P were carried out on incubated samples and corresponding non-incubated
samples of eleven contrasting soils. Soil samples were incubated for 140 days at
ambient temperature and at field capacity with rates of WTR up to 1280 Mg/ha
The relationship between solution and sorbed P was established by shaking 5 g
samples with 50 ml of 0.005 M calcium chloride solution containing different concentrations of P on an end-over-end shaker for 6 hours. From the data, the following general observations were made:- I) Isotherms generally followed the classic
smooth curve; 2) incubated and corresponding non-incubated samples did not sorb
P to the same extent in some of the samples; 3) application of the WTR increased
sorption capacity in some soils but decreased it in others; and 4) adsorption was not
the only mechanism of P decrease in solution The data, especially with respect to
P requirement, could be reasonably fitted to the Freundlich isotherm. Explanations
are suggested for these results The sorption study for Cd, Ni and Zn involved only
one added concentration of 50 (tg/g. A I g sample was equilibrated on an end-overend shaker for 6 hours with 50 ml of 0.005 M calcium chloride solution containing
the cation. Based on time-sorption curves, the soils were grouped into relatively
high-, moderate- and low-sorbing. Reasons for the differences in extent of sorption are presented. The high-sorbing soils also tended to sorb metals faster than
those with low sorption capacity. Application of the WTR to soils increased the
amount of metal sorbed A parallel extraction procedure was used for fractionation
of eight heavy metals from both the WTR and WTR-treated soils from a pot experiment and from the incubation experiment. The method separated the fractions into
water soluble + exchangeable, inorganically bound, organically bound, and that
bound in amorphous oxides. The WTR contained very high amounts of Mn in the
inorganically bound fraction; all the other metals were very low in all fractions
In the pot experiment five of the eleven soils, on which had been grown perennial
ryegrass (Lolium perenne), were used The highest rate of application of the WTR
was equivalent to 120 Mg/ha. Where metal fractions increased in the treated soils
(both incubated and from the pot experiment) it was generally in the inorganic
and amorphous forms, implying specific adsorption and mineral layer penetration,
respectively Two 5-year field experiments were established with the highest rate
of application of the WTR being 1280 Mg/ha. One trial was situated on a Typic
Haplustult and the other on a Typic Plinthaquept. Biologically-available P extracted
from an incorporated treatment on the Typic Haplustult was consistently lower than
that extracted from a mulched treatment. There was a decrease in exchangeable Mn
at the 0-200 mm depth in both field trials. Possible reasons for these observations
are given in relation to the supporting laboratory experiments Discussion of these
results is directed to predict the agricultural and environmental implications of the
land disposal of the WTR
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I evaluation of Common Lime Requirement Methods.
C. Godsey. G. Pierzynski. D. Mengel. R. Lamond. Kansas Slate Univ.
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Accurately estimating Lime Requirements (LR) of acidic soils has been a concern
since liming practices began. The objectives of this study were to 1) determine if
the SMP buffer is accurately predicting LR of Kansas soils, 2) re-calibrate the SMP
and Mehl ich buffer to accurately estimate LR of Kansas soils to specific target pH
values, and 3) compare the effectiveness of the 60-d incubations in determining
LR versus field observed lime response. Ninety-seven soil samples received by
the Kansas State University (KSU) Soil Testing Laboratory during 2004 were used
in this study. Samples represented soils from eastern and central Kansas with 1:1
soil pH < 6.5. Samples collected were used to evaluate the current LR based on
the SMP buffer and to re-calibrate the SMP buffer, Mehlich buffer, and Ca(OH)2
titration to Kansas soils. Sixty day greenhouse incubations with a varying amount
of CaC03 was used to determine the actual LR of each soil. Slope values < I and
Y-intercepts > 0 indicated that the SMP either overestimated LR at low values or
underestimated LR at relatively high LR values for target pH of 5.5, 6.0, and 6.8
compared to 60-d incubations with CaC03. Calibration of the Mehlich buffer to a
target pH of 6.8 provided a better fit compared with the SMP buffer Titration with
0 022 M Ca(OH)2 resulted in a LR (to a target pH of 6 8) 45% less that measured
by the 60-d incubation. Evaluation of the three LR methods on twelve soils indicated LR estimated by the Mehlich buffer was not significantly different compared
with the LR from the 60-d incubation. Recalibration of the SMP with soils from
Kansas did not drastically improve estimation of LR compared to 60-d incubations
However, LR was improved when LRs were < 4.5 Mg/ha. Comparison of LR from
60-d incubations with field-observed lime response showed that LR of field sites
was 2 to 3 times greater than that of the 60-d incubation
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Figure 1. Lime requirements of the SMP buffer, Mehlich buffer, and the Ca(OH)2
titration method after calibration on Kansas soils compared to 60 dLR for 12 soils.
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Liming and Lime-Broiler Chicken Manure Interactions in Two South African
Acid Soils: Effects on Nitrogen and Carbon Mineralization.
G. G. Jezile. D. G. Westfall. Colorado State Univ: D. P. Turner. ARC-lnstitute for
Soil, Climate and Water; W. Van Averbeke, Tshwane Univ of Technology.
In spite of decades of research on the effect of lime on N mineralization, there is
no general agreement on whether liming stimulates or has no appreciable effect on
N mineralization. A 56 day laboratory study was conducted to determine N and C
mineralization in two South African acid humic soils. The two surface soils used
in this experiment were collected from Eastern Cape, South Africa. The soil from
Magusheni demonstration site is classified as Magwa connemara series (Humic
Hapludult), and contains 270 g sand kg-1, 280 g silt kg-l, 450 g clay kg-1, 45.7 g
kg-1 total C, 3.1 g kg-1 total N, 75% base saturation, 25% acid saturation, and a soil
pH (saturated paste) of 4.78. The soil from Nikwe demonstration site is classified as
Sweetwater newton series (Humic Hapludult), and contains 300 g sand kg-1, 260 g
silt kg-1, 440 g clay kg-1, 33.6 g kg-1 total C, 2.0 g kg-1 total N, 96% base saturation, 4.0% acid saturation, and a soil pH (saturated paste) of 5.0. The soils were
amended with a factorial combination of 4 rates of lime and 3 rates of manure. The
lime rates were (I) a full-lime rate to raise soil pH to 6 0, (2) 66% of the full-lime
rate, (3) 33% of the full-lime rate; (4) a control without lime. The broiler chicken
manure rates were (1) 10 Mg ha-1, (2) 5 Mg ha-1 and (3) a control without manure.
The addition of lime (lime and lime + manure treatments) to the Magusheni soil
resulted in substantial N immobilization. The net in N mineralization ranged from
29 mg kg-1 in the 10Mgha-l manure only treatment to I3mgkg-1 in the full-lime
rate + 10 Mg ha-1 manure treatment. Likewise, net N mineralization ranged from
12 mg kg-1 in the 5 Mg ha-1 manure only treatment to 6 mg kg-1 in the full-lime
rate + 5 Mg ha-1 manure treatment The net N mineralization following lime addition were inversely related to the amounts of evolved C02. The C02 evolution
rates ranged from 12 mg C g-1 in the 5 Mg ha-1 manure only treatment to 19 mg C
g-1 in the full-lime rate + 5 Mg ha-1 manure treatment Similarly, C02 evolution
rates ranged from 18 mg C g-1 in the 10 Mg ha-1 manure only treatment to 26 mg
C g-1 in the full-lime rate + 10 Mg ha-1 manure treatment. Correlation was used
to compare relationships between mineralized C, N and other soil properties Net

N mineralized was correlated positively to amount of C02 evolved (r = 0.63; P <
0 05) and NH4-N (r = 0.75; P < 0.001). Mineralized N was not correlated to soil
pH, N03-N, soil total C, soil total N, and C:N ratio. The amount of C02 evolved
was also significantly correlated to N03-N (r = 0.65; P < 0 05), total C (r = 0.63; P
< 0.001), C:N ratio (r = 0.45; P< 0.01), and soil pH (r= 0.43; P< 0.05). In contrast,
liming had no appreciable effect on N mineralization in the Nikwe soil. Nitrogen
mineralization rates ranged from 30 mg kg-1 in the 10 Mg ha-1 manure only treatment to 32 mg kg-l in the full-lime rate + 10 Mg ha-1 manure treatment. Likewise
net N mineralization ranged from 15 mg kg-l in the 5 Mg ha-1 manure only treatment to 16mgkg-l in the full-lime rate + 5 Mg ha-1 manure treatment There was
some evidence that the microbial respiration rates were lower in the Nikwe soil as
compared to Magusheni soil. The CÓ2 evolution rates ranged from 9 mg C g-1 in
the 5 Mg ha-1 manure only treatment to 13 mg C g-1 in the full-lime rate + 5 Mg
ha-1 manure treatment. Likewise, C02 evolution rates ranged from 16 mg C g-1
in the 10 Mg ha-1 manure only treatment to 20 mg C g-1 in the full-lime rate +
10 Mg ha-1 manure treatment. The amount of C02 evolved (r = 0.95; P< 0.001),
N03-N (r = 0.99; P < 0.001) and NH4-N concentrations (r = 0.49; P < 0.05) were
significantly correlated to net N mineralization. Other soil characteristics, such as
pH, soil total C, soil total N, and C:N ratio were not significantly correlated to mineralized N. Furthermore, the amount of C02 evolved was significantly correlated
to N03-N (r - 0.95; P < 0.001), NH4-N (r = 0.44; P < 0.05), total C (r = 0.42; P <
0 05), C:N ratio (r = 0 41; P < 0.05). The soil pH increased with lime application
However, manure application caused the soil pH to increase in the Magusheni soil
or decrease in the Nikwe soil The main factor affecting pH changes in the manured
soils seems to be nitrification. The percent inorganic N that was in the nitrate-N
form for the 5 Mg ha-1 and 10 Mg ha-1 manure only treatments was between 60 to
72% in the Magusheni soil compared to 97% in the Nikwe soil. This suggests that
N transformations following chicken manure additions are potentially acidifying
in nature, provided that all of the NH4+ produced is nitrified. Liming increased C
mineralization in both soils, but the relative increases were higher in the Magusheni
soil (13 to 57%). Liming enhanced N immobilization in the Magusheni soil, but
showed not detectable effects on N mineralization/immobilization processes in the
Nikwe soil. These results suggest that liming caused a considerable increase in the
microbial population in the Magusheni soil, which in turn increased the demand
for N by this rapidly growing population. In the Nikwe soil, N immobilization did
not occur because there was sufficient N to meet the microbial N demand during
decomposition Soil acidity by itself did not limit N mineralization.

double hydroxides (LDHs), or the so-called anionic clays, belong to a family of
layered materials. These layered materials have received considerable attention due
to their unique layered structure and high anion exchange capacities LDHs are
less frequent or rare in nature than cationic clays but relatively inexpensive and
simple to synthesize. Therefore, they can be readily synthesized by coprecipitation
methods under laboratory conditions. A MCPP-LDH hybrid was synthesized from
MCPP and Mg-AI complex Release kinetics of MCPP from MCPP-LDH hybrid
was slower in distilled water and soil solution but it was slower in distilled water
than soil solution MCPP-LDH hybrid has shown to be more stable condition than
the CO,2" form of LDH in thermal and acidic condition. Clover (Trifolium pratense)
seed germination was tested in soil. After 40 days observation, seeds were partially
germinated when they were treated with MCPP but these were totally inhibited
when treated with MCPP-LDH Therefore, MCPP-LDH hybrid would serve as a
functional and benign pesticide to minimize the harmful effects on soil environment by bulk herbicides. Keywords: Synthesis; MCPP-LDH hybrid; Release pattern; Clover seed
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Pencycuron Application to Flooded Tropical Soils with or without Cow
Manure: Degradation and Effect on Microbiological Parameters.
R. Pal. Institute of Environmental Studies and Wetland Management.
Laboratory study was conducted to follow the degradation and effect of pencycuron
on microbial parameters offloodedalluvial (AL) soil (Typic udifluvent) and Coastal
Saline (CS) soil (Typic endoaquept) under rice cultivation Pencycuron degraded
faster in CS soil and in soil amended with Decomposed Cow Manure (DCM) Pencycuron atfieldrate (FR), 2FR and 10FR affected the Microbial Biomass C (MBC),
soil ergosterol content and Fluorescein Diacetate Hydrolyzing Activity (FDHA)
differentially The DCM amendment did not seem to have any counteractive effect
on the toxicity of pencycuron on the microbial variables. The change in microbial
metabolic quotient (qC02) and microbial respiration quotient (QR), indicated that
pencycuron induced disturbance at I0FR Pencycuron was more toxic to the metabolically activated and newly generated soil microbial populations
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Effect of High Levels of Vinasse Application on Soil Fertility and Potash
Leaching.
D. D. P. Gonzalo. J. Casagrande. M. Soares. E. Mouta. Federal Univ of Sao
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Development of Heavy Metal Adsorbed by Granulation of Natural Zeolite.
Y. S. Zhang. J. E. Yang, G. J. Lee. S. W. Hwang. National Institute of Highland Vinasse is an important agribusiness by-product frequently reused in sugarcane
crop as an alternative potash (K) source. When appropriately applied, the added
Agriculture. RDA.
nutrients can be deduced from conventional fertilization, decreasing the production
The natural zeolite, produced in the Young-il Bay area of the Kyungpook provcost. On the other hand, an excessive proportion of vinasse can induce the lateness
ince in Korea, contains more than two by-products in the mineralogical composimaturation and the damage to the sugarcane technological quality, including reductions. These characteristics have devaluated the practical use of the natural zeolite
tion in sucrose content. Some areas in Aleluia Farm, Araras/SP, Brazil, have shown
in many fields Also lots of powdery zeolite of low quality have been produced as
serious problems with K lixiviation, as a consequence of high vinasse in the last
wastes while processing the natural zeolite into the products having a particular
decade. Sugarcane crop require 185 kg K,0 ha ' for high productivity. An oversupparticle size Objective of this research was to develop the heavy metal adsorbent,
ply, when the K supply from vinasse surpass the sugarcane nutritional requirement,
ZeoAds, with granulation of the powdery zeolite by mixing with Portland cement
describe an excess and characterize a situation of potential pollution, according to
and treating at high temperature. The most effective conditions for the granular
standards for use and disposal of vinasse (P4 231 rule), established by CETESB,
ZeoAds formulations were to mix the powdery zeolite (75%) with Portland cement
the most important brazilian environmental protection agency. The objectives of
(25%) as a cementing agent, to granulate using the extruder, to harden for 30 days
this study were to evaluate soil fertility changes, especially with regard to K dinat 25°C and to treat the granules at 400 °C for 3 hours. Amorphous oxide mineral
amic, and sugarcane technology quality, after sucessive applications of vinasse In
was formed while formulating the ZeoAds, as proved in the wide spectra of the
two distinct sampling periods (february and november/2004), samples were taken
X-ray diffractogram. The alkali- or thermal-treated natural zeolite showed the pHfrom différents layers (0-0.2; 0.2-0 4; 0.4-0.6; 0.6-0.8 and 0.8-1.0m) of a Rhodic
dependent charge characteristics. Capacity of the ZeoAds for heavy metal adsorpEutrudox, wich were representative of areas under sugarcane cultivation submited
tion was increased with deceasing the particle size of the ZeoAds up to 2 mm.
to followed management: (i) five areas with vinasse fertirrigation along ten conBelow 2 mm in diameter, adsorption capacity of the ZeoAds was independent of
secutive years; (ii) one area with conventional mineral K fertilization; (iii) one area
the particle size The selectivity of the ZeoAds for divalent cations were in the order
of native vegetation adjacent to agricultural area; (iv) and samples from no covered
of Pb > Cu > Zn > Cd In this experiment, the ZeoAds as a heavy metal adsorbent
channels that conduct vinasse to the farming The results from native vegetation
was developed by employing a simple, easy and cost effective granulation process
area attested the high fertility of undisturbed systems and showed that K lixiviation
using the low quality powdery natural zeolite. Adsorption isotherm of ZeoAds for
is a natural phenomenon Samples from fertilized areas presented lower K content
heavy metals followed the Langmuir type The maximum adsorption capacity of
(122 kg K 2 0 ha') than native areas (273 kg K,0 ha'), as expected due to agriZeoAds was greater than that of the commercial activated carbon The ZeoAds
cultural practices. The summation of K contents of 0-1 0m samples from vinasse
was more efficient than the commercial activated carbon in treatment of the heavy
fertirrigated areas, for the first sampling period, varied between 385 and 2369 kg
metals in the industrial waste water, as proved by breakthrough curve of the column
de K,0 and was 2-19 fold higher than the K content of areas with no vinasse, conleaching experiments.
firming the potential pollution of K by residue For the second sampling period, the
results indicated intense K lixiviation, mainly from 0-0.6m. Approximately 4630
kg K ha ' were added in fertirrigated areas and 1280 kg K were leached from the
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1.0m layer. This K content is suficient for manuring of seven sugarcane full cycle
Synthesis and Properties of MCPP-LDH Hybrid.
Independently of both sampling depth and period, the proportion of K soil saturation exceed the advisible 5%. At superficial layer, the K content exceeds about 11
M. A. Khan. C. L. Choi. D. H. Lee. M. Park. B. K. Lim. J. Y. Lee. J. Choi. Kyungpook
fold the maximum dose recommended for sugarcane About 9830 kg K,0 ha' were
National Univ.
detected in the 0.8-1.0m layer under vinasse channels, indicating the necessity of
This study was conducted to elucidate the synthesis of MCPP-LDH hybrid, release
covering ducts as an attempt of decrease K leaching. Macro and micronutrients
pattern and their properties MCPP, common name of mecoprop (2-(4-chloro-olevels were satisfactory or even excessive in fertirrigated areas Sugarcane areas of
tolyloxy) propionic acid), is a selective, systemic, hormone-type phenoxy herbiAleluia Farm are receiveing high vinasse burden. High K levels instigated a sugar
cide. It is applied as post emergence and is used on ornamentals and sports turf, for
productivity decay, leaching of K mobilized to deep layers In this case, sugarcane
forest site preparation, and on drainage ditch banks for selective control of surface
cultivation can not be considered a sustanaible system, representating for the envicreeping broadleaf weeds such as clovers, chickweed, lambsquarters, ivy, plantain and others. It is also used for wheat, barley and oats cultivations. Layered
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ronment a serious pollution situation, since the excess of K added will be leached
and will not be recovered.
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Ylirronuti iciil Soil Testing by Electro-UltraFiltration (EUF).
D. Steffens, Justus Liebig Univ. D. Horn, EUF Working Group of Soil Fertility,
South Sugar Beet Co.
The Electro-UltraFiltration (EUF) technique is a method for soil testing in order
to analyze the availability of nutrients. Elements are extracted from a soil-water
suspension in an electrical field with this method. As a routine soil testing method,
the EUF method normally analyzes two fractions. The addition of DTPA to a third
EUF-fraction following the first two fractions with an extraction time of additional 5 minutes at 400 V (limitation of amperage with maximal 150 mA) and
80°C enables a routine extraction of micronutrients and heavy metals in soils by
means of electro-ultrafiltration technique Highest concentrations in soils were
found for iron (Fe), followed by zinc (Zn). manganese (Mn), lead (Pb), copper (Cu)
and nickel (Ni). Lowest concentrations resulted for cobalt (Co), chromium (Cr),
cadmium (Cd) and molybdenum (Mo) The EUF-method extracts in dependence
of the element and soil lower or comparable concentrations as CaCI2/DTPA soil
test (CAT-method) and much lower as the EDTA-method In further experiments
we analyzed the micronutrient uptake of rye. The Zn-, Cu-, and Fe uptake of rye
plants cultivated on 22 soils was well predicted by EUF extractable micronutrients
analyzed in the third fraction.
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How Does Raised Bed Tillage Change Soil Properties, Hydrology and Nutrient
Export under Grain Cropping in South Western Victoria, Australia?.
R. Edis, P. Newton, T. Johnston. J. Holland, The Unit of Melbourne.
Grain cropping has expanded rapidly in SE Australia during the past decade and
recently was estimated to cover 350,000 ha, with over 2 million ha of suitable land
comprising mostly the dominant Basalt Plains soil type. Crops grown using raised
bed tillage occupy over 89,000 ha of this area and represent a substantial change
in land use from the traditional wool enterprises based on perennial pasture. In
the high rainfall zone (>550 mm/year) in south west Victoria), broad-acre raised
beds are being rapidly adopted by growers for grain production, with over 30,000
ha of raised beds under crops in 2003. Raised beds are thought to reduce risks
associated with grain cropping due to the reduction in waterlogging. These changes
have potential to alter the water balance, which may exacerbate or alleviate dryland salinity and lead to off-site environmental impacts due to intensive fertility
management. Changes in the water balance and controlled traffic may also lead to
changes in soil properties with potential yield benefits. Beds growing canola in a
wetter than average season were found to effectively shed water as runoff from the
furrow areas at the expense of increased infiltration during storm events compared
to highly variable infiltration under conventional tillage During storms, the raised
bed plots released more runoff than the conventionally-cropped and pasture plots
However, there were negligible differences in runoff volumes during lower intensity rainfall events over the winter that is more typical of winter rainfall patterns
in southern Australia. Total phosphorus and total nitrogen concentrations for all
runoff events were well above levels recommended as satisfactory for Victoria's
inland waters and phosphorus in runoff waters was predominantly in a dissolved
form. Penetrometer resistance surveys found lower significantly lower soil strength
for the same moisture content in the raised beds compared to conventional tillage
through the top 20 cm. Other small changes associated with porosity and structural
stability were also identified. Raised bed tillage was found to be beneficial to grain
cropping under conditions of poor external (flat) and internal (low permeability
B-horizon) drainage through provision of shortened pathways for drainage of the A
horizon. The reduced incidence of saturated conditions in the A horizon appears to
have lead to preservation of friability (low soil strength) as the soil dries, however
no increase in yield was found in dry seasons Whilst the amount of runoff from
low intensity rainfall appears not to be increased through installation of raised beds,
storms result in more runoff from raised bed systems compared to conventional
cultivation.
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1971b
R. Edis
How are Soil Nitrogen Dynamics in an Irrigated Maize System Impacted on by
Nitrogen and Stubble Management?.
R. Edis. D. Chen. D. Turner. G. Wang, The Unir of Melbourne: M. Meyer. CS1RO
Atmospheric Research: C. Kirkby. CS1RO Land and Water.
The soil Nitrogen (N) dynamics of an irrigated maize system in which stubble
incorporation and stubble burning treatments were superimposed over treatments
of varying N fertilizer rate are being studied. The objectives of the work were to
quantity key soil N transformation processes, and to quantity the effects of soil,
environmental and management factors on nitrous oxide emission. Field measurements of denitrification, mineral N content, recovery of N-15 labelled urea from
micro-plots with and without ATS, and short-term nitrous oxide fluxes were complimented with laboratory studies of denitrification and nitrous oxide flux. The
results of the experiments will be incorporated into a N process model (WNMM).
Significantly more fertilizer N was recovered in the grain from the stubble incor-
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porated treatment than the stubble burned treatment. There was greater recover of
fertilizer N in the soil at the end of the experiment in the stubble burned treatment.
This may indicate that fertilizer N applied to the stubble burned system may be
more exposed to soil-N transformations. The reason for the difference in uptake
and soil residual is not clear, but may be related to soil structure differences leading
to less plant accessibility of N in the burned treatment This difference may lead to
more nitrous oxide emission from soil in the stubble burned treatments Inclusion
of ATS in the fertilizer formulation did not appear to have any impact on fertilizer
N recovery. Only 64-68% of applied labeled fertilizer was recovered from the N15 microplots. Given that the fertilizer was applied in solution and injected below
the soil surface ammonia volatilization is likely to be an insignificant pathway of
N loss from this system The limited snapshot field measurement of the denitrification using acetylene inhibition methods may under-estimate the denitrification
soon after irrigation, and laboratory incubation data was needed to estimate peak
denitrification. As a result, the denitrification estimate of about 13% of applied
fertilizer N is associated with considerable uncertainty. Since the losses of N by
drainage and runoff( 19-25% of applied fertilizer N) were calculated by difference
from the other pools, the uncertainty associated with this fate is similar to that for
denitrification losses. Actual losses of N in runoff and drainage will be improved
through modelling. Nitrous oxide emission rate was dependent upon fertilizer rate
and position relative to beds and furrows. Very little nitrous oxide emission was
observed from the top of the beds, with most emission evolving from the bed shoulder and the furrow. This is likely to be due to the position of fertilizer application
(into the shoulder of the bed) and the higher fraction of water filled pore space in
the furrow due to compaction.
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G Ramesh
Characterization, In Situ Treatment of Sewage Effluents and their Impact on
Soil Micronutrient and Heavy Metal Concentrations.
G. Ramesh, AcharyaN.G. Ranga Agricultural Univ.
Increasing industrialization essential for sustaining economic and financial health
of countries has accentuated the demand for water. Because of this, the quantum of
water available for human beings and agriculture is dwindling day by day leads to
water scarcity. Added to this, the trend towards commercial agriculture has further
aggravated water scarcity in agriculture. This has necessitated the need to reuse and
recycle both domestic sewage and industrial wastewaters in agriculture. If we use
these wastewaters for agriculture without treatment may affect soil, crops finally
human and animal health Hence, study was under taken to investigate the characteristics of sewage effluents generated in Hyderabad city, India, its in situ treatment
and their impact on plant and soil trace elements and heavy metal concentrations.
Sewage effluent samples were collected from main sewage canal in duplicate at
weekly intervals over a period of 12 months i.e all three seasons and analyzed
for various chemical characteristics including pollution causing parameters by the
standard methods of analysis The impact of sewage water on vegetable, fodder
and crop plants was studied In situ sewage treatment technology was developed
by construction of filter beds to reduce the pollution load of sewage water. Impact
of leachate collected from filter beds and sewage water on vegetables, fodder crop
and on soils was investigated Characterization of sewage effluents revealed its
own distinct characteristics, reflecting the kinds of pollutants that are entering into
its stream from domestic as well as industrial units The sewage water generated
at Hyderabad were within safer limits for irrigation in case of pH, EC, Dissolved
Oxygen (DO), Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD), Total Solids (TS) and B, but
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS), Total Suspended Solids (TSS), CI, SO;2, Na, Ca and
Mg were beyond the permissible limits prescribed by Bureau of Indian Standards
(BIS). Among trace elements and heavy metals except Mn, Cd and Cr all others
constituents were within critical limits and the characteristics were varied among
seasons In general, pollution causing parameters observed during summer were
high Plant uptake studies showed high amounts of heavy metals in fodder grasses
compared to vegetables and crop plants, which were cultivated for periods of time
(> 30 years) without replanting. Analysis of leachates collected after in situ treatment of sewage water revealed a significant reduction in pollution causing parameters The BOD (raw sewage: 373 mgl" 1, leachate: 76 8 mgf') COD (raw sewage:
714 mgf', leachate: 143.2 mgf') trace elements and heavy metal contents were
decreased significantly with corresponding increase in DO (raw sewage: 4 8 mgl"1,
leachate: 7.0 mgl') as compared to raw sewage. Among crops tested on filter beds,
paragrass (Brachiaria mutica) was found to be better in case of uptake of trace elements and heavy metals with high dry mater yields compared to panicum (Panicum
maximum) and maize (Zea mays). Analysis of trace elements and heavy metals in
crops grown with leachate and raw sewage water showed that crops grown with
leachate from the filter beds had less of trace elements and heavy metals compared
to raw sewage irrigated crops The trace elements and heavy metals accumulate
more in roots than in foliage and stems except in radish. Soil analysis after irrigation with leachate and raw sewage water clearly indicated decreased accumulation
of trace elements (Fe: 86 3, Cu: 4.21, Mn: 81.3 and Zn: 967 mg kg"1) and heavy
metals (Pb: 5.66, Ni: 1.64, Cd:0. 142 and Cr:0. 361 mg kg ') in leachate irrigated
soils compared to raw sewage irrigated soils (Fe: 93.6, Cu: 4 78, Mn: 87.2 and Zn:
11.74 mg kg ')(Pb: 6.28, Ni: 1.73, Cd:0 147and Cr:0. 393 mg kg1). Overall there
is need to treat the raw sewage water to reduce the pollution hazards of its use for
irrigation in the long run.
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T. Wakatsuki
Sawah Hypothesis for Green Revolution in West Africa.
T. Wakatsuki, Faculty of Agriculture. Kinki Unix: M. M. Buri, Soil Research
lnsilitute: O. O. Fashola, International Institute of Tropical Agriculture.
The green revolution has yet occurred in West Africa (WA) and Sub Sahara Africa.
During 1970-2003, although rice production increased from 2.4 to 7.7 million tons,
yield has been stagnated at 1.3-1.7 t/ha. Numerous availabe lowland high yielding
varieties (HYV) under Sawah system with good management could yield up to 6
tons per ha. But these potentials are never achieved on farmers' field because of
poor water control and bad soil management systems. This acceralated soil, forest and land degradation in WA. This is why a renewed call for a concerted effort
needs to be made for a better water and soil management systems referred to in this
repoprt as Sawah System and right policy on rice development. Although lowland
soils fertility and hydrological conditions are not ideal for Sawah development,
since the agro-ecological conditions are quite similar to those of north-eastern
Thailand, where is one of the rice center in the country, the potential area of Sawah
based rice farming is enormous in WA. Ten to twenty million ha of sawah can
produce additional food for more than 300 million people in future. The sawah
based rice farming can overcome such soil fertility problems through the enhancement of the geological fertilization process, conserving water resources, and the
high performance multi-functionality of the sawah type wetlands The term sawah,
Malayo-Indonesian origin, refers to leveled and bunded rice fields with inlet and
outlet connecting irrigation and drainage. The English term, Paddy or Paddi, also
originates from the Malayo-Indonesian term, Padi, which means rice plant. In order
to avoid confusion between upland paddy fields and man-made irrigated rice growing environment, lowland paddyfields,the authors propose to use the term "sawah"
in West Africa. Irrigation and drainage without farmers' sawah farming technologies has proved inefficient or even damaging because of accelerated erosion and
waste of water resources. Thus, the development of irrigation has been slow. In the
absence of water control, fertilizers cannot be used efficiently. Consequently, the
HYVs perform poorly and soil fertility cannot be sustained Hence, the green revolution cannot take place. This is a Sawah hypothesis for green revolution in West
Africa. Like the lacking of TSUNAMI concept, which made the tsunami disaster
seriously exaggerate on December 26, 2004, the lacking the concept and appropriate technical term "Sawah" made serious confusion in the research and development of rice cultivation in WA. Contrary to Asian farmers' fields, Sub Sahara
African farmers' fields, and therefore farming technologies, are not ready to accept
irrigation, fertilizer and high yielding varieties. Although we had been discussed on
research and development on irrigation, fertilizers and HYV last thirty years, we
never discussed that the prerequisite are lacking in majority of Sub Saharan African
farmers'fields.The concept and technologies of Sawah is such an example. Simply
speaking, the basic infrastructures for green revolutions are lacking. Apart from
natural environmental reasons, the background for this cause can be found in the
historical tragedies last five centuries. The soils formed in uplands and the nutrients released during rock weathering and soil formation processes in uplands are
accumulated in lowlands (geological fertilization) Watershed agroforestry through
the integration of upland forestry, upland farming and lowland Sawah systems in
a watershed is a typical model of watershed ecological engineering. The optimum
land use pattern and landscape management practices optimize the geological fertilization through the control of optimum hydrology. This is an eco-environmental
basis for long-term intensive sustainability of Sawah-based rice farming in Asia
Asian monsoon area showed the highest delivery of sediments by soil erosion
where have the major distribution of sawah based rice farming. For upland farming, such soil erosion destroys farming productivity, however for lowland sawah
based rice farming such eroded sediments become the parent materials of lowland
sawah soils. The soil erosion is compensated by new soil formation in sustainable
ecosystems of a watershed The sawah systems can be managed as multi-functional
constructed wetlands Submerged water can control weeds. Under submerged condition, because of reduction of ferric iron to ferrous iron, phosphorous availability
is increased and acid pH is neutralized, hence micronutrients availability is also
increased. These replenishment mechanisms encourage not only the growth of rice
plant but also encourage the growth of various algae and other anaerobic microbes
that increase the nitrogen fixation The quantitative evaluation of nitrogen fixation,
20 - 200 kg/ha/year, in sawah systems including the role of algae will be important future research topics The above macro- and micro-scale mechanisms explain
why the sustainable productivity of I ha of lowland sawah is equivalent to more
than lOha of upland fields The development of 1 ha of sawah opens the field for
the afforestation in the degraded uplands. Thus if we can develop sawah systems
20million ha in West Africa in the next 50-100 years, we can expand an afforestation area by 200million ha in West Africa. The forest also conserves soils and water
and improves soil fertility, which in turn promotes sustainable rice production of
lowland sawah systems.
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D. N. Mugendi
Use of Leguminous Shrubs for Improved Soil and Crop Productivity in the
Central Highlands of Kenya.
D. N. Mugendi. Kenyatta Univ.
Declining crop productivity is a major challenge facing smallholder farmers in
central highlands of Kenya This decline is caused by continuous cultivation of
soils without adequate addition of external inputs in form of manures and fertilizers With this background, an on-station trial was initiated at Embu in 1992 to
evaluate the feasibility of using two leguminous shrubs, Calliandra calothyrsus and
Leucaena leucocephala for improving soil fertility and food production The results
obtained so far indicate that, over the 12 years of study, calliandra biomass transfer
with half recommended rate of inorganic fertilizer treatment gave the best average
yield of 3.3 Mg/ha followed closely by leucaena biomass transfer with half recommended rate of inorganic fertilizer treatment with an average of 3.2 Mg/ha. However, calliandra alley cropped treatment with prunings removed recorded the lowest
maize yield of I 2 Mg/ha over the same period. Though treatments with calliandra
biomass transfer had similar yields compared to those of leucaena biomass transfer,
all the treatments that were leucaena alley cropped did better (significantly different) than calliandra alley cropped treatments both with prunings incorporated and
prunings removed This could be attributed to the more intense root competition of
calliandra with maize compared to leucaena whose greater percentage of roots are
located below the effective rooting zone of the maize crop. Overall, treatments with
prunings incorporated with half recommended rate of inorganic fertilizer gave better maize grain yields compared to treatments with only prunings applied.
167-3
1573b
M. W. Mucheru-Muna
Economic Evaluation of Locally Available Inputs for Soil Fertility
Replenishment in the Smallholder Farming Systems of Meru South District,
Kenya.
M. W. Mucheru-Muna, D. N. Mugendi. Kenyatta Univ.
Declining land productivity is a major problem facing smallholder farmers in
Kenya today. This decline is a result of reduced soil fertility status, which is caused
by continuous cultivation of soils without adequate addition of external inputs in
form of manures and fertilizers. The low soil fertility contributes enormously to
one of the greatest challenges facing farmers in the central highlands of Kenya
currently; the inadequate food production for the rapidly growing population. A
farmers' participatory trial was established in Meru South District, Kenya in 2000
with the main objective of offering poor resource smallholder farmers feasible soil
nutrient replenishment technologies The results across the seven seasons indicate
that, sole tithonia gave the highest grain yield followed closely by tithonia with
half recommended rate of inorganic fertilizer with 6.4 and 6.3 Mg/ha respectively.
Control treatment gave the lowest yield of 1 5 Mg/ha across the seasons The integration of organic and inorganic nutrient sources of N gave higher maize grain yield
as compared to the sole application of organic materials during the seven seasons
of the study Results of the economic analysis indicate that, on average across the
seven seasons, tithonia with half recommended rate of inorganic fertilizer recorded
the highest (USD 787.2) net benefit while control recorded the lowest (USD 271.7)
On the other hand recommended rate of inorganic fertilizer gave the highest (USD
12.5) return to labour while sole tithonia gave the lowest (USD 4.0). On average
in the farmers' fields, manure alone gave the highest return to labour of USD 3.6,
while the control treatment gave the lowest return to labour of USD -0.2. Despite
the fact that tithonia had the lowest return to labour in the demonstration site, most
farmers in the study area were willing to try it in their farms. This could be due to
its to local availability and the low opportunity cost of farmers' time
167-4
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J. P Singh
Role of Potato in Biologically Intensive Agriculture for Food Security and
Management of Soil and Environment in Developing Countries.
J. P. Singh, S. S. Lai. Central Potato Research Institute.
Cereal based cropping systems particularly rice-wheat was adopted on large scale
in developing countries since 1970, to meet the food requirement of growing population. Introduction of high yielding dwarf varieties of rice and wheat, increase
in fertilizer and pesticide usage, extension of irrigation facilities were the main
attributing factors. However, recent surveys and evidences from long term experiments have indicated stagnating or declining trend in productivity and profitability.
Several constraints like ground water depletion, decline in soil organic matter and
fertility, unbalanced fertilization in favor of nitrogen, micronutrient deficiencies,
formation of hard pan in soil and increasing attack of pests particularly of the weed
Phalaris minor have been identified to be responsible for the trend. Some environmental problems posing health hazards namely pollution of deep well drinking water with high level of N03 caused by nitrogen fertilization and breathing
diseases in rural and urban population due to smoke produced from burning of
rice and wheat straw to quickly dispose the surplus have also been reported Intensification of cereal based cropping systems with suitable crops with appropriate
technology may help overcome these emerging problems, in developing countries
particularly in South Asia where poverty is highly concentrated. Therefore, experiments were conducted during 1998-2005 to assess the potential of a short duration
potato crop grown between the cereals and develop appropriate water, fertilizer
and crop residue management technology to improve the productivity and profit-
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ability, soil fertility, conserve irrigation water and maintain clean environments
Intensification of rice-wheat cropping system by growing a short duration 85 days
potato crop between the cereals increased the system productivity and profitability
by 118 and 90%, respectively. The productivity in terms of Rice Equivalent Yield
(REY) on price basis in intensified cropping system of rice-potato-late wheat was
24 t/ha/yr compared to only 11 t/ha/yr in traditional rice-wheat system. Irrigating
rice crop after two days of disappearance of ponded water in field saved 25% of
water without affecting the yield of rice crop. However, submergence was continued initially for two weeks till the establishment of the transplanted seedlings.
Potato succeeding rice crop was found to be amenable to residue incorporation of
rice straw up to 10 t/ha without any adverse effect of N immobilization on potato
tuber yield Dependence of early growth of potato on the mother tuber, late emergence of potato shoots requiring 13-16 days after planting and band placement of
basal nitrogen helped potato to escape the lock in period of N for 21 days due to N
immobilization in soil following residue incorporation of rice straw with wide C:
N ratio. Potato haulms (2 t/ha) containing high level of N (2% DM) and narrow C:
N ratio (21) was effectively incorporated in succeeding late wheat crop. Whereas,
5 t/ha of wheat straw could be incorporated in the transplanted rice crop without
affecting the grain yield. A total of 12 t/ha of available crop residues (5 t/ha rice
straw + 2 t/ha potato haulms + 5 t/ha wheat straw) were effectively incorporated
into the soil in rice-potato-late wheat cropping system without affecting the yield of
crops with improved soil organic matter and fertility Fertilizer prescription equations for rice, potato and late wheat were developed using a modified linear model
for site specific fertilizer management. Site specific management of fertilizer nutrients to each crop in rice-potato-late wheat based on soil test values increased the
fertilizer use efficiency by 109% and reduced the fertilizer requirement by 4 8 %
compared to prevalent fertilization based on recommended package of practices for
a large area on regional basis Site specific fertilizer management increased the net
returns and benefit:cost ratio on systems basis by 5 and 3.3%, respectively. It was
concluded that biologically intensive cropping systems including potato combined
with appropriate water and crop residue management and site specific management
of fertilizer nutrients may improve the food security, ensure conservation of valuable soil and water resources and maintain pollution free environment by avoiding
use of excess fertilization and burning of crop residues in developing countries
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N. M. Kaye
Treat the Earth Well.
N. M. Kaye. Univ of Nebraska.
A dying grandmother struggled to reach for the soil at the foot of her bed. She called
for her youngest son When he came to her side, she took his hands and rubbed
them with the soil With her last breath she uttered these words: "treat the earth
well." That young man was my grandfather. He lived his entire life in reverence
of the earth and inculcated in his children a love of the land and the life it sustains
Today much more is needed in Chad than just a love for the land if we are to rescue
that country from the creeping claws of the Sahara desert Soil degradation and loss
of biodiversity have had alarming effects on Chadian society For three years an
agricultural initiative called Oasis of Grace has worked to raise the sense of commitment to rebuilding healthy soils and combating poverty in southern Chad. A 30acre farm design based on biointensive principles is bringing hope to a depressed
region. The objectives of this presentation are to (i) engage in a cultural and scientific dialogue with the past, gleaning from the ancient wisdom regarding treatment
of soil and its inhabitants, (ii) discuss the impact of advocacy and practical tools
used in soil reclamation, and (iii) examine agro-ecological factors and their impact
on food security in Chad.
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B. A. Medvecky
The Need to Formally Assess Bio-Intensive Agriculture Practices and their
Impact on Kenyan Smallholder Agriculture.
B. A. Medvecky. Cornell Univ.
Bio-Intensive Agriculture (BIA) has been widely promoted by Non-Governmental
Organizations (NGOs) in Kenya as a means of helping resource poor small-scale
farmers solve their food security and soil fertility problems. However, despite the
fact that thousands of Kenyan farmers have been trained in BIA over the past 20
years, BIA practices have not been adequately tested under local conditions nor
has there been any rigorous evaluation of BIA adoption and impacts. BIA has been
introduced to Kenyan farmers as a technological package that includes double-digging of permanent growing beds, fertilization of the beds with compost, and close
spacing of plants using diagonal offset spacing Double digging is a highly labor
intensive soil preparation technique that involves loosening the soil to a depth of
two feet It was originally developed in the UK to ameliorate drainage problems
in compacted soils. Yet, deep, well-drained soils are of widespread occurrence
throughout Kenya and results of preliminary experiments undertaken to evaluate
the impact of double digging on vegetable yields showed no yield benefits on welldrained Oxisols in Trans Nzoia district In addition, promoting such a highly labor
constraining practice as an integral part of the BIA package could preclude farmers
from adopting the other, potentially more useful BIA components (i.e. compost
use and close spacing of plants), which showed evidence of helping to increase per
unit area vegetable yields in growing beds that received only surface cultivation
Although anecdotal evidence abounds, facts concerning BIA's role in increasing
Kenyan smallholder farmers' food security, nutrition and income are sorely lack-
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ing. BIA, as promoted by NGOs in Kenya, focuses on vegetable production. Yet,
for the most part, Kenyan farmers' food security currently depends on their ability
to produce (or purchase) adequate amounts of maize and beans. The time is ripe to
make a concerted effort to conduct well-planned, scientifically sound trials on BIA
practices under different agroecological conditions in Kenya, as well as to undertake a formal assessment of adoption among the thousands of farmers who have
received BIA training. This will be useful for fine tuning BIA recommendations
for local conditions, and ultimately increase BIA's potential to positively impact
smallholder farmers' lives.
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G. W. Mbugwa
The Impact of Biointensive Cropping on Yields and Nutrient Contents of
('ollanl Greens in Kenya.
G. W. Mbugwa. Univ of Wyoming: E. C. M. Fernandes, M. J. Pfeffer. E. Rodriguez.
Cornell Univ.
A study was conducted in Kitale, Kenya, to compare yields of collard greens (Brassica oleracea var. acephala) of both biointensive and conventional cropping. Soil
and plant nutrient dynamics in the two cropping systems, nutrient transport, and
potential sustainability of biointensive agriculture were evaluated. This field study
was a 2 X 2 X 2 factorial experiment in a randomized complete block design.
The three factors were digging, spacing, and natural pesticides. There were a total
of three experiments with eight treatments each in two seasons (Experiment 1-3).
Crops of Experiment One and Experiment Two were grown in the first season.
Experiment Three crop was grown in the second season. Biointensive spacing was
found to have significantly greater collard yields than conventional spacing in all
three experiments There was a significant interaction between double digging and
biointensive spacing in Experiment Two that resulted in higher yields In the second season, double digging had greater yields than single digging, but significance
was at a lower alpha of 0.10. The greater yields in the second season suggested that
the beneficial effects of double digging increased with time. Natural pesticides did
not increase yield and may have had adverse effects. In Experiment Two, beds with
pesticides had lower yields than beds without pesticides, but at a lower alpha of
0.10. Soil macronutrients, except Nitrate and Magnesium, increased after cropping.
This increase was attributed to the manure used Soil Nitrate was significantly less
in biointensively spaced beds after cropping. Magnesium was significantly less in
double dug beds after cropping. This showed that the greater yields attained by
biointensively spaced beds and by double dug beds came with some minor cost
to the soil. Double digging may have increased leaching of magnesium from the
topsoil. Accumulated C and accumulated N in collard leaves were significantly
greater for biointensive spacing than for conventional spacing for all the three
experiments. Percent C and percent N in plant tissue (Experiment Three) were
significantly higher in biointensively spaced beds than in conventionally spaced
beds suggesting some symbiotic N fixation and increased C under intensive cropping conditions. A concomitant increase in both percent C and percent N in collard tissue is consistent with increased protein content It was therefore concluded
that biointensively spaced collards had more protein content than conventionally
spaced collards. Keywords: Biointensive agriculture, collard greens, conventional
spacing, double digging, Kenya, macronutrients, micronutrients, single digging,
sustainable agriculture.
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J. Beeby
Biologically Intensive Agriculture—Renewing Earth and Its People.
J. Beeby. Molecular Diagnostic Lab. Cornell Univ: J. W. Doran. Univ ofNebraska
and USDA-ARS cooperator; J. Jeavons. Ecology Action.
The common challenge faced by all people on earth is balancing the needs of the
earth with the needs of people for food, shelter, and an acceptable quality of life.
Twentieth-century food production was shaped by technical revolutions in mechanization, irrigation, fertilization, plant breeding, energy and information technologies. Our next revolution will be a return to using biological basics to meet many
of the greatest threats of the new millennium as identified by the 2000 UN Millennium Summit: poverty, war, environmental degradation, and disease (AIDS).
Green revolution and industrial agricultural technologies in the past have produced
enough food to meet the needs of our increasing world population, yet today almost
one billion people in the world are hungry and nutritionally insecure; the food is
not accessible to those who need it the most Several models exist for helping the
poor and hungry. If you give a hungry person a fish, you feed them for one day; if
you teach them to fish, you enable them to meet their own needs. For the hungry to
be able to feed themselves, they must be provided useful and appropriate tools and
knowledge and access to farmable land. Grow Biointensive agriculture is a means
to meet the needs of the poor and disenfranchised With Grow Biointensive agriculture, simple, human-powered tools, open-pollinated seeds and a collection of ecological techniques allows a farmer to produce food and some income sustainably on
a small area of land (<0 05 ha). Key components of Grow Biointensive agriculture
include: Double-dug, raised beds until soil structure is optimized; on-farm compost production by growing carbon-rich and leguminous compost crops; close crop
spacing; continuous crop production; food crops that provide high levels of calories
and nutrients from a small area; and careful selection of income crops to provide
maximum income while minimizing soil nutrient exportation Grow Biointensive
agriculture, compared to conventional agriculture, uses: 70-90% less water (due to

the establishment of higher soil organic matter levels, near continuous soil coverage by crops, and adequate fertility for root and plant health); 50 to 100% fewer
purchased inputs, 99% less energy (for example, 43 calories are produced from biointensively grown onions per calorie used compared to 1 calorie produced per calorie used from conventionally grown U.S. onions) Grow Biointensive agriculture
can rebuild eroded and depleted soils, and sequester significant amounts of carbon
Over the past three decades, this system of farming has been used successfully in
over 130 countries, and specific examples of the successes biologically intensive
agriculture has had in feeding people in Argentina and Kenya are described in other
papers in this symposium. In the years to come, we expect Grow Biointensive agriculture to continue to enable farmers, even those with limited land, resources and
money, to help alleviate hunger in their communities and the world.
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R. M. S. Rao V K and Ravindra V
Allelopathic Potential of Neem Extract in Horticultural Crops.
ft. M. S. Rao V.K and Ravindra V, Indian Intitule of Horticultural Research.
The field experiment was studied at 1IHR Hessaraghatta during rainy season of
2001-02 to study the allelopathic potential of neem extract in horticultural crops.
The experimental plots were laid out with randomized block design using three
replications and seven treatments with different combinations including herbicides
and bio-herbicides of neem, mango, eucalyptus, guava, and sapota. The efficacy
and inhibition effect of neem extract was found significant @ 1 kg/sq. Mt. of bed
without affecting microflora and physico-chemical properties of soil and reduce the
dependence on chemicals in crop production to certain extend so as to get maximum economic yield The neem material studied for biochemical investigation
using HPI.C Schmdz classVP with C-18 column and mobile phase of flow rate
lmin /ml, meoH: AcoH: H20 (HPLC grade) of 5:20:75 bi-gradient elution. The
maximum intensity of the peaks were found and drawn their standard curves and
recorded at 40 min, 50 min and 62 min. The parent compounds were detected i.e
para-benzoic acid, catechuic acid and caffeic acid respectively. These compounds
were substantially to reduce the growth of temporary and permanent weeds at certain extent without affecting the plant system for long term horticultural crops.
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S.Chandra
Intensive Agriculture and Precision Farming for Poverty Alleviation in India.
S. Chandra, D. K. Singh. A. K. Singh, Indian Agricultural Research Institute.
The agriculture sector in India contributes 22 per cent of the total GDP and provides
livelihood support to 59 per cent of country's population. The small size of land
holdings and the primitive agricultural practices, especially in the resource poor
rainfed areas, are the main reasons for low farm income About 60 per cent farmers have land holding of less than 1 ha and another 20 per cent have 1 to 2 ha A
typical Indian farmer is a resource poor, hard working, God fearing, having little
formal education, rich in traditional knowledge, has least risk bearing capacity and
considers land as his mother. In recent years, India has seen a remarkable growth
in the service sector, benefiting mostly the urban population, but this sector cannot
absorb the vast rural population of more than 650 million people. Therefore, agriculture will continue to be their main livelihood vocation. Aware of this scenario,
the Indian farmer is keen to adopt modern technology, knowing fully well that he
has no other way to dislodge his poverty. The remarkable success of the Green Revolution model of intensive agriculture in India is well known, the world over, and
has significantly helped the country to become food self-sufficient. Yet, this model
has failed to benefit the resource poor rainfed areas that accounts for about 65 per
cent of the total cultivated land These are also the pockets of poverty. Intensive
agriculture, coupled with precision farming, can vastly improve the farm income of
small farm holders but these technologies are not being used extensively There are
various bottlenecks in the input-output management, technology dissemination and
policy orientation that need to be resolved in order to create an enabling environment in which the small farm holder will feel encouraged to adopt costly modem
technologies In this context, the present system of technology transfer from lab to
land also needs a re-look. An attempt has been made in this paper to look at these
issues from farmers' perspective. A computer-based model for information dissemination and knowledge empowerment of the farming community is also presented
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N. B. and Niyomtham V.
Organic Rice Production for Export by Integrated Management under
Sustainable Agriculture Concept.
N. B. and Niyomtham V„ Rajamangala Unix of Technology Essan. Kalasin Campus
and Kalasin Pilhayasan School.
The concept of sustainable agriculture in Thailand is the coexistence of various
agricultural activities that are friendly to natural resources and farmers are sufficient and secure of food The most productive region for Thai Organic Horn Mali
Rice is in the north and northeastern province The products are rather unique that
are: (I) Small scale of production due to labour intensive production technology,
(2) Increasing soil fertility without destroying soil; (3) Utilizing high level of infarm input. This research has as its objective to compare the yield and return of
organic rice production in difference cultivations in two soil fertility levels by integrated agriculture for high quality of organic rice exportation under sustainable
agriculture concept The experiments were conducted in fanner's rainfed lowland

rice at Kalasin, Roi-et and Mahasarakam province in northeast Thailand between
May to October 2003. The RCBD was used to study the effects of 8 different cultivation in two soil fertility levels. The results showed that all treatments yielded
significant differences. Horn Mali rice variety (Orgza saliva L ,KDML 105) was
respond to green manure fertilizer and pig manure fertilizer In medium soil fertility level, using green manure fertilizer with transplanting cultivation gave highest
average grain yield of 3,218 kg ha-1 and net return of 13,950 baht ha-1 (348.75 US
dollars; 40 baht = 1 US dollar). Soil fertility indexes obtained with all treatments
were increase and these indexs indicated the good residues effect on soil fertility,
which according to sustainable griculture concept
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E. Rusten
Nutritional Enhancement of Life for People with HIV/AIDS in Kenya.
E. F.Seumo, E. Rusten. The Academy for Educational Development.
By weakening the immune system, HIV/AIDS increases the vulnerability of people
with HIV/AIDS to opportunistic infections and morbidity, and reduces productivity. At the onset of opportunistic infections the negative effects of the disease on
individuals, households and communities is multiplied many times One of the
simplest, least expensive and most effective responses to this compound threat is
to provide proper nutrition and care to people living with HIV/AIDS (PLWHA)
Unfortunately, strategies to effectively and affordably provide proper nutrition and
care to PLWHA are not reaching those who would benefit most—the poor in rural
and urban areas of Africa. The Academy for Educational Development, in partnership with World Relief, Ecology Action/Manor House and World Neighbors, is
proposing to pilot an innovative initiative to address this problem for people, families and communities in urban slums of Nairobi and in rural Western Kenya A key
element of this pilot program assisting families living with HIV/AIDS in improving agricultural practices, with a focus on the biointensive system, to grow a more
diverse variety of food crops and improve both household nutrition and revenue
The food crops that families would be encouraged and enabled to produce would
include a mix of indigenous plants and exotic open pollinated varieties that have
proven successful in small holding agriculture in Kenya. To complement new food
production strategies, the pilot would also work with community health workers to
help families learn new approaches to prepare these foods to optimize the preservation of vitamins, micronutrients and the overall nutritional quality of the food In
addition to having a significantly positive impact on the health and productivity of
PLWHA, this pilot would also improve the general nutrition of the entire family,
especially children.
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K. Bouyouris
Biointensive Agriculture in Crete, Greece: A Companion for the Poor and the
Rich.
K. Bouyouris. Mediterranean Association for Soil Health. Farm Planning and
Management; K. Cassman. Univ of Nebraska; S. Babagiouris. Extension Services.
Medditeranean Association of Soil Health.
For over 40 centuries most people on the island of Crete lived in the countryside
producing food. Connections to mainland Greece were poor as was the infrastructure for transportation on the island. Exchange of agricultural products for trade
goods or money with the outside world was limited, however, people had wide
access to soil, water, and natural resources to produce their own food and a favorable climate for producing a wide variety of health enhancing foods Most of the
people were poor in money but rich in natural resources for food production During the last 40 years tourism developed and Crete became a popular destination
for tourists. Cities grew bigger as increasing numbers of farmers quit agriculture,
which was economically unstable, and focused on tourism related businesses.
These conditions transformed monetarily poor, self sufficient food producers into
rich consumers with poor direct access to the land and food producing resources.
Reduction of labor and time spent in agriculture and the loss of traditional knowledge for soil and crop management led farmers to increase energy, fertilizer, and
chemical inputs for farming. This resulted in high expenditures, soil degeneration,
natural resources depletion and pollution Over the last five years cash flow from
the tourism business to local societies has decreased as bigger, more modern tourism destinations developed around the Mediterranean basin. Local inhabitants,
which were formerly rich consumers, are now becoming poor consumers Due to
increased agricultural input intensification and costs, farmers staying on the land
to produce food became one of the lowest income groups on Crete Development
of food production methods that require low external inputs and revitalize soil was
essential to addressing these social and ecological concerns. Thus the MEDITERRANEAN ASSOCIATION FOR SOIL HEALTH (MASH) was formed, offering
scientific support for development of Biointensive agriculture as a solution to these
concerns The first idea was to encourage a parallel sustainable development of
tourism and agriculture which is facilitated by the many agricultural products consumed by tourists. Organic agriculture is a good "tool" for this because it produces
high quality agricultural products in close proximity to hotels and other tourist
locations. When properly applied, organic practices can also help protect natural
resources and environmental quality Biointensive agriculture on Crete was the
first large scale project on parallel development that was implemented in Greece
in 1995 This resulted from the combined efforts of MASH, which was the consultant for organic production and GRECOTEL -the largest hotel chain in Greece (32
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hotels and about 17,000 beds) which was thefinalconsumer of the organic products
and provided funding for the project. Emphasis was given to vegetables as the
primary produce and use of biointensive, organic agriculture fulfilled the project
goal of combining healthy and high quality agricultural production with ecological
ways of thinking. This supported the primary goal of local, low cost production
and local consumption of organic vegetables on the island of Crete The symbiosis
between farmers and hotels has grown greatly over the past decade. In 1995, only
three farmers were cultivating organic vegetables in the area of Rethymnon, Crete
and a three ha Biointensive demonstration farm was established by Grecotel near
one of their hotels This pilot organic farming project was designed and set up by
scientists with the more recently formed MASH (2004) Between 1995-2000, the
project tested the performance of about 150 varieties of vegetables under Biointensive methods according to EC Regulation 2092/91 (organic agriculture regulation).
Low cost composting methods were introduced to poor farmers for producing natural fertilizers that promote healthy soils. Composting is a major part of organic vegetable production, and the farmers producing for Grecotel use composted organic
waste, including waste from hotel kitchens. Organic vegetables were distributed to
the four Grecotels in Rethymnon, covering 60% of their total fresh vegetable consumption In 2000, the Biointensive method was well established and farmers produced the vegetables needed Thus the demonstration farm was abandoned, since
the initial purpose of Grecotel was to spread the income among the Biointensive
farmers This project clearly demonstrated that Biointensive organic agriculture is
economically feasible and can promote healthy soils producing healthy plants that
promote the health of the humans consuming them. Once again, the ancient Cretian
principle that HUMAN HEALTH originates from NATURAL (SOIL) HEALTH is
reborn in the modern technological world.
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B P. Boincean
Toward Sustainable Farming Systems in the Republic of Moldova.
B. P. Boincean, Reearch Institute of Field Crops "Selectia ": J. W Doran, Univ of
Nebraska and USDA-ARS Cooperator.
Agriculture of Moldova isn't sustainable from economic, ecological, energetic and
social points of view. One of the main obstacles in changing the modern conventional system of agriculture is the externalization of their negative ecological and
social consequences The increased rates of soil erosion, pollution of water, soils,
agricultural products, the negative influence of contaminated and degraded environment on the health of people don't influence the economic activity of farmers at the
moment. Who will ultimately pay for this and how long can such a situation last?
This situation results from a reductionistic (simplistic) approach to farm management that, unfortunately, also dominates agricultural science Farmers in our region
began to realize the perspectiveless of previous technogenic way of intensification
in agriculture after the collapse of the former USSR and the move towards land
privatization. Nonrenewable sources of energy (oil, natural gas, etc.) are expensive
now and prices will increase in the future Moldova doesn't have its own sources
of fossil fuel and must import them from abroad The advantages of transition to
a more sustainable farming system, if only from an economic point of view, are
evident. But, both our's and the world's experience are recognizing the ecological
and social advantages of alternative farming systems based on lower consumption
of nonrenewable sources of energy. The new paradigm of sustainable development
of agriculture in Moldova is based on more intensive turnover of nutrients and
energy on each farm using local renewable sources In this way Moldovan farmers
can provide the nutrients and energy inputs to produce food without the purchase of
costly chemicals that they cannot afford. To be sustainable, farming systems should
include the following considerations: 1) Landscape particularities of each place,
providing a harmonious balance between arable lands, pastures, forests, ponds, etc
The framework of shelterbelts for the steppe region of Moldova is definitely important 2) To provide an optimal ratio between crop husbandry and animal husbandry
on each farm 3) To assure the restoration of soil fertility and mainly the compensation of losses of soil organic matter as the integral index of soil fertility 4) For
agrosystems, the output of nutrient and energy is higher than the input. According
to experimental data obtained in the long-term experiments of the Research Institute of Field Crops "Selectia" (Balti) with different crop rotations and permanent
crops (the duration more than 40 years) the annual deficit of energy amounts to
39-84%. The highest deficit of energy is typical for black tällow and the lowest
for crop rotation with perennial leguminous crops. The "crop rotation effect" (the
difference between yields of crops in crop rotations and permanent crops) is higher
on unfertilized plots than on fertilized plots, especially for winter wheat and sugar
beets. This was one of the reasons for narrow specialization in agriculture during
the technogenic intensification of agriculture in the former USSR The share of soil
fertility is higher in crop rotation than in monoculture The better the crop rotation,
the higher the share of yield created from soil fertility On better soils higher yields
can be obtained with less expenditures of nonrenewable sources of energy. From an
agronomic point of view, the ecological management of soil provides good conditions for the maintenance and transformation of soil organic matter and is one of the
key factors for sustainable development of agriculture
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G Nziguheba
Organic Matter for Improving Nutrient Use Efficiency in Cereal/Legume
Cropping Systems in the West Africa Savanna.
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G. Nziguheba, C. Nwoke, International Institute of Tropical Agriculture; G. Dercon,
Univ of Hohenheim: J. Diets, Katholieke Univieuven Faculty of Bioscience
Engineering.
Soils in the west Africa savanna are characterized by low organic matter content and
low nutrient holding capacity Poor crop response to inorganique fertilizers and low
nutrient use efficiency, particularly at long-term, are often recorded. Added benefits,
in terms of maize yield, from the combination of organic resources and fertilizers
have been observed particularly under water stress. A number of studies are focussing on the development of appropriate cropping systems for increasing organic
inputs in soil while trying to understand mechanisms responsible of the benefits
associated with the presence of an organic resource. Increase in water availability
and reduction of nutrient losses are some of the mechanisms of interest.
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Integrating Multiple Soil Quality Impacts from Brassica Cover Crops.
R. R. Weil. G. Chen, J. Dean, A. Kronen, L. Stocking. Y. Lawely. B. Motnen, S.
Sardanelli, Univ of Maryland: I. Zasada. J. Teasdale. U.S. Dept. of AgricullureARS; S. Williams, Univ of Maryland.
Winter cover crops can substantially reduce N leaching, soil erosion and losses of
sediment and P from cropland However, farmers often do not perceive economic
benefits, so despite 25 years of research and promotion, adoption of winter cover
cropping on Maryland farms remains too low to meet environmental objectives.
Brassica cover crops may provide a range of benefits sufficient to encourage their
widespread use so both farmers and society would gain. We studied rapeseed (Brassica napus) cvs. 'Humus' and 'Dwarf Essex', oilseed radish (Raphanus salivus) cv.
'Adagio', forage radish (R. salivus) cv. 'Dikon', and a mustard blend (B. juncea
andSinapis alba). These cover crops are relatively little studied or used in eastern
USA. They were compared to rye (Secale cereale), the region's most widely used
and researched cover crop. All were planted in Aug-Sep and all but rapeseed and
rye died in Dec-Jan from frost. Field experiments with corn/soybean rotations were
begun in 2000 at two research stations and expanded in 2003 to four sites. Soils
were Psammentic Hapludultswith loamy sand A horizons or Aquic Hapludults with
silt loam A horizons. In some cases the brassicas were mixed with rye or clover.
Some experiments studied means of cover crop planting and termination. Also,
numerous on-farm trials evaluated benefits and practicality under a diversity of
cropping systems. We aimed to quantify seven interrelated impacts of these cover
crops: I) capture of residual profile N to reduce nutrient pollution (studied using
2 m deep soil cores and 90 cm deep tension lysimeters at three sites); 2) residue
decomposition and conversion of residue N to plant-available mineral N (studied
using a laboratory incubation as well as 30 cm deep soil cores taken monthly at four
sites); 3) alleviation of subsoil compaction by cover crop root "bio-drilling" (studied at three sites by monitoring soil water above and below the compacted plow pan
[Figure I, right], obtaining minirhizotron root images during cover crop and cash
crop growing seasons, and using Böhm core-break method to measure cash crop
root distribution [Figure I, left]); 4) conservation of soil water by residue mulching
and enhanced infiltration (studied by monitoring soil water changes under growing
cash crops); 5) suppression of plant parasitic nematodes; 6) enhanced free-living
soil nematode community; and 7) suppression of weed growth and weed seed germination. Results suggest that rape, forage radish and oilseed radish are at least as
effective as rye in capturing residual soluble N, removing >150 kg N ha-1 from
upper 2 m of soil if planted by mid-Sep. Broadcast (aerial) inter-seeding of forage radish into corn or soybean canopies near senescence showed some promise,
however biomass and root/shoot ratio were smaller than when drilled in Aug, so
N recovery may not be as deep under inter-seeded conditions. Nitrate in leaching
water at 70 cm was much lower under all cover crops compared to no-cover in
March-May, but substantial N03- appeared under dead forage radish on the sandy
soil by mid April We found no suppression of soybean cyst nematode (Helerodera
glycines) or Trichodoridae in soybean. Bacterial feeding nematodes, especially
dauer larvae, were more abundant after both radishes, but rape, rye and control
plots had more fungal feeding nematodes. These changes in nematode community structure may be related to N dynamics and higher C:N ratios in spring-killed
rape and rye. Forage radish showed by far the greatest weed suppression, leaving a
nearly weed free soil in spring and also affecting weed seed germination Yields of
soybean and corn were significantly higher after forage radish or forage radish+rye
than after no cover crop in most sites/years, but it is not certain which mechanisms
were responsible.

Posters
cal applications in low input systems It is possible that drilling cereals into a cut
clover crop or cutting strips of clover grown between strips of cereals may enhance
crop nutrition and cereal growth and increase yield Additionally the intercropped
system is likely to produce healthy soil with better structure and aeration and more
organic matter Keywords: Intercropping; Winter wheat; Red clover; White clover;
N fixation; l5N-labelling.
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Green Manure Impacts on Nematodes, Arbuscular Mycorrhizal
Pathogenic Fungi in Tropical Soils Planted to Common Beans.
Figure 1 Compaction alleviation as evidenced by subsoil rooting (left, core break
method, means of 4 blocks. 3 cores each) and 50 cm deep water use and
recharge from rain (right means of 2 blocKs). Evesboro-Galestown loamy sands
(Hapludutts)
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Organic Iron-Fertilizers from Hornbeam-Leaves, Outer Rice-Husks, and
Charcoal.

P. Azizi. Dept of Soil Science, Univ Guilan; B. Glaser, Institute of Soil Science and
Soil Geography, Univ of Bayreuth.
Plants in arid areas often suffer from iron deficiency. In most cases, low iron-solubility due to high soil pH values is responsible for this phenomenon but not low iron
concentrations of the parent material. The effectiveness of iron chelates is about five
times higher than that of inorganic fertilizers, but the relative expenses compared
to inorganic fertilizers are 30 to 70 times higher. Thus, commercially available
organic iron fertilizers are effective to reduce iron deficiency, but on an economical basis, it is not always employable, especially in newly industrializing countries
like the Iran, where iron deficiency is a big problem in the pistachio-cultivation.
Therefore, the aim of our study was to optimise the effectiveness of inorganic iron
fertilizers by enhancement with amply existing natural organic substances. For this
purpose, hornbeam-leaves and outer rice-husks were incubated with increasing
quantities of iron-sulphate and plant-available and total iron measured. Additionally, we examined, whether the iron-fertilizer-effect can be increased by addition
of charcoal. Our study shows that hornbeam-leaves plus 6.4% iron-sulphate and
outer rice-husks plus 5% iron-sulphate yield the best expenses-benefit-relationship.
The iron-availability to plants of rotting hornbeam-leaves could be increased by
factors of 14 (6.4% FeS04) and 24 (64% FeS04 plus 5% char), while the excellent
iron-availability of outer rice-husks (85%) could not be further increased. With
respect to both ecological and economic benefits, the best iron-organic fertilizers
can be obtained using hornbeam-leaves plus 6.4% FeS04 and outer rice-husks plus
5% FeSOj. In both cases an organic iron fertilizer with 0.6% plant-available iron
can be obtained.
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E. Barrios, Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility Institute ofCentro lnternacional de
Agricultura Tropical (CUT); G. Mahuku. Bean Project, CIAT; J. Navia, Facullad
de Ciencias Agricolas. Universidad de Nariho: L. Cortes. Departamento de
Biologia. Universidad del Valle; N. Asakawa, Tropical Soil Biology and Fertility
Institute of CIAT; C. Jara. Bean Project. CIAT; J. Quinlero. Tropical Soil Biology
and Fertility Institute of CIAT.
The management of soil organic matter is crucial to the activities of soil biota
Use of green manures can have multi-faceted beneficial effects on crop productivity arising from increased biological activity and diversity of soil organisms,
which in turn can lead to minimized damage and losses from soil borne pathogens,
and increased activity of beneficial organisms. However, different sources of green
manure can have different effects on the balance between populations of harmful and beneficial organisms. This is largely because green manures have different
rates of decomposition, nutrient release and impact on soil moisture and temperature that invariably affects relative population sizes. We evaluated the effect of
different types of green manure on three key functional groups of soil biota: 1)
pathogens (root rots of beans), 2) microsymbionts (arbuscular mycorrhizal fungiAMF) and 3) microregulators (nematodes). An experiment was established in 2003
at CIAT's Santander de Quilichao Research Station, using a plot that had a history
of high incidence of bean root rot pathogens The plots were planted with a susceptible bean variety A 70. Immediately after planting, plots were covered with three
types of green manure: (1) rapidly decomposing Tithonia diversifolia (TTH), (2)
intermediate rate of decomposition by Cratylia argentea; and (3) slow decomposing
Calliandra calothyrsus (CAL) at a rate of 6 ton ha-1; and (4) the control (no green
manure added). The experiment was replicated five times and samples were collected within and between rows, to measure the effect of the bean plant rhizosphere
on soil biota studied. Following 6 cropping seasons, results revealed that application of Calliandra increased bean yield, reduced the incidence of root rots, increased
AMF hyphal lengths and reduced nematode abundance For treatments receiving
Cratylia, minor differences were observed for root rot incidence, yield and nematode abundance, but AMF hyphal lengths were increased when compared to control Although showing greater AMF hyphal lengths and lower disease incidence,
bean yields in plots receiving Tithonia were lower than that obtained in control
plots. These results highlight the complexity of interactions among soil biota and
impacts on crop yields. The potential exists that green manures promote unknown
beneficial organisms that can potentially be used to manage root rot pathogens and/
or promote plant growth. The full extent of the impact of this study will be realized
upon completion of studies to characterize the abundance and functional diversity
of microorganisms from this long-term experiment

A. V. Pappa. R. M. Rees. The Univ of Edinburgh—Scottish Agricultural College: C.
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G E. Benckiser
A. Watson. Scottish Agricultural College.
Denitrification and Nitrate Ammonifïcation by a Rhizobial Agrobacterium
There is currently widespread concern that intensive systems of agriculture proStrain in the Presence of C 2 H 2 and C 2 H 4 .
duction may result in unacceptable environmental impacts. Alternative methods
G. E. Benckiser. Institute ofApplied Microbiology. Justus-Liebig Univ Giessen.
of supplying nutrient inputs to arable farming systems are widely recognisable, as
providing a range of environmental benefits. A novel approach to the problem of
Even leguminous crops afford nitrogen fertilizer support for reaching economical
nitrogen supply is to use intercropping of cereals with a legume to provide transfer
yields. Though small amounts of N are seemingly crucial to initiate biological Nwithin a cropping season and/or to following crops Previous investigations have
fixation, N-fertilization effects manyfold physiological reactions of the N,-fixing
found that intercropping winter wheat with clover resulted in yield decreases of
system Having rhizobial strains attracted by plant root signals denitrifying and
10-25% compared with wheat sole crop, although grain N concentrations were
N,-fixing enzymes available biological N,-fixation could continue despite N-fertilincreased. The aims of this study were i) to examine the different intercropping
ization. An important role in nodulation plays the phytohormone C,H4 released by
techniques and the relative contributions of shoots and roots to N transfer and ii)
the micro-rhizoflora and the plant root. It works against superinfection We studied
to quantify the nitrogen transfer from clover to wheat and the nitrogen fixation
in a mannit-KNO, medium the influence of C,H, and C,H4 on the denitrifying strain
The effects of intercropping were studied using mixtures of winter wheat (Triticum
TANU 14, a rhizobial N,-fixing bacterium isolated from groundnut nodules* The
aestivum var Claire), with white clover (we.) (Trifolium repens var Barbianca)
the following results have been obtained: 1) Phylogenetic 16S rDNA analysis of
and red clover (re.) (Trifolium pratense var. Britta) Four different treatments were
strain TANU 14 revealed an affiliation (99%) to Agrobacterium radiobacter and A.
prepared ((1) Cutting (2) Cutting and soil disturbance (3) No cutting, (4) Contumefaciens 2) N,0 was released in all experimental sets by strain TANU 14 and
trols). Transplanted clover plants were grown to glued PVC columns filled with
neither C,H, nor C,H4 effected N,0 emission seriously 3) Strain TANU 14 released
light sandy soil in a "split-root" design, to allow roots to grow on both sides of the
besides N,Ö NH+" into the medium. While C,H, (1% v/v) blocked the NH+-Nl5
columns without any connection One month after planting, Nlabelled ammonium
release into the medium completely; C,H4 (l%"v/v) showed not this distinct effect
2
nitrate solution was applied to one side at rate of 15 g N m in treatments one two
3)The formation of N,0, N, and perhaps NH4+ under strictly anaerobic conditions
and three After another month, wheat seeds were sown into the column without
is believed to occur preferently assimilatoric. 4) Under the given conditions (mannitrogen and harvested one month later. The cutting treatment produced the highnit-3mM-KN03-medium) TANU 14 did not fix N, as C,H, reduction assays (ARA)
est yield of wheat (re: 270 kg ha'; w.c: 252.5 kg ha"'). It seems that this treatment
exhibited A simultanous occurrence of nitrogen-fixing and denitrifying activities
provided the ideal environment for N mineralisation, and it is possible that the
in rhizobial strains has to be approached, preferently in situ, *Strain TANU 14 was
lower yield in the non-cutting treatment was due to greater immobilisation. The
isolated and provided by the Department of Agricultural Microbiology, Tamil Nadu
concentrations of available N (NH4 and N03) were often lower in the soils where
Agricultural University, Coimbatoire 641003, Tamil Nadu, India
the wheat plants had been growing. Higher concentrations of N03: N (13 ng N
kg') were observed in the soil disturbance treatment The non-cutting treatment
always had lower concentrations of N03: N. These results have potential practi-
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Growth of Six Pistachio Cultivars with Respect to their Mycorrhizal Status,
Soil Types and Phosphorus Uptake.
N. Rohani, A. Ahmadi-Moghadam, Shahid Bahonar Univ of Herman.
Pistacia vera has many cultivars which are caltivated as stocks in grafting procedure in pistachio gardens in different soils regardless of cultivar or soil types in
Kerman province, Iran. Since VAM can influence the growth of plants especially
via phosphorus acquisition of the plants, the growth of six pistachio cultivars was
studied in pot culture experiment A Randomized complete Block Design (RBD)
was set up where cultivars were selected as factors and seven soil types as blocks.
Roots, shoots and total dry weights and lengths of plants both with colonization
rate of roots with VAM and phosphorus contents of plants and of soil samples were
measured and statistically analyzed The results did not show significant differences between root, shoot, and total plant dry weights and their lengths and colonization rate but significant differences were observed between cultivars in case
of their ability to phosphorus uptake. Keywords : Pistachio, Vesicular-arbuscular
mycorrhizal symbiosis, Phosphorus nutrition. Soil type.
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N P & K Balance in Swell-Shrink Soil (Vertisol) as Affected by IPNM in
Pigeonpea + Soybean (2:4) Intercropping System under Rainfed Conditions
in Central India.
R. C. Jain. R.A.K. College ofAgriculture.
A field experiment was conducted during two consecutive years i.e. 2000-01 &
2001-2002 in kharif seasons in swell shrink (vertisol) of Sehore, Madhya Pradesh
(Central India). The experimental soil had O.C 4.2 g kg -1, bulk density 1 24g cc-1,
pH 7.6 EC 0 28 dSm-1, KMn04 extractable N 214 Kg/ha-1, Olsen' P 16.2 Kg ha-1
and NH40AC extractable K 290 Kg ha-l The treatments were Tl control T2 50%
Recommended Doses of Fertilizers (RDF, 10:30:10) T3 100% RDF (20:60:20)
T4 FYM 5 t ha-l, T5 vermicompost 3 t ha-l, T6 50% RDF + FYM 5 t ha-l, T7
50% RDF + vermicompost 3 t ha-l, T8 50% RDF + Biofertilizers (Bjaponicum +
Pstraita), T9 50% RDF + FYM 5 t ha-l+ Biofertilizers and TI0 50% RDF + Vermicompost 3 t ha-l + Biofertilizers. These treatments were replicated three times
in a randomized block design. At harvest of crops, soil and plant samples were collected and analysed for N, P and K content as per standard procedures and nutrients
balance was computed The maximum gain of available N, P and K status in soil
was fetched with the application of 50% RDF + VC 3 t/ha + bio-fertilizer (T10)
i.e. 103.10 kg/ha, 13.53 kg/ha and 32.26 Kg/ha, respectively in pigeonpea occupied
soil, while in soybean occupied soil, the maximum gain of available NPK status
was 126.10 kg/ha, 15 II kg/ha and 66.56 kg/ha, respectively. The values of over
all gain through application of 50% RDF + FYM 5 t/ha + bio-fertilizer (T9) i.e.
96.8 kg/ha, 13.52 kg/ha and 29.83 kg/ha, respectively were recorded in pigeonpea
occupied soil, while in soybean occupied soil, these were 106.5 kg/ha, 12 74 kg/ha
and 53 86 kg/ha, respectively.

longer contact times of GD with air-dry soil constituents resulted in less GD being
extracted Twenty-four-hour extractions of GD using isopropanol yielded recoveries from sand of 90-100% when GD was in contact <24hrs, 45% when GD was in
contact 48hrs. and 16% when GD was in contact 72hrs. Twenty-four-hour extractions of GD using isopropanol yielded recoveries from montmorrillonite clay of
approximately 40% when GD was in contact <48hrs, deceasing to approximately
30% when GD was in contact 72hrs. Additional investigation into the fate of GD
in soil constituents using the Soil System Unit approach is ongoing, and will give
insight into the factors affecting persistence.
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M. R. Momayezi
Effects of season and daily changes in nitrate (\'03°V) contaminant levels of
lettuce.
M. R. Momayezi. Agriculture College. Varamin Univ.
Vegetables contain higher concentrations of nitrate than other foods and make the
major contribution to dietary intake. This is present naturally, or may be present as a
result of the use of fertilizers on crops, or from its use as a preservative. There have
been health concerns about the presence of nitrate in food as it can be metabolized
to potentially carcinogenic N-nitroso compounds. The main sources of N03°¥
and N02°¥ in diet are vegetables and meats. According to the U.S. Department
of Agriculture the average adult ingests about 25 mg of N-N03 per day in foods.
Varamin is the most important county for agriculture in Tehran Province. During
the last set of researches, many scientists made studies about the effective factor
of Nitrate in plants. But none of the local studies calculated Nitrate in harvest of
local plants. (For example Varamin) In this study, at first, the fields were chosen at
random, from fields that use the same type of Nitrate fertilization. This study was
almost all about the Varamin area. Content N03°¥ in lettuce was determined with
sampling in different seasons and different hours of the day (3 replications in any
field). The nitrate (N03°¥) contaminant levels of lettuce compared with general
standard (FAO, EC, WHO standard) with T.TEST During this study, in two seasons
seed plant, (spring and fall) near the harvest, content Nitrate in plant measure at 4-8
am and 14-16 pm at the same day. The standards (EC & WHO) permitted nitrate
maximum concentration is 3000 "C 3500 ppm. We found that the N03°¥ content in
the morning was much lower than in the afternoon. With EC standard we observe
that all sample had N03°¥ pollution. In the lowest form the nitrate content was in
lettuce leaf 4287 ppm and in the highest form 13304.2 ppm. We have significant
difference (%l) between our measurements and all of our samples had N03°¥ pollution. Keywords: nitrate (N03°¥) contaminant levels, soil pollution, N03°¥ pollution, lettuce, Varamin County.
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Heavy Metals in Soil-Plant System in a City with Non-Ferrous Ores Extraction
and Processing Industry.
R. Lacatusu. "AL.I.Cuza" Univ /ASSY: A. R. Voiculescu. B. Kovacsovics. M. Lungu.
Research and Development National Institute for Soil Science. Agrochemistry and
Environment Protection-RISSA: I. G. Breaban. C. Rusu. "AL.I.Cuza" University
SESSION NUMBER 168
IASSY: A. Bretan. Soil Survey and Soil Testing Office.
In the northwest part of Romanian territory, at the foot of the Ignis-Oas mountains,
4.2C Soil Quality as it Affects Nutrients in Food Crops and
there are Baia Mare, city with 150 thousands inhabitants, and a strongly non-ferHuman Health—Poster
rous ores extraction and processing industry Mining activity, floating of ores and
extraction in the smelting of chemical non-ferrous elements, has been intensively
practicing, since XlXth Century As consequence of this activity contamination and
Exhibit Hall A, Second Floor (Convention Center)
pollution of environment with heavy metals have been happened. The pollution
intensity was directly proportional with magnifying of these activities, up to maximum level, in the second half of the XXth Century, especially Among investigated
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R. TCheckai
heavy metals, Cd, Cu, Pb and Zn proved to be pollutants, reaching contents levels
Investigating the Fate of Residual Organophosphonate Nerve Agent in Soil.
R. T. Checkai. M. V. Haley. M. Simini, C. T. Phillips. U.S. Army EdgewoodChemical up to 16 mg x Kg-1 (Cd), 5385 mg * Kg-1 (Pb), and 2695 mg * Kg-1 (Zn). These
values outrun by 5 5 times (Cd), 4.5 times (Cu), 53 times (Pb) and 9 times (Zn) the
Biological Center: C. L. Crouse. K. L. Matson. Geo-Centers, Inc.
maximum allowable limits. The native acid reaction of these soils, generally maintained, has been contributed to these chemicals compounds mobilization in soil.
Why "all clear" may mean future danger: Surface-controlled reactions affecting
Heavy metals mobility was made obvious by extraction with CH3COONH4-EDTA
hydrolysis of organic compounds in the environment can predominate over bulk
solution at pH=7.0. The content values were up to some times higher than the maxisolution hydrolysis, especially in soil environments. Unpredicted residual levels
mum allowable level in soil solution that could permit a normal plants growth. The
of chemical warfare agents (CWA) at threat levels in the field necessitated the
fractioning of heavy metals in soil established that from the total content of heavy
development of new methods for investigating the fate of CWA delivered onto soil.
metals, determined in the 0-20 cm layer, 18-24% are in soil solution, and, 18-21%
Design and fabrication of Soil System Units now allows determination of the fate
in an exchangeable form. The both forms contribute directly to plants nutrition. The
of CWA in soil, as well as investigation of the soil chemical and physical characterpenetration depth in soil of heavy metals is different, varying between 60 and 100
istics affecting the persistence of threat from continuing presence of CWA in soil,
cm. For establish the pollution intensity connected with using soil type, urban soils
under conditions that represent those in the field. Initial results show that the Soil
were grouped in three categories: park areas, along the streets areas, and gardens
System Unit approach is highly effective for investigating the fate of CWA in the
for vegetables and fruits Urban soil pollution intensity established according to the
soil environment Using the Soil System Unit approach we were able to replicate
value of contamination / pollution index, shows a Cd, Cu and Pb severe pollution
and investigate under controlled conditions the residual levels of CWA that were
in soils of park areas Pb pollution was very severe in the soils along the streets and
unpredicted but found at hazardous levels in the field. Results of our initial experiof gardens for vegetables and fruits. Finally, Zn pollution was moderate in soils
ment showed that persistence of Soman (methylphosphonoffuoridic acid 1,2,2from park areas and those from along streets, but severe in soils from gardens for
trimcthylpropyl ester; GD) in soil can be expected for days-to-weeks following
vegetables and fruits. Between heavy metals contents in vegetables garden soils
contamination. Furthermore, we established that life threatening atmospheric levels
and the contents of the same chemical elements in some edible parts of vegetables
of GD may be expected to successively reoccur in response to increasing moisture
(salad, carrot, onion, tomato, cucumber) direct proportionality relations, that attestin soil contaminated with GD. This resuit had not been previously observed or
ing the certain plants contamination with heavy metals, were established
documented In order to further investigate the fate of GD in soil, the extractabilify of GD from soil constituents was explored Experimental results showed that
654
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Soil Type and Precipitation as Lyme Disease Risk Indicators.
J. E. Bunnell. USGS, US Dept. of Interior.
Better understanding of how environmental factors influence human disease risk
increases the likelihood of averting future infectious disease outbreaks or pandemics. In the Middle Atlantic region of the United States, tick-borne disease has
become a significant public health burden. Lyme disease (LD) is the most commonly reported vector-borne disease in the USA, with almost 20,000 cases reported
last year. The LD agent and many other pathogens are carried and transmitted to
humans by Ixodes scapularis. the "black-legged," or "deer" tick. The most predictive meteorological indicator for human LD risk in this region is late spring/early
summer precipitation. Infection prevalence with the LD agent among tick populations has been measured, and tick population density patterns can indicate areas at
greater or lesser risk for human exposure. In a geographic information system (GIS)
with spatial statistical analysis, strong correlation was observed between adult tick
abundance and soils with certain characteristics in this region (e.g., sandy, acidic).
However, some soil factors that were significantly associated with tick abundance
in a dry year were not so correlated in a wet year. It is hypothesized that an interaction between soil type and precipitation affects tick abundance patterns, probably
by affecting tick survival and reproductive success. For instance, a poorly drained
soil in a dry year may create microclimatic conditions similarly suitable for tick
populations as a well drained soil in a wet year. It has been suggested that such
environmental factors exert their impact on human LD cases indirectly by influencing habitat suitability for the ticks' reservoir hosts such as mice and deer. However,
because ticks spend the vast majority of their lives in the top layer of soil, rather
than on vertebrate hosts, it is reasonable to expect that the effects of such environmental parameters are also direct For instance, soil pH could affect the accessibility of trace metal nutrients to tick eggs deposited in the A horizon. Similarly, a
certain moisture regime is required for proper tick development: tick eggs will be
colonized and destroyed by fungi or will desiccate when humidity is too high or too
low, respectively. Pending studies will investigate whether hypothesized interactions between precipitation and soil type are correlated with spatiotemporal patterns of tick abundance, and hence Lyme (and other tick-borne) disease risk.
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Using By-products of the Steelmaking Industry as Soil pH Corrective and
their Effects on Zn, Cu and Cd of Soil and Tea Plants.
S. F. Kiaee Jamali. A. Forghni. Guilan University.
Using by-products of steelmaking industry as soil pH corrective and their effects on
Zn, Cu and Cd of soil and tea plant In the tea gardens of North of Iran, pH decreased
by several reasons and reach to below 4 at some region. By-products of steelmaking industry such as slag and converter sludge that have alkaline pH, could be used
as cheaper liming material for increasing pH and amendment these lands. So for
determination of these substance's effects on soil and plant chemical properties, a
field experiment has established. This design has performed in 18 plots with 40m2
area,6 treatments (0.5% and 1% slag, 0.5% and 1% converter sludge, 0.5% slag +
0.5% converter sludge at dry soil weight unit and control treatment) with 3 replications on tea rows at Completely Randomized Design(CRD) Treatments were mixed
with soil in 15 cm depth at Spring. After 2 month from mixing, soil sampling was
done (5 stages and ltime/45days period and from 0-15 cm and 15-30 cm depths).
However leafs plucking is performed at 3 stages (Spring, Summer and Autumn).
Plant and soil samples were chemically analyzed in laboratory. Results showed
that soil pH was increased at slag and converter sludge in both depth. Also pH is
higher in slag treatment than converter treatment In all treatments DTPA-extractable Zn was significantly decreased than control treatment and lower available Zn
was recorded at 1% slag and converter sludge treatments. DTPA-extractable Cu in
1% slag treatment was significantly than control treatment The DTPA- extractable
Cd did not show any significant difference between all treatments and control. Leaf
analysis showed that Zn, Cu and Cd concentrations were decreased significantly in
all of slag and converter sludge treatments than control treatment Keywords: soil
acidity, liming material, slag, converter sludge
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Influence of land use change on soil nutrients in southern Beijing Municipality
following land reform.

X. Kong. China Agricultural Univ.
The pressures of development and major shifts in land use have increased the need
to assess the impact of land use change on soil nutrients Following land reform in
China in the early I980s,farm management practices, such as the type of land use,
intensity of cropping and fertilizer and pesticide use.underwent drastic changes.
To assess effects of land use change on soil organic matter (SOM):total nitrogen
(TN),available phosphorus (AP) and available potassium (AK).A case study was
conducted in Daxing County (southern Beijing Municipality) Soil in the Daxing
area was sampled from rainfed land, irrigated land, rice land, virgin grassland, forest
land and vegetable land in 1982 at the onset of land reform and again in 2000 Surface soil (0-20 cm) samples were collected and analyzed for organic matter (OM),
total nitrogen (TN), and available N (AN). P (AP) and K (AK.) contents The soil
OM, TN, AN. and AP all increased significantly while AK decreased slightly The
soil OM, TN.AN, AP increased by 31.02%,50%, 37.89% and 177% respectively,

but the AK decreased from 1982 to 2000. The variation of soil OM, TN, AN,AP
contents changes were different between different land use types in 1982 and 2000.
Soil OM content was increased in different land uses in 1982 as follows:orchard
land> rainfed land> rice land> irrigated land> forest land> vegetable land; but soil
OM was increased in 2000 as follows: rainfed land> orchard land>Rice!and> forest
land> irrigated land>vegetable land;Soil TN content was increased in different land
uses in 1982: rice land> rainfed land>orchard land> irrigated land> vegetable land
> forest land; but soil TN was increased in 2000: orchard land>rainfed land and forest land> rice land >irrigated land>vegetable land;Soil AN content was increased
in different land uses in 1982 : rice land> rainfed land> irrigated land>orchard
Iand> vegetable land > forest land; but was increased in 2000: rainfed land> riceland> orchard land> forest land> irrigated land>vegetable land;Soil AP content
was increased in different land uses in 1982 : forest land > irrigated land> orchard
land> rainfed land>rice land> vegetable land; but was increased in 2000: forest
land>rainfed land> vegetable land> irrigated land>riceland>orchard land>;Soil AK
content was increased in different land uses in 1982 : orchard land> rice land>forest
land > rainfed land> vegetable land>irrigated land; but was increased in 2000:
rainfed land> orchard land> riceland> irrigated land>forest land> vegetable land>
The increased order of content of soil OM, TN and AN was rainfed land>orchard
land>irrigated land>vegetable land, and the increased order of content of AP was
orchard land irrigated land> vegetable land >rainfed land, due to the transition
of rice land into irrigated land, vegetable land and orchard land. With the rainfed
land transiting into irrigated land and orchard land, the content of AP increased in
orchard land and rainfed land.the order of extent change of OM and AP was orchard
land >irrigated land> rainfed land, the order of extent change of TN was rainfed
land> orchard land>irrigated land, The order of extent change of AN was irrigated land > orchard land> rainfed land, the extent of AK decreased, But the other
nutrient of soil increase at the same time, when the virgin grassland was transited
into such land types as irrigated land, orchard land, rainfed land, forest land and
vegetable land. Increased crop yield (higher biomass production) with increasing
fertilizer application combined with soil conservation measures that have retained
more crop residue on land, are responsible for the increases in soil OM, N and P
concentrations. However, the slight decreases in AK reflect the increased cropping
intensity and low AK supplying power of these coarse textured soils as well as the
low K fertilizer input With the crop yield meeting the demand of the farms and the
economic developing following the land reform in China, they have the cash to use
much more fossil-energy inputs, agricultural yields are primarily raised through
fossil-energy inputs, also permitting fantastic increases in output and the more crop
residue on land. Driven by economic benefits, farmers converted irrigated land to
vegetable land and increased fertilizer inputs in vegetable land, resulting in overall
increase in soil nutrients The N and P fertilizer inputs in irrigated land were much
higher than in rainfed land, largely due to the higher reliability for grain production
in irrigated land as compared with rainfed land. The observations show that different benefits led to the different levels of input, resulting in changes in soil nutrient
contents in different land use types. Keywords: land use type, soil nutrients; land
reform; Beijing Municipality
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Human Health Risk Due to Food Produced from Soil Contaminated with
Urban Industrial Toxic Wastes.
A. K. Bhattacharyya. S. Chandrayan. S. Bose. Jawaharlal Nehru University. School
of Environmental Sciences.
Land disposal of Industrial toxic wastes poses a great threat to the human health
The present study was undertaken to ascertain the health risks involved in disposal
of industrial wastes of Wazirpur, Delhi, which are heterogeneous and highly acidic
(Av. pH - 3 05) in nature containing a large amount of macro and micro-elements
including toxic heavy metals (viz. Fe, Mn, Zn, Cu, Cr, Cd, Nin and Pb) Representative waste samples were observed to contain higher amounts of Fe, Mn, Cr, and
Ni and other metals viz Pb, Cu, Zn and Cd were low in concentration Soils used in
this pot culture experiment were collected from JNU (Jawaharlal Nehru University)
Nursery (uncontaminated) and Chhattarpur Farm-House (contaminated) They were
sandy loam, alkaline, low in available Nitrogen, Phosphorus and C E C , but differing in other properties Both Total as well as DTPA available metal concentrations
in Chhattarpur control soils Both Total and DTPA available metal concentrations in
representative waste samples were many times higher than those in both the control
soils. The waste samples were lime treated @ 0%, 0.5% and 1.0% and then mixed
with homogenized JNU and Chhattarpur soil samples separately with different percentages (10%, 20% and 30%). Pea (Pisum sativum) and Wheat (Triticum aestivum) plants were grown in pots containing these two soils amended with the treated
and untreated wastes maintaining 50% moisture of their Water Holding Capacities
in a Glass-House Chamber at a constant temperature of around 25°C The samples
of Soils and Plants (Roots + Shoots) were collected at the different stages of plant
growth. The Seeds/ Grains of the pea and wheat crops were harvested at the end of
the experiments. The samples of Soils, Plants and Seeds / Grains were properly processed and chemically analyzed. The chemical analysis of the experimental Plants
revealed that the concentrations of heavy metals showed significant increase with
waste application and the growth period. The Lime Treatment @0.5% and I 0%
lowered the concentration of all the heavy metals studied. It was found that the
pea plants were more susceptible than the wheat plants towards metal toxicity and
soil acidity. This fact was supported by the estimation of Translocation Factor (TF)
from root to shoot which was higher in pea plants as compared to wheat plants.
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Larger amounts of heavy metals were retained in roots except in a few cases. The
Bio-Concentration Factor (BCF) has been utilized for uptake of heavy metals by
plants The BCF in Pea shoot varied in the order: Mn>Fe>Ni > Zn >Cd > Pb > Cu
in all the treatments of both the soils. The BCF in Pea Seeds followed the order: Ni
>Cr > Fe= Mn >Pb > Cd = Zn > Cu. Whereas, the BCF in Wheat Shoot varied in
the order: Fe > Mn > Cr > Ni > Pb > Cd = Zn > Cu. And the BCF in Wheat Grains
followed the order: Fe > Mn > Ni > Cr > Pb > Zn > Cd > Cu. The BCF in Seeds /
Grains of Pea & Wheat were quite low as compared to the corresponding values in
Shoots of these Plants. Out of the eight (8) heavy metals studied, three (3) heavy
metals viz. Cr, Ni & Pb were found to exceed the permissible limits (USEPA)
not only in shoots & leaves but also in the seeds / grains of Pea & Wheat crops
harvested with reference to pots of 20% & 30% waste amended soils. The Food
procured from all the samples with reference to the treatment of 10% waste with
1% lime amended soils were found to contain the heavy metals within the permissible limits. Hence, Land Disposal of these urban Industrial wastes (20% & 30%
amendments) poses a serious potential health risk not only to human beings but
also to the animals.
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Improving Zinc Availability in Rice Grains: the Role of the Soil-Plant System
in the Food Chain.
X. Gao, China Agricultural Univ. Dept. Plant Nutrition: Wageningen Univ. Dept.
Soil Quality. Netherlands.; C. Zou. F. Zhang. China Agricultural Univ. Dept. Plant
Nutrition. Beijing. PR China; W. Jiang, K. Chen. China Agricultural Univ. Dept.
Plant Nutrition; Wageningen Univ. Dept. Soil Quality. Netherlands.; S. Van Der
Zee. Wageningen Univ. Dept. Soil Quality; E. Hoffland. Wageningen Univ. Dept.
Soil Quality.

About 30% of the agricultural soils worldwide are Zn deficient and approximately
2 billion people in developing countries sutler from Zn deficiency. Awareness is
growing that Zn density and bioavailability in edible parts of plants need to be
increased through both plant biotechnology and nutritional management in soilplant system. At present, rice production in north China is undergoing an important
change from traditional high water-consuming lowland rice cultivation to a promising new cultivation method of "aerobic rice" because of water constraints. New
rice genotypes are being bred for this purpose. Byfieldexperiments in combination
with soil chemistry modeling, we demonstrated and explained that this cultivation
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change will reduce Zn availability for the crop and Zn allocation to the grain. Both
Cancer and Non—Cancer Health Risk from Eating Cassava Grown in Some
shoot Zn concentration and Zn uptake decreased under aerobic conditions PreMining Communities in Ghana.
liminary modeling results confirm that Zn speciation may differ largely between
S. Obiri. D. K. Dodoo, Environmental Research Group,Department of Chemistry.
flooded and aerobic conditions. The expected higher pH in aerobic fields would
explain lower Zn availability and lower Zn uptake compared to flooded fields.
Food crops such as cassava, cocoyam and other tuber crops grown in mining comGrain Zn concentration reflects the ability of a genotype to take up Zn from the
munities uptake toxic or hazardous chemicals such as arsenic, cadmium,mercury
soil, to mobilize Zn within plants and to load it in the grain Grain Zn concentration
and zinc from the soil. Cassava is a stable food for Ghanaians This study evaluunder aerobic conditions was significantly lower than that under flooded conditions
ated human health risk from eating cassava grown in some mining communities in
(Fig.1). This indicated the introduction of aerobic rice system would increase Zn
Ghana such as Bogoso, Prestea, Tarkwa and Tamso which are important mining
deficiency problems for human body Zinc fertilization did increase the grain yield
towns in the Western Region of Ghana The study evaluated cancer and non - canbut not grain Zn concentration. Nutrient solution experiments confirmed that grain
cer health effects from eating cassava grown in the study areas in accordance with
Zn concentration only increased at toxic Zn supply level As fertilization is shown
US Environmental Protection Agency's Risk Assessment guidelines. The results of
to be inadequate for overcoming Zn deficiency, exploring genofypic variation
the study revealed the following: cancer health risk for Tamso, 0.098 (RME—Reaseems a more promising strategy to increase grain Zn concentration We found consonable Maximum Exposure) and 0.082 (CTE—Central Tendency Exposure). This
siderable variation in Zn efficiency among genotypes. Regression analysis showed
means that approximately 10 and 8 out of 100 resident adults are likely to suffer
that Zn uptake is the major factor explaining this variation. We are currently trying
from cancer related cases by RME and CTE parameters respectively. For Prestea,
to explain this by focusing on rhizosphere processes involved in Zn mobilization
we have 0 010 and 0.12, which also means that approximately 1 out of 100 and
from alkaline low Zn soils For lowland rice, we found higher root citrate exudation
10 resident adults out of 100 are also likely to suffer from cancer related diseases
at Zn deficiency in more efficient genotypes. Similar experiments with aerobic rice
by RME and CTE parameters The results of the study obtained were found to be
genotypes are ongoing. We plan to evaluate and quantify the effect of rhizosphere
above the acceptable cancer risk range of 1 x 10-6 to I x 10-4, i.e., 1 case of cancer
modification on plant Zn uptake by using a mechanistic model. Grain Zn availabilout of lmillion or 100,000 people respectively
ity to the human consumers is highly depended on the grain phytic acid/Zn ratio.
Phytic acid is an antmutritional compound that complexates Zn and thereby can
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reduce Zn bioavailability to less than 3% of total Zn in the grain Phytic acid/Zn
molar ratios < 20 are considered to induce Zn deficiency in humans. A survey was
Carcinogenic factors in soil-plant-water system of some areas from Romania.
R. Lacatusu. M. Lungu. B. Kovacsovics. D. Plaxienco. C. Constanlin. Research and conducted on phytic acid/Zn ratios in brown rice from different growing regions
in China. In all grain samples, ratios were higher than 20. We are now testing the
Development National Institute for Soil Science. Agrochemistry and Environment
hypothesis that high soil P levels contribute to this. Our soil/grain survey on aeroProtection-RJSSA.
bic rice producing soils showed that average soil P-Olsen levels (36 mg/kg) are
Carcinogenic chemical elements and substancesfnitrares, residual chlorine,heavy
well above sufficiency level, due to excessive P application rates Reduction of P
metals, organochlorines, biphenil polychlorinated compounds and polynuclear
fertilization might decrease grain phytic acid concentration and increase grain Zn
hydrocarbons) were determined in soils, surface ground water intercepted by wells
bioavailability to the human consumers
within the built-up areas, and in some vegetables edible part from localites of contrasting areas from the point of view of cancer morbidity and death rate(Vas!ui
county-low values, llfov county, Bucharest city and Sibiu county-high values).In
30
O aerobic • flooded
soils of some localities in the llfov county were determined nitrates contents which
24
outrun by 2.7 times, on a average, the right limit of the normal content interval
F 20
Vegetable collected from villages of llfov county contain, on a average, nitrates
1',
quantities which outrun the maximum allowable limits,while those from the other
studed areas have, on the average, nitrates contents within the normal content
ö. 10
domain.The average nitrates contentes in the ground water intercepted by wells is
p 4
3 3 times higher in peripheril quarters of Buchares city, while in wells from Vaslui
o
0
county the average value is lower to the maximum allowable concentration. In soil
and vegetable from Sibiu county, affected by emission released by Copsa Mica
non-ferrous processing work, were determined heavy metals content, Cd,Pb,Zn
^
•f ^ *? ^
^
especially, up to 20 times higher than maximum allowable limits. Organochlorines
genotypes
residues were detected at content levels superior to the warning, and even intervention, threshold values only in some soils from llfov county and peripherial quarFigure 1. Grain Zn concentration of six rice genotypes
ters of Bucharest. In the wells drinking water contents superior to the maximum
under aerobic and flooded condition.
allowable limits were determined only in a few samples from llfov county.Contents
levels inferior to the maximum allowable limits values were determined in plant
samples from the places that presented high contents of such chemical compounds
in soil and water. Only congeners with IUPAC numbers 138, 153 and 180ofbiphe168-11
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nyl polichlorineted compounds were detected in soil and water samples, but only
Antioxidative and Growth-promoting Effects of Selenium on Soybean Varieties
below maximum allowable limits values. In soil samples from three communal terUnder Water Deficit.
ritories of llfov county, aromatic polynuclear hydrocarbons were determined wich
D. Habibi. Islamic Azad Univ-Karaj Branch; M. M. A. Boojar. Univ of Tarbiat
exceed, sometimes up to 15 times.the intervention threshold value Out of the 16
determined compounds, crisen, benzo(b)fluorantren and benzo(k)fluorantren have,
Moalem: M. R. Ardakani. A. Mahmoudi. S. Shafei. Islamic Azad Univ-Karaj
in most cases, values that overflow the intervention threshold All the pollutants
Branch.
proceed from industrial emissions or agricultural technologies. A direct link can be
This experiment was conducted in order to study the effect of water deficit on some
foreseen between cancer morbidity or death rate, on the one hand, and the environphysiological characteristics,yield and yield components of two soybean varieties
ment pollution with carcinogenic chemical degree, on the another hand.
Experiment were carried out in experimental field of Islamic Azad University-Karaj
Branch and Tarbiat moalem university in 2004 In this research possibility of using
mannitol for selection of soybean varieties during germination were exmined Root

s
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and shoot lenght as well as germination and thier stability were measured then
evaluated with factorial design under complete randomized design(CRD)with four
replication.First factor was two varieties and second factor was four osmotic potential^,^ ,-8,-12 bar).Results showed significant differences(%l)betwcen osmotic
potential and varieties for root,shoot length and germination In field experiment
a split-split plot design under randomized complete block design(RCBD)with
four replication were used.Varieties were factor A(Williams,Harcor)and time
of selenium spraying(vegitative growth,begining of flowering was factor B and
C was selenium concentration(Se=0,Sel=I6gr/ha,Se2=2lgr/ha).ln field experiment fallowing characters were studied:seed yield.total dry weight.HI.seed 1000
weight,number of pods per plant,number of seeds per pod,chllorophyl a,b,relative
water content,LAI,SLW,leaf cell membrane stability and antioxidant enzymes
activity(superoxide dismutase,catalase and glutathione peroxidase) Results of field
experiments showed that seed yield,total dry weight,seed 1000 weight.number
of pods per plant,number of seeds per pod,SLA,SLW and LAI had significant
differences,but others did not showed any significant differences.Results of irrigation treatments in combined analysis showed significant differences for all the characters.There was a logical relationship between characters measured in laboratory
and some characters measured in field experiment. Williams variety that had longer
root and higher root lenght stability than Harcor variety indicated better physiological and agronomical characteristics infield.Resultsof biochemical studies showed
that antioxidant enzymes activity under drought stress and maximum activity of
glutathion peroxidase obtained under using 21 gr/ha selenium in Williams variety.
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Epidemiological Study of Coccidioidomycosis (Valley Fever).
J. Tabor, University ofArizona; M. K. O'Rourke, Mel and Enid Zuckerman College
of Public Health; M. Orbach, L. Shubitz. B. Barker, University ofArizona.
Coccidioidomycosis (valley fever) is caused by the inhalation of spores from
Coccidioides immitis and C. Posadasi, diamorphic ascomycete fungi that grows
in soils of warm, semi-arid climates of the Americas. They are the most virulent
of the primary fungal pathogens of humans and other animals and are listed as
select agents of bioterrorism. The endemic regions of the fungi have well-known
general ecologie characteristics; however little is known about the specific ecologie niche required for Coccidioides ssp. to flourish. Assessment of risk factors
is likely to be confounded by the poor characterization of exposure to pathogenic
spores because of the poor under-standing of the pathogen's occurrence beyond a
regional scale. Current techniques for culturing and isolating the pathogen from
soil and air samples are expensive, difficult, and have poor sensitivity Methods: A
landscape ecology approach was used in selecting the primary sampling units (90)
that are based on 2000 Census blockgroups, three landscape strata, and two demographic strata. A probability proportional to size household survey design was used
to screen for cases and identify potential controls by telephone Case and control
data were collected through personal interviews. Soil samples from case and control residences and air samples were collected, cultured in a BL-3 laboratory and
analyzed using PCR. Canine case data from a veterinary diagnostic laboratory were
also mapped and analyzed using a G1S to evaluate association between soil type
and diseases. Results: Landscape types, urbanization, and demographic composition are major factors that explain the current epidemic in southern Arizona USA.
Other risk factors will also be discussed Discussion: Landscape ecology, GIS,
and analysis techniques for cluster sampling provide powerful tools for improving assessment of risk factors of valley fever by reducing classification bias and
confounding This landscape ecological approach to exposure assessment can serve
as an analytical bridge between the continuum of environmental properties and the
categorical nature of epidemiological analysis By better classifying the continuum
of potential risk factors, information bias and residual confounding can be reduced.
Improved predictive models will provide a basis from which to distinguish disease
clusters from a background of disease that is spatially and temporally variable.
Acknowledgements: This research is made possible through funding provided by
the Arizona Disease Control Research Commission and by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention through the Association of Teachers of Preventive Medicine. This presentation made possible through additional support provided by the
Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of Public Health and the Office of Arid Lands
Studies, College of Agriculture and Life Sciences at the University of Arizona
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each of four years Rates of phosphate application were 0, 20, 40 and 80 kg P ha"'
and concentrations of Cd in the fertilizer were 0.38 mg Cd kg', 7.3 mg Cd kg',
and 211 mg Cd kg ' Treatments were applied to the same plots each year so that
the cumulative effect of applications could be assessed over time. The sites were
seeded annually between 2002 and 2005, following a durum wheat-flax-durum
wheat-flax crop sequence. Crop yield and the seed concentration of Cd and several
other trace elements were determined each year. Results from 5 of the sites from
2004 are shown in table 1.
Table 1: Effect of source and rate (kg ha') of phosphorus application on durum
wheat seed Cd concentration (mg Cd kg"1) in 2004, after three years of fertilizer
application.
Treat
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Contrasts

Cd

Level

Control
Low
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High

P

Rate
0
20
411
IUI
20
-•ID
rtit
20
••10
80

c ontrol v s P
Control vs Low P Rate
c o n t r o l vs High P Rate
L o w P R a t e vs H i g h P R a t e
Control vs Low Cd
Control vs High Cd
Low Cd vs. High Cd
M e d i u m C d vs H i g h C d
Control vs High C d High p Rate
High P H i g h C d vs H i g h P L o w C d
SE

Etters lie
45
08
'y.j
b?
71
•>5
76
M
81
11 2

Ft

Sask
92
98
101
M.M..I
l 01
113
1 19
103
1 13
1 36

vielfort
48
55
66
f -.•
61
71
B4
6 5
87
109

<
0
<
0

0OO1
0017
0001
0022

D 0011
ns
< 0001
< 0001

<
0
<
<

0001
0483
0001
0001

0
<
<
0
<
<

0395
0001
000 1
0005
0001
0001
9 05

FW
< 0Q01
0 0003
ns
< 0001
0 0004
9.56

0 0053
< 0001
< 0001
0.0009
< 0001
00001
5 01

Philips
79
103
1 D4
111/
1 16
1 30
137
1 15
106
137

Spruce
HA
MB
95
1 1m
97
1 07
107
1 02
) 18
1 09

0063
ns
0063
ns

0 001B
0.0 293
0 0009
ns

ns
0015
0099
ns
0 0067
ns
1 5 04

0 0195
0 0005
0.0456
ns
0.0036
ns
5.66

0
0

0
0

The grain Cd concentration in the unfertilized crop varied by as much as 100%
from site to site (Table 1). However, the pattern of response to fertilizer application was similar in the various locations Crop Cd concentration increased with P
application, even when Cd concentration in the fertilizer was low. Therefore, P
fertilization can have an impact on Cd availability to crops apart from the addition of Cd in the fertilizer. When P application rates were low, within the range
normally recommended for optimum crop yield, Cd concentration in the fertilizer
had little effect on Cd concentration in the crop. When P application rate exceeded
the rate required to optimize crop yield, Cd accumulation in the crop increased
with increasing Cd concentration in the fertilizer Cadmium concentration in the
seed generally increased with the total amount of Cd applied. Therefore, improving
P use efficiency to minimize application rates and reducing the Cd concentration
of fertilizer can reduce Cd accumulation in soils and crops, both in the short- and
long-term
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Reduction of cadmium content in Eggplant (Solanum melongena) by grafting
onto root stock Solanum torvum.
T. Arao, National Institute for Agro-Environmental Sciences; H. Takeda, E.
Nishihara, T. Nakano, Niigata Horticultural Research Center.
A safety criterion of 0.05 mg kg-1 has been agreed for cadmium concentration
for Fruiting vegetables (THE 28th SESSION OF THE CODEX ALIMENTÄRES
COMMISSION, Roma, Italy, 4 July - 9 July 2005). About seven percent in 381
samples of eggplant (Solanum melongena) cadmium concentration was above this
limit in the field and market basket study in Japan. To reduce cadmium concentration, we grafted eggplant onto root stock Solanum torvum, Solanum integrifolium.
Solanum sanitwongsei, and Solanum integrifolium x S. melongena. Cadmium concentration of eggplant was lowest grafting onto root stock S torvum Fig. I shows
Cadmium concentration of eggplant grafted onto 5. torvum or S. melongena (3
replications each), growing on cadmium polluted gray lowland soil (0.1 mol 1-1
HCI-extractable cadmium 2.9mg kg-1). Grafting onto S. torvum reduced eggplant
cadmium concentration about one fourth Stem and leaves cadmium concentration
was also low when eggplant was grafted onto S. torvum, so cadmium translocation
from roots to shoots was reduced We are now growing eggplant on solution containing cadmium to measure root cadmium concentration.

C.Grant

Crop Cadmium Concentration as Affected by Cadmium Addition
Phosphorus Fertilizers, Across Soil Types.

in

C. Grant, Agriculture <£ AgriFood Canada; D. Fialen. Department ofSoil Science.
Univ of Manitoba; E. Gowalko. Canadian Grain Commission.
Cadmium (Cd) is a trace element that can accumulate to high levels in specific
crops Cadmium has been linked to negative health effects, so it is desirable to
reduce the Cd concentration of crops entering the human diet. Cadmium is present
at varying concentrations as a contaminant in phosphate fertilizers Repeated applications of Cd in phosphate fertilizer may increase Cd content of soils, potentially
increasing Cd content of crops. Field studies were conducted at seven sites across
the Canadian prairies, to determine the influence of monoammonium phosphate
fertilizer on accumulation of Cd in crops. At each location, three rates of phosphate
fertilizer from three different sources varying in Cd concentration were applied in
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Prediction of Cadmium Uptake by Rice in Paddy Soils near Closed Mine

Area.
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kg-ldw, assuming an average dry matter content of 86% resp. 20%). The median
W. I. Kim. G. B. Jung. J. S. Lee. J. H. Kim. J. T. Lee. National Institute of Agricultural
Cd-value of wheat was 0.030 mg kg-l dw (with range of 0.010 and 0101 mg kgScience and Technology.
1), significant differences between varieties could be observed. For wheat varieties
Concern has increased over the last 40 years for Cadmium(Cd) contamination of
the mean Cd concentration was significantly lower in Xenos compared to Capo
paddy soils and the effects may be having on the food chain through rice which
and highest in Augustus (see Figure 1) Potatoes Cd concentration varied between
is one of staple food in the northeast and southeast Asia To develop prediction
0.022 and 0.150 mg kg-l dw (median: 0.077 mg kg-1 dw) with significant differmodel for the uptake Cd by rice on the basis of soil physico-chemical properties,
ences between the varieties Ivana > Hermes > Ditta (see Figure 2) A significant
108 soil and rice samples were collected and analyzed at the 7 closed mine area
relationship between the pH of the surface soil (0-20 cm) and the Cd concentration
through 2001 to 2002. Soil pH, organic matter content, and clay content were major
in potato tubers (R2=0 65) and wheat grain (R2=0.33) could be shown. A rough
components of the model as major factors controlling Cd availability in paddy soil
estimation of the daily Cd intake with wheat and potatoes revealed the following
and were ranged from 4.2 ~ 7.9, 4.82 - 57.20 mg kg-l, and 4.5 ~ 25.9%, respecresults. An average Austrian consumer (potatoes: 144 g day-1, wheat: 133 g day-l,
tively. Soil 0.IN HCl extractable and total Cd concentrations for the field studies
BMLFUW, 2003) takes up 2 4 ugCd day-1 with potatoes and 3.7 tig Cd day-l with
ranged from 0 04 ~ 14.3, and 0.94 ~ 18.6 mg kg-l, respectively The 0.1 N HCl
wheat (as wholemeal product). If he consumed only products of the varieties with
extractable Cd was negatively correlated with soil pH and clay content whereas
the lowest Cd concentration (overall sites) the intake would only be 1.5 ug Cd daypositively correlated with soil organic matter content and Cd content in rice. The
1 with potatoes and 2.5 (ig Cd day-1 with wheat. This means that the Cd burden
average 0.1N HCl extractability against total content of Cd in soils was determined
with these products could be reduced by 35% on the average with the selection of
by 49.1% after acid digestion. Rice Cd concentrations in the paddy studies ranged
Cd poor varieties. Cd accumulation in potato tubers and wheat grain varies sigfrom 0 01 ~ 2.13 mg kg-l FW. Model was developed using multiple regression
nificantly with soil conditions, especially pH, and varieties. Because the latter are
equation to RiceCd = 0.939 + 0.0616 SoilHCl extractable Cd - 0.0066 OM - 0.0912
subject tofluctuationover time, changes may influence dietary intake considerably.
pH - 0.0065 Clay (R2=0.182***) considering soil pH, soil organic matter content,
Therefore Cd concentration in varieties should be investigated before implementaclay content and 0 IN HCl extractable Cd content in soil. However, model was
tion In case of unfavourable soil conditions varieties with a low phyto-availability
more comparatively effective adding total Cd in soil and logarithm in the equation
could be preferably grown.
with log RiceCd = -1.600 + 1 11 log Soiltotal Cd - 0.014 OM + 0 180 pH - 0.032
Figure 1 & 2: Cd concentration in the different wheat and potato varieties
Clay (R2=0.404***).
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Fig. 1

J T Lee

Fig. 2

Study on Nutrition Absorption Pattern of Vegetable Crops with the Height
above Sea Level in Korean Highland.

J. T. Lee. G. J. Lee. Y. I. Jin. C. S. Park. C. S. Lee. National Institute of Highland
Agriculture. RDA.
Study on Nutrition Absorption Pattern of Vegetable Crops with the Height above
Sea Level in Korean Highland. The plant samples of 49 sites for Chinese cabbage,
28 sites for radish, 16 sites for Chinese cabbage, 8 sites for head lettuce, 20 sites
for onion from farmers' and experimental fields in alpine region in Korea were collected and then investigated the uptake patterns of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium nutrient by vegetable plant from 2003 to 2004. The harvest yield of Chinese
cabbage in alpine was highest at the above 800m altitude. The dry weight and the
uptakes of N, P, and K were increased at higher altitude. The uptakes of available
nutrient by Chinese cabbage were 231~283kg ha-1 for N, 71~78kg ha-1 for P205
and 175~270kg ha-1 for K20 at the above 800m altitude But, the yield of Chinese
radish in alpine region was higher at the altitude of 600 '800m than of 400 '600m
from 40days after seeding to harvest stage. The dry weight of root and the uptakes
of N, P and K by plant were increased at higher altitude. The uptakes by radish plant
at high yield in the higher altitude were 139~159kg ha-1 for N, 46~90kg ha-1 for
P205 and 185~222kg ha-1 for K20. The yield and the dry weight of head lettuce at
harvest stage were higher at altitude of 800~850m than 650~800m, and the content
and the uptake of head lettuce plant were increased at higher altitude The uptakes
of N-P205-K20 by the lettuce plant at altitude of 800~850m were 93-26-126kg
ha-1. The yield of onion at the altitude of 40O~600m is similar to that at altitude of
700~800m And the content and the uptake of nitrogen by onion plant at harvest
stage were increased at the altitude of 700~800m. The uptakes of N-P205-K20 by
onion plant at the altitude of 700~800m were 313-140-234kgha-l. In case of small
cultivation area as leaf vegetable crops free from fertilizer recommendation standard
in alpine, we could use the correction factor equivalent to the index of available
nutrient uptakes for the determination of N, Pand K fertilizer application levels.
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H.Spiegel

Cadmium in Austrian wheat and potatoes—an inventory of sites and
varieties.

H. Spiegel. G. Dersch, M. Oberförster. K. Mechller. A. Baumgarten. Austrian
Agency for Health and Food Safety.
More than 70 % of the dietary intake of Cadmium (Cd) in Austria is supplied by
cereals, vegetables and oil seeds. In order to protect human health the European
Union (EU) Foodstuff Regulation (EC No 466/2001) has set maximum levels
for Cd in different foodstuffs, including the instruction that its presence has to be
observed Cd in arable crops is influenced by various factors, whereas the Cd content of the soil and soil parameters influencing the mobility and uptake of Cd (e.g.
pH, organic C, soil texture) may play an important role. Dietary intake of Cd is
normally based on data from the food basket and market sample analyses. Data of
the Cd status of crops from specific soils representative for Austria are rare. In a
national research project the Cd content of different varieties of wheat and potatoes
on well described sites was investigated Objectives were to document the variability dependent on soils and varieties and to estimate the contribution of wheat
and potatoes consumption to dietary Cd intake in Austria. Eighteen representative
sites for the Austrian wheat and eight for the potatoes growing zones (soils and
crops) were investigated On each site Cd in 4 tol 2 varieties of wheat (n= 136) and
in 5 varieties of potatoes (n=40) was analysed Cd concentrations (Aqua Regia) in
the soils did not exceed 0.65 mg kg-l. The Cd concentrations in all investigated
foodstuff samples were well below the EU limit values (for wheat: 0.2 mg kg-l fw
corresponding to 0 233 dw, for potatoes: 0.1 mg kg-1 fw corresponding to 0 5 mg
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Seed priming with molybdenum alleviates molybdenum deficiency and poor
nitrogen fixation of chickpea in acid soils of Bangladesh and India.

C. Johansen. A. M. Musa. Peoples' Resource Oriented Voluntary Association
(PROVA); J. V. D. K. Kumar Rao. International Crops Research Institute for
the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT): D. Harris. CATS Natural Resources; A. K. M.
Shahidullah, Peoples' Resource Oriented Voluntary Association (PROVA): J. G.
Lauren. Cornell University.
Molybdenum (Mo) is a major limiting nutrient for chickpea production (Cicerahetinum L.) on the acid surface soils of the High Barind Tract (HBT) Bangladesh
and eastern India. Nitrogen fixation by chickpea on these soils is generally poor but
seed-coat inoculation of Rhizobium has given inconsistent results, initial experimental work showed that nodulation, plant growth and grain yield were improved
with addition of Mo to the soil. Multilocational farmer field trials testing soil applications of 500 g Mo ha-1 had grain yield responses of 58-173% across the HBT
as well as an additional slight, non-significant, response to Rhizobium inoculation
Despite these positive responses to soil applied Mo, compound fertilizers containing Mo are unavailable in Bangladesh, and it is impractical to evenly broadcast the
small amount of Mo required (<500 g Mo ha-1). Studies in Nepal and at ICRISAT,
India have indicated the feasibility of supplying sufficient Mo and Rhizobium to the
seed by adding these in the seed priming water. Earlier work has shown that seed
priming, soaking the seed in water for 8 hr overnight prior to sowing, substantially
increased chickpea yield in the HBT The effect of adding Mo alone or Mo with
Rhizobium to priming water was compared with soil application of Mo in farmer
fields during 2003-04. Although adding Mo alone to the priming water did not
significantly improve yield over the control, there were significant responses of 3790% across the HBT by adding both Mo and Rhizobium to the priming water, which
was similar to that obtained when Mo was applied directly to the soil. Likewise at
48 trials in eastern India the mean yield increases over control without Mo ranged
from 17% to 22% when Mo was applied through seed priming water and 20% to
25% when Mo was applied to the soil Additional on farm evaluations in 2004-05
had mean responses to Mo + Rhizobium addition, compared to priming with water
only, of 9 to 25% Since Mo is an essential element for human nutrition as well
as plants, we also determined the Mo content in chickpea grain produced from
control, soil Mo and priming Mo treatments. Relative to the controls. Mo contents
increased 1.2 to 8 9 fold in grain from the Mo + Rhizobium priming treatments
and 13-17 fold in grain from the soil applied Mo treatments. Chickpea grain Mo
contents tended to be higher in the treatments where Mo was applied to soil as compared to Mo in the priming water Variability in the Mo content of chickpea grain

appears to be due to soils, varietal differences or abiotic/biotic stresses (drought,
Botrytis gray mold). Our results suggest that poor nitrogen fixation by chickpea,
due to Mo deficiency in the HBT of Bangladesh and eastern India can be effectively
alleviated by a simple low-cost seed priming technique which is within the scope
of resource-poor farmers. In addition increased levels of Mo in chickpea grain produced by Mo additions to priming water can be helpful in improving human intakes
of this essential element

acidification of soils Aluminum concentrations in tea plants grown in thefieldand
green house increased with increasing nitrogen applications; 2400 to 6600 mg AI
kg-1 in old leaves and 190 to 1100 mg Al kg-1 in young leaves The young tea leave
extracts with hot water gave no clear signal of AI3+. However, the old tea leave
extracts with hot water showed the signal of aluminum-oxalate complex.
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Iron, Zinc, and Cadmium Status in the Food Chain (Soil-Plant-Human) in
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G. M. Panaullah
Central Iran.
Arsenic contamination of waters, soils and crops in Bangladesh.
A. H. Khoshgoftar. H. Shariatmadari. Isfahan Univ of Technology; P. Nestel.
G. M Panaullah, CIMMYTOffice in Bangladesh; Z. U. Ahmed. Cornell University; HarvestPlus.
G. K. M. M. Rahman. BSMRAU; M. Jahiruddin. BAU; A. T. M. Farid. BAR}; M.
During the last 40 years, large amounts of P fertilizers have been used in saltA. M. Miah. BRRl; C. A. Meisner. 1FDC: R. H. Loeppert. Texas A&M Uni\y; J. M. affected soils of central Iran Enhanced Cd and reduced Fe and Zn concentration
Duxbury. Cornell Univ; B. Biswas. Texas A&M University; J. G. Lauren. Cornell
in the food chain (soil-plant-human) are probable consequences of poor manageUniv; D. N. R. Paul. Bangladesh Rice Research Institute; S. C. Sink CIMMYT
ment of plant nutrients This study investigated Fe, Zn, and Cd levels in the soil,
Office in Bangladesh; S. R. Waddington. CIMMYT Office in Bangladesh.
wheat grain, and hair of female subjects in Qom province, central Iran. Forty
wheat crops and associated surface soils (0-25 cm), which are representative of
The installation of hundreds of thousands of shallow tube wells (STW) in Banglasoils used for wheat production in the region, were sampled. A complete informadesh over the last three decades supplied "safe" drinking water for the people and,
tion sheet including fertilizer management was prepared for each field. Available-P
also, has been an important contributor to the tripling of the annual production of
content, electrical conductivity (ECe), CaC03 equivalent and the DTPA-extractrice, the staple food crop. However, within two decades, As contamination of the all
able Zn, Fe, and Cd were measured in each soil. Grain Fe, Zn, phytic acid, and
important groundwater began to show up and presently, many millions of BanglaCd concentrations were determined along with the hair Fe, Zn, and Cd levels of
deshis face a two-way risk of exposure to As, directly through drinking water and
the female subjects. Most soils were generally heavily fertilized (typically > 600
indirectly through food crops grown on soils contaminated by high-As groundwater
Kg/ha), mainly with phosphate fertilizers, in which Cd is an impurity (<300 mg
irrigation. In early 2002, we began a systematic study of the nature and extent of
kg-1). Soil ECe and pH values varied widely. The mean Cd level (0.07 mg kg-1)
the As problem in Bangladesh agriculture and food. One of our objectives has been
was within the range expected for unpolluted soils. DTPA-extractable Cd levels
to assess the As contamination status of irrigation waters and soils throughout the
were highly correlated (R2=0.93. PO.05) with ECe. Soil Cd concentration was
country and its impact on food quality. Here, we report some findings of a national
not correlated with pH or clay content, but was positively correlated with bicarsurvey on As in agricultural systems conducted in 2004-2005. During this period,
bonate-extractable P. Most soils were Zn-deficient with DTPA-Zn concentrations
irrigation water, soil and crop samples (both rice and non-rice crops) from 184
<2.0 mg kg-1. Soil Zn concentrations were not correlated (PO.05) with soil pH,
unions of 92 of the 450 thanas (a thana is the smallest administrative unit in BanECe, clay content, or DTPA-extractable Cd In contrast, the DTPA-extractable Fe
gladesh) across the country were collected and analyzed for As using the HG-AAS
was higher than its critical level in most of the soils; although Fe deficiency was
procedure. The national survey showed very wide ranges of As contamination in
observed in most grains Grain Cd, Fe, and Zn concentrations varied greatly across
waters, soils and crops across Bangladesh. Seventy-seven percent of the 355 STWs
sites. Grain Zn concentration was associated with wheat genotype; Zn efficient
(irrigation tubewells) sampled had a relatively low As content, <100 ug/L, 15%
genotypes had more Zn and less Cd concentrations in their grains. Overall, grain
had a high As level (100-200 ug/L) and the remaining 8% had very high As, >200
Zn was negatively correlated with Cd concentration. Zn-efficiency and grain Fe
Ug/L. The As content in the soils ranged from negligible to 64 mg/kg, with an
concentration were not correlated Likewise, grain Zn and P concentrations were
average of 6.5 mg/kg for 394 soil samples. About 55% of the samples had an As
negatively correlated. This study shows that the application of large amounts of
content of <5 mg/kg, but at least 25% of the soils had high As levels of 10 to >20
P-fertilizers affected grain mineral concentrations in central Iran Reduced Fe and
mg/kg. Such high As levels in soils may be undesirable for crop production, espeZn and enhanced Cd concentrations in the food chain are some of the consequences
cially rice, because chemical and biochemical conditions in the traditional wetland
of the intensive application of P-fertilizers in the region Mean hair Zn concentrarice production system favor the mobilization of As from the soil. Out of the 345
tions in 70 women of reproductive age were low compared to the normal range of
samples of irrigated rice (dry season rice, locally called Boro), the grain As content
hair Zn levels. Poorly nourished subjects (wheat bread being the staple food) had
in about 50% was greater than 0.2 mg/kg, with a range of 0.04 to 1.10 mg/kg and
lower hair Zn levels (99 ug/g) compared with well-nourished subjects (150 ug/g).
an average value of 0.31 mg/kg. The corresponding wet season rain-fed rice had a
This indicates that a low grain Zn concentration is a likely to be an important cause
mean grain As content of 0.17 mg/kg. Because rice is the staple food in Bangladesh
of Zn deficiency. The typical Iranian diet, which contains <12 mg kg-1 Zn/day,
and it is consumed in large quantities (450 g/adult/day), As contaminated rice could
does not meet the Zn requirement of young females Hair Cd concentration was
be an additional human health risk along with As-charged drinking water in many
inversely correlated with hair Zn levels Consequently, hair Cd levels were higher
areas of Bangladesh. The As contents in the human edible parts of 70 different
in the poorly nourished subjects than in the well-nourished ones (0.33 ug/g vs. 0.13
non-rice crops, like wheat, maize, leafy vegetables, tomato, chili, beans, etc. were
ug/g, respectively, PO.0.05).
also determined While As in the upland cereals, maize and wheat, was found to be
negligible, most other crops, especially, the leafy vegetables and tubers appeared
to accumulate As in amounts double or triple that of rice. However, the risk from
these crops would be low since the human consumption of the edible parts is much
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lower than that of rice. An important finding was the lack of straightforward interSome Aspects of Soil Enzyme Activity Application.
relationships among the As contents of irrigation waters, soils and crops. IndividE. V. Dadenko. Rostov State Univ.
ual and interactive impacts of irrigation water As, "background" soil As, land type
and land form, flooding patterns, chemical and mineralogical processes, cropping
The major parameters of soils fertility are their biological properties Among these
sequences, water management, etc need to be studied in details for information
special emphases is given to the enzyme activity. Some researches established that
contributing to local and regional delineation of the actual and potential As hazard.
the activity of soil enzymes can be an additional diagnostic index of soil fertility
Future research should focus on water-soil-crop management systems to minimize
and its changes as a result of human activity Application of enzyme activity as a
the As risk in Bangladesh agriculture and food
diagnostic index promotes high sensivity to external effects, simplicity of definition
and low error of experience Use of enzyme activity parameters in the diagnostic
purposes is limited because of insufficient development of methodical approaches
of their application At carrying out an experiment it is important to rule out the
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possibility of distortion received results and conclusions because of methodical
Aluminum concentration and forms in tea (Camelliasinensis I,.).
mistakes Activity of all biological processes has seasonal dynamics. During longM. Okazaki. A. Okuyama. N. Nakagawa. S. Matsumura. Tokyo Univ ofAgriculture term researches and selecting of terms of sampling, it is necessary to take into
account seasonal variation in the enzyme activities Often laboratory analyses are
and Technology.
not carried out immediately after sampling. Therefore, it is important to study the
Drinking tea is familiar in the world High aluminum concentrations and their
question of enzyme activity stability The purpose of the present research was to
forms in tea are interested from one of the view point of the causing factors for
study seasonal variation in the enzyme activities in soils of South of Russia. The
dementia and the Alzheimer disease. Tea plant shows anti-acid characteristics and
effects of storage conditions and terms of storage on the enzyme activities were
called to be a hyper aluminum accumulator. The objective of this study is to show
also assessed We have analyzed the activity of catalase, dehydrogenase and inverthe aluminum concentrations and forms in tea plant under the different nitrogen
tase. In our investigation we have analyzed enzyme activities of ordinary chernoapplications Tea plants, Yabukita and Meihoku variety, were cultivated in the field
zem, southern chernozem, chestnut soil, alkali soil, solonchak, brown forest soil
of Melanudands, which located in Fuchu. Tokyo, and in the green house, applied
and grey forest soil Soils were sampled from sites in different districts of the South
with the different nitrogen level of 0 to 1350 kg N ha-1. Tea plant organs were colof Russia in 1999-2005 Enzymatic activity is changeable during the vegetation
lected separately after the appropriate cultivation and total aluminum concentration
season. The character of changes is different in different years Seasonal variation
in the different organs were determined by an atomic absorption spectrophotometer
in the enzyme activities was greater in the arable horizon than in the virgin one
(Hitachi Z-5000) and their forms in hot water and inorganic acid solution extracts
Dynamics of catalase activity was higher than invertase activity, lnvertase activity
were determined by NMR (Jcol JNM-EX400). Exchangeable aluminum concencorrelates with the humus content, which is a stable and poorly varying parameter.
trations in soils increased with increasing nitrogen applications which caused the
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Posters
There was no connection of enzyme activities maxima with certain seasons. In different years differences in the rate of enzyme activity were no significant in spring
and autumn months. The maximal distinctions were established in the summer.
Hence, seasonal dynamics needs to be taken into account at monitoring of soils
Therefore, it is essential to carry out long-term researches at the same time. For
chernozems of the South of Russia this is May-June or September—the periods of
the minimum variation of enzyme activity Features of enzyme activity changes in
different storage conditions of soil samples were determined The effects of air-dry,
refregiratid and frozen storage on activities of enzymes were assessed The activity
of catalase was reduced by all researched samples. In various soils changes had
similar character. In two months of storage its activity was leveled, reached one
level—40-50% from initial. Changes of catalase activity of the South of Russia
soils were minimal in the natural-damp samples stored in conditions of low positive temperatures Field-moist storage was best for preserving the original catalase
activity During initial periods of storage, were revealed increase of invertase, and
then its reduction Activity of dehydrogenase appeared as the most dynamical
parameter A general prediction of the storage behavior of samples could not be
made because of the variability of changes shown by the individual soils Storage
in a refrigerator (4°C) appeared to be most satisfactory for retaining dehydrogenase
activities. Were established the fact of significant reduction in enzyme activity during long-term storage. During 7 year storage catalase and invertase activity was
decreased on 45-85% and 30-80% accordingly. For 50 years of samples storage
catalase activity practically completely was decreased. Similar character of enzyme
activity changes at storage of samples of various horizons in various conditions was
established Reduction in invertase activity in the first weeks of storage is more
significant, than decrease in catalase activity. After long storage of soil samples
in various conditions activities of enzymes were leveled We have considered different storage conditions of soil samples from the point of view of preservation of
distinctions in activity of enzymes between various soils. Distinctions of enzyme
activities in the South of Russia soils were kept on initial periods of storage, irrespective of a way of storage of samples.
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Chemical Extraction Methods for Various K Pools in a Dynamic Soil K Model.
A Case sSudy in Intensive Rice Cropping in the Mekong Delta, Vietnam.
M. H. Nguyen, Cantho Univ. Vietnam; B. H. Janssen, O. Oenema, Wageningen
Univ and Research Centre; A. Dobermann, Dept of Agronomy and Horticulture.
Unix of Nebraska-Lincoln.
In the Mekong Delta, intensive triple rice cropping is depleting soil K. Analytical methods for characterization of various soil K pools need to be evaluated for
prediction of soil K deficiency risk using a simulation model. Possible methods
include solution K extracted by 0.0IM CaCI,, exchangeable K by I M NH4OAc
pH7, non-exchangeable K by I M boiling HNO,, 0.2M Na TetraPhenylBorate (5
min), and total K by concentrated HC104-HF Two greenhouse experiments were
set up, each for 3 rice crops, to study changes in soil K pools: an exhaustion experiment with 19 soils and 5 weeks per crop, and an experiment with 4 soils without
or with fertilizer K, and 3 months per crop. Soil K fractions including K(CaCl,),
K(NH 4 OAc), K(HNO,), and K(NaTPB) were measured at the beginning and at
the end of each crop in the first experiment and after 3 crops in the second experiment. K(HCI0 4 -HF) was measured only at the beginning of the experiment In the
exhaustion experiment, the order of the amounts of extracted K was 0.01 M CaCI,
< lMNH 4 OAcpH7< I M boiling HNO, <0.2M Na-TPB (5 min). R-values for the
relationships between K fractions and K uptake by one and three crops were 0.73
and 0.61, respectively for K(CaCl,), 0.88 and 0.89 for K(NH 4 OAc), 0.51 and 0 57
for K(HNO,), 0.58 and 0.71 for K(NaTPB) i f all soils, and 0.79 and 0.90 if only
clay soils were taken into account. K(NH 4 OAc), which includes both soluble K
and exchangeable K, was used as the first pool in a three-pool soil K model The
increased correlation between crop K uptake and K(NaTPB) with successive crops,
and the higher R2 values for clay soils suggested that K(NaTPB) could be used to
describe soil K with intermediate availability to the crop. We developed a 3-pool
soil K model (Fig 1), including (1) labile K (LK) extracted by NH 4 OAc, (2) intermediate K (IK) defined as the difference between K(NaTPB) and K(NH 4 OAc), and
(3) stable K (SK) defined as the difference between K(HCI0 4 -HF) and K(NaTPB)
The flows between these pools in the two experiments were calculated based on the
net effects of forward and backward reactions.
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and the soil had more time to recover Buffering of interlayer K extracted with the
short-term (5-min) 0.2M NaTPB method resulted in no measurable increases or
decreases of the IK pool in clay soils. In conclusion, K(NH 4 OAc) can be used as
the labile K pool in the soil K model, but net K(NaTPB) failed to act as the intermediate K pool. A longer extraction period with NaTPB may allow quantifying an
additional pool of interlayer K.
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Effect of Nitrogen, Potassium and Magnesium on Tuber Yield, Grade and
Quality of Potato Cv.Kufri Giriraj.
S. B. Santhu Mohamed. M Palaniappa Pillai. T. T.M.. Dept. of SS&AC, Tamil
Nadu Agricultural Univ; T. N. Rao. Potash and Phosphate Institute of CanadaIndia Programme.
A field experiment was conducted with potato in hilly zone (Nilgiris) soils of Tamil
Nadu, India to study the response of potato to N, K and Mg fertilization and to
evolve the optimum fertilizer schedule for potato. A field experiment was conducted at Nanjanad farm, Nanjanad, Ooty during March to June 2002. The soil
of the experimental field comes under Ooty series (Ultic Hapludalf) The soil was
sandy clay loam in texture, non saline and acidic (pH 5 0) and CEC (29.87 cmol
(p+) kg-1). The fertility status of the soil was high in organic carbon (21.0 g kg1), medium in available N (360 kg ha-1), high in available P (178 kg ha-1) and
K (280 kg ha-1). The exchangeable Ca, S and micronutrients (Fe, Zn, Mn and
Cu) were above the critical level, but exchangeable Mg level (0.5 cmol (p+) kg-1)
was below the critical level. Potato crop respond well in the soil with pH of 5.2 to
6.5, so in order to decrease the acidity, lime requirement was estimated and lime
was applied @ 4.3 t ha-1 The treatment combinations (20) included N, P205,
K 2 0 and S at 120 : 240 : 120 : 80, 180 : 240 : 180 : 80, 240 : 240 : 240 : 80 kg
ha-1 with 0, 6, 12, 24, 48 kg Mg ha-1, recommended fertilizer dose of 120 : 240 :
120 : 60 kg N, P205, K20 and MgS04 ha-1 and an absolute control Treatments
with omission of N, P205 and K 2 0 were also tried with higher levels of nutrient
combinations The twenty treatments were replicated thrice in a randomized block
design. The maximum tuber yield of 50.3 t ha-1 was obtained for the highest levels
of N, P205, K 2 0 and Mg (240:240:240:48 kg ha-1) tried in this study which was
significantly higher than the currently recommended levels of N, P2Ó5, K 2 0 and
Mg( 120:240:120:6 kgha-1) was only 22.4 t ha-1, which is just 44.6 per cent of the
maximum yield obtained. The tuber yield of 5 741 ha-1 for the absolute control (no
fertilizer application) showed the poor nutrient supplying capacity of the soils for
the potato crop. Among the nutrients Nitrogen (N) was found to be the most limiting nutrient in respect of tuber yield followed by P, K and Mg. Native N supply
(along with application of 240 P, 240 K20 and 48 Mg ha-1) could result in only 42.3
per cent of the yield obtained for the fertilizer N supply of 240 kg ha-1 The higher
yield at enhanced N levels could have been mainly due to the better assimilation of
carbohydrates and their translocation to tubers which ultimately helped in enlarging
the tuber size and increasing the tuber weight. Withholding of P application (and
application of 240 N, 240 K 2 0 and 48 Mg ha-1) resulted in 24.9 t ha-1 of tuber
yield which was only 49 4 per cent of the yield when 240 P205 was applied. The
tuber yield reduction (when compared to the maximum yield) due to non-application of K was 36 per cent and the native K supply along with 240 N, 240 P205
and 48 Mg ha-1 could yield 32.2 t ha-1 only. At 240N, 240 P205 and 240 K20,
non-supply of fertilizer Mg resulted in 82 3 per cent of the maximum yield Since
the experimental soil was deficient in exchangeable Mg potato crop responded significantly to added Mg On the other hand the crop removal of Mg ranged from 16
to 135 kg-1 Hence there was marked increase in the yield due to Mg addition. The
appl ied Mg levels of 24 and 48 Kg ha-1 resulted in significantly higher tuber grade
and seed grade yield Seed grade tubers contributed maximum to the tuber yield to
the extend of 50 to 68 percent. The proportion of higher grade tubers (tables, seeds)
did not vary very much due to Mg application at 240 N : 240 K 2 0 kg ha-1, showing
that at these levels of N, K and Mg did not influence the tuber grades. Withholding
of N supply (0 N, 240 P205, 240 K 2 0 and 48 Mg ha-1) resulted in more of small
sized tubers when compared to withholding of P(240N, 0 P, 240 K20,48 Mg ha-1)
and K (240N, 240 P205,0 K, 48 Mg ha-1). This indicates that N is the key element
for getting higher grade tubers. The starch content was significantly influenced by
the application N, K and Mg fertilizers Reducing sugar and crude protein content
of potato increased, whereas, total soluble solid content decreased significantly due
to enhanced application of N, K and Mg fertilizers The results clearly indicated
that the presently followed state recommended level of 120 kg N: 240 kg P205:
120 kg K 2 0 with 60 kg MgS04 ha-1 is sub optimal Hence, there is a need for
upward revision of the existing blanket recommendation to 240: 240: 240: 48: 80
kg N: P205: K20: Mg: S ha-1 respectively to ensure balanced fertilization and to
get maximum tuber yield, grade and quality of potato.

FSI

Figure I: The three-pool soil K model The flows between soil pools are denoted
by three letters, the first is always F (flux), and the next two letters stand for the
pool from where the flux departs and where the flux arrives, respectively L stands
for labile, I for intermediate, S for stable K, and U for crop K uptake In the second
experiment IK was larger, whereas in the first experiment IK was smaller at the end
than in the beginning So, in the second experiment the calculated flows of K leaving the intermediate pool were smaller than the flows entering the intermediate pool,
which is unlikely The reason for the decrease in IK in the first experiment is that
under successive exhaustion conditions, the soil had insufficient time to recover.
In contrast, in the second experiment the extraction by the crop was less intensive
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Native Nutrient Supplying Capacity of Potato grown Acid Soils ofNilgiri Hills
in South India.
S. B. Santhu Mohamed. M. Palaniappa Pillai. T. T.M.. Depl. of SS&AC. Tamil
Nadu Agricultural Univ; T. N. Rao. Potash and Phosphate Institute of CanadaIndia Programme.
A field experiment was conducted with potato in hilly zone (Nilgiris) soils of Tamil
Nadu, India to study the native nutrient supplying capacity of acid soils ofNilgiri

hills. A field experiment was conducted at Nanjanad farm, Nanjanad, Ooty during
March to June 2002. The soil of the experimental site is sandy clay loam belonging
to Ooty series. The soil was sandy clay loam in texture, non-saline and acidic (pH
5.0) with a CEC of 29.87 cmol (p+) kg-1. The fertility status of the soil was high
in organic carbon (21.0 g kg-1), medium in available (KMn04) N (360 kg ha-1)
and high in available (Bray) P (178 kg ha-1) and available (NH40Ac) potassium
(280 kg ha-1). The secondary and micronutrients were above the critical level, but
exchangeable Mg level (0.5 cmol (p+) kg-1) was below the critical level. The treatment combinations (20) included N, P205, K 2 0 and S at 120 : 240 : 120 : 80, 180
: 240 : 180 : 80, 240 : 240 : 240 : 80 kg ha-1 with 0, 6, 12, 24, 48 kg Mg ha-1,
recommended fertilizer dose of 120 : 240 : 120 : 60 kg N, P205, K 2 0 and Mg
S04 ha-1 and an absolute control The twenty treatments were replicated thrice in
a randomized block design. An absolute control without any fertilizer application
enabled to study the native nutrient supply capacity of the soils Treatment combinations involving non-supply of a particular nutrient (N, K, Mg) when other nutrients were applied enabled assessment of the uptake of the nutrient from the soil as
influenced by the growth of other nutrients. Treatments with omission of N, P205
and K 2 0 were also tried with higher levels of other nutrient combinations. Entire
quantity of phosphorus fertilizers were applied as basal along with 50 per cent
dose ot'nitrogen, potassium, magnesium and sulphur. The remaining 50 per cent of
nitrogen, potassium, magnesium and sulphur were applied at 50 days after planting
(DAP). In farmers practice (state recommended level) treatment, the entire quantity
of magnesium was applied as basal. The sources and the amount of fertilizers added
are furnished in Table 4. Among the fertilizer sources used, Sul-Po-Mag, a naturally
occurring crystalline material, which is mined together with potassium chloride,
and sodium chloride, (separated, washed and screened) was also used as a source
of fertilizer, supplying K 2 0 (22%), S (22%) and Mg (11%). The magnesium dose
as per the treatment was applied through Sul-Po-Mag and the balance of potassium
and sulphur were supplemented through muriate of potash and elemental sulphur.
To supply the higher level of Mg (48 kg ha-1) in addition to Sul-Po-Mag required
MgC12 was applied. The treatment structure in the present study enabled observations on the native supply of nutrients when particular nutrient was omitted but all
other nutrients were applied at optimum levels (240 N: 240 P205: 240 K20: 48 Mg
: 80 S ha-1). The uptake of N, P, K and Mg when no fertilizer (absolute control) was
applied were 32.9, 10, 20.6, and 16 kg ha-1 respectively. The uptake of N when N
was omitted (but P, K, Mg, S applied) was 78.4 kg ha-1 indicating that there was 13
per cent increase in N uptake from the soil due to the application of other nutrients
Similarly there was increase in native P supply by 265 per cent, K supply by 263
per cent and Mg supply by 740 per cent Removal of nutrients like Ca, S, Fe Cu,
Zn and Mn are also influenced by the application and non application of nutrients
(N, P, K and Mg) showing the influence of these nutrients on the uptake of other
essential nutrients viz., Ca, S, Zn Cu Fe and Mn. The increased native nutrient supply would have been due to the increased root biomass due to fertilizer application
and better uptake by the potato crop.
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Effect of Anthropic Activities on Concentrations of Heavy Metals in Different

Soil Uses.
J. A. Acosla, A. Faz Cano. S. Martinez-Martinez. Technical Univ of Cartagena.
The objective of the study was to determine the effect and severity of heavy metal
contamination coming from anthropic activities in different soil uses including
urban, industrial 1 and 2, agricultural, sites without use and undisturbed areas of
the Murcia city and surrounding (SE Spain). We examined the present degree of
heavy metal concentration in 221 topsoil samples place in the city and, the differences among 5 soil uses were analyzed. The studied metals were Cr, Mn, Ni, Cu,
Pb, Zn and Cd The highest levels of Cr, Cd and Pb are in the industrial area 2, being
respectively of 9 1,3 34 and 2334 mg/kg. The highest concentration of Zn is located
in the industrial area I, with a value of 135 41 mg/kg. Cm the other hand, the samples
with more degree of contamination for Ni and Cu are in the agricultural area whose
concentrations are 10.29 and 64.90 mg/kg, respectively. Finally, the sampling point
with highest concentration of Mn is placed in a site without use Therefore, the natural and urban uses do not present any maximum level for these metals Starting with
the chromium, soil from the natural use and the other uses contain different amounts
of Cr. The chromium concentration in the industrial area 1 is higher than in the
industrial area 2 and in the urban use, being similar to the one generated in the agricultural area In a same way, all the uses present higher nickel levels than the natural
use The present nickel in the industrial area I is statistically higher than in the rest
of uses Highlight that the nickel concentration in agricultural use do not differ with
the nickel concentration in urban, without use and industrial 2 uses. The natural use
presents lowest levels of manganese The Mn concentration in the industrial area I
is higher than in the rest of uses. On the other hand, industrial area 2 has the same
level that the agricultural and urban areas, while the use agricultural shows higher

values than the urban one. In the case of the copper, as much the natural use as the
urban and industrial 1 uses have the same concentration. Copper concentrations in
agricultural area, industrial area 2 and areas without use appear to be similar; being
in these uses where the anthropic action affects. The lowest zinc concentration is in
the natural use. The zinc levels in agricultural, industrial 1 and 2 soils are statistically
similar. While, zinc concentration are same in the urban use as without use zones.
The industrial area 2 presents the highest concentrations of Cd of the whole study
area, it doesn't show significant differences with the urban, agricultural, industrial
1 uses and areas without use Differences only exist with the natural areas. On the
other hand, industrial 1 and agricultural activities show an important difference with
urban use for this element Lead concentration is very similar among the soil uses,
since differences don't exist among the natural use and the rest soil uses. There being
higher levels in the agricultural and industrial 2 uses.
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How does the upland settlement program restrain land degradation? Experience from Chittagong Hill Tracts, Bangladesh.
T. K. Nalh. Doctoral Candidate. Dept of Forest Science, Graduate School of
Agricultural and Life Sciences. The Univ of Tokyo; M. INOUE. Dept of Global
Agricultural Sciences. Graduate School of Agricultural and Life Sciences. The
Univ of Tokyo.
Chittagong Hill Tracts (CUT), foothill of the Himalayan range, once covered with
dense natural forests Because of illegal logging, increased population density and
intensified shifting cultivation forest coverage diminished drastically resulting land
degradation that can be seen in the form of huge soil erosion, land slides and sedimentation. To combat the degradation and also to improve the living of hill people
many independent development projects have been tried with a mixture of success
and failure Of the late, a comprehensive intervention with multiple components,
the upland settlement program (USP), has been implemented since 1980s that is
considered as a milestone to control land degradation and to improve the livelihood
of the participating farmers. Drawing an empirical study, this research answers the
question how the settlement model becomes successful in combating land degradation and enhancing people's living. To answer the question we collected information
about how the program came into action from secondary sources, and primary data
on land uses, tree coverage, incentives derived from the programs, social characteristics that facilitated program to be successful. Semi-structured interview, group
discussion, direct observation, etc were used to collect the evidences Findings of
the study indicates that immediate project incentives such as house construction,
material support, physical infrastructure, etc., short terms benefits such as employment opportunities, income from agroforestry products, and long term employment
and economic gain from rubber garden encouraged farmers to participate effectively with project. Regular monitoring by projects staffs and strong social cohesion among farmers made the project a success story Social collective activity
that generated community fund used for common development as well for helping needy farmers reduced dependency on direct project funds. Along with above
positive attributes, the study also identified several constraints such as governance
issues that require fair and justifiable solution to make the program more successful
to control land degradation and to improve peoples' livelihood of the region
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Effect of Industrial,
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on Peanut

S. Sarkar. Young Collaborator, ICTP. Trieste. Italy: Export-Import Bank of India;
A. R. Khan. ICAR Research Complex For Eastern Region.
Nutrients being a major constraint in the development of modern agriculture, harvesting the nutrient energy from biological and industrial waste is of prime importance for maximizing the food grain production in the world When these wastes
are recycled through soil for crop production, due to the degradative and assimilative capacity of soil, the pollution hazards of these wastes can be minimized to a
greater extent as compared to direct disposing of at the site A number of industrial
wastes like fly ash from thermal power plants, paper factory sludge from paper
factory, sewage sludge from municipal source and farmyard manure from livestock
farming are the important waste resources, having potentiality in recycling in agricultural land. Fly ash is a waste product residue resulting from the combustion of
pulverized coal in coal-fired power generating station. Physico-chemical analysis
of fly ash has revealed the presence of both macro-micro nutrients, which can sustain plant growth. Its application in the agricultural land acts as a liming material
and improves crop growth by neutralizing the soil acidity, increasing the water
availability for the plants and supplement of nutrients Application of paper factory
sludge has been reported to increase the organic carbon content in soil and nutrient
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content like P, K, Ca, Mg and micronutrients. Sludge application also improves
the organic carbon content of the soil and availability of nutrients like Ca, K and
Mg besides improvement of physical properties. Much is known regarding crop
performance and changes in physical and chemical properties of soil due to the
application of such organic wastes However, little is explored regarding the influence of various wastes on soil microbiology and its impact on nodulation and yield
of leguminous crop like peanut Soil biology is a significant component of soil
quality and is the catalytic agent responsible for many transformations occurring in
soil, most notably the reactions involved in nutrient cycling. Thus it is meaningful
to evaluate the physical, chemical and biological aspects of soil quality by addition of such organic wastes. The aim of the study was to evaluate the influence of
industrial, municipal and agricultural waste on the performance of a leguminous
crop like peanut and on the total microbial and Rhizobium population in soil rhizosphere The potential for using industrial, municipal and agricultural wastes as a
source of nutrient on microbial population, nodulation and yield of peanut grown
in lateritic soil of coastal belt of Bay of Bengal in the eastern India was studied in
a field experiment at the Agricultural and Food Engineering Department, Indian
Institute of Technology, Kharagpur. India,for two consecutive seasonsA. Fly Ash
(FA) from thermal power plant, Paper Factory Sludge (PFS) from paper factory,
Municipal Waste (MW), City Waste (CW) from Calcutta Corporation, India and
Farm Yard Manure (FYM) was applied alone or in combinations with Chemical
Fertilizer (CF). Integrated nutrient sources FA 10*+PFS4.2+CF, FA 10+MW10+CF,
FAI0+CW2 5+CF, FA10+FYM2.4+CF, FYM2.4+L2+CF could increase pod yield
of peanut from 45.4% to 168 6% over control. Total as well as Rhizobium population was substantially increased with application of organic waste like PFS and
FYM in combination with FA and CF. The positive effect of these treatments was
also observed in increasing both total and effective nodules per plant. The waste
material showed a great potentiality in using as a source of nutrient for cultivation
of peanut in lateritic soil. * Suffix: Doses in tones per hectare
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Soil Erosion Risk in Croatia.
S. Husnjak. B. Malko. V. Zeljko, S. Mario, B. Aleksandra. Faculty of Agriculture.
Soil damage caused by water erosion is currently one of the most serious global
problems, both in the world and in Croatia Implications of soil erosion are of the
utmost importance for the overall economic development, notably for agriculture,
forestry and water management. For this reason, land management should involve
permanent soil protection from erosion. This requires preparation of maps of soil
erosion risk, as the basis for implementing the policies of soil protection against
erosion The paper presents the results of investigating the estimation of the risk of
soil erosion by water in Croatia, using the qualitative cartographic method according to the CORINE program, on the basis of which maps of potential and real
erosion risk (scale 1:300,000) were made for the entire territory of the Republic of
Croatia Pedocartographic investigations were carried out with the aid of modern
computer equipment and GIS technology Research results indicate that the largest part of the Republic of Croatia has low potential risk of soil erosion by water,
estimated at 42.3% relative to the overall area of the country. The class of moderate
potential erosion risk was determined on 24%, and the class of high potential erosion risk on 32% of the studied area. Low real erosion risk was determined on as
much as 53 4% of the studied area, moderate real risk on 32%, and high real risk
of soil erosion by water on 13% of the Croatian area. The Geographic Information
System of soil erosion in Croatia has been established, which enables the users to
acquire all the necessary information, from data on the main input parameters to
the final results of the soil erosion risk estimation The system is open to permanent
input of new data or data resulting from changes in nature. It is an example that confirms the justification and need of applying the GIS technology in mapping erosion.
The produced erosion risk maps as well as the established GIS of soil erosion in
Croatia can serve as the main sources of information required for planning sustainable use and protection of soils at national and regional levels in the Republic of
Croatia Keywords: soil, water, erosion. CORINE program, map, Croatia.
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Subsurface Drain Losses of No3-N from Stagnosols Fertilized with Different
Nitrogen Rates.

M. Mesic. Faculty ofAgriculture.
Nitrate nitrogen losses with subsurface drainage water from drained Stagnosols
were studied in field experiment with different mineral nitrogen rates in the period
from 1997 to 2004. Trial treatments were: 1 Check-unfertilized, 2. NO PK, 3. N100
PK, 4. NI50 PK, 5. N200 PK, N250 PK, N250 PK + Phosphogypsum, N250 PK
+ Zeolite tuff + CaC03, 9. N300 PK and 10 Black fallow. The experimental Station soil type is defined as Stagnosols, with Ach+Ecg - Ecg - Btg sequence of soil
horizons. Due to its physical (high content of fine sand, silt and clay) and chemical
properties (calcium deficiency, low content of organic matter), this soil type has
limited fertility. Intensive mineral fertilization is very important for arable farming
at given conditions Because of water stagnation in soil profile drainpipes were
installed at the average distance of 20 m. Area of each fertilizing treatment embedded two drainpipes in their full length In the treatment involving black fallow, all
tillage practices were the same as in other trial treatments, including also supplementary tillage practices On experimental plots, crops were grown in the followine
crop sequence: 1998/99 and 2003/04 - maize (Zea mays), 1996/97, 1999/2000 and
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2002/03 - winter wheat (Triticum aestivum), 1997/98 and 2000/01 oilseed rape
(Brassica napus var. oleifera), 2001/02 soybean (Glycine hispida max.). The trial
plot size was 30x130 m (3900 m2) for each treatment, as conditioned by the drainpipe spacing and their length (130 m). Water samples were taken on a daily basis,
and average sample was prepared every 5-7 days to be used for chemical analysis
of water. N03- N concentration in drainage water varied in dependence on the
quantity of mineral nitrogen applied, on the quantity and intensity of precipitation,
and on the drainage volume. In treatments without mineral nitrogen application,
viz. in the check treatment and in the treatment fertilized with phosphorus and
potassium, the average N03- N concentration was relatively low Increased rates
of applied mineral nitrogen led to higher average values of N03- N concentration
in drainage water. At the treatments with 100 and 150 kg ha-1 N, average nitrate
nitrogen concentration was lower than 10 mgL-I for all years. At the treatments
with higher doses of nitrogen concentration of N03- N in drainage water were also
higher, and they were in relation with quantities of applied nitrogen. Maximum
average concentrations went up to 30 mgL-1 N03- N at treatment with 300 kg
ha-1 N. Average nitrate nitrogen leaching in drainpipe water from treatments 1 and
2 where crops were grown without mineral nitrogen fertilization varied from 7.0
to 7.9 kg per hectare Compared to that, average nitrate nitrogen leaching at black
fallow treatment was higher- 10 7 kgha-1 Nitrate nitrogen leaching in drainpipe
water from treatments with mineral nitrogen fertilization varied from 8 4 kgha-1
at the treatment with 100 kgha-I N up to the 30 1 kgha-1 at the treatment with
300 kgha-I N. NH3 nitrogen losses were lower that 1 kgha-1 N and they were not
influenced by the quantities of applied nitrogen Compared to the average quantity
of nitrogen applied, average quantity of nitrogen leached in drainpipe water from
different trial treatments varied from 8 to 12% of applied mineral nitrogen Results
substantiate the importance of investigating the influence of different mineral nitrogen rates upon its leaching from Stagnosols in the agroecological conditions of
Croatia, notably in regions where intensive agricultural production is practiced.
Keywords: Stagnosols, Subsurface drainage, Nitrogen, Leaching.
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Assessment of Nitrate Leaching under Vegetable Crops: A Case Study of
Fluvisol in Southern Bulgaria.
D. I. Stoicheva, M. Kercheva. V. Koleva. Nikola Poushkarov Institute of Soil
Science.
The study summarizes the information—experimental data and NLEAP (Nitrate
Leaching and Economic Analysis Package) (Shaffer et al., 1991) model simulations, obtained from 1995 through 2005 on the regime of nitrate leaching of irrigated vegetable crops grown on Fluvisol in a typical horticultural region. The field
trials have been conducted in the experimental station near the village of Tsalapitsa
(24o35' E; 42ol4' N; 180 m a s.l), southern Bulgaria and involved vegetables
grown as: (1) single crop: potato (1995 year); carrot (2001 and 2004 year); pepper
(1997, 1999 and 2002 year); aubergine (1998 and 2005 year); green bean (2000
year); and (2) compact crops rotation: potato-cabbage-lettuce (1995-1996 years);
carrot-spinach-green pee (1996-1997 years), green bean-cabbage (2003 year). The
nitrogen fertilizer rate in the so-called optimal treatment was calculated in accordance with crops' demands and varied between 80-180 kgha-1. The other two
treatments were with 50% below and 50% above the optimal levels. During the first
years of the experiment (1995-1998) two types of nitrogen fertilizers were tested
- ammonium nitrate and urea, with two ways of application - one-time (spread
before sowing) and split (before sowing and as a dressing). Nitrogen fertilizer was
applied together with a background treatment with 80-100 kgha-1 phosphorous
and potassium for each year from the experimental period Chemical elements'
migration through the soil profile was monitored by modified Ebermaier-Shilova
type oflyzimeters cut into the soil at lm depth from the soil surface. Nitrogen contents in all components of the plant-soil-groundwater system were monitored. The
NLEAP model was parametrized by using experimental soil and vegetable crops
data The reliability of NLEAP model was tested in regards to the nitrate leached
out of Im soil layer and residual soil nitrogen in the experimental years. It was
found acceptable coincidence between measured and simulated amounts and seasonal distribution of drainage water and leached nitrogen. The character of seasonal
and year-to-year dynamics of nitrate leaching under different agrotechnical management was evaluated using the sequential runs with the event-by-event time scale
of the NLEAP model. The climate conditions varied from extremely hot and dry for
this region in 1995 and 2000 year, when the April-September precipitation was less
than 161 mm (probability of exceedance 0 90) to extremely wet in 2001 and 2005
year, when this parameter was more than 415 mm (probability of exceedance 0 10)
This resulted in significantly high variations in the leachate volumes.The highest
quantities of drained water was observed during 2002 year in the cases when the
irrigarion application was followed by a precipitation event and in extremely wet
2005 year. In most studied cases it was observed an enhanced migration of nitrate
nitrogen at the highest N rates The nitrate content in the crop decreased when the
nitrogen fertilzer was split applied Fertilization with ammonium nitrate resulted in
a considerable increasing of nitrogen content in the lyzimetric water compared to
the variants treated with urea. The amount of the residual mineral nitrogen in the
soil profile after the compact rotation was insignificant and was not the precondition for a groundwater nitrate contamination. Annual quantity of leached nitratenitrogen out of the 1 meter soil layer for the whole period depending on different
N rates and vegetable crops ranged between 2.0 - 40,0 kgha-1. When the meteorological conditions in 2002 year destroyed the pepper production at the middle

of the vegetation period one of the highest loss of nitrate-nitrogen (38.0 kgha-1)
occurred under the highest fertilzer rate variant The climatic conditions during the
studied period were the most risky factor for the horticulture in the region and for
groundwater nitrate contamination.
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Earthworm Communities along a Gradient of Land Use Intensification in
Southern Cameroon.
M. A. Birang, Institut de Recherche Agricole pour Ie Développemenl (IRAD): S.
Häuser, International Institute of Tropical Agriculture, Humid Forest Ecoregional
Centre (HTA): C. Csuzdi, Systematic Zoology Research Group. Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, ELTE Univ; L. Brussaard, Wageningen Univ and Research
Centre. Dept Soil Quality.
This study describes the community structure of earthworms along a gradient of
Land Use Intensity (LUI) in the forest margin zone of southern Cameroon. The
high LUI block is severely deforested; medium LUI is moderately deforested and
low LUI is largely forested. In each village, earthworms were collected during the
rainy season in 5 Land Use Systems (LUS) of different levels of disturbance by
hand sorting 5 monoliths (50 x50 x 30 cm). The sampled LUSs were: secondary
forest 30 years old (Sfor), shaded cocoa plantation (Cacao), young forest of 12-15
years (Yfor), 4-5 year old Chromolaena odorata (Chr) and a groundnut/maize/cassava intercrop (Crop). Low LUI harbored more species (24) than medium (21) and
high (18) LUI, yet differences were not significant. Epigeic earthworms in Yfor in
the medium LUI were 3 times more abundant than endogeic earthworms and this
LUS significantly outnumbered all the other LUS in earthworm abundance and
biomass. Diversity was low but evenness high in all 3 LUI blocks. LUI had a significant effect on the diversity indices of all the LUSs based on species data. There
was a significant effect of LUI (F=4.31, P=0.033) and a highly significant effect of
LUS (F=7.35, P=0.0003) on Simpson's diversity index on a biomass basis. Principal Component Analysis and Correspondent Analysis on species data clearly separated the high LU1 block from the other two but no difference was found between
low and medium LUI blocks. High LUI harbored a completely different earthworm
assemblage while low and medium LU1 had a lot of species in common. Intensification is likely to be the factor determining this difference in community structures
between LUI. Keywords: Community structure, disturbance, Earthworm, land use
intensity, land use system, south Cameroon.
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Phosphorus Sequestration Ability of Soil in the Upper North Bosque River
Watershed.
L. Darilek. D. Weindorf. A.K. Somenahally. Tarlelon Stale Univ.
The Upper North Bosque River Watershed is an impaired watershed in Erath
County due to high concentrations of dairy effluent runoff This runoff is high in
water-soluble Phosphorus (P), a major contributor to eutrophication Dairies are
looking for economical solutions for managing large volumes of manure in environmental friendly methods Current practices include spreading effluent from
ponds via pivot systems tofields,which has, over time, contributed to a build-up of
P in these fields. Previous studies suggest that some soils have physical and chemical properties which would give them an ability to sequester P more effectively than
others. A study was conducted at Tarleton State University to test the P sequestration ability of the fifteen most extensive soil series in the Upper North Bosque
River Watershed From each soil series, samples were collected by taking 3 cores at
a depth of 1-I8cm(topsoil), and from the same core-sites, three cores were made at
a depth of 19-36cm (subsoil). Samples were placed in 60cm columns with a 7.62cm
diameter to a height of 36cm. They were packed with oven-dried and mechanically
ground soil by being tapped lightly on a table until no settling could be observed.
Three columns were constructed for each soil series and were flushed with 250mL
of manure effluent containing 52.9 mg/kg P concentration and then flushed with 1L
deionized H20. Leachate was collected from the bottom of the columns, filtered
through a 0.45-im membrane, acidified with HCl, centrifuged, and analyzed for
total P using inductively-coupled plasma atomic-emission spectroscopy. Samples
were analyzed for particle size, pH, electric conductivity, organic matter percent,
calcium carbonate percent, bulk density, particle density, and porosity to determine
which parameters contributed to P sequestration Ninety three percent of the soils
tested showed an increase in post-leached P concentration and four soils showed
particular affinity for sequestering P while some soils seemed to dissolve P as effluent was added. The soil series that proved effective at sequestering P were the
Lewisville, Purves, Dugout and Bracket. All of these soils have appreciable clay
content with very high calcium carbonate percentages and high cation exchange
capacities. These series are distributed widely across the county and comprise
more than one-fourth of the soils in Erath County, providing viable alternatives for
manure application.
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The Risk of Ground Water Contamination by Chlorate Leaching from Longan
Plantations.
5. Ongprasert. W. Wiriya-alongkorn. Mae Jo Unix.

In 1998 it was revealed that the application of chlorate was able to induce flowering
in longan trees. Since then potassium and sodium chlorates have been used in most
longan plantations all over Thailand and some neighboring countries The maximum rate in the early years of application was approximately 500 g for a medium
size tree. An environmental impact study on the effects of chlorate application was
carried out in the year 2000. It was found that if farmers apply once a year chlorate
residue is unlikely to accumulate over the years and the long-term effect on soil
environment is nil. However, due to reasons being investigated, the application rate
of the substance has gradually been increased In 2003 the maximum application
for a medium size tree was approximately 2,000 g which is beyond the scope of the
above mentioned study. Consequently, there has been concern on the accumulation
and leaching of residues through soil profiles and the risk of ground water contamination in the long run. Thus, a re-study on the environmental impact has been done
Movement and degradation of the heavily applied chlorate in four control plots on
four representative soils were monitored over a period of two years. Samples of
these four profiles taken at various depths, ranging from 0 to 200 cm, have been
incubated with chlorate and chlorate degradation has been monitored under laboratory conditions. Additionally, residual chlorate on 42 commercial longan plantations was monitored. The results suggest that organic matter content is the most
important factor influencing chlorate degradation. The degradation was observed
to be very slow in soils with less than 0.2% of organic matter, regardless of their
textures It was also found that chlorate leached relatively fast in well drained sandy
soils Therefore, two years after application significant concentrations of the residues were found at a depth of 150-230 cm in sandy soils of the control plots Equal
concentrations were found at the same depth under the tree canopies in the commercial orchards with these kinds of soil. In loamy and clayey soils significant
chlorate residues were found at a depth of less than 100 cm. Consequently, methods to control the application rate have to be investigated. Furthermore, measures
to eliminate chlorate residues after flowering of longan trees should be imposed
in order to eliminate long term impacts and leaching of residues into the ground
water in the long run. Application of any form of sugars was proven to be able to
enhance the degradation of chlorate residues. Details on the correlation between
chlorate degradation and various soil properties, the movement of residual chlorate
within different soil types in both the control plots and farmers' plantations were
presented. Keywords: chlorate, leaching, sub-soils, longan.
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Cause-Effect Analysis of the Agroecological and Environmental Deterioration
in High Motatan Subbasin, Miranda Municipality, Merida State, Venezuela.
J. Mendoza. E. Jaimes. N. Pineda. Soil and Water Reasearch Group. Los Andes
Univ; Y. Ramos. Univ Bolivariana de Venezuela: J. Linares. Univ de Los Andes.
The sub-basin of Motatan river is one of the sectors of bigger agro-social-economic importance of Merida and Trujillo states given the high levels of production
of vegetables of high lands At the moment, it exhibits a high level of deterioration of their natural resources, requiring recuperative measures through plans of
management conservationist of soils and waters, with the purpose of continuing
maintaining the productivity of the lands and that guarantees their agroecological
sustainability. The general objective of this work was to determine the incidence of
9 causes and 7 effects on the agroecological and environmental deterioration in 4
samples areas located in La Venta, Miranda municipality, Merida state, Venezuela
The established approach for the selection of the study areas was based on the more
important way of organization that the inhabitants have in that municipality, the
Irrigation Committees. Taking into account the levels of reference obtained starting
from some preliminary visits the Irrigation Committees "Cruz Chiquita", "Alisal-EI
Pedregal", "El Rincon de La Venta" and "El Rincon del Picacho" was selected with
the purpose of carrying out the proposed analysis. The basic premise that guides
the purpose of this work resides in a holistic vision of the hidrographic basin concept like an unit of territorial planning for the rational use of the natural resources
by a particular population, taking into account physical, economic, environmental, social, political, cultural, educational and financial components, among others;
with the purpose of analyzing the degradetive factors and processes of the ambient,
looking for the maintenance or the improvement of the lands productivity, necessary for the achievement of the agroecological sustainability of the hidrographics
basins The methodological procedure includes 7 stages: Stage 1: Revision of basic
information; Stage 2: Preparation of the project, Stage 3: Preliminary visit to the
study area; Stage 4: Selection of the areas study object; Stage 5: Characterization
of the areas study object; Stage 6: Application of the Cause-Effect matrixes and
Stage 7: Global analysis of the agroecological and environmental deterioration. In
accordance to the obtained results is evident that the High Motatan subbasin exhibits, globally, a condition of strong agroecological and environmental, deterioration.
The Global Deterioration Index (GDI) for the 4 Irrigation Committees are over
50% Indeed, the GDI corresponding to the committees "Cruz Chiquita", "Alisal-EI
Pedregal", "F.I Rincon de La Venta" and "El Rincon del Picacho" are 62%, 66%,
68% and 57%, respectively. That global deterioration is caused, mainly, for the
lack of technical management and of financial resources directed to the solution
of the agricultural and environmental problems of the subbasin under study. The
more evident consequence associated to these two causes is the decrease of the
quality life of the inhabitants of the place. Its concludes that the analysis procedure
used to determine the agroecological and environmental deterioration in a sector of
the High Motatan Subbasin. starting from the cause-effect analysis, is a valid and
important method to know the group of factors and natural processes and antropics
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that are more associated with the agroecological and environmental deterioration
of an ecosystem, its impacts and the specific correctives in terms of practical and
uses of the land, guided to potentialize the sustainability of the subbasin with the
purpose of production of water for ecological, agricultural, human and agroindustnal uses Keywords: Cause-effect matrix, hidrographic basin, agroecological and
environmental deterioration.
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Evaluation of Waste from a Brazilian Siderurgy Industry as Alternative for
Soil Acidity Correction.

indicated a high (7.5 to 8.5) and uniform pH with depth for lagoons and a strong
zone of acidification corresponding to the zone of nitrate accumulation for the cattle
pens The pH at the surface of the pens ranged from 7 5 to 8 5 and decreased to as
low as 5.5 at a depth of approximately 75 cm before returning to the high values
at greater depths. The high pH values at the surface reflect the use of calcium carbonate in the animal diets Extractable P concentrations were elevated to depths of
up to 2 m beneath the lagoons but only up to 50 cm beneath the cattle pens. Little
evidence of C translocation was found beneath the waste lagoons.
E»trartaMeNH4orNO,fmgftg)
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R. Fontes. Univ Federal de i 'icosa.
Industrial wastes or residues added to the environment may cause problems if disposed into natural systems without well defined criteria Soil, water, plants and the
whole environment may be affected Siderurgy and metallurgy wastes, generally
produced in huge amounts, need to be disposed appropriately in order to avoid
environmental problems Some industrial wastes have been added to agricultural
areas aiming to combine an environmentally apropriated way for waste disposal
with a possible action for improvement of soil conditions for agricultural exploration Many industrial residues have porperties that qualify them for soil acidity
correction and contain some essential nutrients which could be available for plant
uptake after the equilibrium in the residue-soil mixture In Brazilian agriculture,
soil acidity correction is mandatory for the majority of the soils Furthermore, most
Brazilian soils have low natural fertility, needing nutrient inputs for crop production. Some siderurgy and metallurgy industry wastes in Brazil have been tested for
soil pH correction and as source of nutrients for plant growth. This work evaluated
the viability of using a waste from a Brazilian siderurgy industry as alternative to
correct the soil acidity It was tested a industrial waste mixture composed by the
combination of three industrial residues: a desulfuration powder, a rotation oven
mud and a calcinated dolomite The Total Neutralization Power (TNP) of the material is 80% and the concentrations of CaO and MgO equal to 34 dag/kg and 16
dag/kg, respectively A comercial lime (TNP = 80%; CaO = 30%; MgO = 12,1%)
and a mixture of gypsum plus CaC03 (TNP = 100%; CaO = 56%) were used for
comparison Lettuce was grown in a clayey distrofic Yellow-Red Latosol (Oxisol)
collected at 0-20. 20-40 and 40-60 cm depth The treatments were set with 4 doses
of each material used as corrective for soil pH The doses were calculated based
on the soil characteristics and defined as: dose I = no corrective material addition;
dose 2 = Vi of the recommeded corrective, based on the soil analysis; dose 3 = the
recommended dose of corrective, based on the soil analysis; dose 4 = 3 times the
recommended dose of corrective, based on the soil analysis The doses in t/ha were:
0 0, 4.2, 8 4, and 12 6 for the waste mixture and for the comercial lime, and (0 0
+ 0.0), (1.7 + 3.4), (3 4 + 6 0), and (4 1 + 10.2) t/ha for the gypsum mixture (gypsum + CaC03) The plants were grown in PVC recipients (15cm diameter, 60 cm
height, 10 8 dm3 soil) with the treatments applied only in the 20 cm surface layer
Dry matter (DM) yield increased as the corrective doses increased (Table 1), the
regression analysis showed a quadractic response to the treatments The contrasts
showed no diference between the DM production among the treatments indicating
that the waste, the comercial lime and the mixture had the same etficiency for soil
acidity correction The regression analysis showed 10.6 t/ha waste and 2 36 t/ha
comercial lime as the doses to obtain maximum physical production (23 85 g and
23 32 g, respectively) For the gypsum + CaC03 mixture the doses to get the maximum physical production were 4.30 t/ha and 8 76 t/ha, respectively, to produce
23 38 g DM The dry matter yield of lettuce (mean of three replications), after 60
days of growth in soil treated with a Industrial Waste (W), a commercial lime (L).
and a (gypum+CaC03) mixture (G). were (in grams): 14.86, 20 65, 23 69, 22.81
fordosesWI, W2, W3, W4, respectively; 14 07, 19 86, 21 97, 23.22 for doses L I ,
L2, L3, L4, respectively; and 14 59,20 67, 22 44, 23 33 for doses G l , G2, G3, G4,
respectively
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Nutrient Movement below Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations.
G. Pierzynski. Kansas Stale Univ; T. M. DeSutter. USDA-ARS National Soil Tilth
laboratory; G Vaillanl. J. Ham. Kansas State Univ.
Significant amounts of N and Pare used in animal production and the fate of those
nutrients in manure is of environmental concern In concentrated animal feeding
operations, manure can be handled in a number of ways. This paper will focus
on nutrient movement below animal waste storage lagoons (swine and cattle) and
open-air cattle feedlots Separate studies evaluated seepage rates in lagoons and,
even with relatively small seepage losses (< I mm/day), a significant amount of
nutrients can pass through the bottom of the lagoon In the case of cattle pens, deposition of manure by the animals provides a relatively constant source of nutrients
Population density, precipitation, and frequency of pen cleaning determine the total
nutrient load and potential downward movement Soil cores were collected from
beneath a number of animal waste lagoons and cattle pens in feedlots. Soil samples
were analyzed for total C and N; extractable ammonium, nitrate, and P, and pH.
Evidence of N movement was found up to 2 m below waste lagoons and the majority of the N was in the ammonium and organic forms, as would be expected with
the anaerobic conditions (Figure I A). Evidence of N movement was also found to
a depth of 2 m below cattle pens and high nitrate concentrations indicated that a
substantial amount of nitrification had occurred (Figure IB) The soil pH profiles
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K.N.Potter

Measured and Simulated Soil Carbon Content after 50+ Years of Management.

K. N. Potter. USDA-ARS.
In 1949, a series of soil samples were taken from selected fields at the Riesel Texas
watershed research station. The samples were dried and stored in a dry location for
over 50 years. The sample labels were accurate enough for the field locations to be
identified even after 50 years had passed In 2004. we sampled these fields again to
compare soil properties. This report deals with the soil organic carbon content comparisons of the archived and modern soil samples and the results of a agricultural
model simulating actual management practices The modern samples were taken in
about the same depth increments as the archived samples. The effect of management was determined by measuring organic carbon content of soil samples archived
in 1949 and samples obtained in 2004 from the same fields and soil depths. By
1949, intensive agricultural practices had degraded the Soil Organic Carbon (SOC)
content, from about 3.4% in the surface 15 cm of the native grassland (SW-12)
to less than 1% in the agricultural fields. Converting to Bermuda Grass increased
SOC concentration in the surface 15 cm Modern agricultural practices, probably
improved fertilization, also increased SOC in the surface 15 cm). In addition, the
soil carbon content in the surface 90 cm was simulated for several management
practices common in central Texas including: a native grassland, small grain and
row crop production, and row crop production prior to grass forage and hay production Accompanying data sets include daily weather and annual management
practices between 1949 and 2004. The measured data served as a validation data
set for the APEX agricultural simulation model
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Effect of N Inhibitors on Urine Patches in Grazed Pasture System.
M. Zaman. J. D. Blennerhassett. Summit-Quinphos NX (Ltd).
Nitrogen losses from urine patches in a grazed pasture system in New Zealand
have been identified as the major contributor to environmental degradation. A field
experiment was therefore set up on a permanent pastoral site at Massey University
dairy farm, Palmerston North to develop mitigating options using N inhibitors. Cow
urine at 600 kg N ha-1 rate with or without urease inhibitor (agrotain), nitrification
inhibitor (dicyandiamide or DCD) and agrotain plus DCD were applied to appropriate small plots ( l x 2 m) in May 2005 Following urine application, soil samples
were collected from each plot at different timings to determine soil ammonium and
nitrate concentrations in (0/{10 and 10/{20cm) to follow up N dynamics in soil
profile and changes in soil pH, soluble organic C and microbial biomass C and N in
(0/{10cm). Nitrogen losses via ammonia volatilization, nitrous oxide emission and
nitrate leaching were also monitored To simulate grazing practice, pastures were
cut at different timings to determine pasture dry matter and N uptake. The preliminary results showed that urine applied with different N inhibitors had a significant
effect on all the above measured parameters suggesting that N inhibitors have the
potential to reduce N losses and improve pasture production, therefore they may
offer hope for mitigating of N losses in an intensively grazed system
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K. D. Ritchey

Ready Insights for the Future: Digital Dissemination of Agronomic and
Environmental Knowledge Involved in the Agricultural Development of
Central Brazil.
G. C. Naderman. NC Stale Univ; M. A. Ochs. Mann Library. Cornell Univ: D.
Bouldin. Cornell Univ; K. D. Ritchey. USDA-ARS Appalachian Farming Systems
Research Center.

HIB
Long-term agricultural development of a major region usually involves supportive national policy, infrastructure development, financial investment and favorable
market factors The remarkable growth of food production in the Savannah region
of central Brazil, however, also reflects significant contributions from new technology developed in the area. Some of the early research under-girding the development of this region, locally known as the "cerrado," was conducted at a Brazilian research facility, now known as the CPAC (Agricultural Research Center for
the Cerrado). Collaborative work was done there by local researchers and several
US institutions, with the sustained and effective support of US government programs aimed at improving long-term world food production. Information about this
unusual success story can be found scattered among the libraries of various institutions and agencies in differing languages and countries. Original objectives, methodology, findings and some of the anecdotal experiences of individuals involved
may reside in research theses as well as in scientific journals and extension bulletins. Because this story began some four decades ago, some of it is found as
personal remembrances and collected wisdom within the minds, and perhaps in the
file cabinets, of now-retired persons. Current digital technological developments
appear to offer unprecedented opportunities to organize and store such information
in readily and widely accessible forms. Described as "subject-based digital repositories," these offer a means of collecting material and offering it world wide in a
cost-efficient manner. Searchers with diverse interests ranging, as examples, from
soil, agronomic and environmental sciences to international economics, policy or
history would all have access to knowledge that could contribute to new insights
about designs for long-term experiments or strategies for resource development
Researchfindingsand raw data from this specific agricultural ecosystem may apply
to similar regions under differing political jurisdictions to meet new challenges as
the future unfolds. Such areas and topics could be well served by this repository
of knowledge. We describe such a repository, currently being developed by Mann
Agricultural Library at Cornell University in Ithaca, New York. It would focus on
programs conducted by the Brazil Cerrados Agricultural Research Center/Cornell
University/North Carolina State University cooperative research project during the
1970's and 1980's. This was a multi-university collaboration with EMBRAPA, a
Brazilian public enterprise. This mutually beneficial project involved several institutions and dozens of researchers, and it contributed significantly to development
of the productivity and influence of today's agriculture in the Brazilian Cerrados.
Materials offered in this "Brazil Cerrados digital repository" would include noncopyrighted text, citations to published documents, personal reflections about key
methods and experiences, context photography with explanatory captions and specially-authored analyses or interpretations. Depending upon interests, even interactive virtual discussions could occur. This digital material will exist as a collection
within Cornell University's Open Access Archive (http://dspace.library.comell.
edu/), which is powered by DSpace. A DSpace "community" will be created for
Cerrados with "collections" added for organizing the material. Basic indexing
(or metadata) will be created for each item deposited The material may then be
accessed via a direct URL, or by searching within DSpace or the Cerrados "community" by author, title, or keyword. Browsing by author, title, and date is also
allowed The materials added to DSpace are also searchable via popular search
engines such as Google, which wil permit the information to be easily located and
used by people around the world.

using the N budget approach. Using the obtained regression model, the IFs for all
cities, towns and villages of the Hokkaido region were estimated The NO.-N concentrations for all major rivers in Hokkaido were predicted by multiplying the estimated IFs by the proportion of upland fields. The predicted NO,-N concentrations
were significantly correlated (r=0.62, p<0.001, n=203) with the measured NO,-N
concentrations, reported previously It can be concluded that estimating the proportions of upland fields in drainage basins, and calculating the soil surplus N enables
us to predict river NO,-N concentration and that its magnitude could be explained
by soil surplus N regardless of soil types in the drainage basins.
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Georgikon Map-Server and its Role in Reducing Soil and Phosphorus Loss
from the Watershed of Lake Balaton, Hungary.
/. Sisak. B. Bainer, J. Busznyak. Univ of Veszprém Georgikon Faculty.
The concept of the Georgikon Map-Server has been conceived and realized in the
project "Management alternatives for reducing diffuse phosphorus load from the
watershed of Lake Balaton" (No.: 3/024/2001 NK.FP, 2001-2004). One of the main
objectives was to build a coherent watershed database and to publish it in a way
that it should be able to meet different levels of demand on information stretching between the unprofessional and the scientific ones. The created GIS database
of existing and newly generated data has been published (http://www.georgikon.
hu/nkfp/szerver.htm). The concept has been developed in a new project "Development of an erosion model for the watershed of Lake Balaton accessible through
the Internet and adaptation for other environments" (No : GVOP-3.1.1 -2004-050383/3.0; 2005-2006). It aims at 1) developing a comprehensive data base for the
whole watershed that allow detailed assessment of soil properties (first of all erodibility and infiltration); 2) developing a user interface to help farmers and advisors
to determine basic variables of erosion (slope length and gradient), 3) developing
a model that makes possible to dynamically assess transition of sheet and rill erosion; 4) publishing data that make directly visible spatial joins of on- and off- site
effects of erosion; and 5) developing a system that makes possible to plan and service environmental sound precision farming (contour cultivation, variable fertilization within fields). This publication presents results of the first objective and some
preliminary results of the objectives 2, 4 and 5. The whole watershed is 5775.0
sqkm and the agricultural area is 3089.1 sqkm as derived from the CORINE land
cover database. 1:25,000 scale soil maps exist for the whole agricultural area of the
watershed (Géczi-maps). They were compiled in the late 1950ies and early 1960ies
by using earlier maps (Kreybig-maps) as a base. Géczi-maps contain rather limited
information but basic physical data (physical type, stoniness, soil water table) and
necessity of liming are available layer by layer down to 150 cm. 1:10,000 soil
maps were compiled between the 1970ies and late 1980ies with the most intensive mapping in the late 1980ies for part of the watershed The protocols of the
soil samples contain basic physical (soil physical type, liquid limit, stoniness, soil
water table) and chemical data (pH, humus content, exchangeable acidity) layer by
layer down to 150 cm. All the available 1:25,000 maps have been digitalized and
1:10,000 maps have been digitalized for 275.4 sqkm and additional topographic
information (scale 1:10,000) has been added to the sampling points (slope, distance
from a stream, elevation). Statistical procedure has been developed to assess more
detailed soil pattern for areas where 1:10,000 soil maps are not available with help
of 1:25,000 soil maps and detailed topographic information. One of the extension
170-14
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KP. Woli
firms that operate in the watershed has a database that contain long time series of
the nutrient status of the topsoil and the database overlaps with the watershed of
Assessing River Water Quality in Watersheds of Different Agricultural Land
the Lake Balaton (231.7 sqkm). Database of field management and soil nutrient
Use and Soil Types.
K. P. Woli, A. Hayakawa, K. Kuramochi, Graduale School of Agriculture. Hokkaido tests was compiled in an earlier study for the period of 1978-1985 (918 3 sqkm).
Statistical procedure has been developed to assess soil nutrient status depending on
Univ; R. Hatano. Field Science Centerfor Northern Biosphere, Graduate School of the information of assessed or real 1:10,000 soil maps and on fertilization. Data on
Agriculture. Hokkaido Univ; T. Nagumo, Faculty ofAgriculture, Shizuoka Univ.
saturated hydraulic conductivity are rather sparse for the soils of the watershed and
data on erodibility are even sparser. Limited data sets and relationships taken from
There has been a growing concern on the discharge of nutrients from agricultural
the literature have been used to asses these soil properties in great detail with help
soils in polluting river water. A case study was conducted at the watershed level of
of maps described above It is possible, based on the developed detailed database,
two different agricultural land use and soil types in the eastern Hokkaido, Japan
to prioritize field-scale actions of soil protection within catchments and to prioriand the result was up-scaled to the regional level using ArcGIS and statistical infortize catchments-scale actions within the watershed. Georgikon Map-Server may
mation to predict NO,-N concentrations by using land use analysis and N budget
be good example of creating and managing environmental information systems.
approaches Water sampling was carried out from 62 and 49 sites of the main rivers
The continuous development of the map-server is planned in order to establish a
and its tributaries incorporating the source to the outlet of each river system during
complex expert system for the watershed.
the base flow event in August 2005 at Abashiri area (mainly agricultural farmland
with Typic Dystrandepts) and Okoppe area (mainly grassland with Typic Dystrochrepts), respectively and NO, -N concentrations were measured. The proportions
of upland agricultural land including grassland in the drainage basins were calcu170-16
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M. S Balaji Bhaskar
lated by using the ArcGIS-HydroIogy Modeling. The results showed that NO.-N
Monitoring the Application of Sewage Sludge to Agricultural Fields Using
concentrations were significantly correlated with the proportions of upland field in
Spectral Reflectance and Remote Sensing.
the drainage basins at both the Abashiri (r=0.88, p<0.001, n=62) and Okoppe area
(r=0.43, p<0.01, n=49). The regression slope was much higher for the croplandM. S. Balaji Bhaskar. R. K. Vincent, Bowling Green State Univ.
based Abashiri area (0.025) than that of the grassland-based Okoppe area (0.009).
The
long-term objective of this study is to monitor the large scale spatial appliThe slopes indicated an impact intensity of upland field in polluting river water
cation of sewage sludge to the agricultural fields using spectral reflectance and
Therefore, we defined the slope as impact factors (IF) of water quality. A comremote sensing approaches Application of sewage sludge to agricultural fields is
parison of these results with that of the previous study in Hokkaido indicated that
an attractive practice that is gaining importance as a low cost approach to improve
the IFs were highest for intensive livestock farming (0.040), medium for mixed
the soil fertility in recent years. With the 1991 ban on ocean dumping of sewage
agriculture and livestock farming (0.020-0.030), and the lowest for grassland-based
sludge and high cost involved with sludge incineration and land-filling, the applicadairy cattle and horse farming areas (0005-0015). The results also showed that
tion of sludge to agricultural fields has gained momentum Sludge application can
even in the areas of different soil types ranging from Typic Dystrandepts (79%),
be ecologically sound only when precautions are taken to avoid over fertilization
Typic Dystrochrepts (20%) to Andic Udipsamments (1%), the IFs could be well
and limit the buildup of heavy metals in the soils. In recent years, most of the sewexplained by the soil surplus N (r=092, p<0.01, n=9), which was estimated by
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age sludge produced in North-west Ohio is being applied to agricultural fields as
a means of basal fertilizer. Application of this sewage sludge is very important to
monitor because it is often associated with variable nutrient and heavy metal concentrations, generation of bio-aerosols, and unpleasant odor Several studies have
documented the nutrient leaching, heavy metal buildup and pathogen problems due
to excess application of sewage sludge in agriculture fields. Hence in this study
we investigated the use of spectral reflectance to map the unique spectral features
of the sewage sludge applied agricultural fields. The objective of this study is to
analyze the unique spectral features of the agricultural fields applied with sewage sludge and to map these fields by satellite remote sensing using LANDSAT
imageries. A Field Spec Pro spectroradiometer from ASD Inc. (Boulder, CO) was
used to collect reflectance spectra on cloud-free, sunny days during the sewage
sludge application process in agricultural fields of the identified local farmers. The
fore-optics of the spectroradiometer was hold to look vertically (90„a) down, and
the height of the fore-optics was adjusted so that the Field Of View (FOV) of the
instrument is covered with only the reflectance from the targeted area of the field
The spectral reflectance was obtained from a total of 6 sludge applied fields and 6
control or untreated fields during the sludge application periods of 2004 and 2005.
During each spectral collection a total of 10 spectra were collected at 5 different
locations within the sludge applied field and the same procedure was repeated over
the control or untreated fields. All the spectra that were collected within each field
were averaged to overcome the individual variations and the spectral wavelengths
corresponding to the 6 LANDSAT bands were averaged from the spectral data
The spectral range of these 6 LANDSAT bands are; Band 1: 450-520 nm; Band 2:
530-600 nm; Band 3; 630-690 nm; Band 4; 760-900 nm; Band 5: 1550-1750 nm;
Band 7: 2080-2350 nm From these 6 LANDSAT bands, 15 non-reciprocal spectral
ratios were calculated. These spectral ratios are: R2,l; R3,l; R3,2; R4,l; R4,2;
R4,3; R5,l; R5,2; R5,3; R5,4, R7,l; R7,2; R7,3; R7,4; R7,5 where R represents
the ratio and the numbers represent the LANDSAT bands. For Eg: R2,l refers to
the ratio of band 2 over band 1 The spectral averages and the spectral ratios were
calculated using Microsoft Excel. The best spectral ratios were selected based on
the Duncan's multiple range test. The spectral results showed a consistent and systematic difference in the spectra obtained form the sludge applied fields compared
to the control fields. The spectra of the sludge applied fields remained low in the
entire spectral region from 350-2500 nm compared to the control fields. The sludge
applied fields showed characteristic absorption bands around 600-800 nm region
and 1200 nm region of the spectra. A spectral ratio index based on these uncommon
spectral features can be used for mapping sludge application from the remote sensing imagery. This study suggests that remote sensing is one such an approach which
contributes to the detection and identification of the environmental alterations and
changes in the land use using the non-destructive and cost effective techniques. The
surface application of sewage sludge soon after the winter wheat harvest in northwest Ohio is a surface phenomenon which can be retrieved by the reflectance measured by a sensor system Because the characteristics of radiation reflected from a
material is a function of its physical and chemical properties, the observation of
the surface reflectance of the sewage sludge applied fields can principally carry
information on the state of the field Spectral absorption and reflectance changes
obtained in the 350-2500 nm spectral range using a spectroradiometer can provide
diagnostic features which can be used to identify and map the fields applied with
sewage sludge further using LANDSAT imageries.
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Indicators for a Sustainable Agriculture: A Farmstead Approach to Model NTrace Gas Emissions from Agricultural Crop Production Systems in Germany.
B. Szyska. M. Bach. L. Breuer. H. G Frede. Institute of Landscape Ecology and
Resources Management (ILR); C. Li. Complex Systems Research Center—Institute
for the Study of Earth. Oceans and Space.
Agriculture is an essential industry, with 38% ofland under agricultural production,
worldwide In Germany the fraction of agricultural land is 55%. Thus agriculture
represents an important aspect of human activity. Since industrialization its productivity has been greatly increased especially in the industrial countries by modern
technology like fertilization, irrigation, pesticide application and genetic modifications of plants and animals. These changes have in turn influenced the global
environment through the alteration of nutrient cycles, water quality, atmospheric
chemistry or soil degradation. It is known that agricultural crop production causes
huge environmental nitrogen losses For example, high nitrogen fertilisation rates
result in an average nitrogen surplus of 80-110 kg N ha"1 a' in German agricultural systems. Among other consequences such as inorganic and organic nitrogen
exposure of surface waters and groundwater, nitrogen surplus increase N,0- and
NO trace gas emissions from arable soils From a viewpoint of climate change a
reduction of N trace gas emissions improve environmental sustainability. Based
on environmental indicators different instruments have been developed to assess
farming systems in view of their sustainability One of these instruments is the
REPRO (Reproduction of the soil organic matter) model REPRO needs several
information from the farmstead, its ecological boundary conditions and of the specific agricultural management. Based on this data set, matter and energy fluxes
as well as nutrient balances are calculated. In particular, REPRO carries out an
ecological (erosion, soil structure, nitrate leaching, crop protection, biodiversity)
and economic (breakeven analysis and full costing) analysis In dependence on
this analysis it further evaluates the environmental effects caused by the farm management and suggests alternative farming practices. Even though REPRO already
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calculates a broad range of farm matter and energy fluxes, the model needs further
extension to also cover climate sustainability indicators such as N trace gas emissions. This is achieved by linking REPRO with the Denitrification-Decomposition (DNDC) model. DNDC is a process-oriented simulation model of soil carbon
and nitrogen biogeochemistry. It consist of two components: (1) Sub-models for
soil climate, crop growth and decomposition predict soil environmental variables
such as temperature, soil moisture, pH, Eh, and substrate concentration profiles
(2) Nitrification, denitrification, and fermentation sub-models estimate N- and Ctrace gas fluxes based on the aforementioned soil environmental variables. Trace
gas fluxes from agricultural soils are highly variable in space and time. Hence, the
simulation and prediction of trace gas emissions from agricultural soil is still very
challenging and remains uncertain. Due to this, it is necessary to estimate N trace
gas emissions for every specific field site of a farm. By linking the DNDC model to
the REPRO model, it will be possible to predict N,0 and NO emissions depending
on site conditions and management practices for all relevant agricultural cropping
systems in Germany. The overall method of the integrated model will be presented
First results of the farmstead specific DNDC applications for Germany are shown.
Finally, a Monte Carlo based uncertainty analysis is conducted to provide information on the uncertainty of model parameters and input data of the DNDC model.
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Land Disposal of Urban Industrial Solid Waste of Wazirpur, Delhi: Effect of
pll on Plant Available Sulfur.
G. Singh. A. K. Bhattacharyya. Jcmaharlal Nehru Unix.
Delhi, the capital of India has emerged as a major industrial city As a result nearly
59,423 tons of solid waste is generated from this sector per year as per MoEF, 2000.
Wazirpur Industrial area is one of the major contributors towards the problem of
waste disposal. The waste generated is highly acidic (pH 2.3-3.8) in nature. Since
sulfuric acid is used for cleaning of metal and metal related products, sulfur constitutes an important fraction of the waste For the land disposal of these industrial
wastes (collected seasonally i.e. Summer, Winter and Monsoon), a laboratory incubation study was undertaken. The wastes were treated with three doses of lime and
then they were mixed with two different types of soil in different proportion 50%
moisture content of the water holding capacity of the amended soil was maintained
and the samples were incubated at 28° C for 120 days pH increased with addition
of waste and decrease with lime treatment. However, with days of incubation pH
tend to return towards neutral. Available sulfur showed release over the treatment
of lime as well as with the percentage of waste and it showed increasing trends
followed by stabilization on incubation The correlation between the pH, and the
available sulfate of the soil waste system during the incubation period was also
studied.
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Soil Microbial Biomass and Diversity Associated with Crops Genetically
Modified for Pesticide Resistance.
N. Z. Lupwayi. R. E. Blackshaw, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada.
Soil Microbial Biomass C (MBC) and the functional diversify of soil bacteria were
evaluated in a field experiment with Roundup-Ready (RR) canola and corn (i.e.,
modified to be resistant to Roundup herbicide), and Bt corn and potatoes (i.e., modified to express genes of Bacillus thuringiensis encoding insecticidal proteins) from
2002 to 2004. The crops were grown in monoculture, with or without their respective
pesticides, and in rotations. Bulk soil (sampled between corn rows) and rhizosphere
soil (from corn roots) were sampled in all treatments Combined analysis of 3-year
data revealed that Bt corn in monoculture had the lowest MBC in bulk soil, but
growing Bt com in rotation with pesticide-resistant canola and potatoes mitigated
this effect. There were no significant effects in corn rhizosphere although similar
trends were observed. Differences in functional diversity of soil bacteria were not
detected in the 3-year analysis, either in bulk soil or rhizosphere. However, annual
analysis of the data showed that in 2002 in bulk soil, Shannon index (FT) of diversity
was lowest in genetically modified (Bt or RR) com, intermediate in conventional
com (grown with or without pesticides), and greatest in com grown in rotation with
canola and potatoes. Because these effects were more pronounced in bulk soil than
in the rhizosphere, they probably resulted from decomposition of crop residues from
the preceding crop rather than root exudates from the sampled crop.
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Modeling Nitrous Oxide Emission from Farm Dairy Effluent Irrigation in
Grazed Pasture Soils Using NZ-DNDC Model.
R. Bhandral. Institute of Natural Resources.
High spatial and temporal variability in nitrous oxide (N,0) emissions on a field
scale resulting from uneven distribution of animal excretal N and, denitrification
and nitrification processes responsible for its production in soils, makes emissions
extrapolation to farm-scales and beyond problematic The processes regulating
N,0 emission are also influenced by several climatic and environmental factors
Therefore accurate prediction of N,0 emission from simple empirical relationships
is not possible. This paper investigates the suitability of a process-based NZ-DNDC
model for assessing the amount of N,0 emission from Farm Dairy Effluent (FDE)
irrigation in a dairy grazed pasture by comparing the modeled Water-Filled Pore

Space (WFPS and N,0 emission from a dairy grazed pasture with and without
FDE irrigation with the measured values during three irrigation events. The trend
of the N,0 emission readings simulated by the NZ-DNDC model was similar to
that observed under the field measurement for both the irrigated and the control
treatment. The model was able to simulate the emission for the unirrigated grazed
treatment but it slightly underestimated emissions for the FDE irrigated treatments.
The modeled WFPS readings under both the unirrigated and the irrigated treatment
were found to be within the range of the measured values with the WFPS. For the
mineral N data the model was able to simulate the NU, concentrations well but the
NO, concentrations were underestimated. It was observed that accurate simulation
of WFPS is important for the accurate prediction of N,0 emission. Further, the
NZ-DNDC model needs to be parameterized specifically for effluent irrigation in
order to accurately predict N,0 emission from the grazed pastures irrigated with
farm effluents,

tilizers has been proposed, and long-time research shows that there is no doubt
that below surface placement of plant nutrients is most efficient way to improve
the fertilizer efficiency and to minimize nutrient losses (ammonia volatilization,
surface runoff) Beside the environmentally positive advantages, the subsurface
placement of ammonium or ammonium/urea solutions by injection into the soil
has been proposed by Sommer (2000) to supply crops in high rate with ammonium
instead of nitrate under practical field conditions (known in Germany as the CULTAN cropping system; Controlled Uptake Long-Term Ammonium Nutrition). This
can be achieved as the ammonium concentration at the injection spot is toxic for
plant roots and soil micro-organism. Consequently, ammonium turnover in the soil
is decelerated. Roots create a dense root net around the ammonium hotspots in the
soil and can take up the nitrogen as ammonium before it is nitrified Results from
model experiments where total root systems were exposed to one specific inorganic
nitrogen form (usually ammonium vs. nitrate) can hardly been used to explain the
positive effects of injection fertilization that can be observed under field condition:
Most of these growth experiments show highest biomass production and yield formation in systems where the plants are supplied with half of ammonium and nitrate
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But after injection fertilization, only a small part of the root systems is in contact
The Effect of Water-Field Pore Space on N-Losses from Arable Soils.
with the ammonium hotspots (~ 5%) Under field conditions, injection of ammo/. N. Kurganova, V. Lopes de Gerenyu. Institute of Physicochemical and Biological nium and urea solutions opens the possibility to shift the N nutrition of the crops
Problems in Soil Science: R. Well, N. Lof (field. H. Flessa. Institute of Soil Science towards the physiologically ideal ammonium/nitrate ratio Future investigations are
and Forest Nutrition. Unix of Göttingen.
essential to explain the observed positive effects on crop growth after ammonium
injection and partly exposure of the root systems to ammonium. Since 2001, the
The addition of N fertilizer in agricultural soils increases both the amount of minInstitute runs field experiments by use of a 6 m fluid fertilizer point injector which
eral N present and the potential for nitrous oxide (N,0) emission to the atmosphere
has been adapted for 3 m wide experimental plots Experiments are carried out on
(Granli and Bokman, 1994). The N,0 emissions from soils are caused principally
the experimental farm of the FAL, or on farm fields with different crops, different
by processes of microbial nitrification and denitrification. The key factors affecting
liquid N fertilizers and different timing of injection. Additionally, pot experiments
N,0 emissions from agricultural soils are soil water-filled pore space, temperaare carried out to investigate the effects of ammonium and urea injection on root
ture and concentration of mineral nitrogen in the soil (Dobbie and Smith, 2001).
and shoot morphology and physiology. In field experiments, cereals usually show
The link between N,0 emission and amount N-fertilizer applied has given rise
in about half of the cases positive yield and quality response of point injection
the concept of the emission factor (EF), where EF is the amount of N,0-N emitfertilization compared to conventional split surface application of fertilizers, while
ted expressed as a fraction (or a percentage) of the N applied (Dobbie and Smith,
sugar beet yields and qualities are mainly unaffected. Significantly positive effects
2003). The aim of this study was (1) to quantify the N-losses as N,0 from arable
have been observed for potato yield and quality. Moreover, the nitrate content in
soils depending on water-filled pore space (WFPS) and (2) to determine the provegetable is significantly decreased Nitrate leaching measurements have shown
cesses responsible for the N,0 emission from soils. A microcosm study was conthat leaching can be minimized by 20 to 30% in intensive cereal and vegetable
ducted with arable loess soil (Halpic Luvisol, Low Saxony, Germany) fertilized
production systems, and ammonia volatilization is less than 1% ofthat from ferwith NH4NO,(20 mg N per 1 kg of soil). The soil was incubated during two weeks
tilizer surface application Injection fertilization is recommended in areas where
at 15"C and under varying moisture levels (50, 70 and 80% of WFPS). The rate of
minimum of zero tillage is recommended Under such conditions, fertilizer nutriN,0 and CO, emissions were measured in 4 hours intervals with an automated gas
ents applied on the soil surface are fixed in the first few centimeters of the topsoil
chromatographic system equipped with a "Ni electron-capture detector. Analysis
(e.g. phosphate). In areas with regular late spring or summer drought, the interest
of soil extracts (0.5M K,SÓ4) were carried out before, 4 times during incubation
on injection fertilization is steadily increasing, as the effect of surface fertilizers
and at the end of experiment. Soluble organic C, NO, N and NH4'-N concentraapplication in dry seasons is highly critical Additionally, liquid fertilizers have,
tions were measured colorimetrically by TRAACS 800 auto-analyser. C and N of
compared to solids, the huge advantage that they can be modified easily for the
microbial biomass were calculated as a difference between C and N contents in 0.5
demand of specific cropping conditions (e.g. adding micronutrients). Research of
M K,S04 extracts from soils before and after fumigation. It was found that N,0
the Institute on point injection fertilization will focus to use the lower crop water
emission from soils at 50 and 70% WFPS was very low and varied between 0 and
J
consumption during ammonium nutrition which is reported from plant physiologi12 ug N , 0 - N m h ' . The rate of N,0 emission from wet soils (80% WFPS) was
2
cal studies for practical agriculture.
significantly higher, i.e. 400-600 ug N,0-N-m h ' at the beginning of incubation
2
period and 80-100 (ig N,0-N-nv 'h"' at the end of experiment. The total N-losses
has been found to depend on the moisture level and amounted 0 52-0.78, 0.741.34, and 44.1-74 I mg N 2 0-Nm 2 for the whole experiment at 50%, 70% and
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80% WFPS, respectively. The results obtained showed that the WFPS was a major
Zn and PbSobility in Soil at Various Ameliorants Applying.
controller of mineral nitrogen concentration in the soil (total, NO, N and NH4'-N)
and in the soil microbial biomass during the experiment. The amount of NH4 -N in
T. Minkina. A. Samokhin, S. Mandzhieva, Rostov Slate Univ.
the soil declined rapidly over the incubation period and at the end of experiment,
There
are no known ameliorants produced in Russia specifically for weak-alkathe soil NH4 -N concentration was 3.3%, 6.7% and 13.3% from its initial level at
line polluted with heavy metals soils which are typical to the Rostov Region. The
50%, 70% and 80% of WFPS, respectively. On contrary, soil NO, N concentration
objective of our research is to investigate Zn and Pb mobility in soil under chalk,
increased over the incubation period and averaged 112-114% from its initial level
glauconite, manure applying and their combinations. Chernozem with pH 7 5
when WFPS values were 50-70% and 105% from the initial level when WFPS
which contains clay 58%, was the object of the research In the fall Zn and Pb
value was 80%. The end concentration of total mineral nitrogen in the soil was
were introduced into the plough-layer (0-20 cm) separately as dry acetate salts and
about equal to the initial level at 80% WFPS and 7-9% higher at 50-70% WFPS.
were thoroughly intermixed with soil. The dose introduced was collocated with 3
The amount of nitrogen immobilized in the soil microbial biomass decreased over
Maximum Concentration Limits (MCLs) in gross forms: Zn: 300 mg/kg, Pb: 96
the incubation period which was caused mainly by the decrease of NH4 -N conmg/kg of soil The choice of these elements as subjects of inquiry was due to the
centration in soil microbial biomass Immobilized N losses comprised 22-30%
fact that from out of 10 potential toxicants (Hg, Cd, Pb, Zn, Cu, Cr, As, Mn, Ni,
depending on moisture level and obviously, the increase of total mineral nitrogen
V) in the Rostov Region only Pb, Zn and Cu contents exceed the MCLs in both
concentration in the soil during experiment at 50 and 70% WFPS arose from minthe soil and the agricultural products The area of the experimental plot was 50 12.
eralization of nitrogen in the soil microbial biomass Therefore, our investigations
There were 3 replicates. The field experiment was carried out from 1999 to 2004
allow to conclude that water-filled pore space is a key factor affecting the level of
years. After artificial soil contamination chalk (2.5 kg/m2 and 5 kg/m2), glauconite
N-N,0 losses from soils, their emission factor and processes responsible for N,0
(2 kg/m2) and semi-fire-fanged cattle manure (5 kg/m2), as well as their combinaemission from soils. Mineral nitrogen of fertilizer and nitrogen immobilized in the
tions, were applied as ameliorants The studied crop was spring barley (Hordeum
soil microbial biomass are main sources of N-N,0 emitted from arable soil This
sativum distichum). The crop samples were collected during the completed ripestudy was supported by German Academic Exchange Program, Deutsche Forscness phase together with soil samples (0 to 20 cm) The mobile forms of heavy
hungsgemeinschaft and Russian Foundation for Basic Researches
metals were extracted from soil by ammonium acetate buffer solution NH40Ac
(exchangeable forms), pH 4.8; 1% EDTA in ammonium acetate buffer solution
(complex-bound forms) and IN HCl (acid-soluble forms) The amount of complex-bound forms was calculated as a difference between the metal contents in the
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extracts of EDTA in NH40Ac and NH40Ac The heavy metals concentrations in
Experimental Results and Practical Experiences with the Fluid Fertilizers
plants were determined by dry method. Analysis of the metals in extracts from the
Point Injection Fertilization in Europe and Potentials to Optimize Fertilization
soil and plants was made using an AAS In case of calcareous chernozem, transforand to Minimize Environmental Pollution.
mation of heavy metals introduced as soluble salts resulted as their redistribution
M. Kiicke. J. M. Gref. Institute ofCrop and Grassland Science. Federal Agricultural into various forms. The general regularity of Zn and Pb distribution by combinaResearch Center.
tion forms in the check soil, under contamination and ameliorant variants is as
follows: complex-bound forms < exchangeable forms < acid soluble forms During
To overcome most environmental problems arising from the broadcast application
the initial investigating year contaminated soil shows a noticeable increase of Zn
of solid and liquid N fertiliszers, sub-surface placement of solid and liquid fer-
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mobile combination forms of up to 33 mg/kg, which exceeds the MCL (MCL=23
mg/kg). The amount of Pb is 13 mg/kg, which exceeds at almost twice the level of
the MCL of 6 mg/kg With the 3 years of time the concentration of the investigated
HMs mobile forms in the contamination variants reduced: Zn by 20% and Pb by
25% within 3 years. With the passage of time there is a further redistribution of
absorbed heavy metals between those soil components which possess the big affinity to metal cations The concentration of Zn acid-soluble forms and Pb complexbound forms increases under the decreases their mobile forms Meanwhile there
was no exchangeable metal forms reduction to the MCL level The results indicated
significant differences between chalk, manure and glauconite in the level of their
impact upon the heavy metals state in soil and intensity of their entrance into crops
The content of exchangeable, most crop-accessible Zn and Pb combination forms
during the initial investigating year goes down to the MCL level and is less in the
carbonate-containing variants, especially with manure. Glauconite showed better
results in combination with manure but weaker than carbonates It has been stated
that Zn and Pb mobility reduced under soil remediation during 3 years The results
are supported with correlation between Zn (r=0.83±0.21) and Pb (r=0.96±0.11)
exchangeable forms and the heavy metals contents in the barley grain and straw.
The heavy metals contents got lower than MCL under chalk and manure combination applying: lower 50.0mg/kg for Zn and 0.5mg/kg for Pb. Applying glauconite
and especially chalk separately or together with manure reduced Zn and Pb mobility in chernozem. The positive effect from the ameliorants applied once left during
all investigation period Acknowledgements: The work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (project # 04-04-96804) and the Ministry of
Education and Science of Russian Federation.
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Emerging Resource Conservation Technology through Zero Tillage in Eastern
Indo Gangetic Plains.
A. R. Khan, A. K. Sikka, ICAR Research Complex for Eastern Region; S. S. Singh,
R. K. Gupta, RWC-CMMYT, India.
The Indo-Gangetic Plains (IGP) is the breadbasket of south Asia The region witnessed higher growth rates for food grain production compared with other regions
of the world. Most of this area is under rice-wheat cropping systems covering a
total of 13 5 million hectares in India, Nepal, Bangladesh and Pakistan. Extensive
irrigation infrastructure, mechanization and easy access to production inputs, marketing and grain procurement services have contributed to these increases, especially in the western parts of the IGP. However, growth rates have decreased even
as there is a wider recognition of environmental issues arising from the intensive
and sometimes excessive use of inputs. The long-term sustainability of these systems is now a subject of attention There is a general consensus that quality of
natural resource base needs to be improved for enhanced productivity in the eastern
IGP. Also, it is believed that future productivity growth would come about through
better risk management strategies in the drought and flood prone marginal tracts of
the eastern Gangetic plains Targeting the resource conserving technologies offers
newer opportunities to provide for better livelihood for the resource poor, densely
populated, small and marginal farmers of eastern Gangetic plains. Zero tillage
allows farmers to establish a wheat crop almost immediately after rice harvest,
thereby improving yields and input use efficiency. In eastern Indo Gangetic plains,
November 15 to 10th December is recommended sowing time of wheat. Delay in
sowing beyond 15th December reduces yield up to 55 per cent inspite of all input
application. Conventionally farmers plough thefieldsby 4-5 times after rice harvest
where rice-wheat is major cropping system The soil of this region is heavy. Low
water drainage, higher water holding capacity and excess soil moisture in these
soils does not allow normal ploughing for wheat sowing even after harvest of rice
in late December The heavy clod formation also creates the problem in ploughing
All these compel for delay in wheat sowing by 15 -25 days and thus it goes till
mid January Due to this situation, the wheat sowing is delayed and consequently
they harvest very poor yield. Conservation technology through zero tilled machines
were adopted in farmers field of Sone Canal Command of Patna, which is the one of
the oldest canal command of British India started in 1864. On-farm trials on various
zero tillage methods in wheat was conducted at 67 farmer's fields with maximum
yield was 35.5 q/ha under field king rotary disc drill with control traffic where
crop was sown in rice residue The next higher yielder method was zero till wheat
in zero till rice (double zero till) with yield of 31.96 q/ha. Zero till equal row and
paired row were also better performer over conventional rice-wheat system (24.52
q/ha). There was saving of Rs. 1500 - 1700/ha under tillage operation. Yield gain
was 9 0 q/ha under timely sowing and about 2 5 q/ha under extreme late sowing
There was no saving of water due to field-to-field irrigation, as the area is canal
irrigated without irrigation channels in the field. Maximum total benefit was Rs
8,500/ha. Biophysical performance, economic gains, resource conservation, effect
on weed, irrigation water and crop vigor; benefits and constraints; yield and social
performance and response of stakeholders were observed. Linkages of zero tillage
technology with livelihood improvement were also studied.
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Plant Water Status and Root Dynamics of Winter Corn under Varying Natural

Resource Management.
A. K. Singh, J. P. Singh. Rajendra Agricultural Univ; S. S. Singh, RWC-C1MMYT.
India: A. R. Khan. ICAR Research Complex For Eastern Region.
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Winter corn is very popular crop in north India due to its assured high yield as
compared to other food crops. For their livelihood it is mostly grown by small and
marginal farmers at high level of inputs application particularly nitrogen and irrigation. Both inputs are costly. For irrigation ground water is utilized through diesel
operated system Owing to the variation in the maturity of wetland rice, sowing of
winter corn is generally delayed. Field is prepared with fine tilth for sowing the
com Strategies to remove climatic and soil impediments for adoption of reduce
tillage in humid climates include use of tillage timing and rotational tillage Shortterm no-tillage rotations for corn have significant agronomic benefits and yield
stabilization, compared to monoculture Therefore, the present study was aimed to
optimize tillage practices for economizing irrigation and to increase the efficiency
of nitrogen in this crop. Field experiments on winter corn were conducted in eastern India to study the influence of tillage and water management with different
nitrogen levels having 27 treatment combinations under late (28th November) and
timely sown (6th November) conditions at calcareous loamy sand soils for two consecutive seasons. Three levels each of tillage (main), irrigation (sub) and nitrogen
(sub-sub plot) were evaluated in split-split plot design with three replications. The
results revealed that the combination of Mould Board ploughed soil + irrigation
at 1W: CPE ratio of 1.2 and 120 kg N/ha was found the best treatment both under
timely and late sown. The increases in maximum and minimum Kernel yield under
timely were 82.76 and 61.02 percent, respectively as compared to late sown condition Most of the interactions between and among the treatments for corn yield were
observed significant under timely sown which ascertained the saving of 60 kg N/ha
by manipulation of these inputs but at moderate level of production.
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Soil Test Crop Response Ttudies on Carrot under Integrated Plant Nutrition
System in I Hie Ilapludalf of Tamil Nadu (India).
R. lima devi. P. Murugesa Boopathi. M. Sangeetha. Tamil Nadu Agricultural
Univ.
The fertilizer application practices indicated the possibility of enhancing the production potentials of carrot. So far Soil Test Crop Response correlation studies
under 1PNS have not been made on carrot in Tamil Nadu and moreover in Nilgris,
coming under hilly zone, which constitutes major area under carrot. In order to
develop a scientific base for prescribing fertilizer recommendations for carrot,
the field trial was conducted at the Horticultural Research Station, Nanjanad farm
Ooty. To create different fertility gradients, a gradient crop of Chakravarthi keerai
var Ooty I was raised in Ooty soil series (Ultic Hapludalf) After the creation of
fertility gradients in the experimental site, the test crop experiment was conducted
with carrot hybrid Kuroda Super comprising of five levels of N (0,50,100,150 and
200 kg ha-1), four levels of P205 (0,50,100 and 150 kg ha-1) and four levels of
K20 (0,50, 100 and 150 kg ha-1). From the crop yield, uptake data and soil test
values, the basic parameters viz., Nutrient Requirement (NR), soil efficiency (Cs)
fertilizer efficiency (Cf) and organic efficiencies viz., Co(SM), Co(SM+AZO) were
computed From these basic parameters the fertilizer adjustment equations for prescribing fertilizer doses for inorganic alone as well as IPNS were developed for carrot The profound yield increase recorded in the present study could be attributed
to the efficient utilization of fertilizer nutrients and conducive soil fertility status
under IPNS.
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Dinitrotolune (DNT) Transport and Fate in a Field Controlled Soil Ecosystem.
F. M. Hashem. A. L. Allen. Univ of Maryland Eastern Shore.
Trinitrotoluene (TNT) and its derivatives 2,4-DNTand 2,6- DNT are toxic organic
compounds widespread in soil and water environments due to runoff, industrial
wastes sites, and military testing sites. Thus, these compounds are significant environmental pollutants of considerable concern. Biodegradation and photolysis have
been reported as the major mechanisms of environmental fate and transport of these
compounds. This field study was, therefore, conducted to investigate these two
compounds in self-contained undisturbed soil lysimeters on the Eastern Shore of
Maryland in 2004. The experiment was conducted on an Othello soil, and arranged
in a randomized complete block design with eight treatments and three replications at depths of 30 and 60 cm. Soils were thoroughly mixed with 0, 25 and 50
mg/kg soil of 2,4-DNT and 2,6-DNT. Soil core samples were collected at 0-10,
10-20, 20-30, 30-40 and 40-60 cm after 0, 30, 60, 120 and 180 days These cores
were examined for nitrate-N, nitrite-N, pH, 2,4-DNT, 2,6-DNT, and their metabolites using a GLC-FID Model-6890. A laboratory experiment was also conducted
to examine the role of rhizobia and bradyrhizobia on the bioremediation of these
environmental pollutants Results indicate that hydrogen ion concentration values
varied slightly among treatments over time, and ranged from 6.1-7.8. Nitrate-N
continuously increased over time while nitrite-N was undetectable The increase in
the amount of nitrate-N varied among treatments and with soil depth The amounts
of 2,4-DNT and 2,6-DNT were the highest in the top 0-10 cm of the soil throughout
the experiment, and decreased with depth over time. Six metabolites of the above
organic compounds were found. The metabolism of these chemicals by rhizobia
and bradyrhizobia depended on the bacterial strains applied This study provides
pertinent information relative to the fate and transport of these hazards compounds
in soil environments.
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Driving Factor Analysis of Typical Salination Area Land Use Changes in
Northeast of China.
X. Lin. T. Sun. L. Sun. H. Li. Shenyang Key Laboratory of Environmental
Engineering.
As the unfrequented area, Song-nen Plain situating in Northeast China has been a
beautiful place which raise lush vegetations and multifarious animals before 1900's.
However, the area of the saline soil spread out much quickly in anthropocence after
1950's, the range of which increased from 3.9xl06hm2 in I950'sto6.3xl06hm2 in
1990's. Nowadays, it has been the representative saline-sodic soil in the word. How
to describe and predict the up trends of salinity is essential in order to controling
the deteriorism of the local environments and improving the ability of sustainable
development. The paper aimed on the relationship between driving factors including nature and society factors and land use change(farmland Agrassland Athe alkali
spot, and so on) which transform to the alkali spot(the severe saline-sodic soil) in
order to make sure the relationship between land use changes and soil salination.
The data are based on the 26 counties field trail spot scales in certain area where is
the typical region of soil salination in northeast china. In this area, there is a significant tendency for soil salination increase and aggregation. The consistent soil
texture and the least bulk density appear in farmland because of long-year reclamation, so the up-down moving of water and salt is violent and the soil Sal-alkalization happen easily when the management in farmland is not in reason. First of all,
in order to analyzing the changes between alkali spots and other landuse types, the
land use types in September of 1985 and 2000 from 'I'M images were employed.
The results show that, there is a significant tendency for soil salination spread and
aggregation. The grassland is the main salination type because of overgrazing and
reclamation. Then, the soc-economy data in 1985 and 1999 are collected from the
city statistical agency, the mainly human factors which drove land use changes
were chosen for Canonical Correlation Analysis after calibrating mutual linearity among the 15 statistical data, the results as following are the changes of the
per capita income of the farmers, the stock on hand at the end of the year and the
proportion of soybean planting areas in total planting areas, the proportion of 0.5-1
degree slope areas in per county, and precipitation from April to August is the main
driving factors which promote the land use change in the area.
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K R. Adhikari
Effectiveness of Liming Material to Amend Acidic Upland Soil and Wheat
Productivity.
K. R. Adhikari. Tribhuvan Unix. Institute of Agriculture and Animal Science
(IAAS): S. Shrestha. Center of Excellence. Univ of Yamanashi; P. P. Adhikari.
Dept of Agriculture. Regional Soil Testing Laboratory. HMG/Nepal; Z. S. Chen.
National Taiwan Univ. Dept ofAgricultural Chemistry.
A field experiment was conducted during the winter growing season of 2003 in
upland soils of Bharatpur municipality, Chitwan valley of Nepal to evaluate the
effect of levels and time of lime application and their interaction on selected soil
properties and subsequent effect on wheat growth. Three replications of 18 treatment combinations consisting of time as the main plot factor and levels of lime as
the sub-plot factor were imposed on a split plot design The treatments included
were 6 levels of lime (0, 1.5, 3.0, 4.5, 6.0 and 7.5 Mg/ha) applied at three time
intervals (30, 20, and 10 days) before the planting of wheat. Ground lime (CaC03,
99% purity) was broadcast and mixed into the soil at field capacity to improve
lime solubility. Soil samples (0-15cm) were analyzed to determine the changes
in selected physico-chemical properties as a result of lime application. Yield and
yield-attributing characteristics of wheat, including crop lodging and economic
analysis, were also measured Data analysis revealed that liming (7.5 Mg/ha) had a
significant (p< 0.05) effect on improving soil acidity from strong (4.5) to medium
pH range (5 5) It also increased cation exchange capacity, available phosphorus
and calcium content of soil. The soil pH (r=0.91, p<0.01) and calcium content
(r=0 96, p<0 01) were strongly correlated to lime application. Although statistically
non-significant (p<0.05), grain yield was increased appreciably. The highest grain
yield (4.46 tons/ha) was recorded from the application of 4.5 Mg/ha of lime corresponding to a 20% yield increase relative to no liming However, from an economy
perspective, which is of prime concern for poor farmers with small land holdings,
it is interesting to note that the lowest level of liming (15 Mg/ha) that produced
4 25tons/ha of grain yield was found to provide the highest net return (US$355/ha).
Farmers also judge the effect on crop lodging as an important basis to adopt new
technology, because grain yield and straw biomass are equally important in subsistence farming systems Observation of crop lodging indicated that limed plots had
significantly lower percentages of lodging (12.4) than plots without liming (48.7).
Non-significant effect of days to liming on selected soil and crop properties indicated that farmers need not apply lime long before planting Ground lime can be
effectively solubilized in these coarse soils relatively quickly under the Udic soil
moisture regime. While the effect of level and time of lime application might differ
from one soil to another, the findings of this study carry three important conclusions particularly to the poor farmers of this region One. they would still be better
off even if they apply relatively low levels of lime. This study thus contradicts the
widely held notion that high doses of lime are necessary for high crop yield; two.
farmers may apply lime shortly before planting This would help them harvest the
previous crop in a timely way; and three, the farmers would be able to keep the cost

of liming low which in turn would render a greater economic return from a liming
program in wheat production in this region of Nepal
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S Y. Ushiwata
Influence of Steam-Treated Plant Residues on Soil Properties, Plant Growth
and Drainage Water Quality.
S. Y. Ushiwata. Graduate School of Science and Techonology. Chiba Univ; K.
Inubushi. Faculty of Horticulture. Chiba Univ; H. Sasa. lshikawajima-Harima
Heavy Industries Co.. Ltd.
Increasing use of green spaces for park and golf land in Japan leads to manage large
quantities of plant residues, such as grass clippings and pruning branches. Generally, these residues are transported and incinerated in large plants at the expense of
a large amount of fuel and energy. Time and space-saving processes are of interest
in treating the biomass. Steam-treatment (hydrolysis method using high temperature, 205"C, and high pressure steam, 1.6 MPaG) can reduce the volume of fresh
plant residues and its application to soil can be highly useful The main objective of
this study was to evaluate the effect of steam-treated grass clipping and the liquid
residues deriving from the treatment plant on grass growth, drainage water quality
and changes in soil bio-chemical properties after incorporation into a simulated
golfcourse. A plastic container (L: 47.0 x W: 40.0 x D: 22.5 cm) was taken where
the surface soil (10 cm) was a mixture of andosol and sand (3;2 volume) and the
subsurface soil (10 cm) was andosol only. A basal dose of chemical fertilizer (25 g
m 2 of NPK; 8-8-8) and poultry manure (20 g nr2) was applied. The main treatments
were: CF (25 kg nr2 of NPK: 8-8-8, topdressing after 1 month), LL (1 kg nv2 of
commercial leaf litter), GT(1 kg m 2 of treated-grass), GT+BL(1 kgnv2 oftreatedgrass plus 6 L of liquid residue in single application as basal only), GT+FL (1 kg m
2
of grass-treated plus 3 2 L of liquid residue, diluted 10 times and applied six times
as fetigation), and GT10 (10 kg nv2 of treated-grass). Clipping yield was recorded
twice both in 2004 and 2005. All treatments received only chemical fertilizer (25
kg nr- of NPK: 8-8-8, as topdressing) in 2005. At the end of this experiment, the
soil was sampled to determine the chemical and biochemical properties Dry matter
yield of clipping was observed to be the highest for GT10 and the lowest for CF,
in both the years The clipping yields for other treatments were statistically identical. The liquid residue did not contribute to grass growth A little visual damage
with GT+BL was observed and GT+FL had slightly negative effect during second
cutting, probably relating to the low pH (4.5) of this liquid residue. Irrespective of
treatments, the pH of drainage water varied from 6.5 to 7.5. Only the EC in GT10
increased from 19 (first sampling) to 2.5 (third sampling) dS nr' and decreased
from 1.5 to < 1.0 dS nr' for other treatments. During the first sample, the nitrate
concentrations in drainage water for all treatments were above the permissible level
(> 10 mg N L') where GT10 had the lowest level. From second sampling onwards,
all treatments had value lower than 10 mg N L'. Irrespective of treatments, ion
phosphate was not detected probably due to the high adsorbed capacity of this element by andosol. Soil microbial biomass carbon, soil respiration, dehydrogenase
and soil enzymatic activities (protease and phosphatase) were higher in GT10, followed by GT and LL, than in CF. The GT10 showed the lowest qCO„ indicating
a greater carbon use efficiency compared to other treatments Results suggest that
the steam-treatment can be an alternative method of grass clipping recycling by
enhancing microbiological activities and thus, reducing the application of a large
amount of chemical fertilizers However, a long-term study is needed to make concluding remarks on the application of steam-treatment as a better and cost-effective
alternative technology to incineration.
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S. D. Kimura
Uncertainty Analysis of Human and Environmental Factors on Nitrogen Flow
at Different Spatial Scales.
S. D. Kimura. Graduate School of Bio-Application and Systems Engineering. Tokyo
Univ of Agriculture and Technology; R. Hatano. Graduate School of Agriculture.
Hokkaido Univ.
To create a sustainable Nitrogen (N) management system, N flows in the agroecosystem must be able to be analyzed in a quantitative manner. However, uncertainty
accompanying such calculation can make the whole calculation meaningless This
study quantifies the Nflowatfieldand watershed scale using the N balance method.
The data source was monitoring, farmer's inquiry, statistics and literature data The
field scale balance was calculated for the major landuses (rice, wheat, soybean,
onion, vegetable and grassland) The watershed scale balance was calculated for
the farmland, livestock and human subsystems. Special attention was paid on the
surplus N. At field scale, farmland surplus N was defined as the difference between
total N input to the farmland (chemical fertilizer, manure, biological N2 fixation,
deposition and irrigation) and total N output of the farmland (harvested plants,
denitrification, NH3 volatilization, N20 emission). At watershed scale, surplus N
stands for the difference among the inter-system inflow N, N loss from the total
system and food and feed export This unaccounted N flow equals the change in
stock of all subsystems, farmland surplus N in case of farmland subsystem, and
excreta disposal N in case of human and livestock subsystems The uncertainty of
the calculated N balance was analyzed by Monte Carlo simulations Influence of
the variability in the data on the uncertainty of the output data was analyzed according to a regression analysis of the simulation runs. At field scale, farmland surplus
N was highest for vegetables with 110 kgN ha-1 and lowest for soybean with 6
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kgN ha-1. Among the N flows, denitrified N2 and N20 emission had the highest
uncertainty with Coefficient of Variance (CV) was between 77 and 128%, except
rice. The CV of farmland surplus N for individual landuses ranged from 51 to
630%, and was highest for soybean. Their associated uncertainties were influenced
by the variability of biological N2 fixation for soybean, and the amount of fertilizer
and N2 volatilization for other land uses. The biggest N flow at the watershed scale
was the chemical N fertilizer input from outside the system with 5 4 kgN ha-1 per
total watershed-area, followed by the harvested crops (including rice straw) with
4 2 kgN ha-1. The surplus N of the total system was 3.8 kgN ha-1 accounting for
68% of the total N loss. Farmland surplus N was 1.8 kgN ha-1 while disposal N
of human and livestock subsystems was 2 0 kgN ha-1. CV was highest in flows
from the livestock subsystem, ranging from 23 to 147%. For both farmland and
human subsystems the highest uncertainty was found for denitrification (CV=67%
and CV=4I%, respectively) followed by the farmland surplus N (CV=51%). The
uncertainty of livestock and human subsystems were generated by the assumed
high variability of the literature data. Since farmland surplus N was the difference of input and output of the farmland subsystem, the uncertainty was caused
by the input value with the highest variability and amount. The sensitivity analysis
revealed that the variability of the denitrification and amount of applied fertilizer,
especially those of onion and rice, influenced mostly the uncertainty of the farmland surplus N Both scales were highly influenced by the variability in fertilizer
input, harvested amount and denitrification The total N load of the system cannot
be significantly reduced unless the variables contributing to the input data are quantified more accurately.
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M. J Shipitalo
Residual and Contact Herbicide Losses in Surface Runoff from Conservation
filled Watersheds Planted with Transgenic, Herbicide-Tolerant, Corn and
Soybean.
M. J. Shipitalo, USDA-Agricultural Research Service; R. Mahne. USDA-ARS,
National Soil Tilth Laboratory; L. Owens. USDA-Agricultural Research Service.
Conservation tillage is frequently used for corn (Zea Mays L ) and soybean [Glycine max (L ) Merr] production to reduce soil loss, improve soil quality, and maintain eligibility for commodity support payments The residual herbicides normally
used in the production of these crops, however, are often detected in surface runoff, rivers, and reservoirs at concentrations that exceed drinking water standards.
With the advent of transgenic, herbicide-tolerant crops, such as glufosinate-tolerant
corn [2-amino-4-(hydroxy-methylphosphinyl) butanoic acid] (Liberty-Linked) and
glyphosate-tolerant [N-(phosphonomethyl)-glycine] soybean (Roundup Ready),
this concern might be reduced by replacing residual herbicides with short-half life,
strongly sorbed, contact herbicides. Therefore, we applied both herbicide types at
the maximum recommended rates to 2 chisel-plowed and 2 no-till watersheds in a
2-yr corn/soybean rotation and at half rates to 3 reduced-input, disked watersheds
in a 3-yr corn/soybean/wheat-red clover (Triticum aestivum L. -Trifoliumpratense
I.) rotation and monitored herbicide losses in surface runoff on an individual event
basis for 4 crop years (1998-2001) In corn years, average annual loss of glufosinate
(0.06%) was less than the losses of atrazine-0.37% (6-chloro-N2-ethyl-N4-isopropyl-l,3,5-triazine-2,4- diamine), alachlor-0.07% [2-chloro-N-(2,6-diethylphenyl)-N-(methoxymethyl) acetamide], and linuron-0.15% (3-3,4-dichlorophenyl1-methoxy-l-methylurea), the residual herbicides it can replace The maximum,
annual,flow-weightedaverage concentration of glufosinate was 3.5 pg/L, whereas
the maximum, annual, flow-weighted average concentrations of atrazine (31.5 ug/
L) and alachlor (9.8 pg/L) were substantially higher and exceeded the Maximum
Contaminant Levels (MCL) of 3 pg/L for atrazine and 2 pg/L for alachlor. The
maximum annual flow-weighted concentration of linuron, which does not have an
established MCL, was 8.2 ug/L Regardless of tillage system, the annual, flowweighted average atrazine and alachlor concentrations exceeded their MCLs in at
least one crop year Similarly, during soybean years, average annual loss of glyphosate was 0 07% compared to a metribuzin [4-amino-6-(l,l-dimethylethyl)-3(methylthio)-l,2,4-triazin-5(4H)-one] loss of 0.48% and an alachlor loss of 0.12%,
the residual herbicides it can replace. Maximum, annual,flow-weightedconcentration of glyphosate was 9 2 ug/L, whereas maximum alachlor and metribuzin concentrations were 44 5 and 9.5 ug/L, respectively. Thus, while growing transgenic
corn and soybean and replacing residual herbicides with glufosinate and glyphosate
did not eliminate herbicide losses in surface runoff, transport and concentrations
where substantially reduced in some instances. Moreover, glufosinate and glyphosate are of lower toxicity than the residual herbicides they can replace and their
presence in surface water should be of less environmental concern.
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S A Mestelan
Glyphosate and Nutrient (N-P) Addition Effect on Residue Decomposition and
Soil Global Biological Activity in the Flooding Pampas (Argentina).
5. A. Mestelan. Facultad de Agronomia—UNCPBA: M. Arzadun. Ministerio de
Asuntos Agrarios—Chacra Experimental Pasman and Facultad de Agronomia—
UNCPBA.
As a relatively new practice of seasonal productivity management in the rangelands
of the flooding Pampas, spraying glyphosate at the end of the summer is usually
tied up to fertilizer application, adding N to promote the growth in autumn-winter
of cool season grasses and P to correct a common deficiency in the soils of the area
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Although there were previous efforts on the subject evaluating the changes in productivity, composition and quality of these rangelands, there was a void in studies
that also investigate what processes in soil could be affected by the abovementioned
practices, which can at its turn condition the performance of the plant component in
these systems. To this regard, we concentrated on the study of the residue decomposition dynamics provided that the amount and quality of the residues generated
by glyphosate spraying could be different from the natural senescence processes
acting on the dominant warm season grasses stand and this fact would origin different decomposition rates. There were also some questions about the effect of the
herbicide on the soil biotic components although they are not the specific target of
glyphosate. A field experiment was set up on a rangeland in a cattle raising ranch
in Azul, Buenos Aires province, Argentina (36°40'S, 59°52'W) in February 2003,
in an area previously fenced to avoid cattle accession. A first sampling was done
in February in order to characterize the dominant soils and the initial composition of the plant community Climate information was recorded (rainfall and mean,
maximum and minimum daily air temperature at 5 cm from the soil surface) from
February to December 2003. Naturally standing dead material (SDM) from the
rangeland and plant dead matter generated by glyphosate (Glypho) was collected
in February, oven dried and cut to yield 1.5 to 2-cm length debris. The experiment
followed a split plot design with three replications: in the principal (main) plots
the vegetation was managed according to conventional practices (defoliation by
cutting trying to simulate grazing) and with glyphosate in order to have a canopy
around the decaying material similar to managed conditions Four subplots in each
main plot - replication combination received the addition of N and P at a rate of 00, 0-70, 70-0 and 70-70 kg ha"' of N and P respectively as broadcasted urea or STP
in March In April, residues of each source were put in nylon bags in the subplots,
in small bare patches where carefully plant material was previously removed; five
samplings were performed in order to evaluate residue mass loss and global biological activity (CO, trapped in alkali beakers) the 24 hours following the bag removal.
Results were analyzed using the SAS package. There was no effect neither of the
residue source (SDM vs. Glypho) nor the nutrients added on the decomposition
rate (p> 0 05) at any sampling date. Plant analysis carried on both residues revealed
that differences were not significant between structural carbohydrates for SDM
and Glypho, except by the total N content that was higher in Glypho debris The
absence of enhanced decomposition due to nutrient addition is leading to suspect
losses in case of N by volatilization due to the drought that followed urea application and some P provision in the 0-0 NP glyphosate treated plots by the herbicide
that is used in a high rate (4 I ha1). Rangeland soil microorganisms could be also
resilient to change, with afloranot trained to react to big amounts of external nutrients in autumn, whereas the normal natural nutrient trade off occur commonly in
spring-summer The cumulative mass loss from the nylon bags during one year of
study was equivalent to graminoid residues evaluated by the same procedure (64.0
to 70.8% remained undecomposed), with an average 45% of this decay expressed at
the first sampling (cumulative 200 degrees-day). Comparing these results to the residue mass loss without encryption recorded in a parallel study, there is an important
underestimation of the decomposition rate using the nylon bag procedure (about
40 to 50%), mainly due to the disruption of the soil-residue interface, the limited
opportunities to fauna to access to the debris and the missed soil microbial - alive
plants interactions The global biological activity adjusted mainly to climatic fluctuations, with no long term impact of herbicide or nutrient provision.
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Nitrogen Transformation in Soils Amended with Urban Industrial Waste and
Crop Response.
S. Bose. S. Chandrayan. A. K. Bhattacharyya. Jawaharlal Nehru Univ/School of
Environmental Sciences.
Delhi generates a huge quantity of solid waste per day The waste collected for the
study was highly acidic in nature (pH- 2.7 to 4.4) and contains macronutrients,
micronutrients as well as toxic elements. A pot-culture experiment was conducted
by taking the two soils (JNU and Chhattarpur) amended with lime treated (0%,
0.5% and 1%) waste (0%, 10%, 20%, 30%) The moisture was maintained 50%
of water holding capacity and the temperature was maintained at 280 C - 300 C
Two seedlings of pea and wheat were planted separately per pot containing 2 kg
waste amended or control soil and the experiment was continued till the harvesting. Waste applications increased the total N in the soils. Lime application did not
make any significant change in total N in both soils. Waste amendment increased
the total nitrogen in both the soils. The percentage of total N was high in between
flowering to pod formation stage. Lime treatments enhanced the nitrogen content
in wheat plant in almost all cases. Waste and lime treatments enhanced dry weight
in wheat plants (shoot and root) grown in Chhattarpur soil in almost all cases and
dry weight of the different plants increased with time. The increasing percentage
of waste application in soil reduced the nitrogen concentration in pea plant's shootroots. Both the root and shoot length of wheat plants increased with the application of 20% and 30% waste amended soils, but 30% waste amendment decreased
dry weight of pea plant Lime treatment significantly increased the length of rootshoot. The root-shoot length gradually increased with time Maximum growth was
observed in the treatment of 0.5% lime with 20% waste amended soils of JNU and
Chhattarpur
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J. Hempel
Marketing Soil Survey Information.
J. Hempel, USDA-NRCS-National Geospatial Development Center: L. Betts.
Valadis Corporation.
The United States Department of Agriculture-Natural Resources Conservation
Service has over 100 years of background and experience in creating soil survey
information and has nearly all of the private land in the United States mapped.
Currently about 2/3 of the soil surveys have detailed digital soil survey information (SSURGO). By 2007, all published soil surveys will be completed in a digital
format. STATSGO, a more generalized soil survey digital dataset is completed and
in the process of being updated This electronic information has great potential for
increasing public awareness as to the effectiveness of using soil survey information
for environmental and land use planning, decision and policy making. Fducation
of the general public about the usefulness and utility of soil survey information has
been and remains difficult. New approaches in marketing plans and strategies to
increase the awareness and use of the digital soil survey information at the governmental, academia and private sector levels is a key component in incorporating this
important information as an institutional component for sound land use planning.
Partnerships with the private sector to understand and implement these marketing
techniques will make soil survey information available to a much wider audience.
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R L . Lavigne
The Use of Sustainable Green Wastewater Treatment Technology Across the
Andes, Ecuador, South America.
R. L. Lavigne. University of Massachusetts.
In 2003, the international company Olieoductos Crudes Pesados (OCP) began
pumping approximately 250,000 barrels/day of Amazon Crude across the Andes
Mountains in Ecuador to the seaport city of Esmaraldas where it is loaded onto offshore tankers for global distribution. For a variety of technical and security reasons,
the multiple pump stations along the 400-kilometer long transect need to be staffed
on a 24 hour, 7 day a week basis with Ecuadorian Military Forces, maintenance
workers and engineers Climatic variations range from Tropical Rain Forest in the
Amazon Basin to a coastal dessert climate in Esmaraldas. Conditions in the Sierra
Region with elevations greater than 4000 m (14,000 feet) can very in temperature
between 90"F to below freezing at night. At the time of construction, each pump
station utilized septic tanks and soil infiltration systems to meet their wastewater disposal needs. Each station has three wastewater sources including a modern
hotel-like complex with laundry, restaurant, room service etc., a control room or
work area complex, and a military dormitory. Within two years, essentially 100%
of the conventional septic systems were in failure for a variety of reasons; such as
high seasonal water tables, poor septic tank maintenance, and poorly permeable
clay type soils. During early 2005, OCP hired NEWS-ECUADOR to replace all
of the failing septic systems with a series of Pantanos Secos Artificiales (PSAIM).
More than 25 units were constructed across the Andes, with each climatic zone
presenting its own unique set of problems. The treatment units are currently removing more than 95% of the BOD5, COD, and suspended solids concentration. Each
unit is meeting all of the Ministry of the Environment discharge limits and in several situations the near drinking water quality effluent is reused for irrigation. The
units function without electricity, pumps, or chemicals. Sunlight and gravity meet
all of the energy needs. By incorporating conventional Reed Beds for biosolids
treatment, there are essentially no pollutants leaving the treatment areas There are
no odors and no free water surfaces for mosquitoes and other vectors to breed As
such, OCP feels that they have a sustainable long-term solution to their wastewater
problems. This paper will present design, construction, operation, monitoring and
maintenance data for the several climatic regions along the pipeline where green
sustainable technology is used to treat oil company wastewater
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E.A.Hodges
Finding Common Ground: A New College Course Examines the Intersection
of Soil Science and Public Health.
E. A. Hodges. G. A. O 'Connor. Soil and Water Science Dept. Univ of Florida.
The intersection of public health and soil science is alive with real world examples of how the two disciplines are inextricably connected From agriculture to
constructed wetlands; dust storms to bioremediation, soil science has enormous
implications for the protection and promotion of public health Similarly, countless critical public health issues including asbestos exposure, drinking water contamination, and heavy metal poisoning have serious consequences in terms of soil
quality and soil management. Soil scientists and public health professionals must
recognize the important instances where their disciplines merge and possess the
skills necessary for integrative interpretations. In essence, soil scientists and public

health professionals must view relevant environmental problems through each other's microscopes. The unique perspective brought into focus will foster integrative
approaches to identification, evaluation, and management of environmental health
dilemmas. Few college courses are dedicated to or explicitly address the intimate
relationship between soil science and public health In response, the authors have
developed a course at the University of Florida which addresses the intersection
of public health and soil science, and promotes integrative skill development The
course is open to all students, but will be particularly pertinent for individuals wishing to pursue a career in soil science and/or public health. Class lectures, assigned
readings, facilitated class discussions, and guest speaker presentations are designed
to achieve the following course objectives;
* Describe basic soil characteristics and biogeochemical reactions that enable preliminary estimates of how various contaminants may move, react, and dissipate
in a dynamic soil environment
* Describe factors influencing exposure pathways, exposure behaviors, and health
outcomes as they relate to soil properties, soil quality, and soil management
* Highlight important and/or innovative soil contamination prevention strategies
and soil remediation techniques that protect and promote public health
* Examine processes of site evaluation, health impact assessment, data reporting,
and public communication through in-class review of "real life" soil contamination examples
* Develop critical skills for effectively reviewing, understanding, critiquing, and
applying information in published soil science/public health literature
Appropriately, the course will be a collaborative effort between the University of
Florida Soil and Water Science Department and the University of Florida School
of Public Health. Teaching and preparation responsibilities will be shared between
the two programs. A tentative course outline and syllabus, representative class discussion topics, and potential guest speaker presentations will be presented. The
authors will demonstrate how growing populations, emerging health threats, persistent health threats, economic constraints, social responsibility, and the need for
properly managed and cost-effective outcomes are just a few reasons why a shared
understanding of public health and soil science methods is imperative.
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E. Brams
A Pilot Project:lnitiating Production of Upland Rice in Virgin Inland Swamps
of Sierra Leone, Africa.
E. Brams. Texas AM/Prairie View AM.
Using early soil surveys which identified inland swamps as possible sites for cash
crops, we tested two premises (1) that these ecosystems when cleared could produce upland rice (2) that this pilot project could be introduced via a delivery system
designed to bring agricultural technology to small farmers. The site was a 40/ha
virgin inland swamp, located 0.05 km from Njala University College. A village was
located on the ridge bordering the swamp. The soils of the ridge were cultivated by
the village farmers using traditional methods under shifting agriculture. The college sponsored the project for only 1 calendar year, providing equipment, tractors,
cultivators, seed, fertilizer and labor Local change agents described the project to
the village farmers who agreed to join the project providing labor to harvest and
dry the rice, contributing 3 Le. per family for expenses which allotted them a share
of the developed land and a portion of the rice harvest In the spring, 22 hectares
were cleared of trees, a seed bed prepared and indigenous rice drilled. A 0 5 ha plot
in the swamp was designated for yield trials In the fall, the yield of rice grain from
the developed swamp averaged 2500 kg/ha compared to 600 kg/ha produced on the
ridge under shifting agriculture. By involving the farmers within the grass-roots
institutions and linking them with national educational entities, we demonstrated
that through this pilot project that these ecosystems could be very productive and
could help alleviate poverty among the villages and help Sierra Leone become food
self-sufficient and recover from the recent political devastation There are three elements employed in sequence which make up our Delivery System for the transfer
of modern agricultural technology to small-scale farmers in Sierra Leone W Africa
They are as follows:
1 The first element is INPUT which consists of three components: a) Farmers; b)
Change agents and/or Institutions, c) Technology
2 The second element is PROCESSES which has six components: a) Change process; b) Education; c) Institution building; d) Communication; e) Linkages; f)
Feedback and modification.
3 The third element is OUTPUT which as four components: a) Production; b)
Skills; c) Attitudes; djlnstitutional growth;
Each input is acted upon by one or more processes with different degrees of intensity in a coordinated function to achieve the desired output. Mr Ken Mahoney,
Peace Corp Director, was a co-investigator
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G Wessolek
Soil and Art—the Aesthetic of Dirt.
G. Wessolek. Technical Univ Berlin.
Since industrialization and urbanization set in man has increasingly used nature
and thus also soil in a way not intended Since that time landscape has been noticed
aesthetically, yet scarcely in its elementary function for man. With the development
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ot' landscape painting this development may be reconstructed in art; until modern
age soil itself has not been an independent subject but has been perhaps a part of the
EandArt movement. What makes soil interesting today—also for art—and which
role plays the aesthetics of soil in this connection? Soil is, first of all, the basis of
our existence. It is the ground where we stand, live and are active. Today we know
that soil fulfils manifold ecological functions and not to forget: soil lives and gives
evidence for our civilization, our cultural heritage and our religions (Bachmann,
2001; Wessolek, 2002). This only intimated immense importance is confronted
with a very poor sense of protection and apart from that—looked at from the point
of view of society as a whole—in the last few years rather a reduction of the ecological consciousness and interest is to be registered. It seems to me important
to give soil a new, more up-to-date image apart from its undisputed "ecological
importance" and a suitable way to it could be the symbiosis of soil, aesthetics and
art. As many aesthetic qualities of soil are or "lie dormant" below the soil surface
and are, in addition, "hidden" by vegetation or built-up areas we have to use new
aids to make them vividly aware The interest to find a different access to the basis
of our livelihood through aesthetics and art (as a vehicle) is growing, according to
our experience In this contribution examples are shown how soil, art and aesthetics
may be combined with each other
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G J Churchman
The Status of Soil Science.
G. J. Churchman, Univ ofAdelaide.
This study aimed to establish the identity of soil science within a rapidly changing
social and political environment. The study involved 1. a philosophical exploration
of the place of soil science among sciences as a whole, and 2 a study of trends in
the published literature in soil science in Australia and New Zealand from 1973
to 2003 in order to discern possible effects of the drastic changes in the nature of
research funding that occurred over that period In philosophical terms, soil science
is a 'special science'. Science seeks to provide explanations of phenomena in the
observable world Special sciences have a philosophical status alongside the basic
sciences e.g. physics and chemistry when not all explanations of the subjects of their
concern are reducible to those of the basic sciences Soil science, as it is practised,
comprises many aspects Some are 'technological', rather than 'scientific', where
technological research has a clearly defined focus on aspect(s) or property(ies) of a
particular soil—or soils, and does not attempt to generalise outside these particular
objects of study except, perhaps, by speculation. Scientific research, by contrast,
is seen as having general objectives in mind insofar as they seek to contribute to a
general understanding of soils, even if they study particular examples Some of the
scientific aspects comprise other disciplines as they are practised on soils as objects
of study. Soil science has a unique concern among other scientific disciplines, (a)
with the formation and properties of: (i) horizons, (ii) aggregates, and (iii) soil
colloids, both inorganic and organic, and (b) with processes of decomposition and
transformation of biota and of minerals by organisms in soils. Studies of these
four unique aspects together constitute the soil science 'research tradition' within
the scientific discipline. Scientific studies of other aspects within the discipline are
reducible to those of other sciences However, the four unique aspects differ in the
reducibility of their explanations. Those of horizons, aggregates and processes of
decomposition and transformation are incompletely reducible; the basic sciences
cannot provide their most useful explanations, although these can assist with their
understanding. The explanations of soil colloids are fully reducible to those of the
basic sciences, but the most useful reduction results in explanations of capacities
(e.g. areas and charges of surfaces) rather than in just structural descriptions of
entities In the particular case of (inorganic) soil colloids, it may be that the field
has not progressed because of insufficient reduction in explanations to the level
of atoms and molecules, or, at least, to their capacities. Reduction appears to have
stalled at the level of the crystal structures of mineral species, partly because of
the expense of high-energy instrumentation and partly because of the degree of
satisfaction that the identification of minerals with apparently regular structures in
soils has brought to researchers historically. Trends in Australian and New Zealand
soil science papers from 1973 to 2003 include: I. A strong increasing trend in the
total number of publications in soil research, especially from Australia. The total
number of papers from New Zealand has increased only in latter years. 2 Not even
an absolute increase in the number of scientific papers and hence a strong decrease
in their proportion with time. There is a marked increase in technological papers
3. An increasing trend in the number of papers that are reviews, especially technological. Soil science has a valid philosophical status but the poor current funding
of aspects seeking widely applicable understanding suggest that its social, political
and economic status does not reflect the philosophical importance which the physical survival of humanity can surely claim.
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Educating Future Soil Scientists: Using Gardner's Multiple Intelligences.
R. T. Carpenter, Washington and Jeffeson College: S. Carpenter, USDA Natural
Resources Conservation.
This paper reviews one of the most critical needs of the 21st Century: Educating
new soil scientists starting with school age children Most elementary and secondary schools do not teach earth sciences and have a limited curriculum in the study
of physical, biological, and environmental science as related to soil science The
purpose of this paper is to identify a gap in the education curriculum about soils in
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elementary and secondary education while using one of the most effective teaching methods in educating students: Howard Gardner's Multiple Intelligences By
integrating multiple intelligences and soils in public school outreach, young future
soil scientists can begin to build a foundation in earth science (to include soils)
and be exposed to the many varied careers around the world associated with soil
science. We provide a strategy for incorporating earth science into elementary and
secondary curriculum and outline suggestions for higher education to maintain soil
science program offerings.
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H.N. Hyun
Cartoon As a Teaching Aid for Soil Sciences.
H. N. Hyun, Cheju National Univ: Y Nam, National Agricultural Cooperative
Federation (Nonghyup): J. E. Yang, Div. of Biol. Environ. Coll. of Agri. & Life
Sciences, KangM'on National Univ.
Numerous methods can be employed to teach students and farmers on soil science and fertilizer The cartoon is one of the most effective teaching aids both for
instructors and students. Instructor becomes a director of the cartoon to organize
the framework of story based on the chapter of lecture. Director should adapt the
regular sentence on soil science into the short and concise scenario suitable for the
visual expression of the cartoon, followed by the selection of the scene for drawing. Next is to cast the instructor for the role of actor or sometimes supporter. After
casting, the director starts to draw each cut of the cartoon in sequence. I published
the cartoons in weekly serials in the farmer's newspaper for three years. Each cartoon was composed of eighteen cuts and formatted with the introductory, main and
conclusive issues. Cartoon started with dialogues between the cast on subject to
stimulate the interest by fanners, inserted the tables and graphs for the scientific
knowledge and summarized the chapter. Major contents covered in the cartoons
were glossary, nutrient uptake, pH, salt accumulation, moisture, pollution, chemical fertilizer, compost and other general aspects of soils Cartoons had been very
popular serial of the newspaper and are archived in the web for reviewing.
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L. Ackert
The 'Cycle of Life' in Soil Science.
L. Ackert, Yale Univ.
The holistic concept of the 'cycle of life' has played and continues to play an important role in the history of soil science. It is imbedded in a series of developments
from J.B. Boussingault's idea of the nitrogen cycle, V.V. Dokuchaev's earliest
notion of soil as organism, to S.N. Winogradsky's chemosynthetic microorganisms.
Through their work the vision of a circulation of matter and energy in nature—the
cycle of life—entered into the foundation of soil science in the mid-late nineteenth
century This idea moved from organic chemistry into scientific agriculture in
the 1850s, and would later become integrated in the rise of organic farming, for
example in the work of A Howard. As soil science became a more self-conscious
discipline through the efforts of K. Glinka, C,F. Marbut, J.S. Joffe and others, the
'cycle of life' was integrated into the new methods of soil morphology and soil
systematics. In the early twentieth century the 'cycle of life' was developed into
an ecological approach to the study of soils. Winogradsky (in a second career)
formulated his 'direct method' in soil microbiology on the 'cycle of life' and V.l.
Vernadsky incorporated it into his concept of the biosphere and biogeochemistry
These broadly ecological worldviews today provide the context and methods for
investigations of nutrient and element cycling in soils. In my poster, I will outline
the history of the 'cycle of life' in soil science through a series of exemplifying texts
and images drawn from scientific publications of the above mentioned figures.
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G Hardarson
An Overview of the Recent Soil-Water-Plant Research and Technical Activities
of the FAO/IAEA Programme.
G. Hardarson. L. Heng. L. Mabit. R. Serraj. C. Bernard, M. L. Nguyen. FAO/
IAEA.
The FAO/IAEA Soil and Water Management and Crop Nutrition (SWMCN)
Sub-Program main activity is to develop and apply nuclear-based techniques in
improving the integrated management of soil, water, nutrient and cropping practices, for increased agricultural systems productivity and sustainability We assist
Member States to use isotopes and nuclear techniques to diagnose constraints and
pilot test interventions to intensify crop production in a sustainable manner Our
research outputs and methodologies developed are transferred to Member States
within the framework of IAEA's Technical cooperation projects and through laboratory/field-based training courses and fellowships. Previous projects conducted
by the SWMCN Sub-program were mainly focused on the optimization, of fertilizer recovery efficiency by cereal crops and biological nitrogen fixation in various

legumes, using stable isotope 15N. The methodologies for measuring these processes are now well established in Member States with a number of IAEA Technical Cooperation projects implemented The current challenges of the SWMCN
Sub-program are to apply existing nuclear techniques and develop new applications
to address water and soil conservation issues at both field and watershed levels.
Recent projects have emphasized the use of nuclear techniques such as neutron
probes or stable isotopes such as 180 and 13C to improve water use efficiency and
water management for sustainable agricultural production in developing countries
and fallout 137Cs, 2IOPb and 7Be to estimate losses of soil and associated pollutants and help identify efficient conservation measures to minimize these losses. To
meet these challenges a series of new Coordinated Research and Technical Cooperation Projects have been recently initiated. In these projects, integrated soil-waterplant practices that influence soil erosion, water conservation and nutrient losses
are studied so that management tools can be put in place to minimize soil erosion
and to optimize water and nutrient uptake. This effort has also included projects to
evaluate crop germplasm for tolerance to abiotic stress such as drought and salinity,
and for improving nutrient use efficiency. Case studies involving the use of nuclear
techniques and isotopic tracers of past and present projects and research findings
will be presented and discussed.
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S. K. Selvaradjou
An accessible digital archive of soil maps.
S. K. Selvaradjou. L. Montanarella, European Commission; O. Spaargaren. D.
Dent. 1SRIC—World Soil Information.
Soil maps made in the past remain the backbone of present and future land resource
inventories and research in many fields apart from soil science: land degradation,
changes in land use and water resources, and prediction of climatic and other environmental changes. Soil maps are not only databases; they are the footprints of our
history, records of the know-how of soil survey and experimentation at national and
international level. 'Data and information are the essential building blocks of science. Many types of data, including extant historical data which have newly appreciated scientific importance for the analysis of changes over time, are not being
used for research because they are not available in digital formats.'(International
Council for Science 2004). The situation is becoming critical in many developing countries, and not only in developing countries. This is because of the loss of
historical soil maps due to the lack of proper storage and retrieval infrastructures
and the collapse of the institutions that have been responsible for the acquisition
and maintenance of soil and land resources data. Digitization of the soil maps will
enable those countries to recover and re-use their soil information. The need to
conserve the information on existing maps underlies the initiative of the Institute of Environment and Sustainability (IES) in the European Commission and
ISR1C - World Soil Information to create the European Digital Archive of Soil
Maps (EuDASM). The immediate objective is to transfer the soil information of
the developing countries into digital format, with the maximum resolution possible—to preserve the information of paper maps that are vulnerable to deterioration
Beyond data rescue, the archive is expected to develop into a common platform for
storing soil maps from around the world and making the information readily accessible. During the first phase, more than two thousand maps of the soils of Africa
from the ISRIC - World Soil Information archive were digitized. The Soil Maps of
Africa are now available on line for free access in the European Commission portal
of the Soil and Waste Unit (http://eusoils.jrc.it/) and, also, as a digital DVD-ROM
version for distribution to all decision makers and research communities. "The first
edition contains maps categorized according to coverage: African continental coverage (151), Algeria (25), Angola (12), Benin (16), Botswana (51), Burkina Faso
(38), Burundi (3), Cameroon (64), Cape Verde (10), Central African Republic (13),
Chad (74), Comoros (4), Congo (10), Cöte dTvoire (39), Egypt (75), Ethiopia (49),
Gabon (14), Gambia (22), Ghana (76), Guinea (33), Kenya (339), Lesotho (16),
Liberia (4), Libya (19), Madagascar (41), Malawi (10), Mali (34), Morocco (23),
Mauritania (16), Mauritius(3), Mozambique (56), Namibia (6), Niger (23), Nigeria
(180), Reunion (2), Rwanda (13), Senegal (20), Seychelles (4), Sierra Leone (21),
Somalia (22), South Africa (69), Saint Helena (9), Sudan (30), Swaziland (19),
Tanzania (101), Togo(41), Tunisia (26), Uganda(14), Zaire- Democratic Republic of Congo (6), Zambia (60), Zimbabwe (63);according to scale as small-scale
soil maps of > 1:1 million (265), exploratory soil maps of 1:250,000 -1:1 million
(579), reconnaissance soil maps of 1:100,000 - 1:25O,OO0 (569), semi-detailed soil
maps of 1:10,000 - I 25,000 (470), detailed soil maps of 1:10,000 - 1:25,000 (74)
and very detailed sol maps of < 1:10,000 (14), according to period—pre-1950 (37),
1950-60 (117), 1960-70 (602), 1970-80 (553), 1980-90 (442) and >1990 (107):
according to theme, by keywords soil (805), soil management (85), soil profiles
(32), soil suitability (162), topography (516), vegetation (164), biogeography (18),
climate (134), geology (152), hydrology (94), land use (206), physical geography
(164) and social geography (49). Soil Maps of Asia and Soil Maps of Latin America
& the Caribbean are in progress and will be completed in 2006. Meanwhile, we are
seeking collaboration with other holders of valuable maps that can be added in a
second edition of Soil Maps of Africa and to extend the conservation and access to
maps of other continents.
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E E Grigorieva
Dr.Elena Grigorieva.
E. E. Grigorieva. Russian Trade Mission in Canada.

It is essential to aggregate the scientific and financial resources necessary to undertake research on different aspects of soil science at all relevant scales, including both
the regional and global The analysis of different groups of stakeholders for purpose
of planning and targeting joint programs of the network has been done Examples
of the international organizations, intergovernmental financial institutions, and
donors considered are: FAO, CGIAR, GEF, ICSU,UNF, UNDP,UNEP, The World
Bank, CFC, UNCTAD commodity organizations, SIDA, CIDA, USA1D, Ford
Foundation, Rockefeller Foundation et.al It is proposed to organize a task force for
identifying the priorities to work with international institutions and donors.
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F. S. Fares
ACSAD Experiences in Desertification Combating and Rehabilitation of
Degraded lands.
F. S. Fares. G. M. Abdelgawad. A. R. Loulou. ACSAD.
The Arab center for the studies of And Zones and dry lands (ACSAD) was established in 1968 within the framework of the league of Arab States. Some of the
main missions of ACSAD were to monitor, assess, and combat desertification in
the Arab region. This presentation highlights three projects conducted by ACSAD
based upon these missions. The first project was monitoring and combating desertification in the Syrian Steppe (Bishri Mountain) Bishri Mountain makes up a great
part of the Syrian Steppe constituting the main grazing area for livestock of the
nomads. Degradation of the area was tremendously increased and accelerated by
activities of a rapidly growing population and dry ploughing. The main objectives
of this project were to formulate a strategy for combating desertification, implementing water harvesting carrying different vegetation rehabilitation measures, and
sensitizing decision makers and local population for the degradation processes in
the area. Secondly, ACSAD carried out several land degradation studies in the Arab
world. As example of this land degradation, a study was carried out in Yemen.
Land degradation in Yemen is considered a major problem threatening the stability
of ecological systems. Accordingly, ACSAD implemented this project through the
following main modules: 1- Human induced soil degradation mapping of Yemen
2- Building soil and terrain database for the second pilot area in Shabwa, a governorate. 3- Preparing guidelines for monitoring, evaluating and combating land
degradation in Yemen. 4- Human and institutional capacity building. The third
project was the ACSAD and SRAP program implementation in West Asia. ACSAD
has been assigned by UNCCD and designated by GM to support and implement
(SRAP) pilot areas in selected countries in West Asia to strengthen the implementation of UNCCD in this sub-region. SRAP includes activities related to degraded
land rehabilitation and sustainable management of vegetative cover and water
resources, and enhancement of the participatory approach in this region. In conclusion, the main beneficiaries of ACSAD combating desertification projects are the
local populations. The implemented measures controlled the effects of the desertification processes, especially wind and water soil erosion. It was noticed that most
of the measures implemented were successful and helpful to create local conditions
more favorable for soil and water conservation in Arid and semi-Arid Zones and
they are transferable to other countries. ACSAD, as a regional center, has started to
implement these practices in some selected areas in the Arab States
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C. Zucca
Technical Cooperation and Research Activities of NRD-UN1SS in Northern
Africa.
C. Zucca. G. Enne. Centra Inlerdipartimentale di Ateneo NRD—Nucleo Ricerca
Desertificazione. Universitä di Sassari; F. Previtali. Dip. Scienze dell 'Ambiente e
del Territorio. Universitä di Milano—Bicocca.
The Desertification Research Group of the University of Sassari (Italy) was born
in 1990 as a multidisciplinary research group focusing on Mediterranean desertification; since 2000 it has become Interdepartmental Centre NRD of the University of Sassari Researchers and scientists belonging to different departments of
the University are expert on several disciplines among which are earth sciences,
hydraulics, hydrology, agronomy, forestry, economics, and animal science. Since
its establishment, the NRD researchers have been involved in the study of physical, biological, and socio-economic aspects of desertification and land degradation
in the Mediterranean They have been involvement in several research programs
financed, among the others, by the European Union, the European Space Agency
and the Italian Ministries of Foreign Affairs, of the Environment, of the University
and Scientific Research. NRD-UN1SS is currently coordinating several international
initiatives in thefieldof scientific research and technical cooperation in developing
countries. Among the latter, a big initiative is now on going in Northern Africa. A
participatory demonstration project on desertification mitigation and rural development was launched in 2002 in Morocco and Tunisia under MEDA-SMAP Program
(Short and Medium-term priority environmental Action Program) financed by the
European Union. The project is titlee "Demonstration Project on Strategies to Combat Desertification in Arid Lands with Direct Involvement of Local Agro-pastoral
Communities in North Africa" It is carried out in sensitive regions in Morocco and
Tunisia with the coordination of the NRD of the University of Sassari (Italy) and
the partnership of the local Agriculture Ministries The project involves restoration
of vegetative cover with drought resistant perennial forage species (gender Opuntia, Atriplex. Acacia, etc.) in highly degraded rangelands, to mitigate desertification
processes and to improve rangeland productivity The areas are located in regions
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characterised by rural poverty, food dependency and land abandoning; here urgent
measures are needed to promote optimization of resource management in view of
a sustainable development This is a concrete demonstration project supported by
the direct involvement of local communities Successful actions already carried out
in this field by the participants of the project, as well as by other Mediterranean
Countries, has taken into account, re-elaborated and exploited areas, thus promoting North/South co-operation and exchange of knowledge Some limited research
is carried out in the field to optimize the spatial pattern of the plantations and to
monitor their environmental impacts. Capacity building and awareness events are
realized at different levels to improve the sustainability of the action. Participation
of all stakeholders, especially local communities, is the key point in all the phases
of the project and is strengthened by means of dissemination and sensitization campaigns and by training courses Only if, at the end of the project, all stakeholders will own/share all choices made and the technology used, will interventions
be "sustainable". The successful north African experience is paving the way to
further initiatives in other UNCCD Annexes, namely Latin America and Asia, on
desertification indicators use and development and on desertification monitoring
The realization of new networks is foreseen also through the application of new
technologies (Remote Sensing)

F. O. Nachtergaele. R. Dudal, L. Fresco. Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations (FAO).

Interest in anthrax has increased recently due to its use in bioterrorism attacks
Anthrax is a rapidly fatal, infectious disease that affects many animal species, particularly herbivores and humans The disease is caused by Bacillus anthracis, a
spore-forming bacterium, and is most common in rangeland. These include South
and Central America, Southern and Eastern Europe, Asia, Africa, the Caribbean,
and the Middle East. When anthrax affects humans, it is usually due to an occupational exposure to infected animals or their waste products. The highly resistant
spores can persist under favorable conditions for decades in the environment before
infecting a new host. In Argentina, anthrax is a reportable disease that occurs sporadically in livestock and humans. Azul Co., in Buenos Aires province, is located
in the center of the Humid Pampa with an area of 6615 km Cattle raising occupies
more than half of this area in a very flat plain with regional slopes of less than 0.5%,
alkaline soils with slow permeability, and the area is subject to frequent flooding
The first vaccination against anthrax was performed in Argentina in 1886 However, only in the last thirty years are there detailed records of anthrax outbreaks in
the area. Presently, 14% of the sudden cattle deaths are caused by the B anthracis.
An Alert Network of response facing epidemic outbreaks of natural, accidental or
deliberate utilization of B anthracis was established in Azul in 2002 With the leadership of a reference laboratory, a collaborator of the World Health Organization,
only after confirmation of an anthrax outbreak are human and animal health institutions informed and soil samples of the site collected. Studies on the ecology of
anthrax have found a correlation between the disease and specific soil factors such
as, alkaline pH, high moisture, and high organic matter content These soil characteristics are similar to those found in Azul and its surrounding areas. Besides sampling every site where recent outbreaks occur, a second soil sampling is performed
on those farms with repeated outbreaks occur through the years. There are records
of farms in which four outbreaks occurred within four to six years. These fields are
locally called campos malditos(cursed fields). To evaluate the conditions that favor
B. anthracis survival in soil, surface representative soil samples from fields with
recent outbreaks and with a history of repeated epidemics were analyzed representing a total area of about 2000 ha. Results of organic matter, pH, electrical conductivity, CEC, exchangeable cations, and free carbonates will be given. Preliminary
results indicate a wide range of properties, particularly pH, organic matter content,
and ESP From the total amount of analyzed samples, 15% show a pH above 8.5
which was suggested as the upper limit for the bacterium survival. Besides continuing with the soil characterization, further studies will concentrate on the evaluation
of soil moisture, rainfall, and runoff direction prior and during outbreaks
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G Van Scoyoc
Simplified Delivery System for Internet-based Soil Science Lessons.
G. Van Scoyoc. J. G. Graveel. W. W. McFee. Purdue Univ.
Web delivery of both audio and visual instructional modules is being conducted by
using Microsoft PowerPoint" combined with audio files developed using Screenblast Sound Forge Studio 7 0" and modified by Impatica" for PowerPoint software
The resulting format works effectively for delivery of synchronous or asynchronous credit courses, certification modules, extension short courses, and extension
announcements that are of a timely nature Examples of materials developed using
this format include: Introductory Soil Science course, Intermediate Soil Science
course for Internet delivery, departmental seminar presentations on the Web, and
short extension Internet presentations on Starter Fertilizer Use and Turf Tips related
to lawn care This delivery mechanism also allows sharing of educational materials among international audiences via the Web. Examples of these uses will be
provided. Evaluations by on-campus students have shown a positive response to
this format of instruction and it is being extended to other educational outreach
programs in the Department of Agronomy at Purdue University

The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) was established on the 16th of October 1945 in Quebec, Canada It was created as a technical
agency of the United Nations to deal with issues of world hunger and agricultural
development. Its Headquarters are in Rome, Italy. FAO's mandate is to raise levels
of nutrition, improve agricultural productivity, better the lives of rural populations
and contribute to the growth of the world economy FAO activities comprise four
main areas related to food and agriculture: (i) Putting information within reach; (ii)
Sharing policy expertise (iii) Providing a meeting place for nations (iv) Bringing
knowledge to the field FAO, in its 60 years of existence, has had close relations with
the 1USS and Soil Resources inventories, management and planning in particular. A
Land and Water branch was created within FAO as early as 1946 The highlights of
this branch (later the Land and Water Development Division) included the publication of one of the first Multilingual Vocabulary on Soils (1952), the "Freedom from
Hunger" campaign which created the very successful Fertilizer Program (1960).
In the same year FAO and the International Soil Science Society launched the Soil
Map of the World project. During the nineteen seventies the FAO-UNESCO Soil
Map of the World was published and the World Soil Charter, a FAO initiative,
adapted by its member nations (1981) In 1977 the Framework for Land Evaluation was published. In 1978 the first results of FAO's Agro-ecological zones study
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E E. Grigorieva
were published and later expanded globally with the assistance of IIASA DurSoil Science Issues in International Organizations.
ing the 1980's much of the earlier work was consolidated and expanded. A major
E. E. Grigorieva. Russian Trade Mission in Canada.
contribution being the harmonization of soil classification and terminology under
It is essential to aggregate the scientific andfinancialresources necessary to underthe ISSS initiative of the World reference Base for Soil Resources and the constant
take research on different aspects of soil science at all relevant scales, including
updates of the soil map of the World under the ISSS working group on SOTER
both the regional and global. The analysis of different groups of stakeholders for
(World Soil and Terrain Database) The land degradation assessments undertaken
purpose of planning and targeting joint programmes of the network has been done
earlier by FAO became the basis for the GLASOD (Global Assessment of human
The international organizations, intergovernmental financial institutions, donors
induced Soil Degradation) legend The nineteen nineties saw a renewed shift in soil
were considered: FAO, CGIAR, GEF, ICSU.UNF, UNDP,UNEP, The World Bank,
attention when the Rio Conference in 1992 launched a process that emphasised
CFC, UNCTAD commodity organizations, SIDA, CIDA, USAID, Ford Foundaparticipatory approaches in land use planning (Guidelines published by FAO in
1994) and an enhanced attention to sustainable development, rather than a production, Rockefeller Foundation et.al. It is proposed to organize a task force for identifying the priorities to work with international institutions and donors.
tion-focussed approach In thefirstyears of the new millenium, new problems, such
as climate change and the loss of biodiversity, were recognized and a more holistic
and interdisciplinary approach dealing with ecosystems rather than soils in isola172-7
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M. Pazos
tion became the rule FAO's Land and Water Development Division has produced
Is there a link between soil properties and anthrax outbreaks?.
numerous benchmark publications. It remains the custodian of thousands of soil
M. Pazos. Facullad de Agronomia—UNCPBA; N. Roca. Facullad de Agronomia— maps and a major source of soil information worldwide through its land and water
digital media series and web site.
UNCPBA; R. Noseda. Laboratório Azul Diagnóstico S.A.; G. Combessies.
Laboratório Azul Diagnóstico S.A.
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F. O Nachtergaele
The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and Soil
Issues.
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C C. Kennedy
History of Dredged Material Management and Usage in the United States.
C. C. Kennedy. US Army Corps of Engineers.
Dredging has been actively conducted in the United States since the inception of
the General Survey Act of 1824, which established the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) as the Federal water resource agency with the primary responsibility to construct and maintain the nation's water navigation system. Today, the
USACE is responsible for maintaining 25,000 miles of navigation channels and
over 400 major and minor ports Annual maintenance of these channels results in
the collection of more than 400 million cubic yards of dredged material. Dredging is defined as the removal of sediment in lakes, rivers, and harbors to improve
the overall depth of a water navigation channel Dredging is typically conduced
to maintain or deepen existing channels used for commerce and recreation, or to
create new navigation channels. Ninety-five percent of imported and exported
products in the United States pass through ports such as those in New York-New
Jersey, New Orleans, Houston, Long Beach, and Seattle Technological advancements, competitiveness, and the need to improve cost effectiveness have resulted
in larger, more efficient cargo ships requiring deeper and wider channel depths
The USACE usually issues dredging contracts with private industry to accomplish
dredging operations and has the responsibility to issue permits for non-federal
dredging projects under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (CWA), Section 103

of the Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act (MPRSA), and Section 10
of the River and Harbors Act (RHA) Section 404 of the CWA details regulations
for disposal and discharge of dredged material into inland waters. The MPRSA
covers transportation of dredged material for ocean disposal and Section 103 authorizes the USACE to issue permits for ocean disposal However, ocean disposal
is only authorized at Ocean Dredged Material Disposal Sites designated by the
Environmental Protection Agency Section 10 of the RHA prohibits the alteration
of navigation channels with the construction of bridges, dams, dikes, or other such
structures without the approval of the USACE and the Secretary of the Army. These
regulatory programs are designed to help reduce or prevent the impact dredging
may have on the environment. Many of the nation's busiest ports are located near
environmentally sensitive areas such as wetlands, fisheries, and estuaries. Technical frameworks have been developed to guide federal agencies when evaluating the
environmental acceptability of dredged material management alternatives. Historically, ocean placement and confined disposal facility (CDF) placement have been
the two most common methods of managing dredged material. However, due to
increasing demands for port dredging, and environmental concerns of ocean placement, many confined disposal facilities in operation have reached maximum capacity. Beneficial uses of dredged material began to be explored in the 1970's and
continues to be one of the most desirable and cost-effective ways of managing
dredged material today. This paper will track the progression of dredged materia]
management in the United States and discuss the impacts of environmental policy
and planning on long-term dredging projects and material placement.
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L. Glover
Historic and Future Perspectives of 1890 Universities and National Cooperative
Soil Survey.
L. Glover, Natural Resource Conservation Service.
The role that soils have played in sustaining society and the environment can take
on many perspectives. Classification, mapping, and interpretation development
have been invaluable to the field of soil science for research, as well as, for land
use planning. Since 1899 the National Cooperative Soil Survey (NCSS) has been
used as a means to develop and implement standards for describing, classifying,
mapping, writing, and publishing information about soils. In addition to this; Historically Black Land Grant Institutions, commonly referred to as 1890 Universities
have contributed to NCSS directly and indirectly through their three mission critical roles of teaching, research and extension. The science of mapping soils in the
United States has evolved from only laboratory and field investigations at its inception to include the utilization of advanced Global Positioning Systems, Geographic
Information Systems, databases, and various other technologic advances Currently
Arkansas NRCS is engaged in a partnership effort with the University of Pine Bluff
at Arkansas to bridge the gap in the mapping of soils from both a technologic and
generation perspective. It is postulated that this partnership will be used as a template to foster greater cooperation between the NCSS and 1890 Universities, while
continuing to bridge the gap between the historic soil survey and the new technologically advanced soil survey.
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R. B. Mapa
Landmarks of History of Soil Science in Sri Lanka.
R. B. Mapa, Dept of Soil Science.
Sri Lanka is a tropical Island in the Indian ocean at 790 39'to 810 53'E and 50 54'
to 90 52'N consisting of a land area of 65,525 km2 with a population of 19 million.
The country was under colonial rule from 1505 to 1948. The majority of the people
in the past and present earn their living from activities based on land which indicates
the important of the soil resource The objective of this paper is to explore the landmarks of the history of Soil Science, specially the soil survey and mapping work,
to highlight the achievements and failures, which is useful to enrich our present
understanding of Sri Lankan soils The landmarks or the phases of the history can
be divided to four phases, namely, the early analytical period which is prior to 1925,
the genetic, soil profile and reconnaissance phase from 1930 to 1950, the CanadaCeylon aerial resource survey phase from 1955 to 1960 and the modern era of Soil
Survey and Classification since I960 During the early period detailed analytical
studies of coffee and tea soils were compiled, and these gave mainly information
on up-country soils of the island and fertilizer recommendations for these two crops
based onfieldtrials. In addition rice and forest soils were also studied in less detail.
During 1930 to 1950. the second period, soils of Sri Lanka were studied based on
the genetic concepts of Russian workers as reflected in the soil profile. During this
time many soil surveys of areas proposed for development under irrigation schemes
were commenced Based on these data and using the geological and meteorological maps, the first genetic classification of Sri Lanka soils and a provisional map
showing distribution of 16 major soil series were published. During the third period
of 1955-1960, valuable information on the land resource was collected by aerial

resource surveys from a Canada-Ceylon Colombo plan aid project This covered
18 major river basins and about l/4th of the island, which resulted in producing
an excellent soil map and information of the area called the Kelani Aruvi report.
The modern era, since 1960 to present showed the highest period of development
in Soil Science in Sri Lanka. In 1972, the updated soil map of Sri Lanka consisting
of Great Soil Groups and Soil Taxonomie equivalents according to United States
Department of Agriculture was published with the Handbook of Soils of Sri Lanka
(Ceylon) by the Soil Science Society of Sri Lanka. Excellent work was also conducted by the Department of Agriculture and Irrigation, various research institutes
such as Tea, Rubber, Coconut and Sugarcane Research Institute and the Universities These included investigations on soil fertility, physical & chemical properties,
nature of organic matter, macro and micro nutrient status, mineralogy and their
distribution and classification The Coconut Research Institute studied the coconut
growing soil in detail and mapped them according to yield potential. A major leap
forward in Soil Survey, Classification and development of a soil data base was
initiated in 1995 with the commencement of the "SRICANSOL" project which
was a twining project between the Soil Science Societies of Sri Lanka and Canada.
Phase I and II of this project is now completed with detail soil maps at a scale of
1:250,000 and 1:40,000 for the Wet and Intermediate Zones of Sri Lanka, respectively. The database consists of soil profile data and physical and chemical properties of a benchmark site for each series identified. The soils are classified according
to current systems such as Soil Taxonomy and the FÄO classification. The mapping
and development of the database for the dry zone of Sri Lanka will be completed
soon These databases will be useful in land use planning, where environmental
sustainable agriculture could be practiced in these soils. This account of landmarks
of the history of Soil Science in Sri Lanka shows the developments during the last
century. The emphasis should now change in using the soil information to address
the major environmental problems in the country which are soil erosion and pollution of ground water by agricultural activity. This will lead to better development
of agri-environmental health in the country in the future.
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The main moments in the development of soil classification in Romania.
/. M. Munteanu. R1SSA—Research Institute ofSoil Science and Agrochemistry.
The beginning of soil classification in Romania goes back to the first decade of
XXth century and is owed to G. M. Murgoci (1872-1925), an eminent scholar,
geologist and soil scientist, the founder of modern soil science in this country. Historically three moments mark the long-way of Romanian soil classification development. The genetico-geographical moment (1911), when the soils were classified
(by Murgoci) on the basis of the genetico-geographical principle conceived by
the Russian School of Dokuchaev and his disciples. This principle holds that the
genetical properties of soils are strongly related on the geographical environment
and the basic unit of every classification should be the genetical soil type named
accordingly The legend of the first Soil Map of Romania (1911), made using this
principle, may be considered also, as the first Romanian scientific soil classification. It comprises 16 units (soil types and soil associations), mostly named according to Russian nomenclature, chestnut soil, chernozem, podzol, but also preserves
most of the Romanian one, e.g. reddish brown soil, lacovishte (humic gley soil),
plaur (floating organic soil). The genetico-geographical approach dominated soil
classification in Romania until the 7th decade of XXth century. Meanwhile several
attempts at soil classification had been made: Chirita -1955 issued a classification
based on biological factors, Florea (1964) reunited the soil types in soil classes
(zonal and intrazonal), Cernescu & Florea (1962) worked out a systematic soil
list with the aim to be used in soil survey Morphogenetic moment (1969)—this
approach was conceived to replace the genetico-geographical classification which
proved to generate much confusion. This new system used as classification criteria
the genetic (morphogenetic) soil characteristics - mainly genetic soil horizons It
was developed only at higher level categories - class, subclass, genetical soil type
and genetical soil subtype. The morphogenetic system was a short-live one. The soil
surveys were further carried out in the basis of systematic soil list (1962). Morfodiagnostic (quantitative or morphometric) moment This classification approach has
been introduced in Romania as the consequence of the strong impact of the newly
emerged world-wide systems of soil classification, mainly the USDA Soil Taxonomy and the FAO-UNESCO Legend of the World Soil Map The first attempt was
the Soil Classification System (1973) that used the principle of diagnostic horizons
promoted by the USDA 7th Approximation and the FAO-UNESCO Legend. The
taxa were defined in terms of diagnostic soil horizons and soil horizons sequence
The second attempt (1980) was marked by publication of the "Romanian System
of the Soil Classification" (RSSC), that like the previous one is based on diagnostic
horizons, properties and attributes as used in the USDA Soil Taxonomy (1975) and
the FAO-UNESCO Legend (1974) This system was used for more than 20 years,
until 2004 when it was replaced by the "Romanian System of Soil Taxonomy"
(RSST). This is the latest version of soil classification in Romania It is alligned
mostly to the World Soil Reference Base as concerns nomenclature, diagnostic
horizons, properties and diagnostic materials Like all other previous Romanian
soil classifications, RSST has a pyramidal-hierarchical structure: class (12), genetical soil type (32), genetical soil subtype (270). In order to enforce its practical side,
priority at lower levels has been given to soil species (texture) instead of soil family
(nature of soil parent material) as in RSSC.
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Discovering Soils in the Tropics: Charter's Interim System of Tropical Soil
Classification.
W. R. Effland, USDA/NRCS Soil Survey Division: R. D. Asiamah, Soil Research
Institute: T. Adjei-Gyapong, E. Boateng. CS/R/SRI: C. Dela-Dedzoe. CS1R Soil
Research Institute: A. Manu, Iowa State Univ.
Early soil surveyors in the tropics encountered unique environmental conditions
Soil survey was challenging in areas of dense tropical vegetation since it was difficult to directly observe the landscape without clearing survey lines. Continuous
observation of soil boundaries in thick vegetation areas is not practical using conventional soil survey techniques. Research and applications of soil morphology,
genesis and classification were important for soil mapping, and land use and management in the tropics The soil survey of Ghana (formerly Gold Coast) originated
in 1946 to investigate relationships among soils and various crop diseases such as
swollen shoot associated with cocoa production. Previously located in the Eastern Region of Ghana, the Soil Research Institute (SRI) was a unit of the former
West African Cocoa Research Institute. The SRI is currently located in the Ashanti
Region From 1951 to 1956, Cecil Frederick Charter (1905-1956), a British geographer, directed the SRI with assistance from Hugh Brammer and others Charter had
previously worked on tropical soil survey in Trinidad; British Honduras; Antigua
and Barbuda, Leeward Islands; and Tanganyika Ghana was subdivided into 37 soil
survey regions primarily based on major river drainage basins and mapped using
the detailed reconnaissance method (I 250,000). Over three hundred and sixty (360)
different soil series were established and their suitability for crop and livestock production documented in a series of technical reports and memoirs accompanied by
analog (i.e. hard-copy) maps. Three soil survey methods included (1) preliminary;
(2) reconnaissance; and (3) detailed procedures. Local environmental conditions
influenced field data collection methods among the coastal plains, forested plateau, Voltaian basin and interior savanna physiographic regions. On agricultural
research fields and selected individual farms, detailed soil surveys (1:10,000) were
conducted and published in more than 200 technical and miscellaneous reports.
Soil associations were delineated using survey lines oriented approximately at right
angles to drainage lines Soil associations were organized into (1) consociations; (2)
simple soil associations; (3) compound associations; and (4) complex associations
The soil series concepts and soil landscape relationships developed by Charter and
his staff utilized the soil genetic model proposed by Neustrev where soil is a function of climate, vegetation, relief and drainage, parent material and age. Soil series
concepts were based on descriptions of multiple pedons (approximately 30) for
each soil series. Influenced by Milne's work on catenas, soil-hillslope models were
developed to illustrate surface and subsurface distributions of soil series, parent
materials and vegetation Various soil series were identified at sampling points using
idealized hillslope diagrams, soil horizonation, Munsell color, field determined
"Morgan" pH, and a combination field texture and modified Atterburg ribbon test.
Other environmental factors such as landscape position, parent material, and vegetation and climatic zones were considered. Soils formed from "drift" materials over
residual parent materials and associated with stonelines were frequently observed
in roadcuts and other exposures. During 1954, Dr. Charles E Kellogg, Director,
USDA/SCS Division of Soil Survey documented his observations of Charter and
Brammer from his two week visit to Ghana Kellogg's African Journals, a historical collection at the USDA National Agricultural Library, describe his field visits
and personal meetings with Charter discussing tropical soils and other subjects
Kellogg undoubtedly influenced Charter's concepts of tropical soil classification
through his "Preliminary suggestions for the classification and nomenclature of
great soil groups in tropical and equatorial regions" presentation in the 1948 First
Commonwealth Conference on Tropical and Sub-tropical soils. At the 1954 5th
1CSS in Leopoldville, Charter "staunchly defended the traditional genetical system
of soil classification" against proposed "formula types of classification." Charter
prepared a brief outline of his proposal for tropical soil classification in a very short
amount of time and presented it at a special symposium on soil classification near
the end of the Congress. Charter's interim system for tropical soil classification
was a hierarchical design with 6 levels: Order, Suborder, Great Soil Group Family,
Great Soil Group, Great Soil Subgroup, and Soil Series Soil series were further
subdivided into "soil sub-series" which is nearly equivalent to the various phases
of soil series (depth, stoniness, gravel occurrence, etc ) Following the death of
Charter in 1956, Brammer published the interim scheme in the Proceedings of the
6th ICSS in Paris. In 1962, Brammer published additional detailed soils information related to agriculture and land use in Ghana. The comparison of national soil
maps through time provides some insights with respect to the development of soil
geography and soil classification concepts for a country. In Ghana, national maps
with soils information were published as a Geology Map (1947); Great Soil Groups
(Provisional; 1958); Great Soil Groups No 4; CF Charter's Preliminary Map of
Great Soil Groups (1954); Provisional Map of the Principal Soil Complexes of the
Gold Coast; Great Soil Groups (I%1>; Soil Map of Ghana (1971); and the 1998
Digital Soil Map of Ghana. This presentation will examine the various national
maps of Ghana and compare characteristics from the various maps with theoretical
developments in the classification of tropical soils in West Africa.
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Figure 1 Charter and Brammer. 1954 (source: Kellogg.
1954)

Figure 2 Forest Oxysol association over Lower Birrmian phyllite (source: Brammer, 1962)
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Historical Development of Soil Science in Malaysia.
S. Paramananthan, Param Agricultural Soil Surveys (M) Sdn. Bhd.: L. J. Uyo. L.
Melling, Soil Division, Dept ofAgriculture Kuching.
Malaysia consists of three regions, Peninsular Malaysia on the southern tip of the
Asian mainland and Sabah and Sarawak on the island of Borneo. All three regions
were part of the British Commonwealth and Peninsular Malaysia became independent in 1957 while Sabah and Sarawak in 1963 when they joined Malaya to form
Malaysia The development of soil science in Malaysia has mainly been spearheaded by soil surveys and other branches of soil science have mainly played a
supporting role. Soil surveys in each of the three regions initially developed separately and to a large extent still remain separate. The development of soil surveys
in Malaysia can be divided into three main periods. The pre-independence period
from around 1882 to 1955 saw mainly ad hoc soil surveys by British staff of the
Department of Agriculture. With the development of the rubber plantation industry,
unpublished soil surveys of some rubber plantations were carried out by soil surveyors attached to these plantations. Even at this early period most of the surveyors
emphasised the importance of geological parent materials on soils in Malaysia
This period ended with a proposed classification of soils of Peninsular Malaysia by
Owen (1951). The second period, which lasted from around 1955 to 1990, saw systematic reconnaissance soil surveys being carried out mainly to locate areas with
potential for agricultural development. This period saw soil surveys being carried
out by soil scientists from the Commonwealth countries such as Britain, Canada
and New Zealand under the Colombo Plan, from the United States under the Peace
Corps and some Dutch soil surveyors. This period saw the completion of reconnaissance soil surveys of the whole of Malaysia using different systems of classification
for the three regions. Local soil surveyors gradually took over the reconnaissance
soil surveys after 1965 and subsequently carried out semi-detailed soil surveys of
areas with potential for agricultural development. The third period from 1990 saw
the development of a Malaysian Soil Taxonomy by modifying Soil Taxonomy to
suit local conditions using Bahasa Malaysia terminology. A major difference was
to create an order of Lithosols and modifying significantly the classification of Histosols by using the depth of organic soils at the Great Group level and the stage of
decomposition only at the sub-group level. This period also sadly saw the Department of' Agriculture declaring that soil survey maps and reports were restricted
material and hence not available to other users. This period also saw the private
sector increasing greatly their soil survey activity in their plantations. In spite of
all these problems soil surveys have greatly contributed towards the agricultural

development in Malaysia. The earlier rubber and now oil palm industry developed
to what it is today because of the contributions of soil surveys.
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The Soil Management Support Services: Training the Trainers Overseas.
R. Arnold. USDA-NRCS (mired).
The Soil Management Support Services (SMSS) was a program sponsored by the
US Agency for Development (USAID) and implemented by the USDA Soil Conservation Service. It supplemented a Benchmark Soils project with five universities which USAID supported to improve the transfer of agricultural technology
to small farmers in developing countries, primarily in the tropics It was believed
that appropriate soil management technology for specific soil families in Soil Taxonomy developed at one location could be transferred to other tropical locations
having the same or similar soils. The knowledge gap was consistent soil data and
information throughout the tropics. Thus an intensive 10-year program building a
large soil data base, proposing and testing changes in Soil Taxonomy, and working
with in-country soil scientists began in late 1979 and was formalized in the Soil
Survey Division of the Soil Conservation Service in 1980 and later became known
as the Soil Management Support Services under the leadership of Hari Eswaran.
SMSS started with soil classification workshops to gain experience and knowledge
with Oxisols and Ultisols, then included Vertisols, Andisols, and wet soils in the
tropics. A separate effort to build a database was the World Benchmark Soils Project (WBSP) which eventually accumulated data for more than 1000 pedons from
40+ countries. A spin off was laboratory strengthening and interlab correlations
done in collaboration with 1SRIC, the International Soil Museum facility The study
of soils was facilitated by International Committees (ICOMs) headed by international experts. Over the years there had been tweleve ICOMs dealing with separate soil orders, wetness criteria, soil climate parameters, soil family criteria, and
even anthropogenic influences. SMSS supported newsletters, scientific exchanges,
and classification and correlation workshops thereby enabling many scientists to
be involved. Eventually about 50 countries used Soil Taxonomy, either directly
or as a model to refine national classification schemes The WBSP contains common interpretations for the sampled pedons and serves as a model for improving
local information about soil management technology. This data is now available
on-line from the USDA Natural Resource Conservation Service (formerly the Soil
Conservation Service) for use by competent scientists everywhere. As more experience was gained the workshops evolved into soil management ones illustrating
how soil data was being interpreted and used in providing advice on numerous
management options. Workshops in colder regions, in wet areas, and for varied
and integrated ecosystems throughout many parts of the world contributed to an
expanding network of scientists and interested practicioners. As sustainability concepts and concerns became more urgent, the lessons learned through the multi-faceted SMSS have been extended, in part, by the World Reference Base workshops as
IUSS activities being held in additional countries. Important SMSS contributions
to the training of trainers have been: standardized sampling and characterization of
important soils for agriculture and forestry, uniform databases and interpretations,
improved criteria and definitions used in soil classification, field guides, books,
brochures, slide sets, CDs, and published papers But perhaps the enhanced global
network of soil science specialists is the legacy of greatest value.
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Colonial Soil Science in the Former British West Indies.
B. Warkentin. Oregon Stale Univ.
Regular studies in soil science in the British West Indies began with the establishment of the Imperial College of Tropical Agriculture (ICTA) at St. Augustine,
Trinidad, in the early 1920's. It was to train agricultural development officers for
posts in tropical areas of the British Colonial Service. University graduates in science from British Universities came for a one-year diploma in Tropical Agriculture,
the DTA that bound the holders proudly together. The first lecture on opening day in
1923 was on soil science, given by F.H Hardy, who was appointed the Professor in
Soil Science. He had come to the Islands a few years before with a degree in geology, and had sorted out some of the clay minerals at a time when the differences
were considered due to different mixtures of amorphous materials with kaolonite.
Hardy studied physical properties of soils in coca plantations in Trinidad He spoke
of 'root room', which encompassed many physical constaints to crops. After retirement in the 1940's. he taught for several years at the Inter-American Institute at
Turrialba, before returning to St Augustine for final retirement Some ICTA staff
were primarily research scientists studying crop production constraints in the different Islands, British Guiana (present Guyana), and Belize. Colonial specialists in
soil conservation came out to deal with problems such as the erosion of the flysch
deposits in Barbados These highly erosive deposits are sediments from the South
American land mass deposited in sea water. Coral covers the remainder of Barbados. Several Islands have a volcanic history, both older and recent. Sugar cane
breeding and nutrition were organized by the private sugar industry with stations
in Barbados and in Jamaica. Geological and land suitability reports were prepared
for the Islands. Several Professors of soil science came from Britain to serve for
periods of 2 to 4 years. This era ended with creation of The University of the West
Indies in the 1950's, with campuses in Trinidad and Jamaica. Agriculture, along
with engineering and smaller colleges of science and liberal arts assumed the ICTA
facilities A short-lived Federation of the West Indies was suceeded by sequen-

tial independence of the Islands, Barbados was first, and they also established a
local college Barbados, with an excellent school system based on the British public schools, was an early contributor of students to British universties and later
to UWI. Strong programs in agricultural research continued at the St, Augustine
campus The first West Indian to become Professor in Soil Science, in the 1950's,
was Nazeer Ahmad. He was born in British Guiana, attended the ICTA program,
and obtained his PhD from the University of Nottingham. He taught at UWI, and
after retirement served as agricultural adviser to the government of Guyana. The
careers of these two professors in soil science, Fred Hardy and Nazeer Ahmad, will
be profiled as examples of the colonial, and post-colonial with the influence of the
colonial era.
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Soil Survey in Puerto Rico: A Brief History.
D. Helms. Natural Resources Conservation Service: F. Beinroth. Univ of Puerto
Rico; H. Eswaran. USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service.
Soil surveys of Puerto Rico have been published in three iterations, 1902, 1942 and
1965-2003. Thefirstsurvey is of particular importance in the history of Puerto Rico
and in plans for the tropical territories. At the conclusion of the Spanish-American War, the United States acquired Puerto Rico in the Treaty of Paris, December
10, 1898. The Foraker Act of April 2, 1900, established a civilian government By
mid-1900, Congress had funded an U. S. Department of Agriculture investigation,
which was issued in December 1900, as the Congressional document "Agricultural
Resources and Capabilities of Porto Rico," by Seaman A. Knapp Knapp recommended among other things a federally-funded agricultural experiment station
Congress had already established federally operated stations in Alaska (1899) and
Hawaii (1900), and would later establish stations in Guam (1908) and the Virgin
Islands (1918). Congress appropriated money for a station which was operated
temporarily the first year, 1901 at Rio Piedras, and then moved permanently to
Mayaguez. Frank G Gardner, the first director, transferred to that position from the
Bureau of Soils, where he had participated in the bureau's first surveys conducted
in 1899. The Bureau of Soils and the federal experiment station undertook a survey,
which was led by Clarence W. Dorsey, one of Gardner's colleagues at the Bureau of
Soils, and published in 1902. The soil survey covered an area in west-central Puerto
Rico composed of two 8 km- (5 miles-) wide strips on each side of the military
road (now highway PR 10) from Arecibo on the north coast to Ponce on the south
coast. The survey area was approximately 885 km2 (330 square miles; 85,500 ha,
211,200 acres), which is about ten percent of Puerto Rico's land area. The location of the transect was an excellent choice. It represented most of the island's
diverse physiographic regions and agroecological zones: Holocene and Quaternary
swamps and alluvial deposits along the north coast; a karst region developed in
Tertiary limestone; the dissected humid uplands of the Cordillera Central composed
of Cretaceous volcanic and plutonic rocks; the southern subhumid limestone belt;
and the floodplains and lagoons on the semiarid south coast Dorsey and his colleagues differentiated 16 "soil types" such as Arecibo sand and Ponce loam, and
two land units (coral sand, riverwash). Organic matter and particle size distribution
were determined for one or more pedons of each of the 16 soil types No profile
descriptions were provided, but the salient morphological features were mentioned.
Reflecting the partial sponsorship of the survey, a comparatively large section of
the narrative for each soil type was focused on agricultural considerations The
authors noted a pattern they had observed in the United States, namely, that the
farmers, through empirical observations, had discovered the soils best suited to
their crops The authors also expressed some humility in admitting that understanding soil-plant relationship was not yet sophisticated enough to utilize soil surveys
to predict the value of new agricultural enterprises But they urged the experiment
station and Bureau of Soils to collaborate further. In 1928, the Division of Soil
Survey (USDA) and the University of Puerto Rico Agricultural Experiment Station
initiated a detailed and comprehensive survey of the soils of Puerto Rico. Ray C.
Roberts was in charge of the survey party, which over the duration of the fieldwork
consisted of 25 soil scientists, prominently including James Thorp. This survey,
published in 1942, benefited from developments and refinements in soil science
and soil surveying. It especially benefited from work in other tropical countries and
territories, including Hugh H. Bennett's and R V Allison's work in Cuba During
1965-2003, Standard Order 2 soil surveys at a scale of 1:20,000 for all of Puerto
Rico were published in the following area reports: Lajas Valley Area, Mayaguez,
Humacao, San Juan, Ponce, Arecibo, and the Caribbean National Forest The first
two of these reports, Lajas and Mayaguez, were unique in being published in both
English and Spanish text All of the surveys except the Lajas Valley Area, first
published in 1965, used Soil Taxonomy. That survey is now being updated. Further
updates are planned for the rest of the Island. In a departure from recent practice,
the new updates will be based on Major Land Resource Areas rather than the political boundaries
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The History of Soil Science in the Caucasus.
T. Urushadze. Georgian State Agricultural University; E. Molchanov. V. Dokuchae
Soil Science Institute.: U. Kazarian, Armenian Soil Science. Agro chemistry.
Melioration Institute.
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The Caucasus embraces a vast territory and comprises four countries. Azerbaijan—
86,6 thousand km2, Georgia—69,7 thousand km2, Armenia—29,8 thousand km2
and Russia (Northern Caucasus)—355,1 thousand km2 V Dokuchaev called the
Caucasus a natural soil museum, which is a direct consequence of complex bioclimatic and lithologic-geomorphologic conditions. A whole series of new soils were
identified in the Caucasus: cinnamonic, mountain-meadow, yellow-brown forest
etc, which later acquired "the right of world citizenship". Initial information about
the Caucasian soils and their various uses is given in the annals of ancient Greek
and Roman historians and geographers: Herodotus, Strabo, and Xenophon The scientific study of Caucasian soils began with V. Dokuchaev. The first scientific information on Caucasian soils is given in his well-known book "Russian Charnozem"
and the beginning of modern soil science is related to its publication in 1883 In
1898-1900 V Dokuchaev conducted field explorations in the Caucasus that resulted
in the discovery of vertical zonality of soils This discovery laid the foundation
for the study of soils geography of mountainous countries During the studies of
Caucasian soils V. Dokuchaev and his pupils worked out a series of fundamental
concepts of soil science. In the first half of 20th century soil science was widely
developed and it presented a significant branch of study of the natural resources
of certain countries of the Caucasus In Georgia and Azerbaijan the explorations
were lead by S.A. Zakharov and his pupils, in Armenia by B.I Galstian, and in
the Northern Caucasus by A.M. Pankov, S.I. Turemnov, and their disciples. These
works provided vast information on the soils of the Caucasus. Soil studies were
then extended, with large-scale studies initiated to support the development of big
amelioration projects, such as the expansion of areas for subtropical agriculture
In addition to the identification of the vertical zonality of soils, the studies in the
Caucasus laid the groundwork for the further study of the provincialism and foothill zonality of soils and the idea of soil metamorphism appeared. In the middle of
the 20th century Institutes of Soil Science were established in the countries of the
South Caucasus that made a large contribution to the development of soil science
in the Caucasus. The soil studies in the Caucasus include a wide spectrum: genesis,
geography, cartography, classification, chemistry, physics, mineralogy, biology,
melioration, protection, rational use, etc. The results of the long-term investigations
of Caucasian soils have been reported in numerous articles and monographs and in
presentations at various congresses and symposia. A large number of soil maps of
different scales have been made for the Caucasus. The map of Georgia with a scale
of I : 400 000 was drawn up on the basis of up to date international soil classification (WRB) and is well-known to many soil science experts in the world Current
studies of Caucasian soils give detailed characteristics of the soil cover, both as a
natural body and of its productive power.
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Soil science publications - History and current trends.
A. Hartemink. ISR1C—World Soil Information.
Since the mid-1800s an enormous number of books and papers about soils have
been published. This paper reviews how soil science publications started and how
they evolved over time. Some of the main publications that significantly changed
our thinking on soils and soil science are discussed. Currently, a "publish or perish" culture seems to dominate and soil scientific publications grow at rate of about
5% per year despite the declining number of soil scientists in many countries The
trends in soil science publications are quantitatively analyzed.
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Pedophilosophy (Pedosophy)- a new field of philosophy of science.
/. M. Munteanu. R1SSA—Research Institute of Soil Science and Agrochemistry.
The peculiar problem of this theme is whether there is such a subject, because
the term "pedophilosophy" (or pedosophy) implies a set of philosophical problems
specific to pedology, this being threatened by the assumption held among some
soil scientists that the study of the soil is reducible to soil physics, soil chemistry,
soil biology or even to geography or geology Such a risk has been removed once
the soil has been recognized (and proved to be) as an independent body of nature
with its own laws of organization and development that requires particular methods for its study. "Pedophilosophy" might by defined as a "Field of philosophy of
science concerned with ontological and epistemological problems of soil and its
relationships with the whole of nature and human society". The term "Pedosophy"
is largely parallel with that of "Ecosophy" (ecological philosophy) used by some
ecologists The main inquires of "pedophilosophy" might by as follows: Soil as an
objective reality of nature: the ontological and epistemological value of the present
day concept of soil as used in soil science. Nature of pedology as science. How
do pedologists sustain their claims? Role of observation and experiment, role of
induction, deduction, reductionism and holism, in obtaining knowledge of soil The
"truth" value of pedological knowledge, of the pedological laws and pedological
paradigms. Is there a "soil essence" and if so, how to define and grasp it? How do
we have to understand the role of time in soil genesis? Epistemological value of
present day soil classifications How do physics, chemistry and biology sustain and
contribute to development of pedology The role of pedology in binding together
different soil science subdisciplines (soil physics, soil chemistry, soil biology)
How do the historical and cultural settings affect the concept, content and quality
of knowledge upon soil? How does pedology contribute to the overall knowledge
of nature (physical and biological worlds). The role of soil in shaping the human
genome and determining development of human society. The influence of soil upon
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human spirituality and culture (religion, myths, arts). Pedophilosophy will allow
us a deeper insight into soil and to perceive it not only as a natural entity, natural
resource and keystone of the environment but also as Plato said as "our ancestral
home that we must cherish more than children cherish their mother"
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Soil Science and Philately.
H. P. Blume. University of Kiel.
A collection of Stamps and other philatelic products with relation to Soil Science
are presented upon 8 frames with 96 sheets. Soil is the transformation product of
mineral and organic substances on the earth's surface under the influence of environmental factors operating over a very long time and having defined organization
and morphology. It is the growing medium for higher plants and basis of life for
animals and mankind. Soil Science is a discipline of natural bodies, which studies the conditions, development, ecology, geography, usability, and degradation as
well as the conservation of soils by research and teaching. Starting in 2005, the
German Society of Soil Science designates a Soil of the Year each year Stamps
with the Soil of the Year are printed by the Austrian Post Office in Vienna. In the
"Soilscapes" series stamps or other records with soil profiles are combined with
those of the landscapes where they dominate In cases where no stamps or records
with soil profiles are available, letter covers were produced with the computer,
sign: O. German and International soil classification systems (WRB: World Ref.
Base for Soil Resources, US Soil Taxonomy) are used The soil profiles are also
combined with stamps of wild plant species, which mainly grow upon them naturally. For this Ellenberg Indicator Values (ratings of temperature, moisture, acidity,
nitrogen, salinity), together with Soil Maps of the World (FAO-Unesco 1974-78)
and maps of Natural vegetation (Bohn et al. 2000) are used. In the "Attributes of
Soils" series possible parent rocks are arranged after the probable texture of the
soils, the primary minerals after their weatherability, and the secondary minerals
after the factors of development. The ground inhabitants are arranged after their
significance for soil formation (former, loosener, mixer, comminuter, decomposer,
humifier). In the "Research of Soils" series mean field and laboratory methods and
their users are presented. In the "Tillage of Soils" series the methods of loosening,
mixing, fertilizing, drainage, irrigation and disinfection are demonstrated. In the
"Use of Soils" series the different forms of land use like agriculture, horticulture,
forestry, fruit growing, viticulture and landscape planning are shown. In the "Soil
Degradation and Conservation" series the principles of soil conservation, as well as
degradation through desertification, erosion, compaction, poisoning, and salinisation, together with strategies of avoidance, are shown. In the "Personalities of Soil
Science" series historical persons who wrote about principles or use of soils are
introduced. They are followed by personalities who advanced soil science as a scientific discipline. The "Teaching Research Communications" series shows universities with pedological teaching and research as well as further places of research
This is followed by congresses of soil science and neighboring disciplines, by
patrons of soil research, and publishers of books and journals of soil science and
neighboring disciplines.
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What has soil science learnt from an early volcanic landscape study in southeast Australia?.
J. E. Holland. University of Melbourne.
In the mid 1930's Leeper et al. (1936) undertook a detailed soil and pasture study
on a volcanic landscape consisting of young basalt flows around Mt Gellibrand in
south-western Victoria, Australia. This study sought to provide "useful information
concerning a group of soils about which little had yet been published". This was
undertaken just as soil science was becoming established in Australia and some
of the first soil surveys were being conducted. It was a formative period when
several new disciplines such as soil classification, field pedology and soil mapping
were being developed Some analytical techniques were relatively new and soil
formation processes were just being proposed Leeper's study took place when
no formal soil classification system existed anywhere in world But this did not
prevent the soil from being described, in fact it may have prompted Leeper to think
further about soil classification. Indeed the soil descriptions probably provided a
benchmark for future work. Leeper's ideas on soil classification provided a foundation for Northcote's (1979) Factual Key which was widely used for soil classification in Australia until recently Some of the soil types described in Leeper's study
were revisited and have been classified according to the current Australian Soil
Classification (Isbell 1996) Leeper's description for some of these soils has been
compared with the modern classification system. The benefits and drawbacks of
each description are given. Mt Gellibrand was an active volcano during the late
Quaternary period. The estimated eruption age is 0.4 to 0.5 Ma (400 000 to 500 000
years ago) with flows of "stony rise" lobes, ridges and depressions. Consequently
there exists considerable variation in the soils across this region The topographic
sequence of soil types - the 'catena' - was a relatively new concept when this
study was initiated. Milne (1935) introduced the term when classifying soils in
East Africa Subsequent studies in this region have built upon the catena pattern
identified in this study. Soil genesis was explored through the study of features
such as the gilgai The importance of erosion and the origin of minerals (namely the
abundance of quartz), high Mg and low P was noted. Leeper acknowledged in this
study that understanding was still developing in many areas and did not attempt to
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provide explanations for everything that was observed [the soil formation or the
value of soil properties]. Since this study our understanding has improved in some
areas, but there is no doubt that Leeper provided a solid platform of information on
soils formed on basalt material in Australia. Finally and perhaps one of the most
useful contributions was the soil mapping component of Leeper's study. This study
used aerial photography to assist in mapping the soil by identifying changes in vegetation and relief This was only the second study to use this technique in Australia
and is significant because it covers a relatively large area (4 850 ha) of a unique
volcanic landscape. This mapping technique was strongly based upon the vegetation and/ or soil type relationship which was just developing at this time The soil
map was quite detailed and included nine different soil types. It is probably one of
the first applications of remote sensing which as a field has since developed significantly. Soil science in Australia has developed significantly in the last 70 years, and
Keeper's early work made a significant contribution. Many of the properties characterised have proven useful in the development of understanding of soil genesis and
the distribution of soils across a basaltic landscape. Whilst this study described the
soils well, the need for soil classification was emphasised. Further the study provided a major advance in soil mapping by showing that aerial photography could
be linked with topographic and vegetation features. Unfortunately, we have found
that in some instances this study was possibly ignored by recent regional studies.
However, we believe that there is still much to be learnt from this study both from
its approach and content It was conducted in a physically variable landscape and
provided an excellent initial understanding of soils and landscapes in the Victorian
volcanic plains region.

theses and dissertations completed in 1995-2004. The compilation will be made
every ten (10) years thereafter. It is available in CD-ROM and can be accessed
at the University data center later this year It will also be made available in print
(published) There were attempts made to compile the abstracts of Soil Science in
1985 and 1990 These compilations were referred to and updated Further refinements were done by making use of IT technology. Software was customized, hence
retrieval and access to Soil Science information is made easy, efficient and manageable The compendium can provide baseline data and information as well as
breakthroughs in Soil Science to potential users of the research information
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G Karamyan

In this paper the status of sodic-saline soils of the Ararat Plain of Armenia is considered and classification of these soils is presented. In a country with limited soil
resources the saline-sodic problem is very important It is shown that former methods of their amelioration can not be used at the present time. Different soil amendments and methods of their utilization are considered The possibility of applying
dilute water solutions of magnesium chloride is discussed The advisability of using
this amendment is conditioned by the fact that this material is a byproduct arising
from the processing of magnesium rich ultramafic rocks. A complex for processing
of such rocks in Armenia and metallurgical plant for obtaining different metals and
their compounds will be operational in the near future.
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T. M Merestela
The Benguet State University Soil Science Research Information Compendium.

T. M. Merestela, Dept of Soil Science. College of Agriculture, Benguet State Univ.
The Benguet State University (BSU) Soil Science Research Information Compendium (SSRIC) is a compilation of abstracts of undergraduate and graduate theses
and dissertations of students completed between 1975 and 2004 at the Department
of Soil Science, College of Agriculture, Benguet State University (formerly Mountain State Agricultural College), La Trinidad, Benguet, Philippines It includes also
the abstracts of theses and dissertations of faculty members and research staff of
the department, some of which were conducted at UP Los Banos, Philippines and
The University of Tokyo. Japan. It is divided into 3 volumes as follows: Volume 1:
Abstracts of theses and dissertations completed in 1975-1984, Volume 2: Abstracts
of theses and dissertations completed in 1985-1994, and Volume 3: Abstracts of
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New Opportunities for Chemical Amelioration of Sodic-saline Soils in the
Ararat Plain in Armenia.
H. S. Hovhannisyan. G. Karamyan, Metta Group. LLC.
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P. Nardi
Historical Evolution of the Scientific Method and its Application to Soil

Soil science is strictly connected to other branches of science like mathematics,
physics, chemistry, and biology, and soil scientists have to make reference to
them as a whole when investigating the soil system. Any of the science branches
mentioned above raises specific philosophical issues like those linked to scientific
method or to the concept of explanation, which is not univocal for all sciences. The
scientific method is often represented as a procedure that takes to the explanation of
facts starting from observation through deductive and inductive thinking. An epistemological approach to this issue puts in evidence the importance of another type
of inference, different from those just mentioned above: the abductive inference.
Which roles are played, for soil scientists, by hypothesis and which are the inferences leading to their formulation? Which are the conditions to be respected for a
hypothesis to become a scientific hypothesis? In this paper we have followed the
history and evolution of scientific method and its more important milestones from
the ancient to the modern age, underlining, where possible, peculiar characteristics
of scientific investigation The main objective of the work was to put in evidence,
through a simple historical examination of some of the more important discoveries o f soil science, the logical procedures leading to the formulation of theories or
discovery in general.
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D Helms

Hugh Hammond Bennett's Journey: Soil Scientist to Soil Conservationist.

D. Helms. Natural Resources Conservation Service.
Hugh Hammond Bennett founded the Soil Conservation Service in the U. S. Department of Agriculture and thus became known as the father of soil conservation in
the U S. This paper examines the influence of Bennett's career as a soil scientist
on his career in the Soil Conservation Service It is occasionally overlooked that,
discounting military service in World War I, Bennett had a nearly 30-year career as
a soil scientist in USDA His reputation among latter-day soil scientists has suffered
somewhat for a number of reasons. There was interagency strife between the Soil
Conservation Service and the Bureau of Soils. The soil survey group led by Charles
Kellogg in the Bureau of Chemistry and Soils regarded the soil conservation surveys made by SCS as less scientifically rigorous than the soil surveys conducted by
the Kellogg group Some soil scientists thought the menace of soil erosion exaggerated. The last few decades have seen soil scientists focus more attention toward soil
erosion as one form of land degradation. Bennett succeeded in making soil erosion
a topic to be considered in soil surveys and in classifications for land use. Bennett
earned a bachelor o f science degree with an emphasis in chemistry and geology
from the University of North Carolina in June 1903 Bennett accepted a job in the
bureau's laboratory in Washington, D C , but agreed first to assist on the soil survey
of Davidson County, Tennessee. The acceptance ofthat task, in Bennett's words,
"fixed my life's work in soils." The soil survey afforded him an opportunity to
observe soil usage not only in his native South, but nationwide and internationally.
The contrasts were great In Davidson County, he observed one of the best examples of adjustment of agriculture to soils, where the limestone-derived soils have
been in cultivation for more than a century. Farmers made use of crop rotations
and green manuring to maintain the productivity of the soils. This situation sharply
with what he saw in Louisa County, Virginia, where he compared eroded soils on
cropland to similar soils under forest cover. Surveys afterward continually noted
erosion. The Fairfield County, South Carolina, report included a section on "Rough
Gullied Land." The soil survey, when Bennett joined it, had only recently created
the concept of the soil type and soil series Bennett recommended these classifications of soils as a means of making recommendations for land use. For example,
the Orangeburg sandy loam of Lauderdale County, Mississippi, presented the paradox, as a number of soils do, of being both highly productive and highly erodible
Bennett recommended terracing for cropland on the gentler slopes but timber for
the steeper slopes Otherwise deep, gorge-like gullies, similar to ones he observed,
would develop In the Southeast Bennett continually noticed soils that, due to landscape position, would eventually be ruined if farmed with the methods of the day
Thus he eventually used the soil type as the basis for land classification for forestry.
Since there was little timber productivity data, this classification was based more on
unsuitability for cropland than on suitability for timberland. Bennett recommended
such classification of forest land in his book the Soils and Agriculture of the Southern States (1921). He surmised that farming certain soil types was not only wasteful
of the soils but also of human effort at fanning In his work in the Bureau of Soils,
Bennett had opportunities to work in U S. territories and foreign countries, namely
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in Costa Rica and Panama (1909), Panama Canal Zone (1923-24). Alaska (1914),
and Cuba (1925-1926) He served on the Guatemala-Honduras Boundary Commission (1919). He found tropical soil which he regarded as "peculiar" and "not in
the least susceptible to erosion " Thus, he was cognizant of the vast differences in
erodibility of soils As Bennett's responsibilities in the Bureau of Soils expanded,
he had opportunities to observe soils nationwide His sense that soil erosion was a
serious problem grew On one level he educated on the dangers of soil erosion as
in the USDA bulletin "Soil Erosion a National Menace" At the same time he tried
to classify and map soil erosion problems. He identified areas where soil characteristics combined with the prevailing agricultural uses created what he regarded as
soil erosion problem areas He and the Bureau of Soils were involved in the study
of Georgia Land Use Problems Bennett regarded this report as the first real erosion
surveys. Bennett took these experiences and lasting impressions with him to his
new job as director of the Soil Erosion Service in the fall of 1933
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Formation of Fe oxides from K-jarosite: Effect ofTemperature, pH, Phosphate,
and Salt cCncentration.

V. Barrón. J. Torrent, Universidad de Córdoba.
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Figure 1. Alteration products of jarosite after 6 months of aging (J, jarosite; H. hematite;
G, goethite; L. lepidocrocite; F. ferrihydrite; percentages in parenthesis).
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T.J.Cook

T. J. Cook. R. Watkins. Curtin Unix of Technology; S. Appleyard. Depal of
Environmental Protection. Perth. Western Australia.; R. J. Vogwill. Dept of
Environment.
Consistently low annual rainfall, increasing groundwater abstraction, and the conversion of native Banksia woodland to pine plantations over the last 30 years has
led to widespread acidification of groundwater at the water table on the Gnangara
Mound, an important source of drinking water for the city of Perth in Western Australia. The acidification of shallow groundwater is being caused by a falling water
table exposing sulphide-rich wetland sediments to oxidising conditions, and to the
release of stored acidity from podsolized aeolian sands within the unsaturated zone
beneath pine plantations. The sands are of Pleistocene age, are highly siliceous and
contain no residual carbonate minerals. Ten to fifteen cm thick spodosol horizons
within sand profiles above the water table contain significant total sulphur levels
(2-5%), have high concentrations of leachable A13+ (5-7 mg/L), and have a low pH
(3.1 - 4.3). Progressively increasing concentrations of calcium and magnesium in
groundwater pumped from production bores indicates that the ANC of the soil is
declining at a rate of about 0.07 keq/ha/year due to the leaching of base cations. The
progressive oxidation of organic matter and sulphides and increasing acidity of soil
profiles is also decreasing Ca/AI mole ratios in soil solution. These factors together
with the low Cation Exchange Capacity (CEC) of sandy soils (0.01-1.6 cmol+/kg)
and increased dissolved organic matter (DOM) strongly affect the fate/mobility of
metals and metalloids in groundwater, posing threat to groundwater resources and
the health of both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems on the Gnangara Mound
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Jarosite [KFe,(OH) 6 (S0 4 ),], a pale yellow mineral, is a common product of the
oxidation of iron sulfides in acidic environments, such as sulfuric soil horizons
and acid mine drainage Jarosite has recently attracted much attention because it
has also been identified in the evaporitic deposits of Mars. Here, we report the
hydrolisis products of synthetic K-jarosite at different pH, temperature, and phosphate and salt concentrations by X ray diffraction, diffuse reflectance spectroscopy,
scanning and transmission electron microscopy, and chemical analysis. We synthesized jarosite by first dissolving 0.1 mol of Fe,(S04),, 0.4 mol MgSO,, 0 04 mol of
A1CI,, 0.06 mol of Na,S0 4 , 0.002 mol of CaCl,, 0.004 mol of MnS0 4 and variable
amounts of KH,(P0 4 ) in 160 mL of de-ionized water A concentrated solution of
KOH was then added to reach a pH of 2 and a volume of 220 mL before shaking the
resulting suspension at room temperature for two weeks At this time, the solids in
the suspension consisted exclusively of jarosite. In a factorial experiment, portions
of the suspension were then mixed with saline solutions of the same ionic composition as the one used in the synthesis [except for Fe(lll) and POJ and water at different proportions so that the resulting electrical electrical conductivity (EC) of the
suspension (first factor) was either 60, 20 or 1 mS/cm. The pH (second factor) was
raised to 4, 6 or 8. Finally, the suspensions were aged for 6 months at a temperature (third factor) of either 303 or 333 K. During aging, pH and salt concentration
were periodically adjusted to the target values. High salt concentration inhibited the
transformation ofjarosite except at pH 8 (Figure I), suggesting that jarosite is stable
even at circum-neutral pH if water activity is sufficiently low. Nanophase hematite
was the most common product of the transformation of jarosite, particularly when
salt and phosphate concentrations were high. Nanogoethite was formed only when
salt concentration was low (i.e.. at high water activity) and pH was 6, and was never
an intermediate phase in the transformation from jarosite into hematite At pH 8
jarosite was converted fastly (<7 days) to 2-line ferrihydrite than evolved, with
time, to hematite or to a mixture of 2-lme ferrihydrite and nano-lepidocrocite.
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Acidification of groundwater caused by a falling water table in a sandy aquifer
in the Perth Region, Western Australia.
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L. Nordmyr

The Influence of Metal Leakage from Acid Sulphate Soils on Estuarine
Sediments in Western Finland.

L. Nordmyr. Dept of Geology and Mineralogy. Abo Akademi Univ; M. Äslröm.
Dept of Biology and Environmental Science. Kalmar Univ; P. Österholm. Dept
of Geology and Mineralogy. Abo Akademi Univ: P. Peltola. Dept of Biology and
Environmental Science. Kalmar Univ.
Acid sulphate soils (AS soils) release large amounts of acidity and chemical elements into the rivers in western Finland. A recent study by our research group
showed that AS soils liberate more toxic metals into water courses than the whole
Finnish industry together. The elevated concentrations of metals are transported
to the estuary, where they are deposited as a result of higher salinity and pH, and
slower water currents. The bottom sediments are therefore excellent tools to evaluate changes in element discharge into the environment over both temporal and
spatial scales. The objective of this study was to track changes in sediment elemental distribution as a result of leakage from AS soil landscapes and to quantify the
impact of AS soils from the drainage area to the sea The Vörä River is one of the
most strongly AS soil affected rivers in Finland. It has a low pH (occasionally
down to 4.0) and carries high amounts of many metals, which as a result of increasing pH and salinity, are precipitated and deposited in the bottom sediments in the
estuary. The coastal area adjacent to this river was therefore selected for a bottom
sediment and suspended particulate matter study. This study comprises sampling
of four sediment cores and collection of particular matter with sediment traps, in
a profile extending from the river mouth out to the open sea A selective chemical
extraction procedure was used in order to identify the chemical speciation within
the sediment. The results show that an appreciable amount of elements (e.g. A l ,
Cd, Co, Cu, La, Mn, Ni and Zn) are elevated in the surface and sub-surface of the
sampled bottom sediments compared to the deeper sediment background levels
These elements are all known to be leached from AS soils. At a site, approximately
4 km from the river outlet the sediments had 5-100 times higher concentrations of
Cd, Co, Mn, Ni and Zn compared to the background levels. These elevated concentrations are much higher than the corresponding concentrations in the sediment
cores situated closer to the river mouth The reason for this deposition pattern is
that some elements like for example AI and Cu are pH sensitive, and are therefore
deposited closer to the river mouth, while other elements like Cd, Co, Mn, Ni and
Zn are transported further out in the estuary and are not deposited until the impact
of sea water increases. In contrast, elements that are not abundantly leached from
Finnish AS soils (e.g. Cr, Pb, Ti and V) display a consistent concentration pattern
in all sediment cores. This leads to the conclusion that the elevated element concentrations in the surface layers are a result of leakage from AS soils. The elevated
concentrations of Cd, Co, Mn, Ni and Zn pose a significant environmental problem
since: 1) episodic pH declines in the shallow estuary, caused by strong runoff from
the river, might cause sudden release and relocation of the metals; and 2) as a result
of the isostatic land uplift of the region (0.9 cm/year), these bottom sediments are
going to be new land in a near future and will then consist of metal-contaminated
land. The elevated concentrations of these metals at such a distance from AS soil
environments suggest that the environmental impact of metal leakage extends far
beyond the geographically adjacent environment This poses a significant issue for
land management.
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Effect of Toxic Metals Mobilised from Finnish Acid Sulphate Soils on
Terrestrial and Aquatic Biota and Human Health: a ILterature Review.
R. Fallmarsch. Dept of Geology and Mineralogy' al Abo Akademi Univ M. Astrom.
Dept of Biology and Environmental Science, Kalmar Univ.
The oxidation and weathering of sulfide-rich sediments, resulting in extensive acid
sulphate soil ( a s soil) development, occurs after artificial farmland drainage, and
results in increased acidity and metal mobility- During seasonal high-flow events in
autumn and spring, potentially toxic metals (Co, Mn, Ni, Zn, AI, Cd and Cu) and
acidity will be extensively leached to adjacent watercourses and thus, exist in vast
amounts compared to natural background concentrations in streams throughout
Finland and rivers in Fennoscandia. The objective of this study was to, based on a
literature review, give a comprehensive picture and a developed understanding of
the importance of the serious biological effects induced by a.s. soils. Based on the
limited amount of research in this particular area, it was found that crops (oat and
timothy) grown on a s . soils are enriched in Co, Mn, Ni, Al and Cr and depleted
in Ca, Mg, Se, K. and P, and that Zn and Al concentrations are 2 to 20 times higher
in cow milk from farms on a s soils compared to reference samples and Finnish
average values from other dairies, respectively. Fish exposed to the poor waterquality in a.s. soil affected environments have physiological responses which impact
upon their respiration, -reproduction, -growth and -behaviour. These impacts are
indirectly and directly linked to the numerous cases of mass fish kills that have
occurred along the Finnish coast. Long-term exposure to elevated or deficient doses
of metals and nutrients pose an actual threat on human health. The potential risks
for Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease in a.s. soil areas are discussed.

Drainage has caused rapidly-changing soil-moisture conditions, surface sulfide oxidation, and increased fires and frost. Other activities included excessive stock and
vehicular traffic, saltwater intrusion onto freshwater areas, saltwater exclusion from
formerly saline areas, deliberate topsoil removal, flood scouring and prolonged,
deep, floodwater inundation which can kill both dry and wetland vegetation.
• ASS scald revegetation is possible, using targeted on-ground works Stock exclusion alone achieved minimal results. Ridging and furrowing (surface disturbance)
alone produced less vegetation response than the control plots. Liming, in the
absence of mulching, encouraged small amounts of economically and environmentally inferior plant species (Isolepis inundata).
Mulching was the most important single treatment Mulching encouraged different
vegetation species responses, depending on the other treatment elements utilised
Mulching alone encouraged almost pure stands of Eleocharis acuta, a common wetland sedge. Mulching in combination with ridging and furrowing (surface disturbance) produced a more even mix of Eleocharis acuta and native wetland grasses
(Paspalum distichum. Pseudoraphis paradoxa). Mulching in combination with
ridging, furrowing and liming produced almost pure stands of the native wetland
grasses mentioned above. Areas with ASS scalds will always require sensitive land
management. However, in most cases, primary production (mainly cattle grazing)
can continue with positive environmental outcomes. Watertables should be kept
above sub-surface sulfide layers. Drainage should allow surface water to be shed,
but not drain the soil profile. Native pasture grasses and wetland plants should be
encouraged, which are able to cope with the generally acidic, intermittently waterlogged nature of these landscapes.
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Revegetation of acid sulfate soil scalds in coastal New South Wales, Australia.
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C. T. T. Ngo
Identification and Characterization of Acidity-Tolerant and \l Resistant
Bacteria Isolated from Tea Soil.

M. A. Rosicky. L. Sullivan. Southern Cross Univ; P. Slavich. NSW Dept of Primary
Industries.

CT T. Ngo. Hue Univ of Sciences: S. Kanazawa. Faculty of Agriculture.
Univ.

Introduction In New South Wales (NSW), Australia, severe environmental effects
occur from the drainage of potential acid sulfate soils (ASS), usually for agriculture, leading to the formation of actual ASS and severe soil and water acidification
Acidification can cause leads to release of toxic amounts of soluble metals (e.g. iron
(Fe), aluminium (Al), manganese (Mn)), and mineral deficiencies (e.g. phosphorous (P), copper (Cu)) in plants. Excess Fe retards root growth, causes mottling and
drying of leaves and low yields. Fe floes can smother aquatic plants and animals.
Al phytotoxicity in plants is characterised by altered root morphology (stunted,
brown tips, thickened lateral roots, absent fine roots, enhanced fungal infection).
Other negative effects of pyrite oxidation include fish disease and mortality; pollution of surrounding waterways; poisoned drinking water; and corrosion of concrete and metal infrastructure. Areas of chronically bare ground, usually on drained
agricultural land, occur along the NSW coast. They have been observed in every
major catchment and are associated with ASS formation These 'ASS scalds' are
an extreme manifestation of ASS-related terrestrial ecosystem degradation, and are
agriculturally unproductive and environmentally damaging. Research A research
project was developed to investigate the possibility of revegetating chronically
bare ASS scalds. ASS scalds were characterized along the NSW coast, in relation
to the main constraints for plant growth (sulfide content, acidity (pH), electrical
conductivity (EC), constituent salts (S04, CI), soluble metals (Fe, AI)) Soil properties were tested to a depth of 2 m in 10 ASS scalds along the NSW coast, and
at 5 of the sites in surrounding permanently-vegetated paddocks. Two field trials
were established investigating potential revegetation techniques (fencing, ridging,
mulching, liming, and combinations of these individual treatments). The information gathered was used to propose practices that would allow the revegetation of
ASS scalds. Results • Sulfide concentration ranged between 1% - 5%, and pH was
< 4 in the top metre of the soil profile Sulfide layers usually start between 50-100
cm below ground surface. • Proximity of the sulfide zone to the soil surface was
not the primary scald-forming parameter in every case An ASS scald was found
which did not have a significant sulfidic zone within 2 m of the soil surface. At this
site, sufficient toxic solutes reached the soil surface with groundwater movement
from > 2 m depth

The excessive application of ammonium sulfate fertilizer in tea soils to increase
yield and improve quality of green tea products might lower soil pH to 4.0 or even
under. This makes Al in the soils more soluble, and thus may be harmful for tea
consumers and activity of soil microbes This study seeks to fill the gap of lessknown microbial ecology in this extreme environment, with purpose to contribute
to improve the mentioned situation. Soils were collected from tea gardens at the
Kagoshima Tea Experimental Station (Japan) The pH (H20) was measured with
a glass electrode and expressed as the ratio of air-dried soil to solution, 1: 2.5.
The soluble Al in soils was extracted with pure water (Iwasaki et al 1993) and
quantified by 1CP-MS analysis. Aluminum sulfate solution was filter-sterilized and
added to the S-LB medium autoclaved to reach a certain Al concentration. Bacteria were isolated by dilution agar method on these S-LB plates. The morphology
was observed with optical microscope, physiology and biochemistry was tested
usingAPl 50 CHB kit and phylogeny was based on 16S rDNA nucleotide sequence
analysis. The spent culture supernatant was separated by centrifugation at 12,000
rpm for 10 min, then filtered with a sterilized-filter, diluted with 1% H N 0 3 and
subjected to 1CP-MS analysis to determine the amount of remained Al From soils
with high acidity (pH 2.69- 4.18) and content of soluble Al (1.03- 9.51 mM kg-1),
acidity-tolerant and Al-resistant bacteria were isolated. Based on morphological,
physiological, biochemical and genetic characteristics, the selected bacterium was
identified as Bacillus sp. An 3 (accession number DQ234657) contained in Bacillus cereus group and related to Bacillus cereus, Bacillus weihenstephanensis or
Bacillus thuringiensis. It could grow on S-LB plates (pH 3.7) with 1 0 gL-1 Al and
survive in LB broth even at 10 g L-l AI (pH 2.0). While culture the bacterial strain
in LB liquid medium containing increasing concentrations of Al (0, 100 and 200
ppm), their growth was inhibited by the presence of Al, especially at concentration
of 200 ppm. It is possible due to Al's toxicity to bacteria at high content The pH
of culture medium without Al increased steeply and reached pH 7 0 after 10 days,
meanwhile it was almost constant in the other cases. This might relate to existence
of Al mechanisms The elimination of Al from culture medium by the bacterium
was also affirmed and it was more conspicuous at 100 ppm Al. Due to tolerance to
high acidity, resistance to and removal of a substantial amount of Al from culture
media, the bacterium may be applicable in improving acidified tea soils.

• Larger areas are at risk from ASS scalding Results from permanently-vegetated
soil profiles all showed similarly shallow sulfidic zones, and similar soil-water
chemistry, to their adjacent ASS scalds
• Areas containing ASS scalds have acidified, yet unoxidised, sulfidic zones (ranging from 20-160 cm at different sites) which can oxidise more readily than neutral
sulfidic zones.
• All tested sites (vegetated or scalded) exhibited an environmentally-significant
surface sulfide layer which can readily oxidise when dried out.
• Soil salinity concentrations were an important vegetation constraint at all ASS
scalds. All the tested sites were managed as freshwater vegetation systems. Yet the
salinity of most surface and profile samples (scalded and vegetated) were found
to be saline (ECe 4 dS/m), with 5 of the 10 ASS scalds considered very saline
(ECe> 10dS/m)
• Management practices contribute to ASS scald formation. Any disturbance or
activity that leaves land denuded in areas with groundwater enriched with sulfide
oxidation products and connate salinity, can instigate ASS scalding

Kyushu
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Role and The Effectiveness of Phospho-microorganisms with Rock
Phosphate.
B. Jintaridth. Univ of Kentucky; P. Limthong. Land Development Dept; T.
Inlhasothi. Office of Science for Land Development; C.
Charoenchamratcheep.
Land Development Dept.
Plants on acid sulfate soils are inhibited by Al toxicity and have disturbed nutrient uptake especially for phosphorus. Mitigating soil acidity was investigated by
liming, fertilizing the soil to overcome nutrient deficiency problems, and using
microorganisms The role and the effectiveness of phospho-microorganisms with
rock phosphate on growth the soybean in acid sulfate soils were studied The
experiments were conducted on Rangsit soil series, Thailand In the experiment I.
effects of VAM (Vesicular Arbuscular Mycorrhizae) with rock phosphate applied to
soybeans were studied. The experiment design was a randomized complete block
with 16 treatments and 2 replications The treatments consisted of four rates of
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rock phosphate (0.03, 0.06, 0.12, 0.24 g P205/pot) and four microorganism combinations (no microorganisms, VAM, Bradyrhizobium Japonicum, and VAM +
B Japonicum) In experiment II, the effect of phosphate solubilizing microorganisms with rock phosphate applied to soybeans was studied. The experiment design
used phosphate solubilizing microorganisms instead of VAM In experiment I, the
height of soybean plants at 65 days was greatest when using VAM + B Japonicum
with a rock phosphate rate of 0.24 g P,05/pot and was significantly different from
combinations using only rates of rock phosphate at 0.3 g P,05/pot (61.24 cm. and
49.67 cm., respectively). Applying rock phosphate in combination with VAM +
B Japonicum increase plant nutrient uptake for N, P, K, Ca, and Mg. Soil pH,%
OM, P, Ca, and Mg in soil increased after using rock phosphate at 0.24 g P,Ó5/pot
in combination with VAM + B Japonicum, but Fe and Al decreased In experiment
II, the height of soybean at 65 days was highest when using rock phosphate at
0 24 g P,05/pot in combination with phosphate solubilizing microorganisms and
B.Japonicum, which was significantly different from using rate of rock phosphate
at 0.03 g P,Os/pot (64 cm. and 48.33 cm., respectively). Phosphorus increased in
plant tissue after using rock phosphate at 0.24 g P,05/pot in combination with phosphate solubilizing microorganisms + B.Japonicum compared with rock phosphate
alone, however, N, K, Ca and Mg did not show any difference. For soil analysis,
the%OM, K, and Mg did not show differences Soil pH, P, and Ca increased while
Fe and AI decreased Both experiment concluded that applying VAM (Vesicular
Arbuscular Mycorrhizae) or phospho-microorganisms combination with rock
phosphate on growth the soybean in acid sulfate soils resulted increasing height,
nutrient uptake, and soil fertility. Keywords : acid sulfate soils, microorganisms,
Vesicular Arbuscular Mycorrhiza, phosphate solubilizing microorganisms, Bradyrhizobium Japonicum

and the low sulfate concentration which prevailed in the brackish Litorina Sea.
While the total sulfide concentration in Finnish PAS soils is typically in the range
of 0.5-2.0%, sulfate sulfur and organic sulfur are usually only present in minor
amounts. The intention of this study is to investigate: (1) the distribution and behaviour (eg. oxidation) of sulfur species in PAS and AS soils, and (2) the influence of
sulfur oxidation on the mineral weathering. The mechanism behind the transformations of sulfur species, chiefly iron sulfides, in the PAS soil and in the transition
zone between PAS and AS soils is of particular interest. Several profiles (including
the PAS and AS soil) have been collected from both recently emerged soils (near
the shore line) and from older soils, which emerged approximately 4000 years ago
(located further inland). The following sulfur species were determined (using a
method developed at Äbo Akademi University): (1) iron monosulfides (FeS); (2)
pyrite (FeS2): (3) elemental sulfur (SO); (4) sulfate sulfur (S042-); and (5) organic
sulfur (OrgS). The initial results show that FeS is dominant (c. 60% of the sulfide
content) in young PAS soils while FeS2 (c. 80-90%) seems to be more common in
older PAS soils Sulfate sulfur, OrgS and SO exists only in minor amounts intheunoxidised PAS soil. The main part of SO in PAS soils is believed to be a product of
FeS and FeS2 oxidation, and the concentration is generally greatest in the transition
zone. Sulfate sulfur is the end product of the oxidation of FeS and FeS2 (and possibly OrgS) and the greatest concentrations are found in the AS soil. Organic sulfur,
which is believed to originate from assimilatory sulfate reduction, is present only in
minor concentrations and oxidises slightly towards the surface Based on the initial
results we have reason to propose that a variety of mechanisms is responsible for
the transformation of FeS and FeS2 in PAS soils and in the transition zone. There
are, for example, indications of FeS (and possibly FeS2) oxidising beneath the transition zone, even though the conditions (according to pH) are still reducing This
can be seen as a decrease of FeS upwards and a change in the FeS:FeS2 ratio. The
oxidation of FeS (and FeS2) produces SO, which in return reacts with existing FeS
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T. Aizawa
to form additional FeS2. A portion of SO is also oxidised to S042-. In the transition
Adaptive Excretion of Ammonia of Ludwigia adscendens, an Adapted Plant in
zone, where FeS is almost completely consumed, SO (from FeS2 oxidation) can
Highly Acidic Swamps in an Acid Sulfate Soil Area of Viet Nam.
accumulate, before further oxidation to S042- Isotopic studies of the sulfur species
T. Aizawa. Nihon Unix; V. B. Nguyen. Can Tho Univ: H. Kashima. N. Iwabuchi. I. will be done and contribute to a better understanding of which mechanisms are of
importance. Furthermore, sulfur isotopes will also be used in order to interpret the
Hasegawa. S. Sasaki, M. Nakajima. M. Sunairi. Nihon Univ.
origin, relation and formation of especially FeS and FeS2 in the PAS soil
Acid sulfate soil is the common name given to soils containing iron sulfides
(pyrites). When the pyrites are exposed to air and oxidized to sulfuric acid, both soil
and water show a lower pH (actual acid sulfate soils, AASS); and serious destruc174-10
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M.HR. Khan
tion of the environment ensues. Although it is possible to maintain farming by
Physico-chemical amendments of acid sulfate soil for rice production in
liming together with precise control of irrigation, such measures are too expensive
Bangladesh.
for developing countries. It is, therefore, necessary to develop more economical
M. H. R. Khan. Department of Environmental Management Engineering. Faculty
measures. One possible measure is bioremediation using organisms adapted to
of Environmental Science and Technology. Okayama University: S. Kabir.
AASS To develop effective bioremediation methods for AASS, we analyzed LudM. Bhuiyan. Depl. of Soil. Water and Environment. University of Dhaka: H. P.
wigia adscendens, a plant adapted to AASS, which was collected at a highly acidic
Blume, University of Kiel: T. Adachi. Department of Environmental Management
swamp (pH 3 4) in an AASS area of the Hoa An research station of Can Tho UniEngineering. Faculty of Environmental Science and Technology. Okayama
versity, Viet Nam. In acidic culture solutions L adscendens alkalinized the culture
University: Y. Oki. Department of Environmental Management Engineering.
solutions by increasing ammonia concentrations of the culture solutions to the level
necessary for the alkalinization; whereas in a neutral culture solutions no or little
Faculty of Environmental Science and Technology, Okayama University: K. R.
alkalinization was observed, suggesting that alkalinization is an adaptive response
Islam. Soil and Water Resources. The Ohio Slate University South Centers.
of L. adscendens to acidic conditions. On acidic agar culture plates ammonia was
Acid
sulfate soils have a high agricultural potential if reclaimed by suitable amenddetected around the roots of L adscendens but not around the stems and leaves
ments The objectives of the simulated study were to evaluate the use of basic slag
These data suggest that the increase in the ammonia concentration of the culture
(10 and 20 MG/ha) and groundwater depth (0 and 50 cm below soil surface) as
solutions was an adaptive response of L. adscendens to the acidic conditions The
physico-chemical amendments of acid sulfate soils (Salidic Sulfaquept and Typic
knowledge obtained from such studies should greatly help the development of new
Sulfic Halaquept) for economical production of rice (Oryza sativa, 1, cv. BR 3). A
bioremediation methods for AASS. TA was supported by funding from the "Center
randomized complete block design in a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial arrangement was laid-out
of Excellence in 21 Century Projects" of the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports,
with 3 replications for each treatment combination. Basic slag was incorporated
Science and Technology.
during soil puddling. N, P and K were applied at 100, 60 and 40 kg/ha, respectively. Thirty day-old rice seedlings were transplanted at 4 plants/hill with a 15 cm
distance between hills, and were allowed to grow until harvest. Results of pre- and
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post amended soil analysis have shown that interactive effects of 20 MG basic
Distribution and Behaviour of Sulfur Species in Acid Sulfate soils, Western
slag/ha and 50 cm groundwater depth have significantly increased pH, calcium
Finland.
(25%), magnesium (>28%), and potassium (2%) concentration, and base-exchange
A. Boman. Dept of Geology and Mineralogy, Abo Akademi Univ: P. Linlinen.
capacity (53%) with an associated decreased in sodium (2%), iron (5%), and aluGeological Survey of Finland: S. Fröjdö. Dept of Geology and Mineralogy. Abo
minum (>39%) concentration of soils over time Soil pH increased quadratically in
response to interactive effects of basic slag and groundwater depth However, the
Akademi Univ: M. J ström. Dept of Biology and Environmental Science. Kalmar
simple effects of both basic slag (41 vs. 3%) and groundwater depth (54 and 9%)
Univ.
were equally consistent as their interactive effect on yield and harvest index (54
Acid sulfate (AS) soils occupy significant areas along the boreal coastal plains of
vs. 3%) of rice.
Finland. These soils are developed from oxidation of sulfide bearing sediments,
which were formed under reducing conditions during the Litorina Sea stage (80003000 BR). Due to post-glacial isostatic land uplift these sediments are today com174-11
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D McConchie
monly found at elevations between 0-45 m above the current sea level. AS soils
Information Transfer Between Studies of Acid Sulfate Soils and Acid Rock
develop when the sulfidic sediments (potential acid sulfate (PAS) soils) are oxidised
Drainage.
due to oxygen penetration, often caused by drainage for agricultural purposes. The
D. McConchie. M. Clark, Southern Cross Univ: J. Jonas. J. Rouse. N. Bardach.
oxidation of PAS soils lead to an initial production and release of sulfuric acid,
which commonly lowers the soil pH below 4. Studies have shown that, apart from
Virolec North America.
sulfuric acid, certain toxic metals are also released from the AS soil. The release of
Sulfidic
waste rock and tailings encountered during mining and mineral processing
acidity and toxic metals affect the environment in a harmful way, and several mass
operations (and some road construction or quarry operations), sulfidic sediment
kills offish have been documented. In general, pyrite (FeS2) is considered to comencountered during dredging and land reclamation work, and acid sulfate soils
pose the main part of the sulfidic material in PAS soils, with minor amounts of iron
encountered in many coastal lowlands have much in common All have environmonosulfides (eg. FeS and Fe3S4). The metastable FeS is usually converted into
mental problems that arise when iron sulfides are exposed to air and moisture and
the more stable FeS2. In Finnish PAS soils, however, l-'eS (and possibly Fe3S4) is
oxidize to produce acidic metal contaminated discharges However, there are often
frequently occurring and is commonly the dominant sulfur species The persistence
large differences in scale, rates of acid generation (reflecting differences in sulfide
of FeS in Finnish PAS soils can probably be explained by the reducing conditions
mineralogy composition and texture), and in the presence and reactivity of miner-
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als with an acid neutralizing capacity. Furthermore, different land uses and values,
ecological sensitivities and public accessibility of affected areas, and the financial
resources available to organizations responsible for affected sites, mean that assessment, monitoring and management strategies adopted to address acid rock drainage
(ARD) problems can differ widely from those applied to acid sulfate soils (ASS).
This paper discusses similarities and differences between geochemical processes
associated with ARD and ASS and between the assessment, monitoring and management strategies adopted for affected sites. Although ARD generation associated
with mining, mineral processing and construction usually involves higher sulfide
mineral abundances and potentially hazardous trace metal loads than acid generation from ASS areas, it normally involves sulfidic material within a well defined
area of no more than a few square kilometers Hence, ARD management at mine
sites and similar areas can often employ large-scale engineering operations (e.g.
encapsulation or treatment of potential source rocks, or deposition of sulfidic material under water in abandoned mine pits) as the primary management strategy. In
contrast, it is seldom technically or economically possible to apply such approaches
to large ASS areas unless they involve high value land used for residential or commercial building construction. Furthermore, because it is seldom possible to completely prevent the release of contaminated leachates from affected sites, it is often
also necessary to use a water treatment plant or permeable reactive barrier (PRB)
to protect local catchments. However, such water treatment systems are only possible where the impacted area is small and well defined and where the contaminated water can be collected for treatment. These conditions are seldom met in ASS
areas, which are typically very large (often hundreds of square kilometers) and
are gradationally rather than sharply bounded both laterally and stratigraphically.
Hence, except where very high value land is involved and sulfidic material can be
excavated and disposed of, major engineering solutions are seldom economically
viable even where they are technically feasible. The most widely used remediation
strategy for both ARD and ASS affected areas remains the application of liming
agents although there are differences in the type of liming agent used, how it is
applied and the length of time over which it remains effective, some of these differences will be discussed. More importantly, differences between sites affected by
ARD vs. ASS mean that ASS remediation has focused on smaller scale engineering
work designed to minimize the exposure of sulfidic material above the water table,
the use of regular natural flushing by water that has some alkalinity, and improving
site assessment and analytical procedures to define the nature, magnitude and distribution of ASS materials more precisely. These improved analytical and site assessment methods could usefully be adopted by the mining sector to focus remediation
efforts more effectively and to minimize over- or under-treatment. In ARD management there has recently been growing success with the use of PRBs to treat flowing
contaminated water and there is excellent potential for adapting such systems for
preserving water quality in drains and creeks in ASS affected areas. Other benefits
from increased information transfer between scientists and managers working in
ARD and ASS affected areas will also be discussed.

shallow soil with some sparse Usnea/Colobanthus/Deschampsia vegetation cover,
displayed evidence of former Skua activity (nesting) with small, scattered bone
fragments. Levels of Na are high (range 1260-1440 mg/dm3), due to salt-spray sea
inputs and little leaching due to local aridity. These soils are comparable to polar
desert soils of Antartica inner dry valleys, where salinity is high In the uppermost
soils, levels of Ca, Mg and Na are greater, pH is high (6.6-7.0) and AI levels are
lower than downslope soils Vegetation is virtually absent, apart from a few crustose lichens The granular structure in one pedon appears to be associated with
fine particleflocculationdue to salinity. Close to the scarpment, another pedon has
less Ca, Mg and K levels, high available AI and P, due to increasing weathering
and sea-birds droppings, rich in organic P. The landscape is very much like those
described in the arid land area of continental Antarctica by Campbell & Claridge
(1987). Ornithogenic soils: Upland soils, developed on present-day or former Penguin rookeries, are readily distinguished from non-ornithogenic soils by several
features, such as: low pH (range 3.8-5.8), very high Pcontents, high AI availability,
and varying amounts of exchangeable Ca, Mg and K The areas of former penguin
rookeries present fossil soils with clear ornithogenic features. Here, P levels are
greater near the present-day rookery (range 700-1800 mg/dm3), due to occasional
dropping of Skuas guano, as in the case of well-drained soil positions. The P distribution is fairly regular with depth, being greater closer to the present Penguin
colony. Exchangeable Al levels are higher in the uppermost ornithogenic soil, with
decreasing levels downslope; hence, a greater part of P should be in the form oflow
cristallinity Al-P phases, corroborating the findings of Tatur and Myrcha (1985).
Soils located on marine terraces further away form the present colony show much
lower P values (range 60- 820 mg/dm3), and evidence of P transformation and
leaching with depth, where exchangeable Al forms are abundant. In these soils, pH
are higher, with much greater Ca and Mg values and less exchangeable K, due to
limited input from sea-bird droppings (mainly Skuas) and greater soil development.
Higher Ca can also be related to a till richer in basaltic rock fragments in this area,
compared with present rookeries, where andesitic fragments are more commonly
observed. In the soils localized near the Penguin rookery, the ornithogenic influence
is much greater. At 50 m a.s.l., intense phosphatization was recorded and available
P levels are exceedingly high, reaching 4150 mg/dm3 in subsurface. In the same
area, a soil covered by stones and coarse gravel and less vegetation cover of lichen,
mosses and Deschampsia, has also very high P levels, reaching 4270 mg/dm3 in
the subsurface. At the lowest level of the toposequence, marine terraces are also
phosphatized, but less pronounced. In the Marine Terrace soil, on gravels/cobbles,
lateral percolates and outwash arise from Penguin rookeries upland, but P levels are
considerably lower (300-600 mg/dm3) compared with the in situ ornithogenic areas
upslope. The K and Al levels are high (500-780 mg/dm3 of K), indicating soluble
leachetes containing Al, K and P dowslope, being dammed at the lowest level by
the gravel beach terraces. However, most P is leached back to the sea, as indicated
by the whitish tongues on rocks along the sequence down to the sea level. The high
levels of available P in the soils studied may be related with the utilization of the
Melich-1 acid solution, which extracts preferably P-AI forms The use of the Olsen
extractor is recommended, specially for the non ornithogenic soils in order to assess
the availability of P-Ca forms.
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Chemical Attributes of Ornithogenic Cryosols on Volcanic rRcks from
Maritime Antartica.
C. E. G. R. Schaefer, F N. B. Simas, M. R. Albuquerque, L. M. Costa, L. E. Dias.
V. V. Pereira, R. E M. Michel, Departamento do Solos-Universidade Federal de
Vicosa.
Ornithogenic soils are commonly observed on marine terraces of volcanic rock
sediments across Admiralty Bay in King George Island. These cryogenic soils are
strongly affected by sea-land transfer of nutrients by Penguins (Pygoscelidae),
mostly Adélie, and skuas (Catharacta spp.) activity, through guano inputs in rookeries during their summer reproduction cycle. In these soils, a particular and complex
process of deep soil phosphatization occurs. In order to investigate the relationship
between soil formation, phosphatization and age of rookery occupation, a toposequence of ornithogenic and other associated soils were sampled and studied along
levels of Marine Terraces and Moraines in Rakusa Point, Admiralty Bay; area 1
- soils in or around present day rookeries, soils of former rookery sites with abundant lichen and moss coverage and; area 2—soils of highland areas without distinct
ornithogenic influence. We analysed the availability of nutrients (P, Ca, Mg, K, Na.
Fe, Mn, Cu) and selected heavy metals in order to assess the influence of seabird
inputs, its biogeochemical cycle within the cryosols and to evaluate differences
associated with topography and landscape development The extraction procedures
were based on standard international methodologies Results from these two areas
area discussed bellow. Non ornithogenic soils: In the uppermost soils (range 147
m a s.l to 87 m a.s.l.), a granular structured soil underlies a stony pavement of 10
cm, with some cobbles or with small gravels, in the case of AI In one pedon, a
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The project "Carbon Pools in Permafrost Regions" (CAPP) and the Cryosol
Working Group (CWG): International Platforms for Soil related Topics of the
International Permafrost Association (1PA).
E. M. Pfeiffer. Unix of Hamburg. Institute of Soil Science: P. Kuhry. Univ of
Stockholm: S. V. Goryachkin. Institute of Geography. Russian Academy of
Sciences.
Permafrost-affected soils, which cover nearly 25% of the terrestrial surfaces in
the northern hemisphere, play a major role in the global carbon cycle About 14%
of the global soil carbon is stored in permafrost soils and sediments Spatial distribution and genesis of soil types in permafrost environments provide a necessary basis for process studies on climate-relevant trace gas fluxes and up-scaling
approaches on the balance of the global carbon budget. The main objectives of the
CAPP project and the Working Group (CWG) for the next years are: • Update of
the existing Northern Circumarctic Soil Carbon Database (NCSCD) and other high
latitude/altitude soils • Perform spatial analysis of SOM quantity and lability in
high latitude soils and peat deposits along temperature, precipitation and edaphic
gradients • Conduct temporal analysis of SOM accumulation in high latitude soils
and peat deposits in relation to Holocene and sub-recent climatic and environmental changes • Conduct spatial modeling and qualitative assessments of landscape
physical characteristics and processes related to permafrost dynamics • Perform
up-scaling of SOM pools based on landscape analyses and available regional land
functional type or soil classification schemes • Link the soil database to land cover
and other remotely-sensed classification schemes used in global and regional climate, biome and ecosystem modelling • Evaluate the fate of SOM under conditions
of global warming (and permafrost thawing) using geographic and past analogues,
and modelling techniques • Assess climatic feedbacks from high latitude carbon
pools to global warming (and permafrost thawing) due to physical and biogeochemical changes CAPP and CWG are open international platforms to discuss and
solve soil related questions in Antarctic, Arctic and Mountain Permafrost. They
cooperate with other IPA and 1USS working groups and supply them with data
on soil properties and carbon densities. The permafrost regions with their large
frozen carbon store are a good sensor for climate and environmental change! The
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CAPP/CWG activities are a necessary contribution to understanding and modelling the Earth system. More details: www.geowiss.uni-hamburg.de/i-boden/capp
and http://igras.geonet.ru/cwg/
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Soil organic carbon content and its distribution in Northern Canada database
and overview.

M. Hosssain. Chen W, Zhang Yu. and Pavlic G. CCRS, Natural Resources
Canada.
Global climate warming that is predicted for Canada's northern Territories will
have a great impact on soil, which contains about 39% of the total soil organic carbon (SOC) of all Canadian soils. Accurate accounting of SOC is a challenging but
necessary task in understanding carbon fluxes and ecological responses to global
warming. Therefore, the objective of this study is to develop a SOC database to
determine the quantity of SOC in Canada's north An analytical database of 382
profiles and 1376 horizons of SOC were compiled from companies, government,
and universities to represent the SOC conditions across northern Canada Total carbon stores to 1 m depth ranged from 0.35 kg C m-2 to 158 49 kg C m-2 with an
average of 24.07 kg C m-2, which is comparable to literature values (6.2 to 27.4 kg
C m-2). Carbon stores in surface and mineral horizons varied, but when the carbon
stores of the mineral horizons (18 14 kg C m-2) were considered along with those
of the surface horizons (5 92 kg C m-2), carbon store estimates were nearly triple
On an average, SOC concentrations in organic horizons (LFH) range from 17.11%
to 58 40% with an average concentration of 35 08%. In the mineral horizons mean
average concentrations range from 0.59% to 7.22%, decreasing with depth in bottom layer C-horizons. The SOC concentrations for peat soil ranges from 22.5%
to 58.35% with an average concentration of 38.75% and SOC content in organic
horizons (20.76 kg C m-2) and total profiles (58 to 307 kg C m-2) are comparable
to literature values (organic horizons 15 to 28 kg C m-2 and total profiles 60 to 181
kg C m-2). Soil OC storage to 1 m depth is double (19.82 to 28.32 kg C m-2) or
even more than those reported in the I iterature, ranging from 8 1 to 16.1 kg C m-2
for different ecoclimatic provinces of Canada's north The presented database provides an improved representation of the SOC content of Canada's north, to allow
analyses from different points of view according to user needs Since much work is
still required to verify the current database, a reconnaissance soil survey along with
bulk density measurement is proposed for future research In addition, SOC and
biomass relationships for total SOC estimation will be useful to produce a northern
Canada soil C map. Keywords: Soil organic carbon database, peat soil, northern
Territory of Canada, organic horizons, mineral horizons, profiles, reconnaissance
soil survey
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Soils Developed from Volcanics in Keller Peninsula, King George Island,
Antarctica: Formation and Mapping.
M. R. Francelino. Universidade Federal Rural do Rio de Janeiro: C. E. G.
R. Schaefer. E. I. Fernandes Filho. F. N. B. Simas. Deparlamento do SolosUniversidade Federal de Vicosa; M. R. Albuquerque. EMBRAPA.
The King George Island, in the South Shetland arquipelago, has approximately
8% of ice-free areas, all of which formed by volcanic rocks, ranging from acid to
basic types, varying in ejecta, lava and tephra deposits There, the degree of soil
development is highly variable, ranging from extremes such as skeletal pedons to
histic epipedons, and is closely associated with the presence of plants, organic matter incorporation, N and P inputs from ornithogenesis. Under Maritime Antarctica
climate, periglacial conditions prevail in coastal areas, with active cryoturbation,
enchancing soil losses by erosion and developing typic periglacial landforms In
this work, we aimed to carry out a detailed soil survey of Keller Peninsula, based on
stereoscopical interpretation of aerial photographs obtained by the Brazilian Cryosols Project in 2003, at 1:5000 scale, forming a mosaic of 24 photographs Following extensive field work, twenty-six soil profiles were dug and sampled, down to
the permafrost depth Fourteen (14) soil units and three (3) types of terrains were
mapped (fable 1), according to WRB-FAO system. Approximately 45% of the total
area does not possess soil development, being classified as active scree slopes In
the remaining 55%, soils keying out as Cryosols and Leptosols are dominant, the
latter being closely associated with stable landforms, such as felsenmeer and rocky
plateaux They are generally covered by crustose and fruticose lichens, dominated
by Usnea sp. Ornithogenic soils are shallower than in other similar sites of south
Shetlands, being mostly associated with high marine terraces and rocky benches
along the coast They are generally coverred by a more diverse plant cover, including Deschampsia antarctica and Colobanthus sp Areas of fluvio-glacial deposits
have Fluvisols, covering 0,2% of the total area Small areas of Gelic Regosols
occur in association with other soils A preliminary suggestion for the Classification of these soils within the USDA Soil Taxonomy framework is presented and
discussed.
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Micromorphology and microprobe study of phosphate reaction in ornithogenic
cryosols from Antarctica.
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C. E. G. R. Schaefer. F. N. B. Simas, Deparlamento do Solos-Universidade Federal
de Vicosa; B. Gilkes. School of Earth and Geographical Sciences. The University
of Western A ustralia.
Ornithogenic soils rich in phosphorous are widespread in Maritime Antartica, but
the phosphatization process in these soils has not been fully considered as a primary
soil-forming process in this cold region. This study present a detailed analytical,
micropedological and submicroscopical characterization of a toposequence of ornithogenic soils in the vicinity of Arctowski Station, representing sucessive cycles
of penguin nesting in the area. SED/EDS and WDS electron microprobe studies
were carried out at high magnification. Basic soil chemical data of selected soil
attributes shows great enrichment of P Ca, K and other elements in ornithogenic
soils. A granular, sub-rounded structure occurs in all ornithogenic horizons, with
varying proportion of coarse fragments, and made of silty partcicles surrounded by
phosphate illuvial deposition. These illuviation features characterize a distinct process of phosphatization, with P mobility and neoformation of uncommon secondary
phosphates, such as Minyulite and Leucophosphite. Formation of Al-phosphates
is related to different poorly crystalline AI forms down the profile, whereas K-AI
phosphates are associated with younger leacheates in the upper parts of the ornithogenic soils. WDS and EDS data for the phosphatic plasma are consistent with
its illuvial nature.
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V. D Tonkonogov
Cambisols and Luvisols—"Zonal" Soils of East-European Tundra.
V. D. Tonkonogov. Dokutchaev Soil Institute. Russian Agricultural Academy; S. V.
Goryachkin. Institute of Geography. Russian Academy of Sciences.
It was widely accepted after Yu.Liverovsky and E.I.Ivanova that "zonal" soils of
Eurasian tundra are mostly Gleysols (with deep permafrost) or Gleyi-Turbic Cryosols which are equivalent to Russian "Tundra gleyic soils". Traditionally, "zonal"
soils are loamy ones with perfect drainage J Tedrow (1977) criticized Russian colleagues for distinguishing of "zonal" soils with well-pronounced gleyzation within
profiles He proposed "Arctic brown soils" to be "zonal" for the most of territories
to the north of the treeline. However, a lot of well-drained sandy and skeletic soils
occurred in this group of soils—they were distinguished as "Podboors" in Russian
literature (Targulian, 1971). So, the situation with understanding of "zonal" soils
in tundra, and particularly, in the level and poorly drained East-European tundra is
very intricate. We investigated the diversity of soils on silty loams with admixture
of pebbles, which are widespread in tundra of East Europe. In rare cases they have
permafrost within upper 1 or 2 m Basing on genetic approach, the studied soils can
be correlated as 5 soil (sub)units. 1 Gleysols (or Gleyi-Turbic Cryosols). They are
characterized by bluish-olive gleyic horizon beneath litter and raw humus horizons
They may have thixotropic and cryoturbic features and rusty ferruginous local
accumulations in profiles. Deep horizons are of brownish-olive color These soils
are widespread but they are not well drained and cannot be considered as "zonal"
ones. 2. Cambisols Profiles consist of litter or raw-humus horizons and cryometamorphic horizons, differed from parent material by subangular- and angular-blocky
structure, caused by frost action There are no pronounced gleyic features in profiles Permafrost usually is deeper than 2 m 3. Luvisols. Profiles consist of litter or
raw-humus horizons, eluvial horizons with subangular- and angular-blocky structure also caused by frost action and argic horizon with clay coatings and increase of
clay fraction content in middle horizons. Permafrost usually is deeper than 2 m. 4
Humic Cambisols or Haplic Phaeozems. They are soils with dark crumb-structured
humus horizon with 3-4% of organic carbon in upper 10-cm and with 1.5-2% of C
in next 10-15 cm. These horizons are underlain by cambic subangular- and angularblocky horizon These soils are formed in hollows under meadow vegetation These
soils are widespread but their areas are very small They occupy very specific slope
positions and therefore cannot be considered as "zonal" soils. 5. "Cambic" Stagnosols. Soils are characterized by combination of stagnic and cryometamorphic
horizons. Stagnic features are in upper 20-25 cm. In often cases thixotropy takes
place here. According to traditional definition of "zonal" soils Cambisols and Luvisols are "zonal" soils of East European tundra They have only weakly pronounced
stagnic or gleyic features, they are mostly well drained and they are developed from
loamy materials. At the same time they are usually cryoturbated, however, the presence or absence of permafrost layer within 2 m does not play significant role, if any,
in the horizon stratification of soil profiles. Thus, in spite of the fact that the most
widespread soils in East European tundra are poorly drained Gleysols or Stagnosols
for "zonal" soils cryometamorphic Cambisols and Luvisols should be recognized
They could be placed in the "Arctic brown soils" concept of J Tedrow
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O Spaargaren
Are Cryosols on the move? A reflection on the classification of permafrostaffected soils during the development of the World Reference Base for Soil
Resources (WRB).
O. Spaargaren. 1SR1C— World Soil Information.
In 1994 Cryosols were introduced in the Draft WRB, defined as: "Soils having
permafrost within 100 cm of the mineral soil surface and which are saturated with
water during the thawing period: showing features of cryoturbation at the surface
or in the solum: having no diagnostic horizons other than a histic or ochric horizon; lacking gleyic or stagnic properties " This definition limited the occurrence of
Cryosols to a very restricted area with permafrost-affected soils:

• No dry permafrost-affected soils
• No reduction-oxidation features
• No diagnostic horizons other than histic or ochric In 1998 the definition of Cryosols in WRB changed into: Soils having one or more cryic horizons within 100
cm of the soil surface" A cryic horizon (from Gr kryos, cold) is defined by the
following diagnostic criteria: Soil temperature at or below 0" C for two or more
years in succession; and
a In presence of sufficient interstitial soil water, evidence of cryoturbation, frost
heave, cryogenic sorting, thermal cracking, or ice segregation; or
b. In absence of sufficient interstitial soil moisture, evidence of thermal contraction
of the frozen soil material; and Platy or blocky macrostructure resulting from
vein ice development, and orbicular, conglomeratic and banded microstructures
resulting from sorting of coarse soil material.
In 2006 the definition of Cryosols in the revised WRB changes into: "Soils having
• One or more cryic horizons within 100 cm of the mineral soil surface; or
• One or more cryic horizons within 200 cm of the mineral soil surface and evidence of cryoturbation from the mineral soil surface down to the shallowest cryic
horizon."
Modification in the cryic horizon definition: Soil temperature at or below 0" C for
two or more years in succession; and
a. In presence of sufficient interstitial soil water, evidence of cryoturbation, frost
heave, cryogenic sorting, thermal cracking, or ice segregation; or
b. In absence of sufficient interstitial soil moisture, evidence of thermal contraction
of the frozen soil material; and Platy or blocky macrostructure, orbicular, conglomerate-like and banded microstructure, or sorting of coarse soil material.
The Cryosol area in the world according to WRB has expanded from small areas
in 1994, to larger areas in 1998, including all soils with cryic horizons within 1 m
depth, to even larger areas in 2006, incorporating also soils with cryic horizons
between I and 2 m depth Yes, Cryosols are on the move.
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N. S. Mergelov
Problem of Gley Diagnostics: Color and Iron Chemistry in Cryosols of Kolyma
Lowland.
Y. N. Vodyanitskii, V. V. Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute; N. S. Mergelov,
of Geography, RAS.
The color of both gleyic and non-gieyic loamy cryogenic soils of the Kolyma lowland expressed in highly informative optical system CIE-L*a*b* does not show
significant difference. In order to raise effectiveness in distinguishing gleyic and
non-gleyic soils/horizons all samples were treated with 30-40% 11,O,. Two parameters have been used: 1) increase in redness after H,0, treating; 2) the degree of
lighting related to organic carbon content "Light" = (L l m , - LmliB|) / (1 + lgCorg).
The iron in oxalate (Fen) and dithionite (Fed) extracts have been measured. Mössbauer spectroscopy also was used to estimate possible mineral composition and the
Fe'7(Fe,'+ Fe2') ratio for initial and H.O, treated samples. Non-treated samples of
Cryosols have low reddishness: a* < 2. Most of samples from B, Bg and G horizons
showed slight decrease in redness after H,0, treating, thus the greenish elements
of color increase: 0 > Aa* > -1. The humus of soils being investigated is raw and
hardly oxidized: the "Light" value is low (2-9). Hydromorphism development leads
to higher degree of organic matter oxidation: in B horizon "Light" value=2-5 and
for Bg and G horizons "Light"=5-9 The whole data show inverse relation between
Aa* and "Light". The composition of Fe combinations in soils of various degree of
hydromorphism was estimated using two chemical criteria: Fe :Fed (Shwertmann
criteria) and content of biologically reducible iron: Fe=0./9 Fe-0.028 (Fej-FeJ
(empirical criteria by Van Bodegom obtained in experiments on biological reduction of various soils from East Asia, East Africa, Europe and USA - Van Bodegom
et al, 2003) Both criteria are able to distinguish B horizons from Bg and G, but Van
Bodegom's criteria is more effective The most effective differentiation of gleyic
and non-gleyic soils was estimated in the following coordinates: "Light" - reducible Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy of selected samples showed that most of total iron
in gleyic and non-gleyic soils is contained in silicates The amount of hydroxides
free iron is rather low Samples from Kolyma Cryosols showed low degree of oxidation Fe17(Fe,'+ Fe2 )=0,48-0,60 in comparison to samples of loamy soils from
European territory of Russia where oxidation degree reached 0,85-0,95. This fact
alongside with estimated absence of hematite (aFe,0,) and only some amount of
dispersed hydroxides is evident for weakly expressed Fe oxidogenesis (oxides formation). It has been found that H,0, treatment of Kolyma soils with high content
of silicate's Fe2 results in partiaf Fe oxidation unlikely to European loamy soils
with high content of iron hydroxides where H,0,acts as a Fe reducer. Gleyic and
non-gleyic soils are clearly divided using simultaneously trans-Fe' /{trans-Ve*' +
eis-Fe-1') ratio and Fe :Fed ratio Gleyic samples have much higher Fe' saturation
of trans positions and higher Shwertmann criteria in comparison to non-gleyic B
horizons. The trans-Fe' /(/ra/w-Fe' + ds-Fe' ) ratio in gleyic horizons reached
0,72 and in non-gleyic (B) horizons was equal to 0,55. We propose the following
mechanism for this phenomenon: Fe' mobilization and introduction in Irans positions in silicate's lattice which results in shift to the green part of spectra Thus Fe'
is not completely removed from the horizon or just reduced in situ to Fe(ll)-minerals but partially introduced in silicates. It is evident that new data on Mössbauer
spectroscopy demands new interpretation of oxalate- and dithionite-extractable Fe

in Cryosols of the Kolyma lowland. The estimated high content of free Fe,0,d >l%
in Bg and G horizons contradicts with Mössbauer spectroscopy data which is evident for small amount of Fe,0,d It seems that CBD and oxalate extract iron of silicates. Thus Fei :Fe ratio in Kolyma's loamy soils is much more about Fe-silicates
composition than of amorphous to free iron relation. Nevertheless de facto Fen:Fed
ratio effectively works for distinguishing of gleyic - non-gleyic soils.
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M. Drewnik
Frost Action in the Mountain Soils of Central Europe (Tatra Mts.)—Relict or
Contemporary Processes.
M. Drewnik. Jagiellonian Vniv
Tatra Mountains are the highest part of the Carpathians (2655 m a.s.l.). These
mountains have well developed alpine relief and geoecological zonality - from
lower montane zone to alpine zone. The Tatra Mts are not glaciated and the presence of permafrost has not been found However, these mountains are subject to
intense morphogenetic processes (rock falls, rock slides, debris and grain flows,
solifluction, and others). Hitherto research has not proved the contemporary occurrence of the frost sorting processes in the soils and soil cover of the Tatra Mts
The clear polygonal structures can be interpreted as relict Pleistocene forms. This
paper presents research data concerning the connection of the soil forming with
the morphogenetic processes. The standard soil research methods together with the
geomorphological analysis methods have been used. Micromorphological analysis
on thin sections prepared from undisturbed soil material played a crucial role in the
research. The soils studied have been localized in the alpine zone (1800-2200 m
a.s.l). The bedrock of the research soils consists of granitoides. The soils studied
are shallow and contain a considerable amount ofclast. They are very acidic and of
sandy loam and loamy sand texture. They are subject to podzolisation process and
they can be characterized by thick humus horizons (both ecto- and endohumus).
The research shows the presence of the frost structures in micro scale. During the
mineral observations structures typical for frost weathering, both mechanic and
chemical, have been found. A typical platy structures (connected to the formation
of ice lenses) with silt cappings, micropan and sometimes link-capping have also
been found. However, those structures are disturbed by the contemporary soil and
morphodynamic processes. First of all soil processes like humus accumulation
and podzolisation are secondary to the traces of the frost sorting processes In the
relatively old soils frost structures prevail over the typically soil features when
Institute
researched on bigger depths In younger soils well formed frost structures do not
occur. On the other hand the described above frost structures support the soil forming processes. It is so due to big porosity and low bulk density caused by the frost
action, which phenomenon does not occur in the other areas (except for the Tatra
Mts) of this part of Europe Geochemical research shows high chemical weathering
ratio in those young soils together with considerable common and lateral podzolisation processes. Secondly, morphogenetic processes cause the mixing of the soil
material that destroys the frost structures. It takes place in the case of catastrophic
processes when a uniform soil mass is formed and this soil mass provides a base
for the initial soils. Solifluction does not transport the soil material in big distances.
Ectohumus horizon overgrown with grass and herb roots plays a stabilising role in
the soil cover There were cases observed when this horizon was disconnected from
the independently moving parent material Micromorphological analysis shows that
the solifluction processes occur as short periods of active transport that take place in
between relatively longer stabilisation periods. Well formed silt cappings on grains
in various different positions provide a good evidence for that. Frost structures
occurrence can be one of the factors influencing the catastrophic processes like
debris and grain flows The intensity of these processes during some seasons can be
interpreted as a result of climatic changes but also as a result of a long soil weathering process. This might lead to a considerable energy accumulation, which can
be released only by a strong impulse. The areas of the frost structures occurrence
are identical with the zones of e.g. debris flows. Concluding, it has to be said that
most of the frost action traces in the Tatra Mts soils are a relict as it is also in the
case of the polygonal structures. Contemporary frost sorting processes take place
in micro scale and they are strongly modified by syngenetic soil and morphogenetic
processes. Yet they are not to be forgotten because of the fact that those processes
clearly influence soil forming and morphogenetic processes. They are also a factor
influencing considerable dynamics of the soil cover in the alpine zones of the Central European mountains This work was supported by the Polish State Committee
for Scientific Research—under grant no 3 P04G 095 24
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D. Y Konyushkov
Maps of Cryogenic Conditions and Phenomena in Soils of Russia.
T. V. Ananko. D. Y. Konyushkov. Y. M. Naumov. I. A. Sokolov. T. Y. Yakusheva
Dokuchaev Soil Science Institute.
1. Cryogenic soil processes (soil cryogenesis) are the processes occurring in soils
under the influence of subzero temperatures and phase transitions of soil water
They are subdivided into the groups of physicochemical and structure-forming
(cryometamorphic) and physico-mechanical (cryodynamic) processes. Factors of
soil cryogenesis are specified by climatic parameters, conditions of heat exchange
at the soil-atmosphere interface, and thermophysical properties of soils; the presence and character of permafrost also affect soil cryogenesis Cryogenic features
are the results of cryogenic processes; they are manifested at different levels of
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soil organization: from the submicrolevel to the levels of soil aggregates, horizons,
profiles, and soil cover patterns. Cryogenic features have different characteristic
times with respect to their formation and stability in soils Stable cryogenic features
may exist for a long time even when the processes that have shaped them do not
operate any more Thus, paleocryogenic features as indicators of soil evolution
and important elements of modem soil functioning are distinguished. Cryomorphic
soils are the soils with distinct, stable, and diagnostically meaningful cryogenic
features. The effect of soil cryogenesis depends on the intensity, duration, and depth
of soil freezing and thawing, as well as on the frequency of phase transitions of soil
water, the amount and forms of segregated ice, and the intensity of water migration
to the freezing front With respect to soil temperature regime, all the soils, in which
cryogenic processes take place, can be subdivided into the groups of permafrostaffected (or seasonally thawing) soils (all the soils, in which the layer of seasonal
freezing-thawing reaches the permafrost table) and seasonally freezing soils, in
which the layer with above-zero temperatures is always found below the layer of
seasonal freezing (relic permafrost can be present at greater depths). Cryogenic
phenomena in soils are diverse and, often, oppositely directed. Cryogenic features
are superimposed on other soil features that have similar natures in both freezing
and nonfreezing soils Cryogenic processes per se do not "create" soils; the frozen
state retards soil development, and cryodynamic processes disturb the "normal"
development of the soil profile. Cryogenic features are important indicators of the
past and present environmental conditions; they must be taken into account upon
different soil uses. Their separate study and mapping are feasible 2. On the existing soil maps, information on cryogenic conditions, processes, and features in soils
(pedocryological information) is insufficient. It is reasonable to develop pedocryological maps The analysis of special geocryological and soil maps of Russia
(1:2.5 M scale) shows the prospects of using the soil map for the pedocryological
interpretation 3. Small-scale maps of cryogenic conditions and phenomena in soils
of Russia are demonstrated. The map of pedocryogenic conditions provides the
following information: (I) soil temperature characteristics (mean annual temperature, amplitude of temperatures, minimal soil temperature (0.2 m), presence and
depth of permafrost (for permafrost-affected soils), average and maximum depths
of soil freezing, unidirectional or two-directional /from the top and from the bottom/), character of soil freezing and thawing, duration of the frozen state of soils,
etc; (II) soil moisture characteristics (soil water content before freezing, ice content in the permafrost and in the freezing soil layer, forms of ice segregation); and
(111) additional information on soil texture and mineralogy, pebble content, and
the presence and thickness of the insulating peat (litter) layer. The map of cryogenic phenomena displays information on the geography of particular forms of soil
cryogenesis: cryogenic cracking, different forms of frost polygons, cryoturbation,
sorting of coarse fragments, frost heave, solifluction, thermokarst, etc. The development of cryogenic ooidal and platy structures is also shown A separate group of
paleocryogenic features in surface soils is distinguished The effect of zonal and
provincial climatic conditions and regional lithogeomorphic features on the geography of cryogenic conditions and phenomena in Russian soils is discussed. 4. We
suggest that a similar approach can be applied to add more detailed pedocryological
information to the Circumpolar Soil Map developed under the aegis of the Cryosol
working group.
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FN. B. Simas
Phosphate minerals in ornithogenic Cryosols of Maritime Antarctica.
F N. B. Simas. C. E. G R. Schaefer. Departamento do Solos-Universidade Federal
de Vicosa; M. Saunders. Univ of WesstAustralia; V. F. D. Melo. Universidade
Federtal do Parana: M. B. Guerra. Universidadde Federal de Vicosa: R. Gilkes.
School of Earth and Geographical Sciences The Univ of Western Australia.
Intense bird activity on coastal ice-free areas of Admiralty Bay, Maritime Antarctica, leads to the formation of the so-called ornithogenic soils The interaction of
P-rich guano with the mineral substrate results in diverse secondary P phases In the
present work XRD, SEM/EDS, TEM/EDS and selective chemical dissolution were
used to characterize P-rich phases in ornithogenic cryosols from Admiralty Bay,
King George Island Crystalline Al and Fe phosphates (leucophosophite, minyulite
and variscite) occur only at sites directly affected by penguin activity where they
constitute up to 30% of the clay fraction. Highly reactive non-crystalline Al, Si,
Fe and P phases are dominant in the clay fraction sometimes accounting for over
50% of the clay fraction. On abandoned rookery sites on basaltic substrates the
interaction between penguin guano and inherited clay-sized minerals has lead to the
formation of crystalline Al and Fe phosphates which constitute the large P reserves
of these soils. Leaching of P-rich solutions from upslope rookeries affects soils in
downslope areas where the phosphate reacts with soil organic matter complexes and
allophane-like phases. The extremely high proportions of non-crystalline phases in
soils at this locality results in the chemical characteristics of ornithogenic sites and
in particular the speciation of phosphate being determined by these highly reactive
phases Knowledge of the chemistry of such phases may be useful in assessing
anthropogenic impacts and environmental health in this fragile environment.
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D. L. Golovanov
Quantitative Mineralogical Indices to Diagnose Cryogenic and Pedogenic
Weathering in Soils of the Northern Part of the East European Plain.
I'. V. Rogov. D. L. Golovanov. Geographical Faculty. Moscow Sate Univ.
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Cryogenic weathering is a complex phy sicochem ical process; it cannot be reduced to
the mechanical disintegration of bedrock due to the wedging action of ice appearing
in the freezing rock mass The further lowering of temperatures induces the cryohydration mechanism of weathering related to the dynamics of film water In the
case of mechanical disintegration, its products are of the sandy-gravelly texture; in
the case of the cryohydration, they are of the predominantly coarse silt size typical
of loess The most active development of cryogenic loess-like material is typical of
loose sandy loamy substrates rather than of hard rocks, because of the larger range
of film moisture and the better manifestation of cryogenic structures The results of
cryogenic weathering by the cryohydration mechanism are seen in the accumulation of the coarse silt (0 01 -0.05 mm) fraction and in the enrichment of this fraction
in comminuted quartz grains. This is explained by the existence of the lower size
limits for the comminution of different minerals by the cryohydration mechanism:
for quartz, this is the coarse silt size; for feldspars, fine sand; and for mica, fine
and medium sand. The resistance of minerals to cryohydration also depends on the
initial grain size; therefore, the series of minerals' resistance to weathering depend
on the particular size fraction They are also different for different conditions of
weathering, including, in particular, cryogenic areas and the areas with temperate
humid climate V.N. Konishchev (1981) studied the distribution of different minerals by particle-size fractions for sediments subjected to weathering under different
climatic conditions On this basis, he suggested an index to estimate the conditions
of weathering and called it the coefficient of cryogenic contrast (CCC)
CCC = (Quartz/ Feldspars (0.01 -0.05 mm)): (Quartz/ Feldspars (0.1 -0.05 mm))
The CCC values above 1.0 attest to the formation of sediments under strongly cryogenic (permafrost) conditions; the values below 1.0 suggest that these sediments
were formed under warm humid conditions (without cryogenesis). For permafrost
environments, a linear negative correlation exists between the CCC value and the
mean annual temperature at the soil surface. The specificity of mineral distribution
by particle-size fractions in the permafrost-affected soils can be used as a diagnostic feature of the Gelic material. It is suggested that the mineralogical composition
and specificity of soil microfabric should be taken into account in the definition
of Gelic material. The CCC values in this material should exceed 1 0 The notion
of a polygenetic character of Flolocene soils in the Russian Plain should also be
taken into account in analyses of the mineralogical composition of coarse fractions
Different stages of the development of these soils and their parent materials—the
Pre-Holocene cryogenic stage and the Holocene noncryogenic humid stage—are
characterized by different directions of weathering processes The Holocene soils
on mantle loams can be considered the soils developing from the previous cryogenic weathering mantle. The cryogenic stage is marked by the enrichment of the
coarse silt fraction in quartz; the recent weathering processes delete the results of
the cryogenic weathering, as quartz grains of this size are partly dissolved. The
dissolution of quartz in the coarse silt fraction is comparable in intensity with the
involvement of silica into the biological turnover and its hydrochemical discharge
with river flows.
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G J. Michaelson
Methane and Carbon Dioxide Release from Eroding Coastline of North Slope,
Alaska.
G. J. Michaelson. P. Chien-Lu. Univ ofAlaska Fairbanks: M. T. Jorgenson. Alaska
Biological Research Inc; F. Dou. Y. Shur. L. Guo. Univ of Alaska Fairbanks.
Recent changes in sea ice conditions have resulted in more open water along the
coastline of Alaska and thus more exposure of the coastline to erosion from storm
surges and wave action Studies are currently underway to better understand the
transfer of soil materials, such as sediments, carbon and nutrients from terrestrial
arctic tundra ecosystems to the near-shore waters of the Arctic Ocean. As part of
these coastal erosion/deposition studies, complete (surface to sea level) soil profile exposures were studied and sampled from twenty-nine shoreline sites Sites
were distributed across 250 km of Alaska coastline from Barrow to the Colville
River delta and represented major coastal exposure types and soil conditions. Core
samples were collected at 20-cm increments from the soil surface to sea level with
exposures ranging from nearly sea level to 350 cm in height. Cores were kept
sealed and cool or frozen in the case of permafrost samples Methane and carbon
dioxide release was measured as the cores were thawed to 20"C in sealed chambers
Amounts of methane released from the soil increased with depth with a maximum
reached in the zone where the active layer, and upper permafrost table meet. Average releases of 0 34, 0.91, and 0.58 g CR, m ' of soil layer were measured for the
cores from depths of 0-50, 50-100, and 100-350 cm depths, respectively These
ranges correspond roughly to the active layer, lower active layer/intermediate layer
and upper permafrost respectively Maximum methane release values found for the
above depth ranges increased in a similar pattern with depth at 3.06, 7.70, and 4 51
g CH4 m ' for each increased depth category respectively The CO, gas released
from the thawed soil cores followed a different pattern and was highest in the nearsurface active layer and dropped to lower levels for the two deeper layers Averages
of, 61, 49, and 45 g CO, nr' and maximums of 442, 200, and 247 g CO, m ' were
measured for each depth category, respectively The relative release rates of both
gases were related to the factors as soil texture and water content, and organic
carbon content and quality. High correlations were observed for these soil factors
at specific sites, such as the Colville River delta sediments, where soil texture and
organic carbon were evenly distributed and of similar quality with depth For these
sediments, as volumetric water content increased from 45 to 96%, CO, release
decreased from 83 to 11 g CO, m ' (R2=0.84***). At the same time CH, release

increased sharply from an average of 0.19 to 2.43 g CH, m ' as the soil crossed the
saturation threshold of 80% water/ice content. Significance of the amounts of C
released as CHA and CO, could be assessed as erosion rates become better known
and a balance can be determined between the amounts of losses incurred for the
more actively gas producing soil layers versus the losses of the more stable frozen (locked-in) gas containing permafrost layers. With large proportions of eroding
soil being permafrost (approximately 50% within a l-m exposure), there could be
increasingly significant CH4 effluxes with increased erosion rates. While the results
can be used to calculate total potential release rates, the percentage of methane that
might be oxidized within the more aerobic, thawed soil environment as the peat
becomes exposed on the high-energy beach environment remains uncertain.
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C A S . Smith
Use of Paleo-Cryosols in Reconstructing I.ate Pleistocene Full Glacial
Environments of Central Yukon, Canada.
C. A. S. Smith, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada; P. Sanborn, Unix of Northern
British Columbia; D. G. Froese. University ofAlberta; G. D. Zazula, Simon Fräser
Univ; J. A. Westgate, Unix of Toronto.
The valley bottom perennially frozen loess deposits of the unglaciated Klondike
Plateau region of central Yukon, Canada include features interpreted as paleoCryosols. The presence of distal tephra deposits within these sediments provides
excellent chronological control for these paleosols. Two tephra of Alaskan origin
(Dawson tephra - 24,000 14C yr B.P; Dominion Creek—82,000 ± 9,000 yr BR)
allow correlation of soil formation with both Marine Isotope Stages (MIS) 2 and
4. Placer gold mining operations have provided excellent exposures of the Pleistocene loess such that observations of paleosols has been possible across a range
of landscape positions providing a unique glimpse into ecological conditions in
full-glacial environments. Configurations of cryoturbation features and ice wedge
thaw unconformities, an absence of peat accumulation and the presence of free carbonates through the profiles suggest that these paleo-Cryosols formed under cold,
arid conditions with active layers of equal or greater thickness than those of modern
soils on similar sites. A total of five paleosols are described; two associated with
MIS 4 are strongly cryoturbated (Turbic Cryosols) with modest accumulation of
organic matter but show evidence of increasing aridity over time; three associated
with MIS 2 show little evidence of cryoturbation and have minimal accumulation of
organic matter. These latter soils are interpreted as having formed under cold, arid
conditions, some are likely to have formed at a time of active loess deposition. The
presence of paleo-Cryosols, pollen, plant macrofossils, fossil insects, tephra and
ground ice features within these sediments have allowed robust paleo-enviromental
reconstructions of these Late Pleistocene environments of Eastern Beringia.
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E U. Starovoitova
Comparative Estimation of Influence of a Variable Magnetic Field by Induction
of 1500 and 6000 Mktl on Number of Microflora of Chernozem Ordinary,
Brown Forest Soil and Grey Forest Soil.
E. U. Starovoitova, M. A. Repyah. T. V. Denisova. Rostov State Univ.
Studying of influence of electromagneticfields(EMF) on biological objects—one of
actual problems of the present It is proved, that ability to live, development, evolution of all alive organisms occurred under influence of natural geomagnetic fields
andfieldsof a space origin. Organisms not only adapted to them, but also used them
In the last some decades application of devices which radiate EMF, has considerably increased. The total of the industrial, scientific and medical installations radiating EMF, in the world is estimated in some hundreds millions, and their number
constantly increases for 3-7% one year It is one of kinds of power environmental
contamination and soil, in particular A plenty of researches is devoted to studying
of influence EMF on pure cultures of microorganisms Oppressing influence of MT
Absence of influence of MT on microorganisms marked While separate works are
devoted to influence EMF on soil microflora. The microorganisms living in ground
not only its inhabitants, but also the organisms playing the leading part during soil
formation. The basic representatives of soil microflora are bacteria, actynomycetes, microscopic seaweed and micromycetes. Studying influence EMF on biological
properties of soil, in particular soil microflora therefore is obviously important In
this connection the purpose of research was studying influence of variable magnetic
field (VMP) by an induction 1500 and 6000 mktl on number of microflora of chernozem ordinary, brown forest soil and grey forest soil. Objects of research were the
following soils; chernozem ordinary, brown forest soil and grey forest soil The soil
samples of chernozem ordinary were taken from the plow layer (0-30 cm) in May
2003 at the training farm "Donskoi" (Oktyabr'skii district, Rostov region). Samples
of brown forest soil were taken from the plow layer (0-30 cm) in May 2004 (Republic of Adygea) Samples of grey forest soil were taken in May 2004 in Kamensk area

of the Rostov region. Air-dried soil samples put into glass vessels, humidified water
(60% FH) and placed into the solenoid for 5 days. Dozens of EMF were taken by
induction of 1500 and 6000 mkTI (industrial frequency of 50 Hz). After the ending
of an exposition in skilled and control samples determined the number of soil microorganisms: ammonifying bacteria on MPA, micromycetes on Czapeks by the standard techniques. Experience put in 3 multiple frequencies. Values in control samples
accepted for 100%. Results of research have shown, that on number of microflora
of brown forest soil VMP did not render influence—authentic differences from the
control is not marked At bacteria some increase in number, but authentically not
distinguished from control values is observed On number of microflora of chernozem ordinary and grey forest soil magnetic fields of the investigated dozes rendered
overwhelming influence, but various sensitivity influence of MP of bacteria and
microscopic mushrooms is marked Bacteria are more sensitive than micromycetes
Number of ammonifying bacteria of chernozem ordinary is lower than the control
over 58% (p<0,05) and 32% (p<0,05) under influence VMP by an induction of 1500
and 6000 mkTI accordingly, on a bacterium grey forest soil VMP rendered the even
greater overwhelming influence—their number is suppressed on 76% (p<0,01) and
88% (p<0,01) accordingly. At micromycetes of chernozem ordinary and grey forest
soil the return tendency is observed: micromycetes of grey forest soil are steady
against influence VMP—insignificant decrease in their number in comparison with
the control not authentically, and number ofmicromycetes of chernozem ordinary is
suppressed on 26% (p<0,01) and 15% (p<0,01) under influence VMP by an induction of 1500 and 6000 mkTI accordingly. Investigated soils on sensitivity of bacteria
to VMP by induction of 1500 and 6000 mkTI it is possible to present to a line: grey
forest soil>chernozem ordinary> brown forest soil. Sensitivity ofmicromycetes of
investigated soils to VMP—the following line: chernozem ordinary> grey forest soil
> brown forest soil Thus, microflora of brown forest soil and micromycetes of grey
forest soil are steady against influence VMP by induction of 1500 and 6000 mkTI.
Bacteria of chernozem ordinary and grey forest soil are more sensitive to influence
VMP, than micromycetes of these soils.
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L.Liu
Productivity of the Grassland in China and the Restricting Factors for Its
Sustainable Utilization.
L. Liu. Department of Land Resources Management. China Agricultural Univ.
The area of natural grassland in China reaches as high as 392.8 million hirf, which
makes up 41% of the total land of this country. The grassland is mainly distributed
in the western regions of China. The grassland productivity in China is generally
low, with the average of only 911 kg, hay /ha.yr. Moreover, the grassland productivity in different bio-climatic regions often differs greatly (Table 1). Theoretic
capacity of the whole grassland in China is estimated to 450 million sheep units
However, the amount of domestic herbivore China owned in 2000 reached 970
million sheep units, and the actual animal load of the grassland was at least 700800 sheep units as 30-40% of fodder in the agricultural and semi-agricultural areas
was made of crop straws etc. Hence, The overload rate of the grassland in China
was estimated to more than 60%. Table 1 indicates the grassland in the keystone
pasturing areas in northern China was heavily overloaded, causing the deterioration
of the soil and ecosystems; while the grassland to the south of the Yangtze River
and in the Sichuan Basin was not fully utilized and still had potentials for exploitation. The main restricting factors for the sustainable use of the grassland include:
(I) Climate stress: 61% of the grassland is in alpine or water-shortage areas; (2)
Natural disasters and rodent and insect pests: 5 million hm2 of grassland is affected
by natural disasters each year and 30% of the semi-arid grassland, alpine grassland
and meadow are damaged by rodent pest; (3) Soil degradation: I 05 million hm2 of
grassland in the desert areas has been deteriorated to different extent; (4) Imbalance
between cold and warm 44 4% of the grassland in China is suitable for pasturing in
warm seasons; but only 24.3% for pasturing in cold seasons; (5) Low rate of artificial grassland: only 2 4% of the grassland in China is artificial or improved one; (6)
Low input, extensive management and the faultiness of grassland property rights
Table 1 Area and productivity of the natural grassland in China in 2000
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South China
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A. Faz
Effect of Anthropogenic Wastes on Heavy Metal Mobility after 6 Months of
Stabilization.
A. Zanuzzi, A. Faz, Universidad Polilécnica de Cartagena.
The intense mining activity carried out in Cartagena-La Union Mountain, Southeast Spain, caused extremely high accumulation of heavy metals in soils. Among
remediation technologies, phytostabilization is an effective method to rehabilitate
mine lands However, the properties of mining soils, such as high metal concentrations, sheet erosion, drought, compaction and shortage of essential nutrients, make
ihem a poor medium for plant growth Therefore for stabilizing these mining areas,
utilizing tolerant populations together with fertilizers and carbonates application,
which provide plant nutrients and reduce acid drainage and heavy metal mobilization and toxicity, has been selected as a feasible remediation method The aim of
this research was therefore to assess the effect of marble wastes (carbonates) and
pig slurries and sewage sludge on some soil properties and characteristics, such as
pH, electrical conductivity (EC), nitrogen and organic carbon contents and heavy
metals' bioavailability and solubility For that purpose, two representative mining
ponds were selected and 20 square field plots (4 m2 each) were located in each
pond. Three different doses of organic amendments, such as pig slurries and sewage sludge, and one dose of marble wastes (carbonate) for each pond, were added
A positive effect of amendments after 6 months of stabilization was observed
There was an increment of pH, nitrogen, organic carbon and carbonates contents
as a result of marble wastes and organic amendments addition. There was also an
increment of EC in Brunita pond, but there was a reduction in Lirio pond; which
could be related with pH raising and its influence on soluble salts. Conversely, there
was a reduction of Zn, Pb and Cd solubility and bioavailability, except for bioavailable Pb in Lirio pond, and an increment of Cu mobility. There were significant differences among blank and amended soils for soluble and bioavailable Pb, Cd, and
Zn except for bioavailable Pb in Lirio pond and bioavailable Cd and Zn in Brunita
pond Otherwise, there were significant differences among pig slurries doses and
sewage sludge treatments for bioavailable Cu in both ponds, and for soluble Cu in
Brunita pond. In the case of soluble Cu, there were significant differences among
blank and pig slurries amended soils in both ponds. These results showed that there
was an immobilizing effect for Zn, Pb and Cd due to liming and perhaps because
of organic amendment addition due to complexation and immobilization processes.
Organic matter could reduce metal toxicity changing bioavailable forms to other
less bioavailable forms. However, the increase of Pb bioavailability in Lirio pond
could be related to the addition of organic matter with high proportion of soluble
compounds which could amplify the solubility of heavy metals in short term; or
with the establishment of organic-metallic compounds that could increase the solubility of some heavy metals at high soil pH. And the increment of Cu mobility
boo

could be associated to compounds of low molecular weight applied with sewage
sludge and pig slurries that may increase Cu bioavailability and solubility. Therefore, the addition of organic amendments in combination with carbonates raises pH
and reduces heavy metal bioavailability and solubility, promoting the stabilization
of the studied mine lands.
176-4
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M. J. Kirby
Soil Chemistry and Mineralogy Changes Induced by Calcium Peroxide
Injection.
M.,/. Kirby. Shaw Environmental, Inc.
A large-scale pilot study was conducted at a phosphoric acid plant in Kansas,
involving injection of calcium peroxide and iron sulfate heptahydrate to remediate arsenic in groundwater. The goal of the project was to change the arsenic
in groundwater from the more mobile As (III) to the less mobile As (V) species,
which has a stronger affinity for soils than As (III) Groundwater was monitored
on a quarterly basis, and soil samples were collected one month and six months
after the injection was completed. Twenty-eight soil samples from six different
locations in the source area were analyzed for arsenic, arsenic species, iron, calcium, orthophosphate, and total organic carbon. Porosity and permeability were
measured to determine if the injectate would block natural flow paths in the soil
Arsenic concentrations decreased in most of the soil samples and arsenic species
tended to favor As (V) with time. Orthophosphate, calcium, and iron concentrations decreased in most samples, and total organic carbon decreased in all samples
Permeability and porosity did not significantly change during the process. Powder
X-ray diffraction and scanning electron microscope analyses were also performed
on each sample to determine the type and abundance of minerals capable of hosting arsenic. Potassium iron phosphate decahydrate (KFe,P(iO20-10H,O), or KFP, an
anthropogenic mineral believed to have formed from the excess pfiosphate in the
source area, a former arsenic sludge pond, was present in a number of the samples.
KFP formed in a number of sample locations during the pilot study Arsenic concentrations in samples containing KFP was higher than the arsenic concentrations
in samples which did not contain KFP. Changes in the soil chemistry paralleled
changes observed in overall groundwater chemistry at the site as a whole, both
inside and outside the injection area.
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A. FazCano
Heavy Metal Leaching in an Alluvial Mining Soil Amended with Pig Manure:
Soil Column Tests.
D. CarmonaG., Universidad Polilécnica de Cartagena; A. FazCano. Departamento
de Ciencia y Tecnologia Agraria, Universidad Polilécnica de Cartagena.
The mining activity in the Mining District Cartagena-La Union has generated large
quantities of sterile materials which have been accumulated in silt ponds for many
years; these materials present high ferric oxides, sulphates, and major concentrations of heavy metals with potential leaching due to the present acidic conditions
The oxidized materials contain significant amounts of water-soluble secondary
sulphate minerals and constitute long term sources of acid drainage in these past
mining environments On site remediation activities of these abandoned landscapes
require alkaline amendments, added to the oxidized tailing soil surfaces, to increase
pH and immobilize the metals. The purpose of this study was to determine the
potential use of pig manure to increase pH and reduce leachable mobile metals from
to the leachates. A serie of leaching experiments were performed. Three replicates
of undisturbed mine soil columns with 7% of pig manure, equivalent to 3750 kg-N
(ha-year)-l, were amended at the top 10 cm soil surface The continuous leaching
per 12-week period was performed with 1 litter per tilling, a rate of 7 mL min-1
Results from leaching columns show that mine alluvial soil treated with pig manure
create neutral pH conditions and tend to persist at the soil surface. The leachates
obtained in the soil columns, 30 cm to depth, present a maximum pH value of 2.7
in one of the replicates However, pH slightly increases from 1.8 to 2.6, EC significantly decreases from 18.1 to 4.8 dS m-1, and Eh diminishes from 580 to 412 mV
(average values). These acidic pH conditions allow a high metal dissolution in the
leachates, principally for Cd, Cu, Pb and Zn. The study shows that pig manure is an
environmentally and economically attractive amendment to prevent the formation
of acid mine drainage in a long-time remediation program of an abandoned mining
site. The experiments allow us will determine the required doses of pig manure to
obtain a long pH neutralisation.
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R J.Crespo
The Use of Rainfall Simulators in the Quantification of Infiltration, Run-off
and Soil Losses.
A. Sfeir, Facullad de Agronomia. Univ Nacional del Cenlro de la Provincia de
Buenos Aires: M Varni. 1HLLA—Univ Nacional del Centra de la Provincia de
Buenos Aires; M. Piscilelli. R. J. Crespo. G. Ares. Becario C1C—Facullad de
Agronomia. Univ Nacional del Centro de la Provincia de Buenos Aires; E. Usunoff.
IHLLA—Univ Nacional del Centro de la Provincia de Buenos Aires.
The intensification of agricultural production is defining changes in the water
dynamics of the landscape In the centre of the province of Buenos Aires (Argentina) the most important modifications refer to the organic matter balance and the
physical state of soil. Therefore, the distribution of soil pores and the distribution
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C M. Camargo Corréa
Water Quality Originating from Forest Roads in Southern Brazil.
C. M. Camargo Corréa, Forest Science Dept.—Federal University of Parana: G
Rolqff. Soil Science and Agricultural Engineering Dept.—Federal University of
Parana: J. R. Malinovski. Forest Science Dept.—Federal University of Parana.
Water quality is one of the parameters defining sustainable management for companies which are looking for forest certification through FSC and CERFLOR The
principles and criteria established by these entities have served as an instrument
towards the adjustment of these activities, with alternatives that aim to balance
the economical, environmental, technical and social aspects. In the present case,
the study area belongs to a company located in the northern plateu of the State of
Santa Catarina, Brazil This paper discusses data collected during one year in areas
with contrasting soil, relief, and with or without water bars in forest roads (Table
I). These conservation measures were implemented on secondary roads and on fire
breaks. Soil and water losses were evaluated by means of a Coshocton runoff sampler, in order to determine the volume of soil and water losses from surface runoff
Sediment trapped in the approach flume was collected and weighed biweekly during the monitoring period, and then taken for routine soil fertility texture analyses.
Water collected in the buckets was similarly sampled and its physical-chemical
properties determined Erosion effects were assessed by comparison to standards
established by CONAMA's resolution n° 357 (March 17th, 2005). Only the water
parameters that presented excessive results are showed (Tables 2 and 3) Field
observations found absence of floating materials, such as natural foams, oils and
greases, (substances that result in taste or odor in the water) or artificial dyes.

111111

Quality Of The Water In Rio Amajac, Hidalgo, Mexico, For The Handling Of The
Nutritious Solution In Hidroponia The shortage of water and agricultural areas for
the development of agriculture in the Central part of the State of Hidalgo, requires
to use the talent to take advantage of the resources the region. The Amajac River,
crosses the central part of the State of Hidalgo Mexico, initiating with 22 small
expenses from 3 to Ips in the tributary ones of the same one, arriving at San Juan
Amajaque 2275 lps at the times from low water; where in addition the land in general is very rough but with great amounts of good substrate (tezontle red), reason
why the technique of hidroponia is an additional option to supply of foods to the
population, or to produce income-producing cultures like the rosal and the flowers
For that reason the objective of this study requires to characterize the amount and
quality of this resource (12 parameters) to establish the basic concentrations on the
handling of the hidropónica nutritious solution. During cycles 2004-2005, 18 points
were located (with a GPS) on the Amajac River, where 54 samples were taken
from water in three dates different for their corresponding analysis from laboratory. In solutions for hidroponia, the mutual relation between ions must be balanced in its macronutrimentos: N03 -, H2P04 -, S04 2 -, K+, Ca 2+ and Mg2+.
The obtained results average indicate that the waters of the Amajac River, contain
losses amounts: 0.19, 0,009 and 0,378 meq 1-1, of nitrates, phosphates and sulphates, respectively, reason why requires a contribution of 11,81, 0,999 and 6,622
meq 1- i of such anions; whereas of cations 0,39, 1,97 and 2,28 were quantified meq
I-1 de potassium calcium and magnesium, being necessary to contribute 6,61, 7,03,
and 1,72 meq I to obtain a nutritious solution equivalent to the proposal by Steiner.
The highest concentrations of Electrical Conductivity (0,86 and 0,70 ds M-l) correspond to waters spilled of grottos of Tolantongo (400 lps) and in the Amajac river
(228 lps) before arriving at the town of the same name. PH average of the water
was 7.42. Keywords: Diagnosis hydric resources, hidrológica river basin, G1S,
fertirrigación.
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E. Rubinos
Biodegradation of the Soil Caused by the Man in River Basin Amajac, Hidalgo,
Mexico.
E. Rubinos. C. Gutierres Castorena, P. Sanchez Guzman, J. Amado Alvarez. Instituto
de Educacion. investigacion en Ciencias Agricolas del Esdtado de Mexico: R. Zun.
Durango University.

Table 1: Description of the treatments
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of water from rainfalls are affected- Thus, giving rise to the hypothesis that water
infiltration of soil is being significantly affected and that superficial run-off as well
as the supply of sediments are increasing. Degradation by water erosion and the
occurrence of floods might be influenced by these causes. Measurement of infiltration, run-off and the supply of sediments through the use of rainfall simulators in
the different representative situations of the area allow for the fast disposal of valuable data applicable to models of quantification of erosion processes and prediction
of floods, which at present use theoretical coefficients in their estimations.
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S. Thiyageshwan
Micronutrient Status in a Dry Deciduous Tropical Forest of the Scrub Jungle
of Mettupalayam, Coimbatore, India.
S. Thiyageshwari, D. Selvi. S. Amulha. Tamil Nadu Agricultural University.
Plant nutrients are returned to the soil through litter fall from different forest covers
and tree litter and prunings can substantially help to maintain soil organic matter
and improve the physical properties of forest soils. As the information regarding
micronutrients status under different tree ecosystems is not available, the present
study was undertaken to assess the micronutrient status in soil as affected by different tree ecosystems of the eroded wastelands of dry deciduous forest of the scrub
jungle of Forest College and Research Institute, Mettupalayam, Coimbatore, India.
The soil is gravely with pH 7.2 and six block plantations of Bambusa bambus,
Tectona grandis, Ailanthus excelsa, Azadirachta indica, Gmelina arborea) and Grevillea robusta aged from 5-11 years were selected for the study. Soil samples at two
fixed depths of 0-30 and 30-60 cm, 1 m away from the base of the trees, were collected from each of the tree species and also from a nearby control, processed and
analysed for pH and DTPA extractable Fe, Cu, Mn and Zn The DTPA extractable
micronutrients of the soil collected from tree stands indicated the increased availability of micronutrients compared to the control In all the tree species, irrespective
of the micronutrients, availability was higher in the soils at 0-30 cm than in the soils
at 30-60 cm. Among the tree species, growth of silver oak (Grevillea robusta) raised
soil pH above other trees species while at the same time had the lowest level of
DTPA-extractable Fe. In general the pH of the soils were slightly acidic to alkaline
and, unlike the micronutrient availability it increased with depth
177-3
3015b
V Hosseini
Determining relationship between energy and C/N during leaf litter decomposition of Fagus oreintalis in north of Iran under laboratory conditions.
V. Hosseini. Kurdistan University: Pirouz Azizi, Depl of soil. Agriculture School,
Gilan University, Rasht. Iran
In order to determine the rate of litter decomposition of Fagus oreintalis at two
beech stands, litters from Vaz and Asalem with different parent material were collected in autumn. Parent material of Vaz was calcareous and Parent material of Asalem was acidic Litters of each region, put in four vases for 400 days in laboratory
conditions Sampling was taken within 21 days Then C/N and energy was measured in each interval On thefirstday, the amount of energy was 4439.06 cal/gr and
4440 23 cal/gr in litter of Vaz and Asalem respectively. The decomposition rates
(k) were 0 40 and 0.19 in litter of Vaz and Asalem respectively. During the process
of decomposition, energy of the leaf litter decreased in both regions. Energy of
litter reduced from 4439.06 to 3953.68 cal/gr and from 4440.23 to 4038.94 cal/gr,
in Vaz and Asalem respectively. C/N of litter reduced from 59.95 to 30.26 and
from 47.7 to 26.99, in Vaz and Asalem respectively A Linear relationship existed
between amount of energy and C/N (r2=0.52 & r2=0.28, in Vaz and Asalem respectively). The slope of the regression line in litter of Asalem region was more than
Vaz region (Regression equation in litter of Vaz region: y = 0 033x - 91 66 and
for Asalem region; y = 0019x - 45.53). Keywords: Litter decomposition, C/N,
energy, beech, Iran
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B. Vrbek
Atmospheric Deposition and Soil Solution Monitoring in the National Parks
of Croatia.
B. Vrbek, 1. Pilas. Forest Research Institute, Jaslrebarsko.
The following ions were monitored: Chloride (CI-), sulphate (S042—S), nitrate
(N114+-N), ammonium (N03—N), sodium (Na+), potassium (K+), calcium
(Ca2+), magnesium (Mg2+). Sampling on the plots was performed with funnels
(bulks) and the amount of precipitation measured by plastic rain-gauges with opening surface of 60 cm2. 9 rain-gauges and funnels (bulks) were laid out in diagonal
distribution on each plot of 30 X 30 m. On the control site, without the influence
of vegetation, funnels (bulks) and rain-gauges were laid out at random or in circle
Lysimeters for collecting and measuring the quality of seepage water were set up
in the soil at depth of 10 cm, or under the humus horizon. A filter consisted of
96% quartz sand in a plastic container for the purpose of purifying the liquid of
soil particles Lysimeters were set up on plots in the national parks on sites with
fewer rocks and stones and on deeper soils. The method of ICP-Forest monitoring (International Co-operative Programme on Assessment and Monitoring of Air
Pollution Effects on Forests) is applied in Croatia for monitoring National Parks
"Risnjak, "Paklenica", "Brijuni", "Mljet", "Plitvièka jezera", "Sjeverni Velebit"
and "Risnjak" The results obtained on experimental plots will be presented in this
paper covering the regions of the National Parks of "Plitvice Lakes", "Northern
Velebit" and "Risnjak" In the NP "Risnjak" dolomite was the dominant parental
substrate on the plot, and the frequent soil type was luvisol typical (luvisol), and
also in sink-holes. In the NP "North Velebit" the dominant parental substrate on
the plot was limestone, and the most frequent was calcicambisol (cambisol) In the
NP "Plitvice" the dominant parental substrate on the plot was limestone, and the
soil was luvisol typical (luvisol), and also in the sink-holes with an additional noncalcareous loess. Soil reactions were very acid (very dystric) to acid (dystric), particularly in the surface horizons. Data show that the average annual intake of nitrogeneous compounds for the NP "Risnak" amounts to approximately 16-18 kgha-l,
for NP"N. Velebit" approximately 11-14 kgha-l and for NP "Plitvice Lakes" from
13 to 16 kgha-1 Thus the investigated plot on NP "Risnajk" accumulated approx
8 kgha-l chloride and approx. 9 kgha-l sulphur. The plot on NP "N. Velebit" collected approx 6 kgha-l chloride and approx 8 kgha-l sulphur and in the region of
NP "Plitvice Lakes" approx. 5 kgha-l chloride and approx. 6 kgha-l sulphur On
average the lysimeters had a larger content of sedimentary material than the values
registered in rain-gauges under tree crowns. This data indicates the reason for the
lower pH values in the lysimetric samples. Accumulation of sedimentary material
on the soil surface and further transportation through the soil profile into seepage water, is evident Sedimentary materials effect the soil and quality of seepage
water. The majority of pH values measured in the samples are acidic. By lysimetric
pedology it is easy to establish the degree of soil acidification due to dry and wet
sedimentation and to estimate their buffer capacity. Thus, the type of forest cover
is an important factor Keywords: monitoring, National Parks, precipitation, soil
solution, acidification
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X Guo
Study on Spatial Variance of Soil Nutrients for Moso Bamboo Forest of
fertilization.
X. Guo. College of Forestry. Jiangxi Agricultural University: D. Niu. College
of Land Resource & Environment. Jiangxi Agricultural University: X. Guo. G.
Zhang. B. Zhang. D. Hu, College of Forestry. Jiangxi Agricultural University:
F Chen (Corresponding Author), Wuhan Botanical Garden. Chinese Academy of
Sciences.
Using the geo-statistics semi-variance function combined with the GIS technique
and the systematic approach for soil nutrients status evaluation to quantitatively
study the soil nutrient spatial variance characteristics in Fengxin and Jing'an
Results showed that: soil nutrient distribution in each trial zone is accord with the
semi-variance structure Most of them are fit the spherical model The self-correlative distance of the soil nutrients are vary form 32m to 398m and form 24m to
120m in the trial zone of Fengxin and Jing' an respectively. The sampling distance
of 15-20m may satisfy the requirements of the soil spatial variance evaluation of
bamboo forest The spatial relativity of N, P, K is small, but the spatial variance is
larger than Ca, B, Fe,Mn and Mg. The value of the fractal dimension of the soil
nutrients in the bamboo forest of Fengxin and Jing'an take turn as: Cu> Mn> total
P> Zn> P> N> Fe> Mg> S> OM> Ca> B> total K> total N is B> S> total N> N>
P> K> Mg> total P> OM> Zn> Cu> Ca> Fe> total K> Mn respectively Long-term
of fertilizing could promote and improve the homogenization of the spatial distribution of the soil nutrients. In the common year, the spatial distribution of the soil
nutrients is more complicated and the homogeneousness of the distribution of the
soil nutrients is much lower. The structural variance of the soil nutrients is greater
than the random variance of the soil nutrients, and the influence of the natural factors of soil (soil minerals and landform) is bigger than the influence of the artificial
factors (cultivation level and fertilization) The factors that caused the difference of
the spatial distribution of soil nutrients between Fengxin and Jing'an are fertilization and erosion. The easy ambulate of the N, K; the spatial distribute patterns of
different density bamboo forests and the year cycle; random factors such as the
erosion and the spatial difference of erosion intensity; balance fertilization lead to
the utilize way of the inlaid distribution of the different testing areas are all reduced
the distribution of the N, K, and make the spatial relative measure of available N
and available K. So, with the deflective soil nutrients which with bigger variance,
more fertilization, and has long fertilizer history should make propriety adjust when
making the recommendation of balance fertilization We must consider the spatial
variation condition of the soil nutrients as well as consider the average content of
the soil nutrients so as to improve the precision of balance fertilization Otherwise,
it would be hard to obtain high yields or result in fertilizers wasting and environment pollution.
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Forest Management Effects on Extreme Flooding Events: Evaluating
Hydrologie Modeling Approaches.
M. B. Adams. USDA Forest Service: M H. Eisenbees. W. M. Aust. J. A. Burger.
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Virgnia Tech.. Department of Forestry.
Participatory Assessment of Soil Properties and Ecological Diversity across
Mt. Malindang Landscape, Southern Philippines.
Concern over the effects of forestry practices, particularly harvesting, on large
R. D. Boniao. Mindanao State University-Naawan; R. V. B. Estoista, MSU-Mindanaoflooding events is a recurrent issue in forest and watershed management. Due to
State University-Marawi: R. De Goede, Wageningen Univ & Research Centre: S, the complexity of the system, and the cost of installing large-scale hydrologie studies, data to address such questions are usually limited, both temporally and spalames, Kansas Univ Natural History Museum and Biodiversity Research Center.
tially. Models are therefore frequently employed to address additional questions
Conversion of forest to agricultural lands is a serious problem in Mt. Malindang
by extending interpretations using existing combined data sets Our goal was to
Absence or scarcity of information on the drastic effects of forest cover loss and any
(I) review the literature regarding forest land use and flooding, and (2) assess the
form of disturbance keeps the denudation of forest and soil degradation unabated
capability of currently available hydrologie models and modeling approaches for
This study, therefore, was conducted to assess the soil physicochemical and biologevaluating the effects of forest management onflooding.A large number of hydroical properties, and the change of such properties with the increasing degree of dislogic models currently exist that have been developed for a variety of applications.
turbance. Samples were taken from undisturbed and disturbed forests, and agro and
We found that there are no hydrologie models currently available that are totally
grassland ecosystems above and below the 1000 masl landscape of Mt Malindang
desirable for addressing issues related to extreme peak flows. This is somewhat tied
Participation of local communities was enlisted, partly for capacity building and
to the rarity of extreme events, and to their apparently requiring a different hydroin another, for the continuity of conservation activities beyond the duration of the
logic paradigm than lower-flow and smaller flood conditions. Past studies indicate
project Results showed that highest amount of O.M is retained by the undisturbed
an abrupt transition across a threshold between lesser and extreme events, which
(20.2%) and less disturbed ecosystems Consequently, these ecosystems hold the
may be tied to flow routing issues.
highest cation exchange capacity (CEC), ranging from 43 to 57 cmolc kg-1 soil and
have low bulk densities (0.4 Mg m-3)indicative of well aggregation. In contrast,
forestlands converted into agricultural lands and later abandoned into grasslands,
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have reduced their properties close to critical values. Earthworm population was
Relationships between micro-site type and the growth and nutrition of
diverse in natural ecosystem (3.8 per 2 5 m2) or where disturbance was limited to
young black spruce on post-disturbed lowland black spruce sites in Eastern
small scale timber cuttings. In contrast, agro and grassland ecosystems were wholly
Canada.
dwelt by P. corethrurus Root hair plant-feeding nematodes are abundant in all sites
M. Lavoie. Université du Quebec en Abitibi-Témiscamingue: D. Pare. Natural
except in arable corn and grassland at <1000 masl where semi-endoparasitic speResources Canada. Canadian Forest Service: Y. Bergeron. Université du Quebec
cies associated with crops dominate Soil respiration rate is lowest in the grassland
en Abitibi-Témiscamingue.
ecosystems (21.59 C02 -C kg ha-1 d-1). Thus, in any human-induced forest disturbance, it is not only the forest cover that is lost, the soil as well. Earthworms and
The Clay Belt region of Quebec and Ontario in Canada supports a large forest
nematodes species composition and a number of bio-physicochemical soil properresource and an important forest industry Because of the strong demand for wood
ties served well as indicators of this disturbance Keywords: Undisturbed ecosysproducts as well as the increasing pressure to set land aside for conservation purtem, biodiversity, O.M, earthworms, nematodes, and soil respiration
poses, forestry operations are pushed towards the northern limit of the commercial
forest In the Clay Belt, most of the harvesting volumes allotted to certain forest
companies are located in forested peatlands and in stands that are considered of
low productivity. These stands originate from wildfire, and in the Clay Belt, the
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boreal forest is generally harvested with careful logging The aim of this harvesting
method is the protection of soils and of advanced regeneration For an supplementary protection of soils and advances regeneration forest, harvesting is often carried
out during winter In spite of a general appreciation, one calls in to question the use
of this method in certain areas because growth problems have been observed, especially in black spruce-feathermoss stands prone to paludification (i.e., accumulation
of organic matter) The main objective of this study was to compare growth substrates in lowland black spruce stands in eastern Canada regenerating from either
careful logging or wildfire and determine which substrate is more favourable to
black spruce growth. The comparison of growth substrates has been performed
in the field (retrospective study) and in a controlled environment (greenhouse).
The soil surface of recently harvested or recently burned lowland black spruce
sites is composed of a fine mosaic of different bryophytes mostly Sphagnum and
feathermosses (e.g., Pleurozium schreberi), of disturbed organic material originating mostly from mosses at different stages of decay, and of exposed mineral soil.
The results from the retrospective study suggest that black spruce seedlings height
growth is greater with substrates made of feathermosses, fibric material of feathermoss origin, as well as mixture of fibric and humic materials than with fibric
Sphagnum, mineral soil and decaying wood. The most favourable substrates are
characterized by better N and P foliar status. The results from the field experiment
also suggest that the classification of growth substrates at the root level is more
indicative of their nutritional quality than the classification of growth substrates
from the surface A discriminant analysis revealed that root-level substrates were
distinguished by their total nitrogen and exchangeable iron concentrations as well
as pH The preliminary results from the controlled experiment shows better growth
with substrates made of fibric material of feathermoss origin (after careful logging and wildfire) and Sphagnum. Based on these two experiments, we conclude
that in order to maintain or increase black spruce productivity following careful
logging of sites prone to paludification, plantation in substrates originating from
feathermosses and management techniques that could promote forest mosses to the
detriment of Sphagnum mosses should be developed.
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Changes in soil nutrient availability following land application of biosolids to
forest in Virginia.

E. C. Arellano. T. R. Fox. Virginia Polytechnic Institute ana State University.
Decreasing availability of agricultural land suitable for biosolids application in
eastern Virginia caused by urban expansion in the Washington-Richmond-Norfolk
corridor, may limit ongoing land application programs Forestland in the Piedmont
and Upper Coastal Plain of Virginia provides an alterative location for land application of biosolids Effective specific design criteria are required for successful forestland application systems Issues such as loading rate, nutrient assimilation rates
in the ecosystem, nutrient losses, and growth response for various types of biosolids must be addressed. It may not be possible to simply extrapolate agricultural
land application practices to forest settings. The objectives of this field study is to
quantify nutrient availability changes on a loblolly pine (Pinus taeda L (plantation
following the application of biosolids, determine the impact of biosolids application on cycling of N and P forest ecosystems, determine the potential for leaching
of N and P from forest ecosystems following application of Biosolids, and to determine the effect of fall and winter application on the forest system. The study have
been conducted since september 2005, in a thinned loblolly pine plantation, located
in the Piedmont or Upper Coastal Plain of Virginia The study was established as
a random complete block design with nine treatments, determined from different
biosolids type (lime stabilized, anaerobic digested, and pelletized), conventional
fertilizer, seasonal timing (fall and winter), and understory vegetation coverage In
this work, we report the effect of the treatments on tree nutrients uptake, forest floor
and mineral soil properties for a period of nine month after thefirstapplication. Soil
moisture content and temperature have been measured at 15 cm and 50 cm depths
Soil solution samples collected in the tension lysimeters have been analyzed for
total N, total P, N03-N, NH4-N, P04-P, K, Ca, Mg, Na, pH and conductivity Ion
exchange membrane extractable total N, total P, N03-N, NH4-N, P04-P, K, Ca,
Mg, Na have been determined. Organic forms of N and P have been determined by
differences between direct measures of the total and inorganic forms.

shrubs, the lower one - under disturbed tropical rain forest, and the least 5 - under
MCF natural well-conserved vegetation AI the soils form on the same, but heterogeneous parent material - mica-chlorite shales We studied soil morphology,
determined basic chemical properties of the soils, and made an X-ray study of the
mineralogical composition of clay fractions. The upper soil profile under shrubs
has a thin litter layer, shallow albic horizon (3 cm), and a spodic horizon Since the
spodic horizon is too close to the surface, the soil cannot be classified as a Podzol
in the WRB system, and it was named Dystric Cambisol; however, Soil Taxonomy
1999 has no lower limit for spodic horizon depth, and the soil might be classified
as Lithic Haplorthod Within the MCF altitudional belt there are two distinct ecological zones: upland MCF (approximately at the altitudes 2000-2500 masl) and
lowland MCF (1500-2000 masl). The profiles under the upland MCF vegetation
had thick organic layer, deep albic horizon, and well-developed spodic horizon
with gleyic colour pattern in its upper part. The soils found there were classified as
Histic Stagnic Podzols (Histic Epiaquods) except of one profile, formed in a local
depression and, thus, saturated with water. The latter was classifiesd as Histic Stagnic Cambisol (Histic Humaqucpt). The profiles under lowland MCF vegetation had
thin litter layer, thin or absent albic horizon, and distinct evidence of clay illuviation (clay skins), and no gleyic colour pattern, The soils were classified as Dystric
Alisols (Typic Haplohumult). The soil profile formed under disturbed tropical rain
forest is a sequence of buried profiles formed due to periodical disturbance and
activization of erosional processes All the horizons in the sequence had eveidences
of clay illuviation. We found the following changes in soil properties along the
altitudional gradient Soil acidity is equally high, and base saturation is equally
low in all the studied profiles. Total reserve of organic C is the highest in the highest profiles, but most of C is found in histic horizons. The reserve of organic C is
the lowest at the altitudes 1900-2000 masl, and lower on it increases again, due
to accumulation of humus in umbric horizons. Nitrates content decreases, while
ammonium content increases with altitude The content of clay in surface mineral
horizons decreases with altitude, and the difference between clay contents in the
eluvial and illuvial horizons is the highest in the upland profiles: we hypothesized
that clay is rather destroyed in the surface horizon, than illuviated. At the altitudes
1900-2000 masl there is no difference in the distribution of clay in the profile. In
the lowland profiles a difference in clay content also can be observed; we ascribed
it to clay illuviation because of the presence of clay skins Clay fraction of the
upland soils contains chlorite, mica and interstratified products of their degradation; kaolinite is also present in significant amounts. In the lowland profiles the
dominant mineral in clay fractions is gibbsite, with minor admixture of chlorite and
mica degradation products. Thus, we found a distinct difference in the properties of
soils formed under lowland and highland mountainous cloud forests.
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Soil Properties Influencing Compactability of Forest Soils in British Columbia,
Canada.

M. Krzic. Univ of British Columbia; C. Bulmer. BC Ministry of Forests. Research
Branch; F. Teste. L. Dampier. Univ of British Columbia: M. Schmidt. Simon Fräser
University: Y. Zhao. Univ of British Columbia.
The widespread use of heavy machinery during harvesting and site preparation in
timber plantations in British Columbia (BC) has led to concerns that compaction
causes a reduction in long-term soil productivity. Compactability is the quantitative
expression of the compactive response of a soil within specific boundary conditions
to the application of a specified stress regime An assessment of soil compactability
is needed to establish effects of forestry operations, such as timber harvesting and
site preparation, on soil compaction and consequently tree growth Evaluation of
effects of soil properties that are routinely measured in the laboratory (e.g., organic
matter and texture) might lead to a better understanding of soil compactability.
Establishment of a procedure that identifies soils most likely to be at risk for excessive compaction, and development of thresholds for soil compaction effects on
tree growth, is needed for more reliable assessment of current forestry practices
in BC and their impacts on site productivity. The objective of this study was to
determine relationships in representative forest soils in BC, among total carbon,
water content, and particle size distribution with the compactability estimated using
a standardized Proctor test. Two compactability indices were used: maximum bulk
density (MBD) and susceptibility to compaction (SC) determined by the standard
Proctor test. Soil samples were collected from 16 sites within the Boreal White and
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Black Spruce (BWBS), Sub-Boreal Spruce (SBS), Interior Douglas-fir (IDF), and
Soil Properties along a Toposequence in Mountainous Cloud Forests in Sierra
Interior Cedar-Hemlock (ICH) biogeoclimatic zones of BC. Typical soils included
in this study were mainly developed on glacial till, with the exception of a Brunisol
Juarez, Southern Mexico.
(Cambisol) in the ICH developed on colluvium and Luvisol in the SBS developed
P. Krasilnikov. (I) Institute of Biology. KarRC. RAS (2) Facultad de Ciencias.
UNAM: N. E. Garcia Calderon, Facultad de Ciencias. UNAM; N. Velazquez Rosas. on lacustrine parent material. Soils varied in texture (12 to 87% sand, 9 to 76%
silt, and 2 to 53% clay) and organic matter content (18 to 76 g kg' total C). A
Inslilulo de Ecologia. UNAM; E. Fuentes Romero. Facultad de Ciencias. UNAM.
strong negative correlation (r3=0.90) was observed between MBD and gravimetric
water content at which MBD was achieved (WM|)D) and between MBD and total C
The soils of mountainous cloud forests (MCF) are ones of the least studied ones
(r=0.70). Similarly, WMBD and total C had strong effects on SC. The estimation
in the tropics Few papers available indicate high acidity, low nutrient content, and
of either MBD or SC values was not substantially improved by including texture
well-developed histic epipedon of these soils Until now there are no studies of the
parameters to the regression equations in addition to the total C. Organic matter,
effect of an altitudional gradient within MCF on soil profile morphology, chemical
which has many profound impacts on soil physical, chemical, and biological propproperties, and mineralogical composition of clays. We studied a toposequence of
erties, was found to have a strong impact on reducing compactability of forest soils
soils formed on the Atlantic slope of Sierra Juarez mountainous system in Southern
in BC. This provides important information for soil sensitivity ranking, and also
Mexico The zone is believed to be the most humid place in Mexico, receiving up
justifies efforts of achieving higher organic matter contents in forest soils, particuto 5000 mm of annual precipitation Seven sites were established on the altitudes
larly those that have experienced severe mechanical disturbance The implication
from 1400 to 2800 m above sea level. The upper soil was formed under highland
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of the relationships observed in this study is that increases in soil organic matter
reduce the risk of compactability, which is particularly important for forest soils
where compaction is generally not corrected by implements after tree planting. The
information is also useful for assessing the extent of compaction on soils affected
by machine traffic.
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Evolution of Phosphorus Forms, Phosphatae Activity, and the Relationship
Between Soil Nutrition and Tree Growth in Larch Plantations in Northeastern
China.

L. Chen, W. Duan. College of Forestry. Northeast Forestry University. Harbin.
Abstract: By the method of comparison and analysis, the evolution pattern of different forms of phosphorus and phosphatase activity in rhizosphere and non-rhizosphere soil at different development stages in Larch (Larix olgensis) plantations
was revealed The relationship between different forms of phosphorus content,
phosphatase activity, and stand age was explained Stepwise regression models
among various forms of phosphorus, phosphatase activity, organic matter, rapidly
available K, hydrolyzable N and tree growth were established. The results showed
that there were apparent variation rule of different types of phosphorus and phosphatase activity in rhizosphere soil When stand age increased, the content of available phosphorus, O-P, total P, organic P, acid phosphatase activity in rhizosphere
soil presented notably or apparently decreasing tendency, the content of inorganic
P, Ca-P and Fe-P in rhizosphere soil presented notably or apparently increasing
tendency Ca-P in non-rhizosphere soil presented very significantly increasing
tendency, acid phosphatase activity in non-rhizosphere soil presented apparently
decreasing tendency over stand ages Except for acid phosphatase activity, neutral
phosphatase activity, and Al-P in non-rhizosphere soil, the difference of other components in rhizosphere soil and non-rhizosphere soil reached greatly significant
level or significant level between different development stages. Fe-P in half-mature
stand, available P, Fe-P, and acid phosphatase activity in near mature stand, available P, Ca-P, and acid phosphatase activity in mature stand in non-rhizosphere soil
was more than that in rhizosphere soil, the content of other components in rhizosphere soil was more than that in non-rhizosphere soil. Main types of phosphorus in
soil affecting tree increment in different growth and development stages were total
P, organic P, available P, total inorganic P, Ca-P and Fe-P. Keywords: Larch plantations, Rhizosphere soil. Phosphatase activity, Phosphorus availability, Tree growth
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Sediment Yiels From Secondary Forest Roads On Pinus Taeda Commercial
Plantation In Southern Brazil Highland.

C. M. Camargo Corréa. Forest Science Dept. Federal Univ Of Parana; R. A.
Dedecek. Embrapa CNPFIorestas; J. R. Malinovski. Forest Science Dept..Federal
Univ Of Parana.
Forest roads can cause as much erosion as agricultural areas when there are no
conservation and maintenance measures. This work aimed to evaluate, during the
period of one year, the losses of sediments from roads in Pinus taeda commercial
plantation located on the northern plateau of the state of Santa Catarina, in South
Brazil. The treatments evaluated were: secondary roads on a clayey and on a loamy
soil, with and without conservation measures by the company, which consisted
water bars associated with water retention boxes located at 50 meter intervals, presence or absence of primary coating, associated with differentiated relief and soil
conditions, right after the harvest of wood. Soil losses from secondary roads, measuring 100 m length and 6 m wide, were collected at lower end using a Coshocton
wheel device and stored in plastic buckets. Samples of the runoff were collected
every fifteen days to separate sediment and water. Sediments were analyzed for
nutrients and texture determination. Annual rainfall was 1454 mm on a clayey soil
area and 1496 mm on a loamy soil area, resulting on values of rainfall erosivity
of 1098 MJ mm ha-1 h-l and 992 MJ mm ha -1 h -1, respectively. The sediments
originating from forest roads on both soil textures showed higher nutrient concentration when produced in roads without conservation measures. Except for organic
carbon and potassium, that showed higher concentration in sediments from road
with conservation measure. Soil losses from roads on clayey soil, gentle relief and
with conservation measures were 1.44 t km -1 and without conservation measures,
2 40 t km -I. And from roads located on a loamy soil with 12 to 15% slope, soil
losses were equal to 4.071 km -1 with conservation measures and 5.241 km -1 without conservation measures Considering in the clayey soil area that the road density
was 23 82 m ha-1, total soil losses could reach 0 034 t ha-1 and 0.057 t ha-l with
and without conservation measure, respectively. In a sandy soil area that the road
density was 24 31 m ha-1, producing soil losses equal to 0.099 t ha-1 and 0.127 t
ha-1 with and without conservation measure Conservation measures adopted on
roads in clayey soil areas reduced sediment yield in around 40%, while on sandy
soil areas this reduction was around 22% Keywords: water erosion, primary coating roads, water bars
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Pine Straw Harvesting Effects on Water Content of the Soil Vadose Zone.

D. H. Pote. D. M. Burner. USDA-ARS.
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Pine needles that accumulate on the forest floor help to conserve soil moisture,
protect the soil surface against erosion, moderate soil temperature, inhibit weed
growth, and provide soil nutrients and organic matter Pine needles tend to interlock
and form a straw layer that is not easily dislodged by high winds or waterflows,but
retains a loose structure that allows air, water, and nutrients to easily infiltrate the
soil surface. These qualities have made pine straw a valuable landscaping mulch,
and a multi-million dollar business in several southeastern states However, some
forest managers are concerned that the loss of those mulching benefits from forests
may hinder timber productivity in areas where pine straw has been harvested. The
primary concern is that removal of the protective pine straw layer allows water to
be lost more quickly from the soil surface through runoff or evaporation. Therefore, we hypothesized that pine straw harvesting decreases water content of the
soil vadose zone, which could potentially increase drought stress on the trees. To
test this hypothesis, three pine-straw harvesting practices (schedules) and a control
treatment (no straw harvest) were compared to determine pine straw harvesting
effects on water content of the soil vadose zone in an established (16 yrs) loblolly
(Pinus taeda L.) plantation (3.0 x 1.5 m tree spacing). There were 24 plots (0 18 ha
each) to provide six replications of each harvesting treatment, and a time domain
reflectrometry (TDR) tube was installed in each plot For 25 weeks (from May to
November), a TDR probe was used to monitor volumetric soil water content (%) at
20-, 50-, and 80-cm depths in each tube. Results showed that pine straw harvesting
tended to decrease soil water content, but the effect was significant (p<0.05) only at
the 50-cm depth in weeks 3 and 4 (late June) of the study, when water content at this
depth averaged 20.9% for soils where straw was harvested annually, and 30.2% for
soils where the straw was never harvested (controls). In soils where pine straw had
been allowed to accumulate for at least a year after being harvested, average water
content was not significantly different than in the control plots.
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Using S'5N to Trace Biosolids-derived Nitrogen in a Forest Ecosystem.
H. Wang. G. Magesan. Ensis.
Land application of biosolids has attracted renewed interest in recent years because
of its beneficial effects and low cost. Biosolids contain relatively high concentration
of nitrogen (N). Sometimes biosolids-derived N may cause off-site effects, contributing to groundwater contamination and surface water eutrophication. Nitrogen
occurs in a variety of chemical forms and is actively involved in many important
biological processes in soil ecosystems, where it is difficult to trace the fate of
waste derived N by using conventional chemical methods Biological treatment of
wastewater can result in enrichment of l5N in the biosolids For example, significant
l5
N enrichment has been found in municipal biosolids (5I5N +4 to +13%o). When
biosolids with a high 8I5N are applied to an ecosystem where background N has a
significantly lower 5'!N, the fate of the waste-derived N can be traced. This provides a good opportunity to trace biosolids-derived N by using its distinctive 8I5N
signature to understand and manage the movement of N in the ecosystem. In this
study, we will explore the potential of using 5I5N to trace the fate and movement of
N derived from land-applied biosolids in a forest ecosystem. Aerobically digested
liquid biosolids from the Nelson regional sewage wastewater treatment plant in
New Zealand have an elevated 8,5N. The biosolids have been applied to a Pinus
radiata plantation growing on a sandy, low-fertility soil. In a long-term research
trial, biosolids were applied to a six-year old P. radiata stand at three rates (0, 300
kg N ha' and 600 kg N ha') in November 1997 Biosolids were applied again at
the same rates in November 2000 and October 2003 Foliage N concentrations
increased with biosolids application rates, and the 8ISN of current-year needles collected from the upper canopy increased with increasing rate of biosolids application. The elevated 8I5N in biosolids-treated pine foliage indicated that a considerable amount of N was sourced from biosolids Analysis of 8,5N in understorey
species indicated that both legume and non-legume understorey plants took up N
from the biosolids and acted as an N sink, reducing N availability for leaching. In
addition to research findings, we will also discuss areas that require further study to
improve the 8,5N technique
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Clay mineralogical characterization of a toposequence of perhumid subalpine
forest soils in northeastern Taiwan.

C. Pai. The experimental forest, college of bioresource and agriculture. National
Taiwan University: M. Wang. National Taiwan University; C. Y. Chiu. Research
Center for Biodiversity.
This study conducted a detailed characterization of the clay mineralogy along a
toposequence of preumid foest soils facing a subalpine lake. Toposequence of transect was investigated from summit to footslope, and lakeshore. Their natural drainage varies from well drained to very poorly drained soils. Three pedons were investigated by horizon and clay minerals were examined by X-ray diffraction (XRD)
The magnitude of the layer charge of the 2:1 phyllosilicates was estimated using
the alkylammonium exchange method (nC = 12) The mineralogical composition
of soils at summit site is different compared to soils at footslope and lakeshore sites
The major mineral in the well drained soils at summit site were illite and kaolinite,
while in the poorly drained soil illite and vermiculite is dominant In the very poorly
drained soils of lakeshore site, almost permanent saturation inhibited weathering of
minerals In these soil vermiculite, illite and vermiculite-illite are the dominant

N accumulation comprised 5-8 g N m 2 yr' in top soil and 7-18 g N nr 2 yr' in the
layer of 0-60 cm Hay cutting led to increase of C and N accumulations in soil
compare to uncut plots Statistically significant extension of N è N pools, microbial
biomass and intensity of CO, emission in soil after moderate application of mineral
fertilizers (N(.(IPH,KH]) was revealed only in cut treatments, while in uncut grasslands fertilization decreased the rate of SOM accumulation. Humification of plant
residues corresponded to the rates of SOM accumulation: the lowest humification
was observed in uncut fertilized, and the highest - in cut fertilized grassland The
measurement of C and N storages after 24 years grassing showed the decrease in
SOM accumulation rates for the last 5 years (between years 18 and 24 after grassland establishment). Mean annual C accumulation in sandy sod-podzolic soil under
53 year grassland was two times lower than in clay gray forest soil. The difference between the rates was mainly explained by the different clay content between
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soil types rather than by ecosystem age C sequestration in the sod-podzolic soil
was close to the world-wide mean value of 33 g C m 2 yr' calculated by Post and
Free Oxides Properties of Japanese Forest Soils Developed from Volcanic Ash
Kwon (2000), while for the gray forest soil the higher value of C sequestration was
and Other Parent Materials.
revealed. The majority of data review by Post and Kwon (2000) were for SOM
A. Imaya, Kyusyu Research Center, Forestry and Forest Products Research
accumulation in top soils only The high rates of SOM accumulation in the gray
Institute; S. Ohta, Kyoto Univ; Y Inagaki, Shikoku Research Center, Forestry and forest soil in our study were revealed due to accumulation in both the top and
Forest Products Research Insitute: N. Tanaka, Hokkaido research center. Forestry deeper soil horizons, while the significant SOM increase in soddy-podzolic soil
and Forest Products Research Institute.
was found only in top soil. No significant loss or accumulation of SOM was found
in the soils under mature forests or croplands for the last 15 years Decomposition
It is essential to understand the soil chemical properties for evaluation of the mulof SOM was studied during long-term (1-2 years) incubations of soil samples at
tiple functions of forest soils such as water and nutrients supplies to tree plants,
22"C and 70% WHC. Though application of mineral fertilizers as such led to SOM
carbon sequestration, conservation of stream water quality and so on, and also for
accumulation in grasslands, total CO, emissions from fertilized soils was higher
prediction of the their change with environmental change The chemical properties
than that from unfertilized control. Intensive soil respiration and high decrease of
of forest soils are affected by climate, vegetation and parent material. Approximicrobial carbon evidenced the enhanced degradability of the new formed humus
mately 70% of the forest soils in Japan consist of Brown Forest Soils (BFS) which
in fertilized grasslands in comparison with unfertilized treatments. An approximawere the zonal soils in the humid temperate and warm temperate. There were many
tion of cumulative C losses by double exponential function reflecting the degradasimilarities in the chemical properties between the BFS derived from volcanic ash
tion of labile and recalcitrant SOM pools demonstrated higher decomposability
and the Black Soils (BLS), and the differences between them were chiefly related
of labile SOM and lower degradation of recalcitrant fraction after the addition of
to the morphological features and accompanying carbon content and bulk density.
NPK fertilizers to the grasslands in comparison with unfertilized control. The CO,
On the other hand, the BFS derived from non-volcanic ash and volcanic ash were
emissions of 8.4 g C m 2yr' from fossil fuel use for producing and transporting of
similar in their morphological features but not in their chemical properties. The dif60 kg ha ' mineral fertilizers significantly decrease positive effect of NPK applicaference was larger than that between the BFS derived from volcanic ash and BLS
tion and result in equal C accumulation in top soil of fertilized and unfertilized cut
According to the classification of U.S. Soil Taxonomy and World Reference Base
grasslands. Hence, grassing combined with hay cutting is the optimal agricultural
for Soil Resources, the BFS were divided into Andisols or Andosols from volcanic
treatment that enables us to improve sufficiently SOM balance in ecosystems withash and Inceptisols or Umbrisols / Cambisols from non-volcanic-ash parent materiout excluding them from the agricultural use. The constants of double exponential
als. In the present study, since the parent materials of the soils were evaluated from
equation depended on clay content in the soil: higher decomposability of both SOM
the surface geology. Point of view, it is possible that the soils derived from parent
pools was found in sandy sod-podzolic soil in comparison with clay gray forest
materials other than volcanic ash also contained some volcanic ash Volcanic ash
soil. The lowest values of constants were found for the cropland soils while the
on the mountain slope does not remain as a volcanic ash layer due to erosion, and
highest - for the soils under mature forest. The results of mathematical simulations
the degree of contamination with volcanic ash varied with the amounts of descent,
of cumulative C losses by more sophisticated functions including an approach used
terrain and other factors. Since volcanic ash strongly affects the chemical properties
in ROMUL model (Chertov et al., 2001) will be discussed.
of the soils, the degree of contamination with volcanic ash might be estimated using
the chemical properties of the soils as an index. Actually, BFS strongly influenced
by volcanic ash were extracted by using the free oxide composition as an index.
In this report, we will clarify the composition of free oxides in the BFS developed
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C. M.CamargoCorrêa
under various surface geological conditions, and examine the influence of volcanic
Soil Losses From Fire Breaks And Pinus Taeda Commercial Plantation In
ash on the soil characteristics With regard to composition of free oxides the crysSouthern Brazil.
talline Fe dominated in the non-volcanic BFS, and organically complexed Fe and
AI was detected in their surface horizons. While in the BFS derived from volcanic
C. M Camargo Corrêa, Forest Science Dept.—Federal Unv Of Parana: R. A.
ash contents of allophane and imogolite increased with depth and became domiDedecek. Embrapa Cnpflorestas: J. R. Malinovski. Forest Science Dept.—Federal
nant in deeper horizons Contrarily, amorphous Fe and non-crystalline Al-hydrous
University Of Parana.
oxides dominated in the BLS. Organically complexed AI contents were correlated
In forest areas, fire breaks are the basic forest road system and at logging they are
total carbon contents, except for those from limestone and serpentine Soils from
used to complement forest road system and it is common the occurrence of erosion
limestone and serpentine were indicated high pH values. This is because a high
on this place during this period. This work aimed to evaluate, during the period of
pH value decreases the stability of free Al oxides, and decreases organically comone year, the losses of sediments originated from fire breaks on a clayey and on a
plexed AI contents However, organically complexed Fe contents were different the
loamy soils with different slopes and from Pinus taeda commercial plantation areas
relation to the content of the carbon though the relation to the pH was similar to
adjacent to fire breaks with 8 and 6 years old, respectively. This work was set on
aluminum. The contents of organically complexed Fe to the contents of total carbon
the northern plateau of the state of Santa Catarina in South Brazil The section of
were low in the volcanic ash soils. The contents of sodium dithionite-citrate extract
the fire breaks consist 100 m length and 4 m wide, and the adjacent area measuring
Fe were related to the contents of clay The contents of acid oxalate extract Fe
100 m length and 50 m wide (0,5 ha). On both areas, runoff were sampled at lower
were provided for by the contents of sodium dhitionite-citrate Fe and mean annual
end using a Coshocton wheel device and stored in plastic buckets. Samples of the
temperature It was greatly different the contents of acid oxalate extract AI were
runoff were collected every fifteen days to separate sediment and water. Sediments
whether the parent material was volcanic ash. In volcanic ash soils, the contents of
were analyzed for nutrients and texture determination. Annual rainfall was 1454
acid oxalate Al increased with the increase in contents of clay and delta pH value
mm on a clayey soil area and 1496 mm on a loamy soil area, resulting on values of
Thus, the climates controlled as for the value of free iron oxides and volcanic ash
rainfall erosivity of 1098 MJ mm ha-1 h-1 and 992 MJ mm ha -1 h -1, respectively.
influensed to the value of free aluminum oxides.
Soil losses from fire breaks on clayey soil, gentle relief were 0,144 t km -I, and
from fire breaks located on a loamy soil with 13 to 17% slope, soil losses were
equal to 1,401 t km -1 Considering in the clayey soil area that thefirebreak density
was 11,91 m ha-1, total soil losses could reach 0.002 t ha-1 In a sandy soil area
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A. A Larionova
that the road density was 35,61 m ha-1, producing soil losses equal to 0.005 t
Carbon Sequestration and SOM decomposition Depending on Land Use
ha-1 In adjacent areas there were not soil and water losses Pinus taeda needles
Change of Gray Forest and sod-podzolic Soils.
annual contribution of nutrients both areas a showed on Table 1 Keywords: water
A. A. Larionova, S. S. Bykhovets. I. V. Yerdokimov, A. M. Yermolayev, Institute of erosion, soil nutrient losses, litter decomposition
Physico-Chemical and Biological Problems in Soil Science RAS.
The impact of land use on carbon sequestration and CO, emissions were investigated in 1980-2000's on gray forest soils (Dystric Podzoluvisol) in Pushchino,
and on sod-podzolic soil (Humic Podzol) in Prioksko-Terrasny Biosphere Reserve,
Moscow Region, Russia (54"50'N, 37"35'E). 18 years grassing increased substantially the Ncr and N accumulation in soil Mean annual rates of C sequestration
in soil organic matter (SOM) ranged from 60 to90g C m 2 yr' and from 98 to 182 g
C m ; yr' for 0-20 cm and 0-60 cm soil layers respectively (Larionova et al, 2003).
minerals Toposequence may give insight into the influence of individual factors
on the weathering rates. The mean layer charge of vermiculite ranged between 0.63
and 0.78 cmolc/(OI0(OH)2), The distribution of clay layer charge varied with location and soil depth Vermiculite in the lower horizons displayed higher mean layer
charge, indicating stronger weathering intensity in the surface horizons. Acidification by organic acids near the surface may be resulted in the reduction of layer
charge in vermiculite. Differences in layer charge with landscape position may be
due to differences in weathering processes. Drainage condition caused by topography is a critical factor for the transformation and redistribution of clay minerals.
High precipitation in combination with surface run off may enhance the variation of
the type and layer charge of clay minerals along this toposequence.
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Figure 1: Rjnoflf and sedimert losses fcrm ire breaks in olayey (PS) and loamy soil s (B)
Table 1: .Arnual nutrient in Fint/st&da commercial plantation needle, torn commercial plantation
on dayey and loamy soil areas.
Clayey Soil
Loamy Soil
Concentratio
Total period
Total period
Elements
Concertration
kg ha
t ha
kg ha
t ha
gkg
9 kg
Ntrogen
937
253J68
0254
7 65
65.74
DD66
ftiosphorus
D 26
7D4
0D07
0.16
137
0DD1
Potassium
Ü.49
421
Dt)D4
27.34
DB27
1.01
421
Caldum
1.85
15.90
0D16
11358
0.114
tutegresium
Ü 94
25.46
0D25
4.73
0HD5
0.68
ron
18.5
500.87
0.501
4J6
39.53
0H4D
182 53
2262.16
2.3
Organic Carbon
4.941.82
48
263.25
Scmass
27.1
214.63
27074.0
8?*.«
W9.5J
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Changes in Soil Quality indicators, in Adjacent Protected Forest and Deforested
Lands in central Iran.
M. A. Hajabbasi, Isfahan Univ of Technology: M. Sharifi. Agriculture and AgriFood Canada: M. Sheklabadi. Isfahan Univ of Technology.
Studying land degradation through soil quality approaches, which reveals soil
functioning within the ecosystem, is necessary for sustainable management of land
resources A study was initiated is central Iran to understand the changes of soil
functions, resulting from exploitive management, using some soil quality indicators. Adjacent undisturbed and disturbed sites were identified in each of three
study areas, including two oak forest and a cypress forest in central Iran. Soils are
derived from calcareous parent material with a slope of 30-40% and classified as
Typic Calcixerolls or Typic Calcixerepts (Soil Survey Staff, 1999) Soil organic
carbon (OC), particular organic matter (POM), total nitrogen (TN), mean weight
diameter of aggregates (MWD), bulk density (pb) and calcium carbonate (CaC03)
of the sites in 3 depths (0-5, 5-15 and 15-30 cm) were determined. The comparison of protected and disturbed forests for measured soil quality indicators showed
that deforestation was affected soil quality indicators mostly in 15 cm of surface
soil and changes of indices values in deeper layer were not significant except for
OC and CaC03. Deforestation followed by cultivation or overgrazing significantly decreased OC (157.1 and 134.1%), POM% (327.1 and 147.5%), (303.5 and
204.7%), TN (816 and 33.7%) and MWD (87.8 and 88.4%) in 0-5 and 5-15 cm
soil depths. Differences of the indices in cypress were more limited compared to
the oak forest regarding to lower density and type of vegetation Overall, organic
carbon, total nitrogen and aggregate stability can be considered as some of the most
important soil quality indicators which can identify the degree of soil degradation
in forest soils of central Iran Forest soils in central Iran have a relatively large
potential to store organic carbon and nitrogen. This study illustrates improvement
of all soil quality indicators in protected forest and the success of conservative
management in this region.
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Impact of Prescribed Management Treatments on Selected Soil properties in a
Disturbed Forest Ecosystem of Northern Alabama.P
M. Nobles, W. Dillon. M. Mbila. Alabama A&M University.
Forest management practices such as prescribed burning and partial thinning are
commonly used to achieve undergrowth control in forest ecosystems. Prescribed
treatments influence the physical, chemical and mineralogical properties of soil.
The study was conducted in order to monitor changes in soil properties due to forest
ecosystem disturbance in southeastern mixed pine-hardwood forests. Three burning and three thinning patterns were applied to the forest plots in a Completely Randomized Block Design. Soil and forest floor samples from the treatment plots were
collected for routine analyses as well as C and N stock determination. Changes in
carbon density, nitrogen pools and other physical and chemical properties in forest
ecosystems were identified, and the impact of burning and thinning on these properties were accessed Mineralogical composition of soils following the prescribed
burning treatment was also identified and compared to the pre-burn mineralogical
properties.
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Sulfate Adsorption in Forest Soils Affected by Acid Deposition.
A. L. Bryson. L. M. McDonald, West Virginia University.
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Acid deposition has caused tremendous stress to forest ecosystems. Increased soil
acidification due to acidic inputs from acid deposition may cause declines in forest productivity through the depletions of soil nutrients, increased mobility of aluminum, and increases in acid anion concentrations, primarily nitrate and sulfate.
The retention of sulfate in soil is a critical mechanism regulating soil acidification
Sulfate adsorption acts as a buffer delaying the elevation of solution sulfate concentrations Sulfate adsorption capacities of forest soils in the Otter Creek Wilderness
Area of the Monongahela National Forest were determined using the adsorption
isotherm method. Several factors may influence sulfate adsorption such as the surface charge on soil particles, the presence of iron and aluminum oxides, the ionic
strength and pH of the soil solution, and the competitive effects of nitrate. These
factors were also accounted for experimentally By determining the maximum
amount of sulfate retention in the soil, and the factors that have the most influence
on sulfate adsorption, we can evaluate the current effects of acid deposition on forest soil in this region and the susceptibility of these soils to nutrient depletion and
further acidification.
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Forest Ecosystem Management Practices and Carbon Storage in North
Alabama Soils.
M Mbila. W. Dillon Jr.. M. Nobles. Alabama A&M University.
Current methods of assessing C-sequestration in soils is uncertain mainly because
of lack of data on the different soil C stocks. Since long-term C sequestration is
dependent on the recalcitrance of carbon fractions in soils, partitioning of the C
stocks may provide insight into the mechanisms and potential for their sequestration. This study was conducted to partition sequestered soil C into its various pools
and to assess the impacts of the management practices on the C pools in soils of
medium growth stands in the Cumberland Plateau physiographic province of North
Alabama. The effects of three prescribed burning patterns (no burn, 3-year burn,
and 10-year burn) and three levels of stand-thinning (no thinning, 25% thinning,
and 50% thinning) on the partitioning of C stocks were tested in soils at the Bankhead National Forest. Total sequestered C from the surface soils of the treatment
sites was partitioned into active- or particulate-C, humic acid-C, fulvic acid-C, and
non-humic acid-C. Relative concentrations of the C fractions from the different
treatments should indicate how the ecosystem management practices impact the
potential of the soils to sequester C.
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The Long-term Effects of a Single Phosphorus Fertilizer Application on
Phosphorus Availability in Forest Soils.
B. W. Miller. T. Fox. Virginia Tech Univ.
Phosphorus (P) is one of the most limiting nutrients in forest soils. The concentrations of inorganic P in soil solutions are low because P is rapidly sorbed to soil colloids. Phosphorus fertilization increases plant available or "labile" P after fertilization; however it is uncertain how P fertilization influences organic and inorganic P
pools over the long-term in forest soils Site specific properties such as above- and
belowground biota, soil organic matter, and mineralogy can have large influences
on P availability. The goal of this project is to determine how site preparation, vegetation control, and fertilization affect P pools twenty years after fertilization at four
sites in the southeastern US. Soil samples were collected to one meter in loblolly
pine plantations established on well- and poorly drained sandy and clay soils subjected to low and high intensity site preparation Phosphorus pools were quantified
using the Hedley sequential fractionation procedure for noncalcareous soils. This
procedure determined total P, "labile" P, "moderately labile" P, and recalcitrant P
pools. Fertilization increased levels of total P regardless of site preparation intensity and drainage class compared to unfertilized soils. After twenty years, labile P
pools remained significantly higher in fertilized plots compared to controls in sandy
coastal plains soils. Results from this research will help our understanding on the
long-term affects of forest fertilization prescriptions on P pools Implications of this
research suggest that historical applications of P fertilizers in the southeastern US
can have long-term effects on labile P pools
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L. Nie
The rRlationship Between Soil Conditions and Declining Growth Rate of
famous aged Pinus Tabulaeformis at Jietai temple in Beijing China.
L. Nie. Michigan State University.
The relationship between soil conditions and the low growth rate of famous aged
Pinus tabulaeformis in Jietai temple was studied. Results showed that these famous
aged pine trees grow on soils with low organic matter, total nitrogen and readily
available phosphorus but with enough available potassium, iron, copper and zinc. A
suitable total soil porosity but with relatively high capillary porosity and very low
non-capillary porosity of l.l%-6.4% was found for tree growth. High soil moisture in topsoil (25 w/w%) along with a very low permeability may lead to oxygen
shortage in the roots. Soil pH was higher than 8 in all layers. In topsoil, watersoluble sodium was higher than 100 mg/kg soil which may be toxic to the pine
trees, and easily reducible materials was higher than 15% which may put the roots
in a reduction condition. Suggestion was made to scientifically monitor the habit of
the famous old pine trees and to investigate soil chemical and physical properties.

soil moisture, mechanical harm and environmental pollutants so as to control them
under the permissible standards. Keywords: famous aged Pinus tabulaeformis, soil
conditions, soil chemical properties, soil physical properties

The fine fraction (silt and clay) only accounted for less than 15% of the bulk soil at
all sites. No consistent pattern was found in 8ISN, N, and C concentrations among
size fractions. The fine fraction was significantly enriched with "C only at LV1.
The three sites were significantly different in their SOC concentration with mean
values ranging between 13 ± 0.2% (mean ± 1SD) at LVI to 3.2 ± 0.3% at LV3
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Mean C and N concentrations did not follow a general decreasing pattern with
Influence of Different Tree Species on the Chemical Properties in Rhizosphere
depth For LVI and LV2, the highest C concentration was within the 20-40 cm
and Bulk Soils.
depth, characteristic of spodic horizons containing illuvial humus Similarly N
P. Marcet, Universidad de Vigo. J. C. Souto, S. Gonzalez. D. Baamonde, Universidadconcentration, with measured ranges of 0 02 to 0 32% from all three sites, was significantly higher within the 20-40 cm depth at LVI. For LV3, N concentration was
de Vigo, Escuela de lngenieria Técnica Forestal.
the highest within the 0-4 cm depth while C concentration was the highest within
The rhizosphere can be functionally defined as a highly dynamic, solar/plant-driven
the 0-20 cm depth. The S'-'C values were identical (-26.1± 0.8%o) for the three sites
micro-environment that is characterized by feedback loops of interactions between
and varied with depth by 3.4%o with the 20-40 cm depth showing the highest averroot processes, soil characteristics, and the dynamics of the associated microbial
age value (-25.1 ± 0.3 %o). C/N ratios generally decreased with depth and ranged
population (Wenzel et al 1999) Soil characteristics such as pH and redox potenbetween 16.9 and 43.9 with greater depth variations more apparent at LV3 and LV2
tial, nutrient status, the presence of contaminants, and physical properties all influthan LVI. The C/N ratio and 8"C from all three sites were significantly negatively
ence root growth and the dynamics of microbial populations. On the other hand,
correlated (r = -0.66, P < 0.001) implying the strong bearing of decomposition
soil characteristics are modified by plants by means of root exudation, uptake of
upon 8"C, especially for LV3 where the correlation coefficient was the highest (r •
nutrients and contaminants and root growth. In conclusion, the rhizosphere shows
-0.91, P< 0.001). The relationship between C/N ratio and 815N was more complex
a very dynamic microenvironment governed by interactive reaction between its
and suggests that factors other than decomposition may be important in shaping the
major components: soil, plant, and microorganisms (Lombi et al. 2001). Consedepth distribution of 8I5N
quently, the objective of this study were to investigate selected chemical properties
and availability of metals in rhizosphere and bulk soils, under different tree species. Soil samples were taken under Acacia dealbata (Link), Quercus robur (L) and
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Eucaliptus globulus (Labrill), of similar ages (five years) growing in acid forest
Effect of Applying sewage Sludge and Mitilus galloprovincialis Lam. shells on
soils, derived from granite. These tree species are characteristics of the forest of
Degraded Mine Soil.
Galicia (NW Spain). The main environmental factors (e.g. climate, parent material,
P. Marcet. J. Rey. S. Gonzalez. Universidad de Vigo. Escuela de lngenieria Técnica
etc) were similar at each sampling site. At each of the sampling site, three trees, of
Forestal.
similar specie, were carefully uprooted An initial separation between rhizosphere
and bulk soil was performed at the sampling site The roots sampled were hand
The
properties of mined soils make them a poor medium for plant growth and natushaken and the soil adhering to the roots was considered as rhizosphere material.
ral recolonization on these soils is slow (Sengupta 1993). Unvegetated mine spoils
The soil falling from the roots and the remainder of the soil collected were regarded
are devoid of vegetation and prone to erosion, resulting in further environmental
as bulk soil (Rollwagen and Zasoski, 1988). The pH of the water extract (soil to
degradation (Tennessee Valley Authority 1963). Reclaiming these highly disturbed
solution=l 2,5) was measured Concentration of organic carbon and nitrogen of the
soils is an important process in returning land to a stable state. The objetives of
soil were determined by a CHN analyzer. The NO-3, NH+4 and P043- bioavailthis study were to investigate the effect of applying sewage sludge and Mitilus galable content was determinated with a segmented-flow auto analyzer. The bioavailloprovincialis Lam. crushed shell on selected chemical properties and availability
able elements analysed were AI, B, Cu, Fe, K, Mn, Na and Zn, in CaC12 and H20
of metals in degradated mine soil. Land application of sludge forest and disturbed
extracts, the analysis was carried out by inductively coupled plasma spectrometry.
lands represents one of the better options for utilization of this material by recycling
These elements are of interest both in term of plant nutrition and from an ecoplant nutrients and organic matter to soil for crop production. Unfortunately, polluttoxicological perspective (McBride, 1994). All statistical analyses were carried on
ants such as heavy metals, toxic organic compounds and pathogens might be accuthe software SPSS for Windows. The results indicate that the pH in Acacia, Quermulated during conventional sewage treatment process, which limited their use for
cus and Eucaliptus rhizosphere soils are lower than in bulk soil. There are several
land application (Wong etal., 2001). Heavy metal content is one of the major factors
sources of H+ that contribute to the lowering of soil pH, perhaps the most important
limiting the application of sewage sludge (Sims and Kline, 1991). How to reduce
source in soils results from the resiration of plant roots and soil microorganisms.
the availability of heavy metals is a major concern in land application of sewage
Much stronger organic acids are produced as by products of the microbial decomsludge Many authors have reported the relationship between solubility of heavy
position of plant tissues The levels of organic matter, total nitrogen and available
metals in sludge amended soil and soil pH (Hamon et al., 1995; Otte et al., 1995).
NH+4 in rhizosphere soils are significantly greater than the bulk soil. The value
The lowered pH ofmine soils also increases the solubility of toxic metals allow
of NO-3 content in Quercus and Eucaliptus rhizosphere soils are lower than bulk
leaching of essential nutrients For that reason, in this study it is tried to increase
soils In most studies, the rhizosphere appears to be impoverished in metals (Lorenz
soil pH with the application of a mixture of sewage sludge and crushed shell, and
etal 1997) and ther studies suggest that the rhizosphere is enriched in metals (Wang
hypothesized to decrease toxic metals biodisponibility. Mitilus shell application has
et al 2002) Hinsinger (1998) explained the depletion or the enrichment of the rhilike purpose of correcting soil pH. In a nineteen days laboratory experiment, two
zosphere by the capacity of the soil to replenish the soluble or exchangeable forms
mine soils were amended with a rate of 25 and 50 Mg ha-1 of municipal sewage
of metals In this study the availability of AI, B, Cu, Fe, K, Mn, Na and Zn was
sludges and crushed shell and incubated to study organic matter, nitrogen dynamic,
higher in rhizosphere soil than the bulk soil in all cases And water extractable Mg
and heavy metal availability under controlled conditions of moisture and temperaand Ca concentration under Eucaliptus and AI concentration under Acacia,were
ture Samples with a mixtura of sewage sludge and shell crushed were compared
higher in bulk soil The effects of tree species on the rhizosphere chemistry are not
to samples where the application consisted only of sewage sludge. The study have
very pronounced. However, the results suggest that the rizosphere soil under Acacia
an important conclusion: the soil treated with 50 Mg ha-1 of residual sludge and
present highest content of organic matter and nitrogen total, and under Quercus
crushed shell is the most effective treatment At the end of incubation a pH increase
highest NH+4 and NO+-3 contents. In conclusion, the rhizosphere is the most
and significant effects on the organic matter content had been produced The nitrate
acidic soil component, has a higher content in organic matter and nitrogen total, as
and ammonium content increases during incubation, the highest nitrate values are
well as a greater ammonium content and availability of AI, B, Cu, Fe, K, Mn, Na
reached at 45 days of incubation period. The highest mineralization rate was proand Zn. These results indicate that the rhizosphere possesses different properties
duced in the soil at 45 days. The aplication of residual sludge and crushed shell
compared to the bulk soils.
increased organic-N mineralized. The available metals content present a significant
decreased at the end of the experiment. The results suggest that the sewage sludge
and crushed shell application had a positive effect on mine soils
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Soil C, N, 8I3C and S'TN within Size Fractions Along an Experimental Forest
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Disturbance Regime in Atlantic Canada.
Stimulation Of Microorganisms In A Mediterranean Litter After Sewage
A. Bekele, L. Keilman. H. Beltrami. Environmental Sciences Reearch Center, St.
Sludge Addition.
Francis Kavier University.
S. Neble. Laboratory of Microbial Ecology: L. Ranjard. INRA-UMR Microbiologie
Forest soils are major carbon reservoirs that may become greater sources of CO, to
et Geochimie des sols: V. Nowak, 1NRA-UMR Microbiologie el Geochimie des
the atmosphere depending on how forests are managed Characterization of forest
sols: J. Le Petit, S. Criquet. Laboratory of Microbial Ecology.
soil C, N and their natural stable isotopic abundance within bulk soil and size fractions from sites subjected to various forest disturbance regimes provide insights to
Application of sewage sludge in sylvo-pastoral ecosystem is a novel way of valothe dynamics of soil organic matter within soil profiles. The objective of this study
risation The effects of this addition on microorganisms have been studied in a
was to examine how forest disturbance affects the depth distribution of soil organic
cork oak litter [Quercus suber L). A field experimental design was carried out
,5
C, N, 8"C and 8 N within bulk soil samples (<2 mm) and three size fractions
during fourtheen months using litter-bag method both on control and treated plots
(coarse: 2-0 5 mm. medium. 0 5-0.053 mm; and fine: <0 053 mm) Soil samples
(Var, France) The results showed that the sewage sludge addition stimulated the
were collected from each of three sites (LVI:84 years old intact forest, LV2: selecmicrobial activity immediatly and modified the genetic structure of bacterial comtively cut forest, and LV3: clear cut in 2002) and five depths (0-4,4-8, 8-20, 20-40
munity The stimulation has been shown by a significant increase of real and potenand 40-60 cm).
tial respirations, bacterial and fungal numbers, and enzyme activities (i.e. laccases,
peroxidases and cellulases) However, the resilience of microorganisms and of
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their activities occured quickly consequently to sludge addition Moreover, sewage sludge had no effect on the seasonal dynamics of microbial activity during the
decomposition of litter. Indeed, the litter humidity remained the prevailing factor
in the annual evolution of indigenous microbial communities Thus, sewage sludge
addition modifies the intensity of microbial responses to environmental factors (eg
moisture) with a conservation of biological patterns regulating the decomposition
oflitters
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Nitrogen Mineralization Rates as a Function of the Free Organic Matter in
Highly Saturated Chilean Rain Forest Soils.
F. Malus, Private: C. Lusk, Department of Biological Sciences. Macquarie
University; C. Maire. Centro Tecnológico de Suelos y Cultivos, Departamenlo de
Producción Agricola, Universidad de Talca.
Nitrogen mineralization in soil depends on carbon input of plant materials, site
environmental conditions and soil physical properties Although soil clay content
has been negatively correlated with nitrogen mineralization rates in some studies,
others have found no such relationship This could result from complexes interactions among carbon input rate, carbon quality and clay content, which may obscure
the relationship between nitrogen mineralization and soil texture. Here we build a
multiple regression model which related carbon input rates, organic matter quality
(leaf nitrogen) and soil texture on nitrogen mineralization in Chilean temperate rain
forest soils Nitrogen mineralization increased with both carbon input rate and size
of the clay-silt fraction However, organic matter quality had no effect on mineralization. We explained our results within the framework of soil organic matter saturation concept by examining the influence of soil texture on organic matter levels
and nitrogen mineralization Soil organic carbon associated with clay and silt sized
particles (< 50 urn) of soils has been proposed to have a maximum concentration
that is referred to as the soil protective capacity (the upper limit of carbon saturation
of agricultural soils). We compared carbon storage of forest soils with the protective capacity. In this comparison the carbon levels of long-term cropped soils is also
presented. Total soil organic C was significantly correlated to the clay and silt content of soils. The correlation between clay and silt sized particles of forest soils and
the amounts of soil organic carbon associated with this fraction was significantly
greater than the soil protective capacity. In contrast, carbon content of cropping
soils was below of this limit. This was consistent with thefindingthat nitrogen mineralization of forest soils increased with the amount organic matter associated with
the sand size fraction, indicating that this soils are still accumulating organic matter
in their clay and silt sized particles Keywords: Carbon sequestration; protective
capacity; particle size fraction; nitrogen mineralization; forest soils.
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Litter Decomposition Study In Young And Old Forest By Chemical And
Structural Analyses.

O. Francioso, P. Gioacchini. D. Montecchio, C. Ciavatla. Dipartimento di Scienze
e Tecnologie Agroambientali Universilä di Bologna; A. Masia, Dipartimento
di Colture Arboree Universilä di Bologna: G. Tonon, Dipartimento di Colture
Arboree Universilä di Bologna.
The decomposition of litter and subsequent release of nutrients in plant-available
forms is an essential process in the functioning of forest ecosystems The rate of
litter decomposition is mainly affected by several variables such as climatic condition, biomass activity and quality of decomposing material. Although many studies have been carried out to investigate the effects of litter decomposition using
different vegetal species, it is still not well known the relative importance of the
chemical parameters, among whose cellulose and lignin are considered significant
indicators of litter decomposition. Hence, it is important to provide more information from a wide range of environments to better understand the litter decomposition process We have supposed that the age of the forest can influence the litter
decomposition and consequently its transformation in soil organic material The
aim of the present study was to combine chemical parameters, diffuse reflectance
Fourier transform (DRIFT), CF-IRMS(5"C, 5'5N) and thermal (TG-DTA) analyses
in order to investigate the variables characterizing the litter decomposition into different forest stands: an old (270-year old hardwood) and a young forest (20 yr old)
by using the litter-bag technique Plant species composition of both stands was a
mixture of oak (Quercus robur), ash (Fraxinus angusti folia), poplar (Populus alba)
and billow (Salix alba). Fresh leaf litter was collected from the forest floor. Five
grams of air-dried leaf litter were weighed into each litter-bag Eighteen litter-bags
per site were anchored in the forest floor. Three litter-bags per site were collected
periodically over the 8-months period Content of C, N, natural isotopic ratio of C
and N, cellulose, lignin, aliphatic component biomass N were determined In addition a structural investigation were carried out by DRIFT and thermal analyses on
litter samples DRIFT spectra of litter showed a significant changes of the relative
intensity of some marker bands assigned to vibrations of lignin (1515 cm1), cellulose (895 cm1), hemicellulose (1730 cm1, a band for xylan) in both forest stands.
A further structural modification appeared in the region at around 2940-2830 cm-1
assigned to CH stretching in aliphatic components The decomposition of aliphatic
component was higher in old forest than in the young one Moreover, the results
of TG-DTA analysis indicated that the decrease of cellulose content (first exothermic peak) was about 18% in young forest and 12% in old forest in according to
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chemical analysis. On the contrast the lignin content (second and third exothermic peaks) increased, particularly in old forest. Statistical treatment of investigated
variables showed that the relationship between each chemical parameter on degradation time was described by a linear model (P < 0 05) In particular, the coefficient
regression values of following variables; C, cellulose, 8"C, lignin and biomass
N content observed in young forest were greater (P<0.05) than those observed in
old forest. The multiple linear regression indicated that there was a statistically
significant (P<0 05) relationship between the variables chosen as dependent (Y)
and the remaining taken as independent (X's). For instance the biomass N, which
is considered a important degradation parameter, was explained for 80% (PO.05)
by N content and 5'5N in old forest while in young forest it was explained for 75%
(P<0 05) by 5,5N and aliphatic content On the basis of these results, it appears that
the litter decomposition is qualitatively different when comparing young and old
forest; this suggests that the degradation process as whole is a complex process that
exhibits several phase in subsequent times.
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R.J.Eaton
Soil N0 3 And NH4 Over 14 Years On A Long Term Soil Productivity Study On
The Lower Coastal Plain Of North Carolina.
R. J. Eaton. K. Ludovici. USDA-Foresl Service. Southern Research Station.
The Long Term Soil Productivity (LTSP) experiment is an international effort to
determine the effects of organic matter removal, soil compaction, and competition control on forest productivity Soil NO, and NH4 concentrations have been
measured 4 times over 14 years on the Croatan National Forest LTSP site. Studies
initiated in the second and fifth growing seasons used the in-situ soil core incubation method to determine N availability from a subset of the treatment plots. These
studies found differences in N-mineralization due to soil type, compaction, and
vegetation control. During year 10, in-situ measures were compared with laboratory incubations. In-situ measures indicated a significant decrease in total inorganic
N with increased soil compaction, while laboratory incubations documented significant decreases in NH4 in response to increased organic matter removal. Monthly
soil samples are currently being taken to determine N availability after 14 growing
seasons. Data will be presented and compared to previous results from this site.
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C. Renschler
Validation and Implementation of a Geospatial Soil Erosion Model for Forest
and Rangeland Management.
C. Renschler. National Centerfor Geographic Information and Analysis (NCGIA);
W. J. Elliot. USDA-Forest Service; J. Ritchie. ARS-BARC-HRSL; M. H. Nichols.
USDA Agricultural Research Service.
Currently available spatially distributed soil erosion models linked to Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) have limitations in accurately representing environmental properties and processes at various spatial and temporal scales. A new model
approach developed for the Geospatial Interface for the Water Erosion Prediction
Project (GeoWEPP) enables soil and water conservationists to take into account
detailed topographic, soils, and land use pattern to derive soil redistribution patterns at various spatial and temporal scales. A new raster-based modelling approach
simulates the sediment budget along representative hillslopes of contributing areas
to single channel cells rather than only those to channel segments. Forest and rangeland validation studies have shown that the combination of different representations
of hillslopes, the hillslope-channel interface, and the channels allows land managers to assess on- and off site impacts of various land use scenarios. In the case of the
nested Lucky Hills watersheds—a rangeland ecosystem study site near Tombstone,
Arizona - detailed climate, runoff and sediment time series were used to parameterize and validate the models performance While event-based discharge and
sediment measurements at the nested watershed outlets were used to validate shortterm performance, distributed 137Cs samples were used to assess the long-term soil
redistribution pattern over a 50-year time period. Over longer time periods, fluvial
processes remove l37Cs-bounded soil particles from the upper hillslopes to lower
hillslope parts within a watershed. By measuring the amount of 137Cs-bounded
material at a site, the amount of erosion and deposit over time can be calculated
(see model results in upper left comer of the figure). In another validation study
GeoWEPP was used to predict post-fire soil erosion from hillslope plots and small
watersheds collected after the 2000 Bitterroot Valley Fires in western Montana
A series of silt fences were used to measure erosion on four stands of mixed ponderosa pine and Douglas fir on steep slopes (> 40 percent) and small watersheds for
evaluating mitigated and non-mitigated effects Rainfall intensity was the most significant factor for explaining postfire erosion rate variability. GeoWEPP was able
to assess the event-based plot measurements and predict short-term soil erosion
at the small watershed scale. Both studies are among several validation studies to
design and implement the GeoWEPP modelling platform to assist wildland managers to design best management practices and rehabilitation strategies for a variety
of scenarios at the hillslope and watershed scales. As seen in the figure, GeoWEPP
is used by Burned Area Emergency Response (BAER) team members to assess the
post-fire mitigation measures after fires as well as for fuel reduction measures to
mitigate the impact of large-scale high intensity fires and their consequences. The
experience of coordinating this effort lead to a scaling theory indicating that any
soil scientist or field personnel gathering relevant environmental data, any GlScientists processing this data for GIS databases, any environmental modeller, and any

decision maker has to be involved in model development and its implementation
process. Only the effectively communication among the disciplines involved allow
to understand the importance of aggregating and disaggregating information to produce useful simulation results to support successful land management.
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Modeling The Spatial Variability Of Soil Organic Matter In A Deeply Dissected
Landscape—Bisley Watershed, Puerto Rico.
K. Johnson, F. Scalena, University of Pennsylvania.
Soil organic matter is a key indicator of soil quality and important for understanding soil carbon storage. However, SOM is highly variable and therefore a challenge
to quantify and map. Simplified techniques that can predict the variation of SOM
over a landscape are needed to identify areas for protection or potential accumulation. Spatial parameters that are easily derived from digital elevation models (e.g.
curvature, slope, flow accumulation and Euclidean distance to ridge) may explain
a substantial proportion of the variation in SOM. To illustrate this, preliminary
analysis is being carried out with the soils in the Bisley Watershed, Puerto Rico.
Soils were sampled at three soil depths (0-10cm, IO-35cm and 35-60 cm) every
40 m. In this deeply dissected landscape the SOM at a 60 cm depth was significantly greater in the ridge soils than in the valley and slope soils. Empirical values
correlated minimally with topographic factors, but this could be overcome in the
future with algorithms and techniques that simulate the natural environment. This
exercise illustrates the potential of increasingly accessible topographic data to be
used for modeling the spatial variability of SOM.
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M G. Johnson
Soil Organic Matter Stabilization in a Transect of Forest Types on Soils with
Diverse Mineralogy and Environmental Conditions in the Pacific Northwest
USA.
M. G. Johnson, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency: C. Swanston. Center for
Accelerator Mass Spectrometry.
Ecosystem soils influence the cycling of nutrients, movement and storage of water,
and serve as an important global reservoir of carbon (C). The accumulation and
storage of C in soils is a major factor in the global C cycle and is crucial for sustaining ecosystem health and function, yet gaps remain in our understanding of the
processes that lead to the accumulation and stabilization of organic C compounds,
i.e., soil organic matter (SOM), in soils. This information is essential for accurately projecting ecosystem health and condition with ecosystem process models
such as GEM-TOPMODEL, and tracking the movement of nutrients and pollutants
through soils, which influence both terrestrial and aquatic biota. Because vegetation, clay mineralogy, and environmental conditions play important roles in the
production, stabilization, and sequestration of SOM, we developed a study to investigate their role in the accumulation of SOM across a range of forested soils in the
Pacific Northwest. We selected 8 mature forest stands in the Oregon Coast Range
Mountains and Cascade Mountains These forests cover a range of forest types and
environments. The eastern site is a Juniper (Juniperus occidentalis) forest growing
on soils developed in ash. Also included are high- and low-elevation Douglas-fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii) forests growing on soils derived from old glacial deposits
and recent glacially worked volcanics Ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) is represented by a stand growing in soil derived from volcanic and colluvial deposits.
Coastal forests include Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis) and Douglas-fir growing
in soils from old marine sediments and basalts Annual precipitation values range
from less than 30 cm for the Juniper site to more than 300 cm for the coastal Douglas-fir and Sitka spruce sites. Soil samples were collected by horizon from the face
of soil pits at each site Soil particle size distribution and clay mineralogy was
determined for each soil We hypothesized that particle density is directly propor-

tional to SOM stability, and separated SOM by density using sodium polytungstate.
Total C and stable C isotope ratios in whole soil and in 4 density fractions were
determined for each horizon Accelerator mass spectrometry was used to measure
the MC in each horizon for the purpose of determining radiocarbon-based mean
residence times of C, and infrared spectroscopy was used to characterize C chemistry. There was a 5-fold difference between the amount of C in the soil with the
lowest soil C (Juniper forest) and the soil with the greatest soil C (Douglas-fir forest). Clay mineralogy of the sites is quite diverse, reflecting the soil parent material,
age and weathering environment. The soils from the Coast Range Mountain sites
are dominated by hydroxy-interlayered smectite, chlorite and paracrystalline clays.
The soils from the Oregon Cascade Mountains have highly variable mineralogy
both between the study sites and within the sampled soils. One site is dominated
by smectites. Gibbsite is common in the old, high rainfall soils in the west Cascades Soils derived from volcanic ash contain abundant paracrystalline material
and hydrated halloysite in the lower solum. The amount of heavy-density fraction
associated organic matter is related to the amount and kind of clay present in the
soil The mean 'age' of soil C increased with depth in the soil. Soil C at depth was
much older in the wet forest soils and the youngest C was found in the dry forest soils. However, the strongest relationship appears to be between 'age' and the
amount of clay, which is indicative of the protective and stabilizing nature of clay
on SOM These data along with environmental data and forest site history provide
a unique way to evaluate the interacting factors that affect the accumulation and
stabilization of SOM in forested soils in the Pacific Northwest USA.
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T. Morishita
CH4 Uptake And N 2 0 Emission From The Forest Soils In Japan.
T. Morishita, S. lshizuka, T. Sakata. M. Takahashi, Forestry and Forest Products
Research Institute.
Methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N,0) are important greenhouse gases. Generally,
temperate forest soil is a sink of CH4 and a source of N,0. Japanese cedar (cedar)
and Japanese cypress (cypress) are major species that were intensively planted in
Japan after World War 11. The major forest soils in Japan are brown forest soils
(Gleyic, Dystric Cambisols) and black soils (Andisol or Fluvisol). To estimate
CH4 uptake and N,0 emission from forest soils and to clarity the effects of forest
management on these gas dynamics, it is necessary to characterize the relationship
between these gas fluxes and the site environment We measured CH4 and N,Ó
fluxes by a closed chamber technique at 26 sites from northern to southern Japan
over 2 years. Soil type was classified as brown forest soils at 13 sites, black soils
at 9 sites, and others (Gleyic, Haplic Alisols, or Acrisol) at 4 sites The dominant
vegetation was cedar at 8 sites, cypress at 6 sites, other conifers at 5 sites, and
broadleaved trees at 7 sites. The annual mean temperature (6.0-22 7 °C), precipitation (1177-4957 mm), and elevation (55-1600 m) varied widely among the sites.
The porosity, total carbon, and total nitrogen of black soil were larger than those
of brown forest soil, indicating that black soils tend to be aerobic and to be rich in
organic nutrients. Soil moisture, NH4 concentration, and nitrification ratio in cedar
soils were higher than those in cypress soils, indicating that cypress soils are wetter and have relatively higher nitrification activity. The mean CH4 uptake and N,0
emission rates at the sites were estimated to be 1 58 (0.07-4 2) mg CH4-C m 2 d '
and 1.88(0.17-12.5) ugN,0-N nr2h"'.TheCH uptake rates were relatively higher
than those previously reported (0.27-1 04 mg CH4-C m"2 d') in Europe and the
USA. On the other hand, the N,0 emission rates were lower than those previously
reported (0.23-252 ug N,0-N m 2 h') for temperate forests. Significant differences
in CH4 uptake were found among soil types (p < 0.05) Rates of CH4 uptake by each
soil type (mg CH4-C m 2 d') followed the order black soil (2.3 ± 0.94) > brown forest soil (1.4 ± 0 66) > others (0.50 ± 0.57). Significant differences in the N,0 emission rates were found among vegetation types (p < 0.05). Rates of N,0 emission
by each vegetation type (ug N,0-N m 2 h ') followed the order cedar (4.0 ± 2.3) >
cypress (2.6 ± 3.4) > broadleaved (0 8 ± 2.2) > other conifers (0.7 ± 1.4). The CH4
uptake rate was positively correlated with total nitrogen (r= 0.42) and total carbon
(r = 0.48), and negatively correlated with bulk density (r = -0.54). CH4 oxidation in
the soil is regulated by aerobic microbial processes, which is to say that CH4 oxidizers need CH4, oxygen, and nitrogen to grow. We consider that atmospheric CH4 and
oxygen moves easily into black soil from the atmosphere owing to the high porosity
of the soil. This explains the larger CH4 uptake rate in the black soil. The N,0 emission was positively correlated with NH4 concentration (r= 0 45) and nitrification
ratio (r = 0 43). We suggest that N,0 was produced by nitrification Some reports
showed a high nitrification rate in cedar forests. This could explain the larger N,0
emission observed in the cedar forests Thus, the results suggest that soil properties
of organic and inorganic nutrients in the surface soil affected CH4 uptake, and that
vegetation type affects N,0 emission from forest soils in Japan.
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O Bakhmet
Organic Profiles of Forest Soils in Northern Europe: Characteristic Features
and Classification Problems.
O. Bakhmet, Forest Research Institute, Karelian Research Centre. Russian
Academy ofSciences.
The soil organic matter plays an essential part in the function of ecosystems. It predetermines the direction and intensity of the soil processes, as well as the range of
the organisms living on the surface or inside the soil (Kononova, 1966) The mor-
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phology of humus horizons determines the specific microclimatic conditions that
form for organisms and nutrient migrations The morphological structure, in turn,
is the product of multisided interactions between the climate, soil and vegetation In
Europe, just like in North America, numerous classifications have been developed
for organic profiles, starting with the classic papers by Muller (late 19th century)
The Canadian (Green et al. 1993) and French (Brethes et al. 1998) classifications
are often used in multidisciplinary international studies, but the organic profiles of
some European forest ecosystems are not described there (Jabiol et al., 2004). New
national classification systems have lately appeared in Austria, Germany and the
Netherlands. The basic principles of most classification systems are similar Yet, the
methods currently used to describe and distinguish between organic profiles need
to be elaborated more thoroughly, as they do not fully reflect the diversity of morphotypes or morphological components of the organic matter, their combinations in
organic profiles and spatial distribution The literature suffers from terminological
confusion. Different authors describe the hierarchical levels of the morphological organization of organic profiles differently Many authors mix the terminology
of the profile, horizon and aggregate (microstructure type) levels together. Forest
soils of Karelia were taken as the example to describe the forms of organic material at the following hierarchical levels: humus morphotype, humus stratotype and
organic profile The humus micromorphotypes described were grouped into categories: plant remains, new biogenic microforms, finely dispersed humus and colloidal humus Each stratotype had its own characteristic set of micromorphotypes
The division of the organic-bearing soil horizons into types enabled classification
of organic profile types. Determination of organic profiles using various classifications has shown that any one of them is applicable for diagnosing the organic
profiles of the mor-, moder- and mull types. Difficulties arise when trying to identify the transitional forms - mor-moder and moder-mull Humus identification at a
lower taxonomie level is particularly challenging It therefore appears very important to attempt combining the concepts of different taxonomie systems, description
methods and classifications Forest soil classifications make very disproportionate
use of the parameters of the organic profile structure: the litter structure type is
hardly used at all, whereas peat influx is considered at the type and subtype levels.
We tend to support O Chertov's (1981) suggestion that the organic profile type be
used in soil classification at a certain taxonomie level.
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N. Fedorets
Assessing Forest Soil Productivity in Northen Europe.
N. Fedorets, R. Morozova, Forest Research Institute, Karelian Research Centre,
Russian Academy of Sciences.
Assessment of forest land in general, and in Republic of Karelia in particular, is
a challenging task because its soil cover is extremely motley and patchy due to
the highly dissected terrain, frequent alternation of parent rocks and the tree stand
structure The soil cover in Karelia is made up of a wide assortment of soils of different genesis Most wide-spread are podzolic soils - they occupy about a half of
the territory Under automorphic conditions of middle taiga, there occur soils of the
brown-earth soil formation type, which are azonal for the territory, and form under
the influence of the specific mineralogical composition of parent rocks. A fifth of
the territory is under peatland soils, raised-bog and transitional types prevailing.
Edge zones between mires and dry areas are occupied by podzolic peatland soils
Unique for the republic are alluvial marsh soils on the White Sea coast, as well
as dark coloured brown earths over shungites on the north-western shore of Lake
Onego. Forest soils of Karelia are mostly coarse-textured, highly acidic, with low
biological activity and low content of nitrogen compounds Phosphorus and potassium availability in the soils is highly variable, depending on the mineralogical
composition of parent rocks Data on soil characteristics and the productivity of
pine and spruce stands were statistically treated to determine soil diagnostic horizons and their parameters. The closest correlation with the tree stand productivity
in middle taiga has been found for gross nitrogen content in the forest floor, and
in northern taiga - also for potassium availability in the solum. Multifactor models have been built to describe relationships between tree stand productivity and
highly significant parameters of soil fertility. Comprehensive information about the
genesis and fertility of soils, the soil cover structure in forests, in situ studies of
correlations between forest site conditions and stand productivity were used as the
basis for developing the system for typological assessment of forest soils All soils
have been divided into 20 classes by stand productivity and clustered into 5 groups
by forest site conditions. The highest fertility scores were given to dark coloured
brown earths over shungite-bearing rocks (100), the lowest - to primitive soils
over acidic crystalline bedrock outcrops (10). The average score for the most widespread podzolic soils is 55, with variations from 30 to 80 The typological scale of
soil fertility and the I 500 000 genetic soil map developed in our studies permitted
a first map of forest soil fertility to be compiled for the republic and afirstzoning of
the territory by forest growth conditions to be carried out As the result, 26 districts
differing in the soil cover fertility were singled out
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F Andreasson
Do Presences of a Ground Flora Affect Variations in Soil Chemistry in a Fagus
Sylvatica Forest Soil?.
F. Andreasson, B. Bergkrist. A. M. Balsberg-Pahlsson, Lund Univ.
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Plant species can affect soil properties and processes in a number of ways Nutrient uptake and loss, production and quality of litter and exudates will in different
ways affect soil chemistry and biological activity. Afieldstudy has been devoted to
investigate if there are differences in soil chemistry between closely adjacent soil
patches, with or with out a ground flora and to what extent The study also aimed
to look at seasonal variation in soil chemistry and comparing two different life
forms of plants Sampling of material was performed in a mature European beech
(Fagus sylvatica E.) forest with a ground flora purely of Deschampsia flexuosa
or Anemone nemorosa, in the northwestern part of Scania, Southern Sweden The
soil was acidic with pH (H,0)-values below 4.5 The results in the area with Deschampsiaflexuosashow over the year that both NH4-N and NO,-N concentrations
are at highest in spring and decrease in late summer and autumn. In the autumn
the NO,-N concentrations were not detectable Independent of season, the NH4-N
concentrations in grass covered soil was markedly lower compared to bare soil.
The results can be ascribed to a great nitrogen uptake by the grass. In the Anemone
nemorosa area a difference in soil NH^-N concentration depending on presence on
ground flora is only shown in the spring, the time offlowering.The nitrogen uptake
by ground flora prevent leaching to lower soil layers in the profile and out of the
soil system, Deschampsiaflexuosaover the hole year and Anemone nemorosa in
the spring. Keywords: Soil chemistry. Nitrogen, Fagus sylvatica, Ground flora,
Deschampsiaflexousa,Anemone nemorosa.
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M K. Kianian
Assessment And Studying Micromorphological And Mineralogical Characteristics of Some Forest Soils Of Nowshahr Kheyrudkenar (Mazandaran
Province), Iran.
J.Aliolad, Sh.Mahmoodi, M.K. Kianian, A.Abtahi, M.Hashemi. University of
Tehran.
The educational-experimental forest of kheyrudkenar with 8017 hectare surface
area is located about 7km east of Nowshahr in Mazandaran province. In recent
studying for: 1. studying the soils genesis and development under region moisture
and temperature regimes. 2. studying physico-chemical and morphological characteristics of foregoing forest. 3. studying the mineralogical characteristics of this
soils. 4. studying the micromorphological characteristics. 5. complition and confirmation the information of pedology with micromorphological and mineralogical
studies. 6. soil exact classification. Therefore as for this purposes after the primary
studying on topography maps and with consideration to vegetational coverage,moist
climate and calcareous parent material,some profiles were dug out from 30-1000m
above sea level and 6 profile on different physiography units were choosen to exact
studying.after field studying from different horizons disturbed samples for studying
physico-chemical and mineralogical characteristics and undisturbed samples for
assessing micromorphological characteristics choosed Among soil forming factors climate,topography and plant coverage from other factors importance Humification, decalcification.clay elluviation-illuviation and gleization were the most
important processes responsible for evolution of the studied soils. X-ray diffraction
studies of the clay size minerals showed that main clay minerals are: montmorillonite, vermiculite, illite, kaolinite, chlorite and hydroxy! inter layer minerals. The
results of micromorphological studies showed that in subsurface horizons, argillic
horizon, clear observation. Also, fe and mn nodules with clay film in many voides
that formes juxtaposed and superimposed coating were that probably showed high
accumulation clay in sub horizon of some soils and finally change the regime to
aquic were observed.textural, amorphous, crystallic and fabric pedofeatures in
investigated soils, were observed too. Keywords: soil classification, micromorphological characreristics, physicochemical characteristics, mineralogical characreristics. soil Genesis and evolution.soil forming factors and soil forming processes.
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Deforestation Effects On Soil Bacterial Population: A Case Study Of Guilan
Province.
A. Bahrami. M. Ranjbar Atashi. Guilan Univ. M. Shabanpour. lran-Rasht- Guilan
University-Agricultural Faculty-Soil Sei. Group.
The forests ecosystem in north of Iran in natural state have a relatively sustainable,
but the men practices and change of land use, caused these ecosystems became
unsustainable This study was conducted in 2004 on four different sites in Guilan
province, to show the effects of land use converting on soil bacterial populations
Soil samples were collected from adjacent natural forest and tea gardens. These
were taken at upper 10 cm and use to measure soil moisture, organic carbon, soil
pH, and to count number of bacteria. Results showed after 10 - 40 years of shifting
forest to tea garden caused that the soils in the tea gardens had significantly lower
population of bacteria than the forest soils because forest soils rich in essential
nutrients and organic carbon and had a suitable environment for growth and development of bacteria.
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A.Lehmann
Soil Evaluation for Natural and Anthropogenic Soils (the TUSEC-Method).
A. Lehmann, S. David. K. Slahr, Hohenheim University (310).
A new manual for soil evaluation for natural and anthropgenic soils is worked out
within the project TUSEC-IP (Technique of Urban Soil Evaluation in City regions
- Implementation in Planning procedures) which is co-financed by the INTERREG III B program of the European Union (http://www.tusec-ip.org). The manual
is made for the evaluation of soil for planning purposes. The elaborated techniques
for soil evaluation are designed for two levels The first technique is made for the
"A-level". The A-level allows a detailed evaluation which fits for spatial planning
on the scale of 1 : 10.000 or lager, resp. more detailed. The B-level works on the
scale of I : 25.000 or smaller, resp. less detailed. Soil data on the A-level has to
be based on primary soil data. That means the data has to be derived from soil
descriptions which correspond to national or international standards. The B-level
is intended to allow soil evaluation on the base of secondary data (e.g. information about geology, building ground, hydrology, former land use) that relates to
soil parameters. For the A-level soil expert knowledge is especially necessary to
provide data by soil mapping, for the B-level soil expert knowledge is especially
necessary for the interpretation of secondary data to run the evaluation technique.
The soil functions as they are legally defined in the Alpine Convention as issued by
the European Union were considered in this guideline. The following list shows the
frame in which this evaluation method was developed and could be enhanced,
(i) Expert knowledge based and reliable—scientific approach should be implemented as much as possible without restricting the user-friendliness. Finally
a reliable evaluation for any environmental question is not possible without
expert knowledge,
(ii) Easy to use and applicable - therefore an electronic version is available,
(iii) Flexibility—the adaptations to e.g. different environment, planning practices,
methods for soil description and legislations are realised,
(iv) Cost efficiently—the B-level is developed to allow soil evaluation without
sufficient resources for soil mapping
(v) Upgradeability—specific modules could be added (e.g. specification to land
use or to the soil strategy of the European Union)
(vi) Educative—introducing chapters are given to inform planners without much
experience in soil evaluation
The TUSEC-manual refers to particularities of urban soils as disturbance, layering,
compaction, artefacts, high content of coarse material and high content of organic
matter. Clear progress was achieved in points of accuracy of the evaluation for typical urban soils but also for a wide range of natural soils. Nevertheless the restrictions and potentials of such easy-to-use-methods has to be analysed

after water-fractionation, showed smectites associated with Fe, Ca, K, but also Ca
sulphates, organic matter and Fe oxides Some particles were also identified as
being essentially metallic and associated with organic matter. Some investigations
are being done in order to evaluate the amount of PAH and metallic elements in the
bulk soil and in the organo-mineral fractions A second sampling will be effected in
spring, and the same parameters will be studied. All these data enable us to specify
the association of PAH and metals with the other constituents of such soils and
bring useful information for a change of use of these sites.
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J. Sobocka
Mapping Of Soil Environmental Hazards In Urban Areas.
J. Sobocka, M. Jaduda, Soil Science and Conservation Research Institute.
Presentation is focused on research and assessment of environmental risk resulting from soil and substrate contamination of urbanized areas. It is included also
possible risk elements transfer into contact spheres and other hazards connected
with various degradation forms of urban soils. Urban soils are perceived as a part
of urban ecosystem what is based on: (A) concept of urban pedotope to be studied
from viewpoint of spatial differentiation of urban soil cover (pattern), (B) concept
of pedo-urban ecosystem in aspect of ecosystem approach considering quality of
urban soils Quality of urban soils is directly related with numerous and diverse soil
functions in urban areas, i.e. there are very heterogeneous demands on soil quality by various groups of urban population. Concept of urban soil functions (incl.
soil quality measurement and assessment) is considered as a base for legislative
measures for urban soil and urban ecosystem protection. There are presented some
obstacles of urban soil survey processing not only current pedological data sheet
information but it is complemented by other characteristics referring soil hygiene,
quality of ground water, soil erosion, remnants of original soil horizons, pollutants
distribution, technogenic substrate diagnostics, anthroskeleton description, etc.
Urban soils with altered soil morphology and properties can reveal new soil types
not presented in current classification system Therefore, there is declared increased
demand on soil scientist experience and skills. As an example of soil environmental
hazards mapping we will demonstrate methodical procedure of environmental risk
assessment used for pilot project of Bratislava (capital of Slovakia) It consists of:
1. identification and delineation of pedo-urban ecosystems, i.e. urban ecosystems
related to soils (e.g. industrial areas, residential quarters, traffic infrastructure, recreation areas, commercial areas, kindergarten, etc), ortho-photo maps scanned in
July 2000 have been used as a base for delineation (scale 1: 5,000, digitalization
into scale 1:25,000), 2. assessment of quality of urban soils by detailed soil survey
of urban pedotopes: (a) selection of soil profiles representing urban ecosystems
appearing in the territory, (b) measurement and assessment of analytical data of
these profiles, (c) measurement of surface soil contamination, (d) map of urban
soils of city Bratislava compilation and creation, 3. categorization and delineation
of areas actually and potentially threatened by risks resulting from soils, use and
comparison of several methods of graphic data processing (conventional method,
fuzzy k-means, ordinary krieging, neural net), 4. identification of key hazard areas
for urban soil monitoring and proposals of legislation principles for urban soils
protection in Slovakia.
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Soils of New York City.
L. A. Hernandez. R. K. Shaw. S. Fischer. USDA-NRCS: J. Galbraith, Virginia
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M F. Monsérié
Tech.
Aggregation Proccess In Vegetalised Polluted Industrial Soils: Effects On
The
occurrence and distribution of soils in New York City were not known until
Pollutant Bioavailability.
recent years The USDA-Natural Resources Conservation Service in collaboration
M. F. Monsérié. F. Watteau, G. Villemin. J. L. Morel. INPL(ENSAIA)/INRA. Laborawith New York City Soil & Water Conservation District and Cornell University
loire Sols et Environnemenl.
Experimental Station completed a citywide inventory of soil resources in New York
City. Soil scientists documented New York City soils formation in parent materiHydrocarbons and heavy metals are found in industrial polluted soils and are
als derived from ablation till, basal till, outwash, organic and eolian. They also
located in the solid phase of the soil. Due to different interactions with the matrix
documented New York City soils formed in anthropogenic parent materials derived
they can have an influence on the formation and the evolution of organo-mineral
from cut/fill, construction debris, dredge, coal ash and human refuse.
associations in the soil. The study is performed in order to test the hypothesis
according to which hydrocarbons in soils control the aggregating processes and
play an important role in specific sequestration of pollutants in stable aggregates
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Moreover, plant roots promote fragmentation of aggregates, thus increasing the
Soil Development By Urban Land Use And Management In Semi—Arid
availability of pollutants and their uptake by the plants Our aim is to study (I) the
Regions, Example From Tehran.
evolution in time of the aggregation in a polluted industrial soil, and (2) the role
of vegetation on this process. The polluted soil was extracted from an iron and
hi. Baharvand. W. Burghardt. Universitaet Duisburg-Essen. Fb. Biologie und
steel site, put in September 2005 in lysimeter of 3 m3 in an experimental station
Geographie, Abt. Angewandte Bodenkunde.
(G1SF1) and studied according two treatments: (l)"bare soil", for which a manual
Soil use in urban areas of semi-arid and arid regions differs from humid regions by
weeding is carried out and (2) "spontaneous vegetation", for which no weeding
intensity and way of management Life takes place more frequent outside home in
was realized The global amount of PAH is of 1551 mg/kg dry matter (total of 16
streets and parks. For maintenance irrigation plays a major role in park areas as well
PAH). The approach consists (1) of an assessment of the structural stability, based
as cleaning sidewalks with water which will irrigate patches of shrubs and trees
on the use of soil fractionation techniques, allowing us to quantify the weights of
along the streets In some parks the lawn sods and in parts of the play grounds the
the different organo-mineral fractions and to isolate them, and (2) a morphological
gravely sand had been replaced The investigation was done on 9 park lawns, park
and analytical characterization of these fractions at photonic and electronic scales
forests and play grounds, and 10 street sites. The samples were taken as volume
Results show that at the start of the experiment the sand fraction, which represents
samples. The depth intervals of sampling were 0-2,2-5, 5-10. 19-20 and 20 torn 40
70% of the soil, is associated with 10% of fine fraction (<50 urn) in water-stable
cm.
The analyses were water content, bulk density, pH, content of carbonates, C, N,
aggregates. First macroscopic observations of different soil fractions reveal a great
and heavy metals such as Pb. Cd, Zn, Cu from aqua regia extraction Increased freheterogeneity of size, shape and nature of the constituents. This is confirmed by
quency of site use together with in part wet top soils will have effects on bulk denthe analyses at electronic scale. EDX analyses of the 0-2 urn fraction obtained
sity of top soils It is obvious that the low bulk density of top soils observed on lawn
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in humid regions does not occur often. Exceptions are urban forest stands From
irrigation leaching effects are expected, particular of carbonates. But there are no
indications for this. For pH values there exist already a distinct continuous decrease
from sub soil to top soil C content was high in top soils of park-forest sites due to
the forest use It decreased with depth. This was different for lawn. In the top soil
it could be low but increased underneath the sod before a decline occurred with
depth Interesting was the high N content which did result in a narrow C/N relation
Heavy metal content was influenced by the distance to main streets. This was particular obvious for Pb. Effects of leaching were not clear detectable. A major role
seems to play the replacement of sods in park areas and of gravely sand on play
grounds Were the replacement was not performed the contents increased distinct.
In case of replacement a strong decrease of heavy metals in the top 5 cm occurred.
Underneath heavy metal increased. The results show that management in semi-arid
area can have strong influences on soil properties and development.
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I rbanization Leading to Alteration of Soil Function of the Zhengzhou City
in China.
K. N. WU. Department of Land Science and Technology, China University of
Geoscience.
Abstract: The paper tries to reveal the impact of urbanization on the soil function
evolution. Method of comprehensive analysis is applied The Zhengzhou city lies
in the transition between loess hill and Huang-Huai-Hai plain, so it has a variety
of soil types. Because of the optional distribution of soil resource function, zoning
of agricultural cropping structure adjustment and assurance of agricultural product
quality, it is of great significance to study the transition among different functions
of soil resources, the spatial-temporal changes of soil fertility and environmental
condition, which are caused by land use changes during the urbanization Pedodiversity decrease: According to the WRB, the soil is divided into 5 sub-unit: Calcic
Luvisols, Calcaric Calcaric Cambisols, Fluvic Cambisols; Luvic-Hydragric Anthrosols, Calcaric-Arenosols,17 family and 51 series. Combining urbanization with
CIS, figuring out change of the land use patterns Compared with 1982, the extant
soil area of sub-unit has reduced in various degree Calcic Luvisols, Cambisols,
has been reduced by 416061 hm2. Fluvic Cambisols reduced by 18195.95hm2
Calcaric-Arenosols reduced by 451.11 hm2. Luvic-Hydragric Anthrosols disappear
Soil family decreased: l5,Soil species decreased: 40. Function transformation of
soil resource: In the course of urbanization, the inner transition of productivity
function were mainly from the field of orchard and pond, reaching 535.58 hm 2 . It
reflected the influence of urbanization on the surrounding agricultural structure.
As a result, cropping has been converted to more economically profitable forms of
agricultural land use. The area of soil function as bearing got 629 20 hm 2 , which
was converted from those function as productivity and ecological environment,
while that which lost its ecological environment function got 332 84 hm2. According to the above, we can find out that soil in the suburb has been mainly convert
from the productivity and ecological environmental function to the bearing function because of urbanization, which has reduced the decomposition ability to the
exotic matter, increase the risk of soil contamination, and brought harms to the
quality of primary products and the health of residents. Keywords: urbanization;
land use change; soil function evolution
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Impact of Soil Degradation on Water and Life in a Tropical Region.
S. K. Nair. Centre for Earth Research & Environment

Management.

Degradation of soil is one of the challenging issues in urban development, especially in developing countries with rapid increase in population and associated
pressure in the demands for land and water. Cities in India lack efficient treatment
mechanisms for domestic waste and industries located in city limits. Recent census
of India shows the rising trend in urbanization and also the uncontrolled migration
to cities. Largest impact on urbanization is on soil and water. In the State of Kerala,
India such issues lead to severe environmental, social, economic and political crises In the major metropolitan city of Kochi in Kerala, southwestern coastal State of
India, the problems are multi-faced. The city is not well planned Inadequate waste
disposal system creates flooding in rainfall season, contaminating soil and thus the
water resources The city lies in the lower reaches of river Periyar on the banks
of which several factories are running. The river carries tremendous amounts of
domestic, industrial and agricultural pollutants to the urban area. Fertilizers, chemicals, detergents and many synthetic materials are absorbed by the soil and leak into
the groundwater In most of the domestic open wells, water quality is far below
safety limits Large scale land reclamation and sand quarrying in the city limits and
suburban area result in the removal of topsoil and also change the soil quality continuously. Overdraft of groundwater invites salinity intrusion far inland. The city
is still growing in size and population, worsening existing problems and initiating
new ones There are rules and regulations and land and water policies at national
and state levels to protect water and urban environment. But, effective implementation is difficult because of various social and political problems. Slow government
machinery and lack of coordination among different agencies involved, together
with the lack of adequate finance interrupts projects for environmental protection.
In short, soil quality deterioration makes life in the city inhospitable and the issue
is worsening with population growth and development activities In this paper, a
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detailed assessment of the water related issues in the cities of Kerala in a changing
environment is made. Efficiency of the various institutions involved, and appropriateness of existing regulations and policy are analysed. Suggestions for an appropriate and better policy for the urban environment are provided
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Effect of Copper in Soil on Bioaccumulated Copper in Earthworm.
K. H. Kim. The University of Seoul: Y. S. Choi. The University of Seoul: H. J. Kim.
H. H. Lee. National Institute of Agricultural Science and Technology.
Copperplates have been used widely as a roof material for buildings because it is
cheap, relatively resistant to corrosion, and aesthetically acceptable due to its color.
But it may contaminate soil around the buildings. This study aimed at finding the
effect of copperplate roof on soil contamination and determining the relationship
between extraction methods of copper in soil and bioaccumulated copper in earthworm. The concentrations of copper in soil around buildings having copperplate
roofs were sampled and compared TCLP (Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure, USEPA) tests were carried out on copperplates to confirm the source of copper contamination in soil samples. TCLP tests also aimed at assessing the mobility
of copper in soil Sequential extraction techniques were used to find out prominent
forms of copper in soil samples Microcosm soil tests were also performed to determine the relationship between extraction methods of copper in soil and bioaccumulated copper in earthworm. Two buildings of University of Seoul with copperplate
roofs, one built in 1981 and the other built in 2001, were selected for the study.
Soil samples were taken from the building premises at depths 0-20 cm, 20-40 cm,
40-60 cm, 60-80 cm, and 80-100 cm. The samples were analyzed for their physicochemical properties. TCLP test was carried out at 30°C for the copperplates with 2
different acids Sequential extraction technique was then used to find out priority
of the chemical form of the existing copper. Earthworm cultivated in a microcosm
system up to 3 months was analyzed for copper concentration. The soils used for
earthworm cultivation were also analyzed for copper with microwave assisted total
concentration and 0.1 N HCl extracting solution, based on standard methods of
soil analysis in Korea Correlations of bioaccumulated concentration of copper in
earthworm with concentration of copper in soil extracted with microwave assisted
method for total copper concentration and 0.1 N HCl were analyzed to find out the
best extracting solution for indicating the bioaccumulation of copper in earthworm.
Keywords: copper, microcosm soil test, copperplate roof, earthworm.
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Measures Of Body Size And Body Condition In The Black-Striped Mouse
(Apodemus agrarius) As Indicators Of Chronically Disturbed Environment.
M. V. Velickovic. Institute for Biological Research "Sinisa Stankovic ".
In the present study, an additional combination of assays was applied in order to
detect and evaluate effects of the industrial development on natural population of
small mammals, previously estimated using cytogenetic and morphometric assays.
The study tested the hypothesis that mice from an industrial (polluted) zone (Pancevo) would have reduced body size and they would have poorer body condition
than animals from an unpolluted reference area (Cer). To test this hypothesis, body
weight (BW) and body length (BL) were used as indexes of body size. Besides, the
index of body condition (BCI) presented a measure of body condition. Obtained
results showed that pollution-exposed mice had reduced body size parameters in
comparison with none-exposed Apodemus agrarius mice. The data also indicated
that mice from reference area presented better body condition than mice from polluted one, as revealed by significantly higher value of BCI Furthermore, the same
trend was observed in adult mice, compared with juveniles. Adults, from investigated localities, presented better body conditions than juveniles. Finally, results
obtained from previous as well as from the present study showed that, in spite of
high ability of A. agrarius to tolerate contaminants, this may be an important species for environmental quality monitoring.
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Gaseous Losses From Nitrogen Fertilizers Applied to Vegetable Fields in
Nanjing Suburb.
B. Cao. F. He. State Key Laboratory of Soil and Sustainable Agriculture: Q. Xu.
Beijing Academy of Agricultural and Forestry Sciences: B. Yin. G. Cai. State Key
Laboratory of Soil and Sustainable Agriculture.
Field experiments were conducted to investigate gaseous losses from N fertilizers
applied to Chinese cabbage in 2003 and tomato in 2004 in the Nanjing suburban
area. Both experiments compared 4 treatments in a randomized block design with
4 replicates: zero chemical fertilizer N (CK); urea at a low rate (300 kg N ha-1 for
Chinese cabbage, 200 kg N ha-1 for tomato) and a high rate (600 kg N ha-1 for
Chinese cabbage, 300 kg N ha-1 for tomato) as a basal and two (for Chinese cabbage) or three (for tomato) topdressing, and polymer coated urea (180 kg N ha-1
for Chinese cabbage. 200 kg N ha-1 for tomato) as a basal application Pig manure
as well as inorganic Pand K were applied as a basal dressing to all plots. Ammonia
volatilization was measured by the enclosure chamber method. Denitrification loss
(N2 + N 2 0 ) was measured by the acetylene inhibition-intact soil core technique,
and N 2 0 emission was also measured in the absence of acetylene.

Ammonia volatilization was not detected in any treatments during the tomato season due to the low ammonical N concentration and low pH in the surface soil. In
the Chinese cabbage field ammonia volatilization from the treatments of polymer
coated urea, low rate N and high rate N was 0.97%, 12.1% and 17.1 %, respectively,
of the total N applied. The results show that reducing N application rate reduced
ammonia loss by almost 50%, while the use of polymer coated urea almost completely prevented ammonia loss. Results from the Chinese cabbage experiment also
show that rainfall following application of urea greatly reduced ammonia volatilization because rain reduced the N concentration in the surface soil The heavier
and the sooner the rain following N application, the less ammonia lost through
volatilization. Denitrification loss and N20 emission were relatively high in the
CK treatment during the tomato growing season, at 29.6 kg N ha -1 and 7.76 kg
N ha-1, respectively. The corresponding figures for Chinese cabbage were 19.8
kg N ha-1 and 1.77 kg N ha-1. Application of N fertilizer significantly increased
denitrification loss to 5.50%-6.01% of the applied N for tomato, and 4.33%-8.55%
for Chinese cabbage. N20 emission increased to 2.62%-4.92% of the applied N
for tomato, and 1.09-1.63% for Chinese cabbage. Application of polymer coated
urea didn't significantly affect denitrification loss or N20 emission in comparison
with urea in terms of percentage of applied N in both experiments. In the two urea
treatments, soil nitrate peaks were observed shortly after each topdressing event,
and also thefluxesof denitrification and N20 peaked. There was a significant positive correlation between denitrification flux and water-filled pore space (WFPS)
in the tomato field experiment. Denitrification rates and N2Ö emissions tended
to decrease from transplanting to harvesting as temperature gradually decreased
during Chinese cabbage growing season, with a significant positive correlation
between flux densities of denitrification or N20 emissions and soil temperature in
the CK treatment
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Importance Of Historical And Present-Day Land Use For The Lability Of Soil
CAndN.
D. Lewis. Arizona Slate University; J. Kaye. The Pennsylvania Stale University; C.
Redman. A. Kinzig, Arizona State University.
The retention of carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) in soil maintains soil fertility while
withholding C- and N-based pollutants (e.g., CO,, NO,) from air and water. This
realization encourages conversion of land into uses wherein soil pools of C and
N increase. Whether such amendments are retained over the long term depends
on whether they are stored in stable or labile forms. In arid central Arizona, USA,
total soil C and N pools are elevated (relative to the native desert) on human-modified lands (see JP Kaye presentation, this conference). Here, we compare labile
soil C and N among different paths of land transition; our 2 x 2 design examines
the effects of land use history (desert vs. agrarian in 1912) and conversion status
in 2004 (still in original 1912 use vs. converted to residential). Our results suggest three conclusions. (I) In arid biomes, anthropogenic land conversion produces
potentially greater fluxes of C and N from soil. Thus, (2) greater total soil C and
N sequestration in arid-land agriculture is of uncertain benefit for drawing down
atmospheric CO,. Finally, (3) classifying land by contemporary use for biogeochemical purposes is overly simplistic, as residential lands are extremely variable
owing to differences in pre-urban land use. Specific results follow. Agrarian history
and contemporary residential land use each increased the mass of labile C and
N—respired CO, and leached C and N—in 1 y soil incubations Respired CO,C, leached dissofved organic C (DOC), and leached dissolved inorganic N (DIN)
were greater by a multiple of 1 3-1.4 from soil with any agrarian history compared
to soil with no agrarian history; leached D1C was unaffected by agrarian history.
Respired CO,-C was greater by a multiple of 1.3 from residential soil compared to
non-residential soil (i.e., soil still in original 1912 agrarian or desert use) Leached
DOC and DIN were unaffected by residential development. Residential development and agrarian history interacted to influence leached DIC, which was greater
by a multiple of 2 from residential soils than from non-residential soil if the 1912
land use was desert; present-day residential development had no effect on leached
DIC if the 1912 land use was agrarian When considering the fate of soil C and N
additions caused by land transition, it is perhaps more relevant to express labile C
and N as proportions of total C and N While agrarian history resulted in elevated
masses of respired CO,-C and leached DOC and DIN, it had no effect when labile
C and N are expressed^ proportions of total C and N (again, DIC is the exception,
as 0 9% of C was lost as DIC from soil with agrarian history, while only 0.5% of
C was lost as DIC from soil with no agrarian history). Conversion of land use residential development reduced the labile proportion of soil C and N. From residential
soil, 6 8% of total soil C was lost as CO,-C and 0.7% was lost as DOC, while 4.7%
of total soil N was lost as DIN; respective values for non-residential soil are higher,
at 9.4, 1.1, and 7.9%.
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Legacies Of Agriculture In Carbon And Nutrient Pools Of Arid Urban Soils.
D. Lewis. Arizona State University; J. Kaye. The Pennsylvania State University; C.
Gries. A. Kinzig. C. Redman, Arizona Slate University.
Land-use change is one of the most important drivers of soil change Soil changes
that follow agricultural and forest management have been well-studied in throughout the world, but the impacts of urban land use on soils have received little atten-

tion Indeed, most knowledge of urban soils is derived from an engineering, rather
than environmental perspective Urban soil science is complex because of the
diverse ways that people in cities manage soils (e.g. leveling, fertilization, paving,
landscaping), but also because urban soils often have a diverse history of pre-urban
land use. Here we present research that reveals the impact of pre-urban land use
(agriculture versus native Sonoran Desert) on the soils beneath residential yards of
Phoenix, AZ, USA. We compared surface soil (0 to 10 cm depth) organic matter
(OM), carbon (C), nitrogen (N), inorganic P(Pav), and soluble ion (EC) concentrations in residential yards converted from farms (n = 16) to concentrations in yards
developed on native desert (n = 23) Our goal was to determine whether a legacy of
past agricultural use is detectable in the soil chemistry of contemporary residential
lawns. Pools of OM, C, N, and EC were twice as great in yards that were previously farmed as in yards that were developed from desert, and the pools remained
elevated 40 y after urbanization. Nitrogen accumulation rates (1.5 g m-2 y-1) in residential soils were not affected by prior land use, suggesting that home owners do
not adjust rates of residential fertilizer application to account for the high fertility
of previously farmed soils. Bioavailable, inorganic phosphorus (Pav) was elevated
in soil with a recent agrarian past, but this signal disappeared after 10-30 y of residential use because Pav accumulated in yards developed on native desert soils. We
compared our results from urban soils to an expansive (n = 68) set of native desert
soils to confirm that patterns we observed in the city do not result from preferential
cultivation and urbanization of fertile sites. Our results suggest a "direct agrarian
legacy," wherein agricultural impacts on soil chemistry endure urbanization, more
so than an "indirect legacy," wherein contemporary land management is shaped by
prior land use Unlike more humid regions, agriculture in dry lands may sequester
material in soils, where it remains despite urbanization These results have important implications for understanding feedbacks between soils and global change,
as both agricultural development and urbanization are expected to proceed more
rapidly in arid regions than temperate regions in the coming decades.
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Bihourly Soil Moisture Depletion Patterns in an Urban Ecosystem.
C. Kome. East National Technology Support Center. USDA/NRCS.
A study was conducted to evaluate soil water dynamics in fairway turfs during
daylight hours on three different dates during the 1993 and 1994 growing seasons.
The objectives were to evaluate bihourly soil moisture depletion patterns under
established annual bluegrass and Penncross creeping bentgrass fairway turfs and
to compare bihourly moisture depletion during daylight hours to daily adjusted
evapotranspiration (ET). Four soil depths (0-5, 5-10, 10-15 and 15-25 cm) were
sampled under three irrigation regimes: i) apply 2.5 mm daily; ii) apply 25 mm
upon the appearance of wilting stress; and iii) return the soil to field capacity daily
based on soil moisture depletion as measured by TDR. Soil moisture depletion
patterns significantly varied by species, soil depth, irrigation treatment and time of
day. Moisture depletion patterns were also dependent on initial moisture content
and evaporative demand. The greatest change in soil moisture content was from the
0-5 cm depth for the field capacity and 2.5 mm daily irrigation treatments between
0900 and 1300 h Moisture depletion data as measured by TDR for the irrigation
treatments were generally more conservative than the adjusted Penman estimate
from a weather station on site. This suggests that potential water savings could
result from soil moisture depletion-based turf irrigation scheduling Agreement
between moisture depletion and daily adjusted Penman estimates was poor
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Soil and Site Assessment Card for Connecticut Rain Gardens.
M. Faber. USDA NRCS.
Soil and site assessment cards were prepared to help people without soil science
backgrounds evaluate possible rain garden locations The evaluations are conducted using common low technology items Rain gardens are shallow lowlying
areas which collect rain water from lawns, rooftops, and paved surfaces such as
driveways, streets, and parking lots The water is guided into the rain garden, where
it can infiltrate into the ground These perennial gardens are planted with both water
and drought tolerant plants The rain gardens are designed to stay wet for only a few
hours after a storm By keeping storm water oft'paved surfaces and fertilized lawns,
rain gardens can reduce the amount of polluted storm water that reaches waterways.
Rain gardens also help recharge groundwater supplies, reduce the amount of storm
water entering sewer systems and leaving the site, provide wildlife habitat, and
attract butterflies and birds. To help people select the location of the rain garden
and determine the size needed, the Soil and Site Assessment Card for Connecticut Rain Gardens was created. This field matrix was developed collaboratively by
local gardeners, USDA NRCS, and conservation partners The assessment consists
of three steps: 1) evaluating the site and selecting the proper location for the rain
garden, 2) examining the soils in the proposed rain garden, and 3) determining the
size and shape of the rain garden. Each of these three steps is further divided into a
list of indicators for the user to evaluate as either favorable or unfavorable on their
site An example of a site indicator is: "Distance from foundation" The favorable
condition is: "More than 20 feet" and the unfavorable condition is "Less than 20
feet". Comments for this indicator are "This distance is necessary to prevent water
from seeping into the basement or causing frost damage" An example of a soil
indicator is: "Soil compaction". The favorable condition is "Loose soil at least 2
feet deep" and the unfavorable condition is "Wire flag or probe cannot be inserted
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into the soil at all" Comments for this indicator are "If the soil is compacted, loosen
it OR replace with a mix of 50-60% sand, 20-30% compost, and 20-30% topsoil "
The shape and size of the rain garden is determined using indicators and a sizing
worksheet An example of a sizing indicator is "Width of rain garden" The favorable condition is "10 feet is ideal" The unfavorable condition is "Less than 15 feet
if slope is more than 8%". Comments for this indicator are "The longer side of the
rain garden should face upslope" A rain garden sizing worksheet is also included
to be used with the size and shape assessment indicators The sizing worksheet considers the slope, soil texture, and drainage area (roof area, for example) to calculate
the size of the rain garden The assessments are designed for people to do general
evaluation of property, but are not a substitute for detailed, on-site investigations
by professionals. Users are cautioned that the scorecard is intended to be used for
infiltrating rain water and not other water, such as from animal waste, car washing,
cleaning pesticide containers, or their residential/commercial uses which discharge
water The site and soil assessment cards for rain gardens have been demonstrated
at various local workshops and have been successfully utilized by Connecticut residents who are planning their own rain garden
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Lead Distribution in Urban Residential Soils of Portland, Maine.
S. Langley-Turnbaugh. T. Wagner, Univ of Southern Maine.
Many soils in the Greater Portland area are contaminated with high concentrations
of lead The presence of lead is due to lead-based paint, leaded gasoline emissions, and past industrial activities Lead exposure disrupts the development of the
nervous system, causing delays in growth and learning disabilities This study was
conducted to determine the soil lead distribution throughout Bayside, Parkside and
West Lnd neighborhoods of Portland, Maine Bayside is a low-income, racially
and ethnically diverse neighborhood and is home to the largest number of refugees and immigrants of any other neighborhood in Portland. Parkside is the most
densely populated and ethnically diverse square mile of Maine, with over 8000
residents 25% of the Parkside population is living below the poverty level. The
West End neighborhood was developed after Portland's "great fire" in 1866, and
approximately 84% of the housing was built before 1950. Thus, lead poisoning
is a great concern in Portland, and cases of severely poisoned children have been
identified We sampled 105 residential properties and collected 1096 surface soil
samples according to KPA's Lead Safe Yard Protocols. Soils were extracted using
EPA 3050b and analyzed on an 1CP for Pb, Cd, Ni, Zn, Cr, Co, Cu, As, Mn, and
Hg. Concentrations of most metals were below EPA critical limits, but lead concentrations varied from 32 mg/kg to 28,000 mg/kg. Lead concentrations were then
mapped using GIS The spatial distribution maps show lead distribution patterns
that are currently being analyzed for relationships with past industrial activities,
proximity to major roads, and prevailing wind patterns.
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Heavy Metals in Murcia City (SE Spain): Preliminary Data.
J. A. Acosta, A. Faz Cano. S. Martinez-Martinez, Technical Univ of Cartagena.
This study is part of a research whose objective is to assess the effect of anthropic
activities in different soil uses including urban, industrial, agricultural and undisturbed areas of the Murcia city and surrounding (SE Spain). Preliminary data of
the heavy metals present in parks of the city are presented Keeping in mind that
the parks of the cities are places where the trace metals can be accumulated and
where usualluchildrcn play, it is important to analyze the metal concentration in
soil, with the objective of determining the risk for them. We examined the degree
of heavy metal concentrations in 36 sampling points distributed inside the city. The
soils were digested with nitric/percloric acid solution The studied metals were Pb,
Cu, Zn, Cd, Cr, Mn and Ni These metals have different sources of contamination
in urban parks: traffic, fillers brought to the parks, atmospheric deposition of next
industrial areas or application of fertilizers and irrigation waters, etc From the
point of view of the studied city, this work shows that the next industrial areas are
sufficiently far and are not increasing the content of heavy metals in the parks,
therefore the risk of atmospheric deposition of heavy metals by this source is not
important On the other hand, it was shown that in areas with vegetation occurs
heavy metal concentration higher than those areas without vegetation, except for
the copper; perhaps due to application of fertilizers, compost and irrigation waters
Using reference values given by the Italian legislation it was shown that some
samples present lead content that exceed the acceptable limit to consider a polluted
soil for residential sites The rest of metals doesn't exceed the limit allowed by this
legislation. Averages of metal concentration are: 2.726 mgCr/kg; 68.74 mg Mn/kg;
3.805 mgNi/kg; 9.48 mgCu/kg; 20.78 mgZn/kg; 0.141 mg Cd/kg and 31.01 mg
Pb/kg On the other hand, correlation is appreciated among Pb-Cd (r = 0.773),
Cu-Mn (r = 0.756), Ni-Mn (r = 0.843) and Ni-Cu (r = 0.710), suggesting that these
metals had common sources
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Magnetic Properties of Urban Topsoil in Shanghai and Their Environmental
Implications.
X. F Hu. X. Q. Li. R. Ye. Y. Pan. Y. Su. Dept of Environmental Science and
Engineering. Shanghai Univ.
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Magnetic properties of the topsoils at an urban area, Songnan Town, and a suburban
agricultural area, Luojing Town in Baoshan District, Shanghai, were comparatively
studied. The results show that r . in the urban topsoil (Songnan Town) ranges from
127.3 - 1959 xlO'm'kg', with the average of 450x10"m-'kg-1; whereas %» in the
suburban soil (Luojing Town) from 19.4 - 59.0xlO-!,m'kg-1, with the average of
39. lxlO'm'kg'. X|, in the urban topsoil is more than one order of magnitude of
that in the suburban soil Xfd(0/") in the two areas is less than 3%, which implies the
absence of pedogenic superparamagnetic grains (SP). The soils in the two areas of
Baoshan District are derived from the same parent material and share the same soil
type, Entisols. Hence, the extra magnetic minerals present in the urban topsoil are
not inherited from the parent material, nor produced by pedogenic processes. Further studies show that S1RM and Jf in the urban topsoil are also much higher and
both are extremely significantly correlated with x,P implying the dominance of stable single domain (SSD) and multidomain (MD) magnetic grains Low r /SIRM
and x,, „/Xu ratios in the urban topsoil also imply its coarse grain size. SOFT(%) in
the urfcan topsoil is 33 5% on average, but HIRM(%) only 2.0%, indicating magnetic soft fraction, ferri(o)magnetic minerals, are the main contributor to the soil
magnetism All the magnetic properties mentioned above imply the extra magnetic
minerals accumulated in the urban topsoil originate from anthropogenic activities
Average values of Cu, Zn, Pb, Cd, Cr, Ni, Mn and Fe in the urban topsoil are 93 4,
794.4, 139.0,0.30,243 7,60.0, 1110.1 and 44.9x10' mg/kg, respectively, compared
with 41.7, 238.6, 64.6, 0 080, 111.1, 52.2, 477.8 and 36.1x10' mg/kg, respectively,
in the suburban soil Moreover, Zn, Pb, Cd, Cr, Ni, Mn and Fe in the urban topsoil
are significantly correlated with j(, values, indicating that the magnetic enhancement in the urban soil is closely related to heavy metal accumulation Affected by
industrial activities and heavy traffic, magnetic values and heavy metal contents in
the urban topsoil in Shanghai are significantly higher than those in the suburban
soil Magnetic methods reflect not only the content of magnetic minerals, but also
their grain size and types, by which, we can distinguish anthropogenic magnetic
particles from pedogenic ones. Hence, it is promising to use magnetic techniques
for monitoring urban soil pollution
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Mineralogy And Geochemistry Of Urban Soils Of Different Age And Land Use
In Qingdao, China.

S. Norra. N. Fjer. T. Neumann. D. Stuben. Institute of Mineralogy and Geochemistry.
Universitaet Karlsruhe; F. Lee. X. Shu. Qingdao Environmental Protection
Bureau.
Qingdao is an intensive industrialized coastal town comprising more than 2 million
inhabitants in the inner city Present economic growth and migration led to a strong
urban growth accompanied by the endangerment of the environment Soil is one
environmental compartment affected by urban growth. However, in comparison to
water and air, soils are less investigated with respect of the consequences of urban
growth, especially in developing countries such as China. We undertook an exemplarily investigation of five urban soils of different age and land use to assess the
impact of urban development. Two of these soils were located in the inner city area.
One soil profile was dig out in the garden of an old colonial style tenement representing a history of use of about 100 years. The other soil profile represents a time
span of around 40 years of urban land use and was excavated between abandoned
blocks of flats. We investigated a third soil profile located in the northern industrial
area of Qingdao. This profile was on the area of a soda plant. The fourth profile
was situated at the margin of an abandoned construction site in the modern inner
city near to the coast. Furthermore, we surveyed a soil profile that represents as far
as possible a natural soil. This soil is a Cambisol formed on granitic parent rock
under forest in the north We took samples from each soil horizon as well as of 10
cm layers. Qingdao urban soils are intensively disturbed. They are composed of up
to more than 10 different horizons within 1 m depth. These horizons contain artificial and anthropogenic materials such as lime, domestic waste, construction waste,
coal, and ashes. The pH-values of the urban soils vary between 6 and 8, whereas
the natural soil shows pH-values between 4 and 5. Granitic minerals (quartz, feldspars, mica) dominate all soils but the urban soils show much higher shares of clay
minerals and carbonates as the natural soil The inner urban and oldest soil profile
was most polluted by heavy metals, such as Zn, Cu and Pb, whereas the soil from
the industrial site was astonishingly low polluted with respect to heavy metals
According to a cluster analysis, anthropogenic, geogenic and organic sources of
analyzed parameters could be distinguished The anthropogenic cluster comprises
sub-clusters representing coal and its ashes, diffuse pollution sources and construction waste. It is obvious that the development of Qingdao urban soils is mainly
determined by the input of construction waste. This input is subsequently increasing the thickness of the soils The implementation of a construction waste management preventing the unregulated spreading of building rubble over the whole town
would be useful to protect the soils against uncontrolled soil pollution, and would
be a contribution to a sustainable urban development and for the preservation of
soils for future generations
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Contribution Of Technologic Materials To The Metal Bioavailable Fraction Of
Urban Soils In Marrakech (Morocco).

H. El Khali I. C. Shv/artz. Laboratoire Sols et Environnement, IN PL (ENSAIA)/
IN RA: A. Boularbah, Laboratoire de Biosurveillance de I'Environnement; J. L.
Morel, laboratoire Sols et Environnement, INPL (ENSAIA)IINRA.
In urban areas, soils are often dramatically altered by anthropogenic activity and
these modifications distinguish these soils from those in natural systems. Soils in
urban environment receive considerable pollution from industry, traffic and refuse.
Soil particles are easily inhaled or ingested. There is a potential transfer of toxic
pollutants to man Risk assessment is essentially based on the determination of
the total or mobile contents of pollutants in soils using chemical extractions This
approach could be improved by taking into consideration the bioavailable fractions of these toxic elements. The soil coarse fraction usually neglected in analyses
can nevertheless have an effect on the concentration of metals in the soil solution. This coarse fraction is made up of the natural elements and of technologic
elements constitutive of anthropogenic soils (plastic, paper, fabric, wood, bones,
metallic elements and building materials). These elements have variable capacities to release or adsorb trace elements. Average samples of different technological
fraction components of Marrakech urban soils permit to quantify their contribution
to the enrichment of the soil solution by metals. Works are intended to achieve
partial extractions of metals from the three fractions (less than 2 mm, coarse natural
and coarse technologic) of selected urban soils. Results show that the percentage of
technologic fraction increases while approaching the historic city. It is about 14%
in the most anthropized soil Analyses of metal content show that the less than 2
mm fraction has the main contribution to the enrichment of the soils solution by
metals. The natural coarse fraction has also the highest contribution to the copper release It is responsible for the release of the all water extractible copper of
some soils Concerning the technologic fraction, it has a remarkable contribution
essentially in the most anthropized soils characterized by elevated percentage of
anthropogenic elements. The water extractible metal content of average samples of
these anthropogenic elements shows that elevated metal concentrations are released
by bones, wood, plastic and fabric/paper. This property can by explained by their
organic composition. These results confirm that anthropogenic activity causes a
wide spatial diversity of soils quality. It introduces a lot of technologic elements
in soils that could have an impact on the metal availability. It acts therefore on the
metal bioavailability in the urban soils. These results show that it would be necessary to take into account the coarse fraction of the soils in the evaluation of risks of
transfer of metals to the food chain.
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Methodology To Study Contaminant Transport In Variably Saturated Soils At
The Bench Scale.
M. O. Simonnot. V. Gujisaite. Laboratory of Chemical Engineering Science
(CNRS-INPL); S. Ouvrard. J. L. MOREL, Laboratory of Soils and Environment
(1NRA-ENSAIA-1NPL).
Experimental studies about solute transport in soil are generally conducted under
saturated conditions, whereas studies with unsaturated media are usually limited
to hydrodynamic analysis. Only a few studies focused on the link between unsaturated flow and physical, chemical and biological interactions, which are controlling pollutant availability However, the presence of a gaseous phase in soil can
modify not only the movement of soil solution, but also chemical and biochemical
interactions and exchanges between soil aggregates and solution. Study of reactive
solute transport in the vadose zone appears then to be a necessary stage to predict
contaminant fate in natural soils, for risk assessment as well as for the design of
effective remediation processes for contaminated soils. This question is the main
objective of the present work developed in the frame of the French Scientific Interest Group Industrial Wastelands called "GISF1" (www.gisfi.prd.fr), based around
a scientific and technological project dedicated to acquisition of knowledge for
sustainable requalification of degraded sites polluted by past industrial activities
The aim of this work is the study of contaminant transport in variably saturated
soils at the bench scale We will compare reactive solute transport in saturated and
unsaturated flow to evaluate the pertinence of the studies conducted in both conditions. This research is mainly methodological, thus model systems are chosen at
first in order to study ion exchange and Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH)
migration These pollutants are indeed among the most widely discussed environmental contaminants because of their toxicity for human health and ecosystems and
they are present in large quantities in soils polluted by former industrial activities.
Experiments are performed at the lab scale with soil columns allowing a good control of operating conditions and following the methods of frontal chromatography.
Saturated flow experiments are conducted in a conventional bench-scale column
apparatus, including a pump, a glass column, on-line detectors (pH and conductivity) and data acquisition A specific soil column system is used to carry out experiments with an unsaturated steady-state flow. This set-up is composed of two stainless steel columns (outside diameter: 10 cm; length: 20 cm), equiped with two
tensiometers, with a sprinkler unit and a stainless steel porous plate at the bottom
end. Suction can be applied thanks to a vacuum pump and a multichannel peristaltic
pump allows the feeding of the columns and the depletion of the outflow liquid
Experiments are monitored thanks to a specific software. In both cases, samples
are collected at the column outlet for further analysis (PAH, ion analysis, TOC)
Different porous media were selected: a sand, a sand coated with kaolinite, a sandysilty soil sample, a contaminated soil sample (PAH, heavy metals) from a former
coking plant For each sample, the soil-moisture characteristic curve (representing
matrix suction versus water content) is experimentally determined in order to find

the best operating conditions for our experiments with unsaturated flow. Numerical codes allowing us to model reactive solute transport under variably saturated
water flow conditions are also used to model the results The results are currently in
acquisition and will be presented. This study at a bench scale aims at developing at
first a methodology under unsaturated conditions and better understanding the main
mechanisms controlling reactive solute transport in natural soils. This is a necessary preliminary step before upscaling at the lysimeter and field scales. Modelling
of the observed processes will enable us to predict long term fate of contaminant
like PAH in soils. Keywords: solute transport, column experiments, vadose zone,
bioavailability, organic contaminants
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Degradation Of Phenanthrene And Pyrene In Soil: Fenton's Reagent Versus
Potassium Permanganate.
M O. Simonnot. P. T. De Souza e Silva. M. N. Pons. Laboratory of Chemical
Engineering Science (CNRS-INPL); B. Barros New. V. L. Da Silva. M. Mona.
Departement de Engenharia Quimica. Universidade Federale de Pernambuco;
M. Sardin. Laboratory of Chemical Engineering Science (CNRS-INPL).
Remediation of soils contaminated by persistent organic pollutants like Polycyclic
Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) has attracted attention after the discovery of thousands of contaminated sites all over the world, due to underground storage leakage
or industrial waste disposal. PAHs are considered as persistent, relatively immobile
in soils, toxic, mutagenic and carcinogenic. Advanced oxidation process (AOPs)
have been proposed in recent years as an attractive alternative for the treatment of
matrices contaminated by toxic, refractory or biologically resistent substances. In
this work we studied two AOPs: Fenton's reagent and potassium permanganate.
Fenton's reagent one of the more typical advanced oxidation processes is based on
the property of hydrogen peroxide to generate hydroxyl radicals (OH') by reacting
with ferrous ions and have the potential for rapidly treating or pretreating soils
contaminated with toxic and refractory organic wastes. Potassium permanganate
is a strong oxidizing agent and has been preferred as an oxidant over ozone and
peroxide due to its resistance to auto decomposition and its effectiveness over a
larger pH. Permanganate has had success for oxidation of chlorinated solvents
for remediation of aquifers and soil The objective of this work was to: compare
the chemical oxidation processes, treatment efficiency of KMn04 with H202
(endogenous iron—Fenton's like reagent or with amendments - Fenton's reagent)
for degradation of phenanthrene and pyrene in a French soil and the competitive
examination between phenanthrene and pyrene. Soil samples containing 700 mg
kg-1 phenanthrene, 1400 mg kg-1 pyrene and total PAHs 2 100 mgkg-1 were the
substrates of this work For Fenton's reagent a fractional factorial design 23-1 was
used to examine the effects of three variables: hydrogen peroxide concentration
(270-540mmol); iron catalyst concentration (Fe 2+ 27 mmol - endogenous iron)
and reaction time (48-72h) on the degradation of the phenanthrene and pyrene
The experiments were carried out in beakers containing 5g of contaminated soil
with 10ml water (slurry) to maximize contact of the soil with the liquid. Liquid and
solid phases were separated, extracted and analyzed individually to complete the
mass balance. In relation to the study with permanganate a factorial design 22 was
employed: reaction time (36-72h) and oxidant loading (30-40%) KMn04/contaminant. The best degradation for phenanthrene, pyrene and PAHs by process Fenton's
were as follows: 98.1%-12.1mg kg-1 phenanthrene; 95.6% - 75 mg kg-1 pyrene
and 96.5% - 75 mg kg-1 PAHs (540 mmol H 2 0 2 ; Fe2+ 27 mmol; 72h). The same
optimal conditions were determined for three contaminants. In these experiments,
iron addition increased treatment efficiency. For treatment with permanganate the
best conditions were: 98.6% - 10 mg kg-1 phenanthrene; 96.5% - 49 5 mg kg-1
pyrene and 97 2% - 59.6 mg kg-1 PAHs (30% KMn04/contaminant; 72h). In these
experimental conditions, KMn04 and Fenton's reagent proved very efficient in
the remediation of the phenanthrene. pyrene and PAHs contaminated soils. This
efficiency increased with the oxidant loading rate and reaction time. Other, more
economical experimental conditions for in situ remediation and ex situ are currently being investigated.
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Alteration Of Secondary Minerals Along A Time Series In Alkaline Soils
Derived From Carbonatic Wastes Of Soda Production.
R. Jahn. G. Grünewald. K. Kaiser. Institute of Soil Science and Plant Nutrition.
Martin Luther University: H. Pollmann, Institute of Geo Sciences.
Industrial activities result in increasing amounts of technical substrates being
deposited in landfills. These substrates are subject to weathering and soil forming
processes, therefore offer excellent opportunities to study initial stages of soil formation Here we studied the chemical and mineralogical transformations on waste
deposits of soda industry. The four sites selected derived from lagooned CaO • H , 0
and CaCO, and were under natural succession for 15, 19, 57, and 70 years. The
soils, calcareous spolic Regosols. are weakly to strongly alkaline with pH values
ranging from 8 to 11 After deposition, the substrate's initial pH of 12 drops rapidly
in the topsoil due to the reaction of dissolved Ca either with CO, from the atmosphere or evolved by microbial respiration and finally stabilizes at around 8.1 All
soils show high electrical conductivity, up to 12.3mScnr' at the youngest site. The
electrical conductivity decreases with time due to leaching processes and the formation of less soluble secondary minerals The binding of CO, results in high amounts
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of carbonate, increasing with time 70 years after deposition, calcite dominates the
topsoil (0-30 cm depth), comprising about 80% of the soil material. The mineral
composition was characterized by X-ray diffraction Besides of calcite, we found
the less common minerals ettringite, thaumasite, hydrocalumite and hydrotalcite
at different quantities and different distributions. The formation and alteration of
these minerals are basically influenced by changes in the soil pH. With progressing weathering neither thaumasite nor ettringite are stable due to the suitable soil
reaction (~8.1). In contrast, hydrocalumite and hydrotalcite exist in all investigated
soils They are stable also under weakly alkaline conditions and thus may exist in
all carbonatic soils. Results indicate a surprisingly rapid soil development driven
by the highly dynamic formation and alteration of minerals in carbonatic substrates
under alkaline conditions.
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Total and Extractable Lead and Arsenic Concentrations in US Long-Term
Orchard soils.
E. E. Codling, C. E. Green. USDA-ARS; R. L. Chaney, USDA-ARS-ANRI: A. K.
Piri, USDA-NRCS.
Lead arsenate was used as an insecticide in the U.S. from 1900 to 1950 to control Codling moth (Cydia pomonella)in apple orchards. As a result these soils are
contaminated with lead (Pb) and arsenic (As). Concerns have been raised about
conversion of land use of such Pb and As rich soils, either for vegetable crops or
for housing development. Some information has been published about Pb and As
in orchard soils, but the extent of variation in As and Pb concentrations from old
orchards throughout the United States are not known. The objectives of this study
were to determine the I) IN HN03 extractable As and Pb in orchards soils from
six States and 2) the in vitro bioaccessible of Pb levels in these soils. Orchard
soils were collected from several sites in Maryland (MD), Michigan (MI), New
York (NY), Virginia (VA), West Virginia (WV) and Washington (WA). Soils were
extracted with IN HN03 with Ihr of shaking. Lead concentrations ranges were
11-1966, 1410, 1487, 109-761, 93-806 and 77-3859 mg kg-1 for MD, MI, NY, VA,
WV and WA respectively. Arsenic concentrations were 0.14-309, 262, 268, 0.0399, 3.8-52 and 11-1346 mg kg-1 respectively. The in vitro extractions for Pb were
conducted using a 0.4 M glycine solution, adjusted to pH 2.0 with 0.1 M HO. A
significant fraction of the orchard soils exceeded the 400 mg kg-1 Pb levels established by US-EPA and US-HUD for bare soils adjacent to housing, and a smaller
fraction exceeded the 1200 mg kg-1 Pb levels for vegetated soils adjacent to housing A review of all findings regarding our evaluation of Pb and As risks from longterm orchard soils will be presented.
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Decontamination Of Two Contaminated Soils Using Chelating Agents Applied
To Leaching Cells.
D. K. Naghipour. Guilan University of Medical Sciences; H. R. Thomas. R.
Franciss. Cardiff University.
This research was carried out to determine the possibility of decontaminating two
soil samples (sandy loam and silty clay loam), contaminated with zinc, lead, and
cadmium (with concentrations as high as 500 to 1000 mg kg"' of soil), using two
chelating agents (EDTA and NTA). All experiments were carried out in 10.5 x 13.5
cm columns (leaching cells). Treatments were done at various pHs and soil densities. Results showed increased removal of metals at acidic pH for both chelating
agents Soil treatment with EDTA was effective when the initial metal concentration was less, except for Pb emoval for which an initial high concentration resulted
in more removal by EDTA. When the Cd concentration was increased from 500 to
1000 mg kg"1, the removal efficiency by NTA was the same. But when the Pb and
Zn concentrations were increased from 500 to 1000 mg kg"', the removal efficiency
by NTA for Pb and Zn increased. Removal efficiencies determined for the NTA
treatment for soil samples with a density of 1.9 g cm' were 33.8, 23.7, 19.9% for
Pb, Zn, and Cd, respectively But when the metals were mixed, the efficiency of
removal from the soil reached 42.5, 23 0, and 70.0%, respectively. EDTA treatment
in soils with mixed metals was better than NTA treatment, and removal efficiencies
with EDTA for these metals were 88.9, 75 0, and 80.0%, respectively.
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Metal Contamination in Urban Soil-Water Environment and Remediation
Strategies.
P. Singaram. K. Lalsuna. S. Mahimairaja. Tamil Nadu Agricultural University.
Rapid urbanization and industrialization created a great pressure on delicate ecosystem in and around urban areas. Aerial deposition and/or indiscriminate disposal
of wastes from a variety of industries result in the contamination of urban soils with
metals (As, Cr, Cu, Hg, Pb, Zn etc.). Persistence of these metals in soil and water
poses a serious risk to environmental and human health. Information on metal distribution in urban environment may help to develop appropriate strategies for managing the uncontrolled dumping of industrial wastes and creating safer environment for urban populations In this context, the metal contamination in Coimbatore
urban environment, which is the second largest industrial city in Tamil Nadu, India
was examined Apart from textiles, hundreds of small scale industries like dyeing,
foundry, metallurgy, smelting and chemicals are in operation in and around the
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city. Geographical Information System (GIS) was used to identify the 'hot spot' of
the metal contamination. Through a laboratory closed incubation experiment the
biotransformation of lead (Pb), a dominant metal in the urban soil, was examined
to predict its possible groundwater contamination The relative proportion of metal
distribution in Coimbatore urban soils followed: Pb>Cr>Zn>Cu>Cd. The contamination of Pb and Cr was widespread in the urban soils and in many locations the
concentrations exceeded the maximum permissible limits. Metal contamination in
urban water showed greater variability as marked difference was observed between
samples Though the soils have shown varied degrees of metal contamination,
ground waters remained relatively uncontaminated, possibly be due to the geological formation existing in the urban environment that would have effectively
prevented the leaching of metals. However, water samples from ponds, ditches
and drainage channels have had high concentration of metals which followed:
Cr>Pb>Zn>Cu>Cd and the concentrations mostly exceeded the maximum permissible limit of the WHO Plants sampled around the 'hot-spots' reflected the severity
of the metal contamination in the urban soils Fractionation study has indicated that
Pb and Cr mostly existed as organic followed by iron-oxide bound species in soils.
However, significant increase in the concentration of water soluble and exchangeable fractions was also observed during incubation which is of concern as it has
environmental significance Remedial measures including phytoremediation with
a 'clean and green' concept are recommended to either manage and/or remediate
the contaminated sites within the city Implementing stringent regulatory measures
for the disposal of solid and liquid wastes from industries is urgently needed for
sustaining the urban environmental health.
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Ecological assessment of a constructed soil on degraded sites.
G. Séré, S. Ouvrard. C. Schwartz, J. C. Renal. TVD-Groupe PE; J. L. Morel.
INPL(ENSAIA)/INRA. Laboratoire Sols el Environnemenl.
This paper presents an emerging process to manage altered soils. The proposed
solution deals with the main issues concerning derelict lands reclamation: soil
functioning and fertility, biological diversity and protection of the water resources.
From an ecological point of view, these degraded sites (e.g. industrial brownfields,
landfills, roadsides or ski runs) are severely disturbed zones, presenting an ecosystem balance that needs to be restored The main challenges of degraded sites reclamation include the re-initiation of carbon and nutrient cycling, the establishment
of a sustainable plant cover (Bradshaw, 1983) and the limitation of the transfer of
pollutants to the environment. The process of soil construction for the reclamation of degraded sites is based on the recycling of wastes and by products, such as
compost, paper sludge or treated industrial soil. These technic materials are used
to construct a new soil (Technosol) over in situ brownfield substrates. They are
associated and stacked in layers to form new horizons and reproduce the basic soil
functions. Our work first aims at evaluating the efficiency and sustainability of the
soil construction, considering the global functioning of the recreated ecosystem
Another major objective is to assess the environmental impacts of the process as
far as soil and water conservation and biological activity are concerned. The project
relies on both in situ pilot scale application and lab-scale experiments The field
experimental set-up consists in three lysimetric plots (10 x 10 m) that enable the
collecting and analysing of the plants, the rainwater, the leaching water and soil
samples. At the laboratory, columns experiments, under controlled conditions, have
been realised to precise the mechanisms involved and to simulate the constructed
soil evolution on a longer period of time Pollutants are analysed in all matrix and
ecotoxicological tests (Microtox") are conducted The data concerning the major
cycling, the soils properties and reactivity and the development of plants indicate
a re-initiation of the ecosystem equilibrium On the other hand the global balance
of the system, as well as the results of the global ecotoxicological effects show
that the implementation of the wastes in this process has no major environmental
drawbacks.
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Distribution and Abundance of Chironomidae (Diptera) in Tropical Rice
Agroecosystem.
S. A. Al-Shami. Univerili Sains Malaysia; C. S. Rawi. School of Biological Science.
Universiti Sains Malaysia: S. A. Noor. School of Biological Science; A. H. Ahmad.
School of Biological Science.
The distribution and abundance of chironomid larvae (Chironomidae : Diptera)
were studied in a rice field in Bukit Merah Rice Research Station, Seberang Perai,
Pulau Pinang, Malaysia, by sampling the larvae biweekly over two seasons of rice
planting 2004/2005 Moreover, the influence of physico-chemical factors such as,
water level, pH, temperature, conductivity, dissolved oxygen, nitrate, and phosphate on larvae density was studied The larval population fluctuated dynamically
following the changes in rice field ecosystem The maximum density in the first
season was 294.39 m-2 while it was 306.37 m-2 in the second season. Two subfamilies of Chironomidae were recorded from the rice field Three genera of Chironominae, Chironomus, polypedilum, Tanytarsus (Chironominae), and two genera of
Tanypodinae Clinotanypus and Tanypus were recorded in the two rice growing seasons Chironomus was the most dominant genus in the rice field while other genera
occurred in relatively low numbers. Although significant positive correlation was
found between abundance of the larva and conductivity (P °0 0.05), nitrate and

phosphate ((P °0 0.01), availability of water was the main factor determining the
presence or absence of larvae in the rice field. Rapid larval population build-ups
were observed soon after chemical applications or spells of dry periods reflecting continual oviposition and hatching of eggs. Pesticides application resulted in
low densities due to direct or indirect effect. Meanwhile, application of fertilizers
caused quite increasing in larvae population.

because it is currently being considered as alternative to peat for rootzone amendment in golfcourses. Each amendment was blended with feltes sand to construct a
rootzone of 30 cm depth placed on top of pea gravel Each plot was separated by
an 800 mil high density polyethylene sheet Due to high construction and operational costs of putting greens, the treatments were not replicated. All plots were
sown with creeping bentgrass (Agrostis palustris), which was later mowed close to
the soil surface as commonly done for putting greens The nitrogen fertilizer was
applied at a much lower (106 kg N ha ' in 2004) than the recommended rate. The
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entire rootzone soil (0-30 cm) was sampled using an auger in July (summer) 2003,
Compost Use in Urban Landscapes.
and quarterly, starting from April 2004 (spring) with subsequent sampling in July
J.J. Sloan, C. McKenney. J. Heilholl, W. Mackay. J. McAfee. Texas Agric. Exp. Sin. (summer) and September (fall) 2004, and April (spring) and July (summer) 2005.
Three composite soil samples, consisting of 6 sampling points, were collected in
Construction of new homes and businesses is a continuous process in rapidly groweach treatment. The samples were analyzed for chemical and microbial parameters.
ing urban areas. Post-construction landscaping is usually approached from only the
The data showed that at six years after the establishment of the putting green, soil
plant-selection viewpoint and little effort is devoted to the severely disturbed soil.
organic carbon was higher in peat (3.3 g kg') and compost (3.5 g kg"1) rootzone
Subsoil and construction debris are often mixed with or completely replace the
than in the control (sand only) (0.73 g kg'), but lower than in the biosolids rootzone
original top soil Although ornamental plants and turf grasses planted in these dis(6.6 g kg1). Potentially mineralizable N - PMN (2.5 - 4.2 mg kg') and microbial
turbed soils may perform well in the short term due to abundant watering and ferbiomass C - MBc (14.0-35.2 mg kg"1) did not differ among control, and peat and
tilization, they frequently decline with time when heat and drought stress become
compost rootzones The biosolids-amended rootzone had higher PMN (11.7 mg
prevalent. Dairy manure compost (DMC) is a readily available soil organic matter
kg"1) and MBc (72.8 mg kg ') than all other rootzones. The populations of nitrifiers
amendment in many areas due to the presence of large dairy operations. These
(ammonium oxidizers and nitrite oxidizers) and concentrations of nitrate in most
dairy operations need alternative ways to dispose of their manure because soils
seasons from summer 2003 to summer 2005 were higher in amended rootzones
surrounding the diary operations are often elevated in soil P. Consequently, dairy
than in the control Rootzone ammonium oxidizer populations were higher in biofarmers and state regulatory agencies are considering urban markets for compossolids (5,300 g 1 soil—summer 2003 and 13,100 g"1 soil—fall 2004) than in the
ted dairy manure. The objective of this study was to evaluate the effect of large
peat (1,200 g' soil—summer 2003 and 6,900 g' soil—fall 2004), and compost
single applications of DMC on the establishment and subsequent growth of typical
(600 g"1 soil—summer 2003) amendments. The nitrite oxidizer populations were
urban landscape plants and to evaluate the effects on soil nutrient levels, especially
higher in amendments of biosolids (5,300 and 49,800 g ' soil) and compost (8,100
phosphorus. Experimental plots measuring 6x6 m were established on a fallow
and 64,800 g"1 soil) than in peat (3,100 and 7,300 g' soil) in both spring and fall
agricultural field. Dairy manure compost was applied at rates of 0, 90, 180, and 270
2004, and in biosolids (23,900 g' soil) than in compost (8,300 g"1 soil) and peat
Mg/ha (approximately equivalent to 0, 1.25 2.5 and 6 cm depth) and incorporated
(4,700 g' soil) in summer 2005. In nearly all seasons, the nitrate concentrations in
into the soil. Half of each plot was established with bermudagrass sod and the other
rootzone amended with either biosolids (3.16-19.3 mg kg ') or compost (2 79-17.7
halfwas established with 6 different ornamental plants consisting of annual, perenmg kg') are higher than that with peat (1.83-14.4 mgkg')and control (0.81-15.2
nial, and woody species. Plant performance data was collected for three summers.
mg kg1). In summer 2003, the nitrate concentration was even higher in the biosolSoil samples were collected each summer for nutrient analysis. Soil compaction
ids-amended (12.6 mg kg') than compost-amended (7.3 mg kg"') rootzone. The
was measured using a hand-held penetrometer and infiltration rate was measured
results from the study indicate that biosolids could maintain higher soil microbial
with a Guelph infiltrometer. Annual, and to a lesser degree, perennial ornamental
populations and N fertility, and thus are potentially a better amendment than peat
plants responded favorably to increased rates of DMC in terms of overall perforfor rootzones of golf course putting greens.
mance, but woody ornamental plants showed little response to DMC applications.
Bermuda turf grass exhibited increased growth and increased uptake of nitrogen
and phosphorus with increasing rate of DMC. Dairy manure compost generally
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increased rates of water infiltration and decreased soil penetrometer resistence to
a depth of 45 cm. Reduced penetrometer resistance was possibly due to greater
A Comparative Study of Soil and Other Adsorbents on Decolorizing Livestock
levels of sub-soil water content compared to the control. Mehlich 3 extractable P
Wastewater.
in the upper 7.5 cm of soil ranged from 89 to 170 mg/kg in the compost-amended
X. Chen, K. Sato. T. Wakatsuki. Faculty ofAgriculture. Kinki University, Japan; M.
plots, which exceeded the critical P level of 45 mg/kg, but there was no difference
Tsugiyuki, Faculty of Life and Environmental Science, Shimane University.
among treatments at the 15 to 22.5 cm depth. Bermuda grass showed no response
to inorganic N fertilization in the 120 ton/acre plots up to 18 months after applicaHigh concentration of pigments in livestock wastewater not only caused visual
tion of the composted dairy manure. Results of this study show that dairy manure
pollution but also associated with many health hazards Adsorption is one of the
compost can effectively improve the establishment of ornamental landscapes in
techniques that have been successfully employed for effective color removal. To
urban soils However, repeated applications of DMC should be avoided in order
investigate soil's sorption and decomposition capacity of pigments in livestock
to prevent excess concentrations of soil N and P. An initial 1 to 2 cm application
wastewater, three soil samples were compared with activated carbons (AC), zeoof dairy manure compost to soils impacted by construction is sufficient to promote
lite, wood charcoal and bamboo charcoal in their respectively sorption and decomhealthy plant growth and reduce the future need for fertilizer and irrigation.
position rates. In adsorption experiment, different amount of adsorbents were put
in centrifuge tubes and added with 30ml livestock wastewater. After shaking for
one hour, treated water was centrifuged and filtered, then measured with spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 406nm Preliminary data showed that Andisol
178-29
3409a
G. Tian
was a quite competitive adsorption material and adsorption rate can reach 59.9%
Effectiveness of Biosolids Amendments in Enhancing Soil Fertility and
and 66.6% respectively with an adsorbency of 2 85 and 1 91 at 10 grams The
Microbial Ecology in Golf Course Greens.
adsorption rates of AC differed a lot as the original source and activation process
were different and was strongly infected by their surface area, volume and pore
G. Tian. T. Granato. Environmental Monitoring and Research Division. R&D
size distribution. In decomposition experiment, eight columns with soil or zeolite,
Depl. Metro Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago (MWRD-Chicago):
mixed with 10% of AC or charcoal, were applied with livestock wastewater at
D. Dinelli. North Shore Country Club; A. Cox. Environmental Monitoring and
an adsorbency of 1 91 for 2 days and saturated with wastewater at an adsorbency
Research Division. R&D Depl. Metro Water Reclamation District of Greater
of 2 85 for 5 days, then put into incubation machine at 30 "C for three days, one
Chicago (MWRD-Chicago).
week or two weeks After that, the columns were put into circular appl ication again.
Results showed that sandy soil, when mixed with 10% of AC, showed almost the
Sand is commonly used as the principal component of rootzone mix in golfcourse
same adsorption and decomposition rate of Andisol plus 10% AC Red soil got
putting greens, but it does not provide sufficient nitrogen (N) for adequate turf perclogged easily due to its high clay content. The increase of incubation time from
formance The United States Golf Association recommends peat as an amendment
one week to two weeks could enhance Andisol, zeolite and charcoal's decomposifor the sand layer, but this material seems to be poor in helping the recolonization
tion rate by 48.9%, 37.9% and 21.5% respectively after 3 circles incubation, but
of microbial populations needed forN transformation in rootzones Although little
had little influence on AC as they seemed to have their own effective decomposiinformation is available about soil microbial ecology in land application of biotion capacity (EDC), which could be achieved within short time and was closely
solids—an aged stabilized nutrient source from municipal wastewater treatment,
connected with their own characteristics Continuous column (100ml) experiment
recent results from our long-term experiment at Fulton County, Illinois indicate that
showed decolorization of livestock wastewater by Andisol system could be sustainbiosolids promote soil microbial populations, even where soils received previous
able with appropriate hydraulic retention time (HRT) and pigment concentration
applications of biosolids with higher metal concentrations. We hypothesize that
At a HRT of 2 days and adsorbency of 1 91, Andisol could keep decolorization
biosolids amendment can increase the populations of beneficial microorganisms in
rate from 61.5-71.8% with an average of 63.4% and Andisol mixed with 15% AC
putting green rootzones. In this study, we examine effects of biosolids amendments
from 60 5-75 18% with an average of 68 0% for 25 days continuous application.
on soil microbial ecology parameters to evaluate their effectiveness in maintaining
Air-sending also greatly enhanced Andisol's decolorization rate by around 20% and
fertility of golf course putting green rootzones Plots of 20 treatments applied as
the
decolorization could keep 100% for one week with air-sending rate of IL min '
various materials on a volume percentage basis as rootzone amendment were estabsystem ' under the same condition. Keywords: decolorization, livestock wastewalished in a putting green at the North Shore Country Club golfcourse, Glenview,
ter, pigments, soil
Illinois, USA in 1997 Four treatments: sand (control), sand with Dakota reed sedge
peat (10%), sand with yard-waste compost (10%), and sand with biosolids (10%)
were selected for the study The yard-waste compost was included in the study
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B B Mishra
Immobisol as a Proposed Reference Soil Group of the World: Some Evidences
in Ethiopia.
B.B. Mishra. Soil Survey & land Use Planning Centre; H. Gebrekidan, Alemaya
University, Ethiopia.
In Ethiopia, the soils derived from basalt and even limestones under sub-temperate
climate often show high C: N ratio Apparently, the soil organic matter is strongly
under immobilization. High biological activity is indicated by common, fine, open
or filled channels or holes called krotovinas Seldom are termite mounds found in
the vicinity of these soils Ingestion of soils by insects may influence the association
and chemical character of inorganic/organic constituents in these soils. Generally,
these soils are low in total nitrogen, but indicate appreciable amounts of available
phosphorus They are further characterized with high clay contents (> 60%), prominent slickensides, clay skins, absence of gilgai (1,2), and with smectite, corrensite,
attapulgite and iron-rich clay minerals They are moderately well drained (3). It is
probable that this suite of minerals form complexes with organic matter during biological activity and/or during organic matter decomposition. Morphologically, they
have strong features of mollic, nitic and even vertic horizons with soil depth The
surface horizons normally have granular to crumb structure, whereas sub-surface
zones show blocky or prismatic structure of different grades. The vertic features
of the surface soils remain suppressed due to the granular and/or crumb structure.
Such a situation complicates the grouping of these soils into any of the recognized
reference soil groups of the world Philosophically, one may look for the proper soil
grouping based on dominant criteria for management. In this respect, the dominant
attribute of importance relates to organic matter immobilization. For this reason,
we propose a new reference soil group called Immobisol, reflecting organic matter
immobilization The form together with state of organic matter in such soils plays
a dominant role leading to immobilization Even if the soil has adequate total nitrogen, its availability to plants appears to be restricted due to protected soil organic
materials by clay minerals or even amorphous materials. This might explain significant crop response to applied nitrogen fertilizer, even though the total soil nitrogen
is 0.4%. If the soil contains more total nitrogen, the actual amount of nitrogen to be
added to soil for N-enrichment for crop requirement is more than any recommended
level. In one study, where the soil was derived from volcanic materials, out of 1300
mg kg-1 total nitrogen (0.13% total N), only 4.10 mg kg-I was NH4-N and 10.44
mg kg-1 was N03-N This means that the remaining 98 9% of the total N was in
organic forms However, it is not quantified as to what amount of the soil organic
matter is decomposed and how much is really protected physically and chemically
Such protected organic materials can hardly be utilized by microorganisms involved
in decay process of soil organic matter. This basic restriction in soil organic matter
decomposition results in immobilization. It is proposed that the existing climatic
condition and agro-ecology play a role in developing such soils which are potentially very productive with proper management The proposed Immobisol at the Unit
level (Level 2) may be vertic, mollic, nitic and even haplic Further sub-division
would be based on local factors influencing directly the management options of such
soils. Ethiopia has, by and large, appreciable area covered with lmmobisols
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3108b
H. Torabi-Golsefidi
Genesis and Classification of Soils in Alborz region in the north of Iran.

H. Torabi-Golsefidi. Faculty ofAgriculture. Shahed University.
This research was carried out to determine the development and classification of
soils in Alborz region in the north of Iran Study site is located Mazandaran Province (36° 42 9" N and 51 '00 7"E) with 40 to 70 m elevation from the Caspian Sea
The lithological characteristics are deposits of Juracic and Keretace and contains
of mam, sand stone, clay stone, quartzite and igneous basic rocks. The land uses
of study site are citrus and paddy fields after leveling and terracing. Soil survey
detail in 70 profiles was conducted by soil survey staff Results showed that soil
development in piedmont alluvial deposits were more than river alluvial deposits
Due to the high rain fall and eluviations of clay to subsurface, Argilic horizon was
formed in two parts. Also, argilic horizon on piedmont alluvial deposits was more
in developed than the river alluvial deposits There were Vertic properties in developed soils on piedmont alluvial deposits, although, soils developed on transported
materials have many gravels and stones In addition, fragipan properties observed
in fine river alluvial deposits A 8 series were distinct and classified in two systems
of soil taxonomy and WRB at below.
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Soil
(Soil Families U.S.D.A. Soil Taxonomy)
series
Nash 1 Fine, mixed, superactive, thermic Vertic Hapludalf

WRB
Vertic Luvisol

Nash

2 Fine, mixed, superactive, thermic Vertic Eutriudept

Vertic Cambisol

Nash

3 Fine, mixed, superactive, thermic Fluventic Eutriudept

Vertic Cambisol

Nash

4 Fine, mixed, active, thermic Aerie Vertic Epiaqualf

Stagnic Luvisol

Nash

5 Clayey skeletal, mixed, active, thermic Typic Hapludalf

Haplic Luvisol

Nash

6 Fine loamy, mixed, superactive, thermic Typic Fragiudall Fragic Luvisol

Nash

7 Fine silty, mixed, superactive, thermic Pachic Hapludoll

Skeletic Phaeozem

Nash

S Loamy skeletal, mixed, active, thermic Typic Eutriudept

Skeletic Cambisol

Keyword: Soil Genesis, Alborz Mountains Ranges, Mazandaran, Iran
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K. N. WU
Albic Soil Classification Reference in the Northern Subtropical Region of
China.
K. N. Wu. Department of Land Science and Technology. China University of
Geoscience.
Abstract This paper deals with the basic properties and taxonomie classification
of Albic Yellow-Cinnamon soils in the northern subtropical region in China It
expounds the sedimental origin, regional environment, forming process, genetic
properties and taxonomie classification of soils.The formation of argic horizon
involved both residual and illuvial argillification. Clay minerals were mainly
composed of hydrous mica, Kaolinite, vermiculite, and montmorllonite in small
amount, showing soil's transitional properties of southern and northern region in
China.gDThe analysis of the four typical soil profile, by means of new taxonomical principle and method of Chinese Soil Taxonomy (Revised proposal, 200l),the
complete soil taxonomie classification of the four soil profile were obtained,they
could be allocated in Argosols order, Udalf suborder, Albic- Udic Argosols great
group and respectively subgroup. On the basis of obtained data, the high category
classification status of ST, WRB, and Chinese Soil Category Classification System
were analyzed, and the high category classification reference were get accordingly
Keywords: albic yellow-cinnamon soils, diagnostic horizons, diagnostic characteristics, soil taxonomy, high category classification reference.
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3109b

E. Micheli

Principles, structure and suggestions for modernization of the Hungarian Soil
Classification System.

E. Micheli. P. Tlegymegi, Szent Istvan University. Soil Science and Agrochemistry
Department: G. Sz. Kele. Plant Protection and Soil Conservation Service. Hungary:
Z Bakacsi. Research Institute forSoil Science andAg. Chemistry of the Hungarian
Academy ofSciences.
Most modern soil classification systems were based on soil genesis concepts and
were initiated in the middle of the XIX. century and began to be used in the 1960s.
With experience and expanded knowledge the emphasis shifted away from the genesis approach, to the use of soil properties as differentiating criteria. The Hungarian
soil classification system was elaborated in the 1960s, based on the genetic principles of Dokuchaev. The current Hungarian Soil Classification System has served
the nation well for several decades. However in this time of change and integration
with the other nations of Europe it is clear that the system needs to be modified.
A national committee of soil scientists has been formed to evaluate the Hungarian
system and to propose changes The current system is very much dependent on the
classifier's interpretation of the genesis of the soil. Categories of the system are
based on the recognition of sets of soil forming processes, morphology, soil geographic approach and some laboratory data. Thus, there is a strong bias to classify
soils according to the classifier's understanding of the geologic, climatic and biological history of a region. New findings in science, technical development and the
need for international correlation require changes in principles and structure of the
Hungarian Soil Classification System. Most modern international systems such as
Soil Taxonomy develop by USDA (1996), or the Reference Base for Soil Resources
(WRB, 1998) and national classification systems (The Russian, French, German,
Chinese) follow a diagnostic approach and are based on taxonomie keys The occurrence and sequence of diagnostic horizons, properties and materials determine the
taxa of classified soil. The poster will provide information on the principles used
classifying soils in the current Hungarian system and will describe the characteristics of the eight main soil units (skeletal soils, rendzina / erubase soils, chernozems,
brown forest soils, peat soils, alluvial soils, salt-aftected and "hydromorphic soils")
and their subunits General maps, pictures of soil profiles and basic laboratory data
will illustrate the units. Problems with field and laboratory methodology, membership of units, equity in classifying and correlation with the World Reference Base
will be discussed The World Reference Base for Soil Resources (WRB) is the
global correlation scheme for soil classification and international communication
selected by IUSS in 1998. The European Commission also selected the WRB as
the correlation scheme for harmonized soil maps and databases for Europe The
poster will conclude with the results of the ongoing modernization work, including
suggestions for the introduction of a classification key on the highest level, new

definitions and limits for units that improve recognition and separation of units and
better correlation with the WRB Three related posters will discuss details of the
classification and correlation problems of Chemozem-like soils, Forest soils and
"Hydromorphic" soils of Hungary.
179-5
3110b
M Fuchs
National Classification of "Hydromorphic" and Salt affected soils and their
correlation with the WRB.
M. Fuchs. E. Micheli, P. Hegymegi, Szent Istvan University, Soil Science and
Agrochemistry Department; T. Tóth, Research Institute for Soil Science and
Agricultural Chemistry of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
This poster is one of a series discussing the classification and correlation problems
of soils of Hungary "Hydromorphic" soils are referred to as "azonal" soils that
were formed under the influence of high ground water. Those that are influenced
by ground water without high level of soluble salts belong to the "meadow soils"
main type, those that have developed under the influence of groundwater containing high levels of soluble salts belong to the "salt affected soils" main type in the
Hungarian Soil Classification System (HSCS) Although the influence of ground
water is the differentiating criteria for meadow soils, gleyic properties and depth
requirements are not defined making the separation from other units subjective. On
the lower levels (types and subtypes) of classification, units are separated based on
humification rate, presence and distribution of secondary CaCO,, inherited alluvial
features and the presence of soluble salts in deeper horizons. These features also
lack precise definitions and limits. In the WRB, soils influenced by ground water
level are defined by "gleyic" properties at a shallow depth. In the WRB reference
group, Gleysols, well developed soils are excluded They are identified with the
"gleyic" modifier in other reference groups. Correlation of the Hungarian meadow
soils with the WRB is difficult and allows several alternatives because of the missing definitions and limits. Further confusion is created by the fact that many of
the meadow soils are heavy clay soils that satisfy the criteria of WRB Vertisols,
while in the current HSCS there is no separate unit for high clay content soils
Distinguishing salt-affected soil in the HSCS is less of a problem, as the limits for
amount, depth and type of soluble salt are well defined. Correlation with the WRB,
however, is a problem because methods of determination and limits of parameters
are not the same. The poster will give examples (with pictures and data) for the
Hungarian meadow soil and salt affected soil units and will discuss their classification and correlation problems with the WRB. The conflict of national traditions
with the need for harmonization with the WRB will be discussed. Suggestions will
be provided for the improvement of the classification of Hungarian meadow soils
with introduction of definitions and limits of horizons, properties and materials A
suggestion for the addition of a Vertisols unit and related diagnostics into the HSCS
will be presented as well as suggestions for introduction of additional qualifiers in
the WRB for better characterization of these soils.
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G. S. Kele
National Classification of "Chernozem like" (steppe) soils and their correlation
with the WRB.
G. S. Kele. Plant Protection and Soil Conservation Service: E. Micheli. Szent
Istvan University. Soil Science and Agrochemistry Department: J. Berényi Üveges,
Central Service for Plant Protection and Soil Conservation.
This poster is a member of a poster series discussing the classification and correlation problems of soils of Hungary. "Chernozem like" soils are the most important and fertile agricultural soils of Hungary. They are distinguished from other
units based on their humification processes / status, their natural high base content
and the morphological evidences of high biological activity. These soils belong to
the "csemozjom main type" in the Hungarian Soil Classification System (HSC).
In general characterization dark and high organic matter content top horizon is
a requirement for the unit, however there is no numerical limit set for the% and
depth. On the lower level of the classification, units (subtypes) are separated based
on the presence and distribution of secondary CaC03, the influence of ground
water and inherited alluvial features Subtypes are further classified based on the
presence of soluble salts. These listed features also lack the definitions and limits,
making decisions subjective for the classifier. In the World Reference Base for Soil
Resources (WRB) most of the steppe soils belong to the Kastenozems, Chernozems and Phaeozems reference groups All three require the presence of a mollic
diagnostic horizon with well defined criteria for colour, organic matter content,
base saturation, structure and depth. Many of the Hungarian "csernozjoms" fail
one or more of those criteria and may key out as Cambisols or even Regosols in
the WRB. The lower level correlation of the subtypes has also very broad choices,
since gleyic properties and depth requirements are not defined The same situation
is with the lack of definition and depth requirements of fluvic soil material and
secondary calcium carbonate accumulations. The poster will give examples (with
pictures and data) for the Hungarian csernozjoms units and will discuss their classification and correlation problems with the WRB Suggestions will be provided for
the improvement of the classification of Hungarian csernozjoms, including changes
and/or introduction of definitions and limits of horizons, properties and materials
and the newly constructed key It will be demonstrated that the new terms, definitions and limits were developed (to the extent possible) in harmony according to

WRB, to allow better correlation. At the same time suggestions for new qualifiers in
the WRB will be presented for better characterization of steppe soils.
179-7
3208b
WRB Explained.

O. Spaargaren

O. Spaargaren. ISRIC—World Soil

Information.

The object WRB classifies as soil is: "Any material within 2 meters from the F.arth's
surface that is in contact with the atmosphere, with the exclusion of life organisms,
areas with continuous ice not covered by other material, and water bodies deeper
than 2 meters " The definition includes continuous rock, paved urban soils, soils of
industrial areas, cave soils as well as sub-aqueous soils WRB is a two tier system:
TIER 1: The Reference Soil Groups Thirty-one reference soil groups at the first
categorical level TIER 2: The combination of Reference Soil Groups with Qualifiers Consisting of combinations of a set of unique qualifiers added to the reference
soil groups
179-8
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T. Szegi
National Classification of forest soils and their correlation with the WRB.
T. Szegi. P. Stefanovits, E. Micheli. Szent Istvan University. Soil Science
Agrochemistry Department.

and

This poster is one of a series discussing the classification and correlation problems
of soils of Hungary. The brown forest soils main type belongs to "zonal" soils in the
Hungarian Soil Classification System (HSCS) These soils are separated from others based on the presumed ancient forest vegetation and the apparent soil formation
processes like leaching, clay migration, acidification, podzolisation, or reduction
features. On the lower level of the classification different types and subtypes are
distinguished according to the presence and strength or dominance of these processes, however in most cases there is a lack of adequate definitions. The variety
and the number of types is very wide, from moderately developed "brown earth"
(characterized by leaching and structure and colour development) through the well
developed "lessivated brown forest soils" (with clay redistribution), the "pseudogleyic brown forest soils" (with reduction features caused by "perched" water above
a slowly permeable clay accumulation horizon) and the "podzolic brown forest
soils" (with podzolization) to the transitional subtypes like "csernozjom brown forest soils" In the World Reference Base for Soil Resources (WRB) the "brown forest soils" may belong to different Reference Groups, such as Cambisols, Luvisols,
Podzols, Planosols, Arenosols and Alisols. These Reference Groups have different,
well-defined criteria of colour, organic carbon content, base saturation, clay illuviation, stagnic color patterns, etc. The "brown earth" in most of the cases key out as
Cambisols, the rest of the forest soils types have many options At the lower level of
the WRB there are board, well defined choices (qualifiers) for further characterisation of the chemistry, colour and other features of the Reference Groups The poster
will give examples (with pictures and data) for the Hungarian forest soils units and
will discuss their classification and correlation problems with the WRB Suggestions will be provided for the improvement of the classification of Hungarian forest
soils, including changes and/or introduction of definitions and limits of horizons,
properties and materials and the newly constructed key for forest soils. Suggestions
for improvement of some Reference Groups and qualifiers in the WRB will also be
presented to improve characterization of these soils.
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E. Micheli
WRB Activities 2002-2006.
E. Micheli. Szent Istvan University. Soil Science and Agrochemistry
Department:
O. Spaargaren. ISRIC: P. Schad. Lehrstuhl für Bodenkunde (Soil Science).
Department of Ecology. Technische Universität München.
The poster reports on the activities of the Working Group WRB (World Reference
Base for Soil Resources) in the period between the 2002 WCSS in Bangkok and the
2006 WCSS in Philadelphia. The activities included: Maintaining Newsletters that
are sent electronically to WRB members, and maintaining WRB Discussion Sit
WRB translations: WRB is now published in 10 international languages: English,
French, German, Spanish, Italian, Lithuanian, Japanese, Romanian and Vietnamese and Polish. Chinese, Hungarian, Arabic ready to be published Three European
Summer School on Soil Survey (supported by the JRC,EC). In all three the WRB
was in focus and the WRB task forces conducted most of the teaching and field
exercises WRB Meetings, Correlation tours: WRB Course and fieldtrip, Mexico,
Dec, 2002 WRB Correlation Tour, South Africa and Namibia, 2003 Conference
and Field Trip Paleosols Florence, Italy, 2004 The International Conference on Soil
Classification 2004, Petrozavodsk, Russia Eastern and Southern African Soil Correlation (EASCO) Workshop and Tour, Tanzania and Kenya, 2005 The WRB and
the IUSS Congress in Philadelphia 2006: As a result of discussions with WCSS
organizers and officers of the Soil Science Society of America it was agreed that
both ST and WRB will be used on the soils tours of the 18th WCSS The poster will
present the impacts and conclusions of the activities. Pictures and program details
will illustrate the activities. The most important achievement of the reported period
is the 2nd edition, "the WRB 2006" is based on all experiences listed above, and
will be presented in an oral and in an other poster paper of the symposium of "New
developments in the World Reference Base for Soil Resources"
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